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PREFACE

PREFACE
The ECCOMAS Conference on Computational Solid and Structural Mechanics (ECCM)
and the ECCOMAS Conference on Computational Fluid Dynamics (ECFD), together with
the ECCOMAS Congress, constitute the three main scientific events of ECCOMAS.
In 2018, ECCM and ECFD were combined as ECCM-ECFD 2018 to commemorate the
25th Anniversary of ECCOMAS. The University of Glasgow, the University of Edinburgh
and the UK Association of Computational Mechanics hosted the conference, with the
City of Glasgow as the proud venue. The conference took place from 11-15 June 2018
at the Scottish Events Campus on the banks of the River Clyde, just to the west of
Glasgow’s city centre.
The conference showcased the very latest developments in numerical methods and
computational modelling in engineering and applied sciences. As well as computational
solid and fluid mechanics, coupled problems, and associated numerical and computational
techniques, presentations also covered fields such as acoustics, electromagnetics,
applied mathematics, scientific computing and applied physics and chemistry.
The conference attracted 127 mini-symposia that were organised by the scientific
community. 1950 delegates from 52 countries attended the conference, and 1700
lectures were delivered over the five days, resulting in a very successful and scientifically
rich conference. The conference was further enriched by 6 plenary and 18 semi-plenary
lectures that were delivered by world-leading researchers.
These proceedings include 382 full length papers from ECCM-ECFD 2018, covering
the full range of topics from the conference, that will serve as a major reference and
stimulate new research directions.
René de Borst, Jason Reese, Roger Owen and Chris Pearce (Eds.)
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MS organized by Rémi Abgrall, Pietro M. Congedo, Marica Pelanti and Maria Giovanna Rodio

A tabulated data technique for cryogenic two-phase flows........................585
Nikolaos Kyriazis, Phoevos Koukouvinis, Ioannis Karathanassis and Manolis Gavaises

Mathematical modeling of multi-phase flows using entropy symmetrization...
597
Pierre Cordesse, Marc Massot and Angelo Murrone

Advances in computational methods for environmental flows
MS organized by Pablo Ortiz and Joanna Szmelter

Controlling eutrophication by water artificial circulation...........................609
Francisco J. Fernández Fernández, Aurea Martínez Varela and Lino J. Álvarez Vázquez

Numerical simulation of 3D free surface flows in time dependent curvilinear
coordinates...............................................................................................618
Giovanni Cannata, Chiara Petrelli, Luca Barsi and Francesco Gallerano

Parameter estimation in a diagnostic wind model over complex terrain....625
Gustavo Montero, Eduardo Rodríguez, Albert Oliver and Javier Calvo

Simulation of multiphase flows in porous media with the flux
relaxation..................................................................................................637
Marina Trapeznikova, Natalia Churbanova and Anastasia Lyupa
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Advances in Computational Models and Applications for
Multiphysics High-Enthalpy Flows
MS organized by Marco Fossati and Thierry Magin

Absolute instability in Plasma jet...............................................................648
Simon Demange, Nishant Kumar, Matteo Chiatto and Fabio Pinna

Direct numerical simulation of hypersonic flow through regular and irregular
porous surfaces.........................................................................................660
Adriano Cerminara, Ralf Deiterding and Neil D. Sandham

Modelling hypersonic flows in thermochemical nonequilibrium using adaptive
mesh refinement.......................................................................................672
Chay W. C. Atkins and Ralf Deiterding

Turbulence chemistry interaction via eddy dissipation model for
scramjet analysis and design.....................................................................684
Jimmy-John O.E. Hoste, Marco Fossati, Ian J. Taylor and Rowan J. Gollan

Use of the pressure jump boundary condition in the high speed
rarefied gas flows......................................................................................696
Ashwani Assam, Nikhil N. Kalkote, Nishanth Dongari and Vinayak Eswaran

Advances in numerical methods for linear and non-linear
dynamics and wave propagation
MS organized by Alexander Idesman

Dynamic analysis of a rotating space tubular extendable boom with tip load
using one-dimensional unified formulation................................................707
Yi Hu, Yong Zhao, Lanmin Li and Zhouhui Tuo

Force method development in structural mechanics for the nonlinear tasks.
FEM hybrid models....................................................................................719
Vladimir A. Meleshko and Yuri L. Rutman

Integration schemes for the transient dynamic response of nonlinear
cable structures.........................................................................................730
Zeljan Lozina, Damir Sedlar and Andjela Bartulovic

Numerical simulation of subsonic gas flows using local discrete nonreflecting
boundary conditions..................................................................................740
Ilya Abalakin and Ludwig W. Dorodnicyn

Numerical simulations of Lamb waves for optimization of sensor placement
in SHM system...........................................................................................751
Pawel Kudela, Rohan Soman, Pawel Malinowski and Wieslaw Ostachowicz

State-of-the-Art Finite-Volume Discretisation of Kapila’s two-fluid
flow model................................................................................................763
Rien de Böck, Arris S. Tijsseling and Barry Koren
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Advances in reduced basis techniques for flow problems in
analysis, control and optimization
MS organized by Gianluigi Rozza, Simona Perotto, Annalisa Quaini and Marco Fossati

A comparative POD/DMD analysis of canonical and actuated turbulent
channel flows............................................................................................775
Jesús Garicano-Mena, Esteban Ferrer, Nuno Vinha and Eusebio Valero

A stabilized PGD mixed formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation,
application to a lid-driven cavity................................................................785
Chady Ghnatios, Rawad Himo and Elie Hachem

Reduced order modelling using a POD-based identification method
for parameterized PDEs.............................................................................796
Sabrina K. Star, Joris Degroote, Jan Vierendeels, Gert Van den Eynde and Francesco Belloni

Advances in the material point method for solid mechanics
MS organized by Charles E. Augarde, Willam M. Coombs and Michael A. Hicks

Taylor Least Squares reconstruction technique for material point
methods....................................................................................................806
Elizaveta Wobbes, Matthias Möller, Vahid Galavi and Cornelis Vuik

Advances in the modelling of multi-scale, multi-physics
and multi-uncertainty problems
MS organized by Chenfeng Li and Francisco M. Pires

Crouzeix-Ravairt multiscale finite element method for Stokes flows in
heterogeneous media................................................................................818
Qingqing Feng, Grégoire Allaire and Maria A. Puscas

Effect of micro-scale uncertainties on the elastic properties of
fibre-matrix composites............................................................................828
Sadik Omairey, Peter D. Dunning and Srinivas Sriramula

Multiscale CAFE for Fracture in Heterogeneous Materials under
Dynamic Loading Conditions......................................................................840
Sam Hewitt, Anton Shterenlikht, Lee Margetts and Alistair J. Revell

Biomechanics of organs and tissues connected to the vascular
system - computational modeling and experimental validation
MS organized by Tim Ricken and Markus Böl

Blood damage prediction on VAD’s rough surface by discrete-porosity
roughness model.......................................................................................851
Jitendra Kumar, Duc Duong Viet and Frank H. Wurm

Electromechanical model of hiPSC-derived ventricular cardiomyocytes
co-cultured with fibroblasts.......................................................................859
Alexander Jung, Ralf Frotscher and Manfred Staat
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Homogenization based modelling of the perfused liver tissue....................870
Eduard Rohan, Jana Turjanicová and Vladimír Lukeš

Numerical simulation of cardiac muscles in a rat biventricular model........882
Minh T. Duong, Theresa Ach, Muhannad Alkassar, Sven Dittrich and Sigrid Leyendecker

CFD methods in combustion, pollutant formation
MS organized by Thomas Lauer

Application of CFD simulation to optimize combustion in Prechamber
gas engines with port injection..................................................................894
Hubert Winter, Eduard Schneßl, Gerhard Pirker, Jan Zelenka and Andreas Wimmer

Impact of gasoline surrogates with different fuel sensitivity
(RON-MON) on knock prediction . .............................................................906
Corinna Netzer, Lars Seidel, Harry Lehtiniemi, Frédéric Ravet and Fabian Mauß

Numerical investigation of inert and reactive spray characteristics
during pilot injection of a dual fuel injector...............................................918
Jens Frühhaber, Andreas Peter, Sebastian Schuh, Thomas Lauer, Michael Wensing, Franz
Winter, Peter Priesching and Klaus Pachler

CFD-based Design Optimisation Methods
MS organized by Harvey M Thompson and Zinedine Khatir

Adaptive sampling criteria for multi-fidelity metamodels in
CFD-based shape optimization...................................................................930
Riccardo Pellegrini, Andrea Serani, Matteo Diez, Jeroen Wackers, Patrick Queutey and Michel
Visonneau

Aerodynamic optimization of a parametrized pylon engine on a
mission path using adjoint method............................................................941
Damien Guénot, François Gallard, Joël Brézillon and Yann Mérillac

An optimization based approach to multi-block structured grid
generation.................................................................................................953
Marcel Sauer

Data-driven geometric filtration for aerodynamic shape optimization........965
Davide Cinquegrana and Emiliano Iuliano

Complex Fluid Flows in Engineering: Modeling,
Simulation and Optimization
MS organized by Marek Behr and Stefanie Elgeti

Fast Computation of a Smooth Yarn’s Velocity in a Main Nozzle.................985
Lucas Delcour, Jozef Peeters, Joris Degroote and Jan Vierendeels

Influence of curved-shape magnets on the cooling performance of
an axial flux permanent magnet synchronous machine..............................997
Alireza Rasekh, Ahmed Hemeida, Hendrik Vansompel, Peter Sergeant and Jan Vierendeels
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Investigation of the gap vortex street in densely packed tube arrays
in axial flow using CFD and experiments.................................................. 1009
Henri Dolfen, Fulvio Bertocchi, Martin Rohde, Jan Vierendeels and Joris Degroote

Numerical simulation and dynamic characteristics analysis of
pulverized coal transportation in annular tubes....................................... 1021
Hongyuan Sun, Jianwei Huang, Shijie Jiang and He Li

Spline-based meshing techniques for industrial applications................... 1033
Jochen P. Hinz, Matthias Möller and Cornelis Vuik

Computational modelling of beams on foundation with
application to rail tracks
MS organized by António Pinto da Costa and Fernando Simões

A procedure to determine the critical speed of railway tracks based
on the Winkler’s hypothesis and static FEM simulations.......................... 1045
Jose Estaire, Ines Crespo-Chacon and Maria Santana

Dynamic responses of asymmetrical turnout bearers to coupling
vertical and lateral forces in railway switches and crossings................... 1057
Sakdirat Kaewunruen, Ayoub Rachid and Keiichi Goto

Effect of extreme climate on wheel-rail interaction over rail squats........ 1067
Sakdirat Kaewunruen, Andris Freimanis and Makoto Ishida

Indirect monitoring of railway bridges by direct integration.................... 1078
Jennifer Keenahan, Eugene J. OBrien and Yifei Ren

Computational Electro-Magneto-Thermo-Mechanics
MS organized by Tobias Gleim and Detlef Kuhl

High-order accurate time integration methods for electromagnetic-thermal
analysis................................................................................................... 1086
Tobias Gleim and Detlef Kuhl

Computational experiment in aeroacoustics (MINI-CEAA)
MS organized by George N. Barakos, Charles Hirsch, Sergey Karabasov, Tatiana K.
Kozubskaya and Ulf Michel

Acoustic assessment of twin-engined turboprop layouts......................... 1098
Giulia Chirico, George N. Barakos and Nicholas Bown

Simulation of aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of helicopter main
rotor on unstructured meshes................................................................. 1116
Ilya Abalakin, Pavel Bakhvalov , Vladimir Bobkov, Andrey Gorobets and Tatiana K.
Kozubskaya

Towards precise prediction of flow patters of resonators under
grazing flows by using cartesian-mesh cfd.............................................. 1128
Tsuabsa Iwafune, Daisuke Sasaki, Hidemi Toh and Tatsuya Ishii
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Understanding transonic weapon bay flows............................................. 1140
Gaetan J.M. Loupy and George N. Barakos

Computational mechanics for energy harvesting and storage
MS organized by Alberto Salvadori and Robert McMeeking

Unsteady hydrodynamics of a full-scale tidal turbine............................... 1163
Gabriel T. Scarlett, Brian Sellar, Ton van den Bremer and Ignazio M. Viola

Computational Mechanics of Concrete and Concrete Structures
- A symposium in Memory of Nenad Bicanic
MS organized by René de Borst, Herbert Mang and Guenther Meschke

Assessment of the performance of bund wall systems under impact loading..
1177
Islem Megdiche, William Atherton, Clare Harris, Glynn Rothwell and David Allanson

Computational assessment of the structural performance of concrete beams
with encased steel joist........................................................................... 1187
Roberto Ballarini, Lidia La Mendola, Jia-Liang Le and Alessia Monaco

Deterministic size effect in concrete simulated with two viscoplastic models.
1199
Andrzej Winnicki, Adam Wosatko and Michał Szczecina

Modeling alkali-silica-reaction in reinforced concrete structures
combining kinetics and fracture mechanics............................................. 1211
Libor Jendele, Karolina Hajkova, Vít Šmilauer and Jan Cervenka

New approach on discretization methods for mesoscopic study of
concrete structures................................................................................. 1223
Alaleh Shehni and Ulrich Häussler-Combe

Realistic seismic assessment of RC buildings with masonry infill
using 3D high-fidelity simulations........................................................... 1234
Giuseppe Occhipinti, Bassam Izzuddin, Lorenzo Macorini and Ivo Caliò

Computational Mechanics of Materials and Structures
- In Memory of Christian Miehe (1956-2016)
MS organized by Manfred Bischoff, Christian Linder, Ekkehard Ramm and Jörg Schröder

The Brezis-Ekeland-Nayroles variational principale for elastoplastic
problems................................................................................................. 1246
Xiaodan Cao, Abdelbacet Oueslati and Géry de Saxcé

Computational mechanics of wood, wood-based products
and timber structures
MS organized by Josef Füssl, Josef Eberhardsteiner, Erik Serrano and Michael Kaliske

Cohesive zone models of single step joint damaged due to the shear crack....... 1257
Maxime Verbist, Jorge M. Branco and Thierry Descamps
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Design of a long span Belfast truss using UK home-grown timber........... 1269
Dale Johnstone, Robert Hairstans and Andrew Livingstone

Estimation of GLT beam stiffness based on homogenised board
mechanical propertie and composite beam theory................................... 1280
Giuseppe Balduzzi, Georg Kandler and Josef Füssl

Numerical modelling and experimentation of historical carpentry
corner log joints...................................................................................... 1292
Anna Pestka, Katarzyna Szepietowska, Paweł Kłosowski, Marcin Krajewski and Izabela
Lubowiecka

Computational methods for inverse problems: theory and applications
MS organized by John C Brigham, Ankush Aggarwal and Wilkins Aquino

Cavity position and size identification using the observed sound
pressure in hammering test based on the adjoint variable and
the finite element methods...................................................................... 1304
Takahiko Kurahashi, Eiki Matsuoka, Youichi Hirose, Yuki Murakami, Shigehiro Toyama, Fujio
Ikeda, Tetsuro Iyama and Ikuo Ihara

Sensitivity analysis of elastoplastic structural response regarding geometry
and external loads.................................................................................... 1308
Jan Liedmann and Franz-Joseph Barthold

Shallow water flow estimation analysis using the ensemble Kalman filter FEM...... 1320
Kiyora Saito and Takahiko Kurahashi

Validation of differentiated programs and their application to data assimilation.
1325
Yasuyoshi Horibata

Computational Methods For Structural Dynamics
MS organized by Andreas E. Kampitsis and Ioannis C. Dikaros

A transient dynamic process in a structurally nonlinear system
“beam-elastic foundation” ...................................................................... 1340
Vladimir A. Gordon, Olga V. Pilipenko and Vladimir A. Trifonov

Acceleration responses for tall reinforced concrete office buildings
under wind loading.................................................................................. 1349
Ali Al-Balhawi and Binsheng Zhang

An enhanced finite volume based solver for thermoelastic materials
in fluid-structure coupled problems......................................................... 1361
Ignacio González, Alireza Naseri, Jorge Chiva, Joaquim Rigola and Carlos D. Pérez-Segarra

Analytical definition of the critical load of a long-reinforced concrete
pipe with variable geometry.................................................................... 1373
Alexandre de M. Wahrhaftig

Development of an impact attenuator for a SAE formula vehicle.............. 1384
Bruno C. Mussulini and Larissa Driemeier
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Numerical simulation of fluid structure interaction in a pump with
hyperelastic components......................................................................... 1396
Christian Zehetner, Franz Hammelmüller and Christian Wöckinger

Static transmission error reduction for modifying the helical gear geometry..
1405
Seokho Choi, Yangsoo Kim, Changjun Seo and Heungseob Kim

Vehicle model simulation to predict the judder vibration reduction
performance of hydraulic bushing........................................................... 1411
Won Park, Kwangseok Boo and Heungseob Kim

Wave finite element method for vibration of periodic structures
subjected to external loads..................................................................... 1417
Tien Hoang, Denis Duhamel and Gilles Foret

Computational modeling and experimental investigations
of metallic materials across scales
MS organized by Benjamin Klusemann and Franz Roters

Investigation of texture evolution during rolling process of
non-oriented Si based electrical steels with 2D and 3D RVEs................... 1428
Aditya Vuppala, Xuefei Wei, Stephan Hojda, Marco Teller and Gerhard Hirt

Simulation of upper and lower bainitic transformation in a unified
phase field model.................................................................................... 1439
Rolf Mahnken and Martin Düsing

Virtual experimental study of microstructure design of dual phase
steel for optimal formability.................................................................... 1451
Yuguo G. An, Wil D.T. Spanjer and Piet J.J. Kok

Computational modeling in mechanobiology and tissue engineering
MS Organized by Paulo Fernandes, María José Gómez Benito, Guillermo Rus,
Enrico Dall‘Ara, Zohar Yosibash and Uwe Wolfram

Finite element analysis of pores design and tissue differentiation in
cementless hip prosthesis....................................................................... 1462
Hassan Mehboob, Faris Tarlochan, Sami Alkhatib, Ali Mehboob and Seung Hwan Chang

Mechanical properties assessment for TPMS based scaffolds using
homogenization methods........................................................................ 1468
Julia Pinheiro, André P.G. Castro, Rui B. Ruben, José M. Guedes and Paulo R. Fernandes

Numerical modeling of heat transfer in biological tissue domain
using the fuzzy finite difference method.................................................. 1475
Alicja Piasecka-Belkhayat and Paweł Kowalski

Understanding the pathology of blast-induced traumatic brain injury...... 1485
Hesam S. Moghaddam, Mariusz Ziejewski and Ghodrat Karami
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Computational modelling of damage and fracture
MS organized by Leong Hien Poh, Ron Peerlings, Milan Jirásek and Anna Pandolfi

An anisotropic damage and fracture model based on a second order
damage tensor........................................................................................ 1491
Marek Fassin, Robert Eggersmann, Stephan Wulfinghoff and Stefanie Reese

Compressive deformation behaviour of ALSI10MG microlattice
structures by selective laser melting....................................................... 1503
Ninian S. K. Ho, Peifeng Li and Gin B. Chai

Concrete fatigue model based on cumulative inelastic shear strains........ 1511
Abedulgader Baktheer, Josef Hegger and Rostislav Chudoba

Effect of constitutive laws using cohesive elements on cracks
patterns in concrete at the meso-scale ................................................... 1523
Jerzy Bobiński and Jacek Tejchman

Effect of interfacial transitional zones on concrete behaviour in
DEM analyses.......................................................................................... 1534
Michał Nitka and Jacek Tejchman

Modelling damage and progressive collapse of frames using a
Gaussian springs based applied element method..................................... 1544
Mai Abdul-Latif and Y.T. Feng

Variational modeling of micro-cracking and failure in fiber-reinforced
concretes................................................................................................. 1554
Giovanni Lancioni, Roberto Alessi and Elisa Baioni

Computational Multi-Fluid Dynamics Models for Multiscale
and Multiphysics Problems: Methods, Algorithms, Challenges
and Perspectives
MS organized by Jeff Gomes, Marcus Bannerman and Jos Derksen

A parallel multiscale DEM-VOF method for large-scale simulations
of three-phase flows................................................................................ 1566
Gabriele Pozzetti, Xavier Besseron, Alban Rousset and Bernhard Peters

Computational fluid dynamics applied to the study of falling liquid
films in a wave film generation facility.................................................... 1575
Susana M. Iglesias, Dany S. Dominguez, Alberto Escrivá, José L. Muñoz-Cobo, César Berna,
José L. Cuadros and Yago Rivera

Numerical and experimental investigation of violent sloshing under
roll excitation.......................................................................................... 1584
Ronja Hoch, Matthias Witte and Frank H. Wurm

Two-phase flow modeling for gas-solid granular mixtures with
dense and dilute concentration................................................................ 1596
Alexey Serezhkin and Igor Menshov
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Validation of a multiscale coupling algorithm by experimental tests
in TALL-3D facility................................................................................... 1605
Antonio Cervone, Andrea Chierici, Leonardo Chirco, Roberto Da Vià and Sandro Manservisi

Computational multi-scale modeling and design of
new engineering materials
MS organized by Xavier Oliver, Tadeusz Burczyński , Alfredo E. Huespe and Maciej Pietrzyk

Multiscale synergetic model of the die wear in hot forging process......... 1617
Marek Wilkus, Danuta Szeliga, Łukasz Rauch and Maciej Pietrzyk

Computational soft tissue cardiac mechanics
MS organized by Xiao Y. Luo, David A. Nordletten, Boyce E. Griffith,
Gehard A. Holzapfel and Ray W. Ogden

A compact geometrically nonlinear fe shell code for cardiac analysis:
Shell formulation..................................................................................... 1627
Yew Yan Wong and Roger S. Crouch

Immersed boundary finite element hyperelastic heart model.................. 1639

Charles Puelz, Margaret A. Smith, Simone Rossi, Greg Sturgeon, Paul Segars and Boyce E. Griffith

Modelling and simulation of ellectical propagation in transmural
slabs of scarred left ventricle tissue........................................................ 1651
Peter Mortensen, Muhamad Hifzhudin Bin Noor Aziz, Hao Gao and Radostin Simitev

Computational Structural Stability
MS organized by Herbert A. Mang and Yeong-Bin Yang

Interface thermal behaviour of composite sections with the finite
element method...................................................................................... 1664
Zheng Cui and Y.T. Feng

Perturbation energy concept for stiffened shells using a mixed-hybrid
finite element formulation....................................................................... 1676
Simon Kern and Dieter Dinkler

Coupled hydro-mechanical processes in geomaterials
MS organized by Peter Grassl and Thomas Shire

An enriched-finite element technique for numerical simulation of
hydro-fracture evolution in naturally-layered formations........................ 1685
Mohammad Vahab, Shamseddin Akhondzadeh , Amir R Khoei and Nasser Khalili

Development of simulation method for crack propagation and
corrosion product movement due to rebar corrosion............................... 1697
Hikaru Nakmaura, Zahra Amalia, Di Qiao and Taito Miura

Numerical analysis of the influence of cavities on seepage and slope
stability of earth dams............................................................................. 1709
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Hawraa Alateya and Alireza Ahangar Asr

Coupled problems in optimization, control, and uncertainty
quantification
MS organized by Hermann G. Matthies, Roger Ohayon and Kwan-Chun Park

Aerodynamic optimization using FSI coupled adjoints in SU2.................. 1719
Charanya Venkatesan-Crome, Ruben Sanchez and Rafael Palacios

Fe models for the evaluation of hydrodynamic pressure on concrete gravity
dams during earthquakes........................................................................ 1731
Anna De Falco, Matteo Mori and Giacomo Sevieri

Current trends in modelling and simulation of turbulent flows
MS organized by Suad Jakirlic

A logarithmic w-equation formulation for tubulence models in harmonic
balance solvers........................................................................................ 1743
Michael Müller and Christian Morsbach

Hot wire anemometry and numerical simulation applied to the investigation
of the turbulence in a gap flow................................................................ 1755
Herbert A.M. Severino, Tiago de Melo and Jhon N.V. Goulart

Numerical simulation of a liquid sodium turbulent flow over a backward
facing step with a four parameter logarithmic turbulence model............. 1766
Roberto Da Vià, Andrea Chierici, Leonardo Chirco and Sandro Manservisi

Performances of two open-source solvers in the numerical simulation of
synthetic jets........................................................................................... 1777
Andrea Palumbo, Francesco Capuano and Luigi de Luca

Symbolic regression of algebraic stress-strain relation for RANS turbulence
closure.................................................................................................... 1789
Martin Schmelzer, Richard P. Dwight and Paola Cinnella

Design optimisation with multiscale or multiphysics considerations
MS organized by Xiao-Yi Zhou and H. Alicia Kim

Optimization based analysis of the effect of particle spatial distribution on
the elastic behaviour of PRMMC............................................................... 1796
Lorenzo Gentile, Dario Giugliano, Enrico Cestino, Giacomo Frulla and Edmondo Minisci

Sensitivity analysis as a tool for optimal material design......................... 1808
Wojciech Kijanski and Franz-Joseph Barthold

Development and design of open scientific software libraries
MS organized by Łukasz Kaczmarczyk and Garth N. Wells

MuPIF: Multi-Physics Integration Platform ............................................. 1820
Bořek Patzák, Vít Šmilauer and Martin Horák
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OOFEM.org - project status, challenges and needs................................... 1828

Bořek Patzák, Mikael Öhman, Martin Horák, Vít Šmilauer, Milan Jirásek, Filip Kolařík and Edita
Dvořáková

Direct and inverse methods for cardiovascular and pulmonary
biomechanics
MS organized by Wolfgang A. Wall, C. Alberto Figueroa, Marek Behr and Raoul van Loon

Hemodynamics in the pulmonary bifurcation in relation to adults with
congenital heart disease: effect of branching angle and origin................ 1833
Maria Boumpouli, Mark Danton, Terence Gourlay and Asimina Kazakidi

Linear optimization algorithm of the parameters estimation for the 1D
hemodynamics parameter estimation...................................................... 1845
Timur Gamilov, Jordi Alastruey and Sergey Simakov

Discontinuous Galerkin methods: new trends and applications
MS organized by Nicoletta Franchina, Sonia Fernandez-Mendez and Ruben Sevilla

A high-order hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin Method for gas kinetic
euqation.................................................................................................. 1851
Wei Su, Peng Wang, Yonghao Zhang and Lei Wu

Coupling of continuous and HDG methods............................................... 1863
Mahendra Paipuri, Carlos Tiago and Sonia Fernández-Méndez

Preliminary results of a Discontinuous Galerkin immersed boundary method
combining penalization and anisotropic mesh adaptation........................ 1875
Marco Lorini, Cécile Dobrzynski, Vincent Perrier and Mario Ricchiuto

Vesicle shape deformation using a discontinuous Galerkin method......... 1886
Tae-Yeon Kim, Wen Jiang, Sung Mun Lee, Jeong-Hoon Song and Eun-Jae Park

Discrete simulations of granular materials
MS organized by Stefanos-Aldo Papanicolopulos, Daniel Barreto, Kevin J. Hanley and Thomas
Shire

A computational model for multiple collisions of rigid bodies: An extension of
A-CD2 method......................................................................................... 1896
Roberto León, Luis Salinas and Claudio E. Torres

Characterising spherical packings by principal component analysis......... 1906
Tingting Zhao and Y.T. Feng

Exascale algorithms and software techniques for computational fluid
and solid mechanics
MS organized by Stefan Turek, Axel Klawonn and Uli Rüde
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Energy consumption of algorithms for solving the compressible NavierStokes equations on CPUs, GPUs and KNLs.............................................. 1915
Satya P. Jammy, Christian T. Jacobs, David J. Lusher and Neil D. Sandham

Finite-strain plasticity and viscoelasticity: Modelling approaches and
numerics
MS organized by Bernhard Eidel, Alexey V. Shutov and Ralf Landgraf

Efficient integration for the Simo-Miehe model with Mooney-Rivlin potential..
1927
Alexey V. Shutov

Fourier-based methods for computing the behavior of heterogenous
materials: developments, extensions and applications
MS organized by Matthias Kabel, Heiko Andrä, Hervé Moulinec and Lionel Gélébart

Numerically robust and efficient two-scale FE-FFT-based finite strain crystal
plasticity simulations of polycrystalline materials.................................... 1938
Julian Kochmann, Tim Brepols, Stephan Wulfinghoff, Bob Svendsen and Stefanie Reese

Spectral Galerkin method for solving Helmholtz and Laplace Dirichlet
problems on multiple open arcs............................................................... 1950
José Pinto and Carlos Jerez-Hanckes

Fracture-resistance characterisation of structural interfaces
using cohesive zone models
MS organized by Leo Škec, Giulio Alfano, Roberto Serpieri and Gordan Jelenić

A mixed-mode cohesive model accounting for small to large openings
transition................................................................................................ 1962
Federica Confalonieri and Umberto Perego

Increase of fracture resistance by the interaction of two cracks - cohesive
law scale effects ..................................................................................... 1974
Bent F. Sørensen and Stergios Goutianos

High-order methods for under-resolved turbulent flows
MS organized By Esteban Ferrer, Eusebio Valero, Vincent Couaillier and David A. Kopriva

Numerical Investigation of split form nodal Discontinuous Galerkin
schemes for implicit LES of a turbulent channel flow............................... 1982
Michael Bergmann, Rebecca Gölden and Christian Morsbach

HPC-Based simulations for the wide industrial realm: aerospace,
automotive, bio, construction, heavy...
MS organized by Makoto Tsubokura, Mariano Vázquez, Takayuki Aoki and Andreas Lintermann

An efficient solver for large-scale simulations of voxel-based structures
using a nonlinear damage material model............................................... 1994
Monika Stipsitz and Dieter H. Pahr
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Massively-parallel multi-GPU simulations for fast and accurate
automotive aerodynamics........................................................................ 2005
Christoph A. Niedermeier, Christian F. Janßen and Thomas Indinger

Profiling and application of the multi-scale universal interface (MUI)...... 2013
Alex Skillen, Stephen M. Longshaw, Gregory Cartland-Glover, Charles Moulinec and David R.
Emerson

Strategies for the heterogeneous execution of large-scale simulations
on hybrid supercomputers....................................................................... 2021
Xavier Álvarez, Andrey Gorobets and Francesc X. Trias

The IC engine combustion simulation using hierarchical Cartesian
mesh framework..................................................................................... 2032
Wei-Hsiang Wang, Chung-Gung Li, Rahul Bale, Keiji Onishi and Makoto Tsubokura

Impact of Surface Imperfections on the Transition Process
of Laminar Boundary Layers
MS organized by Heinrich Luedeke and Ulrich Rist

Effect of humps and indentations on boundary-layer transition of
compressible flows using the AHLNS methodology.................................. 2044
Juan Alberto Franco Sumariva, Stefan Hein and Eusebio Valero

On allowable step heights - lessons learned from the ATTAS and F100
flight tests............................................................................................... 2056
Geza Schrauf

Recent experimental studies conducted at ONERA on the influence of
surface imperfections on boundary-layer transition................................. 2068
Maxime Forte, Delphine Sebbane, Olivier Vermeersch, Lorenzo Lanzillotta and Estelle Piot

Innovative methods for fluid-structure interaction
MS organized by E. Harald van Brummelen, T. Kvamsdal and R. Ohayon

A finite element approach for hydroelastic vibrations of partially filled
prestressed elastic tanks......................................................................... 2071
Christophe Hoareau, Jean-François Deü and Roger Ohayon

A fluid-structure interaction model with weak slip velocity boundary
conditions on conforming internal interfaces........................................... 2079
Van-Dang Nguyen, Johan Jansson, Thomas Frachon, N. Cem Degirmenci and Johan Hoffman

An explicit Lagrangian approach for 3D simulation of fluid-structure
interaction problems............................................................................... 2089
Simone Meduri, Massimiliano Cremonesi and Umberto Perego

Comparison of single-solver FSI techniques for the FE-prediction of a
blow-off pressure for an elastomeric seal................................................ 2099
Niall Morrison, Yevgen Gorash and Robert Hamilton

Generalized beam models analysis for aeroelastic morphing applications.... 2111
Luca Cirrottola, Marco Morandini and Giuseppe Quaranta
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New techniques for solving the steady free surface flow problem............ 2123
Toon Demeester, E. Harald van Brummelen, Joris Degroote and Jan Vierendeels

Numerical simulation of nonclassical aileron buzz over 3D unstructured
adaptive meshes..................................................................................... 2131
Luca Cirrottola, Giuseppe Quaranta, Barbara Re, Cécile Dobrzynski and Alberto Guardone

Numerical study of flows around a ship hull including elastic
deformation effect using a mode function................................................ 2143
Kunihide Ohashi

Second-order semi-implicit partitioned method for fluid-structure
interaction problems............................................................................... 2153
Alireza Naseri, Ignacio González, Ahmad Amani and Carlos D. Pérez-Segarra

Interfacial fluid flow simulation
MS organized by Mostafa S. Shadloo and Mehmet Yildiz

A numerical study of metal pad rolling instability in a simplified
Hall-Héroult cell...................................................................................... 2164
Roman Gutt, Varchasvi Nandana and Uwe Janoske

Acoustics simulation in the presence of moving interfaces in
multiphase flows..................................................................................... 2176
Jonas Friedrich and Michael Schäfer

Bag mode breakup simulations of a single liquid droplet......................... 2187
César Pairetti, Stéphane Popinet, Santiago Márquez Damián, Norberto Nigro and Stéphane
Zaleski

Experimental and numerical study on the melting behaviour of a phase
change material in buoyancy driven flows............................................... 2199
Varchasvi Nandana and Uwe Janoske

Experimental validation of numerical approach for free surface flows
modelling based on lattice Boltzmann method......................................... 2211
Jan Vimmr, Libor Lobovský, Ondřej Bublík and Tomáš Mandys

Numerical simulation of a rising bubble under the influence of electric
forces using ISPH method....................................................................... 2223
Amin Rahmat and Mehmet Yildiz

Inverse problems
MS organized by Guillermo Rus and Roberto Palma

Anomaly detection in mechanical structures exploiting the inverse
finite element method............................................................................. 2234
Luca Colombo, Claudio Sbarufatti and Marco Giglio

Bayesian updating of existing concrete gravity dams model parameters
using static measurements...................................................................... 2245
Anna De Falco, Matteo Mori and Giacomo Sevieri
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Damage detection in two-dimensional plates via infrared thermography.... 2257
Manuel Pena and Maria-Luisa Rapun

Simplified soil-structure interaction models for concrete gravity dams.... 2269
Anna De Falco, Matteo Mori and Giacomo Sevieri

Isogeometric boundary element methods
MS organized by Robert N. Simpson, Jon Trevelyan, Panagiotis Kaklis,
Trond Kvamsdal and Jon Vegard Venas

Isogeometric boundary element analysis of underground excavations.... 2281
Christian Duenser, Gernot Beer and Benjamin Marussig

Isogeometric methods
MS organized by Alessandro Reali, Yuri Bazilevs, David J. Benson, René De Borst, Thomas
J.R. Hughes, Trond Kvamsdal, Giancarlo Sangalli and Clemens V. Verhoosel

Isogeometric analysis for compressible flow problems............................ 2293
Matthias Möller

Isogeometric Analysis in fluid-structure interaction problems
considering structural contact................................................................. 2305
Daniel Hilger, Norbert Hosters, Marek Behr and Stefanie Elgeti

Mechanical and physical properties of cellular/porous/fibrous
materials
MS organized by Hanxing Zhu and Philip Harrison

A hybrid approach for consideration of the elastic-plastic behaviour of
open-cell ceramic foams.......................................................................... 2314
Christoph Settgast, Geralf Hütter, Martin Abendroth and Meinhard Kuna

Computational homogenisation of a recycled composite material based
on PET and wood particles....................................................................... 2326
Pedro Pesante, Karin Saavedra, Gonzalo Pincheira, Jorge Hinojosa and César Retamal

Vibration damping properties of porous materials................................... 2337
Lucie Rouleau, Alain Guinault and Jean-François Deü

Meshfree and particle methods: theory, formulation and applications
MS organized by Jorge Belinha, R.M. Natal Jorge and G.R. Liu

Improved wall boundary conditions with implicitly defined walls for
particle based fluid simulation................................................................. 2346
Yasutomo Kanetsuki and Susumu Nakata

Lattice Boltzmann modelling of pulsatile flow using moment
boundary conditions................................................................................ 2355
Zainab A. Bu sinnah, David I. Graham and Tim Reis
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Modeling and simulation of free ﬂuid over a porous medium
by meshless method................................................................................ 2367
Magdalena Mierzwiczak

Modification of the least square MPS method for the heat conduction
problems................................................................................................. 2378
Masayuki Tanaka, Rui Cardoso and Hamid Bahai

On CPU and GPU parallelization of VM2D code for 2D flows simulation
using vortex method............................................................................... 2390
Kseniia S. Kuzmina, Ilia K. Marchevsky and Evgeniya P. Ryatina

On partitioned and monolithic coupling strategies in Lagrangian
vortex methods for 2D FSI problems....................................................... 2402
Kseniia S. Kuzmina, Ilia K. Marchevsky and Evgeniya P. Ryatina

Semi-analytical influence computation for vortex sheet with
piecewise constant intensity distribution in 3D vortex methods.............. 2410
Ilia K. Marchevsky and Georgy A. Shcheglov

Validation of an in-house Lattice Boltzmann solver for a multiphase
flow application....................................................................................... 2422
Antonio Figueroa-González, José Oliveira, Tom-Robin Teschner, László Könözsy, Irene
Moulitsas and Karl W. Jenkins

Model reduction, big data and dynamic data-driven systems
MS organized by Francisco Chinesta, Elias Cueto, Charbel Farhat,
Matthew J. Zahr and Pierre Ladeveze

A nonlinear a-priori Hyper-Reduction method for the dynamic
simulation of a car tire rolling over a rough road surface......................... 2430
Daniel De Gregoriis, Frank Naets, Peter Kindt and Wim Desmet

A procedure for continues estimation of system input force and states .... 2442
Abbas Kazemi Amiri and Christian Bucher

Diagnostics of actuation system faults from dynamic data...................... 2451
Pier Carlo Berri, Matteo D.L Dalla Vedova and Laura Mainini

Effects of discretization on reducibility for PDE models with variable
geometry: a preliminary study................................................................. 2463
Sander Dedoncker, Frank Naets, Elke Deckers and Wim Desmet

Model order reduction in viscoplastic flow modelling using proper
orthogonal decomposition and neural networks...................................... 2475
Ekaterina A. Muravleva, Ivan V. Oseledets and Dmitry A. Koroteev

Model updating of a historic railway bridge based on genetic algorithms.... 2488
Jorge Leite, Diogo Ribeiro, Bruno Costa, Jorge Magalhães-Mendes and Rodrigo Martins

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for optimization of road
design using a random key genetic algorithm.......................................... 2500
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Jorge Magalhaes-Mendes

POD-DEIM model order reduction for the monodomain reaction-diffusion
equation in neuro-muscular system......................................................... 2514
Nehzat Emamy, Pascal Litty, Thomas Klotz, Miriam Mehl and Oliver Röhrle

Towards a general stabilisation method for conservation laws
using a multilayer Perceptron neural network: 1D scalar and
system of equations................................................................................ 2525
Maria Han Veiga and Rémi Abgrall

Modeling and discretization approaches for slender continua
and their interaction
MS organized by Christoph Meier, Damien Durville, Olivier Brüls,
Johannes Gerstmayr and Joachim Linn

Comprehensive kinematics and kinetics of Cosserat beams and their
application for developing measurement model for strain gauges........... 2540
Mayank Chadha and Michael D. Todd

The logarithmic finite element method.................................................... 2549
Christian Schröppel and Jens Wackerfuß

Modelling of Interface Behaviour in Composites
MS organized by Jana Wilmers, Swantje Bargmann, Ali Javili and Andrew T. McBride

Simulation of particle size effect on particle/matrix debonding............... 2561
Timothée Gentieu, Anita Catapano, Julien Jumel and James Broughton

Monotonicity preserving finite element methods for transport
equations and hyperbolic systems
MS organized by Santiago Badia, Dmitri Kuzmin and John N. Shadid

Optimization-based, property preserving finite element methods............ 2571
Pavel B. Bochev, Denis Ridzal, Marta D’Elia and Mauro Perego

Moving interface problems in computational fluid dynamics
MS organized by Jooyoung Hahn and Robert Kloefkorn

A level-set method for interfacial heat or mass transfer in
two-phase flows...................................................................................... 2581
Néstor Balcázar, Óscar Antepara, Joaquim Rigola and Asensi Oliva

Effect of the liquid viscosity, wall wetting and mass flow rate on
the flow through a horizontal U-bend subjected to an upwards flowing
air/water-mixture................................................................................... 2593
Laurent De Moerloose, Jan Vierendeels and Joris Degroote

Exact flame-front tracking in premixed low Mach number combustion.... 2605
Clemens Gößnitzer and Herbert Steinrück
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Three-dimensional simulation of a shock induced bubble collapse........... 2617
Eric Goncalves and Philippe Parnaudeau

Multi-physics & Multi-scale Methods in Granular Materials Modeling
MS organizers Alex X. Jerves, Carlos F. Ávila and Sergio A. Galindo-Torres

Development of methods for reducing the volume of aspiration during
overloads of granular materials by bucket elevators................................ 2626

Olga A. Averkova, Ivan N. Logachev, Konstantin I. Logachev, Valeryi A. Uvarov and Arslan M.
Ziganshin

Features of the settlement scheme aspiration of elevator overloads........ 2638

Olga A. Averkova, Ivan N. Logachev, Konstantin I. Logachev, Valeryi A. Uvarov and Arslan M.
Ziganshin

Multi-Physics Simulations with the Coupling Library preCICE
MS organized by Benjamin Uekermann and Miriam Mehl

Error investigation in coupled simulations using discontinuous galerkin
method for discretisation........................................................................ 2650
Neda Ebrahimi Pour and Sabine P. Roller

Fluid Structure Interaction Problems with CIRA Structured CFD solver... 2662
Davide Cinquegrana and Pier L. Vitagliano

Time stepping algorithms for partitioned multi-scale multi-physics in
preCICE................................................................................................... 2678
Benjamin Rüth, Benjamin Uekermann, Miriam Mehl and Hans-Joachim Bungartz

Multi-scale models of interfacial layers
MS organized by Frédéric Lebon and Raffaella Rizzoni

A rigorous derivation of the interface conditions in linear poroelastic
composites.............................................................................................. 2690
Michele Serpilli

Multibody system dynamics and nonlinear transient dynamics
with FEM: Methods and applications
MS organized by Marko K. Matikainen, Alfredo Gay Neto and Ajay B. Harish

Biomechanical multibody model with refined kinematics of the Elbow..... 2700
Stephanie L. Kahmann, Stephan Uschok, Kilian Wegmann, Lars-Peter Müller
and Manfred Staat

Efficient impact analysis using reduced flexible multibody systems
and contact submodels............................................................................ 2711
Stephan Tschigg and Robert Seifried
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Multifidelity Uncertainty Quantification Strategies for
Computational Fluid Dynamics Applications
MS organized by Gianluca Geraci, Michael S. Eldred and Gianluca Iaccarino

Exploiting multi-fidelity strategies to quantify uncertainty in
irradiated particle-laden turbulent flow................................................... 2723
Lluis Jofre, Gianluca Geraci, Hillary R. Fairbanks, Alireza Doostan and Gianluca Iaccarino

Leveraging active directions for efficient multifidelity UQ........................ 2735
Gianluca Geraci, Michael S. Eldred, Alex A. Gorodetsky and John D. Jakeman

Multi-level uncertainty quantification of a wind turbine large eddy
simulation model..................................................................................... 2747
David C. Maniaci, Ari L. Frankel, Gianluca Geraci, Myra L. Blaylock and Michael S. Eldred

Multifidelity approaches for cardiovascular hemodynamics..................... 2759
Daniele E. Schiavazzi, Casey M. Fleeter, Gianluca Geraci and Alison L. Marsden

Multifidelity optimization under uncertainty for a scramjet inspired
problem................................................................................................... 2771
Friedrich M. Menhorn, Gianluca Geraci, Michael S. Eldred and Youssef M. Marzouk

Reliability-based design optimization of a supersonic nozzle................... 2783
Richard W. Fenrich, Victorien Menier, Philip Avery and Juan J. Alonso

Multiphysics of fibrous materials
MS organized by Catalin Picu, L.A.A. Beex, Jean-Francois Ganghoffer , Laurent

A multiscale methodology for simulation of mechanical properties
of paper................................................................................................... 2795
Gustav Kettil, Axel Målqvist, Andreas Mark, Fredrik Edelvik, Mats Fredlund
and Kenneth Wester

Multiscale modeling of concrete and concrete structures
MS organized by Herbert A. Mang, Yong Yuan and Bernhard Pichler

A simple experimental and simulation framework for the design of
steel fiber reinforced concrete................................................................. 2807
Aratz Garcia, Vanesa Ortega-López, J.A. Chica and Miquel Aguirre

Development of Multi-Scale Modelling for cementitious materials damaged
by Expansion crack to evaluate size dependency of Sulfate attack........... 2817
Taito Miura, Hikaru Nakamura and Yoshihito Yamamoto

Near wall reactive flows: simulation, modelling and validation
MS organizers by Amsini Sadiki, Suad Jakirlic, Andreas Dreizler and Johannes Janicka

Entropy production in near-wall turbulent flow inside a generic
air-to-air plate heat exchanger................................................................ 2829
Florian Ries, Yongxiang Li and Amsini Sadiki
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Near-Wall Modelling of LES for non-equilibrium turbulent flows in
an inclined impinging jet with moderate Re-number............................... 2841
Yongxiang Li, Florian Ries, Kaushal Nishad and Amsini Sadiki

Numerical and experimental research of new methods for wall interference
reduction in wind tunnels of transonic and low supersonic velocities...... 2853
Sergey L. Chernyshev, Alexander I. Ivanov, Evgeny V. Streltsov and Anastasia O. Volkova

New challenges on computational contact mechanics and
interface models
MS organized by Alfredo Gay Neto, Alexander Popp, Ajay Banga Harish, Peter Wriggers and
Evgeny Petrov

An efficient hybrid approach to gear contact simulation in multibody
systems leveraging reduced order models............................................... 2865
Tommaso Tamarozzi, Pavel Jiranek, Ali Rezayat and Shadi Shweiki

Numerical and experimental investigations in ultrasonic heavy
wire bonding........................................................................................... 2877
Reinhard Schemmel, Tobias Hemsel and Walter Sextro

Non-conventional methods for solid mechanics (NMSM)
MS organizerd by Wojciech Sumelka, Tomasz Blaszczyk, Jarosław Jędrysiak, Jacek
Leszczyński and Agnieszka Malinowska

Efficiency of the fast multipole BEM with quadratic elements for 3D
linear elasticity........................................................................................ 2889
Jacek Ptaszny and Paweł Swinka

Inhomogeneous local boundary conditions in nonlocal problems............. 2901
Burak Aksoylu and George A. Gazonas

Non-newtonian fluid flows: numerical methods and applications
MS organized by Monica S. N. Oliveira, Robert J. Poole, Manuel A. Alves, Nigel Mottram,
Markus Rütten and Olaf Wünsch

A numerical technique for solving the Oldroyd-B model for the whole
range of viscosity ratios.......................................................................... 2913
Caroline Viezel, Murilo F. Tomé, Fernando T. Pinho and Sean McKee

A study on binary collision of GNF droplets using a conservative
level-set method..................................................................................... 2927
Ahmad Amani, Néstor Balcázar, Alireza Naseri and Asensi Oliva

Flow simulation of a natural polymer in a syringe-needle delivery device.... 2938
Ioanna M. Syntouka, Philip E. Riches, Grahame Busby and Asimina Kazakidi

Heat transfer dependent orifice jet flow of a thermo-viscous
shear-thinning fluid................................................................................. 2950
Markus Rütten
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Numerical simulations of immiscible generalised Newtonian fluids.......... 2969
Knut Sverdrup, Nikolaos Nikiforakis and Ann Almgren

Nonlocal Models and Methods for Material Failure and Damage
Simulation
MS organized by Adair R. Aguiar, Mahmoud Mousavi, Erkan Oterkus, Pablo Seleson, Paul
Steinmann, Andrew McBride and Ali Javili

Superelasticity in shape memory alloys via peridynamics........................ 2981
Adam Martowicz, Jakub Bryla, Wieslaw J. Staszewski and Massimo Ruzzene

Torsional vibration of size-dependent viscoelastic rods using nonlocal
strain and velocity gradient theory.......................................................... 2992
Sami EL-Borgi, Prakash Rajendran, Michael I. Friswell, Mohamed Trabelssi and J.N. Reddy

Validation of a linearly elastic peridynamic material................................ 3004
Adair R. Aguiar and Alan B. Seitenfuss

Numerical design with polymorphic uncertain data
MS organized by Michael Kaliske, Wolfgang Graf, Sigrid Leyendecker and Stefanie Reese

Surrogate model based reliability analysis for fuzzy cross-correlated
random field material description............................................................ 3013
Albrecht Schmidt, Long Nguyen-Tuan, Carsten Könke and Tom Lahmer

Numerical methods for coupled problems involving fluids and solids
MS organized by Martina Bukac and Catalin Trenchea

A coupled peridynamics and dem-ib-clbm method for sand erosion
prediction in a viscous fluid..................................................................... 3025
Ya Zhang, Sina Haeri, Yonghao Zhang and Guang Pan

A partitioned FSI methodology for analysis of sloshing-induced loads
on a fuel tank structure........................................................................... 3037
Sampann Arora, Sudharsan Vasudevan, Srdjan Sasic and Sassan Etemad

Fluid-structure coupling of linear elastic model with compressible flow
models with multilevel timestepping....................................................... 3049
Michael Herty, Siegfried Müller and Aleksey Sikstel

Rotor dynamic analysis of a tidal turbine considering fluid-structureinteraction and yawed flow..................................................................... 3060
Andre Laß, Matti Schilling and Frank H. Wurm

Numerical Methods For Multi-Material Flows
MS organized by Martina Bukac and Catalin Trenchea

A projected Ghost Fluid Method for a mimetic approach to extreme
contrast interfaces in multiphase flows................................................... 3073
Nicolas Valle, Francesc X. Trias, Jesús Castro and Asensi Oliva
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A sharp diffuse-interface approach to compressible multi-fluid flows...... 3085
Chao Zhang and Igor Menshov

Thermodynamical effects of the GRP solver and its application for
compressible multi-fluid flows................................................................. 3097
Jiequan Li, Jin Qi and Yue Wang

Numerical methods for multiscale materials modelling
MS organizers Lukasz Madej, Waclaw Kus, Marc Bernacki and Gottfried Laschet

General boundary element method for dual-phase lag equation.............. 3114
Ewa Majchrzak

Towards the comprehension of the stacking fault energy en
Fe-Mn-Al-C steels.................................................................................... 3126
Oscar A. Zambrano, Jaime A. Castañeda and Manuel Camargo

Numerical Modelling of Water Entry Flows
MS organized by Alessandro Iafrati, David Le Touzé and Thomas Rung

Application of the MLM to evaluate the hydrodynamic loads endured
in the event of aircraft ditching............................................................... 3135
Ludovic Martin, Vincent Jacques and Bertrand Paul

Hydrodynamic impact inside cylindrical cavity......................................... 3145
Yuriy N. Savchenko, Georgiy Y. Savchenko and Yuriy A. Semenov

Numerical investigation of rectangular flat plate slamming..................... 3157
Jose D. Mesa and Kevin J. Maki

Numerical simulation of self-healing processes in cementitious
materials
MS organized by Anthony D. Jefferson, Liberato Ferrera and Giovanni Di Luzio

Modelling the self-Healing potential of dissoluble encapsulated cement.... 3169
Eduardus A.B. Koenders, Neven Ukrainczyk and Antonio Caggiano

Numerical proposals for the self-repairing assesment of ECC members.... 3181
Calin GR Mircea, Cornelia Baera , Didier Snoeck and Nele De Belie

Numerical Tools for Marine Renewable Energy
MS organized by Moustafa Abdel-Maksoud and Pal Schmitt

Comparison of a synthetic turbulence methods used in a BEMT tidal
turbine model.......................................................................................... 3192
Michael Togneri, Matt Edmunds, Ian Masters, Clement Carlier, Camille Choma Bex
and Gregory Pinon

Development of an impulse source-based wave-current interaction
(WCI) model........................................................................................... 3202
Christian Windt, Josh Davidson, Pal Schmitt and John V. Ringwood
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Forces on a submerged sub sea tidal kite in surface proximity................ 3213
Pal Schmitt, Daniel Ferreira Gonzalez, Ulf Goettsche, Christian W. Schulz, Stefan Netzband,
Martin Scharf, Moustafa Abdel-Maksoud and Louise Kregting

Starting a wave structure interaction CFD simulation from an advance time:
hot-start.................................................................................................. 3224
Pierre-Henri Musiedlak, Edward J. Ransley, Scott A. Brown, Benjamin Child, Martyn Hann,
Gregorio Iglesias and Deborah Greaves

Optimisation of heat transfer and fluid-based problems
MS organized by Joe Alexandersen, Kurt Maute and Ole Sigmund

A modified search direction method with weakly imposed KKT conditions
for gradient based constraint optimization for very large problems......... 3236
Long Chen, Armin Geiser, Roland Wüchner and Kai-Uwe Bletzinger

A NURBS-based approach for shape and topology optimization of flow
domains.................................................................................................. 3248
Jakob Munz and Michael Schäfer

Heat transfer maximization in a three dimensional conductive
differentially heated cavity by means of topology optimization................ 3258
Clio Saglietti, Eddie Wadbro, Martin Berggren and Dan S. Henningson

Improvement of the conjugate heat transfer in high temperature
chamber furnaces for ceramic firing ....................................................... 3270
Kalin S. Krumov and Nina Y. Penkova

Multi-material level set based topology optimization of convectively
cooled heat sinks..................................................................................... 3281
Mani Sekaran Santhanakrishnan, Timothy Tilford and Christopher Bailey

Optimal pressure boundary control of steady Fluid Structure
Interaction systems................................................................................ 3292
Andrea Chierici, Leonardo Chirco, Roberto Da Vià, Pietro Maccari and Sandro Manservisi

Progress in CFD for wind and tidal offshore turbines
MS organized by Esteban Ferrer and Adeline Montlaur

Influence of the wind turbulence on the standard and counter-rotating
VAWT performances................................................................................ 3304
Horia Dumitrescu, Alexandru Dumitrache, Ion Malael and Radu Bogateanu

Numerical simulation of offshore wind turbines using anisotropic
mesh adaptation...................................................................................... 3316
Louis Douteau, Luisa Silva, Hugues Digonnet, Thierry Coupez, David Le Touzé and JeanChristophe Gilloteaux

Suppressing vortex induced vibrations of wind turbine blades
with flaps................................................................................................ 3334
Sergio G. Horcas, Mads H.A. Madsen, Niels N. Sørensen and Frederik Zahle
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Real-time simulation, visualization and image processing in
engineering science
MS organized by João M. Tavares, Renato N. Jorge, Yongjie Jessica Zhang, Adrian R.G.
Harwood, Petra Wensich, Timoleon Kipouros, Mark Savill and Alistair J. Revell

A real-time modelling and simulation platform for virtual engineering
design and analysis................................................................................. 3346
Alistair J. Revell, Adrian R. G. Harwood and Petra Wenisch

Application of Fourier and Wavelet Methods to Analysis of Positron
Emission Particle Tracking Data............................................................... 3357
Aminou Halidou, Daramy Kallon, Andre Nel, Indresan Govender and Aubrey Mainza

Performance evaluation of bridges using virtual reality........................... 3370
Muhammad Omer, Sam Hewitt, Lee Margetts, Mojgan Hadi Mosleh and Muhammad Parwaiz

Scientific visualization in web applications.............................................. 3382
Dmitry V. Puzyrkov, Sergey V. Polyakov, Viktoriia O. Podryga, Tatiana A. Kudryashova and
Nikita I. Tarasov

Recent advances in immersed boundary and fictitious domain methods
MS organized by Ernst Rank, Alexander Düster, Jamshid Parvizian, Fehmi Cirak,
John E. Dolbow, Thomas-Peter Fries, Isaac Harari, Mats G. Larson,
Isabelle Ramiere, Martin Ruess and Dominik Schillinger

A fictitious domain method with higher-order accurate integration in
cut elements............................................................................................ 3394
Thomas-Peter Fries, Samir Omeroviç, Daniel Schöllhammer and Jakob Stanford

A higher-order conformal decomposition FEM for NURBS-based
geometries.............................................................................................. 3406
Jakob W. Stanford and Thomas-Peter Fries

Accurate discretization of diffusion in the LS-STAG cut-cell method
using diamond cell techniques................................................................. 3417
Brice Portelenelle, Olivier Botella and Yoann Cheny

An immersed boundary method with divergence-free interpolation for
unstructured polyhedral grids................................................................. 3429
Duarte M. S. Albuquerque, Diogo M. C Martins and José C. F. Pereira

Coupling matrix for boundary cells of a Cartesian grid method using
a transfer-matrix method........................................................................ 3440
Junya Imamura

Immersed boundary penalty method for compressible flows over
moving obstacles..................................................................................... 3449
Ilya Abalakin, Tatiana K. Kozubskaya, L. Kudryavtseva and Natalia Zhdanova

Large eddy simulation of flow past a bluff body using immersed
boundary method.................................................................................... 3459
Yongxin Chen, Kamal Djidjeli and Zheng-Tong Xie
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Numerical modeling of an in-vessel flow limiter using an Immersed
Boundary approach................................................................................. 3471
Michel Belliard

Recovery of the frictionless contact stress field in the Cartesian grid
finite element method (cgFEM)................................................................ 3483
Héctor Navarro-García, José M. Navarro-Jiménez, Manuel Tur, José Albelda and Juan J.
Ródenas

Stabilization method for contact problems under the Cartesian
Grid-based Finite Element method framework......................................... 3491
Nadal Enrique, José M. Navarro-Jiménez, Tur Manuel, José Albelda and Juan J. Ródenas

Recent Advances in Simulation of Flow in Deformable Porous Media
MS organized by Markus Bause and Florin A. Radu

L-scheme and Newton based solvers for a nonlinear BIOT model............ 3505
Florin A. Radu, Manuel Borregales, Francisco Gaspar, Kundan Kumar and Carmen Rodrigo

Numerical simulation of impregnation in porous media by self-organized
gradient percolation method................................................................... 3512
Khoa A. Nguyen, Eric Blond, Thomas Sayet, Athanasios Batakis, Emmanuel De Bilbao and
Duc M. Duong

Recent developments in matrix assembly and iterative
solution techniques for FEA and IGA
MS organized by Matthias Möller and Bernd Simeon

Efficient multigrid based solvers for isogeometric analysis...................... 3519
Roel Tielen, Matthias Möller and Kees Vuik

Recent progress and trends in high-order CFD methods
MS organized by Z.J. Wang, Chongam Kim, H.T. Huynh, Matania Ben-Artzi
and Jean-Pierre Croisille

A finite volume method for high mach number flows on HO grids............ 3531
Jean-Marie Le Gouez

A SMAC like novel efficient implicit MUSCL method for all Mach number.... 3544
Eiji Shima and Keiichi Kitamura

Fundamentals of Lax-Wendroff type approaches for hyperbolic
problems with discontinuities.................................................................. 3571
Jiequan Li

Investigation of adaptive time-step strategies for high-order
accurate turbulent simulations................................................................ 3583
Gianmaria Noventa, Francesco C. Massa, Stefano Rebay, Alessandro Colombo, Francesco
Bassi and Antonio Ghidoni

Numerical prediction of the strut interference on a regional aircraft windtunnel model........................................................................................... 3595
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Serena Russo, Juerg Mueller, Nicola Paletta, Stephan Adden and Luis P. Ruiz-Calavera

On numerical integrations of discontinuous Galerkin methods over
high-order curved elements..................................................................... 3606
Hojun You and Chongam Kim

p-Multigrid preconditioners applied to high-order DG and HDG
discretizations......................................................................................... 3622
Matteo Franciolini, Krzysztof Fidkowski and Andrea Crivellini

Viscous flow calculations with the spectral difference method using
high-order meshes.................................................................................. 3634
Fabio M. Moreira, Andre R. B. Aguiar and Joao Luiz F. Azevedo

Shells and thin-walled structures
MS organized by Manfred Bischoff, Kai-Uwe Bletzinger, René De Borst and Martin Ruess

Classical shell analysis in view of tangential differential calculus............ 3646
Daniel Schöllhammer and Thomas-Peter Fries

Efficient solid shell element for the coupled thermo-mechanical
stability analysis of thin-walled structures.............................................. 3658
Wenya Shu and Ilinca Stanciulescu

Elastoplastic and nonlinear analysis of functionally graded axisymmetric
plate-shell structures.............................................................................. 3669
José S. Moita, Aurélio L. Araújo, Cristóvão M. Mota Soares and Carlos A. Mota Soares

On axially symmetric shell problems with reinforced junctions . ............. 3681
Violetta Konopińska-Zmysłowska and Victor A. Eremeyev

Solid-shells based on reduced integration - geometrically non-linear
analysis of layered structures.................................................................. 3689
Oliver Barfusz, Randy Smeenk and Stefanie Reese

Stability in mathematical models for engineering
MS organizers by Juha M. Jeronen and Tero T. Tuovinen

Self-balancing electric motorcycle modelling at low speed: preliminary
results..................................................................................................... 3699
Verdiana Del Rosso, Andrea Andreucci, Simonetta Boria, Maria Letizia Corradini, Roberto
Giambò and Antonio Ranalli

Stability of local out-of-plane deformations of orthotropic sheet:
numerical approach................................................................................. 3711
Anna-Leena Erkkilä, Teemu Leppänen and Tero Tuovinen

Stability of thermoelastic layered composite in axial movement.............. 3723
Nikolay Banichuk, Evgeny Makeev, Pekka Neittaanmäki and Tero Tuovinen

The transition process from laminar to turbulent flow............................. 3733
Horia Dumitrescu, Vladimir Cardos and Radu Bogateanu
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Strength, fatigue and stability of composite structures
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Abstract. Reduced order modeling has gained considerable attention in recent decades
owing to the advantages offered in reduced computational times and multiple solutions
for parametric problems. The focus of this manuscript is the application of model order
reduction techniques in various engineering and scientific applications including but not
limited to mechanical, naval and aeronautical engineering. The focus here is kept limited
to computational fluid mechanics and related applications. The advances in the reduced
order modeling with proper orthogonal decomposition and reduced basis method are presented as well as a brief discussion of dynamic mode decomposition and also some present
advances in the parameter space reduction. Here, an overview of the challenges faced and
possible solutions are presented with examples from various problems.

1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Advances in computational capabilities and the computational power of modern computer systems lead to more accurate and complex mathematical and numerical models.
These ever increasing complexity is coordinated with the progress in the modeling, numerical analysis and faster algorithms in computational science. Despite all the advancements,
there are still several problems in science and engineering which are relatively difficult to
be computed [1]. The various challenges faced during can be summarized as:
- The first challenge is handling of the higher dimensional space. Models with definition in high dimensional spaces encounter what is called “curse of dimensionality”,
examples of such problems are many parametric problems.
- On-line control of complex systems, which requires fast real time simulations usually
on hand held devices such as tablets.
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- Problems involving inverse identification, process and shape optimization.
This list provides very basic examples and in practical there are many more challenges that remain out of the reach of traditional computational strategies. There are two
possible solutions to these challenges; the first is to reduce the complexity of the mathematical model by introducing assumptions in the physics of the problem to simplify the
mathematical model, but this approach is not always practical and can also be the cause
of introduction of errors. The second approach is the utilization of High Performance
Computing (HPC) [2], which has its own drawback as HPC is expensive to install and
immobile. A more suitable approach is the development of reduced order models, which
relies on the division of the problem such that a complex and higher order problem is
solved with greater accuracy using expensive computational facilities normally during offline phase and then using fast on-line phase to compute specific solutions on much less
computational expense.
Reduced order modeling relies on the mathematical approach rather than introducing
assumptions to simplify the problem [2], to obtain much smaller model than the high
fidelity model without compromising the accuracy of the solution. There are a number of
techniques available for the purpose of model order reduction; categorized into two types;
a posteriori and a priori. A posteriori model order reduction method includes proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) [3, 4], trajectory piecewise linear method (TPWL) [5, 6],
reduced basis (RB) method [7, 8, 9] including also tools like empirical interpolation method
(EIM) [10] to name a few. A priori model order reduction methods include methods such
as proper generalized decomposition (PGD) [11, 12] and a priori reduction method (APR)
[13, 14].
In this manuscript, the authors present an overview of various applications of reduced
order modeling techniques with the focus on computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The
paper is organized as Section 2 provides the recent advances in the reduced order modeling,
from Section 3 to Section 9 we present, application of reduced order modeling (ROM) in
several scientific and industrial applications.
2

ADVANCES IN REDUCED ORDER MODELING

With the recent advances in the computational science, the focus of research is more
towards the development of numerical methods and strategies for the parametric problems
involving partial differential equations (PDEs). The introduction of parameters as discussed in Section 1 increases the dimension of the problem space, the parameters can arise
from material, geometrical and non-dimensional coefficients. The research in the fields
of numerical analysis specifically in computational mechanics with applications such as
simulation, optimization and real time control deals with such parametrized PDEs. Such
cases require multiple numerical solutions of PDEs with different parameter values which
require high computational efficiency. These problems, therefore, provide the need for
development of reduced order modeling techniques such as RB, POD and PGD.
Reduced basis methods [15] have been developed into a strong model order reduction
method in previous years providing reduction of computational times for the solution
2
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of parametrized PDEs. Similar to most of model reduction techniques, reduced basis
methods divide the solution in an off-line stage and an on-line stage. In the off-line stage,
a solution is sought of the high fidelity model; of the order, say N; with the help of suitable
discretization technique finite element method (FEM), finite volume method (FVM) and
finite difference (FD) etc., depending upon the nature of the problem. During this stage,
a number of solutions are stored for different parameter values which are chosen in an
optimal way and are subsequently used to generate a reduced basis of much smaller order
M  N. Once the off-line phase is completed, reduced basis functions can be utilized
for the generation of new solutions for new parameter values combining the previously
computed basis functions by means of a Galerkin projection [15, 16] in a fast and efficient
manner. This problem in reduced dimensional space is very small and therefore useful in
the deployment of real time scenarios. The solution thus obtained is reliable and accurate
ensured by residual-based a posteriori error estimates.
Recent research activities in the field of reduced order modeling prove the effectiveness
of this approach and has resulted in significant development of model order reduction
methods for several different problems of practical interest [17]. For engineering applications, in addition to be able to perform efficient numerical simulations for complex
geometries of various different materials, reduced order methods need to be capable of
parameterizing the geometric shape of the structure itself. Similar, requirements are also
found in medical applications for example the CFD analysis of blood flow through vessels
[18, 19]. Current focus of the research is towards developing the theory and the methodology of reduced order methods for computational fluid dynamics for different physical
and temporal scales and also for complex nonlinear problems such as bifurcations and instabilities. On a vastly different scale from the blood flows [20, 19] and biology of singular
cell and micro-organisms [21], is the application in the naval and nautical engineering. As
well as there are applications in well defined CFD problems of aerospace, mechanical and
automotive engineering and porous media and geophysics.
These developed reduced order methods can be used in combination with techniques
in data assimilation and uncertainty quantification for the solution of complex inverse
problems found in the multidisciplinary fields described here.
3

CFD WITH FINITE VOLUME METHOD

The finite volume method is particularly widespread in several engineering fields (aeronautics engineering, naval engineering, automotive engineering, civil engineering, ...) and
historically is widely used in industrial applications characterized by higher values of the
Reynolds number, refer Figure 1 for typical examples. The finite volume method rather
than operating on the strong form of the equations works on the integral version of the
equations. Divergence terms are then converted into to surface integrals exploiting the
divergence theorem and the conservation law is enforced in each finite volume. For more
details concerning the derivation of the discretized equations and the mathematical foundations of the method the reader may see [22, 23]. However, in the field of reduced order
methods, this discretization technique is usually less employed respect to the finite element method. To this purpose, one of the first contribution dealing with finite volumes
3
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(a) Naval Engineering

(b) Aeronautics

(c) Industrial Application
Figure 1: Possible applications where the finite volume discretization is particularly widespread

and the reduced basis method, in the context of a linear evolution equations, can be
found in [24]. A recent contribution considering non-linear evolution equations modeling
fluid dynamics problems can be found in [25], in [26] pressure stabilization techniques
normally employed in a FEM-based POD-Galerkin methods are extended to a finite volume framework while [27] proposes a new ROM where conservation laws are enforced
also at the reduced order level. The implementation of ROMs for finite volume schemes
will allow to more effectively propose the reduced order methodology outside the academic environment for complex and real-world problems that industrial partners face on
a daily basis. Recently the open-source library ITHACA-FV [28] has been released which
is based on OpenFOAM [29], the most widely used general purpose open-source CFD
software package.
3.1

Some ROM challenges in CFD for finite volume scheme

In the last years some progresses have been achieved but there are still several issues
that need to be tackled. Among them, the most challenging ones are ROMs for turbulent
4
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flows and ROMs that include geometrical parametrization. Regardless from the starting
full order discretization technique, the majority of projection based ROMs are limited to
laminar flows and relatively few reports for turbulent flows have appeared in the literature
and here we report some of the most relevant [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Among these works
only few are based on finite volumes, on the contrary, at full order level, a large variety
of closure models for turbulent flows can be found. For this reason it is crucial to export
what has been done for full order finite volume schemes to a reduced setting. Concerning
geometrical parametrization, in finite elements, a common strategy is the usage of equation
written into a reference domain in order to have all the results in a common domain. This
approach is however not easy to be transferred to a finite volume setting and in many
cases even not possible. In fact, dealing with non-linear and non-explicit schemes, or with
complex geometrical deformations, this operation becomes not possible. Possible ways to
overcome this limitation could rely on the usage of immersed methods [35]. In this way is
possible to write all the equations on the same physical domain and to treat the immersed
structure as an external forcing term.
4

DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION

Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is an emerging tool for complex systems analysis.
Initially introduced in the fluid dynamics community [36], this technique has be adopted
also in many other fields due to the capability to represent a complex — also nonlinear
— system as linear combination of few main structures that evolve linearly in time. Since
DMD approximates the Koopman operator [37] using just the data extracted from the
underlying system, this method does not require any information about the governing
equations. Due to its diffusion, in the last years several variants of the standard algorithm
have been developed, like multiresolution DMD [38], forward-backward DMD [39], higher
order DMD [40] and compressed DMD [41]. All these variants have been implemented
in an open source Python package called PyDMD [42]. An example of the PyDMD
application on a fluid dynamics simulation is shown in Fig 2.
Basically, we want to approximate the Koopman operator A such that it can simulates the system time evolution, hence the relation between two sequential instants is
xk+1 = Axk , where xi denotes the state at i-th instant. To achieve this, we collect a
series of data vectors containing the system
and arrange
 states, from now on snapshots,


them into two matrices such that S = x1 . . . xm−1 and Ṡ = x2 . . . xm . The
linear operator is built to minimize the error Ṡ − AS, so A = ṠS† , where † refers to the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. To avoid handling this large matrix, the reduced operator is computed. The matrix A is projected on the spaced spanned by the left-singular
vectors of matrix S, found by the truncated singular value decomposition (SVD), that is
S ≈ Ur Σr Vr∗ . Once we obtained the reduced operator Ã, we can reconstruct the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix A thanks to the eigen-decomposition of Ã, which
is ÃΛ = ΛW. In particular the elements in Λ correspond to the nonzero eigenvalues
of A, while the real eigenvectors, the so called exact modes [43], can be computed as
Φ = ṠVr Σ−1
r W.

5
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Figure 2: Application of DMD on a naval simulation: on the left the high-fidelity solution, on the right
the points displacement and the pressure field reconstructed.

5

PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION WITH INTERPOLATION

Within the model reduction techniques, the proper orthogonal decomposition interpolation (PODI) method is exploited both in the academia and industrial context for
the real time approximation of the solution of parametric partial differential equations
[44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Since it relies only on the high-fidelity solutions, its biggest advantage is to be completely independent from the full-order solver and to not require any
assumptions on the underlying system.
Initially, in the PODI approach, the parametric space DN is sampled and the highfidelity solutions are computed by solving the full-order model built using these parametric
points. At this stage, the numerical method and the discretization can be chose to reach
the desired accuracy. Once these solutions are collected — the most expensive phase
— we can represent them as a linear combination of few main structures, the so called
POD modes. The modes correspond to the left-singular vectors individuated by applying
the singular value decomposition (SVD) to the solutions matrix. We define the modal
coefficients as the projection of the high-fidelity solutions onto the space spanned by the
modes: thanks to the correlation between the parametric points and the modal coefficients,
we can interpolate the solution for any parameter point that belongs to DN . Even though
the accuracy of the approximated solution depends from the interpolation method used,
the capability to generate the reduced model using only the system output make this
equation-free algorithm specially suited for the industrial applications. About this, the
PODI method has been proposed and implemented by the mathLab group in an opensource package on Github, called EZyRB [49].
6

EFFICIENT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERIZATION TECHNIQUES
IN THE CONTEXT OF ROM

Nowadays shape optimization has gained a lot of interest. In this framework an efficient and accurate geometrical parametrization is a critical part for each optimal shape
6
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design simulation campaign. This is true especially in the context of reduced order modeling, where it is possible to discern the shape morphing methods in two main groups:
general purpose or problem specific. While the later aims at reducing the parameter space
using specific characteristics of the problem at hand, like, for instance, the centerlinesbased approach proposed in [19], the first approach applies to a wide range of problems. Among possible general purpose methods we mention Free-Form Deformation
(FFD) [50, 51, 52, 47], Radial Basis Functions (RBF) interpolation [53, 54, 55] or Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) interpolation [56, 57, 58]. These methods identify the
parameters as the displacements of some control points that define the morphing of the
domain. All the aforementioned techniques are implemented in an open source Python
package called PyGeM [59]. Earlier approaches to parameter space reduction relies on
modal analysis [58], screening procedures based on Morris’ randomized one-at-a-time design [60, 61], or semi-automatic reduction of the number of control points [62]. The
reduction of the parameter space is achieved by retaining an optimal subset of the possible control points. This can result in a set of admissible deformations too shrunk. This
can be overcome in part with the use of active subspaces as explained in the following
section. Another issue is the optimal position of such control points. We underline that
the FFD is very versatile since it can be easily integrated into existing software pipelines
for CFD simulations, simply constructing a lattice of points around the part of the domain
to be morphed. In particular PyGeM software can deal with a variety of file formats for
both academic and industrial purposes.
7

NEW ADVANCES IN PARAMETER SPACE REDUCTION WITH ACTIVE SUBSPACES

The improved capabilities in terms of computational power of the last decade has led
to more and more sophisticated CFD simulations. Increasing the number of parameters
allows finer sensitivity analysis, and expand the design space to explore for shape optimization problems. To fight the curse of dimensionality a possible approach is to reduce
the dimension of the parameter space. In the last years the active subspaces technique,
introduced in [63], has been employed with success in many different engineering problems
such as optimal shape design [64], hydrologic models [65], naval engineering [66, 67], and
uncertainty quantification [68]. Active subspaces are a property of a parametric multivariate scalar function, representing the quantity of interest, and a probability density
function used to sample the parameter space. An active subspace is the span of the eigenvectors of the uncentered covariance matrix of the gradients of the target function with
respect to the parameters. In practice the new reduced parameters are a linear combination of the original ones, that accounts for how much the quantity of interest varies along
each parameter direction. It can also be thought as a rotation of the parameter space
in order to unveil a lower dimensional behavior of the function of interest. The insights
given from the active subspace of a function are multiple: it is possible to identify the
more important parameters, and the ones we can discard without affecting too much the
approximation. This allows an efficient choice of the geometrical parameters in optimal
shape design problems where the parametrization of the design is crucial together with
7
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the exact choice of the parameters to describe it.
New advances have been made for what concerns time dependent functions [69], the
combination with POD-Galerkin model reduction for cardiovascular problems [70], the
extension to vector-valued functions [71], and the combination of different active subspaces of different functions [72]. Since, to find an active subspace, we need couples of
input/output data, the technique can be easily integrated within existing pipelines consisting, for example, on geometrical parametrization and equation-free reduction techniques
as in [67]. Other approaches are possible to perform design-space nonlinear dimensionality reduction, for a comparative review we suggest [73], while for an application to naval
engineering and shape optimization we cite [74].
8

NAVAL AND NAUTICAL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

In the last decade, naval and nautical engineering fields have witnessed a progressive
introduction of high fidelity hydrodynamic simulations into the design process of ship
hulls, propellers and other components. The increased computational capabilities and the
wealth of reliable simulation models and softwares, nowadays allows for the evaluation
of the fluid dynamic performance of virtual models designed by the engineer. Such new
virtual prototyping scenarios propel the demand of new instruments which would make
the design pipeline more efficient. First, since many high fidelity CFD simulations are
typically carried out during a design campaign, engineers now need reliable instruments
to automatically produce a suitable set of geometries which can be readily converted into
quality computational grids, and can at the same time explore in the most extensive
way the space of possible designs, in search for the optimal one. The production of new
shapes to be tested in fact, is in the most common practice carried out by skilled designers who manually operate CAD tools to obtain shapes that can improve hydrodynamic
performance and still fulfill the structural and bulk/volumetric constraints to which the
components are subjected. In addition to such time consuming task, the geometries generated must be imported into mesh generation tools to obtain suitable computational
grids for CFD simulations.
Part of the current work at mathLab is focused on the development of algorithms for
the shape parametrization different components of the ship considered in the design process. In such framework, both FFD implemented in the PyGeM software and specifically
developed shape deformation strategies are applied to ship and planing yacht CAD geometries, resulting in a series of parametrized IGES geometries. For each morphed shape,
we compute a series of geometrical and hydrostatic parameters which are of typical interest of the naval and nautical engineers. This allows for a first selection of the shapes
that will be tested, which avoid running detailed CFD simulation on configurations that
are a priori known to be unsatisfactory. As some mesh generators in the CFD community operate starting from STL triangulations —as do 3D printers— a surface mesh
generator has been implemented to obtain water tight triangulations on non water tight
hull geometries. In addition, a further tool which employs PyGeM FFD and RBF tools
to directly deform the volumetric meshes generated on the original hull shape is being
developed. This will further reduce the amount of human interaction required to carry
8
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out a simulation campaign. As for the marine propeller shape parametrization, a specific
tool has been developed to build bottom-up propeller virtual model in which the blades
are parametrized on the camber and thickness of the airfoils used, as well as the rake,
skew, pitch and chord distribution as a function of the radial coordinate. The result of the
procedure is represented by the IGES geometry of the propeller, and the corresponding
STL water-tight triangulation.
Along with the pre-processing tools described, the work is focusing both on the development of reduced order models aimed at reducing the computational cost of the
hydrodynamics simulation campaign, and on a smart post processing of the CFD simulations output based on active subspaces. As for the first task, we are currently applying
PODI tools included in the ITHACA-FV to RANS ship hydrodynamic simulations carried out with OpenFOAM. When a restricted amount of parameters are considered, such
model reduction strategy is in fact able to provide reliable predictions of the entire flow
field. For cases in which more parameters have to be considered, more conventional POD
approaches are being considered. Once all the simulations have been carried out, the
relationship between input and output parameters is studied to identify the presence of
active subspaces. This information obtained from such analysis is particularly relevant to
design engineers. It in fact is able to trigger possible redundancies in the parameter space
and, in some cases, it can also provide some physical insight on the possible correlation
among some parameters involved in the design process. As mentioned, a first application
of the entire pipeline composed by shape parametrization, high fidelity computations and
post processing analysis with active subspaces has been presented in [74].
9

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

New simulation frameworks are required for the analysis of industrial engineering problems that often involve multi-physics systems governed by sets of coupled PDEs. A typical
example belonging to this category is the fluid structure interaction (FSI) that deals with
the investigation of the interaction phenomena between deformable or movable structures
with a surrounding (Figure 3) or internal (Figure 4) fluid flow. The treatment of such
problems requires the introduction of proper coupling conditions as well as the development of adequate numerical algorithms. The scientific literature includes a lot of works
focused on the interaction between an incompressible fluid flow and an hyperelastic solid
but it should be noted that industrial problems often are characterized by a very complex
multi-physics scenario which involves combined effects of turbulent flows, thermo-chemical
reactions, multiphase and interfacial flows. Further elements of complexity that can be
present in industrial applications are for instance multiple regions separated by multiple
interfaces [75].
Regarding the full order model, the numerical procedures to solve FSI problems may be
classified into two categories: monolithic and partitioned. In the monolithic approach, flow
and structure equations are solved simultaneously with a single solver and the interfacial
conditions are implicit in the solution procedure [78], whilst in the partitioned approach
flow and structure equations are solved in sequence with two distinct solvers and the
interfacial conditions are used explicitly to communicate information between the fluid
9
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Figure 3: Simulation of the Hron and Turek FSI benchmark [76].

Figure 4: Flexible tube benchmark problem with the employed fluid (red) and solid (green) computational grids [77].

and structure solutions [79]. Of course reduced order models should be considered related
to both approaches.
In the industrial context, the partitioned approach is the most broadly used; it preserves software modularity because existing solvers are coupled. Then, different and more
efficient techniques developed specifically for solving flow and structure equations can be
readily employed. Of course, the development of stable and accurate coupling algorithms
is required in partitioned approaches. In particular, depending on the physics nature of
the interaction, one-way or two-way coupling procedures are demanded; in the former
case transfer quantities are sent from one domain to the other but not in the opposite
direction, in the latter one the solver data is always transferred both ways at the fluidstructure interaction. Moreover, due to the strength of the coupling that can occur in
some problems as well as the well known problem of the artificial added mass [80], that
introduces further instabilities, a partitioned approach often requires to iterate the solution process of the systems of equations several times every time step by determining a
significant increase of the computational cost. Quasi-Newton methods [81] are an example
of efficient iterative methods that have been employed in order to ensure a low number of
iterations. The numerical treatment of the interaction of a fluid and slender structures is
a very challenging problem [82]. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) reduced order
models have been built on a strong coupling algorithm for partitioned FSI approaches
10
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in order to improve the convergence rate of the iterative method when a lot of previous
iterations are reused [77]. In [83], authors show that Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
is also a very useful and robust algorithm to treat the ill conditioning of the linear system
involved by an iterative method. A recent approach is presented in the study by Ballarin
et al [84].
Monolithic approaches can potentially achieve better stability and convergence properties but they require the development and handling of a specialized code. Of course
they are more robust for strongly coupled problems but it has been shown that the monolithic approach allows to obtain a good performance even for problems characterized by
a weak coupling [85]. Some preliminary features of monolithic reduced order models for
FSI problems have been investigated in [86].
10

CONCLUSIONS

With this manuscript, we have presented some examples of recent advances in research
activities of mathLab, SISSA group in various domains focusing on the application of
model order reduction techniques. The recent developments in the area of model order
reduction methods are now on a level where there is better capability to face much more
complex problems. It is now possible to include data driven modeling within the analysis,
control and optimization. As discussed in this manuscript, now model reduction techniques are applied to several industrial engineering applications, as demonstrated by the
examples. Geometrical parameterization, shape optimization and integration in the CAD
modeling for the ships and yachts design and analysis as well as geometrical reconstruction through biomedical data demonstrate the strength of the methods developed. As a
last word, it looks even more promising, with the growth in knowledge and experience in
the field of model order reduction, for computational scientists to be able to tackle more
and more challenging problems.
11
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Abstract. In this work, we review the potentially higher accuracy of the SBP schemes
using Gauss nodes instead of Gauss-Lobatto nodes for the Navier-Stokes equations. To
gain additional insight, we carry out a comparative Fourier type analysis for advectiondiffusion equations discretized by the DG scheme on Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto nodes
and two variants of viscous flux discretizations. Furthermore, the SBP property of DG
schemes is used to construct a well-balanced and entropy conservative scheme on the
classical Gauss nodes for the shallow water equations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Originating from the context of finite difference schemes, the summation-by-parts
(SBP) property has been used to construct conservative and robust numerical methods for CFD simulations. By the special construction of SBP finite difference schemes,
these methods mimic certain properties of the continuous equations in a similar manner as variational schemes such as Galerkin methods. Originally, the nodal sets in the
construction of SBP schemes were chosen to contain a sufficient amount of boundary
nodes. Recently, the SBP framework has been extended to nodal schemes on exclusively
interior nodal sets such as discontinuous Galerkin (DG) schemes on Gauss points in one
space dimension or on tensor-product grids, as well as triangular grid DG methods. SBP
schemes are successfully applied to split-form equations which are used to establish certain
secondary balances, e.g. regarding kinetic energy, either on nodal sets with a sufficient
number of boundary nodes or on exclusively interior nodal sets. For specific problems,
higher accuracy of the SBP schemes using Gauss nodes may be observed due to their
higher degree of exactness for the corresponding quadrature rule. Here, we will review a
result for a non-linear accoustic pressure wave. To gain additional insight, we carry out a
comparative Fourier type analysis for advection-diffusion equations discretized by the DG
scheme on Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto nodes and two variants of viscous flux discretizations. Although the quadrature rules on interior nodes have a higher degree of exactness,
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split-form equations require additional boundary terms in order to obtain a consistent
and conservative scheme, see e.g. [1]. The necessity to include boundary correction terms
may be perceived as a drawback of exclusively interior nodes such as Gauss points. It is
not a priori clear, which types of split forms still lead to conservation of both the primary
conserved quantities as well as conservation of the targeted secondary ones. Here, we will
show that the approach in [1] used to achieve kinetic energy preservation carries over to
entropy preservation for the shallow water equations in skew-symmetric form, where the
total energy is chosen as the entropy function.
2

THE DG SCHEME IN 1D IN SBP FRAMEWORK
Given a scalar hyperbolic conservation law in one space dimension

∂
∂
u(x, t) +
f (u(x, t)) = 0, t > 0, x ∈ Ω = [a, b] ⊂ R,
(1)
∂t
∂x
we generally obtain the DG scheme in weak form by multiplying the conservation law
(1) with polynomial test functions on each grid cell and applying partial integration to
the term containing the flux f . As the DG solution allows for discontinuities across
cell boundaries, the flux evaluations on the boundaries are replaced by evaluations of a
numerical flux function. In addition, integration is generally carried out by numerical
quadrature rules.
As shown in [1], after a second partial integration, we obtain the strong form of the
DG discretization in cell-wise fashion, transformed to a reference cell I = [−1, 1] with
reference coordinate ξ ∈ I. This semi-discrete DG scheme reads
∆x du
+ D f = M −1 [(fh − f ∗ )L]1−1 .
2 dt

(2)

Here, ∆x is the cell size, the solution vector u = (u1 , . . . , uN +1 )T collects nodal values of
the approximate solution at N +1 nodal points within a DG cell, i.e. uj ≈ u (x(ξj ), t), and
the vector of flux values f is given by f = (f1 , . . . , fN +1 )T with fj = f (uj ). Furthermore,
fh denotes an interpolation of the nonlinear function f (u) at the DG nodes and f ∗ the
numerical flux function. Using Lagrange polynomials Lk (ξ) as the DG basis functions,
the vector valued function L is given by L(ξ) = (L1 (ξ), . . . , LN+1 (ξ))T and the matrices
1
D and M are defined by their entries Djk = Lk (ξj ) and Mjk = −1 Lj Lk dξ = Mkj .
According to [2], Definition 2, a scheme of the form (2) is an SBP scheme, or else, the
matrix D is an SBP operator, if the subsequent conditions are fulfilled.
∂
with D ξ j = jξ j−1 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ q,
1. The matrix D is an approximation to ∂ξ
where q denotes the degree of the approximation to the first derivative and ξ j =
j
T
(ξ1j , . . . , ξN
+1 ) .

2. The matrix M is symmetric and positive definite.
3. Integration by parts is mimicked by M D+DT M = B = B T , where B is an interface
and boundary operator with the property (ξ l )T B ξ m = [ξ l+m ]1−1 for all 0 ≤ l, m ≤ r,
2
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where r ≥ q denotes the degree of the SAT terms used for imposition of boundary
and interface conditions.
For the DG scheme (2) written for a spatial variable ξ on the reference cell [−1, 1] we
∂
now have the following SBP property, see [1]. The matrix D approximates ∂ξ
to degree
q = N and the degree of B is r = q = N as well. Furthermore, given a function g(ξ) with
point-wise values g, the interface and boundary operator B acts on g as
B g = [gh L]1−1 ,
 +1
where gh = N
j=1 gj Lj (ξ) denotes polynomial interpolation of the point-wise values g.
Furthermore, the entries of B are given by Bjk = [Lj Lk ]1−1 .
In case of Gauss-Lobatto (GL) nodes, the matrix B is simply given by
B GL = diag{−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1} .
For the classical Gauss nodes (G) the DG schemes of order N = 1 and N = 2 yield


2

0
− ξ13 1−ξ
3
ξ
√ √
3
2

 1−ξ2
ξ −1
.
B G,N =1 = diag{− 3, 3}, B G,N =2 =  ξ3
0
, ξ =
ξ3
5
ξ 2 −1
1
0
ξ3
ξ3

If the chosen quadrature rule exactly integrates polynomials of degree 2N , e.g. for
Gauss nodes, we have Mjk = δjk ωj due to exact integration of the integrals. Hence, M
is diagonal in this case and D is called a diagonal-norm SBP operator. Non-diagonal
matrices M lead to so-called non-diagonal norm SBP operators. However, if GaussLobatto quadrature is used to compute the mass matrix, we obtain a diagonal mass
matrix with Mjk = δjk ωj and hence a diagonal norm SBP operator. This is also referred
to as mass lumping.
Choosing the classical Gauss nodes which do not contain the interval end points ξ = −1
and ξ = 1 yields exact integration of polynomials up to degree 2N + 1. Due to the
improved accuracy of the resulting DG scheme, these points might be preferred to the
Gauss-Lobatto variant with mass lumping. Higher efficiency of Gauss nodes especially
for a non-linear example based on the two-dimensional Euler equations is numerically
demonstrated in [3]. However, as also stated in [3], in addition to the lower cost based on
the fact that boundary interpolation is not required, the DG scheme on Gauss-Lobatto
nodes also allows larger time steps in case of explicit time integration. Time steps may
be taken roughly twice as large in comparison to Gauss nodes as shown in [4]. Further
subtleties arise as Gauss integration may increase robustness for non-linear problems and
underresolved simulations, see e.g. [4, 5]. Hence, the question of efficiency will depend on
the specific application including accuracy requirements.

3
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3

AN EXAMPLE OF INCREASED ACCURACY FOR GAUSS NODES

The following test case studied in [6, 1] is based on the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The equations to be solved are given by
∂
∂
∂ visc
U+
F (U ) =
F (U, Ux ),
∂t
∂x
∂x
where the conservative quantities are collected in U = (ρ, ρv, ρe)T , containing the density
ρ, the velocity v and the specific total energy e. The inviscid fluxes are given by F (U ) =
T
(ρv, ρv 2 + p, v(ρe + p)) , with p = (γ − 1)ρ(e − v 2 /2) the pressure and F visc (U, Ux ) =


T
0, µ 34 vx , µ 43 vvx + kTx contains the viscous fluxes. Herein, the viscosity coefficient µ =
µ(T ) possibly depends on the temperature T = cγp e, where cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure. The head conduction coefficient is furthermore given by k = cPprµ , with
the Prandtl number P r. The initial conditions for the acoustic pressure wave are given
by the initial density, velocity and pressure distribution
ρ(x, 0) = 1,

v(x, 0) = 1,

p(x, 0) = 1 + 0.1 sin(2πx)

on the computational domain Ω = [0, 1] with periodic boundary conditions. The viscosity
coefficient is set to µ = 0.002 and the Prandtl number is P r = 0.72. The viscous terms are
discretized by the BR2 approach developed by Bassi and Rebay, see [7]. The numerical
computations are carried out until tend = 20 to study long time integration. Fig. 1 shows
the output of the kinetic energy preserving, skew-symmetric DG schemes for N = 1 in
case of Gauss as well as Gauss-Lobatto nodes as specified in [1].
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Figure 1: DG scheme using skew-symmetric terms for N = 1, Gauss (40 cells) vs. Gauss-Lobatto nodes
(80 cells) using kinetic energy preserving flux fC∗ . Left: pressure. Right: kinetic energy.

In a comparison with a reference solution obtained by the standard DG scheme for
a polynomial degree N = 3 and 500 cells, the Gauss-Lobatto variant clearly is not as
accurate as the Gauss variant on the coarser grid as shown in Fig. 1 where the DG
solution with Gauss nodes almost cannot be distinguished from the reference solution.
4
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4

FOURIER ANALYSIS

We will now study the increased accuracy for Gauss nodes via a Fourier analysis carried
out on a simplified linear model. This simplified model equation is naturally given by a
linear advection-diffusion equation with a small diffusion coefficient  > 0. For a linear
advection-diffusion equation of the form
ut + ux = uxx ,
u(x, 0) = eiωx ,

x ∈ [0, 2π], t > 0,

x ∈ [0, 2π],

supplemented by periodic boundary conditions, the exact solution is given by
2

u(x, t) = e−(iω+ω )t eiωx .

(3)

A standard DG discretization based on the corresponding system of first order PDEs,
ut + ux = qx , ,
q = ux ,

(4)

is then given by


∆x
ut + D u − D q = M −1 [(uh − u∗adv )L]1−1 − [(qh − q ∗ )L]1−1 ,
2
∆x
q − D u = −M −1 [(uh − u∗ )L]1−1 .
2
As numerical flux functions, an upwind flux u∗adv = u− is chosen for the advective term,
while the viscous term is discretized by either the BR2 fluxes q ∗ = 12 (q − + q + ) and
u∗ = 12 (u− + u+ ) or the LDG approach q ∗ = q + and u∗ = u− .
A Fourier analysis, as carried out in [8, 9], assumes a uniform grid with periodic
boundary conditions. On the grid cell Cm , the numerical solution is assumed to be of the
form
um (t) = û(t)eiωxm .

(5)

On the other hand, the DG scheme (4) can be written as

1 
dum
=
A1 um + A2 um−1
dt
∆x 


−
A3 um−2 + A4 um−1 + A5 um + A6 um+1 + A7 um+2 .
∆x2

Substituting (5) into (6) yields the ODE

dû
= G û ,
dt
5
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with the amplification matrix


 
1 
−iω∆x
−2iω∆x
−iω∆x
iω∆x
2iω∆x
A1 + A2 e
−
A3 e
.
+ A4 e
+ A5 + A6 e
+ A7 e
G=
∆x
∆x2
An explicit representation of the DG solution may now be obtained by computing the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G. Differences may be expected for choosing Gauss or
Gauss-Lobatto nodes as well as depending on the numerical flux functions. For N = 1,
using symbolic computations with Mathematica, we obtain the following eigenvalues.
Gauss nodes, LDG:
ω4
ω5
3
(3i + ω)∆x4 + O(∆x5 )
λ1 = −(i + ω)ω − ∆x +
72
540
36
6
λ2 = − 2 −
+ 3(i + ω)ω + O(∆x)
∆x
∆x
Gauss-Lobatto nodes, LDG:
λ1 = −(i + ω)ω +
λ2 = −

ω3
ω4
(i + 2ω)∆x2 − ∆x3 + O(∆x4 )
6
8

4
2
+ (i − ω)ω + O(∆x2 )
−
2
∆x
∆x

Gauss nodes, BR2:
λ1 = −(i + ω)ω −

ω4
ω4
∆x2 + (i − 2ω)2 ∆x3 + O(∆x4 )
12
72

6
+ 3(i − 3ω)ω + O(∆x)
∆x
Gauss-Lobatto nodes, BR2:
λ2 = −

λ1 = −(i + ω)ω +

ω3
ω4
(2i + ω)∆x2 + ∆x3 + O(∆x4 )
12
8

2
+ (i − ω)ω + O(∆x2 )
∆x
We may observe that for ∆x sufficiently small, the eigenvalue λ2 has negative real
part and |Re(λ2 )| increases with decreasing cell size ∆x. The corresponding term in
the ODE solution is thus damped out in time. In addition, for the Gauss variants,
|Re(λ2 )| is larger in comparison to the corresponding Gauss-Lobatto variant, suggesting
increased stiffness of the ODE for Gauss nodes. Regarding the exact solution (3), we need
λ1 = −(i+ω)ω+O(∆x) for consistency, which is fulfilled by all of the above schemes. For
the LDG scheme, a difference in accuracy is manifested by the fact that λ1 is an O(∆x3 )
approximation to −(i + ω)ω for Gauss nodes while the approximation is only of order
O(∆x2 ) for Gauss-Lobatto nodes. For the BR2 scheme, λ1 is an O(∆x2 ) approximation
of −(i + ω)ω in both cases. However, for the Gauss variant, the second order term nearly
vanishes for the advection-dominated situation   1, thus again resulting in potentially
higher accuracy of the DG scheme on Gauss nodes.
λ2 = −

6
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5

ENTROPY PRESERVING WELL-BALANCED DG SCHEMES ON GAUSS
NODES FOR SHALLOW WATER FLOW

Though sufficient accuracy ot the numerical solution is of crucial importance and may
be achieved at a lower computational cost for Gauss nodes, removing the cell boundary
nodes from the nodal set may prevent other advantageous properties of the discretization.
While classical SBP schemes including boundary nodes are successfully applied to splitform PDEs to guarantee the preservation of secondary quantities, the general viability
of generalized SBP schemes on interior node distributions still needs to be clarified in
this regard. In [10], the DG scheme on Gauss-Lobatto nodes is used to construct an
entropy preserving numerical method for the shallow water equations with is provably
well-balanced, i.e. preserves lake at rest stationary solutions. Furthermore, based on
the so-called correction procedure via reconstruction (CPR), generalized SBP schemes
with this property have recently been constructed in [11]. In the following, we derive
an entropy preserving, well-balanced DG scheme on Gauss nodes for the shallow water
equations along the investigations in [10].
5.1

Skew-symmetric formulation of the shallow water equations

The classical conservative form of the shallow water equations with non-constant bottom topography is given by
ht + (hv)x = 0,

1 2
2
= −ghbx ,
(hv)t + hv + gh
2
x


(7)
(8)

where h denotes the water height above the bottom elevation b, while g denotes the
gravitational constant and v the flow velocity. Using product rules, it is possible to derive
from the above equations the skew-symmetric formulation of the momentum equation

1
1
[(hv)t + hvt ] + (hv 2 )x + hvvx + gh(h + b)x = 0.
2
2

(9)

In [10], this formulation is used to derive an entropy preserving, well-balanced DG scheme
on Gauss-Lobatto nodes using the summation-by parts property. In this work, we show
that the same derivations can be carried out for the classical Gauss nodes. Hereby, entropy
preservation refers to the preservation of total energy e = k + p, composed of the kinetic
energy k = 12 hv 2 and the potential energy p = 12 gh2 + ghb. The total energy represents an
entropy function for the shallow water equations. Setting u1 = h und u2 = h v we obtain
the DG scheme
∆x du1
+ D f 1 = M −1 [(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1 , (10)
2 dt



1
dv
∆x 1 du2
+h
+
D h v 2 + hv Dv + gh D(h + b) = M −1 [(kh − k ∗ )L]1−1 ,
(11)
2 2 dt
dt
2

where kh and k ∗ are not yet specified.

7
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Multiplying the above semi-discrete continuity equation by 12 v and adding this to the
skew-symmetric momentum equation yields, due to time continuity,
1
g
∆x du2
+ D f 2 + shv,v + sh,h + gh D b
2 dt 
2
2

1
−1
∗
1
∗
1
[(kh − k )L]−1 + v[(f1,h − f1 )L]−1 ,
=M
2

(12)

where shv,v = −D h v 2 + hv Dv + v D hv and sh,h = −D h2 + 2h Dh.
5.2

Mass and momentum balance

Now, the semi-discrete continuity equation is given precisely by the standard DG
scheme, hence mass preservation is guaranteed.
For the momentum balance we consider the discrete terms sα,β = −D α β + α D β +
β D α mimicking the product rule. We have


1T M sα,β = 1T M −D α β + α D β + β D α





T
T
T
=1
D M −B αβ +α B −D M β +βM Dα
= −1T B α β + αT B β .

(13)

In case of interior node distributions, the boundary matrices B are generally not diagonal
and 1T M sα,β = 0. Therefore, boundary correction terms have to be added to the righthand side of the DG scheme. We have 1T M shv,v = 1T M sv,hv = −1T B hv 2 + v T B f 1 and
1T M sh,h = −1T B h2 + hT B h.
From (12) we derive that for constant bottom topography, D b = 0, the contribution
of the volume terms to the change of momentum within a DG cell sums up to


1
1
g
1
g
T
(14)
1 M D f 2 + shv,v + sh,h = 1T B h v 2 + v T B f 1 + hT B h .
2
2
2
2
2


Furthermore, as 1T 12 v[(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1 = 12 v T B f 1 − 12 [vh f1∗ ]1−1 , we may choose



1 2
1
g
(hv )h + g(hh )2 = f2,h − (hv 2 )h +
(hh )2 − (h2 )h ,
2
2
2
1
k ∗ (±1) = f2∗ − vh (±1)f1∗ ,
2
in order to obtain for the surface terms


1
T
∗
1
∗
1
1 [(kh − k )L]−1 + v[(f1,h − f1 )L]−1
2
1

1 T
g T
1
1
1
2
1
∗
∗
= 1 B hv + h [hh L]−1 − f2 − vh f1
+ v T B f 1 − [vh f1∗ ]1−1
2
2
2
2
2
−1
1
g
1
= 1T B hv 2 + hT B h + v T B f 1 + [f2∗ ]1−1 .
2
2
2
kh =

8
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Comparing (14) and (15), the change of momentum within a cell directly corresponds
to momentum fluxes across the cell boundaries. In addition, the numerical flux f2∗ is
unique on each cell boundary. Therefore, for constant bottom topography, momentum is
conserved.
The final form of the skew-symmetric semi-discrete momentum equation is given by
∆x du2
1
g
+ D f 2 + shv,v + sh,h + gh D b = M −1 [(f2,h − f2∗ )L]1−1 + M −1 sbc ,
2 dt
2
2

(16)

with the cell boundary correction term

5.3

 1
1
1  2
(hv )h − vh f1∗ − g(hh )2 + g(h2 )h L −1 .
sbc = v[(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1 −
2
2

Entropy conservation

An entropy function for the shallow water equations is given by the total energy composed of the kinetic energy k = 12 hv 2 and the potential energy p = 12 gh2 + ghb. The
semi-discrete kinetic energy balance can be reconstructed from the initial momentum
du
discretization (11) multiplied by v, since dtd k = 12 (v dt2 + u2 dv
). We have
dt

∆x dk 1 
+ v D h v 2 + hv D v + gh v D(h + b) = M −1 v[(kh − k ∗ )L]1−1 .
2 dt
2

The semi-discrete potential energy balance can be obtained from the semi-discrete continuity equation multiplied by g(h + b) since dtd p = g(h + b) dh
. We obtain
dt
∆x dp
+ g(h + b)D f 1 = M −1 g(h + b)[(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1 .
2 dt
For the total energy, we have thus


1 3
1
∆x de
+D
hv + gu2 (h + b) + sv,hv2 + gshv,h+b
2 dt
2
2
−1
−1
∗
1
= M v[(kh − k )L]−1 + M g(h + b)[(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1 .
Considering the cell means, using (13), we have
1T M

∆x de
1
= − v T Bhv 2 − guT2 B(h + b) + v T [(kh − k ∗ )L]1−1 + g(h + b)T [(f1,h − f1∗ )L]1−1
2 dt
2
 g
 1
T
2
∗
(hh ) − k L
=v
− g(h + b)T [f1∗ L]1−1 .
2
−1

Now, at an interface the sum of ingoing and outgoing fluxes has to be zero. At such an
interface between to cells Cm , Cm+1 , we define the jump and the arithmetic mean of a
m+1
1
quantity ah as [[ah ]] = am+1
(−1) + am
(−1) − am
h (1) and {{ah }} = 2 ah
h (1) . Thus, at
h
9
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an interface, we obtain


 g
2
∗,m+1
(hm+1
)
(−1)
−
k
(−1)
L(−1)
− g(hm+1 + bm+1 )T f1∗ L(−1)
(v m+1 )T
h
2


 g
m T
m 2
∗,m
− (v )
(hh ) (1) − k (1) L(1) + g(hm + bm )T f1∗ L(1)
2
g
1
= [[(vh )(hh )2 ]] − f2∗ [[vh ]] + f1∗ [[(vh )2 ]] − gf1∗ [[(h + b)h ]] .
2
2
As [[ah bh ]] = {{ah }}[[bh ]] + [[ah ]]{{bh }}, and assuming a continuous bottom topography,
i.e. [[bh ]] = 0, we may rewrite this as
g
g{{vh }}{{hh }}[[hh ]] + {{(hh )2 }}[[vh ]] − f2∗ [[vh ]] + f1∗ {{vh }}[[vh ]] − gf1∗ [[hh ]]
2

g
!
2
∗
∗
∗
= g ({{vh }}{{hh }} − f1 ) [[hh ]] +
{{(hh ) }} − f2 + f1 {{vh }} [[vh ]] = 0
2

Since [[hh ]] and [[vh ]] may cancel out independently, we obtain the energy conservative
numerical flux

 ∗  
f1
{{hh }}{{vh }}
∗
.
=
f =
{{hh }}{{vh }}2 + g2 {{(hh )2 }}
f2∗
Using this numerical flux, an entropy conserving DG scheme on Gauss nodes is constructed.
5.4

Well-balancedness

Well-balancedness for lake at rest situations v ≡ 0 and h + b ≡ const and a continuous
bottom topography can be proven for the entropy conserving DG scheme on Gauss nodes
as follows. Due to v ≡ 0, the continuity equation (10) directly reduces to stationary water
du1
height, i.e. ∆x
= 0. The momentum equation (12) yields
2 dt
 g
 1
∆x du2
= −gh D (h + b) + M −1
(hh )2 − f2∗ L
2 dt
2
−1

 g

1
g
(hh )2 − {{(hh )2 }} L
= M −1
.
2
2
−1
Now, since we assume a continuous bottom topography, hence [[b]] = 0, the lake at rest
condition [[h + b]] = 0 yields [[h]] = 0 and thus
 g

Hence,

∆x du2
2 dt

 1
 g
 1
g
g
(hh )2 − {{(hh )2 }} L
(hh )2 − (hh )2 L
=
= 0.
2
2
2
2
−1
−1

= 0, proving that the lake at rest situation is preserved.

10
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6

CONCLUSIONS

While the higher degree of exactness of Gauss quadrature may or may not yield a
more accurate numerical solution depending on the specific test case, a Fourier analyis
more directly pinpoints the source of the deviation of the semi-discrete DG solution from
the exact solution of a linear PDE. Higher accuracy of Gauss nodes then manifests itself
in higher accuracy of the physically relevant eigenvalue. Secondly, in certain situations,
higher accuracy alone is not satisfactory in itself but has to be combinable with the preservation of relevant physically properties. Here, we have shown that the same approach used
to achieve kinetic energy preservation for the Euler equations in [1] may be used to obtain
entropy preservation for the shallow water equations.
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Abstract. The interaction among fluid flows and solid structures is a complex nonlinear
phenomenon that is of crucial importance in a wide range of scientific and engineering
contexts. Nevertheless, simple analytical solutions of the governing equations are often not
possible to obtain and critical difficulties arise also numerically attacking the problem. A
wide range of methodologies can be found in archival literature to approach fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) problems. Within these, a particularly challenging matter deals with the
reproduction of the dynamics of solid media fracture due to the action of hydrodynamic
forces, i.e. the hydraulic fracture. An example consists in the fracking process, adopted
to extract gas from shale rocks. In this context, the present work aims to investigate the
capabilities of a novel numerical method to reproduce solid fragmentation within fluid
media. The proposed method is based on peridynamic equations coupled with NavierStokes equations through an immersed boundary method (IBM). The main advantages
introduced by peridynamics consist in the natural crack detection and the automatic
tracking of crack propagation. The proposed FSI method has been implemented into a
parallel code. The temporal integration is performed by an explicit third-order RungeKutta algorithm; Navier-Stokes equations are discretized by second-order finite differences
and coupled with the multidirect IBM algorithm to account for fluid-solid force exchange.
Preliminary tests on simple configurations show the ability of the method to solve fluidstructure interaction problems with possible crack formations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction problems [1] are involved in a variety of engineering applications and scientific fields ranging from aeroelasticity [2] to the interaction between fluid
and cells in biological flows [3, 4]. A particularly challenging topic is that of solid media
fracture within fluids, i.e. the fracking process adopted to extract gas from shale rocks [5].
Due to the strong non-linearity and multidisciplinary nature of FSI problems, few can be
done approaching the problems by a theoretical point of view and even numerical simulations can be extremely challenging. In this context, the present work aims to investigate
the capabilities of a novel numerical method to reproduce solid fragmentation within fluid
media. Solid mechanics is described in the framework of peridynamics [6]. In this formulation of continuum mechanics the interaction among material points is described by
integral equations. The main advantages introduced by this approach is achieved when
crack formation is accounted for [7]. Indeed, in these cases local theories may present
issues due to singularity of derivatives in partial differential equations. Conversely, the
use of integral equations can avoid the onset of this kind of problem when crack formation occurs. In order to reproduce the solid-liquid interaction several methods have
been proposed in archival literature. When complex and time-evolving interfaces are considered, immersed boundary methods are powerful tools capable to mimic no-slip and
no-penetration boundary conditions. The basic principle behind IBM is that of imposing
an additional forcing in the fluid, within a neighbourhood of fluid-solid interface, such
that the wall boundary conditions are satisfied within certain accuracy. The present work
uses a multidirect IBM algorithm to account for fluid-solid force exchange. The incompressible formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations governs the fluid dynamics while a
full coupling with peridynamic equation of motion is achieved through the IBM algorithm.
The proposed methodology has been implemented into a massively parallelized Fortran
code. Some validation test cases and preliminary results are provided.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD AND MODEL

Peridynamics is a non-local continuum theory [6] based on the assumption that material
points interact among each other within a given threshold distance, δ, called peridynamic
horizon. In the so called bond-based formulation of peridynamics interactions occurs
between couples of material points and each interaction, referred to as bond, is assumed
to be independent from each other. Let B be the reference configuration of a solid body
such that X 0 ∈ B is the coordinate of each material point in the reference configuration.
Let then consider a motion of the body such that X(X 0 , t) is the Lagrangian coordinate
of the material point with initial position X 0 at time t ≥ 0. Hence, the motion of each
material point can be described by the following integral equation [8]:

d2 X(X 0 , t)
=
f [X  (X 0 , t) − X(X 0 , t), X 0 − X 0 ] dVX 0 + B(X 0 , t),
(1)
ρs
dt2
HX 0
where ρs is the solid media density, the integration domain is a neighbourhood of X 0 ,
HX 0 = {X 0 ∈ B, ||X 0 − X 0 || < δ} and X  , X 0 are dummy integration variables representing the coordinates of each material point partaining to HX 0 . The vector B(X 0 , t)
2
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Figure 1: Schematic of peridynamic formulation of continuum mechanics. B is the reference configuration
of the solid media. The peridynamic horizon, δ, defines the family, HX o , of material points X 0 interacting
with the material point X 0 .

accounts for external force density per unit volume acting on the body. The function
f , for the sake of simplicity f (X 0 , X 0 , t), is called pairwise force function. It is a force
density per unit volume squared representing the action of material point X  on X. In
the bond-based peridynamic model, due to mutual independence of interactions, the pairwise force function f (X 0 , X 0 , t) can be expresses as a function of the relative position
of the material points in the reference configuration, ξ and their relative displacement in
actual configuration, η. These assumption holds for the so-called micro-elastic materials
for which the pair-wise force function can be derived from a potential. It is then possible
to define:
||ξ + η|| − ||ξ||
,
||ξ||
ξ = X 0 − X 0 ,
η = (X  − X 0 ) − (X − X 0 ),
s(ξ, η) =

(2)
(3)
(4)

with s the bond stretch. Then, under these hypotheses, the pairwise force function can
then be expressed as [9] [10]:
f (ξ, η) = c0 µ(s) s

ξ+η
.
||ξ + η||

(5)

The parameter c0 is called micro-modulus and represents the stiffness of the bond. In the
present work it is assumed to be constant but dependency from bond position and time
can be included. In peridynamics it is assumed that crack occurs via bond rupture when
bond stretch overcomes a threshold value, s0 . Hence, the parameter µ is introduced to
account for crack formation:

1,
s ≤ s0 ∀t ≥ 0
µ(s) =
(6)
0,
otherwise.
3
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The micro-modulus can be expressed as [11]:

9E

2D plane stress
 πhδ3 ,
48E
c0 = 5πhδ3 ,
2D plane strain

 12E
,
3D.
πδ 4

(7)

The limit bond stretch is a function of the critical fracture energy release rate of the
material, G0 and can be computed from the following relations [12]:

4πG0

,
2D plane stress


 9Eδ
5πG0
s0 =
(8)
,
2D plane strain
12Eδ




 5G0 ,
3D.
9Eδ

Equation 1 is numerically solved by a fully explicit, low storage, third order RungeKutta algorithm. In order to cut high frequency vibrations and consent the computation
of steady solution an additional damping term is added to the right-hand side of the
equation. Hence, the discretized form of equation 1 reads:

Ni 
ξ i,j + η i,j
d2 X i 
ρs 2 =
. ∆Vj − kd (U i − U avg,i ) + Bi ,
c0 µ(si,j ) si,j
dt
||ξ i,j + η i,j ||
j=1

(9)

where Ni is the number of peridynamic particles pertaining to the neighbourhood of
particle i, kd is a damping coefficient, U i is the velocity of particle i and U avg,i is the
average of the velocities of particles within the neighbourhood of particle i. The external
force density B i represents the time-dependent load applied by the fluid on the solid
media surface and will be discussed below.
Concerning the flow solver, the open-source CaNS parallel code, originally developed
by P. Costa [17], has been adopted and expanded with the Immersed Boundary Method
of [13]. In more detail, the Navier-Stokes equations for a Newtonian incompressible fluid
are:
∇ · u = 0,


∂u
ρf
+ u · ∇u = −∇p + µf ∇2 u + ρf f ,
∂t

(10)
(11)

where u is the velocity, p the hydrodynamic pressure, ρf the density and µf the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid. In the IBM framework, the no-slip and no-penetration conditions
are not directly imposed at the solid-fluid interface. Instead, a force per unit mass, f ,
is added to the right-hand side of equation 11 to mimic the boundary conditions. The
integration of equations 10 and 11 is also performed through a low storage third order
Runge-Kutta method. The solution is advanced via a pressure correction scheme on a
fixed, staggered and equispaced Cartesian grid, referred to as Eulerian grid. The pressure
4
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correction scheme applied to the discretized form of equation 11 can be summarized as in
the following:
u∗ = un−1 +


∆t 
αn RHS n−1 + βn RHS n−2 − (αn + βn )∇pn−3/2 ,
ρf

u∗∗ = u∗ + ∆tf n−1/2 ,
ρf
∇2 p̂ =
∇ · u∗∗ ,
(αn + βn )∆t
(αn + βn )∆t
∇p̂,
un = u∗∗ −
ρf

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

pn−1/2 = pn−3/2 + p̂,

(16)

where the superscript n referes to the nth step of the Runge-Kutta scheme, ∆t is the
time step and αn , βn are the Runge-Kutta coefficients. The right-hand side term is
RHS = −ρf ∇ · (uu) + µf ∇2 u. The velocities u∗ and u∗∗ are the first and second prediction velocities respectively. The IBM forcing, f , is introduced after the discretization
of equation 11 and is computed iteratively. To this purpose a moving Lagrangian grid
located on the fluid-solid interface is considered. The Lagrangian grid nodes are defined
by peridynamic material particles located on the fluid-solid interface. The grid moves
with the solid-fluid interface such that each node of the grid coincide with the position
of each particle, X l , at each time step. In this framework, the IBM forcing is computed
according to the following multidirect forcing scheme [13]:
 ∗,s−1
U ∗,s−1
=
ui,j,k δ(xi,j,k − X nl )∆Ve ,
(17)
l
i,j,k

U n − U ∗,s−1
l
,
Fl n+1/2,s = l
∆t

n+1/2,s
n+1/2,s
f i,j,k
=
Fl
δ(xi,j,k − X nl )∆Vl ,

(18)
(19)

l

usi,j,k

=

u∗i,j,k

n+1/2,s

+ ∆tf i,j,k

,

(20)

where the superscript s refers to the sth iteration of the multidirect scheme while n
to the nth step of the Runge-Kutta algorithm. The volume ∆Ve is the Eulerian grid
volume while ∆Vl is the Lagrangian particle volumes. The Lagrangian velocity U ∗,s−1
is
l
computed at each Lagrangian node by the interpolation of the first prediction velocity
n+1/2,s
u∗,s−1
is then computed on
i,j,k in the neighbouring Eulerian nodes. The forcing F l
the Lagrangian grid by the difference between the interpolated prediction velocity, U ∗,s−1
l
and the peridynamic material particle velocity, U nl . Finally, the forcing is spread on the
Eulerian grid and the prediction velocity is updated. These scheme is iterated until the
no-slip, no-penetration conditions are prescribed with arbitrary certain at the solid-fluid
interface. The interpolation and spreading operations are performed via the regularized
delta Dirac function, δd [14]. At each time step the prediction velocity is computed.
Then, the multidirect forcing scheme is used to compute IBM forcing and the prediction
5
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velocity is updated in order to mimic no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions.
At this step a fast Fourier transform solver is used to solve the Poisson equation for
pressure. The correction velocity is then computed by projecting the prediction velocity
in the divergence-free space. Finally, peridynamic equations are advanced using the IBM
forcing computed on the Lagrangian grid, B i = ρs F l

Figure 2: Dimensions of pre-cracked plate. The tensile load, σ, is applied to the upper and lower side
of the plate while the left and right sides are free.

Figure 3: Crack branching in pre-cracked plate at four different time steps. The crack starts to propagate
at t  10µs from the tip of the initial notch and reaches the left side of the plate at t  50µs. The contour
provides the damage level in the material according to equation 21.
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3

RESULTS

The described methodology has been implemented into a massively parallelized Fortran code based on MPI and OpenMP directives. Preliminary validation and testing are
described below. The first validation test considers only the peridynamic solver and deals
with crack branching in a plate with a pre-notch subjected to step load. A tensile load
of of σ = 12M P a is applied as described in figure 2. The material properties of the plate
are set to that of Soda-Lime glass, E = 72GP a, ρs = 2440kg/m3 and G0 = 135J/m2
where E is the material Young’s modulus. The plate is discretized using an equispaced
Cartesian distribution of 200 × 80 particles along the free-edge and loaded directions respectively. The ratio between particle spasing, ∆, and peridynamic horizon, δ, is set to
m = ∆/δ = 3. The simulation is run for t = 50µs with a time step of ∆t = 50ns. The
results are provided by figure 3 for t = 20µs, t = 30µs, t = 40µs and t = 50µs. The figure
provides for each time step the contour plot of the damage level, Φ, defined as:
 Ni
µ(si,j )∆Vj
Φ = 1 − i=1
.
(21)
 Ni
i=1 ∆Vj

The results are in optimum agreement with that obtained by Dipasquale et al. [7] and Ha
et al. [9].
1
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Figure 4: (a) Reynolds stress τr = −ρf u v  , viscous stress, τv = µf ∂u/∂y and total shear stress,
τt = τr + τv as a function of the distance from the channel centre line, yc . The stresses are normalized
by wall stress, τw , while the centre-line-distance is normalized by the channel height, h. The DNS curves
reports thhe results of current simulation while the DNS-1 curves provides the numerical results obtained
by Kim et al. [15].

The second validation test considers only the fluid solver. The direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a periodic channel flow has been performed and the stress budget and wall
law have been considered as the validation targets. The computation is carried out with
3932160 grid nodes, 192 × 128 × 160, in the flow, wall-normal and span-wise directions
7
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respectively. The computational grid extends for 2πh × h × πh in the same directions
with h the channel height. The bulk Reynolds number based on the inflow bulk velocity
is set to Reb = Ub h/νf = 5600 with Ub the bulk velocity and νf the kinematic viscosity
of the flow. Figure 4(a) provides the Reynolds stress, τr = −ρf u v  , the viscous stress,
τv = µf ∂u/∂y and the total shear stress τt = τr + τv computed as a function of the
distance from the centre line of the channel, yc , in absolute coordinates. All the stresses
are non dimensional with the reference scale set to the total shear stress at wall, τw . All
the statistics are computed after the establishment of a statistical stationary condition in
the flow. Mean quantities are averaged over time and the flow and spanwise directions.
Figure 4(b) provides the mean velocity on U + = u/uτ versus the distancefrom channel
wall, y + = y uτ /νf . All quantities are expressed in wall units where uτ = τw /ρf is the
friction velocity and τw the wall friction. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) provides also a comparison
with the results obtained by Kim et al. [15]. The Reynolds number Reτ = uτ h/(2νf ) obtained from the simulation is Reτ  180 which is in optimum agreement with theoretical
and previous numerical results. Additional tests on the results accuracy and the scaling
performances can be found in [17].

Figure 5: Computational domain of the simulation of a 2D cylinder immersed in a channel flow at
Reb = Ub h/νf . The cylinder has a diameter of d = 1/2h, with h the channel height. The contour plots
the non-dimensional velocity field, u, in stationary conditions with the reference velocity scale set to
U0 = U b .

The last validation test consists of a preliminary small-size simulation considering the
IBM algorithm and the fluid solver. The simulation reproduces the flow in a 2D channel
extending for 4h × h in the flow and wall-normal direction and an immersed cylinder with
diameter d = h/2, where h is the channel height (see figure 5). The domain is discretized
with 120 × 60 nodes in the flow and wall-normal directions. The bulk Reynolds number
is set to Reb = Ub h/νf = 40 and Reb = Ub h/νf = 50 in two different test cases. The
drag coefficient obtained by Sahin et al. [16] is then compared to that obtained from the
present simulation. The results are reported in table 1 where Cd = D/(0.5ρf DUb2 ). It can
be noted that present methodology overestimates the Drag Coefficient of around a 10%.
It is well known that multi-direct IBM tends to increase the effective size of the bodies
and this explains the higher drag found in this highly confined geometry. Some methods
8
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Figure 6: Schematic of the computational domain for the bending plate invested by the channel flow.

have been proposed to mitigate this issue (retraction) [13] that we aim to implement in
next future.
Re
Cd,1
Cd,2

40
5.5
6.0

50
5.0
5.5

Table 1: Comparison between the drag coefficient of the cylinder obtained by Sahin et al. [16], Cd,1 and
the results of the present test, Cd,2 , at two different bulk Reynolds number.

In order to further proof the capabilities of the proposed methodology an additional
test have been carried out. The simulation reproduces the bending of a 2D plate immersed
in a channel and subjected to the hydrodynamic forces induced by the incident flow. The
geometry of the domain is shown in figure 6. The domain extends for Lx = 4.5 10−2 m ×
Ly = 1.5 10−2 m in the flow and wall-normal directions respectively and is dicretized by
an Eulerian grid of Nx = 180 × Ny = 60 nodes. The mechanical properties of the material
are set to E = 7300P a, ρs = 2440kg/m3 , kd = 105 N s/m. The bending plate extends for
Ly = 10−2 m in the wall-normal direction and has a thickness of Lx = 10−3 m. The plate
is represented by a set of 4000 peridynamic particles distributed according to a Cartesian
equispaced mesh (Nx = 20 × Ny = 200) in the reference configuration. The m ratio
between peridynamic particle spacing (in the reference configuration) and peridynamic
horizon is set to m = ∆/δ = 3. The bulk Reynolds number is set to Reb = Ub Ly /νf = 125.
The fluid properties are set to ρf = 1000kg/m3 and νf = 1.6 10−6 m2 /s. The IBM
forcing is computed using 1 peridynamic particle every 5 particles located on the solidfluid interface. Figure 7 shows the velocity field in the channel at four different time steps.
The bending of the plate due to the action of the hydrodynamic forces is evident and some
release of vorticity from the plate tip can be observed during the transient. The present
findings appear qualitatively correct and promising for the future work where we aim to
provide quantitative validations on FSI problems even in reproducing crack formation
9
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Figure 7: Contours of the x component of the velocity field, u, at four different time steps. Quantities
are non-dimensional with the reference length scale being L0 = Ly , U0 = Ub and t0 = Ly /Ub .

within the fluid flow.
4

CONCLUSION

The present paper provides an overview of a novel numerical method for fluid structure interaction problems based on Navier-Stokes equations coupled with peridynamic
equations through a multidirect IBM algorithm. In the peridynamic formulation of continuum mechanics the interaction among material points is described by integral equations. When crack formation is accounted for, local theory may present issues due to
singularity of derivatives in partial differential equations. Conversely, the use of the peridynamic integral equations can avoid the insurgency of this kind of problem when crack
formation occurs. The described methodology has been implemented into a massively
parallelized Fortran code based on MPI and OpenMP directives. The paper provides
validation tests and preliminary results for different solid and fluid configurations. The
peridyanamic model has shown good reliability in reproducing solid media fracture and
crack branching. Also the fluid solver and the IBM algorithm has been tested with good
overall results. A simulation of a solid plate inserted in a channel and subjected to hydrodynamic forces induced by the incident flow has been performed. Qualitative non-steady
results are presented. The methodology is potentially capable of reproduce solid rupture
within fluids.
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Abstract. This paper represents a numerical method to solve fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems where the fluid exhibits a non-Newtonian Viscoelastic behaviour.
Oldroyd-B constitutive equation is used to model Viscoelastic fluid. For FSI solution,
a semi-implicit partitioned method is used which separates the fluid pressure term and
strongly couples it to the structure, while the remaining fluid terms are only weakly coupled. Numerical tests demonstrate the capability of the method to solve FSI problems
with a non-Newtonian Viscoelastic behaviour of the fluid.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems include a fluid flow mutually interacting
with a moving or deforming structure. Fluid flow exerts surface forces on the solid wet
boundary and the movement of the structure alters the fluid motion. There is a wide
range of applications cited for FSI, from civil to biomedical engineering. Many numerical
methods have been developed to accurately simulate FSI problems. However, most of
the previous works have studied the interaction of a Newtonian fluid with an elastic
structure. Although Newtonian fluids account for many important problems, there are
many practical situations where the working fluid cannot be modeled as Newtonian. Thus
the mathematical model for simulation of the FSI problem must account for the nonNewtonian behavior of the fluid as well. Despite many numerical methods have been
proposed for non-Newtonian fluids, few works in the literature have studied the problem
of a non-Newtonian fluid interacting with a deforming structure.
Partitioned methods are a favorable class of numerical techniques to solve FSI problems (see [1] for a review). A separate solver is used for each sub-problem domain and
the equilibrium between the domains is enforced as coupling condition on the interface.
Partitioned methods could be weakly-coupled (explicit) or strongly-coupled (implicit) depending on how the equilibrium condition is enforced. Weakly-coupled methods do not
observe the equilibrium condition exactly which might cause numerical instability in FSI
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problems with low solid/fluid density ratios (so-called added-mass effect) [2, 3]. Stronglycoupled methods enforce the equilibrium condition via coupling iterations between the
fluid and structural solvers. These methods are stable for FSI problems with strong
added-mass effect, although they are computationally expensive due to the coupling iterations. A third technique, called semi-implicit method, segregates the fluid pressure term
and strongly couples it to the structure. Strong coupling of the fluid pressure guarantees the stability of the method while weak coupling of the remaining terms reduces the
computational effort [4, 5].
Viscoelastic behaviour of fluid is prevalent in a wide range of applications including
food processing, pharmaceuticals, casting industry and chemical industry [6]. One of the
important applications of Viscoelastic fluids is in microfluidic devices, for instance memory
and control devices [7] and microfluidic rectifiers [8], use Viscoelastic materials as working
fluid. A huge portion of biological fluids in nature exhibit viscoelastic behavior. Thus it
is important to understand the dynamics of Viscoelastic fluids. Numerical simulation has
become a powerful method in studying the underlying physics of viscoelastic behaviour of
the fluid and also an important tool in design and manufacturing process of Viscoelastic
applications. In numerical simulations, the Viscoelastic flow is solved using Navier-Stokes
equations integrated with an extra constitutive equations which describes the relation
of stress with strain rate tensor [9]. A variety of numerical methods, including finite
difference, finite element, finite volume and hybrid methods, have been developed to
simulate viscoelastic flows [10, 11, 12, 13]. In spite of significant progress in the field
of single phase viscoelastic fluid flow, the key questions in the field of non-Newtonian
Viscoelastic Fluid-Structure Interaction (nVFSI) has not been answered. In this paper
we propose a numerical method to study the non-Newtonian Viscoelastic fluid interacting
with an elastic structure. Oldroyd-B constitutive equation is used to model the viscoelastic
fluid.
The rest of the paper is organized follows: Governing equations are presented in section
2. Numerical methods are presented in section 3. The results are discussed in section 4
and finally the conclusion remarks are presented in section 5.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this section, the governing equations for each sub-problem domain and the coupling
conditions on the interface are presented. The fluid and structural domains are referred
to as Ωf (t) and Ωs (t) respectively, as they both vary in time. The interface of the domains
is the shared boundary denoted by Γ(t) = ∂Ωf (t) ∩ ∂Ωs (t).
2.1

Fluid equations

The unsteady flow of an incompressible fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. An Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation of these equations in a moving domain is given by:
∂u
1
+ c · ∇u = ∇ · σ f
∂t
ρf
2
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∇·u=0

(2)

σ f = −pI + 2µs γ + µp τ

(3)

where u is the fluid velocity and ρf the fluid density. Vector c is the ALE convective
velocity c = u − w, which is the fluid velocity relative to a domain moving with a velocity
w. The stress tensor σ f is defined as:

where p is the fluid pressure, I the unit tensor, µs the dynamic viscosity of the solvent
fluid, µp is the dynamic viscosity of the polymer fluid and γ the strain rate tensor given
by:
1
(4)
γ = (∇u + ∇uT )
2
In euqation 3, τ is the extra stress tensor related to non-Newtonian viscoelastic behaviour
of the fluid. The Oldroyd-B constitutive equation is used to model this extra stress tensor
as follow:
∇

∇

τ + λ1 τ = 2µ0 (γ + λ2 γ)

(5)

where µ0 is the total viscosity of the fluid (µ0 = µs + µp ), λ1 is the relaxation time
∇

∇

and λ2 is the retardation time (λ2 = µs /µ0 λ1 ). In this formulation τ and γ are the upper
convected time derivative of stress and strain rate tensors, respectively. This operator for
an arbitrary tensor of A defines as:
∇

A=
2.2

∂A
+ u.∇A − ∇uT .A − A.∇u
∂t

(6)

Structural equations

The structural domain is governed by the nonlinear elastodynamics equation:
D2 d
= ∇ · σs
(7)
Dt2
where d stands for the structural position with respect to the reference configuration,
and the structural density is shown by ρs . The Cauchy stress tensor σ s is related to the
second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor Ss by:
ρs

Ss = JF−1 σ s FT

(8)

where F is the deformation gradient F = ∇d and J is its determinant (J = det(F)).
The FSI method is presented for a general structure, however, for the test case in this
paper the structure is considered to be an Euler-Bernoulli beam, governed by the following
equation:
ρs A

∂ 2d
∂ 4d
+
EI
= q(x, t)
∂t2
∂x4
3
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where d = [0, y, 0]T in a Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), A is the cross section area of the
beam, I the second moment of area, and q is the normal load per unit length.
2.3

Coupling conditions

The coupling conditions apply at the interface Γ and account for the interaction of
the domains. They are derived from the kinematic and dynamic equilibrium between the
domains, which yield to the following conditions on a non-slip type interface:
uΓ =

∂dΓ
∂t

σ s · nΓ = σ f · nΓ

(10)
(11)

for any point x ∈ Γ, where nΓ is the unit normal vector on the interface. Equation (10)
represents equality of the velocity of the fluid and the structure on the interface to assure the kinematic equilibrium. Equation (11) represents equality of the traction on the
interface for dynamic equilibrium.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

In this section we represent the numerical methods and discretization schemes to solve
the coupled non-linear system of governing equations.
3.1

Fluid solver

A fractional-step (projection) method [14] is used to solve the velocity/pressure coupling of the momentum equation. Thus, an intermediate velocity field is evaluated without
considering the pressure gradient term. We use an explicit Adams-Bashforth method for
discretization of the convective and diffusive terms. Therefore the intermediate velocity
field is evaluated as:
u∗ − un
3
µs
1
µs
= [−(c · ∇u)n + ∇2 un + µp ∇.τ n ] − [−(c · ∇u)n−1 + ∇2 un−1 + µp ∇.τ n−1 ]
∆t
2
ρf
2
ρf
(12)
n+1
for any x ∈ Ωf . This velocity field is then projected onto a space of divergence-free
vector fields:
u∗ = un+1 +

∆t n+1
∇p
ρf

∇ · un+1 = 0

(13)
(14)

where pn+1 is the pressure field obtained by:
∇2 pn+1 =

ρf
∇ · u∗
∆t

4
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The boundary condition for velocity on the interface comes from the coupling condition:
dn+1
− dnΓ
Γ
(16)
∆t
for any x ∈ Γn+1 . We apply this boundary condition on the predicted velocity as well:
=
un+1
Γ

− dnΓ
dn+1
Γ
(17)
∆t
In this work, the fractional-step method is used not only for solving the fluid equations,
but also as a framework for the overall FSI solution algorithm, making it fundamental to
the overall method.
u∗Γ =

3.2

Dynamic mesh

As the solid boundary is deformable, fluid mesh needs to move to adapt to the new
location of the interface and the discrete domain velocity on the mesh surfaces wn+1 needs
to be evaluated. A parallel moving mesh technique, based on radial basis function interpolation method [15], is used to move the fluid grid in accordance to the new location of
the interface. Surface velocities are evaluated according to the so-called space conservation law which guarantees no volume is lost while moving the grid. Detailed description
of the dynamic mesh method could be found in [15, 5]. Here we will use the function M
to refer to the mesh movement step:
(Ωn+1
, wn+1 ) = M(dn+1
Γ )
f
3.3

(18)

Structural solver

Structural equations are discretized in time using a second-order Newmark method.
Defining the structural velocity v = ∂d
, the semi-discretized structural equation reads:
∂t
vn+1 = vn +

∆t
∂ 4d
∂ 4d
[(q n+1 − EI 4 )n+1 + (q n − EI 4 )n ]
2ρs A
∂x
∂x

(19)

and the new location of the structure could be calculated as:
∆t n+1
(v
+ vn )
(20)
2
It should be noted that using a simplified structural model is not restrictive for the
proposed FSI coupling method, since it is used as a black-box module. We will use the
notation S to refer to the structural solver as a function of surface stress on the interface:
dn+1 = dn +

dΓ = S(σ Γ )

(21)

where dΓ is the location of the interface and σ Γ is the stress on the interface exerted by
the fluid σ Γ = σ f (p, u)Γ · nΓ .
5
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the driven cavity test case with flexible bottom wall. Point P is the midpoint
of bottom wall.

3.4

Coupling method

A semi-implicit FSI coupling method is used in which only the fluid pressure term is
strongly coupled to the structure via coupling iterations. The remaining fluid terms as
well as the dynamic mesh step are evaluated only once per time step [16, 5].
The FSI solution method at a new time step is as follows.
step 1- Explicit step:
• Predict the location of the interface by extrapolation from previous time steps.
• Define the new discretized domain using equation 18.
• Evaluate the predicted velocity field by equation 12.
step 2- Implicit step:
• Evaluate the fluid pressure (equation 15)
• Solve the structural equations to evaluate the deformation (equation 21).
• Update the boundary condition on predicted velocity (equation 17).
• Repeat until convergence is achieved.
step 3- Explicit step:
• Correct the velocity field (equation 13)
• Apply the boundary condition for velocity (equation 16).
6
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Figure 2: Oscillation in the position of the point P for three different cases of Newtonian fluid, and
Viscoelastic fluids with λ1 = 0.10 and λ1 = 0.15

Step 2 of the above algorithm is where fluid pressure is strongly coupled to the structure.
This step provides for the stability of the method for FSI problems with strong addedmass effect. The FSI coupling method is extensively tested and validated in the previous
works of the authors [16, 5, 17, 18].
4

NUMERICAL TESTS

Numerical tests are carried out on a benchmark problem studied in [3, 19], among
others. The test case is a 2-D lid-driven cavity of a 1m × 1m with a flexible bottom.
The top boundary of the cavity is moving with an oscillatory speed of u(t) = 1 − cos(ωt)
with ω = 2π/5. There are two openings of 0.1m length on the sidewalls that allow the
fluid to enter to and exit from the domain. Figure 1 shows a schematic description of the
problem.
The fluid density in all the cases is ρf = 1.0kg/m3 . For Newtonian fluid, viscosity is
µs = 0.01 Pa.s and for viscoelastic fluids, µs = µp = 0.005 Pa.s. Two different viscoelastic
cases with λ1 values of 0.1 and 0.15 are tested and results are compared with the results
of Newtonian fluid. The flexible structure at the bottom has a thickness of h = 0.05m,
the structural density is ρs = 20kg/m3 and the Young modulus E = 250N/m2 .
The flexible bottom is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam, as mentioned earlier. A
51×51 spatial grid is used to solve the problem. Spatial discretization is carried out using a
finite volume method with second-order central difference schemes. The structure is a thin
membrane so the fluid mesh elements on the interface are also used as the computational
grid for the structural equations. Thus, the structural grid nodes match the fluid mesh on
7
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Figure 3: Velocity Magnitude field inside of the deformed domain at time t = 40s. (a): Viscoelastic
fluid with λ1 = 0.1, (b): viscoelastic fluid with λ1 = 0.15 and (c): Newtonian fluid.

the interface and there is no need for interpolation of parameters between the domains.
Simulations are carried out from t = 0 until t = 40s. Figure 2 presents the oscillation in
the position of the point P for three different cases of Newtonian fluid, and Viscoelastic
fluids with λ1 = 0.10 and λ1 = 0.15.
It is plain to see that by varying from Newtonian fluid to Viscoelastic fluid with λ1 =
0.10, the magnitude of the structural deformation has decreased noticeably. Moreover,
by increasing the relaxation time of the Viscoelastic fluid from 0.10 to 0.15, the nature of
the movement of the point P changes from smooth oscillation to a rough shape. Figure
3 shows the flow field inside the domain with structural deformation at the bottom for
the aforementioned cases, at t = 40s. It can be seen in this figure that the oscillation
magnitude of Newtonian fluid is bigger than the others as well as the velocity magnitude
at the outlet.
8
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5

CONCLUSIONS

A Numerical method for simulations of non-Newtonian Viscoelastic fluid-structure interaction (nVFSI) is presented. Oldroyd-B model is used as the constitutive equation for
Viscoelastic fluid and a semi-implicit partitioned method is used for FSI coupling. Three
different cases of Newtonian fluid and Viscoelastics with λ1 = 0.10 and λ1 = 0.15 are
tested. The results show that by including the Viscoelastic behaviour to the system, the
magnitude of the deformation of the structure decreases. Also by increasing the relaxation
time from 0.10 to 0.15, the nature of the deformation of the bottom wall changes from
smooth to non-smooth oscillation.
6
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Abstract. The problem of the proppant transport, sedimention and jamming in the
hydraulic fracture is of current scientific and technological interest. For fully resolved
simulations of these processes a new model of incompressible viscous fluid flow with the
immersed solid particles is presented. The fluid-particle interaction is modeled using the
Immersed Boundary Method (IBM). For better approximation of the no-slip boundary
condition the multidirect forcing scheme is applied that consists in iterative correction of
the applied force. Particle transfer and rotation are simulated using the Newton-Euler
equations. The main feature of the proposed model is fully coupling of the fluid velocity
and the particle velocity using iterations. The proposed model was verified using the
benchmark problems: cavity flow problem, flow around the cylinder, the transfer and
rotation of a single particle in Poisseuille flow (Segre-Silberberg effect). The problem
was solved for various Reynolds numbers, particle sizes, densities, starting positions and
shapes.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many problems in nature and engineering involve flows of mixture that consists of
viscous fluid and particles of arbitrary sizes and shape. There are a few ways to simulate
such flows.
When the size of the particles is small relative to the characteristic size of the fluid
flow, the mixture is modeled as the “effective” viscous incompressible fluid. The rheology
parameters of the effective fluid are functions of the particles concentration.
But if the particle size is comparable with the characteristic size of the flow, one have
to consider each particle separately. In that way the direct numerical simulation (DNS)
is used. In this approach the hydrodynamic interactions between fluid and particles,
particles and walls as well as between particles themselves are simulated without any
averaging. Fluid is described in scope of Navier–Stokes (NS) equations. The particles are
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not treated as a phase but movement of each one is considered using the Newton-Euler
equations.
DNS methods can be divided into two main groups by the way how the wall and
particle boundaries are described by the computational mesh.
The methods of the first group such as Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian method [1]
use computational meshes that conform to the physical boundaries of the particles and
the computational domain. In these methods boundary conditions are satisfied directly
and don’t reduce the order of the approximation of the whole problem. The another
advantage is that the forces applied to the particles are obtained without any additional
supposition. In this method the computational mesh is constructed at each time step to fit
the boundaries of the particles that moves in accordance with Newton’s law. On the other
hand, in the case of a large number of particles the Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian method
is less effective [2]. The main reason of that and the main drawback of the methods with
accurate boundary representation is the complexity of the mesh generation procedure and
projection errors caused by the remeshing that reduces the solution accuracy.
The problem of remeshing is common for all methods with accurate boundary description so the cases with many particles is preferably to simulate using computational meshes
that do not fit the boundaries. Such methods are Fictitious Domain Method (FDM) [3–5]
and the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) [6]. These methods are based on the idea
of solving the flow equation on a mesh, over the entire domain, and defining the objects
inside the flow by adding Lagrangian points on their surfaces which may or may not
coincide with the Eulerian grid. Methods without mesh rebuilding are characterized by
simpler meshes, since it is not necessary to describe the domain boundaries.
In both groups of the methods the effect of particles on a fluid flow is described by the
addition of forces to the equations of fluid motion. In FDM forces are added in the mesh
cells, occupied by particles, such that the velocities inside the particle are equal to the
velocity of the solid body. In the cells adjacent to the particle the forces are added such
that the no slip condition at the fluid-particle boundary is satisfied. As it stated in [7]
the main problem of fictitious boundary methods is low accuracy in approximating the
boundaries through a non-adaptive grid.
The IBM proposed in [6] is based on the similar to FDM idea that the presence of
the solid particle inside the fluid flow domain can be formulated by adding appropriate
forces acting on the fluid. The difference is that in the IBM the forces are added in the
vicinity of the boundary while in FDM the forces are added inside the particle. Many
modifications and variant versions of IBM were developed to enhance accuracy, stability
and range of applications.
As it stated in [8] the last decade has witnessed a great interest in the fully-resolved
simulation of flows with many suspended particles. The majority of these studies use
some variant of the IBM. One of the directions of IBM development is the improvement
of its stability for wide range particle–fluid mass density ratio. Versions of the IBM
proposed in [9–12] are applicable for particle–fluid mass density ratio form 0.3 to 1000
and demonstrate the second order of approximation.
We propose a variant of IBM method in which particle velocities, fluid velocities,
2
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pressure and fluid-solid interaction forces are fully coupled in iterative scheme. For better
approximation of the no-slip boundary condition the multidirect forcing scheme is applied
that consists in iterative correction of the applied force.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider the problem of a viscous, incompressible fluid flow in a plane channel with
an absolutely rigid body placed there. The fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations
du
= µ∆ u −∇p + ρ f ,
dt
∇ · u = 0,

ρ

(1)

where u = (u, v)T is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, ρ is the fluid density, µ is the
dynamic viscosity, f is the fictitious body force that affects the fluid flow near the surface
du
of the immersed body,
means the total derivative
dt
∂u
du
=
+ (u ·∇) u .
dt
∂t

(2)

Hydrodynamic stress tensor σ with components σij is written as follows
σij = −δij p + µε̇ij ,

(3)

where ε̇ij is the strain rate tensor.
In terms of stress tensor σ the Navier-Stokes equation is rewritten as follows
ρ

du
= ∇ σ +ρ f .
dt

(4)

The velocity up at each point of the absolutely rigid particle can be decomposed into
the translational part and the rotational part
up = uc + ω × r,

(5)

where uc is the translational velocity of the particle centroid, ω is the angular velocity of
the particle. The motion of the single particle is described by the NewtonEuler equations
for uc and ω


d uc
ρp Vp
= ρ (σ · n)dΓ = ρ (∇ · σ)dV,
dt
Γp
Vp


(6)
dω
ρp Ip
= ρ [r ×(σ · n)] dΓ = ρ [r ×(∇ · σ)] dV.
dt
Γp

Vp

3
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The particle is assumed to be homogeneous with density ρp , Ip is the moment of inertia of
the particle with unit density, Vp is the volume of the particle with the surface Γp = ∂Vp ,
n is the outward-pointing unit normal in Γp , the stress tensor σ equals the one in NavierStokes equation (4).
In IBM the integrals in (6) are not calculated directly. The stress tensor ∇ · σ is
substituted from (4) into (6) and the following equations are considered


d
d uc
ρp Vp
=ρ
u dV − ρ f dV,
dt
dt
Vp
Vp


(7)
d
dω
ρp I p
=ρ
[r × u] dV − ρ [r × f ] dV.
dt
dt
Vp

Vp

In [13] it is assumed that the velocity of the fluid inside the solid particle satisfies
the rigid body motion condition (23). Substituting (23) to (7), we obtain the motion
equations for a single particle



ρp
d uc
− 1 Vp
= − f dV,
ρ
dt
Vp


(8)

ρp
dω
− 1 Ip
= − [r × f ] dV.
ρ
dt
Vp

So the motion of the particle is calculated using only the force f . In the case when the
densities of the particles are close to each other, this method becomes unstable, and the
direct calculation of the integrals of velocity change inside the particle is needed [9].
The model consists of fluid flow equations (1) and motion of particle equations (8).
3
3.1

NUMERICAL METHOD
Spatial discretization

Our method is based on the IBM developed in [13] and improved in [9]. This is a
so-called direct forcing method in which the additional force f is applied separately after
the discretization of Navier-Stokes equation.
The fluid flow is discretized using the Eulerian grid, and the solid body surface uses
the Lagrangian grid Γp , as shown in fig. 1.
The quantities in Euler grid are denoted by lower case letters with index (i, j) (xij , uij , f ij ).
The Lagrangian quantities are denoted by upper case letters with index l (Xl , Ul , Fl ). The
transfer from Eulerian grid to Lagrangian one is performed using the regularized Delta
function δd proposed by Griffith and Peskin [14]

Ul = EL(uij ) =
uij δd (xij − Xl )hx hy .
(9)
ij

4
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Figure 1: Lagrange and Euler meshes.

The inverse transfer from Lagrangian grid to Eulerian grid is made using formula

Fl δd (xij − Xl )∆Vl .
f ij = LE(Fl ) =

(10)

l

Here hx , hy are the dimensions of the Eulerian grid and ∆Vl is the volume of the Lagrangian
grid cells.
The non-slip boundary condition is applied in Lagrangian grid
Up (Xl ) = Ul .

(11)

Here Up (Xl ) is the velocity of the solid particle in the node Xl of Lagrangian grid, Ul is
the fluid velocity in this node.
3.2

SIMPLE method for Navier-Stokes equations solution

At the new time step n + 1 we predict the velocity of the fluid using the discretized
Navier-Stokes equation
∇pn+1/2
1 (∆ u)n + (∆ u)n+1
un+1 − un (u ∇ u)n + (u ∇ u)n+1
+
=−
+
.
τ
2
ρ
Re
2

(12)

The force term f is not included to equation (12) and is applied further while correcting
the velocity. Equation (12) includes non-linear pressure gradient term and convection
term. In that way the iterations s are introduced to find the unknown pressure ps+1 =
pn+1/2 and velocity us+1 = un+1 distributions. At each iteration s the unknown velocity
us+1 is calculated in several steps using intermediate first (u∗ ) and second (u∗∗ ) prediction
5
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velocities [9]. The initial values of velocity and pressure are taken from the previous time
step: s = 0, ps = pn−1/2 , us = un . The first prediction velocity u∗ is calculated using
Navier-Stokes equation for given pressure ps
1 (∆ u)n + (∆ u)∗
u∗ − un (u ∇ u)n + (u ∇ u)s
+
= −∇ps +
τ
2
Re
2

(13)

The system of non-linear equations arising due to the presence of non-linear term (u ∇ u)
is solved by the Biconjugate gradient stabilized method (BiCGStab).
Then the force f acting from the particle to the fluid is applied and the second prediction
velocity u∗∗ is calculated
u∗∗ = u∗ +τ f .
(14)
The detailed description of force calculation will be presented further.
The correction of pressure p̃ is found from the Poisson equation with second prediction
velocity u∗∗ .
ρ
(15)
∆p̃ = ∇ · u∗∗ .
τ
The solution of Poisson equation (15) is found using the Seidel iterative method.
Finally the pressure ps+1 and the velocity us+1 are corrected and transition to the next
iteration step s takes place
ps+1 = ps + p̃,
τ
us+1 = u∗∗ − ∇p̃.
ρ

(16)

The iterations allow to fulfill the continuity equation with the given precision, even if the
initial distribution of the pressure is far from the the required one.
3.3

Immersed boundary method. Direct and multidirect forcing schemes

The immersed boundary method consists in introducing the fictitious force f to the
Navier-Stokes equation (1) in such a way that the fluid velocity at the surface of the
particle satisfies the non-slip condition (11).
Direct forcing scheme consists in the following. The first prediction velocity is interpolated from Eulerian grid to Lagrangian grid using (9)
U∗l = EL(u∗ij )

(17)

The force Fl in Lagrange nodes is corrected using the difference between the fluid first
prediction velocity U∗l and the solid particle velocity Us (Xl )
Up (Xl ) − U∗l
Fl =
,
τ

(18)

The force is interpolated to the Euler mesh
f ij = LE(Fl )
6
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The force f ij is applied to the first prediction velocity u∗ij and the second prediction
velocity u∗∗
ij is calculated
∗
u∗∗
(20)
ij = uij +τ f ij .
Using the regularized delta-function for the interpolation results in a diffuse distribution
of the force around the interface of the particle. Therefore the calculated velocity u∗∗
ij
satisfies the no-slip boundary condition (11) not very well.
In [15] the multidirect forcing scheme was proposed to improve the force and velocity
calculation. In this method the force is applied and the second prediction velocity is
corrected several (Nf ) times. In the initial iteration f = 0 the value of second prediction
velocity equals to the first prediction velocity u∗∗,f
= u∗ij . Then the direct forcing scheme
ij
is applied Nf times
= EL(u∗∗,f
U∗∗,f
ij ),
l
Up (Xl ) − U∗∗,f
l
,
τ
f fij = LE(Ffl ),

Ffl =

(21)

+1
f
u∗∗,f
= u∗∗,f
ij
ij +τ f ij .

Finally the second prediction velocity is

u∗∗
ij

=

∗∗,N
uij f ,

and the applied force is f ij =

Nf


f fij .

f =0

The multidirect forcing scheme is used instead its simplified representation in equation
(14).
4
4.1

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Stationary flow around the cylinder in large domain

For the verification of the method we solve the benchmark problem of the stationary
flow around the cylinder placed to the infinite domain and compare it with the results
obtained by other researchers. The cylinder diameter equals D = 1, the inflow velocity
is U = 1. The domain is taken large enough to reduce the influence of the domain
finiteness (15 × 15). The mesh sizes are 300 × 300. The cylinder is place closer to the
inflow wall at distance 5 from it. The pressure distributions and streamtraces for two
values of Reynolds number Re = 20 and Re = 40 are presented in fig. 2. Two symmetric
vortices at the leeward sides of each cylinder are generated. The summary of results and
comparison to other authors is presented in table 1. We compare the drag force coefficient
2fd
Cd =
, the length L of recirculation zone and the angle θ of separation point. The
ρU 2 D
values of the drag force and the size of the vortices behind the cylinder are overestimated.
This may be caused by the diffuse distribution of the IBM force that increases the real size
of the cylinder and the finite size of the domain as was mentioned in [13]. The streamlines
pass very close to the cylinder that demonstrates that the no-slip boundary condition is
fulfilled with high presision.
7
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Table 1: Summary of the results and comparison to other investigators for Re = 20 and Re = 40.

Fornberg (1980) [16]
Calhoun (2002) [17]
Russel and Wang (2003) [18]
Our method

Cd
2.0
2.19
2.02
2.4

Re = 20
L
θ
0.91 43.2◦
0.91 45.5◦
0.93 43.2◦
1.06 38.5◦

Cd
1.5
1.62
1.52
1.8

Re = 40
L
θ
2.24 55.6◦
2.18 54.2◦
2.32 53.1◦
2.4
47.1◦

Figure 2: Pressure distribution and streamtraces for the flow around the cylinder problem with Re = 20
(left) and Re = 40 (right).

4.2

Non-stationary flow around the cylinder in large domain

In the case of Re = 100 the flow becomes unstable and the von Krmn vortex street
develops. To verify our method we compare the drag force coefficient Cd and its oscillation
d
. The
amplitude, lift force Cl oscillation amplitude and the Strouhal number St =
UT
results are presented in table 2.
Table 2: Summary of the results and comparison to other investigators for Re = 100.

Xu and Wang (2006) [19]
Calhoun (2002) [17]
Russell (2003) [18]
Our method

Cd
1.42 ± 0.013
1.33 ± 0.014
1.38 ± 0.007
1.53 ± 0.011

Cl
±0.34
±0.298
±0.276
±0.376

St
0.171
0.175
0.165
0.170

The evolution of Cd and Cl is shown in fig. 3. While the von Krmn vortex street is
not formed yet the drag Cd falls down the value of 1.29 and the lift Cl equals zero. Then
the von Krmn vortices start to separate from the surface of the cylinder and the drag
force increases to the value of 1.53. The oscillation amplitudes of drag and lift are 0.011
8
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and 0.376 correspondingly. As in the case of stationary flow the values of the forces are
overestimated due to the diffusion of IBM force. The snapshots of pressure distribution
and streamtraces for one period T of oscillation are shown in fig. 4.

Figure 3: Drag Cd and lift Cl forces versus time t for the flow around the cylinder with Re = 100.

9
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Figure 4: Pressure distribution and streamtraces for the flow around the cylinder problem with Re = 100
for one period T of oscillation.
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4.3

Poiseuille flow with one particle

The flow configuration is illustrated in fig. 5. The solid round particle of diameter D
is placed into a periodical channel of width W and length L.
The initial distribution of fluid velocity are given by the undisturbed Poiseuille fluid
flow with maximal velocity u0 = 1:
2

y − W/2
.
(22)
u(x, y) = u0 = 1 −
W/2

The initial translational uc and rotational ω velocities of the particle are given by the
undisturbed Poiseuille fluid flow:
y − W/2
1 ∂u0
uc (x, y) = u0 , ω(x, y) =
=
.
(23)
2 ∂y
(W/2)2
At the channel boundaries and in the surface of the immersed solid particles no-slip
boundary conditions are applied




u  = 0, u  = up .
(24)
Γw

Γp

The difference of the pressure between the inlet and outlet of the channel corresponding
to the Poisseuille flow is applied


8L


p − p
.
(25)
=
Re
Γin
Γout
The periodical boundary conditions for velocity are applied in Γin and Γout .




u
= u .
(26)
Γout

Γin

Figure 5: The scheme of the Segre-Silberberg effect simulation

When the particle approaches the outlet boundary Γout , it is relocated to the inlet
boundary Γin . Note that when the particle is near Γin and Γout it influences the fluid flow
of the opposite part of the fluid, as shown in the first snapshot in fig. 6. The parameters
of simulation are the following: channel width W = 1, channel periodical length L = 3,
ρu0 W
particle diameter D = 0.2, channel Reynolds number Re =
= 20.
µ
11
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Figure 6: The particle in flat channel: snapshots of pressure distribution and streamtraces for the fluid
velocity in coordinate system moving with the particle for various time moments.

In fig. 7 the velocity profiles for the undisturbed Poisseuille flow and the flow disturbed
by single particle are presented. The slip velocity us is considerable and its value is 0.043.
12
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The slope of the velocity profile is less in the particle than in the undisturbed flow. But
near the wall the slope of the disturbed velocity is increased compared to the undisturbed
flow.

Figure 7: Velocity profile for the undisturbed Poisseuille flow (solid) and the flow disturbed by single
particle (dashed).

In fig. 8 the evolution of the particle vertical position h and angular velocity is shown.
The particle started from the position h0 = 0.51 and migrated to the equilibrium position
heq = 0.715. The equilibrium angular velocity equals ωeq = 0.813.
According to the experimental observations made in [20] and the closed-form solution
[21], [22] the spherical neutrally buoyant particle placed into the Poiseuille flow occupies
the position at distance heq = 0.8 (0.2 from the upper wall). Experimental results for
two- and three-dimensional Poiseuille flow reported in [23] showed that the equilibrium
positions are identical for both cases. The distance 0.2 corresponds to small particles and
low Reynolds numbers. When the particle size and Reynolds number are large enough,
the equilibrium position of the particle moves to the centre of the channel [24, 25], that
agrees with our numerical simulations.

13
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Figure 8: The particle vertical position h and angular velocity ω versus time.

5

CONCLUSION

The proposed scheme may be implemented for the simulation of disperse flows in such
problems as proppant transport in hydraulic fractures, hemodynamics, separation of particles of different sizes in microflows, etc. The model was verified using benchmark problem
of stationary and non-stationary overflow of cylinder in large domain, and the problem of
circle particle migration in Poisseuille flow. It was shown that the method overestimates
the force acting to immersed body due to the force spreading while interpolation from
Lagrange grid to Eulerian grid for about 20%. The particle in the channel migrates to
the equilibrium position that is closer to the center than analytically predicted.
This work is one more step to understanding the processes in disperse flows. The model
is planned further to be used for simulations of many particles transport and its jamming.
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Abstract. The population growth is a big challenge for the construction sector. Because of the
limitation of resources, new radical approaches must be investigated. Werner Sobek states
that only new methods of construction can overcome this challenge [1]. Especially concrete
structures need to be reconsidered because concrete is the most common construction material
and in some regions of the world there is already a scarcity of sand, the main aggregate of
concrete. One possible method of construction dealing with this challenge is the
implementation of adaptive structures. Adaptive structures are able to react to external loads.
Therefore, actuators manipulate the structure to reduce stresses and deformations so that less
material is needed. This paper will depict different actuation concepts to minimize the
deflection of beams and slabs in order to significantly decrease the construction material used.
In addition, the suitability of different actuator types for the use in this field of application
will be discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Collaborative Research Centre SFB 1244 “Adaptive Skins and Structures for the Built
Environment of Tomorrow” deals with the challenge of applying the concept of adaptivity to
building structures and façades. This concept means the ability to react to external loads by
implementing sensors, actuators and control units into the structure. Its implementation in the
built environment was first described in 2000 by Werner Sobek [2]. The components, their
tasks as well as their interaction are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Components of adaptive structures and their interaction based on [5]

Whereas common sensors and control units can be used for adaptive structures, the
requirements for actuators are more specific. Some of the following actuation concepts cannot
be realized with state-of-the-art actuators. Therefore, new actuators have to be developed and
tested.
In the context of adaptive structures the research project “Integrated Fluidic Actuators”
investigates the resource saving potential of adaptive beams and slabs. The objective is to,
develop new actuators and to investigate how these actuators can be integrated in concrete
structures. The importance of this research field becomes clear when taking a closer look at
the built environment. Nearly every residential and office building uses beams and slabs, with
the latter usually accounting for nearly 50 % of the overall weight of the structure [3]. It is
remarkable that the design load nearly never occurs during the lifetime of the construction,
which leaves a high amount of material unused for most of the time. Therefore, the basic idea
of adaptivity in the built environment is to use sensors to identify whether the design load
takes effect and to have simultaneously a control unit cause a reaction by activating actuators.
2

LOADS

Since adaptive structures react to external forces, it has to be defined in advance which
loads will be carried by actuators and which loads will be carried by the passive structure
itself. The self-weight of the structure, additional dead loads and quasi-permanent loads
should be carried by the structure without the need of actuators since they are temporally
constant. Variable loads, such as payloads, wind loads, snow loads and earthquake loads are
not constant over the lifetime of the structure and should be carried by the actuators.
Generally, contrary to mechanical engineering, in structural engineering one cannot predict
the real loads acting on a structure; therefore, a highly conservative estimate is the basis of the
structural design.
The probability of occurrence, loading duration, intensity of load and distribution of load
increase varies for different loads. The probability of occurrence directly determines the
frequency of actuation. The more often a load carried by the actuators will occur the more
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often the actuators need to react. The influence of external loads on actuators is shown in
Table 1.
Some variable loads occur only very rarely during the lifetime of a structure. The annual
exceedance probability of wind and snow loads is 2 %, which leads to a statistical probability
of occurrence once every 50 years. For earthquakes the probability is even smaller. An annual
exceedance probability of 0.02 % leads to a statistical probability of occurrence once every
475 years. [4]
A prediction of the probability of occurrence of the payload is hardly possible since they
vary greatly depending on the type of building, usage and user behavior. The payload is
divided into a quasi-permanent part, e.g. the furniture, and a variable part, which accounts for
people, cars, etc.
However, there are some examples where the payloads compared to the lifetime of the
structure only rarely reach their maximum. Stands of sports arenas for example are rarely
used, usually only during sport events. A standard football stadium for example will be used
once every two weeks. But even during sport events it is not guaranteed that the maximum
payload will be reached.
Moreover the duration of loading varies for the different types of loads. On the one hand
the self-weight and the quasi-permanent payloads are constant and on the other hand the
variable payloads appear only for a short time. Snow loads are seasonal loads in Europe and
within the season they appear only for a period of a few days until several weeks. Wind loads
appear only for several minutes or seconds but during the whole year. The duration of
exposure for earthquakes is even shorter, which is in the range of seconds. Similar to the
probability of occurrence, the change over time of the appearing payloads is hard to predict
(see Figure 2). Coming to the already stated example, in sports arenas the sequence of loading
is only a few hours and usually the load slowly reaches its maximum.

Figure 2: Change over time of loads based on [4]
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The increase of the load up to its maximum is also important for the design and
dimensioning of the actuators. On the one hand snow loads are characterized by their slow but
linear increase, ordinarily increasing within several minutes or hours. On the other hand the
maximum loads resulting from wind or earthquakes can be reached very fast.
Most of the loads that are acting on a structure are roughly simplified. For example
payloads on slabs are idealized by uniformly distributed loads although this will be rarely the
case.
The distribution of the load is particularly important when designing an actuation concept for
downstand beams or slabs, since they are subjected to payloads. Because it is hard to predict,
the real load-distribution must be captured by a sufficient number of sensors.
Table 1: Influence of external loads on actuators
Characteristic of the variable load

Importance for the design of the actuators

Probability of occurence

Frequency of actuation, service life expectancy of
the actuator

Size

Needed positioning force and positioning distance

Duration

Duration of actuation, therefore energy
consumption

Velocity of occurrence

Positioning velocity of actuators

3 ACTUATION CONCEPTS
Beams and slabs have a non-constant stress curve in the cross section. Single-span beams,
for example, have a compression zone above and a tension zone below the neutral axis.
Actuators should counteract these stresses caused by external loads. In general, this can be
achieved by one or more actuators which have the point of load application inside (internal) or
outside (external) the structure. An external actuation can influence the whole structural
element at once. Internal actuators can either manipulate certain sections of a structure or the
whole element.
Actuators and their working principle will be presented in chapter 4. In very simplified
terms, it can be said that actuators cause either a translation or a rotation. Some combinations
can be derived from these general differentiations (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Basic considerations on adaptive structures (excerpt)

The advantages and disadvantages of some of those actuation concepts will be discussed in
the following subsections.
3.1 External actuation
The external actuation takes place over supports, surfaces and edges. This can be done by
linear and rotational motions. Possible solutions to counteract deflections caused by external
loads are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Concepts for external actuation

The general advantage of external actuation is the accessibility of the actuators, which
allows easy maintenance, repair or exchange in case of failure. For this application, common
actuators can be used. On the other hand, if the actuators are visible the acceptance for this
kind of actuation is questionable due to aesthetic reasons.
Actuating supports (turning and moving supports in Figure 4) allow to influence the whole
structure at the same time. This also means that it is impossible to manipulate one point
without affecting the rest of the structure. In addition, supports are areas with one of the
highest stresses. Inducing forces here results in further loads and can lead to a very complex
construction for the load introduction. This has to be considered for the dimensioning as well
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as for the design.
Examples for an external actuation via supports are the Stuttgart Smart Shell (moving
supports) [6] and the Stuttgarter Träger (turning supports) [2].
Inducing forces over surfaces and edges in certain areas only (for example tension in
Figure 4) allows a more specific manipulation of the structure. Especially for bended
structures, less energy is needed due to the great lever between force transmission points.
3.2 Internal actuation
Internal actuation has one or more actuators integrated in the load bearing section. Figure 5
shows three possible solutions with one actuator in the compression zone, one in the tension
zone and one example with both.

Figure 5: Concepts for internal actuation

The upper part of figure 5 shows an actuator that generates a compression force. The
actuator is embedded in the compression zone of a beam and counteracts the deformation
caused by external forces. Depending on the external loads, there could be one or more
actuators along the component axis. The advantage of an internal actuation is the possibility
of a targeted local manipulation of the deformations and stresses of the supporting structure;
especially when there are several actuators. The use of several actuators allows loadappropriate actuation and thus selective influencing of the structure. Analogously, the tensile
force introduced in the middle part of figure 5 also counteracts the load. The actuator can be
connected to a frictionless reinforcement as a load introduction. The reduction of the
component deflection can also be achieved by using this method but is more complex. This
concept looks similar to a state of the art (passive) prestressing, but allows to react
specifically to a high variety of load cases. A limitation of the prestressing, when only the
dead load takes effect, is no longer necessary. A combination of the compression zones and
tension zone actuation can be seen in the lower part of figure 5. The main advantage of a
combination is its ability to better reduce vibrations.
For components manufactured in a precast factory, the actuators can be positioned
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precisely during the manufacturing process without disturbing environmental influences. The
external shape of the beams and slabs is not affected, contrary to external actuation.
Integration protects the actuators from vandalism and other external influences.
One challenge of internal actuation is the wear of the actuators; since maintenance, repair
or replacement are difficult, the lifetime of the actuators must correspond to that of the
encapsulating structure.
So far, the approach of internal actuation for the targeted manipulation of deformations,
stresses and vibrations has not yet been implemented and is the subject of further research.
New actuators are needed and have to be developed. Due to the variety, different actuator
working principles as well as their suitability are discussed in the next section.
4

ACTUATORS

At least one actuator is necessary to manipulate deformations, stresses and vibrations of the
structural element regardless of the implemented actuation concept. The main task of the
actuator is to generate required forces and strokes. As shown above, the actuator is controlled
by a control unit and can be considered as the counterpart to the sensor system [7]. There is a
great variety of actuators for very different applications. But using actuators in adaptive
structures is a new field of application. Due to the novelty of this field, the general actuator
working principles as well as their advantages and disadvantages will be introduced in the
next section.
4.1 Actuator working principles
In general, an actuator has to convert a non-mechanical auxiliary energy to a mechanical
energy by using a low energy control signal. The classification of actuators can be done by the
type of the resulting movement: linear or rotational actuators. A more differentiated
classification takes place according to the auxiliary energy used [8]. Examples for linear and
rotational actuators can be found for nearly each category. A classification of selected
actuators by the auxiliary energy used is given in Table 3. The individual working principles
are also shown.
Table 3: Classification of selected actuators and their working principles based on [8]

Auxiliary energy
Electrical energy

Actuator type
Electromagnetic

Working principle
Force effect on object in a
magnetic field
Lorentz force on electrical
conductors in a magnetic field

Examples
Lifting magnet, rotary
and oscillating magnet
Electrodynamic
DC or AC motor,
plunger coil, linear
motor
Piezoelectric
Change of piezo crystal
Piezo motor, inject
dimensions by electrical
printer, fuel injection
voltage
valve
Magnetostrictive
Ferromagnetic volume change Setting unit
in a magnetic field
Magnetorheological Change in viscosity in an
Clutch, shock absorber,
electrical/magnetical field
pump drive
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Auxiliary energy
Flow energy
(fluidic)

Actuator type
Pneumatic

Working principle
Fluidic pressure difference,
displacement flow

Hydraulic

Fluidic pressure difference,
displacement flow
Differential thermal
expansion of a material
composite
Microstructure transformation Positioning elements

Thermal energy

Thermobimetal

Chemical energy

Thermomechanical
actuators (shape
memory alloy)
Expansion material
Electrochemical

Volume change
Pressure difference by an
electrochemical reaction

Examples
Linear propulsion
motor,
diaphragm actuator
Linear and rotational
motors
Thermal switch

Setting unit, thermostat
Gas dosing unit,
expansion setting unit

4.2 Actuators for adaptive structures
The requirements for the actuators implemented in adaptive structures are versatile
depending on the actuation concept. Considering the variety of different actuator types (type
of movement, auxiliary energy used), the most fitting actuator has to be chosen. The
universally valid advantages and disadvantages of the different actuator types are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4: Advantages and disadvantages of different actuator types based on [7][9],[10]

Type
Electromagnetic

Electrodynamic

Piezoelectric

Advantages
 simple mechanical construction
 no transmission element
 high dynamics with short strokes
 good integration possibilities
 good control characteristics
 high dynamics
 versatile drive concepts
 high total efficiency








high forces
high material rigidity
high power density
short response time
hardly no energy demand for
stationary tasks
versatile ceramics usable
practically non-wearing
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Disadvantages
 low power density
 short strokes
 non-linear behavior
 hysteresis characteristic
 limited power density
 energy demand for stationary
tasks
 limited thermal operating range
 high proportion of moving parts
 hardly lifetime assessment
 small strokes
 temperature and ageing dependent
characteristic
 hysteresis characteristic
 piezoelectric effect can be lost by
high temperature, high field
strength or mechanical shock
 heating through dynamic tasks

Christian Kelleter, Timon Burghardt, Hansgeorg Binz and Werner Sobek

Type
Magnetostrictive

Advantages
 high forces
 high power density
 high energy efficiency
 very short response time
 high dynamics
 high positioning accuracy
 high thermal range of application
 practically non-wearing
Magnetorheological  easily adjustable viscosity
 short response time

Pneumatic

Hydraulic

Thermobimetal

Thermomechanical
actuators (shape
memory alloy)
Expansion material
Electrochemical

























high range of application
high power density
high reliability and safety
no energy demand for stationary
tasks
robust design
high range of application
high dynamics
high power density
no energy demand for stationary
tasks
robust design
good availability
cheap materials
easily configurable
linear temperature-stroke behavior
application up to 650 °C
high mechanical stability
high power density
different change of shape
(lengthening, bending, torsion)
abruptly change of shape
high forces
low energy consumption
no energy demand for stationary
tasks
quiet operation

Disadvantages
 small strokes
 low availability and expensive
materials
 energy demand for stationary
tasks
 non-linear and temperature
dependent characteristic













sensitive to contaminants
temperature dependent
characteristic
critical sedimentation
low material availability
no direct forces generation
auxiliary energy supply needed
low positioning accuracy and
difficult control characteristics
due to the compressibility of the
fluid
air-treatment system needed
auxiliary energy supply needed
complex system structure
oil purification sometimes needed



small forces
only one change of shape (bended
shapes)
low power density












expansive materials
low energy efficiency
limited thermal operating range
material degradation and fatigue
low response time
limited thermal operating range
low response time
limited stroke
leakage
unknown long-term stability




Most important for choosing the actuator type to be used in adaptive structures is the
consideration of the mechanical requirements like forces and strokes or rather torque and
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rotation angle.
Regardless of the actuation concept, the actuator has to compensate static loads as well as
dynamic excitations. As shown in section 3, static or quasi-static loads often occur for long
periods of time with an almost constant and average value (for example snow load or
payload). The energy demand of the actuator can be reduced if there is no need for quasistatic tasks. Considering dynamic loads, vibrations must be compensated. For example,
pedestrians generate excitations between 1.6 and 2.4 Hz [11]. The actuator response time
must be correspondingly short. High forces must be generated emerging from the dead weight
of the structure and the reaction forces of the moving mass. Used for an external actuation, the
stroke must be high enough to compensate the movement of the surrounding structure as well
as the elasticity of the structural elements. An internal (integrated) actuator, on the other hand,
manipulates primarily the structural element itself. Therefore, only the deformation of the
element must be considered. The stroke needed for an external actuation is higher than for an
internal actuation. Especially in the latter case, a reliable and preferably maintenance-free
actuator type should be preferred. Possibilities for maintenance or reparation are not given or
require a great effort.
As shown in Figure 3, there are applications that need rotational or linear drive systems. It
is possible to convert rotational into linear motion and vice versa by using transmission
elements, but a direct force and motion generation is generally preferable. The advantages are
a less complex system with higher total energy efficiency because of less friction contacts. In
addition, each part is a potential failing element. If there are fewer parts, the reliability of the
overall system increases [12].
Due to the variety, a promising working principle for actuators can be found for rotational
and linear motion that also meets the requirements of the construction sector. It should be
noted that there are mainly linear applications except for turning supports. Rotational
applications in adaptive structures are special cases.
For linear motion hydraulic actuators seem to be the most suitable for adaptive beams and
slabs (Table 4). Actuators for rotational applications should be considered separately.
Whereas an external actuation can be realized with existing actuators, manipulating structures
with integrated actuators is a new field of application. Suitable actuators do not exist.
Therefore, structure integrated actuators should be the subject of further research and
development activities.
12 CONCLUSIONS
Adaptive structures offer an approach for dealing with the challenge of material and energy
optimized structures. In this paper, different actuation concepts as well as their advantages
and disadvantages are discussed. While are already implemented external actuation concepts,
the use of actuators for an internal actuation of structures is a new and promising approach.
Internal actuation concepts allow a more direct and efficient way to manipulate a structural
element. Currently, however, there are no actuators that can be integrated in the load-bearing
section of the structure. Therefore, different actuator working principles are discussed as well
as their advantages and disadvantages. Considering the requirements for integrated actuators,
the hydraulic working principle seems to be the most appropriate for this new field of
application. Actuators for this usage do not exist. Therefore adaptive structures with
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integrated hydraulic actuators are the object of further studies.
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Abstract
This paper is on the development of the unsteady continuous adjoint method
associated with a flow solver based on the cut-cell method to be used for the
optimization of a diaphragm pump. A key feature of this pump is the oscillating
diaphragm which can properly be handled by the cut-cell method on a stationary
Cartesian grid, dynamically adapted to the moving diaphragm. In both the flow
and adjoint solvers, emphasis is laid on the proper treatment of cells that appear
in or disappear from the fluid domain, due to the motion of the diaphragm.
The continuous adjoint method is implemented to compute the derivatives of
an integral measuring the backflow along the outlet with respect to parameters
controlling the shape of the stationary part of the pump.
In the second part of this paper, the developed adjoint method is used for the
shape optimization of the same pump under uncertainties. For the quantification
of uncertainties, the non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) method
is used. The new objective function includes the mean value and the standard
deviation of the quantity of interest used as objective function in the previous
optimization without uncertainties. The adjoint solver for the case without
uncertainties is also used for the gradient computation at the Gauss quadrature
nodes, in the presence of uncertainties.
Keywords: Diaphragm pumps, Uncertainty Quantification, Polynomial Chaos
Expansion, Cut-Cell Method, Continuous Adjoint Method

1. Introduction

5

This paper presents the shape optimization without and with uncertainties
of a diaphragm pump [1], the main characteristic of which is the lack of rotating
parts. Instead, its operation is based on the periodic motion of a diaphragm
which is the driving force of the passing flow. Depending on the geometry and
the diaphragm motion characteristics, these pumps often suffer from undesirable
backflow at the exit, during a percentage of their period; the purpose of this
Preprint submitted to Journal of LATEX Templates
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paper is to minimize and, hopefully, reduce backflow by redesigning the ducts
of such a pump.
A prerequisite for the optimization process is the numerical simulation of the
flow. Several methods to cope with the numerical simulation of time-dependent
flows involving moving boundaries, such as deforming grids [2], overset grids
[3], and immersed boundary methods (IBM) [4] can be found in the literature.
The first method makes use of body-fitted grids and, thus, needs costly grid
deformation processes to follow the boundary motion. On the other hand, with
overset methods, the accurate application of the conservation laws calls for
complex interpolations of the flow quantities. The IBM, introduced by Peskin
[5], enjoy the advantages of Cartesian grids, i.e. simplicity in grid generation
and deformation. The cut-cell method [6, 7, 8] is one of the most popular
IBM methods which guarantees the satisfaction of the conservation laws. This
is achieved by reshaping cells intersected by the solid boundary (cut-cells) by
discarding their part belonging to the solid body. In this paper, the cut-cell
method is developed and used for unsteady 2D laminar flows of incompressible
fluids such as those occurring in diaphragm pumps, allowing grid refinement
and dynamic adaptation.
Uncertainties related to the operating conditions of the pump are also taken
into account. Uncertain variables are related to the inlet total pressure and
the outlet static pressure. The scope is to design a shape which performs efficiently even with varying flow conditions. To this end, the objective function
is expressed as a linear combination of the mean value µF and the standard
deviation σF of the quantity of interest (QoI). To compute these statistical moments, stochastic methods, such as Monte-Carlo (MC) [9], can be used at high
computational cost though. Much cheaper is the Method of Moments which
uses the adjoint method to compute the first- and second-order derivatives of
the QoI with respect to (w.r.t.) the uncertain variables, in terms of which the
statistical moments are expressed [10].
Herein, the PCE technique [11, 12] is used for the same computation. The
method can be implemented intrusively (by deriving and solving new partial
differential equations) or non-intrusively. In the latter, which is used in this
paper, the Gauss integration rules determine a set of Gaussian nodes to be
evaluated on the CFD solver. Then, the statistical moments are computed as
the weighted sum of the computed QoI values at these nodes.
To perform the optimization, the continuous adjoint method [13] computes
the derivatives of the QoI which is an outlet backflow metric w.r.t. the design
variables controlling the pump shape. The derivation of the adjoint problem is
presented in detail. Similarly to the flow equations, the cut-cell method is used
to solve the adjoint equations. A combination of the adjoint method and the
non-intrusive PCE technique is used to compute the derivatives of the objective
function under uncertainties (being equal to the weighted sum of QoI at selected
operating points) w.r.t. the design variables.
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The generation of the computational grid for the cut-cell method [8] is based
on the quad-tree data structure for minimum computational cost and memory
usage [14]. For each cell, a unique pair of integers (i, j) is given, facilitating
the computation of geometric quantities, such as cell volumes and barycentric
coordinates. Starting from a single cell containing the whole domain, each
cell cut by the geometry is subdivided into four quadrants, until some stopping
criteria be met. During the grid generation process, the volume of all cells should
be kept between user-defined upper and lower bounds. A key rule is that cell
faces cannot have more than two neighbors. This rule prevents the formation
of neighboring cells differing a lot in size, to avoid numerical instabilities. Two
additional rules should be also satisfied: each edge can be intersected only once
by the solid wall and cells are not allowed to have all of their edges intersected by
the wall. By following these rules and after discarding the grid laying on the solid
domain, cut-cells belonging to the fluid domain can be triangles, quadrilaterals
or pentagons.
In order to increase the accuracy of the unsteady flow simulation around
moving solid bodies, the grid must continuously be adapted close to the changing
boundaries. Each time the boundary moves to its new position, cells close to
the previous boundary position with area smaller than a threshold value are
merged with their neighbors. Starting from the just coarsened grid, cells are
re-subdivided in the vicinity of the displaced wall. Since different grids are used
per time-step, the flow solution is transferred from the old to the new grid.
During refinement, a 2D cell is decomposed into four smaller cells and each of
them takes on the velocity values of its predecessor. During coarsening, four
cells are merged to form a single new cell, the velocity values of which are equal
to the average of the values of the four cells, weighted by their volumes. More
details about grid generation and adaptation can be found in [8].
3. Flow Equations and Discretization
Using the pseudo-compressibility method [15, 16], the Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady (t is the real time) 2D laminar flows of incompressible fluids
are written, using the Einstein notation, as
Γ−1
ij

∂f inv
∂f vis
∂Vj ∂Ui
+
+ ik − ik = 0,
∂τ
∂t
∂xk
∂xk




i = 1, 3

(1)

Ri

where k = 1, 2 refers to the Cartesian directions; (x1 , x2 ) stand for (x, y) and


 = p u1 u2 T ,
(u1 , u2 ) to the corresponding Cartesian velocity components. V






 = 0 u1 u2 T , finv = uk u1 uk + pδ 1 u2 uk + pδ 2 T , fvis = 0 τ1k τ2k T ,
U
where

δij

k

k

k

k

is the Kronecker symbol, p is the pressure divided by the density, τ is
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∂ui
k
the pseudo-time, τik = ν( ∂x
+ ∂u
∂xi ), Ri is the non-preconditioned instantaneous
k
residual of the equation and
 2

β
0 0
Γ = u1 1 0
u2 0 1

80

is the preconditioning matrix, where β is the pseudo-compressibility coefficient.
The discretization of eqs. (1) is based on the cell-centered finite volume scheme.
For cells intersected by the geometry, the integration volume consists of the cell
part which lies in the fluid domain.
The integration of eqs. 1 over a finite volume Ω, at time-step k+1, yields

 

∂Ui
−1 ∂Vj
vis
inv
Γij
+
dΩ +
)nk dS = 0
(2)
(fik
− fik
∂τ
∂t
Ωk+1

85

Sk+1

where Sk+1 is the cell boundary and n its normal unit vector. The discretization
of eqs. 2 is based on the MUSCL supported by the Roe [17] scheme.
The discretization of the ”physical” time derivative of eqs. 2, should take the
solid wall motion into account, due to which cells change in shape or occasionally
migrate from the fluid to the solid domain and vice-versa. In all these cases,
the following discretization, based on the Reynolds theorem,



∂Ui
d
dΩ =
Ui dΩ −
Ui uw,n dS
∂t
dt
Ωk+1


90

95

1
∆t



Ωk+1

Sk+1

Uik+1 Ωk+1 − Uik Ωk −



Uik Ωk

solid



−

1
(Ωk+1 − Ωk ) uw,n (3)
∆t

is applied, where uw,n is the wall normal velocity, computed in a way ensuring
the satisfaction of the geometric conservation law. It is reminded that, for
each cell, only one face is allowed to move. For cells belonging to the solid
domain at tk and the fluid domain at tk+1 , Ωk = 0 in eq. 3. Fluid cells at
tk becoming entirely solid at tk+1 should merge their conservative
 valuesk with
those of neighboring cells, which remain fluid. An extra term ( solid Ui Ωk ),
with summation over all solidified cells embodied in them, is added to eq. 3.
4. Adjoint Equations and Discretization
The purpose of the optimization of the diaphragm pump without uncertainties is to minimize, or even suppress, backflow occurring instantaneously in the
exit duct. Subsequently, the space-time integral of the sign of the normal to
the outlet velocity should be maximized, in the sense that the entire exit should
have the same (outgoing) velocity sign. Assuming that the normal to the pump
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outlet (SO ) is n = (1, 0), the objective function F (which becomes the QoI in
the presence of uncertainties) is defined by the differentiable integral
F =

T 

0 SO



u1
u21 + α

dSdt

(4)

where T is the period of the diaphragm motion and α is an infinitesimally small
number. The coordinates of the polygon vertices creating the upstream and
downstream ducts of the main body of the pump are the design variables (bm )
of the optimization, fig. 1. The derivatives of F are computed by defining an
T 
 )dΩdt, where Ψi , i = 1, 3
augmented objective function Faug = F +
Ψ i Ri ( V
0 Ω

are the adjoint variable fields and Ω the whole domain covered by the fluid. By
 variations in the
differentiating Faug w.r.t. bm and setting the multipliers of V
space-time integrals equal to zero, the unsteady adjoint equations
Γ−1
ji
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=

−

T 

0 Sw

∂ui δxl
A,vis
(Ψ1 ni + fik
nk )
dSdt −
∂xl δbm

T 

−

δ
∂uk
∂uk
ni +
ti )nk ]dSdt +
Ψi+1 ν
[(
δbm ∂n
∂t

+

T 

A,vis
fik
nk

0 SI,O

δUi
dSdt +
δbm

T 

0 SO

Φ

Ψi+1 ν

0 SI,O

T 

0 SI,O
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(5)



 =0 Ψ Ψ T , fA,vis =0 τA τA T , and τA = ν ∂Ψi+1 + ∂Ψk+1 .
arise where Ψ̄
2
3
1k 2k
ik
k
∂xk
∂xi
The pseudo-time term is artificially added in eq. 5 for numerical stability reasons.
By setting the adjoint velocity components (Ψ2 , Ψ3 ) over the wall surface equal
to zero (adjoint wall boundary conditions), all the surface integrals along the
solid wall containing variations of the flow variables w.r.t. bm disappear and we
get
δF
δbm
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∂Ψj
∂Ψj
∂ Ψ̄i
∂ A,vis
−
− Ajik
−
f
=0
∂τ
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ik

T 

0 SI,O

δ ∂ui
)dSdt
(
δbm ∂n

Ψi

δ
(f inv nk )dSdt
δbm ik

δu1
dSdt
δbm

∂F
α
where Φ = ∂u
= (u2 +α)
3/2 , Sw , SI , SO stand for the wall, comprising moving
1
1
and stationary walls where the no-penetration condition applies, inlet and outlet
surfaces respectively and ti are the components of the unit vector tangent to
SI,O . The first integral on the r.h.s. of eq. 6 does not contain derivatives in
the flow quantities w.r.t. bm and can easily be computed. All the other are
eliminated by imposing proper adjoint boundary conditions along SI and SO .
i
The second and third integrals are eliminated by considering that δbδm ( ∂u
∂n ) = 0
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(6)

and imposing Ψi+1 ti = 0 along SI and SO . The last three integrals in eq. 6 are
treated differently along the inlet and outlet and are written in the form
T 

0 SI,O

inv
∂(fik
nk ) δQj
Ψi
dSdt +
∂Qj
δbm

T 

0 SI,O

∂Ui δQj
A,vis
fik
nk
dSdt +
∂Qj δbm

T 

0 SO

Φ

δu1
dSdt
δbm



 =V
 for the outlet.
 is defined as Q
 = pt a p T for the inlet and Q
where Q
The total pressure (pt ) and flow angle (a) at the inlet and the static pressure at
the outlet are the boundary conditions of the flow problem and are independent
of the design variables bm . Subsequently, these three integrals can be eliminated
2
by setting Ψ1 + u1 Ψ2 + 2ν ∂Ψ
∂x1 = 0 along SI and
2
Ψ1 + 2u1 Ψ2 + Φ + 2ν ∂Ψ
∂x1
∂Ψ3
∂Ψ2
∂x1 + ∂x2

=
=

0
0

along SO . The above boundary conditions are imposed by modifying the adjoint
flux through all the cell faces belonging to SI and SO as




Ψ2
−Ψ2
fSAI =  u1 + Ψ2  , fSAO =  Φ 
∂Ψ2
3
ν( ∂Ψ
0
∂x1 + ∂x2 )

respectively. Finally, the sensitivity derivatives become
δF
=−
δbm

T 

A,vis
(Ψ1 ni + fik
nk )

0 Sw

∂ui δxl
dSdt
∂xl δbm

which are computed as in [8].
5. UQ using Non-Intrusive PCE
 be, a stochastic function of the stochastic variables ξ
Let the QoI F (ξ)
 (PDF) . A family of orassociated with the probability density function w(ξ)
 with i defining the maximum degree of each polythogonal polynomials Hi (ξ),
nomial, is defined. In PCE, F is approximated by a linear combination of
C + 1 = (N + q)!/(N !q!) Hermite polynomials [11, 12, 18],
 
F (ξ)

C



ai Hi (ξ)

(7)

i=0

where N the number of stochastic variables and q the chaos order. The first two
statistical moments of F (mean value - µF and variance - σF2 ) can be computed
as
 +∞
 +∞
2


 − µF )2 w(ξ)dΩ

µF =
F (ξ)w(ξ)dΩξ , σF =
(F (ξ)
(8)
ξ
−∞

−∞
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or, through Galerkin projections,
µ F = a0 ,

σF2

=

C


a2i

(9)

i=0

where ai are the PCE coefficients, given by the integrals
 +∞
 i (ξ)w(
 ξ)dΩ

F (ξ)H
ai =
ξ , i = 0, 1, . . . , C

(10)

−∞

The Gauss quadrature integration formula can be used to compute the above
integrals. The F values at M = (q+1)N points pi (Gaussian points) are weighted
(with known weight rm ) and summed up to approximate all integrals in eqs. 10,
ai =

M



rm F (pm )Hi (ξ)

(11)

m=1

The objective function to be maximized for the problems under uncertainties is defined as F̂ = µF +kσF2 , where k a user-defined weight (k = −1, worst
case scenario optimization). To perform the optimization with a gradient-based
method, the derivatives of the first two statistical moments w.r.t. bm are required. Based on eqs. 9 and 10, the following derivatives
 +∞
∂ai
∂F 
 ξ)dΩ

=
(ξ)Hi (ξ)w(
(12)
ξ , i = 0, 1, . . . , C
∂bm
∂b
m
−∞
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are computed, where
a consequence,

∂F
∂bm

are computed by the continuous adjoint method. As

∂a0
∂µF
=
,
∂bm
∂bm
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C


∂σF2
∂ai
=
2ai
∂bm
∂bm
i=0

(13)

∂ F̂
. In optimization problems
These derivatives are, then, used to compute ∂b
m
under uncertainties, the first two statistical moments should be computed with
M calls to the CFD software. Furthermore, to compute the derivatives of µF
and σF2 , the adjoint problem must be solved for each Gaussian node. Thus, the
cost per optimization cycle is 2M equivalent flow solutions (considering that a
flow and an adjoint solution have the same cost).

6. Applications
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The aforementioned methods are used to optimize the shape of a diaphragm
pump which includes three parts, namely the inlet diffuser, the main body with
the diaphragm and the outlet diffuser (fig. 1). Its working principles are similar to the respiratory system of humans. The elastic diaphragm is deformed
(by periodically moving up and down) inducing fluid motion to the right, in
7
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addition to the effect of the pressure difference between inlet and outlet. When
the pump volume is increasing, i.e. the diaphragm moves upwards, more fluid
is impelled inside the pump compared to that leaving the pump from the outlet. Conversely, when the diaphragm moves down, the pressure is increased
driving fluid to the outlet. The pump characteristics, such as its shape and
flow conditions, determine the quantity of backflow at the outlet, which should
be kept as low as possible. The diaphragm displacement along y is given by
∆y = Asin(2πt/T ), where the amplitude A is set to 0.03 times the diaphragm
length and the oscillations period (T ) to 2 sec. The inlet and outlet diffuser
shapes are controlled by 3 and 4 points, respectively. Their x and y coordinates
are considered as design variables leading to 14 design variables in total, fig. 1.

Figure 1: Pump geometry along with the points allowed to be displaced each of them gives two
(design variables) marked with squares and the corresponding Cartesian grid. The maximum
and minimum positions of the diaphragm are shown with blue and red line, correspondingly.
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Initially, an optimization without uncertainties is carried out using the cutcell method and its adjoint to compute the derivatives of the objective function
(the QoI, in this case, eq. 4). 33 optimization cycles were performed and the
corresponding convergence history is shown in fig. 2a. The objective function
has increased by ∼ 0.45%, resulting to an optimal geometry without backflow
at the outlet. Due to the fact that the reference geometry produces backflow
only at a small part of the outlet, there is not much room for improvement. The
differences between the optimal and the reference geometry are shown in fig. 3a
and their velocity magnitude iso-areas in figs. 4a and 4b. Fig. 5 gives a blow-up
view of the part where backflow occurs at the reference geometry.
Regarding the optimizations under uncertainties, two uncertain variables
are considered and three different optimization runs were performed. In the
first one, the outlet static pressure is the only stochastic variable with mean
value µ = 105 Pa and standard deviation σ = 10 Pa. The chaos order is q =
3, requiring evaluations at 4 Gaussian nodes. The convergence history after
14 optimization cycles is presented in fig. 2b. The resulted optimal geometry
improves the objective function by ∼ 0.2%. Fig. 3b shows the reference and
optimal geometries. The velocity magnitude iso-areas for the resulted optimal
geometry, for the flow at the mean value of the outlet static pressure, is depicted
in fig. 4c.
In the second optimization problem, the inlet total pressure (µ = 100100
Pa and σ = 10 Pa) is the only stochastic variable and q = 3. The convergence
history after 22 optimization cycles is presented in fig. 2c. The main change in
the optimal geometry (fig. 3c) is that the outlet diffuser has been pushed in,
which result to ∼ 0.3% improvement. In fig. 4d, the velocity magnitude isoareas of the optimal geometry, for the flow at the mean value of the inlet total
8
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pressure, are plotted.
The third and final optimization problem includes two stochastic variables,
both the inlet total pressure (µ = 100100 Pa, σ = 10 Pa) and the outlet static
pressure (µ = 105 Pa, σ = 10 Pa). 9 Gaussian nodes are necessary for q = 2. After
14 optimization cycles, the objective function has increased by ∼ 0.1% (fig. 2d)
which states that more stochastic variables restrict further the optimal solution.
The optimal geometry is slightly changed in contrast with the reference one (fig.
3d) and its velocity magnitude iso-areas, for the flow at the mean values of the
inlet total and the outlet static pressure, is plotted in fig. 4e. Note that in none
of the optimal geometries backflow occurs.

Figure 2: Convergence histories of the optimization (a) without uncertainties, (b) with the
outlet static pressure, (c) the inlet total pressure and (d) both of them as uncertain variables.

Figure 3: Comparison of the reference (black line) and optimal (blue dashed line) geometries
(only the inlet and outlet diffusers are shown) for the optimization cases (a) to (d) as in the
caption of fig. 2a.
175
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Figure 4: Optimization under uncertainties: Velocity magnitude iso-areas for (a) the reference geometry and geometries optimized (b) without uncertainties, (c) with the outlet static
pressure, (d) the inlet total pressure and (e) both of them as stochastic variables. These plots
fields correspond computations performed at the mean value of the uncertain flow conditions.

Conclusion
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The cut-cell method for incompressible fluids of unsteady 2D laminar flows
in areas with moving boundaries was developed. The discretization of the flow
equations is based on the pseudo-compressibility method and the Reynolds theorem for the unsteady term. The developed software was used to solve the flow
inside a diaphragm pump. The corresponding adjoint method was also developed. An optimization was carried out to optimally reshape the inlet and outlet
diffusers, eliminating backflow at the exit. The operation of the pump under
uncertainties was also studied. The non-intrusive PCE technique was used to
compute the mean value and the standard deviation of the QoI. Finally, the
PCE technique was differentiated and became part of the optimization process
under uncertainties. The resulting algorithm was utilized to optimize the pump
shape by choosing three different sets of uncertain variables. In all cases the
backflow along the outlet of the optimized geometry was suppressed.
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Abstract. NURBS has been the leading mathematical standard to describe geometries
contained in standard CAD files. NURBS surfaces have successfully been connected
to adjoint optimization methods as they provide a robust and well defined deformation
tool for the shapes to be designed. Quite often, the resulting optimal NURBS shapes
are wrinkly with high–curvature areas that make the final model non–manufacturable.
Furthermore, because NURBS surfaces are manipulated through control points, there is
no direct control over the deformed shape’s volume or other geometrical constraints. For
instance, the optimal shape can have a volume smaller than the one required for it to be
operational. For instance, the volume of an aircraft wing must be sufficiently large in order
for a fuel tank to fit inside of it. In this work, we are addressing the solution to these two
issues that may arise in various shape optimization scenarios. Without loss of generality, in
what follows, the continuous adjoint technique is used to generate a sensitivity map, with
the derivatives of the objective function w.r.t. the normal displacement of the surface
points. The map is, then, projected onto the NURBS patches that are contained in a
standard CAD file of the geometry under consideration. In general, these patches, are
trimmed NURBS and the intersections between them are handled using a null space
projection method [1]. The two constraints this paper is dealing with are defined as
follows: keeping the curvature field on a NURBS–defined solid below a threshold value
and the volume of that solid above a threshold value. The constraints are differentiated
in order for them to be used within an optimization algorithm; tests are made using two
optimization examples, namely a 3D wing and an S–bend duct.
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1

Introduction

Manufacturing constraints in gradient–based optimization is an increasingly popular
research topic but not yet exhaustively documented. A reason for this could be that manufacturability constraints are inherently connected with CAD parameterization. Connecting the latter to gradient–based optimization methods, such as those based on adjoints,
is a challenge of its own. There is a high variety of CAD packages that are used for
industrial design and each of them has a different parameterization which CAD vendors
are very sensitive about. Therefore, in order to use a CAD parameterization inside the
optimization loop, the corresponding CAD software (which is not necessarily an open–
source tool) should be differentiated. Several options to avoid this impasse have been
investigated [2, 3, 4]. In this article, standard CAD files, such as STEP or IGES, are used
to transfer the model data and the null space projection method shown in [1] serves as a
re–parameterization technique that can handle non–conforming trimmed NURBS geometry. Standard CAD files contain the Boundary Representation (BRep) of a CAD model
which consists of surface patches. The geometry of the BRep may consist of elementary curves and surfaces for simpler shapes but, for more complex ones, the geometric
entities are mainly trimmed NURBS curves and surfaces. Any relation to the design
(feature) tree or the design intent is lost through the BRep and, therefore, all manufacturability constraints must be defined using surface representations. In this article, two
manufacturability–related constraints are investigated:
• Curvature: Constraining the curvature of a surface (or an ensemble of surfaces)
while searching for the optimal (according to an objective function) shape of the
surface is a topic that has been covered mainly in non–CFD related optimization.
Azariadis et al. [5] investigated the generation of planar development of 3D surfaces
by taking into consideration the geodesic curvature, while Moreton et al. [6] focused
on the construction of surfaces while blending, by minimizing curvature variation.
In the attempt to constrain the curvature of a surface, one is obliged to choose
which curvature (mean, Gauss, principal) should be constrained. In this paper, the
curvatures in both principal directions are chosen to be constrained.
• Volume: Because of the NURBS free–form surface nature, the volume of a shape
defined by a set of watertight NURBS surfaces can not be constrained in an intuitive
manner. Therefore, the final volume can be smaller than a threshold defined by a
designer. The volume of such a shape is computed using the Gauss divergence
theorem for closed volumes. During the optimization, the volume of the design is
constrained to remain greater than a threshold.
In the optimization examples shown in this paper, the adjoint technique [7, 8] is used
for computing sensitivity derivatives. The adjoint technique in its discrete [9, 10], or
continuous [11, 12, 13] form, is excellent for large scale optimization problems. In this
article, the continuous adjoint is used.

2
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This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, the basic ingredients of BRep–based
optimization are explained and, in sections 3 and 4, the constraints are mathematically
expressed. Then, in section 5, the proposed methods are tested in two cases.
2

BRep–Based Optimization

In this section, the manner in which standard CAD files are inserted in the optimization
is presented. Initially, NURBS surfaces are discussed and, then, trimmed NURBS patches
along with the method to handle their intersections are analyzed.
NURBS surfaces [14] are a generalization of tensor product B–Splines. Let us assume
a NURBS surface with an (n × m) control grid, its control points Pi,j ∈ R3 and their
respective weights wi,j . Then, a point on the surface corresponding to parametric values
(u, v) is
n  m
p
q
n 
m


i=1
j=1 Ni (u)Nj (v)wi,j Pi,j

=
Ri,j (u, v)Pi,j
S(u, v) = n m
p
q
N
(u)N
(v)w
k,l
l
k=1
l=1 k
i=1 j=1

(1)

 v)
dS(u,
= diag(Ri,j (u, v), Ri,j (u, v), Ri,j (u, v))
dPi,j

(2)

where (p, q) are the polynomial degrees per parametric direction.
Since eq. 1 is linear w.r.t. the control points, its differentiation is straightforward. The
result of the differentiation w.r.t. each control point is a diagonal rank 2 tensor,

In a similar manner, one can differentiate the first and second derivatives of the surface
w.r.t. the parameters u and v.
In NURBS–based shape optimization on CAD models, ensuring smoothness and watertightness of the model is a non–trivial task. The parameterization of the different
patches is non–conforming and the patches have trimmed parametric domains; therefore,
this cannot be resolved by simply constraining the boundary control points of each patch.
To resolve this issue, the method explained in [1] is used. This method initially identifies
the intersecting trimmed NURBS patches of a CAD model. Then, for each intersection,
it imposes watertightness (C0 continuity) and smoothness (C1 continuity) for a number of
points on it. The C0 and C1 constraint equations can be handled to become linear w.r.t.
the control points of both patches touching the intersection. Assuming the imposition of
these constraints on n points along the intersecting curve and that the number of control
points in both patches is m, then all the constraint equations can be put in the following
matrix form
An,m Pm,3 = 0n,3

(3)

where A is the n × m coefficients matrix and P is the m × 3 matrix that stores the
coordinates of a control point in each row. The space which the solutions to eq. 3 lie on
is the null space of A. In an optimization scenario in which eq. 3 must be satisfied, the

3
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control point sensitivities must be projected onto this space to ensure that the update
direction will not violate the constraints.
3

The Curvature Constraint

In the attempt to constrain the curvature field on NURBS surfaces, a prerequisite is
the selection of the best curvature expression, which the constraint should be imposed
to. Based on this, an inequality constraint must be imposed for all points on a NURBS
surface.
The curvature at each point of a surface can be computed using the coefficients of its
first and second fundamental forms [15], defining the tensors F1 and F2 respectively. At
each point, the eigenvalues of the matrix F1−1 F2 provide the principal curvatures κ1 and
κ2 and their eigenvectors provide the corresponding directions. Through them, the mean
and Gaussian curvatures
κ 1 + κ2
(4)
, κGauss = κ1 κ2
2
can be defined. The principal curvatures represent the curvatures along perpendicular
directions and, therefore, by constraining them to have an absolute value less than a
threshold, a desired local ”flatness” of the surface can be achieved. The expression chosen
to be constrained, therefore, is
κmean =

1
κ = (κ21 + κ22 )
(5)
2
Minimizing the quantity given by eq. 5 is the means to control curvature. The expression in eq. 5 refers to the curvature at a single surface point and is, therefore, local.
To fully constrain the curvature on a NURBS surface, a grid of u, v parameters must be
created, which should be fine enough to capture the surface details. Then, an inequality
constraint for κ must be imposed at each grid point. This is impractical as it can result
in a number of constraints in the order of millions. An alternate approach is to reduce all
the inequality constraints to a single equality constraint. This can be done by employing
a filtering function at each grid point. The filtering function receives the curvature metric
at a grid point (eq. 5) and returns a zero value and derivative if this metric is less than
the threshold. A function like this can take the form

, κ < κm
 0
α(κ − κm )4 + β(κ − κm )3 , κm ≤ κ < κs
Ff ilter (κ) =
(6)

κ + (ys − κs )
, κ ≥ κs

Terms involved in eq. 6 are as in table 1, ensuring second–order continuity throughout
its domain of definition. κm denotes the curvature threshold while κs (κs > κm ) denotes
a metric value at which Ff ilter (κ) becomes maximum.
By integrating the filter function over the patches of a NURBS defined model yields
¨
C1 =
Ff ilter (κ)dS
(7)
S

4
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Table 1: Quantities in eq. 6.
Variable

Value

κm

Curvature upper bound

κs

A value at which Ff ilter (κ) becomes maximum

α

1
− 2(κs −κ
3
m)

β

−2α(κs − κm )

ys

α(κs − κm )4 + β(κs − κm )3
2

Ffilter( κ )

1.5
1
0.5
0
0

1

2 κm

3

κs

4

5

κ

Figure 1: The filtering function for κm = 2.5, κs = 3.5.

Nullifying the constraint C1 leads to the satisfaction of all the constraints.
As an example of the effectiveness of the constraint, a simple test on a semi–cylindrical
NURBS surface is presented. Its radius is ρ = 0.5 which leads to a uniform κ = 2 at all
of its points. Eq. 7 is formulated for three different values of κm and equation C1 = 0 is
solved iteratively by selecting the control point positions. For all three cases κs = κm +0.1
has been set for consistency. Solving C1 = 0, leads the curvature metric of each surface
point to become less than κm . The resulting shapes as well as the convergence history of
all three cases, are shown in fig 2.
Finally, in order to demonstrate how κs affects convergence rate and/or stability the
solution of C1 = 0 was attempted for the same surface with κm = 1.0 but for three
different values of κs (fig. 3).

5
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Figure 2: Left: The initial cross–section of a semi–cylindrical surface (blue) and the
cross–sections resulting from the solution of C1 = 0 for κm = 1.5 (red), κm = 1.0 (black)
and κm = 0.5 (green). Right: The convergence history of the three iterative procedures
leading to the results presented on the left. Curves for κm = 1.5 (red), κm = 1.0 (black)
and κm = 0.5 (green) are shown.

4

The Volume Constraint

For a watertight solid model, its volume can be computed using only the nodal coordinates of its boundary patches. Assume such a model and let V be its volume and S
its total surface. From the Gauss divergence theorem, it is known that the volume of a
watertight shell of surface S can be computed using its boundary surfaces. It is obvious
that the total surface of a solid is a union of all its trimmed patches σi and, therefore, the
volume is given by
ˆ ˆ
1
V =
σi (u, v) · n(u, v) σu (u, v) × σv (u, v) dudv
(8)
3 i u v
The volume constraint is an inequality that enforces the volume to be lower (in cases
where a model must fit inside an assembly) or greater (in cases where an assembly must
fit inside a model i.e. fuel tank) than a threshold. For the latter case, the constraint has
the expression
C2 = V − Vmin ≥ 0

(9)

This constraint is handled using slack variables within the Augmented Lagrangian
Method (ALM) algorithm [16].
5

Examples

In this section, the constraints are tested on two test problems. For the first case,
(the S–bend duct shown in fig. 4) the effectiveness of the curvature constraint is tested,
6
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Figure 3: The convergence of the iterative solution of C1 = 0 for the semi–cylindrical test
case. Curves for κs = 1 (black), κs = 0.5 (red) and κs = 0.1 (green) are shown.

while for the second, (an extruded NACA0012-based wing) the effectiveness of the volume
constraint is examined.
5.1

The S–bend Duct

Figure 4: The S–bend climate duct.

The S–bend climate duct is a test case provided by VolksWagen AG. The goal is to
minimize the viscous losses of the flow subject to the deformation of the S–section of the
duct. The objective function has the following form


1
1
J=
Q(p + ρU 2 )dA −
Q(p + ρU 2 )dA
(10)
2
2
inlet
outlet
where p is the pressure, U is the velocity and ρ is the density of the fluid while Q is the
flow rate.
7
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The geometry consists of 46 trimmed NURBS patches, among which 28 belong to the
S–section. These 28 patches are high–degree surfaces and this results to a total number
of 5830 control points (17490 degrees of freedom) on the S-section. The flow analysis is
done using a mesh of 700,000 cells. The flow is laminar with Re ≈ 400.

Figure 5: Curvature iso-areas on the optimal shape resulting from the unconstrained (left)
and the constrained optimization (right) of the S–bend duct.

Initially, an unconstrained adjoint optimization is performed on the duct that leads to
a total viscous losses drop of 9.1 % after 40 iterations. However, the resulting shape, due
to the high number of control points, becomes wavy with areas of very high curvature (fig.
5). Then, a constrained optimization is performed with κm = 106 . Using the constrained
optimization, a drop of 3.9 % is achieved. The curvature map on the optimal solution
of the constrained and unconstrained optimization are shown in figure 5 and the final
CAD surfaces are shown in fig. 7. It is noticeable from the curvature map that the shape
attempts to form the wavy surface but the constraint function halts this process. Finally,
the convergence history of the objective function and the constraint, can be seen in fig. 6.
The optimization was performed using steepest descent updates and the search direction
was computed using ALM.
5.2

The Extruded NACA0012 Wing

The NACA0012 airfoil which lies on the X − Y plane, is fitted by a NURBS curve.
This NURBS curve is then extruded along the Z axis to create a wing (fig. 8).
The volume of the wing spanning between the planes at Z = 0m and Z = 0.5m
is Vinit = 0.0412. The flow analysis around the wing is performed using a mesh of
8
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Figure 6: The convergence history of the viscous losses objective function (blue) and the
curvature constraint (red) for the S–bend duct.

Figure 7: Comparison of the optimal shape resulting from the constrained (right) and the
unconstrained (left) optimization of the S–bend duct.

approximately 250, 000 cells. The flow is turbulent (Re = 106 ) with a free stream velocity
U = 60m/s and an angle of attack at 0o . The target of the constrained optimization is to
reduce the drag force on the wing while making sure that V ≥ Vmin = 0.8Vinit = 0.033. As
shown in fig. 9, the optimization procedure starts with the objective function dominating
the constraint but, as the penalty factor of the constraint increases, the optimization
converges to a 4.3% drop in the drag force.
6

Conclusions

In this article, the implementation and testing of two geometric constraints is presented.
Firstly, a method to constrain curvature was shown. Using this constraint, an optimal
NURBS shape can refrain from becoming oscillatory (with high curvature regions) and
can have a much smoother surface. This is highly advantageous, since high curvature
regions make a model hard to manufacture (or even non–manufacturable). Secondly, a
9
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Figure 8: The NACA0012 extruded wing (light blue) and its NURBS control grid (black
wireframe).

0.014
100

Figure 9: The convergence history of the drag objective function (blue) and the constraint
function (red) for the NACA0012 wing.

method to constrain the volume of a watertight NURBS shape was shown. This can
be very useful in optimization scenarios, in which the objective function continuously
reduces the volume of the shape (similarly to the one shown in section 5.2). Finally, the
constraints were tested for effectiveness using a climate duct and an extruded NACA0012
wing.
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Abstract. In gradient–based optimization methods, such as in adjoint–based methods,
after having computed the sensitivities, the necessary shape changes should be applied.
The sensitivity vector is often affected by numerical noise, due to the limited resolution of
the discretization schemes, thus it cannot be used directly to change the shape, because the
resulting shape might contain noisy surfaces which may be infeasible to be manufactured.
In this work, a CAD–free parameterization tool is proposed, based on [1], which aims to
enforce smoothness to the resulting shape. A subset of the nodes belonging to the surface
are selected as handles/parameters and are responsible for controlling the surface changes.
The displacement field of the surface nodes attempt to match the target displacement field
of the handles, whilst ensuring that, smoothness requirements are enforced. After having
changed the boundaries, the volume mesh should also be adapted to the updated geometry
so as to proceed with the optimization. One way to achieve this is by re–meshing, but
this process is time–consuming and difficult to automate. An efficient alternative is to
adapt the existing mesh to the updated boundaries by using a mesh morpher. Herein,
the Finite Transformation Rigid Motion Mesh Morpher [2] is used to adapt the mesh
to the necessary shape changes. The efficiency of the proposed parameterization tool is
demonstrated as a standalone tool and as constituent of a discrete adjoint solver.
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1

INTRODUCTION

During the last years, a significant improvement has been achieved in the field of the
CFD–based aerodynamic shape optimization. Engineers are interested in obtaining the
optimal configuration of a shape over all possible transformations with respect to (w.r.t.)
some measure of the cost, also known as (a.k.a.) objective function. The main constituents
needed for performing a fully automated shape optimization loop include the flow solver,
a shape parameterization method, an optimization technique and a way to adapt the
computational mesh to the updated boundaries. Typical examples of shape optimization
might involve the design of ducts or manifolds for minimum power or pressure losses, cars
with optimal combination of drag and lift, aircraft for maximum lift etc.
Optimization methods can be distinguished into two main categories, i.e. stochastic (or
gradient–free) and gradient–based techniques. Stochastic optimization methods, like evolutionary algorithms, are very efficient when the number of design variables is reasonably
small, since the curse of dimensionality limits the optimization process. This makes them
impractical in large–scale problems. On the other hand, the gradient–based optimization
methods, with the adjoint method [3, 4] being the most well–known representative for
computing the gradient w.r.t. the design variables, require more effort to develop and
maintain, but the biggest advantage of such methods is that the cost per optimization
cycle is independent from the number of design variables. The adjoint method can further be separated into two sub–categories; the discrete [5] and the continuous [6] adjoint
method. Each of them has their share of challenges. In this work, an in–house discrete
adjoint solver has been used to compute the gradient of the cost function w.r.t. the design variables and an in–house steady–state flow solver [7]. The latter is used to solve the
Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible flows and it is based on a mixed hybrid finite
volume scheme (MHFV).
One important decision to be taken in the optimization process, is the selection of
the design space, or in other words, the design variables. Since in CAD–free, in contrast
to CAD–based parameterization techniques, there is no analytical expression that can
describe the shape to be studied, a way to control the shape should be available. A very
well–known way to do that is with the use of the so–called free–form deformation (FFD).
In the latter, the shape to be optimized is enclosed by a cloud of points (a.k.a. lattice)
which constitute the design variables. A basis function (such as radial basis functions [8],
harmonic coordinates [9], volumetric B–splines [10] or NURBS etc.) is used to interpolate
the movement of each node of the point cloud to the nodes of the surface mesh of the
shape to be optimized. Such methods require user intervention and experience to form
an appropriate point of cloud that surrounds the shape. Moreover, a different selection
of point clouds might lead to different optimum solution, which means that the optimum
geometry is affected by the user input.
A way to alleviate such problems in CAD–free optimization, with which this paper is
dealing with, is to consider as design variables all the nodes of the surface mesh of the
shape to be optimized. Such decision leads to the richest possible design space but it has
some challenges. In the adjoint method, in which the goal is to compute the gradient

2
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(a.k.a. sensitivity vector) w.r.t. the design variables, it is very often to contain numerical
noise. Mainly, this occurs due to the limited resolution in the discretization schemes and
thus, cannot be used directly to change/deform the boundaries. Moreover, since each
node is free to move independently from its neighbours, oscillations are generated in the
surface which might be unacceptable during the manufacturing process. For instance, a
noisy blade surface might lead to numerical problems in subsequent optimization loops.
The aim of this work is to eliminate the aforementioned problems by developing the
Soft Handle Triggering tool (SHT), a CAD–free parameterization tool, which will be
responsible for enforcing smoothness to the resulting shape. A subset of the nodes of
the surface mesh are selected as parameters (in our context we call them handles) and
they are controlling the shape changes. In addition, after having changed the boundaries,
a way to propagate this movement to the computational mesh is required. An efficient
way to do so, is by using a mesh morphing tool. In this work, the Finite Transformation
Rigid Motion Mesh Morpher (FT–R3M) [2] is used which has been proven capable of
undergoing extreme deformations, whilst ensuring a good resulting grid quality. The
parameterization tool, proposed in this work, is not capable of working independently
and a mesh morpher that relies on the minimization of a functional is needed to support
it. FTR3M is a functional–minimization–based mesh morpher, in which the target is to
minimize an energy functional related to the deformation energy between the initial and
the final geometry. Therefore, the smoothing of the boundaries takes place at the same
time with the mesh morphing. More details are written in chapter 3.
2

MESH MORPHING

As mentioned above, the SHT tool needs a mesh morpher that relies on the minimization of a functional in order to be able to support it. The SHT tool is responsible for
deforming the boundaries, which aims to enforce smoothness to the resulting shape and,
a mesh morpher undertakes to adapt the computational mesh to the updated boundaries.
The idea of the SHT tool is to augment the morpher’s cost function with a supplementary
penalization energy. Thus, the SHT can work with any morpher that obeys the minimization of a functional. In the literature, there are several mesh morphers with this property
that could be used. A brief overview of such mesh morphers follows.
2.1

Linear elasticity

In the linear elasticity method [11], the Hooke’s law with linearized hyper–elasticity at
small strains is used, in order to handle the rotation and the mesh anisotropy. In this approach, the computational mesh is considered as a deformable body of an elastic material.
The volume mesh is adapted to the shape changes by minimizing the deformation energy
of the whole mesh. This energy to be minimized is given from the following expression
 

1
EM =
λ[T r()]2 + 2µT r(2 ) du
(1)
2 Ω

where Ω is the domain in which the equations are defined, λ and µ are the and Lamé
constants and T r is the trace of a matrix. Moreover, the strain displacement is computed
3
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as
=
2.2

Laplacian


1 T
∇u + ∇u
2

(2)

In this approach, also known as ”Laplacian coordinates” [12, 13], the new/updated
position of the nodes that belong to the interior mesh of the computational domain are
given by minimizing the following energy

1
EM =
||∇u||2 du
(3)
2 Ω
with Ω being the domain of integration. This is an efficient mesh morphing technique
when the transformation of the body does not involve big rotations.
2.3

Finite transformation rigid motion mesh morpher

The FT–R3M [2] is an in–house mesh morphing tool of ESI group, developed by the
same authors. FT–R3M is a mesh-less method and tool which gracefully propagates the
movement of the boundaries (surface changes) to the internal nodes of the volume mesh,
ensuring an as-rigid-as-possible motion. It does not require any inertial quantities or cell
connectivities related to the mesh. Nodes are grouped into ”stencils” which are required
to deform in an as-rigid-as-possible way. The idea is to minimize an energy functional
between the initial and the final state of the shape to be deformed which is given by the
following equation

 


j − X
 i ) − (xj − xi )2

E
=
ws
µs,ij Rs (X
M



s∈S (i,j)∈s
(4)



 s.t. R RT = I , ∀s ∈ S
s s
n

 j and xj are the position vectors of
where, S is the set of the stencils (point clouds), X
node j in the initial and the final state respectively and Rs is the rotation matrix of stencil
s. Furthermore, ws is a scalar weight per stencil that stresses the importance of some
stencils as higher than some others’ and µs,ij a weight per edge that accounts for mesh
anisotropy. It has been proved in [2] that, FT–R3M is very robust and can handle mesh
anisotropies and rotations very efficiently.
In this paper, FT–R3M has been used as a mesh morphing tool in which the SHT
has been developed on top, in order to take advantage of its nice properties during mesh
deformation. In section 3, more details are described of the contribution of SHT to FT–
R3M.
3

SOFT HANDLE TRIGGERING CONTRIBUTION

The concept of the SHT tool is to augment the morpher’s energy with a supplementary
penalization energy. Let us denote by EM the nominal energy of the mesh morpher (i.e.
4
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FT–R3M) and by ES the additional penalization energy. The final, augmented energy
(Eaug = EM + ES ), which is then required to be minimized is

 


2 





(xk − pk )2
 +

E
=
R
w
µ
(
X
−
X
)
−
(
x
−

x
)
αλ
aug
s
s,ij
s
j
i
j
i
k



s∈S (i,j)∈s
k∈H
(5)



 s.t. R RT = I , ∀s ∈ S
s s
n

where H is the set of handles/parameters, pk the target displacement of the handle node
k and α is a scalar. For the time being, let us assume that the target displacements of the
handles are given. Later on, it will be explained how this quantity is computed within
the adjoint–based optimization loop.
The first step is to select the handles/parameters. The handles are a set of replicated surface nodes. Each handle has a specific target displacement, pk and a weight
coefficient, λk which normalizes the penalization energy w.r.t. the nominal energy of
the morpher. The λk coefficient is a product of a weight ws and the weight µs,ij . The
scalar α is a positive scalar which favours the penalization energy w.r.t. the morpher’s
energy in order to enforce stronger smoothness conditions. It is worth mentioning that
the target displacement is not necessarily identical with the actual displacement, xi of the
underlying node. The actual displacement of a surface node is a compromise in between
the target displacement of the corresponding handle and the smoothness requirements.
Thus, the shape changes are driven from the target displacement of the handles and the
computational mesh adaptation is done by the mesh morpher at the same time.
To solve such a system, the Newton’s method [14] is used. If we denote by b the set of
degrees of freedom, namely the nodal displacements xi and the rotation matrices of each
stencil Rs , then the system to be solved is the following
∂ 2 Eaug
∂Eaug
, H = ∇2 Eaug =
Hδb = −
∂b
∂b2
where H is the Hessian matrix of the augmented cost function Eaug .
4

(6)

GRADIENT COMPUTATION W.R.T. THE HANDLES

Since a discrete adjoint solver is used, the gradient of the objective function (J) is
 namely dJ/dX.
 In order to keep a consistency
computed w.r.t. the nodal coordinates (X),
within the optimization loop, the gradient w.r.t. parameters/handles must be computed
(dJ/dp ). To do so, let us denote by G the intrinsic relation between the node coordinates
and the parameters/handles. This is written as
 p ) = 0
G = G(X,

(7)

For the purpose of computing the gradient with respect to the parameters, a geometric
adjoint system with Eq. (7) as master/slave equation, is solved. By differentiating the
latter, we have

T
T   T 
∂G
∂G
dX
+
=0
(8)

∂p
dp
∂X
5
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Then, differentiating the objective function w.r.t. the parameters/handles yields


dJ
dp

T



∂J
=
∂p

T

T
  T 
∂J
dX
+

dp
∂X

(9)

Furthermore, since there is no explicit expression that relates the objective function with

T
the parameters it yields that ∂J/∂p = 0. Now, introducing Φ, a Lagrangian operator,
we can multiply it with Eq. (8) and add it to Eq. (9) we obtain


dJ
dp

T

T 
T 
T   T 
  T 
∂J
∂G
dX
∂G
dX
Φ
=
+
+


dp
∂p
dp
∂X
∂X

(10)

By reformulating the augmented gradient with respect to the parameters, Eq. (10), we
finally have
 T   T 
T 
T  
T
dJ
∂J
dX
∂G
∂G
=
+
Φ +
Φ
(11)


dp
dp
∂p
∂X
∂X

The derivative of the node coordinates with respect to the parameters, namely the term


 p T , is the so-called “grid sensitivities”. The grid sensitivities express the dependX/d
dency of the each node coordinate with respect to a change in each parameters. The
computational cost of this derivative is proportional to the number of parameters and
since it is not desirable to compute this term, the expression that is multiplied with,
is demanded to be equal to zero. As a consequence the adjoint equation is introduced,
namely

T
T

∂G
∂J
∗
X =−
(12)


∂X
∂X
where the Lagrangian operator Φ is replaced by the adjoint node coordinate vector, X ∗ .
By solving the adjoint equation in Eq. (12), the adjoint node coordinate vector X ∗ is
obtained and finally the gradient with respect to the parameters is computed as


dJ
dp

T



∂G
=
∂p

T

X∗

(13)

From Eq. (13), it is shown that the gradient is independent of the number of handles,
which make its computation very efficient. Then, after having computed the gradient
w.r.t. the parameters, the latter is used from an optimization algorithm in order to
compute the target displacement of each handle node.
5

ALGORITHM OF THE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

The gradient–based algorithm used for the aerodynamic shape optimization is described
in brief below and its basic constituents are demonstrated in Fig. 1.
0. Generate a mesh and use a selection algorithm to choose a subset of the surface
nodes as parameters/handles.
6
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1. Solve the flow equations.

2. Solve the adjoint equations and obtain the sensitivity vector dJ/dX.
 .
3. Solve the adjoint system of the morpher, Eq. (12) and obtain X
4. Compute the gradient w.r.t. the parameters/handles, Eq. (13).
5. Update the target displacement of the handles by pinew=piold ± η dJ/dpi , where η is
a user–defined step.
6. Use FT–R3M and SHT to update the shape and the computational mesh.
7. Unless the stopping criterion is satisfied, go to step 1.

Figure 1: Basic constituents of the adjoint–based optimization workflow.

6

APPLICATIONS

In this section, the SHT tool with the FT–R3M are tested and demonstrated as standalone tools and as part of a discrete adjoint–based optimization loop.
6.1

Blade tip gap - Smoothing test case

The first case is dealing with the deformation of a 2D blade. In Fig. 2 the initial mesh
and shape of the tip gap in the blade is shown. The mesh consists of approximately 33K
nodes and 50K elements. The blade is being deformed and artificial numerical noise is
applied on its movement, whilst the nodes marked in red in Fig. 2 are kept fixed. The
purpose of this case is to validate the efficiency of the SHT as a standalone tool. In the
study that follows, different values of the scalar α (see also section 3) are applied, to show
the dependency of the resulting shape on this quantity (Fig. 3). All nodes that are free
to move are considered as handles.
In Fig. 3, the efficiency of the SHT tool is demonstrated. The artificial noise that
has been added to the deformation of the blade makes it unacceptable for manufacturing.
7
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Figure 2: Blade tip gap case: Initial mesh and shape of the blade. Nodes marked in red are kept fixed,
whereas the rest of the boundary nodes are being deformed.

(a) No use of the SHT tool

(b) α = 1

(c) α = 0.1

(d) α = 0.01

Figure 3: Blade tip gap case: In this figure the resulting mesh is presented without and with the use of
the SHT tool and for different values of the scalar balancing coefficient α.

After applying the SHT tool, the surfaces are smoothed and the shape obtains a manufacturable shape. This balancing coefficient α makes a compromise between the deformation
energy of the FT–R3M and the supplementary penalization energy. The more noisy the
displacement, the smaller this balancing coefficient should be. Of course, there are some
limitations in the latter, because the smaller its value it is, the more ill–conditioned the
8
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system to be solved becomes.
6.2

Adjoint–based optimization of an S–bend duct

This application is dealing with the S–bend duct, an air duct test case provided by
VolksWagen AG. The optimization aims at minimizing J, where J stands for the total
pressure losses across the duct. The latter is computed at the inlet/outlet, from the
expression


p + 12 ρu u · ndS

J=
(14)
u · ndS

where u is the velocity vector, p is the static pressure, ρ is the density of the fluid and n
is the unit outward normal vector at the boundaries of the flow domain.
The baseline mesh consists of 480K nodes and 466K hexahedra. The flow is laminar
with inlet velocity u = 0.1 m/s (normal to the inlet boundary) and with Reynolds number
approximately of Re=400, based on the hydraulic diameter of the inlet. In Fig. 4, the
initial shape of the duct is presented. The blue part of the geometry remains fixed,
whereas the central curved part (red region) is free to deform.

Figure 4: S–bend duct optimization: Initial shape of the duct. Regions marked in blue are not allowed
to change, whereas the central curved part marked in red is free to deform.

After performing 30 optimization cycles, the total pressure losses are reduced approximately by 23.7% w.r.t. the initial. The new shape of the duct is shown in Fig. 5 in
comparison to the initial one. The resulting/optimized shape is smooth and manufacturable and there is no ”step” in the vicinity of the unconstrained and the constrained
patches. In addition, in Fig. 6 the streamlines in the initial and the optimized shape are
demonstrated and in Fig. 8 the convergence history of the optimization is plotted. It is
noticed that the stagnation/recirculation area near the outlet of the duct has been limited
in the optimized shape which is the main reason of the reduction of the pressure losses.
9
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(a) Initial shape.

(b) Optimized shape.

Figure 5: S–bend duct optimization: Close–up view in the central curved of the duct. In this figure
the initial (fig. 5(a)) and the optimized (fig. 5(b)) shapes are compared. The volume of the optimized
geometry has been increased during the optimization, leading to approximately 23.7% less total pressure
losses.

Figure 6: S–bend duct optimization: Streamlines in the initial (upper) and the optimized (bottom)
shape of the duct. The intense flow recirculation area near the bottom side of the wall has been reduced
in the optimized shape, which is the reason of the reduction in the total pressure losses across the duct.

10
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Figure 7: S–bend duct optimization: Optimal shape of the duct coloured based on the cumulative
displacement on the upper side (left fig.) and the bottom side (right fig.). Flow from left to right.

Figure 8: S–bend duct optimization: Convergence history of the optimization.

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, the SHT tool has been developed and presented together with FT–
R3M, an in–house mesh morphing tool. A fully–automated CAD–free, adjoint–based
shape optimization framework has been implemented which does not require any manual
intervention. Since both FT–R3M and SHT are differentiated, the gradient consistency
is maintained. The cases shown in this paper demonstrate the efficiency of both tools.
Smoothness requirements on the surface are enforced and, their movement is gracefully
propagated to the interior mesh.
8
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Abstract. In CFD-based applications, propagating uncertainties associated with the operating conditions or shape imperfections from the system input to its output, a.k.a. uncertainty quantification (UQ), and optimization under uncertainties (robust design) are
at the cutting edge of research. In gradient-based robust design, the computation of the
gradient of an objective function which accounts for all uncertainties is required. In this
paper, two UQ methods are developed and presented; the first one is based on the Method
of Moments (MoM, [6]) whereas the second on the intrusive Polynomial Chaos Expansion
(iPCE), both for incompressible fluid flows. Regarding optimization, a combination of
the mean value and standard deviation of a quantity of interest (QoI, for instance drag
or lift) forms the objective function to be minimized; in this paper, a gradient-based
method, supported by the continuous adjoint, is used to minimize it. The adjoint to
both UQ methods is presented. The iPCE-based method requires the development and
validation of the adjoint to the iPCE PDEs. With the first-order variant of the MoM,
the objective function includes the first derivatives of the QoI with respect to (w.r.t.) the
uncertain variables which are then differentiated w.r.t. the design variables to minimize
it. To avoid costly computations, this paper proposes the computation of projections of
the second-order mixed derivatives to vectors, instead of the Hessian matrix itself. A
combination of the continuous adjoint and direct differentiation can efficiently compute
this projection, leading to an overall cost per optimization cycle that is independent of the
number of both the uncertain and the design variables. For the purpose of demonstration,
the flow problem around an isolated airfoil is studied with all methods; the validation of
the computed derivatives is presented.
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1

Introduction

Most shape optimization techniques consider all inputs known with absolute certainty.
As a result, the solution optimality refers exclusively to a single operating point. However, in real problems, the environmental conditions may vary within a certain range.
These varying conditions are usually referred to as uncertain variables and follow a certain statistical distribution (normal, Weibull etc.) which is either known or assumed
to be known; these distributions are expressed through their mean values and standard
deviations. Therefore, there is a need to develop UQ tools in order to propagate flow
uncertainties from the system input to its output; the latter is, herein, referred to as
the QoI and is, practically, the one that would have been optimized in the absence of
uncertainties. In case the target is to optimize an aerodynamic shape by also considering
uncertainties, the new objective function should be expressed in terms of the mean value
and standard deviation of the QoI. Usually, combining the first two statistical moments
of the QoI is enough. In case of a gradient-based optimization method, the gradient of
the so-defined objective function w.r.t. the design variables should be computed, too.
Some methods that are often used to propagate uncertainties are the Monte-Carlo (MC)
or Quasi-MC ([3]), MoM ([6]) and Polynomial Chaos Expansion ones (PCE, [1],[8]). The
latter appears in two variants, namely the intrusive and the non-intrusive one. All methods based on MC techniques are straightforward and demand a considerably high number
of CFD evaluations which make them unaffordable. This paper presents the mathematical formulation and assessment of iPCE and MoM, which both have a significantly lower
computational cost than MC. The computed mean values and standard deviations of the
QoI are firstly validated against MC. Next step is to proceed to the optimization of an
objective function built by concatenating the mean value and standard deviation of the
QoI. The optimization runs are performed using gradient-based methods supported by
the continuous adjoint. Although PCE has been frequently used during the last years
([2], [1], [8]), the continuous adjoint to the iPCE PDEs for laminar, incompressible flows
is presented for the first time in the literature. The advantage of iPCE compared to the
non-intrusive approach is that the former is more accurate ([7]); hence, a lower chaos
order can be used to obtain the same level of accuracy, at a lower cost. Regarding the
optimization with the first-order variant of the MoM, an idea borrowed from truncated
Newton methods ([4]) is used to avoid the computation of second-order derivatives; instead, their projections to certain vectors are computed at a much lower CPU cost. This
will be referred to as the projected First-Order-Second-Moment (pFOSM) method.
2

Primal Equations, QoI and Objective Function

The governing equations are the steady state Navier-Stokes PDEs, for 2D laminar flows
of an incompressible fluid,
∂vj
=0
∂xj
∂vi
∂τij
∂p
−
+
= 0,
Riv = vj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
Rp = −

2
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∂vj
∂vi
where vi are the velocity components, τij = ν ∂x
+
the stress tensor components,
∂xi
j
p the static pressure divided by the fluid density and ν the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid. The Einstein notation is used, according to which twice repeated indices imply
summation.
Without loss in generality, the drag force

F =
(pδij − τij )nj ri dS
(2)
Sw

is the QoI throughout this paper, where ri is the farfield velocity direction. The objective
function to be minimized in the optimization under uncertainties is the weighted linear
combination of the mean value (µF ) and standard deviation (σF ) of the QoI
J = w 0 µF + w 1 σ F

(3)

where w0 , w1 are weights defined by the designer.
3
3.1

Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
Method of Moments (MoM)

According to the method of statistical moments, the mean value and standard deviation
of the QoI w.r.t. the uncertain variables ci , i ∈ [1, M ], can be written, by taking into
account only the first-order Taylor expansion term (First-Order-Second-Moment, FOSM)
([6]), as

M 

 δF 2

µF (c) = F |c̄ ,
σµ2
(4)
σF (c) =
δc
µ c̃
µ=1

From eq. (4), it can be seen that in the FOSM, the mean value of the QoI is not taking
the standard deviation of c into consideration and is computed at its mean value; this
is not true, however, for the standard deviation of the QoI. Apart from the flow field,
the computation of J requires the first-order derivatives of the QoI w.r.t. the uncertain
variables which are computed using the continuous adjoint method. According to [5], the
adjoint equations read
∂uj
=0
∂xj
∂vj
∂(vj ui ) ∂τija
∂q
u
R i = uj
−
−
+
= 0,
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
Rq = −

(5)
i = 1, 2

where ui are the adjoint velocity components, q the adjoint pressure and τija the adjoint
stress tensor. The adjoint boundary conditions are omitted in the interest of space.
In this paper, uncertainties are associated with the flow conditions and, in specific,
the only uncertain variable is the free-stream flow angle a∞ = cµ = c1 ; this is enough
for demonstrating the proposed methods. After satisfying the adjoint PDEs and their
3
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boundary conditions, the gradient of F w.r.t. cµ is computed through an integral along
the inlet boundary SI as follows


  
∂ui ∂uj
δvi
δF
ν
nj − qni
=
+
dS
(6)
δcµ
∂xj
∂xi
δcµ
SI
The δvi /δcµ term is computed analytically. It is assumed that the solution of the adjoint
equations costs as much as that of the flow equations. Each of the primal and adjoint
fields is computed at the cost of one Equivalent Flow Solution (EFS). Thus, with the
FOSM approach, the computational cost for UQ is 2 EFS, irrespective of the value of M.
3.2

The iPCE Method

According to the PCE method, each uncertain flow variable (e.g. pressure, velocity,
etc.) is expressed as the sum of the products of PCE fields pl (x) and orthogonal polyno For example, for the pressure p,
mials Hl (ξ).
 =
p(x, ξ)

L−1



pl (x)Hl (ξ)

(7)

l=0

where ξ is the vector of uncertain variables. The total number L of terms in the above
+γ)!
. The
summation depends on M and the chaos order γ and is equal to L = (M
M !γ!
higher the chaos order, the more accurate the UQ, at the expense though of a higher
computational cost. In this paper, a normal distribution is assumed for each uncertain
variable and, this is why, Hl stands for the Hermite polynomials.
In intrusive PCE, the expansions of the (uncertain) flow fields (eq. (7)) are introduced
to the governing equations; therefore, new PDEs are derived through Galerkin projections. The Galerkin projection of any orthogonal polynomial is defined as Hi , Hj  =

 j (ξ)w(
 ξ)d
 ξ,
 where w(ξ)
 is the product of the probability density functions (PDF)
Hi (ξ)H
of the distributions of all uncertain variables. By making use of the properties of Galerkin
projections, L systems of PDEs similar to the Navier-Stokes equations are derived. The
new set of PDEs is
∂vim
Hm , Hl  = 0
∂xi
 

∂vjm ∂vim
∂pm
∂
∂vis
l v
ν
Hm , Hl  = 0
Ri = vjm
Hm , Hs , Hl  +
Hm , Hl  −
+
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
(8)
where l ∈ [0, L − 1]. For instance starting from eqs. (1), for M = 1 and γ = 2 (in which
l

Rp = −

4
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case L=3), eqs. (8) give rise to 9 PDEs (to be solved for pl , vl ) as follows
∂vil
= 0, l = 0, 1, 2
∂xi
 

∂vj0 ∂vi0
∂
∂vi0
∂vi1
∂vi2 ∂p0
0 v
ν
=0
Ri = vj0
+ vj1
+ 2vj2
+
−
+
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
 

(9)
∂vj1 ∂vi1
∂
∂vi0
∂vi1
∂vi2
∂vi1 ∂p1
1 v
ν
=0
Ri = vj1
+ vj0
+ 2vj1
+ 2vj2
+
−
+
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
 

∂vj2 ∂vi2
∂
∂vi2
∂vi1
∂vi0
∂vi2 ∂p2
2 v
ν
=0
Ri = 4vj2
+ vj1
+ vj2
+ vj0
+
−
+
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
l p

R =−

The expansions of the uncertain flow variables are introduced into the QoI in order to
compute the PCE fields of the QoI. These are



 
∂vil ∂vjl
−ν
nj + pl ni ri dS,
+
l ∈ [0, L − 1]
(10)
Fl =
∂xj
∂xi
S
These coefficients are necessary in order to compute the mean value and standard deviation of the QoI, which are

L−1

µF = F0 ,
σF = 
Fi Hi , Hl 
(11)
l=1

For M = 1 and γ = 2, σF =
and σF is L EFS.
3.3



F12 + 2F22 . The cost of solving eqs. (8) and computing µF

Assessment of the UQ using the MoM and iPCE

As already mentioned, the case examined is an isolated airfoil in a laminar (Re=3000)
flow. The farfield flow angle has a mean value µα∞ = 4o and a standard deviation σα∞ =
0.3o . The volumetric B-Splines control box depicted in fig. 1 was used to parameterize the
airfoil and the surrounding grid. In order to validate the UQ results, 3000 CFD evaluations
were first performed with the MC method. The µF and σF of the drag (QoI), computed by
the expensive MC, are considered as reference values. The statistical moments computed
with the FOSM and iPCE are then compared with the reference values, table 1. Both
methods estimate µF and σF with excellent accuracy (error less than 0.09% for µF and
0.69% for σF ).

5
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Figure 1: Initial airfoil shape and control box, with the active control points colored in red
and inactive in blue (left); velocity magnitude iso-areas in the case without uncertainties
(right).

Table 1: Comparison of the mean value and standard deviation of the QoI (drag) computed using the MC, FOSM and iPCE.

µF
σF

4
4.1

MC
0.034999
1.5401·10−4

FOSM
0.035030
1.5507·10−4

iPCE
0.035003
1.5340·10−4

Gradient Computation and Optimization
Method of Moments (MoM)

δJ
A gradient-based shape optimization requires the computation of δb
, where bn , n ∈
n
[1, N ] are the design variables. The differentiation of eq. (3) gives
M δF δ2 F 2
M δ 2 F
δJ
δF
δF
µ=1 δcµ δcµ δbn σµ
µ=1 δcµ δbn zµ

= w0
+ w1 
=
w
+
w
(12)
0
1
δbn
δbn
δbn
M  δF 2 2
M  δF 2 2
σµ
σµ
µ=1 δcµ
µ=1 δcµ

δF 2
where zµ = { δc
σ } is a vector; curly brackets indicate no summation over the repeated
µ µ
index. In order to avoid any misinterpretation of the more than twice repeated index µ,
dJ
in eq. (12) the summation symbol is used. To compute db
, it is necessary to compute
n
three different groups of derivatives, specifically

δF
,
δbn

2
M 

δF
µ=1

δcµ

σµ2 ,
6
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µ
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All first-order derivatives can be computed from the solution of the same continuous
adjoint equations, section (3.1). The second term is known from eq. (6) whereas the first
of them results from




 j
 δ (nj dS)
δF
∂
δxk
dΩ +
=
Ajk
(13a)
pδi − τij ri
δbn
∂xj δbn
δbn
Ω
Sw
Ajk = q

∂vi
∂vi
∂τij
∂p
∂vj
− ui vj
− τija
+ ui
− uj
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk

(13b)

2

F
, to be referred to as mixed
The third term includes the second-order derivatives δcδµ δb
n
b−c derivatives, multiplied by the vector z. The concept of the pFOSM is inspired from
the truncated Newton technique presented in [4]. Instead of separately computing all
δ2 F
derivatives and, then, performing the contraction with zµ , it is proposed to directly
δcµ δbn
compute the projection of the projected b−c mixed derivatives onto z.
2F
through a combination of adjoint and direct differentiation would
Computing δcδµ δb
n
have a cost that scales with M , [6]. Instead, eq. (13a) is differentiated w.r.t. cµ and the
result is projected onto z. The final expression for the b-c mixed derivatives is
 
∂vj
∂ v˜j
∂vi
∂vi
∂ ṽi
∂vi
∂ ṽi
δ2F
q̃
zµ =
+q
− vj ũi
− ui v˜j
− ui v j
− τ̃ija
− τija
δcµ δbn
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
Ω




 j
 δ (nj dS)
∂
δxk
∂τij
∂ τ̃ij
∂p
∂ p̃
p̃δi − τ̃ij ri
dΩ +
+ ũi
+ ui
− u˜j
− uj
(14)
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk ∂xj δbn
δbn
Sw

where the ( ˜ ) symbol is used for the projected derivatives of the primal and adjoint
δvi
zµ , etc.).
variables (e.g. v˜i = δc
µ
Hence, only the projected derivatives have to be computed, instead of the M fields
δvi
(such as δc
, µ ∈ [1, M ], etc.). The projected fields can be computed by differentiating
µ
eqs. (1) and (5) w.r.t. cµ and projecting the result onto z, i.e. by solving
δRp
∂ v˜j
zµ = −
=0
δcµ
∂xj
δRiv
∂ τ̃i,j
∂ p̃
∂vi
∂ ṽi
zµ = v˜j
+ vj
−
+
= 0, i = 1, 2
R̃iv =
δcµ
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
δRq
∂ u˜j
zµ = −
=0
R̃q =
δcµ
∂xj
a
∂ τ̃i,j
∂vj
∂ v˜j
∂ui
∂ ũi
δRu
∂ q̃
u
˜
Ri =
zµ = u˜j
+ uj
− v˜j
− vj
−
+
= 0,
δcµ
∂xi
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
R̃p = −

(15)

i = 1, 2

After solving eqs. (15) for v˜i , ũi , p̃, q̃, the projected b−c mixed derivatives are computed
through eq. (14) at a negligible CPU cost. The total cost of pFOSM is 4 EFS per cycle,
independent of the M and N values.
The three groups of derivatives necessary for the final computation of the sensitivity
2F
δF δF
derivatives, i.e. δc
,
and δcδµ δb
zµ , with cµ = α∞ , are validated against Finite Differences
µ δbn
n
7
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(FD). Regarding δaδF∞ , its value is computed equal to −0.02919 with FD and −0.02973
using adjoint; their difference in value is less than 2%. The validation of the other two
δJ
groups of derivatives is presented in fig. 2. Based on eq. (12), δb
has been exactly
n
computed.

Figure 2: Results obtained with FD (blue filled squares) and the method of section 4.1
2F
dF
(red empty circles) for db
(top) and δcδµ δb
zµ (bottom), where cµ = α∞ .
n
n
4.2

Continuous Adjoint to the iPCE

Having formulated and validated the iPCE equations (eqs. (9) for M = 1, γ = 2),
the next step is to compute the gradient of the objective function w.r.t. the design varidJ
ables ( db
). To this end, the continuous adjoint method is also used; thus, new field
n
adjoint equations should be formulated along with their boundary conditions and sensitivity derivative expressions. The cost of solving the adjoint equations is L EFS; hence,
for the optimization loop, the total cost per cycle is 2L EFS (6 EFS for M = 1, γ = 2).
The augmented objective function is

 
0 v
0 p
1 v
1 p
2 v
2 p
Jaug = J +
(16)
Ri ui0 + R q0 + Ri ui1 + R q1 + Ri ui2 + R q2 dΩ
Ω

8
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where uil and ql are the adjoint iPCE velocity and pressure fields, respectively. The
continuous adjoint development results to the system of field adjoint equations
∂uil
= 0, l = 0, 1, 2
∂xi


a
∂q0 ∂τij0
∂
∂vj0
∂vj1
∂vj2
ui0 vj0 +ui1 vj1 +2ui2 vj2 +
+uj1
+2uj2
−
−
=0
uj0
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj


a
∂q1 ∂τij1
∂
∂vj1
∂vj2
∂vj1
∂vj0
uj1
ui1 vj0 +ui0 vj1 +2ui1 vj2 +2ui2 vj1 +
+uj0
+2uj1
+2uj2
−
−
=0
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj


a
∂vj2
∂vj1
∂vj2
∂vj0
∂q2 ∂τij2
∂
4uj2
4ui2 vj2 +ui1 vj1 +ui0 vj2 +ui2 vj0 +
+uj1
+uj0
+uj2
−
−
=0
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
(17)
a
is the adjoint stress tensor of the k th iPCE field. At the inlet boundary,
where τijk
zero Dirichlet conditions are imposed to ui and a zero Neumann condition to qi . Along
the parameterized walls, a zero Neumann is imposed to qi whereas u0 = −w0 ri , u1 =
− √ w12F1 ri 2 , u2 = − √2w12F2 ri 2 where Fl are given by eq. (10). Finally, for the outlet,
(F1 +2F2 )

(F1 +2F2 )
∂un
+ 2ν ∂ni Hi , Hl ,

∂ut

∂un

ql =
and vin utj Hi , Hj , Hl  + ν( ∂ni + ∂ti )Hi , Hl  = 0,
where superscripts n, t stand for the normal and the tangential velocity component,
respectively.
Once eqs. (17) have been solved, the sensitivity derivatives are computed by

 
j
j
δJ
w
2w
F
(−τ
+
p
δ
)
F
(−τ
+
p
δ
)
δ(nj dS)
1 1
1 i
1 2
2 i
 ij1
 ij2
w0 (−τij0 +p0 δij )+
r
=
+
i
δbn
δbn
F12 + 2F22
F12 + 2F22
Sw


 
∂vi0
a
ui0 vj0 + ui1 vj1 + 2ui2 vj2 + τij0
−
− q0
+ ui0 vj1 + ui1 vj0 + 2ui1 vj2 +
∂xk
Ω



∂vi1
∂vi2
a
a
2ui2 vj1 + τij1 − q1
+ 8ui2 vj2 + 2ui1 vj1 + 2ui2 vj0 + 2ui0 vj2 + 2τij2 − 2q2
∂xk
∂xk



∂p0
∂p1
∂p2
∂τij0
∂τij1
∂τij2 ∂ δxk
+ uj1
+ 2uj2
− ui0
− ui1
− 2ui2
+ uj0
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk ∂xj δbn
(18)
uni vjn Hi , Hj , Hl 

The sensitivity derivatives computed through eq. (18) are validated against FD, fig. 3.
Two extreme sets of weights were used ((w0 , w1 ) = (1,0) and (0,1)), and the derivatives
of both are in close agreement with FD.

9
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dJ
Figure 3: db
computed with FD (blue filled squares) and the adjoint iPCE (red empty
n
circles) for (w0 ,w1 )=(1,0) (top) and (w0 ,w1 )=(0,1) (bottom).

4.3

Optimization Results

A number of optimization runs with different value-sets of (w0 , w1 ) were performed in
order to form the Pareto front of non-dominated solutions, on the (µF ,σF ) plane, fig. 4.
All optimization runs were conducted under the constraint of constant airfoil volume,
implemented through the constraint projection method,


δJ δV
δV


δbk δbk
δbn
δJ
δJ
δV
δxk
=
−
,
=
nk dS
(19)
2
δV
δbn
δbn
δbn
Sw δbn
δbn

For the cases with weights (w0 , w1 )=(1,6) and (1,7), the final geometry has both
µF and σF improved, which is a very desirable feature. In general, the results of both
methods are quite similar and the optimization had a great impact on the σF reduction
(up to 80% reduction). The initial and final optimized shapes produced by iPCE and
pFOSM for weights (1,0) and (0,1) are presented in fig. 5. Due to the volume constraint
displacements are limited, making it impossible to present all geometries in the same
figure; these are, though bounded by the green and red contours.
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1.2
(1,0)

F Standard Deviation

1

(1,5)

initial

(1,6)

0.8
0.6

(1,7)

(1,7.5)
(1,8)

0.4

(1,9)

0.2
0
0.985 0.99 0.995

(1,10)

1

(0,1)

1.005 1.01 1.015 1.02 1.025 1.03 1.035 1.04
F Mean Value

Figure 4: Pareto front on the (µF , σF ) plane. All values are normalized with those of the
initial geometry (circles computed by the iPCE, triangles by the pFOSM).

Figure 5: Comparison of the initial (red curve), µF optimal (blue curve) and σF optimal
(green curve) geometries designed by the pFOSM (left) and the iPCE (right).
5

Summary - Conclusions

This paper presents two different methods for quantifying uncertainty in incompressible
flows, namely the FOSM and the iPCE. For the problem examined, the results concerning
UQ were absolutely satisfactory for both methods, even if the former is a first-order one.
Both require the development of additional equations and solvers though, for the former,
the adjoint solver was already available.
Regarding aerodynamic shape optimization under uncertainties, workflows based on the
continuous adjoint to compute the gradients of the FOSM- and iPCE-based UQ metrics
are presented and validated against FD. The adjoint to the iPCE equations and a novel
method for computing the projected second-order derivatives (the pFOSM approach),
emerging when using the FOSM in a gradient-based optimization, were developed for
the first time in the literature (at least to the authors knowledge); the latter led to the
developed of a robust design algorithm with a cost that does not scale with either the
number of design or uncertain variables. Applying the developed methods for minimizing
the weighted sum of the mean value and standard deviation of the drag force exerted on
11
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an airfoil led to a Pareto front of non-dominated solutions; the cost per optimization cycle
along with the cost for the UQ is summarized in table 2. Extension of both methods to
turbulent flows and the development of a second-order MoM (SOSM), are in progress.
Table 2: Computational cost for the UQ and optimization with the pFOSM and iPCE
methods, for M uncertain variables.

pFOSM
iPCE

UQ (EFS)
2
1
2
(M + 3M + 2)
2

Optimization Cycle (EFS)
4
2
M + 3M + 2
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1

Introduction

Heavy duty gas turbines often exhibit a scatter in aerodynamic performance. This
scatter is caused by, among other things, geometry variations induced by the manufacturing process. To take into account the scatter in performance, margin adaptation factors
are applied after the design. A more accurate modeling of the impact of manufacturing
variations (MVs) would therefore lead to a reduction in performance variation and thus
higher overall eﬃciency, if included in the blade design process.
The analysis of MVs consists of two parts: the modeling of MVs and their impact
evaluation. A ﬁrst approach to investigate the impact of MVs is presented by Garzon and
Darmofal [1]. The authors use low-ﬁdelity coordinate measuring machine (CMM) scans of
a compressor blade to model the MVs and evaluate their impact with a 2D boundary layer
ﬂow solver coupled with Monte Carlo simulations. Duﬀner [2] also adopts this method for
turbine vanes. A high-ﬁdelity approach is presented by Lange et al. [3] who use optical
white-light scans of compressor blades, while using RANS in conjunction with a Monte
Carlo simulation to quantify the impact.
In order to circumvent the computational cost of RANS evaluations, Giebmanns et al.
[4] employ an adjoint solver to investigate the impact of leading edge geometry variations
on Quasi-3D compressor blade sections. A similar adjoint approach, for the impact analysis of MVs on a gas turbine blade is used by Zamboni et al. [5], who use one CMM
measurement to assess the impact on aerodynamic performance. Yang et al. [6] also employ an adjoint solver to study the impact of MVs on a multistage steam turbine assuming
Gaussian distributed blade thickness.
The main limitation of the adjoint method is the linearization of the governing NavierStokes equations, while assuming that the impact of MVs is small enough to be regarded
as linear. These studies, however, focus solely on the application of adjoint methodology
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Figure 1: Adjoint-based Toolchain for Impact Evaluation
for impact assessment without a thorough investigation with real MVs. The main aim of
this paper is therefore to demonstrate that the impact of MVs on turbine blades can be
considered linear and can be evaluated by the adjoint method.
The ﬁrst part of this work details how the adjoint method is used to evaluate the
impact of MVs, introducing an adjoint-based process toolchain. For the second part, the
limitation and capabilities of two adjoint solvers are investigated, using a public subsonic
1.5-stage axial turbine test case [7]. In the third part, the adjoint toolchain is applied
to an industrial turbine vane for which 102 white light scans are analyzed. The MVs
are directly modeled by means of mesh morphing and are used to validate the adjoint
evaluation approach with ﬁnite diﬀerences.
2

Impact Evaluation with Adjoint
The impact evaluation of MVs with an adjoint CFD solver requires three steps:
• perform a primal CFD evaluation of the baseline geometry
• compute one adjoint solution for each objective function
• provide deformed mesh ﬁles representing the manufacturing variations

The key process steps for the impact analysis are outlined in Figure 1. At ﬁrst the baseline
geometry is evaluated with a steady RANS computation. Then the adjoint computation
with regard to a chosen objective is carried out. To evaluate the impact of MVs, the
adjoint sensitivities are multiplied with a surface deformation vector ﬁeld, which is based
on the baseline and the deformed mesh surface coordinates. The impact of MVs is thus
expressed in form of an objective gradient.
2.1

Computational Methods

In this work, the turbomachinery CFD suite Trace 9.1 developed at the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) is used. The baseline geometry is generated with an in-house
blade generator, while the mesh generation is performed using Autogrid 5. The turbine
vane blade scans are analyzed as detailed in section 4.1 and use Trace Prep [16], the
preprocessor of Trace, to perform a mesh morphing of the blade surface to create the
2
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deformed meshes. The adjoint sensitivity is then calculated with AdjointTrace. Currently two diﬀerent versions of AdjointTrace are available: a hand-derived (HD) and an
algorithmic-diﬀerentiated (AD) version.
The HD version is a discrete adjoint solver, which applies manual diﬀerentiations and
ﬁnite diﬀerences to compute the ﬁnite volume cell ﬂux across each cell [8]. For the
computation of the adjoint HD solution the constant eddy viscosity (CEV) assumption is
applied, which means that the turbulent quantities of the primal computation are frozen
[9].
The AD version is also a discrete adjoint ﬂow solver, based on reverse mode diﬀerentiation of the primal solver [10]. The advantage of AD is that the complete CFD code
is diﬀerentiated including turbulence models. Furthermore, the adjoint solver inherits
the same convergence behavior as the primal computation [11]. The main disadvantage,
however, is the high demand in memory, which compared to the primal computation has
a factor of at least eight [11].
3

Evaluation of Adjoint CFD Solvers

In order to compare the two adjoint solvers, a NACA-like parametrization is applied
to the rotor of an axial 1.5-stage turbine to validate the adjoint-generated gradients with
ﬁnite diﬀerences.
3.1

Testcase Description

The subsonic 1.5-stage axial ﬂow turbine consists of a stator-rotor-stator conﬁguration
and the measurements on the test case ”Aachen Turbine” were carried out at the Institute
of Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery at RWTH Aachen, Germany. The turbine is used
as general CFD validation test case and has been extensively studied numerically and
experimentally. Figure 2 lists the basic turbine parameters and shows a two-dimensional
blade schematic. Both stators and the rotor are prismatic. The computational domain is
setup using the steady measurement conﬁguration data with an average mass ﬂow around
8 kg/s as described in the ERCOFTAC-Testcase 6 [7].

Tip Diameter [mm]
Hub Diameter [mm]
Rotational Speed [rpm]
Number of Blades [-]
Radial Gap [mm]
Mesh Nodes
Radial Nodes

Stator 1 Rotor 1 Stator 2
600
600
600
490
490
490
3500
36
41
36
0.7
60,843
86,193
63,495
17
25
17

(a) Turbine and mesh data
(b) 2D schematic not in scale

Figure 2: Turbine schematic and design data

3
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3.2

Parameterization

Only the blade geometry of the rotor blade is parameterized, using the center of gravity
as stacking axis. The turbine blade parameters with the highest sensitivity in regard to
MVs, as shown by Scharfenstein et al. [12], are: stagger angle, maximum blade thickness
and maximum blade thickness curvature.
Therefore the parameters stagger angle α and maximum blade thickness D are chosen
for a parameter study. The parameters are varied each individually on ﬁve diﬀerent rotor
blade sections at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% span, which are highlighted in Figure 2. For each
section the parameters are changed as deﬁned in Equation 1. This results in six variations
per parameter, twelve per section and 60 deformations in total.
α = αBaseline · ξ
D = DBaseline · ξ

with ξ ∈ {0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.02, 1.05, 1.10}

(1)

An example of the parameter variation magnitude for ±10% is shown in Figure 3a and 3b.
The stagger angle is varied up to 3.14◦ , while the maximum blade thickness is changed up
to 1.4 mm. The surface between each section is interpolated with a quadratic polynomial
based on the surface parameters.
3.3

CFD Setup

For the inlet condition at the axial plane 0, as shown in Figure 2, a radial total pressure
and temperature distribution as well as a measured inlet ﬂow angle is applied. For the
outlet condition a radial pressure distribution is set at axial plane 3. In order to couple
stationary and rotating blade rows a mixing plane approach is used. The ﬂuid is assumed
to behave as an ideal gas with adiabatic walls. For the ﬂow ﬁeld of the ”Aachen Turbine”

(a) Stagger Angle

(b) Maximum Blade Thickness

Figure 3: Eﬀect of parameter deformation on rotor blade at 50% span
4
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transitions occurs on the ﬁrst stator suction side and on the rotor suction side as reported
by Restemeier et al. [13].
As noticed by the authors [13], the Reynolds number is low enough so that transition
is expected. This has been conﬁrmed by a computation using transition modeling. However, for stationary gas turbines the Reynolds number is so high that transition can be
neglected. Therefore in the present work only fully turbulent computations are carried
out with the k-ω turbulence model [14] in conjunction with Kato-Launder’s [15] stagnation point anomaly ﬁx. The computational grid is very coarse with 210,531 nodes using
wall-functions with an average y + ≈ 30. A mesh study is performed with an additional
medium and ﬁne mesh with 810,835 and 1,287,975 nodes; conﬁrming a diﬀerence in mass
ﬂow of below 0.01% between the coarse and ﬁne mesh as well as a diﬀerence in isentropic
eﬃciency of 0.006 points. The coarse grid is therefore deemed acceptable.
3.4

Validation of Adjoint Trace

The AdjointTrace gradients are validated using ﬁnite diﬀerences, comparing the objec.
tives mass ﬂow m and isentropic (is) eﬃciency η, which is deﬁned in Equation 2, using the
total enthalpy H at the inlet and outlet. The ﬁnite diﬀerences ΔFnonlinear are calculated
from the baseline primal RANS calculation and a RANS computation of the deformed
geometry, as speciﬁed in Equation 3.
η=

H02 − H01
H02,is − H01

ΔFnonlinear = F (α, D) − Fnonlinear
3.4.1

(2)
.

with F ∈ {m, η}

(3)

Primal and Adjoint Convergence

The L1-Residual of the primal RANS computation drops in 2,000 time steps by six
orders of magnitude in double precision and has a maximum residual of around 10−4 . For
the AD AdjointTrace version the residual drops by ﬁve magnitudes for both objectives
in 2,500 time steps. The convergence of the HD AdjointTrace version stagnates after 300
time steps and has a magnitude reduction of around 2.5. This, however, is insuﬃcient
to be considered converged. This is acknowledged and the comparison is continued to
compare the suitability of both versions for an industrial application.
3.4.2

Comparison of Adjoint Results

To validate the accuracy of the adjoint gradients, the relative gradient deviation is
calculated as shown in Equation 4.
ΔF Nonlinear − ΔF Adjoint
· 100
ΔFNonlinear

5
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(a) Stagger Variation

(b) Blade Thickness Variation

Figure 4: Impact on Mass Flow
Eﬀect on Mass Flow
Figure 4a and 4b show the mass ﬂow gradients for a stagger and blade thickness variation for all ﬁve sections of the AachenTurbine rotor blade. The upper Figure quantiﬁes
the absolute diﬀerence in mass ﬂow with regard to the baseline, showing the ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD) gradients as well as the AD and HD adjoint gradients. In the lower part of
the Figure, the relative deviation of the adjoint gradients in regard to ﬁnite diﬀerences is
displayed in percent.
The mass ﬂow impact for a change in stagger angle for all ﬁve sections shows a very
good agreement for the AD gradients, with a maximum deviation of ± 2 %. The HD
gradients, on the contrary, show a higher deviations of around -10% for section one to
four and around -60% deviation for section ﬁve.
For the blade thickness variation, the adjoint AD gradients also agree very well with
the ﬁnite diﬀerences, showing a deviation of ± 1% for section one to four, while section
ﬁve varies from +0.3% to -1.4%. The HD gradients have for the blade thickness variation
a higher deviation, compared to the AD gradients, leading to deviations for section one
to four of around -40%. In contrast, the deviation for the variation at section 5 is only
around +15%.
Eﬀect on Isentropic Eﬃciency
In Figure 5a the impact on the isentropic eﬃciency for a variation in stagger is displayed. Compared to the mass ﬂow objective, the deviations of the AD gradients have a
higher deviation of around ± 5% for all ﬁve sections, except for a 10% stagger variation
at 50% span. The HD sensitivities show a deviation of around +12% for the ﬁrst four
sections and around −8% for section ﬁve.
6
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(a) Stagger Deformation

(b) Blade Thickness Deformation

Figure 5: Impact on Isentropic Eﬃciency
In comparison to the stagger variation, the relative blade thickness gradient deviation
is one order of magnitude higher as highlighted by Figure 5b. At section one, the variation
ranges from +4% to -13% for the AD gradients. For the sections two, three and four the
deviations vary between +2% and -43%, while for section ﬁve the relative deviations are
between -11% and +4%. On the other side, the HD gradients depict an even greater
deviation, ranging from +35% at section ﬁve to −300% for section two and three.
Discussions
One of the reasons for the high deviation of the HD gradients is the insuﬃcient order
in magnitude reduction of 2.5. However, the application of the AdjointTrace HD solver
by Giebmanns et al. [4] also showed a maximum relative gradient deviation of around
110% for a case with a residual magnitude reduction of four. Considering that a further
reduction in residual could not be achieved, this also indicates a limitation of the HD
AdjointTrace version.
From the results it can further be concluded that the adjoint gradients are more sensitive to a variation in blade thickness, than stagger angle. This might be explained by
the variation in boundary layer loss, caused by the change in blade surface curvature and
ﬂow acceleration on the rotor blade. Furthermore the isentropic eﬃciency objective has
a higher relative gradient deviation compared to the mass ﬂow gradients. The results
additionally show that the isentropic eﬃciency sensitivity, for a thickness variation near
midspan, is slightly overestimated. This might be caused by the relatively coarse mesh in
radial direction, cf Figure 2a.
From the parameter study, it can be concluded that the AD AdjointTrace version is
better suited for an industrial application, introducing smaller gradient deviations and
7
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Figure 6: Manufacturing Variation Analysis Steps
thus providing more accuracy for an impact analysis with adjoint. Therefore only the AD
AdjointTrace version is used in the remaining part of this work.
4

Application to Heavy Duty Turbine Vane

The test case is a ﬁrst row turbine vane close to a maximum power operating point.
In order to preserve the proprietary informations of the blade geometry, only scaled and
normalized values are shown. In total 102 turbine vane blades are analyzed using 3D
optical white light scans, which have a resolution accuracy of between 10-35 μm. This is
at least one order of magnitude below the turbine blade surface tolerances and therefore
suﬃciently accurate to model the MVs.
Turbine blade casting involves manual production steps; after casting, the blade surface
is polished and grounded with a machine by hand. Previous studies have used CMM or
white light scans to collect MVs data, sampling the data by principle component analysis
[1] or through a parametrization approach [3]. The main limitation of both approaches
is the reduction to a speciﬁc number of modes or sections to model the MVs. This paper
therefore uses a direct mesh morphing approach to reduce the MVs modeling error.
The ﬁrst part of this section describes the applied method to quantify the MVs. In
the second part, the adjoint mesh sensitivities are analyzed. The third part quantiﬁes the
diﬀerence between the adjoint and ﬁnite diﬀerence gradients.
4.1

Manufacturing Variation Analysis

The manufacturing variation analysis steps are shown in Figure 6. The analysis starts
with two inputs: an optical scan of the manufactured blade, which stores the blade surface
geometry in an STL ﬁle format, and a two-dimensional Finite Element Model (FEM)
surface mesh ﬁle, from the baseline geometry. These ﬁles are used for the surface deviation
analysis, quantifying the manufacturing variation by using the distance in normal direction
between FEM node and STL surface.
For the comparison of the ”hot” CFD baseline geometry with the ”cold” manufactured
blade scans, the ”cold” FEM model needs to be transformed into a ”hot” state, representing the geometry deformation under hot working conditions. A cold to hot (C2H)
deformation vector ﬁeld is therefore applied to the FEM nodes to transform the geometry
into a hot state. This assumes that the deformed surface nodes have a minor impact on
the C2H deformation vector ﬁeld. To prove this assumption the structural and thermal
analysis for the individual morphed FEM meshes were computed. Thereby, showing that
the introduced error is below 1% for the individual node C2H vector magnitude, for 98%
of all nodes.
8
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Next a bilinear interpolation method is used to map the deviation values from each node
of the unstructured FEM model, onto the nodes of the structured CGNS. The deviation
vector for each CGNS node is then used as input for the mesh morphing tool Trace Prep.
Prep uses an elliptic mesh deformation algorithm as detailed in Voigt et al. [16] and is
applied to produce 102 deformed mesh geometries.
The applied mesh morphing, however, has lead to negative cell volumes near hub and
shroud, which are caused by the turbine vane ﬁllets mesh cells near the end-wall. Therefore
the mesh morphing is only applied between 1-99% span. The deformations near the hub
and shroud end-wall are thus zero.
4.2

Adjoint Results

This part analyses the adjoint results qualitatively, before quantifying the impact of
the MVs and concludes with the computational cost of adjoint.
4.2.1

Computational Setup

The computational grid consists of around 480,000 nodes with the dimensionless wall
distance of y + ≈ 30. On all surfaces wall functions are applied with adiabatic walls as
well as ﬁllets near the hub and shroud.
For the turbine vane impact assessment two objectives are evaluated: mass ﬂow and
pressure loss coeﬃcient. The pressure loss coeﬃcient is deﬁned in Equation 5 and is used
to quantify the losses of the vane, using the total pressure at the vane inlet P01 and outlet
P02 in relation to the static pressure p02 .
Y=

4.2.2

P01 − P02
P02 − p02

(5)

Adjoint Surface Sensitivity

The outcome of an AdjointTrace computation are sensitivities with regard to each
mesh node of the complete domain. To obtain sensitivities on the blade surface, an
additional adjoint mesh deformation has to be performed, as detailed in the publication
of Engels-Putzka and Backhaus [17].
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity map for the mass ﬂow objective on the suction and
pressure side. A high negative sensitivity can be seen on the suction side as highlighted
by zone A. This indicates that an inward movement of the blade surface would increase
the mass ﬂow. Zone A coincides with the region at which the ﬂow reaches Mach 1 and an
increase in blade throat area would therefore beneﬁt the mass ﬂow. The highest negative
sensitivity for the mass ﬂow is on the pressure side near the trailing edge (TE), showing
a switch between inward to outward movement of the TE blade surface. The surface
inward movement in zone B would prevent the ﬂow from entering a transonic regime and
thus would allow an increased mass ﬂow. The outward movement in zone B near the TE
shows a high decrease in mass ﬂow. This might be achieved through a reduction in TE
thickness by creating a sharper and longer TE.
9
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The sensitivity of the pressure loss coeﬃcient is displayed in Figure 8. The areas of
highest sensitivity are on the suction side zone C, D and E. Zone C and E highlight areas
near Mach 1. An outward surface movement in zone C and E would increase the pressure
loss, by increasing the surface curvature on the suction side, leading to a higher Mach
Number and thus more loss. Contrary, an inward movement of zone D would decrease
the pressure loss over the vane. A lower Mach number would lead to less shock losses

Figure 7: Mass ﬂow surface sensitivities. Scaled suction and pressure side. Red/blue
color highlighting surface outward/inward movement in normal direction. Plus/minus
sign
in mass ﬂow
g indicatingg increase/decrease
/

Figure 8: Pressure loss coeﬃcient surface sensitivities. Scaled suction and pressure
side. Red/blue color highlighting surface outward/inward movement in normal direction.
Plus/minus sign indicating increase/decrease in pressure loss coeﬃcient
10
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and therefore to less pressure loss. On the pressure side of the turbine vane the highest
sensitivity for the pressure loss coeﬃcient is near the upper TE, as highlighted by zone F.
An inward movement would reduce the surface curvature in area F and would thus lead
to less losses. The outward movement near the TE shows that the pressure loss would
increase, which might be caused by the increase in TE thickness.
4.2.3

Impact of Manufacturing Variations

The mass ﬂow gradient deviation histogram for all 102 deformed meshes is shown in
Figure 9a. For the mass ﬂow objective almost all deviations are positive, indicating that
the adjoint gradients underestimated the change in mass ﬂow. In total around 90% of all
meshes have a gradient deviation of less than +10%, while only one deformed mesh has
a maximum deviation of +20%. Compared to the mass ﬂow objective, the pressure loss
coeﬃcient gradient deviations range from +10% to 70% as displayed in Figure 9b. The
average gradient deviation is around 35%.
The gradient deviations for the mass ﬂow agree very well with the previous results from
the mass ﬂow parameter study, which were around 2%. Considering that in this case the
complete blade surface is varied, an increased gradient deviation is acceptable. However,
the high average deviation for the pressure loss coeﬃcient indicates a problem with the
implemented adjoint objective or a nonlinear ﬂow response in regard to the pressure loss
objective.
Linear Flow Response
To investigate if the impact of the manufacturing variations may be regarded as linear,
the ﬁnite diﬀerence and adjoint gradients are plotted against each other for both objectives
as shown in Figure 10a and 10b. Additionally, the bisection is also displayed, proving the
linear relationship between the gradient couples.
The mass ﬂow ﬁnite diﬀerence gradients clearly agree with the adjoint gradient results,
demonstrating that the mapped MVs can be evaluated by the linear adjoint approach.
The gradients for the pressure loss coeﬃcient also show a linear behavior as displayed in
Figure 10b.

(a) Mass ﬂow objective

(b) Pressure loss coeﬃcient objective

Figure 9: Adjoint gradient deviations in regard to ﬁnite diﬀerences

11
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(a) Mass ﬂow objective

(b) Pressure loss coeﬃcient objective

Figure 10: Adjoint gradients versus ﬁnite diﬀerence gradients
The computed adjoint gradients, however, deviate around 35% compared to the ﬁnite
diﬀerences. This almost constant deviation is caused by a geometrical artifact - independent of adjoint computation - introduced during the mesh morphing. As previously
mentioned, the mesh morphing is only applied between 1 and 99% span, which leads to
a step-like edge at the transition point. The step height is dependent on the magnitude
of the MVs and leads to an additional pressure loss caused by nonlinear ﬂow phenomena,
resulting in the adjoint gradient deviation. This problem will be addressed in a following
publication.
Despite this slight systematic deviation for one of the objectives, the adjoint method
correctly predicts sign and magnitude for all 102 deformed meshes. Thereby proving that
the applied MVs are small enough to be modeled by the adjoint method.
4.2.4

Computational Eﬃciency of the Adjoint-based Method

One of the main limitations of using RANS computations to evaluate the impact of
MVs is the linear dependency on the number of parameters and the computational cost
in run time. The adjoint approach, however, is independent of the number of parameters
and only requires an additional adjoint computations for each investigated objective.
Sagebaum et al. [11] measure the computational cost for the AdjointTrace AD solver
with an increased CPU time factor of 1.5 and a memory factor of 8.3 compared to the
primal CFD evaluation. For the turbine vane considered in this work, these ﬁgures are
summarized in Table 1. It can be noticed that the performance registered for this test
case is very close to the observation made by Sagebaum et al. [11]. An adjoint evaluation
requires 30% more CPU time and 8.8 times more memory. The quantitative increase in
12
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Table 1: Numerical cost of adjoint
Primal
Adjoint

CPU
1
1.3

RAM
1
8.8

Table 2: Computational time beneﬁt
Approach
Nonlinear
Adjoint

RANS
102
1

Adjoint
2

Time
100%
3.5%

memory is mainly caused by the requirement to tape one primal iteration step of the
adjoint iteration.
Nevertheless, the main advantage is the reduction in run time as shown in Table 2.
The computation of 102 RANS evaluations takes 28 times longer, compared to one RANS
and two adjoint evaluations.
5

Conclusions

In this paper, an adjoint-based toolchain has been validated to quantify the impact of
MVs on aerodynamic performance. Two diﬀerent adjoint versions, a hand-derived and
algorithmic-derived, of the CFD suite Trace were compared with each other in a systematic
parameter study. The adjoint gradients were validated against ﬁnite diﬀerences, showing
that the gradient accuracy is dependent on the objective and parameter, as well as that
the algorithmically-diﬀerentiated version is more accurate.
The adjoint-based toolchain was then applied to an industrial heavy duty turbine vane.
The MVs were derived from 102 optical white light scans, using a mesh morphing approach
to directly impose the MVs on the baseline geometry. The validation shows that the
adjoint method produces results of similar accuracy as RANS evaluations. Furthermore,
the results prove that the impact of MVs on mass ﬂow and pressure loss is small enough
to be considered linear.
As shown, the adjoint-based approach is an alternative to computational expensive
RANS computations for evaluating the impact of MVs. A reduction by a factor of 28 was
achieved by applying the adjoint method, providing a fast and accurate tool for blade
design.
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Abstract. This paper has proposed a fatigue testing method for the active material of the
Lithium-ion battery (LIB) by applying the bending deformation repeatedly and investigated
the mechanical property of the active material subjected to the cyclic load. The bending
fatigue test was performed by using the anode sheet of the LIB that is graphite coated on
copper foil. The finite element (FE) simulation was also performed to evaluate the proposed
testing method. In the actual test, the crack initiation was observed at the graphite or the
copper foil. The location of the crack initiation depended on the thicknesses of the graphite
and the copper foil. At the first bending, the plastic deformation occurred in the copper foil.
After that, the repeated variable strain occurred in the copper foil during the test. Then the
maximum strain was equal to the strain under the bending, and the minimum strain was equal
to the permanent strain. The mechanical behavior computed by the FE simulation agreed with
that in the actual test. The strain of the graphite in the FE simulation was substituted for the
actual value that is difficult to be measured directly. The strain amplitude of the graphite
monotonically decreased against the number of cycles until the crack initiation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The application of the Lithium-ion battery (LIB) is expanded to electric automobiles. The
reliability of the battery should be established to prevent serious incidents because of the high
energy density. The cyclic load by the vibration and the thermal stress causes the fatigue
damage of the electrode apart from the microscopic fatigue by the charge and discharge [1].
The electrode is the active material coated on the metallic foil. The strength and the stiffness
of the active material are much lower than those of the metallic foil. Even though the active
material has relatively low strength, some studies take the approach that the mechanical
properties of the active material are ignored in the computational homogenization [2-9]. There
has been little study done concerning the mechanical properties of the active material
including the coating adhesion strength between the active material and the metallic foil [10].
This study has proposed a fatigue testing method for the active material by applying the
bending deformation repeatedly in order to investigate the mechanical property of the active
material subjected to the cyclic load. The bending fatigue test was performed by using the
anode sheet of the LIB that is graphite coated on copper foil. The finite element (FE)
simulation was also performed to evaluate the proposed testing method.
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2 METHODS
2.1 Specimen
The two types of the specimens were prepared. The specimen A is just the metallic foil
(pure copper, thickness: 0.1 or 0.3 mm) made of copper as shown in Fig. 1. The strain gauges
were attached at the points A to H. The tensile strain along the longitudinal direction (the
horizontal direction in the figure) was measured in the bending fatigue test. The specimen B is
the anode sheet for the LIB as shown in Fig.2. Table 1 shows the constituent materials of the
specimen. The specimen B was composed of the copper foil (thickness: 0.1 or 0.3 mm) coated
with the graphite and the thermoplastic fluropolymer binder polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
2.2 Bending fatigue testing machine
Figure 3 shows the bending fatigue testing machine developed in this study. The specimen
was attached on the curved plate (curvature: 50 mm). The arm flapped, and the specimen was
bended repeatedly during the motor rotated. The curvature of the specimen was controlled by
the curved plate. In the fatigue test. The rotating speed of the motor was set to 5, 7 or 10 Hz.
The camera was set above the specimen and the behavior of the specimen was observed. Then
the crack initiation on the specimen was defined as the fatigue life of the specimen.
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Figure 1: Shape of specimen A

Figure 2: Shape of specimen B

Table 1: Constituent materials of specimens

Pure copper
(C1100 in JIS, equivalent to C11000 in CDA)
0.1 mm or 0.3 mm
118 GPa
0.3
100 MPa
13.1 GPa
Carbon powder (diameter: 5μm, 99.7%)

Material
Metallic foil

Coating
material

Thickness
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Yield stress
Work hardening coefficient
Active material
Material

Thermoplastic fluropolymer binder
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)

Binder

Solvent
Thickness
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
0.5 mm, 0.7 mm or 1.0 mm
0.2 GPa
0.3

2
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107

Specimen

Arm

100
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15

Curved plate
(curvature: 50 mm)

Motor

Figure 3: Bending fatigue testing machine

2.3 Finite element simulation
The FE simulation was performed by using the 1/2 FE model as shown in Fig. 4. The 20
nodes hexahedral element was used to construct the FE model. The numbers of the nodes and
the elements are 2633 and 368, respectively. The material constants were set as shown in
Table 1, and the stress-strain curves are shown as the right of Fig. 4. The quasi-static elasticplastic deformation analysis was applied, and the deformation behavior of the specimen
model under load and after unload was obtained.
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Figure 4: FE model and stress-strain curves
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Strain of copper foil
Figure 5 shows the measurement results of the specimen A (copper foil only). Under load,
the strain at the point B was not zero in all of the specimens, and it seems that the tension was
applied on the specimens. The strain at the point E which was the largest strain was presumed
to be the sum of the strains by the bending and the tension. It was assumed that the strain by
the tension was equal to the strain at the point B, and the strain by only the bending at the
point E was calculated as shown in Fig. 6. The theoretical value of the strain (ε) by the
bending can be calculated by the following equation.
ε = t / (2R)

(1)

where t is the thickness of the specimen, and R is the curvature of the curved plate (50 mm).
As shown in Fig. 6, the theoretical values (1000 με and 3000 με) agree with the measured
values. Thus, the maximum strain of the specimen applied by the bending fatigue testing
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Figure 5: Measured tensile strain of specimen A, thickness: (left) 0.1 mm (right) 0.3 mm
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Figure 6: Difference from the measurement point B in tensile strain, thickness: (left) 0.1 mm (right) 0.3 mm
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machine is confirmed to be the sum of the strains by the tension and the bending.
After unload, most of the strain was not zero in Fig. 5. The strain was presumed to be the
permanent strain. The theoretical value of the permanent strain (εp) can be calculated by the
following equation.
εp = ( E εt - σy ) / ( E + A )

(2)

where εt is the strain before unload, E is the Young’s modulus (118 GPa), σy is the Yield
stress (100 MPa), and A is the work hardening coefficient (13.1 GPa). According to Eq. (2),
the theoretical values of the permanent strain are 587 με (at εt = 1500 με) and 3737 με (at εt =
5000 με). These values almost agree with the measured strain at the point E after unload as
shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the minimum strain by the bending fatigue testing machine is
confirmed to be the permanent strain.
3.2 Fatigue of graphite
Figures 7 and 8 show the examples of the specimen B under the fatigue test. In the fatigue
test, the crack initiation was observed at the graphite (coating material) or the copper foil
(metallic foil). Regardless of the location of the crack initiation, the crack propagated along
the cross direction (the horizontal direction in the figures). The specimen fractured when the
crack initiated at the copper foil grew from end to end of the copper foil.
Table 2 shows the summary of the bending fatigue test. When the copper foil was thin, and
the graphite was thick, the crack tended to initiate at the graphite. Especially, when the
thickness of the graphite was 1 mm, the crack initiated at the graphite by the first bending.
The maximum tensile strain was generally applied on the surface by bending, and the strain
was proportionate to the square of the thickness according to the theory of elasticity. In
addition, the crack initiated on the surface of the graphite, and was Mode I crack (opening
Table 2: Results of bending fatigue test

Test
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Thickness of
copper foil
[mm]

Thickness of
graphite
[mm]
0.7

Rotatining speed
of motor
[Hz]
5
7

0.1

5

1

7
5

0.3

0.5

7
10

1

5

5
204

Number of
cycles

Crack initiation

126000
210
378000
1
1
1
288000
288000
558000
648000
352800
486000
639000
1

Graphite
Graphite
Copper foil
Graphite
Graphite
Graphite
Copper foil
Copper foil
Copper foil
Copper foil
Copper foil
Copper foil
Copper foil
Graphite
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mode) as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, the crack initiation depended on the maximum strain by the
bending. Similarly, when the copper foil was thick, the crack tended to initiate at the copper
foil. Therefore, the location of the crack initiation depended on the thicknesses of the graphite
and the copper foil.

126,000 times
Crack initiated at
graphite

385,500 times

Another crack initiated
at copper foil

Cracks propagated

648,000 times
Figure 7: Example of crack initiation at graphite of specimen B,
thickness: (copper foil) 0.1 mm, (graphite) 0.7 mm

486,000 times

Crack initiated at
copper foil

594,000 times

Crack propagated
into graphite

Fractured

612,000 times
Figure 8: Example of crack initiation at copper foil of specimen B,
thickness: (copper foil) 0.3 mm, (graphite) 0.5 mm
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3.3 Finite element simulation
Figure 9 shows the example of the FE simulation results. The strain displays the maximum
principal strain. Under load, the specimen model was deformed along the surface of the
curved plate. The strain was constant at the part contacted to the curved plate. After unload,
the permanent deformation was remained similarly to the actual test. Figure 10 shows the
strain amplitude in the FE simulation. The horizontal axis means the distance from the center
of the specimen model. At the location 10 mm that is the same position as the point E of the
specimen A, the strain amplitude is 300 με and 1100 με when the thickness of the copper foil
is 0.1 mm and 0.3 mm, respectively. These values agree with the measured values of the
specimen A as shown in Fig. 6. Although the strain amplitude in the FE model is larger than
that in the actual test at the right side of the point E, it seems that the right side of the point E
of the specimen A was not completely contacted to the curved plate in the actual test, and the
strain at the right side of the point E was less or equal to the maximum tensile strain.
Therefore, it is believed that the mechanical behavior computed by the FE simulation agreed
with that in the actual test around the crack initiation part.
The strain amplitude of the graphite in the FE simulation was substituted for the actual
value that is difficult to be measured directly. Figure 11 shows the S-N plots of the specimen
B. The horizontal axis indicates the number of cycles until the crack initiation in the fatigue
test, and the vertical axis is the strain amplitude at 10 mm distance from the center of the FE
model of the specimen. Based on Table 2, the S-N plots were discriminated against the

Figure 9: Deformation of FE model, (upper) under load (lower) after unload
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Figure 10: Strain amplitude in FE simulation. (x, y) in the legend means the thickness of
the copper foil (x [mm]) and the thickness of the graphite (y [mm]).
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Figure 11: S-N plots

condition of the crack initiation. As shown in Fig. 11, the strain amplitude of the graphite
monotonically decreased against the number of cycles until the crack initiation. The S-N plots
of the copper foil are located at 1000 με and 300000 to 700000 cycles. These values agree
with the fatigue life of the copper C1100 because the number of cycles is 800000 at the stress
amplitude 145 MPa (equal to the strain amplitude is 1229 με) according to the reference [11].
4

CONCLUSIONS

The bending fatigue test and the FE simulation were performed by using the anode sheet of
the LIB. The location of the crack initiation depended on the thicknesses of the graphite
(coating material) and the copper foil (metallic foil). At the first bending, the plastic
deformation occurred in the copper foil. The strain amplitude of the graphite monotonically
decreased against the number of cycles until the crack initiation. This work was supported by
JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP16K05989.
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Abstract. A micromodel coupling lithium-ion diffusion and electric potentials to a linear elasto-plastic model is applied. The resulting problem is discretized on a regular
voxel grid with a finite-volume method and solved by an adaptive iterative scheme. The
algorithm does not require the assembly of a Jacobian and applies the immersed interface method for the electrochemical problem. An established elastic solver optimized for
non-linear heterogeneous structures is generalized to describe mechanical strains resulting from lithium-ion intercalation. Numerical examples on several structures are given,
including academic structures and microstructures given by computer tomography compared to microstructures drawn from stochastic microstructure models. It is found that
the structures drawn from the calibrated model resemble the mechanical properties of the
structures gaind by tomographic imaging, which serves as an additional validation of the
stochastic microstructure modeling approach.

Introduction
Some electrode materials in lithium-ion batteries show deformation and degradation
during operation. The imbalanced intercalation of the lithium ions into the lattice structure of active particles causes concentration gradients. The stresses resulting from these
gradients can damage and destroy the battery cell. Computer simulations of these stresses
during charging and discharging can help to understand this process and support the development of more efficient battery cell structures.
A micromodel coupling lithium-ion diffusion to the electric potential and Butler-Volmer
interface currents and linear elasticity is applied [4, 9]. This enables the resolution of a
complex three-dimensional porous microstructure of the anode and cathode material in
the liquid electrolyte. Additionally mechanical stresses resulting from strains depending
1
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on the local concentration of lithium ions are computed [1, 15]. This results in a system of
partial differential equations. For the numerical solution, a finite volume method is applied
for the discretization in space, while the time discretization is realized by an implicit Euler
method. A domain decomposition algorithm based on the immersed interface method [10]
is extended for the diffusion and Poisson equation. By this, large, adaptive time steps are
possible in arbitrary complex domains [5].
Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the coupling effects between the electrochemical model and the mechanical model. First, the method is applied to a single
spherical anode particle. Moreover, computer tomography data is used to develop stochastic 3D models for microstructure generation [2, 8, 14]. The electrochemical solution on
these microstructures has been validated recently [3], and a good agreement of spatially
resolved electrochemical properties was found between tomographic image data and realizations of the calibrated model. In the present paper, for an additional validation of
the stochastic modeling approach, mechanical properties are compared using the method
described above. The spatial distribution of stress invariants along the thickness direction is calculated, and a good match between the results for tomographic image data and
corresponding model realizations is found.
1

Electro-chemo-mechanical model

A cuboid domain Ω = (0, L1 ) × (0, L2 ) × (0, L3 ) ⊂ R3 denotes the microstructure of a
battery cell and consists of the two solid electrodes, anode Ωa and cathode Ωc , and the
liquid electrolyte Ωe . A time-dependent problem is posed on the domain T = (0, t0 ). For
concentration, electric potential and displacement, partial differential equations are given
on each of the three domains: anode, cathode and electrolyte.
Electro-chemical model
Transport equations in the electrolyte domain, the anode domain, and the cathode
domain are introduced separately based on [9]. The transport equations for ion concentration ce and the electric potential φe in a liquid electrolyte are considered as



κe t+ (t+ − 1)
κe t+
De
+
∇φe ,
∇ce +
∂ t ce = ∇ ·
RT
F 2 ce
F


(1)
(t+ − 1)
0 = ∇ · κe
∇ce + κe ∇φe .
F ce
Here constants R, T and F are the universal gas constant, the temperature, and the
Faraday constant, respectively. The electro-chemical properties of the electrolyte are
given by its diffusivity De and its conductivity κe . Depending on the transference number
t+ , the transport of positive lithium ions is coupled to the transport of additional negative
anions. Inside the electrode material, the lithium ion diffusion cs and the electric potential

2
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φs are decoupled by the equations

Ds
∇cs ,
∂ t cs = ∇ ·
RT
0 = ∇ · [κs ∇φs ] ,


(2)

where Ds denotes the corresponding diffusivity, and κs the conductivity.
Elasto-plastic model
The stress-strain relationship model presented in this work is based on a linear-elastic
model, see [1] and [15]. The strain ε in the solid is modified to include a chemical part
ε = εel + εch + εpl ,

(3)

and consists therefore of an elastic part εel , a chemical part εch and a plastic part εpl .
The constitutive relationships for the displacement u, the elastic strain εel , and the stress
σ are then given as
1
εel = (∇u + ∇uT ),
2
(4)
σ = λTr(εel )I + 2µεel ,
where the linear-elastic properties of the solid material are given by λ and µ, T r(·)
denotes the trace of a tensor, I is the unit tensor. The molar volume expansion is given
by θ. By this, the electrochemical model and the mechanical model are coupled as
θ
θ
µel = Tr(σ) ⇔ εch = cs I,
3
3

(5)

where µel denotes the elastic part in the electro-chemical potential.
The electrolyte is assumed as an incompressible fluid with bulk modulus K.
Interface conditions
On the electrode-electrolyte interfaces, interface conditions are defined by the ButlerVolmer conditions as


F
ise
µs
ise = i0 (cs , ce ) sinh
η , fse = , η = φs − φe − ,
(6)
2RT
F
F
Here, η is called the electro-chemical overpotential and µs is the chemical potential of the
solid. The difference η of electro-chemical potentials on either side of the interface is only
zero in the static thermodynamical equilibrium. The function i0 is called the exchange
current density, possibly defined as

cmax
i0 (cs , ce ) = 2k ce cs
,
(7)
2
3
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where k is the Butler-Volmer exchange coefficient and cmax is the maximum solid lithium
ion concentration. The electric current ise is used to define Neumann boundary conditions
for the Poisson equations of the electric potential while the concentration flux fse is used
to define Neumann boundary conditions for the diffusion equations of the lithium ion
concentration. The Faraday constant F acts as a coupling factor. By the positive lithium
ion charge, diffusion is coupled to the electric current. A fixed electric current is defined
1
by the C-rate, usually specified in the unit per hour, i.e., 3600s
= h1 . C-rate 1 defines a
charging current iin such that it takes one hour to charge the battery cell from empty to
full state of charge. For the diffusion equations and the elastic equations valid boundary
conditions are considered. A discharged battery is considered for the numerical simulation
test case.
2

Microstructure characterization

To give an example of application of the proposed method to realistic 3D data, in the
present paper the microstructure of lithium-ion battery anodes is considered. A parametric stochastic 3D microstructure model has been developed and fitted to tomographic
image data of the system of active particles in energy cell anodes in [2], see also [14] for
power cell anodes and [8] for cathodes. Once calibrated to a given data set, stochastic
microstructure models can be used to generate microstructures on the computer that
are similar in a statistical sense to the data being modeled according to several morphological properties. Moreover, by systematic variation of model parameters it is possible
to generate virtual, but realistic microstructures for materials that have not (yet) been
manufactured in the laboratory. The combination of stochastic microstructure modeling with numerical simulations of functional properties allows us to identify preferable
microstructures, a procedure called virtual materials testing.
The model proposed in [2] has been validated with respect to electrochemical properties using spatially resolved simulations in [3]. In the present paper, a comparison of
mechanical properties computed for tomographic image data and for realizations of the
calibrated model is performed.
The construction of the model is based on three main steps. To begin with, the sampling
window is decomposed into a system of convex polytopes using a Laguerre tessellation,
see Figure 1 (i). Later on, a particle will be placed in each polytope. However, to ensure
complete connectivity of the system of particles, in the second step a connectivity graph
is constructed, see the blue lines in Figure 1 (ii). This graph indicates which particles are
supposed to be connected, i.e., if there is an edge of the graph between two polytopes, the
corresponding particles will be forced to touch each other. In the third step, the particles
themselves are modeled using spherical harmonic expansions of Gaussian random fields
on the sphere. Thereby, the additional constraints that predefined points on the facets
between those Laguerre polytopes where an edge of the connectivity graph is present are
hit by the particles ensures that the particles touch each other as desired, see Figure 1
(iii). Then, the tessellation and connectivity graph are deleted, as they were only auxiliary
tools for constructing the system of particles, see Figure 1 (iv). As a postprocessing step,
a morphological closing is performed to mimic the effect of binder, see Figure 1 (v). A 3D
4
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Figure 1: 2D sketch showing the individual steps of the stochastic microstructure model proposed in
[2]. (i) Decomposition of the sampling window into convex polytopes. (ii) Construction of a connectivity
graph. (iii) Modeling of particles according to the constraints given by the connectivity graph. (iv)
The auxiliary tools are deleted. (v) A morphological closing is performed to mimic the effect of binder.
Reprinted from [2], with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 2: Left: CT image. Right: Simulated structure using the calibrated stochastic model.

comparison of tomographic image data and a corresponding model realization is shown
in Figure 2.
3

Numerical methods

The governing equations of the electrochemical model are separated into six smaller
initial-boundary-value-problems (IBVPs). The focus is on the coupling of those six different IBVPs in anode, cathode and electrolyte for both lithium ion concentration and
electric potential. The coupling by the non-linear Butler-Volmer equations is solved using
iteration. The convergence order of the domain decomposition algorithm is one.
Next the immersed interface method (IIM) is introduced for both the time-independent
Poisson equation and the time-dependent diffusion equation. For the solution finite difference stencils and implicit Runge-Kutta schemes may be applied. Methods with convergence order two, four and six can be defined for the periodic Poisson equation and the
periodic diffusion equation.
Assume that the diffusion equation is given on an arbitrary domain Λ. Then a discretization in time with an implicit Euler method with time step size τ and in space with
a symmetric finite difference stencil with discretization width h results in the equation
(Ih + τ ∆h )ch = čh ,
5
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where ch and čh denote the concentration field for the current and previous timestep,
respectively, and Ih and ∆h denote the discrete unit tensor and the discrete Laplacian
operator, a finite difference stencil of second order. This equation is extended to include
additional jump variables gh on the boundary ∂Λ that allow for an embedding of the
equation onto a larger cuboid domain Ω,

   
Ih + τ ∆ h Ψ
ch
č
= h ,
(9)
D
Ih
gh
fh
where fh denotes arbitrary Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Λ ⊂ Ω. The matrices
Ψ and D are called projection matrix and differentation matrix, respectively. In special
cases they equal finite difference stencils and represent discretized delta distributions. The
enlarged block system is then reduced by Schur’s complement to


Ih − D(Ih + τ ∆h )−1 Ψ = fh − D(Ih + τ ∆h )−1 čh .
(10)

This allows for an efficient numerical solution as the number of variables is significantly
reduced. Given a regular voxel mesh discretization with width h, the number of degrees of
freedom inside Λ is in the order of O( h13 ), while the number of degrees of freedom on the
boundary domain ∂Λ is in O( h12 ). A second-order formulation for the immersed interface
methods can be given.
The mechanical subproblem is solved and discretized on the same grid and linearized.
The linear system is then solved with either a conjugate-gradient method for the linearelastic problem or a Neumann fixed-point method if the non-linear plastification model is
used. As a pre-conditioner, an operator representing a reference material with constantcoefficients is applied using Fast-Fourier methods [12].
4

Numerical examples

For validation of the method, a typical academic example as presented in other work [7,
11] is chosen. Figure 3 shows the lithium-ion concentration and corresponding stress
invariants in an anode spherical particle with diameter 10 µm in radial direction during
different states of charge. As the particle is spherical, no difference along tangential
directions of the particle is observed and the properties only vary along the radial direction.
While the Von-Mises stress maximum is situated in the outer shell of the particle, a local
maximum of the hydrostatic stress is located in the center of the particle, compare to
corresponding results in [13, 7, 6]. There, single particles without enwrapping electrolyte
are discussed. Here, in the presented results, the increasing stress at the outer shell of
the particle is due to the pressure of the enwrapping electrolyte, which is modeled as an
incompressible fluid. Appropriate models for the electrolyte as well as periodic mechanical
boundary conditions are open for discussion.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the lithium-ion concentration and stress invariants
in two different microstructures of anode material charged with C-rate 1 at 40% state
of charge. In the top row, a tomographic image is depicted, while in the bottom row
a realization of the calibrated stochastic microstructure model is shown. The electrode
6
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Figure 3: Radial-symmetric solution of (i) lithium-ion concentration and (ii) hydrostatic stress and
von-Mises stress in a spherical particle for states of charge 40%, 55% (dashed) and 70% (dotted).

Figure 4: Full-field solution of lithium-ion concentration, hydrostatic stress and von-Mises stress in both
tomographic (top) and simulated (bottom) microstructures.

7
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Figure 5: Comparison of the hydrostatic stress (left) and the von-Mises stress (right) for SOC=40% in
the thickness direction. Plotted is the mean as well as ±1 standard deviation.

structure is charged from top to bottom. Concentration gradients arising from uneven
interface current densities can be seen. The inner center of larger particles remains empty.
Maxima of hydrostatic stress occur together with maxima of the lithium-ion concentration.
Maxima of the von-Mises stress occur mainly at particle boundaries.
For a more thorough analysis, a total of 22 cutouts of tomographic image data and
20 simulated model realizations of the same size were chosen. These 42 examples of
anode microstructures were charged separately each with C-rate 1. Then the full-field
solution for both stress invariants was averaged along the second and third dimension
such that a spatial trend along the through-plane direction remains. Then for both,
tomographic image data and model realizations, the results were averaged and the mean
and standard deviation were calculated. Figure 5 shows the resulting curves and ±1
standard deviation. While boundary effects can be seen in both stress invariants, the
deviations between the computer tomography solution and the stochastically generated
structures are within the standard deviations. This shows that, except for the boundary
of the structure, mechanical properties are in good agreement between real and simulated
data. The differences at the boundary can be attributed to the fact that the solid volume
fraction is larger on the boundary than in the center for tomographic image data, while
this effect is not reproduced in the stochastic microstructure model.
Conclusions
A micromodel coupling lithium-ion diffusion to the electric potential, Butler-Volmer interface currents and linear elasticity is applied. Mechanical stresses resulting from strains
depending on the concentration are computed. Different microstructures are analyzed,
which, e.g., allows for a comparison of mechanical properties between tomographic image
data and simulated realizations of a stochastic microstructure model. Overall, a good
agreement was found. Moreover, the approach allows us to investigate morphological advantages with respect to mechanical properties. Depending on material parameters the
maximum C-rate and cycling effects can be evaluated. So far, the evaluation of maximum
8
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stress invariants inside the battery electrode particles allowed only for rough qualitative
prediction of time and point of failure. In the future, additional damage or fracture models will allow for a more precise prediction of the aging under realistic load cases. In
combination with stochastic microstructure modeling, a broad spectrum of virtual, but
realistic microstructures can be analyzed accordingly, and morphologies with preferable
mechanical properties can be identified.
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Abstract. A finite element description of variable core edge dislocations in the context of linear
elasticity is presented in this work. The approach followed is based on a thermal analogue and
the integral representation of dislocations through stresses. The objective of a variable core
defect concept is to eliminate the stress singularity experienced at the dislocation core. This is
accomplished assuming that the displacement discontinuity is achieved gradually over some
distance. To implement this concept in a finite element scheme, we first model purely rotational
crystal defects considering an appropriate pseudo-temperature distribution, which produces a
dislocation array of increasing width. Accordingly, we simulate a discrete edge dislocation of
linearly increasing width. This description of dislocation core is closer to experimental
observations and has a physically anticipated behaviour reproducing the Volterra dislocation
away from the core. Further, interactions of variable core dislocations with free boundaries and
coupled dislocation partials are investigated. In all cases, we recover the analytical solutions for
the stress distributions and the total strain energy.
1 INTRODUCTION
Dislocations are line defects of the crystal lattice with well-documented structure and motion
mechanisms. The understanding of dislocation mobility is essential in theories of plasticity,
fatigue, and fracture. In the past, several relatively simple geometries have been studied
analytically while complex configurations are nowadays tackled through fairly expensive
computational schemes. The main reason for this is that the elastic fields of a single Volterra
edge dislocation in classical elasticity break down at distances near the dislocation core and
lead to r 1 singularities [1]. Such stress singularities result in logarithmic singularities for the
total strain energy. Therefore, atomistic simulations are often used to model the phenomena
near the dislocation core.
In the context of classical linear elasticity, Lubarda and Markenscoff [2] have presented a
variable core model (or disclinated dislocation model) that eliminates the stress singularity at
the core. This is accomplished assuming that the displacement discontinuity is achieved
gradually over some distance that corresponds to the dislocation core. Alternatively, the
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variable core dislocation is modelled as a doublet of two wedge disclinations before the limit
between them is taken to zero [3]. These rotational crystal defects are also important for the
mechanical properties of materials while the disclination concept is convenient for modelling
purposes [4, 5].
In the present work we extend our methodology for the implementation of edge dislocations
in finite elements [6-8]. As a first-step study, we consider a single wedge disclination lying in
an infinite isotropic medium. This defect can be easily incorporated in this framework by
selecting a suitable thermal distribution, which produces a dislocation array of increasing width.
The derived full field results are in accordance with the theoretical expressions, provided by
deWit [9].
Accordingly, we implement the concept of an edge dislocation of variable width. The
simplest displacement distribution is a linear increase along the positive y-axis. In a more
general context any nonlinear increase of the displacement discontinuity may be also
interesting. In dislocation theory, this variable displacement discontinuity represents a
Somigliana dislocation. Moreover, this core description is closer to experimental observations
[10]. Away from the core it has a physically anticipated behaviour reproducing the Volterra
dislocation. The produced expression for the dislocation strain energy is bounded and thus can
be used as a measure of convergence, which is not the case in the description of Volterra edge
dislocations. Then, we study interactions of variable core dislocations in more complex
configurations; a variable core dislocation near a free boundary, interaction of coupled
dislocation partials in an infinite medium. In all cases, we recover the analytical results of Gars
and Markenscoff [11] for the stress distributions and the total strain energy. Other attempts to
eliminate dislocation singularities have been reported in the framework of generalized
continuum theories [12, 13]. However, it is still unclear how these solutions can be implemented
in numerical codes and whether they will be computationally more efficient than the present
method.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 A discrete wedge disclination in an infinite domain
We consider an elastic solid under plane strain conditions   zz  



0 .
zy
zx
zy
zx
The components of the stress tensor  ij must obey the equilibrium conditions, which in a
Cartesian coordinate system read as
 xx  yx
  0,
x
y

 xy
x

 yy
  0,
y

(1)

and the components of the linear strain tensor  ij must meet the local compatibility condition
 2 yy
x2

2

 2 xy
xy



 2 xx

0.
y 2

(2)

In a simply connected region, the local compatibility condition (Eq. (2)) is sufficient to ensure
continuity and single-valuedness of the displacement field. However, in multiply-connected
domains, additional global compatibility conditions must be applied. As discussed by Mindlin
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[14] these are expressed in the form of line integrals as

 d

z

 0,

 dux 0,
 du y 0.

(3)

1  u y ux 


 is the rotation vector, and  ux , u y  the displacement components. In
2  x y 
general, it is not necessary physically that the displacement is single-valued in a multiplyconnected region, in which case translational and rotational defects are allowed as follows

z
where

 d

z


 z ,  dux 
bx ,  du y 
by .

(4)

The first condition in Eq. (4) describes a wedge disclination of Frank vector  z (Fig. 1) while
the second and third give the two types of edge dislocations [1].
y

Ωz

x

R

Figure 1: A hollow-core wedge disclination with Frank vector  z .

The conditions of Eq. (4) may be expressed as line integrals on the derivatives of the strain
components, or employing the constitutive law, connect the discontinuities with stress
components [15].
Following our previous studies on the finite element analysis of dislocations [6-8], we utilize
an auxiliary problem of an anisotropic thermoelastic medium with cubic symmetry along the x
and y direction. Considering a thermal distribution   x, y  , the constitutive relations between
strains and stresses are
1 
E
1 

yy
E


xx

 xx   xx   yy     x 1    ,


 yy   xx   yy     y 1   ,




xy

1
 xy ,
2

(5)

where a x and a y are the thermal expansion coefficients in the x and y direction respectively.
Using these constitutive expressions and expressing Michell’s conditions (Eq. (4)) in terms
of stress components, we introduce a way to produce translational and rotational defects through
appropriate thermal distribution schemes. After a few manipulations (see also [7]), Eq. (4) take
the form
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 z  1    
    ds ,
  n 

 

 


 1    
bx 
1    

   y y n   x x s  ds , by 
   y y s   x x n  ds ,

(6)

where n and s are the normal and tangential vectors at any point of a closed contour that
surrounds the defects.
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Figure 2: Thermal distribution for the implementation of a wedge disclination to finite elements.

Next, we need to find appropriate thermal distributions to individually create discrete
defects. The description of edge dislocations is provided in [7] whereas the plane wedge
disclination is modeled as a dislocation array of increasing width. Indeed, the Frank vector is
related to the Burgers vector as bx  y  z . To implement this defect, we assume an orthogonal
mesh where the element dimensions are hx and hy and assign the following distribution on a
strip of nodes as shown in Fig. 2

y T ,

x
0,
y  0,

x  hx
  y T
,
hx

 hx  x  0,

h x
  y T x
,
hx

0  x  hx ,

  0,

everywhere else.

y  0,

(7)
y  0,

This thermal variation produces a wedge disclination as follows
z  1    x T hx y .

(8)

It is noted that, according to Hirth and Lothe [1], disclinations are not met as discrete defects in
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metal crystals since the induced displacement by these defects are unbounded at infinity.
2.2 Variable core edge dislocations
In order to eliminate the stress singularity that arises at the core of discrete edge dislocations,
Lubarda and Markenscoff have introduced a variable core edge dislocation [2]. This model
assumes that the displacement discontinuity bx is achieved gradually over some distance ρ
(core radius). The defect is essentially produced by the superposition of solutions for two wedge
disclinations. A convenient thermal distribution for the implementation of this defect in finite
elements is depicted in Fig. 3 and given as [7]

 y
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0 y ,


x 0,


 y

T x  hx
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 hx

 hx  x  0 ,

0 y ,


 y

T hx  x
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 hx
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(9)
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Figure 3: Thermal distribution for the implementation of a variable core edge dislocation into finite elements.

The thermal distribution of Eq. (9) produces a dislocation array of increasing width in the
region 0  y   for x  0 .
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3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we study various configurations where analytical solutions exist in order to
examine the accuracy of the proposed methodology.
3.1 Single wedge disclination in an infinite domain
The first geometry studied is that of a discrete wedge disclination in an infinite domain. The
defect is considered to lie along the y-axis, as described in Fig. 2. In the case of isotropic linear
elastic materials, the full-field expressions for the stress components are given as [3, 9]
 xx

 xy

 z 
 z 
y2
x2
 
 

 ln r  2 
 ,  yy
 ln r  2 
,
2 1    
1  2 
2 1    
1  2 
r
r

(10)

  z xy
 z 
 
,


 zz 
 2 ln r 
,
2 1    
1  2 
2 1    r 2

where r is the radial distance from the origin and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
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Figure 4: The normalized normal stress fields a)  xx bx and b)  xy bx for a wedge disclination in an infinite
isotropic medium. The isocontours range is  0.10  0.10  Pa/m .

To model this defect a rectangular domain consisting of about 80,000 4-noded quadrilateral
plane strain elements was created in ABAQUS [16]. In Table 1, the elastic constants of the
material assigned in all problems are provided. It is noted that the thermal expansion
coefficients are not the physical ones but take apparent values suitable for computations, since
there is no actual temperature field in the problem. In Fig. 4 the numerical results for the normal
stress  xx and the shear stress  xy are compared to the corresponding analytical solution (Eq.
(10)). We observe that the numerical response (left part of each figure) practically coincides
with the exact solution near the disclination tip and gradually deviates from it as we move closer
to the edge of the analysis domain. The produced response is overall satisfying showing the
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robustness of the method.
Table 1: Elastic constants of tungsten [1].

Crystal
W

c11
(1010 Pa)
52.10

c12
(1010 Pa)
20.10

c44
(1010 Pa)
16.00

H
(1010 Pa)
0.00

A
1.00

μ
(1010 Pa)
16.00

Ε
(1010 Pa)
38.97

ν
0.218

3.2 Discrete edge variable core dislocation in an infinite domain
Next, we examine a variable core edge dislocation lying in an infinite linear elastic isotropic
domain. The expression for the shear stress along the x-axis is written as [17]
 xy  x,0  

bx

x
.
2 1   x   2

(11)

2

Accordingly, the total strain energy within a large radius R around the center of the defect is
[17]
 bx2
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Figure 5: a) Comparison of numerical results with analytical solution for the variation of shear stress  xy for an
edge dislocation of different variable cores. b) Normalized strain energy variation for various core radii ρ.

To study numerically this configuration, we use the same rectangular mesh as before
consisting of about 80,000 quadrilateral plane strain elements without any special refinement
in the core region. Using a thermal distribution as shown in Fig. 3, we model discrete variable
core dislocations of different core radii. The numerical results for the shear stress along the xaxis are compared to the exact solution in Fig. 5a. It is clear that the numerical prediction is in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction and the stress field is bounded in all cases.
Further, it is observed that as the variable core becomes smaller, the maximum stress is
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increased and the overall behaviour approaches that of a Volterra edge dislocation. On the other
hand, as the variable core length increases (soft metals), the peak stress reported is lower.
Moreover, the total strain energy for dislocations of various core lengths is plotted in Fig.
5b, where

  2 1   . The trend observed in this graph is that the total strain energy is

reduced as the variable core length increases. The numerical solution reproduces this response
although a constant mismatch from the analytical prediction is noted. In Eq. (12), it is shown
that the exact result for the total strain energy depends on the domain of calculation (value of
radius R). In the finite element implementation of the problem, the contour that surrounds the
defect is not a perfect circle since the mesh created is rectangular. Hence, the total strain energy
was underestimated by a constant error of ~2%.
3.3 Discrete (single) edge variable core dislocation near a free surface

An extension of the problem studied in the previous section is to consider a variable core
dislocation lying at a distance h from a free surface, as shown in Fig. 6.

y

h

bx , ρ
x

Figure 6: Geometry of a variable core edge dislocation near a free surface.

The shear stress in the glide plane is obtained through superposition of the stress field
induced by a variable core dislocation in an infinite domain and a correction field in order to
satisfy the boundary conditions at the half-space as follows [11]
 xy  x, 0    xy  x, 0    xyfs  x, 0  


4h    3h  x
b x
x

 2 x 2   bx   2

2
2
x 
x 2     2h 
 x     2h 






2
16h 2    2h  x 
.

2 3 
x 2     2h  


 
2

(13)



The total strain energy in this configuration is given as
E 
h,  

h  h  h  2  
ln 1   
.
2     2  h   2 

 bx2  

(14)

We note that Eq. (14) is not dependent on any integration radius R.
To analyze numerically this geometry, a mesh of 68,000 quadrilateral plane strain elements
was prepared without any refinement near the core or near the free surface. First, defects of
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different core widths were placed at a same distance from the free surface, h  10bx . The results
for the stress distribution along the glide plane are reported in Fig. 7a. For the selected distance
from the free surface, the results show only a small deviation from the infinite medium case
(Fig. 5a). The differences are more noticeable as the defect approaches the free surface  h  0 
while the infinite medium solution is recovered as h   .
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σxy
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μ bx2
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Figure 7: a) Comparison of the shear stress variation predicted by the proposed methodology to the analytical
solution for dislocations of different core radii ρ lying at a distance h  10 bx in tungsten. b) Normalized strain
energy variation for different core lengths ρ and distances from the free surface h.

Then, the total strain energy is calculated for four different core lengths and various distances
from the free surface (Fig. 7b). Overall, the numerical results match very well with the
analytical solution. The total strain energy is minimum when the defect is placed close to the
free surface and increases monotonically as the distance h becomes larger approaching
asymptotically the corresponding solution for infinite medium as h   (see Fig. 5b).
3.4 Dissociated edge variable core dislocation in an infinite domain

The last geometry investigated assumes two variable core dislocation partials separated by
a distance 2 lying in an isotropic infinite medium (Fig. 8). In general, the two partials may
have both edge and screw components, have different Burgers vectors and core radii. The
general solution of this problem is provided in [11]. For simplicity, we initially consider two
partials having only edge components, with bx1  bx 2   bx and  1    2    . In this case, the
shear stress along the glide plane is given as

 xy  x, 0 



x
x

.

2
2

2 1     x       x      

 bx2

Also, the total strain energy reads as
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E  Es  Ei  Esf ,




 e1 2 R 
 bx2
R
Es 
ln 
ln 


 , Esf 2  ,
 , Ei
2
2 1    2  
2 1   
4 2   1    2 



 bx2



(16)



where Es is the energy of a single dislocation, Ei is the interaction energy of the two partials,
and Esf is the stacking fault energy where   500 mJ m 2 for tungsten [18]. We note that the
total strain energy is dependent on an integration radius R.
y

(1)

bx , ρ

(2)

(1)

bx , ρ

(2)

x

2

Figure 8: A dissociated variable core edge dislocation in an isotropic infinite medium.
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Figure 9: a) Shear stress distributions  xy for a) various core radii  1   2  and a dissociation distance





2  10bx , b) various core ratios  1   2  and dissociation distance 2 .

For the implementation of this geometry to finite elements, a rectangular mesh of 80,000
quadrilateral plane strain elements is used. Both defects are implemented based on the thermal
distribution of Eq. (9) and Fig. 3. In Fig. 9, the shear stress distribution along the glide plane is
given for dislocations of various core radii and a constant dissociation distance   5 bx . It is
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observed that the maximum shear stress diminishes as the core radius is increased. In addition,
we investigate the problem for dislocation partials that have different core lengths  1    2





and various dissociations distances. In this case, the analytical expression is obtained through
superposition of Eq. (15) for the two defects. The results of this investigation are given in Fig.
9b. It is shown that as the dissociation distance decreases, the maximum shear stress increases,
when the core radii are kept constant. As   0 , the response obtained is that of a single
variable core dislocation in infinite medium (Fig. 5a). In all cases, the exact solution is very
well recovered from the numerical method.
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Figure 10: Normalized strain energy variation for different core ratios  1   2 and dissociation distance 2 .

Further, the total strain energy was calculated for the same pair of different core partials and
various dissociation distances (Fig. 10). We observe that the total strain energy decreases as the
dissociation distance increases until a bounded minimum is reached for  bx  3 . Then, the
stacking fault energy term becomes dominant over the other two terms of Eq. (16) so that the
total strain energy monotonically increases as the dissociation distance of the partials becomes
1
2
larger. Also, the response is augmented as the core radii ratio       increases.
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study a finite element approach to analyze disclinations and variable core dislocations
was presented. The approach followed is based on the implementation of a thermoelastic
problem. The applications investigated were restricted to isotropic cases as the objective was to
benchmark the method against known analytical solutions. However, the scheme can be readily
extended to study anisotropic crystals.
In all cases, the elastic fields produced by the finite element method were in good accordance
with the theoretical expressions of and the maximum stress values are verified. The results of
this work are expected to be useful in the analysis of plastic yield strength, giving quantitative
results regarding the influence of thin film constraints and dislocation partials interaction.
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Abstract. A constitutive model to predict the plastic and elasto-damage mechanisms of
unidirectional ﬁber reinforced polymer plies is presented. The model predicts plastic strain
accumulation and uses continuum damage mechanics to model the stiﬀness degradation
accompanied by strain hardening behavior.
In this work an existing model is reformulated with focus on thermodynamic consistency, while maintaining the simple calibration procedure by commonly established
experiments, particularly for the coupling of plasticity and damage. The internal damage
and plasticity variables evolve according to mutually independent nominal and eﬀective
stress–strain curves, respectively. The constitutive rate equations are integrated numerically using an implicit scheme, which ensures that the consistency conditions are satisﬁed
throughout the deformation process.
The anisotropic evolution of damage and plastic variables is calibrated to experimental
data, obtained for transverse compressive and in–plane-shear loadings. The predictive
capabilities of the proposed constitutive model are demonstrated on a single element
under homogeneous combined compressive and in–plane shear strain loading conditions.

1

Introduction

Due to their high strength and stiﬀness to weight ratios, laminates made of unidirectional
ﬁber reinforced polymer (FRP) plies are becoming increasingly popular in aeronautics
and aerospace industries. To support their design process by numerical analysis tools,
models for the mechanical response of such plies are required. Common models assume
linear elastic behavior and assess the prevailing ply stresses by so-called ﬁrst ply failure
criteria. However, there are ply failure modes, that do not lead to immediate laminate
failure and can be tolerated to some extent. Those modes are related primarily to the
matrix material and correspond to its cracking and plastic yielding. To utilize the full
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potential of FRP laminates, nonlinear ply constitutive models for such phenomena are
desired to provide reliable predictions beyond the limits of linear elasticity.
In order to account for the gradually decreasing ply stiﬀness due to phenomena featuring brittle characteristics, models based on continuum damage mechanics have been
developed [1, 2]. Most of them give reliable predictions, at least when the plies are loaded
by transverse tensile stresses. However, in the presence of pronounced shear stresses in
the ply, strains, that cannot be recovered after unloading, play an increasing role [3].
To incorporate this type of eﬀects, constitutive models that combine continuum damage
mechanics and plasticity theory have been developed [4, 5].
In the present work the hardening formulation of the constitutive ply model developed
in [4, 5] is reformulated and extended. The extension aims at an concise mathematical
formulation and a precise calibration for the anisotropic evolution of damage and plasticity
by commonly established experiments.
2

Constitutive model

In order to predict the response of laminated composites, it is common to combine a
constitutive law formulated at the ply level with lamination theory, which links overall
deformations of the laminate to the individual ply strains. To achieve reliable predictions
beyond the limits of linear elasticity, non-linear ply behavior has to be considered. The
following considerations apply to plies made of unidirectional ﬁber reinforced polymers
that are embedded in a laminate and with plane stress states. The material behavior of
the pristine plies is taken to be transversely isotropic and linear elastic. Following the
reasoning from the original constitutive model, proposed by [4, 5, 6], the non–linearities
are caused mainly by stiﬀness degradation and accumulation of unrecoverable strains.
The stiﬀness degradation is attributed to matrix cracking, ﬁber matrix debonding and
progressive ﬁber failure. The corresponding strains are modeled as being recoverable upon
unloading. Thus, stiﬀness degradation is modeled by an elasto-damage model that consists
of two parts. The ﬁrst one deals with stiﬀness degradation due to distributed, matrix
dominated phenomena and is accompanied by strain hardening behavior. The second one
deals with stiﬀness degradation triggered by localized matrix dominated as well as ﬁber
related phenomena and is accompanied by strain softening behavior. The original model
introduces some damage variable d1 to model ﬁber failure and some damage variables d2
and d3 to model matrix related damage. The present work proposes a reformulation of
the hardening behavior for the matrix related phenomena and uses the formulations for
ﬁber failure and the softening behavior from the original model.
The accumulation of unrecoverable strains is attributed to the formation of microscopic
areas with inelastically deformed matrix material. The unrecoverable strains are referred
to as plastic strains, since their evolution is described by a plasticity model. The reformulated plasticity model uses the hypothesis of total energy equivalence to express the
plastic evolution equations in terms of eﬀective variables, which can be determined from
the damage formulation. The hypothesis of total energy equivalence postulates that the
mechanical behavior of a damaged material in a damaged state can be derived from the
equivalent material in a ﬁctitious undamaged state, by replacing the state variables by
2
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the corresponding eﬀective state variables [7]. Therefore, the relation between the damage and the plasticity formulation is determined by the eﬀective variables and no further
assumptions have to be made.
To assure thermodynamic consistency, the constitutive model is formulated in the
framework of thermodynamics of irreversible processes. Consequently, the irreversible
damage and plastic yield process is described by a sequence of equilibrium states, which
are characterized by a number of internal state variables.
2.1

Internal state variables

Internal damage variables. In the following the internal damage variables characterizing the stiﬀness degradation are introduced. The stiﬀness degradation is treated by the
compliance tensor of the damaged material


d2
d3
C(d) = I +
D2 +
D3 C0 ,
(1)
1 − d2
1 − d3
where C0 is the initial undamaged compliance tensor and I the fourth order symmetric
identity tensor. The damage variables d2 and d3 and their corresponding fourth order
damage eﬀect tensors D2 and D3 are introduced to model two distinct types of damage.
The damage variable d2 corresponds to the formation of microcracks, eventually leading to
mode A and B fracture, predicted by the Puck fracture criterion [8], whereas the damage
variable d3 corresponds to the formation of microcracks leading to mode C fracture. In
order to capture the anisotropic stiﬀness degradation, the damage eﬀect tensors D2 and
D3 are formulated by recourse to a micromechanics method, as described in [4]. Since the

T
vector of damage variables d = d2 d3 depends on the thermodynamic state, which
also depends on the other internal state variables, they are given by their rate form,
ḋ = λd D ,

(2)

and cannot be determined explicitly. The rate depends on the consistency parameter λd ,
to be deﬁned. The vector


sin(θ)
1 − sin(θ
max )
D=
(3)
sin(θ)
sin(θmax )

determines the ratio between the rates of d2 and d3 and depends on the fracture angle θ
and the maximum fracture angle θmax , calculated by the Puck fracture criterion [8]. The
deﬁnition of the internal damage variables naturally leads to the deﬁnition of the eﬀective
stress
σ̃ = ξ(d)σ ,
(4)
with the stress tensor σ and the scalar function
ξ(d) =

1 − d 2 d3
,
(1 − d2 )(1 − d3 )

which follows from the micromechanics method, as given in [4].
3
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Plastic strain. To model unrecoverable strains, the corresponding internal state variables and their ﬂow rule are introduced. Assuming an additive decomposition of the total
strain tensor
ε = εe + εp
(6)
into elastic strain εe and plastic strain εp , the plastic strain itself plays the role of an
internal state variable. In this work, its evolution is deﬁned in terms of eﬀective variables,
with the eﬀective plastic strain deﬁned as
ε̃p =

1 p
ε .
ξ(d)

(7)

The corresponding rate equation
ε̇p = ξ(d) λp

∂fp (σ̃, Ã)
,
∂ σ̃

(8)

is given similar to an associated ﬂow rule, where fp is the yield condition in eﬀective
variables, Ã are the eﬀective yield strengths and λp is the plastic consistency parameter,
to be deﬁned.
Internal hardening variables. In order to control the plastic evolution process the
vector of internal hardening variables
 
ã22
ã =
(9)
ã12
is introduced. The variable ã22 can be interpreted as the equivalent eﬀective plastic transverse normal strain and ã12 as the equivalent eﬀective plastic in–plane shear strain. They
can evolve independent of each other and thus allow an anisotropic hardening behavior.
The rate equation is given by
∂fp (σ̃, Ã)
ã˙ = −λp
.
(10)
∂ Ã
2.2

Initiation and evolution of damage and plasticity

The aim of the constitutive model is to establish a relation between stress rate and strain
rate for any given material state. Every thermodynamic equilibrium state is deﬁned by
its internal state variables, which in turn are functions of the yet unknown consistency
parameters λd and λp . In order calculate these, it is assumed that damage evolution and
plastic yielding only takes place, when certain states, identiﬁed by the damage and yield
conditions, are reached. The consistency parameters have to be chosen in a way that
these states are maintained throughout the damage and/or yield process.
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Figure 1: Damage-onset surface ∂fd and initial yield surface ∂fp .
Damage and yield conditions. In order to identify the states in which damage evolution and accumulation of plastic strains occur, the damage and yield conditions are
introduced. The damage condition fd is formulated according to the Puck fracture criterion [8], which can be calculated in a closed form under plane stress assumptions. The
corresponding damage surface
∂fd = {(σ, R) | fd (σ, R) = 0}

(11)

is depicted in stress space in Figure 1. Instead of using the maximum strengths, the
T
t
c
damage strengths R = (R22
, R22
, R12 ) are used to control the damage surface. The
subscripts 22 and 12 denote the corresponding stress components, whereas the superscripts
t and c denote either tensile or compressive loading. Initially the damage strengths take
the values of damage-onset strengths and then evolve according to the hardening laws, to
be deﬁned. This way the damage surface ∂fd may change its size and shape throughout
the deformation process.
The yield condition
2
σ̃ 2
σ̃22
fp (σ̃, Ã) = 12
+
−1 ,
(12)
Ã212 Ã222
is deﬁned in terms of the eﬀective stress σ̃ and the yield strengths Ã = (Ã22 , Ã12 )T and
is assumed to be independent of the eﬀective stress σ̃11 in ﬁber direction. The eﬀective
yield strengths Ã are chosen to be the maximum eﬀective normal stress under transverse
compressive loading and the maximum eﬀective shear stress under pure shear loading,
before further plastic yielding occurs. This way the center of the corresponding yield
surface


∂fp = (σ̃, Ã) | fp (σ̃, Ã) = 0
(13)

is ﬁxed, whereas the principal semi-axes change according to the yield strengths Ã.
The damage and yield conditions are deﬁned as non-positive functions, that have to be
zero if damage evolution and plastic yielding respectively occurs. This can be expressed
by the Kuhn-Tucker complementary conditions [9]
λd ≥ 0 ,
λp ≥ 0 ,

fd (σ, R) ≤ 0 ,
fp (σ̃, Ã) ≤ 0 ,
5
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Figure 2: Sketch of the hardening laws, which are ﬁtted to experimental data by supplying
the values at the points 0 to 3.
The actual values of the consistency parameters can then be determined by the consistency
conditions
λd f˙d (σ, R) = 0
λp f˙p (σ̃, Ã) = 0

if fd (σ, R) = 0
if fp (σ̃, Ã) = 0 .

(16)
(17)

Hardening laws. To allow the damage and yield surfaces to evolve during loading,
hardening laws for the damage strengths R and eﬀective yield strengths Ã, in dependence
of the internal state variables, are introduced. The hardening laws are deﬁned in a way
that they are able to reproduce the experimental data obtained from transverse tension,
transverse compression and pure shear loadings. To achieve that, exponential laws of the
form



22 and α = c, t
α el
Rij
for ij =
(18)
(εij ) = C1 + C2 exp −C3 εel
ij
12
Ãkl (ε̃pkl ) = C4 + C5 exp (−C6 ε̃pkl ) for kl = 22, 12 ,

(19)

are used for the hardening behavior. This enables to obtain stress–strain and eﬀective
stress–eﬀective strain curves, like the ones depicted in Figure 2. The experimental data
at the points 0 to 3 can be used to determine the constants C1 , C2 , C4 , C5 , whereas the
constants C3 , C6 facilitate the shape ﬁtting of the curves.
At this point the evolutions laws for the damage strengths R dependend on the strains
measured in the experiments. In order to establish a relation to the internal damage variables, the compliance tensor from equation (1) can be used with equation (18) to obtain
t
c
the expressions for R22
(d2 , d3 ), R22
(d3 ), R12 (d2 , d3 ), with direct dependence on the internal
damage variables. The damage hardening law is formulated under the assumption, that
the amount of damage fully characterizes the damage strength, independent of the actual
stress state. Additionally, we assume that the damage variable d2 , which is associated to
6
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c
mode A and B fracture, doesn’t inﬂuence the damage strength R22
. This is motivated
by d2 being related to cracks perpendicular to the transverse loading direction, which are
assumed to have no eﬀect on the integrity of the material under compressive loading.

2.3

Constitutive integration algorithm.

In order to use the constitutive model in a material subroutine for Finite Element computations, the stress, the internal state variables and the algorithmic consistent tangent
stiﬀness have to be provided for a given strain increment. Since there is no closed form solution that solves the governing rate equations while satisfying the consistency conditions,
a numerical integration scheme has to be used. In this work a semi-implicit integration
scheme is used, that assures that the consistency conditions are satisﬁed for the obtained
state. The algorithm calculates all variables implicitly, except for the fracture angle θ [8],
which is used to deﬁne the ratio between the rates of the damage variables d2 and d3 . To
reduce the computational complexity, the angle θ is calculated at the beginning of each
increment and subsequently kept constant.
Because the stress tensor has to be provided as an output variable of the material
subroutine and the damage and yield conditions depend on it, it is convenient to use
it as a dependent variable for the solution process. Consequently, its rate equation is
introduced before presenting the elastic predictor–inelastic corrector scheme, which is
used to solve for the admissible state.
Stress rate. In order to establish the relation between the damage condition, the yield
condition and the given strain rate, the relation between the stress rate and strain rate
has to be known. Using the compliance tensor from equation (1) and the additive decomposition of the total strain, from equation (6), the stress rate is given by


dC(d)σ
p
−1
σ̇ = C(d)
ḋ(λd ) .
ε̇ − ε̇ (λp ) −
(20)
dd
At this point the stress rate depends on the internal state variables, whose relations to the
strain rate are not given explicitly, but are expressed through the consistency parameters
λd and λp . It is the objective of the algorithm presented in the next paragraph to compute
these in a consistent way.
Elastic predictor – inelastic corrector scheme. A common approach for the integration of the constitutive rate equations is the predictor–corrector scheme. It uses an
implicit solution scheme, where the initial guess is determined by an explicit step. The
elastic predictor is driven by the strain increment and assumes the material state and
hence the internal state variables to be constant. This way, a trial stress is calculated,
which is used to evaluate the damage and yield condition. If either condition indicates
inelastic behavior, the inelastic corrector is used to return the stress state to the damage
and/or yield surface. According to the Kuhn-tucker complementary conditions, the scenarios of elastic unloading, pure plastic, pure damage and combined loading are possible.
7
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In the following the focus is on the combined loading, since the other inelastic loadings
can be obtained as special cases. In order to ﬁnd an admissible state for a given strain
increment, the rate equations for the stress and the internal state variables given in equations (20), (2), (8), (10) have to be integrated, while satisfying the consistency conditions.
Implicit time integration to solve for an admissible the inelastic corrector step leads to
the expression
⎛
⎞
n+1
p
CΔσ + dCσdd Δd + ξ(d) Δλp ∂f
∂ σ̃
⎜
⎟
Δd
−
Δλ
D
d
⎜
⎟
∂fp
⎜
⎟=0,
(21)
Δã + Δλp ∂ Ã
⎜
⎟
n+1
n+1
⎝
⎠
fd (σ , R )
fp (σ̃ n+1 , Ãn+1 )

where Δσ, Δd, Δã are the increments in the dependent variables, Δλd , Δλp are the increments in the consistency parameters and n denotes the time increment of the numerical
time integration scheme. Due to its complexity, the expression in equation (21) is iteratively solved by a Newton solver at the material subroutine level. The solution for
the increments of the consistency parameters Δλd and Δλp are then used to update the
internal state variables.
Algorithmic consistent tangent stiﬀness. In order to reach the desired convergence
properties of the global Newton solver, the correct computation of the algorithmic consistent tangent stiﬀness, given by
⎛

⎛

−λp ξ 2 ∂

2f

p (σ̃,Ã)
2

∂ σ̃
2
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜ λp ξ ∂ fp (σ̃,Ã)
⎜
�
� −1 ⎜
∂ Ã∂ σ̃
dCσ
⎜
J=⎜
⎜C(d) + −I 0 0 − dd 0 L ⎜ ξ ∂fp (σ̃,Ã)
∂ σ̃
⎜
⎜
⎝
⎝
0
∂fd (σ,R)
∂σ

⎞⎞−1
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

(22)

for the combined step, is important. It is computed at the end of each increment using
the auxiliary matrix
�
�
⎞
⎛
∂ 2 fp (σ̃,Ã) ∂ Ã
∂fp (σ̃,Ã)
∂ 2 fp (σ̃,Ã)
∂fp
dξ
0 ⎟
−λp dd ξ ∂ σ̃2 σ + ∂ σ̃
∂ σ̃
⎜ I −ξ λp ∂ σ̃∂ Ã ∂ã −ξ
⎟
⎜
2
⎟
⎜
∂ 2 fp (σ̃,Ã) ∂ Ã
∂fp (σ̃,Ã)
dξ ∂ fp (σ̃,Ã)
⎟
⎜0 λp
+
I
λ
σ
0
p
2
∂ã
dd
∂ Ã
∂ Ã
∂ Ã∂ σ̃
⎟ (23)
L=⎜
∂fp (σ̃,Ã) ∂ Ã
⎟
⎜
dξ ∂fp (σ̃,Ã)
⎟
⎜0
0
σ
0
∂ã
dd
∂ σ̃
∂ Ã
⎟
⎜
⎝0
0
0
I
−D⎠
∂fd (σ,R) dR
0
0
0
0
∂R
dd
and the second order identity tensor I.
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Figure 3: Experimental results [6] and hardening laws for transverse compression (left)
and in-plane shear (right).
3

Application

The proposed model is implemented in a user subroutine UMAT for the Finite Element
Software ABAQUS/Standard 2017 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA). To assess the capaR
bilities of the model, its prediction for the material system Cycom
977-2-35/40-12KHTS134-300, in the following referred to as Cycom977, is studied for a single element simulation
with homogeneous loading conditions.
3.1

Calibration of material data

The hardening laws from equations (18), (19) have to calibrated by recourse to experimental data for transverse tensile, transverse compressive and pure shear loadings. In
the context of this work only the compressive and shear loadings are considered. The
calibration for the Cycom977 material is performed by stress–strain curves from [6] for a
0◦ -ply under transverse compression and a ±45◦ -laminate under tension [6], depicted in
Figure 3. The tensile loading of the ±45◦ -laminate leads to a predominant shear stress in
the ply principal axes and the obtained data can hence be used for the hardening law for
shear loading.
In order to calibrate the plastic evolution, the hardening laws of the yield strengths
Ã have to be determined. This is done by using the unloading curves to calculate the
compliance and, consequently, the value of the damage variables at the according points.
The damage variables provide a relation to determine the eﬀective stress from the stress
measured in the experiment. The resulting hardening laws are depicted in Figure 3.
3.2

Results

In the following, the results for a test case are presented. To induce damage evolution
and plastic yielding simultaneously, a radial in-plane shear and compressive normal strain
is applied. The initial damage and yield surfaces and the predicted stress path are shown
in Figure 4. The ply behavior is linear elastic until it reaches the initial yield surface ∂fp
9
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Figure 4: Initial damage surface ∂fd , initial yield surface ∂fp and stress path under
combined compressive and in–plane shear loading.
at an applied strain of γ12 = 0.014 and ε22 = −0.0023 at point 1. The incipient plastic
yielding leads to a kink in the stress path, resulting in a higher ratio of compressive stress
to shear stress. The plastic yielding continues until it reaches the inital damage surface
∂fd at an applied strain of γ12 = 0.075 and ε22 = −0.0125 at point 2. The subsequent
evolution comprises plastic yielding as well as damage accumulation.
In the following, the damage model is examined in more detail. The evolution of the
damage variables d2 , d3 , and the in–plane shear stress for the same load case is depicted
in Figure 5. The response is linear elastic until the applied strain reaches the value of
γ12 = 0.014 and ε22 = −0.0023. At 84 MPa, damage is initiated under mode B and the
damage variable d2 increases. Due to the fact, that the damage surface evolves according
to the damage variables, also the boundary, distinguishing mode B and mode C, changes.
In this case the loading leads to a change from mode B to mode C, where also the damage
variable d3 accumulates.

Figure 5: Shear stress and damage evolution under compressive, in–plane shear loading.

10
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4

Conclusion

A constitutive model for plastic and elasto–damage mechanisms of ﬁber reinforced polymer plies is presented. It models the matrix dominated failure mechanisms and uses
internal damage and plastic state variables to describe the stiﬀness degradation and accumulation of plastic strains. The governing constitutive rate equations are integrated using
a semi-implicit integration scheme, while certain damage and yield conditions are satisﬁed.
The anisotropic evolution of damage and plastic variables is calibrated to experimental
data obtained for compressive and in–plane-shear loading.
The predictive capabilities of the proposed model are shown for a test case under
homogeneous loading conditions. The result shows that the model is able to predict the
simultaneous evolution of diﬀerent damage variables and plastic strains.
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Discontinuous Galerkin methods
Abstract. A discontinuous Galerkin formulation for the mechanical behaviour of Variable Angle Tow multi-layered composite plates is presented. The starting point of the
formulation is the strong form of the governing equations, which are obtained by means
of the Principle of Virtual Displacement, the Generalized Unified Formulation and the
Equivalent Single Layer assumption for the mechanical behaviour of the whole assembly.
To obtain the corresponding discontinuous Galerkin formulation, an auxiliary flux variable is introduced and the governing equations are rewritten as a first-order system of
partial differential equations. To link neighbouring mesh elements, suitably defined numerical fluxes are introduced and an Interior Penalty discontinuous Galerkin formulation
is obtained and presented. hp-convergence analyses for straight-fiber composite plates
and a comparison with the results available in the literature for variable angle tow plates
show the accuracy of the proposed formulation as well as the computational savings in
terms of overall degrees of freedom.

1

INTRODUCTION

Classically, laminated fiber-reinforced composite plates are made of a sequence of layers
of unidirectional long fibers, which are conveniently oriented, stacked and bonded together
to obtain one or more desired properties in the final assembly [1]. The current advancements in materials manufacturing, and more specifically in fiber placement technology,
now allow to spatially control and continuously vary the orientation of the fibers within
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each layer of the laminate. Laminated composite structures obtained by employing this
process are referred to as Variable Angle Tow (VAT) composite structures. VAT composite
plates have shown superior mechanical properties in terms of static response [2], buckling
and post-buckling behavior [3, 4, 5], thanks to the possibility to optimize the spatial variation of the fibers [6] alongside the stacking sequence and the layers’ thickness. However,
despite the enhanced flexibility in terms of design parameters, VAT composites display an
inherent in-plane variable and through-the-thickness heterogeneous structure. Therefore,
their analysis and design are generally more complex than straight-fiber composites and
generally require the aid of numerical models.
In this work, a discontinuous Galerkin (dG) formulation for the mechanical behaviour
of VAT composite plates is presented. With respect to classical finite element approaches,
dG formulations have the advantage of being more flexible when complex geometries are
considered and/or when hierarchical meshes are needed [7]. The formulation is based on
the strong form of the governing equations for VAT plates, which are obtained starting
from the Principle of Virtual Displacement (PVD) for each layer [8, 9] and adopting the
Generalized Unified Formulation (GUF) in combination with the Equivalent Single Layer
(ESL) assumption for the through-the-thickness behavior of the plate assembly [10, 11].
Following Arnold et al. [12], the corresponding dG formulation is obtained by defining an
auxiliary flux variable and by rewriting the governing equations as a first-order system of
partial differential equations, which are then stated in weak sense over each mesh element.
By introducing suitably defined numerical fluxes at the boundary of the mesh elements,
the numerical model for the whole plate domain is retrieved and an Interior Penalty (IP)
discontinuous Galerkin formulation is obtained and discussed.
The proposed formulation is first tested with straight-fiber composite plates and the
results of the hp-convergence analyses on a Cartesian grid allow to assess the accuracy
of the approach for a specific selection of the penalty parameters. Then the formulation
is employed to compute the mechanical response of a variable angle tow composite plate
and the results are compared with those available in the literature showing a satisfactory
accuracy as well as noticeable savings in terms of degrees of freedom of the overall system.
2

BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Let us consider a generic VAT composite plate referred to a global reference system
x1 x2 x3 as shown in Fig.(1). The plate occupies the domain V and its boundary is denoted
by ∂V ≡ S = Sl ∪ St ∪ Sb , where Sl is the lateral surface of the plate and St and Sb are
the top and bottom surfaces, which are assumed to lie parallel to the x1 x2 plane at the
heights x3 = τt and x3 = τb , respectively. It follows that the thickness τ of the plate is
τ = τt − τb . The plate consists of N VAT layers and the generic -th layer is identified


by the bottom and top faces lying at the heights x3 = τt and x3 = τb , respectively.
−1

= τb , ∀ = 2, . . . , N . Moreover, the
The layers are stacked in such a way that τt
-th VAT layer is characterized by a fiber orientation θ that is a function of the spatial
coordinates x1 and x2 , i.e. θ = θ (x1 , x2 ), which leads to a specific layer’s constitutive
behavior as discussed in Sec.(2.1).

2
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a laminated composite plate made of VAT layers.
In the next sections, u = {u1 , u2 , u3 }, b = {b1 , b2 , b3 }, t = {t1 , t2 , t3 } denote the
displacements field, the volume forces and the surface tractions, respectively, and γ =
{γ11 , γ22 , γ33 , γ23 , γ13 , γ12 } and σ = {σ11 , σ22 , σ33 , σ23 , σ13 , σ12 } denote the strain and the
stress fields in Voigt notation, respectively. Moreover, quantities referred to the -th layer
will be denoted using the superscript .
2.1

VAT layer’s constitutive behavior

The generic -th layer of the VAT plate is assumed to be made of a linear elastic material, whose mechanical properties continuously vary as a function of the spatial variables
x1 and x2 in terms of the local orientation of the fibers θ (x1 , x2 ), which defines a local
reference system x
1 x
2 x
3 as shown in Fig.(1). It is worth underlining that the x
3 direction
of x
1 x
2 x
3 is aligned with the x3 direction of the plate reference system. In this local
reference system, the layer’s material is assumed to be orthotropic and the stress-strain
  = 
  , where 
relation is modelled using the relation σ
c γ
c is the 6 × 6 elasticity
coefficients matrix. When referred to the plate reference system x1 x2 x3 , the stress-strain
relationship becomes
σ  = c γ  ,
(1)


 
where σ  = T −1
σ  , γ  = T −1
γ  , c = T −1
c T γ (θ ) and T σ (θ )
σ (θ )
γ (θ )
σ (θ )
and T γ (θ ) are suitably defined transformation matrices [1] that in this case depend on
the spatial position given by x1 and x2 .

2.2

Generalized unified theories for VAT composite plates

In this work, assuming small strains, the strain-displacements relationship are written
by separating the derivatives with respect to x1 and x2 and the derivative with respect to

3
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x3 as follows
γ  = I 1

∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
+ I2
+ I3
= Iλ
+ I3
,
∂x1
∂x2
∂x3
∂xλ
∂x3

(2)

where the last equality is obtained by considering the Einstein summation convention for
the subscript λ = 1, 2, and the following matrices have been introduced






0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
 0 0 0 
 0 1 0 
 0 0 0 






 0 0 1 
 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 





(3)
I1 ≡ 
 0 0 0  , I 2 ≡  0 0 1  and I 3 ≡  0 1 0  .






 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0

The variational statement of the Principle of Virtual Displacement for the plate assembly
is written as
N 
N 
N 



 
 
δγ σ =
δu b +
δu t ,
(4)
=1

V 

=1

V 

=1

∂V 

where, in order to underline the functional dependence of the involved quantities, it is
assumed that γ  = γ(u ) by means of Eq.(2) and σ  = σ(γ  (u )) by means of
Eq.(1). In Eq.(4) and for the remaining part of this work, the differential indicating the
measure of integration is dropped as it is clear by means of the domain of integration.
Within the framework of generalized higher order theories for plates, the displacement
field u of each layer is assumed to be expressed as an expansion of products between
unknown in-plane functions and known through-the-thickness functions. Following Car
rera [9] and Demasi [10, 11], each component ui , with i = 1, 2, 3, is written using the
following series

ui

=


ui (x1 , x2 , x3 )

=

Nui


ui,α (x1 , x2 )fα (x3 ),

i = 1, 2, 3,

 = 1, . . . , N ,

(5)

α=0

where fα (x3 ) denotes the through-the-thickness functions, ui,α (x1 , x2 ) denotes the in-plane
functions and Nui + 1 is the number of functions for the thickness expansion of ui . It
follows that the total number of introduced unknown functions is Nu = Nu1 +Nu2 +Nu3 +3.
In accordance with the Equivalent Single Layer approach, Eq.(5) is assumed to be valid
for all the layers of the composite plate, that is the through-the-thickness functions and
the in-plane functions are the same for each layer. Interestingly, it is possible to see that
Eq.(5) can also be written in matricial form as follows
u = F (x3 )U (x1 , x2 ),

 = 1, . . . , N ,

(6)

where U is a Nu × 1 vector collecting the in-plane functions and, consistently, F is a
3 × Nu matrix collecting the through-the-thickness functions. It is worth noting that the
4
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expression given in Eq.(6) does not force to use the same number of expansion terms for
the three components of displacement. As an example, in the First Shear Deformation
Theory (FSDT) where the displacement components u1 and u2 are expanded up to the
first order with f0 = 1 and f1 = x3 , and the displacement component u3 is considered
constant throughout the thickness, the matrix F would be


1 0 0 x3 0
F =  0 1 0 0 x3 
0 0 1 0 0

and the vector U would be U = {u, v, w, θy , θx } where u, v and w are the displacement
components of the plate mid-plane and θy and θx are the rotations with respect to the x2
and x1 axes, respectively.
Upon substituting Eqs.(6), (2) and (1) into Eq.(4) and integrating along the thickness,
one obtains the following expression of the PVD



 


∂U
∂δU 
 ∂U


Qλµ
+ Rλ3 U + δU Rλ3
+ S 33 U =
δU B +
δU  T , (7)
∂x
∂x
∂x
λ
µ
λ
Ω
∂Ω
Ω

where: Ω is the modeling plane of the plate spanned by the coordinates x1 and x2 and
∂Ω is its boundary; the Einstein summation convention is used for the subscripts λ and
µ that take value 1 and 2 only; the matrices Qλµ , Rλ3 and S 33 are defined as
Qλµ ≡
and

N 

=1



τt



τb

F  I λ c I µ F ,

S 33 ≡





τt



τb

Rλ3 ≡

N 

=1



τt



τb

F  I λ c I 3

dF
dx3

dF    dF
I c I3
;
dx3 3
dx3

(8a)

(8b)

and the vectors B and T are defined as




B ≡ F (x3 = τb )t + F (x3 = τt )t +

N 

=1



τt


τb

 

F b

and T ≡

N 

=1



τt


τb

F  t . (9)

It is recalled that, given the spatial variation of the elasticity properties of the layers
with respect to the coordinates x1 and x2 , the matrices Qλµ , Rλ3 and S 33 are functions
of x1 and x2 . Finally, upon using integration by parts in Eq.(7), it can be shown that
the behavior of VAT multilayered plate is governed by the following system of partial
differential equations


∂
∂U
∂U
−
Qλµ
+ Rλ3 U + Rλ3
+ S 33 U = B, in Ω,
(10)
∂xλ
∂xµ
∂xλ
subject to the following set of boundary conditions



∂U
nλ Qλµ ∂xµ + Rλ3 U = T , on ∂ΩN
U = U,

on ∂ΩD

5
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where nλ is the λ-th component of the outward unit normal of the boundary ∂Ω, ∂ΩD ⊂
∂Ω is the part of the boundary where the functions U are prescribed, and ∂ΩN ⊂ ∂Ω is
the part of the boundary where the tractions t, and consequently T , are prescribed. The
boundary conditions in Eq.(11) assume that the boundary ∂ΩD or ∂ΩN is the same for
all the functions U . However, in general ∂ΩD or ∂ΩN can be different for each functions
contained in U but this aspect does not represent a restriction for the formulation.
The numerical solution of Eqs.(10) and (11) by means of the discontinuous Galerkin
approach is discussed in the next section.
3

DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN FORMULATION

Within the dG framework, an auxiliary flux variable is introduced into the problem and
the governing equations are transformed into a first-order system of partial differential
equations [12]. In this case, given the specific form of Eqs.(10) and (11), it is convenient
∂U
to define the flux Σ λ ≡ Qλµ ∂x
+ Rλ3 , where it is recalled that λ, µ = 1, 2, and to rewrite
µ
Eq.(10) as follows
∂Σ λ
∂U
−
+ Rλ3
+ S 33 U = B
(12a)
∂xλ
∂xλ
∂U
+ Rλ3 U .
(12b)
Σ λ = Qλµ
∂xµ
The equations given in (12a) and (12b) are then stated in weak sense over a generic subset
Ω(e) of the entire domain Ω. In the numerical applications, Ω(e) basically represents the
generic element of a suitably introduced mesh of Ω. In what follows, quantities referred
to the e-th mesh element will be denoted using the superscript (e).
us suppose that the domain Ω is divided into Ne non-overlapping elements, i.e. Ω =
NLet
e
(e)
Ω
, and let us introduce the space Vh of discontinuous polynomials defined as
e=1
Vh ≡ {v : Ω → R | v|Ω(e) ∈ Q(e)
p ∀e = 1, . . . , Ne }

(e)

where Qp is the space of the polynomials functions of degree p ≥ 1 on Ω(e) . Accordingly,
we define the space Vhd of discontinuous polynomial vector fields as Vhd ≡ (Vh )d .
The weak form of Eqs.(12a) and (12b) is obtained by introducing the test functions
V , Γ λ ∈ VhNu , where Nu has been defined in Section (2.2). Upon left-multiplying Eq.(12a)
by V  , integrating over the generic element e and using integration by parts, one obtains

 


∂V 
 ∂U h

 
Rλ3
Σ hλ + V
+ S 33 U h =
V Σ λ nλ +
V  B,
(13)
∂x
∂x
(e)
(e)
(e)
λ
λ
∂Ω
Ω
Ω
where ∂Ω(e) represents the boundary of Ω(e) . The weak form of Eq.(12b) is instead given
by writing

 


∂U h


Γ λ Σ hλ =
Γ λ Qλµ
+ Rλ3 U h +
(Γ λ Qλµ + V  Rµ3 )(U  − U h )nµ .
∂x
(e)
(e)
(e)
µ
Ω
Ω
∂Ω
(14)
6
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A few remarks follow: i ) in Eqs.(13) and (14), U  and Σ λ denote the numerical fluxes,
which are approximation of U and Σ λ , respectively, on the boundary ∂Ω(e) . The specific
definition of the numerical fluxes is crucial in the development of a dG method as it
leads to different dG formulations and affects the stability and accuracy of the method as
well as the sparsity pattern of the resulting stiffness matrix [12]. ii) the specific form of
Eq.(14) has been chosen to obtain a symmetric dG formulation that verifies the consistency
condition as it will be shown in Section (3.1). iii) in Eqs.(13) and (14), the symbols
U h and Σ hλ denote the solutions of the weak form of the governing equations and are
approximations of U and Σ λ appearing in Eqs.(12a) and (12b).
The dG formulation for the whole domain is obtained by summing Eqs.(13) and (14)
over the elements of the mesh and by giving the explicit expressions of the numerical
(e)
fluxes. Let us define ∂ΩI as the subset of ∂Ω(e) that the e-th element shares with the
(e)
(e)
neighboring elements and ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN as the subsets of ∂Ω(e) where the Dirichlet
boundary conditions and the Neumann boundary conditions, respectively, are enforced.
It is clear that given the location of the element inside the mesh, some of the above
 sets
(e)
(e)
might be empty. Moreover, let ∂ΩI be the union of all the ∂ΩI , i.e. ∂ΩI ≡ e ∂ΩI ,
and, consistently, ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN , which have been introduced in Section (2.2), are ∂ΩD ≡


(e)
(e)
e ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN ≡
e ∂ΩN , respectively. It is worth noting that ∂ΩIcan also be
identified as the union of all the internal edges of the mesh, that is ∂ΩI = i I (i) , where

I (i) denotes the generic i-th interface identified by two neighboring elements Ω(e) and Ω(e ) ,

i.e. I (i) = Ω(e) ∩ Ω(e ) .
Considering the above definitions and summing over the mesh elements, Eqs.(13) and
(14) lead to the following equations

e

Ω(e)


 
∂V 
 ∂U h

Rλ3
Σ hλ + V
+ S 33 U h =
{V } [[Σ λ ]]λ + [[V ]]λ {Σ λ }+
∂xλ
∂xλ
(i)
I
i


 
V Σ λ nλ +
V  B (15)
+
e

(e)

(e)

∂ΩN ∪∂ΩD

e

Ω(e)

and

e

Ω(e)

+

Γ λ Σ hλ


i

=


e

I (i)

Ω(e)

Γ λ




∂U h
Qλµ
+ Rλ3 U h +
∂xµ

{Γ λ Qλµ + V  Rµ3 }[[U  − U h ]]µ + [[Γ λ Qλµ + V  Rµ3 ]]µ {U  − U h }+
+


e

(e)
(e)
∂ΩN ∪∂ΩD

(Γ λ Qλµ + V  Rµ3 )(U  − U h )nµ , (16)

respectively. In Eqs.(15) and (16), the following average and jump operators have been
introduced

1  (e)


(i)
(e)
(e )
{•}(i) =
• + •(e )
and [[•]]λ = nλ •(e) +nλ •(e ) ,
(17)
2
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which are defined for each couple of neighboring elements e and e sharing the interface i.
It is worth noting that in Eqs.(15) and (16), the superscripts (e) and (i) have been dropped
as the dependence of the integrand quantities is clear from the domains of integration.
To complete the dG formulation, the numerical fluxes U  and Σ λ need to be explicitly
given in terms of the unknown functions U h and their derivatives ∂U h /∂xλ [12]. In
this work, an Interior Penalty (IP) discontinuous Galerkin method is proposed and its
implementation is discussed next.
3.1

Interior Penalty formulation

In the proposed IP discontinuous Galerkin method for multilayered VAT plate theories,
the numerical fluxes are chosen as follows

(i)
 {U h }, on I
(e)
U =
(18)
U,
on ∂ΩD

(e)
U h,
on ∂ΩN
and

 
∂U h
on I (i)

 Σ λ = {Qλµ ∂xµ + Rλ3 U h } − µ[[U h ]]λ ,
(e)
h
(19)
Σ λ = Qλµ ∂U
+ Rλ3 U h − µ(U h − U )nλ , on ∂ΩD ,
∂x
µ


(e)

nλ Σ λ = T ,
on ∂ΩN
where µ denotes the penalty parameter.
Setting Γ λ ≡ ∂V /∂xλ , and substituting the expression of the numerical fluxes given
in Eqs.(18) and (19), Eqs.(15) and (16) can be combined to obtain the primal form of the
proposed IP dG as follows
BIP (V , U h ) = RIP (V , B, T , U ),

where

(20)





∂U h
∂V 
 ∂U h

Qλµ
Rλ3
+ Rλ3 U h + V
+ S 33 U h +
BIP (V , U h ) =
∂xµ
∂xλ
Ω(e) ∂xλ
e

 


∂V 
∂U h

 
−
[[V ]]λ Qλµ
+ Rλ3 U h +
Q + V Rµ3 [[U h ]]µ +
∂xµ
∂xλ λµ
I (i)
i

 


∂V 
∂U h
 

Qλµ
nλ V
+ Rλ3 U h +
Q + V Rµ3 U h nµ +
−
(e)
∂xµ
∂xλ λµ
∂ΩD
e



+
µ[[V ]]λ [[U h ]]λ +
µV  U h (21)


i

and

RIP (V , B, T , U ) =


e

−



V B+
Ω(e)


e

(e)

∂ΩD




e

I (i)

(e)
∂ΩN

e

(e)

∂ΩD

V T +



∂V 
 
Q + V Rµ3 U nµ +
µV  U . (22)
(e)
∂xλ λµ
∂ΩD
e
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: hp-convergence analyses for (a) the FSDT and (b) the ED222 theory.
It is worth noting that the obtained bilinear form BIP (•, •) is symmetric and verifies the
consistency condition, which ensures the Galerkin orthogonality property, i.e.
BIP (V , U − U h ) = 0,

∀V ∈ VhNu ,

where U is the exact solution of Eqs.(10) and (11).
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this work, the performance of developed formulation is assessed by considering
the composite structure analysed in Ref.[13] and consisting of a two-layer square plate
clamped on all its four edges, which are a = 1 m long. The two layers have thickness
τ 1 = τ 2 = 0.05 m and thus the plate has a total thickness τ = 0.1 m. The plate is
referred to a global reference system x1 x2 x3 located at the center of the plate midplane
such that the plate occupies the volume V = [−a/2, a/2] × [−a/2, a/2] × [−τ /2, τ /2] and
the modeling plane is Ω = [−a/2, a/2] × [−a/2, a/2]. In the following, the layers  = 1
and  = 2 are referred to as the bottom and top layers, respectively. Two cases of
fiber orientation are considered: in the first case, straight fibers are considered and the
bottom and top layers have orientation θ1 = π/2 and θ2 = 0, respectively; in the second
case, variable angle fibers are considered and the bottom and top layers have orientation
θ1 (x1 , x2 ) = (π/2)(1 − |x1 /a|) and θ2 = (π/2)|x1 /a|, respectively. For all the considered
plate theories, a Taylor expansion of the displacement components is assumed, whereas
Legendre polynomials are chosen as test and trial functions.
The hp-convergence of the proposed formulation is investigated by setting the righthand side B so that the exact solution of the governing equations given in Eq.(10) has
the expression U exact = U 0 sin (πx1 /a) sin (πx2 /a), where U 0 is a constant vector with
components equal to 1. The straight-fiber structure is considered in this case and the
properties of the orthotropic material are chosen in an adimensionalized fashion as E11 =
25, E22 = E33 = 1, G23 = 0.2, G12 = G13 = 0.5 and ν23 = ν12 = ν13 = 0.25. The selected
mesh is a Cartesian grid with square elements of size h and the penalty parameter µ is
chosen as µ = 125/h.
Figure (2a) shows the hp-convergence results when the First Shear Deformation Theory is selected for the through-the-thickness behavior of the plate. Using the notation
9
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introduced by Demasi, see e.g. [11], the FSDT is referred to as the ED110 theory where
the E denotes the adoption of the ESL approximation, the D denotes the use of the PVD
and the three subscripts denote the order of approximation for the three components of
displacement. Referring to the same notation, Fig.(2b) shows the hp-convergence results
when the ED222 theory is selected for the through-the-thickness behavior of the plate.
Both figures show the accuracy of the proposed formulation in terms of the effect of the
order p of polynomials as well as the effect of the mesh size h on the error ||U h −U exact ||∞ ,
which is defined as the maximum value among the components of U h over Ω.
The proposed formulation is then employed to compute the mechanical response in
terms of displacement field u of the considered structure under the action of uniform
pressure p = −10 kPa over the top surface. It is recalled that u is obtained from the
unknown functions U h using Eq.(6). In this case, the properties of the considered orthotropic material are taken from Ref.[13] and are E11 = 137.9 GPa, E22 = E33 = 8.96
GPa, G23 = 6.21 GPa, G12 = G13 = 7.1 GPa, ν23 = 0.49 and ν12 = ν13 = 0.3.
Figures (3a), (3c) and (3e) show the converged values of the displacement components
u1 and u2 and u3 , respectively, evaluated at (x1 , x2 ) = (−a/2, −a/2) as a function of
the through-the-thickness variable x3 for three different selected theories, namely FSDT,
ED222 and ED444 , in case of the straight-fiber structure. Similarly, Figs.(3b), (3d) and
(3f) show the displacement components u1 and u2 and u3 , respectively, in case of the VAT
structure. Moveover, the figures shows the comparison of the results obtained with the
present dG formulation with those obtained using fourth-order triangular finite elements
and available in Ref.[13] when the ED444 theory is selected. It is worth noting that
the satisfactory level of accuracy shown in the figures is obtained with h = 1/4, i.e. 16
elements, and p = 8 that corresponds to a total number of 19440 degrees of freedom,
which is less than half the number of degrees of freedom using finite elements [13].
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, an Interior Penalty discontinuous Galerkin formulation for the mechanical
behaviour of VAT multi-layered composite plates has been presented. The formulation
has been developed starting from the strong form of the governing equations of general
higher-order theories of VAT plates based on the Principle of Virtual Displacement, the
Generalized Unified Formulation and the Equivalent Single Layer Assumption for the behavior of the plate assembly. Upon introducing an auxiliary flux variable and suitably
defined average and jump operators, the weak form of the governing equations has been
written within the discontinuous Galerkin framework and, subsequently, the explicit expressions of the numerical fluxes have defined the proposed Interior Penalty formulation.
The presented numerical results show the accuracy of the method as well as the computational savings in terms of degrees of freedom with respect to finite element approaches.
6
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(a) u1

(b) u1

(c) u2

(d) u2

(e) u3

(f) u3

Figure 3: Displacement components evaluated at (x1 , x2 ) = (−a/4, −a/4) and computed
using three different plate theories as a function of the through-the-thickness variable x3 .
Figures (a,c,e) refer to the straight-fiber case whereas Figs.(b,d,f) refer to the VAT case.
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Abstract. Quasi-trivial (QT) sequences are a class of lamination stacks for which, in
the framework of Classical Laminate Theory (CLT), the properties of uncoupling and/or
homogeneity are verified in a closed-form solution [1]. These sequences have received great
attention from the scientific community as they have proved to be an extremely powerful
tool for the design and optimization of composite laminates.
Nevertheless, two main reasons limit their adoption: first, to find QT sequences, a
complex algorithm is required; second, calculations become computationally intensive
for long QT sequences, thus limiting the maximum number of plies attainable. This
constrains the use of QT stacks to applications involving only thin laminates.
In order to exploit QT stacks for thick laminates new tools are proposed. Firstly,
a new and more efficient algorithm for finding QT stacking sequences is developed and
an original procedure is devised to effectively code it. The proposed algorithm finds a
greater number of QT solutions, with respect to those given in [1]. Additionally, analytical
relationships to obtain new QT sequences by superposition of known QT sequences are
presented in [2]. Thanks to this new class of closed-form solutions, laminates can be
designed using QT stacking sequences without limitations on the maximum number of
plies.
The results presented in this work open new possibilities for the design and optimisation
of thick laminates. In addition, laminates with special requirements may be designed by
1
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superposition of QT stacks, thus reaching specific design goals that cannot otherwise be
met.

1

INTRODUCTION

Advanced composite materials are extensively used in high-end applications, thanks to
their extraordinary specific properties. However, part of this success is also due to the
possibility they offer of being tailored to the specific application required. This allows
overcoming some limitations related to metallic materials, but at the same time makes
the design process quite cumbersome.
When dealing with the design of composite structures, laminates with identical plies are
often used. The design of such structures involves both geometric variables and laminate
stack parameters. These latter are the number of plies and their orientation angles. A major difficulty during design is anisotropy, which affects material behaviour at mesoscopic
and macroscopic scales. In this regard, engineers often use simplifying hypotheses/rules to
get some desired properties (e.g. symmetric stacks to get membrane/bending uncoupling,
balanced ones to get membrane orthotropy, etc.). Unluckily, these design rules drastically
reduce the design space and may lead to cut out classes of stacks that could potentially
be optimum solutions for the problem at hand.
In this context, the introduction of Quasi-Trivial (QT) sequences in 2001 by Vannucci
and Verchery [1] represented a major improvement. In [1], the authors utilised the polar
formalism [3], in the framework of the Classical Laminate Theory (CLT), to derive the
equations defining the general conditions for membrane-bending uncoupling and quasihomogeneity (i.e. uncoupling plus equal behaviour in terms of normalised membrane and
bending stiffness tensors) for a laminate made of identical plies. Indeed, QT stacking
sequences are a class of exact solutions to these equations. For this reason, QT solutions
have received great attention in the field of laminates design and optimisation. In [4] the
authors analysed the problem of superposing laminates by means of the polar formalism
and concluded that, generally speaking, the superposition of two QT stacks does not
give rise to another QT one. In [5], Vannucci et al. proved that one can obtain fully
orthotropic laminates by using QT quasi-homogeneous stacks with angle-ply orientations.
These sequences were used to search optimum flexural solutions. Jibawy et al. [6] made
use of the same idea within an optimisation procedure, in order to constrain the solutions
to be quasi-homogeneous orthotropic ones. In [7], Montemurro and Catapano utilised QT
quasi-homogeneous stacks in the framework of the multi-scale two-level optimisation of
variable angle tow laminates.
The obstacles to a larger diffusion of QT sequences are that, firstly, only few sequences
are available in the literature, while to obtain a complete database a complex combinatorial algorithm is required and no exhaustive guidelines are provided for that; secondly,
such an algorithm may find QT sequences up to a limited total number of plies, due to
computational limits.
The aim of this work is to contribute toward the solution of these problems. There-
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fore, the steps for the implementation of an efficient algorithm to find QT sequences are
explained.
2

FUNDAMENTALS OF QUASI-TRIVIAL SOLUTIONS

Consider a multilayer plate composed of n plies, Figure 1. Axes x and y lay on the laminate middle plane, axis z is perpendicular to this plane. The CLT gives the constitutive
relationship between generalised forces and generalised strains of the middle plane:
N = A0 + Bχ ,
M = B0 + Dχ .

(1)

Figure 1: Laminate stack parameters and notation.

In Eq. (1), N, M, 0 and χ are the vectors of in-plane resultant forces and bending
moments per unit length, in-plane strains and curvatures of the middle plane of the
laminate, respectively. A, B and D are the membrane, membrane/bending coupling and
bending stiffness matrices, respectively. For a laminate with identical plies it stands:
n
n
n
h
1 h2 
1 h3 
A=
Q(δk ) , B =
bk Q(δk ) , D =
dk Q(δk ) .
(2)
n k=1
2 n2 k=1
12 n3 k=1
In Eq. (2) Qk is the reduced stiffness matrix of the k-th ply, while δk is its orientation
angle. Coefficients bk and dk depend on the position k of the ply within the stack:
bk = 2k − n − 1 ,
dk = 12k(k − n − 1) + 4 + 3n(n + 2) .

For convenience, normalised stiffness matrices are defined as follows:
A
B
D
A∗ = , B∗ = 2 2 , D∗ = 12 3 .
h
h
h

(3)
(4)

(5)

In addition, it is possible to define the laminate homogeneity matrix:
C = A ∗ − D∗ ,

(6)

which measures the differences between normalised membrane and bending behaviours.
3
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A laminate is said to be uncoupled if:
B = 0,

(7)

C=0

(8)

while it is said homogeneous if:

Finally a laminate is quasi-homogeneous if properties (7) and (8) hold simultaneously.
Vannucci and Verchery [1] used the polar formalism to represent matrices A∗ , B∗ , D∗
and C and to rewrite Eqs. (7) and (8) as, respectively:
n
n


bk e4iδk = 0,
bk e2iδk = 0,
(9)
k=1
n


ck e4iδk = 0,

k=1

k=1
n


ck e2iδk = 0,

(10)

k=1

where ck is a coefficient related to matrix C whose expression is:
ck = −2n2 − 12k(k − n − 1) − 4 − 6n .

(11)

We remark that coefficient bk varies linearly with the position index k of the ply, whilst
ck is symmetric with a parabolic variation with respect to k. This is shown in Fig. 2 for
the case of a laminate composed of 12 plies.

Figure 2: Trend of coefficient bk , (a), and ck , (b), with respect to the ply position index k.

In addition, the sum of each coefficient over the interval [1, n] is always null:
n
n


bk = 0,
ck = 0.
k=1

(12)

k=1

To explain the concept of QT solutions, consider a laminate composed of n plies and
m different orientation angles. Let Gj be the set of plies sharing orientation angle θj , i.e.
4
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Gj = {k : δk = θj } .

(13)

The union of these sets gives the set of position indexes of the laminate, k = 1, ..., n.
Expressions in Eqs. (9) and (10) can be split as sums over different sets Gj , j = 1, ..., m:
n
m
n
m






4iδk
4iθj
2iδk
bk e
=
e
bk e
bk ,
=
e2iθj
bk ,
(14)
k=1

j=1

n


m


k=1

ck e4iδk =

j=1

e4iθj

k∈Gj

k=1

j=1



n


m


ck ,

k∈Gj

ck e2iδk =

k=1

j=1

k∈Gj

e2iθj



ck .

(15)

k∈Gj

It results that if the sum of coefficients bk or ck is null over each set Gj , then uncoupling
or homogeneity requirements are satisfied, regardless the value of the orientation angle in
each group. In this context, a group of plies oriented at θj , for which:

bk = 0, j = 1, ..., m ,
(16)
k∈Gj



ck = 0 j = 1, ..., m ,

(17)

k∈Gj

is called saturated group with respect to coefficients bk or ck , respectively; the related set
of indexes Gj is called saturated set. A QT stack is entirely composed of saturated groups.
Since a QT stack can satisfy uncoupling, homogeneity or quasi-homogeneity conditions
regardless to the value of the orientation angle characterising each saturated group, the
orientation angles can be chosen/optimised to satisfy further requirements (elastic properties along some prescribed directions, buckling behaviour, natural frequencies, etc.).
3

AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR QT SOLUTION SEARCH

In [1], Vannucci and Verchery described the concepts at the basis of quasit-trivial
solutions. The key is to find combinations of plies resulting in null sums of coefficient bk
and ck for each orientation group. To this aim, an algorithm needs to be implemented. By
means of an appropriate combinatorial strategy, sequences shall be generated and checked
to meet Eqs. (16) and/or (17). However, in [1], no details about the implementation were
given.
To this purpose, in this work a very general algorithm able to find QT solutions is
outlined in Algorithm 1. This algorithm, conceptually simple, may be extremely heavy
from a computational viewpoint. For example, when increasing the number of plies n of
the staking sequence, the number of sequences generated in step 2 increases exponentially.
This problem gives rise to two issues: the amount of memory necessary to stock all
sequences increases together with the time required to check every sequence during step
3. However, by introducing the following concepts, Algorithm 1 can be modified and
improved in order to reduce the computational costs. The new algorithm used to search
for QT solutions is named Improved QT stacks finder and its logical flow is summarised
in Algorithm 2.
5
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Algorithm 1 General QT stacks finder
1. Set inputs: n and m, n > m;
2. Generate sequences:
2.1 ∀ possible repartition of the n stack indexes among the m groups:
2.1.1 Generate a base sequence respecting the repartition;
2.1.2 Generate all permutations of the base sequence;
2.1.3 Eliminate repeated sequences;
3. Search for QT solutions:
3.1 Find sequences for which Eq. (16) is verified (uncoupled QT solutions);
3.2 Find sequences for which Eq. (17) is verified (homogeneous QT solutions);
3.3 Find sequences for which Eqs. (16) and (17) are verified (quasi-homogeneous QT
solutions);
4. Classify QT solutions found in step 3 in two groups:
4.1 QT dependent solutions that are discarded;
4.2 QT independent solutions that are stored.
(the concept of dependent and independent solution will be explained later)
1. Partial-sequences generation. Every sequence can be considered by a composition of two sets of layers, i.e. partial-sequences. The layers belonging to each of
these sets are associated to positive or negative values of bk and ck depending on
their evolution with respect to k, see Fig. 2.
Therefore, at step 2 of Algorithm 1, those sequences having an orientation group
appearing only in one of the two partial-sequences are not QT solutions. Indeed,
the concerned orientation group is not saturated with respect to the considered
coefficient. The process can then be carried out by generating two partial-sequences,
imposing that at least one ply of each group appears in both of them, and then
assembling the complete sequence. In this way, a significant amount of sequences
that cannot be QT solutions are neither generated nor checked, thus greatly reducing
computational cost. Furthermore, the use of partial-sequences reduces memory size
problems related to combinatorial calculations in the generation process. To be
remarked that in some particular cases coefficients bk and ck may be null for a given
ply position. These cases needs to be handled in the algorithm.
2. Mechanical independence. To understand this concept, consider sequences [1 2 3
3 2 1] and [3 2 1 1 2 3]: according to [1], these stacks are not mechanically independent
because one of them can be obtained from the other one by switching one or more
orientation groups. As QT solutions are exact solutions (with respect to a given
criterion) regardless to the orientation values, the two sequences are indeed the
same and only one has to be stored. To effectively suppress mechanically dependent
solutions, the problem was faced in the generation phase: only mechanically distinct
sequences are generated by the algorithm. This can be done also in the context of
half-sequences generation process, by considering that particular care must be taken
due to the fact that mechanical independence is to be obtained on the complete
sequence and not on each half-sequence.
6
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3. Mathematical independence. As an example, consider now sequences [1 2 2 2 2 1]
and [1 2 3 3 2 1]: according to [1], they are not mathematically distinct, i. e. the
first one can be obtained by assuming that the orientation of group 3 is equal to
orientation of group 2 in the second stack. Thus, the first sequence has a saturated
group (group 2) that is composed by two saturated sub-groups (groups 2 and 3 of
the second sequence). In general, a sequence with a higher number of groups can be
obtained from a mathematically dependent solution. On the other hand, a solution
is denoted as mathematically independent when no solutions with a higher number
of orientation groups can be derived from it. This leads to a major simplification
in the algorithm: QT solutions with a given number of orientation groups can be
obtained by mathematically dependent solution with a lower number of orientation
groups. This means that the search for QT solutions with m > 2 may be performed
directly into the raw (i.e. containing mathematically dependent solutions) set of
solutions for the case m = 2. Thus, firstly QT solutions are found for the case
m = 2. Then, the raw set of QT solutions is used as input for the growing loop (see
Algorithm 2): solutions are processed and separated into three groups:
(a) independent (i.e. both mechanically and mathematically distinct) ones, which
are stored;
(b) growable dependent ones, which will be grown to generate the raw set of solutions with m = m∗ + 1 (input for the next cycle of the loop, see Algorithm
2);
(c) dependent ones.
To clarify the concept, consider the sequences [1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1] and [1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1]. They
are not mathematically distinct from the sequence [1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1]. Therefore, in the
growing loop, one of the two sequences will be discarded, while the other one will
be classified as a growable one.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 report, respectively, the number of uncoupled, homogeneous and
quasi-homogeneous QT solutions found in this study and in [1, 4], for comparison purposes. Firstly, Algorithm 2 is able to find QT solutions with higher number of plies, n,
than in [1, 4]. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that for some given couples of values of
n and m the number of uncoupled and quasi-homogeneous QT solutions found is greater
than that reported in [1, 4], see Tables 1 to 3: results from [1] are reported in rows marked
by the [1]-reference. For the sake of brevity, only those cases for which the number of
solutions differs between the present study and [1, 4] have been reported; differences are
highlighted by bold style. A detailed proof of the validity of solutions found in the present
work and of the existence of more solutions with respect to those presented in [1, 4] is
reported in [2]. Despite the achievement attained with Algorithm 2, computational limits
to the maximum number of plies n still exist.
To overcome this limit, general rules that allow obtaining QT solutions made of a higher
number of layers have been derived, exploiting the superposition of initial QT sequences,
[2]. In general, the stack resulting from superposition of QT solutions is not necessarily a
7
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N. of groups m
N. of plies n

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

N. of solutions

7
8
9
10
11
11-[1]
12
12-[1]
13
13-[1]
14
14-[1]
15
15-[1]
16
16-[1]
17
17-[1]
18
18-[1]
19
20
21
22
23
24

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
4
0
0
8
4
0
0
37
22
0
0
58
29
0
0
114
57
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
0
9
6
9
9
25
14
34
17
10
5
305
168
2
1
1492
746
0
7391
0
29144
0
75421

0
0
1
1
4
4
0
0
32
20
17
17
207
111
96
48
893
458
1262
686
2216
11240
4936
101207
6369
844224

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
6
6
0
0
78
48
29
29
895
471
208
104
8192
3683
59701
49008
346057
665507

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
9
9
0
0
144
90
45
45
2663
396
39986
8869
519231
156300

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
12
12
0
0
264
66
6283
694
141298
18569

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
16
0
406
93
13130
1118

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
20
0
626
126

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
25
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

2
2
4
5
14
11
19
15
64
41
89
57
305
174
489
275
1947
1033
3122
1639
13352
22777
111333
189016
1026737
1761266

Table 1: Number of independent uncoupled QT solutions obtained as a function of total number of plies
and number of orientation groups

Algorithm 2 Improved QT stacks finder
1. Set inputs: n, m = m∗ = 2;
2. Generate sequences:
- perform partial-sequences generation;
- generate only mechanically distinct complete sequences;
3. Search for QT solutions:
3.1 Find sequences for which Eq. (16) is verified (uncoupled QT solutions);
3.2 Find sequences for which Eq. (17) is verified (homogeneous QT solutions);
3.3 Find sequences for which Eqs. (16) and (17) are verified (quasi-homogeneous QT
solutions);
4. Growing loop of growable dependent solutions:
4.1 Input: raw set of QT solutions with m = m∗ ;
4.2 Classify QT solutions in three groups:
4.2.1 Independent QT solutions with m = m∗ , that are stored;
4.2.2 Dependent QT solutions, that are discarded;
4.2.3 Growable dependent QT solutions, that are grown to m = m∗ + 1 and
temporarily stored;
4.3 Repeat Step 4 until the set of growable dependent solution is empty.

8
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N. of groups m
N. of plies n

2

3

4

5

6

N. of solutions

4
5
5-[4]
6
7
8
9
9-[4]
10
10-[4]
11
11-[4]
12
12-[4]
13
13-[4]
14
14-[4]
15
15-[4]
16
16-[4]
17
17-[4]
18
18-[4]
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

4
0
8
4

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

20

8

0

0

0

0

22

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

0

16

52

0

0

0

2

12

32

128

16

0

100

0

00

0

0

32

40

16

32

142

652

32

0

0

34

720

336

16

0

4
68
26
0
50
152
0

1436
4856
500
36804
164918
5864
314018

4232
5104
1168
302832
129212
159632
665512

512
0
1248
139424
2016
0
123044

0
0
0
4864
0
0
4000

2
2
1
4
1
8
4
2
28
22
22
14
36
34
68
36
190
119
100
52
120
76
826
445
1106
617
6184
10028
2942
483924
296196
165648
1106574

Table 2: Number of independent QT solutions with C = 0 obtained as a function of total number of
plies and number of orientation groups

QT one [4], therefore, criteria must be derived to ensure that resulting stacks are still QT
ones. For more details on the derivation of such criteria the reader is addressed to [2].

9
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N. of groups m
N. of plies n

2

3

4

5

6

N. of solutions

7
8
9
10
11
11-[1]
12
13
13-[1]
14
15
15-[1]
16
16-[1]
17
17-[1]
18
18-[1]
19
19-[1]
20
20-[1]
21
21-[1]
22
22-[1]
23
23-[1]
24
24-[1]
25
25-[1]
26

1(1)
1
0
0
4(2)
3(2)
1
4
2
0
4
2
6
5
30
15
0
0
60
30
52
30
62
31
32(2)
17(2)
189(1)
95(1)
248
140
326
163
108
54

27
27-[1]
28
28-[1]
29
29-[1]
30
30-[1]
31
32
33
34

171(1)
86(1)
357
203
122
61
106
53
28
263
316
716

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
26
13
0
0
1
1
98
57
672
(3)
354
(3)
510
256
1691(2)
871(2)
15068
7546
1009(3)
512(3)
156565(1)
70091
112324
568492
(35)
6392064
(7)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
41
(2)
26
(2)
39
21
61
33
167
86
51
29
1728
4521
937
12589

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

26-[1]

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
2(1)
3
2
3(1)
3(1)
11
8
9
5
41
22
17
9
18(2)
13(2)
188(1)
98(1)
970
499
47
26
4184
2132
2065
(2)
1059
(2)
1804
918
9492(1)
4789(1)
75281
37747
10923
5552
290227
161436(5)
260442
1389039
(107)
8291650
(8)

1
1
9
6
0
0
0
0
1
100
0
38

90433

82

1(1)
1
0
0
4(2)
3(2)
1
7
4
2(1)
7
4
9(1)
8(1)
41
23
9
5
101
52
70
40
80(2)
44(2)
248(3)
130(3)
1159(1)
594(1)
296
167
4608
2352
2889
(7)
1495
(7)
2525(1)
1282(1)
11610(3)
5902(3)
90638
45441
12089(3)
6146(3)
448549(1)
236411(5)
374019
1970874
(142)
14774231
(15)

35

2

2

Table 3: Number of independent quasi homogeneous QT solutions obtained as a function of total number
of plies and number of orientation groups; symmetric solutions are reported in parentheses.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a detailed description of an efficient algorithm for the search of QT sequences has been presented. The algorithm has proved to be able to find longer sequences
than in the past. In addition, a greater number of solutions has been found, showing that
previous solutions number was underestimated.
In addition, superposition criteria derived in [2] allow obtaining QT sequences by superposing basic QT thinner stacks by following precise rules. In this way, QT solutions
with any desired total number of plies can be generated. This virtually shatters any obstacle to the adoption of QT sequences for the design of thick laminates and laminates
made of a significant amount of thin plies.
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Abstract. Composite materials are increasingly being introduced in automotive (e.g. BMW
i-project) and aeronautical (e.g. Airbus A350 and Boeing 787) applications. These applications
are exposed to loading conditions with various energies which result in a complex mechanical
response, that is vital to accurately predict. In this work, a constitutive model which takes into
account the viscous effects in the mechanical behaviour of a unidirectional carbon-epoxy system is presented. This model at the ply scale is based on the very efficient transversely isotropic
elastic-plastic model proposed by Vogler et al. (Modeling the inelastic deformation and fracture of polymer composites-Part I: Plasticity model), which can be calibrated for other fibre
reinforced polymers (FRPs). An excellent correlation between the measured and numerically
predicted stress-strain responses of the specimens was achieved for all specimen types and both
strain rate regimes.
1

INTRODUCTION

The number of applications in which FRPs are used in aeronautical and automotive structures is increasing quickly, and along with it comes the need to efficiently and precisely predict
the behaviour of these structures under various loading scenarios. Composite structures may be
subjected to high speed loading events and the numerical assessment of the dynamic material
response is therefore relevant for several loading scenarios. Some examples are bird, tire and
hail impact and crash events.
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Strain rate effects and non-linear stress-strain behaviour must be captured by advanced composite material models to accurately predict the initiation and evolution of damage. It is therefore imperative to have appropriate material models.
The experimental data has been reported in [1] and [2] and describes the nonlinearities under
multi-axial loadings prior to the onset of cracking. The necessary data to calibrate the presented
model for the HexPly IM7-8552 material system is provided by these tests.
This work presents a new fully 3D transversely isotropic viscoelastic-viscoplastic constitutive model. The proposed model is implemented as a VUMAT (user material subroutine using
an explicit formulation), in the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) commercial software package
Abaqus. The available tension and compression tests are simulated using this VUMAT. By
using the explicit capabilities of the Abaqus code, the strain-rate dependency of the global response is very accurately captured.
2
2.1

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
Transversely isotropic formulation

The constitutive model originally proposed by Vogler et al. [3], and further developed by
the authors is presented in this section. It represents a viscous extension to the original elasticplastic model. The small deformation theory is used to formulate the equations of the model.
Therefore, the following strain additive decomposition is assumed
ε = εve + εvp .
(1)
where -ve- stands for “viscoelastic” and -vp- for “viscoplastic”, while ε represents the total
strains.
The use of structural tensors enables a formulation of the anisotropy free of any reference
coordinate system. Therefore, the material symmetries are viewed as an intrinsic material property. The structural tensors constitute then an additional argument in the constitutive equations.
Finally, finite fibre rotations can be regarded easily thanks to this formulation. The structural
tensor A that represents the symmetry conditions of transversely isotropic materials is defined
by the dyadic product of the unit vector of the preferred (fibre) direction a
A = a ⊗ a.
(2)

Following the previous work reported in [3], the structural tensor is used as an additional
argument in order to formulate the elastic free energy density, the yield function and the plastic
potential formulation. In the proposed viscoelastic-viscoplastic extension, A is used in the
formulation of the viscoplastic creep function, the viscoplastic potential and the viscoelastic
model. The elastic free energy density for the proposed transversely isotropic model reads
1
Ψ(ε, A) := λ(trε)2 + µT (trε)2 + α(aεa)trε
2
(3)
1
+ 2(µL − µT )(aε2 a) + β(aεa)2 ,
2
2
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with the five elasticity constants λ, µT , µL , α, β as invariant coefficients.
The stress tensor σ and the elasticity tensor Ce can be obtained by computing the first and
the second derivatives of the free energy density with respect to the strain tensor, respectively
σ = ∂ε Ψ(ε, A)

,

2
Ce = ∂εε
Ψ(ε, A).

(4)

In the model formulation, a decomposition of the stress tensor is done. The stress tensor is
decomposed in three contributions as follows
σ = s + pI + σf A,

(5)

where s is the deviatoric part of the stress in the matrix, the pI term corresponds to the hydrostatic pressure in the matrix material component and the σf A term corresponds to the stress
projected in the fibre direction (fibre contribution). The scalars p and σf are determined by
imposing the following conditions
s : I = 0 and s : A = 0.

(6)

These conditions correspond to a trace of the deviatoric part equal to zero and no contribution
of the fibre direction. They lead to the expression of p and σf
1
(σ : I − σ : A),
p =
2
1
σf =
(3 σ : A − σ : I).
(7)
2
This decomposition will be used for the viscoplastic and viscoelastic formulation.
2.2

Viscoplastic formulation

Similarly to the plastic formulation, a decomposition of the stress state in “viscoplasticity inducing” stresses and assumed “elastic reaction” stresses is used. The ‘viscoplasticity inducing”
part of the stresses has an influence on the viscoplastic behaviour (yield and plastic evolution),
and it is used further in the formulation of the plastic yield function. On the other side, the
“elastic reaction” part of the stresses plays no role in the plasticity (e.g. hydrostatic pressure in
the polymeric matrix).
σ = σ e,reac + σ vp,ind ,

(8)

where the ”elastic reaction” and ”viscoplasticity inducing” stresses are defined using Eq. 9
σ e,reac = pI + σf A,
σ vp,ind = σ − σ e,reac = s.

(9)

As can be seen, the elastic reaction stresses contain the hydrostatic pressure, and the stresses
in the fibre direction which are both assumed purely elastic. Therefore, the “viscoplasticity
inducing” stresses can be obtained directly from the total stresses using the fourth order tensor
Pvp,ind according to
3
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σ vp,ind = Pvp,ind : σ,

(10)

3
1
1
Pvp,ind = I − I ⊗ I − A ⊗ A + (A ⊗ I + I ⊗ A).
2
2
2

(11)

with

In this expression, I is the fourth order unit tensor defined such that Iijkl = δik δjl. The defined
stresses are then used to formulate the viscoplastic creep surface using the invariant theory. The
set of invariants that are used in the model are the following
1
I1 =
tr(σ vp,ind )2 − a (σ vp,ind )2 a,
2
I2 = a (σ vp,ind )2 a,
I3 = tr(σ) − a σ vp,ind a.
(12)
The corresponding transversely isotropic viscoplastic surface reads
f (σ, ε̇, ε̄vp , A) = α1 I1 + α2 I2 + α3 I3 + α32 I23 − 1 ≤ 0,

(13)

where
t
if
α3 = α3t α32 = α32
c
α3 = α3c α32 = α32
if

I3 > 0,
I3 ≤ 0.

(14)

The proposed viscoplastic creep function results in 6 viscoplastic creep parameters that have
to be determined. Each of these parameters and the corresponding invariants are related to the
following loading states: transverse shear, in-plane shear, uniaxial and biaxial transverse tension and uniaxial and biaxial transverse compression. Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation
of the transversely isotropic f surface in the stress space. The points represented in the curves
are the “trigger points” of the viscoplastic creep surface, for a given strain rate, in which the
viscoplastic process is controlled. That is, in each of these points, an initial yield stress and a
hardening curve giving the yield stress vs. the corresponding equivalent viscoplastic strain is
defined via tabulated data. Consequently, the viscoplastic creep surface parameters α(... ) are a
function not only of the strain rate [1], but also of the equivalent viscoplastic strain, see [3].
The evolution of the viscoplastic strain is defined by using a non-associative flow rule. Two
viscous parameters define the Perzyna type over stress model, m, and η. The consistency parameter γvp is to be determined using the flow rule. The flow rule reads
ε̇vp = γvp ng =

f (σ, ε̇, ε̄vp , A)m 
ng ,
η

(15)

where g(σ, A) is the function of the viscoplastic potential, which defined the non-associated
viscoplastic flow direction ng = ∂σ g(σ, A), analogous to plasticity. The crucial difference in
the rate independent case is that now, stress states outside of the yield locus are admissible.
That is, the stresses can exceed the yield surface depending on the loading velocity and are not
4
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σ33

𝛕12

σ22

σ22

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the yield surface for UD composites in stress space (the yellow points are
repetitions of the blue ones because of the material symmetry).

supposed to remain on the yield locus during plastic loading. The viscosity parameter acts as
delay parameter. At t = tn+1 , the viscoplastic multiplier reads:
n+1
γvp

f m (σ n+1 , ε̄n+1
vp , A)
∆tn+1 ,
=
η

(16)

with ∆tn+1 = tn+1 −tn . The consistency condition, which has to be fulfilled in the viscoelasticviscoplastic case, reads
η
n+1
n+1
γvp
= f m (σ n+1 (γvp
)).
(17)
∆tn+1
This consistency condition Eq. (17) can be solved with the Newton-Raphson method to obtain
n+1
the value of the consistency parameter γvp
. Then, the εn+1
vp can be updated at the end of the
current time step.
2.3

Viscoelastic formulation

The viscoelastic extension implemented is based on the model proposed by Kaliske in [4]. It
derives from a generalised Maxwell model as can be seen on Fig. 2. In this model, there is one
main branch made of one linear spring, the elastic modulus is C0 (the index of the branch is 0),
which is the original elastic modulus of the material (quasi-static property). There is another
branch in parallel. It is constituted of one Maxwell element, characterised by its elastic modulus
C1 and its relaxation time τ1 (the index of that branch is 1). The equations for the 1-dimension
rheological model are presented, before their generalisation for the fully 3D model. The total
stress in the viscoelastic branch can be decomposed
σ = σ 0 + σ1 ,
5
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C0

σ

σ

𝛕1

C1

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the generalized 1D viscoelastic Maxwell model.

The differential equation for the stress in the Maxwell element reads
1
Γ1 σ˙0 = σ˙1 + σ1 ,
τ1
with Γ1 = C1 C0−1 .
The analytical solution reads
σ1 (t) =



0

t

 t − t∗  ∂σ
0
dt∗ .
Γ1 exp −
τ1
∂t∗

(19)

(20)

In a reccurency scheme, at t = tn+1 and by assuming a linear evolution of the stress σ0
between tn+1 and tn (∆tn+1 = tn+1 − tn ), an approximation of the solution can be obtained
σ1n+1 ≈ exp(−∆tn+1 /τ1 )σ1n + Γ1

1 − exp(−∆tn+1 /τ1 ) n+1
(σ0 − σ0n ).
∆tn+1 /τ1

(21)

For the next sections, in order to simplify the expressions, the following notation are adopted,
for the step n + 1
f1n+1 = exp(−∆tn+1 /τ1 ), and f2n+1 =

1 − exp(−∆tn+1 /τ1 )
.
∆tn+1 /τ1

(22)

Following Eq. 21, it is possible to fully determine the stresses at a given step using the previous
stresses (which must be saved). Only the stress in the branch 1 depends on the strain rate.
The same equations can be implemented for the 3D scenario. However, fourth order tensors
must be used instead of scalars (C0 , C1 , and Γ1 = C1 : C−1
0 ). The characteristic relaxation time
tensor T1 is chosen such that
T1 = τ1 I.

(23)

This choice simplifies the model formulation by using only one characteristic time parameter
for every direction. More experimental data is necessary to determine the relaxation times in
every direction. Poon and Ahmad have implemented in [5], a thorough relaxation time tensor
successfully , using similar relaxation times.

6
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Thefore, the system of equations is the following
= σ n0 + C0 : δεn+1
,
σ n+1
0
0
= f1n+1 σ n1 + f2n+1 Γ1 : (σ n+1
− σ n0 ) = σ n1 + f2n+1 Γ1 : C0 : δεn+1
,
σ n+1
1
0
0

(24)

+ σ n+1
.
σ n+1 = σ n+1
0
1
The viscoelastic prediction is now expressed in term of the predicted stress σ pred,n+1 as
σ pred,n+1 = σ n0 + f1n+1 σ n1 + Cve : δεn+1 ,

(25)

Cve = [I + f2n+1 Γ1 ] : C0 .

(26)

with

The relaxation tensor Γ (Γ̂ using the Voigt notation) for a transverse isotropic material in the
material coordinate system (1 is the direction of the fibres) is


γ11 γ12 γ12 0
0
0
 γ21 γ22 γ23 0
0
0 


 γ21 γ23 γ22 0

0
0
.
Γ̂ = 
(27)
 0

0
0
γ
0
0
44


 0
0
0
0
γ44 0 
0
0
0
0
0
γ66

There are different methods to determine Γ in the correct coordinate system. One is to define
the independent parameters (maximum 7) of this fourth order tensor in the material coordinate
system, then transform it into a matrix form, rotate that matrix in the current coordinate system
and finally rewrite it as a fourth order tensor. This approach is complicated because all the
parameters must be calibrated and the rotation. Another approach might reduce the number of
parameters. It consists in using one single scalar, γve,1 , which multiplies an order four tensor,
Pve,ind . This tensor, defined using the preferred direction vector a, is used to extract from the
stress/strain, the components that have an influence on the viscoelastic behaviour (e.g. shear
in the polymeric matrix), and remove the components which do not depend on the strain-rate
(e.g. stress in the elastic fibre). Therefore, it must be checked afterwards that using only one
parameter is accurate enough. Kaliske et al. have reported in [4] that the viscoelastic behaviour
is in many cases mainly linked to the isochoric part of the deformation, which excludes the
hydrostatic pressure contribution. In the presented model, the viscoelasticity is considered not
linked to the hydrostatic pressure in the polymeric matrix and neither to the fibres, where the
behaviour is assumed purely elastic. Consequently, the “viscoelasticity inducing” stresses is
defined (part of the stress that depends on the strain rate in the viscoelastic response), which is
exactly the same as the previously presented “viscoplasticity inducing” stresses (see Eq. 9).
σ ve,ind =

Pve,ind : σ = Pvp,ind : σ.
7
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Therefore, Γ1 can be expressed using Pve,ind
Γ1 = γve,1 Pve,ind .

(29)

This leads to the following expression of the viscoelastic stress σ n+1
1
σ n+1
= f1n+1 σ n1 + f2n+1 γve,1 Pve,ind : C0 : δεve
1

(30)

With this approach, the number of parameters for this model is reduced. Moreover, the model
can easily be used for any orientation (using the preferred direction vector a ), as there is no
need to transform a fourth order tensor. The viscoelastic extension is fully determined using
only two scalar parameters, τ1 and γve,1 .
3

Calibration of the viscous parameters

It is assumed that the viscous behaviour is independent of the hydrostatic pressure. Hence,
the strain rate dependency on the yielding behaviour and on the elastic behaviour is similar both
in tension and in compression.
3.1

Calibration of the viscoplastic model parameters

The calibration of the two viscoplastic parameters, m and η, introduced in Eq. (15) is discussed herein. For the current material, IM7-8552, just two strain rate regimes were tested.
Consequently, the parameter m is set to m = 1, and an approximately linear dependency of
the viscoplastic yield stress on the logarithmic strain rate can be modelled using the parameter
η. Although such a linear dependency from the logarithmic strain rate for carbon-epoxy is reported by [6], it cannot be assumed for arbitrary matrix materials. Thermoplastics for instance,
or thermoplastic toughened resins, exhibit a nonlinear dependency on the logarithmic strain rate
[7]. To account for this nonlinear dependency, the parameter m of the viscoplastic model can be
used. Therefore, test data for at least 3 strain rate regimes are required to calibrate the parameter
m.
To calibrate the remaining viscoplastic parameter η, the axial stress-strain curves of the 45◦
off-axis compression tests are used. These tests were performed at two different strain rates, at
quasi-static rate (0.0004 s-1 ) and at an axial strain rate of approximately 280 s-1 . The calibration
is first performed by running a single element test and then a more refined test using a fine mesh,
whereby the parameter η = 4.0 · 10−4 Ns/mm2 gives the best approximation.
3.2

Calibration of the viscoelastic model parameters

The calibration of the two viscoelastic parameters γve,1 and τ1 of the generalized Maxwell
model, introduced in Eq. 23 and 29, is done performing the 90◦ compression tests. Indeed,
under transverse solicitations, the response is rate-dependent and controlled by the matrix. Currently, it seems more obvious to calibrate the viscoelastic response caused by the matrix using
this case. The 45◦ tests are used to control the validity of the model under shear solicitations
but are less sensible to the value of γve,1 so they cannot be used independently. Approximated
values are obtained using a 1D calculation, and then refined using a finite elements simulation
8
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with a fine mesh, reproducing the experimental conditions. Only two strain-rate regimes are
available, therefore a great uncertainty for the value of τ1 exists. Indeed, no noticeable difference is observed for values in the range of 10−1 to 10−4 s. Therefore, τ1 is set to τ1 = 1 · 10−2 s
and the value γve,1 = 0.35 is found for the best approximation.
4

Results

The simulated results are obtained using the (FEA) commercial software Abaqus. The experimental specimens are reproduced using three-dimensional, eight-node C3D8R solid elements
with reduced integration. For low strain rates simulations, the viscoelasticity transforms into
pure linear elasticity. Consequently, the element size effect on the results is very little. However, it is more important to refine the mesh under high strain rates because all areas in the
specimen do not necessarily deform at the same speed. For these reasons, the following results
have been obtained using a coarse mesh for the quasi-static simulations, and a very fine mesh
for the dynamic simulations (hourglass effect was invesigated and not detected). The simulated
cases are off-axis 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ and 90◦ transverse tension and off-axis 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 75◦
and 90◦ transverse compression.
On the following figures, the experimental and simulated axial strain-stress curves are plotted. They are obtained for dynamic and quasi-static regimes for both tension and compression.
The dotted lines refer to the dynamic data, the continuous lines refer to the quasi-static data.
Also, the red colour is used for the simulation results, while the black colour is used for the
experimental results. Note that, the damage and the failure are not taken into account by the
presented model.
4.1

Tension results

The Figs. 3 to 6 show the measured and simulated static and dynamic axial stress-strain
curves under 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ off-axis tension and 90◦ transverse tension. Considering the experimental data of the dynamic tests, it can be seen that with a higher strain rate the initial slope
increases. This means that viscous effects are observed in the elastic range and these must be
taken into account. Here, the model is able to provide an excellent prediction of these effects.
Also, the stress-strain curves become more linear under dynamic loading (See Figs. 3-6), according to the viscoplastic behaviour of the material which is modelled here. In that respect,
the viscous effects noticed in both, elastic and plastic ranges, are very accurately predicted for
the four orientations, validating the model for tensile loadings.
4.2

Compression results

The Figs. 7 to 12 show the measured and predicted axial stress-strain curves for 15◦ , 30◦ ,
45 , 60◦ , 75◦ off-axis compression and 90◦ transverse compression under quasi-static and dynamic loadings. As can be observed, a very good prediction of the nonlinear behaviour has been
achieved for both, quasi-static and dynamic loading cases. For compression loadings as well as
◦

9
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Figure 5: Axial stress-strain curves for the tensile tests
and simulations, 45 degree, viscoelastic-viscoplastic
model.

Figure 6: Axial stress-strain curves for the tensile tests
and simulations, 90 degree, viscoelastic-viscoplastic
model.

tensile loadings, the viscous effects are well taken into account by the presented model. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that for the 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ off-axis dynamic compression, the quadratic
evolution in the plasticity domain cannot be reproduced completely using the presented model.
A more thorough viscoplastic model, including the damage, could improve the predictions for
those low angle specimens.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a fully 3D viscoelastic-viscoplastic material model at the ply scale, is presented.
It is currently written in a infinitesimal strain formulation and is implemented in a VUMAT
for the (FEA) commercial software Abaqus. By using the preferred direction vector in the
formulation, challenges with defining the proper orientation system are avoided. Consequently,
the model can be used with any orientation. Due to the viscous extension, the prediction of
the stresses state in a specimen is accurate for high strain rate regimes, which is very important
10
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Figure 9: Axial stress-strain curves for the compression tests and simulations, 45 degree, viscoelasticviscoplastic model.

Figure 10: Axial stress-strain curves for the compression tests and simulations, 60 degree, viscoelasticviscoplastic model.

for this field of research. Furthermore, its low number of viscous parameters makes it quick to
calibrate. The model is able to predict nonlinearities under multi-axial loading conditions prior
to the onset of cracking. The necessity to capture the viscous effects in the elastic range was
also shown. Of further importance is the development of a strain rate dependent damage model
taking into account the dynamic fracture toughnesses.
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Figure 11: Axial stress-strain curves for the compression tests and simulations, 75 degree, viscoelasticviscoplastic model.

Figure 12: Axial stress-strain curves for the compression tests and simulations, 90 degree, viscoelasticviscoplastic model.
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Abstract. Scale resolving simulations are indispensable to provide in-depth knowledge
of turbulence in order to improve turbulence modelling approaches for turbomachinery
design processes. However, the inflow conditions of spatially evolving turbulent flow simulations are of utmost significance for the accurate reproduction of physics especially for
Large Eddy Simulations. The present paper compares two approaches to introduce synthetically generated velocity fluctuations for Large Eddy Simulations: an inflow boundary
condition and a source term formulation. In case of the boundary condition the velocity
fluctuations are added to the mean velocity components at the inlet panel of the computational domain. The source term formulation uses an additional volume term in the
momentum equation to add the fluctuating velocity field at an arbitrary location. The
functionality of these methods in combination with the synthetic generation of fluctuations is validated in the generic test case of spatially decaying homogeneous isotropic
turbulence. Furthermore, the spatial variation and anisotropy of turbulent statistics in a
turbulent boundary layer as well as the development length of the different combinations,
needed to reach a fully developed flow, are analysed for a turbulent channel flow.

1

INTRODUCTION

In order to design less noisy, more efficient and resource-conserving jet engines, the correct representation of turbulent flow structures in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
is of crucial importance. Since Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modelling is
prone to show inaccuracies in regions where strong streamline curvature, separation, transition, relaminarization and heat transfer play a role, scale resolving simulations are indispensable [1]. Despite the enormous increase in computational power, scale resolving simulations, e.g. Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulations (LES),
will not be part of the industrial design process in the coming decades. Nevertheless,
through the gains in knowledge of turbulence provided by LES, which are a compromise
between accuracy and computational costs, RANS models in industrial application will
continuously be enhanced.
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However, the prescribed inflow conditions of spatially evolving turbulent flow simulations are of utmost importance for the accurate reproduction of physics for LES. Tabor
and Baba-Ahmadi [2] distinguish between two different approaches in order to obtain
adequate inflow conditions including turbulent fluctuations. On the one hand, there is
the Precursor Simulation Method, in which the inflow conditions are created performing
a separate precomputation. Due to the fact that such an approach is not always feasible for industrial applications, another procedure based on statistical quantities such
as Reynolds stresses and integral values, called Synthetic Turbulence Generator (STG),
emerged. The goal of an STG is the synthetical generation of velocity fluctuations with
respect to the correct representation of integral quantities like length and time scales. The
mapping of the characteristic turbulent energy cascade characterized by coherent vortex
structures is essential in order to judge the functionality of these methods. Furthermore,
a practice-oriented STG should be able to reproduce the isotropy of turbulence as well as
the anisotropy in a turbulent boundary layer. Druault et al. [3] show that synthetically
generated velocity fluctuations, which simply follow a Gaussian distribution, consequently
lacking any fluid mechanics background, are not able to reproduce the expected turbulent
flow field. Therefore, the supply of correct spatial and temporal correlations for the STG
is the key for the occurrence of fully evolved, realistic turbulent structures. A decisive
criterion for the valuation of an STG is the development length, which characterizes the
covered distance of the flow before realistic turbulence is established. There are many
STG approaches to fulfil the criteria mentioned above. Keating et al. [4], e.g., review
different methods of prescribing inflow conditions for LES.
In this paper we employ the STG suggested by Shur et al. [5], based on Fourier reconstruction of the fluctuating velocity field using wave vectors with uniformly distributed
random directions. The goal of this paper is to compare two approaches for introducing the synthetically generated velocity field into the CFD domain: an inflow boundary
condition and a source term formulation. In case of the boundary condition the velocity
fluctuations are added to the mean velocity components at the inlet panel of the computational domain. The volume source term by Schmidt and Breuer [6], which was originally
combined with an STG method based on a digital filter concept, uses an additional source
term in the momentum equation to add the fluctuating velocity field at the desired location in the volume. This numerical flexibility results in the possibility to use coarser grids
upstream of the source term location due to the absence of turbulent fluctuations.
This paper is organized as follows: First, the theory of the applied Fourier-technique
is outlined. The two approaches to introduce the fluctuations generated by the STG are
stated subsequently. Section 3 presents the simulation results, before the last section
summarizes the results and issues an outlook.
2

NUMERICAL METHODS

The synthetic generation of turbulent fluctuations is performed using the parallelized
multi-block CFD-solver TRACE, which is being developed by the DLR’s Institute of
Propulsion Technology with focus on turbomachinery [7]. TRACE solves the compressible, unsteady filtered Navier-Stokes equations according to the LES approach. In this
2
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context we use the cell-centred finite-volume method, whereby a fraction of φ = 10−3 of
Roe’s numerical flux [8] is added to a central flux. Second order accuracy for the advective fluxes is achieved by applying van Leer’s MUSCL extrapolation [9] as well as for the
viscous fluxes via a central finite difference scheme. An explicit Runge-Kutta algorithm
with third order accuracy is used to obtain precise and robust time integration for the
unsteady computations. The general concept of the STG of Shur et al. [5], which employs ideas of Kraichnan [10], is described in the following, whereupon the two methods
to introduce the synthetically generated fluctuations into the flow field are discussed.
2.1

Synthetic turbulence generation

The parts of the formulation of the STG stated here, are important to understand the
general concept to obtain turbulent velocity fluctuations. For detailed explanatory notes
on this approach, the reader is referred to the original publication [5].
Similarly to the statistical turbulence modelling the velocity vector can be split in a
 (r) and a synthetically generated fluctuating part usyn (r, t). The velocity
mean velocity u
at a point r = {x, y, z} reads:
 (r) + usyn (r, t)
u(r, t) = u

(1)

usyn,i (r, t) = aij vj (r, t)

(2)

A transformation is used to express the velocity fluctuations in Equation (1):

By means of the introduction of the fluctuating vector v , which satisfies the restrictions
 
vj = 0 and v
i vj = δij , the Reynolds stresses are correct owing to the definition of the
tensor A. The Cholesky decomposition of the Reynolds stress tensor, τij = AAT , leads
to:

 √
τxx
0
0


τyy − a2yx
0
(3)
A = {aij } =  τyx /axx

2
2
τzz − azx − azy
F τzx /axx (τzx − ayx azx ) /ayy
In order to determine the velocity fluctuation in Equation (2) the fluctuating vector v
has to be computed:


v (r, t) = 2



N

3 √ n n
q [σ cos (k n dn · r + φn )]
2 n=1

(4)

Here:
• N is the number of modes

• q n is the normalized amplitude of the mode n, defined by the local energy spectrum
and determined from a modified von-Karman spectrum
• dn is a random unit vector of direction uniformly distributed over a sphere
• k n is the amplitude of the wave vector of the mode n: kn = k n dn
3
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• σ n is a unit vector normal to dn (σ n · dn = 0)

• φn is the phase of the mode n (random number, uniformly distributed in [0, 2π))

As all quantities in Equation (4) are defined only once before the start of the simulation,
there is no time-dependency so far. Thus, Shur et al. [5] propose the use of a pseudoposition vector

   
2π
(x − umacro t)
x
kn max{le (r)}
 ,
(5)
r =  y   = 
y

z
z
whereby umacro represents a macro-scale velocity.
2.2

Inflow formulation of the STG

The synthetically generated velocity fluctuations in Equation (2) are added to the
mean velocity component in the respective direction according to Equation (1). The
superposition takes place at the inlet of the computational domain, resulting in a Dirichlet
boundary condition for the simulation.
2.3

Source term formulation of the STG

As the source term formulation is based on the concept of Schmidt and Breuer [6],
which uses an additional source term Ssyn,ui in the momentum equation, the reader is
again referred to the original publication for all details of the approach.
Subtracting the initial momentum equation from the modified one including the additional source term, while assuming that the advective and diffusive fluxes do not change
because of the introduction of this term, yields the formulation of the source term:

   
∂ ρusyn,i
dV
(6)
Ssyn,ui dV =
∂t
V

V

In order to avoid rapid relaminarization the time derivative in Equation (6) is replaced
by the integral time scale TT :

   
ρusyn,i
Ssyn,ui dV =
dV
(7)
TT
V

V

Additionally, the time scale can be interpreted as a relaxation time needed to react to
disturbances, hence the time step should be much smaller (∆t  TT ) preventing a rapid
and strong system response. Moreover, to avoid discontinuities and ensure a fast spatial
development of turbulent structures, the amplitude of the source term is scaled with a
Gaussian distribution according to the streamwise distance d = |x − xST | to the origin of
the source term xST and the integral length scale LT :


πd2
CF D
Ssyn,ui (x) = Ssyn,ui · exp − 2
(8)
2LT



G

4
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Based on the Taylor’s hypothesis for ui  ui , the integral time scale is computed using
the streamwise velocity component ux and the integral length scale:
TT =

LT
ux

(9)

The source term Ssyn,ui is calculated at xST for each time step and distributed in streamwise direction according to the exponential function G.
3

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The inflow and source term formulation in combination with the STG, described above,
are investigated in the generic test case of spatially decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence and a turbulent channel flow application.
3.1

Spatially decaying homogeneous turbulence

The fundamental functionality of the STG in combination with the methods to introduce the fluctuations into the CFD domain is evaluated by a spatially decaying homogeneous turbulence test case. The test case with a Mach number of 0.1 features periodic boundary conditions perpendicular to the streamwise direction. Thus, lacking any
shear layer and production of turbulence after adding the synthetically generated turbulent fluctuations, the spatial decay takes place. Multiples of the turbulent length scale,
8πLT × 2πLT × 2πLT with LT = 0.001m, represent the domain size discretized on a
mesh of 128 × 32 × 32 rectangular hexahedra. The origin of the source term is located
1
at xST = 16
Lx . One axial through-flow of the domain is resolved with 2304 time steps.
After two through-flows the averaging of the flow variables starts, while 22 through-flows
are simulated. The subgrid stresses are computed by the Smagorinsky model [11].

(a) Inflow formulation

(b) Source term formulation

Figure 1: Spatial development of vortex structures illustrated by isosurface λ2 = −0.0025 and streamwise
vorticity component in XZ-plane

The difference in the functionality is illustrated in Figure 1. Whereas vortex structures are only present downstream of the source term position in picture 1(b), the inflow
formulation leads to an immediate decay of vortex structures from x/Lx = 0 onwards.
Furthermore, it is observed that the inflow formulation introduces less turbulence kinetic
energy compared to the source term formulation, see Figure 2 and Figure 3. Whereby
∆x = x−xST represents the relative distance referred to the source term origin. However,
5
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the STG does not generate fully isotropic turbulence as specified by the input parameters.
With increasing distance from the location, where the superimposition of the turbulent
fluctuations to the flow field takes place, the differences between the normal stresses return to isotropy, also indicated by the convergence to zero of the shear stress components,
due to the absence of velocity gradients.

Figure 2: Turbulence intensity with reference to input parameter T u0

(a) Normal stresses

(b) Shear stresses

 u )
Figure 3: Reynolds stresses with reference to input Reynolds stress (u
x x 0

Based on simulations with 10 times the simulation duration as before, respectively
220 through-flows, energy spectra resulting from autocorrelations are computed. Figure
4 shows the Fourier transform of the autocorrelations, i.e. the Power Spectral Density (PSD), at constant locations. Both formulations lead to an early evolution of the
characteristic spectrum, as the −5/3 law in the inertial range is already recognizable at
x/Lx ≈ 0, 18, respectively ∆x/Lx ≈ 0, 18. With increasing distance covered the inertial
6
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range becomes even pronounced, because of the evolution from superimposed, synthetically generated fluctuations to physical turbulent structures.

(a) Inflow formulation at x/Lx ≈ 0, 06

(b) Inflow formulation at x/Lx ≈ 0, 18

(c) Source term formulation at ∆x/Lx ≈ 0, 06

(d) Source term formulation at ∆x/Lx ≈ 0, 18

Figure 4: PSD scaled with input velocity u0 and turbulent length LT of the spatially decaying turbulence

3.2

Channel flow

In order have a look at the spatial variation and anisotropy of turbulent statistics in
a turbulent boundary layer, the STG is applied in a turbulent channel flow. To enforce
the Reynolds number based on the friction velocity Reτ = 395, a constant body force
source term in the streamwise momentum equation is used. In order to minimize compressibility effects, the Mach number is set to 0.1. A reference solution, which is the result
of a periodic channel, is required to investigate the development length of the STG in a
finite-dimensional channel flow application. Therefore, the computational domain of the
periodic channel is set up with periodic boundaries in streamwise direction as well as in zdirection. The domain size is defined by multiples of the channel half-height δ = 0.006m.
For the periodic case this results in 2πδ × 2δ × πδ on a mesh of 72 × 54 × 72 rectangular
7
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hexahedra. The finite-dimensional channel is 5 times longer and has 360 × 54 × 72 cells.
+
The corresponding grid steps in wall units are ∆x+ ≈ 34, ∆z + ≈ 17, ∆ymin
≈ 0.6 and
+
∆ymax ≈ 35, whereby the grid resolution was chosen on the basis of a compromise between
1
accuracy and computational costs. The origin of the source term is located at xST = 10
Lx .
In case of the periodic channel, the whole domain is initialized by the superimposition of
the velocity fluctuations generated by the STG and the mean velocity components, while
the inflow and source term formulation is applied to the finite-dimensional channel. Based
on the investigations of Bergmann et al. [12] a statistical averaging of the flow variables
takes place after a transient phase of 20 eddy turnover times ET T = tuτ /δ. Both cases
are resolved with 40 ET T , resulting in approx. 50 through-flows in the periodic case
and approx. 20 through-flows in the finite case. The WALE model is applied in order to
obtain the subgrid stresses for the LES [13].

(a) Inflow formulation

(b) Source term formulation

Figure 5: Development of velocity profiles in streamwise direction

Hereinafter, the spatially evolving LES results labelled with a specification of location
are compared with the solution of the periodic channel and incompressible DNS results
of Iwamoto et al. [14]. The streamwise velocity profile scaled with the friction velocity
ux + = ux /uτ shows agreement in the viscous sublayer with the DNS results, whereas the
differences become larger in the log-law region, see Figure 5. Starting from the initialization by the averaged periodic solution, the velocity profiles of the inflow formulation
in Figure 5(a) tend to greater values as far as x/δ ≈ 5, where this effect is eventually
reversed yielding convergence to the periodic solution. This turning point can be identified as the minimum in the friction coefficient in Figure 6. Based on the comparison with
the periodic solution, the development length of the inflow formulation is determined to
20x/δ. Keating et al. [4] identified a similar development length for an STG based on
Batten et al. [15], which is also a modified version of the method proposed by Kraichnan
[10]. By employing a zonal RANS-IDDES (Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation)
approach, Shur et al. [5] stated a shorter development length of their own STG.
8
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Figure 6: Comparison of the friction coefficient

(a) RMS of turbulent velocities


+
 u
u
x x

(c) RMS of turbulent velocities



 u
u
z z

(b) RMS of turbulent velocities

+

 u
(d) Shear stress u
x y



 u
u
y y

+

+

Figure 7: Development of Reynolds stresses in streamwise direction for the inflow formulation
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When having a look at the Reynolds stresses in Figure 7, whereby
+

2
 
 


=u
u
i uj
i uj /uτ

,

(10)

the overestimation of the velocity profile can also be recognized by the root mean square
(RMS) of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. In general the Reynolds stresses increase
with covered distance ending in no realistic results at x/δ > 28.5, respectively ∆x/δ > 25.4
for the source term approach. The shape of these last profiles is due to the effect of the
exit boundary condition. The streamwise velocity profile of the source term formulation
differs extremely from the DNS results next to ∆x/δ = 0, i.e. approximately the source
term position xST . This is because of the formation of a laminar velocity profile out of the
prescribed turbulent one without fluctuations, identified as the drop in friction coefficient
upstream of the source term location in Figure 6. The synthetically generated fluctuations
tend to laminarize directly after adding to the flow field, as the decrease in shear stress
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Figure 8: Development of Reynolds stresses in streamwise direction for the source term formulation
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can also be recognized downstream of the superimposition for the inflow formulation.
Going across the source term position, an increase of friction resulting in an overshoot is
observed. Subsequently, the friction coefficient reaches a plateau, so that the source term
formulation features the same development length of 20∆x/δ as the inflow formulation.
Schmidt and Breuer [6] present a similar development length and progression in friction
coefficient for the source term formulation applied to hybrid simulations (RANS-LES).
The overestimation of the fully developed friction coefficient compared to the periodic
solution, can be seen in [6] as well. Furthermore, it is noticeable that the LES results in
close vicinity to the source term position have the smallest discrepancy to the velocity
profile of the DNS at y + < 70, whereas the longer the distance from the source term
location the better the approximation holds for y + > 70. In contrast to the inflow
formulation, the Reynolds stresses of the source term formulation, illustrated in Figure 8,
indicate that there is no turbulence kinetic energy upstream of the source term location,
as the flow field has not experienced the total impact of the source term yet. Downstream
of the source term origin the stresses develop due to the formation of a boundary layer
associated with the production of turbulence in the same way as they do when applying the
inflow formulation. In comparison to the inflow formulation, the normal stress component
in z-direction and the shear stress of the source term formulation coincide better with the
DNS results, while there is no difference with reference to accordance in x- and y-direction
of the normal stresses.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated the performance of the STG by Shur et al. [5] in combination with two approaches to introduce the fluctuations into the flow field. The inflow
and the source term formulation, based on Schmidt and Breuer [6], showed very similar
results in the isotropic as well as in the anisotropic, wall-bounded test case, confirming
their functionality. Thus, the STG in combination with the inflow or the source term formulation is capable to represent the turbulent energy spectrum as well as the turbulent
boundary layer profiles of streamwise velocity and second-order moments. One benefit of
the source term formulation is the opportunity to apply existing non-reflecting boundary
conditions without modification, whereas the inflow formulation requires an adaption of
the inlet boundary condition to superimpose the fluctuations. Moreover, since the source
term formulation provides the flexibility to introduce turbulent fluctuations at an arbitrary position in the flow field, where the grid is sufficiently fine and consequently the
damping of small turbulent structures is negligible, this method should be considered
for future simulations requiring turbulent fluctuations in the inflow for turbomachinery
applications.
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Abstract. The velocity signal of a high quality wall-resolving large eddy simulation
(WRLES) of fully-developed turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 1000 is spatially averaged
over cubic boxes of size corresponding to possible choices for grid-cell size in a wall-modeled
(WM)LES of the same flow. Two box sizes are considered, as well as multiple wallnormal locations of the center of the box. After applying filtering in time, the generated
velocity signals are used to study algebraic wall models with respect to their ability to
accurately predict the wall shear stress, τ̄w . In particular, models based on the Spalding
and Reichardt laws are examined. The sensitivity of τ̄w with respect to the wall-normal
distance of the velocity sampling point, h, the wall model and its parameters, and also to
the resolution of the WMLES grid is addressed. It is shown that by using wall models with
the parameters calibrated to fit the WRLES mean velocity profiles, the mean of the wall
shear stress can be accurately predicted, however, no improvement for the fluctuations
of this quantity is achieved. To avoid dependence of the mean predicted τ̄w on h, an
integrated formulation of algebraic wall models is proposed and applied to Reichardt law,
leading to improved results. Finally, an idea is described and examined to increase the
correlation between the predicted τ̄w and reference wall shear stress through dynamically
adjusting the wall model parameters. To facilitate similar studies, the generated datasets
for a-priori study of WMLES are made publicly available.

1

INTRODUCTION

The essential requirement for wall-resolving large eddy simulation (WRLES) is to resolve structures of the order of the local viscous length scale δν , where δν = ν/uτ , in the
turbulent boundary layer (TBL). Here, ν 
is the fluid kinematic viscosity and uτ denotes
the wall friction velocity defined as uτ = τw /ρ, with τw and ρ being magnitude of the
wall shear stress and fluid density, respectively. This requirement results in excessive
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growth of the number of grid cells with Reynolds (Re-)number, [5, 6, 18], which is the
main barrier to applying WRLES to many real-life applications, [21]. In contrast, the
requirement in the wall-modeled (WM)LES approach is to only directly resolve the flow
structures in the outer part of the TBL, which scale with δ  δν . Consequently, the
required number of grid cells is reduced, see [5, 6, 20], but the near-wall region in WMLES is under-resolved and hence some appropriate type of wall modeling is required to
approximate the uncaptured effects.
There have been various suggestions for wall modeling, see the reviews [15, 14, 10] and
the references therein. In one approach, referred to as wall-stress modeling, a part of the
near-wall modeling is devoted to predicting the correct value of the local wall shear stress,
given information from the outer part of the TBL which is supposed to be sufficiently
resolved. The focus of the present study is on so-called algebraic wall-stress models using
laws of the wall valid for equilibrium TBLs, [16, 8], to make the predictions.
In what is hereafter called a-posteriori WMLES, at each time step, there is a coupling
between the LES solution in the interior computational domain and the wall model which
takes in information from the interior domain and then predicts and imposes a boundary
condition for the LES equations at the wall. In the present study, similar to [3, 4, 7],
the coupling between the flow solver and wall model at the wall is removed leading to a
framework for a-priori WMLES within which the possibility of studying the performance
of the wall model in predicting wall shear stress is provided.
The particular wall models used in the present study are shortly reviewed in Section 2.
To generate velocity samples suitable for the wall model, the velocity field of a highquality WRLES of channel flow at Reτ = uτ δ/ν = 1000, where δ denotes the channel
half-height, is filtered in both space and time. The details of the procedure are found in
Section 3. Moreover, the reference wall shear stress to which the wall models’ predictions
are compared is introduced. As a main objective of the present study, the sensitivity of the
predicted wall shear stress with respect to different factors is investigated in Section 4.1.
In order to remove the observed dependency of the predictions on the sampling height,
an integrated formulation of algebraic wall models is proposed. In the end, in Section 4.3,
the possibility of using an algebraic wall model with dynamically-adjustable parameters
to enhance capability of predicting fluctuations of wall shear stress is discussed.
2

ALGEBRAIC WALL MODELS

The inner-scaled laws of the wall developed for equilibrium TBLs can be used as algebraic wall models. In their general form, these laws read as, F (q, y + , u+ ) = 0 ,
where, q are the model parameters and taken to be fixed, · denotes the mean value,
u+ = u/uτ  and y + = yuτ /ν represent the inner-scaled mean velocity and distance
from the wall, respectively. At any specific point
 on the wall with coordinates (x, z), the
local mean friction velocity uτ  is defined as τw /ρ. In WMLES, it is assumed that the
law of the wall also holds for the instantaneous filtered velocity ū sampled at distance y
from the wall. As a result, the associated local instantaneous ūτ (x, z, y, t) is iteratively
predicted from,
F (ūτ , q, y, ū) = 0 .
(1)
2
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The two particular wall models considered in Section 4 cover the distance between the
wall up to the wake region (i.e. the end of outer layer) of the TBL, see e.g. [16]. The first
model is proposed by Spalding, [23],


3
+ m

(κu
)
+
y + = u+ + e−κB eκu −
,
(2)
m!
m=0
with default parameters κ = 0.4 and B = 5.5. The second one is that of Reichardt [17],


+

1 
y + − yB+
− yB
+
+
u = ln 1 + κy + C 1 − e 1 −
(3)
e 2 ,
κ
B1

with default parameters κ = 0.4, C = 7.8, B1 = 11, and B2 = 3.
3

DATA FOR a-PRIORI WMLES

In order to generate the velocity samples used by the wall model, high quality data
of WRLES of fully-developed turbulent channel flow at nominal Reτ = 1000 are utilized.
The details of the WRLES are summarized in Table 1. Also, the resulting profiles of a
number of velocity statistical moments, which agree very well with the reference DNS data
of [11], are shown in Fig. 1. To perform this simulation, the open-source finite-volume
based library OpenFOAM, see [12] and the references therein, was employed. Nominally
second-order accurate schemes for discretization in both space and time are used with
constant time step size ∆tR = 0.002. Moreover, no explicit subgrid-scale (SGS) modeling
was included in the simulation. For further details, see [19].
Table 1: Details of WRLES of channel flow at target Reτ = 1000. The physical parameters are bulk
velocity Ub = 1 m/s, channel half-height δ = 1 m and ν = 5 × 10−5 m2 /s, which result in Reτ = 1000.512
according to DNS, [11]. The inner-scaled wall-normal distance of the first off-wall cell center and the cell
+
and ∆yc+ , respectively.
size in wall-normal direction at the center of the channel are denoted by ∆yw
Reτ
986

∆x+
16.6

Resolution
+
∆z + ∆yw
10
0.445

Domain Size
lx × ly × lz
9δ × 2δ × 4δ

∆yc+
40

No. of Cells
543 × 116 × 403

Figure 1: Inner-scaled profile of WRLES mean velocity (a), Reynolds stress (b) and turbulent kinetic
energy (c) compared to the DNS data of [11] (symbols).

3
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The velocity field of the WRLES is, in the course of simulation, spatially averaged over
the volume of cubic boxes centered around the points with coordinates xM = (xM , h, zM ),
where xM and zM are fixed (associated to a point on the wall) and h specifies different
heights from the wall. Due to periodicity, the choice of xM and zM is arbitrary, and is
here chosen to be the centroid of the wall. By filtering in time, in the post-processing
stage, the WMLES velocity signals are generated via,


1
ū(xM , t) =
u(x − xM , t∗ )dx dt∗ ,
(4)
∆tM VM ∆tM VM
where, boldface letters represent vectors, ∆tM = Nt ∆tR with Nt > 1 specifies time step
size associated with WMLES, and VM = (δ/n)3 is the volume of the cubic boxes which
mimic the WMLES cells. In the present study, two different resolutions n = 20 and 30
are considered. A total of n sampling points xMi = (xM , hi , zM ), where i = 1, 2, · · · , n, is
chosen so that they cover the distance between the wall and the channel half-height δ, i.e.
hi = (2i − 1)δ/(2n). A velocity snapshot of the WRLES with the associated grid along
with the schematic representation of the WMLES cells are illustrated in Fig. 2.
In total, 213 000 time-samples of WRLES velocity u, corresponding to more than 47
flow-through times are uniformly filtered (i.e. averaged with the same weights) to generate
WMLES velocity signals ū. In particular, Nt = ∆tM /∆tR is chosen to be 10, in accordance
with the time step size practically used for a-posteriori WMLES.

Figure 2: Instantaneous velocity field of the WRLES of channel flow at Reτ = 1000 (a), with cells
represented by gray lines. The blue boxes (a,b) schematically show the WMLES cells with volume (δ/n)3
over which the WRLES fields are averaged.

In addition to the WMLES cells for sampling velocity in the interior of the domain,
another box with volume δ/n×2∆yw ×δ/n is considered adjacent to the wall with center at
(xM , ∆yw , zM ). Since this center is located in the viscous sublayer of the TBL, a reference
wall shear stress associated to the volume can be directly calculated as τwM = ρν ūM /∆yw .
The velocity samples ūM are calculated in the same way as in (4) but employing the volume
δ/n × 2∆yw × δ/n instead. For comparison, the wall shear stress signal from WRLES,
τwR , is also computed using the WRLES velocity at (xM , ∆yw , zM ) filtered in time.
4
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Table 2: Comparison between reference wall shear stresses.
Wall shear stress
τw R
τw M
τ wM

n
20
30

τw  ×103
2.560
2.573
2.579

τw+
0.418
0.288
0.330

Correlation with τwR
1.000
0.794
0.878

According to the quantitative comparison in Table 2, only τwR has physically correct
value of normalized fluctuations τw+ = sdev(τw )/τw  which is known to be ≈ 0.4 [1] with
small increase with Re-number, see [13]. Here, sdev(·) represents standard deviation.
When WMLES resolution n increases, both τw+ and the correlation between τwM and
τwR grow. The latter is clearly observable from the scatter plots in Fig. 3. Also shown
in this figure are the marginal probability density functions (PDF) of τw+M = τwM /τwM 
and τw+R = τwR /τwR . According to Alfredsson et al. [2], τw+R signals have log-normal
distribution. The same type of distribution can be also fitted to τw+M , although with
slightly different parameters than those for τw+R .
In order to evaluate the performance of the wall models in Section 4, a reference wall
shear stress is required which is chosen to be τwM . Taking into account the deviation of
τwM from the “true” wall shear stress τwR , it is accepted that even a perfect wall model
is not supposed to predict the physically true values of wall shear stress.

Figure 3: Scatter plot and marginal PDF of τw+M and τw+R for n = 20 (a) and n = 30 (b). The solid blue
lines represent the log-normal PDFs fitted to the samples. The red dashed lines represent mean values.

4
4.1

PERFORMANCE OF ALGEBRAIC WALL MODELS
Factors influencing the predictions of wall models

Different factors can potentially influence the predictions of the wall shear stress in
wall modeling. In particular, the algebraic wall model and its parameter values, the
wall-normal distance to the velocity sampling point, h, the characteristics of the sampled
streamwise velocity component imported to the wall model, ū, and grid resolution n are
the potentially most influential factors. Here, an attempt is made to assess the influence
5
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of these factors using the WMLES data of Section 3.
The normalized error in ūτ , predicted by two wall models and different parameter values at different h/δ is shown
 in Fig. 4(a). This error is defined as, [ūτ ] =
(ūτ  − uτM ) /uτM  where uτM = τwM /ρ. Independent of the wall model and parameters used, sampling from the closest WMLES cell center to the wall results in the largest
magnitude of [ūτ ]. This is in agreement with what is observed in a-posteriori WMLES,
see e.g. [9]. By increasing h/δ, the value of [ūτ ] changes, however, it becomes almost
fixed for h/δ  0.6 associated with the wake region of the TBL. The latter is due to
the fact that both Spalding and Reichardt wall models are valid up to the end of the
outer layer. A more interesting observation is that below the wake region, the choice
of parameter values can vertically shift the [ūτ ]-h/δ graph. When both the Spalding
and Reichardt laws are used with the parameters calibrated to fit the u+ -y + profile of
the WRLES, similar negligible [ūτ ] is observed for sampling velocity from the overlap
region of the TBL, see the red and yellow graphs in Fig. 4(a).
To quantify how sensitive the predicted ūτ are to the variations of the wall model
parameters and sampling velocity ū, local sensitivity analysis, see e.g. [22], is performed
for the wall models (2) and (3). The resulting expression in its general form is written as,
∆ūτ
∆ū 
∆qi
= χū
+
χ qi
,
ūτ0
ū0
q0 i
i=1

(5)

where subscript 0 shows the nominal value of a quantity, ∆ denotes small deviation
from the nominal values, and χ represent the local sensitivity indices. In particular,
the nominal wall model parameters are chosen to be corresponding default values (see
Section 2), ū0 is taken to be ū, and ūτ0 is the prediction of the wall model for ū0 and
q0 . According to Fig. 4(b) and (c), ūτ is most sensitive to ū and then to a lower extent to
the wall model parameters. χū is almost unchanged with h/δ, however, since sdev(ū)/ū
decreases with h/δ, the overall impact of ū on ∆ūτ /ūτ0 reduces at higher h/δ. Note that,
similar results were obtained for n = 30.

Figure 4: Variation of the normalized error in predicted ūτ  with h/δ for n = 20 (a) when the Spalding law with κ, B = 0.4, 5.5 (blue), 0.415, 5.6 (red), 0.38, 4.0 (black), and the Reichardt law with
κ, C, B1 , B2 = 0.4, 7.8, 11, 3.0 (magenta) and 0.395, 7.2, 8.0, 4.0 (yellow) are used. The local sensitivity
indices for the ūτ predicted by the Spalding law (b), and the Reichardt law (c) for default parameter
values and n = 20.

6
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It is also interesting to evaluate the ability of the wall models to predict the fluctuations
in ūτ . For the same set of wall models and their parameters as above, Fig. 5 illustrates the
error in the normalized fluctuations of the wall friction velocity, i.e. ū+
τ = sdev(ūτ )/ūτ ,
and also the correlation coefficient between ūτ predicted by a wall model and the reference uτM . As h/δ increases, the magnitude of [ū+
τ ] grows and cor(ūτ , uτM ) decreases.
Neither changing the wall model and its parameters nor the WMLES resolution n make
any difference in these trends. These observations are somewhat expected: at higher
distances from the wall, sdev(ū)/ū reduces and ū becomes less correlated with the wall
friction velocity. The lack of dependency of [ū+
τ ] on q follows from the fact that q are
kept fixed and consequently do not affect the fluctuations of ūτ .

Figure 5: Variation of the normalized errors in ū+
τ (a), and the correlation between ūτ and uτM (b)
with h/δ for parameters changing as in Fig. 4(a).

Combining the above observations, it is concluded that to accurately predict ūτ , the
use of a-priori tuned-up parameters q based on accurate benchmark u+ -y + is necessary.
However, as shown in Fig. 6, the optimized values of q vary with h/δ, although the variations become less significant as h/δ increases. When ū is sampled from the wall-adjacent
cell center, the magnitude of [ūτ ] for different combinations of κ and B is lower than
when ū is sampled from cells at higher h/δ. Also, the most accurate predictions of the
fluctuations of ūτ are obtained when the velocity samples are taken from the closest WMLES cell center to the wall. However, this may not be applicable to a-posteriori WMLES,
where the flow may be under-resolved in the first few cells near the wall, see e.g. [9].

Figure 6: Isolines of [ūτ ] % for different combinations of parameters when Spalding law is used with
n = 20. Input ū to the wall model is sampled from (left to right) h/δ = 0.025, 0.075, 0.325, associated to
the first, second, and seventh cell centers of the WMLES grid. The black line shows [ūτ ] = 0.

7
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4.2

Integrated formulation of wall models

In Section 4.1 it was shown that in the standard use of wall models, while the error
in ūτ  can be minimized by the choice of the wall model parameters, q, the optimal
values of q are dependent on h. Further, a significantly larger [ūτ ] was observed when
h was set to the distance to the wall-adjacent WMLES cell center. Here, an approach
for reducing the dependency of [ūτ ] on h is proposed. The idea is based on the the
work of Werner and Wengle [24]. Note that, given some wall model which can be written
as u+ = F (uτ , y, q), the wall-normal average of u over the interval [h1 , h2 ] can be
expressed as,
 h2
 h2
1
uτ 
udy =
F (uτ , y, q)dy.
(6)
h 2 − h 1 h1
h 2 − h 1 h1
In the framework of collocated finite volume discretization, the values stored at the cell
centers represent the volumetric averages of the unknowns across the corresponding cells.
Therefore, it can be argued that in this setting, ū, taken from a cell center located at
a wall-normal distance 0.5(h1 + h2 ), better approximates the left-hand-side of (6) rather
than u itself. Adopting this hypothesis leads to the following equation for computing
ūτ ,

h2

(h2 − h1 )ū − ūτ

F (ūτ , y, q)dy = 0.

(7)

h1

Two ways of applying (7) are considered here. One is to integrate over a single cell,
with the cell center at a distance h from the wall. In this case, h1 and h2 are the lower and
upper wall-normal bounds of the cell, respectively. The second way involves integrating
over multiple consecutive off-the-wall cells. Then, h1 is set to zero, h2 is the upper bound
of the upper-most cell, and the value of ū is computed as the wall-normal average of the
WMLES velocity across all the considered cells.

Figure 7: Error in the mean predicted friction velocity, ūτ , as a function of the normalized distance to
the sampling point, h/δ. In the case of integration across multiple cells, h refers to the cell center of the
upper-most considered cell. Here, n = 30, and Reichardt law (3) with the following parameters is used
κ = 0.395, C = 7.2, B1 = 8, B2 = 4.

Figure 7 shows the error in ūτ  as function of h/δ, with Reichard law (3) used as F . It is
observed that compared to the standard method, integrating over a single cell significantly
8
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reduces the error, when ū is taken from the wall-adjacent cell. Integrating over multiple
cells stabilizes the behavior of the error across the whole considered range of h/δ.
4.3

Wall models with dynamically-adjusted parameters

As discussed in Section 4.1, algebraic wall models in their standard form, i.e. with
constant parameters, can, at best, only accurately predict ūτ . Here as a deviation from
the standard form, the possibility of having non-fixed q in the course of wall modeling is
investigated. Assume the reference wall friction velocity and signals of ū at different h/δ
are given and the parameters in wall model (1) are allowed to be adjusted for each joint
sample of uτM and ū. The aim is to see what the resulting joint PDF of the parameters
would be. To this end, the following algorithm is considered. At each ∆tM , take u∗τ = uτM ;
then,
1. at nl ≤ n heights from the wall associated with the cell centers of WMLES grid,
find inner scaled velocity and wall-normal distance,
ū∗i = ūi /u∗τ ,

yi∗ = hi u∗τ /ν,

for i = 1, 2, · · · , nl .

2. Estimate κ∗ and B ∗ from the logarithmic law of the wall using ordinary least square
(OLS) method,
κ

∗−1

=

nl

 l ∗  nl
(ū∗i ln yi∗ ) − ( ni=1
ūi ) ( i=1 ln yi∗ )
,

 nl
2
l
nl i=1 (ln yi∗ )2 − ( ni=1
ln yi∗ )

 nl

i=1

nl 

1 
−1
B =
ū∗i − κ∗ ln yi∗ .
nl i=1
∗

3. Use, for instance, Spalding law (2) with κ∗ and B ∗ , and ū at any h to estimate ūτ .
By using the data of Section 3, joint samples of κ and B (conditioned on the uτM and
ū data) shown in Fig. 8(a) are obtained. Although the marginal PDFs of B and κ seem
to be respectively normal and non-normal, further studies employing Bayesian parameter
estimation techniques is required to specify the PDF types more accurately. Here, the
mean value of the parameters are found to be κ = 0.364 and B = 2.645, which are
less than the standard values. However, these mean values are approximately on the
zero-error loci in Fig. 6.
It should be noted that in the second step of the algorithm, logarithmic law is chosen
because of its linear dependency on the parameters which makes applying the OLS method
valid and accurate. In the third step, independent of h/δ, approximately the same mean
and standard deviation of ūτ and also the same correlation between ūτ and uτM are
achieved. The latter is ≈ 0.91 and can be observed from Fig. 8(b-e).
To examine the idea of self-adjusted parameters in a-posteriori WMLES, the above
algorithm should be iterative starting from an initial guess for u∗τ . Once the difference
between ūτ estimated from step 3 and the starting u∗τ is low, the iteration stops. Implementing such algorithm requires further study.
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Figure 8: Scatter plot and PDFs of the dynamically adjusted κ and B (a). Scatter plots of ūτ and
uτM (b-e) for ū sampled from h/δ = 0.025 (b), 0.075 (c), 0.375 (d), and 0.625 (e) in the WMLES with
resolution n = 20. Dots and lines of the same color respectively show ūτ and ūτ  predicted by Spalding
law with fixed (blue) and dynamically adjusted parameters (red). The green dashed line represents uτM .

5

CONCLUSIONS

The performance of two algebraic wall models, the Spalding and Reichardt laws, equations (2) and (3), respectively, in predicting wall shear stress is studied in the framework
of a-priori WMLES. To construct this framework, the input velocity samples to the wall
models are generated by spatial and temporal filtering of the velocity field of a high-quality
WRLES of channel flow at Reτ = 1000, as detailed in Section 3.
In Section 4.1, the sensitivity of the wall models’ predictions, ūτ , with respect to different factors is investigated. According to Fig. 4, the error in the mean value of the
predicted friction velocity, ūτ , varies with the wall-normal distance to the velocity sampling point, h/δ, the wall model used and its parameters q. Based on the local sensitivity
analysis (5), the predicted ūτ is most sensitive to the velocity samples ū and then to the
von Kármán parameter κ in the wall models. As shown in Fig. 6, depending on h/δ,
there are different optimum values of the wall model parameters which result in accurate
ūτ . However, neither the wall model and different combinations of its parameters, nor
the grid resolution improve the predicted fluctuations of ūτ , see Fig. 5. As demonstrated
in Fig. 7, by using an integrated formulation of the wall model the dependency of ūτ 
on h/δ is removed and improved results are obtained. In Section 4.3, an algorithm is
proposed and tested to increase the correlation between predicted ūτ and the reference
value through dynamically adjusting the wall model parameters. For this purpose, velocity samples in a column of WMLES cells with centers along the line perpendicular to
the cell of interest on the wall are used. The described framework for a-priori WMLES
can be seen as a complement to a-posteriori WMLES, which facilitates the evaluation of
10
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different modifications and ideas. In this regard, the acquired datasets of velocity signals
discussed in Section 3 are made publicly accessible 1 .
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Abstract. Wall-bounded flows at high Reynolds number are an important research
field given that they are present in many important industrial applications. Nonetheless,
the use of accurate numerical methodologies such as Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for
routine industrial applications, is still unfeasible due to their heavy computational cost.
Wall-Modeled LES is intended to circumvent the massive costs of accurately resolving
the boundary layer while benefiting from the temporal and spatial resolution of an LES
computation. In this work, a Two-Layer Wall Model with a general formulation suitable
for non-equilibrium flows and complex geometries is presented. The Two-Layer Models
(TLM) suffer from two recurrent problems, the ”log-layer mismatch” (LLM) and the
resolved Reynolds stresses inflow (RRSI). Until now, complex and expensive techniques
have been proposed to overcome these problems separately. In the present work, a timeaveraging filter (TAF) is considered to deal with both issues at once, with a single and
low-computational-cost technique. It is the first time that the TAF technique is used to
block the RRSI. In this regard, a numerical experiment is initially performed to assess
the TAF ability in doing so. Afterward, the WM is tested in regular operating conditions
with a Reτ ≈ 3000 pipe flow case. Good results are obtained in all the performed tests,
showing the capability of the TAF of suppressing the LLM while avoiding the RRSI at the
same time. This makes the new TLM methodology a very efficient technique compared
to other implementations proposed so far.

1

INTRODUCTION

The modelization of high Reynolds number wall-bounded flows is a relevant research
field given the large number of industrial applications in which they are present, among
them, wind energy-related and aerospatial devices. However, accurate numerical simulations of this kind of flows are extremely demanding from a computational cost viewpoint.
To overcome this difficulty, a vast range of numerical strategies are being developed to
make accurate simulations feasible. The present work is focused in wall-modeled Large
Eddy Simulation (WMLES), a strategy intended to take advantage of the LES accuracy while minimizing the computational costs derived from the complex near-wall flow
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physics. The WMLES approach is based on modeling the boundary layer in one way
or another, unlike in the wall-resolved LES (WRLES) technique, in which the boundary
layer is explicitly resolved, entailing substantial computational costs.
Several works attempting to estimate the advantages of using WMLES instead of WRLES regarding the grid resolution requirements can be found in the literature. Choi and
Moin[1] proposed two expressions for the Reynolds number scaling of the required grid
resolution in the wall region. For a WRLES, the number of grid points scales proportion13/7
ally to ReLx , while for a WMLES, the scaling law is proportional to only ReLx . However,
not only the mesh resolution has effects on the total computational costs. The time step
size also plays a crucial role in this aspect since parallelization in time, although it is a
current research topic, is of great difficulty.
In the TLM approach, a set of governing equations are numerically resolved in a mesh
placed between the solid wall and the first off-wall row of nodes. This mesh is generated
by extruding the superficial wall mesh along the wall-normal direction up to the first
nodes. The model equations can vary in complexity, from simple equilibrium models in
which only the diffusive term of the Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS)
equations is taken into account, to accurate models in which the full equations, including
all terms, are solved. The present model is based on the latter strategy in order to provide
a general formulation applicable to non-equilibrium complex flows.
Despite the apparent advantages of the wall modeling strategy, this approach is not
free of problems. A persistent error called ”log-layer mismatch” (LLM) is present in most
of the WM formulations. According to Cabot and Moin [3] and Kawai and Larsson [4],
the LLM is due to the presence of large numerical errors in the near-wall nodes. On the
other hand, in the TLM strategy, when the convective term is taken into account in the
model physical formulation, a particular source of error called resolved Reynolds stresses
inflow (RRSI), also appears [5]. Several strategies have been proposed so far to mitigate
the LLM and the RRSI problems [4, 6]. Nevertheless, the proposed methodologies have a
significant computational cost and a large degree of implementation complexity making
the efficiency of the WM to drop dramatically. Moreover, the LLM and the RRSI problems
have always been dealt with separately, forcing the use of at least two computationally
expensive measures, one for each issue.
The present strategy is based on applying a time-averaging filter (TAF) to the LES/WM
interface. This methodology allows blocking the RRSI while avoiding the LLM problem
at the same time, with a single, simple, and low-computational-cost technique boosting
the WM efficiency compared to other existing techniques. The TAF technique was firstly
introduced by Yang et al. [7] to stabilize the computation of an integral boundary layer
wall model by making physically consistent the model input with its mathematical formulation. More recently, Yang et al. [8] reported good results taking the WM input
data from the first row of off-wall nodes when using the TAF. According to the authors,
the TAF breaks the unphysical temporal synchronization between the LES velocity at the
first off-wall nodes and the wall shear stress, which according to the new theory developed
in their work, it is the origin of the LLM.
In the present work, the TAF technique is applied to a TLM for the first time. The
2
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primary mission of the TAF is blocking the RRS inflow, being the first time that a TAF is
used for this purpose. According to the results presented in sections below, this approach
performs significantly better in blocking the RRSI compared to other methods proposed
so far [6]. Therefore, taking into account the findings of Yang et al., the TAF suppresses
the LLM and the RRSI problems with single step and with a fraction of the computational
cost of previously proposed methods[4, 6].
In order to analyze in detail the performance of the TAF in suppressing the RRSI,
a numerical experiment based on a pipe flow test at Reτ ≈ 500 will be carried out.
Afterward, the wall model (WM) will be tested under regular operating conditions. This
will be carried out by computing an equilibrium pipe flow at Reτ ≈ 3000. All tests will be
performed in LES-only and WMLES configurations. In case of WMLES, the tests will be
carried out with and without TAF. All the obtained numerical results will be compared
with DNS from different authors depending on the test [14, 15].
2

Mathematical and numerical method

In this section, the mathematical and numerical methodology of the LES domain and
the WM is detailed below.
2.1

LES domain mathematical and numerical strategy

The spatial filtered Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically within the LES
mesh. These equations can be written as,
∇ · u = 0,

(1)



∂u
2
T
T
+ (u · ∇) u + ∇p − ν∇ u =∇ · u u − uu ≈ −∇ · τ (u),
∂t

(2)

where (·) is the spatial filtering operator, u the velocity field, p the kinematic pressure
and τ (u) the subgrid stress tensor which is modelled according the Boussinesq hypothesis
for incompressible flows:
τ (u) = −2νsgs S(u),
(3)



where S(u) is the rate-of-strain tensor S(u) = 12 ∇u + ∇uT and νsgs is the subgrid
viscosity.
To close the formulation, it is necessary to find an expression for νsgs . In the present
work, two different subgrid strategies will be used, the Wall-adapting local eddy-viscosity
(WALE) model of Nicoud [9] et al. for the WRLES computation, and the original
Smagorinsky model [10] for the pipe flow test at Reτ ≈ 3000. In the WRLES test,
the WALE model will be used since the main purpose of the LES domain is feeding the
WM with accurate time-resolved data to analyze the TAF performance. Therefore, an
LES model with a reliable behavior in the presence of solid walls is needed. On the
other hand, in the WMLES pipe flow test at Reτ ≈ 3000, it is not necessary to have a
3
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good subgrid model performance near the wall since the main purpose is to analyze the
improvements introduced by the WM in the global modeling strategy.
Regarding the governing equations discretization, second-order symmetry-preserving
schemes are used for the spatial interpolation in a collocated unstructured mesh. Such
schemes preserve the symmetry properties of the continuous differential operators ensuring both, the stability and the conservation of the kinetic-energy balance even at high
Reynolds numbers and with coarse grids [11]. For the temporal discretization of the
momentum equations, a second-order one-step explicit scheme for the convective and diffusive terms[12] is applied, while for the pressure, an implicit first-order scheme has been
used. Finally, a fractional-step method is applied to solve the pressure-velocity coupling.
2.2

The Two-Layer model technique

The present TLM strategy is based on the implicit resolution of the full three-dimensional
URANS equations (4) in a fine embedded mesh called wall domain mesh (WDM) which
stretches from the wall up to the first off-wall row of nodes (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: TLM scheme. The WDM is embedded into the LES mesh.

∂U
+ (U · ∇) U =∇ · [2(ν + νT wm )S(U )] − ∇P ,
(4)
∂t
where the capital letters stand for time-averaged magnitudes, and νT wm is the RANS
turbulent viscosity for the WM.
The equations are solved numerically through the finite volume methodology. The
numerical schemes are the same as those used for the LES domain. To solve the velocitypressure coupling, an implicit projection method has been implemented [13] to avoid
stability restrictions derived from the CFL conditions.
The LES data taken from the first off-wall nodes is used as a boundary condition for the
numerical resolution of the equations within the WM layer. Once an accurate near-wall
4
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velocity field has been obtained, it is used to compute a precise wall shear stress which is
fed back to the LES domain through the solid boundary faces.
The turbulence model used in the present implementation to evaluate νT wm , is a mixinglength model which has been applied in most of previous TLM implementations[2, 4, 6]
obtaining good results.



2
2
νT wm = κy + |S| 1 − exp −y + /A+ ,

(5)

where κ = 0.41 is the von Kármán constant, y + is the wall distance in wall units, |S| is the
magnitude of the rate-of-strain tensor and A+ = 26 is a wall-damping function constant.
In the TLM strategy, different governing equations can be used to model the near
wall flow field. In our implementation, the URANS equations, including the advective
and pressure terms, have been selected to obtain a general model capable of modelizing
unsteady non-equilibrium flows. Nonetheless, the inclusion of the advective term causes
the RRSI which has to be corrected.
In our implementation, a time-averaging filter is proposed to avoid the RRSI. The TAF
is applied to the LES variables before being used as boundary conditions for the WM.
The purpose is to suppress the small-scale resolved turbulent fluctuations while keeping
the large-scale motion effects. Additionally, according to Yang et al. [8], the TAF also
tackles the LLM problem, allowing to solve the two recurrent problems which affect the
Two-Layer models with a single and low-computation-cost step.
An exponential running average method[7] is used for the TAF. This methodology
enables to readily prescribe a characteristic averaging time-scale (T ) which has to be
set to account for the flow large structures effects. Therefore, the averaging period T
has to be a fraction of the characteristic time of the simulated flow, for instance, the
flow-through period in a pipe or channel flow, or the vortex shedding period in a square
cylinder case. The sensitivity of the results to T has been assessed during the validation
tests, concluding that it has little influence if T is sufficiently large to filter the RRSI
while taking into account the large-scale motion effects.
3

Time-average filter assessment

In this section, the ability of the TAF in blocking the resolved Reynolds stresses inflow
will be analyzed. The consequence of the RRSI is an overprediction of the skin friction
evaluated by the WM, which is its key output magnitude, preventing the model from providing accurate numerical predictions. A numerical experiment based on a wall-resolved
LES (WRLES) of a pipe flow at Reτ ≈ 500 will be performed. The purpose of this experiment is not to evaluate the behavior of the WM in normal operating conditions, but
to assess the ability of its mathematical and numerical formulation in reproducing the
boundary layer physics within the WM layer. To do so, the WM will be applied to the
pipe flow WRLES computation at the height of y + = 40. The model will be fed with
time-resolved LES data but without feeding back the WRLES computation with the WM
output. Afterward, the velocity profile within the WM mesh will be compared with DNS
data of Chin et al.[14] while the computed Reτ value will be compared with the reference
5
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value of Reτ ≈ 500 as a measure of the ability of the model to evaluate the wall shear
stress correctly. This process will be done with and without applying the TAF in order
to analyze its effects on the numerical results.
The WRLES computation parameters are as follows: The domain is a pipe of radius
R and length Lx = 8R, larger than the minimum length of 2π necessary to obtain onepoint first and second order converged statistics for a Reτ ≈ 500[14]. Regarding the
mesh parameters, a structured mesh is used between r = 0.5R and r = R while between
the pipe center and r = 0.5R an unstructured pattern is applied to avoid sharp control
volumes at the pipe axis. The total number of grid points of the LES mesh is 6 × 106 with
the following distribution: Nz = 256, Nθ = 192 and Nr = 60 for r ∈ [0.5R, 1.0R], being z
the streamwise, θ the angular and r the radial directions, respectively. The grid spacings
in wall units are ∆z + = 15, ∆rθ+ = 1.65 at r = R and ∆r+ = 1.2 at the wall. Regarding
the WM mesh, it is extruded up to y + = 40, which is a usual working position for a TLM.
It is generated by extruding 10 layers which are concentrated towards the wall, being the
first off-wall node well into the linear velocity profile region at a distance of y1+ = 0.36.
Regarding the subgrid strategy, the WALE model is used.
On the other hand, periodic boundary conditions are used in the streamwise direction
while non-slip and Neumann conditions are applied at the walls for velocity and pressure,
respectively. The flow motion is imposed by requiring a constant mass flow matching the
prescribed bulk velocity U .
Finally, the WRLES computation has been advanced in time during 100 flow-through
times until reaching the statistically stationary regime. Afterward, the WM has been
coupled to the simulation with no feedback to the LES domain while averaged variables
in the wall domain have been collected during 10 flow-through periods.
3.1

TAF assessment test results

In table 1, the Reτ value computed by the WM is displayed together with its relative
error with respect the reference value of Reτ ≈ 500. Two tests have been carried out
using the same numerical arrangement, except for the application of the TAF. In case 1,
the TAF is not used while in case 2, it is applied to the LES variables.
Table 1: TAF performance assessment test based on a WRLES of a channel flow at Reτ ≈ 500. The
computed Reτ values obtained by the WM with the filtered and non-filtered configurations are shown.
The relative error with respect to the reference value (Reτ ≈ 500) also displayed. Symbols are to identify
the numerical results in Figure 2

Test
1
2

Symb.
+

◦

TAF
no
yes

Numerical Reτ
561.87
504.71

rel. err. [%]
12.37
0.94

In figure 2, the mean velocity profiles within the wall model layer obtained with and
without using the TAF are displayed.
6
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14
12

u+

10
8
6
4

No TAF applied
TAF applied
DNS Chin et al.
+
+
u =(1/κ)ln(y )+5.5
+ +
u =y

2
0
100

101
y+

102

Figure 2: Mean velocity profiles in wall units and logarithmic scale within the WM layer. The results
are obtained with and without applying the TAF and compared with DNS data of Chin et al. [14].

The obtained results show that the TAF is able to almost completely suppress the
RRSI. According to the results displayed in table 1, the wall shear stress overprediction
has been avoided by using the filter. Given that the wall shear stress is a function of the
velocity gradient at the wall, the velocity profile has to be correctly evaluated at least
in that region. This is confirmed in figure 2, where it can be observed the remarkable
improvements caused by the TAF in the mean velocity profile prediction throughout the
wall layer. It is worth noting that in this case, the LLM problem is not present and does
not distort the results since the LES data is collected far above the first off-wall node [4].
4

Pipe Flow test at Reτ ≈ 3000

In the present test, the WM will be tested under regular operating conditions with an
equilibrium pipe flow at Reτ ≈ 3000. Three different configurations will be computed,
an LES-only, a non-filtered WMLES, and a filtered WMLES arrangement. This will
allow quantifying the improvements introduced by the WM and the TAF by assessing the
differences between the numerical results. The setup of the LES domain is the same than
in Section 3, but with WMLES grid spacing requirements [1]. Specifically, ∆z + = 236,
∆rθ+ = 198 at r = R and ∆r+ = 60, being the first off-wall LES nodes placed at y1+ = 30,
which is the WM/LES interface position. The WM mesh resolution in the wall-normal
direction is 10 point with the nodes concentrated towards the wall, being the position of
the first off-wall nodes y + ≈ 0.1. Regarding the subgrid strategy, the Smagorinsky model
[10] is used.
4.1

Pipe Flow test at Reτ ≈ 3000 results

In table 2, the computed Reτ value is displayed for the LES-only and the WMLES
configurations. In the WMLES test, the results have been obtained using and not using
the TAF. The relative error with respect to the reference value which is exactly Reτ = 3026
7
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is also shown.
Table 2: Computed Reτ values. The numerical results are obtained with the original Smagorinsky model
in three different configurations, LES-only, and WMLES with and without TAF. The relative error in
(%) with respect the reference value (Reτ = 3026) is also displayed.

Test
LES-only
WMLES
WMLES

TAF
N/A
no
yes

Numerical Reτ
954.1
3381.4
3155.6

rel. err. [%]
68.4
11.74
4.20

In figure 3, the mean velocity profiles in the streamwise direction for the three configurations are shown. The results are compared with the DNS data of Ahn et al. [15]
and the law of the wall. On the other hand, in figure 4, the root mean square (rms) velocity fluctuations obtained in the same conditions than the previous plot, are displayed.
The results are provided for the three spatial directions (u+ , v + and w+ ) as well as the
Reynolds shear stress (uv + ). In all plots, all data is given in wall units except for the
wall distance in the velocity fluctuation charts.
30
25

u+

20
15
10

LES-only
WMLES no TAF
WMLES TAF
DNS Ahn et al.
u+=(1/κ)ln(y+)+5.2
u+=y+

5
0
0
10

1

2

10

10
y+

3

10

10

4

Figure 3: Mean velocity profiles in the streamwise direction of the LES domain in wall units and
logarithmic scale. The numerical results are obtained with the original Smagorinsky model in three
different configurations, LES-only, and WMLES with and without TAF. The obtained data is compared
with the DNS of Ahn et al. [15].

The results of the computed Reτ displayed in table 2 show a significant improvement in
the wall shear stress evaluation when using the WM, from a relative error of 68.4% in the
LES-only test to a 4.2% in the time-filtered WMLES case. According to these results, the
TAF is performing well regarding the RRSI blocking efficiency, reducing the wall shear
stress overprediction from 11.74% in the WMLES without TAF to 4.20% in the filtered
solution. Regarding the mean velocity profiles, an important improvement is observed
when using the WM with respect to the LES-only test. This is an expected outcome
8
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Figure 4: Rms velocity fluctuation profiles in the three directions directions (u+ , v + and w+ ) as well
as the Reynolds shear stress (uv + ) in the LES domain. The numerical results are obtained with the
original Smagorinsky model in three different configurations, LES-only, and WMLES with and without
TAF. The obtained data is compared with the DNS of Ahn et al. [15].

since the original Smagorinsky subgrid model has a poor near-wall behavior. However, a
significant improvement is subsequently obtained by applying the TAF. This enhancement
is due to two overlapped effects of the TAF. On the one hand, the block of the RRSI,
and on the other hand, the elimination of the LLM problem, an effect pointed out by
Yang et al. in a recent publication [8]. Finally, concerning the rms velocity fluctuations,
an improvement is also obtained with the use of the WM, especially when the TAF is
applied. However, this is only true for the pipe’s core region. In the near-wall area, the
numerical predictions are rather poor. This is due to the high ratio between the flow
structures size and the grid resolution in this area. The size of the eddies is proportional
to the wall distance, and therefore, with a constant grid spacing, the mesh resolution is
especially poor in the near-wall region, an effect which the WM cannot counterbalance.
5

Conclusions

The time-average filtering (TAF) technique is used for the first time in the TLM
context. This approach allows to tackle two recurrent problems in TLM; the resolved
Reynolds stresses inflow (RRSI) and the ”log-layer mismatch” (LLM) issues. In this
sense, it is the first time that a TAF is used to block the RRSI, while the effects on the
LLM, were recently published by Yang et al. [8]. In the present work, an initial numerical
test based on a WRLES pipe flow at Reτ ≈ 500 is used to assess the performance of
the TAF in avoiding the RRSI. Afterward, the strategy is tested according to the WM
standard operating conditions with a pipe flow at Reτ ≈ 3000. According to the obtained
numerical results, the TAF is able to almost completely block the RRSI while avoiding
the LLM with a single and low-computational-cost step. This makes the present implementation a highly efficient strategy if compared with existing methodologies proposed
so far [4, 6].
9
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Abstract. In this work, we plan to shed light on the following research question: can
we find a nonlinear tensorial subgrid-scale (SGS) heat flux model with good physical and
numerical properties, such that we can obtain satisfactory predictions for buoyancy driven
turbulent flows? This is motivated by our recent findings showing that the classical (linear)
eddy-diffusivity assumption, q eddy ∝ ∇T , fails to provide a reasonable approximation for
the SGS heat flux, q = uT − uT . This has been shown in our recent work [Dabbagh et
al., Phys. Fluids 29, 105103 (2017)] where SGS features have been studied a priori for a
Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC). We have also concluded that nonlinear (or tensorial)
models can give good approximations of the actual SGS heat flux. The nonlinear Leonard
model, qnl ∝ ∇u∇T , is an example thereof. However, this model is unstable and therefore
it cannot be used as standalone SGS heat flux model. Apart from being numerically stable
we also want to have the proper cubic near-wall behavior. Corrections in this regard will
be presented together with a priori/posteriori studies of nonlinear SGS heat flux models
for RBC. Results from LES simulations will be compared with the DNS results obtained
in the on-going PRACE project “Exploring new frontiers in Rayleigh-Bénard convection”.

1

INTRODUCTION

Turbulent flows driven by thermal buoyancy are present in many technological applications, such as governing flows in nuclear reactors, solar thermal power plants, indoor
space heating and cooling, electronic devices, and convection in the atmosphere, oceans
and deep mantle. Most of these flows are ruled by turbulent regime purely sustained by
buoyancy, the reason that imparts a significant complexity into the flow system. Mainly,
the chief dynamics therein such as the vortical structures and thermal plumes are essentially associated with immanent unsteadiness, energy nonequilibriums, strong pressure fluctuations and hardly interacted different size scales of motions [1]. Following the
self-sustained cycle of the plumes, they produce alternative nonequilibriums between the
buoyant production and the viscous dissipation, which are mainly compensated by the
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pressure transport mechanisms [2]. As a consequence, predicting the complex coherent
dynamics in a turbulent buoyancy-driven flow derives formidable challenges, particularly
within the scope of turbulence modeling.
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) have provided a fruitful knowledge about the problem in the fields of coherent dynamics and turbulence physics [3, 4]. Apart from overcoming the uncertainties pertaining to the experimental studies, DNS has allowed to
investigate and resolve many queries in Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC) at relatively
high Rayleigh (Ra) numbers [5, 6]. However, the full resolution of every generated vortical filament in DNS requires increasing computational demands with Ra. Therefore,
in the foreseeable future, the numerical simulations of hard turbulent RBC will have to
resort to turbulence modeling. We therefore turn to large-eddy simulation (LES) to predict the large-scale behavior of incompressible turbulent flows driven by buoyancy. In
LES, the large scales of motions in a flow are explicitly computed, whereas effects of
small-scale motions are modeled. Since the advent of computational fluid dynamics many
subgrid-scale models have been proposed and successfully applied to a wide range of flows
(see, for instance, the encyclopedic work of Sagaut [7]). The main goal of the current
project is to improve the diffusive (linear) description of turbulent flows that is provided
by eddy-diffusivity models for the subgrid-scale (SGS) heat flux. To that end, we will
consider nonlinear SGS heat flux models that can properly represent the dynamics of the
smallest (unresolved) scales, overcoming the inherent limitations of the eddy-diffusivity
models [8]. Related with this, we also aim to find a proper definition of the subgrid
characteristic length scale for simulations on anisotropic or unstructured grids. This is
particularly important for highly anisotropic grids, on which the smallest grid spacing
may start dominating the usually chosen characteristic length scale.
The specific SGS models that we consider consist of a linear eddy-viscosity term for
momentum supplemented by a nonlinear model for the SGS heat flux. The model terms
are designed to preserve important mathematical and physical properties, such as symmetries of the Navier-Stokes equations, and the near-wall scaling and the dissipative nature
of the SGS. The desired properties are already included in existing models for the SGS
stresses. Examples of eddy-viscosity models that exhibit the proper near-wall behavior
are given by the WALE model [9], the σ-model [10] and the S3PQR model proposed in
our previous work [11]. However, the (linear) eddy-diffusivity assumption fails to provide
a reasonable approximation for the SGS heat flux. This has been clearly shown in our
very recent work [8] where the SGS features have been studied a priori for a RBC at
Ra = 1010 . We have also conclude that nonlinear (or tensorial) models can give a good
approximation of the actual SGS heat flux. Among them, the models proposed by Daly
and Harlow [12] (for RANS modeling) and Peng and Davidson [13] will be considered
together with the new approach recently proposed on the basis of our a priori studies [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the theoretical
background of LES simulation of buoyancy-driven flows is presented. Then, in Section 3
different nonlinear SGS heat flux models are discussed and analyzed. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 4.
2
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Figure 1: Schema of the Rayleigh-Bénard configuration studied in Refs. [4, 8]. Displayed together with
a developed instantaneous temperature field taken of the DNS at Ra = 1010 .

2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Large-eddy simulation of buoyancy-driven flows

In large-eddy simulation, a filtering or coarse-graining operation is employed to distinguish between large and small scales of motion. This operation is denoted by an overbar
in what follows. The evolution of the incompressible large-scale velocity, u, and temperature, T , fields can be described by the filtered Navier-Stokes and thermal energy
equations, supplemented by the incompressibility constraint,
∂t u + (u · ∇)u = (P r/Ra)1/2 ∇2 u − ∇p + f − ∇ · τ ;
∂t T + (u · ∇)T = (Ra/P r)−1/2 ∇2 T

− ∇ · q,

∇ · u = 0,

(1)
(2)

where u, T and p are respectively the filtered velocity, temperature and pressure. The SGS
stress tensor, τ , and the SGS heat flux vector, q, represents the effect of the unresolved
scales,
τ = u ⊗ u − u ⊗ u,

(3)

q = uT − uT ,

(4)

and they need to be modeled in order to close the system. The most popular approach
is the eddy-viscosity assumption, where the SGS stress tensor is computed in alignment
with the local rate-of-strain tensor, S = 1/2(∇u + ∇ut ), i.e.
τ ≈ −2νe S(u).

(5)

In analogy to τ , the SGS heat flux is often approximated employing the gradient-diffusion
hypothesis (linear modeling), given by
(≡ q eddy ).

q ≈ −κt ∇T
3
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Then, the Reynolds analogy assumption is applied to evaluate the eddy-diffusivity, κt :
the heat flux is assumed to be analogous to the momentum flux and its ratio therefore,
is constant. In this case, the eddy-diffusivity, κt , is derived from the eddy-viscosity, νe ,
by a constant turbulent Prandtl number, P rt , independent of the instantaneous flow
conditions, i.e. κt = νe /P rt . These assumptions have been shown to be erroneous to
provide accurate predictions of the SGS heat flux in our recent work [8]. Namely, a priori
analysis has shown that the eddy-diffusivity assumption, q eddy (Eq. 6), is completely
misaligned with the actual subgrid heat flux, q (see Figure 2, top left). In conclusion,
one can corroborate the failure of the isotropic eddy-diffusivity parametrization (q eddy ) in
turbulent buoyancy driven flows. In contrast, the tensor diffusivity (nonlinear) Leonard
model [14], which is obtained by taking the leading term of the Taylor series expansion
of q,
δ2
(≡ q nl ),
(7)
q ≈ G∇T
12
provides a much more accurate a priori representation of q (see Figure 2, top left). Here,
G represents the gradient of the resolved velocity field, i.e. G ≡ ∇u. Then, the rate-ofstrain, S, and the rate-of-rotation, Ω, tensors are respectively given by the symmetric and
anti-symmetric parts,
1
1
Ω = (G − GT ).
(8)
S = (G + GT )
2
2
It can be argued that the rotational geometries are prevalent in the bulk region over
the strain slots, i.e. |Ω| > |S| (see Refs [4, 8]). Then, the dominant anti-symmetric
tensor, Ω, rotates the thermal gradient vector, ∇T to be almost perpendicular to q nl (see
Eq.7). Therefore, the eddy-diffusivity paradigm is only applicable in the not-so-frequent
strain-dominated areas. This also matches with the observations of Chumakov [15], who
performed a priori study of the SGS flux of a passive scalar in isotropic homogeneous
turbulence.
2.2

Nonlinear SGS heat flux models for large-eddy simulation

Since the eddy-diffusivity, q eddy , cannot provide an accurate representation of the SGS
heat flux, we turn our attention to nonlinear models. As mentioned above, the Leonard
model [14] given in Eq.(7) can provide a very accurate a priori representation of the SGS
heat flux (see Figure 2, top left). However, the local dissipation (in the L2-norm sense) is
proportional to ∇T · G∇T = ∇T · S∇T + ∇T · Ω∇T = ∇T · S∇T . Since the velocity field
is divergence-free, λS1 + λS2 + λS3 = 0, and the eigensystem can be ordered λS1  λS2  λS3
with λS1  0 (extensive eigendirection) and λS3  0 (compressive eigendirection), and λS2
is either positive or negative. Hence, the local dissipation introduced by the model can
take on negative values; therefore, the Leonard model cannot be used as a standalone SGS
heat flux model, since it produces a finite-time blow-up. A similar problem is encountered
with the nonlinear tensorial model proposed by Peng and Davidson [13],
q ≈ Ct δ 2 S∇T

(≡ q P D ).

4
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Figure 2: Joint probability distribution functions (PDF) of the angles (α, β) defined in the top right
figure and plotted on a half unit sphere to show the orientation trends in the space of the mixed model.
The PDF of γ is shown along the bottom strip of each chart. Alignment trends of the actual SGS heat
flux, q (top, left), the Daly and Harlow [12] model (see q DH in Eq. 11) (bottom, left) and the Peng and
Davidson model [13] (see q P D in Eq. 9) (bottom, right). For comparative and simplicity reasons, the
JPDF and the PDF magnitudes are normalized by its maximal. For further details the reader is referred
to our recent paper [8].

.
An attempt to overcome these instability issues is the so-called mixed model [16], where
the Leonard model (Eq. 7) is linearly combined with an eddy-diffusivity model (Eq. 6),
δ2
(G∇T − Λ|S|∇T )
(≡ q mix ),
(10)
12
where Λ is the ratio of the corresponding model coefficients. Another interesting nonlinear
model was proposed by Daly and Harlow [12] for modeling the SGS heat flux for RANS,
q≈

q ≈ −TSGS τ ∇T = −

1 δ2
GGT ∇T
|S| 12

(≡ q DH ),

(11)

where TSGS = 1/|S| is an appropriate SGS timescale [15] and the SGS stress tensor, τ , is
approximated with the gradient model [17], i.e. τ ≈ (δ 2 /12)GGT . Notice that the model
5
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Figure 3: Energy spectra for decaying isotropic turbulence corresponding to the experiment of ComteBellot and Corrsin [18]. Results obtained with the new definition δlsq proposed in Eq.(12) are compared
with the classical definition proposed by Deardorff given in Eq.(14). For clarity, latter results are shifted
one decade down. For details the reader is referred to our recent paper [19].

proposed by Peng and Davidson (Eq. 9) can be viewed in the same framework if the SGS
stress tensor is estimated by an eddy-viscosity model, i.e. τ ≈ −2νe S and TSGS ∝ δ 2 /νe .
These two models have shown a much better a priori alignment with the actual SGS heat
flux (see Figure 2, bottom).
2.3

Choice of the characteristic length scale

As is clear from the definition of all the model coefficients, we need a specification
of the subgrid characteristic length scale, δ. The subgrid characteristic length is usually
associated with the local grid size. That is, for isotropic grids, δ is taken equal to the mesh
size, δ = ∆x = ∆y = ∆z. However, for anisotropic or unstructured grids, a consensus
has not been reached yet. In this context, and with the aim to overcome the limitation
of the Deardorff definition [20] (cube root of the cell volume), the following definition for
δ was proposed and studied in a recent paper [19],

Gδ GTδ : GGT
δlsq =
,
(12)
GGT : GGT
where G ≡ ∇u, Gδ ≡ G∆ and ∆ ≡ diag(∆x, ∆y, ∆z) (for a Cartesian grid). This
definition of δ fulfills a set of desirable properties. Namely, it is locally defined and well
bounded, ∆x ≤ δlsq ≤ ∆z (assuming that ∆x ≤ ∆y ≤ ∆z). Moreover, it is sensitive to
flow orientation and applicable to unstructured meshes (by simply replacing the tensor
∆ by the Jacobian of the mapping from the physical to the computational space). This
definition (12) is obtained minimizing (in a least-squares sense) the difference between
the leading terms of the Taylor series of the SGS tensor, τ (u), for an isotropic and an
anisotropic filters lengths; namely,
τ (u) =

δ2
1
GGT + O(δ 4 ) ; τ (u) = Gδ GTδ + O(δ 4 ),
12
12
6
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Results displayed in Figure 3 correspond to the classical experimental results obtained by
Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [18]. LES results have been obtained using the Smagorinsky
model, for a set of (artificially) stretched meshes. In contrast with the results obtained
using the Deardorff definition [20],
δvol = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3 ,

(14)

the proposed definition of the subgrid characteristic length, δlsq , significantly minimizes
the effect of mesh anisotropies on the performance of SGS stress tensor models. For
further details the reader is referred to our recent paper [19].
3
3.1

BUILDING A PROPER SGS HEAT FLUX MODEL
Exploring nonlinear SGS heat flux models

In this work we focus on finding a nonlinear SGS heat flux model with good physical
and mathematical properties, that provides both accurate a priori representation of the
actual SGS heat flux, q, and satisfactory a posteriori predictions for turbulent buoyancy
driven flows.
Let us remark that the focus of this study is not on the eddy-viscosity part of the
model (see Eq. 5), but on the nonlinear approximation of the SGS heat flux, q (see
Eq. 4). We do, however, have to make a specific choice for the SGS stress tensor model.
We can, for instance, take one of the previously mentioned models: the WALE model [9],
the σ-model [10] or the S3PQR models [11] (with the same near-wall scaling as the true
turbulent stresses). Aiming to include several of the desirable properties according to
which these models have been designed, we suggest to take the S3QR model proposed in
our work [11],
5/6
νeS3QR = (Cs3qr δ)2 Q−1
R ,
(15)
GGT GGT
where QGGT and RGGT , are the second and the third invariants of the GGT tensor, respectively. This model exhibits the same near-wall scaling behavior as the turbulent stresses
and it vanishes in all two-component flows, as well as in states of pure shear and pure
rotation. Moreover, from a numerical point-of-view, it is solely based on the local flow
topology contained in the tensor of the resolved velocity field, G, it is well-conditioned
and it always provides non-negative values for νe ≥ 0.
As mentioned before, (linear) eddy-diffusivity (see Eq. 6) assumption cannot provide
an accurate representation of the SGS heat flux, q; hence, we turn our attention to
nonlinear models. The least to be expected from a SGS model is to keep the stability of
the numerical solution. This is the case of the model proposed by Daly and Harlow [12]
(see Eq. 11): the tensor GGT is positive semi-definite. Moreover, this model has shown a
rather good a priori alignment with the actual SGS heat flux (see Figure 2, bottom left).
Apart from this, we also want to explore nonlinear models based on the tensor, Gθ GTθ ,
proposed in our recent work [8]. This tensor is also positive semi-definite and a priori

7
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studies of the SGS heat flux model given by
q≈−

1 1 Gθ GTθ
∇T,
2 |S| |∇T |2

(16)

have displayed rather good alignment trends too. Furthermore, like the above-mentioned
S3PQR models for the SGS stress tensor, τ , we also want that the SGS heat flux model
have the proper cubic near-wall behavior. This is not the case of any of these two potential
candidates. Corrections in this regard will be also explored.
4

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Motivated by our recent findings showing that the classical (linear) eddy-diffusivity
assumption, q eddy ∝ ∇T , fails to provide a reasonable approximation for the SGS heat
flux, q = uT − uT (see Figure 2), in this work we plan to shed light on the following research question: can we find a nonlinear SGS heat flux model with good physical
and numerical properties, such that we can obtain satisfactory predictions for a turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection? We aim to answer this question by first studying the
capability of the eddy-viscosity assumption (see Eq. 5) to model the SGS stress tensor,
τ , without any modelization of the SGS heat flux. To do so, we will carry out LES
simulations for very low P r numbers. In this case, the ratio between the Kolmogorov
length scale and the Obukhov-Corrsin length scale is given by P r 1/2 [7]; therefore, for
a P r = 0.005 (liquid sodium) we have a separation of more than one decade. Hence,
it is possible to combine a LES simulation for the velocity field, u, with the numerical
resolution of all the relevant scales of the thermal field, T . Furthermore, we will study the
performance of the above-mentioned nonlinear SGS heat flux models. Results from LES
simulations will be compared with those obtained from DNS. In this regard, it is expected
to play an important role the results obtained from the on-going PRACE supercomputing
project “Exploring new frontiers in Rayleigh-Bénard convection” awarded with 33.1Mh in
last PRACE 15th call. Results will be presented during the conference.
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Abstract. Results are reported from wall-modelled large eddy simulations (WMLES) of
a zero pressure gradient ﬂat-plate turbulent boundary layer (TBL) ﬂow performed using
unstructured computational meshes. In particular, two meshes are considered: a hexdominant and a polyhedral. The resolution of the meshes is kept constant with respect to
the local thickness of the TBL. The WMLES predictions are evaluated by comparison with
reference data from direct numerical simulation (DNS) and semi-empirical expressions for
the development of integral quantities along the TBL. Good agreement is observed for
the skin friction coeﬃcient, mean streamwise velocity and the Reynolds stresses. Also,
the inﬂuence of the location of the sampling (matching) point of the employed algebraic
wall-stress model is investigated. It is found that moving the sampling point to the third
consecutive oﬀ-the-wall cell centre leads to a signiﬁcant improvement in the prediction of
the mean wall shear stress, as opposed to sampling for the wall-adjacent cell.

1

INTRODUCTION

The number of applications of LES, and other scale-resolving approaches, such as detached eddy simulation and diﬀerent forms of RANS-LES hybrids, is steadily increasing
in applications [26, 25]. Wall-resolving LES (WRLES), in which the energetic ﬂow structures in the inner part of the TBL are resolved, puts excessive requirements on the mesh
resolution, see e.g. [27, 13]. The fundamental motivation for WMLES is alleviating these
requirements by modelling the eﬀect of the inner region of the TBL, and only resolving
the energetic structures in its outer region [21, 11].
A large number of works on WMLES of canonical ﬂows has been published, in particular, on fully-developed turbulent channel ﬂow, see e.g. [18, 20, 22]. Somewhat surprisingly,
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the number of applications of WMLES to more complex geometries is quite limited [4].
Examples of studies that have been reported in the literature include simulations of airfoils
at large angle of attack [5, 3, 19], and of ﬂow around a car [1].
In the present paper, a complete WMLES approach, also applicable to complex geometries, is described and evaluated in terms of its predictive accuracy for a zero pressure
gradient TBL over a ﬂat plate. The main feature of the approach is to adapt the mesh
resolution to the local TBL thickness, δ. This is achieved through unstructured mesh
generation based on an a-priori estimate of δ over the wall surface. For the ﬂat-plate
case, this estimate is obtained by the application of a power law for the growth of the
thickness along the plate. For a complex geometry, it can be obtained by a preliminary
RANS simulation of the ﬂow.
The CFD framework employed is a second-order accurate ﬁnite volume discretisation,
on meshes consisting of arbitrary polyhedral cells. The mesh-cell topology has an important impact on the accuracy of WMLES, and the requirements on mesh quality are
high. The conducted simulations show that the here proposed meshing strategy results
in meshes adhering to these requirements. With respect to the cell topology, two options
are considered: a hex-dominant mesh and a polyhedral. Both are shown to lead to accurate results. Furthermore, the procedure for velocity sampling for the wall model is
emphasised. The conventional approach, see e.g. [6], employs the wall-adjacent cell layer
for this purpose. Here, this is compared to sampling velocity further away from the wall,
and it is shown that this leads to a signiﬁcant improvement of the predictions.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 details the employed computational ﬂuid
dynamics methods. In Section 3 the conducted numerical experiments are presented, including the description of the meshing strategy, the case set-up, and the results. Section 4
summarises the work and gives concluding remarks.
2

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS METHODS

The LES equations are obtained by applying a low-pass ﬁlter to the Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming incompressible ﬂow and commutativity between ﬁltering and derivation,
the ﬁltered equations are as follows.
∂v i
∂
1 ∂p
+
(v i v j ) = −
+ν
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂v j
= 0.
∂xj



∂v i
∂v j
+
∂xj
∂xi



∂τijsgs
+
,
∂xj

(i = 1, 2, 3)

(1)

Here, the overbar is used to indicate that the variable is ﬁltered, vi are the components
of velocity, p is the pressure, ρ is the density of the ﬂuid, and ν is its kinematic viscosity.
The term τijsgs is the subgrid stress tensor and, in on order to close the system of equations,
it has to be modelled. In this work, the WALE model [17] is employed to that end.
All computations have been performed using the open-source general-purpose CFD
software OpenFOAM. It employs the collocated ﬁnite volume method for discretisation and
2
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supports arbitrary polyhedral cells. Interpolation is required to obtain the values of
the unknowns at the cells’ face centres. To that end, linear interpolation is used when
addressing the diﬀusive terms in (1), and the LUST scheme [29, 15] is adopted for the
convective term. Both schemes are second-order accurate. For discretisation in time, a
backward-diﬀerencing scheme is used, also second-order accurate, see [9]. The governing
equations (1) are solved in a segregated manner, using the PISO algorithm [8]. Three
pressure-correction steps are performed at each time-step.
An algebraic wall-stress model based on Spalding’s law [28] is employed. The formulation of the model within the framework of collocated ﬁnite volume discretisation
is discussed in detail in [14]. Implementation using OpenFOAM technology1 is presented
in [16]. The model attempts to account for the dynamics of the inner layer by enforcing
the correct local value of the wall shear stress at each face centre of the wall patch. This
is done in three steps. i) Sampling the value of the wall-parallel velocity from a cell centre
at a wall-normal distance, h, from the wall. An individual value of h is set for each wall
face prior to the simulation. ii) Computing the value of the wall shear stress using the
sampled velocity and Spalding’s law. The law acts as a non-linear equation, with the
wall shear stress being the unknown, and is solved using the Newton-Raphson method.
iii) Enforcing the computed wall shear stress at the wall. This is done by adding the
appropriate amount of subgrid viscosity at the wall face, see [14] for details.
3

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

3.1

Case set-up

This section summarises the set-up of the simulations, excluding the used meshes,
which are discussed in the section below. The triple x, y, z will be from here on used to
denote the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, respectively. A summary of
the simulation parameters is given in Table 1.
The computational domain is a box of size Lx = 2 m, Ly = 1 m, Lz = 0.2 m along
the respective coordinate axes. The two latter dimensions should be compared with the
maximum value of the thickness of the TBL, δmax ≈ 0.03 m, giving Ly /δmax ≈ 33.3 and
Lz /δmax ≈ 6.7. These values are large enough to avoid loss of accuracy due to the imposed
boundary conditions, which are as follows.
At the wall (y = 0), the no-slip condition is applied. At the inlet (x = 0) a uniform
velocity, U0 = 20.4 m/s, is prescribed. At the outlet (x = Lx ), the pressure is prescribed
to be zero and a Neumann condition is used for the velocity. The top boundary is treated
as a symmetry plane. Finally, periodic boundary conditions are used on the left and right
sides of the domain (z = 0 and z = Lz ).
In order to facilitate the transition of the boundary layer to fully turbulent state,
numerical tripping is introduced. This is done by adding a source term to the momentum
equation, which is active only within a short strip of cells located shortly downstream of
the inlet (x = 0.1) and the magnitude of which is randomised in space and time. The
strip stretches across the whole domain in the spanwise direction, but is limited to 20 cm
1

Source code available at https://bitbucket.org/lesituu/libwallmodelledles.

3
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and 3 mm in the streamwise and wall-normal directions, respectively.
After initial transients are removed from the domain, averaging in time is performed
during a period of 0.245 s, which corresponds to about 2.5 ﬂow-through times, deﬁned as
Tf t = Lx /U0 . The time-steps of the simulations are 4 μs and 5 μs for the polyhedral and
paved mesh (see below), respectively.
Two simulations on each mesh are performed, which diﬀer in the way the sampling
point of the wall model is chosen. In one simulation, the centre of the wall-adjacent cell
is used for sampling. In the other, the centre of the third consecutive oﬀ-the-wall cell is
used instead.
Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Quantity
Length of the domain
Height of the domain
Width of the domain
Free-stream velocity
Kinematic viscosity
Flow-through time
Time-averaging period
Time-step, paved mesh
Time-step, polyhedral mesh

3.2

Notation
Lx
Ly
Lz
U0
ν
Tf t
Tavrg
Δtpaved
Δtpoly

Value
2m
1m
0.2 m
20.4 m
1.65 · 10−5 m2 /s
≈ 0.1 s
≈ 0.245 s
5 · 10−6 s
4 · 10−6 s

Meshing strategy

This section discusses the two computational meshes used in the study. Both meshes
are constructed using the same strategy, which relies on a-priori knowledge of the thickness
of the boundary layer, δ, as a function of x. For the TBL, δ(x) can be estimated using a
power-law relation [23]. It was considered that the boundary layer achieved fully turbulent
state at x0 = 0.4. Consequently, for x > x0 , δ is computed using the power law estimate,
and upstream a constant value of δ = δ(x0 ) is employed.
The domain to be meshed can be roughly divided into two regions: the one occupied
by the boundary layer and the one with the free stream. The goal is to generate a highquality unstructured mesh for the boundary layer region, with the resolution of the mesh
adapted to the local value of δ(x). The free stream region can then be covered with
signiﬁcantly coarser cells.
The meshing is performed in three steps. First, the surface of the wall boundary is
meshed. This is done in such a way, that the average distance between the cell centres,
d, is maintained as a speciﬁed fraction of the local value of δ(x). In particular, here
δ/d ≈ 15.5 is employed. This is consistent with recommendations for the resolution of a
WMLES mesh found in the literature [27, 11]. Note that since δ grows in the streamwise
direction, the density of the surface mesh is highest near the inlet and gradually decreases
4
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towards the outlet, see Figure 1. The same ﬁgure also shows the average cell size in
wall-units, d+ . Near the inlet, d+ is ≈ 25 and reaches ≈ 80 at the outlet.

Figure 1: The number of cells across the spanwise direction of the plate (blue line), and the size of cells
in wall units, d+ (orange).

The second step in the meshing strategy is to extrude the generated surface mesh in
the wall-normal direction. The extrusion is performed by building layers. A total number
of 16 layers is built, and the thickness of each layer at a given streamwise location is set
in such a way that the height of the extruded mesh matches the local value of δ(x). As
a result, the wall-normal resolution of the grid with respect to δ(x) matches that of the
surface mesh.
As a ﬁnal step, the rest of the domain is meshed using a signiﬁcantly coarser mesh,
with rapid increase of the cell size in the wall-normal direction. The result of applying
this meshing strategy is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Structure of the two meshes used in the simulations: paved (left) and polyhedral (right). The
surface mesh, the extruded layers, and the coarse mesh above the TBL are visualised. For the paved
mesh, the AMI is also shown.

The two constructed meshes diﬀer in the topology of the cells that constitute them.
The ﬁrst mesh, referred to “paved” below, uses a quad-dominant surface mesh, see the
5
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left plot in Figure 2. Consequently, the extruded layers are hex-dominant. The region
above the TBL is meshed with a structured hexahedral mesh. In order to connect it to
the layers extruded from the surface, a so-called arbitrary mesh interface (AMI) is used,
which allows to couple two non-conforming regions of a mesh across a deﬁned surface.
The second mesh, referred to as “polyhedral”, uses polygons to discretise the wall-surface,
see the right plot in Figure 2. The polygons are obtained as a dual of a triangulation.
Above δ, an unstructured polyhedral mesh is used, alleviating the need for an AMI.
The sizes of the constructed paved and polyhedral meshes are Npaved ≈ 15.5 · 106 and
Npoly ≈ 14.4 · 106 , respectively. Considering only the region occupied by the TBL brings
TBL
TBL
the ﬁgures down to Npaved
≈ 14.7 · 106 and Npoly
≈ 12.9 · 106 . It is interesting to compare
these mesh sizes to that required for a wall-resolved simulation of the same case. Consider
a structured hexahedral mesh, with uniform cell sizes Δx+ = 20 and Δz + = 10 in the
wall-parallel directions, where the scaling is done with values of δν taken at x = x0 . This
results in 1000 cells across Lz and 5000 cells across Lx . If δ(x) is discretised with 50 cells,
the number of cells in the TBL region amounts to 250 · 106 , which is 17 times larger than
the paved WMLES mesh. Note that adapting Δx+ to the local value of δν would not
result in a signiﬁcant change in the estimate, because δν grows only by a factor of ≈ 1.15
over the interval [x0 , Lx ]. By comparison, δ grows by a factor of ≈ 4.
3.3

Results

This section presents the simulation results, a selection of which is also made available
online2 . Attention is ﬁrst drawn to Figure 3 visualising the resolved structures in the TBL.
The eﬀect of the numerical tripping is clearly seen, the ﬁrst structures appearing in the
box where the tripping is active. The growth of the TBL is evident and, correspondingly,
the growth in the size of the largest resolved structures.

Figure 3: Resolved turbulent structures visualised by an iso-surface of the second invariant of the velocity
gradient, coloured by streamwise velocity.

This growth is further quantiﬁed in Figure 4, which shows the development of the
momentum thickness-based Re-number as a function of the streamwise coordinate. In
addition to the simulation results, an estimate obtained from a power-law proposed in [23]
is shown. All four simulations show acceptable agreement with the estimate, but the
2

DOI: 10.6084/m9.figshare.6061298
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simulation employing the polyhedral mesh and sampling from the third oﬀ-the-wall cell
clearly performs best.

Figure 4: Development of the momentum thickness based Reynolds number, Reθ .

The skin friction coeﬃcient, cf , is shown as a function of Reθ in Figure 5. DNS
data from [24] and a power-law estimate from [23] are used as reference. After a short
transient period, all four curves behave similarly to the benchmark data. However, the
values obtained from the two simulations employing sampling from the third oﬀ-the-wall
cell are in signiﬁcantly better agreement with the reference.

Figure 5: Development of the skin friction coeﬃcient, cf .

The under-prediction in cf exhibited by the simulations using sampling from the wall7
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adjacent cell entails that they under-predict the mean wall shear stress, �τw � (by deﬁnition
of cf ). This is further demonstrated in Figure 6, which shows inner-scaled proﬁles of the
mean streamwise velocity for selected values of Reθ . DNS data [24] is used as reference.
It is observed that all four simulations predict similarly-shaped proﬁles, but those from
the simulations with sampling
 from the wall-adjacent cell are shifted along the ordinate.
Thus the value of �uτ � = �τw �/ρ in these simulations is under-predicted. The overall
agreement of the proﬁles with DNS data is good, although they exhibit a very pronounced
log-layer which is not present at these relatively low Re-numbers. The best accuracy is
achieved with the paved grid, using sampling from the third oﬀ-the-wall cell.

Figure 6: Proﬁles of the mean streamwise velocity at three diﬀerent downstream locations, corresponding
to Reθ ≈ 1420, 2000, and 2540, respectively. Black solid lines show DNS data [24], other lines are as in
Figure 5.

Figure 7 shows the proﬁles of the Reynolds stresses for three selected values of Reθ .
The level of agreement with DNS data is acceptable and typical of WMLES. The observed
errors, such as the over-prediction and shift away from the wall of the peak value of urms
are common for LES on coarse meshes in general [2]. Arguably, the results obtained with
the paved mesh are slightly better than those obtained with the polyhedral.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Results from WMLES of a zero pressure gradient TBL over a ﬂat plate are presented.
The simulations are performed on unstructured meshes of two types: hex-dominant
(paved) and polyhedral. The meshes are carefully constructed to preserve the density
of the mesh with respect to the thickness of the TBL. The quality of the meshes is high
enough to allow using second-order accurate schemes for discretising the governing equations. Further, two locations for sampling velocity values for the employed algebraic wall
model are tested: the wall-adjacent cell and the third consecutive oﬀ-the-wall cell.
The results show convincingly that the employed meshing strategy, in conjunction with
8
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Figure 7: Proﬁles of the Reynolds stresses at three diﬀerent downstream locations, corresponding to
Reθ ≈ 1420, 2000, and 2540, respectively. Black solid lines show DNS data [24], other lines are as in
Figure 5.

the employed numerical methods, is suitable for WMLES. It is emphasised that while the
geometry of the considered ﬂow is simple, the developed methodology is fully applicable
to complex geometries. Using both the paved and the polyhedral mesh led to an overall
similar level of accuracy of the solution. The polyhedral grid was superior in predicting
the values of Reθ and cf (see Figures 4 and 5), but the paved grid gave slightly better
predictions of the mean streamwise velocity and the Reynolds stresses (Figures 6 and 7).
Using the wall-adjacent cell is shown to lead to an under-prediction of the mean wall
shear stress by ≈ 20%. In line with what has previously been reported in the literature [10,
12, 7, 16], moving the sampling point further away from the wall results in a signiﬁcant
improvement. In particular, no log-layer mismatch is observed for the mean streamwise
velocity, as compared to the DNS data.

9
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Abstract. The Navier-Stokes equations describe the motion of viscous fluids. In order to
predict turbulent flows with reasonable computational time and accuracy, these equations
are spatially filtered according to the large-eddy simulation (LES) approach. The current
work applies a volume filtering procedure according to Schumann [1]. To demonstrate
the procedure the Schumann filter is first applied to a convection-diffusion equation. The
Schumann filter results in volume-averaged equations, which are not closed. To close these
equations a model is introduced, which represents the interaction between the resolved
scales and the small subgrid scales. Here, the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model
of Rozema et al. [2] is considered. The interpolation scheme necessary to evaluate the
convective flux at the cell faces can be viewed as a second filter. Thus, the convection
term of the filtered convection-diffusion equation can be interpreted as a double-filtered
term. This term is approximated by the scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3]. Thus,
a mixed minimum-dissipation-Bardina model is obtained. Secondly, the mathematical
methodology is extended to the Navier-Stokes equations. Here, the pressure term is
analyzed separately and added to the convection-diffusion equation as a sink term. Finally,
spatially filtered Navier-Stokes equations that depend on both the anisotropic minimumdissipation (AMD) model proposed by Rozema et al. [2] and the scale similarity model
of Bardina et al. [3] are obtained. Hence, a mathematically consistent method of mixing
the AMD model and the Bardina model is achieved.

1

INTRODUCTION

The continuous downscaling of integrated circuits has led to the ongoing increase of the
available computational power. Although this growth enables the direct computation of
increasingly complicated flows, most practical turbulent flows still cannot be directly computed from the Navier-Stokes equations. Therefore, simulation approaches that reduce
the number of degrees of freedom are in constant development.
The current work is based on the large-eddy simulation LES approach. This method
aims for the best compromise between required computational time and achieved accuracy
through a spatial filtering of the Navier-Stokes equations. The turbulence spectrum is,
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then, divided into large and small scales of motion. The former are directly computed,
while the latter are modeled.
The filtering process is usually carried out by the application of a convolution filter.
This work applies the volume balance procedure proposed by Schumann [1]. In this approach, the governing equations, i.e., conservation of mass and momentum, are implicitly
filtered according to a Schumann box filter, which is equivalent to the process of averaging these equations over the grid volumes. Like the conventional filtering approach, the
application of the Schumann box filter leads to a new term in the momentum equation:
the subgrid-scale stress tensor. This term accounts for the effect of the subgrid modes
on the resolved part of the flow, that is, on the large eddies. However, the subgrid-scale
stress tensor is not closed, since it is not solely expressed in terms of resolved quantities. Therefore, a closure model is needed before actual large-eddy simulations can be
performed. This closure is achieved by modeling the subgrid-scale stress tensor according
to functional, structural or mixed models [4].
Functional models aim at correctly predicting the kinetic energy transfer between the
resolved and subgrid eddies. Although these models can produce the correct average
energy removal from the large eddies, they poorly represent the effects of the small eddies
on the large ones on a local basis. Moreover, they do not describe accurately the structure
of the subgrid-scale stress tensor, leading to low correlations between exact and computed
subgrid-scale stress tensors [4] (see Clark et al. [5] and Bardina et al. [3]).
Eddy viscosity models are the most applied functional models and are usually easily
implemented. A dissipative term, which has a similar effect as the subgrid-scale stress
tensor, is introduced. This term is based on the Boussinesq approximation [6], which
establishes the concept of an eddy viscosity. The Smagorinsky [7] and the anisotropic
minimum-dissipation [2] models are examples of eddy viscosity models.
Structural models, on the other hand, aim at a mathematical reconstruction of the
subgrid stress tensor. They are based on formal series expansions of the unknown terms,
transport equations, approximative deconvolution procedures or scale similarity arguments in order to achieve a high-fidelity representation of the subgrid-scale stress tensor,
also with regard to the eigenvectors of the exact tensor [4]. Therefore, these models are
characterized by higher correlations between the exact and the approximated unresolved
stress tensors when compared to functional models (see Bardina et al. [3]).
Scale similarity models are structural models that are frequently applied to approximate the subgrid-scale stress tensor. These models are based on the similarity between
neighboring energy bands in the inertial subrange [8], assuming that the turbulent kinetic energy of the unresolved scales can be approximated by the turbulent kinetic energy
contained in the smallest resolved eddies. Although scale similarity models such as the
Bardina model [3] are characterized by high local correlations between the modeled and
the exact subgrid-scale stress tensor, these models do not dissipate enough energy. Hence,
they are often supplemented with an eddy viscosity model, forming a mixed model.
Mixed models are based on a linear combination of functional and structural models.
This type of model generally arises from an ad hoc combination of an eddy viscosity model
with a scale similarity model, in order to counteract specific model limitations. In partic2
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ular, mixed models are aimed at obtaining good results on both the energy and structural
levels [4]. For instance, Bardina et al. [3] proposed the linear combination of their scale
similarity model with the Smagorinsky model [7], achieving a good representation of the
local subgrid-scale stress tensor, as well as the mean energy balance for homogeneous
isotropic turbulence and homogeneous turbulence in the presence of mean shear. Moreover, Vreman et al. [9] simulated a weakly compressible temporal mixing layer with solely
structural and functional models, as well as with mixed models. Improved results were
achieved for the combination of the Bardina model with the dynamic Smagorinsky model
(see Germano [10]).
Existing mixed models mostly resulted from an ad hoc process of combining eddy
viscosity and scale similarity models. This process, however, is not consistent with the
derivation of these models [8]. Hence, this work aims to provide the basis for a mathematically consistent combination of eddy viscosity and scale similarity models. In particular,
the combination of the scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3] with the anisotropic
minimum-dissipation model (AMD) of Rozema et al. [2] is carried out.
The scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3] is based on an extrapolation from the
smallest resolved scales, achieved by a double spatial filtering, and is able to capture
anisotropic and out-of-equilibrium effects. The application of this model leads to high
correlations between the exact and the computed subgrid-scale stress tensor. For instance,
correlations as high as 0.8 on the tensor level were achieved for both homogeneous isotropic
turbulence at a subgrid Reynolds number of ReSGS = 180 and homogeneous turbulence
in the presence of mean shear at ReSGS = 204 (see Bardina et al. [3]). Despite of the
characteristic high local correlations, the Bardina model does not ensure a positive net
rate of energy transfer to the small scales. Hence, this scale similarity model is often
combined with an eddy viscosity model.
The eddy viscosity model that is applied in conjunction with the Bardina model [3]
in the current work, i.e., the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model [2], is based on a
decoupling of the small scales from the large ones. In order to achieve this scale separation,
an eddy dissipation is introduced through the application of a Poincaré inequality. This
eddy dissipation counterbalances the production of small eddies, removing the energy of
the subgrid scales of the solution [2]. The described procedure ensures that the unresolved
scales do not influence the solution (see Verstappen [11]) and consequently allows the
formulation of a closure model based only on the resolved eddies.
Although the eddy dissipation introduced by the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model has a similar effect as the subgrid-scale stress tensor, the model does not necessarily
have the same structure as the subgrid stresses. For instance, considering other eddy viscosity models such as the Smagorinsky model, correlations between the exact and the computed subgrid-scale stress tensor as low as 0.26 and 0.03 were achieved. The former is
related to homogeneous isotropic turbulence at low Taylor micro-scale Reynolds numbers
(Reλ < 40) (see Clark et al. [5]), while the latter is related to homogeneous turbulence in
the presence of mean shear at a subgrid-scale Reynolds number of ReSGS = 204 (see Bardina et al. [3]). Moreover, the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model cannot account for the
effect of backscatter other than through the introduction of a negative eddy viscosity. Ho3
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wever, that may lead to numerical instabilities in simulations (see Bensow and Fureby [8]).
Based on the properties of the scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3] and the
anisotropic minimum-dissipation model of Rozema et al. [2], it is clear that they are
of complimentary nature. Therefore, a mathematically consistent combination of both
models is promising. The main goal of this work is to obtain in a natural way the
minimum-dissipation-Bardina model.
The current paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a thorough description
of the applied mathematical methodology in the context of the convection-diffusion equation. Afterwards, in Section 3, this mathematical methodology is extended to the NavierStokes equations. This results in the incompressible spatially filtered Navier-Stokes equations that includes both the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model [2] and the Bardina
model [3]. Hence, a mathematically consistent mixed model, i.e., the minimum-dissipationBardina model, is obtained for large-eddy simulations. Finally, in Section 4, the current
work is summarized.
2

MIXED MODELING: MATHEMATICAL METHODOLOGY

In the current work, a mathematical methodology to obtain a natural combination of
the scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3] and the anisotropic minimum-dissipation
model of Rozema et al. [2] is proposed. To demonstrate this methodology, a two-dimensional convection-diffusion equation is analyzed in this section. Section 3 is devoted to
the extension of the proposed methodology to the full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations.
The convection-diffusion equation describes the transport phenomena due to convection
and diffusion processes:
∂fi ∂fi uj
∂ 2 fi
+
=D
.
(1)
∂t
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj
The first and second terms on the left-hand side come from the material derivative of the
variable fi and represent the time variation and the convective transport, respectively.
The term on the right-hand side represents the diffusion. The density of any physical
variable is represented by fi . Although the density fi is currently represented as a vector,
it can also be a scalar. The velocity field with which the physical variable is convected and
the diffusion coefficient are represented by uj and D, respectively. Einstein’s summation
convention is implied for repeated indices.
The convection-diffusion equation (Eq. (1)) is spatially filtered with the help of the
Schumann [1] filter, which is defined by

V
1
fi =
fi dV ,
(2)
|V | V

where V denotes the volume of the filter box. The obtained volume-averaged convective
and diffusive terms are rewritten by applying Gauss’ divergence theorem. This procedure
leads to the appearance of surface-averaged terms, which are defined by

S
1
fi =
fi dS ,
(3)
|S| S
4
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where S denotes a surface (e.g. the surface of V ). Thus, the volume-averaged convectiondiffusion equation becomes
S

V

S
∂ fi
|V | ∂ f i
+ f i uj = D
.
|S| ∂t
∂xj

(4)

This equation is, however, not closed due to the nonlinearity of the convective term, i.e.,
the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (4). Therefore, this term is decomposed
according to
S

V

S

fi uj = f i uj + τijα ,

(5)

where τijα represents the subgrid-scale stress tensor. In this work, this tensor is determined
according to an eddy viscosity approach:
S

τijα

≈ − De

∂fi
.
∂xj

(6)

Thus, the nett effect of the subgrid stress in the filtered convection-diffusion equation is
an increase of the diffusion coefficient; The total diffusion coefficient becomes D + De ,
where De is the diffusion coefficient related to the turbulence.
The left-hand side of Eq. (5) contains a surface integral, whereas the right-hand side
contains a volume integral. To approximate both, shifted volumes are to be introduced.
These volumes have the same size and form as the original volumes but are shifted so that
they are centered around a surface. Figure 1 illustrates a volume shifted in the j-direction
with regard to a two-dimensional cell.
Vj+1
Sj+ 1
2

Vj+ 1
2

Vj
Figure 1: Shifted volume in relation to the j -direction. Sj+1/2 denotes the surface that is included in
the volume Vj+1/2 .

Obviously the fluxes through all cell surfaces must be determined. Here, the focus is
solely on the computation of the convective term at the surface Sj+1/2 for the sake of
brevity. This surface is the intersection of the Vj and Vj+1 volumes, i.e., Vj ∩ Vj+1 (see
Fig. 1).
V
Firstly, the f i term in Eq. (5) is to be evaluated at the surface Sj+1/2 . For that, the
volume average regarding the shifted volume is considered (see Fig. 1). It is approximated
according to
5
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Vj+1/2

fi =

Vj ∪ Vj+1

f i + ri |S

,

(7)

j+1/2

Vj ∪ Vj+1

where
f i represents the volume average of fi over the volume consisting of the union
of the Vj and Vj+1 cells, i.e., Vj ∪ Vj+1 , and ri describes the residual at the considered
surface.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is computed by interpolating the known
volume averages of the physical variable fi :


Vj ∪ Vj+1
Vj+1
1 Vj
(8)
fi =
fi +
fi .
2
Vj

Vj+1

Equation (8) shows that the interpolation of f i and
f i can be seen as a filter over
Vj ∪ Vj+1
f i is considered a double-filtered variable.
the volume Vj ∪ Vj+1 (see Fig. 1). Hence,
The first filter level is, then, characterized by the same filter width as the Schumann filter,
i.e., Vj or Vj+1 . The second filter level is characterized by a double filter width in regard to
the Schumann filter, i.e., a volume filter over Vj ∪ Vj+1 . The mathematical methodology,
Vj+1/2
then, naturally introduces a relation between a single-filtered variable, i.e.,
f i , and a
Vj ∪ Vj+1
f i . Therefore, a scale similarity model is the natural
double-filtered variable, i.e.,
choice to approximate the residual ri . This type of model is based on the scale similarity
hypothesis, which states that the effect of the unresolved scales on the resolved ones can
be approximated through the similarity of the smallest resolved scales and the biggest
unresolved scales. This leads to
f  ≈ f  = f − f ,
(9)
i

i

i

i

where fi is defined by fi = fi + fi . The first and second filter levels are characterized
 where ∆
 > ∆. It may be remarked that Eq. (9)
respectively by the filter widths ∆ and ∆,
applies to a volume filter, as well as to a surface filter. Thus, the residual ri in Eq. (7)
can be defined as
ri |S

=

Vj+1/2

j+1/2

f i .

(10)
S

Secondly, the velocity component of the convective term (see Eq. (5)), i.e., uj , is
Sj+1/2
defined at the surface Sj+1/2 . For staggered grids
uj must be approximated by
interpolation:
Sj+1/2

uj =

Si ∪ Si+1

uj + qj |S

Si ∪ Si+1

,

(11)

j+1/2

where
uj represents the surface average of uj over the surface consisting of the
union of the Si and Si+1 surfaces (see Fig. 2). The residual of of this approximation
(qj ) is to be defined at the Sj+1/2 surface. For the sake of simplicity, double indices are
6
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Vj+1

u1 j+1
u2 i+1

u2 i

Si+ 1

Si

Si+1

2

u1 j
Vj
Figure 2: Staggered grid: Surfaces and velocities.

abolished and only the essential index is shown. For instance, the j-index is abolished for
Si ∪ Si+1
the variables located at j + 1/2. Thus the interpolation of
u2 can be written as:


Si ∪ Si+1
Si+1
1 Si
u2 =
u2 +
u2 .
(12)
2

As for the volume averages of fi , the applied interpolation is interpreted as a filtering
process characterized by a filter width of Si ∪ Si+1 . Hence, Si ∪ Si+1 u2 is also considered
a double-filtered variable, where the first and second filter levels are characterized by
filter widths of Si or Si+1 and Si ∪ Si+1 , respectively. Again, a natural relation between
Sj+1/2
Si ∪ Si+1
u2 , and a double-filtered variable, i.e.,
u2 , is
a single-filtered variable, i.e.,
achieved. Therefore, a scale similarity model (see Eq. 9) is also a natural choice to model
the residual qj . The model is, then, defined according to
qj | S

=

Sj+1/2

j+1/2

uj .

(13)

Equations (7) and (11) are, then, introduced in Eq. (5) to approximate the convective
flux trough the surface Sj+1/2 :
Sj+1/2

Vj ∪ Vj+1

f i uj =

fi

Si ∪ Si+1

uj + τijα |S

j+1/2

+ τijβ |S

,

(14)

j+1/2

with
τijβ |S

=

Vj ∪ Vj+1

j+1/2

f i qj | S

+

Si ∪ Si+1

j+1/2

u j ri | S

j+1/2

+ (ri qj ) |S

.

(15)

j+1/2

The scale similarity approximations for the residuals ri and qj at the surface Sj+1/2
(see Eqs. (10) and (13)) are introduced in Eq. (15). This results in:
τijβ |S

=
j+1/2

Vj+1/2

fi

Sj+1/2

uj −

Vj ∪ Vj+1

fi

Si ∪ Si+1

uj .

(16)

Here, we only considered the surface Sj+1/2 . The convective term is treated in a
similar fashion for all surfaces. Once again, non-relevant indices are supressed as much
Vj ∪ Vj+1

Si ∪ Si+1

as possible. Moreover, the double-filtered variables such as
f i and
uj are
V
S

j , respectively. And the single-filtered variables such as
simply denoted by f i and u
7
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Vj+1/2

V

Sj+1/2

S

f i and
uj will be denoted by fi and uj , respectively. Hence, the resulting
spatial-filtered convection-diffusion equation is
S

V
V S 


∂ fi
∂
f
i
 j = δj
+ δj fi u
D
(17)
− δj τijα + τijβ ,
∂t
∂xj
where

V
V
S
S
j ,
τijβ = f i uj − fi u

(18)

and δj is the usual finite difference operator, as defined by Williams [12]. It is given by:

1 
fi i,j+1/2,k − fi i,j−1/2,k .
(19)
δj (fi ) =
∆xj

In conclusion, the filtered convection-diffusion equation is obtained through the application of the Schumann box filter [1]. While approximating the nonlinear convective
term, relations between singly and doubly filtered variables arise. The scale similarity
hypothesis can, then, be naturally applied. Hence, a modeled term that depends on both
an eddy viscosity model (for τijα ) and a scale similarity model (for τijβ ) is achieved.
3

MIXED MODELING: EXTENSION TO THE INCOMPRESSIBLE
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

The mathematical methodology described in Section 2 is extended to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Firstly, in Section 3.1, the averaged conservation of mass is
obtained. Secondly, in Section 3.2, the equations for the conservation of filtered momentum are obtained. Finally, the subgrid-scale stress tensor is analyzed and the implemented
models are defined.
3.1

Conservation of mass

The incompressibility condition ∂/∂xi (ui ) = 0 is integrated over one grid cell V . Applying Gauss’ theorem yields:
S

δ j uj = 0 .
3.2

(20)

Conservation of momentum

The convection-diffusion equation (17) does not contain a pressure term. However, the
contribution of the pressure can simply be added to this equation as a sink term. The
averaged pressure term is given by
V

S

|S| S
∂
p δij =
p δij = δi p δij ,
∂xi
|V |

(21)

where p and δij are the kinematic pressure and the Kronecker delta, respectively. Here, the
volume-averaged pressure term is rewritten using Gauss’ divergence theorem. As before,
8
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Einstein’s summation convention is used and the finite difference operator denoted by δi
is applied to represent the fluxes through all surfaces.
The pressure term is added to the convection-diffusion equation (Eq. (17)) as a sink
term. The physical variable fi is substituted by the velocity field ui . Moreover, the
diffusion coefficients D and De are substituted by the kinematic viscosities ν and νe ,
respectively. The former is the fluid kinematic viscosity, while the latter is the kinematic
viscosity related to the turbulence, i.e., the eddy viscosity. Consequently, the filtered
conservation of momentum for incompressible fluids is obtained:


V
S
V S 
S



∂ ui
∂
u
i
i u
j = −δi p δij + δj ν
+ δj u
(22)
− δj τijα + τijβ .
∂t
∂xj
The subgrid-scale stress tensor (τijSGS ), which models the effect of the unresolved scales
on the resolved ones, is, then, represented by a combination of the τijα and τijβ stress tensors,
i.e., by a mixed model:
τijSGS = τijα + τijβ .
Firstly, the stress tensors τijα is described (see also Eq. (6)):
 S

S
∂
∂
u
u
i
j
τijα ≈ −νe
+
.
∂xj
∂xi

(23)

(24)

In the current work, the eddy viscosity νe is approximated according to the anisotropic
minimum-dissipation model (AMD) proposed by Rozema et al. [2]:
S

S
S
S
∆k ∂ uj /∂xk Sij , 0}
max{− ∆k ∂ ui /∂xk
 S
 S

νe = C
,
(25)
∂ um /∂xl ∂ um /∂xl
where Sij is the rate-of-strain tensor
Sij

1
=
2




∂ S
∂ S
ui +
uj ,
∂xj
∂xi

(26)

S

and ∆k is the filter width in the k-direction of the surface filter. The constant is set to
C = 0.3 for a central second-order accurate spatial discretization method (see Rozema
et al. [2]). The AMD model is successfully tested, for instance, on turbulent channel
flows discretized on anisotropic grids (see Rozema et al. [2] and Rozema [13]). As far as
the authors are aware, the AMD model has never been tested in combination with other
models.
Secondly, the stress tensor τijβ is described (see also Eq. (18)):
V
S
V
i S u
j .
τijβ = ui uj − u

(27)

The tensor τijβ can be interpreted as a scale similarity model proposed by Bardina et al. [3]
for a double decomposition of the stress tensor, where a volume and a surface average are
i u
j ).
employed (note that the Bardina model contains only volume averages: ui uj − u
9
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The application of a double decomposition of the stress tensor is supported by the work
of Moin and Kim [14]. They state that, for second-order accurate spatial discretization
schemes, an explicit calculation of the Leonard term is not justifiable since this term
and the truncation error of the spatial discretization scheme are of the same order of
magnitude.
In conclusion, the minimum-dissipation-Bardina mixed model is achieved in a mathematically consistent way for second-order accurate spatial discretization schemes. This
model specifically combines the properties of a functional and a structural model due to
their complimentary nature. Moreover, the achieved mixed model is in agreement with
the ad hoc mixing approach applied by Bardina et al. [3], which sums the contributions
of the Bardina model with an eddy viscosity model, such as the Smagorinsky model.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The volume-balance procedure proposed by Schumann [1] for the Navier-Stokes equations is thoroughly studied in order to achieve a mathematically consistent way of mixing
the functional minimum-dissipation model [2] and the structural scale similarity model of
Bardina et al. [3].
Firstly, the convection-diffusion equation is filtered according to the Schumann box
filter [1]. The Gauss’ divergence theorem is then applied and the surface average of the
nonlinear convective term is decomposed into a computable convective term plus a residual. The latter is approximated by the subgrid-scale stress tensor according to the eddy
viscosity approach.
Secondly, the computation of the convective term requires an interpolation. This interpolation can be viewed as a filter; hence it leads to double-filtered variables. Therefore, the
scale similarity hypothesis is applied. Thus, a mixed approach between an eddy viscosity
model and a scale similarity model is achieved.
In this paper, the procedure is first described for a convection-diffusion equation.
Thereafter, it is extended to the Navier-Stokes equations. The resulting subgrid-scale
stress tensor is modeled by a mixture of the anisotropic minimum-dissipation model of
Rozema et al. [2] and the scale similarity model of Bardina et al. [3]. In this way, a
mathematically consistent mixed model is achieved.
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Abstract. Simulations of the flow over a heaving NACA0012 wing are conducted to
study the effects of the separated flow phenomena for a pre-stall and post-stall wing
condition. An extensively validated high fidelity large-eddy simulation (LES) approach is
used to examine the unsteady aerodynamic loads and flow structures at Reynolds number
Rec = 20,000. We consider the effect of varying reduced frequencies from k =0.47-0.94
for a normalized amplitude of A/c=0.5 and angles of attack of 5◦ and 15◦ , representing
the pre-stall and post-stall conditions respectively. Comparison to experiment show good
agreement for lift and moments as well as flow structures. Characteristic phenomena of
dynamic stall are analysed with emphasis on the leading edge vortex LEV development.
Transition to turbulence is observed alongside the LEV and the disturbances reach the
wing surface.

1

INTRODUCTION

The unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating wings has received much attention in recent
years. A wide range of studies, including those of [1-3] has increased our knowledge of the
unsteady flow patterns and transient effects, including flow instabilities and vortex shedding, primarily from a two-dimensional perspective. These studies have been motivated
by the flight characteristic of natural flyers. Oscillating wings experience a dynamic stall
behaviour, which exhibits large hysteresis on the lift and moment when the time varying
angle of incidence goes beyond its static stall angle, due to the unsteady wing motion
[4]. It has been found [5] that the leading edge vortex (LEV) plays a critical role in the
lift enhancement. In static wing aerodynamics, near the stall angle the flow is highly
unsteady and separated. Measurements [6] have shown that the unsteady flow has a
low coherency in the spanwise direction, even for a two-dimensional geometry. However
an unsteady heaving wing motion can increase coherency resulting in organised vortical
structures that greatly influence the unsteady loads.
There have been numerous investigations into the dynamic stall behaviour of oscillating
wings using unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods [7-9]. Most of
this research has shown that RANS methods are not sufficient to predict such a time
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dependent flow structure. For example, when the frequency of a periodically oscillating
wing is increased, it induces large shed vortices and downstream vorticity [10]. Wang et
al.[9] showed that RANS methodologies are not suitable in predicting such flow details
and suggested that advanced approaches such as direct numerical simulation (DNS) or
large eddy simulation (LES) should be used to capture the details of such flows.
The majority of the DNS and LES computational studies on the aerodynamic behaviour
of oscillating wings, and especially in heaving motions, tend to focus on either near-wake
structures, or spanwise vortical structures at high reduced frequency (k  2.0) and low
amplitude (A/c  0.1), with much less attention paid to much lower reduced frequency
and higher amplitude [10], due to the large computational resources involved to capture
the flow details. In an effort to capture more completely the flow behaviour in these
specific conditions at a much reduced computational cost, [11] used LES to simulate the
unsteady flow over a pitching airfoil. Investigations were made for k = 0.25-1.0 and Rec
= 135,000. Pitching was achieved by using a dynamic mesh that deformed the cells each
time step, allowing the wing boundary to move within the domain. The effect of the
aerodynamic forces on the pitching airfoil was the focus of their work. The approach was
able to predict the trends in the coefficients of lift, drag and moments compared with the
experimental data. Spanwise vorticity components and instantaneous streamlines also
compared well with experiments.
In the current contribution, we use a similar approach to [11] to examine the physics
behind the dynamic stall of a heaving wing. The paper focuses on two key points: (i)
assessing the performance of the LES approach for the prediction of the aerodynamic
loads through detailed comparison with experimental water tunnel data, and (ii) detailed
analysis of flow instabilities at the leading edge during a heaving cycle.
2

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The LES have been carried carried out using OpenFOAM version 2.3.0. A second
order implicit scheme was used for the temporal discretization and the bounded second
order (Gamma) scheme1 [12] was used for the convection term. The time step tU∞ /c
= 8.0 × 10−4 corresponds to 4000 time steps per cycle. The pimpleDyMFoam solver in
OpenFOAM was used which is a transient solver for incompressible flow on a moving
mesh utilising the PIMPLE (merged PISO-SIMPLE) agorithm. The PIMPLE algorithm
includes both under relaxation and velocity correction and is mainly used for transient
flows, but without the same courant number constraints of the PISO algorithm. The
number of outer iterations was set to two and the number of pressure corrections was set
to three. Both the mixed time-scale (MTS) model of [13] and the wall adapting local
eddy-viscosity (WALE) model of [14] have been used. The advantages of both models
are that the eddy viscosity goes naturally to zero in the wall region, so neither constant
adjustments nor damping functions are needed to compute wall bounded flows. Both
models have also been credible when applied to transitional flow past wings [9,11] which
is one of the key points of the present application.
1

Gamma = 0.25.
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Figure 1: Top-left: heaving motion; Top-right: mesh topology; Bottom: sketch of the
domain including applied boundary conditions.
2.1

Simulation parameters and grid generation

The wing section considered in the present study has a NACA-0012 profile with chord
c = 0.0627m and was modified to include a sharp trailing edge. The wing section has
been the subject of a recent experimental investigation [15]. Unsteady and phase averaged
computations were conducted with sinusoidal plunging motion y = A sin (2πf t), reduced
frequencies k = 0.47 and 0.94 and peak to peak amplitude A/c = 0.5. A sketch of the
computational domain created using Pointwise version 16 is shown in Figure 1. The setup matches experimental water tunnel conditions in the axial and lateral directions. A
C-type grid was adopted close to the wing surface. Away from the wing surface, an H-type
grid was used. Grid points were concentrated around the wing boundary layer to capture
the transition process. The domain was extruded in the spanwise direction by 0.25c and
had a uniform spacing of about 30 to 60 cells, aiming to provide 5 ≤ z + ≤ 10 over the
wing surface. This span was selected based on a spanwise sensitivity studies, as described
in section 3. For the wall normal spacing, the mesh was designed to satisfy a y + ≤ 1
criterion. An approximate x+ ≤ 10 was also achieved on the wing surface. In the near
wake region (from the wing trailing edge to a distance of 4 chords) the spacing was kept
3
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uniform and an aspect ratio of 1 was maintained in this region to capture the anticipated
near wake vortices. To avoid building separate grids for each angle of attack and also to
maintain the strict LES requirements, the blocks surrounding the wing section (denoted
in red in Figure 1), together with the wing, were rotated about the quarter chord to the
desired neutral angle of attack, with the vertices of those blocks adjusted accordingly to
generate low skewed cells and to maintain a good quality mesh in the boundary layer
and wake region. Boundary conditions include no-slip and symmetry conditions at the
wall and the two lateral boundaries respectively. Periodic conditions were also imposed in
the spanwise direction. Heaving computations were started from a previously simulated
static condition (static cases were computed for about 10 chord flow pasts) and then run
for about 7 cycles. Data was processed from the third cycle onwards.
3
3.1

SENSITIVITY STUDIES
Grid resolution effects

Three different grids were used to provide insight into the impact of grid spacing
on the overall prediction of the aerodynamic loads. The grids, labelled G1,G2
and G3
√
were generated based on the same geometry definition by a systematic 2 refinement
of the reference structured block-grid. The number of points in all three directions of
longitudinal, lateral and span-wise was varied. The grid system used for the analysis is
shown in Table 1. Illustration of the grids generated on the wing is also shown in Figure
1 (Top-right) for grid G2. The effect of the grid resolution on the lift and drag coefficient
is shown in Figure 2. Data in Figure 2 was taken after the third cycle because we found
out that the hysteresis from the successive cycles in general matched well with that of
the third cycle. From the grid resolution study it was found that grid resolution had
little effect during the wing’s downward displacement (i.e. the increasing lift side of the
hysteresis loop in Figure 2). There were, however, some quantitative differences during
the wing’s upwards displacement. This is because of the unsteadiness in flow structure
within these regions, where the prominent elements in the flow are the separated shear
layer emanating from the leading edge and the development of the trailing edge vortex
(TEV). It is crucial that the mesh is fine enough to capture these unsteady flow structures.
The results on the coarse grid G1 deviate from the medium grid G2 and fine grid G3,
probably due to the fact that the spanwise spacing of ∆z/c=30 is not enough to resolve
the details. Although G2 and G3 agree well with each other, there are still some minor
differences, which are of the order of the cycle to cycle variations.
3.2

Effect of Subgrid model

Two different subgrid models were used to investigate the effect of the subgrid model
on the computed aerodynamic loads, namely the MTS model with model constants CM T S
= 0.03 and CT = 10 and the WALE model with model constant Cw = 0.325. Grid G2 was
used for this study. Good agreement was obtained between the different subgrid models,
as seen in Figure 3. The difference between the maximum lift coefficients was less than
0.4% of the two models (CLmax = 2.74 for MTS and CLmax =2.73 for WALE model). There
4
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Figure 2: The effect of grid resolution on the computed aerodynamic loads: Lift (left),
Drag (right), α = 5◦ , k = 0.94 and A/c = 0.5.
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Figure 3: The effect of subgrid model on the computed aerodynamic loads: Lift (left),
Drag (right), α = 5◦ , k = 0.94 and A/c = 0.5.
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Figure 4: The effect of spanwise domain size on the computed aerodynamic loads: Lift
(left), Drag (right), α = 5◦ , k = 0.94 and A/c = 0.5.
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Table 1: Grid and domain parameters, α = 5◦ , k = 0.94 and A/c = 0.5
M esh
G1
G2
G3
*

Size
456×176×30
645×249×43
912×352×60

NAU
176
249
352

NAL
176
249
352

∆z/c
0.0083
0.0058
0.0041

U [c]
7.0
7.0
7.0

W [c]
14.4
14.4
14.4

H[c]
4.05
4.05
4.05

Z[c]
0.25
0.25
0.25

NB:Computational domain size normalised by the wing chord length c and grid parameters for heaving wing. U: upstream length; H: domain height; W: wake length; Z: span
length; NAU : number of grid points on the wing upper surface; NAL : number of grid
points on the wing lower surface; ∆z/c: spanwise spacing

were some minor differences in the lift prediction during the wing’s upwards displacement
at αef f = 30◦ , where the WALE model produced a localised peak in the lift curve that
was not seen for the MTS model.
3.3

Spanwise domain size

In the current computations the spanwise domain size was fixed to 0.25c, similar to
values adopted by [16] at comparable Reynolds numbers. In order to verify whether
this size was sufficient, additional computations were conducted with a different spanwise
size, i.e. s = 0.25c & 1.0c. The corresponding grid was constructed using G2 mesh, and
the spacing in the spanwise direction, ∆z/c was kept fixed. Hence, the grid sizes were
645×249×43 and 645×249×172, representing s=0.25c and s=1.0c respectively. The effect
of span width on the computed aerodynamic load is shown in Figure 4. The difference
between the maximum lift coefficient was about 1.8% of the two domain widths and
occured at αef f = 30◦ . We have also looked into the flow fields (not shown here) and
found that the key features of the flow remain unaltered. Similar tendencies has also been
found by [16] who carried out investigations on the deep dynamic stall of a plunging wing
at comparable Reynolds number to determine the relative importance of the spanwise
width on the overall flow structure. According to [16], the limited effect of the span
extent on the flow structure is due to the forcing. This behaviour contrasts with unforced
flows on bluff bodies where larger spans are usually required. Further extending the span
width beyond s=1.0c is not expected to show any significant changes in the aerodynamic
loads.
The results of all the different cases are in good agreement with each other, for example,
the maximum lift in all cases occurred at αef f = 30◦ with less than 1.0% difference. For
the main set of simulations grid G2, with span s=0.25c and the MTS subgrid model,
representing a reasonable compromise in accuracy and computational cost, was chosen.
4
4.1

Results
Mean flow features

A comparison between LES and experimental water tunnel results for the pre-stall and
post-stall heaving case is shown in Figure 5, illustrating the variations of the phase averaged lift coefficient as a function of the effective angle of attack as well as the time-averaged
6
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lift as a function of the heaving reduced frequency. The phased-averaged experimental
data were obtained through averaging over 55 cycles. As it was not feasible in the present
computation to average over such a large number of cycles, the computed phase-averaged
data for all comparison purposes have been averaged over three cycles. The LES results
shown in Figure 5 agree closely with experiment over the whole heaving cycle in particular
at lower reduced frequency (k =0.47). As the reduced frequency increases to k =0.94 there
is a slight deviation between LES and the water tunnel measurements especially during
the increasing-lift part of the cycle. Specifically, the maximum lift is under-predicted by
10% for the pre-stall angle of attack of α = 5◦ , which is associated with the first LEV formation and its convection. This is also reflected in the time-averaged lift results in Figure
5 (bottom). Note that the sensitivity studies conducted in Figures 2-4 did not show any
significant differences in the hysteresis loop, hence the discrepancies cannot be attributed
to the mesh, subgrid model or span width. Results from other successive cycles did not
also show any big differences. Extending the computations to include averaging over 55
cycles as in the experiment is not expected to provide significant improvement in the
mean lift values. Potential causes for the discrepancies include support interference and
inflow disturbance effects in the water tunnel experiment, none of which were included
in the computations. End-wall effects also play a defining role in oscillating wing aerodynamic load predictions as has been addressed by [16], who showed that the presence
of a side wall can induce significant spanwise variations in the leading and trailing edge
vortices during the dynamic stall process, thus influencing the aerodynamic loads. In the
experiments, the wing had end plates, at the tip and root, however, there was a gap of
2mm between the tip and the end plate, which accounts for about 3% of the chord. As
the vortices become more three-dimensional, the gap could influence the tip flow, hence
the tip vortex and the aerodynamic load prediction.
A view of the mean flow features is provided in Figures 6 for the pre-stall condition,
showing the phase-averaged spanwise vorticity at three phases in the heaving cycle. At
t/T=0, the wing is at it maximum displacement. An attached flow is observed and is
more defined in the computations compared to the experiment. On the pressure side of
the wing, some localised vortices can be seen at about 0.3c. The LES also capture the
trailing edge separation and the near-wake vortical structures that were shed from the
previous cycle.
As the wing continues to move downwards from t/T=0 to t/T=0.25, it experience an
increase in effective angle of attack. Lift and moments change rapidly and the wing starts
to undergo the so-called ”dynamic stall”, which is characterised by the formation of the
LEV. The computed and experimental flow structures are in close agreement. A reversed
flow can be observed underneath the LEV. The trails of shed vortices from the previous
cycle seen in the wake are also in qualitative agreement with the experiment.
As the wing continues to decelerate at t/T=0.5, it reaches its minimum point during
the heaving motion. The main LEV has been shed downstream at about 0.5c and the
trailing edge vortex (TEV) starts to emerge. The separation region with reversed flow
between the main vortex and the secondary one at the leading edge is more prominent
compared to t/T=0.25.
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Figure 5: Phase-averaged lift coefficient as a function of the heave-induced effective angle
of attack: (Top-Left) k = 0.47; (Top-Right) k = 0.94; (Bottom) Time-averaged lift as a
function of the heaving reduced frequency k , A/c = 0.5; α = 5◦ and 15◦ .
4.2

Instantaneous flow features

As the effective angle of attack increases, the LEV is initiated. As the LEV is generated
and convects downstream, an increase in lift occurs as the LEV enlarges the effective
camber of the wing. The process of transition of the LEV is a significant feature of
the dynamic stall process, as it influences the aerodynamic loads. The characteristics of
the LEV system and its transition to turbulence are therefore investigated for α = 5◦ ,
k = 0.94 (Figures 7-8). Figure 7(left) shows signals taken using 100 probes placed one
cell above the suction surface of the wing evenly distributed at the same chordwise and
spanwise location. The signals corresponds to the fluctuating vertical velocity, v  and were
staggered by their chordwise (x/c) position relative to the leading edge. The v  signals
were taken for one cycle of the heaving motion. High fluctuations are distinguished as
regions of high vorticity and may be characterised by flow separation and re-attachment.
A closer inspection of Figure 8 shows turbulent structures from the leading edge (at
x/c=0.1) up to the mid-chord (at x/c=0.5) between φ =65◦ − 180◦ (hereafter termed
region A). The flow then undergoes transitions and re-laminarises as it approaches the
trailing edge (from x/c = 0.5-1.0). The turbulent structures in region A occur during the
wing’s downwards displacement until the wing reaches its minimum point. Figure 8(c8
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Figure 6: Phased-averaged contour plot of spanwise vorticity for α = 50 , k = 0.94 and
A/c = 0.5: LES(left); Expt(middle)[15]; Displacement (right).
l) shows ten snapshots (in region A) of isosurfaces of instantaneous vorticity magnitude
showing three-dimensional flow structures on the suction side of the heaving wing. Figures
8a and b have also been included to emphasise that the boundary layer of the wing was
laminar up until φ=65◦ , when the emergence of the first LEV (L1) was observed. L1 is
two dimensional in nature with no spanwise variations. The flow is mostly attached with
some separation at the trailing edge, as seen in the skin friction plot in Figure 7(right). L1
then grows in size from φ=65◦ − 86◦ , still retaining its coherent structure. At φ=86◦ three
vortices can be observed, namely L1 (now at x/c=0.1), a secondary vortex (L2) upstream
of L1 at x/c=0.05, and a third vortex structure (L3) at x/c=0.3. Spanwise instabilities at
the leading edge start to appear at φ=93◦ , which is seen more clearly in the surface plot
in Figure 8m. The corresponding skin friction plot in Figure 7 (φ=93◦ ) shows evidence of
separation at the leading edge. L1 starts to breakdown from φ=101◦ − 108◦ . By φ=144◦ ,
spanwise instability is more visible. Skin friction plots shows the unsteady boundary
layer separates at around x/c=0.2. A single vortex structure characterised by small scale
turbulent structures define the flow features in this region. The shedding of L1 continues
from φ=158◦ , reaching about 5 chords at φ=180◦ which is also the minimum point during
the heaving motion.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

An advanced LES approach to gain valuable insight into the characteristic phenomena
of the dynamic stall process, and more especially the LEV formation and transition,
has been presented. Computational results for both aerodynamic loads and mean flow
features compared well with experimental water tunnel measurements. Analysis of the
mean flow features show that when the angle of attack increases from pre-stall to poststall, the size of the LEV increases and there is a delay in the laminar to turbulent
transition process. The LEV system was found to be two-dimensional in nature with no
spanwise variation. However, it exhibits sudden breakdown (at φ = 101◦ ) due to a threedimensional instability at the span. Transition to turbulence is observed in the LEV and
the disturbance are observed down to the wing surface. The transition to turbulence and
the LEV shedding process are similar to to those reported in literature [16] at comparable
Reynolds number.
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Abstract. The computation of the sound power level resulting from the vibration of submerged structures is a CPU time-consuming process in the naval industry, due to both
geometrical complexity and strong coupling with the fluid. The goal is here to obtain a
parametric reduced-order model (ROM), yielding a fast and accurate approximation of
the radiated sound power level, when the parameters and the fluid loading vary. The
proposed approach includes the following ingredients: (i) the goal-oriented formulation
of the problem at hand; (ii) the reduction of both primal and dual vibroacoustic problems through reduced basis techniques; (iii) the use of a leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV) process in the offline step for the selection of the truncated representations;
(iv) the reduction of the hydrodynamic loading. It is shown, on a simple test case involving
a submerged structure with variabilities of the structural parameters, that the approach
enables to obtain an accurate approximation of the quantity of interest. The LOOCV
technique moreover limits the offline CPU time and yields a cheap error estimator. The
approach is versatile and can take into account frequency-dependent damping. The CPU
time gain compared to the full model evaluations is of several orders of magnitude, opening
the way to new design strategies in the naval industry.

1

INTRODUCTION

The computation of the sound power level resulting from the vibration of submerged
structures is a CPU time-consuming process in the naval industry, on account on the large
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size of the underlying problems, their geometrical complexities, as well as the strong coupling with the fluid. The finite element discretization of such a forced vibration problem
usually results in a linear matrix system with millions of degrees of freedom. The matrices at hand are sparse, complex-valued and frequency-dependent for dissipative materials.
The resulting system is typically ill-conditioned and not Hermitian. It has to be solved
at each frequency of interest, ideally on a wide frequency range. In the design process,
the choice of the materials and their characteristics, if known, may moreover evolve, so
that numerous computations are theoretically required with new values of the parameters. The use of dissipative materials furthermore complicates the numerical modeling
and computation of the problem since they are very sensitive to non-mastered operational conditions. A robust design should take into account all these variabilities and
uncertainties, and their impacts on the quantities of interest should be quantified. However in industrial practice, the large CPU-time requirement drastically limits the number
of shots performed. Analyzes on coarse frequency grids and with only few parameters
values are usually performed. This prevents the rigorous computation of the impact of
the variabilities, which may ultimately affect the robustness and optimality of the design.
Reduced Order Models (ROMs) are nowadays able to represent complex systems with
few degrees of freedom at the cost of a moderate loss of accuracy. The crucial point to
obtain a reliable parametric ROM is to build a reduced trial space that spans most of the
physics at hand, over the whole parameter space of interest. Obviously, the reduced basis
has to be of much lower dimension than the discretized full model, for a very fast online
evaluation of the solution. In the vibroacoustic domain, most common reduction techniques are based on Krylov subspace reduction [1], more precisely with the second-order
Arnoldi algorithm [2, 3], and on modal projection techniques [4, 5, 6]. These approaches
are able to efficiently solve problems involving viscoelastic materials and submerged structures. The multidimensional character of the parameter space constitutes here an additional challenge. The extension of the classical approaches to multi-parametric problems
may not be straightforward and may still involve ad hoc and non-automatic procedures,
at the risk of inaccurate estimations of the quantities of interest.
A model reduction technique is developed and evaluated in this paper, so as to make
tractable analyzes on very fine frequency grids, as well as to handle the complexity of
a relatively high-dimensional parameter space, for damped and submerged structures.
The proposed approach may be seen as an extension of [7], with here a goal-oriented
formulation of the problem at hand. More precisely, the quantities of interest are the
point radiated pressure level and the sound pressure level, respectively a linear output
and a quadratic one. The goal-oriented feature comes from both a primal-dual ReducedBasis formulation inspired by the work [8], and the development of a cheap error estimator
on the output, based on a leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) process in the offline
step. Furthermore, the problem is formulated by taking into account the variabilities the
material parameters and the hydrodynamic loading [9, 10].

2
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Figure 1: Illustration of the mesh of the studied case. The structure Ωs is made of a circular cylindrical
shell of finite length and a flat clamped plate. The structure is loaded on its cylindrical part and is
submerged in a fluid domain Ωf . An impedance is applied on the spherical boundary Γ∞ to mimic the
influence of an infinite fluid domain.

2

FULL MODELS

We consider a structure Ωs submerged in a fluid domain Ωf , see for instance Figure 1.
The structure is made of an elastic or a viscoelastic material, with a frequency-dependent
damping. The fluid medium is assumed at rest with an acoustic behavior and interacts
with the body on a boundary Γ̃. An impedance, corresponding to the BGT condition
of order 1 [11], is applied on the spherical boundary Γ∞ to mimic the influence of an
infinite fluid domain. Numerous formulations can be found in the literature to model the
structure-acoustic interaction problem. We choose here the symmetrical (displacement,
pressure, potential) formulation [12, 13]; the proposed methodology can nevertheless be
straightforwardly applied to other formulations. Under these assumptions, the finite element discretization of the harmonic structure-acoustic interaction problem yields the
following matrix system [7, 14]:


−iω 3 I − ω 2 M + K(ω) x = f
(1)
with ω the frequency, I the impedance matrix resulting from the impedance boundary
condition, M the coupled mass matrix, K the coupled stiffness matrix, x ∈ CN the
structure-acoustic solution (with N the number of degrees of freedom) and f the loading.
As for the quantities of interest, more precisely the local pressure (linear output sl ) and
the sound power (quadratic output sq ), they take respectively the following form:

3
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sl = l T x
sq = x̄T Sx

(2)

with l a vector extracting the pressure at a defined location from the solution x, and
S a real-valued symmetrical matrix related to the numerical integration of the pressure
degrees of freedom on Γ∞ .
The main goal of the present paper is to be able to evaluate quickly and accurately the
outputs when the system parameters vary. The parameters set D ⊂ RP is now defined and
a point in this set is denoted µ ≡ {µ1 , · · · , µP }. The variations of the physical parameters
are considered through the parameterized quantities ω(µ), E(µ) ≡ E(ω(µ), µ) the Young
modulus, η(µ) ≡ η(ω(µ), µ) the loss factor and f (µ). The parameterized primal full model
can now be written:
A(µ)x(µ) = f (µ)

(3)

where the matrix A(µ) and the vector f (µ) are explicitly given by:
A(µ) = −iω3 (µ)I − ω 2 (µ)M + E(µ)[1 + iη(µ)]Ks + Kf
f (µ) =

Nf


(4)

γi (µ)fi

i=1

with Ks the structural part of the stiffness matrix obtained with an unitary Young modulus and Kf its acoustic part. The affine form of the hydrodynamic loading f (µ) may come
from a hydrodynamic ROM built with Proper Generalized Decomposition [9] or Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition [10], through a special focus on the reduction of the fluid flow
pressure.
3
3.1

REDUCED-BASIS APPROXIMATION
Definitions and low-rank approximations

We choose the space-parameter decomposition of order Np for the primal solution under
the following monolithic low-rank approximation:
xNp (µ) =

Np


αn (µ)Φn = ΦNp αNp (µ)

(5)

n=1


T


with αn (µ) ∈ C, Φn ∈ CN , αNp (µ) = α1 (µ), · · · , αNp (µ) ∈ CNp and ΦNp = Φ1 , · · · , ΦNp
∈ CN ×Np . The introduction of Eq. (5) into the primal full model Eq. (3) yields the primal
residual rNp (µ) = b(µ) − A(µ)xNp (µ). We now introduce the dual full models, inspired
by the work [8]:
ĀT (µ)yl (µ) = l
q
(µ) = S(x(µ) + xNp (µ))
ĀT (µ)yN
p
4
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q
with yl and yN
the dual solutions related respectively to the linear and the quadratic
p
outputs. As for the Nd -rank approximations of the dual solutions, they are chosen under
the form:
l
yN
(µ)
d

=

q
(µ) =
yN
p ,Nd

Nd


n=1
Nd


βnl (µ)Ψln = Ψl,Nd β l,Nd (µ)

(7)

βnq (µ)Ψqn = Ψq,Nd β q,Nd (µ)

n=1


T
j
∈ CNd and
(µ)
with, for j = l or q, βnj (µ) ∈ C, Ψjn ∈ CN , β j,Nd (µ) = β1j (µ), · · · , βN
d


j
j
Ψj,Nd = Ψ1 , · · · , ΨNd ∈ CN ×Nd . We finally define the low-rank approximations of the
outputs Eq. (2) as:
l
slNp ,Nd = lT xNp (µ) + (ȳN
(µ))T rNp (µ)
d


q
T
sqNp ,Nd = (x̄Np (µ))T SxNp (µ) +  (ȳN
(µ))
r
(µ)
Np
p ,Nd

(8)

The first terms of the above right-hand sides can be evaluated with only the low-rank
approximation of the primal solution, and the second terms, which can be considered
as corrective terms, require the computation of the primal residuals and the low-rank
approximations of the dual solutions.
3.2

Offline building of the parametric primal and dual ROMs

Let us assume that appropriate trial space bases ΦNp ∈ CN ×Np and Ψj,Nd ∈ CN ×Nd
(for j = l or q) are already known. The building of such bases constitutes the subject
of Section 3.3. The primal and dual ROMs are here classically obtained by performing a
Galerkin projection of the full model Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) respectively:
Φ̄Tm A(µ)xNp (µ) = Φ̄Tm f (µ),
l
(Ψ̄jm )T ĀT (µ)yN
(µ) = (Ψ̄jm )T l,
d
q
(µ)
(Ψ̄jm )T ĀT (µ)yN
p ,Nd

=

for m = 1 · · · Np
for m = 1 · · · Nd

2(Ψ̄jm )T SxNp (µ),

(9)

for m = 1 · · · Nd

These equations can be more explicitly written under an online-efficient form by using
l
Eq. (4). We can now quickly evaluate the low-rank approximations xNp (µ), yN
(µ) and
d
q
yNp ,Nd (µ) by solving respectively the above primal and dual ROMs.
It can then be easily shown with all the above definitions, that the outputs approximations Eq. (8) satisfy the following properties:



T
l
sl (µ) − slNp ,Nd (µ) = ȳl (µ) − ȳN
A(µ)
x(µ)
−
x
(µ)
(10)
(µ)
N
p
d


T


q
q
sq (µ) − sqNp ,Nd (µ) =  ȳN
(µ) − ȳN
(µ) A(µ) x(µ) − xNp (µ)
p
p ,Nd
which are the expected ’quadratic’ convergence properties [15].
5
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Algorithm 1 RB-LOOCV algorithm
Input: parameterized full model A(µ) and f (µ), ε < 1, Nloocv
Output: Trial bases ΦNp and Ψj,Nd ,
1: Initialization: set Φ0 = ∅, Ψj,0 = ∅, m = 1, eloocv = 1
2: Generate a random sampling of Nmax values of the parameter µ ∈ D


SNmax = µ1 , · · · , µNmax ∈ DNmax
3:
4:

while m ≤ Nmax and eloocv > ε do
Solve the primal full model Eq. (3)

A(µm )x(µm ) = f (µm )
5:

6:

Enrich the primal space basis


Φm = Φm−1 , Gram-Schmidt(x(µm ))
Solve the dual full model Eq. (6)

q
(µm ) = 2S(x(µm ))
ĀT (µm )yl (µm ) = l or ĀT (µm )yN
p

7:

8:
9:

10:
11:
12:

3.3

Enrich the dual space basis


q
m
(µ
))
Ψj,m = Ψj,m−1 , Gram-Schmidt(yl (µm ) or yN
p

if m > Nloocv then
Evaluate the mean error eloocv of the output Eq. (8) with LOOCV on the sampling


SNloocv = µm−Nloocv , · · · , µm ∈ DNloocv

end if
m←m+1
end while

Offline building of the trial space bases

A critical aspect to build an accurate parametric ROM lies in the reduced trial basis:
the trial space has to be rich enough to cover most of the physics of the problem at hand,
and low dimensional enough to significantly reduce the CPU time of the ROM evaluation.
We follow here the classical reduced basis approach to build the trial space bases for
the primal and dual problems. More precisely, the low dimensional trial subspaces are
defined by XNp = span{x(µi ), i = 1, · · · , Np }, YNl d = span{yl (µi ), i = 1, · · · , Nd } and
q
YNq d = span{yN
(µi ), i = 1, · · · , Nd } for respectively the primal problem, the dual one
p
related to the linear output and the dual one related to the quadratic output. In practice,
the modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process is used to build ΦNp , Ψl,Nd and
6
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Ψq,Nd . In the case treated here, we take Np = Nd and an unique random sampling in DNp
is chosen to create the discrete set of parameters µi for i = 1, · · · , Np for both the primal
and dual problems.
Another crucial aspect concerns the stopping criterion for the size of the space bases.
Since the matrix A(µ) is neither hermitian nor positive definite in standard vibroacoustic
formulations, usual error estimators, for instance based on the coercivity constant, may
not be used. Inspired by machine learning techniques, a leave-one-out-cross-validation
(LOOCV) process is developed here to control the accuracy of the ROM as a function
of the approximations ranks. More precisely, the accuracy of the output is computed
and used as stopping criterion, which hence contributes to the goal-oriented feature of
the approach. To limit the CPU time requirement for the error estimator, the LOOCV
technique is performed only on the Nloocv last added samples (with Nloocv = 10 or 15 for
instance). The resulting methodology is explicitly given in Algorithm 1.
4

ILLUSTRATIONS ON A SIMPLE CASE

The ROM is evaluated on the parametric vibroacoustic problem illustrated in Figure
1. On this simple case, the solicitation is considered as homogeneous on the cylindrical
part of the structure along the x axis. The approach is implemented within the open
source finite element industrial software code aster [16] through the development of scripts
written in Python language. The finite element mesh is made of ten-nodes tetrahedral
elements for the fluid and seven-nodes triangular elements for the shell, generated with
the preprocessing open source software Salome [17].
The minimum and maximum frequencies of interest are respectively ωmin = 2π × 10
rad.s−1 and ωmax = 2π × 4000 rad.s−1 . More generally, P = 4 variable parameters are
considered here: the frequency ω, the Young’s modulus E and the frequency-dependent
loss factor η (which depends itself on 2 parameters, η1 and η2 , through the linear relation
η = η1 + (η2 − η1 )ω/ωmax ). They are explicitly expressed as functions of the uniform
random variable µ ≡ {µ1 , µ2 , µ3 , µ4 } ∈ (0, 1)4 by:
ω(µ)
E(µ)
η1 (µ)
η2 (µ)

=
=
=
=

ωmin + (ωmax − ωmin )µ1
2.1 × 1011 [1 + 0.1(2µ2 − 1)]
0.01 [1 + 0.5(2µ3 − 1)]
0.03 [1 + 0.5(2µ4 − 1)]

(11)

The linear and quadratic outputs obtained with the ROM, Eq. (8) with Np = 80, are
first compared to those computed from the full model in Figure 2, on a uniform random
sampling made of 200 values of µ ∈ (0, 1)4 . A perfect match can be observed, which
visually proves the ROM accuracy.
The convergence properties of the outputs are illustrated, as functions of the rank of the
approximations, on Figure 3. More precisely, the RMS errors on the linear and quadratic
outputs, with and without the corrective terms, are plotted. The reference curves are
obtained with the expensive holdout approach, on a random sampling of 200 values. The
RMS errors computed via the LOOCV technique (our error estimator with Nloocv = 15),
7
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Figure 2: Comparisons of the outputs (linear output above and quadratic output below) computed with
the ROM (80-rank approximations) and the full model, on a uniform random sampling in (0, 1)4×200 .

as well as their polynomial regression curves, are also displayed. It can be seen that
the related curves are relatively close to those obtained with the holdout approach; the
LOOCV technique therefore constitutes in this context an appropriate error estimator
and enables to save CPU time during the offline step. It can also be seen that the
corrective terms enable to obtain more accurate estimations of the outputs, as expected.
The accuracy gain is more pronounced on the linear output than on the quadratic one.
8
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Figure 3: Convergence of the outputs as a function of the rank of the approximations.

This can be explained by a slower convergence of the reduced basis approximation on the
dual problem related to the quadratic output, due to its parameter-dependent right-hand
side.
5

WORK IN PROGRESS

A goal-oriented reduced basis approach is developed in this paper to estimate accurately
and quickly the local pressure level and the sound power level resulting from the vibration
9
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of submerged structures, when the material parameters are varied. It is shown that the
LOOCV technique can be used as a cheap error estimator in the offline step.
Taking into account the variability of the hydrodynamic loading is a work in progress.
The fluid loading f (µ) has to be formulated under the affine form Eq. (4). To this end, we
use a POD-ROM technique based on the Navier-Stokes equations [10]. POD bases are first
precomputed at different values of Reynolds numbers (Re), and an advanced interpolation
based on the Grassmann manifold and its tangent space [18, 19] is performed, to obtain
a basis at a new value of Re. For instance, the first POD pressure modes, related to the
case considered here and for Re = 10000, are illustrated in Figure 4. Once the new basis
is obtained, the POD-ROM can be solved to obtain the new temporal coefficients (or the
frequency ones by FFT). For illustration, the wall pressure obtained with the POD-ROM
is compared to the full model curve, at one time, in Figure 5.

Mean pressure

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Mode 5

Figure 4: Mean pressure field and POD pressure modes for the hydrodynamic loading at Re = 10000.

The computation of the flow parameters influence on the vibroacoustic outputs Eq. (2)
constitutes an ongoing research. Further studies will also include the exploitation of
the low-rank approximations for sensitivity and quantification of uncertainties studies,
including both structural and flow parameters variabilities.
6
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Figure 5: Wall pressures for Re = 10000 at one time, obtained with the POD-ROM approach and the
full model.
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Abstract. This article presents a novel coupling of three state-of-the-art particle methods, capable of
simulating heat transfer in multiphase flows with minimum error. The idea originates from increasing
the robustness of the geometric features required to calculate physical quantities, such as the boundary
conditions in the heat equation and the surface tension force in Navier-Stokes equations. The workability of
this new approach for handling thermal effects in complex moving interfaces is examined with a numerical
test case wherein multiple scenarios such as internal flow, bursting at free surface as well as bubble
evolutionary motions occur. Performing a benchmark comparison with the reference model implemented
in COMSOL Multiphysics®, a markedly improved mass conservation using the proposed particle-based
solver is observed. This, in turn, results in a more realistic and accurate approximation of the temperature.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thermal simulation of multiphase flows requiring accurate prediction of field variables
occur in many engineering problems within the scope of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). There is thus a clear need for an accurate CFD solver capable of handling distorted flows and thermal issues simultaneously. Having formed robust solutions for these
problems, the original meshfree method Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [1, 2] is
being extensively applied to numerous CFD problems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] after almost 40 years
from its genesis.
Despite significant advances in developing other solutions, the original formulation
of SPH for fluid dynamics, known as weakly-compressible SPH (WCSPH), is a wellestablished technique to handle the incompressibility condition in fluid flows. Albeit at
the price of numerical fluctuations in the pressure and velocity fields [4], the WCSPH formulation exploits a proper equation of state to link density with pressure. The density is
thereby allowed to vary theoretically within about 1%–5% of the reference value [3]. The
successful use of this approach has been shown to exhibit a practical workaround to various
problems in the context of multiphase flows (e.g., [9, 10]).
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The family of the Finite Element (FE) methods offers an adept tool for simulation of
heat transfer problems and has been widely exploited in both the academia and the industry [11]. When compared against meshfree methods, the excellence of FE methods in
thermal analysis chiefly stems from their robustness in handling the heat equation (without
facing the difficulty of discretizing the Laplacian operator) and the straightforwardness in
imposing the boundary conditions, plus a relatively low computational efforts that they
offer. Nevertheless, a multiplicity of algorithms can be devised to enhance meshfree methods in this regard, such as the categories of boundary treatments [12], partition of unity
by smoothing kernel reconstruction [13, 14], and approximation of higher-order spatial
derivatives [15, 16, 17, 18], to name a few.
Another major focus of this research is on the design/adoption of a versatile computational tool for representing the interface evolutions, because most CFD simulations center
around generating newly developed surfaces by fluid flows. Apart from the original Level
Set (LS) methods [19, 20], the hybrid Particle Level Set (PLS) approaches have been
successfully attempted in a broad array of applications [21, 22, 23, 24]. The elegance
in PLS methods relies on the coexistence of particles and grids, by which they combine
the accuracy of Lagrangian advection with the simplicity of the Eulerian level set surface
representation.
In the wake of the aforementioned literature investigation, this paper aims at presenting a new coupling of three meshfree solvers to efficiently handle thermal simulations in
multiphase flows. Towards this end, we employ a selective WCSPH scheme for taking care
of the multiphase flows, coupled with the most recent yet accurate meshfree scheme for
solving the heat equation. This scheme was first introduced by Korzilius et al. in 2016
[18] for static particles, and is herein for the first time extended to dynamic particles. An
enhanced version of the PLS technique in [22], hereinafter EPLS, is presented for capturing
the moving interfaces in the course of this work. The enhancement is basically due to the
utilization of a second-order reinitialization method.
2

TOOLKIT#1: CFD SOLVER

A selective WCSPH for multiphase flows is presented. The governing equations are
summarized for particle i associated with a velocity field v i . In what follows, ρi is the
density of particle i, µi is its dynamic (shear) viscosity and g represents the gravitational
acceleration. The superscripts “pr”, “vi”, “st”, and “bf ” are the abbreviations for the
pressure, viscous, surface tension, and body force contributions to the momentum equation,
respectively. The smoothing kernel Wij (rij , h) is shortened to Wij wherein h denotes the
smoothing length, and rij is the relative distance vector between particle i and j. The
gradient of Wij is ∇Wij , and the relative velocity between particle i and j is v ij = v i − v j .
Also, the volume contribution of particle j is represented by Vj = mρjj in which mj denotes
the mass of particle j. Note that in this paper ♦ indicates the numerical approximation of
♦, where the first, second, and forth order tensors are denoted as ♦, ♦, and ♦, respectively.
≈
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in which p0 = c γρ0 and, according to [3], γ = 1.4 and γ = 7 are used for gases and
fluids, respectively. In the expression of p0 , c stands for the artificial sound speed in the
given fluid (usually c ≥ 10 × |v max | if v max is the expected maximum velocity in the fluid,
as discussed in [4]). In this work, a positive background pressure χ = 0.05 p0 is utilized to
prevent the incidence of negative pressures, i.e., tensile instability mode, in the numerical
simulation. The following forms are considered for the symbolic terms of the PDE written
in the second line of Eq. (1), as outlined in [4, 7, 10, 25, 26]
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The “quintic spline” function is employed as the smoothing kernel for the numerical
simulation in this work, named as “the most efficient kernel” among 10 alternatives by
Hongbin et al. in [27].
2.1

Wall Boundary Condition

To enforce the boundary conditions in multiphase SPH models, the generalized wall
approach, first introduced by Adami et al. [10], is employed in this work by the virtue of
the “ghost particles”. A full explanation of this approach can be found in [10].
2.2

Time Integration

A second-order velocity–Verlet scheme is adopted in order to update the equation of
motion and the momentum equation in time [28]. This scheme is frequently used by the
CFD community, as outlined in [25, 29]. The step size of this time integration, ∆t, is
calculated such that it meets the following criterion globally.
∆t = 0.5 × min (∆tvi , ∆tcs , ∆tbf , ∆tst )
3
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wherein the CFL-conditions for the viscous, artificial sound speed, body force, and
surface tension, are respectively set to CF Lvi = 0.125, CF Lcs = 0.25, CF Lbf = 0.25, and
CF Lst = 0.25.
3

TOOLKIT#2: THERMAL SOLVER

In this section, the Improved Corrective Smoothed Particle Methods (ICSPM) formulation for solving the heat equation is derived in a mathematically non-rigorous manner.
The general governing PDE for transient heat transfer is often expressed as
∂T
= ∇(k∇T ) + Qin − Qv
(4)
∂t
where cp denotes specific heat capacity, T temperature, k heat conductivity, Qin the heat
source and Qv heat loss per time and volume. The surface heat source, Qin , originates from
the internal flows and will be described in the respective example in Sec. 5. Qv is herein
assumed to be zero, meaning no heat is lost upon radiation, nor via convection. In this
work, the ICSPM is exploited for discretizing the heat conduction equation, i.e., (4). This
leads to a fully second-order approximation of the heat equation, benefiting from a very
good compromise of the computational cost vs. accuracy.
Initially suggested by Korzilius et al. and used for fixed-in-space particles in [18], the
ICSPM approximation for the second derivatives and Laplacian operator of T are calculated
from
ρcp
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1
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if ⊗ indicates the tensor product. The final form of the second-order approximation of
the Laplacian of the temperature T (or any other field function of interest) at particle i
using ICSPM is the sum of the elements on the main diagonal in Eq. (6).
4

TOOLKIT#3: GEOMETRIC SOLVER

This section is not intended to introduce the PLS, reinitialization and remeshing methods from the ground-up, but to detail the design of the proposed particle-based method for
representing the geometry. The EPLS methodology in this work is fundamentally built on
the Lagrangian representation of LS methods as elaborated upon in [22, 23, 24], and is only
projected here for the sake of consistency. The algorithm initiates with the configuration of
particles and then performs a consistent remeshing procedure [30, 31, 32] onto uniformlyspaced particles to regularize the particle locations when the particle map gets distorted
by the advection field. One starting point for the derivation of the EPLS is the well-known
advection equation. Given a body in the Lagrangian framework, the evolution of this body
is simply comprehended by solving a system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs)
on the representative points (i.e., particles) as follows
Dϕp
=0
Dt
Dxp
= vp
Dt


DVp
= Vp ∇ · v p
Dt

(11)

in which xp and Vp are the position vector and volume of particle p, respectively, and
ϕp is its level set value. In order to design a truly second-order PLS for a precise representation of the interface, one needs to ascertain a second/higher-order accuracy of each
subset. The four main constitutive subsets of the proposed solver are: the “particle approximation” for field variables and their spatial derivatives, the “time integration” scheme
for particle advection, the “interpolation kernel” for the remeshing procedure, and the accurate “reinitialization” method. The term “second-order accurate” is related to the order
of convergence with increase of N discretization points, and should be distinguished from
the “second-order completeness”, which indicates the reconstruction of second-order polynomials with null error.
4.1

Particle Approximations

According to Eq. (11), ϕp is kept unchanged on particles during the evolution. This
implies that the level set values of the particles are calculated for the problem at hand
5
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only once. As already discussed in Sec. 3, a proper second-order meshfree scheme can be
utilized for constructing the first two derivatives in this paper. The particle approximation
is required for the computation of the geometric entities such as the unit normal and the
curvature of the interface. The unit normal n and curvature κ at non-physical particle p
are then given by
np =

∇ϕp
|ϕp |

κp = ∇ ·

(12)

∇ϕp
|ϕp |

(13)

The ICSPM approximations previously derived in Sec. 3 can be substituted for the
gradient and Laplacian operators in the formula above.
4.2

Particle Advection

A fourth order Runge–Kutta (RK4) method is used for evolving the non-physical particles. This choice would guarantee the satisfaction of the second condition needed for the
proposed EPLS. While the particles’ distance to the interface remains constant within the
evolution, their volumes and positions are updated in accordance with Eq. (11).
4.3

Remeshing

The remeshing algorithm is indeed the backbone of the EPLS approach, and originally
used by Hieber et al. [22] in the context of PLS methods. From left to right in Fig. 1, the
schematic depiction of this procedure is illustrated step by step, which follows the same
structure presented in [33].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1: Illustration of the remeshing procedure: (a) scattered particles are given, (b) a superimposed
regular mesh is generated, (c) the interpolation kernel on each particle is performed, (d) affected regular
grids are found, (e) the affected regular grids become new particles, (f) non-affected mesh grids are deleted

For interpolation between grid nodes and particles, we make use of the commonly-used
M4 kernel, as expressed in [22]

1
2


1 − 2 (5s

− 3s3 )2
M4 (s) =  12 (2 − s)2 (1 − s)


0
6
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which interpolates the characteristic s by preserving the moment conservation up to the
2nd order, and creates a smooth interpolated function which is mathematically C1 continuous. For 2D geometries, the interpolation kernel is the Cartesian tensorial multiplicative
of its 1D counterparts in x and y directions. The frequency of the remeshing procedure is
based on a measure of distortion, which was defined in [22], and is used in this work by
setting the distortion threshold to 10−6 .
4.4

Reinitialization

Considering the Signed Distance Function (SDF) as the initial values for ϕ, this does
not necessarily preserve its property after evolving under a general velocity field. A remedy
to this shortcoming is to re-initialize the LS values and force them to hold their initial SDF
property throughout the simulation (see [20]). There are several widely-used reinitialization
alternatives in the literature, among which the Fast Marching Method (FMM) [34] has seen
a wider range of applications. The “Improved FMM” reinitialization scheme employed in
this work, termed as IFMM for the sake of brevity, is an improved Higher Accuracy Fast
Marching Method (HAFMM) which was introduced by [35], and further adopted in the
work of Hieber et al. [22]. Two types of enhancements are here applied to the current
HAFMM, enabling a second-order accuracy of the reinitialization method. Firstly, the
ignored information provided by diagonal neighboring particles in Cartesian coordinates
are retrieved by incorporating the multistencils framework as suggested by Hassouna et al.
[36]. Secondly, a bicubic interpolation scheme is adopted for initializing the fast marching
method. This is achieved by constructing a second-order approximation of the interface
generated from local data on the particles. It was initially shown by Chopp in [37] that
this improvement allows for a second-order approximation of the distance to the interface
which can then be used to produce second-order accurate initial conditions for FMM.
5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A buoyancy-driven oil bubble is investigated here to assess the performance of the
proposed particle-based software in heat transfer problems, with the parameters listed in
Tab. 1. Two different sets of particles with an equal particle spacing, namely “physical”
and “geometric”, are separately introduced to carry the associated physical and geometric
characteristics. As the velocity field is not known a priori in this setting, the velocity of
the physical particles are interpolated into the locations of the geometric particles using
the quintic spline kernel. Three layers of ghost particles are used for mimicking the wall
boundaries, ensuring the completeness of the supporting domain for the chosen smoothing
kernel (i.e., the quintic spline kernel with cut-off radius of 3h). A relatively low resolution
of 41 × 61 particles is considered to highlight the robustness of the proposed solver even
without using fine discretization. The moving fluid-fluid interface due to the buoyancy
effect is captured by invoking the velocity field computed from TOOLKIT#1. The physical
scenario in this immersed oil bubble is vividly observed through the consecutive snapshots
in Fig 3. As expected, the rising bubble merges with the oil phase, oscillates transiently,
reaches to the stability and stands still eventually.
7
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Table 1: Summary of the parameters used
Property

Dimension

Value

Oil density
Water density
Oil viscosity
Water viscosity
Surface tension coefficient
Oil specific heat capacity
Water specific heat capacity
Oil heat conductivity
Water heat conductivity
Oil initial temperature
Water initial temperature
Wall initial temperature

kg m−3
kg m−3
Pa s
Pa s
N/m
J kg−1 K−1
J kg−1 K−1
W m−1 K−1
W m−1 K−1
K
K
K

879
1000
0.0208
0.00101
0.015
1970
4185
0.150
0.585
343
293
318

Width of container
Height of container
Initial position of bubble
Initial diameter of bubble

m
m
m
m

0.010
0.015
(0.0, 0.004)
0.004

Figure 2: Variation of the maximum density error (left) and evolution of the y–component of the bubble’s
center of mass (right)

As plotted in Fig. 2, one can notice that the maximum variation in density is reasonably
less than the limit of 1% − 5% required for WCSPH credibility. The y–component of the
bubble’s centroid is also tracked as a measure of the bubble evolution in time, displayed
in Fig. 2. The EPLS result shows a good qualitative agreement with the corresponding
output from COMSOL, as shown in Fig. 3. The FE-based LS solution in COMSOL is obtained
by setting the CFD modules as predefined physics interfaces, augmented by the “Laminar
Two-Phase Flow” together with the “Level Set” interfaces. One of the salient added values
of the proposed meshfree software is that it delivers acceptable accuracy even with such a
low resolution, a fascinating attribute from the computational cost point of view.
8
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t=0.08

t=0.16

t=0.08

t=0.24

t=0.16

t=0.24

t=0.32

t=0.32

t=0.40

t=0.40

Figure 3: Interface snapshots using EPLS (top) and COMSOL Multiphysics® (bottom)

Figure 4: Quantitative comparison of mass conservation

Fig. 4 permits to observe a better conservation of mass using the EPLS solver. What
is more, the EPLS solution acts indifferent to the two critical moments of t  0.20 and
t  0.26, whereas the mass conservation in COMSOL is greatly influenced. These moments
are associated with the instants when the uprising oil bubble first hits the stagnant oil
layer above and creates several transient waves before reaching the steady state. The
infinitesimal mass gain in EPLS at t  0.2 that can be noticed in Fig. 4 comes from the
9
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remeshing with regards to the impulsive distortion at that time.
ICSPM-EPLS

COMSOL Multiphysics®

t=0.08 t=0.16 t=0.24 t=0.32 t=0.40

t=0.08 t=0.16 t=0.24 t=0.32 t=0.40

Figure 5: Comparison of temperature distributions in five consecutive times

Finally, the ICSPM scheme is coupled with the EPLS method for addressing the thermal
effect in this model. Depicted in Fig. 5 is the temperature distribution using both the
present particle-based solver and the solution of COMSOL for the five corresponding time
instants. This comparison conveys a good agreement between the two results.
6

CONCLUSIONS
- A new particle-based software is developed and used for the simulation of the heat
transfer in a CFD problem. The novelty of this meshfree coupling stems from the robustness of the three interactive solvers, namely the selective WCSPH for multiphase
flows (TOOLKIT#1), the ICSPM for solving the heat equation (TOOLKIT#2), and the
EPLS scheme for capturing moving interfaces (TOOLKIT#3). Using the proposed numerical tool, a potentially second-order approximation to the overall solution is anticipated. As demonstrated in the rising oil-bubble example, this enables a significantly
better conservation of mass compared to FE results, thus a more accurate and reliable approximation of the temperature. Moreover, a major improvement is gained by
increasing the accuracy of the geometric features required for computing the physical
quantities, e.g., the boundary conditions in the thermal part. Adopting the proposed
software would offer yet another added value: allowing for stable and precise CFD
simulations with fairly low number of particles. The present particle-based coupling
is shown to achieve efficiency previously impossible for the same resolution, creating
a vast potential for the simulation of many industrial CFD engineering applications
where the accuracy is a major concern.
- Whilst this research provides a substantial step for thermal modeling of CFD problems, several areas of development are still needed. Future work shall contain the
extension of the proposed solver to 3D. This might as well encounter the parallel and
distributed computing implementations on both CPUs and GPUs. Although being a
10
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daunting task to implement, consideration of a “narrow-band” approach also needs to
be evaluated. That is, the geometric particles in “TOOLKIT#3” are seeded only into a
limited narrow-band around the interface rather than the entire domain. By doing so,
the computational complexity of the EPLS algorithm could be drastically reduced.
Further investigation of the method used for a variety of cases involving ill-defined
wall boundaries should be made, too. The prescribed velocity and acceleration at
ghost particles would no longer be zero in such cases.
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Abstract. Electric and Fluid-Structure interaction (EFSI) is a complex coupled multi-physics
phenomenon appears in microelectromechanical system (MEMS) when these microdevices are
operated in a ﬂuid media. In this study, the EFSI phenomena refer to a combination of electromechanical (electric-structure interaction) coupling and ﬂuid-structure interaction coupling.
Both the electromechanical coupling and the ﬂuid-structure interaction can be simulated in a
monolithic way or in a partitioned iteration way. In the proposed method the electromechanical coupling is simulated in a partitioned iterative way with separate solvers for the electrical
and mechanical equations using block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) iteration method, while the ﬂuidstructure interaction is simulated in a monolithic way by solving the ﬂuid and structure equations simultaneously using a projection method. The proposed algorithm combines these two
methods to analyze the strongly coupled EFSI in MEMS. The proposed method is applied to a
ﬂexible ﬂap made of piezoelectric bimorph actuator in a converging channel. The EFSI analysis
results show a good agreement with FSI results when a very low input bias voltage is applied to
the actuator.
1

INTRODUCTION

Mimicking insect ﬂapping ﬂight for MEMS-based MAVs is actively pursued in the recent
years using ﬁnite element coupled algorithms [1]. The ﬂexible wing of an insect-like MEMSbased MAVs surrounded by air is actuated by the piezoelectric actuator. It is imperative to
analyze the interaction between the ﬂuid-structure and electric ﬁelds. Therefore, we propose
the ﬂexible piezoelectric bimorph ﬂap in a channel to illustrate this novel interaction. Note that
the original ﬂap in a channel has been described in [2], which is known as one of the typical
problems to test the convergence properties of computational ﬂuid-structure interaction.
In this study, we present a numerical study of EFSI using a strongly coupled ﬁnite element
algorithm applied to the benchmark problem. Here, the ﬂexible piezoelectric bimorph ﬂap is
made of PVDF material and it is actuated by means of AC voltage as deﬁned in [3, 4] along
with the inlet ﬂuid velocity boundary condition in a converging channel as deﬁned in [2]. We
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employed a projection method for the monolithic coupling of incompressible ﬂuid and a structure [5]. The electro-mechanical coupling in a bimorph actuator is solved by employing block
Gauss-Seidel scheme [3]. They are combined via the novel forces, moments and displacement
translations [4] following the ﬁeld decomposition approach [10]. The results obtained from the
proposed method are very close to those in [2, 5] when a very low input voltage is applied to
the actuator as the fundamental validation.
2

Formulation of Electric and Fluid-Structure Interaction (EFSI)

2.1

Formulation of electromechanical coupling in piezoelectric effect

The ﬁnite element equations of linear piezoelectricity are given as [3]

φ

φφ

(1)

φφ φ

(2)

is the mass matrix,
is the mechanical stiffness matrix of the structure,
where
φ
is the piezoelectric stiffness matrix, φφ is the dielectric stiffness matrix, is the mechanical
displacements, is the external mechanical forces, φ is the electric potentials, is the external
surface density charges of the piezoelectric actuator, and a superscript indicates the transpose
of a matrix.
The direct piezoelectric effect is analyzed using solid elements as [4]
φ

φφ

(3)

where indicates the current each block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) iteration and the displacements
in the solid elements are obtained using the displacement transformation as
(4)
is the displacement transformation matrix, and the left-hand superscript u stand for
where
“displacement”. Substituting the Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) yields the nonlinear direct piezoelectric
equation to solve the electric potential in the solid elements as
φφ

φ

(5)

Solving the Eq. (5) yields the electric forces in the solid elements as
φφ

(6)

As depicted in the Fig. 1 the induced electrical forces and moment of electric forces in solid
elements are transformed onto shell elements to evaluate the inverse piezoelectric effect as
(7)
is the equivalent force vector at the shell elements,
is the induced electric
where
force vector in the solid elements,
is the transformation matrix, and the left-hand superscript
e stand for “electric.”
2
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Figure 1: Electric force and displacement transformation between the solid and the shell elements
.
The structural equation is solved using shell element in the Total Lagrangian formulation
with the full Newton–Raphson (N–R) iteration is [4]
φ

φ

(8)

where indicates the full Newton–Raphson iteration,
is the out-of-balance force vector,
and
is the incremental displacement at BGS and Newton–Raphson (N–R) iteration in
a time step. Substituting the force transformation equation in Eq. (7) to Eq. (8) yields
(9)
The displacement approximation in the shell elements is corrected at every BGS and N–R iterations as
(10)
2.2

Formulation of ﬂuid–structure interaction

The equilibrium equation for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the elastic
body are considered to describe the motion of the ﬂuid and the elastic body, respectively. The
ﬁnite element formulation of the ﬂuid-structure interaction (FSI) is based on the projection
method. A projection method using the algebraic splitting was proposed by Ishihara and Horie
3
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[5] which is based on the monolithic method where the discretized equation systems for the
incompressible viscous ﬂuid and the structure are solved simultaneously.
The monolithic equation system for the FSI can be obtained as [6]
(11)
(12)

τ

where
, , and are the lumped mass, diffusive, and divergence operator matrices, , ,
, , , , and , are the convective term, elastic internal force, external force, acceleration,
velocity, displacement, and pressure vectors, respectively. The Eqs. (11) and (12) are linearized
using the increments of the acceleration
, velocity
, displacement
, and pressure
to obtain the following simultaneous equation system:

τ

(13)
(14)

ε

and
are the residual vectors of Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively. ε comes from
where
the pressure stabilization term of the PSPG method [8], and
is the generalized mass matrix,
which is deﬁned as
(15)
where is deﬁned using the tangential matrix of the structure [5]. The predictor-multi corrector
algorithm (PMA) [7] based on Newmark’s method is used for the time integration of FSI
equations. The projection method proposed is used to split the ﬂuid-structure interaction into
the structure-ﬂuid velocity and then the pressure ﬁeld [5]. It is brieﬂy described as follows:
From the equilibrium Eq. (11) the state variables are predicted as the intermediate state variables
for the known pressure and it is linearized as
(16)
where
is the increment of the intermediate acceleration . Subtracting both sides of Eq. (16)
and Eq. (13) and after suitable arrangement we obtain
(17)
where is the intermediate velocity. Using the intermediate velocity , the pressure increment
is obtained solving the pressure Poisson equation (PPE) as
τ

2.3

τ

(18)

Electric-Structure-Fluid Interaction analysis

The strongly coupled electric-structure interaction given in Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) using BGS
partitioned iteration and strongly coupled monolithic FSI equations using projection method
given in Eqs. (13), (14), (16) and (18) are combined to analyze the electric-structure-ﬂuid Interaction using a transformation scheme as show in Fig. 2. The proposed EFSI method is summarized as follows:
4
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Electrical analysis
φ
φφ
Block
Translate
Translate
Gauss-Seidel
coupling
displacements
electrical force
Fluid–Structure–Interaction analysis

Figure 2: Symbolical presentation of Electric-Structure-ﬂuid interaction algorithm
- The electric potential is obtained solving Eq. (5).
- The induced electrical forces are transformed onto shell structure as externally applied
forces using Eq. (7).
- The increment of the intermediate acceleration
then the intermediate velocity is obtained.
- The pressure increment
Eq. (18).
- The acceleration increment
- The current displacement

is obtained by solving Eq. (16) and

is obtained by solving pressure Poisson equation (PPE) in
is obtained by solving the equilibrium Eq. (13).
is obtained from Eq. (10).

- The resultant displacements in the shell element is transformed to the solid elements using
Eq. (4).
3
3.1

Numerical example
problem setup

The numerical problem shown in Fig. 3(a) was ﬁrst proposed by Neumann et al. in [2] in order to demonstrate the convergence properties, computational efﬁciencies and mesh sensitivity
analysis of the FSI algorithms. In [5] the same problem was analyzed to discuss the convergence properties, computational efﬁciency and stability performances of projection method.
The results obtained in [5] shows a good agreement with the benchmark results in [2]. In [2, 5],
the ﬂexible solid beam is made of a rubber with density
, Young’s modulus
E
, and a Poisson’s ratio
. Since rubber is a non–piezoelectric material, in
this study, a piezoelectric bimorph actuator made of Polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF) with density
, Young’s modulus E
, Poisson’s ratio
, piezoelectric
stress constant
,and a relative permitivity of
is used instead of rubber
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The ﬂuid is a silicon oil. The mass density and the viscosity of silicon
5
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(a) FSI: A ﬂexible ﬂap in a ﬂuid channel [2, 5]

(b) EFSI: A piezoelectric bimorph actuator in a ﬂuid channel

Figure 3: A piezoelectric bimorph actuator in the converging channel
oil used in the analysis are
and
. As shown in the Fig. 4,
the inﬂow velocity of the ﬂuid has a parabolic shape. The ﬂuid velocity at the top
varies as
(
and
) until 10 sec and
after 10 sec. The
bimorph actuator is subjected to an applied AC voltage
, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The dimensions of the ﬂuid channel and the piezoelectric cantilever beam is depicted in Fig. 4.
Results computed with the [2, 5] show the maximum velocity at time
and after
maximum velocity is reached, the ﬂap starts retracting until its steady-state position. In this
study, a harmonic oscillation is expected about the reference solutions when an AC input voltage
source is applied to the reference setup in [5]. The vibration about the exact solution appears
because of the inverse piezoelectric effect.
3.2

Analysis setup

The ﬂuid domain of the channel is modeled using P1P1 elements [8] (12,012 nodes and
33,600 elements) shown in Fig. 4(a), the structural mesh of the piezoelectric cantilever beam
is modeled using a mixed interpolation of tensorial components (MITC) [9](42 nodes and 20
elements) shown in Fig. 4(b) and the electrical ﬁeld is analyzed using 3D solid elements (20
node hexahedron element) shown in Fig. 4(c) consists of 683 nodes and 80 elements. Both
ﬂuid and structural meshes have single division along the direction as shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) therefore the FSI setup is a two-dimensional problem, while the electrical setup is a
three dimensional as shown in Fig. 4(c). There is a single division of the structural mesh in the
direction as shown in Fig. 4(b). The time step size used in the analysis is equal to
The piezoelectric bimorph actuator is connected in series type [3].

6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The ﬁnite element meshes: (a) Fluid analysis using P1P1 elements, (b)Structure
analysis using Shell elements, (c) Electrical analysis using 3D solid elements
3.3

Results and discussions

The frequency response of a piezoelectric actuator is a primary design consideration in
MEMS application. Therefore, in this study, a piezoelectric bimorph actuator in a converging ﬂuid channel is actuated at various input voltage frequency
along with the imposed ﬂuid
velocity boundary conditions using the proposed EFSI method. The theoretical solution for the
resonance frequency of the bimorph cantilever beam immersed in ﬂuids is given as [11]
(19)
where and are the density of the ﬂuid and the structure, respectively, , and are the width
and the thickness of the structure,
is the hydrodynamic function, is the normalized
mode numbers and
is the resonant frequency in vacuum. The resonance frequency of the
cantilever in vacuum is given as [11]
(20)
corresponds to the fundamental ﬂexural mode, is cross-sectional area
where
moment of inertia and
is the mass per unit of length. The transverse resonant frequency
of the bimorph actuator in vacuum [11] for the bimorph actuator dimensions
,
. Similarly, the theoretical transverse
and
is
resonant frequency of the bimorph actuator in ﬂuid media is
.

7
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Figure 5: The ﬁnite element meshes: (a) Fluid analysis using P1P1 elements, (b)Structure
analysis using Shell elements, (c) Electrical analysis using 3D solid elements
Since the FSI benchmark problem has no analytical solution or experimental data, a reference
FSI solution obtained using Ishihara and Horie [5] was taken as the exact solution for PVDF
material instead of rubber in a silicon oil. Fig. 5 shows the vibration characteristics of the tip
of the actuator in response to various input AC signals with different input voltage frequencies.
From the theory, the resonance occurs for the input voltage frequency close to the structure
resonance. The exact solution for this problem is
. Figs. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(d)
show the vibration characteristics for the input voltage frequency far away from the structural
resonance in a ﬂuid, while Fig. 5(c) show the response very close to the structure resonance.
8
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FSI results : Ishihara et al. [5]
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Figure 7: Frequency response curve

with frequencies
One can see in the Fig. 5 that, the response for input voltage
, the curve coincides with that of the reference solution [5]. This
is because the electric forces induced by the inverse piezoelectric effect in the solid elements
acting on the shell elements as an externally applied force is very close that of the applied
ﬂuid forces on to shell structure in Ishihara and Horie [5]. This indicates that the coupling
between electric and ﬂuid–structure interaction is very similar to the ﬂuid–structure interaction.
The shape of the present EFSI curve at
is identical to those from the numerical
solutions of Neumann et al.[2] and Ishihara and Horie [5]. As the input voltage is increased, the
coupling between the electric and ﬂuid–structure interaction becomes signiﬁcantly strong and
harmonic oscillations occurs around the quasi-state phase of the reference solution, as shown in
Fig. 5 for
.
Fig. 6 shows the frequency response of the bimorph actuator in a converging channel for the
imposed ﬂuid velocity boundary conditions and at a bias voltage
for various
input voltage frequency . From the Fig. 6 it is evident that the harmonic oscillations for
are about the reference FSI solution. Fig. 7 shows the
maximum horizontal tip displacement obtained using EFSI analysis in the steady state between
verses input voltage frequency.
Fig. 7 is the summary of the maximum horizontal tip displacement after the time
with the input signals with the different frequencies . It reveals that the EFSI simulation
results yielded a maximum displacement at an input voltage frequency
. The
relative error between theory and the numerical solution is 1.8%, shows a good agreement.
Next, the equivalent external force
corresponding to the induced electric forces in a
static piezoelectric bimorph actuator problem is applied dynamically as
at
9
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Figure 8: FSI becnhmark problem with dynamic equivalent external mechanical force
applied at the tip of the ﬂap
.
the tip of the structure to perform the ﬂuid–structure interaction analysis with the imposed ﬂuid
velocity boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 8 using the analysis program of Ishihara and
Horie [5]. The purpose of this study is to validate the EFSI solution with that of the reference FSI solution. An external equivalent force corresponding to the induced electric forces in
piezoelectric bimorph actuator can be obtained by beam theory,[12]
(21)
where is the static tip deﬂection due to piezoelectric effect in a piezoelectric bimoprh actuator
given by [12]
(22)
where
is the piezoelectric strain constant and
is the applied electric ﬁeld in the
thickness direction (3) of the piezoelectric actuator connected in series type. For an applied
input static voltage of
to a piezoelectric bimorph actuator, the estimated static
tip deﬂection is
. The external equivalent forces corresponding to the
evaluated static tip deﬂection is
. This static external force
is
applied dynamically as
at the tip of the structure as shown in Fig. 8. Here
is the input frequency of the external equivalent forces.
Fig. 9 shows the frequency response analyzed using FSI algorithm [5] with an equivalent
external force applied dynamically at the tip of the actuator is compared with the present EFSI
algorithm for bias voltage
. Both the method shows the resonance at frequency
rad/s. The horizontal displacement of tip computed with the present EFSI approach is close
to the FSI solution with equivalent external force at tip until
(Fig. 9). Then it is
underestimating slightly because of resonance phenomena as-well as the piezoelectric effect in
EFSI approach. But the resonance frequency obtained with both FSI and EFSI match very well
and are very close to the theory.
10
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Figure 9: Frequency response curve analyzed using FSI algorithm with equivalent external force
and EFSI algorithm
.
4

Conclusions

In this study, a triple coupled algorithm is proposed to analyze electric and ﬂuid–structure–
interaction in MEMS applications. The proposed electric and ﬂuid–structure–interaction method
takes into account the triple coupled phenomena. The method is the combination of structure–
electric interaction and ﬂuid–structure interaction. The horizontal displacement at the tip of the
bimorph actuator in converging channel is compared with the reference solution and it shows a
good agreement when operated at very low input bias voltage as a fundamental validation. The
resonance frequency of the actuator in ﬂuid analyzed using the proposed method well matched
with the theoretical solution.
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Abstract. In this contribution, a novel concept of coupling Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI)
with an ultrasonic wave propagation is proposed. It is referred to as extended Fluid-Structure
Interaction (eXFSI) problem. The eXFSI is a one-directional coupling of typical FSI problem
with an ultrasonic wave propagation in ﬂuid-solid and their interaction (WpFSI). The WpFSI is
a strongly coupled problem of acoustic and elastic wave equations, where FSI problem solution
feeds in automatically the boundary condtions at each time step. The principal aim of this
research is the exploration and development of concepts for the efﬁcient numerical solution of
the eXFSI problem. The ﬁnite element method is used for the spatial discretization. Temporal
discretization is based on ﬁnite differences and is formulated as a one step-θ scheme, from
which we can consider shifted Crank-Nicolson and the fractional-step-θ schemes. The nonlinear
problem is solved by a Newton-like method. To demonstrate the application of the eXFSI
and WpFSI models, we elaborate on the design of the on-live and off-live Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) systems for composite material and lightweight structure, respectively. The
implementation is accomplished via the software library package DO P E LIB.
1

INTRODUCTION

Mathematical modeling for the purpose of engineering implementation requires both comprehensive mimicing of the physical system, but also computational efﬁciency. Here, we explore the caveats of mathematical modeling and numerical solution of the problem that is a part
of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system. In other words, we focus on the computational
side of the SRM system, which is indeed closely tied to the hardware part of SHM system. The
ultimate beneﬁt of using the SHM system is the ability of damage idenftiﬁcation under the principle of non-destructive testing. The applications include, but are not limited to, mechanical,
aerospace, or civil engineering infrastructures. In the present work, we contribute to the rather
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sparse literature on computational techniques, which support the SHM process. In particular,
we explore modeling caveats of the so-called on-line SHM system. The on-line SHM system
tracks the structural integrity throughout the operation of the object under consideration. The
model developed in the present work can be employed in a varies structures e.g. bridge, airplane
during the ﬂight, wind turbine. The differences would come in the parametrization. To this end,
most studies that analyze SHM system are experimental. Thereby, proposing the novel model,
we ensure the credibility of our results by contrasting them to the experimental data.
In a nutshell, the mathematical model we develop couples the wave propagation phenomena
with the ﬂuid-solid interaction (FSI) problem. It comprises wave-propagation-based methods
and falls under the FSI problems category. Thereby, we rely upon fundamental pronciples of the
FSI theory. Numerical solution of the FSI problem calls for resolving both ﬂuid ﬂow and elastic
structural deformations. The associated complexity drives the need for the monolithic approach,
which emerged over the past few years as a ﬁrst-choice methodology for multi-physica problems. Overall, the FSI simulations have contributed to a better understanding e.g. of the convective ﬂow, pressure ﬁelds, and deformation through the solution of the nonlinear multi-physics
problems. Moreover, the fact that the FSI effect may jeopordize structural integrity justiﬁes the
efforts put into its comprehensive solution (cf. [1, 2, 3, 4, 17, 18]). In the framework of eXFSI,
the following two models are coupled (cf. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14]):
• Nonlinear FSI in the ALE framework. This includes the incompressible Navier-Stokes
in the ALE framework, non-linear elastodynamics in Lagrangian framework, and the
biharmonic mesh moving model;
• Nonlinear wave propagation (WpFSI) problem in the ALE framework, which is a coupled
problem of the time-harmonic elastic wave propagation with a signal force in the ALE
framework, and acoustic wave propagation in the ALE framework.
In the nonlinear FSI model, we deal with three types of nonlinearities: ﬂuid convection, a geometrically nonlinear Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and the nonlinear ALE mapping. With
regard to the second model, we emphasise that we consider a strongly coupled time-harmonic
acoustic and elastic wave problem in the ALE framework in order to account for the structural
deformation due to the FSI effect. The eXFSI is solved via monolithic technique. To combine
two alternative settings – Eulerian and the Lagrangian – we rely upon the ALE framework.
A basic partitioned approach does not contain a variational equation for the eXFSI problem.
Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary coordinate transformation function T̂ (i.e. the ALE mapping) for the Eulerian setting. The ALE approach provides a simple procedure to couple solid
deformations with ﬂuid ﬂows by a monolithic solution algorithm. In such a setting, the ﬂuid
ﬂow and wave propagation problems are transformed to a reference conﬁguration by the ALE
mapping. To sum up, the novelties of the present work are two-fold.
• First, we propose the FE-based on-live SHM model eXFSI. It merges a coupled wave
propagation problem in the ALE framework and the FSI model. By means of eXFSI,
we investigate the wave propagation in a dynamic structure. To mimic the latter, we
introduce the ﬂuid ﬂow, which alters the elastic beam. Thereby, we are also dealing with
2
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the dynamic boundary conditions. The dynamic boundary conditions, in turn, alter the
wave propagation.
• Second, we propose a dual linear solving technique to address the eXFSI problem using
monolithic algorithm.
2

NOTATION AND FUNCTION SPACE

Here, we introduce the domain, where the interactions between the two phases of a matter,
i.e. ﬂuid and solid, are explored. Let us consider the time interval I = [0, T ] with T > 0.
The domain Ω(t) ⊂ Rd , with d ∈ {2, 3}, is open, connected, bounded, and varies with time
t ∈ I. The domain comprises two time-dependent subdomains Ωf (t) (ﬂuid part) and Ωs (t)
(solid part): Ω(t) = Ωf (t) ∪ Ωs (t). (cf. Figure 1). The two subdomains do not overlap i.e.
Ωf (t) ∩ Ωs (t) = ∅. Furthermore, the domain Ω(t) has a Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω(t) ⊂ Rd−1 ,
which is subdivided into four parts as follows: ∂Ω(t) = ∂Ωin (t) ∪ ∂Ωwall (t) ∪ ∂Ωbase (t) ∪
∂Ωout (t), where ∂Ωin (t), ∂Ωwall (t) and ∂Ωbase (t) are Dirichlet boundaries (for the velocities
and displacements) and ∂Ωout (t) denotes the ﬂuid outﬂow Neumann boundary. The ﬂuid-solid
interface i.e. boundary between the solid and ﬂuid ∂Ωi (t) ⊂ Rd−1 is given by: ∂Ωi (t) =
Ωf (t) ∩ Ωs (t). The outward normal vectors of ﬂuid and solid at the ﬂuid-solid interface are
denoted by nf and ns , respectively. The initial (henceforth reference) domains, i.e. at t = 0, are
denoted by Ω̂f and Ω̂s . Here, the ﬂuid boundary ∂ Ω̂f ⊂ Rd−1 and solid boundary ∂ Ω̂s ⊂ Rd−1
are given by: ∂ Ω̂f = ∂ Ω̂i ∪ ∂ Ω̂f D ∪ ∂ Ω̂f N , and ∂ Ω̂s = ∂Ωi ∪ ∂ Ω̂sD . Accordingly, the initial

common interface boundary ∂ Ω̂i ⊂ Rd−1 is referred to by ∂ Ω̂i = Ω̂f ∩Ω̂s , and the corresponding
outward normal vectors at the ﬂuid-solid interface are denoted by n̂f and n̂s . The ﬂuid, solid
and wave displacements and velocities are set to zero on ∂ Ω̂D . On ∂ Ω̂out , the displacements
are presumed to be zero. The prestressed conﬁguration presumes the application of the stress
prior to the reference time t = 0. This implies possible deformation already at time t = 0. The
choice of the initialisation is application-dependent. Since we are using a variational monolithic
coupling method [4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 17], the displacements and velocity spaces are extended
to the entire domain Ω̂. For the eXtended Fluid-Structure Interaction (eXFSI) problem, we work
with the following spaces:
L̂Ω̂X := L2 (Ω̂X ),

L̂0Ω̂X := L2 (Ω̂X )/R,

V̂Ω̂X := H 1 (Ω̂X ),

V̂Ω̂0X := H01 (Ω̂X ).

(1)

Here, X = {s, f } is a set of sufﬁxes: “f ” stands for the ﬂuid and “s” stands for the solid
domain. For convenience, we omit the explicit time-dependence term when indicating the timedependent domains i.e. Ω := Ω(t). Last but not least, for the current domains Ω, Ωf and Ωs , we
can denote the corresponding spaces without the hat (ˆ) notation.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

In this Section, we describe the design of the model, which offers a holistic approach to the
inter-relations between the FSI problem [1, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 17] and modelling and simulation of
the ultrasonic wave propagation in the ALE variational formulation [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. This
3
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fully-coupled modelling framework is referred to as the eXtended Fluid-Structure Interaction
problem [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14].
3.1

The eXFSI Problem

Let us consider, v̂ D , and ûD are suitable extensions of Dirichlet inﬂow data. Find the global
velocity v̂ ∈ {v̂ D + V̂Ω̂0 }, global displacement û ∈ {ûD + V̂Ω̂0 }, additional velocity ŵ ∈ V̂Ω̂0 , ﬂuid
pressure p̂f ∈ L̂0Ω̂ , global wave displacement ûw ∈ V̂Ω̂0 , and global wave velocity v̂w ∈ L̂Ω̂ ,
f

such that the initial conditions v̂(0) = v̂ 0 , û(0) = û0 , ûw (0) = û0w , and ∂t ûw (0) = v̂w0 are
satisﬁed, and for almost all time t ∈ I it holds that:
ˆ f , φ̂v ) + (Jσ
ˆ f F̂ −T , ∇
ˆ φ̂v )
(Jˆρ̂f ∂t v̂, φ̂v )Ω̂f + (Jˆρ̂f (F̂ −1 (v̂ − ŵf ) · ∇)v̂
Ω̂f
Ω̂f

ˆ φ̂v ) = 0 ∀φ̂v ∈ V̂ 0 ,
−�ĝf , φ̂v �∂ Ω̂out + (ρ̂s ∂t v̂, φ̂v )Ω̂s + (Jˆσ̂s F̂ −T , ∇
Ω̂s
Ω̂
−1
v
−T
v
w
w
ˆ w , φ̂ ) + (Jˆρ̂s σws F̂ , ∇
ˆ φ̂ )
− (Jˆρ̂s (F̂ ŵs · ∇)v̂

(Jˆρ̂s ∂t v̂w , φ̂vw )Ω̂s
−(Jˆfˆs , φ̂vw )

s

Ω̂s

Ω̂s

Ω̂s

+ (Jˆρ̂f ∂t v̂w , φ̂ )Ω̂f − (Jˆρ̂f (F̂
vw

−1

ˆ w , φ̂ )
ŵf · ∇)v̂
Ω̂f
vw

ˆ φ̂vw ) = 0 ∀φ̂vw ∈ V̂ 0 ,
ˆ · ûw )F̂ −T , ∇
+(c2 Jˆρ̂f (F̂ −1 ∇
Ω̂f
Ω̂

ˆ w − v̂w ), φ̂uw )
(Jˆρ̂s (∂t ûw − (F̂ −1 ŵs · ∇)û
Ω̂s
−1
uw
ˆ
ˆ
+(J ρ̂f (∂t ûw − (F̂ ŵf · ∇)ûw − v̂w ), φ̂ )Ω̂f = 0 ∀φ̂uw ∈ L̂Ω̂ ,
ˆ ∇
ˆ φ̂w ) = 0 ∀φ̂w ∈ V̂ 0 ,
(αu ŵ, φ̂w )Ω̂ − (αu ∇û,
Ω̂
Ω̂
u
u
ˆ φ̂ ) = 0 ∀φ̂u ∈ V̂ 0 ,
ˆ ŵf , ∇
ρ̂s (∂t ûs − v̂s , φ̂ )Ω̂s + (αu ∇
Ω̂f
Ω̂

ˆ JˆF̂ −1 v̂f ), φ̂p ) = 0 ∀φ̂p ∈ L̂0 .
(div(
f Ω̂f
f
Ω̂f

Where the transformed Cauchy stress tensor is deﬁned by
ˆ f F̂ −1 + F̂ −T ∇v̂
ˆ fT ).
σ̂f = −p̂f I +ρ̂f νf (∇v̂
Here, the value of ŵf is determined from the ﬂuid mesh motion model. Next, the stress tensor is
given by
σ̂s =



1 ˆ
1 
ˆ Ts .
∇ûs F̂ −1 + F̂ −T ∇û
F̂ 2μs Ês + λs tr(Ês )Iˆ F̂ T , Ês =
2
Jˆ

where, λs and μs are Lamé parameters. Finally, for the wave propagation problem, the linearized stress tensor is given by
σ̂ws



1 
1 ˆ
T
−1
−T ˆ T
ˆ
∇ûws F̂ + F̂ ∇ûws .
= F̂ 2μs Êws + λs tr(Êws )I F̂ , Êws =
2
Jˆ

Here, μs and λs are the Lamé coefﬁcients for the solid. The value of ŵs is determined from the
FSI problem.
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In the next step, the variational formulation is prescribed in an arbitrary ﬁxed reference domain. Noteworthy, all the coupling conditions are satisﬁed in an accurate variational fashion on
the continuous level. Solving the eXFSI problem in a monolithic way, we avoid the difﬁculties
with the so-called added-mass effect. For the time discretization we employ the Rothe (horizontal line) strategy. Here, the temporal discretization is performed by using the ﬁnite difference
scheme. Speciﬁcally, we use the one step-θ schemes, focusing on the shifted Crank-Nicolson
schemes. For the spatial discretization, we refer to a standard Galerkin ﬁnite element approach.
We use the ﬁnite element pair Qc2 /P1dc for the ﬂuid ﬂow. For the structural deformations and the
coupled wave propagation problems, we use the element Qc2 . The nonlinear problem is solved
using a Newton-like method. The Jacobian is derived by the exact linearization. Thereby, we
ensure robustness, while opting for rapid convergence. The implementation is accomplished via
the software library package DO P E LIB [21] (based on deal.ii [22]). Note, we refer to the
direct solver UMFPACK [23] for solution of the linear equation systems at each Newton step.
4

NUMERICAL TEST

The numerical tests presented here aim at mimicing the physical behaviour of the FSI-wave
propagaton system. Speciﬁcally, we aim at mimicing the damage identiﬁcation system. For this,
we closely analyze the wave patterns as wave propagates through a solid domain in motion. We
consider the deformable elastic structure, part of which is immersed in ﬂuid. Both parts of the
structure feature ﬂuid detached inclusions. Importanly, for comparability, these two inclusions
are located symmetrically with respect to the source of the signal. This allows us to contrast
the wave propagation patterns in a structure in motion and the one that is steady (cf. Figure
1). For a reference, we also illustrate the case with static ﬂuid case. The test cases share
the same geometric conﬁguration and all feature the non-vanishing disc-shaped input signal.
Space-discretisation is done via one global reﬁnement iteration. Accordingly, we reﬁne the
geometrical structure into 66, 450 quadratic-mesh cells. Here each cell have 165 local degrees
of freedom (DoFs) for the eXFSI problem. The time discretisation is done by the well-known
shifted Crank-Nicolson scheme. To enhance quality of the numerical solution at a particular
time segment, we apply uniform time discretisation within a segment, which is different among
the segments. Speciﬁcally, we distinguish 3 time segments: I1 = [0; 2), I2 = [2; 2.01125), and
I3 = [2.01125; 2.51125]. Each segment In , n = 1, 2, 3, is discretised via segment-speciﬁc time
step kn . Here, k1 = 0.2 s, k2 = 0.000125 s, and k3 = 0.05 s. The global tolerance is set to
1 × 10−8 ; the relative tolerance for the Newton iteration is set to 1 × 10−10 .
4.1

Baseline conﬁguration

The domain is illustrated in Figure 1, where the notations and subdomains are depicted. At
the geometric center (0; 0) of the solid plate, there is a non-vanishing disc-shaped piezoelectric
actuator fˆs (x̂, t) with a radius r̂fs of 7.5 mm [5, 6, 8]. It is used for the purpose of the excitation
of a burst Lamb wave package. In particular, in our simulations, we refer to a ﬁve-cycle Lamb
wave package, which has two main displacement ﬁeld components ûwx and ûwy in the plane.
Besides, we choose the upper right corner of the structure with (0.25, 0.5) as a control point to
measure the deﬂections initiated by the FSI effect. We introduce three eXFSI test cases that are
5
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Figure 1: The reference (initial) conﬁguration for 2D eXFSI test model with a disc-shaped force
fs at (0, 0).
treated with different inﬂow velocities (see Table-1).
Table 1: Parameter setting for the eXFSI test cases.

4.2

Initial and boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are given by:
1. A constant parabolic inﬂow proﬁle is prescribed at the left inlet as
v(0, y) = 1.5Um

4y(H − y)
,
H2

where Um is the mean inﬂow velocity and the maximum inﬂow velocity in 1.5Um .

6
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2. At outlet, zero-stress σ.n = 0 is realized by using the ’do-nothing’ approach in the variational formulation. Along the upper and lower boundary, the usual ’no-slip’ condition is
used for the velocity. Bottom end of “⊥” shaped solid is considered rigid.
We consider the following initial conditions for the FSI problem:
⎧
1−cos( π2 t)
⎨ vf (0, y)
, t < 2.0,
2
vf (t; 0, y) =
⎩
t ≥ 2.0,
vf (0, y),

(4)

and the following initial conditions for the WpFSI problem:

ûws (x̂, 0) = 0, ûwf (x̂, 0) = 0,
∂t ûws (x̂, 0) = 0, ∂t ûwf (x̂, 0) = 0.
4.3

(5)

Simulation results

Figure 2: The displacement ﬁeld component ûx2 with ﬂuid velocity ﬁeld at different time.

7
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This test conﬁguration comprises the baseline conﬁguration extended by adding the two
liquid inclusions (subdomains). As illustrated in Figure 1, the two subdomains are located symmetrically with respect to the actuator. Importantly, one subdomain is located in the part of the
solid that is exposed to the ﬂuid ﬂow. The other subdomain – in the part of the solid, which
is not exposed. This setup allows us to contrast the effects of the same signal in a structure in
motion and in a ﬁxed structure. The results for eXFSI-1 case are illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the numerical simulation results for the test case eXFSI-0, eXFSI-1 and
eXFSI-2. For each test case we present 4 time-snapshots, which allows for tracking the patterns
alterations. The reference case, eXFSI-0, depicts the case with no ﬂuid ﬂow i.e. Um = 0.0
ms−1 and thus structural deformations. This case mimics the performance of the off-live SHM
system. We observe symmetrical propagation of the wave, where the presence of the ﬂuid inclusion is clearly identiﬁed. Nest, we move to the on-live SHM system (test case eXFSI-1).
Here, the ﬂuid ﬂow of velocity Um = 0.02 ms−1 deforms the solid structure, which, in turn,
squeezes the wave pattern. Both eXFSI-0 and eXFSI-1 feature the same material properties.
Next, we presents the results for alternative material and higher ﬂuid velocity Um = 1.0 ms−1
(test case eXFSI-2). Again, we observe a solid deformation under the ﬂow. As wave reaches the
liquid inclusion, it creates reﬂections. At the ﬂuid-solid interface, the further reﬂections occur.
These are prominent compared to the case eXFSI-1. The differences come into play due to alternative solid-to-ﬂuid density ratio. The higher the ratio, the higher the wave amplitude in the
liquid subdomain. This numerical results are in line with the experimental data. For example,
in [19, 20] the ultrasonic wave propagation is tracked in a blade by means of image processing.
As a ﬁnal note, the present research results should be considered as a numerical benchmark for
the SHM system.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, we introduce the new state-of-the-art mathematical model that describes
the wave propagation through media in motion. Numerical solution demonstrates the ability of
the model to successfully identify the inclusion in the solid by tracking the wave patterns as
wave propagates. In this case, we use the inclusion to mimic the damage for the purpose of
demonstration. The real-life applications would require larger set of potential damage-inducing
materials to be tested. The set of materials differs across applications. In our model, this would
be translated in the alterations of the material properties calibration. Another important future
extensions include deﬁnition of changes associated with alternative structural (and environmental) characteristics and development of the noise detection function (NDF) that translates the
structural conditions into the output sensor data.
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Abstract. In the present work autonomous reduced order models (ROM) of nonlinear
rotating structures considering geometrical non linearities are proposed. The latter are
not only taken into consideration in the geometrical pre-stressed stiffness matrix induced
by the rotation, as in the classical linearised approach, but also in the relative dynamic response around the pre-stressed equilibrium. The reduced nonlinear forces are represented
by a polynomial expansion obtained by the Stiffness Evaluation Procedure (STEP). The
reduced nonlinear forces are corrected by means of a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) of the full order nonlinear forces. The solutions of the nonlinear ROM obtained
with both time integration (HHT-α) and harmonic balance method (HBM) are in good
accordance with the solutions of the full order model and are more accurate than the
linearised solutions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rotating structures are widely used in industrial applications such as turbo-machinery,
helicopter blades and wind turbines. The design tendency to create more slender, more
flexible and lighter structural components under greater excitations increases the nonlinear behaviour of these components. Thus, the need to accurately predict the dynamic
response of geometrically nonlinear structures becomes essential for the designer.
To reduce the computational cost of the high fidelity large finite element nonlinear
models, some investigators have developed the construction of nonlinear reduced order
models (ROM) [1, 2]. However, without special techniques to create an efficient ROM able
to evaluate the system matrices when the structure deforms, the computational cost of
this process becomes equivalent to the time to carry the full order finite element analysis
and the advantages of the reduction are counteracted. An efficient approach to nonlinear structural analysis was carried by [3, 4] representing the internal forces by a third
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order polynomial formulation of displacements. This method is known as the Stiffness
Evaluation Procedure (STEP). The stiffness coefficients of the polynomial representation are obtained by a series of static results obtained with the full order finite element
model. As an extension to STEP method “non intrusive” reduced order models have been
reviewed by [5] and validated for the prediction of fatigue, nonlinear stochastic computations, post-buckling analyses and complex structures. The Element-wise Stiffness Evaluation Procedure (E-STEP) generalizes the STEP to optimization problems enabling the
parametrization of the stiffness evaluation procedure.The hyper-reduction and the piecewise linearisation are alternative techniques to ease the system matrix computation issues.
In the framework of rotating structures, the vibration of linear rotating beams has
been widely studied, extended to the study of nonlinear geometrical fixed beam models
and adapted to rotating structures [6, 7]. The nonlinear effect due to rotation creates a
coupling between the axial and transverse motions. Based on a von Karman formulation,
a reduction model of a rotating beam is performed by nonlinear modes and invariant
manifolds. The free vibrations of non-uniform fixed geometrically nonlinear beams with
variable cross section and material properties along the axial direction are carried out in
[8]. A comparative study between several models of a rotating cantilever beam in terms
of accuracy and validity is presented in [9]. These models are mainly used in the study
of helicopter and turbo-machinery blades, modelisations of slender beams or thin shells
and structure-fluid interactions. A finite element formulation of the rotating problem is
presented in [10] and the necessity to develop 3D finite element models for the study of
rotordynamics is highlighted in [11].
In opposition to the classical FE formulation for geometrically nonlinear rotating structures [12] that considers small linear vibrations around the static equilibrium, the present
work assumes nonlinear vibrations around the pre-stressed equilibrium state. Thus, as
an extension to [13], an autonomous geometrically nonlinear reduced order model for the
study of dynamic solutions of complex rotating structures is developed. For that purpose,
the linear normal modes basis is used for the construction of the reduced order model,
the stiffness evaluation procedure method (STEP) is applied to compute the nonlinear
forces and the assumption of nonlinear perturbations around the static equilibrium is
considered. The latter enhances the classical linearised small perturbations hypothesis to
the cases of large displacements around the static pre-stressed equilibrium. The nonlinear forces are corrected by means of a filtering of the nonlinear forces so that only their
components in a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) nonlinear force basis are kept.
This POD basis is obtained by performing a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
snapshots constituted by the nonlinear forces previously computed on the full order model.
The proposed method is then applied for a 3D model of a rotating beam. Furthermore,
a comparison between the periodic solution given by HHT-α and the Harmonic Balance
Method (HBM) is carried out.

2
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2

ROM FOR GEOMETRICALLY NONLINEAR STRUCTURES

The FOM (full order model) equation of motion of a rotating structure, discretized by
FEM and geometrically non linear [10] is written in the rotating frame of reference as:




 Müp + [C + G(Ω) ] u̇p + Kc (Ω) + Ka (Ω̇) up + g(up ) = fe (t) + fei (Ω, Ω̇)
, (1)
up (t = 0) = up, ini


u̇p (t = 0) = u̇p, ini

where Ω and Ω̇ are the rotation speed and acceleration respectively, up , u̇p and üp are
the physical displacements, velocities and accelerations of the structure of dimension ndof
equal to the number of FOM’s degrees of freedom, M, C, G(Ω) , Kc (Ω) , Ka (Ω̇) are
the mass, damping, gyroscopic coupling, centrifugal softening and centrifugal acceleration
matrices respectively, g(up ) is the interior nonlinear force vector, fe (t) is the exterior force
vector, fei (Ω, Ω̇) is the external inertial load vector. The initial conditions of the structure are defined by the initial displacements vector up, ini and the initial velocity vector
u̇p, ini . Hereafter a constant rotation speed is considered, thus, Ω̇ = 0, Ka (Ω̇) = 0 and
fei (Ω, Ω̇) = fei (Ω).
The nonlinear tangent stiffness matrix Kt (up ) and the elastic linear stiffness matrix
Ke are defined as follows:
Kt (up )
Ke = Kt (0)

∂g(up )
,
∂up

∂g(up ) 
=
.
∂up up =0
=

(2)
(3)

Under the effect of rotation, without considering the exterior force, the structure
reaches the static equilibrium state. The static displacements us are calculated by an
iterative procedure (i.e. Newton-Raphson method) solving the nonlinear static equation
system (4) obtained from the equation (1).
Kc (Ω) us + g(us ) = fei (Ω) .

(4)

The tangent stiffness matrix with respect to the static displacements is defined hereunder:

∂g(up ) 
Ks = Kt (us ) =
,
(5)
∂up up =us

that is also written as:

Ks = Ke + Knl (us ) ,

(6)

Knl (us ) = Kg (us ) + ... ,

(7)

where:

3
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is the nonlinear part of the tangent stiffness matrix Ks including the geometrical prestressed stiffness matrix Kg (us ) related to the static equilibrium state us .
The relative displacements u between the static displacements us and the physical
displacements up are defined as follows:
u = up − us .

(8)

Then, introducing the latter relation in the equation (1), the equation of motion of the
structure around the static equilibrium state position is obtained:
Mü + [C + G(Ω) ] u̇ + Kc (Ω) u + g(us + u) − g(us ) = fe (t) ,

(9)

where the external inertial forces fei (Ω) are eliminated from (4).
The development of the nonlinear forces g(us + u) in the neighbourhood of the static
displacements us is the sum of a constant, a linear part and a purely nonlinear part:

∂g(up ) 
u + gnl (u) = g(us ) + Ks u + gnl (u) .
(10)
g(us + u) = g(us ) +
∂up up =us

The stiffness matrix function of the rotation speed Ω and the static displacements us
is defined hereunder:
K = K(Ω, us ) = Kc (Ω) + Ks = Kc (Ω) + Ke + Knl (us ) .

(11)

Then, from the equations (10), (11) and (1) the structure’s FOM equation of motion
as a function of the relative displacements u is written as follows:

 Mü + [C + G(Ω) ] u̇ + Ku + gnl (u) = fe (t)
u(t = 0) = uini = up, ini − us
.
(12)

u̇(t = 0) = u̇ini = u̇p, ini

Notice that the form of the latter equation is general, thus, it is valid to represent
the response of a linear or nonlinear structure with or without rotation and with or
without pre-stressing. The classical linearised approach ignores the term gnl (u) in (12)
(see equation (14)).
2.1

Linear normal modes for a rotating structure

The natural frequencies and linear normal modes of the rotating structure are obtained
under the hypothesis of small vibrations u around the static displacements us . Thus,
neglecting the purely nonlinear force gnl (u), a first order development of the nonlinear
force g(us + u) around the static displacements us is performed:

∂g(up ) 
g(us + u) = g(us ) +
u = g(us ) + Ks u .
(13)
∂up up =us
4
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Then, the linearised equation of movement of the structure around the static displacements us is obtained by substituting the equation (13) in the equation (9):
Mü + [C + G(Ω) ] u̇ + Ku = fe (t) .

(14)

The natural frequencies and the normal linear modes of the rotating structure without
considering the gyroscopic effect are the solution to the following eigenvalue and eigenvector problem:
KΦ = MΦω2 ,
(15)
where ω = diag [ω1 , ... , ωr ] with ω1 ≤ ... ≤ ωr are the first r natural frequencies and
Φ = [Φ1 , ... , Φr ] are the linear normal modes associated to those natural frequencies.
The group of first r normal linear modes form the projection basis Φ.
2.2

ROM by projection

The order reduction by projection consists in representing the FOM displacements as
a linear combination of the projection basis Φ (i.e. linear normal modes):
u ≈ Φq ,

(16)

where q is the generalized coordinates vector. The number of modes r used to build the
projection basis is small in comparison to the FOM’s dimension, r  ndof .
Substituting the latter relation in the equation (12) and pre-multiplying the same
equation by the transpose matrix of the projection basis ΦT (Galerkin projection), the
reduced order model (ROM) equation of motion is defined as:




M̃q̈
+
C̃
+
G̃(Ω)
q̇ + K̃q + g̃nl (q) = f̃e (t)

 T −1 T
(17)
Φ (u
− us ) ,
q(t = 0) = qini = Φ Φ

 T −1 T p, ini

q̇(t = 0) = q̇ini = Φ Φ
Φ u̇p, ini
where M̃ = ΦT MΦ, C̃ = ΦT CΦ, G̃(Ω) = ΦT G̃(Ω) Φ, K̃ = ΦT KΦ are the generalized
mass, damping, gyroscopic and stiffness matrices, f̃e (t) is the generalized external force
vector and g̃nl (q) is the generalized purely nonlinear force vector. The generalized initial
conditions q̇ini and qini are obtained from up, ini and u̇p, ini by a least-squares approximation.
3
3.1

COMPUTATION OF THE GENERALIZED NONLINEAR FORCES
Inflation method

The computation of the generalized nonlinear forces by the inflation method consists
in the evaluation of the purely nonlinear force gnl in the FOM from (10) and projecting
the solution to the ROM:
g̃nl (q) = ΦT gnl (Φq) = ΦT g(us + Φq) − ΦT g(us ) − K̃s q ,
5
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where K̃s = ΦT Ks Φ.
This method is simple to implement, however, as the computation of the nonlinear
forces is performed in the finite element FOM, the ROM directly depends on the size of
the FOM. Thus, the ROM of the equation (17) is not autonomous and the computational
cost remains important due to computation of the nonlinear forces.
3.2

STEP polynomial approximation

In order to get an autonomous ROM fully independent of the FOM, Muravyov and
Rizzi [3, 4] developed a polynomial approximation to compute gnl (q) as a function of q.
An extension to compute the nonlinear forces of structures under rotation is presented
hereunder .
Each component p (with p = 1, ... , r ) of the generalized purely nonlinear force vector
g̃nl (q) is expressed as a polynomial approximation of third degree in terms of the r number
of variables that form the generalized coordinates q = [q1 , ... , qr ]:
g̃nlp (q1 , ... , qr ) = g̃nlp Quad. + g̃nlp Cub. =

r 
r


Apij qi qj +

i=1 j=i

r 
r 
r


p
Bijm
qi qj qm .

(19)

i=1 j=i m=j

p
coefficients are calculated, the generalized purely nonlinear forces
Once the Apij and Bijm
g̃nl (q) are directly obtained by the equation (19). The ROM is independent of the FOM
and the computational cost is considerably improved.
p
The polynomial coefficients Apij and Bijm
are obtained by identification using a finite
element software (i.e. NASTRAN, Code Aster, Z-Set,...) to compute the nonlinear forces
g(us + u) associated to a given number of imposed displacements us + u. Then, the
purely nonlinear part is identified from the equation (10):

gnl (u) = g(us + u) − g(us ) − Ks u ,

(20)

and its projection with respect to the p-th mode Φp is:
g̃nlp (u) = ΦTp gnl (u) .

(21)

The imposed displacements vectors u used to obtain the polynomial coefficients are a
linear combination of one, two and three linear normal modes. The computation of the
polynomial coefficients is described in [13].
3.3

POD based correction of nonlinear forces

STEP method provides accurate solutions when the middle surface of the structure is
submitted to stretching effects [3]. However, when structures exhibit other type of nonlinearities, such as cantilever beams, a correction of reduced nonlinear forces is needed. An
approach to avoid the numerical issues in the identification of reduced nonlinear forces was
6
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proposed by [14], then extended to complex structures and generalised to a wing structure
[15]. The present work presents an alternative method to minimize the numerical error of
the projected forces inspired by [16, 17] mainly applied in computational fluid dynamics.
The present approach is centered in the approximation of the nonlinear forces in the ROM.
First a POD is performed on the snapshots constituted by the nonlinear forces computed on the full order model obtaining a POD force basis, Φf , verifying ΦTf Φf = Id.
The full order model nonlinear forces, gnl (u), are then approximated by their components
in Φf :
gnl (u) ≈ Φf qfnl = gfnl (u) ,
(22)
where the coefficients, qfnl , are obtained by a least-square approximation:
−1 T

Φf gnl (u) = ΦTf gnl (u) ,
qfnl ≈ ΦTf Φf

thus:


−1 T
gfnl (u) ≈ Φf ΦTf Φf
Φf gnl (u) = Φf ΦTf gnl (u) .

The reduced order nonlinear forces are defined as:

−1 T
g̃nl (q) = ΦT gfnl (u) = ΦT Φf ΦTf Φf
Φf gnl (u) = BT gnl (u) .

(23)
(24)

(25)

For the STEP polynomial approximation of the generalized nonlinear forces, the correction given by (24) and (25) is applied to the nonlinear forces associated with the imposed
displacements given in (20) and (21) prior to computing the polynomial coefficients.
The POD nonlinear force basis, Φf , is obtained with a SVD decomposition from previously computed nonlinear forces data and then truncated to a number m of nonlinear basis
vectors. This truncation simulates a filtering of nonlinear forces directions. As shown in
Section 4.2, the accuracy of the ROM to predict the nonlinear response of the structure
is strongly related with the choice of m.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL STUDY OF A ROTATING BEAM
Numerical model

The proposed method is validated with a 3D model of a rotating Titanium (E =
104 GPa, ν = 0.3) beam of dimensions 0.4 m × 0.03 m × 0.01 m. The beam is modeled by
a set of 20 × 2 × 1 quadratic hexahedral (Hexa20) finite elements. The model has 1179
degrees of freedom. The external loading, Fe (t), is applied at every node on the free end
surface of the beam. The beam is clamped at one of its ends and rotates at a distance
of 0.1 m around the vertical z axis (see Figure 1). In the dynamic analysis a Rayleigh
structural damping with inertial effect is considered (C = βr M) where βr is the Rayleigh
damping coefficient equal to βr = 2πωi ξ.
Twenty external loading cases are considered in order to study the response of the
structure under different external loading levels and rotating velocities. Each case is the
7
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z
x

Fe (t)

Figure 1: Clamped-free beam rotating around z axis.
combination of one sinusoidal, Fe (t) = αf sin (ωe t), loading level αf ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7}
and one rotating velocity Ω ∈ {0 rpm, 1000 rpm, 2000 rpm, 3000 rpm, 4000 rpm}. For rotating velocities greater than 4000 rpm the linear and nonlinear ROM behave similarly as
the external loading effects are small with respect to those of rotation. The displacements
solution correspond to these loads range from linear to highly nonlinear responses.
4.2

Validating the influence of Φf

The SVD decomposition performed to obtain Φf is carried out with the snapshot
matrix, Q, obtained by computing the geometrically nonlinear FOM forces for the case
with the largest displacements {αf = 0.7 and Ω = 0 rpm}. Thus, the computation of
nonlinear forces is performed once and for all and remains valid for any loading level, αf ,
smaller than the loading level considered to construct the snapshot matrix and for any
rotating velocity, Ω.

Tip displacement (m)

Tip displacement (m)

0.1
0.05
0
−0.05
FOM

−0.1

0.1

0.2

0.05
0
−0.05

FOM
Φf , m = 3

−0.1

Φf , m = 6
Without Φf

0

0.1

0.3
0.4
Time (s)

0.5

0.6

Φf , m = 6
Φf , m = 20

0

(a) Φf correction vs. Φ projection, αf = 0.7.

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
Time (s)

0.5

0.6

(b) Influence of m to construct Φf .

Figure 2: Influence of the POD based correction of nonlinear forces on the time response
displacements at the tip of the rotating beam (Ω = 0).
Figure 2a presents the need to correctly asses the nonlinear forces of the ROM. When
a simple projection over Φ is performed to obtain the nonlinear forces, the response of
the structure is stiffened, the maximum displacements of the FOM are not reached and
higher order harmonics appear in the response. When the POD based nonlinear forces
correction is performed, the quality of the response directly depends on the number of
chosen modes to construct Φf (see Figure 2b). However, there is a value of m for which
8
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the ROM accurately approaches the FOM response. In this case, the optimal value of m
is 6. The optimum value of 
m is placed between the 99.99% and 100% of the cumulative
m
σi
participation factor, χm = i=1
. Hereinafter, the results obtained with the nonlinear
p
j= σj
force projection matrix B constructed with the most nonlinear loading case and m = 6
are presented. Furthermore, when m → mmax the ROM response tends to the response
obtained by a projection without Φf (see Φf , m = 20 curve in Figure 2b).
4.3

Dynamic response

The dynamic response of the structure is computed by two classical methods: (i) HHTα time integration method and (ii) harmonic balance method (HBM) combined with the
alternating frequency-time (AFT) technique to compute the geometrically nonlinear forces
in time domain with the STEP method. As the results obtained with both methods are
equivalent and just differ on a shift in time, just the time response computed by the HHTα method are presented hereinafter. The inflation method for computing the generalised
nonlinear forces gives almost the same results as the STEP method. Figure 3 shows the
vertical displacement of the central node of the tip surface for different loading intensities
and for 0 rpm and 2000 rpm rotating velocities.

Tip displacement (m)

Tip displacement (m)

αf 0.7

αf 0.7

0.1

0.5
0.3

0.05

0.1

0
−0.05
FOM

−0.1

ROM Lin

0.5

0.05

0.3
0.1

0

−0.05

FOM
ROM Lin

ROM STEP

0

0.1

0.2

ROM STEP

0.3
0.4
Time (s)

0.5

0.6

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
Time (s)

0.5

0.6

(a) Time response for different loading levels (b) Time response for different loading levels
without rotating velocity, Ω = 0rpm.
with constant rotating velocity, Ω = 2000rpm.

Figure 3: Tip displacements time response for a sinusoidal excitation.
Both linear and STEP methods present an accurate response when the loading intensity
is small. Furthermore, without rotating velocity, Ω = 0 rpm, STEP method provides
better results for important loading intensities. For a rotating velocity equal to Ω =
2000 rpm, both methods provide similar results for all loading intensities. Thus, when
nonlinearities due to the external force are small with respect to the rotating effects, both
methods provide accurate responses.

9
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4.4

Accuracy and computational time consumption

In order to asses the accuracy of the proposed method and the classical linearised
approach, the time average relative error with respect to the FOM solution is performed
for all the loading cases and solution methods :
tf
1 
uROM (ti ) − uFOM (ti )
er (%) =
· 100 .
nt t =0
uFOM (ti )

(26)

i

The relative error for the HHT-α is computed considering all the time steps of the
response. However, the relative error of the HBM method is computed for a single period
once the periodic state of the FOM is reached. As shown in Figure 4, HBM method
provides more accurate results than the HHT-α time integration method.
HHT-α Linear

HHT-α STEP

HBM Linear

HBM STEP

Relative error (%)

5
4
3
2
1

αf

0

0.1

0.3

0.5

0

0.7

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

1,000

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

2,000

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

αf

3,000

Rotating velocity, Ω (rpm)

Figure 4: Comparative chart that presents the relative error with respect to different
rotating velocities, loading intensities and time integration methods.
For any rotating velocity, the STEP model is more accurate than the linearised approximation in the nonlinear range. Furthermore, when the response behaves linearly, both
methods provide similar results. The latter is specially highlighted in the HBM results.
Thus, the proposed method is valid for any external loading intensity and for any rotating
velocity.
Table 1: Computational cost in seconds for a single simulation with 3000 time steps,
Ω = 0 rpm and αf = 0.7.
HHT-α
HBM

FOM Linear
1147.18 34.76
24.48

tLin /tFOM
3.03 %
2.13 %
10
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STEP
53.76
32.09

tSTEP /tFOM
4.68 %
2.79 %
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As shown in Table 1 both ROM have a similar on-line computational cost equivalent
to ≈ 3% of the FOM computational time.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Reduced order models for the dynamic study of nonlinear rotating structures are presented in this work. As an extension to the classical linearised approach, the relative
dynamic displacements around the pre-stressed equilibrium are considered as nonlinear.
The geometrically nonlinear forces are computed by two different methods: (i) the inflation method that evaluates the nonlinear forces in the FOM and projects the solution
to the ROM, and (ii) the STEP polynomial approximation where the nonlinear forces
are a third order polynomial function of ROM’s displacements. In order to improve the
accuracy of the latter method a POD based correction of nonlinear forces is proposed.
The proposed method is applied to a 3D model of a rotating beam. The solutions of
the nonlinear ROM obtained with both time integration (HHT-α) and harmonic balance
(HBM) methods are in good accordance with the solutions of the FOM and are more
accurate than the linearised solutions. Further work will be focused in the application of
the presented method on a complex structure. Then, the proposed ROM will be adapted
to frictional contact problems and to aeroelastic coupling.
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Abstract. Thanks to their damping properties, elastomer materials are commonly used
in aeronautics and aerospace industry in order to manufacture damping devices, especially
in terms of joints between sub-systems of mechanical assembling. In aeronautics, these
damping joints can be used to protect electrical or optical on-board equipments from
external noise and vibration sources. These joints should then deal with two contradictory
aims: transmitting static loads and damping vibrations. The purpose of this work is to
develop an efficient topology optimization tool for rubber devices.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to their damping properties, elastomer materials are commonly used in aeronautics and aerospace industry in order to manufacture damping devices, especially in
terms of joints between sub-systems of mechanical assembling. In aeronautics, these
damping joints can be used to protect electrical or optical on-board equipments from
external noise and vibration sources. These joints should then deal with two contradictory aims: transmitting static loads and damping vibrations. The purpose of this work
is to develop a topology optimization tool for rubber devices. Two aspects should be
considered:
• topology optimization based on a static criteria,
• topology optimization based on a dynamic criteria taking into account visco-elastic
damping of the rubber device.
This paper concentrates on the first part: developing a topology optimization code
considering a static criteria. In order to achieve this aim, a modified Simple Isotropic
Material with Penalization (SIMP) method, with a static compliance criteria is firstly
presented. Two different algorithms are then introduced: the Optimality Criteria (OC)
method and the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA). An in-house finite element code
is developed for any geometry (2D and 3D), any mesh, and for any boundary conditions
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in terms of force and displacement. It is developed using the Python language for the
global level and the Fortran language for the elemental level, while the meshes as well as
the post-processing are done with Gmsh [8].
A validation case based on a literature benchmark (2D) is then computed and compared
to the reference solution. Finally, a rubber device (3D) is optimized using a static criteria.
2

TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION USING A STATIC CRITERIA

Several optimization criteria can be chosen for a static mechanical problem depending
on the targeted aim, such as for instance: mass, stress or displacement minimization. In
this study, the minimization of the external forces work (compliance) is considered, under
a final prescribed volume constraint. The compliance c and the volume constraint v are
function of the material density distribution x and the purpose is to find the optimal set
of x = [x1 , . . . , xn ]T that minimizes the compliance (n is the number of elements in the
domain). The elemental Young’s modulus Ei is, in the modified SIMP approach, written
as follow:
Ei (xi ) = Emin + xpi (E0 − Emin ),

xi ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

where E0 is the true stiffness of the material, Emin is chosen as non-zero so that to avoid
singularity in the finite element stiffness matrix, and p is a penalization factor allowing
to reach more easily xi = 1 (presence of material) and xi = 0 (void).
Furthermore, to avoid check-board patterns typical from SIMP method [1], a pseudodensity x̃i is introduced. It corresponds to the density of an element xi ponderated
by the elements densities in its neighbourhood Ni (including element i) and the factor
Hij = rmin − dij where dij is the distance between the centres of element i and an other
element j in Ni , such that:

j∈N Hij vj xj
x̃i =  i
(2)
j∈Ni Hij vj
where vj is the volume of element j and rmin is an influence radius arbitrarily chosen by
the user.
2.1

Simple Isotropic Material with Penalization method (SIMP)

Using Eq. (1) the global stiffness matrix can be expressed as follow:
K(x̃) =

n

i=1

[Emin + x̃pi (E0 − Emin )] K0i

(3)

where K0i is the global stiffness matrix corresponding to the assembly of the elemental
stiffness matrices k0i , themselves expressing the local stiffness with a unit Young’s modulus.

2
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The general optimization problem can be written as follow:
min

c(x̃)

x̃

with
subject to

:
c(x̃) = U(x̃)T F
: v(x̃) = x̃T v − αV0 ≤ 0
0 ≤ x̃i ≤ 1
K(x̃)U(x̃) = F

(4)

where v = [v1 , . . . , vn ]T is the vector of elemental volumes, α the prescribed volume
fraction, V0 the initial volume of the domain, U(x̃) the nodal displacements vector and F
the external nodal forces vector.
As in [3], the derivatives of the functions c(x̃) and v(x̃) are written as follow:
 ∂c(x̃) ∂ x̃i
∂c(x̃)
=
∂xe
∂ x̃i ∂xe
i∈N

(5)

 ∂v(x̃) ∂ x̃i
∂v(x̃)
=
∂xe
∂ x̃i ∂xe
i∈N

(6)

e

e

where

∂ x̃i
∂xe

can be deduced from Eq. (2):
Hie ve
∂ x̃i
=
∂xe
j∈Ni Hij vj

(7)

It follows from the previous equations that the derivative of the compliance with respect
to the pseudo-density x̃i is given by:


∂c(x̃)
= −ui (x̃)T px̃p−1
(E0 − Emin )k0i ui (x̃),
i
∂ x̃i

(8)

where ui (x̃) is the elemental displacement, while the derivative of the volume constraint
with respect to the pseudo-density x̃i is given by:
∂v(x̃)
= vi
∂ x̃i
2.2

(9)

Optimality Criteria method (OC)

A common numerical algorithm for optimum reaching is the standard optimality criteria (OC) method (Bendsøe, 1995). This method is based on Lagrange multipliers which
can be written from the objective c(x̃) and constraint v(x̃) functions:
L = c(x̃) + λv(x̃)

(10)

where λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier associated with the volume constraint. It is
important to note that the ”+” sign is due to constraint’s convexity. The minimization
3
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is reached when the derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to x̃e and with respect to
the Lagrange multiplier λ are equal to zero:
∂L
∂c(x̃)
∂v(x̃)
=
+λ
=0
∂xe
∂xe
∂xe
∂L
= x̃T v − αV0 = 0
∂λ

(11)
(12)

From Eq. (11), the optimality condition Be = 1 [4], can be deduced:
∀e ∈ [1, · · · , n] Be =

− ∂c(x̃)
∂xe
λ ∂v(x̃)
∂xe

(13)

and ∂v(x̃)
are known. A dichotomy
For each step and each design variable xe , ∂c(x̃)
∂xe
∂xe
algorithm is then used in order to find λ such that Be = 1. As soon as Be = 1, the set of
x̃ may be the optimal solution if the prescribed volume is ensured.
It is important to notice that, considering Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), ∂c(x̃)
is always negative
∂xe
in static, but not in dynamic using the dynamic compliance formulation described in [4].
As ∂v(x̃)
is always positive, Be is always positive through the iterative process (λ ≥ 0 by
∂xe
definition). OC is then well designed to solve static compliance problems but not for a
dynamic compliance problems because Be can be negative.
The update of the new variable xe follows the original paper (Sigmund, 2001):


if xe Beη ≤ max(0, xe − m),
max(0, xe − m)
= min(1, xe + m)
(14)
xk+1
if xe Beη ≥ min(1, xe + m),
e

 k η
otherwise,
xe Be
where k is the k th -iteration, m is a positive move-limit restraining the speed of the convergence so that to stay in the admissible domain and η (= 1/2) is a numerical damping.
The optimum solution is reached when xk+1
− xke is less than a chosen small value.
e

2.3

Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA)

Since OC is not able to deal with dynamic optimization problems, another numerical
algorithm has to be used. The chosen one in this work is the method of moving asymptotes
(MMA) introduced by Svanberg [5].
MMA uses convex approximation functions [6] in order to represent, in each iteration,
the true functions of the problem. Two approximations f˜ck (x̃) and f˜vk (x̃) are generated,
respectively based on c(x̃) and v(x̃), such as:

n 

qik
pki
k
k
k
˜
fg (x̃) = g (x̃) − r =
(15)
+
uki − x̃i x̃i − lik
i=1
where g = {c, v}, rk is a residual resulting from the difference between f˜gk (x̃) and g k (x̃),
uki and lik are the so-called moving asymptotes which vary in each iteration according to
4
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xi , and finally pki and qik are respectively functions of ∂g(x̃)
> 0 and ∂g(x̃)
< 0. Thus, MMA
∂xe
∂xe
∂g(x̃)
is not impacted by the sign of ∂xe and can properly be used in the dynamic case.
As OC criteria, MMA is also a dual method using Lagrange multipliers. However, the
considered Lagrangian takes into account the design variables bounds α and β which are
restrictions of typical bounds of xi (0 and 1) in order to increase the robustness during
the convergence process:
L = f˜ck (x̃) + λ(f˜vk (x̃) + rk ) +

n 

i=1

ξ(xi − α) + η(β − xi )



(16)

Derivating Eq. (16) by the inner variables (x̃, λ, ξ, η) and relaxing the optimality
conditions, a Newton scheme as below is used to compute the next iteration:
ω +1 = ω  + τ · ∆ω 

(17)

where ω  = (x , λ , ξ  , η  ) and ∆ω  = (∆x , ∆λ , ∆ξ  , ∆η  ). More details about the full
algorithm are available in Svanberg’s papers (Svanberg, 1987 & 2007).
3
3.1

VALIDATION AND APPLICATIONS
Validation

In order to validate the implementation of the OC and MMA methods in our inhouse code, a test-case taken from [2] is solved. This problem, named the MBB beam,
is described in Fig. 1. As in [2], the mesh is composed of 60×20 4-nodes quadrangle
elements, the penalty factor p is taken to 3, the neighbourhood is defined with rmin = 2.4
and the final prescribed volume fraction is equal to 50% of the initial volume domain.
The final obtained shape (Fig. 2) is very similar to the one presented in [2]. Moreover, when comparing the global compliance values for the OC method, both are almost
equivalent: 216.81 for [2], 216.60 with the house code. The MMA method gives a similar
optimized shape (Fig. 2) and a slightly different compliance, equals to 218.15.
F

Figure 1: 2D MBB beam - Design domain, including boundary conditions

5
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Figure 2: 2D MBB beam - Optimized topology of the beam - Left: OC method - Right: MMA method
(red: xe = 1, blue: xe = 0)

z
M
C

rigid faces in contact with the sub-structures

y
x
Figure 3: Initial design domain of the rubber device

3.2
3.2.1

Application to a rubber device
Presentation

The proposed application is the topology optimization of a device used to dissipate
the transmitted vibrations between two sub-structures. A complete dynamical study of a
system made of a structure supported by four devices can be found in [7]. In this present
work, as a first step, the optimization of the device is done using a static compliance
criteria.
The design domain as well as the two faces of the device in contact with the two
different sub-structures are presented on Fig. 3. Since the device is in contact with much
more rigid materials (typically metal) than its constitutive material (typically rubber),
the upper and lower faces are considered as rigid bodies. Thus, each face has 6 degrees
of freedom (3 translations and 3 rotations), and each node M of a face is linked to these
6 dofs:
−−→ −
→
−
→
→
uM =−
u C + MC ∧ Ω

(18)

→
→
where −
u M is the displacement of the node M , C is the centre of the face, −
u C is the
→
−
displacement of the centre of the face (3 translations) and Ω corresponds to the rotation
6
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Figure 4: Topology optimization of the rubber device for a bending load - Design domain (left) and
final solution (right)

of the interface (3 rotations). This relation allows to write any displacement of an interface
point M as the product between a transfer matrix and an augmented vector of the interface
centre dofs in an orthonormal system of coordinates (x, y , z):
 
uC
  
  vC 

uM
1 0 0
0
(zM − zC ) (yC − yM ) 
 wC 

 vM  = 0 1 0 (zC − zM )

0
(xM − xC )  
,
(19)
Ωx 


0 0 1 (yM − yC ) (xC − xM )
wM
0
 Ωy 
Ωz

where (xM , yM , zM ) and (xC , yC , zC ) are the coordinates of points M and C, (uM , vM , wM )
and (uC , vC , wC ) are the displacements of points M and C and (Ωx , Ωy , Ωz ) are the interface rotation components. All interface node’s dofs are then eliminated from the global
finite element model.
The material properties of the rubber device are given by:
• Young modulus E= 0.5 MPa
• Poisson’s coefficient ν = 0.45

Finally, the mesh is composed of 33,516 8-nodes hexahedral elements, the chosen
penalty factor p is 3, the neighbourhood is defined with a rmin calculated for each element such that about 10 to 30 elements are in the neighbourhood of the considered
element. The final prescribed volume fraction is equal to 0.4.
3.2.2

Results and discussion

The first case is a bending load: the lower face is fixed and a torque along the transverse
axis x of the device is applied on the upper face. Figure 4 both shows the design domain
7
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Figure 5: Topology optimization of the rubber device for a torsion load - Design domain (left) and final
solution (right)

with the load and the final optimized shape. The final solution has two different holes.
The one on the longitudinal axis z is due to the fact that faces are stiffen. The second one,
on the transverse axis x, is due to bending solicitation: the stress is more important on the
extremities (where material is present) than in the middle (where material is removed).
The second case is a torsion load: the lower face is fixed, and a torque along the axis
z of the device is applied on the upper face. Figure 5 both shows the design domain with
the load and the final optimized shape. The final solution has a longitudinal hole due to
the fact that the stress is more important at the external skin of the cylinder than in the
middle. The hole is wider in the middle of the device, due to the rigid faces assumption.
4

Conclusion and ongoing work

This work concerns the topology optimization of elastomer damping devices. The OC
and MMA methods have been implemented. The validation case for a static compliance
criteria shows that the implementation has been done correctly. As a first step in the
more global vision of the project, a damping device is optimized in this work with a
static compliance criteria. An ongoing work on vibration damping is performed using a
fractional derivative Zener model of the elastomer [9] and a dynamic compliance [10, 11].
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a hybrid mimetic method which solves the mixed
formulation of the Poisson problem on curvilinear quadrilateral meshes. The method is
hybrid in the sense that the domain is decomposed into multiple disjoint elements and the
interelement continuity is enforced using a Lagrange multiplier. The method is mimetic
in the sense that the discrete divergence operator is exact. By using the mimetic basis
functions and their dual representations, various metric-free discrete terms are obtained.
The discrete system can be eﬃciently solved by ﬁrst solving a reduced system for the
Lagrange multiplier. Numerical experiments which validate the method are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid methods weaken the continuity across the interelement boundary by introducing
a Lagrange multiplier between elements. It looks like hybrid methods complicate the
problem, but they decompose the domain which beneﬁts the computation signiﬁcantly.
For example, hybrid methods result in easily parallelizable systems. Hybrid methods were
ﬁrst introduced in computational solid mechanics. The pioneering work was released
in [11] where a ﬁnite element method based on a new variational principle assuming
compatible displacement functions along the interelement boundary in addition to the
equilibrium stress ﬁeld in each element was presented. Another classic example is the
primal hybrid ﬁnite element method presented in [12].
Mimetic methods aim to preserve the structure of partial diﬀerential equations at the
discrete level. Therefore, mimetic methods are also called structure-preserving or compatible methods. A key feature of mimetic ﬁnite element methods is that their function spaces
satisfy the De Rham complex, [1]. The mimetic spectral element method, [5, 8, 9, 10], is a
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high order mimetic ﬁnite element method. This method uses the mathematical language
of diﬀerential geometry and constructs the so-called mimetic basis functions (polynomials)
which also work for curvilinear quadrilateral meshes. We will use these basis functions and
their algebraic dual representations, [7], but in the conventional mathematical language
of vector calculus.
In this paper, we combine these two ideas and construct a high order method which is
then used to solve a hybrid mixed formulation of the Poisson equation. The method is
hybrid; elements are discontinuous and interelement continuity is enforced with a Lagrange
multiplier. It is mimetic; the divergence operator is preserved at the discrete level. In
addition, only one block of the discrete system will be metric-dependent. The remaining
blocks are metric-free, extremely sparse and ﬁnite-diﬀerence(volume)-like (containing nonzero entries of −1 and 1 only). These features make the method a preferable one especially
for complex computational domains.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the necessary deﬁnitions
and notations. In Section 3, a hybrid mixed formulation of the Poisson equation is derived.
In Section 4, mimetic basis functions and their dual representations are presented. The
discretization with these basis functions follows in Section 5. Finally, two numerical
experiments are presented in Section 6.
2

PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

Given an open bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω, let L2 (Ω) denote
the space of square integrable scalar-valued functions deﬁned in Ω and



d 
,
H 1 (Ω) := ϕ ∈ L2 (Ω)  grad ϕ ∈ L2 (Ω)



d 
H(div, Ω) := u ∈ L2 (Ω)  div u ∈ L2 (Ω) .

Trace operators trgrad and trdiv restrict ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω) and u ∈ H(div, Ω) onto ∂Ω respectively:
trgrad ϕ = ϕ|∂Ω , trdiv u = u|∂Ω · nΩ ,

where nΩ represents the unit outward normal of ∂Ω. Spaces H 1/2 (∂Ω) and H −1/2 (∂Ω)
are then deﬁned as
H 1/2 (∂Ω) := trgrad H 1 (Ω),
H −1/2 (∂Ω) := trdiv H(div, Ω).
With a mesh, denoted by Ωh , which partitions Ω into K disjoint open elements Ωk with
Lipschitz boundary ∂Ωk ,
Ω̄ =

K


k=1

Ω̄k , Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅, 1 ≤ i �= j ≤ K,

we can break H 1 (Ω), H(div, Ω) and obtain the so-called broken Sobolev spaces,
K


 
H 1 (Ωk ),
H 1 (Ωh ) = ϕ ∈ L2 (Ω) ϕ|Ωk ∈ H 1 (Ωk ) =
k=1

2
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H(div, Ωh ) =



K
 

d 
u ∈ L2 (Ω)  u|Ωk ∈ H(div, Ωk ) =
H(div, Ωk ).
k=1

Spaces for interface functions are then deﬁned as

H 1/2 (∂Ωh ) := trhgrad H 1 (Ω),
H −1/2 (∂Ωh ) := trhdiv H(div, Ω),
where trace operators trhgrad and trhdiv restrict ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω) and u ∈ H(div, Ω) respectively

onto ∂Ωh = K
k=1 ∂Ωk . For broken spaces, trace operators trgrad and trdiv are linear
mappings:
K

1
trgrad : H (Ωh ) →
H 1/2 (∂Ωk ),
k=1

trdiv : H(div, Ωh ) →
trhgrad

K


H −1/2 (∂Ωk ).

k=1

trhdiv .

and trdiv �=
Clearly, in general trgrad �=
For more information about Sobolev spaces, see [13]. A comprehensive introduction
about broken Sobolev spaces is given in [2].
3

THE HYBRID WEAK FORMULATION
We consider the constrained minimization problem,
arg

min

u∈L2 (Ω) divu=−f

1
(u, u)L2 (Ω) ,
2

where f ∈ L2 (Ω) is given. Notice that this problem is not well-posed yet because
no boundary condition is prescribed. By introducing a Lagrange multiplier ϕ, we can
rewrite this constrained minimization problem into a saddle-point problem for (u, ϕ) ∈
H(div, Ω) × H 1 (Ω):
L(u, ϕ; f, ϕ̂) =

1
(u, u)L2 (Ω) + (ϕ, div u + f )L2 (Ω) − (ϕ̂, trdiv u)L2 (∂Ω) ,
2

(1)

where ϕ̂ = trgrad ϕ ∈ H 1/2 (∂Ω) is given. Variational analysis on this functional gives rise
to the mixed formulation: Find (u, ϕ) ∈ H(div, Ω) × H 1 (Ω) such that

(u, v)L2 (Ω) + (ϕ, div v)L2 (Ω) = (ϕ̂, trdiv v)L2 (∂Ω)
,
(2)
(ψ, div u)L2 (Ω)
= − (ψ, f )L2 (Ω)
for all (v, ψ) ∈ H(div, Ω) × H 1 (Ω). This is a weak formulation of the Poisson equation.

3
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If we set up a mesh Ωh in Ω, by breaking u and ϕ into broken spaces, H(div, Ωh ) and
H 1 (Ωh ), and introducing a new Lagrange multiplier ϕ̌ in the interface space H 1/2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω),
we can rewrite (1) as
L(u, ϕ, ϕ̌; f, ϕ̂) =

1
(u, u)L2 (Ω) + (ϕ, div u + f )L2 (Ω) − (ϕ̌, trdiv u)L2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω) − (ϕ̂, trdiv u)L2 (∂Ω) . (3)
2

Consider the interface Γij shared by two elements, Ωi and Ωj ,
Γij = ∂Ωi ∩ ∂Ωj �= ∅, 1 ≤ i �= j ≤ K.
To retrieve the interelement continuity of broken u, relation
(trdiv u)|Γij = u|∂Ωi · n∂Ωi + u|∂Ωj · n∂Ωj = 0,

(4)

needs to hold. The interface variable ϕ̌ in functional (3) serves as the Lagrange multiplier
which enforces (4) at the interface ∂Ωh \∂Ω. From functional (3), we can obtain the
hybrid mixed formulation for the Poisson problem written as: Given f ∈ L2 (Ω) and
ϕ̂ = trgrad ϕ ∈ H 1/2 (∂Ω), ﬁnd (u, ϕ, ϕ̌) ∈ H(div, Ωh ) × H 1 (Ωh ) × H 1/2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω) such that
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

(u, v)L2 (Ω) + (ϕ, div v)L2 (Ω) − (ϕ̌, trdiv v)L2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω)
(ψ, div u)L2 (Ω)

−(ψ̌, trdiv u)L2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω)

= (ϕ̂, trdiv v)L2 (∂Ω)
= − (ψ, f )L2 (Ω)

,

=0

for all (v, ψ, ψ̌) ∈ H(div, Ωh ) × H 1 (Ωh ) × H 1/2 (∂Ωh \∂Ω). It is easy to prove that the
interface variable ϕ̌ represents the restriction of ϕ onto ∂Ωh \∂Ω.
4

BASIS FUNCTIONS

In this section, we brieﬂy introduce the mimetic basis functions, [8, 9, 10], and their
algebraic dual representations, [7].
4.1

Mimetic basis functions

Let −1 = ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξN = 1 be a partitioning of the interval [−1, 1]. The
associated Lagrange polynomials are
hi (ξ), ξ ∈ [−1, 1], i = 0, 1, · · · , N,
which satisfy hi (ξj ) = δi,j , where δi,j is the Kronecker delta. The corresponding edge
functions are then deﬁned as, [4],
ei (ξ) = −
which satisfy

� ξj

ξj−1

i−1
�
dhk (ξ)
k=0

dξ

=

N
�
dhk (ξ)
k=i

ei (ξ) = δi,j .
4
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From now on, we restrict ourselves to R2 . The extension to higher dimensions is
straightforward. Consider the reference domain Ωref | (ξ, η) = [−1, 1]2 in R2 . By applying
above partitioning along two axes (which does not have to be the case; partitionings
along two axes can be diﬀerent), we obtain basis functions {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)} and
{ei (ξ)ej (η)}.
A vector ﬁeld u = (u, v)T can be expanded in term of {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)} into
uh =

�

N �
N
�

ui,j hi (ξ)ej (η),

i=0 j=1

where
ui,j =

�

N �
N
�

vi,j ei (ξ)hj (η)

i=1 j=0

ηj

u(ξi , η)dη, vi,j =
ηj−1

�

�T

,

(5)

ξi

v(ξ, ηj )dξ.
ξi−1

A scalar function f can be expanded in terms of {ei (ξ)ej (η)} into
N �
N
�

fh =

fi,j ei (ξ)ej (η),

(6)

i=1 j=1

where
fi,j =

�

ξi
ξi−1

�

ηj

f (ξ, η)dξdη.
ηj−1

If relation f = div u holds, the discrete relation,
fh = div uh =

N �
N
�
i=1 j=1

(ui,j − ui−1,j + vi,j − vi,j−1 ) ei (ξ)ej (η),

(7)

will also hold. Let u and f be column vectors of the expansion coeﬃcients of uh and fh .
Throughout the rest of this paper, underlined variables will always represent the column
vectors of the expansion coeﬃcients of the discrete variables. From (7), we can derive
f = E2,1 u,
where E2,1 is the incidence matrix which only depends on the labeling of the expansion
coeﬃcients and only contains non-zero entries of −1 and 1. For example, the incidence
matrix for the reference domain in Figure 1 is given by
⎛

E2,1

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

−1 1
0 0 0
0
0 0 0
0
0
0 −1 1 0 0
0
0 0 0
0
0
0
0 −1 1 0
0
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 −1 1
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0 −1 1 0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 0 −1 1
0
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 0 0 −1 1
0
0
0 0 0
0
0 0 0
0 −1

0 −1 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 −1 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 −1 0
0
1
0
0
0
0 0
0
0 −1 0
0
1
0
0
0 0
0
0
0 −1 0
0
1
0
0 0
0
0
0
0 −1 0
0
1
0 0
0
0
0
0
0 −1 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0 −1 0
1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 −1

5

430

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
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Figure 1: A reference domain partitioned by the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) nodes
of order N = 3.
For more information on incidence matrices, we refer to [1, 8, 9, 10].
The trace variable trdiv u can be discretized as
� N
�
N
N
N
�
�
�
�
trdiv uh =
vis ei (ξ),
vin ei (ξ),
uwi ei (η),
uei ei (η) ,
i=1

i=1

i=1

(8)

i=1

� ξi
� ξi
� ηi
v(ξ, −1)dξ, vin = ξi−1
v(ξ, 1)dξ, uwi = − ηi−1
u(−1, η)dη and uei =
where vis = − ξi−1
� ηi
u(1, η)dη. It is easy to see that there is a linear operator, N, such that
ηi−1
utr = Nu,

where utr = (v si , v ni , uwi , uei )T is the column vector of expansion coeﬃcients in (8). For
instance, the matrix N for the reference domain in Figure 1 is given by
⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
N=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Like E21 , N also only depends on the labeling of expansion coeﬃcients and only contains
entries of −1, 0 and 1.
6
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4.2

Dual representations

Let scalar functions ph and qh be expanded in terms of {ei (ξ)ej (η)}. The L2 -inner
product of them is given by

(ph , qh )L2 (Ωref ) =
ph (ξ, η)qh (ξ, η)dξdη = pT M(2) q,
Ωref

where M(2) is the mass matrix. We deﬁne the dual basis functions as


−1
�
�
e1 (ξ)e
(η),
·
·
·
,
e
(ξ)e
(η)
:= [e1 (ξ)e1 (η), · · · , eN (ξ)eN (η)] M(2) ,
1
N
N

It follows from the fact M(2) is surjective (therefore, is also injective) that the ﬁnite

�
�
dimensional space spanned by the dual basis functions e1 (ξ)e
(η),
·
·
·
,
e
(ξ)e
(η)
is
1
N
N
isomorphic to the ﬁnite dimensional space spanned by[e1 (ξ)e1 (η),
 · · · , eN (ξ)eN (η)]. Now,
�
if we expand ph in terms of the dual basis functions ei (ξ)ej (η) , we have
(p̃h , qh )L2 (Ωref ) = p̃T q,

where p̃ = M(2) p. Furthermore, if
qh = div v h ,
where v h is expanded by the primal basis functions {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)}, we have
(p̃h , div v h )L2 (Ωref ) = p̃T E2,1 v.
For the trace variables which are expanded in terms of one-dimensional edge functions;
see (8), we can compute the mass matrix M and deﬁne the dual basis functions as


−1
�
e�
1 (s), · · · , eN (s) := [e1 (s), · · · , eN (s)] M .

Note that we use ei (s) to represent either ei (ξ) or ei (η). Let discrete vector q h be expanded by primal
 basis functions {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)} and discrete trace variable φ̃h
be expanded by e�
i (s) . We have


φ̃h , trdiv q h



T

L2 (∂Ωref )

T

= φ̃ Nq = φ̃ q tr .

For more details about dual polynomials, we refer to [7].
5

THE DISCRETE HYBRID MIXED FORMULATION

In this section, we use the basis functions derived in the last section to discretize the
hybrid mixed formulation (3). Given the domain Ω, we ﬁrst set up a proper conforming
(curvilinear) quadrilateral mesh Ωh . The ﬁnite dimensional space spanned by basis functions {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)} is chosen to approximate H(div, Ωh ), the ﬁnite dimensional
7
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�
�
�
space spanned by dual basis functions ei (ξ)e
(η)
is chosen to approximate H 1 (Ωh ), and
j
�
�
ﬁnite space spanned by dual basis functions e�
(s)
is chosen to approximate H 1/2 (∂Ωh ).
i
Remember that all basis functions presented in the last section are for the reference domain. In diﬀerent elements, the basis functions change due to the mapping from the
reference domain to them. How to derive the basis functions in arbitrary elements is
explained in [5, §4]. The basis functions mentioned here refer to the basis functions in
each element of the mesh Ωh .
With above discretizations, the discrete hybrid mixed formulation is written as
⎛
⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ T ⎞
T
NB ϕ̂
u
M(1) E2,1 −NTI
⎝ E2,1
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
ϕ
(9)
= −f ⎠ ,
0
0
ϕ̌
0
−NI
0
0

where M(1) is the mass matrix with respect to the basis functions {hi (ξ)ej (η), ei (ξ)hj (η)}
and the matrix N has been divided into two parts, NI and NB , corresponding to the
internal interface ∂Ωh \∂Ω and the domain boundary ∂Ω. Note that M(1) , E2,1 and N
here are all assembled matrices. It is worth to repeat that, assuming the same order
basis functions is used for all elements, only for M(1) , the contribution of each element
depends on the size, shape and metric of the element. Contributions of all elements
for E2,1 are the same as well as for N = NI + NB . In addition, with proper labeling
of degrees of freedom, we can obtain element-wise-block-diagonal M(1) and E2,1 , which
means the matrix computation for them is easily parallelizable. Furthermore, E2,1 and
N are extremely sparse and only contain non-zero entries of −1, +1, which usually is a
feature of low order ﬁnite diﬀerence (volume) methods.
We can easily eliminate u and ϕ from (9) and obtain a system for the discrete interface
variable ϕ̌, [3],
Hϕ̌ = F,
(10)
where
H = −NI M

(1) −1

F = Fϕ̂ + Ff ,
Fϕ̂ = NI M

(1) −1

�

�

M

M

(1)

−E

2,1 T

2,1 T

�

�

E M
2,1

(1) −1

(1) −1

E

2,1 T

2,1 T

−E
E
E M
�
�−1
(1) −1 2,1 T
2,1 (1) −1 2,1 T
Ff = −NI M
E M
E
E
f.
(1)

2,1

�−1

�−1

E

E

2,1

2,1

�

�

−1

M(1) NTI ,

−1

M(1) NTB ϕ̂,

Because that both M(1) and E2,1 are element-wise-block-diagonal, inverting M(1) and
−1
T
E2,1 M(1) E2,1 can be done eﬃciently by inverting local matrices in parallel. After ϕ̌ is
solved, the remaining local problems for u and ϕ are trivial as the inverse of their Schur
−1

T

complements, (E2,1 M(1) E2,1 )−1 , is already computed.

8
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Figure 2: Meshes for N = 4, K = 32 . Left: c = 0. Right: c = 0.3. The black lines
represent element boundaries and the gray lines represent the GLL mesh.
6

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we will present two numerical experiments. The ﬁrst one is a manufactured numerical test case to investigate the hp-convergence of the method on both
orthogonal and distorted meshes. The second test case is a potential ﬂow through a
domain with boundaries interpolated by cubic splines.
6.1

Manufactured numerical test case

Consider a domain Ω = [0, 1]2 and an exact solution
ϕexact = cos(3πxey ).
We solve the Poisson problem in Ω with fexact = −div grad ϕexact prescribed all over
the domain and ϕ̂ = trgrad ϕexact imposed along the boundary. To obtain meshes in Ω,
we ﬁrst divide the reference domain Ωref = [−1, 1]2 into K elements uniformly. Within
all elements, the GLL mesh of the same order N is generated; see Figure 1. Then we
transform Ωref into Ω with mapping
⎧
1 1
⎪
⎨ x = + [ξ + c sin(πξ) sin(πη)]
2 2
,
1
⎪
⎩ y = + 1 [η + c sin(πξ) sin(πη)]
2 2
where c is the deformation coeﬃcient. When c = 0, the mesh is orthogonal. When c > 0,
the mesh becomes curvilinear. Two examples are shown in Figure 2.
H 1 -error of solution ϕh , H(div)-error of solution uh and L2 -error of (divuh + fh ) under
hp-reﬁnements are presented in Figure 3. From this ﬁgure, we can see that, in both orthogonal and distorted meshes, exponential convergence under p-reﬁnements and optimal convergence rates under h-reﬁnements are obtained for both �ϕh �H 1 −error and �uh �H(div)−error .
The computing of �ϕh �H 1 −error uses the solution of ϕh and its trace values ϕ̌h and ϕ̂h .
Recall the physical meaning of ϕ̌ in (3). For more details, see [7]. In addition, the divergence relation div uh + fh = 0 is always conserved to the machine precision, which proves
the discrete div operator, incidence matrix E2,1 , is exact.
9
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Figure 3: �ϕh �H 1 −error , �uh �H(div)−error and �div uh + fh �L2 −error under p-reﬁnements
(top) and h-reﬁnements (bottom).
6.2

Potential ﬂow in a domain with spline interpolation boundaries

Our second numerical experiment is to solve a potential ﬂow through a domain, whose
lower, upper and inner boundaries are interpolated with cubic splines. Sequences of
samples for the interpolation are shown in Table 1. The left boundary (inlet) is given
by line segment {x = 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.5}, and the right boundary (outlet) is given by line
segment {x = 3, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.5}; see Figure 4. To make this problem well-posed, we deﬁne
the upper, lower and inner boundaries to be free-slip walls, u · n = 0, and deﬁne the
potential ϕ̂ = 0 at left boundary and ϕ̂ = 10 at the right boundary. The source term, f ,
is set to be zero.
The domain is divided into K elements, and mappings which map the reference domain
into elements are obtained using the transﬁnite interpolation [6]. Within each element, a
GLL mesh of order N is used. An example of the mesh for K = 16 is shown in Figure
4(a), and the h-reﬁnement is done by uniformly dividing each element of this mesh into
multiple elements at the level of reference domain (as we did in last test case).
The problem is solved in ph-reﬁned meshes. An example of the velocity solution vector
ﬁeld is presented in Figure 4(b). Because of the exact discretization of the divergence
operator with the incidence matrix E2,1 , div uh = −fh = 0 is pointwise-conserved all over
the domain. As a result, the ﬂux going into the domain through the left boundary is
always equal to the ﬂux leaving the domain through the right boundary. Results of ﬂuxes
through the domain are given in Table 2 which shows the ﬂux converges to 3.03141.

10
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Table 1: Coordinates of samples.
Boundary
Lower

Upper

Inner

Sequence of samples.
(0, 0), (0.11, 0.01), (0.20, 0.12), (0.61, −0.05), (0.69, 0.16),
(0.82, 0), (0.91, 0.15), (1.01, −0.05), (1.21, −0.15), (1.30, 0.13),
(1.48, 0.22), (1.65, −0.05), (1.85, 0.02), (2, 0.15), (2.11, −0.03),
(2.36, 0.31), (2.50, 0.13), (2.71, 0.12), (2.91, 0), (3, 0).
(0, 1.5), (0.09, 1.51), (0.17, 1.32), (0.43, 1.45), (0.58, 1.36),
(0.83, 1.50), (0.93, 1.75), (1.14, 1.52), (1.18, 1.45), (1.33, 1.33),
(1.4, 1.64), (1.59, 1.45), (1.88, 1.37), (1.92, 1.47), (2.15, 1.63),
(2.40, 1.71), (2.51, 1.43), (2.72, 1.42), (2.89, 1.5), (3, 1.5).
(1, 0.5), (1.11, 0.35), (1.32, 0.55), (1.62, 0.66), (1.85, 0.45),(1.98, 0.5),
(2.1, 0.55), (1.95, 0.75), (1.9, 0.99), (1.79, 1.05),(1.6, 0.88), (1.33, 1.09),
(0.95, 1), (0.93, 0.95), (1.09, 0.76),(0.89, 0.65), (1, 0.5).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a): The domain and the mesh for K = 16, N = 6. (b): The vector ﬁeld of the
velocity solution for K = 64, N = 16.

Table 2: Fluxes through the domain.
N
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

16
2.49949
2.95266
3.04810
3.01246
3.02062
3.03175
3.03045

Number of elements
64
256
576
2.92468 2.95905 3.01901
3.03115 3.02979 3.03123
3.02942 3.03120 3.03139
3.03047 3.03137 3.03140
3.03108 3.03141 3.03141
3.03137 3.03141 3.03141
3.03142 3.03141 3.03141
11
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3.02207
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3.03139
3.03141
3.03141
3.03141
3.03141
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Abstract. Many Engineering and bio-medical applications require accurate modelling
of complex though smooth interfaces. An outstanding particular case is fluid-structure
interaction, when the solid walls are curvilinear and hence the flow domain as well. As
long as velocity and displacement finite-element representations of order higher than one
are employed, the interface degrees of freedom must be properly interpolated, otherwise method’s theoretical accuracy will be eroded. A simple approach is presented to
avoid such a loss, based on a modification of classical variational formulations such as
Galerkin’s and Galerkin-Least-Squares’. In contrast to the isoparametric version of the
finite element method, this technique allows for the use of polynomial trial- and testfields, associated with straight-edged meshes consisting of N -simplexes, thereby reducing
significantly demands on numerical integration. In this text only academic examples are
given to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approach. In [10] and [11] computational
results can be found in the framework of both Solid and Fluid Mechanics.

1

INTRODUCTION

This work deals with a finite element method for solving boundary value problem posed
in a two- or three-dimensional domain, with a smooth curved boundary of arbitrary shape.
The principle it is based upon is close to the technique called interpolated boundary conditions studied in Brenner and Scott [1] for two-dimensional problems. Although the latter
technique is very intuitive and is known since the seventies (cf. Nitsche [4] and Scott [12]),
it has been of limited use so far. Among the reasons for this we could quote its difficult
implementation, the lack of an extension to three-dimensional problems, and most of all,
restrictions on the choice of boundary nodal points to reach optimal convergence rates.
In contrast our method is simple to implement in both in two- and three-dimensional geometries. Moreover optimality is attained very naturally in both cases for various choices
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of boundary nodal points.
In order to allow an easier description of our methodology, thereby avoiding non essential technicalities, we consider as a model the Poisson equation in an N -dimensional
smooth domain Ω with boundary Γ, for N = 2 or N = 3, with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, namely,

−∆u = f in Ω
(1)
u = d on Γ,

where f and d are suitably regular given functions defined in Ω and on Γ, respectively.
Here (1) is supposed to be solved by different N -simplex based finite element methods,
incorporating degrees of freedom other than function values at the mesh vertices. For
instance, if standard quadratic Lagrange finite elements are employed, it is well-known
that approximations of an order not greater than 1.5 in the energy norm are generated
(cf. [3]), in contrast to the second order ones that apply to the case of a polygonal or
polyhedral domain, assuming that the solution is sufficiently smooth. If we are to recover
the optimal second order approximation property something different has to be done.
Since long the isoparametric version of the finite element method for meshes consisting of
curved triangles or tetrahedra (cf. [13]) has been considered as the ideal way to achieve
this. It turns out that, besides a more elaborated description of the mesh, the isoparametric technique inevitably leads to the integration of rational functions to compute the
system matrix, which raises the delicate question on how to choose the right numerical
quadrature formula in the master element. In contrast, in the technique to be introduced
in this paper exact numerical integration can always be used for this purpose, since we
only have to deal with polynomial shape-functions. Moreover the element geometry remains the same as in the case of polygonal or polyhedral domains. It is noteworthy that
both advantages are conjugated with the fact that no erosion of qualitative approximation
properties results from the application of our technique, as compared to the equivalent
isoparametric one.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present our method to solve the
model problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions in a smooth curved two-dimensional
domain with conforming Lagrange finite elements based on meshes with straight triangles,
in connection with the standard Galerkin formulation. A numerical example illustrating
technique’s potential is given. In Section 3 we extend the approach adopted in Section 2
to the three-dimensional case including also numerical experimentation. We conclude in
Section 4 with some comments on possible extensions of the methodology under study.

In the remainder of this paper we will be given partitions Th of Ω into (closed) ordinary
triangles or tetrahedra, according to the value of N , satisfying the usual compatibility
conditions (cf. [3]). Every Th is assumed to belong to a uniformly regular family of
partitions. We denote by Ωh the set ∪T ∈Th T and by Γh the boundary of Ωh . Letting hT
be the diameter of T ∈ Th , we set h := maxT ∈Th hT , as usual. We also recall that if Ω is
convex Ωh is a proper subset of Ω.
2
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2

THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

To begin with we describe our methodology in the case where N = 2. In order to
simplify the presentation in this section we assume that d ≡ 0, leaving for the next one
its extension to the case of an arbitrary d.
2.1

Method description

Here we make the very reasonable assumption on the mesh that no element in Th has
more than one edge on Γh .
We also need some definitions regarding the skin (Ω \ Ωh ) ∪ (Ωh \ Ω). First of all, in
order to avoid non essential difficulties, we assume that the mesh is constructed in such
a way that convex and concave portions of Γ correspond to convex and concave portions
of Γh . This property is guaranteed if the points separating such portions of Γ are vertices
of polygon Ωh . In doing so, let Sh be the subset of Th consisting of triangles having one
edge on Γh . Now for every T ∈ Sh we denote by ∆T the set delimited by Γ and the edge

eT of T whose end-points belong to Γ and set T := T ∪ ∆T if ∆T is not a subset of T

and T := T \ ∆T otherwise (see Figure 1). Notice that if eT lies on a convex portion of
Figure 1: Skin ∆T related to a mesh triangle T next to a convex (right) or a concave (left) portion of Γ



Γh , T is a proper subset of T , while the opposite occurs if eT lies on a concave portion of

Γh . With such a definition we can assert that there is a partition Th of Ω associated with

Th consisting of non overlapping sets T for T ∈ Sh , besides the elements in Th \ Sh .
For convenience henceforth we refer to the nk points in a triangle T which are vertices of
the k 2 equal triangles T can be subdivided into, where nk := (k + 2)(k + 1)/2 for k > 1
as the lagrangian nodes of order k, as explained in [3] or [13].
Next we introduce two function spaces Vh and Wh associated with Th .
Vh is the standard Lagrange finite element space consisting of continuous functions v
defined in Ωh that vanish on Γh , whose restriction to every T ∈ Th is a polynomial of
degree less than or equal to k for k ≥ 2. For convenience we extend by zero every function
3
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v ∈ Vh to Ω \ Ωh .
Wh in turn is the space of functions defined in Ωh ∪ Ω having the properties listed below.
1. The restriction of w ∈ Wh to every T ∈ Th is a polynomial of degree less than or
equal to k;
2. Every w ∈ Wh is continuous in Ωh and vanishes at the vertices of Γh ;
3. A function w ∈ Wh is also defined in Ω \ Ωh in such a way that its polynomial
expression in T ∈ Sh also applies to points in ∆T ;
4. ∀T ∈ Sh , w(P ) = 0 for every P among the k − 1 intersections with Γ of the line
passing through the vertex OT of T not belonging to Γ and the points M different
from vertices of T subdividing the edge opposite to OT into k segments of equal
length (cf. Figure 2).

Figure 2: Construction of nodes P ∈ Γ for space Wh related to lagrangian nodes M ∈ Γh for k = 3

Remark 1 The construction of the nodes associated with Wh located on Γ advocated in
item 4 is not mandatory. Notice that it differs from the intuitive construction of such
nodes lying on normals to edges of Γh commonly used in the isoparametric technique. The
main advantage of this proposal is an easy determination of boundary node coordinates by
linearity, using a supposedly available analytical expression of Γ. Nonetheless the choice
of boundary nodes ensuring our method’s optimality is really wide, in contrast to the
restrictions inherent to the interpolated boundary condition method (cf. [2]).
The fact that Wh is a non empty finite-dimensional space was established in [7]. Furthermore the following result was also proved in the same reference:

4
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Proposition 2.1 ([7])
Let Pk (T ) be the space of polynomials defined in T ∈ Sh of degree less than or equal to k.
Provided h is small enough ∀T ∈ Sh , given a set of mk real values bi , i = 1, . . . , mk with
mk = (k + 1)k/2, there exists a unique function wT ∈ Pk (T ) that vanishes at both vertices
of T located on Γ and at the k − 1 points P of Γ defined in accordance with item 4. of
the above definition of Wh , and takes value bi respectively at the mk lagrangian nodes of
T not located on Γh .
Now let us set the problem associated with spaces Vh and Wh , whose solution is an

approximation of u, that is, the solution of (1). Denoting by f a sufficiently smooth

extension of f to Ωh \ Ω in case this set is not empty, and renaming f by f in Ω, we wish
to solve,

 Find uh ∈ Wh such that
ah (uh , v) = Fh (v) ∀v
(2)
 ∈ Vh



where ah (w, v) := Ωh grad w · grad v and Fh (v) := Ωh f v.

The following result is borrowed from [7]:

Proposition 2.2 Provided h is sufficiently small problem (2) has a unique solution.
2.2

Method assessment

In order to illustrate the accuracy and the optimal order of the method described in
the previous subsection rigorously demonstrated in [7], we implemented it taking k = 2.
Then we solved equation (1) for several test-cases already reported in different papers,
including [7]. Here we only present results for the following one:
Test-problem in a non convex domain: The behavior of the new method in the solution
of (1) is assessed for the following data: Ω is the annulus delimited by the circles given
by r = e < 1 and r = 1 with r2 = x2 + y 2 ; for f := −∆u and d ≡ 0 the exact solution

u is given by u = (r − e)(1 − r), u being extended by u defined by the same expression


outside Ω, and f by f = −∆u . We apply symmetry conditions on x = 0 and y = 0,
take e = 0.5, and compute with quasi-uniform meshes defined by two integer parameters
I and J, constructed by subdividing the radial range (0.5, 1) into J equal parts and the
angular range (0, π/4) into I equal parts. In this way the mesh of the quarter domain
is the polar coordinate counterpart of the I × J mesh of the rectangle (0, π/4) × (0.5, 1)
whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes and to the line x = π(y − 0.5)/2.
In Table 1 we display the absolute errors in the norm  grad(·) 0,h and in the norm of
L2 (Ωh ) for I = 2J, for increasing values of I, namely I = 2m for m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For each
criterion we give an estimation of the ACR, an acronym for asymptotic convergence rate.
As one can observe, the quality of the approximations obtained with the new method is
in very good agreement with the theoretical result given in [7], applying to the energy
norm. Indeed, as J increases the errors in the gradient L2 -norm decrease roughly as h2 , as
predicted. On the other hand the errors in the L2 -norm tend to decrease as h3 . The latter
5
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observation indicates that the quality of the solution absolute errors in the mean-square
norm is also affected by the way boundary conditions are handled. This is because in case
the classical approach is adopted one observes that this error is only an O(h2 ), while in
case Ω is a polygon it is known to be an O(h3 ) for sufficiently smooth solutions (cf. [5]).
Table 1: Absolute errors in different senses for the test-problem in two-dimension space.
I


 grad(u − uh ) 0,h


 u − uh 0,h

3

→

→
→

4

8

16

32

64

ACR

0.132906 E-1

0.334304 E-2

0.838061 E-3

0.209734 E-3

0.524545 E-4

O(h2 )

0.400090 E-3

0.491773 E-4

0.610753 E-5

0.761759 E-6

0.951819 E-7

O(h3 )

THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section we consider the solution of (1) by our method in case N = 3.
In order to avoid non essential difficulties we make the assumption that no element in Th
has more than one face on Γh , which is absolutely reasonable.
3.1

Method description

First of all we need some definitions regarding the set (Ω \ Ωh ) ∪ (Ωh \ Ω).
Let Sh be the subset of Th consisting of tetrahedra having one face on Γh and Rh be the
subset of Th \ Sh of tetrahedra having exactly one edge on Γh . Notice that, owing to our
initial assumption, no tetrahedron in Th \ [Sh ∪ Rh ] has a non empty intersection with Γh .
To every edge e of Γh we associate a plane skin δe containing e, and delimited by Γ
and e itself. Except for the fact that each skin contains an edge of Γh , its plane can be
arbitrarily chosen. In Figure 3 we illustrate one out of three such skins corresponding

to the edges of a face FT or FT  contained in Γh , of two tetrahedra T and T belonging
to Sh . More precisely in Figure 3 we show the skin δe , e being the edge common to FT
and FT  . Further, for every T ∈ Sh , we define a set ∆T delimited by Γ, the face FT and
the three plane skins associated with the edges of FT , as illustrated in Figure 3. In this
manner we can assert that, if Ω is convex, Ωh is a proper subset of Ω and moreover Ω
is the union of the disjoint sets Ωh and ∪T ∈Sh ∆T (cf. Figure 3). Otherwise Ωh \ Ω is a
non empty set that equals the union of certain parts of the sets ∆T corresponding to non
convex portions of Γ.
Next we introduce two sets of functions Vh and Whd , both associated with Th .
Vh is the standard Lagrange finite element space consisting of continuous functions v
defined in Ωh that vanish on Γh , whose restriction to every T ∈ Th is a polynomial of
degree less than or equal to k for k ≥ 2. For convenience we extend by zero every function
v ∈ Vh to Ω \ Ωh . We recall that a function in Vh is uniquely defined by its values at
the points which are vertices of the partition of each mesh tetrahedron into k 3 equal
tetrahedra as described in [3] or [13]. Akin to the two-dimensional case these points will
be referred to as the lagrangian nodes of order k of the mesh.
Whd in turn is a linear manifold consisting of functions defined in Ωh ∪ Ω satisfying the
following conditions:
6
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Figure 3: Sets ∆T , ∆T  , δe for tetrahedra T, T ∈ Sh with a common edge e and a tetrahedron T ∈ Rh

1. The restriction of w ∈ Whd to every T ∈ Th is a polynomial of degree less than or
equal to k;
2. Every w ∈ Whd is single-valued at all the inner lagrangian nodes of the mesh, that
is all its lagrangian nodes of order k except those located on Γh ;
3. A function w ∈ Whd is also defined in Ω \ Ωh in such a way that its polynomial
expression in T ∈ Sh also applies to points in ∆T ;
4. A function w ∈ Whd takes the value d(S) at any vertex S of Γh ;
5. ∀T ∈ Sh and for k > 2, w(P ) = d(P ) for every point P among the (k − 1)(k − 2)/2
intersections with Γ of the line passing through the vertex OT of T not belonging
to Γ and the (k − 1)(k − 2)/2 points M not belonging to any edge of FT among the
(k + 2)(k + 1)/2 points of FT that subdivide this face (opposite to OT ) into k 2 equal
triangles (see illustration in Figure 4 for k = 3);
6. ∀T ∈ Sh ∪ Rh , w(Q) = d(Q) for every Q among the k − 1 intersections with Γ of the
line orthogonal to e in the skin δe , passing through the points M ∈ e different from
vertices of T , subdividing e into k equal segments, where e represents a generic edge
of T contained in Γh (see illustration in Figure 5 for k = 3).
Remark 2 The construction of the nodes associated with Whd located on Γ advocated in
items 5. and 6. is not mandatory. Notice that it differs from the intuitive construction of
7
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Figure 4: Construction of node P ∈ Γ of Whd related to the Lagrange node M in the interior of FT ⊂ Γh

such nodes lying on normals to faces of Γh commonly used in the isoparametric technique.
The main advantage of this proposal is the determination by linearity of the coordinates
of the boundary nodes P in the case of item 5. Nonetheless, akin to the two-dimensional
case, the choice of boundary nodes ensuring our method’s optimality is absolutely very
wide.
The fact that Whd is a non empty set is a trivial consequence of the two following results
proved in [8], where Pk (T ) represents the space of polynomials defined in T ∈ Sh ∪ Rh of
degree not greater than k.
Proposition 3.1 ([8])
Provided h is small enough ∀T ∈ Sh ∪ Rh given a set of mk real values bi , i = 1, . . . , mk
with mk = k(k + 1)(k + 2)/6 for T ∈ Sh and mk = (k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)/6 − (k + 1)
for T ∈ Rh , there exists a unique function wT ∈ Pk (T ) that takes the value of d at the
vertices S of T located on Γ, at the points P of Γ defined in accordance with item 5. for
T ∈ Sh only, and at the points Q of Γ defined in accordance with item 6. of the above
definition of Whd , and takes the value bi respectively at the mk lagrangian nodes of T not
located on Γh .
A well-posedness result analogous to Proposition 2.2 holds for problem (3), according
to [8], namely,
Proposition 3.2 ([8])
As long as h is sufficiently small problem (3) has a unique solution.
Remark 3 It is important to stress that, in contrast to its two-dimensional counterpart,
the set Whd does not necessarily consist of continuous functions. This is because of the
8
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Figure 5: Construction of nodes Q ∈ Γ ∩ δe of Whd related to the Lagrange nodes M ∈ e ⊂ Γh

interfaces between elements in Rh and Sh . Indeed a function w ∈ Whd is not forcibly
single-valued at all the lagrangian nodes located on one such an interface, owing to the
enforcement of the boundary condition at the points Q ∈ Γ instead of the corresponding
lagrangian node M ∈ Γh , in accordance with item 6. in the definition of Whd . On the other
hand w is necessarily continuous over all other faces common to two mesh tetrahedra.
Next we set the problem associated with the space Vh and the manifold Whd , whose
solution is an approximation of u, that is, the solution of (1). Extending f by a smooth


f in Ωh \ Ω if necessary, and renaming f by f in any case, we wish to solve,

 Find uh ∈ Whd such that
ah (uh , v) = Fh (v) ∀v
(3)
 ∈ Vh



where ah (w, v) := Ωh grad w · grad v and Fh (v) := Ωh f v.

3.2

Method assessment

In this section we assess the accuracy of the method studied in the previous subsection - referred to hereafter as the new method -, by solving equation (1) in two relevant
test-cases, taking k = 2. A comparison with the approach consisting of shifting boundary
conditions from the true boundary to the boundary of the approximating polyhedron is
also carried out. Hereafter the latter approach will be called the simple method.
Test-problem with a quadratic solution: Our model problem (1) was solved with a constant right hand side equal to 2(a−2 +b−2 +1) in the ellipsoid centered at the origin, whose
equation is p(x, y, z) = 1 where p(x, y, z) = (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 + z 2 . The exact solution for
d ≡ 1 is the quadratic function −p, and thus the new method is supposed to reproduce it
up to machine precision for any mesh. Here we used a mesh consisting of 3072 tetrahedra
resulting from the transformation of a standard uniform 6 × 8 × 8 × 8 mesh of a unit
cube Ω0 into tetrahedra having one edge coincident with a diagonal parallel to the line
x = y = z of a cube with edge equal to 1/8, resulting from a first subdivision of Ω0 into 83
9
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Table 2: Absolute errors with the new method measured in two different manners.
h
 grad(u − uh ) 0,h
 u − uh 0,h

→
→
→

1/4
0.187649 E-1
0.653073 E-3

1/8
0.499091 E-2
0.845686 E-4

1/12
0.225836 E-2
0.253348 E-4

1/16
0.128114 E-2
0.107516 E-4

1/20
0.823972 E-3
0.552583 E-5

ACR
O(h2 )
O(h3 )

equal cubes. The final tetrahedral mesh of the ellipsoid octant corresponding to positive
values of x, y, z, contains the same number of elements and is generated by mapping the
unit cube into the latter domain through the transformation of cartesian coordinates into
spherical coordinates using a procedure described in [6].
It turns out that the absolute error in the H 1 -semi-norm  grad(·) 0,h resulting from
computations with a = 0.6 and b = 0.8, equals approximately 0.29896592 × 10−7 , for an
exact value of ca. 1.0324886. This means that the numerical solution is exact indeed, up
to machine precision. On the other hand the absolute error measured in the same way
for the simple method is about 0.01663104, i.e., a relative error of about 1.6 percent. One
might object that this is not so bad for a rather coarse mesh. However substantial gains
with the new method over the simple method will be manifest in the example that follows.
Test-problem in a convex domain: We next validate the error estimate in the energy norm
given in [8], and assess method’s accuracy in the L2 -norm of the error function u − uh
in Ωh . Here Ω is the unit sphere centered at the origin. We take the exact solution
u = ρ2 − ρ4 where ρ2 = x2 + y 2 + z 2 , which means that f = −6 + 20ρ2 . Owing to
symmetry we consider only the octant sub-domain given by x > 0, y > 0 and z > 0 by
prescribing Neumann boundary conditions on x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0. We computed
with quasi-uniform meshes defined by a single integer parameter J, constructed by the
procedure proposed in [6] and described in main lines at the beginning of this section.
Roughly speaking the mesh of the computational sub-domain is the spherical-coordinate
counterpart of the standard J × J × J uniform mesh of the unit cube (0, 1) × (0, 1) × (0, 1).
Each tetrahedron of the final mesh results from the transformation of the groups of six
tetrahedra generated by the subdivision of each cubic cell of the partition of the unit cube
using their diagonals parallel to the line x = y = z. Since the mesh is symmetric with
respect to the three cartesian axes only one third of the chosen octant sub-domain was
actually taken into account in the computations.
In Table 2 we display the absolute errors in the norms  grad(·) 0,h and  · 0,h for
increasing values of J, namely, J = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20. Since the true value of h equals c/J
for a suitable constant c, as a reference we set h = 1/J to simplify things. As one infers
from Table 2, the approximations obtained with the new method perfectly conform to the
theoretical estimate given in [8]. Indeed as J increases the errors in the gradient L2 -norm
decrease roughly like h2 , as predicted. The error in the L2 -norm in turn tends to decrease
as an O(h3 ). In Table 3 we display the same kind of results obtained with the simple
method. As one can observe the error in the gradient L2 -norm decreases roughly like h1.5 ,
as predicted by the mathematical theory of the finite element method, while the errors in
the L2 -norm seem to behave like an O(h2 ).

10
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Table 3: Absolute errors with the simple method measured in two different manners.
h
 grad(u − uh ) 0,h
 u − uh 0,h

4

→
→
→

1/4
0.257134 E-1
0.454733 E-2

1/8
0.917910 E-2
0.113568E-2

1/12
0.50152682 E-2
0.502166 E-3

1/16
0.326410 E-2
0.281468 E-3

1/20
0.233854 E-2
0.179698 E-3

ACR
O(h1.5 )
O(h2 )

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude this work with the following comments or remarks.
1. The method addressed in this work to solve the Poisson equation with Dirichlet
boundary conditions in curved domains with classical Lagrange finite elements provides a simple and reliable manner to overcome technical difficulties brought about
by more complicated problems and interpolations. This issue was illustrated in [9],
where the author and Silva Ramos applied the present technique to a Hermite analog of the Raviart-Thomas mixed finite element method of the lowest order to solve
Maxwell’s equations with Neumann boundary conditions. For example, Hermite finite element methods to solve fourth order problems in curved domains with normal
derivative degrees of freedom can also be dealt with very easily by means of our new
method. The author intends to show this in a forthcoming paper.
2. The technique studied in this paper is also particularly handy, to treat problems
posed in curved domains in terms of vector fields, such as the linear elasticity system
(cf. [10]). The same remark applies to multi-field systems such as the Navier-Stokes
equations (cf. [11]), and more generally to mixed formulations of several types with
curvilinear boundaries, to be approximated by the finite element method. In the
latter respect for instance, the definition of isoparametric finite element analogs is
not always so clear or straightforward (see e.g. [1]).
3. As for the Poisson equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (provided f satisfies the underlying scalar condition) our method coincides with the
standard Lagrange finite element method. Notice that if inhomogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions are prescribed, optimality can only be recovered if the linear
form Fh is modified, in such a way that boundary integrals for elements T ∈ Sh
are shifted to the curved boundary portion sufficiently close to Γ of an extension
or reduction of T . But this is an issue that has nothing to do with our method,
which is basically aimed at resolving those related to the prescription of degrees of
freedom in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
4. Finally we note that our method leads to linear systems of equations with a non
symmetric matrix, even when the original problem is symmetric. Moreover in order
to compute the element matrix and right side vector for an element T in Sh or in
Rh , the inverse of an nk × nk matrix has to be computed, where nk is the dimension
11
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of Pk (T ). However this extra effort is not really a problem nowadays, in view of the
significant progress already accomplished in Computational Linear Algebra.
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Abstract.
We present an optimization approach with two controls for coupling elliptic partial
diﬀerential equations posed on subdomains sharing an interface that is discretized independently on each subdomain, introducing gaps and overlaps. We use two virtual Neumann controls, one deﬁned on each discrete interface, thereby eliminating the need for
a virtual common reﬁnement interface mesh. Global ﬂux conservation is achieved by including the square of the diﬀerence of the total ﬂux on each interface in the objective. We
use Generalized Moving Least Squares (GMLS) reconstruction to evaluate and compare
the subdomain solution and gradients at quadrature points used in the cost functional.
The resulting method recovers globally linear solutions and shows optimal L2 -norm and
H 1 -norm convergence.

1

INTRODUCTION

Spatially non-coincident discrete interfaces having gaps and overlaps arise in multiple
modeling and simulation scenarios. One example is mesh tying where a complex geometric
domain is broken into multiple parts and each part is meshed separately; see, e.g., [4,
11, 1, 10]. Other examples include mortar methods [5, 12] for transmission problems
with curved interfaces. The bulk of the existing approaches are based on appropriate
extensions of traditional Lagrange multiplier formulations to non-coincident interfaces by
designating one of the discrete interfaces as a “master” and enforcing state continuity by
suitable projections onto that interface. Design of such methods is often accompanied by
theoretical and practical diﬃculties to ensure stable and accurate discrete formulations.
These diﬃculties have prompted examination of alternative formulations based on, e.g.,
least-squares principles [1], or nonstandard Lagrange multipliers [11] deﬁned as traces of
Raviart-Thomas elements. A fundamentally diﬀerent and promising approach for problems with non-coincident interfaces is based on coaching the mesh-tying problem into a
constrained optimization problem. Such formulations switch the roles of the coupling
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conditions and the subdomain equations and transform the interface problem into a virtual control problem in which the coupling conditions deﬁne the objective, the subdomain
equations deﬁne the constraints, and the interface ﬂux serves as a Neumann control.
Although the intent of the early work on such methods was to obtain non-standard
domain decomposition methods for matching subdomain interfaces [7, 6], the optimization
approach oﬀers some unique advantages in the context of spatially diﬀering interfaces. In
particular, treating the transmission condition as an optimization objective rather than
a constraint is better suited for non-coincident interfaces because it involves minimizing
rather than eliminating the state mismatch. While mathematically the latter requires
a unique interface to compute the exact diﬀerence between the states, the former only
depends on a reasonably good estimate of the mismatch.
To the best of our knowledge, the paper [9] is the ﬁrst application of these ideas for noncoincident interface problems. The method in this paper uses standard C 0 piecewise linear
elements, a single Neumann control deﬁned on a virtual common reﬁnement interface and
mapped back to each discrete interface in a conservative manner, and linear extension of
the subdomain states to compute the state mismatch. The method conserves the global
interface ﬂux, is ﬁrst-order accurate in the H 1 -norm and second-order accurate in the
L2 -norm. However, it does not recover globally linear solutions and construction of a
virtual common reﬁnement interface mesh can be complicated in three dimensions.
The paper [2] provides a further development of the optimization mesh tying approach,
which addresses some of this drawbacks. In this paper we use two virtual Neumann
controls, one deﬁned on each discrete interface, thereby eliminating the need for a virtual
common reﬁnement interface mesh. Global ﬂux conservation is achieved by including
the square of the diﬀerence of the total ﬂux on each interface in the objective. The
resulting method provably recovers globally linear solutions and shows optimal H 1 -norm
convergence. However, the L2 -norm rate is suboptimal.
The culprit is the inclusion of terms comprising the mismatch between the ﬁnite element
ﬂux on one of the discrete interfaces and the extension of the ﬂux from the other interface.
These terms were required to obtain a well-posed optimization problem. However, because
the virtual control on each interface provides a Neumann condition for the respective
subdomain problem, optimization forces the control and the ﬁnite element ﬂux to be as
close as possible. This creates an accuracy bottleneck, as the ﬁnite element ﬂux is only
ﬁrst-order accurate.
Removal of this bottleneck requires a more accurate approximation of the discrete ﬂux
on each interface. One option is to use variational ﬂux recovery techniques; see, e.g., [3]
and [8]. However, using these approaches in our formulation would require assembly of a
consistent interface mass matrix and application of its inverse in the objective functional.
Because the inverse mass matrix is dense, the latter would have to be performed iteratively,
potentially rising the computational cost of the scheme. In addition, the recovered ﬂux
would still have to be transferred to the other interface in a way that does not diminish
its accuracy.
In this paper we consider a mesh-free alternative, which uses Generalized Moving LeastSquares (GMLS) [13] to reconstruct high-order ﬂux approximation and perform the nec2
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essary data transfers between the interfaces. This oﬀers several valuable advantages in
the context of non-coincident interfaces. By treating ﬁnite element degrees as scattered
data sites, the reconstruction process does not require any information about the underlying mesh structure and/or ﬁnite element basis functions, and the reconstruction point
is not constrained to be in an element. Because GMLS allows approximation of any linear functional from this data, we can combine the gradient reconstruction step with the
data transfer step in one single operation requiring the solution of a small, local weighted
least-squares problem. Since these problems are independently deﬁned their solution can
be performed in parallel.
2

Notation and technical preliminaries

We consider a bounded open region Ω ⊂



R , d = 2, 3 with an interface σ, which
splits the domain into non-overlapping sub

domains Ω1 and Ω2 . Each subdomain is
independently partitioned into ﬁnite ele
ments kin comprising conforming ﬁnite element meshes Ωhi , i = 1, 2. We assume that Figure 1: Independent meshing of two subdomains septhe meshes are constructed by creating ﬁrst arated by a curved interface σ results in two spatially nonh
h
a polygonal approximation of each subdo- coincident interface grids σ1 and σ2 .
main by placing nodes on their Dirichlet
boundaries Γi = ∂Ωi \σ, i = 1, 2 and the interface σ.
As a result, each mesh induces a ﬁnite element partition σih , i = 1, 2 of σ, containing
the element sides sni that have all their vertices in σ. The resulting interface grids σ1h and
σ2h in general are not spatially coincident and may have gaps and/or overlaps; see Fig. 1.
Given a mesh entity μ we denote the sets of all mesh vertices in μ by V (μ), e.g.,V (σih )
are the vertices in the interface mesh σih and V (Ωhi ) is the set of all vertices in the
subdomain mesh Ωhi .
We denote by H 1 (Ωi ) and HΓ1i (Ωi ) the standard Sobolev space of order one on Ωi ,
i = 1, 2, and its subspace of functions with vanishing trace on Γi , respectively. In this
paper we restrict attention to piecewise linear, bilinear or trilinear nodal C 0 elements
and denote the corresponding conforming ﬁnite element subspace of H 1 (Ωhi ) by Hih . We
assume that this space is endowed with a Lagrangian basis {Nik }. We will also need
h
h
the conforming subspace Hi,Γ
of HΓ1i (Ωhi ) and the space Hi,σ
is spanned by the basis
h
functions associated with vertices on σ i . The traces of the functions in this space form
h 
the interface space Tih , i.e., Tih = Hi,σ
. The coeﬃcient vector of uhi ∈ Hih is ui ∈ Rni ,
σi
where ni = |Hih |, the dimension of Hih .
d

2.1

Generalized Moving Least Squares

In this section we brieﬂy review and specialize the GMLS theory to our needs. This
theory provides a mesh-free approach to reconstruct the action of a linear functional τ
from a scattered set of samples of its argument [13, §4.3].
3
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Here we restrict attention to functionals representing point values of a scalar ﬁeld or
its ﬁrst derivatives. Speciﬁcally, we consider the functionals τx (u) = u(x) and τx,i (u) =
∂i u(x), where x ∈ Rd is the evaluation point. GMLS allows to construct approximations
h
τxh and τx,i
of these functionals from point samples u = {u(xi )}N
i=1 contained in a suitable
h
neighborhood of x and such that τxh and τx,i
are exact for all p ∈ Pm , where Pm is the space
of all multivariate polynomials of degree less than or equal to m with basis p = {pi }Q
i=1 .
Selection of the data sites is accomplished by a smooth “window” function ω(x, y) whose
support is contained in a ball of radius �. The size of this ball depends on the polynomial
degree m and the density of the data sites xi .
One can show that the GMLS approximations of these functionals are given by
τxh (u)

=

Q


ck (u, x) τx (pk ) = c (u, x)p(x),

(1)

ck (u, x) τx,i (pk ) = c (u, x)∂i p(x),

(2)

k=1

and
h
(u)
τx,i

=

Q

k=1

respectively, where the coeﬃcients c (u, x) solve the following weighted least-squares
problem:
1
c(u, x) = argmin (Rb − u)T W (x) (Rb − u) .
(3)
b∈RQ 2
In (3) R is N × Q matrix with element Rij = pj (xi ) and W (x) is N × N diagonal matrix:
W (x) = diag(ω(x, x1 ), . . . , ω(x, xN ). It is straightforward to see that

−1
c(u, x) = RT W (x)R
RW (x)u.

(4)

Note that the GMLS coeﬃcients c(u, x) depend on the point x and on the data sample
u but not on the functional being approximated. As a result, both (1) and (2) use the
same set of coeﬃcients c(u, x), i.e., the linear system (4) must be solved only once for
every point.
In this paper we apply GMLS with m = 2, which is suﬃcient to recover the accuracy
of the linear, bilinear or trilinear ﬁnite element spaces used to discretize the problem, as
well as suﬃciently high order to evaluate partial derivatives with second order accuracy.
Because we consider general unstructured ﬁnite element meshes, we use dynamic window
functions that change the size of their support depending on the node density near the
evaluation point x.
3

Model problem
We consider a scalar elliptic interface problem comprising a pair of subdomain equations

−∇ · (κi ∇ui ) = fi in Ωi , i=1,2
(5)
ui = 0 on Γi , i=1,2
4
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augmented with a standard set of transmission conditions
u1 = u 2

and κ1 ∇u1 · n = κ2 ∇u2 · n on σ .

(6)

In (5)–(6), n is a unit normal1 on σ and κi is a positive constant on Ωi .
Following [2] the starting point for our new method is the following optimization problem:
minimize Jδ (u1 , u2 , g1 , g2 ) over HΓ11 (Ω1 )×HΓ12 (Ω2 )×L2 (σ) subject to (8),

(7)

where the constraints are given by the variational equations seek ui ∈ HΓ1i (Ωi ) such that
κi (∇ui , ∇vi )Ωi = (fi , vi )Ωi + �gi , vi �σ

∀vi ∈ HΓ1i (Ωi ), i = 1, 2;

and the objective is deﬁned as


1
2
(u1 − u2 ) dS + ((κ1 ∇u1 − κ2 ∇u2 ) · n)2 dS
Jδ (u1 , u2 , g1 , g2 ) =
2 σ


σ 2



+
g1 dS + g2 dS + δ1 g12 dS + δ2 g22 dS
σ

σ

σ

(8)

(9)

σ

Formally, the objective (9) is deﬁned only for a single interface σ. However, the structure
of Jδ is such that it can be easily extended to the case of non-coincident discrete interfaces
σ1h and σ2h . Indeed, the ﬁrst two terms measure the mismatches between the states
and their interface ﬂuxes. Because (7) aims to minimize rather than to eliminate these
mismatches, these terms can be replaced by pairs of terms on σ1h and σ2h , respectively,
measuring the mismatches between the ﬁelds and ﬂuxes on each respective interface and an
appropriate reconstruction of these quantities from the other interface. Thanks to the use
of two independent control variables the last group of terms also admits a straightforward
extension: we simply assign control gi to interface σih .
To carry out this agenda we need the following operators and spaces:
• A state reconstruction operator Ri , which approximates the values of uhi at any
point x in the vicinity of σih , i = 1, 2 and is second order accurate;
• A gradient reconstruction operator Gi , which approximates the values of ∇uhi at
any point x in the vicinity of σih , i = 1, 2 and is second order accurate;
2,h
• A pair of discrete control spaces L2,h
1,σ and L2,σ , deﬁned on σ1 and σ2 , respectively,
for the discretization of the virtual controls.

In [2] we deﬁned Ri and Gi through polynomial extensions and chose L2,h
i,σ to be a piecewise
h
constant space on σi . We retain the choice of virtual control spaces, but use instead the
GMLS approximation (1) to deﬁne the Ri and Gi .
1

The choice of a unit normal on the interface is arbitrary. For example, one can choose the normal
that coincides with the outer unit normal on σ considered as part of, e.g., ∂Ω1 .

5
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Speciﬁcally, given a point x ∈ Rd we set
Ri uhi (x) := τxh (uhi ),
where τxh is the GMLS approximation deﬁned in (1). Likewise, we deﬁne
� h h
�
h
Gi uhi (x) := τx,1
(ui ), . . . , τx,d
(uhi ) ,

h
where τx,i
is the GMLS approximation of the ith partial derivative deﬁned in (2). These
choices yield the following generalization of the objective (9) to non-coincident interfaces:
��
�
1
h
h 2
h h
h h h
Jδ (u1 , u2 , g1 , g2 ) =
(u1 − R2 u2 ) dS +
(uh2 − R1 uh1 )2 dS
2 σ1h
σ2h
�
�
�
�
�
�2
2
+
(κ1 ∇uh1 −κ2 G2 uh2 ) · n1 dS +
(κ1 G1 uh1 −κ2 ∇uh2 ) · n2 dS
(10)
σh
σ2h
⎤
��1
�
2
�
�
�
h
h
h 2
+
(g1 ) dS + δ2
(g2h )2 dS ⎦ .
g1 dS +
g2 dS + δ1
σ1h

σ2h

σ1h

σ2h

To summarize, the ﬁrst two pairs of terms in (10) generalize the state misﬁt and the ﬂux
misﬁt terms in (9), and the ﬁfth term controls the total ﬂux misﬁt between the interfaces.
The last two terms generalize the control penalties necessary for the well-posedness of the
optimization problem. As a result, the discretization of (7) on non-coincident interfaces
is given by the following problem:
2,h
h
h
minimize Jδh (uh1 , uh2 , g1h , g2h ) over H1,Γ
× H2,Γ
× L2,h
1,σ × L2,σ
subject to a discretized form of the weak equations (8) .

4

(11)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Patch test This example demonstrates the ability of the method to recover globally
linear solutions. We set u = 3x + 2y and deﬁne the Dirichlet boundary condition data
and the right hand side by inserting this solution in (5).
For the patch test we use two diﬀerent domain and mesh combinations and an S-curve
interface parameterized by
σ = {x = 1 + 0.1 sin(1.5πt); y = t}
In the ﬁrst conﬁguration (Figure 2a), Ω is the rectangle [0, 2] × [0, 1] and σ is an Scurve interface through the center of the computational domain. For this example we
use relatively coarse subdomain meshes Ωhi having large and visible gaps and overlaps;
see Fig. 3. The induced interface grids for this “coarse grid” example have element ratio
3 : 4.
In the second conﬁguration (Figure 2b), Ω is the rectangle [0.8, 1.2]×[0, 1] and σ is again
an S-curve interface through the center of the computational domain. The subdomain
grids for this example are relatively ﬁner but still have gaps and overlaps, albeit less
6
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(a) Wide domain

(b) Narrow domain

Figure 2: The ﬁrst conﬁguration (2a) is designed to accentuate the gaps and overlaps, while the second
one (2b) aims to increases the surface area of the interface relative to the subdomain boundaries.

visible than in the ﬁrst example. The induced interface grids for this “ﬁne grid” example
have element ratio 2 : 3. We solve (11) on both conﬁgurations with penalty terms set
to 0. Using GMLS with order m = 2, the optimization formulation recovers the exact
solution to machine precision in both cases; see Figures 3–4. Of note, using GMLS with
order m = 1 in the optimization formulation also recovers the exact solution to machine
precision.
Convergence rates To estimate the convergence rates of (11) we use the same manufactured solution and methodology as in [2]. Speciﬁcally, we set
u = x2 (y − 2)3 sin(2πx) − (x − 3)3 cos(2πx − y).

(12)

and deﬁne the right hand sides and Dirichlet boundary conditions by inserting (12) into
(5). We solve (11) using several diﬀerent combinations of subdomain grids to include a
suﬃciently representative range of interface element ratios. For each combination we start
with an initial grid pair Ωh1 and Ωh2 having the desired element ratio on the interface. The
initial pair is then reﬁned successively six times while keeping the interface element ratio
ﬁxed. For all interface ratios in this study we set δ1 = δ2 = 1e-10 in the objective (10).
Results in (5) conﬁrm that both the H 1 -norm and L2 -norm errors of the new formulation
converge optimally.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the non-standard domain decomposition method of Gunzburger
and Lee [7, 6] to spatially varying interface discretizations having gaps and overlaps. Our
approach diﬀers in that we have used a separate Neumann control on each subdomains’
interface and included additional terms to the cost functional to target the minimization
of global ﬂux mismatch as well as normal ﬂuxes. We introduced the use of GMLS for
7
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Figure 3: Patch test for an S-curve interface on coarse grids containing large gaps and overlaps. The
interface grids σih have element ratio 3 : 4.

meshlessly evaluating and comparing function and gradient values between subdomains at
quadrature points for terms in the objective of the minimization problem. This removed an
accuracy bottleneck in the evaluation of the normal ﬂuxes between subdomains while also
avoiding the diﬃculties generally associated with mismatched and noncoincident interfaces
including Taylor series extensions, projections or ray-tracing, or the construction of virtual
interfaces. The method passes a linear patch test and converges optimally in both the
H 1 norm and L2 -norm.
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Abstract. Thrust vectoring obtained by the nozzle flow manipulation technique known
as Shock Vector Control (SVC) is investigated numerically. In the shock vector control
method, a shock structure is generated in the main flow by using transversal continuous
blowing. The pressure distribution on the nozzle walls becomes asymmetric, thus giving
rise to a lateral force. The open-loop response of the nozzle and the thrust vectoring
effectiveness/controllability are investigated by using a CFD tool based on the compressible
URANS equations. Nozzle performances and thrust vector angles have been computed
for different nozzle pressure ratios in the range of over-expanded conditions. The latter
represent the worst case, where the shock structure generated by the control is amplified
by the re-compression requirements imposed by the external ambient pressure.

1

INTRODUCTION

Active flow control in supersonic nozzle mainly concerns strategies for Fluidic Thrust
Vectoring (FTV) [1–3]. Actual thrust vectoring technology is based on movable nozzles
but the jet-vectoring effect of nozzle deflection can be also generated by active flow control
devices on fixed nozzles. For this reason, approaches based on active flow control are under
investigation. Thrust vectoring offers many advantages in terms of safety, maneuverability
and effectiveness of aircraft controls, by helping the vehicle to meet take-off and landing
requirements and by enhancing the controls at low dynamic pressures, where aerodynamic
devices are less effective [4]. These considerations have pushed the research towards
innovative approaches to thrust vectoring. Fluidic thrust-vectoring retains the advantages
of mechanical thrust vectoring without the need of the complex adjustable hardware
of the variable geometry devices [3]. FTV in fixed symmetric nozzles is obtained, for
instance, by a local blowing at wall that causes flow separations and asymmetric pressure
distributions, thus allowing the vectoring of primary jet thrust. The FTV technology
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does not increase significantly the aircraft weight and can be applied to systems that
were not originally designed with such feature. The key point for the fluidic approach
is anyway the identification of a manipulation technique that can modulate gradually
the symmetry-breaking effect within an acceptable range of deterioration of the nozzle
performances [4].
Several manipulation strategies have been investigated in the literature for such purpose. FTV approaches include the Shock Vector Control (SVC) [5, 6], counter-flow methods [7–10], the throat shifting and the supersonic dual-throat nozzle [1, 11–13]. The
performances of these approaches have been measured in terms of control efficiency and
thrust loss. The efficiency of vectoring is computed as the degree of vectoring achieved
per percent of secondary flow required as compared to the primary nozzle flow. All these
methods require continuous blowing of secondary flow or other kind of air-spillage or
bleed, but the counter-flow method. In fact, the latter requires additional equipments in
order to provide the suction between the trailing edge of the nozzle and the aft-collar [1].
Since jet-vectoring results from the breaking of wall pressure symmetry, flow manipulation approaches other than continuous blowing can be followed. For instance, one can
induce forcing by means of synthetic jets [14, 15] or plasma actuators [16]. In order to
explore the feasibility of such approaches, numerical tools are the privileged means of
investigation for evaluating the steady and unsteady nozzle performances [4, 9] Unsteady
CFD analyses can help in deriving the time-varying nozzle performances, in clarifying the
role and interaction between various nonlinear phenomena, in assessing and testing the
open/closed-loop control laws [11, 12].
In present work we focused on the controllability of a fixed nozzle, with a special
attention to application for hypersonic vehicle and space launchers. It such case, is wellknown that at ground level the nozzle is strongly over-expanded by design and therefore a
complex shock structure appears in order to match the flowfield with the ambient discharge
pressure. A promising candidate for the FTV of these nozzles is the shock vector control.
The application of the shock vector control is investigated here numerically with the
aim of testing the control effectiveness of the rocket nozzle and the system sensitivity to
different forcing actions. URANS analyses are used for computing the unsteady nozzle
performances [12], with the aim of investigating the nonlinear dynamics of the shock
structures under forcing and their controllability. Where available, the numerical results
are compared with experimental data found in the open literature [2, 17].
2

NOZZLE SETUP

The nozzle geometry under investigation is based on the configuration studied at Nasa
LARC. The reader is referred to Ref. [2] for the details on the setup and testing conditions.
In present configuration the nozzle is endowed with two blowing slots, in the upper (up)
and in the lower (lw) wall, as shown in Figure 1a. This allows for the thrust vectoring
modulation upwards and downwards. In order to represent the system forcing by a single
input that manages both blowing slots, the two signals are combined in a single input as
expressed in Ref. [12]. It is also assumed that just one actuator at time is active. The
resulting open-loop control logic of the nozzle system is represented in Figure 1b.
2
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up

Au
if [u > 0]

u

Y
elseif [u < 0]

Nozzle

φ

Ad

−1

dw
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sketch of (a) the secondary jet actuation system and (b) the open-loop scheme of nozzle
control.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The flow governing equations are the compressible Unsteady Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes equations (URANS) written in the compact integral form




∂
 dV + FI · n̂dS + FV · n̂dS = HdV

W
(1)
∂t
v

S

S

V

 = {ρ, ρq, E, ν̃t }T
in an arbitrary volume V enclosed in a surface S. With usual conventions, W
is the hyper-vector of conservative variables, FI and FV are tensors containing the inviscid
and the viscous fluxes, respectively.

T
¯

FI = ρq, pI + ρq ⊗ q, (E + p)q, ν̃t q ,
√

γM∞
FV =
Re∞



ν + ν̃t
∇ν̃t
0, −τ̄¯, −κ∇T − τ̄¯ · q, −
σ

(2)
T

(3)

q = {u, v, w}T is the velocity vector, E the total energy per unit volume, M∞ and Re∞
are the free-stream Mach number and the Reynolds number, γ is the ratio of the specific

heats and I¯ is the unit matrix. The term H

 2  T
ν̃t
c
b2
 = 0, 0, 0, cb1 S̃ ν̃t +
H
(∇ν̃t )2 − cw1 fw
(4)
σ
d
contains turbulence model source terms. System (1) is reduced to non-dimensional form
with respect
√ to the following reference values: L for length, ρ∞ for density, T∞ for temperature, RT∞ for velocity, RT∞ for energy per unit mass
 and µ∞ for viscosity. The
∂qj
∂qi
2
viscous stresses are τij = (µ + µt ) ∂xi + ∂xj − 3 (∇ · q) δij . The laminar viscosity µ is
computed via the Sutherland’s law, whereas the turbulent viscosity µt = ρνt is defined
according to the Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) model. [18, 19] Despite its simplicity, the S-A
model has shown a closer agreement with the experimental data for the case of unsteady
3
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Figure 2: Comparison of numerical and experimental results.

or pulsatile flow, when compared to k −  and k − ω SST models [20–22]. The numerical solution of system (1) is based on a Godunov method with Flux-Difference Splitting
(FDS) and an Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) scheme [23] second order accurate in
both time and space. The integration in time is carried out according to a 4th order
Runge Kutta scheme. Further numerical details, as well as the code validation for the
case of thrust vectoring can be found in Refs. [11, 12]. The numerical method has been
efficiently parallelized by using OpenMP directives. The spatial and time accuracy of
the solver has been widely tested in many unsteady flowfields as, for instance, the flow
manipulation by synthetic jets and the post-stall control of NACA0015 profile [20]; the
simulation of rotating stall generation and evolution; time-dependent flows with moving
grids and inverse problems [24]; the computation of aeroelastic standard configurations
and blade flutter.
3
3.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Nasa LARC Nozzle Test-case

Numerical and experimental testing of a supersonic nozzle for SVC thrust-vectoring
have been carried out at Nasa Langley Research Center (LARC) [2]. The FTV performances of a 2D nozzle were evaluated for different levels of the nozzle pressure ratio and
injection pressure. The latter is defined in [2] by means of the Secondary Pressure Ratio
(SPR), i.e. the ratio between the total pressure of the secondary jet and the total pressure
of the main (or primary) jet flow. Different position of the injection point and different
widths of the blowing slot were also considered. Experimental studies on the primary jet
behavior with and without flow manipulation at different levels of nprs are reported [2].
The above-mentioned investigation represents a reference test-case for our study on the
4
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Figure 3: Step response of the nozzle system at (a) npr = 4.6 and (b) npr = 2 .

active control of supersonic nozzles by means of SVC strategies.
A one-dimensional approximation of the Nasa LARC nozzle let us estimate an adaptation pressure ratio npr  8.8. The investigations carried out in Ref. [2] covers the range
2 < npr < 10. A typical nozzle pressure ratio of the tests is npr=4.6, i.e. a value that
corresponds to a condition of moderate over-expansion.
We start the analysis by the numerical simulation of the nozzle flow under SVC forcing
at npr = 4.6 . The secondary slot at the nozzle lower wall is activated according to the
blowing condition of the experimental tests [2]. The computed flowfield in terms of Mach
number iso-lines is presented in Figure 2a, where the shock structure, the separation zones
and the secondary jet are clearly visible. Since the lower slot has been activated, the flow
is deflected upwards. Let us also note that, although being the npr about the half of that
of the theoretical adaptation, the flow at the unmanipulated (upper) wall is still fully
attached. For this reason, the nozzle can be considered as moderately over-expanded.
The computed and the experimental pressure distributions along the lower wall of the
nozzle are compared in Figure 2b. The results show a very good agreement.
3.2

Open-Loop Dynamics

The open-loop dynamics of the system is then investigated numerically in the same
spirit of Refs. [11,12] by applying classical forcing functions. For instance, step forcing is a
typical approach adopted in automatic controls theory in order to disclose the characteristics of a dynamical system. The dynamic responses of the nozzle to secondary blowing
following a step in time are presented in Figure 3 for the case at npr = 2 and npr = 4.6,
respectively. A remarkable difference of the system transient can be appreciated, although
the starting point is the symmetric jet configuration in both cases. This difference let us
suppose that the stability characteristics at the selected npr’s are different, as further
tests will show. Moreover, at npr = 2 the nozzle flow is strongly over-expanded and characterized by a shock structure in the middle of the diverging portion of the nozzle, with
large flow separations. This condition make the system very sensitive to shock-boundary
layer interactions.
5
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Figure 4: Open-loop response of the nozze system at (a) npr = 4.6 and (b) npr = 2 . Negative pressure
levels refer to the lower slot and must be read in absolute value, according to Ref. [12].

A more realistic forcing is obtained by imposing a ramp, instead of a step, as forcing
law. Starting from the unmanipulated case corresponding to the symmetric jet flow
condition, blowing is activated at lower wall and the intensity is increased in time until a
prescribed maximum value is reached. The blowing intensity is maintained constant for
a while, thus allowing the system to reach a steady state, and then the forcing action is
decreased linearly in time by following a second ramp law. At the prescribed minimum
constant forcing the system is let to assess to the new steady state. The forcing function
imposed as well as the system responses are shown in Figure 4. At npr = 4.6, the system
response follows the forcing action with a minimal time lag and overshoot during both the
increasing and decreasing ramps (see Figure 4a). Moreover, the system tends to recover
the symmetric condition when forcing is ceased. Some snapshots of the flowfield during
the transient evolution are presented in Figure 5.
When the same forcing is applied to the nozzle system at npr = 2, a quite different
flow evolution is obtained, thought the initial condition is symmetric as in previous case.
The system response is shown in Figure 4b. As visible, the thrust angle increases as the
secondary flow injection increases, but the system does not relax again to the symmetric
solution after forcing is ceased: it assess itself to a new, unsymmetrical, steady state. A
detailed analysis of the open-loop dynamics as well as of the flow evolution during the
transients at low nozzle pressure ratios is carried out in Ref. [25] and it is not reported
here for conciseness.
The existence of the unsymmetrical steady/unsteady flow configurations in supersonic
nozzles with low divergence angles has experimental evidences [26, 27] and it is caused
by the complex and nonlinear interaction between boundary layer separation and shock
patterns. The higher the over-expansion condition of the nozzle is, the closer the shock
structures to the throat are, the larger the separation zone that follow.
At strong over-expansion conditions, the nozzle system remains controllable by SVC
but simple open-loop control laws are not effective anymore, because the system moves
towards different equilibrium configurations at different nprs. This can be explained by
observing that the nozzle system has more than one equilibrium configuration and the
6
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Figure 5: Snapshots of the Mach number flowfield during SVC forcing at npr = 4.6 .

stability of these configurations changes at different nprs. In this case, closed-loop control
strategies are better suited.
3.3

Stability of the Symmetric Flow Solution

An approximation of the critical npr-value is now sought, in order to identify the
range of stability of the symmetric equilibrium solution. The approach adopted here in
identifying the limit condition is somehow inspired to that used by Ziegler & Nichols in
the ultimate cycle method [28]. A key-parameter, e.g. the npr in our case, is modified
and the system dynamics is investigated until a pure sinusoidal evolution is observed. In
terms of linear stability, this condition corresponds to the dynamics of a linear system
{Ẋ} = [A]{X} when the eigenvalues λi of the matrix [A] are purely imaginary, that is
when (λi ) = 0 .
In present procedure, the nozzle flow is started from an fully unsymmetric, unsteady
flow solution with δ  7o . The selected value of npr is imposed and the free dynamics of
the nozzle flow is computed. No blowing is applied. For certain npr-values, the system is
observed to converge to the symmetric solution and thus is δ = 0, finally. For instance, at
a nozzle pressure ratio as low as npr = 2.8 the system converges to the symmetric solution
after a series of damped oscillations. The computed dynamics is shown is Figure 6a.
The convergence rate of the system to the symmetric solution becomes weaker and

7
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Figure 6: Free evolution in time of the system starting from the same configuration with δ  7o . Time
history of the axial force Fx and thrust angle δ at different nozzle pressure ratios.

weaker, as far as the over-expansion degree is increased. At npr = 2.6 the system still
converges to δ = 0 but the oscillations amplitude increases, as visible in Figure 6b . When
a npr  2.4 is prescribed, the system exhibits a dynamic response characterized by the
series of sinusoidal, nearly undamped oscillations shown in Figure 6c . At lower nprs the
oscillations are amplified in time and also the mean value of the thrust angle δ = 0 as
visible in Figure 6d.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A computational tool assessed for the simulation of actively controlled flow and FTV
in nozzles has been presented. The FTV applies strategies of active flow control on
fixed nozzle in order to realize jet-vectoring effects otherwise obtained by deflecting a
movable nozzle. The numerical method was validated previously for test-cases of other
FTV manipulation techniques [1,11,17]. In present work the numerical tool is extended in
order to include the simulation of nozzle flow forcing by the shock vector control method.
The numerical procedure has been checked against an SVC test-case available in the open
literature [2]. The paper also focused on the complex interactions that take place when the
nozzle is operating at middle and strong over-expanded conditions. Control effectiveness
in managing the FTV at different pressure ratios is investigated and the feasibility of

8
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control is discussed.
5
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Abstract. The stability characteristics of the boundary layer developing over a wall-mounted
hump are analysed by means of one-dimensional linear stability theory. The flow field around
the hump geometry reproduces the behaviour encountered in the rear suction side of lowpressure turbines, which features flow separation at low Reynolds numbers, significantly
reducing turbine efficiency. By employing a time-averaged base flow obtained from laminar
Navier-Stokes simulations, linear stability calculations are performed along different
streamwise locations. An unstable disturbance is identified developing inside the boundary
layer in a small region prior to flow separation. By extending the analysis to different
frequencies, the most unstable frequency is also determined, which dominates the complete
instability region. The characterization of the most unstable location and frequency provides
the necessary data to perform an effective boundary layer tripping to promote the transition to
turbulence and reduce flow separation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of the aerospace industry towards the development of more compact and
versatile distributed-thrust power plants is constrained by the occurrence of flow separation in
low-pressure turbine airfoils operating at high altitudes. At low Reynolds numbers (in the
order of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 < 106, based on airfoil chord), the rear part of the suction side of the turbine
airfoil can suffer flow separation, which increases viscous loses and significantly abates the
turbine efficiency [1, 2]. Therefore, the presence of this phenomenon limits the lowest
Reynolds number of engine operation, preventing the flight at higher altitudes and ultimately
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reducing the flight envelope. With the purpose of boosting turbine performance at low
Reynolds numbers, both passive and active flow separation control strategies have been
developed [3].
Passive control techniques are mainly based on the use of geometrical elements to promote
laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition, i.e. boundary layer tripping, as turbulent
boundary layers are more resistant to detachment than those in laminar regime. For instance,
Lake and co-authors [4] introduced the use of surface dimples, while Volino [5] studied the
effect of using rectangular trips on the suction side, in both cases promoting transition to
turbulence to delay separation and encourage flow reattachment. Without focusing on
boundary layer tripping, Byerley et al. [6] proposed the use of Gurney flaps for controlling the
laminar flow separation on turbine blades. By mounting the flaps near the training edge of the
pressure side, the flow is forced to turn and accelerate through the internal passage directing it
towards the suction side, where it reduces the adverse pressure gradient that triggers
separation at low Reynolds conditions. Passive devices are able to provide a satisfactory
control in numerous configurations. However, they usually also have a strong impact in
turbine performance at higher Reynolds numbers, reducing performance at lower altitudes.
Therefore, low Reynolds tailored turbine designs may prove to be inefficient during take-off,
climb and landing operations.
On the other hand, active flow control methodologies offer a much more flexible approach,
without any impact on turbine performance when operating at higher Reynolds numbers. A
summary of different periodic excitation methods for controlling flow separation is provided
by Greenblatt & Wygnanski [7], ranging from approaches based on acoustic waves to
boundary layer suction and ingestion. Single dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma
actuators have also been widely used for the suppression of flow separation. Huang et al. [8]
employed DBD actuators in a linear cascade with effective results. Similarly, Göksel and coworkers [9] looked into the impact on efficiency caused by the use of pulsed plasma actuators
at different Reynolds numbers. The lower the Reynolds number, the more effective the
control achieved.
An accurate prediction of transition onset is fundamental to perform effective flow control
towards the abatement of separation. Nowadays, linear stability theory is progressively
consolidating as a practical tool to predict transition in real-world applications [10, 11]. In the
context of laminar boundary layer separation, it can be applied to estimate the optimal flow
control locations based on a pure theoretical approach, without the need to rely on empirical
correlations.
In this work the stability of the boundary layer developing over a wall-mounted hump
geometry is analysed by means of linear stability theory. The hump geometry considered
induces a flow field that mimics the flow behaviour encountered on the suction side of a lowpressure turbine airfoil, where boundary layer detachment occurs at low Reynolds numbers
while no separation takes place for high Reynolds numbers. The shape of the hump is
designed using a Bézier curve, which provides a smooth and continuous geometry that does
not impose any constraint in the location of the flow separation region, allowing it to be fully
governed by the flow similarity parameters. Linear stability calculations are performed on a
base flow at a low Reynolds number obtained by means of a laminar Navier-Stokes numerical
solution. The instabilities developing in the boundary layer prior to flow separation are
identified and characterized over a range of different frequencies. This information allows the
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identification of the most favourable region to disturb the boundary layer as well as the
optimal actuation frequency to effectively trigger transition and reduce flow separation.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations employed in this study are the Navier-Stokes equations for a twodimensional Newtonian fluid. No assumptions are made regarding the compressibility of the
fluid, so the full system of equations is considered. The primitive flow variables are density 𝜌𝜌,
pressure 𝑝𝑝, temperature 𝑇𝑇 and velocity 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , with 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2. In a Cartesian frame of reference, the
conservation form of the equations can be expressed as
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 )
+
= 0,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) 𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
+
+
−
= 0,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) 𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 + 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) 𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
+
+
−
= 0,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

(1)
(2)

(3)

where 𝑡𝑡 is the time coordinate and 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑖th spatial coordinate. The viscous stress tensor 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
satisfies the following relationship
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇 (

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 2 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘
+
−
𝛿𝛿 ),
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 3 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(4)

in which 𝜇𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the Kronecker delta. The total
energy of the fluid, denoted by 𝐸𝐸, is defined as 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑒𝑒 + 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 /2, with 𝑒𝑒 being the specific
internal energy. The conductive heat flux vector 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 is related to the fluid temperature by
means of Fourier’s law, given by 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 = −𝑘𝑘 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕⁄𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , where 𝑘𝑘 denotes the thermal conductivity
of the fluid. Assuming a calorically perfect gas, the internal energy of the fluid is defined as
𝑒𝑒 = 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 𝑇𝑇, with 𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 denoting the specific heat at constant volume, which can be directly
determined from the specific gas constant 𝑅𝑅 and the ratio of specific heats 𝛾𝛾 = 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 /𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 using
𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣 = 𝑅𝑅/(𝛾𝛾 − 1). Standard values for air are considered, namely, 𝑅𝑅 = 287.18 J/(kg⋅K) and
𝛾𝛾 = 1.4. The system is closed through the perfect gas equation of state, expressed as 𝑝𝑝 =
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌. Sutherland’s law is employed to model the variation of the dynamic viscosity with
temperature:
3⁄2

𝑇𝑇
𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (
)
𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑆𝑆𝜇𝜇
(
),
𝑇𝑇 + 𝑆𝑆𝜇𝜇

(5)

where 𝑆𝑆𝜇𝜇 is the Sutherland temperature constant and 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 are respectively the reference
dynamic viscosity and static temperature. In the numerical results presented in this work the
following values are used: 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 1.716 × 10-5 kg/(m⋅s), 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 273.11 K and 𝑆𝑆𝜇𝜇 = 111 K.
The same law is also employed to take into account the variation of thermal conductivity with
temperature, in this case with the parameters 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 2.41 × 10-2 W/(m⋅K) and 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 = 194 K at
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the same reference temperature.
2.1 Formulation of the one-dimensional linear stability problem
The stability analysis performed in this work is based on classical linear stability theory
(LST) [12]. The instantaneous flow field 𝐪𝐪 = [𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣, 𝑇𝑇, 𝑝𝑝]𝑇𝑇 is split into a steady reference state
̅, also known as base flow, and a small unsteady perturbation field 𝐪𝐪
̃:
𝐪𝐪
̅ + 𝜖𝜖𝐪𝐪
̃,
𝐪𝐪 = 𝐪𝐪

(6)

̃ = 𝐪𝐪
̂(𝑦𝑦) exp[𝑖𝑖(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 − 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)] + 𝑐𝑐. 𝑐𝑐.,
𝐪𝐪

(7)

̂ = 𝛼𝛼𝐁𝐁𝐪𝐪
̂ + 𝛼𝛼 2 𝐂𝐂𝐪𝐪
̂,
𝐀𝐀𝐪𝐪

(8)

with 𝜖𝜖 ≪ 1. The base flow is also assumed to be locally parallel in the streamwise (𝑥𝑥)
̅ = 𝐪𝐪
̅(𝑦𝑦) at a given 𝑥𝑥 station. Since the base flow is two-dimensional, the
direction, so that 𝐪𝐪
amplitude of the perturbations is a function of the wall-normal (𝑦𝑦) coordinate only, and
homogeneity is imposed in the spanwise (𝑧𝑧) and streamwise (𝑥𝑥) spatial directions and in time.
For this configuration, the ansatz describing the perturbations takes the form

̂ is the one-dimensional amplitude function, 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 are respectively the
where 𝐪𝐪
wavenumbers along the streamwise and spanwise directions, 𝜔𝜔 is the angular frequency and
𝑐𝑐. 𝑐𝑐. denotes the complex conjugate. In this study the interest lies in the spatial evolution of
the perturbations along the streamwise direction, hence a spatial stability approach is adopted.
The temporal frequency 𝜔𝜔 and the spanwise wavenumber 𝛽𝛽 are fixed to real values, whereas
𝛼𝛼 is a complex number, 𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 + 𝑖𝑖𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 . The real part (𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 ) represents the streamwise
wavenumber of the perturbation and the imaginary part (𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ) its spatial growth rate.
The governing equations of the linear stability problem are obtained by substituting the
splitting given by equation (6) into the full Navier-Stokes system (equations (1) to (3)),
making use of the ansatz in equation (7) and neglecting the nonlinear terms, namely, the terms
of order 𝑂𝑂(𝜖𝜖 2 ) or higher. The resulting system of linear differential equations can then be
expressed in the following matrix form
where 𝐀𝐀, 𝐁𝐁 and 𝐂𝐂 are complex differential matrix operators. Their specific structure is
provided for instance in the study of Pinna [13]. To improve the conditioning of the system,
the equations are made nondimensional by introducing the following dimensionless quantities
𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡 ∗ =
,
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗ = ,
𝜌𝜌∗ = ,
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖∗ = ,
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒
𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒
(9)
𝑝𝑝
𝐸𝐸
𝑇𝑇
𝜇𝜇
𝑘𝑘
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝑝𝑝 =
,
𝐸𝐸 = 2 ,
𝑇𝑇 = ,
𝜇𝜇 = ,
𝑘𝑘 = ,
𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒 𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒2
𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒
𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒
𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒

in which the subscript 𝑒𝑒 denotes the boundary layer edge properties, used as reference
quantities for the nondimensionalization. The parameter 𝑙𝑙 is the Blasius length scale evaluated
at the streamwise position where the stability problem is solved, given by 𝑙𝑙 = √𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠/𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒 𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒 . In
this definition, the coordinate 𝑠𝑠 is the integrated streamwise distance along the body surface
associated to a given streamwise location 𝑥𝑥, also known as arc length.
The discretization of equation (8) leads to an algebraic generalized eigenvalue problem
(GEVP) which is nonlinear in the eigenvalue 𝛼𝛼. Its linearization is achieved by introducing
4
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̂+ = [𝑢𝑢̂, 𝑣𝑣̂, 𝑇𝑇̂, 𝑝𝑝̂ , 𝛼𝛼𝑢𝑢̂, 𝛼𝛼𝑣𝑣̂, 𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇̂, 𝛼𝛼𝑝𝑝̂ ]𝑇𝑇 , so that the problem
the following auxiliary vector: 𝐪𝐪
becomes

(10)

̂+ = 𝛼𝛼𝐁𝐁 + 𝐪𝐪
̂+ ,
𝐀𝐀+ 𝐪𝐪

with

𝐀𝐀 −𝐁𝐁
𝟎𝟎 𝐂𝐂
] and 𝐁𝐁 + = [
],
(11)
𝟎𝟎
𝐈𝐈
𝐈𝐈 𝟎𝟎
where 𝐈𝐈 is the identity matrix. This linearization procedure is known as the matrix companion
method [14]. It is important to bear in mind that it duplicates the size of the system to be
solved.
𝐀𝐀+ = [

3

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

3.1 Calculation of the base flow
The computational domain of the problem under study is represented in Figure 1. The
geometry of interest is the wall-mounted hump shown in the bottom surface of the domain.
The hump is defined by a Bézier curve that ensures a continuous and smooth surface. This
geometry reproduces the physical behaviour of the flow field in the rear suction side of a lowpressure turbine, which features flow separation at low Reynolds numbers. The use of such a
geometry is advantageous for performing fundamental studies. On one side the fact of being a
wall-mounted geometry is convenient for experimental analyses in a linear test section, on the
other, the smooth surface ensures that the dynamics of the flow separation are not altered by
any geometrical discontinuities, such as the case of a backward facing step, allowing the flow
behaviour to be fully governed by the flow similarity parameters. For comparison against
future experimental studies, the dimensions of the computational domain coincide with the
size of the linear test section at the Purdue Experimental Turbine Aerothermal Laboratory
wind tunnel facility [15]. As a result, both the top and bottom surfaces of the domain are
treated as isothermal walls at room temperature.
The inflow conditions considered for the numerical solution are summarized in Table 1.
They are completely defined by fixing the total pressure (𝑝𝑝0 ) and total temperature (𝑇𝑇0 ) at the
domain inlet and the static pressure at the domain outlet (𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ). For the sake of clarity, the
associated freestream Mach number (𝑀𝑀∞ ) and static temperature (𝑇𝑇∞ ) that would be achieved
in an external flow at the same stagnation conditions are also provided, estimated by means of
2 ]𝛾𝛾⁄𝛾𝛾−1
2
and 𝑇𝑇0 /𝑇𝑇∞ = 1 + 0.5(𝛾𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑀∞
with
the flow relations 𝑝𝑝0 /𝑝𝑝∞ = [1 + 0.5(𝛾𝛾 − 1)𝑀𝑀∞
𝑝𝑝∞ = 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 . Additionally, the corresponding freestream unit Reynolds number (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒∞ /𝑙𝑙) is also
shown.
Table 1: Inflow conditions for the numerical solution of the base flow.

𝑝𝑝0 [Pa]

101710

𝑇𝑇0 [K]
500

𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 [Pa]

𝑀𝑀∞

101325

0.074
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𝑇𝑇∞ [K]
499.46

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒∞ /𝑙𝑙 [1/m]
8.73 × 105
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Figure 1: Representation of the computational domain and boundary conditions employed for obtaining the
numerical solution of the base flow. The hump geometry is shown in blue, corresponding to the bottom
boundary.

The two-dimensional numerical solution of the base flow needed for the stability analysis
is carried out by means of an unsteady and laminar simulation of the full Navier-Stokes
equations, using the commercial CFD package CFD++ and employing a block-structured grid
consisting of quadrilateral cells. An unsteady solver is considered to account for the unsteady
wake induced downstream of the hump when flow separation is present. The spatial
discretization is based on a second-order upwind finite volume scheme, whereas time
integration is performed using a second-order implicit scheme with multigrid acceleration.
The solution is integrated in time with a time step of Δ𝑡𝑡 = 0.001 s until the time-averaged
residual converges to a constant value.
The boundary conditions of the numerical setup are also shown in Figure 1. At the top and
bottom boundaries a no-slip isothermal wall boundary condition is enforced, with a wall
temperature of 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 = 300 K. At the inlet of the domain, stagnation conditions are imposed by
fixing the total pressure (𝑝𝑝0 ) and the total temperature (𝑇𝑇0 ). Finally, at the domain outlet the
static pressure (𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ) is imposed by means of a pressure outlet boundary condition. With
respect to the initial conditions, all the flow field is initialized with the freestream values
given in Table 1. It is important to note that even if the inflow Mach number is very low, the
temperature gradient imposed due to the difference between the freestream temperature and
the wall temperature can generate a significant density variation across the boundary layer.
For this reason, the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations are considered for this
problem.
To ensure a proper resolution of the base flow needed for the stability analysis, wellresolved boundary layer profiles have to be extracted from the CFD solution. To avoid the
need for interpolation of the results, a computational grid normal to the wall along the hump
surface was designed. The control of every mesh line in the wall-normal direction was
achieved by scripting the mesh generation software GAMBIT. To achieve a good resolution
of the boundary layer while maintaining a reasonable computational effort, the grid is linearly
stretched towards the wall, both in the top and bottom boundaries. The final grid used for the
base flow solution has a first cell height of 4.26×10-6 m, which ensures that 𝑦𝑦 + < 1 in all the
domain. The number of cells in the wall-normal direction is 1000 while for the horizontal
direction 1500 cells are employed, resulting in a total count of 1.5 million cells.
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Figure 2: Time-averaged streamwise velocity contours of the obtained base flow solution.

3.2 Solution of the linear stability problem
The solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem (equation (12)) resulting from the
linear stability formulation is carried out by means of the von Karman Institute Extensible
Stability & Transition Analysis (VESTA) toolkit [16]. The structure of the matrices 𝐀𝐀, 𝐁𝐁 and
𝐂𝐂 is automatically derived and implemented in MATLAB for each particular configuration
using the Maxima computer algebra system. The discretization of the system is achieved
using the Chebyshev collocation method, which provides spectral-like accuracy. This
technique is based on a Lagrange polynomial interpolation in a nonuniform structured grid
given by the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto collocation points. The computational domain for the
one-dimensional stability analysis considered here is a wall-normal line containing the
discrete boundary layer profile at any specific streamwise location. However, the collocation
points are defined on a transformed domain with a wall-normal coordinate 𝜂𝜂 ∈ [1, -1], which
does not coincide with the geometrical configuration under study. As a result, an appropriate
mapping technique has to be employed in order to transform the set of collocation points to
the physical domain. In this case, the classical mapping originally introduced by Malik [17] is
applied, which allows the division of the stability domain into two regions, placing half of the
collocation points in each of them. Denoting the local wall-normal coordinate by 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 , the
transformation can be expressed as
𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 =

𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (1 + 𝜂𝜂)
,
𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝜂𝜂(𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 2𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 )

(12)

where 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the maximum coordinate of the stability domain and 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 is the coordinate
where the number of discrete points is split in half.
To complete the definition of the discrete GEVP, boundary conditions must be imposed on
̂. At the wall, the disturbances are forced to satisfy the nothe amplitude of the perturbations 𝐪𝐪
slip condition by setting the velocity perturbations equal to zero. This is accomplished by
means of a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. The temperature disturbance at the
wall is also imposed to be zero, whereas the pressure perturbation is determined with a
compatibility condition based on the wall-normal momentum equation at 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 = 0. In the wall-
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normal far-field boundary, that is 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 = 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , the perturbations are forced to decay by
imposing once again homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on 𝑢𝑢̂, 𝑣𝑣̂ and 𝑇𝑇̂ and a
compatibility condition on 𝑝𝑝̂ .
The numerical method used to solve for all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
problem is the classical QZ algorithm. This algorithm has a reasonable computational cost for
solving the one-dimensional stability problem at one specific location and frequency.
Nevertheless, it becomes expensive for studying the evolution of the instability modes at
different positions and for a range of different frequencies. For this purpose, a local
eigenvalue solver is used, based on the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm, which tracks the
evolution of a single mode along a desired range of conditions. A description of the current
solver implemented in VESTA toolkit as well as different validation cases can be found in the
work of Pinna [13].
4

RESULTS

Under the configuration described in section 3.1, the numerical solution of the problem
reveals that the flow undergoes separation at the chosen Reynolds number, leading to an
unsteady wake behind the hump. Although the flow field upstream of the detachment does not
present significant changes with time, linear stability theory assumes a steady base flow. For
this reason, a time-averaged solution is computed using 400 different time steps after the
averaged residual converges to constant value. The resulting time-averaged solution is
depicted in Figure 2, which shows contours of streamwise velocity 𝑢𝑢. This solution was
obtained with the computational grid described in section 3.1. As it can be observed, as the
flow reaches the beginning of the hump, a small recirculation region appears around 𝑥𝑥 = 0.05
m due to the blockage induced by the geometry. Next, the flow accelerates all the way up
until reaching the top of the hump, where an adverse pressure gradient is encountered that
leads to flow separation. The flow remains separated downstream for remaining portion of the
computational domain. The flow separation location is estimated from the skin friction
coefficient 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 at the hump wall, when 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 ≈ 0. For the conditions investigated here, the
separation inception takes place at 𝑥𝑥 ≈ 0.1101 m (𝑠𝑠 ≈ 0.1198 m).
4.1 Linear stability analysis

Recalling the methodology described in section 3.2, linear stability calculations are
performed in the flow-field prior to boundary layer detachment. The boundary layer profiles
at each desired location are extracted from the base flow solution in the wall-normal mesh and
nondimensionalized as described in section 2.1. The reference quantities for
nondimensionalization are obtained from a numerical solution of the inviscid flow field,
which is accomplished by solving the Euler equations, once again using the software CFD++.
Following the classical approach in boundary layer theory, the boundary layer edge properties
at each streamwise location are assumed to be the wall values computed from the inviscid
solution. The stability domain has a height of 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0.025 m to ensure that the upper
boundary is far enough for the perturbations to decay to zero. Regarding the mapping
parameter 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 , it is locally chosen such that half of the discretization points are placed below
a 75% of the boundary layer thickness. This is achieved by imposing 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛,𝑖𝑖 = 0.75𝛿𝛿99 , where
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3: (a) Spatial stability spectrum obtained at 𝑥𝑥 = 0.1091 m and 𝑓𝑓 = 4 kHz. (b) Magnitude of the
amplitude functions for the most unstable mode identified (case with 𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦 = 151).

𝛿𝛿99 is the local boundary layer thickness, determined by means of the total enthalpy (𝐻𝐻) when
𝐻𝐻/𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 = 0.995, with 𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 = 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇0 .
Due to the favourable pressure gradient that characterizes the acceleration region, the
boundary layer remains stable for most of the distance along the hump surface. However, an
instability has been identified in a small region upstream of the separation point. The exact
location depends on the frequency considered, as will be shown later. On first place, the result
of the stability calculation at one location and frequency inside the unstable region is
presented, with the purpose of illustrating the topology of the spectrum and the associated
amplitude functions. Figure 3(a) shows the spatial stability spectrum obtained at 𝑥𝑥 = 0.1091
m and at a frequency of 𝑓𝑓 = 4 kHz when assuming two-dimensional perturbations, i.e. 𝛽𝛽 = 0.
Different grid resolutions 𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦 were tested to check for grid convergence and identify the
location of continuous, discrete and spurious numerical modes. Two different discretized
vertical continuous branches can be observed, one of them located at 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 𝑙𝑙 = 0 (poorly resolved
in the current figure scale) and another one at 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 𝑙𝑙 ≈ 0.2. These branches are a characteristic
feature of the stability domain. According to Balakumar and Malik [18], the branch at 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 𝑙𝑙 ≈
0.2 is associated with vorticity waves whereas the branch along the imaginary axis represents
acoustic waves. A spurious mode can also be observed on top of the continuous vertical
branch that begins at the real axis, which does not show any grid convergence. This mode is
of purely numerical nature and is associated to the discretization error inherent to the
numerical scheme in use.
The physically interesting information corresponds to the discrete modes. In this case, a
single unstable discrete mode is retrieved, clearly visible at 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 𝑙𝑙 ≈ 0.53, which is fully
converged with 𝑁𝑁𝑦𝑦 . Figure 3(b) displays the amplitude functions of the different perturbation
variables associated with the identified unstable discrete mode. A strong similarity is obtained
with the signature amplitude shape of Tollmien-Schlichting waves [19], which constitute the
natural instability mechanism developing in the linear stage of the transition process for flat
plate boundary layers. It is also interesting to note that the amplitude of the temperature
perturbation (𝑇𝑇̂) is of the same order of magnitude as the one of the streamwise velocity
perturbation (𝑢𝑢̂), reflecting the strong impact of the temperature gradient in the base flow and
9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Evolution of the growth rate of the least stable mode along 𝑥𝑥 ∈ [0.1, 0.12] m for different
frequencies in the range 𝑓𝑓 ∈ [1, 9] kHz. (b) Associated integrated logarithmic amplification factors (𝑁𝑁factors).

highlighting the importance of analysing this problem with the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations. Different values of 𝛽𝛽 were also tested to assess the behaviour of three-dimensional
disturbances. However, at all the conditions investigated the most unstable modes were
obtained for 𝛽𝛽 = 0. This is in agreement with Squire’s theorem [19], which states that for
incompressible shear flows the most unstable disturbances are always two-dimensional. This
is not a surprising result given that the inflow conditions considered here lead to a low-speed
flow.
To characterize the boundary layer instability for the problem under study, the streamwise
evolution of the identified instability mode is analysed by means of the local stability
algorithm for a range of different frequencies. This information allows the computation of the
integrated logarithmic amplification rate (𝑁𝑁-factor) for each frequency, defined as
𝑠𝑠

𝑁𝑁 = ∫ −𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
𝑠𝑠0

(13)

where 𝑠𝑠0 is the first location at which the perturbations become unstable, i.e. immediately
after crossing the neutral stability curve. This data can then be used to obtain the 𝑁𝑁-factor
envelope curve, employed for transition prediction in the so-called 𝑒𝑒 𝑁𝑁 method [20]. Figures
4(a) and 4(b) respectively show the evolution of the growth rate and the computed 𝑁𝑁-factors
for the least stable mode along the region 𝑥𝑥 ∈ [0.1, 0.12] m (𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0.1093, 0.1296] m) and for
different frequencies in the range 𝑓𝑓 ∈ [1, 9] kHz. The final location investigated, 𝑥𝑥 = 0.12 m,
has been chosen according to the fact that further downstream the boundary layer is fully
detached and the stability approach employed in this work is not able to provide physically
meaningful results. On the other side, 𝛽𝛽 = 0 is once again considered. As it can be observed,
the boundary layer is initially stable at all the studied frequencies. Then, the growth rate
progressively increases at different rates for each frequency, eventually becoming unstable for
all the frequencies examined below 9 kHz. The most unstable disturbance is obtained for 𝑓𝑓 =
4 kHz. For these conditions, the boundary layer becomes unstable around 𝑥𝑥 ≈ 0.1081 m,
which is before the starting point of separation. This frequency also delivers the highest 𝑁𝑁10
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factor for all the region under analysis, reaching a value of 𝑁𝑁 ≈ 7.8. As a result, a frequency
of 𝑓𝑓 = 4 kHz should be the choice for introducing a disturbance inside the boundary layer in
the region examined. For the tripping to as effective as possible, the trip location should be
placed somewhere between 𝑥𝑥 ≈ 0.1081 m and 𝑥𝑥 ≈ 0.1185 m, which is the range for which the
mode is unstable and is progressively destabilizing, namely, its growth rate is still growing
with 𝑥𝑥.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The stability characteristics of the boundary layer developing over a wall-mounted hump
geometry at low-Reynolds conditions have been investigated by means of one-dimensional
linear stability theory (LST). This geometry mimics the flow behaviour encountered in the
suction side of low-pressure turbines, where flow separation occurs at low Reynolds numbers,
significantly decreasing turbine efficiency. An appropriate control of boundary layer
transition can reduce flow separation under such conditions. Linear stability theory provides a
purely theoretical approach that can be employed to estimate the location and frequency for
performing an optimal boundary layer tripping, necessary for an effective flow separation
control based on boundary layer transition.
The base flow needed for the stability analysis was obtained through a laminar and
unsteady Navier-Stokes simulation carried out in a wall-normal structured grid. At the
conditions considered, the flow field undergoes separation around the top of the hump
geometry, producing an unsteady wake downstream. The spatial linear stability calculations
performed indicate the presence of an unstable mode growing inside the boundary layer in a
small region prior to flow separation. By solving the stability problem at different streamwise
locations and frequencies, the optimal actuation location and the most unstable frequency are
identified. This frequency is also found to be the dominant frequency for all the streamwise
locations investigated.
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Abstract. There is evidence that the application of porous media to the surfaces of bluff bodies
immersed in turbulent fluid flows has a profound effect on the associated aerodynamic
phenomena [1]. The majority of the numerical studies on flow around circular cylinders that
have had their surfaces modified by porous media find that the drag coefficient is reduced and
the shedding of vortices is delayed [2,3]. This idea is further explored in this study by
performing a series of simulations on a square cylinder. The square bluff body was modified so
that its upstream and downstream halves consisted of solid and porous materials respectively.
Values of permeability equal to 4.64×10-7 m2, and 6.87×10-8 m2 with the corresponding
porosities of 91.8%, and 82.1% have been used for the porous material. Three-dimensional,
unsteady and turbulent flows around a square cylinder were studied numerically. The governing
equations, together with the relevant boundary conditions, are solved using the finite-volume
method (FVM). Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) method at a Reynolds number of
about 53,000 based on the height of the square cylinder has been used. The results are compared
and validated against experimental data. The fluctuating forces and velocity distribution in the
wake of the cylinder are analysed, and the effects of permeability on aerodynamic features such
as wake structure, and streamlines are explored and compared with those generated by a solid
square cylinder. The numerical results reveal that permeability has a profound effect on flow
characteristics of the wake of the square cylinder and significantly mitigated the fluctuations of
aerodynamic forces. As a result, vortex shedding from a bluff body that has a porous region is
suppressed. It is also found that the aerodynamic forces and velocity distribution in the wake of
the cylinder are sensitive to the permeability of the porous medium. The numerical results
indicate that the wake length and shear width increase in the presence of porous material and
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as might be expected, the largest effect was observed in the wake generated by the most
permeable material.
1

INTRODUCTION

Control of the flow over bluff bodies by means of passive methods has been the subject of
interest over the past decades. Typically, flow control is applied to reduce drag over an object
immersed in the fluid. The ability to manipulate a fluid flow by passive means has wide ranging
applications in the field of engineering. The use of porous material as one of the passive
methods has showed considerable effect on the aerodynamic properties of the flow over bluff
bodies [1].
Reports on the advantages of using porous materials to control boundary layers shows that
porous coating treatment can significantly reduce the vortices, hence decrease the pressure
fluctuation next to the wall [4]. This allows the flow to penetrate the pores, which promotes
local blowing and suction. A precise prediction of the flow manner is essential to evaluate the
effect of porous layer on aerodynamic performance.
The literature survey reveals that there is limited work on the flow over porous treated bluff
bodies. Study of the flow over a two-dimensional square cylinder with a porous coating was
carried out by [5]. The authors used a volume penalisation method and found 30% reduction in
drag in the presence of porous coating. In another study by the same authors [6] penalisation
method was used to simulate the flow inside fluid and porous regions around different obstacles.
The authors implemented a porous layer between a bluff-body and a fluid, to alter the
characteristics of the boundary layer and found a dramatic regularisation of the flow,
particularly in high Reynolds numbers. The vortex induced vibrations found to be decreased by
about two third when adding a porous ring around a riser pipe section. In addition, the drag
coefficient of the square back Ahmed body found to be decreased up to 40% in the right location
of the porous layers. Liu et al. [3] numerically investigated the flow around a circular cylinder
with porous material coating with unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS)
method. They found that porous coating modifies the flow characteristic of the near wake of
circular cylinder and significantly mitigates the fluctuations of aerodynamic forces from two
aspects of frequency and amplitude. It means that the vortex shedding from the bluff body is
suppressed. They also showed the importance of the thickness of the coating in the aerodynamic
forces and velocity distribution in the boundary layer.
2 NUMERICAL MODELLING
In this work, unsteady three dimensional analysis of the turbulent flow of air over square
cylinders is performed. RANS modeling has been selected as the turbulent model using ANSYS
CFX. First the flow over a solid square cylinder (0.04 m×0.04 m) extending along the width of
the channel was studied for the validation of the model. Then, half of the cylinder in the back
was replaced by a porous medium (0.02 m×0.04 m). The half-porous square geometry with the
applied structured mesh is shown in Figure 1. The inlet velocity was assumed to be 20 m/s,
which gives a Reynolds number based on the height of the cylinder equivalent to 53000
corresponding to a turbulent flow. The permeability (k) of the porous materials was chosen to
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be 4.64×10-7 m2 (P1), and 6.87×10-8 m2 (P2). The simulation model applies a no-slip condition
on the cylinder wall, which requires fine grids near the wall. Therefore, in this work inflation
has been used on the cylinder walls. A structured mesh consisting of 477,000 and 622,200
elements has been applied for solid and porous-treated cylinders, respectively. The inlet
velocity and outlet pressure boundary conditions were applied at the inlet and outlet
respectively. Both mesh and time step independency checks has been done for all the cases.

Figure 1: The applied structured mesh on the porous treated square cylinder

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Time-averaged streamlines, normalised velocity profiles as well as drag coefficients were
obtained for all the studied cylinders at steady and transient conditions. Results of the steady
state simulation were used as the primary conditions of the simulations performed in transient
condition.
As for the validation of the results, the velocity profiles and drag coefficient of the solid
cylinder was compared with the available experimental data in the literature. For the validation
of the simulation of the porous cases, two different conditions has been considered. First, the
permeability of the porous material was changed to a very small value representing a nonporous part. The obtained results was in agreement with the results for the solid case. Then, a
very large value representing a highly permeable material close to fluid was selected for the
permeability. The results was in a good agreement with a case where a solid cylinder with half
dimension is simulated. Once the numerical procedure is validated the results of the solid and
half porous cylinders of different permeabilities were compared with each other to give an
understanding the effect of the porous material on the flow structure.
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3.1 Streamlines
Time-averaged streamlines around the fully solid square cylinder and porous treated square
cylinders are shown in Figure 2. As expected, a pair of counter-rotating vortices is formed in
the near wake of the reference model (solid cylinder). However, the vortices are formed further
downstream of the cylinder when porous material is applied. This may be because the velocity
gradients immediately downstream of the cylinders fitted with porous media are smaller than
in the case of the bare cylinder. This particularly the case in the case of the most permeable
medium where reverse flows can be seen entering the rear face of the square cylinder. Although
this phenomenon is not observable in the case of the less permeable media the eyes of the
recirculation regions are nonetheless observed to be further downstream than in the bare
cylinder case.
a

b
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c

Figure 2: Time-averaged streamline topology for square cylinders; (a) bare cylinder, (b) cylinder covered
with porous P2, (c) cylinder covered with porous P1

3.2 Velocity components
Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the non-dimensional, time-averaged stream-wise (𝑢𝑢/𝑈𝑈0 ) and
𝑥𝑥
cross-wise (𝑣𝑣/𝑈𝑈0 ) velocities at the axial locations, 𝐻𝐻 = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, where x is the distance
downstream of the trailing edge of the cylinder. As one might expect, the results reflect those
presented in Figure 2.
In the case of a solid square cylinder, a flat top hat profile is seen for the stream-wise velocity
(𝑢𝑢/𝑈𝑈0 ) in the near-wake (𝑥𝑥/𝐻𝐻 = 0.5) which transforms into a parabola-like curve in the far
wake. Porous-treated cylinders exhibit a lower velocity region at all axial locations, which is
believed to be due to the flow penetration into the porous media on the downstream face of the
square cylinders. For the cylinders treated with a porous layer, the velocity profiles retain their
flat top hat behaviour for a greater distance, followed by the parabola-like velocity behaviour
at 𝑥𝑥/𝐻𝐻 = 1.5.
The shear layer width remains almost the same for both the solid and porous cases, which is
because there are no changes in the separation point. A reversed flow region can be observed
from the cross-wise velocity (𝑣𝑣/𝑈𝑈0 ) for the solid case at 𝑥𝑥/𝐻𝐻 = 1.5) in Figure 3, which
corresponds to the vortex centre. The reverse flow behaviour for the porous cases, however,
occurs at 𝑥𝑥/𝐻𝐻 = 2.5), consistent with the results presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Normalised stream-wise velocity profiles generated by the square cylinder. Black line: solid; Red line:
porous P1; green line: porous P2

Figure 4: Normalised cross-stream velocity profiles generated by the square cylinder. Black line: solid; Red line:
porous P1; green line: porous P2

3.3 Drag coefficient
Drag coefficient was calculated from the following equation:
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 =

𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷

1
𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 2
2

(1)

Where 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 is the drag force on the cylinder, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑣𝑣 2 is the square of
the freestream flow and 𝐴𝐴 is the projected area calculated by the multiplication of the square
dimension and the span-wise extension of the cylinder.
The drag coefficient was obtained equal to 2.217 for the solid square cylinder. The
coefficient was around 2.105 for the half porous square cylinder with k=6.87×10-8 m2 and about
1.89 for the Half porous square cylinder with k=4.64×10-7 m2. The percentage of the reduction
in the drag coefficient when using porous material compared to the fully solid square cylinder
is given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Reduction in drag coefficient by replacing half of the cylinder by a porous medium

Cylinder
Fully solid
Half porous (k=6.87×10 -8)
Half porous (k=4.64×10-7)

4

Drag
coefficient
2.217
2.105
1.89

Drag coefficient reduction
compared with the solid case
0
5%
14.7%

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

Comparing the time-averaged streamline topology for all the reference cylinders and
cylinders modified by porous materials reveals a vortex formation delay when porous
material is applied. Delay in vortex formation for porous cylinders can be due to the
flow passing through the pores of the porous media, and hence losing its energy inside
the media.
Lower velocity region at the wake of the square cylinders was observed when the rear
half of the cylinder was replaced with porous materials of different permeabilities.
It was demonstrated that the drag coefficient decreases when porous material is used.
The highest permeability material showed the maximum reduction in the drag
coefficient.
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Abstract. A low-Reynolds-number causes a performance deterioration in centrifugal
compressors due to the relative increase in boundary layer thickness, tip clearance, and
surface roughness. The degradation of the efficiency can be estimated by empirical correlations, and they provide a good foundation for evaluating the accuracy of the numerical
models. In order to improve the compressor performance, four passive flow control methods, grooves, riblets, squealers and winglets have been proposed to be the most promising
ones. However, to accurately simulate their influence on low-Reynolds-number machines,
the specific modelling requirements should be understood. This study compares the accuracy of numerical predictions relative to an empirical correlation with a changing Reynolds
number for two centrifugal compressors. In addition, challenges and possibilities in the
modelling of the most promising flow control methods are analysed and discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

A micro-scale gas turbine is a promising option for distributed energy generation. It
also has potential in a number of other applications requiring high power density, such
as batteries and unmanned aerial vehicles fighting wildfires, to name but a few. The
micro-scale gas turbines are comprised of centrifugal compressors and radial turbines. Especially, the performance of the compressor has an essential role for the overall efficiency
of the cycle. Small-sized centrifugal compressors have a lower performance than their
larger counterparts. The performance deterioration originates in the relative increase in
boundary layer thickness, tip clearance, and surface roughness. The reduction in compressor efficiency can be estimated using empirical correction equations in the design
process [1]. The empirical correlations are especially valuable if there is no experimental data to validate the numerical simulations, and they are commonly used in a design
process.
The performance deterioration with the decreasing Reynolds number could be tackled
with different flow control methods, such as grooves [2–4], riblets [5, 6], squealers and
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Figure 1: Compressor geometries (not to scale)

winglets [7], as was suggested by Tiainen et al. [8]. The mentioned flow control methods have shown their effectiveness in delaying stall [4], reducing drag [3, 6], and reducing
tip leakage [7] in a number of applications, e.g., in transportation, energy, sports engineering, and in nature [9]. The preliminary investigation of the applicability of different
flow control methods in a low-Reynolds-number centrifugal compressor requires numerical
modelling, and therefore the specific requirement of each method should be understood
from the modelling point of view.
From the presented background, the first objective of this study is to compare the
numerical stage performance results against the empirical correction equation of Dietmann
and Casey [1] in order to evaluate the achievable accuracy of the used modelling approach.
The second objective is to analyse challenges and possibilities in the modelling of the most
promising flow control methods in low-Reynolds-number centrifugal compressors.
2

METHODS AND NUMERICAL MODEL

The changes in compressor size, operating conditions, or medium result in a change
in the Reynolds number. In the present study, the Reynolds number was changed by
varying the compressor size. The modelled two compressors were unshrouded centrifugal
compressors with vaneless diffusers. One compressor had splitter blades and the other
had only full blades, as shown in Fig. 1. The compressor with splitter blades was studied
experimentally and numerically at Lappeenranta University of Technology, Finland [10],
and the compressor without splitter blades is the test case Radiver, in which the measurements were carried out at the Institute of Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery at RWTH
Aachen, Germany [11]. The compressor with splitter blades was studied at the design
point and the compressor without splitter blades at the peak efficiency point at a reduced
speed. Technical data of the compressors is shown in Table 1.
The commercial software ANSYS CFX 17.0 was used for steady-state numerical calculations. In the computational domain (Fig. 2), the volute was neglected, rotational
periodicity was assumed, and the frozen rotor approach was used between the rotating
2
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Table 1: Technical data of the compressors

Number of blades
Relative blade height
Relative tip clearance
Chord Reynolds number
Flow coefficient
Pressure coefficient
Specific speed
Tip speed Mach number

Z
b2 /D2
t/b2
Rec,ref = (w1 c)/ν1
φ = qv /(U2 D22 )
ψ = ∆hs /U22
√
Ns = (ω qv )/∆h0.75
s
M aU = U2 /a1

With
splitter
blades
7+7
0.058
0.052
17 · 105
0.065
0.520
0.830
0.920

Without
splitter
blades
15
0.041
0.045
16 · 105
0.051
0.450
0.830
1.170

Figure 2: Computational domains and structured grid (not to scale)

and stationary parts. The total pressure and total temperature were specified at the inlet
of the computational domain, and the mass flow rate at the outlet. Adiabatic and no-slip
conditions were specified at the solid walls. Turbulence was modelled by using the k − ω
Shear Stress Transport (SST) model, which is widely used and has been validated for
turbomachinery applications [12]. Regarding the grid quality, the y + values were below
unity on most of the surfaces, with the most challenging region for meshing being the
stagnation point at the blade leading edge. At the inlet of the computational domain,
the turbulence intensity of 5% was specified. The target values for numerical convergence
were the efficiency and mass imbalance between the inlet and outlet. The simulation was
considered converged when the change in the target values was below 0.1% and the change
in the normalised residuals of energy, mass, momentum, and turbulence parameters was
stabilised.
The target values regarding grid independence were the total-to-total isentropic efficiency and total-to-total pressure ratio between the computational domain inlet and
diffuser outlet. The grid independence study is presented in the latest study by the
present authors [13], and its main results are repeated here for the readers’ convenience.
3
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Figure 3: Grid independence of the compressors with splitter blades (top) and without splitter blades
(bottom) with discretisation error bars.

As a result of the grid independence study, the grids with 1.9 and 1.7 million cells (Fig. 2)
were chosen for the compressors with and without splitter blades, respectively. To reduce
the discretisation error, the grid was made denser in the areas of larger gradients, and
second order discretisation scheme was used. The discretisation error estimated by using
the procedure presented by Celik et al. [14] is shown with error bars in Fig. 3.
The accuracy of the models was evaluated with the baseline compressors at different
operating conditions against the experimental data in Tiainen et al. [13], and the results
are represented for the reader’s convenience in Fig. 4. It can be noticed that the numerical
model over-predicts the pressure ratio and efficiency, but the trends are still captured.
The over-prediction results from the neglect of the volute and exit cone in the numerical
model. Based on the experimental results of Hagelstein et al. [15] for the total pressure
loss coefficient of 0.4-0.85, the volute and exit cone would result in an additional loss of
1.5-6% in the total-to-total pressure ratio and total-to-total isentropic efficiency. In the
computational models, the losses due to disk friction, leakage flow through the backside
cavity, and surface roughness were also neglected. Leakage flow through the backside
cavity can result in an additional loss of 1% in the pressure ratio and efficiency [16].
Despite the over-prediction of the pressure ratio and efficiency, the flow field was predicted fairly accurately as shown in Fig. 5 for the compressor without splitter blades.
The relative difference between the area-averaged experimental and numerical results of
the absolute velocity, relative velocity, and flow angle (from the radial direction) at r/r2
= 0.99 were -2.5%, -1.7%, and +1.0%, respectively.
The numerical results with the decreasing Reynolds number were compared to the
performance prediction of the well-known empirical correction equation published by Dietmann and Casey [1] (Fig. 6) in order to evaluate the achievable accuracy of the models.
The trend of the numerical results follows very closely the trend of the correction equation,
and the differences are mostly inside the discretisation error bars.

4
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Figure 4: Validation of numerical results of pressure ratio (top) and efficiency (bottom) against the
experimental data

Figure 5: Validation of numerical results of normalised absolute velocity, normalised relative velocity,
and flow angle (from the radial direction) in the compressor without splitter blades at r/r2 = 0.99 against
the experimental data

5
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Figure 6: Validation of numerical results against experimental correction equation

The decrease in Reynolds number results in thicker boundary layers and increased
friction losses. Generally, the losses due to blade boundary layers, endwall boundary
layers, and tip leakage are of the same order of magnitude in compressors [17]. The
latest study by the present authors [13] indicated that tip leakage strengthened and the
boundary layer losses increased relatively more near the impeller hub and diffuser surfaces
with the decreased Reynolds number. Therefore, the potential flow control methods for
tip leakage and boundary layer control in centrifugal compressors will be discussed next.
3

FLOW CONTROL METHODS

The applicable flow control method in the low-Reynolds-number centrifugal compressor depends on whether the compressor is designed to operate at a single, maximum
efficiency point or in a wide operating range. If a passive flow control method is implemented in a compressor designed to operate in a wide range, the method can deteriorate
the compressor performance in off-design conditions. For example, riblets are designed
and manufactured on a surface in a streamwise direction of the flow, but if the flow direction is markedly changed, the drag reduction changes to a drag increase. Contrary to
passive methods, active methods can be switched on and off, based on the operating conditions. Therefore, they will not deteriorate the performance when not needed. However,
the disadvantage of the active methods in turbomachinery applications is their complex
structure. Based on the aerodynamic and structural demands, the potential flow control
methods in centrifugal compressors are riblets for boundary layer control, and squealers,
winglets and grooves for tip leakage control [8] (Fig. 7). In this section, the challenges
and possibilities in the modelling of these control methods are analysed.

6
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Figure 7: Riblets, squealers, winglets and grooves

3.1

Riblets

The riblets are small streamwise aligned grooves that shift turbulent vortices farther
away from the surface, resulting in decreased momentum transfer and wall shear stress
[18, 19]. As the results presented above indicate that the numerical results follow very
closely the trend of the empirical correction equation of Dietmann and Casey [1], the same
correction equation is modified to account for the drag reduction capability of riblets in
order to estimate the effect of riblets on compressor performance. The effect of riblets on
compressor efficiency is estimated based on the drag reduction capability of riblets, which
is proportional to the reduction in the friction factor. The reduction in the friction factor
results in the increase in efficiency. If the maximum drag reduction of 13% [20] is assumed,
the efficiency improvement varies in the range of 1-3% with a decreasing Reynolds number
(Fig. 8).
The challenge in modelling the riblets in turbomachinery applications is due to the
size of the riblets, which is of the same order of magnitude as the thickness of the viscous
sublayer. To account the riblets directly in the computational domain of a compressor
geometry would result in increased computational effort due to the extremely dense mesh.
Martin and Bhushan [6], Boomsma and Sotiropoulos [21], and Peet et al. [22] used Large
Eddy Simulation to solve flow field over a flat plate with riblet surface, whereas Duan and
Choudhari [23], Garcı́a-Mayoral and Jiménez [24], and Strand and Goldstein [25] used
Direct Numerical Simulation to solve flow field over a flat plate with riblet surface.
However, computationally less expensive methods are also available. According to
Spalart and McLean [26], RANS simulations are generally used to predict the effect of
riblets in the aeroplane applications, with the smooth surface assumption and velocity
profile adjustment. To account for the riblets in the modelling of turbomachinery, Köpplin
et al. [5] published a correlation-based riblet model. The model was applied to the k − ω
turbulence model, and it damps the specific dissipation rate near the wall.
3.2

Squealers and winglets

The purpose of the squealers and winglets is to reduce the losses associated with the
tip leakage flow. Squealers are vertical protrusions on a blade tip that point towards the
casing. If squealers are applied on both the pressure and suction sides of the blade tip,
a cavity is formed between them. Winglets are protrusions on a blade tip, perpendicular
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+1%

+3%

Figure 8: Estimated effect of riblets on the performance of the compressor with splitter blades

to the blade surface, pointing towards adjacent blades. They can be applied on pressure,
suction, or both sides of the blade, separately or together.
In the numerical simulations, the structures of the squealers and winglets are accounted
for directly in the mesh generation. The turbulence is modelled either using the SpalartAllmaras model [27–29] or the k − ω SST model [7, 30, 31].
In general, good agreement between the numerical and experimental results has been
reported. The validation of Han and Zhong [27] showed that the modelled and measured
interaction between the shock wave and tip leakage vortex agreed well. The validation of
Caloni et al. [7] showed that the modelled and measured interaction between the shock
and boundary layer equals accurately. Also the tip leakage vortex is well-captured with
the model when the modelled and measured total pressure loss contours are compared.
3.3

Grooves

Circumferential grooves at the shroud surface reduce the boundary layer thickness near
the grooves. The grooves transfer low momentum fluid from the pressure to the suction
side while energising it by decreasing the radial velocity and increasing the tangential
velocity. From four to eight grooves should be located near the separation point with a
spacing of one-half groove width. It is recommended that the groove depth and width are
approximately of the order of the boundary layer displacement thickness [32].
Overall, grooves could be beneficial in low-Reynolds-number centrifugal compressors
in which they increase the pressure-ratio and weaken the wake. Micro-scale compressors
with relatively large tip clearances in particular could benefit from the modified tip leakage
flow and more uniform flow field at the impeller outlet. However, the drawback of the
grooves is that the increased wall surface results in additional friction losses so that the
efficiency is not improved.
Likewise the squealers and winglets, grooves are modelled as geometrical modifications
8
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in the computational mesh [4]. The k − ω SST model [2, 4, 33] is generally used. The
k − ω SST model was chosen by Cevik et al. [2], as it predicts the tip leakage vortices
better than other turbulence models.
4

CONCLUSIONS

All in all, the accuracy of the chosen numerical approaches based on the two equation
turbulence model and RANS equations is on an acceptable level when the effect of the
Reynolds number is studied. To get more accurate validation, an experimental campaign
should be made for comparison.
From the flow control modelling point of view, the passive methods for tip leakage
control, i.e. squealers, winglets and grooves, can be applied in the numerical model as
modifications in a computational model of a compressor geometry. However, as the modelling of a centrifugal compressor is still practically limited to steady or unsteady RANS
models, the small-scale turbulence in the vicinity of the riblet structure is recommended
to be modelled with the correlation-based model.
As the riblets are predicted to improve the compressor efficiency even by three per cent,
it is recommended as a future work that the correlation-based riblet model should be implemented in a centrifugal compressor with different Reynolds numbers. After comparing
the results with the correlation-predicted performance improvement, a deeper preliminary
understanding of riblet’s feasibility in this application can be achieved.
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Abstract. The use of compact architectures on aircraft turbine engines challenges the
design and management of structural and thermal load requirements. Even operating in
subsonic conditions, supersonic regimes may develop at the high pressure turbine passages, experiencing complex compression and expansion wave systems that interact with
adjacent stages of the turbine. When cooling flow is ejected through the blade trailing
edge slots, non-symmetrical configurations can appear due to the interaction of the injected flow with the surrounding flow field, leading to undesired loads and efficiency loses.
In this work, a combination of RANS simulations, global stability and sensitivity analysis is employed to identify and explain the physical mechanisms of this phenomenon. A
global mode associated with the geometrical expansion of the trailing edge slot is identified, and linked to the non-symmetrical configurations. To conclude, the regions where
the flow would be more sensitive to flow modifications to excite or damp this phenomena
are identified throughout an adjoint approximation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With aircraft engines going towards the use of more compact architectures, structural
safety limits and aero-structural couplings can become the bottleneck of engine design due
to low and high cycle fatigue issues. The aero-structural interaction become significantly
detrimental when flow velocities approach the speed of sound. Engine turbine blades
can operate in transonic or supersonic flow regime, specially over high pressure turbine
passages where the flow expand to supersonic velocities experiencing complex shock wave
systems at the trailing edge. These waves can interact with downstream stages of the
turbine affecting the aerodynamic efficiency of the blades and reducing the life-span of
the engine components [1]. Up to 30% of total loses on transonic turbines are due to these
shock interactions [2], having their origin on the flow fluctuations that take place at the
area adjacent to the blades trailing edges, normally referred as the base region.
The flow field around the base region can be summarized in Figure 1-left, where the flow
features appearing on a supersonic turbine blade are represented. The upstream boundary
layer remains attached at the trailing edge corner, and separates downstream developing
a shear layer while, simultaneously, the main flow accelerates through a Prandtl-Meyer
expansion fan. Furthermore, a weak compression wave, called separation or lip shock, is
formed at the point of flow detachment in order to adapt the pressure gradient between
the shearing and the downstream flow. The upper and lower shear layers propagate
downstream and eventually merge at the wake on a point of confluence, creating a dead
air zone limited by both shear layers and the blunt trailing edge, namely the base region.
This zone is characterized by low momentum and constant pressure, having a strong
influence on several features of the surrounding flow field. At the confluence point, the
flow changes its direction notably, being forced to compress through a system of strong
trailing edge shocks. The degree of compression, hence the strength and angle of the
shock waves, highly depends on the base region properties.
The nature of the surrounding flow field produces a heavy thermal loading over the
turbine blades, requiring heavy cooling systems to avoid the melting of the components.
The thin trailing edge cannot be protected using internal cooling passages, so cooler flow
bled from the high pressure compressor is purged through slots or orifices to avoid the
melting of the turbine components. As it has been shown by several authors [3, 4], this
cooling could be exploited to modulate the base region properties. Different studies have
been devoted to examine the effects of trailing edge bleeding on the base region. Of
particular importance, Saracoglu et al. [5] investigated the flow topology at the blunt
trailing edge as a function of the cooling flow intensity, showing the dependence of the
base pressure with the blowing magnitude. A relevant result of the study was the presence
of non-symmetric configurations at the base flow (shock wave intensity and angle) for a
specific range of blowing intensities (Figure 1-right). This work aims to explain these
non-symmetric configurations, using stability and sensitivity analysis.
Stability analysis studies the growth or decay of perturbations superimposed upon a
steady base flow, and has proven to be effective in the analysis of incompressible and
compressible flows, either in laminar or turbulent configurations [6, 7]. The analysis aims
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of supersonic flow on a blunt trailing edge (left)[2], and base pressure
correlation at the trailing edge as a function of the density ratio of the bleeding rate (right)[5].

to identify which features can naturally appear in the flow and become dominant for some
particular value of the parameters. This work combines RANS simulations and linear
stability theory to explain the mechanisms that generate the described non-symmetric
configuration. A thorough analysis of the flow topology is carried, showing how the
recirculation areas aft the trailing edge interact generating changes on the injected flow
direction and therefore in the shock wave system. The physical mechanisms responsible
of those changes, dependent on the cooling flow purge intensity, are then identified using
global stability analysis, matching the bifurcation predicted by the RANS simulations.
The unstable configuration seems to be related to the sudden geometrical expansion at
the end of the cooling slot. The associated instability forces the purge flow direction to
change its direction impacting on one of the trailing edge end shear layers, generating
an additional shock wave upstream the main trailing edge shock. The identified global
mode changes its structure with the cooling flow intensity, as does the flow topology of
the base region, giving valuable information about where the perturbations are located.
Furthermore, the additional solution of the adjoint problem and the sensitivity analysis
over the case of study allow to identify those areas of the flow field more receptive to
structural changes or flow modifications, in order to excite or damp the perturbations
responsible of the non-symmetry.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews the mathematical
formulation of the stability and sensitivity analysis, section III summarizes the numerical
procedures to obtain the base flow and global modes, in section IV the main results are
described, finishing in section V with the main conclusions of this study.
2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Flow solver

The compressible version of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) is
used to model the flow, closing the mathematical system with the Wilcox k −ω turbulence
model. These set of equations can be written in conservative form as:


∂
F̄¯ · ndS,
(1)
qdΩ = −
∂t Ω
∂Ω
3
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where vector1 q comprises the conservative variables (density, momentum and energy)
and turbulent quantities, while Ω is a control volume with boundary ∂Ω and outer normal
n. F̄¯ denotes the flux density tensor, which can be decomposed along the three cartesian
coordinate directions and comprises the inviscid, viscous and turbulent fluxes.
The finite volume DLR TAU-Code was used to obtain a steady state solution of the
base flow equations. The flow domain Ω is discretized into a finite number of subdomains Ωi , i = 1 . . . N , where each subdomain contains Nf faces. The time-accurate
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are marched in time towards a steady state using a backward Euler implicit scheme, solved approximately by a LU-SGS (Lower-Upper
Symmetric-Gauss-Seidel Method ) iterations procedure. Local time stepping and multigrid
algorithms were adopted to accelerate convergence, allowing to converge a forced-steady
solution of the RANS equations from flow configurations that would otherwise develop
an unsteady behavior if run with an unsteady solver.
Thus, following the method of lines, the spatial discretization of system (1) gives rise
to a system of ordinary differential equations, that can be written in general form for a
subdomain Ωi as:
∂qi
|Ω|i
+ Ri = 0 ,
∂t

Ri =

Nf


F̄¯ j nj ,

i = 1...N

(2)

j=1

where Ri is the residual in subdomain Ωi , equivalent to the flux contributions to this
subdomain, and qi represents a discretized vector state solution in subdomain Ωi . Vectors
qi and Ri have dimensions that depend on the number of fluid variables Nv considered.
Non-slip and adiabatic wall boundary conditions are imposed on the body surface as:
∂T
=0
(3)
∂n
where n is the normal direction to the body surface and T stands for the temperature.
At the external boundaries, a farfield boundary condition is used. The convective fluxes
crossing the farfield boundary faces are calculated using the Advection Upstream Splitting
Method (AUSM) Riemann solver and the flow conditions outside the boundary faces are
determined employing Whitfield theory.
Additional information of DLR TAU-Code and details of the implementation can be
found in Ref.[8].
u=v=w=0

2.2

Stability analysis

Stability analysis studies the growth or decay of perturbations superimposed onto a
usually steady solution of the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The analysis can identify
which particular features are prone to evolve under slight modifications of the flow conditions, either by introducing a perturbation or caused by a modification of some physical
or geometrical parameters. The growth of these features would give rise to a completely
1

Bold variables are used to refer vectors.
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different flow configuration. Examples of the application of stability analysis to fluid
dynamics problems can be found in the literature for a large variety of flow topologies
[9, 10, 11].
Mathematically, the flow solution obtained through the RANS equations can be decomposed as:
q(x, t) = q̄(x) + ε
q(x, t),

(4)

where ε  1 and q̄ is the so called base flow, steady point of equilibrium of Eq. (2).
Last term on the right hand side corresponds to small perturbations, prone to evolve and
so time dependent.
This decomposition is introduced into the NS equations, Eq (2), and a Taylor series
expansion is performed around the point of equilibrium q̄. Neglecting terms of order ε2
and assembling all the unknowns in vector/matrix notation, it is obtained:


∂R
∂
q
.
= R(q̄ + ε
q) ≈ R(q̄) + ε
q
(5)
εM
∂t
∂q q̄

where the diagonal matrix
 with leading dimension Nv × N , contains the volumes
 M,
∂R
associated to each cell and ∂q represents the jacobian matrix of the fluxes evaluated
q̄

in the base flow.
The separability of temporal and spatial derivatives in (4) permits the introduction
of an explicit harmonic temporal dependence of the disturbance quantities into these
equations. In the Biglobal framework, considering pure two dimensional cases, the decomposition is accomplished according to the ansatz :
(x, t) = q
(x, y)eσt ,
q

(6)

A
q = σM
q.

(8)

 describes the spatial complex disturbance. In pure
where σ is a complex scalar and q
two dimensional cases, the velocity component and all derivatives in the spanwise direction
are neglected for both base flow and disturbances. Substitution of the ansatz given by
equation (6) into the perturbed equation (5) and considering R(q̄) = 0, equation (5) is
transformed into the generalized eigenvalue problem:


∂R
 = σM
q
q,
(7)
∂q q̄
which can also be expressed as:

with A =



∂R
∂q



Q

being the linearized jacobian matrix, and σ = σr + iσi the complex

eigenvalues of the generalized system. The real part of the eigenvalue, σr , refers to the
amplification rate of the corresponding eigenmode, with the imaginary part σi being the
pulsation, related to the associated frequency, f , as σi = 2πf .
5
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2.3

Adjoint analysis

To obtain the adjoint operator, associated to the real non-symmetric operator A, the
following discrete inner product of a pair of continuous vectors, p̌ and q̌, is defined:

< p̌, q̌ >=
p̌H q̌dΩ = pH Mq
(9)
Ω

where H denotes the conjugate transpose, p and q are the discretized version of p̌ and q̌
in the computational domain Ω, and M is the volumes matrix previously defined.
Following this, the matrix A and its discrete adjoint A+ can be related as follows:
< p̌, Aq̌ > =< A+ p̌, q̌ >,
H

pH MAq = (A+ p) Mq,
pH MAq = pH (A+ )H Mq,
MAM
−1

M

−1

(10)

+ H

= (A ) ,

H

A M = A+ ,

This expression relates the conjugate transpose of the jacobian matrix to its adjoint,
allowing to obtain the associated adjoint eigenvalues, σ + , and eigenmodes, q+ :

2.4

Sensitivity analysis

+ = σ + M
A+ q
q+

(11)

The information contained in the adjoint modes can be used to evaluate the receptivity
and sensitivity of the system. Giannetti and Luchini [12] introduced the concept of the
’wavemaker’ for two-dimensional flows, showing that the areas of the flow more sensitive
to structural changes, a localized force-velocity coupling, were localized on the overlapping
regions of direct and adjoint modes. This defines the structural sensitivity as:
| ∇σ |=


q+ 
q
+
 ,q
>
<q

(12)

where < •, • > denotes the discrete inner product, previously defined, and its associated
norm  • =< •, • >1/2 . In this work, the adjoint modes have been normalized according
+ , q
 >= 1.
to the condition < q
Marquet et al. [13] studied the effects on the eigenvalue drift caused by a perturbation
directly acting on the base flow equations. This context was developed afterwards in a
discrete framework [14, 15], so is briefly described here. Following a Lagrangian approach
[14], the sensitivity to base flow modifications can be calculated as:
)
∇q̄ σ = B+ (q̄, q
q+

(13)

where the matrix operator B is the sensitivity matrix, obtained through differentiating
the jacobian matrix and the direct mode related to the eigenvalue of interest:
) =
B(q̄, q

∂(A(q̄)
q)
∂q̄

6
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This methodology can be extended to the application of a steady force, δqf , as an external
perturbation, and the following sensitivity field is obtained:
∇qf σ = q̄+ = (A+ (q̄))−1 ∇q̄ σ

(15)

being q̄+ the adjoint of the base flow, obtained through the solving of the linear system.
3
3.1

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
Base flow solver

The geometrical approximation is a simplification of the industrial problem, where only
the details of the flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge of a turbine blade were studied.
When the turbine passages and downstream stages are omitted, the blade trailing edge
can be approximated by a simplified model as the supersonic flow over a flat plate blunt
end. The geometry also includes the internal cooling passages, composed by a cavity
plenum, where the purge flow was ejected, and the injector pipe, directly communicating
the plenum with the base region.
The computational domain was limited by straight boundaries, with a length of 21.75×d
(with d as the trailing edge thickness) and a width of 20×d. The injector pipe had a length
and width of 2.5×d and 0.3×d, respectively. To keep subsonic conditions inside the cavity
plenum, its width was kept three times larger than the injector pipe.
Boundary conditions of the control volume were defined as follows: supersonic inflow
and output, Euler wall and symmetry plane were set at left, right, upper and lower limits
respectively; non-slip wall was used for all internal surfaces and a reservoir-pressure inflow
boundary condition was set to simulate the input of the cooling in the cavity plenum area.
The Mach number at the inflow boundary was set to 1.5, keeping a total temperature
of 365 K and a Reynolds number of 9.4×106 , based on the trailing edge length (11.65×d ).
The flow rate at the cooling flow exit, from now on referred as the blowing rate, was defined
by the cooling flow static temperature, kept to 300 K, and its total pressure, expressed as
a percentage of the free stream flow total pressure.
Two types of simulations were performed on this work. When only half of the domain
was simulated, a symmetry boundary condition was imposed on the axis of symmetry and
then both mesh and solution were mirrored into the lower symmetry plane, to ensure a
stability analysis over a symmetric base flow configuration. In order to understand the
flow behaviour in non-symmetric configurations, simulations over the whole configuration
were also completed. To clarify the exposition, when the term half-domain is used on this
text, will refer to the mesh of Figure 2, with a symmetry plane on its lower boundary; on
the contrary, when full-domain is called, it will refer to simulations done on a mirrored
mesh, considering upper and lower surfaces of the trailing edge.
The domain was discretized using a quad-structured mesh, generated using an O-Grid
topology and dividing the geometry into regions of interest. Wall normal grid distances
were set small enough so values of y + lower than 1 were kept on the body surfaces. Mesh
details are depicted on Figure 2. The mesh spatial resolution was concentrated at the
contraction-expansion and around the shock wave areas.
7
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(a) Computational mesh

(b) Cavity and channel area mesh detail

Figure 2: Computational mesh. Only a quarter of total nodes are shown for clarity.
Table 1: Mesh convergence analysis for a blowing rate of 18%. Pb /Pb∗ represents the relation between
the pressure measured at the base region with and without purge flow applied, and ρpurge /ρf the relation
between the density values at the cavity plenum and at the base region.

Mesh
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

Pb /Pb∗
1.26932202
1.29883128
1.30545566
1.31826117
1.31929642
1.31858961

Number of nodes
12010
48260
104630
207106
321090
424640

ρpurge /ρf
1.03157676
1.03038449
1.02675552
1.01727924
1.01407829
1.01426252

A mesh convergence study was performed for a blowing rate of 18% for a half-domain
configuration using six different meshes of increasing number of elements, named from
M1 to M6. A systematic refinement was performed to evaluate the flow sensitivity to
the mesh density. At each step the mesh was refined increasing n times the number of
nodes, taking the mesh M1 as the reference. This refinement law preserved the topology
of the mesh and guaranteed that Richardson extrapolation formulas were applicable to
obtain an accurate rate of convergence. The convergence criteria of the RANS simulations,
evaluated through the global density residual, was set up to values lower than 10−6 .
Detailed results from the mesh convergence study are shown in Table 1. For each mesh
the pressure and density values at the trailing edge were monitored. According to these
results, mesh M4 was selected as a good compromise between accuracy and computational
efficiency.
3.2

Eigenvalue problem solving

The real non-symmetric operator A (Eq. 7) and the real diagonal operator M were
directly extracted from the solver, using the first-discretize-then-linearize technique implemented in the DLR-TAU solver. For the particular case of mesh M4, the leading
dimension of the matrix A was approximately 1.2 × 106 , and the number of non-zero
elements was 9.6 × 107 .
For each eigenvalue the associated eigenvector that represents the underlying physical feature (density, momentum in the spatial directions (x, y, z), energy and turbulent
components), will decay or eventually grow in time depending on the sign of the real
8
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part of the eigenvalue. To calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of system 8, the
Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi Method (IRAM) algorithm implemented in the ARPACK
library [16] combined with a shift-and-invert preconditioning technique was used. Not all
the eigenvalues were computed, but only a finite number close to the area of interest of
the eigenspectra. At each iteration of the IRAM algorithm, the shift-and-invert method
requires the inversion of a linear system, which makes this procedure computationally
expensive. Moreover, due to the stiffness associated to the underlying compressible and
turbulent equation system, the jacobian matrix A is bad conditioned, so iterative methods to solve the linear system fail to reach a proper convergence. In this work, a full LU
factorization was performed for the Jacobian matrix A using the MUMPS library [17].
This strategy, used here in a compressible finite volume context, has also been followed
in stability analysis of incompressible flows in finite elements discretizations and in the
context of spectral methods [18, 19, 14] and highly compressible flows with turbulence
modelling [6]. Unfortunately, the full LU decomposition scales as the cube of the number
of unknowns ((Nv × N )3 ), becoming the bottleneck of the overall process and consuming a large amount of computational resources [6]. To partially redice this requirement,
the sparsity of the jacobian matrix was exploited on the parallelization of the algorithms
and domain reduction techniques [20] were implemented to alleviate the computational
resources required for the stability analysis.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Flow topology analysis

The ratio between the computed base pressure at
both sides of the trailing edge (Pb ) and the base pressure for a non-blowing configuration (Pb∗ ) is shown as a
function of the blowing rate (Figure 3). Pressure values bifurcate for a blowing rate of 17.8%, going back
to the symmetric flow state for a blowing rate of 42%
and reaching a maximum value of a 3.6% of pressure
difference at 28% of blowing intensity. The value of the
blowing rate for the maximum pressure difference does
not match the maximum value for the base pressure,
Figure 3: Base pressure as a funcwhich takes place at a blowing rate of 24%. As it will be
tion of the blowing rate.
shown, the reason of this behavior is the appearance of
a non-symmetric global mode that eventually becomes unstable and dominates the flow
configuration. With the aim of capturing the instability related with the onset of this
bifurcation and identifying the sources of the non-symmetry, blowing rate values from
10% to 45% were investigated.
Base flow pressure and velocity fields for a half-domain configuration, including the
solution for a non-blowing configuration, are displayed in figures 4 and 5. These figures
reveal how the shock waves decrease their intensity for low purge intensities, which combined with the filling effect of the purge jet increase the pressure of the base region. For
9
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(a) No bleeding

(b) 17 % blowing rate

(c) 22 % blowing rate

(d) 31 % blowing rate

(e) 37 % blowing rate

(f) 43 % blowing rate

Figure 4: Pressure contours of RANS solutions for a set of blowing rate intensities.

blowing rates values higher than 24%, the flow on the dead area starts to evacuate and
the pressure at the base region decays, recovering the shock part of its original strength.
A detailed evolution of the re-circulation areas is shown on Figure 6, where only negatives velocities from full-domain RANS solutions are plotted. As the jet is applied at the
base region, the main recirculation area is pushed downstream and split in three regions,
two at the trailing edge tips and a third one downstream. However, for blowing ratios
above the bifurcation point, one of the trailing edge recirculation areas joins the downstream one, increasing the pressure on that side and forcing the flow to change its direction
in a Coanda effect style and hit the shear layer. This change alters the wake structure,
affecting the shocks angles and intensities. Larger blowing rates, however, stabilize the
flow pushing the dead air zones towards the symmetry plane as more flow is entrained
into the main jet until the symmetric state is achieved again. The non-symmetric effect
can also be appreciated from shadow-graph contour fields shown in Figure 7, where it is
easier to identify the weakening of the trailing edge shock wave and the appearance of a
secondary upstream shock only in one side of the domain. The secondary upstream shock
has its foot near the region where the purging flow contacts the trailing edge shear layers.
If the flow changes its direction and deflects to the contrary side, the secondary shock will
swap side as well.
4.2

Stability analysis

On Saracoglu et al.[5], the pressure measurements were done over URANS solutions,
showing an asymmetrical state that was constant in time. This could suggest that the
difference on pressure had not a periodic oscillation behavior but a steady one. As shown
on the flow topology analysis (Sec 4.1), the cooling flow experiments a contraction at the
10
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(a) No blowing

(b) 17 % blowing rate

(c) 22 % blowing rate

(d) 31 % blowing rate

(e) 37 % blowing rate

(f) 43 % blowing rate

Figure 5: Streamwise velocity contours of RANS solutions for a set of blowing rate intensities.

plenum area, followed by a sudden expansion at the base region, limited on the upper
and lower sides by the shear layers. According to the type of perturbation observed on
the base flow (Fig. 3-(a)), the geometry configuration and the results of Saracoglu [5], it
would be expected to find the physical eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, having a null
pulsation. This kind of instability, known as a pitchfork bifurcation, would led to a steady
asymmetric behavior of the recirculation regions at the trailing edge. Therefore, the focus
was set on the region of the spectrum close to the origin and a zero value for the shift
parameter was used on the preconditioning of the jacobian matrix.
As previously explained, the base flow was computed using the half-domain mesh
whereas for the stability analysis the full-domain mesh was used. Density, momentum,
energy and turbulent components of the perturbation fields were obtained from the anal-

(a) No blowing

(b) 10 % blowing rate

(c) 15 % blowing rate

(d) 17 % blowing rate

(e) 18 % blowing rate

(f) 22 % blowing rate

(g) 33 % blowing rate

(h) 42 % blowing rate

Figure 6: Dead air regions for a set of blowing rate intensities. Only negative velocities are plotted.
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ysis.
For blowing rates below 18%, all the eigenvalues of the spectrum remain on the stable region. When the blowing rate is increased, a single
anti-symmetrical mode becomes unstable and its
growth rate evolves as a function of this parameter. This mode is directly related to the pressure
bifurcation, its associate eigenvalue crossing the
imaginary axis when the purge intensity is above
18.1%, and becoming stable again for a blowing
rate of 38% (Fig. 8). When the eigenvalue evolution is related to the base flow results, it can
(a) 18 % blowing rate
be observed that as the base region experiments
changes on its flow topology, the real part of the
unstable eigenvalue reaches its maximum value.
This coincides with an enlargement of the recirculation bubbles of the trailing edge and an increment of the pressure drop at the wake (as shown
in Figures 4 and 6). After this point, the eigenvalue starts its damping until a blowing rate value
of 38%, where it becomes stable again at the same
time the base flow recovers its symmetric state.
The eigenmode structure consists in two
(b) 45 % blowing rate
symmetrical lobe-shaped regions with antisymmetrical streamwise perturbation compo- Figure 7: Shadowgraph contours for nonnents, and it changes its structure as the blowing symmetric (a) and symmetric (b) flow configurations.
rate increases, in consonance with the flow topology of the base flow (Fig. 9). For lower purge
intensity cases, the mode appears concentrated at the exit of the purge channel and associated to the weak shear layers that occur on the mixing of the base region and the purge
flow. Subsequently, for larger blowing rates the mode changes its shape becoming more
similar to the structures observed in common channel expansions [21], where it adopts the
shape of two enlarged lobes bounded by the strong shear layers of the upper and lower
tips of the trailing edge.
The behavior of the amplification rate is different for low and high blowing intensities.
For a weak trailing edge blowing, the rate of change of the amplification of the mode is
high, and small variations of blowing rates would produce a rapid change of the global
mode behavior from stable to unstable. At higher blowing rates the tendency is smoother
and the changes in stability become less abrupt. This fact can also explain the small
differences between the RANS results and the stability analysis. Namely, according to
RANS computations, the flow remains non-symmetric until a blowing rate of around 42%,
compared to a value of 38% for the stability analysis. However, it is normally observed
that, when the growth rate of the instability is not large enough, the flow can remain
12
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(a) Evolution of the leading eigenvalue with the
blowing rate

(b) Comparison of the spectra for stable
(17.5%) and unstable (18.5%) configurations.

Figure 8: Eigenvalue analysis.

(a) 18 % blowing rate

(b) 20 % blowing rate

(c) 40 % blowing rate

Figure 9: Eigenmode evolution with the blowing rate.

in a “unstable” situation for a long time, unless a perturbation is introduced in the flow
triggering the new flow configuration [22].
4.3

Sensitivity to structural and steady forcing modifications

The overlapping of direct and adjoint modes permits the calculation of the so called
’structural sensitivity’, associated to the regions where structural modifications of the flow
would have a major effect on the instability of the global mode. These regions represent
the instability core, and they appear symmetric respect to the mid plane and close to the
end of the purge channel, coincident with the weak shear layers formed from the mixing
of the cooling jet and the trailing edge recirculation areas. Results of the sensitivity
analysis for a blowing rate of 30% are shown in Figure 4.3. Small differences were found
for changes in the blowing rate intensity.
The sensitivity to a steady force, normally represented by a complex vector field, is here
constructed only by its real part due to the stationary nature of the unstable global mode.
The information provided by the vector field indicates where an arbitrary modification δqf
applied in the direction of the growth rate sensitivity will have a greater destabilization
impact on the behavior of the eigenmode. The global mode related with the pressure
bifurcation seems to be more sensitive in the mixing region, and downstream from the
13
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Figure 10: Structural sensitivity of the unstable global mode (left), and sensitivity to a steady force
(right). Data corresponds to a blowing rate of 30%.

end of the channel (Figure 4.3-right). Except on the small area limited by the shear layers,
the presence of a steady force applied with a reverse direction to the discharging flow will
have a destabilinzing effect on the eigenvalue. Perturbations with a vertical component
applied close to the trailing edge surface could have a stabilizing effect if they are directed
from the trailing edge tip towards the discharging channel.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A simple model of the flow configuration in the vicinity of a cooled engine turbine
blade trailing edge has been analyzed with a combination of RANS and stability analysis.
The presence of a bifurcation changing from a symmetric to non-symmetric pressure
distribution on the base region as a function of the jet blowing rate had been observed
but not explained before. Previous analysis suggested that the observed bifurcation could
be generated by a sudden expansion mechanism [5]. This fact has been confirmed on this
work with the use of Global Stability Theory.
The results link the non-symmetrical configuration with an anti-symmetric eigenmode
for a range of blowing rates, matching the start and end points of the pressure bifurcation
with the stability behavior of the associated eigenvalue, with small error when compared
with RANS results. An error value of 0.5% was found for low blowing rates, with an
error of about 5% for higher blowing rates. The eigenmode flow structures appeared to
extend downstream in space as the purge intensity increased, revealing itself as a clear
sudden expansion mode [21] for higher blowing rates, but more concentrated at the end
of the cooling channel for lower blowing rates. It is on this range of blowing rates where
the mode takes an structure more opened to the lower and upper sides, in a shear layer
shape, and where it is more sensitive to changes in the blowing rate.
Base pressure magnitude inversely correlated with trailing edge shock intensity. Due
to the destabilizing effect of the pressure bifurcation, the range of blowing intensities
related to maximum base pressure values was affected by a variation on the pressure
values of upper and lower sides at the trailing edge. The pressure bifurcation could had
a strong effect on the surrounding flow topology and adjacent blades of the turbine, due
to the pressence of a secondary shock wave upstream the main trailing edge shock wave,
that appears for blowing rates comprised between 18 and 38% (Fig. 7). This additional
14
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shock system, placed in only one side of the blade, would change to the opposite side
when the deflected purge flow changed its direction due to a bifurcation branch change,
generating additional non-symmetrical loads on the turbine cascade. If this intermittent
shock system is replicated all over the turbine blades, considering independent changes
and interactions with upstream and downstream stages of the turbine, the consequences
in the aerodynamic loads can be very important. The non time dependent nature of the
instability would made it difficult to be controlled by frequency modulated systems [3],
but may be suitable for passive control or upstream flow modulation. To exploit these
capabilities, a sensitivity analysis was performed over the unstable global mode. The
instability core appeared to be located in the mixing region area, as two symmetric lobes.
The information extracted from the sensitivity to steady forcing showed that, generally, a
perturbation in the mixing regions of the cooling flow and the low-momentum base region
in the direction of the cooling flow flow would have a stabilizing effect on the eigenvalue.
However, despite the area of the base region located at the end of the cooling channel is
less sensitive to modifications, perturbations in this area in the direction of the flow will
have a destabilizing effect.
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Abstract. Reduced-order models (ROMs) of nonlinear dynamical systems are essential
for broadening the scope of high-fidelity non linear CFD design optimizations or aeroelastic investigations. The wide variety of fluid dynamics ROMs reported in literature shares
the aim of reducing the dimensionality of dynamical systems by performing a projection
of the governing equations onto a basis that may be often constructed via the Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). Unfortunately, the relevance of POD is still an open
question for aeroelastic applications because it is impossible to define a spatial correlation
for a domain that is moving and deforming during the simulation. Moreover, when addressing real-life applications, the non-linear compressible Navier-Stokes equations have
to be considered, resulting in an additional difficulty.
In the present work, we propose a ROM based on the classical Galerkin projection onto
a basis contructed via index-based POD. The discrete empirical interpolation method
(DEIM) is adopted in order to efficiently deal with the compressible Navier-Stokes equations non-linearities. Numerical tests have been carried out to evaluate the performance
of the present ROM. First, we validate the classical POD-DEIM technique for a timedependent and slightly compressible flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil at high incidence.
Then, the POD-DEIM ROM is used to reproduce the solution of a high-fidelity model
based on the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation combined with a deforming grid for a flow around an oscillating supercritical airfoil. On the basis of the achieved
results, we highlight the limits and the strengths of the proposed technique.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Dynamical systems are the basic framework for modeling and control of a large variety
of complex systems of scientific interest or industrial value. The aeronautic and aerospace
fields are important examples in which some complex physical phenomena, such as fluidstructure interaction, shock interaction, flow separation, limit-cycle oscillations and so on,
can be investigated with the aforementioned dynamical systems. Interactions between
fluid and moving (deforming) structures are among the most important issues of aircraft
design and numerical simulation has been one of the few available means for studying this
kind of problems. However, the growing need for an improved accuracy attainable with
a high fidelity (or full order) model leads inevitably to an unaffordable computational
cost whose reduction represents one of the main motivation of this work. The projectionbased reduced order models (ROMs) are physics based methods that can potentially yield
very high speedups. These approaches involve the resolution of the dynamic equations
of the system by projecting them on a suitably chosen low-dimensional sub-space. The
effective dimension reducibility for these methods is usually limited to problems with linear or multi-linear terms. In fact, when a general non-linearity is present, the cost to
evaluate the projected non-linear function still depends on the dimension of the original
system, resulting in ROM simulation time of the same order as the original system time
computation. Therefore, several techniques have been introduced to address this issue
by approximating the non-linear term of the system equations. The Discrete Empirical
Interpolation Method (DEIM), introduced by Chaturantabut et al. [1] provides an interpolation of the non-linear quantities in a reduced domain including only a small number
of elements. An efficient implementation of the DEIM for non-linear compressible flows
ROMs is reported in [2].
Considering aeroelastic dynamical systems solved on a moving/deforming mesh, Anttonen et al. [3] outlined that an additional level of difficulty arises since the POD involves
spatial correlations that require special care in a continuous deformable framework. The
loss of the spatial correlation and the increasingly important problems of stability and
accuracy make the aeroelastic ROMs study widely challenging. In a discrete framework,
Freno et al. [4] provide an accurate ROM requiring that the projection basis is defined
taking into account the mesh deformation. They use dynamic basis functions to take into
account the domain deformation dynamics by defining a dynamics for the projection basis
related to the instantaneous deformed configuration. In the particular case of a rigid body
motion, an interesting manner to avoid this issue is proposed by Lewin and Haj-Hariri
[5] and Placzek et al. [6]. They perform the projection of the governing equations in a
non-inertial reference frame in order to preserve the consistency of the POD formulation.
Anyway, stability problems appear when considering non-linear flows. Bourguet et al. [7]
propose a Hadamard formulation to take into account small wall deformations. Then,
an a posteriori calibration is proposed to improve the stability of the model. Liberge
and Hamdouni [8] implement a multiphase formulation that allows to define the POD on
a deforming domain using characteristic functions to follow the fluid-structure interface.
Stankiewicz et al. [9, 10] deepen the study of Anttonen et al. [3] with test cases of in-
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creasing complexity also considering parametric changes. Although the aforementioned
aeroelastic studies do not consider systems with a general non-linearity, Freno et al. [4, 11]
tackle this problem, but the non-linear term is evaluated at each time step by the full
order model (FOM) on the whole domain. This limitation may be prevented by the use
of the DEIM to improve the ROM efficiency.
In the present work, we propose a ROM based on the classical Galerkin projection
onto a basis constructed via the index-based POD formulation. The discrete empirical
interpolation method (DEIM) is adopted in order to efficiently deal with the compressible
Navier-Stokes non-linearities.
2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The FOM considered in the present paper for an aeroelastic CFD problem is governed
by the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation of the non-linear Navier-Stokes
equations. In the semi-discrete form the ALE formulation for the basic cell of the computational domain reads:

6 
6 


d
W dΩ = −
Fc (W , s)·ndΣ−
Fd (W )·ndΣ = −RΩ (W , t) (1)


dt Ω(t)
(t)
(t)
i
i
i=1
i=1
where W is the vector of the conservatives variables ρ, ρU and ρE. Fc and Fd are,
respectively, the convective and diffusive fluxes and Σi represents the i face of the hexahedral cell considered in the structured mesh. The arbitrary motion of the computational
mesh is taken into account by the definition of c = U − s as the convective velocity, where
s is the mesh velocity with respect the spatial domain. The flow equations are solved
by a finite-volume method with ONERA’s in-house software elsA [12]. Once spatially
discretized, we can write:
dW
RΩ (W , t)
 Ω (W , t)
=−
=R
dt
V(Ω(t))

(2)

 Ω is a non-linear residual operator
where V(Ω(t)) is the volume of the related cell and R
that, on the basis of the concerning instantaneous aerodynamic field, computes the flux
balance for each cell and divides it for the related cell volume.
2.1

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Empirical modes resulting from Proper Orthogonal Decomposition [13, 14] are the most
widely used for fluid dynamics reduced-order modeling. This method consists in looking
for the deterministic function that is most similar in an average sense to an ensemble
of representative systems solutions (snapshots). Sirovich [13] introduced the so-called
“method of snapshots” for computing a POD basis. Assuming that the snapshots are
collected in a matrix [U] ∈ RNx ×Nt with Nx the number of degrees of freedom and Nt the
number of collected snapshots, the POD is equivalent to a singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the matrix [U], so that:
[U] = [Φ][Σ][V]T
3
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where the matrix [Φ] ∈ RNx ×Nr is an orthonormal matrix that contains the POD mode
vectors, with Nr = rank(U) ≤ min(Nx , Nt ). The diagonal matrix [Σ] ∈ RNr ×Nr contains
the singular values of [U] listed in order of decreasing magnitude. If we define the diagonal
element of 
[Σ] as σ
i the rate of “energy” captured by the first Nm modes is given by
Nm 2
Nr
2
E Nm =
σ
/
i=1 i
i=1 σi . This quantity is an indicator of the energy neglected by
retaining only the first Nm POD modes.
The POD is based on the assumption that there is a correlation between successive
snapshots of the flow. As a consequence, if a non-deforming mesh is considered, the
snapshots collected in [U] are easily spatially correlated as each finite volume preserves the
spatial position during the simulation. On the contrary, the spatial domain correlation is
lost when a deforming domain is considered as each finite volume is moving and deforming
during the numerical simulation. In this case, Antonnen et al. [3] propose an index-based
POD for which the snapshots in [U] are collected retaining the index numbering order
so that a fixed computational index-based domain is taken into account to preserve the
consistency of the POD process. This approach allows to directly deal with discrete
projection and discrete inner product for the construction of the ROM, in contrast with
the continuous formulation that requires the use of characteristic functions to follow the
moving fluid-structure interface [8].
2.2

Reduced Order Model

The basis of the ROM consists in approximating the conservative field by a base solution
W0 (steady or time-average flow) and a linear combination of the POD modes Φi :
W (t) ≈ W0 +

Nm


ai (t)Φi

(4)

i=1

In this work, the Galerkin projection [9, 15] is used to develop the ROM, which means
that the system is projected orthogonally onto the space spanned by the modes used
to approximate the solution. Substituting eq.(4) in eq.(2) and projecting (taking into
account the orthogonality of the POD basis) the following ROM is obtained:
N

m

da
 Ω (W0 +
= ΦT R
ai (t)Φi , t)
dt
i=1

(5)

This is a system of Nm ODEs, with Nm  Nx , where the unknowns are the time amplitudes associated to the POD modes of the ROM.
Ω
It should be noted that, for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the operator R
is non-linear and cannot be expressed as the product of constant terms and amplitudes
unless specific approximations or formulations are introduced to obtain a multilinear form
[16, 17]. To tackle this issue a hyper reduction technique introduced by Chaturantabut
et al. [1], called Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM), is used. The DEIM

4
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involves the approximation of the non-linearity as:
 Ω (W , t) ≈
R

Nl


cj (t)Ψj

(6)

j=1

where, analogously to eq.(3), a POD of the non-linear term snapshots is adopted to
obtain the basis Ψ of size Nx × Nl , where Nl is the number of retained modes after
cutting the POD basis of the non-linear term. The coefficients cj (t) represent the DEIM
amplitudes. The system of eq.(6) is still overdetermined because it involves Nx equations
in Nl unknowns. The DEIM provides a greedy algorithm to select the Nl equations of
eq.(6) so to obtain a determined system. More specifically, if e℘i is the ℘i -th column
of the identity operator of size Nx × Nx , the DEIM algorithm computes the operator
P = [e℘1 , . . . , e℘l ] ∈ RNx ×Nl so that the subsystem
 Ω (W , t) ≈
PT R

Nm


cj (t)(P T Ψ)j

(7)

j=1

of size Nl × Nl can be inverted. So the DEIM approximation of the RHS of eq.(5) reads:
 Ω (W , t) ≈
R


 Ω (W , t) Ψj
(P T Ψ)−1 PT R
j=1 

j

Nm 


(8)

cj (t)

Projecting eq.(8) and substituting in eq.(5) yields to the POD-DEIM ROM:


Nm
Nm


da
 Ω (W0 +
(P T Ψ)−1 PT R
= ΦT
ai Φi , t) Ψj
dt
j=1
i=1

(9)

j

 Ω (W0 +Nm ai Φi , t) changes during the time integration as it depends on t.
The term PT R
i=1
 Ω is
Moreover, if the time integration corresponds to the sampled time period, the term R
a priori known for the sampled time instants and can be interpolated for the intermediates
ones by using the collection of the non-linear term snapshots. In the present work, this
particular case is investigated although it is quite restrictive. In fact, when we want to
integrate the ROM for a longer time period or for a different flow parameter the operator
 Ω (W , t) must be correctly evaluated. Since this operator evaluates componentwise the
R
conservative variable vector W , we can observe that:


Nm
Nm


∗

 Ω (W0 +
PT R
ai Φi , t) = R
ai (PT Φ)i , t
(10)
PT W0 +
Ω

i=1

i=1

 ∗ evaluates exactly the RHS of eq.(2) only for the Nl indexes (cells)
The new operator R
Ω
selected by the DEIM algorithm.
5
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The results of the present paper are related to the formulation of eq.(9), but the DEIM
amplitudes c(t) are computed directly by projecting the non-linear snapshots on the nonlinear POD modes, thus they are a priori known at the time instants where the snapshots
have been sampled. For this reason, the ROM system of ODE in eq.(9) is easily integrated.
Furthermore, when the POD-DEIM ROM is used to reproduce a longer time period or
the solution for a different flow parameter, there are problems concerning two aspects.
The first one is related to the definition of suitable POD basis [18, 19]. The second one is
 ∗ . In fact, it evaluates the instantaneous nonrelated to the construction of the operator R
Ω
linearity of the FOM for the indexes selected by the DEIM algorithm. This operation
is not straightforward when a deforming grid is considered since the position and the
deformation of each cell selected by the DEIM (as well as for its related neighbors in
order to complete the stencil) must be updated at each time step in order to take into
account the metric changes in the computation.
3

Results

The ROM resulting from the aforementioned formulation is used to model the flow
for two different configurations. First, the POD-DEIM technique is validated for a time
dependent and slightly compressible flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil at high incidence.
Then, the index-based POD-DEIM ROM is used to reproduce the flow induced by a
forced oscillation prescribed to a NLR7301 supercritical airfoil.

Figure 1: Proper orthogonal eigenvalue spectrum.
Figure 2: Density fields of the first four proper
orthogonal modes (POMs).

3.1

High incidence flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil

For the first test-case, a fixed NACA 0012 airfoil is set at an incidence of α = 20◦
with the flow parameters M = 0.2 and Re = 1000. A structured C-grid is used with
about 30 × 103 finite volumes. The farfield distance is set to 10 chord lengths. The
flow can be considered as slightly compressible and laminar. With a preliminary steady
6
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FOM

ROM

Figure 3: Comparison of the first six modal coordinates ai (t) computed as the solution of the ROM
equations and the FOM coordinates defined by the projection of the snapshots on the POD modes.

configuration as initial condition, an unsteady simulation is performed with the Backward
Euler scheme and the Dual Time Step acceleration technique [20]. The maximal number
of sub-iterations is set to 50. After a transitory time period a periodic vortex shedding
phenomenon is observed. We employ a sampling of 300 snapshots on 3 vortex-shedding
cycles to construct the POD basis for the flow solution and for the non-linear residual
term. The 
energy distribution
Nr 2 of the solution POD modes is plotted in Fig.1. The value
m
2
of ENm = N
σ
/
i=1 i
i=1 σi for Nm = 10 is already over 0.9999. The first four density
POD modes are depicted in Fig.2.
The ROM is then constructed for a basis with Nm = 10 POD modes and Nl = 40
non-linear POD modes. The time integration of the ROM provides the time histories of
the modal coordinates ai (t) on the sampled time interval. The comparison of the modal
coordinates resulting from the time integration of the ROM and from the projection of the
snapshots on the POD modes is shown on the plots in Fig.3 for the first six amplitudes.
Good agreement can be found between the time-domain ROM and the full-order reference.
The achieved result validates the formulation of the POD-DEIM ROM for the case of a
non-deforming spatial domain.

7
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3.2

Turbulent flow around a NLR-7301 supercritical airfoil in forced motion

The ROM aeroelastic capabilities are investigated on a NLR-7301 supercritical airfoil
in forced motion. The free-stream conditions are ρ∞ = 0.383 kg/m3 and T∞ = 277 K
with a mean angle of attack α0 = 0.5◦ .
0.20
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0.05

y 0.00

0.05

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.1

0.0

0.1

x

0.2
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Figure 4: Displacement of the airfoil fluidstructure interface during one cycle of vibration. The initial position of the undeformed
airfoil is the black thick line and the airfoil contours are the colored from the black to the blue
as the time increases during the cycle of vibration.

Figure 5: Density fields of the first four proper
orthogonal modes (POMs) for the flow around a
NLR-7301 supercritical airfoil in forced motion.

M = 0.50, b*=0.10
M = 0.50, b*=0.75
M = 0.75, b*=0.10

Figure 6: Proper eigenvalue spectrum of the three test cases for the NLR-7301 airfoil in forced motion.

Fig.4 illustrates the airfoil’s fluid-structure interface motion prescribed using a single
structural mode combining pitch and heave with a frequency f = 10 Hz, multiplied
by a generalized coordinate q defined by the harmonic law q(t) = b∗ cos(2πf t). Three
different numerical simulations are performed for different pair of parameters (M∞ , b∗ ) ∈
[(0.50, 0.10); (0.50, 0.75); (0.75, 0.10)]. The corresponding Reynolds numbers based on the
8
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chord length c = 0.3 fall in the interval Re ∈ [1.1 × 106 ; 1.7 × 106 ]. A structured Cgrid is used with about 20 × 103 finite volumes. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (RANS) are solved with the k − ω turbulence model of Kok [21]. The farfield
distance is set to 10 chord lengths. The time integration for unsteady computations
with a prescribed harmonic motion is performed with the backward Euler scheme and
the Dual Time Step acceleration technique. The maximal number of sub-iterations is
set to 50. The time step δt = T /nT is set such that the vibration period T = 1/f is
split into nT = 128 samples. Unsteady simulations are performed to cover nper = 20
periods of vibration to reach a stable periodic state and the resulting number of temporal
iterations is Nit = nper nT . The snapshots for the computation of the POD modes are
regularly sampled on the last three periods of vibration, resulting in 384 snapshots. The
eigenvalues associated to the POD modes are plotted in the spectrum in Fig.6. In this
case, a significant gap is observed in the spectrum for the eigenvalue λi = 127 since the
flow field is periodic and the snapshots sampled in the last two periods are redundant with
those computed on the first period of vibration. The number of independent snapshots
is therefore 128 minus one since the centering process of the snapshots before the POD
decreases by one the rank. The value of E10 is already over 0.9999. The first four density
POD modes are depicted in Fig.5. In contrast with the previous example, in this case the
local value of each POD mode has not a related spatial location as the mesh is deforming
during the sampling process. For this reason Fig.5 is only illustrative because the indexbased POD provides index (not spatial) POD modes. In this paper, ROM integration
results for the case (M∞ , b∗ ) = (0.75, 0.10) are shown. Similar results have been obtained
for the other two investigated cases, for which the smaller Mach number do not lead to
any shock formation on the airfoil surface. The ROM is constructed for a basis with
Nm = 10 POD modes and Nl = 40 non-linear POD modes. The time integration of
the ROM provides the time histories of the modal coordinates ai (t) on the sampled time
interval. The comparison of the modal coordinates resulting from the time integration of
the ROM and from the projection of the snapshots on the POD modes is shown on the
plots in Fig.7 for the first six amplitudes. Then, the instantaneous conservative fields are
reconstructed so that the non-dimensional aerodynamic force coefficients are integrated.
The comparison of the aerodynamic force coefficients of the FOM and the ROM is shown
in Fig.8. Good agreement can be found between the time-domain ROM and the full-order
model of reference.
4

Conclusion

This paper presented the implementation of a POD-DEIM ROM that uses an indexbased computational domain in order to deal with deforming grid in aerodynamic systems.
This method was motivated by the desire to build a reduced order model for non-linear
flows with deforming meshes. The POD basis was used to approximate the solution and
to project the FOM equations, while the non-linearities associated to the Navier-Stokes
equations were efficiently dealt with by the DEIM. Firstly, the method was validated for
a slightly compressible flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil at high incidence for a nondeforming mesh. Then, this method was applied and validated for the flow induced by
9
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Figure 7: Comparison of the first six modal coordinates ai (t) computed as the solution of the ROM
equations and the FOM coordinates defined by the projection of the snapshots on the POD modes.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the non-dimensional aerodynamic force coefficients related to the the ROM
and the FOM conservative fields.
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a forced oscillation of a NLR-7301 supercritical airfoil at high Re number. The indexbased POD-DEIM ROM properly reproduces the aerodynamic fields in both cases. A
clarification was provided about the preliminar implementation of the operator for the
non-linear term since in the present paper this issue was avoided by integrating the ROM
in the sampled time interval.
Future work will extend the presented method to a longer integration time interval or to
a different flow parameter configuration that implies an appropriate definition of the POD
basis and a proper implementation of the non-linear term DEIM operator. Finally, the
perspective will be the integration of the presented technique in a coupled fluid-structure
problem in which the structure motion depends on the aerodynamics loads.
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Abstract. In this work, the aerodynamic loads acting on a large horizontal axis wind turbine
are analysed in off-design conditions by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations.
The turbulent wind flow is solved using an unsteady RANS approach and choosing the kepsilon model. The inlet conditions first proposed by Richard and Hoxey are imposed in order
to include the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) profiles for turbulence and velocity at the
inlet of the computational domain. Modified wall functions are employed on the ground wall
in order to preserve the ABL profiles throughout the entire domain.
A structured background mesh is used. Several component meshes, reproducing the blades and
the supporting structures (tower and nacelle), are overlapped and connected to the background
mesh by means of an overset technique. The connectivity is then updated every time step to
follow the rotation of the wind rotor.
Changing both the pitch angle of the blades and the tip-speed ratio (TSR) of the turbine, several
operating points are investigated. The performance and the loads are highly affected by the
ABL, whose effect is highlighted. The performance of the wind turbine in each simulated
operating point is compared to the nominal operating point (NOP). The aerodynamic loads are
monitored, analysed and mutually compared throughout the motion of the rotor in order to
identify the most critical conditions for the blade structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, large efforts have been made to explore alternative techniques to replace
fossil fuels as energy source. In particular, among renewable energies, wind energy plays an
increasingly important role. Given the aleatory nature of the wind, wind turbines are designed
to function in a wide range of operating conditions [1]. For this reason, their operation has to
be adapted to face the incoming wind and adapt the output power accordingly. Normally, in
large horizontal axis wind turbines, this is achieved by pitching the blades (i.e. rotating them
around their own axes) and/or changing the tip speed ratio. These controlling techniques can be
investigated in detail by mean of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Sudhamshu et al. [2]
carried out CFD (steady RANS) simulations of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine, modelling
only one blade and changing both the incoming constant wind speed and the blade pitch angle.
Li et al. [3] adopted an overset technique to simulate the aerodynamics of a wind turbine and
investigate the effect of various wind speeds and pitch angles on the transient response of the
machine.
In this work, a commercial 3-bladed rotor with a diameter of 100 m is modelled by an
overset technique, together with its supporting structures, namely tower and nacelle. The whole
machine is immersed in the ABL flow which leads to a wind speed increasing with height.
Various operating points in the surrounding of the nominal operating point (NOP) are simulated
by changing the pitch angle of the blades and the tip-speed ratio. Both the energy conversion
performance of the turbine and the loads acting on the blades will be analysed in detail during
the transient rotation of the machine.
2 METHODOLOGY
The domain of the flow simulation is displayed in fig. 1, with indication of the boundary
conditions.

Figure 1: Simulation layout with the yellow cylinder denoting the domain around the rotor, with diameter D.

A distance equal to 5 rotor diameters from the top and side symmetry surfaces is chosen in
order to avoid artificial acceleration of the flow. Furthermore, the inflow and the outflow are

2
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respectively 5 and 15 rotor diameters away from the rotor.
A 3D fully hexahedral mesh is created for every component of the machine, namely the 3
blades, the hub, the nacelle and the tower. These meshes are then overlapped to a fully
structured background mesh and connectivity is established by means of an overset technique
[3, 4]. Fig. 2 shows the details of the mesh around each blade, while fig. 3 displays the
background mesh and the mesh around tower and nacelle. In total, approximately 56 million
cells are used.

Figure 2: Sections of the component mesh around a blade: (left) 20% span, (center) 50% span, (right) 90% span.

Figure 3: (left) background structured mesh and (right) detail of the mesh around tower and nacelle.

As an example of how the mesh connectivity is built, the connection of the blade mesh with
the background grid is shown. The background cells encompassed or crossed by the blade walls

3
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are deactivated. On the external boundary of the component mesh, the solution is obtained by
interpolation from the background mesh. Here, the two meshes are designed to have roughly
the same cell size. The (background) cells from where the solution is taken are marked as “donor
cells”, while the (component) cells receiving solution by interpolation are marked as “receptor
cells”. At least 4 donor cells contribute to interpolation on each receptor cell. This is
summarized by fig. 4:

Figure 4: Mesh connectivity technique: (left) component mesh, (right) background and component mesh
overlapped. Solve cells are marked in green, donor cells in red and receptor cells in blue.

The case is modelled as incompressible and turbulence is solved by means of the   
model. At the inlet of the domain, the velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate
distributions are prescribed to mimic the distribution of a neutral ABL. The profiles first
proposed by Richard and Hoxey [5] are adopted. They are summarized hereunder:
  
∗
 

Κ

∗


∗
 
Κ   

 

In these equations,  is the wind velocity as a function of the height , ∗ is the friction velocity
(an index of the intensity of the wind),  is the aerodynamic roughness length (which provides
an estimation of the roughness of the ground wall) and  and  are respectively the turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. Furthermore,  is the von Karman constant (0.4187) and
 is a constant of the turbulence model, set to 0.09. In order to consistently sustain and preserve
the inlet profiles across the whole computational domain, a new formulation for the ground wall
functions is necessary [6, 7, 8]. Thus, following the approach of Parente and Benocci [6], the
aerodynamic roughness length is directly included in the wall functions, leading to a modified
non-dimensional wall distance   and a modified wall function constant .
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These modified wall functions are used on the ground wall (fig. 1), while the standard ones
are used on every other wall.
In this work, the friction velocity is set to ∗  0.671082 / and the aerodynamic
roughness is set to   0.5 , leading to a wind speed of 8.5 / at the hub height (100 ).
The turbulent kinetic energy is set to 0.01512  ⁄  .
The momentum equations and continuity equation are solved together in a pressure-based
solver. 2nd order upwind discretization for momentum is applied and a 1st order implicit scheme
is used for time discretization.
The nominal operating point, as provided by the blade manufacturer, corresponds to a TSR
of 8.5 and a pitch angle which is taken as reference and marked as “pitch 0˚”. Around this point,
8 more points are analyzed, changing both the TSR and the pitch angle of the blades. The
rotational speed of the turbine is changed in order to change its tip speed ratios, as summarized
by table 1.
Table 1: Analyzed tip speed ratios and respective rotational speed

TSR
7.5
8.5
9.5

Rotational speed
1.275 /
1.445 /
1.615 /

Independently of the TSR to be simulated, each full rotation of the wind turbine rotor is
divided into 240 time steps. For each of these TSRs, 3 different blade pitch angles are simulated,
being the pitch 0˚, the pitch +2˚ and the pitch -2˚. The last two are obtained by rotating the
blades of +2˚ or -2˚ around their axis. This leads to a total of 9 simulations carried out.
First, the turbine rotation is started in the unperturbed ABL, considering a TSR of 8.5 for
each analyzed pitch angle. Then, after 5 complete rotations, the TSR is changed to the desired
value and additional full rotations (from 2 to 7) are carried out until the torque provided by the
machine stabilizes (i.e. difference between the last two thirds of revolution smaller than 1.8%).
Finally, only the last revolution is analyzed.
Running on 280 cores (10 nodes, each with 2 CPUs of the type 14-core Xeon E5-2680v4,
2.4GHz, inter-connected via InfiniBand), approximately one day is necessary to perform a
complete revolution.
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3

RESULTS

In this section, the energy conversion performance of the turbine in each of the simulated
operating points will be analyzed, before examining the loads acting on each blade. The torque
coefficient  and power coefficient  to be used, are defined as:
 

 


1 
2  


  ∙ 
1 
2  

where  is the constant density of air (1.225 / ),  is the undisturbed wind speed at the
hub height (8.5 /,  the radius of the rotor (50 ) and  its frontal area. Furthermore, to
define the position of each blade during the rotation, the azimuth angle will follow the logics
illustrated by fig. 5.

Figure 5: Definition of the blade azimuth angle.

For every operating point, qualitatively the same curve is observed for the torque during the
last monitored revolution. Fig. 6 reports the total torque at the NOP, as a function of the azimuth
angle of one of the three blades.

Figure 6: Total torque coefficient during the last revolution at NOP
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The total torque coefficient exhibits a drop whenever a blade passes in front of the tower.
This phenomenon is addressed as “tower dam” and results from the pressure increase induced
by the tower obstruction on the suction side of the blade. It can be seen, in particular in fig. 7,
showing the single blade contribution to the total torque provided by the turbine.

Figure 7: Single blade contribution to the torque during the last revolution at NOP

The single blade contribution has a large amplitude of oscillation (peak to peak amplitude
being 35.7 % of the average value at NOP) due to the ABL. When the blade points upwards (i.e
positive azimuth angles) the wind speed is higher, which leads to higher angles of attack on
the entire blade span. The opposite applies when the blade points downwards. Nevertheless, the
total torque results from the sum of the 3 blades, and has a much more stable value (max
deviation from the average value equal to 2.92 % of the average value). The same curves can
be reported for every operating point with varying average value and amplitude. The average
value of the total torque coefficient of each simulated point is summarized on the left hand side
of fig. 8, while on the right hand side the peak to peak amplitude of the single blade contribution
is displayed.

Figure 8: (left) Average values of total torque coefficient and (right) peak to peak amplitude of the single
blade contribution.
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Fig. 8 (right) shows that, for every pitch angle, an increase in TSR leads to a decrease in
torque coefficient, since the angle of attack on the blade decreases. When the pitch angle is
changed, the distribution of the angle of attacks over the entire blade span is shifted. This leads
to a different operation of each airfoil lofted along the blade and, additionally, to different
directions of the produced lift and drag forces. Consequently, the (positive) contribution of the
lift and the (negative) contribution of the drag will combine differently to the produced torque,
according to the adopted pitch angle and TSR.
Differently, the power produced by the turbine depends not only on the torque, but also on
the rotational speed. Fig. 9 shows the average value of the power coefficient in every simulated
operating point. When the TSR rises from 7.5 to 8.5, for two of the analyzed pitch angles (0˚
and -2˚), the decay in the torque is compensated by a bigger increase in the rotational speed,
leading to an overall higher power coefficient.

Figure 9: Average values of total power coefficient of the turbine.

It is also reported that the operating point corresponding to +2˚ pitch and 9.5 TSR has a
higher power coefficient (+4.7 %) than the nominal operating point provided by the
manufacturer, while every other operating point exhibits a lower coefficient (up to -18.6 % for
-2˚ pitch and 9.5 TSR). It is useful to divide each blade into 20 equally spaced strips, as shown
in fig. 10 and analyze how each strip contributes to the torque being provided by the single
blade.

Figure 10: Blade strips.

Fig. 11 compares the torque and power coefficients per meter of blade provided when
pointing upwards (i.e. blade azimuth angle of +90˚, when the contribution is maximal) at the
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NOP and at the point with the highest power in fig. 8 (namely, +2˚ pitch angle and TSR equal
to 9.5).

Figure 11: Distributions of (left) torque and (right) power coefficient per meter of blade as a function of the
blade span, at 90˚ azimuth angle.

In these graphs, the area subtended on the abscissa corresponds to the torque and power
coefficient of the blade. It can be noted that, over a large portion of the blade (below 75% of its
span), the torque provided at the NOP is higher. By contrast, when examining the power
coefficient, the distributions of the two operating points closely follow each other, except for a
region of the blade located at about 75% of its span, where the NOP performs worse than the
point corresponding to +2˚ pitch angle and 9.5 TSR. A similar condition is consistently reported
during the whole rotation.
After examining how the performance of the machine changes with the operating point, a
similar analysis can be carried out for the axial load acting on each blade. The axial force is in
fact the highest force component and it is the one dominantly contributing to the deflection of
the blades during the operation of the machine. Similarly to fig. 7, the axial force acting on each
blade can be related directly to its position. At the NOP, the evolution of the axial force is
depicted in fig. 12.
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Figure 12: Axial force acting on the single blade as a function of its azimuth angle at NOP.

Similar curves can be reported for every simulated operating point. Both the effect of the
ABL and the tower dam phenomenon are here clearly visible, similar to what was already
reported for the torque in fig. 7. The average magnitude of the axial force acting on each blade
is strongly dependent on the operating point, as shown in the left hand side of fig. 13.

Figure 13: (left) Average values and (right) peak to peak amplitudes of the axial force acting on each blade.

In contrast to what has been observed for the power coefficient, the axial force average value
shows an increasing trend when the TSR is increased, independent of the pitch angle.
Furthermore, the curve is shifted down when the pitch angle of the blade is increased.
The point previously highlighted for having a higher  than the NOP also shows a slightly
smaller average axial force (-1.7 %), but, at the same time, is also the one with the highest
amplitude in its oscillation. The right hand side of fig. 13 shows how the peak to peak amplitude
(difference between the highest value, reached at +90˚ and the lowest one, reached at -90˚) is
also largely affected by the operating point and it is connected to the arising of fatigue problems.
The operating point with -2˚ pitch and 9.5 TSR has the highest average value of the axial
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force (+24.7 % when compared to NOP). The distribution of the axial force throughout the
blade can also be analyzed as already done for the torque, leading to the graph in fig. 14.

Figure 14: Distributions of axial force per meter of blade as a function of the blade span, at 90˚ azimuth
angle.

A consistent increase of the axial force solicitation is monitored throughout the entire blade
span and the highest increase is observed at about 75% of the radius, where the axial force also
reaches its peak. A similar condition is reported during the entire rotation.
4
-

-

CONCLUSIONS
Changing the blade pitch angle and its tip speed ratio, 9 operating points were
simulated, keeping the ABL wind flow unchanged. In this way, the characteristic of
the turbine has been built in the proximity of the nominal operating point (NOP). A
better performing point could be identified and the different distribution of the power
coefficient across the blade span showed how the improvement is mainly due to the
blade part located around 75 % of its span.
The axial force average value and amplitude of oscillation were also monitored,
showing that the previously identified better performing point is characterized by a
higher amplitude of the oscillating axial force on each blade. Furthermore, one of the
operating points exhibited an average value of the axial force 24.7 % higher than at the
NOP. This increase is spread over the entire blade span, being maximum at about 75
% of its span.
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Abstract. An efficient multi–fidelity aerodynamic solver for unsteady flow problems,
combining the unsteady vortex lattice method and Navier–Stokes solver for the infinite–
swept wing problem, is presented. The new flow solver is able to correctly reproduce
the loads of the three–dimensional Navier–Stokes unsteady, non–linear loads around a
representative wing configuration, at a computational cost of a two–dimensional Navier–
Stokes computation. Numerical details of the unsteady vortex lattice method solver,
developed for this purpose, and its verification are presented. The coupling algorithm
of multi–fidelity solver is described, followed by its demonstration around swept–wing
configurations. It is demonstrated that the newly developed framework reproduces the
loads of a three–dimensional unsteady Navier–Stokes computation, with the speed–up up
to 290–times for the same accuracy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

At the early stages of the aircraft design process, a large parameter space is explored,
where the designers are typically relying on empirical and linear correlations [1]. Several low–fidelity methods based on potential–flow theory exists for rapid estimation of
unsteady aerodynamic loads, e.g. doublet lattice method (DLM). Main advantages of
these techniques are, a) their high computational speed; b) straightforward set–up of
the problem, using simplified descriptions of lifting surfaces; and c) their applicability,
as the methods have been calibrated on a number of existing aircraft configurations to
account for un–modeled nonlinear flow phenomena. Their main drawback is that they
heavily rely on the existence and availability of previous data, and this hinders their applicability to the design of radically new configurations. On the contrary, high–fidelity
methods based on the three–dimensional (3D) unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) solvers provide a good alternative to existing practice, however, they are yet
too expensive for routine use from the industrial viewpoint. Due to these reasons, there
is the need for a medium–fidelity approach, which combines: a) consistency, the approach
adheres to a sound physical and theoretical model, combining favorable elements of the
low and of the high–fidelity approaches; b) conformity, the approach is able to predict
effectively within the bounds of the high–fidelity approach, making every possible effort to
keep the CPU costs limited; c) convenience, the approach introduces as little as possible
modifications to the existing design process. Medium–fidelity approach offers the possibility to limit the risk of setting the target design loads already at early design phase. If
target loads are underestimated, an expensive re-design is typically required. Equally, if
the target loads are overestimated, the aircraft will be heavier than needed, with degraded
performances [2].
For steady aerodynamics, several attempts have been made in the past to couple linear
methods with nonlinear viscous lift slope of sectional airfoils. The algorithms were based
either on correction of the circulation, Γ, [3, 4] or on the α–based correction method, [5, 6].
Most recently, Gallay and Laurendeau extended the α–based coupling algorithm [6] to
general wings in steady subsonic and transonic flight regimes, and improved the aerodynamic load predictions at high angle–of–attacks [7, 8]. On the contrary, for unsteady
aerodynamics, there is a lack of studies which couple unsteady linear methods with the
nonlinear counterpart. Parenteau et al. [9] recently demonstrated two unsteady α–based
coupling algorithms. The first one uses two–dimensional (2D) sectional viscous lift curve
data in combination with quasi–unsteady corrections. Such algorithm is, however, limited to motions with small reduced frequencies and low angle–of–attacks. The second one
uses an unsteady 2D URANS sectional lift curve database in combination with UVLM.
Unfortunately, this approach has its limitations, since the flow unsteadiness resolved by
the 2D URANS approach is pre–computed, i.e. unsteady and dynamic flow effects are
treated in the usual way commonly adopted for flight mechanics aerodynamic tables, by
employing dynamic derivatives [10, 11].
With the above paragraphs as background, the present work aims at making progress in
rapid unsteady load calculations, with the development, implementation, and demonstra-
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tion of an unsteady multi–fidelity aerodynamic solver. To this goal, we have previously
demonstrated the 2D URANS solver for the infinite–swept wing (ISW) problem, implemented in the DLR–Tau code, herein after referred to as 2.5D+ solver, but only used
standalone [12]. This limitation is removed here, where the generalization of the 2.5D+
solver within the unsteady multi–fidelity aerodynamic solver is discussed for the first time.
The innovative aspects of the proposed work include the multi–fidelity unsteady solver,
which couples in real–time, in-house built UVLM solver, based on Katz and Plotkin formulation [13], and 2.5D+ URANS solver [12]. The new solver may capture strongly
non–linear finite–wing effects encountered near stall flow conditions around swept wings,
at a computational cost of a 2D URANS computation. The unified analysis tool may be
used for both low– and high–speed aerodynamic analyses. Imperative to the successful
deployment of the multi–fidelity solver is the coupling algorithm, which is fully discussed
in this paper. The solver builds on the latest advances in algorithmic solutions, which are
significantly faster than current state–of–the–art solvers. The work presents a part of a
larger project carried out at the University of Southampton to develop a rapid computationally efficient aerodynamic method suitable for preliminary sizing aircraft studies.
The novelty of the work is the development of an unsteady algorithm to allow calculations in the time domain without the usual restrictions of a pre–computed database. The
strength of the method is a seamless integration within an industrial process, as discussed
in [12]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first reported study on the
multi–fidelity unsteady solver.
First, the description of methodology is given in section 2. UVLM solver is introduced
in subsection 2.1. The proposed methodology of an unsteady multi–fidelity coupling
algorithm builds upon an 2.5D+ solver described in subsection 2.2. The description of the
multi–fidelity unsteady algorithm is presented in subsection 2.3. Section 3 demonstrates
verification of the newly developed UVLM solver. Section 4 describes the transonic wing
test case used to demonstrate multi–fidelity solver. Section 5 contains results for transonic
unsteady flow problems. Lastly, conclusions are given.
2

METHODOLOGY

The proposed multi–fidelity solver builds upon the UVLM solver, to model 3D effects,
and the 2.5D+ URANS solver, to capture the sectional viscous effects. These two solvers
are coupled by a time–accurate scheme for unsteady analyses.
2.1

Unsteady vortex lattice method

The UVLM solver implementation follows the description given by Katz and Plotkin [13].
At the end of each time step, a new row of wake panels is shed with a vortex strength equal
to its circulation of the trailing edge panel. The induced velocities are calculated with
the Bio-Savart law and incorporated in the aerodynamic influence matrix. The influence
of the wake is added to the right-hand side RHS vector.
The linear system of equations is solved for each collocation point K at each time step:
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m


aKL ΓL = RHSK

(1)

L=1

where aKL is the KL-th component of the aerodynamic influence matrix and RHSK is
the right-hand side vector of each collocation point K. If the shape of the wing does not
change, the matrix inversion occurs only during the first time step.
Once the vortex distribution is obtained the pressures and loads are calculated. A non–
planar formulation is used to estimate the loads using Kutta–Joukowski theorem [14].
2.2

Infinite–swept wing solver

The second flow solver employed in the multi–fidelity solver is the DLR–Tau flow
solver [16], which is a finite volume based CFD computational framework used by a
number of aerospace industries across Europe. Among several features, the flow solver
contains a very efficient algorithm for solving the steady and unsteady, incompressible
and compressible flow around an ISW, at computational cost of 2D URANS simulation.
This specialized algorithm, known as 2.5D+ solver, was implemented by the authors in
DLR–Tau version 2016.1.0 [15] and is now used for production. The influence of the wing
sweep angle within the context of a purely 2D grid stencil is dealt with imposing appropriate boundary conditions at the far-field. More details about the algorithm, boundary
conditions, and application on a variety of test cases are found in [12]. The 2.5D+ solver
is a key capability for the work presented in this study, as it can account for the cross–flow
effects, required by the multi–fidelity solver.
2.3

Multi–fidelity solver

The sketch of proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 1. The spanwise position and
number of URANS sections is a user given choice. The multi–fidelity solver is based
on the α–based coupling algorithm [13], which corrects the freestream angle–of–attack
at every panel using the nonlinear sectional data of the URANS solver. Imperative to
the successful deployment of the multi–fidelity solver is the coupling algorithm, which
allows calculations in the time domain without the usual restrictions of a pre–computed
non–linear database.
The coupling algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2. The first step is to initialize the UVLM
and URANS solvers. At each physical time–step, the equations of these solvers are advanced in pseudo–time, and information exchanged using the α–based coupling algorithm.
Once the solution is converged, it is then used for the next physical time–step. Within the
α–based coupling algorithm, there is a nested inner loop, which requires convergence of
the UVLM and URANS lift coefficients, below the tolerance level . The nested inner loop
consists of two main operations: i) solve the linear system of UVLM equations (Eq. 1)
to obtain the UVLM lift coefficient CLUVLM and the induced angle–of–attack αi , which is
required for the estimation of the effective angle–of–attack:
αef f = α∞ − αi
4
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Figure 1: Schematics of an unsteady multi–fidelity coupling algorithm UVLM + 2D URANS.

where α∞ denotes the freestream angle–of–attack; ii) run a limited number of URANS
inner iterations at αef f to obtain the URANS lift coefficient CLUVLM , which is required for
the estimation of the angle–of–attack correction:
C URANS − CLUVLM
(3)
∆α = ν L
2π
where ν represents the relaxation factor, to make the iterative procedure more stable. It
is worth noting that CLURANS and CLUVLM are function of the time step, the instantaneous

Figure 2: Unsteady mixed–fidelity coupling algorithm UVLM + 2D URANS.
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angle–of–attack and its derivative. For brevity, these dependencies are omitted from the
notation. Once ∆α has been estimated, α∞ is adjusted at every panel; if the user selects
more than one URANS section, linear interpolations of ∆α are performed across the
span. This completes one cycle of the nested inner loop. The iterative loop continues
until convergence of the lift coefficient is achieved. Advancing of the solution includes
shedding of the wake carpet behind the wing, and the increment of the physical time of
both UVLM and URANS solvers. Once the solution becomes periodic, the time dependent
loop is completed. Lastly, the computation is finalized, and memory is deallocated.
The coupling algorithm, which synchronizes the execution of the UVLM and URANS
solvers, is written in Python. By using the Python C-API, data is continuously exchanged
between Python and C subroutines of the UVLM code. A Python wrapper of the DLRTau code is also employed, which allows to call subroutines of the URANS solver directly
from the main framework and exchange data over shared memory. This avoids more time
consuming exchange procedures of data between the codes using the file system.
3
3.1

VERIFICATION OF UVLM
Steady planar wings

At first the validation of the inviscid steady solution of VLM against experimental
data from [13] is performed. Figure 3 depicts the lift coefficient slope, computed for the
planar wings of various sweep angles, Λ, and aspect ratios, AR. To assure convergence
of all cases, 8 panels have been used in chordwise (Nx = 8), and 26 panels in spanwise
(Ny = 26) directions. The experimental and numerical data are in excellent agreement.

Figure 3: Steady lift coefficient slope for a flat plate with different aspect ratios and sweep angles
(Nx = 8, Ny = 26).
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3.2

Aerofoil in pitching motion

The predicting capabilities of the UVLM solver have been demonstrated for a pitching
motion of a thin airfoil by comparison with the unsteady, incompressible, irrotational 2D
solution from Theodorsen [17]. Analytical solution exists for a thin airfoil undergoing
small harmonic oscillations in a uniform free stream. The representation of a 2D airfoil
in UVLM solver was obtained by using the large aspect ratio of the wing, AR = 100, in
combination with coarse spanwise distribution, which implies that 3D effects are ignored.
Pitching motion is given by the following expression, respectively:
α∞ (t) = α0 + αA sin(2kτ )

(4)

where α0 is the mean angle–of–attack, and αA is the pitching amplitude. The symbol k
denotes the reduced frequency k = ωc/2U∞ , and τ is the non–dimensional time.
UVLM results are compared with the analytical solution of Theodorsen, at three different reduced frequencies, k = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. α0 was set to 0 deg and αA = 2 deg.
The number of chordwise panels has been adjusted for each reduced frequency, with the
relation Nx = 56 × k, as suggested in [18]. The number of spanwise panels was set to
Ny = 12. The wake roll–up function was disabled. Furthermore, we have followed the
suggestion in [18], that the relationship between the non–dimensional time step used in
the calculation is as follows: ∆τ = N1x .

Figure 4: Lift coefficient of an infinite wing undergoing harmonic pitch oscillations at three different
reduced frequencies (Nx = 56 × k, Ny = 12, ∆τ = N1x ).

Figure 4 represents the harmonic pitch oscillations of a thin airfoil. For all cases
three oscillation cycles are computed, to assure periodic solution, and the initial transient
was removed from the comparison. The UVLM results are in excellent agreement with
Theodorsen’s analytical solution for all reduced frequencies, which confirms the correctness of implementation.
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4
4.1

TEST CASE
Forced Sinusoidal Motion of wing

The test case to demonstrate multi–fidelity solver concerns transonic flow predictions
around a wing undergoing a forced sinusoidal motion in pitch, given by the Eq. 4. The
flow conditions are for M∞ = 0.755 and Re∞ = 5.5 · 106 . The motion is characterized
by a reduced frequency k = 0.0814, mean angle of attack α0 = 0.016 deg and amplitude
αA = 2.51 deg. Since there is a lack of experimental data for a 3D wings undergoing
forced motion in transonic flow, we have adapted the well-known 2D AGARD CT 5
configuration, pitching at one–quarter of the chord. The flow field presents the formation
of a strong and highly dynamic shock wave, the steady solution includes a virtually
symmetric shock wave which periodically appears and disappears on the upper and lower
surfaces as consequence of the harmonic motion. A fairly large AR = 20 wings, using the
NACA 0012 aerofoil, have been constructed for three different sweep angles.

(a) Unstructured 2D grid

(b) The wing planform of the Λ = 20 deg wing.

Figure 5: Grids for the transonic NACA 0012 wing.

Four sets of grids were used for the analyses. The unstructured 2D grid, depicted in
Fig. 5, was employed to solve the 2D and 2.5D+ URANS equations. The grid consists
of about 15.3 thousand mesh elements with the first layer on the wall at 5 · 10−6 (for a
chord of one), ensuring y + < 1. Furthermore, for the dependence of the wing sweep angle
(Λ = 0, 10, 20 deg) on the aerodynamic loads, three finite–span AR = 20 wings were
built by stacking the 2D unstructured grid in the spanwise direction from the midspan
symmetry plane to the lateral farfield boundary. Fig. 5(b) depicts the 3D grid with
the sweep angle of Λ = 20 deg. For all cases 128 points have been used in spanwise
direction, featuring about 2 million mesh elements, and a symmetry boundary condition
was enforced at midspan, to halve the computational cost. The Spalart–Allmaras (SA)
turbulence model and an implicit dual–time stepping scheme were employed, with a target
8
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residual drop of three orders at each physical time step. For the multi–fidelity solver a
target residual drop of three orders at each time step is also enforced.
5
5.1

RESULTS
Forced sinusoidal motion of NACA0012 wing

For all cases, the UVLM and URANS solvers started from the freestream initial conditions. All solvers used 100 physical time steps per oscillating cycle. In the figures below,
URANS is referring to the solvers of DLR-Tau code, and URANS + UVLM is referring
to multi–fidelity solver, described in section 2.3. Pure UVLM solution is not included,
because it is invalid at this transonic flow regime, or it would need compressibility correction based on the semi-empirical approach of Prandtl-Glauert. We chose, instead, to
show how the multi–fidelity solver can overcome these two problems implicitly.

Figure 6: Lift coefficient dependence on forced sinusoidal motion for sweep angle Λ = 0 deg (M∞ =
0.755, Re∞ = 5.5 · 106 , k = 0.0814, α0 = 0.016 deg, αA = 2.51 deg).

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the lift coefficient for sweep angle Λ = 0 deg for
the increased fidelity levels. For the multi fidelity solver, Nx = 1, Ny = 50 and only one
section at midspan was corrected with the URANS calculation. One may notice there
is an excellent agreement between the multi–fidelity and 3D URANS solutions. The 3D
effects are well captured with the UVLM solver, and the solution is well corrected with
the 2D URANS. The 2D URANS solution can clearly not capture the 3D effects, although
of limited extent for this wing, and is visibly different from other two solutions.
Figure 7(a) shows the comparison of the lift coefficient for sweep angle Λ = 10 deg,
for the increased fidelity levels. For the multi fidelity solver, Nx = 1, Ny = 50 and only
one section at 20% semi–span was corrected with the 2D or 2.5D+ URANS calculations.
Again, there is an excellent agreement between the multi–fidelity solver based on 2.5D+
URANS correction and 3D URANS solution. The solution of the UVLM solver is well
9
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(a) Λ = 10 deg.

(b) Λ = 20 deg.

Figure 7: Lift coefficient dependence on forced sinusoidal motion for two sweep angles (M∞ = 0.755,
Re∞ = 5.5 · 106 , k = 0.0814, α0 = 0.016 deg, αA = 2.51 deg).

corrected with the 2.5D+ URANS solution. The multi–fidelity solver based on 2D URANS
correction does not agree well with other two solutions, since the 2D URANS can not
capture the cross–flow effects.
Finally, Fig. 7(b) shows the comparison of the lift coefficient for sweep angle Λ = 20
deg, for the increased fidelity levels. For the multi fidelity solver, Nx = 1, Ny = 50
and only one section at 20% semi–span was corrected with the 2D or 2.5D+ URANS
calculations. Also for Λ = 20 deg, there is an excellent agreement between the multi–
fidelity solver based on 2.5D+ URANS correction and 3D URANS solution. Here it is
evident the necessity of the 2.5D+ solver since the solution of the multi–fidelity solver
based on 2D URANS correction is incorrect, as the cross–flow effects are not accounted
in the solution.
The multi–fidelity solver provides a physically consistent solution of aerodynamic loads,
in comparison to that obtained from a 3D solution but at a fraction of the computational
time. Specifically, 146 CPU hours per oscillatory cycle were needed for the calculation
around the 3D wing. The CPU time per cycle was reduced to about 30 minutes when
employing the multi–fidelity approach, which corresponds to a speed–up of about 290
compared to the 3D URANS analysis.
6

CONCLUSIONS

An efficient multi–fidelity solver was discussed, which combines the unsteady vortex
lattice method solver, capturing 3D effects, with the infinite–swept wing unsteady Navier–
Stokes solver, reproducing the sectional viscous effects. The solver is based on the α–based
coupling algorithm, which corrects the freestream angle–of–attack at every panel using
the nonlinear sectional data of the unsteady Navier–Stokes solver. The strong point of
the new solver is the coupling algorithm, which allows calculations in the time domain
10
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without the usual restrictions of a pre–computed non–linear database. The proposed
solver was thoroughly validated against numerical data obtained from 3D Navier–Stokes
solution.
Two main conclusions may be formulated. The first is that the proposed method
retains the same accuracy of calculating the aerodynamic loads of the full 3D unsteady
Navier–Stokes solution. The second conclusion regards the extremely high efficiency of
the proposed method. The multi–fidelity solver retains a computational cost of a 2D
unsteady Navier–Stokes computation, thus, the speed-up of 290 of the proposed method
against the 3D Navier–Stokes solution has been obtained.
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Abstract. We investigate using Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) of turbulent flows of moving
domains to assess the flutter stability limit of long-span bridges by the forced-vibration
method. In order to verify the simulations, we compare the results directly to the corresponding forced-vibration wind tunnel experiments. In addition, the derived flutter characteristics are compared to free-vibration wind tunnel experiments. The numerically and
experimentally obtained aerodynamic derivatives are in very good agreement, and in terms
of the flutter mode shape and critical wind speed, the simulations produce equally good
estimates as the experiments. The present work proves IGA to be a reliable tool in engineering design and analysis of long-span bridge aerodynamics.
1

INTRODUCTION

Aeroelastic stability is one of the major concerns in the design of long-span suspension bridges, and recent developments in computational power and technology have made
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) important
supplements to the conventional wind tunnel experiments.
In this work we employ Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) based on Non-Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS) to the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Variational Multiscale (ALEVMS) formulation for incompressible flows on moving domains [9] to perform numerical
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simulation of the forced-vibration wind tunnel experiment. The bridge section considered
is a 1:50 scale model of the Hardanger bridge [37], which is a representative for many
generic bridge sections. In the forced-vibration method [34] the sectional model is driven
in a user-defined motion, from which the motion-induced forces governing the aerodynamic derivatives are measured. As this method only leads a one-way fluid-structure coupling, and requires a relatively small simulation time window, the problem can be solved
very effectively and is well suited for numerical simulations.
The aerodynamic derivatives are transfer functions between body motion and forces,
and are therefore commonly regarded as aerodynamic damping and stiffness [30]. When
the aerodynamic derivatives are included in the equations of motion, the properties of the
dynamic system alters with the wind speed, and at some point, one mode may experience
zero damping. This instability phenomenon is referred to as flutter, and must be carefully
taken into account in the design of long-span bridges. The Norwegian Public Road Administration requires that all bridges with the lowest natural frequency < 0.5 Hz and span
width > 300 m are investigated for this instability [35].
The present work focuses on the aerodynamic derivatives and their application in the
study of the flutter stability limit. In order to verify the simulations, we perform comparative forced-vibration wind tunnel experiments. We then use the numerically and experimentally obtained results to predict the corresponding flutter characteristics. To check the
validity of these predictions, free-vibration wind tunnel experiments of the same dynamic
system are used to provide the actual flutter characteristics.
This paper is outlined as follows. We present the computational strategy in Sec. 2.
In Sec. 3 the relevant theory of bridge aeroelasticity is presented. The setup for wind
tunnel experiments and simulations are given in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. The results
are reported in Sec. 6 before conclusions are drawn in Sec. 7.
2

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

This section gives a brief summary of the computational framework employed in this
work. We do not present any discrete equations, so for a more comprehensive introduction
the reader is referred to the given references.
2.1

Fluid mechanics

The fluid mechanics part of the problem is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations
of incompressible flows. On a spatial fluid mechanics domain Ωt ∈ Rnsd , nsd = 2, 3 with

2
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boundary Γt , with subscript t indicating time-dependence, they can be written as

 
∂u 
+ (u − û) ·  u − f −  · σ = 0,
ρ
∂t x̂
 · u = 0.

(1)
(2)

In Eqs. 1–2, ρ is the density, f is the body force, u is the fluid velocity and û is the fluiddomain velocity. The latter arises from the ALE description [25], and handles the moving
domain. The subscript |x̂ on the partial derivative denotes that the time-derivative is taken
with the referential coordinates x̂ kept fixed. The spatial derivatives are taken with respect
to the current coordinates x. σ is the fluid Cauchy stress tensor, given by
σ (u, p) = −pI + 2µ ε(u),

(3)

where p and µ are the fluid pressure and dynamic viscosity, respectively, and ε(u) is the
symmetric gradient of u.
At the discrete level we take the variational formulation of Eqs. 1 and 2 and make use
of the stabilized Residual-Based Variational Multiscale (RBVMS) method. The RBVMS
method for incompressible flows was developed for steady problems in [23, 24, 26] and
extended to moving-domains (referred to as ALE-VMS) in [4] and decomposes the solution spaces into coarse and fine scales. The latter contains the turbulent structures which
are not resolved within the weighting and test functional spaces, and are approximated
by means of the coarse-scale residuals and stabilization parameters. The stabilization
is based on Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) and Pressure-Stabilizing/PetrovGalerkin (PSPG) formulations [10, 20, 22, 41, 45, 47, 48], and are designed to render
optimal convergence with respect to the element size and polynomial order of the discretization.
The formulation is augmented with weak enforcement of the essential boundary conditions [6–8, 18]. This method relaxes the no-slip boundary condition by replacing them
with tractions that are driven in a penalty-like fashion by the deviation from the prescribed
solution. The flow is then allowed to slip on solid boundaries and the classical restrictions on boundary-layer mesh size is alleviated. This leads to more accurate results on
meshes that are too coarse to resolve the boundary-layers. In mesh refinement the formulation converges towards the strongly-enforced boundary conditions. Although purely
numerics-based, the formulation was shown in [6] to behave as a near-wall function.
The ALE-VMS formulation with weakly-enforced boundary conditions has proven
very powerful through a wide range of engineering problems, see e.g., [1–3, 5, 9, 15,
17, 38, 39, 41].

3
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2.2

Mesh motion

From the domain-velocity û, introduced in conjunction with the ALE formulation in
Sec. 2.1, we are able to ”track” surfaces that are moving in the fluid domain. Hence, we
refer to ALE as an interface-tracking method [45]. To accommodate the fluid mesh to the
surface motion, we employ an automatic mesh-moving scheme where the fluid interior
nodes are displaced by solving the equations of elasticity. This technique was introduced
in [28, 44, 46] and further developed in [36]. Incorporated from the latter, we make use
the Jacobian-based stiffening, in which the Young’s modulus is assigned based on the
element size. Small elements become stiffer and mesh distortion is kept to a minimum.
This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows different configurations of a test mesh

Figure 1: Fluid mesh deformation states computed on a coarse mesh undergoing large deformations.

undergoing relatively large deformations. Note how the region of small elements appear
nearly undeformed.
2.3

Forced-vibration formulation for a rigid object
Ωt
x0I
ŷ0I , R

Ω0
x̂0I

Figure 2: Rigid body in its reference and current configuration.

Given an object embedded in the fluid domain, we let x̂I and x̂0I denote the reference
coordinates of its fluid-object interface and centroid, respectively. Any rigid-body displacement can then be expressed in terms of a displacement and a rotation of the centroid.
In terms of a user-defined displacement vector ŷ0I (t) and rotation matrix R(t), the position
4
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of the fluid-object interface is given as


ŷI (t) = (R(t) − I) x̂I − x̂0I + ŷ0I (t).

(4)

In the interface-tracking technique, we use Eq. 4 to define the essential boundary conditions for the fluid mesh problem.
2.4

Time integration and equation solving

For time integration we use the Generalized-α method [5, 12, 27], and within each time
step a predictor-multicorrector Newton-Raphson scheme is used. In a forced-vibration
setting we get a one-way coupling between the fluid-mechanics and fluid mesh problem,
which can be solved very effectively in a staggered fashion as described in [16].
2.5

Isogeometric analysis

For space discretization we employ NURBS-based IGA. In the concept of IGA was
proposed in [21] and has been successfully employed to turbulent flows and VMS methods
in many recent works, see e.g., [2, 4, 5, 8, 17, 19, 29, 40, 42, 43]. NURBS [32], which are
the most popular basis function-technology in IGA, is used simultaneously for geometry
modeling and interpolation spaces for analysis.
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

IGA/FEA p = 1, C 0 -cont.

FEA p = 2, C 0 -cont.

IGA p = 2, C 1 -cont.
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 3: One-dimensional basis functions. Top: C 0 -linear IGA and FEA. Center: C 0 -quadratic FEA.
Bottom: C 1 -quadratic IGA.

Similar to Finite-Element Analysis (FEA), IGA uses a variational framework to discretize partial differential equation systems, and shares the attributes of the isoparametric
5
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concept with h- and p-refinement. Unique for IGA are the options of including higherorder inter-element continuity and the so-called k-refinement, in which the polynomial
order and smoothness of the basis functions are raised simultaneously. This refinement
strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3, which compares the p-refined FEA and k-refined IGA interpolation functions. Thanks to the smooth solution spaces and the geometric flexibility of
NURBS, IGA has proven to generally outperform FEA in terms of per-degree-of-freedom
accuracy [4, 13].
Despite its excellent performance, IGA for volumetric meshes is much less developed
than for shells and beams due to the lack of geometry modeling tools. Most volumes must
therefore be constructed manually, which can be quite challenging and time-consuming.
3

BRIDGE AEROELASTICITY

In this section we give a brief introduction to bridge aerodynamics. We focus on the
motion-induced part, which is one of the major concerns in long-span bridge design, however, other aspects as VIV and buffeting are also of great importance. For more details,
the reader is referred to [11].
L, h
U
H = 0.18B

M, θ

D
B = 0.366 m

Figure 4: Rigid body in its reference and current configuration.

Following the notations and conventions in Fig. 4 we define the aerodynamic drag, lift
and pitching moment acting on a unit chord length of a bridge deck centroid respectively
as
1
D = ρU 2 HCD (t),
2
1 2
L = ρU BCL (t),
2
1 2 2
M = ρU B CM (t).
2

(5)
(6)
(7)

Here, U is the mean wind velocity, ρ is the air density, H and B are the height and the
6
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width of the bridge deck, respectively, and CD (t), CL (t) and CM (t) are the instantaneous
aerodynamic coefficients of drag, lift and pitching moment, respectively.
Disregarding the drag component, the self-excited part of the aerodynamic forces are
commonly expressed on the semi-empirical form as proposed in [33]:


1 2
se
∗ ḣ
∗ B θ̇
2 ∗h
2 ∗
L = ρU B KH1 + KH2
+ K H4 + K H3 θ ,
(8)
2
U
U
B


1 2 2
se
∗ ḣ
∗ B θ̇
2 ∗h
2 ∗
M = ρU B KA1 + KA2
+ K A4 + K A3 θ ,
(9)
2
U
U
B
where h and θ are the heaving and pitching degrees-of-freedom, respectively, K = Bω/U
is the reduced frequency of the structural motion, and Hi∗ and A∗i , i ∈ {1, ..., 4} are the socalled flutter derivatives. These are commonly given as functions of the reduced velocity,
Ured = K −1 . Superscript se denotes that its attribute is self-excited.
On matrix notation the self-excited forces read
qse = Cae ṙ + Kae r,

(10)

where qse = [Lse , M se ]T , r = [h, θ]T and Cae and Kae contains the velocity- and positiondependent aerodynamic derivatives, respectively.
Including the self-excited forces in the equation of motion, we get a dynamic system
which alters with the wind speed. Typically, a moderate wind speed adds a lot of damping,
however, at some point the damping switches sign and the dynamic system exhibit an
exponentially diverging response. This phenomena is knowns as flutter. The lowest wind
speed at which flutter occur is known as the critical wind speed, Ucr , and is a crucial
value in engineering design. The critical wind speed is calculated by determining the
aerodynamic derivatives and thereafter solving the complex eigenvalue problem of the
equations of motion. A detailed description is given in [31].
4

WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

For wind tunnel testing of bridge sectional models there are two strategies: forcedvibration and free-vibration. In the former the sectional model is driven in an user-defined
motion, mostly harmonic, and the corresponding forces are measured. To determine the
aerodynamic derivatives’ variation with K, test are conducted at different wind speeds
and/or vibration frequencies. In the free-vibration experiment, the sectional model is suspended in springs that typically scales the first heaving and pitching mode, and excited at
different wind speeds. Displacement are estimated from the measured spring forces, from
which the aerodynamic derivatives can be calculated. This method also has the advantage
of being able to determine the model scale flutter speed directly.
7
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Figure 5: The Hardanger bridge deck sectional model installed for forced-vibration (left), and free-vibration
wind tunnel experiments (right).

The free-vibration experiment has a cheap and easy setup compared to the forcedvibrations. However, since the latter leads to a less scattered and a much easier identification procedure for the aerodynamic derivatives, this is often the preferred method for
sectional model testing of bridge decks [14, 34].
In this work we use the forced-vibration method to determine the aerodynamic derivatives of the 1:50 scale model of the Hardanger bridge sectional model. A detailed description of the experimental setup and the identification procedures are given in [34]. The
section is tested under harmonic motions from 0.5 to 2.5 Hz at wind speeds in the range
of 4 to 12 m/s, see Tab.1. These results are reported in [15].
Additionally, free-vibration experiments of the very same sectional model are performed in order to validate the critical wind speed and the corresponding vibration mode.
This experimental setup was designed to proportionally copy the full scale modal quantities of the Hardanger bridge [30] and is otherwise conducted as described in [37]. It should
be remarked that the two experiments have been conducted under as similar conditions as
possible.
The pictures in Fig. 5 shows the bridge deck section model installed in the forced- and
free-vibration rig, respectively.
5

ANALYSIS SETUP

The computational domain is taken as a 0.25 m wide slice of the wind tunnel, whose
total width is 2.7 m. The ceiling and floor are placed 0.930 and 0.885 m from the bridge
deck centroid, respectively, matching the physical dimensions. These surfaces are enforced with no-penetration. The inflow surface, with a prescribed uniform wind velocity
U , is placed 1.0 m upwind from the centroid, whereas the traction-free outflow surface
8
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is placed 3.0 m downwind. The bridge deck surface is subjected to the weakly-enforced
boundary conditions.
For the mesh-moving boundary conditions, the surface nodes of the bridge deck is
enforced by Eq. 4. For the other surfaces, the nodes are not allowed to move out of plane,
as also seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 6: Patch topology and mesh density of the computational domain.

The 3D domain is constructed by 17 C 1 -quadratic NURBS patches. An outline of
the computational model is shown in Fig. 6, which shows the patch topology and the
general mesh density. For visualization the NURBS elements are mapped onto linear
hexahedrals. The nodes are clustered towards the bridge deck, with a thickness of the
boundary layers that gives y + ≈ 6. The total number of computational nodes, or control
points, is 313×103 and the computations are performed in an parallel environment adopted
from [17] on 256 subprocesses.
The air density is set to ρ = 1.1835 kg/m3 and the dynamic viscosity to µ = 1.848 ×
10−5 kg/ms. The computational time-stepping is set to 7 × 10−5 s, giving a maximum
CFL number below 5.
The test strategy for the forced-vibration simulations and experiments are summarized
in Tab. 1. We see that the chosen frequencies and velocities render Ured ∈ [2, 7], which are
assumed to enclose the modes of interest, including flutter.
6
6.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aerodynamic derivatives

Fig. 7 shows the numerically and experimentally obtained aerodynamic derivatives
from the forced-vibrations. For a continuous representation, least-square fitted 3rd order polynomials are drawn. Fig. 8 shows the flow field around the bridge deck at different
pitching angles and emphasizes the turbulent nature of the problem, although the bridge
section has a streamlined shape.
9
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Table 1: Test strategy for the forced-vibration experiments and simulations.

Amplitude h
Amplitude θ
Wind velocities

Simulations
15 mm
2°
8 m/s

Vibration frequencies

0.5, 0.8, 1.1 and 2.0 Hz

Number of cycles
Sampling frequency

2
250 Hz

100

-10
0
WT regr.

2

4

Ured

6
WT

8

-10

0
80
A∗3

60

A∗2

-4
-6
-8

40
20

0

2

IGA regr.

4

Ured

6

8
IGA

0

0

H4∗

H3∗

200

H2∗

H1∗

300

2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10

-2
A∗1

10

0
-20
-40
-60
-80

4
3
2
1
0
-1

A∗4

0
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60

Wind tunnel
15 mm
2°
4, 8, 10 and 12 m/s
0.5, 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2.0
and 2.5 Hz
25 – 100
200 Hz

0

2

4 6
Ured

8

0

2

4 6
Ured

8

Figure 7: Aerodynamic derivatives obtained by forced-vibration wind tunnel experiments (WT) and numerical simulations (IGA).

Figure 8: Instantaneous velocity contours for the IGA simulation undergoing the 0.5 Hz pitching motion.
Left to right: θ = –2°, 0°and 2°.
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The closely matching aerodynamic derivatives prove that IGA captures the aeroelastic
behavior of the bridge section with very good accuracy. It is remarked however, that the
simulations generally render a slightly higher magnitude of the self-excited forces than the
experiments.
6.2

Free-vibrations and flutter

Table 2: Still-air properties of the dynamic system tested in the free-vibration experiments. Full scale
data [30] are shown for comparison.

Mass
m
Inertia
Iθθ
Vertical natural frequency
ωh
Torsional natural frequency
ωθ
Mechanical damping vertically
ζh
Mechanical damping torsionally ζθ

Experiment
5.12
0.083
5.01
12.64
3.8e-3
1.2e-3

Full scale
12820
426 000
0.89
2.23
6.0e-3
5.0e-3

kg/m
kgm2 /m
rad/s
rad/s
−
−

0
h [mm]

-5
-10
-15
-20

θ [°]

-25
3
2
1
0
-1
0

5

10

15

20

25

30
35
Time, t [s]

40

45

50

55

60

Figure 9: Time series for heaving and pitching from the free-vibration wind tunnel experiment at U = Ucr .

The still-air properties of the sectional model when installed for free-vibration experiments are summarized in Tab. 2. The comparative full scale quantities corresponds to the
modal values of the first heaving and pitching mode and are taken from [30]. The critical
11
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Figure 10: Visualization of the flutter mode. Overlay pictures from the experiment (left) and outlines of the
cross-section (right).

flutter wind speed was determined to Ucr = 8.16 m/s with a corresponding vibration frequency of ωcr = 9.80 rad/s. The reader should however be aware that, for soft flutter, the
experimentally determined value of Ucr is often associated with some uncertainty.
A one minute time window of the flutter experiment is shown in Fig. 9, revealing the
stationary non-decaying response. Fig. 10 visualizes the flutter mode where the bridge
section appears to rotate about its leading edge.
6.3

Predictions based on forced vibrations

Based on the computed aerodynamic derivatives from the IGA simulations, as well
as the forced-vibration experiments from Sec. 6.1, we now solve the complex eigenvalue problem to predict the flutter characteristics that was experimentally determined
in Sec. 6.2. Following from Sec. 3 the eigenvalue problem takes the form:
M0 r̈ + (C0 − Cae ) ṙ + (K0 − Kae ) r = 0,

(11)

where subscript 0 refers to the still-air quantities. Since the aerodynamic derivatives depend on both the wind speed and the vibration frequency, Eq. 11 is solved iteratively. The
resulting flutter characteristics are summarized in Tab. 3 and Figs. 11 and 12 compares the
predicted flutter modes to the free-vibrations.
Table 3: Experimentally and numerically obtained flutter characteristics. ϕ refers to the phase lag between
the pitching and heaving motion.

Flutter wind speed Ucr
Critical frequency ωcr
Phase angle
ϕ

Free-vibr. exp.
8.16
9.80
180.7
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Forced-vibr. exp.
7.49
10.12
183.4

IGA
7.99
9.17
176.7

m/s
rad/s
°
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Figure 11: Forced-vibration predictions of the flutter mode based on experiments and simulations compared
with the free-vibrations.

Figure 12: Flutter mode shapes. From left to right: Free- and forced-vibration wind tunnel experiment and
forced-vibration numerical simulation.

Firstly, we notice that the forced-vibration method generally predicts the flutter characteristics with good accuracy, and while the experiments give a more accurate prediction
of the mode shape, the simulations render a more correct value of the critical wind speed.
The discrepancies between the free- and forced-vibration experiments emphasize that the
results are associated with some uncertainties. This could obviously result from deviations and inaccuracies in the experimental setup, but also weaknesses or shortcomings of
the load theory, which after all is based on numerous simplifications. Even so, the numerical simulations produce convincingly accurate results and prove the validity of the
computational framework.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we used NURBS-based IGA of the ALE-VMS formulation for turbulent flows on moving domains to study the flutter stability limit long-span bridges via the
forced-vibration method. We considered a 1:50 scale model of the Hardanger bridge deck,
which is a representative for many modern long-span bridge sections.
In order to verify the simulations, corresponding forced-vibration wind tunnel experiments were performed. Comparisons of the aerodynamic derivatives proved the computational framework to capture the self-excited aerodynamic forces with very good accuracy.
Further, the validness of the computations was studied by comparing the predicted responses to free-vibration wind tunnel experiments. The results showed that the forcedvibration method generally predicts the flutter characteristics with good accuracy, and in
terms of the mode shape and critical wind speed, the numerical simulations produced
equally good estimates as the forced-vibration experiments. The latter was a rather unexpected result, since the two experiments were carefully tuned to match each other. This
emphasizes some of the challenges with experimental work, and also that load modeling
on bluff-bodies is not an exact science.
The present work have shown, and added some confidence to, that IGA in combination
with the ALE-VMS formulation for turbulent flows and the forced-vibration method, can
be a powerful tool in the study of flutter on long-span bridges.
8
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Abstract. Due to the development of Wind Energy and construction of new wind farms in the
Russian Federation and Europe there is a need for solution of application-oriented problems
and development of effective methods for numerical modelling of wind turbine’s elements. One
of the directions for computational continuous mechanics is connected with problems in
aeroelasticity (fluid-structure interaction). The possibility of solving one of the problem in
aeroelasticity using a complex program approach on the basis of open source software
OpenFOAM and Code_Aster is shown in this article. On the example of the blade for wind
turbine, which has 61.5 meters long, the techniques of solving problem for a static and dynamic
aeroelasticity in which flow simulation of the blade with a subsonic air flow is done in
OpenFOAM library (solvers simpleFoam and pimpleFoam) are considered. The calculation of
the stress-strain state of the blade is done in Code_Aster. The flowcharts for four different
approaches for solving problems of aeroelasticity are provided in article. The finite-volume
mesh consisting hexahedral elements, the total number is about 400000 elements, for simulation
of the flow around the blade is created in OpenFOAM library, the finite-element mesh
consisting of triangular shell elements of first order, the total number is 7714, for calculation of
the stress-strain state is created in Salome-Meca. The results of analysis are provided in the
form of pressure and velocities fields; projections of aerodynamic force from time;
displacement and stress diagrams; the values of pressure for two points on the surface of the
blade and displacement of the tip of the blade from time. The calculations are run using
resources of UniHUB web-laboratory ISPRAS.
1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of Wind Energy in the Russian Federation and Europe, the design
of new wind turbines, wind farms and their operation in different climatic conditions in the vast
territory of the Russian Federation and Europe, a number of application-oriented problems
arise. One of them is the assessment of dynamic and strength characteristics of the wind turbine
blades taking into consideration the wind load. The flexible commercial software are the most
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suitable for solving such problems. But statistics show that different large and medium-sized
enterprises gradually became aware of the advantages provided by Open Source Software
(OSS): reduction of costs for software packages, open source code, as well as protection from
possible sanctions of foreign right holders. Therefore, the search, modification, improvement
of existing and creation of new open source software tools is an actual task nowadays.
Currently, OSS is already successfully used for structure analysis in the field of energy. In
particular, we can note the Code_Aster package used by France's largest energy company EDF.
An important advantage of OSS is the ability to create a new software package, based on
several packages, in order to solve complex problems of multiphysics. Traditionally the
problems of aeroelasticity are referred to as such problems.
The main purpose of the paper is to adjust the methods for solving the conjugate problems
of interaction between the deformable structure and the flow based on two open source
packages: OpenFOAM and Code_Aster.
The various definitions of the problem of aeroelasticity are possible, based on simplifications
and assumptions [1,2]. Based on the analysis of the literature [2-5], it is possible to distinguish
two variants of related Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problem:
- The problems of static aeroelasticity: joint consideration of the equations of the theory of
elasticity and equations for the steady-state liquid and gas flow;
- The problems of dynamic aeroelasticity: joint consideration of the equations of the theory
of elasticity and equations for the transient liquid and gas flow.
The several approaches are highlighted to the FSI problem solution in the paper [6]:
- The one-way coupling: separate sequential integration of the equations of two subsystems
at each step of integration, without influence of the body displacement on the flow;
- The two-way coupling: coherent sequential integration of the equations of two subsystems
with consideration of the body displacement in the flow.
Based on the nature of the load acting on the wind turbine blade structure, the strength of
influence of the body deformation on the flow and the classification presented above, several
variants of the calculation procedure were chosen:
1. The quasistatic problem definition - stress-strain behaviour (SSB) analysis of the blade
under static pressure loading, obtained as a result of steady-state aerodynamic simulation of the
undeformed structure.
2. The dynamic problem definition - analysis of forced oscillations of the blade under
dynamic pressure loading, obtained as a result of transient aerodynamic simulation.
3. The coupled quasistatic problem definition - blade's SSB analysis under static pressure
loading, obtained as a result of steady-state aerodynamic simulation with consideration of the
blade deformation influence on the flow parameters.
4. The coupled dynamic problem definition – analysis of forced vibrations of the wind blade
under pressure loading, obtained as a result of unsteady aerodynamic simulation with
consideration of the blade deformation influence on the flow parameters.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS
2.1 Quasistatic problem definition
The simplest sequential method for solving the problem of aeroelasticity, the flowchart of
which is shown in Fig. 1, is permissible to use in case when the flow regime of the blade can
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be considered continuous and stationary, and the impact of elastic displacements of the structure
on the flow and distribution of aerodynamic loads along the blade can be neglected. Also a
simplifying assumption is the assumption about compensation of inertial forces by dissipative
forces, which makes the problem of the SSB determination a static problem. The method
consists of the following stages:
- The steady-state aerodynamic simulation with the finite-volume method in the OpenFOAM
package using the simpleFoam solver. As a result, the velocity and pressure fields are
determined;
- The transfer of the aerodynamic simulation results from the OpenFOAM package to the
Code_Aster package;
- The determination of the structure SSB with finite-element method in the Code_Aster.

Figure 1: Simulation algorithm at quasistatic problem definition

The key stage to the joint use of packages is the second stage, during which the pressure
field obtained in aerodynamic simulation is projected from the finite-volume (FV) to the finite
element (FE) mesh, for further use as a load in the SSB analysis.
The data conversion from the *.foam format used in the OpenFOAM to the *.med format
used as the input format for the Code_Aster was carried out through the Paraview visualization
module built into the Salome-Meca preprocessor. In order to project pressure values from one
mesh to another, the Code_Aster PROJ_CHAMP operator was used, in which the collocation
method was used. This method determines the position of each node of the new mesh against
the elements of projected mesh. When a node is inside an element, the value in it is calculated
using the form functions of corresponding element. If a node is not inside an element, then the
value in it is defined as the value at the point inside the nearest element. Setting of the maximum
distance between the node and this point allows interpolation of the values with specified
accuracy.
The disadvantage of described method is exclusion of the impact of inertia forces from
consideration, which does not allow to take into account the significant dynamic displacements,
deformations and stresses arising during transient modes of motion and structural vibrations.
2.2 Dynamic problem definition
In case where it is necessary to take into account the dynamic load on the blade caused by
the forces of inertia and pulsations of the aerodynamic loads, and where the effect of change of
the blade shape on the flow pattern can be neglected, it is permissible to use the calculation
procedure for forced oscillations of the structure, flowchart of which is shown in Fig. 2. In order
to use the method, it is required for the frequencies of the aerodynamic loads and the self-
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oscillation frequencies of the blade to be strongly differentiated from each other. This technique
does not allow the modeling of self-oscillation modes. The method consists of the following
stages:
- The aerodynamic nonstationary simulation in the OpenFOAM package using the
pimpleFoam solver and determination of the pressure and velocity fields as functions of time;
- The transfer of pressure fields for each time point from FV to FE mesh and determination
of nonstationary external loads in the Code_Aster;
- The structure dynamics analysis under the influence of received load in the Code_Aster.

Figure 2: Simulation algorithm at dynamic problem definition

2.3 Quasistatic problem definition taking into account body deformation influence on
the flow
In case when it is possible to neglect the dynamics of the blade motion and consider the flow
regime of the blade as continuous and stationary, but simultaneously required to take into
account the influence of the elastic displacements of the blade on the conditions of the flow, it
is necessary to determine the new equilibrium position of the deformed structure in the flow. In
that case, it is necessary to use a more complicated method, which uses the iteration cycle shown
in Fig. 3. One iteration of searching for a new equilibrium position consists of the following
stages:
- The steady-state aerodynamic simulation with the finite-volume method in the OpenFOAM
package using the simpleFoam solver. As a result, the velocity and pressure fields are
determined;
- The transfer of the aerodynamic simulation results from the OpenFOAM package to the
Code_Aster package;
- The determination of the structure SSB with finite-element method in the Code_Aster;
- The transfer of the displacement field of the structure surface from the Code_Aster to the
OpenFOAM for replotting or deformation of the mesh.
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Figure 3: Simulation algorithm at quasistatic problem definition taking into account body

2.4 Dynamic problem definition taking into account body deformation influence on the
flow (two-way weak coupling)
This simulation procedure is applied when it is necessary to consider influence of change of
the blade's form on the flow, and also the change of the blade's load caused by forces of inertia
and fluctuations of aerodynamic forces.
The analysis represents the solution of the equations of two subsystems on an integration
step taking into account the movement of the body’s boundary. On each temporary step occurs:
- The unsteady aerodynamic simulation with finite-volume method in OpenFOAM package
using pimpleDyMFoam solver. The fields of velocity and pressure are result;
- The transfer of pressure field from an OpenFOAM package to Code_Aster;
- The solution of the dynamics equations in Code_Aster. The fields of displacements,
velocity and accelerations are result.
- The transfer of displacement field of the structure surface from Code_Aster to OpenFOAM
- The deformation of a finite-volume mesh.

Figure 4: Simulation algorithm at two-way weak coupling problem definition
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3

APPLICATION OF METHODS FOR WIND TURBINE BLADE ANALYSIS

3.1 Researched model
As the research model (Fig. 5), a blade for a 5 MW wind turbine was selected [7, 8]. The
blade length is 61.5 meters. The blade has a variable cross section, consisting of 6 different
profiles. The cross-sectional area decreases from the root section to the top with a maximum
ratio of 74.2. Also, the blade has an initial swirling with a smooth increase in the section angles
of incidence from the top to the root. The maximum angle of swirling is ≈ 13.3 degrees. The
design of the blade is a shell, reinforced with stiffening ribs along the entire length.

Figure 5: Researched blade of the wind turbine

In practice, the composites are used for production of wind turbine blades, including glasscarbon fabrics, combined reinforced materials, honeycomb plates, etc., the analysis of the
strength of structures made of such materials is rather complicated and is one of the directions
for further studies. Since the main attention in this paper was paid to the method of coupling
packages for the solution of aeroelasticity problem, in the analysis a simplified structure model
was considered in which an isotropic material with the following mechanical characteristics
was used: modulus of elasticity E=0.68*1011 Pa, density p=2700 kg/m3, Poisson's ratio n=0.3.
The wall thickness was d=1.5 mm.
3.2

Blade quasistatic analysis

The simulation of the flow around a blade in the OpenFOAM package was performed on an
unstructured hexahedral mesh of 400 thousand elements with 4 levels of mesh thickening.
As the boundary conditions on the blade, the conditions for a rigid impermeable wall are set
(for pressure - zeroGradient, for velocity - noSlip), and for the lateral faces of computational
domain the free flow conditions are set (for pressure - freestreamPressure, for velocity freestream with a value of 12 m/s). The Reynolds number, calculated from the largest of the
profile chords was 4.37 *106.
The simulations are performed using a simpleFoam steady-state solver for an incompressible
viscous medium. The parameters of the medium correspond to the air parameters at 20 ⁰С
(density of 1.204 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity of 1.51*10-5 m2/s). In order to model the
turbulent flow, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was used. The turbulent viscosity in the
free flow is 0.14 m2/s, on the surface of the blade - 0. All physical quantities in the
computational domain were determined at the center of the calculated cell. Approximation of
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the terms in the original equations was carried out with a second order accuracy in time and
space. Equations for relation between velocity and pressure were solved using the iterative
SIMPLE algorithm [9].
The obtained fields of pressures and velocities of the medium are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. It
can be seen from the figures that when the flow collides with a blade, it slows down and changes
the direction of motion, flowing around it. At the same time, there is an area with increased air
pressure around one face of the blade, and there is an area with a lowered air pressure near the
opposite face. The difference in pressure is ≈ 190 Pa. Because of the difference in pressure on
the blade, the aerodynamic force begins to act.

Figure 6: Pressure field at steady-state solution
Sections (from top to down) x = 12 m, x = 24 m, x =
36 m, x = 48 m

Figure 7:Velocity field at steady state-solution

The distribution of the pressure on the faces of finite-volume mesh is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Aerodynamic pressure in the FV at the blade surface

Figure 9: Finite element mesh of the blade (longitudinal section)

In order to determine the SSB of the blade, a finite element model consisting of first order
triangular shell elements was used. The mesh size was 7714 elements (1774 of them were
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stiffening ribs). The appearance of this mesh is shown in Fig. 9.
The result of application of the pressure projection operations is shown in Fig. 10. It should
be noted that in this model only the aerodynamic load was considered, and forces of another
nature (centrifugal, own weight of the blade) were not taken into account.

Figure 10: Pressure field interpolated to the FE mesh

The obtained pressure field was used as an external load in determining the SSB of the blade
fixed at the left end. The results of calculation of the values of node displacements and stresses
are shown in Fig. 11, 12.

Figure 11: Plot of the displacement

Figure 12: Plot of the stress (Von Mises): top - shell, bottom - longeron

Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that, for a given flow rate of 12 m/s,
maximum displacements at the end of the blade are about 0.49 meters, and in the blade structure
of isotropic material there are no stresses leading to destruction.
3.3

Blade dynamic analysis

When solving the nonstationary flow problem in the OpenFOAM, the calculations were
performed using a transient pimpleFoam solver for an incompressible viscous medium. As
initial fields of pressure, velocity and turbulent viscosity, the results of stationary calculations
were used. The time step was selected automatically from the condition for the value of the
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Courant number Comax < 0.9. The typical value of the time step is 0.005 seconds. The
calculation time for a transient mode of 10 seconds was 2 hours on 1 core (Intel (R) Xeon (R)
CPU X5670, 2.93GHz). The open cloud service UNIHUB provided by ISP RAS was used for
calculations [10].
As an example for two points lying near the surface of the blade, Fig. 13 shows the graphs
of pressure dependency on time.

Figure 13: Pressure plots for two points (A and B) near the surface of the blade

The pressure fields obtained as a result of the aerodynamic calculation for each time point
were projected onto the FE mesh, and an external load vector was compiled for each time point.
Dynamic calculation of the transient mode of the blade oscillation was carried out for the same
model as the static one. In this case, Rayleigh damping was introduced with the coefficients
α=β=0.05.

Figure 14: Displacement of the tip of the blade

As a controlled parameter, the Y-component of the displacements of the point lying on the
free end of the blade was chosen. For this point, a graph of displacements was plotted for the
time interval of 0...6 seconds. The integration step of 0.1 seconds was selected. Fig. 14 shows
a comparison of the transition modes for two cases. In the first case (blue), the external load
was nonstationary (varied at each integration step), and in the second case (red) the load was
constant, suddenly applied at the initial time point.
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As can be seen from the graph in Fig. 14, in the considered case, taking into account the
nonstationarity of the aerodynamic load of the pressure field has practically no significant effect
on the parameters of the transient process. This can be explained by the fact that the selffrequencies of the blade (the lowest self-frequency is 0.56 Hz) are significantly lower than the
frequencies of the change in external load (3.0...4.0 Hz). The maximum displacement of the
end of the blade in the transitional mode was about 0.58 meters (which is 18% more than the
static displacement in the previous calculation), while the displacement in the new static
equilibrium position, to which the transition mode tends, is approximately 0.32 meters, which
is 30% less than the displacement in the first method calculation.
Further calculation can be carried out with eddy-resolving modeling, using the large-eddy
simulation method, in order to obtain instantaneous velocity and pressure components [11].
3.4
Blade quasistatic analysis taking into account the structure deformation influence
on the flow
For the same model, according to the flowchart of the algorithm shown in Fig. 3, five
iterations (internal cycles) were carried out. The graph of displacement of the free end of the
blade is shown in Fig. 15. It is seen that taking into account the influence of blade deformations
significantly affects the parameters of its flow, since in this case the maximum displacement
was approximately 0.53 meters, which is 10% more than in the first method quasistatic analysis.

Figure 15: Displacement of the tip of the blade

3.5
Blade dynamic analysis taking into account the structure deformation influence on
the flow
At the solution of unsteady problem the simulations were carried out in OpenFOAM by
means of a solver with a dynamic mesh pimpleDyMFoam for the incompressible viscous flow.
As initial fields of pressure, velocity and turbulent viscosity results of steady-state simulation
were used.
The main feature of this simulation was using of hybrid unsteady turbulence model like
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) based on RANS Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The
time step was selected automatically of a condition for Courant number Comax < 0.9. The
characteristic size of time step was 0.005 seconds.
The dependence of pressure from time for the point lying near the surface of the blade is
provided on Fig. 16.
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Figure 16: Pressure plots for point A near the surface of the blade

At this approach on each temporary step the loading from external aerodynamic pressure is
transferred to FE solver where fields of movements are calculated. The received fields of
movements are transferred to OpenFOAM for FV mesh deformation.

Figure 17: Displacement of the tip of the blade

The dynamic analysis of the transitional mode of blade's fluctuations has been carried out
for the same model, as static. At the same time damping according to Rayleigh with coefficients
α=β=0.25 has been entered. The step of interface of the equations of subsystems has been
chosen 0.1 seconds. In Fig. 17 the graphic for movement of the end of the blade is shown. From
the drawing it is visible that fluctuations have the established character.
The simulation time of the transitional mode lasting 15 seconds was 11 hours on one core
(Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5670, 2.93GHz).
4

CONCLUSIONS

The paper allows to conclude that the free software packages OpenFOAM and Code_Aster
in combination with the Salome-Meca preprocessor have all the necessary tools to use them as
a basis for creation of a single software package for solving static aeroelasticity problems and
to study small forced oscillations of the wind turbine blade in a viscous medium flow.
The four simple methods for coupling of these two packages proposed and tested on the
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model problem, based on the transfer of results between the FV and FE meshes, show the
stability of the count and the adequacy of obtained results. However, the values of deflections
obtained by different methods differ significantly, which requires further verification. In the
future, the presented methods can be used to solve more complex verification problems using
known experimental data. Also, the obtained results are the basis for implementation of the
method for solving completely related aeroelasticity problems on the basis of free software.
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Abstract. Flashing flows of liquid oxygen (LOX) are prevalent in space applications, where
LOX can be used as rocket engine propellant [1]–[3]. Towards this direction, the cryogenic
flow in a converging-diverging nozzle has been investigated in the present study by utilising
real fluid thermodynamics under the homogeneous equilibrium mixture (HEM) assumption for
the LOX. A tabulated data method for the Helmholtz energy equation of state (EoS) has been
developed in OpenFOAM (OF) [4] and has been incorporated into an explicit density based
solver. Due to the wide variation of the speed of sound and consequently of the Mach number
noticed in the liquid, vapour and mixture phases, a Mach consistent numerical flux has been
employed suitable for subsonic up to supersonic flow conditions [5]. Since the Helmholtz EoS
is computationally inefficient compared to simplified EoS, an ad-hoc thermodynamic table
containing all the thermodynamic properties for the LOX has been created and stored prior
entering the time loop [6], accompanied by a static linked-list algorithm for reducing the search
time. Once the thermodynamic element of the table which satisfies the values of the density and
internal energy as predicted from the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is
identified, the unknown thermodynamic properties are approximated by a finite element
interpolation [7]. The numerical method has been firstly validated against the Riemann problem
at similar cryogenic flow conditions. Then, 2-D axisymmetric simulations of the phase-change
process in a converging-diverging nozzle are performed and compared with prediction from
other numerical tools as well as experimental data. It is concluded that the results are
satisfactory while the applicability of the Helmholtz EoS to LOX simulations is demonstrated.
This suggests that the proposed methodology can be utilized for the simulation of flashing
flows.
1

INTRODUCTION

There is a trend in rocket engine technology towards higher chamber pressures which results in
a higher specific impulse for the engine, but at the same time may cause the liquid pressure to
go beyond the critical pressure [8]. Due to its high specific impulse, oxygen is preferred
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compared to other fuels in such applications. Aiming to minimize the fuel tank structure in the
rocket, oxygen is stored in liquid form (LOX). For instance, LOX is used in the Ariane 5 and
in the future Arianne 5ME upper stage engines [9]. Complex thermodynamic modelling is
therefore required for such cryogenic flow applications. Experimental studies are scarce due to
the cryogenic flow conditions [10]–[12], which pose questions about the accuracy and
reliability of the results [9], while there is also little information in the literature regarding LOX
simulations, which necessitate real fluid thermodynamics to be employed; see for example [13],
[14].
For modelling cryogenic flows, either two-fluid or one-fluid models have been employed in
numerous past studies. The two-fluid model, which was originally introduced by Wallis in 1980
[15], considers slip velocity and non-equilibrium effects. However, such models strongly
depend on closure models describing the interaction between the two phases, thus rendering the
relevant methodologies problem dependent. Maksic and Mewes [16] simulated flashing in
converging-diverging nozzles by employing a transport equation for the bubble number density
(4-equation model) to the continuity, momentum and energy equations. Later on, a 6-equation
model (continuity, momentum and enthalpy equations for each phase separately) has been used
by Marsh, O’ Mahony [17] for flashing flows and by Mimouni [18] for boiling flows, where
Janet et al. [19] utilised a 7-equation model and they considered nucleation during flashing flow
in converging-diverging nozzles. In the latter, a bubble number transport equation was added
in the system of 6 equations.
On the other hand, in one-fluid models the same velocity, pressure and temperature fields are
assumed, since the phases are assumed to be in thermal and mechanical equilibrium. The
Homogeneous Relaxation Model (HRM), which considers non-equilibrium vapour generation,
was introduced by Bilicki and Kestin [20]; later on, Schmidt et al. [21] expanded HRM to 2-D
problems. In another mixture approach, Travis et al. [14] utilised the Helmholtz EoS for
isentropic cryogenic flows of hydrogen, methane, nitrogen and oxygen. They introduced a nonequilibrium parameter in order to correlate the liquid and vapour temperatures. Concerning
mass-transfer rate models, Karathanassis et al. [22] assessed their performance in a comparative
study among Hertz-Knudsen [23], Zwart-Gerber-Belamri [24], HRM [21] and HEM [25]
models for various nozzle geometrical configurations.
In the previous works, simplified EoS were utilised or significant assumptions were made
ignoring temperature effects, e.g. adiabatic flow conditions. The aim of the present work is to
study such effects and to employ a higher order and more realistic EoS suitable for cryogenic
flows, which has not been attempted in the past. Therefore, the cryogenic flow in a convergingdiverging nozzle is modelled by utilizing the Helmholtz EoS, which provides real fluid
thermodynamics closure to the solved equations. The tabulated data algorithm for the
Helmholtz EoS has been incorporated in an explicit single-phase solver in OF under the HEM
approach; the use of HEM is justified by the retrograde behavior of Oxygen [26], [27].
Concerning the discretization of the convective term, a Mach consistent numerical flux has been
employed, which is suitable for modelling subsonic up to supersonic flow conditions [5] in
conjunction with a 4-stage RK scheme (4th order) utilized for time advancement. For
simplicity, RANS simulations have been performed.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the numerical method is described, including
the tabulated data algorithm. In section 3, the results are demonstrated and discussed, starting
from the validation of the numerical method; then, a 2-D axisymmetric RANS simulation of a
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conical converging-diverging nozzle is performed. Finally, in section 4 the most important
conclusions are summarized.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

The numerical method has been described in detail in [7] for n-Dodecane bubble dynamics
simulations, however in the present study it has been implemented in OF and its applicability
in cryogenic flow conditions and LOX is demonstrated. The modified solver (tabFoam) is based
on the explicit density-based solver rhoCentralFoam. The 3-D compressible Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in conservative form are considered:
U
+   F (U) = Fv (U, U )
t

(1)

Where U is the conserved variable vector for the average quantities: U = [   u ρE ]T , F(U) is
the convective flux tensor, Fv (U, U) is the viscous flux tensor and  ij is the viscous stress
 u i

tensor given by:  ij =(  + t ) 


 x j

+

u j
x i

−

2 u k 
 ij  . The turbulence effects are captured using
3 x k 

the k-ω SST model [28] with the Reboud’s correction [29] for 2-phase flows, which behaves
well for moderate and high Reynolds numbers.
The properties of Oxygen are derived from the Helmholtz energy EoS, which is calibrated
within the temperature range 54.36 K≤T≤2000 K, for maximum pressure pmax=82 MPa and for
maximum density ρmax=1387.1 kg/m3 [30]. The dimensionless form of the aforementioned EoS,
having as independent variables the density and the temperature is given by:
a(ρ,T)
= α(δ,τ)= α0 (δ,τ)+ α r (δ,τ)
RT

(2)

Where δ=ρ/ρc, τ=Tc/T. In practice, the expanded form of (2) (for more information see [27],
[31]). From equation (2) all the thermodynamic properties can be obtained, such as pressure,
internal energy, enthalpy and speed of sound as a function of density and temperature. The
saturation conditions are identified by the Maxwell criterion and the fluid properties in the
saturation dome are calculated by the mixture assumption, whereas the mixture speed of sound
is determined from the Wallis speed of sound formula [32]. In Fig. 1 phase diagrams for Oxygen
are indicatively shown.
Instead of solving the Helmholtz EoS at each time step, a tabulated data technique, similar to
Dumbser et al. [6] has been implemented after explicitly solving the RANS equations. An
unstructured thermodynamic grid of approximately 34,000 thermodynamic elements has been
created, which contains information for all the thermodynamic properties on each node. The
thermodynamic grid is refined around the saturation curve, as it can be seen in Fig. 2.
A static linked list algorithm has been utilised for more efficient search of the thermodynamic
element with the desired properties. Once the density and the internal energy are calculated by
the RANS equations, the corresponding element of the thermodynamic grid (table) is identified
through numerical inversion from the above quantities. Any thermodynamic property φ
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(pressure, temperature or speed of sound) within a specific element of the table is then
approximated by a Finite Element bilinear interpolation:
 ( , e) =

nodes

 N ( , e)b
n

n

(3)

n

Where b are the unknown coefficients of φ and N is the shape function of node n:
Nn ( ρ,e ) = 1+(e - en )+(ρ - ρn )+(e - en )(ρ - ρn )

(4)

And the coefficients of each property are calculated by:
b =  N 
−1

(5)

Where φ are the values of the property at the nodes of the quadrilateral element and the shape
function N of node n evaluated at node m is given by:
(6)
N mn = 1+(em - en )+(ρm - ρn )+(em - en )(ρm - ρn )
A Mach number consistent numerical flux has been implemented [5], [7] in order to handle the
great variation of the Mach number between the different flow regimes, from incompressible
flow in the liquid region, to highly compressible in the vapour and mixture regimes. A fourstage Runge-Kutta method, 4th order in time [33] has been selected for time discretisation.

Figure 1: Three dimensional phase diagrams for Oxygen: pressure (left), speed of sound (middle) and internal
energy (right) in terms of density and temperature, combined with the saturation curve (dashed line). Properties
have been derived from Helmholtz EoS.

Figure 2: Unstructured thermodynamic grid of around 34,000 elements for Oxygen, refined near the saturation
curve.
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3

RESULTS

In this section, the numerical model is firstly validated against the Riemann problem and a
converging-diverging nozzle at cryogenic flow conditions and then, a RANS simulation of a
conical converging-diverging nozzle is performed. The Riemann problem was selected as a
means of validation of the spatial and temporal accuracy of the algorithm and to examine if it
is feasible to capture the correct wave pattern. Next, the Euler equations have been also solved
for a symmetrical converging-diverging nozzle, before advancing to more complicated RANS
simulations of a conical nozzle, for which experimental data exist [12].
3.1 Riemann problem
The first case examined is the Riemann problem in the computational domain x  [-2,2] m with
initial conditions for the left state: ρL=965.8 kg/m3, TL=208.9 K, uL=0 m/s and for the right
state: ρR=417.6 kg/m3, TR=111 K, uR=0 m/s. The numerical solution is compared with the
solution from an 1-D FV solver which has been validated against the exact solution at time t=1
ms (Fig. 3). First order of spatial accuracy with 1000 equally spaced cells in the x direction has
been used in both solvers. Wave transmissive boundary conditions have been employed for the
x L= U n =
x L and
left and the right side of the shock tube, that is U n + 1 =

(

)

(

)

U n +1 ( =
x 0=
x 0) .
) U n (=
As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the two solutions are in satisfactory agreement and the correct wave
pattern has been successfully captured: a left moving expansion wave on the left, a contact
discontinuity in the middle and a right moving shock wave on the right. It has to be mentioned
here that although the same amount of computational cells and the same spatial accuracy is used
in both solvers, dispersion is obvious in the traditional HLLC solver at the location of the right
moving wave at x  0.2 m . This is a good demonstration of the capabilities of the Mach
consistent numerical flux, which gives smooth and accurate solutions.
3.2 Converging-diverging nozzle
The second case examined is inviscid flow inside a symmetrical converging-diverging
nozzle of circular cross-section S for x  [-2,2] m . The cross-section area varies with the length
of the nozzle following the formula: for =
S ( x) 0.01x 2 + 0.01 . The inlet conditions are
in = 817.07 kg / m3 , T  143 K , which will lead to an inlet pressure pin = 5387100 Pa , whereas
in the outlet condition, only the pressure is specified, pout = 1634699.75 Pa . An inviscid
simulation of a wedge of 5 degrees has been employed instead of simulating the whole nozzle.
A structured grid of approximately 5200 cells has been created, where the length size is around
x 1cm , equally spaced in the x-direction and y 4.3 mm , equally spaced in the ydirection (Δy changes in the x direction, as the radius of the nozzle decreases or increases).
As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the obtained numerical solution and the reference solution from
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a pseudo 1-D FV solver coincide for all the plotted quantities. Due to subsonic flow conditions
in the entrance, flow accelerates in the converging part. In the diverging part, flow continues to
accelerate (M>1), resulting in further depressurization and beginning of vaporization. The
supersonic region in this configuration is extended all the way down until the exit and no shock
wave is noticed.

Figure 3: Validation for the Riemann problem: comparison of the density (upper left), temperature (upper right),
pressure (lower left) and x-velocity (lower right) between the OF solver (OF) and a 1D FV solver (HLLC).
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Figure 4: Validation for the converging-diverging nozzle case: comparison of the density (upper left),
temperature (upper right), pressure (middle left), velocity magnitude (middle right), Mach number (lower left)
and vapour volume fraction (lower right) between the OF solver (OF) and a pseudo-1D FV solver (HLLC).
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3.3 Conical converging-diverging nozzle
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the tabulated data algorithm in turbulent flows, a
RANS simulation for a conical converging-diverging nozzle is performed (Reinflow=65k) and
the obtained results are compared with experimental data of Hendricks et al. [12]. A wedge of
5 degrees is simulated, taking advantage of the problem symmetry; the nozzle geometry is
demonstrated in Fig. 5. In the inflow, the total pressure is specified ptot,in=1.1385 MPa, whereas
in the outlet the static pressure is pout=0.26 MPa. The k-ω SST turbulence model with the
Reboud correction has been employed and the turbulence variables have been initialized
accordingly, based on the Reynolds number in the inflow.

Figure 5: Geometry of the conical converging-diverging nozzle [12]. The inflow has been expanded upstream in
order to impose the stagnation conditions of the experiment. The grey area denotes the computational domain,
whereas inlet and outlet are coloured by blue and red respectively.

In Fig. 6 contour fields for the velocity magnitude, temperature and vapour volume fraction are
shown. Similar to the previous case, the flow accelerates in the converging part before the
throat, due to the subsonic flow conditions. Then a region of supersonic acceleration
downstream the throat follows, which is terminated by a normal shock wave. The shock wave
produces an instantaneous deceleration of the flow to subsonic speed. The subsonic flow
decelerates through the remainder of the diverging section and exhausts as a subsonic jet. The
vapour phase generated just after the throat region results in an increased Mach number
(M=1.2). The mixture speed of sound here is determined by the Wallis formula [32] under the
instantaneous phase change assumption. Almost full liquid vaporization has occurred after the
throat, around x=0.015. The discrepancy of this point between the experiment and the
simulation is responsible for predicting slightly different location of the shock wave (see also
Fig. 7).
In Fig. 7 the obtained pressure distribution along x-axis is compared with the experimental
results of Hendricks et al. [12]. While admittedly the numerical solutions are in good agreement
with the experimental values, there is a small variation in the location of the shock wave
between the experiment and the simulations. Unfortunately, the lack of measurements
downstream the nozzle, doesn’t allow for further comparison. Compared to the inviscid
simulation, the shock wave is suppressed in the RANS simulation and 2 smaller magnitude
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waves are noticed instead. Furthermore, in the inviscid simulation a pressure step is noticed at
the location of the throat, which is not evident in the RANS simulation, due to numerical
diffusion which is included from the turbulence modelling.

Figure 6: Contour fields for converging-diverging nozzle [10] RANS simulation: velocity magnitude (upper),
temperature (middle) and vapour volume fraction (bottom).

Figure 7: Pressure distribution along x-axis for the conical converging-diverging nozzle; comparison between
inviscid (dashed black), RANS (green) simulations and the experimental values (red square) of Hendricks et al.
[12].
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4

CONCLUSIONS

An explicit density based solver for cryogenic two-phase flows has been developed in OF. The
Helmholtz EoS for oxygen has been employed in a tabulated form; finite element bilinear
interpolation was used for approximating the thermodynamic properties. A Mach consistent
numerical flux has been implemented allowing for large variation of its value along the
computational domain. The numerical scheme has been validated against the Riemann problem
and a pseudo 1-D finite volume solver for a symmetric converging-diverging nozzle. Then,
RANS simulation of a conical converging-diverging nozzle has been performed and compared
with experimental values. The results are satisfactory and the correct wave dynamics have been
predicted in all the studied cases. This work demonstrates the applicability of the Helmholtz
EoS in cryogenic flow conditions and RANS simulations.
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Abstract. Jet atomizations play a crucial role in many applications such as in cryogenic
combustion chambers. Since direct numerical simulations of these two-phase flows in engine real configurations are still out of reach, predictive numerical tools must be developed
using reduced-order models with sound mathematics properties. The contribution of this
paper is three-fold. First, we introduce a new formalism to symmetrize non-conservative
systems using entropic variables by extending Mock-Godunov theory and apply it to the
Baer-Nunziato model. This new theory broaches new leads to obtain an original Eulerian diffuse interface model describing various mixture disequilibrium level based on an
a consolidated mixture thermodynamic. Second, to cope with the strong discontinuities
encountered in jet atomization, a robust and accurate numerical method using multi-slope
MUSCL technique is applied to the various levels of the diffuse interface models. Third,
relying on the previous two points, simulations of a jet atomization in a cryogenic combustion chamber in subcritical conditions are presented using diffuse interface models with
thermal and velocity disequilibria coupled to an Eulerian kinetic-based moment method.

1

Introduction

Jet atomizations play a crucial role in many industrial applications such as in cryogenic
combustion chambers. The multi-scale and various physical phenomena occurring embrace high level of complexity and the strong interaction of the latter is a current research
area. In particular, the stability and the efficiency of the engine are extremely correlated
to the way the liquid oxygen is injected and its primary atomization. It may also lead
to high frequencies instabilities which could severely damage the rocket, thus must be
thoroughly studied. Experimentations are conducted to enable simulation validation and
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to understand the observed physical phenomena, but are very costly and restricted in the
range of operating points. Therefore predictive numerical simulations are mandatory, at
least as a complementary tool to understand the physic and even more to conceive new
combustion chambers and predict instabilities they may generate in a given configuration. Focusing on a LOX GH2 cryogenic combustion chamber in a subcritical regime, a
complex two-phase flow takes place between the liquid oxygen and the gaseous hydrogen
injected at the rear center of the chamber through a coaxial injector. Near the injector,
the two phases are separated by a clean interface until high shear stress tears the liquid
core into ligaments which eventually collapse into a spray of droplets. Thus a transition
zone between the separated phase zone and the dispersed phase zone, denoted the mixed
region, involves very complex subscale physics and topologies of the flow. Direct numerical
simulations (DNS) could be used to resolve this elaborate flow and would offer in theory
a full resolution of the interface. Still DNS in a real configuration of a engine are still
out of reach, CPU needs being too high and defining the smallest scale of a two-phase
mixture is still unclear. Thus, predictive numerical tools must be developed through
reduced-order models. Attention must be paid on the mathematics properties and the
predictiveness of such reduced-order models. In the literature, two main strategies are
encountered to build them. (1) coupled models up to three, one adapted for each phase
topology. In the separated phase zone, two approach are found: either two-fluid models
derived by diffuse-interface methods or by front tracking method. The former uses a statistical averaging of the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations for each phase [3]. The
latter includes some level of space filtering as done by [13]. As for the dispersed phase
zone, the particles are tracked either in a Lagrangian way [22], or by an Eulerian approach
where the droplets distribution is rebuilt thanks to the method of moments [21]. Usually,
the methods applied to the separated phase zone are extended to the mixed region, but it
implies either a high level of the phase disequilibrium description or a extremely refined
mesh. (2) the complexity of interfacing several models has pushed towards deriving a
unified model coping all the flow regimes as proposed recently in [4] where some sub-scale
phenomena are accounted for in the separated and mixed regions and degenerate into a
predictive spray model in the disperse flow area [6] [5]. In this work, the first approach
has been chosen by coupling a diffuse interface method to a member of the kinetic based
moment methods (KBMM). In [16], the homogeneous two-phase flow model, referred as
the four-equation model, has been used for the two first regimes. However to describe accurately the mixed region and to provide enough informations to feed the polydispersity of
the spray offered by the KBBM candidate, all level of phase disequilibrium must be kept,
that is to say, each phase must have its own pressure, velocity and pressure. Consequently,
the Baer-Nunziato model [1], called the seven-equation model (7eq. model ), appears as
the best candidate. Extended by the work of [18] thanks to the introduction of interfacial
quantities, the model writes:


uI
0
0
R(u)
 (1)
∂t u + A1 ∂x u =
0
with A1 = ∂u f (u) + G(u) = g 2 (u2 ) ∂u2 f (u2 )

g 1 (u1 )
0
∂u1 f (u1 )
2
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where the quasi conservative variables are u = (α2 , u2 , u1 )t , uk = (αk ρk , αk ρk uk , αk ρk Ek ),
the conservative fluxes f (u) = (αk ρk uk , αk ρk u2k + αk pk , αk (ρk Ek + pk )uk )t . G is the matrix containing the non-conservative terms g 2 (u2 ) = −g 1 (u1 ) = (0, pI , pI uI )t , αk is the
volume fraction of phase k = 1, 2, ρk the partial density, uk the phase velocity, pk the
phase pressure, Ek = k + 1/2u2k the total energy per unit of mass, k the internal energy
associated usually to a two-parameter equation of state, uI the interfacial velocity and pI
the interfacial pressure, both to be modelled. The two phases can not stay in full disequilibrium, R is thus an application describing usually the mechanical and hydrodynamic
relaxations between the two phases and is designed by physical processes respecting the
entropy inequality. It decomposes classically onto

t


R2u R1u t
R
Ru Rp
Ru
Rp
p2 − p1 R2p R1p
=
+
, with
= 0,
,
and
=
,
,
(2)

u
p
u
u u
p
p
p p
where  reads as the characteristic time for each of these processes, R2u = −R1u =
(0, u2 − u1 , uI (u2 − u1 )), R2p = −R1p = (0, 0, pI (p2 − p1 )). The mathematical properties
of the 7eq. model have been studied in [9] among others. It is hyperbolic, admits seven
eigenvalues (uI , (uk , uk ± ak )k=2,1 ) with ak the phase sound of speed, a2k = ∂pk /∂ρk |sk .
Nonetheless the model is strictly hyperbolic only under the non resonance condition [2].
The interfacial terms uI and pI modelling varies but usually, to facilitate numerical implementation, conditions have been sought to make λ1 = uI linearly degenerate. Assuming
first that the interfacial velocity uI has a symmetric form uI = βu1 + (1 − β)u2 , then
β has no choice but to be defined as β ∈ {0, 1, α1 ρ1 /ρ} where ρ is the mixture density
ρ = α1 ρ1 + α2 ρ2 . An expression for the relaxation parameters u and p have been for
example derived using the DEM technique in [19]. From this 7eq. model , a hierarchy
of two-phase flow models can be obtained: the instantaneous relaxation of the pressures
and the velocities leads to the five-equation model [14]. When relaxing instantaneously
the temperatures through as supplementary relaxing term, one obtains the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations, called also four-equation model. This hierarchy of diffuse interface model is very appealing. The 7eq. model offers a state of full-disequilibrium as long
as adequate relaxing times are used for the relaxation processes. In cryogenic applications, the pressure of the phases may be considered relaxed instantaneously. However,
due to the strong velocity and temperature gradients at the interface, it is unrealistic
to assume hydrodynamic and thermal instantaneous relaxation. Simulations including a
temperature disequilibrium have already been conducted on real configurations, but it
seems it has never been done with also a velocity disequilibrium [20]. The reason lies in
the difficulty of first defining a momentum interfacial transfer subgrid model and second in
designing robust numerical methods able to cope a non slip velocity. Therefore, we would
like in the first section to deepen the mathematical study of the 7eq. model to better
understand its structure focusing on the relaxation terms. Currently, the latter have been
postulated by physical interpretations and shaped using the entropy inequality. It means
there expression relies on the choice of the entropy and thus on the thermodynamic of a
mixture. So far, the mixture entropy H being widely used leads to the decoupling of the
relaxing phenomena in order to close the model. We propose to symmetrize for the first
3
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time the hyperbolic Baer-Nunziato model using generalized entropic variables as done for
multi-species Eulerian systems in [17]. It will help to generate general relaxation source
terms compatible with the entropy inequality. In the next section, numerical methods applied to the coupled models are described emphasizing the relaxation procedure. Finally,
results of numerical simulations are reported ahead of future perspectives.
2

Symmetrization of a non-conservative system using entropic variables

This section recalls first the theory of entropy symmetrization of conservative systems
developed by Mock and Godunov [12]. We then propose a novel extension of this theory
to non-conservative hyperbolic systems (Equation (3)) and apply it on the 7eq. model .
∂t u + {∂u f (u) + G(u)} ∂x u = R(u)/
2.1

(3)

Mock-Godunov’s theorem for conservative systems

Mock-Godunov’s theorem stipulates that a conservative hyperbolic Equation (3) (G(u) =
0) may have a symmetric form thanks to a variable change if it has a generalized strictly
convex entropy H with the corresponding fluxes G [12]. The entropy equation writes:
∂t H + ∂u G(u)∂x u = 0

Entropy equation

(4)

The change variable is then v defined by v = ∂u Ht [10]. Taking the scalar product of
Equation (3) (G(u) = 0) and v raises the following compatibility equations:
Compatibility equations

∂u H · ∂u f (u) = ∂u G(u) and v · R(u)/ ≤ 0

(5)

Deriving Equation (5) LHS leads to a symmetric condition on the conservative terms:
∂uu H · ∂u f (u) + ∂u H · ∂uu f (u) = ∂uu G(u)

(6)

Theorem 1. [11] ∂uu H · ∂u f (u) is symmetric if and only if there is an entropy flux G
associated with the entropy H.
Finally, assuming that the mapping u −→ v is diffeomorph, the quasi linear system using
generalized entropic variables writes:
Ã0 ∂t v + Ã1 ∂x v = R/

(7)

where Ã0 = ∂v u = (∂uu H)−1 and Ã1 = A1 × Ã0 = ∂u f (u) · (∂uu H)−1 . Therefore, to
symmetrize a hyperbolic conservative system in the sens of Mock-Godunov, only one
supplementary condition to the Theorem 1 is necessary.
Theorem 2. [11] Given an hyperbolic conservative system, if one of the following conditions holds:
(C1 ) ∂uu H · ∂u f (u) is symmetric
(C2 ) there is an entropy flux G associated with the entropy H
then, the symmetrized form in the sens of Mock-Godunov of the hyperbolic conservative
system can be derived if and only if the following condition holds:
(S1 ) ∂uu H is invertible ⇔ H strictly convex
4
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2.2

Extension to non-conservative hyperbolic systems

A non-conservative hyperbolic Equation (3) may have a symmetric form thanks to a
variable change if it has a generalized strictly convex entropy H with the corresponding
entropy flux G such that the entropy equation writes:
Extended entropy equation

∂t H + ∂u G(u)∂x u = R(u)/

(8)

Assuming such entropy flux G exists, keeping the same change variable V = ∂u Ht , its scalar
product with Equation (3) LHS raises the following extended compatibility equations:
∂u Ht · {∂u f (u) + G(u)} = ∂u G(u) and v · R(u)/ ≤ 0

(9)

The Jacobian of the entropy flux vector, ∂u G, is then decomposed into two components,
a and b, which both contribute to the conservative fluxes f and the non-conservative
terms G, the latter ones being hence decomposed into ∂u f = M1 + N1 and G = M2 + N2 .
∂u G(u) is thus finally decomposed into ∂u G(u) = a1 + a2 + b1 + b2 to obtain the following
set of equations and conditions:




H
·
M
=
a
,
∂
H
·
N
=
b
∂
k
k
u
k
k
 u
 ∂u (a1 + a2 ) symmetric
∂ u H · ∂u f = a 1 + b1
(10)
with the conditions b1 + b2 = 0


∂ H · G = a + b
 ∂ Ht · R(u)/ ≤ 0
u
2
2
u

The condition on b implies that ∂u G(u) = a1 + a2 . This condition has been chosen due to
the fact that the scalar b (u) ∂x u will not be signable since it is a non-conservative term
and a constant dilatation of time and space (t → λt, x → λx) would change it. Applying
Equation (10) to Equation (8) defines an extended compatibility equation with respect
to Equation (5):
∂u Ht · [M1 + M2 ] = a1 + a2

Extended Compatibility Equation

(11)

and differentiating it, one obtains a new equation imposing symmetry conditions just as
for the conservative systems:
∂uu H · [M1 + M2 ] + ∂u H · ∂u [M1 + M2 ] = ∂u (a1 + a2 ) = ∂uu G(u)

(12)

Theorem 3. ∂uu H · [M1 + M2 ] + ∂u H · ∂u [M1 + M2 ] is symmetric if and only if there is
an entropy flux G associated with the entropy H
Proof. See proof of Theorem 1

Finally, the quasi linear system using generalized entropic variables writes:
Ã0 ∂t v + Ã1 ∂x v = R/

(13)

where Ã0 = (∂uu H)−1 and Ã1 = [∂u f (u) + G(u)] · (∂uu H)−1 . Therefore, to symmetrize
a hyperbolic conservative system in the sens of Mock-Godunov, only two supplementary
conditions to the Theorem 3 are necessary.
5
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Theorem 4. Given an hyperbolic conservative system, if one of the following conditions
holds:
(C1 ) ∂uu H · [M1 + M2 ] + ∂u H · ∂u (M1 + M2 ) is symmetric
(C2 ) there is an entropy flux G associated with the entropy H
then, the symmetrized form in the sens of Mock-Godunov of the hyperbolic conservative
system can be derived if and only if the two following conditions hold:
(S1 ) ∂uu H is invertible ⇔ H strictly convex
(S2 ) ∂uu H · [M1 + M2 + N1 + N2 ] must be symmetric ⇔ ∂u H · ∂u [M1 + M2 + N1 + N2 ]
must be symmetric
Proof. (S1 ) see proof in Theorem 2. For (S2 )
∂uu H · [∂u f (u) + G(u)] must be symmetric to have Ã1 symmetric
=⇒∂uu H · [M1 + M2 ] + ∂uu [N1 + N2 ] symmetric


=⇒ ∂uu G(u) −∂u H · ∂u [M1 + M2 ] + ∂u ∂u H · ∂u [N1 + N2 ] − ∂u H · ∂u [N1 + N2 ] symmetric
  



symmetric

=0 condition on b

=⇒∂u H · ∂u [M1 + M2 + N1 + N2 ] symmetric

2.3

Application to the Baer-Nunziato system

In the Baer-Nunziato model (Equation (1)), by expressing the entropic variables
 v=
 α 2 1as
t
α
2
1
(Vα , v 2 , v 1 ) and ak and bk (line vectors) as ak = (ak , ak , ak ), bk = bk , bk , bk , the
Equation (10) reads:
0 = aα1 + bα1
v t2 · ∂u2 f (u2 ) = a21 + b21
v t1 · ∂u1 f (u1 ) = a11 + b11

Vα uI + v 2 · g 2 + v 1 · g 1 = aα2 + bα2
0 = a22 + b22
0 = a12 + b12

(14)

with the conditions ∂u (a1 + a2 ) symmetric and
b1 + b2 = 0. The classic mixture entropy
proposed for this model is defined as H = − k=1,2 αk ρk sk , with 
sk the phase entropy,
and there exists an associated entropy flux G defined by G = − k=1,2 αk ρk sk uk . The
generalized entropic variables v are v = (vα , v t2 , v t1 )t with Vα = p1 /T1 − p2 /T2 , v k = ((gk −
1/2u2k )/Tk , uk /Tk , -1/Tk )t , k = 1, 2 and gk is the Gibbs free energy, gk = k + pk /ρk − Tk sk .
Interestingly, two compatible choices for the decomposition of the Jacobian of the entropic
flux ∂u G appear:




 
-Z + vα uI
v k · gk
-Y
Z
k=1, 2


a1 = v t2 · ∂u2 f (u2 )b1 =  0 a2 =  0 b2 = 

0
0
0
v t1 · ∂u1 f (u1 )
0


Y





(15)

with either (Y, Z) = (Γ, 0) or (Y, Z) = (0, Γ) where Γ = p1 u1 /T1 −p2 u2 /T2 . Corresponding
/T1 −p2 u2 /T2
, possible choices are
decomposition of f and G is not unique. For κ = p1 up11 /T
1 −p2 /T2








X
0
0
-X 0 0
0 00
uI 0 0
N1 =  0 0 0M2 = j 2 0 0N2 = g2 − j 2 0 0 (16)
0
M1 =  0 ∂u2 f (u2 )
0
0
∂u1 f (u1 )
j1 0 0
g1 − j 1 0 0
0 00

6
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with either (X, j k ) = (κ, 0) or (X, j k ) = (0, χk ) respectively to Equation (15) where
χk = (0, (-1)k pk , 0)t or χk = (0, 0, (-1)k pk uk )t . It is important to notice that Theorem 2 and 4 depend only on a and b or equivalently on the sum of the matrix M1 ,
N
1 , M2 ,1 N2 . Hence, for each decomposition above, the condition on (b1 + b2 ) writes:
k=1,2 Tk (pk − pI ) (uI − uk ) ∂x αk = 0. A unique solution on pI satisfies this condition
and is pI = µp1 +(1−µ)p2 , with µ (β) = [(1−β)T2 ]/[βT1 +(1−β)T2 ]. Simple calculations
show that ∂u (a1 + a2 ) is indeed symmetric in each case. However, first ∂uu H = ∂u v t is
not invertible since det (∂uu H) = 0. H is indeed not strictly convex. Second, the symmetry conditions of Theorem 4 are not verified. Therefore it is not possible to derive a
symmetrized form in the sens of Mock-Godunov of the system with the classic mixture
entropy. The underlying reason leading to a non strictly convex mixture entropy is the
assumed thermodynamic of the mixture. Indeed, defining H the classic way means a
mixture acts as if each phase does not see one another, there is no interaction on their
thermodynamic which is defined by a two-parameters equation of state sk = sk (ρk , k ). In
[1], the phase entropy sk is found to depend also on the volume fraction αk accounting for
the compaction
of the granular bed. In [9] a mathematical mixture entropy H is given as

H = − k=1,2 αk ρk [ln (sk (ρk , pk )) + ψk (αk )] without justifying its definition and without
using it. We are currently investigating a new consistent mixture thermodynamic which
raises a strictly convex mixture entropy and could then lead to a symmetrized form of the
7eq. model .
3

Numerical methods

The models used hereafter to simulate the jet atomization have been implemented in
the CEDRE software which is a multi-physics platform working on general unstructured
meshes and organized as a set of solver [8]. Two solvers are used, SEQUOIA for the
diffuse interface model and SPIREE for the KBMM. Since the work on the extended
thermodynamic of a mixture is not yet completely validated, the present diffuse interface
model applied in the separated-phase and mixed regions is the classical euler 7eq. model
defined in Equation (1). As our primary concern is to increase the disequilibrium in the
interface diffuse model, for sake of simplicity, a simple KBMM element has been chosen for
the dispersed phase region: a multi-fluid modelling with sampling methods [15] along with
a monokitenic and monothermal assumption of the droplet size distribution. Evaporation
and coalescence of the droplets are neglected, thus only one sample of droplet is needed
to attest the success of the coupling strategy of the two models. The two models are
two-way coupled through the source terms Sq→u and Su→q which model the atomization
of the liquid phase into droplets and the pseudo-coalescence of the droplets into the liquid
phase but also through Sdrag the drag force of the gas acting upon the droplets and Sh the
conducto-convective heat transfer at the surface of the droplet. A Lie splitting technique
is used resulting in the following system:
U

n+1



Ru ∆t Rp
Hu (U n ) Qn+1 = [Sq→u Sh Sdrag ]∆t Hq (U n ) (17)
= Su→q -Sh -Sdrag
u
p
7
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The hyperbolic operators Hu and Hq , of the two-fluid model and the dispersed model respectively, are calculated using an approximate Riemann solver, HLLC, and an Presureless
Gas Dynamics exact Riemann solver respectively. Then relaxation operators and source
terms are applied in the order showed in System (17) to define the new states U n+1 and
Qn+1 of the conservative variables. For the 7eq. model , to ensure good robustness of the
scheme, a MUSCL-Hancock strategy with a multi-slope MUSCL spatial reconstruction
scheme has been applied [7]. Strong assumptions are made to tackle certain issues by assuming (1) the interfacial terms pI and uI to be local constants in the Riemann problem,
(2) the volume fraction to vary only across the interfacial contact discontinuity uI . As a
result, the non conservative terms in System (1) vanish, uI and pI are determined locally
by Discrete Equation Method (DEM) [19] at each time step and stay constant during the
update. Thus, phases are now decoupled and the system (1) splits into two conservative
sub-systems to which a classic HLLC solver is implemented. Finally, a hybrid limiter has
been used to combines the advantages of a CFL-Superbee limiter for high gradient regions
and a third order CFL dependent limiter for the regular regions [16].
3.1

Relaxation procedure

In many applications, the pressures of a two-phase flow are assumed to relax instantaneously. Thus, after the hyperbolic update, the following ODE is solved: ∂t U =
Rp (U )/p , with p → ∞ which infers uk remain constant. Manipulating the equations,
an equilibrium pressure is obtained by solving a second order equation with an iterative procedure such as a Newton method [7]. As for the velocities, within the context
of jet atomization in subcritical conditions, the relaxation time is in theory finite. The
following ODE is solved: ∂t U = Ru (U ) /u which implies αk , ρk are conserved during
the relaxation. Subtraction of the momentum equations gives the following ODE on the
split velocity ud = u2 − u1 : ∂t ud − Ao ud /u = 0. A first numerical approach is to fix
a remaining slip velocity ratio target at each time step ∆t. It defines the characteristic
o
o
o o
o o
o o o o
relaxing time u /Ao = ln(X)∆t with X = u∆t
d /ud and A = (α1 ρ1 + α2 ρ2 )/(α1 ρ1 α2 ρ2 ). An
instantaneous velocity relaxation is in pratice also possible and leads to a unique relaxed
velocity which is the mass weighted average of the two velocities before relaxing.
3.2

Coupling source terms

The physical processes accounted for in the coupling source terms are the atomization of the liquid phase, Satom , and the pseudo-coalescence of the liquid droplets, Scoal .
They are defined as follows: Satom =α2 ρ2 fatom λatom and Scoal =αd ρd fcoal λcoal where fatom
is the atomization frequency, λatom describes the efficiency of the atomization, fcoal the
pseudo-coalescence frequency and λcoal the pseudo-coalescence efficiency, defined all in
[16]. Thanks to the increase of disequilibrium by using the 7eq. model with finite velocity
relaxation, Satom has been revisited making full use of the existence of two velocities to
track regions with high shear stress and thus regions where atomization should occur.

8
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4

Results and Discussion

From the hierarchy of diffuse interface model have been retained the instantaneously
relaxed 7eq. model (IR7eq) and the non-instantaneously relaxed 7eq. model (NIR7eq) to
perform numerical simulations. Their prime purpose is to validate the numerical method
robustness when allowing velocity disequilibrium and model coupling. The impact on the
liquid core length, its dynamics, the sharpness of the interface and the velocities at the
interface is then evaluated. The operation conditions being so close to a real configuration,
the results may also be predictive.
4.1

Description of the configuration

The configuration choice meets several criteria mimicking the experimental test-bench
MASCOTTE, a cryogenic rocket engine combustion chamber. Adopting a unique coaxial injector of liquid oxygen O2 (l) circumscribed by gaseous hydrogen H2 (g) , it offers a
portion θ ∈ [0, π/3] of a cylindrical chamber to capture the dynamic of the jet. As a result,
the computational time is thus not too heavy to conduct numerical tests and validations
but the liquid jet will not flap. Mesh refinement has been applied in the region of the
Figure 1: Geometry and mesh of the configuration (around a million cells)

injector to capture the interface dynamics (see Figure 1). The injector lip of length Llip
is meshed by four cells at the minimum mesh size ∆xmin . Walls are set to adiabatic slip
boundaries, the variables (ρk , uk , Tk , αk ) define the inlets, the outlet is pressure defined at
p∞ = 10 bar. The momentum ratio J = ρ1 u21 /(ρ2 u22 ) ∼ 3, temperature ratio T1 /T2 ∼ 3
and the residual phase volume fraction α = 1e-6 . The numerical simulation has been
conducted as followed: first, the oxygen and the hydrogen have been injected with a rampup to reach at τ = τ0 the operating point using the five-equation model with no coupling.
Then, the simulation has run approximately ten times the characteristic convective time
of the liquid core τconv . At this point designated by τ1 has started the comparison of the
models.
4.2

Comparison of the models

For the first time, we have successfully conducted a simulation of jet atomization with
an atomized NIR7eq. The simulation has run for 2.5τconv attesting the success of the
implementation. Figure 2 presents the volume fraction of liquid droplets αd and the norm
9
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Figure 2: atomized NIR7eq (Legend: blue isovolume of α2 = 0.99, slip velocity norm
|uslip |, volume fraction of droplets in the SPIREE solver αd )
αd
|uslip |

low
low

high
high

of the slip velocity in the two-phase flow |uslip |.The slip velocity is highly concentrated in
the interface region, on the so-to-say ”gaseous side”, where atomization occurs. It permits
to give to the atomized liquid droplets the speed of the liquid phase. It is a major gain of
accuracy as long as the characteristic time of velocity relaxation is physically well-defined.
At the present time, the characteristic time is finite and constant, but it will be reviewed
in future works to match the physical reality. Then, Figure 3 shows qualitatively the
liquid interface after 1.5τconv simulation time and compare it to the IR7eq. The latter
is not coupled with atomization since Satom needs a non zero slip velocity. Interestingly,
Figure 3: Comparison of the liquid volume fraction α2 : slice at θ=π/6, at T =T1 (left)
and T =T1 +1.5τconv (right), α2 =1.0
α2 =0.01
atomized NIR7eq

atomized NIR7eq

IR7eq

IR7eq

the liquid core is very similar for the two models meaning the atomization process is not
interfering with the liquid core. Moreover a quantification of the liquid core length and the
interface diffusion for the two models is proposed hereafter. The length of the liquid core
Llc varies over time witnessing the pulsation of the jet. The two models behave similarly
and show the same time averaged length (Figure 4a). Figure 4b quantifies the interface
diffusion close to the injection which overlaps from 5 to 9 mesh cells. Distinction must
be made between numerical diffusion and physical diffusion. The numerical diffusion of a
discontinuity is proportional to the square root of its travelled distance whereas physical
diffusion may be due to folding of the interface which cannot be captured by the mesh.
Figure 4b seems to capture numerical diffusion mainly. Applied further down the liquid
core, this analysis could help us to detect where a sub-grid model would be needed to
capture correctly physical processes such as ligaments detaching or interface folding.
5

Conclusion

This paper has presented first an extension of the symmetrization theory of Mock-Godunov
for non-conservative systems. It has permitted to reinterpret the classic Baer Nunziato
model but has shown the limit of the classic mixture thermodynamic. Then, for the first
time, numerical simulation in quasi real configuration has been conducted with a NIR7eq
model coupled to a simple KBMM element. The numerical implementation has shown
10
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Figure 4: Comparison of the liquid core length Llc over time at isovalue α2 = 0.95 ± 0.04
and of the interface diffusion λLC defined by α2 ∈ [0.1, 0.9]
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λLC /∆x,
λLC /∆x and IR7eq:
λ
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to be robust enough to cope with the strong gradients in velocity and temperature. Atomization has been successfully implemented and fed with the liquid velocity. Results
have shown that atomization and velocity disequilibrium do not interfere with the liquid
core dynamics and its shape. Future works include the extension of the mixture thermodynamic and the symmetrization of the 7eq. model , a physical dynamic definition of
the velocity characteristic relaxation time. This study has been co-funded by the French
Aerospace Lab ONERA and the French Space Agency CNES.
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Abstract. This work deals with artificial circulation as a shallow water aeration technique. Large waterbodies (for instance, lakes or reservoirs) get much of their oxygen
from the atmosphere through diffusion processes. Artificial circulation increases water’s
oxygen by forcefully circulating the water to expose more of it to the atmosphere. Two
techniques are the most common: air injection and mechanical mixing. The former has
been analyzed from an ecological viewpoint in several works (see, for instance, [3] and the
references therein). However, in this work we will focus our attention on the latter that,
as far as we know, has remained unaddressed in the mathematical literature.
In this work we will introduce a mathematical formulation of the environmental problem as a control/state constrained optimal control problem of partial differential equations. Then, we will analyze the optimal control problem and finally, we will deal with
the numerical resolution of the problem, presenting a complete numerical algorithm and
a realistic computational example [4].

1

Introduction

Eutrophication is one of the most important problems of large masses of water and it
is caused by high levels of pollutants that reach the waters. This pollutants come mainly
from human activities and can cause an excessive phytoplankton growth that lead to
undesirable effects like algal blooms. Artificial circulation is a management technique for
oxygenating eutrophic water bodies subject to quality problems, such as loss of oxygen,
sediment accumulation and algal blooms. It disrupts stratification and minimizes the
development of stagnant zones (see figure 1) that may be subject to water quality problems
(low levels of oxygen). In our case we are interested in increase the dissolved oxygen
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content in the bottom layers. The main idea of artificial circulation technique
consists of
1

Figure 1: Environmental problem

a flow pump takes water from the well aerated upper layers by means of a collector and
injecting it into the poorly oxygenated bottom layers, setting up a circulation pattern
that prevents stratification (see figure 1). That is, oxygen-poor water from the bottom
is circulated to the surface, where oxygenation from the atmosphere and photosintesys
can occur. In this work we want to optimize the volume of pumped water in order to
minimize the energy cost and ensure that the concentration level of dissolved oxygen in
the bottom layer is over a threshold.

Figure 2: Artificial circulation technique

2
2.1

Mathematical formulation of the control problem
The physical domain

We consider a domain Ω ⊂ R3 (for instance, a lake) with boundary Γ = ∂Ω smooth
enough such that it can split in four disjoint subsets Γ = ΓS ∪ ΓC ∪ ΓT ∪ ΓN , where:
2
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• ΓS corresponds to the surface of the lake
k
k
CT
• Γ C = ∪N
k=1 C corresponds to the part of the boundary where the collectors C ,
k = 1, . . . , NCT , are located.
k
CT
corresponds to the part of the boundary where the injectors T k ,
• ΓT = ∪ N
k=1 T
k = 1, . . . , NCT , are located.

• ΓN = Γ \ (ΓS ∪ ΓC ∪ ΓT ).
Each collector C k is joined to a injector T k by a pipeline, k = 1, . . . , NCT . In the next
figure we can see an example of geometrical configuration with NCT = 4 pairs of injector1
collector.
ΓS
C1
C

C3
C4

2

⌦
ΓN

ΓN
⌦C T 2 T 1

T3

T4
ΓN

Figure 3: The physical domain

2.2

The state equations

We will consider a thermo-hydrodynamic model coupled with a Michaelis-Menten
model for the species involved in the eutrophication processes.
2.2.1

The thermo-hydrodynamic model: Modified Navier-Stokes equations
coupled with the heat equation with nonlinear Stefan-Boltzmann boundary conditions

In order to simulate the dynamics of water warmed by solar radiation we consider the
modified Navier-Stokes equations following the Smagorinsky model of turbulence coupled

3
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with the heat equation with nonlinear Stefan-Boltzmann boundary conditions:

∂v

+ ∇vv − ∇ · Ξ(v) + ∇p = α0 (θ − θ0 )ag , in Ω×]0, T [,



∂t



∇ · v = 0 in Ω×]0, T [,


 v = vS on ΓS ×]0, T [,
v = 0 on ΓN ×]0, T [,




v = +g k (t)/µ(C k ) n on C k ×]0, T [, for k = 1, . . . , NCT ,



k
k
k


 v = −g (t)/µ(T ) n on T ×]0, T [, for k = 1, . . . , NCT ,
v(0) = v0 in Ω,

(1)

where ag (m/s2 ) is the gravity acceleration, θ (K) is the water temperature, θ0 is the
reference temperature for the boussinesq simplification (we will suppose that it is equal
to the initial temperature), α0 = −(∂ρ/∂θ)/ρ (K −1 ) is the thermal expansion coefficient,
vS (m/s) is the water velocity on the surface (satisfies that vS · n = 0), v0 is the water
velocity at the initial time (v0|∂Ω = 0) and, for k = 1, . . . , NCT , g k (t) ∈ H s (0, T ) (s ≥ 1
is a suitable index) represents the volume of water displaced by pump k at each time t
(g k (t) > 0, ∀t ∈ (0, T ). Finally, the term Ξ(v) is given by


∂D( ) 
1
Ξ(v) =
(2)
∇v + ∇vt ,
, with (v) =

∂
2
=(v)
where D is the following potential function:

2
D( ) = ν [ : ] + νtur [ : ]3/2 ,
3

(3)

where µtur (m2 ) is eddy viscosity. So, if we define β( (v)) = 2ν + 2νtur [ (v) : (v)]1/2 ,

∂D( ) 
Ξ(v) =
= 2ν (v) + 2νtur [ (v) : (v)]1/2 (v)

∂
=(v)
(4)


1/2
= 2ν + 2νtur [ (v) : (v)]
(v) = β( (v)) (v).

Finally, the water temperature is given by the following nonlinear partial differential
equation of parabolic type:

∂θ


+ v · ∇θ − ∇ · (K∇θ) = 0, in Ω×]0, T [,


∂t  T






ρ (t − − s)γθk (s) ds, on T k ×]0, T [, for k = 1, . . . , NCT ,
θ=



−T

 ∂θ
K
= 0, on C k ×]0, T [, for k = 1, . . . , NCT ,
(5)
∂n


∂θ


= bN
K

1 (θN − θ), on ΓN ×]0, T [,


∂n


∂θ


= bS1 (θS − θ) + bS2 (Tr4 − |θ|3 θ), on ΓS ×]0, T [,
K



 ∂n
θ(0) = θ0 , in Ω,
4
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where, for each k = 1, . . . , NCT ,


1

θ0 dγ,
si s ≤ 0,

k)
µ(C
k
k
C

γθ (s) =
1


θ(s) dγ, si s > 0,
µ(C k ) C k

(6)

is the mean temperature in the collector C k and ρ is the following function:
 c
exp(t2 /(t2 − 2 )) si |t| < ,
ρ (t) =
(7)

0
si |t| ≥ ,

where c ∈ R is such that R ρ1 (t) dt = 1. We are assuming that the temperature in the
injectors are a weighted average over time of the average temperatures in the collectors
and the parameter 0 <  < T represents the technical characteristics of the pipeline.
Finally, K = α/(ρcp ) (m2 /s) is the thermal diffusivity of the water, α (W/(mK)) is the
S
thermal conductivity, cp (W s/(grK)) is the specific heat capacity, bN
1 and b1 (m/s) are
the coefficients related to convective heat transfer, obtained from following relations:
N
ρcp bN
1 = h ,

ρcp bS1 = hS ,

(8)

where hS and hN (W/(m2 K)) are the convective heat transfer coefficients between air/water
and soil/water, respectively. bS2 (m/(sK 2 )) is the coefficient related to radiative heat
transfer for water:
ρcp bS2 = σB ,
(9)
with σB (W/(m2 K 4 )) the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In order to compute the radiation temperature Tr we use the following expression (involving the corresponding solar
radiations, albedo and emissivitie):
σB Tr4 = (1 − a)Rsw,net + Rlw,down ,

(10)

where Rsw,net (x, t) (W/m2 ) denotes the net incident shortwave radiation on the surface,
and Rlw,down (W/m2 ) denotes the downwelling longwave radiation.
2.2.2

The eutrophication model: Michaelis-Menten kinetics

We consider the following species concentrations: u1 (mg/l) for a generic nutrient
(usually, nitrogen and/or phosphorus), u2 (mg/l) for phytoplankton, u3 (mg/l) for zooplankton, u4 (mg/l) for organic detritus, and u5 (mg/l) for dissolved oxygen. Interactions
between five previous species can be modelled by the following system of coupled partial
differential equations [1]:

∂ui


+ v · ∇ui − ∇ · (µi ∇ui ) = Ai (x, t, θ, u), in Ω×]0, T [,


∂t i



 i ∂u
= 0, on (ΓS ∪ ΓN ∪ ΓC )×]0, T [,
µ
(11)
∂n T



 ui =
ρ (t −  − s)γuki (s) ds, on T k ×]0, T [, for k = 1, . . . , NCT ,



−T
 i
u (0) = ui0 , in Ω, i = 1, . . . , 5,
5
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where, for each k = 1, . . . , NCT and for i = 1, . . . , 5,


1

ui0 dγ,
si s ≤ 0,

k)
µ(C
k
k
C

γui (s) =
1


ui (s) dγ, si s > 0,
k
µ(C ) C k

(12)

is the Dirichlet boundary condition in the injectors. The reaction term A = (Ai ) :
Ω×]0, T [×[R+ ]6 → R5 is defined by the following expression:


Cnc L(x, t, θ) 1 2
2
4

 − KN + |u1 | u u + Cnc Kr u + Cnc Krd D(θ)u





 L(x, t, θ) 1 2
K
z
2
2
2
3


 KN + |u1 | u u − Kr u − Kmf u − KF + |u2 | u u 




,
C
(13)
A(x, t, θ, u) = 
f z Kz
2
3
3



 KF + |u2 | u u − Kmz u




2
3
4

 Kmf u + Kmz u − Krd D(θ)u





 Coc L(x, t, θ)
1 2
2
4
u
u
−
C
K
u
−
C
K
D(θ)u
oc
r
oc
rd
KN + |u1 |

where Coc , Cnc , Cf z , Krd , Kr , Kmf , Kmz , Kz , KF , KN are coefficients related to the
interaction between species, µi (m2 /s), i = 1, . . . , 5, are the diffusion coefficients of each
species, D is the thermic regeneration function for the organic detritus:
D(θ) = 1 + log(Θ)(θ − θ0 ),

(14)

where Θ is the thermic regeneration constant. L is the luminosity function, given by:
L(x, t, θ) = µ (1 + log(Ct )(θ − θ0 ))

I0 (t) −ϕ1 x3
e
.
Is

(15)

with I0 the incident light intensity, Is the light saturation, Ct the phytoplankton growth
thermic constant, ϕ1 the light attenuation due to depth, and µ the maximum phytoplankton growth rate. All previous coefficients are supposed to be strictly positive.
2.3

The optimal control problem

Our main aim is related to mitigating the adverse effects of eutrophication by means of
the circulation of water from upper layers (rich in oxygen due to photosynthesis realized
by phytoplankton and the contact with atmosphere) to lower areas (poor in oxygen). So,
we are interesting in solving the following optimal control problem:

1
(P) min{J(g) : g ∈ Uad ,
u5 (t) dx ∈ [λm , λM ]},
(16)
µ(ΩC ) ΩC
6
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where
Uad ⊂ {g ∈ U : c1 ≤ g k (t) ≤ c2 , ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀k = 1, . . . , NCT },

(17)

with U a suitable functional space, the positive constants c1 , c2 are related to technological
constraints on the pumps, λm and λM are the minimal and maximal mean concentration
allowed for the disolved oxygen in the control domain ΩC ⊂ Ω, J(g) is the cost functional
given by:
NCT  T
1
g k (t)2 dt.
(18)
J(g) =
2 k=1 0
Finally, (v, u, θ) are the solutions of the state system (1), (5) and (11).
3

Numerical solution of the optimal control problem

We have used the Characteristics Method for the time discretization of the material
derivatives and the Finite Element Method for the space discretizations. For the resolution
of the Stokes type equations we have considered a standard mini-element and piecewise
linear functions for the eutrophication and thermal models. All the above discretizations
have been implemented in the scientific software FreeFem++ [2]. The program is also
prepared for using higher order spaces (like Taylor-Hood for Navier Stokes), but the CPU
time increases a lot. Finally, the numerical resolution of the constrained optimization
problem (obtained from the space-time discretization of the continuous control problem)
have been developed with the help of the interior point algorithm IPOPT [5] interfaced
with Freefem++.
Next, we present some numerical results that we have obtained considering the computational domain showing in figure 3, T = 12 hours and ∆t = 1 hour. In figure 4 we can
see the optimal control for each pump, we observe that the pumps corresponding with
the most superficial collectors are the predominating. In figure 5 we present the evolution
of the mean concentration in the control domain of dissolved oxygen. Finally in figures 6
and 7 we show the behavior of dissolved oxygen at 6 and 12 hours.
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Figure 5: Dissolved oxygen in the control domain

Figure 6: Dissolved oxygen (6 hours)

Figure 7: Dissolved oxygen (12 hours)
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Abstract. We propose a three dimensional non-hydrostatic shock-capturing numerical model
for the simulation of wave propagation, transformation and breaking, which is based on an
original integral formulation of the contravariant Navier-Stokes equations, devoid of
Christoffel symbols, in general time-dependent curvilinear coordinates.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the numerical simulation of the wave motion and the associated
hydrodynamic phenomena in coastal regions has been the subject of several publications. One
of the most used approaches is based on the depth averaged motion equations[1-5], which are
obtained by assuming a simplified distribution of the hydrodynamic quantities along the
vertical direction (depth averaged models). This approach proves to be valid only in the cases
in which a fully three dimensional representation of the motion is not needed.
A different approach for the wave motion simulation is based on the numerical integration
of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Some of the most recent models based on
this approach use a coordinate transformation in the vertical direction, named sigma
coordinate transformation, by which the Cartesian vertical coordinate is expressed as a
function of a moving vertical coordinate, , which adjusts to the free surface motions[6-8]. This
coordinate transformation does not concern the horizontal coordinates  and   ,
consequently does not allow to accurately represent the coastal regions complex geometries.
In order to overcome the limits that are imposed by Cartesian grids, the numerical
simulation of the fluid motion in three-dimensional form on domains characterised by
complex geometries can be carried out by using boundary conforming curvilinear coordinate
systems and by expressing the governing equations in contravariant formulation.
A complete differential contravariant formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations in time
varying, curvilinear coordinates was achieved by Ogawa and Ishiguro[9] and Luo and
Bewley[10]. Such differential form includes the covariant derivatives of contravariant vectors
which imply the presence of the Christoffel symbols, that prevents the convective terms of the
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motion equations from being expressed in conservative form[11]. It is known[12] that the
numerical methods for the solution of conservation laws in which the convective terms are
expressed in non-conservative form, do not guarantee the convergence to the weak solution,
i.e. the solution that may contain discontinuities. In order to obtain a numerical model for the
solution of conservation laws which is able to converge to the weak solution, it is necessary to
express the convective terms of the differential motion equations in conservative form or
express the motion equations directly in integral form[12].
In order to realise a three dimensional numerical model which is able to simulate the
discontinuities in the solution related to the wave breaking on domains that reproduce the
complex geometries of the coastal regions, we propose an integral contravariant form of the
Navier-Stokes equations, devoid of the Christoffel symbols, in a time dependent curvilinear
coordinate system. The resulting equations represents the general integral contravariant
formulation of the momentum equation in a time dependent curvilinear coordinate system.
Indeed, taking the limit as the volume approaches zero, with simple passages it is easy to
obtain the complete differential formulation of the contravariant Navier-Stokes equations in a
time dependent curvilinear coordinate system, which is the same as the one obtained by Luo
and Bewley[10].
The motion equations are numerically solved in order to realize a three dimensional nonhydrostatic shock capturing numerical model which is able to simulate wave propagation and
the nonlinear hydrodynamic wave phenomena related to it.
2 MODEL FORMULATION
Let Hx , x  , t = hx , x  , t + ηx , x  , t be the total water depth, where h is the
undisturbed water depth and η is the free surface elevation with respect to the undisturbed
level. We indicate the acceleration due to gravity by G and we split the pressure p into a
hydrostatic part, ρGη − x  , and a dynamic one, q.
In order to accurately represent the complex geometry of a curved shaped coastal region
and to follow the wave induced free surface evolution, we consider the following time
dependent transformation from the Cartesian system of coordinates, x , x  , x  , to the
moving curvilinear system of coordinates, ξ , ξ , ξ 
ξ = ξ x , x  , x   ; ξ = ξ x , x  , x   ; ξ =

  , 
 , ,

; τ=t

(1)

where the horizontal curvilinear coordinates ξ and ξ conform to the horizontal boundaries
of the physical domain and the vertical coordinate ξ varies over time to adapt to the free
surface movements. This coordinate transformation basically maps the irregular, varying
domain in the physical space to a regular, fixed domain in the transformed space, where ξ
spans from 0 to 1.
Let g  = ∂x⁄∂ξ be the covariant base vectors and g  = ∂ξ ⁄∂x the contravariant base
vectors (l = 1,3). The covariant and contravariant metric coefficients are defined,
respectively, by g  = g  ∙ g  and g  = g  ∙ g  (l, m = 1,3). The Jacobian of the
transformation is given by g = |g  |, where | | denotes the determinant of the covariant
metric coefficients g  . The transformation relationships between the components of the
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generic vector 
b in the Cartesian coordinate system and its contravariant and covariant

components, b and b , in the curvilinear coordinate system are
b = g  ∙ 
b

;


b = b g 

;

b = g  ∙ 
b

;


b = b g 

(2)

in which (and hereinafter) the summation convention, where repeated indices are
automatically summed over, is employed.
In the model here presented, the physical domain occupied by the fluid is described by
moving curvilinear coordinate lines and is represented by computational grid cells. The upper
boundary of the computational grid moves rigidly with the free surface, while internal grid
nodes move in order to preserve a given distribution along the water depth. Thus, the grid cell
faces that lie on the free surface move with the same fluid velocity, while the other grid cell
faces move with a different velocity. Since the computational grid cells are used as control
volumes, the Navier-Stokes equations are need to be written in integral form on a control
volume whose boundary surfaces move with a velocity different from the fluid velocity. The
integral form of the continuity equation, in the time varying curvilinear coordinate system can
be written as
d
 ρdV +  ρu − v  n dA = 0
dτ ∆
∆

(3)

where u (m = 1,3) are the contravariant components of the fluid velocity vector, v  are the
contravariant components of the velocity vector with which the points belonging to the
surface area ∆Aτ move and n are the covariant components of the outward unit vector
normal to the surface of area ∆Aτ. Since the surfaces ∆Aτ lie on curved surfaces (in the
physical space) which are used as coordinate surfaces of the curvilinear coordinate system,
v  is equal to the contravariant components of the velocity vector of the moving coordinates,

v
. It is easy to demonstrate that the m contravariant component of this velocity vector is

v
= −∂ξ x , x  , x  , t⁄∂t| .
In the curvilinear coordinate system, in order to express the momentum conservation law
in integral form, the rate of change of the momentum of the material volume and the net force
acting on it must be projected in a physical direction. The direction in space of a given
curvilinear coordinate line changes, in contrast with the Cartesian case. Thus, the volume
integral of the projection of motion equations onto a curvilinear coordinate line has no
physical meaning since it does not represent the volume integral of the projection of the
aforementioned equations in a physical direction[11]. We identify a physical direction with the
direction of a constant and parallel vector field λ. This vector field is represented in the
Cartesian coordinate system by constant and uniform components and in the curvilinear
coordinate system by constant and space-varying (not uniform) components, λ . Indeed, since
the base vectors of the curvilinear coordinate system vary from point to point, also the relative
values of vector components λ must vary in order to represent the same physical direction at
every point. As a constant and parallel vector field λ, we choose the one which is normal to
the coordinate line on which the ξ coordinate is constant at point P ξ , ξ , ξ  ∈ ∆V. The
contravariant base vector at point P, indicated by g  ξ , ξ , ξ , is by definition normal to the
coordinate line on which ξ is constant and is used in this work to identify the above vector
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field. Let λ ξ , ξ , ξ  be the covariant component of g  ξ , ξ , ξ , given by λ ξ , ξ , ξ  =
g  ξ , ξ , ξ  ∙ g  ξ , ξ , ξ , and let indicate g  = g  ξ , ξ , ξ  and g  = g  ξ , ξ , ξ .
The momentum conservation law reads
d
 g  ∙ g  ρu dV +  g  ∙ g  ρu u − v  n dA =
dτ ∆
∆


∆

g  ∙ g  ρf  dV + 

∆

(4)

g  ∙ g  T  n dA

where f  (l = 1,3) are the contravariant components of the external body forces per unit mass
vector and T  are the contravariant components of the stress tensor.
 ∙ g
Let g  = k
  ⋀g
  , where 
k indicates the vertical unit vector and ⋀ indicates the
vector product. It is not difficult to verify that in the specific case of the above mentioned
transformation, the Jacobian of the transformation can be written in the form g = Hg  .
This makes it possible to write an original three-dimensional integral contravariant
conservative form of the momentum, in which the conserved variables are given by the cell
averaged product between the water depth H and the three contravariant components of the
punctual velocity u with l = 1,3. To this end, we define the cell averaged values in the
 =    Hg  dξ dξ
transformed
space
as
H
and

Hu = ∆



 

∆  ∆

∆ g  ∙ g  u Hg  dξ dξ dξ , where a restrictive condition has been


introduced on the control volume ∆Vτ that defines ∆Vτ as the volume of a physical space
that is bounded by surfaces lying on the curvilinear coordinate surfaces. In the curvilinear

coordinate system ∆Vτ = ∆ gdξ dξ dξ , where ∆V = ∆ξ ∆ξ ∆ξ indicates the

corresponding volume in the transformed space. Analogously, in the curvilinear coordinate
system, the area of a surface of the physical space that lies on the coordinate surface in which
  dξ dξ , where ∆A = ∆ξ ∆ξ indicates the
ξ is constant is ∆A τ = ∆g
  ⋀g


corresponding area in the transformed space. It must be noted that the volume ∆Vτ and the
surfaces ∆A τ are functions of time, because they are expressed as functions of the base
vectors, g  , and the Jacobian of the transformation, g, whose values change over time as
the curvilinear coordinates follow the displacements of the free surface. Conversely, the
volume ∆V and the areas ∆A are not time dependent.
By adopting the volume ∆Vτ defined above as control volume and by using the
 , in the transformed space, equations 3 and 4
 and Hu
definition of the cell averaged values H
can be rewritten in an integral contravariant expression of the three-dimensional motion
equations, in which the Christoffel symbols are absent, in the time dependent coordinate
system, ξ , ξ , ξ , τ





∂H
1
=
   u Hg  dξ dξ −   u Hg  dξ dξ 


∂τ ∆A g 
 ∆
 ∆


4
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∂Hu
1
=−
  g  ∙ g  Hu u − v   + g  ∙ g  GH  g  dξ dξ
∂τ
∆V g 
∆



+

+

1

−

∆




g  ∙ g  Hu u − v   + g  ∙ g  GH  g  dξ dξ 

g  ∙ g  GhHg  dξ dξ −  g  ∙ g  GhHg  dξ dξ 
 
∆V g   ∆
∆


1



 

∆V g  

∆


−

g  ∙ g 
1

∆V g 



(6)

T 
T 
g  ∙ g 
Hg  dξ dξ − 
Hg  dξ dξ 
ρ
ρ

∆

∆

g  ∙ g 

∂q
Hg  dξ dξ dξ
∂ξ

where the continuity equation has been integrated over a vertical water column which is
bounded by coordinate surfaces, between the bottom (impenetrability condition u = 0) and

the free surface (kinematic condition v  = u ). In equation 5 ∆ξ
 and ∆ξ (with α = 1,2
indicate the contour line of the surface element ∆A on which ξ is constant and which are
located at the larger and at the smaller value of ξ respectively, and the last two terms on the
right hand side are calculated, respectively, at the free surface (ξ = 1) and at the bottom
(ξ = 0). In equation 6 T  is now the stress tensor in which the pressure is omitted, the
gradient of the hydrostatic pressure is split into two parts by using η = H − h and the last
integral on the right hand side of equation 6 is related to the gradient of the dynamic pressure.
The resulting motion equations are numerically solved, on a time dependent curvilinear
coordinate system, by a finite volume shock capturing scheme, which uses an approximate
HLL-type Riemann solver[13]. The advancing in time of the numerical solution is carried out
by a second order accurate Strong Stability Preserving Runge-Kutta (SSPRK) fractional-step
method in which, at every stage of the Runge-Kutta method, a predictor velocity field is
obtained by the shock-capturing scheme and a corrector velocity field is added to the previous
one, in order to produce a non-hydrostatic divergence-free velocity field and to update the
water depth. The corrector velocity field is obtained by solving a Poisson equation, expressed
in integral contravariant form. This equation is solved through a multigrid method which uses
a four-colour Zebra Gauss-Seidel line-by-line method as smoother.
3

MODEL RESULTS

In this section, the results obtained by numerically reproducing the laboratory experiment
carried out by Hamm[14] are shown and discussed. This test simulates breaking waves
propagation on a plane sloping beach of 1:30 with a rip channel excavated along the
centerline (Figure 1). Incident regular waves are considered with a period of T = 1.25s and
wave height of H = 0.07m. The simulation is carried out on a curvilinear computational grid
(Figure 1) and is run for 520s with a time step of 0.0025s. Figure 2 shows a three dimensional
detail of an instantaneous wave field (contour) carried out with the curvilinear computational
grid (lines), at the time when the breaking induced circulation is fully developed. It is possible
to notice that, when approaching the beach, the wave fronts rotate and an increment of the
wave height in correspondence with the channel location due to the wave-current interaction.
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Figure 1: Bathymetry (contour) and curvilinear grid (lines) of the computational domain (only one out of every
three coordinate lines is shown)

Figure 2: Three dimensional detail of an instantaneous wave field (contour) at the time when the breaking
induced circulation is fully developed and of the curvilinear computational grid (lines)
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4

CONCLUSIONS

A three dimensional non-hydrostatic shock-capturing numerical model for the simulation
of wave propagation, transformation and breaking, has been presented. The proposed model is
based on an original integral formulation of the contravariant Navier-Stokes equations, devoid
of Christoffel symbols, in general time-dependent curvilinear coordinates. The contravariant
Navier-Stokes equations are numerically solved, on a time dependent curvilinear coordinate
system, by a finite volume shock capturing scheme, which uses an approximate HLL-type
Riemann solver. A coordinate transformation maps the time-varying irregular physical
domain to a fixed uniform transformed computational one.
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Abstract. The aerodynamic roughness length (z0 ) and the displacement height (d) are
critical for wind modelling based on the log vertical profile. It is well known that the
values of these parameters depend on weather conditions and land coverage. Thus, many
authors have studied its relationship, providing typical ranges for each land coverage. In
this work, a comprehensive literature review is performed to collect the ranges of z0 and
d for each surface type. In particular, we have focused on the coverages present in the
Information System of Land Cover of Spain (SIOSE) [1]. Using these ranges, we propose
a procedure to construct z0 and d maps through a downscaling wind model. Results from
the HARMONIE-AROME and ECMWF mesoscale numerical weather prediction models
are downscaled using a 3D diagnostic wind model with adaptive finite element method
[2, 3]. The values of z0 and d are estimated with a memetic algorithm that combines the
Differential Evolution method [4], a rebirth operator and the L-BFGS-B algorithm [5]. So,
the root mean square error (RMSE) of the wind model is minimised against the observed
wind data. This fast procedure allows updating the roughness parameters for any weather
condition. Some numerical experiments are presented to show the performance of this
methodology. Although we work with the SIOSE database and the Wind3D model, the
method can be used in conjunction with other databases and downscaling models.

1

INTRODUCTION

The influence of aerodynamic parameters in the modelling of wind field in the microscale and mesoscale, specially the wind velocity near the ground, is well known. Therefore, the accuracy of these parameters is critical to simulate the wind field used in wind
power plants energy prediction, dispersion of air pollution, and wildland fire spread among
others. In this paper we propose a strategy to improve the results of a downscaling wind
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model by estimating the values of the roughness length (z0 ) and displacement height (d)
using Differential Evolution (DE) and a rebirth operator (RO).
A downscaling wind model uses the prediction of a Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) model as input wind field to compute a new one in a higher resolution mesh
that better captures the terrain features. In this paper, the downscaling wind model
is Wind3D [3], a diagnostic mass-consistent wind model with an updated atmospheric
parameterisation and wind profile proposed in [6, 7, 8], and it is coupled with two different
NWP models: specifically the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) model [9] and the HARMONIE-AROME model [10]. In this paper we have
used the land cover database of Spain (SIOSE) [1].
The content of the paper is organised as follows. As a first step, we need to know the
different land covers of the region that, in this case, are given by the SIOSE database
described in Sect. 2. Then, we identify the suitable ranges of z0 and d for each land cover;
these ranges are given in the literature and shown in Sect. 3. For a given region there
exists a combination of different land covers, so we need to compute the actual value of
each aerodynamic parameter by using the formula presented in Sect. 3 too. Then, with
these values and the forecast wind field of the NWP model, we simulate the resulting
wind field with the Wind3D model (Sect. 4). The last step of the algorithm is to compute
the fitting function (the root square mean error between the predicted and the observed
wind in meteorological stations) and generate the next population of the optimisation
algorithm (Sect. 5). Numerical experiments in a realistic case in Gran Canaria Island are
described in Sect. 6. Finally, the conclusions of this work are summed up in Sect. 7.
2

SIOSE LAND COVER DATABASE

In 1990, the first land cover database encompassing the whole national territory was
constructed in Spain on a scale of 1 : 100.000. It was developed in the framework of the
CORINE Land Cover (CLC) European project [11]. After successive updates in 2000,
2006 and 2012, it became Image & CORINE Land Cover. The SIOSE database consists
of different basic (40) and compound coverages. A compound coverage is made up of a
combination of basic ones. It considers eight general groups of basic coverages (Crops,
Grassland, Forest, Scrubs, No Vegetation, Artificial Coverage, Wet Coverage and Water
Coverage) that are further refined into forty specific classes of basic coverage; see [12].
3

ROUGHNESS LENGTH AND DISPLACEMENT HEIGHT

To obtain siutable values of z0 and d, we must define the search space of them. We
have carried out a literature review to find the ranges of z0 and d values showed in Table 1
for each land cover; see [3]. The first and second columns show the SIOSE code and a
description for each land coverage. The third and fourth, and the fifth and sixth columns
present the nominal value and the range of the parameters z0 and d, respectively.
The SIOSE project uses a vectorial format, but, for convenience, we will translate it
to a raster format. For this, we will define a grid with np points and, for each point, we
will look for the mean value of basic coverages. Once we have the values of z0 and d for
2
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Table 1: Nominal values and ranges of z0 and d for the land cover classes provided by
SIOSE.
Code

Land Cover

z0 (m)

z0min –z0max

ACM
ACU
AEM
AES
ALC
ALG

Sea Cliffs
Water Courses
Water body. Reservoirs
Estuaries
Coastal Lagoons
Water body.
Lakes and Lagoons
Seas and Oceans
Rocky Outcrops and Rocks
Screes
Quaternary lava flow
Forest. Conifers
Herbaceous crops. Rice
Herbaceous crops.
Different from Rice
Artificial Coverage.

0.05
0.00025
0.00025
0.0002
0.005

0.05–0.19
0.0001–0.01
0.0001–0.005
0.0001–0.01
0.0001–0.01

57
0
0
0
0

0.0005
0.0002
0.005
0.1
0.0286
1.28
0.072

0.0001–0.005
0.0001–0.03
0.0003–0.18
0.05–0.15
0.0013–0.0735
0.25–1.93
0.001–0.11

0
0
0.03
0.6
0.15
13.1
0.85

0.1

0.004–0.74

0.25

1.5
1
0.72

0.7–3.7
0.18–1.4
0.6–2.65

14
11.8
9.7

AMO
ARR
CCH
CLC
CNF
CHA
CHL
EDF

Buildings
FDC
FDP
GNP

HMA
HPA
HSA
HSM
HTU
LAA
LFC
LFN
LOC
LOL
LVI
MTR

Forest. Leafy. Deciduous
Forest. Leafy. Evergreen
No Vegetation.
Glaciers and
Perpetual Snow
Salt Marshes
Wetlands
Continental Salt Mines
Salt Lakes
Peat bogs
Artificial Coverage.
Artificial water body
Woody Crops.
Citrus Fruit Trees
Woody Crops.
No Citrus Fruit Trees
Other Woody Crops
Olive Groves
Vineyards
Scrubs

d (m)

dmin –dmax
3.3–85

–
–
–
–
–
–
0–0.96
0.56–0.66
0–0.4
4.87–22
0.1–1.55
0.1–3
7–19.73
3–21.6
3–31

0.001
0.11
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.03

0.00001–0.012
0.0002–0.17
0.005–0.55
0.0005–0.04
0.0005–0.04
0.0005–0.03

0.0001

0.0001–0.005

0

–

0.03–0.4

3

0– 4

0.31
0.25
0.0615
0.48
0.2
0.16

3
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0.03–1
0.0369–0.0861
0.25–0.61
0.08–0.55
0.016–1

0.01
0.6
0.55
0.05
0.05
0.16

0.92
0.33
2.67
0.75
4.8

0–0.06
0–0.93
0.03–3
0–0.22
0–0.22
0–0.16

0–4
0.2–0.47
2–3
0.31–1.4
0.9–7.1
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Table 1: Continued
z0 (m)

Code

Land Cover

OCT

Artificial Coverage.
Other Buildings
No Vegetation.
Beaches, Dunes and Sandy Areas
Crops. Meadows
Grasslands
No Vegetation. Ravines
No Vegetation. Bare Soil
Artificial Coverage.
Unbuilt Land
Artificial Coverage.
Road, Parking or Unvegetated
Pedestrian Areas
Artificial Coverage.
Artificial Green Area and
Urban Trees
Artificial Coverage.
Extraction or Waste Areas
No Vegetation. Burnt Areas

PDA
PRD
PST
RMB
SDN
SNE
VAP

ZAU

ZEV
ZQM

z0min –z0max
0.06–1

0.5

d (m)
4

0.0003
0.03
0.09
0.0012
0.001

0.0003–0.06
0.001–0.1
0.001–0.15
0.0003–0.005
0.0002–0.04

0
0.013
0.171
0.03
0.03

0.0003

0.0002–0.04

0

0.03

0.0035–0.5

1

0.4

0.03–1.3

3.5

0.1
0.6

0.0003–0.18
0.1–1.1

0.16
3.27

dmin –dmax
2–14
0–0.33
0.007–0.035
0.013–0.66
0–0.03
0–0.22
0–0.22

0.02–2.5

3.5–14
0–1
0.54–6

each basic coverage, we can compute the specific z0 and d values at any point using an
appropriate weighted mean. This way, the SIOSE database will let us create a matrix with
the percentage of the basic coverages at any point. This matrix is defined as follows: let
M be an np × nb matrix, with components mi,j , where nb is the number of basic coverages.
For each
nb row i of M , mi,j is the fraction of the basic coverage j at the point ni (mi,j < 1
and j=1 mi,j = 1). When the ranges of z0 and d are set for each basic land coverage, we
can compute its values at any point of the terrain. Assuming that the values of z0 and d
are a certain mean of the values of the basic coverages z0j and dj , j = 1, . . . , nb , we can
compute their values at any point. In this case, the formula proposed by [13] was applied.
For a coverage i composed by nb basic canopies with roughness length z0j ; j = 1, . . . , nb
on a fraction mij of the area, respectively, the effective z0 is approximated by:
z0 =

nb


m

z0j ij .

(1)

j=1

Regarding d, it is known that the effective displacement height of a heterogeneous
coverage can exceed the mean canopy height significantly. So, we propose to use a weighted

4
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root mean square to obtain a higher mean value than Taylor’s one:


 nb
mij d2j ,
d=

(2)

j=1

where dj and mij are the displacement height and the fraction of the basic coverage j in
the composed one i, respectively. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the resulting composed z0
and d values in Gran Canaria for the nominal values of basic coverages given in Table 1.

(a) Roughness length (z0 ) map

(b) Displacement height (d) map

Figure 1: Roughness length and displacement height maps of Gran Canaria island (m)
corresponding to the nominal values stated in Table 1 and using the mean values given
in equations (1) and (2), respectively.

4

DIAGNOSTIC WIND MODEL

We consider a mass-consistent model [3] to compute a wind field u in a domain Ω
with a boundary Γ = Γa ∪ Γb , which satisfies the mass continuity equation in Ω, for an
incompressible flow, and the impermeability condition on the terrain Γa :
∇ · u = 0 in Ω,
n · u = 0 on Γa ,

(3a)
(3b)

where n is the outward-pointing normal unit vector and Γb the free boundary. The
model formulates a least-squares problem in the domain Ω to find a wind field u =
(ux , uy , uz ), such that it is adjusted as much as possible to an interpolated wind field
u0 = (u0x , u0y , u0z ). The adjusting functional for a field v = (vx , vy , vz ) is defined as:

1
(v − u0 )T P (v − u0 ) dΩ,
(4)
e(v) =
2 Ω
5
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where (v − u0 )T is the transpose of (v − u0 ), P is the 3 × 3 diagonal transmissivity matrix
with P1,1 = P2,2 = 2α12 and P3,3 = 2α22 , being α1 and α2 the Gauss Precision moduli. The
Lagrange multiplier technique is used to minimise the functional (4), with the restrictions
(3). Considering the Lagrange multiplier λ, the Lagrangian is defined as:

L (v, λ) = e (v) + λ∇ · v dΩ,
(5)
Ω

and the solution u is obtained by finding the saddle point (u, ψ) of the Lagrangian (5).
This resulting wind field satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation:
u = u0 + P −1 ∇ψ,

(6)

where ψ is the Lagrange multiplier. If α1 and α2 are constant in Ω, substituting (6) in
(3), the problem results in an elliptic PDE in ψ to be solved with FEM:


∂ 2ψ ∂ 2ψ
∂u0x ∂u0y ∂u0z
∂ 2ψ
2
+
+
in Ω,
(7a)
+ 2 + α 2 = −2α1
∂x2
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z
−n · P −1 ∇ψ = n · u0
on Γa ,
(7b)
ψ=0
on Γb ,
(7c)
where α = α1 /α2 is the ratio of the Gauss Precision Moduli.
The interpolated wind field is computed in the whole domain Ω from pointwise wind
data. The wind data can come from measurement stations or a numerical weather prediction system. In this work, we will use the HARMONIE-AROME forecast wind field,
as proposed by [2]. Using these data, we construct the interpolated wind field, u0 in two
steps: first, a horizontal interpolation and, then, a vertical extrapolation; see [3].
5

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The results of the mass-consistent model are very sensitive to the values of α, ξ, z0 , and
d. Thus, an accurate definition of these parameters is critical to obtain a reliable wind
field. We have to estimate a value of α and ξ for the whole domain, and a value of z0 and
d for each land cover class. This means that the number of unknowns depends on the
number of different land covers in the region of interest. These parameters are estimated
using a memetic method to optimise a fitness function described in this section.
The objective of the optimisation is to find the values of the parameters such that
the wind computed with the model is the most similar to a known wind at some control
points. The wind values at the control points are given by the HARMONIE-AROME
model or measurement stations. The error between the model and the known data is,


nc
1 

RM SE =
(uxi − ucxi )2 + (uyi − ucyi )2 + (uzi − uczi )2 ,
(8)
nc i=1
where nc is the number of control points, (uxi , uyi , uzi ) and (ucxi , ucyi , uczi ) are, respectively,
the wind velocity obtained with the mass-consistent model and the known wind at the ith
6
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control point. So, the parameter estimation consists of the minimisation of the RMSE.
Note that for each evaluation of the fitness function, the wind model has to be executed.
The optimisation strategy is based on a memetic method composed of three tools:
DE [4], a Rebirth Operator (RBO) [14], and the L-BFGS-B algorithm [5]. DE is an
evolutionary algorithm that utilises a population composed of a fixed number nv of Ddimensional parameter vectors pi,g for each generation g; g = 1, . . . , ng . The initial
population, which must cover the parameter searching space, is chosen randomly. The
mutation procedure modifies an existing vector by adding to itself a weighted difference
between two other vectors. In the crossover step, these mutated vectors are mixed with
another target vector to obtain the so-called trial vector. If the trial vector yields a lower
fitness function value than the target vector, the target vector is replaced by the trial
vector (selection). Each population vector has to serve as target vector at least once, so
nv competitions will take place per generation.
The accuracy of the results obtained using DE may be insufficient. To increase it, we
have run ne DE experiments and have performed a statistic analysis of the results obtained
for each one. This analysis will allow us to reduce the search interval. Let pji,ng (j =
1, . . . , ne ; i = 1, . . . , nu ) be the estimation of the nu unknown parameters obtained in
each of the ne experiments. We can compute its average pi,ng , and standard deviation
σi,ng . Then, the search interval can be reduced to the confidence interval of each variable,
σ
i.e., pi,ng ± √i,nneg Tne −1, τ2 , where 1 − τ is the confidence coefficient and T , the Student’s
t-distribution. If one extreme of the new interval exceeds the old extreme, the latter is
preserved. This allows the rebirth of a new population to restart DE. This procedure
may be repeated as many times as required. Note that the ne DE experiments can be
run in parallel. When the last generation of the last reborn population is evaluated,
the best parameter vector among all the DE experiments is selected to be the starting
point of the L-BFGS-B algorithm. This algorithm is a procedure for solving large nonlinear optimisation problems with simple bounds. It is based on the gradient projection
method and uses a limited memory BFGS matrix to approximate the Hessian of the fitness
function. The results of this final minimisation will be the estimated parameters.
6

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In this section, an experiment is presented. It was an application in an eastern location of Gran Canaria, using the HARMONIE-AROME and ECMWF models and the
measurement wind data from the AEMET network of stations. In this experiment, we
apply the described methodology to a region of the Gran Canaria island. The downscaling model uses the forecast from HARMONIE-AROME and ECMWF. The memetic
algorithm estimates the roughness length and displacement height.
The region of interest is a domain of 12 km × 28.5 km × 3 km located at the East of Gran
Canaria. The tetrahedral mesh is adapted to the terrain with additional local refinement
around the measurement stations and the shoreline; see a detail of the terrain triangulation
in Fig. 2(a). The mesh contains 44 970 tetrahedra and 10 070 nodes. The land coverages
are taken from the SIOSE database. Since, in Gran Canaria, the range of variation of

7
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environmental temperature is rather small throughout the year, the land coverages may
be considered constant in size and shape. Precisely, in the region of interest, there are
1216 land cover polygons, each with a particular combination of 26 basic coverages.
Table 2: Selected wind episodes in an Eastern region of Gran Canaria during June 2015.
BL
stability
LS
NS
TN
CN
PC
MC

HARMONIE
10 m wind
speed (ms−1 )
10.18
6.10
7.51
8.52
1.59
6.87

HARMONIE
10 m wind

Surf. buoy.
flux, Bs

B-V freq.,
N2h−h

direction (◦ )

(m2 s−3 )

(s−1 )

−1.38 × 10−4
−9.78 × 10−4
≈0
3.68 × 10−3
6.22 × 10−3
3.02 × 10−3

1.68 × 10−2
≈0
≈0
1.04 × 10−2
1.54 × 10−2
1.74 × 10−2

336.92
331.46
331.82
340.72
116.78
358.98

–
–
–
–
–
–

NNW
NNW
NNW
NNW
ESE
N

Ratio
V∗ /W∗

–
–
–
–
0.17
0.76

The roughness parameters depend on wind velocity and stability due to the fact that
they characterise the surface that influences the wind speed profile (so-called footprint).
This footprint is dependent on stability and height (in general, boundary layer conditions),
and so indirectly are the roughness parameters. The stability dependence of the roughness
length and displacement height was demonstrated by [15]. For this reason, we have chosen
six episodes to carry out the experiment, each one corresponding to a different stability
class. Table 2 shows the selected episodes indicating the stability class, the 10 m wind
speed and direction, and the values of the Bs , N2h−h , W∗ , and V∗ . These values are the
HARMONIE-AROME predictions for June 2015. The stability class has been defined
using the Bs values and N2h−h or the comparison between W∗ and V∗ values, according
to [8]. We want to emphasise that, although we have defined the third episode of Table 2
as Truly Neutral (the only case out of 240 for the whole period), it corresponds to a
Conditionally Neutral boundary layer with very small Bs and N2h−h . The same occurs
with the Nocturnal Stable case, which may also be considered as a Long-Lived Stable
boundary layer with a very small N2h−h . Moreover, the selected PC episode is the only
one with ESE wind direction in that month. In the studied period, most episodes were
LS (44.58 %), MC (41.25 %), or CN (9.58 %). For each of the six chosen episodes, the
memetic algorithm estimates the values of α, and the 26 basic coverages z0 and d. The
searching space for the aerodynamic parameters is the one given in Table 1. Regarding
α, its values ranges from 10 × 10−2 to 1 in SBL and from 1 to 5 in CBL.
Wind measures at four stations of the AEMET network are available in the studied
region. Their UTM coordinates and heights above sea level are given in Table 3 and
shown in Fig. 2(a). Two different experiments have been carried out; one using data
from HARMONIE-AROME, and the other using data from ECMWF. Figure 2(a) shows
the grid points from both NWP models. The wind velocities are plotted for a particular
episode. The interpolated wind field is built from the NWP wind velocities at 10 m.
8
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Table 3: Location in UTM zone 28N coordinates and heights above the sea level of the
anemometers used in the numerical application in Gran Canaria Island.

Code

Name

x (m)

y (m)

z (m)

C639U
C648C
C649I
C649R

San Bartolomé de Tirajana, El Matorral
Aguimes
Gran Canaria, Aeropuerto
Telde, Melenara

455345
455326
461659
462855

3076503
3086484
3088640
3095805

51
316
34
19

Finally, we estimate the parameters using the memetic algorithm described in Sect. 5.
The control points used to compute the RMSE are different for the two experiments.
In the case of the HARMONIE-AROME, there are 28 control points: the wind data
of four stations and the 24 HARMONIE-AROME 10 m wind located over the sea. In
the ECMWF experiment, there are the four stations and two more ECMWF points over
the sea; see Fig. 2(a). The results of the experiments are condensed in Table 4 as the
RMSE values for the six episodes. These RMSE values are always constructed against the
measurement wind data from the meteorological stations. The first three rows correspond
to the HARMONIE-AROME experiment, while the last three correspond to the ECMWF
experiment. Each group of three rows has to be read the same way: the first row is the
RMSE obtained by NWP forecast; the second row is the error obtained by the downscaling
model Wind3D using the nominal values from Table 1; i.e. without using the memetic
algorithm; and the third row are the errors with the memetic procedure.
Table 4: Experiment results with data from HARMONIE-AROME and ECMWF.
Wind direction
Wind speed (ms−1 )
Stability

NNW NNW NNW NNW N
N
v>6
v>6
v>6
v>6
v≤2 v>6
LS
NS
TN
CN
PC
MC

RMSE(H-A)
RMSE(H-A/W3D) nominal values
RMSE(H-A/W3D) estimated values
RMSE(ECMWF)
RMSE(ECMWF/W3D) nominal values
RMSE(ECMWF/W3D) estimated values

8.47
4.00
2.44
7.08
4.00
2.56

3.12
3.47
2.59
3.88
3.47
2.91

5.94
4.74
3.47
3.16
4.74
3.68

7.89
6.21
4.78
6.14
6.21
4.79

3.29
2.55
2.27
2.97
2.55
2.53

2.46
2.40
1.31
2.98
5.90
2.35

Looking at the results, in the HARMONIE-AROME experiment, there has been an
improvement between 16.99 % and 71.19 % comparing the results from the NWP and the
wind obtained using the described procedure. In the ECMWF experiment, the improvement is similar to the one obtained in the HARMONIE-AROME experiment, except in
the TN episode. In this case, the downscaling model has not been able to improve the
ECMWF forecasting. Looking at the differences in RMSE between the downscaling forecast using nominal or estimated values, the necessity of estimating z0 and d gets clear;
9
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(a) Adaptive mesh

(b) Long-Lived Stable

(c) Mechanically-Convective Layer

Figure 2: Detail of the adaptive mesh of Gran Canaria Island (a). The symbols indicate
the locations of the data falling inside the domain: the triangles represent the measurement stations; the stars, the control points of HARMONIE-AROME only; the squares,
the control points of both HARMONIE-AROME and ECMWF; and the circles, the additional grid points of HARMONIE-AROME used in the mass-consistent model. Detail
of 10 m wind velocities in the (b) LS and (c) MC cases of Table 2. The colours represent
the wind speed obtained by Wind3D. The black vectors are the wind velocities provided
by HARMONIE-AROME. The grey vectors are the downscaled wind velocities.
the errors are always smaller for the estimated values. Figure 2 represents the forecast
10 m wind velocities for the LS and MC episodes. The wind field represented is the
HARMONIE-AROME forecast and the Wind3D with estimated values results. We observe that the mass-consistent model reproduced the HARMONIE-AROME wind, but
providing a more accurate wind in the microscale and improving the predictions in the
surroundings of the measurement stations (Table 4).
7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a methodology to improve the downscaling forecasting by estimating the involved parameters. These are the ratio of the Gauss precision moduli α,
that appears in the governing equation; a weighting parameter ξ used in the horizontal
interpolation of wind velocities; and the roughness length z0 and the displacement height
d of each basic cover class in the logarithmic wind profile. To estimate these parameters,
a memetic algorithm, consisting of the DE method and L-BFGS-B algorithm, combined
with a rebirth procedure based on Student t-distribution confidence interval, is proposed.
10
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A numerical experiment was carried out on a real case in Gran Canaria Island. In
this case, the input values of the model came from two different models: HARMONIEAROME, and ECMWF; and the control points were some measurement stations and
mesoscale model nodes over the sea. Some episodes with different atmospheric conditions
have been considered. In all cases, the wind prediction of the diagnostic model with the
estimated parameters was closer to the measurement data than the one provided by the
mesoscale model. Accordingly, we conclude that the proposed approach, combining parameter estimation and a mass-consistent model, is an efficient tool for NWP downscaling.
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Summary. Stability features of a plasma jet are investigated by means of Linear Stability
Theory. The convective/absolute nature of the instabilities is determined by local spatiotemporal analyses of the impulse response of the flow for different stream-wise positions
and different operative conditions. Frequencies, shapes and growth rate of the leading
stability mode are compared to available experimental high speed camera recordings of the
jet unsteadiness. The frequency range and mode shapes retrieved theoretically are in good
agreement with the experimental results. However, the growth-rates of these modes indicate
a fast transition to the turbulent regime which is not observed in the facility, which could
be explained by non-parallel base flow or non-linear modal growth of the mode effects.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Understanding and predicting the atmospheric phenomena occurring during re-entry of
manned capsules is still one of the most challenging issue of present day space exploration.
Due to high orbital and entry velocities, the air in front of the objects approaching the
earth is compressed, forming a bow shock through which pressure and temperature increase drastically until the air dissociates and reaches a plasma state in which the gases are
ionized. To study such high enthalpy flows, the von Karman Institute operates since 1997
the most powerful Inductively Coupled Plasma wind tunnel in the world: the Plasmatron [1]. However, the phenomena studied in this facility, such as the ablation of Thermal
Protection System materials and flow transition, are strongly coupled with the quality of
the plasma jet blown into the test chamber, and the reproduction of conditions similar to
atmospheric entry in the facility is eventually hampered by hydrodynamic instabilities of
the jet, as observed by Cipullo et al. in [2] using high speed cameras.
The development and evolution of perturbations inside a jet were first presented by
Michalke [5]. In particular, he described ”[...] in a certain frequency range additional
modes exist which may be called ”irregular” [...]” [5], when a sufficient heating of the jet
centerline was applied. Such a mode displayed a non-zero growth rate at nil frequencies,
implying waves traveling upstream. In a later study by Huerre and Monkewitz [8] for
planar shear layer, these modes were correlated with the concept of absolute instabilities,
developed by Briggs and Bers [6, 7] for plasma physics. Since then, literature has shown
the relevance of using the spatio-temporal formulation of the LST, assuming waves growing both in time and space, in order to distinguish between the convective and absolute
instabilities. The absolute/convective nature of instabilities has been exhaustively studied
for hot round jets, notably to improve aircraft propulsion performances. Monkewitz and
Sohn in [9] showed that absolute instability arises in jet profiles with a density (or temperature) ratio under Se = ρc/ρ∞ = 0.72 at the nozzle exit. Furthermore, it showed that
this ratio could be decreased by increasing the Mach number or the azimuthal mode number or by decreasing the velocity ratio. These results were later confirmed and extended
by Lesshafft and Huerre [10], taking into account the full impulse response of the flow
to highlight the competition between the convective and absolute instabilities at different
group velocities. This study also showed that increasing viscosity would have a stabilizing
effect for both types of instabilities. Interesting additional results were brought by the
study of Balestra [11] in 2015 for coaxial heated jets, showing that with more complex
profiles, new instability modes could appear and lower temperature ratios for which absolute instabilities lead the stability behavior.
Confinement effect on the convective/absolute transition of jet instability modes has been
studied by Juniper in [12], and provided a complete methodology to identify valid saddle
points. Centerline heating effects have also been studied for convective instabilities, introduced for supersonic jets by Luo and Sandham in [13], and more recently for viscous,
compressible, subsonic jets by Gloor et al. [14].
However, to the author knowledge, all previous study of absolute instabilities with LST
were considering perfect gases and profiles shapes far from the one met in the Plasma-
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Figure 1: Sketch of the Plasmatron facility and CFD domain.
tron jet. The aim of this study is to compute the spatio-temporal impulse response of
the Plasmatron jet for several stream-wise positions and power input to the facility and
uncover the nature of the instabilities observed. The convective/absolute nature of the
instabilities is first investigated, and compared to the experimental observations available
in [2].
2
2.1

PROBLEM AND MODEL DESCRIPTION
Base flow

Plasmatron wind tunnel [1] creates a plasma jet by blowing air out of an annular
inlet into a torch section, where it is heated by induction, up to ionization. It then
enters the test chamber forming a hot jet as seen in Fig. 1. The base flow used for this
study is obtained from two-dimensional axisymmetric CFD computations of the torch and
test chamber using the open source code CoolFluid-ICP. This study will focus on high
pressure cases for which the flow is close to thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium [15].
The CFD simulations are done assuming a ratio between the power inputted to the facility
and the one received by the flow of η = 0.5; however, this value has never been formally
confirmed. The first conditions studied in this paper correspond to the high pressure case
from the study of Chiatto [4], assuming a power absorbed by to the flow of 90 kW, a
static pressure of 20 kPa and an air flow rate of 16 g/s at the inlet. In section 3.4, the
power is varied from Pel = 80 to 125 kW, while the other parameters are kept fixed. The
high temperature effects and chemistry are taken into account in the CFD by using the
Mutation++ library [15] for an 11 species air mixture. The computational domain is
compared to a sketch of the facility in Fig. 1.
In order to minimize computational resources while obtaining smooth radial profiles
of the physical quantities, analytical expressions are used to fit the CFD laminar base
flow using the fit routine of MATLABTM . The derivatives of the profiles with respect to
the radial coordinate are computed analytically. Stream-wise velocity and temperature
profiles are obtained in the chamber section for a set of discrete stream-wise positions in
a similar way than the one described by Chiatto in [4]. As the temperature outside the
jet in the test chamber T∞ is non zero, the fitted temperature profiles are corrected as
follow: Tadim = (Tf it (Tctr −T∞ )+T∞ )/Tctr . One can note that using local fittings does not
3
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retrieve a strictly smooth base flow along the stream-wise direction, therefore, a similar
behavior is expected for stability features sensitive to the jet shape.
Remaining physical quantities are computed using the Mutation++ library, assuming
that pressure stays equal to the static pressure Ptc throughout the jet, and centerline
quantities and the radius of the torch Lref = rtorch = 0.08 m are used as reference for
non-dimensionalization. More details about this procedure are given by Chiatto [4].
2.2

Linear Stability Theory

Once the base flow is obtained, the stability features of the jet are investigated using
the local Linear Stability Theory expressed in cylindrical coordinates (z, r, θ), respectively
the stream-wise, radial and azimuthal directions. The perturbations around the mean flow
quantities (W, U, V, P, T ), respectively the components of the velocity along (z, r, θ), the
pressure and the temperature, are assumed to take the form of normal modes of the flow
described as:
f  (z, r, θ, t) = fˆ(r)e(i(αz+mθ−ωt)) + c.c. ,

(1)

Where α is the complex stream-wise wavenumber, q is the azimuthal integral wavenumber, ω is the complex angular frequency of the perturbation, and fˆ(r) is the shape of the
perturbation. Once the modal decomposition is applied to the linearized flow equations,
the stability problem, with the appropriate boundary conditions can be reduced to an
eigenvalue problem. Using the temporal formulation, that means imposing a real value
of the wavenumbers α and q, one retrieves the associated complex frequency ω through
a dispersion relation (ω, q, k) = 0. The ensemble of solutions to the dispersion relation
is called spectrum of instabilities, and the mode with largest growth-rate ωi leads the
stability behavior of the flow. For each instability mode, the dimensional frequency can
be retrieved from the real part of ω as F = ωr Wctr/2πLref .
A first set of linearized compressible Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates
has been developed by Garcia Rubio in [3], and later completed by Chiatto in [4] including chemical reactions in equilibrium. The latter is used in this study. In both cases,
the electro-magnetic terms have been neglected as their effects are mostly confined to the
torch section of the Plasmatron.
As seen in Fig. 1, the CFD domain does not reach the physical outer wall of the test
chamber, therefore the jet is not considered as confined. An open outer boundary condition is imposed for which all perturbation vanish. At the jet centerline, three distinct
sets of compatibility and Dirichlet conditions are imposed depending on the desired value
of the azimuthal integral wavenumber q.
Once the leading modes are identified for a given base flow, the spatio-temporal formulation is used to study the time asymptotic behavior of the jet instabilities at zero
group velocity and uncover their absolute/convective nature. This formulation assumes a
growth of the modes both in time and space, hence both the wavenumber α and frequency
ω are complex. The convective/absolute nature of the instabilities is determined using
the Briggs-Bers criterion, stating that the presence of a saddle point (here with subscript
S) appearing in the contour of constant growth-rate ωi in the complex wavenumber α
4
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plane can be correlated with the presence of an absolute instability of the flow. However,
a saddle point must be formed by the pinching of an α+ and an α− branch to be considered valid, in other words, by sufficiently increasing the value of ωi on each side of the
saddle point, one ωi contour must lie in the αi > 0 upper plan and the other in the lower
αi < 0 plan. The absolute instability found is then characterized by an absolute frequency
ωS and an absolute wave-number αS , verifying ∂∂α (αS , q, ωS ) = 0. At the saddle point,
the absolute growth-rate ωi,S determines the nature of the flow: if ωi,S > 0, the flow is
absolutely unstable, and if ωi,S < 0, the flow is either convectively unstable or stable.
2.3

Numerical methods

The implementation of the linearized equations was performed by Rubio and Chiatto
using the Derivation toolkit from the VKI Extensive Stability and Transition Analysis
toolkit [16]. The stability computations are also performed using VESTA, calling the eigs
routine from MATLABTM to solve the dispersion relation over the numerical domain discretized using Chebyshev collocation points. The standard discretization is transformed
using the TAN mapping technique developed by Bayliss and Turkel in [17], as it proved
to be well suited for problems with thick shear layers.
The numerical tools used to find saddle points in the α complex plane and track their evolution along the stream-wise direction have first been developed by Kumar [18] for planar
shear layers, and were adapted to cylindrical coordinates for the purpose of this study.
The contour of the growth rate are obtained by using a local stability stability solver
of VESTA and iterative method using the Newton-Raphson scheme is used to converge
toward the saddle points [19].
3
3.1

RESULTS
Temporal stability of the plasma jet

The temporal stability study is performed for the jet obtained with Pel = 90kW, and
for a set of discrete stream-wise positions in the test chamber. The number of collocation
points is fixed to N = 201, as it is sufficient to reach an accuracy of two digits on the
value of ω. In this study, it can be correlated with an error of the order of 2 Hz when
considering reference velocities of order 102 m/s.
The integral azimuthal wavenumber q chosen for the stability computations is selected
based on the following observation. The experimental study of Cipullo et al. [2] provides
the normal variance distribution of the radiations recorded by high speed camera over
the test chamber. Assuming that the perturbations recorded are due to hydrodynamic
instabilities, these results can be correlated with the temperature eigenfunctions retrieved
by the LST. As noticed by Chiatto in [4], for the case studied, the perturbations seems
to be non zero at the centerline of the jet, which is only compatible to the centerline
boundary conditions obtained for q = 0.
Sweepings over the real wavenumber α are performed for different values of q, at several
stream-wise positions for the leading mode. The resulting curves of growth-rate and their
associated frequencies are displayed in Fig. 2.
5
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Figure 2: Growth-rate (left) and frequency (right) obtained from the sweeping over αr
for non-swirling (-) and swirling (- -) modes.
The behavior of the growth-rate curves with respect to the integral azimuthal wavenumber q is similar to the one described by Gloor in [14]. By increasing the value of q, the
growth-rate is lowered for all frequencies. Therefore, axisymmetric modes dominate the
stability behavior, and q is set to zero for the rest of this study.
The identification of the modes is done by observing the shape of the perturbation functions at the maximum amplification. The shapes are given in Fig. 3 for different streamwise positions. The perturbations seem to retain the same overall shape along the streamwise direction. Consistently, as the shear layer gets thicker while the jet is diffusing in the
test chamber, so does the perturbations. However, the temperature perturbation features
a peak around radim = 0.25 at the torch exit. This peak is found for T = 8000 K, where
the temperature profiles displays an inflection point, which correspond to a hump in the
profile due to the ionization. Such feature vanishes further downstream, as the centerline
temperature of the jet decreases. Beside this observation, the shape of the modes are
characteristic of the shear layer modes described by Lesshafft and Huerre in [10], displaying peaks at the shear layer center (radim  1). Similarly, the shape of the pressure
function resembles the one of inner shear layer modes described by Gloor in [14] for coflow jets. However, Gloor also describes the apparition of outer modes associated with
the secondary part of the co-flow jet, prevailing at low frequencies, which are not observed
here.
Flow parameters are given along the stream-wise positions in Tab. 1. One can note
that the values of temperature ratio found in Plasmatron are one order of magnitude
lower than for most flow studied in the literature ([10, 11, 14]), and that the flow is highly
viscous. The maximum growth rate is found to decrease when the Reynold number and
temperature ratio are increased, and when the Mach number is decreased. This behavior
is different from the observations of Gloor for co-flow jets, which can originate from the
6
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z(m)

Mctr

Re

S = T∞/Tctr

0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1

0.036
0.030
0.028
0.027

117.5
131.7
149.4
162.8

0.035
0.047
0.052
0.055

Table 1: Main parameters at discrete streamwise positions.

Figure 3: Perturbation functions for
the set of stream-wise positions

range of parameters mentioned previously and the differences in the shapes of the profiles.
3.2

Local spatio-temporal analysis

The spatio-temporal analysis of the jet is carried out by computing the contours of
constant growth-rate ωi over the complex α plane. However, the size of the α plane
to compute is case dependent, and for computations where large values of α must be
considered to capture all the relevant saddle points, the computational effort can be
considerable. With this in mind, a rule of thumb is applied to scale the required range of
αr used to produce the complex α plane: the size of the α plane is based on the values of
αr for which ωi > 0 during the temporal sweeping. According to this rule, the stream-wise
position allowing to restrict the most the α plane is the last position in the test chamber,
at z = 1.1 m. Once the contour plot is obtained for one stream-wise position and the
saddles are identified, the saddles are tracked step by step in the stream-wise direction.
The first contours of constant growth-rate at z = 1.1 m are displayed in Fig. 4a. As
the spectrum obtained for a given αr1 and −αr1 are symmetrical, so are the contours
with respect to the αi axis. Therefore, only the half plan corresponding to positive αr is
computed.
Several saddle points are found over the α plane, noted from S1 to S6 . Following the
Briggs-Bers criterion, saddles lying on the upper half plane obtained for this study cannot
be valid saddles, as no α− branch crosses the αr axis toward the upper plane. On the
other hand, the saddle S3 is pinched between an α+ and an α− branches, therefore it
forms a valid saddle point at the location αS = 0.475023 - 0.726031i. Its associated real
frequency is ωr,S = 0.190295 and absolute growth-rate is ωi,S = 0.134455 > 0. Given the
sign of ωi,S , an absolute instability is found to develop at this stream-wise position.
The perturbation functions at the saddle are given in Fig. 4b. The pressure function is
typical of a mixed mode described for single and co-flow jets, respectively by Lesshafft
and Huerre in [10] and Balestra et al. in [11]. For these modes, the pressure perturbation
is amplified both at the centerline and the shear layer. This can be explained as the
α+ and α− branches pinching at the saddle display pressure perturbations respectively
with the shape of shear layer and jet column modes. One can note that the temperature
perturbations at the saddle are still in agreement with experimental observations given
Fig. 9. Remaining saddle points S4 to S6 are formed between the pinching of the merged
α+ and α− branches forming the saddle S3 and a set of others α− branches. Similarly
7
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Figure 4(a): Contour of constant growthrate ωi obtained over the complex α plane
for z =1.1 m.

Figure 4(b): Perturbation functions for S3 at
the set of stream-wise positions.

to the study of Lesshafft and Huerre in [10], only the saddle point displaying the highest
absolute growth-rate ωiS is taken into account as it leads the stability behavior of the flow.
3.3

Influence of the stream-wise position

Once the spatio-temporal analysis is done for one stream-wise position, the saddles are
tracked along the test chamber. This process is repeated iteratively for each stream-wise
position with sufficiently small steps along z to allow the local solver to converge from
a previous position. The accuracy of the tracking has been checked a posteriori by local
spatio-temporal analyses around the supposed location of the saddle in the α plane, and
the saddles were retrieved up to machine precision for ωS and with an error of order 10−8
for αS .
For this analysis, 25 stream-wise positions between 0.5 m and 1.1 m have been scanned,
and only the valid saddles S3 to S6 are considered. The evolution of the growth-rates for
each saddle are plotted in Fig. 5a. The saddle S3 remains the leading one for the whole
test chamber length, and its absolute growth-rate increases from ωi,z=0,5m = 0.0662 to
ωi,z=1,1m = 0.1344 in the stream-wise direction. A first significant result is that the jet is
found to be absolutely unstable for the whole test chamber length at the set of parameters
studied. The evolution of the shape of the saddle point is plotted in Fig. 4b, and the
mixed nature of the mode remains the same for all the chamber. Near the torch exit,
the additional peak observed in the temperature function during the temporal sweeping
is also present at the saddle. A second significant result is obtained when examining
the absolute frequency along the stream-wise direction for the leading mode, displayed in
Fig. 5b. One can note that the frequency plot retrieved by the tracking tool is particularly
noisy, it has been associated with the stream-wise discontinuity between the locally fitted
profiles, a cure for this phenomena would be to develop a global model of the jet, as done
by Chiatto.
8
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Figure 5(a): Evolution of saddle
growth-rates along the streamwise direction.

Figure 5(b): Evolution of absolute
frequency of saddle S1 along the
stream-wise direction.

Figure 6: Influence of electric power on profiles at z = 0.5 m (left) and z = 1.1 m (right).
Nonetheless, this trend can still be compared against experimental results from Cipullo.
Fig. 9 gives an indication of the most amplified frequencies in the flow. For the conditions
studied, Cipullo indicates in [2] that the power rectifier delivers a frequency of 100 Hz.
By comparing LST against experimental results, it seems that the instabilities are firstly
dominated by the power rectifier at the torch exit. At this position, the growth-rate
of the hydrodynamic instabilities is the lowest. Further downstream, the hydrodynamic
instabilities (around 20 Hz) seem to dominate the stability behavior of the flow, which
could be due to their larger growth-rate. One can also note that, due to the lack of
precision in the experimental evolution of the frequency, the current comparison is only
qualitative.
3.4

Influence of the electric power

The procedure described in previous sections is applied for base flows computed at
different electric powers, respectively Pel = 80, 90, 125 and 150 kW. The new nondimensional profiles are displayed Fig. 6. The power rise makes the profiles sharper,
and increases the centerline quantities as seen in Tab. 2.
The topology of the constant ωi contours in the complex α plane at the different electric
powers, however, remains similar to the one displayed Fig. 4a. A saddle similar to S3 found
9
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in section 3.2 is observed for each power, and remains the leading saddle point over the
parametric (Pel , z) plane. The tracking of the saddle along the stream-wise direction is
carried out, and the results are presented Fig. 7. For all powers, the behavior of the saddle
in the stream-wise direction is similar to the Pel = 90 kW case, hinting that the same
physical phenomena are leading the stability behavior for all power studied. As noticed
previously, the ωr (z) curves obtained are noisy, displaying a greater sensitivity of ωr to
the base flow than ωi . For all power studied, the nature and shape of the mode at the
saddle points are similar, with the differences in shape being caused by the sharpening of
the jet due to an increased power.

Figure 7: Evolution of
ωi,S along the streamwise direction for Pel =
80, 90, 125 and 150 kW.

Figure 8: Evolution of
ωr,S along the streamwise direction for Pel =
80, 90, 125 and 150 kW.

Figure 9: Partial power
distributions for Pel =
200 kW and Ptc = 20 kPa
from [2].

The frequencies are retrieved from LST computations for each power, and their maximum along the stream-wise direction are compared to global frequencies obtained experimentally by Cipullo [2] in Tab. 2. Based on the behavior of ωr along z, one can make the
assumption that the maximum frequency is representative of the frequencies amplified in
the second half of the test chamber.
Pel (kW)
80
90
125
150

Fexp (Hz)
20
20
30
45

FLST (Hz)
19.3
19.45
21.47
23.13

Wc,z=0 5m (m/s)
80.84
98.54
154.88
187.46

Tc,z=0 5m (K)
9547
10111
11033
11331

Table 2: Comparison of frequencies retrieved experimentally and from LST.
Results from the LST and global experimental frequency seem to agree for low powers
setups (Pel = 80 and 90 kW). However, this is not the case for higher values of power.
Such difference can have different explanations. Firstly, the global frequency observed
experimentally might not correspond to the local one found with the local LST. Juniper
10
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in [12] showed that local absolute instabilities could trigger global instabilities, however
the frequency of such global instability could be different from the local one retrieved in
this study. Differences may also come from CFD base flow computations, current CFD
results should be compared to another code simulations handling high temperature effects.
Furthermore, Cipullo hints that the main contribution to the change of hydrodynamic
frequency comes from static pressure in the chamber rather than power.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A local spatio-temporal analysis of the plasma jet developing in the VKI Plasmatron
test chamber was performed using the Linear Stability Theory on analytical profiles fitted
to CFD simulations. The analysis for Pel = 90 kW revealed the presence of an absolute
instability at the end of the test chamber (z = 1.1 m) with an absolute frequency of
19.23 Hz, coherent with experimental observations of Cipullo. The absolute instability
displays the characteristic shape of a mixed jet column/shear layer mode, also observed
by Balestra in co-flow jets. A tracking tool has been used to study the evolution of the
absolute instability along the stream-wise direction, revealing that the absolute frequency
and growth rate increase with the position in the test chamber. By comparing these results
with experimental observations of Cipullo, a possible mechanism at play in the instability
behavior of the facility has been proposed: at the torch exit, the flow is dominated by the
instabilities of the facility power rectifier, while when increasing the stream-wise position,
the hydrodynamic instabilities dominate the flow behavior with lower frequencies. Similar
stability computations have been performed for a range of power returning coherent results
coherent with the experimental observations for low powers(Pel = 80 and 90 kW). Finally,
the local LST does not match the global experimental results for higher powers, hinting
to a possible rise of a global mode of different frequency.
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Abstract. Flow at hypersonic speeds is characterised by severe heat loads at the wall
that can lead to the failure of the vehicle structure. Most passive-cooling thermal protection systems (TPS) make use of a low-density porous material to decrease the thermal
conductivity and the heat transfer in the inner structure. Porosity plays in turn an important role in active-cooling systems, allowing the coolant gas to be injected into the
hot boundary layer, as in the case of transpiration cooling. Thus, the correct design
of a TPS requires advanced numerical techniques, for the modeling and meshing of the
porous structure as well as for accurate simulation of the flow in the boundary layer and
within the pores. In the present work, direct numerical simulations of the Navier-Stokes
equations are performed to study a Mach 6 flow over two different surface configurations,
namely i) a flat plate with periodic regular pores, and ii) a flat plate with a slot of inner irregular porosity. The simulations are performed through a high-resolution hybrid
method, consisting of a 6th order central differencing scheme for the smooth regions of
the flow, and a 6th order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme switched
on only in the sharp flow regions. The hybridization minimizes the numerical dissipation while providing numerical stability and computational cost reduction. Moreover, a
structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) methodology is used, which dynamically
refines the grid by adding consecutive finer grid levels in the local flow regions where sharp
gradients are encountered. The SAMR approach, in particular, is crucial for the accurate
resolution of the different scales of the flow within the boundary layer and inside the
inner porosity layer. A comparison of the main flow features between the case of periodic
regular pores and the case of irregular pores is presented, with focus on the radiation of
acoustic disturbances in the external field and on the flow characteristics inside and outside the porosity layer. These results demonstrate the code capabilities in perfmorming
multiscale DNS simulations of hypersonic flow, resolving both the boundary layer and
the flow within the porous layer. As such they provide a basis for future simulations of
more complex porous geometries in the context of transpiration-cooling system design for
new-generation hypersonic vehicles.
1
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1

INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic flight is characterized by very high values of temperature and heat-flux
reached at the wall, which can compromise the structural integrity of the vehicle. In
order to reduce the wall heating effects, hypersonic vehicles need an appropriate thermal protection system (TPS) capable of storing, or radiating/dissipating outwards, the
high heat load and keeping the surface temperature of the internal structure within tolerable values. For lifting bodies, reusable ceramic-matrix and carbon-carbon composite
materials have been shown to be the most suitable materials for the TPS, providing high
heat-load storage and thermal resistance capabilities. However, for ballistic reentry bodies, the higher heating loads encountered require the TPS to be formed of non-reusable
polymeric-matrix ablative materials. Active cooling, which consists of injecting cold fluid
into the boundary layer through localised holes (i.e. ‘film cooling’ [1, 2]) or a porous
wall (i.e. ‘transpiration cooling’ [3, 4]) to reduce the wall heat flux, can help meet both
the wall-temperature and reusability requirements for hypersonic vehicles in very severe
environments, reducing both the thickness and weight of the TPS.
The film cooling technique is commonly used for turbine blades in the form of injection
from single holes [5, 6]. However, in this case three-dimensional vorticity structures are
generated in the flowfield which can reduce the average cooling effectiveness [7]. In contrast, injection through two-dimensional (2D) slots leads to higher cooling effectiveness
by providing a spanwise homogeneous flowfield [8]. This is the form of injection mostly
investigated for supersonic flow conditions. Keller and Kloker [8, 9, 10] studied the film
cooling properties and main influencing parameters in both laminar and turbulent supersonic boundary layers through direct numerical simulations (DNS). The work of Heufer
and Olivier [7] presents a fundamental investigation of film cooling in a laminar supersonic flow over a flat plate with slot injection through both experiments and numerical
simulations. From the numerical side, the results for the cooling performance are strongly
affected by the way in which blowing is modelled. For example, simulated blowing instead of modelled blowing, as well as the thermal boundary condition at the wall (either
isothermal or adiabatic) and the effect of the plenum chamber in the simulation, are all
factors that can strongly influence the results [10].
The present work considers the comparison between the case of air injection through
regular-shaped equally-spaced holes and the case of injection through an irregular interior porosity layer on the flow features of a three-dimensional (3D) laminar hypersonic
boundary layer over a flat plate. Direct numerical simulations are performed through
a 6th -order hybrid method [11, 12, 13, 14], combining solution accuracy and numerical
stability. The flow features within the pores and in the boundary layer are accurately resolved in a computationally efficient way through the use of an adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) methodology, which locally adds consecutive refinement levels in the regions of
high gradients. This study supports current experimental investigations of film cooling
over a flat plate in hypersonic flow, and serves as a basis for future calibrated studies
aimed at analyzing the effectiveness of transpiration cooling systems.

2
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2

NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1

Governing equations

We consider numerical solutions of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for
compressible flows, written in conservation form, under the assumption of a perfect gas.
The set of non-dimensional conservation equations in Cartesian coordinates can be written as

∂Q
∂(Fj )
+
= 0.
∂t
∂xj
In the equation above, Q is the vector of the conservative variables, while Fj is the
vector of the fluxes in Cartesian coordinates. The components of the vectors of the system
in conservative form are


ρ
 ρu 



Q=
 ρv 
 ρw 
ρE
and








Fj = 






ρuj

1
τ1j
Re
1
τ2j
ρvuj + δ2j p −
Re
1
τ3j
ρwuj + δ3j p −
Re




∂T
p
1
µ
uj −
uτ1j + vτ2j + wτ3j +
ρ E+
ρ
Re
(γ − 1)P rM 2 ∂xj
ρuuj + δ1j p −








 .






The terms ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw and ρE are the conservative variables of the system of equations,
where ρ is the density, u, v and w are the velocity components respectively in the x, y
and z directions, and E is the total energy per unit mass. In the flux vectors, the terms
p, T , τij , and µ are respectively the pressure, the temperature, the components of the
viscous stress tensor, and the dynamic viscosity of the flow. The non-dimensional quantities are obtained through normalisation of the dimensional variables with their freestream
reference values: the velocity components are normalised with the freestream main ve∗
locity (U∞
), the density is normalised with the freestream density (ρ∗∞ ), the viscosity is
normalised with the freestream dynamic viscosity (µ∗∞ ), the temperature is normalised
3
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∗
with the freestream temperature (T∞
), the total energy is normalised with the square
∗2
of the freestream mean velocity (U∞ ), while the pressure and viscous stresses are nor∗2
malised with the term ρ∗∞ U∞
, related to the freestream dynamic pressure. Note that the
∗
superscript ( ) is used to denote dimensional values. The characteristic length chosen to
normalise the length scales is the boundary-layer displacement thickness (δ ∗ ). The time
∗
scales are normalised with respect to the fluid dynamic characteristic time (δ ∗ /U∞
), based
on the velocity of the undisturbed flow and on the characteristic length. The terms Re,
Pr, M, and γ are respectively the Reynolds, Prandtl and Mach numbers, and the ratio of
specific heats (γ = c∗p /c∗v ), i.e. the dimensionless parameters of the flow. The Reynolds
number is defined with respect to the boundary-layer displacement thickness of the sim∗ ∗
ilarity solution, as Re = (ρ∗∞ U∞
δ )/µ∗∞ ; the Prandtl number is set to 0.72 for air, and γ
is equal to 1.4, as we are considering a perfect gas model. The dynamic viscosity is, in
turn, expressed in terms of temperature by Sutherland’s law

µ = T 3/2

1+C
,
T +C

where the constant C represents the ratio between the Sutherland’s constant (set to 110.4
∗
K) and the reference temperature in the freestream T∞
. The viscous stresses are defined
in terms of the velocity derivatives, under the assumption of a Newtonian fluid, as

∂ui ∂uj
2 ∂uk
τij = µ
.
+
− δij
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk


We also need a relation linking the total energy to the temperature, which in nondimensional form can be expressed as

E=


1 2
T
2
2
u
.
+
+
v
+
w
γ(γ − 1)M 2 2

Finally, the system of equations is closed by the equation of state for a perfect gas

p=

1
ρT .
γM 2
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2.2

Code features

The numerical simulations have been carried out using the code AMROC [12, 13]
(Adaptive Mesh Refinement in Object-oriented C++), which uses a hybrid WENOcentred-difference (WENO-CD) scheme in conjunction with a structured adaptive mesh
refinement (SAMR) approach. The implementation relative to the base central scheme
is equipped with the option to be tuned (or optimised) for spectral resolution improvement, which denotes the scheme as WENO-tuned-centred-difference (WENO-TCD), as
described by Hill and Pullin [11]. The shock-capturing filter, namely the WENO scheme,
corresponds to the type of WENO-symmetric-order-optimised (WENO-SYMOO) scheme
as shown by Martin et al. [15]. The schemes are integrated with a switching function
that turns on/off the WENO method at discontinuities/smooth regions.
The base scheme (central scheme) has been proven to have a maximum formal order
of accuracy of 6, corresponding to a 7-point stencil, with relative stencil coefficients as
in Ziegler et al. [14]. The order of accuracy can be properly specified, which changes
the stencil, and can be also reduced (keeping constant the stencil) for optimisation of
the bandwidth resolution capabilities. For example, considering the 7-point stencil, if the
optimisation option is specified, the corresponding scheme will be a 4-th order accurate
scheme with optimised bandwidth properties [11], thus a minimum dispersion error of the
modified wavenumber, suitable for LES (Large-Eddy-Simulation) simulations. Details of
the WENO-CD scheme can be found in Cerminara et al. [16].
3
3.1

RESULTS
Flat plate with periodic regular pores

Preliminary two-dimensional (2D) simulations for the present case, aimed at validating
the code, performing a grid resolution study and testing the computational performance,
were shown in the work of Cerminara et al. [16]. The Mach number is 6, the Reynolds
number based on the initial boundary layer displacement thickness is 6000, the freestream
temperature is T∞ = 216.65 K, and the wall temperature is fixed to the adiabatic wall
∗
∗
temperature, i.e. Tw∗ = Tad
= 7.027T∞
= 1522.4 K. The reference length is the displacement thickness of the initial laminar boundary layer of the similarity solutions, through
which the flowfield is initialised in our numerical simulations.
Simulations were performed for a 3D case with 16 square-shaped holes, whose domain
shown in figure 1 with a mesh size of 128 × 660 × 128. The 6th -order WENO-CD method
was used. Injection boundary conditions were used to the bottom of each pore, with a fixed
parabolic profile of the vertical velocity and maximum injection velocity of vmax = 0.3, to
simulate air-into-air injection with a temperature of 0.8Tw .

5
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Figure 1: 3D view of the domain for the flat plate with periodic holes. Plotted variable:
pressure - no injection
Figure 2 shows results for the temperature field and the vertical velocity field on the
xy plane at the spanwise position z = 1.5. As can be seen, the maximum vertical velocity
is reached at the pore edges, due to the further expansion taking place into the pores as
the fluid moves outwards. The fluid released inside the boundary layer then decelerates
and is deflected towards the mean stream direction. The temperature plot shows that
the minimum temperature is reached at the pore edges, consistent with the maximum
velocity related to the expansion. The boundary layer near the wall is affected by the
cooling effect of the colder injection flow, whereas a high temperatue peak is located in a
narrow layer at the boundary layer edge. This is associated with the compression of the
fluid towards the boundary layer edge due to the vertical flow with high injection speed.
Figures 3 and 4 show the density and pressure fields respectively, on a xy plane (at
z = 1.5) and on a zy plane (at x = 1.5). It is evident that the flow within the pores
is characterised by high density and high pressure values, and that the jets provide a
considerable boundary-layer distortion in the spanwise direction. An oscillatory behaviour
of the pressure is observed along the axis of each pore near the pore edges, and outside
the boundary layer weaker pressure waves are formed, which represent acoustic waves
radiated into the freestream and travelling downstream with an inclination equal to the
Mach angle.
As can be seen, the details of the flow features for fluid injection into a hypersonic
boundary layer are well resolved by the high-resolution WENO-CD method, which demonstrates the capabilities of the considered method in the context of DNS of hypersonic flow
over porous surfaces.

6
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(a) T on xy plane

(b) v on xy plane

Figure 2: Temperature (a) and vertical velocity (b) fields on the xy plane at z = 1.5

(a) ρ on xy plane

(b) ρ on yz plane

Figure 3: Density field on the xy plane at z = 1.5 (a) and on the yz plane at x = 1.5 (b)

(a) p on xy plane

(b) p on yz plane

Figure 4: Pressure field on the xy plane at z = 1.5 (a) and on the yz plane at x = 1.5 (b)

7
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3.2

Flat plate with irregular porosity slot

The considered configuration in this section is a 3D flat plate with a layer of irregular
porosity. The freestream conditions are the same of Section 3.1 except for the Reynolds
number, which is imposed as Re = 20000 for this case. Periodic boundary conditions are
used only at the side boundaries, whereas an extrapolation condition is applied the inlet
(located at x = −3), and a standard outflow condition is applied at the outlet (located
at x = 4). The irregular porosity consists of a prescribed number of spherical solid
elements inserted into the slot through an immersed boundary method, on which no-slip
wall boundary conditions are applied. A total of 400 elements are used, each one with
a radius of 0.07, and with a prescribed position in space. This arrangement of spherical
particles is used as an initial attempt to reproduce more realistic porous surfaces.
Figure 5 shows the pressure field for a case without injection. Here, the thickness of
the slot is 1, and the red spherical particles represent the solid particles inserted into the
slot. As can be seen, strong acoustic waves are formed at the slot corners and trasmitted
in the freestream, where they propagate downstream at the Mach angle. This feature was
observed also for the case of regular pores. The pressure field within the pores appears
approximately uniform. The mesh size for the present simulation is 140 × 120 × 20, and 3
overall grid levels were used for the adaptive mesh refinement. Figure 6 shows details of
the local temperature variation through the porous layer, as well as the mesh refinement
levels. As it is evident, the temperature peaks are located in the regions of higher density
of the solid particles. The finer grid levels are added inside the porous layer to accurately
resolve the flow features within the porosity length scales.

Figure 5: Pressure field for configuration with irregular porosity layer - no injection
Figure 7a shows the pressure field in the case of injection. In this configuaration, the
boundary conditions prescribed on the bottom boundary simulate the conditions in the
plenum chamber. In particular, at this boundary the velocity is set to zero and pressure
and temperature are fixed to the values of p0 = 1.5p∞ and T0 = 300 K. The thickness of
the slot is now 1.5, allowing some gap between the plenum chamber boundary and the
beginning of the porosity layer. A strong pressure gradient is generated across the porous
8
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layer, with maximum located at the bottom boundary, which forces vertical flow from the
plenum chamber towards the boundary layer.

(a) T field

(b) T field with mesh details

Figure 6: View of the temperature field in the inner porosity layer without (a) and with
(b) mesh details
Figure 7b shows a 3D view of the pressure field, which highlights the 3D non-uniformity
of the pressure within the pores.

(a) p front view

(b) p rotated view

Figure 7: Pressure field for configuration with irregular porosity layer and injection
Figures 8a shows the vertical velocity field. It is possible to notice the details of the
vertical flow through the pores. The maximum of the velocity appears to be located
between the porous layer and the bottom boundary. Figure 8b shows the streamwise
velocity field, which indicates that no evident distortion of the boundary layer is produced,
due to the low injection rates imposed by the relatively low pressure value inside the
plenum chamber, as well as to the resistance to the vertical flow impressed by the porosity
layer. Finally, figures 9a and 9b show results for the pressure and vertical velocity fields at
the same injection conditions, but for a different geometrical configuration. In this case,
the thickness of the slot is 2, and the density of the solid particles within the slot was
9
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reduced by enlarging the maximum volume containing the particles (in all the directions)
by a scaling factor equal to 1.5. Figure 9a shows that a lower pressure gradient is formed
across the porous layer, compared to the previous higher-particle-density case, which is
a result of a higher penetration capability of the injected flow into the boundary layer.
This is also observed in the vertical velocity field (9b), where the maximum velocity is
reached near the upper surface of the porous layer. Moreover, it is evident that the
vertical flow coming out from the porous layer produces a high pressure region inside the
boundary layer just upstream of the porous slot, and the formation of a stronger and
thicker compression wave transmitted in the freestream.

(a) v

(b) u

Figure 8: Vertical (a) and streamwise (b) velocity fields for configuration with irregular
porosity layer and injection

(a) p

(b) v

Figure 9: Pressure (a) and vertical velocity (b) fields for configuration with lower particledensity irregular porosity layer and injection
10
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4

CONCLUSION

DNS simulations were carried out to study the flow features of a Mach 6 hypersonic
flow over a flat plate with regular periodic pores and an irregular porosity layer, with and
without injection. In the case of an irregular porosity layer with injection, the presence
of the plenum chamber is simulated at the bottom boundary through prescribed plenum
boundary conditions.
Results for both the cases of regular holes and irregular porosity, obtained through
a high-resolution WENO-CD method, showed well resolved flow features of the fluid
injection into a hypersonic boundary layer. The flow features within the porous layer
were accurately captured in a computationally efficient way through the adaptive mesh
refinement approach, by adding consecutive refinement levels within the pores. These
results demonstrate the capabilities of the considered method to efficiently execute DNS
simulations in hypersonic flow for complex porous surfaces, and represent a first approach
to the simulation of more realistic porous media for transpiration cooling applications.
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Abstract. Adequate resolution of the ﬂow ﬁeld is vital to ensure that simulations are
suﬃciently spatially converged. However, a too ﬁnely resolved mesh can lead to excessive
computational times. Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR) algorithms are able to balance
these two constraints by increasing the resolution only where it is needed. In this work,
a block-Structured Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (SAMR) solver has been coupled to the
Mutation++ thermochemical library to enable high resolution simulations of ﬂows in
thermochemical nonequilibrium. The solver has been veriﬁed using the Method of Manufactured Solutions and computations of hypersonic ﬂows are presented, demonstrating
the thermochemical model and the ability of AMR algorithms to resolve ﬂow features.

1

INTRODUCTION

The speeds of hypersonic ﬂight create conditions where thermodynamic relaxation and
chemical reactions occur throughout the shock layer, up to the surface of a vehicle. It is
vital to account for this thermochemical nonequilibrium in order to obtain an accurate
description of the aerothermodynamic environment a hypersonic vehicle experiences.
The two temperature model of Park [1] has been used in a number of solvers that simulate hypersonic ﬂows. The method was implemented in the structured solvers LAURA
(Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Algorithm) [2] and DPLR (Data Parallel Line Relaxation) [3], and then in unstructured solvers such as US3D (UnStructured 3D) [4] and
c
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LeMANS (The Michigan Aerothermodynamic Navier-Stokes solver) [5]. These have shown
that the two temperature model delivers good agreement with experimental results. In
this work the model is implemented within a solver that is tightly coupled to an Adaptive
Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR) framework.
AMR algorithms aim to minimise the computational cost of simulations by increasing
the resolution only where it is needed. The computational framework AMROC (Adaptive
Mesh Reﬁnement in Object-oriented C++), implements the Cartesian block-Structured
Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (SAMR) algorithm of Berger and Colella on parallel computers with distributed memory, where non-Cartesian geometries are considered with an
embedded boundary approach [6]. A shock capturing ﬁnite volume method has been integrated with the framework to allow highly adaptive simulations of ﬂow ﬁelds that include
discontinuities.
In previous work [7], a single-temperature TVD-MUSCL scheme for simulating reacting
mixtures of thermally perfect gases was developed. In the present work, AMROC has
been extended and coupled to the Mutation++ library [8] in order to model ﬂows in
thermochemical nonequilibrium using the two temperature model. In addition to the
embedded boundary method that was previously implemented, the solver is also able to
model non-Cartesian geometries using mapped computational grids, on meshes that are
uniform for now.
In Section 2 the governing equations of the thermochemical nonequilibrium model are
given. The numerical implementation has been veriﬁed using the Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS), as described in Section 4. Finally, three computations using the
AMROC thermochemical nonequilibrium solver are presented in Section 5.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In the two temperature model, the translational and rotational energies of all species
are assumed to be in equilibrium at the translational-rotational temperature Ttr . The
vibrational and electronic energies of all species are assumed to be in equilibrium at the
vibrational-electronic temperature, Tve . Using the two temperature model, the governing
equations in Cartesian coordinates for inviscid, two dimensional ﬂow are,
∂Q ∂F ∂G
+
+
=W
∂t
∂x
∂y

(1)

where the vector of conserved variables Q, the ﬂux vectors F and G, and the source vector
W are given by,
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The thermodynamic state and source terms are calculated using the open source thermochemical library, Mutation++ [8]. The library has been designed to work with high
enthalpy ﬂows and contains the functionality to close the governing equations given above.
The below equations describe the Mutation++ implementation of the two temperature
model for a mixture of neutral species.
The mixture density, ρ, is calculated as the sum of the partial densities, ρs ,
ρ=

Ns


ρs ,

(3)

s=1

and the pressure, p, is determined using the ideal gas equation and Dalton’s Law of partial
pressures,
Ns
 Ru

p=
ps =
ρs
Ttr ,
(4)
M
s
s=1
s

where Ru is the universal gas constant and Ms is the molecular weight of species s. The
total energy of the ﬂow is calculated as,
E=

N

ρs
s=1

1
es + u 2 ,
ρ
2

(5)

where the speciﬁc internal energy of each species is given by the sum of each of the internal
modes and the energy of formation,
0
es = ets (Ttr ) + ers (Ttr ) + evs (Tve ) + eel
s (Tve ) + es .

(6)

The Rigid-Rotator Harmonic-Oscillator (RRHO) model is used to calculate the internal
energies of the molecule. In this model the equations for the internal energy within
each mode are derived using a combination of statistical thermodynamics and quantum
mechanics [9], giving,
3 Ru
ets (Ttr ) =
(Ttr − Tref ) ,
(7)
2 Ms

Ru
(Ttr − Tref ), for diatomic molecules,
ers (Ttr ) = Ms
(8)
0,
for atoms,

θv,s
Ru
, for diatomic molecules,
v
Ms exp(θv,s /Tve )−1
es (Tve ) =
(9)
0,
for atoms,
and
eel
s (Tve )

Ru
=
Ms

∞
g θ
exp (−θel,i,s /Tve )
i=1
∞ i,s el,i,s
.
i=1 gi,s exp (−θel,i,s /Tve )

(10)

In these equations, Tref = 298.15 K, θv,s is the characteristic vibrational temperature of
species s and, gi,s and θel,i,s are the degeneracy and characteristic electronic temperature,
respectively, at energy level i for species s. Although the electronic energy levels are
3
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summed from i = 1 to i = ∞, only the lower electronic energy levels are usually considered. The large characteristic electronic temperatures of the higher levels mean that they
are not excited at the conditions found in hypersonic ﬂows.
The net production rate of a species, ẇs , is calculated as the sum of the species production rate in each reaction,

αir
β 
Nr
Ns 
Ns 



ρi
ρi ir
ẇs = Ms
(βsr − αsr ) kf,r
− kb,r
,
(11)
M
M
i
i
r=1
i=1
i=1
where Nr is the number of reactions involving species s, β and α are the stoichiometric
coeﬃcients, kf,r is the forward reaction rate and kb,r is the backward reaction rate. The
forward reaction rate is found using the Arrhenius equation,
η

kf,r (Tc ) = Af,r Tc f,r exp [−θr /Tc ] ,

(12)

where Ar is the reaction rate constant, θr is the activation temperature and ηf,r is a
constant. The rate controlling temperature Tc is determined using Park’s two temperature
model [1]. The backwards reaction rate is calculated using the forward reaction rate and
the equilibrium constant, which is calculated as a function of the Gibbs free energy [8].
The source term used to account for a change in the vibrational-electronic energy is the
sum of the translational-vibrational energy exchange and energy changes due to chemical
reactions,

Qve =
QTs −V + QC−V
+ QC−el
.
(13)
s
s
s

The translational-vibrational energy exchange, QTs −V , is modelled using a LandauTeller type equation,
ev (Ttr ) − ev
QTs −V = ρs s T −V s ,
(14)
τv,s

where the vibrational relaxation time is given by the Millikan and White formula, with
modiﬁed constants [10] and the Park correction time,

T −V
τv,s

=

N


Xr

r=1
N


r=1

.

(15)

Xr
p
T −V
τs−r
+τs−r

The Millikan and White relaxation time is found using the empirical formula,




−1/3
T −V
= exp As,r Ttr − Bs,r − 18.42 (in atm-sec),
p τs−r

and the Park correction time takes the form,

πkB μs,r Ttr 1
p
.
τs−r =
8NA
σs p
4
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where the collision cross section, σs is calculated as,

2
50, 000
−21
σs = 3 x10
.
min(Ttr , 20, 000)

(18)

The source terms accounting for change in the vibrational and electronic energy due
, QC−el
, are given by,
to chemical reactions, QC−V
s
s
= c1 ẇs evs ,
QC−V
s

QC−el
= c1 ẇs eel
s
s .

(19)

In both cases a non-preferential model is used with c1 = 1.
3

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this work, the governing equations for thermochemical nonequilibrium ﬂow have been
integrated into the AMROC framework. The solver uses the MUSCL-Hancock scheme
[11, 12] and Strang splitting [13] to achieve second order accuracy in both space and
time [6]. The reconstruction of variables at the cell faces is carried out by interpolating
the primitive variables ρs , u, Ttr and Tve . The inviscid ﬂuxes are calculated using two
temperature versions of the AUSM [14] ﬂux scheme and the van Leer ﬂux vector splitting
method [15].
The nonequilibrium solver uses the level set method with ghost cells [6] or the mesh
mapping described by LeVeque [16] to model non-Cartesian geometries. 2D axisymmetric
ﬂows can be simulated using an axisymmetric source term that takes the form given by
Anderson [9].
4

METHOD OF MANUFACTURED SOLUTIONS

The solver was veriﬁed using the Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS). The MMS
procedure was ﬁrst introduced by Roache [17] and is able to verify any code that solves
ordinary or partial diﬀerential equations [18].
A set of solutions for a two species mixture of O2 and N2 was manufactured in terms
of the variables ρs , u, eve
s and Ttr . These solutions were substituted into Eqs. (3) to
(8), to calculate the pressure, mixture density and mixture energies that are used in the
governing equations (Eq. (2)). The source terms in the governing equations were replaced
by the analytic MMS source term, which was created using the computational algebra
package SymPy [19].
The solutions take a similar form to those given by Roy [20],
φ = φ0 + φx sin(aφ,x πx) ,

(20)

φ = φ0 + φx cos(aφ,x πx) ,

(21)

and
and the constants used in each manufactured solution are shown in Table 1. To fully
test the ﬂux schemes, two velocity solutions are used to give a supersonic solution and a
subsonic solution. The vibrational-electronic energy levels were determined using Tve ≈
5
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2000 K. The computational domain stretched between -0.5m ≤ x ≤ 1.5m and the error
between the manufactured solutions and computed results was calculated on four successively ﬁner grids, with a grid reﬁnement ratio of 2.

3

ρO2 (kg/m )
ρN (kg/m3 )
u (subsonic) (m/s)
u (supersonic) (m/s)
eve
O2 (J/kg)
eve
N (J/kg)
Ttr (K)

φ0

φx

aφ,x

0.75
1.0
600
1050
285548
40
1000

0.1
-0.15
80
100
20000
5.0
200

1.0
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.75
0.75
1.0

Table 1: The constants used in the two temperature MMS tests.

Figure 1 shows the results of the convergence tests when using the van Leer ﬂux scheme.
One can see that the scheme is converging at approximately second order accuracy. Similar
results were obtained for the subsonic AUSM ﬂux scheme and the results for the supersonic
cases are identical for both ﬂux schemes, as expected.
The convergence tests verify both the discretisation of the governing equations, and
implementation of the equations of state that were used to derive the analytic source
term. Hence, Eqs. (3), (4), (6), (7) and (8), which are implemented in Mutation++, are
also veriﬁed.
5
5.1

SIMULATION RESULTS
Double Wedge Simulation

A simulation of high enthalpy ﬂow over a double wedge is presented. The simulation
is based on the experiment of Pezzella et al. [21], where a double wedge was placed into a
high enthalpy ﬂow of air. The experimental set up is summarised in Table 2, which gives
the wedge geometry and freestream conditions. The geometry is deﬁned by the wedge
section lengths, L1 and L2 , and angles, θ1 and θ2 .
L1

θ1

L2

θ2

T∞

p∞

U∞

M∞

Run time

50.8 mm

30◦

25.4 mm

55◦

710 K

0.78 kPa

3812 m/s

7.14

242 μs

Table 2: Double wedge geometry and experimental conditions.

A ﬁve species mixture of air was used in the simulation, with the reaction rate constants
of Park [10]. An initial 200 × 200 cell mesh was used, with three levels of adaptive mesh
reﬁnement and the computation was run on 32 processors. The level set method with
ghost cells was used to represent the double wedge geometry, and the ﬂuxes were calculated
using the van Leer ﬂux scheme.
Figure 2 shows the density ﬁeld and mass fraction of atomic oxygen, whilst Fig. 3
shows the level of reﬁnement and the distribution of cells across the available processors.
6
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One can see that the density ﬁeld is highly resolved at the shock and interaction locations
due to the adaptive mesh reﬁnement. Dynamic load balancing is used to distribute the
computational cells across the available processors, resulting in areas of high reﬁnement
being distributed amongst many processors.
5.2

Lobb Sphere Simulations

The shock standoﬀ distance in hypersonic ﬂows is related to the level of thermochemical
nonequilibrium [22]. As such, experiments which measure shock standoﬀ distance from a
body travelling at a high velocity can be used to validate nonequilibrium models.
The experimental data of Lobb [22] gives shock standoﬀ distances for half inch diameter
spheres travelling between 4, 000 m/s and 6, 500 m/s in air, at four diﬀerent pressures.
Schlieren images were then used to determine the shock standoﬀ distance.
The AMROC solver was used to simulate the experiments conducted with a freestream
pressure of 1333 Pa (10 mmHg), using a 5 species mixture of air, the Park reaction rate
constants and the AUSM ﬂux scheme. In addition to validating the thermochemical
model, these simulations were used to verify the axisymmetric source term by using a
2D-axisymmetric computational domain. The ghost ﬂuid method was used to create the
sphere and three levels of AMR were used.
A comparison between the simulated and experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 and
Table 3, and the thermochemical nonequilibrium is shown in Fig. 5. One can see that
the greatest diﬀerence between the simulated and experimental shock standoﬀ distances
is less than 10% (less than 5% including the experimental error estimates). However, at
higher Mach numbers the shock standoﬀ distance is underestimated. The underestimation
of the shock standoﬀ distance is identiﬁed as a common issue in Park’s review of the
two temperature model [23]. Park suggests that this may be due to diﬀerences between
the translational and rotational temperatures, which are not accounted for in the two
temperature model.
Mach No.
Diﬀerence (%)
Err. Diﬀ. (%)

8.4

11.2

11.6

14.0

14.2

14.8

16.1

0.98
N/A

0.78
N/A

5.49
4.47

5.23
4.02

6.24
0.13

5.83
3.34

8.48
4.51

Table 3: The diﬀerence between the simulated and experimental shock standoﬀ distances, with and
without the experimental error estimates.

5.3

Mapped Mesh Computation

In this simulation the implementation of the mapped mesh algorithms were veriﬁed. A
hypersonic ﬂow of nitrogen around a cylinder was simulated using both a mapped mesh
and the ghost cell method.
The simulations recreate the experiments of Hornung [24], with the freestream conditions taken from Ref. [25]. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 4.

7
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Cylinder Radius

Mass Frac. N2

Mass Frac. N

T∞

p∞

U∞

M∞

0.0127 m

0.927

0.073

1833 K

2.91 kPa

5590 m/s

6.14

Table 4: Cylinder geometry and freestream conditions

In order to transform the computational domain, (ξ, η), to a cylindrical domain, (x, y)
the following transformation functions were used:
y = −ξ sin(η).

x = ξ cos(η),

(22)

The computational domain was given by −0.03 ≤ ξ ≤ −0.0127 and 0 ≤ η ≤ π/2 in order
to create a half inch radius cylinder.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between the mapped mesh simulation and a simulation
conducted using the ghost ﬂuid method and two levels of adaptive mesh reﬁnement. The
agreement between the two simulations is very good, with the shock shape and standoﬀ
being similar. The shock standoﬀ distance on the mapped mesh is approximately 2-3%
greater, which could be partly due to more numerical diﬀusion as the AMR has not
been integrated with the mapped mesh. A comparison of computational meshes in the
stagnation region is shown in Fig. 7.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The governing equations required to model hypersonic ﬂows have been integrated into
the AMROC framework. The source terms and thermodynamic properties of the ﬂow are
calculated using the Mutation++ library. The solver has been veriﬁed using the Method of
Manufactured Solutions and several computations are presented, demonstrating diﬀerent
aspects of the solver and showing good agreement with experimental data.
This work has demonstrated the ability of the AMR solver to produce highly resolved
results in regions with complex shock-shock interactions, and shown the two temperature
model is able to predict the thermochemical nonequilibrium in hypersonic ﬂows. Future
work aims to add viscous ﬂuxes to the solver and couple a near-body mapped mesh with
an oﬀ-body adaptive mesh using overset algorithms.
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Figure 1: The subsonic (left) and supersonic (right) Method of Manufactured Solutions convergence
results, using the van Leer ﬂux scheme.

Figure 2: The density ﬁeld in the shock-shock interaction region (left) and the mass fraction of atomic
oxygen (right) in the double wedge simulation.
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Figure 3: The mesh reﬁnement levels (left) and the parallel distribution (right) in the double wedge
simulation.

Figure 4: A comparison of the simulated and measured shock standoﬀ distances (left) and an example
plot of the pressure ﬁeld (right). The shock standoﬀ distance (Δ) is normalised by the sphere diameter
(D = 0.5 inches).
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Figure 5: The thermochemical nonequilibrium in the shock layer of the Mach 16.1 simulation.

Figure 6: A comparison between the mapped mesh cylinder simulation (left) and the ghost ﬂuid
method cylinder simulation (right).

Figure 7: A comparison between the mapped mesh (left) and the reﬁned mesh (right).
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Abstract. This paper considers the Eddy Dissipation Model to address the combustion
process inside scramjet engines designed to operate at high flight Mach numbers. The
aim is to demonstrate the most appropriate use of the model for design purposes. To
this end, two hydrogen-fueled experimental scramjet configurations with different fuel
injection approaches are studied numerically. In the case of parallel fuel injection, it is
demonstrated that relying on estimates of ignition delay from a one-dimensional kinetics
program can greatly improve the use of the EDM. In the second case, the transverse
injection of hydrogen resulted in an overall good agreement of the model with experimental
pressure traces except in the vicinity of the injection location. Overall, the EDM appears
to be a suitable tool for scramjet combustor design incorporating a parallel or transverse
fuel injection mechanism.

1

INTRODUCTION

Scramjet technology has been the subject of many studies since the late 1950s as it
provides an efficient mean of flying at hypersonic speeds. Potential applications include
hypersonic cruise vehicles, missiles and access-to-space systems. The Australian SPARTAN program aims at exploring the advantages of scramjets (hydrogen fueled) by designing a three-stage-to-orbit rocket-scramjet-rocket launch system with reusable first and
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second stages [1, 2]. Numerical tools with different levels of fidelity are intensively used
in the design of scramjets. To illustrate this, quasi-one-dimensional models have been
developed which rely on simplified assumptions to describe the supersonic combustion
process [3, 4]. Being computationally cheap, such low-fidelity approaches are attractive
for integration as a subsystem in complete vehicle analysis as well as in Multi-disciplinary
Design Optimization (MDO). Steps are being undertaken toward the improvement of the
mixing and combustion models inside these approaches by use of information from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [5]. Among the CFD formulations available to address
supersonic turbulent reacting, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) still remains the
principal analysis approach for hypersonic propulsion flow paths [6, 7]. Within the RANS
framework, the treatment of the turbulent combustion process is a topic of open research.
As an accelerator for access-to-space, the high flight Mach regime (≈ 7-12) at which a
scramjet will operate is characterized by a combustion process which can be considered to
be mainly mixing limited [8, 9, 10]. A good trade-off between accuracy and computational
efficiency to address turbulence / chemistry interaction (TCI) for mixing-limited scramjets
is the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) introduced by Magnussen and Hjertager [11]. The
EDM could therefore be relied on for the design of scramjet combustors operating at high
Mach numbers whilst keeping the computational cost at a moderate level. Moreover,
the EDM can potentially provide information on the mixing and combustion process to
low-fidelity tools, such as quasi-one dimensional models, used in the design of vehicle
integrated propulsion systems.
The use of EDM in the modeling of hydrogen-fueled scramjet flows has been reported
in the literature by Edwards et al. [12] using the REACTMB in-house CFD solver as
well as with commercial software by other authors [13, 14, 15, 16]. Little information is
however found in the open literature about possible improvements of the model or the
optimal use of the EDM for scramjets with different types of fuel injection configurations.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, the only work describing a possible improvement of
the EDM, with potential application to scramjets, is that of Norris [17]. Norris makes use
of Perfectly Stirred Reactors (PSR) and Partially-Stirred Reactors (PaSR) to tune the
model before a CFD run. However, the author indicates that the method might result in
poor performance in the presence of shocks and expansions. This approach is therefore
not considered here.
The aim of the present work is to demonstrate the capability of the EDM in providing
flow field information with a reasonable degree of accuracy such that scramjet combustor
design decisions can be made in future work. More specifically, the optimal use of the
model is described for two scramjet combustors representative for high equivalent flight
Mach numbers. Both test cases rely on a different fuel injection scheme allowing to
broaden the perspective. The paper is structured as follow. Section 2 introduces the
governing equations and the combustion modeling with the EDM. Section 3 discusses the
two test cases considered in the present work and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2

NUMERICAL MODELING
The governing equations for turbulent compressible reacting flows can be written as
2
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Mass Conservation:

∂
∂ ρ̄
+
(ρ̄ũi ) = 0
∂t ∂xi

(1)


∂
∂
∂ 
 
(ρ̄ũi ) +
(ρ̄ũj ũi + δij p̄) =
u
τ̄ji − ρ̄u
i j
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

(2)

Momentum Conservation:

Energy Conservation:


∂ 
∂  
∂ 

 

ρ̄Ẽ +
ρ̄ũj H̃ =
τ̄ij ũi + τij ui − q̄j − ρ̄H
uj
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

(3)

Species Conservation:

∂ ¯
∂(ρ̄Ỹs ) ∂(ρ̄Ỹs ũj ) ¯
 

+
Jsj + ρ̄Ys uj
= ω̇s −
∂t
∂xj
∂xj

(4)

with conserved variables ρ̄, ρ̄ũj , ρ̄Ẽ, ρ̄Ỹs representing density, momentum, total energy
per unit volume and partial densities of the species s (s=1,. . .,N). Throughout this work,
the above set of equations will be referred to as the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (RANS). The symbols x̄ and x̃ denote respectively the time and Favre (or
density-weighted) average. Equations (1) to (4) are written in such a way that those
terms which require modeling are indicated on the right-hand side. The system of conservation equations for a turbulent chemically reacting flow needs extensive modeling.
A comprehensive overview of the modeling practice for supersonic internal flows can be
found in the work of Baurle [6]. The present work will only address the treatment of the
¯s.
mean species reaction rates ω̇
The RANS equations are solved with the Eilmer[18, 19] open-source CFD package,
developed at the University of Queensland. The finite volume solver addresses turbulence
closure by means of Wilcox’s 2006 k − ω model [20] and has proven to perform well for
scramjet type flows [21, 22, 23]. The inviscid fluxes are treated with Liou and Wada’s
AUSMDV [24] scheme. An adaptive method is also available that activates the more diffusive Macrossan’s Equilibrium Flux Method (EFM)[25] in regions with strong velocity
gradients. Viscous fluxes are treated by means of Gauss’ theorem and the time integration is performed with either the forward Euler or a predictor-corrector scheme (Heun’s
method). A thermally perfect gas mixture is assumed in scramjet flows where the heat
capacities are temperature dependent.
2.1

Combustion Modeling

¯ s is given by the Eddy Dissipation
In the present work, the mean species reaction rates ω̇
Model (EDM) introduced by Magnussen and Hjertager [11]. The EDM assumes that fuel
and oxidizer, carried by separate turbulent eddies in diffusion flames, react as soon as
3
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they mix on a molecular scale (infinitely fast chemistry). Therefore, the rate at which
the reactions occur depends on a turbulent mixing time which brings eddies of fuel and
oxidizer together. On dimensional basis, this mixing time is estimated from the integral
length scales by using the turbulence model parameters which describe the energy cascade
process in turbulent flows. Consequently, the mixing on a molecular level is dependent on
the rate at which the eddies dissipate. A detailed discussion of the EDM can be found in
[23] and only a restricted amount of information, relevant to this work’s considerations,
is given below. In the case of hydrogen combustion, the EDM considers a global reaction
(2H2 + O2 → 2H2 O), and N2 acting as an inert species, resulting in four species equations
(Equation 4). In EDM, the reaction rate of fuel (H2 ) is defined as:


Ỹ
¯ F = −Aedm ρ̄β ∗ ω min ỸF , O
(5)
ω̇
s
Aedm is a model constants with a standard value of 4.0 which follows from the work of
Magnussen and Hjertager [11] on low speed flames. The EDM can include some effects
¯ F,lam ).
of chemical kinetics by limiting the reaction rate with a kinetic reaction rate (ω̇
This can be done by use of the reaction rate obtained with the “no-model” or Arrhenius
approach (law of mass action) and a single step global reaction [6] :
¯ F = min(ω̇
¯ F,edm , ω̇
¯ F,lam )
ω̇
(6)
3

Test Cases

The EDM is applied to the study of two hydrogen-fueled scramjet configurations for
which experimental data is available in the open literature. The combustor entrance
conditions are above Mach 2 which is representative for scramjets at high flight Mach
numbers. Unit Lewis number is assumed for each species throughout this work and in
case of viscous walls without wall functions, the value of ω is set according to Menter’s
suggestion for smooth walls [26]. A CFL value of 0.4 is adopted for time integration.
3.1

Burrows-Kurkov

A commonly used test case in CFD code validation studies for supersonic combustion
is the experiment of Burrows and Kurkov [27] (BK) shown in Figure 1 for which an
extensive set of comparison data in pure mixing and reacting conditions is available.
Many authors have performed RANS studies of the geometry over the last three decades
including [28, 29, 30]. The test case is known to be very sensitive to the the values of
turbulent Prandtl (Prt ) and Schmidt (Sct ) numbers. Following a sensitivity study for
Wilcox k-ω 2006 model, a combinations Prt = 0.5, Sct = 0.5 is used in this work.
3.1.1

Problem Formulation

The experimental setup in Figure 1 has been simulated in two stages with the explicit
Euler scheme to reach steady state and the adaptive inviscid flux treatment. More details
about this procedure are given in previous work [23] which aimed at understanding the
effect of the Aedm constant on the flow solution.
4
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Test section initial
measurement station
0 cm

Test section exit
measurement station
35.6 cm

8.9 cm

10.48 cm
0.476 cm
0.4 cm

fuel injection
2.2 cm

35.6 cm

Figure 1: Schematic of the Burrows-Kurkov supersonic combustion experiment [27]. Not
to scale.
3.1.2

Results

The Burrows-Kurkov combustor has been simulated with four different settings for
the combustion treatment: EDM (5), EDM + kinetic limit (6), zonal EDM, finite rate
chemistry (FRC) without TCI. The zonal EDM relies on an estimate of an ignition delay
to create a zone in which no combustion is allowed to occur. Burrows and Kurkov [27]
document an ignition delay of 90e-6 s which was obtained using a one-dimensional kinetics
program. Using an averaged vitiated air stream velocity at the entrance of the combustor
of 1689 m/s (obtained from CFD), a flow length equal to 2.1e-4 s is obtained. The latter
value yields an estimate of a fluid element residence time inside the combustor. From
this value and the previously calculated induction time, the ignition location inside the
combustor is estimated to be at x = 0.153 m. No combustion is allowed at any axial
location before that point. Note that this approach only gives a rough estimate of the
induction process. For example, it does not account for the low fuel stream temperature
near the wall which can have a significant influence as indicated by Burrows and Kurkov
[27]. Nevertheless, this information can be relied on for a better use of the EDM. The
FRC simulation is performed with the 7 species, 8 step reaction mechanism of EvansSchexnayder (E-S) with modified third-body efficiencies in accordance with Bhagwandin
et al. [30].
The results of the numerical simulation show that the kinetic limit only has an effect on
the EDM in the vicinity of the fuel injector. Figure 2 (a) illustrates this with the contour
of YH2 O . The observation is explained by a high vitiated air stream temperature and
the use of a single-step reversible reaction with the law of mass action as a kinetic limit.
Moreover, the localized effect does not affect the behavior in the downstream region of the
combustor. Note that the EDM without a kinetic limit results in an unphysical behavior
as fuel and oxidizer burn as soon as they mix. Experimentally [27] an ignition delay is
observed between 18 (wall pressure trace) and 25 cm (photographs of OH radiation). The
FRC simulation predicted an onset of ignition at a position of 23 cm while it was artificially
set for the zonal EDM at 15.3 cm. Figure 2 (b) compares the different approaches with
experimental values of total temperature (T0 ) at the combustor exit. The classical EDM
5
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is shown for a constant value Aedm = 6 following a parametric study discussed in [23].
The profiles show that the use of the EDM can be greatly improved with an estimate
of ignition onset. A very good agreement with experimental values are observed near
the wall with the zonal use of the EDM. The FRC (E-S) does perform better than the
classic EDM but slightly less than the zonal EDM. This is explained by the fact that
the combustion process is kinetically limited until the onset of ignition whereafter it
becomes mixing limited. The same observation was made by Kirchhartz et al. [31] in
an axisymmetric scramjet combustor with similar fuel injection mechanism. The EDM
assumes a mixing limited combustion and is therefore more appropriate once the flow is
ignited. Even though the estimated induction length from the one-dimensional program
does not agree with experimental observations it proves to be very useful information for
an improved use of the EDM. Therefore, the EDM with ignition delay estimate proves to
be a viable approach to design scramjet combustors with fuel injection parallel to the air
stream.

Y-H2O (-)
5.000e-01
0.375
0.25
0.125
0.000e+00

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: (a) Mass fraction contours of H2 O close to the injection point with top =
EDM and bottom = EDM + kinetic limit. (b) total temperature profile at the exit of the
combustor (x = 35.6 cm).

3.2

HyShot II

The HyShot II combustor was designed for a Mach 8 flight test experiment on supersonic combustion [32, 33]. Experimental campaigns have been undertaken in the HEG
Shock tunnel of the DLR with a 1:1 scale representation using hydrogen fuel. The configuration has been studied with different RANS approaches in the literature [32, 33, 34]. A
detailed description of the ground test experiment is given by Karl [33] and is considered
for numerical study in the present work.

6
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3.2.1

Problem Formulation

Only a part of the combustor, shown in Figure 3, is considered for application of the
EDM. It consists of half an injector and two symmetry planes. The injector is modeled
as a supersonic inflow boundary with conditions: w = 1206.7 m/s , p = 263720 Pa, T
= 249 K, I = 5 %, µt /µ = 10. The resulting equivalence ratio is 0.29. The upper and
lower boundaries (z coordinates) are treated as viscous isothermal walls at a temperature
of 300 K. Compressible wall functions of Nichols and Nelson [35] are adopted as to reduce
the computational cost of the simulation due to grid requirements . The computational
domain is discretized in 2.784M hexahedral cells and an O-grid topology is adopted for
the injector. Inviscid fluxes are treated with the AUSMDV and time stepping with a
predictor-corrector scheme. Values for turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are set
to 0.9 and 0.7 respectively. The two-dimensional CFD inflow conditions of Karl et al.
[32, 33] are prescribed at the inlet of the three-dimensional domain (same inflow for each
lateral cell location) and correspond to averaged conditions: T = 1300 K, p = 130 kPa,
u = 1720 m/s and Mach = 2.4. The boundary layer (BL) along the upper wall (cowl
side) is assumed to be fully turbulent while a transition from laminar to turbulent flow
takes place at the lower wall (injector side) around x = 45 mm. This is accounted for in
Eilmer by generating two turbulent zones across the width of the domain. Outside these
zones the turbulent quantities (k,ω) are purely transported and do not affect the other
governing equations.
side view
in ow

z

turb zone 1

275 mm
9.8 mm

x = 45 mm
turb zone 2

x

in ow

51.5 mm

fuel injection
top view
2 mm
9.375 mm

y

x

Figure 3: Schematic of the HyShot II combustor [32]. Not to scale.

3.2.2

Results

Figure 4 shows the resulting wall pressure for the injector (a) and cowl (b) side as
predicted by Eilmer. The values are taken at the symmetry plane y = 9.375 mm. The
reacting simulations with the EDM did not converge to a steady-state. This is currently
7
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subject to further investigations. Nevertheless, the unsteady behavior appeared to result
in a bounded wall pressure trace indicating that the results are albeit meaningful. Therefore, three curves are represented taken at three distinct times within one flow length
(t1,t2 and t3). Also shown, the non-reactive flow field without fuel injection as to give a
reference for the pressure rise due to combustion. Moreover, CFD predictions reported in
[33] obtained with the Tau code in conjunction with the k-ω SST model (Sct = 0.35) and
laminar chemistry (modified Jachimowski mechanism) are also plotted. Overall, a good
agreement with experimental measurements is observed, especially for the cowl side. On
the injector side, near the point of injection (arrow), the EDM profile does not seem to
agree well with experiment. The same is true for the Tau reference CFD result. The pressure rise in the recirculation region induced by the injection occurs earlier for the EDM,
compared to the laminar chemistry solution. This is most likely due to the strength of
the combustion. Karl [33] reports that the flow ignites very close to the point of injection
(mixing-limited combustion) with some minor ignition delay. The EDM does not account
for that which result in a much higher fuel consumption rate as soon as fuel and oxidizer
mix, and therefore a different upstream boundary layer separation zone. Note that Karl
[33] does model part of the injector in the simulations which can also contribute to the
observed discrepancy. The same comment can be made about the use of wall functions
in the present work. Nevertheless, the behavior appears to be localized. The successive
complex shock reflection predicted by the EDM differs from the reference solution at the
injector side. At the cowl side, similar shock positions are predicted. Karl [33] reports, for
a similar setting of Prt and Sct , that 21 % of the injected hydrogen did not burn by the
exit of the combustor. The latter result is obtained with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model. In the present work the amount of unburned hydrogen, with Aedm =4, varies between 35 and 41 %. Note that the exit of the constant area combustor in the present work
is 2 cm shorter than the original work. Stream-thrust averages have been computed along
the combustor and are given in Figure 5 for variables typically considered in scramjet
design with low-fidelity models [36]. The variables are scaled by the reference which is
taken as the combustor entrance. Oscillations due to the unsteady character of the CFD
solution are visible but variations have a small amplitude and do not affect the global behavior along the combustor. The EDM can therefore replace the low-fidelity approach for
the combustor by providing stream-thrust averaged quantities. This study shows that the
EDM formulation with standard value for the model constant provides a good agreement
with the experiment. The effect of varying this parameter is currently under investigation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Pressure along the wall at the x-z symmetry plane between the hydrogen
injectors. (a) injector side, (b) cowl side. P0 = 17.73 MPa.

Figure 5: Stream-thrust averaged quantities along the HyShot II combustor. Aedm = 4,
Prt = 0.9 , Sct = 0.7.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) has been used in conjunction with
Wilcox k-ω 2006 turbulence model to the study of two scramjet combustors. The designs
of both test cases result in high combustor entrance Mach number (> 2) and static temperature (> 1000 K), typical for high flight Mach numbers. In the case of parallel fuel
injection, a significant ignition delay is present for which the standard application of the
EDM is unable to account. By relying on an estimate of the ignition delay obtained from a
one-dimensional chemical kinetics program, the EDM predictions are in very good agreement with experimental measurements. This indicates that past the point of ignition the
combustion appears to be mixing-limited. In the case of transverse fuel injection, ignition
occurs almost as soon as the reactants meet, hence mixing-limited combustion is preva9
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lent. The wall pressure traces obtained with the EDM agreed well with experiments for
the majority of the combustor length. Some differences are observed at the injector wall,
especially near the point of injection. Overall, both studies indicate the potential of the
EDM to be considered in the design of scramjet combustors with similar configurations.
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Abstract. The use of a new temperature jump condition considering the viscous heat
generation due to sliding friction has been recently proposed in the literature. It gives
a more accurate prediction w.r.t the DSMC results for temperature and heat flux. In
this work, we study the case of hypersonic flow over a flat plate with inlet Mach number
of 6.1, for which the experimental and the DSMC results are available in the literature.
We have verified our formulation of various non-equilibrium boundary condition with
the already published results. It is then shown that using the new temperature jump
condition, pressure is over-predicted, especially at the leading edge of the plate. We
have then demonstrated that the use of a previously-published pressure jump condition,
which has been largely ignored in the literature, is a means to correct the over-prediction
of pressure. The use of the new temperature jump with the pressure jump boundary
condition circumvents the problem of over-prediction of pressure without affecting the
other flow parameters. Also, we show the effect of the pressure jump condition with the
“standard” non-equilibrium boundary condition.

1

INTRODUCTION

The simulation of rarefied gas flow in hypersonic aerodynamics is important for the
design of space and re-entry vehicles. Computer simulations can provide the necessary
aerodynamic data at less cost and for cases where experiments are difficult to conduct.
Therefore, there is a constant effort to develop new numerical methods and to improve the
∗
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existing ones based on appropriate physical modeling, so as to make the computer simulations closer to reality. CFD methods are preferred for rarefied flows in the continuum
and slip flow regime.
In compressible flows, the regimes based on the rarefaction effect of gas molecules can
be classified as continuum, slip, transition and free molecular flow. These different regimes
are characterized by the Knudsen number(Kn), defined as [1]:
λ
(1)
L
where λ and L are the molecular mean free path and characteristic length scale of the
flow, respectively.
The range 0.001 ≤ Kn ≤ 0.01 is called the slip regime, where the no-slip conditions are
no longer applicable. The no-slip boundary conditions are replaced in this regime with
appropriate slip velocity and temperature-jump boundary conditions.
Recently, in the literature for high-speed non-equilibrium gas flows a new type of
Smoluchowski temperature jump condition considering the viscous heat generation due
to sliding friction has been proposed as an alternative jump condition for the prediction of
the surface gas temperature at solid interfaces [2]. The effect of the new jump condition
on temperature and heat flux has been reported for various flow situations. However,
the jump condition seems to adversely affect the prediction of surface pressure. We have
proposed to correct the anomaly by using a previously published pressure jump condition
[3]. We show, by taking the case of rarefied gas flow over a flat plate, the benefits
of this pressure jump boundary condition with the new temperature jump condition.
We also use the pressure jump condition with the standard Maxwell velocity slip and
Smoluchowski temperature jump condition. The results are compared with both the
DSMC and experimental data.
Kn =

2
2.1

Nonequilibrium Boundary Condition
Maxwell slip boundary condition

The Maxwell slip boundary condition [4], including the effect of thermal creep, can be
written as a Robin (or mixed) boundary condition in the following way [5]:
u+

2 − σ 
u

σu

λ∇n (S · u) = uw −

2 − σ λ
3 µ S · ∇T
u
S · (n · Πmc ) −
σu
µ
4ρ T

(2)

In Equation 2 the right hand side consist of three terms that are associated with the
wall velocity, the so-called curvature effect and the thermal creep, respectively. For the
nomenclature of each term please refer [5].
2.2

Smoluchowski temperature jump boundary condition

In rarefied conditions the gas temperature of the surface is not equal to the surface
temperature, and the corresponding difference it is called the “temperature jump”. It is

2
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dependent on the heat flux normal to the surface. The Smoluchowski model [6] expressed
as a Robin (or mixed) boundary condition is shown below:
T+
2.3

2 − σ 
T

σT

λ
2γ
∇n T = Tw
(γ + 1) P r

(3)

The Le Temperature Jump boundary Condition [2]

This boundary condition for temperature at the wall is a modified form of the Smoluchowski temperature jump condition which also considers the viscous heat generation
(sliding friction) due to the presence of a slip velocity of the fluid at the wall. The Le
temperature jump condition as proposed in [2] is:
 2 − σ  2γ
 2 − σ  2λ(γ − 1)
λ
T
T
T+
∇n T = Tw −
((S · (n · Π)) · (u − uw ) (4)
×
σT
(γ + 1) P r
σT
µ(γ + 1)R
2.4

Pressure Jump Boundary Condition

The Maxwell-Smoluchowski boundary conditions given by Eqs. 2 and 3 are usually
used with a homogeneous Neumann condition (zero normal gradient) for pressure [7, 8].
Using the Le temperature jump condition given by Eq. 4 with a homogeneous Neumann
pressure condition at the wall, however, leads to over-prediction of the pressure for the
hypersonic flow over the flat plate (as we shall see in Sec. 5). This is consistent with
the notion that sliding friction, which is taken into account for temperature, should tend
to lower the pressure and so would require consideration even in the pressure boundary
condition. This observation motivated us to reconsider the pressure boundary condition
at the wall.
Patterson [9] used an alternative derivation for non-equilibrium BCs using Grad’s moment method [10]. It is based on the conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy
for incident and reflected molecules at a surface. Vidal et al. [11] in their study of hypersonic flow over a flat plate have used this method for velocity slip and temperature jump
and have mentioned the existence of a pressure jump. Recently, Greenshields and Reese
[3] have revisited those formulations and have given a derivation for the non-equilibrium
BCs following Patterson’s derivations. The final form of the pressure jump boundary
condition, as given in [3], is presented below.
Using the analysis of mass conservation, the expression for density at the wall is obtained
as

ρw
T
=
(1 + ζ)
(5)
ρ
Tw
where ρ is the actual density of the fluid at the wall surface; ρw is the density of fluid
obtained with an equilibrium distribution at the wall temperature Tw , and
ζ=−

Π : nn
2p

(6)

is the ratio of the normal viscous stresses to pressure. The normal unit vector (n) is
assumed to be pointing outward. Using, ρw we can obtain the wall pressure as pw =
3
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ρw RTw , from the ideal gas relation. A point to note here (following [3]) is the subscript w
denotes the presumed properties of the fluid for an assumed equilibrium distribution with
the wall temperature Tw and those with no subscript denote the actual fluid property at
the wall surface.
Using the analysis of normal-momentum conservation, the expression for the pressure
jump is obtained as follows:


2−σ 4
√ a · n = pw
p 1 + 2ζ +
(7)
σ 5 2π
or,
pw

(8)
p= 
√4 a · n
1 + 2ζ + 2−σ
σ 5 2π

where using q = −k∇n T we have:

1
1
q·n= √
k∇n T
a·n=− √
p RT
p RT
Here, p is the pressure of the fluid at the wall. The pressure jump BC is incorporated
using this value of p as Dirichlet condition at the wall, instead of giving pressure a homogeneous Neumann condition. Eq. 8 is usually ignored in simulation of rarefied gas flows.
Greenshields and Reese [3] have written “its use is unclear” citing Gupta et al. [12]. We
have however, chosen to examine the role of pressure jump condition with the Le temperature jump condition (Eq. 4) for various hypersonic flow situations over the flat plate
cases considered in this work. In the numerical implementation, Eq. 6 is unphysical when
ζ ≤ 1 and almost impossible when ζ > 1 [3]. The value of |ζ| is therefore assumed to be
always less than 1 [9, 12], but this assumption may not hold true in the case of rarefied
high speed flows [3]. To circumvent this problem researchers suggest clipping ζ when it
falls below some level. Greenshields and Reese [3] have chosen to set ζ = 0 for the cases
considered in their work. We have, for our cases, clipped the values of ζ as follows:


if ζo > 1
1,
ζ = −1, if ζo < −1
(9)


ζo , otherwise
where, ζo = −Π:nn
. In Eq. 8, based on the assumption of diffuse reflection everywhere,
2p
the accommodation coefficient (σ) is chosen as 1 [3].
3

Heat transfer in a rarefied gas flow simulations

With sliding friction being taken into the account in computing the heat transfer at
the wall, Maslen [13] proposed a formulation for planar surfaces which was extended for
curved surfaces by Le et al [14, 2] as follows:
q = −k∇n T − (S · (n · Π)) · (u − uw )

(10)

where the right hand side consists of two terms that respectively incorporate Fourier heat
conduction and sliding friction (shear work per unit area).
4
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4

Hypersonic Flat Plate Case

Several experimental and theoretical investigations have been carried out to study
rarefied hypersonic flow over a flat plate with a sharp leading edge. These investigations,
especially the striking experimental results obtained very near the leading edge, have
generated a lot of interest in the problem [7]. In this work, we attempt a comprehensive
analysis of different flat plate cases using the Le temperature jump condition [14] by not
only studying the temperature and heat flux at the wall but also other flow properties
such as pressure and slip-velocity. We compare the obtained results with DSMC results
and the experimental data available in the literature [7, 3, 14, 2].
We first verify, in this section, our numerical implementation of the first order Maxwell
Slip (Eq. 2), the Smoluchowski temperature jump (Eq. 3) and the Le temperature jump
(Eq. 4) boundary condition with the results published in literature [2]. We then present
our study of the flat plate case with different sets of non-equilibrium boundary conditions
in the next section.
4.1

Boundary and initial conditions

Figure 1 also shows the boundaries of the flow domain for the flat plate problem. For
the inlet and outlet, the characteristic boundary conditions based on Riemann invariants
are used [15]. At the wall, nonequilibrium boundary conditions are applied (see Table 2).
The uniform free-stream inflow condition is used to set the initial conditions throughout
the flow-field, for the pseudo-transient solution.
4.2

Numerical Verification and Validations

We have implemented the non-equilibrium boundary condition in our in-house 3D
unstructured grid solver which has been previously validated for various configurations
of flows [16, 17]. The first order Maxwell Slip (Eq. 2) and Smoluchowski temperature
jump (Eq. 3) boundary condition has been implemented in our solver and verified for
various configurations of the flow [18]. In this section, we present a numerical verification
of our present code including the Le temperature jump condition (Eq. 4) with the results
presented by Le et al [2] for a hypersonic flow over a flat plate. The flow domain is shown
in Fig. 1. The inlet condition is the same as that of Metcalf et al [19, 2] with Tw = 77
K. The gas used is Nitrogen and its properties are given in Table 1. The accommodation
coefficients σT and σu used in the nonequilibrium boundary conditions are taken to be
unity, as in the reference [2]. The results are compared with the DSMC results presented
in [2]. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) shows the plot of surface gas temperature and heat flux
over the flat plate surface along with the results obtained by Le et al. [2]. The results
shows a good match with the reference study. However, the heat flux at the leading
edge in the case of without sliding friction shows a over-prediction in comparison with
the same reference’s [2] CFD results but is close to their DSMC results. This is possibly
because we have implemented gradient correction for obtaining the ∇n T (used in heat
flux computation) [15] which, hopefully, gives a more accurate result.

5
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Figure 1: Flat plate problem.
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Figure 2: Code Verification: The profile of surface temperature and heat flux over the flat-plate surface.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we investigate the behavior of pressure and other quantities along the
flat plate surface in detail. To solve the Navier-Stokes equations at low speeds with a
density-based solver we have used preconditioning with the ROE flux scheme, the details
of which can be found in [16]. The time-stepping has been done implicitly using LUSGS. We have considered the hypersonic flat plate case taken from Metcalf et al. [19]
(Tw = 77). The flow domain is shown in Fig. 1. We plot the value of surface pressure,
surface gas temperature, slip velocity and heat flux at the wall against x/λ∞ (= Kn−1 ).
The value of σu = 0.7 (used in Eq. 2) and σT = 1 (used in Eq. 3 and 4) are taken, based
on the study done by Le [7]. The grid spacing near the wall is taken to be the same as
presented in the thesis of Le ( [7]; Table 4.4, Pg. no 54). The first order Maxwell slip and
Smoluchowski temperature jump along with the Le temperature jump boundary condition
has been numerically verified in the previous section Sec. 4. Le et al. [2] have verified
6
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Table 1: Coefficients of transport properties of the different gases considered [7].

Gas
Nitrogen

R (m2 s−2 K−1 )
296.8

γ
As (Pa.sK−1/2 )
1.40
1.41 × 10−6

Ts (K)
111

Table 2: Different studies performed based on the wall BC’s for velocity, temperature and pressure.
Label
(Present
(Present
(Present
(Present

Code)-1
Code)-2
Code)-3
Code)-4

Abbreviation
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4

Velocity
Maxwell, Eq.
Maxwell, Eq.
Maxwell, Eq.
Maxwell, Eq.

2
2
2
2

Temperature
Smoluchowski, Eq. 3
Le temperature jump, Eq. 4
Le temperature jump, Eq. 4
Smoluchowski, Eq. 3

Pressure
Zero Normal Gradient
Zero Normal Gradient
Pressure Jump, Eq. 8
Pressure Jump, Eq. 8

their temperature jump condition with the DSMC results of temperature and heat flux.
Here we attempt a more detailed analysis of their temperature jump boundary condition
by studying the behavior of pressure, temperature, slip velocity and heat flux along the
wall. We perform studies for the hypersonic flow over a flat plate and compare them with
the DSMC and the experimental results available in the literature. We use four different
numerical models, labeled in Table 2, differing in the wall boundary conditions used for
the governing equations. It can be noted that PC1 corresponds to the “standard” model
[4, 6, 7], PC2 to the Le temperature jump proposed in [2], PC3 has the Le temperature
jump and the new pressure jump condition [3] and PC4 is the “standard” model, except
for pressure, for which we use the pressure jump condition. For PC1 and PC4, the heat
flux is computed using only the Fourier law of heat conduction; while for PC2 and PC3
it is computed including the sliding friction component i.e. Eq. 10.
5.1

Metcalf et al.’s, Tw = 77K

In this case of hypersonic flow over a flat plate [19], we have considered the flow of
Nitrogen with the free-stream Mach number of M a = 6.1, free-stream presure P∞ = 2.97
Pa and temperature T∞ = 83.4 K. The corresponding free-stream mean free path and
Knudsen number are 0.35 mm and 0.004, respectively. The wall temperature is given as
Tw = 77 K. The various constants for Nitrogen are listed in Table 1. The corresponding
DSMC and experimental results are obtained from [20, 2]. In this case the Mach number
is at the lower end of the hypersonic regime and the wall temperature is close to (and
less than) the free-stream temperature. The calculated surface gas temperature and
surface pressure are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) respectively. We can see that the
surface gas temperature in Fig. 3(a) using the Le temperature jump boundary condition
(PC2) comes closer to the DSMC results than the standard approach (PC1), but for the
pressure (Fig. 3(b)) it clearly shows an over-prediction (the peak pressure being nearly
66% over-predicted w.r.t DSMC), especially at the leading edge, in comparison to both
the experiment and the DSMC results. Using the Le temperature jump with the pressure
jump condition (PC3) corrects this unusual rise in the pressure, showing a much closer
match with the DSMC and experimental results at the leading edge (the peak pressure
being merely 2.8% under-predicted w.r.t DSMC). The reason for this is probably that
the calculation of pressure is based on the conservation of normal momentum which is
7
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Figure 3: Metcalf et al.’s case [19] Tw = 77K. Comparison of temperature and pressure over the flat
plate surface.

ignored in the standard non-equilibrium BC’s (i.e. Maxwell and Smoluchowski). PC3 also
gives a somewhat closer match with the DSMC result for the surface gas temperature in
comparison with PC2. Both PC2 and PC3 are closer to experiment for temperature far
from the leading edge, while at the tip both (and DSMC) over-predict the temperature.
Figure 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c), respectively show the slip velocity, computed heat flux and the
friction heating rate (wall shear stress × slip velocity) for the three models. In these figures
only the DSMC results are used for comparison, as experimental data are unavailable. It
is observed that all three models give close results, but far from the DSMC, for the slip
velocity. But for the most important wall heat flux, PC2 and PC3 both give results very
close to DSMC while PC1 is unexpectedly quite erroneous. All three models give close
results (except at the leading edge) for the friction heating rate in Fig. 4(c). The region
(x/λ∞ ≥ 100) corresponds to Kn ≤ 0.01 where CFD and DSMC are expected to give
close results [3, 2]. Indeed, we see the four models better match the DSMC results in this
range. PC4 gives almost the same results as PC1 except for pressure and heat flux at the
wall, where there is a small deviation at the leading edge. This shows that the pressure
jump boundary is most effective with the Le temperature jump condition, i.e., with PC3
conditions. We can clearly see the Le temperature jump with the pressure jump condition
(PC3) is able to model the flow in a more comprehensive way than the use of merely the
temperature jump (PC2). PC3 ensures a good prediction of pressure at the leading edge
without deterioration in the prediction of other quantities.
6

CONCLUSIONS
1. We have verified our numerical implementation of the Maxwell velocity slip, Smoluchowski and Le temperature jump condition with similar numerical implementations
in the literature.

8
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2. The Le temperature jump condition over-predicts the pressure, especially at the
leading edge, while correcting the temperature profile near the wall w.r.t. to the
DSMC results. This anomaly can be removed by the use of the pressure jump
condition which corrects the pressure prediction without significantly changing the
prediction of the other flow properties.
3. The pressure jump condition, which was previously ignored in the literature when
used with the standard non-equilibrium boundary condition, has been shown to be
a useful complement to the Le temperature jump condition.
4. A more detailed study should be performed with these boundary conditions for
different cases to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of their capabilities
and limitations.
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Abstract. Tubular extendable booms, featured by small stowed volume, light weight and
large magnification ratios, have greatly promoted the development of spacecraft deployment
missions. This paper studies the dynamic characteristics of a rotating tubular extendable boom
made by tape spring. The boom deploys a tip load, the MEMS sensor, away from the
spacecraft to detect the space environment such as temperature and magnetic field. The
dynamic characteristics of the rotating boom are studied by a one-dimensional unified
formulation, enhancing the capabilities of beam elements to detect shell-like solutions for the
boom. Results show that the natural frequencies of the boom generally increase with the
rotating angular velocity. However, they diminish rapidly at the critical velocity, where the
first order natural frequency is close to zero and the structure suffers from resonance and large
deformation. In addition, the mass effect of the tip load has a serious negative impact on the
natural frequencies of the boom, especially the low-order ones. A heavier tip load tends to
result in lower natural frequencies and critical velocity. While larger base radius can improve
the dynamic characteristics of the rotating boom. The results obtained from this paper can
provide reference for the design and control of tubular extendable booms.
1

INTRODUCTION

Space tubular extendable booms is a particular kind of one-dimensional deployable
structures featured by small stowed volume, light weight and large magnification ratios.
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These booms are widely used as simple and reliable preference for deploying light payloads
such as the MEMS sensor to detect the space environment. The mass effect of tip load may
seriously influence the dynamic characteristics of the boom and even cause structural
resonance. To reduce the probability of structural damage, the dynamic characteristic of the
boom with tip load needs to be carefully analyzed by an accurate and efficient method. In this
paper, the one-dimensional unified formulation is used to enhance the capabilities of beam
elements to detect shell-like dynamic solutions for the rotating boom.
The dynamic analysis of flexible hub-beam system with tip mass is studied by various
researchers. Yang[1] presents a finite element model with a second order approximation for the
displacement field to study a flexible hub–beam system with a tip mass. Cai[2] proposed a
first-order approximation coupling model to study the dynamic characteristics of a hub-beam
system with subjected to tip mass. Emam[3] studied the dynamics of a hub- geometrically
nonlinear beam with a tip mass, and the hub was restrained by a translational and a rotational
spring. Bai[4] applied the assumed mode method and Lagrangian principle to study the
dynamics of a rotating hub-beam system with a tip mass. Ghaleh[5] researched the approximate
solutions for dynamic characteristics of axially moving beam-like appendages with tip mass.
Wei[6] proposed the global mode method to construct a reduced-order analytical dynamic
model for a manipulator with tip mass. Ghaleh[7,8] investigated the deployment inertial effects
of a space boom on its dynamic analysis and the dynamics of finite-mass satellites with a
elastic boom.
Carrera’s unified formulation (CUF) is a new general modeling theory proposed by Carrera
for solving thin-walled beam models[9]. The main idea is to construct a three-dimensional
displacement field of the beam by interpolating the displacement field of the section. The
expression of the equation of motion is simplified by introducing the Einstein notation to
construct the nucleus matrix. CUF is used to perform analysis of the statics problem[10] and the
free vibration problem[11,12]. Results show that the CUF has a strong ability to study the shelllike properties of complex beam structures, especially thin-walled beam structures. Carrera[13]
further extended the formula to analyze the effect of non-structural mass on thin-walled
beams. Carrera[14] also used CUF to perform free vibration analysis of rotating structures.
In this paper, the dynamic characteristic of a rotating space tubular extendable boom is
studied by using the one-dimensional Carrera’s unified formulation, and the effect of the end
mass, the base radius, and the angular velocity is valuated. Firstly, the coordinate systems and
model assumptions of the boom are given based on the aerospace application background.
Then, the dynamic models of the boom and the tip load are established by using CUF, and the
equation of motion is expressed in the form of nucleus matrix. Finally, the dynamic
characteristic of the boom is studied, and the effect of tip mass, base radius, and angular
velocity is evaluated.
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The space tubular extendable boom is clamped to a satellite which is much heavier than the
boom, and thus the satellite is modeled as a rotating rigid base of radius r0 . After deployment,
the boom is formed into a slender, straight, and thin-walled configuration of length LB . Figure
1 shows the cross-sectional circular configuration of the boom, and its arc is denoted by
radius r1 , angle θ , and thinness h. The boom material is linearly elastic with Young's Modulus
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E and Poisson's ratio  . In all, the tubular extendable boom is modeled as a three-dimensional
beam rotating around a fixed base.

Figure 1: Cross-sectional circular configuration

2.1 Coordinate systems
Several Cartesian coordinate systems are established to describe the kinematics of the
rotating beam, including inertial coordinate system, body-fixed coordinate system attached to
the base and beam. The description of these coordinate system is as follows:
(1) Global coordinate system O-XYZ is an inertial coordinate system in uniform motion,
serving as a reference system for the base motion.
(2) The body-fixed coordinate systems o-xyz and os -x s ys z s are attached to the satellite, and
they are moving and rotating in the inertial space. The origins of coordinate systems o-xyz
and are located at the base center and the boom root, respectively. Their motion with respect
to the inertial coordinate system are described by the rotation angles of the base.
(3) The body-fixed coordinate system oi -x i yi z i  i=1, ,n  si a local coordinate system
attached to the ith beam element. When the finite element method is using for discretization,
the relative position of each point on the beam element is described by the local coordinates
whose origin is located at the element.

Figure 2: Description of the coordinate systems

2.2 Assumptions
To develop the kinematic description and dynamic equation of the tubular extendable
boom, the following assumptions are postulated:
(1) The influence of the deployment mechanism is ignored. The mass and damping effect
of the bolts are ignored. After deployment, the translational and rotational motion of the boom
root are constrained.
(2) As for overall motion of the satellite, only rotation is considered to influence the boom
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dynamics. Translation motion of the satellite is ignored, and the boom center line is assumed
to be in the rotation plane of the satellite.
(3) The boom is assumed to maintain its stiffness after the deployment process. It is
believed that the boom completely recovers its original structure and there is no residual stress.
The influence of the space environment on boom stiffness is neglected.
(4) The boom deformation satisfies the small deformation assumption, and the material
properties satisfy the generalized Hooke's law.
(5) Bending-torsional coupling and cross-sectional warping deformation is considered
when modeling the thin-walled boom.
(6) The satellite is assumed to be moving in a uniform velocity on the orbit.
3 BOOM MODEL BY UNIFIED FORMULATION
3.1 Unified formulation
The unified formulation is adopted to describe the 3D displacement field of the beam. By
using Einstein’s notation to expand the generalized displacements above the cross-section, the
displacement vector is expressed in a simple form as
(1)

u  F u τ ,   1, 2, , M u

where F is expansion function depending on the cross-sectional coordinates; u τ stands for
the generalized displacement vector depending on the axial coordinate; and M u represents the
number of expansion terms. For the circular cross-sectional beam studied in this paper,
Taylor-like polynomials are chosen as the expansion functions[10]. The beam axis is assumed
to be in the y direction, then F is the function of x and z. Table 1 exhibits M u and F as
functions of M.
Table 1: Expansion functions
N

Nu

0
1
2
3

1
3
6
10



N



F
F1  1

F2 x
F3 y
2

F4 x
F5 xy

F6 y 2
3
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F8 x 2 
y F9 xy 2
F10 y 3



 M  1 M  2 
FM  M  2
2

2

2

M
x
FM 2  M  4 x M 1 y 
 FM  M  3 xy M 1
F M 1 M  2  y M
2

2

2

When the finite element method is used to discretize the 3D beam, the displacement field
could be expressed by shape functions N i and the generalized nodal displacement vector q τi
as

u  x, y, z  F
q τi
  x , y  N i  z  q τi ,

2, , M u
i 1, 2,, n
 1,

4
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T

x i
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3.2 Boom kinematics
As shown in figure 3, the hybrid coordinate method[15] is used to describe the overall
motion of the 3D beam. For simplicity, the origin of the global coordinate system O-XYZ is
moved to the base center. r0 and r are respectively the position vectors of the boom root and
a beam point in the global coordinate system. ρ0 and ρ are the position vectors of a beam
point before and after deformation in the body-fixed coordinate system o-xyz. u is the
deformation vector in xyz frame.

r
ρ

P

u

ρ0
z

y

Z
Y

O

r0

o

P0

Tip load

Boom

θ

x

X

Figure 3: Kinematic model of the boom

Transformation between XYZ and xyz frames is related to the rotation angle  . If the
beam is rotating about the Z axis, then a transformation matrix is given by
0
1

A 0 cos 


 0 sin 

0


 sin  

cos  

(3)

The position vector of the beam point in XYZ frame could be also expressed as
r  r0  Aρ r0  A  ρ0  u 

by

(4)

The variation of the position vector r , also known as the virtual displacement, is derived
  ρ  u    A u
r 
 r0  IA
0

where I is an anti-symmetric matrix expressed by

(5)

0 0 0 
I  0 0 1


0 1 0 

By introducing the unified formulation of displacement vector u , the virtual displacement
vector, the velocity vector and the acceleration vector are given by
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  ρ  F N q    AF N  q
r 
 r0  IA
0
 i i
 i
i
  ρ  F N q    AF N q
r 
r0  IA
0
 i i
 i i


 F N q 


 i  I 2 A  ρ0  F N i q i   2  2IA
r
r0  IA  ρ0  F N i q i    AF N i q
 i i

(6)

3.3 Tip load kinematics
As shown in figure 4, the tip load and the boom are connected by two bolts. Almost no
deformation occurs at the end of the boom and the end cross section could be modeled as a
rigid body. The tip load is a cuboid with length lF , width wF , and height hF .
uK

un

u n1

K

lK
LB / n

Figure 4: Kinematic model of the tip

By introducing the unified formulation of displacement vector u , the displacement field on
the end cross section could be written as
u  x,L,z   N i F u i  x,L,z 

(7)

The displacement vector of a tip load point K can be obtained by
uK 
u n  nlK  u n  u n 1  / LB

(8)

where lK is the distance from the point to the end cross section. The position vector of
point K in XYZ frame is
rK Aρ K A  r0  ρ 0  u K 

by

(9)

The virtual displacement vector, velocity vector, and acceleration vector are also derived
  r  ρ  u    A u
 r
IA
K
0
0
K
K
  r  ρ  u    Au
r
IA
K
0
0
K
K


  

 K  I 2 A  r0  ρ0  u K   2  2IAu
r
IA  r0  ρ0  u K    Au
K
K

4

(10)

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Hamilton’s principal is implemented to derive the dynamic equation of the beam in the
form as
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t2

0
   T   U   W dt 

(11)

t1

where T , U , and W are the kinematic energy, potential energy, and the work done by
external forces.  represents variation.
The variation of the kinetic energy can be deduced by using the Lagrange equation:
t2


  Tdt



t1

t2

t1

1
2





 
  r r dV dt
Vk

 
t2

t1

Vk



(12)

 r rdV dt

where r , r , and r are the position vector, velocity vector, and acceleration vector of a
point on the beam. The variation of the elastic potential energy could be divided into a linear
part and a non-linear part. The linear part represents the variation of the elastic potential
energy U l , and the non-linear part is mainly composed by the variation of the centrifugal
potential energy U nl .
4.1 Variation of energies
The tip load is modeled as a rigid body, and its rotation motion is neglected. The tip mass
has a great influence on the axial force of the beam. When calculating the nonlinear
deformation energy of a beam, it is necessary to consider its contribution to the centrifugal
force.
The variation of the tip load kinetic energy is given by
 F  r TrK
dV    F  ρT0  uTk  I T I  ρ0  u k  dV     F  ρT0  uTk  I T dV 
uk





K

VF

 

VF

VF

VF

  dV
 F  ρ  u  I T I 2  ρ0  u k  dV 2  2   F  ρT0  uTk  I T Iu
k
T
0

T
k

(13)

VF

  dV
u k   uTk   F I 2  ρ0  u k  dV 2  2 u Tk   F Iu
 uTk   F I  ρ0  u k  dV   uTk   F dV 
k
VF

VF

VF

VF

The variation of the beam kinetic energy is given by
NB



NB

 r rdV       ρT0  F N i qTi  I T I  ρ0  Fs N j q sj  dV

Vk
k 1
k 1




Vk

 sj dV      ρT0  F N i qTi  I T I 2  ρ0  Fs N j q sj  dV 2
    ρT0  F N i qTi  I T Fs N j q
Vk

2    ρ  F N i q
Vk

T
0

T
i

 I IF N q
T

s

j

Vk

sj

 sj
dV    qTi  F N i I  ρ0  Fs N j q sj  dV   qTi   F N i Fs N j dV q
Vk

(14)

Vk

 qTi   F N i I 2  ρ0  Fs N j q sj  dV 2  qTi 2   F N i IFs N j q sj dV 

Vk
Vk

The variation of the beam linear potential energy is directly given in literature[10].
The centrifugal stress in the boom can be obtained by D'Alembert's principle:
1
1 


 T  y  /
S Tn / S  2  r0 LB  L2B  r0 y  y 2 
2
2 


(15)

The variation of the nonlinear strain energy is obtained by
NB

 U nl  q i    F N i, y Fs N j, y M l  2 dV q sj

V

k 1  k
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1

1




where M
  r0 LB  L2B  r0 y  y 2   mF  r0  LB  lF / 2  / S .
l
2
2




In the above formulation,  is the rotation velocity, and S is cross-sectional area.
4.2 Dynamic equation
The dynamic equation of the beam is obtained by using the Hamilton’s principal. To
further simplify the form of the equation, the integral and matrix notations are introduced by
0 1 0

I ny 1 0 0 ,


 0 0 1 



0 0 0 

    dS , 
Ω  0 0  


S
 0  0 
dN j dN i dN j

dN
i j
ij
i j
I Li , I Lij , I L, y , I L, y , I L, y , y    N i , N i N j , i N j , N i
,
L
dy
dy dy dy




(17)

 dy


When no external force is applied, the dynamic equation of a beam element is obtained as
(18)

ij s
i
 sj  Gij s q sj  K TOT
M ij s q
q sj  FTOT

0

s
i
, FTOT
are the mass matrix, Coriolis matrix, the total stiffness matrix,
where Mij s , Gij s , K ijTOT
the total force matrix in the form of the fundamental nucleus, repectively.
Mij s is an symmetric matrix expressed as


M ij s  I kij  F IFs 

M

n 1 n 1 s

M

n 1 n s



  

F

1  i, j  n  2 

n 2lF2 / L2B  I kij  F IFs 

(19)


M  
    F nlF  LB  nlF  / L2B  I kij  F IFs 
n n 1  s





   F  LB  nlF  / L2B I kij  F IFs 
M nn s 
2

Gij s is an antisymmetric matrix expressed as

Gij s  I kij  F IFs  2Ω,

1  i, j  n  2 

    F nlF / LB  I  F IFs  2Ω
G nn s 
   F  LB  nlF  / LB  I kij  F IFs  2Ω
G

 n 1 n 1 s

(20)

ij
k



s
K ijTOT
 K ijl  s  K ijnl s  K ij s  K ij s , where K ijl  s and K ijnl s are the linear and nonlinear stiffness

matrix, and K ij s and K ij s are the centrifugal softening matrix and the inertial stiffness matrix
resulting from rotational angular velocity and rotational angular acceleration. These matrixes
are expressed as
ij
T
,y
 D F  I ij   F DT C


K ijl  s 
 F DTp C

pp
p s
L
p pn D n Fs  I L   F D p F  C pn I L I ny
ij

ij
 D F  I ij   F D F  C
 I i, y j IT   F DT C

  F DTn C

 n nn D n Fs  I L
np
p s
L
p s
np L
ny
ij s

 I i, y j IT   F DT F  I ij, y I   F F  C
 I i, y j, y IT I
  F Dn Fs  C
 n s
 s
nn L
ny
L
ny
nn L
ny ny n
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i j, y

K ijnl s   2 I k, y

 F Fs 


K
-  I  F IFs  ΩT Ω    F  ρ0  u k  dV ΩT Ω
ij s


ij
l

(22)

VF

  2  u dV Ω

K ij s  I kij  F IFs  Ω
 F k 
VF

i
FTOT
 Fir  Fir ,

where Fir and Fir are the centrifugal force matrix and the inertia force
matrix resulting from the rotational angular velocity and the rotational angular acceleration,
respectively. These matrixes are expressed as

1  i, j  n  2 
n 1 

F r  - I li ΩT Ω  F I     F nlF / LB  r 

Fnr - I li ΩT Ω  F I     F  LB  nlF  / LB  r 
  F Ir ,

Fir  I li Ω
1  i, j  n 



Fir -  I li ΩT Ω  F Ir ,

(23)

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The natural frequencies of the boom with tip load are analyzed in this paper. A typical
space tubular extendable boom is studied. The boom length LB is 1200mm, and the crosssectional arc has a radius r1 of 13.3mm, an angle θ of 1.85rad, and a thinness h of 0.1mm.
The ratio of base radius to boom length δ=r0 /L B is selected as 0, 1, 2 and 3, and the ratio of tip
mass to boom mass   mt / mB is selected as 0, 1, and 5. In order to theoretically study the
dynamic characteristics of the boom with tip load at various angular velocity, a large range of
angular velocities are selected for the study. In this paper, the selection is 0-20 rad/s.
Figure 5-7 shows the relationship between the first 5 natural frequencies and the angular
velocity at different base radius and tip mass. The natural frequencies generally increase with
the angular velocity, but they may diminish at certain angular velocity, especially the loworder ones. For example, given  =1 and  =0, in the vicinity of the angular velocity of 10.2
rad/s, the first order natural frequency rapidly decreases to close to zero. According to
literature on rotor dynamics[16,17], this angular velocity represents the first order critical
velocity of the rotating structure, where the structure may experience resonance and large
deformation. When accelerating the angular velocity, the structural natural frequencies
quickly recover to their normal values. Higher orders of critical velocity may exist when 
becomes larger. When  =1 and  =0, the rotating structure has a first order critical velocity
of 3.2 rad/s, and a second order critical velocity of 7.8 rad/s.
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Figure 5: Natural frequencies of the boom with tip load when   0

When figure 6 and 7 are compared to figure 5, it is found that the mass effect of the tip
load reduces the natural frequencies of the boom, especially the low-order ones. For the static
natural frequencies, when  is selected as 1, the first 5 order are reduced from 3.134Hz,
5.535Hz, 14.09Hz, 18.01Hz, 19.67Hz by 55.07%, 47.52%, 54.13%, 28.82%, and 24.50%,
respectively. In addition, heavier tip mass leads to more reduction of natural frequencies.
When  =5, the first three natural frequencies have been reduced by even more than 78%.
Heavier tip load also results in lower critical velocity. When  rises from 1 to 5, The first
order critical velocity =1 is reduced from 10.2rad/s to 4.4rad/s when  =0, and from 13.2rad/s
to 4.6rad/s when  =1.
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Figure 6: Natural frequencies of the boom with tip load when   1

It is obvious to conclude from the figure 5-7 that the natural frequencies and the critical
velocities have been improved by larger base radius. With respect to the natural frequencies,
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when  =0 and  =20rad/s, an increase of  from 0 to 1, 2, 3 gives improvements of the first
order natural frequencies by 53.15%, 91.89%, and 123.88%, respectively. For critical
velocities, when  =1, an increase of  from 0 to 1 has improved the first order critical
velocity from 10.2rad/s to 13.2 rad/s. When  is selected as 2 or 3, the first order critical
velocity rises beyond 20rad/s. When  =10, an increase of  from 0 to 1, 2, 3 improves the
first order critical velocity from 4.4 to 4.6, 4.8, and 5.0, and the second order critical velocity
from 11.0 to 11.8, 12.6, and 13.4, respectively. To conclude, larger base radius can improve
the dynamic characteristics of the rotating boom.
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Figure 7: Natural frequencies of the boom with tip load when   5

6 CONCLUSION
-

-

-

The low order natural frequencies diminish rapidly at the critical velocity, where the
first order natural frequency is close to zero and the structure suffers from resonance
and large deformation. To ensure the structural safety, the angular velocity of the
satellite needs to be controlled less than the first order critical velocity of the boom.
The mass effect of the tip load reduces the natural frequencies of the boom,
especially the low-order ones. Heavier tip mass results in lower critical velocities and
natural frequencies. So the boom needs to be carefully designed to match the
designed tip load, angular velocity and base radius of the satellite.
To some extent, larger base radius can improve the dynamic characteristics of the
rotating structure. Thus, placing the boom root far from the satellite center is helpful
to the structural safety.
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Abstract. For the forces method development in the nonlinear field the generalized More’s
formula with tangent stiffness matrix has been invented. This matrix was obtained as the
integral parameter of the stress-strained condition of the whole cross-section rod points.
Formulation of the finite elements method is considered as a movement method and a forces
method. The advantages and disadvantages of the two forms of the FEM in elastic-plastic
analysis noted. It is proposed to form the procedure of calculating bending rod systems via the
force method based on the bending moments formation by using state equations.
There is shown the key differences and advantages at calculation of rod systems by the
discrete-analytical method. The results of calculation of rod systems obtained by the discreteanalytical method with the finite element method are compared. The proposed method allows
to obtain adequate results without significant processor and time consuming.
1

INTRODUCTION

In modern engineering practice it’s often required to solve tasks connecting with a
determination of elastoplastic deformations. Nowadays it is possible to complete a nonlinear
analysis only by using powerful computer programs based on application of the finite element
method (FEM). While solving nonlinear tasks, connecting with analysis of elastoplastic
process in constructions, by using the finite element method the processing time increases
acutely, that is often unacceptable in project conditions.
In most cases for calculation of building structure the rod systems, covering a wide range
of engineering tasks, are used. For such kind of systems it is possible to calculate the
elastoplastic tasks via generalization of classical methods of construction mechanics – force
method and displacement method. This generalization involves the using of an explicit timebased computational scheme and the determination at each step of the system tangential
stiffness. The approach based on the generalized method of forces (generalized displacement
method) allows drastically reduce the time for solving elastoplastic tasks.
The aim of this research was to develop a discrete-analytical method for calculating rod
systems in the nonlinear area. Calculation algorithms for plane and spatial rod systems are
proposed. The calculation results are compared with FEM.
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The scientific rationalization and difference from the finite element method (FEM) are in
the exclusion of finite elements during making an algebraic equations’ system and their
substitution by the sections on which the dispensing stiffness parameters are integrated. As a
result, the number of system equations will correspond to the number of static (or kinematic)
indeterminations of the rod system. Moreover if the rod system is statically determined there
is no need to solve the equations’ system. In this case any stiffness parameters allocation
along the rod’s length is considered using the tangential stiffness matrix and generalized
More's formula. Obtained hybrid scheme, in a way, can be compared with the boundary
element method. However the integration should be completed here not across the entire area,
but within the long element-rod. The nonlinear calculation algorithm by the discreteanalytical method for determination of internal forces in nodes of statically indeterminate rod
system will be considered further. Herein a preference is given to the displacement method
due to the simplicity of the main system choice, the way of equilibrium equations
construction, compilation of the stiffness matrix and the external loads vector. The force
method with the generalized More’s formula jointly are used to determine the rod stiffness
coefficients, in consideration with the nonlinear action.
The force method has not yet been realized in full measure due to the difficulties in the
making of canonical equations of deformation compatibility for the system as a whole.
Herewith there is an undeniable advantage in the classical force method due to the lack of
necessity to determine the rod local stiffness matrix. Initially it was supposed to use the force
method to improve the efficiency of nonlinear analysis. According to research it turned out
that FEM form in form of displacement method form is more preferably for a particular
stepper method. It is proposed to consider the pros and cons of two FEM forms in
elastoplastic analysis.
Advantages of the forces method:
- an accuracy of stresses’ determination;
- a direct creation of flexibility matrix;
- account of absolutely rigid rods.
Disadvantages of the forces method:
- more unknowns at rigid several rods’ connection;
- additional expressions are needed to determine full movements;
- difficulties in making an equations’ system and accounting for the geometric nonlinearity.
Advantages of the displacement method:
- less amount of unknowns at rigid rods’ connection;
- natural mechanism of making a resolving equations’ system;
- direct getting of displacement in solving the equations’ system;
- accounting for the geometric nonlinearity.
Disadvantages of the movement method:
- inaccuracy in stresses’ determining as they are secondary;
- complexity in accounting for absolutely rigid rods;
- necessity to determine the interim stiffness matrix. But due to the rod stiffness matrix is
available to determine through the shape functions it is not necessary to calculate an interim
equations system to determine the stiffness coefficients in the nodes.
Theoretically a new resolving equations’ system in the form of the forces method should
be obtained based on Castigliano’s variational concept, but there are some difficulties
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appeared in practice and it is necessary to develop a special mechanism for making this
system. Thus, the most appropriate way to optimize nonlinear analysis is a hybrid approach in
which the FEM in displacement method form is used to determine the internal forces in the
long rod nodes, to account for the distribution of internal forces along the rod’s length –
integral analytical expressions. In this case the final elements are replaced by integration parts
thereby leading to a significant calculation acceleration. It is proposed to consider this method
thoroughly.
2 GENERAL RELATIONS
2.1 PLANE FRAMEWORK
It is proposed to consider a hybrid method for determining elastoplastic deformations in
rod systems. The nonlinear analysis scheme consists of the following steps:
- determination of the rod’s stiffness matrix considering the distributed parameters in
length, using the generalized More’s formula;
- bringing a stress distribution to the nodes and recalculation in level with geometric
nonlinearity;
- making an equations’ system for determining the movements in the rods’ nodes;
- reactions’ determination of the rods’ nodes;
- definition of the function of the internal stresses changes in curved rods’;
- stresses’ determination in the integration points using the generalized curvature;
- definition of the function of the movements’ changes along the rod’s length;
- definition of the tangent stiffness matrix, describing the stiffness in the rods’ cross
section.
For the plane task, the tangent stiffness matrix can be defined using integral function of the
cross-section’s state law [1, 2]. There is shown a formula for determining the shear stiffness
of a rectangular section [3]:

where εs – deformation corresponding to the yield strength, σs – yield strength, χ – the rod’s
curvature in the considered cross section, b, h – parameters of rectangular cross section; Epl –
tangent (plastic) modulus of elasticity.
Inasmuch the shift movement is ignored here, the rod’s stiffness matrix can be obtained
via form functions (Fig. 1)
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Differentiating the potential deformation energy by movements, a formula for determining
the stiffness matrix of the bending rod element is obtained:

Replacing EI with T(τ) and entering under the integral sign. Considering the axial stiffness
coefficients, a formula for determining the stiffness matrix on step by the form functions is
obtained.

where F – sectional area; I – the moment of cross section’s inertia.
Bringing the stress distribution p to equivalent on step

After the stiffness ratios kij have been determined the stiffness matrix in the global
coordinate system is defined in the ordinary way at each step. The stiffness ratios converging
in the rods’ node are combained. Then in incremental form for stress increasing at step the
equations of the finite element method are solved for the system as a whole and the moments’
increments in sections are defined ΔM(x).
The increments definition of curvature along the rods length:

The deformation definition in extreme fibers:
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h
Δε(x ) = Δχ( x ) .
2

(9)

The stress and deformation definition at step:
ε(x ) = ε( x ) + Δε(x )

(10)

σ(x ) + E pl Δε(x ), τ > 1
.
σ( x ) = 
 σ(x ) + EΔε(x ), τ ≤ 1

(11)

Further a new local stiffness matrix of the rod element is developed via the integration (6),
considering the change in stiffness in the cross-section. And the cycle repeats.
The geometric nonlinearity record can be done using formulas [2]:
l

u (x ) =  χ(x ) ⋅ xdx ,

(12)

x
l

θ(x ) =  χ(x )dx ,

(13)

x

x = cos(θ) ⋅ x0 .

(14)

2.2 SPATIAL FRAMEWORK
The forces method was used to calculate the spatial framework during the stiffness matrix
obtaining, considering the shear displacements. The tangent stiffness matrix in conditions of
elastoplastic deformation with shear displacements is determined by the formula [4, 5]:

[T ] = F [L][A][S ]dF ,
η
− ξ

0
[L] = 
1
0

 0

0
0
ξ
0
1
0

0 
0 
 a11
− η

 , [ A] = a21
0 
 a31
0 

1 

a12
a 22
a32

a13 
 0 − ξ η 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1  ,
a23  , [S ] =  ξ
− η 0 0 0 1 0
a33 

(15)

(16)

where A – matrix with pseudoelastic ratios describing the connection eqiuations between
stress and deformation [5]; S – matrix with section coordinates (Fig. 2) for the connection
eqiuations between the deformation velocity and kinematic parameters [4]; L – transition
matrix from stresses to internal forces:
 ∂ ′M
∂t

F [L]{σ }dF = 

 ∂′M 
 ,

 = [T ] Ψ
 ∂t 

{}
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,


(17)
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 ∂′M   ∂ ′M 1

=
 ∂t   ∂t

∂ ′M 2
∂t

∂′M 3
∂t

∂ ′Q1
∂t

∂ ′Q3 
,
∂t 
T

∂ ′Q2
∂t

(19)

where M1,M2,M3,Q1,Q2,Q3 – vectors components M and Q in the coordinate system ζ, η, ξ.

Figure 2: Coordinates of section

The generalized More’s formula is written for determination of displacements at time step.

[Δ ] =  [u ] ⋅ {Ψ }dx =  [u ]⋅ [T ]
l

l

−1  ∂ ′M

e

e

0

0

[Φ ] =  [u em ] ⋅ [T ]
l

[ue ] = [M1e

M 2e



dx ,
∂
t



[Ψ ] = χ

χ 2

1

M 3e
χ 3

Q1e

∂w
∂x

Q2e

(20)

(21)

−1  ∂ ′M

0





dx ,
 ∂t 

Q3e ] ,

(22)

T

γ 3


− γ 2  ,


(23)

where M1e,…, Q1e,… – the vectors components of the moments and internal forces Me, Qe in
the coordinate system ξ, η, ζ from the application of a single force and a single moment; uem –
the matrix-line with a single moment; ∂’χ/∂t– the changes vector in time of the generalized
curvatures; γ’2, γ’3 – the shear velocity cross-section; ∂w/∂x – velocity in axial direction.
Using a generalized More’s formula, the flexibility matrix for cantilever beam is
determined by formula:
l

[δ] =  [u e ] ⋅ [T ]−1 [u e ]T dx ,

(24)

0

6 equations systems with dimension 6x6 are solved gradually via forces method, changing
single movement directions Δe

{K Δ } = [δ]−1 {Δ e } .

(25)
e

Considering the symmetry, the rod’s stiffness matrix K is obtained at step dimension
12x12. Then the system stiffness matrix is made in ordinary way. As a result of solving the
resolving equations system, the movements in the framework nodes will be obtained:
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(26)

{Δ} = [K ]−1{P} .
The movement of each rod nodes in global axes:

{Δ} → {Δeg }.

(27)

The movement of rod nodes in the local coordinate system using a transformation matrix R is
determined via formula:

{Δ }= [R]{Δ }.
e

(28)

e
g

Reactions in the rod nodes are determined via formula:

{P }= [K ]{Δ },
e

e


{P }= {M }= [M
 {Q } = [Q
n

en

n
1
n
1

n

(29)

e

M 2n

M 3n

Q2n

Q3n

]

T

]  .
T



(30)

It is written the expressions for functions of internal forces and moments change, using (30):

{M (x )}= [Q ]× {r (s )} − {M },
{Q (x )}= {Q },
e

n

(31)

n

e

n

(32)

and it is presented as a vector:

{u (x)}= [M
e

e
1

(x )

]

M 2e (x ) M 3e (x ) Q1e (x ) Q2e (x ) Q3e (x ) .
T

(33)

Then it is defined the rod section curvature via formula:

{Ψ }= [T ] {u }.
e −1

e

e

(34)

As a result, it is obtained a stress vector describing the stress state at each point of the rod
section at the time step:

{σ }= [A] [S ]{Ψ }.
{σ }= [σ σ σ ] .
e

e

e

T

e

1

2

(35)
(36)

3

σ 1 = σ ζζ ; σ 2 = τ ηζ ; σ 3 = τ ξζ .

(37)

For the stress state in the rod σηη = σξξ = τξη = 0.
Transitions from elastoplastic stress to elastic one and back are determined by logical
conditions:
- elastic stress σ2sum ≤ σ2t
- elastoplastic stress σ2sum > σ2t , dσ2sum /dt > 0
σ 2sum = σ 12 + 3σ 22 + 3σ 32 .

(38)

Via σt the value of the total stress at the beginning of the n-th semicircle of elastic loading is
indicated (if t = 1, that σt will be equal the yield strength σs).
Matrix components S depend on coordinates of considering rod section point. Matrix
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components A depend on stress at section point at each time step. During elastoplastic
deformation the matrix A corresponds to the differential analogue of Hooke's law with
pseudoelastic ratios depending on the stress state at the point [5]. When creating
computational algorithms at each time step, the abovementioned formulas are written as
incremental ratios.
Write down expressions for determining the stiffness ratios of the rod taking into account
the geometric nonlinearity.
The function of changes in internal stress:

{Q (x )}= {Q }× {e(x )}.

(39)

{e(x )} =  dr (x )  .

(40)

{r (x )} =  dr (x )  ⋅ Δt ,
 dt 

(41)

e

n

Unit vector:
 dx 

Radius-vector:

 dr (x ) 
 dx .

 =  [u e1e 2e3 ] Ψ
 dt  0

{}

l

(42)

The angular velocity and the rotation angles:

{ω1 (x )} =  [u e1me2me3m ]{Ψ }dx ,
l

(43)

0

{ϕ(x )} = {ω1 (x )}⋅ Δt ,

{ϕ} = [α

β γ]T ,

{e} = {cos ϕ} .

(44)
(45)
(46)

Further a new local stiffness matrix of the rod element is made using the generalized
More’s formula.
3

RESULTS COMPARISON WITH FEM

The programs for the flat and spatial rod system were created for checking the developed
mathematical model (Fig. 3). Separate program blocks for flat rod system are given in [2].
The calculation results were compared with the finite element method in ANSYS. The
automatic time step feature has been disabled. The following initial data were accepted in the
task:
- elastic modulus E = 2,1⋅1011 Pa;
- the tangent elastic modulus Epl = 2,1⋅1010 Pa;
- Poisson’s ratio ν = 0,3;
- yield strength σs = 240 MPa;
- square section width a = 0,1 m; l = 1 m;
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- force F = 1⋅105 N.
As the developed mathematical model takes into account the stress distribution over the
cross-section area, so in ANSYS the rod cross-section was divided into 20 sites by height and
width. The number of finite elements on the rod is 100. For the discrete-analytical method
calculation the rod was given 100 sites of integration. The nonlinear calculation was carried
out in 20 steps. Calculation results are shown on Fig. 4, 5.

a

b
Figure 3: Analytical scheme of: a) a plane frame; b) a spatial frame

Figure 4: Stress distribution in a plane frame
Table 1: Plane frame (fisical nonlinearity)

Parameter DANA
345
σ, MPa
0,0553
Δ, m
t, c
-

FEA (B188)
343
0,0555
86

727

δ, %
0,6
0,4
-
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Table 2: Plane frame (geometrical nonlinearity)

Parameter DANA
358
σ, MPa
0,054
Δ, m
t, c
-

FEA (B188)
331
0,0500
90

δ, %
8
8
-

Table 3: Spatial frame (fisical nonlinearity)

Parameter DANA
408
σ, MPa
0,094
Δ, m
t, c
-

FEA (B188)
406
0,09417
86

δ, %
0,5
0,2
-

Table 4: Spatial frame (geometrical nonlinearity)

Parameter DANA
440
σ, MPa
0,105
Δ, m
t, c
-

FEA (B188)
415
0,09903
90

δ, %
6
6
-

Figure 5: Stress distribution in a spatial frame

The comparison of obtained results with PC ANSYS reflected a satisfactory coincidence
both at stress and at movements (Tab. 1-4). It is required 90 s of computer time to calculate by
finite element method in case of one processor core loading (2,3 GHz).
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Abstract. The recently developed time integration schemes are analysed and implemented to the transient dynamics of the space cable structures. The application of these
methods to the selected examples of space cable structures, witch exhibit common properties regarding nonlinearity and involve low frequency transversal and higher frequency
longitudinal modes, was used in evaluation. They are discretized with finite cable elements and B-splines. The time integration is performed for both models and issues related
to the space discretization are additionally addressed.

1

INTRODUCTION

The direct time stepping integration schemes are commonly used in analysis of the
transient dynamic problems for linear and nonlinear structures, [1, 2]. These schemes can
be categorized by many criteria, however, they are typically first divided to implicit and
explicit methods depending on weather factorization of the system dynamic (effective)
stiffness matrix is required or not. The explicit methods that do not require factorization
are more efficient on the time step level. However, these methods have hard limitation
regarding the time step size due to stability issues. The implementation of the implicit
time schemes is often more efficient amid the numerical effort necessary for the system
matrix factorization. Many attempts of fusing the advantages of these methods while still
keeping efficiency have been boiled out in a number of schemes.
The special attention is addressed to the numerical efficiency of the time integration schemes. The spectral radius based analysis for the corresponding time integration
schemes performed in [4, 6, 8] is reliable in linear domain and it can only give guidance
for nonlinear problems. The important issues: user controlled higher frequency damping,
overshooting, amplitude decay and period elongations are typically monitored in simple
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benchmark examples. The focus of the paper is the efficient implementation of the time
stepping algorithms with error monitoring mechanism and step size control. The objective of the paper is to put together desirable properties scattered over a many schemes in
order to design reliable algorithm.
2

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DIRECT METHODS
The governing equation of the nonlinear structure reads:
Mq̈ + Cq̇ + K(q, q̇) = Q

(1)

where M, C and K are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. Q(t) and q(t)
are force and position vector.
2.1

Generation of the integration time schemes

The general procedure of developing time integrating scheme can be summarized as
follows: Relaying on finite differences, mean value theorems of calculus and approximation
approach, it is possible to express the velocity, acceleration and displacement vectors
at a certain specified instant as a function of nodal values and eventually some scalar
parameters. Requirement for the dynamic balance at specific instant boils out the scheme:
typically when that (specific) instant is at the beginning of the time step (where velocity
and displacements are known) scheme is explicit, otherwise it is implicit. When the
integration scheme depends on scalar parameter(s) this parameter(s) is optimized respect
to accuracy and stability.
2.2

Considered methods

In this paper two specific methods (in what follows referred to as Bathe method and
KDP G-α method) are assessed from the point of view: How they are suitable for the
nonlinear transient dynamics of cables and cable structures. Additionally, an comparison
to the simple explicit Euler with correction and implicit average acceleration method (e.g.
Newmark δ method, δ = 0.5, β = 0.25) is performed.
2.2.1

Composite Bathe method

Bathe method [4] is composite method designed for time integration of the nonlinear,
second order in time differential equations. The time step is divided in two sub-steps.
In the first sub-step trapezoidal rule and in the second sub-step 3 point Euler backward
formula were employed. Both schemes were used independently for a long time before.
The method is additionally analyzed by author in [5]. It demonstrates desirable and
challenging property of energy and momentum conservation.
2.2.2

General–α scheme

The KDP G-α scheme [6] has been developed after generalized-α procedure for the
first-order dynamic systems introduced in [7]. This scheme in class of the generalized-α
2
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nominally depends on parameter α, however, it involves αm , αf and γ parameters that
all depends on ρ∞ where parameter ρ∞ mast be chosen such that 0 ≤ ρ∞ ≤ 1 in order to
fulfill stability and second order accuracy requirements. The numerical dissipation and
dispersion analysis [6] provide guidance in selection of ρ∞ : The reduction in dissipation
and dispersion errors are more pronounced as ρ∞ → 0.
2.2.3

Accuracy and stability analysis

The accuracy and stability analysis is performed essentially on the linear single degree
of freedom (sdof) model and conclusion are deduced generalizing the conclusions extrapolating them from linear to the nonlinear problems. Generalization is founded in fact
that accuracy and stability measures are generic properties of the integration operators
related to the non-dimensional ratio of time step and natural period of considered problem (T /∆t). It looks like that this approach has limitations when nonlinear systems are
involved.
Here, the schemes (Bathe [4] and KDP G-α [6]) are exposed to the specific class of the
nonlinear problems that however assumes biased but more realistic practical assessment
of the methods involved. The cable structures have been modeled as a catenaries with
the isoparametric finite elements or B-spline as in IGA approach. The specificity of the
models is that they do not sustain the compression of the catenary and in the case of the
negative stretch the algorithm execution stops.
During the tests, Bathe method is always applied with double step in order to have
equivalent numerical effort.
The performed tests are part of the wider investigation of the methods undertaken in
order to establish efficient step size management based on the error and the nonlinear
iteration control.
3
3.1

CATENARY EXAMPLES
Example 1: Catenary net

Double symmetrical cable net, Figure 1, is exposed simultaneously to the symmetrical
step load of the discreet forces at four inner nodes (Figure 1, node 4 and tree symmetrical
counterpart). The net properties are given Table 1 in consistent units.
Table 1: Example 1: Cable net properites in consistent units
A=1
E = 29 × 105
ρ = 0.1
q=1
S=0
a = 40

cross section area
elastic modulus
density
distributed load
initial stress
distance

3
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The cable properties in Table 1 are borrowed from [9] where static analysis is performed
for the structure that corresponds to the quarter of model used here.
Model: Only one quarter of the structure is modeled and corresponding nodes are
marked in Figure 1. Boundary conditions at nodes 1,2,3 and 7 provide symmetry. A
number of model possibilities are tested in order to evaluate IGA versus FEM efficiency.
Each of 12 segments is modeled with catenary that is eider IGA or FEM substructure.
In both cases substructures are 2 or 5 node mesh models. Finite elements involved are
nonlinear isoperimetrical 2 and 3 node elements. IGA patches are 2 node (first order) or
5 nodes (3 order polynomials). The 2 nod FEM and 2 node IGA patch reduce practically
to the same substructure.
Load: The structure is exposed to the gravity load first and then step forces of magnitude F = −3000 after ∆t = 0.015 are applied simultaneously at four inner nodes in −y
direction.
Response:
The time displacement of node 4 in y direction in consistent units is
calculated with 7000 time steps ∆t = 0.005 and it is given in Figure 2.
The increase of the time step to more then ∆t = 0.0125 makes the KDP G-α scheme
to stop execution due to nonphysical negative stretch, while the Bathe method gives
acceptable results even with step ∆t = 0.2.
During execution the monitoring of the number of iterations due to nonlinearity and
square norms of the errors residuum has been performed. Monitored error norms are
equation, energy and displacement residuum. The nonlinear iterations control is implemented as suggested in algorithm sources. It is observed that KDP G-α is considerably
sensitive to the convergence criteria changes (transferring convergence to other then proposed measures) for the examples considered in this paper. Under same conditions, the
Bathe method is proved to be less sensitive to manipulation with convergence criteria. In
diagrams 3 and 4 are given monitored data during presented execution of the algorithms.
It should be noted that convergence level for KDP G-α (set as 10−3 ) has required 9 iterations as average and boiled out very low error norms. The Bathe scheme (with the same
convergence criteria level of 10−3 ) did required one nonlinear iteration per time step as
maximum, however, the errors residuum are much higher.
3.2

Example 2: Three interconected catenary

The system of three interconnected catenary, Figure 5, previously statically analyzed
in [9], [10], [11] and [12] is introduced to analyze transient response. The cable 1 in Figure
5 has properties according Table 2 and cables 2 and 3 have properties according Table 3.
The distances in Figure 5 are as follows: a = 400m and b = 300m. The stiffness of
the spring is K = 1000 Nm−1 in y direction only. In the presented case, the additional
concentrated mass at the meeting point M is zero.
The transient analysis is performed as follows: First the structure is exposed to the
self weight and statical analysis is performed. This will be equilibrium position witch
around the structure is going to vibrate. Then the force F = 2000N is applied at meeting
node M in −z direction and static equilibrium is reached. Then, the structure is released
4
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Table 2: Example 2: Cable 1 properties
AE = 2.9 × 105
ρ = 0.1
q=1
L1 = 580

N
kgm−1
Nm−1
m

stiffness coefficient
distributed mas
distributed load
initial length

Table 3: Example 2: Cables 2 and 3 properites
AE = 2.9 × 105
ρ = 0.1
q=2
L2 = L3 = 510

N
kgm−1
Nm−1
m

stiffness coefficient
distributed mass
distributed load
initial length

suddenly from the rest under self-weight (i.e. the applied force F disappears, F = 0).
The response of the structure at meeting node M is given in Figures 6, 7 and 8. The
response is calculated with KDP G-α (ρ∞ = 0) scheme and Bathe method with time step
∆t = 0.01s with 5000 time steps. The results agree well and discrepancies can be hardly
observed for displacements. However, differences between velocities and accelerations are
more easy to note.
It should be noted that the time step increase to ∆t = 0.1s will bring new situation:
the Bathe scheme still gives very good results while KDP G-α scheme stops execution
due to nonphysical negative stretch sign. This deserves additional consideration and it is
premature to make final conclusion.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The transient analysis of the cable structures is performed in order to evaluate time
integration schemes regarding efficiency and the practical aspects in related implementations. Keeping in mind that these schemes can be implementation sensitive, a care
has been payed to the original algorithm guidelines and some implementation sensitivity
aspects are researched. The integration parameters are pushed over limits to provoke
accuracy and stability issues.
- Both tested methods perform well when a small step size is involved. They give close
results. With increasing step the Bathe method performs well while the KDP G-α
scheme after certain level stops the execution due to nonphysical negative stretch
(in all considered cases).
- Monitored accuracy and efficiency on the selected problem set give not clear advances: the Bathe method reaches more accurate results with relative less numerical
effort. It is less sensitive to the extremely small steps. However, KDP G-α scheme
5
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that requires much more nonlinear iterations gives lower error residuals under same
conditions in considered cases.
It should be noted that these tests may in general give biased answers, however, in specific
implementation were appropriate representing structures are selected, these results lead
to the reliable choices for specific implementation.
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Figure 1: Example 1: Cable net structure

Figure 2: Example 1: Response of the net structure at node 4 in vertical direction

7
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Figure 3: Example 1: Execution of the KDP G-α scheme: Iterations and error overview

Figure 4: Example 1: Execution of the Bathe scheme: Iterations and error overview

8
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Figure 5: Example 2: Three catenary structure

Figure 6: Example 2: Response of the three catenary system at meeting node M in x
direction after releasing from initial position

9
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Figure 7: Example 2: Response of the three catenary system at meeting node M in y
direction after releasing from initial position

Figure 8: Example 2: Response of the three catenary system at meeting node M in z
direction after releasing from initial position
10
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to development of nonreflecting boundary conditions
for finite-difference schemes in multi-dimensional gas dynamics. Such boundary conditions are local and do not require large computational resources. The distinction between
continuous and discrete formulations is taken into account. Examples of schemes and
boundary conditions are shown, which cause small wave reflections for any angle of incidence. Various numerical tests—both linear and nonlinear—are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Modeling external problems of subsonic gas dynamics or aeroacoustics faces spurious
wave reflections from artificial boundaries. As well known, the multi-dimensional wave
equation does not permit local boundary conditions to be transparent for any oblique
waves [1]. In fluid dynamics and other fields, alternative techniques are applied such as
nonlocal boundary conditions and Perfectly Matched Layers (PML), see, e.g., [2].
In this study a new type of local boundary conditions is developed based on the distinction between continuous and discrete models of fluid dynamics. The latter usually
possess additional (singular) modes and require a greater number of equations on boundaries than the continuous do. A typical example is so-called sawtooth spurious waves
which are sometimes able to completely destroy the numerical solution.
Henceforth we will examine multidimensional finite-difference schemes as a self-sufficient
subject that could not be reduced neither to 1D systems nor to multi-D continuous models.
The first do not encounter main difficulties, and the last do not exhibit interesting features.
At the same time, the basics will be seen at the level of linearized constant-coefficient
equations. This makes applicable simple mathematical tools such as the Fourier–Laplace
transform.
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Figure 1: Schematic of wave reflection from the right-hand boundary

The bibliography on discrete nonreflecting conditions is not very extensive. The type of
boundary conditions considered here is known, e.g., from [3]–[7]. They are incompatible
with the differential systems because of excessive number of equations and, on the other
hand, suitable for a chosen finite-difference approximation. Despite the success gained,
detailed research of multidimensional numerical models still lacks.
We will analyze and systematize numerical schemes and boundary conditions. There
exist formulations resulting in small wave reflections for any angle of incidence.
The theory presented is illustrated with numerical examples both linear and nonlinear,
starting from 3-point centered-difference schemes and arriving in high-order 3- and 5-point
upwind schemes of EBR (Edge Based Reconstruction) type on unstructured meshes [8].
2

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENTIAL HYPERBOLIC
EQUATIONS

2.1

Wave equation

Consider the 2D wave equation in a rectangular domain

 2
∂ 2p
∂ p ∂ 2p
= 0, 0 < x < X, 0 < y < Y, t > 0.
−
+
∂t2
∂x2 ∂y 2

(1)

The governing equation is equivalent to the system of acoustic equations
∂v ∂p
∂p ∂u ∂v
∂u ∂p
+
= 0,
+
= 0,
+
+
= 0.
∂t
∂x
∂t ∂y
∂t ∂x ∂y

(2)

In the 2D case, for the wave equation nonlocal nonreflecting boundary conditions are
only available. Any local constant-coefficient boundary condition causes reflection of
oblique waves (Fig. 1) with a uniquely determined ratio between amplitudes of the incident
and the reflected waves.
As an example, set the 1D nonreflecting right-hand boundary condition
(∂p/∂t + ∂p/∂x)|x=X = 0.
2
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A particular solution to (1) coupled with (3) in the form of plane normal-mode superposition reads
p(x, y, t; ω, θ) = exp{iωt − iωx cos θ − iωy sin θ}
+ R exp{iωt + iωx cos θ − iωy sin θ} ,
R = − tan2 (θ/2) = O(s2 ) .

(4)

Here R is the reflection coefficient, θ the angle of incidence, and s = sin θ.
2.2

Linearized 2D Euler equations

Now turn to the inviscid gas dynamics. Consider the 2D Euler equations in their
linearized form
∂U
∂U
∂U
+ Cx
+ Cy
=0
(5)
∂t
∂x
∂y
expressed in terms of the vector of perturbations U = ( ρ u v  p )T



u ρ 0 0 
v 0 ρ











0
u
0
1/ρ
 0 v 0



Cx = 
,
C
y = 



 0 0 u 0 

0 0 v






2
0 ρc 0 u
0 0 ρc2

with constant matrices

0 


0 

.

1/ρ 


v

The general solution to (5) is expanded over normal modes of the four types
U (x, y, t; ω, ) =

4

j=1

j exp{iωt − ikj x − i y} .
aj U

The right-going (j = 1) and the left-going (j = 2) acoustic waves, the entropy (j = 3),
and the vorticity (j = 4) waves are associated with the following wavenumbers
k1 =

ω
ω − vl
ω
, k2 = −
, k3 = k4 =
,
c+u
c−u
u

with acoustic-mode wavenumbers k1 and k2 shown for the 1D case, and eigenvectors


ρ
ρ
ρ
0



 





c
cos
θ
c
cos
θ
0
−c
tan
θ
1
2
3








,
U1
U2
U3
U4 = 



c
sin
θ
c
sin
θ
0
c
1
2




ρc2
ρc2
0
0
tan θj = /kj , j = 1, 2, 3.

For more detail see, e.g., [2].
Consider the right-hand (x = X) or the left-hand (x = 0) boundary and a boundary
condition of general form
LU |x=xΓ = 0.
(6)

From now, we deal with a subsonic rightward-directed flow
0 < u < c.
3
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When so, the left acoustic wave (k2 ) propagates leftward as the rest do rightward. Consequently, on the left boundary the right-going acoustic (k1 ), the entropy (k3 ), and the
vorticity (k4 ) modes are incoming, when the left acoustic (k2 ) is the only outgoing. On
the right boundary the waves exchange their properties. Recall that the Euler equations
need 3 boundary conditions on the left and 1 condition on the right.
Let L in (6) be a linear constant-coefficient operator with its Fourier counterpart

L(k, , ω). In [6] the amplitudes aj are shown to satisfy the system of linear algebraic
equations
4

 j , , ω) U
j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Vj aj = 0 , where Vj = L(k
j=1

Nonreflecting boundary conditions, by their definition, impose zero amplitudes aj = 0
to incoming waves and arbitrary aj to outgoing waves. In [6] the criterion of nonreflecting boundary condition for the general hyperbolic system is formulated in terms of
requirements to matrix columns, i.e., to operator L.
On the right-hand boundary (subsonic outflow) this reads
V1 = V3 = V4 = 0 , V2 =
 0 , ∀ ω, .

(7)

V2 = 0, V1 , V3 , V4 are linearly independent, ∀ ω, .

(8)

On the left-hand boundary (subsonic inflow):

In the case of 1D Euler equations these criteria can be easily fulfilled in various ways
(see, e.g., [6]). However, in 2D any local boundary conditions does reflect acoustic waves
to a certain extent. However, there exist boundary conditions for which all entropy and
vorticity waves leave the domain with no trace [9].
When switching from linear to nonlinear models, any completely differential (without
algebraic terms) boundary conditions can easily be transformed into expressions for the
basic variables. We use the following rules:
- in coefficients background parameters are replaced with their local values;
- basic variables are differentiated instead of their perturbations.
The procedure stated above results in exact boundary conditions for the Euler equations in the 1D nonlinear case, as proved in [10] and, more generally, in [6].
3

FINITE-DIFFERENCE GASDYNAMIC SCHEMES

Discrete models considerably differ from continuous ones by the mechanism of wave
reflections. In the linear case, this can be explained by the presence of additional modes.
As a result, such a numerical scheme requires a greater number of boundary conditions
than the initial differential system does. We will construct overdetermined continuous
formulations and then discretize them. In some cases this eliminates strong reflections of
oblique acoustic waves.
4
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3.1

Schemes for the advection equation

The distinction between differential and finite-difference problems is well seen on the
case of three-point centered-difference scheme for the 1D advection equation
∂u/∂t + ∂u/∂x = 0 .
It is replaced, on a uniform mesh of size h, with approximation
duj uj+1 − uj−1
+
= 0.
dt
2h

(9)

In a numerical algorithm the time derivative d/dt is implemented by using some Runge–
Kutta method.
A normal-mode solution to (9) consists of two parts—the “physical” wave (regular
mode) which is similar to the solution of differential equation, and the spurious grid-togrid (sawtooth) oscillation (singular mode), as below:
u(xj , t) = exp{iωt − ikxj } + R (−1)j exp{iωt + ikxj } ,
k = k(ω, h) = arcsin(ωh)/h ≈ ω.
Eq. (9) requires boundary conditions at the left edge of the segment and, unlike the continuous advection equation, at the right edge. Here the equation with one-sided difference
is commonly used that specifies the reflection coefficient R as
duN
uN − uN −1
+
= 0,
dt
h

R≈−

ω 2 h2
.
4

Yet another, and little more complex, example is the centered-difference scheme with
diffusion
uj−1 − 2uj + uj+1
duj uj+1 − uj−1
+
=µ
.
(10)
dt
2h
h2
As its simplified version having the same number of modes and boundary conditions may
serve the differential convection-diffusion equation
∂ 2u
∂u ∂u
+
=µ 2.
∂t
∂x
∂x
The general normal-mode solution to both Eqs. (10) and (11) has the form
u(x, t) = a1 exp{iωt − ik1 x} + a2 exp{iωt − ik2 x} .
In the case of convection-diffusion equation (11) the wavenumbers are


i 
k1 =
1 − 1 + 4iµω = ω − iµω 2 + O(µ2 ) ,
2µ 


i
i
1 + 1 + 4iµω = − ω + O(µ) .
k2 =
2µ
µ
5
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The singular mode k2 is in fact a rapidly dumping exponent.
Discrete scheme (10) has wavenumbers k1 and k2 expressed below:

√
1 
ε + ir + 1 + 2irε − r2 , k1 = ω − iµω 2 + O(µ2 + h2 ) ,
exp{ik1 h} =
1+ε 

√
i ε+1
1
exp{ik2 h} =
ε + ir − 1 + 2irε − r2 , k2 = ln
− ω + O(µ) , if ε > 1,
1+ε
h ε−1
i 1+ε
2µ
π
k2 = + ln
− ω + O(µ) , if ε < 1;
ε≡
, r ≡ ωh .
h h 1−ε
h
The singular mode (k2 ) of (10) becomes similar to that of (11) when h → 0 with µ kept
unchanged and it approaches its properties of centered-difference scheme (9) when µ  h.

Finally, consider a scheme with upwind differences used in [8]. The simplest case is the
3-point one-sided scheme which on a uniform mesh has the form

1
duj
+
3uj − 4uj−1 + uj−2 = 0.
(12)
dt
2h

and possesses accuracy of O(h2 ). This governing equation requires two left boundary
conditions and no additional equation on the right.
Scheme (12) has two wavenumbers k1 and k2 , where
√
1
1 − 2iωh , k1 = ω − ω 3 h2 + O(h3 ) ,
3
√
1
i
exp{ik2 h} = 2 + 1 − 2iωh , k2 = − ln 3 − ω + O(h) .
h
3

exp{ik1 h} = 2 −

The singular wave is fast-dumping.
3.2

Three-point schemes for the 2D Euler equations

We will deal with a rectangular uniform grid {(xl , ym )} for mesh sizes ∆x and ∆y,
where linearized Euler equations (5) are approximated on stencils having three points at
each coordinate. First consider the centered-difference scheme, like (9),
dUlm
Ul+1,m − Ul−1,m
Ul,m+1 − Ul,m−1
+ Cx
+ Cy
= 0.
dt
2 ∆x
2 ∆y

(13)

Another approximation to Euler equations (5) consists of introducing diffusion into
centered-difference scheme (13), see (10), in the following manner:
dUlm
Ul+1,m − Ul−1,m
Ul,m+1 − Ul,m−1
+ Cx
+ Cy
dt
2 ∆x
2 ∆y


Ul−1,m − 2Ulm + Ul+1,m Ul,m−1 − 2Ulm + Ul,m+1
.
+
=µ
∆x2
∆y 2

(14)

This is a three-point example of the wide-stencil scheme family from [11, 12] with filtering
of the basic variables.
6
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A model simpler than the previous is the continuous Euler equations with artificial
isotropic diffusion, like (11),
 2

∂U
∂ U
∂ 2U
∂U
∂U
+ Cx
+ Cy
=µ
.
(15)
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x2
∂y 2
The discretization with respect to y is not important in the further analysis of wave
reflections from the left and the right boundaries x = xΓ . In Eqs. (13)–(15) first and
second y-differences should be replaced by differential operators. Only the mesh in x with
size ∆x = h will be taken into account.
A solution to finite-difference schemes (13)–(15) is expanded over the modes

4

U (x, y, t; ω, ) = exp{iωt − iy}

j=1

j exp{−ikj x} +
aj U

4

j=1

jS
aSj U

exp{−ikjS x}



.

The first four—physical—modes are similar to the correspondent modes featured in continuous Euler equations (5), though they have dissipation and dispersion like in scalar
 S , k S )—are strongly model-dependent.
schemes (9)–(11). The rest—singular modes (U
j
j
In the case of centered-difference scheme (13) the following relationships take place,
S = U
j , k S = ±π/h − kj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
U
j
j

For diffusive Euler equations (15) the expressions are rather complex. When µ → 0
we obtain the eigenvectors tending to their values from the 1D Euler equations and the
asymptotics of wavenumbers,


ρ
ρ ρ 0 



 



c −c 0 0 






,
U1 U2 U3 U4 = 



0
0 0 c 


 2

2
ρc ρc 0 0
kjS = icj /µ , cj ≡ ω/kj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Finite-difference scheme (14) does permit analytic formulas for Fourier-analysis, however, very large ones. As a general conclusion, the mode properties are somewhat intermediate between those for systems (13) and (15), as well as in the scalar case (10).
Boundary condition (6) specify the following equation system for amplitudes
4

j=1

Vj aj = −

4

j=1

 j , , ω) U
j , V S = L(k
 S , , ω) U
S.
VjS aSj , where Vj = L(k
j
j
j

(16)

For all the models (13)–(15), modes k1 , k3 , k4 , and k2S propagate rightward, while
modes k2 , k1S , k3S , and k4S do leftward, so four boundary equations are needed both on the
left and on the right.
We will mean the following concept of nonreflecting boundary conditions for discrete
schemes.
7
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- Any kind of incoming waves should not appear if no outgoing wave is present.
- Outgoing regular waves should not generate incoming regular waves.
This results in the requirements to the solution of Eq. (16):
aj = 0 for incoming modes, if ∀ aSl ≡ 0,
aj arbitrary for outgoing modes.
The criterion of nonreflecting condition at the right-hand boundary reads
V2 , V1S , V3S , V4S are linearly independent,
V1 = β11 V1S + β13 V3S + β14 V4S ,
V3 = β31 V1S + β33 V3S + β34 V4S ,
V4 = β41 V1S + β43 V3S + β44 V4S .

(17)

The criterion for the left-hand boundary reads

V1 , V3 , V4 , V2S are linearly independent, V2 = β V2S .

(18)

Above, all the coefficients β may be arbitrary functions of wave parameters. Comparison
with the continuous case—(17) vs. (7) and (18) vs. (8)—shows that in both examples the
requirements become less restrictive. Local nonreflecting boundary conditions do exist,
what will be shown later.
At the left boundary, consider the inflow radiation boundary condition [6] which is
nonreflecting for the 1D Euler equations:
dρ0
ρ − ρ0
du0
u − u0
+ (u−c) 1
= 0,
+ (u−c) 1
= 0,
dt
h
dt
h
v  − v0
dp0
p − p0
dv0
+ (u−c) 1
= 0,
+ (u−c) 1
= 0.
dt
h
dt
h

(19)
(20)

Note that in the continuous case such a system which consists of 4 equations makes the
problem setup overdetermined.
The matrices in Eq. (16) are composed of columns
j , VjS = σjS U
j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
Vj = σj U

where σj ≈ iω − i (u−c) kj and σjS ≈ ±2 (u−c)/h . Criterion (18) is fulfilled, where
scaling coefficient β = σ2S /σ2 and the linear independence is guaranteed because




1 U
3 U
4 U
2 .
V1 V3 V4 V2S = diag (σ1 , σ3 , σ4 , σ2S ) U

However, the left-going physical wave generates a low-amplitude sawtooth oscillation.
System (16) has a particular solution


p (xj , y, t; ω, ) = exp{iωt − i y} exp{−ik2 xj } + R (−1)j exp{ik2 xj } ,
(21)
R = O(hs2 ).
8
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The outflow radiation condition [6] on the right-hand boundary
ρ − ρN −1
u − uN −1
dρN
duN
+ (u+c) N
= 0,
+ (u+c) N
= 0,
dt
h
dt
h



− vN
vN
pN − pN −1
dpN
dvN
−1
+ (u+c)
= 0,
+ (u+c)
=0
dt
h
dt
h
behaves in similar manner and satisfies criterion (17).
4
4.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Propagation of Gaussian acoustic pulse

Consider the propagation of an initial 2D Gaussian pulse in a uniform immovable fluid
(Benchmark 3 by [13]). The problem is described by linear acoustic equations (2). The
computational domain is square {0 ≤ x ≤ 50 × 0 ≤ y ≤ 50} with the rectangular uniform
mesh of 201 × 201 nodes.
The governing numerical scheme has the form
∂U
+ Cx Dxh U + Cy Dyh U = µ Fxh U + µ Fyh U ,
∂t

(22)

with vector U = ( u v p )T and corresponding matrices Cx and Cy , where
3

Dxh u ≡

3

1 
al (uj+l − uj−l ) ,
∆x l=1

Fxh u ≡

1 
dl (uj+l + uj−l ) ,
∆x l=0

and the similar operators are applied with respect to y. Parameters al and dl are taken
from [11].
For time advancing the explicit 5-stage Runge–Kutta scheme RKo5s by [4] is used.
Three formulations of schemes with boundary conditions were tested.
Case (i). Governing scheme (22) with switched off filtering: µ = 0 . Radiation boundary conditions of type (20) are set up at all the four sides of the rectangular domain,
e.g.,
(∂u/∂t + ∂u/∂x)|x=X = 0, (∂p/∂t + ∂p/∂x)|x=X = 0
specified on the right boundary. The spatial derivatives are replaced by biased differences
from [7] at 3 rows of near-boundary nodes.
Case (ii). The first equation of governing system (2) and a radiation condition for p,
i.e.,
(∂u/∂t + ∂p/∂x)|x=X = 0, (∂p/∂t + ∂p/∂x)|x=X = 0,
both approximated with biased differences. In the continuous case the problem is wellposed so far as only the second equation is independent.
Case (iii). Governing scheme (22) with filters µ. Radiation boundary conditions like in
Case (i).

9
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Figure 2: Waves from the initial pulse; top—cases (i) and (ii), bottom—Case (iii)

5

CONCLUSIONS
- For centered-difference schemes, there exist boundary conditions which yield weak
reflection of oblique waves with R = O(hs2 ).
- For different numerical schemes, same types of boundary conditions cause distinct
values of wave reflections.
- The theoretical results in practice can be generalized to more complex models,
including wide stencils, nonuniform meshes, and nonlinearity.
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Abstract. Lamb waves are a type of waves propagating in thin-walled structures which have
found many applications in aerospace and automotive industry. Due to the distribution of
displacements in the whole cross-section and high sensitivity to material discontinuity, Lamb
waves are often utilized for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). In such systems, Lamb waves
are usually excited and registered by a network of piezoelectric transducers. The algorithms for
damage detection and localization are based on Lamb wave signals corresponding to all
combinations of actuator-sensor pairs. It is very important to place piezoelectric transducer so
that it is possible to inspect largest possible area without blind spots. This is an enormous
optimization problem which requires a large database of Lamb wave signals. Hence, in the
proposed method analytical solutions were utilized along with genetic algorithms for finding
optimal sensor configuration. However, the analytical solution has many limitations as it does
not take into account mass of piezoelectric transducers as well as the bonding layer. This
research work aims to provide a database of full wavefield data of propagating Lamb waves for
the final configuration of piezoelectric transducers in order to verify the methodology based on
the analytic solution. The simulations consider realistic 3D plate model with or without
physically bonded piezoelectric transducers. The in-house code of time domain spectral
element method is used for the simulations. In order to speed up computation, parallel
implementation on Graphics Processing Unit was applied.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Lamb wave modelling is challenging task due to high-frequency components of propagating
waves. From the point of view of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), the useful frequency
range is from about 10 kHz up to about 350 kHz. Simulation of guided wave propagation
(including Lamb wave propagation) can be performed by many methods including finite
element method [1], spectral element method in frequency [2] or time domain [3], finite
difference method [4], LISA [5] and many more. An excellent review of guided wave based
structural health monitoring methods can be found in ref. [6].
Analytic and spectral element method in the frequency domain [2] are very efficient.
However, these methods can be applied only to simple structures such as beams and rods, or
for wave propagation in plates propagating along a line, i.e., between actuator and sensor
without taking into account defects. Also, edge reflections are difficult to consider.
Combination of analytic-based approaches with finite element method gives more flexibility
[7]. In order to model appropriately SHM system including piezoelectric transducers and
bonding layer as well as structural features such as stiffeners, complex meshes have to be used.
It leads to long computation time, even in case of robust methods such as LISA [5] and spectral
element method [9]. Parallel implementation on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is used for
reducing computation time [9, 10].
Recently, other interesting approaches emerged. It includes spectral cell method utilizing
octree mesh generation [11, 12]. Other methods are wavelet finite element method [13] and
wavelet spectral finite element method [14] which are also implemented on GPU [15]. Also,
the problem of crack and surface waves propagation modelling was addressed by using
perydinamic approach [16]. Nevertheless, neither of these methods seem to be good enough for
application for model-based SHM. Model accuracy must be further improved as well as
computation time reduced. On the other hand, direct damage detection methods utilize signals
registered by sensors. In such case sensor placement optimization is a vital problem. It is a
complex problem, and it is difficult to use high-fidelity models due to computation power
constraints.
In this paper comparison study of various numerical models based on the time domain,
spectral element method [3] is performed in order to find their usefulness and limitations for
piezoelelectric transducer placement optimization. The concept of optimization is the same as
presented by Soman et al. [17] except that instead of electromechanical impedance signals,
Lamb wave signals are used. Optimization is performed based on analytical signals which do
not take into account piezoelectric mass, coupling effect, a bonding layer, etc. A genetic
algorithm is employed for optimization. The aim is to find out how much the numerical model
can be reduced to provide satisfactory optimization results and if the analytic approach is
feasible. Models based on Mindlin plate theory and 3D elasticity theory for a various number
of nodes across the thickness are compared in terms of dispersion curves. Lamb wave
propagation patterns are calculated for the final configuration of transducers, and the signals
are compared for the case of the fully modelled piezoelectric transducer with the case of
transverse force actuation.
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2 NUMERICAL MODELS
Numerical models used for simulations are based on the time domain spectral element
method. The advantage of the method is flexibility for modelling of complex structures, a
diagonal mass matrix which leads to fast explicit time integration and high granularity of
processes in parallel implementation [10].
Various spectral elements were tested which are derived by using Mindlin-Reissner first
order shear deformation theory and 3D elasticity theory wherein 3D elements had 2, 3 and 4
nodes across the thickness of investigated aluminium plate. These elements are schematically
shown in Figs. 1(a)-(d), respectively in the local coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ). Mindlin-Reissner
theory leads to the element which has 5 degrees of freedom per node: in-plane displacements
u, v, transverse displacements w and two rotations φ1 and φ2. 3D elements have 3 degrees of
freedom per node: in-plane displacements u, v and transverse displacements w. It should be
noted that 3D elements can also possess an electrical degree of freedom denoted in Figs. 1(b)(d) by symbol ϕ. Therefore implementation of the piezoelectric transducer for Lamb wave
actuation and sensing is straightforward [8]. On the other hand implementation of piezoelectric
transducers in 2D elements is less realistic. An alternative method is a coupling of 2D host
structure (e.g., plate) with 3D piezoelectric transducer by using Lagrange multipliers [18].
It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the distribution of nodes is non-uniform and corresponds to
Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points. Neutral plane is marked by dashed lines. Six nodes along ξ
axis as well as η axis were used.
Plate of the size 1 m by 1 m and thickness 1 mm was investigated. The material properties
of aluminium alloy were assumed as follows: Young modulus E = 72 GPa, Poisson ratio υ =
0.33, mass density ρ = 2660 kg/m3. The material damping was not incorporated into the model.
2.1 Dispersion curves
Characteristic Lamb equations are nonlinear and can be solved numerically by using the
methodology presented by Rose [19] combined with bisection method. For comparison,
approximate solutions corresponding to models shown in Fig. 1 were derived. It means that for
each theory equation of motion is derived, then exponential wave motion terms are substituted
to the equation of motion, and traction-free boundary conditions are applied which leads to
determinant containing wavenumber-frequency relations. Determinant must be zero which
defines a set of branches approximating dispersion curves of particular Lamb wave modes.
The results in terms of group velocity dispersion curves are shown in Figs. 2-5. Lamb wave
analytic approach is indicated by solid lines whereas approximate solutions are marked by
diamond symbols. Approximate solutions also contain dispersion curves of shear horizontal
waves. Analytic solutions for shear wave dispersion curves are omitted for better clarity.
Approximate solutions are valid only for fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric modes (S0
and A0) in certain frequency range. Mindlin-Reissner model (Fig. 2) underestimate A0 mode
group velocity around frequency 1 MHz whereas the 3D model with 2 and 3 nodes across the
thickness overestimate it (Figs. 3-4). The best approximation of A0 mode dispersion curve is
for a 3D model with 4 nodes across the thickness (Fig. 5). However, for the 100 kHz frequency
even lower order model can lead to better estimation of A0 mode group velocity. It is presented
in Table 1, where the lower error is for the 3D model with 2 nodes across the thickness. At the
same frequency, all models estimate S0 mode velocity with very good accuracy (error
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below 0.2%).

Figure 1: Modelling approaches: (a) plate spectral element based on Mindlin-Reissner first order shear
deformation theory, (b) 3D spectral element with 2 nodes across the thickness, (c) 3D spectral element with
3 nodes across the thickness, and (d) 3D spectral element with 4 nodes across the thickness; red dashed lines
indicate neutral plane
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Table 1: Group velocity comparison for 100 kHz

Model
A0 mode [m/s]
Error
S0 mode [m/s]
Error

Lamb
1921.09
5509.00
-

Mindlin
1798.92
-6.4%
5511.40
0.04%

3D: 2 nodes
1931.15
0.5%
5509.99
0.18%

3D: 3 nodes
1815.91
-5.4%
5509.27
0.005%

3D: 4 nodes
1799.73
-6.3%
5509.27
0.005%

Figure 2: Comparison of group velocity dispersion curves obtained by using analytic Lamb equations and
approximation based on Mindlin-Reissner first order shear deformation theory (E = 72 GPa; υ = 0.33; ρ = 2660
kg/m3)

Figure 3: Comparison of group velocity dispersion curves obtained by using analytic Lamb equations and
approximation based on 3D elasticity theory corresponding to 3D spectral element containing 2 nodes across the
thickness of the plate (E = 72 GPa; υ = 0.33; ρ = 2660 kg/m3)
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It should be noted that proper A0 mode approximation is challenging and accuracy of
presented models is still too low for model-based SHM methods in which group velocity is key
factor. Even 1% change of wave velocity, for example due to temperature change, leads to
significant loss in the signal-to-noise ratio of subtracted signals. However, for estimation of
optimal sensor coverage, edge reflection, traveled distance, etc., where required accuracy is
below 10%, all models are good enough.

Figure 4: Comparison of group velocity dispersion curves obtained by using analytic Lamb equations and
approximation based on 3D elasticity theory corresponding to the 3D spectral element containing 3 nodes across
the thickness of the plate (E = 72 GPa; υ = 0.33; ρ = 2660 kg/m3)

Figure 5: Comparison of group velocity dispersion curves obtained by using analytic Lamb equations and
approximation based on 3D elasticity theory corresponding to the 3D spectral element containing 4 nodes across
the thickness of the plate (E = 72 GPa; υ = 0.33; ρ = 2660 kg/m3)
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2.2 Piezoelectric transducer model versus transverse force excitation
A piezoelectric transducer in the form of a disc of diameter 10 mm was modelled by 3D
spectral elements (3 nodes across the thickness). Classic electromechanical coupling was
assumed [8]. The actuation by the piezoelectric transducer was compared to the case in which
transverse force was applied at the central point corresponding to PZT location. The analysis
was performed for the excitation signal in the form of a wave packet of carrier frequency fc
=100 kHz and modulation frequency fm =20 kHz. The results of transverse displacements are
shown in Figs. 6-7. It can be seen that excited displacements in Fig. 6 are little bit shifted in
time (see first dashed line) due to the size of PZT transducer in comparison to the force applied
to the single node. Nevertheless, edge reflections (second dashed line) are incoming at the same
time. It is obvious from Fig. 7 that for the isotropic material, transverse force excitation is not
able to reproduce S0 mode of Lamb waves. Apart from that, signal shapes match very well
signals excited by the PZT actuator.

Figure 6: Comparison of normalized transverse displacements at the excited node for the case of transverse
force excitation and fully modelled PZT, respectively
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Figure 7: Comparison of normalized transverse displacements at the node distant about 22 cm from actuation
point for the case of transverse force excitation and fully modelled PZT, respectively

2.3 Computation time
Computation time is a critical factor limiting the application of presented models. Hence,
comparison of computation time of typical wave propagation problem for models with various
complexities was performed. The total propagation time was assumed as 0.3 ms. The same
planar mesh of spectral elements was used for 2D case based on Mindlin-Reissner theory and
3D models. 3 nodes across the thickness were used in the 3D model. For most complex mesh 3
layers of 3D spectral elements were used. The results are presented in Table 2. It is evident that
a number of degrees of freedom (DOF) directly influences the computation time. Computation
on Central Processing Unit (CPU) by using a mesh consisting of 3D elements with 3 nodes
across the thickness takes more than twice the time needed for computation using plate elements
based on Mindlin-Reissner theory. The computation time can be significantly reduced by using
GPU (almost 10 times for this particular case). A layered approach, which seems to be suitable
for modelling composite laminates, leads to very long computation time even with the
application of parallel implementation on GPU. Therefore, the most practical approach is a
homogenization of material properties and averaging over the thickness so that only one layer
of 3D spectral elements can be used in the mesh.
Table 2: Comparison of computation time (CPU: Intel I5 4460 3.2GHZ, RAM 16 GB, GPU: Nvidia Tesla
K20X, RAM 6GB)

Analysis
Per time step
4 actuations

Mindlin
2.1 mln DOF
CPU
1.1 s
36h40 min

3D – 3 nodes
3.8 mln DOF
CPU
GPU
2.316 s
0.258 s
77h 12 min 8h 36 min
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3D – 3 layers
8.8 mln DOF
CPU
GPU
6.453 s
1.123 s
215h 4 min 36h 26 min
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3 OPTIMIZATION OF SENSOR PLACEMENT
The methodology is similar to the concept presented by Soman et al. [17]. The aim was to
develop a metric which ensures coverage of a maximum portion of the structure with at least
3 sensors used in triangulation methods for damage detection while using the minimum sensors
possible. It is assumed that the sensors can be placed on a regular grid of points covering the
investigated plate. The cost function c is defined as:
c  

(1)

 cov3
   pen0
S

where cov3 is the number of points of the grid which lie within the sensing range of 3 or more
sensors, pen0 is the number of points which do not lie in the sensing range of a single sensor.
 and  are weighting values to determine the relative merit for each of the parameters and S
is the number of sensors. The cost function was employed in the genetic algorithm. The
determination of the cov3 and the pen0 for each sensor placement was carried out analytically
as the problem size is too big to be tackled through experiments or numerical methods. The
final optimized coordinates of sensors are compiled in Table 3. The origin of the coordinate
system is in the lower left corner of the plate.
Table 3: Coordinates of optimized configuration of transducers

Transducer no
Coordinate x [cm]
Coordinate y [cm]

1
10
10

2
90
10

3
90
20

4
20
30

5
50
40

6
90
60

7
40
70

8
20
80

9
90
90

The wave propagation patterns in the form of transverse displacements at three selected time
instances for transducers 1-3 working as actuators are presented in Fig. 8. Two important
remarks can be made. Dominating A0 mode amplitude is quite dispersive at 100 kHz, and it
causes stretching of the wave packet with the time and traveling distance. At the time t=250 µs
wave packet is quite wide, reducing the precision of damage localization. The actuator
placement close to the edge causes immediate edge reflections which follows directly
transmitted waves. It might hinder wave packet reflected from damage.
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Figure 8: Wave propagation patterns at selected times propagating from actuators no 1, 2 and 3, respectively

4

CONCLUSIONS
-

Literature review suggests that the time domain spectral element method is popular
tool for modelling of Lamb wave propagation phenomenon.
2D spectral elements based on Mindlin-Reissner plate theory and 3D spectral elements
seems to be accurate enough for sensor coverage optimization.
Simplification of piezoelectric modelling by using transverse force excitation is
reasonable for the case when A0 mode amplitude dominate.
Computation time can be significantly reduced by using parallel implementation on
GPU, but it is still too long to use signals calculated numerically for sensor
optimization problem. Analytic solutions are still the best option for this purpose.
Wave propagation patterns obtained numerically for optimized transducer location
match well with analytic predictions.
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Abstract. In preparation of the study of liquefied natural gas (LNG) sloshing in ships
and vehicles, we model and numerically analyse compressible two-fluid flow. We consider
a five-equation two-fluid flow model, assuming velocity and pressure continuity across twofluid interfaces, with a separate equation to track the interfaces. The system of partial
differential equations is hyperbolic and quasi-conservative. It is discretised in space with
a tailor-made third-order accurate finite-volume method, employing an HLLC approximate
Riemann solver. The third-order accuracy is obtained through spatial reconstruction with a
limiter function, for which a novel formulation is presented. The non-homogeneous term is
handled in a way consistent with the HLLC method. We study the one-dimensional case of
a liquid column impacting onto a gas pocket entrapped at a solid wall. It mimics the impact
of a breaking wave in an LNG containment system, where a gas pocket is entrapped at the
tank wall below the wave crest. Furthermore, the impact of a shock wave on a gas bubble
containing the heavy gas R22, immersed in air, is simulated and compared with experimental
results. The computational results are consistent with the experimental results.
1

Introduction

In this paper we study a model that describes the flow of two fluids. Both fluids are
assumed to be compressible, inviscid and non-heat-conducting. Furthermore, no chemical
reactions or phase changes occur. Analysis of this type of fluid flow has various industrial
applications, including sloshing inside LNG tanks [4].
Five-equation models are obtained by assuming velocity and pressure equilibrium across
the material interfaces. We use the Kapila model [9]. Another, equivalent formulation has
also been proposed [20, 11]. We apply a finite-volume method to the system, ensuring
the global numerical conservation of mass, momentum and energy. At each finite-volume
interface we apply the HLLC approximate Riemann solver to calculate the fluxes [19]. In the
exact two-fluid flow formulation we may have a sharp material interface, which is seriously
diffused when applying a first-order accurate numerical scheme. Therefore, we employ higherorder spatial reconstruction to the finite-volume method, using the MUSCL approach [12].
To prevent spurious oscillations a limiter is used. We introduce a new limiter and compare
it to some standard ones.
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2

Mathematical model

A well-known two-fluid flow model is the Baer-Nunziato seven-equation model [1]. It
consists of two systems of conservation laws, one for each of the two fluids. To complete the
model, another equation, describing the presence and proportion of each of the two fluids, is
required: the equation for the volume fraction. The Kapila model is a reduced form of the
Baer-Nunziato model. Kapila et al. [9] argue that for many applications the time scale of
equilibration of both velocity and pressure differences across material interfaces is sufficiently
small to assume thermodynamic equilibrium. This allows the model to be reduced to one
consisting of five equations: four conservation laws (two for mass, one for energy and a vector
equation for momentum), and a non-conservative equation for the volume fraction of one
of the fluids. The latter contains a non-conservative term due to energy exchange between
the fluids. The volume fraction α is defined as the fraction of a control volume which is
occupied by fluid 1. It takes the value 1 at a point in space and time (x, t) if (x, t) is located
fully within fluid 1, and 0 when it is fully within fluid 2. At the two-fluid interface α takes
intermediate values, leading to a diffused interface. The density ρ, specific total energy E
and specific internal energy e are decomposed using the volume fraction α:
ρ = αρ1 + (1 − α)ρ2 , E = E1 αρ1 /ρ + E2 (1 − α)ρ2 /ρ, e = e1 αρ1 /ρ + e2 (1 − α)ρ2 /ρ. (1)
Because of the pressure and velocity equilibrium across two-fluid interfaces, considering two
spatial dimensions, we assume
p = p1 = p2 ,

u = u1 = u 2 ,

v = v1 = v 2 ,

(2)

with p the pressure and u and v the velocity components in the x- and y-direction, respectively. The Kapila system in two dimensions is given by
∂
∂
∂
q+
f+
g = s,
(3)
∂t
∂x
∂y





 

ρu
ρv
0
ρ
 ρu2 + p 
 ρuv 

 ρu 

0





 

 ρuv

 ρv 2 + p 

 ρv 

0
, f = 
, g = 
, s = 
 . (4)
q=
u(ρE + p) 
v(ρE + p)

ρE 

0





 

 αρ1 u

 αρ1 v 

 ρβ 

0
(α − φ)(ux + vy )
α
αu
αv
ρ c2 −ρ c2

1 1
2 2
Here φ := α(1 − α) (1−α)ρ
2
2 is a parameter depending on the compressibilities of the
1 c1 +αρ2 c2
fluids, and ci is the speed of sound in fluid i. This system needs to be closed with an equation
of state (EOS) for each of the fluids, relating the pressure, density and internal energy. Here
we will consider the perfect gas EOS, and the stiffened gas EOS, respectively:
p + πi γi
p
ei =
, ei =
,
(5)
ρi (γi − 1)
ρi (γi − 1)

where γi is the ratio of specific heats, which is a material constant, and πi is another material
constant needed to describe liquids.
2
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2.1

The Kapila system of equations

The system (3) can be expressed in primitive variables ρ, u, v, p, α, β, resulting in,

 
ρ
u
 
v 

w=
p ,
 
α 
β



u
0

0
A=
0

0
0

∂w
∂w
∂
w+A
+B
= 0,
∂t
∂x
∂y


v
ρ 0 0 0 0
1


u 0 ρ 0 0
0

0
0 u 0 0 0

,
B
=
2
0
ρc 0 u 0 0 



0
φ 0 0 u 0
0 0 0 0 u
0

(6)
0 ρ
v 0
0 v
0 ρc2
0 φ
0 0


0 0 0
0 0 0

1

0
0
ρ
.
v 0 0

0 v 0
0 0 v

(7)

Here, c is the speed of sound of the mixture, obtained from Wood’s relation [21]:
1
α
1−α
=
+
.
2
2
ρc
ρ1 c1
ρ2 c22

(8)

The eigenvalues of A and B are u − c, u, u + c and v − c, v, v + c, respectively, where the
eigenvalues u and v are both quadruple. The eigenvalues are all real-valued, making the
system hyperbolic.
3

Numerical approach
We consider the Kapila system (3) in integral form, at some point in time, say t:



∂
qdΩ + [f , g] · ndΓ =
sdΩ,
∂t Ω
Γ
Ω

(9)

with Ω a control volume and Γ its boundary. We divide the computational domain into
equal rectangular cells with width ∆x and length ∆y, average state qi,j and average source
term si,j . In semi-discrete form we then have


1 
1 
d
qi,j = −
f 1 − fi− 1 ,j −
g 1 − gi,j− 1 + si,j .
2
2
dt
∆x i+ 2 ,j
∆y i,j+ 2

(10)

The basic numerical method for (10) is the first-order accurate Godunov method with forward
Euler time integration, yielding:
n
qn+1
i,j = qi,j +


∆t 
F(qni−1,j , qni,j ) − F(qni,j , qni+1,j )
∆x

∆t 
+
G(qni,j−1 , qni,j ) − G(qni,j , qni,j+1 ) + ∆t sni,j ,
∆y

(11)

with ∆t the time step and F, G the Riemann fluxes. Both the flux computation and the
time integration will be performed in a more accurate manner, as outlined in the following.
3
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3.1

Spatial discretization

To achieve higher-order spatial accuracy we perform spatial reconstruction, known as the
MUSCL (Monotone Upstream-centred Scheme for Conservation Laws) approach [12]. We
present it here for the one-dimensional case. The formulation is easily extended to two- and
three-dimensional cases, treating the fluxes in each of the separate directions in a locally
one-dimensional fashion. To make the scheme monotone we apply a slope limiter ϕ to the
primitive variables wi [12]:
1 L
L
ϕ 1 (wi − wi−1 ),
wi+
1 = wi −
2
2 i+ 2

1 R
R
ϕ 1 (wi+1 − wi+2 ),
wi+
1 = wi+1 −
2
2 i+ 2

(12)

with L and R the left and right side of cell face i + 1/2, respectively. We apply a limiter
function to each of the primitive variables individually. In the next step the Riemann problem
is solved for the limited variables to obtain the flux:
L
R
)).
Fi+ 1 = Fi+ 1 (q(wi+
1 ), q(w
i+ 1
2

2

2

(13)

2

The limiter has the function of blending a higher-order method of our own choice, for smooth
regions of the solution, and the first-order method, for regions with steep gradients. It is
defined as a function of the adjacent slopes of each of the individual primitive variables:
ϕLi+ 1 = ϕ(rLi+ 1 ), ϕR
= ϕ(rR
), with rLi+ 1 =
i+ 1
i+ 1
2

2

2

2

2

wi+1 − wi R
wi − wi+1
, ri+ 1 =
.
2
wi − wi−1
wi+1 − wi+2

(14)

Spekreijse [16] outlined sufficient conditions for the limiter to ensure preserving of monotonicity of the method. They can be put in the form:
m ≤ ϕ(r) ≤ M,

−M ≤

ϕ(r)
≤ 2 + m,
r

∀r ∈ R.

(15)

The choice of the parameter M , if chosen to be greater than 1, causes a time-step restriction.
In order for the method to be second-order accurate, ϕ(1) = 1 must hold and ϕ must
be two times continuously differentiable around r = 1 [16]. Considering (15), this means
m ∈ [−1, 0]. A new property we highlight here is a good handling of negative values of
r, especially around r = −1, which corresponds to extrema. Often, the parameters in the
monotonicity condition of Spekreijse are chosen to be m = 0 and M = 2. This leads to a
region in the r, ϕ-plane, called the Sweby TVD (total variation diminishing) region [17]. A
well-known class of schemes is formed by the van Leer κ-schemes [12], which correspond to
ϕ(r) = 1−κ
+ 1+κ
r, κ ∈ [−1, 1]. They are second-order accurate, and for κ = 13 third-order
2
2
accurate, but not monotone. The Koren limiter [10] follows the κ = 13 -scheme as much as
possible inside the second-order Sweby region. It reads:

0,
r ≤ 0,

 1 2 
ϕ(r) =
(16)
min 2r, min 3 + 3 r, 2 , r > 0.
4
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Here we propose an extended κ = 13 -limiter, which for a range of negative r-values around
r = −1 coincides with κ = 13 as well:

min(0, max(− 23 , 13 + 23 r)), r ≤ 0,
ϕ(r) =
(17)
min( 43 r, min( 13 + 23 r, 2)),
r > 0.
2.5

2.5
Second order Sweby region
Koren limiter

Spekreijse region
New limiter
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Figure 1: The limiters ϕ(r) considered herein. On the left we see the Koren limiter inside
the second-order Sweby region, on the right the new limiter, inside the Spekreijse region for
M = 2 and m = − 23 .
To illustrate the effect of limiters, we compare them for the linear advection equation
in one dimension, with two initial conditions, a discontinuous one and an infinitely smooth
one. The initial solutions move undistorted at a constant velocity. The domain has periodic
boundary conditions, so the exact solution after an integer number of periods is equal to the
initial solution. We numerically calculate with 80 finite volumes, and we see that all limiters
result in a positive, but much sharper resolution of the traveling discontinuities than the
first-order upwind method. The minmod limiter, i.e., the lower bound of the second-order
Sweby region is the most diffusive, as can be clearly seen in Figure 2. The superbee limiter,
i.e., the upper bound of the second-order Sweby region is the most accurate. However, it
may give false steepening of smooth profiles, as can also be seen in Figure 2. The Koren
limiter and the new limiter are in between these two extremes.
3.2

HLLC Riemann solver

To compute the fluxes, instead of an exact Riemann solver, we apply an approximate
Riemann solver, the HLLC scheme. We present this method for the x-direction, the ydirection is treated analogously.
The HLLC scheme assumes four regions of constant states separated by three discontinuous waves. The variables in the middle two regions are denoted with a superscript *. The
outer two states are taken as the limited primitive variables on either side of the cell face
5
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Figure 2: Comparison of various limiters and their effect on the linear advection, over 5
periods, of a discontinuous (left) and an infinitely smooth (right) initial condition.
considered. We denote them with subscripts L and R. We will work with the following
estimates for the wave speed of the three wave fronts [3, 19]:
SL = min(uL − cL , (u − c)Roe ), SR = max(uR + cR , (u + c)Roe ),
pR − pL + ρL uL (SL − uL ) − ρR uR (SR − uR )
SM =
.
ρL (SL − uL ) − ρR (SR − uR )

(18)
(19)

Here, the superscript Roe denotes Roe averaging, which is defined through the density,
velocity and enthalpy (H := E + ρp ):
√
√
√
√
ρR u R + ρL u L
ρR H R + ρL H L
√
Roe
Roe
Roe
ρ
= ρL ρR , u
= √
, H
=
.
(20)
√
√
√
ρR + ρL
ρR + ρL
Furthermore, following the model’s underlying assumptions, we impose
u∗L = u∗R = SM ,

p∗L = p∗R = p∗ .

(21)

To obtain q∗L and q∗R we solve the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions:
SK q∗K − f (q∗K ) = SK qK − f (qK ),

(22)

with K = L, R, across each wave front. Next we determine the flux at the cell interface
(x = 0). We define four fluxes. The choice of the final flux is based on the direction of the
wave speed estimates:

f (qL ),
SL , SM , SR ≥ 0,



f (q∗ ),
SR , SM ≥ 0, SL < 0,
L
F=
(23)
∗

SR ≥ 0, SL , SM < 0,
f (qR ),



SL , SM , SR < 0.
f (qR ),
6
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The flux F is calculated for every cell interface and complemented with fluxes at the edges
of the domain resulting from the boundary conditions.
3.3

Non-conservative volume fraction term

The non-conservative term in (10), containing the right-hand side of the sixth equation of
(3) is handled in an HLLC-type way, as proposed in [8]. In the x-direction this is done by:


uL , SL , SM , SR ≥ 0,
n
Si = (αi − φi ) (ui+ 1 − ui− 1 ), u = SM , SR ≥ 0, SL < 0,
(24)
2
2


uR , SL , SM , SR < 0.
The y-direction is handled analogously.
3.4

Time integration

We implement an explicit third-order accurate Runge-Kutta method with Butcher tableau
[7]:
0
1 1
1
2

1
4
1
6

1
4
1
6

(25)
2
3

This time integrator was studied in [15], where it was shown to be a TVD Runge-Kutta
method [13], meaning that the TVD property of the explicit Euler method extends to this
time integrator.
3.5

Initial and boundary conditions

In the following, two types of boundary conditions will be considered: one representing
a solid wall and the other a free outflow. The numerical implementation of this is done by
adding virtual cells around the edges of the domain. Then, a (trivial) Riemann problem is
solved, as is done in the interior cells, to determine the fluxes and the non-conservative term.
In the case of an outflow boundary condition, the state in the virtual cell is copied from
the adjacent cell.
The solid wall is modeled by reflection; the state in the adjacent cell is copied, with the
exception of the velocity component normal to the cell boundary, which changes sign. This
results in a trivial Riemann problem, with either two identical shock waves or two identical
rarefaction waves. The propagation velocity of the middle wave is zero. The only nonzero
flux is in the momentum equation, due to the pressure.
In order to preserve strict positivity of the volume fraction, including round-off effects, we
need to take a precaution in the initial condition for the volume fraction. In regions where
a pure fluid is present, we take the values of α not to be 0 and 1, but ε and 1 − ε, for some
small value of ε, 10−10 herein, representative for round-off.
7
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3.6

Inertial forces

In the next section we will consider a liquid piston, accelerated by gravity g. This is
modeled by adding a source term to the model (3) (in one spatial dimension):

T
∂
∂
q+
f = s + sg , sg = 0, ρg, ρgu, 0, 0 .
(26)
∂t
∂x
In numerical calculations of sg we naturally take the cell averages of ρ and u.
4

Extended Bagnold model

In the original work of Bagnold [2] wave impacts are modeled by a solid piston with
an initial velocity, moving towards a wall, with an ideal gas trapped in between. The
problem then depends on only two parameters: the adiabatic constant of the gas γg and
the dimensionless Bagnold number SB . We consider a generalized Bagnold model [4], which

Figure 3: Sketch of extended Bagnold model.
consists of a closed tube, containing a liquid in between two gas layers. The liquid piston is
driven by a body force, for instance gravity. The situation illustrated in Figure 3 is simulated
using the numerical scheme outlined in the preceding section. This is done using 150 finite
volumes and a CFL number of 0.49. The process is considered to be adiabatic and reversible.
An exact solution can be found [4, 18] if the liquid is considered to be incompressible. In the
model, the situation is completely described by five dimensionless numbers: length aspect
ρ0
ρ0 gL
ratio Lh00 , density ratio ρg0 , impact number l p0 0 , liquid compressibility 0 p00 2 and adiabatic
ρl ( c l )
l
constant of the gas γg in the perfect gas EOS (5), where the index 0 refers to the initial
conditions.
The model is scaled in such a way that these dimensionless quantities remain the same.
Brosset et al. [4] discuss this model in detail. We compare the numerical results for a number
of benchmark cases [5] and we plot the pressures in Figure 4. The pressures of the two-fluid
flow model and the piston-gas model [4] in Figure 4 coincide exactly. Furthermore there is
complete similarity of cases 1 and 5. The piston-gas model assumes an incompressible liquid,
whereas in the two-fluid flow model it is compressible. The difference is clearly seen in Figure
5 when increasing the impact number (through g). The compressibility of the liquid clearly
softens the impact.
5

Shock-bubble interaction

Haas and Sturtevant [6] performed experiments with a cylindrical bubble, contained within
a very thin nitrocellulose film, filled with a gas, being hit by a shock wave. We consider the
8
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Figure 4: Comparison of the two-fluid flow model and the piston-gas model for the five test
cases from [5].
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Figure 5: Comparison of the two-fluid flow model and the Bagnold model with increased
impact numbers.
case in which the bubble is filled with of a heavier gas than the surrounding air. The
experiment produced a number of shadow photographs which clearly show what happens to
the bubble. This has become a benchmark for numerical simulation of compressible two-fluid
flows [14, 11]. We numerically simulate the situation on a 356 × 960 rectangular grid with a
CFL number of 0.24. The new limiter is used. Numerical tests have shown that this allows
us to take the value of ε introduced in Section 3.5 to be 10−10 , whereas the other limiters
require a value of ε = 10−5 in order to preserve positivity.
The symmetry in the y-direction is utilized to simulate only half of the domain. For the
case of a heavy gas in the bubble, R22, the bubble acts as a convergent optical lens. It gets
compressed, and later, due to the velocity difference across its interface, instabilities arise.
This is also seen in the results of the numerical simulation.

9
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Figure 6: Results for the Haas-Sturtevant test case. Top: shadow photographs of the experiment, bottom: corresponding bulk density distributions from the numerical simulation.
6

Conclusion

In order to numerically simulate two-fluid flows, a novel numerical scheme has been developed for the quasi-conservative five-equation Kapila model. The HLLC approximate
Riemann solver is applied to the conservative equations, whereas the non-conservative term
is handled in an HLLC-type way. Spatial reconstruction is applied to achieve higher-order
accuracy. This requires a limiter function, for which we introduce a new version. The nu-
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merical method is applied to liquid impact on a gas pocket, and is tested for interaction of
a shock wave with a bubble, showing its potency to handle both types of problems. The
newly introduced limiter proves to be better than its alternatives at preserving positivity at
high accuracy.
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Abstract. Turbulent flow fields contain a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. Direct Numerical Simulation techniques provide an accurate description of turbulent flow fields. This
accuracy comes at the expense of high computational cost and memory footprint. In this context, feature detection algorithms are useful tools that help to identify relevant flow structures,
their interactions and ulterior evolution. In this contribution, we employ feature detection algorithms to analyze canonical and controlled turbulent channel flows. Specifically, we will apply
both Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Dynamic Mode Decomposition to DNS-generated
turbulent channel flow data-bases. The ultimate goal is to reveal whether flow features linked
to drag reduction exist and, if that is the case, learn how those structures could be enhanced,
thus leading to more efficient drag reduction strategies.

1

INTRODUCTION

Turbulent flow fields contain a wide range of spatio-temporal scales, see 11. Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) techniques provide a complete description of turbulent flow fields, at least for
flows at low to moderate Reynolds number.
Such DNS descriptions are indeed accurate, but this accuracy comes at the expense of high computational cost and memory footprint. In this context, feature detection algorithms are useful
tools that help to identify relevant flow structures, their interactions and ulterior evolution.
In this contribution, we employ feature detection algorithms to analyze canonical and controlled
turbulent channel flows. Specifically, we will apply both Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD, 2) and Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD, 16) to turbulent data-bases generated by the
DNS solver described in 9.
The actuation considered is the imposition of a spanwise wall velocity that varies sinusoidally
with the streamwise coordinate, wwall ∝ sin(2π x/λx ), which is known to lead to drag reduction 17.
Snapshot-based variants of the POD/DMD algorithms have been considered, see section 2 for a
complete description of the algorithm.
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In order to obtain a richer information, both POD and DMDanalyses considering snapshots formed
by different flow quantities have been considered: departing from the velocity field (see the
pioneering work of 3), we will consider additionally snapshots formed by alternative magnitudes, e.g. Reynolds stresses. Moreover, and encouraged by the promising results in the study
of laminar-to-turbulent transition in 15, we intend to apply the composite DMDmethod of Sayadi
and Schmid 14. This technique considers snapshots assembled by related quantities -e.g flow
velocity and skin friction- to uncover relations between both magnitudes.
The ultimate goal is to reveal whether flow features linked to drag reduction exist and, if that
is the case, learn how those structures could be enhanced, thus leading to more efficient drag
reduction strategies.
2
2.1

METHOD
Feature detection algorithms: POD and DMD

Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) techniques 16, 4, 10 have increased in popularity over the
past years and have been applied to a variety of flows, using data from numerical simulations
and experiments (e.g. 1, 10, 12, 5).
First, a brief summary of the snapshot-based DMD technique, as proposed in 16, is presented.
Given a sequence of instantaneous flow fields numbered from 1 to N (e.g. taking one or all
recorded variables), the following data matrix can be constructed:
V1 N = {v(t1 ), v(t2 ), .., v(tN )},

(1)

where the subindex and superindex identify, respectively, the first and last time instants of the
sequence. The data is ordered in time, and separated by a constant sampling time interval ∆ts
such that: tj+1 = tj + ∆ts for all j = 1, .., N − 1. In the case of linear stability analysis and
within the exponential growth region, it is possible to define a linear operator A (i.e. a numerical
approximation of the linearised Navier–Stokes operator) such that v(tj+1 ) = A v(tj ). Eq. (1)
can then be rewritten as a Krylov sequence (13):
V1N = {v(t1 ), Av(t1 ), .., AN −1 v(t1 )}.

(2)

For an ordered sequence, Eq. (2) can be equated to Eq. (1):
A{v(t1 ), v(t2 ), .., v(tN −1 )} = {v(t2 ), v(t3 ), .., v(tN )},

(3)

which can alternatively be written in matrix form as:
AV1 N −1 = V2 N .

(4)

Next, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix V1 N −1 = UΣWH is obtained,
where the superscript H denotes conjugate transposition. The left singular vectors – the columns
of U – correspond to the PODmodes of the input data sequence. Thus, the snapshot-based DMD algorithm requires the calculation of the POD modes.
The SVD of the snapshot matrix is then inserted into Eq. (4), which yields AUΣWH = V2 N .
 = UH AU associated with the initial system described by A, can be
The reduced matrix S
rewritten using the former equality as:
 = UH AU = UH V2 N WΣ−1 .
S
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(5)

 is the projection of the matrix A onto the POD space contained in U,
The reduced matrix S
and previously obtained through the SVD operation 16.

 has been calculated, the reduced DMD modes yi can be obtained,
Once the reduced matrix S
as well as the associated eigenvalues µi (i.e. growth rates ℜ(µi ) and frequencies ℑ(µi ) mapped
 i = µyi . The apto the unit circle) of the reduced system by solving the eigenvalue problem Sy
proximated eigenmodes of the matrix A can then be recovered via a projection onto the original
space, using relation φi = Uyi . Eventually, the growth rates and frequencies in the complex
half-plane can be recovered from the eigenvalues as: λi = log(µi )/∆ts .
Finally, note that the DMD decomposition allows to expand the data sequence as:
v(t) =

N


α i φi e i λi t .

(6)

i=1

In this contribution, the amplitudes αi are computed following the formulation in 8. Note that,
since only composite DMD analyses (based on Cf and either u′ v ′ or λ2 ) are considered in this
work, we plot the amplitudes weighted by its contribution to the Cf temporal sequence 6.
2.2

Databases description

Feature detection algorithms describe in previous section have been applied to two turbulent
channel flows databases generated by the DNS solver described in 9. The solver provides snapshots of the flow field including the complete velocity field and the λ2 invariant 11.
In both cases, the channel walls are planar and the simulations have been conducted under the
assumption of constant mass flux. The difference in the databases is the boundary condition
enforced at the channel walls: in the reference case, the classical no-slip boundary condition has
been enforced, whereas in the actuated configuration, a streamwise variation of the spanwise
velocity component wwall is assumed, namely wwall = W0 sin(2π x/λx ). Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of both databases. Note how the actuation strategy is effective in proving drag
reduction, as Reτ ≈ 200 for the standard channel whereas Reτ ≈ 145 is effectively observed for
the actuated channel flow.
Table 1:

Turbulent channel flow databases. Summary.

Lx /h

Ly /h

Lz /h

nx

ny

nz

2π

2

π

192

129

192

Reference
Actuated

uc
0.7733

uτ
0.04198

Reτ
199.809

W0
−

λx /Lx
−

0.7824

0.03077

146.488

0.5

1/2
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N

Memory [GB]

1025

190

3

RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 summarize the results obtained for the reference channel flow when conducting
a POD/DMD analysis on a sequence of composite u′ v ′ -Cf snapshots. Fig. 2a shows the singular
values retrieved from the POD analysis, whereas Fig. 2c presents the dynamic spectrum. As
made evident by Fig. 2c, only a reduced number of modes have amplitudes that are relatively
important when compared with the largest one. These results are consistent with those reported
by Ghebali et al. in 6.
Figure 3 shows both the three first POD modes (Figs. 3a, 3c, 3e) and the three dynamic modes
with largest associated amplitudes (Figs. 3b, 3d, 3f) for the reference configuration. The first
POD mode, Fig. 3a, presents a spatial structure elongated an aligned with the streamwise direction. The same is true for the dynamic mode with largest amplitude, Fig. 3b. As the singular
value index increases, the corresponding POD modes show a spatial structure richer in progressively smaller features, cf. Figs. 3c and 3e. Dynamic modes associated with progressively lower
amplitudes behave similarly, see Figs. 3d and 3f.
Figure 2 also contains the singular value distribution (Fig. 2b) and the dynamic spectrum
(Fig. 2c) corresponding to the actuated channel flow. When compared to the reference configuration, in both cases the singular values and the amplitudes are seen to be smaller. This is
a reflection of the reduced turbulence activity in the actuated case.
The corresponding modes associated to the actuated channel flow are presented in Figure 4.
Note that here the most amplified dynamic mode is steady and relatively similar in shape to
that appearing in the reference case. Moreover, note how this mode weighted by the corresponding amplitude α1 accounts for the major part of the Reynolds stresses, see Fig. 1. Once
again, this is in agreement with the results in 6. However, the next mode in importance by
amplification shows a radically different aspect, see Fig. 4d: a low u′ v ′ meandering structure,
symmetric with respect to the x+ ≈ 300 plane is visible. The next relevant dynamic mode,
in Fig. 4f, presents again an elongated structure aligned with the streamwise direction: this is
reasonable as this mode has a very small λi .
A composite DMD analysis based on λ2 -Cf snapshots has also been conducted. The relationships
between singular value distributions and dynamic spectra for both the reference and actuated
configurations are similar to those shown in Figure 2, and are thus not shown here.
Figure 5 reports the three dynamic modes with largest amplitudes for both the reference and
actuated cases. In this case, the spatial distribution of dynamic modes with largest amplitude
present already evident differences: the dynamic mode structure is much more organized in the
actuated case, cf. Figs. 5a and 5b. This difference is maintained for the other dynamic modes
shown, and it is particularly remarkable for the third mode, compare Figs. 5e and 5f.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we have conducted composite POD/DMD analyses of turbulent channel flow
databases obtained with a DNS solver. The composite snapshots have been formed by combining
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Figure 1: Results for composite analysis on u′ v ′ -Cf snapshots for reference channel configuration:
�u′ v ′ �x,z,t (——) vs contribution from most relevant dynamic mode (–·–·–).
either u′ v ′ or λ2 spatial fields and Cf .
The beneficial effect of the actuation strategy is observed as a reduction of both the levels of
the singular values distribution and the amplitudes corresponding to the most relevant dynamic
modes. Regarding the spatial organization of POD/DMDmodes, structures corresponding to the
actuated case are more organized, as one would expect. The difference in organization is observed particularly well when the analyses are conducted on snapshots built including the λ2
invariant.
The major problem found so far is related to the management of the large databases employed:
storing, accessing and processing the input and transferring and organizing the results obtained
are challenging activities. This problem is foreseen to increase as databases at larger Reτ
numbers are considered. A possible avenue to handle this strategy is the application of nonuniform and data compressing formulations of the DMD algorithm, see 7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Results for composite analysis on u′ v ′ -Cf snapshots for reference (2a and 2c) and
actuated channel (2b and 2d)flows: singular values in 2a and 2b; amplitudes of dynamic modes
in 2c) and 2d.
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u′ v ′ -C

Figure 3: Results for composite analysis on
f snapshots for reference channel flow: first
POD modes in (a), (c), (e); most relevant dynamic modes in (b), (d), (f).
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u′ v ′ -C

Figure 4: Results for composite analysis on
f snapshots for actuated channel flow: first
POD modes in (a), (c), (e); most relevant dynamic modes in (b), (d), (f).
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Figure 5: Results for composite analysis on λ2 -Cf snapshots for channel flows: most relevant
dynamic modes. reference flow in (a), (c), (e); actuated flowin (b), (d), (f).
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Abstract. The PGD formulation is extensively applied in different computational domains. Its recent developments target fluid behaviour in Stokes and linear Ericksen flow
formulation using Penalty formulation or stable P1/P2 formulations to overcome the LBB
condition. In this work, we derive a stabilized PGD formulation for the non-linear NavierStokes equation using Galerkin Least Squares including the convective term. The derived
formulation is used to solve benchmark problems like the lid-cavity using the PGD domain decomposition. The obtained solution is stable even using same linear interpolation
functions P1/P1 for the velocity and the pressure in all PGD subdomains.

1

INTRODUCTION

The demanding industrial applications constantly require faster numerical techniques,
despite the enhancement in computational power. Therefore, model order reduction techniques (MOR) have been actively researched. The Proper Generalized Decomposition
(also known as PGD), is one of the active MOR research domains, since it is an a priori
model order reduction technique that requires no prior knowledge of the expected solution. Having produced very good results in various problems of physics and engineering
[3, 4, 5], either in complex or hexahedral domains [7, 8], the application of the PGD
in fluid mechanics remains mostly restricted to the use of the penalty approach on the
stokes equations, neglecting the convective terms, rather than coupling the velocities and
pressure by a mixed formulation [6]. Some studies have tried to upgrade the method by
employing it to the Navier-Stokes equations and the Rayleigh Bernard non linear flows,
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however several approximations were used [9, 10]. The objective of this work is to derive
a stabilized PGD mixed formulation for the Navier-Stokes equation, not using any mesh
conditioning, and thereby reducing the computational time significantly [2]
Numerical solution of the incompressible fluid flow is known to be complicated to achieve
due to the necessity of achieving the conservation of mass on one hand, and dealing with
the subgrid phenomena on the second hand. Adding to this the issue of model order
reduction techniques and separated representation, special care must be taken to achieve
convergence of the PGD. While the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Breezi(LBB) condition (also
known as the inf − sup condition) has been tackled on an Eriksen flow using the (PGD)
[11] the Navier-Stokes equations are still not yet solved using the PGD in a mixed formulation, using the same interpolation functions for velocity and pressure fields.
The present study hence tackles the aforementioned Navier-Stokes stabilization using
the Galerkin Least Squared (GLS) method to interpolate the velocities and pressures
[12], since the GLS success has well been validated in previous studies in various fields
[13, 14, 15, 16]. Subsequently, we will present the governing equations with the stabilization technique, followed by a brief elaboration on the proper generalized decomposition,
and finally numerical results will be shown for a benchmark problem, the lid driven cavity
flow for instance.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1

Governing equations

In this work, for sake of simplicity and without any loss of generality, the flow field
is governed by the two-dimensional (2D) steady-state Navier Stokes equations. The continuity and momentum equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid in their strong
forms are written as:

∇·u=0
(1)
ρ (u · ∇u) = −∇p + ∇ · S

where u is the velocity vector field, p the pressure field and ρ the density. In the linear
momentum equation S is the viscous stress tensor written by:


S = µ ∇u + ∇uT

(2)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the working fluid.

Let ∇S be the symmetrical component of the gradient tensor:
∇S =


1
∇ + ∇T
2

Hence the momentum equation could be re-written as follows:


ρ (u · ∇u) = −∇p + ∇ · 2µ∇S u

The weak form is subsequently derived as such:
2
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� � ∗
� �
�
� �
�
�Ω p ∗∇ · udΩ = 0
u ρ (u · ∇u) dΩ − Ω p∇u∗ dΩ + Ω ∇S u∗ : 2µ∇S u dΩ = 0
Ω

(5)

where all superscripts ∗ refer to the test functions of the corresponding variable. Further
simplifications on the notation could be introduced by the use of the bilinear form notation
as follows:

�
 a (u∗ , u) = Ω�u∗ ρ (u · ∇u) dΩ
b (p∗ , u) = −
p∗ ∇udΩ
Ω
�
� �
�
�

c (u∗ , u) = Ω ∇S u∗ : 2µ∇S u dΩ

Hence, the conservation of mass and momentum could be re-written by:
�
b (p∗ , u) = 0
a (u∗ , u) + b (p, u∗ ) + c (u∗ , u) = 0

(6)

(7)

Since the convergence of Equations (7) depends on the coercivity of the bilinear form c
and the satisfaction of the inf − sup condition of operator b, mesh based finite elements
method with linear interpolation functions on the pressure p and velocity field u fail to
depict the exact solution. Therefore, we adopt the Galerkin Least Squares (GLS) method
to stabilize the weak formulation using linear interpolation functions for both p and u.
The GLS write the stabilized problem as proposed by [17] using:

nel
nel
�
�
∗
∗

b
(p
,
u)
−
τ
(∇p
,
∇p)
−
τ4 (∇p∗ , ρu∇u)Ωe = 0

3
Ωe


e=1
e=1




nel
�
∗
∗
∗
a
(u
,
u)
+
b
(p,
u
)
+
c
(u
,
u)
+
τ1 (ρu∇u∗ , ρu∇u)Ωe



e=1


nel
�


 +
τ2 (ρu∇u∗ , ∇p)Ω = 0
e=1

(8)

e

The exact values of the parameters τi can only be determined empirically [18]. For
a thorough discussion on the Galerkin Least Squares stabilization in a finite element
framework, one can refer to [17, 18] and their references therein.
2.2

Linearizing the Navier-Stokes equation

To solve the weak formulation illustrated in equation (5), a linearization step of the
advective term is mandatory. Therefore, the simplest choice of a fixed point iterative
algorithm is used, considering the operator a defined in equation (6) as:
�
∗
a (u , u) =
u∗ ρ (uc · ∇u) dΩ
(9)
Ω

where uc is the known best estimation of u. In practice, uc is initialized as the solution
of the Stokes equation, a linear problem, using the same boundary conditions as the solved
3
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Navier-Stokes problem. Later on, an iterative fixed point algorithm is used to update uc
from the currently computed u, until the convergence of uc .
2.3

Proper generalized decomposition (PGD)

To reduce the computational time of solving the aforementioned governing equations,
stabilized using the Galerkin Least Square formulation, the model order reduction technique PGD is employed. Therefore the 2D domain Ω could be decomposed and solved
sequentially as 1D × 1D problem. The solution of the GLS stabilized equations (8) writes
in a separated form (u, p) by:
N

� u
u
 
 Xi (x) ◦ Yi (y)
u
i=1


 ≈
(10)


N


� p
p
Xi (x) · Yip (y)
i=1

where ◦ refers to the Hadamard product i.e. term by term multiplication of the Xui (x)
and Yiu (y). The PGD algorithm is characterized by linear addition of the enrichment
modes. Consider the computed solutions of n − 1 modes, noted un−1, the nth enrichment
mode sought to find un could be calculated as such:

n−1
� u
u
 n

Xi (x) ◦ Yi (y) + R(x) ◦ S(y) 

u
u
+
R(x)
◦
S(y)
n−1

 i=1
=
  =



n−1


� p
p
pn−1 + T (x) · U(y)
Xi (x) · Yip (y) + T (x) · U(y)

(11)

i=1

Following this notation the gradient of the velocity vector field u = (ux , uy ) is depicted
by:
∂ux n
∂y

 ∂ux

n−1
�
i=1





∇un = 

∂Xiux
∂x
u

∂Xi y
∂x

 
Yiux
 
◦
uy
u
Xi
Yi y

Xiux

n−1
�
i=1

∂Yiux
∂y
u

∂Yi y
∂y

∂x

∂uy
∂y

∂uy
∂x



 =

 ∂Rux

 
+

∂x

u

∂Ri y
∂x

Xiu ◦ Yiu + R ◦ S

Whereas the pressure gradient is written by:
4
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  ux
S
◦
S uy
R uy
R ux

∂S ux 
∂y
∂S uy
∂y

=

(12)
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 ∂p n

∇pn = 

∂x
∂p
∂y

 ≈

n−1
�
i=1

 ∂X p  
i



n−1
�
i=1

∂x

Xip

·

Yip
∂Yip
∂y



 ∂T  

+

∂x

T

·

U
∂U
∂y



=

(13)

Xip · Yip + T · U

The most appropriate choice of the test functions u∗ and p∗ in the separated representation framework is:
 ∗
 u = R∗ ◦ S + R ◦ S∗
(14)
 ∗
p = T ∗ · U + T · U∗

where R∗ and T ∗ are test functions that only depend on x, whereas the test functions
S∗ and U ∗ are similarly exclusively depending on y. Having defined the gradients in
equations (12) and (13) and the test functions in equation (14), the weak form of the
governing equations (7) could be solved [19]. The resulting nonlinear equation comprising
four unknowns could be linearized by the use of a fixed-point iterative algorithm. First,
we consider S and U, the y components of each of the velocity vector and pressure field
as unknowns, and compute the R and T . Subsequently, the unknowns S and U could be
computed. Alternations of the computation of R & T at a time, and S & U at another, are
carried until convergence of each enrichment mode. The algorithm is further elaborated
in subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
2.3.1

Computing R and T

As previously mentioned, we start with S and U as known variables. Since S and U
are known (set as random values initially), their corresponding test functions, namely S∗
and U ∗ as set to zeros. Thus the test functions introduced in equation (14) become:
� ∗
u = R∗ ◦ S
(15)
p∗ = T ∗ · U
Computing the weak form of the governing equations (7) of the problem, leads to the
following bilinear form c:

5
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  S ∗ 
S
∗
u
c
(u
,
u)
=
u
∇
:
2µ∇

 ∗ Ω T  ∗T
 dΩ = ∗

1
∗
T
+
∇u
dΩ =
µ
(∇u
:
∇u)
+
∇u
:
∇u
:
∇u
+
∇u
:
∇u
2
Ω
n−1


 u
1
µ Ω (R∗ ◦ S) :
Xi ◦ Yiu + R ◦ S +
2
i=1
n−1
T

Xiu ◦ Yiu + R ◦ S
+
(R∗ ◦ S) :
i=1
n−1

 u
(R∗ ◦ S)T :
Xi ◦ Yiu + R ◦ S +
i=1
n−1
T

T
∗
u
u
Xi ◦ Yi + R ◦ S
dΩ
(R ◦ S) :

(16)

i=1

In a similar manner, we can replace the equations 15, 12 and 13 in the operators a
and b. The equation solved at the current iteration is reduced to a 1D equation on x
dimension only. This equation can be solved using any classical numerical technique, the
finite elements for instance with P1/P1 interpollation functions on both the velocity and
the pressure fields.
2.3.2

Computing S and U

Having computed R and T , we now use the obtained solutions to carry on with the
fixed-point algorithm. The choice of the test functions becomes:
 ∗
u = R ◦ S∗
(17)
p∗ = T · U ∗
Replacing into the weak form of the problem leads to a one-dimensional partial differential equation, defined in the y dimension. Eventually the 1D problem is solved using
classical numerical techniques, the finite elements for instance.
2.3.3

Continue the iterative process

After obtaining the (S, U) values, we repeat the steps detailed in section 2.3.1 then
2.3.2 until the convergence of the unknowns (R, S, T, U). Once this convergence achieved,
we can add another product of functions until the convergence of the residual of the
differential equation of the problem.
3

Numerical example

The numerical method is applied to the benchmark problem of a lid-driven cavity flow.
As shown in Fig.1 no slip conditions are enforced on all the cavity walls. The fluid on the
top wall is moving horizontally at a velocity of u0 = 1m/s. The computational domain
is a square with a side length of 0.1m, the working fluid has a density ρ = 1kg/m3 and
µ = 0.01P a.s, hence the flow Reynolds number in this example is Re = 10.
Writing the velocity field as u = (ux , uy ) The results in Figs. 2, 3, 4 & 5 show
respectively the distribution of the horizontal component of the velocity field ux , the
6
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Figure 1: Geometry of the simulated lid-driven cavity flow

vertical component of the velocity filed uy , the pressure field p and velocity vectors u at
a chosen set of nodes.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we demonstrate the possibility of using the PGD along with the Galerkin
Least Squares stabilization and a linearization fixed point iterative algorithm to find
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation in a fluid benchmark problem for low Reynolds
numbers, using originally unstable P1/P1 formulations for the velocity and pressure fields.
This work should be extended further for high Reynolds numbers with extra stabilization
layers, using for example a multiscale method [20].

7
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Figure 2: Horizontal velocity distribution in the simulated domain

Figure 3: Vertical velocity distribution in the simulated domain

8
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Figure 4: Pressure distribution in the simulated domain

Figure 5: Velocity vectors showing the flow behavior in the simulated lid-driven cavity

9
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Abstract. To reduce the computational cost of high-fidelity simulations, model reduction
techniques have been developed to approximate parametrized Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) problems. Typically, a Galerkin
projection is performed to obtain a reduced order model (ROM). In that case, the governing equations are projected onto the reduced basis space generated by applying a Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approach on snapshots of the full order simulation. The
main issue of this method is its intrusiveness: the construction of the reduced matrices
requires access to the full order matrices and thus knowledge of the solvers discretization
and solution algorithm. Therefore, a non-intrusive reduced-order method for parametric
CFD problems is proposed in this work, which is applicable regardless of the solver. This
POD-based identification (PODI) method identifies reduced matrices of the same form as
in the POD-Galerkin method using the least-squares technique. This identification uses
the set of known time-dependent coefficients obtained by projecting all snapshots on the
POD basis in the offline phase. Parameterization of the reduced system requires full order
simulations for different parameter values. The resulting reduced system of equations is
then solved online for a given set of parameters. The offline-online decomposition of the
POD-Galerkin method is thus maintained. To demonstrate the proposed method, numerical results are presented for the convection-diffusion equation, using the finite volume
method. The results are compared with the POD-Galerkin method and the benefits and
limitations of the presented method are discussed. As the reduced basis is the same for
the PODI method and the POD-Galerkin method, also the reduced matrices obtained
through respectively identification and projection can be compared.
1
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1

INTRODUCTION

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are widely used in industry to solve
fluid problems. Commercial and open-source codes such as ANSYS Fluent and OpenFOAM, respectively, use the Finite Volume Method (FVM) for the spatial discretization
of the governing equations that describe the physical model [1, 2]. These high-fidelity
simulations can contain millions of degrees of freedom and are therefore computationally expensive. Model reduction techniques have been developed to approximate the
(parametrized) Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) to reduce the CPU time and computer memory usage.
Different types of reduction techniques for fluid problems can be found in literature. A
family of techniques are those based on a reduced basis where a low dimensional subspace,
containing the essential dynamics of the full order system, is constructed. The Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is the most often used method in fluid dynamics literature as it can be applied to nonlinear models [3]. The full order model (FOM) is sampled
at several points in time to construct the so-called snapshot matrix. Next a reduced basis
space is created through a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). For unsteady problems
POD is typically combined with the Galerkin projection to obtain a reduced order model
where the full order matrices are projected onto the low-dimensional subspace of POD
modes and the difference with the snapshots are minimized [4]. The main issue of this
method is its intrusiveness because the construction of the reduced matrices requires access to the full order matrices and thus knowledge of the solvers discretization. For that
reason projection-based methods cannot be used for commercial solvers as ANSYS Fluent.
To avoid this intrusiveness, data-driven reduction techniques could be used instead,
such as System Identification (SI) where a low-dimensional system is identified to describe the dynamics of a high-dimensional system. This is a black-box approach where
the problem is treated as a system that processes a set of inputs and yields a set of
outputs. The input/output data is then used to determine a set of low-order ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) that approximately describe the input/output relationship
of the FOM [5]. A disadvantage of this method is that the obtained system does not
have a physical meaning and consistency issues can occur for parameterized problems [6].
Therefore a non-intrusive reduced-order method for parametric CFD problems is proposed
in this work, which is applicable regardless of the solver. This POD-based identification
(PODI) method identifies reduced matrices of the same form as in the POD-Galerkin
method using the least-squares technique. This identification method uses the set of
known time-dependent coefficients obtained by projecting all snapshots on the POD basis
in the offline phase.
2

The Full Order Model

The linear unsteady convection-diffusion equations are used to demonstrate the proposed PODI method. For heat transfer, the general equations are given in a domain Ω

2
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by

∂T
q˙v
+  · (uT ) =  · (αT ) +
∂t
ρcp

(1)

where T is the temperature, α is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is the mass density of the
fluid, cp is the specific heat capacity, u is the flow velocity vector, q˙v is the volumetric
heat source term and t is the time. For simplicity the diffusion coefficient, α, is constant
in time and space and no heat sources or sinks are present. The given velocity field, u,
should satisfy the continuity equation (incompressible flow)  · u = 0. Proper boundary
and initial conditions are applied.
Discretizing in space using the FVM, rearranging in matrix form and parameterizing
the problem leads to the following system of equations where the diffusivity coefficient,
α, and the magnitude of the velocity field, u, are the two parameters considered
Ṫ + uCT = αDT

(2)

where the dot indicates the time derivative and C and D are the convective and diffusive
matrices, respectively.
3

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Both reduction methods, the Galerkin projection and the proposed PODI method, are
POD based. Therefore a short description of the POD method is given first in this section.
The POD method is a commonly used basis extraction tool for fluid problems as it is
applicable to both linear and non-linear problems [4]. The main assumption of the POD
method is that there exists an approximation Tr (x, t) to the full order solution T (x, t)
that can be expressed as linear combination of orthogonal spatial modes φi (x) multiplied
by time-dependent coefficients ai (t) [7] as given by
T (x, t) ≈ Tr (x, t) =

Nr


φi (x)ai (t)

(3)

i=1

where ai are the time-dependent coefficients and Nr is the dimension of the reduced
basis space. The spatial modes φi (x) are determined using a snapshot technique where
a snapshot matrix Y is generated, in this case by numerical simulations, containing a set
of snapshot solutions of T at some selected times tn for n = 0,. . . , Nt
Y = [T (t0 ), T (t1 ), . . . , T (tNt )] ∈ RNx ×Nt

(4)

where Nx is the spatial dimension and the snapshot times tn do not necessarily have to
correspond with the time steps for which the full order solution is calculated. However, the
snapshots do need to capture the entire dynamics of the system within a specified range.
One way to compute the POD modes is by taking the Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) of the snapshot matrix, Y = U ΣV T . The POD modes are given by the columns of
matrix U ∈ RNx ×Nx , which is a square matrix of Nx left singular vectors. In addition, these
modes are orthogonal to each other as φi (x), φj (x)l2 = δi,j , where ·, ·l2 is the l2 inner
3
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product over the domain Ω. The matrix V ∈ RNt ×Nt is a square matrix of right singular
vectors. The diagonal matrix Σ ∈ RNx ×Nt has as entries the singular values of the snapshot
matrix which is a measure of the relative energy of each mode [8]. These singular values
are sorted in descending order, meaning that the first modes contain the most energy.
The decay of the normalized singular values can then be used to retain the first Nr (with
Nr < Nt ) left singular vectors of matrix U for the POD modes given a certain tolerance
for the truncation error [9]. The time-dependent coefficients are obtained by projecting
all snapshots on the POD basis functions and the temperature field can be reconstructed
according to equation (3). The l2 error between the FOM and reconstruction can be
computed [9] by

el2 =

(T − Tr ), (T − Tr )l2
T, T l2

(5)

The SVD approach could become more computationally expensive when the dimension of
the grid, used to discretize the domain, is increased (spatial). It is then recommended to
solve an eigenvalue problem using the correlation matrix C corr ∈ RNt ×Nt of the snapshots
to have no longer a dependency on Nx . For a more detailed explanation the reader is
referred to [8, 9].
4

Reduced Order Modelling methods

In this section the classical Galerkin projection is described shortly and the proposed
PODI method is described in some more detail.
4.1

Galerkin projection

By substituting the approximation equation (3) in the governing equations (2) and
applying a Galerkin projection on the POD basis functions gives the following reduced
order representation of the parameterized system of equations
ȧ = αD r a − uC r a

(6)

where a is a vector containing all temporal coefficients ai (t), D r is the reduced matrix of
the diffusion term and C r is the reduced matrix of the convection term with
D r = ΦT DΦ

(7)

C r = ΦT CΦ.

(8)

where Φ is the transformation matrix containing the first Nr dominant POD modes
Φ = [φ1 , . . . , φNr ] ∈ RNx ×Nr

(9)

where Nx is the spatial dimension of the FOM.
The variables in this dynamical system are the time dependent coefficients a. The
ordinary differential equations (6) are discretized in time and solved using the backward
Euler method. For more details the reader is referred to [3, 8, 9].
4
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4.2

POD-based identification

The main issue of the POD-Galerkin method is its intrusiveness as described in the introduction. The POD-based identification method is proposed as a non-intrusive reducedorder method for parametric CFD problems. This PODI method uses the set of known
time-dependent coefficients, ai (t), obtained by projecting all snapshots on the POD basis,
φi (x), in the offline phase as follows
a(t) = ΦT T (x, t)

(10)

where Φ is the transformation matrix containing the first Nr dominant POD modes as
given by equation (9).
This method is similar to the Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) technique where
the snapshots with linear dynamics are fitted on a reduced order subspace, typically
POD modes, to capture the dynamics of the system. For nonlinear problems the DMD
technique can be combined with direct subspace techniques to construct an input-output
reduced order model or so called state space model (for more details see [10] and [11]).
The PODI method proposed here does not construct a state space model, but identifies the reduced matrices of the same form as in the POD-Galerkin method using a
least-squares technique such as normal equations, QR-decomposition or SVD. A set of
ordinary differential equations, still describing the physical model, is obtained. The resulting reduced system of equations is then solved online for a given set of parameters.
The offline-online decomposition of the POD-Galerkin method is thus maintained. In
case multiple distinguishable matrices with a multiplication parameter are present in
the FOM (as in equation (2)), then as many full order simulations as number of distinguishable matrices are required to determine the reduced matrices with the least-squares
approach. For the example given in this paper, where the thermal diffusivity and input
velocity are taken as the parameters, a minimum of two sets of simulations are required
to distinguish the reduced matrices for the convection and diffusion part. This is one of
the disadvantages of the proposed PODI method. The Galerkin method requires only
one full order simulation. However, this advantage of the Galerkin method will be less
for parameterized problems with high dimensionality as in practice multiple full order
simulations for different parameter sets are added to the snapshot matrix to improve the
reduced solutions away from the snapshots.
5
5.1

Simulation set-up
Offline phase

A Matlab [12] code has been written to solve the 2D full order model for the convectiondiffusion equations as given by (1), with no sources or sinks present, using the finite volume
method on a Cartesian grid, Ω = (0, 1)×(0, 1). The uniform grid consists of 25×25 control
volumes. An upwind scheme is included for the convective term and an implicit time
discretization scheme is applied to enhance stability. Homogeneous Neumann boundary

5
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conditions are applied on all boundaries Γ and the initial condition is given by the function




1
1
πx · sin
πy .
(11)
T (0, x, y) = sin
2
2
The first parameter set is given by a thermal diffusivity of α = 1 × 10−6 m2 /s and
a uniform time-independent velocity field in space where the velocity in the x-direction
equals the velocity in the y-direction with u = 0.01 m/s. The simulation is run until
t = 2 s with a constant time step of ∆t = 2 × 10−2 s. Snapshots are taken at every time
step, resulting in a total of 101 snapshots per parameter set.
Next the POD basis is created as described in section 3 using economy-size singular value decomposition in Matlab [12]. Then the Galerkin-projection and identification
method with the QR-decomposition as least-squares approach are applied as described in
sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The Galerkin method requires only one full order simulation to be able to determine the reduced matrices. However the PODI method requires at
least as many full order simulations as the number of reduced matrices to be distinguished
for the parametrized problem. As there are two parameters, two full order simulations
are needed. Therefore a second full order simulation is done for α = 1 × 10−5 m2 /s and
u = 0.02 m/s. The snapshots of the two different simulations are used to create the
POD basis.
5.2

Online phase

The two ROMs, POD-Galerkin and PODI, are constructed as described in previous sections. The calculation of the ROM solutions is performed in MATLAB using a backward
substitution method. The ROM computational time depends on the number of modes
used and no longer on the degrees of freedom of the FOM. Finally the results of the PODI
method are compared with the POD-Galerkin method and the benefits and limitations
are discussed. As the reduced basis is the same for the PODI method and the PODGalerkin method, also the reduced matrices obtained through respectively identification
and projection are compared. Finally intermediate values are chosen for the parameters
to test the ROM. The values chosen are α = 7 × 10−5 m2 /s and u = 0.0125 m/s and
these have thus not been used to create the snapshot matrix.
6

Results and Discussion

In this section the accuracy of the ROMs for the non-parametric case is tested and the
eigenvalues of reduced matrices obtained for both methods are compared. The same is
done later on for the parametric case and the results are discussed.
Firstly one full order simulation is performed for the first parameter set. The initial
temperature field at t = 0 s and the final field at t = 2 s are shown in figure 1. The
modes are determined with the POD approach and the decay of the normalized POD
eigenvalues is shown in figure 2 in order to determine the number of basis functions needed
to create the reduced subspace. The figure shows that 8 basis functions are needed to
have a truncation error less than 10−4 and that is sufficient for this specific case. The
6
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parametrization is not considered yet and thus only one reduced matrix, containing all
linear terms, has to be determined with the Galerkin projection and the PODI method.
Furthermore simulations are done for the obtained set of ODEs and the full order
solution is reconstructed. The accuracy of the ROMs is checked by calculating the l2
error of the temperature field, as shown in figure 3, for the two reduction methods and
comparing them with the error given by the projection of the snapshots onto the POD
basis, called here the basis projection. The l2 errors, which are of the order 10−3 , are
varying slightly over the investigated time interval and are on top of each other, indicating
that the ROMs describe the same system as the FOM. The ROM-Galerkin solution is as
accurate as the basis projection, because the discretized equations (given by (2)) are
projected rather than the original continuous equations (given by (1)).
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(a) Temperature field at t = 0s.
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(b) Temperature field at t = 2s.

Figure 1: Full order simulation for α = 10−6 m2 /s and u = 0.01 m/s.
The fact that the PODI method leads to the same reduced system as the Galerkin
method is also shown by the comparison of the eigenvalues of the reduced matrices obtained through identification and projection in figure 4 where the eigenvalues are the same
for both methods. Also the time to calculate the POD basis functions is the same for
both ROMs. However the time to set-up the reduced order system for the PODI method
is about 5 times longer that the Galerkin projection for the non-parametrized case.
In case of the parametrized problem, the PODI method requires two parameter sets
in order to distinguish two reduced matrices; one for the diffusion term and one for the
convective term. Therefore a full order simulation is done for the second parameter set
and the results of both sets are used to create a new snapshot matrix set and the POD
basis functions. Again 8 modes are used for the creation of the reduced subspace. The
ROM set-up takes about 7 times longer for the PODI method compared to the classic
Galerkin-projection method, due to the extra set of equations that had to be solved for
the PODI method to distinguish the reduced matrices.
7
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues of the reduced
matrices for the non-parametrized case.

Figure 5: Eigenvalues of the reduced
matrices for α = 7 × 10−5 m2 /s and
u = 0.0125 m/s

Finally intermediate values are chosen for the parameters to test the accuracy of the
parameterized ROMs: α = 7 × 10−5 m2 /s and u = 0.0125 m/s. These values have not
been used to create the snapshot matrix. The eigenvalues of the reduced matrices are
plotted in figure 5. For the PODI method the eigenvalues are lower than those for the
Galerkin-projection method, but that does not result in a large deviation of the l2 error as
shown in figure 6. The PODI method performs even better than the Galerkin projection
method. However, for both methods the l2 error is of the order 10−2 and increases slightly
over the time interval, meaning that the methods are less stable for a parameter set that
has not been used for the snapshot creation.

8
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Figure 6: l2 error of the reconstructed temperature field with Nr = 8 for the ROMs.
α = 7 × 10−6 m2 /s and u = 0.0125 m/s.
7

CONCLUSIONS

The PODI method presented here in this paper is a non-intrusive reduction method
that can be applied to parametric CFD problems using the FVM. This method leads to the
same set of ODEs as the classic POD-Galerkin projection, meaning that the reduced model
is still describing the physical behavior of the system that has been reduced. The results
for the non-parameterized linear unsteady convection-diffusion equations are promising as
the relative error of the main variable, namely the temperature, is corresponding to the
error given by the projection of the snapshots onto the POD basis. However, the set-up
time for the PODI method is larger than for the Galerkin method as an overdetermined
system of equations has to be solved rather than applying a projection. The total offline
time could be reduced further by, for instance, optimizing the POD method.
The results for the parameterized case are about one order less accurate compared
to the non-parameterized case for both methods. However, the PODI method performs
slightly better than the Galerkin projection, but the set-up time for the PODI method
is larger, compared to the non-parametrized case, due to the extra set of equations that
had to be solved in order to distinguish the reduced matrices.
As the PODI method is based on the classic Galerkin method it might encounter the
same challenges and difficulties as already exploited in literature for the POD-Galerkin
method applied to the FVM. Examples are non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, long time integrations and instabilities. For more details the reader is referred
to [4, 8, 9, 13].
Further work will include the application of the PODI for non-linear parametric problems. Non-linear problems, as for example the convective term in the Navier-Stokes
equations, require at least as many reduced matrices as there are modes to be stored in
the offline phase [7, 8, 9]. The reduced problem is then growing with the cube of the
number of modes, but the offline-online decomposition would be maintained. Further9
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more, the stability of the method has to be studied. Finally the method will be tested on
full order results obtained from software as for example OpenFOAM or ANSYS Fluent
to demonstrate the non-intrusiveness of the method.
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Abstract. The material point method (MPM) is an effective computational tool for
simulating problems involving large deformations. However, its direct mapping of the
material-point data to the background grid frequently leads to severe inaccuracies. The
standard function reconstruction techniques can considerably decrease these errors, but
do not always guarantee the conservation of the total mass and linear momentum as
the MPM algorithm does. In this paper, we introduce a novel technique, called Taylor
Least Squares (TLS), which combines the Least Squares approximation with Taylor basis
functions to reconstruct functions from scattered data. Within each element, the TLS
technique approximates quantities of interest, such as stress and density, and when used
with a suitable quadrature rule, it conserves the total mass and linear momentum after
mapping the material-point information to the grid. The numerical and physical properties of the reconstruction technique are first illustrated on one- and two-dimensional
functions. Then the TLS technique is tested as part of MPM, Dual Domain Material
Point Method (DDMPM), and B-spline MPM (BSMPM) on a one-dimensional problem
experiencing small and large deformations. The obtained results show that applying the
TLS approximation significantly improves the accuracy of the considered versions of the
material point method, while preserving the physical properties of the standard MPM.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The material point method (MPM) [1, 2] is a computational tool for simulating problems involving large deformations. Despite its good performance in the occurrence of
complex engineering studies, MPM has some numerical shortcomings. For example, when
large strains are considered, the direct mapping of material-point data to the background
grid can lead to considerable inaccuracies [3]. In addition, unphysical oscillations, known
as grid-crossing errors, arise when particles travel between the elements [4].
Methods such as the Dual Domain Material Point method (DDMPM)[5] and B-Spline
MPM (BSMPM) [6, 7] smoothen the gradients of the basis functions thereby reducing the
grid-crossing error. Moreover, Sulsky and Gong [3], and Tielen et al. [7] have shown that
advanced function reconstruction techniques can significantly decrease the quadrature errors within MPM and BSMPM. However, in contrast to the original MPM approach,
standard reconstruction techniques do not necessarily conserve the mass and linear momentum of the system.
In this paper, we propose a novel reconstruction technique, called the Taylor Least
Squares (TLS), that combines Least Squares approximation with local Taylor basis functions [8]. For each element, it reconstructs quantities of interest, such as stress and density,
from the particle data. The functions are evaluated at the integration points and Gauss
quadrature is applied to determine the internal forces and velocities at the degrees of freedom (DOFs). If each element contains a sufficient number of Gauss points, the proposed
mapping approach preserves the total mass and linear momentum.
First, the numerical and physical properties of the TLS reconstruction are illustrated
without including it in the MPM algorithm. After that, the reconstruction technique
is applied within MPM, DDMPM, and BSMPM for a time-dependent one-dimensional
problem under small and large deformations. The obtained results show that TLS reconstruction leads to a conservative projection, while significantly decreasing the spatial
errors and improving the convergence behaviour of the considered material point methods.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the main concepts of the TLS
reconstruction and demonstrates its performance for one- and two-dimensional functions.
Section 3 outlines the use of the technique within the MPM algorithm. Section 4 gives
a formal analysis of its conservative properties. Section 5 describes the performance of
MPM, DDMPM, and BSMPM with the TLS reconstruction based on a one-dimensional
problem that undergoes small and large deformations. Section 6 provides the conclusions.
2

TAYLOR LEAST SQUARES RECONSTRUCTION
N

N

p
p
Let {xp }p=1
be a set of Np distinct data points from Rn with n = {1, 2} and {u(xp )}p=1
contain the corresponding values. It is assumed that u ∈ F , where F is a normed
b
function space on R, and P = span{ψi }ni=1
⊂ F is a set of nb basis functions. Defining
the basis function vector ψ(x) = [ψ1 (x) ψ2 (x) . . . ψnb (x)]T , and vector of coefficients
a = [a1 a2 . . . anb ]T , the Least Squares [9] approximation at a point x ∈ Rn is the value

2
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û ∈ P given by
û(x) =

nb


ai ψi (x) = ψ T (x)a with a = D−1 BU,

(1)

i=1

where
D=

Np


ψ(xp )ψ T (xp ), B = [ψ(x1 ) ψ(x2 ) . . . ψ(xNp )], U = [u(x1 ) u(x2 ) . . . u(xNp )]T .

p=1

The basis for P can be constructed from local Taylor basis functions [8]. To define these
basis functions we introduce the concept of the volume average. For a generic function f ,
the volume average over Ωe is equal to f = |Ω1e | Ωe f dΩe , where |Ωe | is the volume of cell
e (i.e., in one dimension, Ωe = [xmin , xmax ] with xmax > xmin , and |Ωe | = xmax − xmin ).
The Taylor basis functions are then given by [8]
y − yc
(x − xc )2 (x − xc )2
x − xc
, ψ3 =
, ψ4 =
−
,
∆x
∆y
2∆x2
2∆x2
(y − yc )2 (y − yc )2
(x − xc )(y − yc ) − (x − xc )(y − yc )
ψ5 =
.
−
,
ψ
=
6
2∆y 2
2∆y 2
∆x∆y

ψ1 = 1, ψ2 =

min
min
min
min
, yc = ymax +y
, ∆x = xmax −x
, and ∆y = ymax −y
.
Here, xc = xmax +x
2
2
2
2
An important quality of the Taylor basis that ensures the conservative properties of
the reconstruction technique is the following:


|Ωe | if i = 1,
ψi dΩe =
(2)
0
if i = 1.
Ωe

Thus, if a function u has to be reconstructed so that its integral over Ωe , Ωe u(x)dΩe =
c (c ∈ R), is preserved, the TLS approximation of u is equal to

u(x) ≈ û(x) =

nb


ai ψi (x).

From Equation (2), it follows that:


 
nb
nb

û(x) dΩe =
ai ψi (x) dΩe =
ai
Ωe

Ωe i=1

(3)

i=1

i=1

Ωe

ψi (x) dΩe = a1 |Ωe |.

(4)

This implies that the reconstructed function û preserves the integral value if
a1 =

c
,
|Ωe |

(5)

which can be enforced explicitly. In this case, the Least Squares reconstruction would be
based on nb − 1 basis functions.
3
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2.1

Examples

First of all, we reconstruct a one-dimensional function u(x) = sin(x) + 2 on [0, 4π]. The
integral is equal to 8π, in this case. The domain is discretised by four elements of size π
and contains two data points are located at π and in total 12 data points. In the first
element, two data points are positioned at the edges and one in the interior. In the third
cell, the data points are distributed uniformly. The remaining data points have random
positions creating several types of data distribution within each element.

Figure 1: TLS reconstructions of u(x) = sin(x) + 2 on [0, 4π] for different types of data
point distribution within an element.
The TLS approximation is produced using three Taylor basis functions. Figure 1
depicts the obtained results for 10 integration points per element. The overall performance
of the TLS technique is quantified by the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error for the function
and the relative error for its integral. Both errors are calculated for 10 Gauss points within
each element. The RMS error is equal to 3.8139 · 10−2 , whereas the relative error is equal
to 7.0679 · 10−16 . When only two Gauss points per element are used, the relative error for
the integral is equal to 2.7903 · 10−15 . Thus, for this example, the TLS approach preserves
the integral up to machine precision.
Moreover, we reconstruct a two-dimensional function u(x, y) = sin(x) cos(y) on [0, 5] ×
[0, 5]. The corresponding integral is approximately equal to −6.8691 · 10−1 . The domain
is discretised by 1 × 1 quadrilateral elements. Each element contains 6 data points with
max
x-coordinates equal to xmin + 13 and xmax − 13 , and y-coordinates set to ymin + 14 , ymin +y
,
2
1
and ymax − 4 . This is illustrated in Figure 2.
This data distribution allows the use of six Taylor basis functions for the approximation.
Four Gauss points per element were defined to compute the RMS and relative errors. The
RMS error for the function is equal to 6.17 · 10−3 , while the relative error for the integral
is equal to 6.6613 · 10−16 . The reconstruction is visualised in Figure 2.
3

INTEGRATION INTO MATERIAL POINT METHOD

When the TLS reconstruction technique is integrated into the material-point method or
its more advanced version, such as DDMPM and BSMPM, particles serve as data points.
4
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Figure 2: TLS reconstructions of u(x, y) = sin(x) cos(y) on [0, 5] × [0, 5] using 6 data
points within each element: side and top view.
To conserve the integral of a certain quantity within each element1 , the coefficient of the
first basis function is specified according to Equation (5). The remaining coefficients are
calculated from Equation (1) without ψ1 so that the integral value is preserved. When the
conservation is not required, a standard Least Squares approach is followed. This implies
that all unknown coefficients are obtained from the Least Squares approximation. This
section provides a more detailed description for one-dimensional problems.
First, the TLS reconstruction is applied to replace the MPM-integration in the internal
force computation by an exact method, such as an element-wise Gauss quadrature. In
the standard one-dimensional MPM algorithm, the internal forces at the DOFs are given
by
Np

int
f =
σp φ (xp ) Vp ,
(6)
p=1

where f int is the vector containing the internal forces at the DOFs, Np is the total number
of material points, σp is the particle stress, φ (x) = [φ1 (x) φ2 (x) φ3 (x)]T is the vector of
one-dimensional basis functions, xp is the particle position, and Vp is the particle volume.
We propose replacing Equation (6) by the following computational procedure.

1. Apply a quadratic TLS technique to reconstruct the stress field from the particle
data within each active element without explicitly specifying the coefficient of the
first Taylor basis function:
nb

σ̂e =
si ψ i ,
(7)
i=1

where σ̂e is the stress in element e, si is the coefficient corresponding to the ith
Taylor basis function. Outside of the considered element, σ̂e is zero. The global

1

For BSMPM, an element is defined as a non-empty knot span.
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approximation of the stress function, σ̂, is then equal to σ̂ =

 Ne

e=1

σ̂e .

2. Integrate the stress approximation using a two-point Gauss quadrature:
f

int

≈





σ̂(x, t)φ dΩ =
Ω

Ng


σ̂ (xg ) φ (xg ) ωg ,

g=1

where Ng is the total number of Gauss points, xg is the global position of a Gauss
point, and ωg is the weight of a Gauss point. To assure the exact integration of the
g
approximated function Ng should be selected so that nb ≤ 2N
.
Ne
Within the widely used Modified-Update-Stress-Last (MUSL) scheme [2], the TLS
technique should also be applied for the computation of the material-point velocities. In
the standard MUSL calculation, the material-point velocities are directly mapped to the
DOFs:
Np

−1
v=M
mp φ (xp ) vp ,
(8)
p=1

where v is the vector containing the velocity at the DOFs, M is the mass matrix, mp is
the particle mass, and vp is the particle velocity. The proposed mapping procedure has
the following steps.

1. Apply a quadratic TLS approach to reconstruct the density field and the product
of density and velocity within each active element ρe and (
ρv)e , respectively, while
preserving the mass and momentum of the element:
ρ̂e =

nb


ri ψi with r1 =

i=1

(
ρv)e =

nb


γi ψi with γ1 =

i=1

1
|Ωe |
1
|Ωe |



mp

{p|xp ∈Ωe }



mp vp .

{p|xp ∈Ωe }

where ri and γi are the coefficients corresponding to the ith Taylor basis function.
Outside of element
ρv)
e are zero. The global approximations are then
 e e, ρ̂e and (
Ne
equal to ρ̂ = N
ρ̂
and
(
ρ
v)
=
ρv)e .
e=1 e
e=1 (

2. Integrate the approximations using a two-point Gauss quadrature to obtain the
momentum vector p and and the consistent mass matrix M C :
p=

Ng


(
ρv) (xg ) φ (xg ) ωg ,

(9)

g=1

C

M =

Ng


ρ̂ (xg ) φ (xg ) (φ (xg ))T ωg ,

g=1
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3. Compute the velocity vector:
v = (M C )−1 p.

(11)

It should be noted that M C may be replaced by a lumped mass matrix without a
loss of conservative properties of the mapping procedure.
4

CONSERVATION OF MASS AND MOMENTUM
As mentioned in Section 3, the TLS technique uses the following approximations:
ρe ≈ ρ̂e =
(ρv)e ≈ (
ρv)e =

nb


ri ψi with r1 =

i=1

nb


γi ψi with γ1 =

i=1



1
|Ωe |

mp

{p|xp ∈Ωe }

1
|Ωe |



mp vp ,

{p|xp ∈Ωe }

According to Equation (4) and (5), this preserves the mass Me and momentum Pe of
element e. As a result, the total mass and momentum of the system are conserved after
the TLS reconstruction:
M=
P=

Ne

e=1

Ne

e=1

Me =

Ne


mp =



Np


mp ,

(12)

mp vp .

(13)

p=1

e=1 {p|xp ∈Ωe }

Ne


Pe =



m p vp =

e=1 {p|xp ∈Ωe }

Np

p=1

The mass- and momentum-conservation properties of the mapping obtained using TLS
reconstruction and Gauss quadrature can be shown as well.
Since the total mass is equal to the sum of the entries in the consistent mass matrix
from Equation (10), it can be written as
M=
=

Nn 
Nn


MijC

=

ρ̂ (xg )

g=1

ρ̂ (xg ) φi (xg ) φj (xg ) ωg

i=1 j=1 g=1

i=1 j=1

Ng


Ng
Nn 
Nn 


Nn


φi (xg )

i=1

Nn


φj (xg ) ωg =

Ng


ρ̂ (xg ) ωg .

(14)

g=1

j=1

The last equality is derived using the partition of unity property of the considered basis
functions (i.e., piecewise-linear and B-spline basis functions). In the remaining part of
g
g
the proof, we assume that nb ≤ 2N
, so that the Gauss quadrature with N
integration
Ne
Ne
points per element is exact. Therefore, the following holds:
M=

Ng

g=1

ρ̂ (xg ) ωg =

Ne




ρ̂e (xg ) ωg =

e=1 {g|xg ∈Ωe }

Ne 

e=1

7
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Ωe

Ne

e=1

Me =

Np

p=1

mp .
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The last two steps emerge from the conservation of mass per element and Equation (12).
g
For the linear momentum, we also assume that nb ≤ 2N
. Repeating the above steps,
Ne
the total momentum after the mapping can be written as
P=

Nn


pi =



(
ρv)(xg )φi (xg )ωg =

i=1 g=1

i=1
Ng

=

Ng
Nn 


(
ρv)(xg )ωg =

g=1

=

Ne 

e=1

Ng


(
ρv)(xg )

g=1

Ne




Nn


φi (xg )ωg

i=1

(
ρv)e (xg )ωg

e=1 {g|xg ∈Ωe }

(
ρv)e dΩe =
Ωe

Ne

e=1

Pe =

Np


mp vp .

p=1

Therefore, we have shown that if the Gauss quadrature is performed using a sufficient
number of integration points, the mass and momentum balance is satisfied not only by
the TLS function reconstruction, but also by its combination with the Gauss quadrature.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider a one-phase vibrating bar that undergoes small and large
deformations. The material-point solutions in terms of the particle displacement, velocity,
and stress are considered at the particle positions. For small deformations, the problem
has an analytical solution that allows us to perform a spatial convergence analyses. The
contribution of temporal errors is minimised by using small time-step sizes and short
simulation times. For large strains, the analytical solution is not available. Thus, the
numerical results are compared to the solution obtained with the Updated Lagrangian
Finite Element Method (ULFEM) [10]. The conservative properties of the material point
methods are quantified by calculating the maximum relative errors in the total mass and
momentum over all time steps before and after the computation of the velocity at the
DOFs. It should be noted that for MPM, DDMPM, and BSMPM, the errors in the mass
and momentum are bounded by 10−15 . The TLS reconstruction technique is applied using
three basis functions (i.e., nb = 3).
The example describes the vibration of a one-phase bar with fixed ends. The motion
is captured by the following partial differential equations:
ρ

∂σ ∂σ
∂v
∂u
∂v
=
,
=E , v=
.
∂t
∂x ∂t
∂x
∂t

Here, ρ is the density, v is the velocity, σ is the stress, E is the Young’s modulus, and u
is the displacement. The vibration is triggered by an initial velocity that varies along the
bar leading to the following initial and boundary conditions:
 πx 
u(x, 0) = 0, v(x, 0) = v0 sin
, σ(x, 0) = 0, u(0, t) = 0, u(H, t) = 0,
H

where H is the length of the bar and v0 is the maximum initial velocity.
8
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Table 1: Vibrating bar problem: exemplary parameters allowing for small deformations.
Parameter
Height
Density
Young’s modulus
Max. initial velocity

(a) MPM

Symbol Value
H
1.00
ρ
2.00 · 103
E
7.00 · 106
v0
0.28

(b) DDMPM

Unit
m
kg/m3
Pa
m/s2

(c) BSMPM

Figure 3: Vibrating bar problem without grid crossing: spatial convergence of material
point methods. The results are shown for the material point methods without TLS (solid
blue line, empty marker) and with TLS reconstruction (red filled marker).
For small strains, the analytical solution in terms of displacement is given by

 
 πx 
π E/ρ t
v0 H
u(x, t) = 
sin
,
sin
H
H
π E/ρ

(15)

The solutions for velocity and stress can be computed directly from Equation (15). Table 1 provides exemplary parameter values for the vibrating bar benchmark under small
deformations. The time-step size and total simulation time are 1 · 10−7 s and 1.9 · 10−6 s,
respectively. Furthermore, the number of elements is varied from 5 to 40, while the number of particles per cell (PPC) is fixed to 12. Grid crossing does not occur, and the
maximal observed strain is equal to 5.3 · 10−7 m.
The results in terms of spatial errors are shown in Figure 3. As expected, MPM
with piecewise-linear basis functions demonstrates second-order convergence in both the
displacement and velocity. Since the stress is not discretised, its convergence rate is one.
9
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The application of the TLS reconstruction technique has almost no influence on the stress,
but decreases the displacement error by a factor of 1.7. For DDMPM, the application of
the reconstruction technique tends to reduce not only the error in the displacement, but
also in the stress.
The use of quadratic B-spline basis functions leads to a significant decrease in the error
and a higher order of convergence for the velocity, but causes problems at the boundaries of the domain for both stress and displacement. The large values of the error at the
boundaries prevent the reduction of the RMS error and worsen the convergence properties
of the method. However, the use of BSMPM with the function reconstruction technique
eliminates the boundary issues. Consequently, third-order convergence is obtained for all
the considered quantities. It should also be noted that the integration of the TLS reconstruction in BSMPM produces more accurate results than the other considered methods.
The errors produced by the TLS technique for the total mass and momentum remain
close to machine precision. For example, when 40 elements with 12 PPC are used, the
relative error in mass is equal to 7.5033 · 10−15 for MPM, 7.3896 · 10−15 for DDMPM, and
7.5033 · 10−15 for BSMPM.
For large-deformation simulations, the parameters from Table 2 are used. The timestep size and the simulation time are increased to 1 · 10−5 s and 0.1 s, respectively. The
domain is discretised using 20 elements (knot spans) with initially 8 PPC. The maximal
strain that is reached is 0.056 m.
Table 2: Vibrating bar problem: exemplary parameters allowing for large deformations.
Parameter
Symbol Value
Height
H
1.00
Density
ρ
2.00 · 103
Young’s modulus
E
4.00 · 104
Max. initial velocity v0
0.80

Unit
m
kg/m3
Pa
m/s2

In the standard MPM simulation, material points cross the element boundaries more
than 450 times leading to significant inaccuracies in the results. Although grid crossing
influences the computation of the displacement and velocity, its most evident consequences
are in the stress distribution. DDMPM and BSMPM reduce the grid-crossing error, but
their results still significantly deviate from the solution provided by ULFEM. This is
shown in Figure 4.
Table 3: Maximum relative errors in the total mass M and momentum P over the
simulation run with the TLS reconstruction when grid crossing occurs. The vibrating bar
is discretised using 40 elements (knot spans) and 12 PPC.
MPM
ErrorM
ErrorP
−14
2.933 · 10
5.847 · 10−15

DDMPM
ErrorM
ErrorP
−14
2.910 · 10
5.773 · 10−15
10
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BSMPM
ErrorM
ErrorP
−14
2.910 · 10
5.721 · 10−15
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(a) MPM

(b) DDMPM

(c) BSMPM

Figure 4: Vibrating bar problem with grid crossing: stress distribution and corresponding
relative errors in the L2 -norm. The results are obtained for the material point methods
without reconstruction technique (dotted blue line) and ULFEM (grey circle marker).
The figure also illustrates that the application of the TLS approximation reconstruction
leads to close agreement of the MPM, DDMPM, and BSMPM solutions with that of
ULFEM. The maximal reduction of the relative error in L2 -norm made by standard
MPM is achieved when the reconstruction technique is combined with BSMPM. More
precisely, the integration of the TLS reconstruction in BSMPM decreases the MPM error
by a factor of 9.8. With DDMPM, it reduces the MPM error by a factor of 8.1. The
conservative properties of the reconstruction techniques are provided in Table 3.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced Taylor Least Squares reconstruction for one- and
two-dimensional functions. The proposed technique combines the Least Squares approximation with local Taylor basis functions to accurately reconstruct the quantities of interest
from scattered particle data within each element. We have shown that within MPM the
TLS approximation conserves the mass and linear momentum of the system after the
material-point data is mapped to the integration points. More importantly, when used
with a sufficiently accurate numerical quadrature rule, the technique preserves the total
mass and momentum after the information is projected to the degrees of freedom of the
grid.
For a one-dimensional example undergoing small and large deformations, the TLS
11
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technique was applied within MPM, DDMPM, and BSMPM. Without grid crossing, the
reconstruction technique had little influence on MPM, but was able to improve the convergence properties of DDMPM and BSMPM. When material points started to cross cell
boundaries, the TLS approximation smoothened the solutions obtained by all considered
material point methods and brought them closer to the solution computed by ULFEM.
Therefore, the TLS reconstruction maintains the physical properties of the standard material point methods, while significantly improving their accuracy.
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Abstract. This paper addresses a non-conforming Multiscale Finite Element Method
(MsFEM) for viscous incompressible flows in genuine heterogeneous media. The multiscale method relies upon the coupling of two grid scales: one coarse grid and one fine
grid. The principe is to compute on the fine grid effective properties of the media in the
form of basis functions, which are then used to solve problems on the coarse grid [1]. It’s
known that when computing multiscale basis functions, the approximation of boundary
conditions on coarse element edges influences critically the accuracy of the MsFEM. Based
on the work of [2], the weakly enforced conformity between coarse elements leads to a
natural boundary condition on coarse element edges. This relaxes the sensitivity of the
method to complex patterns of obstacles, without any need of oversampling techniques.
Two methods have been developped and compared making use of a study of open flows
in a heterogeneous domain.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many engineering problems have multi-scale features, composite materials and flows in
porous medai are typical examples of such kind. In some cases, the quantities of interest
are only related to the large-scale properties of the solutions, but the fine-scale features
of the model can have significant impact on the large-scale properties of the solutions.
However, one needs a very fine mesh to resolve the fine-scale features of the problem to
get faithful numerical results. Thus many Multiscale Finite Element method (MsFEM)
are developed to solve multiscale problems without being confined to solving fine scale
solutions. A nuclear reactor core can be considered as a porous media due to the existence
of thousands of fuel rods. In order to efficiently solve this highly heterogeneous problem,
a Multiscale Finite Element Method (MsFEM) is thus desired.
Firstly talked in the work of [3], when computing multiscale basis functions, the approximation of boundary conditions can influence greatly the eventual accuracy of the
MsFEM method. Thus Hou and Wu have introduced the oversampling method to provide a best approximation of the boundary condition of the multiscale basis functions.
The method consists of solving local problems in a domain larger than the coarse element
itself. The aim is to reduce the effect of wrong boundary conditions and bad sampling
sizes.
The non-conforming nature of Crouzeix-Raviart element [4] is shown to provide a good
flexibility especially when arbitary patterns of porosities or inclusions are considered.
Based on this feature, [2], [5], [6] and [7] have proposed a non-conforming Crouzeix-Raviart
MsFEM, where the conformity between coarse elements are enforced on in a weak sense,
i.e., only the ”jump” of the basis functions vanish at coarse element edges. This leads to
a natural boundary condition on coarse element edges, which relaxes the sensitivity of the
method to complex patterns of obstacles, without having to use oversampling methods.
Based on [2] and [7], we have implemented Crouzeix-Raviart MsFEM in TrioCFD
[8] to solve the Stokes flow in heterogeneous media. We have extended the MsFEM
for unstructured meshes and developed techniques in Salome plateform to generate such
specific discretizations. No penalization techniques are employed in our computations.
Local cell problems are solved by the Finite Volume Element Method (FVEM) instead of
the Finite Element Method (FEM). One method to enrich the basis functions is developed
in order to improve the accuracy. The paper is organized as follows. The formulation of
problem is given in section 2. The construction of Crouzeix-Raviart MsFEM is presented

Ω

Ω

B

Figure 1: An illustration of domain Ω comprising a fluid domain Ω perforated by inclusions B 
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E

H
h

ε

τh (T )

τH
ωE = supp(ΦE )

Figure 2: An illustration of the discretised domain τH and the ωE support of ΦE .

in section 3. In section 4, numerical tests are presented and results are discussed followed
by some conclusions.
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

We define a domain Ω, a two-dimensional domain consisting of a set of inclusions B 
and the flow domain Ω avec Ω = Ω ∪ B  (see Fig. 1). The steady-state Stokes’s problem
is to find the velocity u and the pressure p which are solutions to:
−ν∆u + ∇p = f in Ω
∇ · u = 0 in Ω

(1)

The boundary conditions are given by:
u = 0 on ∂B  ∩ ∂Ω
u = ω on ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω

(2)

where f is a source function and ω is a function fixed at the boundary ∂Ω. Here we
consider only the non-slip boundary condition on the boundaries of inclusions: ω = 0.
3

APPLICATION OF CROUEIX-RAVIART MsFEM

Here, we explain the application of our method by first defining the coarse and fine
meshes. We then introduce the functional spaces for our multiscale basis functions and
describe the constuction of these basis functions within each coarse elements.
3.1

Discretisation

We discretise the domain Ω into a two-dimnesional non-structured mesh τH (see Fig. 2).
τH consists of coarse elements Tk , k=1,2,...,NH , where NH is the total number of coarse
elements. The EH the sef of all coarse element edges Ej , j=1,2,...,NE in τH including edges
3
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Figure 3: Computational domain with 21 arbitary placed inclusions

(a) 8×16

(b) 16×32

(c) 32×64

(d) Reference

Figure 4: ux contours of a channel flow with inclusions with the CR2 method

on the domain boundary ∂Ω. For each coarse element Tk , we construct a fine mesh τh (Tk ),
consisting of fine elements each with width h. The union of τh (Tk ) for all Tk constructs a
global fine mesh τh , which overlaps with τH .
3.2

Crouzeix-Raviart functional spaces

The functional spaces for velcity VH , and for pressure MH are given below:
d

VH = { u ∈ (L2 (Ω)) : ∀T
−∆u + ∇p = 0
∇ · u = const1
u=0
n · ∇u + pn = g

∈ TH , ∃p ∈ Ld0 (Ω ∩ T ) such that
on Ω ∩ T ,
on Ω ∩ T ,
on B  ∩ T ,
on E ∩ Ω , ∀E ∈ E (T ) }

(3)

where EH (T ) is the ensemble of edges composing ∂T and g a linear function. d is the
dimension of the domain. The key point is to maintain the continuity of the average of the
4
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(a) 8×16

(b) 16×32

(c) 32×64

(d) Reference

Figure 5: uy contours of a channel flow with inclusions with the CR2 method


velocity across an edge E: E [[u]] · ωE,j = 0, where [[u]] = 0 is the jump of the velocity
across E and ωE,j are weighting functions associated to the edge E with j = 1, ..., s
and s a positive integer. The weak continuity across element boundaries allows adaptive
boundary conditions which relaxes the sensitivity of the method to random arrangements
of inclusions, without the need of applying any oversampling methods.
3.3

Construction of Crouzeix-Raviart basis


For each
the basis functions ΦE,i ∈ VH , such that E ΦE,i =
 edge E ∈ EH , we construct
ei , and E  ΦE,i = 0 for all E  ∈ EH , E  = E. These basis functions form a basis of VH ,
i.e.:
VH = span{ΦE,i , E ∈ EH , i = 1, · · · , s}.

(4)

The support of ΦE,i is supp (ΦE,i ) ⊂ ωE , which is the ensemble of two adjacent triangles
Tk , k = 1, 2 in τH which share the edge E. We solve on each of these triangles ΦE,i and
πE,i :
−∆ΦE,i + ∇πE,i = 0 on Ω ∩ Tk ,
∇ · ΦE,i = const on Ω ∩ Tk ,
n · ∇ΦE,i − πE,i n ∈ span {ωF,1 , · · · , ωF,s } on F ∩ Ω ∀F ∈ E(Tk ),
ΦE,i = 0 on B  ∩ Tk ,


δij , F = E
∀F ∈ E (Tk ) , j = 1, · · · , s.
ΦE,i · ωF,j =
0, F = E
F

πE,i = 0.
Ω ∩Tk

5
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(a) CR2 8×16

(b) CR3 8×16

Figure 6: Comparison of ux contours computed with CR2 and CR3 methods

(a) CR2 8×16

(b) CR3 8×16

Figure 7: Comparison of uy contours computed with CR2 and CR3 methods

where EH (Tk ) is the set of all the edges of the triangle Tk .
This equation is implemented using the FVEM in TrioCFD software with the P1NCP0 finite element space. In the weak form, this equation reduces to finding ΦE,i ∈
H 1 (Tk ∩ Ω )d , πE,i ∈ L20 (Tk ∩ Ω ), and the Lagrange multipliers λF,j ∈ R, ∀F ∈ EH (Tk )
and j = 1, ..., s by solving:




∇ΦE,i : ∇v −
πE,i divv +
λF,j ·
v · ωF,j = 0,
(6)
Tk ∩Ω

Tk ∩Ω



F ∈E(Tk )

3.4

µF,j ·



F ∈E(Tk )

F

∀v ∈ H 1 (Tk ) such that v = 0 on Tk ∩ B 

q divΦE,i = 0, ∀q ∈ L20 (Tk ∩ B  )
Tk ∩Ω

F

ΦE,i · ωF,j = µE,i , ∀µF ∈ Rd , F ∈ E (Tk )

Crouzeix-Raviart MsFEM coarse-scale solution

We now define the coarse-scale solution of Eq.(1). By discretising p into pH and u into
uH , we reformulate Eq.(1) in a weak form in τH as:
a (uH , vH ) + b (vH , p̄H ) = (vH , f ) , ∀vH ∈ VH
b (uH , qH ) = 0, ∀qH ∈ MH
6
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(a) CR2 8×16

(b) CR2 16×32

(a) CR2 32×64

(b) Reference

Figure 8: Pressure contours of a channel flow with CR2 method

where
a (uH , vH ) =



Ω

b (vH , p̄H ) = −



µ∇uH : ∇vH dV
Ω

(8)

p̄H ∇ · vH dV

The solution of problem can then approximated as linear combination of multiscale
basis functions ΦE,i :
uH (x, y) =
pH (x, y) =

s
 

E∈E(Tk ) i=1
s
 

uE,i ΦE,i (x, y)

(9)

uE,i πE,i (x, y) + p̄H

E∈E(Tk ) i=1

The coarse-scale problem is solved on the coarse mesh τH using P1NC-P0 finite element
method implemented in TrioCFD. We calculate reference solutions using a P1NC-P0
finite element method in the global fine mesh τh . All systems are solved by the pressurecorrection algorithm [9, 10] which is widely used in industrial softwares.
3.5

Choices of weighting functions

In this article, we consider two choices of weighting functions, leading to two different
multiscale spaces [2]:
CR2 : s = 2, ωE,1 = e1 , ωE,2 = e2 .
CR3 : s = 3, ωE,1 = e1 , ωE,2 = e2 , ωE,3 = nE ΨE
7
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(a) CR2 8×16

(b) CR3 8×16

Figure 9: Comparison of pressure contours computed with CR2 and CR3 methods

for any E ∈ EH . Here nE denote a unit vector normal to E and ΨE a linear polynomial
on E such that E ΨE = 0. nE and ΨE are arbitrary, but should be made once for all.

4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider a 2 dimensional channel Ω = [0 ≤ x ≤ 2, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1] containing a porous
medium spanning from x = 0 to x = 2. We assign ρ = 1, µ = 1, and f = 0. At the inlet,
the theoretical incompressible Poiseuille solution (parabolic velocity profile) is applied for
all cases, i.e. u = 0.004y (1 − y) e1 on x = 0, whereas the Neumann boundary condition
∂u/∂n = 0 is assumed at the outlet x = 2. No-slip boundary conditions are applied at
the top and bottom walls.
First, we apply our method on a simple Poiseuille flow without any inclusions. Then
we consider a open-channel flow in a heterogenous medium with 21 inclusions, each with
a width of ε = 0.01 depicted in Fig. 3. The reference solution is calculated on a fine mesh
of environ 320×640 triangles.
4.1

Poiseuille flow

For the Poiseuille flow, the error norms of the Crouzeix-Raviart MsFEM solutions
relative to the theoretical solution on a number of coarse meshes are given in the left
figure of Fig. 10, showing a convincingly converging trend.
4.2

Open-channel flow in a heterogenous medium

In the presence of random pattern of inclusions (see Fig 3), the Reynolds number is
ρε|u|
Re = 0.001 where Re =
(in the absence of inclusions, ε is the channel diameter).
µ
4.2.1

Numerical results with CR2 method

In Figs. 4 and 5, solutions of CR2 method on several mesh configurations in terms
of ux and uy contours are given alongside those of the reference solutions. In Fig. 8,the
pressure contours are given. From Fig. 10 we can see that our results converge toward
the reference solutions. Most flow features can be quantitatively captured using the
configuration 16 × 32.
8
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Figure 10: Left: relative errors of Poiseille flow. Right: relative errors of channel flow.

4.2.2

Comparison of numerical results with CR2 and CR3 methods

Authors of [7] point out that CR2 space VH method may not be sufficient in some cases
to construct a suitable approximation of the solution to the Stokes problem. Thus the CR3
method has been implemented in TrioCFD in order to enrich multi-scale basis functions
and ameliorate the accuracy of our numerical results. From Figs. 6 and 7, we observe
that the CR3 method captures better the flows features and shows less non-conformity
than the CR2 method. In Fig. 9, we observe that the CR3 method gives slightly better
pressure than the CR2 method. From Fig. 10, we can see that CR3 gives smaller L2 and
H 1 errors compared to the CR2 method.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two variants (CR2 and CR3) of Crouzeix-Raviart MsFEM has been developed and implemented in TrioCFD. Numerical tests have been done for imcompressible
flow around very fine and non-periodically placed inclusions. The Crouzeix-Raviart multiscale basis functions are computed in triangular discretisation by FVEM in TrioCFD
and belong to P1NC-P0 FEM spaces. The weakly enforced continuity across coarse element edges ensures accurate basis function solutions without using any oversampling
methods. Convergence studies of Poiseuille flow and open-channel flow in heterogeneous
media are given. Good qualitative agreement with the reference solutions has been shown
at relativement coarse mesh configurations.
However, CR2 may be insufficient to approximate accurately the solutions of Stokes
flow. With the enrichment of basis functions, CR3 method captures better flow features
and improves the accuracy of the MsFEM especially in presence of very dense inclusions.
Other types of enrichment of basis functions can be a subject of our future work.
This work has layed the ground work for more complicated Navier-Stokes equations.
Using basis functions computed by solving Stokes equations, our current work is developpping different convection schemes to solve the Navier-Stokes coarse problem.
Although the test cases are given in 2 dimensions, the MsFEM have been developed
and implemented in TrioCFD for 2 and 3 dimensions cases. More simulation results will
be presented later.
9
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Abstract. This paper describes a multi-scale fracture framework, for modelling dynamic fracture in polycrystalline materials. The motivation behind developing such an
application is to provide a high fidelity tool to model and capture dynamic structural
deformations, at the macro scale, undergoing fracture at the micro scale. The application
links two highly scalable applications ParaFEM and CASUP, that model continuum using
the finite element method and fracture using cellular automata respectively. Linking the
two is done through a initial coupling step assigning the cellular automata to appropriate
finite elements. Each time step the application passes data between the two packages, a
stress tensor from ParaFEM to CASUP and a damage variable from CASUP to ParaFEM.
If the maximum resolved normal stress on any cleavage plane exceeds fracture stress, crack
propagation is induced through the material in the cellular automata, and the damage
variable changes appropriately, updating the macro properties of the structure, modelled
using finite elements. An example test case is shown, considering the degradation of a
structure using material with differing critical stresses. The case showed materials undergoing permanent damage without failure and complete failure. Finally the parallel
scalability of the application was explored and found to scale to 1000’s of cores. Improved
fidelity from coupling multiple scales in simulations has a wide range of applications in
energy, aerospace and naval industries.

1

INTRODUCTION

Multi scale modelling to capture the physics at scales differing by orders of magnitudes
still poses a significant challenge. In the late 1990’s a paradigm shift towards simulation
based design and predictive modelling lead to the growth in research considering multi
scale modelling[1]. The concept of multiscale modelling is broad, involving a range of disciplines such as solid mechanics, materials science, physics, chemistry and fluid mechanics.
In particular it has become an established field of work within the area of material science
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and solid mechanics with a range of methods for coupling molecular dynamics physics
with continuum mechanics[2] and multi level finite element methods[3]. However applications capturing the effects of fracture in multiscale methods are limited.[4] is an example
of an application doing just that, however there are few others.
Modelling fracture in materials at a single length scale has been researched intensively
with scientists using extended finite element methods[5], cohesive zone models[6], multi
phase field methods[7] and cellular automata[8] to model crack propagation and cleavage.
This paper describes a mini-app[9] extended from the work by Shterenlikht and Margetts[10]
that couples a cellular automata library, CASUP[11], capable of modelling fracture at the
meso-scale with an finite element library, ParaFEM[12], capable of capturing detail at
the continuum scale. The paper describes the coupling interface at a high level before
exploring a test problem involving transient trans granular cleavage of a polycrystalline
material.
The paper is ordered as follows, Section 2 describes the method and implementation of
the application, Section 3, the results from a simple test problem and the parallel scaling
of the application and finally Section 5 discussing the value and impact of the work.
2

METHOD

This section provides an abstract view of the coupling between ParaFEM and CASUP,
Figure 1 shows how the key data is passed between the packages.

ParaFEM
Stress tensor computed at
continuum scale using
finite elements

Update stiffness matrix
in the finite element
part and proceed

[K]

CASUP

Mechanistic modelling
of fracture using
cellular automata

Damage variable computed
by homogenisation of the results
of the cellular automata calculation

Figure 1: Flow Diagram of a CAFE iteration

At the start of the simulation, both applications are initialised. ParaFEM generates
the mesh and CASUP builds the cellular automata grid required. Each time step the
partial differential equations describing the continuum in ParaFEM are solved, with the
stress tensor passed to CASUP. Based on the stress tensor and a critical stress value
2
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defined by the user, CASUP determines whether cleavage will occur. If cleavage occurs
a homogenisation process is applied to the cellular automata mapped to a specific finite
element. This generates a value for a damage variable that is passed back to ParaFEM
for each finite element. The macro properties of the structure are updated. The process
repeats until failure of the material occurs or a user specified time limit for the simulation
is reached.
2.1

ParaFEM

ParaFEM is an open source parallel application written in Fortran made up of a series
of libraries and driver programs[12]. The driver programs each solve a different structural mechanics problem using the finite element method. The library has a range of
capabilities including thermomechanical analysis[13], stochastic monte carlo methods[14],
fluid-structure interaction[15] and large strain plasticity[16].
In the mini-app developed by the authors for this paper, ParaFEM is solving the transient linear elastic deformation of a solid using the assumption of small strain. Damping
is ignored and so Equation 1 represents the governing equation being solved at each time
step,
{f } = [K]{u} + [M ]{ü}

(1)

where f represents an external force vector, [K] and [M ] the stiffness and mass matrices
respectively, u is the displacement vector and ü is the second derivative of displacement
in time.
An iterative procedure, the preconditioned conjugate gradient(PCG) method, is used
to solve the partial differential equations. Unlike direct solvers, iterative solvers can scale
to much higher core counts[17]. Along with this ParaFEM decomposes the mesh on an
element by element basis, using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) for communication
between processes. This combination of methods has lead to ParaFEM showing good
scaling on up to 32,000 cores[12] for various engineering problems.
Table 1 provides a description of the key steps within the mini-app.
Table 1: Summary of key steps in ParaFEM

Routine
Initialise
Update [K]
Solve Eqn. 1
Recover [σ]

Description
Load the mesh and build the communication matrices
Update the stiffness matrix based on an updated Youngs Modulus
Solve the governing equations using PCG method
Get elemental stresses and pass to CASUP

Non-linear material behaviour within the structure are induced through the changing
macro properties, altered by the interaction with CASUP, and even with such a simple
model a range of phenomena can be simulated.

3
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2.2

CASUP

The Cellular Automata library for SUPercomputers (CASUP) is a general purpose cellular automata library written in Fortran making extensive use of 2008 and 2018 coarrays.
In the authors mini-app, the CASUP library is used to generate the granular structure
be seen in Figure 2, and simulate the transgranular cleavage cracking.
CASUP does not solve a series of governing equations in the classic sense, but uses
a series of rules and algorithms to decide if a crack will propagate. Table 2 provides a
summary of the important steps within CASUP.
Table 2: Summary of key steps in CASUP

Routine
Initialise
Propagate crack
Calculate D
Update E

Description
Generate initial grain structure in domain
Using a series of rules, decide if a crack propagates
Calculate the damage scalar
Use the damage scalar to update the Youngs Modulus

The domain is initialised with each cell being empty, a number of grain nuclei are
assigned randomly within the domain and allowed to grow, until the entire domain is
represented by either a grain or grain boundary. Typically the CA cells are much smaller
than the representative FE size, such that every element occupies a space covering a
cluster of CA cells. Every time step the FE stress tensor is passed to CA where it is
redistributed over the cluster of cells attached to this FE. This is a classical localisation
step of any multi-scale technique. Any CA cell in which the maximum resolved normal
stress on {100} or {110} planes exceeds the material fracture stress (which is a function
of the surface energy [10]) becomes failed. A number of CA cells can fail in a single CA
iteration, together all failed cells form a micro-scale crack. The damage scalar is calculated
based on the proportion of failed cells to live cells within a finite element. This value is
used to update the stiffness of each finite element.
3

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

The problem involves the forced vibration of a cantilever beam, with only a specified
region containing the cellular automata. Figure 2 provides a diagrammatic view of the
problem test case.
The beam is 5mm in height with a 1mm2 cross sectional area. At the center of the beam
a 1mm3 volume of cellular automata cells exist, as shown in Figure 2. The structure has
a Youngs modulus of 200 GP a, a density of 7874 kg/m3 and Poissons ratio of 0.3, which
corresponds to Iron. There are approximately 135,000 isotropic, quadratic hexahedral
finite elements within the structure. The cellular automata volume is made up of around
625 grains with 1e5 cells per grain.
The beam is forced in time, f (t), at a frequency of w = 1000 rad/s, which excites
only the first mode of vibration within the structure. The beam is vibrated for an initial
period of 0.05 seconds without any cracking present. A crack is subsequently initialised
4
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Spatial Meshes

Boundary Conditions
f(t)=F.cos(wt)

Finite
Elements

Cellular
Automata

Fixed
Figure 2: Problem setup

at x = z = 0 and y = 0.5mm, which corresponds to a point at the edge of the cellular
automata zone and half way up the y axis. Two theoretical materials are chosen to
highlight the capabilities of the framework, with the critical stresses or cleavage plane
stresses differing by an order of magnitude. The length scale of the cellular automata is
set such that each timestep a crack can propagate 0.2mm or 1/5 of the model.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Test case

The deflection of the tip of the beam is plotted against time for two materials in Figure
3. Mat A has incurred some permanent damage and Mat B has undergone catastrophic
failure.
When the crack is initiated in Mat A some permanent damage occurs, seen by the
divergence from the elastic response. Within the cellular automata a micro crack was
seen to propagate to the grain boundary but not develop further. Further more the
material continues to sit within the response of the elastic regime suggesting the material
has not failed but just endured some permanent plastic damage in part of the structure.
However, in the bottom plot clear failure can be seen. After the crack has been initiated
the beam continues to deflect in its first mode for approximately 1 period. There is some
micro cracking present and so the results diverge from the purely elastic response. At the
point of maximum deflection, when the material stress is at its highest, a large level of
5
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Displacement [m]

Displacement [m]

Mat A

Mat B

Elastic

0.05

0.00
Crack On
−0.05
0.05
Failure
0.00
Crack On
−0.05
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

Figure 3: Tip Displacement

crack propagation takes place and the large number of micro cracks rapidly form a macro
crack. This completely reduces the strength of the structure, which can be seen by the
sharp increase of tip displacement. Although the simulation will not crash the solution is
no longer physically realistic.
Figure 4 shows the finite element models of the beam for two positions. The top set
of figures represents the displacement of the elements in x,y and z under tension, and the
bottom half under compression.

Figure 4: Displacement of cracked zone under tension in X, Y and Z direction

6
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Figure 5: Displacement of cracked zone under compression in X, Y and Z direction

The deformation patterns look similar to a bar under tension with necking. A clear
region of failure can be seen, with the contours showing how the material is now reacting.
One image of particular note is the bottom left, when the material is under compression,
it can be seen that the the material is being forced out at the edges, with relatively
concentrated regions of displacement in the failed region.

y

x

Formation of a macro crack
Figure 6: Typical crack formations(left) and cracking viewed in x-y plane(right)

An image of the typical crack formation within the cellular automata zone is shown in
Figure 6. The grey and blue represent cracks on the {100} and {110} planes, which have
7
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the lowest critical stresses of the material. A number of flat micro cracks can be seen. It
was noticeable from the 3D view of the model that the micro cracks formed in a distinct
band in the x-y plane, joining up to form macro-cracks The banding seen in Figure 6,
right, seems counter-intuitive, with the major displacement occurring in the out of plane
direction. However it is consistent with the formation of shear bands.
4.2

Scaling

One important issue with multiscale modelling is that capturing the different scales
such as the crack growth and macro deformation, can be computationally expensive[18].
It is important that applications such as these scale to high core counts to keep simulation
times reasonable.
The strong scaling of the application has been tested using 10 time steps. Approximately 23 million nodes were used in the finite element mesh, corresponding to just over
63 million equations to be solved. The cellular automata contained approximately 62.5
million cells. Figures 7 and 8 show the speed up of application in terms of total execution
time and then the speed up achieved by the “Solve PCG” routine per iteration, the most
time consuming operation within this problem.
104

104

Ideal
Speed Up

Speed Up

Ideal

mini-app

103

103
Number of Cores

103

mini-app

103
Number of Cores

104

104

Figure 8: “Solve PCG” solution/iteration

Figure 7: Total simulation time

It can be seen that the application scales well on 1000’s of cores. In the timing data(not
presented here) it was noticed that the scalability of CASUP dropped before that of
ParaFEM which the authors believe to be due to a lack of work per core. It should be
noted that the scaling tests of the application were run excluding the IO operations.
5

CONCLUSION

The paper has presented a multiscale framework for modelling transient transgranular
cracking in heterogeneous materials.
The simple test case that has been used for initial testing, has highlighted a number
of parameters that can be considered when modelling at multiple length scales. Time
and length scales pose a challenging task when modelling multiscale processes. Careful
8
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calibration of theses parameters along with critical material stresses may be required on a
material by material and model by model basis. However once completed the application
offers a powerful tool for huge parameter sweeps across 1000’s of cores, for material optimisation purposes, and to model different materials such as composites that are prevalent
in aerospace and the energy industries[19].
The authors consider that the application currently lies at level 3 in terms of technology
readiness levels with further work into exploring the parameter space and validation with
experimental data to move the project forward. A range of modern 3D imaging techniques
exist that can provide experimental data for validation and verification[20].
The authors plan to explore the parameter space in more detail, including considering
the impact of the length scale, number of grains and their sizes, on failure under dynamic
loading conditions.
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Abstract. Numerical simulations in framework of RANS are carried out for blood damage
prediction on a ventricular assist device. The inlet guide vane of an axial blood pump is
simplified to a channel flow. The results are compared between smooth and rough channel
walls, for which the roughness is considered by Discrete Porosity Method on one channel wall.
Thus, a porosity property is associated to selected fluid cells according to Darcy-Forchheimer
equations in OpenFOAM. Because of the roughness consideration, viscous shear stress changes
locally which leads to different blood damage behavior while the velocity profile is mostly
unaffected. The change in blood damage is shown in the results.
1

INTRODUCTION

Ventricular assist devices (VAD) find application for patients with a heart insufficiency. A
continuous-flow VAD as rotary pump is a promising technical solution [1], but blood damage
prediction is required to investigate its hemocompatibility. In the past, most investigations
regarding blood damage considered smooth walls [2, 3]. Nevertheless, surface roughness
features of the pump affects the viscous shear stress field locally and it may lead to activation
of platelets, hemolysis, thrombosis or thromboembolic events (stroke). Watanabe et. al.
investigated experimentally the influence of surface roughness on shear induced hemolysis [4].
They have found out a correlation between the surface roughness and induced hemolysis.
Therefore, investigations are necessary to describe the influence of roughness features on the
blood, which will help to decide an appropriate manufacturing process of VADs.
Local roughness features of the surface must be modelled precisely in the numerical
roughness model to calculate the local viscous shear stress accurately. Equivalent sand grain
height (ESG) model proposed by Nikuradse [5, 6] is still state of the art to consider roughness.
However, it can provide global roughness effects like total pressure loss or decrease of velocity
in logarithmic wall function, but not the effect on the local shear stress because of roughness
features. Body conforming mesh simulations are most common in computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and would provide appropriate results [7]. However, irregular random
roughness with a height in the order of 1μm, like on VAD surfaces, are mostly impossible to
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mesh in a way with acceptable mesh size and mesh quality.
Discrete Porosity Method (DPM) is an alternative roughness model to add local roughness
features in simulations without creating a body-conforming mesh, but adding a porosity
property to selected cells. A comparison on regular roughness using RANS simulations have
shown that body conforming simulation gives most accurate results validated on direct
numerical simulation and experiments. However, DPM and ESG are underestimating friction
velocity at the rough wall by 25 % and 100 %, respectively, compared to the experimental
data [7]. Hence, DPM is the preferred method in this paper and is described in detail in the
following chapter.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

2.1 Navier-Stokes-Equations
The Navier-Stokes-Equations are the fundamental equations in CFD. It represents the
conservation of momentum and is described as follows [6]:
∂(ρui )
∂t

+
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Considering the porosity, the Navier-Stokes-Equations are modified by adding a sink term to
reduce the velocity in selected fluid cells:
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Originally, porosity was used to determine the pressure drop of porous media like sediment [8]
or in heat exchangers [9].
2.2 Darcy-Forchheimer Equation
The sink term described in Eq. (2) is considered as additional pressure drop. Darcy has derived
a relation between pressure drop over a specific length 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 and the mean velocity 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 in his
experiments. He has defined a linear behaviour with hydraulic conductivity 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ [8]:
Δp
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

1

= 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

(3)

ℎ

An improved expression known as the Darcy-Forchheimer equation is shown in Eq. (4) [9, 10].
The pressure drop is divided into a viscous term which is linearly dependent on the velocity and
an inertial term which depends on the velocity square. These relations can also be seen as
friction drag and form drag, respectively. Here, u is the velocity vector for a three dimensional
domain. In the Darcy-Forchheimer equation, it is possible to define different porous properties
in each flow direction. Thus, anisotropic behavior can be considered if necessary:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 + 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌2𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹|𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢|𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢;
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2.3 Discrete Porosity Method on roughness of a VAD
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(5)

In the DPM, a cartesian grid represents the fluid domain without any consideration of
roughness. This leads to excellent mesh quality regarding skewness and minimum angle. To
consider the roughness elements, single fluid cells overlapping with the roughness structure are
selected to a set of cells. Therefore, during mesh generation the near wall region is relatively
fine discretized to resolve the roughness. For VAD rotors, a polished surface is created having
roughness heights less than 2 µm. Here, the polished surface is assumed as a sine function with
2 µm amplitude and 5 µm half wave length according to equation (6), where only the positive
amplitude is taken into account. Figure 1 shows a two dimensional view of the sine curve, which
is constantly extruded in spanwise direction for the 3D simulation. Streamwise direction and
height is in x- and y- direction, respectively.
𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 2 µ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(0.6283𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)

(6)

In this way, two kinds of cell sets are created in one domain, a fluid cell set and a roughness
cell set, see Figure 2. For the fluid cell volume, RANS equations are solved. For roughness cell
volume, the sink term according to Darcy-Forchheimer is added to the RANS equations. Here,
a nearly infinite sink shall be created to reduce the velocity in the roughness cells to
approximately zero. Therefore, all components of the pressure loss coefficients D and F from
equation (5) are set to high values of 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 = 1012 1/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 1012 1/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚2 . Here, it is assumed,
that the selected roughness cell is blocking the flow completely, even if the area under the sine
curve is not filling the complete fluid cell cross section, see Figure 1. An improvement could
have been used to consider the volume fraction between roughness cell and fluid cell and
additionally the roughness shape. For simplification, it is not included in this paper.

Figure 1: Approximation of a polished surface
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y
z

x
Figure 2: Highly zoomed near wall region: fluid cells in grey, roughness cells in red

2.4 Computational domain and boundary conditions
An assumed inlet guide vane is simplified to a rectangular channel, see Figure 3 and Figure 4.
The channel height is defined as distance between hub and housing resulting in 2 mm. The
channel width is defined as arc length between two blades. If the assumed inlet guide vane has
a hub diameter of 9.55 mm, the circumference 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 becomes 30 mm. If three blades are
considered, each having 1 mm thickness, the channel width becomes 9 mm. The length of the
channel is set to 8 mm. However, primary aim is to compare the roughness effect of VAD’s,
for which this channel domain length is satisfactory. Moreover, a reduced domain length results
in smaller mesh size and reduced computational effort. The overall computational domain has
a size of 8x9x2 mm in length, width and height, respectively. In respective directions, the mesh
is discretized in 1601x61x71 nodes leading to approximately 7 million nodes. The high
discretization in channel length direction is necessary to resolve the roughness elements in
streamwise direction, because the sine roughness elements have a distance of 5 µm between
each other. In height, the roughness resolution has been maintained by controlling the mesh
spacing of the first node from the wall, which is 2 µm according to roughness height. Besides,
the roughness in the rough channel is applied on one side only. In this case, the bottom wall is
having the roughness. The mesh expansion factor is kept 1.2 for the whole domain. Eventually,
the mesh provides good mesh quality regarding skewness and minimum angle reaching 1 and
90°, respectively. Maximum aspect ratio becomes 75 because of the fine discretization in
streamwise direction.
Regarding boundary conditions, no slip walls are applied on top and bottom boundary, also
for front and back side, see Figure 4. The roughness is applied on the bottom surface as
described before. On the outlet, static pressure is set to a fixed value of 0 Pa and the inlet has a
defined velocity vector (𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 , 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ) giving uniform value of (1.123, 0, 0) m/s. The Reynolds
Housing

2 mm
Hub

9.55 mm

Figure 3: Inlet guide vane model for simplification to a rectangular channel
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Top Wall

Inlet

Outlet

y
z

2 mm
x

Front Wall
9 mm

8 mm
Figure 4: Channel dimensions and boundary conditions

number results in Re ≈ 680 based on inlet velocity, channel height, blood’s density and dynamic
viscosity which is 1050 kg/m³ and 0.0035 Pa s, respectively. The inlet velocity is calculated
based on a 4.5 l/s volume flow through the inlet guide vane. The resulting Reynold number
would lead to a laminar channel flow, but because of inflow conditions of the tube system,
turbulence is very probable in reality. Therefore, turbulence settings are applied in a way, that
inlet provides a turbulence intensity of 5 %. For steady RANS simulation using simpleFOAM
solver, the turbulence model k-ω-SST has been used. Moreover, blood is considered as
newtonian fluid because its non-newtonian behavior decreases with higher shear stresses. From
100 Pa on, there is an no significant change is noticeable [11]. In this simulation, it is valid for
the near wall region, which is object of interest in this paper.
Because of an inlet guide vane, no rotational motion is considered here. In addition, the
influence of the rotation of the VAD rotor is neglected simplifying the inlet and outlet boundary
condition. Here, the channel has a constant width because the blades have an assumed constant
thickness. The actual blade channel has a varying width because of the blade’s profile.
Moreover, top and bottom walls are assumed to have same size, even though the top wall should
have a bigger width because of curvature and larger housing radius.
2.5 Blood damage
Blood damage can be indicated based on the shear strain rate and resulting shear stress in
the domain. Strain rate tensor is written as:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

1 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
�
+
�
2 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(7)

having three scalar invariants, one of them is called shear strain rate [12]:
1

2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾̇ = �2
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(8)

The shear stress is defined by dynamic viscosity and shear strain rate:
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 = 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ∗ 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾̇
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y in [m]

u in [m/s]

Figure 5: Velocity profile y over u of smooth channel (blue) and rough channel (red)
Thamsen et. al. [13] proposed that protein damage, also called von Willebrand factor cleavage,
potentially occurs above a shear stress of 9 Pa. Above 50 Pa platelet activation happens
resulting in thrombus formation. Finally, hemolysis starts at shear stress of 150 Pa.
3

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For comparison, two simulations have been carried out. The first one has considered all walls
as smooth walls. The second one has considered the bottom wall as a rough wall according to
Discrete Porosity Method. All other boundary conditions remain same.
Basically, if the roughness height is inside the viscous sublayer, the wall will be considered
as hydraulically smooth and will not affect the flow [5]. In these simulations, the value of
maximum y+ reached 0.02. According to Schlichting [5], the viscous sublayer ranges until a y+value of 5 which means the first grid point away from the wall is inside the viscous sublayer.
Hence, the considered roughness is also in the viscous sublayer, because the mesh has been
adapted to the roughness height. The velocity profile with respect to wall normal distance y is
plotted in Figure 5. The vertical line has been set at spanwise center, i.e. 4.5 mm from the
sidewalls and 6.5 mm from the inlet. Apart from small difference in centerline velocity, which
possibly results from numerical errors, the velocity profiles are equal. However, there is an
effect of roughness on the flow concerning blood damage. Because of roughness consideration,
the shear strain rate and consequently the shear stress in the rough

y
z

x
Figure 6: Cell volumes of starting protein damage in smooth channel (left) and rough channel
(right), activated wire frame of the channel
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Figure 7: Hemolysis starting in cell volumes near the inlet on smooth channel (left) and
rough channel (right), activated grid and bottom wall (blue)
channel show higher values in the near wall region than in the smooth channel.
In Figure 6, the displayed cell volumes contain all cells having a shear stress of 9 Pa defining
start of protein damage. Certain regions of cell volumes are located closer to the wall in the
rough channel simulation, especially seen in the area near the outlet. However, the total volume
for rough wall is smaller than for smooth walls in case of protein damage, see Table 1. This
could mean, that the core flow has still the same field of low shear, but the region with 9 Pa
changes its distribution.
In Figure 7, shear stress above 150 Pa occurred near the inlet, because of boundary layer
development, i.e. the boundary layer is small close to the inlet resulting in high shear stresses
in this near wall region. With greater boundary layer thickness in streamwise direction, the wall
shear stress is decreasing, which is a typical channel flow behavior. For rough walls, more cell
volumes with shear stress above 150 Pa can be noted. This behavior can also be seen for platelet
activation above 50 Pa. Table 1 summarizes fluid volumes of regions with starting blood
damage effects. Besides, all the volumes are relatively small compared to the total domain size,
which is 1.44 e-7 m³.
Table 1: Fluid volumes of starting blood damage regions with limit values according to [13]

Smooth [m³]
Rough [m³]
Difference [%]

Protein damage
9.354 e-9
9.335 e-9
0.2

Platelet activation
4.041 e-10
4.108 e-10
1.6

Hemolysis
1.115 e-10
1.127 e-10
1.1

On the one hand, a difference in blood damage behavior is visible in the simplified channel
flow simulation, even though the percentage difference is very small. On the other hand, many
effects are neglected here, e.g. the diffusor effect in the blade channel, shape of the blades,
rotational effects of the rotor, additional turbulence or swirl because of the tube system before
the inlet guide vane. If more of the mentioned effects are additionally modelled, a more realistic
shear field can be simulated which would enhance the difference between smooth and rough
wall simulation regarding blood damage prediction. Moreover, the inlet guide vane is a
stationary, non-rotational part of a VAD. If the rotor would be simulated, even more effects
will be considered, for example secondary flows like flow through the clearance between blades
and housing, the revolution of the rotor itself leading to an additional velocity component and
an increasing pressure along the rotor. This will result into a more advanced and complex flow
and shear field.
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4

CONCLUSION

Steady RANS simulations are performed in OpenFOAM for an inlet guide vane of a VAD
for smooth walls and with rough wall consideration of a polished surface of 2 µm roughness
height. Therefore, roughness has been modelled by Discrete Porosity Method. The inlet guide
vane has been simplified to a channel flow, representing one blade channel. As a result, velocity
profiles are matching each other because the roughness height is inside the viscous sublayer,
representing a hydraulically smooth wall. However, shear stresses are lightly affected by
roughness. The provided results show small, but still noticeable change in blood damage
behavior taking roughness into account. More regions of starting platelet activation and
hemolysis occur because of roughness consideration. For better blood damage prediction, less
assumptions have to be done to consider more physical effects and find more appropriate
results.
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Abstract. The CellDrum provides an experimental setup to study the mechanical effects of
fibroblasts co-cultured with hiPSC-derived ventricular cardiomyocytes. Multi-scale
computational models based on the Finite Element Method are developed. Coupled electrical
cardiomyocyte-fibroblast models (cell level) are embedded into reaction-diffusion equations
(tissue level) which compute the propagation of the action potential in the cardiac tissue.
Electromechanical coupling is realised by an excitation-contraction model (cell level) and the
active stress arising during contraction is added to the passive stress in the force balance,
which determines the tissue displacement (tissue level). Tissue parameters in the model can
be identified experimentally to the specific sample.
1

INTRODUCTION

Healthy cardiac tissue includes approximately 75% cardiomyocytes (CMs) by volume but
CMs account for only 30-40% by cell number [1]. The majority of the other cells are the
much smaller fibroblasts whose number even increases in aged tissue and in many forms of
diseases [2].
Fibroblasts do not only contribute to the tissue structure but it has been shown in both
experimental and computational studies that fibroblasts coupled to ventricular cardiomyocytes
influence the electric conduction of cardiomyocytes, e.g. the action potential duration and the
conduction velocity in tissue [2]-[10]. A computational study by Zhan et al. [9] suggests also
consequences for the mechanical contraction of ventricular CMs. This is not surprising as the
contraction is triggered by electrical activation via an intracellular calcium-dependent process
called excitation-contraction coupling.
So far, experiments on the electrical effects of CM-fibroblast coupling have been performed
with cardiac tissues obtained from various animal species [3][7][8]. Since the differentiation
of human-induced pluripotent stem cells into CMs is a well-established methodology [11], the
so-called human-induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs) have
become a promising alternative. They are harvested from somatic cells from mature donors,
which increases their availability and ethical concerns become secondary for in-vitro testing
[12]. On the plus side from a physiological point of view are e.g. a gene expression which is
consistent with native human CMs [13], and the presence of the major ion current types seen
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in native human CMs [14]. However, there exist also major structural, electrical, and
mechanical differences to native human CMs [15]. These differences depend on the
maturation state [16]-[21]. Maturation is promoted by time in culture [16], substrate stiffness
[17], biochemical cues [18], external electrical stimulation [19], and an engineered
longitudinally (anisotropic) alignment of the hiPSC-CM [20][21] while they are aligned
randomly (isotropic). When drawing parallels to native human CMs in the interpretation of
the experiments, all relevant differences need to be taken into account.
We use auto-contractile tissues of hiPSC-CMs on a highly flexible substrate to investigate the
electrical and the mechanical effects of fibroblasts in cardiac tissue. In the tissue, nodal CMs
assemble to a bundle and create an action potential which spreads over the tissue to trigger
contraction of atrial and ventricular CMs. Multielectrode Array (MEA) technique is used to
study the action potential and its propagation. Stiffness and contraction can be examined by
the CellDrum device which was developed in our institute [22][23]. The CellDrum is a
circular well (𝑑𝑑 = 6.4 mm) with a bottom formed by an ultra-thin (𝑡𝑡 = 3 – 4 μm) silicone
membrane (substrate) on which the hiPSC-CM cell line is cultivated. HiPSC-CMs are aligned
randomly in the tissue and mature by time in culture. The stiffness of the tissue construct
(cardiac tissue and membrane) can be measured by inflation testing and the displacement and
frequency of the contractions are recorded by a capacitive sensor.
Two co-cultured cell lines are used for the study: Cor.4VU® (Ncardia Germany, Cologne)
containing 90% ventricular and 10% atrial and nodal hiPSC-CMs and Fibro.Cor.4U®
(Ncardia Germany, Cologne). Fibroblasts Fibro.Cor.4U® are added with various relative cell
amounts. In preliminary experiments [24], it was found that the tissue construct displacement
was enhanced in the presence of fibroblasts with a relative cell content of up to 50%. This is
in contradiction to the computational study of Zhan et al. [9] which suggested that the active
stress of ventricular CMs (and thus their displacement) decreases when fibroblasts are added
to the tissue.
Computational models can be used to interpret experimental data, provide mechanistic
insights and translate experimental data to native human CMs. For these reasons,
electromechanical multi-scale models of the CellDrum are developed. Frotscher et al. [25][26]
published the first Finite Element Method (FEM) based models which were developed for a
cell line with 5% nodal, 35% atrial, and 60% ventricular hiPSC-CMS (Cor.4U®, Ncardia
Germany, Cologne) to study the effects of various cardiac drugs using the Hill equation
[27][28]. Nodal, atrial, and ventricular cell models were implemented and the cells were
considered to be homogeneosly distributed. Since electrical stimulation was driven by the
nodal model in all points of the tissue construct, the propagation of the generated action
potential at the tissue level was neglected.
Novel models consider only ventricular CMs because they make the largest part of the
Cor.4VU® cell line. Electrical coupling of ventricular CMs and fibroblasts is taken into
account and an external stimulation current is applied in the region of the nodal CM bundle to
generate an action potential which then propagates through the tissue construct. As done
already in previously published models [25][26], tissue related parameters can be adapted
experimentally to the specific sample. Details of the novel computational models are given in
this paper.
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2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

2.1

Structure

The computational model of the CellDrum consists of two scales, the cellular and the tissue
scale, and two physical phenomena, electricity and mechanics.
The cellular level consists of coupled electrical models of ventricular CMs and fibroblasts.
They compute the membrane potential based on the ion currents across the membrane and the
ventricular model additionally computes the membrane potential driven freely available
calcium concentration inside the cell. The freely available calcium concentration is input for
the mechanical (excitation-contraction) model which computes the active stress created by the
ventricular CMs. Since nodal and atrial cells make only 10% of all cells in the investigated
cell line, they are not considered in the electromechanical model. In consequence, pacemaker
are missing and the ventricular cell model requires external stimulation.
The tissue construct is considered as one material which is, both electrically and
mechanically, isotropic due to the random alignment of the hiPSC-CM on the silicone
membrane. Electrical cell models are embedded in the reaction-diffusion type monodomain
equation (monodomain model) which simulates the action potential propagation at the tissue
level.
The active stress, which is computed by the cellular excitation-contraction model at each
point of the tissue construct, is added to the passive stress in the force balance equation of the
mechanical model (active stress model; [29]). This gives, for certain boundary conditions, the
displacement of the beating tissue construct. The FEM is used to solve the models at the
tissue level.
Tissue model parameter are adapted experimentally (conduction velocity measurements,
inflation testing) to the specific sample and the validation of the CellDrum model is
performed based on the central displacement of the tissue construct. An overview about the
model and the workflow is displayed in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview and workflow of the electromechanical CellDrum model.

2.2

Electrical model

Propagation of the action potential in cardiac tissue is described by the monodomain model
[30]. The monodomain model is a simplified version of the bidomain model and is based on
the assumption that the conductivity in the extracellular space is proportional to the
intracellular conductivity. Potse et al. [31] compared both approaches and found the
difference in conduction velocity to be negligibly small. The parabolic partial differential
equation of the monodomain model reads
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= ∇ ∙ (𝐃𝐃∇V) − 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
with the isotropic diffusion tensor
𝐃𝐃 = 𝐷𝐷𝐈𝐈

(1)

(2)

and the no-flux (Neumann) condition at the boundaries of the tissue construct
𝐧𝐧(𝐃𝐃∇V) = 0 on Γ𝑁𝑁 .

(3)

𝑉𝑉 denotes the membrane potential [mV], 𝐷𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient [mm2ms−1], 𝐈𝐈 is the
identity matrix, 𝐧𝐧 is the outward normal, Γ is the boundary of the tissue construct, and 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is
the total ion current density [mA(mF)−1] which is computed in the cell models. 𝐷𝐷 is derived
experimentally by linear conduction velocity measurements of the cell line using MEA. The
initial value of the membrane potential 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡0 ) is in line with the ventricular cell model.
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Couplings of ventricular cells and fibroblasts are assumed to be distributed homogeneously in
the tissue.
Ventricular cell models used here, e.g. from ten Tusscher and Panfilov (native human CMs;
[32]) or Paci et al. (hiPSC-CMs; [33]), are based on the Hodgkin-Huxley formulation [34]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(4)

= −𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 .

The total ion current density 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the sum of the ion current densities 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 of all 𝑛𝑛 channels
across the membrane and the external stimulation current density 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 .

(5)

The stimulation current density is added in the elements belonging to the region of the nodal
CM bundle.

Current densities of each ion channel 𝑖𝑖 are a function of the maximum conductance 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 , a set
of gate variables 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 , and the reversal potential 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 :
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 = 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 ∏𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 (𝑉𝑉 − 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 ).

(6)

The 𝑚𝑚 gate variables of each ion channel control its opening and closure and 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗+ and 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗− are
the respective opening and closure rates. They depend on a threshold value of the membrane
potential:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗+ (𝑉𝑉)(1 − 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 ) + 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗− (𝑉𝑉)𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 .

(7)

The ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the calcium, sodium, and potassium dynamics
do not follow a general form in published ventricular CM models. Thus, for details, we refer
to the original articles.
Fibroblasts are assumed to be homogenously distributed across the tissue, i.e. the same
number of fibroblasts is coupled to each ventricular CM. Fibroblasts are resistively coupled to
the ventricular CM by assigning an intercellular conductance 𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 . According to the
fibroblast model of MacCannel et al. [4], the membrane potential of the fibroblast is given by
𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 −

𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 (𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 −𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 )
𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓

,

(8)

where 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑣𝑣 in the index denotes fibroblast and ventricular CM, respectively, and the
membrane capacitance is denoted with 𝑐𝑐. A positive 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 (𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 − 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 ) indicates that
current is flowing from the fibroblast into the CM.
The membrane potential of the ventricular CM is given similarly by
𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= −𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 −

𝑛𝑛[𝐺𝐺𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 (𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣 −𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 )]
𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣

.

(9)

The total number 𝑛𝑛 of fibroblasts coupled to one ventricular CM is chosen with respect to the
relative fibroblast cell content in the tissue. Corresponding to a homogenous distribution of
fibroblasts, a relative fibroblast cell content of 25% for instance corresponds to 𝑛𝑛 = 0.3333
25%
100%
(100% ∙ 100%−25%).
Four ion channels contribute to the total ion current density 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 in the fibroblasts. Thus, it is
named an “active fibroblast model” whereas the “passive fibroblast model” consists of a
membrane capacitance and ohmic resistance connected in parallel [4].
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The tissue model is solved with the FEM and a fine mesh consisting of ten-node quadratic
tetrahedral elements. The mesh remains unaltered during the simulation, i.e. deformations of
the tissue construct due to the contraction of the ventricular CM are not considered in the
electrical problem. Their effect on the conduction velocity was proven to be negligible small
and substantial time savings could be achieved. Convergence of the conduction velocity was
used as criterion to find the optimum element size in a sensitivity study.
The cell models are solved once in each element. The Rush-Larsen scheme [35] was used to
solve the gating variable-ODEs of the ventricular cell model whereas the accuracy of the
simple forward Euler method was proved to be sufficient for the other ODEs. The time step to
solve the coupled electrical model was chosen to be 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 0.1 ms based on a sensitivity
analysis with both conduction velocity and APD90 (90% of the action potential length) as
criterions. To guarante convergence to steady state for a given contraction frequency, we
paced the coupled cell model at the experimentally determined frequency for 50 beats and
used the resulting values as initial conditions at 𝑡𝑡0 .

2.3

Mechanical model

The hyperelastic tissue construct is a solid body which, at time 𝑡𝑡0 , is in the reference
configuration 𝜅𝜅0 (ℬ) and has material points 𝐗𝐗 ∈ 𝜅𝜅0 (ℬ). At 𝑡𝑡 it is in the current configuration
𝜅𝜅𝑡𝑡 (ℬ) and the material points 𝐱𝐱 ∈ 𝜅𝜅𝑡𝑡 (ℬ) are mapped through the motion 𝛘𝛘(𝐗𝐗, 𝑡𝑡): 𝜅𝜅0 (ℬ) →
𝜅𝜅𝑡𝑡 (ℬ) such that 𝐱𝐱 = 𝜒𝜒𝑡𝑡 (𝐗𝐗, 𝑡𝑡). The deformation gradient is defined to be
𝐅𝐅 = ∇𝑋𝑋 𝜒𝜒𝑡𝑡 (𝐗𝐗, 𝑡𝑡)

(10)

𝐅𝐅 = 𝐅𝐅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝐅𝐅̅

(11)

and maps the unit tangents of the reference configuration onto those in the current
configuration. The incompressible behaviour of the tissue construct is modeled by a
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient [36]

into the volume-changing (volumetric) part

𝐅𝐅𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝐽𝐽1/3 𝐈𝐈

(12)

and the volume-preserving (isochoric) part

𝐅𝐅̅ = 𝐽𝐽−1/3 𝐅𝐅,

where the volume ratio 𝐽𝐽 = 𝐅𝐅̅ = 1 is satisfied. The modified right Cauchy-Green tensor is

(13)

𝐂𝐂̅ = 𝐅𝐅̅ T 𝐅𝐅̅.

(14)

∇𝑋𝑋 ∙ [𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅(𝐂𝐂̅, 𝐗𝐗)] + 𝐛𝐛(𝐗𝐗) = 0,

(15)

Voigt´s isostrain condition is applied to guarantee equal kinematics for both the tissue and the
membrane.
The force balance is given as
where 𝐒𝐒 is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and 𝐛𝐛 are the body forces per unit volume
in the reference configuration.

On the boundary Γ = Γ𝐷𝐷 ∪ Γ𝑁𝑁 , in the reference configuration of the tissue construct essential
(Dirichlet) boundary conditions and natural (Neumann) boundary conditions are imposed:
6
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̅ (𝐗𝐗) on Γ𝐷𝐷 ,
𝐔𝐔(𝐗𝐗) = 𝐔𝐔

̅ (𝐗𝐗), and
with a prescribed displacement 𝐔𝐔

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅(𝐔𝐔, 𝐗𝐗)𝐍𝐍(𝐗𝐗) = 𝐓𝐓(𝐗𝐗) on Γ𝑁𝑁 .

(16)
(17)

with the normal vector 𝐍𝐍 and the prescribed surface traction 𝐓𝐓. Dirichlet displacement
boundary conditions are defined by the fixation of the membrane in the CellDrum and
symmetry conditions are applied in order to compute the model only for one quarter of the
circular tissue construct. The weight of the nutrient fluid given to the tissue defines the
Neumann force boundary conditions.
The total stress 𝐒𝐒 in the tissue construct is additively decomposed according to the active
stress model:
𝐒𝐒(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐒𝐒𝑝𝑝 + 𝐒𝐒𝑎𝑎 (𝑡𝑡),

(18)

where 𝐒𝐒𝑝𝑝 is the passive stress and 𝐒𝐒𝑎𝑎 is the active stress. The passive stress of the isotropic
tissue construct is written as
𝐒𝐒𝑝𝑝 = 2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝐂𝐂)
𝜕𝜕𝐂𝐂

with the neo-Hookean strain energy function

− 𝑝𝑝𝐂𝐂 −1 ,

(19)

𝜓𝜓 = 𝐶𝐶10 (𝐼𝐼1 − 3),

(20)

𝐒𝐒𝑎𝑎 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 (𝑡𝑡)𝐂𝐂 −1,

(21)

where 𝐼𝐼1 = tr 𝐂𝐂. The material parameter 𝐶𝐶10 is derived experimentally by inflation
experiments.
The active stress of the ventricular CMs is assumed to act equally in all directions and is
therefore written as
where 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is a time depending scalar value of the active stress computed by the cellular
excitation-contraction model.

Excitation-contraction models used here, e.g. Land et al. (native human ventricular CMs,
[37]), are based on ODEs of the form
𝜕𝜕𝛇𝛇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= 𝑓𝑓(𝛇𝛇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ , λ, λ̇) = 𝑓𝑓(𝛇𝛇, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ , 𝐂𝐂, 𝐂𝐂̇),
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 = 𝑓𝑓(𝛇𝛇, λ, λ̇) = 𝑓𝑓(𝛇𝛇, 𝐂𝐂, 𝐂𝐂̇),

(22)
(23)

where the states 𝛇𝛇 of the ventricular CM during active stress generation depend on the freely
available calcium concentration 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ , which is computed by the electrical ventricular cell
model, the stretch λ of the ventricular CM and the stretch rate λ̇ during contraction. We set
stretch to a constant value of 1 and the stretch rate to zero. For details, we refer to the original
articles. So far, there has no excitation-contraction model on hiPSC-CMs been published.
The tissue level is solved with the FEM and a mesh consisting of seven-node quadratic
triangular shell elements. Compared to the element size of the electrical mesh, the element
size of the mechanical mesh is much coarser. The central tissue construct displacement was
chosen as criterion for the sensitivity analysis regarding the element size. The excitationcontraction model is solved together with the coupled electrical cell model, i.e. the scalar
value of the active stress is computed in the elements of the electrical mesh. The classical 4th
7
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order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the ODEs and projection is applied to transfer the
active stress value from the electrical to the mechanical mesh.
The time step to solve the mechanical tissue model was chosen to be 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 1 ms based on a
sensitivity analysis with the time course of the central displacement as criterion, i.e. the
mechanical tissue model is solved at every 10th step of the electrical model.
Preliminary results of a similar model which contains the electrical ventricular cell model
from ten Tusscher and Panfilov [32] and the excitation-contraction model from Niederer,
Hunter and Smith [38] are published in Jung et al. [39].
3

LIMITATIONS

The computational model of the CellDrum has certain limitations which arise mainly from
simplifications of the electromechanical modelling of the tissue construct, the cell models,
and the modelling of the electromechanical interaction.
The tissue construct is electrically and mechanically considered as one material. This allows
an easy sample specific tailoring of the strain energy function by inflation tests. However, this
approach implies that the coupled electromechanical problem is solved also in the area of the
silicon membrane which results in enhanced displacement. This inaccuracy decreases with
increasing ratio between tissue thickness and membrane thickness.
The tissue construct is viscoelastic in reality. Cansiz et al. [40] has recently integrated a
viscoelastic material model in a previously published electromechanically coupled computer
model [41]. Viscoelasticity is however not included in the CellDrum model.
The electrical and mechanical tissue models can be adapted to the given sample in the
experiments. This is however not yet possible for the cell models. A promising approach to
tailor electrical models using the patch-clamp and optimal mapping techniques has recently
been introduced by Lei et al. [42].
Since there is a lack of fibroblast and excitation-contraction models for hiPSC-CMS, a
fibroblast model based on rat ventricular and native human atrial CMs [4] and a excitationcontraction model based on native human ventricular cells [37] were implemented.
Electromechanical interaction in CMs is not limited to the excitation-contraction coupling
altough this is assumed in almost all computational models including ours. Excitationcontraction coupling describes the pathway from a given action potential to mechanical
contraction and associated deformation. The opposite pathway does also exist, termed
mechano-electric coupling: mechanical deformation can alter e.g. calcium dynamics,
membrane potential, and conduction velocity. Comprehensive reviews including experimental
and computational approaches to investigate mechano-electric coupling have been published
by Kohl et al. [44] and Quinn and Kohl [45]. A detailed computational study has been
published by Kuijpers et al. [46]. Membrane potential changes due to mechanical deformation
have also been found in fibroblasts [7].
Furthermore, mechanical deformations can directly influence force production, termed
8
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mechano-mechanical feedback [37][45][46]. This coupling is integrated in some excitationcontraction models including the chosen model developed by Land et al. [37]. However, we
set the deformation in the CellDrum model to a constant value as the actual deformation
computed by the mechanical tissue model is not transferred to the electrical model. Future
work will evaluate the effects of a more detailed modelling of electromechanical interaction.
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Abstract. We present two different homogenization based approaches to upscaling the
liver perfusion at the lobular level. The first one consists in homogenization of the mesoscopic structure with the double-porosity medium represented by the Darcy flow model
with large contrasts in the permeability. The second perfusion model is based on the
two-level homogenization of the fluid-structure interaction with a scaling ansatz related
to the viscosity is applied. Both the models are compared in terms of their macroscopic
responses. Beyond the scope of this paper, for both the approaches the corresponding
extensions accounting for the tissue deformation have been derived.

1

INTRODUCTION

Understanding of liver perfusion on the multiple scales is crucial for the surgical treatment (liver resections, transplantations), but also for understanding how the liver perfusion is modified by diffuse parenchyma diseases such as cirrhosis, steatohepatitis, or
the sinusoidal obstruction syndrome. The liver parenchyma is organized by the lobular
structure constituted by the sinusoidal porosity separating the so-called vertex and central veins. Existing studies of the liver microcirculation [3, 2], i.e. perfusion between the
portal track and the central vein at lobular level, usually consider the conception of the
regular hexagonal liver lobulus as the hepatic functional unit, see e.g. [9, 4].
We have developed two homogenized models relying on different assumptions and upscaling approaches. The first one is derived by the homogenization of the mesoscopic
structure with the double-porosity medium represented by the Biot model with large
contrasts in the permeability, cf. [1]. In the sinusoidal porosity, the scaling of the permeability leads to the macroscopic model involving two pressure fields associated with the
portal and hepatic vascular compartments. The poro-viscoelastic coefficients involved in
the time convolution integrals are obtained by the homogenization of the quasistatic Biot
model, whereby time convolution integrals yield the fading memory effects. The macroscopic model is featured by the fading memory effects inherited from the time convolution
integrals, cf. [5, 6]
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The second perfusion model is an extension of our recent work [8], to account for
deformations and the 3 compartment mesoscopic topology. Two-level homogenization of
the fluid-structure interaction with a scaling ansatz related to the viscosity is applied.
The macroscopic model is defined in terms of the pressure field associated with flow in
the liver sinusoids, and the two velocity fields associated with the precapillary vessels
of the portal and hepatic vein systems. Interface conditions relevant to the mesoscopic
scale are obtained along with the mesoscopic model comprising the Darcy flow in the
dual (sinusoidal) porosity and the Stokes flow model in the mesoscopic channels (the
precapillary vessels of the portal and hepatic venous systems). To consider the influence of
deformation of the perfusion, so far this model has been extended for the two-compartment
topology only, see [7].
In this paper, we illustrate and compare properties of the two models, the DarcyBrinkman model and the double-permeability Darcy model, using selected examples with
the representative periodic cell describing the lobulus of the liver tissue. A sensitivity
study related to the mesoscopic geometry is reported. The numerical results are computed
using the FE method implemented in the SfePy software (see http://sfepy.org).

Figure 1: Lobular porous structure parameterized by ε, the characteristic size of the
sinusoidal porosity, and δ which describes the size of the mesoscopic heterogeneities.

2

THE DARCY–BRINKMAN MODEL

The model derived in [8] for the two-compartment mesoscopic topology has been extended for three compartments corresponding to the lobular structure.

2
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2.1

Micromodel and two-level homogenization strategy

The hierarchical porous material occupying open bounded domain Ω ⊂ R3 is characterized by two scales related to two small parameters ε and δ, see Fig. 1. At the mesoscopic
scale the periodic structure is formed by channels represented by domain ΩδF occupied by
δ
fluid, and by the microporous material Ωδ1 = Ω \ ΩδF . In particular, domain Ωε,δ
1 ⊂ Ω1
ε,δ
ε,δ
δ
represents micro pores occupied by fluid, whereas S = Ω1 \ Ω1 is the skeleton.
The fluid domain ΩδF is constituted by two mutually disconnected channel systems
Ωδ2 and Ωδ3 representing the precapillary vasculature, thus ΩδF = Ωδ2 ∪ Ωδ3 . The domain
occupied by the fluid is
δ
where Γδ = Ωε,δ
1 ∩ ΩF .

δ
δ
Ωε,δ = Ωε,δ
1 ∪ ΩF ∪ Γ ,

(2.1)

δ
Obviously Γδ = Γδ2 ∪ Γδ3 consist of two disjoint parts, Γδβ = Ωε,δ
1 ∩ Ωβ , β = 2, 3.
The micropores form a periodic structure generated by the representative cell εY ,
whereby Y =]0, 1[3 (in general, Y can be a parallelepiped in R3 ) and ε is proportional to
the size of pores. Y is decomposed into the solid part S ⊂ Y and the fluid part Y ∗ = Y \S,
thus S ε,δ is generated as the periodic lattice by the representative skeleton εS. At the
mesoscopic level the structure is generated by the periodic cell δZ, where Z =]0, 1[3 is
constituted by microporous part situated in Z1 ⊂ Z and by the fluid part ZF = Z \ Z1 ;
as an extension to work [8] we consider two subdomains Zβ ⊂ ZF , β = 2, 3, such that
Z2 ∩Z3 = ∅ and ZF = Z2 ∪Z3 ; further, by ΓZ = Z1 ∩ZF we denote the interface consisting
of two disjoint parts, ΓZ = Γ2Z ∪ Γ3Z . This decomposition of the representative cell at the
mesoscopic level (the lobular level) will be adopted in Section 3

2.2

Micromodel and the high contrast in the fluid viscosity

The size of the channels (mesoscopic pores) is proportional to δ. For given scale
parameters ε and δ, the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid is described by the Stokes
problem governed by the following equations:


δ
−∇ · µε,δ e(u ε,δ ) − pε,δ = f , in Ωε,δ
1 ∪ ΩF ,
u ε,δ = 0 ,

∇·u

ε,δ

=0,

on ∂S ε,δ ∪ ∂Ω ,
in

Ωε,δ
1

∪

ΩδF

(2.2)

,

where u ε,δ is the fluid velocity, e(u ε,δ ) = 0.5(∇u ε,δ + (∇u ε,δ )T ) is the velocity strain, pε,δ
is the pressure, and the viscosity µε,δ is given by piece-wise constant function according
the micropore size ε:
 2
ε µ1 in Ωε,δ
ε,δ
1 ,
µ =
(2.3)
µF
in ΩδF .

3
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2.3

The mesoscopic model

The mesoscopic flow is governed by the following equations obtained by the asymptotic
analysis (ε → 0, whereas δ being fixed, see [8]) of the system (2.2) with the viscosity (2.3),
−∇ · µ−1
1 K (∇p1 − f ) = 0 ,
−µF ∇2 u β + ∇pβ = f ,
∇ · uβ = 0 ,
uβ = 0 ,

in Ω1 ,
in Ωβ , β = 2, 3 ,
in Ωβ ,
on ∂Ω ,

[1]
= −n [β] · u 2 ,
n [1] · u 1 := −µ−1
1 K (∇p1 − f ) · n

n [β] · (µF e(u β ) − pβ ) = −p1 n [β] ,

(2.4)

on Γ ,
on Γβ ,

where u 1 = −µ−1
1 K (∇p1 − f ) is the mesoscopic flow in the microporosity. Hence we
obtain the interface conditions on Γ; the following conditions are deduced from (2.4)5,6 ,
n [β] · (u β − u 1 ) = 0 ,

β = 2, 3 ,

pβ − p1 = µF e(u β ) : n [β] ⊗ n [β] ,
t · ∂n u β + n · ∂t u β = 0 ,

(2.5)

denoting by t a unit vector in the tangential plane of Γ, i.e. n · t = 0, where ∂n = n · ∇
and ∂t = t · ∇. It is worth to note that this condition is obtained as the byproduct of the
1st level homogenization step without any restriction on the curvature of Γ.
2.4

The 2nd level homogenization

The macroscopic model of the perfusion is obtained by the asymptotic analysis with
respect to the characteristic scale δ → 0 of the mesoscopic problem (2.4). Below we
present the local problems for characteristic responses which constitute the homogenized
coefficients involved in the macroscopic problem. The resulting equations and expressions
were obtained using the approach developed in [8].
2.4.1

Local mesoscopic problems

The following autonomous problems are imposed in the two parts of the mesoscopic
representative volume: problem (2.6) describes the characteristic pressure response of the
sinusoidal porosity, while the problems (2.7) provide the characteristic flow in the portal
and hepatic precapillary channels.
1
• Find π k , ψ k,β ∈ H#
(Z1 )/R, such that


1
1
k
1
∼
K ∇z π · ∇z q = − ∼
K ∇z zk · ∇z q , ∀q ∈ H#
(Z) ,
Z 1 µ1
Z 1 µ1



1
[1]
k,β
z
1
K ∇z ψ · ∇z q = ∼ ∂k q = − ∼ nk q , ∀q ∈ H#
(Z) ,
∼
β
Z 1 µ1
Zβ
ΓZ

4
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1

• Find w ij,β ∈ H̃# (Zβ ), π̂ ij,β ∈ L2 (Zβ ) such that


ij
ij,β
+ Π ) : e z (v )− ∼ π̂ ij,β ∇z · v = 0 ,
∼ µβ e z (w
Zβ
Zβ

 ij,β

∼ ∇z · w
+ Πij q = 0 ,

∀v ∈ H1# (Zβ ) ,

(2.7)

2

∀q ∈ L (Zβ ) ,

Zβ

ij
where Πij = (Πij
k ) with Πk = zj δik .

2.4.2

Macroscopic problem

The homogenized coefficients involved in the macroscopic problem are computed using
the characteristic responses (i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3 and β, α = 2, 3),

1
Cij = ∼ [ K ∇z (zj + π j )] · ∇z (zi + π i ) ,
Z 1 µ1

1
β
Plk = φβ δkl − ∼ [ K ∇z ψ k,β ]l ,
µ
 Z1 1


β∗
[β] k
z k
Plk = φβ δkl + ∼ ∂l π = φβ δkl + ∼ nl π = φ2 δkl − ∼ ∂lz π k ,
(2.8)
Zβ
Γβ
Z1
Z

β
Aijkl = ∼ µβ e z (Πkl + w kl,β ) : e z (Πij + w ij,β ) ,
Z
 β

1
αβ
l,β
Hkl = ∼ (∇z ψ )k = ∼ [ K ∇z ψ k,α ] · ∇z ψ l,β ,
Zα
Z 1 µ1
∗β
β
= Plk
can be proved, as in [8].
The symmetry Pkl
By virtue of the Stokes flow two-level homogenization, the macroscopic model of the
lobular structure involves two velocity fields associated with the portal and hepatic vein
channels, and the pressure related to the sinusoidal porosity. The weak formulation reads,
as follows: Find (p0 , u 2 , u 3 ) ∈ H 1 (Ω) × H10 (Ω) × H10 (Ω) such that



β β
0
[C∇p −
P u ] · ∇q = [Cf ] · ∇q , ∀q ∈ H 1 (Ω) ,



[Aα e(u α )] : e(v ) +
Ω



Ω

Ω

β

[(P α )T ∇p0 ] · v +


β

Ω

v · Hαβ u β =




Ω

Ω

[(P α )T f ] · v ,

∀v ∈ H10 (Ω) ,

p0 = 0 .
Ω

(2.9)

If the microporosity Ωε,δ is a connected domain, thus Z1 and Y ∗ are connected, C is
positive definite. If Ωδβ are connected domains, Aβ are positive definite and so also Hββ ,
β = 2, 3.
5
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2.4.3

Macroscopic model

From (2.8), it is straightforward to obtain the strong formulation for which the boundary conditions can be generalized: Find unknown fields (p0 , u 2 , u 3 ) which satisfy

P β u β ] = 0 , in Ω ,
−∇ · [C(∇p0 − f ) −
β

−∇ · [Aα e(u α )] + (P α )T (∇p0 − f ) +


β

Hαβ u β = 0 in Ω ,

α = 2, 3 .

(2.10)

with the boundary conditions (n · t = 0, whereby t is any tangent) :
n · u α = ūαn on ∂Ω ,
n ⊗ t : Aα e(u α ) = σ̄tα on ∂Ω ,
p0 = p̄ on ∂p Ω ,

P β u β ) = w̄ on ∂w Ω ,
n · (C∇p0 −

(2.11)

β

where ∂Ω = ∂p Ω ∪ ∂w Ω and these parts are disjoint, ∂p Ω ∪ ∂w Ω = ∅. In Section 4 we
present an example in which the boundary conditions were prescribed according (2.11).
3

THE TWO-COMPARTMENT DARCY FLOW MODEL

The second model which can be used for modelling the tissue perfusion is based on
the Darcy flow with the double porosity. In [6] the model was derived assuming the
tissue deformability. Here we present the mode for a rigid skeleton. The domain Ω is
decomposed according to (2.1), however, the dual porosity is already homogenized; the
only scale parameter δ is related to the mesoscopic scale, thus, Ωδ = Ωδ1 ∪ ΩδF ∪ Γδ ,
3.1

The mesoscopic model — lobular level

At the mesoscopic level, reference periodic cell Z is identical with the one employed
for the first model, see Section 2.1. The permeability in the dual porosity is proportional
to δ 2 , such that
 2 1,δ
δ D̄
in Ωδ1 ,
δ
(3.1)
D =
β,δ
in Ωδβ , β = 2, 3 ,
D
1,δ

whereby there exist constants c, c > 0 such that c|D α,δ | ≤ |D̄ | ≤ cD β,δ | for α, β ∈
{2, 3}. The mesoscopic Darcy flow is governed by the following system of equations,

∇ · wδ = 0 ,
in Ωδ1 ∪ Ωδ2 ∪ Ωδ3 ,
(3.2)
w δ = −D δ (∇pδ − f δ ) ,
where the obvious interface pressure and flux continuity is prescribed, [pδ ]1β = 0 and
[w δ · n]1β = 0, β = 1, 2
 1
in ∂ext Ωδ1 ,
δḡ
δ
δ
n ·w =g =
(3.3)
gβ
in ∂ext Ωδβ , β = 2, 3 .
6
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The effective flow model presented in the subsequent sections has been derived from the
weak formulation of (3.2)-(3.3). Below we present only the local and global (macroscopic)
models.
3.2

The local problems

Two local problems for the characteristic responses must be solved in domain Z.
• The characteristic response in the dual porosity (smeared sinusoids) expresses the
flow through the porosity Z1 due to the unit pressure difference between the two
1
1
interfaces. We define H#0
(Z1 ) = {ψ ∈ H#
(Z1 )| , ψ = 0 on ΓZ } and consider
1
1
function ϕ̄ ∈ H# (Z1 ) such that ϕ̄ = 1 on ΓZ and ϕ̄ = 0 on Γ2Z . The problem reads:
1
Find ϕ̃1 ∈ H#0
(Z1 ) such that

1
1
[D̄ ∇(ϕ̃1 + ϕ̄1 )] · ∇ψ = 0 for all ψ ∈ H#0
(Z1 ) ,
(3.4)
Z1

• The second characteristic response describes the flow induced by a unit macroscopic
1
pressure gradient in the portal and hepatic channels: Find ϕ̃β ∈ H̃#
(Zβ ) such that

1
[D β ∇(ϕiβ + z i )] · ∇ψ = 0 for all ψ ∈ H#
(Zβ ) , β = 2, 3 .
(3.5)
Zβ

3.3

The macroscopic model

Using the solutions of (3.4) and (3.5), the macroscopic flow coefficients are computed
by two volume integrals,

1
β
Kij =
[D β ∇(ϕiβ + z i )] · ∇(ϕjβ + z j ) = 0 , β = 2, 3 ,
|Y | Yd

(3.6)
1
ν · [D m ∇(ϕ̃1 + ϕ̄1 )] .
G=
|Y | Γ2
The macroscopic flow in the precapillary porosities of the lobulae is governed problem
describing distribution of the two macroscopic pressures, pα ∈ H̃ 1 (Ω), α = 2, 3,



α
α
α
α
α
β α
[K (∇p − f̄ )] · ∇q + G(p − p )q =
ḡ α q α , for all q α ∈ H 1 (Ω) , α = β
Ω

Ω

∂Ω

(3.7)

α

where ḡ α = φ̄α g α and f̄ = φα f α are defined using the volume and surface porosities,
respectively, φα and φ̄α .
From (3.7), the strong formulation can be expressed easily:
α

−∇ · [K α (∇pα − f̄ )] + G(pα − pβ ) = 0
α

α

α

n · K (∇p − f̄ ) = ḡ

α = 2, 3 , α = β

in Ω ,
α

on ∂Ω ,
α

α = 2, 3 .

Below we shall assume that all the volume forces are zero, f̄ = 0 .
7
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Figure 2: Left: Geometry representation of microscale; subdomains indicated. Right:
Geometric representation of a macroscopic tissue specimen; boundary parts indicated.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The two models presented in Sections 2 and 3 has been used to simulate flows in the
periodic lobular structure of the liver, which is generated using the RPC shown in Fig. ??.
Here we aim to compare both the homogenized models which, at the lobular level, describe
flow in the sinusoidal porosity by the Darcy flow model. The sinusoids distributed in Z1
form a microporosity characterized by a highly anisotropic permeability D 1 which reflects
the blood flow in the capillary network. Since the Darcy flow model is relevant to both
the mesoscopic models (2.4) and (3.2), in domain Ωδ1 with the RPC Z1 we use the results
of [3, 2], from where the permeability tensors can be reconstructed locally with respect
to the cylindrical system established with its axis aligned with the central vein.
It should be emphasized that in (2.4) the permeability µ−1
1 K is the result of the first
2
level homogenization and involves the viscosity ε0 µ1 established for a given characteristic
size of the capillary porosity. For the second model, in (3.1), the permeability is assumed
1,δ
to be given, therefore, we can relate the two models by δ02 D̄
≈ (ε20 µ1 )−1 K , for a
given mesoscopic characteristic length, i.e. the scale parameter δ0 = 10−2 , while the
blood viscosity ε20 µ1 = 1.0 × 10−3 Pa.s, thus µ1 is evaluated for the sinusoidal porosity
characteristic size, ε0 ≈ 10−4 .
symbol
kr
kφ
kz
ε20 µ1
µF
ε0
δ0

quantity
radial permeability
tangential permeability
axial permeability
real viscosity
viscosity in canals
scale parameter
scale parameter

value
1.6 × 10−14
1.8 × 10−14
3.6 × 10−14
1.0 × 10−3
1.25 × 10−3
1.0 × 10−4
1.0 × 10−2

Table 1: Model parameter values.
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Figure 3: The response (p, u 2 , u 3 ) of the Darcy-Brinkman model, reconstructed velocity
u 1 in the microporosity.
4.1

The Darcy-Brinkman model

As mentioned above, here we skip the upscaling procedure at the microscopic level
related to the sinusoids. Permeability in the homogenized sinusoidal porosity occupying
domain Z1 are introduced by virtue of works published in [3, 2], see Tab. 1 To upscale
the flow at the mesoscopic level, we consider the geometry of the RPC describing the
idealized lobular structure, see Fig. 2(left). The local problems (2.6) in the dual porosity
Z1 , and (2.7) in Zβ , β = 2, 3 are solved with the viscosity µF = 1.25 × 10−2 Pa.s.
On the boundary ∂Ω of the macroscopic hexahedron shaped domain Ω, see the notation
in Fig. 2(right), the condition of the type (2.11) are prescribed on Walls: ūαn = 0, α = 2, 3,
on the Input/Output part: ū2n is given, whereby
ū3n = −0.2ū2n . In addition, on the whole

∂Ω we consider σ̄tα = 0, α = 2, 3, and require Ω p = 0.
Macroscopic distributions p, u 2 and u 3 are illustrated in Fig. 3, showing inflow through
system of mesoscopic channels Z2 and outflow through the system of channels Z3 . The
fluid is filtered through the microporosity Z1 . The macroscopic pressure distribution of p
in the microporosity seems to be constant alongside x1 -axis direction. The velocity field
in the microporosity u 1 is reconstructed by the Darcy law using p.
4.2

The Double-permeability Darcy model

For the two-compartment Darcy flow model, the sinusoids distributed in Z1 form a
microporosity characterized by a highly anisotropic permeability D 1 ; this has been intro9
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duced according the results of [3, 2], as discussed above, see Tab. 1.
Also in the precapillary vessels represented by channels Z2 and Z3 , the flow is described
approximately by the diffusion equations with the permeabilities D 2 and D 3 which are
established as an approximation of the Poiseuille-Stokes flow. Since the precapillary
vessels of both the PV (vertex veins) and HV (central veins) systems are defined as
cylindrical tubes, the axial permeability can be established by K̄ i,α = πRi2 (z)/8µ2 for any
i-the vessel of the two systems (α = 2, 3) within domains Zα . Then, in the i-th vessel
Zi,α ⊂ Zα involved in Zα , the permeability is defined by
K i,α (z) = K̄ i,α ν i ⊗ ν i + κI ,

z ∈ Zi,α ,

where ν i ⊗ ν i is the rank-one tensor generated by the vessel axial direction ν i , while κI
is the isotropic permeability
part given for a small regularization parameter κ. In the

vessel overlaps, for z ∈ i Zi,α , an average of K i,α computed for each i is taken (we drop
the details here). With so established permeabilities, the local problems (3.4) in the dual
porosity Z1 , and (3.5) in Zβ , β = 2, 3 are solved.
The boundary conditions considered in problem (3.8) are, as follows: Walls: ḡ α = 0 ,
2
3
2
for
we require
 α2 = 2, 3; Input/Output: ḡ is given, whereas ḡ = −0.2ḡ . In 2addition,
3
p = 0. In Fig. 4, the macroscopic distribution of pressure fields p and p is displayed.
Ω
The velocity fields u 2 and u 3 are computed from pressure fields p2 and p3 using the Darcy
law. We observe qualitatively similar behavior as the one of the Darcy-Brinkman model.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We compared two different models describing flows in the double porous medium which
corresponds to an idealized liver tissue. The Darcy-Brinkman model derived in for the
two-compartment mesoscopic topology has been extended here for the three compartments
corresponding to the sinusoidal porosity and two precapillary venous systems. This model
is obtained by the two-level homogenization of Stokes flows with the contrast in the fluid
viscosity. The double permeability Darcy flow model has been adapted according to work
[6] where the dual porosity scaling proposed in [1] was employed. To describe the liver
tissue perfusion, we proposed a geometric model of the periodic lobular structure, based
on the representative periodic cell which is associated with the primary lattice defined by
the central hepatic veins.
The two models provide solutions of either the pressure or the velocity distributions
associated with the mesoscopic porosities constituted by the portal and hepatic venulae. While the Darcy-Brinkman (DB) model provides also the sinusoidal pressure as the
macroscopic quantity, in the double-permeability Darcy (DD) model, the microporosity
pressure must be reconstructed using the characteristic mesoscopic responses. Qualitatively, in the presented example, the velocity fields computed using both the models are
similar. The differences (see Fig. 5) are related to different treatment of the mesoscopic
interface conditions the interface between the mesoscopic channels and the sinusoidal
porosity.
10
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Figure 4: The response (p2 , p3 ) of the double-permeability Darcy model; reconstructed
velocity (u 2 , u 3 ).

Figure 5: Left: Comparison of the first components of macroscopic velocity fields (u 2 , u 3 ),
distribution along x1 -axis for Darcy-Brinkman model (DB) and Double-permeability
Darcy model (DD). Right: Differences in velocities (u 2 , u 3 ) obtained as the DB model
solution relatively to the DD solution. Note that the highest relative difference is attained
for very small velocities.
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Abstract. This paper presents the modelling and simulation of cardiac muscles in a rat
biventricular model. Compared with the hugely advanced research on human hearts, the
rat heart remains fairly little discussed so far. However, insights into rat heart function and
heart failure may help to investigate human heart pathology. The biventricular model can
produce a more realistic response of the rat heart compared with a separated left ventricle
model. In this work, the excitation-induced contraction is modelled for the biventricular
model with human heart parameters adapted for the faster heart rate of the rat. The
passive mechanical properties of the model are formulated with an orthotropic exponential strain-energy function. Moreover, in partially and strongly coupled electromechanical
problems, both excitation-induced contraction and mechano-electrical feedback interact
with each other and this feedback is also able to alter the electrophysiology, which may
mostly occur in diseased hearts, where deformations can be sufficiently high to induce
excitation. Our computational model for the biventricular model is built up based on
a three-dimensional (3D) geometry from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and then
developed with an approximated fibre orientation map. The electromechanically coupled
problem of cardiac muscle contractions of the rat heart is subsequently solved using a
fully implicit finite element-based monodomain framework associated with the stress approach. Our numerical results for a healthy and an infarcted case show the capability of
our electromechanical model to be an essential protocol to investigate rat heart pathology.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Despite largely significant developments in heart pathology, cardiovascular diseases
remain the major causes of human death in the world. In addition, it has been ever
nontrivial to fully access the cardiac electromechanics due to the complexity of cardiac
structure and its mechanics and electrophysiology as well as the challenge in performing
experiments ’in-vivo’. Inspired by these difficulties, computational models are therefore
developed as effective tools for not only gaining deeper insights into the heart function
and heart failure but also testing/designing therapy and especially constructing cardiac
devices [1, 2].
Many studies have first focused on the human left ventricle since it creates the main
pumping force and its functional failure takes place more often and then significantly affects the heart function. However, including the right ventricle in modelling importantly
helps to investigate its roles and certainly results in a more accurate response of the model
[3]. Thus, biventricular models have been paid special attention such as in the following
studies. Since the cardiac mechanics is complicated due to heterogeneity of cardiac muscles
and their orientation distribution as well as contraction behaviour, the passive mechanics
is therefore modelled as anisotropic behaviour such as characterized by the Fung-type
model [4], a transversely isotropic model [5] or by the orthotropic material laws with
and without fibre dispersion [6, 7]. Additionally, based on the fibre-sheet structure of the
myocardium in which the fibres are helically distributed around the longitudinal axis of
the biventricular model, the active stress or excitation contraction formulation can be
modelled along the fibre direction (one-dimentional) [5], the fibre and sheet directions
(two-dimensional) [1] and the fibre, sheet and normal directions (three-dimensional) [8].
The cardiac electrophysiology is widely characterized by the ionic Hodgkin-Huxley model
for neurons [9]. Based on the Hodgkin-Huxley description, the Aliev-Panfilov and the
FitzHugh-Nagumo models are derived and preferably used to simulate nonpacemaker cells
and pacemaker cells in living hearts, respectively [10, 11]. These models are also useful to
study, in particular, atrial and ventricular fibrillation. Unlike the excitation-induced contraction, myocytes can also be excited through the stretch-induced opening of ion channels
[12]. Coupled, decoupled and staggered methods can be used to solve the electromechanical problems [1, 5, 13]. In contrast to huge developments in modelling human hearts,
research on rat hearts is relatively narrowed to a certain extent. The electrophysiology
of a rat is modelled by an ionic model associated with transmural heterogeneity [14] and
the impact of fibre orientations on the ventricular electromechanics is presented in [4].
Furthermore, the fibre orientation for rat hearts can be constructed using high-resolution
diffusion tensor imaging [15]. Passive mechanical properties of infarcted rat myocardium
at different time points have been characterized by mechanical tension and compression
tests in [16]. Obviously, there is still lacking in numerical experiments on infarcted hearts.
In this paper, we present a general procedure to formulate and solve partially/strongly
coupled electromechanical problems of cardiac muscles for a rat, which is still undiscussed
in detail for rats and lacks of computational implementation and numerical studies [2, 17].
Fortunately, the cardiac mechanisms of a rat and human are similar, hence, many mathe-

2
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matical descriptions of the cardiac physiology can be transferred by scaling and adjusting
relevant parameters [18]. Our study explores the effective electromechanical model based
on a biventricular 3D geometry of a rat heart obtained from the Universitätsklinikum
Erlangen-Nuremberg. We also investigate the capability of this model to study the rat
heart pathology (infarcted heart) and its possibility to support designs of cardiac devices.
2
2.1

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Kinematics

Let us consider a deformable and excitable body Ω0 ⊂ R3 that deforms to the current
configuration Ω ⊂ R3 at t > t0 . Material points X ∈ Ω0 move to their spatial positions
x ∈ Ω through the non-linear deformation map x = ϕ(X, t). Thus the deformation
gradient is defined as F = ∂ϕ(X,t)
= ∇ϕ(X, t) and J = det F > 0 and C = FT F is the
∂X
right Cauchy-Green tensor.
2.2

Balance equations and boundary value problem

For electromechanically coupled problems with two primary field variables, placement
ϕ(X, t) and action potential (AP) Φ(X, t), there exist two field equations which govern
the state of the material points X at time t. The mechanical field equation is derived by
the balance of linear momentum as
0 = Div[F · S] + F ϕ

in Ω0 ,

(1)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and F ϕ is the external mechanical
body force. The evolution of the transmembrane AP Φ can be written as
Φ̇ = Div[Q] + F Φ

in Ω0 .

(2)

Φ

where the non-linear current term is F , whereas Φ̇ denotes the material time derivative
of the action potential field Φ, and Q is the electrical potential flux vector. The Neumann and Dirichlet conditions are Q · N = Q̄ on ΓQ , T = T̄ on ΓT , and ϕ = ϕ̄ on
Γϕ , respectively. Similarly, we have initial conditions Φ(X, 0) = Φ̄ on ΓΦ , see Figure 1.
3
3.1

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
base

Mechanical model

Q̄

ΓΦ

In this section, the stress approach is described as it is
divided into a passive and an active part.
S = Spas (ϕ) + Sact (ϕ, Φ)

ΓQ

Γϕ

N
Ω0

(3)

From the strain-energy function Ψ the associated mechanical constitutive equations can be derived as follows
∂Ψ
S=2
, and the Cauchy stress σ = X∗ (S) = J1 F · S· FT ,
∂C
where X∗ (◦) denotes the push-forward of (◦) from its material configuration to the spatial one.
3
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Passive stress response The Holzapfel-Ogden (H-O) model is employed for describing the passive mechanical response of the incompressible hyperelastic orthotropic myocardium tissue [6]. This model can characterize the fibre-sheet structure with the fibre
direction f0 and the sheet direction s0 and has the form





ai
a
2
¯
¯
Ψ = 2b exp[b(I1 − 3)] + i=f,s 2bi exp bi (I4i − 1) − 1
(4)


a
+ f s exp(bf s I¯2 ) − 1 ,
2bf s

8f s

where i ∈ {f, s} and the variables a, b, af , bf , as , bs , af s , bf s are material constants. While
all a, af , as , af s parameters have the dimension of stress, all b, bf , bs , bf s are dimensionless.
These quantities are derived from the isochoric deformation gradient C̄ = F̄T F̄, where the
deformation gradient can be split into two parts as F = (J 1/3 I)F̄ where I is the identity
tensor. Specifically, J 1/3 I describes purely volumetric deformation whereas F̄ denotes
the purely ischoric deformation (J¯ = det(F̄) = 1). The principal isochoric invariants
of C̄ are defined as I¯1 (C̄) = tr(C̄), I¯4f (C̄) = f0 · (C̄f0 ), I¯4s (C̄) = s0 · (C̄s0 ), and
I¯8f s (C̄) = f0 · (C̄s0 ). In addition, the standard and isochoric fibre and sheet direction
vectors in the material are f0 , f¯0 = (J −1/3 )f0 , s0 and s̄0 = (J −1/3 )s0 , and in the current
configuration, f , f¯, s and s̄. The passive second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is evaluated as
Spas = Siso + Sani , where



Siso = a exp b(I¯1 − 3) J −2/3 I − 13 I¯1 C−1




2
¯
¯
(5)
ī0 ⊗ ī0 − 13 I¯4i C−1
Sani =
i=f,s 2(I4i − 1)ai exp bi (I4i − 1)
 
 2


2
−1
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
+ I8f s af s exp bf s I
f0 ⊗ s̄0 + s̄0 ⊗ f0 − I8f s C
.
8f s

3

Active stress response The cardiac muscle contraction induced by an electrical excitation is described by the active part of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Sact or
the Cauchy stress tensor σ act . Reaching a certain threshold in the AP, the cell starts to
shrink and initiate the final pumping mechanism of the rat heart. Taking into account
the fibre orientation f0 and the sheet plane direction s0 yields


−1
act
act
−1
S (C, f0 , s0 , Φ) = T (Φ) I4f νf f f0 ⊗ f0 + I4s νss s0 ⊗ s0 ,
(6)

where I4f = C : (f0 ⊗ f0 ) = λ2 , I4s = C : (s0 ⊗ s0 ), νf f and νss are weighting factors and
the active fibre tension T act is computed from its evolution equation as Ṫ act = T (Φ, T act )
specified in section 6.1.
3.2

Electrophysiological constitutive models

The current source term F Φ is split into two parts as F Φ = FeΦ (Φ, r) + FmΦ (ϕ, Φ),
where FeΦ expresses the purely electrical part and FmΦ accounts for possible mechanicallyinduced excitation (MEF), and r denotes the recovery variable of the cellular excitation
which is later solved internally. The excitation-induced purely electrical part FeΦ describes
the effective current generation due to the inward and outward flow of ions across the cell
4
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membrane. This ionic flow is triggered by a perturbation of the resting potential of a
cardiac cell beyond some physical threshold upon the arrival of the depolarization front
[5, 11]. The purely electrical model is written as
FeΦ = cΦ(Φ − α)(1 − Φ) − rΦ + I,

(7)

where the variables α and c are material parameters, α controls the oscillation threshold,
c is a scaling parameter, I is an external stimulus and ṙ = f r (Φ, r), see section 6.2.
Mechano-electrical feedback (MEF) The stretch-induced mechano-electrical part
FmΦ incorporates the opening of ion channels under the action of deformation. This behaviour is observed due to stretch-induced opening of ion channels which induces electrical
potential generation. It is described by the constitutive equation for the electrical source
term as FmΦ = ϑGs (λ − 1) (Φs − Φ),
where Gs denotes the maximum conductance, Φs the
resting potential, ϑ = 1 when λ = I4f > 0 and ϑ = 0 otherwise [19].
Potential flux In the case of linear diffusion the electrical flux is proportional to
the current gradient of the electrical field ∇x Φ. When referred to the material configuration, the electrical flux has the form Q = D · ∇Φ with the conductivity tensor
D = Diso C−1 + Dani f0 ⊗ f0 , where Diso and Dani are constants.
4

INFARCTED RAT MYOCARDIUM

Myocardial infarction (MI) is considered as a major cause of
death. Thrombosis and coronary artery atherosclerosis are the
main causes of MI and precipitate local ischemia and necrosis
of myocardial cells [20]. In this work, we discuss the lateral MI
infarcted
(transmural infarct) which mostly occurs in the myocardium
region
due to occlusion of the left circumflex artery. The size and the
position of the infarcted region for our numerical simulations
are illustrated in Figure 2. There is few living cells and the
Figure 2: Lateral MI
conductivity of the infarcted region is relatively close to the
region.
zero value which slows down the electrical wave transmission.
Consequently, since most of the cells are dead, the infracted region does not contract and
is found to be stiffer than the healthy region of rat hearts [16]. Furthermore, the volume
during the diastolic phase in an infarcted canine left ventricle is found to be smaller than
the healthy one [21]. Thus, when the cardiac muscles in the infarcted heart loose their
function, less blood is pumped to the body. Herein, we consider the transmural infarct
case in which the thickness of the infarcted region is assumed to be unchanged.
5

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

In this section, a standard finite element procedure is used to approximately solve the
initial and boundary value problem. In the following, to solve the governing equations, we
5
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first rewrite the nonlinear problem in its weak form and then discretize it with a finite
difference scheme in time and a finite element scheme in space.
5.1

Weak form of electromechanical problem

Following the Galerkin procedure, the residuals RΦ and Rϕ are multiplied with the
scalar- and vector-valued test functions δΦ and δϕ which satisfy δϕ = 0 on Γϕ and
δΦ = 0 on ΓΦ , respectively and integrated over the reference domain to yield




Φ
Φ
δΦ Φ̇dV +
∇(δΦ) · QdV −
δΦF dV −
δΦ Q̄da =
˙ 0
G =
Ω0
Ω0
Ω0
ΓQ



(8)
ϕ
ϕ
G =
∇(δϕ) : [F · S] dV −
δϕ · F dV −
δϕ · T̄ da
=
˙ 0.
Ω0

Ω0

ΓT

Herein, the Dirichlet boundary conditions prescribe the state of the respective surface
points to be equal to ϕ̄ and Φ̄ and the Neumann boundary conditions prescribe the
surface traction T̄ and the surface flux term Q̄. These quantities as well as the external
forces F ϕ and current F Φ are all supposed to be given.
5.2

Temporal and spatial discretization

We need to have the temporal discretization, the observation time T = [0, t] of the electromechanical
length ∆t = tn+1 − tn ,
 step problem is partitioned into nstep periods [tn , tn+1 ] of
i.e. T = nn=1
[tn , tn+1 ] and an implicit Euler scheme with Φ̇ ≈ Φn+1∆t−Φn . For the sake of
simplicity, the index ’n + 1’ is suppressed in all equations. The spatial discretization is
implemented
by dividing the body Ω0 into nel finite elements Ωh0,e so that Ω0 ≈ Ωh0 =
nel h
e=1 Ω0,e . The field variables ϕ and Φ and their test functions δϕ and δΦ can then
be approximated on each element Ωh0,e with the 
number of nodes per
nne and
element
ne
ne
shape functions N i (X) for i = 1 . . . nne as δΦeh = ni=1
N i δΦie , δϕhe = nj=1
N j δϕej , Φeh =
nne k e
nne l e
h
a consisk=1 N Φk , and ϕe =
l=1 N ϕl . Similarly, explicit forms for the increments
for
nne
h
i
e
tent linearization
and the Newton-Raphson
scheme are expressed as ∆Φ
e =
i=1 N ∆Φi ,


n
n
n
ne
ne
ne
h
e
l
j
e
h
k
e
∆ϕhe =
l=1 ∆ϕl ⊗ ∇N .
j=1 N ∆ϕj , ∇(∆Φe ) =
k=1 ∇N ∆Φk , and ∇(∆ϕe ) =
The nonlinear boundary value problem in the residual weak form (8) associated with
the boundary flux term Q̄ = 0 can then be reformulated with the temporal and spatial
discretization as




nel
Φ
−
Φ
n
RIΦ = e=1
dV +
Ni
∇N i · QdV −
N i F Φ dV =
˙ 0
h
h
h
∆t
Ω0,e
Ω0,e
Ω0,e


(9)


nel
ϕ
RJ = e=1
∇N j · F · SdV −
N j F ϕ dV −
N j T̄ dA =
˙ 0 ,

∀

∀

Ωh
0,e

Ωh
0,e

ΓeT

∀

represents the assembly operator. All element residuals at the local element
where
nodes i and j are added to the global residuals at the global nodes I and J. Herein,
i, j = 1, ..., nen and I, J = 1, ..., nnd , where nnd is the number of nodes in the body mesh.
6
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5.3

Linearisation and iterative solver

In order to solve the discrete non-linear boundary value problem for its nodal field
variables (AP ΦI and deformation ϕJ ), a consistent linearisation is required. Specifically,
the resisduals are linearized along the increments ∆Φ and ∆ϕ to yield


Φϕ
RIΦ + K KΦΦ
˙ 0
IK ∆ΦK +
L KIL · ∆ϕL =
(10)


ϕϕ
RJϕ + K KϕΦ
∆Φ
+
K
·
∆ϕ
=
˙
0
K
L
JK
JL
L

Φϕ
ϕΦ
ϕϕ
In (10) the iteration matrices KΦΦ
IK , KIL , KJK and KJL are obtained as

=
KΦϕ
IL
KϕΦ
JK =
Kϕϕ
JL =

∀
∀
∀
∀

KΦΦ
IK =

nel
e=1
nel
e=1
nel
e=1
nel
e=1



Ωh
0,e



Ωh
0,e




Ωh
0,e

Ωh
0,e

1


∇N i · D · ∇N k dV + Ωh N i ∆t
− dΦ F Φ N k dV
0,e
sym
 i

Φ
i
2 N dC F + ∇N dC Q FT · ∇N l
dV
∇N j · FdΦ Sact N k dV
(∇N j · F)

sym

(11)


sym
dV.
: 2dC S : FT · ∇N l

The operators are [◦]sym = 12 ([◦] + [◦]T ) and the total derivative d[] (◦) = d(◦)/d[].
By using the Newton-Raphson methods, an iterative solution scheme updates the global
unknowns ΦI ← ΦI + ∆ΦI and ϕJ ← ϕJ + ∆ϕJ .
6

INTERNAL VARIABLES AND SENSITIVITIES

To complete the iteration matrices, evolution of internal variables and the sensitivities
or partial derivatives must be computed.
6.1

Active stress response

The evolution for the muscle traction
is Ṫ act = (Φ) [kT (Φ − Φr ) −T act ] with its sen −1
−1
∂Sact
act
sitivity to the AP ∂Φ = ∂Φ T (Φ) I4f νf f f0 ⊗ f0 + I4s
νss s0 ⊗ s0 , where kT speciact
fies the saturated value of T (Φ), Φr is the resting potential where no new tension is
evoked (for cardiac cells usually around -80mV),
and
(Φ) represents the switch func
tion as (Φ) = 0 + (∞ − 0 ) exp − exp −ξ Φ − Φ̃
. The special behaviour can be

adjusted by the parameters 0 and ∞ which regulate the limitation values Φ̃ denoting the phase shift and ξ controlling the transition rate from 0 to ∞ , see [22]. The
impact of the active fibre tension on the active stress along the fibre direction and in
sheet direction are controlled by νf f and νss , respectively. T act can be treated as an internal variable and has to be solved internally. The temporal discretization of the time
act −T act
n
derivative reads Ṫ act ≈ T ∆t
. Here, T act denotes the active fibre tension at time
tn+1 , while Tnact is the active fibre tension at tn . By these specifications, the residual
RT = T act − Tnact − ∆t (Φ) [kT (Φ − Φr ) − T act ] =
˙ 0 has to vanish. The sensitivities of
the potential flux and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor with respect to the defor−2
¯ −1 ] + Dani I4f
mation can be found as dC Q = {Diso 12 [C−1 ⊗C
(f0 ⊗ f0 ) ⊗ (f0 ⊗ f0 )} · ∇Φ.
7
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The constitutive tensor can be computed in a straightforward way as dC S =
For conciseness, we do not explicitly write its form here.
6.2

∂S
∂C

2

∂ Ψ
= 2 ∂C
2.

Electrophysiological model

The recovery variable r is governed by the local ordinary differential equation as


µ1 r
r
ṙ = f
[−r − cΦ(Φ − β − 1)]
(12)
=
γ+
µ2 + Φ
1.25
φ
0.5r

1.00
φ, 0.5r [-,-]

The time derivative ṙ denotes the change in
the recovery variable r and the variables µ1 ,
µ2 , β and γ are additional material parame1r
ters. While the coefficient term [γ + µµ2 +Φ
] is
a weighting factor, β controls the AP duration. Considering the boundary value problem
(8), r can be treated as an internal variable.
In order to solve the internal evolution equation (12), the implicit Euler method is used.
Hence, the residual can be introduced as Rr =
r − rn − ∆tf r(Φ, r) =0
˙ with the sensitivity

µ1
r
∂r R = 1+∆t γ + µ2 +Φ [2r + cΦ(Φ − β − 1)] .

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

0

20

40

60

80

100

t̄ [ms]

Figure 3: Evolution of normalized AP φ and
recovery variable 0.5r over normalized time t̄
with α = 0.01, γ = 0.002, β = 0.55, c = 8,
µ1 = 0.2 and µ2 = 0.3, and a stimulus I = 30
at t̄ = 30 to trigger cardiac cell.

The term dΦ F Φ is written as dΦ F Φ (C, Φ, r) =
Φ
Φ
Φ
e
e dr
m
dΦ FeΦ + dΦ FmΦ = ∂F
+ ∂F
+ dF
.
∂Φ
∂r dΦ
dΦ
As Rr = 0 is consistently fulfilled throughout the whole equation system, dφ Rr =
r −1
r
∂Φ Rr +∂r Rr dΦ r =
˙ 0 has to hold.

Thus, dΦ r can be obtained as dΦ r = −(∂r R ) ∂Φ R with
µ1 r
µ1 r
r
r
∂Φ R evaluated as ∂Φ R = ∆t γ + µ2 +Φ c (2Φ − β − 1) − (µ2 +Φ)2 [r + cΦ(Φ − β − 1)] .
In Figure 3, the AP evolution of a cardiac cell
continuum is displayed alongside the recovery
variable against time. Here, the normalized governing equation for the AP is iteratively solved
using an implicit Euler scheme with NetwonRaphson method. To trigger the AP excitation,
a stimulus I is required as the model is not selfoscillating. In Figure 3, the AP then increases
suddenly and steep in the depolarization phase.
After reaching its maximum value of 1.0 and
the plateau period (around the absolute refractory period), the repolarization follows and it
smoothly returns to its resting potential. We
adapt this model for rat hearts with new parameters given in the caption of Figure 3. The
8
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Figure 4: Fitted parameters for simple shear
data modified for rat heart.
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tangent terms of the mechano-electrical feedback FmΦ with respect to AP and deformation,
respectively read ∂Φ FmΦ = −ϑGs (λ − 1) and dC F Φ = 21 ϑGs (Φs − Φ) λ−1 f0 ⊗ f0 .
7

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Material parameters In this section, numerical simulations of the biventricular model
of a rat are presented to demonstrate the capability of the current computational model.
Therefore, parameters for the whole model need to be estimated and adapted by our
parameter study such that the characteristics of electromechanics of the faster than human
heart rate can be represented. Firstly, the material parameters for the passive mechanics of
the rat are obtained by curve fitting to experimental porcine data in [23], which were scaled
down with a factor of 0.8, see Figure 4. This factor is roughly computed by comparing the
scaled data with experimental data for rats in biaxial mechanical tests in [16]. Similarly,
material coefficients for the infarcted region can be obtained by the same fitting procedure
with an assumed factor of 2.5 due to the fact that this region is stiffer since it lacks of fresh
blood and oxygen. Secondly, the parameters for the electrical model and active mechanical
model are obtained by our parameter study and originate also partially from the work for
healthy human hearts in [1, 5]. All parameters are tabulated in Table 1. Finally, the fibre
orientation map of the biventricular model, which is crucially attributing to the mechanics
and electrical conduction system, is approximately calculated for the whole domain by
linearly interpolating the local fibre angle on the endocardium (+60◦ ) to the local fibre
angle on the epicardium (−60◦ ) through the wall thickness [24].
Table 1: Material parameters for simulation of cardiac muscles of rat.

passive
healthy
passive
infarcted

a = 0.239 kPa,
bs = 6.553, af s
a = 0.767 kPa,
bs = 7.658, af s

active

kT = 0.49kPa mV−1 , Φr = -80mV, νf f = 1.0, νss = 0.1

switch

0 = 0.1mV−1 , ∞ = 1.0mV−1 , ξ = 1.0mV−1 ,Φ̃ = 0mV

conduction

b = 9.683, af = 15.282 kPa, bf = 15.277, as = 2.815 kPa
= 0.312kPa, bf s = 11.391, κ=104 kPa
b = 9.506, af = 48.631 kPa, bf = 14.669, as = 8.286 kPa
= 1.004 kPa, bf s = 11.248, κ=104 kPa

Diso = 0.1mm2 ms−1 , Dani = 0.3mm2 ms−1

excitation

α = 0.01 , β = 0.55, c = 8, γ = 0.002, µ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.3, Gs = 10, φs = 0.6

conversion

βφ = 100mV, δφ = 80mV, βt = 12.9ms

Simulation of myocardium To obtain the cardiac muscle contraction, the base plane
is pinned on Γϕ , see Figure 1. However, in reality, the base plane might be slightly displaced or twisted due to its interaction with surrounding tissues and its fibre direction
contractions [2]. As seen in Figure 5, to trigger the myocardial excitation, several nodes
(in red) on the endocardium close to the apex A (in green) are stimulated with a sufficiently high AP (-20mV). Figure 5 shows the simulations of the healthy and infarcted
models using the initial and boundary conditions given above, and the position of MI is
9
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Figure 5: AP over time; depolarization and repolarization starting from apex A: healthy myorcardium
(1st row) and infarcted myorcardium with delayed and complicated distribution of AP (2nd row).

illustrated in Figure 2. For both cases, the depolarization starts from the apex at t = 2ms
and runs to the base. At t = 41ms, both models are excited at the peak of potential
(+20mV) and start repolarization from the stimulated region near the apex at about
t = 105ms. However, for the healthy case, at t = 13ms the whole myocardium becomes
evenly excited while the infarcted region is still at the resting potential. The myocytes in
the infarcted region cannot conduct the electrical wave. Thus, this region is excited with
a delay and shows a decreased contraction. For the time points t = 41, 105 and 120ms
there are obviously significant differences in AP between the two cases. Consequently, a
key effect of MI can also be seen in Figure 6, the infarcted region causes a smaller apex-tobase displacement. Obviously, the infarcted region affects the heart function and the heart
muscles must contract faster and stronger to compensate the inactivated myocytes in the
infarcted region in order to keep up with the same blood volume pumped through the body.

8

CONCLUSIONS
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Φinf arcted
uinf arcted

20
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We present an electromechanical
model for rat hearts and demonstrate
an effective protocol to solve the partial/fully coupled problems to investigate healthy and diseased rat hearts.
Our model can be used to study insights into physiology and pathology of
the rat heart. Especially, the MEF is implemented and can be employed to investigate what affects physiology as well as
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Figure 6: Evolution of AP Φ and displacement
magnitude u of apical node A in healthy and
infarcted models.
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atrial and ventricular fibrillation. In the future, the model will be validated with ongoing
experiments on rats to achieve more accurate response of the rat ventricular electromechanics. Furthermore, we plan to improve the model and take into account the heterogeneity of the myocardium as well as contribution of the Purkinje network in order to
achieve more realistic behaviour of the heart.
Acknowledgements The authors thank the Klaus Tschira Stiftung grant 00.289.2016
for funding support.
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Abstract. The combustion engine technologies of the future must reduce fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions while maintaining high power density. In addition, large stationary gas engines
have to meet high demands with respect to emission legislation, fuel flexibility and robustness.
Cylinder-specific fuel gas admission (port injection) allows lean burn gas engines to meet these
requirements. To further increase efficiency, it is key to avoid knocking combustion. With port
injection, high efficiencies can be accomplished, but at the same time a high level of mixture
homogeneity must be ensured.
This paper describes the use of CFD simulation to investigate and optimize combustion in a
large prechamber gas engine. The focus is on a methodology that enables the evaluation of
different mixing concepts and the interaction between the prechamber and main combustion
chamber. Due to the three-dimensional nature of the mixing phenomena, CFD simulation is
critical to understanding and optimizing these processes. Calculation methods and models are
discussed and a methodology for the detailed assessment of the quality of mixture homogeneity
is presented.
The CFD methodology is verified by assessing the combustion and knock behavior of a single
cylinder research engine that includes optical combustion diagnostics. The flame front
propagation is recorded by a large number of fiber optic sensors in the prechamber and the main
combustion chamber. A tomographic post-processing routine calculates local flame intensities,
flame distribution in relation to crank angle degree and probable knock locations in the main
combustion chamber.
Finally, the paper compares analyzed and simulated flame propagation in the prechamber and
the main combustion chamber and presents the knock locations identified in several example
cases. The results confirm the statements derived from CFD simulation. It is shown that CFD
simulation is a valuable tool in the predesign of prechamber gas engines that contributes to a
thorough understanding of the combustion process at the operating limits.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The key to the energy technologies of the future will be reduced fuel consumption and CO2
emissions whilst maintaining a high power density. In addition, large stationary gas engines
have to meet high demands with respect to emissions legislation, fuel flexibility and robustness.
With regard to efficiency, large gas engines now reach values that are far beyond those of diesel
engines, see [5]. A variety of measures were responsible for the remarkable increase in
efficiency. Two key points were the increased efficiency in the turbocharging system and the
decrease in cylinder-specific differences by using selective gas admission in the intake duct
upstream of each cylinder (port injection) [6]. It was also critical to raise the compression ratio
and at the same time make the engines more resistant to knocking. With port injection, high
efficiencies can be accomplished; however, a high level of mixture homogeneity must be
ensured. A less homogeneous mixture is obtained with cylinder-specific mixture formation via
port injection (PI) than with the variant with a central gas mixer. One issue in this investigation
was to evaluate to what extent the reduced homogeneity of the charge in port injection
influences the tendency for knocking to occur in the engine. Since there is only a brief time
window during which the mixture can be homogenized when port injection is used, special
emphasis was placed on simulation-based pre-optimization. 3D-CFD simulation was conducted
of a number of PI variants with the goal of obtaining the most homogeneous mixture possible
with a predefined pressure difference between the intake and exhaust sides. Since poor
homogenization has an unfavorable impact on knock tendency especially at the periphery of
the combustion chamber, an assessment can be made only in combination with the entire
combustion sequence. As a result, it was also necessary to provide a good description of the
combustion sequence of the prechamber combustion concept using simulation and to verify the
models with measurements on a single-cylinder research engine. In addition to standard
measurement technology, optical combustion diagnostics was used on the single-cylinder
research engine to obtain local information about the prechamber (PC) and main combustion
chamber (MC) and their interaction.
2

GENERAL APPROACH TO SIMULATION-BASED COMBUSTION SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

The LEC Development Methodology (LDM) [1] is used to develop and optimize combustion
concepts for large engines. LDM is based on the intensive interaction between simulation (SIM)
and experimental investigations on single-cylinder research engines (SCE) and multi-cylinder
engines (MCE). The simulation-based development of combustion processes with LDM
presupposes the availability of a single-cylinder research engine derived from the multicylinder engine under investigation. New concepts are developed and validated following this
methodology as illustrated in Figure 1. Typical application examples are the development of
new prechamber concepts, lowest emission concepts, combustion system design for specific
gas mixtures and alternative ignition concepts.
In many cases, 3D-CFD simulation is relied upon to pre-optimize a new concept. The engine
cycle of the multi-cylinder engine is simulated in order to generate the boundary conditions.
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Initial assumptions have to be made about the expected rate of heat release and the operating
parameters. As a rule, rate of heat release, NOx formation and knock behavior are simulated
with zero-dimensional models extensively validated by measurements taken on the engine
under investigation (SCE and MCE). The engine cycle model must be calibrated to
measurements from the multi-cylinder engine and best illustrate the geometry of the intake and
exhaust system, valve timing and turbocharging.

Figure 1: Simulation-based combustion process development (LDM)

Using these boundary conditions, the concept is preoptimized with 3D-CFD simulation. The
most promising variants are then tested on the single-cylinder engine. The boundary
conditions required for single-cylinder engine tests are derived once again from engine cycle
simulation. The simplified turbocharger model implemented into the test bed software that is
normally used generates the pressure difference between the intake and exhaust sides as a
function of engine operating parameters. The concept is assessed based on the test results and
optimized if necessary (e.g., further simulation calculations, DoE tests). In most cases, the
implementation of the concepts on the MCE also requires the entire system to be optimized
with one-dimensional engine cycle simulation. This process is carried out with zerodimensional models calibrated using the measurement results of the new concept and
statistical methods (cf. the section “Virtual Combustion Process Development”). After a
positive assessment of the measurement results from single-cylinder testing and the
statements regarding the impact on the entire system, the concept can be transferred to the
multi-cylinder engine. The multi-cylinder test bed results then provide the basis for deciding
whether the concept should be introduced into series production.
3

3D CFD SIMULATION

The present investigations were conducted with the CFD software FIRE (version 2013) from
AVL List GmbH Graz [7]. The base module of the program permits simulation of reactive gases
in complex geometries. In addition, numerous models are available for handling special tasks
such as mixture formation, combustion simulation and pollutant formation. The core of the flow
simulation is the SIMPLE algorithm for coupling pressure and velocities according to Patankar
[8]. The preprocessor permits the creation of moving grids.
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The following section describes the basic procedure, mentioning the grid topology
appropriate for this task and the applied models. The generation of the required boundary
conditions will be explained and the limitations of the method will be discussed.
3.1 Grid and topology
The geometry of the combustion chamber of the single-cylinder research engine and the
intake and exhaust ports were modeled and interconnected. An overview is provided in Figure
2; gas admission is not represented in the figure. The mesh was prepared with FAME Engine
Plus. FAME Engine Plus [7] is based on the FAME Hexa meshing and smoothing technology.
Over 80% of the mesh consists of hexahedron cells. The remaining cells are tetrahedrons,
pyramids and prisms. The total number of cells in the mesh is around 3.5 million. The table on
the right-hand side of Figure 2 presents the solver settings that were used.
Discretisation
Calculation of boundary values
Calculation of derivates
Equation control
Differencing scheme
Momentum
Continuity
Turbulence
Energy
Linear solver
Convergence criteria

Mirror
Least Sq. Fit

MINMOD Relaxed
Central Differencing
Upwind
Upwind
GSTB for all Eq.
0.0001 for all Eq.

Figure 2: CFD grid and solver settings

3.2 Models used
All the models used in these investigations that were applied during simulation are available
in AVL FIRE. The k-zeta-f model was employed as the turbulence model. To simulate
combustion, the multi-species PDF model [9] was used. NO concentration was simulated with
the Extended Zeldovich Model. The two equations initially proposed by Zeldovich along with
an additional equation were used.
3.3 Boundary conditions generated by 1D simulation
As explained above, boundary conditions on the intake and exhaust sides must be set for
CFD simulation. These conditions are determined with 1D simulation. Boundary conditions
for pressure are used on the air intake side and on the exhaust side. A mass flow boundary
condition was set at the location of the gas intake. The principle behind the port injection system
is illustrated in Figure 3. The gas is added at the location of the gas valve. A large number of
variations were made in the geometry of the gas intake port as well as in mass flow in terms of
the timing and duration of injection (see Figure 3, right); in 1D simulation, care is taken that
the desired pressure to obtain the required load is reached with each configuration. Based on
the boundary conditions from 1D simulation, 3D-CFD simulations were conducted and the
homogeneity of the mixture at ignition timing was evaluated. The detailed discussion of the
evaluation is found in section 4.
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Figure 3: CFD boundary conditions from 1D simulation

3.4 Limitations
In principle, 3D CFD simulation provides good predictions of charge motion and mixture
formation. The processes within the engine are reproduced with sufficient accuracy by the
models provided by the software. In terms of inflammation and combustion sequence, the
model parameters must be calibrated based on engine measurements. A well calibrated
combustion model is able to predict NO and HC emissions. The availability of suitable
boundary conditions is equally important for successful prediction. As a consequence, the
limitations regarding the robustness of the results are ultimately dictated by combustion
modeling. In particular, RANS simulation of the complex processes of the interaction between
the prechamber and main combustion chamber has nearly reached a limit. For example, it has
not been possible to use a uniform set of parameters for combustion in the prechamber and in
the main combustion chamber. In this case, a combustion model in connection with large eddy
simulation (LES) may bring about an improvement. With the resources available at present,
however, calculation of the entire combustion chamber with LES still appears to involve too
much effort. Nevertheless, the investigation of certain parts of the model may also be helpful
in simulation with RANS. In general, RANS methods in combination with the methodology
described above can be used to optimize the qualitative details of specific processes (mixture
formation and combustion in the prechamber and main combustion chamber, determination of
possible knock locations, etc.).
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4

EVALUATION AND VERIFICATION

To guarantee the robustness and reliability of the simulation methodology, above all when a
variety of coupled submodels are applied, a special emphasis should be placed on verifying the
individual elements. Only with models that can be easily compared to engine measurements
can the combustion concepts be predesigned and optimized effectively. In predesign with
simulation, it is also effective to define suitable criteria for assessing the quality of the results.
The following section presents and discusses evaluation criteria that have proven to be effective
in the predesign of a combustion concept for gas engines with port injection. To evaluate the
quality of the calibration of the combustion model, a comparison of the measured and simulated
pressure curves and burn rate curves are presented and discussed below. The methodology used
for mixture formation, NO formation and knock tendency is described. It was verified by
measurements on a single-cylinder research engine, a brief description of which is thus
provided. Also described is the special optical combustion diagnostics for flame propagation
and determination of the location of knock. Finally, CFD calculations and SCE measurements
are compared.
4.1 Evaluation criteria for combustion concept predesign using simulation
•

Mixture homogeneity

Along with the design of the prechamber and the main combustion chamber, the mixture
formation unit of the port injection concept has a significant impact on combustion and
knocking. The main target was to achieve the most homogeneous mixture distribution possible
in the cylinder at ignition timing and a specific maximum excess boost pressure in the gas
supply in order to minimize losses from pressurization. A flammable mixture must appear near
the spark plug and richer zones must be avoided at the periphery of the main combustion
chamber since they might increase the tendency for knocking to occur. The main influencing
parameters were the geometry of the air and gas intake system and the injection cycle (in
essence the injection timing and the duration of injection). Figure 4 presents the results
obtained with both a baseline variant and an optimized variant (see also [2]). The homogeneity
was evaluated by comparing the mass fractions in the respective lambda range. 90% of the
mixture mass of the optimized variant fell within the defined target range. Moreover, knock
behavior clearly improved as well. Virtually the same knock limit was achieved as with the
homogeneous variant that was implemented on the test bed with an external gas mixer.

Figure 4: Assessment of mixture homogeneity
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•

Combustion

The prerequisite for successful preoptimization of a combustion concept is good simulation
of combustion. Since engine performance, pollutant formation and knock tendency are
significantly influenced by combustion, special care should be taken. The combustion model is
first calibrated based on a measured operating point (whenever possible). Figure 5 provides an
example of the calibration of a combustion model. In this prechamber combustion concept, the
lean mixture with an excess air ratio of around 2 is ignited by flame torches from the prechamber
with an excess air ratio of around 1. The parameters of the combustion model were chosen so
that the best possible agreement was obtained between the burn rate, the pressure in the
prechamber (PC) and the pressure in the main combustion chamber (MC). Calibration with the
deviation shown in the figure proved to be sufficiently accurate for preoptimization.

Figure 5: Prechamber combustion: normalized burn rate, pressure in prechamber and in main chamber

•

NO formation

If combustion is calibrated properly, the NO model also reproduces NO production well.
The NO level is determined by the progression of combustion. Since the engine is normally
operated so that it complies with a specific NO limit, lambda must be set to ensure that
compliance is achieved with the required NO limit. In the predesign phase, lambda is varied in
three steps, thereby yielding three corresponding NO limits. Figure 6 presents the workflow
for this. An interpolation curve is determined from the three NO levels that appear at the end of
calculation. Based on this information, an appropriate target lambda can be set for the NO target
value. With this lambda, the desired NO concentration is obtained. Four CFD loops in general
are required.
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Figure 6: NO formation, achievement of required NO level

•

Knocking

To assess knock tendency, the maximum temperature in the unburned end gas zone was
investigated during the predesign phase. Output scripts were used to examine every location in
the combustion chamber where this temperature exceeded a specific threshold value. The
potential knock locations obtained in this manner were compared with regards to number and
location of the simulated variants. Figure 7 compares the knock tendency of the PI variants
(left) with the homogeneously premixed variants (right). It compares the results of a
preoptimized PI version with those of a homogeneous variant. There appears to be only a slight
difference in the distribution of potential knock locations. The knock locations of the
homogeneous variant are more evenly distributed on the periphery. The results showed very
good agreement with measurements that were carried out later.

Figure 7: Comparison of potential knock locations, homogeneous operation and port injection

4.2 Single-cylinder research engine
The single-cylinder research engine shown in Figure 8 was set up for thermodynamic
optimization. A large part of the test bed infrastructure had to be adapted so that it was possible
to operate the research engine with the power reserves required. The single-cylinder research
engine corresponds to the multi-cylinder engine in its dimensions and is designed with the same
V-angle as the multi-cylinder engine. To guarantee comparable operating conditions between
the single-cylinder research engine and multi-cylinder engine in the widest possible range, the
intake and exhaust piping system was calibrated with the multi-cylinder engine model using
comparative analysis based on 1D engine cycle simulation and adapted to the local conditions
at the test bed.
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Figure 8: Single-cylinder research engine with adapted intake and exhaust system

4.3 Special measurement system
Along with the standard measurement technology, special measurement technologies were
used to verify flame propagation and knock behavior. The optical investigations shown below
were conducted with the Visiolution measurement system from AVL [3] [4]. This system is
based on fiber optics and facilitates an evaluation of combustion. The combustion chamber
sensors can be arranged with a great degree of flexibility; possibilities range from a single
sensor to an optical cylinder head gasket. The measuring system records the total light emission
of radiation due to combustion via very small optical openings in the individual measuring
ducts. The time the flame arrives in the individual measuring ducts is determined by defining
an intensity threshold value. Thus, flame propagation can be described in general terms in areas
that are not easily optically accessible – e.g., a prechamber with a small number of measuring
ducts. Tomography is used to make more detailed statements about the combustion process. In
this case, a fine mesh extends out from a large number of single optical sensors (max. 160) into
the measuring plane. The number of measuring ducts from which the optical observation mesh
extends determines the spatial resolution of the system. The distribution of the location of flame
propagation is reconstructed from the intensities recorded synchronously over time in the
individual ducts at selected times or crank angle positions with knowledge of the geometry of
the lines of sight. Seven sensors with four lines of sight (A, B, C, D) each were applied around
the circumference of the prechamber in order to conduct flame propagation investigations
(Figure 9).

Figure 9: Spatial arrangement of the optical sensors in the prechamber with an evaluation example
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From the assessment described above, polar diagrams are obtained in which flame arrival
time and flame speed can be represented at the seven sensor positions. In the main combustion
chamber, eight combustion chamber sensors with sixteen lines of sight each were built into the
circumference of the liner. A narrow mesh network of lines of sight extended out from the
sensors into the measuring plane. The measuring plane was normally aligned with the cylinder
axis around 20 mm below the fire deck. This distance was chosen to fulfill mechanical strength
requirements and to position the measurement plane as close as possible to the outlet bores of
the prechamber so that as much information as possible was acquired about the initial flame
growth in the main combustion chamber (Figure 10). With a tomography post-processing
routine, it is possible to obtain flame propagation images in relation to crank angle as well as
flame intensities at discrete times in this combustion chamber plane. Since knocking
combustion manifests itself in highly frequent fluctuations in flame intensity, knock locations
can also be detected by a special analysis with a high pass filter (lower right).

Figure 10: Spatial arrangement of the optical sensors in the main combustion chamber (AVL system) with an
evaluation example

4.4 Comparison of CFD simulation and measurement
In addition to the calibration of combustion using global pressure and burn rate curves shown
above, local and temporal distributions of specific parameters can also be investigated with
optical combustion diagnostics. This is of particular interest for the interaction of combustion
between the prechamber and the main combustion chamber. Figure 11 depicts flame
propagation in the prechamber.

Figure 11: Flame propagation in the prechamber
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The measurement results (top) reveal an increased propagation velocity in the direction of
the intake valve (IV). 3D-CFD simulation also reveals the same phenomenon. Temperatures in
three different cross-sectional planes are presented at four different times (4° to 7°). Triggered
by a tumble flow in the prechamber, the flame is initiated asymmetrically. This asymmetry
continues to propagate and goes on to initiate asymmetric combustion in the main combustion
chamber (Figure 12). The left flame torch forms earlier and more strongly (left). As a result,
flame propagation in the main combustion chamber increases slightly to the left in the direction
of the intake valve as indicated by the measurement (right).

Figure 12: Interaction between the prechamber and the main combustion chamber

The quality of homogenization is ultimately assessed by knock behavior on the singlecylinder research engine. The left-hand side of Figure 13 presents the measurements of the
optimized PI variant (bottom) and those of the homogeneous variant (top). On the right is the
simulated mixture distribution in the same cross-sectional plane.

Figure 13: Comparison of knock behavior and homogeneity (PI – homogeneous mixture)

5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Systematic research that follows the development methodology presented in this paper has
revealed that 3D-CFD simulation is already a very efficient tool for developing combustion
concepts for large gas engines. The choice of appropriate submodels must be made with care
so that the underlying physical processes can also be depicted reliably. Both the choice of a
mesh topology and calculation using RANS methods in combination with a multi-species PDF
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model that depicts combustion have proven to be appropriate. The optical investigations to
verify flame propagation and knock behavior generated additional data whose detailed analysis
confirmed the important characteristics of the combustion processes that were underway. This
analysis was able to be used for qualitative validation of CFD simulation of combustion and
knock. In any case, the great effort involved in using this measurement technology to validate
the CFD models is worthwhile in order to guarantee the very highly developed simulation
technology and apply it in predictive simulation in the future.
NOMENCLATURE
MCE
SCE
LDM
MC
TDC
BMEP
IV
RANS
ROHR

Multi-cylinder engine
CA
Single-cylinder engine
IT
LEC Development Methodology
PC
Main combustion chamber
PI
Top dead center of the piston
EAR
Break mean effective pressure
SIM
Intake valve
EV
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stockes equations
Rate of heat release

Crank angle
Ignition timing
Prechamber
Port injection
Excess air ratio
Simulation
Exhaust valve
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Abstract The gasoline octane rating describes the auto-ignition tendency of commercial
gasoline. In simulations, a surrogate are used to represent the commercial gasoline. In this work,
different complex surrogates, a Primary Reference Fuel, a Toluene Reference Fuel and three
Ethanol containing Toluene Reference Fuels, are analyzed regarding their knock prediction.
The surrogates are composed such that the Research Octane Number is the same. The autoignition events ahead of the flame front are predicted using 3D CFD and a combustion model
based on the ETRF mechanism by Seidel (2017). The strength of the auto-ignition is determined
using the detonation diagram by Bradley and co-workers (2002). Applying the different
surrogates, ignition kernels of different size and reactivity are predicted. The results indicate a
dependency on the local temperature history and the low temperature chemistry of the fuel
species. The comparison of constant volume reactor predictions and transient simulations
shows that the analysis of ignition delay time and octane rating solely is not sufficient if the
knock tendency in engine simulations needs to be characterized.
1

INTRODUCTION

Modern Spark Ignition (SI) engine development is dominated by the trade-off between
maximizing the fuel efficiency and avoiding harmful engine knock. More and more frequently,
computational fluid dynamics simulations are used to determine the best design of combustion
chamber components to maximise the fuel efficiency and avoid any knock. Beside the engine
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design and operating mode, the fuel quality has a major impact on engine knock [1-3]. The
auto-ignition tendency of the fuel is mostly described by the Research Octane Number (RON)
and the Motored Octane number (MON), and their combination is referred to as octane
sensitivity S=RON-MON. The octane rating was introduced more than 80 years ago and is still
the only widely used gasoline rating. In simulations often Primary Reference Fuels (PRF) are
applied to predict engine knock. Their composition of iso-octane (RON =100, MON =100) and
n-heptane (RON = 0, MON = 0) can be used to compose a surrogate that represents the RON
of a commercial gasoline fuel, but never at the same time the correct MON or octane sensitivity.
Therefore, in recent years the use of surrogates for Toluene Reference Fuels (TRF) and ethanol
containing Toluene Reference Fuels (ETRF) were proposed [4-6]. Thanks to a third or fourth
fuel species, surrogates with close agreement in RON and octane sensitivity to real gasoline can
be formulated [7]. A reaction scheme for ETRF surrogates allows modelling the impact of
chemical and physical fuel properties on auto-ignition and knock behaviour in in-cylinder
models. The benefit of detailed online chemistry models is the capability to capture the impact
of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and radicals or NOx in the residual as discussed for example
in [8, 9], and references therein. Further precise modelling of species formation (NOx, soot,
radicals and unburned hydrocarbons) is possible, which is a requirement to capture cycle-tocycle variation. The drawback of such reaction mechanisms is the higher number of species and
therefore higher computational costs.
In this work, we analyse the effect of different surrogates on the engine knock prediction.
Surrogates composed of different fuels (PRF, TRF, ETRF) are compared to each other. The
applied surrogates have all the same RON, but differ in MON and other characteristics as
C:H:O–ratio and density. Through this analysis, the effect of the different gasoline surrogates
characteristics on engine knock prediction is evaluated. The aim is to understand the impact of
the surrogate composition on the predicted knock intensity, the knock onset timing and the
knock limit spark advance (KLSA).
2 METHODOLOGY
For this work, the knock prediction and evaluation methodology introduced in [10] is
adopted and here shortly summarized: The combustion is modelled based on an ETRF reaction
scheme from Seidel [11]. The core model is described in [12] and the reduction strategy in [13].
For this purpose, a combination of G-equation [14] and a well-stirred reactor model in the
unburned zone to predict auto-ignition is applied. Both models are available in CONVERGE
2.4. [15]. The laminar flame speed for flame propagation is retrieved from look-up tables
generated with LOGEsoft [16]. In contrast to the approach in [10], the same flame speed table
for different surrogates is applied to reduce the number of influencing factors.
The analysis is carried out using a turbocharged spark ignition Renault passenger car engine
with port-injection. The spark is initialized 4°CA before top dead centre, which was found in
the experiments to be the KLSA using a commercial gasoline with RON 94.5/MON 84.1 (more
details in Table 2). Operated at 2000 rpm, an indicated mean effective pressure of 10.6 bar is
achieved. The engine geometry is given in Table 1. The port-injection is not modelled; ports
and the cylinder are initialized homogenously. The base mesh size is set to 0.75 mm. Using the
automatic mesh refinement (AMR) strategy [15] based on temperature and flow velocity, the
mesh is refined at the flame front and chemical reactive regions down to 0.125 mm.
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Table 1: Engine specification.

Bore, mm
Stroke, mm
Connecting rod, mm
Compression ratio, -

72.0
82.0
128.0
10.9

A post-processing strategy is used to evaluate the character and the severity of the autoignition event based on the detonation diagram by Bradley and co-workers [17-20]. Typically
used knock indexes are calculated from the pressure fluctuations [21]. In contrast, the use of
the detonation theory enables to analyse the auto-ignition in the unburned mixture, which is the
origin of those pressure fluctuations. By the use of the regime classification, a distinction
between auto-ignition events in deflagration and transition to harmful developing detonation,
which corresponds in engines to knocking combustion, is possible. In the detonation diagram,
resonance parameter ξ and the reactivity parameter ε characterized the combustion mode:


a
T 
a
u
x T

(1)

l

(2)



a e

The resonance parameter is given by the ratio of the burning velocity u to the speed of sound a.
If they are in the same order of magnitude, the two waves may combine and form a developing
detonation. The reactivity parameter includes the initial radius of the ignition kernel l and is a
measure for the hot spot reactivity. The resonance and the reactivity parameter have a direct
dependency on fuel characteristics in terms of the ignition delay time τ and the excitation time
τe. The borders of the developing detonation peninsula and engine relevant regimes are given

Figure 1: a) Triangles and lines: upper and lower bound of the developing detonation peninsula by Bradley et al.
[17]. Remaining symbols are taken from Bates et al. [22]. b) Detonation boundaries verification and minimum ε
for a developing detonation by Peters et al. [23].

in Figure 1. Peters et al [23] verified the developing detonation boundaries for n-heptane and
iso-octane-air mixtures to be close to the original ones derived for a H2-CO-air mixture and
confirmed the minimum ε to 1.6. Further, it was stated that the high temperature chemistry is
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the reason for the apparent fuel independence of the transition boundaries, since the high
temperature chemistry is similar for the analysed fuels [23].
In the 3d CFD post-processing the ignition kernel size is measured and the thermodynamic
properties such as hot spot temperature elevation is extracted. Ignition delay times τ and
excitation times τe are calculated using constant volume reactors [16]. The post-processing
strategy is introduced and in detail discussed in [10].
3

SURROGATES

Different surrogates with same RON, but different number of surrogate fuel species and
therefore different MON are composed using the methodology discussed in [11], where
correlations from Morgan et al. [6] and Anderson et al. [24] are applied. The developed
correlation from Morgan et al. [6] is used to formulate the TRF surrogate for the gasoline
fraction. The mixing rules for oxygenated fuels with gasoline suggested by Anderson et al. [24]
are applied to determine the impact of the ethanol fraction. To compose the surrogates the
aromatic content is represented by toluene. The ethanol fraction and the desired RON are input
parameters. The iso-octane and n-heptane fractions of the surrogate are calculated to reproduce
the desired RON. The physical and chemical properties of the composed surrogates are given
in Table 2 and are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Table 2: Properties of the commercial gasoline (fuel analysis) and the surrogates (calculated).

RON MON
Gasoline
PRF
TRF
ETRF 1
ETRF 2
ETRF 3

94.5
94.5
94.5
94.5
94.6
94.4

84.1
94.5
88.2
88.1
87.6
84.3

S

aromatic ethanol
content content
vol%
vol%
10.4
32.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.3
32.6
0.0
6.4
22.5
5.1
7.0
18.8
10.9
10.1
44.6
10.4

ρ

LHV

M

C:H:O –ratio

kg/m³
747.5
691.3
747.3
735.3
728.5
769.6

MJ /kg
42.9
44.4
42.9
42.4
41.7
40.9

g/mol
113.4
103.1
98.4
93.3
89.0

mass%
86.9.13.1:0.0
84.2:15.8:0.0
86.9:13.1:0.0
84.3:13.8:1.9
82.0:14.2:3.8
84.0:12.4:3.6

Figure 2: a) RON and MON of the commercial gasoline and the analysed surrogates. b) Composition of the
analysed surrogates in mass fraction.
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The equivalence ratio ϕ is connected to fuel mass and air mass by definition:
𝜙𝜙 =

𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ⁄𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 )

(3)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

In the simulation setup, it was chosen to set the air and fuel mass in the intake port for all
surrogates to the same amount. Since all surrogates have different C:H:O-ratios and
consequently a different stoichiometric air demand, the mass based equivalence ration ϕ differs
about ϕ=1± 0.05. There are also small deviations in trapped energy due to differences in lower
heating value (LHV) and density ρ. The alternative to set ϕ=1 for all surrogates, would lead to
different trapped masses and different flow prediction during the load change. Correcting the
fuel masses to compensate for different LHV in order to achieve the same trapped energy,
would lead to small deviations from stoichiometric mixture and trapped masses also affecting
the flow filed. The differences in ignition delay time τ prediction using constant volume reactors
of the different surrogates and equivalence ratios are shown in Figure 3. A different trend of the
PRF versus the TRF and ETRF surrogates is visible. Whereas for ϕ=1 (dashed lines), the
ignition delay time of the TRF and ETRF surrogates converge at 870 K and invert the trends at
this temperature, this crossing temperature for the actual trapped mixtures with different
equivalence ratios (solid lines) appears at about 820 K. For those predictions, the difference in
ignition delay time are more pronounced at 900 K. The predicted ignition delay times are
converted from milliseconds to crank angle degree for 2000 rpm (Figure 3 b)). At temperature
>900 K the differences in ignition delay are about 1 °CA and higher. This would suggest a
distinctive deviation in KLSA in the engine simulations due to the surrogate formulation if only
considering ignition delay times. .

Figure 3: a) Predicted ignition delay time for different mixtures with air as oxidizer at 60 bar using constant
volume reactors. b) Ignition delay time converted from milliseconds to crank angle degree for a speed of 2000
rpm.

The predicted mean pressure from 3d CFD for the different surrogates at the reference (ref)
spark timing (ST) from the experiment are shown in Figure 4. Since the same flame speed table
is used for all calculations the flame propagation prediction is close, the thermodynamic
conditions in the unburned zone are comparable. For all surrogates a spark sweep from -2 °CA
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to +1°CA related to the reference spark timing is performed. Exemplary, the predicted
maximum pressure in the cylinder is shown for the spark sweep using ETRF 2 as surrogate. At
about top dead centre (TDC) the spark modelled via an energy source is visible. Shortly before
the maximum pressure is reached, fluctuations resulting from auto-ignitions in the unburned
zone appear. The onset of those fluctuations delays and the amplitude decreases with delayed
spark timing as it is expected from literature.
The predicted auto-ignitions in the unburned zone for all performed spark timings are
evaluated using the detonation diagram (Figure 5 a)). Only for surrogate TRF and ETRF 2 the
KLSA is found to be at the experimental reference spark timing. ETRF 2 shows the strongest
auto-ignition events in the developing detonation regime, whereas for surrogate TRF the
ignition kernels for ST -2°CA and -1°CA are very close to the transition line and therefore
examined as developing detonation regime. Surrogate TRF agrees very well to the commercial
gasoline properties used in the experiments. Figure 6 provides more information on the autoignition onset, the ignition kernel size, the maximum temperature in the ignition kernel prior
the high temperature ignition and the mean pressure in the combustion chamber at the ignition.

Figure 4: a) Predicted mean pressure for the analysed surrogates. b) Maximum predicted pressure for the spark
timing sweep using surrogate ETRF 2.

Figure 5: a) Evaluation of the auto-ignitions for the different surrogates and the spark timing sweep. If more
than one auto-ignition is predicted, only the strongest is shown. b) Ignition delay and excitation times at 800 K
and 60 bar.
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The weakest auto-ignition kernels are predicted for the PRF surrogate (Figure 5). The autoignition onset is the latest, the temperatures prior the high temperature ignition the lowest and
the ignition kernel sizes rather small. The combination of those effects leads to lower burning
velocities during the ignition process. Even though the mean pressure of the calculation PRF
ST -2°CA is predicted to be the highest (Figure 6 d)) the auto-ignition event is not potentially
developing into a detonation (red square). This auto-ignition tendency follows from the ignition
delay times shown in Figure 3 and the MON rating.
Surrogate TRF and ETRF 1 differ in their composition, but have the same MON and
equivalence ratio in the engine simulation. However, the evaluation using the detonation
diagram shows noticeable differences in the strengths of the auto-ignitions. Although there are
larger ignition kernels formed using surrogate ETRF 1, the strength is evaluated to be weaker.
The burning velocity u is higher than for surrogate TRF, which leads to smaller values in the
resonance parameter, the transition line to developing detonation is not crossed. This goes
together with lower maximum temperatures in the ignition kernel and lower mean pressures.
Overall, a smaller reactivity for the kernels of surrogate ETRF1 and lower resulting gas
velocities as result of the auto-ignition are predicted (Figure 7). Comparing the three ETRF
surrogates, ETRF 2 forms the strongest auto-ignitions kernels and ETRF 3 the weakest. This
finding agrees with the trend in ignition delay time τ, but disagrees in terms of MON. ETRF 3
has the lowest, ETRF 1 the highest MON. Considering only this characteristic number the
trends in auto-ignition tendency are unexpected. Several reasons might contribute to this
finding: The suggested MON values for toluene differ in literature from MON = 104.0 [25] to
MON = 109.0 [26]. To calculated the MON in this work MON = 109.0 is applied as it is reported
by Heywood [2] and following the rules from Morgan et al [6]. Further the difference in MON
= 88.1 (ETRF 1) and MON = 87.6 (ETRF 2) are within the reproducibility and repeatability

Figure 6: Selected properties of the predicted ignition kernels. a) Onset of auto-ignition b) Kernel size prior
ignition (extracted based on mass fraction CH 2O) c) Maximum temperature in the ignition kernel prior ignition
d) Mean pressure in the domain at the auto-ignition event.
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Figure 7: Time step of first auto-ignition event and previous. From left to right: Mass fraction CH2O, mass
fraction OH and flame propagation determined from an iso-volume at reaction ratio ≥ 1.0 and gas velocity. View
from top.
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limits discussed in [3, 25, 26]. Further, this engine operating point with a boost pressure of 1.5
bar and 2000 rpm differs to the MON test conditions. The predicted ignition delay times >820
K show a different trend in auto-ignition tendency than the MON numbers suggest (Figure 3
and 5 b)). Further, ETRF 2 leads to the biggest ignition kernels and highest maximum
temperatures in those ignition kernels even though they are very similar in RON and MON.
Moreover, effects from differences in equivalence ratios, in heat capacity and local flow field
may superpose the effect of MON. This becomes clearer when studying the kernel development
of ETRF 3.
In Figure 7 the low temperature chemistry is illustrated on the example of formaldehyde
CH2O. The level of CH2O in the unburned zone in the time step prior auto-ignition is the lowest
for the PRF and increases with increasing n-heptane, which has pronounced low temperature
chemistry, amount up to ETRF 3. In those figures, it can also be seen that the ignition kernels
appear in the same region for all calculations at reference spark timing since the flame
propagation and flow field are similar. The reactivity of the ignition kernels is illustrated using
the OH radical as high temperature marker and the gas velocity vectors. Both agree, with the
evaluation of the auto-ignition in the detonation diagram. ETRF 2 has clearly the strongest autoignition event, surrogate PRF has an ignition kernel size that is similar to the ones of TRF,
ETRF 1 and ETRF 2, but is less reactive. Even though ETRF 3 shows the highest concentration
of the low temperature marker CH2O, it shows the lowest concentration of OH and the smallest
reacted burned volume (Figure 7, bottom row centre). It is very likely that there is less energy
available in the ignition kernel due to the smaller ϕ and lower LHV. At this crank angle, the
energy released by auto-ignition competes against the quenching by expansion and it may be
possible that the kernel cannot release sufficient energy to develop a detonation. To understand
if this lower knock tendency can be explained with homogenous reactors the species profiles
are analysed.
Figure 8 shows tow typical low temperature chemistry species CH2O, an early iso-octane
decomposition product C8H17 and the average temperature. The species mass and temperature
profiles are shown for different reactor models:
- Constant volume reactors that are typically used to calculated ignition delay times.
- Results from a homogenous rapid compression machine (RCM) model imposing the
engine volume profile and inlet conditions to consider the same transient effects as in
the CFD engine simulation.
- Results from the 3d CFD simulation.
In the constant reactor simulation, low temperature chemistry occurs the earliest for the PRF,
which is not the case in the transient RCM and CFD simulation. The CH2O concertation is
lower as for the other surrogates as it is also predicted in the transient simulations. ETRF 2 has
the earliest CH2O formation in the transient calculations and leads to the strongest knock events
in the CFD simulation. ETRF 1 has a lower tendency to auto-ignite than ETRF 2 in the RCM
and CFD simulation, but not in the constant volume reactor calculations. From the RCM
calculation, it can be seen that ETRF 3 reaches a higher compression pressure and temperature,
but releases the least energy in the expansion. The TRF mixture has longer ignition delay times
in the constant volume reactor calculations, but is on the second rank in knock tendency in the
engine simulation. This points out, that solely form homogenous calculations (constant volume
or RCM) no conclusion on the knock tendency can be drawn.
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The same study was performed using the ETRF mechanism from Cai et al [27]. Even though
the scheme ignites much earlier, we found the same trends for the ETRF surrogates, but no clear
connection between the homogenous calculations and the knock tendency in the CFD
calculation.

Figure 8: Predicted mass fractions of typical low temperature chemistry species and temperature profiles for
different simulation types: a) – c) constant volume reactor with inlet 800 K and 60 bar d) –e ) rapid compression
machine g) - i) CFD.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Surrogates with same RON, but different MON have been composed using iso-octane, nheptane, toluene and ethanol as fuel surrogate species. The composed PRF, TRF and ETRF
surrogates have been analysed regarding their auto-ignition and knock tendency using constant
volume reactors, rapid compression machine and 3d CFD engine simulations. To make the
study comparable, the same flow field in the CFD simulation was achieved by keeping air mass
and fuel mass constant. This leads to ignition kernel appearance at the same position.
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Even though the surrogates have the same RON, the tendency to auto-ignite in the engine
simulations is very different. The found shift in KLSA is 2 °CA and bigger. No clear
connections between MON and knock tendency or ignition delay time in homogenous reactors
and knock tendency was found. The predicted sensitivities may also depend on the specific
surrogate properties such as density, heat capacity, lower heating value and C:H:O-ratio.
The KLSA predicted using TRF surrogate, which corresponds the best to the commercial
gasoline, is found to be the same as in the experiment.
We found that it is not possible to estimate the knock tendency of different surrogates in the
CFD simulation from homogenous reactor calculations. This finding is irrespective of the used
reaction scheme, but may be influenced by the physical properties of the analysed surrogates.
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Abstract. Dual fuel combustion will become more important in the field of maritime
propulsion, due to the introduction of the so called Emission Controlled Areas within the IMO
Tier III legislation. To meet the stringent emission targets, ships propelled with HFO may
switch to dual fuel operation mode in the protected areas. The combustion process is
characterized by the injection of a small amount of fuel oil, which ignites a premixed natural
gas-air mixture. The resulting short injection durations oblige the injector into the ballistic
working regime. This influences spray penetration, mixture formation and ignition behavior.
In the present work, a CFD model of a dual fuel injector was developed using the commercial
code AVL FIRE®. Due to the ballistic working regime, the main challenge for the modeling is
to capture the opening and closing behavior of the injector. Therefore, optical investigations
were carried out in an injection bomb to characterize the liquid and the vapor phase at an early
stage of spray propagation. Based on the experimental observations, a methodology assuming
constant momentum along the spray axis was applied to estimate the initial penetration
velocities. The injection profile is adjusted for different fuel quantities to investigate the
resulting spray characteristics. To realize the observed dependencies of the spray penetration
from chamber conditions in simulation and to depict the decrease of liquid length after the end
of injection, a suitable initial droplet spectrum was defined. The developed model is able to
predict the experimental observed penetration and contour of the spray plume.
The spray model is extended by a detailed reaction mechanism to simulate the combustion
process of the diesel jet. The ignition delay was validated using measurements of the OH*
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emission of the flame. Measured OH* intensities enable a detailed characterization of the
development and the propagation of the first flame structures. The distribution of the simulated
OH concentration shows a good correlation with the experimental data concerning the contour
und the penetration behavior of the flame.
1

INTRODUCTION

Emission thresholds and fuel efficiency are the main driving forces for the development of
next generation internal combustion engines. Even the transportation sector is strongly affected
by stricter legal requirements. The maritime industry, for example, has to comply with the
regulations introduced by the IMO in the framework of the Tier III, which is actually valid in
the so call Emission Controlled Areas. The Tier III strictly limits the emission of nitrogen oxides
and the sulfur content of the fuel. Additionally an Energy-Efficiency Design Index is
established to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases [1],[2]. Both, the emissions of
pollutants and greenhouse gases, can be reduced using the dual fuel combustion of natural gas
and diesel. Thereby, less nitrogen oxides are formed due to the lean combustion in the gas
mixture, while the high hydrogen to carbon ratio of methane diminishes the greenhouse gas
emissions. Dual fuel engines enable an appropriate reaction on the local availability of LNG
due to their fuel flexibility. The engine may also operate in the dual fuel mode within the ECAs,
while it switches to pure diesel operation outside this areas [3][4].
The dual fuel combustion process is initialized by a pilot injection of fuel oil that ignites a
lean natural gas-air mixture. The combination of diffusive combustion, known from CI engines
and premixed combustion, known from SI engines results in a very complex process.
Depending on the operating point, the process is limited due to the occurrence of flame
quenching in very lean mixtures and knocking for high diesel substitution rates [5].
The engines operating range may include different diesel shares from < 1% to up to 100%
resulting in a demand on a flexible injection system, which is able to exactly provide the
requested fuel amount for every operating point. Particularly for small fuel amounts, that oblige
the injector in the ballistic working regime, a high influence on the spray characteristics is
recognizable. This influence was investigated by the authors in [6] with a wide range dual fuel
injector using Mie-scattering and Schlieren-imaging technique. The investigations show
asymmetric spray patterns and shot-to-shot variations, which are mainly caused by the ballistic
working regime of the injector. In this regime the ballistic movement of the needle leads to
transient conditions at the nozzle exit, which depicts a challenge for the modeling of the
injection process in the CFD. To overcome this issue the approach of the authors in [7] is to
introduce an unsteady nozzle diameter to adjust the initial velocity of the fuel droplets.
However, the determination of the transient injection parameters and the correct modeling of
the liquid phase represent the key task to describe the pilot injection process using CFD.
In the present work the modeling of a dual fuel injector is presented to investigate the
influence of transient injection parameters on spray propagation and mixture formation. The
model is validated with experimental data from a combustion vessel. Further on, the ignition
and the combustion of the pilot jet is studied using a detailed reaction scheme.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The spray characteristics were investigated in the optically accessible combustion vessel
described in detail by the authors in [8]. The vessel consists of five windows with a diameter of
125 mm to ensure optical accessibility from each side and from the top. The investigated sevenhole dual fuel injector is mounted in the injector slot at the bottom. The nozzle holes with a
diameter of 280 µm are uniformly distributed and form a spray umbrella of 145 deg. The
injection parameters and the ambient conditions used within the measurement program are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Injection parameters and ambient conditions in the vessel

Pressure [MPa]
Temperature [K]
Injection Pressure [MPa]
Injected Mass [mg]
Fuel Temperature [K]

6-9
823 - 973
100
34 - 88
333

The liquid phase of the spray is measured using Mie-scattering technique, which is based on
the elastic scattering of light at the surface of liquid droplets. Stroboscopic flash lamps (Drello
HL4090) illuminate the chamber via the side windows, while a CCD camera (PCO Sensicam)
detects the scattered light via the top window. The vapor phase of the spray is recorded using
Schlieren-imaging technique. Schlieren-imaging is based on the diffraction of collimated light
beams at optical inhomogeneity caused by density gradients or different thermodynamic
conditions. A LED-Array (Hardsoft IL-106G) emits collimated light that passes the combustion
vessel from the top to the bottom, where it is reflected at a mirror amounted around the injector
tip. The reflected light is focused on a Schlieren knife edge that blocks diffracted light resulting
in a phase contrast image of the spray, which is recorded by a high-speed camera (Photron SAZ). The detailed measurement procedure and the evaluation of the geometrical properties of the
spray plumes is described in [8].
For the characterization of the combustion, an iCCD camera is used to record the OH*
emission that is detectable at a wavelength of 308 nm and indicates regions of premixed
combustion. The probability of the first OH* signal is evaluated to determine the ignition delay
time due to the large amount of premixed fuel that ignites immediately at the SOC using the
methodology developed by Riess [9].
3

MODELING APPROACH

3.1 Computational Mesh and Solver Setup
The spray modeling is carried out on a simplified cylindrical spraybox mesh using the
commercial CFD code AVL FIRE®. On this mesh the spray propagation of a single jet is
studied. The dimensions of the cylindrical box, 120 mm in length and 40 mm in width, are
chosen to avoid influences from the boundaries. The boundaries are modeled as walls with a
fixed temperature, except the boundary opposite the nozzle, which is modeled as a nonreflecting outlet. The mesh consists of hexahedral cells with a size of 1 mm and is partially
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refined in the spray center axis. Figure 1 illustrates a cut through the centerline of the
computational mesh to demonstrate the local mesh structures.

Figure 1: Cut through computational mesh with local refinements

Three refinement levels are used starting with a cell size of 125 µm in the vicinity of the
nozzle to provide a suitable spatial resolution leading to a total mesh size of about 700,000 cells.
The conical shape of the refinements captures the spreading of the spray in radial direction with
increasing distance from the nozzle. The associated dimensions of the refinements are listed in
Table 2.
Table 2: Geometrical dimensions of the mesh refinements

Refinement
1
2
3

L [mm]
80
50
20

R1 [mm]
5
3
2

R2 [mm]
10
5
3

Cell size [µm]
500
250
125

The small cell size in the vicinity of the nozzle is chosen to ensure a correct description of
the momentum exchange between the droplets and the surrounding air. For high injection
velocities, typical for high pressure injection events, in combination with small cell sizes short
time steps are needed to comply with the requirement of low courant numbers to provide
numerical accuracy. Therefore, the time step during the injection process is set to 1 µs and is
followed by 2.5 µs at the end of injection to observe the vapor phase. A RANS approach using
the k-ζ-f turbulence model, implemented in AVL FIRE®, is selected to calculate the turbulent
flow introduced by the injection process. Further on, a large eddy simulation (LES) is carried
out, which directly resolves the larger turbulent structures, to evaluate the influence of the
turbulence on mixture formation. As LES only captures larger turbulent structures depending
on the temporal and spatial resolution, the so called sub-grid scales still have to be modeled. In
this work a Coherent Structure model implemented in AVL FIRE® is used to model the subgrid turbulence [10]. To fulfill the requirement of a courant number smaller one for LES, the
time step during injection is set to 0.5 µs. The LES is performed on the computational mesh
depicted in Figure 1, which already provides a fine spatial resolution in the spray area. Also
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finer mesh resolutions are used for LES as shown by the authors in [11]. As the present model
will serve as a basis for an engine model later on, further refinement is not implemented to keep
the computational effort within a feasible range.
3.2 Modeling the Pilot Injection
The liquid phase of the spray is depicted using a discrete droplet approach, whereby a
statistically sufficient number of parcels is introduced at every time step during injection. These
parcels consist of a certain number of identical, non-interacting droplets, which are tracked
through the simulation domain in a Lagrangian manner. Their trajectories are determined by
the force acting on the droplets, which is in the case of fuel sprays mainly influenced by the
drag force FD described by Equation 1 [12].
1
⃗⃗ − 𝑣𝑣⃗| ∗ (𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ − 𝑣𝑣⃗)
𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 𝐹𝐹⃗𝐷𝐷 = 2 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 ∗ |𝑢𝑢

(1)

𝑟𝑟 = 𝐵𝐵0 ∗ Λ

(2)

The droplet evaporation is described by the approach of Dukowizc [13], while the breakup
phenomena are simulated using the Wave breakup model. The Wave model is derived from the
theory of growing oscillations on the droplet surface, which are a result of high relative
velocities between the droplet and the surrounding gas. The wavelength Λ and the growth rate
Ω, mainly influenced by the physical properties of the liquid fuel and the surrounding gas,
determine the radius r of the stable product drop and its characteristic breakup time τ described
by Equation 2 and 3. Additionally, two model constants B0 and B1 are available to adjust the
breakup process [14].

𝜏𝜏 =

3.726𝐵𝐵1 𝑟𝑟

(3)

ΛΩ

The injection parameters depict an important factor, which need to be defined to model the
spray propagation. In the case of pilot injections, the short injection durations result in a very
transient behavior of the mass flow and the initial velocity at the nozzle exit due to the ballistic
needle movement. Based on the temporal evolution of the spray plume, known from the
measured Schlieren images, a methodology of momentum conservation [15], [16] is applied to
calculate the initial velocity in the vicinity of the nozzle. Starting from Equation 4, describing
the momentum flux 𝑀𝑀̇ at the spray root and Equation 5 the momentum flux at an arbitrary
position x downstream the nozzle, Equation 6 is derived to calculate the initial velocity v0.
𝑀𝑀̇ = 𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 𝑣𝑣02

(4)

𝛼𝛼
𝑀𝑀̇(𝑥𝑥) = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 𝑣𝑣 2 𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥 2 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡2 ( 2 )

𝑣𝑣0 =

𝑥𝑥 2
𝑡𝑡

Θ

∗ a ∗ tan ( 2 ) ∗ √𝜌𝜌
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𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀

𝐷𝐷 ∗𝑑𝑑

2 ∗√𝐶𝐶
𝐴𝐴

(5)
(6)
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Hereby, the contraction coefficient CA is introduced taking into account the reduction of the
free flow area caused by non-uniform velocity profiles, hydraulic flip or cavitation. The
constant a relates the measured cone angle Θ to the theoretic angle α used in Equation 5.
According to Naber and Siebers [15] a value of 0.66 is suitable to achieve a good correlation
between simulation results and experimental data. The mixture density ρM considers the amount
of diesel fuel in the spray plume and is used instead of the density of the ambient gas ρ g.
Assuming a value of 0.9 for the contraction coefficient, Equation 6 is applied to calculate the
initial velocity from the experimentally observed spray characteristics. Figure 2 depicts the
calculated velocities over time after SOI for the single measurements and their associated mean
value. As the velocity is known, the velocity coefficient CV, which relates the observed velocity
to the theoretic Bernoulli velocity, can be calculated. The velocity and the contraction
coefficient are used to estimate the maximum mass flow rate 𝑚𝑚̇𝐷𝐷 during injection according to
Equation 7.
𝑚𝑚̇𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 √2𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷 ∆𝑝𝑝

(8)

The knowledge of the maximum mass flow rate is necessary to define a suitable injection
profile due to the fact that it strongly varies with the injection duration in the ballistic working
regime. Figure 2 illustrates two simplified injection profiles derived from the maximum mass
flow rate and the slope during opening and closing event of the injector known from an injection
rate measurement.

Figure 2: Calculated initial velocity (left) and simplified injection profiles (right)

Further on, an initial droplet spectrum is empirically imprinted on the introduced parcels to
depict the experimental observed dependencies of the liquid penetration from temperature.
This methodology is chosen instead of the wide spread blob injection approach, whereby the
nozzle diameter determines the initial droplet size, to overcome the problem of slow droplets
initialized during injector closing. These droplets hardly evaporate due to the inhibited
breakup caused by very low relative velocities. This results in a higher penetration of the
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liquid droplets than experimentally observed. A correlation between the simulated and the
measured penetration of the liquid phase could be achieved using an initial SMD of 20 µm.
3.3 Modeling the Combustion
The ignition and the combustion is modeled using a detailed reaction mechanism, which is
able to handle both diesel and dual fuel combustion. This methodology is necessary, because
the generated spray model will serve as a basis for a model of a dual fuel research engine later
on. Thereby, the kinetically controlled processes of knocking and flame quenching will be
investigated using the detailed reaction chemistry. However, the mechanism is integrated into
AVL FIRE® via the general gas phase reaction module that solves a homogeneous reactor
model for every computational cell at every time step. The integrated multi zone model is used
to reduce the computational time by a clustering of cells with similar conditions [17].
Diesel fuel consists of a variety of different components that cannot be captured by a
mechanism entirely. Therefore, a surrogate fuel for diesel has to be defined. Usually n-heptane
is used as surrogate [7], [17], because of its comparable chemical properties. The problem that
the physical properties of n-heptane strongly differ from diesel fuel, and therefore strongly
influence evaporation and breakup of the fuel droplets, can be overcome by imprinting the
averaged physical properties of diesel on the liquid phase, while the vapor phase is treated as
n-heptane. Applying this methodology, n-heptane chemistry can be implemented to calculate
the gas phase reactions.
4

RESULTS

4.1 Spray Propagation
The simulation model is applied to study the influence of the ambient conditions, depicted
in Table 1, on the spray propagation. The simulated penetration length of the liquid phase is
described by the distance from the nozzle exit up to the mass average of the 1 % furthermost
parcels. The vapor penetration is depicted in the CFD code as distance to the furthest
computational cell containing 0.001 kg/kg vaporous fuel. Simulated liquid and vapor
penetration length are compared with the experiments by evaluating the furthest position at
which Mie and respectively Schlieren signal is detectable. Figure 3 illustrates the penetration
length of the spray for an ambient pressure of 60 bar and an ambient temperature of 650 °C on
the left side. Additionally, the contours of the spray are plotted at 500 µs and 900 µs after the
start of injection (ASOI), while the left side represents the measured Schlieren signal intensity
and the right side depicts the simulated fuel mass fraction bounded by a value of 0.001 kg/kg.
For both, the liquid and the vapor phase, the simulation results are in good agreement with the
experimental data. Even the decrease of the liquid penetration during the closing event of the
injector after 800 µs is captured by the model. For the vapor phase a retarding of the penetration
velocity with increasing distance from the nozzle is observed. On the one hand, this behavior
is caused by the increasing radial dispersion of the momentum flux. On the other hand there is
a very transient momentum flux due to the ballistic movement of the injector needle that
strongly influences the penetration behavior. Further on, the vapor penetration is reduced with
an increasing ambient pressure depicted on the right side of Figure 3. This observation is caused
by the increase of the ambient density from 22.2 kg/m³ to 33.0 kg/m³ for a pressure increase
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from 60 bar to 90 bar. The effect of the ambient density on vapor penetration is also discussed
in [15], [16].

Figure 3: Simulated and measured spray penetration and contour for p = 60 bar and T = 650 °C (left); vapor
penetration for different ambient pressures (right)

To evaluate the influence of the turbulence treatment in the CFD code on the local mixture
formation in the spray plume, the RANS results are compared with a single representative
injection event modeled with LES. Figure 4 illustrates the calculated distribution of the
vaporous fuel inside the spray plume for LES on the left side and for RANS on the right side at
three different temporal positions (ASOI).
Fuel Mass Fraction

0.4 ms ASOI

0.6 ms ASOI

1.0 ms ASOI

Figure 4: Simulated fuel mass fraction using LES (left) and RANS (right) for different temporal positions ASOI
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While the RANS results show a symmetric distribution of the fuel mass that is only
dependent from the axial and radial distance from the nozzle, the LES results depict an
asymmetrical distribution characterized by many recirculation areas. This observation is mainly
caused by the direct resolution of larger turbulence structures by the LES. Therefore, the LES
may be suitable to study the influence of small variations of the injection parameters on the
turbulent mixture formation induced by a single jet.
4.2 Ignition and Combustion
In this section, the simulated ignition delay and the flame propagation are compared with
the experimental derived OH* signal. The ignition delay is evaluated determining the elapsed
time between SOI and the maximum temperature gradient in the simulation domain, while the
experimental observed ignition delay is evaluated using the methodology of Riess [9] described
above. Figure 5 illustrates the simulated and measured ignition delay as a function of
temperature (left) and pressure (right). From 550 °C to 650 °C ambient temperature, a rapid
decrease of the ignition delay time is recognizable, while the decrease between 650 °C and
700 °C is quite lower. This behavior can be explained by the entering of the NTC regime in this
temperature range, which is a commonly known phenomena for higher hydrocarbons. The
model predicts a shorter ignition delay at 550 °C as experimentally observed, while there is a
good agreement for higher temperatures. An increasing ambient pressure results in shorter
ignition delay times. This influence is more significant for the experimental data in comparison
with the simulations, which could be caused by an underestimation of the entrainment of hot
air in the spray plume leading to slower evaporation of the droplets. However, there is good
correlation for higher pressures occurring in DF engines.

Figure 5: Simulated and measured ignition delay as function of temperature (left) and pressure (right)

Another important factor for the modeling of the combustion is the correct prediction of the
establishment of the first flame structures and their propagation through the combustion
chamber. Therefore, the simulated OH mass fraction, bounded by a value of 0.0001 kg/kg, is
compared with a tomographic reconstruction of the measured OH* signal in Figure 6.
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Simulated OH mass fraction

Measured OH* signal intensity

0.6 ms ASOI

1.0 ms ASOI

1.4 ms ASOI

1.8 ms ASOI

2.2 ms ASOI

Figure 6: Simulated OH mass fraction (top) compared with measured OH* signal intensity (bottom) for
p = 60 bar and T = 700 °C

The flame contours are depicted for five temporal positions after SOI, while the simulation
results are situated in the top row. The experimental data is illustrated below. The injector
nozzle is situated in the bottom left corner of the single pictures. In the first picture the spray
ignites at the borders close to the nozzle due to the high air entrainment in this area enabling a
fast evaporation that is needed to form an ignitable mixture. In the following, the flame starts
to spread along the spray borders before it moves towards the centerline of the spray after the
end of injection. Later on, the flame detaches and starts to move away from the nozzle, while
there is still a region close to the spray tip where no flame structures are ascertainable. In the
last picture the flame reaches the spray tip and forms a spherical structure, which moves away
from the nozzle. The model predicts the experimental observed behavior of the flame and is
therefore suitable to simulate the combustion of pilot jet in a dual fuel engine.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In the present work numerical investigations were carried out to study the spray propagation
and the combustion of a pilot injection process. The developed CFD model is able to predict
the experimental observed penetration of the liquid and the vapor phase in a combustion vessel.
The used methodology to determine a transient initial velocity profile of the droplets during the
injection event was found to be suitable to depict the penetration behavior of the vapor phase.
Further on, the influence of an increasing ambient density on the vapor penetration is captured
by the model. The approach to empirically imprint a droplet spectrum on the initial droplets is
able to describe the observed retarding of the liquid penetration during the injector closing
event.
By the application of a detailed reaction mechanism to model the ignition and the
combustion, a good correlation for the experimental observed ignition delay time and the flame
propagation could be achieved. Even the first ignition zones are depicted accurately by the
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mechanism, which is an important factor for the initialization of the combustion process in the
case of dual fuel combustion. Further investigations will be carried out to evaluate the
mechanisms capability to describe the ignition in presence of natural gas and the premixed
combustion in the lean gas-air mixture, which are typical for dual fuel combustion processes.
The generated model will be transferred to a model of a single cylinder research engine to
investigate the kinetically controlled processes of knocking and flame quenching, which limit
the combustion process. Thereby, large eddy simulation will be applied to study the cycle-tocycle variations.
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Abstract. The paper presents a study on four adaptive sampling methods of a multifidelity global metamodel for expensive computer simulations. The multi-fidelity approximation is built as the sum of a low-fidelity-trained metamodel and the metamodel of
the difference between high- and low-fidelity simulations. The multi-fidelity metamodel
is trained selecting the fidelity to sample based on the prediction uncertainty and the
computational cost ratio between the high- and low-fidelity evaluations. The adaptive
sampling methods are applied to the CFD-shape optimization of a NACA hydrofoil. The
performance of the sampling methods is assessed in terms of convergence of the maximum
uncertainty and the minimum of the function.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-dynamic shape design of aerial, ground, and water-borne vehicles demand the
use of high-fidelity numerical solvers with large computational grids to assess accurately
the design performance and make sound design decisions. The latter can be achieved by
combining the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis with a shape/design modification tool (CAD) and a minimization algorithm into an automatic simulation-based
design optimization (SBDO). High-fidelity physics-based solvers results in computationally expensive analyses. Furthermore, the optimization algorithm may require a large
number of function evaluations to converge to the final solution. Therefore, the resulting
computational cost could become very high, making SBDO unaffordable for most users
and projects for which limited computational resources and time are usually available.
In order to reduce the computational cost of the SBDO process, metamodeling methods
have been developed and successfully applied in several engineering fields [1]. Metamodel
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performance depends on several concurrent issues, such as the dimensionality of the problem, the nature (smooth or noisy) of the function, and the sampling approach [2] used
for its training. A priori sampling provides distribution of training-set points, without
any knowledge of the function. Sequential sampling adds new training points iteratively,
based on the knowledge gathered during the training process. An adaptive sampling for
dynamic stochastic radial basis functions (SRBF) has been presented in [3] and compared
to dynamic Kriging [4]. A multi-criteria adaptive sampling method for dynamic SRBF
has been presented in [5] for design optimization problems.
In addition to metamodels, multi-fidelity (or variable-fidelity) approximation methods
have been developed with the aim of combining to some extent the accuracy of high-fidelity
solvers with the computational cost of low-fidelity solvers. Combining metamodeling
methods with multi-fidelity approximations potentially leads to a further reduction of the
computational cost of the SBDO procedure. Additive and/or multiplicative correction
methods might be used to build multi-fidelity metamodels, using high- and low-fidelity
evaluations [6, 7, 9]. Several metamodels can be used with multi-fidelity data, as co-kriging
[8] and RBF [10].
The objective of the present work is the assessment of four adaptive sampling methods for multi-fidelity metamodeling. These are based on the maximum prediction uncertainty, a multi-fidelity version of the expected improvement [11], the maximum prediction uncertainty and the objective function through an aggregated merit factor, and
the multi-criteria based on the maximum prediction uncertainty and the objective function [5]. These methods are applied to the CFD-based shape optimization of a NACA
hydrofoil, addressing the drag minimization at Re = 8.41E6. The hydrofoil hydrodynamic performance is assessed by RANSE solver ISIS-CFD, developed at Ecole Centrale
de Nantes/CNRS and integrated in the FINE/Marine simulation suite from NUMECA
Int. Mesh deformation techniques and adaptive grid refinement techniques are adopted
to allow the automatic shape deformation of the hydrofoil. The high- and low-fidelity are
defined by the grid refinement. The performance of the adaptive sampling methods are
assessed in terms of prediction uncertainty and optimization procedure convergence.
2

MULTI-FIDELITY METAMODELING

Consider an objective function f (x), where x ∈ RN is the design variable vector and N
the design space dimension. The multi-fidelity prediction fˆ(x) is defined by an additive
correction to a low-fidelity trained metamodel fL (x) as
fˆ (x) = f˜L (x) + ε̃ (x)

(1)

where the correction is provided by the metamodel of the error ε̃ (x), defined by the
difference between high- (HF) and low-fidelity (LF) evaluations (fH and fL ) [9] as
ε (x) = fH (x) − fL (x)

(2)

The training set for f˜L is denoted by L, whereas the training set for ε̃ is denoted by
E ⊆ L. “∼” indicates metamodel prediction and “∧” indicates multi-fidelity approximation. Using a metamodel that gives both function prediction and its uncertainty and
2
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Figure 1: Adaptive multi-fidelity metamodel updating scheme

assuming the uncertainty associate to the low-fidelity and error metamodels (UfL and Uε
respectively) as uncorrelated, the uncertainty associated to the multi-fidelity prediction
can be defined as

Ufˆ (x) = Uf2 (x) + Uε2 (x)
(3)
L

2.1

Stochastic radial basis functions
The metamodel prediction f˜ (x) is computed as the expected value (EV) over a stochastic tuning parameter of the metamodel τ ∼ unif[1, 3]
f(x) = EV [g (x, τ )]τ ,

with

g (x, τ ) =

J

j=1

wj ||x − xj ||τ

(4)

where wj are unknown coefficients, || · || is the Euclidean norm, xj are the training points
with associated objective function value f (xj ), and J is the number of training points.
The coefficients wj are determined enforcing the interpolation g (xj , τ ) = f (xj ) by solving
Aw = f , with w = {wj }, ai,j = ||x − xj ||τ and f = {f (xj )}.
The uncertainty Uf (x) associated with the metamodel prediction is quantified by the
95%-confidence interval of g(x, τ ), evaluated using a Monte Carlo sampling over τ [3].
2.2

Adaptive sampling methods

New training points x for L and E are sequentially defined by the adaptive sampling
method, as shown in Fig. 1 and described in the following subsections. Once x is
identified, the training sets L and E are updated as

If Uf˜L (x ) ≥ βUε̃ (x ), add {x , fL (x )} to L
(5)
else,
add {x , fL (x )} to L and {x , ε(x )} to E
where β ∈ [0, 1] is the ratio between the LF and HF computational cost. In the first case,
only a low-fidelity evaluation is performed, while the second case requires both low- and
high-fidelity evaluations for the same x .
3
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2.2.1

Maximum uncertainty

The maximum uncertainty adaptive sampling (MUAS) has been presented in [9]. This
method identifies a new training point by solving the following single-objective maximization problem
x = argmax[Ufˆ(x)]

(6)

x

2.2.2

Multi-fidelity expected improvement

Since the multi-fidelity concept is to keep the high-fidelity training set as small as
possible, the expected improvement proposed in [11] is extended here to a multi-fidelity
expected improvement (MFEI) as


MFEI (x) = EV [max (fmin − g (x, τ ) , 0)]τ , with fmin = min fˆ(x)
(7)
where g (x, τ ) is a stochastic multi-fidelity prediction. The MFEI is therefore the expected
value of potential reduction provided by all the SRBF with respect to the predicted
minimum, at the present iteration of the sampling process.
The MFEI adaptive sampling identifies a new training point by solving the following
single-objective maximization problem
x = argmax[MFEI(x)]

(8)

x

2.2.3

Aggregate criteria

The aggregate criteria adaptive sampling (ACAS) is based on the difference between the
multi-fidelity prediction and the associated uncertainty. ACAS identifies a new training
point by solving the following single-objective minimization
x = argmin[fˆ(x) − U ˆ(x)]
(9)
f

x

2.2.4

Multi-criteria

The multi-criteria adaptive sampling (MCAS) [5] identifies NP new training points
(user defined) conditional to both multi-fidelity prediction and the associated uncertainty.
A multi-objective optimization problem addressing the minimization of the objective function and the maximization of the prediction uncertainty is solved
minimize f (x) = {fˆ(x), −Ufˆ(x)}T
subject to Ufˆ(x) > Ufˆ

(10)

where Ufˆ is a user defined parameter used to avoid overfitting in the neighborhood of
the minimum [5]. New training points are identified down-sampling the non-dominated
solution set produced by Eq. 10. Herein, Ufˆ = 0.1%R, where R is the function range of
the initial high-fidelity training set.
4
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2.3

Single- and multi-objective optimization algorithms

A deterministic single-objective formulation of the particle swarm optimization (DPSO)
algorithm [12], is used for the solution of the minimization/maximization problems of
Eqs. 6, 8, and 9. Furthermore, it is used for the metamodel-based optimization. A
multi-objective extension of DPSO (MODPSO) [13] is used for the solution of Eq. 10.
3

NACA HYDROFOIL TEST PROBLEM
The following minimization problem is solved
minimize Cd (x)
subject to Cl (x) = 0.6
and to l ≤ x ≤ u

(11)

where Cd and Cl are respectively the drag and lift coefficient of NACA hydrofoil. l and u
are the lower and upper bound, respectively, of the design variable vector. The equality
constraint on the lift coefficient is necessary to compare different geometries of a lifting
hydrofoil. The hydrofoil shape is defined by the general equation for 4-digit NACA foils.
In this work, the design variables vector is defined as x = {t, m}, with t the thickness
and m the camber of the hydrofoil. The thickness ranges between t ∈ [0.03, 0.12], the
camber ranges between m ∈ [0.025, 0.07], and the location of the maximum camber is
set equal to 0.4. The simulations conditions are: velocity V = 10 m/s, chord c = 1 m,
fluid density ρ = 1026 kg/m3 , and Reynolds number Re = 8.41E6. The CFD simulations
are performed with the unstructured two-fluid finite-volume Navier-Stokes solver ISISCFD developed at Ecole Centrale de Nantes/CNRS and integrated in the FINE/Marine
simulation suite from NUMECA Int.
Two evaluation metrics are used is order to evaluate the effectiveness and the efficiency of the multi-fidelity adaptive sampling methods: (1) the maximum value of the
multi-fidelity metamodel uncertainty and (2) the objective function value (high-fidelity
evaluated).
The following subsections present details about the CFD analysis
3.1

Mesh deformation

The unstructured hexahedral meshes for the simulations are generated using HEXPRESS. Like for most unstructured mesh generators, the grids created by this mesher
may be quite different for geometries that are nearly identical. This could result in numerical noise in the simulations results. Therefore, the simulations of all the candidate
geometries are performed on the same mesh, which is deformed to fit each geometry. The
deformation algorithm is based on [15]. The mesh is divided in layers of cells around the
geometry. Then the displacement from the original to the deformed geometry is computed for the faces on the body and this displacement is propagated through the layers of
cells. Two smoothing mechanisms are applied: (i) the displacements are diffused over the
faces of a single layer, so the mesh deformation becomes more uniform; (ii) a weighting
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technique is applied based on the distance to the body, such that the deformation goes
to zero on the outer boundaries.
3.2

Adaptive grid refinement

After the initial mesh deformation to fit each geometry, the final meshes are obtained
with adaptive grid refinement [16]. The decision on where to refine the mesh is based on
metric tensors [17]. The 3 × 3 criterion tensors Ci in each i-th cell are computed from
the flow solution, indicating the target size of the cells. In a hexahedral cell, let the cell
sizes di,j (j = 1, 2, 3) be the vectors between the opposing face centers in the three cell
directions. The goal of the grid refinement is to obtain
||Ci di,j || = Tr

∀i, j

(12)

where Tr is a constant. This is accomplished by refining i-th cells in the j-th direction,
until ||Ci di,j || no longer exceeds the constant Tr . The refinement criteria are based on the
second spatial derivatives of the pressure and velocity.
The interest of this procedure for multi-fidelity optimization is that the cell size in
the entire mesh varies proportionally to the threshold Tr [16]. Thus, the precision of the
simulation can be adjusted by varying this parameter, which makes it easy to automate
multi-fidelity simulations. A further advantage is that this technique allows to perform
the mesh deformation on the coarse initial grid, instead of a fine grid where small errors
in the placement of the nodes can lead to inverted cells. A potential disadvantage is that
the refined grids for the different geometries are not the same, which could introduce noise
in the results.
3.3

Dynamic positioning

To maintain a constant lift coefficient the angle of incidence for the hydrofoil is adjusted
dynamically during the simulations. At regular intervals, the difference between the
target and the actual lift is evaluated. Divided by the theoretical lift slope of 2D foils
(∆Cl = 2π∆α), this gives a change in angle of attack ∆α, which is applied over a few
time steps. Then, the flow is allowed to settle and another ∆α is computed. The mesh is
deformed with an analytical weighting technique, to accommodate the rotation.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The initial training set for the problem is a set of 2N + 1 points including the domain
centre and min/max coordinates for each variable. The initial mesh for both high- and
low-fidelity has 2,654 cells, the refinement threshold value Tr is set equal to 0.1 and 0.4
for high- and low-fidelity, respectively. Therefore, the resulting refined fine and coarse
meshes have 11k and 3.6k cells, respectively (see Fig. 2a and b). Each HF and LF
simulation requires about 13 and 5 minutes of wall-clock time to converge, respectively.
The resulting computational cost ratio is β = 0.3. A budget of 150 simulations is provided
for the adaptive sampling methods, considering both HF and LF simulations. The multifidelity metamodel-based optimization is performed on a normalized domain x ∈ [0, 1].
6
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(a) Fine grid, 11k cells

(b) Coarse grid, 3.6k cells

Figure 2: Refined computational grids for hydrodynamic simulations

The metamodel-based optimization results are compared to an optimal reference solution

for the drag coefficient (Cd,min
) identified by an earlier high-fidelity metamodel-based
optimization [18] trained by 150 high-fidelity simulations.
Figure 3 shows the convergences of the maximum prediction uncertainty, the drag
coefficient minimum, and the corresponding design variables. MUAS and MCAS achieve
lower values of the maximum prediction uncertainty than MFEI and ACAS. On the
contrary, only MFEI and ACAS reach a minimum close to the reference. Overall, MFEI
provides the fastest convergence towards the minimum. Figure 4 shows the multi-fidelity
metamodel prediction and the corresponding training set at final iteration of the four
sampling methods. The MUAS and MCAS methods provide a global exploration of the
domain. Differently, MFEI and ACAS methods cluster training points in a small region.
All the sampling methods use a similar number of HF evaluations (see Tab. 1), with
MUAS and MCAS spreading the HF evaluations over the whole domain. Furthermore, it
is worth noting that both MUAS and MCAS request HF training points in the domain
corners. Differently, MFEI and ACAS methods focus HF evaluations only in the minimum
region.
Looking at Fig. 3 it can be noticed how the convergence of the uncertainty prediction of
MUAS and MCAS is noisy. This happen since MUAS and MCAS aim at the minimization
of the maximum uncertainty, therefore clustering the training points in regions where the
uncertainty is high (see Fig. 4). The metamodel uncertainty is affected by a smallscale noise found in the numerical simulations, in regions with clustered training points.

Figure 3: Hydrofoil optimization problem, convergences of the maximum uncertainty, the function
minimum, and the function minimum coordinates x∗1 (solid lines) and x∗2 (dashed lines)
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(a) MUAS

(b) MFEI

(c) ACAS

(d) MCAS

Figure 4: Training sets and multi-fidelity metamodel prediction of Cd (x) at the final iteration of the
adaptive sampling procedures

(a) MUAS

(b) MFEI

(c) ACAS

(d) MCAS

Figure 5: Hydrofoil optimization, velocity contour for the optimal configuration identified with the
sampling methods

Therefore, MUAS and MCAS add training points in regions where the uncertainty is
due to the numerical noise and not to the objective function shape. The effects of the
numerical noise are evident in Figs. 4a and 4d. MUAS sampling method clusters samples
in the neighborhood of x = {0.1, 0.35} (Fig. 4a), whereas MCAS method clusters samples
in the neighborhood of x = {0.6, 0.0} (Fig. 4d). Both MUAS and MCAS methods cluster
in such regions mainly LF training points, while MFEI and ACAS methods provide also a
less significant clusterization of HF training points. Figure 5 shows the velocity contours of
the optimal hydrofoil shape identified by the adaptive sampling methods. The differences
of the hydrofoil shapes are not evident, although the velocity contours are considerably
different.
The results of the adaptive sampling procedure are summarized in Tab.1, showing
how MFEI methods results to be the most effective adaptive sampling technique, for the
present problem.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Four adaptive sampling methods for multi-fidelity metamodeling are presented and
applied to the CFD-shape optimization of a NACA hydrofoil. The multi-fidelity approximation is obtained as the sum of a low-fidelity-trained metamodel and the metamodel of
the difference (error) between high- and low-fidelity evaluations. The metamodel is based
on SRBF, which provides the prediction and the associated uncertainty. The prediction
uncertainty of both the low-fidelity and the error metamodel is used for the adaptive
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Table 1: Summary of the performances of the adaptive sampling methods

MUAS
MFEI
ACAS
MCAS

|L|

|E|

Predicted Cd,min

x1

x2

HF Cd,min

136
135
138
137

14
15
12
11

7.1759E-3
7.1545E-3
7.1754E-3
7.2816E-3

0.3084
0.3709
0.3620
0.3291

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000

7.2582E-3
7.2371E-3
7.2403E-3
7.2606E-3

0.3554

0.0003

7.2340E-3

Reference

refinement of the low- and high-fidelity training sets. The ratio of the computational cost
of high- and low-fidelity evaluations affect the choice of the fidelity to sample.
The refinement of the training set is performed following: (i) the minimization of
the maximum uncertainty of the multi-fidelity metamodel prediction (MUAS), (ii) the
maximization of the expected improvement (computed with a different reference to better
comply with the multi-fidelity methodology, MFEI), (iii) minimization of an aggregated
merit factor of prediction uncertainty and predicted objective function (ACAS), and (iv)
multi-objective optimization maximizing the prediction uncertainty and minimizing the
predicted objective function (MCAS). The multi-fidelity metamodel performance has been
assessed in terms of convergence of the maximum uncertainty and convergence of the
objective function minimum.
The CFD-shape optimization problem of the NACA hydrofoil is resulted to be a challenging problem for the multi-fidelity metamodel. The existence of numerical noise affects
the SRBF interpolation, resulting in large uncertainty of the multi-fidelity prediction in
noisy regions of the domain. Therefore, the sampling methods that directly take into
account the multi-fidelity prediction uncertainty have been “trapped” in adding training
points in such region.
Future work includes comparing the current multi-fidelity results with a metamodel
trained only with high-fidelity evaluations for all the sampling methods. Furthermore, the
effects of Ufˆ on the MCAS method in presence of numerical noise will be assessed, as well
as the use of approximation methods (e.g. least square fit) as opposed to interpolation.
Finally, the CFD simulation procedures will be optimized to reduce the noise at its source.
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Abstract. In the frame of the MDA-MDO project at IRT Saint-Exupéry, an aircraft engine pylon multidisciplinary optimization is performed. The MDO process uses industrial
tools for aerodynamic, structural and overall aircraft design disciplinary optimization. A
bi-level MDO formulation is selected, enabling the reuse of the disciplinary optimization
software while ensuring the convergence to a true MDO optimum. This study focuses on
the adjoint-based aerodynamic multi-point optimization part of the MDO study. Thereby,
a fully parametrized pylon CAD has been developed. More than 400 variables are required
to obtain an accurate shape representation of the pylon and to take into account for various design constraints such as system integration or slats deployment, while giving enough
degrees of freedom to optimize the complete 3D pylon shape. A particular challenge of
the engine integration test case is the computation of many complex intersections : wing
with pylon, pylon with engine nacelle and pylon with fan exit. These intersections must
be deformed according to the new pylon shape at each optimization iteration, while keeping the exact shape of the nacelle and wing constant. The parametrization and mesh
deformation are therefore largely impacted by these intersections. The overall process
must be diﬀerentiated to beneﬁt from the discrete adjoint of the CFD solver.
First, an optimization in cruise condition (CL = 0.47 − M ach = 0.83) is performed.
Then, multiple operating conditions are added in the optimization formulation, in order
to get a robust design. Finally, a trade oﬀ is performed with a design of experiments study
on the engine position, where a local optimization is performed for each of them. These
results demonstrate that the capability is able to handle the 3D complex pylon geometry
with its full intersections with the nacelle and the wing.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Presentation of the XRF1 pylon MDO test case

The purpose of the MDA-MDO project of IRT Saint-Exupéry [6] is to optimize an
aircraft pylon with high-ﬁdelity methods, in consistency with the global aircraft level, at
a lower level of ﬁdelity. A bi-level formulation has been developed for the project needs,
as this family of formulations is well suited for a direct industrial use.
The Airbus XRF-1 transport aircraft conﬁguration is used as the reference geometry. The
XRF-1 is a generic research conﬁguration of a wide-body aircraft delivered by Airbus to
its partners in order to ease the development of MDO capabilities. To this aim, a shape is
provided along with additional information such as load cases and a ﬁnite element model.
1.2

Objective of the present study

As mentioned earlier, the bi-level MDO formulation selected for the present study has
the beneﬁt of using directly disciplinary optimization processes.
The present study is about the aerodynamic optimization of the pylon external shape,
within the MDO process. This industrial optimization suite has already been successfully
applied to the optimization of the XRF-1 wing [3].
The main steps of the study are :
- Build a parametrized pylon CAD with both global and local design variables,
- Generate CAD deformations from the parametric CAD, accounting for intersections
with the ﬁxed wing and nacelle CADs,
- Validate the CAD deformation process on CFD computation, through mesh deformation,
- Validate the optimization process on a single operation condition,
- Validate the optimization process for multiple operating conditions.
2
2.1

AERODYNAMIC PARAMETRIZATION OF THE PYLON
PADGE (Parametric And Diﬀerentiated Geometrical Engine)

PADGE is an Airbus in-house CAD engine used by IRT for aerodynamic optimization.
Its main features are :
- Fully parametric, ie the whole model can be automatically updated when design
variables are changed.
- Based on NURBS [8], so compatible with CAD formats.
- Full diﬀerentiation: the total derivative of any point, line or surface in the model
with respect to the design variables can be computed. This is mandatory to allow
an eﬃcient use of gradient-based optimization algorithms.
- Ensure shape smoothness, quality, and geometrical constraints thanks to a wide
range of interpolation and surfacing methods.
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2.2

Parametrization of the pylon external shape

In the present study, the only global design variable considered is the engine relative
displacement on the x axis. Additional global variables will be added in the future, such
as the engine position on the z axis, or the pylon widths. Attachment points between the
wing and the pylon are ﬁxed, so when moving the engine forward, some surfaces have to
be able to be stretched whereas some others are ﬁxed.
In order to ensure relevant optimization, design variables have to be representative
of user needs in term of design activities or physical analysis. It is also advantageous
to express most of the user constraints as bounds on the design variables rather than
non-linear constraints as they typically slow the optimization process or may deal with
feasibility issues. Considering CAD based design, a parametrization based on nodes position is meaningless for a designer who is used to think in terms of curvature radius,
camber or slope angles. A last important requirement deals with the external constraints
management : in a multi-disciplinary approach, parametrization must be able to handle
constraints from other disciplines such as slat deployment or system pipes.
The parametrization setup of the pylon follows a three steps process:
- Build a generic template of the pylon based on NURBS and Coons patches with
deformation capabilities based on physical variables : points, curves and surfaces
have variables controlling their position, curvature and tangent angles.
- Match these design variables to ﬁt to the template with baseline shape. This matching process is a minimization problem solved by a non-linear least-square method.
- Freeze a subset of these variables and set the bound of the remaining ones as design
variables for the optimization problem.
Considering all these requirements, more than 1100 variables are needed to obtain a
parametrized shape of the pylon that accurately ﬁts the baseline XRF1 geometry. This
number is relatively high because the pylon is a complex and fully 3D, non-symmetrical
shape. Taking into account for the geometrical constraints, the ﬁnal parametrization has
about 400 free design variables provided to the optimizer.
Intersections computation
One of the challenging aspect of the pylon parametrization is the computation of all
intersections of pylon with wing, nacelle and fan outlet, and then the morphing of the
surface mesh according to these intersections. A simple surfaces intersection is an intersection between two single NURBS patches. However, the diﬀerent components are not
made of single CAD surfaces but sets of surfaces, called the families of surfaces. Managing
intersections through families is more convenient as it handles automatically creation of
intersection between the surfaces of the two families. The families of surfaces are intersected together to generate the surface mesh morphing. This allows the intersections and
morphing of complete aircraft components together, such as the pylon with the wing, the
pylon with the nacelle and the fan outlet (triple intersection). Final result of intersections
computation is shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Intersections of wing with
pylon, pylon with engine and pylon
with fan exit
3
3.1

Figure 2: Simpliﬁed XRF1 CAD model used
in aerodynamic process

AERODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Presentation of the aerodynamic shape optimization process

The optimization problem setup and the connection with the gradient based optimizer
are managed by GEMS (Generic Engine for MDO Scenarios) [5], a tool developed at IRT.
The aerodynamic simulation process, based on ﬁles exchanges on the HPC is managed
with WORMS (WORkﬂow Management System), an Airbus workﬂow manager [3].
In order to propagate the surface deformation ﬁeld computed by PADGE into the
volume, an integral formulation method is used [7]. For the computation of the surface
grid sensitivity, a reverse mode by analytical diﬀerentiation, is available.
The pressure drag is considered as objective function since it accounts for most of the
variations of the total drag of the XRF-1 conﬁguration, as shown for baseline conﬁguration
on Figure 4. The extension to the use of the cash operating cost as objective function of
the MDO study, as mentioned in the introduction, can be extended from the multi-point
condition optimizations by an adequate computation of the weights, as explained in [3].
3.2

Mesh deformation process

A simpliﬁed geometry of the XRF1-1 model is used for the aerodynamic process and
is shown on Figure 2 : HTP (Horizontal Tail Plane), VTP (Vertical Tail Plane) and
FTF (Flap Track Fairing) are removed. This simpliﬁcation allows to get a smaller mesh
size while catching all physical aspects dealing with pylon’s inﬂuence. A multi-block
structured mesh mesh dedicated to this study has been build with about 7.106 nodes.
In the present MDO study, the engine position, controlled by the dX variables, varies in
the range [−300 mm, 100 mm] relatively to the reference position. A surface displacement
ﬁeld Δxyz
� generated by the CAD parametrization is shown on Figure 3. The Aft Pylon
Fairing (APF) and its nearest zone of pylon have moved by dX (in blue for dX = −300
mm and in red for dX = −100 mm), while in the neighborhood of the wing, deformations
are small (light red) : this is due to the ﬁxed attachment points of the pylon on the wing.
Between the wing and the APF, as well as on the front pylon nose, buﬀer areas allow
smooth deformations between regions that are almost ﬁxed and regions that have to move
with the engine, such as the APF.
4
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(a) dX = −300 mm

(b) dX = 100 mm

Figure 3: Magnitude of deformation ﬁeld on the surface mesh
3.3

CFD Solver

The numerical computation of the ﬂow is performed by the elsA-ONERA CFD solver
[1], which solves the compressible 3D RANS equations. Turbulence is solved using the
Spalart-Allmaras model based on a single transport equation for the eddy viscosity-like
variable ν̃. A discrete adjoint solver is used to compute the derivatives of the drag with
respect to the volume mesh and all of the methods in the ﬂow solver are diﬀerentiated
by hand. The turbulent eddy viscosity and thermal conductivity are assumed constant
during the diﬀerentiation.
3.4

Validation

Optimization mesh
In order to obtain the optimization result within a turnaround time compatible with
industrial design constraints, a light optimization mesh of 6.6 106 nodes is used as a compromise. The challenge is, with such a light mesh, to accurately capture the ﬂow features
around the engine installation, and the exact drag variations brought by the optimization.
A much ﬁner mesh, with 120 106 nodes, is used to validate the performance gains obtained
on the optimization mesh. This second mesh is ﬁner in terms of discretization. It has also
a more accurate geometrical representation of the aircraft with additional components:
the FTF, the HTP and VTP.
On Figure 5, the contours represent the pressure coeﬃcient Cp . On this colormap,
compression to expansion are colored from blue to red. All relevant features, such as
expansion/compression on the inner/outer part near the engine outlet, compression at the
stagnation point around the inner wing junction can be found on the solutions obtained
from the two meshes. On bottom view, the inﬂuence of the FTF on the pressure coeﬃcient
is visible but the overall ﬂow features around the pylon are similar.
The last views compare the friction vector modulus on Figure 6 : once again, both
meshes are able to capture the separation that occurs on the rear part of the pylon and
their extent are matching, while their amplitude is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent close to the wing
trailing edge. By observing the friction lines, this can be explained because the FTF
induce a signiﬁcant deviation of the ﬂow in the span-wise direction, which reduces the
adverse pressure gradient in this area and therefore the ﬂow separation that occurs at the
trailing edge of the pylon.
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This qualitative comparison conﬁrms the proper use of lighter mesh in the optimization
context concerning the qualitative aspects of the ﬂow. The exact drag variations values
computed on the light mesh shall be checked on the ﬁner mesh since the pressure values
are similar but not exactely equal on the two meshes.
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Figure 4: Inﬂuence of engine position on lift and drag coeﬃcients (pressure and friction)
on baseline conﬁgurations
Volume mesh deformation with CFD computations
The deformation ﬁeld in the volume mesh is extrapolated from the surface deformation
ﬁeld prescribed by the parametrization, using an inverse distance interpolation method [7].
Figure 4 shows the inﬂuence of the engine position on the global force coeﬃcients : the left
ﬁgure displays lift coeﬃcient values as well as corresponding angle of attack for 9 engine
positions. The right ﬁgure shows the pressure and friction drag coeﬃcient resulting of a
near ﬁeld analysis. All drag coeﬃcients are given compared to the baseline geometry.
At ﬁrst order, moving engine towards the aircraft nose should increase the pylon wet
surface, which logically leads to a small increase in friction drag. But, as the relative
variation is small compared to pylon size, this increase is almost negligible.
These ﬁrst computations validate the aerodynamic process, from CAD deformation to
post-processing.
4
4.1

DEMONSTRATIONS
Single point optimizations

The CFD computations on the deformed geometries show that the local deformations
have a negligible inﬂuence on the lift. This can be explained because the pylon is a nonlifting surface. Hence, the CFD computations are performed at a ﬁxed angle of attack in
the optimization loop. This avoids either a target lift resolution in the CFD solver or a lift
constraint in the optimization problem, which both cost an adjoint computation for the lift
coeﬃcient. Moreover, to reduce computation time, the direct and adjoint computations
are warm started from the baseline solutions. The turnaround times for the optimization
process are summarized in Figure 7. The L-BFGS-B optimization algorithm is used to
drive the optimization process. It is a gradient based algorithm for bound constrained
problems, available through GEMS interface [5].
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(a) Optimization mesh

(b) Performance mesh

(c) Optimization mesh

(d) Performance mesh

(e) Optimization mesh

(f) Performance mesh

Figure 5: Pressure coeﬃcient for optimization mesh and performance mesh on baseline
geometry

(a) Optimization mesh

(b) Performance mesh

Figure 6: Friction coeﬃcient modulus and friction lines for optimization mesh and performance mesh on baseline geometry
Convergence histories and optimizations results
The ﬂight condition used in the single point optimizations are the followings : M ach =
0.83, Re = 49.9 106 , α = 2.6. For all results presented hereafter, the reference value used
in plots or tables is the value for the baseline conﬁguration with dX = 0 mm. Table 8
shows the convergence history for reference engine position. The pressure drag is reduced
of 0.8 dc (drag count) after 12 steps (tunraround time of 36 hours). The optimal solution
provides an improvement of 1.2 dc on total drag after 27 iterations (tunraround time of
7
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Figure 7: Distribution of elapsed time for one optimization iteration
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Figure 9: Optimum performance of the single point optimizations for various engine positions at CL = 0.4735 M = 0.83 w.r.t to baseline geometry

81 hours).
Table 9 shows the ﬁnal results for nine engine positions : the optimizer manages to
decrease the total drag between 0.7 and 1.1 dc with respect to the baseline geometry.
Compared to what can be achieved with the optimization on a wing [3], this gain is small
but the contribution of a pylon to the total drag is small. For aircraft designers, this
global drag decrease is however signiﬁcant when considering a pylon.
Inﬂuence of optimization on surface ﬂow ﬁelds
Comparing pressure coeﬃcient for the optimal geometry on Figure 10 to the baseline
geometry on Figure 5, optimization process leads to several changes (black ellipses):
- On the pylon nose, upstream displacement leads to a smoother expansion of the
ﬂow compared to baseline geometry. The expansion spot on the upper bump of the
baseline geometry (Figure 10a and Figure 10c) almost disappeared. Moreover, the
expansion is smoothed on the slope going from the nacelle to the upper bump while
on the baseline geometry, there are some expansion and compression areas.
- On the rear sides, as the pylon is fattened before the trailing edge, the expansion is
less important. But this also leads to an increase in pressure gradients before the
trailing edge. This behaviour can be seen on both sides of the pylon, and is stronger
on the inner part.

8
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(a) Baseline geometry

(b) Optimal geometry

(c) Baseline geometry

(d) Optimal geometry

(e) Baseline geometry

(f) Optimal geometry

Figure 10: Pressure coeﬃcient for optimal and baseline geometry for reference engine
position

(a) Baseline geometry

(b) Optimal geometry

Figure 11: Friction coeﬃcient modulus and friction lines for optimal and baseline geometry
for reference engine position
Figure 11 shows that optimization did not manage to fully remove ﬂow separation at the
rear part of the pylon. This may be due to the bounds on the design variables, restricting
the design space, or to the noise due to the frozen turbulence hypothesis in the adjoint
solver. Flow separations largely impact the velocity gradients so the turbulence solution,
so having a frozen turbulence hypothesis may be too restrictive since it is known that it
can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the optimization [2].
This ﬁrst achievement shows that the shape parametrization is well suited for controlling the main ﬂow features around the pylon. Besides, the optimal shape is not wavy,
9
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which would make it unsuitable for manufacturing. The drag improvements are driven
by physical phenomena that can be explained.
4.2

Multi-point optimization

The ﬁnal purpose of the project aims at optimizing the XRF1 conﬁguration on a full
mission, which requires a multi-point aerodynamic optimization. The Gradient Span
Analysis (GSA) method [4] allows the setup of multi-point optimizations by adaptively
selecting the minimal number of operating conditions to be included in the optimization
problem. Most of the fuel consumption on the XRF1 typical long range mission occurs
during cruise (> 85% of overall block fuel). Hence, a GSA is performed on the cruise
conditions with a ﬁxed Mach, and a range of lift coeﬃcient CL in [0.3, 0.5]. As a result,
only 3 points are necessary to control the aircraft performance on the continuous CL
interval : CL = 0.3, CL = 0.4 and CL = 0.5.
The objective function is the sum of pressure drag coeﬃcients for all computed conditions. Once again, the local deformations have little inﬂuence on the lift coeﬃcient,
allowing to have a ﬁxed angle of attack during the optimization process. After iterations
(51 hours on 144 CPUs), the pressure drag is decreased by the same order of magnitude
for the three operating conditions.
Figure 12 shows the drag polar for the initial lift range. On this ﬁgure, the same
curve obtained from the previous single point optimization is also plotted. It shows
that for the whole lift range, both optimal geometries perform better than the baseline.
Comparing single and multi-point optimizations, the single point optimization performs
slightly better around its design point but is degraded in oﬀ-design conditions by 20% at
CL = 0.3. Overall, the multi-point optimum is a much better compromise.
4.3

Trade-oﬀ on the engine position

For each engine position, a multi-point optimization is performed on the local variables.
This process will be later applied to a MDO trade-oﬀ within a bi-level MDO formulation,
as explained in the introduction. Figure 13 shows results of pressure drag optimizations
with respect to lift coeﬃcient CL for various engine position displacement dX. As for
single point optimization, optimizer always manages to improve drag.
It can be noticed that important variations of drag improvement occur for low CL
values. These variations have the same origin:
- Considering dX = −50 mm position, with CL ∼ 0.32, and dX = 50 mm position,
for CL = 0.3, the increase of pressure drag comes from an increase of the separation,
already shown on baseline geometry (Figure 6).
- For CL = 0.47, when comparing dX = −250 and -300 mm, decrease of optimal
performance of Figure 13 can also be explained by an increase of the separation size
on the inner part of the wing. This separation also begins earlier on the lower wing.
The best results are obtained for engine displacements of -100 mm and -250 mm which are
very close. On the other hand, when dX > −50 mm and dX = −300 mm, some important
ﬂow separations strongly degrade drag decrease compared to baseline geometry.
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Even if no clear trend can be seen, moving engine frontward seems to decrease pressure
drag, especally for low lift (CL < 0.35). In this lift range, some drag decreases up to 1.5
dc can be seen, whereas it is of the order of 1.2 dc for higher lift (CL > 0.4). From the
diﬀerent ﬁgures shown previously, it seems that rear separation has a major inﬂuence of
the ﬁnal result.
5

CONCLUSIONS

An aircraft engine pylon aerodynamic shape optimization was performed in the frame
of this study. A key capability realization is the development of a full parametrized
pylon shape using a parallel diﬀerentiated CAD kernel, which can handle both global and
local design variables, and a fast turnaround time (4 minutes on 24 cores). Then, the
adjoint-based aerodynamic optimization process was used. A series of single-point and
multi-point optimizations, as well as a bi-level trade-oﬀ on the engine X position was
performed. Overall, the capability is able to handle the complex 3D pylon geometry with
its full intersections with the nacelle, the wing and the fan outlet, and perform trade-oﬀs
in a MDO context.
The main numerical optimization results can be summarized as:
- A single point optimization around cruise condition (M = 0.83, CL = 0.473) improved the total drag by 0.7 to 1.1 dc. Physical explanations of the gains were given
by analysis of the ﬂow.
- A multi-point optimization based on three operating conditions for M = 0.83, CL ∈
(0.3, 0.4, 0.5) gave an average improvement of total drag by 1 dc, and overall a much
better polar than the single-point optimization.
- Both optimums perform better than the baseline geometry.
- The drag decreases can be considered as small (∼ 1 dc) compared to gains usually
obtained in wing optimization problems, but the pylon has a much lower inﬂuence
on the drag than a wing so a much lower potential gain; and this is equivalent to
roughly a reduction 350 kg of primary mass in terms of fuel burn.
- The trade-oﬀ on the engine position with local optimization shows that the best
11
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polars are obtained for forward engines displacements of -100 mm and -250 mm. For
the dX displacement values of -50 mm and -300 mm, important ﬂow separations
appear around speciﬁc CL ranges, which lead to large drag increase (up to 1 dc for
dX = −50 mm and CL = 0.33).
The next step will be to realize the coupling with the OAD tool in order to minimize
the overall performance criteria instead of the drag - with respect to aerodynamic design
variables, and so to be in position to fully implement the bi-level MDO formulation.
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Abstract.
In this paper, a novel approach suited to the specific requirements of multi-block structured grid generation within design optimizations for turbomachinery components is presented. In contrast to traditional methods like elliptical and algebraic grid generation,
the presented approach optimizes grid quality criteria such as cell expansion ratios, inner
cell angles, and grid line curvatures. These criteria are evaluated approximately on a
B-spline based abstract representation of the multi-block structured grid, which drastically reduces the degrees of freedom. The 2D mathematical formulation of the abstraction
layer and the optimization procedure are presented. Automatically generated grids for
2D blade-to-blade slices of a compressor, a turbine and a tandem configuration are shown
as examples.

1

INTRODUCTION

Grid generation is a necessary step for all computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations. It has a big impact on the convergence speed and quality of the physical results.
Especially within a design optimization process (e.g. [1]) grid generation is crucial. The
geometries may vary greatly which often leads to failures in the grid generation step or
results in poor quality grids leading to non-convergence or doubtful CFD results. Multiblock structured meshes, compared with unstructured grids, need to follow a complex
topology and are more difficult to create but provide faster CFD calculations and are
more accurate in terms of gradient estimations.
Within design optimizations for turbomachinery components, often a fixed multi-block
topology can be used. The presented approach aims to generate high quality grids in
a stable manner without further user interaction, while the geometry changes. While
elliptical grid generation [2] uses partial differential equations, this approach optimizes
different criteria such as stretching ratios, inner cell angles, and curvatures of grid lines.
In order to limit the computational effort, a 2nd degree B-spline based abstraction layer
is introduced. To this end, the B-spline formulation is extended to handle a multi-block
structured grid which represents the topology. This abstraction layer is used for the
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parametrization within the optimization and allows an estimation of the criteria to be
optimized.
While this representation drastically reduces the degrees of freedom and allows for a
coupled optimization of all parameters, it is, due to the strong convex hull property of
B-splines [3], not capable of representing geometric borders in the discretization directly.
The remaining deltas are reduced by the usage of an automatic refinement of the control
grid and eliminated by a final projection onto the geometry border.
As a prerequisite, a coarse initial mesh representing the desired topology and containing
boundary conditions is required. The boundary conditions, defined on nodes of the coarse
mesh, are used to include restrictions for nodes to be placed on curves and surfaces or to
ensure orthogonality and prescribed distances in the final grid. For each node, the user
can prioritize the grid quality criteria arbitrarily and adjust the overall influence.
The mathematical formulation of the method will be presented and the optimization
procedure will be described for two grid dimensions. Results of the method’s application will be shown for 2D blade-to-blade slices of a compressor, a turbine and a tandem
configuration.
2

B-SPLINE BASED ABSTRACTION

In order to reduce the degrees of freedom for the grid optimization problem a B-spline
abstraction layer is introduced. A definition of B-spline curves and surfaces with their
properties can be found in [3]. The abstraction layer consists of a coarse control grid
(see Figure 1a) and a set of surface parameters (u∗ ∗ -values in Figure 1b). These surface
parameters will be called u-vectors in this paper. Within the discretization step, this
abstraction layer is used to generate the full resolution grid. For one block, the generated nodes are surface points for combinations of u-vector entries assigned to the index
directions.
The abstraction layer uses the 2nd degree B-spline formulation with equally spaced
knot vectors. These B-splines follow its control grid closely and allow to estimate inner
cell angles and grid line curvatures directly from it. The resulting grid, where mesh lines
required split

discretization regions:

B

SB(u2_6,u3_N-2)

u3_N-1

default B-spline

SC(u3_3,u1_4)

default B-spline,
with merged
control grid
C

u3_2
u1_N-1

special singularity
formulation

A

u1_2
u2_2

(a) control grid

u2_N-1

(b) discetization

Figure 1: Abstraction layer and its discretization
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follow curves on the surface with one parameter kept constant, will be smoother than the
control grid itself. Another advantage is that 2nd degree B-splines need only at least three
points in each direction allowing for very coarse control grids.
While the smoothing effect, which can be directly derived from the strong convex hull
property of B-splines, has a positive effect on inner cell nodes, it leads to a displacement
when representing geometry borders. Here the discretization does only approximate the
geometry although the relevant nodes of the control grid are placed onto the geometry.
A standard B-spline is defined with a single control block. In order to represent a
block structured topology a merged control grid is used to discretize points near a blockto-block border, but not next to a singularity, where other than four grid lines lead to a
node in the interior of the grid. Within the merged control grid, the discretization follows
the standard definition where the block border will be represented by one grid line. Near
singularities a special treatment is required, which is presented in Section 2.2. The regions
for the different treatment within the discretization are visualized in Figure 1a. The terms
“near” and “next to” refer to regions influenced by a singularity or an edge connecting
two blocks. With the first point being on the edge or a singularity its influence vanishes
at the center between the second and third point. Going further into the grid the surface
definitions with a single block control grid and a merged control grid coincide with each
other.
The u-vectors are shared over edges. For example the u3 -vector in Figure 1 is used for
the blocks B and C. In order to limit the complexity for the u-vector propagation and for
the near singularity discretization the topology is preprocessed in a way, that each edge
of a block has either no connectivity or exactly one full connectivity to another block. In
Figure 1a a necessary split in is shown by the dashed line that divides one of the initial
block into the blocks B and C.
Sharing the u-vectors over edges leads to a linear scaling of u-vector parameters according to the grid resolution while the control grid is independent of the resolution. With
a native parametrization each grid point would have its degrees of freedom leading to a
quadratic (in 2D) or cubic (in 3D) scaling of the parameters with the grid resolution.
For the compressor and the turbine examples shown later less then 1,000 parameters are
required for the initial abstract representation. Estimations for a 3D application are less
than 6,000 parameters. With the presented resolution the native approach would use
about 30,000 parameters in 2D and 3,500,000 parameters in 3D.
2.1

Length correction

The abstraction layer requires a similar behaviour of the B-splines independent of the
number of control points. In the case of three control nodes, an equidistant u-distribution
in combination with an equally spaced control grid on a straight line leads to an equidistant
discretization. But if the number of control nodes is increased, the behaviour changes,
leading to a shrinking region near the start, an equidistant region in the center and an
expanding region near the end. The different characteristics of the standard B-spline
formulation are illustrated in Figure 2 by the top and the middle curve.
To compensate this behaviour equation (2) is used if more than three control points are
3
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control points
equi-u discretization standard
equi-u discretization corrected

(a) Equidistant control grid

(b) Non-equidistant curved control grid

Figure 2: Length correction illustration
present to transfer u-vector entries to the corrected B-spline parameter uBS dependent on
the knot vector entries k. The effect of the correction can be seen in Figure 2 comparing
the middle and bottom curve.

2.2

∆k = k2 − k1 = kn − kn−1


2
2

k3 − −2 · ∆k · u + k3 − k2
uBS (u) = u



2
2
kn−2 + 2 · ∆k · u + kn−2
− kn−1

(1)
for u < k2
for k2 ≤ u ≤ kn−1
for u > kn−1

(2)

Discretization near singularities

B-splines are not able to represent singularities. Therefore a special discretization
method has been developed to handle the regions near a singularity. A singularity is
defined as a corner of a block that has neighbours over its edges but there is no explicit
neighbour over the corner. This is visualized in Figure 3, on the left.
The discretization within one block near a singularity (the grey region of block A in
Figure 3) is based on different surface definitions which use control grids that take into
account neighbouring points of other blocks (B and C). Within the influence range of
a singularity, these surface definitions are blended by quadratic functions to construct a
smooth interface to the standard B-spline region and achieve a desired grid near a singularity. The surface definitions hereby differ from the length-corrected standard version
to further limit the influence of these control points which are more then one index away
from the singularity. This is done by double inserting the points of one edge in the control
used node
double used node

B
not one
block in
between

A
singularity region

C
Smid

Shor

Sver

Figure 3: Surface definitions for near singularity discretization
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grid and falling back to a 1st degree B-spline definition as soon as the third control point
away from the singularity loses its influence.
The surface definitions used are visualized through their control grids in Figure 3. Shor
uses horizontal neighbouring points and has a degree loss towards the lower edge. This
surface definition fits the standard definition at the upper border of the near singularity
range. Accordingly, Sver is constructed by switching the index directions. The surface
Smid uses only control nodes of the current block itself and has a degree loss at the left and
the lower edge. This formulation represents the desired discretization at the singularity
point.
For the following calculations u is defined as the horizontal surface parameter in the
interval [0, 1] with 0 at the singularity and 1 at the end of the influence region of the
singularity, and v as the vertical parameter accordingly.
In order to create the final discretization, blending operations are applied u-wise, v-wise
and based on relative diagonal distance d(u, v). It is defined as the distance from point
u, v to the main diagonal relative to the orthogonal intersection point with the definition
range.

1
(2 − (1 − d(u, v))2 )
for v > u
fd (u, v) = 2 1
(3)
2
1 − 2 (2 − (1 − d(u, v)) ) for v ≤ u
fmid (u, v) = (1 − u)2 · (1 − fd (u, v)) + (1 − v)2 · fd (u, v)
fhor (u, v) = (1 − (1 − v)2 ) · fd (u, v)
fver (u, v) = (1 − (1 − u)2 ) · (1 − fd (u, v))
S(u, v) = fmid (u, v) · Smid (u, v) + fver (u, v) · Sver (u, v) + fhor (u, v) · Shor (u, v)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

The points in the near singularity region of Figure 1b were calculated by equation (7).
3
3.1

GRID OPTIMIZATION
Initial grid and boundary conditions

An initial not folding control grid must be provided as the starting point for the optimization. The initial grids that are used within this work are mostly constructed by
placing edge nodes equidistantly along straight lines and applying the transfinite interpolation (see [4]). The u-vectors are initialized equally spaced when possible. To complete
the topology, direct and periodic connectivities have to be defined.
For each node, the displacement constraints must be known. In the presented examples the motion is constraint to be fixed, on a curve, circumferential, or on a surface of
revolution.
With one control point on the geometry and next point following the geometry normal
at the first point, an orthogonality constraint can be prescribed for this index direction.
First distances can be included by restrictions directly. For an approximate distance
setup the second control point in the desired direction must keep its distance to the first
one. Additionally the value for the second grid line in the corresponding u-vector must be
fixed depending on the desired first distance and the distance of the control nodes. The
5
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distance of the control nodes should be chosen to be at least twice the desired distance.
To enforce the exact distance the next two control nodes must keep their distance and be
placed equally spaced along a line. The first distance then can be chosen to be as large
as 1.5 times the distance between the first and the second control node.
Other options like prescribing a desired stretching and modifying the overall or a criterion specific influence can be set locally.
3.2

Refinement considerations

As described in Section 2 the abstraction layer is not able to discretize the full resolution
grid directly on the geometry. To reduce the discrepancy between the discretization
and the geometry it is possible to define refinements for index directions of different
blocks. These refinement settings are, as the u-vectors, shared over edges. When using a
refinement, the resolution of the control grid will be increased in the given index direction.
Until unlocked the newly created intermediate points are defined as a linear combination
of neighbouring points. The refinement is not applied near singularities.
When unlocked, the motion constraints for the refinement points are extracted from
the neighbouring points and deltas are propagated into the grid. As 2nd degree B-splines
follow their control polygon closely the discretization error decreases, allowing for a simple
projection algorithm to be used at the final projection.
3.3

Optimization parameters and targets

The optimization is defined by a parameter vector and an objective to be minimized.
The parameter vector consists of the degrees of freedom for each point in the control grid
and the free values of the u-vectors.
The objective to be minimized defined by equation (8):




csqsum =
(wa · ca )2 +
(wc · cc )2 +
(wsa · csa )2 +
(wsd · csd )2
(8)

The weighting factors w are the product of a general weight of influencing control grid
nodes, a criterion specific weight, and a multiplicity factor. The multiplicity factor is used
to upscale the contribution to the objective function based on the resolution difference
between the control grid and the final grid. The criteria ca , cc , csa and csd will be defined
in the following.
An inner cell angle criterion is calculated by:


(P2 − P1 ) · (P3 − P2 )
ca = arccos
− αtarget
(9)
|P2 − P1 | · |P2 − P1 |
Where P2 − P1 and P3 − P2 are two edge vectors of a cell within the control grid. The
arccos is calculated in degrees and the target angle α defaults to 90 degrees. This value
may differ near singularities.
A curvature criterion is defined by:


 P2 −P1
P3 −P2 
 |P2 −P1 | − |P3 −P2 | 
cc =
· Lref
(10)
min(|P2 − P1 |, |P3 − P2 |)
6
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The points P1 , P2 , and P3 are three consecutive nodes of the control mesh following
one grid line. The reference length is needed to achieve a scale independence and is set
dependent on the input geometry.
The control grid stretching ratio criterion is used to distribute the control grid evenly:
csa =

max (|P2 − P1 |, |P3 − P2 |)
−1
min (|P2 − P1 |, |P3 − P2 |)

(11)

As for curvature errors P1 , P2 , and P3 are three consecutive nodes of the control grid
following one grid line. To ensure a good quality at singularities, the weight of this
criterion is set to prioritize the stretching ratio across an edge that leads to a singularity.
Additionally, the stretching ratios of the near edge distance to the next distance further
into the block is set to shrink the edge near distance to a smaller distance than the inner
one. Hereby the refinement is taken into account. This effect can be seen in Figure 4b.
For the stretching ratios occurring in the final grid csd , a similar formulation as for the
control grid streching ratios is used with the option to prescribe the expansion ratio for
an index direction. This criterion is calculated on estimated grid curves defined by the
usage of 2nd degree B-spline curves on each grid line in the control grid. These curves
take into account the refinement settings and the modifications as discussed in section 2.
The points P1 , P2 , and P3 are defined as curve points by three consecutive values of the
corresponding u-vector. As these curves only take into account one line of the control
grid there will be a discrepancy between the estimated points and the discretized points
in the interior of the grid. This discrepancy has advantages considering geometry normal
stretching ratio estimations as they do not include the discretization error of the surface.
3.4

Optimization scheme

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [5], a gradient-based optimization method for
minimizing non-linear least squares problems, is used. The parameter vector and the
objective is defined as described in Section 3.3. By the usage of the chain rule all partial
derivatives of the objective function regarding the parameters are calculated analytically.
Within this optimization scheme all parameters are optimized simultaneously. This is
required due to the global influence of the u-vector entries. The system of linear equations
is preconditioned and solved with the conjugate gradient algorithm [6]. If the resulting
control grid does fold the iteration is rated as not improving.
3.5

Grid generation procedure

Coarse optimization Within the coarse optimization, refinement points stay linearly
dependent on the neighbours. All control points and free u-vector entries are optimized. After this optimization the coarse control points, which will be part of the
refined control grid, will remain fixed.
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Edge refinement optimizations A set of optimizations will be created for each refinement setting. One optimization targets one refinement section in one index direction
through the whole topology. Hereby all coarse control nodes are fixed and only the
refinement nodes in the targeted section are optimized. In order to make these optimizations independent from each other all tangents pointing into a refinement section
are estimated in advance and the u-vectors are fixed.
Surface refinement The edge refinement leads to higher resolution edges. As a regular grid is required for the discretization, inner points for coarse cells of the control
grid, where both index directions have been refined, must be set. This is done by a
transfinite interpolation using the refined edges. To further improve the grid quality
this should only be the initialization for a following surface refinement optimization.
u-vector optimization The u-vectors were fixed to make the intermediate optimizations independent. As the refinement points are shifted, the u-vectors should be
optimized once again. All nodes of the control grid are fixed and the only parameters
are the free u-vector entries and the only criteria are the estimated stretching ratios
of the final grid.
In case of stability issues with the coarse optimization, it may help to do an initial
u-vector optimization at the beginning of the procedure.
Discretization and final projection In this step the full resolution grid is generated
by the discretization of the abstraction layer. Due to the refinement settings and
optimizations the resulting discrepancy between the geometry and the discretization
is low. All points that should lie on the geometry are projected and the required shift
decays within one block. For the output, the projected grid is merged to represent
the original input topology.
Figure 4 shows some intermediate steps. With 4a being the initialization, the coarse
optimization results in 4b. In Picture 4c the final control grid with a refined resolution
at the geometry can be seen.
4

RESULTS

The presented procedure has been tested with five compressor and three turbine geometries at three spanwise positions each. Additionally, the result for a compressor tandem
configuration with a more complex topology is shown. For all test cases a common set
of weights for the different grid quality criteria was used. The resolution and refinement
of the control grid and the target resolution are input parameters to the process. Furthermore the first distances tangential and orthogonal at the leading and trailing edge
of the blades are prescribed. As general settings, the weight of the grid criteria have
been increased near the airfoils and orthogonal to the airfoils an expanding grid spacing
is preferred.

8
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(a) initialization

(d) initial discretization

(b) coarse optimization

(c) final control grid

(e) coarse optimized discretization (f) discretization before projection

Figure 4: Optimization steps for turbine test case near leading edge
For a generic turbine blade row figure 4 shows intermediate representations during the
optimization. Hereby Figures 4d and 4e are only visualizations and not used within the
procedure. A complete view of the generated S1 grid section can be seen in Figure 5.
In Figure 6 the first rotor of the transonic compressor rig of the Darmstadt University
of Technology [7] was used. As a convergence test the presented method has been applied
to 21 spanwise positions independently and the result has been merged to create a 3D
grid. All input parameters were held constant, only the spanwise position changed. The
spanwise curves following some prominent points in the topology and show a smooth
characteristic. While the stagger angle and the spatial block distribution varies, the delta
between two consecutive slices remains small. Only a little kink is present on the pressure
side of the blade surface.
Figure 7 shows a grid generated for a DLR compressor tandem configuration [8, 9].
The method handles a more challenging topology here and leads to high quality fully
1-to-1 connected grid.
5

LIMITATIONS

The method needs a proper initialization with a non-folding control grid. For each
topology a process of generating a initial grid, stable enough to handle geometry variations
within a design optimization, is required.
As a pure gradient based single target optimization and by only allowing non-folding
grids there is no guarantee for a convergence or finding the global minimum. The applica9
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Figure 5: Optimization result for turbine test case, every 2nd grid line shown, with full
resolution closeup
tion of the method failed to converge for only one of 25 test case which could be prevented
by using a prior optimization of the u-vectors.
Depending on the topology the required splitting for the abstraction layer may lead to
problems. Generally the resolution of the discretization must be higher than the resolution
of the control grid. For example it is not possible to handle a topology where two lines
in parallel lead to a singularity each.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A new approach to multi-block structured grid generation has been presented. It targets the creation of high quality grids for CFD calculations within design optimizations
where a fixed topology can be used. The method is build around an abstraction layer
based on the 2nd degree B-spline formulation to reduce the degrees of freedom for the grid
generation drastically. On this abstraction layer a single objective gradient-based optimization is performed to improve different approximately calculated grid quality criteria.
The method has been described in its mathematical formulation and its application.
For the set of test geometries the method produces high quality grids without parameter
adjusting needed.
As the results in 2D are promising we will work on the extension to 3D with the aim
to validate the procedure within a design optimization.

10
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Figure 6: Optimization result for compressor test case - 3 of 21 independently created S1
slices shown with every 2nd grid line

Figure 7: Optimization result for tandem test case, every 4th grid line shown, with full
resolution closeup
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7

NOMENCLATURE

Symbols
u, v
ui j
k1 , k2 , . . . , kn−1 , kn
S
P
c
w

B-spline parameter, u for curves, u,v for surfaces
j th B-spline parameter from the ith u-vector in the abstraction layer
strictly monotonously rising distinct B-spline knot vector entries
surface definition
vector [x, y, z]T representing a point
value of a local grid criterion
weight assigned to a grid criterion
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to investigate the geometric filtration by Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition in order to reduce the dimensionality of the design space in
an aerodynamic shape optimization problem. Thanks to the capability of re-ordering the
data according to decreasing variance, the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition extracts
and filters the basic features of the dataset so as to formulate the optimization problem
into a new, shrunk design space. The capability of the new optimal bases in representing
different airfoil shapes is critically analyzed, as well as the proper choice of the new design
space bounds. Furthermore, an updating algorithm is designed to adapt the basis during
the optimization. A series of optimization results are shown for a two–dimensional test
case by using a genetic algorithm and surrogate-based optimization. Both native geometry
parameterization and the filtered one are used to highlight benefits and drawbacks of the
proposed approach. Results show that, by employing the filtered parameterization, it is
possible to achieve and even enhance the design performance attained with the classical
parameterization, whatever the optimizer employed.

1

Introduction

In the framework of global optimization approaches for aerodynamic design, a shape is
usually parameterized by acting on the design variables (DV) whose number and bounds
generate the design space. However, when increasing the geometry complexity of the
problem at hand, the number of design variables may grow up significantly, giving rise to
the well-known ’curse of dimensionality’[1].
This may hamper the success of the optimization process, as large design spaces may
lead to multi-modal and noisy landscapes. As a consequence, the problem of searching for
a global solution may result hard or even intractable, independently of the search method,
i.e. deterministic or stochastic or meta–heuristic.
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In surrogate-based optimization (SBO), the meta–model that mimics the behavior
of the objective function is made explicitly dependent on the design variables. From
literature, it is known that, whatever the meta–model, a loss in prediction quality is
associated to an increase of dimensionality[2]. On the other hand, sensitivity analysis
often shows that not all the design variables have the same influence on the objective
function behavior. As a matter of fact, a reduction of the design space is envisaged
to preserve the main features of the target function landscape while avoiding the high–
dimensional noise.
Another issue is related to the huge amount of CPU required to face with an industrial
aerodynamic design. Indeed, geometric complexities and non-linear flow features (e.g.,
flow separation, shock waves, shock–boundary layer interaction) still require to use fine
mesh size and large number of CFD iterations to be correctly solved. An even more crucial
bottleneck is represented by the search of a solution with a global algorithm, which may
require a large number of CFD evaluations. Therefore, it is mandatory to reduce the
problem complexity at each level of the design chain by means of the parallelization of
the CFD solver, the usage of surrogate or reduced order models to evaluate the objective
function and the reduction of the design space.
In literature, design space reduction (DSR) is treated with different strategies to shrink
the bounds of the search volume like trust region approaches [3], heuristic, move limits[4],
Variable-Complexity Response Surface Modeling Method (VCRSM), and Concurrent Sub
Space Optimization (CSSO) [5]. For example, VCRSM as proposed by Zahir[6] suggests
a preliminary exploration of the design space with a low fidelity model, then selects the
new reduced bounds with a pattern search coupled with high fidelity simulation and
integration of data. CSSO is a subspace coordination procedure: here the data generated
by the subspace optimizers is not uniformly centered about the current design, but instead
follows the descent path of the subspace optimizers[5, 7]. The common feature of these
techniques is the reduction of the search volume and the associated relieving effect, mostly
if the optimization is driven by surrogate models.
In another perspective, DSR can be viewed also as a reduction of the inherent dimensionality of the problem, i.e. a technique to identify a lower dimension that effectively
and efficiently drives the problem at hand. The aim is to learn from a given sampling
set of the original design space and to map it to a lower dimensional space while keeping
the most important features of the original design problem. Various strategies have been
proposed in literature to seek an equivalent lower dimensional representation, even if some
losses are introduced. Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), kernel POD, locally linear embedding, Laplacian eigenmaps, isomap and semidefinite embedding are just some
examples [8, 9].
The aim of the paper is to apply a geometric filter on the design variables set by performing a variance analysis based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. Exploiting the
intrinsic properties of POD, the geometric data are re-arranged and ranked according to
their relative importance, thus deriving a new parameterization in a transformed space.
The beneficial aspect of this transformation is two–fold as it brings a quantitative and
qualitative filtering at the same time: first, as a result of POD ranking and truncation,
2
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the new design space is shrunk and the effective size of the problem at hand is reduced
(quantitative filtering); second, the new geometric modes are orthogonal and, hence, independent [10]: this removes all possible spurious coupling between original design variables
(qualitative filtering). The advantages of the linear technique to data reduction have been
investigated in recent literature, showing good performances if compared to other non linear techniques [11, 8]. Concerning how to feed the filter, recent works proposed to set up
the training geometry database with airfoil shapes from aeronautical libraries [12, 13] and,
specifically, to select them according to the operating points of the optimization problem.
The present authors already proposed the application of the DSR technique to two- and
three-dimensional surrogate-based optimization: in particular, in the first investigation
[14] the optimization of an airfoil in subsonic viscous flow was studied; in the second[15],
the DSR was applied to an industrial case, i.e. a wing shape optimization in multi-point,
transonic and viscous conditions. The last application represents quite a novelty with
respect to recent papers [16, 17, 18, 12].
In this perspective, the present paper represents a step inwards the full understanding
of its potential and exploitation. Indeed, a more pronounced emphasis is put on a twofold
aspect: on one hand, the reduced design variables setting and adaptation during the optimization process, thus adjusting the reduced basis with the ongoing search results; on the
other hand, addressing the low dimensional mapping in a more local sense, that is driving
it to promising and narrow regions of the reduced design space. Both improvements are
effective in confining the randomness and the dispersion of the initial geometry database,
obtained through a pseudo–random Latin Hypercube Sampling.
The paper is organized as follows: the next section will provide details about the DSR
technique based on POD; afterwards, the optimization process and the POD basis updating strategy are presented; finally, a quite extensive section is devoted to the presentation
of the results of the GA-based and surrogate-based optimizations.
2

Geometric Data Reduction by POD

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition is a technique to compute a linear basis of vectors
which is optimal in some sense. In other words, it provides the best representation of
a given dataset in a different reference frame originated by the POD basis vectors. A
detailed mathematical formulation for the derivation can be found in [19, 20]. Here, the
fundamental concepts and relations are recalled. The dataset is organized in a snapshot
matrix S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn }, which collects the available data in a column–wise manner,
where n is the number of experiments or numerical simulations. Here, it is assumed that
each snapshot element Sk is obtained by varying a set of parameters w = {w1 , . . . , wm }
which, in the present case, represent the design variables of the optimization problem at
hand. The combination of the sets {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn } and {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn } represent the
so-called training dataset of database.
Computing a POD basis consists in searching a set of orthonormal vectors φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φn

3
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such that the following relation holds:
Sj = S̄ +

n


αi (wj )φi = S̄ +

i=1

n̂


αi (wj )φi +

jn̂

= S̄ +

i=1

n̂


(Sj , φi )φi + jn̂

i=1

where S̄ is a base solution [21, 20] (i.e. an average field), the scalars αi are the unknown
POD coefficients, n̂ ≤ n and the error  is optimal”, i.e. the smallest possible. Indeed, for
any set of orthonormal vectors ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ n the optimality condition is expressed as:
n̂ =

n

j=1

Sj − S̄ −

n̂

i=1

(Sj , φi )φi ≤

n

j=1

Sj − S̄ −

n̂


(Sj , ψi )ψi

i=1

In practice, the POD decomposition is obtained by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD) of P = {S1 − S̄, S2 − S̄, . . . , Sn − S̄}:


σ1 · · · 0
 .. . .
. 

. ..  VT
P = UΣVT = U  .
(1)

 0 · · · σM 
0 ··· 0

with the singular values σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σM ≥ 0. The POD basis vectors, also called
POD modes or eigen–functions, are the first n column vectors of the matrix U, while the
POD coefficients αi (wj ) are obtained by projecting the snapshots onto the POD modes:
αi (wj ) = (Sj − S̄, φi )

(2)

Usually, the singular values become small rapidly and a small number of basis vectors
are adequate to reconstruct and approximate the snapshots as they preserve the most
significant ensemble energy contribution. In this way, POD provides an efficient mean of
capturing the dominant features of a multi–degree of freedom system and representing it
to the desired precision by using the relevant set of modes. The reduced order model is
derived by projecting the original model onto a reduced space spanned by only some of
the proper orthogonal modes or POD eigenfunctions. This process realizes a kind of lossy
data compression by truncating the POD sum to n̂ < n
Sj  S̄ +

n̂


αi (wj )φi

(3)

i=1

A criterion to truncate the sum in equation 3 is usually based on the total information
content, which is given by the following equation:
n̂
2
j=1 σj
En̂ = n
(4)
2
i=1 σi
4
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Of course, if n̂ = n then En̂ is equal to unity and all modes are preserved. The amount of
Ep can be defined as a spectral energy content. Often the threshold value is set to 0.99,
i.e. 99% of the information content is retained, so that En̂ >= 0.99 and En̂−1 < 0.99.
The complex, non linear behavior of the original model (e.g., a CFD parametric model)
is thus transformed to a linear sum that is still able to optimally represent the original
dataset while employing a reduced number of degrees of freedom (i.e. n̂ scalars αk and
modes φk , k = 1, . . . , n̂).
In the present context, the POD approximation is applied to geometry coordinates
data (i.e., airfoil or wing shapes) coming from a classical geometry parameterization, here
referred to as native” parameterization. Given m the dimension of the design space and
a set of n design vectors {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn }, the geometry parameterization can be seen
as a correspondence which transforms a generic design vector in a set of p geometric
coordinates:
w ∈ Rm → s ∈ Rp
It is assumed that the parametric geometry is defined as a finite set (of size p) of (x, y, z)
coordinates in a Cartesian space and that the snapshot vector s contains only the zcoordinate as the (x, y) data are fixed when varying the design vector w:
si = s(wi ) = {zi,1 , . . . , zi,p }T
Once built the snapshot matrix S = [s1 , . . . , sn ], it is decomposed into a mean and a
deviation matrices, as mentioned above :
S = S̄ + ΦA


where S̄ = { n1 n1 si , . . . , n1 n1 si } is the mean matrix having the same column replicated
n times, Φ is the POD modes matrix containing n spatial eigen–functions of the matrix
C = (S − S̄)T (S − S̄) and A is the matrix of the corresponding scalar coefficients
A = {a1 , . . . , an }
a1 = {α1 (w1 ), . . . , α1 (wn )}T
..
.
an = {αn (w1 ), . . . , αn (wn )}T

(5)
(6)

In analogy to what has been explained above, a reduced number of bases can be selected
in order to meet a minimum required information content. Hence, the original snapshot
vectors can be approximated by:
S ≈ S̄ + Φ̃Ã
(7)
where Φ̃ and Ã are obtained by Φ and A by considering only the ñ < n first (and hence
most important) basis vectors and corresponding modal coefficients.
This procedure is also referred to as geometric filtration as the most significant components of the geometric modification are extracted, so as to neglect possible spurious
effects. Indeed, by condensing the geometric data into the first modes, the core of the
5
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geometric filtration consists in interpreting the corresponding modal coefficients as transformed design variables. By acting directly on the ñ POD modal coefficients instead of
on the original m design variables, an optimization algorithm can benefit from the dimensionality reduction in having ñ < m. As it will be made clearer in the next sections,
the bounds of the newly-defined design variables strongly depends on the composition of
the training dataset and can be set according to engineering considerations concerning
the maximum allowable shapes or in a more smart way, that is adapting them to the
optimization history collected so far.
3

Optimization methods

In the following, two optimization methods are presented which share the common
objective of working onto the space spanned by the POD modes but differ in theoretical
aspects. The first one relies on a genetic algorithm whose evolution is stopped several
times to recompute and update the POD basis; the second is assisted by local surrogate
models and trust region approaches to accelerate the search process.
3.1

GA-based optimization

In this section the shape optimization method assisted by POD–driven design space
reduction is introduced. For the sake of clarity, it is conceived as two nested loops: the
outer loop is devoted to the POD-based geometric filtration, while in the inner loop the
optimization algorithm explores the reduced design space resulting from the outer loop.
The work-flow in figure 1 illustrates the whole optimization process. The procedure
may work in two modes, with and without the POD basis updating stage. In the first
case, the optimization search is stopped after a certain number of generations, a selection
is made among the candidates computed so far, a new training database is obtained and
the eigen–modes are re–computed and updated. In the second case, a single, full–length
optimization is performed on the reduced design space originated by the initial POD basis.
The following steps can be identified:
1. design space initialization: the original design space of size m, generated by the
native design variables, is initially sampled by means of Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) strategy and n samples are collected in the ensemble database {w1 , . . . , wn }
;
2. parameterization: by using the native parameterization, the design space samples
are converted into geometric data and the snapshot matrix S = {s1 , . . . , sn } is
collected;
3. geometric filtration: the POD basis of matrix S is computed and the modes φi , i =
1, . . . , n are stored. A reduced design space is generated by the first ñ transformed
design variables αi , i = 1, . . . , n̂. This phase is aimed only at collecting geometry
shapes and generating the POD basis and coefficients, thus it does not foresee any
objective function computation. The truncation of the POD basis is crucial in
reducing the design variables number with respect to the original parameterization.
6
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Geometries Database (n)

POD

Selecting DB geometries (n)


New Design Space (ñ)

G.A. Optimization Loop

q Generations

q<Q?

stop

Figure 1: Optimization Flowchart with POD Updating

4. optimization: this step is devoted to searching a global optimum with an evolutionary algorithm (EA). Given f : s(w) ∈ Rp → f ∈ R the objective function, the
minimization problem is set in the reduced form as
min

α1 ,...,αn̂

subject to

f [s(α1 , . . . , αn̂ )]
i ∈ {1, ..., n̂}
n̂

s(α1 , . . . , αn̂ ) = ŝ +
α i φi

lbi < αi < ubi ,

i=1

lbi = min αi
ai

ubi = max αi
ai

The lower and upper bounds (lbi and ubi ) of the reduced design variables αi are
obtained by taking the minimum and maximum value among the elements of the
coefficient vectors ai as specified by equation 5 and 6. The search process is carried
out by means of an evolutionary algorithm from the in-house optimization library
ADGLIB[22, 23]. The selection operator is a fixed-step random walk, while classical
crossover and bit mutation operators are applied to generate new individuals. The
elitist strategy is used to keep the best fit individual within the current population.
7
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If the POD basis updating is selected, the algorithm is let evolve up to q generations.
Given nq the total number of updates foreseen over the entire loop and Q the total
number of generations to be performed ( a pre–defined parameter of the EA), q is
computed as:
Q
q=
(8)
nq + 1
5. update check: if POD basis update is selected, the loop continues with step 6;
otherwise, a termination condition occurs;
6. generation check: check if the current number of generations q has exceeded the
total budget Q, if the answer if negative, then n geometries are selected among the
candidates evaluated by the optimizer by using a rank selection with elitism. A new
snapshot matrix S is then collected;
7. geometric filtration update: the POD basis is re–computed on the new training
database and the reduced design variables are updated;
8. new optimization: with a new design space and POD basis, the EA is restarted
(back to step 4) by keeping constant the number of the design variables. In this
new stage of EA optimization, it is possible to read an initial population (the very
first one that was used to train the first POD basis, transformed in the current
design space), or to let to the optimizer sample the new design space from scratch.
The geometric filter synthesizes the available data in a different space with fewer variables, realizing de facto a new parameterization. This approach differs from literature
approaches[13] where existing libraries of airfoil shapes are employed to feed the filter.
Here, the initial airfoil database is quite general as it is derived by setting the bounds of
the native design space and sampling it, while the only a priori choice is limited to the
baseline airfoil.
The POD basis updating is introduced to avoid an over-dependence of the reduced
design space (and hence of the optimization results) from the initial LHS database. In
fact, as it will be made clearer in the following section, the optimum geometric features
may be too far to be reached with the eigen–modes extracted from a space–filling sampling:
to cope with this, a natural choice would be to enlarge the bounds of the reduced design
space, but the optimization cost would rise with no guarantee to find the global minimum.
As a consequence, feeding the geometric filter with a blend of sub–optimal samples and
randomly chosen candidates provides the DSR model with much more information about
the optimization history and the potential directions of improvement.
3.2

Surrogate-based optimization

In order to save computational time, a surrogate-based optimization approach is also
implemented to replace the GA-based module. The procedure is very similar to the one
described in the previous section, the only differences being in steps 4 to 6. The definition
of the minimization problem is identical but a multi-start surrogate-based local approach
8
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(SBLO) replaces the evolutionary search. In the following sections, the local approach
will be firstly introduced, then the multi-start procedure will be detailed.
3.2.1

Trust region optimization

In SBLO [24], a trust region approach is used to manage the minimization process
and maintain acceptable accuracy between the surrogate model and the true model. This
is realized by limiting the range over which the surrogate model is trusted according to
a surrogate accuracy indicator. The process iteratively minimizes the surrogate model
prediction by moving the center and modifying the bounds of the trust region. The
surrogate model is trained by means of an outer sampling of predefined size (here, the
samples are the POD modal coefficients). At the end of each approximate minimization,
the candidate optimum point is validated using the true model. If sufficient decrease has
been obtained in the true model, the trust region is re-centered around the candidate
optimum point and the trust region will either shrink, expand, or remain the same size
depending on the accuracy with which the surrogate model predicted the true model
decrease. If sufficient decrease has not been attained, the trust region center is not
updated and the entire trust region shrinks by a user-specified factor. The cycle then
repeats with the construction of a new surrogate model, a minimization, and another
test for sufficient decrease in the true model. This cycle continues until convergence is
attained. The acceptance logic of the k-th iteration step is based on the evaluation of the
so called trust region ratio ρk :
ρk =

f (xkc ) − f (xkopt )
fˆ(xk ) − fˆ(xkopt )

(9)

c

where xkc is the current trust region center, xkopt is the location of the optimum value
predicted by the surrogate, f is the true response function and fˆ is the surrogate model
prediction. The trust region ratio measures the ratio of the actual improvement to the
improvement predicted by optimization on the surrogate model. According to its value,
the k-th iteration is accepted or not and the trust region is reduced, retained or enlarged.
The following criteria are used here:
• ρk < 0: the surrogate accuracy is poor, the step is rejected and the trust region is
shrunk;
• 0 < ρk < 0.25: the surrogate accuracy is marginal, the step is accepted and the
trust region is shrunk;
• 0.25 < ρk < 0.75: the surrogate accuracy is moderate, the step is accepted and the
trust region is retained;
• 0.75 < ρk < 1.25: the surrogate accuracy is good, the step is accepted and the trust
region is expanded;
9
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• ρk > 1.25: the surrogate accuracy is moderate, the step is accepted and the trust
region is retained;
Three stopping criteria have been implemented and the search is terminated when at least
one of them is satisfied:
• Maximum number of iterations and trust regions evaluations (=20);
• Minimum size of the trust region (=0.001);

• Minimum evaluation error |fˆ(xkopt ) − f (xkopt )| = 0.001
3.2.2

Multi-start local optimization

As the SBLO is local in nature, hence it strongly depends on the starting point, a
multi-start procedure has been implemented to provide a global character. Given the set
of training samples, a cluster analysis is performed by using the k -means algorithm [25]
which assign each sample to a specific cluster and computes the location of each cluster
center. As the k -means algorithm requires to know the number of clusters, in the present
study 5 clusters are generated. Finally, each cluster center is used as starting point of
the surrogate-based local approach, so that 5 local optimizations are performed. At the
end of the multi-start process, n geometries are selected among the full set of candidates
evaluated during the optimization by using a roulette wheel algorithm with elitism (i.e.,
the best element of the set is always included). A new snapshot matrix S is then collected
and a new POD basis is computed, so that the procedure described in section 3.1 is
continued from step 7.
4

Results and discussion

The present section discusses the results of a quite extensive numerical test campaign
carried out with the DSR approach. The capability and flexibility of the method in
reconstructing a generic airfoil geometry, the dependence from the size of the training
database, considerations about the choice of the ranges for the reduced design variables
are analyzed in previous works and not show there.
The closing sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 are devoted to the detailed description of the DSR
updating strategy driven by GA and SBO evolution history. The aim is to reduce the
randomness and the dispersion of the a priori LHS sampling. It will be shown how this
strategy operates a compression of the volume of search and that this is beneficial for the
optimizer.
4.1

Shape optimization

In this section the shape optimization problem is introduced in terms of design variables, design points, constraints and objective function. The baseline shape is the NACA
0012 airfoil and the geometry is parameterized by means of a NURBS approach[26].
The flow conditions include prescribed angle of attack AoA, Mach number, Reynolds
number as shown in Table 1. A single design point in subsonic regime is selected and the
10
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Table 1: Free-stream conditions

M∞

Re∞

AoA[◦ ]

0.3

6.0 × 106

2.0

evaluation of the objective function is carried out by using the Xfoil code by Drela [27], an
high order panel method with fully coupled viscous/inviscid interaction correction. The
laminar to turbulent transition is let free on both upper and lower side of the airfoil.
A classical objective in an aerodynamic shape optimization problem is to maximize
the aerodynamic efficiency, while preserving some geometrical characteristics and aerodynamic performance as constraints. Here an equivalent formulation is followed as the
objective is to minimize the inverse of the aerodynamic efficiency with constraints on
minimum airfoil sectional area, minimum pitching moment and an additional constraint
to control the derivative of airfoil curvature. More specifically, the objective function is
defined as:






Cd + Cd,t + Cd,g Cd,0


fobj =
(10)
+ max 0, 0.01 P (χ ) − P (χ0
Cl
Cl,0
where:

Cd,t = 0.01 max (0, Cmy,0 − Cmy )
Cd,g = max (0, A0 − A)
and Cd,0 = 0.0057 and Cl,0 = 0.233 are the drag and lift coefficients of the NACA 0012 at
the selected subsonic design point, while Cmy,0 = −0.05 is the minimum allowed pitching
moment coefficient. The problem is normalized with respect to the value of the objective
function for the baseline airfoil, which is is equal to 1. The aerodynamic constraint on
pitching moment is formulated as a penalty on drag (Cd,t ), thus representing a sort of
trim drag: if the minimum value of the pitching moment is exceeded, the penalty applied
will be 1 drag count per 0.01 in ∆Cm . The geometric constraint (Cd,g ) imposes that the
airfoil cross sectional area A should not be smaller than A0 = 0.0822, i.e. the area of the
NACA 0012 airfoil.
Furthermore, an additional constraint is introduced in equation 10 in order to control
geometric oscillations that the NURBS parameterization may introduce. The optimizer
uses a penalty function to activate this constraint when it exceeds a threshold value, even
if it is well know that it might present some difficulties [28]. The penalty is based on the
local airfoil curvature, χ, and its derivative, χ with respect to the curvilinear abscissa. A
numerical parameter P(χ ) is used to measure the frequency and magnitude of changes in
curvature over the entire airfoil, defined as:


P (χ ) =

p−1 

2

0.5



χi+1

11
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where p, as mentioned above, is the number of points describing the airfoil shape. The
threshold value is P(χ0 ) = 250.0 and it is established from baseline analysis and airfoil
aerodynamics experience.
Two kind of parameterizations are used in the following analyses: the NURBS approach
with 14 control points, referred to as full DV or native parameterization, and the filtered
DSR approach with variable training set size and number of retained modes. The results
of several optimization runs will be shown: each run is performed with the same problem
definition and optimizer parameters but different design spaces. In the following section,
the POD basis updating strategy is introduced.
4.1.1

On–line POD-DSR updating: GA-based optimization

An adaptive approach is proposed in this section to refine the choice of the training
snapshots and update the POD basis iteratively while the optimization process is running.
The aim is to enhance the POD basis by adding new information captured during the EA
evolution and not included in the initial database, thus activating a sort of local search
within the global optimization. Indeed, in evolutionary optimization it is quite common
to discover crucial geometric features along the design path which are recognized as milestones by the optimizer itself. Crossover operator and elitism are just some examples
of how offspring inherit those significant feature from parents. Therefore, when using
POD–DSR during optimization, a natural choice is to update the POD basis to screen
and include newly discovered characteristics into the reduced parameterization.
A first set of tests performed by using the optimization data from DSR-I cases with
n̂ = 8 . Recalling equation 8, the updating frequency nq indicates how often the updating
algorithm is executed while q is the number of generations collected prior to update the
POD basis. Taking as reference Q = 1000 generations, here three different options are
explored:
• nq = 1 and q =

Q
nq +1

=

Q
2

• nq = 3 and q =

Q
nq +1

=

Q
4

• nq = 7 and q =

Q
nq +1

=

Q
8

As explained in section 3 and referring also to figure 1, the POD–DSR update is an on–
line approach. When the evolution has reached q generations , a selection of n candidates
among the collected dataset is made by means of a roulette wheel with elitism (i.e., the
best element of the database is always included), based on the objective function values,
and the resulting geometry population is converted into the new snapshot matrix. Then,
the POD basis is recomputed and the updated reduced design variables/design space are
used for another q generations. The selection by means of roulette wheel avoids to search a
narrow design space, prone to local minima entrapment, as the selected subset is broad in
terms of objective function values. The candidates selection and POD–DSR basis update
is repeated every q generations, according to the updating frequencies nq . The roulette
12
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wheel approach introduces a further source of randomness that may affect the results,
hence for each q the optimization tests are repeated 5 times in order to measure the mean
and standard deviation of the minimum fobj .
Figure 2 illustrates the histories of the minimum objective function: the gray curve is
the envelope of the DSR-I run with n̂=8 and represents the reference level. Depending
on the value of q, the POD–DSR updating histories (averaged over 5 repetitions) depart
from this curve at the first updating point: for instance, the green curve represent the case
with nq = 1 and starts from 15,000 evaluated elements, that is from Q2 with Q = 1000
and a population size of 30. Likewise, blue and red curves are representative of cases
with nq = 3 and nq = 7, respectively, and deviates from the reference history at 7,500
and 3,750 elements. The POD–DSR curves are depicted as piecewise linear for ease of
representation as they connect the best values found before each POD basis update. The
standard deviation of minimum fobj over 5 repetitions is also reported at updating points
as error bars.

0.6
Full DV
DSR 8 DV - = 1.0
Updating @ Q/8
Updating @ Q/4
Updating @ Q/2

0.55

fobj

0.5

0.45

0.4

0.35

0

10000

20000

30000

Elements

Figure 2: Updating POD–DSR with n̂ = 8

By increasing q, the average minimum fobj decreases significantly with respect to the
DSR-I test results up to reach the minimum of the full NURBS optimization. At the
same time, looking at the standard deviation, the random component seems to play
a considerable role and this can be related to the geometry selection algorithm. For
13
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example, while the average of the POD–DSR run with nq = 7 is slightly worse than the
full approach, the variance over the repetitions is quite large as the updating strategy
may perform better or worse than DSR-I run with almost the same probability.
In order to assess the role played by the selection algorithm in the updating step,
figure 3 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function of fobj over the first 15,000
elements evaluated by the optimizer. Values with fobj >> 1 indicate strong violations
of the curvature constraint, i.e. completely unfeasible and highly wavy shapes. The plot
compares the distribution of fobj at an intermediate point of the optimization history with
no update (nq = 1), two updates (nq = 3) and four updates (nq = 7). The figure shows
that the probability to have fobj < 1 (representing the baseline performance) is 30% for
q = 500, 38% for q = 250 and 65% for q = 125: a more frequent update implies an
improvement of the quality of the population while preserving the diversity.

1

0.8

ecdf

0.6
Q/8 - j = 4
Q/4 - j = 2
Q/2 - j = 1

0.4

0.2

10

0

10

1

10

2

10

3

fobj

Figure 3: Empirical cumulative distribution function

Table 2 resumes the aerodynamic performance of the best airfoils found at each repetition of the highest updating frequency case (q = 0.125Q).
The relative information content associated to the i-th reduced DV is σi2 , i.e. the
variance retained by the corresponding mode φi , and it is associated to the product
< αi2 >= ai aTi product, hence strictly linked to the DSR DV ranges. For that reason,
the higher the variance of the modes, the larger the design space ranges associated to
that modes. After the repeated POD updating process, some noticeable differences with
respect to the case where no update is applied can be observed: the average airfoil, S̄, is
no longer symmetrical; the set of eigenvectors Φ is fed with enhanced geometric features
and synthesizes better shapes as showed in Figure 3; smaller variance is related to each
mode, i.e. the ranges of variation of the new DVs are shrunk.
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Table 2: Objective function and aerodynamic data of best airfoils for nq = 7 POD–DSR optimization,
5 repetitions

Run
Run
Run
Run
Run
Run

ID
1
2
3
4
5

fobj
Cl
Cd [dc]
0.4033 0.4401 43.1
0.4151 0.4187 42.2
0.4277 0.3986 41.4
0.4041 0.4474 43.9
0.4021 0.4425 43.2

Cl
Cd

P (χ ) − P (χ0 )
102.03 2.10
99.12 1.14
96.18 1.12
101.81 -4.01
102.32 -3.01

Cm
-0.0499
-0.0444
-0.0409
-0.0500
-0.0500

1

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Modes

(a) nq = 1

7

8

Step 0
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

0.8

Information Content [%]

Step 0
Step 1

0.8

Information Content [%]

Information Content [%]

In order to clarify how the variance σi2 is reducing after POD updates, figure 6 shows
the cumulative information content of the POD basis at each update step. The data
refer to a single run for each value of q, selected among the 5 repetitions. By increasing
the number of updates, the first modes are able to explain a greater amount of the data
variance, thus allowing for a reduction of the effective dimensions of the problem while
the optimization is in progress.

Step 0
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.2

1

2

Modes

(b) nq = 3

3

4

5

6

7

8

Modes

(c) nq = 7

Figure 4: Information content during the DSR update

Resuming the discussion in the previous section, it is interesting to verify how the
reduced design space volume changes when updating the POD basis. To this aim, Figure 5 shows the averaged (over the five optimization repetitions) hyper–volume ratio
ν(j, n̂)/ν(0, n̂) with n̂ = 8, j ranging in {0, nq } and q = (0.125, 0.25, 0.5) · Q: at each
update j, the volume contracts at constant rate and, increasing the updating frequency,
it becomes even smaller. To sum up, figures 3, 6 and 5 provide three different views of the
same notion: the data–driven update pushes the search of the global optimum in more
local and promising regions of the design space.
4.1.2

On–line POD-DSR updating: SBO optimization

In this section the results obtained with the surrogate-based optimization (section 3.2)
are shown. Starting from the same training database of 140 airfoil geometries, the process
is described in Figure 1, where the GA optimizer is replaced by the multi-start surrogatebased (SB) local optimizer.
15
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POD Update @ q
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20000
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Figure 5: Volume ratio with POD updating

The number of reduced design variables (8) is kept equal to the previous case while
the number of POD basis updates is increased up to 20. In order to obtain statistical
information, each run is repeated five times. Figure 6(a) shows the evolution of minimum
value of fobj , evaluated with the aerodynamic solver, as a function of the number of
samples evaluated during the process. The SBO curve (blue line) is the average of fobj
over the five repetition and it is characterized by a standard deviation on both axes: on
the y-axis the deviation of the fobj values due to repetitions is reported, while on the
x-axis the deviation is due to the fact that the number of evaluated samples in each SBO
optimization stage is not constant with each repetition. In average, the SBO is bounded
by the GA-based optimizations with (red curve) and without (black curve) updating.
Moreover, the progress towards the optimum location is somewhat accelerated in the first
steps with respect to the GA-based optimization and then tends to reach a plateau around
a sub-optimal value.
Figure 6(b) shows the compression of design space volume obtained with SBO and
compared to DSR GA-based optimization. With SBO, the POD update steps are increased, hence the absolute value reached at the end of the optimization is well below
the GA approach. Furthermore, comparing the volume compression level at fixed update
step, it is evident that the SBO proceeds faster than GA.
5

Conclusions

The work proposed an investigation on Design Space Reduction (DSR) by means of
POD technique, aiming at reducing the design variables number in a shape optimization
problem.
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Figure 6: Results of SBO with POD updating

Introducing an updating algorithm of the POD basis, driven by a selection of data coming from the on–going optimization, some weak points emerged by previous investigations
can be improved and optimal results have been shown.
The two–dimensional test case, due to its relatively cheap computational cost, has
allowed a detailed investigation to prove the capability of the reduced parameterization
involved in the optimization frame, conducted with both GA-based and SBO approach,
showing promising results.
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Abstract. Air jet weaving looms are well-known for their high insertion rates. The attainable insertion rate is directly dependent on the yarn velocity, which is mainly imposed
by the main nozzle. The complex flow patterns arising in those nozzles make it difficult
to predict how a change in geometry or supply pressure will affect the yarn velocity.
In this paper a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is coupled with a simplified
structural model to calculate the axial velocity of a smooth yarn as it is launched by the
main nozzle without using experimentally determined force coefficients. Instead, the force
on the yarn is calculated by integrating the wall shear stress, obtained using a RANS
model, on a no-slip wall representing the yarn. The results are compared to experiments
in which the yarn velocity is obtained from high speed footage. By using a smooth yarn
the influence of yarn hairiness is omitted and uncertainty on the yarn diameter is reduced.
In the flow model the yarn is modeled as a rigid cylinder centered on the axis, allowed
to move in the axial direction by a moving wall boundary condition. In the structural
model the inertial force corresponding to the acceleration of a stationary piece of yarn to
the current yarn velocity, the inertial force associated to an increase or decrease of the
yarn velocity and the force exerted by the air flow on the yarn (obtained from the flow
simulation) are considered. Calculations are performed on a single nozzle geometry and
the sensitivity with respect to simplifications and numerical parameters is investigated.
From the results, it can be concluded that a reasonable estimate for the velocity of a
smooth yarn can be obtained without force coefficients and with relatively limited computational resources. The shocks appearing inside the main nozzle do not have to be
accurately resolved if one is only interested in the axial motion of the yarn. The acceleration of the yarn tends to take longer in the simulations compared to the experiments. This
is most likely caused by the fact that the yarn is considered inelastic in the simulations
and that the yarn is not stretched at the start of the experiment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In air-jet weaving looms, the main nozzle is supplied with highly pressurized air to
generate a high-velocity air flow. This air flow exerts a propulsive force on the yarn,
which passes through the main nozzle, launching it into the reed. Due to the complex
flow inside the main nozzle and the interaction of the yarn with the flow, improvement of
the aerodynamics in these machines is not straightforward and often requires extensive
experimental trials. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations can provide additional
insight into the yarn and flow behavior or can be used to evaluate modifications without
actually constructing the altered part.
The first attempts at modeling the dynamic yarn behavior inside the main nozzle of an
air-jet weaving loom ignored the influence of the yarn on the flow and relied on theoretical,
idealized flow patterns or empirically determined formulas for the flow. In 1972, Uno [1]
established the equations of motion for a weft yarn, assumed to be inextensible and to
move along the axis, which he then solved numerically based on an empirical model
for the air velocity distribution. Adanur and Mohamed [2, 3] developed a theoretical
model for yarn motion of both drum and loop storage. The yarn was again assumed to
be inextensible and to move along the axis of the nozzle. They used an empirical flow
model based on measurements of the centerline velocity at different locations. Nosraty et
al. [4] constructed and numerically solved the equations of motion for a yarn launched
from a single nozzle. They combined models for jet velocity, friction coefficient and yarn
structure to best agree with experimental results. Celik and Babaarslan [5] followed
a similar approach but, additionally, took into account the presence of the reed, relay
nozzles and a stretching nozzle. The force on the yarn was evaluated using multiple time
and place dependent empirical formulas.
As computational power increased the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and
finite-element modeling (FEM) for evaluation of the dynamic yarn behavior became feasible. De Meulemeester et al. [6] used a 1D finite-element model to calculate the tension
in the yarn at the end of insertion for an air-jet weaving loom. Later on the model was
extended to 3D [7] to simulate the unwinding of a yarn from a smooth cylinder. Wu et al.
[8] used an ALE approach on a 2D, planar geometry to simulate the whipping behavior
of a yarn during startup of a weft insertion. FSI simulations with two-way influence were
performed without axial motion of the yarn. For simulating the motion of a weft yarn
in high-speed flows within confined spaces, the use of an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) approach is not straightforward due to the flexibility of the thread and the resulting mesh deformations. Additionally, FSI simulations with two-way influence on 3D
geometries require significant amounts of computational power. Therefore, Osman et al.
[9] proposed a different procedure: a static mesh is used with a fixed rigid cylinder on the
axis and the motion of the yarn is taken into account by adding a source term to the momentum equation. A 2D, axisymmetric fluid model was employed, considerably reducing
the required calculation time. For the yarn the structural model from De Meulemeester
et al. [7] was slightly adapted to incorporate bending forces. The aerodynamic forces
on the yarn were calculated using the local relative velocity of the yarn in combination

2
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with constant longitudinal and normal force coefficients. These force coefficients, which
determine the interaction of the yarn with the flow, however, have to be determined empirically. Furthermore, it has been shown that the force coefficient varies substantially
with the relative air velocity [1, 10, 11], thus, the use of fixed coefficients is a rather crude
assumption. Tabulating the coefficient over the velocity range would require extensive and
meticulously executed experiments, especially when considering high-speed compressible
flows, as encountered in present-day main nozzles.
In this research a simplified FSI framework is established to calculate the axial velocity
of a smooth yarn as it is launched by the main nozzle. It is assumed that the elasticity
of the yarn has limited influence on the axial force and is of limited importance for the
velocity. This assumption allows the yarn to be modeled as inextensible, avoiding the
need of a finite element model for the yarn. Additionally, as smooth yarns are used,
there is no need for experimentally obtained force coefficients. The yarn itself is modeled
as a rigid cylinder on the axis with a moving wall boundary condition, eliminating the
need for a dynamic mesh. As such, the methodology requires only limited computational
resources, contrary to full-scale 3D FSI simulations. For validation, the calculations are,
without any tuning, compared to experimental measurements.
2

METHODOLOGY

In this research FSI simulations with 2-way influence are performed. When using a
Dirichlet-Neumann domain decomposition, this requires a flow model which is able to
incorporate the dynamics of the structure and a structural model subjected to the forces
exerted by the flow. The structural model is discussed first, as its implementation is of
importance to the flow model. After outlining both models the coupling is discussed. The
results are compared to experimental measurements obtained from the setup described at
the end of this section.
2.1

Structural model

The structural model, representing the yarn, consists of a rigid cylinder, centered on
the axis of the nozzle. Only axial motion of the cylinder is allowed, resulting in a singledegree-of-freedom system. As the cylinder represents the yarn in the main nozzle and
downstream of it up to a certain distance, the mass of the cylinder increases linearly with
the axial displacement. The initial mass corresponds to that of the yarn in between the
nozzle exit and the yarn supply (see Figure 1). The experimental setup is designed to
minimize yarn ballooning (by careful preparation of the windings) as well as friction in
the guide eye (by using a polymer lining). These forces are, thus, not considered in the
model. The three dominant forces are included: the aerodynamic force, exerted by the
flow on the yarn, the yarn withdrawal force, corresponding to the acceleration of a new
section of yarn to the instantaneous velocity and the force to change the speed of the
yarn.
The aerodynamic force is obtained from the flow model and will be discussed later
on. The yarn withdrawal force (T) originates from a piece of yarn, located in the storage
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device, which has to be accelerated from zero velocity to the yarn velocity at that instant.
An expression for this force can be derived from a momentum balance. If the yarn is
moving at a uniform velocity ud and accelerates a stationary piece of yarn, then the
momentum-increase in a time step ∆t corresponds to
∆P = ∆m · ud = (ρA · ud · ∆t) · ud , with ρA the linear mass density of the yarn.

(1)

An expression for the yarn withdrawal force can be obtained by taking the limit for
infinitesimally small time steps:


dP
∆P
T = lim
=
= ρA · u2d
(2)
∆t→0
∆t
dt

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup.

2.2

Flow model

For the compressible flow calculations, a pressure-based solver with the coupled pressurevelocity scheme is used. The k-ω SST model is employed as turbulence model. A firstorder implicit time-discretization scheme was chosen, in combination with second-order
upwind schemes for the convective terms in the density, momentum and energy equations.
At the pressure inlet, a case-specific pressure profile, obtained from experiments, is imposed. The model is 2D-axisymmetric with the yarn represented as a rigid cylinder on the
axis. To incorporate the axial yarn motion, a moving wall boundary condition is assigned
to the cylinder wall. The velocity is obtained from the coupling between the structural
and flow model; this is elaborated on in the next section. Calculations are performed in
Fluent 17.2. The flow domain with an indication of the boundary conditions can be found
in Figure 2. The domain extends up to 0.5 m downstream of the nozzle. The nozzle itself
is about 30 cm long and its exit diameter is 4 mm.
2.3

Coupling

A coupling code was written for the specific cases considered. Since the structural
model is not complex, there is no need for a dedicated structural solver. Instead, the
4
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Figure 2: Flow domain with indication of the boundary conditions.
structural calculations are directly included in the coupling code. The fundamental concept is as follows: the flow solver calculates the flow and, from this, the aerodynamic
force experienced by the yarn. Subsequently, the structural model uses this force as input
and employs Newton’s second law to calculate the yarn acceleration. This acceleration is,
then, used to calculate the velocity and displacement of the yarn after the current time
step. A more detailed explanation on the iterative procedure is given below.
The coupling code is configured to allow for both explicit and implicit FSI coupling.
The explicit calculation is discussed first. For the explicit method, the velocity at time
t + dt is obtained from the velocity and acceleration at time t according to the following
formula (x = displacement [m], xd = velocity [m/s], xdd = acceleration [m/s2 ]):
xd |t+dt = xd |t + xdd |t · dt

(3)

The displacement and mass at time t + dt follow from:
x|t+dt
m|t+dt

2

= x|t + xd |t · dt + xdd |t · dt2



= ρA · l0 + min xmax , x|t+dt

(5)

F − ρA · x 2d |t+dt
m|t+dt

(6)

(4)

The value of xmax should be set in advance. It is used to specify that from a certain
axial distance on, the yarn is no longer subjected to a significant force. Consequently,
it is no longer stretched and its mass is then removed from the inertial term used to
calculate the acceleration of the yarn according to Newton’s second law, see Formula 6.
After imposing the obtained wall velocity in the flow solver, the new flow is calculated
and the driving force (F) for the yarn is calculated. Subsequently, the acceleration at
time t + dt is retrieved as follows:
xdd |t+dt =

The sequence (3) to (6) is repeated until the desired flow time is reached.
The implicit method uses quasi-Newton iterations to reduce the residual at t + dt. The
residual (R) is defined as:

 


R|t+dt =  F |t+dt − (m · xdd )|t+dt − ρA · x2d t+dt 
(7)
5
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The first coupling iteration (k = 1) is the same as in the explicit method and provides
an estimate for the acceleration at t + dt. From the second coupling iteration onward, the
velocity at time t + dt is retrieved via a Crank-Nicholson approach instead of an explicit
Euler, see Formula 8.
 dt

xd |t+dt = xd |t + xdd |t + xdd |t+dt ·
(8)
2
The displacement at time t + dt follows from:

 dt2
x|t+dt = x|t + xd |t · dt + xdd |t + xdd |t+dt ·
(9)
4
The newly obtained velocity is, then, imposed and the force at t + dt is retrieved from
the flow simulation. This allows the residual to be calculated. The residuals obtained from
the first 2 coupling iterations are used to obtain a finite difference approximation for the
derivative of the residual with respect to the acceleration at time t + dt. This estimate
is used to update the acceleration at time t + dt. The sequence is repeated until the
residual drops below a specified threshold. If, after a selected amount of inner iterations,
no convergence is reached, the derivative is recalculated. It should also be mentioned that
in the flow solver, the force is obtained by integrating over the entire axial length of the
domain. This is not entirely consistent since the yarn does not necessarily span the entire
domain. To assess the effect this has on the calculations, a separate code was developed
which splits the cylinder wall at the physical location of the yarn tip. The driving force
is, then, only integrated over the leftmost part.
2.4

Experimental setup

An experimental setup was constructed by Picanol NV (Ieper, Belgium) to validate the
calculations. A schematic representation of this setup can be found in Figure 1. The yarn
velocity is derived from high speed recordings of the yarn entering the main nozzle. Prior
to launch, black markings are applied to the yarn at regular intervals. As was mentioned
previously, the setup was designed to minimize yarn ballooning, this is accomplished by
carefully storing the windings in a dedicated yarn supply device. Since a smooth surface
was desired, a polymer coated yarn was selected. The yarn has an average diameter
of 0.72 mm and a linear density of 76 tex (g/km). To obtain more accurate data for
the simulations, the yarn that passed through the main nozzle is cut off and weighed to
determine the average linear density of that specific section.
The yarn is launched by supplying highly pressurized air to the main nozzle. To this
end, an air reservoir with adjustable pressure is connected to the main nozzle through
a valve. In this research, reservoir gauge pressures of 3 bar and 5 bar were used. The
pressure in front of the main nozzle is recorded and the measured profiles are used as
input for the CFD calculations. The measured pressure profiles are displayed in Figure 3.
3

RESULTS

All simulations discussed in this paper are performed on a single nozzle geometry. The
nozzle has a conical jet inlet and a conical tube section. Figure 4 shows a sketch with
6
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Figure 3: Gauge pressures measured at the nozzle inlet. These profiles are also used as
input to the simulations.
exaggerated radial dimensions (top) as well as a contour plot of the velocity magnitude
in such a nozzle (bottom). The presence of shocks and supersonic flow can clearly be
observed.

Figure 4: Sketch of the nozzle geometry (top) [not to scale]. Contour plot of velocity
magnitude at 5 bar gauge pressure (bottom).
Since transient simulations are performed, initial conditions have to be specified. The
initial yarn displacement, velocity and acceleration are set to zero. An initial length,
however, has to be specified. This initial length mainly plays a role during the initial
acceleration of the yarn. For sensitivity studies, the initial length is chosen rather small
(l0 = 0.09 m) as this allows the yarn to accelerate faster to an equilibrium velocity which
reduces the required computational time. By contrast, when the simulations are to be
compared to the measurements, the initial length (l0 = 0.584 m) is chosen equal to the
space between the nozzle exit and the yarn supply device (see Figure 1).
As a first step in this paper, the sensitivity of the model with respect to some simplifications and numerical parameters is investigated. To this end calculations at 5 bar gauge
pressure are considered as these yield the highest accelerations. Later on a simulation at
3 bar gauge pressure is also performed.

7
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3.1

Need for FSI

To illustrate the need of incorporating the axial motion into the flow simulations, a
calculation is performed in which the yarn velocity is computed, but not imposed. The
results at 5 bar gauge pressure can be found in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Effect of incorporating the yarn motion into the simulation for l0 = 0.584 m
and 5 bar gauge pressure.
As can be seen from the figure, not incorporating the yarn motion in the flow simulation
leads to an overestimation of the yarn velocity. Over the indicated interval, the average
velocity for the simulation without yarn motion is 37.7 m/s, for the FSI simulation this
was 34.2 m/s and the measurement resulted in an average of 33.7 m/s.
3.2

Explicit versus Implicit FSI Coupling

To verify whether it is worth the additional computational effort of performing implicit
FSI coupling, a comparison is made between the results of an implicit FSI coupling and an
explicit FSI coupling. A gauge pressure of 5 bar is considered and the initial length l0 is
set to 0.09 m. Figure 6 depicts the results as well as the observed difference between both.
It can be seen that the difference between both velocity profiles is negligible. The implicit
calculation required about 50 hours of computational time while the explicit calculation
could be performed within 10 hours on a single core of a 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 2.5
GHz CPU. Therefore, the choice was made to use the explicit algorithm for the remainder
of the calculations.
3.3

Mesh sensitivity

Calculations are performed on a rather coarse mesh with approximately 10 000 cells to
limit the required computational time. The y+ values are well above 30 for the zones of
interest, implying that wall functions are used. It should, however, be noted that shocks
occur in the nozzle due to the supersonic flow in certain zones. To accurately resolve
the shocks and their interaction with the boundary layers, a much higher mesh resolution
is required. The influence of the mesh size is investigated by performing simulations on
meshes uniformly refined in both x- and y-direction. Meshes with 4 times and 16 times
the amount of cells are considered. The velocities are displayed in Figure 7. The largest
difference is about 0.4 m/s. Considering the huge increase in cost that comes with running
8
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Figure 6: Comparison between implicit and explicit FSI coupling for l0 = 0.09 m and 5
bar gauge pressure. The maximal difference is 0.02 m/s.
simulations with 16 times more cells, the difference is deemed acceptable and calculations
are continued on the base mesh with some local refinement, resulting in approximately
11 500 cells.

Figure 7: Influence of mesh size on yarn velocity for l0 = 0.09 m and 5 bar gauge pressure.
The maximal difference is 0.37 m/s.

3.4

Time step sensitivity

Apart from the mesh size, the choice of time step can also influence the results. Simulations are typically performed using a time step of 5e-6 s. The influence of time step
size is investigated by considering time steps of 2.5e-6 s and 1.25e-6 s. The results are
depicted in Figure 8. The observed difference in yarn velocity remains quite low and thus,
a time step of 5e-6 s is opted for.
3.5

Effect of integrating the wall shear stress over the entire axial length

In the simulations the force on the yarn is obtained by integrating the wall shear stress
over a rigid cylinder that extends throughout the entire domain. This domain has to
extend quite some distance beyond the nozzle exit, not to hinder the jet development in
9
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Figure 8: Influence of time step size on velocity for l0 = 0.09 m and 5 bar gauge pressure.
The maximal differences are 0.13 m/s and 0.06 m/s.
the flow simulations. Two distinct effects can now come into play. On the one hand the jet
needs some time to develop and only has a finite axial influence range. This implies that,
from a certain axial distance onward, the yarn velocity exceeds that of the surrounding
air, resulting in a braking force on the cylinder. On the other hand it could be that, in
reality, the yarn tip has not been propelled as far as the jet has propagated. This can
result in an overestimation of the simulated force due to part of the wall shear stress being
taken into account over a region where, physically, there is no yarn present. To analyze
these effects, a separate piece of code was written which only imposes a velocity to the
first part of the cylinder and considers only this part for the force. Initially, the cylinder
is split at the nozzle exit and during the simulation the split location is moved along with
the calculated yarn displacement. The simulations are performed with an initial length
l0 of 0.584 m at 5 bar gauge pressure. Figure 9 compares both simulations.

Figure 9: Effect of splitting the cylinder wall at the yarn tip for l0 = 0.584 m and 5 bar
gauge pressure.
From Figure 9 it can be seen that splitting the wall slows down the initial acceleration,
for the case considered. This implies that the effect of the jet having propagated further
than the yarn causes a difference of at most 1.92 m/s during the start. Moreover, for
the considered simulations there is almost no braking effect as by the time the yarn
10
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attains a considerable velocity, the surrounding air has attained an even higher velocity.
If the domain were to be enlarged considerably, the braking force might gain importance,
especially since the jet would then only influence a small axial part of the atmosphere. In
the splitting approach the split location has to vary during the calculation. This requires
the cylinder walls to be merged and split again at least once per time step. Due to the
large number of time steps to be performed, this procedure increases the total simulation
time substantially and is, therefore, not used in other calculations.
3.6

Comparison to experiment

Based on the previous observations, simulations are performed at gauge pressures of
3 bar and 5 bar and compared to experimental measurements. The simulations start
from zero initial displacement, initial velocity and initial acceleration. An initial length
of 0.584 m is imposed. The mesh consists of about 11 500 cells and a time step of 5e-6 s
is employed. The simulations are performed without splitting of the cylinder wall at the
yarn tip, implying that the yarn velocity is imposed over the entire axial length of the
cylinder and the wall shear stress is also integrated over this entire length. An explicit
FSI coupling is used. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Transient velocity profile for polymer coated yarn launched at 3 bar (left) and
5 bar (right) gauge pressure. Dotted lines indicate the averaging interval.
To compare the regime velocities the velocity profiles are averaged out over a time
interval, starting when the simulated velocity reaches 98% of the maximum simulated
velocity and ending when the simulated velocity starts decreasing again or at the last
measurement point. For 3 bar gauge pressure this results in an average simulated velocity
of 27.6 m/s and an average measured velocity of 27.0 m/s. For 5 bar gauge pressure the
obtained values are 34.2 m/s for the simulation and 33.7 m/s for the measurements. Note,
however, that these calculations have been performed on a rather coarse grid without any
tuning to yarn diameter and/or roughness. The deceleration trend of the yarn with 3
bar gauge pressure is also captured quite well, but will not be considered further on
as it was not the goal of this research. It can be seen from the figures that the yarn
acceleration takes quite long in the simulation compared to the measurements. The slow
transient behavior at startup is most likely due to the choice of the initial length (l0 ).
The simulation methodology implies that the entire length l0 has to be accelerated as a
rigid cylinder, while in reality the yarn has some axial flexibility and is not under tension
at start.
11
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4

CONCLUSION

Despite the simple structural model and the applied simplifications, the current model
is capable of providing a good estimate of the yarn velocity for a smooth yarn without
the use of force coefficients or additional tuning. The initial acceleration of the yarn in
the simulations is, however, quite slow compared to the experiments. This is most likely
due to the fact that in the simulations the yarn is considered as a rigid cylinder while in
reality the yarn has some elasticity. Furthermore, the yarn was not tensioned at the start
of the experiment.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the cooling performance of an axial ﬂux permanent
magnet synchronous machine (AFPMSM). The cooling of this machine is mainly achieved
by air. The path of the cooling air in an AFPMSM is limited to the small area between the
rotor and the stator (air-gap) as well as in the channel being formed between adjacent magnets (air-channel). The rotor disk with the magnets acts as a centrifugal fan resulting in an
eﬃcient cooling. Trapezoidal magnets are typically being used in the AFPMSMs. Here,
the eﬀects of the curved-shape magnets, instead of conventional trapezoidal magnets, on
the convective cooling performance of an AFPMSM are investigated. The case-study is
composed of several arbitrary pairs of the rotor disk with their respective curved-shape
magnets. CFD simulations are carried out by means of Frozen Rotor (FR) concept to
model the cooling airﬂow in the machine. Besides that, an experiment is conducted to
perform this comparative study in order to comprehend the use of curved-shape magnet.
The results reveal that the presence of this type of magnets on the rotor would enhance
the cooling performance of the AFPMSM. Nevertheless, deﬁning an optimal shape of the
curved-shape magnet represents a trade-oﬀ problem that should be solved by ﬁnding the
compromise between the thermal performance and the windage losses.

1

INTRODUCTION

In order to have an eﬃcient design of an AFPMSM, one should minimize the losses in
such a device e.g., the electromagnetic losses. Generally, these losses manifest themselves
as the production of heat. The operating temperature of an electrical machine can be
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controlled by balancing between heat generated and heat removal rate. Controlling the
machine operating temperature is crucial, in order to avoid overheating. This means the
maximum attainable temperature in the machine is a design constraint that limits the
power density [1]. As a consequence, it is imperative to keep the surface temperatures in
the allowable range by means of a proper cooling system.
The convective heat transfer in the rotor-stator conﬁguration of an AFPMSM has
gained much attention over the past few years [2, 3, 4]. Rasekh et al. [5] demonstrated
that the inclusion of the holes in the rotor disk increases the heat transfer removal from
the stator, inasmuch as this creates a net radial outﬂow in the gap region between the
rotor and stator. They also introduced correlations for the convective heat transfer in the
simpliﬁed discoidal system of an AFPMSM [6]. Vansompel et al. [7] has made use of these
correlations in a coupled electromagnetic and thermal model of AFPMSM. Their results
were successfully validated with the measurement on a 4kW AFPMSM. Very recently,
Rasekh et al. [8] developed the correlations for the convective heat transfer coeﬃcients in
an AFPMSM taking into account the geometrical parameters of the magnets at the rotor
disk. They found out the total heat transfer signiﬁcantly improves with an increase in
the magnet thickness ratio, whereas it decreases as the magnet angle enlarges.
The rotor disk with the magnets on it in an AFPMSM could act as radial air-channels
to the circulation of the cooling ﬂow. In order to fully exploit this eﬀect, the inﬂuence
of the curved-shape magnets instead of the conventional permanent magnet (PM) with
trapezoidal shape on the cooling ﬂow characteristics are studied here. Within this context,
the literature studies are rather limited. Fawzal et al. [9] performed a comparative study
of diﬀerent fan blade designs of the rotor disk for the cooling of AFPMSM through CFD
simulations along with the experimental analysis. It was shown that while the backwardinclined design is appropriate for the windage losses, the radial design results in the better
thermal performance with a cost of greater value of windage losses.
The objective of this work is to implement the comparative study to ﬁgure out the
inﬂuence of the curved-shape magnets on the cooling performance of the machine. CFD
simulations are performed considering the conjugate heat transfer calculation to model
the cooling air characteristic. Additionally, a preliminary experiment is conducted with
several arbitrary pairs of the rotor disk with their respective curved-shape magnets.
2

Problem description

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the rotor-stator conﬁguration in an AFPMSM. The current topology is composed of two rotors, surrounding one stator within a very narrow gap.
The geometrical details of the machine are listed in Table 1. There are sixteen magnets
on the rotor that are evenly distributed. There exists an annular opening throughout
the rotor for the sake of cooling eﬀectiveness. Trapezoidal magnets, forming the radial
channels, are typically used in the AFPMSMs. However, curved-shape magnets are being
considered here (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 gives the geometrical details of one complete curved-shape magnet (front view).
The curvature type on the both sides of the magnets is a parabola which is deﬁned by
three points: 1) the inner vertex of the magnet (the same as when the trapezoidal magnet
2
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Rotor

Stator

air-gap

Curved-shape magnet

annular opening

(b)

(a)

Figure 1: (a) The schematic diagram of an AFPMSM (b) Rotor disk with curved-shape
magnets.
Table 1: The geometrical features of the AFPMSM under study.
value (mm)
1.0
4.0
8.0
60
24
50
74
84
30
45

Parameter
Air-gap thickness
Magnet thickness
Axial length of Rotor
Axial length of Stator
Radial length of Magnet
Shaft diameter
Outer radius of Rotor
Outer radius of Stator
Inner radius of Opening
Outer radius of Opening

is used), 2) the shoulder of the arc, defined by θ1 , 3) the tip vertex of the magnet, given
by θ2 . The magnet angle (α) is kept constant at 18◦ along the radial direction.
Five cases are being considered in this work including:
• Case 1: trapezoidal magnet (θ1 = θ2 = 0◦ ) with (β1 = β2 = 0)
• Case 2: (θ1 = 2◦ , θ2 = 6◦ ) with (β1 = 100.19◦ , β2 = 110.20◦ )
• Case 3: (θ1 = −2◦ , θ2 = −6◦ ) with (β1 = 79.81◦ , β2 = 69.98◦ )
• Case 4: (θ1 = −2.5◦ , θ2 = 2.5◦ ) with (β1 = 69.10◦ , β2 = 122.67◦ )
• Case 5: (θ1 = 2.5◦ , θ2 = −2.5◦ )with (β1 = 110.90◦ , β2 = 57.33◦ )
The rotation direction in Fig. 2 is counter-clockwise. The corresponding blade angles
in turbomachinery are also indicated, where β1 is the angle made by the magnet at inlet,
with the tangent to the inlet radius, and β2 represents the magnet angle with the tangent
at outlet of the air-channel. The graphical illustrations of these rotor disks with their
3
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β2
θ2
θ1

α=18°

R50

mm

m
R6 2 m

R74

mm

β1

Figure 2: The detailed front-view of the curved-shape magnet (0 < θ1 , 0 < θ2 ) (The
rotation direction is counter-clockwise.).

Figure 3: The schematic of the rotor disks with their distinct magnet shapes. (The
rotation direction is counter-clockwise.)
distinct shape of the magnets are shown in Fig. 3. In the experiment, for cases 3 & 5, the
same disks are used as for the cases 2 & 4, but the rotor is rotated clockwise.
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Table 2: The characteristics of the machine used in the test set-up.
Parameter
Rated power
Rated speed
Rated frequency
Rated torque
Number of Magnets
Number of stator slots
axial length slot
Slot width

3

Value
4.0
2000
333.3
19
16
15
60
12

Unit
kW
rpm
Hz
N.m
mm
mm

CFD simulations

The 3D CFD simulation are carried out by Ansys FLUENT software to model the
cooling air ﬂow in the AFPMSM under investigation. Since the air-channel between the
adjacent magnets occupy equal volumes, only one segment of the whole domain is taken
into account by making use of the periodic boundary condition. Moreover, half of the
stator with one rotor disk is considered using a symmetry plane in the middle of the
stator. The computational grid contains more than 3,800,000 cells. The distance of the
ﬁrst node to the solid wall of the rotor is chosen in a way that the value of y + is kept
below unity. Moreover, a mesh independency study has successfully been performed. The
Frozen Rotor (FR) concept, which yields a steady state solution, is applied to model the
motion of the rotor. The steady state continuity, momentum and energy equations for
the ﬂuid domain will be as follows,
→
(1)
vr ) = 0
∇.(ρf −
−
→
→
→
→
→
v ) + ρf ( Ω × −
v ) = −∇p + (µ + µt )∇2 −
vr ⊗ −
v
(2)
∇. (ρf −
(
)
−
→ →
→
∇. ρf −
r ) = ∇. ((kf + kt )∇T )
(3)
vr hf + p( Ω × −

→
→
In the above, −
vr is the relative velocity with respect to the rotating frame, −
v is the
−
→
absolute velocity in the stationary frame, Ω represents the rotational velocity vector of
the rotating domain, ρf indicates the air density, hf is the speciﬁc enthalpy of air, µ is
molecular viscosity and µt is the turbulent viscosity, kf is air thermal conductivity and kt
denotes the turbulent thermal conductivity. The turbulent properties are computed from
the k − ω SST turbulence model.
The losses in the machine are introduced as volumetric heat sources in the solid parts.
Conjugate heat transfer (CHT) calculations are performed, as the ﬂow and heat transfer
of the cooling air should be solved at the same time with the energy equation in the solid
domain. As a matter of fact, the governing equations in each of the ﬂuid and the solid
regions are solved iteratively. The ﬂuid/solid interfaces are employed to couple the energy
equations between the ﬂuid and solid domain to ensure the continuity of temperature and
the conservation of energy. Inside the solid region, the energy equation is written as,
∇. (ks ∇T ) + Sh = 0
5
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where Sh represents the volumetric heat source, and ks is thermal conductivity of the solid
parts. It is assumed that the thermal conductivities of the machine parts comprising the
rotor, the magnet and the stator are uniform, isotropic and constant with temperature.
4

Experimental Set-up

An AFPMSM prototype, shown in Fig. 4, is manufactured to evaluate the thermal
performance of the machine. The main characteristics of this test set-up are listed in
Table 2. This prototype is used as a generator. It is powered by an induction machine,
and the rotational speed is controlled by an industrial inverter. Note that the rotor disks
with their dummy magnets (shown in Fig. 5) have the same geometrical features as in
the CFD modeling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Experimental set-up (b) close-up of the prototype.
The body of the rotor disk is also made of aluminium. On the stator side, the heat is
generated by Joule losses. At full load of the machine, about 100 W power loss is present
in the entire stator. The experiments are conducted at rotational speeds of 1000 and 2000
rpm. Temperature sensors are inserted in the test set-up to measure the temperature
at diﬀerent parts of the machine. An infrared temperature sensor ZTP-135SR is used
to measure the rotor temperature. To record the stator winding temperature, a PT100
platinum resistance thermometer is placed inside it. The room temperature of the laboratory where the measurement carried out is around 25◦ C. In order to ensure that the
machine has reached the thermal steady state condition, the temperatures are monitored
with time. Typically, a steady state temperature was reached after 2.5 hours of running
time.
5

Results and discussion

In this section, the eﬀects of using curved-shape magnets on the thermal eﬃciency and
the windage losses are elaborately explained.

6
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Figure 5: The rotor disks with dummy magnets used in the experiment.
5.1
5.1.1

CFD simulation results
Cooling air characteristics

Due to the compact structure of AFPMSMs, the appropriate thermal modeling is one
of the main design issues. A good way of improving the eﬃciency of the cooling system
is to induce ﬂow from the surrounding cooler air into the machine, in particular to the
air-channel. Therefore, we focus on the ﬂow characteristics inside this region.

Figure 6: Radial velocity contours in the air-channel for various curved-shape magnets at
ω = 1000 rpm. (The rotation direction is counter-clockwise.)
Fig. 6 elucidates the contour of the radial velocity in the air-channel for several curvedshape magnets at rotational speed of 1000 rpm when the direction of the rotation is
counter-clockwise. It is observed that the use of the rotor disk case 5 (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5)
7
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Figure 7: Temperature contours in the air-channel for various curved-shape magnets at
ω = 1000 rpm. (The rotation direction is counter-clockwise.)
results in the strongest radial outﬂow at the periphery of the air-channel, whereas the
application of the case 4 (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5) leads to the weakest airﬂow directed in the
space between the magnets.
To gain more detailed insight about the ﬂow ﬁeld, Table 3 provides the data for the
incoming mass ﬂow rate of the cooling air to the machine passing through the annular
opening with diﬀerent curved-shape magnets. It is found that the case 5 (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 =
−2.5) gives rise to the highest mass ﬂow rate of the cooling air for both rotational speeds
of 1000 and 2000 rpm. These ﬁndings support the results observed in the radial velocity
contour alongside the air-channel. From this Table, it is also seen that the trapezoidal
magnets are the second best. Therefore, it can be concluded that having the curvedshape magnet does not necessarily enhance the amount of the cooling air entering to the
AFPMSM as compared to the trapezoidal magnets, and it is the shape of the curvature
that plays the essential role.
Table 3: Mass ﬂow rate (kg/s) passing through the annular opening for various curvedshape magnets and rotational speeds.
diﬀerent curved-shape magnets
(θ1 = θ2 = 0)

(θ1 = 2, θ2 = 6)

(θ1 = −2, θ2 = −6)

(θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5)

(θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5)

1000

0.00116

0.00111

0.00102

0.00095

0.00118

2000

0.00282

0.00265

0.00250

0.00223

0.00297

Rotational speed (rpm)

Besides the eﬀects of the curved-magnet on the ﬂow structure, the trends for the
air temperature distribution are equally important. Fig. 7 illustrates the temperature
contours in the air-channel between the magnets when each of the ﬁve disks is utilized.
8
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The use of the curved-shape magnets with (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5) leads to coldest air in
this region as compared to other rotor disks examined here. By contrast, the curvedshape magnet with (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5) brings about the highest air temperature in the
air-channel. The lower air temperature represents the eﬀectiveness of the corresponding
rotor disk in the heat losses evacuation.
5.1.2

Windage losses

Another issue that can be aﬀected by the shape of the magnets is the windage power
loss. The total windage losses are evaluated by accumulating the power associated with
the aerodynamic forces (viscous or pressure) against rotary parts of the machine.
6

Total Windage Losses (W)

5

θ1 = −2.5 & θ2 = 2.5
θ1 = 2.5 & θ2 = −2.5
θ1 = 2 & θ2 = 6
θ1 = −2 & θ2 = −6
T rapezoidal

4

3

2

1

0

1000

2000

ω

3000

4000

Figure 8: The overall windage losses in the AFPMSM for various curved-shape magnets
at diﬀerent rotational speeds.
Fig. 8 discloses the eﬀect of the curved-shape magnets on the overall windage losses in
the machine at diﬀerent rotational speeds, based on the results of the CFD simulations.
The lowest values of the windage losses can be achieved by using the curved-shape magnet
with (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5). This trend is very noticeable at the higher rotational speed,
e.g., at 4000 rpm. Furthermore, the forward curved rotors (Case 3 & Case 5) result in
greater windage power losses as compared to the backward curved rotors (Case 2 & Case
4), which is quite expected from the turbomachinery point of view. This tendency could
be attributed to the stronger radial ﬂow by using forward curved rotor disk, shown in
Fig. 6.
5.2

Experimental results

The measured values of the steady state temperatures of the rotor disk and the stator
are used to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the curved-shape magnets in the full load of the
prototype.

9
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Measured at 1000 rpm
Measured at 2000 rpm
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(a) Rotor temperature
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(b) Stator temperature

Figure 9: Comparison between the results of CFD simulations and the experimental data
according to various curved-shape magnets (a) rotor temperature (b) stator temperature.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the temperatures of the rotor and the stator from the measurement data at the rotational speeds of 1000 and 2000 rpm. It is found that the use of
the rotor disk with the curved-shape magnet of (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5) leads to the lowest
temperature of the rotor, i.e., about 33.3◦ C at 1000 rpm, even though the temperature
reduction is not very remarkable. In fact, the diﬀerence between the maximum tempera10
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ture of the rotor disk with (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5) and the minimum temperature achieved
by the curved-shape magnet of (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5) is less than 3◦ C according to the
measured data at the rotational speed of 1000 rpm. This diﬀerence becomes even smaller
once the rotational speed reaches 2000 rpm.
Similar to the results for the temperature of the rotor disk, it is observed that the use
of the curved-shape magnet (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5) brings about the lowest stator winding
temperature (about 47◦ C at 2000 rpm) as compared to other magnets examined in this
work. The experimental results also show that an increase in the rotational speed from
1000 to 2000 rpm results in the stator winding temperature drops from 56◦ C to about
48◦ C when the trapezoidal magnets (θ1 = θ2 = 0) are used.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper dealt with the eﬀect of the curved-shape magnets at the rotor disk on the
cooling performance and windage losses in an AFPMSM. Five pairs of rotor disks with
their distinct dummy magnets were considered as the case-study. CFD simulation were
implemented to model the cooling air ﬂow in the channel between magnets and the small
gap between rotor and stator. Moreover, the numerical ﬁndings were used to assess the
windage power losses. An experimental analysis was also undertaken by manufacturing
the same rotor disks with the curved-shape magnets as in the numerical thermal modeling.
The CFD results revealed that the strongest radial outﬂow at the periphery of the
air-channel with the coldest air in this region is achieved for the curved-shape magnet of
(θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5). Moreover, it was shown that to attain the lowest windage losses
the curved-shape magnet with (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5) could be the best choice among the
other magnets tested here. From the CFD results, an increase in rotational speed of the
rotor from 1000 to 4000 rpm results in the windage losses increase from 0.08 to 5.8W.
The steady state temperature of the rotor and stator were measured for the various
curved-shape magnets at diﬀerent rotational speeds. The measurement data indicated
that there is about 8◦ C temperature reduction in the stator winding for the trapezoidal
magnets when the rotational speed goes up from 1000 to 2000 rpm. Furthermore, it
was demonstrated that the use of the rotor disk with the curved-shape magnets (θ1 =
2.5, θ2 = −2.5) results in the lowest temperature on the rotor and stator. However, the
temperature diﬀerences between the best choice of the rotor disk with the worst one is
not very remarkable, e.g., only about 3◦ C in the stator temperature at 2000 rpm.
In summary, deﬁning an optimal shape of the curved-shape magnet at the rotor disk
represents a trade-oﬀ problem that should be solved by ﬁnding the compromise between
the thermal performance and the windage losses. For the application presented here, use
of the curve-shape magnet with (θ1 = 2.5, θ2 = −2.5) is recommended for the cooling
purposes, whereas the choice of (θ1 = −2.5, θ2 = 2.5) is advantageous in the windage
power losses point of view.
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Abstract. Axial ﬂow in tube bundles with small pitch-to-diameter ratio, a geometry
encountered in nuclear reactor cores and heat exchangers, often displays periodic ﬂuctuations. A signiﬁcant velocity discrepancy between the inter-cylinder gap and subchannel
center originates from the diﬀerence in through-ﬂow area, feeding an instability. As it is
associated with velocity-shear, it is similar to the Kelvin–Helmholtz type and the term
‘gap instability’ is adopted. A vortex street arises and structural vibration of the cylinders
might develop due to the ﬂuctuating pressure. Numerical simulations of this phenomenon
were performed.
The computational domain was constructed to match the most important geometrical
features of an experimental setup. The bundle consists of 7 steel tubes in triangular
array, placed in a hexagonal conduit. A ﬂexible segment made of silicone is embedded in
the central tube, with both extremes clamped to the steel parts of the cylinder. In the
experiment, data of the ﬂuctuating velocity was gathered using laser Doppler anemometry
measurements.
As ﬁrst step, a completely rigid structure was considered. Unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (URANS) simulations were used to test if this particular geometry also
triggers the gap vortex street, which was the case. The phenomenon clearly appears as
oscillations of the velocity components. Subsequently, ﬂuid-structure interaction (FSI)
simulations, taking into account the ﬂexible part, allowed to assess the eﬀect of the ﬂuctuating ﬂow ﬁeld on the structure. A comparison between one-way and two-way coupled
simulations was made.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this research is the vibration of rod bundle geometries induced by axial ﬂow. These geometries are common in nuclear reactor cores and heat exchangers.
Diﬀerent kinds of ﬂuid-structure interactions can contribute to the load imposed by the
ﬂuid on the structure. The characterization of this load is important to assess safety and
performance, and a lot of research has been dedicated to it in the past.
A ﬁrst mechanism is turbulence-induced vibration. A ﬂuctuating pressure ﬁeld associated with the turbulence acts on the structure and excites vibrations. These were
characterized by Curling and Paı̈doussis [1, 2] with experimental measurements. An analytical model for the response of a cluster of cylinders to the incident pressure ﬁeld was
derived earlier by Paı̈doussis and Curling [3]. The interest in this phenomenon has not
ceased up to today, an example of recent work being the numerical research of De Ridder
[4], in which vibration of a cylinder in turbulent annular ﬂow was investigated using large
eddy simulations (LES).
Another phenomenon is vortex-induced vibration. The best known example is the vibration of a cylinder in cross-ﬂow resulting from the ﬂuctuating forces associated with a
von Kármán vortex street. Vortex shedding can however also occur in other ﬂow situations. It is known that densely packed rod bundles are able to trigger a ﬂow instability
similar to the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. This instability originates from the velocity shear between the inter-cylinder gap and subchannel and is the driving force for the
vortex shedding. Meyer and Rehme [5] have investigated this shedding of large coherent
structures with their experiments on compound rectangular channels and attempted to
characterize the structure of the vortex street. The large-scale, quasi-periodic coherent
structures appeared as a street of alternating, counter-rotating vortices. Other experimental work include that of Guellouz and Tavoularis [6, 7], who investigated a single
cylinder near a wall. Building on this work, Chang and Tavoularis [8] performed numerical simulations on the same geometry using URANS simulations. The formation of
large-scale, quasi-periodic coherent structures was again conﬁrmed. A multi-rod geometry
was experimentally investigated by Baratto [9]. This work identiﬁed the interaction of
the diﬀerent vortex streets, showing the possibility that the vortex street at one location
is inﬂuenced by the one in an adjacent, or even remote location. This result expresses the
need for further research, as was addressed by Chang and Tavoularis [10] by investigating a similar multi-rod geometry numerically. Again an interaction between the diﬀerent
streets coherent structures was found, forming a network. In an attempt to unify the
nomenclature, Tavoularis [11] termed the instability as ‘gap instability’ and the resulting
vortex street as ‘gap vortex street’, forming a ‘rod bundle vortex network’.
A more elaborate overview on the subject of gap vortex streets up to 2010 can be
found in the paper of Meyer [12]. Examples of recent research are Choueiri and Tavoularis
[13, 14], De Ridder [15] and De Moerloose [16]. This investigation mainly builds on the
work of De Ridder [15].
Besides turbulence-induced and vortex-induced vibration, also ﬂuid-elastic instabilities
can arise. In that case, a strongly coupled interaction between the ﬂow and structure

2
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Figure 1: Cross-section of the geometry of the 7-rod bundle with indication of the measurement locations.
causes large amplitude motion. This can cause impacting between adjacent rods and
short-term failure. This situation is usually avoided by design. However, also the smallamplitude vibration caused by turbulence or vortex-shedding can cause damage, due to
fatigue and/or fretting.
For this study, the gap vortex street is investigated using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Subsequently, ﬂuid-structure interaction simulations are performed, for a
conﬁguration free of ﬂuid-elastic instabilities. The resonance frequency of the structure
is in this case close to the expected excitation frequency of the ﬂuctuating ﬂow. In an
attempt to assess the inﬂuence of the feedback of the structure on the ﬂow, a comparison is made between one-way coupled simulations and two-way coupled simulations. The
results could facilitate future research. Using the data, a comparison will be made with
an experimental setup located at Delft University of Technology, in a later stage of the
research. In this experimental setup, data on the velocity is collected using laser Doppler
anemometry measurements.
2

METHODOLOGY

A schematic of the geometry under investigation is given in Figure 1. Seven steel rods
are placed in a hexagonal duct. The central rod has a ﬂexible part made of silicone,
clamped at both ends to the steel parts of the rod. The clearance between the cylinder
and duct matches the inter-cylinder gap. The geometrical data can be found in Table 1.
It is a densely packed rod bundle and the pitch-over-diameter of 1.1 is in the range of
P/D-ratios for which the gap vortex streets occur.
A structured, hexahedral grid is used, with 538 axial divisions, 120 divisions in circumferential directions and 5 divisions between the cylinder wall and the middle of the gap.

3
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Table 1: Geometrical data of the rod bundle.
Parameter
Diameter D
Pitch P
Length L
Flexible length Lf

Value
0.025 m
0.0275 m
0.7 m
0.07 m

The structural mesh contains 1850 elements.
The commercial CFD-package ANSYS Fluent, applying the ﬁnite volume method
(FVM), is used. The k-ω SST model is applied for turbulence modeling. At the walls,
no-slip boundary conditions are imposed. Streamwise periodic boundaries with a pressure
gradient of 4905 Pa/m drive the water ﬂow. This streamwise periodic boundary condition
was also used by Chang and Tavoularis [8], the main beneﬁt being the reduced domain
length and therefore mesh size, as the ﬂow is inherently developed. All quantities were
discretized using second order schemes.
The ﬁnite element method (FEM) is used for the structural side, implemented in the
Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM) software package Abaqus.
For the coupling between ﬂuid and structure during the FSI calculations, an in-house
code is used. A partitioned approached is followed, utilizing the IQN-ILS algorithm [17].
During the FSI-calculations, the loads on the ﬂuid-structure interface are repeatedly
reported by the CFD model to the CSM model. The CSM model calculates the deformations and reports these back. For the one-way case, the loads on an undeformed
cylinder are reported by Fluent, but interpreted by Abaqus as acting on its deformed geometry. This mismatch between the ﬂuid and structure side is always present in one-way
simulations and an important consideration when doing them, but the diﬀerence is here
considered negligible because the deformations are small.
The length of the domain (0.7 m) is deemed to be large enough compared to the ﬂexible
part (0.07 m), so that the downstream inﬂuence of the structural motion has decayed when
reaching the ﬂexible part again, after re-entering the domain.
Before the FSI was switched on, 8.89 s of ﬂow time were simulated with the structure
rigid, to allow the ﬂow to settle, using time steps of 0.289 ms. In this phase non-iterative
time advancement (NITA) was used. After that the coupling (either one-way or two-way)
was switched on and the PISO-algorithm was used to compute 1200 more time steps.
3

RESULTS

In this section the results are discussed, involving a discussion about the ﬂow structure
and a comparison between one-way coupling and two-way coupling.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Pressure on the ﬂexible cylinder wall and (b) shear stress on the complete
cylinder wall. The dashed lines indicate subchannels, while the solid line indicate gaps.
3.1

Coherent structures and incident pressure ﬁeld

For the ﬁrst part, it is checked whether the vortex streets appear for this particular
geometry and ﬂow conditions, and if they are captured by the URANS-simulations. This
was the case, as expected, and a more detailed discussion follows below. The ﬁgures
that are used in this paragraph are extracted from the results of the two-way coupled
simulations, but the discussion on this level is equally valid for the one-way case.
Figure 2a displays the incident pressure ﬁeld on the wall of the ﬂexible cylinder. Figure
2b shows the shear stress on the central cylinder (indicated by ‘0’ on Figure 1) along
the entire length (note the diﬀerent range of the z-axis). The circumferential positions
corresponding to a subchannel are indicated by a dashed line, while those corresponding
to gaps are indicated by solid lines. The pressure ﬁeld gives a good impression of the
structure of the ﬂow. Regions of low and high pressure can be observed in between the
gaps and subchannels.
Figure 3 facilitates examining the ﬂow structure in more detail. It shows only four
pressure cells in a plane in between cylinders, indicated in Figure 1 as the bottom edge
of the dashed hexagon (solid red line). The in-plane components of the velocity vectors
are plotted in overlay, but are given constant length for clarity purposes. These velocity
vectors are calculated relative to the bulk velocity, estimated as the mass ﬂow rate divided
by the density and throughﬂow area. For clarity, the ﬁgure has been stretched in horizontal
direction. This ﬁgure indicates a clear link between the pressure and velocity ﬁeld and
reveals the vortical nature of the ﬂow structure. Low pressure regions are indeed associated
with a vortex because they provide the centripetal force to curve the ﬂow towards the
vortex center. The high pressure regions are located at the convex side of the streamlines,
which is to be expected as they provide the force to curve the ﬂow away. The vertical
centerline of the ﬁgure corresponds with a gap. The vortices can thus be seen to appear
in counter-rotating pairs, at alternating sides of the gap. This the ﬂow structure that
5
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Figure 3: Plot of the pressure contours on a plane in between cylinders, indicated as a
solid red line in Figure 1, with an overlay of velocity vectors relative to the bulk velocity
and given constant length.
has also been proposed by Meyer and Rehme [5], among others. In the gap region, in
between the low and high pressure zones, the ﬂow follows an oscillatory trajectory, with
the low pressure cells at the concave sides. This ﬂow path can also be observed in Figure
2b, as the wall shear displays the same oscillatory behavior, transporting high velocity
ﬂuid from the subchannels towards the gaps and vice versa. Increased mixing rates have
indeed been observed for this kind of geometries in past investigations, which have been
summarized by Meyer [12].
Going back to Figure 2a, the alternating vortex streets from adjacent gaps form a kind
of rhombic network, connecting the low pressure regions. Similarly, a connection of the
high pressure regions forms a similar rhombic mesh, but shifted spatially. This structure
is however disrupted at some locations. This is likely due to the chaotic nature of the
quasi-periodic ﬂow pulsations, as Baratto [9] states it: ‘The coherent structures are not
perfectly periodic in time and possibly interact among themselves so that the signals
would occasionally contain phase shifts and even missing periods.’
3.2

One-way coupling to two-way coupling comparison

In this section the comparison between one-way coupling and two-way coupling is made
by examining the forces acting on the rods.
Figure 4a and 4b show the x- and y-components of the total force acting on the ﬂexible
cylinder as a function of time, for both the one-way and two-way case. A remarkable
diﬀerence is to be seen, as the force components for the two-way case display a higher
amplitude than those for the one-way simulation. This indicates that the feedback from
structure to the ﬂuid has an important inﬂuence. This can possibly be due to a lock-in
mechanism. As the diﬀerence in results for one-way simulations and two-way simulations
is not negligible, relying solely on one-way coupling is believed to be insuﬃcient for this
6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Force in (a) x-direction and (b) y-direction on the ﬂexible segment of rod 0.
case.
For the axial component (not shown), no diﬀerence is seen between the two force
components. This is because the traction force is small, compared to the tranversal components associated with the pressure ﬁeld, thus inducing small displacement. Moreover,
the deformation induced by traction does not signiﬁcantly change the geometry from the
point of view of the ﬂow.
Figure 5a and 5b show the force components on a part of rod 1 with the same axial
location as the ﬂexible part. Upon investigation of the force in x-direction on rod 1
also a higher amplitude is found for the two-way coupled case, although the diﬀerence
is less pronounced than on rod 0 because rod 1 is rigid. This result is obscured for the
y-component, due to a high frequency component that seems to be superposed on it. It
is hypothesized that it originates from a kind of radial mode, as will be explained in the
following paragraph.
The use of periodic boundary conditions in an incompressible solver implies that using
a pressure reference is necessary, to avoid a ﬂoating pressure. In ANSYS Fluent, this is
achieved by making a certain point of the domain the pressure reference location. The
pressure value at this location is subtracted from the entire pressure ﬁeld every iteration.
The pressure in this point is thus constant. In this case, the entire pressure ﬁeld has
a ﬂuctuating nature due to the convection of the coherent structures. This causes a
constantly changing global pressure level because the local ﬂuctuations in the pressure
reference point are applied as an oﬀset to the entire ﬁeld, and consequently a changing
compressive force acts on the ﬂexible cylinder. This excites a breathing mode, a vibration
of the cylinder radius. This vibration cannot be found in the forces acting on the central
cylinder, as the global pressure level cancels out over the circumference. The associated
displacement however has an inﬂuence. Via its feedback on the ﬂuid domain it creates
extra forces acting on the peripheral rods. This extra force is expected to be only found
in a component radiating away from the center, and not in a direction perpendicular to
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Force in (a) x-direction and (b) y-direction on rod 1.
it. Indeed, as can be seen from Figure 5a and 5b, the high frequency content is only
found in the y-component, this direction is coincident with a line connecting the centers
of rod 0 and rod 1. The x-force, which is perpendicular to this line, does indeed not
show a high frequency component. The same observations were found by expressing the
forces on every peripheral rod in components along a radial and circumferential direction,
reinforcing the conclusion.
3.3

Displacements

Further evidence of a breathing mode causing high frequency force components is found
when looking at displacements of the two-way coupled case.
Figure 6a and 6b show the centerline displacement for an axial coordinate of 0.0135 m,
i.e. the center of the ﬂexible cylinder, as a function of time. This gives an indication of
the transversal vibration of the rod. It can be seen to be a low frequency motion, more
or less in correspondence with the forces (see Figure 4a and 4b).
In order to assess the radial mode, the average radius of a cross-section, again at an
axial coordinate of 0.135 m, is calculated. The result is depicted in Figure 7. It can be
seen that the breathing mode amplitude is an order of magnitude smaller than the beam
mode amplitude. Its frequency is higher, and resembles that of the extra force component
observed in Figure 5b, as expected.
The simulation time window of 0.346222 seconds of ﬂow time is too short to perform
a rigorous frequency analysis (e.g. by using FFT). The signals cannot be considered
stationary yet (see for example the forces on rod 1, Figure 5a and 5b), but a rudimentary
analysis is attempted by estimating the number of periods.
The forces on the central rod and the consequential lateral motion have about 9 to 10
periods, indicating a frequency of 26 to 29 Hz. Information on the velocity components
(not shown here) was collected in some points of the domain, indicated in Figure 1 by red
dots. 10 to 11 periods were present, indicating a frequency of 29 to 32 Hz. A frequency
8
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Centerline displacement in (a) x-direction and (b) y-direction of the ﬂexible rod
at z=0.135 m.

Figure 7: Average radius at z=0.135 m.
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of 31 Hz was reported earlier by De Ridder [15]. As these frequencies are close, the beam
mode vibration is clearly associated with the vortex shedding.
In Figure 5b, about 46 oscillations can be found, which corresponds to a frequency of
about 133 Hz. The signal displayed in Figure 7 is a bit chaotic, but 42 to 46 periods can
be found. As this signal contains more periods compared to the time window, an attempt
to do a frequency analysis can be made. The ﬁst local maximum of the autocorrelation of
the signal is found at a shift of 25 to 26 timesteps. This would correspond to a frequency
of 133 to 138 Hz.
It is clear that two distinct phenomena are found here: at a low frequency the beam
mode vibration associated with the vortex shedding, and at a high frequency the breathing
mode vibration excited by a changing global pressure level. While not being unphysical,
the breathing mode is associated with the numerical setup rather than with the physics
involved in the actual case of interest. A possible solution to this is changing the pressure
reference: instead of keeping one single point of the domain ﬁxed at a constant pressure,
the entire volume average can be kept constant. This is expected to average out ﬂuctuations and consequently diminish or even eliminate oscillations of the global pressure level.
This will be attempted in the continuation of the research, conﬁrming or debunking the
claim that a breathing mode is caused by the pressure reference point.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations of a 7-rod bundle similar to an experimental setup has been
performed. The appearance of a rod bundle vortex network has been conﬁrmed and its
structure has been examined. After that, a comparison between one-way and two-way
coupled simulations has been made. This revealed that the forces, especially those on
the ﬂexible structure, displayed a higher amplitude, which could indicate a kind of lockin phenomenon coming into play. It at least discourages the use of one-way coupled
simulations for this particular case in future research.
A high frequency component was also found in the force components radiating away
from the central cylinder, acting on the peripheral cylinders. It was hypothesized that
they originate from a breathing mode of the central cylinder, triggered by a changing
global pressure level. This oscillating global pressure level is believed to be caused by the
numerical setup, namely the use of a pressure reference point.
Future research will include further investigation into this breathing mode and the
elimination of it, and comparing quantitatively data with the experimental setup. This
will be the frequency content of the velocity components as well as the displacement of
the central cylinder.
5
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In directional drilling process, the tube transport technology is a key factor to ensure the
drilling process. This paper mainly studies the dynamic characteristics of tubes in the case of
liquid filling. Consider the case where there is a transport fluid inside the tube, and the
horizontal tube model is established. Based on the vibration characteristics of the tube, an
added mass coefficient is proposed to calculate the natural frequency of the tube. Through the
numerical simulation, analyzing the influence of different external conditions (fluid velocity,
medium concentration) on the velocity distribution, volume fraction distribution and pressure
drop model of the tube in different sections. Moreover, the natural characteristics of the tube
depend on the tube design parameters (length, radius, etc.) and the volume fraction of liquid
filled in the tube. Experiments verified that changing the tube design parameters can calculate
the natural frequency of the tube directly. Therefore, it is feasible to propose the method of
attaching the liquid mass to the tube itself to obtain the natural frequency of the tube.
According to the research, it can be concluded that : (i) The natural frequency of the tube
decreases as the length of the tube increases; (ii) The increase of the volume fraction of the
liquid in the tube significantly reduces the natural frequency of the tube; (iii) The velocity of
the fluid in the tube has less effect on the natural characteristics of the tube itself; (π) The
added mass coefficient of fluid is not a fixed value, it varies with the volume fraction of fluid
in the tube.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the advanced industrialized countries is that the losses caused by tube
vibration amounted to tens or even tens of billions of dollars each year. Therefore, it is very
important to ensure the safety of tube transportation during drilling. The sudden change of
load and strong vibration are inevitable in the process of mechanical work, which will cause
strong disturbance to the transmission tubes and leads to instable work situation [1].
The basic vibration of the outside machine and resonance of the tube are the most
important factors that aggravate the vibration of the transmission tube. Therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the vibration of the tube so as to avoid the resonance [2]. In the process of
drilling, with the deepening of the length of the drill string in the coal seam, the natural
frequency of the tube itself cannot be directly tested. When the tube filled with liquid, the
change of the volume fraction in the tube is more complicated to study its vibration
characteristics. The research on the dynamic characteristics of the tube itself is very necessary.
The main research on the transportation of pulverized coal in tube is to study the
transportation problem of solid-liquid two-phase flow, which is limited by the huge
experimental equipment and the uncertain risk of the environment under the coal seam, so that
some original experiences and conclusion are not that applicable to the calculation of twophase flow. It is difficult to meet the design requirements and operating parameters of tubes
by copying the previous formula studies, and improper handling may even affect the safety of
production. Thence, it is significant to have a preliminary theoretical calculation or
experimental verification of the two-phase flow in the tube before transportation so as to
provide a reference for the subsequent design. The drill string model is shown in Figure 1.
This paper uses loop experiments to verify the theoretical results of the two-phase flow
transport tube. Based on the liquid-filled tube model, the dynamic characteristics of the tube
in the liquid-filled tube were experimentally tested, and a method of calculating the natural
frequency of the tube by adding the fluid quality to the tube itself was obtained. Verify the
accuracy by comparing with numerical simulation and provide valuable data to the actual drill
string design.
Drill string

Casing

Medium

Drill

Mixture

Figure 1: Drill string model



2 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
According to the actual working process of the horizontal directional drilling rig, the initial
condition inlet is set as the speed inlet, the liquid inlet velocity is 3-5 m/s and the initial
velocity of pulverized coal is zero [3]. Since the pressure and velocity cannot be determined
until the calculation is complete, the outlet is selected as the outflow boundary condition to set
the normal gradient for all flow parameters except pressure to zero [4]. For different
requirements, the inner tube is set to wall, no sticky slip, the inner tube speed is 0-400 rpm.
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In order to compare the influence of different transport media on the transport capacity, the
main fluid medium used in this simulation is liquid water and CMC (Carboxymethyl cellulose)
solution, in which the medium water can be directly applied in the material bank. CMC
solution needs to be re-set in the form of new materials, the parameters are shown in Table 1.
The solid material is pulverized coal particle, and the parameters of pulverized coal particle
are shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Transport media parameters

Transport media

Viscosity(cP)

CMC

15.6

Density(Ȁଷ )

Concentration

998.5

0.4%

Table 2: Solid material parameters

Solid material
Pulverized coal particle

Density(Ȁଷ )

Diameter (m)
0.0003

Volume fraction

1556

15%

2.1 Experimental design
The main purpose of this experiment is to test the natural parameters of tubes under the
condition of the change of tube parameters and the change of external parameters. Then the
correctness of the experimental results is verified by numerical simulation. Because the
natural frequency of the liquid filled tube is not convenient for practical applications, it is
hoped that a method of calculating the natural frequency of the tube, and the natural
frequency will be found by adding the quality of the liquid to the quality of the tube itself. In
this experiment, PVC-U tubes are used. The principle of selection mainly depends on the fact
that the density (ρ=1350/m3) of the PVC-U tubes is similar to the density of the water in the
transport medium. Therefore, the added mass of the liquid becomes one of the total mass.
Thus the important part increases the influence of the liquid on the natural frequency of the
tube and gives experimental results more clearly with the measurement.
During the experiment, one end of the PVC-U tube was closed with a plastic cap and the
other end was a self-priming pump with the power of P=0.675kw to circulate water inside the
tube. The inner tube was supported by several magnet buttons inside the outer tube to
simulate annulus water gap process. The two ends of the tube used two nylon rope to
straighten the level [5]. The specific experimental equipment is as shown in Figure 2. The
experimental parameters used in the PVC-U tube are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Tube parameters

Tube number

1

Outer diameter (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Length (mm)

25
2
1000

2
25
2
1500

3

4

5

6

7

25
2
2000

40
3
1000

40
3
1500

40
3
2000

40
3
2500
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Modal parameters tested by experiment are reference for designing machine. The whole
process of modal testing consists of two parts: the measurement of Frequency Response
Functions (FRF) and the identification of modal parameters, these two parts are mainly tested
by the modal analysis module in the system. Modal parameter measurement and analysis
system is mainly composed of excitation system, vibration response pick-up system, and FRF
measurement.

Figure 2: Experimental equipment

The specific experimental process is as follows. (i) According to the actual experiment
process, selecting the way of moving the hammer to tap equal spacing points. (ii) At the
corresponding measuring point, light-weighted high-sensitivity accelerometers is used to
measure the vibration response of the tube. (iii) The signal from the impact hammer and
accelerometer is collected by a data acquisition card to obtain FRF of the tube. (iv) The
obtained FRF is imported into Me’scope V5 for data post-processing analysis to obtain the
natural frequency and mode shape under the test.
2.2 Modal analysis
In order to get the natural characteristics of the tube itself and compare the change of
natural characteristics under different external conditions, the experiment first conducts the
modal test on the tube with the length of L6=2000mm and the diameter of D=40mm to obtain
the modes at the first four natural frequencies, the results are shown in Figure 3.
From Figure 3, it can be found that the natural frequency of each step of the tube and its
mode shapes coincide with the actual ones. And compared with the subsequent simulation
results, the accuracy of the experimental results can be verified.
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(a) The first mode

(b) The second mode

(c) The third mode

(d) The fourth mode

Figure 3: The first four modes of the tube

2.2.1

The effect of tube length on tube natural frequency

In order to study the influence of tube length on the natural characteristics of the tube itself,
regardless the change of fluid quality and tube diameter, do modal test in No. 4, 5, 6, 7 tubes
without liquid.
400

1s t mode
2nd mode
3rd mode

Frequency (Hz)

300

200

100

0

1.0

1.5

2.0

Length (m)

2.5

Figure 4: The first three natural frequencies of the tube under different lengths
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According to the experimental results, the first three natural frequencies of the tube are
obtained under three different lengths, and the analysis is shown in Figure 4. As shown in
Figure 4, the larger the tube length, the smaller the natural frequency of the tube. Due to the
change of tube length, its own quality and stiffness change at the same time, and in this case,
the change of stiffness is dominant. It can also be found that changes in the length of the tube
lead to changes in the quality and stiffness of the tube, which in turn causes the natural
frequency of the tube to change, and the results can be obtained directly in the form of
calculations.
2.2.2

The effect of added mass on tube natural frequency

In the case of flow transportation, the volume of the fluid in the tube will change which
results the change of the natural frequency of the tube itself. In order to study the influence of
the fluid on the natural frequency of the tube, using a self-priming pump with the power of
P=0.675kw to ensure the tube are pumped in different water-filled states. The tubes were
respectively tested in fully-completed, 50% filled and 0% filled with water [6,7]. Through the
modal experiment, the FRF curve of the tube under different states was obtained, and the first
three natural frequencies were obtained by further analysis. The influence of the variation of
the volume fraction in the tube on the natural frequencies under different lengths was
compared. The analysis is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Volume fraction and natural frequency of tubes under different lengths
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As shown in Figure 5(a), with the increase of the volume fraction, the frequency of each
stage of the tube decreases, especially in the case of natural frequencies above the third order.
The increase of the volume fraction of the liquid in the tube significantly lower the natural
frequency of the tube. Comparing Figure 5(a) – Figure 5(d), it can be seen that the natural
frequency of the tube decreases with the increase of the volume fraction under different tube
lengths. The shorter tube length, the more liquid mass affects the natural frequency.
2.2.3

The effect of tube velocity on tube natural frequency

In order to study the influence of the conveying velocity on the dynamic characteristics of
the tube, the experiment also uses the self-priming pump with the power of P=0.675kw to
pump the water in the tube. The inner tube is filled with water and the middle of the annular
space is drained to a water circulation system. The conveying velocity are 0 m/s, 1.5 m/s and
3 m/s.
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Figure 6: Curves of fluid velocity and natural frequency of tubes under different lengths

It can be found in Figure 6 that the natural frequency of the tube itself decreases with the
increase of the velocity of fluid in the tube. The change is basically linear but not obvious. In
other words, the velocity of the fluid within the tube has the small effect on the natural
characteristics of the tube itself. Comparing the influence of the fluid velocity on the natural
frequency of the tube under different lengths, it can be found that under the three kinds of
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lengths, the variation forms are basically the same. It is further proved that the velocity of the
fluid in the tube has little effect on the natural frequency and can be neglected.
2.2.4

Determine added mass coefficient

Through the above experimental tests and comparison, it can be found that the natural
frequency of the tube itself has relatively large impact on the volume fraction and the length
of the tube. However, fluid velocity has little impact on the natural frequency of the tube.
Therefore, the length of tube and the change of volume fraction are mainly considered to test
the natural frequency of tube. The change of tube length mainly affect tube stiffness and
quality, which can be calculated directly from the previous formula. However, it is very
difficult to obtain the change of the volume fraction directly by calculation method. Hence, a
method of converting the volume fraction of the liquid into the relevant mass attached to the
tube itself is proposed to directly calculate the natural frequency of the liquid-filled tube.
Therefore, the added mass coefficient can be calculated by the experimental data [8,9].



mT  r 2  1

(1)

mL

According to Eq. (1) and experimental date, the value of the added mass coefficient α for
different volume fractions can be calculated for a tube (L6=2000 mm). The parameters of the
tube are shown in Table 4 [10]. The calculation results are shown in Figure 7.
Table 4: Tube parameters

Parameters
PVC

Outer diameter
40mm

Added mass coefficients ¢

1.0

Thickness
3mm

Length
1000mm

Density
0.68kg/m

1s t mode
2nd mode
3rd mode

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0

20

40

60

80

100

Volume fraction of liquid (%)

Figure 7: Curve of volume fraction and added mass coefficient α

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the added mass coefficient of fluid is not a fixed value,
which changes as the volume fraction of fluid changes. The volume fraction of fluid in the
tube increases, and the added mass coefficient α also tends to increase. When the volume
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fraction of fluid reaches 100%, the added mass coefficient is essentially equal to one. In other
words, when the tube is full, the entire volume can be attached to the tube itself to calculate
the natural frequency.
3 CFD ANALYSIS
3.1 Modal simulation of the tube
The previous section performed a modal test on the natural characteristics of the tube, and
studied the variation of the tube’s natural frequency under different external parameters. The
added mass coefficient was obtained by calculation. In order to verify the accuracy of the
experimental data, modal analysis of tube’s natural frequency was conducted in an anhydrous
state. Set the tube parameters and apply modal simulation to obtain the natural frequency and
natural mode, the results are shown in Figure 8 and Table 5.

(a) The first mode

(b) The second mode

(c) The third mode

(d) The fourth mode

Figure 8: The first four order modes of the tube under numerical simulation

Comparing the experimental data with the simulation results, the results are shown in
Figure 9. It can be found that the results are basically consistent, which proves that the data
measured by the experiment is correct.
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Table 5: Natural frequency of tube simulation

Number
The first mode
The second mode
The third mode
The fourth mode

Natural frequency
(Hz)
18.494
50.749
98.821
161.61

Maximum vibration
mode (mm)
65.156
65.079
64.968
64.824

Minimum vibration
mode (mm˅
0.32653
0.39596
0.75666
0.72281

200
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8
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Figure 9: Contrast diagram of experiment and simulation

3.2 Simulation results
Based on the above initial conditions, the cross-section numerical simulation results and a
graph of the pressure over time are obtained. As shown in Figure 10, it can be seen that the
force in the vertical direction is essentially a constant value and the force in the horizontal
direction changes with vibration stimulus changes.
15
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Figure 10: Graph of unit force with time change
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Figure 11, the added mass coefficient α increases as the volume fraction of
liquid increases. The experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical results.
Under the fixed volume fraction, the fixed added mass coefficient α for the transport tube can
be obtained, which is substituted into the equation and solved for the natural frequency.

In order to verify the effect of tube diameter on the added mass coefficient α, PVC-U
tubes with diameters of D1 = 40mm, D2 = 25mm and length L6 = 2000mm were simulated.
The results are shown in Figure 12(a). Moreover, the added mass coefficient α of CMC
solution at different volume fractions was simulated and compared with water, the curves are
shown in Figure 12(b).

The tube dimensions also have an influence on the added mass coefficients, especially
when the tube is full of liquid. Viscosity can play an important role in the fluid-structure
interaction, particularly when Vl is small. The effect of friction due to shear stresses acting on
the interface between the liquid and the internal surface of the tube becomes dominant.
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5

CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the change of the natural frequency of tube with the transport
fluid inside the tube. And through experimental tests and numerical simulations to
obtain a method that can add fluid quality to tube quality to calculate tube’s natural
frequency.
When conveying the fluid, the physical parameters of the tube (length, radius, etc.)
and the volume fraction of the liquid filled in the tube have a great influence on the
natural characteristics of the tube. However, the velocity of the fluid in the tube has
less effect on the natural characteristics of the tube itself. The added mass coefficient
of fluid is not a fixed value, it varies with the volume fraction of fluid in the tube.
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Abstract. Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) has become an accepted framework for the modelling, simulation and optimization (MSO) of engineering processes. However, the fully
automatized generation of analysis-suitable parameterizations of geometries as they arise
in practical workflows is still a challenging task, which often requires application-specific
parameterization approaches.
In this article we present a practical approach [6] based on the principles of Elliptic Grid
Generation (EGG) for the efficient on-demand generation of analysis-suitable spline-based
parameterizations. Starting from a (point cloud) description of the boundary provided by
the existing MSO-pipeline, an inverse nonlinear Poisson-type problem is solved to obtain a
folding-free (planar) parameterization of the entire domain. The non-linearity is efficiently
treated with a globalized hierarchical Newton approach. Automatized boundary contour
reparameterization techniques are employed to improve the parametric properties from
a numerical viewpoint, such as orthogonal isolines and equally-sized cells. The use of
curved instead of straight-sided elements allows us to arrive at an accurate description of
the target domain with fewer elements and thus potentially lower computational effort.
Numerical experiments with screw-compressor geometries demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm reliably produces high-quality parameterizations typically within 3−4 Newtoniterations, even in the presence of extreme aspect-ratios. This makes it particularly attractive for the on-demand application within an automatized industrial MSO-pipeline.
To support the demands of modern high-performance computing hardware, only a moderate number of sufficiently large and structured patches is generated which can be mapped
one-by-one to the different devices (CPUs/GPUs) with only little communication overhead. Topology changes are avoided in time-dependent and shape-optimization settings.
Finally, the spline-based geometry description can be transformed into a classical mesh by
performing a large number of function evaluations in the mapping operator. Its continuous
nature allows for feature-based (structured and unstructured) refinement and arbitrary
element densities without increasing the complexity of the meshing process.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the onset of Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) [7], spline-based parameterization approaches have received an increasing amount of interest. Generally, the CAD-pipeline
only provides a spline-description of the contours ∂Ω of the target geometry Ω, so the
goal is to generate a bivariate parameterization by appropriately selecting the inner control points of the mapping function x : Ω̂ → Ω. Upon completion, x is used to perform
a pull-back of the PDE into the computational domain where it is solved using standard FEM-techniques. Even though in our applications ∂Ω generally comes in the form
of a discrete point cloud input, a continuous contour description, as is mandatory in
IgA-applications, can be achieved by performing a regression with a p ≥ 2 spline-basis.
Besides yielding the many advantages of a continuous geometry description, this may
reduce the required amount of elements for an accurate approximation of Ω compared
to an (exact or approximate) linear fit of the input data. As a result, the minimal inner element density is reduced, too. We are particularly interested in the application of

Figure 1: Rotary-screw compressor (Wikipedia, file: Lysholm screw rotors.jpg) (left) and
a cross section showing the rotor profiles with casing (right).
spline-based parameterizations to rotary-screw compressor geometries (see figure 1, left).
The 3D-geometry can be sliced into many planar geometries by taking cross sections (see
figure 1, right). They, in turn, can be parameterized in the plane and stacked in order to
retain a volumetric parameterization. The precomputed database of slices can be used to
generate volumetric parameterizations with a variable rotor-pitch. The steepness of the
rotor pitch can be controlled by a wider or tighter stacking of the slices. This enables
shape-optimization on the pitch-function.
The individual slices (in particular the fluid-part between rotors and casing) feature many
challenging characteristics such as tiny clearances and rapidly changing gap sizes. To the
best of our knowledge, there exist two commercial mesh generators: Twin-Mesh [10] and
SCORG [8], both operating with classical (i.e., straight-sided) structured grids.
While these software-packages reliably produce analysis-suitable classical grids, we prefer
spline-parameterizations since we have found their continuous nature to greatly facilitate
our pursuit for full automation of the MSO-pipeline. Even though most IgA parameterization methods rely on the minimization of a quality functional [5, 11], we utilize a
2
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PDE-based approach that leads to a root-finding problem F(c) = 0 which can even serve
as an additional constrained within the shape-optimization formulation. As a result,
both the geometry generation and the solution of the PDE-problem can be tackled with
the same numerical technique (i.e., IgA), leading to a symbiosis of both processes and
reducing the software demands. Finally, the full system, comprised of quality-functional
optimization and root-finding, can be differentiated symbolically with respect to the shape
parameters. This facilitates the application of gradient-based optimization algorithms.
Outside of the IgA-context, the mapping x can be transformed into a classical (structured
or unstructured) mesh with arbitrary element density and/or feature-based refinement by
performing a large number of function evaluations. It can be used to produce grids with
elements whose number exceeds the cardinality of the spline-basis by several orders of
magnitude without adding to the computational costs of the meshing process.
The reader not familiar with the basics of (B-)spline functions is referred to [7]. In sections 2 to 6 we introduce the features of the algorithm, while in section 7, we will focus
on its applications to rotary-screw compressors.
2

ELLIPTIC GRID GENERATION

In order to produce analysis-suitable parameterizations for geometries Ω from no more
than a description of ∂Ω, we employ the technique of Elliptic Grid Generation (EGG).
Assuming Ω is topologically equivalent to the unit quadrilateral Ω̂ = [0, 1] × [0, 1], there
exists a bijective mapping x : Ω̂ → Ω that satisfies x|∂ Ω̂ = ∂Ω. The goal of EGG is to
yield a PDE-based equation for x that guarantees its bijectivity while featuring favorable
parametric properties from a numerical perspective, such as evenly-spaced grid lines and
equally-sized cells. To this purpose, the Laplace equation is imposed on the components
of x−1 , with x−1 |∂Ω = ∂ Ω̂. Denoting the free topological variables of x−1 = ξ(x, y) by the
tuple (ξ, η), the equation takes the form

∆ξ(x, y) = 0
s.t. x−1 |∂Ω = ∂ Ω̂.
(1)
∆η(x, y) = 0
Equation (1) is scaled and inverted to yield an equation for x(ξ) that is suitable for a
computational approach.The resulting equations read [1]

L(x, y, x) = 0
s.t. x|∂ Ω̂ = ∂Ω,
(2)
L(x, y, y) = 0
where
L(x, y, z) = g22 zξξ − 2g12 zξη + g11 zηη ,

(3)

with g11 (x, y) = xξ 2 , g12 (x, y) = xξ · xη and g22 (x, y) = xη 2 .
The imposition of the Laplace equation on the entries of ξ(x, y) rather than x(ξ, η) follows
from the observation that the target space of ξ is always convex. As a result, the exact
solution of (2) is bijective [1]. Therefore, any sufficiently accurate computational approach
with the purpose of approximating x by a discretized mapping operator xh , also guarantees
the bijectivity of xh .
3
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3

DISCRETIZATION

Traditionally, (2) is approximately solved using a finite-difference approach [9]. A collection of grid points (ξi , ηj ), (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , m} is selected from the unit
quadrilateral Ω̂, and the second order derivatives in (2) are replaced by a central approximation. The objective of the numerical approach is to approximate x(ξi , ηj ) ≡ xi,j . The
resulting nonlinear equations is tackled with a Picard-based iterative approach.To acquire
a (B-)spline-based description of our target geometry Ω, we could perform a spline-fit of
the parametric values (ξi , ηj ) against the grid points xi,j . However, we have noted the
following shortcomings:
1. With p > 1 interpolation bases, bijectivity is often lost even though a p = 1 spline-fit
leads to a classical mesh without self-intersections.
2. The input point cloud or a piecewise-linear regression thereof dictates the amount
of unknown grid points and, by that, the complexity of the approach. Meanwhile,
the required amount of degrees of freedom (DOFs) for a very accurate spline fit to
the xi,j tends to be much lower.
Therefore, we would like to devise a numerical scheme in which the spline-fit is carried
out sooner rather than later in the process. To this purpose, we first discretize (2) with
a Galerkin-approach. We select a p ≥ 2 B-spline basis Σ = {w1 , . . . , wn } with global
C 1 -continuity. Defining Σ0 = {wi ∈ Σ | wi |∂ Ω̂ = 0}, the discretization is carried out as
follows:
 

 wi L(xh , yh , xh )dξ = 0
Ω̂

∀wi ∈ Σ0 :
, s.t. xh |∂ Ω̂  ∂Ω,
(4)

 wi L(xh , yh , yh )dξ = 0
Ω̂

where xh = (xh , yh )T denotes the approximation of x. Let I0 = {i ∈ N | wi ∈ Σ} and
I = {i ∈ N | wi ∈ Σ \ Σ0 }; then xh takes of the following form:


dj wj .
(5)
ci w i +
xh =
i∈I0

  
unknown

j∈I

  
known

Here, the boundary control-points dj follow from the approximation of ∂Ω (see Section
4). The discretization from (4) leads to a nonlinear root-finding problem of the form
F(c) = 0, where the vector c contains the unknown inner control points ci .
4

CONTOUR APPROXIMATION AND CHOICE OF BASIS

As stated in Section 1, we are predominantly working with point cloud inputs. Therefore, ∂Ω is only discretely available, which necessitates an exact or approximate spline-fit
α
to the data. Given the four input point clouds Pα = {piα }Ii=1
, α ∈ {s, e, n, w} corresponding to each of the four sides of ∂Ω, we first select four monotone increasing seα
quences {ξαi }Ii=1
, α ∈ {s, e, n, w}, each starting on ξˆα1 = 0 and ending on ξˆαIα = 1. Let
4
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ms (ξ) = (ξ, 0), me (ξ) = (1, ξ), mn (ξ) = (ξ, 1) and mw (ξ) = (0, ξ). We select a coarse
initial basis Σ and minimize the functional
1
R(∂Ω, d) =
2



Iα



xh (mα (ξαi )) − piα 2

(6)

α∈{s,e,n,w} i=1

over the vector d = (. . . , dj , . . .)T , while constraining the corner control points to the
corners of the input point cloud to avoid mismatches. Unfortunately, the boundary l2 projection from (6) tends to be unstable when a basis resulting from two arbitrary knotvectors is taken. This is usually a result of the local amount of DOFs exceeding the
amount of points. We stabilize (6) by adding a least-distance stabilization term, leading
to the following minimization problem:

I
 
α
2



1 
2
ˆ · t̂ dξ → min,
xh (mα (ξαi )) − piα  + λ
(7)
∇x
d
2
γ
α
i=1
α∈{s,e,n,w}

ˆ denotes the nabla-operator in local coordinates and t̂ the unit tangent vector. By
where ∇
γα , we denote the subset of ∂ Ω̂ that corresponds to side α. Here λ > 0 is a small penalty
term whose value should be chosen small enough to not noticeably alter the outcome of
(7) while avoiding instabilities.
The l2 -projection residual can, in turn, serve as a local refinement criterion. Knots can
be added to the knot-vector(s) wherever the local residual exceeds the approximation
tolerance  > 0. We recommend initializing the procedure with uniform knot-vectors
while halving the size of elements on which the residual is too large. This ensures that the
knots are not arbitrarily placed, which has several advantages that will become apparent
in Section 7.
5

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Upon reaching the approximation tolerance  > 0, we are in the possession of coarse
and fine bases Σ and Σ with corresponding boundary control points. This leads to
two root-finding problems F (c ) = 0 and F(c) = 0. An initial guess c0 for the coarse
problem is constructed using transfinite interpolation [2]. The coarse problem F (c ) = 0
is solved utilizing a truncated Newton-approach. Instead of performing the full Newtonstep after each iteration, it is truncated with a damping factor δ ≤ 1 whose optimal value
is estimated from the current and updated tangents and residuals. Upon convergence,
we are in the possession of the coarse-grid mapping operator x . Its control points are
prolonged to Σ, and the discrepancy between the prolonged coarse grid boundary control
points and the di corresponding to xh ∈ span Σ is imposed as a Dirichlet boundary
condition to a linear-elasticity [3] problem acting on the prolonged coarse grid geometry.
Upon solution of the resulting linear system, the di coincide with the boundary control
points of the manipulated coarse grid mapping. Its inner control points then serve as an
initial guess for the fine-grid root finding problem F(c) = 0.
In practice, the nonlinear coarse-grid problem typically converges within 4 − 6 iterations,
5
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Figure 2: Planar cross section of the twin-screw setup and the aimed-for topology
whereas the fine-grid problem requires only 2 − 3 iterations. For more information about
the solution process, see [6].
6

PARAMETRIC MATCHING

In Section 4, we discussed how the input data is fit to the employed spline-basis. Given
α
an input point cloud Pα = {piα }Ii=1
, we have to select the corresponding parametric values
i Iα
{ξα }i=1 . By default, they are chosen as a cord length parameterization corresponding to
α
. In the presence of extreme
Pα , which shall henceforth be denoted as C(Pα ) = {ξˆαi }Ii=1
aspect ratios (narrow gaps), however, we have found a naive cord length parameterization
to lead to unsatisfactory results.
Let Pα and Pβ be two input point clouds corresponding to opposite sides. Whenever
a tuple of points (piα , pjβ ) ∈ Pα × Pβ is close (in terms of Euclidean distance), it is
important that the same parametric value is assumed on both sides. Therefore, we apply the matching algorithm proposed in [6]. Upon completion, we are in the possession of a number of matching tuples I m = {(i, j) | piα and pjβ have been matched} with
{(0, 0), (Iα , Iβ )} ⊆ I m . We assign the parametric value ξˆαi to index j whenever (i, j) ∈ I m .
For the best result, we match ξˆαi with the parametric value ξˆβj . This leaves us with the
set I ξ = {(ξˆβj , ξˆαi ) | (i, j) ∈ I m }. Finally, we use a cubic monotone interpolation [4] of
I
the matched ξˆj versus the corresponding ξˆi and evaluate it in the {ξˆi } β to yield the
β

α

β i=1

Iβ
{ξβi }i=1
.

7

APPLICATIONS

As stated in Section 1, we would like to apply the discussed techniques to the geometry
from figure 1 (right), which represents a cross section of a rotary twin-screw compressor,
where the two rotors are counter-rotating and form a very small gap in the middle chamber. It should be noted that the rotors never touch so that the physical topology does not
change over time. Our goal is to automatically create multi-patch parameterizations for
all cross sections, all having the same topology, namely the one in figure 2 (left). Figure 2
(right) reveals that, besides the input boundary contours, we require two curves for each
CUSP-point, connecting them to both rotors. The resulting region shall henceforth be
referred to as the separator. The dotted splitting-curve that divides the separator into
6
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two parts constitutes the final ingredient.
Thanks to rotational symmetry, the starting point is again reached after a rotation of
θ = π/2 instead of 2π on the left rotor. In the following, θ will always refer to the rotation angle of the left rotor such that the tuple (θl , θr ) is given by (θl , θr )(θ) = θ, − 23 θ . Let
m be the number of (uniformly spaced) discrete angles from the interval [0, π/2] at which
we aim to parameterize the target geometry. We first generate two O-grids of the separate
rotors with casing at all m discrete angles. We start by generating cord-length parameterized exact spline-fits for both rotor (Rr , Rl ) and casing (Cl , Cr ) point clouds, denoted
by cl,r (ξ) and rl,r (ξ), respectively. The functions cl,r and rl,r are then evaluated in N
equally-spaced points over the parametric interval [0, 1]. The resulting point clouds serve
as an input for the parametric matching procedure discussed in Section 6. Keeping the
parametric properties of the casing unchanged (i.e., the casing corresponds to Pα in Sec
tion 6), the matching algorithm produces reparameterization functions ξl,r
: [0, 1] → [0, 1]
that improve the parametric properties at the narrow gaps. If N is small, the matching will be cheap but the result will be worse while the converse holds for N large. At
θ = 0, the functions cl,r and rl,r are evaluated at n uniformly-spaced points {ξi }ni=1 . This
serves as to improve the stability of the contour approximation (see Section 4). Unlike
the original input point clouds, which stem from external tools and cannot be controlled,
the points will be roughly equally-spaced. By Pα , we denote the tuple of input points
with corresponding parametric values for side α. The contour approximation is initialized
with the coarse basis Σ possessing a periodic knot-vector in the η-direction with left and
right point clouds




Pw = {rl (ξi )}ni=1 , {ξl (ξi )}ni=1
Pw = ({cr (ξi )}ni=1 , {ξi }ni=1 )
.
left:
right:
n
n
n
n

Pe

= ({cl (ξi )}i=1 , {ξi }i=1 )

Pe

= ({rr (ξi )}i=1 , {ξr (ξi )}i=1 )

(8)

For O-grids we disregard Pn and Ps and do not add any further constraints.
For angles θ = 0, we act with the canonical rotation matrix on the control points of the
rl,r . Let
 
−1 θl,r
al,r = (ξ  )
(mod 1)
(9)
2π
and

ξ˜l,r (ξ) = ξ ∓ al,r

(mod 1).

(10)

In order to retain the same parametric properties as for θ = 0, we form the new rotor
point clouds by evaluating {(rl,r ◦ ξ˜l,r ) (ξi )}ni=1 and assigning to them the parametric values




i


˜
˜
ξl,r = ξl,r ◦ ξl,r (ξi ) − ξl,r ◦ ξl,r (0) (mod 1), i = 1, . . . , n
(11)

(see figure 3). The casings are kept unchanged.
As a result, the grid is held fixed at the casings while the rotors slide along (see figure
7
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Figure 3: For θ = 0, the reparameterization function needs to be shifted.

Figure 4: The grid is attached to the casings (black) while the rotors slide along (red).
4). This way, we avoid a sliding interface within the separator region of figure 2 (dotted
red line). With the principles of Section 5, a mapping for the first 6 angles is computed.
Upon completion, the mappings of the previous 6 angles are prolonged to one unified
knot-vector and used to build a 5-th order extrapolation for the current angle. The extrapolated mapping is restricted to the current knot-vector and the inner control points
are taken as an initial guess for the root-finding problem at the current angle.
Upon completion, we are in the possession of m mappings for the separate rotor O-grids.
If not yet present, p + 1 knots are added to the O-grids at the η-values that correspond to
both CUSP-points. In this way, the O-grids are each split into two parts, one of which is a
C-grid (see figure 5 left). Cutting the O-grid along the parametric lines in the ξ-direction
(assuming the O-grid is bijective), ensures that the resulting curve never intersects with
the rotor contour a second time (which could not be prevented else since the rotor contours do not fence off a convex region). The other pieces originating from the cut are
turned back into a uniformly-spaced point cloud and combined into one boundary point
cloud that serves as an input for the separator (see figure 5 right). As a result, we are
in the possession of m boundary contour descriptions for the separator at each discrete
angle. Choosing some 1 < k  m, we again run the matching algorithm from Section 6 for each k-th contour, yielding the reparameterization functions ξi , i = 1, k, . . . , m
(keeping, for instance, the left side fixed). Upon completion we construct a global reparameterization function ξ  : [0, 1] × [1, m] → [0, 1]. This is accomplished by imposing
ξ  (ξ, i)|i=j = ξj , ∀j ∈ {1, k, . . . , m}, while smoothly interpolating the ξi for the remaining
angles using smooth blending functions. We do not build a reparameterization function at
each discrete angle due to its discrete nature: since the algorithm is based on the matching
of points, consecutive contours may have a different matching pattern and can therefore
exhibit quite different parametric properties. Since we would like to achieve some degree
8
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Figure 5: The two separate O-grids are each cut into a C-grid and the remaining part
between the CUSP-points (left). Combining the remaining rotor parts with the cuts yields
a boundary description for the separator (right).
of continuity in the angle θ, we overcome this downside by blending the discrete data.
As a next step, we compute parameterizations for each k-th geometry using the reparameterization function ξ  in conjunction with the principles of Section 5. Upon completion,
our database is partially filled with parameterizations. These parameterizations, in turn,
are prolonged to one unified knot-vector after which a 5-th order interpolation of the
control points is performed in θ. As in the case of the O-grids, we build an initial guess
for the remaining geometries by restricting the inner control points of the interpolation
function to the current knot-vector and combining them with the corresponding boundary
control points.
The boundary elements of the separator parameterizations formed this way are not conforming to the boundary elements of the two C-grids. To simplify the implementation of
the solution coupling between the different patches, we favour the two parameterizations
along a shared interface to be the same. Furthermore, the separator is parameterized by
only one patch with global C ≥1 -continuity. We would like to parameterize it using two
patches with a C 0 -continuity by the CUSP-points.
Therefore, we generate separating curves that split the separator into two parts (dotted
red line in figure 2). We walk across the domain from the local counterpart of one CUSPpoints to the other, leaving a splitting curve in our wake. Thanks to the continuous nature
of our geometry description, this does not have to be a straight line but can be any non
self-intersecting curve. The curve is selected such that its image passes the small gap in
the middle with equal distance to the two rotor profiles. Upon completion, we are in the
possession of m splitting-curves. They, in turn, are combined with the separator contours
to form two new contours for the two-patch parameterization of the separator for each
discrete angle.
Again, the parametric values assigned to the input point clouds are based on the principles of Section 6 while keeping the splitting curve arc-length parameterized in both cases
(to ensure that the elements on the left and on the right side are conforming). Finally,
a database of parameterizations for both sides of the separator are computed using the
same approach as for the single-patch parameterized separator.

9
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(a) The two C-grids at θ = θ1 .

(b) The two C-grids at θ = θ100 .

Figure 6
8

RESULTS

With the principles of Section 7, we generate parameterizations for m = 200 discrete
angles θi . After the first 6 parameterizations have been completed, extrapolation reduces
the amount of iterations required until convergence to only one. Figure 6 shows the Cgrids acquired upon cutting the O-grids after θ = θ1 and θ = θ100 . As a next step, we
generate single-patch parameterizations of the separator for every 5-th (k = 5) discrete
angle and build an interpolation function that serves as an initial guess for the remaining
angles. In our experience, the algorithm typically converges after one iteration with a
maximum of two.
Figure 7 shows the C-grids with the single-patch separator and the computed splittingcurve at θ1 and θ100 .
Finally, figure 8 shows the two-patch parameterization of the separator along with its
parametric properties by the splitting curve.
9

CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a PDE-based method for the parameterization of complex geometries using C ≥1 -continuous spline-functions. We have successfully applied it to
a planar rotary-screw compressor geometry, being able to parameterize it for 200 discrete
angles from the interval [0, π/2] (after which the initial position is reached again). This
shows that the algorithm is particularly well-suited to handle the challenging features of
geometries of this type, including extreme aspect-ratios. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the parameterization (apart from setting input parameters) did not require any
manual interaction, making it a promising approach for the fully automated parameterization of rotary-screw type geometries. On the other hand, figure 8 reveals that there
still exist elements with steep angles at the interface between separator and C-grids. We
may conclude that the properties of the splitting-curve have to be optimized further in
order to make a trade-off between the steepness of the angles at the C-grid to separator
interface and the angles made at the two-patch separator interface.
The feasibility of the approach is significantly improved by database-driven inter- and
extrapolation principles, owing largely to the continuous nature of nested spline-spaces.
Furthermore, the generation and subsequent optimization of the splitting-curve was made
10
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(a) The 3-patch parameterized geometry at θ = θ1 .

(b) The 3-patch parameterized geometry at θ = θ100 .

Figure 7

(a) The conforming two-patch separator.

Figure 8

11
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(b) A zoom-in on the narrow part.

J. Hinz, M. Möller and C. Vuik

possible by their powerful properties.
Finally, it remains to mention that the proposed computational approach is not limited
to rotary-screw compressor geometries but may serve as a general parameterization tool
for similar settings, particularly in those that require the generation of a large number of
mappings.
10
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Abstract. Trains may encounter a critical speed at which the soil experiences great
deformations due to large dynamic amplification of the vertical motion during train passage.
In this paper, we develop a procedure, on the base of the “beam model”, to estimate the
critical speed of a rail/embankment/ground system. Inter alia, the procedure requires the value
of the track stiffness as an input. We take advantage of static FEM simulations to obtain this
parameter. The developed procedure has been validated and applied to: (i) real measurements
taken in the well-known case of Ledsgard (Sweden), and (ii) data from several tests that our
research team carried out in the CEDEX Track Box facility (CTB, Spain).
1

INTRODUCTION

It was shown that trains may theoretically encounter a critical speed at which the soil
experiences great deformations which could make the train derail ([1], [2] and [3]). The train
speed at which the dynamic response of the railway track and its surrounding ground is
intensely amplified is called the “critical speed”. This dynamic amplification occurs when the
train speed reaches the surface wave velocity of the ground and is due to large vibrations that
appear in the system because of a “resonance-like” condition.
Demands on high train speeds and short travel times call for straight lines, which makes, in
many occasions, the crossing of soft soil zones unavoidable. Peat, organic clays and soft
marine clays may have a shear wave velocity as low as 50 m/s. Therefore, problems with
high-speed lines, and even traditional tracks, reaching the critical speed can be expected to an
increasing amount. Unfortunately, few data from real observations and validated predictions
have been reported so far in the literature.
This article shows how to take advantage of static simulations by using the twodimensional finite element method (2D-FEM) to estimate the critical speed of a railway track.
Section 2 provides a summary of the theoretical basics to estimate the critical speed of a
rail/embankment/ground system on the base of a model that assumes the railway track as a
beam on an elastic foundation (“beam model” hereafter). Section 3 shows the procedure to
calculate the track critical speed. Section 4 is devoted to validating the previous method.
Discussion, conclusions and further developments are given in Section 5.
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2 BASICS: THE BEAM MODEL APPROACH
The beam model assumes that the railway track system can be replaced by an infinite
elastic beam, with bending stiffness EI, resting on a viscoelastic half space, with foundation
coefficient k (spring constant per unit length). The elastic foundation is assumed to be of the
Winkler type, that´s to say one with the foundation reaction per unit length at the horizontal
position x, p(x), directly proportional to the beam deflection, z(x), by the factor k (Eq. 1). Let
us consider that this system is loaded by a wheel load Q according to Fig. 1.
p  x  k z  x

(1)

Figure 1: Infinite beam on elastic foundation model.

2.1 Static case
Assuming that Q is applied at x = 0, the beam deflection z(x), can be calculated by using
Eq. 2 [4], where L is the so-called characteristic length (Eq. 3):
z  x 

 x
 x 
 x
Q 
 cos    sin    exp   
2k L 
L
 L 
 L
L

4

(2)

4EI
k

(3)

The track stiffness (K) is defined by Eq. 4a, i.e., it is the rate between the values of a static
point load (Q in this case) and the corresponding vertical rail deflection in the position in
which the load is being applied (z0). Equations 2, 3 and 4a provide Eq. 4b and 4c.
(a) K 

Q
;
z0

(b) K  2k L ;

(c) k 

3

K4
64 EI

(4)

2.2 Quasi-static case
A detailed solution of the problem of a constant point load (Q) moving along an infinite
beam (from - to ) on an elastic foundation at constant speed v (Fig. 1) is presented in this
section, as developed in [5]. This problem is of great theoretical and practical significance.

2
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In this approach the beam deflection depends not only on the position x, but also on the
time t, that is z(x,t). On these assumptions, z(x,t) is described by Eq. 5, where: ωN is the
undamped natural frequency of the vibration (ωN = (k/m)1/2 also called “track-on-ballast
resonance frequency”); D is the damping ratio, i.e., the ratio between actual damping and
critical damping; and m is the effective track mass per unit length (see Section 3).
EI

 4 z  x, t 
x

4

m

 2 z  x, t 
t

2

 2mN D

z  x, t 
t

 k z  x, t  
Qδ  x  vt 

(5)

First, it is useful to discuss free wave propagation in the supported beam without damping,
i.e. to analyze Eq. 5 with Q = 0 and D = 0. In this case, the solution can be written in the form
of harmonic bending waves, z(x,t) = Aexp(i(hx-t)), being h the wavenumber and ω the
circular frequency. Under these conditions, Eq. 5 provides the following dispersion equation
for track waves propagating in the system (Eq. 6):
k  h 4 EI
m



(6)

From Eq. 6, the frequency-dependent phase and group velocities of track waves (vp = ω/h
and vg = /h, respectively) can be determined by expressions given in Eq. 7. Figure 2
shows the dependence of these velocities on the wavenumber for a usual high-speed line.
vp 

k  h 4 EI
;
h2 m

vg 

2h3 EI

m  k  h 4 EI 

(7)

Figure 2: Phase and group velocities of track waves (in a usual high-speed line) vs. wavenumber.

The phase velocity has a minimum at h = (k/EI)1/4, often referred as the “track critical
speed”, vcr (Eq. 8a). The frequency of this wave, v cr, is given by Eq. 8b.
(a) 
vcr v
p,min

4

4k EI
;
m2

(b) v cr  2N

(8)

Once discussed the free wave propagation without damping, the complete Eq. 5 is
reviewed. The boundary and initial conditions for this problem are: at infinite distance to the
right and to the left of force Q, the deflection, the slope of the deflection line, the bending
moment and the shear force are zero for every time.
There comes into existence the so-called quasi-static state, in which the beam is at rest
relative to the moving coordinate system whose origin moves together with the load at

3
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uniform speed v. This state sets in with adequate accuracy in a comparatively short time
interval after the moving force starts to act. For further discussion, it is convenient to
introduce a new independent and dimensionless variable, xdl, defined as xdl = (x-vt)/L, where L
is the characteristic length as given in the static case (Eq. 3).
For the quasi-static state, it can be assumed that the solution of Eq. 5 will be in the form
z(x,t) = z0z(xdl), being z(xdl) the dimensionless deflection of the beam, and z0 the static beam
deflection underneath the immobile load Q (see Eq. 9, which is obtained from Eq. 3, 4a and
4b). Therefore, the quasi-static solution of Eq. 5 underneath the moving load is given by Eq.
10a. The dimensionless parameter α is the ratio of the velocity at which the load moves, v, to
the track critical speed, vcr (Eq. 10b); and the parameter b is the positive real root of Eq. 10c.
z0 

(a) z ( xdl 0)

2b
;
3b  4 b   4  1
4

2 2

(b)



QL3
8EI

v
;
vcr

(9)

0
(c) b  2 b  (  1)b   D 
(10)
6

2 4

4

2

2

2

Figure 3a shows the dependence of the rail deflection on the speed for different values of
the damping ratio (D = 0; 5; 10; 15; 20; and 30 %). From this plot it can be stated that the
parameter vcr is actually a real critical speed, in the sense that when the velocity of the load
approaches that speed (v  vcr), the deflection amplification cannot be neglected. The lower
the damping ratio, the higher the Dynamic Amplification Factor (DAF = z/z0, see Fig. 3a).

Figure 3: (a) Normalized displacement (DAF) vs. dimensionless train velocity for different damping ratios. (b)
Ratio of train speed for which the DAF is maximum to critical speed vs. damping ratio.

It is worth noting that the maximum deflection takes place at v/vcr = 1 only for damping
ratio equal to zero. This implies that, in this model, the critical speed is defined as the train
speed that causes infinite deflection for a null damping ratio, although for higher damping
ratios the peak deflection is shifted to lower train velocities (see Fig. 3b). However, from the
engineering design point of view, the situation that should be avoided in the design is the one
in which the maximum deflection appears, regardless the name given to the train speed at
which it occurs. The design safety factor, which is usually between 1.6 and 2.0, should
therefore be applied to such velocity.
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3

THE PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE TRACK CRITICAL SPEED

The track critical speed can be calculated by using Eq. 11, which is obtained from Eq. 8a
and 4c. Therefore, the calculation of the critical speed of a railway track requires an accurate
determination of EI, m and K.
vcr 

6

K 2 EI
m3

(11)

a) EI: As suggested by Fortin [6], the rail is the only element that provides the bending
stiffness of the beam.
b) m: The effective mass per unit of length includes the three following magnitudes1, as
suggested by Fortin [6] and corroborated in Section 4 with real data: (i) rail mass per unit of
length (mrail,eq); (ii) half of the sleeper mass per unit of length (msleeper,eq), which is the ratio of
the half mass sleeper (msleeper) to the distance between the center of contiguous sleepers (s);
and (iii) the mass (per unit of length) of the ballast layer that is directly loaded by the sleeper
(mballast,eq), given by mballast,eq = dballast·Hballast·Bballast, where dballast is the ballast density; Hballast
is the ballast layer height; and Bballast can be quantified as the sleeper length over which the
rail is centered. The sleeper geometry in railroad systems throughout Europe is quite similar,
so in this work we assume the one used in Spain, so Bballast = 1.15 m as seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Sleeper ADIF AI-99. The red, thick line shows the length considered as Bballast in the procedure.

c) K: The track stiffness is calculated by using Eq. 4a. When real measurements of wheel
load and its corresponding rail deflection are available for a railway line, the track stiffness
can be directly obtained. However, real data are not always acquirable (e.g., during the design
phase of railway tracks). In this case, the rail deflection required to calculate the track
stiffness can be obtained by using FEM simulations, considering only static loading.
2D FEM simulations
Although the phenomenon under study is clearly three-dimensional, a two-dimensional
model is less time consuming and easier to implement. For this purpose, we have used the
PLAXIS-2D v.2015 software and worked under plain deformation conditions.
The hardening soil model with small-strain stiffness (HSSmall hereafter) has been used to
simulate the soil behavior. HSSmall takes into account stress-dependency of stiffness moduli.
This means that all stiffnesses increase with pressure. HSSmall also accounts for the increased
stiffness of soils at small strains: i.e., at low strain levels most soils exhibit higher stiffness
than at engineering strain levels, and this stiffness varies non-linearly with strain.
The geotechnical parameters required by HSSmall are: ap = unit weight; c´= cohesion; ´
= friction angle;  = dilatancy angle; Vs = shear wave velocity;  = Poisson’s ratio; E0 =
1

Note that calculations are made considering only one rail.
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Young’s modulus; E50 = triaxial loading stiffness; Eur = triaxial unloading stiffness; Eoed =
oedometer loading stiffness; G0 = small-strain shear modulus; and 0.7 = strain level at which
the shear modulus has reduced to about 70 % of the small-strain shear modulus. The stiffness
moduli and the shear modulus are derived from the shear wave velocity, the unit weight and
the Poisson’s ratio by using expressions given in Eq. 12.
 E50 1    1    2 2 

E0 2Vs2 ap 1    ; E50  E0 10 ; Eur  3E50 ; Eoed
 ; G0 E0

 2 1    

(12)

The steps followed in the FEM simulations were:
- Step 1: Initial conditions: only the natural ground is activated, and the in-situ stresses are
calculated by the K0 method.
- Step 2: Building the railway structure: the corresponding mesh elements are activated.
- Step 3: Activation of the wheel load: the load is modelled as a uniform pressure on the
whole sleeper length with value equal to the reaction of the sleeper underneath it. Thus, the
role of the rail is taken into account although it is not directly included in the mesh.
The load is transferred by the rail not only to the sleeper underneath the load, but also to
the neighboring sleepers. In the PLAXIS-2D models, the total load applied on the sleeper
underneath the wheel is equal to the absolute value of the reaction of the sleeper underneath
the load (Rs0). The value of RS0 can be easily calculated by integrating Eq. 1 in the x
coordinate after replacing z(x) by Eq. 2 (see Eq. 13).

s K 
 s K 
Rs0 
Q 1  cos  3
exp   3

 


 4 EI 
 4 EI  


(13)

The values of s and EI are a-priori known. Therefore, the reaction of the sleeper
underneath the load depends on the track stiffness (Fig. 5).
In the FEM simulations, the Q value is the wheel load. The value of both K and Rs0 is
unknown. To calculate these two parameters, we use an iterative procedure. An initial track
stiffness is assumed to calculate Rs0. This Rs0 is used for the first FEM simulation to obtain z0.
Given that Rs0 is an increasing function of K, the sleeper reaction determined with Eq. 13 and
the corresponding deflection obtained with PLAXIS-2D would be overestimated
(underestimated) if K were higher (lower) than the real track stiffness. Then, K would be
recalculated by replacing in Eq. 4a the obtained deflection. Note that the new K would be
smaller (larger) than the previous one if the initial K were overestimated (underestimated).
The new K value is used to repeat the previous steps. Iterations are performed until
convergence, which is guaranteed because Rs0 is an increasing function of K. For an
experienced user, convergence is usually got in less than five iterations.

Figure 5: Sleeper reaction vs. track stiffness assuming 60 E1 type rail (EI = 6415.5 kN·m2) and typical distance
between sleepers (s = 0.60 m). Note that for usual high-speed lines K  100 kN/mm [7], so RS0/Q  40 %.
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4

VALIDATION OF THE PROCEDURE

4.1 Critical speed inferred from the DAF curves
According to Fig. 3a, if data of deflection were available for a wide range of train
velocities, they could provide an estimation for the critical speed of the railway track. Thus, if
vertical deflection is normalized to the static value, the critical speed will be that one that best
fits the normalized data (both deflection and train speed) to DAF curves in Fig. 3a. In this
way, not only the critical velocity is inferred but also the damping ratio can be estimated.
The DAF curves predicted by the beam model have been put through their paces by using
data of different types: (i) measured in real tracks (Cases 1 and 2), (ii) obtained in 1:1 scale
model tests (Case 3), and (iii) derived from 3D FEM dynamic calculations (Case 4). The
analyzed cases are described below.
Case 1) In the frame of the so-called TGV 100 operation, measurements of the response of a
real high speed track to train velocities in the range 0 – 380 km/h were collected [6]. Fig 6a
shows the ratio of the measured rail deflection to the applied load in function of the train
speed. Fortin [6] estimated a critical speed of 500 km/h for the instrumented track.
Case 2) At Ledsgard [8], an X-2000 passenger train was used for the tests. Its wheel load is
about 87.5 kN for the locomotive and 60 kN for the rest of the cars. Figure 7a summarizes
the downward and upward displacement peaks of the track from all recorded train
passages, plotted versus train speed. Results from numerical simulations by Madshus and
Kaynia [8] are also shown. They considered the critical speed as the train velocity at which
the maximum dynamic response appeared, resulting to be 235 km/h for this site. The good
agreement between the measured and simulated data provides confidence in the reliability
of their physical model.
Case 3) The CEDEX Track Box (CTB, [9]) is a facility whose main objective is to test, at 1:1
scale, complete railway track sections. In the frame of research for other purposes, in
October 2015 some tests were performed in CTB to analyze the effect of train speed in the
global response of the track. With this aim, a special Siemens S-100 train with uniform
wheel load of 79.5 kN was modelled, instead of real wheel loads (which are in the range
68.7 – 85.4 kN). The modelled train speed reached up to 400 km/h. The measured rail
deflections are plotted in Fig. 8a. The deflection continuously rose with increased train
speed. As no problems were detected in the railway infrastructure after the completion of
the tests, the critical speed of CTB must be quite higher than 400 km/h.
Case 4) Sayeed & Shahin [10] used an advance 3D FEM model to investigate the dynamic
response of a ballasted railway track-ground system to the X-2000 train moving loads at
different speeds. In their model, the ballast was supported by a layered ground made of a
subgrade of 7.5 m deep (Vs = 117 m/s) resting on hard rock. The sleeper deflection
calculated for every train speed is shown in Fig 9a. The deflection peaked at 175 km/h.
The best fit of the normalized data (both deflection and train speed) to the theoretical DAF
curves is plotted in Fig. 6b, 7b, 8b and 9b for the Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Note that
the shape of the theoretical DAF curves is well matched by the data. Table 1 summarizes the
results provided by these fits for both the critical speed and damping ratio. In the Cases 1 and
3 only an upper limit for the damping ratio can be estimated since the region covered by the
data is not enough to discriminate between different damping ratios. The critical speed
reported in the original references is also shown in Table 1, for comparison.
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Figure 6: (a) Ratio of rail deflection to load vs. train speed for data by Fortin [6] (Case 1). (b) Normalized
deflection vs. dimensionless train velocity for the data in Fig. 6a together with theoretical DAF curves.

Figure 7: (a) Peak vertical displacement of the Ledsgard track (Case 2) versus train speed: measurement and
simulation (adapted from [8]). (b) Normalized displacement vs. dimensionless train velocity for the real
deflections shown in Fig 7a together with theoretical DAF curves.

Figure 8: (a) Rail deflection vs. train speed measured at CTB (Case 3). (b) Normalized deflection vs.
dimensionless train velocity for the data given in Fig. 8a together with theoretical DAF curves.
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Figure 9: (a) Sleeper deflection vs. train speed for the Sayeed & Shahin [10] data (Case 4). (b) Normalized
deflection vs. dimensionless train velocity for the data in Fig. 9a together with theoretical DAF curves.
Table 1: Results from fitting the original data to the theoretical DAF curves in Fig. 3a. The critical speed
reported in the original reference is also shown for comparison.

Critical speed from DAF curves (this work): vcr1 (km/h)
Damping ratio from DAF curves (this work): D (%)
Critical speed reported in the original reference: vcr2 (km/h)
This work vs. original reference: velocity ratio vcr1/vcr2

Case 1
495
< 10
500 [6]
0.99

Case 2
215
5
235 [8]
0.91

Case 3
660
< 20
>>400
----

Case 4
185
 10
175[10]
1.06

4.2 Critical speed inferred from the procedure based on static 2D-FEM simulations
With the aim of checking the validity of the developed procedure (Section 3), we have
applied it to the Cases 2 (Ledsgard) and 3 (CTB). These cases have been chosen for this
purpose since they are the only ones that simultaneously satisfy the following conditions: (i)
to involve real measurements, and (ii) both the geometry of the site and the geotechnical
parameters are known, allowing FEM simulations to be performed.
As the wheel load and the static rail deflection are known for Ledsgard and CTB, the track
stiffness can be directly calculated (Eq. 4a) and the critical speed can be estimated by using
the input data in Table 2 and Eq. 11. Results are shown in Table 2.
Nevertheless, if rail deflections were not available, the FEM simulations described in
Section 3 should be performed to calculate the rail deflection and the corresponding track
stiffness. The geometry for the PLAXIS models of the Ledsgard site and CTB facility has
been taken from [8] and [9], respectively. The phreatic level has been situated at the ground
surface for the Ledsgard model and at the bottom for the CTB model. The geotechnical
parameters are listed in Table 3 for Ledsgard and Table 4 for CTB. Triangular elements of 15
nodes have been used. More details about the FEM simulations are reported in [11]. Figure
10a shows the mesh for Ledsgard. Figure. 10b shows the results from FEM simulations by
PLAXIS for Ledsgard for both the locomotive and a typical wagon of an X-2000 train.
Results from applying this procedure are given in Table 2. Note that the track stiffness
obtained by taking advantage of the described FEM simulations is very similar to the one
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inferred from real rail deflections. They differ by 2 – 3 kN/mm in the soft case (Ledsgard) and
6 kN/mm in the stiff case (CTB). This provides confidence in the reliability of 2D FEM
simulations and the hypotheses that have been made for studying this kind of problems.
The critical speed obtained with the developed procedure for the Ledsgard case is in the
range 229 – 242 km/h. These values are in good agreement with the one reported by Madhus
& Kaynia [8]: 235 km/h. They differ less than 7 km/h (3 %).
The critical speed inferred for the CTB case from FEM simulations is 674 km/h, only 3 %
lower than the value obtained when using the measured static deflection (692 km/h).
When the normalized displacement - velocity relationships (DAF curves) are used to
obtain critical speeds, the results seems to be only about 15 – 30 km/h lower than those
inferred from the developed procedure, regardless of the absolute value of the critical speed.
Since the results obtained with the developed method agree with those reported by other
authors and/or methods, it can be concluded that the procedure, under the assumptions
described in Section 3, provides reliable values for the critical speed of railway tracks.
Table 2: Input data to calculate the critical speed for Ledsgard (Case 2) and CTB (Case 3), and results
obtained by using the developed procedure.

Input data

Ledsgard case
CTB tests
EI (kN·m )
6415.5 (60 E1 type rail)
6415.5 (60 E1 type rail)
mrail,eff (kg/m)
60
60
s (m)
0.67
0.60
msleeper (kg)
325
325
Bballast (m)
1.15
1.15
Hballast (m)
1.20
0.35
3
dballast (kg/m )
1800
1600
Locomotive
Wagon
Q (kN)
87.5
60
79.5
z0 (mm)
5.7
4.0
0.93
Results for masses per unit length
Ledsgard case
CTB tests
msleeper,eff (kN·s2/m2)
0.24
0.27
mballast,eff (kN·s2/m2)
2.48
0.64
2
2
m (kN·s /m )
2.79
0.97
Results for track stiffness and critical speed from measured deflections (z0)
Ledsgard case
CTB tests
Locomotive
Wagon
K (kN/mm)
15
15
85
vcr (km/h)
231
229
692
61
60
322
v cr (rad/s)
Results for track stiffness and critical speed from FEM calculations (i.e., assuming unknown z0)
Ledsgard case
CTB tests
Locomotive
Wagon
z0 (mm)
5.1
3.4
1,01
K (kN/mm)
17
18
79
vcr (km/h)
239
242
674
65
67
306
v cr (rad/s)
2
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Table 3: Geotechnical parameters used in FEM calculations for Ledsgard.

Layer

ap

Embankment
Crust
Organic clay
Clay

(kN/m3)
18
15
15
16

c'
(kN/m2)
20
60
30
60

'

(º)
35
0
0
0

 
(º)
0
0
0
0

Vs
(m/s)
250
60
45
60



0.7

0.25
0.40
0.45
0.40

2·10-4
10·10-4
20·10-4
20·10-4

Table 4: Geotechnical parameters used in FEM calculations for CTB.

Layer
Ballast
Subballast
Form layer
Embankment

ap

(kN/m3)
16
23
22
20

c'
(kN/m2)
20
10
20
20

'

(º)
50
40
35
30


(º)
20
10
5
0

Vs
(m/s)
350
300
250
200



0.7

0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30

3.5·10-5
3.5·10-5
16.0·10-5
22.0·10-5

Figure 10: (a) Mesh for the FEM model of the Ledsgard site. (b) PLAXIS results for the locomotive (left) and a
wagon (right) loads at Ledsgard site. In Fig 10b, the deformed mesh is scaled up 300 times.

5 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
- The theoretical DAF curves provide a reliable value for the critical speed when they are used
to fit data of rail deflection vs. train speed, regardless of the source of deflections:
measured in real tracks, 1:1 scale model tests, or from FEM dynamic calculations.
- The beam model has been proved to be a simple but powerful tool to estimate the critical
speed of railway tracks. It works from low to high track stiffnesses. It only needs three
features of the track (see Eq. 11): (i) rail bending stiffness; (ii) effective mass per unit
length; and (iii) track stiffness. Note that the theoretical DAF curves from the beam model
can also be used to calculate the critical speed without making use of any of these
parameters. This provides more confidence on the results obtained by using the DAF
curves than on those inferred from Eq. 11. Unfortunately, the DAF curves require
measurements in a wide range of train speeds, which are usually not available.
- We have corroborated the following Fortin’s suggestions [6]: (i) the rail is the only element
that provides the bending stiffness of the beam; and (ii) the only elements that contribute to
the effective track mass are the rail, the sleeper, and a specific region of the ballast layer
that has been quantified in our procedure. In this regard, it is worth noting that the real
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value of the effective track mass is hard to determine, so the dependency of the “beam
model” on this parameter complicates its implementation.
- 2D FEM static simulations have been demonstrated to give reliable values for the track
stiffness to be used in the critical speed calculations whenever direct measurements for
wheel loads and rail deflections are not available.
In addition to the “beam model” (this paper), it must be highlighted that the so-called
“SASW model” [12] is another approach to calculate the critical speed. The “SASW model”
is based on the dispersion curve of surface waves. While the “beam model” consists on a
bending wave problem, the “SASW model” considers the critical speed to be the velocity of a
surface wave with a frequency nearly equal to the carriage passage frequency.
The “SASW model” is considered to be more appropriate to infer the critical velocity since
the ground mechanical parameters involved in this model (mainly the shear wave velocity)
better represent the physical phenomenon under study, i.e., the interaction between the effect
of moving loads in the underneath ground and the waves generated in it. Besides, the “SASW
model” is quite easy to implement and does not need any further interpretation.
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Abstract. In modern days, railway systems are a critical catalyst for growth of cities and
regions. Railway infrastructure is under pressure to provide higher capacity to the complex
rail system. Railway capacity is governed not only by a number of trains over a time window,
but is also by its infrastructure’s geometry and alignment, structural components, and track
conditions. Railway urban turnout is a special track system used to divert a train from a
particular direction or a particular track onto other directions or other tracks. It is a structural
grillage system that consists of steel rails, points (or called ‘switches’), crossings (special
track components), steel plates, rubber pads, insulators, fasteners, screw spikes, beam bearers
(either timber, polymer, steel or concrete), ballast and formation. It is often found that most
train-turnout interaction induces coupling dynamic transient loading on the track components,
especially on curves. In many cases, trains divert from one tangent track to another curved
turnout road. Not only does the complex train-track interaction generate vertical impact
loading, but the curving behavior of the train body also induce dynamic lateral force acting on
the rail. This paper presents a numerical simulation of a standard-gauge concrete bearer at
crossing panel, taking into account the tensionless nature of ballast support. The finite element
model was calibrated using static and dynamic responses using past experiments. This study
is the world first to highlight asymmetric topology of railway concrete bearers and identify
dynamic influences of topologic asymmetry on their coupling vertical and lateral behaviours.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Most highly dense urban systems rely on railway systems to efficiently and effectively
provide mass transportation and mobility to their residences. The railway networks can be
built either on surface or underground. A railway network can be comprised of many types of
railway tracks and their components. In fact, even a railway line can be built using a
combination of many key infrastructure components that form specific functional assets such
as railway tracks, bridges, turnouts (switches and crossings), overhead line structure, etc. A
most common type of railway infrastructure (especially for metro, urban, suburban and freight
networks) is ballasted railway tracks [1]. Railway sleepers or bearers (also called ‘railroad tie’
in North America) are a vital structural element in the railway track systems. Railway sleepers
are different to bearers in terms of topology, location, utilization, steel rail components they
support, and the dynamic load condition they are subjected to. The key role of railway bearers
is quite similar to sleepers in the way that they serve to redistribute loads from the rails to the
underlying ballast bed, as well as to secure rails and crossings under live operations. The
design and testing approaches for both sleepers and bearers are similar. Based on the current
design approach, the design life span of the concrete sleepers and bearers is targeted at around
50 years in Australia [2] and around 70 years in Europe [3-6], whilst actually turnout bearers
tend to last just about half lives of sleepers in the field [7-10].
Railway ‘switches and crossings’ or called ‘railway turnouts’ in Australia, Asia and North
America are a special track system used to divert a train from a particular direction or a
particular track onto other directions or other tracks. It is a structural grillage system that
consists of steel rails, points (or called ‘switches’), crossings, steel plates, rubber pads,
insulators, fasteners, screw spikes, beam bearers (either timber, polymer, steel or concrete),
ballast and formation (see Figure 1). This complex system requires the track support to have
structural integrity; and a broken bearer can significantly impair operational safety [11-15].

Figure 1: A typical turnout structure with concrete bearers [5]
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Based on various researches on railway turnout systems, there have been a number of
previous investigations on the railway sleeper and bearer models [16-20]. Most of the models
employed the concept of beam on elastic foundation where a sleeper is laid on the elastic
support, acting like a series of springs. It is found that only vertical stiffness is sufficient to
simulate the ballast support condition because the lateral stiffness seems to play an
insignificant role in sleeper’s bending responses [21-24]. In practice, the lateral force is less
than 20% of vertical force and the anchorage of fastening has been designed to take care of
lateral actions [25]. In fact, field measurements suggest a diverse range of sleeper flexural
behaviors, which are largely dependent on the realistic loading conditions and the support
condition induced by ballast packing and tamping [26-30]. However, it is still questionable at
large whether modern ballast tamping process is effective and it could enable realistic
symmetrical support for sleeper at railseat areas. In reality, the ballast is tamped only at the
railseat areas. The ballast at the mid span is left loosening, with the intention to reduce
negative bending moment effect on sleeper mid span, which is the cause of centre binding.
Over time, the dynamic track settlement induces ballast densification and the sleeper midspan comes into contact or is fully supported by ballast until the track geometry is restored by
resurfacing activity (i.e. re-tamping).

Figure 2: A typical turnout system layout [23, 24]

Over 150 of open literatures on modeling railway turnout systems have been critically
reviewed [5]. The review reveals that the dynamic behavior of turnout bearers has not been
fully investigated. The design parameters of the bearers in Europe are indeed estimated from a
small scale empirical study by a specific rail network. The maximum envelop for bending
moment design is then just an approximate of crude behavior of the bearers in the field. This
has led to either over or under conservative design of the safety-critical components, resulting
in structural uncertainty of the components that are exposed to inter-operations. As shown in
Figure 2, a railway turnout system can generally be analysed the using a grillage beam
method [27]. Although the simplification is very useful, such a method could not adequately
assist in the failure analyses of turnout components. In some cases, the results using the
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grillage beam method seem to have discrepancies with the field observations where the
maximum bending and shear forces were evident within the crossing panel [23]. A number of
researches have been conducted to locate the critical section within a turnout, and many of
which conclude that the critical section is located specifically at the crossing panel at either vcrossing or k-crossing [24]. Although it is clear that the turnout bearers are topological
asymmetry, the aspect of coupling vertical and lateral forces acting at the crossings has never
been fully investigated. This paper thus highlights a turnout bearer modeling capable of
nonlinear impact analysis, in order to evaluate the dynamic effect of topological asymmetry of
railway turnout bearers experiencing coupling vertical and lateral wheel forces. It focuses on
the nonlinear dynamic flexural responses of railway concrete sleepers subjected to a spectrum
of ballast stiffness at the mid span, in comparison with the current design method in
accordance with the design standards [31]. Since dynamic impact loads are over a quarter of
annual track load spectra, the dynamic behaviour is crucial to track maintenance criteria [3233]. Therefore, the effect of coupling vertical and lateral wheelset dynamics over crossing
nose will be focused in this study.
2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
A finite element model has been used extensively in railway industry as a vertification
tool. Some railway networks (e.g. in Germany, France, and the UK) have adopted the
outcome of the model for product approvals. In this study, a nonlinear finite element model of
full-scale railway concrete bearer has been previously developed and calibrated against the
numerical and experimental modal parameters [22]. The realistic model is in very good
agreement with previous extensive studies (less than 8% deviation between numerical and
experimental data), which established that the two-dimensional Timoshenko beam model is
the most suitable option for modeling concrete sleepers under vertical loads [16-18]. Figure 3
shows the two-dimensional finite element model for in-situ railway turnout bearers. Using
STRAND7 [34], the numerical model included the beam elements, which take into account
shear and flexural deformations. The trapezoidal cross-section was assigned to the sleeper
elements. The rails and rail pads at railseats were simulated using a series of spring. In this
study, the bearer behaviour is stressed so that very small stiffness values were assigned to
these springs. In reality, the ballast support is made of loose, coarse, granular materials with
high internal friction. It is often a mix of crushed stone, gravel, and crushed gravel through a
specific particle size distribution. It should be noted that the ballast provides resistance to
compression only. The use of elastic foundation in the current standards in Australia and
North America does not well represent the real uplift behaviour of bearers in hogging moment
region (or mid span zone of railway bearers). In this study, the support condition was
simulated using the tensionless beam support feature in STRAND7 [34]. This attribute allows
the beam to lift or hover over the support while the tensile supporting stiffness is omitted. The
tensionless support can correctly represent the real tracks.
Table 1 shows the geometrical and material properties of the finite element model. It is
important to note that the parameters in Table 1 give a representation of a specific rail track in
Europe. These data have been validated and the verification results have been presented
elsewhere [28]. Also, the flexural influences on railway concrete bearers in a turnout system
(switch and crossing) due to the variations of ballast support conditions together with the
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asymmetric topology of sleeper has not yet addressed by the past researchers. Especially
when the uplift behaviour due to ballast tensionless support in hogging region of sleepers is
considered, a finite element analysis is thus required to supersede the simple manual
calculation. For this study, the simulations have been extended to conduct the analyses using
the nonlinear solver in STRAND7. The effects of asymmetric topology of concrete bearers on
their flexural responses in a turnout system can be evaluated. The length of bearer varies from
2.5m to 4.0m, which is practically common in the 2 and 3 rail-seats sections (see Figure 3).
The impulse is stimulated only at the inner rail seat (as the inner wheel travels over crossing).

a) symmetrical topology

b) asymmetrical topology (overhanging)

c) asymmetrical topology (fully supported)
Figure 3: A typical turnout system layout [23, 24]

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the verified data in Table 1, the finite element model can be used to predict
dynamic bending moment envelops along the bearer when subjected to the wheel load
impulse of 100kN (3 ms) at a railseats, as illustrated in Figure 4. Damping of concrete is
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relatively low and is neglected in this study. This is because the damping could not react
quickly enough under impact loading and the analysis could attain design purpose when
worst-case scenario is required. Based on AS1085.14 [2], the design maximum positive and
negative bending moment at the rail seat is 12.50 kNm (if considered full support). To
establish maximum envelop, the maximum lateral force acing at the wheel-crossing contact is
taken as 0.2 of the vertical force.
Table 1: Engineering properties of the standard sleeper used in the modeling validation

Figure 4: Dynamic moment ratio (Mdynamic/Mdesign) vs. vertical axis L/L
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The results shows that the coupling vertical and lateral wheel impact loading can cause
high impact factor over 2.5 (a general serviceability impact factor for design) and some cases
can be over 4.0 (a general ultimate impact factor for design) in both conditions of
overhanging and fully-support by ballast. These clearly exceed the design limits for fatigue
serviceability and ultimate limit states, respectively. This implies that the coupling vertical
and lateral forces can rapidly deteriorate the performance and shorten the life span of the
concrete bearers in the field. Figure 5 demonstrates the movement of maximum bending
curvature when the bearer is subjected to coupling vertical and lateral force. It is shown that
the position of maximum bending moment has shifted from at rail seats to the edge of
railseats. This result confirms the failure mode of turnout concrete bearers found in the field
[35], as illustrated in Figure 6
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4

CONCLUSION

Railway infrastructure is required to support higher train capacity (more frequency, faster
speed and higher axle load) to drive the growth of the urbanisation. In reality, railway
capacity is governed not only by a number of trains over a time window (with respect to train
frequency), but is also by its infrastructure’s geometry and alignment (with respect to train
speed), structural components, and track conditions (with respect to train axle load). Railway
urban turnout is a special track system used to divert a train from a particular direction or a
particular track onto other directions or other tracks. This structural grillage system is an
inevitable asset since it enables operational flexibility. Notably, train-turnout interaction
induces coupling dynamic transient loading on the track components, especially on curves.
Not only does the complex train-track interaction generate high-intensity vertical impact
loading, but the curving behavior of the train body also induce quasi-static lateral force (from
wheel flanging) acting on the crossing nose. This paper has established a numerical
simulation of a standard-gauge concrete bearer, taking into account the realistic tensionless
nature of ballast support. The finite element model was calibrated using static and dynamic
responses using past experiments. This paper highlights asymmetric topology of railway
concrete bearers and identifies dynamic influences of topologic asymmetry on their coupling
vertical and lateral behaviours. Apparently, the results exhibit that the impact load can
amplify the bending moments in both conditions, resulting in potential damages under highintensity impact loading, which could trigger and sweep through various resonant frequencies
of the turnout bearers. It is also found that the lateral force can re-locate the maximum
bending curvature and change the position experiencing the maximum bending moments. The
understanding has raised the awareness of track engineers for better design and maintenance
of turnout support structures to minimise transient effects.
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Abstract. Globally, modern ballasted railway tracks have become the most efficient and
effective type of infrastructure for railway industry operating below 250 km/h of train speed
for over centuries. The ballasted tracks have been tailored and optimised over and over; and
they are often used in light rail tracks, metro networks, suburban rail network and intercity rail
lines since they are relatively inexpensive and quite superior in terms of maintainability and
constructability. Rail squats are defined by the growth of any cracks that have grown
longitudinally through the rail subsurface and some of the cracks propagating to the bottom of
rails transversely have branched from initial longitudinal cracks with a depression of rail
surface. The rail defects are commonly referred to as ‘squats’ when they were initiated from
damage caused by rolling contact fatigue, and as ‘studs’ when they were associated with
white etching layer caused by the transform from pearlitic steel due to friction heat generated
by wheel sliding or excessive traction. Such rail surface defect induces wheel/rail impact and
large amplitude vibration of track structure and poor ride quality. In Australia, Europe and
Japan, rail squats/studs have occasionally turned into broken rails. The root cause and
preventive solution to this defect are still under investigation from the fracture mechanical and
material scientific point of view. The dynamic interactions between vehicle and track impose
vibrations and acoustic radiations and become moving vibro-acoustic sources along the
railway corridor. Especially when there is imperfection of either wheel or rail, the dynamic
amplification of loading conditions and reflected vibration effects on infrastructure and rolling
stocks is significantly higher. This study is the world first to evaluate the coupling dynamic
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vehicle-track interactions over rail squat defects considering the effect of extreme
temperatures. The vehicle model has adopted multi degrees of freedom coupling with a
discrete supported track model using Herzian contact theory. This paper highlights the
dynamic load redistribution experienced by railway track components due to wheel/rail
contacts. The insight into the dynamic amplification and track load distribution will enable
predictive track maintenance and risk-based track inspection planning to enhance public
safety and reduce unplanned maintenance costs.
1

INTRODUCTION

In global best practices, rail surface defects have been a critical safety concern and key
maintenance priority of railway infrastructure owners and maintainers who operate either low,
moderate or high speed trains including passenger suburban, metro, urban, mixed-traffic and
freight rail systems. Rail surface defects can cause high risks and significant consequences
such as train derailments, rail breaks, component failures, and so on. It has been estimated that
the cost of rail renewal program (rail replacement) due to rail squats and studs has become a
significant portion of the whole track maintenance cost, reportedly in Australia, Asia, and
European countries e.g. Austria, Japan, Germany and France [1-6]. The rail squats and studs
are typically classified as the growth of any cracks that has grown longitudinally through the
subsurface due to repeated trainloads, which means both of squats and studs are typical rolling
contact fatigue (RCF) defects but the mechanism of initiating cracks of those two defects are
different. Also, the subsurface horizontal crack later results in a depression of rail surface
sometimes called ‘dark spot’ [7] ‘Squats’ are defined as the crack initiated from rolling
contact fatigue damage layer, and as ‘studs’ are defined as the crack initiated from white
etching layer (WEL) due to wheel slides or excessive tractive effort [8-10].
In many countries, the rail defect has become a widespread problem in both passenger and
freight rail networks. The rail squat/stud defects could be observed in all types of track
structures, in all arrays of track geometries and gradients, and in all possible operational
traffics as shown in Fig. 1. One exception where almost no squat could be observed is inside
the dry tunnels [11]. However, recent collaborative research shows some rail studs appear in
London Underground due to wheel traction issues [12]. The cracks of studs initiate in the
WEL and grow horizontally at the depth of 3-6mm below the rail surface. The rail surface
becomes depressed, giving rise to vibration impact and noise. The cracks of squats propagate
from surface cracks initiated by rolling contact fatigue (RCF) and similarly grow at the depth
of 3-6mm below the rail surface. Squats are often found in tangent tracks and in high rails of
moderate radius curves, in particular squats caused in high rails of moderate radius curves are
called gauge corner cracks, and in turnouts with vertical, unground rails. Accordingly, a
number of research and development projects have been initiated around the world in order to
investigate the root causes and feasible economical solutions to rail squat problem, which will
have a significant impact on rail asset management strategy [13-14].
The rail squat/stud problem has largely been noticed when the ride quality of the passenger
trains exceeds acceptable limits [13] Excessive noise and vibration have later increased
complaints against rail operators. Most importantly, the impact forces due to the wheel/rail
interaction have undermined the structural integrity and stability of track components [15-21].
In Japan and Europe, frequently the rail squats have transversely grown and turned into the
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broken rails, which could derail the trains and potentially result in a catastrophe [2]. An
infamous example of the tragedy was the Hatfield accident in the UK. So far, there has no
research into the effect of extreme climate variances on the squats and the wheel-rail
interaction over the squat defects [22-26]. On this ground, this study is the world first to
highlight such the critical imminent issue in railway industry.

a) WEL-related stud (multiple squats)

b) RCF-related squat (single squats)
Figure 1: Rail squats in railway tracks based on their initiation types

At present, with heavier and faster trains, the dynamic load transferring on to track and its
components such rails, sleepers, ballast and formations is higher and amplified by the traffic
speeds and rail surface defects. These dynamic impact loading conditions often damage the
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track support and cause initial differential settlement and plastic deformation. The track issue
does not stop here. Such the plastic deformation and initial differential settlement further form
and couple with short wavelength defects (if any) to exponentially aggravate the dynamic
loading condition [27-29]. Therefore, it is very important to understand the coupled dynamic
effect of rail defects on the rail infrastructure so that rail operators and maintainers can
develop suitable cost-effective strategies for operations and maintenance. An example of
strategies is to carry out preventative track maintenance (such as re-tamping, re-grinding and
ballast cleaning when early sign of damage is inspected). In many regional railways (such as
freight services), speed restrictions have been adopted to delay the maintenance regime when
the rail defects exist. Note that these strategies are often called ‘Base Operating Conditions
(BOCs)’ in railway industry practices. The BOCs have been developed from internal R&D
activities and extensive empirical experience in the rail industry over the centuries.
The detailed modelling of rail track dynamic and wheel-rail interaction was studied in
1992 while D-track program for dynamic simulation also have been created by Cai for his
PhD’s thesis of Queen’s University in Canada [30]. Afterward, Iwnick has done a benchmark,
which was called Manchester Benchmarks in 1998 [31]. In 2005; Steffens [32] has adopted
the parameter of Manchester Benchmarks to compare performance of vary dynamic
simulation programs and also developed the user-interface of D-track. On the other hand, Dtrack had still an issue of lower result than others and then the owner has revised the program
after this benchmark. Subsequently, Leong has done the Benchmark II with the revised
version of D-Track in 2007 [28].

Figure 2: Coupling vehicle-track model

In this study, the dynamic simulation concept by Cai [30] has been adopted as seen in
Figure 2 since the track model has included Timoshenko beam theory for rail and sleepers,
which enable a more accurate behaviours of tracks. Note that rail cross section and sleeper
pre-stressing are among the key influences on shear and rotational rigidities of Timoshenko
beam behaviors in numerical modelling of railway tracks [33, 34]. The irregularity of wheel
and rail will cause higher dynamic impact force that the design condition level or
serviceability limit state. The exceeing magnitude of the force generated by wheel and rail
irregularities will damage track components and impair ride quality [28]. This study thus is
the first to present the wheel-rail dynamic forces over both rail squats exposed to extreme
temperature variances. The scope of this study will be focused on ballasted railway tracks
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supporting a conventional passenger metro-style trains (Manchester Model). The track model
will be based on a standard rail gauge (1.435m). The outcome of this study will help railway
infrastructure managers improve the methods for monitoring, maintaining, adapting and
retrofitting railway tracks subjected to imminent threats from climate change.
2 COUPLING VEHICLE-TRACK MODELLING
The track model (D-Track) is simulated on Winkler foundation principal which only
cross-section of track dynamic responses is considered symmetrically. Rail and sleeper were
represented on elastic beam of either the Timoshenko type. The sleepers also support the rail
as discrete rigid masses. Free-body diagram of track model are shown in the Figure 3(a)
where P(t) is a moving wheel force at constant speed (v). Figure 3 (b) represents the force
from rail to sleeper through the rail seat (ith) and reaction force kszi(y,t) per unit length.

a) forces on the rail

b) force on the sleeper
Figure 3: Free-body diagram of track model [30]

a) wheelset model

b) Herzian wheel-rail contact
Figure 4: Free-body diagram of vehicle-track model [30]
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The wheelset model in this modelling consists of a four-degree of freedom which include
of one bogie with two-axle, rail and track. The wheelset model uses the unsprung masses (mu)
and the sideframe mass (ms, Is) to calculate on one rail through the primary suspension (k1, c1)
as shown in Figure 4(a). The components of vehicles are demonstrated as a spring load by
using Hertzian contact model. Moreover, the equations of motion in this model used the
principles of Newton’s law and beam vibration to apply. Integration between wheelset and
track equations can be calculated by the non-linear Hertzian wheel-rail interaction model as
illustrated in Figure 4 (b). The D-Track model has been benchmarked by [28] in order to
assess the accuracy and verify the precision of numerical results. D-Track is thus adopted for
this study. The track structure used for analysis is based on UIC 60kg/m rail, HDPE rail pads
(stiff), prestressed concrete sleepers with 600mm spacing, ballast with 300mm depth, and
medium stiffness soil (compacted soil).
Rail squat profile irregularity can be esimated as inverse half-sinusoidal curve as shown in
Figure 5. The dimension of moderate rail squats is around 50mm in length and 0.1mm
indentation [5]. This rail squat dimension will be used for the track loading simulations. The
train speed of 60 km/h will be used for benchmarking as it is a median speed of metro trains.
Note that the longtitudinal force due to temperature can be obtained from F = AE x T x 1.17
x 10-5 where F is the thermal force, A is the rail cross section area, E is the Young’s modulus
of rail, and is the rail temperature difference with respect to neutral temperature (or stress-free
temperature). As the sensitivity of climate change is poised toward warmer temperature [3537], the emplasis of this study is thus placed on the effect of extreme heat on the railway
tracks.

Figure 5: Moderate rail squat

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical simulations have been carried out using 14.5t axle-load Manchester
passenger train with wheel radius of 0.46m and Hertzian spring constant of 0.734 x 1011
N/m3/2. The dynamic wheel/rail contact forces can be seen in Figure 6. It can be seen that
moderate rail squats can induce dynamic impact loading up from 2 to 2.5 times of the static
wheel load. This implies that more dynamic load will be transferred to fastening systems,
sleepers, and ballast support.
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Figure 6: Dynamic wheel-rail force at the rail defect
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3.1 Thermal effect on wheel-rail contact forces

Wheel-rail force kN

Figure 7 shows the effect of extreme temperature on the wheel-rail contact forces. It is
clear that the global extreme temperatures have negligible effects (less than 2% difference) on
the wheel-rail contact forces.
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Figure 7: Thermal effect on dynamic wheel-rail force at the rail defect
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3.2 Thermal effect of railseat forces

Railseat force

kN

It is very clear from Figure 8 that the extreme temperature plays a significant role on the
railseat forces redistributed from the wheel-rail forces at the top of running rails. The results
exhibit that extreme heat will reduce downward force but will increase uplift force.
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Figure 8: Thermal effect on dynamic railseat force
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3.3 Thermal effect of sleeper-ballast pressure

Ballast pressure

kPa

Figure 9 demonstrates that the extreme heat does not much affect the sleeper-ballast
pressures. The increase in heat tends to reduce the ballast pressure but a negligible rate (less
than 2% on average). This is because the dynamic track load has been filtered by rail pads and
sleepers, prior to transferring onto ballast. As such, quasi-static behavior of ballast pressure
can be observed. The temperature that excites rail and sleeper vibrations does not induce
observable dynamic content onto the ballast.
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Figure 8: Thermal effect on ballast pressure
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents the dynamic interactions between vehicle and track, which can cause
vibrations and acoustic radiations to railway neighbourhood. The effects of extreme
temperature on track loading conditions and load distribution have been highlighted. It is the
first to evaluate the coupling dynamic vehicle-track interactions over rail defects under
thermal variances. The results show that the thermal effect plays a key role on magnifying the
rail/sleeper contact forces (railseat loads). However, such effect does not play a significant
role for wheel-rail forces. Due to the loss of dynamic content, the ballast pressure remains
static and quasi-static. The insight implies that sleepers will experience excessive dynamic
uplift loads and the uplift can deteriorate and weaken ballast-sleeper friction and lateral track
stiffness. More results on parametric effects of rail squats as well as the effect of adjacent
track movement on track load distribution will be investigated in the near future. This
understanding will help track engineers to manage and operate infrastructure assets more
efficiently and effectively under climate variances. The insight is imperative to improve
climate change adaptation strategy for rail infrastructure.
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Abstract. Railway bridges are of importance as critical elements in transportation networks.
Unfortunately, many railway bridges are old and these structures are subject to degradation over
time. To monitor bridge structures, many methods are introduced. In recent years, indirect
bridge monitoring methods have become more popular. These methods use passing vehicles to
measure dynamic responses such as accelerations. In this paper, a new direct integration
approach is introduced to directly calculate the apparent railway track profile (AP) that is
consistent with the measured accelerations. An adaptation of the Newmark Beta numerical
method is used for this purpose. Using AP, bridge displacement profile difference (BDPD) is
calculated to monitor bridges. The BDPD is the difference between the baseline (healthy)
profile and the apparent profile after damage and environmental effects. BDPD is sensitive to
temperature change and bridge damage. It has its own frequency which is close to the bridge
frequency.
1

INTRODUCTION

Railway bridges are critical elements of any railway network. With time, bridges may
become damaged because of corrosion or bridge strikes. Such damage may have an adverse
influence on the safe operation of the transportation network. In the event of serviceability
limits being exceeded, or bridge collapse, railway infrastructure owners suffer the cost of both
unscheduled maintenance/replacement and lost revenue during any period of closure.
Therefore, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of bridges is an important area of research.
SHM can help to detect damage and aid maintenance planning. At present, visual inspection is
probably the most common method of monitoring bridges. However, this method requires a
large number of inspectors which may result in significant cost. Furthermore, it is difficult to
achieve consistency in monitoring due to the subjectivity of the inspectors. In the future, sensor
based monitoring is likely to become more popular. This method can be divided into two types:
direct and indirect. Direct methods involve the installation of a number of sensors on the bridge.
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These sensors can measure the bridge response directly. This method requires the installation
of sensors, data acquisition, storage and communication electronics and a power source on each
bridge. Therefore, it tends to be more expensive than traditional monitoring. Also, such sensor
systems cannot be reused in other bridges. What is more, a lot of data needs to be processed
and the link between measurement data and bridge safety is still being researched.
To address these issues, the idea of an indirect or ‘drive-by’ method of bridge monitoring is
proposed by Yang et al. [1]. In this method, the dynamic properties of bridge structures are
extracted from the dynamic response of a passing vehicle. This dynamic vehicle response has
the potential to be used to detect damage in the bridge. No sensors need to be deployed on the
bridge itself – sensors are only needed on the passing vehicle. Compared to direct methods, the
indirect method has its own advantages. It is easy to operate, economic, efficient, and mobile.
While the instrumented vehicle may be expensive, one vehicle can monitor a very large number
of bridges.
The concept of the apparent profile was developed by OBrien and Keenahan [2]. The
apparent profile is the profile that, in the absence of a bridge, would have generated the recorded
accelerations. It consists of a combination of bridge deflection and road profile, so it includes
information related to bridge behaviour. Hence, information on the bridge condition can be
extracted. To date, the apparent profile has been determined by an optimisation procedure. In
this paper, a new direct integration approach is introduced to calculate the apparent profile
directly from the vehicle accelerations. Using the apparent profile, Bridge Displacement Profile
Difference (BDPD) is calculated and discussed. In this paper, BDPD will be used as an indicator
of temperature change and bridge damage. The frequency of BDPD is also analysed.
2

DIRECT SOLUTION OF PROFILE CALCULATION

The railway vehicle is simplified here as a spring mass model, as shown in Figure 1. In this
case, the mass and stiffness of the sprung mass system are 15 tonnes (i.e., 15,000 kg) and 3.5 ×
106 N/m respectively.

Figure 1: Spring mass model

The behaviour of dynamic systems can be described by ordinary differential equations.
Numerical procedures are used to solve the differential equation and then calculate the profile.
The general equation of a single degree of freedom dynamical system can be expressed as:
𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑢̈ + 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢̇ + 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 𝐹𝐹

(1)

where 𝑚𝑚, 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑘𝑘 are the mass, damping and stiffness for the vehicle, respectively, 𝑢𝑢̈ , 𝑢𝑢̇ and 𝑢𝑢
are the vehicle acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors, respectively, and 𝐹𝐹 is the
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applied force vector on the vehicle degree of freedom. 𝐹𝐹 is related to apparent profile 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) and
can be expressed as:
𝐹𝐹 = 𝑘𝑘 × 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡)

(2)

In this paper, the aim is to find a more efficient means of solving the inverse problem to
determine the apparent profile 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) consistent with measured accelerations. All problems are
solved here using the Newmark Beta integration scheme. The algorithm used to solve the
inverse problem is presented in Figure 2. A MATLAB algorithm was used to implement this
solution.
For each time step, acceleration of the mass is taken to be known. Then, the displacement
and velocity of the mass can be calculated using the Newmark Beta integration scheme. Using
the displacement, velocity and acceleration of the mass, the force being applied to the mass can
be determined. Finally, the apparent profile is calculated.
Given 𝑚𝑚, 𝑐𝑐, 𝑘𝑘, 𝑢𝑢̈ , 𝑢𝑢̇ 0 , 𝑢𝑢0 , time step 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
Newmark-beta method coefficients
γ= 0.5, β= 0.25×(0.5+γ)2
1
𝛾𝛾
1
1
𝛾𝛾
, a1 =
, a2 =
, a3 =
− 1, a4 = − 1,
a0 =
𝛽𝛽×𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 2
𝛽𝛽×𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛽𝛽×𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛽𝛽×2
𝛽𝛽
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛾𝛾
a5 =
× ൬ − 2൰ , a 6 = (1 − 𝛾𝛾) × 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥, a 7 = 𝛾𝛾 × 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
2
𝛽𝛽
Calculate 𝑢𝑢, 𝑢𝑢̇ at step 𝑡𝑡 + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 using Newmark Beta
𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = (𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 + 𝑎𝑎2 × 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎3 × 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡 )/𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎6 × 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎7 × 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
Use Newmark Beta to calculate 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 at step 𝑡𝑡 + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
ഥ = 𝑘𝑘 + 𝑎𝑎0 × 𝑚𝑚 + 𝑎𝑎1 × 𝑐𝑐
Effective stiffness matrix 𝐾𝐾
ത 𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝐾𝐾
ഥ × 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
Effective force 𝐹𝐹
ത 𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 − 𝑚𝑚 × (𝑎𝑎0 × 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎2 × 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎3 × 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡 ) −
𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝐹𝐹
𝑐𝑐 × (𝑎𝑎1 × 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎4 × 𝑢𝑢̇ 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎5 × 𝑢𝑢̈ 𝑡𝑡 )
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡+𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 /𝑘𝑘

Figure 2: Apparent profile calculation algorithm

To test the concept, a general test profile is used in the forward problem to generate the
‘simulated measured’ acceleration signal. Using this simulated measured acceleration, the
profile is recalculated by the direct integration approach. The recalculated profile matches well
with the original profile assumed.
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3

BRIDGE DISPLACEMENT PROFILE DIFFERENCE

According to Elhattab et al. [3], bridge displacement profile difference (BDPD), is sensitive
to bridge damage. The bridge displacement profile difference is the difference between the
baseline (healthy) and the damaged apparent profiles. In this section, the BDPD is used to find
the effect of temperature change and bridge damage. It is hoped that the effect of damage can
be separated from the natural influences of temperature.
The vehicle is simulated crossing over an approach length and a bridge. The approach before
the bridge is 1 m. The bridge is simply supported bridge and its length is 20 m. The vehicle in
this case is a spring-mass model. This vehicle crosses over the approach and bridge at 80 km/h
(22.22 m/s). The road profile for the approach and the bridge is categorised as ‘very good’
(Class A) according to ISO [4]. This bridge is modelled using 20 Euler Bernoulli beam Finite
Elements. The vehicle/bridge interaction model is simulated in MATLAB.
3.1 Effect of Temperature Change
Temperature change is simulated in the bridge to determine if it can be distinguished from
damage in BDPD results. Temperature change affects the modulus of elasticity of concrete.
Žnidarič et al. [5], citing Hill and Shimmin, 1961; Lee et al. 1988; Kassir et al. 1996; Downie,
2005; Bastami et al., 2010, have stated that the elastic modulus variation with temperature is
linear:
(3)

𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 = 𝐸𝐸0 (1 + 𝛽𝛽 × 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)

where,

𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 : Modulus of elasticity at temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘
𝐸𝐸0 : Reference modulus at temperature, 𝑇𝑇0
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 − 𝑇𝑇0
𝛽𝛽: Thermal hardening coefficient = increase in E per unit change in temperature (°C-1)
According to Downie, 𝛽𝛽 = −0.0027 and this value is used in this paper when the temperature
is above 0°C [6]. The resulting relationships between Ek and E0 under different 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 conditions
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Relationships between Ek and E0 under different 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(°C)
Ek

5
0.986 E0

10
0.973 E0

15
0.959 E0

20
0.946 E0

Temperature change is assumed here to vary from 5°C through 20°C in increments of 5°C.
BDPD equals the difference between the AP after temperature change and the baseline one (no
temperature change). Temperature change affects the bridge stiffness and hence its first natural
frequency. This in turn influences the vehicle/bridge dynamic interaction as the vehicle crosses
and the resulting acceleration in the sprung mass. BDPD is calculated from this acceleration
and is influenced by the change in bridge temperature. Figure 3 shows the BDPDs due to
temperature changes in the studied bridge. It shows that the BDPD is a little sensitive to
temperature change in the structure. Also, the greater the temperature change, the bigger the
BDPD.
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Figure 3: The BDPDs for the studied bridges

3.2 BDPD Frequency
In this section, the frequency of BDPD is investigated. For example, when ΔT=20°C, the
frequency of BDPD is 𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =3.89 Hz. This is does not correspond to the frequency of bridge
(f𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 =4.26Hz) or the frequency of the spring-mass model (f𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =2.43Hz). However, the
BDPD and bridge frequencies are close. To investigate the relationship between the frequency
of BDPD and bridge, several examples are used. Different types of bridge which have different
frequencies are simulated to find the relationship. These bridges have different length, L, mass
per unit length, m, and second moment of area, J. In addition, different vehicle velocities are
used (80 km/h and 20 km/h). The types of bridge are shown in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the
relationship between the frequency of vehicle and the frequency of bridge for the two velocities.
The frequency of BDPD is closer to the frequency of the bridge. As the bridge frequency is sitespecific, the frequency of BDPD will be site-specific. It is the reason why BDPD is oscillating
related to bridge frequency. When the vehicle velocity is low, the frequency of BDPD is much
close to the frequency of the bridge.
Table 2: The parameters of different bridges
Type of bridge

A

B

C

D

Length (m)
Mass per unit length (kg/m)
Second moment of area (m4)

20
37,500
1.2594

19
35,625
1.0717

15
28,125
0.5273

9
16,875
0.1139
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10

D

Frequency of BDPD (Hz)

9
8
7
6

C

5

A

B

4
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Frequency of Bridge (Hz)
Frequency of BDPD (Hz) (80 km/h)

Frequency of BDPD (Hz) (20 km/h)

Figure 4: The relationship between the frequency of BDPD and the frequency of the bridge

3.3 Effect of Damage
In this section, the effect of damage is studied. For this study, the source of damage is
assumed to be a bridge strike which causes a local change in flexural stiffness. In this example,
the damage is simulated at Element 5 (0.225 s) of 20 elements. It means that there is a loss of
stiffness in that element. The loss of stiffness varies from 30% through 60%. Figure 5 shows
the BDPD for different levels of damage. It shows that the amplitude of the BDPD is sensitive
to damage. This result is similar to that reported by Elhattab et al. [3]. They also stated that the
difference increases for higher damage levels which can be used to indicate the level of bridge
degradation.

Figure 5: BDPD for different damage levels in Element 5

Figure 6 shows the BDPD for different damage locations. Four different locations are
considered for this bridge: Element 5, Element 6, Element 7 and Element 8. The distances
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corresponding to the centres of these element in Figure 6 is 5.5 m, 6.5 m, 7.5 m and 8.5 m. In
the beginning, they have similar trends. Then the BDPDs change at the damaged element
because of its damage.

Figure 6: The BDPD for different damage locations (Element 5, 6, 7 and 8 of 20)

Compared to the temperature change effect, the effect of damage on BDPD is quite small.
Figure 7 shows the BDPD due to bridge strike damage in one element and temperature change.
In this example, ΔT=20°C which means that Ek= 0.946 E0, i.e. 5.4% uniform loss of stiffness.
At the same time, the effect of stiffness loss in Element 5 is shown for a 5.4% loss of stiffness
which is the same as the temperature change effect. Clearly the number of elements subject to
the change in stiffness has a significant influence.

Figure 7: The BDPD because of damage effect and temperature change effect

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a new direct integration approach to calculate the AP using
accelerations. The acceleration histories are simulated using a vehicle/bridge dynamic
interaction model. This approach is based on the Newmark Beta integration scheme. This AP
calculation algorithm is highly efficient and the profile found is shown to match well with the
profile originally used to generate the acceleration signal. It represents a most significant
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advance as it makes it possible to find the AP in a tiny fraction of the computation time required
previously.
Using AP, BDPD is calculated to monitor bridges. BDPD is the difference between the
baseline (healthy) profile and apparent profiles after damage and temperature change. It is
shown that BDPD is sensitive to damage and temperature change. Also, it is more sensitive to
the temperature change for the levels of temperature and damage considered. BDPD tends to
change suddenly at the damaged element. It has its own frequency which is close to that of the
bridge.
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Abstract. The present paper aims at investigating a high-order time integration method
with an appropriate error estimator in the context of an induction heating process. Therefore, an axisymmetric model problem of a metal shaft with a surrounding copper coil is
investigated. In order to describe the proceeding a thermo-electromagnetic multifield
problem is introduced. Maxwell’s equations are coupled and linked to the heat conduction equation due to Joule’s effect. The coupling of the nonlinear Maxwell equations
and the heat conduction equation results in a monolithic multifield problem. The resulting equations are discretized using high-order accurate finite elements in space as well
as in time. Finally, the time discretization error is estimated and classified employing a
residual error estimate.

1

MOTIVATION

In order to achieve application-optimized material properties, new material composites
or novel fabrication sequences are developed. Thus, in the area of metal-forming processes,
heating and cooling strategies that locally influence workpiece characteristics such as
ductility, hardness, yield strength or impact resistance, are important concepts. Hence,
a special profile of characteristics can be adapted to the intended load profile of the
component. For example, high strength can be achieved at a predetermined position, while
particularly good wear or damping properties predominate in other places. The tailormade combination of properties has been realized in the past by a variety of different
materials or extensive manufacturing processes. For components made with just one
metal, precisely defined properties can be obtained in the following three stages, see
Figure 1. In this integrated manufacturing process, a metal shaft obtains a heterogenous
temperature distribution throughout a local inductive heating. Then the heated metal
shaft is formed in a press and simultaneously cooled due to the contact with the die.
Finally, the desired material properties are achieved by partial rapid cooling, allowing the
creation of graded materials with defined properties, cf. [20]. Investigations and studies
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Figure 1: Integrated thermomechanical forming process, cf. [20]

with respect to high-order time integration methods for this process chain can be found
in [9, 10, 18, 3].
The first step of this fabrication sequence will be analyzed, acknowledging that a material gradation is only enabled due to the inhomogeneous temperature distribution obtained by inductive heating. The prediction of this process step will be realized by solving
Maxwell’s equations as well as the heat conduction equation using Galerkin’s method
with high-order accurate approaches in space and time in conjunction with an adequate
error estimator.
Nevertheless, in literature a bunch of other solution strategies are available. Within
the analysis of electromagnetic phenomena they emerge from different formulations of
Maxwell’s equations and contain extraordinary element approaches, cf. [1, 6]. A popular time integration scheme for solving the semidiscrete balance equation for electromagnetic problems is the time integration method of Crank Nicholson, cf. [1, 4, 11].
Similarly, the classical implicit Euler method, cf. [11], or other finite-difference-based
approaches, cf. [7], are used to solve the problem.
On the contrary in the area of linear heat conduction discontinuous and continuous
Galerkin methods can be found for time integration, cf. [14]. Since an analytical
solution of this coupled thermo-electro multfield problem can not be obtained easily,
appropriate tactics for estimating the various prevailing discretization errors have to be
established. Existing approaches consider Taylor series expansions, energy evaluations,
dual problem formulations, residual error determination and error definitions exploiting
both the h- as well as p-version of Galerkin’s method, cf. [13, 19, 2, 8, 15]. Moreover,
the residual error estimator, which was originally proposed by [2], will be adapted and
analyzed within the context of the inductive heating problem.
2

The Thermo-Electromagnetic Equations

Electromagnetic phenomena are generally depicted by Maxwell’s equations. They
are a set of partial differential equations in space and time. These equations deal with
electric and magnetic aspects, including their interaction. Since the electric and magnetic
fields vary in time, reciprocal actions are induced. The following four time- and space-

2
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dependent vector fields are introduced:
∇ · D(X, t) =
∇ · B(X, t) =

ρR (X, t)
0

∇ × E(X, t) =

−Ḃ j(X, t)

∇ × H(X, t) = J (Θ, X, t) + Ḋ j(X, t)

∀X ∈ ΩE ,
∀X ∈ ΩB ,

∀t ∈ [t0 , T ],
∀t ∈ [t0 , T ],

∀X ∈ ΩE,B , ∀t ∈ [t0 , T ],
∀X ∈ ΩE,B , ∀t ∈ [t0 , T ],

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The variable E represents the electric field intensity, D the electric flux density, H
the magnetic field intensity, B the magnetic flux density, ρR the electric charge density
in a volume and J the electric current density in a surface. Those variables can be
dependent on the temperature Θ, the spatial position X and the time t. Some of the
variables included in the Maxwell equations are not independent of each other; they
are connected, assuming the following constitutive laws, [5].
D(X, t) =  E(X, t)
B(X, t) = µ(Θ)H(X, t)
J (Θ, X, t) = σ(Θ)E(X, t) + J i (X, t)

∀X ∈ ΩE ,
∀X ∈ ΩB ,
∀X ∈ ΩE ,

∀t ∈ [t0 , T ]
∀t ∈ [t0 , T ]
∀t ∈ [t0 , T ]

(5)
(6)
(7)

Here,  = 0 R represents the permittivity, consisting of the constant electric permittivity
in a vacuum 0 and a material-dependent part R . The magnetic permeability µ = µ0 µR
can also be determined with the help of the constant vacuum-specific value µ0 and a
material dependent part µR . The quantity σ describes the electric conductivity.
The temperature development of the inductive heating process can be described by the
heat conduction equation
ρ cp (Θ) Θ̇(X, t) + ∇ · q(Θ, X, t) = Q(Θ, X, t)

∀X ∈ ΩΘ ,

∀t ∈ [t0 , T ].

(8)

Further introduced variables are the density ρ, the heat capacity cp , the heat flux vector
q(Θ, X, t) = −λ(Θ) ∇Θ(X, t), the heat source term Q and the thermal conductivity λ.
In general, in an inductive heating process a metal workpiece is surrounded by an
induction coil, on which an alternating current is applied, cf. [17]. Due to the alternating
current density, the magnetic vortex field is generated, which induces eddy currents.
These, in turn, produce a temperature increase in the workpiece. This phenomenon is
called Joule heating and can be described by the heat equation (8) with the heat source
term
J 2 (Θ, X, t)
.
(9)
σ(Θ)
As seen above, the coupling between the electric and the thermal field is clearly visible
by means of the heat source term. On the other hand, the electromagnetic field is not
directly coupled to the thermal field. The thermal influence on the electromagnetic field is
caused by the temperature dependence of the material parameters within the constitutive
laws (5) - (7). The material dependent material models, which are used for studies in the
present paper, can be found in [9].
Q(Θ, X, t) =

3
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3
3.1

NUMERICAL REALIZATION
WEAK FORMULATION OF INDUCTIVE HEATING

In order to enable the application of the finite element method, the previously elaborated partial differential equations (1) - (9) as well as the Neumann boundary conditions
have to be formulated weakly throughout a multiplication with arbitrary test functions δE,
δB or δΘ and an integration over the volume Ω. Furthermore, the strategy of Demkowicz and Assous, cf. [6, 1] is applied in the thermo-electromagnetic case with nonlinear
material parameters, [9]. This lead to the following weak form of the electric, magnetic
and thermal fields:
E

δW =
+



Ω

δE · 

Ë j dV

+



δE · σ(Θ)

Ω

κ(Θ) [∇ × δE] · [∇ × E] dV +

Ω

+



δE · κ̇(Θ) [∇ × B] dV +

Ω

+



δW

B

=
+

Ω

∇ · δE κ(Θ) ∇ · E dV +
δB · 

B̈ j dV

+



−
δW

Θ

=
+

Ω

Γq

Ω



δE · [∇κ̇(Θ) × B] dV +

δΘ ρ cp (Θ) Θ̇ dV −



δE · J˙ ji dV

(10)

δE · [n × [∇ × E]] dA = 0,





δB · ∇ × σ(Θ)E dV

Ω

∇ · δB κ(Θ) ∇ · B dV

(11)

Ω

δB · [n × [∇ × B]] dA = 0,

Γσ B



κ ρR
dV


Ω

[∇ × δB] · [∇κ(Θ) × B] dV +
[∇ × δB] · J i dV +

∇ · δE

[∇κ(Θ) × δE] · [∇ × E] dV

[∇ × δB] · κ(Θ) [∇ × B] dV −





Ω

Ω

Ω

Ω



δE · σ̇(Θ) E dV −

Γσ E

Ω







+



Ω

Ω



Ė j dV

∇δΘ · q(Θ) dV −

Ω



δΘ Q dV

(12)

Ω





δΘ q  + α(Θ) [Θ − Θ∞ ] + ε(Θ) σΘ A Θ4 − Θ4∞



dA = 0.

The dependencies of the variables with respect to the spatial position and time are
omitted for simplicity.
Since high temperatures occur in the inductive heating process and heat exchange with
the environment occurs, equation (12) considers free convection and thermal radiation.
The heat transfer coefficient α(Θ) as well as the emissivity ε(Θ) have temperature dependent behaviors. The material dependent material models, which are used for studies
in this paper, can be found in [9]. Furthermore, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant σΘ is
introduced.
Adding equations (10) - (12) results in the weakly formulated nonlinear problem
δW (ü, u̇, u) = 0,

with u = [E, B, Θ]T .
4
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Therein the vector u = [E, B, Θ]T of primary variables is introduced together with its time
derivatives to obtain this abridged form, which will also be advantageous for the compact
formulation of spatial and temporal integration schemes later on. A Newton-Raphson
method is considered for this nonlinear problem (13). Consequently, the consistent linearization of the virtual work δW (13) is realized by developing a Taylor series expansion
up to the linear term, which means that higher order terms are omitted. Thus, the weak
form is linearized, exploiting the Gâteaux derivative, cf. [12].
To complete the initial value problem for the induction heating, adequate initial conditions at the beginning of the observation at time t0 in the domain Ω have to be complied.
ü(X, t0 ) = ü0 ,
3.2

u̇(X, t0 ) = u̇0 ,

u(X, t0 ) = u0

(14)

SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

In order to solve the thermal-electromagnetic problem numerically the next step is to
discretize the weak form spatially by using the finite element method. Due to the spatial
discretization the whole domain Ω is divided into several finite elements e. The distinct
continuous field variables are thus described with the help of discrete nodal values and
vector-valued shape functions N il = N i e l . They consist of Lagrange shape functions
N i of polynomial degree p with i ∈ [1, NN ], cf. [21], and accompanying basis vectors
e l , which enable the approximation of different spatial directions l ∈ [1, ND]. In the
case of three different spatial directions standard cartesian bases vectors e 1 = [1, 0, 0]T ,
e 2 = [0, 1, 0]T and e 3 = [0, 0, 1]T are considered.
Ë j(ξ)

≈

B̈ j(ξ) ≈

NN 
ND


i=1 l=1
NN 
ND

i=1 l=1

Ëlei Nil (ξ),

Ė j(ξ)

≈

B̈lei Nil (ξ), Ḃ j(ξ)≈

NN 
ND


i=1 l=1
NN
ND


Θ̇(ξ) ≈

i=1 l=1
NN

i=1

Ėlei Nil (ξ),

E(ξ) ≈

Ḃlei Nil (ξ) B(ξ) ≈
Θ̇ei Ni (ξ), Θ(ξ) ≈

NN 
ND


i=1 l=1
NN 
ND


i=1 l=1
NN


Elei Nil (ξ), (15)
Blei Nil (ξ), (16)
Θei Ni (ξ). (17)

i=1

The vector ξ represents the natural coordinates and the superscript ei embodies the node
values i of the element e. Moreover, the nodal quantities (15) and (17) are summarized in the vector uei = Eei , Bei , Θei and its time derivatives. The insertion of those
approximations in equation (13), the integration over the element domain Ωe via the
Gauss-Legendre quadrature, the assembly over all elements and the application of the
fundamental lemma of variational calculus leads to the linearized semidiscrete system of
equations
M∆ü + D∆u̇ + K∆u = r − rint
(18)
The matrices M, D and K contain entries of the electric, magnetic and thermal field
with respect to the second, first and zeroth time derivative. The outer flux vector is
described by r and the inner flux vector by rint . ∆ü, ∆u̇ and ∆u are the increments of
the variables and its time derivatives.
5
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3.3

TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION

For the numerical time integration of the linearized semidiscrete initial boundary value
problem (18) the time interval of interest t ∈ [t0 , T ] is subdivided into NT constant or
adaptively controlled time intervals [tn , tn+1 ] with n ∈ [0, NT ] and the time step size
∆t = tn+1 − tn . Between two subsequent time intervals [tn−1 , tn ] and [tn , tn+1 ] the continuity conditions of the primary variable u and its time derivative u̇
[[u̇n ]] = u̇1n − u̇0n = 0,

[[un ]] = u1n − u0n = 0,

(19)

are formulated as the difference of the right and left limiting values of the associated
state variables at the time interval boundary, cf. [13]. The discontinuous formulations
of Galerkin time integration schemes satisfy these continuity conditions (19) in a weak
sense, which means that nodal values of the primary variable u and its time derivative
u̇ suffer from jumps across the boundaries. On the contrary the continuous Galerkin
methods fulfill the continuity in a strong fashion, cf. [15].
The transformation of the semidiscrete equilibrium equation (18) into the temporal
weak form is accomplished by multiplication with an arbitrary vector valued weight function w(t) as well as its time derivative ẇ(t) and the integration over the time interval
[tn , tn+1 ], cf.[13]. The continuity condition (19) at the time element boundary is only
weakly enforced by using the weight w1 = w(tn ) for the continuity of the primary variable
u and the derivative of the weight ẇ1 = ẇ(tn ) for the derivative of the primary variable
u̇. Finally, the weak formats of the equation of motion and the continuity conditions are
added using the weight matrices Au and Av .
δW =

tn+1

ẇ · [M∆ü + D∆u̇ + K∆u + rint − r] dt

(20)

ẇ1n · Av [[u̇kn ]] + w1n · Au [[ukn ]] + w1 · Au ∆u1 + ẇ1 · Au̇ ∆u̇1 = 0

(21)

tn

+

These weight matrices are introduced to balance the summarized weak forms and to
align their physical units, cf. [13, 16]. For the numerical solution of the weak form (20)
approximations for state variables, test functions and their time derivatives are introduced
in dependence of a natural time coordinate ξt ∈ [−1, 1], cf. [16].
pt +1

ü(ξt ) ≈



pt +1

j
N,tt
(ξt )uj ,

u̇(ξt ) ≈

j=1



pt +1

N,tj (ξt )

j

u,

j=1

p̄t +1

ẇ(ξt ) ≈



u(ξt ) ≈



N j (ξt ) uj (22)

j=1

p̄t +1

N̄,tj (ξt )

j

w(ξt ) ≈

w,

j=1



N̄ j (ξt ) wj

(23)

j=1

The approximations of the increments are carried out in the same way. Thus, one dimensional shape functions, Gauss points and weights can be applied as in the standard
spatial finite element method. A more detailed derivation for linear systems of equations
of second order in time can be seen in [8] and nonlinear systems of equations of the first
order in time are introduced in [16].
6
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3.4

ERROR ESTIMATION

As a substantial ingredient of reliable time integration methods, local a-posteriori error
measures are developed. For example, simultaneously performed time integrations of
distinct accuracy based on the h-method can provide a local time integration error. These
comparable solutions are calculated by using a smaller time step size ∆t/m with m ∈
[2, 3, ...], cf. [15]. It is worth to mention that this error measure is on the one hand very
reliable but on the other it require a very high numerical effort. Consequently, it is not
very useful in practical applications.
u0

u1
e1

un+1

un
en

en+1

Figure 2: Illustration of the functionality of the residual error estimator

In order to formulate an efficient error estimate, the residual error estimate, originally proposed by Babuška & Rheinboldt [2] for the error estimation of the spatial
finite element method, is adapted to the discontinuous and continuous Galerkin time
integration schemes.
en =

1

−1

[r(u(ξt )) − rint (ü(ξt ), u̇(ξt ), u(ξt ))] |Jt | dξt

(24)

The advantage of this error estimator is, that the residual error doest not require comparative calcultions, because the direct use of the calculated variables ü, u̇ and u in the
nonlinear equation of motion yields the absolute error in the time interval, see Figure 2.
In addition, it can also be decided whether the residual error of each field or of the whole
problem is determined. Consequently, this error will be subject to further investigation.
Scalar valued relative error measures are obtained by dividing the L2 -norm of the error
vector en+1 by a reference value eref . For example, the outer flux vector can be used as a
reference.
1
ên = r(ξt ) |Jt | dξt,
eref = ên 
(25)
−1

4
4.1

SIMULATION OF INDUCTIVE HEATING PROCESS
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF A STEEL SHAFT

As a numerical example for the above deduced theory the inductive heating process
of a 51CRV4 shaft, see Figure 3, with three rings as induction coil will be examined.
Therefore, a sinusoidal current with an amplitude I = 1231 A and a frequency f =
8100 Hz will be applied to each of the induction rings. The initial temperature as well
as the bulk temperature are Θ = 25◦ C. Due to the changing current, the evolution
of the electromagnetic and thermal field is calculated. Spatial discretization is realized
7
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a)

b)
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Figure 3: a) Axisymmetric depiction of the shaft, b) section of the shaft with coordinates (r, z), c)
Figure 8.1:(ina)millimeters)
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shaft, b)and
section
of theboundary
shaft with
coordinates
dimensions
of thedepiction
model andofd)the
Dirichlet
Neumann
conditions

(r, z), c) dimensions (in millimeters) of the model and d) Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions.

by quadrilateral Lagrange finite elements of polynomial degree p = 2. Furthermore,
the present example is used to study the family of discontinuous pt -Galerkin time
integration scheme with respect to robustness
and order of accuracy. The necessary
E
temperature dependent material parameters of the steel, air and copper are given in [10].
4.2

ELECTROMAGNETIC-THERMAL SOLUTION

Figure 4 shows an exemplary result of the electric, magnetic and thermal field. Therein
it can be seen, that the electric and magnetic waves spread symmetrically starting at
Θ
B
the induction coils and their influence decreases in all directions. While the magnetic
field effects the whole steel shaft, the electric field penetrates the steel shaft only in the
outer layer. Moreover,
certain time
intervals
almost
the entire middle part of
Figurewithin
8.2: Dependence
triangle
of field
variables.
the steel shaft is effected by the electric field and consequently also by the source term
distribution.
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solveof
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This
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that
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quadratic nature, the first time derivative has a linear approximation and the second
twice with a time integration method. Since the heat conduction equation is subsequently
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solved after the electromagnetic field, it must use the exact same time steps or hunter
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thatsizes
the solution
of the field variables
and system,
its time see
derivatives
are improved with
time step
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coupled
Figure 8.3.
a decreasing time step size. The jumps between the time elements decreases also with a
Figure 8.3 is an example of the time pathway of the various fields shown, wherein the
decrease
in the time step size. Figure 7 illustrates with an increasing polynomial degree
thermal field must be solved at the time points tn , or optionally, intermediate values can
an
improvement of the quality of the solutions. A significant improvement can be seen
be interpolated for the electric field. It must be considered that the total electrical energy
in
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second
time derivative,
because
a linear
approximation
is now correspondingly
reached. Also a
can only
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energy
if the
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significant drop in the jumps between the polynomial degrees can be observed.
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8.1 Inductive Heating of a Steel Flange in the Linear Case
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Figure 8.7: The electric field E, the magnetic field B and the temperature field Θ◦ at
Θ C
time t = 30 µs with time step size ∆t = 1 µs.
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at this point in time. Since the electric and magnetic fields have a harmonic solution,
1072.5
both fields are unchanged. In contrast, the thermal field indicates an increase in the 922.86
temperature. The coils, due to the constant water cooling, remain at approximately ambient
773.21
623.57
temperature, while in the shaft, a temperature increase is observed. The highest temper473.93
ature is prevalent in the outer region of the steel shaft, and decreases towards the core.
324.29
Likewise, a steeper gradient can be seen in the vertical direction. The strongest heating
174.64
in the steel shaft in the vertical direction occurs in the area of the induction coil, while
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Figure 5: Chronological sequence of the temperature distribution in the steel shaft.
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CONCLUSION
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Figure 8.14: Temperature development in the steel shaft, in longitudinal section, as a
9
function of various parameters: Varying parameters of Table 8.1: a) J0 =
2500 A, f = 8100 Hz, µr = 1600 for steel, b) J0 = 5000 A, f = 8100 Hz,
µr = 1600 for steel, c) J0 = 5000 A, f = 8100 Hz, µr = 1 for steel and d)
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inductive heating - time integrationÜ

finite element method was used for spatial discretization and discontinuous pt -Galerkin
time integration schemes were presented within a generalized framework. Solutions of the
inductive heating process for the electromagnetic and thermal field were demonstrated.
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higher order accurate numerical simulations
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Abstract. Turboprop aircraft are fuel efficient on short and medium range flights but their noise
emissions are higher than future aviation targets and standards. The flow solver HMB3 is used
here to analyse the sound field of a full-scale twin-engined turboprop to assess the quietest
installation layout. The eight-bladed IMPACTA propeller is used in this research and cruise operating conditions are assumed. Overall sound pressure levels on the fuselage exterior surface
are evaluated directly from the CFD solution. Cabin noise is also estimated through experimentally obtained transfer functions.
The employed method showed marked differences among the various installation options, capturing the complex acoustic field generated by the propellers and underlying the need of simulating the whole airframe for accurate predictions. Synchrophasing on a co-rotating propeller
aircraft appears to be acoustically beneficial, especially regarding the interior sound, but the
noise reduction provided by a counter-rotating layout with inboard-down direction is larger.
The inboard-up rotational direction shows louder sound because of inflow conditions and the
occurrence of constructive acoustic interferences between the sound of the two propellers and
those generated by the airframe.

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Motivation and Objectives

Up to 95% of the total air traffic on European routes are short and medium range flights.
Having a considerably higher propulsive efficiency in comparison to a similar capacity jet aircraft, propeller-driven aircraft are the best option for reducing fuel burnt. However, current
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turboprops still show an interior noise around 25 dB louder, on average, than a turbofan aircraft and, because of the several tone components forming the propeller sound spectra, they are
perceived by passengers as more annoying. In addition, future environmental certifications will
also require a cut in the aircraft acoustic emissions[1, 2]. Therefore, in line with the challenge of
improving turboprops acoustics (without a high performance penalty) this work compares various propeller installation layouts aiming to find the quietest option. Co-rotating and counterrotating propellers are considered: the first layout usually preferred for civil aircraft because of
lower maintenance costs and easier logistics, the latter encountered in military aircraft because
of the natural balance of roll and yaw moments and of the P-factor. Synchrophasing is also
investigated for the co-rotating option as it had previously proven effective in reducing both
vibration and noise levels. The objective of the present research is not to estimate the absolute
noise levels of each propeller installation layout, but to perform a relative study to assess if one
configuration is acoustically advantageous with respect to the others.
1.2

Past and Current Work

Installed propellers were initially studied in the eighties and nineties when high oil prices
made them an attractive alternative to the wider employed turbojets. Both aerodynamics and
acoustics were investigated, linked to the aircraft sale and usage costs. Major projects were
carried out, experimentally and numerically, in the USA and Europe. Among these we recall
the PTA project[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] of NASA, GEMINI II[9, 10, 11] and APIAN[12, 13] of the
European Commission and the research activities of FAA and SAAB[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
Relevant findings for this research are: (i) propeller and airframe are subjected to an unsteady mutual interaction, so 3D time marching simulations are needed to accurately capture
the phenomena[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]; (ii) to acceptably predict noise levels, airframe reflections,
scattering and boundary layer refraction need to be accounted for, and thus a direct noise computation, as it naturally accounts for these non-linear effects, can be a “viable and reliable”
near-field noise technique[8]; (iii) the cabin noise is mainly affected by the first three propeller
harmonics[19]. Nowadays, CFD techniques are often employed to study the near-field acoustics
of installed propellers (see e.g. [20, 21, 22, 23]), analysing a propeller-engine-wing combination.
Studies on synchrophasing also started in the eighties. Analytical and experimental investigations using monopole/dipole sources and a cylindrical shell[24, 25] showed that: (i) the propeller phase angles do not affect so much the external pressure field but alter the internal cabin
pressure that is directly coupled with structural vibration modes of the fuselage; (ii) the majority
of the acoustic energy gets into the fuselage over a length of one shell diameter, going in and out
in localized areas with positions strongly dependent on the propeller phase shift. Results of an
analytical technique combining propellers signatures in the frequency domain applied to flighttest data proved that synchrophasing is able to lower the average interior sound levels by up to 8
dB in four-engined aircraft and by 1.5 dB in twin-engined[26, 27]. The optimum synchrophase
angle is found, in the above works, to depend on cabin location, sound frequency and fuselage
layout, and, in recent research[28], to also change with flight and environmental conditions.
Hence, the choice of the synchrophase angle is a compromise and configuration-dependent, and
ideally the synchrophaser should be adaptive (for investigations on adaptive synchrophasing
2
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controllers see for example [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]). Nevertheless usually the synchrophase
angles are set a priori via a preliminary optimisation study which is still performed using the
propeller signature theory with experimental data[35, 36], assuming that the contributions of
the propellers are combined in a linear way. This appears a reasonable assumption but it is not
well proven.
This work, in contrast, considers a whole twin-engined turboprop aircraft and uses CFD to
investigate the complex acoustic near-field that is generated by the direct sound fields of the
two propellers and the interactions between each other and with the airframe. The characteristics of the external pressure field, for the different propeller installation layouts considered, are
analysed directly from the CFD solutions aiming to identify the noise source mechanisms that
develop in each case. The interior noise is also evaluated, via transfer functions, to assess if,
and how, the various options modify the cabin sound perceived by passengers. In this way, the
overall acoustics of the different installation strategies is evaluated.
2
2.1

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The CFD Solver HMB3

The computations were performed with the in-house parallel CFD solver Helicopter Multi
Block (HMB3)[37, 38, 39] of the University of Glasgow. HMB3 solves the 3D Navier-Stokes
equations in dimensionless integral form using the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation for time-dependent domains with moving boundaries, discretised via a cell-centered finite
volume approach on a curvilinear co-ordinate system. Convective fluxes are treated with Osher’s upwind scheme[40] and the viscous stress tensor is approximated using the Boussinesq
hypothesis[41] or an explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model[42]. Several turbulence models,
of the URANS and hybrid LES/URANS families, are implemented in the solver. The MUSCL
variable extrapolation method[43] is employed, in combination with the van Albada limiter[44],
to provide second-order accuracy and avoid spurious oscillations across shock waves. The
temporal integration is performed with an implicit dual-time method and the linear system is
solved using the generalized conjugate gradient method with a BILU[45] factorization as a
pre-conditioner.
Solver Validation HMB3 showed accurate predictions for the flow around the propeller blades,
the aerodynamic phenomena due to the propeller-airframe interaction and the acoustic near-field
dominant tones. Comparison of the HMB3 numerical results against experimental data are presented in [46] and [47] for an isolated and an installed configurations, respectively.
2.2

Noise Estimation Approach

External Noise The near-field noise is directly estimated from the CFD solution. The time
history of the pressure field p(x, t) is extracted from the flow-field at different time steps or
recorded by numerical probes at points of interest in the case of unsteady computations.
The Overall Sound Pressure Level (OSPL) and the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) as function of
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the sound frequency are computed as follows:

�
�
2
OSP L = 10 log10 p′rms2 dB,
�
�pref
SP L(f ) = 10 log10 P SD(p2 ′ ) dB,
pref

(1)

where p′ (x, t) is the unsteady pressure field, rms stands for root mean square, P SD is the
power spectral density and pref is the acoustic reference pressure which is equal to 2 · 10−5 Pa.
Internal Noise The interior noise is evaluated via experimentally obtained Transfer Functions[48]
(TF) that take into account the aircraft structural response without the need of a computationally
expensive structural model (a stronger coupling between aeroacoustics and structural vibrations
is beyond the scope of the analysis at this stage). Data recorded from the numerical probes on
the aircraft fuselage are used as input. The passenger considered in this analysis is located on
the starboard side of the airplane, slightly ahead of the propeller rotational plane on the second
seat from the window, which is one of the areas with higher noise levels in the case of standard
co-rotating layouts. For a more detailed description of the TF determination and their application please refer to [47]. It is noted that the TF are used to compare the interior acoustics of
the different propeller designs or installation layouts, without any intention to estimate absolute
noise levels.
3

NUMERICAL SETUP

3.1

Test Cases

The propeller employed in this study is the Baseline design of the eight-bladed IMPACTA
propeller[47]. It is a new-generation propeller, designed with an extremely low activity factor
and operating at high blade loading conditions. Geometric parameters and flight cruise conditions are reported in Table 1. In this work a cruise flight is considered, being usually the longer
segment of the aircraft route where propellers are the major noise source. Results can differ in
climb because of the different propeller operating conditions.
A twin-engined turboprop with a generic shape representative of a 70-80 passenger standard
commercial high-wing design, similar to the ATR72 or the Bombardier Dash 8, was considered
(see Figure 1(a)). No geometry simplifications are introduced apart from the lack of the tail that
is not altering the cabin noise.
Table 1: IMPACTA Baseline propeller parameters and nominal cruise operating conditions.
Radius R
2.21 m
Root chord c
0.213 m
Pitch angle (0.7R)
∼51◦
Angular velocity
∼850 RPM
Required Thrust
7852 N

Free-stream Mach number M∞
Thrust line incidence
Helical Mach number (0.95R)
Tip Reynolds number ReTIP
Altitude

4
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0.5
-2 deg
0.789
1.24e06
7620 m
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(a) Computational geometry with dimensions as
function of the propeller radius R.

(b) Frontal view: definition of (i) synchrophase angle (starboard blades at
the reference position, i.e. ψs = 0 deg, shown in grey, blades shifted
by a positive synchrophased angle in orange), (ii) fuselage azimuthal
coordinate θ, and (iii) reference blade azimuthal coordinate ψb (increasing with the propeller rotation, regardless of the direction).

Figure 1: Turboprop computational geometry (at the initial instant of the simulation) with system of reference definitions.
The following propeller installation options were analysed[49, 50]:
(a) Co-rotating propellers (CO) - conventional layout for civil aircraft, because of maintenance costs and logistical reasons, with both propellers rotating clockwise as viewed
from the rear;
(a1 ) Synchrophased propellers - starboard propeller blades leading those of the port propeller by an angle equal to ψs = 5, 10, 15, 21 and 30 deg (refer to Figure 1(b));
(b) Counter-rotating top-in propellers (CNTI) - port propeller rotating clockwise and starboard propeller counterclockwise as viewed from the rear, thus both propellers approach
the fuselage when moving downwards;
(c) Counter-rotating top-out propellers (CNTO) - port propeller rotating counterclockwise
and starboard propeller clockwise as viewed from the rear, thus both propellers approach
the fuselage when moving upwards.
5
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The RPM of the two propellers are always assumed to be kept equal, so that the audible vibration
that arises if this is not the case is avoided.
Computations were carried out solving the URANS equations with the k − ω SST turbulence
model[51] with a temporal resolution correspondent to 1 degree of propeller azimuth. URANS
equations were employed because they are efficient to solve and capture the propeller tonal
noise, which is the main contribution to the overall interior noise; no attempt was made at this
stage to study the broadband noise content. Numerical probes were included in the simulations
to directly record the pressure time history on the aircraft fuselage, in the main propeller region
of influence.
3.2

Computational Grids

Multi-block structured grids were built with the ICEM-HexaTM software. A fully-matched
body-fitted mesh of the whole aircraft comprising fuselage, wings and nacelles was generated
adopting an “O” grid topology around them. Propellers are inserted using the sliding plane
technique[52]. The grids for the different layouts were obtained by selecting the appropriate propellers during the grid assembling process, mirroring the mesh in the case of opposite
rotational directions and rotating the starboard propeller drum by the desired angle for synchrophased propellers. A regular background grid extends the airplane mesh until the far-field
via the chimera over-set method[53]. Globally, the full grid counts about 170 M cells, of which
around 132 M belong to the airplane mesh and around 16.5 million to each propeller. See [49]
for a detailed description of the employed grids.
4
4.1

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Aircraft Exterior Noise

Figure 2 shows the unsteady pressure field around the aircraft at one instant in time, and the
OSPL distribution on the aircraft surface, for the co-rotating layout with propellers in phase.
As can be seen from the acoustic field visualisations, the employed mesh resolution captures
the pressure perturbations generated by the propeller blades and preserves them further downstream, up until the aircraft tail. Noise travelling in the up-stream direction, and emitted from
the back of the nacelles, is also observed. The propagation of the acoustic waves, their interaction with the airframe and the interference with other sound waves, are clearly visible in the
CFD solutions.
Larger pressure perturbations are seen on the up-stroking blade side because of the higher blade
loading at the considered inflow conditions. The pressure perturbation developed by the interaction of the blade tip vortices with the wing leading-edge appears to be significantly larger
on the upwards-moving blade side, where the wing is more loaded as affected by the propeller
up-wash. Moreover, a constructive interference is observed among the direct sound field generated by the propeller rotation and the acoustic waves emanating by the interactions with the
airframe. Therefore, louder noise is expected on the inboard-up propeller side, and this is also
evident from the OSPL contours on the aircraft surface. From the fuselage noise distribution it
is also noted that the highest sound levels are in proximity to the propeller plane, from about
one propeller radius upstream up to the wing trailing edge station.
6
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(a) Transversal plane 1R behind the propeller plane.

(b) Longitudinal plane at propeller spinner height.

(c) Starboard side.

(d) Port side.

Figure 2: Sound field for the co-rotating layout with propellers in phase: instantaneous unsteady
pressure field visualisation (ψb = 90 deg) at the top and OSPL on the aircraft external surface
(estimate from URANS results over a quarter of propeller revolution - color scale range equal
to 45 dB) at the bottom.
Port and starboard sides display marked differences for co-rotating propellers, with a slight
change in the azimuthal position and extent of the main noise lobes depending on the blade
shift in phase. In contrast, the acoustic field and the noise distribution on the aircraft are symmetric in the case of counter-rotating propellers (with no synchrophasing). Small differences in
the OSPL are also seen for the same propeller rotational direction but for different installation
options (i.e. looking at the aircraft port side of phased co-rotating propellers and counter-rotating
top-in layout or at the starboard side of phased co-rotating propellers and counter-rotating topout layout), indicating the importance of the interaction of the acoustic fields of the two propellers and the ability of the CFD method to solve it.
To better evaluate, quantitatively, the various cases considered, the area of higher noise levels,
i.e. from around 1 radius ahead of the propeller plane up to the wing-fuselage junction, was analysed using the data from numerical probes included in the simulations. Figures 3(a) and 3(c)
present, as an example, the OSPL at the propeller plane as a function of the fuselage azimuthal
position. Figure 3(a) compares co-rotating in phase, counter-rotating top-in and counter-rotating
top-out layouts, and results of the isolated case in axial flight are reported as reference. As can
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(a) OSPL distribution as function of the fuselage az- (b)
imuth θ at the propeller plane: comparison between
co-rotating and counter-rotating layouts as well as
the isolated propeller in axial flight.

Unsteady pressure waveforms, for one propeller revolution, on the aircraft fuselage at the propeller
plane, at θ = 57 deg: comparison between corotating and counter-rotating layouts.

(c) OSPL distribution as function of the fuselage az- (d) OSPL averaged over the fuselage azimuth θ, in the
imuth θ at the propeller plane: comparison between
passengers area, as a function of the fuselage lonco-rotating phased propellers and synchrophasing
gitudinal position: comparison between co-rotating
cases. Refer to Figure 3(d) for the colour legend.
cases and counter-rotating top-in scenario as a reference.

Figure 3: Fuselage exterior noise evaluation: comparison between the different propeller installation options. Noise estimate from numerical probes data over one full propeller revolution.
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be seen, the differences between isolated and installed propeller cases are substantial, regarding
both noise levels and pattern, making the cheap single-blade steady simulation not suitable to
evaluate the actual sound on the flying aircraft. The local OSPL reductions predicted for the
installed cases towards the top and the bottom of the fuselage are the result of interferences
occurring between sound waves of the various sound sources. Looking at the unsteady pressure
waveforms recorded by the probes at these locations (see for example Figure 3(b)) it is possible
to distinguish a second frequency in addition to the predominant eight-period oscillation related
to the blade passage. Differences, among co-rotating and counter-rotating configurations, in the
amplitude of the pressure perturbations and their phase are also evident and can lead to OSPL
discrepancies up to 5 or 6 dB for certain azimuthal locations. As anticipated from the acoustic
field analysis, the inboard-up propeller direction yields higher sound levels than the inboarddown. The OSPL distribution in the case of co-rotating propellers is very close, even though
some differences are visible, to the one of the counter-rotating top-out propellers on the starboard side and to the one of the counter-rotating top-in propellers on the port side in the central
part of the fuselage. Large differences are instead noted near the top area of the fuselage, where
the sound waves from the two propellers interfere, creating a different acoustic field depending
on the installation option. In general, the main effect of the positive synchrophase angle (see
Figure 3(c)) appears to be a shift of the noise upper lobe towards slightly larger fuselage azimuthal angles. Differences in the sound levels of the noise maxima are at most 2 dB, whereas
larger differences are seen regarding the points of minimum noise, where synchrophasing show
reductions of up to 5 dB more than phased propellers, indicating a stronger destructive interference between acoustic sources.
Regions up-stream of the propeller rotational plane, and up to one propeller radius behind it
show very similar OSPL azimuthal distributions, with decreasing noise levels when increasing
the distance from the propeller plane. Further aft, where the sound emanating by the interactions with the airframe also affects the OSPL on the fuselage, the azimuthal noise distribution is
more irregular and the differences between the various test cases become larger and substantial
(up to 10 dB of difference are visible for some azimuthal locations around R/2 away from the
propeller plane). A couple of additional upper-lateral lobes is noticed, whose peak noise levels
vary with the fuselage station and decrease with a positive increase of the synchrophase angle.
It is interesting that the counter-rotating top-in layout is the only one showing, at equal distances
from the propeller plane, lower OSPL values down-stream than up-stream.
Globally, the counter-rotating top-in option appears the quietest, as it can be also seen in Figure 3(d) where the azimuthally-averaged OSPL value is presented as function of the fuselage
longitudinal axis. Synchrophasing has a beneficial effect behind the propeller plane, specially
closer to the wing-fuselage junction, indicating that propeller synchrophasing modifies not only
the acoustic interference that develops between the sound fields of the two propellers, but also,
and in greater ways, the interference of the propeller’s direct sound fields with the one produced
from the interactions with the airframe. Larger synchrophase angles provide larger noise reductions in this area, with a non-linear relation between ψs and OSPL, the maximum achieved for
ψs ≤ 21 deg. However, ahead of the propeller plane, where differences are smaller, larger synchrophase angles may yield increased in sound levels. Anyhow, at these flight conditions, noise
gains achieved by synchrophasing appear smaller, at all fuselage stations, than that provided by
9
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the choice of a counter-rotating top-in layout.
4.2

Cabin Interior Noise

The SPL for the first three propeller harmonics and the OSPL of the sound signal that would
be heard by the passenger example are presented, for all test cases, in Figure 4 and Table 2. Corotating in phase propellers are shown to be the loudest option at this flight condition, and the
counter-rotating top-in configuration the quietest. The latter exhibits significant noise reductions
at the three first tones, yielding an OSPL decrease of more than 4 dB. Synchrophasing is also
observed to have a considerable beneficial effect regarding cabin noise.

Figure 4: Cabin interior sound evaluation, for the example passenger, using experimental TF:
comparison of the SPL for first, second and third tone between the different propeller installation options. Relative data with respect to the case with co-rotating phased propellers.

Table 2: Cabin interior sound evaluation, for the example passenger, using experimental TF:
comparison of the OSPL between the different propeller installation options. Relative data with
respect to the case with co-rotating phased propellers
CNTI Layout -4.21 dB
CNTO Layout -1.97 dB
ψs = 5 deg
-0.39 dB
ψs = 10 de
-1.29 dB
ψs = 15 deg -2.42 dB
ψs = 21 deg -3.21 dB
ψs = 30 deg -1.87 dB
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The choice of ψs = 21 deg appears the best among the angles considered, providing a noise
gain of more than 3 dB, mainly thanks to the reduction of the first harmonic SPL. Smaller angles
are less effective, while larger angles are not ideal because of the sound levels increase registered
ahead of the propeller plane. It is finally interesting to note that even the counter-rotating topout layout, which has both propellers rotating inboard-up, shows lower noise levels than corotating phased propellers. This suggests the development of some destructive interferences
in the counter-rotating case between the sound fields of the two propellers that do not occur
in the co-rotating case (the pressure disturbance that travels ahead form the fuselage surface
at the height of the propeller plane is also seen to be smaller in the external acoustic field
visualisations).
5

CONCLUSIONS

URANS computations of a full twin-engined turboprop aircraft were successfully carried out
with the HMB3 flow solver to investigate propellers installation effects on the near-field aircraft
acoustics and cabin noise. The eight-bladed IMPACTA propeller, representative of a modern
propeller design, was employed. Co-rotating propellers, in phase as well as with synchrophasing, and counter-rotating propellers were considered. Significant differences were observed in
the exterior acoustic field between co-rotating and counter-rotating configurations whereas, in
line with previous studies, synchrophasing is shown to mainly affect the interior noise. At the
cruise conditions tested, the counter-rotating top-in option appears the quietest, with a benefit of more than 4 dB for the example passenger compared to co-rotating phased propellers.
The inboard-up propeller rotation yields to louder noise because of the higher blade loading
on the inboard propeller side and because of constructive acoustic interferences between direct
propeller sound waves and noise emitted, as well as reflected, from the interactions with the airframe. However, in the case of counter-rotating top-out layout some destructive interferences
occur and also this option, which displays the highest aerodynamic efficiency, shows a OSPL
reduction at the example passenger location of almost 2 dB with respect to co-rotating phased
propellers. More than 3 dB of OSPL gain can instead be achieved with synchrophasing, with
the best angle tested being ψs = 21 deg, i.e. close to the maximum relative blade shift angle.
The noise reduction obtained via synchrophasing appears mainly between the propeller plane
and the wing, indicating the existence of favorable acoustic interferences that develop between
the propellers direct sound field and the waves emanating by the airframe.
Future Work Further developments of this study should assess the effectiveness of synchrophasing for the counter-rotating top-in layout to see if larger noise gains can be achieved
by adding the two beneficial effects. Moreover, a different blade design proven considerably
quieter in isolation[47] should be analysed installed on the aircraft to evaluate how much it can
contribute to the noise reduction achieved by the choice of the installation layout.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
BPF Blade Passing Frequency
CFD Computation Fluid Dynamics
OSPL Overall SPL
SPL Sound Pressure Level
TF Transfer Function
URANS Unsteady Reynold Averaged Navier-Stokes
Greek Symbols
Θ Fuselage azimuthal coordinate [deg]
ψb Azimuthal position of reference blade [deg]
ψs Starboard propeller synchrophase angle [deg]
Latin Symbols
p′ (x, t) Unsteady pressure time signal [Pa]
R Propeller Radius [m]
X Fuselage longitudinal coordinate [m]
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Abstract.
A CFD simulation approach for prediction of aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics of helicopter rotors is presented. The numerical method is based on a
finite-volume discretization of Navier–Stokes equations using a higher-accuracy numerical
scheme for unstructured hybrid meshes.

1

INTRODUCTION

The choice of the optimal helicopter rotor configuration is a laborious and costly process. The evaluation of rotor characteristics using engineering methods on the base of
impulsive, vortex and disk vortex theories is rather cheap and helpful, but not accurate enough especially for complex geometries of rotors and increasing speeds of modern
helicopters.
The physical experiments are a very costly process requiring both an expensive production base and high labor efforts. Furthermore, the range of rotor operating conditions that
can be reproduced in experiments on the ground and the size of the investigated model are
limited by the size of the working zone of the wind tunnel involved in the experiment. All
this makes the computational experiment an indispensable tool in the process of aircraft
design. Moreover, numerical predictions are becoming more affordable with the growth of
power of modern high-performance computer systems and with the development of more
accurate and efficient mathematical models and simulation technologies.
The paper presents a simulation approach for evaluation of aerodynamic and acoustic
characteristics of a helicopter rotor of a complex geometric shape at different operational
conditions. The computational algorithm is built using higher-accuracy numerical methods on unstructured meshes. Besides, the paper analyzes the ways of possible reduction
of computational costs needed for performing the corresponding predictions.
The developed approach is used for the simulation of two cases of different rotor configurations: a single main rotor and a shrouded tail rotor.
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2

NEAR FIELD MODEL

In this paper, the flow around a rotor rotating at an angular velocity ω is governed by
the system of Navier–Stokes equations in a noninertial coordinate system, written in the
form of conservation laws relative to the absolute velocity vector:
∂ρ
+ div ρ (u − V) = 0
∂t
∂ρu
+ Div ρ (u − V) ⊗ u + ∇p = Div S − ρ (ω × u)
∂t
∂E
+ div (u − V) E + div up = div q + div Su,
∂t

(1)

where V = ω × r is the linear speed of rotation of the blade, q is the heat flux and S is
the stress tensor.
For an observer in a fixed coordinate system, the system of equations (1) describes
evolution of conservative variables due to their transport in a medium rotating at a
velocity V, a pressure gradient and rotation of the velocity vector by an angle |ω| t.
In the numerical implementation of this system of equations, the speed of rotation can be
interpreted as the speed of the moving mesh. In this form, the system of equations was
considered, for example, in [1, 2].
The difference between the system (1) from the Navier–Stokes system, written in a
fixed coordinate system, consists only in changing characteristic velocities in the Jacobian
matrix of a gas-dynamic flow (the eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrices of systems written in
the inertial and non-inertial coordinate systems differ by the speed −V) and the presence
of a source term on the right hand side. Therefore, approximation methods for (1) using
Godunov-type schemes will remain the same as in case of a fixed coordinate system.
Boundary conditions for the system (1) include characteristic flux-splitting conditions
for inflow and outflow surfaces, no-slip and slip [3] conditions for solid surfaces in case of
viscous and inviscid flows, respectively. In addition, angular periodic boundary conditions
can be used in order to represent the computing domain of a rotor as a sector of a body
of revolution with a single blade inside.
The system (1) written in the rotating coordinate system has a natural extension to
the turbulent flow models within Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS), large eddy
simulation (LES) and hybrid RANS-LES approaches.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

For the spatial discretization of system (1) we use the original Edge-Based Reconstruction (EBR) scheme of higher accuracy [4] and its WENO version supporting the solutions
with sharp gradients and discontinuities [5]. For smooth solutions these schemes provide
the accuracy not less than of the second order for arbitrary unstructured meshes, and
of the fifth or sixth orders for translationally symmetric meshes (i.e. uniform grid-like
meshes). The higher accuracy of the EBR scheme is achieved by quasi-one-dimensional
reconstructions of the variables on the extended edge-oriented stencils.
2
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An explicit time integration scheme is restricted to unacceptably small time steps, since
spatial mesh steps in boundary layer zones near solid walls are typically very small. For
this reason, the time integration is performed using an implicit 2-nd order scheme with
Newton linearization, which allows advancing in time with sufficiently big time steps.
The proposed method of numerical simulation is implemented in the in-house code
NOISEtte [6] for higher-accuracy computations of aerodynamics and aeroacoustics problems on unstructured meshes.
4

FAR FIELD MODELING

The integral formulation ”1A” proposed by Farassat [7] on a base of the Ffowcs
Williams – Hawkings (FWH) method has been used for modeling of acoustic characteristics of a helicopter rotor. This ”1A” formulation admits use of a control surface of
an arbitrary shape but the velocity the points of the control surface is assumed to be
subsonic. Otherwise, when passing over the speed of sound, the integral formula contains
a singularity that makes it difficult to apply the FWH for a rotating rotor. Solutions for
this problem were proposed in [8, 9]. However, their implementation is quite complicated
and entails additional computational costs.
A simple to implement modification of the ”1A” formulation was proposed in [10]. The
key idea of this modification is the parametrization of the control surface in the absolute
inertial system associated with the fuselage of the helicopter instead of the rotating coordinate system associated with the rotor. It is assumed that the control surface is a surface
of revolution about the axis of the rotor. This assumption keeps the surface undeformable
under the proposed parametrization. In addition, the use of a uniform grid in spherical
coordinates allows simple interpolation of variables and calculation of the angular derivative at any point on the control surface. As a result, the problem reduces to calculating
the surface integral with delay, with the necessary data on the surface, moving translationally with respect to the background flow. This problem is easily solved by using the
”1A” formulation.
5
5.1

WAYS TO REDUCE COMPUTATIONAL COSTS
Angular periodic boundary conditions

Imposing periodic boundary conditions in the direction of rotation allows to reduce the
problem to modeling of a single rotor blade in a sector of a round cylinder the rotor revolves
in (see fig. 1). This approach, denoted as sector, is only applicable in hover and in vertical
climb and descent modes. In these conditions, a rotor generates the axisymmetric flow, in
contrast to the cruise condition characterized by non-zero projections of upstream flow on
the plane of rotation. In the latter case, modeling the full multi-blade rotor configuration
is required.
Additionally, even for hover, climb and descent modes, only the tonal-noise components
of the acoustic characteristics can be accurately predicted. For a proper prediction of a
broad-band noise the full rotor configuration must be considered. This is because the
complete data on the whole FWH surface is gained by replicating the data of a single
3
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Figure 1: Single rotor blade in a sector of a round cylinder: original configuration (left), sector with a
single-blade mesh (center) and single-blade mesh with periodic buffer zones (right)

blade with regard to rotation. As a result, the space and time integration over the FWH
surface leads to the simulation of the response from as many correlated acoustic sources
as the number of blades. A distorting impact of this artificial correlation is especially
noticeable in the regions close to the axis of rotation, where the acoustic pressure levels
appear overestimated.
5.2

Using less expensive simulation approaches

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a helicopter rotor in real operating conditions
by solving the Navier-Stokes equations (1) requires very high mesh resolution in order to
represent all the relevant scales of motion, which leads to an unaffordable computing cost.
Among the potentially affordable alternatives, the scale-resolving approaches, in particular, hybrid RANS-LES methods such as DES, are sufficiently accurate for all the flight
regimes. However, these approaches are still too expensive for serial computations in the
process of industry-oriented engineering design. In some particular operating conditions
less compute-intensive models for the flow description in the near field can be applied
depending on the target characteristics.
In hover, vertical climb and slow vertical descent modes, the aerodynamic characteristics can be well predicted using the RANS equations. Moreover, to estimate the thrust,
which depends only on normal components of aerodynamic forces, the viscosity impact
can be neglected and the Euler equations (EE) can be sufficient. At the same time, the
torque depends on longitudinal components so the prediction can not be correct without
a careful consideration of viscous effects.
In descent mode with a big enough vertical velocity the interaction of tip vortices
with the blades can present a significant impact. Although an acceptable accuracy can
be achieved by RANS, the more expensive DES model can be preferable since it better
describes a complex phenomena formed by interactions of vortices of different scales.
In cruise condition, the interaction of blades with blade-tip vortices and wakes also
requires a careful mathematical description. The RANS equations may still be applicable,
however, the scale-resolving approaches such as DES are in great demand.
From the standpoint of acoustic characteristics, the near-field region represents a dis4
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Flight mode

Properties

Hovering, vertical climbing,
slow descent (with negligible
blade-vortex interaction
effects)

Descent

Sector

EE

RANS

DES

Thrust

+

+

+

+

Torque

+

+

+

Tonal noise

+

−
+

+

+

Broadband noise

+
+

−

+

Thrust

−

+

+

Torque

+

+

+

Tonal noise

+

−
+

+

+

Broadband noise

±

−

−

+

+

+

−

−

+

+

+

+

+

−

−

−

+

−

Thrust
Cruising flight

Torque
Tonal noise
Broadband noise

−

+

+

Table 1: Roadmap of models

tributed acoustical source. Therefore, the model used in the near field determines the far
fields acoustics and its spectrum. For instance, if capturing only a tonal noise due to loading and displacement is sufficient, the EE and RANS approaches can produce acceptable
results. For accurate prediction of the noise emission from a helicopter rotor, including
broadband components, the use of scale-resolving models is of crucial importance.
Table 1 summarizes the flight regimes and simulation approaches for a proper evaluation of helicopter rotor characteristics. Additionally, applicability of the sector approach
with periodic boundaries is indicated.
5.3

Linear solver configuration

In case of a Newton-based implicit time integration scheme, an optimized configuration
of a linear solver for the Jacobi system is of major importance. Firstly, an appropriate
linear solver for a large sparse system must be chosen. Then, in case of an iterative solver,
an appropriate residual tolerance level must be determined. On one hand, insufficient
accuracy may result in a slower convergence of the Newton process. On the other hand,
after a certain residual level, a rather expensive increase in accuracy is not affecting
the Newton convergence. Then, for a given solver and a given tolerance, the solver
configuration must be properly adjusted, such as the choice of the preconditioner, etc.
In our code we use a preconditioned Bi-CGSTAB [11] solver for a block sparse matrix.
The block size is equal to the number of flow variables. The solver tolerance is adjusted by
monitoring with a certain interval the effect of residual criterion variation on the Newton
process convergence. This allows to adapt the solver accuracy for different time step sizes.
Then, the preconditioner is chosen depending on the actual convergence properties.
The most simple one, the block Jacobi preconditioner, is used in a baseline configuration.
5
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For a moderate time step size it can give fast enough convergence. If the baseline solver
needs 10 – 20 iterations, the block symmetric Gauss-Seidel preconditioner (SGS) is used
instead, which is still cheap at the setup stage, but is more compute-intensive at the solution stage. It can speedup the solution of Jacobi system by a factor of 2-3, since it notably
reduces the number of iterations. If the convergence is even slower, the block version of
the incomplete LU factorization (LIU0) is used as a preconditioner. It accelerates further
the convergence, but has a more expensive setup part. The benefit about 1.5 – 2 times
compared to the SGS can be observed when the time step is big enough. This simple
set of preconditioners is far from being exhaustive, but it illustrates the importance of
the appropriate solver configuration. Further details about the mentioned preconditioners
can be found in [12].
5.4

Accelerating transition to a statistically stationary mode

Another important issue is a reduction of computing cost on achieving statistically
stationary flow state. It usually takes very long integration time until the global flow
structure induced by the rotor is developed. This transition time interval is several times
bigger than the target integration period, in which the flow statistics is accumulated. For
this reason in DES simulations a preliminary RANS calculation on the same mesh is used
in order to accelerate the formation of the major flow structure including tip vortices.
When DES mode is enabled the fine-grained flow structures are quickly developed and
captured. Since RANS mode admits orders of magnitude bigger time steps, it allows to
significantly reduce the overall calculation time.
5.5

Wall functions

The use of wall functions allows to increase the first wall-normal mesh step in a boundary layer zone near solid walls by an order of magnitude. Such functions use universal wall
laws in order to restore near-wall flow parameters without fully resolving the boundary
layer, including viscous sublayer. Details can be found, for instance, in [13].
This coarsening of the mesh in wall-normal direction results in notable savings in terms
of number of nodes, typically 20–40% of of the overall mesh size. In addition, it results in
a many times bigger time step for the same CFL condition. This is crucial, of course, in
case of an explicit scheme, but it also gives benefits in case of an implicit Newton-based
scheme, since it speeds up the convergence of the linear solver.
6
6.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Caradonna & Tung rotor

The first validation case considered was the Caradonna&Tung [14] rotor, which is a
two-blade rotor in an axial flow mode rotating at 650 RPM. Its blades are installed at 8◦
angle. The blade surface is formed by the NACA-0012 airfoil without twist. The Reynolds
number, Re = 1.01 × 106 , is based on the chord of the blade and the blade tip velocity.
A RANS approach with the Spalart–Allmaras model [15] has been used in the simulation
on a hybrid tetra-dominant mesh with 7M nodes and 37.5M elements.
6
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Comparison of numerical and experimental results for the pressure coefficient distribution at different sections of the blade surfaces is shown on fig. 2. The numerical results
appeared to be in good agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 2: Caradonna & Tung rotor: pressure coefficient distributions

6.2

Flow over a shrouded rotor

The next validation case is a tail shrouded rotor, which includes both rotating and
stationary components. The geometry of the model under consideration is based on an
actual experimental setup representing a shrouded four-blade tail rotor. The channel
(ring), where the rotor rotates, represents an axisymmetric body of revolution. The
central body is in the shape of a cylinder with rounded end faces (see Fig.3, left).

ω
2π/4

Figure 3: The model shrouded rotor geometry: original configuration (left) and single sector with blade
(right)

The spatial symmetry of this configuration without external flow allows to apply angular periodic boundary conditions. Thereby, the problem was reduced to a simulation
of a single rotor blade in a π/2 sector (see Fig.3, right).
7
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The blade surface is based on the TsAGI SV-11 airfoil with the linear twist. We
consider the rotor rotation velocity 1166.4 RPM; the pitch angle of the blade can take the
values of 10◦ , 15◦ , 20◦ , 30◦ , and 40◦ . The Reynolds number is determined by the blade
chord and the tip velocity and takes the value Re = 6.28 × 105 .
Simulations using RANS approach were carried out on meshes with about 2.5M nodes
and 15M elements. Comparison of the obtained aerodynamic characteristics with the
experimental data is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the numerical results are in
good agreement with the experiments.

Figure 4: The model shrouded rotor torque(left) and polar curve(right)

The acoustic parameters of the shrouded rotor were analyzed using the integral FWHapproach described above. The results of the calculation are represented in Fig. 5. The
directivity diagrams for the overall sound pressure level (OASPL) at a distance 150 m
were carried out for the three different FWH-control surfaces (see Fig. 5, left). The overall
intensity of the sound radiation increases with the pitch angle, while its peak is displaced
into the jet flow region behind the rotor (see Fig. 5, center, right).
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Figure 5: FWH control surfaces (left) and OASPL directivity diagrams for pitch angle 15◦ (center), 40◦
(right)
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6.3

Flow over four-blades main rotor

Finally, after the validation cases were solved, a main rotor with blades of a complex
shape has been simulated. The rotor consists of four rectangular planform blades. Each
blade is composed with a piecewise-linear twist using 5 unsymmetrical airfoils of TsAGI
and a swept tip. The pitch angle of the blades is 8◦ . Axial flow around the rotor has been
simulated at 584.5 RPM, which corresponds to Mach number 0.35 at blade tips. The
Reynolds number based on the blade’s chord and the tip velocity is Re = 1.4 × 106 .
A hybrid unstructured mesh of 99M elements and 19M nodes has been used for a
single-blade sector. The full mesh for the four blades consists of 392M and 75M nodes,
respectively. RANS(SA) and DES models have been used in simulations. The obtained
flow fields are shown in Fig. 6. The acoustic results are depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

Figure 6: The turbulent structures (Q-criterion) resolved using RANS-SA (left) and DES (right)

Figure 7: The absolute values of density gradient (”numerical Schlieren”) on plane sections
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Figure 8: FWH control surface (left) and OASPL directivity diagram(right)

7

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents an approach to predict aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of
helicopter rotor. This approach implies the numerical simulation of a compressible flow
governed by the Navier–Stokes equations written in the noninertial coordinate system.
The numerical algorithm is based on the higher-accuracy EBR schemes for unstructured
meshes. The far field acoustics is evaluated using the FWH method with the control
surfaces of axisymmetric shapes considered in the fixed coordinate system. It has allowed
to avoid singularities in the FWH integral caused by the transonic transition. An attention
has been paid to the possible ways to reduce the computational costs within the developed
approach. The future investigations are aimed at the extension of the developed approach
to multi-rotor configurations under retention of reasonable computational costs.
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Abstract. Recently, the fan noise is increased along with the bypass ratio of the jet engine
is increased. Then an acoustic liner is applied to engine nacelle to reduce that fan noise.
However, the actual performance in flight is difficult to be predicted because the influence of
flows to the sound absorption needs to be considered. In addition, the practical acoustic liner
has a lot of resonators, which interact with each other and affect to the sound absorbing
performance. In this study, computational results of the flowfields with multiple resonators
were compared with results of the flowfield with only one resonator to investigate the effects
of multiple resonators. Furthermore, this study analyzed the other models extended neck length
to investigate the correlation of the shape of resonators and flowfield.
1

INTRODUCTION

The aircraft performance is needed to improve due to the demand of aircraft is increased.
Especially, the improvement of flight performance and reduction of noise is needed. Then, CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) have a key role in solve those problem. CFD have been
clarified the flowfield of aircrafts and jet engine and those results contribute to develop the
technology. For example, the flowfield in the jet engine and wake of the jet is visualized by
CFD. From those results, it is considered that to increase the bypass ratio is important to
improve the fuel efficiency and reduce the jet noise. The bypass ratio has been increased.
However, that causes increasing the fan noise and increasing the weight of the jet engine. Then,
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various technology is used to solve those problem. For example, the acoustic liner is used to
reduce the fan noise and new materials such as CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic) are
used to reduce weight.
This study focuses on the acoustic liner. The acoustic liner is a panel which is structured
with the porous face sheet and a lot of resonators designed based on the Helmholtz resonance.
However, the conventional acoustic liners are designed with semi-empirical approach. The
approach is based with experimental results and experiences of engineers, thus the practical
performances is difficult to be predicted because the influence of flows to the sound absorption
is unclear. Therefore, the innovational approach is needed to clarify practical performances to
improve. It is difficult to observe vortices around resonators in the experiment because the
changes of the phenomenon of the resonator are too small. Then, CFD is a promising approach
to investigate the flow phenomenon. In our past study, simple-shape model of the liner was
analyzed to understand the fundamental characteristics [1].
As a previous study, Tam investigates the validity of CFD for visualization of the flowfield
of acoustic liners through the aeroacoustics analysis with the two-dimensional Direct Numerical
Simulation. In addition, the analysis shows the vortex shedding process transfers acoustic
energy into kinetic energy associated with the rotational motion of the vortices. The energy is
then dissipated into heat energy by molecular viscosity [2].
As mentioned above, researches for understanding the mechanism to improve performances
of acoustic liners are attracted recently. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) started
“aFJR Project”, and “aFJR” stands for Advanced Fan Jet Research [3]. Along with the
increasing demand of aircrafts in the future, the next-generation jet engine which has a good
environmental adaptability such as low-noise, the good fuel efficiency and low emission of CO2
must be achieved. The project substantiates innovational technologies with some manufactures
of the jet engine in Japan and some universities in Japan. This project aims to develop the
lightweight and high-efficient jet engine through the research and develop the lightweight low
pressure turbine and the lightweight and high-efficient acoustic liner. To develop the
lightweight acoustic liner, acoustics research and fluid research are conducted through the
experiment and computation. Various acoustic experiments are conducted to improve the sound
absorption by changing the shape of resonator [4]. Furthermore, acoustic computation in the
resonator is conducted to understand the mechanism of sound absorption through the
visualization. On the other hand, the influence of grazing flows of acoustic liner is investigated
by using experimental equipment of JAXA. The aim is to investigate an optimal method of an
analysis considering flowfield and acoustics to realize elucidation phenomenon in flight, thus
JAXA developed experimental facility of acoustic liner with their flow duct as shown in Fig. 1.
The speaker is put on the upstream side and the downstream side. There are seven microphones
which are not spaced equally on the upstream side and the downstream side. A test piece of an
acoustic liner is attached horizontally. In the test, speakers output sound alternately and
microphones measures transmittance and reflection. The sound absorption ratio is calculated
with them. The maximum Mach number of this experimental equipment is 0.3 and the acoustic
frequency range is from 200[Hz] to 2000[Hz]. Velocity profile is measured with the probe of
dynamic pressure and static pressure. Figure 1 shows the whole overview of the flow duct and
Fig. 2 shows the test piece of the acoustic liner. This facility enables to measure the sound
absorption of various acoustic liners under the grazing flows.
This study investigates the influences of the number of resonators for flowfield through the
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comparison with the single-cell model which has only a resonator and multiple-cell models
which have three resonators. The shape of those resonators is identical. In addition, this study
analyses other models which is changed the length of neck to investigate the correlation of
flowfield and the shape of resonator. In this study, block-structured Cartesian-mesh CFD is
applied to predict the flows around resonators. Because the method has benefits to reduce
numerical viscosity by the orthogonality of the mesh and employment of higher order accurate
scheme. Thus, it is effective way to observe tiny phenomenon of complex-shape model.

Fig. 1 Overview of The Flow Duct

Fig. 2 Figure. 2 Test Piece of The Acoustic Liner

2 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
2.1 Building Cube Method
This study adopts “Building-Cube Method (BCM)” which is based on the Cartesian mesh.
This code employs compressible Navier-Stokes equations. BCM divides the computational
domain with many blocks which is called “Cube” and shown in Fig. 3. Then, equally-spaced
Cartesian meshes that is called “Cell” are filled in Cubes. The computational domain is
composed of many Cubes with different size, but they have the same number of Cells regardless
the Cube size. The method allocates many small-size Cubes near the model where physical
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quantities change largely. Those dense mesh is distributed to the vicinity of the model to
maintain the high spatial accuracy and to prevent the numerical vortex dissipation. BCM can
generate mesh easy to complex models and can realize easily improvement the spatial accuracy
because it is easy to exchange numerical information between adjacent meshes. Furthermore,
BCM can calculate in each Cubes, so it can realize the large scale parallel computation. Each
Cubes have overlap area of 3 Cells between adjacent Cubes to maintain the high numerical
accuracy as shown in Fig. 4. However, if size of Cubes is different between adjacent Cubes,
linear interpolation is conducted from small Cube to large Cube as shown in Fig.5. Cubes where
physical quantities change sensitivity must be set equally to maintain the high spatial accuracy
[5].

Fig. 3 Composition of Cubes and Cells in BCM

Fig. 4 Cells in Cube with Overlap Cells at each side
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Fig. 5 Handling of Cubes Boundary

2.2 Model for Analysis
In this study, the single-cell model which has only a resonator and the multiple-cell model
which has three resonators are analyzed. The shape of those resonators is identical. Figure 6
shows the single-cell model and Fig. 7 shows the multiple-cell model. In addition, the singlecell models changed the length of neck are analyzed. In this study, those models are called
single-2.0 model which has the twice neck of single-cell model and single-5.0 model which has
the 5.0 times neck of single-cell neck. Fig. 8 shows the resonator of single-5.0 model and Fig.9
shows the resonator of single-5.0 model. Table 1 shows the scale of each model. In addition,
red lines mean the neck in each figures.

Fig. 6 Single-cell model

Fig. 7 Three-cell model
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Fig. 8 Single-2.0 model

Fig. 9 Single-2.0 model
Table.1 The scale of models

Passage Span
Pasage Height
Slit Width
Slit Thickness
Cavity Depth
Cavity Width

Single-Cell
0.60[m]
0.254[m]

Single-2.0
0.60[m]
0.254[m]

Single-5.0
Multiple-Cell
0.60[m]
0.714[m]
0.254[m]
0.254[m]

6.35×10-3[m]

6.35×10-3[m]

6.35×10-3[m]

6.35×10-3[m]

3.18×10-3[m]

6.36×10-3[m]

1.59×10-2[m]

3.18×10-3[m]

5.745×10-2[m] 5.745×10-2[m] 5.745×10-2[m] 5.745×10-2[m]
5.08×10-2[m]

5.08×10-2[m]

Interval

5.08×10-2[m]

5.08×10-2[m]
6.35×10-3[m]

2.3 Boundary Condition
At the inflow boundary, the velocity of the incoming mean flow is 30[m/s] and Reynolds
number is 13123 as scale length is 6.35×10-3[m] that is the width of opening of the resonator.
The top wall is slip wall and the boundary layer on the wall is ignored. The boundary layer
adjacent to the bottom wall is assumed to have a Blasius profile and the boundary layer
thickness is 6.35×10-3[m]. Furthermore, both u-velocity which is x-dimensional velocity and
v-velocity which is y-dimensional velocity are 0[m/s] in resonators as the initial condition. At
the outflow boundary, the characteristic method to prevent divergence of computation at the
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boundary. That solution is numerically calculated using Riemann invariants that is constant
value along with characteristic curve in the method.
The full paper must be written in English within a printing box of 16cm x 21cm, centered in
the page. The full paper including figures, tables and references must have a minimum length
of 6 pages and must not exceed 12 pages. Maximum file size is 4 MB.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

3.1 Single-cell Model
Figure 10 shows streamlines of the overall averaged flowfield and averaged flowfield inside
the resonator. From Fig. 10, the change of flowfield at the resonator does not affect to the
passage. There is a circulated region with clockwise rotation at the opening of the resonator,
and there is also a circulated region with counter-clockwise rotation in the resonator. A
circulation at the opening is driven by the ambient flow and it takes flows into the resonator. A
circulation inside the resonator is driven by the vortical flow at the opening.
Figure 11 shows the time history of contours of pressure coefficient. From Fig. 11, pressure
in the resonator increases when flow goes into the resonator and then decreases when flow goes
out to the passage. The changing pressure influences to the whole flowfield. The frequency of
changing pressure is approximately 655[Hz]. In addition, the pressure fluctuation propagates to
backward of the resonator. The influence of the pressure fluctuation is investigated through the
comparison the changing pressure at A, B and C as shown in Fig. 12. Table 2 shows the pressure
difference between the maximum pressure and minimum pressure. From Table 2, whereas the
pressure at A is 58.64[Pa], it of C is 17.93[Pa]. In addition, the frequency of the pressure
fluctuation at C is 653[Hz], although that frequency in resonator is 655[Hz]. Therefore, it is
considered that self-noise due to the vortex released from the resonator propagates to backward.
Then, the pressure decreases as the distance because those vortices are depressed by viscosity
of the wall.

Fig. 10 The Streamline of The Whole Averaged Flowfield and Averaged Flowfield in Resonator
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Fig.11 The Time History of Cp (Single-cell Model)

Fig. 12 Points for Calculation of Pressure
Table. 2 The Comparison of Pressure at Each Point (Single-cell Model)

Pressure [Pa]

A

B

C

58.64

32.75

17.93

3.2 Single-2.0 Model and Single-5.0 Model
This section shows the result of the analysis of the single-2.0 model and the single-5.0 model.
In the result of analysis of the Single-2.0 model, it is observed the periodical pressure
fluctuation in the resonator. Theat frequency was approximately 608.7[Hz]. It means that the
wave period become longer by getting longer the length of neck as expected. However, in the
result of the single-5.0, there are not the pressure fluctuation in the resonator. Figure 13 shows
the comparison with the averaged flowfield at the neck of Single-2.0 model and that of Single5.0 model. From Fig.13, the neck of Single-2.0 model is filled by one vortex which circulates
as clockwise. However, the neck of Single-5.0 model is filled by two vortices. The upper vortex
circulates as the clockwise and other one circulates as anti-clockwise. The fluid near the wall
of the passage is taken into the neck by the upper vortex and that fluid circulates in lower vortex.
Then, that fluid is taken into upper vortrex and flows to the passage from the neck. Thus, the
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changes of the flowfield are completed only in the neck as the cavity flow and there are not the
pressure fluctuation in the resonator.

Fig. 13 The Averaged Flowfield of The Single-1.5 model and The Single-2.0 model

3.3 Multiple-cell Model
This section shows analyzed results of multiple-cell model which has three cells. Figure 14
shows instantaneous contour of Cross Flow Velocity of single-cell model and multiple-cell
model. From Fig. 14, the development of vortices is encouraged by a repeat of flowing in and
out to resonator. Figure 15 shows the comparison of boundary layer velocity profile on the wall
at the passage. The boundary layer velocity profiles of multiple-cell model and the single-cell
model at each side of inlet and outlet are plotted. From the figure, a low speed region in outlet
side of multiple-cell model is larger than that of single-cell model. It means the energy loss
becomes larger when the number of resonators is increased because the development of vortices
is encouraged.
Figure 16 shows the time history of the pressure coefficient in resonator. The pressure of
each resonator changes alternately as same as the single-cell model. However, the frequency of
changing pressure is approximately 710[Hz] although the shapes of the resonators are identical
as the resonator of single-cell model. Therefore, the interaction of resonators is expected to
affect the pressure change of each resonator. Figure 17 shows the comparison of the change of
pressure of each location that are same as Fig. 12. From Fig. 17, the shape of pressure
fluctuation at A is awkward shape such as phase-shifted pressure fluctuation are overlapped.
However, the pressure fluctuation of C is single-phase and that amplitude is the largest.
However, the frequency of the pressure fluctuation at C is 689[Hz], although that frequency in
resonators are approximately 710[Hz]. Thus, multiple vortexes are generated by the repeat of
flowing in and out to resonators and the velocity of the propagation of vortexes is decelerated
by viscosity of the wall. Then, those vortexes are merged and generate the pressure fluctuation
which has the high amplitude.
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Fig. 14 The Instantaneous Cross Flow Velocity

Fig. 15 The comparison of Boundary Layer Velocity Profile
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Fig. 16 The Time History of Cp (Three-cell Model)

Fig. 17 The Comparison of pressure
Table. 3 The Comparison of Pressure at Each Points (Three-cell Model)

Pressure [Pa]

A

B

C

125.04

132.37

149.70
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4

CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates the influences of the number of resonators for flowfield through the
comparison with analyzed results of the single-cell model and the multiple-cell model. The
development of vortexes is encouraged by multiple resonators and the energy loss becomes
larger. In addition, the pressure fluctuation caused by vortices are merged and that amplitude
becomes larger. In addition, from the result of analysis of flowfield of the single-2.0 model and
single-5.0 model, the wave period becomes longer by getting longer the neck and there are not
the pressure fluctuation in the resonator of the single-5.0 model because changes flowfield are
completed only in the neck by two vortices. Influences of the shape of the resonator such as the
single-5.0 model are needed to be investigated more. In addition, the developing the 3D-BCM
is needed to investigate more practical flowfield and more complex model.
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Abstract. This paper presents some of the challenges in measuring and simulating cavity flows.
The main characteristics of cavity flows are first described using experimental data, and beamforming is then used to provide good estimates of acoustics away from the cavity walls. Then,
a simple model based on standing waves is introduced and it appears that the results capture
some of the flow physics. Simulations of cavity flows and of store releases, and the importance
of statistics in understanding the physics involved are shown.

1

INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for stealth operation of unmanned and manned combat aircraft, pushed
engineers to move externally carried stores to weapon bays like the ones found on the F-35
and the B-52. Cavity flows generate strong acoustic fields, comprising broadband and tonal
noise, called Rossiter modes[1]. Once the bay doors are open, the resonant cavity flow may
be an obstacle to the safe store separation. The store is subject to unsteady loads, driving
its trajectory, and the flow environment leads to store trajectory variability that is difficult to
predict [2, 3]. In addition, cavity tones may excite the store and aircraft structures [4, 5], and
may induce structural fatigue and failure.
This paper presents computational fluid dynamic (CFD), and theoretical results for transonic
cavity flows. First, the main characteristics of cavity flows are presented using experiments
available in the literature. Then, the difficulty to model this type of flows, and the implications
for store release are shown. Afterwards, the ability of CFD to model cavity flow is shown and
results are compared to experiments. Finally, results from coupled CFD/6DoF simulations of
store release are presented, and the importance of statistical analysis of cavity flows is highlighted. In addition, recommendations for future studies are given.
2

UNCERTAINTY AND VARIABILITY IN CAVITY FLOWS

Experiments performed for the M219 cavity [6] provide a first insight into cavity flow uncertainty and variability. M219 has a length to depth ratio of 5, a width to depth ratio of 1, and
a length of 0.51m. Experiments were carried out by Nightingale et al. [6] at Mach 0.85, and
a Reynolds ReL , based on the cavity length, of 6.5 million. Two cavities were tested, one has
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two doors attached at its sides at an angle of 90 degrees (Figure 1), and the other has no doors.
Experimental data was obtained using KuliteT M pressure transducers at the cavity ceiling.
For the clean cavity configuration, a signal of 1910 travel times is available. However, three
tests at the same conditions, named S1, S2 and S3 were performed for the M219 cavity with
doors. They were sampled at different frequencies and have different durations. Table 1 presents
a summary.
Figure 2 shows the SPL and OASPL at the ceiling mid-span for the different experimental
data sets computed using the raw data. Vertical lines represent the Rossiter modes, that are empirical estimates of the cavity acoustic tones[7]. The SPL shows strong tones close to Rossiter
modes 1, 2, 3 and 4 and a strong broadband noise. There is a finite number of tones of different
amplitudes, and their distribution is not harmonic. S1 and S2 have similar SPL, and show less
than 2dB differences in the OASPL. However, run S3 is different by 40dB in frequency, and
4dB in amplitude for the tones. In addition the OASPL is 3dB lower at the cavity front. In the
following, run S2 is employed as it is the longest signal, and it agrees with the over-sampled
signal S1 obtained two years earlier [6].

((a)) Bottom view

((b)) Downstream view

Figure 1: Schematic view of the M219 cavity with doors.
Name

Signal length (Travel Time)

Sampling (Hz)

Date

No Doors

1910

6.00

Oct 1991

Doors S1

1831

31.25

Sep 1999

Doors S2

16798

6.00

Mar 2001

Doors S3

1910

6.00

Sep 1999

Table 1: Available signals for CFD comparison.
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S1 - 31.25KHz, 1831TT
S2 - 6.00KHz, 16798TT
S3 - 6.00KHz, 1910TT

160

160

SPL (dB)

150

SPL (dB)

150
140

140

130

130

120
110

S1 - 31.25KHz, 1831TT
S2 - 6.00KHz, 16798TT
S3 - 6.00KHz, 1910TT

120
0

250

500

750

110

1000
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Figure 2: M219 with door SPL and OASPL for three experimental signals.
The experiment is divided in windows of 25 travel times, and the maxima and minima over
all windows are shown as envelope and vertical bars in figure 3. The envelope is wider than
20dB in SPL, and wider than 10dB in OASPL showing large fluctuations of the noise intensity
over large time scales. Also, SPL, and OASPL are computed for signal sections of 25 travel
times are shown for three selected windows. The time t=25.2s shows a large decrease of modes
1 and 2, while mode 3 is amplified. This shows that energy can move between tones, and this
is called mode switching [8]. Those changes are related to the shape of the shear layer in time,
and show that the noise field fluctuates over large time scales.
To dissect the pressure fluctuations over small time scales, Kegerise [8] used the wavelet
transform to decompose the pressure signal in frequency, and time space. The wavelet transform
WΨy (f, t) [9] is a convolution of the signal s(t)′ = s(t) − s with a scaled mother wavelet Ψ(t)
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Figure 3: Experimental SPL and OASPL at the ceiling mid-span and at different time with
envelope.
conserving the sign of the signals in time and frequency:


 ∞
1
t−b
y
′
WΨ (a, b) = 
dt.
s (t)Ψ
a
cΨ |a| −∞

(1)

In the above equation, a is called the dilatation or the scale, b the translation parameter, cΨ =

π/β and β = ω02 . The dilatation a is related to the frequency f of the wavelet, the translation
parameter b is related to the time shift t of the wavelet. The mother, or Gabor wavelet Ψ(t) [9].
Band Integrated Wavelets (BIW) plots show the energy content within a particular frequency
range and are calculated using the following equation:
BIW (t) =



f2

f1

WΨy (f, t)2

(2)

where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper limits of the desired frequency range.
The wavelet envelope |WΨy | is the amplitude of the frequency in time, and is determined
using the maximum of the absolute value of the wavelet transform WΨy over windows equal to
half a period of the frequency. The wavelet amplitude in decibels WdB is given by:


|WΨy (f, t)|2
(3)
WdB (f, t) = 20 LOG10
pref
with pref the international standard for the minimum audible sound, which has the value of
2.10−5 Pa [10]. In the same way, Band Integrated Wavelets amplitude in decibel BIWdB is
given by:


y
f2
2
|WΨ (f, t)|
(4)
BIWdB (t) = 20 LOG10
pref
f1
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Figure 4(a) shows an example for the experimental pressure of the M219 with doors at 95%
of the ceiling mid-span. The pressure shows strong fluctuations at the tonal frequencies over
small time scales. In addition, their amplitude appears to be modulated in time (Figure 4(b)).
For example the first mode shows a maximum amplitude at travel time 580, while the second
mode has a maximum at travel time 520. The pressure probes are analysed for several points
along the cavity length, and the BIW is represented in figures 4(c) and 4(d) along the ceiling
mid-span. The scalogram is integrated in windows of 20Hz centred on cavity modes 1 and
2. There are standing wave oscillations, characterised by nodes (minima of amplitude), and
antinodes (maxima of amplitude). Furthermore, there is phase opposition between neighbouring
antinodes. Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show that the mode amplitude modulation globally affects the
entire cavity length.
Cavity flow fluctuations are the summation of small time scales (order of a travel time), and
larger time scales (order of hundreds travel times) that create a non periodic flow as seen since
the first experiments of Rossiter [1]. Other researchers suggest that these flows are pseudoperiodic [11]. Experimental measurements of cavity flows are difficult as multiple signals of
the same cavity flow will not necessarily give exactly the same result. Numerical simulation
and modelling are also difficult, as multiple time scales have to be correctly simulated to obtain
an accurate cavity flow representation.
Experimental pressure data is limited to wall surfaces using kulite or pressure sensitive paint
[12]. However, the main sources of noise are localised inside the shear layer are difficult to measure without intrusive techniques. Beamforming has been used in reference [13], and proved
to be capable of capturing the noise field around the cavity using a limited number of probes,
and the mean CFD flow-field to compute the noise propagation. Figure 5 shows a comparison
between the BISPL computed over all grid points, and the beamforming computed using the
acoustic array over the M219 cavity with doors. The beamforming reconstruction captured the
strongest noise sources seen on the BISPL. This technique could be used in wind tunnels, coupling microphone array measurements, and PIV data. As a result, further cavity flows physics,
and more data could be obtained for CFD validation.
3

MODELLING OF THE CAVITY FLOW PHYSICS

Cavity flow fluctuations are complex, and depend both on space and time, and so, modelling
of such flows is challenging, and still remains an active research area. The fundamental goal
is to identify the trigger of the tones, to help the design of flow control devices. Also, for
routine engineering applications, estimates of the cavity flow noise field both in amplitude and
frequency in a fast way, would be an advantage.
The first models appeared 70 years ago relying on experimental observations. Plumblee
et al. [14] suggested that the turbulence growing in the shear layer provided a broadband noise
source driving the cavity oscillations. The cavity response was to amplify small bands of frequencies, depending on the geometry and conditions. Rossiter [1] proposed a different model
based on an acoustic feedback loop. Using shadowgraph images, he spotted vortices shed periodically from the front lip of the cavity. The vortices were travelling along the cavity length at
the shear layer, generating acoustic waves when reaching the downstream wall. These acoustic
waves travel upstream and interact with the shear layer, resulting in shedding of new vortices.
5
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((a)) Scalogram at X/L=0.95

((b)) Scalogram amplitude at X/L=0.95

((c)) BIW of mode 1

((d)) BIW of mode 2

((e)) BIW amplitude of mode 1

((f)) BIW amplitude of mode 2

Figure 4: Experimental scalogram at the ceiling mid-span.
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Figure 5: Comparison between BISPL and beamforming reconstruction at cavity mid-span.
Multi-spiral array with 31 microphones, placed at Z/L=1.5.
He proposed a formula based on those observations for estimating the tonal frequencies, that

(3)

(2) Acoustic waves travel in the cavity driven
by the flowfield at speeds c-j (t) and c+j (t)
n+
cj = U

U

(a)

(3) Pressure waves
are reflected and
weakened at each
wall

cn=c-unj
j

(4) The pressure signal is the sum
of all pressure wave reflections

(1) Acoustics waves
are generated at the
aft wall by the shear
layer hitting

X

Y

Z

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Standing waves schematic, (b) Reflections and resulting pressures in cavity.
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Figure 7: Noise at 95%L of the M219 ceiling mid-span. L=0.51m.
was further modified by Heller [7] according to:


U∞
m−α
fm =




L M∞ 1 + γ−1 M 2 −1/2 + 1/κν
2

(5)

∞

where fm is the frequency of mode m, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, M∞ is the free-stream
Mach number, L is the cavity length, γ is the ratio of specific heats of the employed gas, α
represents a phase shift, and κν is the convection velocity coefficient of the vortices in the shear
layer. These empirical constants have been tuned to fit experiments, and have the values 1.4,
0.25 and 0.57 respectively, for the case of the present study. Recent experimental data [11, 15]
suggest that equation 5 can be valid even if κν is different from the value found by Rossiter. As
pointed out by Rossiter, this model is "merely an attempt to give a simple explanation of what
is undoubtedly a highly complex motion" [1].
Other models rely on the excitation of the shear layer or on a small number of acoustic waves
travelling inside the cavity [16, 17, 18]. They give a fair estimation of the tonal frequencies, but
miss the tonal amplitude, the noise field shape, and all the unsteadiness described in section 2.
The model from Alvarez [19] is better, providing the existence of the cavity modes.
Another model providing further insight is described in reference [13]. Based on the observation of standing waves in cavity flows, and the presence of numerous reflected waves in
experiments [11, 20, 21, 22], it was assumed that the main mechanism driving the tone generation was similar to an one dimensional standing wave resonator, shown in figure 6. First,
the pressure waves were generated as the shear layer impacted the downstream corner using a
large range of frequencies (position (1) in figure 6). The pressure waves travelled towards the
opposite wall (position (2) in figure 6), and were alternatively reflected (position (3) in figure
6) at the front, and at the aft walls, assuming an absorption by the reflection, and during the
8
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((a)) Mode 1 - Expe.

((b)) Mode 2 - Expe.

((c)) Mode 3 - Expe.

((d)) Mode 1 - Resonator

((e)) Mode 2 - Resonator

((f)) Mode 3 - Resonator

Figure 8: BIW envelope at ceiling mid-span for experimental and unsteady resonator.
wave travelling. The downstream waves travelled along with the shed vortices at about 69% of
the free-stream velocity, while the upstream waves travelled at the sound speed reduced by the
unsteady flow velocity computed with CFD. Finally, the resulting pressure signal was the sum
of all reflections (curve (4) in figure 6).
In comparison with experiments, this model was capable to predict a finite number of tones,
and the strong broadband noise (Figure 7(a)). In addition, the variation of the tone amplitude in
time was captured (Figure 7(b)). More importantly, the spatial distribution of the modes along
the cavity length was also predicted in agreement with experiments (Figure 8). Nevertheless,
the relative modal amplitudes were not correct compared to the experiments, highlighting a
missing part of the physics. This may be the shear layer motion that is driven by the strong
pressure field in the cavity, and influences the generation of pressure waves at aft wall, creating
a feedback loop. The model also needs detailed CFD data.
Overall, the available literature suggests that as the flow establishes, the shear layer hits the
aft wall producing high frequency pressure waves reflecting inside the cavity. This wave superposition generates strong cavity modes at low frequencies due to the flowfield turbulence. Then,
the cavity modes excite the shear layer motion, and this further amplifies the low frequencies
in the pressure waves produced at aft wall. This feedback loop further amplifies the resonance,
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and the cavity modes lock to their final frequencies.
Cavity flows involve very complex interactions between acoustics, turbulence, and shear
layer motion that are difficult to model in a simple way. Engineering applications need accurate
simulations, even with the presence of moving stores which can not be taken into account by
the present models. Other researchers [23, 24, 25, 26] tried to simulate store releases with the
grid method measuring the time averaged loads on the store at different positions and attitudes
by means of wind tunnel testing or CFD. Then the trajectory was computed feeding a 6DoF
model with loads interpolated from the grid of aerodynamic influences. This method could be
used as a rough estimate of the store trajectory, but is not accurate enough for store clearance
certification that must account for cavity flow fluctuations evidenced in this section, and flow
interactions with the store. Consequently, CFD appears to be a better candidate for engineering
simulation of weapon bay flows.
4

CAVITY FLOW SIMULATION WITH CFD

The Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB3) [27, 28] code is used in the present work. The solver
is described in references [29, 30, 31, 32] and has been extensively validated for cavity flows.
DES is by far the most common way to account for the effect of turbulence in cavity flows.
Nevertheless, DES is expensive, especially when several computations of store releases are
required. Promising results with the SAS method [33] encouraged Babu et al. [29] to use this
approach for weapon bay flows. Their results suggest that SAS captures the essential physics of
the weapon bay, and at the same time, provides a significant reduction in CPU time by almost
an order of magnitude. For this reason SAS is also used in the present work. In the following,
the unsteady and averaged pressure field are compared for the M219 cavity with and without
doors. CFD results for three grid densities of 13, 22 and 34 million points are compared to the
experimental data for the cavity with doors. The computations used a dimensionless time-step
of 0.01, and SAS are presented in table 2.
Name

Door Angle (deg)

Grid size (106 cells)

Cavity Travel Times

Coarse

90

13.2

25

Medium

90

22.3

25

Fine

90

33.9

30

No doors

-

23.0

30

Table 2: Details of the M219 computations.

Figure 9 shows the SPL comparison between CFD and experiments at three points at 5%L,
45%L, and 95%L on the cavity ceiling mid-span, for the M219 cavity with doors. Vertical
black lines represent Rossiter’s modes. The SPL results are in better agreement with the test
data when the fine grid is used, capturing both tonal and broadband noise.
The time averaged Cp (Figure 10(a)) at the ceiling, and at the mid-span of the cavity, shows
grid convergence, with negligible changes between the different grid densities. In the OASPL
10
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Figure 9: M219 with door SPL at ceiling mid-span for CFD and experiments.
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Figure 10: OASPL, and mean CP along the M219 with doors ceiling mid-span.
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(Figure 10(b)), the second Rossiter mode is dominant, with a W shape of the OASPL, as captured by the CFD and the experiments [34]. There is convergence towards the fine mesh solution, with a small relative difference of 1 dB between medium and fine grids.
The CFD results are compared with experiments for a cavity without doors in figure 11.
Overall, the CFD captured well the differences between the door and no door configurations,
including the strong increase of the second cavity mode with the doors, suggesting that SAS
[35] is a suitable method for simulating this flow. Both cases with and without doors show a
small overestimation of the OASPL, all along the cavity length. A large number of simulations
performed with various models [36, 37, 38] had similar overestimation. This may be due to
experimental errors, the signal length, as well as limitations of the SAS [35] and DES [39]
approaches.
The time averaged stream-wise velocity is compared in figure 12 between CFD and PIV
experiments [40] for the M219 cavity without doors. The CFD results agree well with the
experiments for the stream-wise velocity component, showing the development of the shear
layer along the cavity length.
The wavelet transform is used to perform spatio-temporal validation of the CFD signals.
The pressure probes are analysed, and the Banded Integral Wavelet (BIW) is given in figure 13
for 25 travel times, along the ceiling centre line. The BIW is integrated in windows of 20Hz
centred on the first, and second cavity modes. There is a fair agreement of the CFD with the
experiments, showing standing wave oscillations with respectively a tick, and a W shape for
modes 1 and 2.
The BIW envelope is shown figure 14. The CFD signal agrees with the experiments showing
the characteristic shape of the first mode, with two antinodes at the front, and the aft wall. The
second mode shows the W shape seen on the OASPL. Also, both experiments and CFD show
global fluctuations of the amplitude along the cavity length.
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Figure 11: Noise along the no doors M219 cavity ceiling mid-span.
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Figure 12: Time averaged stream-wise velocity at the mid-span of the cavity along vertical
lines.

((a)) Experimental - Mode 1

((b)) Experimental - Mode 2

((c)) CFD - Mode 1

((d)) CFD - Mode 2

Figure 13: BIW at the cavity ceiling centre-line for modes 1 and 2.
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Overall, the SAS turbulence model shows reasonable agreement with experiments for the
transonic cavity pressure field on average and in terms of spatio-temporal components.
5

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF STORE RELEASES

Store release simulations are performed here and include CFD and Six Degree of Freedom
(6DoF) flight mechanics. A small number of CFD tools are able to perform this type of simulation and were used for realistic [41, 42, 43], and prismatic [26, 44, 45] weapon bays. Results
show variability for most of the cases as LES, DES, and SAS are able to resolve the turbulence
within the cavity [37]. Nevertheless, a small number of numerical releases were performed for
each case, and none of the published works provided any further insight on the mechanism that

((a)) Experimental - Mode 1

((b)) Experimental - Mode 2

((c)) CFD - Mode 1

((d)) CFD - Mode 2

Figure 14: BIW amplitude at the cavity ceiling centre-line for modes 1 and 2.
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drives the store trajectory in terms of average and variability. This is because the non periodicity
of this flow makes every release different.
Reference [3] tackles this difficulty in performing twenty numerical releases and considering
the statistics of the ensemble. The computations were carried using HMB3 and the ScaleAdaptive Simulation. The free-stream Mach number was 0.85 and the Reynolds number based
on the cavity length (ReL ) was 6.5 million. The cavity had a length to depth ratio of 7, and was
3.59m long, and 1.03m wide. The store was 90% of the cavity length with four fins in a cross
configuration (Figure 15). The store release includes three phases. At carriage (Z/D=-0.5), the
store is fixed while the flow is allowed to develop. Then, during the stroke phase, the store is
pushed towards the cavity opening. During this phase, a vertical velocity of 5m/s is imposed on
the store, with other degrees of freedom set to zero. This phase ends when the stroke length is
reached. Finally the store is free to move under the aerodynamic forces.
The trajectory variability (Figure 16) was negligible for the translations, while the rotations,
mainly in roll, varied widely. Filtering the simulation results, revealed that the vertical displacement of the store was driven by the lower frequencies related to the ejection velocity and
gravity. On the other hand, the rotation variability came from the tonal fluctuations, and only
the roll angle was driven by the finest fluctuations in the flowfield related to turbulence. The
receptivity of the store to all the time scales of the cavity flow explained that each trajectory
was unique.
A statistical metric was proposed to identify the minimum number of simulations necessary
for capturing the mean of the trajectories as the maximum of the normalised difference between
the average of n+1, and n trajectories:
∆µ =

max|µ(t, n + 1) − µ(t, n)|
We

(6)

with µ(t, n) the average of n trajectories, where t covers the complete time of simulation. The
envelope of the trajectory was defined as the maximum difference between minimum, and maximum over all releases and all store vertical positions. We was the largest envelope width over
all positions, and indicated by dashed lines in figure 16. A trajectory component was considered as converged if the difference (∆µ ) between two consecutive averages was less than 5%.
The number of releases to converge the statistics depends on the order of the trajectories. To
minimise this effect, ∆µ was computed for 100.000 random trajectory permutations. For each
permutation, the number of releases required to converge the statistics was computed, and the

Figure 15: Geometry, cavity axes, and the store at carriage position.
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Figure 16: Trajectory of full and half stroke cases.
cumulative plot in figure 17 indicates the number of converged permutations in respect to the
number of releases included in the mean. For the store at hand, 17 trajectories were necessary,
mainly due to variability in roll associated with its low roll inertia.
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Figure 17: Number of converged permutation as function of the number of releases included in
the mean.
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Using the averaged flow data, the trajectory phases were identified and the role of the pressure field inside the cavity was clarified. For example, figure 18 shows the vertical force, and
pitching moment averages considering all times of the simulations from stroke initiation until
a common point in time corresponding to the shortest of the simulated trajectories. The load
peaks were identified and are the result of the interaction between the store and the shear layer.
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Figure 18: Averaged translations and rotations with half and full stoke releases.
HMB3 proved to be efficient for engineering computations of store release, using a reasonable amount of CPU. In addition, the obtained large CFD data sets gave more insight in the
physics involved.
The next step in this effort should be to produce more experimental data for CFD validation.
HMB3 results agreed with captive trajectory system (CTS) experiments of a store released from
a wing [46], and from a cavity flow [47]. However, CTS experiments [47] have the drawback to
work by integrating the loads on the store, before moving it, neglecting the effect of the smaller
scales of the cavity flow. The only way to validate a CFD code for the trajectory variability
from a weapon bay, is to perform free releases in wind tunnels, or during flight test to take all
flow scales into account. Flight tests have been performed by the Institute of High Performance
Computing Application to Air Armament (IHAAA) [48], and wind tunnel tests by Boeing [49]
and by the US Air Force [2]. Nevertheless, this data involved a small number of releases, was
not disclosed to public[48], was affected by scaling effects[2], and the test conditions were not
properly reported[49].
Future store release experiments must consider a large cavity of at least a meter long to
minimise scaling effects. Additionally, the number of releases to perform should be determined
using the criteria of equation 6, to ensure that statistics are converged. Then, it will be possible
to compare standard deviation, and the average trajectory between CFD and experiments.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper gave a detailed view of the difficulties in measuring and simulating weapon bays
flows. Cavity flow fluctuations include a large range of time scales. This creates a non-periodic
flow that is unique for each weapon bay door opening. Cavity flows are difficult to model,
as they are the result of the interaction between acoustics, turbulence and shear layer motion.
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Engineering applications need CFD to take into account complex geometries, and store interactions with the cavity flow. Strong coupling between CFD and 6DoF methods can be used to
simulate store trajectory variability, and to build statistics within a reasonable time. This is the
best way, at present, to make understanding from the trajectories that are driven by all cavity
flow scales. Future work should focus on experimental tests to better validate CFD codes for
the store trajectory variability.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
BIW Banded Integrated Wavelet
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
HMB Helicopter Multi-Block
LES Large Eddy Simulation
OASPL Overall Sound Pressure Level
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
SAS Scale Adaptive Simulation
SPL Sound Pressure Level
TT Travel Time
6DoF Six-Degree of Freedom
Greek Symbols
α Rossiter Phase shift (-)
∆µ Statistical convergence index (-)
κν Rossiter convection velocity coefficient (-)
γ Ratio of specific heats (-)
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µ(t, n) Average of n trajectories
ω0 Pulsation (2πf ) (1/s)
φ, θ, ψ Roll, pitch and yaw angles (deg)
Ψ(t) Mother wavelet (-)
Latin Symbols
p′ (x, t) Unsteady pressure time signal [Pa]
R Propeller Radius [m]
X Fuselage longitudinal coordinate [m]
Cx , Cy , Cz Axial, side and normal force coefficients (-)
Cl , Cm , Cn Rolling, pitching and yawing moment coefficients (-)
n+
Upstream, and downstream wave speed at point j and time n (m/s)
cn−
j , cj

Cp Pressure coefficient (-)
D Cavity depth (m)
fm Rossiter mode frequency (Hz)
Ix , Iy , Iz Moment of inertia of the store (kg.m2 )
L Cavity length (m)
m Rossiter mode number (-)
M∞ Free-stream Mach number (-)
p, q, r Roll, pitch and yaw rates (deg/s)
p Pressure (Pa)
pref International standard minimum audible sound (2.10−5 P a)
ReL Reynolds number based on cavity length (-)
u, v, w Velocity components (m/s)
t Time (s)
U∞ Free-stream Velocity (m/s)
unj Axial flow-field velocity at point j and time n (m/s)
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W Cavity width (m)
We Maximum envelope width
WΨy Wavelet transform
X, Y, Z Earth reference coordinates (m)
Xb , Yb , Zb Store reference coordinates (m)
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Abstract. The rotation of a tidal turbine blade through an unsteady ﬂow ﬁeld can
induce stall delay, load hysterisis and dynamic stall, where the shedding of a leading edge
vortex may cause overshoots in lift more than twice that of the quasi-steady value. The
signiﬁcance of these eﬀects for a full-scale tidal turbine rotor operating in realistic wave
conditions has yet to be quantiﬁed. To investigate, we develop a model which couples
dynamic stall, rotational augmentation and blade-element momentum theory with real
ﬂow measurements taken during large waves. For a 9 m diameter rotor operating at an
optimal tip-speed ratio of 4.5, we ﬁnd that the ﬂow ﬁeld is dominated by waves and
that ﬂow separation and dynamic stall are conﬁned to sections near the hub. Unsteady
attached ﬂow phenomena caused a reduction in the lift available at the outboard sections
near the tip which decreased the power coeﬃcient by approximately 3% compared to the
steady state value.

1

INTRODUCTION

Tidal current energy extraction is approaching a state of commercial readiness. Yet,
questions remain regarding the performance and long term survivability of an axial ﬂow
tidal turbine rotor operating in the harsh marine environment [1].
The marine environment is inherently unsteady due to waves and turbulence. The
rotation of the blade through the shear layer of the tidal current and the unsteady ﬂow
causes a time-dependent ﬂow ﬁeld which can lead to unsteady ﬂow phenomena such as
load hysteresis, stall delay and dynamic stall. Stall delay is when the angle of attack
increases suﬃciently rapidly that separation is prevented beyond the static stall angle
and the lift increases beyond the maximum static value. Dynamic stall is when unsteady
separation and stall occurs, resulting in a hysteresis loop of the lift with the angle of
attack. These eﬀects compounded with rotational forces and velocities induced by the
dynamic wake behind the rotor make for a highly unsteady operational environment.
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To date the quantiﬁcation of unsteady loading on tidal turbine blades has been conﬁned
to scale models. Tully and Viola [2] carried out experiments on a scaled blade section in
a wave ﬂume tank and noted that the normal force experienced during waves can exceed
the steady state value by more than 20%. Milne et al. [3, 4] carried out experiments on a
scaled turbine by oscillating it in a towing tank. At lower tip-speed ratios, they found the
ﬂow was largely separated over the blade span, which for high-frequency forcing caused
the root bending moment to exceed the quasi-steady value by up to 25% due to DS.
Galloway et al. [5] tested the eﬀects of a yaw misalignment and waves using a wave tank
to generate linear waves. The experimental results showed that the median value of the
root bending moment was exceeded by up to 175% during the presence of large waves.
The authors concluded that the eﬀect of DS was limited and, therefore can be neglected
in some cases, despite not making comparison with quasi-steady values. These results are
not in agreement with Milne et al.
Other than the work of Milne et al. [4], no documentation of DS occurring on tidal
turbine blades exists. Yet, it is known to occur on all type of horizontal-axis wind turbines
where skewed ﬂow, shear, turbulence or tower shadow eﬀects are present [6]. Since tidal
turbine blades will also experience these eﬀects with the addition of waves, it is likely that
dynamic stall occurs. In addition, the diﬀerence between the mean value and the steady
state has yet to be quantiﬁed.
The aim of this work is to answer the following research question: How signiﬁcant are
the unsteady eﬀects of very large, realistic waves on the ﬂow around and the loads on a
tidal turbine blade? We investigate this by developing a model which couples state-ofthe-art blade element momentum (BEM), DS and rotational augmentation theory with
velocity ﬁeld measurements using an Acoustic Doppler Current Proﬁler (ADCP) at the
EMEC test site during the ReDAPT project [7]. We ﬁnd that even at a hub depth of
27 m, waves induce unsteady load phenomena ranging from low amplitude hysteresis at
the outer sections to highly non-linear overshoots near the blade root, the signiﬁcance of
which is discussed in detail.
2

TURBINE SPECIFICATION

Dimensions of the 3-bladed, Tidal Generation Ltd. DEEPGEN IV 1 MW tidal turbine
deployed at the EMEC test site during the ReDAPT project are used. Schematic views
of the port and front sides of the turbine are shown in Figure 1. A Cartesian coordinate
system is placed at the still water level (SWL), directly above the nose of the turbine hub.
The freestream current velocity is in the x direction, y is the port side direction and z
is the vertical coordinate positive above the SWL. A cylindrical coordinate system with
origin at the hub describes the radial (r) position along the blade, which extends to tip
(R), and the azimuthal angle of the blade (ψ), which tracks the position of the blade as
it rotates anti-clockwise. Also shown are the radius of the hub (Rh ), the water depth (d)
and the distance from the hub to the SWL (z0 ). Chord (c) and geometrical twist (βg )
distributions along the blade span have been taken from Gretton [8]. Each blade section
comprises of a NREL S814 proﬁle with a relative thickness of 24%.

2
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the tested tidal turbine (not to scale).

3
3.1

FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
Angle of attack time history

The velocity and force components acting on a blade section are computed as shown
in Figure 2 (a) and (b), respectively. The relative velocity (W ) is the magnitude of the
diﬀerence between the axial velocity Ux (1 − a) and the tangential velocity Uψ (1 + a ),
where a and a are the axial and tangential induction factors, respectively, which account
for velocities induced by the rotor wake. The angle of attack (α) is the angle that W
makes with c, β = βg + βp is the pitch angle which is measured between c and the rotor
plane, where βp is an operational pitch angle which may be applied to the blade. The
ﬂow angle is φ = α + β. The sectional drag force (FD ) which is codirectional with W and


 














 





Figure 2: Blade section diagram showing (a) velocity components and (b) force components.

the lift force (FL ) perpendicular to it are deﬁned per unit length as
1
1
FD = CD ρW 2 c, FL = CL ρW 2 c,
(1a, b)
2
2
where CD and CL are the sectional coeﬃcients of drag and lift, respectively and ρ is the
ﬂuid density. The axial force known as thrust (FT ) is perpendicular to the rotor plane
3
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and is responsible for the blade bending out of the y-plane. The tangential force (FT an )
drives the turbine and causes bending around the x-axis.
The measured ADCP velocity data is interpolated in time (t) and z to determine both
Ux and the depthwise velocity component (Uz ) incident to each blade section for a given
t. The z-coordinate of a blade section is z0 + r sin(ψ − θ), where θ is the phase lag from
the leading blade, and Uψ is Uz cos(ψ − θ).
The induction factors are calculated by iteratively solving the BEM equations [9]. The
present model uses the solution method of Ning [10], which utilises a residual equation
to converge on φ rather than solving for both a and a� . This enables the use of a root
solving algorithm, which guarantees convergence. Using the geometrical deﬁnition for φ
shown in Figure 2 (a) the following residual equation is formed
R(φ) =

sin(φ)
cos(φ)
− �
,
(1 − a) λr (1 + a� )

(2)

U

where λ�r = Uψx is the instantaneous, local tip-speed ratio. The value of φ which satisﬁes
R(φ) ≤ 10−6 is determined and used in the following iteration. The process is repeated
until R(φ) ≤ 10−6 . With the induction factors solved for each time step, they are time
averaged over the rotational period (Tr ).
3.2

Dynamic load coeﬃcients

The non-linear load coeﬃcients are determined using the dynamic stall model of Sheng
et al. [11]. This DS model is based on the 3rd generation dynamic stall model of Beddoes
[12], but with a number of adaptations made to achieve better prediction at the lower
Mach numbers associated with wind turbines. We modify the model to account for the
eﬀects of blade rotation and use deﬁnition for the unsteady drag coeﬃcient given by
Hansen et al. [13].
The total unsteady load response comprises of three elements: attached ﬂow, trailing
edge separation and leading edge vortex shedding, which we will now discuss.
Load response in attached ﬂow
The linear lift coeﬃcient comprises of both circulatory and non-circulatory components.
The latter accounts for ﬂow acceleration eﬀects and the former for circulation around the
foil and vorticity shed into the wake, which introduces a phase lag and amplitude reduction
from the quasi-steady value. The attached loads are determined using the incompressible
time domain solution of Wagner [14], which gives the circulatory lift coeﬃcient (CLc =
2παE ), where αE is the equivalent angle of attack determined by superposition of step
changes in α through the Duhamel integral as follows
 s
dα(σ)
αE = α(0)Φ(s) +
Φ(s − σ)dσ,
(3)
dt
0
where Φ(s) is the Wagner function, its argument s = 2Uc0 t is the non-dimensional time and
σ is a dummy time variable of integration. Wagner does not give a convenient analytical
4
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solution to Φ(s). Therefore, the following exponential approximation given by Jones [15]
is used
Φ(s) ≈ 1 − 0.1652e−0.0455s − 0.335e−0.3s .
(4)

The non-circulatory coeﬃcient (CLnc ), i.e. the added mass, is treated outside of the
Duhamel integral. For this term we use the approximation given by Hansen et al. [13],
where
πcα̇
CLnc =
.
(5)
2U0
Then the full lift coeﬃcient in attached ﬂow CLp = CLc + CLnc . For an arbitrary α forcing
Equation 3 and Equation 5 are determined numerically.
Load response in separated ﬂow

The ﬁrst part of the non-linear solution is the load response in separated ﬂow. To
quantify this, Kirchhoﬀ theory ([16, p. 170]) is used, which relates the position of the
trailing-edge separation point (f ) to the static normal force coeﬃcient CN . f is normalised
by the chord length (c), as illustrated in Figure 3, where x is the dimensional coordinate.
When the boundary layer is fully attached, f = 1, and when fully separated, f = 0.






 




Figure 3: Trailing-edge separation point described by Kirchhoﬀ ﬂow past a ﬂat plate.

The relationship between CN , α and f is
CN = CNα (α − α0 )

 1 + √f 2
2

,

(6)

N
| is the slope evaluated at the angle of zero lift (α0 ). Equation 6
where CNα = dC
dα α0
is rearranged to solve for f using static wind tunnel test data for CN [17]. Then, f is
determined for any α using a look-up table. Under unsteady conditions, boundary layer
separation is delayed to a higher value of α. We can model this angle (α� ) as a ﬁrst-order
lag in the s domain, namely
dα�
(α� − α)
=−
,
(7)
ds
Tα
where Tα is an empirical time constant describing the angle of attack delay. With α�
determined, the dynamic separation point f � is found using the look-up table and replacing
α as follows
f � (α) = f (α� − Δα1 ),
(8)

where Δα1 is a shift delay from the static stall angle (αss ) deﬁned Δα1 = αcr − αss , αcr
is the critical angle of dynamic stall onset.
5
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Dynamic stall load response
Dynamic stall onset occurs once α� ≥ αcr , after which an additional lag in the separation
point occurs, as the leading edge vortex forms causing an additional load overshoot. This
is implemented by applying a ﬁrst-order lag to the dynamic separation point as
df ��
(f �� − f � )
=−
,
ds
Tv

(9)

where Tv is the vortex time constant which includes both the formation and convection
time. Vortex shedding follows the method of Beddoes [12], which uses a vortex shape
function (Vx ) deﬁned
� �
⎧
3/2
πτ
⎪
sin
,
0 < τ ≤ Tv
⎪
2Tv
⎨
Vx =

�
�
⎪
⎪
⎩cos2 π(τ −Tv ) , T < τ,
v
TvL

(10)

where τ is the non-dimensional vortex passage time which increases from zero at the
onset of dynamic stall, and TvL is the speed of the vortex convection. The additional lift
contribution is then given as the diﬀerence between the delayed and the static separation
points multiplied by the shape function as follows
CNv = B(f � − f )Vx ,

(11)

where B is a constant dependent on aerofoil geometry.
Non-linear force coeﬃcients
The ﬁnal expression for the normal force coeﬃcient CN is
√ �� �
�
f 2
u
c 1+
CN = C N
+ CNnc + CNv .
2

The expression for the chordwise force coeﬃcient is
�
CCu = ηCN α (αE − α0 )2 ( f � − E0 ),

(12)

(13)

which has no contribution from the vortex. The parameters η and E0 are both dependent
on the sectional geometry. The lift coeﬃcient is then
CLu = CNu cos(α) + CCu sin(α).

(14)

u
The unsteady drag coeﬃcient CD
is determined using the model of Hansen et al. [18],
which is expressed as three terms
u
st
ind
vis
CD
= CD
+ CD
+ CD
,

(15)

ind
CD
= CLu (α − αE ),

(16)

where
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and

 1 + f (α ) 2
E
vis
st
CD
= (CD
− CD0 )
−
,
(17)
2
2
st
is the static drag coeﬃcient and CD0 the drag coeﬃcient at α0 . The three terms
where CD
on the right hand side of Equation 15 are the static, induced and viscous components of
drag respectively.
The empirical parameters for the NREL S814 are given in Table 1. They are taken
from [19], with slight modiﬁcations made using the Ohio State University (OSU) wind
tunnel test data [17].
 1 + √f  2

Table 1: Table of empirical parameters for the NREL S814

αcr
αss
α0
CD0
CN α
E0
η
Tα
Tv
TvL
B
3.3

0.2426
0.2007
-0.0573
0.01
6.267
0.1
1
6.33
4
6
0.5

Rotational augmentation

Rotation of the blades induces a centrifugal force which causes a spanwise ﬂow and a
Coriolis force which accelerates the ﬂow towards the trailing edge. These eﬀects reduce
the adverse pressure gradient to promote ﬂow reattachment and delay separation, which
in turn leads to lift augmentation from the stationary value [20]. The phenomena is not
very well understood and modelling techniques have had mixed success. To date only
one full scale experiment has been carried out. The NREL Phase VI test investigated
the eﬀects of both unsteadiness and rotation on a 10 m diameter wind turbine employing
NREL S809 proﬁles [21]. The study found that for inboard blade sections both lift and
drag force are augmented compared to a non-rotating blade. However, conversely, for
outer blade sections, both lift and drag are reduced. Modeling this behavior is a challenge.
Breton et al. [22] tested the prediction capabilities of a number of rotational augmentation
models to predict the NREL Phase VI test data. Their study determined that none of the
models could satisfactorily predict CL and CD across the entire blade span, and that only
the Lindenburg model [23] successfully captured a reduction in CL at the outer sections.
The Lindenburg model is well-suited to combination with the DS model since both use
the separation point parameter f . To this end, we implement Lindenburg’s model by
correcting the 2D aerofoil parameters used to determine the unsteady force coeﬃcients.
7
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4

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

We validated the key components of the numerical model as follows. First, the BEM
implementation is used to predict values of power (CP ) and thrust (CT ) coeﬃcients respectively for varying tip-speed ratios (λ) ∈ {0.5, 8}, which are compared to those predictied
using AeroDyn, an opensource aerodynamic software developed by NREL, which also
uses the theoretical implementation of Ning et al. [24]. The turbine employs uniform
thickness NREL S814 proﬁles at each section, the ﬂow is steady with a current velocity of
2.77 ms−1 , the rotor is normal to the ﬂow and βp = 0. The results are shown in Figure 4
(a) and (b) for CP and CT respectively. The predicted values of CP are in very good
agreement with that of AeroDyn up until λ = 5, after which the value is slightly under
predicted compared to AeroDyn, although both have similarly decreasing slopes. The
predicted values of CT agree well across the full range, apart from a slight over prediction for λ ∈ {4, 5}. These results verify that the BEM implementation is performing as
expected.

Figure 4: Power (a) and thrust (b) coeﬃcient performance curves for a turbine operating in steady
conditions.

Next, the predictive capabilities of the DS model are tested. The relationship between
CL and α for the S814 aerofoil is shown in Figure 5 for a number of cases. Empirical values from the OSU wind tunnel tests are shown for the static and dynamic nonrotational cases (2D) [17]. Predicted values are shown for the dynamic (2D) case, and
for both the static and dynamic rotational (3D) cases. The forcing is a pitching motion
of 13.8◦ + 10.75◦ sin(ωt) , the reduced frequency, deﬁned kr = 2πωc
is 0.091, and for the
W
rotational case, r = 0.47R. The 2D dynamic model predicts the value of CL when pitching
positively from around 3◦ to 18◦ very well compared to the OSU dynamic data, and the
shape of the load hysteresis matches qualitatively.
The model predicts an increase in lift at around 18◦ caused by vortex shedding, which
leads to a peak of approximately 2.1. However, the model lags the measured value by
about 1◦ leading to an overprediction. After the peak, stall occurs followed by a dramatic
reduction in lift. The predicted data follows the trend of the measured value by brieﬂy
recovering from stall at around 23◦ , which is likely due to a secondary vortex shedding.
8
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The measured data follows a similar trend, with a slight recovery occurring at around
22◦ . During the return from stall, when α is decreasing the model overpredicts CL . The

Figure 5: Lift coeﬃcient against angle of attack for steady, dynamic and rotational conditions.

modiﬁcation made to combine the eﬀects of DS with rotational augmentation cannot
easily be validated since no dynamic 3D data exists for the NREL S814. However, a
qualitative comparison can be made using the NREL Phase VI experimental data for the
S809. The diﬀerence in the experimental results between the rotating and non-rotating
cases shown in [25] agrees qualitatively with the diﬀerence between the dynamic 2D and
3D curves in Figure 5.
5

CASE STUDY

In this study a 256 s ﬂow sample measured at EMEC on the 22nd of November 2014
is used. The sample was selected on the basis of it containing an energetic wave train
and to investigate the unsteady hydrodynamic response of the rotor. The free surface
elevation (η) is measured at a ﬁxed point in space directly above the turbine nacelle. The
η time history is shown over 250 s in Figure 6 (a). The sample is characterised by having
maximum wave height of approximately 5 m and apparent wave period of 10 s. The wave
steepness, deﬁned as the product of wave amplitude and wave number is approximately
0.17, indicating that the wave is weakly non-linear. The power spectral density (S) of
η, shown in Figure 6 (b), conﬁrms that the energy contained within this wave group is
centred around 0.095 Hz. Streamwise (Ux ) and depthwise (Uz ) velocities are measured
from the bed to the SWL in 1 m increments at a sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz, where
d = 45 m, and z0 = −27 m. The location of the ADCP is approximately y = −40 m.
Measurement techniques and data processing are discussed in more depth in [26].
The time-averaged Ux depth proﬁle from 3 m above the bed (z = −42 m) to the SWL
is shown in Figure 7 (a). The current velocity depth proﬁle of Ux follows a power law
with exponent 0.153, and hub velocity of 2.71 ms−1 . The power spectral density of Ux is
shown in Figure 7 (b). Noticeably, the peak frequency in the velocity spectrum at both
z = −18 m and z = −27 m correspond to the 0.095 Hz value found in the η spectrum.
9
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Figure 6: Freesurface elevation (a) time history and (b) power spectral density

Figure 7: Plot of (a) the time-averaged depth proﬁle of the streamwise velocity and (b) the power
spectral density of the streamwise velocity encountered at the minimum (z = −18 m), hub (z = −27 m)
and maximum (z = −36 m) depth ranges of the turbine blade.

6
6.1

RESULTS
Rotor performance

The magnitude of U
x averaged over the swept
 area and the sample time period is
U¯x = 2.72 ms−1 , while U¯x2 = 2.74 ms−1 and 3 U¯x3 = 2.77 ms−1 . The latter velocity is
used for the steady simulation and to nondimensionalise forces, torque and power. The
operating parameters λ and βp , which yield a maximum CP in a steady current U0 = 2.77
ms−1 are determined using the BEM model with static coeﬃcients corrected for rotation.
A peak CP = 0.47 occurs when λ = 4.5 and βp = 0.1◦ , with CT = 0.81. All subsequent
simulations are carried out with these parameters.
Values of CP and CT simulated over the full time period of 256 s for both steady and
unsteady conditions, as shown in Figure 8 for 10 rotational periods (Tr = 4.5 s). Where
the steady value has been computed using static wind tunnel data [17]. Comparing the
mean value of the unsteady time history with the steady value shows a power decrease of
3% and a thrust decrease of 3% from the steady-state. Unsteadiness is clearly dominated
10
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by the period of the wave, with no discernible contribution from Tr .

Figure 8: Comparison of (a) power coeﬃcient and (b) thrust coeﬃcient over 10 blade rotations, showing
the predicted unsteady time history, and corresponding mean value alongside steady-state response.

Time averaged, sectional values for the lift (C¯L ), drag (C¯D ), thrust (C¯T ) and torque
(C¯Q ) coeﬃcients are shown in Figure 9 a, b, c and d, respectively for the steady, quasisteady and unsteady predictions. The quasi-steady values are determined using static
wind tunnel data [17]. We note that both the steady and quasi-steady values of C¯L are
greater at the outer sections and lower at the inner sections compared to the unsteady
prediction, which indicates that linear unsteady phenomena are reducing C¯L at the inner
sections and non-linear unsteady eﬀects are increasing it inboard of the mid-section. An
increase in the unsteady value of C¯D occurs near the blade root where the ﬂow is highly
separated, however, from about 0.3R it follows the steady value. The unsteady value of
C¯T is reduced at the outer blade sections, which compounded with the higher dynamic
pressure and longer moment arm at the tip, reduces the rotor thrust load. Likewise
unsteady C¯Q is less from about 0.3R to R than under steady conditions which explains
the reduction in CP .

Figure 9: Comparison of mean (a) lift coeﬃcient, (b) drag coeﬃcient, (c) thrust coeﬃcient and (d)
torque coeﬃcient along the blade span for steady, quasi-steady and unsteady conditions.
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6.2

Unsteady ﬂow along the blade span

Time histories for f , α and CL are shown in Figure 10 at locations 0.15R, 0.4R and
0.96R on the blade. Near the tip (0.96R), the separation point is a constant and equal
to unity, indicating that no separation occurs, which is conﬁrmed by the moderate α
ﬂuctuations which remain inside the attached ﬂow region (-8◦ to 8◦ ). The associated
unsteady CL is slightly below the quasi-steady value due to the shedding of vorticity
from the trailing edge, which causes a phase lag and amplitude reduction. At the midsection (0.4R) the ﬂow remains attached under steady and unsteady conditions. However,
moderate separation is evident for the quasi-steady case. The unsteady value of α is in
excess of 8◦ . However, unsteady phenomena reduces the adverse pressure gradient in the
boundary layer, causing a delay in separation from the quasi-steady value [27], which
explains why the amplitude of unsteady CL now exceeds the quasi-steady value. The
separation point near the blade root (0.15R) is a constant 0.7 under steady conditions.
The unsteady mean value and amplitude for f is less than the quasi-steady value indicating
that highly non-linear phenomena are occurring. The α history shows that the oscillations
are almost completely outside of the linear region. The instantaneous CL computed with
the unsteady approach was up to 98% and 71% greater than CL computed with a quasisteady and a steady approach, respectively. The large unsteady CL value is due to the
formation and shedding of the leading-edge vortex

Figure 10: Time histories for separation point, angle of attack and lift coeﬃcient at blade locations near
the tip (r = 0.96R), mid-section (r = 0.40R) and root (r = 0.15R).

7

CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed and solved numerically quantifying the performance of
a full-scale tidal turbine operating during large wave events. The angle of attack on the
blade is determined using velocity measurements made at the EMEC test site, along with
12
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a blade-element momentum model to determine the velocities induced by the wake. The
unsteady load coeﬃcients are determined using a dynamic stall model, which we modiﬁed
to include rotational ﬂow augmentation.
The unsteady ﬂow is dominated by large waves of 0.17 steepness centred around a
frequency of 0.095 Hz, which dictate the unsteady hydrodynamics on the tidal turbine
rotor.
Unsteady ﬂow phenomena manifest themselves as an attached-ﬂow phase lag and amplitude reduction at the outer blade sections towards the tip. Towards the mid-section,
a delay in ﬂow separation occurs, causing a small increase above the quasi-steady value.
Near the blade root dynamic stall causes the unsteady lift coeﬃcient to exceed the steady
value by approximately 70% and the quasi-steady value by almost 100%.
In unsteady conditions, the mean power and thrust coeﬃcients are both reduced by
approximately 3% from the steady state. This is caused by the reduction in lift near the
tip due to unsteady eﬀects in attached ﬂow conditions.
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Abstract. The failure of storage tanks is a problem that has occurred in many countries around
the world. Reasons behind the failure of storage tanks could be due to natural disasters or
accidental releases. In all cases, the impact of such failures is deemed highly disastrous because
it causes a huge economic loss in the stored material and harms the immediate community and
the environment. The storage tank is also known as the primary containment and is usually
surrounded by a secondary containment referred to as a bund wall, its purpose being to contain
any spillage arising from the primary containment. In the UK, the bund wall is designed
according to BS EN 1992-3:2006 and is usually constructed from plain or reinforced concrete.
The standard specifies that the bund wall should be designed to withstand the hydrostatic
pressure only, while in case of catastrophic failure, it is found that the dynamic pressure can be
up to 16 times greater than the hydrostatic pressure. According to the previous failures recorded
in the literature, it has been shown that the bund wall failed to withstand the impact of dynamic
pressure and subsequently collapsed. In this study, it is proposed to study the performance of a
bund wall with different shapes under the effect of impact loading representing the catastrophic
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failure of a storage tank. This problem is modelled using Abaqus software where the fluid part
is modelled using Spherical Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) and the structural part is modelled
using Abaqus explicit solver. The shapes investigated are rectangular and square. Results show
that a bund of a square shape is more likely to collapse than a rectangular one.
1

INTRODUCTION

The storage of any chemical substances gives rise to potential risks to humans, the
environment and the economy [1]. In Great Britain, the storage industry is regulated by means
of regulations and directives. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) which is the responsible
body for the encouragement, regulation and enforcement of safety and welfare in the Great
Britain, has a statutory duty under the statutory instrument - The Control of Major Accidents
Hazards Regulation that came into force on 1st June 2015. Among the new duties, that the latest
regulations have added, is to give more importance to the major accident prevention policy and
the safety management system. The regulation highlights the need to implement mitigation
measures of major accidents hazards [2].
The primary containment is the storage tank that is in direct contact with the stored materials.
In the UK and in many others countries such as the US and Australia, the primary containment
is surrounded by a secondary containment. The secondary containment referred to as a bund
wall has the purpose of containing any spillage from the storage tank [1]. It is a structure
constructed from plain or reinforced concrete, and designed to BS EN 1992-3:2006.The
structure is assessed on the basis of the serviceability crack width and ultimate limit state is
checked [3]. In the standard, it is stated explicitly that no recommendations for the effect of
dynamic forces on the structure are taken into account. Ignoring to take the dynamic forces
into account puts the structure at risk [1]. Previous failures proved that the current design is not
suitable to accommodate for the release of the fluid in case of catastrophic failure of storage
tanks. One example is the sudden failure of a large bulk storage vessel containing refrigerated
liquid ammonia in Lithunia in 20th March 1989. The surge of the fluid forced the tank to move
and impact the bund wall which caused its collapse. As a result, a quantity of 7000 tonnes of
material was lost, 7 persons died immediately and 57 others were injured due to the pools of
ammonia that formed on the ground [1, 4].
Many research projects have been undertaken in relation to the problem of catastrophic
failure of storage tanks. The first recorded research was that of Henderson [5] in which the fluid
flow profile and the velocity were studied. Research proceeded to investigate the level of
overtopping, which is the quantity of the stored material that escapes the bund wall [6, 7, 8, 9,
10]. Research has been focused on optimising the mitigation techniques by studying the effect
of implementing a deflector on the top of a wall [11, 4]. This problem has been addressed both
physically and numerically due to the advances made in the area of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) by [12]. In [1], the extent of dynamic pressure has been studied where different
modes of failures were investigated. Modes of failure ranged from the axisymmetric failure,
which represents the catastrophic failure of the storage tank to the asymmetric failure
representing the case where a crack propagates in the shell of the tank leaving the fluid to flow
through the gap.
A review of the literature shows that the performance of the bund wall under the effect of
the dynamic pressure has not been addressed yet. Although, there is a clear thinking that the
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current design is not suitable for such scenarios, there is no research that attempted to assess
the suitability of the bund wall for this range of load [9, 10, 1, 4, 13].
Therefore, in order to fill the gap, the present paper studies the performance of the bund wall
due to the catastrophic failure of a storage tank with two different shapes, square and
rectangular. Simulation results indicate that the rectangular bund wall has a better performance
than a square bund in terms of structural integrity.
2 METHODOLOGY
This problem was modelled numerically via the use of the FEA package Abaqus. The
simulations were performed using the explicit solver which is appropriate to model
discontinuous nonlinear problems such as blast and impact problems [14]. The SPH method
was used to model the sudden collapse of the storage tank since this method allows for extreme
deformations. SPH is a numerical method, which is meshless in a sense that does not need to
define nodes and elements as the standard FEA method requires.
The numerical model consisted of three parts. One part is deformable representing the fluid,
a second rigid part, representing the floor, since it is assumed that the ground undergoes
negligible deformations compared to the deformation that occur in the bund wall, and a third
deformable part representing the bund wall itself. All parts were discretised using hexahedral,
first order and reduced integration elements with aspect ratio equal to unity. Abaqus explicit
solver adopts only first-order reduced integration elements because it has been shown that they
are efficient in modelling contact impact or large distortions problems [15]. The model
dimensions of the bund walls were chosen to provide the same containment volume with the
same height of 120mm. Fig. 1 shows the numerical model for the square bund wall and Fig. 2
shows the nomenclature of the two shapes.

Fig. 1: Geometrical model of square bund wall
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Fig. 2: Nomenclature of bund walls

A height of fluid equal to 1.5m and a velocity of 4.85m/s was given to the fluid which was
determined from previous CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis. In addition to the
velocity, the gravitational acceleration was applied to the whole model to simulate the
gravitational effects. The bund wall was modelled to be fixed to the ground.
The interactions between the different parts of the numerical model were modelled using the
general contact algorithm, which typically includes all parts in the model. The contact
properties were a frictionless formulation for the tangential behaviour and hard contact for the
pressure- overclosure for the normal behaviour.
The material model adopted to model the concrete is the concrete damage plasticity (CDP)
model. It is appropriate to model the concrete under dynamic loading. The model is based on
the concept of isotropic damaged elasticity in combination with isotropic tensile and
compressive plasticity in order to represent the inelastic behaviour of concrete [14]. The model
requires to define the density, the Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for the elastic
behaviour. For the plasticity behaviour, the stress/strain compressive curve and the
stress/displacement tensile curve need to be provided. To model the damage of the concrete, it
is assumed that when the concrete is unloaded the stiffness will be degraded. It is assumed that
the tensile damage is more pronounced than the compressive damage, therefore only the tensile
damage is accounted for in the material model. The water was modelled by providing the
density, the dynamic viscosity and the equation of state. The parameters required to calibrate
both of the models for concrete and the water were taken from [14], and they are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1: Material properties for the CDP model for plain concrete finite element modelling

Density

2643
Concrete Elasticity

Elastic modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
The parameters for CDP model
Dilation angle (degrees)
Eccentricity
fb0 / fc0
Kc
µ

31
0.15
36.31
0.1
1.16
0.667
0

Compressive behaviour of the concrete
Yield stress (Pa)
Inelastic strain
13000000
0
24000000
0.001
Yield stress (Pa)
2900000
1943930
1303050
873463
585500
392472
263082
176349
118210
79238.8
53115.4

Concrete tension stiffening
Displacement(m)
Damage variable
0
0
6.6185E-05
0.381217
0.00012286
0.617107
0.000173427
0.763072
0.00022019
0.853393
0.000264718
0.909282
0.000308088
0.943865
0.00035105
0.965265
0.000394138
0.978506
0.000437744
0.9867
0.000482165
0.99177

Displacement (m)
0
6.6185E-05
0.00012286
0.000173427
0.00022019
0.000264718
0.000308088
0.00035105
0.000394138
0.000437744
0.000482165

Table 2: Material properties for water concrete finite element modelling

Physical properties of water
Mass density (Kg/m3)
1000
Dynamic viscosity N s/m2
0.001002
Parameters of equation of state of water
c0
1481
s
0
Gamma0
0
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figs. 3 and 4 provide the values of Von-Mises stresses and tensile damage for the square
bund wall respectively. The tensile damage represents the crack propagation in the structure.
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Table 3 gives the maximum values of the Von-Mises and tensile damage until the failure. The
column of water initially at rest, starts collapsing at t = 0s under a predefined velocity
determined from previous CFD simulations. The fluid impacts the structure at the sides first
and then at the corners. The bund wall exhibits a total failure at t = 0.1834s, this coincides with
a tensile damage equal to 99% and a maximum stress equal to 36.55MPa which is higher that
the compressive strength of the concrete. Physically, this corresponds to a complete collapse of
the structure, which was predicted numerically by the occurrence of high distortion of the finite
elements.

Fig. 3: Flow structure and Von-Mises stresses for a square bund wall
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Fig. 4: Crack propagation (square bund wall)
Table 3: Stress and tensile damage values for a square bund wall

Time (s)
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.1834

Maximum stress (MPa)
0.003529
5.72
8.354
36.55

Tensile damage dt (%)
0
15
15.8
99.18

Figs. 5 and 6 provide the values of Von-Mises stresses and tensile damage for the rectangular
bund wall respectively and table 4 gives the maximum stresses and damage values until the
failure. Similar to the square bund wall, the structure exhibits a total failure due to tension. The
cracks appear first at the sides which are closer to the tank and then propagate to the corners.
By comparing the square and rectangular bund walls, it appears that a higher value for tensile
damage occurs earlier in the rectangular bund wall, i.e. 49.56% at t = 0.1s in the rectangular
wall while only 15% at the same time in the square wall. However, the stress level in the
rectangular wall is significantly less than the stress level obtained in the square structure, i.e.
14.59MPa in the rectangular bund wall and 36.55MPa in the square wall. From Table 4, the
stress values are increasing very slowly, they are only increasing by 4MPa from t = 0.1s to t =
1s. At t = 1s, the maximum stress value is only slightly higher than the yield stress. As a result,
the rectangular bund wall is more effective than a square bund wall in withstanding the impact
load in terms of structural integrity.
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Fig. 5: Flow structure and Von-Mises stresses for a rectangular bund wall

Fig. 6: Crack propagation (rectangular bund wall)
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Table 4: Stress and tensile damage values for a rectangular bund wall

Time (s)
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
4

Maximum stress (MPa)
5.81
10.33
10.44
10.56
12.94
12.47
13.09
13.62
13.88
13.52
14.54
14.59

Tensile damage dot (%)
27.48
49.56
79.1
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18
99.18

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, square and rectangular bund walls were investigated in terms of structural
integrity under the impact loading. The Abaqus package was used to model this problem. The
analysis was performed by use of the Abaqus explicit solver and the modelling of the fluid was
carried out using the SPH method to allow for high deformations. Both of the structures were
made from plain concrete and provided the same volume of containment. Previous CFD
simulations were conducted to determine the velocity of the bulk fluid. The simulations
revealed that the rectangular bund wall is more effective in withstanding the impact load as the
stress level was significantly reduced compared to the square bund.
In the present study, the focus was on the effect of the shape of the bund wall. The findings
of this study demonstrate that even though the rectangular shape is more effective than a square
shape, it still exhibits damage due to tension. These results suggest enhancing the design of the
bund walls to reduce the damage level.
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Abstract. This study concerns the computational assessment of the failure modes of hybrid
beams made up of prefabricated steel truss encased within a concrete block and named hybrid
steel trussed concrete beams (HSTCBs). The considered failure mode is under three-point
bending and the adopted approach is developed by means of finite-element (FE) simulations
of beams of different scaled sizes, whose design corresponds to current industrial practice.
The FE model is based on well-established constitutive relations of both concrete and steel. In
particular it employs a continuum damage model for concrete (concrete damaged plasticity
model) and a classical elastic-plastic multi-linear behavior for steel. As regards contact at the
interface, two different approaches are used and compared: a simplified contact condition able
to simulate perfect bond and a non-linear cohesive interaction capable of reproducing the
progressive degradation of the initial contact condition. Furthermore, models are generated
also employing finite elements of different type and order and, therefore, the computational
efforts required by each model are compared in order to evaluate the efficacy of the simplest
modelling type able to retain the salient features of the structural mechanism. Existing
experimental data are used for validating the numerical results. The simulations on specimens
of three different sizes show that, in the absence of three-dimensional geometrical similarity,
the small-size beam exhibits shear failure while the large-size beams attain a more ductile
failure under flexure. The numerical results allow observing a transition between different
failure modes, which indicates the importance of employing a robust three-dimensional FE
model for design extrapolation of HSTCBs across different sizes and geometries.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Hybrid Steel Trussed Concrete Beams (HSTCBs) represent a commonly used
structural solution for beams in seismic areas for both framed civil structures and light
industry buildings. This type of beam is usually constituted by a prefabricated steel joist made
up of ribbed or smooth steel bars embedded into a cast-in-place concrete core, as shown in
Figure 1. HSTCBs are especially employed in the Italian construction industry since almost
fifty years thanks to the numerous advantages of their use. In fact, they allow significant
reduction of the construction time thanks to the partial prefabrication; moreover no formwork
are required due to the presence of the bottom steel plate, which is part of the prefabricated
steel joist; in situ welding or tying are not required and risk of injury is minimized because no
intermediate supports are required when specific end-devices are employed at beam-tocolumn joints (Figure 1). Finally, HSTCBs are able to cover large spans with relatively small
beam depths.
In the last decades, several researches have been carried out on the behavior of HSTCBs.
Among others, the main investigated issues were the flexural and shear strengths of the beam
[1-6], the behavior of beam-to-column joints and connections [4,7], the stress transfer from
the bottom chord of the truss to the concrete core [5,8-10]. All researches highlighted that the
complex three-dimensional (3D) geometry of the beam and the nonlinear constitutive
behaviors of the materials make it difficult to develop a single analytical model for predicting
the failure load of HSTCBs. Moreover, most studies deal with slab-thick beams and do not
take into account the effects of different sizes on the mechanical response of HSTCBs. This
fact is also due to the difficulty of testing large-scale specimens in laboratory and then
interpreting the experimental results and deriving design formula. For this reason, the
development of computational models through finite element method (FEM) becomes an
essential research tool. This is what motivates the present work.
This paper presents a numerical study of the failure behavior of HSTCBs of different sizes,
including large-scale specimens. The influence of specimen size and geometry on the
structural failure has been observed and studied by several researchers with regard to
structures made of many types of concrete materials [11-13]; in this frame, the authors
recently proposed a first computational study on the structural failure of HSTCBs [14].
The understanding of the size and geometrical effects could lead to the improved design
procedure since many full-scale designs have to rely on the extrapolation of laboratory
experiments on small-scale specimens. Meanwhile, the analysis of the size and geometrical
effects has also inspired advanced analysis techniques for both classical and new problems
[15,16].
In this work, FEM models are generated also employing finite elements of different type
and order and, therefore, the computational efforts required by each model are compared in
order to evaluate the efficacy of the simplest modelling type able to retain the salient features
of the structural mechanism. Existing experimental data and numerical benchmark are used
for validating the results. Finally, the observed overall size and geometrical effects on the
peak load capacity of HSTCBs are discussed.
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Figure 1: Topology of HSTCB (redrawn from Ref. [14])

2 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL GENERATION
The numerical model is developed with the aim of retaining the salient features of the
mechanical response of the HSTCB, on one side, and computational efficiency for the design
purpose, on the other side.
For these reasons, the steel reinforcement constituted by both rebars and bottom plate is
modeled using beam and shell elements, respectively, while concrete is modeled using first
order tetrahedral finite elements. A preliminary convergence study allowed determining the
most suitable mesh size.
Regarding materials, the constitutive behavior of concrete is modeled by means of a
continuum damage plasticity model [17], which combines the theory of continuum damage
mechanics and the theory of plasticity. Moreover, the crack band model is used [18] in order
to mitigate spurious mesh dependency of FE simulation of concrete fracture due to its strain
softening behavior. The fracture energy Gf represents the input parameter in the definition of
the tensile behavior of concrete and as a consequence the tensile stress-strain curve is adjusted
as a function of element size in order to preserve the constancy of the fracture energy.
The constitutive relationship of steel is assumed to follow a metal plasticity model with
elasto-plastic hardening behavior. In this model, the von Mises yield surface with an isotropic
hardening rule is used to describe the plastic flow, in which the yield surface changes its size
uniformly in all plastic strain directions.
As simplified hypothesis, the steel bars are assumed perfectly bonded to the concrete
material so that the modeling of the highly non-linear interface behavior is not required. This
simplified assumption will be validated by comparing the results of such a model with those
of a more complex model in which the interface behavior is implemented by using a nonlinear cohesive interaction between surfaces.
FEM simulations of three-point bending tests on HSTCBs of three sizes were performed
using the general purpose FE analysis software ABAQUS 6.12 [19] for investigating the
influence of size and geometry on the failure behavior of such beams. The three different
sizes of beams are here denoted as specimens S1, S2 and S3; their geometry is reported in
Figure 2. The span-to-depth ratio of specimen S1 is a/D = 2.4; this value is kept the same also
for the other two specimens. The depths of the beams are chosen so that specimens S1, S2 and
S3 have a size ratio 1: 2.22: 4.93. The width b is kept constant, equal to 300 mm. The size of
the steel reinforcement (rebars and bottom plate) is kept constant according to the most
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adopted industrial practice, while the horizontal span of the diagonal steel truss is linearly
scaled with the beam depth. It is noteworthy to remark that specimens S1 and S2 represent
typical sizes that can be used in practice. Consequently, the cross sections of the specimens
present an increasing slope of the diagonal rebars, which results equal to 68°, 81° and 86° for
specimens S1, S2 and S3, respectively.
Therefore, it has to be stressed that, based on these assumptions, the examined specimens
do not exhibit geometrical similarity, fact that has a profound implication on the failure
behavior of the beams. Finally, all specimens are considered to be made of the same type of
materials, i.e. concrete with compressive strength of 25 MPa, class B450C steel for the
longitudinal and diagonal rebars and class S355 steel for the bottom plate.

size 1

P

øup=16

 =54°
D=250

b = 300

s = 300

øw=12

 
spl=5

a = 600

size 2

øup=16
øw=12

D=555

 

 
b = 300

spl=5

s = 666
a = 1332

size 3

øup=16

øw=12

D=1232.1

 

 
b = 300
s = 1478.52
a = 2957.04

Figure 2: FEM model features (dimensions in mm) (redrawn from Ref. [14])
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3 EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL BENCHMARK FOR VALIDATION
In order to validate the proposed FEM model, two benchmarks are used: the experimental
results of recent three-point bending tests conducted on specimen S1 [5] and the outputs of a
different FE simulation in which a more realistic cohesive law for the steel-concrete interface
is used in the modeling of all beam sizes [6,14]. These comparisons will allow validating the
suitability of the simplified assumption of the perfect bonding of the steel-concrete interface
for the purpose of the prediction of the load capacity of HSTCBs by means of robust and
computationally efficient FE model.
Experimental tests of three-point bending have been performed on specimen S1 at the
University of Palermo [5]. The cross-section of the specimen has a dimension of 250 mm
depth and 300 mm width; the prefabricated steel truss is made up of 16 mm-diameter rebars
on the top, 5 mm-thick steel plate at the bottom and 12 mm-diameter diagonal rebars. The
rebars are made of ribbed steel with yielding strength fy = 450 MPa while the lower plate is
made of smooth steel with fy = 355 MPa. The design compressive strength of concrete fc is 25
MPa. The shear span a is equal to 600 mm and the bottom steel plate is anchored at the ends
of the beam in order to avoid slip between the plate and the concrete.
Two specimens of type S1 were tested, denoted as specimen A1-1 and A1-2, respectively.
These tests were performed in displacement control, monitoring the mid-span deflection by
external LVDTs, while the strains of the steel bars and the bottom plates were measured by
electrical strain gauges.
Analyzing the test results reported in Figure 3, it is possible to observe how flexural cracks
start to develop at the bottom of the specimen as the load reaches about 120 kN, afterwards,
for increasing load values, diagonal shear cracks start to initiate and propagate while the
growth of the aforementioned flexural cracks becomes insignificant [5]. When the beam
reaches its peak strength, significant diagonal shear cracking is observed, which leads to the
subsequent loss of load capacity. Finally, the embedded ductile steel trusses allow retaining a
residual load capacity of about 200 kN for large displacements.
Figure 3 also presents the comparison between the experimental load-displacement
curves of S1 specimen and those simulated by the FE model. The simulated curve is denoted
as “Model 1 (perfect bond)” in the figure. It is evident that the present model overestimates
the initial stiffness of the beam due to the hypothesis of perfect bond at the steel-concrete
interface. Concerning the global mechanism, the FE simulation shows that the beam exhibits
an overall brittle failure with sudden drop of the load-carrying capacity right after the peak
load. Subsequently, the beam exhibits a residual load-carrying capacity in accordance with the
experimental tests. FE outputs allow observing that, at the initial loading phase, the concrete
experiences flexural damage at the bottom of the beam followed by the yielding of the steel
truss and plate. The flexural failure of concrete does not lead to a significant loss of load
capacity since the tensile stress generated by the bending is primarily taken by the steel
elements and, in particular, by the bottom plate. Therefore, the flexural damage that affects
the tensile concrete in this stage does not contribute to the failure of the beam. Conversely,
when the peak strength is attained, extensive compressive failure occurs almost along the
direction of the compressed diagonal steel bars in the form of a narrow band. This indicates
that a compression strut is formed along the diagonal direction, which starts to experience
damage signifying the diagonal shear failure.
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With the aim of further investigating the role of steel-concrete interface, the three-point
bending test of specimen S1 is simulated also by considering a nonlinear model for the

 s2   t2 ,
interfacial behavior [6,14]. In such a model, the interfacial slip is determined as
where δs and δt are the slips along the two orthogonal directions in the plane of the interface.
The work-conjugate effective shear traction needs to satisfy the relationship:
(1)


 d  ts d  s  tt d  t

where ts and tt are the shear tractions in the two orthogonal directions in the plane of the
interface. Eq. 1 has to be satisfied for any values of dδs and dδt. This condition yields
ts   s /  and tt   t /  . Therefore, the behavior of the steel-concrete interface can be
described by the relationship between the net slip and the effective shear traction.
Figure 3 shows the load-deflection curve simulated by such a detailed FEM model with
non-linear interfacial behavior, together with that simulated by the proposed simplified model
and the experimental measurement. It is seen that the result of the benchmark detailed model
agrees well with the experimental result. On the other hand, the comparison with the
simulation performed by using the simplified model shows that the use of a more realistic
steel-concrete interfacial behavior would allow catching better the overall beam stiffness.
However, the detailed modeling of the non-linear interface does not significantly affect the
peak load as well as the total energy dissipation. This is because the steel-concrete interface
does not experience significant damage in the meaning that, as expected, the energy
dissipation along the interface is small compared to the dissipation due to concrete damage
and steel plasticity. Therefore, the simplified model proves to be sufficient for modeling the
failure behavior of specimen S1 and requires a more contained computational time. The
comparison between the present model and the chosen benchmark shows that the present
model can well capture various essential failure mechanisms as well as the peak load capacity
of the beam even though it does not predict well the initial elastic stiffness of the beam.
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Figure 3: Comparison between detailed and simplified FEM models against the experimental results
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4

RESULTS OF FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS

Based on the FE model description and validation, the simulation of the failure behavior of
specimens S2 and S3 is now performed assuming the perfect bond model, which is able to
provide a reasonable prediction of failure mechanisms of specimens because the damage of
the steel-concrete interface has an insignificant effect on the overall failure behavior.
Moreover, for validation, the benchmark detailed FE model is used to simulate the behavior
of specimens S2 and S3.
Figure 4 shows the numerical load-deflection curves of specimens S2 and S3 by using the
present model (Model 2/3 perfect bond) and the benchmark model (Model 2/3 cohesive
interface). It is seen that the curves are very similar for both specimens. It is noteworthy to
observe that for these large scale specimens there is no significant difference in the initial
slope of the simulated curves, as instead observed for specimen S1.This is attributable to a
less influence of the initial elastic response of the steel-concrete interface on the elastic
response of specimens S2 and S3. In this regard, it has to be reminded that the dimension of
the steel truss is not scaled proportionally with the concrete beam size.
Figure 4 indicates that, differently from specimen S1, specimen S2 exhibits a prevalently
ductile behavior with almost constant load value for a large range of displacements before the
ultimate loss of load capacity. During the initial loading phase, concrete damage occurs in the
mid-span of the beam mainly due to the bottom steel plate, which is pulled upward by the two
diagonal truss bars (Figure 5a), inducing local compression on concrete. When the specimen
achieves the peak load, the bottom plate and the diagonal rebars of the truss have already
yielded and diffused flexural cracks can be observed in the concrete (Figure 5b). In the
diagonal direction, the compressive strength of concrete is reached. It is also possible to
observe limited compressive failure in the mid-span of the beam where the local deformation
of the bottom plate induces local compressions.
For specimen S2, the overall damage is concentrated mainly along the diagonal directions
while it is more limited in the mid-span of the beam. This fact is very different from the
failure mechanism observed in specimen S1, in which cracking is concentrated along the
diagonal directions. For this reason, the beam exhibits an overall ductile behavior, the
diagonal compressive damage being limited. Furthermore, the fact that the steel truss has a
steeper angle in the transversal direction, induces a confinement effect of the concrete
material that suppresses the diagonal shear cracking. In addition, other factors, such as the
aspect ratio of the cross section, may also influence the failure mode of the beam. A detailed
parametric study is suitable for investigating the effects of these factors.
The simulation showed that the dominant failure mode of specimen S2 is not diagonal
shear failure as in specimen S1, therefore it is expected that the interfacial damage in this
specimen would be less than that of specimen S1. The post-peak regime of the load-deflection
curve allows confirming this consideration: in fact, the curve simulated by the perfect bond
model is almost close to that simulated by the model with non-linear interfacial behavior.
With regard to specimen S3, it can be noted that diffused cracks appears at the bottom of
the beam in the initial loading steps. Subsequently, compressive damage also appears along
the diagonal directions. However, at the peak load, the predominant failure mechanism is
characterized by flexural damage at the mid-span of the beam. After the peak, the maximum
plastic principal strains continuously increase in the diagonal directions. It is noteworthy to
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mention that the width of the cracks in the diagonal direction tends to increase and become
comparable to the flexural cracks. This is the predominant cracking pattern observed in the
simulation, which proves to remain almost the same till the end of the analysis (Figure 6).
The comparison between the failure modes of specimens S2 and S3, shows that specimen
S3 exhibits less ductility. In particular, even though the diagonals of the steel truss in S3 have
a steeper angle in the transverse direction, it is noted that, in the longitudinal direction, the
amount of concrete between the steel trusses in specimen S3 is larger than that in specimen
S2. Consequently, the confinement effect previously seen for specimen S2, would be less
significant in specimen S3. On the other hand, if compared to the failure behavior of
specimen S1, specimen S3 exhibits a more ductile response, which indicates that the
confinement effect in the large specimen is more pronounced than in the smaller one.
Specimen S3 exhibits a combined flexural and shear damage in the post-peak regime; this fact
also explains the difference in the post-peak curves simulated by the present model and the
benchmark model, which becomes more pronounced as compared to specimen S2 where only
the flexural damage is dominant the post-peak regime.
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Figure 4: Simulated load-dflection curves for: a) specimen S2 and b) specimen S3 [14]
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Figure 5: Damage mechanism of specimen S2: a) local deformation of the truss; b) maximum strain profile
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Figure 6: Cracking patterns of specimen S3 at the ultimate failure

5

DISCUSSION ON FAILURE MODES

As discussed above, the FE simulations showed two principal failure behavior in concrete,
i.e. flexural failure at the mid-span and shear failure in the diagonal direction.
With regard to the first mode, flexural failure of HSTCBs can be depicted as a ductile
mode in which the load is carried essentially by the bottom steel plate while tensile concrete is
cracked. Conversely, the second failure mode is typically quasibrittle and causes a sudden loss
of load-carrying capacity after the peak strength is reached.
FE simulations showed the influence of the three-dimensional complex geometry of the
HSTCB in the relative dominance of these two failure modes, because the arrangement of the
steel truss theoretically induces different confinement levels on concrete and allows delaying
or accelerating the diagonal shear crisis.
It is well known that, in classical reinforced concrete (RC) beams, analytical scaling
models for the evaluation of the size effect in the load-carrying capacity are available for
geometrically similar specimens with the same failure mode (e.g. [20-22]). Conversely, the
three specimens examined in this study do not follow geometrical similarity and, therefore,
the size and geometrical effects on the peak load can be explained qualitatively without
applying rigorously the existing analytical scaling models.
Generally, for analyzing the size effect, the nominal structural strength σN is used as a load
parameter. This stress is thus defined as:
(2)

 N  Pmax / bD

in which Pmax is the maximum load capacity and the dimensions D and b are the beam
depth and width, respectively.
It has been seen that the predominant failure mode of specimen S1 is the diagonal shear
failure. Such a failure mode has been extensively investigated for analyzing the size effect of
RC beams and the equation proposed for the variation of the nominal strength is [20,22]:

 N  0 1  D / D0 

1/2

(3)

In Eq. 3 σ0 is the nominal structural strength at the small-size limit while D0 represents the
transitional size. Both σ0 and D0 depend on the structural geometry, material strength and
fracture properties. In particular, Eq. 3 is used for defining the transition from quasi-plastic
shear failure to brittle shear failure as the specimen size becomes much larger than the size of
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the fracture process zone.
It can be observed that the shear failure experienced by HSTCBs basically retains the
same mechanism as the diagonal shear failure of conventional RC beams. Consequently, Eq.
3 can be considered an adequate approximation of the size effect in shear failure of HSTCBs.
On the contrary, specimens S2 and S3 experienced a significant flexural damage with more
limited diagonal shear failure after the peak load. Therefore, neglecting the damage of
concrete in the diagonal direction and assuming that tractions on the bottom of the beam are
taken by the yielded steel plate, then the ultimate bending moment Mu can be simply
calculated as M u  Fy As d , where Fy is the yielding strength of steel, As is the area of the steel
plate and d is the effective depth of the beam. Consequently, the maximum load Pu of the
beam subjected to three-point loading is equal to Pu  4 Fy As d / L . In the latter expression, the
ratio d / L can be taken as a constant, the dimension of the beam being geometrically scaled in
2D. Under this assumptions, the load capacity of the HSTCB would be independent of the
beam size and, therefore, the corresponding scaling equation for σN can be written as
(4)

 N   D 1

where η = 4 Fy As d / bL .
In Figure 7 the relationship between the nominal strengths of specimens S1-S3 and their
sizes are plotted on the log-log scale, together with Eqs. 3 and 4. In particular, the figure
shows only a schematic plot of Eq. 3 because σ0 and D0 cannot be determined based on only
one simulation point for the diagonal shear failure mode. The plot shows that for specimens
S2 and S3 the simulated size effect is consistent with Eq. 4. while, for specimen S1, it is
expected to follow Eq. 3.
Based on the aforementioned analysis, the nominal strength of the beam can be understood
as the minimum value of the nominal strengths predicted by Eqs. 3 and 4:

 N min  D 1 , 0 1  D / D0 


1/2




(5)

Furthermore, Figure 7 also shows that there is a transition between these two size effects,
which depends on both the size and geometry of the HSTCB. However, in this type of beam,
the complex geometry of the steel joist and the confinement effect induced in the concrete
material, make it difficult to derive a simple analytical solution for the nominal strength able
to take into account both failure modes.
Finally, it is noteworthy to observe that Eq. 5 predicts a size effect with  N  D 1 for
flexural failure. This is due to the fact that in the examined specimens the bottom steel plate is
not scaled proportionally with the beam size, conversely, a 5-mm thick plate is adopted in all
specimens, in accordance with the current industrial practice.
It is clear that this assumption greatly penalizes the nominal strength for large-size beams.
If the steel plate thickness were proportionally scaled with the beam size, the size effect on
nominal strength for the flexural failure mode would vanish. As a result, only the diagonal
shear failure mode would be observed, which could be subjected to a strong size effect in the
absence of shear stirrups [15,16].
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Figure 7: Simulated size effect on the nominal structural strength (redrawn from Ref. [14])

6

CONCLUSIONS

This study presented a robust and efficient FE model for the assessment of the failure
behavior of HSTCBs of different sizes. Both numerical and experimental benchmarks were
used for validating the model accuracy. The comparison with the FE benchmark showed that
the detailed modeling of the non-linear interfacial behavior between steel and concrete is not
essential for predicting the load-carrying capacity of the beam as well as the overall energy
dissipation. Three different sizes of HSTCBs were simulated under three-point loading,
showing two principal failure mechanisms, namely the flexural failure at the mid-span and the
shear failure along the diagonal direction.
The qualitative analysis of the size and geometrical effects on the load-carrying capacity of
the beam showed a combination of the two individual size effects of these failure modes. In
particular, for diagonal shear failure, the size effect was described by using the classical
Bažant’s size effect law of quasibrittle fracture while, in ductile flexural failure, the size effect
was derived by a simple plastic analysis. A transition was observed between these two size
effects influenced by the 3D geometry of the steel joist and the fracture property of concrete.
It was finally found that a robust computational modeling is required for the design
extrapolation of HSTCBs across different sizes and geometries as well as for the analytical
modeling of the complete size effect in HSTCBs.
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Abstract. The paper examines the ability of two selected viscoplastic models to reproduce the
deterministic size effect in plain concrete specimens. The first one is the concrete damaged
plasticity model and it is available in the ABAQUS package. The second one is the Hoffman
viscoplastic consistency model and it is programmed in FEAP. Rate dependency existing in both
models serves as a localization limiter leading to mesh-objective results for reasonably high
values of viscosity, so the reproducing of the deterministic size effect is expected. Numerical
analysis is performed for notched and unnotched beams under three point bending using both
models. Additionally, the results are compared with the experiment made by Grégoire et al.
1

INTRODUCTION

The origin of the knowledge concerning the size effect in brittle and quasi-brittle materials
can be traced back to the works of Galileo. Nowadays the subject has matured and usually
a distinction is made between deterministic and stochastic size effects. In brittle and quasibrittle materials deterministic size effect is more important than the stochastic one originating
from the randomness of material strength [1]. There is extensive experimental evidence of the
deterministic size effect in concrete, e.g. [2, 3]. Since the development of fracture mechanics
the knowledge of size effect laws has also matured [4].
The ability of the both non-local integral or gradient (either in plastic or damage format)
models to recreate the size effect in numerical simulations for concrete is well known and documented [5, 6]. Much less research has been done for viscoplastic models. Such models, similar
to non-local or gradient models, can act as localization limiters and overcome in an effective
way the spurious mesh dependency appearing in numerical solution for elements made of plain
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concrete [7]. However, knowledge concerning their ability to reproduce the deterministic size
effect is limited.
The aim of the paper is a numerical examination of the deterministic size effect in threepoint bending for specimens made of plain concrete using two viscoplastic models. The first
one is the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) model with optionally included viscous term. The
second one is the Hoffman viscoplastic consistency (HVP) model for concrete implemented in
FEAP code [8] by authors. In the paper a new modified version of this model is presented
assuming a non-associated flow rule with the plastic potential of the Drucker-Prager type. The
numerical results are compared with the experiments reported in [9]. Two types of concrete
beam specimens are analyzed – notched and unnotched.
2
2.1

REVIEW OF APPLIED MODELS
Concrete damaged plasticity model

The first model which is applied in computations was originally proposed in [10] and next
enhanced in [11]. This model is distributed by ABAQUS software and called therein "damaged
plasticity model for concrete and other quasi-brittle materials" [12], but here acronym CDP will
be used. The theory of the plastic flow is non-associated in the CDP model. An application of
viscous term and isotropic damage as additional components of the model is also possible.
The yield function is introduced in the stress space:
q + 3 α p + β(˜ p ) σmax  − γ −σmax 
− σc (˜cp ) = 0
(1)
1−α

1
where p = − 3 σii is the hydrostatic pressure and q = 32 sij sij is the Mises deviatoric measure
of stress tensor σ. The parameter α depends on the relation of the uniaxial compressive strength

fc to the biaxial compressive strength fbc
. Function β(˜ p ) changes according to stress-strain
relationships defined separately for compression and for tension. The parameter γ decides about
the shape of the yield surface in the deviatoric plane. The subscript max refers to the maximum
principal stress, so σmax  = 21 (σmax +|σmax |). The example of the initial yield surface described
in the plane stress state is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The uniaxial compressive strength fc and the

uniaxial tensile strength ft and relation fbc
= 1.16fc are according to the numerical analysis
presented in this paper, see Table 2 and Fig. 4. Plastic potential in the CDP model flow is defined
as follows:
1/2

GpCDP = (e ft tan ψ)2 + q 2
+ tan ψ p
(2)
p
FCDP
=

where e is the eccentricity of the plastic potential flow and ψ is dilatancy angle. This function
is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) in the p − q plane for the exemplary data: e = 0.1 (that value is default
in ABAQUS for CDP), ft = 3.88 MPa and ψ = 15◦ .
In this paper the CDP model is equipped with a viscoplastic regularization according to the
Duvaut-Lions approach [13] for the viscoplastic strain rate ˙ vp :
˙ vp = (p − vp ) /µ
2
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p
(a) Yield surface FCDP
in initial stage.

(b) Plastic potential GpCDP .

Figure 1: Exemplary yield and plastic potential functions for CDP model.

The viscous term for plastic strain p activates if only the relaxation time parameter µ is larger
than zero. The theory of plasticity described above can be combined with isotropic damage, but
this coupling is not employed in the computations presented in the paper.
2.2

Hoffman viscoplastic consistency model

Usually the viscoplastic models follow the approaches proposed by Perzyna [14] or DuvautLions [13] in which the viscoplastic strains are defined in explicit way using the viscosity parameter (relaxation time). A quite different approach was proposed by Wang [15] and called
the consistency viscoplasticity. In the consistency viscoplasticity the yield function can expand
or shrink depending on the actual viscoplastic strain rate. The stress state is forced to remain on
the yield surface and the consistency condition is invoked. There is no need for an additional
equation defining a viscoplastic multiplier. Instead, in the consistency condition two separate
generalized material moduli appear: a classical plastic one h and a viscoplastic one s.
The Hoffman viscoplastic consistency (HVP) model for concrete uses the Burzyński-Hoffman
yield surface in its isotropic form which has been successfully employed in the analysis of concrete structures [16]:
F vp = q 2 − 3p(fc − ft ) − fc ft = 0
(4)
The yield surface (at the beginning of plastic processes) is presented in Fig. 2 (the plane stress
state and p − q plane) for the data given in Table 2.
It is assumed that two internal variables κc and κt exist which are both functions of the
equivalent viscoplastic strain. They describe in a separate way hardening/softening behaviour
in compression and tension, respectively. In addition, two more internal variables ηc and ηt
determine the increase/decrease of compressive and tensile strengths due to the actual rate of
the equivalent viscoplastic strain. Thus, the actual compressive and tensile strengths are:
fc = fc (κc , ηc )

and

3
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(a) Initial yield surface in plane stress state.

(b) Initial yield surface on p − q plane.

Figure 2: Exemplary yield function F vp for HVP model.

The rates of the internal variables depend on the current stress and the rates of internal variables κ and η:
κ̇c = gc (σ)κ̇
and
κ̇t = gt (σ)κ̇
(6)
η̇c = gc (σ)η̇

and

η̇t = gt (σ)η̇

(7)

In the above equations gc and gt are scalar functions of stress accounting for independent processes of damage in compression and tension.
In turn, κ̇ is defined as an equivalent viscoplastic strain (in the rate form) assuming work
hardening, and in a similar way η depends on the first derivative of the viscoplastic strain (i.e.
its rate is a function of the second derivative):
κ̇ = (σ : ˙ vp ) /q

and

η̇ = (σ : ¨vp ) /q

(8)

The dependence of fc on κc and ηc is formulated in a general way as:
fc = fc Hc (κc ) Sc (ηc )

(9)

where fc is the initial compressive strength. Similarly, the actual tensile strength is:
ft = ft Ht (κt ) St (ηt )

(10)

Specific forms of these functions used in this paper are presented in Fig. 5.
The strain rate is decomposed into its elastic and viscoplastic parts:
˙ = ˙ e + ˙ vp

(11)

and the generalized Hooke’s law is valid for the elastic part:
σ̇ = D : ˙ e
4
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The viscoplastic flow is defined similarly to the classical rate independent plasticity using a
notion of the plastic potential:
˙ vp = λ̇m

where

m=

∂Gvp
∂σ

(13)

In the original version of the consistency model for concrete [17] the associated flow rule was
assumed:
Gvp ≡ F vp
(14)

There is an ample evidence that for concrete (at least for larger values of the hydrostatic pressure
p) that the associated flow rule leads to excessive plastic dilatancy – much larger than encountered in experiments [18]. As a remedy, the plastic potential in a form of the Prager-Drucker
surface is proposed, where ψ is the dilatancy angle:
Gvp = q + tan ψp

(15)

At this stage of the development the examples presented in this paper, however, are computed
using the original version of the model in its associated form.
In order to establish the viscoplastic multiplier λ̇ the consistency equation is used, which in
its final form reads:
Ḟ vp = n : σ̇ − hλ̇ − sλ̈ = 0
(16)

where n = ∂F vp /∂σ, h is the classical generalized plastic modulus and s is the generalized
viscoplastic modulus. Due to the last term the consistency equation is no longer an algebraic
equation for the viscoplastic multiplier, but a differential equation of the first order, to be solved
for an appropriate initial condition. In the case when the functions Sc and St are constant, their
derivatives vanish and Eq. (16) reduces to the form known from the classical rate independent
plasticity.
3
3.1

BEAM UNDER THREE POINT BENDING – NUMERICAL STUDY
Geometry and material model data

In the paper the size effect for viscoplastic models is verified for the beam test under three
point bending. The geometry and material data as well as comparison with experimental results
are taken from [9]. Two options are considered, i.e. the beam with and without the notch.
The dimensions for all specimens are given in Table 1. Numerical simulations are performed
for a half of the domain due to the symmetry, see Fig. 3. The mesh density is consistent with
the sizes of the configuration, so the magnitude of finite elements changes proportionally to
the geometry of specimens. Plane stress is assumed. Thickness t = 50 mm is constant for all
simulations. Displacement control is employed in numerical analyses. Four-noded elements
with full integration are used as in the simulations in [9].
The material data for both models are listed in Table 2. In each model stress–strain relations
for tension and compression are defined separately. The postcracking function for tension in the
CDP model is determined as linear softening. It starts with strength ft = 3.88 MPa and goes
to residual strength 0.01ft for ultimate strain cr
tu = 0.002. Stress–inelastic strain function for
5
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Table 1: Beam test – geometry.

Specimen
DN1
DN2
DN3
DN4
DU1
DU2
DU3
DU4

Length L
[mm]
1400
700
350
175
1400
700
350
175

Total height D
[mm]
400
200
100
50
400
200
100
50

Ligament height Dlig
[mm]
320
160
80
40

Span S
[mm]
1000
500
250
125
1000
500
250
125

Measurement base Lm
[mm]
400
200
100
50
400
200
100
50

1
2 Lm

(a) FE mesh for symmetric half of notched
(b) Symmetric half of unnotched beam (U)
beam (N).
with FE mesh.
Figure 3: Beam test under three point bending.
Table 2: Beam test – material model parameters.

Young’s modulus:
Poisson’s ratio:

E = 37000 MPa
ν = 0.21

Tensile strength:
Compressive strength:

CONCRETE DAMAGED PLASTICITY (CDP)
Relation for compression: Fig. 4
Postcracking for tension: linear softening
−3
Ultimate tensile strain:
cr
tu = 2.0 × 10
Viscosity parameter:
µ = 2.0 × 10−4 s
Dilatancy angle:
ψ = 15◦

ft = 3.88 MPa
fc = 42.3 MPa

HOFFMAN VISCOPLASTICITY (HVP)
Material function Hc :
Fig. 5(a)
Fig. 5(b)
Material function Ht :
Material function Sc = St :
Work hardening

Fig. 5(c)
Eq. (8)

compression is shown in Fig. 4. Dilatancy angle ψ equals 15◦ . It is assumed that viscous term
is activated in this model via parameter µ = 0.0002 s. The other model parameters are defaults,
according to [12]. If the HVP model is taken into account, functions Hc (κc ) for compression
and Ht (κt ) for tension are also defined in different ways, cf. Figs 5(a) and 5(b). However,
functions of the equivalent viscoplastic strain rate, i.e. Sc (ηc ) for compression and St (ηt ) for
tension, remain the same in these two regimes, see Fig. 5(c).
6
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σc [MPa]
40

20

0
0

0.001 0.002
in
c

0.0035

Figure 4: Stress–inelastic strain relation for compression applied in CDP model.
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(c) Function Sc = St .
Figure 5: Material functions for Hoffman viscoplasticity.

Results for concrete damaged plasticity

The results for the CDP model are discussed at first. Fig. 6(a) shows of total force applied to
the beam with the notch versus crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD). They are depicted
for specimens DN1–DN4 and compared with experimental diagrams taken from [9]. It is seen
that the load carrying capacity obtained for the CDP model is quite close to the experimental
result, however the character of post-peak equilibrium paths is different. Numerical results
give more ductile response and tending in the post-peak phase to a residual plateau rather than
ceasing to zero. The CDP model exhibits a strong size effect reproducing behaviour of plain
concrete specimens in experiments in a good manner. In the diagrams presented in Fig. 6(b)
so-called ligament stress is calculated in the following way:
σlig =

(17)

8

25

Experiment [9]
Ligament stress [MPa]

DN1, 1400 x 400

20
Force [kN]

3 FS
2 t (Dlig )2

DN2, 700 x 200

15

DN3, 350 x 100
DN4, 175 x 50

10
5

7

DN4, 175 x 50

6

DN3, 350 x 100

5
DN2, 700 x 200

4
3
2

DN1, 1400 x 400

1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0

0.8

0

CMOD [mm]

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

0.006

Horizontal strain

(a) Load–CMOD diagrams.

(b) Ligament stress–average strain diagrams.

Figure 6: Beam with notch – diagrams for CDP model.
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(a) Specimen DN1.

(b) Specimen DN2.

(c) Specimen DN3.

(d) Specimen DN4.

Figure 7: Beam with notch– distribution of equivalent tensile plastic strain (PEEQT) in final state for CDP model.
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Figure 8: Unnotched beam – diagrams for CDP model.

(a) Specimen DU1.

(b) Specimen DU2.

(c) Specimen DU3.

(d) Specimen DU4.

Figure 9: Unnotched beam – distribution of equivalent tensile plastic strain (PEEQT) in final state for CDP model.

where F is the force, S is the span, t is the thickness and Dlig is the ligament height in the notch
region of the beam. Horizontal strain is obtained from the CMOD divided by the base Lm .
Fig. 7 presents contour plots of the distribution of the equivalent tensile plastic strain (PEEQT)
for four beam sizes.
Analogical results, but for the unnotched beam are depicted in Figs 8 and 9. It is observed
that the load carrying capacity is overestimated in comparison to experiment [9], see Fig. 8(a).
Here the so-called pseudo-CMOD is measured at the bottom surface between points Lm away
from each other. In Fig. 8(b) nominal stress is derived according to Eq. (17), but now the total
height D is taken into account. Again, the size effect is noticed. Fig. 9 illustrates the distribution
of the equivalent tensile plastic strain (PEEQT) for all specimens DU1–DU4.
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Figure 10: Ligament/nominal stress vs average strain diagrams for CDP model without active viscous term, µ = 0.

The diagrams presented in Fig. 10 are prepared for the CDP model without active viscous
term, i.e. the relaxation time parameter µ equals 0. It means that in these computations local
version of the model is employed and as expected the size effect does not occur.
3.3

Results for consistency viscoplasticity

Fig. 11 presents the diagrams for the HVP model in case of the beam with the notch. Computed post-peak equilibrium paths shown in Fig. 11(a) are much stiffer than the experimental
results and very slowly tend to zero. The size effect is barely visible, see Fig. 11(b). Contour
plots of the parameter κt which describes the equivalent plastic strain in tension are illustrated
in Fig. 12. These crack patterns are noticeably different from those obtained for the CDP model
(cf. Fig. 7) and seem to be not physically motivated. When viscous functions Sc = St given
in Fig. 5(c) are artificially increased 3.6 times the size effect becomes more evident (Fig. 13),
however still remains much smaller than that from the experiment.
The results for unnotched beams are shown in Figs 14–15. The size effect manifests itself
only at the peak and just after it all curves overlap, see Fig. 14(b). In this case contour plots of
the internal variable κt in Fig. 15 also differ from the results computed for the CDP model.
When the viscous term is excluded by setting Sc = St ≡ 1.0 the size effect is absent as
expected, see the diagrams in Fig. 16. However, the larger maximum stress obtained for the
beam with the notch is to the contrary to the experimental evidence.
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Figure 11: Beam with notch – diagrams for HVP model.
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(a) Specimen DN1.

(b) Specimen DN2.

(c) Specimen DN3.

(d) Specimen DN4.

Figure 12: Notched beam – distribution of internal variable κt in final state for HVP model.
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Figure 13: Beam with notch – diagrams for HVP model with more active viscous term.
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Figure 14: Unnotched beam – diagrams for HVP model.

4

CONCLUSIONS

It is well-known that non-local constitutive models are capable of reproducing the deterministic size effect due to the presence of an internal length parameter. In concrete damaged
plasticity (CDP) and Hoffman viscoplastic consistency (HVP) models it is done via activation
of the viscous term. In the paper these viscoplastic models are confronted on the example of the
beam with and without the notch. Comparison of the size effect for both models and also experimental data [9] is depicted in Fig. 17. Logarithmic scale is used for both axes. They behave
in different ways. The CDP model exhibits a pronounced size effect not only for the reached
maximum strength, but also in the post-peak regime, i.e. different values of the fracture energy
10
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(a) Specimen DU1.

(b) Specimen DU2.

(c) Specimen DU3.

(d) Specimen DU4.

Figure 15: Unnotched beam – distribution of internal variable κt in final state for HVP model.
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Figure 16: Ligament/nominal stress vs average strain diagrams for HVP model without active viscous term,
Sc = St ≡ 1.0.
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Figure 17: Size effect plots.

as the parameter of ductility are noticeable. The response of the HVP model is not clear in the
context of the size effect. In the beam test with notch the size effect for the initial adopted data
is invisible. The ability of the model in this regard is demonstrated for functions of the equivalent viscoplastic strain rate Sc = St with a higher limit value, i.e. when the viscous term is
more active. Significant disagreement of softening zones between two considered viscoplastic
models is noticed, so in the HVP model the non-associated flow rule should be introduced and
further parametric studies are therefore necessary.
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Abstract. Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a reaction in concrete between alkali hydroxides and
reactive siliceous aggregates. The paper presents a chemo-mechanical weakly coupled model
for ASR. The chemical model predicts kinetics and volume expansion of macroscopicallyunrestrained specimens. The volumetric strain depends on aggregate composition,
characteristic and latency time, moisture ambient conditions and temperature. The mechanical
material model is formulated on a macro scale, taking unrestrained volumetric strain as the
main input. The volumetric strain governs deterioration of material characteristics (tensile
strength, compressive strength, fracture energy) and contributes as an eigenstrain to material
behaviour. The growths of ASR gel follows stress state where high compression inhibits
further expansion and prevents further deterioration. A fracture-plastic material model for
concrete delivers strain decomposition, stress, damage and plastic behaviour.
Validation focuses on macroscopically stress-free specimens where correct expansion is
obtained. An example of reinforced concrete beam shows excellent performance for internally
restrained concrete. The model has been implemented in ATENA software and extends its
capability to examine lifetime of the structure.
1

INTRODUCTION

The present project aims to develop a module that can be used for improved predictions of
durability and safety of civil engineering and transport structures. The module should cover
all phases of their life cycle, starting from their design and construction, followed by their
long-time service up to their removal. It builds up on previous research and software
development that allows for assessment of carbonation and chloride penetration into concrete
structure [1] and corrosion of its reinforcement[2]. This paper describes its extension that
supports also analysis of alkali-aggregate reaction in concrete and related deterioration of the
structure. The new module is implemented and tested in Atena software [3].
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2

GENERAL FORMULATION

In the majority of concretes, aggregates are more or less chemically inert. However, some
aggregates react with the alkali hydroxides in concrete, causing expansion and cracking over a
period of many years. This alkali-aggregate reaction has two basic forms: alkali-silica reaction
(ASR) and alkali-carbonate reaction (ACR).
Alkali–silica reaction (ASR), one of those common deleterious mechanisms, consists in a
chemical reaction between “unstable” silica mineral forms within the aggregate materials and
the alkali hydroxides (Na, K–OH) dissolved in the concrete pore solution. It generates a
secondary alkali–silica gel that induces expansive pressures within the reacting aggregate
material(s) and the adjacent cement paste upon moisture uptake from its surrounding
environment, thus causing micro cracking, loss of material's integrity (mechanical/durability)
and, in some cases, functionality in the affected structure.
Several aggregate types in common use, particularly those with a siliceous composition,
may be attacked by the alkaline pore fluid in concrete. This attack, essentially a dissolution
reaction, requires a certain level of moisture and alkalis (leading to high pH) within the
concrete to take place. During the reaction, a hygroscopic gel is produced. When imbibing
water is present, the gel will swell and thus cause expansion, cracking, and in the worst case
spalling of the concrete [4].
Thus, the degree of reaction of an aggregate is a function of the alkalinity of the pore
solution. For a given aggregate, a critical lower pH-value exists below which the aggregate
will not react. Consequently, ASR will be prevented by lowering pH of the pore solution
beneath this critical level where the dissolution of alkali-reactive constituents (silica) in the
aggregates will be strongly reduced or even prevented, as discussed in[5]. No “absolute” limit
is defined, because the critical alkali content largely depends on the aggregate reactivity [3],
but from many experimental test we can estimate threshold value [4],[6].
Many studies carried out over the past few decades have shown that ASR can affect the
mechanical properties of concrete as a “material”. Usually, ASR generates a significant
reduction in tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of concrete. These two properties are
much more affected than compressive strength, which begins to decrease significantly only at
high levels of expansion.
Several ASR models were developed over the years to predict expansion and damage on
both ASR affected materials (microscopic models) [7], [8], [9] and ASR affected
structures/structural elements (macroscopic models) [10], [11],[12]. The first group has a goal
of modelling both the chemical reactions and the mechanical distresses caused by ASR or
even the coupling of the two phenomena. The second group aims at understanding the overall
distress of structures/structural concrete elements in a real context, simulating their likely in
situ behaviour [13] seem to have finally bridged the gap between scientific rigor and practical
applicability to real structures.
In terms of mechanical effects, it is known that ASR expansions occur over long time
periods. During this process, ASR affected concretes are subjected to a progressive stress built
up that is very likely to cause creep on the distressed materials.
ASR depends on the availability of three factors: alkalis liberated from cement during
hydration, siliceous minerals present in certain kinds of aggregates and water. Several
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microscopic and random factors are involved in ASR expansion, such as concrete porosity,
amount and location of reactive regions in the material and permeability[13]. These
parameters, added to concrete’s intrinsic heterogeneity, turn simulating ASR expansion into a
rather complex task.
Even though ASR process has not been well explained so far, the commonly accepted
theory for describing it is that two distinct phases need to be considered: gel formation and
water absorption by the gel, causing expansion. According to this mechanism, reaction does
not always lead to expansion. As long as there is enough void space to be filled by the gel, i.e.
pores and cracks, concrete volume remains unchanged.
Due to the lack of a model which is able to incorporate effects of relative humidity,
alkali/silica content in the mixture, ambient temperature, authors suggest to combine ASR
kinetics proposed by [10] with influence of moisture, published by [14] and influence of
alkali/silica content proposed by [15].
Implementation of modelling expansion due to ASR consists of modelling engeinstains in
time-steps t on entire structure. Function for volumetric eigenstrain reads

 ASR  t    cal
  t  FM
(1)


is volumetric strain of ASR swelling at infinity time,   t   0,1 is the chemical
where  cal
extent of ASR and FM is the coefficient reflecting moisture influence. It is described later in
the text. In the case of varying the relative humidity, Equation (1) changes to incremental
form, for time ti

 ti  t i 1 

 2 


 ASR  ti    ASR  ti 1    cal
  ti     ti 1   FM 

2.1

(2)

Influence of moisture FM

Approximately 75% relative humidity (RH) within concrete is necessary to initiate nonnegligible expansion and it is assumed to vary FM linearly between 75% RH and 100% RH as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Parameter Factor of RH influencing ASR concrete expansion, reproduced from [16].
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as

The coefficient FM reflects influence of moisture h. The function for FM is approximated

1
(3)
(h  hmin )
1  hmin
where hmin is relative humidity threshold where ASR begins to appear, 0.75 by default.
Other variables will be explained in the following text.

FM (h)

2.2

Model for ASR kinetics

For the complete 3D constitutive model we consider first-order reaction
1 ξ 
tc  ,ξ  ξ

(4)

where tc  ,ξ  is the characteristic time. It has been found that tc depends on temperature

 [ K ] and the ASR extent ξ . Referring to the implementation of the chemo elastic material
law a suitable integration scheme is given in [10].
Consider an isothermal stress-free ASR expansion test carried out at constant temperature
   0 . In this test, the volumetric strain  ASR is recorded as a function of time and ASR
extent is calculated as
 t 
(5)
ξ  t   ASR
 ASR   
For macroscopically stress-free sample, it yields
  t 
 ASR    (1  ξ)  ASR    tc  ,ξ  ASR
 ASR   

 ASR     ξ ASR    tc  ,ξ  ASR  t 

(6)

 ASR      ASR  t  tc  ,ξ  ASR  t 
with  ASR (t ) and ASR (t ) being measurable functions of time. The characteristic time tc can be
determined from a stress-free expansion test. In a recent extensive series of stress-free
expansion tests carried out at different constant temperatures[17], tc has been found to depend
on both temperature  [ K ] and reaction extent ξ [-] in the form

tc   c     , 

  ,  

1  exp   L   /  C   

ξ  exp   L   /  C   

(7)
(8)

In this experimentally determined kinetics function,  c   is a characteristic time [day] and

 L   is a latency time [day]. The use of (7) and (8) , in (6) yields after integration
ξ t  

1  exp  t /  C 

1  exp  t /  C   L /  C 
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For variable temperature and cracking it is difficult to solve for ξ  t  analytically and a
numerical integration is needed. Suitable solution scheme is derived in [10] which is
implemented in our model. Furthermore, proceeding as in physical chemistry [18], we
explore the temperature dependence of the time constants  c and  L from stress-free
expansion tests carried out at different constant temperatures. It is remarkable that the
experimental values align (almost) perfectly along a straight line, matching the Arrhenius
concept.
  1 1 
(10)

 C    C  0  exp U c    
    0  
  1 1 
(11)

 L    L  0  exp U L    
    0  
5400  500 K ; U L 
9400  500 K .
where U C 
2.3


Prediction of free ASR swelling  cal


[-] is the predicted volumetric expansion at infinity time obtained by model proposed
 cal
previously [15] under no external restraint. It is calculated based on reactive aggregates,
amount of reactive silica in the aggregates and value of measured stress-free expansion test

is defined
done in Poyet’s study [6] and [4] on samples containing reactive particles only.  cal
as follows
A

(12)
 cal
 t   s  p  AC  F C
AR
where  F [-] is measured ASR strain expansion on samples containing reactive particles only
with enough sufficiency of alkali. See [6] for more details. AC [kg/m3 Na2Oeq] and AR [kg/m3
Na2Oeq] are amounts of consumed and required alkali respectively. AC is total aggregate
content in [kg/m3]. One of the main assumptions of the model is that the maximum expansion
of mortar is achieved, if there is enough alkali to react with all the reactive silica of the
mixture. This amount of required alkali content AR [kg/m3 Na2Oeq] is defined as
AR  r  s  p  AC
(13)
where s is the proportion of quantity of soluble silica [-], p is the proportion of reactive
aggregate [-], r states for the amount of required alkali per kg of reactive silica and it is a
constant value r = 15.4 %. Value AC is defined as min( AR , AA ). AA is the available amount
of alkali for ASR reaction. AA is defined as difference between initial amount of available
alkali AT [kg/m3 Na2Oeq] and alkali content threshold A0 [kg/m3 Na2Oeq] when ASR reaction
starts
A
AT  A0
(14)
A
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It should be noted that this model does not consider any alkali flow through boundaries
inside the structure during the service life. By default, A0 is equal to 3.7 kg/m3 Na2Oeq[6], but
other values in range of 3 – 5 kg/m3 Na2Oeq can be found in the literature [4]
Table 1: Mixtures and ASR expansions of mortars studied by [6] and[15]. F1-F3 are size fractions 80 µm-3.15
mm.

Value of p depends on the mix ratio of reactive aggregate, typically p = 11,1% [15] or
9,4% and 12,4%[7]. Value s depends on amount of reactive silica in aggregates.
2.4

Extension to ASR for 3D conditions

Expansion of externally unrestrained concrete specimens due to ASR has been summarized
in[19]. The expansion model takes into account reaction kinetics, alkali content, reactive
amount of aggregates, relative humidity and temperature. The model has been validated on 4
examples found in literature. Degradation of material due to ASR reaction is suggested in[20]
Eqs.18,19 as follows:
E  t ,   E0 1- 1 -  E    t ,  
f t  t ,   ft ,0 1 - 1-  f    t ,  
G f  t ,   G f ,0 1- 1 - G    t ,  

(15)

where βE,f,G are residual values of E/E0, f/f0, Gf/Gf0. Default values are  E  0.1 ,  f  0.6
[21] and  G  0.6 . The general equation for the incremental volumetric AAR strain is given
by [20]-Eq. 5
V  t  I  t   II  t   III  t  











t  c  , f c FM  h    t   cal
 t  c  , f c FM  h    t   cal
   t , , fc, FM , (16)

Only considered in implementation

where  c reflects effect of compressive stresses by [20]-Eq. 10,  t accounts for the
influence of tensile cracking, ( assumed here as 1), FM is the effect of relative humidity, see
(3). Note that our model considers only the most relevant first term (16), which yields
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 V  ti   t   c  i 1 , f ci 1  FM  hi    cal
   ti     ti 1  

(17)

i  (i  (i  1)) / 2
Reduction  c due to compressive stress is considered as follows
1


e
c 
1
 1  1  e 

   II   III
 I
3 f c





if   0

Tension

if  <0

Compresion

(18)

where the shape factor  is -2 by default by [20]-Tab.2 and f c' is compressive strength.
Under constrained conditions, ASR expansion depends on the stress state. It is known that
compressive stress beyond approximately -10 MPa stops ASR expansions. It needs to be
reflected within strain redistribution into principal direction[22]: Similarly to [20]-Fig. 5,
weight factors are assigned to three directions. Let us assume that directions of principal
stresses σI, σII, σIII are known. Expansion is then assigned to each principal stress direction
according to a weight factors W1‘, W2‘, W3‘. Starting from compressive stress -0.3 MPa the
weight factor decreases until maximum stress -10 MPa is reached.
For compressive stress σi under -0.3 MPa, the following decay function is used, according
to [14] where σL ≈ -0.3 MPa and σu ≈ -10 MPa.




1
 1 
log  i /  L   for  i  0.3MPa


Wi '  i    
(19)
 u 
log






L 
 

for  i  0.3MPa
1
Weight factors need to be normalized as
Wi '
Wi 
(20)
3
'
W
 i 1 i
Three principal strains from ASR are assigned as
 ASR ,
Wi  V  ti 
(21)
i
This new approach simplifies the procedure outlined by [20]-Fig. 5 where several stress
state cases were treated individually.
3

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
This section brings a few analyses to validate the presented model.

7
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3.1

Validation on free expansion

aterial parameters in the
The Figure 2 validates experimental data for free expansion. The material
test are summarized in Table 2

Table 2: Summarized parameters for validation
Variable
REQUIRED ALKALI PER REAC
REAC. SILICA
PROPORTION REACTIVE SILICA
PROP. REACTIVE PARTICLES IN SAND
SAND MASS
ASR MEASSURED ASR STRAIN
AMOUNT OF REQUIRED ALKALI
TOTAL ALKALI IN MORTAR for Ca
Ca-5.4
(for Ca-9.0)
THRESHOLD ALKALI IN CONCRETE

Symbol
r
s
p
AC
ƐF
AR

Value
15.4 %
21.8 %
30 %
833 kg/m3
0.0525 %/kg
8.39 kg/m3

AT

5.4 (9) kg/m3

[23]

A0

3.7 kg/m3

[6]

CHARACTERISTIC TIME

τC

20 day

LATENCY TIME for Ca-5.4
5.4 (for Ca
Ca-9.0)

τL

55 (45) day

ELASTIC MODULUS
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

E
Fc

27 GPa

[23]

26 MPa

[23]

Figure 2: Validation of free expansion, [23]

8
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[15]
[15]
[15]
[23]
[6]
[6]
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3.2

Validation on free expansion, material degradation

is test compares computed material degradation against experiment. The parameters
This
from Table 3 has been used in the analysis.
Table 3: Summarized parameters for validation.

Symbol

Value

ELASTIC MODULUS

E0

21130 N/mm2

Remarks
[21]
at 28 day

TENSILE STRENGTH

ft0

1.44 N/mm2

at 28 day

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Fc0

41.0 N/mm2

at 28 day

FRACTURE ENERGY

Gf0

0.142 N/mm

Gf0=0.073fcm0.18

Residual value of E/E0

βE

0.1

Residual values of f/f0, Gf/Gf0

βf,G

0.6

Variable

The results are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Validation of stiffness and tensile strength degradation in ASR
ASR-affected
affected concrete in free expansion, [21]

3.3

Validation on expansive pressure

This example demonstrates ASR in combination with compressive stress. It is based on
experimental data from[23].. Expansi
Expansive
ve pressure of concrete prism is measured by apparatus,
apparatus

9
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where steel rods provide a certain stiffness during experiment. The results are presented in
Figure 4. As/Ac ratio
atio equal to 30.4, where As is transversal sectional area of two steel rods
and Ac is transversal sectional area of concrete prism. (Assumed stiffness of apparatus is
1702.99 MN/m).

Figure 4: Evolution of compressive stress due to ASR reaction, [23
23]

12 CONCLUSIONS
The project develops a module for improved predictions of durability and safety analysis
of structures due to ASR.. It yields results with reasonable accuracy and is usable for typical
analyses from engineering practice. It has been implemented into ATENA FEM software
software. The
new module helps in development and maintenance of bridges, tunnels and other transport
constructionss affected by ASR
ASR.
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Abstract. This paper presents a study for modelling concrete in mesoscopic level by different discretization methods with in-house program CaeFem. Mesoscopic level has been
chosen which let us to model different component of concrete like mortar and aggregate
separately.
Discretization method will play significant role in analysis since we assumed concrete
as a composite material. Finite element method (FEM) has been used as common discretization methods. However, usual FEM will bring dependency of the discretization on
geometry of each component in model. This is only possible with irregular meshes with
basically degraded accuracy. Furthermore, excessively fine discretizations occur to picture
the random mesoscopic geometry. Such drawbacks are already evident in 2D but tighten
in 3D. Thus, the paper aims at decoupling of mesoscopic geometry and discretization.
New discretization methods have been developed which are quite new with high potential of flexibility. Three methods, regardless of geometry and topology of inclusions,
which are FEM method with regular mesh, Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method and
Isogeometric (IGA) method are studied in this paper. These methods have new philosophy of solving problems with fast algorithms and help of different approaches. The
resultant behaviours are compared and verified versus obtained results from a commercial
FEM-program DIANA.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Finite Element Method has prevailed upon other numerical methods in calculation
of mechanical behaviour of components and structural mechanics for many years [1, 2, 3],
about applications in reinforced concrete structure see [4]. However, dependency on geometry of materials will bring lots of limitations specially when there are aggregates in
the model in different range of sizes and locations which will need unstructured irregular
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mesh to cover all the edges properly. To overcome this difficulties, several discretization
methods, regardless of geometry and topology of inclusions have been introduced. As an
alternative to FEM new functions have been formulated which are no longer restricted to
finite elements, e.g. EFG [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The omission of elements allows great flexibility
in arrangement of nodes which facilitates adaptive mesh refinement and large deformation will appear further. Another method which allows high geometric adaptability with
advantages for solving problems of structural mechanics is IGA. IGA used ”Non-Uniform
Rational B-Spilines”(NURBS) approach. NURBS are standard approaches in CAD for
description of freeform surfaces, see [10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
2

DISCRETIZATION APPROACHES

Discretization methods are classified in two different categories. First approach is
irregular mesh which follows geometry of different materials and properties are presented
by whole element. FEM is the most common method among numerical approaches which
is used by most commercial software and using irregular mesh approach as discretization
method, see Figure 1(a), shows irregular mesh model used for analysis with DIANA.
Another approach is regular mesh methods, whereby material properties are considered at integration point level, see Figure 1(b) which shows regular mesh model used with
in-house program CaeFem. In this paper, models are analyzed with three different regular
mesh methods which mentioned before and contains: Finite element methods with regular mesh, Element Free Galerkin method and Isogeometry method and compared with
irregular mesh method result from two programs.

(a) Irregular mesh - DIANA model

(b) Regular mesh -CaeFem model

Figure 1: Discretized models

2
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3
3.1

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3D random mesoscopic model

A 3D random mesoscopic model has been generated by a program written in Matlab
software. This model consists of aggregates and mortar while coarse aggregates are presented as spheres with randomly distributed size and location. Random distribution of
aggregate is based on Fuller’s curve. This curve can be described by a simple equation
given below and presented in Figure 2.
P (d) = (

di n
)
D

(1)

Cumulative Percentage %

Where as: P (d) is Cumulative percentage passing a sieve with the diameter di . di is
Diameter of aggregate, D is Maximum aggregate grain size and n is Exponent with a
typical value between 0.45 and 0.70 (assumed as 0.5). In this study, the minimum and
the maximum size of aggregate’s diameter are considered to be 2 and 16 mm respectively
and n as 0.5 with 19 sieves. Figure 3(a) shows aggregate distribution in a 3D mesoscopic
model which is calculated with Equation 1 and based on Fuller’s curve shown in Figure
2. In this model each of three dimensions of the model is equal to 60 mm.

100

50
CumulativeP ercentage

0

0

2

4

6
8 10 12 14
Sieves diameter [mm]

16

Figure 2: Grading of aggregate based on Fuller’s curve gradation

3.2

2D Sections random mesoscopic model

As mentioned earlier, 2D simulation will provide reliable results with less complications
in modeling. An example for 2D section out of 3D random mesoscopic model is shown in
Figure 3(b).

3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) 3D random mesoscopic model generated with matlab code written by Tino Kühn [15] and
(b) 2D section - random mesoscopic model consist of mortar and aggregates

4

IN-HOUSE PROGRAM CAEFEM

CaeFem has been developed in Python to solve numerical problems. It is under development to include different discretization approaches as well as various nonlinear material
models. In this paper, three 2D sections have been selected in order to investigate the
effect of different discretization methods on the final results. Figure 4 shows these 2D
sections.

(a) Model 1 - z=0 mm

(b) Model 2 - z=15 mm

(c) Model 3 - z=30 mm

Figure 4: 2D sections generated from 3D-Random mesoscopic model

5

MODEL SPECIFICATION

These three models, are subjected to the same type of loading, boundary conditions
and material properties. Table 1 shows the reference material properties and Figure 5 (a)
4
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and (b) show loading and boundary condition assigned to the 2D models. Plane stress
material model is used and all materials are assumed to behave linearly. Model is fixed
on bottom edge and tension load is applied on top edge as prescribed deformation equal
to 0.01 mm in vertical direction.
Table 1: Material properties

Young’s modulus

Aggregates

Mortar

60000 MPa

20000 MPa

0.15

0.2

Poisson ratio

(a) Loading

(b) Boundary condition

Figure 5: Schematic representation of 2D model, subjected to the prescribed displacement and static
boundary conditions

6

ANALYSIS RESULTS AND PARAMETER STUDY

For parameter study and for each section, three different range of mesh sizes are
checked, Figure 6 shows nine models used in sensitivity analysis. DIANA is a well-known
commercial FEM software and used for validation of results [16]. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show
results of each analysis in detail. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show comparison results for models
with different numerical discretization approaches and with different number of degree
of freedom. Total reaction force is the parameter used for results comparison in vertical
direction. It is observed that there is a good agreement in the results obtained from
different discretization methods.

5
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(a) Model 1 - Coarse mesh

(b) Model 1 - Medium mesh

(c) Model 1 - Fine mesh

(d) Model 2 - Coarse mesh

(e) Model 2 - Medium mesh

(f) Model 2 - Fine mesh

(g) Model 3 - Coarse mesh

(h) Model 3 - Medium mesh

(i) Model 3 - Fine mesh

Figure 6: 2D section models used for sensitivity analysis

From Figures 7, 8 and 9 it is observed that IGA is most conservative method among
different discretization methods. The area ratio of aggregates in 2D models are 0.32 , 0.28
and 0.26 for model 1 , model 2 and model 3 respectively. By using elastic material models
in these three reference cases, it is observed that the total reaction forces are decreasing
as the area ratio of aggregates is decreasing.

6
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Total reaction force - Fy in N

Fine mesh

Medium mesh

Coarse mesh

Table 2: Results comparison / Model 1 - z = 0 mm

Model 1

Number

Total reactions

Total reactions

Erorr

Z = 0 mm

of Dof

Fx [N ]

Fy [N ]

Percentage

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

3660

-0.81

-380.89

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

3660

-0.84

-381.44

0.14%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

3872

-0.59

-397.93

4.47%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

3872

-0.60

-397.95

4.48%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

3872

-0.72

-432.47

13.54%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

7774

-0.88

-383.22

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

7774

-0.87

-383.51

0.08%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

7442

-1.06

-395.19

3.13%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

7442

-1.06

-395.18

3.12%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

7442

-1.00

-431.01

12.47%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

14692

-0.85

-384.17

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

14692

-0.85

-384.34

0.04%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

15138

-0.65

-392.00

2.04%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

15138

-0.74

-392.47

2.16%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

15138

-0.83

-427.99

11.41%

−370
−400
−430
DIAN A(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/IGA method)

4000

CaeF em(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/EF G method)

8000
12000
Number of degree of freedom

Figure 7: Results comparison / Model 1 - z = 0 mm
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Total reaction force - Fy in N

Fine mesh

Medium mesh

Coarse mesh

Table 3: Results comparison / Model 2 - z = 15 mm

Model 2

Number

Total reactions

Total reactions

Erorr

Z = 15 mm

of Dof

Fx [N ]

Fy [N ]

Percentage

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

4310

-4.37

-369.52

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

4310

-4.41

-370.02

0.13%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

3872

-5.82

-385.18

4.24%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

3872

-5.84

-385.25

4.26%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

3872

-6.03

-419.04

13.40%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

6776

-4.54

-368.92

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

6776

-4.56

-369.34

0.11%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

7442

-5.36

-381.63

3.45%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

7442

-5.36

-381.62

3.44%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

7442

-5.42

-415.89

12.73%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

15922

-4.80

-372.08

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

15922

-4.80

-372.24

0.04%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

15138

-5.03

-378.70

1.78%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

15138

-5.03

-378.72

1.78%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

15138

-5.53

-414.32

11.35%

−370
−400
−430
DIAN A(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/IGA method)

4000

CaeF em(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/EF G method)

8000
12000
Number of degree of freedom

Figure 8: Results comparison / Model 2 - z = 15 mm
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Total reaction force - Fy in N

Fine mesh

Medium mesh

Coarse mesh

Table 4: Results comparison / Model 3 - z = 30 mm

Model 3

Number

Total reactions

Total reactions

Erorr

Z = 30 mm

of Dof

Fx [N ]

Fy [N ]

Percentage

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

4348

-1.98

-367.49

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

4348

-1.97

-368.00

0.14%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

3872

-2.21

-380.91

3.65%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

3872

-2.23

-380.96

3.66%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

3872

-2.64

-414.98

12.92%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

6918

-1.99

-368.74

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

6918

-1.99

-369.03

0.08%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

7442

-1.93

-378.46

2.64%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

7442

-1.93

-378.45

2.64%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

7442

-2.36

-413.35

12.10%

DIANA(Irregular mesh/FEM)

15576

-2.02

-369.96

-

CaeFem(Irregular mesh/FEM)

15576

-2.02

-370.10

0.04%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/FEM)

15138

-2.25

-376.73

1.83%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/EFG method)

15138

-2.25

-376.75

1.84%

CaeFem(Regular mesh/IGA method)

15138

-2.29

-411.43

11.21%

−370
−400
−430
DIAN A(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/IGA method)

4000

CaeF em(Irregular mesh/F EM )
CaeF em(Regular mesh/EF G method)

8000
12000
Number of degree of freedom

Figure 9: Results comparison / Model 3 - z = 30 mm
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7

CONCLUSIONS

DIANA and CaeFem provide same result with FEM-Irregular mesh dicretization method
which proves the accuracy of the program. EFG method has almost the same result as
FEM with regular mesh, however, EFG needs more time to perform the analysis. While
mesh becomes finer, results are converging and less error percentage in large NDOF.
These 2D models are cross sections out of 3D mesoscopic model, total reaction forces in
horizontal direction is small since deformation is applied in vertical direction and does not
follow special pattern with respect to discretization methods and mesh sizes. In the next
phase of this research, our focus will be towards introducing fiber elements in 2D models
and upgrading our reference 2D sections to 3D models. Moreover, we will consider the
effect of bonding between fiber elements and cementitious materials.
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Abstract. This paper presents a high fidelity nonlinear modelling strategy for accurate response
predictions of reinforced concrete (RC) framed buildings subjected to earthquakes. The
proposed numerical approach is employed to investigate the seismic performance of a 10-storey
building, which is representative of many existing RC structures designed with no consideration
of earthquake loading by following design strategies typically used in Italy before the
introduction of the first seismic regulations. The seismic response of the representative building
is investigated through detailed nonlinear dynamic simulations using ADAPTIC, an advanced
finite element code for nonlinear analysis of structures under extreme loading. The analysed
structure is described by 3D models, where beam-column and shell elements, both allowing for
geometric and material nonlinearity, are employed to represent RC beams, columns and floor
slabs respectively. Furthermore, in order to model the influence of non-structural components
interacting with the main frame elements, masonry infill panels are described using a novel 2D
discrete macro-element representation, which has been purposely developed within a FE
framework and implemented in ADAPTIC. The nonlinear dynamic simulations are performed
considering sets of natural accelerograms acting simultaneously along the two main horizontal
and the vertical directions and compatible with the design spectrum for the Near Collapse Limit
State (NCLS). To improve computational efficiency, which is critical when investigating the
nonlinear dynamic response of large structures, a partitioning approach, previously developed
at Imperial College, has been adopted. The numerical results, obtained from the accurate 3D
nonlinear dynamic simulations, have shown an extremely poor seismic performance of the
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building, for which collapse is predicted for seismic events characterized by lower magnitude
compared to the expected more catastrophic earthquake. The comparison of the results obtained
for the bare frame building or allowing for non-structural infills contribution shows significant
variation in the dynamic responses. This confirms the need to consider the influence of masonry
infill panels for a realistic description of existing RC building structures not designed to resist
earthquakes.
1

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of the Seismic Vulnerability of existing non-ductile RC buildings, designed
only for gravity loads and built before the introduction of the first seismic design codes in
different countries, is nowadays an important field of research. These buildings are generally
characterised by different sources of structural weakness that make difficult a rigorous seismic
assessment as well as the identification and the design of efficient and reliable seismic
retrofitting measures. This paper presents a high fidelity numerical model developed to
investigate the seismic performance of a 10-storey reinforced concrete (RC) framed building
designed to be representative of many similar residential buildings built in Europe before the
introduction of seismic codes. In particular, the prototype building has been designed by
considering the architectural features of many typical existing RC buildings built in the city of
Catania, in Sicily, according to old standards considering gravity and wind loading but not
earthquakes. The proposed numerical description adopts beam-column elements [1,2] for
beams and columns and detailed shell elements [3] for modelling RC floor slabs, both allowing
for geometric and material nonlinearity. In order to model the influence of masonry infill, a
novel macro-element has been developed within a FE framework based on a discrete
formulation proposed in previous research [4, 5]. 3D nonlinear dynamic simulations are
performed considering sets of natural accelerograms acting simultaneously along the two
horizontal and the vertical directions and compatible with the design spectrum for the Near
Collapse Limit State (NCLS) [6,7]. To improve computational efficiency, which is critical
when investigating the nonlinear dynamic response of large structures, the partitioning
approach previously developed at Imperial College [8] is adopted, enabling effective
parallelisation on HPC systems. The numerical results obtained from the 3D nonlinear dynamic
simulations are presented and discussed, focusing on the variation in time of the deformed
shape, inter-storey drifts, plastic deformations and internal force distribution, considering or
neglecting the infill panel contribution. The numerical results confirm that seismic performance
of the original structure is very poor, where collapse is predicted also for seismic events
characterized by low magnitude compared to the more catastrophic earthquake expected in
Catania. The comparison of the analyses performed with and without non-structural infill panels
show significant variation in the dynamic responses highlighting the need to consider masonry
infill contribution for obtaining a realistic modelling of existing RC building structures not
designed to resist earthquakes.
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2 TEN-STOREY TYPICAL RC BUILDING
The prototype building has been designed with the aim to be representative of many
residential buildings constructed in several areas of the south of Italy before the introduction of
the national seismic code, in 1981, that classified these areas as seismic prone regions.
The analysed structure is a typical multi-storey RC frame building, with non-structural
masonry infills, designed according to old standards to resist gravity and wind loading but not
earthquakes. The structure was selected considering the results of an extensive survey on many
existing multi-storey RC buildings built in Catania, in the oriental Sicily, in the seventies. The
prototype building has been designed by a research group at the University of Catania within a
research project funded by the Catania section of the National Association of Builders (ANCE
Catania) [9]. Although the structure does not correspond to a real building, it can be considered
as representative of several multi-storey residential buildings built in Italy before the
introduction of a specific seismic codes. The number of storeys of these buildings, which are
made up of low-ductility reinforced concrete frames, generally ranges from three to twelve,
where the first floor is typically used for commercial purposes. The floor plans are 300-450 m2
large and accommodate from two to five apartments. As these structures are characterised by
very low lateral stiffness and resistance, as a consequence non-structural masonry infills greatly
influence their nonlinear dynamic behaviour when the structures are subjected to earthquake
loading and may represent a further source of vulnerability.
The analysis of the design drawings of many existing buildings, the evidence obtained by
developers, builders and structural engineers operating in the 1970s, provided critical
information leading to a detailed design of a typical building based on the standards adopted in
Italy in the early ‘70s [10, 11]. The ten-storey residential building possesses a symmetric plan
as shown Figure 1. The main structural system includes four RC frames, arranged along the
longitudinal direction supporting RC ridded floor slabs, and four RC frames along the
transversal direction located at the perimeter and in central position close to the staircase. The
geometric details of the typical building can be found in [8,9], where further information on the
loading and the material properties are reported.

Figure 1: Architectural (a) and structural (b) plan of the typical building.

In Figures 2 and 3 the typical steel reinforcement distributions in the beams and in the
columns are illustrated, all the details regarding the typical buildings are reported in references
[6, 9].
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Figure 2: Example of the typical steel reinforcement distributions in the beams.

Figure 3: Typical steel reinforcement distributions in the columns.

3

THE HIGH FIDELITY MODELLING OF THE ANALYSED BUILDING

Two different high fidelity 3D models for the analysed building have been developed in
ADAPTIC [1] and used in nonlinear dynamic simulations. These include i) a 3D bare frame
(BF) model representing the contribution of all RC components (e.g. beams, columns and floor
system) but disregarding non-structural elements, ii) an infilled frame (IF) model where all the
structural and the main non-structural components (e.g. masonry cladding) are explicitly
modelled. Concerning the BF model, each RC beam and column is modelled using a number
of 1D elastic-plastic cubic beam-column elements [2] developed according to the distributed
plasticity approach, where the influence of large displacements is considered by using a corotational formulation. The cross-section of a generic RC beam element at the integration points
along the element length is discretised into a number of monitoring points (Figure 5), where
strains in concrete and steel reinforcement are determined and then used within specific material
relationships to obtain the associated stresses. In this respect, accurate nonlinear material laws
for the two materials are used.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4: The 3D view of the Reinforced Concrete Frame. (b) the high fidelity model in ADAPTIC.

These allow for yielding and strain hardening of steel reinforcement, cracking in tension and
crushing in compression of concrete and the specific hysteretic behaviour of the two materials.
In the numerical description for the multi-storey building, particular attention has been paid to
representing the contribution of the floor systems which consist of one-way RC ribbed slabs
spanning in the direction perpendicular to the main frames, Figure 6.

Figure 5: Sketch of the fibre elements with nonlinear material models.

In the numerical description in ADAPTIC, each floor rib is modelled by a discretization of
1D elasto-plastic beam-column elements which are connected to upper 2D nonlinear slab
elements representing the top thin solid reinforced concrete slab.
Table 1: Concrete material properties
Material property

cover region

core region

Cylinder Compressive strength (MPa)

20.75

23.25

Young’s modulus (MPa)

27386

27386

Strain at maximum strength

2 x 10

-3

2 x 10-3

Strain at crushing

4 x 10-3

50 x 10-3

1.04 MPa

1.04 MPa

Tensile strength in tension

The RC slab elements [3] consider material nonlinearity in both concrete and steel
reinforcement, and account for both bending and membrane effects as well as geometric
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nonlinearity. Tables 1 and 2 report the main material properties for concrete and steel
reinforcement that have been considered in the nonlinear 3D models.
Table 2: Steel material properties
Material property

Rebars

Yielding strength (MPa)

375

Young’s modulus (MPa)

210000

Strain-hardening ratio

0.01

Figure 6: The high fidelity model of the floor system in ADAPTIC.

3.1 The macro-modeling of the non-structural masonry infills
As mentioned before, in the Infilled Frame (IF) model, exterior masonry infill panels are
explicitly modelled within the 3D building description. Namely, a novel macro-element
formulation, purposely developed and implemented in ADAPTIC, has been used (Figure 7).
This is effectively a finite element implementation of a discrete modelling approach previous
developed at the University of Catania [5] and incorporated in the 3DMacro software [12]. The
new ADAPTIC macro-element has been verified against 3DMacro and experimental results for
monotonic and cyclic loading.
The basic macro-element has been initially conceived for the simulation of the nonlinear inplane behavior of unreinforced masonry walls [4]. This element is characterised by a simple
mechanical description, Figure 7, constituted by an articulated quadrilateral with rigid edges
connected by four hinges and two diagonal nonlinear springs. Each side of the quadrilateral can
interact with other elements or supports by means of a discrete distribution of nonlinear springs,
denoted as interface. In spite of its simplicity, such a basic mechanical representation is able to
simulate the main in-plane failure mechanisms of a masonry wall portion subjected to in-plane
horizontal and vertical loads.
The proposed nonlinear plane discrete macro-element is here re-defined according to an
original approach that allows its implementation in any displacement based finite element code.
In the FEM implementation the mechanical response of the element is governed by zerothickness interfaces whose general behavior is controlled by 28 degrees of freedom associated
to eight nodes of external edges and 4 degrees of freedom ruling the macro-element kinematics.
The location and the corresponding orientation of the 24 degrees of freedoms of the 8-nodes
and of 4 degrees of the quadrilateral are reported in Figure 7a. The 24 degrees of freedom
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d1 ,...d 24 associated to the 8 external nodes are identified as external degrees of freedom while

the 4 degrees of freedom dˆ 1 ,...dˆ 4 , related to the kinematics of the articulated quadrilateral, are
identified as internal degrees of freedom.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The plane macro-element and its degrees of freedom. (a) undeformed configuration; (b) deformed
configuration.

The interface forces are related to the relative motion between the rigid edges of the
quadrilateral which is described by using polynomial shape functions to represent external edge
displacements which are associated to the external degrees of freedom.
It is worth noticing that, according to the adopted macro-element, the zero thickness
interfaces incorporate the deformability of the infill panel assumed as a homogeneous
orthotropic medium. The flexural and sliding kinematic is associated to the interface relative
displacements controlled by the interface mechanical response while the shear-diagonal
deformability is related to the diagonal nonlinear links. All the nonlinearities are lumped in the
Gauss point of the interfaces and in the diagonal nonlinear links.
In the implementation here adopted, the interfaces have been calibrated according to a
uniform distribution of Gauss points that leads to a uniform fiber discretization similar to that
proposed in [5]. The typical macro-element discretization adopted in the ADAPTIC models is
represented in Figure 8.
This formulation is intended to represent the nonlinear elastic response of the masonry infills
by following a simplified approach based on an asymmetric constitutive law for the mechanical
representation of the interfaces. Standard finite element technique is used for obtaining the local
nodal forces F and the local stiffness matrix K at the element level.
The material properties for the masonry macro-elements representing hollow clay brickmasonry panels with 120 mm thickness are provided in Table 3 which include material
parameters for the flexural and shear behavior, where the softening behavior is governed by the
fracture energies. Additionally, potential plastic sliding along the mortar joints has been
modelled by considering a rigid-plastic Coulomb frictional behavior with cohesion c = 0.4 MPa
and friction angle tangent tan()=0.7.
Furthermore, to avoid unrealistic stress distributions in infill masonry panels, a new
capability in ADAPTIC for staged construction analysis has been developed and used in the IF
models. It allows a realistic representation of the contribution of non-structural components.
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Figure 8: ADAPTIC adopted macro-element discretization for masonry infill
Table 3: Masonry infill material properties
Flexural behaviour

Shear behaviour

Young’s
modulus
E
[Mpa]

Tensile
strength
t
[Mpa]

Compr.
strength
c
[Mpa]

Fract.en.
(tens.)
Gt
[N/mm]

Fract.
en.
(compr.)
Gc
[N/mm]

Shear
modulus
G
[Mpa]

Cohesion

1580

0.1

1

0.02

1

700

0.07

fv0
[Mpa]

Friction
angle


Fract.en.
(shear)
Gs
[N/mm]

0.58

0.10

More specifically, this capability ensures that masonry infills do not take dead and imposed
loads from the original building structure, and that they contribute mainly to resisting seismic
action.
3.2 The partitioned modelling capability in ADAPTIC

Figure 9: Partition strategy with 31 partitions for the analysed building
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To enhance computational efficiency, all the large high fidelity models with 35896 nodes
and 215184 degree of freedoms have been coupled with unique partitioned modelling capability
in ADAPTIC [8], which allows efficient analysis on High Performance Computing systems.
Thus each 3D building model has been divided in 31 partitions communicating with 1 parent
structure (Figure 9) increasing the computational efficiency and dramatically reducing the
computation time. This procedure allows adopting a scalable hierarchic distributed memory.
Using this enhanced solution strategy, the typical nonlinear dynamic analysis took an average
time of less of one days, much less than a conventional monolithic model that would have taken
several weeks.
4

SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE TYPICAL BUILDING WITH HIGH
FIDELITY MODELS

Seven nonlinear dynamic simulations (NLDA1 to NLDA7), each using a different set of
ground motion acceleration records acting simultaneously along the 3 perpendicular directions
(e.g. two horizontal and the vertical directions) [6, 7, 13] were carried out using the high fidelity
3D models. The assessment has been conducted according to the Italian Seismic Code, D.M.
14 Gennaio 2008 and Circolare 2 -02-2009, 617. In particular, the following response
characteristics have been analysed: 1) horizontal displacements, 2) inter-storey drifts, 3) ductile
mechanisms (chord rotation) and 4) brittle mechanisms (shear failure). The horizontal
displacements and inter-storeys drifts have been considered to evaluate the displacement
demand at each floor level and for the whole building. On the other hand for a specific floor
level, inter-storey drift capacity have been related to the ultimate chord rotation capacities of
the RC columns.
4.1 Typical RC building
Some results of the global seismic response determined using the BF model, neglecting the
infills contribution, is illustrated in Figure 10. The Figure reports the deformed shapes at the
last step of the analyses, corresponding to the beginning of the strong phase of the accelerogram.
All the colour maps have the same scale, in which the maximum value is the maximum
displacement for all seven analyses. The displacements, except those for analyses NLDA5-6,
are magnified 10 times. The average drift values in the two planar direction and the vertical
displacements are shown in Figure 11. These results reveal that the seismic response of the
original building, neglecting the infill panel contribution, is not satisfactory. Very large drift
values indicating the development of soft storey collapse mechanisms (e.g. seventh and eighth
storeys) can be seen.
The more realistic results, obtained employing the IF model (Figure 11) show a less
significant drift demand at the top floors. In these cases the average maximum drifts in the two
directions show large values at the first and the eighth floor, both smaller than the maximum
drift predicted by the BF model as reported in Table 4. The results clearly indicate that the
presence of unreinforced masonry panels strongly influences the seismic response of the
building structure. The complete absence of panels at the ground floor leads to a concentration
of the drift demand at that level, where a soft storey collapse is clearly predicted. At the same
time, the analyses on this structural configuration show less localised but still significant drift
demand at the eighth level. This is related, as in the BF model, to the variation of column size
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with a substantial section reduction of the column cross-section at the last three levels. This is
due to the gravity loading-based optimisation of the column sections considered in the design
of the prototype building, according to standard practice before the application of seismic
design code in Eastern Sicily.

NLDA1

NLDA2

NLDA3

NLDA4

NLDA5

NLDA6

Figure 10: Global response of the BF model for the first six accelerograms

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 11: Average drift values for the BF model in the two planar (a,b) and vertical displacements (c)

Time-history results have shown that several columns fail due to the large demand in
rotations and shear forces. More specifically, when considering the BF model neglecting infill
panel contribution large chord rotations develop at the end of the beam which are related to the
large inter-storey drifts. On the other hand, the IF model, allowing for masonry infills, achieves
smaller rotations but higher shear forces in the columns which are induced by the local
interaction with the masonry cladding.
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NLDA1

NLDA2

NLDA3

NLDA4

NLDA5

NLDA6

Figure 12: Global response of the IF model for the first six accelerograms

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 13: Average drift values for the IF model in the two planar (a, b) and vertical displacements (c)
Table 4: Maximum drifts determined by the BF and IF models
Model

Average absolute Drift X

Average absolute Drift Y

Average Vertical Displacements

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

BF

~800

~230

~210

IF

~90

~170

~8

Both numerical descriptions clearly indicate local failures in a significant number of RC
components under the design ground motion.
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5

CONCLUSION

The seismic performance of a typical multi-storey RC building, which is representative of
residential structures designed and built in the earthquake-prone urban area of Catania (Italy)
in the early ‘70s without consideration of earthquake loading, has been investigated using
nonlinear dynamic analysis. Detailed 3D numerical descriptions have been developed allowing
for the main structural and non-structural components of the framed building including RC
beams and columns, ribbed floor slabs and masonry infills. In order to model the influence of
masonry infill, a novel discrete macro-element has been developed and implemented in
ADAPTIC. The results achieved confirm the very poor seismic performance of the existing
structure, where the presence of masonry infill strongly influences the dynamic behavior. The
comparison of the analyses performed with and without non-structural infills contribution
shows significant variation in the dynamic responses, thus highlighting the critical role played
by these non-structural components which should be properly taken into account for a realistic
description of existing RC building structures not designed to resist earthquakes.
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Abstract. Using the concept of symplectic subdifferential, a modification of the Hamiltonian formalism which can be used for dissipative systems is proposed. The formalism
is specialized to the standard plasticity in small strains and statics. It is applied to solve
the classical problem of a thick tube in plane strain subjected to an internal pressure.
The continuum is discretized with mixed finite elements.

1

INTRODUCTION

Realistic dynamical systems considered by engineers and physicists are subjected to
energy loss. It may stem from external actions, the conservative case. The behaviour
of such systems can be represented by Hamilton’s least action principle. If the cause
is internal, resulting from a broad spectrum of phenomena such as collisions, surface
friction, viscosity, plasticity, fracture, damage and so on, it’s called dissipative. Hamilton’s
variational principle doesn’t work for such systems, so another principle is proposed.
Classical dynamics are generally addressed through the world of smooth functions
while the mechanics of dissipative systems deals with the one of non smooth functions.
Unfortunately, both worlds widely ignore each other. Aim of this article is laying strong
foundations to link both worlds and their corresponding methods.
2

NON DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

The variables of a dynamical systems are z = (x, y) ∈ X × Y where the degrees of
freedom x describe the body motion and y are the corresponding momenta. X and Y are
topological, locally convex, real vector spaces. There is a dual pairing ·, · : X × Y → R
which makes continuous the linear forms x → x, y and y → x, y.
The space X × Y has a natural symplectic form ω : (X × Y )2 → R defined by :
ω(z, z  ) = x, y   − x , y

For any smooth hamiltonian function (x, t) → H(x, t), the symplectic gradient (or Hamiltonian vector field) is defined by ż = XH ⇔ ∀δz, ω(ż, δz) = δH. In the particular case
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X = Y , the dual pairing is a scalar product and the space X × Y is dual with itself, with
the duality product :
(x, y), (x , y  ) = x, x  + y, y  
Introducing the linear map J(x, y) = (−y, x) and putting ω(z, z  ) = J(z), z   which
allows to recover the canonical equations governing the motion :
ẏ = −gradx H

ẋ = grady H,
3

(1)

DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

For such systems, the cornerstone hypothesis is to decompose the velocity in the phase
space into reversible and irreversible parts :
ż = żR + żI ,

żR = X H,

żI = ż − X H

For a non dissipative system, the irreversible part vanishes and the motion is governed by
the canonical equations. A crucial turning-point is the tools of the differential geometry
to the ones of the non smooth mechanics. Starting with a dissipation potential φ, it is
not differentiable everywhere but convex and lower semicontinuous. Introducing a new
subdifferential, called symplectic [1]. Mere sleight of hand, all what have to do is to
replace the dual pairing by the symplectic form in the classical definition :
żI ∈ ∂ ω φ(ż)

⇔

∀ż  ,

φ(ż + ż  ) − φ(ż) ≥ ω(żI , ż  )

(2)

From a mechanical viewpoint, it is the constitutive law of the material. Likewise, defining
a symplectic conjugate function, by the same sleight of hand in the definition of the
Legendre-Fenchel transform :
φ∗ω (żI ) = sup {ω(żI , ż) − φ(ż)}
ż

satisfying a symplectic Fenchel inequality :
φ(ż) + φ∗ω (żI ) − ω(żI , ż) ≥ 0

(3)

The equality is reached in the previous relation if and only if the constitutive law (2) is
satisfied.
Remarks. Always in the case X = Y , taking into account the antisymmetry of ω :
Dz H, ż = J (X H), ż = ω(X H, ż) = ω(ż, ż − X H) = ω(ż, żI )
If one supposes that for all couples (ż, żI ) :
φ(ż) + φ∗ω (żI ) ≥ 0
the system dissipates for the couples satisfying the constitutive law :
Dz H, ż = −ω(żI , ż) = −(φ(z, ż) + φ∗ω (z, żI )) ≤ 0
2
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4

THE SYMPLECTIC BREZIS-EKELAND-NAYROLES PRINCIPLE

The variational formulation can be obtained by integrating the left hand member of
(3) on the system evolution. On this ground, a symplectic version of the Brezis-EkelandNayroles (BEN) variational principle [2] is proposed :
The natural evolution curve z : [t0 , t1 ] → X × Y minimizes the functional :
 t1
Π(z) :=
[φ(ż) + φ∗ω (ż − XH) − ω(ż − XH, ż)] dt
t0

among all the curves verifying the initial conditions z(t0 ) = z0 and, remarkably, the
minimum is zero. Observing that ω(ż, ż) vanishes and integrating by part, the variant is
given (which is not compulsory) :
 t1
∂H
Π(z) =
(t, z)] dt + H(t1 , z(t1 )) − H(t0 , z0 )
[φ(ż) + φ∗ω (ż − XH) −
∂t
t0
5

APPLICATION TO THE STANDARD PLASTICITY AND VISCOPLASTICITY

To illustrate the general formalism and to show how it allows to develop powerful
variational principles for dissipative systems within the frame of continuum mechanics,
the standard plasticity and viscoplasticity in small deformations based on the additive
decomposition of strains into reversible and irreversible strains (ε = εR + εI where εI
is the plastic strain) are studied. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded, open set, with piecewise
smooth boundary ∂Ω. As usual, it is divided into two disjoint parts, ∂Ω0 (called support)
where the displacements are imposed and ∂Ω1 where the surface forces are imposed. The
elements of the space X are fields x = (u, εI ) ∈ U × E where u is a displacement field
on the body Ω with trace ū on ∂Ω. The elements of the corresponding dual space Y
are of the form y = (p, π). Unlike p which is clearly the linear momentum, the physical
meaning of π is not known at this stage.
The duality between the spaces X and Y has the form :

x, y =
(u, p + εI , π)
Ω

where the duality products which appear in the integral are finite dimensional duality
products on the image of the fields u, p (for our example this means a scalar product on
R3 ) and on the image of the fields ε, π (in this case this is a scalar product on the space
of 3 by 3 symmetric matrices). All these standard dualities are denoted by the same ·, ·
symbols.
The total Hamiltonian of the structure is taken of the integral form :
 
 
1
2
H(t, z) =
 p  +w(∇u − εI ) − f (t) · u −
f¯(t) · u
2ρ
∂Ω1
Ω
The first term is the kinetic energy, w is the elastic strain energy, f is the volume force
and f¯ is the surface force on the part ∂Ω1 of the boundary, the displacement field being
equal to an imposed value ū on the remaining part ∂Ω0 .
3
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According to (1), its symplectic gradient is XH = ((Dp H, Dπ H), (−Du H, −DεI H))
where, introducing as usual the stress field σ = Dw(∇u − εI ) Du H which is the gradient
in the variational sense (from (1) and the integral form of the duality product) :


∂H
∂H
Du H =
−∇·
= −f − ∇ · σ Dū H = σ · n − f¯
∂u
∂∇u
Thus one has :



p
żI = ż − XH =
u̇ − , ε̇I , (ṗ − f − ∇ · σ, π̇ − σ)
ρ

A dissipation potential which has an integral form is given as Φ(z) = Ω φ(p, π) and one
assumes the symplectic Fenchel transform of Φ expresses as the integral of the symplectic
Fenchel transform of the dissipation potential density φ.
The symplectic Fenchel transform of the function φ reads :


φ∗ω (żI ) = sup {u̇I , ṗ  + ε̇I , π̇   − u̇ , ṗI  − ε̇I , π̇I  − φ(ż  ) : ż  ∈ X × Y }
To recover the standard plasticity, supposing that φ is depending explicitly only on π̇ :
φ(ż) = ϕ(π̇)

(4)

Denoting by χK the indicator function of a set K (equal to 0 on K and to +∞ otherwise) :
φ∗ω (żI ) = χ{0} (u̇I )+χ{0} (ṗI )+χ{0} (π̇I )+ϕ∗ (ε̇I ) where ϕ∗ is the usual Fenchel transform.
In other words, the quantity φ∗ω (żI ) is finite and equal to φ∗ω (żI ) = ϕ∗ (ε̇I ) if and only if
all of the following are true :
(a) p equals the linear momentum
p = ρu̇

(5)

(b) The balance of linear momentum is satisfied
∇ · σ + f = ṗ = ρü on Ω,

σ · n = f¯ on ∂Ω1

(6)

(c) An equality which reveals the meaning of the variable π :
π̇ = σ

(7)

Eliminating π̇ by (7), the symplectic BEN principle applied to standard plasticity
states that the evolution curve minimizes :

 t1 
∂H
∗
(t, z) dt + H(t1 , z(t1 )) − H(t0 , z0 )
ϕ(σ) + ϕ (ε̇I ) −
(8)
Π(z) =
∂t
t0
among all curves z : [t0 , t1 ] → X × Y such that z(0) = (x0 , y0 ), the kinematical conditions
on ∂Ω0 , (5), (6) are satisfied. For instance, in plasticity, the potential ϕ is the indicator
function of the plastic domain.
Remark. The assumption that u, εI and p are ignorable in (4) comes down to introduce into the dynamical formalism a ”statical” constitutive law : ε̇I ∈ ∂ϕ(π̇) = ∂ϕ(σ).
Conversely, the symplectic framework suggests to imagine fully ”dynamical’ constitutive
laws of the more general form : (u̇, ε̇I ) ∈ ∂ ω φ (ṗ, π̇).
4
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The symplectic BEN principle and the original BEN principle. Examining the
important case where the kinetic energy and inertia forces can be neglected (quasi-static
behaviour) gives :


ṗ = 0,
H(t, z) =
{w(∇u − εI ) − f (t) · u} −
f¯(t) · u
∂Ω1

Ω

and the elasticity is linear :
ε̇I = ∇u̇ − S σ̇

(9)

denoting S = (Dw)−1 the compliance operator. Eliminating π and p thanks to (5) and
(7), the symplectic BEN principle (8) is transformed and claims that the evolution curve
minimizes :

 t1 
∂H
∗
Π(σ, u̇) =
ϕ(σ) + ϕ (∇u̇ − S σ̇) −
(t, z) dt + H(t1 , z(t1 )) − H(t0 , z0 ) (10)
∂t
t0
among all curves u : [t0 , t1 ] → U satisfying the kinematical conditions on ∂Ω0 and all
curves σ : [t0 , t1 ] → E such that σ(0) = σ0 and
σ · n = f¯ on ∂Ω1

∇ · σ + f = 0 on Ω,

(11)

are satisfied. This expression can be transformed as follows for sake of easiness :


l(t), u =
f (t) · u +
f¯(t) · u
Ω

∂Ω1

Then ∂H
(t, z) = −l̇(t), u. In the other hand : dtd [H(t, z(t))] = σ, ∇u̇ − ε̇I  − l(t), u̇ −
∂t
l̇(t), u. For the minimizer, the kinematical conditions on ∂Ω0 and the equilibrium equations (11) are satisfied and using Green’s formula :
σ, ∇u̇ = l(t), u̇

(12)

that leads to dtd [H(t, z(t))] − ∂H
(t, z) = −σ, ε̇I .
∂t
Time-integrating, replacing in (10) and taking into account (9) leads to the original
BEN principle [3, 4]. The evolution curve minimizes :
 t1
Π(σ, , u̇) =
{ϕ(σ) + ϕ∗ (∇u̇ − S σ̇) − σ, ∇u̇ − S σ̇} dt
(13)
t0

among all curves u : [t0 , t1 ] → U satisfying the kinematical conditions on ∂Ω0 and all
curves σ : [t0 , t1 ] → E and the equilibrium equations (11) are satisfied.

5
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6

THE THICK TUBE PROBLEM

A thick tube which has internal radius a and external one b in plane strain and is
subjected to an internal pressure p > 0 monotonic increasing from zero is studied. The
material is elastic perfectly plastic and isotropic with Tresca model and yield stress σY .
The initial stresses and displacements are null. To ensure in statical equilibrium, the
pressure
must not overcome the limit value. And the dissipation potential is: ϕ(σ) =

χ (σ).
Ω K
The elastic domain is shown below with s the stress deviator tensor :
K = {σ

such that σθθ − σrr − σY ≤ 0}

The inelastic strain rate ε̇I is plastic and denoted ε̇p . The Fenchel conjugate is obtained
combining this rule with the expression of the dissipation power by unit volume and the
yield condition :
D = σ : ε̇p = σY ε̇pθθ
As ε̇pθθ must be non negative, the Fenchel conjugate function is :



∗ p
ϕ (ε̇ ) =
σY ε̇pθθ + χR+ (ε̇pθθ )
Ω

In plane strain and axisymmetry, the displacement is radial. Taking into account the
previous assumptions, the functional (13) becomes :

 t1  
p
p
( χK (σ) + σY ε̇θθ + χR+ (ε̇θθ ) − σ, ∇u̇ − S σ̇ dt
Π̄(σ, u) =
t0

Ω

In this problem, there is no supports (∂Ω0 = ∅).
As the minimum is certainly finite, this amounts to minimizing :

 t1  
p
( σY ε̇θθ ) − σ, ∇u̇ − S σ̇ dt
Π̄(σ, u) =
t0

(14)

Ω

among all the curves among all curves (σ, u) : [t0 , t1 ] → U × E such that σ(0) = 0,
u(0) = 0, satisfying the Tresca yield condition. The normality rule and the equilibrium
equations :
d
(r σrr ) = σθθ
dr
7

for a < r < b,

σrr (a, t) = −p(t),

σrr (b, t) = 0

(15)

MIXED FINITE ELEMENT OF THICK TUBE

The continuum is discretized with mixed finite elements. The continuum mechanics
requires only the continuity of the radial stress across a section r = C te but the hoop stress
is also continuous for the exact solution, an axisymmetric element occupying a volume
α < r < β with four stress connectors is proposed :
g1 = σrr |r=α ,

g2 = σθθ |r=α ,

g3 = σrr |r=β ,
6
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The choice of a polynomial statically admissible stress field is guided by the aim to avoid
the global (or structural) equilibrium equations in the constrained minimization problem.
Only remains the local yield condition.
For the stress field being defined by the four connectors : σrr = h1 + h2 r + h3 r2 + h4 r3 .
Using the internal equilibrium equation in (15), the hoop stress is : σθθ = h1 + 2 h2 r +
3 h3 r2 + 4 h4 r3 . In matrix form, the stress field in terms of stress parameters reads :


h1




 h2 
r3
1 r
r2
σrr


= σe (r) = Re (r) he =
2
3
 h3 
σθθ
1 2r 3r 4r
h4
The stress connectors (16) are linearly depending on the stress parameters: ge = Ce he .
With the connection matrix :


1 α α2
α3
 1 2 α 3 α2 4 α3 

Ce = 
 1 β
β2
β3 
1 2 β 3 β2 4 β3

Eliminating the stress parameters provides the stress field in terms of stress connectors :
σ(r) = Re (r)Ce−1 ge = Te (r)ge

The displacement field is proposed : ur = u1 + u2 r + u3 r2 + u4 r3 to provide a strain field
with the same number of parameters as the one of the stress field.
εrr =

dur
= u 2 + 2 u 3 r + 3 u4 r 2 ,
dr

εθθ =

u1
ur
=
+ u2 + u3 r + u4 r2
r
r

There is two connectors: q1 = ur |r=α and q2 = ur |r=β . Considering two intermediate
equidistant nodes of position :
γ=

2α + β
,
3

δ=

α + 2β
3

Introducing two extra degrees of freedom internal to the element (not connected with the
other ones) : q3 = ur |r=γ and q4 = ur |r=δ . By defining a cubic Lagrange interpolation,
one has :
ur (r) = Ne (r) qe
with :




−(1 − ρ) (1 − 9 ρ2 )
2 
1 
 −(1 + ρ)2 (1 − 9 ρ ) 
NeT (r) =
16  9 (1 − ρ ) (1 − 3 ρ) 
9 (1 − ρ2 ) (1 + 3 ρ)
7
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where ρ = 2 r−(β+α)
. The corresponding strain field can be expressed in term of the nodal
β−α
displacement :


dNe dρ


εrr


=  dρ dr  qe = Be (r) qe
ε(r) =
Ne
εθθ
r

After calculation, one has:

Be (r) =


1
∗
16

J (1 + 18 ρ − 27 ρ2 ) J (−1 + 18 ρ + 27 ρ2 ) J (−27 − 18 ρ + 81 ρ2 ) J (27 − 18 ρ − 81 ρ2 )
1
1
9
9
− (1 − ρ) (1 − 9 ρ2 ) − (1 + ρ) (1 − 9 ρ2 )
(1 − ρ2 ) (1 − 3 ρ)
(1 − ρ2 ) (1 + 3 ρ)
r
r
r
r

with J =
7.1

dρ
=
dr

2
.
β−α

Space discretization of the principle

As usual, the integral are approximated by numerical integration (g = 4 for example)
on every element :
 β
4

∼
A(r) 2 π r dr =
wg A(rg ) 2 π rg
α

g=1

β
So the total dissipation power in the element reads α D(r) 2 π r dr = ΛTg λ̇g with :




w 1 2 π r1
λ̇1
,
Λe =  · · ·
λ̇e =  · · · 
w 4 2 π r4
λ̇4

Performing the assembling thanks to the localization matrices Me , Le , Pe such that :
g e = Me g

qe = Le q,

λ̇e = Pe λ̇

the discretized form of the functional (14) is :
 t1
Π̄(g, q, λ̇) =
(ΛT λ̇(t) − q̇ T (t)G g(t) + ġ T (t)F g(t)) dt

(17)

t0

with :
Λ=
G=

n 

e=1

n


PeT Λe ,

e=1

β
α

LTe BeT (r) Te (r) Me

2 π r dr,

F =

n 

e=1

β
α

MeT TeT (r) S Te (r) Me 2 π r dr

The BEN claims that it needs to find the minimum of (17) with respect to the path
t → (g(t), q(t), λ̇(t)) under the constrains of :
8
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• Equilibrium (on the boundary, the internal equilibrium being satisfies a priori ) :
g1 (t) = −p(t),

g2 (n+1) (t) = 0

• Plasticity (at every integration point g of every element e) :
T
(rg )g − σY ≤ 0,
NY,e

λ̇g ≥ 0,

NY λ̇g = Be (rg ) q̇e − S Te (rg ) ġe

• Initial conditions :
g(t0 ) = 0,

q(t0 ) = 0,

λ̇(t0 ) = 0

With NY,e (r) = MeT TeT (r)NY , NYT = [−1 1].
7.2

Time discretization of the functional

For the time discretization of any physical quantity a, putting aj = a(tj ), ∆aj =
∆a
aj − aj−1 . On each step, one approximates the time rates by ȧ = ∆tjj . As the plasticity is
independent of the time parameterization in statics, for convenience, proposing: ∆tj = 1.
Considering m time step from t0 to tm and enforcing the yield condition only at the
beginning and the end of the step, it has to minimize the objective function:
j=m

(ΛT λ̇j − ∆qjT G gj + ∆gjT F gj )
(18)
Π̄(g0 , · · · , gm , q0 , · · · , qm , λ̇0 , · · · , λ̇m ) =
j=1

under the constrains of :

• Equilibrium (on the boundary, at each time step) :
g0,j = −p(tj ),

g2 (n+1)−1,j = 0

• Plasticity (at every integration point g of every element e and at every time step) :
T
(rg )gj − σY ≤ 0,
NY,e

• Initial conditions :
8

λ̇g,j ≥ 0,
g0 = 0,

NY (rg )λg,j = Be (rg ) Le ∆qj − S Te (rg ) Me ∆gj
q0 = 0,

λ̇0 = 0

SIMULATION RESULTS

The thick tube has an internal radius a = 100 mm and external one b = 200 mm.
A perfect plasticity material with Young modulus E = 210000 MPa, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.3 and yield stress σY = 360 MPa is chosen. Program is coded with Matlab, solver
fminsearch is used to find the local minimum of functional with values of starting points
are always 0.1 for all local values. In simulation, the pressure history t → p(t) is imposed
firstly in statics, the number of elements and time steps are given. By using the results
of pre-processing, local minimum of the functional (18) is calculated.
In here, the thick tube is molded by one, three and six elements (ne = 1, 3, 6) with
two time steps, the first time step is initial conditions for both elastic and elasto-plastic
regimes.
9
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8.1

Elastic regime

In elastic regime, numerical solutions are compared to analytical solution (Fig. 1).
Imposed pressure is 100 MPa which is smaller than elastic limit.
200
150
100

ur analytical
ne=1
ne=3
ne=6

0.09
0.08

ur (mm)

σ (MPa)

0.1

σr analytical
σθ analytical
ne=1
ne=3
ne=6

50

0.07

0

0.06

-50
-100
100

120

140

r (mm)

160

180

200

0.05
100

(a) Stress

120

140

160
r (mm)

180

200

(b) Radical displacement

Figure 1: Comparison of local values in elastic regime
With only one time step, stress and radical displacement field converge to analytical
solution by increasing number of elements. BEN method works well in elastic regime.
8.2

Elasto-plastic regime

In this regime, numerical solutions of Cast3M [5] are reference solutions (Fig. 2) because
analytical one not exists anymore. Imposed pressure is 200 MPa which is bigger than
elastic limit but smaller than limit charge.
Like in elastic regime, with one time step, stress, radical displacement and plastic
multiplier field converge to reference solution by increasing number of element. BEN
method works well in elasto-plastic regime.
9

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The symplectic Brezis-Eleland-Nayroles principle makes it possible to have a coherent
view of the global evolution by calculating all the steps simultaneously. With the present
results, it can prove that this method is robust.
Next step is to test this method in dynamic case with a cyclic charge. Moreover, as
this principle is space-time, the resolution is more expensive, hence the idea of combining
it with a model reduction method such as the PGD (Proper Generalized Decomposition).

10
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Figure 2: Comparison of local values in elasto-plastic regime
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Key words: Wood, Traditional Carpentry Connections, Design.
Summary. Being subject to the horizontal thrust from the carpentry, the Single Step Joint
(SSJ) may be damaged due to the shear crack in the tie beam, entailing the collapse of the
whole timber truss. In order to prevent this brittle failure mode, the reliability of SSJ design
model against the shear crack must be improved by introducing the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ ,
taking into account the Hammock Shape Shear Stress Distribution (HSSSD), parallel to the
grain at the heel depth in the tie beam. The HSSSD and reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ are
significantly influenced by two SSJ geometrical parameters: i) the geometrical proportion
between the shear length and heel depth ݈௩ Τݐ௩ , and ii) the inclination angle ߙ of the frontnotch surface. The present study aims at determining the values of ݇௩ǡௗ by comparing the
numerical results through Finite Element Models (FEM) with the experimental results for
several SSJ geometrical configurations tested. To this end, the HSSSD must be assessed
through different parameters (e.g. average shear stress ߬ ). In order to obtain a realistic curve
of the HSSSD, a Cohesive Zone Model has been settled to simulate the shear crack parallel to
the grain at the heel depth in the tie beam. The numerical results have shown a strong
dependence between the average shear stress ɒ୫ in the tie beam and both SSJ geometrical
parameters ߙ and ݈௩ Τݐ௩ . Furthermore, the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ has been determined as a
product of two components: ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ and ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ . In addition of meeting both conditions
݇௩ǡௗǡఈ  ͳ and ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩  ͳ, empirical equations for both components of the reducer
coefficient have been proposed in order to enhance the reliability of the SSJ design model
against the shear crack.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Being located at the foot of timber trusses, the Single Step Joint (SSJ) is subject to
significant horizontal thrust from long-term and permanent axial compressive loads ܰ௧ in
the rafter. Hence, this traditional carpentry connection may be damaged due to the shear crack
at the heel depth ݐ௩ along the shear length ݈௩ in the tie beam, as shown in Figure 1. This brittle
failure mode has to be prevented since it entails the collapse of the whole timber truss. From a
literature review, Verbist et al. [1] then proposed to check the SSJ design model (1) against
the shear crack by introducing the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ applied to the average shear
strength of wood ݂௩ǡ . In fact, this coefficient takes into account the non-uniform shear stress
distribution ߬ாௗ in the tie beam, also called Hammock Shape Shear Stress Distribution
(HSSSD), resulting in reducing the shear capacity of the Single Step Joint. The other two SSJ
geometrical parameters ܾ and ߚ stated in (1) are the width of the tie beam and the rafter skew
angle, respectively.
ܰ௧  ݇௩ǡௗ Ǥ ݂௩ǡ Ǥ

Ǥ୫୧୬ሺೡ ǡ଼Ǥ௧ೡ ሻ
ୡ୭ୱ ఉ

(1)

From previous numerical research conducted on some types of traditional carpentry joints
linking the rafter to the tie beam [2-6], the HSSSD and reducer coefficient are significantly
influenced by the geometrical parameters of the connection. As regards the SSJ, they depend
on two geometrical parameters [5]: i) the geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear
length and heel depth, and ii) the inclination angle ߙ of the front-notch surface.
In order to improve the reliability of the SSJ design model (1) against the shear crack, the
present study aims at determining the values of ݇௩ǡௗ based on numerical analysis, through
simulating a realistic shear crack in the tie beam with the Cohesive Zone Models (CZM) for
several SSJ geometrical configurations. As per both SSJ geometrical parameters ߙ and ݈௩ Τݐ௩ ,
the HSSSD must be assessed by determining some parameters (e.g. maximal shear stress
߬௫ , average shear stress ߬ along the shear length...). Based on these results, reliable
empirical equations of the reducer coefficient  ୴ǡ୰ୣୢ have to be established.

Figure 1: Non-uniform shear stress distribution ߬ாௗ and related shear crack at the heel depth ݐ௩ parallel to the
grain along the shear length ݈௩ in the tie beam.
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2

NUMERICAL CAMPAIGN

The objective of the present study is to complete previous numerical researches [2-6] on
the non-uniform shear stress distribution, by using the Cohesive Zone Models (CZM) to
simulate the initiation and propagation of the shear crack in the Finite Element Models (FEM)
of SSJ. To this end, the material, SSJ geometrical configurations of specimens tested, finite
element modelling and research methodology have to be clearly defined.
2.1 Wood material
In Finite Element Models, wood can be considered as an orthotropic material, although it
could also be featured by a transversal isotropy to simplify the material properties. Conform
with the experimental data from Verbist et al. [1], it was decided to use Pinus sylvestris as
wood species in the numerical work. Two different methods enable to obtain the material
properties of wood species: either through carrying out several non-destructive and/or
destructive tests for the wood mechanical characterization, or gathering information from a
literature review.
Table 1 gives the material properties in average values for Pinus sylvestris. The
compressive elastic moduli ܧ along the grain (L) and perpendicular to the grain in respect
with the radial (R) and tangential (T) directions were obtained from monotonic compression
tests [1]. On the other hand, a literature review [7,8] was required in order to complete the
lack of information for the other wood properties: Poisson’s ratios ߥ, shear elastic moduli ܩ,
tensile strength ݂௧ǡଽ perpendicular to the grain, shear strength ݂௩ parallel and perpendicular to
the grain, and last but not least the critical fracture energies ܩ . Note that the parameters ݂௩ǡோ
from the Table 1 and ݂௩ǡ from the equation (1) stand for the same wood mechanical property.
For information, the average wood density of Pinus sylvestris is around 450 kg/m³ [1,8].
Table 1: Average values of wood properties for Pinus sylvestris [1,7,8].

Elastic moduli of compression and shear, and Poisson’s ratios
ࡱࢉǡࡸ
[MPa]
7000

ࡱࢉǡࢀ
[MPa]
470

ࡱࢉǡࡾ
[MPa]
904

ࣇࡸࢀ

0.34

0.42

ࢌ࢜ǡࡸࢀ
[MPa]
8

ࢌ࢜ǡࡸࡾ
[MPa]
8

ࢌ࢜ǡࢀࡾ
[MPa]
4

ࣇࡸࡾ

ࣇࢀࡾ

0.56

ࡳࡸࢀ
[MPa]
554

ࡳࡸࡾ
[MPa]
961

ࡳࢀࡾ
[MPa]
54

Tensile and shear strengths
ࢌ࢚ǡૢǡࢀ
[MPa]
3.27

ࢌ࢚ǡૢǡࡾ
[MPa]
3.27

Fracture energies as per the three modes
ࡳǡࡵ
[N/mm]
0.389

ࡳǡࡵࡵ
[N/mm]
0.593

ࡳǡࡵࡵࡵ
[N/mm]
0.593

When modelling diverse possibilities of brittle failure mode inside wood, three types of
displacements, also called cracking modes, are conceivable for the numerical analysis [4,7].
Being conditioned by the tensile strength ݂௧ǡଽǡோ and critical fracture energy ܩǡூ perpendicular
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to the grain, the mode I is related to the pure tensile cracking (i.e. opening deformation)
perpendicular to the crack plane. On the other hand, the mode II and III deal with the crack
propagation due to in-plane shear (i.e. slip deformation) and transverse shear respectively.
The shear strength ݂௩ǡோ and critical fracture energy ܩǡூூ parallel to the grain tie in with the
mode II whereas the shear strength ݂௩ǡ்ோ and critical fracture energy ܩǡூூூ perpendicular to the
grain match the mode III. Since the present study aims at simulating the shear crack in the
SSJ, input data from the mode II have to be settled carefully in the FEM.
2.2 Geometry of SSJ specimens
From the experimental work of Verbist et al. [1], nine SSJ geometrical configurations were
picked up for modelling, since their respective normal load in the rafter ܰ௧ is governed
by the shear crack in the tie beam. Those SSJ geometrical configurations are featured by the
same rafter skew angle ߚ=30° for which the positive contribution of friction forces at the
front- and bottom-notch surfaces on the shear capacity is reduced. On the other hand, they
differ from each other as per their inclination angle ߙ of the front-notch surface and their
geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear length and heel depth. Indeed, both SSJ
geometrical parameters significantly influence the non-uniform shear stress distribution in the
tie beam, the shear capacity and then, the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ [5]. Therefore, the
inclination angle ߙ has been varied between 0, 15 and 30 [°] whereas the geometrical
proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ has been taken as 160/30, 240/40, 240/30 and 240/25 [mm/mm].
In order to complete the present study on the non-uniform shear stress distribution in the
tie beam, five geometrical proportions ݈௩ Τݐ௩ were added for SSJ geometrical configurations
featured by ߙ=0°: 50/30, 75/30, 100/30, 125/30 and 200/30 [mm/mm]. In that way, it makes
easier to establish the relationships of both SSJ geometrical parameters ݈௩ Τݐ௩ and ߙ,
independently from each other, on the shear capacity of the tie beam and then, on both
components of the reducer coefficient (݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ and ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ respectively). In total, 14 SSJ
geometrical configurations were modelled, by selecting the cross-section dimensions of
timber joint elements: 100 x 100 mm for the rafter, and 100 x 160 mm for the tie beam. As a
reminder, all the SSJ geometrical parameters quoted are illustrated in Figure 1.
2.3

Finite element modelling

In the numerical campaign, a 3D deformable solid was used to model in ABAQUS
software all the SSJ geometrical configurations previously described, into three parts as
illustrated in Figure 2: the rafter, the upper and bottom parts of the tie beam. For each part of
the 3D model, an ideal linear elastic and orthotropic wood material was assumed as per the
elastic compressive moduli ܧ , Poisson’s ratios ߥ and elastic shear moduli  ܩfor Pinus
sylvestris given in Table 1.
The static analysis was selected to apply the monotonic compression loading at the top of
the rafter parallel to the grain (ܰ௧ ), conform with the experimental results of Verbist et
al. [1] on SSJ specimens damaged due to shear crack. In order to get close to the realistic
mechanical behaviour of the SSJ within the timber truss under permanent and long-term
loads, two types of boundary conditions were implemented in the 3D model. As shown in
Figure 2, the tie beam is simply supported with free end near the SSJ heel while the opposite
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end at the back side of the connection is anchored, leading to stretching the tie beam parallel
to the grain when loading the rafter in compression.
As regards the front-notch and bottom notch surfaces between the rafter and tie beam, two
types of contact surface properties were settled: the tangential behaviour with isotropic
coefficient of static friction ߤ௦ =0.25 [9], and the normal behaviour featured by a “Hard”
contact. On the other hand, the CZM was used at the interface between the upper and bottom
parts of the tie beam, as a local approach to simulate the initiation and propagation of the
shear crack at the heel depth over the shear length along the grain.

Figure 2: 3D model of Single Step Joint (left) and mesh strategy in the tie beam for the cohesive surface (right).

The CZM approach consists of modelling different brittle failure modes inside wood as per
modes I, II or III previously described in the subsection “2.1 Wood material”, based on
damage mechanics (i.e. initiation, evolution and stabilization) and fracture mechanics. As a
reminder, the scope of the study focuses on the simulation of the shear crack at the heel depth
along the grain in the tie beam, conform with the mode II. To this end, a cohesive surface (i.e.
zero-thickness element) was defined, at the interface between the upper and bottom parts of
the tie beam, through different input properties for the linear traction separation-law already
implemented in ABAQUS:
Cohesive behaviour must be established through three stiffness parameters of the
cohesive surface (ܭூ , ܭூூ , ܭூூூ ) in respect with modes I, II and III. In most of cases,
stiffness parameters can be taken as 105N/mm³ in order to provide enough rigidity to
the CZM requested for a good convergence of numerical results. However, this value
was too high since unrealistic very pinched curve of the non-uniform shear stress
distribution was recorded near the SSJ heel. Besides, the displacement of the upper
part of the tie beam on the cohesive surface was too short, when comparing with the
horizontal displacement from the experimental results [1]. Therefore, the stiffness
parameters (ܭூ , ܭூூ , ܭூூூ ) were calibrated to the value 10³ N/mm³;
Damage initiation can be introduced with the data input of the tensile strength
perpendicular to the grain (݂௧ǡଽǡோ ), the shear strength parallel and perpendicular to the
grain (݂௩ǡோ and ݂௩ǡ்ோ ), given in Table 1, as per modes I, II and III, respectively. Before
initiating damage, the triangle traction-separation law implemented in ABAQUS was
assumed as a linear elastic behaviour [4]. As soon as contact stresses satisfy for
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example the maximum stress criterion (2) defined for the damage initiation, the
stiffness of the cohesive surface starts to degrade. Note that the parameters ߪ௧ǡଽǡோ ,
߬௩ǡோ and ߬௩ǡ்ோ stand for the tensile stress perpendicular to the grain, the shear strength
parallel and perpendicular to the grain on the cohesive surface, respectively;
ఙǡవబǡೃ

݉ܽ ݔ൜

ǡవబǡೃ

Ǣ

ఛೡǡಽೃ

ೡǡಽೃ

Ǣ

ఛೡǡೃ

ೡǡೃ

ൠൌͳ

(2)

Damage evolution depends on the definition of energy-based damage criterion through
a function of mixed-mode fracture for which energies of each mode are dissipated as a
result of the damage process. In fact, the fracture energy is equal to the area below the
traction-separation law previously defined [4]. In the present study, BenzeggaghKenane (BK) function (3) implemented in ABAQUS was chosen to simulate the
damage evolution, by taking into account the fracture energies released (ܩூ , ܩூூ and
ܩூூூ ) and the critical fracture energies (ܩǡூ , ܩǡூூ and ܩǡூூூ ) given in Table 1, as per
modes I, II and III of wood cracking. Note that BK exponent ߟ was taken as 2.284;
ܩǡூ  ൫ܩǡூூ െ ܩǡூ ൯Ǥቀ

ீ ାீ

ீ ାீ ାீ

ఎ

ቁ ൌ ܩǡூ  ܩǡூூ  ܩǡூூூ

(3)

Damage stabilization should be specified in order to control the rate of convergence
during the numerical calculations. To this end, the coefficient of viscosity for the
cohesive surface was settled as 0.1.
As illustrated in Figure 2, a progressive mesh strategy was established in the vicinity of the
cohesive surface at the heel depth of the tie beam along the shear length. Because accuracy of
numerical results heavily depends on the elements size, it is recommended to refine the mesh
as much as possible, although it will lead to increasing the calculation time. From previous
numerical works [5], the maximal shear stress and the pinched curve of the non-uniform shear
stress distribution were concentrated on a small area very close to the SSJ heel. Therefore, the
mesh was refined over 80 mm length near the SSJ heel by assuming a thickness of elements
equal to 1 mm. For information, each element from meshing the 3D model in ABAQUS was
based on C3D8R which is an 8-node linear brick element with reduced integration.
2.4 Research methodology
Through modelling the shear crack in the SSJ, the research methodology firstly aims at
defining better the non-uniform shear stress distribution ߬ாௗ , also called Hammock Shape
Shear Stress Distribution (HSSSD) [5], at the heel depth ݐ௩ along the shear length ݈௩ in the tie
beam. To this end, several HSSSD parameters shown in Figure 3 can be introduced: the
maximal shear stress ߬௫ , the average shear stress ߬ along the shear length, and last but not
least, the shear concentration length ݈ௌ along which the related average shear stress ߬ǡௌ has
to be lower than the average shear strength of wood ݂௩ǡ in order to prevent the emergence of
shear crack in the tie beam. On the other hand, the shear concentration length vary as per the
geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ and cannot exceed the shear length ݈௩ .The two average shear
stresses (߬ and ߬ǡௌ ) over the shear length and the shear concentration length can be
calculated by equations (4) and (5) respectively.
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߬ ൌ



 ߬ሺݔሻǤ݀ݔ
ೡ

߬ǡௌ ൌ



݈௩

 ߬ሺݔሻǤ݀ݔ
ೄ

݈ௌ

(4)

(5)

Figure 3: Parameters related to the Hammock Shape Shear Stress Distribution (HSSSD).

From the previous numerical works on the Notched Joints [4] and SSJ [5], it has been
shown that the HSSSD significantly varies as per the geometry of the connection, such as two
SSJ geometrical parameters ߙ and ݈௩ Τݐ௩ for instance. Besides, the HSSSD is featured by a
non-uniform shear stress distribution at the heel depth along the shear length in the tie beam,
resulting in reducing the shear capacity of the connection. Therefore, the reducer coefficient
݇௩ǡௗ from the SSJ design model (1) is strongly related to the HSSSD parameters and it also
depends on the inclination angle ߙ of the front-notch surface and the geometrical proportion
݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear length and heel depth.
Conform with Verbist et al. [5], both SSJ geometrical parameters, independently from each
other, influence the reducer coefficient so that it can be expressed as a product of two factors
(6): the component of the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ related to the geometrical proportion
݈௩ Τݐ௩ , and the component of the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ as per the parameter ߙ. Based on
the numerical results obtained for the HSSSD parameters ߬ and ߬ǡௌ , equations (7) and (8)
can be proposed in order to calculate both components of the reducer coefficient. Note that
߬ǡௌǡఈ and ߬ǡௌǡ are the average shear stresses over the shear concentration length related to
SSJ geometrical configurations characterized by inclination angles ߙ and 0°, respectively, of
7
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the front-notch surface. It becomes obvious than both equations (7)-(8) check the conditions
݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ 1 and ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ  ͳ [5]. Afterwards, empirical equations can be proposed to
estimate the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ in respect with both SSJ geometrical parameters ߙ and
݈௩ Τݐ௩ , with the aim of improving the reliability of design model (1) against the shear crack.
݇௩ǡௗ ൌ ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ Ǥ ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ
݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ ൌ

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

݇௩ǡௗǡఈ ൌ

ఛ

ఛǡೄ

ఛǡೄǡഀ
ఛǡೄǡబ

(6)

(7)
(8)

Numerical analysis was performed on several geometrical configurations of Single Step
Joint (SSJ) through modelling the shear crack in the tie beam, by using the Cohesive Zone
Model (CZM). From those FEM, the numerical results on the parameters of the Hammock
Shape Shear Stress Distribution (HSSSD) and on both components of the reducer coefficient
݇௩ǡௗ were then obtained and discussed below. Afterwards, empirical equations of the
reducer coefficient were determined and applied in the SSJ design model (1) against the shear
crack to check their reliability.
3.1 HSSSD parameters
As expected from the literature review [2-6], the non-uniform shear stress distribution
shown in Figure 4 is confirmed at the heel depth ݐ௩ along the shear length ݈௩ in the tie beam
and on the modelled cohesive surface too. As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, the HSSSD is
featured by a peak of shear stress near the SSJ heel whereas the shear stress decreases along
the shear length to the tie beam edge. It seems that modelling the shear crack through a
cohesive surface softens the pinched curve of the HSSSD, becoming more realistic when
compared with that from pure elastic 3D models featuring a higher rigidity in the tie beam [5].
Furthermore, a strongly pinched curve of HSSSD involves higher maximal shear stress ߬௫
very close to the SSJ heel, and lower average shear stress ߬ due to faster decrease of the
shear stress along the grain to the tie beam edge. It should be noted that the stiffness
parameters (ܭூ , ܭூூ , ܭூூூ ) highly condition the pinched feature of HSSSD. The higher the
stiffness, the more the curve of HSSSD is pinched.
As detailed in Table 2, it can be shown for the SSJ geometrical configurations with ߙ ൌ Ͳι
that the average shear stress ߬ along the shear length drops with the increase of the
geometrical parameter ݈௩ Τݐ௩ , whereas it reaches the maximal value, equal to the shear stress
߬ǡௌǡ along the concentration shear length ݈ௌ (i.e. the average shear strength of wood ݂௩ǡ )
for ݈௩ Τݐ௩  ʹǤͷ. Conversely, the average shear stress ߬ǡௌǡ , which is estimated on the basis
of empirical values of the geometrical proportion ݈ௌ Τݐ௩ , does not significantly vary
according to the parameter ݈௩ Τݐ௩ , and can then be approximated as a mean value of 6.47 MPa.
When comparing the mean value of ߬ǡௌǡ with those of ߬ǡௌǡଵହ and ߬ǡௌǡଷ , it can be
shown that the average shear stress ߬ǡௌǡఈ , which also stands for the shear strength of wood
݂௩ǡǡఈ under an inclined angle ߙ to grain, raises with the increase of the inclination angle ߙ of
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the front-notch surface. The same observation can be made for the maximal shear stress ߬௫
and the average shear stress ߬ along the shear length. Furthermore, the maximal shear stress
may slightly increase with the decrease of the geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ . It should also be
noted that the values recorded for the parameter ߬ǡௌ are lower than the shear strength
݂௩ǡோ =8 MPa implemented in the FEM, except from the SSJ specimens featured by ߙ=30°.

Figure 4: Non-uniform shear stress distribution ߬ாௗ [N/m²] parallel to the grain in the tie beam (left), and on the
cohesive surface modelled at the heel depth ݐ௩ along the shear length ݈௩ (right).
Table 2: Values of the HSSSD parameters obtained from the cohesive surface for different SSJ geometrical
configurations investigated.

Specimens
labelling
ߙ0°_tv30_lv50
ߙ0°_tv30_lv75
ߙ0°_tv30_lv100
ߙ0°_tv30_lv125
ߙ0°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ0°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ0°_ tv30_lv200
ߙ0°_ tv30_lv240
ߙ0°_ tv25_lv240
ߙ15°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ15°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ30°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ30°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ30°_ tv30_lv240

࢜ Τ࢚࢜
1.67
2.50
3.33
4.17
5.33
6.00
6.67
8.00
9.60
5.60
6.27
5.91
6.58
8.58

ࡿ Τ࢚࢜
1.67
2.50
2.83
2.41
1.83
1.50
1.62
1.87
2.17
1.70
1.55
1.54
1.61
1.98

ࡺ࢘ࢇࢌ࢚ࢋ࢘ 
[kN]
37
56
64
65
60
68
61
63
62
65
70
75
97
90
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࣎ࢇ࢞
[MPa]
12.92
14.22
14.04
13.36
12.32
11.91
11.89
11.84
11.92
12.54
11.99
13.16
13.64
13.569

࣎ǡࡿ
[MPa]
6.39
6.56
6.41
6.76
6.67
6.16
6.76
6.16
6.36
7.45
6.30
8.77
8.22
8.37

࣎
[MPa]
6.39
6.47
5.59
4.50
3.21
2.43
2.59
2.21
2.15
3.35
2.43
3.68
3.21
3.00
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3.2 Reducer coefficient
From the assessment of the HSSSD parameters detailed in Table 2, other numerical results
can be obtained for both components of the reducer coefficient (݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ and ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ ), from
the equations (7)-(8) previously defined. As illustrated in Figure 5, the component of the
reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ starts dropping significantly (݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩  )ͳ اas soon as the
geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear length and heel depth becomes higher than
2.5. On the other hand, the decrease of the coefficient slows down for ݈௩ Τݐ௩  , and a
plateau seems to be reached with a minimal value of ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ =0.35 for high geometrical
proportions (݈௩ Τݐ௩  ͺ). This could be explained by the fact that the shear stress cannot be
distributed in the tie beam over a shear length higher than 8 ݐ௩ , as expected from the design
model against the shear crack [1]. On the other side of the graph, another plateau with a value
of ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ =1 can be inferred for very low geometrical proportions (݈௩ Τݐ௩  ʹǤͷ), by
featuring no reduction of the shear strength ݂௩ǡ .
As shown in Figure 6, the component of the reducer coefficient goes up at a progressively
increasing rate (݇௩ǡௗǡఈ  ͳ) as soon as the inclination angle ߙ of front-notch surface
becomes higher than 0°. Based on those observations and numerical results, empirical
equations (9)-(10) and (11), with R²= 0.998 and 0.96, respectively, were established and
plotted in Figures 5 and 6, in order to estimate both components of the reducer coefficient
(݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ and ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ ), as per both SSJ geometrical parameters ݈௩ Τݐ௩ and ߙ.

Figures 5 and 6: Evolution of both components of the reducer coefficient (݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ and ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ ) as per the
geometrical proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear length and heel depth (left), and the inclination angle ߙ of the
front-notch surface (right).


݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩ ൌ మబ
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In order to check the efficiency of those empirical equations in term of enhancing the
reliability of the SSJ design model against the shear crack (1), the experimental normal loads
ܰ௧ǡ௫ in the rafter obtained from Verbist et al. [1] were compared with the updated
theoretical ones ܰ௧ǡ௧ , for each SSJ geometrical configuration damaged due to the
shear crack. To this end, the relative variation ȟǡ௧ [%] between the experimental and
theoretical normal loads in the rafter was defined in (12). Conform with the numerical results
of the average shear stress ߬ௌǢ (Table 2), the average shear strength of wood ݂௩ǡ was
taken as 6.5 MPa for the theoretical calculations. As detailed in Table 3, the values of the
reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ were determined based on the equations (6)-(9)-(10)-(11). It can be
shown that the updated SSJ design model (1) against the shear crack with the empirical
equations of the reducer coefficient is highly reliable (ȟǡ௧ <10%). However, it may be a
little less reliable (ȟǡ௧ =11.4%) for the SSJ geometrical configuration featured by an
inclination angle of the front-notch surface ߙ=15° and by a geometrical proportion between
the shear length and heel depth ݈௩ Τݐ௩ =6.
(12)

ο୰ୣ୪ǡ୰ୟ୲ୣ୰ =ͳͲͲǤ ሺܰ௧ǡ௫ െ ܰ௧ǡ௧ ሻΤܰ௧ǡ௧

Table 3: Comparison between the experimental and theoretical results for the SSJ geometrical configurations
tested, by introducing values of the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ from empirical equations (9)-(10)-(11).

Specimens
labelling

ߙ0°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ0°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ0°_ tv30_lv240
ߙ0°_ tv25_lv240
ߙ15°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ15°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ30°_ tv30_lv160
ߙ30°_ tv40_lv240
ߙ30°_ tv30_lv240

4

࢜ǡ࢘ࢋࢊǡ࢜Ȁ࢚࢜ 
0.48
0.41
0.35
0.35
0.45
0.39
0.42
0.37
0.36

࢜ǡ࢘ࢋࢊǡࢻ
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.07
1.07
1.30
1.30
1.30

࢜ǡ࢘ࢋࢊ 
0.48
0.41
0.35
0.35
0.48
0.42
0.55
0.48
0.47

ࡺ࢘ࢇࢌ࢚ࢋ࢘ǡࢋ࢞  ࡺ࢘ࢇࢌ࢚ࢋ࢘ǡ࢚ࢎࢋ
[kN]
[kN]
60
68
63
62
65
70
75
97
90

57.64
73.85
63.05
63.05
60.54
79.03
73.2
94.78
90.77

οܔ܍ܚǡܚ܍ܜ܉ܚ
[%]
4.09
7.92
0.08
1.66
7.37
11.4
2.46
2.34
0.85

CONCLUSION

In order to enhance the reliability of the design model of Single Step Joint (SSJ) against the
shear crack, Finite Element Models (FEM) were performed for several SSJ geometrical
configurations, by using a Cohesive Zone Model (CZM) for the simulation of the shear crack
in the tie beam. From the numerical results obtained in the present study, it can be concluded:
Parameters featuring the Hammock Shape Shear Stress Distribution in the tie beam
were defined and assessed by modifying the inclination angle ߙ and the geometrical
proportion ݈௩ Τݐ௩ between the shear length and heel depth;
Reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ was inferred from both average shear stresses ߬ and ߬ǡௌ ,
which highly depend on both SSJ geometrical parameters previously quoted;
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Reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ was expressed as a product of two independent
components, in respect with the SSJ geometrical parameters ߙ and ݈௩ Τݐ௩ , by meeting
beforehand both conditions ݇௩ǡௗǡఈ  ͳ and ݇௩ǡௗǡ௩Ȁ௧௩  ͳ;
Last but not least, efficient empirical equations of the reducer coefficient ݇௩ǡௗ have
been determined, resulting in improving strongly the reliability of the SSJ design
model against the shear crack.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Industry partners of Edinburgh Napier University presented the desire for a long span
timber roof system capable of delivering a clear span of 30m for industrial building projects,
utilising UK Home-grown British spruce (WPCS). The Belfast truss design was identified for
historical and aesthetic reasons, Figure 1.
Design of the members and the connections were investigated. We found that although
home-grown timber is often perceived as being inferior to imported timber it can have greater
density, which is important in the design of timber connections. This research investigates the
advantages of designing this structural roofing system using the recently defined for market
bespoke strength class C16+, which with greater characteristic strength and density values,
better fits the properties of UK grown spruce.

Figure 1 Belfast truss design
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2

UK HOME-GROWN TIMBER

At present, roughly 53 million cubic metres of raw wood material is used in the UK each
year; 81% of that is imported timber [1, 2]. In 2014 the UK was the third highest importer of
timber products in the world, behind China and Japan. 13% of the land area in the UK is
covered by forest. However the European average is 38%, so the UK is still behind its
neighbours. This UK percentage of forest cover was as low as 5% at the turn of the 20th
century, so the UK timber industry is making progress (information from Forestry
Commission website [3]).
38% of sawn timber and 52% of wood panels used in the UK are from home-grown
sources, and it is predicted that the production of timber in the UK is to increase by 50% by
2025 [1]. As the UK timber industry increases, we must look to rely less on imported timber
and start using more home-grown. From the latest Forestry Commission forecasts, we can see
the current spread of species within the UK, Figure 2; the information is from [4, 5]. The
results show that British spruce (WPCS) is dominant in terms of availability and cost. The
two Species that makeup WPCS are Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) ( 90%) and Norway
spruce (Picea abies, PCAB). For the remainder of this research, we will be focusing on
utilisation of British spruce (WPCS).

Figure 2 Standing and Available over bark volume of home-grown wood in the trees (in Great Britain) [4-6]

Home-grown timber is often seen as inferior to imported timber because a relatively small
amount of the UK spruce can be graded to C24 and the industry grades to C16 / reject as
routine. But with perfect grading machines, the same material can achieve the results shown
in Table 1.
The reason British spruce cannot currently
achieve high yields of C24 is because not
enough of it can reach the requirement for
Percentage
strength, stiffness and density. The main
Timber
species
achieving C24
limiting
property is stiffness, rather than
grade
strength and density. The timber grading is
~30%
British spruce
determined by whichever of the three “grade
~75%
UK larch
determining properties” (strength, stiffness
~90%
UK IE Douglas fir
and density) is the one closest to the
requirement. So the limit is the timber, not the
grade/class. These limits have been defined as they correspond fairly well with properties of
the majority of species normally used for construction [7]. Although the number in the grade
corresponds with the bending strength, the actual bending strength of the timber can be much
higher, and this is often the case with UK timber [8]. The strength classes in BS EN 338 [9]
are not completely separate from each other; as property distributions quite often overlap
2
Table 1 UK Home-grown timber C24 grading potential
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between classes [7]. UK timber is generally said to grow too quickly, meaning that it has a
low density. However, studies at Edinburgh Napier University on one of the most popular UK
timbers, Sitka spruce, have shown that the density is the least limiting factor of the timber. It
is correct that it achieves saw log size with a short rotation; the drawback to this is not low
density but low stiffness due to the large ratio of juvenile wood [8].
For example, UK Spruce is often graded C16 but as shown in Table 2 the bending strength
and density are much higher than the grading limits; it is the stiffness that is limiting it to C16.
Recently UK sawmills have been looking into marketing a bespoke strength class C16+
strength class, which with greater characteristic strength and density values, better fits the
properties of UK grown spruce [10].
Table 2 Some strength class requirements [10]

Class

Bending Bending Density
strength

fm,k

Em,0,mean
2

kN/m
C14
C16
C18
C16+
C20
C24

stiffness
2

kN/m

14.0
16.0
18.0
18.5
20.0
24.0

7.0
8.0
9.0
8.0
9.5
11.0

ρk
3

kg/m

Note: fm,k and ρk are 5th percentiles

290
310
320
330
330
350

Figure 3 The characteristic properties of C16+ [8]

Em,0,mean is mean

As timber comes from trees, the maximum length of sawn timber for construction is
restricted by how high trees grow. Standard timber sizes available commercially are usually
100×50mm and 150×50mm and around 3.6m or 4.2m in length, as anything longer or larger
in cross-section can be more difficult and expensive to source. However, industry partners to
the project, BSW Timber, have indicated that their large section mill in Fort William can
produce section sizes up to 450mm × 400mm and up to 8m in length.
3

TIMBER CONNECTIONS AND THE EFFECT OF TIMBER DENSITY

It is commonly stated that “a structure is a constructed
assembly of joints separated by members” [11] and in timber
engineering, the joint is generally the critical factor in the
design of the structure. The strength of the connectors in the
joint will normally dictate the strength of the structure; their
stiffness will greatly influence its overall behaviour, and
member sizes will generally be determined by the numbers and
physical characteristics of the connector rather than by the
strength requirements of the member material.

Figure 4 Structure and connections

The equations used in EC5 rely upon three main parameters of influence for the load
carrying capacity and behaviour of joints with dowel type fasteners, which are:
1. The bending capacity of the dowel or yield moment.
2. The withdrawal strength of the dowel.
3
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3. The embedding strength of the timber or wood-based material.
Note: the timber density is the only timber property that is used in the calculation of lateral
load-carrying capacity.
Bending capacity or yield moment is
theoretically the maximum bending moment
that the dowel type fastener can resist before
going into a plastic deformation. Figure 5
shows a metal dowel connection that has
Figure 5 Metal dowel shear test
been tested into plastic deformation. The
possible strength increase due to the plastic
deformation is disregarded.
Characteristic withdrawal capacity within EC5 for nails comes from the minimum of the
point-side axle withdrawal and the head-side pull-through. Once the characteristic withdrawal
strengths are identified, either from the manufacturer’s test data
or from the EC5 equations, you may still be required
to multiply by a reduction factor depending upon the
penetration depth.
The embedment strength of the timber, or wood-based
product, fh, is the average compressive strength at
maximum load under the action of a stiff straight dowel.
According to BS EN 383 [12], see Figure 6.

Where:

is maximum load of the test, or
load at which a 5mm deformation occurred
is the fastener diameter
is the thickness of the timber

Figure 6 Embedment test

It’s been reported that from experimental tests, the influence factors for the embedment
strength of timber are [13, 14]:
• Density: embedment strength increases in a linear manner with respect to timber
density.
• Moisture content: as this increases the bending strength decreases, and this is
independent of timber species and dowel diameter.
• Diameter of the fixing or the predrilled hole: the embedment strength decreases with
increasing fastener diameter.
• Reinforcement of timber perpendicular to grain: for example, installing self-tapping
wood screws either side of a bolted connection will increase embedment strength
within that timber member.
• Friction between the fixing and timber will increase embedment strength.
The embedment strength calculation method within EC5 is as follows: For connections in
timber and LVL using bolts up to 30mm diameter.
4
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EC5 eq. (8.31)
EC5 eq. (8.32)
Where:
EC5 eq. (8.33)
and:

is the characteristic embedment strength parallel to grain, in N/mm2
is the characteristic density of the timber in kg/m3,
is the angle of the load to the grain
is the diameter of the bolt in mm

Figure 7 shows the increase in lateral shear resistance as density increases for a standard
M6 bolt acting in single shear for all 6 of the failure modes.
The calculation approach used within EC5 is based upon Johansen’s general theory [15,
16], and predicts the method of failure for the timber-to-timber and steel-to-timber
connections using dowel type fixings. This calculates each possible failure mode in turn and
so identifies the failure mode with the lowest resistance. The general format for these
equations can be summarised as: the result from the Johansen’s yield load, multiplied by any
effect from friction, plus the rope effect. See Figure 8.

Figure 7 Density effects on resistance of a fastener

Figure 8 Single shear - failure modes and equations

There are two types of friction effect that can arise between the two timber members in a
connection. The first will develop if the members are in direct contact when assembled; this
friction will be eliminated either if there is no direct contact on assembly or if there is
shrinkage of the timber or wood products in
service. As a result of this it is
conservatively not considered in EC5. The
other will arise when the fasteners yield,
pulling the members together as the
fasteners deform (see Figure 9). This type of
friction will always arise in failure modes
that include yielding of the fasteners,
Figure 9 Dowel in single shear, fastener fully yields
relating to such modes.
5
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The rope effect is the contribution to the lateral load carrying capacity of the point side
withdrawal of dowel type fastener. In order to calculate and optimise the structural timber
connection designs, this research utilised an automated structural timber connection
calculation software, that was created as an output of previous research work and is available
on the Tekla Tedds platform, Figure 10 shows an output example.

Figure 10 Output from the newly created automated connection calculation software

4

BELFAST TRUSS DESIGNS

A Belfast Truss is a variation of the bowstring truss with a curved top chord and horizontal
bottom chord. The chords are linked together with a lattice bracing which can be of various
arrangements. Older descriptions define a
Belfast truss when the lattice bracing
connecting the top and bottom chord is
designed to meet at right angles at uniform
spacing on the top chord [17]. However a lot
of examples do not fit this specific
arrangement; an example of a Belfast truss
roof at Leuchars Airfield is shown in Figure
11. The Belfast truss is very efficient at
taking uniformly distributed loads because
the shape of truss is very similar to the
shape of the bending moment diagram [18].
Figure 11 Belfast Truss Roof of a General Service Shed at
Leuchars Airfield

The Belfast truss was first referenced in 1866 when McTear & co. advertised it as a
‘durable, cheap and handsome roof for felt’[18]. Soon after that several other companies were
offering the same product, such as D. Anderson & Sons Ltd. The use of the Belfast truss roof
was fairly common throughout Great Britain and Ireland, most prominently near ports as the
required timber was easily accessible. They were mostly used to construct shipbuilding sheds,
farm buildings and general-purpose hangars for spans ranging from 6m to 20m [19], until the
need for increased spans saw the use of long-span timber truss construction decline. However
they were still often used for small and medium span building; photographic records by
Harland & Wolff held by the National Museums of Northern Ireland show that many of the
buildings of the Belfast Shipyards in the 1920’s and 1930’s had Belfast roofs, but most of
these buildings no longer exist [17].

6
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Different companies made different variations of the design with the same basic shape:
a) For the original McTear truss each
member of the lattice bracing, if projected
below the bottom chord, would meet at one
of two points about one-third of the span
below the end of the bottom chord as shown
in Figure 6.20a.

a)

b) Figure 6.20b shows the Anderson design
of the truss where the bracing members are
positioned at 45° to the top chord and
uniformly spaced along
the top chord.

b)

c)

d)
Figure 12 Different configurations of Belfast Truss

c) The modern Belfast truss (Figure 6.20c)
has the lattice bracing members at 45° to the
bottom chord and uniformly spaced along
the top chord.

d) The more conventional bowstring truss shown in Figure 6.20d has the lattice bracing
members at 45° to the bottom chord and uniformly spaced along the bottom chord. Gould et
al indicated that this is probably not justified as being a Belfast truss (Gould, Jennings, &
Montgomery, The Belfast Roof Truss,1992). However there are examples of this design being
called a Belfast truss.
Modern examples of Belfast truss roof designs Case studies.
In 2010 Wynstones School completed the construction of their new school hall (Figure
13), which incorporated the Belfast roof truss. Wynstones is a hands-on school, so with
the help of experienced carpenters, the pupils helped to construct nine 18.6m long
Belfast trusses. However, unsure about the all original timber design, the architects and
engineer on the project revised the design to include steelwork at either end of the
building ‘ensuring the timber frame won’t wrack in either direction’. From pictures, it
looks as though the Anderson design has been used for the Wynstones truss, it is also
noted that the ends of the truss are supported by haunched columns, which will provide
a moment resisting connection.
The sawmill building of Esgair Timber in Wales is constructed with a Belfast Truss
Roof. These trusses are 24m long and were designed by Barratt Associates, it can be
seen in Figure 14 that the lattice is spaced evenly along the bottom chord and the
angles are set from the bottom chord, which means they would be considered as
conventional bowstring trusses. It is also clear that the angle of the lattice bracing is not
of the traditional 45ᵒ; this could possibly provide a structural benefit to the truss, but at
this stage that is unclear. Discussions with Barratt Associates indicated that the success
of this building was as much to do with the skills of the carpenter as it was the
engineering design.

7
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Figure 13 Wynstone School, Belfast trusses
(photo courtesy of David Gregory architects)

Figure 14 Belfast trusses at Esgair Timber (photo courtesy of Barratt
Associates)

The standard height to length ratio of the trusses were generally between 1:5 and 1:10, and
it has been found that as the ratio increases it reduces the angle at the eaves and increases the
forces at this point [19]. For modern trusses it is useful to set the radius of the arched top
chord equal to the length of the truss. Therefore the height of the truss is roughly 13.4% of the
truss length [20].
Example:

Span
Arc_radius

C = 30 m
R = 30 m

Height

H = R - (R2 – (C2 / 4)) = 4.019 m
(100 / C) × H = 13.4 %

2D analysis of the truss frame was undertaken for both the standard characteristic
properties of C16 to EN 338 [9] and the newly defined home-grown C16+ for British spruce
(WPCS) [1, 8, 10]. Then it was identified that the maximum bending moment in the bottom
chord was between the eaves supports and the quarter span position as shown in the bending
moment diagram in Figure 15 and Figure 16 This confirms what was established in the review
of previous work regarding the maximum bending moment position. This is quite different
from a standard beam where the maximum bending moment is generally found in the centre
of the beam. The bow-string type Belfast truss was the only configuration investigated in this
project, replicating what was found in the case study of the truss at Esgair Timber. The review
of previous work suggested that different configurations of the latticework within the Belfast
truss make little difference to the structural behaviour of the truss. However, it was found that
changing the angle of the latticework had an impact on forces in the lattice members. The
resulting angle chosen was 60ᵒ as this reduced the length of the lattice member and gave a
suitable connection design. While undertaking the connection design, problems with the
splitting capacity of the bottom chord led to trying a truss with a lattice bracing at an angle of
45ᵒ, which gave a worse splitting capacity utilisation. It may be the case that because we are
looking at a larger span, this may be magnifying the effect of the different configurations. Part
of the configuration is the spacing of the lattice bracing; initially a 2m spacing was applied
but the review of the 2D analysis identified that the loads in the lattice members were quite
high, so this spacing was reduced to 1m. This effectively doubles the number of lattice
members, reducing the load in each member, which reduces the connection design. The
member size can be reduced only if the adjusted size still conforms to the EC5 member design
calculations. A suitable balance must be struck between these in order to get the most efficient
design.
8
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Figure 15 Bending moment example diagram

Figure 16 Appropriately located butt and scarf joints

Member design before final optimisation: the top chord is comprised of two 200mm x
250mm sections on either side of the lattice bracing with a 600mm x 50mm top piece to join
the two side pieces of the top chord together. When the top chord is in compression then the
full cross-section can be utilised but due to the staggered butt joints (See Figure 16), when the
top chord is in tension then only one side section and the top piece is utilised. Then the
bottom chord is comprised of two 200mm x 400mm sections on either side of the lattice
bracing, as the bottom chord is jointed with scarf joints (Figure 18) Then the full cross-section
can be utilised in both compression and tension. However the bending strength of the bottom
chord will need to be reduced in the locations of any scarf joint to a third of its equivalent
solid timber section; Figure 16 shows appropriate locations of main member joints. Lattice
members are 100mm x 250mm single pieces of timber. Figure 17 contains the cross-sectional
dimensions for the member design before final optimisation with respect to timber density.

Figure 17 Cross-Section of truss members

9
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Figure 18 Plan view of bottom chord, Scarf joint

5

CONCLUSIONS

Home-grown timber is often perceived as inferior to its imported equivalent but from the
results of this research, it has been demonstrated that home-grown timber can satisfy all the
Eurocode 5 structural checks for this Belfast truss design. When designing the connection, the
only timber property that the calculation takes into account is the density of the timber. The
new created C16+ grade of UK home-grown timber has a greater density than that of standard
graded C16.
Most C16 timber on the UK market is home-grown, but when designing this Belfast truss
example, using the density properties of the C16+ in comparison to standard C16, we observe
that the calculated minimum size of the timber members and the fixings can be reduced. For
illustration: The calculated size of the bottom chord timbers and the size and number of bolts
in the connection were able to be reduced for the C16+ design, see Table 1 and Table 3. But
when calculating for the standard C16 grade, we find failure in shear capacity for this reduced
design. This proves that utilising the greater density characteristics of the C16+ graded homegrown timber can provide stronger connections with fewer fasteners, thus allowing section
sizes of the members to be reduced.
Table 3 Connection Design for C16 and C16+ timber members

Density

ρk
Timber
C16
C16+
C16
C16+

kg/m3
310
330
310
330

Shear
Capacity

Splitting
Capacity

Utilisation Utilisation
0.843
0.803
1.037
0.977

0.809
0.809
0.998
0.998

Connection
9 no. M18 bolts, 400x200mm chord
9 no. M18 bolts, 400x200mm chord
6 no. M16 bolts, 350x150mm chord
6 no. M16 bolts, 350x150mm chord

In conclusion, this example of a 30m clear span Belfast truss roof system using UK homegrown timber graded to C16+ as opposed to standard C16 grade timber generated savings of:
• Timber section dimensions savings of 34.4%
• Metal fixings (bolts) savings of 47.3%
6

`FUTURE WORK

This project was ideal for demonstrating a computational timber connection calculation
software previously created within the research group. This software allowed for parametric
optimisation of the Beflast truss design. Continued work will focus on the digitization design
capacity for timber-rich houses, with a focus on home-grown timber.
10
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Abstract. This paper aims at estimating the stiﬀness of Glued Laminate Timber (GLT)
beams on the basis of an accurate analysis of the board’s mechanical properties and a
simple composite beam theory. Modern grading technologies, like laser scanning, have the
capability to accurately detect grain orientation on the surface of timber boards, allowing
for an accurate analysis of local mechanical properties. Conversely, this information is
only partially exploited in the estimation of strength and stiﬀness of GLT structural elements since, also nowadays, the mechanical properties of GLT beams are evaluated only
on the basis of boards grading, leading to extremely cautious but also coarse estimations.
A recent paper exploits information on wood’s mechanical properties and high resolution
data on grain orientation in order to estimate GLT beam stiﬀness obtaining promising
results. Unfortunately, the approach needs highly reﬁned 2D Finite Element (FE) analysis resulting quite expensive from the computational point of view. Aiming mainly at
reducing the computational cost, this paper exploits high resolution information for the
estimation of homogenized mechanical properties of boards. Thereafter, it uses the so
called composite beam theory for the direct estimation of the GLT beam stiﬀness. The
comparison with experimental data highlights that the proposed approach provides estimations with an accuracy similar to 2D FE analysis, but, since it is signiﬁcantly cheaper,
it turns out to be more convenient. Finally, the simplicity of the beam model allows for an
easier understanding of relations between input and output, facilitating a more rigorous
interpretation of experimental data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Timber is an excellent building material: it comes from a renewable resource, exhibits
a very good strength vs weight ratio combined with good insulation properties, and its
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life cycle assessment is considered to be very positive. As a consequence, its usage is
worldwide increasing and the technologies used in wood industry are continuously evolving
in order to increase the eﬃciency of production processes and the performance of wooden
products. One big challenge, however, is that wood is a naturally grown material and
its mechanical properties are subjected to high variability. As a consequence, to meet
reliability, safety, and functionality requirements of structural elements, national and
international standards deﬁne very conservative processes in raw material selection and
high safety coeﬃcients for both ultimate and serviceability limit state analysis (UNI EN
1408, 2011; EN 1995, 2004). Obviously, this translates into a low exploitation of the real
material potential. Thus, the development of new and more accurate grading strategies
as well as the exploitation of newly available technologies are strongly in the focus of
wood research (Petersson, 2010; Olsson et al., 2012). In practice, for example, this trend
leads industries to progressively abandon manual grading of boards which is replaced by
automatic grading machines in Glued Laminated Timber (GLT) beam production lines.
Within this complex and evolving context, several eﬀorts are contributing to the deﬁnition of new procedures for an eﬀective estimation of the GLT beams’ mechanical properties. As an example, Olsson et al. (2013) proposed a new and accurate grading method for
timber boards. Speciﬁcally, they detect the grain angles on board’s surfaces using a high
resolution laser scanner device. Thereafter, they use this information for computing local
Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) and, trough simple homogenization technique and suitable
calibration of parameters, cross-sectional stiﬀnesses. Finally, they identify the minimal
cross-section stiﬀness as a property highly correlated with boards’ strength. Aiming at
evaluating the eﬀectiveness of the proposed procedure in predicting timber boards’ mechanical properties, Olsson et al. (2013) compare the proposed method with several others
existing in literature and extensively used in wood industry. The analysis of 105 boards of
Norway spruce indicates that the proposed procedure gives the possibility to signiﬁcantly
enhance the eﬀectiveness of boards’ grading.
According to these results, Kandler et al. (2015) exploited the laser scanner technology
in order to predict GLT beam stiﬀnesses. Speciﬁcally, they evaluate the clear wood mechanical properties according to an enhanced MicroMechanical Model (MMM) (Hofstetter
et al., 2005) and, on the basis of high resolution information on grain angle, estimate the
local axial stiﬀness of 350 boards from grading classes LS15 and LS22. The comparison
with dynamical tests on boards reveals a good accuracy of the proposed procedure with
coeﬃcient of determination R2 > 0.85. Thereafter, they assemble boards in 50 GLT
beams (including 5 diﬀerent conﬁgurations) tracking the lamellas throughout the production process. Finally, they use information on stiﬀness distribution in a highly reﬁned
2D Finite Element (FE) model and run linear analysis in order to estimate the stiﬀness
of assembled GLT beams. Comparison with four point bending test highlights that the
proposed procedure turns out to be accurate, with coeﬃcient of determination R2 > 0.85.
Unfortunately, despite the high accuracy obtained by the so far introduced procedure, the
2D FE model needs up to ∼ 160 000 Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs), resulting therefore too
expensive and slow, especially if compared with the speed of machinery in modern GLT
production plants.
2
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This paper proposes a modiﬁcation of the procedure proposed by Kandler et al. (2015).
In particular, aiming at avoiding the bottle-neck of highly reﬁned 2D FE analysis, this paper applies the so called theory of composite beams for the recovery of cross-section stress
distributions. Subsequently, this information is used for an eﬀective and energetically
consistent evaluation of axial, bending, and shear stiﬀnesses.
On the one hand, the theory of composite beams is based on Timoshenko kinematics
(i.e., it assumes that the cross-section is rigid and can rotate with respect to the beam
centerline), but, given the internal forces and the beam geometry, provides a more accurate
reconstruction of the stress distributions within the cross-section (Bauchau and Craig,
2009, Chapter 5). As a signiﬁcant example, it is worth mentioning that Frese and Blaß
(2012) exploit the composite beam theory for the recovery of stress distribution within
a computer model for the estimation of both stiﬀness and strength of asymmetrically
combined GLT beams.
The simplicity of both the theory of composite beams and the procedure for stiﬀness
calculation has the following three main advantages:
1. the drastic reduction of the computational cost,
2. the capability, starting from information on local boards mechanical properties, to
directly provide parameters useful for practitioners and consistent with models (e.g.,
Timoshenko beams and FE) usually employed in structural analysis, and
3. the possibility to easily recognize the inﬂuence of several parameters on the GLT
beam stiﬀness.
This paper aims at investigating the accuracy and eﬀectiveness of such an approach for the
estimation of GLT beams. Accordingly, the paper uses data on boards MOE reported in
(Kandler et al., 2015) as input for the calculation of the beam stiﬀness and thereafter uses
the results of tests on assembled GLT beams in order to validate the proposed modeling
approach. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 resumes the procedure for the
determination of the board’s stiﬀness, Section 3 provides formulas for the estimation of
beam stiﬀness, Section 4 analyzes the obtained numerical results, and Section 5 discusses
ﬁnal remarks and delineate future research.
2

SYNOPSIS OF THE PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
THE BOARD’S STIFFNESS

This work uses the results obtained in the study of Kandler et al. (2015). The procedure
presented therein includes (a) the computation of the clear wood stiﬀness tensor using
MMM and (b) the homogenisation over each cross section to obtain a so-called stiﬀness
proﬁle Eboard (x). MMM takes clear wood density, moisture content, microﬁbril angle and
species speciﬁc properties into account (Hofstetter et al., 2005). While the clear wood
properties are assumed constant within each board, the ﬁbre angle course varies strongly,
particularly in the vicinity of knots (Phillips et al., 1981). Therefore, Kandler et al
made use of ﬁbre angle measurements obtained by employing a tracheid eﬀect-based laser
3
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scanning device (Petersson, 2010). The measurements are obtained on a grid of approx.
1 mm in longitudinal direction and 4 mm in lateral direction of the board. In each
measurement point, the previously obtained clear wood stiﬀness tensor is transformed
according to the corresponding ﬁbre angle value. Thereafter, for each cross section, the
mean value of the stiﬀness tensor component in x-direction is computed, resulting in a
stiﬀness proﬁle as shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1: (a) Typical wooden board and (b) resulting stiﬀness proﬁle as well as the eﬀective stiﬀness
value.

In contrast to the full stiﬀness proﬁle model, in this work the input information is
reduced to a constant, homogenised stiﬀness value Eboard,eﬀ for each lamella. For the
homogenised stiﬀness, the model analogy of strings in series is employed, i. e. an eﬀective
longitudinal stiﬀness value Eboard,eﬀ for each board is computed according to
Eboard,eﬀ =  L

L

1
x=0 Eboard (x)

,

(1)

where Eboard (x) is the stiﬀness proﬁle and L is the length of the board. On average, the
homogenised stiﬀness value is 12.4% and 7.3% lower than the maximum stiﬀness proﬁle
value (which corresponds to the clear wood stiﬀness value), for the two grading classes
LS15 and LS22, respectively. The only factor responsible for this diﬀerence is the ﬁbre
angle distribution within each board. Since for the higher grading class LS22 less knots
and less ﬁbre deviations are observed, it is also reasonable that the diﬀerence between
maximum stiﬀness value and homogenised stiﬀness value is smaller than for the lower
grading class.
3

STIFFNESS ESTIMATIONS BASED ON COMPOSITE BEAM THEORY

This section provides the formulas used for the cross-section stiﬀness estimation. Specifically, according to the Timoshenko kinematics, the composite beam theory assumes that
the cross-section is rigid and can rotate around the cross-section neutral axis, parallel to
4
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the z axis. As a consequence, axial strain εxx (y) has a linear distribution with respect to
the thickness coordinate y, as illustrated in Figure 2 (c). Thereafter, considering the layered non-homogeneous cross-section depicted in Figure 2 (a) and the piecewise constant
distribution of axial MOE E (y) depicted in Figure 2 (b), the axial stress turns out to be
piecewise linear with respect to y i.e., σxx (y) = E (y) · εxx (y) as illustrated in Figure 2
(d).

Figure 2: GLT beam cross-section geometry (a), MOE E (y) (b), axial strain εxx (y) (c), and axial stress
σxx (y) (d) distributions within the cross-section. Adopted notation: n number of layer constituting the
beam, hb board’s thickness, b beam depth, board’s mechanical properties: Ei and Gi longitudinal MOE
and shear modulus, respectively.

The GLT beam axial stiﬀness is deﬁned as
 htot
∗
E (y) dy
EA = b

(2)

0

the y coordinate of the neutral axis of the cross-section subjected to a pure bending
moment reads
h
b 0 tot E (y) ydy
∗
c =
(3)
EA∗
and, ﬁnally, the GLT beam bending stiﬀness reads
 htot
∗
EI = b
E (y) (y − c∗ )2 dy
(4)
0

For convenience, we introduce the equivalent MOE of the beam that could be deﬁned
according to the axial stiﬀness
EA∗
(5)
E axial =
bhtot
or according to the bending stiﬀness
E bend = EI ∗
5
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It is obvious that, considering composite beams, Equations (5) and (6) provide diﬀerent
estimations of the beam’s MOE. At least, estimation provided by Equation (6) is sensitive
to the board’s layout whereas the estimation provided by Equation (5) is not inﬂuenced
by any permutation of the board’s order. Considering the great dispersion (i.e., the
considerable standard deviation) of the board’s MOE (see e.g., Kandler et al., 2015, Table
3), it is reasonable to expect some diﬀerence between the two herein proposed estimations.
Conversely, the timber engineering practice does not distinguish axial and bending MOEs
(Porteous and Kermani, 2013; BS EN 1194, 1999).

This section compares the bending MOE estimations provided by Equation (6) and
the ones based on four point bending tests. Kandler et al. (2015) provide the board’s
longitudinal stiﬀness on the basis of the results of axial dynamical tests and on the basis
of MMM and grain angle. Consistently, the estimation of the bending GLT beam MOE
bend
bend
will be indicated as Enum,dyn
or Enum,M
M M , according to the source of board’s data
employed for the calculation. The estimations based on the four point bending tests,
obtained according to the procedure detailed by Kandler et al. (2015) and indicated in
bend
the following as Eexp
, are herein considered as reference values.
bend
In Figure 3 the bending MOE values Enum,dyn
evaluated on the basis of board’s dynamic
bend
.
tests are plotted against the experimental results of the four point bending tests Eexp
In Table 1 the relative statistics are reported.

6
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Table 1: Coeﬃcient of determination R2 for the GLT beam bending MOE evaluated on the basis of
bend
bend
and the experimental results of the four point bending tests Eexp
,
board’s dynamic tests Enum,dyn
estimation of the mean value e and the standard deviation s of the normalized error.
bend
For the prediction of the bending MOE Enum,dyn
the coeﬃcient of determination R2
ranges from 0.77 to 0.99 considering separately each type of beam whereas the coeﬃcient
of determination R2 for all the types is equal to 0.95. Conversely, looking at the normalized
bend
error e, it is possible to notice that the bending MOE Enum,dyn
tend to overestimate the
bend
experimental data Eexp , with an error ranging from 5% to 9%. Finally, the standard
deviation of the normalized error s ranges from 1.5e-2 to 5.7e-2.
bend
In Figure 4 the bending MOE values Enum,M
M M evaluated on the basis of MMM and
grain angle are plotted against the experimental results of the four point bending tests
bend
Eexp
. In Table 2 the relative statistics are reported.

bend
Figure 4: Comparison of the GLT beam bending MOE Enum,M
M M evaluated on the basis of MMM
bend
and grain angle with the experimental results of the four point bending tests Eexp
.

Table 2: Coeﬃcient of determination R2 for the GLT beam bending MOE evaluated on the basis of
bend
bend
MMM and grain angle Enum,M
M M and the experimental results of the four point bending tests Eexp ,
estimation of the mean value e and the standard deviation s of the normalized error.

7
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bend
2
For the prediction of the bending MOE Enum,M
M M the coeﬃcient of determination R
ranges from 0.55 to 0.94 considering separately each type of beam whereas the coeﬃcient
bend
of determination R2 for all the types is equal to 0.9. Furthermore, Enum,M
M M evaluated
via the composite beam theory tends to underestimate the experimental data with a
maximal error of 5% and a mean value smaller than 2%. Finally, the standard deviation
of the normalized error s ranges from 2.0e-2 to 11.6e-2.
Comparing this results with the ones reported in (Kandler et al., 2015, Table 5), it
is possible to appreciate how the simpliﬁed estimation herein proposed leads to increase
the coeﬃcient of determination considering both all the samples together and each type
separately. Furthermore, it is possible to notice that the simpliﬁed approach generally
reduces or do not aﬀect the magnitude of both the normalized error and the standard
deviation for each beam type considered separately (with the exception of types D).
Conversely, analyzing all the samples together, it is possible to notice how the simpliﬁed
approach tends to underestimate whereas 2D FE tends to overestimate experimental data,
despite the magnitude of error and standard deviation are similar.

4.2

Axial MOE

This section compares the axial MOE estimations provided by Equation (5) and the
ones based on dynamic tests. The estimation of the axial GLT beam MOE will be
axial
axial
indicated as Enum,dyn
or Enum,M
M M , according to the source of the board’s data employed
for the calculation. Conversely, the estimations based on the dynamic tests on beams,
obtained according to the procedure detailed by Kandler et al. (2015) and indicated in
axial
the following as Eexp
, are herein considered as reference values.
axial
In Figure 5 the bending MOE values Enum,dyn
evaluated on the basis of board’s dynamic
axial
. In
tests are plotted against the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp

axial
Figure 5: Comparison of the GLT beam axial MOE Enum,dyn
evaluated on the basis of board’s dynamic
axial
tests with the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp
.

Table 3 the relative statistics are reported.
8
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Table 3: Coeﬃcient of determination R2 for the GLT beam axial MOE evaluated on the basis of board’s
axial
axial
and the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp
, estimation of
dynamic tests Enum,dyn
the mean value e and the standard deviation s of the normalized error.
axial
For the prediction of the axial MOE Enum,dyn
the coeﬃcient of determination R2 ranges
from 0.85 to 0.98 considering separately each type of beam whereas the coeﬃcient of
determination R2 for all the types is equal to 0.97. Furthermore, looking at the normalized
axial
error e, it is possible to notice that the axial MOE Enum,dyn
is a good estimation of the
axial
experimental data Eexp , with an error magnitude always smaller or equal than 1% for all
the types, with the exception of type D. Finally, the standard deviation of the normalized
error s ranges from 1.1e-2 to 3.4e-2.
Comparing this results with the ones reported in (Kandler et al., 2015, Table 4), it
is possible to appreciate how the herein proposed simpliﬁed estimation leads to increase
signiﬁcantly the coeﬃcient of determination, especially when each type is considered separately. Furthermore, it is possible to notice a moderate reduction of the normalized error
(excluding types A and E) whereas the standard deviation of the simpliﬁed approach is
approximatively the half of the one obtained using enhanced FE. Maybe, accounting for
the stiﬀness variations along the boards introduces some noise in the modeling procedure
proposed in (Kandler et al., 2015), leading to the lower correlation so far highlighted.
axial
Furthermore, since both the input data for the model and the reference values Eexp
are
obtained using the same experimental procedure, both are aﬀected by the same systematic errors, leading to the highest coeﬃcients of determination and the lowest normalized
error e and standard deviation s.
axial
In Figure 6 the axial MOE values Enum,M
M M evaluated on the basis of MMM and grain
axial
angle are plotted against the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp
. In
Table 4 the relative statistics are reported.

Table 4: Coeﬃcient of determination R2 for the GLT beam axial MOE evaluated on the basis of MMM
axial
axial
and grain angle Enum,M
M M and the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp , estimation
of the mean value e and the standard deviation s of the normalized error.
axial
2
For the prediction of the axial MOE Enum,M
M M the coeﬃcient of determination R
ranges from 0.38 to 0.94 considering separately each type of beam whereas the coeﬃcient of
determination R2 for all the types is equal to 0.89. Furthermore, looking at the normalized
axial
error, it is possible to notice that the axial MOE Enum,M
M M tends to underestimate the

9
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axial
Figure 6: Comparison of the GLT beam axial MOE Enum,M
M M evaluated on the basis of MMM and
axial
.
grain angle with the experimental results of the beam’s dynamic tests Eexp

axial
experimental data Eexp
, with an error magnitude ranging from 6% to 11%. Finally, the
standard deviation of the normalized error ranges from 1.5e-2 to 9.5e-2, resulting similar
to one obtained for bending MOE.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper considers a simpliﬁed approach for the evaluation of the GLT beam stiﬀness based on an accurate analysis of the board mechanical properties and the theory of
composite beams.
The comparison of the results obtained with the herein proposed simpliﬁed method,
reﬁned 2D FE analysis, and experimental tests allows to conclude that the simpliﬁed
method provides reasonable estimations in most of cases. In particular the following
main conclusions can be drawn:
1. The accuracy of the stiﬀness estimations proposed in Section 3 are similar or even
slightly better than reﬁned 2D FE analysis proposed in (Kandler et al., 2015). It is
reasonable to suppose that highly reﬁned data on stiﬀness distributions are aﬀected
by some error. Maybe, the FE analysis propagates this error whereas the simpliﬁed
formulas, using averaged values, mitigate the eﬀects of noise on board’s data.
2. Results obtained on the basis of board’s dynamic tests have generally an higher
coeﬃcient of determination and a lower standard deviation of the normalized error
if compared with the results obtained from MMM and grain angle. This trend
is expected since dynamic testing directly provides averaged information for the
whole board, avoiding therefore error propagation coming from elaboration of local
information on grain angle and error source represented by the estimation of MMM
parameters.
3. Distinction of axial and bending MOE allows for a better ﬁtting of both data coming
10
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from dynamic and four point bending tests on beams, indicating that the adoption
of a unique mechanical parameter E in order to identify the beam stiﬀness may
introduce undesirable errors.
On the one hand, since the simpliﬁed approach turns out to be signiﬁcantly cheaper
than the considered 2D FE, it maybe represents a better approach for the estimation of
the GLT beam bending MOE. On the other hand, the composite beam theory can not
provide any information on local stress distributions. Therefore, it is expected to be a
coarse instrument for the estimation of GLT beam strength.
Future research includes the consideration of more reﬁned beam theories in order to
model the eﬀects of knot distributions.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this research is to determine the stress distributions on the
contact surfaces between the logs of the historical carpentry corner joints. The additional
purpose is to compare the stress distribution for four different boundary conditions in the case
of dry and wet pine wood. The paper presents the results of numerical analysis of the shortcorner dovetail connection and the saddle notch corner joint, which are in common use in
currently preserved objects of wooden architecture. The wood has been modelled as an
orthotropic material. The numerical calculations have been carried out using
MSC.Marc/Mentat software. The knowledge about the damage zones in the connections is
immensely important, due to the need for maintenance, renovation and the reinforcement of
existing elements in many timber historic buildings.
1

INTRODUCTION

Historically, wood was widely used in the construction of structures due to good strength
parameters and the wide availability of the material. Timber structures are more complicated
in analysis and design than steel o concrete structure due to heterogeneity of the material [1]
and its sensitivity to moisture and biological damage [2, 3]. As reported in literature, its
strength and flexibility depend on humidity, temperature, density and aging [4, 5]. Currently,
more attention is focused on restoring valuable historical buildings [6], and therefore there is a
need for reliable structural modelling and analysis that could be the basis for an effective
repair to ensure the safety of the structure.
The development of carpentry, dated to the period from the 13th to 17th century,
contributed to significant improvements in joining techniques that resulted in a number of
new types of carpentry joints. Some modifications developed within those centuries mainly
consisted of changing the geometry and the introduction of locks inside the joint, sometimes
in a very complex form [7, 8].
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Depending on the form and expected functions many types of carpentry joints can be
distinguished [9, 10]. A lot of them have been studied and presented in research papers (see
e.g., [11, 12]) but the vast majority of them concern the analysis of typical joinery in the
historic roof structures. In general the timebr structures are anlaysed in terms of
experimentation [13–16], numerical analysis [17–22] and also about temperature and
humidity effect on the strength of wood [23–25]. Some studies on the stress state and failure
analysis of timber structures can also be found in [11, 26, 27].
Despite their popularity in historical buildings, it is difficult to find research on the
carpentry connections of wall corners in log buildings (see e.g., [28]). And it would be
extremely important for proper maintenance, renovation and strengthening of existing
elements in many historic wooden structures [29].
This study presents some aspects of numerical modelling and analysis of the historic
carpentry corner wall connections. Two types of joints are analysed, a short-corner dovetail
connection, and a saddle notch joint. Different boundary conditions and different load systems
are applied to perform the finite element analysis. The main goal of the analysis is to find the
stress distribution in the loaded wall with traditional carpentry joints constructed from logs in
different ways, to simulate their mechanical performance. The material parameters of the
wood taken into the analysis come from 4-point bending tests.
2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Geometry of short-corner dovetail connection and material parameters
The geometry of the connections can be varied depending on the place and time of the
object’s construction in which the connections are used. In the paper, the dimensions of the
analysed connections have been scaled into 1:2 in relation to the geometry described by [30].
The analysed carpentry joints consist of five logs. The cross-section dimensions of a single
wooden beam are 75 x 135 mm. The length of each log is 1000 mm for the short-corner
dovetail connection. In turn, the length of each log is 1075 mm for the saddle notch corner
joint. The geometry of the short-corner dovetail connection and the saddle notch corner joint
haves been presented in figure 1.

Figure 1: Geometry of carpentry joints: a) short-corner dovetail connection, b) saddle notch corner joint

The material of the joints has been modelled as a pine wood. Due to the dependency of the
material properties on the directions of the wood fibres, the pine wood has been defined as an
orthotropic material. The numerical calculations have been performed in two variants of
moisture (dry and wet wood). The measured wood moisture for the dry wood was
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approximately 10%, in turn for the wet wood approximately 21%. The value of the
longitudinal elastic modulus EL has been calculated on the basis of the 4-point bending tests.
Another parameters have been estimated based on [1] in relation to the values of the
longitudinal elastic modulus. The material parameters of pine wood for the wood moisture
10% and 21% are presented in table 1, where L represents longitudinal direction, Ttangential direction and R – radial direction of the wood. The 4-piont bending tests have been
carried out on specimens of approximately 300 mm of active length.
Table 1: Material parameters of pine wood

Material
constant
EL
ER
ET
GRT
GTL
GLR
νRT
νTL
νLR

Value for dry wood
(10%)
1.23·1010
1.25·109
8.35·108
6.14·107
5.65·108
6.02·108
0.469
0.024
0.316

Value for wet wood
(21%)
7.85·109
8.01·108
5.34·108
3.93·107
3.61·108
3.85·108
0.469
0.024
0.316

Unit
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
-

The cross-section dimensions of the specimens have been approximately 40 mm by 20
mm. The scheme of the test has been presented in figure 2.

Figure 2: Scheme of the laboratory stand of 4-point bending tests

2.2 Numerical analysis
The numerical nonlinear static analysis has been performed using MSC.Marc/Mentat
software. The finite element method has been applied in modelling of the analysed
connections. The numerical model of the short-corner dovetail joint has been built using
approximately 61000 solid tetra elements while the saddle notch corner joint has been
modelled using approximately 101000 solid tetra elements. The finite element mesh has been
adequately refined in the connections’ corners. The contact between the individual elements
of the joints has been taken into account in the analysis. The friction coefficient between logs
has been assumed as 0.25 for the dry wood and 0.2 for the wet wood.
The numerical simulations have been carried out for four different boundary conditions in
order to select the most resistant type of the connection and to determine the stress
distributions in the connections’ corners. The types of boundary conditions applied in the
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analysed carpentry joint have been presented in table 2. For all types of the boundary
conditions, the external surfaces of most bottom logs have been fixed in the direction Z. In
turn, the external surfaces for most top logs have been loaded with the pressure of 13019.2
N/m2 for the dry wood and 14707.6 N/m2 for the wet wood. The values of pressure have been
calculated as the dead load of approximately 2.5 m high typical wall. The height of 2.5 m
corresponds to the nineteen logs lying above.

Figure 3: Boundary conditions applied in Type 1 for dry pine wood

The remaining boundary conditions depend on the type of performed analysis and are
described in table 2. The exemplary boundary conditions applied in Type 1 for the dry wood
of the short-corner dovetail connection have been presented in figure 3. The deformations of
the wooden beams in the carpentry connections are very dangerous for the structure when
they are large (e.g. because of possibility of biological damage). Different boundary
conditions (including assumed structure displacements) can lead to such large deformations.
So it has been decided to test different boundary conditions, shown in table 2, in the
simulations of the joints behaviour.
Table 2: Types of boundary conditions applied in analysed carpentry joint

At the end of two logs

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

Fixed displacement
(direction)

Enforced
displacement (value
and direction)

Y and Z
Y and Z
X and Z
X and Z

0.025 m, X
–0.025 m, X
0.025 m, Y
–0.025 m, Y
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At the end of three logs
Enforced
Fixed displacement
displacement
(direction)
(value and
direction)
X and Z
0.025 m, Y
X and Z
–0.025 m, Y
Y and Z
0.025 m, X
Y and Z
–0.025 m, X
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the static analysis of short-corner dovetail connection and the saddle notch
corner joint obtained taking into account the four different types of boundary conditions are
compared in this study. The first important finding of the analysed joints is that there are the
same major principal values of stress and high stress areas for Types 1 and 4, and for Types 2
and 3 of the boundary conditions for both dry and wet pine wood and for both carpentry joints
types. It has been noted that both minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the
highest for the wet pine wood for the short-corner dovetail connection (figures 4-7). In turn,
for the saddle notch joint, both minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the
highest for the dry pine wood.
The minimal principal stress in the short-corner dovetail connection made of wet wood is
distributed symmetrically (Types 1 and 4) and the highest stress areas are concentrated along
the edges of the logs (figure 4). The same situation is in the case of the saddle notch corner
joint (figure 8). The minimum principal values of stress are much lower in case of dry pine
wood with the same type of boundary conditions than in case of the wet wood for the short
corner dovetail connection (figure 4-5). The high stress areas are also smaller, but
concentrated along the edges of the logs like in case of the dry wood (figure 4a). The
minimum principal values of stress for Type 2 of boundary conditions are smaller (< 43 MPa)
than for Type 1 in both cases, dry and wet pine wood. In the case of the saddle notch corner
joint, the situation gives the opposite result. The minimum principal values of stress is much
lower in the case of wet pine wood with the same type of boundary conditions than in the case
of the dry wood (figure 8-9). The areas of the highest stress are larger in the case of dry wood
in relation to the wet wood. In turn, the minimum principal values of stress for Type 2 of
boundary conditions are lower than for Type 1 in both cases, the dry and the wet pine wood,
as for the short-corner dovetail connection.
It has been observed that in the short-corner dovetail connection, the maximum principal
stress distribution is specific. The extreme values of the stress are arranged pointwise at the
contractions in the scarf joint. In the case of the dry pine wood, these stress is almost
unnoticeable in relation to the stress distribution observed in the wet wood (figures 6-7). The
analysed joint have antisymmetric maximal principal stress distribution (Types 2 and 3) in
wet wood and the maximum principal values of stresses are approximately 84 MPa (figure
6b-7b). The maximal principal stress in the saddle notch corner joint made of both dry and
wet pine wood is distributed symmetrically for all types of boundary conditions (figure 1011).
In addition to the described stress distributions, the distinct displacements between logs
have been observed in the short-corner dovetail connection with Type 2 and 3 of the boundary
conditions (figure 7).
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Figure 4: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type
1 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood

Figure 5: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type
2 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood
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Figure 6: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type
1 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood

Figure 7: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of short-corner dovetail connection for Type
2 of boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood
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Figure 8: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 1 of
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood

Figure 9: Minimum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 2 of
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood
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Figure 10: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 1 of
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood

Figure 11: Maximum principal stress [Pa] distribution in the corner of saddle notch corner joint for Type 2 of
boundary conditions for: a) dry wood, b) wet wood
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4

CONCLUSIONS

One of the most popular carpentry joint preserved in structures of wooden architecture
have been analysed with four types of boundary conditions and as a dry and wet pine wood
variants. On the basis of the numerical analysis, the highest stress areas have been established.
In the corner of the analysed connection, the minimum principal stress distributions have been
observed from the inside of the joint. In turn, the maximum principal stress distributions can
be observed from the outside of the connection. It has been noticed that the results are
identical for the joints loaded in two different ways. The first, where the same values of the
forced displacements is applied along the logs (Types 1 and 2) and the second, where it is
applied perpendicularly to them (Type 4 and 3). Type 1 corresponds to Type 4 and Type 2
corresponds to 3. In the case of the short-corner dovetail joint made of wet pine wood, the
stress concentration area in the connection corner is larger than in this joint made of dry pine
wood. Also the maximum values of stress are higher in the wet than in the dry wood. The
opposite phenomenon has been observed in saddle notch joint. It has been noted that both
minimum and maximum principal values of stress are the highest when Type 1 and 4 of
boundary conditions are applied to the joints independently of the wood moisture. The
obtained compressive stress values are much higher than the tensile stress values. For
analysed types of boundary conditions in both considered joints, the vulnerable damage zones
are probably in the same places where the high stress areas are observed in the numerical
results.
On the basis of the obtained stress values, Types 1 and 4 of boundary conditions are more
unfavourable due to the possible destruction along the edges of the logs. In turn, the
deformations in the connection corner are greater for Type 2 and 3 of the boundary conditions
in relation to Type 1 and 4. These type of displacements of the logs exposes the inside
surfaces of the logs to environmental and biological degradation, so it may be particularly
dangerous for the joint and the structure.
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the determination of design sensitivity information of structures with elastoplastic material behavior in the context of shape optimization. Incidentally, design means geometry and external load parameters. Sensitivity
information is provided by a variational approach based on an enhanced kinematic concept that allows a strict separation of geometry and physics. Continuous equations are
first derived and subsequently discretized to compute structural response and response
sensitivities simultaneously within a finite element framework, which results in a very
efficient algorithm to obtain gradient information compared to other numerical methods.
The obtained gradients can be used to solve inverse problems utilizing gradient based
mathematical optimization, such as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP).

1

INTRODUCTION

In structural shape optimization, the geometrical shape of a construction is considered
and optimized with respect to certain properties. Additionally, in this paper not only
the geometric shape but also the shape of the external loads is considered to define the
design of a structure. In this context, we are interested in changes of state variables and
the objective function caused by variations of geometry and external loads in the reference configuration. Design sensitivity analysis (DSA) provides these sensitivities required
for gradient based mathematical optimization. Numerical, analytical or semi-analytical
approaches can be used, an overview is given in [22] and [26]. Analytical gradients can
either be derived from discretized quantities or from continuous quantities that are discretised subsequently. The material derivative approach (MDA), see [13] and [1], and the
domain parametrization approach (DPA), see [10] and [23], are known from literature.
In this work, we use a variational approach advocated in [6, 5, 4]. Here, an enhanced
concept of continuum mechanics using intrinsic and local coordinates is introduced. As
a consequence, geometry and physics are strictly separated and corresponding variations
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can be easily computed on continuous level. A subsequent discretization yields the central
ingredients of the DSA, i.e. the pseudo load and sensitivity matrices, see [3].
Sensitivity analysis regarding external loads has been incorporated in [27, 28] and
references therein. Here, the position of the external load is chosen as design variable. DSA
in the context of inelastic, path-dependent materials requires the additional computation
of variations of internal variables that represent the deformation history. Since the late
1980s many publications concentrate on DSA for time-dependent problems. The authors
in [7] presented a method to analyze sensitivities of structures with linear elastic, kinematic
hardening material behavior, limited to monotonic loading. In [25] a general method of
DSA for time-dependent problems is proposed. Here, especially the direct differentiation
method (DDM) and the method of adjoint variables (ASM) are compared. The authors
recommend using DDM for path-dependent problems, due to the numerical overhead
arising in ASM. Similar works are [14], where explicit integrations are used, and [17],
where the boundary element approach is used. Tangent operators for DSA of plasticity
were firstly derived in [16], see [11] for more details on DPA. The authors in [19] formulated
a DSA method for infinitesimal elastoplasticity without consideration of internal variables.
In [12] a strategy of using an implicit integration algorithm in connection with a consistent
DSA formulation considering internal variables is proposed. A formulation considering
finite elastoplastic material behavior for stationary forming processes can be found in [2].
In [29] an effective algorithm based on the aforementioned direct variational approach
has been developed. Here, infinitesimal as well as finite elastoplastic deformations and
shakedown analysis is considered. The DSA also includes variations of internal variables.
The latter work can be seen as basis for DSA in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we summarize some preliminaries about
the notation, kinematics and fundamentals of variational sensitivity analysis. Sec. 3 gives
a brief overview on the chosen constitutive model and integration algorithm. We focus on
a large strain J2 -elastoplasticity as can be found in the relative literature, see e.g. [30], [31,
20, 21]. Next, variational sensitivity analysis considering inelastic deformations, as in [29],
and further enhancements of the approach, that is considering external loads as variable
design parameters are presented in Sec. 4. By rearranging the obtained equations, we
end up with expressions only depending on design changes. Finally, we emphasize the
findings with a selected numerical example in Sec. 5.
2

PRELIMINARIES

This section introduces the main concepts utilized in this paper and gives hints about
the notation.
2.1

Classical kinematics

We assume an open bounded material body in an undeformed configuration K ⊂ E3
with Cartesian basis Ei . Its boundary is considered piecewise smooth, polyhedral and
Lipschitz-continuous Γ = ∂K, with Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN , where ΓD and ΓN denote the Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary, respectively, such that ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. The deformation of the
2
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material body from K to a corresponding deformed configuration M ⊂ E3 with Cartesian
basis ei is given by

K × It → M ⊂ E3
(1)
ϕ:
(X, t) → x = ϕ(X, t).

For any fixed time t ∈ It , ϕ maps the reference particles X from the reference configuration K to the spatial coordinates x in the deformed configuration M.
The corresponding tangent mapping, that is the deformation gradient, and its Jacobian
are given by
∂xi
F = ∇X ϕ(X, t) =
ei ⊗ Ej and J = det F.
(2)
∂Xj

2.2

Enhanced kinematics

In the context of shape optimization, we do not consider a material body with a fixed
reference configuration. Thus, it is convenient to use an enhanced kinematic concept
within a general continuum mechanical framework. The authors in [18] formulated an
improved viewpoint on the material body using arguments from differential geometry, see
[24] and [15] for a classical presentation. Motivated by this theoretical background, see
[8] for further details, the idea is to rigorously separate physical quantities into geometry
and displacement mappings, see [6, 5]. In detail, a fixed local parameter space B with
Cartesian basis Zi and local coordinates Θ can be introduced.
This idea yields a decomposition of the deformation mapping, Eq. (1) into two independent mappings, i.e. the design dependent geometry mapping κ and the time dependent
motion mapping µ


B × I s → K ⊂ E3
B × It → M ⊂ E3
κ:
; µ:
(3)
(Θ, s) → X = κ(Θ, s)
(Θ, t) → x = µ(Θ, t).
for any fixed time t ∈ It and any design s ∈ Is . The corresponding tangent mappings and
their Jacobian are given by
∂Xi
K = ∇Θ κ(Θ, s) =
Ei ⊗ Zj and Jk = det K,
(4)
∂Θj
∂xi
ei ⊗ Zj and JM = det M,
(5)
∂Θj
which denote the geometry gradient and the motion gradient and their Jacobian, respectively. With these mappings, the deformation mapping, Eq. (1), and the deformation
gradient, Eq. (2), can be written as
M = ∇Θ µ(Θ, t) =

ϕ = µ ◦ κ−1

and F = M K−1 .

(6)

Remark 1. The parameter s is used here as a scalar design variable, which parametrizes
the material body in the reference configuration K = K(s), as well as the material points
X = X(s). A valuable advantage of the aforementioned enhanced kinematic concept is
the absence of implicit dependencies. These dependencies arise not until the definition of
global equilibrium.
3
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2.3

Variations and derivatives

The variation of any quantity ( · )(s; u) w.r.t. u at fixed design ŝ is defined as
δu ( · ) =


d
( · )(ŝ; u +  δu)=0 =: ( · )u
d

(7)

and the variation of any quantity ( · )(s; u) w.r.t. s at fixed û is given by
δs ( · ) =


d
( · )(s +  δs; û)=0 =: ( · )s .
d

(8)

With this notation, the total variation of a quantity ( · )(u, s), depending on the deformation u and the design s, is given by the sum of the partial variations w.r.t. u at fixed
design ŝ and w.r.t. to s at fixed deformation û
( · ) (u, s) = ( · )u (u, ŝ) + ( · )s (û, s) or δ( · ) = δu ( · ) + δs ( · ).
2.4

(9)

Fundamentals of variational sensitivity analysis

To obtain the structural response u for any given design s, in structural analysis the
weak form of equilibrium R(u, η) = 0 is solved for any arbitrary test function η. Any variation in design δs must not violate equilibrium, i.e. the total variation δR has to vanish.
In the elastic case, δR consists of the sum of the partial variations w.r.t. displacements u
and design s, i.e.
!
(10)
δR = δu R + δs R = k(η, δu) + p(η, δs) = 0,
with the bilinear forms
k(η, δu) =

∂R
∂R
δu; p(η, δs) =
δs,
∂u
∂s

(11)

representing the tangent stiffness operator and the general tangent pseudo load operator,
respectively, see [3] for details. Finite element discretization leads the discrete residual
vector R
R(u, η) ≈ R(uh , η h ) = η T R.
(12)
Thus, we obtain the discrete version of Eq. (10)
δR = η T δR = η T [K δu + P δs] = 0

(13)

with the discrete condition
δR = K δu + P δs = 0.

(14)

Here, K is the tangent stiffness matrix and P is the pseudo load matrix.
Furthermore, by manipulating Eq. (14) we obtain the sensitivity matrix S that describes the discrete reaction of the mechanical system to any design perturbation
δu = −K−1 [P δs] = S δs,
4
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With this, the variation of any arbitrary objective or constraint function f (u, s) can be
expressed in terms of design changes


∂f
∂f
∂f
∂f
δf = δu f + δs f =
δu +
δs =
S+
δs.
(16)
∂u
∂s
∂u
∂s
Remark 2. The enhancement of variational design sensitivity analysis for the elastoplastic case is shown in Sec. 4.
3

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

The general isotropic constitutive model used in this paper is a large strain extension
of the classical J2 -elastoplasticity by means of a logarithmic strain measure. For details
on constitutive equations and the integration method, see e.g. [31], [20] or [21].
3.1

Model equations

The weak for of the equilibrium condition reads



R(u, η) =
S : δE dV −
b̄o · η dV −
K

K

∂K

t̄o · η dA = 0

(17)

with S and E denoting the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor, respectively. Assuming large deformations, the deformation gradient F is
split multiplicatively into an elastic and a plastic contribution
F = F e Fp .

(18)

Given a free energy potential of the general form
ψ = ψ(εe , h),

(19)

the Kirchhoff stress tensor can be calculated as
τ =ρ

∂ψ
,
∂εe

(20)



with the elastic logarithmic strain εe = 12 ln Be = 21 ln Fe FeT . A von Mises type yield
function is incorporated


2
Φ = J2 (τ d ) −
Y (α) ≤ 0,
(21)
3
where J2 (τ d ) denotes the second invariant of the deviatoric Kirchhoff stress tensor and
Y (α) = Y0 +H α defines the elastic threshold in terms of the linear hardening slope H. As
the result of the maximum dissipation principle, we receive the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
γ̇ ≥ 0, Φ ≤ 0, γ̇ Φ = 0.
5
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Here, γ̇ denotes the rate of the plastic Lagrange multiplier. The evolution equations for
the plastic variables are given by Prandtl-Reuss flow rule and hardening laws

∂Φ
2
(23)
Fe Lp Fe−1 = γ̇
; Lp = Ḟp Fp−1 ; α̇ =
γ̇.
∂τ
3
Remark 3. Although the deformation process is quasi-static, we need to introduce a
pseudo-time interval [to , T ], so as to capture the deformation history. Thus, all occurring
quantities are dependent on pseudo-time t, e.g. F = F(t). The pseudo-time dependency
has been omitted here for notational convenience.
3.2

Consistent tangent operator

The occurring evolution equations (23) have to be integrated over time. Hence, an
implicit Return-Mapping scheme is incorporated. Corresponding to [21], the elastoplastic
spatial tangent operator consistent with the Return-Mapping algorithm reads
aijkl =
The term

1 ∂τij
Flq − σil δjk .
J ∂Fkq

(24)

∂τij
can be obtained utilizing the chain rule
∂Fkl

∂τ
∂εe,tr ∂Be,tr
∂τ
= e,tr :
.
(25)
:
∂F
∂ε
∂Be,tr
∂F
Note that the superscript tr denotes the trial values arising in the elastic predictor step
of the Return-Mapping scheme.
Remark 4. An implicit (backward) Euler method is used for time discretization, thus
all occurring rate quantities are replaced by their incremental values within the pseudotime interval [tn , tn+1 ]. The flow vector N and the yield surface are replaced by their
specific values at the end of the time increment tn+1 . In the following, the subscript
n + 1 is omitted for notational convenience. Note that all quantities without subscript are
quantities at pseudo-time tn+1 except those with subscript n.
4

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In order to use gradient based mathematical optimization methods, it is necessary
to compute the gradients of the objective functional, as well as the gradients of the
equality and inequality constraints. The design vector s = [X, λ]T contains the geometry
parametrization X and the load parametrization λ. Thus, the equations in Sec. 2.4 must
be developed further.
4.1

Variation of the equilibrium condition

In contrast to the purely elastic case, Eq. (10), we have to consider the partial variation
of the weak equilibrium w.r.t. history terms additionally, cf. [29]. This yields
δR = δu R + δs R + δhn R
= k(η, δu) + p(η, δs) + h(η, δhn )
= δu R + δX R + δλ R + δhn R = k(η, δu) + p̂(η, δX) + l(η, δλ) + h(η, δhn ),
6
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with the already known tangent stiffness and pseudo load operators k(η, δu) and p̂(η, δX)
and the additional bilinear forms
l(η, δλ) =

∂R
∂R
δλ; h(η, δhn ) =
δhn ,
∂λ
∂hn

(27)

which represent the influence of the load parameters and the internal history variables
and are therefore called the load and history sensitivity operators, respectively.
4.1.1

Response sensitivity

Similar to Eq. (15) the variation of the structural response δu can be calculated


∂R
δu = −
∂u

−1 


∂R
∂R
∂R
δX +
δλ +
δhn .
∂X
∂λ
∂hn

(28)

A matrix representation reads
δu = −K−1 [PX δX + Pλ δλ + H δαn ] = −K−1 [P δs + H δαn ] ,

(29)

with P = [PX , Pλ ] and Pλ and H denoting the load and history sensitivity matrices.
Remark 5. Since initially the total variations of the history terms δh0 are zero at
time t0 , in the first pseudo-time interval [t0 , t1 ] Eq. (29) reduces to
δu = −K−1 P δs = S δs,

(30)

regardless of whether it is an elastic or a plastic step. The influence of the history terms
only appears, if the prior load step has caused plastic deformations, cf. [29].
4.1.2

Total sensitivity matrix

For any load step, that follows a load step that has caused plastic deformations, we
have to take the total variations of the history terms into account, see Eq. (29). Splitting
the variations of the history terms into their partial variations w.r.t. displacements and
design, we get


∂hn
∂hn
∂hn
∂hn
δhn =
δs =
δs = Gn δs,
δun +
Sn +
(31)
∂un
∂s
∂un
∂s
where Sn denotes the sensitivity matrix of the prior load step. Inserting Eq. (31) into
Eq. (29), we receive the total sensitivity matrix S including the influence of the plastic
variables
δu = −K−1 [P δs + H Gn δs] = S δs.
(32)

7
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P7

P8

P5

P6

Material Parameter
Young’s modulus E = 100
Poisson’s ration ν = 0.29
Yield stress Y0 = 0.45
Hardening slope H = 100
Geometry Parameter (sin
1−4 )
P3
(0.1, 3.33)
P4
(0.9, 3.33)
P5
(0.1, 6.67)
(0.9, 6.67)
P6
Load Parameter (sin
5−10 )
f1
−a1 = b1 = 20, c1 = 0
f2
a2 = −b2 = 20, c2 = 0

ū(sin )

P3

P4

P1

P2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Initial geometry and loading, (b) Deformation, (c) Parameter
4.2

Objective and constraints

The gradient of any objective functional J as well as any constraint function can be
computed analogously to the variation of the equilibrium condition
δJ = δu J + δs J + δhn J =

∂J
∂J
∂J
δu +
δs +
δhn .
∂u
∂s
∂hn

(33)

With Eq. (31) and Eq. (32), we obtain an expression only depending on design changes


∂J
∂J ∂J
+
S+
(34)
Gn δs.
δJ =
∂s
∂u
∂hn
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To verify the presented method, we consider the mechanical problem illustrated in Fig.
1 (a). The geometry is given by a NURBS surface with eight control points P1 − P8 and
the two knot vectors U = [0 0 1 1] and V = [0 0 0 0.5 1 1 1], thus the edges of the
surface are linear in x-direction and cubic in y-direction. All weight factors are zero, thus
the NURBS curves at the edges simplify to B-Splines. The geometry is discretized with
nel = 250 4-node quadrilateral elements. This results in a total amount of dof = 612
degrees of freedom. The loads f1 and f2 are parametrized using a quadratic function
of the general form f = λ (a x2 + b x + c) and applied stepwise to their maximum value
and then released (λ = 0, .., 1, .., 0), so that only plastic deformations remain after the
deformation process. The structural response, that is the deformation ū(sin ) calculated
with the initial values of the design variables sin , is displayed as wire frame in Fig. 1 (b).
Chosen model parameters are summarized in Fig. 1 (c).

8
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P7

P8

P5

Geometry Parameter (s01−4 )
P3
(0, 3.33)
P4
(1, 3.33)
P5
(0, 6.67)
P6
(1, 6.67)
Load Parameter (s05−10 )
f1
a1 = b1 = 0, c1 = 1
f2
a2 = b2 = 0, c2 = 1

P6

ū(s0 )
P3

P4

P1

P2

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Start geometry and loading, (b) Deformation, (c) Parameter
Starting with a different geometry and load setup, cf. Fig. 2, we want to identify
the initial geometry and loading by minimizing the difference between the initial and the
current structural response during the optimization process.
Thus, we state the following optimization problem
1 T
a a,
2
s∈Rndv
s.t. sli ≤ si ≤ sui .
min

J(u(s)) =

with a = ū(sin ) − u(s)

(35)

The geometric control points P3 , P4 , P5 and P6 are chosen As design variables s1−4 and
allowed to move in horizontal direction within a relative range of [−0.2, 0.2]. Additionally,
the load parameters a1 , b1 and c1 , as well as a2 , b2 and c2 are chosen as design variables
s5−10 and are allowed to change within a range of [−24, 24]. Thus, in total we have
ndv = 10 design variables. The objective function J has a value of J 0 = 5.2976 × 101 at
the beginning of the optimization process. Fig. 3 summarizes the optimization process.
After 115 iterations, the truncation criterion,
chosen
as the relative difference of the


 Jit −Jit+1 
objective function during the iterations  Jit  ≤ tol = 1 × 10−7 , is reached, where the

value of the objective is J 115 = 5.9512 × 10−7 .
The history of the objective function is displayed in Fig. 3 (a). Due to the precise gradient
information obtained utilizing the variational approach, the objective is rapidly decreased
within the first few iterations. In Tab. 1 all design variables identified in the optimization
115 −sin
process are summarized and a relative error  = | s sin
| × 100 is calculated.

9
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P7

P8

P5

P6

ū(s115 )
P3

P4

P1

(a)

P2

(c)

(b)

Figure 3: Optimization, (a) Objective history, (b) Optimized model (c) Deformation
s115
1−4
P3
P4
P5
P6

value

ini. value

rel. error

s115
5−10

(0.1002, 3.33)
(0.9002, 3.33)
(0.1001, 6.67)
(0.9001, 6.67)

(0.1, 3.33)
(0.9, 3.33)
(0.1, 6.67)
(0.9, 6.67)

 = 0.20 %
 = 0.20 %
 = 0.10 %
 = 0.10 %

a1
b1
c1
a2
b2
c2

value

init. value

rel. error

−19.895
19.913
0.012
19.886
−18.862
0.0335

−20
20
0
20
−20
0

 = 0.53 %
 = 0.44 %
 = 1.20 %
 = 0.57 %
 = 5.69 %
 = 3.34 %

Table 1: Optimization results and relative error
6

Conclusions and outlook

Design sensitivity information regarding geometry and external loads of elastoplastic
structural response has been obtained using a variational approach based on an enhanced
kinematic concept. This concept allows for a strict separation of design and physical
quantities. After a subsequent discretization, the sensitivities can be calculated simultaneously to the structural response within a finite element framework. The numerical
example shows reasonable results, as the method is able to identify a design that has
caused a specific structural response.
Further investigations will address the topic of design exploration by means of singular
value decomposition (SVD). The author in [9] introduced the term internal structure of
sensitivities as an abbreviation for singular values and vectors of the sensitivity matrices.
This additional information can be used to identify major and minor design changes and
consequently redefine the optimization problem.

10
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Abstract. Meteorological data assimilation is formulated as a large-scale nonlinear optimization problem. At each search, the optimization algorithm requires the gradient of
a cost function. The gradient is computed eﬃciently by the adjoint program. A source
computer program that simulates the atmospheric flow is diﬀerentiated in reverse mode
by the automatic diﬀerentiation tool TAPENADE, and the adjoint program is generated.
In this paper, we improve the diﬀerentiability of the source program in order to generate the more exact tangent program. The generated tangent and adjoint programs are
validated by dot product test. Preliminary numerical experiments are presented for data
assimilation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Meteorological data assimilation is formulated as a large-scale nonlinear optimization
problem [1, 2]. At each search, the optimization algorithm requires the gradient of a
cost function. We compute the gradient by using the adjoint program generated by the
automatic diﬀerentiation tool TAPENADE; it diﬀerentiates in reverse mode a source
computer program that simulates the atmospheric flow. In [2], we presented numerical
experiments for a three-dimensional downburst. However, the optimization result was
not satisfactory. This is because the generated tangent and adjoint programs were not
perfect.
In this paper, we identify the problems, and modify the source simulation program to
solve the problems. We validate the tangent and adjoint programs which the AD tool generates. Then, using the adjoint program, the optimization is done for the meteorological
data assimilation. Preliminary numerical experiments are presented.
2

SOURCE PROGRAM

The source program simulates the atmospheric flow [3]. The governing equations contains prognostic equations for the air velocity, pressure, potential temperature, water
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vapor, rainwater, cloud water, and subgrid-scale kinetic energy. The finite diﬀerence
scheme integrate these equations.
In this paper, a downburst is simulated using the source program. A downburst is a
strong downdraft which induces an outburst of damaging winds on or near the ground.
The simulation domain is 20 km in both horizontal directions and 10 km in the vertical.
The origin of the coordinate system is located at the center of the base of the simulation
domain. The initial undisturbed state is isentropic ( θ0 = 300K) and has zero relative
humidity. The initial wind speed is assumed to be zero.
A downburst is initiated by introducing a distribution of rainwater.
Simulation is run to 6 minutes using the grid intervals ∆x = ∆y = 1250m, ∆z = 625m
and the time step ∆t = 5s.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the flow field, whereas Figure 2 shows the evolution of
the flow and rainwater fields in a vertical plane. Figures 3 ,4, and 5 show the water vapor,
potential temperature, and pressure deviation fields in the vertical plane, respectively.
The latent heat is required from the ambient air while the rainwater is evaporating. As
a result, the air becomes colder and heavier, and yields a downdraft, which achieves its
maximum velocity of 21 m/s 4 minutes after the initiation. Then, the downdraft hits the
ground and diverges horizontally. The horizontal velocity becomes as high as 17 m/s near
the ground 6 minutes after the initiation.
3

VALIDATION

3.1

Diﬀerentiability

The source program has the instruction
a = b ** 0.525
For the instruction, in the tangent mode, the AD tool generates the diﬀerentiated instruction:
ad = 0.525 bd/b ** 0.475
This returns NaN if x is zero.
In [1, 2], in order to circumvent this singularity, we used Lagrange interpolation; using
four points
x1 = 0.0,

x2 = 0.5 × 10−2 ,

x3 = 1 × 10−2 ,

x4 = 1.5 × 10−2

in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.5 × 10−2 , we approximated the function x0.525 by constructing a
polynomial of degree 3 that matches the function at the four points. The maximum value
of x is around 1.5 × 10−2 .
On the other hand, in the present paper, we use Hermite interpolation only in the
neighborhood of x = 0. We use onlyt two data points
x1 = 0.0
x2 = 10−4
2
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The value of the function x0.525 is used for the value of the function yi at each data point:
y1 = 0.0
y2 = x0.525
2
The derivative y1′ at x1 is set to zero, whereas the derivative of the function x0.525 is used
for the derivative y2′ at x2 :
y1′ = 0.0
y2′ = 0.525x−0.475
2
We construct a polynomial of degree 3 that matches all the data. Figure 6 shows the
curves of the function x0.525 and the interpolation. The Hermite interpolation hardly
changes the simulation results obtained by the original source program which uses the
function x0.525 .
3.2

Diﬀerentiated programs

The source program is diﬀerentiated by Tapenade. We validate the generated diﬀerentiated programs [4].
Given a vector argument X ∈ Rm , a source computer program computes some vector
function Y = F (X) ∈ Rl . The AD tool generates a new source program that, given
the argument X, computes some derivatives of F ; the output of the tangent program is
Ẏ = F ′ (X) × Ẋ, whereas the output of the adjoint program is X̄ = F ′∗ (X) × Ȳ . Here,
F ′ (X) is the Jacobian of F (X).
Introducing a function g of a scalar variable h: g(h) = F (X + h × Ẋ), we obtain
F (X + ϵ × Ẋ) − F (X)
= g ′ (0) = F ′ (X) × Ẋ = Ẏ
ϵ→0
ϵ

lim

(1)

Thus, we can approximate Ẏ by running F on X and on X + ϵ × Ẋ.
Taking the output Ẏ of the tangent program as the input Ȳ of the adjoint program,
we obtain
(X̄ · Ẋ) = (F ′∗ (X) × Ẏ · Ẋ) = Ẏ ∗ × F ′ (X) × Ẋ = Ẏ ∗ × Ẏ = (Ẏ · Ẏ )

(2)

In our source program, X is the initial conditions of the air velocity, pressure, potential
temperature, water vapor, rainwater, cloud water, eddy mixing coeﬃcient, whereas Y is
the corresponding fields after 6 min; m = l = 37632.
For the simulation result shown in 2, we compute three norms. Table 1 compares the
three norms. The tangent norm (Ẏ · Ẏ ) and the adjoint norm (X̄ · Ẋ) match completely
up to the last digit, whereas the norm obtained with Divided Diﬀerences (F (X + ϵ × Ẋ) −
F (X))/ϵ matches up to about half the machine accuracy.

3
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Table 1: Comparison of three norms (ϵ = 10−10 )

Divided Diﬀerences (F (X + ϵ × Ẋ) − F (X))/ϵ norm 0.153194571523625D+21
Tangent norm (Ẏ · Ẏ )
0.153194435697253D+21
Adjoint norm (X̄ · Ẋ)
0.153194435697253D+21
4

DATA ASSIMILATION

4.1

Cost function

The vector function F (X) is a composition of vector functions:
F = fN ◦ fN −1 ◦ · · · ◦ f2 ◦ f1

(3)

where each fn is the elementary function, and
Xn = fn (Xn−1 ) (n = 1, 2, · · · , N )

(4)

Here, Xn is the fields at time tn = n∆t, and
Y = F (X)

(5)

with
X = X0
Y = XN

(6)
(7)

The chain rule gives the Jacobian F ′ (X):
F ′ (X) = fN′ (XN −1 ) × fN′ −1 (XN −2 ) × · · · × f2′ (X1 ) × f1′ (X0 )

(8)

The cost function is taken as
J=

N


Hn (Xn )

(9)

n=0

where Hn (Xn ) is a scalar measuring the distance between Xn and its observations available
at time tn = n∆t. The available observations are assumed to be distributed over a limited
time interval [t0 , tN ]. For given initial conditions X0 and for the corresponding outputs
Xn of the source program, the cost function is evaluated. Thus, the cost function is a
function of the initial conditions X0 , and its gradient with respect to X0 is [5]
∇ X0 J =

N

n=1

′∗
f1′∗ (X0 ) × · · · × fn−1
(Xn−2 ) × fn′∗ (Xn−1 ) × ∇Xn Hn (Xn ) + ∇X0 H0 (X0 ) (10)

In assimilation of meteorological observations, the cost function is minimized. The optimization problem has thousands or millions of variables. Modified L-BFGS-B algorithm
[6, 7] is employed in order to solve this problem. At each search, the gradient of the cost
function is computed from (10) using the adjoint program.
4
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4.2

Preliminary numerical experiments

Numerical experiments are presented for a three-dimensional downburst.
We take Hn (Xn ) as


n 2
n 2
Hn (Xn ) = cu
(unijk − uob
(qrnijk − qrobijk
)
ijk ) + cqr
i,j,k

(11)

i,j,k

where unijk and qrnijk are the x component of the air velocity and the rainwater, respecn
ob n
tively, at the grid point (i, j, k) and time tn , and uob
ijk and qr ijk are their corresponding
observations, respectively; the coeﬃcients cu and cqr are weights..
Out of the simulation result shown in 2 , the x component of the air velocity and the
rainwater are assumed to be observations from a Doppler radar.
In order to estimate the initial conditions used for the simulation, the modified LBFGS-B algorithm solves the large-scale optimization problem. Starting from the initial
guess, the algorithm repeats search until it reaches the optimal point. Figure 7 shows the
rainwater field of the starting point used for the optimization. All the other fields of the
starting point are the same as ones used in the simulation.
Figure 8 shows the convergence history of the optimization. The cost function decreases
by a factor of 10−6 after 300 iterations. On the other hand, in [2] , it decreased only by
a factor of 10−2 .
Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 compare the rainwater, water vapor, potential temperature, pressure, and flow fields recovered by the optimization and the corresponding ones of
the initial conditions used in the simulation in the x−z cross section at y = 0, respectively.
5

CONCLUSIONS
- The source program is modified, and is diﬀerentiated in tangent and reverse modes
by the AD tool TAPENADE. Three norms computed by the programs are roughly
the same; especially, the tangent norm and the adjoint norm are identical. The
modification hardly aﬀects the simulation results.
- In the data assimilation, the gradient of the cost function with respect to the initial
conditions is calculated by using the generated adjoint program. The cost function
decreases by a factor of 10−6 .
- The recovered fields agree reasonably with the initial condition used for producing
pseudo observations.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the flow field after the downburst initiation.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the flow and rainwater fields after the downburst initiation in the x − z cross
section at y = 0.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the water vapor field after the downburst initiation in the x − z cross section at
y = 0.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the potential temperature field after the downburst initiation in the x − z cross
section at y = 0.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the pressure deviation field after the downburst initiation in the x − z cross
section at y = 0.
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Figure 6: The function x0.525 and Hermite interpolation
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Figure 7: The rainwater field in the x − z cross section at y = 0 of the starting point used for the
optimization.
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Figure 8: Convergence history of the optimization
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Figure 9: The rainwater field recovered by the optimization (left) and the corresponding one of the
initial conditions used in the simulation (right) in the x − z cross section at y = 0.
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Figure 10: The water vapor field recovered by the optimization (left) and the corresponding one of the
initial conditions used in the simulation (right) in the x − z cross section at y = 0.
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Figure 11: The potential temperature field recovered by the optimization (left) and the corresponding
one of the initial conditions used in the simulation (right) in the x − z cross section at y = 0.
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Figure 12: The pressure deviation field recovered by the optimization (left) and the corresponding one
of the initial conditions used in the simulation (right) in the x − z cross section at y = 0.
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Figure 13: The flow field recovered by the optimization (left) and the corresponding one of the initial
conditions used in the simulation (right) in the x − z cross section at y = 0.
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Abstract. The authors constructed a mathematical model of a dynamic process in a loaded
beam on the elastic Winkler foundation in a sudden formation of a defect in the form of a
change in the boundary conditions. The solution of the static problem of bending of the beam
pinched at the ends served as the initial condition for the process of forced vibrations hinged
supported at the ends of a beam, which arose after a sudden break in the connections that
prevented the rotation of the end sections. The authors determined the dynamic increments of
stresses in a beam for various combinations of a beam and foundation parameters.
1

INTRODUCTION

An important problem of construction mechanics is the analysis of the sensitivity of loadbearing structures to structural rearrangements under load such as suddenly disconnected
connections, cracks, fractures, etc. Obtaining such information for real constructions requires
the development of special methods, since this problem cannot be solved by universal
methods. From the standpoint of structural mechanics in these problems, it becomes necessary
to calculate such systems as constructively nonlinear, changing the design scheme under load,
i.e. with dynamic overloads, caused by sudden beyond projected effects.
In the present work, the task is to construct a mathematical model of transient dynamic
processes in a beam on an elastic foundation when a defect is suddenly formed in the form of
a change in the boundary conditions. Before the formation of a defect, the reaction of the
structure is determined by a static action. The sudden formation of a defect leads to a
reduction in the overall rigidity of the structure, which does not ensure the static equilibrium
of the system. The inertial forces that have arisen cause a dynamic reaction, redistribution and
growth of strains and stresses. As a result, there may be a violation of the regular functioning
of the structure, or loss of load capacity and destruction.
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2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The elastic beam with flexural stiffness EI rests on the entire length l on the elastic Winkler
foundation with stiffness coefficient k, rigidly clamped at the ends. The uniformly distributed
intensity load q and the foundation reaction affect the outer layers of the beam. It is assumed
that at some point in time t  0 , the connections in a statically deformed beam, which prevent
the rotation of the end sections in the supports, suddenly collapsed, forming hinges in the
place of sealing. The static state of the loaded beam ceases to be in equilibrium and the beam
will move into motion  ( x, t ), during which the deformations and stresses in the beam acquire
dynamic increments.
3 SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
The problem is solved in the following sequence:
1) we determine the static deflection of a (“undamaged”) beam with clamped ends on an
elastic foundation, which is used subsequently as the initial condition of a dynamic process,
which is initiated in the system by a sudden transformation of the boundary conditions;
2) we determine the frequencies and forms of bending vibrations of a (“damaged”) beam
with hinged ends on an elastic foundation;
3) we study the forced bending vibrations of a loaded beam. In this case, the load, the static
deflection of the “undamaged” beam and the desired dynamic deflection are decomposed into
series according to the modes of natural vibrations of the “damaged” beam.
3.1 The static bending of a beam, which is pinched at the ends on Winkler foundation, in
dimensionless variables and parameters

x

ql 3
kl 4
4
  , wst  , q 
, 
.
l
l
EI
4 EI
is described by equation [1, 2]

d 4 wst
d

4

 4 4 wst  q ,

The general solution of equation (1) in the case of pinching ends has the form [1, 2]
q
wst 
1  k4     w0k2    w0k1   ,
4 4
where ki    i  1  4  is Krylov function of the form

k1   

(1)

(2)

sin  ch  cos  sh

, k2  k1 , k3  k2 , k4  k3 ;
4 3
w0 , w0 are the initial parameters, respectively, the dimensionless bending moment and the
shear force at the origin   0.
w0 

 k 4    1

k2    k12    ,

k22    k1   k3    4 4

q

 k 4    1

k3    k1   k2    .

k1   k3    k22    4 4

The dimensionless bending moment in a static state is determined by the function
  qk2    w0k4    w0   .
wst
(3)
Figure 1 shows the diagrams of bending moments in a beam with clamped ends for various
w0 

q
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values of the generalized rigidity of the “beam-foundation” system   4 4 . It is worth
paying attention to the somewhat “unusual” form, which takes the moment epures with
increasing rigidity of the system – the moments in the central part of the beam are much lower
than in the quarter of spans. This is the result of the combined effect of external unloading on
the beam and the reaction of the elastic foundation.

=102,5

=103,5

=104,5

=105

Figure 1: Epures of bending moments in the initial static state, depending on the rigidity index
of the “beam-foundatio” system 

3.2 The resulting motion dyn    x, t  after a sudden transformation of the restraints of
the beam into the hinges is described by equation [2]

 4 wdyn
 2 wdyn 
4
  q,
 4 wdyn 
(4)
2 


 4



  x, t 
k
where w dyn 
is a parameter having a frequency dimension and,
,   w0t. w0 
A
l
therefore, called a “conventional” frequency.
Equation (4) describes the forced vibrations of a loaded beam. The Winkler model does not
imply dynamic phenomena in the elastic foundation. The required eigenfunctions and
frequencies of the problem will be obtained from equation (4) with the zeroed right-hand side,
which after separation of the variables by representation
w dyn  W   sin  ,
(5)
takes the form

d 4W
d

where  

4





 4 4 1  2 W  0,

(6)


is a dimensionless eigenfrequency of the bending vibrations of a beam on an
0

elastic foundation.
Using the “conventional” frequency 0 , characterizing stiff and inertial properties of the
“beam-foundation” system, and the known basic frequency of bending vibrations of a free
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beam supported in the same way (without foundation support)

we bring the equation to the form (6)

 
1 f   
l

d 4W
d

where 0 

4

2

EI
,
A





  4 02   2 W ,

0

is a relative “conventional” frequency;  
1 f
1 f

frequency.
Using Euler substitution

(7)
is a relative required

W  Aer ,

we find the characteristic equation for differential equation (7)



(8)



r 4   4 02   2  0,
roots of which can be represented in two ways, depending on the ratios of frequencies 0 and
:
1) if   0 , then the roots of equation (9) are real and purely imaginary

r1,2   1, r3,4  i1, 1   4  2  02 ,
the deflection function (8) has the form
W  A1ch1  A2 sh1  A3 cos 1  A4 sin 1 ;
2) if  0 , then the roots of equation (9) are complex

r1,2,3,4   i  1 2 , 2 


2

4

2  2

(10)
(11)
(12)

and the deflection function
W  A1sh2 sin 2  A2sh2 cos 2  A3ch2 sin 2  A4ch2 cos 2 . (13)
It was shown in [3, 4] that for a beam completely supported on the Winkler foundation, in
the case of canonical boundary conditions – pinch- pinch, pinch - hinge, hinge-hinge, console
– only variant (10) is realized.
Using the initial parameters
W0  W  0 , W0  W  0 , W0  W  0  , W0  W  0 
instead of integration constants Ai  i  1 4  , we write the relations characterizing the state of

arbitrary cross-section  of the beam, using version (10), (11).
In this case, the deflection function has the form
W    W0 R4  1   W0 R3  1   W0 R2  1   W0 R1  1  ,

(16)

where Ri  i  1 4  – Krylov functions of the form

R1  1  

sh1  sin 1

; R2  R1; R3  R2 ; R4  R3.
213
The state of the arbitrary beam section is described by the matrix equation
W    V1  W0 ,

where W   is a state vector of arbitrary section 
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W    W   W    W    W   ;
W0   is a vector of initial parameters

 

W0  W0 W0 W0 W0 ;

V1    ij is a functional matrix of influence of initial parameters on the state of

section 

R3  1 
R2  1 
R1  1  
 R4  1 
 4

R4  1 
R3  1  R2  1  
 1 R1  1 
V1     4
.
4
R
R
R
R


















 1 2 1
1 1 1
4 1
3 1 
 4

4
4
 1 R3  1  1 R2  1  1 R1  1  R4  1  
3.3 We will conduct an analysis of free frequencies and forms of flexural vibrations of a
beam on an elastic foundation when the ends are hinged. In this case, the boundary conditions
and the deflection function have the form
W0  W0  0,
(18)
W 1  W  1  0.

W    W0 R3  1   W0R1  1  .
(19)
Satisfying the second pair of boundary conditions (18), from function (19) and its second
derivative, we obtain a system of two algebraic equations of relatively unknown initial
parameters and W0 и W0
W0 R3  1   W0R1  1   0,
4
W01 R1  1   W0R3  1   0.

(20)

The condition for the existence of nonzero solutions of a given homogeneous system is that
the determinant of the coefficient matrix of this system is equal to zero
R3  1 
R1  1 
 0.
(21)
14 R1  1  R3  1 
Expanding the determinant, we obtain the frequency equation
4sin 1sh1  0,
whence it follows that
sin 1  0

 n  1, 2,3,... .

1n  n

Taking into account formula (10), we obtain the frequency spectrum
n

2
4
0 n .

(22)

From any equation of the system (20) with n  n , it follows that
W0
2
 n  ,
W0

then, according to (19), the n-th form with frequency n , has the form
Wn    An sin n  ,

where п is a number of half-waves of a sinusoid on length l of a beam;
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An is an unknown amplitude of vibrations in n-th form.

Thus, the forms of free vibrations of the beam on an elastic foundation remain the same as for
the free beam, but with frequencies n , which are larger than the corresponding frequencies
of the free beam  f n in

02  n4 times, i.e. according to (22)
n  02  n4  fn .

3.4 The solution of the differential equation of forced vibrations (4) will be sought by
expanding the function wdyn  ,  in a series of eigenfunctions Wn   (23) with coefficients
in the form of unknown time functions Qn  



wdyn   Qn  Wn  .

(24)

n 1

We find functions Qn   using the following procedures: substituting the series (13) and the

expression (2) into equation (4), multiplying both sides of this equation by Wn   , integrating
both parts of  from 0 to 1 and, using the property of orthogonality of the modes of free
vibrations Wn   , we obtain the differential equation for defining functions Qn  

d 2Qn
2q

where Sn  4 2
 

sin 2

n
2 .

d

2

 n2Qn  Sn ,

(25)

n
2
The general solution of the inhomogeneous equation (25)


S
Qn  D1n cos n   D2n sin
i n  n
0
0
n2
0

(26)

is a sum of the solution of the relevant homogeneous equation (the first two terms) and the
particular solution corresponding to the right-hand side of (25) (the third term).
Now, according to (24), the dynamic deflection function takes the form
 


S 
wdyn    D1n cos n   D2n sin
i n   n  sin
i n .
(27)
2




0
0
n 1 
n 
The constants of integration D1n and D2n are determined from the initial conditions

wdyn

wdyn  ,0   wст   ,

  ,0
From the second condition (28) we determine one constant
D2n  0.

 0.

(28)

(29)
Multiplying both sides of the first condition (28), taking into account (27) and (29), by
sin n , and integrating on  from 0 to 1, we obtain another constant
S
D1n  Bn  n ,
(30)

n2
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1

where Bn  2 wst   sin n d .
0

Substituting (29) and (30) into (27), and taking into account the trigonometric identity

we get



1  cos n   2sin
2 i 2 n ,
20
0

 

 
wdyn    Bn cos n   Cn sin
i 2 n   sin n ,
0
20 
n 1 
n
sin 2
4q
2 .
where Cn  4 2
n

 n
2
The dimensionless bending moment is obtained by differentiating the series (31) twice



 
wdyn   2  n2  Bn cos n   Cn sin 2 n   sin
i n ,


2
0
0


n 1

(31)

4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The Maple software package helped to calculate the dimensionless deflections w( ) and
bending moments w ( ) in a beam, which is loaded by a uniformly distributed intensity load
q  1 , on the elastic Winkler foundation
– in an initial static state, when the ends are pinched: wst ( ), wst ( ) ;
– in a static state formed after a quasi-static transformation of pinches into hinges wq ( ), wq ( ) ;
– in a dynamic process that occurs when in a sudden transformation of pinches into hinges:
wdyn(, ), wdyn ( ) .

In practical calculations, 20 series members (19) and (20) were taken into account. In this
case, we obtain a practical coincidence of epures of the dynamic deflection wdyn(, 0) and the
static deflection wst(), that is,
20

B
n 1

n

sin n

wst ( ) .

The results of the calculations are shown in Figures 2 and 3, as well as in Table 1. In
Figures 2 and 3 are shown respectively: epures of bending moments wq ( ) in a beam after
quasi-static of transformation of pinches into hinges, and during vibrations wdyn ( , 0 ) after
sudden transformation of pinches into hinges at the time  0 of reaching the highest values.
The epures are constructed for different values of the stiffness parameter of the “beamfoundation” system .
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=103,5

=102,5

=103,5

=102,5

=104,5

=105

Figure 2: Epures of bending moments after quasi-static transformation of boundary conditions depending on the
rigidity index of the “beam-foundation” system 

Figure 3: Moments in the cross section ξ = 0,16 (time scanning). Mmax = 0,047
Table 1: Influence of the rigidity of the “beam-foundation” system on the increment of bending moments



wst

max

0
10
101,5
102
102,5
103
103,5

0,083
0,082
0,079
0,071
0,0544
0,0334
0,018

wq

Кst


wdyn

Кdyn

0,125
0,112
0,093
0,06
0,0265
0,0104
0,0055

1,506
1,366
1,177
0,845
0,487
0,311
0,305

0,3
0,269
0,225
1,156
0,07
0,0346
0,0186

3,614
3,28
2,848
2,197
1,287
1,036
1,033

max
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CONCLUSIONS
If we consider the transformation of the boundary conditions in the given “beamfoundation system” under the load as a defect, then the conducted study shows that the quasistatic formation of a defect, that is, a reduction in the rigidity of the end supports, leads to an
insignificant increase in the maximum stresses in the beam (Кst> 1) if there is no foundation
( = 0) and low values of the indicator of the “beam-foundation” system (0< ≤ 101,79). For
beams resting on more rigid foundations (> 101,79), the formation of the same defect, on the
contrary, leads to a decrease in the greatest stresses (Кst< 1).
A sudden formation of a defect gives more than three times (Кdyn = 3,614) an increase in
the maximum stress in a free beam (= 0). For systems with higher rigidity, the effect of
transforming the boundary conditions is reduced. There is a redistribution of stresses along
the span, but the greatest stress at  >104 does not exceed the initial static value (Кdyn = 1). In
addition, regardless of the rate of defect formation with increasing rigidity of the system, the
greatest stresses move from the center of the beam to the periphery of the span.
The work was conducted within the framework of the basic part of the state task
1.5265.2017/BP (1.5265.2017/8.9)
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Abstract. The serviceability limit state design of tall reinforced concrete buildings under wind induced

vibrations requires accurate estimations of the dynamic properties, e.g. fundamental vibration period, damping
ratio and wind field characteristics. Dynamic responses of tall buildings in terms of maximum lateral
displacements and accelerations are of utmost interest. In this study, the acceleration responses of tall RC office
buildings are comprehensively investigated by considering various parameters, i.e. number of storeys, side ratio
of buildings, damping ratio and wind characteristics including basic wind velocity, peak factors, etc., and
evaluated based on various international design codes and standards, namely ASCE 7, AS/NZS 1170.2, AIJ
recommendations and BS EN 1991-1-4, and the database-enabled design module for high-rise buildings
(DEDM-HR) in two principal alongwind and acrosswind directions. The height and plan aspect ratio of
buildings have a significant impact on the peak accelerations due to their direct correlations to the stiffness and
mass of the buildings. For alongwind direction with fixed damping ratio, AIJ recommendations give the largest
estimated alongwind peak accelerations compared with other codes and standards for 10- and 20-storey
buildings. With the increase of building height, BS EN 1991-1-4 gives the highest accelerations. For the
acrosswind direction, AIJ recommendations give the highest acrosswind peak accelerations compared with
AS/NZS 1170.2 and DEDM-HR. Variations in the damping ratio between 0.009 and 0.01592 with the building
height for a fixed basic wind velocity increase the accelerations by 3% for 10-storey buildings, by 19% for 20storey buildings and 33% for 30- and 40-storey buildings. The variations in the wind characteristics and damping
ratio between the design codes and standards are the main sources for the high discrepancies in the
corresponding acceleration responses.

1

INTRODUCTION

Design of RC tall buildings for serviceability limit states under wind-induced vibrations
requires the accurate estimation of their dynamic properties, i.e. fundamental vibration period,
damping ratio and wind field characteristics. These criteria include the checks on the overall
lateral drift of buildings and occupants’ comfort [1]. In the past, verifying the overall lateral
drift was only done to satisfy the serviceability limit state requirements for tall buildings
under wind load. For slender tall buildings, some studies have indicated that satisfying the
criterion on the overall lateral drift of tall buildings do not necessarily satisfy the occupants’
comfort in terms of accelerations because the overall lateral drifts are statically related to the
stiffness of buildings only, whereas the acceleration responses are dynamically related to the
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stiffness, mass and damping ratio of buildings [2]. These serviceability issues under wind load
should be verified separately for tall buildings to ensure their functional purposes. The main
reason for adopting the acceleration response for evaluating human comfort is related to the
sensitivity of people to the dynamic forces acting on them because they are not directly
sensitive to other dynamic responses such as displacement and velocity. Hence, the building
design codes and standards have adopted the acceleration as the acceptance assessor for
evaluating the motion perception [3].
Dynamic responses are very important for tall buildings compared to low-rise buildings
because the background response is more dominant in low-rise buildings due to their
geometrics and results in lower resonant responses and smaller accelerations. However, the
resonant response is more dominant for tall buildings and causes high acceleration responses,
in particular for slender tall buildings corresponding to the studied dynamic properties and
wind characteristics of buildings [4]. Since 1970s, the human comfort in tall buildings has
been of utmost interest and been investigated using various methods, e.g. full-scale tests,
wind-tunnel tests, motion room simulators, statistical models, answering questionnaires by
occupants affected under wind-induced vibrations in tall buildings, etc. However, there is still
no general consensus about the criteria for verifying human comfort due to the complexity of
human response to different motion intensities including physiological and psychological
factors and different reactions from person to person. This restricts the establishments of
unique accepted limits for the perceived motions [5].
The assessment of acceleration responses has been based on either the RMS value or the
peak value. The latter was used in the early assessment of human responses to wind-induced
vibrations for different return periods. Currently, most adopted criteria are based on the peak
value of one-year return period as recommended in ISO 10137 [6] and AIJ guidelines [7]. The
ISO standard specifies the motion perceptions in terms of the peak acceleration whereas AIJ
guidelines specify the percentage of occupants who perceive that motion in terms of the peak
acceleration. The recommended limits for residential buildings in ISO 10137 correspond to
90% of the motion perception thresholds of AIJ guidelines [8]. The Concrete Centre [9]
indicates that the current criteria used in the North America for assessing human comfort in
tall buildings are based on the peak acceleration response of 10-year return period ranging 1015 milli-g for residential buildings and 20-30 milli-g for office buildings. However, these
values are not related to the changes in the natural frequencies of buildings which affect the
perception thresholds of human response. In this study, the focus is on the serviceability
design limit state criteria of acceleration responses of tall RC office buildings which were
investigated in the previous study [10] with considering the effects of various parameters on
the assessment of the acceleration responses using different design codes and standards and
the up-to-date online design module, including ASCE 7 [11], AS/NZS 1170.2 [12], AIJ
recommendations [13], BS EN 1991-1-4 [14], and the online database-enabled design module
for high-rise buildings (DEDM-HR) [15].
2 DESIGN CODES AND STANDARDS FOR BUILDINGS
Four international design codes/standards are utilised here on the alongwind and
acrosswind acceleration responses. For the alongwind response quantities or factors, most
international design codes/standards provide simplified and detailed procedures for evaluating
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the quantities. These codes/standards adopt and develop the most popular approach “Gust
loading factor” which was first proposed by Davenport [16] for evaluating the alongwind
effects. However, complex mechanisms of the acrosswind response make barriers for
adopting a popular approach for this direction. For the acceleration response of the top storey
of a building, the resonant factor is very important, depending on the reduced frequency, size
reduction factor, energy factor and damping ratio. These parameters also depend on other
intermediate ones such as wind characteristics including basic and design wind velocities,
wind turbulence intensity profile, wind turbulence length scale, and building configurations
and are treated differently in each design code/standard. For example, the averaging time
varies from 3 seconds to 10 minutes for the basic wind velocity but from 10 minutes to 1 hour
for wind-induced responses. The reference height for evaluating wind characteristics is the
total height building h or 0.6h, see Table 1.
Table 1 Averaging times and reference heights in the design codes and standards
Codes/Standards
Basic wind velocity
Wind-induced response
Reference height

ASCE 7
3 seconds
1 hour
0.6h

AS/NZS 1170.2
3 seconds
10 minutes
h

AIJ recommendations
10 minutes
10 minutes
h

BS EN 1991-1-4
10 minutes
10 minutes
0.6h

The mean design wind velocity profiles are evaluated using power and logarithmic laws.
The power law is adopted by ASCE 7 and AIJ recommendations while the logarithmic law is
used by others. The same laws are adopted for evaluating the wind turbulence intensity
profiles. The wind turbulence length scales are different in these design codes/standards
because they are based on different exposure categories. Thus, these parameters are different
due to different laws and exposure categories adopted [17]. For resonant components, the
energy factor varies among the design codes/standards. For example ASCE 7 and BS EN
1991-1-4 use the Kaimal wind spectrum, while AS/NZS 1170.2 and AIJ recommendations
adopt the von Karman spectrum [18]. The use of these different wind spectra with varied
averaging times for basic wind velocity results in varied energy factors so as to affect the
resonant response factor and acceleration responses. Also, the size reduction factor varies
between the design codes/standards by combining with energy factor and damping ratio in
various resonant responses.
For acrosswind responses, not all design codes/standards provide expressions for
evaluating acrosswind acceleration responses due to complexity for this direction which
involves many sources, e.g. longitudinal turbulence and wake excitation that induce vibrations
in the acrosswind direction. This direction is more vulnerable for tall buildings with aspect
ratios over 3 than the alongwind direction due to its high sensitivity to the aspect and side
ratios of buildings and the turbulence intensity of the wind flow [19]. Based on AS/NZS
1170.2, AIJ recommendations and DEDM-HR, the acrosswind acceleration responses are
evaluated. AS/NZS 1170.2 provides the empirical expressions for the limited aspect and side
ratios in the acrosswind direction with the possibility of linear interpolations for other values.
In addition, AIJ recommendations require some conditions to be satisfied for evaluating the
responses in the acrosswind direction, i.e. (i) buildings have a uniform plan, (ii) H / BD  6,
(iii) 0.2≤ D/B ≤ 5, and (iv) Vhref nL B D  10 , where H, B, D and nL are the height, width,
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depth of the building, and the first acrosswind natural frequency, and Vhref is the design wind
velocity at the reference height of the building.
3

SIMULATED MODELS FOR EACH DESIGN CODE AND STANDARD

The numerical models adopted in the previous study [10] are used for comparing the
alongwind and acrosswind accelerations based on the design codes/standards quoted for this
study. The investigated parameters are the height, width and depth of modelled buildings, the
wind characteristics, and damping ratio. The height of buildings varies from 10 to 40 storeys,
and the side ratio D/B for the alongwind direction varies from 0.5 to 1. Hence, the short side
of a building is assumed to be the alongwind direction. For the acrosswind direction, the side
ratios are selected in two stages for rectangular models as either long side or short side of a
building can be taken as the depth of the building. The side ratio for the acrosswind direction
varies from 0.5 to 2. For the simulated models, the basic wind velocity Vb of 30 m/s for a 50year return period is used for the ultimate limit state design. For the serviceability limit state
design, the basic wind velocity of 1-year return period is used as common practice. BS EN
1991-1-4 provides the probability conversion factor to convert the basic wind velocity of 50year return period for 10-min averaging time to the one of annual return period as:
 1  0.2ln( ln (1  p)) 
Cprob  

 1 0.2ln( ln (0.98)) 

0.5

(1)

A probability conversion factor of 0.75 is used for 1-year return period with the
corresponding basic wind velocity of 22.5 m/s. For comparison, this basic wind velocity
varies from 20 m/s to 24 m/s. The basic wind velocity values are 28.4 m/s and 34.08 m/s for
ASCE 7 and AS/NZS 1170.2 due to a smaller averaging time of 3 seconds. The conversion
factor varies from 3 seconds to 10 minutes as given by ASCE 7. Also, the simulated building
models are assumed to be in open terrain for evaluating the wind characteristics at the
reference height, i.e. mean wind velocity, wind turbulence intensity, and wind turbulence
length scale. For assessing the damping ratio, two stages are used for comparison. Firstly, the
structural damping ratio for reinforced concrete buildings recommended in BS EN 1994-1-1
is used for all models to analyse the effect of changes in the basic wind velocity. Secondly,
structural damping ratios for concrete buildings are adopted from the recommendation of the
International Organisation for Standardisations ISO 4354 [20] as stated in Table 2 with a
reduction factor of 0.75 for assessing the effect of vibration of structures on human comfort.
Table 2 Damping ratios in ISO 4354
Building height, h
40-50 m
60-70 m
> 80 m

Damping ratio, 
0.0200
0.0150
0.0120

Only BS EN 1991-1-4 and ISO 4354 provide the total damping ratio based on three
sources of damping, i.e. structural damping, aerodynamic damping and auxiliary damping.
Also, they provide the values for the structural damping ratio and the expressions for
evaluating the aerodynamic damping ratio while the auxiliary damping ratio is left for further
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experimental and analytical investigations due to different sources for this damping ratio. In
other design codes/standards, the total damping ratio for a building is based only on the
structural damping ratio for design under ultimate and serviceability limit states though the
aerodynamic damping ratio can affect dynamic responses of tall buildings by up to 20% [4].
The motion perception in terms of acceleration limits for checking human comfort is based
on the criteria recommended in ISO 10137. However, this standard does not specify whether
to consider the combined acceleration responses in translational and torsional directions or
use them in each direction separately. Not all the current design codes/standards provide the
expressions for assessing other responses in the acrosswind and torsional directions, so they
can apply the standard criteria for separated directions. Flay et al. [21] recommended that
these directions should be considered separately. The torsional response is not evaluated here
as this study focuses on the translational directions only.
4

RESULTS AND EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS

In this section, the obtained alongwind and acrosswind accelerations for each design code/
standard and DEDM-HR are discussed along with the influential parameters on the
acceleration responses, including the height and plan dimensions of buildings, wind
characteristics and damping ratio.
4.1 Effects of heights and plan dimensions of buildings
In general, the increase in the height of a building decreases the stiffness of the building
and leads to a higher fundamental vibration period (or a lower frequency). This affects the
dynamic responses of the building in terms of the accelerations at the top of the building in
three principal directions, i.e. longitudinal, translational and rotational directions. When the
natural frequency of a building increases, the acceleration at the top of the building decreases.
Also, the human perception thresholds corresponding to the period of oscillation increase and
the frequency decreases. For low-rise buildings, the acceleration response can be ignored due
to high stiffnesses of these buildings and high natural frequencies. Mid-rise to high-rise
buildings have low stiffnesses in comparison with low-rise buildings, resulting in low natural
frequencies and high acceleration responses. In serviceability limit state design for mid-rise to
high-rise buildings the maximum lateral drifts and accelerations at the top of buildings should
be checked to ensure the safety and stability of claddings and occupants’ comfort against the
recommended limits. Also, satisfying the criteria for the lateral drifts of buildings does not
necessarily mean the occupants’ comfort will be satisfactory in terms of acceleration as stated
by Griffis [2]. With variations in basic wind velocities, this issue has currently been addressed
in some slender models which specify that the lateral drifts and top accelerations should be
treated separately to verify the serviceability limit state criteria. Fig. 1 illustrates the evaluated
alongwind peak acceleration responses for various building models of 20 and 30 storeys at a
basic wind velocity of 20 m/s (10 min), an air density air = 1.25 kg/m3, and a damping ratio
of 0.01592 corresponding to a structural logarithmic decrement of 0.1 for damping according
to BS EN 1991-1-4. The aerodynamic and auxiliary damping ratios are ignored. Hence, the
residential curve for the human comfort with the motion thresholds is used to indicate the
differences between the office and residential buildings.
Fig. 1 indicates the dominant effect of the building height on the alongwind peak
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acceleration responses, which increase with the increased building height due to the decrease
in the stiffness and decrease the natural frequency. For the same building height with different
plan aspect ratios or side ratios, however, the acceleration responses decrease with the
increases in the stiffness and mass of the buildings as shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). Fig. 1 also
indicates that these models lay within the recommended limits for the alongwind peak
acceleration responses under the assumed wind characteristics. With the increased basic wind
velocity and decreased damping ratio, the results for some models lie above the recommended
limits for office buildings.
1
Peak acceleration, A (m/s2)

Peak acceleration, A (m/s2)

1

0.1

0.01
0.01

0.1

0.01
0.01
0.1
1
10
First alongwind frequency, fD (Hz)

0.1
1
10
First alongwind frequency, fD (Hz)

(a) For 20-storey buildings

(b) For 30-storey buildings

Fig. 1 Evaluated alongwind peak acceleration responses to BS EN 1991-1-4

Similar trends can be observed for the acrosswind peak acceleration responses with some
differences directly related to the side ratio of the considered buildings where the RMS or
force lift coefficients are dependent on the side ratios of the buildings [19]. With the increase
in the side ratio of buildings, the acrosswind wind loading increases. Thus, for low side ratios
of buildings, i.e. the building depth is shorter than the building width, the alongwind wind
loading becomes dominant if the wind flow is assumed to act on the long surface of the
building. When the side ratio is high, i.e. the building depth is larger than the building width,
the acrosswind wind loading becomes dominant due to the effect of the side ratio of the
building if the wind flow is perpendicular to the short surface of the building.
4.2 Effects of wind characteristics
In some of the quoted design codes/standards, the alongwind peak acceleration response is
adopted together with the standard deviation. The peak acceleration index is evaluated by
multiplying the standard deviation to the acceleration by a defined resonant peak factor based
on the averaging time of the wind-induced vibration response and the alongwind natural
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frequency. Although the expressions for the peak factor are approximately similar for ASCE 7
and BS EN 1991-1-4 or for AS/NZS 1170.2 and AIJ recommendations, the adopted averaging
times for the wind-induced vibration responses are different and result in various resonant
peak factors. For instance, the resonant peak factor in BS EN 1991-1-4 is always lower than
that in ASCE 7 due to the different averaging times, 10 minutes for BS EN 1991-1-4 and 1
hour for ASCE 7. The alongwind standard deviations for the acceleration response estimated
form BS EN 1991-1-4 are higher than those from ASCE 7 due to other intermediate
parameters such as mean wind velocity, turbulence intensity, turbulence length scale and wind
spectrum which all affect the resonant response factor and result in various acceleration
responses. Similar trends are observed for AIJ recommendations and AS/NZS 1170.2 while
the expressions for the resonant peak factor are fairly the same in the two code/standards with
the same averaging time of 10 minutes for wind-induced vibration responses.
A total of 104 RC building models have been simulated and evaluated in terms of the
alongwind acceleration response based on individual design code/standards. Fig. 2 illustrates
the alongwind peak accelerations of the evaluated models of 40 storeys for a basic wind
velocity of 20 m/s (10-min) or 28.4 m/s (1-hr) and a fixed damping ratio  of 0.01592 based
on the four design codes/standards and the online design module DEDM-HR. The input
parameters include basic wind velocity, damping ratio, air density, and force coefficients used
in DEDM-HR based on BS EN 1991-1-4. DEDM-HR has limitations for the alongwind
acceleration responses as shown in Fig. 2 due to the limited available aspect and side ratios
for the employed models. Fig. 2 clearly indicates that BS EN 1991-1-4 gives higher
alongwind peak acceleration responses than the other codes/standards for tall buildings. For
10-storey buildings, compared with AIJ recommendations, other three design codes/standards,
ASCE 7, AS/NZS 1170.2 and BS EN 1991-1-4, give lower estimates for the alongwind peak
acceleration by 53.6%, 37.1% and 18.8%, respectively. Similar trends were observed for 20storey buildings for the same three design codes/standards, lower by 46%, 36.3% and 3%. For
30- and 40-storey buildings, compared with AIJ recommendations, ASCE 7, AS/NZS 1170.2
and DEDM-HR (for 30-storey buildings) still give lowered estimates for the alongwind peak
acceleration by 39.7%, 36.4% and 7.6%, respectively.
Meanwhile, BS EN 1991-1-4 gives larger estimates for the alongwind peak acceleration
for 30- and 40-storey buildings in comparison with AIJ recommendations by 10.2% and
18.9%. Also, DEDM-HR gives larger estimates for the alongwind peak acceleration for 40storey buildings in comparison with AIJ recommendations by 26.6%. These differences in the
alongwind peak acceleration responses are related to the wind characteristics such as basic
wind velocity averaging time, mean wind velocity, wind turbulence intensity, wind turbulence
length scale, wind spectrum, force coefficients, and the applied reduction factors in some
design codes/standards. Here, AIJ recommendations can be used as the basis for comparison
because this standard can estimate the acceleration responses for buildings in three principal
directions, i.e. two translational and one rotational.
It is worthwhile to mention that only an increase in the basic wind velocity by 1 m/s will
lead to an increase of 15-17% in the alongwind peak acceleration response based on the
design codes/standards and the online design module adopted for this study. This basic
velocity is used for determining the mean or design wind velocity which is highly needed for
other intermediate parameters, e.g. size reduction and energy factors. These intermediate
parameters will significantly affect the resonant response factor for determining the
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acceleration responses. Other parameters include such as the drag force coefficients and the
mode shape factor of predicting linear and nonlinear mode shapes.
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Fig. 2 Evaluated alongwind peak acceleration responses to various design codes/standards and online design
module for 40-storey buildings with  = 0.01592
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Here, the mode shapes are assumed to be linear for all models. The drag force coefficient is
usually defined as the windward external pressure coefficient minus the leeward external
pressure coefficient in the design codes/standards which are dependent on the side ratio D/B.
For rectangular buildings with heights no larger than 45 m, only AIJ recommendations
provide the external pressure coefficients based on the building width and depth-to-height
ratio. Only BS EN 1991-1-4 provides the external pressure coefficients based on the heightto-depth ratio, H/D, of the designed building in the direction parallel to wind, and also
recommends the use of force coefficients for H/D > 5 based on the side ratio and other
reduction factors. AIJ recommendations apply a reduction factor for the windward external
pressure coefficient and result in the lowest drag force coefficients amongst the quoted design
codes/standards, while AS/NZS 1170.2 and BS EN 1991-1-4 apply a reduction factor when
there is lack of correlations between the windward and leeward pressures for the evaluated
wind forces and result in reduced wind effects such as base shears, moments and
accelerations. BS EN 1991-1-4 also provides higher drag force coefficients amongst the
quoted codes/standards in particular for tall slender buildings and result in higher estimated
alongwind peak acceleration responses.
For the acrosswind acceleration responses and the conditions for evaluating the response in
this direction as stated in Section 2, the models of 20 storeys and above can all satisfy these
conditions set by AIJ recommendations. However, even for these models there are still some
unsatisfied conditions due to limited aspect and side ratios of buildings in comparison with
those in literature. For example, not all the aspect and side ratios are available in AS/NZS
1170.2 and DEDM-HR. Also, the interpolations between the available aspect and side ratios
may possibly result in high errors on the estimated acrosswind responses because small
alterations in the building shape can result in significant aerodynamic effects, e.g. acrosswind
responses. Thus, only the models with available aspect and side ratios in the mentioned
sources are evaluated. In particular, linear interpolations are employed for some models based
on for AS/NZS 1170.2. For DEDM-HR, the models with overestimated results and error
outputs are excluded from comparisons and are not put in the figures for the alongwind and
acrosswind directions. Fig. 3 illustrates the acrosswind peak acceleration responses by
considering these three sources for 40-storey buildings.
For 30- and 40-storey buildings, AIJ recommendations give higher acrosswind peak
accelerations compared with AS/NZS 1170.2 and DEDM-HR by 6.1%, 53.2%, 37.9% and
31.7%, respectively. However, high discrepancies exist in the obtained results between AIJ
recommendations and AS/NZS 1170.2 due to use of linear interpolations on the aspect and
side ratios for some models based on AS/NZS 1170.2. Fig. 3 indicates that the estimated
acrosswind acceleration responses are higher than those in the alongwind direction due to the
severe wind excitations in this direction which usually exceed the motion thresholds. This
reveals that for slender tall buildings with aspect ratios over 3, the serviceability limit state
design should consider the acceleration in the acrosswind direction. Unfortunately, the
evaluation of the acceleration for the acrosswind direction is not available in most design
codes/standards. Thus, these design codes/standards recommend use of wind-tunnel tests for
slender tall buildings with aspect ratios larger than 3 or even 4 as stated in BS EN 1991-1-4.
AIJ recommendations give very high estimates for the acrosswind acceleration response in
comparison with AS/NZS 1170.2 and DEDM-HR. Hence, the number of models evaluated by
using AIJ recommendations can also be higher, while other two sources only provide limited
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aspect and side ratios of buildings. In particular, the limitations for AS/NZS 1170.2 and
DEDM-HR can be seen in Fig. 3 on the acrosswind peak acceleration responses.
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Fig. 3 Evaluated acrosswind peak acceleration responses to various design codes/standards and online design
module for 40-storey buildings with  = 0.01592

4.3 The effects of damping ratios
For the same models studied, the damping ratio varies with a fixed basic wind velocity to
show its effect on the acceleration responses of tall buildings. The adoption of various
damping ratios in the design codes/standards may cause high discrepancies in the acceleration
response which is directly related to the assumed damping ratio through the resonant factor.
For example, the structural damping ratio in BS EN 1991-1-4 is assumed to be 0.01592 for all
RC buildings. However, this ratio varies with the height of buildings as stated in ISO 4354.
For 10-storey buildings with a storey height of 3 m, when the damping ratio varies from
0.0150 to 0.01592, the alongwind peak acceleration response increases by 3%. For 20-storey
buildings, the alongwind peak acceleration response increases by 19% when the assumed
damping ratio varies from 0.01125 to 0.01592. For 30- and 40-storey buildings, when the
damping ratio varies from 0.0090 to 0.01592, the alongwind peak acceleration response
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increases by 33%. The basis for comparison is dependent on the damping ratio given in BS
EN 1991-1-4. Also, the relationship between the acceleration with fixed parameters and the
damping ratio indicates that the acceleration varies linearly with 1/ 0.5 as stated in literature
[1,2]. Similar trends can be observed for the acrosswind peak acceleration response. The
acrosswind direction is predominant for tall building design and the corresponding
accelerations are very high in comparison with those in the alongwind direction. Thus,
evaluating only the alongwind response quantities for tall buildings as common practice in
most design codes/standards is insufficient due to severe acrosswind effects.
5

CONCLUSIONS
The alongwind and acrosswind acceleration responses are directly influenced by the
dynamic characteristics of buildings in terms of mass, stiffness and damping ratio.
Wind characteristics include basic/mean wind velocity, averaging time, turbulence
intensity, turbulence length scale, wind spectrum and peak factors and act as the
main sources of high discrepancies in the acceleration responses amongst the studied
design codes/standards. The force coefficients in these codes/standards also are
different, resulting in various acceleration responses.
The uncertainty in the basic wind velocity can cause high differences in the peak
acceleration responses. Also, the uncertainties in the natural frequency and damping
ratio may significantly affect the peak accelerations of the building so as to influence
human comfort.
The acrosswind accelerations are usually higher than the alongwind accelerations.
However, there is lack of full expressions provided for different aspect and side
ratios between the design codes/standards.
AIJ recommendations are encouraged to use for preliminary wind design of tall RC
buildings because they cover full envelops of buildings for all wind directions.
The online design module DEDM-HR provides a good basis for evaluating the
alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional acceleration responses with possible
combinations for the acceleration components. However, these modules are based on
the limited aspect and side ratios of tall buildings. Hence, more wind tunnel tests are
needed to extend the current database for tall buildings.
The motion perception thresholds for tall buildings are higher than those for low-rise
and mid-rise buildings with respect to their natural frequencies.
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Abstract. Enhanced finite volume thermoelastic models, with emphasis on convergence
acceleration and direct face gradient calculation, are presented. Second-order discretisation schemes are employed in time and space, and two different approaches to solve the
linear system of equations have been implemented: a segregated method and a blockcoupled method. The accuracy and execution time requirements of the solvers are studied
for three different cases, both with static and transient conditions. Significant savings in
computation time are achieved owing to the acceleration strategies, without compromising
the solution accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

Finite volume method has proved to be a reliable numerical approach to solve a great
variety of computational structural mechanics phenomena. Early and current works on
this topic can be found for example in [1–4]. In general, discretisation schemes are cellcentred, and the equations of each displacement direction are decoupled in three different
linear systems. Thus, displacement inter-component dependencies are deferred to the
source term and a fixed-point iterative process is needed. The final segregated model provides a simple and conservative formulation (in local and global momentum equilibrium),
which employs very low memory usage but can experience slow convergence rates when
there is strong coupling between displacement directions. This would be particularly disadvantageous in front of other structural solvers when considering partitioned implicit
fluid-structure interaction cases, which requires solving both domains multiple times per
time step.
Consequently, different solutions to accelerate the solution convergence have been proposed in the literature. A full multigrid algorithm based on V cycles and a correction
scheme was used in [5]. In [6], the entire elasticity equation was arranged in a single linear system by integrating the discretisation coefficients of the displacement gradient into
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a coupled matrix. The method was tested and applied to study structure-electrostatics
interaction in microelectromechanical systems, showing dramatical improvement in the
convergence rate. Similarly, [7] defined a block-coupled solver for linear elasticity which
resulted in less execution time and memory requirements than a finite element software
for the set of cases tested. Unlike [6], the displacement gradient was directly calculated
on the faces, hence shrinking the gradient stencil of nodes and improving accuracy.
In this work, two different finite volume approaches for thermoelasticity problems in
3D unstructured meshes, with emphasis on convergence acceleration of the linear system
resolution, are presented. The first one relates to a segregated method with Aitken acceleration and gradient-stress evaluation directly on the volume faces. The second is based
on the block-coupled arrangement developed by [7]. First, the governing equations and
the main highlights of the numerical implementation are described. Then, the models are
validated and their computing performance analysed in static and transient cases.
These structural solvers are to be used within our semi-implicit partitioned fluidstructure interaction method, which has been already validated and applied for industrial
applications [8–10]. In this manner, a common finite volume framework will be used for
both domains, ensuring a consistent coupling strategy and a conservative resolution of
the governing equations.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The lagrangian form of the linear momentum equation integrated over a control volume
V , bounded by the surface S, can be written as:
 2

∂ (ρu)
dV =
n · σ dS ,
(1)
∂t2
V
S
where ρ is the density, u the displacement, n the surface unit normal vector pointing
outwards, and σ is the Cauchy stress tensor.
Hooke’s law for isotropic linear thermoelastic materials relates the stresses with displacements and temperatures:
σ = µ∇u + µ (∇u)T + λtr (∇u) − β (T − T0 ) I ,

(2)

where λ and µ are the first and second Lamé’s parameters, respectively. The parameter
β is related to the coefficient of linear thermal expansion α by
β = α (2µ + 3λ) .

(3)

In this manner, the first stress term of Eq. 1 (µn · ∇u) behaves as a diffusion term
and its discretisation is straightforward, as will be shown later. Taking into account the
optimal implicit contribution for the segregated method [2], both the laplacian transpose
term and the laplacian trace of the displacement will be treated as a normal laplacian,
and a deferred correction will assign the correct values of the total stress. Therefore, the
arrangement of the segregated model for Eq. 1 reads:
 2


∂ (ρu)
dV − (2µ + λ) n · ∇u dS =
n · (σ − (2µ + λ) ∇u) dS ,
(4)
∂t2
S
S
V
2
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where right-hand side will be allocated to the source term.
On the other hand, the block-coupled approach treats the entire stress term implicitly, considering separately the surface normal and tangential derivatives in the following
fashion [7]:
 2

∂ (ρu)
dV − ((2µ + λ) n · ∇un + λntr (∇t ut ) + µn · ∇ut + µ∇t un ) dS =
∂t2
V
S

− nβ (T − T0 ) dS , (5)
S

where un = nn · u, ut = (I − nn) · u, un = n · u, and tensor nn results from the
dyadic product of normal vector. The surface tangential derivatives of any variable φ are
equivalent to ∇t φ = (I − nn) · ∇φ.
The temperature distribution T is governed by the energy conservation equation. Considering quasi-static linear thermoelastic problems, temperature becomes independent of
the strain rate, and energy balance reduces to a conduction heat transfer equation [11].
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

The domain is divided into arbitrary convex polyhedral cells, where the conservation
equations are integrated. The system of equations is written as a function of the value of
the displacements in cell centres and boundary face centres (all treated as nodes). Since
the stress term of Eq. 1 is integrated over the cell faces, here both gradient and stress
are discretised directly on the faces, instead of interpolating their value from the adjacent
cell centres.
3.1

Temporal discretization

The momentum equation is solved using a direct implicit time integration, where all
terms are evaluated from the state of the system at the current instant. The inertial
term is formulated according to the trapezoidal rule, which is second-order accurate,
unconditionally stable for linear analysis and shows limited integration errors [12, 13].
The resulting equations for the velocity u̇ and displacement at the current time are
u̇

n+1

un+1

ün+1 + ün
∆t ,
= u̇ +
2
ün+1 + ün 2
∆t .
= un + u̇n ∆t +
4
n

(6)
(7)

The acceleration ün+1 can be expressed in terms of un+1 from Eq. 7, and thus be used
within the inertial term of the equilibrium equation, ∂ 2 (ρu) /∂t2 . Following the linear
formulation for small strains, ρ is assumed constant over time.
3.2

Gradient discretization

Like in the block-coupled solver of [7], the gradient is calculated directly on the face
by numerical schemes which compute normal and tangential components of the gradient
3
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Figure 1: Geometrical relations between two adjacent cells (left) and face-edge parameters (right).

separately,
(∇φ)f = (∇n φ)f + (∇t φ)f ,

(8)

where φ can be any scalar or vector field stored in the nodes.
In this work this normal-tangential gradient decomposition is extended to the segregated method too, in order to obtain an equivalent discretisation with both methods and
just a different manner to deal with the resulting linear system of equations in each one.
The face normal derivative includes an orthogonal contribution and a non-orthogonal
correction:


φN − φP
(∇n φ)f = nf (n · ∇φ)f ≈ nf |∆|
+ (k · ∇t φ)f ,
(9)
|d|
where d = xN −xP , ∆ = d/ (d · n) and k = n−∆, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The selected
vector k is tangent to the face f , allowing for evaluating the non-orthogonal correction
with (∇t φ)f instead of with the total face gradient.
To calculate the face tangential derivative, the surface Gauss theorem is employed [14],
which integrates along the face edges e as follows:
(∇t φ)f ≈

1
m e Le φ e ,
S e

(10)

where Le is the length of the straight edge and me is the unit vector parallel to the face
and perpendicular to the edge (see Fig. 1). The edge value φe is obtained by averaging
the value of φ in the edge vertices v1 and v2 . Therefore, a vertex interpolation procedure,
to interpolate the node-centred displacement to the grid vertices, is needed. For this
purpose, in lieu of a Least Squares interpolation with linear fit function, the modified
Shepard interpolation described by [15], which is exact for linear polynomials, is used.
The former should solve a 4 × 4 system for each vertex, whereas the latter deals with a
3 × 3 system, hence greatly decreasing the computational effort. The final value of the
field in the vertex results in a linear combination of its value in the surrounding nodes,
indexed as vn,

φv =
ωvn φvn .
(11)
vn

4
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Finally, the tangential derivative discretisation of Eq. 10 relative to the node values
becomes


1
1
(∇t φ)f ≈
ωvn φvn .
me L e
(12)
S e
2
vn

In the segregated method, the orthogonal contribution of Eq. 9 is used to discretise
implicitly the diffusion term of Eq. 4. The face gradient and face stress are computed via
Eqs. 9, 12 and 2 with the last value of the displacement, and added to the system source
term. In the block-coupled method, the whole derivative discretisation is considered
implicitly. For more information about the block-coupled methodology, the reader is
referred to [7].
3.3

Boundary conditions

Three types of boundary conditions have been implemented:
• Known displacement (Dirichlet): uB = U .
• Zero normal gradient of the displacement (Neumann): (n · ∇u)B = 0. Following
the numerical scheme for the normal derivative (Eq. 9), the resulting expression of
the boundary node is
|∆|

uB − uN
+ (k · ∇t u)B = 0 ,
|d|

(13)

where the non-orthogonal correction is evaluated with Eq. 12. In the segregated
method, this correction is added to the source term, whereas in the block-coupled
method it is considered implicitly.
• Known external traction: (n · σ)B = T . The discretisation of this boundary condition is the same as the one employed to discretise the internal face stress.
A symmetry plane is represented as a Dirichlet condition in the normal component of
the displacement and a Neumann condition in the tangential directions.
3.4

Linear system resolution

As already mentioned, the segregated method moves the inter-component dependencies
of the thermoelasticity equation to the source term. Consequently, three linear symmetric
systems, one for each direction, are defined. The implicit momentum equilibrium should
be solved then performing fixed-point iterations, where the source is updated after every
iteration. To accelerate the solution convergence, a multidimensional Aitken ∆2 technique
[16] is proposed:
ũk+2 = uk+2 + γr k+2 ,


r k+2 · r k+2 − r k+1
γ =
,
|r k+2 − r k+1 |2
r k+2 = uk+2 − uk+1 .
5
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It has been found that applying this Aitken formula every five iterations provides an
optimum convergence acceleration for the particular cases analysed in this work.
Thus, each time step is solved by an iterative process, where every iteration performs
the next tasks: solve all three linear systems [Ai ]·{ui } = {Bi }, relax the solution {ui }, calculate (∇u)f and σ f , update the source terms {Bi }, evaluate the maximum system initial
residual |[Ai ] · {ui } − {Bi }| / |{Bi }| and check for problem convergence if it is lower than
10−7 . Since the source term does not provide the converged values from the beginning,
there is no need to reach very tight tolerance in every linear system resolution.
On the other side, the block-coupled model joins all displacement dependencies into
a single linear system. This generates a non-symmetric system with three times the size
of the segregated systems. Furthermore, the matrix is less diagonally dominant and less
sparse. The linear system is clearly harder to solve, considering numerical stability and
memory requirements. However, as will be shown, the resulting convergence speed is
notably higher than that obtained with the segregated methods.
Both methodologies employ parallel PETSc solvers [17,18]. A conjugate-gradient solver
with 10−2 error tolerance relative to the initial residual has been selected for all the
segregated simulations, while a biconjugate gradient stabilized solver with 10−7 relative
error tolerance has been selected for the block-coupled ones.
4

RESULTS

In this section, the accuracy of numerical schemes is studied for three different cases,
in static and transient conditions. Besides, the effectiveness to reduce the computational
times of the segregated convergence acceleration and the block-coupled arrangement is
analysed.
4.1

Case A: Thermal loading

NAFEMS Standard Benchmark Test LE11 [19] is solved to check the order of accuracy
of the described formulation. A body of revolution with Young’s modulus E = 210 GPa,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and thermal expansion coefficient α = 2.3·10−4 K−1 , is subjected to
static non-linear thermal loading, and thereby to thermal expansion and thermal stresses.
Geometry, temperature rise function and boundary conditions can be found in Fig. 2.
The target solution refers to σzz at point A, whose value should be −105 MPa.
Due to the axisymmetric configuration, only a quarter of the cylindrical solid is modelled. Four different mesh refinements have been tested, each mesh doubling the number
of divisions in all directions of the previous one. Thus, observing the second level of
refinement shown in Fig. 2, the resulting number of cells of the meshes are: 60 (1), 480
(2), 3840 (3) and 30720 (4).
The relative error in stress in the specified point is plotted as a function of mesh size
in Fig. 2. As can be seen, a second-order rate of convergence in the stress solution is obtained. Despite considering a point located in the domain boundary vertex, second-order
accuracy can be achieved owing to the vertex interpolation technique and the second-order
tangential derivative discretisation on inner and boundary faces. Although segregated and

6
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Figure 2: Case A: Problem description with Mesh 2 (left) and variation of relative error in σzz at point
A (right). All boundary conditions not specified are traction free. Mesh 2 has 6 divisions in the azimuthal
direction. Units in m, o C.

block-coupled methodologies share the same numerical schemes, minor discrepancies in
this point stress arise with Mesh 3, probably due to convergence criteria or linear solvers
operation.
The execution times consumed to run this case are presented in Table 1. In general, the
computing demand of this case is very low for all meshes. The convergence acceleration
introduced in the segregated approach is able to decrease the computing time with all mesh
refinements, although the major savings in this sense are produced by the block-coupled
method, which solves the problem up to 2.4 times faster than the proposed segregated
method.
4.2

Case B: Bending of a thick plate

A thick elliptic plate under normal pressure, which suffers from static out-of-plate
bending, was reproduced by [5] as a benchmark structural problem. Details of the domain
and boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 3. The material properties are E = 210
GPa and ν = 0.3. A quarter of the domain is again sufficient due to the double symmetry
of the configuration. As in Case A, four systematically refined meshes have been tested:
72 (1), 576 (2), 4608 (3) and 36864 (4).
The distribution of σxx and σyy on the plate mid-section compared with the benchmark
solution by [5] is delineated in Fig. 3. Like in the original solution, the symmetry between
both stresses which would be expected with circumferential edges is disrupted by the
elliptic shapes. The obtained solution agrees well with the benchmark, although visible
differences can still be seen close to the symmetry boundaries, as a result of the mesh
refinement. Convergence to the reference solution is distinctly proved observing Fig. 4,
where x displacement and von Mises equivalent stress along line x = y on the plate
mid-section are depicted and compared with results from [5].
7
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Figure 3: Case B: Problem description with Mesh 3 (left) and distribution of stress components on the
plate mid-section obtained with Mesh 4 compared with results from [5] (right). Mesh 3 has 12 divisions
in thickness. Units in m, Pa.
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Figure 4: Case B: Distribution of ux (left) and equivalent stress (right) on the plate mid-section along
x = y compared with results from [5].
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Figure 5: Case C: Problem description with mesh (left) and deflection at the tip over time compared
with results from [13] (right). Units in m.

The acceleration achieved with the presented models describes the same tendency as
in Case A. Nevertheless, both methods reduce the required computational time in greater
magnitude than before. The same case was reproduced by [7], showing similar levels of
speed-up between block-coupled and segregated methods. In that case, a finite element
software was tested too, and the block-coupled approach demonstrated fewer requirements
in time (less than one third) and memory (less than half) for all meshes.
Table 1: Execution time and speed-up in all cases for each numerical approach: segregated (SA),
segregated with convergence acceleration (SB) and block-coupled (C). The simulations have been carried
out using 1 CPU core (3.4 GHz Intel Haswell processors).

1
SA [s] 0.10
SB [s] 0.09
C [s]
0.07
SA/SB 1.1
SB/C
1.4

4.3

Case
2
0.60
0.31
0.15
1.9
2.0

A
3
4
1
4.8 38 0.27
2.5 25 0.17
1.0 10 0.06
1.9 1.5 1.6
2.4 2.4 2.6

Case
2
2.0
1.0
0.17
2.1
5.7

B
3
18
4.9
1.1
3.8
4.3

4
1
168 3615
39 1408
11 302
4.3 2.6
3.4 4.7

Case C
2
3
3773 3958
1112 2871
274 221
3.4
1.4
4.1
13

4
356
65
4.0
5.4
16

Case C: Vibration of a cantilever structure

In order to verify the time integration scheme and highlight the differences in computing
efficiency among the models facing transient cases, the vibration of a cantilever 3D beam
is studied. The case follows an example of [13], and is outlined in Fig. 5. Density is
2600 kg/m3 , Young’s modulus 10 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3. The force in y direction
is increased linearly from zero to F = −500 N during the first 7 seconds, and then it is
released.
Unlike in the previous cases, here a unique mesh of 80 × 8 × 8 (see Fig. 5) has been
9
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tested. The variations within the case comprise different time steps, i.e. ∆t = 0.25 s (1),
∆t = 0.5 s (2) and ∆t = 1 s (3), and a static simulation with a steady force of F = −500
N (4).
The resulted transient response of the structure matches very well the solution from
[13], as observed in Fig. 5. Time dedicated to conducting the whole transient and static
simulations is summarised in Table 1. Being a bending case, strong coupling among
displacement components arises, and greater speed-ups of the block-coupled model are
achieved. The major benefit is obtained with the static case since transient cases alleviate
these dependencies and allow starting the resolution of an instant with the time preceding
solution as an initial guess, which is close to the new solution. Thus, the speed-up of the
block-coupled method compared with the segregated method is lower for the shorter
time steps. Potential improvements in the transient solver, such as a predictor step to
extrapolate the value at the start of a time step may further reduce these differences
between both approaches.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Two enhanced unstructured finite volume models for 3D linear thermoelastic materials have been presented. They both discretise the displacement in the cell centre and
its gradient and stress directly on the cell faces. The first approach follows the traditional segregated method to solve the coupled linear system, but with the addition of
a convergence acceleration technique. The second is based on a block-coupled method,
which includes all the displacement inter-component relations within a unique system.
After simulating three different cases, the proposed segregated model has shown great
robustness and speed-ups between 1.1 and 5.4 as a result of the acceleration step. The
block-coupled method has been able to predict the same results but with significantly
less execution time: between 6 and 70 % of the time spent by the accelerated segregated
method. However, higher memory usage and fine tuning of the linear solver to ensure
convergence has been required.
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Abstract. This An analytical approach based on the Rayleigh method is adopted to calculate
the buckling load of an actual 46-m-high concrete pipe, taking into account the geometric
stiffness, functions of the concentrated forces, and self-weight of the structure. Stability analysis
that included the self-weight of structural elements was originally discussed by Euler (1774),
but he did not succeed in obtaining a satisfactory solution. The problem was finally resolved by
Greenhill in 1881. The structural pipe analyzed in this work is made of concrete and its
geometric nonlinear behavior and imperfections are linearized by reducing the structural
stiffness. The material is considered to be viscoelastic with reduction of the flexural stiffness to
consider the material non-linearity and creep is taken into account by the criteria from Eurocode
2. The ground is modeled as a set of distributed springs. Then, the critical buckling load is
calculated analytically and dynamically defined to different instants along time after the
structure to be loaded. Modulus of elastic and specific deformation on time are also obtained.
Finally, the structural stiffness is evaluated. Reductions of 25.15% to the modulus of elasticity
and deformation, and of 21.08% to the critical load of buckling for analysis performed at zero
and four thousand days were found.
1

INTRODUCTION

Frame structures modeled as columns constitute the fundamental elements of various
industrial applications. A column represents a continuous structural compression member
whose vibrations are governed by nonlinear partial differential equations for which exact
analytical solutions cannot be found [1]. The compressive capacity of a column can be
quantified in various ways, including the conservative Euler load [2]. The elastic buckling load
of a pin-ended column, an important design parameter of slender columns, was first determined
by Euler in 1774 [3]. However, Euler found it difficult to include the effects of the self-weight
of the column in its buckling response. Although the problem was finally solved by Greenhill
in 1881 [4], the inclusion of the self-weight of a column has continued to be a topic of extensive
mathematical discussion. Euler buckling, defined as the phenomenon in which an elastic
member buckles under a sufficiently large compressive axial load, is perhaps the simplest and
the most widespread type of column instability, the behavior of which has been confirmed by
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Lubbers, van Hecke, and Coulais [5].
A continuous system as a column can readily be reduced to a single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) system; thus, the modes in which the system will deform are restricted and the
properties of the system can be expressed as functions of generalized coordinates. This
technique was proposed by Rayleigh in his study of elastic system vibration, and his equations
were found to be valid over the entire domain of the problem [6]. However, most actual
structures are complex systems because their properties vary along their length. In such cases,
the integrals obtained using the Rayleigh method can be solved within the limits established for
each interval, i.e., the generalized properties can be calculated for each discrete segment of the
structure, as defined by its geometry within that segment.
To analytically define the critical load of buckling for the case modeled in this study, all the
elastic stiffness components are considered in the calculation, including the conventional
stiffness, which depends on the material behavior, the geometric stiffness, which depends on
the normal force acting on the structure, see [7] to [10], and the soil parcel, which accounts for
the soil-structure interaction. It is important to note that the soil-structure interaction cannot be
ignored, particularly in the case of a monopile foundation, because it may significantly
influence the dynamic behavior of the structure [11]. Further, the influence of the normal force
on the stiffness of unidimensional systems was examined by Wahrhaftig and Brasil, who
studied a problem involving a significantly deformed beam [12].
The structure selected for this study is a slender reinforced concrete (RC) pipe for which the
critical buckling load was calculated from a dynamic perspective. The nonlinearity of the
material was computed by reducing its flexural stiffness, as seen in [13], reflecting the
development cracking in the concrete, which are dependent on the magnitude of the stress.
Because the structure examined in the present study is extremely slender, the effects of creep
significantly influence the calculated critical buckling load. Creep is a mechanical phenomenon
that typically occurs in viscoelastic materials such as concrete, and it is an intrinsically
nonlinear material property. The mathematical model for creep employed in the present study
complies with the Eurocode criteria. Therefore, the primary nonlinearity considered is
geometric, and it is solved by computing the second-order geometric stiffness parcel. The
effects of material nonlinearity are captured by reducing the flexural stiffness, and the effects
of creep are computed according to the Eurocodes [14].
2 LONG-REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE WITH VARIABLE GEOMETRY
The problem evaluated in the present study involves calculating the critical buckling load of
an actual slender reinforced concrete pipe with variable geometry that presents both geometrical
and material nonlinearities (see Figure 1). The geometric details of the evaluated pipe are shown
in Figure 2, where g denotes gravitational acceleration; Gr means ground; s represents each
structural segment; S, D and th are the type, the external diameter, and the wall thickness of the
section; db represents the reinforcing bar diameter; nb is the number of reinforcing bars, and
c´ is the reinforcing cover.
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Figure 1. Photos of the tower
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Figure 2. Subject reinforced concrete pipe

The structure is 46 m high; it has a hollow circular section. The slenderness ratio of the tower
structure is 334. A set of antennae and a platform are installed at the tip of the structure,
constituting a total mass of 1097.76 kg. Cables, a ladder, and a guardrail are installed along the
entire length of the structure, adding a distributed mass of 40 kg/m. The density of the
centrifuged RC pole was taken as 2600 kg/m3 and the density of the foundation shaft was
2500 kg/m3. The equipment installed on the tower is summarized in Table 1.
The foundation is a relatively deep shaft having a bell diameter of 140 cm, bell length of
20 cm, shaft diameter of 80 cm, and shaft length of 580 cm. The lateral soil resistance is
represented by an elastic parameter, Sp, equal to 2668.93 kN/m3, providing a total lateral
stiffness. The concrete resistance was taken as 30 MPa for the pole and 20 MPa for the
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foundation. The physical nonlinearity of the RC was computed in accordance with the Brazilian
Association for Standardization (ABNT, 2014), which suggests a 50% reduction in the gross
moment of inertia [15].
Table 1. Devices, weights, and corresponding locations on the subject structure

Device
Pipe
Foundation
Distributed mass
Lumped mass

Height
6–46 m
0–6 m
6–46 m
46 m

Density / unitary mass / lumped mass
2600 kg/m3
2500 kg/m3
40 kg/m
1097.76 kg

Because this is an RC structure, it is necessary to account for the presence of the reinforcing
bars when calculating the moment of inertia, which is accomplished by homogenizing the cross
section. Therefore, according to the theorem of parallel axis, the factor Fhs, which multiplies
the nominal moment of inertia of the section in terms of the total moment of inertia of the
reinforcing steel, in the homogenized section is Fh1 = 1.0199, Fh2 = 1.0568, Fh3 = 1.0811,
Fh4 = 1.0671, and Fh5 = 1.0859.
3

CREEP CONSIDERATION

Creep, which represents a gradual increase in deformation over time, is a typical
phenomenon noted in concrete structures owing to the viscoelastic nature of the concrete
material. It is critical to consider creep in the verification of the stability of slender compressed
members in the ultimate limit state because the stiffness of these members is modified as a
function of the rheology of the material. Mathematically, creep can be characterized by models
where the immediate elastic deformation is increased by viscous deformation, resulting in a
temporal function for deformation. Consequently, the modulus of elasticity must also be
provided as a temporal function that provides accurate results under normal levels of tension.
Because of the viscous nature of concrete, even at a constant stress level, the deformation of a
concrete structural element tends to increase over time.
The model that accounts for creep in EN 1992-1-1 [14] is based on the CEB-FIP Model
Code [16]. In the method specified by the Eurocode standard, the effects of and variations in
creep behavior over time are taken into account. The Eurocodes establish hypothetical and
model limitations for the calculation of creep, in which the coefficient of creep, φ, is predicted
as a function of the tangent modulus of elasticity, Ec. The creep deformation of concrete is
obtained by multiplying the immediate deformation by the creep coefficient. The total concrete
deformation at time t for a constant temperature is obtained by the sum of the terms for
immediate deformation, creep, and shrinkage.
In the method specified by EN 1992-1-1 [14], all the factors related to the concrete, loading,
and environmental characteristics are calculated as constant values for the studied time interval,
and they comprise a single result for the coefficient of creep, φ. This coefficient must be directly
introduced into the equation for slow deformation, and it serves as input data for various
procedures. The basic equations for determining the creep coefficient of concrete over time use
the average compressive strength, fcm. The creep coefficient, (t,t0), as defined in Eq. (1).
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 (t , t0 )  0 c (t , t0 )

(1)

The factor φ0, defined by Eq. (2) consists of three other factors. The first, φRH (given by Eq.
(3) for average concrete compressive strength less than or equal to 35 MPa), accounts for the
influence of the relative humidity of the environment, RH, and the equivalent thickness of the
member, h0, which is a function of the cross-sectional area, Ac, and the external perimeter in
contact with the environment, ue, as defined in Eq. (4). The second factor, β(fcm) (Eq. (5)), refers
to the direct influence of resistance on φ0, and the third factor, β(t0) (Eq. (6)), refers to the age
of the concrete, t0, when loading commences.
0  RH  ( fcm ) (t0 )

(2)

1  RH /100

RH 
1
, to f cm  35MPa
0.13 h0

h0 

2 Ac
ue

 ( f cm ) 

 (t0 ) 

(3)
(4)

16.8

(5)

f cm

1
(0.1  t00.20 )

(6)

The factor, βc(t,t0) (Eq. (7)), considers a coefficient, βH (Eq. (8) for average concrete
compressive strength less than or equal to 35 MPa), to regulate the combined influence of
relative humidity and equivalent thickness by simulating a real case in which the percolation
path of adsorbed water in a robust section of concrete is so large that the effect of creep due to
differential moisture is less important compared to that in the case of slimmer sections.
  t  t0  
 c (t , t0 )  

  H   t  t0  

0.3

18
 H  1.5 1   0.012 RH )   h0  250  1500, to f cm  35MPa





(7)

(8)

Therefore, the creep coefficient can be obtained using Eq. (1), and the temporal function
describing deformation in accordance with EN 1992-1-1 [26] can be obtained as
 1
 (t , t0 ) 
 (t , t0 )  c (t0 ) 


,
 Eci (t0 ) Eci (t28 ) 

which leads to a function for the modulus of elasticity with respect to time as follows:
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E (t , t0 ) 

1
,
 (t , t0 )
1

Eci (t0 ) Eci (t28 )

(10)

where Eci(t0) is the modulus of elasticity when loading commences and Eci(t28) is the modulus
of elasticity at 28 days.
4

ANALYTICAL DEFINITION OF THE CRITICAL BUCKLING LOAD

Consider the bar model shown in Figure 3, behaving in a non-damping free manner, to
approximate the practical problem investigated in this study. The system is under the action of
gravitational normal forces, originating from the distributed mass (the self-weight, ladder,
cables, and guardrail) along the length of the tower, and the lumped mass at the tip (the antennae
and platform). In addition, we consider the following well-known trigonometric function,
which is assumed to be valid throughout the domain of the structure:
x 
,
 2L 

 ( x)  1  cos 

(11)

where x is the location of the calculation, originating at the base of the cantilever, and L is the
length of the column, as shown in Figure 3, where t indicates dependency of the time, L is
the length of the column, s is a segment,  is a function, E is a modulus of elasticity, I is
a moment of inertia, N is a normal force, m indicates mass, k is a stiffness, and So is a parameter
related to the soil.
m0

 (x)

s5

N(x)

k So(x)

s2
s1

s3

x

s4

L

E s(t)I s(x)
ms(x)

Figure 3. Frame element model in free vibration

This model represents a column under an axial compressive load, N(x), with either constant
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or variable properties along its length. These properties include the geometry,
elasticity/viscoelasticity, and density, given by Is(x), Es(t), and ms ( x) , respectively, where s
denotes the considered segment. Applied springs of variable stiffness kso(x) act as the lateral
soil resistance until the foundation elevation. To find the analytical solution of the present
problem, it is necessary to consider the trigonometric function given by Eq. (11), the basic
assumption of which, as a function of x, effectively restricts the bar to an SDOF system.
In the case of vibration of a cantilevered column that is fixed at its base but free at its tip, the
shape function given in Eq. (11) satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem. The use of
Eq. (11) as a shape function for an actual structure with varying geometry has been validated
by Wahrhaftig [17]. This validation involved a comparison with a computational solution
derived using FEM and other mathematical expressions.
By applying the principle of virtual work and its derivations, the dynamic properties of the
subject system are obtained. The elastic/viscoelastic conventional stiffness is given by
k0 s (t ) 

2

Ls

 d 2 ( x) 
L Es (t ) I s ( x)  dx 2  dx,
s 1

n

with K 0 (t )   k0 s (t ),
s 1

(12)

where for a segment s of the structure, Es(t) is the viscoelastic modulus of the material with
respect to time; Is(x) is the variable moment of inertia of the section along the segment in
relation to the considered movement, obtained by interpolation of the previous and following
sections, already homogenized (if it is constant, it is simply Is); k0s(t) is the temporal term for
the stiffness; K0(t) is the final conventional stiffness varying over time; and n is the total number
of segment intervals given by the structural geometry. In Eq. (12), obviously, t vanishes when
the analysis considers a material with purely elastic, time-independent behavior.
The geometric stiffness appears as a function of the axial load, including the self-weight
contribution, and is expressed as
k gs (m
0)

Ls


L  N 0 (m0 ) 
s 1

2

  d ( x) 
N j  ms ( x)  Ls  x  g  

 dx,
j  s 1
  dx 
n

n

K g (m0 )   k gs (m0 ),

and

(13)

(14)

s 1

where kgs(m0) is the geometric stiffness in segment s, Kg(m0) is the total geometric stiffness of
the structure with n as defined previously, and N0(m0) is the concentrated force at the top, all of
which are dependent on the mass m0 at the tip. Further, Nj is the normal force from the upper
segments, given by
N0 (m0 )  m0 g and N j 

Ls



Ls 1

ms ( x) gdx,

(15)

where m0 is the tip lumped mass at the element joint and ms ( x ) is the mass per unit length
defined. Then, the total generalized mass is given by
M (m0
) m0  m,

considering that
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Ls

n

m   ms , with ms 
s 1

 m ( x )  ( x ) 
s

2

dx, and ms ( x)  As ( x) s ,

(17)

Ls 1

where ms ( x) is the mass distributed to each segment s, which is obtained by multiplying the
cross-sectional area, As(x), by the density, s, of the material in the respective interval.
Therefore, ms ( x) is the mass per unit length and m is the generalized mass of the system owing
to the density of the material, with n as previously defined. If the cross section has a constant
area over the interval, As(x) will be just As; consequently, the distributed mass will also be
constant. Similarly, if the mass m0 does not vary, all the other parameters that depend on it will
also be constant.
One approach for considering the participation of the soil in the vibration of the system is to
consider it as a series of vertically distributed springs that act as a restorative force on the
system. With kSos(x) denoting the spring parameter, the effective soil stiffness (as a function of
the location x along the length) is generally defined as
n

Ls

s 1

Ls 1

K So   k s , with k s 



k Sos ( x ) ( x ) 2 dx, where kSos ( x)  Sops Ds ( x) ,

(18)

where the parameter KSo is an elastic characteristic consisting of the sum of kSos(x) along the
foundation depth Ds(x), dependent on the geometry of the foundation, and the soil parameter
Sops. The soil parameter is considered to be (but need not necessarily be) constant in this case
in each layer of soil. The variables s and n in Eq. (18) represent segments along the foundation
and the total number of these segments, respectively. The parameter Sops must be provided by
a specialist geotechnical engineer, and different methods are used by different specialists for its
determination. Note that KSo is obtained using Hamilton’s principle (or the principle of virtual
displacements) by considering the generalized distribution properties of the system, as in the
case of the other stiffness and mass values. Further, note that the geometric parameters of the
structure included in previous equations as a function of x are constant over their respective
intervals. Considering the normal force as positive, we can obtain the total structural stiffness
as
K (m0 , t ) 
K 0 (t )  K g (m0 )  K So .

as

(19)

Finally, the natural frequency, as a function of the time and the mass at the tip, is calculated

(m0 , t )


K (m0 , t )
 (m0 , t )
f (m0 , t )
 rd / s   
 Hertz  .
M (m0 )
2

(20)

The mathematical procedure described above determines not only the frequency of a
structure but also the critical buckling load. The criterion relevant to dynamic structures for
determining the critical buckling load is established by assuming zero frequency at the moment
when the structure loses its stiffness. As a result, the calculation expresses the load as a function
of the mass. All the generalized parameters, such as the stiffness, K = K(m0) (Eq. (13)), normal
force at the top, N = N(m0) (Eq. (15)), and mass, M = M(m0) (Eq. (16)), can be expressed a
function of the mass at the top. Thus, the frequency can be written in terms of the mass at the
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top as f = f(m0) = [K(m0)/ M(m0)]1/2, the critical buckling load is reached when the frequency is
zero. When introducing creep into the analysis, it is necessary to consider a model that
represents the viscoelastic behavior of concrete. After the introduction of creep, the frequency
and critical buckling load become temporal functions because the modulus of elasticity varies
over time. Therefore, once creep is introduced into the calculation, the frequency can be written
in terms of the time and the mass at the top as f = f(m0,t) = [K(m0,t)/M(m0)]1/2, and the resultant
expression is sufficient to calculate the critical buckling load, determined when the frequency
is zero at any arbitrary time after the structure is placed in service.
Taking all the previously explained in consideration, and making the mass m0 at the top of
the structural pipe to vary, the force acting at the top also varies, as does the frequency of the
structure varies according to Eq.(20). Thus, the critical buckling load, Nbuck, is defined at zero
frequency as
N0 (m0 )  m0 g , and for fc (t , m0 ) 
0  N0 (m0 ) f (t ,m ) 0 
Nbuck .
c

(21)

0

The variation of the critical buckling load with the mass at the top of the structure can be
observed in Figure 4, where the critical buckling load for the structure can be obtained for any
stage in its lifetime.
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Figure 4. Critical buckling load over time
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Table 2 presents the results obtained by the analytical procedure.
Table 2. Results of the proposed analytical procedure with respect to time.

Time
(day)
0
90
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
Variation

Parameter by Eurocode
Modulus
Deformation
of elasticity (MPa)
(x 10-6)
18782.971
2.157
17050.349
2.566
14720.481
2.753
14404.972
2.813
14189.632
2.856
14104.568
2.873
14058.869
2.882
25.15%
25.15%

Analytical Procedure
Buckling
load (kN)
281.120
243.551
230.010
226.137
223.433
222.364
221.790
21.08%

12 CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The critical buckling load was also obtained by the analytical process and was
established as a compressive force of 281.120 kN at time zero and 221.790 kN at 4000
days, both corresponding to the nullity of the initial first natural frequency, what
represents a reduction of 21.08%.
Because of the creep, the modulus of elasticity and specific deformation have had both
a variation of 25.15% along 4000 days.
Directions for future research include the application of the proposed analytical method
to other structures. Further, it remains necessary to verify the effects of creep on the
dynamic behavior of structural models at scale.
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Abstract. In the development of a Formula SAE vehicle, one of the requirements for the vehicle
approval by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the competition is the impact
attenuator validation, which must pass through demanding rules of performance and format.
Although there is no limitation of the type of material to be used, its design is one of the most
challenging in the development of the car, once it involves iterative processes and a
considerable knowledge in materials, manufacturing processes and finite element method. This
work aims to show possible solutions for the impact attenuator, through a bibliography review
of different models which are already developed by different teams around the world. So, four
candidate models will be numerically tested in LS-Dyna, being chosen one of them to refine
the model through material testing and a parametric numerical study. In this stage, different
geometry will be tested, selecting the best one for the manufacture and final test of the attenuator
in an impact hammer. As final stage, a full vehicle crash-test will be developed, intending to
verify the structural behavior under frontal impact situation and the consequences of the impact
for the driver, represented by a dummy.
1

INTRODUCTION

Formula SAE is a student engineering competition organized by the Society of Automobile
Engineers (SAE), which exists since 1979 and is currently attended by hundreds of universities
around the world. One of the most challenging requirements for a vehicle to participate in the
competition is the impact attenuator, which should be able to absorb the energy from a frontal
impact at 7 m/s of a 300 kg car, minimizing damage to the driver. This attenuator has a number
of requirements regarding its shape and safety performance, however it does not have
restrictions on the material to be used, being generally made of foams, honeycomb, plates of
aluminium or carbon fiber reinforced polymer [2,8].
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2

OBJECTIVES

This work will be divided into two stages. The first objective is to develop a functional
impact attenuator according to SAE rules, capable of absorbing at least 7350 J of energy,
corresponding to an impact of a mass of 300 kg at 7 m/s, resulting in a deceleration peak smaller
than 40 g and average deceleration smaller than 20 g. This attenuator shall have dimensions
greater than 100 mm of width per 200 mm of height and 200 mm of length. In addition, it must
be fixed in the anti-intrusion plate, which is welded to the bulkhead of the vehicle, and this
assembly cannot undergo through permanent bending larger than 25 mm. This set must be
tested experimentally, proving that the conditions required by the SAE rules are met.
In the second stage, a numerical model will be developed in finite elements of the vehicle
structure, where a dummy will be positioned. This model will be used for a frontal impact
analysis, in order to evaluate both the behavior of the structure and the possible injuries to the
driver, through the analysis of regions such as head, neck, chest and femur.
3
3.1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE IMPACT ATTENUATOR
Preliminary simulations

Four configurations were analysed, two models made of aluminium sheets in pyramidal and
conical shapes and two models made of polystyrene and polypropylene foams, known in the
market by the names IMPAXX® and ARPRO®, respectively, which properties were extracted
from [5,6]. The configurations of each impact attenuator used in preliminary tests and its
deformations along time are seen in figure 1, and figure 2 shows the deflection of the antiintrusion plate and the deceleration applied to the vehicle structure in these cases. As boundary
conditions, an initial velocity of 7 m/s was used and a mass of 300 kg was coupled at the four
ends of the bulkhead structure.

2
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Figure 1: Initial configurations and evolution of the plastic deformations of the four impact attenuators tested
in the preliminary stage (upper left: pyramid cone trunk, upper right: aluminium cone trunk, lower left:
IMPAXX® foam, lower right: ARPRO® foam)
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Figure 2: Left - Deflection of the structure. Right - Deceleration applied in the structure

From Figure 1 it is possible to observe that the aluminium attenuators presented the so-called
progressive deformations, absorbing the energy of the impact through the programmed
deformation of their structure. In addition, these models showed an adequate deceleration
behaviour according to SAE rules and small anti-intrusion plate deflections, once the impact
load is applied only in the corners of the plate, close to tubular structure. The foam attenuators
showed acceptable decelerations, but the deformations of anti-intrusion plate were found to be
above the allowed limit. One possible solution to avoid such deflection is the use of steel tubes
of higher mechanical strength. Due to factors such as availability of material on the Brazilian
market, manufacturing costs, process reliability and quality control of the prototype, the
selected model was the ARPRO® foam, on which a more in-depth study and refinement of the
model will be carried out.

3
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3.2

Experimental apparatus

The experimental tests to characterize the foam and the steels used in the structure were
performed at GMSIE (Group of Solid Mechanics and Impact in Structures) at USP. The quasi
static tests were done in an Instron 3369 Universal test machine, and the impact test was done
in a vertical hammer, able to perform tests up to 25 kJ.
3.3

Characterization of materials

After the foam samples were prepared in circular format of 38 mm in diameter by 10 mm in
height, foams of three densities (60 g/l, 80 g/l and 100 g/l) were carried out at the deformation
rates of 10-3 s-1, 10-2 s-1, and 10-1 s-1, three samples were tested for each condition. The curves
of the materials are shown in Figure 3. Datasheet [5] properties is also shown in dashed lines
for 60 g/l and 80 g/l foams.

3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00
0,00 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00
Strain
Average 60 g/l 0.1 1/s
Average 60 g/l 0.01 1/s
Average 60 g/l 0.001 1/s
datasheet 60 g/l 0.001 1/s
datasheet 60 g/l 44 1/s

ARPRO® 80 g/l

4,00

5,00
Stress (MPa)

4,00

5,00
Stress (MPa)

Stress (MPa)

5,00

ARPRO® 60 g/l

3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00
0,00 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00
Strain
Average 80 g/l 0.1 1/s
Average 80 g/l 0.01 1/s
Average 80 g/l 0.001 1/s
datasheet 80 g/l 0.001 1/s
datasheet 80 g/l 44 1/s

ARPRO® 100 g/l
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3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00
0,00 0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00
Strain
Average 100 g/l 0.1 1/s
Average 100 g/l 0.01 1/s
Average 100 g/l 0.001 1/s

Figure 3: Strain-strain curves of ARPRO® foam in three densities
In addition, the properties of steels SAE 1020, SAE 1045 and SAE 4130, used in the vehicle structure, the antiintrusion plate and the bulkhead, respectively, were raised and shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curves of the steels used in the vehicle structure

4.3 Solution refinement
Nine models of impact attenuators were tested, varying their volume and the density of the
used foam. A comparison of the model dimensions and mass of each tested attenuator can be
seen in Figure 5 and Table 1.

Figure 5: Comparison of the tested models
Table 1: Dimensions of the tested models
Mass (g)

Dimension (mm)
A

B

C

D

E

60 g/l

80 g/l

100 g/l

Model 1

280

250

250

100

200

675 g

901 g

1126 g

Model 2

280

275

275

110

200

817 g

1090 g

1362 g

Model 3

280

300

300

120

200

951 g

1268 g

1585 g

The meshes were generated and the properties of the three densities of the ARPRO® foam
were defined and used as input parameters in the LS-Dyna software. The material model used
to represent the foam was MAT_083_FU_CHANG, which allows considering strain rate
effects. A comparison between the initial and final instants can be seen in Figure 6, and Figure
7 shows the deflection of anti-intrusion plate and the deceleration of the vehicle structure.

5
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Figure 6: Parametric analysis of nine impact attenuators configurations
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Figure 7: Left - Deflection of anti-intrusion plate. Right - Deceleration of the vehicle structure

It is possible to verify that the attenuators with foam of 60 g/l suffered greater deformations
in comparison with the models of higher density. This behavior is explained by the low
resistance of the foam, which deforms until reach densification, causing a very high load at this
point. Text [4] has a in-depth approach of this phenomena in cellular solids, and explain the
behavior found in Figure 7 . The higher densities showed a good behavior, and the figure above
shows that the lowest bulkhead deceleration peaks and deformations occurs with the density of
80 g/l, especially in model 2. Thus, due to its lower mass and better results in the simulations
the 80 g/l impact attenuator model 2 was selected for prototyping and experimental testing.

6
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3.4

Selection of the best solution

In a more in-depth analysis of the refined solution it is possible to verify through Figure 8
how the foam and structure behaved along time.

Figure 8: Development of plastic deformations in the foam, anti-intrusion plate and bulkhead structure

If we compare Figure 1 with Figure 8 it is possible to verify the evolution of the assembly,
once after increasing the impact attenuator volume, foam density and improving the tubular
steel strength, the structure showed a smaller deflection and it has decelerated with a lower
peak. In addition, Figure 8 shows a stress concentration in the welding region, between the antiintrusion plate and the bulkhead. These stresses are generated due to the traction of the plate in
this region, showing the great importance of the welded union with a continuous and good
quality welding fillet.
3.5

Impact hammer test

For this test, a rigid mass of 315.0 kg was initially positioned at a height of 2.38 m over the
upper face of the impact attenuator. At the moment of impact, the mass was found to be at 6.71
m/s. Figure 9 shows the initial and final configurations of the experimental test performed on
the impact hammer.

Figure 9: Experimental impact test
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It is possible to verify that the assembly behaved in the expected way, absorbing the energy
of the impact and presenting a practically negligible deformation of the structure. Figure 10
shows the mass deceleration and energy behavior curves in a comparison between the actual
and the numerical test, and Table 3 shows a comparison between the values obtained.
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Experimental results
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Figure 10: Comparison between experimental and numerical results. Left - Deceleration of the mass. Right –
Absorbed energy
Table 2: Comparison between experimental and numerical results
Peak deceleration (g)

Average deceleration (g)

Energy (J)

Peak force (kN)

Experimental test

19,41

12,51

7543,73

54,97

Numerical test

22,21

12,75

7671,97

59,03

Deviation (%)

12,62

1,86

1,67

6,88

In general, it is possible to see that the impact attenuator showed the requirements to be
approved according to SAE criteria, with maximum deceleration below 40 g, average
deceleration below 20 g and absorbed energy exceeding 7350 J. Also, it was found a good
correlation between the data obtained numerically and experimentally. It should be remembered
that the experimental test occurred with a mass of 315 kg and an initial velocity of 6.71 m/s and
the numerical test happened with a mass of 300 kg and velocity of 7 m/s, which justifies the
difference of 12.62% between the deceleration peak values.
It is possible to observe that after the point of maximum deformation a difference of the
numerical and experimental curves becomes more evident. This divergence occurs because no
tests were performed to identify the material behavior in the unloading phase, once the scope
of this work was focused only on the first loading deformation of the material.
4

VEHICLE SAFETY ANALYSIS

In this section, a vehicle safety analysis will be performed, checking the behavior of the
structure during the impact and impact severity for the dummy, through measurements of
stresses and accelerations in critical regions as head, neck, chest and femur and comparison
with the Brazilian standard NBR 15300 [1].

8
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For the frontal impact simulation, a finite element model of the Formula SAE Poli Racing
Team vehicle structure was developed. To represent the mass distribution due to the
components of the vehicle, four 10 kg nodes were positioned in the wheel region, representing
the inertia effect of the non-suspended mass. In addition, a mass of 55 kg was positioned in the
rear region of the vehicle in order to represent the powertrain assembly. To represent the pilot,
a Dummy 50th Percentile Hybrid III, available from the Livermore Software Technology
Corporation (LSTC) [7], weighing 79.5 kg and representing an adult man was positioned. The
dummy was restricted by a six-point seat belt, similar to that used in the vehicle, and a rigid
plate was placed in the region of the feet to represent the contact of the feet with the accelerator
and brake pedals. To represent the inertial effects of the helmet, a mass of 1.5 kg was positioned
in the center of gravity of the dummy's head. So, the assembly was positioned in front of a rigid
barrier with a velocity of 7 m/s. The mesh was composed of a total of 712.268 elements. Figure
11 shows the initial configuration and after 100 ms of the impact.

Figure 11: Full Crash test numerical analysis

In general, it is possible to affirm that the structure behaved as a survival cell, presenting
very small and localized plastic deformations, which did not compromise the integrity of the
occupant. Small stress concentrators were found in the corners of the bulkhead, where all the
impact loads are transmitted to the structure, and in the seatbelts anchorage points, but any of
these compromised the structural integrity during the crash. Still from Figure 11, it can be seen
that the occupant has remained stable in the vehicle seat, demonstrating the efficiency of the
six-point seat belt.
However, there is clearly a large neck flexion at the instant of 100 ms, which was caused
mainly by two reasons: first, the seatbelt has small elongation, which generates a considerable
acceleration in the occupant's chest. Second, the added mass of the helmet contributes to the socalled whiplash effect, increasing efforts in that region. Table 3 shows the values of the loads
and accelerations obtained with the numerical simulation in the analyzed regions, as well as a
comparison with the limits allowed by the standard NBR 15300, responsible for regulating the
safety of urban vehicles marketed in the country. In addition, the probabilities of injury in the
regions analyzed are shown in Table 4, according to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), which
is explained in [3].
Table 3: Severity of impact to the occupant

9
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Maximum allowed
(NBR 15300)
80.00
700.00
4170.00
4000.00
57.00
57.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
75.00
60.00
10000.00
10000.00

Criteria
Head

Neck

Chest
Femur

Deceleration (g)
HIC 15
Tensile (N)
Compression (N)
Extension (N.m)
Flexion (N.m)
Nte
Ntf
Nce
Ncf
Deflection (mm)
Deceleration (g)
Normal force - Left (N)
Normal force - Left (N)

Simulation
Results
25.89
33.97
1675.30
241.50
30.48
40.00
0.47
0.38
0.26
0.16
7.01
36.45
2717.20
3050.00

Table 4: Injury probability for the occupant
Injury probability (%)
Index

Head

Neck
Nte

Ntf

Nce

Ncf

Chest

Femur

Moderate (AIS2+)

0.027

41.875

40.203

38.448

36.984

17.275

3.288

Serious (AIS3+)

0.011

23.483

22.021

20.619

19.553

3.295

1.825

Very serious
(AIS4+)

0.002

14.352

13.303

8.499

11.333

0.848

-

Risk to life (AIS5+)

0.000

3.722

3.329

3.722

2.607

0.020

-

From this analysis, it is possible to observe that there is a very low probability of injury in
the head region. This is due to the low HIC obtained during impact and the low deceleration
peak in this region. One of the responsible for this behavior was the neck, which due its great
flexion, resulted in little head restraining. This behavior, however, was responsible for
generating average lesion probabilities of almost 42% in the neck, and one of the main reasons
was the mass of the helmet added, which caused considerably high normal loads and bending
moments. In this case, it would be appropriate the usage of the so-called Head and Neck Support
(HANS) device, which would avoid an exaggerated flexion of this region, creating a support
between the shoulders and the pilot's head.
Furthermore, it has been found that there is a 17.3% probability of a moderate injury in the
occupant's chest, and a serious injury of about 3.2%. This is due the restriction of the six-point
seatbelt, which restrains the occupant more severely than a conventional three-point seatbelt.
Finally, it was found that the probability of an average lesion in the femur is about 3.2%, while
a serious lesion is 1.8% likely to occur, indicating adequate safety for the driver of the vehicle
in this region.

10
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5
5.1

CONCLUSIONS
Impact attenuator

The preliminary studies showed to be essential for a better understanding and selection of
the best impact attenuator model for the Poli Racing Team of Formula SAE. It was found that
the initial model was not capable of absorbing the impact energy within the SAE rule
conditions. However, the change of the geometry and density of the used foam, associated to
the replacement of the structure steel allowed the design of a light, robust and approved by SAE
rules impact attenuator. The numerical simulations were essential for the correct selection of
the parameters of the new model, which shown good correlation when compared to
experimental test.
In addition, the analyses in finite elements showed that the use of a continuous welding fillet
were essential to ensure the structural integrity during impact, once the traction in this region
improves the resistance of the assembly, and better distributes the loads around the tubular
structure.
The results obtained can be considered satisfactory, once both the deceleration peak and
average values were considerably below the rule limit and the structural deflection can be
considered negligible. This indicates that the assembly would be able to withstand higher
energy impacts, still showing deceleration peaks below 40 g, with average of less than 20 g and
a deflection of less than 25 mm.
5.2

Vehicle safety

This study showed that for a frontal impact at 7 m/s in rigid barrier the vehicle did not present
considerable plastic deformations in its structure. However, through measurements of
biomechanical parameters of the driver, it was found a probability of about 41.9% of the average
neck injury or 23.5% of a serious injury. This behavior occurs mainly by the mass of the helmet,
which increases the inertia of the head region, and by the six-point safety belt, which allows
practically no displacement of the dummy. A possible solution to reduce the risk of neck injury
is the use of the Head and Neck Support (HANS) device, currently used in most motorsport
categories.
The chest region also presented a considerable injury probability, reaching 17.3% for
moderate injuries and 3.2% for serious injuries. The femurs, on the other hand, presented values
of about 3.3% of average lesions and 1.8% of serious lesions. The head was the region where
the probability was found to be the lowest, being well below 1% risk of some type of injury.
As recommendation to further works, the development of a helmet mesh could better
represent the real phenomena and allow the coupling of the HANS device in the model. This
case probably would reduce the neck stresses and increase the head acceleration, once the
device restrains the head directly to driver’s shoulders.

11
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Abstract. Interaction of fluids with structures play an important role in many industrial
applications, e.g. in pumps as major components of conveying processes. This paper concerns
the numerical analysis of fluid structure interaction in a pump. The considered system consists
of a metal housing, a polymer impeller and the fluid. Thus, we deal with several nonlinearities: large strains, nonlinear material behavior and contact. To analyze this pump, Finite
Element Method (FEM) and Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) are coupled, both
methods are Lagrangian formulations. Numerical results are presented and discussed. The
present study is a benchmark for the analysis of fluid structure interaction with highly
nonlinear components. The results show that the presented simulation strategy is suitable for
the optimization of such kinds of industrial problems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) occurs in many industrial applications, in which fluid flow
and flexible deformations of solid structures are coupled. Examples are obstacles in fluid
flow, the dynamics of fluid-filled structures or transport problems. Efficient numerical
strategies are required to optimize such kinds of problems.
Very important components in many industrial applications are pumps to convey matter
like water, oil, food, granulate etc. There exist many different concepts for pumps, the
benefits of the respective type depend on the goods to be conveyed, the specific task and
costs. Here, we consider a radial pump with a housing of metal and a polymer impeller. After
installing the impeller into the pump its blades highly deform, as shown in Figure 1. Utilizing
this elasticity, a good sealing can be achieved. Moreover, noise can be reduced by using a soft
impeller. Depending on the type of fluid to be transported, the material of the impeller must
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be chosen accordingly. E.g., for transport of food, chloroprene, also known as neoprene is
frequently used.
Goal of this work is to develop an efficient simulation model for such kinds of problems,
which can subsequently be used for optimizing these components in industrial applications.

Figure 1: Impeller and deformed impeller in the pump

For simulating and optimizing such pumps in operation there are different numerical
strategies: One possibility is a Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian analysis, CEL, [1]. In such an
analysis, the solid bodies are represented by Lagrangian Finite Elements, and the fluid by
Eulerian Finite Volumes. Another numerical method to model FSI is to couple Lagrangian
Finite Method (FEM) with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, SPH, [2]. The latter is a
meshfree Lagrangian formulation, suitable for analysing fluid flow and large deformations of
solids. The advantage of a coupled FEM-SPH analysis compared to a CEL analysis in FSI
problems is the Lagrangian formulation for the solids and the fluid, which frequently is
numerically more efficient and robust compared to the Eulerian formulation. In a former
study, [3], this benefit has been demonstrated by comparing FEM-SPH and CEL for the
example of a fluid filled container colliding with a wall: The computation time of the SPH
model has been half of the CEL model. Therefore, the coupled FEM-SPH analysis has been
chosen for the investigations in this paper.
In the following, the simulation model for a pump with a metal housing, a neoprene
impeller and fluid is discussed. The complexity of this problem is high because we consider
the large deformation of the impeller, its highly nonlinear hyperelastic material behaviour,
fluid flow and the coupling with the flexible structure. Finally, numerical results obtained by
ABAQUS are presented showing that the chosen method is suitable for the analysis and
optimization of such problems in industrial applications.
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2 SIMULATION MODEL
2.1 Components and constitutive relations
The simulation model consists of three parts: Housing, impeller and fluid. The metal
housing is assumed to be much stiffer than the polymer impeller and is thus considered as a
rigid body, discretized by rigid Finite Elements.
As fluid we consider water with the dynamic viscosity 𝜂𝜂 = 1 ⋅ 10−9 Ns/mm² and density
𝜌𝜌 = 1 kg/dm³. The speed of sound is set to 𝑐𝑐0 = 1.484 ⋅ 106 mm/s. For the water we use
smoothed particles. With ABAQUS, a very comfortable definition of the particles is possible:
First the fluid domain is discretized by 3D Finite Elements, and then ABAQUS computes the
particles automatically according to the defined numerical parameters like number of particles
per volume, kernel function, smoothing parameters, etc.
The impeller is a solid body and discretized by solid 3D Finite Elements. The material
behavior is represented by a hyperelastic model, viscoelastic behavior is not considered for
the first step. In problems involving large deformations, contact and hyperelastic behavior the
configuration of the Finite Element mesh plays an important role to obtain reliable results, i.e.
a good convergence with reasonable computation time. Usually, in case of complicated
geometry, large effort must be spent to define a mesh consisting mostly of hexahedral
elements in the regions of critical stress and strains. Here, we deal with a quite simple
geometry for which Figure 2 shows the mesh of the undeformed impeller and the housing.

Figure 2: Mesh of undeformed impeller and housing

The behavior of polymers highly depends on the specific composition. Here, we use an
Ogden model of order three. In this model, the Helmholtz strain energy function is expressed
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in terms of principal stretches 𝜆𝜆1 , 𝜆𝜆2 , 𝜆𝜆3 . The square of the principle stretches, 𝜆𝜆2𝑖𝑖 , are the
eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor 𝑪𝑪. The stress components are subsequently
derived from the strain energy function. For modelling hyperelastic materials like neoprene it
is suitable to decompose the strain energy function into an isochoric and volumetric part
because the volumetric stiffness is much higher than the shear stiffness, cf Holzapfel [4].
According to ABAQUS documentation [5], the Ogden strain energy function is expressed as
2𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼
1
𝛼𝛼
𝛼𝛼
Ψ = ∑ 2 (𝜆𝜆1̅ 𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆̅2 𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆̅3 𝑖𝑖 − 3) + ∑ (𝐽𝐽 − 1)2𝑖𝑖 ,
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

(1)

𝛼𝛼1 = −4.101, 𝛼𝛼2 = 6.254, 𝛼𝛼3 = 1.091,

(2)

3

3

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

where 𝜆𝜆1̅ , 𝜆𝜆̅2 , 𝜆𝜆̅3 are the deviatoric principal stretches 𝜆𝜆̅𝑖𝑖 = 𝐽𝐽−1/3 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 , and 𝐽𝐽 is the volume ratio,
𝐽𝐽 = 𝜆𝜆1 𝜆𝜆2 𝜆𝜆3 . The parameters 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 , 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 are material coefficients, such that the initial shear
modulus is 𝜇𝜇0 = ∑3𝑖𝑖=1 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 and the initial bulk modulus is 𝐾𝐾0 = 2/𝐷𝐷1 . Note, that the squares of
the modified principal stretches, 𝜆𝜆2̅𝑖𝑖 , are the eigenvalues of the modified Cauchy-Green tensor
̅ = 𝐽𝐽2/3 𝑪𝑪, representing the deviatoric part of strain, i.e. 𝜆𝜆1̅ 𝜆𝜆̅2 𝜆𝜆̅3 = 1.
𝑪𝑪
Usually, material tests must be performed to obtain the material properties. In this theoretical study we use a parameter set provided by an industrial partner in a former study:
𝜇𝜇1 = 0.0743, 𝜇𝜇2 = 0.01168, 𝜇𝜇3 = 1.3793,
𝐷𝐷1 = 𝐷𝐷2 = 𝐷𝐷3 = 0.001.

To investigate this constitutive behavior for the basic load cases of uniaxial and biaxial
tension, we use the assumption of an almost incompressible material, which is a good
approximation for many polymers like neoprene. In case of incompressibility the volume
ratio is 𝐽𝐽 = 𝜆𝜆1 𝜆𝜆2 𝜆𝜆3 = 1, and the strain energy function reduces to
3

Ψ=∑
𝑖𝑖=1

2𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖
𝛼𝛼
𝛼𝛼
(𝜆𝜆 + 𝜆𝜆2 𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆3 𝑖𝑖 − 3).
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖2 1

(3)

The principal values of Cauchy stress are derived from this energy potential and can be
expressed as a function of the principal stretches as, cf Holzapfel [4],
𝜕𝜕Ψ
− 𝑝𝑝,
𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖

(4)

2𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼
(𝜆𝜆 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜆𝜆−𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/2 ),
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

(5)

2𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼
(𝜆𝜆 𝑖𝑖 − 𝜆𝜆−2𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ).
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖

(6)

σi = 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖

with the hydrostatic pressure 𝑝𝑝. In this formulation, pressure 𝑝𝑝 is a Lagrangian multiplier and
follows from the condition of incompressibility, 𝜆𝜆1 𝜆𝜆2 𝜆𝜆3 = 1.
For uniaxial tension, i.e. 𝜆𝜆1 = 𝜆𝜆, 𝜆𝜆2 = 𝜆𝜆3 = 𝜆𝜆−1/2 , 𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎1 , 𝜎𝜎2 = 𝜎𝜎3 = 0, we obtain
3

σ=∑
𝑖𝑖=1

and for the case of biaxial tension, i.e. 𝜆𝜆1 = 𝜆𝜆2 = 𝜆𝜆, 𝜆𝜆3 = 𝜆𝜆−2 , 𝜎𝜎 = 𝜎𝜎1 = 𝜎𝜎2 , 𝜎𝜎3 = 0,
3

σ=∑
𝑖𝑖=1

Note, that Ogden-type models are implemented in most Finite Element codes providing the
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ability to model hyperelasticity. One of the major benefits of this material law is the relative
simple determination of the parameters from a uniaxial tension test.
Using the numerical values in Eq. (2) we obtain the constitutive relations as shown in
Figure 3. The left diagram shows Cauchy stress as a function of stretch and the right diagram
Cauchy stress as a function of Hencky strain, which is the output variable in the subsequent
Finite Element results. Note that for the considered impeller the expected order of magnitude
for the maximum stretch is 50%, i.e. 𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ~1.5.

Figure 3: Cauchy stress for uniaxial and biaxial tension as a function of stretch (a) and Hencky strain (b)

The interactions between the components of the pump are defined by a general contact
model based on a penalty formulation, refer to ABAQUS online documentation [5] for more
details. This kind of contact formulation is very efficient in the present situation, in which we
deal with a high number of particles as well as contact closings and openings.
For the simulation of the pump we first need to press the impeller into the housing as
shown in Figure 1. In this first step, fluid flow is not yet considered, the impeller is fixed, and
contact between blades and housing is not yet defined. The blades are deformed by
kinematical boundary conditions, until they are inside the housing. In a second step, the
boundary conditions between housing and impeller are defined and the kinematical boundary
conditions of the blades are removed. Moreover, the rotation is activated by prescribing the
angular velocity (=100 rad/s). The motion of the fluid is prescribed by a pressure boundary
condition at the inlet. For the simulations the explicit solver of ABAQUS has been used.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

From the engineering point of view, the most interesting results are the distributions and
maximum values for stress, strain and contact pressure between housing and impeller blades.
Because of lifetime, the stress must not exceed a limit value. On the other hand, the contact
pressure must be high enough for an appropriate sealing and to avoid leakage. Moreover, fluid
flow is interesting because of the performance and efficiency of the pump. In the following,
exemplary results are presented for these quantities.
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3.1 Stress and strain in the impeller after installing it into the housing
The first interesting results are the stress and strain distributions in the impeller after
installing it into the housing. Figure 4 shows the v. Mises stress field. As expected, the
maximum stress (1.45 N/mm²) is near the maximum curvature. Figure 5 shows the Hencky
strain field, the maximum value is about 0.32, such that the maximum stretch is about 37%.
Note that the deformation of the blade is like the bending of a beam. Thus, the state of stress
is rather like the uniaxial case in Figure 3 than the biaxial one.

Figure 4: Stress field (v.Mises) of the impeller after installing into the housing (without fluid flow)

Figure 5: Hencky strain field after installing into the housing (with fluid flow)
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3.2 Fluid transport
Secondly, the interaction with the fluid is studied. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the
Hencky strain in the impeller and the distribution of the fluid particles. It is obvious that
centrifugal forces cause a concentration of the fluid near the wall of the housing. Figure 7
shows the velocity field of impeller and fluid. We also see the acceleration of the fluid: The
velocity of the fluid is rising near the outlet.

Figure 6: Hencky strain in the impeller and fluid particles

Figure 7: Velocity field of impeller and fluid
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3.3. Contact pressure
Finally, the contact pressure between impeller and housing is shown in Figure 8. A
sufficient level of contact pressure is necessary for sealing and to avoid leakage. Figure 8
shows that there is a homogeneous distribution of contact pressure for the radial contact
surfaces, and that there are regions at the axial contact surfaces without contact pressure, i.e.
contact openings. These clearances cause leakage and must be avoided. A possible solution is
to add some material in these regions, so that the axial dimension of the impeller is slightly
larger than this dimension of the housing. Then, contact pressure is achieved due to the
compression of the impeller after installation into the housing.
On the other hand, there are some regions of high contact pressure, represented by gray
color. The high pressure is a consequence of the axial extension of the blades in the regions of
radial compression due to bending of the blades. In contrast, on the back side of the blades
there are radial tensile strains, and axial compressive strains cause a contact opening. Again,
the distribution of the contact pressure may be optimized by an appropriate shape of the
impeller: Removal of material in the regions of too high pressure and addition of material in
the regions of contact opening. This optimization could be topic for a subsequent study.

Contact opening

Figure 8: Contact pressure

4 CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that it is possible to simulate the fluid convey in a pump with a
hyperelastic impeller. The complexity of the problem is very high due to several severe
nonlinearities. Thus, the computation time is also quite high. During the modelling phase,
special care has been taken for generating a high-quality mesh. Once more, it has also turned
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out that the mesh quality is one of the most essential aspect for problems including large
deformations, high material nonlinearity and contact. Finally, with the appropriate mesh, the
simulations have run very robust. For the presented example, physically plausible results have
been obtained for answering important engineering questions: Stress, strain, contact pressure,
flow velocity etc. The results also show smooth results for the distribution of these quantities.
Finally, an optimization of the contact pressure distribution has been suggested by geometric
adaptations of the impeller. All in all, the study shows that it is possible to analyze and
optimize industrial problems with the presented strategy.
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Abstract. Gear systems are extensively employed in mechanical systems since they allow the
transfer of power with a variety of gear ratios. So gears cause the inherent deflections and
deformations due to the high pressure which occurs between the meshing teeth when transmit
power and results in the transmission error. It is usually assumed that the transmission error
and variation of the gear mesh stiffness are the dominant excitation mechanisms. Predicting
the static transmission error is a necessary condition to reduce noise radiated from the gear
systems. This paper aims to investigate the effect of tooth profile modifications on the
transmission error of helical gear. The contact stress analysis was implemented for different
roll positions to find out the most critical roll angle in view point of root flank stress. The
PPTE (peak-to-peak of transmission error) is estimated at the roll angles by different loading
conditions with two dimensional FEM. The optimal profile modification from the root to the
tip is proposed.
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1 Introduction
Gear system is being widely used for the rotational speed reduction and acceleration as
well as converting the operational direction. Tooth deflection and bending stress in root are
generated when a pair of gear is meshing. It causes radiated noise from the gear case by
transmission error which excites driving shafts and bearings mounted on them.
Akerblom [1] and Smith [2] found the correlation of noise induced by excitation of
transmission error in the entire system. Smith studied about reducing gear transmission error
according to contact ratio changes. Park [3] and Perret-Liaudet [4] classified transmission
error into static transmission error (STE) and dynamic transmission error (DTE). Many
traditional scientists studied method to reduce transmission error in gear system. MarkoviĆ
and FranuloviĆ [5] studied on adjust of contact ratio of gear and Rigaud and Barday [6]
implemented study on reduction of transmission error by modifying geometry of gear. In
addition, Paul and Bhole [7] researched on reduction of transmission error by minimizing the
contact stress at the end of tooth flank. Sivakumar [8] researched load transmission in high
contact ratio gear system and Sawalhi Nader [9] studied about simulation method in rotation
bearing fault phenomenon by rotation shaft vibration. Endo Hiroaki and Sawalhi Nader [9]
studied about bearing vibration measurement simulation model at rotating gears. In this paper
gear simulator was designed to measure rotation angle of pinion and gear and estimate
transmission error via difference between both angles.
In this study, method on reduction of general helical gear was researched by finite element
analysis. First of all, data of tooth tip deflection was collected in rotational situation of gear
pair. Based on it, gear profile modification curve was decided. Finite element analysis model
was generated by commercial software like as Hypermesh and Abaqus, to carry out finite
element analysis in different loading torque conditions. Then, gear contact characteristics
such as transmission error and bending stress was compared and analyzed.
In addition, characteristics analysis of transmission error along the loading torque was
studied by experimental method. The test bench was set in order to measure transmission
error, and frequency characteristics of transmission error was compared and analyzed in
different three loading conditions.
2 FEA for static transmission error
2.1 Helical gear design
Target gear in Fig.1 was designed for diesel engine balance unit operating at maximum
450Nm. gear specification is shown as Table 1, and elastic modulus and poisson’s ratio were
applied as 208GPa and 0.3. Each gear model consists of finite elements of 570 thousands.
Table 1. Helical gear design parameters for gear profile modificatio

Description
Number of teeth
Module(mm)
Helix angle(deg)
Pressure angle(deg)
Pitch diameter(mm)
Face width(mm)
Addendum(mm)
Dedendum(mm)

Each gear
43
1.5
26
15
71.8
12
1.5
2.025
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Figure 1. Helical gears for gear profile modification

2.2 Finite Element Analysis conditions
Finite element analysis conditions for model that its profile was modified is that rotational
speed of driving gear was applied as shown in Fig.2 and each loading torque, 450Nm,
1000Nm, and 150Nm, was applied to driven gear. Friction coefficient is 0.1, and translational
and rotational movement except for rotational axis were constrained to move.

Figure 2. Boundary condition for gear profile modification

3 Simulation for prediction of static transmission error
3.1 Transmission error reduction along the tooth profile modification
Contact patterns varies along the contact ratio (CR) as gear pair is rotating. Contact ratio is
calculated by Eq. (1), so this gear pair has approximately 3.7 contact ratio. Therefore, three or
four teeth contact patterns are periodically shown Fig.3.
 ൌ

ሺ𝑟𝑟ͳ  𝑎𝑎ሻʹ − 𝑟𝑟ͳ ʹ 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠ʹ 𝛼𝛼
ሺ𝑟𝑟ʹ  𝑎𝑎ሻʹ − 𝑟𝑟ʹ ʹ 𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠ʹ 𝛼𝛼 − 𝑟𝑟ͳ  𝑟𝑟ʹ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝛼𝛼

≅ ͵Ǥሺͳሻ
𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼
𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝛼𝛼

Where r1, r2 is pitch radius of pinion and gear, a is addendum width, α is pressure angle,
and m is module. Paul and Bhole [7] researched on gear profile modification method by
minimizing the contact stress at the end of tooth flank and they applied some relief at teeth tip.
When gear pair rotates, deflection of ith tooth is maximum. When gear pair rotates, deflection
of ith tooth is maximum. Then, deflection characteristics is not straight line but parabolic line
until meshing finish, because i+1~3th tooth mesh simultaneously. As a result, profile was
modified as curve from tooth tip to root, 39.8μm and 38.4μm respectively. In this paper gear
profile was modified as involute curve. Both side of a teeth has same profile curve.
3
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(a) Contact teeth number of rotation angle

(b) Teeth contact pattern according to a rotation angle
Figure 3. Contact pattern

Transmission error for teeth modification model was calculated by Eq. (2), and it was
reduced to maximum 23.5% and minimum 13.2% via profile modification in Fig.4 and Table
2. The formulation means difference between drive gear and driven gear on slow rotation
velocity as under 20RPM. In formula, thetas mean rotation angle(rad) and R means pitch
radius. It is possible to reduce gear rotation vibration characteristics as transmission error by
applying tip relief under teeth deflection propensity. Gear profile modification as tip relief
that is about 40μm is in manufacture error region. So it is very important method to
manufacture gear tooth.
 ൌ 𝜃𝜃𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 −

𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛
𝜃𝜃
𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛

(a) Torque 450Nm

(b) Torque 1000Nm
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(c) Torque 1500Nm
Figure 4. Transmission error via gear profile modification
Table 2 Root stress of gear profile modification

Transmission error
Original
450Nm
Modify
Original
1000Nm
Modify
Original
1500Nm
Modify

Root stress(MPa)
1276
1194
2760
2552
4032
3262

Load sharing was calculated at each rotational angle as shown Eq. (3). Contact force which
is a target tooth flank versus total contact force on contact area was calculated for each
rotational angle. It is found load sharing increased after teeth profile modification as shown
Fig. 5. It has same definition as the above description for contact force dispersion. Particularly,
when single tooth rotates, load sharing increased by 10~12% after 15~16 degree rotation that
contact force is maximum. It means that difference of contact force of contact tooth was
reduced before maximum contact force occurred, and it can be also considered that many
teeth rotated with stronger contact force than before modifying tooth profile. As shown below
load sharing, this is because i+1th tooth keeps up its meshing as soon as meshing of ith tooth
reached maximum through tooth profile modification.

(c) Torque 450Nm

(c) Torque 1000Nm
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(c) Torque 1500Nm
Figure 5. Load sharing improvement by profile modification

4 Conclusion
In this study, we found the method to reduce transmission error in gear system. Gear
profile modification method was applied based on tooth deflection. It was found that this
method has better load sharing effect on reduction of transmission error and bending stress of
tooth in standard loading torque (450Nm) and higher loading conditions. Therefore, these
results definitely show gear profile modification method is effective to reduce transmission
error. In further study, application method on correlation between transmission error with
shaft vibration and tip relief by tooth profile modification will be researched
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Abstract. Generally, judder vibration is a low-frequency vibration phenomenon caused by a
braking force imbalance that occurs when a vehicle is lightly decelerated within a range of 0.1
to 0.2g at a speed of 120 to 60 km/h. This comes from the change in the brake disk thickness
(DTV), which is mainly caused by the side run-out (SRO) and thermal deformation. The
adoption of hydro-bushing in the low arm G bushings of the vehicle front suspension has been
done in order to provide great damping in a particular frequency range (<20Hz) in order to
prevent this judder vibration from being transmitted to the body. The hydro bushing was
formulated using a lumped parameter model. The fluid passage between the two chambers
was modelled as a nonlinear element such as an orifice, and its important parameters
(resistance, compliance) were measured using a simplified experimental setup. The main
design parameters are the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the chamber to the fluid passage,
the length of the fluid passage, etc., and their optimal design is such that the loss angle is
greater than 45 ° in the target frequency range of 10 to 20 Hz. The hydro bushing designed for
reducing the judder vibration was prepared for the actual vehicle application test and applied
to the actual vehicle test. In this study, the proposed hydro bushing was applied to the G
bushing of the low arm of the front suspension system of the vehicle. The loss angle of the
manufactured hydro bushing was measured using acceleration signals before and after passing
through the bushing. The actual vehicle test was performed on the noise dynamometer for the
performance analysis of the judder vibration reduction.
1 INTRODUCTION
Generally, in vibration theory, it is known that high stiffness and large damping are easy to
cut off low frequency and large displacement vibration, low stiffness and small damping are
advantageous for high frequency and small displacement vibration.
The conventional rubber bushing meets the contradictory requirements of sufficient
attenuation for large displacement vibrations in the rigid body mode below 100 Hz and high
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decoupling of the structural noise in the high frequency range. The requirements of this
contradictory bushing design have required the development of hydrobushing which can
enhance the damping force through the fluid and control the stiffness and damping in the
frequency range of interest. The principle of fluid damping technology is already known in
engine mount technology, but there are constraints in design and material selection for
application in chassis components. Nevertheless, the suspension application of the hydrobushing was applied to the lower arm G bushing of the front suspension in Fig.1 to reduce the
steering wheel judder vibration due to the braking force imbalance. [1~2]

Figure 1. G bushing position of lower arm in the MacPherson suspension

Judder vibration is a low-frequency vibration phenomenon in the range of 10 ~ 20Hz
caused by unbalance of braking force when the vehicle is braking at a light deceleration of 0.1
~ 0.2g at a speed of 120km/h, which is a highway driving speed. Judder is known to be caused
by disc thickness variation (DTV), which is caused by side run-out (SRO) during
manufacturing and thermal deformation resulting from the braking process. Compared to
conventional rubber bushings, hydro bushings can have high viscous damping in certain
frequency ranges, but have amplitude and frequency dependencies. The design core of the
hydro bushing is to determine the peak frequency and magnitude of the loss angle. The main
design parameters are rubber spring constant, fluid characteristics, and the shape of the
chamber and inertia track.
In this study, the frequency characteristics of the hydro bushing applied to the G bushing
of the front suspension low arm were designed to effectively reduce the judder vibration. Also,
the performance of the hydro bushing was verified by performing the actual vehicle test on
the noise dynamo using the vehicle with the hydro bushing manufactured.
2 Characteristic design of hydrobushing
The lumped parameter model (LP model) as shown in Fig.2 is widely used to predict the
characteristic analysis of the hydrobushing [3~4]. The hydro bushing consists of two
chambers connected by fluid passages, rubber elements and a metal sleeve on the inside and
on the opposite side. The rubber elements consist of a Kelvin-Voigt model with frequencyinvariant stiffness KR and viscous damping coefficient CR. The two chambers are defined by
compliance C1, C2 controlled by the rubber portion and the fluid portion including the air. The
fluid passage is modeled by a resistance element Ri and an inertance element Ii.
When dynamic displacement is applied to the inner sleeve of the hydrobushing, the
dynamic pressure of both chambers is
 ͳܥሶͳ ሺݐሻ ൌ െݔ ͳܣሶ ሺݐሻ െ  ݅ݍሺݐሻ
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 ʹܥሶʹ ሺݐሻ ൌ  ݔ ʹܣሶ ሺݐሻ   ݅ݍሺݐሻ

ሺʹሻ

Where A1, A2 represents the effective pumping area of each chamber, and qi represents the
volumetric flow rate of the fluid flowing through the fluid passages connecting the chambers.
The conservation of momentum between the chamber and the fluid passage can be expressed
as Equation (3).
 ͳሺݐሻ െ  ʹሺݐሻ ൌ ݍ ݅ܫሶ ݅ ሺݐሻ  ܴ݅  ݅ݍሺݐሻ

The forces transmitted by the two paths to the outer sleeve are as follows.
݂ܶ ሺݐሻ ൌ ሾݔ ܴܥሶ ሺݐሻ  ݔ ܴܭሺݐሻሿ  ሾ ʹ ʹܣሺݐሻ െ  ͳ ͳܣሺݐሻሿ

ሺ͵ሻ

ሺͶሻ

Figure 2. Lumped parameter model of hydrobushing

The resistance Ri (qi) of the fluid passage can be modeled nonlinearly using the same orifice
model as Eq. (5) [5] .
ܴ݅ ሺ ݅ݍሻ ൌ

ο
ߩ
ȁ ݍሺݐሻȁ ൌ ܴܿ ȁ ݅ݍሺݐሻȁ
ൌߣ
݅ݍ
ʹ݅ ʹ݀ܥ ݅ܣ

ሺͷሻ

Where Cd is the expansion coefficient, Ai is the cross-sectional area of the fluid passage,
and cR is the resistance coefficient. λ is a coefficient that adjusts the difference between
experimental and theoretical models. The hydro bushing with nonlinear characteristics for
sinusoidal input is tried to obtain the transfer function for the dynamic stiffness and loss angle.
If the fluid channel is made nonlinear as shown in Eq. (5), Eq. (3) becomes as shown in Eq.
(6). If the two chambers have the same cross-sectional area, Eq. (7) can be obtained by
combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
 ͳሺݐሻ െ  ʹሺݐሻ ൌ ݍ ݅ܫሶ ݅ ሺݐሻ  ܴܿ ȁ ݅ݍሺݐሻȁ ݅ݍሺݐሻ

ݍ ݅ܫሷ ݅ ሺݐሻ  ʹܴܿ  ݅ݍሺݐሻݍሶ ݅ ሺݐሻ݊݃ݏሾ ݅ݍሺݐሻሿ  ݇ ݅ݍሺݐሻ ൌ ߙݔ ݔሶ ሺݐሻ
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Where k = 1/C1 + C2, αx = - [A1/C1 + A2/C2]. Assuming that the input displacement of the
hydrobushing inner sleeve is x(t) = X sin(ωt - φ), and the flow rate of the resulting hydraulic
passage is q(t) = Q1 sin(ωt), then Eq. (7) is
݇ܳͳ ሺ߱ݐሻ  ܴܿ ܳͳʹ ߱ ሺʹ߱ݐሻ ݊݃ݏሾሺ߱ݐሻሿ െ  ͳܳ ʹ߱ܫሺ߱ݐሻ
ൌ ߙ߱ܺ ݔሾ ሺ߱ݐሻܿ ߮ݏ ሺ߱ݐሻ  ߮ሿ

ሺͺሻ

Eq. (8) can be simplified by using the Fourier series for sin(2ωt) sgn[sin(2ωt)], as shown in
Eq. (9).
߮ ൌ   ݊ܽݐെͳ

ܳͳʹ ൌ 

ξʹሺ݇ െ  ʹ ߱ܫሻ

ʹ

ʹ
ඩെሺ݇ െ  ʹ ߱ܫሻʹ  ඨሺ݇ െ  ʹ ߱ܫሻͶ െ Ͷ ൬ͺߙ ߱ ܴܿܺ ݔ൰
͵ߨ
ʹ

ͺߙ ܺܿ ߱ ʹ
െሺ݇ െ  ʹ ߱ܫሻʹ  ඨሺ݇ െ  ʹ ߱ܫሻͶ െ Ͷ ൬  ܴ ݔ൰
͵ߨ
ʹሺͺܴܿ ߱ሻʹ
ሺ͵ߨሻʹ

ሺͻሻ

ሺͳͲሻ

The flow rates in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are as follows.
ܳሺ߱ሻ ൌ ܳͳ ܿ ߮ݏ ݅ܳͳ ߮݊݅ݏ

ሺͳͳሻ

ܳ ʹܣ ͳܣሺ߱ሻ
 ݀ܭሺ߱ሻ ൌ  ܴܭ ݅߱ ܴܥ ߛ  ൬  ൰
߱ܺ݅ ʹܥ ͳܥ

ሺͳʹሻ

And the dynamic stiffness and loss angle can be obtained by Eq. (4).

In Eq. (12), the magnitude and phase of Kd(ω) correspond to the tangent and loss angles,
respectively.
3 Simulation for predicting the performance characteristics
A simulation for predicting the dynamic stiffness and loss angle of hydro bushings with
nonlinear elements such as fluid passages was performed. The developed hydro bushing is
designed to reduce judder vibration caused by instability caused by friction during braking
process. It is designed to have a loss angle of 30 ° or more in the frequency range of 10 ~
20Hz.
3.1 Design parameters
The developed hydro bushing is shown in Fig. 3. The damping force generated during the
flow of the fluid due to the long fluid passage is utilized. Table 1 shows the main design
parameters of the hydrobushing. The design is designed to maximize the loss angle in the
frequency range of the judder oscillation through the optimal combination of fluid passages
and chambers.
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Figure 3. Developed hydrobushing with long flow passage
Table 1. Geometric and material properties
Part
Rubber
Inertia track
Chamber
Fluid

Parameter
Spring constant, [N/mm]

Value
430

Damping coefficient, [Ns/mm]
Length, [mm]
Cross sectional area, [mm2]
Pumping area, [mm2]
Viscosity, [Ns/mm2]
Density, [Ns2/mm4]

0.1
532.1
8.4
5609
2.5e-8
1.1e-9

3.2 Frequency characteristics
The characteristics of the hydrobushing were obtained by increasing the sinusoidal amplitude
of 1 mm to 5~ 50Hz at intervals of 1Hz and measuring the dynamic stiffness and loss angle at
each frequency. The results are compared with those predicted by Eq. (12), and the
comparison results are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the predicted results for the dynamic
stiffness differ from the experimental values in the region above 15 Hz, but the prediction of
the loss angle in Fig. 4(b) accurately predicts the position and the value of the maximum loss
angle. Therefore, it was confirmed that the algorithm for predicting the hydro-bushing
dynamic characteristics was accurately created.

a) Dynamic stiffness

b) Loss angle

Figure 4. Comparisons between experimental and predicted results of the dynamic characteristics
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In order to predict the accurate dynamic performance of the hydrobushing modeled by
the lumped parametric model, this study conducted a measurement experiment on the
resistance of the fluid passages and chamber compliance with nonlinear characteristics
and reflected them in the prediction algorithm. It is found that the predicted results for
the dynamic stiffness and loss angles can predict the peak frequency and magnitude
accurately with experimental results. Especially, it was confirmed that a large loss
angle value was obtained in a desired frequency range so as to reduce the judder
vibration.
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Abstract. The wave finite element method (WFE) for the vibration of waveguides and
periodic structures bases on the decomposition of vectors of degree of freedom (DOF)
into left and right waves. This technique permits to reduce all DOF inside the periodic
structure. However, this method cannot be applied easily if the periodic structure is
subjected to complex or density loads. This article presents an extended WFE for any type
of loads. Firstly, the dynamic equation is rewritten to separate the vectors of loads and
DOF. Then, by using the same wave base as for the free-loaded structure, we can obtain
a decomposition of DOF with a new component which corresponds to the loads. Finally,
this decomposition is applied to the classical approaches of WFE. For the dynamic stiffness
matrix (DSM approach), it is shown that the external loads have no contribution to the
global matrix but they lead to an equivalent load in the dynamic equation. Otherwise,
the wave analysis (WA approach) is represented by a new component which is the wave
amplitudes of the loads. Some computations on simple structures show the efficiency of
the method.

1

BASIC FRAMEWORK

The wave finite element method has been developed to calculate the dynamic behavior
of periodic structures and waveguides [1]. Recently, this technique has been used as a
reduced model for a complex structure [2, 3]. However, this method can not be applied
easily for periodic structures subjected to external loads and this is objective of this
article.
We consider a periodic structure which contains N substructures as shown in Figure
1. By using the finite element method, the dynamic equation of a substructure can be
written in matrix form D̃q = F with D̃ = K + jωC − ω 2 M is the dynamic stiffness
matrix, and q, F are the vectors of degrees of freedom and nodal loads. Then, we can
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qI
qR

qL

Figure 1: Structure with a periodic substructure

rewrite the dynamic equation to separate the boundaries and inner DOF as follows


 

D̃II D̃IL D̃IR
qI
FI
 D̃LI D̃LL D̃LR   qL  =  FL 
qR
FR
D̃RI D̃RL D̃RR

(1)

where L, R and I denote for the left, right boundaries and inner nodes of the substructure.
Then, we can reduce the inner nodes qI by rewriting the first row of equation (1) as follows


−1
qI = D̃II FI − D̃IL qL − D̃IR qR
(2)

Then, by substituting the aforementioned equation into the second and the third rows of
equation (1) , we obtain


−1
D̃LI D̃II FI − D̃IL qL − D̃IR qR + D̃LL qL + D̃LR qR = FL


(3)
−1
D̃RI D̃II FI − D̃IL qL − D̃IR qR + D̃RL qL + D̃RR qR = FR

In the other way, we can rewrite

 

 

DLI FI
FL
DLL DLR
qL
=
+
FR
DRI FI
DRL DRR
qR
where

(4)

−1

−1

DLL = D̃LL − D̃LI D̃II D̃IL DLR = D̃LR − D̃LI D̃II D̃IR
−1
−1
DRL = D̃RL − D̃RI D̃II D̃IL DRR = D̃RR − D̃RI D̃II D̃IR
−1
−1
DLI = D̃LI D̃II
DRI = D̃RI D̃II

(5)

We see that equation (4) presents a relation between the DOF and nodal loads and at the
left and right boundaries of a substructure, it contains a term of FI which is zero when
the substructure is free-loaded. When the structure is periodic, this equation holds for all
substructure. For the two consecutive connected substructures (n) and (n + 1), we have
(n)

(n+1)

(n)

(n+1)

qR = q L

FR + FL

2
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= FB

(6)
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(n)

where FB is the external nodal load at the right boundary R of the cell (n). By combining
equations (5) and (6), we obtain




 
(n)
(n)
(n+1)
qL
qL
DqI FI
+S
(7)
=
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n+1)
D f I FI − FB
−FL
−FL
where
S=



−D−1
−D−1
LR DLL
LR
−1
DRL − DRR D−1
D
−D
RR DLR
LR LL

 
 

DqI
−D−1
LR DLI
,
=
Df I
DRI − DRR D−1
LR DLI

(8)

We can rewrite equation (7) as follows
u(n+1) = Su(n) + b(n)
where
u(n) =



(n)
qL
(n)
−FL



,



b(n) =

(9)

(n)
DqI FI
(n)
(n)
D f I FI − FB



(10)

Equation (9) presents a relation between the substructure (n) and its next substructure
(n + 1). Here b(n) presents the external loads on the substructures (n) (when the substructure is free, b(n) = 0). Equation (9) presents also a relation of a geometric series with
regard to (n). Therefore, for a structure including a series of N periodic substructures,
we have
u(n) = Sn−1 u(1) +

n−1


Sn−k−1 b(k)

(11)

k=1

u

(N +1)

N −n+1

= S

(n)

u

+

N


SN −k b(k)

(12)

k=n

The aforementioned equations are the relation between the substructure (n) and the first
and the last substructures. Next, we will develop these expressions with a wave base
decomposition.
(n)
Remark: FB in equation (6) is the external nodal load at the right boundary of the
substructure. Therefore, this load is considered applying in the right end of the periodic
structure but it is not included on the left end. This will explain the different expressions
for the left and right boundary in the DSM and WA approches presented in section 3.
2

WAVE DECOMPOSITION

We are looking for wavemodes {(µj , φj )}j which are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the matrix S such that
Sφj = µj φj
(13)

3
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Due to the symplectic nature of the matrix S [4], we consider the eigenproblem of the
transformation S + S−1 which yields eigenvalues of the form λj = µj + 1/µj given by



T
T
T
(14)
N JL + L JN − λj L JL zj = 0
where



L =



0
In
DLR 0



,



N =



DRL
0
−(DLL + DRR ) −In



,

J=



0 In
−In 0



(15)

Then, each pair of eigenvalues (µj , µj ) can be computed analytically by
x 2 − λj x + 1 = 0

(16)

Also, the eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are computed by the closed-form
expressions




0
0
In
In



φj =
w j , φj =
w j
(17)
DRR In
DRR In

where w j = J(L T − µj N T )zj and w j = J(L T − µj N T )zj .
If we note Φ = [φ1 · · · φn ] and Φ = [φ1 · · · φn ], we have a wave base {Φ, Φ } of the
transformation S. We can also separate the components of the wave base corresponding
to q and F as follows


  
Φq
Φq

Φ=
Φ =
(18)
ΦF
ΦF
We can decompose each vector of equation (9) in this wave base as follows
u(n) = ΦQ(n) + Φ Q(n)
(n)

(n)

b(n) = ΦQB + Φ QB

(19)

Then, by replacing the aforementioned equation into equations (11) and (12), we obtain
Q

(n)

=µ

n−1

Q+

n−1


(k)
µ n−k−1 QB

k=1

Q(n) = µ N +1−n Q −

N


(20)
(k)
µ k+1−n QB

k=n

We see that the DOF of a substructure are represented by the two wave amplitudes
Q and Q(n) . These amplitudes depend on the wave amplitudes of the first and the last
substructures (Q and Q ) and the wave amplitudes of the external loads on the middle
(k)
(k)
substructures QB and QB , which are calculated from equation (19).
(n)

(n)

(n)

QB = ΦT Jb(n) ,

QB
4
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By substituting equation (10) into the aforementioned equation, we obtain

 (k)
T
T (k)
ΦT Jb(n) = Φ T
q Df I − Φ F DqI FI − Φ q FB
 (k)

(k)
ΦT Jb(n) = Φ Tq Df I − Φ TF DqI FI − Φ Tq FB

(22)

By substituting equations (8) and (23) into equation (22), we obtain
 (k)

(k)
T
T (k)
QB = µ Φ T
q DLI + Φ q DRI FI − Φ q FB
 (k)

(k)
(k)
QB = µ Φ Tq DLI + Φ Tq DRI FI − Φ Tq FB

(24)

In addition, we have the relation between the components of the wave base as follows (see
[3])
Φ F = DRRΦ q + DRLΦ qµ  = − (DLLΦ q + DLRΦ qµ )


(23)
Φ F = DRRΦ q + DRLΦ qµ = − DLLΦ q + DLRΦ qµ 

Remark: In general, the wave base is not normalized automatically after computing
the eigenproblem in equation (14). The ill-conditioned matrix S can influence the orthogonality of the wave base. We can resolve this problem by considering the weighting
matrix as follows
T
Ψ = ΦT JΦ = ΦT
q ΦF − ΦF Φq
(25)
Ψ = ΦT JΦ = ΦTq ΦF − ΦTF Φq
It is important to remark that

Ψ = −ΨT

(26)

Using this weighting matrix leads to modify the wave amplitude of the external loads as
follows:
(n)
(n)
(27)
ΨQB = ΦT Jb(n) , Ψ QB = ΦT Jb(n)
3
3.1

ANALYSIS OF A COMPLETE STRUCTURE
DSM approach

The DSM approach is to establish the link between the DOFs and nodal loads of the
left and right ends of the periodic structure which are components of u(1) and u(N +1) . For
the first and the last substructure, we obtain the following results from equations (19)
and (20)
N

(k)
(1)
 N 

u = ΦQ + Φ µ Q − Φ
µ k QB
k=1
N


µ N Q + Φ Q  + Φ
u(N +1) = Φµ

(28)

(k)
µ N −k QB

k=1

The aforementioned equation can lead to the following result (see Appendix A)




(1)
(1)
qL
FL
= DT
+ FT
(N +1)
(N +1)
FR
qR
5
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where DT , FT are the equivalent dynamic stiffness matrix and the external loads applied
on the structure which are calculated by
  −T N T
−1

Φq µ Φq
I
0
DLL
DT =
+
×
N T
Φ−T
0 DRR
I
q µ Φq
(30)


 −T N −1 T
Φq
Φ −T
µ Φ T
Φq µ
DLR
0
q
q
T
N −1 T
0
DRL
Φ −T
Φ −T
Φq
q µΦq
q µ
with [·]−T denotes for the inverse of the transpose matrix, and
−1
 −T N T
Φq µ Φq
I
×
FT =
N T
Φ−T
I
q µ Φq


N 
(k)
N −k−1 T
−T N −k T

Φ −T
µ
Φ
Φ
µ
Φ
F
D
LI I
q
q
q
q
k+1 T
−T k T
(k)
(k)
Φ −T
µ
Φ
Φ
µ
Φ
D
F
q
q
q
q
RI I + FB

(31)

k=1

Equation (29) presents the relation between the DOF and the loads of the periodic
(k)
(k)
structure. When FT = 0 (which is deduced by FI = FB = 0), we obtain the same
relation for the free loaded structure which has been studied in different publications [2].
We can combine this relation with the DSM of the rest of the structure to get the reduced
DSM of the whole structure.
3.2

WA approach

The aim of the WA approach is to calculate the response via the wave amplitudes
{Q, Q } by using the boundary conditions at the left and right ends of the structures.
By combining equation (19) and (20), we obtain
q

(n)

= Φq µ

n−1

Q+

Φqµ N +1−n Q

+ Φq

n−1


µ

k=1
n−1


±F(n) = ΦF µ n−1 Q + ΦF µ N +1−n Q + ΦF

n−k−1

(k)
QB

−

(k)
µ n−k−1 QB

k=1

Φq

−

N


(k)
µ k+1−n QB

k=n
N

(k)

ΦF
µ k+1−n QB
k=n

(32)

From the dynamic stiffness matrix of the substructures at the left and right ends of the
periodic structure, we can write
(1)

(1)

(0)

−FL = DqL + Dq q0 + DF F0 − FB

(33)

where D, Dq , DF are calculated from the dynamic equation of the first substructure (see
(0)
[3]) and FB is the external load on the left end of the periodic structure. By using the
wave decomposition in equation (32), we obtain
q(1) = Φq Q + Φqµ N Q −
(1)

N


k=1
N


−FL = ΦF Q + ΦF µ N Q −
6
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(34)
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Then, by substituting the aforementioned equations into equation (33), we have


N



(k)
(ΦF − DΦq ) Q = DΦq − ΦF
+ Dq q0 + DF F0
µ N Q −
Φqµ k QB

(35)

k=1

(k)

(k)

with QB , QB are calculated by equation (24). In the similar way, for the ending substructure, we get
(N +1)
(N +1)
−FR
= D qR
+ Dq q0 + DF F0
(36)
where D , Dq , DF are calculated from the dynamic equation of the last substructure. Then,
we obtain the similar result


N



(k)
(37)
(ΦF − DΦq ) Q = DΦq − ΦF
+ Dq q0 + DF F0
µ N Q −
Φqµ k QB
k=1

By combining equations (35) and (37), we obtain


N

N 
k (k)
Q = C µ Q −
+ F,
µ QB


Q = C  µ N Q +

k=1
N


(k)
µ N −k QB

k=1



+ F

(38)
(39)

where


C = − [DΦq − ΦF ]−1 DΦq − ΦF ,

−1 

C = − D Φq + ΦF
[D Φq + ΦF ] ,


F = − [DΦq − ΦF ]−1 [Dq q0 + DF F0 ] , F = − [D Φq + ΦF ]−1 Dq q0 + DF F0

By combining equations (38) and (39), we obtain
AQ = F
T

where Q = QT QT and
A=



µN
−Cµ
In
−Cµ N
In



,

F =



(40)



k (k)
µ
Q
F−C N
k=1 N −kB (k)
F  + C N
QB
k=1 µ

(41)

Equation (40) permits to calculate the wave amplitudes {Q, Q } and then the response
is calculated by equation (32).
4

EXAMPLES

Let’s consider a beam of width a = 0.1m, thickness of b = 0.01m and length L = 2m.
The material parameter is given by the Young modulus of 30GPa and the mass density of
2200kg/m3 . The beam is fixed at the left boundary and it is subjected to a pressure p in
7
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Figure 2: Fixed-free beam subjected to dynamic loads

an interval between 0.3 and 0.4m as shown in Figure 2. In this structure, the boundary
condition is the following
q(1) = 0, F(N +1) = 0
(42)
We can use the DMS or WA approaches presented in section 3 by excluding the first
and the last substructures. However, we can also include them to the wave analysis by
substituting the boundary condition into equation (32) and obtain
Φq Q +

Φqµ N Q

−

Φq

ΦF µ N Q + ΦF Q + ΦF

N


(k)
µ k QB = 0

k=1

N


(43)

(k)
µ N −k QB = 0

k=1

Then, we can rewrite to obtain equation (40) with




N
 N
−1 
k (k)
In
Φ
Φ−1
Φ
µ
Φ
µ
Q
q
q
q
q
B
A=
, F =
k=1
N
N
N −k (k)
Φ−1
In
−Φ−1
Φ
µ
QB
F ΦF µ
F
F
k=1

(44)

The beam is considered of 20 substructures which are squares of dimension a = 0.1m
(k)
and the same thickness. With the external load at the third substructure, we have QB =
(k)
QB = 0, ∀k = 4. By using the finite element method, we obtain the DMS of the
substructure with the mesh of 10x10 elements. Figure 3 show that the WFE has the
same quality as the FEM. Moreover, the calculation time for WFE is 4.08s while 58.22s
for FEM, equivalent to 93% of time reduction.
We take another example of a pipeline under pressure as shown in Figure 4. The
pipeline is a cylindre of radius 1m and thickness 5mm, made of steel with Young modulus
210GPa and Poisson coefficient of 0.3. The cylindre has two fixed ends and it is subjected
to a dynamic pressure. Figure 5 presents a comparison of the results between the finite
element method and the wave finite element method. The calculation time is reduced from
1277,7s with FEM to 332,8s with WFE, that means a reduction of 76% of calculation time.
8
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Figure 3: Response of the fixed-free beam

Figure 4: Fixed-fixed pipeline subjected to dynamic pressures
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5

CONCLUSION

This article presents a new development of WFE for the periodic structure subjected
to external loads. It is significant because it open more application domain for WFE. The
numerical application once again conclure the efficience of WFE in term of calculation
time in comparing with classical FEM.
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A

CALCULATION OF DMS APPROACHE

By using the othogonality of the wave base, we obtain the following result from equation
(28)
N

(k)
∗T
(N +1)
N ∗T
(1)
Φ Ju
= µ Φ Ju +
µ N −k QB
k=1
N


ΦT Ju(1) = µ N ΦT Ju(N +1) −

(45)

(k)
µ k QB

k=1

By decomposing the components corresponding to q and F of u(1) and u(N +1) , we get
µ

N

(1)
ΦT
q FL

+

(1)
ΦTq FL

(N +1)
Φ∗T
q FR

µ
= −µ

(N +1)
+ µ N ΦTq FR

=

N

(1)
Φ∗T
F qL

(1)
−ΦTF qL

+

(N +1)
Φ∗T
F qR

+

(N +1)
+ µ N ΦTF qR

N


(k)
µ N −k QB

k=1
N


+

(46)
(k)
µ k QB

k=1

Then, we can write
 



 N T


N
(1)
(1)
T
N T
T
N −k (k)

µ ΦF
µ Φq
Φq
−µ
ΦF
QB
µ
FL
qL
=
+
T
N T
(N +1)
(N +1)
k (k)
Φ
Φ Tq
µ N Φ Tq
−Φ
µ
Φ
FR
qR
µ QB
F
F
k=1
(47)
10
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By substituting equation (24) into equation (47), we obtain
 



  (k) 
N
(k)
T
N −k T

µ
µ N −k µ −1Φ T
−µ
D
+
Φ
D
Φ
µ N −k QB
FI
LI
q
q  RI
q
=
k
T
T
k T
(k)
k (k)
µ Φq
−µ
µ µΦ q DLI + Φ q DRI
µ QB
FB
k=1
  (k) 
 N −k−1 T

µ
Φ q µ N −kΦ T
D
0
FI
LI
q
=
k+1 T
k T
(k)
DRI −I
µ Φq
µ Φq
FB
In a similar way, we can write (see [2])
  N T



µN Φ T
µ Φq
Φ T
DLI
Φ T
0
−µ
q
F
F
=
ΦTF
0 DRR
−Φ
µ N Φ TF
Φ Tq
µ N Φ Tq


 N −1 T
T
Φq
µΦ q
µ
DRL
0
+
0
DLR
µΦ Tq
µ N −1Φ Tq

(48)

(49)

By substituting equations (48), (49) into equation (47), we obtain the result in equation
(29).
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INVESTIGATION OF TEXTURE EVOLUTION DURING ROLLING
SIMULATION OF NON-ORIENTED SI BASED ELECTRICAL STEELS
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Abstract. The process chain of non-oriented silicon based electrical steels consists of
continuous casting, hot rolling with considerate heat treatment followed by cold rolling and
final heat treatment. Every step in this process chain has an influence on the microstructure
development like texture and grain size, which in turn influence the desired electromagnetic
properties (low iron losses and good magnetic flux densities). Texture evolution during cold
rolling plays a major role on the recrystallization (RX) characteristics (RX texture and grain
growth) in the final heat treatment. To optimize the texture evolution in cold rolling in order to
obtain better electromagnetic properties a verified simulation model is necessary. For this
purpose, hot band strips are cold rolled in three consecutive passes for 50 % height reduction.
After each pass macro texture was measured to evaluate the texture evolution. This multi pass
rolling process is simulated in a top-down multiscale modelling approach where elasto-plastic
based FEM simulations of cold rolling are performed to obtain the history of the deformation
gradient at the centre of the workpiece. This history variable is then imposed on a polycrystal
Representative Volume Element (RVE) using a phenomenological Crystal Plasticity FEM
(CPFEM) material model developed in DAMASK crystal plasticity tool. The influence of the
RVE dimension on the predicted texture evolution is analysed by the comparison of a 2D RVE
simulation to a 3D RVE simulation. Thereafter, the fibre texture intensities from both models
are compared with the experimental results. The 3D RVE is able to predict the experimentally
measured texture evolution more precisely and thus overcoming the limitation of a 2D RVE.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Non-oriented electrical steel parts are essential components of electrical machines.
Improving the performance of electrical machines would improve the overall efficiency of
electrical vehicles, and thus contributing to the growing needs of regenerative energy sources
in automobile industry. The machinery cores in electrical motors and generators are
manufactured from non-oriented electrical steels because the direction of the magnetic flux is
not constant in the rotating parts. Each step in the manufacturing process of these components
shows a significant impact on the final desired magnetic properties which include low iron
losses, high permeability and induction [1,2]. Cold rolling is one of the process steps in
production of non-oriented silicon steel components. The general textures observed after cold
rolling of these type of BCC steels are the ߙ-fiber (<110> || Rolling Direction (RD)) and γ-fibre
(<111> || Normal Direction (ND)) [2]. This texture is influenced by different processing
conditions like the rolling method (flat rolling, asymmetric rolling), rolling schedules as well
as the microstructural conditions like the initial grain size and final heat treatment processes, in
turn these dependencies influence the service properties of the components. Performing
multiple rolling experiments is time consuming and expensive. To consider the influence of
different parameters and obtain desired magnetic properties, a simulation model would be
useful. The model can be used to study the influence of process parameters and input conditions.
Texture evolution can be studied with different simulation methods like the Taylor model,
Advanced Lamel (ALAMEL) model [3], Visco-Plastic Self-Consistent (VPSC) model [4] and
CPFEM [5]. There exists literature where different texture analysis methods have been studied
comparatively [6]. These methods were mainly studied to obtain the effective mechanical
properties of polycrystals. But the aim of the current project is to obtain as precise texture as
possible so that the deformed texture from the RVE can be used in future to simulate the
annealing conditions. Though CPFEM is computationally expensive, it is a robust method to
obtain accurate texture during the mechanical deformation processes. Phenomenological
constitutive model in CPFEM considers the material state only with respect to the critical
resolved shear stresses on the slip system. This makes the method simple to use with minimum
number of input parameters and is computationally effective.
In this paper, rolling trials are conducted on a 1 mm thick sheet for a thickness reduction of
50 % in three passes. Macro texture is measured after each pass with X-Ray diffraction (XRD).
Then, the macro scale rolling process is simulated in Abaqus/Standard and the obtained
deformation gradient is used as a boundary condition on the representative volume
element (RVE) to obtain the texture during the rolling process. The 3D RVE has 300 grains
with characteristic initial texture. The phenomenological material model implemented in
DAMASK [5] is used in this work. The simulations results are compared with 2D simulations
performed in a previous study [7].
2

THEORY

2.1 CPFEM Constitutive Model
The constitutive model used in this paper is implemented in the CPFEM tool box
DAMASK [5]. The basis for CPFEM formulation is the plastic velocity gradient equation
which relates the shear rate on a slip system ߙwith the slip direction ݉ఈ and slip plane normal

2
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݊ఈ by

(1)

ࡸ ൌ  ߛሶ ఈ ݉ఈ ٔ  ݊ఈ .

Phenomenological constitutive power law uses the critical resolved shear stress ߬ఈ as the
material state variable. For this reason, the shear rate ߛሶ ఈ , on a particular slip system ߙ is
considered as a function of the critical resolver shear stress and resolved shear stress ߬ఈ as
߬ఈ 
ߛሶ ఈ ൌ  ߛሶ ฬ  ฬ ݀݅ݎሺ߬ఈ ሻ
߬ఈ

(2)

ߛሶ  is referred to as reference strain rate and n is the strain rate sensitivity parameter.
݀݅ݎሺ߬ఈ ሻdetermines the direction of the shear rate. These parameters have to be determined by
an appropriate fitting procedure that is described later.
The hardening behavior ߬ఈ on a slip system ߙ is determined by its influence with other slip
system ߚ by the evolution relationship
߬ఈሶ = ݍఈఉ ݄ ൬ͳ െ


ఛഁ

ఛಮ



(3)

൰ หߛሶ ఉ ห

where the factor ݍఈఉ is needed to model self (ߙ ൌ ߚ) and lateral hardening
behaviorሺߙ ് ߚ). ݄ , a, and ߬ஶ are the slip hardening parameters which depend on the material
behaviour.
2.2 Experimental Details

The process chain of semi-finished products produced from electrical steel consists of four
major steps. The steel is casted as continuous slabs, hot rolled and pre-annealing is performed.
These strips are then cold rolled and thereafter heat treated to obtain the desired magnetic
properties and also to guarantee formability during the subsequent cutting operations. The strips
obtained after hot rolling have a thickness of 1 mm. The chemical composition of the hot rolled
samples is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition of hot strips

Chemical
Element

Si

Al

Mn

P

S

C

Fe

Weight
(in %)

2.4

0.39

0.30

0.021

0.003

0.002

balance

The hot strips are cold rolled with three consecutive passes for a total thickness reduction of
50 %. The macro texture is measured before cold rolling and after each pass by XRD with
“D8 Advance” from Bruker by our project partner Institute of Physical Metallurgy and Metal
Physics (IMM) at RWTH Aachen. The measurements were performed on the center of the strips
on a measuring area of 144 ݉݉ଶ in the rolling-transverse plane. The initial XRD data is used
to obtain the orientations of the grains as Euler angles which are the input for the simulation
model.
Additionally, stacked layer compression tests were performed at room temperature at four
strain rates 0.01 ି ݏଵ , 0.1 ି ݏଵ , 1 ି ݏଵ ͳͲି ݏଵ to obtain the flow curves. The height reduction
in the stacked layer samples is only from 15 mm to 13 mm and thus the final strain in the
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experimental results is approximately up to 0.145. The flow curves are obtained for two reasons.
One reason is to use these flow curves in the macro rolling simulations and another to fit the
material dependent parameters of the constitutive model discussed in Section 2.1. The
experimental flow curves can be seen in Figure 1. The fitting procedure will be discussed in the
following section.

Figure 1: Experimental and fitted flow curves (Fitting procedure in Section 2.3).

2.3 Fitting Procedure
The parameter n in equation (2) influences the strain rate sensitivity of the constitutive
model. It is observed in the stacked layer compression tests performed at room temperature,
that silicon based steel considered in this work does not show much dependency on strain rates.
Very high values of n (above 100) ensures the constitutive model strain independent, at the
same time makes the model computationally expensive because the model is highly non-linear
between the acting (resolved) stress and the resulting shear rate (governed by the magnitude
of n). In this paper, using the flow curves obtained from compression tests, the strain rate
sensitivity parameter is calculated with the following equation
ߝሶሺߝሻ
൰
ሺ
ߝሶ ߝሻ
݊ሺߝǡ ߝሶሻ ൌ
ߪሺߝǡ ߝሶሻ
൰
 ൬
ߪሺߝǡ ߝሶ ሻ
 ൬

(4)

where ߝሶ is the reference strain rate. In this case the lowest strain rate from the experiments,
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0.01 ି ݏଵ is used as reference. The mean value of individual flow curve is calculated and the
average of the three flow curves is considered as the overall strain rate sensitivity. The mean
value of the strain rate sensitivity is plotted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Strain rate sensitivity parameter calculation.

The other material dependent parameters were fitted by applying a compression
displacement on an RVE at strain rate of 0.01 ି ݏଵ in the DAMASK spectral solver. A spectral
solver is used for optimization of the parameters considering the computational costs. A 2D
RVE with 300 grains was modelled for the spectral solver and a compression displacement was
applied along the normal direction (ND). Initially a simulation was performed with some
randomly selected material parameters. An objective function as a least square fit between the
experimental and simulation results was formulated with the extracted flow curve and the
experimental data. The objective function is shown in equation 5.


݂ ൌ  ඥሺሺߪ ௫ ሺߝ ሻ െ ߪ ௦ ሺߝ ሻሻଶ

(5)

ୀ

where ߪ ௫ and ߪ ௦ are the experimental and simulation flow stress at strain ߝ , respectively.

A best fit for the material data is obtained by an optimization loop using the fmincon function
in MATLAB. The tolerance limit is set to 1e-06 and maximum of 1000 iterations is allowed.
The optimization algorithm is described in Figure 3. The fitted parameters are shown in Table 2
and the fitted flow curves along with the experimental flow curves are plotted in Figure 1. C11,
C22, C44 are the elastic constants adapted from literature [8].
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Figure 3: Optimization algorithm used in the flow curve fitting procedure.

Table 2: Parameters used for the phenomenological CPFEM model

۱
232.2 GPa
<111>{110}
<111>{211}

ሶ 
0.01  ିଵ
0.01 ିଵ

n
77
77

Elastic parameters [8]
۱
135.6 GPa
Plastic parameters
ૌ܋
ૌஶ
174.54 GPa
315.45 GPa
143.23 GPa
344.60 GPa

۱
117.0 GPa
ܐ
2.65e+09
2.65e+09

a
2.11
2.11

2.4 Simulation Setup
2.4.1 Macro Simulation
A three pass rolling process is simulated in ABAQUS/Standard with appropriate boundary
conditions and symmetries. The coordinate history of nodes in the center of the workpiece is
extracted from the simulation to obtain the deformation gradient. The macro model is described
in more detail in our previous work [7].
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2.4.2 Micro Simulation
An 3D RVE with 300 grains is used in this paper. The RVE is modelled and meshed with
17576 hexagonal elements using the polycrystal generator software NEPER [9]. The 300 grains
in the RVE have a grain size that is statically equivalent to the measured grain size in the
experiments. At first, an Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) is calculated from the
orientations extracted from XRD measurements using MTEX [10]. Then 300 orientations were
selected from the calculated ODF using the discrete sample function in MTEX. The kernel
halfwidth used for the discrete orientations is obtained from the default MTEX functions that
calculate the optimal halfwidth. The RVE is shown in Figure 4 (a). Deformation gradient
obtained from the macro simulation is imposed on the RVE along with periodic boundary
conditions (PBC). The opposite faces in the RVE are coupled with the macroscopic deformation
gradient ࡲࡹ as
࢛ െ ࢛ ൌ ሺࢄ െ ࢄ ሻሺࡲࡹ െ ࡵሻ

(6)

where ࢄࢇ ǡ ࢄ࢈ are the position vectors of the opposite node pairs in the RVE undeformed
configuration and ࢛ ǡ ࢛ are the history of the displacement vectors. The deformation gradient
converted to the displacement gradient (H = ࡲࡹ െ ࡵ) is applied on the auxiliary nodes, which
in turn are connected to the nodes on the faces of the RVE. Displacement gradient (H) used in
this work is shown in Figure 4 (b). The 3D RVE is simulated with the material model discussed
in Section 2.1. The material model is fitted for the flow curves up to 0.145 strain and is capable
to extrapolate for higher strains.

Figure 4: (a) RVE with 300 grains used for texture prediction (each color in the RVE represents a grain), (b)
Displacement gradient applied on the RVE.

3 RESULTS
Figure 5 shows the results of the RVE deformation and the texture changes in the
deformation process. Only φ2=45° section of the full Euler space is shown, as it contains most
of the important fibers (α-fibre, γ-fibre) needed in the study. Figure 5 (b) shows the results of
the macro texture as intensity of orientation distribution function in the Euler space (φ1, Φ, φ2).
The initial texture in Figure 5 (b) has most common orientations (0°, 15°, 45°) and (0°, 40°,
45°) like in the experimental measurements (Figure 5 (c)) and is assumed as a good
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approximation of the initial texture. During rolling, the gradual increasing intensity of the ߙfiber is well captured. In the simulation results, thought the orientations at (90°, 0°, 45°) are not
observed before rolling, they could be well reproduced after the third pass.

Figure 5: (a) RVE deformation under the applied boundary conditions for three passes (each color in the
RVE represents a grain), (b) Simulation results for texture evolution during the rolling process for 50 %
thickness reduction, (c) Experiment results for texture evolution during the rolling process for 50 % thickness
reduction (Experiments conducted by IMM, RWTH Aachen). (Note: Figures (b), (c) are the φ2=45° sections of
the Euler space).

The texture evolution in rolling was simulated with a 2D RVE in our previous work [7]. The
two basic assumptions with 2D RVE are plane strain conditions and the dimensions of the RVE
(2D). To validate the first assumption, the 3D RVE described previously is forced to behave in
plane strain conditions by manipulating the boundary conditions. RD-ND planes in the 3D RVE
are fixed in the TD. In other words, from Figure 6 (a), the planes ABFE and DCGH will remain
undeformed in the TD and are planar during the simulation. All other planes in the RVE will
deform under the applied displacement gradient with periodic boundary conditions. The
deformed RVE under these conditions is shown in Figure 6 (b) and can be observed that faces
on the RD-ND planes remain planar and undeformed in the TD. The ODF after the third pass
is shown in Figure 6 (c), and it can be seen that it is similar to the ODF for the third pass shown
in Figure 5 (b). Therefore, the first assumption of plane strain is valid and has no influence on
the texture evolution.
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Figure 6: (a) RVE planar notation, (b) Deformed 3D RVE after third pass in plane strain condition (each
color represents a grain), (c) ODF for plane strain 3D RVE after third pass.

The evolution of the fiber volumes of important texture fibers affecting the magnetic
properties of electrical steels are shown in Figure 7. The figure shows the comparison of the
fiber volumes for experiments, 3D RVE (unrestricted 3D and plane strain 3D) and 2D RVE
presented in [7]. The considered 300 grains could not capture the initial fiber volume of α-fibre
and ND cube fibres. This could be overcome by considering more grains inside the RVE. But
the evolution of the experimental fibre volume could be well replicated in the 3D simulations.
Similar to the experiments, the fiber volume of both α-fibre and γ-fibre increases in the 3D RVE
simulations. The volume of ND cube fibre almost remains constant during the three pass rolling
experiment and simulation. Moreover, the fibre volume of plane strain 3D RVE are similar to
the unrestricted 3D RVE.
Though the 3D RVE considered in the study has approximately only 40-60 grains (compared
to 300 grains in 2D) in the sections in the RD-ND plane, it could predict texture and fibre
volume evolution more effectively compared to the 2D RVE. Thus it could be inferred from
the discussed results that, a 3D RVE model is more efficient to predict the texture evolution in
rolling simulations. Nevertheless, effects of different element types and grain interactions (for
example misorientation) cannot be clearly separated based on the present results.
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Figure 7: Comparison of fiber volume evolution during the three pass rolling for a 2D and 3D RVE.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, texture evolution in non-oriented silicon based electrical steels using a 3D RVE
is studied. The phenomenological material model is fitted with upsetting tests simulated in the
spectral solver environment in DAMASK. The boundary conditions are extracted from the
macro simulation of a rolling process. The evolution of the typical ߙ-fiber and γ-fiber could be
replicated in the RVE simulation. It is observed that, 3D RVE could simulate the texture better
than the 2D RVE especially for simulating rolling textures. Further research is needed to
distinguish between the different possible influencing factors like the misorientation or the used
element type. The currently developed model can be extended to simulate the texture at various
locations along the strip thickness especially for the shear dominated regions near the surface.
Also, the RVE morphology would be improved by incorporating the misorientation angle into
the RVE from measured EBSD data.
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Abstract. In materials science one distinguishes between upper and lower bainite. Both
microstructures develop due to diﬀerent diﬀusion processes depending on the isothermal
process temperature. In this work we describe these diﬀerent mechanisms with a new
diﬀusion model coupled to a multiphase-ﬁeld equation. Numerical examples demonstrate
the expected behaviour.

1

INTRODUCTION

Bainite is a steel microstructure consisting of the three phases bainitic ferrite, carbides
and (residual) austenite which form the two morphologies upper and lower bainite [3].
Both transitions start with a displacive transformation from austenite to bainitic ferrite which does not depend on the carbon diﬀusion and therefore lead to a supersaturated
bainitic ferrite phase. The subsequent diﬀusion is highly dependent on the transformation
temperature. At high temperatures the carbon atoms succeed in leaving the supersaturated bainitic ferrite into the austenite phase where carbides will precipitate if the carbon
concentration is high enough. The resulting morphology is called upper bainite. Whereas
in lower bainite, only a minor part of the carbon atoms, those who are already near the
interface, succeed in leaving the bainitic ferrite while most of the carbon stays within the
bainitic ferrite to build accumulations [3]. At these accumulations carbides precipitate.
2

A DIFFUSION MODEL FOR UPPER AND LOWER BAINITE

The main challenge of modelling the formation of both morphologies, upper and lower
bainite, are the diﬀerent diﬀusion mechanism of carbon. To this end as a model assumption, three diﬀerent diﬀusion processes are introduced which are involved for upper and
lower bainite [4]. These diﬀusion types are illustrated in Figure 1 and henceforth denoted
as Type I, Type II and Type III, respectively [4]. All three types are described on domains
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with two phases coloured in red and yellow and diﬀuse interfaces in between, which are
illustrated by black dashed lines. In this work a phase ﬁeld method is used to distinguish
diﬀerent phases. A fundamental property of this method are diﬀuse interfaces between
phases. Therefore the diﬀusion model considers diﬀuse interfaces between phases.
I. Separation: The separation process takes place within one phase. In Figure 1.I the
carbon atoms, illustrated as black dots separate within the red phase. The process
leads to accumulations of carbon at a high concentration limit surrounded by an
area at a low concentration limit.
II. Accumulation: The diﬀusion process described in Figure 1.II shows an accumulation
of carbon atoms within the interface. The initially uniformly distributed atoms are
transported to one speciﬁc side of the diﬀuse interface, thus resulting into a nonuniform distribution [4].
III. Balancing: The balancing mechanism describes a very basic diﬀusion process. Starting with a non-uniform distribution the balancing mechanism leads to a uniform
distribution. This movement can be observed in Figure 1.III for both phases which
are treated separately. The concentrations in diﬀerent phases may diﬀer. For the
speciﬁc case in Figure 1.III, the balancing process especially moves carbon atoms
which are accumulated within the interface but close to the bulk phase, into the
bulk phase, while on the other side of the interface it pushes atoms into the empty
interface [4].
Diﬀusion across the interface is achieved combining accumulation within an interface
(Type II) with the balancing process (Type III). While Type II arranges the accumulation
within the interface, Type III governs the ﬂow into and out of the interface region.
Type I. Separation within a phase

Type II. Accumulation within an interface

Type III. Balancing within the phases

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
Diﬀusion across
⎪
the interface
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

Figure 1: Schematics of three diﬀusion mechanisms [4]
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The mechanisms of separation within a phase (Type I) takes place only within bainitic
ferrite of lower bainite. Here it is the most important diﬀusion process because it leads
to the precipitation of carbides within the bainitic ferrite, which is the typical pattern of
this morphology.
The accumulation process within an interface (Type II) happens in both upper and
lower bainite between the bainitic ferrite and the austenite phases. This is the major
diﬀusion process in upper bainite while it plays a minor role in lower bainite. Furthermore
in upper bainite carbon diﬀuses from the austenite into the carbide. The nucleating
carbides attract surrounding carbon to grow faster and stabilize itself [4].
Type III diﬀusion, the balancing within the phases is needed to assist the diﬀusion
across the interface between bainitic ferrite and austenite. However it is not needed in
bainitic ferrite in lower bainite, because here the separation within a phase (Type I)
governs the carbon movement and guarantees a minor ﬂow into the interface.
The phase transformation from austenite to bainitic ferrite is independent from the
carbon diﬀusion which is a subsequent process governing the precipitation of carbides
and the growth of residual austenite. The transformation from austenite to bainitic ferrite
is therefore called displacive. The precipitation of carbides is mainly inﬂuenced by the
carbon concentration for both morphologies, upper and lower bainite.
The interface width shown in Figure 1 and the one used for the following phase ﬁeld
model is oversized due to computational limits. Nevertheless, the diﬀusion mechanism
does not depend on the interface width [4].
3

A PROTOTYPE MODEL FOR UPPER AND LOWER BAINITE

The governing equations of the thermodynamic framework in [2] are speciﬁed in this
section for a combined model for upper and lower bainite. Therefore we introduce the
following order parameters:
I. Bainitic ferrite: φ1 ,
II. Austenite: φ2 ,
III. Carbide: φ3
and c describes the carbon concentration.
3.1

Weighted Helmholtz energy

The Helmholtz energy function is a major instrument to capture the diﬀerent diﬀusion
mechanisms of Figure 1 for bainite [4]. It is postulated as a sum of two energies
ψ̂(z̃) = ψ̂c (c, ∇c) + ψ̂φ (c, φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , ∇φ1 , ∇φ2 , ∇φ3 ),

(1)

with part ψ̂c considering the diﬀusion which is only a function of c, ∇c and a phase-ﬁeld
part ψ̂φ which includes coupling terms as it is a function of c, φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , ∇φ1 , ∇φ2 , ∇φ3 .
The function ψ̂c (c, ∇c) is a sum of two energies
ψ̂c (c, ∇c) = wf (θ)ψ̂f (c) + ws (θ)ψ̂s (c, ∇c).
3
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The ﬁrst summand including the energy term ψ̂f (c) accounts for the balancing diﬀusion
(Type III) according to Figure 1.III, which will result into Fick’s type of diﬀusion [4],
whereas ψ̂s (c, ∇c) governs the separation of carbon (Type I) according to Figure 1.I.
The carbon in upper bainite diﬀuses across the interface Type (II+III) into the austenite
phase while in lower bainite the diﬀusion across the interface is of minor importance
compared to the separation (Type I) as explained in Section 2. This combined eﬀect
is accounted for by weighting functions wf and ws , respectively, in equation (2). The
diﬀerent diﬀusion mechanism are weighted to distinguish upper from lower bainite and
therefore are dependent on the temperature θ. Both weighting functions are illustrated
in Figure 2 versus the temperature θ and are deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
0
for θ < θD − εθ
⎪
⎪
⎨
wf (θ) = 1
(3)
�
�
� �
�� for θ > θD + εθ
⎪
1
θ
−
θ
1
L
L
D
D
D
⎪
⎪
+
−
sin π
+2
otherwise
⎩ +
2
2
2
2
2εθ

and

⎧
⎪
1
for θ < θD − εθ
⎪
⎪
⎨
ws (θ) = 0
�
�
� �
�� for θ > θD + εθ
⎪
1 LD
1 LD
θ − θD
⎪
⎪
+
−
sin π
+1
otherwise.
⎩ −
2
2
2
2
2εθ

(4)

The isothermal transformation temperature is denoted as θ, the transition temperature
θD marks the boundary between upper and lower bainite, εθ is a factor to soften the
sharp boundary for better numerical characteristics and LD ensures the coaction of both
diﬀusion mechanisms in lower bainite. Both functions wf and ws satisfy the completeness
condition [4]
wf (θ) + ws (θ) = 1.

(5)

For the separation (Type I) in lower bainite a Cahn-Hilliard type equation is implemented. The corresponding Helmholtz energy reads
1
ψ̂s (c, ∇c) = f (c) + ρ|∇c|2 ,
2
f (c) = d(ceq − c)2 (ccarb − c)2 .

(6)
(7)

where ρ is a Cahn-Hilliard balance factor, the double well energy function is denoted as
f (c), with turning points at ceq which is the equilibrium carbon concentration in bainitic
ferrite and ccarb which is the carbon concentration of the carbides. These two concentrations deﬁne the limits of the separation process [4].
For the balancing Fick’s diﬀusion (Type III) a diﬀerent Helmholtz energy is required
ψ̂f (c) =

−c
)
ceq ln(ceq − c) − ccarb ln(ccarb − c) + c ln( cccarb
eq −c

ceq − ccarb
4
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Figure 2: Weighting functions for diﬀerent diﬀusion processes [4]

Equation (8) is a modiﬁcation of Wheeler et al. [5], where the original bounds 0 and 1 are
replaced with ccarb and ceq [4]. The derivation from equation (8) to Fick’s type diﬀusion
within the framework used in this work is described in the Appendix of [4].
The Helmholtz energy for the phase transformation in equation (1) is postulated as
ψ̂φ (c, φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , ∇φ1 , ∇φ2 , ∇φ3 ) =

Np Np

 1
[hkj (φi , φj , ∇φi , ∇φj ) + (1 + c sij wf ) gkj (φi , φj )] (9)
q
i=1 j>i ij

where hkj (φi , φj , ∇φi , ∇φj ) is the interfacial energy density and gkj (φi , φj ) the potential
energy between two phases i and j. The phase energy coeﬃcients are denoted by qij .
The additional term c sij wf is introduced, where sij are interface diﬀusion factors which
govern the accumulation of carbon within the interface (Type II) between phases i and j
according to Figure 1.II [4]. Following [6], the interfacial energy density is chosen as
1
hkj (φi , φj , ∇φi , ∇φj ) = αij (φj ∇φi − φi ∇φj )2
2

(10)

where αij is a phase gradient energy coeﬃcient. The chemical or potential energy density
gkj between two phases i and j is proposed as a simple double well potential [1]
gkj (φi , φj ) =

1 2 2
φφ,
4aij i j

where the potential constants are denoted as aij .

5
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3.2

Evolution equations

In order to gain the evolution equations for the concentration ﬁeld c and the phase
order parameters φi , the constitutive moduli β τ, βi and the mobility tensor A introduced
in [2] have to be speciﬁed. Constant moduli are postulated
τ (z) = τ ws = const.,
βi (z) = βi = const.

(12)
(13)

In order to account for both, separation within a phase (Type I) and diﬀusion across the
interface (Type II + Type III), the mobility tensor A is postulated as the sum of two
terms, weighted by wf and ws introduced in equations (3) and (4) [4],
A(z) = (wf Df (φ)fq (c) + ws Ds (φ)) 1,

(14)

with
Df (φ) =

Np


φ i Df i ,

(15)

φi Dsi

(16)

i=1
Np

Ds (φ) =


i=1

fq (c) = (c − ceq )(ccarb − c).

(17)

In equations (15) and (16) the diﬀusion coeﬃcients for diﬀusion across the interface and
Cahn-Hilliard diﬀusion are denoted as Df i and Dsi , respectively.
In the next step the evolution equations can be assembled using the constitutive equations. The weighted chemical potential reads
μ = w f μf + w s μs ,

(18)

where
Np

Np

∂ ψ̂f (c)  
+
vij φ2i φ2j ,
μf =
∂c
i=1 j>i

(19)

μs =

∂f
− ρΔc + τ ċ.
∂c

(20)

sij
.
4aij qij

(21)

and for brevity
vij =

The evolution equation for the concentration ﬁeld c renders [4]
ċ = ∇ · (wf A(z) · ∇μf ) + ∇ · (ws A(z) · ∇μs ).
6
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In the next step only μf from equation (19) is inserted into equation (22) in order to
avoid fourth order derivatives in the evolution equation of c which would occur inserting
μs (20) as well. Fourth order derivatives would lead to diﬃculties for the ﬁnite element
implementation, described in the next section [4].
The term A(z) · ∇μf in equation (22) leads to simpliﬁcations in the resulting equation.
The lengthy algebra describing the steps in detail can be found in the Appendix of [4].
The partial diﬀerential equation of the concentration ﬁeld c renders
∂ 2 ψ̂f (c)
∇c
∂c2
∂ 3 ψ̂f (c)
∂ 2 ψ̂f (c)
2
+ ws wf Ds (φ)
(∇c)
+
w
w
D
(φ)
Δc
s
f
s
∂c3
∂c2


∂fq (c)
2
2
+ wf ∇Df (φ)fq (c) + wf Df (φ)
∇c + ws wf ∇Ds (φ)
∂c

ċ = wf2 ∇Df (φ) · ∇c + wf2 Df (φ)Δc + ws wf ∇Ds (φ)

·
Np Np


i=1 j>i

Np Np


i=1 j>i



vij 2φi φ2j ∇φi + 2φj φ2i ∇φj



+ wf2 Df (φ)fq (c) + ws wf Ds (φ)



2vij ∇φi φ2j ∇φi + ∇φj φ2i ∇φj + 4φi φj ∇φi ∇φj + φj φ2i Δφj + φi φ2j Δφi




∂fq (c)
2
+ ws wf ∇Df (φ)fq (c) + ws wf Df (φ)
∇c + ws ∇Ds (φ) · ∇μs
∂c


+ ws wf Df (φ)fq (c) + ws2 Ds (φ) Δμs (23)

The partial diﬀerential equations for the phase order parameters φi read
Np


1
φ̇i =
βi qij
j=1,j=i




φi φj · (1 + c sij wf )
αij (φj Δφi − φi Δφj ) −
(φj − φi ) + γi ,
2aij
for i = 1, ..., Np . (24)

In a next step the constant material parameters are changed according to [7] for a better
physical interpretation. The phase gradient energy coeﬃcients αij , the potential constants
aij , the phase energy coeﬃcients qij and the dissipative moduli βi of equation (24) are
replaced by the interface mobilities ζij , interface energies σij and interface thicknesses ηij
βi qij =

ηij
,
ζij

aij =

ηij
,
72σij

αij = σij ηij .

(25)

For details on the external forces γi of equation (24) and the carbide precipitation see
[2].
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The evolution equation for the phase order parameters (24) can now be written as
φ̇i =

Np


j=1,j=i

4



ζij σij





36
6ΔGij (z)
(φj Δφi − φi Δφj ) − 2 (1 + c sij wf )φi φj (φj − φi ) −
φi φj
ηij
ηij
for

i = 1, ..., Np . (26)

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

This section documents the implementation of the coupled set of the partial diﬀerential
equations (20), (23) and (26). To ﬁnd a solution μs , c, φi on a two-dimensional domain
B for speciﬁc boundary and initial conditions in the time period [0, T ] the ﬁnite element
method is used. Quadrilateral elements with linear shape functions are used for the ﬁnite
element formulation while the backward Euler method is applied for the time derivatives.
The resulting algebraic system of equations is solved with Newton’s method [4].
As mentioned in Section 3.2 the chemical potential μs for the lower bainitic transformation is handled as a separate degree of freedom to avoid fourth order derivatives and
not inserted into the evolution equation of the concentration (23) [4]. The ﬁve unknowns
per ﬁnite element node are c, μs , φ1 , φ2 , φ3 . Details can be found in [4].
5

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES

Two examples, one for upper and one for lower bainitic transformation, are presented
in this section. They are based on the framework described in [2] and the constitutive
equations introduced in Section 3. The implementation described in the previous section
is used here. Both examples are simulated with the ﬁnite element method on a domain
of 3 μm × 3 μm subdivided into 16384 quadrilateral elements. Homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions are prescribed for all variables as
μ̄ = 0, c̄ = 0, φ̄i = 0.

(27)

The initial carbon concentration c(t = 0) = c0 is set to c0 = 1.87 wt.% with small random
perturbations. The carbide phase has small random perturbations between φ30 = 0 and
φ30 = 0.01 which are uniformly distributed.
The total time of the simulation is set to T = 0.03 s with a the time step size of
Δt = 0.00001 s. In Table 2 in [4] the material parameters are summarized. The material
parameters for upper and lower bainite are the same, in order to highlight diﬀerences in
the diﬀusion mechanisms.
5.1

Upper bainite transformation

The ﬁrst example shows a simulation for an upper bainite transformation at θ = 700 K.
The results are illustrated in Figure 3. The ﬁrst column at 0 s represents the initial
conditions. The austenite phase φ2 in Figure 3.a dominates the domain at the beginning.
Only two nuclei of bainitic ferrite φ1 on the left boundary penetrate the austenite phase
(Figure 3.b). There are no carbides (Figure 3.c) at the beginning beside the very small
8
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initial perturbations, described above, which are too small to be visible in this diagram.
The next step shown is at t = 0.01 s. The bainitic ferrite phase is larger and the diﬀuse
interface, which is typical for phase ﬁeld models, can be seen between austenite and
bainitic ferrite. There is still carbide phase at this time. The carbon concentration (Figure
3.d), which is initially equally distributed shows major changes. The concentration within
the bainitic ferrite decreased noticeably while the carbon moves across the interface to
accumulate directly behind the interface within the austenite phase. This process is
described in Section 2 as diﬀusion across the interface, where Type II diﬀusion, as the
major player, works within the interface between bainitic ferrite and austenite, while Type
III diﬀusion ensures a ﬂow from the bainitic ferrite into the interface. The new gradient of
carbon concentration within the austenite phase leads to a balancing diﬀusion eﬀect (Type
III) within the austenite. Carbon atoms are transported from the accumulations to areas
of lower concentration. This process happens subsequently after the phase transformation
from austenite to bainitic ferrite. At t = 0.02824 s both bainitic ferrite sheaves are larger
than before. In between these sheaves the carbon concentration reaches a its maximum
of c = 6.67 wt.%, so that carbides φ3 precipitate. This can be seen in Figure 3.c at
t = 0.02824 s. The precipitation of carbides is self-enhancing, because the carbide phase
pulls the surrounding carbon into the carbide phase which enforces the growth of the
carbide [4]. The carbide phase limits the growth of the bainitic ferrite phase.
5.2

Lower bainite transformation

The lower bainitic transformation is simulated in the second example at θ = 600 K.
The initial conditions in the ﬁrst column of Figure 4 are same as in the previous example.
There are two nuclei of bainitic ferrite φ1 on the left boundary while the rest of the domain
is austenitic φ2 . Both nuclei grow during the ensuing time steps. The growth is displacive
and faster than any diﬀusion of carbon. Therefore the bainitic ferrite is supersaturated.
To minimize the energy the carbon starts to move. Most of the carbon c stays within the
bainitic ferrite φ1 , because of the lower temperature and the likewise slower diﬀusion speed
[4]. The carbon starts to build accumulations. It can be seen that these accumulations
grow in time. At these accumulations carbides will precipitate if the concentration reaches
it maximum of c = 6.67 wt.%. The precipitation process takes place within the bainitic
ferrite in this example for lower bainite in contrast to upper bainite, where the carbides
grow within the austenite phase. However like in the previous example for upper bainite,
some carbon succeed in leaving the supersaturated bainitic ferrite in lower bainite, too
and move across the interface into the austenite phase.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical examples show the expected behaviour described in the Introduction.
The three diﬀerent diﬀusion mechanism are successfully combined with weighting functions to simulate upper and lower bainite depending on the temperature. Furthermore
the precipitation of carbides is simulated at carbon accumulations within bainitic ferrite
and austenite.
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Abstract. The highly competitive automotive market demands both lightweight and safe
vehicles. These requirements can be met using advanced high strength steels. Dual phase steels
are widely used in automotive applications for structural parts and crash columns because of
their high strength, high work hardening index and reasonable ductility. In this research, the
plastic behaviour and formability of dual phase steels are analysed and correlated with
microstructure via virtual experiments. Different virtual dual phase microstructures were
generated for this study, composed of a highly formable ferrite steel matrix with different
volume fractions of martensite. The work hardening, plastic anisotropy, yield loci and
formability performance are analysed using virtual experimentation. The results indicate that
the strength of dual phase steels increases with increasing volume fraction of martensite. The
plastic anisotropy r-value of dual phase steels is dominated by the ferrite texture but it decreases
with an increasing amount of martensite, particularly when the volume fraction is greater than
20%. The presence of martensite reduces deep drawing formability in general. However, it
increases the stretching factor and the maximum value is reached when the martensite fraction
is in the range 10-20%. It is concluded that a good formability of dual phase steel is possible
if the volume fraction of martensite is low and the -fibre texture of ferrite is strong.
1

INTRODUCTION

The highly competitive automotive market demands lightweight and safe vehicles. These
requirements can be met using different types of high strength steels [1]. Dual phase steel is a
low carbon and low alloy steel, usually consisting of 10-50% martensite in a ductile ferrite
matrix. It is widely used for structural parts and crash columns because of the high strengthto-weight ratio, low yield-to-ultimate strength ratio and reasonably good ductility [2-6].
Another important application for sheet metals is automotive outer panels, which are commonly
made out of highly formable IF steel or bake hardening steels. Advanced high strength steels
have not been used for the outer panels due to the high formability required to achieve complex
geometries. To explore the possible application of dual phase steels for automotive outer panels
in order to achieve weight reduction, it is necessary to study the formability potential and
limitations of this type of steel as a function of microstructure. In this research, a range of dual
phase steels have been generated virtually, consisting of a ferrite matrix of highly formable steel
and containing different volume fractions of martensite. The work hardening behaviour, plastic
anisotropy, yield loci and formability performance are analysed using representative volume
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element (RVE). The virtual experiments were simulated using the polycrystal plasticity code
DAMASK [7].
2 MATERIALS AND VIRTUAL PLASTICITY TESTS
2.1 Highly formable steel and dual phase steels
The formability demand for outer panels is high due to the complex geometry of the parts
and high deformation levels. Conventionally, highly formable IF sheet steels or bake hardening
steels are used for outer panels. Following this philosophy, the texture of the ferrite matrix can
be represented by the texture of a DC06 sheet, which is similar to that of DX56. The measured
ODF of this material is shown Fig. 1. It is known that the strong fibre is helpful for deep
drawing formability. At present no dual phase steel with such a strong fibre has been
manufactured by steel producers. However, the potential to produce dual phase steel with
strong anisotropy is possible and this has been demonstrated elsewhere [8]. So in this study,
different virtual dual phase steels were generated using DC06 to represent the ferrite matrix and
different volume fractions of martensite were added.
1.0
12.5

Figure 1. The ODFs of the DC06 material at PHI 45o section with contour levels of 0.7 _1.0 _1.4 _2.0 _2.8
_4.0 _5.6 _8.0 _11.0 _16.0.

2.2 Virtual plasticity testing for work hardening and yield locus
Work hardening behaviour is conventionally measured by uniaxial tensile testing. The
measured flow stress behaviour and the plastic anisotropy r-values are used to define certain
analytical yield functions [9]. In order to define the yield loci more precisely, several other
plasticity tests, such as the through-thickness compression test, the plane strain tension and the
simple shear test, were developed by Tata Steel to give more measured data points in several
different stress and strain states [10-12]. An accurate description of the yield locus can be
obtained by Vegter interpolation over the tests [13]. For the dual phase steels, virtual plasticity
experiments simulating the uniaxial tension, plane strain tension, through thickness
compression and simple shear were carried out as illustrated in Fig.2.
To validate the RVE model, through-thickness compression testing of the highly formable
steel was conducted, as shown in Fig. 3. The detailed experimental procedure is described
elsewhere [11]. The work hardening measured in this compression test was compared with the
RVE simulation, as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2. Illustration of different plasticity tests for data points on yield locus. The blue and grey blocks refer
to sample geometry before and after deformation.

Figure 3. Stacked specimen and extensometer used in the compression test. The displacements in the RD and
TD are measured for the calculation of strains.

3

POLYCRYSTAL PLASTICITY MODEL AND RVE SIMULATION

3.1 Polycrystal plasticity model
The polycrystal plasticity model used in the present study is an adoption of the
phenomenological description for body-centered cubic crystals incorporated in the Damask
framework [14-16]. The microstructure is parameterised in terms of a slip resistance g on each
of the slip systems. These resistances evolve asymptotically towards g with shear according
to the following relationship;
(1)
with parameters h0 and a. The interaction between different slip systems is captured by the
hardening matrix h. Given a set of current slip resistances, shear on each system occurs at a
rate;
(2)
with 0 as reference shear rate,  = S * (b  n), and n the stress exponent. The
superposition of shear on all slip systems in turn determines the plastic velocity gradient;
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(3)
where b and n are unit vectors along the slip direction and slip plane normal, respectively.
3.2 Parameters for the constitutive material model
In the DAMASK software, the texture is easily introduced with the texture component
method for the representation of statistical textures. The texture is measured by X-ray
diffraction method and presented in the form of the orientation distribution function (ODF).
The hardening parameters in slip system for the virtual testing are calibrated on the basis of
work hardening in uniaxial tensile tests in the rolling direction. This leads to the hardening
parameters given in table 1 for ferrite. For martensite, the parameters used are based on
literature references. The quality of the model prediction is evaluated by comparing simulations
to the corresponding experimentally measured stress-strain responses in the through-thickness
compression- and uniaxial tensile tests conducted on the highly formable steel sheet.
Table 1: Material parameters; elastic constants Cab, reference shear rate 0, stress exponent n, initial
and saturation flow stress 0 and , hardening parameters h0.
parameter

Ferrite

martensite

c11

233.3e9

417.4e9

c12

135.5e9

242.4e9

c44

118.0e9

211.1e9

0

0.001

0.001

n

20

20

0

43.58e6

332.0e6



203.5e6

714.0e6

h0

1518.0e6

563.0e9



3.3 RVE and Boundary conditions
The virtual specimen is a representative volume element of real material. The material
consists of many differently oriented grains. Grains undergo plastic deformation due to
displacement on slip planes along preferred slip direction; in each crystal 24 slip systems for
bcc are used. Slip systems are considered active if the critical shear stress is exceeded. This
critical shear stress corresponds to the yield curve of empirical model. As the parameters are
determined from simple tensile tests the hardening coefficient of all 24 bcc slip systems are
assumed to be identical. This is close to the pencil glide model, where the slip direction is
restricted to the <111> and the slip planes are those with the highest resolved shear stress.
A periodic cubic volume element is constructed from a Voronoi tessellation of randomly
placed seed points [7,17]. The crystal orientation of each grain is assigned according to the
ODF measured by X-ray diffraction. The martensite, which is finer than the ferrite grains,
distribute randomely. A RVE for dual phase steels consisting of 512 grains with 20%
martensite in volume fraction is illustrated in Fig.4.
The boundary conditions chosen for RVEs to construct yield locus were as follows; the
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uniaxial tension, plane strain tension, through-thickness compression and simple shear. The
uniaxial tension and plane strain tension were performed in the rolling direction (RD),
transverse direction (TD) and 45o to the RD. The simple shear tests were conducted in the RD
and 45o to the RD. The through-thickness compression was in the sheet normal direction.

Figure 4. RVE with 20% martensite (black) in volume fraction

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Validation of the RVE model for DC06 in the through-thickness compression
The work hardening behaviour of the DC06 material was measured in the uniaxial tensile
test and through thickness compression test. The measured work hardening data in the tensile
test in the rolling direction was used to fit material parameters for the RVE. The throughthickness compression test was carried out at similar strain rate to the tensile test and the
measured work hardening was compared with the RVE simulations as a validation exercise.
RVE simulations for the uniaxial tension and through-thickness compression were carried
out using parameters listed in table 1. The texture of the DC06 was discretized for the RVE.
The load cases for the uniaxial tension along rolling direction and through-thickness
compression along sheet normal are prescribed through the boundary conditions in (4) and (5),
respectively.

,

(4)

,

(5)

The stress strain curves in the uniaxial tension in the RD and the uniaxial compression in the
ND measured in the experiments and calculated from the RVE simulations are plotted in Fig.5.
The results in Fig.5 indicate that the predicted work hardening fits well with the measured stress
and strain curves for both the tensile test and the through-thickness compression test. So the
RVE model is validated for the DC06, and this approach is used further with confidence for
dual phase steels.
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Figure 5. Measured work hardening in tensile test and through-thickness compression test and the modelled
ones from RVE simulations.

4.2 The work hardening of dual phase steels
The effect of the second phase on the flow stress of dual phase steels was modelled using
RVE simulation of the tensile test in the rolling direction, as shown in Fig. 6. With increasing
volume fraction of martensite, the flow stress is significantly increased. At a volume fraction
of around 20%, the tensile strength reaches approximately 450MPa; this is a desirable strength
level for outer panel applications.
Another remarkable effect of martensite on strength is that it has less effect on the yield
strength than on the tensile strength. Fig. 7 shows the calculated work hardening rate, ,
against major strain in tensile test. The graph indicates clearly that the work hardening rate
increases with increasing volume fraction of martensite at the onset of plastic deformation.
However, this enhanced work hardening rate due to second phase declines with straining, and
at strains larger than 5%, the difference in work hardening becomes negligible. Experimentally
it is well known that dual phase steels show low yield strength but high work hardening index
in comparison with other steel grades. Results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 clearly capture this work
hardening character of dual phase steels.
500

Stress

400
300
200
DC06
DC06-5%M

100

DC06-10%
DC06-20%

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

Strain

Figure 6. Simulated work hardening curves for the dual phase steels containing different volume fractions of
martensite.
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Figure 7. Calculated work hardening rate against strain for the dual phase steels containing different volume
fraction of martensite.

4.3 Plastic anisotropy r-value of dual phase steels
The plastic anisotropy r-value measured in the tensile test is another important formability
parameter for deep drawing. The calculated r-value profile for the DC06 and dual phase steels
are plotted in Fig. 8. When the volume fraction of martensite is low, e.g. 5% martensite, the rvalue profile is improved to some extent, particularly the planar anisotropy is reduced. With
increasing volume fraction of martensite, the r-value in the rolling direction drops continuously.
At 20% martensite, the r-value profile becomes significantly lower than that of DC06 in all
directions.
In addition to the conventionally defined r-value profile, the evolution of r-value with
straining also influences forming performance, as shown elsewhere [18]. The incremental rvalue with straining in the rolling direction for the DC06 and dual phase steel containing 20%
martensite is shown in Fig.9. Clearly, the martensite stabilizes the r-value evolution, although
the value at small strains is lower than the r-value of the ferrite matrix.

r-value , 0-10%

2.5

2.0

1.5
DC06

DP-5%M

DP-10%M

DP-20%M

1.0
0

15

30

45

60

75

90

angle to RD

Figure 8. Simulated r-value profile of the DC06 and dual phase steels with different volume fraction of martensite.
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Figure 9. Evolution of incremental r-value with straining for the DC06 and dual phase steel with 20%
martensite in RVE simulation.

4.4 Effect of martensite volume fraction on yield loci and formability
The yield locus is an important part of a constitutive material model. The boundary
conditions chosen for RVEs in the construction of the yield locus were uniaxial tension, plane
strain tension, through-thickness compression and simple shear. Based on the calculated work
hardening data from the RVE simulations in different strain states, the yield locus can be
established in different sections relative to the rolling direction. Fig. 10 shows the yield loci of
the DC06 and the dual phase steels in the RD-TD section. It is observed that the shape of the
yield loci contracts in the biaxial stretching direction with increasing volume fraction of
martensite, whilst expanding very slightly in the shear regime, leading to changes in the
formability in general. The yield loci are based on work hardening data in a certain strain range,
and we know that the yield loci evolve with straining due to evolution of texture as
demonstrated elsewhere [18]. To have a more complete and precise overview of the effect of
martensite on formability, it is convenient to study the relationship of the deep drawing factor
and the stretching factor with deformation at different volume fractions of martensite.



1.5

1

0.5
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Figure10. Yield loci calculated from RVE for DC06 and dual phase steels with different volume fraction of
Martensite in the RD-TD section.
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Usually the deep drawing and stretching factor are two parameters taken from yield loci as
follows,
DDR = fp/fs

(6)

STR = fp/fb

(7)

Here fp, fb and fs refer to the major stress factor of the plane strain point, biaxial point and
shear point, respectively, on the yield locus. Because of the evolution of yield loci with
deformation, the two formability factors also vary with straining. So we define here an
instantaneous deep drawing factor, DDRi, and stretching factor, STRi, using the following
formula,
DDRi = p/s
(8)
STRi = p/b

(9)

Here p, b and s refer to flow stress at the same equivalent strain in plane strain, biaxial
and shear state, respectively. The instantaneous deep drawing factor and stretching factor with
straining are plotted in Fig.11 and Fig. 12, respectively.
2.8
2.6

DDRi

2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8

0%M

5%M

10%M

20%M

1.6
0

0.02

0.04

0.06



0.08

Figure11. Instantaneous deep drawing factor with straining for DC06 and dual phase steels.
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Figure12. Instantaneous stretching factor with straining for DC06 and dual phase steels.
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The deep drawing factor is an important parameter when performing deep drawing
operations. For DC06, the instantaneous deep drawing factor increases slightly with straining
and then saturates at a value close to 2.5. For dual phase steel with different volume fractions
of martensite, the trend of DDRi with straining is similar to the DC06, but the DDRi level
decreases with an increasing amount of martensite. This trend can be seen also from the yield
loci on which the shear factor increases, while the plane strain factor decreases, with increasing
amounts of martensite, leading to a decrease in the deep drawing factor.
Stretching formability is influenced by the stretching factor. For highly formable DC06
steel, the stretching factor declines continuously with strain, as shown in Fig.12. For dual phase
steels, the trend of STRi with straining is similar, but the level of STRi depends on the volume
fraction of martensite. At volume fraction of 5% and 10% martensite, the stretching factor is
enhanced with an increasing amount of martensite. However, at 20% martensite, the stretching
factor drops to the level of dual phase steel with volume fraction of 5% martensite. So the
optimum stretching factor may lie in the range of 10-20% martensite in dual phase steels.
In summary, the deep drawing formability of dual phase steels is reduced by the presence of
martensite, in comparison with DC06. The stretch formability is improved, reflected in the
increased stretching factor, although the effect of martensite on ductility has to be taken into
account when stretching formability is considered.
5

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

-

The strength of dual phase steels increases with increasing volume fraction of
martensite. The plastic anisotropy r-value of dual phase steels is dominated by the
texture of ferrite, and decreases with increasing amount of martensite. The r-value
profile is strongly reduced at martensite volume fraction of 20%.
The formability of dual phase steels is different in character than that of ferrite DC06.
The martensite present reduces the deep drawing factor and therefore deep drawing
formability in general. However, martensite increases the stretching factor and the
maximum value is reached in the range of 10- 20% martensite.
Dual phase steel with good formability is possible when the volume fraction of
martensite is in the range of 10-20%, and the -fibre texture of the ferrite matrix is
strong.
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Abstract. Cementless hip prostheses are commonly used to repair the femur bones. The
primary stability of the hip prosthesis highly dependent on the peri-prosthetic bone ingrowth
into the porous structure which is influenced by mechanical and biological environments. 3D
finite element models of homogenous and functionally graded porous structures were
designed to estimate the bone ingrowth using mechano-regulation algorithm. 200 µm and 800
µm pore spacing for homogenous structures were used, however, for functionally graded
structures, the pore spacing was increased and decreased linearly across the length between
200 to 800 µm. Bone ingrowth were simulated using 25 µm micromovements which was
determined from macro models. Functionally graded decreasing porous structure showed the
highest bone ingrowth 98% with the most uniform tissues distribution.
1

INTRODUCTION

Total hip replacement (THR) is a common procedure to repair the damaged femur bones.
Prosthesis made of stainless steel, Cobalt-Chromium (CoCr) and titanium alloy are commonly
used to fix the bones [1]. Porous, semi porous, functionally graded materials and composite
materials are widely used over a decade to overcome the complications of post-surgery such
as aseptic loosening, stress shielding and implant failure etc. [2-4]. These cementless hip
prosthesis are generally coated with a porous material to facilitate the bone ingrowth which is
fixed proximally in the trabecular bone [5]. This bone ingrowth is influenced by biological
and mechanical environments around the hip prosthesis. To control the biomechanical
environment, many parameters are involved such prosthesis design, stiffness, pores, beads,
interfacial conditions and micromovements [6, 7]. It was reported that micromovements
should be less than 100 µm for the successful bone ingrowth, however, >100 µm lead the
granulation tissue to the fibrous connective tissue and ultimately failure of prosthesis. Few
studies have considered the effects of beads and micromovements on the bone ingrowth.
Computer models and simulations are widely in the field of biomechanics. Bone ingrowth is
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simulated using various mechano-regulation theories. One of the most efficient mechanoregulation based on the deviatoric strain and fluid flow which is used in our study.
In our study, 3D micromodels of porous structures were constructed in commercially
available code ABAQUS 6.17. Homogenous and functionally graded pores spaces were
introduced into the microstructures to estimate the bone ingrowth. 25 µm micromovements
were generated to check the influence of mechanical environment on tissue differentiation
process. A user’s subroutine Python was used to program the mechano-regulation algorithm
which was employed using ABAQUS. An iterative calculation was made to predict the tissue
differentiation for 60 days.
2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Finite element macro models
The finite element code ABAQUS was used to create the 3D macro models of femur bone
and the prosthesis for the prediction of the bone-prosthesis interfacial micromotions. For
simplicity, the femur and the femoral prosthesis were modeled as cylinders with only the
diaphyseal section of the bone [8]. The bone model consisted of a cortical and trabecular bone
sections of 6.55-mm and 4-mm thickness, respectively. The femoral prosthesis had a diameter
of 10 μm which was inserted inside the bone using the interference press fit option in
ABAQUS. Loading conditions (axial direction: 2288 N, lateral directions: 862 and 99 N)
were applied at the proximal end of the femoral prosthesis representing physiological
muscular and weight forces during the stance phase of a gait cycle [9]. The cortical bone was
modeled as anisotropic material properties in the cylindrical axis. On the other hand
trabecular bone and the femoral stem were modeled as linearly isotropic properties[10]. 8
nodes solid elements C3D8R were used to mesh both the femur bone and the femoral stem
models and a coefficient of friction 0.4 was used to mimic the rough contact between the
femur and the stem [11]. Maximum micromovements were calculated along the stems which
were further used in micromodels.
2.2 Finite element micro models
The micro models of the femur and femoral stem were used to estimate the tissue
differentiation process using micromovements of macro models. The micromovements were
then used as an input to study the bone ingrowth in porous microstructures. The bone
ingrowth is at an optimal level when the pore size range is between 200-800 μm. Hence,
porous microstructures with fixed representative volume element (RVE) were created with
two levels of pore sizes 200 and 800 μm. The bead diameter of the microstructures was fixed
(500 μm) because it has insignificant effect on bone ingrowth relative to the effect of the bore
size. Four configurations of pore spacing were considered; homogeneous configuration (200
and 800 µm), and functionally graded pores configuration (functionally graded pores
increasing FGPI and functionally graded pores decreasing FGPD). The design space,
including the porosity and the pore sizes, of both the homogeneous and FGP configurations is
depicted in Fig. 1. The FGP configuration was modeled as FGP increasing (FGPI) where the
pore sizes were increased linearly in the axial direction and FGP decreasing (FGPD) where
the pore sized where decreased linearly in the axial direction as illustrated in Fig. 1. The pore
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Ti sleeve
Microstructure at
stem-bone
interface
Bone

y
FGMI

y

y

y
FGMD

1 Layer

Pore size= 800 μm

Solid stem

Pore size= 200 μm

spacings were varied along the axial direction (z-axis), while they were fixed at 200 μm in the
x-axis. The beads were fitted in the bone using an interference press fit of 5 μm. Callus was
inserted in the gap between the femur and the femoral stems, and a friction coefficient of 0.4
was introduced to account for the contact between the beads and the callus. The beads
material was modelled as isotropic titanium alloy properties. 8 nodes solid poroelastic
elements were used to mesh the bone and the callus, and 8 nodes solid elements were used to
mesh the beads and the femoral stem.

Porous structure
Dense sleeve
Beads
Granulation tissue
Bone
Solid stem

Fig. 1 Finite element models of macro and micro models
2.3 Loading and boundary conditions
To mimic the interference fit of bone and prosthesis, a pressure of 0.5 MPa was applied on the
prosthesis and bone was fixed on opposite direction. A load was applied to the prosthesis on
the axial direction to generate the micromovements. Loads were applied to generate 25 µm
micromovements initially.
2.4 Mechano-regulation theory
Compute models were coupled with mechano-regulation algorithm to predict the bone
ingrowth. A mechano-regulation model with deviatoric strain and fluid flow was utilized to
estimate the tissue differentiation in micro models. Iterative calculations were performed to
update the material properties of tissue phenotype using Python code as shown in Fig. 2.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Micromovements between bone and prosthesis were determined as 25 µm which were
applied to the micromodels. Spatial and temporal tissue differentiation was estimated.
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Initialize the porosity coefficients Pi
i=200µm and 800µm
Generate finite element model
• Generate new input file with updated
material properties for next iteration
Parts

Interactions

PYTHON script for deviatoric strain and
fluid flow to compute stimulus ‘S’

Mesh

Iterative
calculations

• Compute the total volume and average
Young’s modulus of each tissue
phenotype

Assign new material properties to each
p ted values of
element based on the compu
computed
S

Fig. 2 Mechano-regulation algorithm and iterative calculation to predict the tissue
differentiation process
3.1 Spatial distribution of tissue phenotypes
Spatial distributions of tissue phenotypes was predicted in the case of 200 µm, 800
µm, FGPI and FGPD micro models as shown in Fig. 3. It was seen that 200 µm pore space
gave better tissue maturation as compared to 800 µm pore space. Stimulus was not enough to
stimulate the soft tissue and differentiate them to the next levels. Therefore, a combination of
granulation and fibrous tissues was present in the first iteration. However, in iteration 60, the
most of the tissues were developed to the mature bone in the case of 200 µm pore space. But
in the case of 800 µm pore space, tissues were still in the immature bone phase to insufficient
stimulus. Similarly, FGPI pore space gave poor results as compared to the FGPD due the fact
that stimulus values decrease along the length of the prosthesis thus smaller pore spaces still
gave better tissue differentiations.
3.2 Percentage of tissue development
A quantitative analysis was performed to estimate the percentage of tissue phenotypes
developed in all the cases as shown in Fig. 4. The granulation tissues were differentiated into
the fibrous tissues, cartilage and immature bone within 10 iterations. However, it was
observed that the transition phase from intermediate bone to the mature bone development
was around 20th iteration. The intermediate and mature bone formation was least in the case of
800 µm pore space. The maximum intermediate and mature bone formation was seen in FGPI
pore space.
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Fig. 3 Spatial distribution of tissue phenotypes in homogenous and functionally graded
porous strutures
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Fig. 4 Tissue differentiation process using finite element analyses; (a) 200 µm homogenous
pore spaces, (b) 800 µm homogenous pore spaces, (c) functionally graded increasing pore
spaces (FGPI) and (d) functionally graded decreasing pore spaces (FGPD)
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Smaller pore space (200µm) gave the higher tissue differentiation and maturation, on
the other hand, in the case of 800 µm compromised with the volume of callus
development.
Functionally graded pore decreasing enhanced the homogeneity of tissue distribution
within the callus and the percentage of tissue development to the bones.
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Summary
The combination of computational methods with recent 3D printing technologies allows for
the control of scaffolds microstructure, in order to obtain application-driven mechanical
properties. Lately, geometries obtained using triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) have
been used to design porosity-controlled scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. The objective for
this work is to assess the properties of TPMS scaffolds obtained using Schwartz P, Schwartz D
and Gyroid, with different porosity levels. These properties are computed by an asymptotic
homogenization method to obtain the effective permeability and stiffness. Results show that the
obtained properties compare well with the properties of bone scaffolds presented in literature
and obtained using different means.
1

INTRODUCTION

Scaffolds are porous structures that act as cellular support for the growth of new tissue [1].
For tissue engineering applications, scaffolds shall permit the diffusion of oxygen, nutrients and
metabolic waste, in order to ensure adequate cellular growth and proliferation [2], [3]. In the
specific case of bone tissue engineering, the structural integrity of the scaffolds is also important
to enhance bone shape and function during and after the regeneration and remodelling processes
[4]–[6]. Therefore, scaffolds must be optimized for appropriate porosity, permeability and
mechanical properties [7].
Different techniques have been studied for the development of new application-driven
scaffolds. This work is focused on the triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) method. TPMS
are defined mathematically as infinite and periodic surface curvatures that are fully controllable
computationally and allow for homogenous scaffold designs [7]–[9]. This method targets
scaffolds with a good relation between adequate levels of porosity and stiffness for different
cellular growth rates [8], [10]–[12].
Apart from the development method, scaffolds shall be produced with enough accuracy, i.e.,
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the designed structure shall correspond to the fabricated one. In the past, it has been found that
produced scaffolds were different from the respective project [13], and this raised concerns
about the applicability of these devices in the biomedical industry [13], [14]. Several
technologies have been applied, as electrospinning or selective laser sintering, but this work is
focused on 3D MultiJet printing. This is a good option for high accuracy scaffold production
[15], [16].
2 METHODS
Three types of TPMS were selected (Schwartz D, Schwartz P and Gyroid), each one with
two levels of porosity (50% and 70%). The selection of the porosities and surfaces was done
based on the permeability since it is one of the main requirements for cellular growth and some
geometries were not capable of having fluid through their interior and therefore could not be
used. The TPMS were created with a custom software developed at the Polytechnic Institute of
Leiria (Portugal) and CTI Renato Archer (Brazil) [17]. The asymptotic homogenization method
described in Guedes and Kikuchi [18] allows the calculation of the equivalent elastic
𝐻𝐻
given by:
coefficients for periodic porous structures with the homogenised properties 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐻𝐻
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝜒𝜒̅𝑝𝑝
1
𝜕𝜕𝜒𝜒̅𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
=
∫ 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −
) (𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝛿𝛿𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 −
) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
|𝑌𝑌| ¥
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑞𝑞

(1)

where 𝜒𝜒̅𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 are the local deformation modes when the unit cell is subject to six unit average
strains, 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 are the elastic properties of the solid part (¥) of the cell Y, |𝑌𝑌| is the volume of
the unit cell and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the Kronecker delta. For this method, each single unit of the periodic
scaffold was discretized with 20 finite elements per side.
Following the theoretical outputs, it is possible to evaluate the analogous mechanical
properties in the printed scaffolds using specific testing equipment. The specimens created for
mechanical testing were according to the ASTM norm D695 - 02a, which lead to parts with a
height that was double of their width. One of the objectives here was to test the influence of the
size of the unit cell side; the ideal dimensions from the norm were 12.7 x 12.7 x 25.4 mm and
thus the closest values selected for the unit cell side were 2.5 mm and 3 mm. Since the work of
Coelho et al. [19] stated that a minimum of five unit cells were necessary in each dimension,
the final structures were built on 5x5x10 unit cells, in 2.5 mm and 3 mm side cells.
The parts were fabricated in a MJP 3600 3D printer from 3D Systems using multijet
technology. The parts are printed in 3D Systems Crystal material and their technology uses a
support material as well in order to allow the layer by layer construction with internal
geometries. To have the final part the specimens go into a 3D Systems Product Finisher that
provides the necessary heat to melt the support material and so remove it from the internal
structures. All the Cleaning Procedures were done according to the supplier specifications.
Figure 1 shows the finished parts.
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Figure 1: Printed specimens: D50, D70, P50, P70, G50 and G70.

Once the parts were printed they were mechanically tested in an Instron testing Machine
5566 equipped with an Advanced Video Extensometer (AVE), as can be seen in Figure 2.
Mechanical tests were performed in order to obtain the elasticity properties (Young’s Modulus)
for the six scaffold types. The ASTM norm D695 - 02a was followed and therefore seven
specimens were tested for each geometry (more than the five specimens specified as the
minimum by the norm), being the testing speed set to 1.3 mm/min.

Figure 2: Setup of the experimental testing using an Instron 5566 and an Instron AVE.

3

RESULTS

Young’s Modulus values were calculated from both experiments and numerical methods.
Thus, Tables 1 (2.5mm unit cell side) and 2 (3mm unit cell side) present the values from the
testing machine arm (“ARM”), from the video extensometer (“AVE”) and from the
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homogenization method (“HMG”). The standard deviation values from each experimental
method are also presented (“std”). The last two columns of each table present the difference
(error) between the experimental method and the theoretical results (“Error HMG-ARM” and
“Error HMG-AVE”). Additionally, Figure 3 shows different failure modes for the same scaffold
type obtained during the mechanical testing.
Table 1: Experimental and numerical Young’s Modulus values (in MPa) for 2.5mm unit cell side.
Model

ARM

std

AVE

std

HMG

Error HMG-ARM

Error HMG-AVE

D50

0.3410

0.0337

0.4013

0.0251

0.2655

0.28

0.51

D70

0.1007

0.0165

0.1098

0.0244

0.1338

0.25

0.18

P50

0.3000

0.0067

0.3188

0.1255

0.2434

0.23

0.31

P70

0.0798

0.0018

0.0893

0.0070

0.0852

0.06

0.05

G50

0.2485

0.0068

0.2731

0.0123

0.2296

0.08

0.19

G70

0.1005

0.0035

0.1086

0.0029

0.1070

0.06

0.01

Table 2: Experimental and numerical Young Modulus values (in MPa) for 3mm unit cell side.
Model

ARM

std

AVE

std

HMG

Error HMG-ARM

Error HMG-AVE

D50

0.2509

0.0093

0.2872

0.0171

0.2655

0.05

0.08

D70

0.1026

0.0025

0.1164

0.0069

0.1338

0.23

0.13

P50

0.2592

0.0093

0.2740

0.1151

0.2434

0.06

0.13

P70

0.0821

0.0034

0.0954

0.0049

0.0852

0.04

0.12

G50

0.2258

0.0084

0.2622

0.0110

0.2296

0.02

0.14

G70

0.2509

0.0093

0.2872

0.0171

0.2655

0.05

0.08

Figure 3: Different failure modes of specimens of the same type during mechanical testing.
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4

DISCUSSION

As was already reported by other works in the literature [7], [9], [10], [12], Schwartz D is
the one with the highest values of elasticity, for each porosity level, in comparison with
Schwartz P and Gyroid. Only two levels of porosity were studied, which may not be enough to
conclude about the stiffness differences between TPMS surfaces. However, it is relevant to
emphasize the role of numerical studies in organizing information and comparing different
printed TPMS scaffold types with different porosities. The Young’s Modulus for the different
porosities were according to what was theoretically expected, having higher values for lower
porosities. Here again, further tests should be performed, with other TPMS scaffold types and
potentially other porosity levels, in order to allow for the development of a trendline for each
surface according to its porosity.
Regarding the difference between the unit cell side size, from 2.5mm to 3mm, it seems that
this type of technology presents some difficulties for very small pore sizes, as the support
material is hard to remove. Although the precision of the printer used is around 16μm, which is
reflected in a great accuracy in the physical representation of the designed part, the cleaning
postprocessing is manual and is most likely be not efficient enough.
Some works in the literature reported the mechanical structures of several TPMS surfaces
and different porosities. For example, it is possible to compare this work with the one from
Kapfer et al. [20], although the geometries tested were only of 50% of porosity. For Schwartz
P the result was 0.226 MPa, for Schwartz D 0.232 MPa and for Gyroid 0.233 MPa. The results
were similar to the ones here obtained, particularly for the Gyroid geometries.
The failure modes, as shown in Figure 3, were diverse (some specimens were destroyed
during the testing and therefore no photographs could be taken) and were according to results
also reported in the literature [7].
Some factors need to be considered to explain the errors present in Tables 1 and 2. The
differences in the measurements from the ARM and the AVE were significant and it is possible
to see that the results from ARM are closed to the theoretical values. The AVE is not
recommended for compression tests especially with specimens smaller than 50 mm, according
to the instructions of the manufacturer. This may partially justify the larger error seen in the
AVE results.
It is also possible to observe a higher error in the smaller geometries (with 2.5 mm of side).
This can probably be explained by the issues found the removal of the support material from
the printing technology. This means that due to the viscosity of this wax (recommended by the
printer manufacturer) it was difficult to remove the support material through the small pores of
the geometries. Therefore, the larger parts (with 3mm of side) were “cleaner” and the results
are noticeably better. The presence of support material inside the parts, particularly the ones
with smaller pores (as is the case of the Schwartz D geometry) are not reflecting the real elastic
properties of the material, but the properties of the material plus the residual wax.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This work allowed a good comparison between three of the most used TPMS structures for
different porosities. Schwartz D is the surface with higher elasticity modulus, which means that
for scaffolds with higher need for strength it should be the one more capable.
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There are several groups working on the relation between permeability and elasticity in these
scaffolds, as they need to be carefully designed to account for both paraments. Permeability and
elasticity are essential to promote appropriate cellular growth and proliferation, and this work
is helping to expand the knowledge base in this area.
To conclude, it was possible to assess that for this type of fabrication the design process
should provide large enough pores to allow for the removal of the support material used during
the printing process, as this material has a high viscosity, which hinders its removal from very
delicate microstructures. Subsequently, for the larger structures studied here, this technology
allows for good agreement with theoretical predictions.
6
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Abstract. In this paper, the numerical analysis of a heat transfer process proceeding in the
non-homogeneous biological tissue domain is presented. A one-dimensional problem is
considered. Additionally, in the mathematical model, the thermophysical parameters of each
skin’s layer (epidermis, dermis, subcutaneous region) such as volumetric specific heat,
thermal conductivity, perfusion coefficient and metabolic heat source are given as fuzzy
numbers. The base of mathematical model is given by a set of Pennes fuzzy equations
supplemented by the adequate boundary and initial conditions. The problem discussed has
been solved using the fuzzy finite difference method with α-cuts. The examples of numerical
computations are presented in the final part of the paper.
1

INTRODUCTION

Thermophysical parameters of biological tissue (thermal conductivity, volumetric specific
heat, perfusion coefficient etc.) can change in a wide range and this is caused by individual
traits as age, sex, occupation etc. This fact suggests the application of fuzzy values of these
parameters to mathematical model of process considered. Such an approach in which the
parameters appearing in the mathematical model are treated as constant values is widely used
[1,2,3]. Here, the fuzzy values of thermal conductivity, volumetric specific heat, perfusion
coefficient and metabolic heat source are taken into account.
In the paper the bio-heat transfer proceeding in a one-dimensional skin tissue described by
the governing equations is considered. The problem has been solved using a fuzzy version of
the finite difference method (FDM) with  -cuts and the rules of directed interval arithmetic
[4,5]. The application of  -cuts allows one to avoid very complicated arithmetical operations
in the fuzzy numbers set because the  -cuts are closed intervals. The main advantage of the
directed interval arithmetic upon the usual interval arithmetic is that the obtained temperature
intervals are much narrower and their width does not increase in time [6,7].
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In the final part of the paper the examples of numerical simulations are presented for the
skin tissue domain subjected to external heat source.
2

THE FUZZY NUMBERS

The ground of the mathematical rules used in this paper is given by the fuzzy set theory.
This approach is not common in solving heat transfer problems and that is why some of the
definitions used in this concept must be explained [8].
First of all, the definition of a fuzzy set will be introduced. The fuzzy set A in a non( A  ) can be expressed by a set of pairs consisting of the elements
empty universal set
x  and a certain degree of pre-assumed membership A ( x) of the form



A
 x, A ( x)  ; x 



(1)

where function A ( x) is defined as follows
  0, 1

A :

(2)

In fuzzy sets, each element is mapped to [0,1] by membership function A ( x) , where [0,1]

means real numbers between 0 and 1 (including 0 and 1). Consequently, a fuzzy set is a
‘vague boundary set’ compared with a crisp set.
For every x  can be considered three types of membership to the fuzzy set A :
1 – full membership to the fuzzy set, x  A ,
1. A ( x) 

0 – lack of membership to the fuzzy set, x  A ,
2. A ( x) 
3. 0  A ( x)  1 – partial membership to the fuzzy set.
The  -cut set A in universal set
than  for every    0, 1 [8,9]

is made up of members whose membership is not less

A 

x 

:  A ( x)  

(3)

The value  is arbitrary and this  -cut set is a crisp set. This set is determined by the
following characteristic function:

1 for  A ( x)  
A 


0 for  A ( x)  

(4)

Every fuzzy set A can be defined as a sum of all its  -cuts


A



0, 1

2
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where   A α is a fuzzy set in the universe

, whose membership function is the following

 for x  A
A 

 0 for x  A

(6)

Arithmetical operations are generally very complicated. Among the infinite quantity of
possible fuzzy sets that can be qualified as fuzzy numbers, some types of membership
functions are of particular importance.
Due to its rather simple membership function of a linear type, triangular fuzzy numbers are
one of the most frequently used fuzzy numbers and in this paper, triangular fuzzy numbers
will be used to solve the problem analysed.
A triangular fuzzy number a is a set with the following membership function [10]
 0,
x  a


 x  a , a  x  a
0

 a0  a
 a ( x) 
 
 a  x , a  x  a
0
 a  a
0

x  a
 0,

(7)

where a0 is the core of the number, a  , a  are the left and the right end of the number
respectively. A triangular fuzzy number can be written as a   a  , a0 , a   .
One of the ways to avoid very complicated arithmetic operations performed on fuzzy
numbers is to apply  -cuts of fuzzy numbers. In this case, the mathematical operations are
defined according to the rules of the directed interval arithmetic performed for every  -cut.
and
The  -cut of a fuzzy number a defined by a pair of functions a  :  0, 1 
a  :  0, 1 

is called a set of closed intervals [8]
   0, 1

a   a , a 

(8)

which satisfies the following conditions

1. a  :   a 
2. a  :   a 

(9)

3. a  a
where a  ( a  ) is a limited, monotonic function for every    0, 1 .
Every fuzzy number can be presented as a sum of all its own  -cuts



a

[0, 1]
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The  -cut of a triangular fuzzy number a   a  , a0 , a   is the set of all closed intervals in
the form
   0, 1


a  a0  a     a  ,  a0  a     a  

(11)

The decomposition of a fuzzy number allows one to make the mathematical operations on
closed intervals which are  -cuts. In this situation, complicated arithmetic operations can be
omitted and it is possible to apply the interval arithmetic for every  -cut. The mathematical
operations are simplified, because they are done only on the ends of the intervals.
For the  -cuts of two fuzzy numbers a and b, the following mathematical operations can
be defined (    0, 1 ) [10]:
– addition

a  b

  a  b , a  b 

(12)

a  b

  a  b , a  b 

(13)

 min ab , ab , ab , ab  , max ab , ab , ab , ab 




(14)



– subtraction


– multiplication

a b



– division ( 0  b , b  )

 a a a a 
 a a a a 
a

min
,
,
,
,
max
 
  ,  ,  ,  

 


 
 b  
 b b b b 
 b b b b 

(15)

Applying  -cuts of the fuzzy numbers allows one to use directed interval arithmetic.
3 FUZZY GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Bio-heat transfer proceeding in the heterogeneous skin tissue domain of the thickness L3
can be described by the system of fuzzy energy equations written in the following form
[5,11,12,13]
L e 1  x  L e : ce

 Te ( x, t )
 2Te ( x, t )

e
 Q e ( x, t )
t
 x2

(16)

where e = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the successive layers of skin such as epidermis, dermis,
hypodermis (see Figure 1), ce is the fuzzy volumetric specific heat,  e is the fuzzy thermal
conductivity, Q e is the capacity of fuzzy internal heat sources, Te is the temperature, x and t
denote spatial co-ordinate and time.
The capacity of fuzzy internal heat sources is a sum of two components
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Q e ( x, t )  GBe cB TB  Te ( x, t )   Qme

(17)

where GBe is the fuzzy perfusion coefficient, cB is the volumetric specific heat of blood, TB is

the arterial blood temperature, Qme is the fuzzy metabolic heat source [14,15].

Figure 1: Skin tissue [16]

The fuzzy equations (16) must be supplemented by the boundary conditions


 x  0:


x  L :
3


 T1
 qb
n
T
q ( x, t )   3 3  0
n
q ( x, t )   1

(18)

and the initial condition of the form


t 0:
Te ( x, 0) T0

(19)

where qb is the given fuzzy value of the external heat source, T 0 is the initial temperature.
Between the successive sub-domains the continuity condition is taken into account [5,11,12]

x  Le :

 T e ( x, t )
 T e 1 ( x, t )


 λ e 1
λ e
n
n


Te ( x, t )  Te 1 ( x, t )


(20)

where e = 1, 2.
The equations (16) – (20) create the mathematical model of the process discussed.
The problem formulated has been solved by means of fuzzy finite difference method using
 -cuts and the rules of directed interval arithmetic [4,5,10,17].
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4

FUZZY FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD

The problem analysed has been solved using the fuzzy FDM with α-cuts and the rules of
directed interval arithmetic. At first, the time grid with a constant step  t  t f  t f 1 is
introduced

t 0  t1  ...  t f 2  t f 1  t f  ...  t F  

(21)

The left-hand side of the fuzzy energy equations (16) for the time t f can be substituted by
a differential quotient
f 1

  Te ( x, t ) 
 ce

t

i

T   T 
f

  ce  i

f 1

e i

f 1

e i

t

(22)

Additionally, the first term of the right-hand side of the energy equations can be transformed
using the differential approximation of the second derivative
f 1

  2Te ( x, t ) 
 e

 x 2 i


 T   2 T   T 

 
 x 
f 1

f 1

e

f 1

e i 1

i

i

f 1

e i 1

2

(23)

e

where  x e is the mesh step and i is the index of the central point of star [5].
Finally, one obtains the following differential interval equations

T  
1  2 b  T 
f

e i

e



t

c 
e

f 1

f 1

e i

G

Be

f 1
f 1
 b e Te   Te  

i 1
i 1 




f 1
i

 

f 1
cB TB  Te    Qme
i



f 1
i



(24)

i

where

   t

c   x 
f 1

be

e

i
f 1

e

i

2

(25)

e

Using the equation (24) the temperature at the point i for time level f can be found under
the assumption that the stability condition for explicit differential scheme is fulfilled [11].
The FDM approximation of the boundary conditions is constructed in a similar way as in the
paper [18]. The ‘boundary’ nodes are located at the distance 0.5  x e with respect to the real
boundary. This approach gives a better approximation of the Neumann and Robin boundary
conditions.
The boundary condition of the fourth type is the condition of heat flow continuity at the
contact of two subdomains (‘e’ and ‘e+1’). The domain considered is covered by a regular
geometrical mesh (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The regular geometrical mesh

The boundary condition of the fourth type for ideal contact can be written using the
following equations

x  Le :

f 1
   T  f 1

 T e 1 
e
  λ e

  λ e 1

   n 

n




i  0.5

i  0.5

f 1
f 1
Te
 Te 1

i  0.5
i  0.5

 

(26)

 

As mentioned, the mathematical manipulations leading to the designation of temperature
field corresponding to time level f should be done using α-cuts according to the rules of directed
interval arithmetic [4,6,19].
5

RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

As a numerical example the bio-heat transfer in a skin tissue of thickness L3 = 12.1 mm has
been analysed. The following input data have been introduced [11]: L1 = 0.1 mm, L2 = 2.1 mm,
cB = 3.9962106 J/(m3K), T B = 37C, GB1 = 0, GB 2  GB 3 = 0.00125 (m3blood/s)/m3tissue,
initial temperatures T10 = T20 = T30 = 37 C, the external heat source q b = 15·103 W/m2 , the
time step  t 0.001 s, the mesh step  x e  ( L e  L e1 ) / n e where n1  5 , n 2  30
and

n 3  60 .

The

fuzzy

triangular

numbers

of

thermal

conductivities

 e  ( e  0.05 e ,  e ,  e  0.05 e ) volumetric specific heats ce 
(ce  0.05ce , ce , ce  0.05ce )
and metabolic heat sources Qme  (Qme  0.05Qme , Qme , Qme  0.05 e ) have been introduced (for
e = 1, 2, 3) where  1 = 0.235 W/(mK),  2 = 0.445 W/(mK),  3 = 0.185 W/(mK), c1 =
4.3068·106 J/(m3K), c2 =3.96·106 J/(m3K), c3 = 2.674·106 J/(m3K), Q m1  0 W/m3 and

Q
Q
245 W/m3. The time of external heat source exposition has been assumed as 5 s.
m2
m3
Figure 3 presents the heating and cooling curves at the selected internal nodes L1 (1), L2
(2) for chosen values of parameter α. It should be pointed out that for each node of the domain
considered there are two curves representing the beginning and end of temperature intervals.
Figure 4 presents the interval values of temperatures for the chosen parameter α at the node
corresponding to node L1 after 20 s. This figure shows the decomposition of the triangular
fuzzy number being the temperature value and the dependence between the value of the
parameter α and the width of the resulting temperature interval.
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Figure 3: Thee heating and cooling curves for chosen values of parameter α
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Figure 4: The interval temperature values at the node corresponding to the node L1 after 20 s
for chosen values of parameter α
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6

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, the numerical analysis of a heat transfer process proceeding in the nonhomogeneous biological tissue domain has been presented. In the mathematical model, the
thermophysical parameters of each skin’s layer (epidermis, dermis, subcutaneous region) such
as volumetric specific heat and thermal conductivity have been given as fuzzy numbers.
The problem analysed has been solved using a fuzzy version of the finite difference
method (FDM) with  -cuts and the rules of directed interval arithmetic. Such an approach
allows one to avoid complicated fuzzy arithmetic and treat the considered fuzzy numbers as
interval numbers. For bigger values of  , the temperature interval is narrower. For  1, the
wideness of the temperature interval is equal to 0.
The fuzzy version of FDM allows one to find the numerical solution in the fuzzy form and
such information may be important especially for the parameters which are difficult to
estimate, for example tissue parameters.
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Abstract. Many service members who have been exposed to blast shockwaves, suffer
serious lifetime injuries, many of which are fatal. Treatment of such injuries requires a
thorough understanding of the mechanisms leading to them. Hence, a computational study
was developed to investigate the role of different injury mechanisms in bTBI. An open blast
scenario for the detonation of 70 grams TNT at a stand-off distance (detonation to the headfront distance) of 60 cm was modeled using a finite element multi-material arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian (MM-ALE) approach. The tissue response of the 50th percentile male
North Dakota State University Head Model (NDSUHM) was evaluated in terms of
intracranial pressure (ICP), maximum shear stress (MSS), and maximum principal strain
(MPS) using two different blast injury models. In the first model, skull was considered rigid
to account only for the head acceleration’s contribution on the dynamic responses of the brain
(Rigid-skull model) while in the second model skull was treated as an elastic material to also
allow for the contribution of skull deformation to the injury metrics (Inclusive model). An
overpressure of 520 kPa, representative of lung injury threshold, was generated and the head
was exposed to blast waves from the front. Peak ICPs, MSSs, and MPSs, were recorded in
both blast models for the unprotected head. While Rigid-skull model predicted a peak ICP
(200 kPa) about 56% of the Inclusive model (356 kPa), both MSS and MPS values for the
Inclusive model (2.82 kPa, 1.8%) were insignificantly lower than the ones for the Rigid-skull
model (3 kPa, 2%). The maximum ICP for the inclusive was shown to occur at the parietal
lobe while it occurred exclusively at the frontal lobe for the Rigid-skull model. Considering
other injury mechanisms such as skull flexure and cavitation, our model predicted that
shockwaves propagation had a significant and the highest contribution to the development of
the hydrostatic response in the brain, while it had negligible effect on the deviatoric responses
of the brain tissue.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Increased use of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) has escalated the prevalence of
blast-induced traumatic injuries (bTBIs). Blast TBI has been reported to be a major cause of
life-threatening injuries as well as severe post-war neurotrauma among military personnel.
Neuropathological changes such as neuronal degeneration, brain edema, and diffuse axonal
injuries can occur as a result of bTBI. There are three major types of bTBI: primary resulting
from shockwave propagation within the cranium, secondary which occurs when head is hit by
objects propelled by blast wave, and tertiary, which occurs mainly when the person is
accelerated or decelerated by the wind of the blast. Primary bTBI occurs through different
mechanisms such as shockwave propagation inside the cranium, head acceleration, skull
flexure, and cavitation [1-5]. While the contribution of each mechanism is different, the
overall injury rate depends on the combination of all effects [6].
Many researchers have studied the biomechanical responses of the brain in terms of
intracranial pressure (ICP), and shear stress and strains assuming the combination of different
mechanisms but have not discussed their effects individually [7-10]. However, understanding
the contribution of different injury mechanisms is critical for developing more effective
protective tools. This has been the subject of many studies since understanding and improving
the protection capability of military helmets can significantly contribute to the prevention of
bTBI [11-14]
The main objective of this study is to investigate the role of shock propagation and head
acceleration injury mechanisms in the bTBI pathobiology. This is the first study that takes
advantage of two blast injury models to investigate contributions of these mechanisms to
bTBI using a detailed 3D head model.
2 METHODS
A detailed 3D finite element model representing a 50th percentile male head was used for
our study which includes major anatomical components of the human head (Figure 1). The
details of this head model can be found in [15]. An open blast scenario for the detonation of
70 grams TNT at a stand-off distance (detonation to the head-front distance) of 60 cm was
modeled using a finite element multi-material arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (MM-ALE)
approach (Figure 2a) [16].

Figure 1: Finite Element model of the head

2
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An overpressure of 520 kPa, representative of lung injury threshold [13], was generated
and the head was exposed to blast waves from the front. The tissue response of the brain was
evaluated in terms of intracranial pressure (ICP), maximum shear stress (MSS) and maximum
principal strain (MPS) using two different blast injury models (Figure 2b).





 



Figure 2: (a) Blast modeling and boundary conditions; (b) Blast TBI models

In the first model, skull was considered rigid to account only for the head acceleration’s
contribution to the dynamic responses of the brain (Rigid-skull model) while in the second
model skull was considered deformable to also allow for the contribution of skull deformation
to the injury metrics (Inclusive model). Brain tissue was modeled as a hyper-viscoelastic
material using Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic and Maxwell linear viscoelastic constitutive
models, while other head components were considered as linear elastic [15]. Material
properties for the hyper-viscoelastic brain tissue and linear elastic head components are
presented in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively [15, 17, 18].
Table 1: Parameters of hyper-viscoelastic brain material.
 (Pa)
3102.5

 
3447.2

 
40.744

 (kPa)
23.285

   
125

   
6.6667

K (GPa)
2.19

Table 2: Mechanical properties of the elastic head components.
Head
Component
Scalp/ Skin
Skull
Dura, falx, tentorium
Pia mater
Facial bone
Cervical Vertebrae
CSF

Density
(g/cm3)

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

1.2
1.21
1.133
1.133
2.10
2.5
1.004

0.0167
8.0
0.0315
0.0115
5.54
0.354
---

0.42
0.22
0.45
0.45
0.22
0.3
0.499
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3

RESULTS

Primary blast-induced neurotrauma mainly occurs due as a result of wave propagation in
the intracranial space and head acceleration. Peak ICPs, MSSs, and MPSs, were recorded in
both blast models. While Rigid-skull model predicted a peak ICP (199.3 kPa) about 56% of
the Inclusive model (356 kPa), both MSS and MPS values for the Inclusive model (2.82 kPa,
1.8%) were similar to the ones predicted by the Rigid-skull model (3 kPa, 2%). The maximum
ICP for the Inclusive model was shown to occur at the frontal-parietal and temporal lobes
while it occurred exclusively at the frontal lobe for the Rigid-skull model. However,
maximum shear stresses occurred at the intersection of temporal lobe and parietal lobes in
both models. Figures 3a & b show instantaneous variation of ICP and shear stress within the
brain tissue for the Inclusive model, respectively, which highlights the regions undergoing the
maximum and minimum ICPs and stresses.

+0.85 ms

+1.1 ms

+1.45 ms

(a)

+1 ms

+1.8 ms

+3.45 ms

(b)
Figure 3: Variation of (a) ICP and (b) shear stress in the brain tissue for the Inclusive model

Figures 4a & b compare the temporal variation of the ICP and shear stress between two
injury models at the region of maximum pressure and shear stress, respectively (generated by
averaging the time histories of several elements in these regions).




Figure 4: Comparison of time history of (c) ICP and (d) shear stress in the regions of maximum pressure and
shear stress between inclusive and rigid-skull models
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4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Considering other injury mechanisms such as skull flexure and cavitation, our TBI models
predicted that shockwaves propagation had a significant and the highest contribution to the
development of the hydrostatic response in the brain, while it had negligible effect on the
deviatoric responses of the brain tissue. Two major findings of this study are the difference in
the value and the location of the maximum ICP between TBI models. While the Inclusive
model predicted ICP levels higher than the mild TBI (mTBI) threshold [15], exclusion of the
wave propagation in the Rigid-Skull model resulted in extreme understatement of injury risk
[19]. Interestingly, both models predicted shear stresses well below the mTBI level of 7.8 kPa
as reported by Zhang et al. [18].
Relocation of the maximum ICP region in our models suggested that shockwave transfer
inside the cranium could extend the increased ICP region to different lobes of brain such as
temporal and parietal lobes which could be associated with injury mechanisms other than
those in the frontal lobe. Based on these findings from our case studies, we speculated that
rigid-skull models may be able to give information on the risk of concussive and diffuse
injuries that are mainly associated with shear response of the tissue. Such models could
significantly save computational costs. However, this should be further verified by both more
computational as well as experimental analyses.
The outcomes of this study could be used toward further improvement of current protective
tools by evaluating the mitigating potential of them with respect to each injury mechanism.
Future works could investigate the contribution of other injury mechanisms to bTBI, as well
as inclusion of different blast scenarios.
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Abstract. The present work deals with an elastic anisotropic damage model which utilizes a damage tensor of second order. The considered class of materials is characterized
by an initially isotropic quasi-brittle material behaviour. Artificial stiffening effects during
damage processes are excluded by the specific choice of the elastic part of the free energy.
Based on the Helmholtz free energy the model equations are derived in a thermodynamically consistent way. In order to ensure that the eigenvalues of the damage tensor do
not exceed the value one, ansiotropic damage hardening is introduced. Two approaches,
(i) a suddenly increasing function and (ii) a smooth function are proposed and discussed
in detail. It is shown exemplarily with a uniaxial loading that the latter one performs
well, where the former one suffers from a second (undesired) elastic region. Two more
numerical examples are investigated in order to illustrate the behaviour of the model for
two- and three-dimensional loading scenarios.

1

INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Kachanov [1] in 1958 continuum damage mechanis has
emerged as an important field in continuum mechanics. Introducing damage as a scalar
variable is a simplifying assumption but still today many constitutive models utilize a
scalar damage variable (being equivalent to isotropic damage). However, from the physical
point of view it seems to be reasonable to model damage anisotropic, e.g. the orientation
of microcracks may be dependent on the loading direction and/or preferred directions of
the materials. A simple possibility to model anisotropic damage is to use multiple scalar
damage variables (see e.g. [2] for a microplane model). It seems to be easy to model
damage by a vector (see for an exemplary model [3]), but unfortunately damage tensors
of odd-order have essential limitations and furthermore, the effect of total damage cannot
be expressed by the sum of the damage vectors of each plane. Modeling damage with
a damage tensor of second order (see e.g. [4]) is already a quite sophisticated approach,
nevertheless anisotropic damage is restricted to orthotropic degradation, cf. the discussion
in [5]. Though, orthotropic degradation seems to be sufficient for many applications. For
the numerical implementation of an anisotropic damage model coupled to plasticity using
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a second order damage tensor, see [6, 7]. More complex models even work with a damage
tensor of fourth order (see e.g. [8]), where the fourth order tensor maps between the
effective stress tensor and the cotinuum mechanical stress tensor (both tensors of second
order). Ultimately, anisotropic damage can be represented by a damage tensor of eighth
order. This tensor of eighth order then maps between the undamaged (virgin) stiffness
and the damaged stiffness (both tensors of fourth order).
The present paper utilizes a damage tensor of second order, where the elastic part of the
free energy is constructed in such a way that the model a priori excludes artificial stiffening
effects. In order to show this mathematically, Wulfinghoff et al. [9] derived a criterion,
called the damage growth criterion, which has to be fulfilled to exclude artificial stiffening
effects. Or in other words, if this criterion is fulfilled, it is guaranteed that during any
damage process the material’s stiffness decreases (or at least remains constant) in each
direction.
2

MODEL EQUATIONS

In this work, an elastic anisotropic damage model using a second order damage tensor is
presented. Initially isotropic materials are considered and the geometrically linear theory
is applied utilizing the infinitesimal strain tensor ε = sym(∇u), where u denotes the
displacement field.
2.1

Helmholtz free energy

Starting point of the constitutive model is the Helmholtz free energy which is assumed
to take the form
ψ = ψe (ε, D) + ψhiso (α) + ψhani (D)

(1)

The elastic part of the free energy is represented by ψe and depends on the strain tensor ε and the symmetric second order damage tensor D (six independent components).
Furthermore, isotropic damage hardening represented by ψhiso (being dependent on the
damage hardening variable α) and anisotropic damage hardening (ψhani ) are considered.
A specific form of the elastic free energy function for initially isotropic materials which
excludes artificial stiffening effects a priori is adopted from [11]




ψe (ε, D) = 12 1 − g λ tr2 (ε) + µ I − D : ε2
(2)


 


µ-term

λ-term

Here, λ and µ denote the Lamé parameters. As can be seen, the λ-term is damaged
isotropic by the scalar (1 − g), where g is a function of the trace of the damage tensor:
g = g(tr(D)). A simple choice for the g-function is g(tr(D))= 13 tr(D) which will be used
in the following. The isotropic damage hardening energy is chosen to be quadratic in the
damage hardening variable α
ψhiso (α) =
2
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Clearly, more complex hardening energies (such as exponential hardening) can be considered. In the context of initially isotropic materials, anisotropic damage hardening does
not seem to be of importance. However, using a second order damage tensor implies
the problem that eigenvalues of the damage tensor may exceed the value of one which
would be nonphysical. To avoid this situation the anisotropic damage hardening is utilized. Making the anisotropic damage hardening dependent on the eigenvalues Di of the
damage tensor D
ψhani (D)

=

3


f (Di )

(4)

i=1

the eigenvalues can be bounded, which will be discussed later on in detail. Next, the second law of thermodynamics is considered in order to derive the thermodynamic conjugate
forces from the Helmholtz free energy defined in this section.
2.2

Second law of thermodynamics and thermodynamic conjugate forces

The second law of thermodynamics states that the dissipation within the material has
to be always nonnegative. Neglecting thermal effects, that means that the mechanical
energy stored within the material (consisting of a reversible and an irreversible part) can
not exceed the mechanical work generated on the material. The second law of thermodynamics (dissipation inequality) then reads
D = σ : ε̇ − ψ̇ ≥ 0

(5)

Inserting the expressions for the free energy in Eq. (5) yields


∂ψ
∂ψ
∂ψ
D = σ : ε̇ −
: ε̇ +
: Ḋ +
α̇
∂ε
∂D
∂α




∂ψe ∂ψhani
∂ψhiso
∂ψe
: ε̇ +
+
: Ḋ +
α̇
= σ : ε̇ −
∂ε
∂D
∂D
∂α





∂ψe ∂ψhani
∂ψhiso
∂ψe
: ε̇ −
+
: Ḋ +
α̇ ≥ 0
=
σ−
∂ε
∂D
∂D
 
 ∂α






term1

=−Y

(6)

=−β

Usually, all dissipative mechanisms are associated with a change of the internal variables
(here: D and α). Considering a virtual state where the internal variables D and α are
fixed/freezed (i.e. Ḋ = 0 and α̇ = 0), the dissipation has to vanish. Therefore, term 1 in
Eq. (6) has to vanish independent of the value of ε̇. This is equivalent to the constitutive
assumption
σ=

∂ψe
∂ε

(7)

stating that the stress σ and the strain ε are thermodynamic conjugate. Inserting Eq. (2)
gives the specific expression for the stress tensor
3
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∂ψe 
1
= 1 − 3 tr(D) λ tr(ε)I + µ I − D ε + ε I − D
σ=
∂ε






σλ
σµ

(8)

As already observed for the expression for the elastic part of the free energy, σ λ is damaged
in an isotropic and σ µ in an anisotropic manner. In the following the thermodynamic
conjugate forces of D and α are discussed. The thermodynamically conjugate quantity
of the damage tensor D is called damage driving force and is defined as
Y =−

∂ψe ∂ψhani
−
∂D
∂D

(9)

It consists of two parts, where the first part is denoted by Ye and is given by
Ye = −

∂ψe
= 1 λ tr2 (ε)I + µ ε2
∂D 6   
e
=Yλe

(10)

=Yµ

It turns out that for the chosen ψe the damage tensor is not involved anymore in Eq. (10).
The anisotropic damage hardening force is defined as follows
Yhani =

∂ψhani
∂D

(11)

where the definition of Yhani as positive derivative and Ye as negative derivative (cf.
Eq. (10)) lead to the resulting damage driving force given by
Y = Ye − Yhani

(12)

As explained above, the reason for the introduction of the anisotropic damage hardening
is to ensure that the eigenvalues of the damage tensor do not exceed the value of one.
For this reason it makes sense to reduce the damage driving force in the directions where
the corresponding eigenvalues Di of the damage tensor approach the value one. Hence,
Yhani is subtracted from Ye . Two approaches for the anisotropic damage hardening are
investigated:
ani
Yh,1



D
ani
Hh,1
D i − D0 n D
i ⊗ ni






i=1
D
ani
Yh,1
Ni
3

Di
ani
D
√
=
Hh,2
nD
i ⊗ ni
n



1 − Di
i=1 


D
Ni
Y ani

=

ani
Yh,2

3


(13)

(14)

h,2

The first approach given by Eq. (13) utilizes the Macaulay brackets being defined as
4
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x = (x + |x|)/2. This approach is a straightforward extension of the penalty energy used
ani
in Fassin et al. [10] for an isotropic damage model. The penalty parameter Hh,1
is usually
ani
4
3
chosen as high value (e.g. Hh,1 ≥ 10 Nmm/mm ). If all eigenvalues Di are below the
critical damage value D0 (which is typically chosen to be close to one, e.g. 0.99999) the
anisotropic damage hardening remains zero. Once one of the eigenvalues has exceeded
D0 the anisotropic damage hardening force suddenly increases. A schematic illustration
ani
of the suddenly increasing function Yh,1
is depicted in Fig. 1a. The second investigated
ani
approach Yh,2 uses a smooth function which already slowly increases for small values of
Di , cf. Fig. 1b. Hence anisotropic damage hardening is present right from the beginning.
Since the suggested function Y ani
h,2 tends to infinity for Di → 1, the function is replaced
from point (Dr , Yr ) by its tangent having the slope mr . But this is only a numerical
detail. The key point is that the second approach uses a smooth function which does not
become suddenly ’active’ like the first approach.
The thermodynamically conjugate quantity to the damage hardening variable α is denoted
by (cf. Eq. (6))
β=−

∂ψhiso
= −K1 α
∂α

(15)

Using the introduced abbreviations for the thermodynamically conjugate quantitites and
the constitutive assumption of Eq. (7) finally leads to the reduced dissipation inequality:


D = Ye − Yhani : Ḋ + β α̇ ≥ 0
(16)



=Y

At this point further constitutive equations are necessary to show that the second law of
thermodynamics is truly fulfilled. These constitutive equations will be provided in the
next section, where the evolution equations will be derived.

ani
(a) suddenly increasing function Yh,1
.

ani
(b) smooth function Yh,2
.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the two investigated anisotropic damage hardening
ani
ani
functions Yh,1
and Yh,2
.

5
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2.3

Damage criterion and damage evolution

For the distinction between the elastic range and the damage range a damage criterion
is defined. This is in analogy to plasticity models where the distinction between the elastic
and the plastic range is given by the yield criterion. The damage criterion (also called
damage function) is assumed to take the form
f = Y  − (Y0c − β)

(17)

Here, Y0c describes the initial threshold value for the onset of damage. Noteworthy, Y0c
has units of energy. Thus, the onset of damage is energetically evaluated. Following the
principle of maximum dissipation yields the normality rule for the evolution equations of
the internal variables D and α (associative framework)
Y
∂f
= γ̇
∂Y
Y 
∂f
α̇ = γ̇
= γ̇
∂β

(18)

Ḋ = γ̇

(19)

The corresponding Kuhn-Tucker conditions read
γ̇ ≥ 0,

f ≤ 0,

γ̇f = 0

(20)

It turns out that the damage hardening variable α can be interpreted as accumulated
√
damage. From theoretical considerations it can be concluded that α ≤ 3 and D ≤ 3.
Inserting the evolution equations into the reduced dissipation inequality (see Eq. (16))
finally yields
D = Y : Ḋ + β α̇ = Y : γ̇

Y
+ β γ̇ = γ̇ (Y  + β) ≥ 0
  
Y 

(21)

Y0c

where the product γ̇Y0c is always greater or equal to zero since the initial damage threshold
Y0c as material parameter is assumed to be greater than zero and γ̇ ≥ 0 (cf. Eq. 20).
2.4

Time discretization, residuals and linearization

The evolutions equations given by Eqs. (18) and (19) are discretized in time using the
implicit Euler method: α̇n+1 ≈ ∆α/∆t and Ḋ n+1 ≈ ∆D/∆t, with ∆α = αn+1 − αn and
∆D = D n+1 − D n . Here, the indices n + 1 and n denote the current time step and the
last time step, respectively. By exploiting α̇ = γ̇ the time discretized form of Eq. (18) is
given by
Y
∆α Y
D = D n + t
= D n + ∆α
.
(22)
t Y 
Y 
  
∆D

where here and in the following the index n + 1 is omitted for brevity, i.e. all quantities
refer to the current time step n+1 if not explicitly denoted otherwise. The two considered
6
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residuals (cf. standard plasticity models) are then
r 1 = −D + D n + ∆α
r2 = Y  − (Y0C − β)

Y
Y 

(23)
(24)

This system of equations is nonlinear in the local unknowns D and α. Therefore, a
linearization with respect to the local unknowns is carried out
∂r 1
∂r 1
: ∆D +
∆α = 0
∂D
∂α
∂r2
∂r2
r2 +
: ∆D +
∆α = 0
∂D
∂α

r1 +

(25)
(26)

This equation system with seven unknowns (six for ∆D and one for ∆α) has to be solved
until convergence is achieved.
3

NUMERICAL STUDIES

In order to show the behaviour of the presented anisotropic damage model in different
loading cases, various strain-controlled tests at integration point level are performed. The
material parameters of Table 1 are used. In total five material parameters are needed if
ani
the model with the anisotropic damage hardening Yh,1
is used and seven if the model
ani
with Yh,2 is used, where the parameter mr is only a numerical parameter.
Symbol
E
ν
Y0c
K1

Parameter
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
damage threshold
isotropic damage hardening parameter

value
100000 N/mm2
0.3
0.01 Nmm/mm3
0.1 Nmm/mm3

ani
Hh,1

anisotropic damage hardening parameter

104 Nmm/mm3

ani
Hh,2
n
mr

anisotropic damage hardening parameter
anisotropic damage hardening parameter
anisotropic damage hardening parameter

1.0 Nmm/mm3
2.0
104 Nmm/mm10

Table 1: Material parameters.

3.1

Uniaxial stretching

The first loading case is uniaxial stretching in x-direction, where the strain εxx is linearly
increased up to 20 ‰. All the other strain components are set to zero. As mentioned
7
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before, the situation when one eigenvalue of the damage tensor approaches the value one
ani
is critical. For this reason the two anisotropic damage hardening functions Yh,1
and
ani
Yh,2 (cf. Eqs. (13) and (14)) have been introduced. First, the behaviour of the model
ani
using the suddenly increasing function Yh,1
is discussed. The results for the normal stress
components σxx , σyy , σzz and the diagonal damage components Dxx , Dyy , Dzz are plotted
in Fig. 1a. The off-diagonal components of the stress and the damage tensor are equal to
zero in this example. The stress σxx increases up to the peak load, followed by a softening
up to point A, where a kink in the curve is observed. At this point the first eigenvalue
of the damage tensor reaches the value D0 = 0.99999. Clearly, this is the eigenvalue
corresponding to the loading direction (x-direction), namely D1 = Dxx . The values of
the other two damage components Dyy =Dzz ≈0.2 are still quite low. In the following
path from point A to B the damage tensor is not further evolving (all components stay
constant in this regime). This is intended for the damage component Dxx which should
not further increase, but not for the components Dyy and Dzz . The damage components
Dyy and Dzz do not start to increase again before they reach point B, where a second
kink is observed in the curve. The reason for this behaviour can be found in the damage
function f = Y  − (Y0c − β). At point A where Dxx reaches D0 the xx-component
ani
of the anisotropic damage hardening force Yh,1
takes a high value since otherwise the
damage in this direction would continue rising. On the other hand β only depends on α
which is approximately constant at this point. At least β can not increase suddenly as
Y  decreases suddenly due to the anisotropic damage hardening. The consequence is
an elastic region from point A to point B. At point B the elastic damage driving force
Ye increased sufficiently enough to reproduce f = 0. Moreover, it can be observed that
beginning from point A all normal stress components are equal. This is due to the fact
that the µ-term of the stress becomes zero as soon as Dxx becomes 1 (cf. σ µ in Eq. (8)).
ani
Noteworthy, the ’penalty’ parameter Hh,1
has to be chosen sufficiently high such that
the damage tensor eigenvalues truly do not exceed the value of one. Here, already a
ani
value of Hh,1
= 104 is sufficient to ensure this. Since the stress-strain curves obtained

ani
Figure 2: Uniaxial stretching using the anisotropic damage hardening Yh,1
.

8
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ani
Figure 3: Uniaxial stretching using the anisotropic damage hardening Yh,2
.
ani
are not satisfying due to the elastic
with the anisotropic damage hardening function Yh,1
range occuring when one eigenvalue of the damage tensor reaches one, a second approach
ani
for anisotropic damage hardening is investigated. This second function Yh,2
does not
suddenly increase if a critical damage value is reached, but increases smoothly right from
the beginning (cf. Fig. 1). The results for the uniaxial stretching test described above are
given in Fig. 3. No kinks and elastic regions are observed and the damage components
evolve without stagnating during the loading. Further, the damage components approach
the value one asymptotically which was also not the case for the first presented approach.
It should be noted that due to the imposed loading the stress components σyy and σzz only
consist of the λ-term. This explains why the curves for these stress components approach
the curve of σxx for continued loading since the stress σxx also only consists of the λterm if the damage componnent Dxx has progressed close enough to one. Examiming
Fig. 3 reveals that the softening slopes of the stress-strain curves are quite flat. By means
of the parameter n (cf. Eq. (14)) it can be controlled how fast the anisotropic damage
hardening force increases when the eigenvalues Di approach the value one. A higher value
of n leads to a delayed increase to infinity for Di → 1. Consequently, the softening slope
gets steeper for higher n. Due to the demonstrated advantages of the smooth anisotropic
ani
damage hardening function, the function Yh,2
is used for the following numerical studies.

3.2

Pure shear loading

The second investigated loading case is a pure shear loading characterized by a linearly
increasing shear strain εxy up to 20 ‰. All the other strain components are prescribed to
be zero. The resulting stress and damage components are plotted in Fig. 4. Only the shear
stress component τxy is unequal zero. The stress-strain curve shows qualitatively the same
behaviour as already observed for the uniaxial stretching (cf. Fig. 3). The component Dxy
remains unexpectedly zero, where the two diagonal components Dxx = Dyy are unequal to
zero and effectuate the stiffness degradation. However, this behaviour can be explained
by taking into account that for the considered loading case with tr(ε) = 0 the elastic
damage driving force Ye has only two entries on the main diagonal. Furthermore, the
pure shear loading is identical with a biaxial tension-compression loading which can be
9
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ani
Figure 4: Pure shear loading (using the anisotropic damage hardening Yh,2
).

easily shown with Mohr’s circle.
3.3

Shear loading in all directions

The third investigated loading case is a loading with shear in all three components, i.e.
the shear strains εxy = εyz = εxz are increased at the same time up to 20 ‰. All normal
strain components are set to zero. The resulting stress and damage components are plotted
in Fig. 5. The shear stresses τxy = τyz = τxz are positive and the normal stresses are not
equal to zero anymore, but are negative. This coupling between the shear strains and the
normal stresses becomes apparent when Eqs. (8) and (10) are analyzed closely. Shortly
before the normal stresses reach their maximum the components Dxy = Dyz = Dxz of
the damage tensor begin to decrease. This decrease can be explained by a change of the
principle directions of the damage tensor during the loading which finally ends up into
the state D = I. Although the components Dxy , Dyz , Dxz decrease during the loading,
the eigenvalues of the damage rate tensor Ḋ are always positive.

ani
Figure 5: Shear loading in all directions (using the anisotropic damage hardening Yh,2
).
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this work an elatic anisotropic damage model for initially isotropic quasi-brittle
materials has been presented. The second order damage tensor is incorporated into the
elastic part of the free energy such that artificial stiffening effects can be excluded a priori.
Based on the second law of thermodynamics the constitutive law as well as the evolution
equations of the internal variabels are derived. Special focus was set on the bound of
the eigenvalues of the damage tensor. By means of anisotropic damage hardening it is
ensured that the eigenvalues do not exceed the value one. Eigenvalues greater than one
are not physical and would cause numerical troubles in addition. Two approaches for the
anisotropic damage hardening force are investigated: (i) a suddenly increasing function
and (ii) a smooth function. Exemplarily, it was shown with an uniaxial stretching test
that the first approach suffers from a spurious second elastic region which arises when
the first eigenvalue reaches one. The second approach with the smooth function performs
well and provides the desired stress-strain curves with continued softening at the critical
points characterized by Di → 1. Two more numerical examples (pure shear and shear
in all directions) demonstrate the behaviour of the model in two- and three-dimensional
loading cases.
It is commonly known that using finite element analysis in combination with standard
(local) damage models leads to mesh-sensitive results. Damage localizes into one element
row which leads to vanishing dissipation if the element size tends to zero. In order to
overcome this situation, a gradient extension of the presented model is pursued, which
will be described in detail in [11]. Moreover, future work will deal with the incorporation
of crack-closure (unilateral effect) as well as the consideration of anisotropic materials.
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Abstract. Understanding the mechanical performance of microlattice structures requires the
detailed analysis of the localised stress distribution and deformation process. In this study, a
finite element (FE) model was developed to simulate the compressive deformation behaviour
of AlSi10Mg microlattice structures manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM). The
constitutive properties of the SLM AlSi10Mg were experimentally measured in uniaxial
tension tests and formulated by the Johnson–Cook model. The FE simulation was validated
by uniaxial compression tests of SLM microlattices, and provided the valuable insight into the
damage evolution in the microlattices. The predicted localised deformation may explain the
formation of the 45° shear band observed experimentally in the microlattices. Further work
will be carried out to include the description of damage in the constitutive model of SLM
AlSi10Mg alloys in order to accurately predict the localised damage evolution in the struts of
the microlattices.
1

INTRODUCTION

Metallic microlattice structures are promising porous materials for lightweight components
as well as shock absorption, heat exchange and sound absorption applications [1-3]. For a
given weight, they are stronger than stochastic metallic foams due to their geometrically
periodic nature [4]. Metallic microlattices can be simply viewed as improved versions of such
foams. Ultralight microlattice structures have been developed for future aerospace vehicles
[5], demonstrating their potential for aerospace applications alone.
Selective laser melting (SLM) is an additive manufacturing (AM) technique based on the
powder bed fusion process [6]. As expected of AM techniques in general, the SLM can
produce near net shape parts and allows for greater geometrical flexibility. Thus it has been
used to manufacture microlattice structures of complex unit cell topologies using various
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metal powders such as stainless steel, titanium alloys and aluminium alloys [7-9]. AlSi10Mg
is the most commonly used alloy among the aluminium alloys that have been successfully
translated to the SLM process [10]. Mechanical properties of SLM AlSi10Mg have been
shown to be on par with, if not superior to, those of conventionally cast AlSi10Mg alloys
[11].
The mechanical properties of SLM metallic microlattices have been widely studied, in
particular the modulus and strength under quasi-static compression [3, 4, 7, 8]. The
deformation and failure modes of the microlattices were also been documented in the
literature. While a wealth of experimental data exists in this respect, little effort has been
made to quantitatively characterise the compressive properties of these microlattices in
general by exploiting their geometrically periodic nature. Most studies reported observations
qualitatively that are likely specific to individual types of microlattices, taking a macro-scale
approach much like in the case of stochastic cellular materials. As such, there is still limited
information pertaining to the compressive deformation behaviour of these microlattices. It is
also important to differentiate between laterally (i.e., normal to the loading direction)
constrained and unconstrained microlattices, as the former involves boundary conditions that
differ across the unit cells in a microlattice depending on their relative positions [7, 8], while
for the latter there is no reason for the unit cell boundary conditions to vary across the
horizontal plane.
Numerical modelling using finite element (FE) method has been a typical component of
investigations on the mechanical properties of microlattice structures. Strut diameter [12],
parent material properties (both elastic and plastic) [8, 13] and friction coefficient [14] are
parameters that have proven difficult to obtain to be input into FE simulations. In most cases,
one of them is fitted such that the numerical predictions match experimental results or has its
relevant parameter values assumed.
The aim of this study reported here is to understand the uniaxial compressive deformation
behaviour of microlattice structures using FE modelling. Uniaxial tension tests on SLM
AlSi10Mg alloys were conducted to develop the parent material constitutive equation for the
FE model. It is hoped that new insights gathered could be used to improve the FE modelling
of such structures.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Selective laser melting
AlSi10Mg solid cylinders and microlattice structures were manufactured in an SLM250HL selective laser melting system (SLM Solutions GmbH, Germany). The microlattice
structure consisted of 4×4×5 body centred cubic (BCC) unit cells. The nominal strut diameter
and unit cell size of the microlattice were d = 330 µm and L = 3.0 mm respectively (Figure 1).
The solid cylinders were printed horizontally whilst the microlattice specimens were built
along their height (measuring 5 unit cells). The laser power was 350 W, the scanning speed
was 1150 mm s-1, the layer thickness was 50 µm, and the hatch spacing was 170 µm achieved
with a “stripes” pattern. All specimens were subsequently removed from the substrate plates
via electrical discharge machining (EDM).
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3.0 mm

Figure 1: A representative body centred cubic unit cell in microlattice structures.

2.2 Uniaxial tension testing of SLM AlSi10Mg specimens
Each of the solid cylinders was machined into a tension test specimen according to ASTM
E8 standards, with a gauge section of length 30 mm and diameter 5 mm. Uniaxial tension
tests were performed on the specimens in an INSTRON 5569 (INSTRON, MA, USA)
electromechanical universal testing machine. An extensometer with a gauge length of 25 mm
was used in conjunction with a 50 kN load cell. The crosshead speed was 0.45 mm min-1, and
the extensometer recorded the strain values up to the point of fracture.
2.3 Uniaxial compression testing of SLM AlSi10Mg microlattice structures
Due to the EDM process, each of the SLM microlattice structures comprised 4×4×4.5 BCC
unit cells. Uniaxial compression tests on the microlattice specimens along the SLM build
direction were carried out in the INSTRON machine in conjunction with a 5 kN load cell.
Araldite Rapid epoxy adhesive was used to bond the top and bottom surfaces of each
specimen to 316L cylindrical solid blocks to prevent lateral sliding of the struts located there.
Curing of the epoxy was done overnight at room temperature and pressure. A crosshead speed
corresponding to a strain rate of 0.001 s-1 was applied, and strain measurements were obtained
from the crosshead readings.
2.4 Finite element modelling of microlattice structures under compression
Finite element modelling was performed using ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes Simulia
Corp., RI, USA) to study the deformation behaviour of the microlattice with 4×4×4.5 BCC
unit cells subjected to quasi-static uniaxial compression. The geometrical model of the
microlattice was generated using idealised struts. Given the inherent difficulty in determining
the effective diameter of SLM struts, a parametric study was conducted to investigate how
varying the strut diameter would affect the stress–strain response of microlattices. The
diameters of random struts were measured with a digital calliper, and variations were large
with values typically between 500 and 600 µm. Thus three strut diameters were chosen in this
parametric study, which were d = 500, 600 and 700 µm. Quadratic tetrahedral FE elements
were used to mesh the microlattices. The same boundary and loading conditions were applied
to all the three simulations. Two plates were added to the top and bottom surfaces of the FE
models to constrain them laterally. The bottom surface of the bottom plate in each simulation
was fixed while the top surface of the top plate was loaded with a displacement.
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Constitutive equation of SLM AlSi10Mg alloys
Figure 2(a) shows the nominal stress–strain curves of SLM AlSi10Mg alloys obtained
from the tension tests. The Johnson–Cook (J–C) constitutive model was used to relate the true
stress (σ) and true plastic strain (εpl):
σ = A + B εpln

(1)

where the material constants A = 231 MPa, B = 1030 MPa and n = 0.4711 were determined
from the experimentally measured curve (Figure 2(b)). The J–C constitutive equation of the
SLM AlSi10Mg was input into the FE simulations.

b
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400

True Stress (MPa)

Nominal Stress (MPa)
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300
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100
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0
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100
0

0.06

Experimentally measured

0

Nominal Strain

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

True Plastic Strain

Figure 2: (a) Nominal stress–strain curves of SLM AlSi10Mg alloys and (b) the J–C hardening model fitted
from the measured stress–strain data.

3.2 Deformation behaviour of microlattice structures
The experimentally measured stress–strain curves of microlattice structures are shown in
Figure 3. A 45° shear band was also observed in the tested microlattice specimens. Figure 3
also illustrates the predicted curves of idealised microlattices with different strut diameters.
The FE results of the microlattice with d = 500 µm was found to almost coincide with the
experimental stress–strain curves prior to the stress drop. This indicates that there was
excellent agreement between the numerical predictions and experimental measurements.
Based on accurate characterisation of the density of the bulk AlSi10Mg parent material and
the microlattices, the average effective strut diameter of the microlattices was determined to
be 527 µm (deviating from the nominal diameter 330 µm input for the SLM fabrication
process) which is very close to the input diameter of 500 µm in the FE simulation.
The FE model was re-run on the microlattice with d = 500 µm with an extension of the
final nominal strain up to 0.5. A general interaction was introduced for all the surfaces (all
with self) whereby contact properties were defined with a penalty friction formulation
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(ballpark friction coefficient 0.1) for tangential behaviour and a “hard” contact for normal
behaviour.
25

FE predicted, d = 700 µm
FE predicted, d = 600 µm

Nominal Stress (MPa)

20

FE predicted, d = 500 µm
Experimentally measured

15

10

5

0

0

0.2

0.4

Nominal Strain

0.6

0.8

Figure 3: Comparison between the FE predicted and experimentally measured stress–strain curves of the SLM
AlSi10Mg microlattice structures.
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Figure 4: Predicted von Mises stress distribution and deformation process at different strain stages in the
uniaxial compression of a microlattice structure with 4×4×4.5 BCC unit cells and strut diameter d = 500 µm. The
free face of the microlattice is shown in the front view.
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The stress–strain curve and deformation process of the microlattices as predicted by the
final FE model are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. However, the 45° shear band was
not predicted in the simulation. The predicted localised von Mises stress in struts can reach
1000 MPa (see Figure 4) that is greater than the failure strength of SLM AlSi10Mg
(Figure 2). Moreover, the predicted curve is above the experimentally measured curve
(Figure 3). These inconsistencies arose because the material damage was not included in the
model.
A close inspection of the stress distributions in the microlattice reveals that stress
concentrates at the nodes, as opposed to the struts (Figure 4). Due to the barrelling effect as
observed, the microlattice bulges outwards, such that only the cross-sections exactly halving
the microlattices remain plane throughout the deformation process, with all other crosssections becoming more and more convex with respect to the midplanes of the microlattice
(Figure 5).
Within a laterally constrained microlattice, different nodes undergo different stress levels
depending on their relative positions within the microlattice (Figures 4 and 5). This is due to
the varying boundary conditions across the individual unit cells. Different non-uniform
deformation patterns were observed on different cross-sections in the microlattice. A roughly
“X” shaped crush band forms gradually with the topmost and bottom-most layers of unit cells
deforming last. Within these bands, a crack will form in a strut first due to the geometrical
imperfections introduced by the SLM process, breaking the symmetry of the deformation and
thus resulting in a 45° shear band.

σVM (MPa)
1000

ε=0

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.2

500

0

ε = 0.3

ε = 0.4

ε = 0.48

Figure 5: Predicted von Mises stress distribution and deformation process in the rear half (two unit cell layers)
of a microlattice structure at different strain stages in the uniaxial compression. The midplane of the microlattice
is shown in the front view.
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4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The constitutive behaviour of SLM AlSi10Mg alloys can be quantified using J–C
hardening model. FE modelling with this J–C constitutive equation can accurately
predict the deformation behaviour of idealised microlattice structures under
compression prior to the initial stress drop. Further work will incorporate the damage
in the material data.
The predicted localised deformation may explain the formation of the 45° shear band
observed experimentally. The FE simulation suggests that microlattice structures can
be strengthened by adding more materials to their nodes.
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a thermodynamic based microplane fatigue damage model for plain concrete. The key idea of this approach is to relate the fatigue damage
to a cumulative measure of inelastic sliding/shear strains. Which reﬂects the fatigue damage accumulation owing to internal friction under subcritical fatigue loading. The model
is formulated within the microplane framework using a homogenization approach based on
the energy equivalence principal with explicit representation of the elastic stiﬀness. The
model can reﬂect the triaxial behavior of concrete and model the hysteric loops with the
relation to the fatigue damage propagation of concrete at the macroscopic material representation. Elementary studies of the model response and its applicability to modeling
the fatigue behavior of concrete under compression are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

The concern about the eﬀect of fatigue on concrete structures has increased in the
last decades due to the design of more slender concrete elements. The limited warning
alert of the brittle fatigue failure increasing the importance of studying the behavior of
concrete under fatigue loading. Characterization of concrete fatigue behavior is a challenging task that has increasingly attracted the attention of researchers during the past
decades. Besides extensive experimental investigations, several attempts have been made
to develop reliable numerical models. However, for concrete, the underlying microstructural mechanisms governing concrete fatigue damage propagation are still not suﬃciently
understood.
Several models addressing the concrete fatigue damage propagation have been proposed in the literature. Pragmatic approaches to modeling use the number of performed
loading cycles directly as a damage driving variable [1]. More advanced approaches to
simulation of fatigue damage process cycle by cycle at subcritical load levels with damage related either to total strain [2, 3], or to the inelastic strain [4]. In order to reﬂect
the opening/closure and growth of microcracks and/or the frictional sliding along their
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lips, the formulation of the dissipative mechanisms has been reﬁned by introducing the
internal sliding strain as a fatigue damage driving variable [5]. An approach relating the
dissipative terms owing to fatigue damage even closer to the observable disintegration
mechanisms within the material structure appeared recently in [6]. The key idea of this
model is to relate the damage evolution to the cumulative measure of volumetric strain.
Microplane model formulation can be regarded as a coupled multiscale model. Indeed,
it introduces an additional level of state representation below the level of material point.
Even though this level does not have the ambition to reﬂect the spatial layout of the
material microstructure, it can reﬂect a damage pattern and its anisotropic evolution
during the loading in a smeared way. It applies the concept of kinematic constraint and
stress homogenization in order to establish a link between the macroscopic and microplane
level of discretization [7, 8].
Fatigue damage developing at subcritical load levels includes several interacting mechanisms: development of coalescence of microcracks, repeated crack opening and closure,
internal sliding and friction. The roughness of cracked surfaces and the interlocking of
aggregates generates inelastic strain and impose friction sliding of the microcracks lips
and aggregates. It is important for fatigue modeling to consider the inelastic dissipation
owing to damage (development of microcracks) and internal frictional sliding (within the
deteriorating structure). In spite of the progress in the development of numerical phenomenological material models of fatigue, there is a need to formulate an appropriate
damage hypotheses taking into account the aforementioned mechanisms governed the ac



  
 
  
  
  



   


    
 

    


Figure 1: Dissipative mechanisms of the proposed microplane model: a) example of idealized microstructure with system of assumed microplanes and the load transfer mechanisms under compression loading;
a) microplane directions; c) dissipative mechanisms
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cumulation of damage due to fatigue loading. The framework provided by the microplane
model is ideally suited for reﬂecting the microscopic interaction of normal and pressure
sensitive friction dissipative mechanisms see Fig 1.
In this paper we introduce a thermodynamically based microplane fatigue damage
model for plain concrete. The key idea of this model is to relate the fatigue damage to a
cumulative measure of inelastic sliding/shear strains. Which reﬂects the fatigue damage
accumulation owing to internal friction under subcritical fatigue loading.
2

MODEL FORMULATION

Unlike the classical constitutive models where the stress and strain tensors are related
directly, the microplane models work with stress and strain vectors at the planes with various directions (microplanes). The strain tensor is projected into the oriented microplanes,
then the constitutive laws are evaluated at each microplane, ﬁnally the stress tensor is
obtained by the integration over all microplanes. The skeleton of the model formulation
is presented in Fig 2.
2.1

Kinematic constraint

The strain tensor is projected onto the microplane to obtain strain vectors i.e. normal
and tangential direction with the so called kinematic constraint as follows
εN = N : ε,

εT = T : ε,

(1)

where the scalar εN is the normal microplane strain, and εT is the tangential microplane
vector. The second order normal tensor N and the third order tangential tensor T are
given as
N = n ⊗ n,

T = n · Isym − n ⊗ n ⊗ n,

(2)

where n is the microplane normal vector and I is the fourth-order identity tensor.
2.2

Thermodynamic based microplane constitutive laws

The constitutive laws governing the macroscopic behavior are deﬁned on the generic
microplanes. Several dissipative mechanisms are introduced in this model and illustrated
in Fig 1. The corresponding macroscopic thermodynamic potential can be expressed as



3
3
3
mac
mic
mic
ψ
=
ψ dΩ =
ψ dΩ +
ψ mic dΩ
(3)
2π Ω
2π Ω N
2π Ω T
Normal microplane constitutive law: The microplane thermodynamic potential of
the normal direction is expressed as
ρψNmic =


1
1
1
2
1 − H(σN ) ωN EN (εN − εPN )2 + KN zN2 + γN αN
+ f (rN ),
2
2
2

(4)

where ψNmic is the Helmholtz free energy of the normal direction, ρ is the density, the
normal elastic stiﬀness is EN = E/(1 − 2ν), where E is the Young modulus and ν is
3
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Figure 2: Approach to the formulation of the microplane model accounting for fatigue damage driven
by cumulative sliding microplane strain

the Poisson’s ratio. H(σN ) is a Heaviside function for switching the normal behavior i.e.
damage under tension H(σN+ ) = 1, and plasticity under compression H(σN− ) = 0, KN and
γN are the isotropic and kinematic hardening moduli, respectively. The thermodynamic
internal variables are plastic normal strain εPN deﬁning the irreversible strain, damage
variable ωN ranging from 0 to 1, the internal variables of isotropic hardening zN and
kinematic hardening αN . The function f (rN ) deﬁned a consolidation function associated
with damage. The thermodynamic forces are obtained by diﬀerentiating the thermodynamic potential (4) with respect to each internal variable. Therefore, the normal stress is
obtained as

∂ρψN 
σN =
= 1 − H(σN ) ωN EN (εN − εpN ).
(5)
∂εN
The thermodynamic hardening forces can be obtained as
∂ρψN
∂ρψN
ZN =
= KN z N ,
XN =
= γ N αN ,
(6)
∂zN
∂αN
the energy release rate owing to the damage mechanism can be deﬁned as
∂ρψN
1
= H(σN )EN (εN − εpN )2 .
(7)
YN =
∂ωN
2
Similar to [10], the thermodynamic force associated with the damage consolidation is
deﬁned as


−rN
∂ρψN
1
RN =
.
(8)
=
∂rN
Ad 1 + rN
where Ad is a material parameter deﬁning the brittleness of the damage evolution. The
yield function of the plasticity governed compressive behavior is given as
fNp = |σ̃N − XN | − ZN − σN0 ≤ 0,
4
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where σN0 is the plastic yielding stress. The ﬂow potential is extended by a non-associative
term introducing a nonlinear hardening is given as follows
1
φpN = |σ̃N − XN | − ZN − σN0 + mXN2 ,
2

(10)

where m is the nonlinear hardening parameter. The threshold function governed the
damage evolution is deﬁned as
fNω = YN − (YN0 + RN ) ≤ 0,

(11)

where the energy release rate threshold is YN0 = 12 EN (ε0N )2 , ε0N is the elastic threshold
normal strain. The evolution laws are obtained by diﬀerentiating the ﬂow potential for
plasticity (10) and the damage threshold function (11) with respect to the thermodynamic
forces
∂fNp
= λ̇pN sign(σN − XN )
∂σN
p
p ∂fN
= λ̇pN
żN = −λ̇N
∂ZN
p


p ∂fN
= λ̇pN sign(σN − XN ) + m XN
α˙N = −λ̇N
∂XN
ω
∂f
ω̇N = λ̇ωN N = λ̇ωN
∂YN
∂f ω
ṙN = −λ̇ωN N = −λ̇ωN .
∂RN
ε̇pN = λ̇pN

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

The consistency condition for the plastic yield function can then be written as follows
∂f p
∂f p
∂f p
f˙Np = σ̇N N + ẊN N + ŻN N = 0.
∂σN
∂XN
∂ZN

(17)

By substituting evolution equations into the consistency condition the plastic multiplier
can be obtained
λ̇pN =

EN ε̇N sign(σN − XN )

.
EN + KN + γN 1 + m XN sign(σN − XN )

(18)

In a similar way the damage multiplier can be obtained as
λ̇ωN = 1 −

1
.
1 + Ad (YN − Y0 )

(19)

The illustration of the uniaxial normal behavior at the microplane level is presented in
Fig. 3. The tensile behavior governed by the damage is depicted in Fig. 3a, for diﬀerent
values of the brittleness parameter Ad . On the other hand, the plastic behavior under
compression is shown in Fig. 3b, for diﬀerent cases of hardening.
5
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Figure 3: The uniaxial normal behavior at the microplane level: a) tensile damage (TD) for diﬀerent
values of the brittleness parameter Ad ; b) compressive plasticity (CP) for diﬀerent hardening cases

Tangential microplane constitutive law: In this modeling approach we assume that
the tangential cumulative damage is the fundamental source of fatigue damage and introduce the tangential microplane behavior in similar way to the pressure sensitive bond
interface model with fatigue damage driven by cumulative inelastic slip presented in [11].
The thermodynamic potential of the tangential direction is given as
1
1
1
ρψTmic = (1 − ωT )ET (εT − επT ) · (εT − επT ) + KT zT2 + γT αT · αT
2
2
2

(20)

where ψTmic is the Helmholtz free energy of the tangential direction, the tangential elastic
stiﬀness is ET , KT and γT are the isotropic and kinematic hardening moduli respectively.
The thermodynamic internal variables are the inelastic tangential strain vector/sliding
strain vector deﬁning the irreversible strain επT , damage variable ωT ranging from 0 to 1,
the internal variables of isotropic hardening zT and kinematic hardening vector αT . The
thermodynamic forces are obtained by diﬀerentiating the thermodynamic potential (20)
with respect to each internal variable as follows
∂ρψT
= (1 − ωT )ET (εT − επT )
∂εT
∂ρψT
π
σT
= − π = (1 − ωT )ET (εT − επT )
∂εT
∂ρψT
XT =
= γ T αT
∂αT
∂ρψT
ZT =
= KT z T
∂zT
∂ρψT
1
YT =
= ET (εT − επT ) · (εT − επT ).
∂ωT
2

σT =

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

The eﬀective sliding stress can be written as
π
=
σ̃T

π
σT
= ET (εT − επT ).
1 − ωT

6
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The threshold function is deﬁned similarly to plasticity theory and including the sensitivity
to the lateral pressure

 π
fT = σ̃T
− XT  − Z − σT0 + a σN
(27)
where �.� deﬁning the norm of the vector, σT0 the tangential reversibility limit, σN is the
normal microplane stress, and a is the pressure sensitivity parameter. The non associative
ﬂow potentials deﬁned as

 
r+1
YT
σT0
S(1 − ωT )c
φT = fT +
(28)
(r + 1)
σT0 − a σN
S
The evolution equations can be obtained as
π
σ̃T
− XT
∂φT
λ̇πT


=
π =
π

∂σT
1 − ωT σ̃T − XT 
∂φT
żT = −λ̇πT
= λ̇πT
∂ZT
π
π ∂φT
π  σ̃T − X
= λ̇T  π
α˙T = −λ̇T
∂XT
σ̃T − X 

 
r
0
σ
YT
∂φ
T
T
ω̇T = λ̇πT
= (1 − ωT )c
λ̇πT .
∂YT
σT0 − a σN
S

ε̇πT

λ̇πT

In analogy to the normal direction, the sliding multiplier can be obtained
 π

π
− X)/σ̃T
− X
ET ε̇T · (σ̃T
π
.
λ̇T =
ET /(1 − ωT ) + KT + γT

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)

(33)

To illustrate the proposed cumulative sliding behavior of tangential microplane direction,
an elementary example of the tangential stress - strain relationship under monotonic and
cyclic strain controlled loading is depicted in Fig. 4a showing the degradation of the stress
under cyclic loading. The corresponding evolution of the damage is shown in Fig. 4b. This
behavior is essential for the model to include the fatigue damage owing to the internal
frictional sliding.
2.3

Homogenization

The homogenization approach introduced by [9] based on the principle of energy equivalence is used for the damage in this study. This principle works with the eﬀective stress
and strain tensors ε̃, σ̃. These eﬀective quantities reﬂect the condition of the undamaged
material and the relation between the eﬀective strain and stress tensors can be written as
follows
σ̃ = D e : ε̃,
(34)

7
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Figure 4: The tangential behavior at the microplane level (CSD): a) monotonic and cyclic stress-strain
relationship; b) the corresponding damage evolution

where D e is the fourth order elastic stiﬀness tensor. The relation between the macroscopic
stress tenser σ and the eﬀective stress tensor σ̃ is given as follows
σ = β : σ̃,

(35)

where β is the fourth order damage inverse/integrity tensor. The relation between the
eﬀective strain tensor ε̃ and the macroscopic strain tensor ε is given as
ε̃ = β T : ε.

(36)

By substituting (34) and (36) into (35) we can write
σ = β : σ̃ = β : D e : ε̃ = β : D e : β T : ε,

(37)

therefore the secant stiﬀness tensor is obtained as
D = β : De : βT .

(38)

The fourth order inverse damage tensor can be written as
1
βijkl = (φik δjl + φil δjk + φjk δil + φjl δik ),
(39)
4
In this modeling approach we assume that the tensile behavior is governed by the normal microplane damage, and the compressive behavior is governed by the plastic normal
behavior and the cumulative sliding damage.
The second order integrity tensor φ and the elastic stiﬀness tensor are given as

 
3
3
mic
φij =
φ ni nj dΩ =
(1 − ω mic (n)) ni nj dΩ,
(40)
2π Ω
2π Ω
(41)
D eijkl = λδij δij + μ(δik δjl + δil δjk ).
Plastic strain tensor: According to [12] the macroscopic plastic strain tensor can be
obtained as the integral of the microplane plastic strains as follows

 π,mic
εT r
3
3
p
p,mic
εij =
(ni δrj + nj δri )dΩ.
εN ni nj dΩ +
(42)
2π Ω
2π Ω 2
8
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Macroscopic stress tensor: The macroscopic stress tensor can be obtained as follows
σ = β : D e : β T : (ε − εP ).
3

(43)

ELEMENTARY STUDY OF THE MODEL RESPONSE

To study and evaluate the model behavior under elementary loading conditions simulations at the level of a single material have been conducted. As emphasized in [8], single
material point simulations are important to verify the fundamental model behavior and
to calibrate the model parameters. A benchmark test data for diﬀerent concrete types
from the literature are used to evaluate the model response. For this analysis, the numerical integration over the hemisphere has been performed with nmp = 28 number of
microplanes.
Fig. 5a, shows the simulation with parameters adjusted to ﬁt the uniaxial compression
test data presented by [13]. Another simulation shown in Fig. 5b presents the ﬁt for
uniaxial tension test data presented by [14]. The biaxial failure envelope test data reported
in [15] is depicted in Fig. 5c and compared with the numerical results obtained by the
model.
The cyclic uniaxial compression test data presented by [16] is depicted in Fig. 6b.
The response obtained using the numerical model is shown in Fig. 6a together with the
calculated monotonic envelope. The areas of the obtained hysteretic loops representing






    




  

























































  





























Figure 5: Elementary study of the model behavior under monotonic loading with comparison to experimental results: a) uniaxial compression ; b) uniaxial tension; c) biaxial failure envelope
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Figure 6: Elementary study of the model behavior under cyclic loading with comparison to experimental
results; a) results obtained by the model; b) experimental results

the dissipated energy during the cyclic loading history show an acceptable agreement
with experimental results. The numerical results show progressive degradation of the
compressive stress during the cyclic loading. The comparison to the monotonic envelope
reveals the accumulation of the damage governed by the internal sliding, which is essential
aspect for modeling of the fatigue behavior of concrete.
To elucide the internal structure of the introduced model, an elementary example of
the model behavior exposed to compressive fatigue strain loading is depicted in Fig. 7. In
the example, the parameters obtained from the uniaxial compression test shown in Fig. 5a
have been used. The stress-strain relationship for the monotonic and fatigue loading with
four diﬀerent strain ranges up to 100 cycles is shown in Fig. 7a. The corresponding compressive stress decrease at maximum stain over cycles ”fatigue relaxation curve” for the
diﬀerent cases is presented in Fig. 7b. It shows rapid decay of the compressive stress for
the increased loading range. These curves show that the model can capture the degradation of the material during the cycling. This aspect is essential for fatigue modeling
showing the degradation of the material strength due to the fatigue loading. The microplane sliding damage evolution at each microplane for the diﬀerent four loading ranges
is depicted in Fig. 7c, showing that for the largest loading range plotted in the blue color,
the sliding damage has propagated in a larger number of microplanes in comparison to
the other loading ranges.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed microplane model is formulated within the thermodynamic framework
of the microplane constitutive laws. The key idea of the proposed model is to relate
the fatigue damage to a cumulative inelastic sliding stains introduced at the microplane
level. The initial study of proposed model showing acceptable description the elementary
test data for concrete in the literature. The introduced cumulative sliding damage at
the microplane level as fatigue damage source presents a good chance to describe the
fatigue behavior of concrete under compression loading. Further systematic calibration
and validation procedures of the model with regularization technique will be conducted
in the future.
10
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Figure 7: Example of the model behavior under compressive fatigue loading - strain controlled: a)
stress-strain relationship ; b) decease of the compressive stress with the number of cycles; c) sliding
damage for diﬀerent microplanes
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Summary. The paper presents results of two-dimensional meso-scale simulations of fracture
in notched concrete beams subjected to three-point bending. Concrete heterogeneity was
taken into account by considering a 4-phase material description: aggregate, cement matrix,
interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) and macro-voids. The particle distribution was taken from
real concrete beams on the basis of X-ray µCT scans. Interface cohesive finite elements were
applied to simulate cracks at the meso-scale. The effect of different damaged-based isotropic
formulations combining tractions and relative displacements on the crack’s surface were
investigated. The obtained results were compared with the experimental outcomes.
A satisfactory agreement with respect to the load-displacement and crack geometry was
achieved between FE analyses and experiments.
1

INTRODUCTION

Concrete can be described at several levels. At the macro-scale all material properties are
averaged and the attention is paid to cracking. More detailed simulations take the internal
structure of concrete into account. When describing concrete at the meso-level: aggregates,
cement matrix, macro-voids and interfacial transition zones (ITZs) may be distinguished [1].
All phases have different elastic and strength properties that influence the overall behaviour of
concrete specimens. The experiments and numerical simulations evidently show that the
concrete fracture behaviour strongly depends on its meso-structure (e.g. aggregate volume,
aggregate size, aggregate roughness, aggregate stiffness, particle size distribution curve,
mortar volume and macro-porosity).
Concrete fracture is very complex due to the occurrence of phenomena such as: branching,
coalescence, kinking, tortuousness and interlocking of cracks. In order to realistically describe
concrete fracture, its internal structure should be taken into account at least at the meso-scale.
In particular, the aggregate presence is crucial as its volume fraction in concrete may be
approximately 70–75%. Since fracture process starts in interfacial transitional zones (ITZs),
thus it is crucial to properly determine their properties. ITZs are a porous region of the cement
paste around aggregate particles which is perturbed by their presence. Their width is about 0–
50 µm depending upon the aggregate roughness.
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Within continuum mechanics, there exist two main approaches to describe this process.
The first one describes it in a smeared sense as localized zones of micro-cracks with a certain
finite width. Continuous constitutive models suffer from the finite element mesh sensitivity
and numerical results do not coincide as a mesh is refined. Therefore, the classical models
need to be enhanced with a characteristic length of micro-structure in order to tackle the
aforementioned numerical problems. This extension can be performed with different theories:
micro-polar, strain gradient, viscous and non-local ones. As an alternative, displacement
jumps (discontinuities) along cracks may be introduced while keeping the remaining region as
a continuous one. It can be achieved by defining interface finite elements placed along
element boundaries or using eXtended Finite Element Method. It is also possible to model the
concrete behaviour with the use of discrete models which include lattice models or discrete
element method (DEM). The description of cracks should also reflect the anisotropy and
heterogeneity of concrete.
The mesoscopic approach presented here uses interface cohesive elements to simulate
cracks at the mesoscale [2-3]. Numerical models using cohesive elements for modelling
fracture do not need to be regularized with the aid of a characteristic length, since a crack or a
shear zone is created in a discrete way. For this reason discontinuous approaches are very
popular and widely used in fracture studies [4-6]. Unfortunately this approach possesses some
drawbacks. The main disadvantage is that cracks paths are dominated by preferred mesh
orientations. Crack trajectories are limited to bulk element boundaries and a diffuse cracking
pattern is strongly mesh-dependent. The too high initial stiffness of interface elements may
lead to traction oscillations in the elastic regime. Both the global (force-displacement curve)
and local (crack trajectory/geometry) response of structures becomes mesh-independent when
the material heterogeneity is taken into account. The material internal structure is taken into
account by considering four different phases, namely aggregate, cement matrix, ITZs and
macro-voids. The shapes and positions of aggregates are obtained with the aid of X-ray
micro-computed tomography images of real concrete specimens [7]. Different elastic
properties are assumed for bulk finite elements covering aggregate grains, cement matrix and
homogeneous region. Different fracture properties (critical traction and fracture energy) are
chosen for aggregate-cement matrix and cement matrix-cement matrix interfaces. Such a
description of concrete eliminates 2 main drawbacks of the use of interface elements to a
fracture process: mesh alignment dependency and convergence problems in simulations of
curved cracks. A crack nucleates when a crack initiation criterion is fulfilled whereas the postpeak behaviour is governed by a traction-separation law. Crack paths are limited to solid
element boundaries. Cracks can be created inside the cement matrix and between aggregates
and cement matrix (in ITZs) but no cracks are allowed inside of aggregates. There are not any
predefined crack paths.
In the paper the influence of constitutive laws describing fracture on crack patterns was
investigated. Different damaged-based isotropic formulations relating tractions and relative
displacements on the crack’s surface were assumed. Numerical simulations of a three-point
bending test were performed. The 2D numerical simulations were carried out with the
commercial FE package Abaqus. A complex fracture process was successfully captured by
the interface elements equipped with a traction-separation law. The obtained results were
compared with the experimental outcomes.
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2 EXPERIMENT
Laboratory tests were carried out with two simply-supported concrete beams subjected to
three-point bending, denoted in the paper as the beam '1' and beam '2'. The detailed
description can be found in [1]. Each specimen had a rectangular cross-section with the height
of H=80 mm and width of B=40 mm. The beam length was L=320 mm (4×H) and the span
between the supports was 3×H=240 mm. A notch with the height of H/10=8 mm and the
width of 3 mm was located in the middle of the bottom edge. The quasi-static beam tests
were performed with a constant controlled crack mouth (notch) opening displacement rate
(CMOD) using the loading machine Instron 5569. The loading machine feedback was
carefully controlled in order to maintain the constant rate of 0.002 mm/min. Each test ended
for CMOD = 0.10–0.15 mm prior to the unstable failure in order to provide images of internal
meso-structure by means of µCT. Figure 1 presents the geometry and the boundary conditions
of the test.

Figure 1: Geometry and boundary conditions

The concrete was composed of aggregate, sand, Portland cement (CEM I 32.5 R) and
water. The maximum aggregate diameter was dmax = 16 mm and mean particle size was d50 =
2.0 mm. The water/cement, sand/cement and aggregate/cement ratios were 0.42, 0.80 and
1.43, respectively. The total aggregate and sand volumetric content was V=75%. Standard
curing conditions with the relative humidity greater than 90% and temperature of 20oC were
applied to concrete specimens. The average uniaxial compressive strength was equal to
fc=51.81 MPa. The Young modulus E and Poisson’s ratio v were: E=36.1GPa and v=0.22,
respectively. The measured tensile strength during bending on the concrete beams
4×4×16 cm3 was ft,flex=3.7-4.3 MPa (the tensile strength was 3.73–3.91 MPa).
Two experimental diagrams of the vertical force F versus CMOD for the concrete beams
(with the displacement CMOD up to 0.15 mm for the beam ‘1’ and up to 0.10 mm for the
beam ‘2’) are shown in Fig. 2. The maximum vertical force F was equal to 2.15–2.25 kN. The
distribution of aggregate grains and macro-voids in concrete beams was determined based on
µCT-images of the concrete cuboids (80×50×40 mm3) extracted from the mid-part of each
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beam after tests. The X-ray micro-tomography system Skyscan 1173 was used to generate 3D
images of the concrete meso-structure (Fig. 3). The main discrete macro-crack was strongly
curved along the beam height and width due to a random presence of aggregate grains and it
propagated mainly through the weakest phase in concrete which were the interfacial
transitional zones (ITZs). When two interfacial cracks occurred around adjacent aggregates, a
crack inside the cement matrix initiated to bridge the interfacial cracks so that a connected
crack path was formed. Sometimes the crack propagated through macro-voids and very rarely
through a single weak aggregate grain. For the beam ‘1’, the main crack propagated through
the entire specimen’s height, whereas it did not reach the top surface in the beam ‘2’. The
scanning electro-microscope (SEM) Hitachi TM3030 was used to measure the width of ITZs.
A very non-uniform porous structure of ITZs as well as the presence of separated small sand
grains was possible to be observed with the maximum magnification factor of 30,000. The
width of porous ITZs did not depend on aggregate particles diameter and changed between
30-50 µm [1].

Figure 2: Force-CMOD curves from experiments

Figure 3: µCT-images of concrete cracked cuboids cut out from beam '1' (left) and '2' (right).
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3

CONSTITUTIVE LAWS

The interface finite elements with cohesive traction-separation laws were inserted between
solid elements in the beam’s mid-region to simulate the cracks nucleation and propagation.
Two constitutive laws were defined to describe the behavior of concrete in solid (bulk) and
interface finite elements, respectively. Plane stress 3-node triangular elements and 4-node
interface elements were used.
3.1 Continuum linear elasticity
An isotropic linear elastic model was assumed for solid elements in the whole specimen
throughout the entire analysis. The constitutive matrix C related the stress vector σ with the
strain vector ε as:
σ = Cε

(1)

The only required material constants for continuum elements were: Young’s modulus E
and Poisson's ratio v.
3.2 General traction-relative displacement law
The behaviour of cohesive elements was governed by the following equation:
t n  k n
t  =  0
 s 

0  δ n 
k s  δ s 

(2)

where tn and ts are the tractions, kn and ks denote the interface stiffnesses, and δn and δs are the
relative displacements (index 'n' stands for the normal direction while the index 's' describes
the tangential direction). Before cracking, the stiffnesses kn and ks were equal to the initial
(penalty) stiffnesses kn0 and ks0, respectively. In all simulations both the stiffnesses were taken
as 106 MPa/mm for all interface types [6, 8]. The assumed stiffness ensured all cohesive
elements to be intact in the elastic deformation range (almost without relative displacements).
The selected values were not too large and they did not lead ill-conditioning numerical
problems and traction oscillations before cracking. After cracking both the stiffnesses were
reduced by the scalar variable D according to:
k n = (1 − D )k n 0
k s = (1 − D )k s 0

(3)

3.3 Crack initiation criteria
Two crack initiation criteria were investigated. Both criteria coupled normal and shear
tractions in a cohesive element. First, the quadratic nominal stress criterion was assumed:
2

2

 tn   ts 

 +   =1
t
n
0

 ts0 
where tn0 and ts0 are the critical tractions for the fracture mode I and II, respectively, and
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is the Macaulay bracket. Second, the maximum nominal stress criterion was used:
 t
t 
max  n , s  = 1
 t n0 t s 0 

(5)

In both criteria the critical traction tn0 can be interpreted as the tensile strength.

3.4 Post-peak softening definition
The effective relative displacement δm was introduced: to describe damage under a
combination of normal and shear deformations across the interface:

δm =

δn

2

+ δ s2

(6)

Note that the sensitivity with the respect to normal and shear terms was excluded here (no
scaling coefficient). The exponential softening curve was chosen to describe the behaviour of
the interface elements in a post-peak regime. The scalar damage variable D, dependent on the
effective relative displacement, was calculated as:
max
0



 1 − exp − α  δ m − δ m   
  δ f −δ 0  
δ m0 
m 
  m
D = 1 − max 1 −

1 − exp(− α )
δm 






(7)

where δ m0 is the effective relative displacement at the crack initiation, δ mf is the effective
relative displacement at the complete damage, δ mmax denotes the maximum effective relative
displacement obtained during the loading history and α defines the parameter that affects the
slope of the softening curve. Equation (7) was valid only for the displacement smaller than the
displacement δ mf . If this condition was not fulfilled, the damage parameter D=1 was used.

4

FE SIMULATIONS

4.1 Input data
Numerical simulations were performed in the Abaqus Standard commercial program.
Plane stress conditions were assumed. In the beam’s mid-region, concrete was described as a
heterogeneous material (area 50×80 mm2) while in the remaining beam part was described as
a homogeneous one. Cohesive elements were placed between all bulk elements in the beam’s
mid-region only. The aggregate and void distributions in the concrete beam were taken into
account. The aggregate particles had the diameter 2 mm ≤ da ≤ 16 mm. Their location was the
same as on the X-ray µCT images. The macro-voids were simulated as the empty spots. The
deformation was induced by enforcing the vertical displacement of nodes at the beam top
(under the loading plate with the width of 3.0 mm) up to the final value of 0.2 mm.

6
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In the homogeneous beam’s part (wherein the usual 1-phase description was applied), the
Young modulus was taken as Eh=36.1 GPa. The Young’s modulus of aggregate grains was
equal to Ea=47.2 GPa and it was calculated as the weighted average of the moduli of
individual components. For the cement matrix the bulk elements the value of Ecm=29.2 GPa
was chosen. The Poisson's ratio for each material phase was taken as v=0.22. The shear
critical traction ts0 for all cohesive elements was assumed to be the same as the normal one
([5, 9]). Different values were assigned to different interface types. For the inter-phase
(aggregate/cement matrix), the value tn0,ITZ=1.6 MPa was assumed and for the intra-phase
(cement matrix/cement matrix), the value tn0,cm=4.4 MPa was chosen. No cracks were allowed
to create between aggregate solid elements. The displacement at failure δ mf was equal to
0.098 mm and 0.071 mm inter-phase (ITZ) and intra-phase (cement matrix) interfaces,
respectively. The α parameter was 7.5. These values were chosen in such a way to obtain the
fracture energy equal to 20 N/m and 40 N/m for inter-phase and intra-phase interfaces,
respectively ([5, 6]). The detailed description of the model parameters can be found in [2, 3].
In general in each beam three different cross-sections at different depths from the front
face were analyzed [2] see Fig. 4. In this paper, however, only one section at the depth of 5
mm from the beam ‘2’ was simulated.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4: Experimental crack patterns for the beam ‘2’ at the different depths: a) 5 mm, b) 20 mm c) and 35 mm.

4.2 Results with maximum nominal stress criterion
First the influence of critical shear tractions was investigated. Both the critical shear
tractions between the cement matrix-cement matrix (4.4 MPa) and cement matrix-aggregates
(1.6 MPa, ITZ) were scaled by the factor of 0.5, 2.0 and 5.0. Figure 5 presents the obtained
crack patterns. For the smaller factors (0.5 and 1.0), the calculated cracks were similar to the
experimental outcomes. The simulations with the higher factors (2.0 and 5.0) resulted in more
straight cracks that were not experimentally observed. The calculated force-displacement
diagrams are depicted in Fig. 6. The larger the factor was, the higher maximum load was
obtained (with the exception of the factor of 5.0).
Next the influence of the critical tractions in the ITZ was examined. Three values of the
normal and shear critical tractions were analyzed: 1.6 MPa (base value), 2.2 MPa and
3.3 MPa. Form Fig. 6 it can be seen that the larger value of the critical traction in ITZ was, the
more straight crack was obtained. Only simulations with the critical traction equal to 1.6 MPa
produced results in agreement to experiments.

7
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5: Calculated crack patterns (red colour) for maximum nominal stress criterion and different fractions of
shear critical tractions: a) 50%, b) 100%, c) 200% and d) 500% of basis values.

Figure 6: Force-displacement curves for the maximum nominal stress criterion and different fractions of shear
critical tractions.

4.3 Results with quadratic nominal stress criterion
First, the influence of the critical shear tractions was investigated. Both the critical shear
tractions between the cement matrix-cement matrix (4.4 MPa) and cement matrix-aggregates
(1.6 MPa, ITZ) were scaled by the factor of 0.5, 2.0 and 5.0. Figure 8 presents the calculated
crack patterns. For the smaller factors (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0), the calculated cracks were similar to
the experimental outcomes (some minor discrepancies occurred for the factor 2.0). Only
simulations with the highest factors (5.0) resulted in more straight cracks that were not
experimentally observed. The calculated force-displacement diagrams are depicted in Fig. 9.
The larger the factor was, the higher maximum load was obtained.

8
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 7: : Calculated crack patterns (red colour) for maximum nominal stress criterion and different critical
shear tractions in ITZs: a) 1.6 MPa, b) 2.2 MPa and c) 3.3 MPa.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8: Calculated crack patterns (red colour) for quadratic nominal stress criterion and different fractions of
shear critical tractions: a) 50%, b) 100%, c) 200% and d) 500% of basis values.

Next the influence of the critical tractions in ITZs was examined. Three values of the
normal and shear critical tractions were analyzed: 1.6 MPa (basis value), 2.2 MPa and
3.3 MPa. Form Fig. 10 it may be seen that the larger the critical traction in ITZs was, the
more straight macro-crack was obtained. Only the simulations with the critical traction equal
to 1.6 MPa produced results in agreement to experiments.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical calculations showed the ability of cohesive interface elements to reproduce
realistic crack patterns at the meso-scale. Two different crack initiation criteria were
investigated, but no major differences were observed. The computed crack patterns were
influenced by shear critical tractions an critical tractions in ITZs. The higher values resulted in
the larger maximum loads, but more straight (non-realistic) macro-cracks.
The current research is focused on simulations with a discrete Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
The physical background for the determination of model parameters will be studied.

9
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Figure 9: Force-displacement curves for quadratic nominal stress criterion and different fractions of shear
critical tractions.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 10: Calculated crack patterns (red colour) for quadratic nominal stress criterion and different critical
shear tractions in ITZs: a) 1.6 MPa, b) 2.2 MPa and c) 3.3 MPa.
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Abstract. This paper presents 2D numerical studies on concrete fracture at the aggregate level
by means of the discrete element method (DEM). Three-point quasi-static bending tests with
notched beams were performed. Meso-structure of concrete was determined with x-ray microtomography. Concrete was described as a four phase material composed of aggregate, cement
matrix, macro-voids and interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) between aggregates and cement
matrix. ITZs were the weakest phase of concrete due to their high porosity and attracted a
discrete macro-crack during fracture. Attention was laid on the impact of ITZs on the concrete
behaviour. ITZ were modelled as porous zones with a defined thickness. A satisfactory
agreement between calculations and experiments was achieved.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fracture in brittle materials (i.e. concrete) is the fundamental phenomenon in concrete
materials [1-3]. It is a very complex process, composed of micro-cracks, secondary cracks and
macro-cracks with various branches. Concrete has a very complicated heterogeneous structure
over many different length scales (from few nanometres to millimetres). At the meso-scale
concrete may be considered as a composite material that includes 4 important phases: cement
matrix, aggregate, interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) and macro-voids [4-5]. In concrete,
ITZs are the weakest phase due to their very porous structure [6-7]. The thickness of ITZs
varies between 0 and 50 µm, depending upon the aggregate roughness. ITZs cannot be
neglected in calculations since a discrete macro-crack is created through bridging interfacial
micro-cracks. The concrete behaviour at the meso-level may be described with different
numerical models within continuum [4,5,8] and discrete mechanics [9-13]. In this calculations
used the classical particle discrete elements method (DEM). The 3D images from x-ray
micro-computed tomography were used to generate the concrete meso-structure in DEM [13][16]. The open-source three-dimensional spherical discrete element code YADE [17-18] was
used for numerical calculations. A simply linear contact under compression was used. The
normal and tangential contact forces satisfied the cohesive-frictional Mohr-Coulomb
condition. The method was very successful in describing fracture in concrete at both the
macro- and meso-scale [13-16].
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2 EXPERIMENTS
Three-point bending tests were carried out [14, 15]. Usual concrete was used, composed of
ordinary Portland cement, gravel, sand and water. The mean aggregate diameter was d50=2
mm and the maximum aggregate diameter was dmax=16 mm. The specimen was filed with
75% of aggregate in volume. The beam dimensions were equal: height = 80 mm, length = 320
mm and thickness = 40 mm. The notch of the height of 8 mm and width of 3 mm was located
at the mid-span of the beam. Quasi-static tests with concrete beam under bending were
performed with a controlled notch opening displacement rate (crack mouth opening
displacement (CMOD)) of 0.002 mm/min using Instron 5569. The CMOD gauge with the
length of 5 mm was located in the notch at the beam bottom. The test ended for
CMOD=0.1 mm. The maximum vertical force F was equal to 2.15 kN (the tensile strength
was 3.73 MPa). After the test, the beam mid-part (height 80 mm, width 50 mm and depth
40 mm) was cut out and placed inside the x-ray micro-tomograph device Skyscan 1173 [19].
The method allowed to precisely detect fracture of a heterogeneous complex 3D concrete
meso-structure and to separate 3 phases (aggregates, cement matrix and macro-voids)
(Fig.1a). The width of ITZs was determined with the scanning electron microscope Hitachi
TM3030. The width changed between 30-50 μm (Fig.1b). The crack was strongly curved
mainly due to presence of aggregates with ITZs (Fig.1a). Its shape changed along the
specimen depth. It might rarely propagated through a weak aggregate particle and a macrovoid [15]. The macro-crack was created by bridging the interfacial micro-cracks.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) General view on cut-out cracked cuboidal specimen 80×50×40 mm3 obtained
by means of 3D CT and b) typical image of ITZs around aggregate in concrete specimen by
means of scanning electron microscope
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3

DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD

The local contact deformation was modelled as a particle overlap (so-called soft-particle
approach). The interaction force vector between two spherical discrete elements in contact
was decomposed into a normal and tangential vector, respectively. The normal forces acting
on spheres were modelled by an elastic law with cohesion. The normal and tangential forces
were linked to the displacements through the normal stiffness Kn and the tangential stiffness
Ks (Figs.2a and 2b) [17]:
⃗⃗,
𝐹𝐹⃗𝑛𝑛 = 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 𝑈𝑈𝑁𝑁
(1)
⃗
⃗
⃗
(2)
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 = 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 𝛥𝛥𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠 ,
⃗⃗ is the normal vector at the contact point, 𝛥𝛥𝑋𝑋⃗𝑠𝑠 is the
where U is the overlap between spheres, 𝑁𝑁
increment of the relative tangential displacement and 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the tangential force from the
previous iteration. The stiffnesses were computed as the functions of the modulus of elasticity
of the grain contact Ec and two neighbouring grain radii RA and RB (to determine the normal
stiffness Kn) and the modulus of elasticity Ec and Poisson’s ratio υc of the grain contact and
two neighbouring grain radii RA and RB (to determine the tangential stiffness Ks), respectively
[17]:
2𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅
2𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 = 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴+𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵 ,
𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠 = 𝜈𝜈𝑐𝑐 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴+𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵 .
(3)
𝐴𝐴

𝐵𝐵

𝐴𝐴

𝐵𝐵

A simple linear elastic contact law was assumed in normal contacts. The contact forces 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑠𝑠
and 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑛𝑛 satisfied the cohesive-frictional Mohr-Coulomb equation (Fig.2c)
𝑠𝑠
‖𝐹𝐹⃗𝑠𝑠 ‖ − 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
− ‖𝐹𝐹⃗𝑛𝑛 ‖ × 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝜇𝜇 ≤ 0 (before contact breakage),
(4)
⃗
⃗
‖𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 ‖ − ‖𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 ‖ × 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝜇𝜇 ≤ 0
(after contact breakage),
(5)

𝑠𝑠
is the cohesive force between
where μ denotes the inter-particle friction angle and 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑛𝑛
elements. The normal force might be negative down to the minimum value of 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
(tension)
if there was no a geometrical contact between elements. If this minimum normal force
𝑛𝑛
between spheres 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
was reached, the contact was broken. Moreover, if any contacts
between grains re-appeared, cohesion between them was not taken into account. A crack was
considered as open if cohesive forces between grains (Eq.4) disappeared when a critical
threshold was reached. A choice of a very simple constitutive law was intended to capture on
average various contact possibilities in real concrete. The cohesive force and tensile force
were assumed as a function of the cohesive stress C (maximum shear stress at pressure equal
to zero), tensile normal stress T and sphere radius R [20]:
𝑛𝑛
𝑠𝑠
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
= 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 2
and
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
= 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 2.
(6)
For two elements in contact, the smaller values of C, T and R were used. A local nonviscous damping scheme was applied [21] in order to dissipate excessive kinetic energy in a
discrete system. The following five main local material parameters were needed for our
discrete simulations: E, υ, μ, C and T which may be successfully calibrated with real
laboratory tests on uniaxial compression and uniaxial tension [13-16]. In addition, the particle
radius R, particle mass density ρ and damping parameters αd were required. Note that material
softening was not assumed in the model. In DEM computations, concrete was described as a
four-phase material that consisted of aggregate, cement matrix, ITZs and macro-voids. The
cement matrix was simulated with spheres with the diameter 0.25-2 mm that filled the
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specimen in 97% (as in experiments). Macro-voids were described as empty spaces.
Aggregate was simulated as a cluster composed of small spheres (0.5 mm) connected to each
other as rigid bodies. Each cluster might include 10-500 spheres. The mid-part of the beam
was modelled as the four phase concrete only. The remaining beam region (outside the mesoregion close to the notch) was simulated with spheres of d=2-8 mm (Fig.3a). The ITZs were
inserted around all aggregates (Fig.3b). The ITZs were assumed as the mortar zones with a
higher porosity (in contrast with our previous calculations wherein ITZs had no a physical
thickness [13-16]). ITZs included 1, 2 or 3 layers of spheres with the diameter of 0.25-0.5 mm
(Fig.3c).

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Mechanical response of DEM:
a) tangential contact model, b) normal contact model, c) loading and unloading path in
tangential contact model and d) modified Mohr-Coulomb model
The following parameters were used in all calculations: Ec,cm=11.2 GPa, Ccm=140 MPa and
Tcm=25 MPa. The detailed calibration procedure was described by Nitka and Tejchman [13].
The cement matrix and ITZs had the same parameters. In the remaining region outside the
meso-region with large grains was described by the parameters: Emacro=12.8 GPa,
Cmacro=140 MPa and Tmacro=25 MPa [14, 15]. The contact elastic stiffness of the cement
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matrix and beam macro-zone were directly taken from the laboratory tests. The remaining
parameters were: υc=0.2 (Poisson’s ratio of grain contact), μ=18o (inter-particle friction
angle), αd=0.08 (damping parameter) and ρ=2.6 kG/m3 (mass density). The prescribed
damping parameter and velocity did not affect the results. The calculated nominal inertial
number I (which quantifies the significance of dynamic effects) was <10-3 that always
corresponded to a quasi-static regime. The beam included in total about 40’000 spheres
(35'000 elements in the meso-region).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3: 2D geometry of the: a) entire beam and b) meso-region and c) zoom on ITZ
(initial micro-porosity of 25% with 3 layers) (dark grey colour corresponds to aggregate, grey
corresponds to cement matrix and light grey corresponds to ITZs)
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Two different methods were used due to generate the specimen structure with the defined
initial porosity. In the first method, the entire specimen was prepared with the defined
porosity. The layers around aggregates were next blocked (one, two or three) and the rest of
spheres was removed. Later the specimen was filled with the cement matrix up to 3% of
porosity. Thus the higher porosity was obtained around aggregates. In the second method, the
specimen was created with a dense cement matrix in the entire area (porosity 3%). Next, the
diameters of spheres close to aggregates (in 1, 2 or 3 layers) were decreased down to the value

5
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that corresponded to initial porosity. In both cases all internal forces (due to overlapping)
were removed before simulations.
Figure 4 shows the macroscopic results of the curve of the vertical force versus CMOD)
from DEM as compared to the experimental one. The numerical results show good agreement
with the experimental data for initial porosity of 20%. The maximum calculated vertical force
was equal to F=2.20 kN for CMOD=0.02 mm with the specimen generation method ‘1’ and
F=2.20 kN for CMOD=0.023 mm with the specimen generation method ‘2’ (in the
experiment: F=2.18 kN for CMOD=0.017 mm). The computed residual force
(CMOD=0.1 mm) was by about 50% and 100% higher than in the laboratory test. The
generation method ‘1’ indicated better agreement with the experiment, however was more
time consuming. With increasing porosity both the maximum strength and global stiffness
decrease. In Figure 5, the influence of the layer number in ITZs was shown for the generation
method ‘1’ (Fig.5A) and generation method ‘2’ (Fig.5B). With increasing number of ITZlayers, the force peak, stiffness and brittleness decreased.

A)

B)

Figure 4: Evolution of vertical force F against displacement CMOD in beam under 3-point
bending for: A) specimen generation method ‘1’ with ITZ porosity of: b) 3%, c) 10%, d) 20%
and e) 25%) and B) specimen generation method ‘2’ with ITZ porosity of: b) 3%, c) 12%, d)
22% and e) 30%) ‘a’ - experimental curve)
The numerical and experimental final crack path in the vertical cross-section was shown
for CMOD=0.1 mm in Fig.6. The calculated crack path was similar as in the experiment. It
propagated in ITZs around aggregates. It was affected by the presence of macro-voids. The
calculated length of the discrete macro-crack was about 50 mm and was the same as in the
experiment (about 75% of the specimen height).

6
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A)

B)

Figure 5: Evolution of vertical force F against displacement CMOD in beam under 3-point
bending for: A) specimen generation method ‘1’ with ITZ porosity of 22%: b) 1 ITZ-layer, c)
2 ITZ-layers and d) 3 ITZ-layers) and B) specimen generation method ‘2’ with ITZ porosity
of 22%: b) 1 ITZ-layer, c) 2 ITZ-layers and d) 3 ITZ-layers) (‘a’ - experimental curve)
Figure 7 presents the influence of ITZs on the crack shape. For the specimen with no ITZs
(Fig.7a), the crack was straight. With increasing porosity in ITZs, the crack started to bend
and its shape was more similar as in experiment. The best agreement was found for initial
porosity of 20% (Fig.7c). With a very high porosity (30%), the macro-crack did not form,
only micro-cracks appeared in the entire specimen (Fig.7Bd).
The influence of the number of ITZ-layers is presented in Fig.8. One ITZ- layer did not
affect the crack path that was almost straight. Two ITZ-layers improved the crack shape for
the specimen generation method ‘1’ only. For 3 ITZ-layers, both the generation methods
showed realistic results.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be derived based on our DEM calculation outcomes:
ITZs extremely strongly affected the shape and length of the discrete macro-crack. The
crack was shorter in length and more straight with low porosity of ITZs. The beam strength
and stiffness were close to laboratory test for 3 layers of ITZ spheres with porosity of 20%.
The macro-crack was always curved due to a stochastic distribution of aggregates. It
possessed many small branches. The single micro-cracks also occurred far beyond the macrocrack. The shape of the crack was similar as in experiment (with respect to both the length
and curvature).
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 6: Final crack trajectory in concrete beam above notch after test for
CMOD=0.1 mm: a) µCT-image, b) generation method ‘1’ (3 layers of ITZ with 20%porosity) and generation method ‘2’ (3 layers of ITZ with 22%-porosity) (red colour denotes
elements with broken contacts, dark grey - aggregate, light grey – ITZ, grey - cement matrix
and black – macro-voids)

a)

b)
A)

a)

c)

d)

b)
b)
d)
B)
Figure 7: Final crack trajectory in concrete beam above notch after test for
CMOD=0.1 mm: A) generation method ‘1’ (3 ITZ-layers with porosity of: a) 3%, b) 10%, c)
20% and d) 25%) and B) generation method ‘2’ (3 ITZ-layers with porosity of a) 3%, b) 12%,
c) 22% and d) 30%) (red colour denotes elements with broken contacts, dark grey - aggregate,
light grey – ITZ, grey - cement matrix and black – macro voids)
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a)

A)

a)

b)

c)

b)

c)

B)
Figure 8: Final crack trajectory in concrete beam above notch after test for
CMOD=0.1 mm: A) generation method ‘1’ (ITZ with porosity of 20% for: a) 1 ITZ-layer, b)
2 ITZ-layers and c) 3 ITZ-layers) and B) generation method ‘2’ (ITZ with porosity of 22%: a)
1 ITZ-layer, b) 2 ITZ-layers and c) 3 ITZ-layers) (red colour denotes elements with broken
contacts, dark grey - aggregate, light grey – ITZ, grey-cement matrix and black – macrovoids)
6
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Abstract. The Gaussian based AEM is implemented in damage and progressive collapse of frames of subjected to dynamic loading. A new return mapping scheme is also
developed. This is achieved by introducing a separation strain criteria that describes the
complete failure of the material. If the strain at a spring exceeds the separation strain,
that spring is removed from the element. Once all springs of the element fail, the element
will be separated from its adjacent element. This leads to a load redistribution, and the
progressive collapse analysis of the structure proceeds. The results showed that modelling
the collapse of the structure was straight forward, with a low computational cost and high
accuracy. The framework developed allows to perform AEM analysis on a Finite Element
model.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Applied Element Method (AEM) [1] was developed in 1997 by Meguro and TagelDin, to aid in the analysis of highly nonlinear behaviour of structures, such as crack
initiation, crack propagation, separation of structural elements, rigid body motion of
failed elements and total collapse of the structure. Current available methods cannot
deal with structural collapse accurately; however, AEM can simulate the behavior of a
structure from an initial state of no loading until collapse of the structure [2]. Nonlinear
dynamic analysis has been widely modelled using the finite element method for analysis
of progressive collapse of structures; however, difficulties in the analysis were found at the
presence of excessively deformed elements with cracking or crushing, as well as having a
high computational cost, and difficulties on choosing the appropriate material models for
analysis [2]. In this paper, the Gaussian based Applied Element Method [3], a modification to the applied element method spring distribution is implemented for enhancing the
accuracy and increasing the computational efficiency by decreasing the number of springs
required per analysis. The springs are distributed based on an adaptive method, where
they depend on the elasticity of each element. The method is applied to dynamically
loaded structures to enduce nonlinear behaviour and collapse. The next sections in this
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Figure 1: 2D AEM Elements [4]
paper breifly explain the generic AEM formulation, the Guassian-springs formulation and
the dynamic model used. Structural beams and frames are analysed and the results are
presented.
2

AEM Formulation for 2-D element

The elements in AEM are rigid body elements that are connected with sets of normal
and shear springs along the edges of the elements. The springs represent the stresses and
strains of the element in that region. The material properties are specified through the
spring stiffness. For a 2-D element, three degrees of freedom are considered per element,
deflection in x, deflection in y and rotation [2]. The stiffness matrix for a pair of elements
is a 6 × 6 matrix. The upper left quadrant of the matrix is displayed in Equation 1 [2].
Each spring location in the elements is represented by a pair of normal and shear springs,
with stiffness displayed in Equation 3 [2]. The elements are displayed in Figure 1. For
each element, each pair of springs is analysed and the stiffness matrix is assembled into
the global stiffness matrix. The AEM is implemented using MATLAB.



Kn1
0
−Kn1 bn1

0
Ks1
Ks1 a2
K=
−Kn1 bn1 Ks1 a2 (Kn1 bn1 ) + (Ks1 a4 )
K=
where,
Kn =
3



k11 k12
k21 k22



GdT
Edt
; Ks =
a
a

(1)

(2)

(3)

Adaptive Gaussian AEM

Gaussian quadrature is used for finite element applications because of they have less
function evaluation for given orders. The weights and evaluation points are determined
2
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so that the integration rule is exact to as high an order as possible [5].


b
a

b−a
f (x)dx =
2



1

f
−1



b+a
b−a
x+
2
2



n

b−a
dx =
Wi f (xi )
2 i=1

(4)

The Gaussian Quadrature formulation is used to determine the gaussian weights and
coordinates using the number of springs. The location of the springs is determined by
considering w as the width of the tributary area of each spring (’d’ in AEM), and x as the
spring location from Equation 4. Table 1 displays the calculated locations of the spring
coordinates, along with d, the width of the tributary area of each spring for 5 points.
Assuming the width of the section is 5, then xi and wi are multiplied by 5/2 = 2.5.
Point
1
2
3
4
5
Figure 2: Comparison of Gaussian and Equal
Springs Tributary Area.

xi
-0.906
-0.538
0
0.538
0.906

wi
2.5xi
0.237 -1.359
0.479 -0.808
0.569
0
0.479 0.808
0.237 1.359

2.5wi
0.355
0.718
0.853
0.718
0.355

Table 1: 5 Gaussian Quadature Points.

Abdul Latif and Feng showed that for a simple cantilever beam with 30 elements an 1KN
applied at the free end, convergance using Gaussian springs occured while using 2 springs
per element. While with the conventional AEM 45 springs were required. In other words
1350 springs were required using the conventional AEM while only 60 springs were required using the Gaussian based AEM. This method is more computationally effictive
and will be used in the scheme of fragmentation and collapse.
4

Damage and Fragmentation Modelling

In approaching damage and fragmentation, a pair of springs must first undergo elasticity, elasto-plasticity and finally damage. Once the material exceeds the yield criteria after
plasticity, then the elements are considered to have failed. The following sections describe
the models used for plasticity and how the failure criteria is taken into consideration.
4.1

Modified Return Mapping Algorithm

The damage is implemented into the 1D model shown by first checking if the strain is
larger than the yield strain. If that is the case, then the stress, strain, internal force are
set as 0, to simulate that the spring is not in the system anymore. The model used is
derived from the 1D model for elasto-plasticity [6]. The yield crtieria in the 1D model is
dependant on the stresses. However, a modified return mappng algorithim is introduced
to model material softening, shown in Figure 3. Since the σn+1 is smaller than the σn in
the softening model, the yield criteria cannot depend on the stress, rather on the strain.
The modified return mapping model is displayed as follows:
3
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1. Evaluate elastic predictor

trial
fn+1

n+1 = n + δn+1

(5)

trial
σn+1
= E(n+1 − pn+1 )

(6)

=

trial
|σn+1
|

− (σy + H(εn − εY ))

(7)

2. Check yield criterion
trial
if fn+1
≥0

&

εn > εY ⇒ spring failed

trial
≤ 0 ⇒ ∆λ = 0
if fn+1
trial
if fn+1

trial
3. Plastic step (if fn+1
≥ 0)

(8)

≥ 0 ⇒ ∆λ > 0

trial
fn+1
E
trial
σn+1 = σn+1 + H(ε − εy )
 trial 
pn+1 = pn + ∆λsign σn+1

∆λ =

(9)
(10)
(11)

αn+1 = αn + ∆λ

(12)

where the nonlinear stiffness of the springs is:
K=
σ
σyo
σyn

0

CA
EH
; C=
L
E+H

Elastic

Plastic

E

H

ε∗

εy

ε∗

εf

(13)

ε

Figure 3: Softening Scheme
4.2

Simulating Collapse of Structures

Collapse of structure is presented in the AEM by checking the yield criteria of the
spring. Once a spring has a strain larger than the yield strain, then the spring is considered
to have detached from the system. This is represented by setting the stiffness of the failed
spring to zero. Once all the springs between two elements fail, then the two elements
are totally detached. The simplification in modelling the failure of springs is what makes
using the AEM a reliable and efficient tool for modelling fracture.
4
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5

Dynamic Model

AEM can also be applied to dynamic problems. A special case of the dynamic problem can results in convergance of solution of a static problem. In other words, a static
problem can be presented as a special case of dynamic problem. dynamic relaxation
The central difference method is the most commonly used time integration scheme in
structural dynamic analysis. was found the most applicable model since it can avoid the
use of the stiffness matrix. The method is derived below. The method is based on a
finite difference approximation of the time derivatives of displacement [7]. Firstly, consider a damped structural system subjected to dynamic forces and experiencing nonlinear
material behaviour modelled by;
M ü(t) + C u̇(t) + Fint = P (t)

(14)

where, x is the vector of displacements of structural coordinates, M is the positive definite
mass matrix, C is a non-negative definite damping matrix, and K is a non-negative definite
stiffness matrix. For representing the static case using the dynamic model, Fint = KU .
5.1

Central Difference Method

For constant time steps ∆ti = ∆t, the expressions for the velocity and acceleration at
time i are,
ui+1 − ui−1
2∆t
ui+1 − 2ui + ui−1
ü1 =
(∆t)2
u̇i =

(15)
(16)

Substituting these expressions for velocity and acceleration into the equation of motion
gives;




ui+1 − ui−1
ui+1 − 2ui + ui−1
+ Fint = Pi
+C
(17)
M
(∆t)2
2∆t
From time stepping, ui and ui+1 are assumed known. Solving for ui+1 gives,






M
C
C
2M
M
ui+1 = Pi − Fint
ui−1 +
ui
+
−
(∆t)2 2∆t
(∆t)2 2∆t
(∆t)2

(18)

From Equation 16, it is evident that u0 and u−1 are needed to determine u1 . The initial
displacement u0 is known. For i = 0,
u1 − u−1
(u˙0 ) =
2∆t
−
2u
+ u−1
u
1
0
(u¨0 ) =
(∆t)2

(19)
(20)

solving for u−1 from Equation 19 and substituting in Equation 20,
u−1 = u0 − ∆t(u̇0 ) +
5
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The Equation of motion at time 0 shown in Equation 22, gives the acceleration in Equation
23,
M u¨0 + C u˙0 + Fint0 = P0
P0 − C u˙0 − Fint0
u¨0 =
M
In this analysis a time step of 0.00005 is used for a solution convergance.
6

(22)
(23)

Results

Frames under different loading conditions are analysed in this paper. A pair of springs
is considered to have failed when either one of the normal or shear spring fails. Also, at
this stage, the contact between elements is not considered. The external forces applied to
the frame is: a point load at the column, gravity effect, and a seismic load.
Consider a simple frame, with bases fixed in all three degrees of freedom. The frame
has a span of 5 metres for both the columns and the beam. Ten elements per structural
member is used.
The geometry of the frame is obtained from Ansys Mechanical APDL, and the remaining analysis on the developed MATLAB Code. The loading conditions on the frame is a
point load in the x-direction at the top left corner, the 1940 El Centro earthquake data,
and gravity. The material and geometry properties are shown in Figure 4 and Table 2.
P

Figure 4:
load

Paramters
Value Units
Modulus of Elasticity E
200,000 [MPa]
Shear Modulus of Elasticity G 76,923 [MPa]
Yield Stress
250
[MPa]
Beam span
1
[m]
cross-section width
0.15
[m]
cross-section thickness
0.15
[m]
Frame with point
Applied Load
1000
[N]
Table 2: Section Properties

Figure 5 displays the displacement, velocity and acceleration of the top left point of
the frame where the frame is loaded, while Figure 6 is the displacement, velocity and
acceleration after fracture occured. When collapse occured the element was totally free
and this is the reason for the excitation in the acceleration. Figure 7 displays the deflection
of the frame at every 0.05 seconds, until collapse occurs. Figure 8 shows the displacement
time history of a multi-storey frame (40 m high) with a point load applied at the first
storey in the x-direction, along with the seismic load. As can be seen, collapse occured at
t=0.8 seconds. The frame was initially propagating due to the seismic load, and finally
when damage occured at the bottom storey, the damage propagated progressively to the
remainder of the building causing total collapse. The failed elements that have hit the
ground are not shown in the figure.

6
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Figure 5: u,v,a before fracture

Figure 6: u,v,a after fracture
7

Conclusion

The conclusions of the study presented are as follows; (1) the Applied Element Method
is a suitable and straight-forward method for modelling the damage and fragmentation of
structures(2) the Gaussian based AEM is computationally less expensive than the conventional AEM (3) the developed return mapping algorithm displays a softening material
behaviour that can easily represent material fracture. Future work entails expanding
the collapse to larger structures, applying extreme loading to simulate extreme weather
conditions and including contact between elements.

7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

Figure 7: 1x1 frame undergoing seismic loading and point load at top left corner

8
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(a) t=0.25

(b) t=0.551

(c) t=0.75

(d) t=0.82

(e) t=0.83

(f) t=0.84

(g) t=0.9

(h) t=1

Figure 8: Time history of a high rise frame undergoing seismic loading and point load at
in positive x-direction at first floor

9
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Abstract. A variational micro-mechanical model is proposed to reproduce the complex
response of fiber-reinforced concretes to tensile loadings. The composite is described as
a mixture where two phases are combined: a brittle phase, corresponding to the cementitious matrix, and an elasto-plastic phase, describing the ductile contribution of fibers.
The model is formulated in the simple one-dimensional setting of a tensile bar, and implemented in a finite element code. Simulations of tensile tests are performed, which
capture the different stages of the evolution typically observed in experiments: the stresshardening phase of microcracking, and the subsequent stage of stress-softening in which a
macro-crack opens, leading to the sample failure. Simulations also reproduce the stiffness
degradation and the occurrence of residual strains observed when samples are unloaded.

1

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of standard concrete significantly improve when fibers,
made of steel or plastic, are distributed into the cementitious matrix. In particular,
fibers contribute to sustain tensile loadings and to diffuse stresses, thus largely increasing
the ultimate strength and ductility. Focusing on the tensile behavior, for which significant mechanical enhancements are achieved [1, 2, 3], High Performance Fiber Reinforced
Concretes (HPFRC) typically experience an initial elastic strain phase, followed by a
non-linear stress-hardening process of diffuse micro-cracking, and a final stress-softening
stage, corresponding to strain localization and macro-crack opening. These three phases
are clearly illustrated in Fig. 1.
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A variational model was developed in [4] to reproduce the complex mechanical response
of HPFRCs. By incorporating a damage parameter, it interprets micro-cracking as diffuse damaging, and macro-crack opening as damage localization. Instead, in this work,
a variational micro-mechanical model is proposed where the mechanics of cementitious
matrix and fibers is described by two material phases accounting for brittle and ductile
elasto-plastic responses. In addition to the elastic strain energy, which is assumed to be
quadratic with respect to the elastic strain, as in linear elasticity, specific energies are
assigned to the two materials: i. damage energy is assigned to the brittle material, which
depends on a scalar damage parameter, and accounts for a local and a non-local contribution that are typically considered in phase-field models of fracture [5]; ii. a plastic energy
is considered for the ductile phase, which is similar to that proposed in [6, 7, 8]. It is
sum of a local non-convex energy, which has a dissipative nature, and a non-local term,
depending on the plastic strain gradient.
Damage and plasticity are considered separately within each component of the mixture, differently than [9, 10], where damage and plasticity are combined within the same
material. The two phases are linked through linear elastic diffuse interface, which contributes to couple the problems of each phases. The structure of the resulting formulation
is similar to that proposed in [11] for the failure study of hybrid laminates. The evolution
problem is formulated as an incremental energy minimum problem, where the unknowns
are the rates of displacements and internal variables (damage and plastic strain fields)
associated to the two phases.
The proposed model is capable to reproduce the progressive formation of micro-cracks
within the brittle material phase representing the cementitious matrix, as observed in
experiments, thus providing a more realistic description of the micro-cracking process
than the model in [4]. The macro-crack growth, which concludes the deformation process,
is described by progressive plastic strain localization in the ductile material. The model
also improves the description of the unloading process, since it accounts for stiffness
degradation, which produces a reduction of the slope of the unloading stress-strain curve,
and plastic dissipation, which introduces residual strains, according to the experimental
evidences (see the unloading branch of Fig. 1).
In the present paper, the model is formulated in the simple one-dimensional setting
of a tensile bar, and it is numerically implemented in a finite element code. Numerical
simulations are performed and results are discussed, highlighting the predictive abilities
of the model in capturing the main feature of the evolution process observed in tensile
tests.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the basic experimental evidences of tensile
tests on HPFRC samples are presented. The model is formulated in Sect. 3 and numerical
results are discussed in Sect. 4. Conclusions and perspectives for future researches are
drawn in Sect. 5.

2
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Figure 1: Experimental stress-strain curve of tensile tests on dog-bone shaped samples (from [2]).

2

TENSILE RESPONSE OF FIBER-REINFORCED CONCRETE

To give an insight into the enhanced mechanical performances of HPFRC, typical
stress-strain curves obtained from tensile tests on dog-bone specimens are drawn in Fig.
1. They are taken from [2], where several experiments are performed, considering different
types of fibers and different fiber volume fractions. The curves of Fig. 1 result from tests
on samples reinforced with straight fibers of 13 mm in length, and volume fraction equal
to 2.5 Vol.%.
Each curve exhibits three different peculiar branches, labeled by different numbers,
which are associated to different stages of evolution. First, the sample stretches elastically, corresponding to the initial straight stress-strain curve 1, which terminates when the
stress reaches the limit value of about 12 MPa. From this point on, the bar experiences a
process of micro-cracking, where multiple cracks progressively forms in the cementitious
matrix, almost uniformly distributed through the bar. For the tests represented in Fig. 1,
the crack width ranges between 5 and 20 µm, and crack spacing is about 4.2 mm. This
multi-cracking phase occurs in regime of stress-hardening, and corresponds to the increasing sawtooth branch of the stress-strain curve 2. Stress drops correspond to micro-cracks
opening. It is worth noting that such a hardening stage, totally absent in common concretes, is due to the bridging effect of the fibers across the micro-cracks. Moreover, such
a bridging effect is the key mechanism that significantly enhance the material ductility.
The stress-softening stage 3 concludes the evolution process leading to the sample failure.
More precisely, during the softening stage, the weakest micro-crack evolves into a macrocrack, where the bridging fibers progressively pull out and break, whereas the remaining
micro-cracks elastically unload without the occurrence of further matrix cracks.
Unloading branches are plotted in Fig. 1 as well. They have smaller slope than the
initial elastic curve and unveils the presence of residual strains. The smaller slope testifies
a stiffness degradation related to the formation of micro-cracks in the cementitious matrix
whereas residual strains are related to the evolution of plasticity both during the hardening
and softening stages.

3
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3

VARIATIONAL MODEL

In this section, the variational model is presented in the simple one-dimensional setting.
A bar of length l is considered, subjected to the stretching displacement ε(t)l (with ε the
assigned strain and t a time-like evolution parameter). Positions in the longitudinal axis
are referred with x ∈ (0, l). A geometrical scheme of the problem is drawn in Fig. 2. The
bar is a mixture of two phases, a brittle phase (phase 1) and a ductile plastic phase (phase
2), which represent the cementitious matrix and fibers (combined with large aggregates),
respectively. The volume fractions per unit length of the two phases are v1 and v2 = 1−v1 .
The area per unit length of the interface between the two phases is a.
In the following, indices 1 and 2 are used to refer to phase 1 and 2. Furthermore, when
necessary, a subscript t is used to indicate dependence on the time evolution parameter t,
called from now on simply time for brevity. With regard to derivatives, a prime and a dot
indicate derivatives with respect to x and t, respectively, i.e., given a function v = vt (x),
v ′ = dv/dx, and v̇ = dv/dt.
3.1

Modeling assumptions

Here, the basic modeling assumptions are stated. The state variables are the displacements u1 (x) and u2 (x) of the two phases, the damage variable α(x) defined in phase 1,
and the plastic strain p(x) defined in phase 2. The damage variable α ranges between 0
and 1: α = 0 means sound material, and α = 1 means fully damaged material, i.e. a
crack. The irreversibility condition
α̇ ≥ 0
(1)
is imposed in order to prevent material self-healing.
The internal energy of the bar is

 l 
1
1
2
′2
2 ′2
E(u1, u2 , α, p) =
(1 − α) E1 u1 + w1 α + w1 l1 α
dx+
v1
2
2
0

l
1
1 2 ′2
′
2
+
E2 (u2 − p) + w2 (p) + Al2 p
dx+
v2
2
2
0 l
1
+
a ka (u1 − u2 )2 dx.
2
0

(2)

The first integral represents the internal energy of phase 1. Its expression originates from
standard phase-field models, where the damage energy w1 α is a linear function of α in
order to account for an initial elastic stage (see [12]). The second integral is the internal
energy of phase 2, which is analogous to the energies considered in the nonlocal plasticity
models of [6, 7]. The plastic energy w2 (p) is a strictly increasing function, such that
w2 (0) = 0 and w2′ (0) > 0. Moreover, we suppose that w2 is totally dissipated, that is
ẇ2 (p) = w2′ (p)ṗ ≥ 0,

(3)

ṗ ≥ 0.

(4)

which, since w2′ (p) > 0, reduces to

4
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In classical gradient plasticity [13], the plastic energy depends on the cumulated plastic
strain, which, in the one-dimensional tensile contest considered here, coincides with the
irreversible plastic strain p. Parameters l1 and l2 are internal lengths of phases 1 and 2,
aiming at governing the respective localization widths. Finally, the third integral in (2) is
the linear elastic interface energy as a function of the relative displacements linking the
two phases.
According to the scheme of Fig. 2, the boundary conditions are
u1 (0) = u2 (0) = 0, u1 (l) = u2 (l) = ε(t)l,
α(0) = α(l) = 0, p(0) = p(l) = 0.

(5)

Damage and plastic strain are assigned null at the boundaries in order to keep inelastic
phenomena away from the bar endpoints, and, thus, to reproduce results usually observed
in experiments. Indeed, in the tensile tests described in Sect. 2, specimens are enlarged
at the end sections (bone-shaped samples) to avoid inelastic phenomena, and eventually
premature failure at the gripping regions.
Stresses in the two phases, and the interface shear stress are
σ1 = (1 − α)2 E1 u′1 ,

σ2 = E2 (u′2 − p),

τa = ka (u1 − u2 ),

(6)

and they are obtained by derivation of the internal energy densities and interface energy
in (2) with respect to the observable variables u′1 , u′2 and the slip u1 − u2 .
3.2

Equilibrium

Equilibrium equations are obtained by requiring that the energy first variation
 l


2 ′′
δE(u1, u2, α, p)[z1 , z2 , β, q] =
(aτa − v1 σ1′ ) z1 + (−(1 − α)E1 u′2
1 + w1 − w1 l1 α )β dx+
0
l

+
(−v2 σ2′ − aτa ) z2 + (−σ2 + w2′ (p) − Al22 p′′ )q dx
0 


l
+ v1 σ1 z1 + w1 l12 α′ β + v2 σ2 z2 + Al22 p′ q 0 ,
(7)
be non-negative for any perturbation (z1 , z2 , β, q), such that β ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0. The
resulting equations are:
v1 σ1′ − aτa = 0, v2 σ2′ + aτa = 0,
balance equations,
2 ′′
+
w
−
w
l
α
≥
0,
damage
yield condition,
f1 (u1 , α) = −(1 − α)E1 u′2
1
1 1
1
′
2 ′′
f2 (u2 , p) = w2 (p) − Al2 p − σ2 ≥ 0
plastic yield condition.
By using (6)1 , inequality (8)3 turns into

σ1 ≤ E1 (1 − α)3 (w1 − w1 l12 α′′ ) = σy1 (α),

with σy1 (α) the damage yield stress. The limit elastic stress

σe1 = σy1 (0) = E1 w1 ,
5
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is the maximum stress that phase 1 can sustain before damaging. Analogously, (8)4
rewrites
σ2 ≤ w2′ (p) − Al22 p′′ = σy2 (p),
(11)
with σy2 the plastic yield stress, and, in this case, the limit elastic stress is
σe2 = σy2 (0) = w2′ (0).

(12)

Boundary terms in (7) are null because of the boundary conditions (5).
3.3

Evolution

Time t is discretized into intervals of length τ , and, within each time step t �→ t + τ ,
the evolution is governed by the incremental energy minimization problem described in
the following.
At time t + τ , the problem unknowns are approximated by the linear approximations
uj,t+τ = uj,t + τ u̇j,t , j = 1, 2,

αt+τ = αt + τ α̇t ,

pt+τ = pt + τ ṗt ,

(13)

and the energy (2) is developed up to the second order as follows
E (u1,t+τ , u2,t+τ , αt+τ , pt+τ ) ≃ E (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt ) + τ E˙ (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt , u̇1,t , u̇2,t, α̇t , ṗt ) +
1 2
τ Ë (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt , u̇1,t , u̇2,t , α̇t , ṗt ) .
2
(14)
We suppose that solution (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt ) at instant t is known, and we look for the
unknown rates (u̇1,t , u̇1,t , α̇t , ṗt ) that minimize (14) under the constraints (1) and (4), and
with the boundary conditions
u̇(0) = 0,

u̇(l) = ṫl

α̇(0) = α̇(l) = 0,

ṗ(0) = ṗ(l) = 0.

(15)

Solution at the instant t + τ is determine from the approximated expression (13). Since
E (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt ) is constant, (14) reduces to
1
J (u̇1,t , u̇2,t, α̇t , ṗt ) = Ė (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt , u̇1,t, u̇2,t , α̇t , ṗt )+ τ E¨ (u1,t , u2,t , αt , pt , u̇1,t , u̇2,t , α̇t , ṗt ) ,
2
(16)
where Ė and E¨ have the explicit expressions
 l
{v1 (1 − α)2 E1 u′1 u̇′1 + v2 E2 (u′2 − p)u̇′2 + aτa (u̇1 − u̇2 )+
Ė =
0

2 ′ ′
′
′
2 ′ ′
+v1 [(−(1 − α)E1 u′2
1 + w1 )α̇ + w1 l1 α α̇ ] + v2 [(−E2 (u2 − p) + w2 (p))ṗ + Al2 p ṗ ]} dx
 l
′2
2
′ ′
{v1 (1 − α)2 E1 u̇′2
Ë =
1 + v2 E2 u̇2 + aka (u̇1 − u̇2 ) − 4v1 (1 − α)E1 u1 u̇1 α̇+
0

2 ′2
2
′′
2
2 ′2
−2v2 E2 u̇′2 ṗ + v1 (E1 u′2
1 α̇ + w1 l1 α̇ ) + v2 (E2 ṗ + w2 (p)ṗ + Al2 ṗ )}dx,

(17)
6
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and the minimum problem writes
(u̇1,t , u̇2,t , α̇t , ṗt ) = argmin {J (u̇1 , u̇2 , α̇, ṗ), α̇ ≥ 0, ṗ ≥ 0, + b.c.} .

(18)

Necessary condition for a minimum is that
δJ (u̇1,t , u̇2,t , α̇t , ṗt ) [δ u̇1 , δ u̇2, δ α̇, δ ṗ] ≥ 0,

(19)

for any δ u̇1 , δ u̇2 , δ α̇ and δ ṗ which are null at the endpoints, and satisfy the constraints
α̇t + δ α̇ ≥ 0,

,

ṗt + δ ṗ ≥ 0,

(20)

which leads to the following evolution equations:
(i) stress balance equations
′
v1 σ̇1,t
− aτ̇a,t = 0,

′
v2 σ̇2,t
+ aτ̇a,t = 0,

(21)

(ii) damage Kuhn-Tucker relations
α̇t ≥ 0,

f1,t + τ f˙1,t ≥ 0,

α̇t (f1,t + τ f˙1,t ) = 0,

(22)

ṗt (f2,t + τ f˙2,t ) = 0,

(23)

(iii) plastic Kuhn-Tucker relations
ṗt ≥ 0,

f2,t + τ f˙2,t ≥ 0,

where f1 and f2 are defined in (8)3,4 . Relations (22) and (23) are consistency conditions
that state that damage and plastic strain can increase only if the corresponding yield
functions maintain equal to zero. A consequence of assumptions (13) and (14) is that the
evolution problems (22) and (23) linearly depend on τ , and the accuracy of the evolution
problem increases if smaller and smaller values of τ are assigned. In the numerical simulations, accuracy is improved by implementing a iterative minimization algorithm at each
time step.
4

SIMULATIONS

At each time step, the minimum problem (18) is solved numerically by finite elements.
An alternate minimization algorithm is implemented, which consists in minimizing the
functional J with respect to each one of the variables (u̇1 , u̇2), α̇ and ṗ, keeping fixed all the
others. The minimum problems with respect to α̇ and ṗ are solved by using a constrained
quadratic programming routine, in order to enforce the irreversibility conditions (1) and
(4), whereas minimization with respect to (u̇1 , u̇2 ) results in a stationarity linear equation.
Alternate minimization is iterated until convergence.
4.1

Parameters setting

Since we intend to reproduce the experimental response of Fig. 1 taken from [2], values
of many parameters of the model are fixed equal to those indicated in [2]. The parameters
7
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which do not have corresponding experimental values are fixed in order to get the best
curve fitting. The problem geometry is schematized in Fig. 2(a), where the length l = 76
mm is that of the samples tested in [2]. We assign v1 = 0.965, v2 = 0.035 and a = 1. For
the Young’s moduli, we assume E1 = 56 GPa and E2 = 210 GPa. The damage coefficient
w1 is determined from (10), by assigning σe1 = 11 MPa. A small perturbation has been
introduced in the values of σe1 in order to recreate the heterogeneity always present in
real materials. The internal length l1 is related to the
√ width of the process zone h1 , here
chosen as h1 = 0.1 mm, by the relation l1 = h1 /(2 2) deduced in [12]. The tentative
value ka = 4000 N/mm2 is assigned to the interface elastic coefficient. The plastic energy
w2 (p) is chosen as simple as possible. A tentative quadratic convex-concave function is
assumed, whose graph is plotted in Fig. 2(b). Notice that w2′ (0) is the plastic yield
value σe2 , according to formula (12), which is assumed equal to 55 MPa. The nonlocal
coefficient of the plastic energy is Al22 = 3.8 N mm2 .
w2 [ N/mm ]
1.6

concave
1.2

0.8

u=l

u=0
l=76 mm

convex

0.4

p [ ×10 -3 ]

0

2

3.5 4

6

(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Geometrical scheme of the bar. (b) Plastic energy graph.

4.2

Numerical results

The resulting numerical stress-strain curve is plotted in Fig. 3. The very same three
branches of the experimental curve of Fig. 1 are observed, which are the initial linearly
elastic curve, the sawtooth branch associated to the stress hardening micro-cracking evolution, and the final softening branch associated to a macro-crack opening. Each drop of
the stress-hardening curve corresponds to the opening of 1 micro-crack (2 contemporary
micro-cracks for the deepest drops). Curve jumps are deeper than those of the experimental curves of Fig. 1 since, in the proposed one-dimensional formulation, each crack opens
through the whole cross-section of the sample, while many cracks of small area form in in
real samples. As a result, the experimental response curves present more drops of smaller
amplitude.
The progressive formation of micro-cracks is described in Fig. 4. White lines are used
to show the position of matrix (phase 1) cracks within the bar at different values of ε.
The distribution of cracks is quite periodic through the bar, with increasing frequency
8
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during the evolution. New cracks open in between adjacent preexisting cracks that have
the largest spacing.
Fig. 5 illustrates the mechanism of crack opening in terms of stresses. In it, profiles of
σ1 and σ2 are drawn at different values of ε in the evolution stages of second crack opening
(Fig. 5a) and tenth and eleventh cracks opening (Fig. 5b). At crack points, σ1 is null, and
σ2 attains the maximum value. The bell-shaped profiles of σ1 in between adjacent cracks
growth as ε increases, and, when the midpoint of one bell (the largest one) reaches the
limit value σe1 of formula (10), represented by the red line in Fig. 5, a new crack forms
therein. The stress σ1 jumps to zero in correspondence of the new crack, and it globally
reduces in the whole bar, as shown by the blue profiles.
Profiles of u1 , u2 and p at different values of ε are drawn in Fig. 6. While u1 tends to
be discontinuous at cracks points, u2 remains smoother (continuous). Indeed, the elastoplastic phase 2 does not break, but it undergoes plastic strains in small zones crossing
the cracks (see the profiles of p in Fig. 6). Fig. 6d draws a picture of what happens
in the softening regime: plastic strain localizes and considerably grows in a small region
in the middle of the bar. This leads to a large jump of displacements u1 and u2 , which
reproduces macro-crack opening. In the zone where macro-crack evolves, the plastic strain
attains values larger than p = 0.35 %, thus belonging to the concave branch of the plastic
energy of Fig. 2b.
Finally, we notice that the model also gives an accurate description of the unloading
process, which is purely elastic. The unloading curve of Fig. 3 is very similar to the
experimental curve of Fig. 1, capturing both stiffness degradation due to micro-cracking,
and residual plastic strains, because of the dissipative nature of the plastic energy of phase
2.
 [MPa]
15

10

5

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

 [%]

Figure 3: Numerical σ-ε curve.

5

CONCLUSIONS

A variational bi-phase model has been presented aimed at describing the rich mechanical response of high-performance fiber-reinforced concretes subjected to tensile loadings.
The model accounts for a mixture of a brittle phase and an elasto-plastic phase, which
9
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=0.02 %
=0.03 %
=0.05 %
=0.06 %
=0.09 %
=0.13 %
=0.14 %
=0.16 %
=0.18 %
=0.20 %
=0.21 %
=0.23 %
=0.25 %
=0.27 %
=0.29 %
=0.32 %
=0.34 %

Figure 4: Sequence of microcrack openings for increasing ε. The black crack at ε = 0.34 % is the
macro-crack that leads to the bar failure.

represent the cementitious matrix and the fibers, respectively. The formulation has been
conducted in the simple one dimensional case of a tensile bar, and equilibrium and evolution laws have been variationally deduced and numerically implemented. Numerical
simulations have shown the ability of the model in capturing the peculiar features of the
tensile failure processes observed in experiments, such as micro-cracking, ductile macrocrack opening, elastic unloading, stiffness degradation, plastic strains accumulation.
The study is open to many developments, which will be addressed in future researches.
We point out three lines of research, which are already object of study: 1. extension of
the model to multi-dimensional frameworks; 2. application of the model to the design of
real objects made of HPFRC, as in [14], where a table prototype totally made of HPFRC
was studied; 3. analysis of the effects of heterogeneous distribution of fibers within the
cementitious matrix on the mechanical performances.

10
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Figure 5: Profiles of stresses σ1 and σ2 at different values of ε in the evolution stages from 1 to 2 cracks
(a), and from 9 to 11 cracks (b)
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Abstract. A parallel dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF coupling is here investigated. Dualgrid multiscale couplings have been recently used to address different engineering problems
involving the interaction between granular phases and complex fluid flows. Nevertheless,
previous studies did not focus on the parallel performance of such a coupling and were,
therefore, limited to relatively small applications. In this contribution, we propose an
insight into the performance of the dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF method for threephase flows when operated in parallel. In particular,we focus on a famous benchmark
case for three-phase flows and assess the influence of the partitioning algorithm on the
scalability of the dual-grid algorithm.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this work, a parallelization strategy for a multiscale DEM-VOF method is investigated. This CFD-DEM coupling was recently used to approach several different engineering problems, ranging from process industry [1, 3] to additive manufacturing [4].
Nevertheless, achieving good parallel performance is mandatory in order to address a
wider range of engineering applications within a reasonable computational time [2].
The dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF method introduced in [1] holds significant advantages over standard DEM-VOF method as it allows obtaining grid-convergent results and
a better interface tracking. Despite the fact that its computational cost is comparable
with the mono-scale DEM-VOF method, its enhanced complexity makes its parallel execution non trivial, as the inter-scale communication introduced in with the dual-grid
approach can represent a possible issue for the algorithm performance.
In [12], we proposed a parallelization strategy for generic CFD-DEM couplings that
allows overcoming and important inter-physics communication bottleneck. This strategy
consists of imposing a co-location constraint between the partitions of the CFD and DEM
domains and perform the inter-physics exchanges locally. As shown in [12] this allows
improving the performance of the inter-physic exchange, but it reduces the flexibility in
the partitioning of the domain, not allowing partitioning configurations that violates the
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co-location constraint. In [12], we pointed out how this limitation would be more severe
in case of non-uniformly distributed loads.
In this contribution, we investigate the parallel performance of the multiscale DEMVOF method and compare it with a standard DEM-VOF coupling parallelized with an
overlapping domain approach [5]. We show how the enhanced complexity of the multiscale
method can be translated in an higher flexibility in the domain partitioning, and how this
advantage allows it to address large-scale problems and scale over hundreds of processes.
2

METHODOLOGY

In the multiscale DEM-VOF method, two different CFD grids are adopted, one for
the coupling between the CFD and the DEM code and one for the solution of the fluid
equations [1]. As shown in figure 1, a coarse grid is chosen to perform the coupling
between CFD and DEM code at a bulk scale, while a finer and non-uniform grid is
adopted to discretize the CFD equations. An interpolation strategy between the grids
ensures the correct exchange of information between the bulk scale at which the interphysics coupling is performed and the fluid fine scale at which the fluid equations are
solved. In [1] the method was shown to produce grid-convergent results and to provide a
higher accuracy if compared to a standard DEM-VOF method. Nevertheless, its enhanced
complexity can represent an issue for its parallelization, that is needed to approach largescale problems [2].
In this contribution, the dynamic module of the XDEM Platform [1, 6, 4], is used to
resolve the dynamic of the discrete entities moving in the presence of a multiphase flow.
We here repropose the equations resolved by this module, for a deeper insight into those
equation we refer the reader to [1], and citation within. Positions and orientations of the
particles are updated at every time-step according to
d2
xi = Fcoll + Fdrag + Fg ,
dt2
d2
Ii 2 φi = Mcoll + Mext ,
dt

mi

(1)
(2)

where xi are the positions, mi the masses, and φ the orientations of the entities. The
term Fc accounts for the force arising from collisions

Fcoll =
Fij (xj , uj , φj , ωj ),
(3)
i=j

with uj the velocity of particle j, and ω the angular velocity. The term Mcoll is the torque
acting on the particle due to collisions

Mcoll =
Mij (xj , uj , φj , ωj ),
(4)
i=j

with Mij the torque acted to particle i from particle j . The term Fdrag takes into
account the force rising from the interaction with the fluid. Finally, Fg accounts for the
2
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fluid-particles
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Fluid Solution

Particle fields

Coarse Grid

Grid-to-Grid
Interpolation

- Solving fluid
flow equations

Fine Grid

Figure 1: Schematic of the solution procedure for the bulk and fine length-scale in
the simulation. The two boxes represent the different models adopted, while the arrows
show schematically the communication between the scales. A coarse grid (top) is used to
perform the volume averaging and to solve the fluid-particle interaction. Particle-related
fields are mapped to the supporting domain (bottom) then, a finer grid is used to solve
the fluid equations.
gravitational force. For the estimation of Fdrag we adopt a semi-empirical
Fdrag = β(uf − up ),
β = β(uf − up , ρf , ρp , dp , Ap , µf , ),

(5)
(6)

where uf , up the fluid and particle velocity respectively, ρf , ρp the respective densities,
dp , Ap the particle characteristic length and area, µf the fluid viscosity, and  the porosity,
defined as the ratio between the volume occupied by the fluid and the total volume of the
CFD cell. For the sake of generality, β is modeled according to [8].
During its parallel execution, XDEM geometrically decomposes the simulation domain
in regularly fixed-size cells that are used to distribute the load between the processes.
As better described in [12], every process is only responsible for a set of cells that will
define its sub-domain. In this way, every process only performs the calculation and holds
knowledge of the particles that belong to its sub-domain.
The XDEM platform offers different possibilities for the domain partitioning [7]. in
particular, a dedicated partitioner that is able to force a co-location constraint between
XDEM and OpenFoam partitions as proposed in [12]. In this contribution, we compare
the performance obtained with the above mentioned partitioner, a Scotch partitioner,
Zoltan-RIB and and one based on Orthogonal Recursive Bisection (ORB).
3
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2.1

Equations solved in the CFD Domain

The fluid flow equations are instead resolved with the OpenFOAM-extend libraries.
The solver proposed in [1, 9] is adopted for tackling the general case of an unsteady
incompressible multiphase flow through an evolving porous media. The set of equations
governing such incompressible particle-laden flow takes the form:



∂ρf uf
+ ∇ · (ρf uf uf ) = −∇p + ∇ · µf ∇uf + ∇T uf + TΓ + Fb + Ffpi ,
∂t
∂
∇ · uf =
.
∂τ

(7)
(8)

with uf the fluid velocity, p the fluid pressure, Fb a generic body force. Ffpi is the fluidparticle interaction force, that is the exact counterpart of Fdrag . The definition of Ffpi
is treated with the semi-implicit algorithm proposed in [10]. Viscosity and density are
functions on the fluid phase and can be written in the form:
ρf (x) = ρ1 α(x) + ρ2 (1 − α(x)),
µf (x) = µ1 α(x) + µ2 (1 − α(x)),
where α is the volume fraction defined as

1
α =
χ(x)dx,
V V

1 if first fluid,
χ =
0 if second fluid.

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)

α is modeled as a scalar transported by the fluid flow for which:
∂α
+ ∇ · (αuf ) + ∇ · (α(1 − α)uc ) = 0,
∂t

(13)

must hold. In equation 13, uc is the relative velocity between the two-phases referred
to as compression velocity. The third term is introduced in order to avoid an excessive
numerical dissipation.
The OpenFOAM libraries [11] are as well parallelized using domain decomposition. The
computational domain, where the CFD equations are defined, is split into sub-domains
assigned to each process available at run time. A separate copy of the code is run on each
MPI process. The single processes exchange information through a dedicated boundary
class as described in [11]. The OpenFOAM libraries offer different partitioning algorithm.
In this contribution, we partition the CFD grid of the monoscale DEM-VOF coupling
and the coarse grid of the multiscale DEM-VOF coupling enforcing a co-location with
the DEM domain as described in [12] For the fine grid we instead use the native Scotch
partitioner of OpenFOAM.

4
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Figure 2: Three-phase dam-break. Simulation setup.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Three-phase dam-break. Different Partition strategies with mono-scale and
multiscale approach 3a, and corner zoom for the Multiscale approach 3b.
3

TEST-CASES

The dam break is a very famous benchmark for two-phase flows simulations. In [1], the
benchmark was chosen to underline the advantages of the multiscale DEM-VOF method
over the classical DEM-VOF method in terms of accuracy and computational traceability.
Here, we propose the parallel execution of this benchmark to show how the enhanced
complexity of the multiscale approach can translate into a higher flexibility for the domain
partitioning. This offers significant advantages in terms of parallel performance and, in
particular, allows to maintain the advantages of the strategy proposed in [12], and at
the same time to use advanced partitioning strategies. With this purpose, we compare
the parallel execution of a mono-scale DEM-VOF coupling using a co-located partitions
strategy, with the parallel execution of a multiscale DEM-VOF coupling where the coarse
grid is partitioned using a co-located partitions strategy, while the fine grid is partitioned
5
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Figure 4: Three-phase dam-break. Comparison between Experimental data as in [1] and
numerical simulation with the parallel multiscale DEM-VOF Method. Good agreement
can be observed.
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Figure 5: Three-phase dam-break. Execution time as a function of the number of processes. better parallel performance is observed for the multiscale approach
with native OpenFOAM algorithms.
The simulation parameters are chosen accordingly to what presented in [1]. As shown in
figure 2, a configuration without intermediate obstacle is adopted, in a box of dimensions
0.2m x 0.1m x 0.3m. A column of water of extension 0.05m x 0.1m x 0.1m is posed at
the left corner containing a uniformly layered bed of spherical particles. All the spheres
have an identical diameter of 2.7 mm. As already proposed in [1], we adopt a fine grid
discretized with 500k identical cubic cells while the coarse grid discretized with 6k identical
volumes. For the mono-scale approach, a domain discretization of 48k cells is adopted,
and no coarse grid is used.
The liquid (heavy phase) density and viscosity are 1000kg/m3 and 10−3 P a s respectively. The gas (light phase) features a density of 1 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 10−5 P a s.
The particle density is 2500 kg/m3 . For the particle inter-collisions and the particle-wall
collisions, a linear dashpot impact model is chosen with a spring constant of 1000 N/m,
a restitution coefficient of 0.9 and a friction coefficient of 0.3.
6
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Speedup as a function of the number of processes
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Figure 6: Three-phase dam-break. Speedup as a function of the number of processes.
better parallel performance is observed for the multiscale approach
Figure 4 shows how the parallel execution with the strategy presented in this article,
produces the same results as the sequential that have a very good agreement with experimental data. As extensively pointed out in [1], the accuracy obtained with this approach
is significantly better than the one provided by the monoscale DEM-VOF.
In figure 3, the partitioning for the two cases is shown. One can observe how, in the
mono-scale case, both the CFD and the DEM domains are partitioned uniformly in order
to ensure perfect alignment between the partitions, according to a standard co-located
partitions strategy. Due to the non-uniform distribution of the particles, this constraint
results in all the particles to be assigned to a single process. On the other hand, in
the multiscale approach, the coarse grid and the DPM grid are always perfectly aligned
by construction. This is possible due to the fact that the coarse grid can be chosen
independently from the fluid requirements. Therefore, the fine grid can be distributed
in an independent way, trying to optimize the ratio between the load balance and the
communication.
As preliminary discussed in [1], the usage of a finer CFD grid makes the multiscale
approach more computationally expensive than a mono-scale DEM-VOF. Nevertheless,
when operated in sequential, the overall computation time is comparable with the one
involved in a mono-scale simulation. One can observe this in figure 5, where we report the
computational time of the simulation time as a function of the number of MPI processes for
both the mono-scale and the multiscale approaches. It is important to notice how, despite
the multiscale simulation requires more time in sequential, it performs significantly better
in the parallel execution. In particular, when using more than 2 processes, the multiscale
approach is faster than the mono-scale despite the heavier CFD load. Furthermore, it can
be observed how the partitioning strategy influences the performance of the coupling, that
always remains better than the standard DEM-VOF. This can be explained by observing
figure 6 that proposes the speedup of the two approaches as a function of the number of
processes. It is clearly shown how the multiscale approach performs significantly better

7
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than the mono-scale one.
In conclusion, the multiscale approach to the DEM-VOF coupling has the important
advantage over the standard DEM-VOF method of allowing adopting more complex partitioning strategies. This leads to improved parallel performance up to the counter-intuitive
result of allowing a simulation that uses an heavier CFD grid to run faster than one that
uses a coarser one. Therefore, if compared to a standard monoscale method, the multiscale
approach is shown to provide not only a better accuracy but also a reduced computational
time when parallel execution is involved.
3.1

CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the parallel performance of a dual-grid multiscale DEM-VOF coupling.
Perfectly aligned co-located partitions between the DEM domain and the CFD domain
associated with the bulk scale were chosen, while an independent discretization for the
CFD domain associated with the fine scale was adopted. This allowed avoiding interprocess communication between the CFD and the DEM part and, at the same time,
keeping flexibility on the domain partitioning. A benchmark case has been discussed
to assess consistency and performances of the proposed strategy. Results showed how
the dual-grid multiscale approach can achieve better parallel performance than a singlegrid CFD-DEM coupling for inhomogeneous cases. Furthermore, different partitioning
algorithms have been tested and results reported for offering guidance to future works.
One of the main benefits of the current strategy consists of the possibility of adopting
different partitioning algorithms for the DEM domain and the CFD fine grid, that can be
completely independent from one another without triggering inter-physics communication.
For future studies, an in-depth analysis of the parallel performance of the grid-to-grid
interpolation would be of great interest.
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Abstract. Two phase gas-liquid flow appears in several engineering applications, such as
boiling nuclear reactors, oil and gas industry, chemical plants, among others. For this
phenomenon's study the experimental facility Wave Film Generator (GEPELON, Generador
de Película Ondulatoria) was constructed. It uses conductivity sensors for the multi-phase flow
analysis in vertical pipes. In this work, we propose the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics
for modelling the falling liquid films regime in this facility. Specifically, this air-water flow
regime consists of a water film that falls down the pipe wall and a central region with stagnant
air. We build up a simplified installation's geometrical model, considering a mass flow
boundary condition in the inlet and constant pressure in the outlet. To capture the water-air
interface a non-uniform structured mesh with fine elements close to the wall was constructed.
Using a Volume of Fluid (VOF) model and the FLUENT solver, we simulate different flow
rates and from the water volumetric fraction we estimate the film thickness in all the domain.
The simulations are stationary and due to the hydrodynamic complexity, a pseudo-transient
approach was used to stabilize the iterative process. The simulation values were compared with
the experimental results obtained in the GEPELON facility. A mesh independence analysis was
performed and several mass flows were simulated, showed good agreement with the
experimental values for lower flows and reasonable for higher flows.
1

INTRODUCTION

Two phase flow regimes appear in several engineering applications such as boiling water
nuclear reactors (BWR), crude-oil distillation towers, chemical reactors, cooling towers, etc.
Within this gas-liquid flows, the annular flow generates interest among researchers who
dedicates a lot of efforts to simulate this phenomenon in experimental facilities [1,2,3]. The
droplet entrainment and the wave formation in the gas-liquid interface are a complex
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phenomenon that are being studied using analytical models, simulation tools and experimental
techniques [4,5,6]. To perform this phenomenon's study the experimental facility Wave Film
Generator (GEPELON, Generador de Película Ondulatoria) was constructed at Universitat
Politècnica de València. The main objective of this experimental facility is to study the waterair and water-steam annular flows in vertical channels, reproducing in this way, the normal
operation and the accident scenarios in boiling water nuclear reactors [7]. The GEPELON
facility uses conductivity sensors to measure the wall water film thickness and to characterize
the interface between the phases [8].
Recently, the computational capabilities’ increase and the improvement of models and
simulation techniques have allowed the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in the
multiphase fluid study. Among the goals associated with the development of the GEPELON
experimental facility is the use of CFD techniques to simulate the studied phenomena. In this
work we perform a first approach in the CFD simulation for the GEPELON facility.
Specifically, we model the falling liquid films regime for the air-water flow, in a simplified
geometry of this facility. Using different water mass fluxes, a mesh independence analysis was
performed. After that, the mean film thickness was calculated and the simulation results were
compared with experimental values.
The experimental study of falling liquid films has been addressed by several authors being
the main goal the film thickness determination and the waves' amplitude and frequency
calculations [9,10,11,12]. Kalliadasis et al. describe in [13] the main theoretical foundations
and the several models that can be used in the falling liquid film regimes studies. Additionally,
several simulation techniques have been applied to this phenomenon in different scenarios
[14,15,16,17].
In the next section we describe the GEPELON facility and the experimental parameters. In
section 3 we offer the simulation details, including the geometry, models, boundary conditions
and other simulation parameters. The numerical results are shown in section 4 and finally, in
section 5 we present the conclusions and suggestions for future works.
2 GEPELON EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
The wave film generator experimental facility was constructed in the thermohydraulic
laboratory of the Institute for Energy Engineering at the Universitat Politècnica de València,
with various researcher projects funds. The facility is versatile and can be configured for several
air-water regimens with dimensions and operational parameters similar to the industrial
facilities. In this work we consider a falling water film regime represented in Figure 1.
In the GEPELON facility, we have a water tank at atmospheric pressure coupled to a set of
flow controllers (valves, pumps, and instrumentation). The pump sends the water to a small
pressurized tank located in the upper extremity of the test pipeline. In this tank the water crosses
transversely a sintered porous pipeline, entering inside the test pipeline with an annular
distribution, which is occupied by the stagnant air in the central section.
The test section is a methacrylate pipeline with 42E-03 m of inner radius and 3.80 m length.
Along the pipeline are four (4) conductivity sensors, in 0.25, 1.10, 1.58 and 3.50 m from the
inlet. The conductivity sensors collect the water film thickness over time, allowing the mean
thickness determination. In this work we consider flow rates varying from 20 L/m (0.3319 kg/s)
to 10 L/m (0.1660 kg/s), the temperatures were 30 ͼC for the water and 23 ͼC for the air.
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Figure 1: GEPELON experimental facility (not scaled)

3

CFD SIMULATION CONDITIONS

For the GEPELON facility simulation using CFD techniques, we considered as a domain, a
two-dimensional section of the pipeline initial segment with 0.55 m length. To model the water
inlet through the sintered pipeline, we used a geometric approximation introducing an annular
“crown” at the domain’s beginning, with 0.25 m length and 2.0E-03 m thickness. A
representation of this geometry is shown in the Figure 2a. The boundary conditions used were
water mass flow rate in the inlet, mixture constant pressure in the outlet and wall conditions in
the other domain boundaries.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Simulation geometry (not scaled), (b) Partial mesh representation

We built a structured mesh in all the domain, including only, some triangular elements to
adjust the mesh to the geometry. In the falling water film regime, the water phase slides down
the domain external wall, being the interior occupied by the air phase. As our main goal is to
obtain the water film thickness, we should pay special attention to the region close to the
external wall where we have the phase interaction and where appears the strongest gradients.
For that reason, we use a mesh inflation with finer cells in this area, allowing a simulation with
a better physical problem reproduction. A partial representation of the constructed mesh is
presented in Figure 2b. To perform the mesh independence analysis were considered three (3)
meshes with different characteristics that are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Different meshes parameters

Mesh
1
2
3

Elements
number
45152
23747
46824

Maximum
face size [m]
1E-03
2E-03
1E-03

4
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First inflation
layer [m]
1E-04
1E-04
5E-05

Inflation
layers
12
12
15
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In this work we use the version 18.1 [18] of the ANSYS Fluent. For our multiphase regime,
we selected the Volume of Fluid Model (VOF) and a compressive interface scheme for the
volume fraction calculations. We considered also, the Continuum Surface Force model to
describe the phases interaction and the Wall Adhesion model for a detailed wall treatment. We
didn’t consider the turbulence phenomenon because our simulation domain is the beginning of
the test section, where we have a low-speed flow and we are far from the developed flow
condition (L>32D, where L and D are longitude and diameter pipe respectively, [2]). The solver
selection and the models for our simulation are based on previous works that solves similar
problems [14], [19], and also in the ANSYS Fluent manual recommendations [20].
We execute stationary simulations for several water phase mass flow rates. The convergence
criteria for the iterative process was: a residue less that 1E-03 in all the unknowns or stable
residues with inlet-outlet mass imbalance lower than 1E-05. Due to the studied phenomenon
instability we used the Fluent's pseudo-transient simulation mechanism with low relaxation
coefficients. We highlight that to reach the convergence criteria for the lower mass flows rate,
we had to use very low relaxation coefficient and also an elevated number of iterations.
The water film thickness is not a CFD simulation's output variable. To obtain this value we
used the phases' volumetric fraction and geometric criteria resulting in this expression

 x   v f hxi , v f  0,
i

xi

(1)

xi

where  x is the film thickness at x position, v f xi is the water volume fraction at position x in icell, and hxi is cell height.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We perform several CFD simulations for the conditions described in section 3, with mass
flow rates varying from 20 to 10 L/m. Initially we analyze the mesh independence, for that we
execute simulations for mass flows values 20, 15 and 10 L/m for the meshes described in
Table 1. In each simulation, we evaluate the mixture mean pressure in a radial plane and also
the film thickness in the sensor 1 position (x = 0.25 m). These results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Results for the mesh indepence analysis

Flow rate [L/m - kg/s]
20 - 3.32E-01
15 - 2.49E-01
10 - 1.66E-01

Mesh
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

P [Pa]
101498
101497
101497
101493
101492
101492
101487
101486
101486
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δ [mμ]
362.851
363.004
368.128
328.750
328.846
334.103
286.102
286.103
291.460

Δ max P [%] Δ max δ [%]
0.00099

1.43347

0.00099

1.60220

0.00099

1.83833
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In Table 2 is possible to notice that the maximum relative deviations among the results in
the pressure's case, do not surpass the 0.1% and for the film thickness, are less than 2%. Then,
we can say that the results generated by the simulation are independent of the mesh. Considering
the efficiency, the results precision, and the film’s profile reconstruction accuracy, we select
the mesh 1 for the next simulations.
Using the mesh 1 we perform simulations in the mass flows' considered interval with an
increment of 2 L/m. The water volume fraction contour for Q = 20 L/m appears in Figure 3. Is
possible to observe in the figure a small area of instability where the “crown” is coupled with
the test section entrance. Then, we notice the fine water film down the wall with a thickness
approximately constant, while the central region of the pipeline is occupied by air. This
qualitative behavior is consistent with the physical phenomenon and is repeated for all the
simulated mass flows.

Figure 3: Water volume fraction contour for 20 L/m flow mass rate in partial domain (rotated)

In Table 3 we show the simulation results and the corresponding experimental values. The
water film profiles along the test section ( 0.25 m  x  0.80 m ) for the analyzed flows is shown
in Figure 4. Finally, in Figure 5 we compared the thickness simulation results with those
measured experimentally.
Table 3: Simulation and experimental results at sensor 1 position

Flow rate Q [L/m - kg/s]
20 - 3.31900E-01
18 - 2.98710E-01
16 - 2.65520E-01
14 - 2.32330E-01
12 - 1.99140E-01
10 - 1.65950E-01

δ exp. [mµ]
448.094
435.794
420.263
340.901
293.259
282.183
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δsim. [mµ]
362.851
349.950
336.069
321.041
304.495
286.102

Δδ [%]
19.02356
19.69825
20.03368
5.82587
3.83156
1.38878
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Figure 4: Film thickness profiles along the test section for different mass flow rates.

Figure 5: Comparison between simulated and experimental film thickness at sensor 1 position

Analyzing Table 3 and Figure 4 we can verify that when the water mass flow increases the
film thickness also increase. We also observe an instability zone in the outlet caused by the
boundary condition. When we compared the simulation results with the experimental values
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(see Table 3 and Figure 5) we can notice that for mass flow rates under 15 L/m we have a good
concordance, with deviations lower than to 5%. In the other hand, for values greater than
15 L/m, the simulation values present a 20% deviation if compared with the experimental
values. This behavior could be explained by two factors, first the inaccuracy of experimentally
measured value or second, problems in the simulation models. Regarding the experimental
inaccuracy, we observe a strong gradient in the film thickness when the flow changes from 14
to 16 L/m and smooth gradients for all the other flow rate changes. This behavior suggests the
necessity of the experiment replication to check the results. In the other hand, the simulation
models used has several parameters that must be adjusted in order to obtain the best
correspondence with the experimental results.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we present experimental and simulated results for falling liquid film regime in
a vertical pipeline. This is the first step for the CFD simulation of GEPELON experimental
facility. For mass flows between 10 and 15 L/m the experimental and simulation results show
good agreement, for higher flows the results are satisfactory, however, the differences are
significant (approximately 20%). We highlight that both experiments and simulations are in an
initial stage and several elements of both processes have to be improved.
At this point, this research targets its action in two complementary directions: the first, that
involves the simulation, comprises the domain expansion to all the test section, the performance
of models' parameters sensibility study, the inclusion of turbulence models, the realization of
time-dependent simulations and the improvement of the film thickness calculation methods.
The second line, associated with the experimental work considers, the measures' improvement,
including, error estimation techniques and the validation of the conductivity sensor's
measurement, comparing their results with PLIF (Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence) image
measurements.
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Abstract. The scope of this paper is to examine sloshing with high amplitude, off-resonant roll
excitation in a rectangular tank. A commercial CFD code with a homogenous multiphase model
and VOF interface capturing approach is used to simulate the liquid motion. The results are
validated by an experimental setup including piezoelectric pressure sensors and optical
investigation of the flow. This comprises a qualitative observation of the free surface and an
evaluation of the velocity field by means of an optical flow based in-house code. Whereas the
pressure peaks are underestimated by the simulation, there is good agreement in the position of
the liquid surface and the prediction of typical flow phenomena like wave overturning.
1

INTRODUCTION

The motion of liquid with a free surface in partially filled tanks due to external excitation is
known as sloshing. It can be observed at a wide range of applications, comprising marine
operations as well as automotive or spacecraft tanks [1, 2]. Automotive coolant or fuel tanks
are typically exposed to high amplitude excitations due to driving manoeuvres as braking or
going round bends. Sloshing liquid causes high impact pressure on the tank walls as well as air
entrainment due to breaking and overturning waves. If the air is carried along into the coolant
circuit or fuel supply it will cause severe damage to the engine. In order to prevent this and
ensure sufficient liquid flow at the same time, various tank geometry modifications have been
developed in the past. To avoid time consuming experimental test with manifold prototypes,
numerical simulation of the sloshing flow is used to predict the motion of the liquid surface and
entrapped air. For first test runs, the tank is assumed closed with no flow into or out of the
system. Over the last decades, several approaches to investigate sloshing phenomena have been
developed. While analytical methods are applicable only to a limited class of tank shapes like
rectangular tanks [3], numerical methods feature a more general approach. To simulate sloshing
motions, meshfree methods like smoothed particle hydrodynamics [4] as well as boundary
element [5], finite difference [6] or finite volume method [7] are used. Methods based on
potential theory can be used to simulate linear and nonlinear sloshing very well for many cases
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[8,9]. However, they are not able to capture certain effects like wave overturning or breaking,
that are typical for violent sloshing. Furthermore, dissipative effects due to damping devices
are difficult to predict as the fluid is taken as inviscid.
If the Navier-Stokes equations are solved with numerical methods (CFD), it is possible to
take this effects into account. In [10] sway-induced sloshing in a rectangular tank was
investigated by the use of the commercial CFD solver CFX-5. Comparing a homogeneous and
inhomogeneous multiphase model, they observed good agreement between inhomogeneous
computational results and experimental pressure data.
In a study on the effects of turbulence model and free surface capturing methods on sloshing
simulation results, [11] found out that the turbulence modelling had great influence on pressure
impacts and free surface deformation whereas the choice of interface tracking model played
only minor role in sloshing prediction. The LES model corresponded most closely to the
experimental results compared with laminar assumption, RANS and VLES. However, [12]
observed that the open-source finite difference CFD solver REEF3D, which uses the RANS
approach, predicts the sloshing waves with good accuracy. The numerical results were
compared to the experimentally determined free-surface elevation, which was measured using
an ultrasonic sensor. Other typical methods to investigate the liquid surface elevation are wave
gauges (capacitance probes) as used in [13], which only provide single point data, or camera
footage that allows temporal and spatial resolution of the free surface deformation. In [14] a
method to determine the surface displacement in PIV images using intensity gradients is
developed. PIV or intensity gradients, as used in optical flow methods, are typically applied in
the investigation of velocity flow fields as used in [15].
Most of the studies regarding sloshing are conducted for harmonic tank excitation close to
the natural frequency of the liquid. Characteristic excitation amplitudes for roll motion are
found in the range of 1 to 5°, for sway or surge motion they can be found at about 1 to 5% of
the tank length. The maximum amplitudes found in recent publications reach 50% of the tank
length [16] or 8° [17]. The tank in the present study was designed to examine flow in automotive
coolant tanks and therefore the excitation differs from other studies, that typically base on
marine applications. The tank is subjected to an almost harmonic roll motion with a period T0
of 2 s and an amplitude of 45° to model accelerations up to 1 g. Amplitudes at this dimension
were not found in previously published studies. The flow in a rectangular tank with and without
baffles is investigated numerically and the results are compared to experimental data which
comprises observation of the position of the liquid surface, magnitudes of pressure impacts and
the velocity field of the flow. For the numerical simulation an URANS k-ε-model is chosen, as
violent sloshing with breaking waves is expected.
2 COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING
2.1 Governing equations
In the following section the governing equations and the numerical setup used in this study
are presented. To solve the equation system the numerical solver ANSYS CFX 15.0 is used. A
homogenous multiphase model was chosen, to enhance speed and stability of the simulation
process and make it applicable not only for academic research but also for industrial application.
The homogenous model assumes that both phases, water and air, denoted as α and β, share a
common flow field so that, with exception of volume fraction, only bulk transport equations
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have to be solved. The conservation of mass for phase α can be described as
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕
(𝑟𝑟𝛼𝛼 𝜌𝜌𝛼𝛼 ) +
(𝑟𝑟 𝑢𝑢 ) = 𝑚𝑚 + Γ𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 .
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼 𝑖𝑖

(1)

Here rα represents volume fraction and ρα density of phase α, ui is the flow velocity. The
terms m and Γαβ stand for mass sources and interphase mass transfer that were neglected. The
momentum transport equation is given by
𝜕𝜕𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) +
(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ) = −
+
+ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

(2)

where bi represent body forces and τij is a stress tensor that can be expressed as
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜇𝜇 (

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
+
)
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

(3)

The momentum transport equation uses bulk fluid properties for density ρ and viscosity μ
which are defined as
2

(4)

𝜌𝜌 = ∑ 𝑟𝑟𝛼𝛼 𝜌𝜌𝛼𝛼
𝛼𝛼=1

and

2

(5)

𝜇𝜇 = ∑ 𝑟𝑟𝛼𝛼 𝜇𝜇𝛼𝛼
𝛼𝛼=1

2.2 Numerical setup

The governing equations (1), (2) are discretized using the finite volume method. The
computational grid generated for the tank without baffles comprises 650 000 hexahedral
elements, with a mean element size of 1.6 mm and the first node offset 0.8 mm from the wall.
To assure grid independence of the results, maximum pressure peaks at different points are
compared to those of a coarser grid as well as a finer one (2 350 000 elements). The results are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Results of the grid independence study.

Grid
elements

Difference relative to the finest grid
p1
p2
p3

260 000

0.91%

0.85%

0.09%

650 000

0.15%

0.71%

0.07%

It’s apparent that there is only small deviation between the finest grid and the one used in
this study. Using this mesh it was possible to accomplish short computing time as well as a
sufficient resolution of the liquid surface.
The turbulence model chosen for this study is the k-ε-model based on the eddy viscosity
concept due to its numerical robustness. The present setup uses a high-resolution advection
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scheme, a second-order backward Euler time marching scheme and a coupled volume fraction
algorithm. The flow is defined as free surface flow and the time step-size is 0.001 s. For each
geometry three cycles were simulated to avoid irregularities at the beginning of the motion and
it appeared that the pressure data did not change after the second cycles so that only the last
cycle was used for the evaluation.
3

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES

The object of the experimental investigations is a modular, rectangular tank consisting of 15
mm thick transparent acrylic panels. To enable the testing of different baffle types, the internal
structures are interchangeable. The tank volume resembles typical coolant tanks, so no scaling
effects have to be taken into account. To measure pressure impacts, five piezo-electric pressure
sensors of type 112A22 by PCB are installed at the tank bottom and side walls. In Figure 1 the
inner tank dimensions and the position of pressure sensors as well as the size and positions of
the baffles can be seen. The used baffles are made of acrylic panels and have a wall thickness
of 3 mm. The test rig consists of the tank itself which is tilted by a rotary indexing table and a
camera with a position fixed in relation to the tank to maintain a constant frame.

Figure 1: Dimensions of the tank and positions of pressure sensors and baffles

The rotary drive is controlled via LabVIEW and the roll angle is measured at the same time.
An oscillating model acceleration profile was developed considering typical sports car
acceleration profiles and then converted into a roll motion around the y-axis using the following
formula:
𝑎𝑎
𝜑𝜑 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 ( )
𝑔𝑔

(6)

where a and g represent the actual and the gravitational acceleration and φ is the equivalent
angle. In Figure 2 the resulting angular excitation profile is depicted which resembles a
harmonic motion. The excitation is defined by a period T0 of 2 s and an amplitude φ0 of 45°.
This results in an angular frequency ω0 of 3.14 rad/s.
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Figure 2: Roll angle of the tank over time.

The sloshing response to the excitation depends on its frequency. If the excitation frequency
of the tank is in the vicinity of one of the natural frequencies of the liquid in the tank, severe
sloshing is expected. The first natural frequency for a rectangular tank can be estimated by
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 = √

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
ℎ
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ (𝜋𝜋 )
𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙

(7)

where l features the tank length, h represents the filling level and ωn the first natural
frequency. This formula is applicable for tanks without any baffle arrangements, because the
liquid natural frequency shifts if the internal geometry is changed. For the given tank and filling
level of 0.3 L the corresponding frequency is 9.53 rad/s. It is shown, that the measurements are
operated at off-resonant conditions. Due to the symmetry of the excitation, only three pressure
locations (p1, p2 and p3) will be regarded in the results section.
For each tank configuration (without baffles and with vertical baffle arrangement) pressure
data were recorded for 150 consecutive cycles with a sampling frequency of approximately
8200 Hz. The particular phase average of the last 100 measured cycles was analyzed to compare
numerical and experimental results. In addition the camera recorded pictures of the flow field
with a rate of 240 frames per second. The optical examination was complemented with a vertical
laser sheet using a 2.5 W continuous wave laser and polyamide tracer particles to highlight and
determine the position of the liquid surface and the fluid movement. For the evaluation of the
particle displacements between two successive images frames an optical flow based in-house
code, developed and demonstrated in [18], was used. The used optical flow approach
incorporates an multi resolution and multi scale scheme to handle large particle displacements.
The robust method presented in [19] was used for image regularization to assure that
displacement fields are smooth and displacement gradients kept limited. The results of the
validation of the numerical results will be presented in the following section.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Wall pressures
In Figure 3 and 4 measured and calculated pressure history for both baffle configurations are
presented. The pressure values were scaled by the maximum measured pressure over all sensor
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points for each baffle configuration. In general, the predicted temporal distribution of pressure
minima and maxima matches the pressure peaks in the experiment very well. Some minor
deviations between the experiment and numerical simulation can be observed in terms of
absolute pressure amplitudes and the relative phase which was observed in a similar manner in
[10].

Figure 3: Pressure history at three different positions for tank without baffles (solid black line: experiment,
dashed red line: simulation)

Figure 4: Pressure history at three different positions for tank with vertical baffles (solid black line: experiment,
dashed red line: simulation)

Considering the measured pressure history at point p1 there is a strong decrease in the second
half of the cycle from 0.7 to 0.9 T/T0 for both baffle configurations. This occurs if the water
flows away from the tank wall due to the tank movement so that for this period of time no liquid
covers the sensor. While there are no hydrodynamic loads in this period, no strong pressure
fluctuations should be observed. In the simulation this results in a nearly constant value because
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the sensor is exposed only to atmospheric pressure, whereas in the experiments a strong
pressure drop appears which seems unphysical. Similar behavior was seen in [20] for
piezoelectric sensors but has not been finally clarified yet.
4.2 Motion of the free surface
To compare the displacement of the free surface directly, the free surface contour, i.e. the
contour of 50% phase volume fraction derived from simulation results is plotted above camera
shots of the experimental laser sheet.

Figure 5: Evolution of free surface profile for tank without baffles. Position of pressure sensors is marked red.
The solid red line represents the simulated free surface, the dashed red line marks the critical light intensity area.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the free surface profiles. Because the laser sheet is reflected by the
tank walls at some angles, there are areas with lower light intensity. These sectors are marked
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with a dashed red line in Figure 5. The simulated results correspond closely to the real behavior,
even enclosed areas of air as well as overturning waves can be observed. However there are
some discrepancies in the baffled tank. Whereas at T/T0 = 0.2 the wall and roof impact is
predicted well, at T/T0 = 0.3 the flow over the left baffle and the inclination of the liquid surface
seem to be overpredicted. Similar behavior can be seen at the left baffle at T/T 0 = 0.0 and the
right baffle at T/T0 = 0.5, respectively.

Figure 6: Evolution of free surface profile for tank with vertical baffles. Position of pressure sensors is marked
red. The solid red line represents the simulated free surface.

On the other hand the flow over the right baffle at T/T0 = 0.4 is not fully resolved by the
simulation. This can be explained by the resolution of the computational mesh and the solver
setup. The interface thickness typically spans several mesh elements as CFX does not use
interface reconstruction methods. The enclosed liquid core in the case of very narrow water
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streams cannot be resolved by the used mesh which was chosen for the benefit of shorter
computing time. Nonetheless, regarding the prediction of phase distribution this model is
suitable to predict air entrainment for design and optimization processes of coolant tanks.
4.3 Velocity field
In the following section velocity fields for the unbaffled tank will be discussed with a focus
on the time around the maximum tilting angle where the most complex flow is expected. The
analysis of the velocity fields within the laser light sheet was done using the optical flow
approach; see [20] and [18]. As can be seen in Figure 6 the vertical baffles induce strong
swirling and air entrainment. The entrapped bubbles cause strong reflections of the laser sheet
and therefore disturb the evaluation of the velocity fields. The velocity values are made
dimensionless using the tank length and the excitation period.

Figure 7: Velocity field for tank without baffles and T/T 0 = 0.65 (left: experiment, right: simulation).

Figure 7 depicts the velocity field for T/T0 = 0.65 when the tank approaches the maximum
tilting angle. As the water flows towards and upwards the right side of the tank, a typical vortex
forms in the lower right corner of the tank because the liquid is not able to follow the sharp
edge of the corner.When the liquid reaches the tank top, a water jet forms due to the high impact.
Furthermore, experimental and numerical results show the overturning of the liquid front that
results in a counterclockwise rotating swirl at the middle of the free surface. The flow
phenomena as well as the velocity magnitudes are well predicted by the simulation.

Figure 8: Velocity field for tank without baffles and T/T 0 = 0.73 (left: experiment, right: simulation). The dashed
black line marks critical light area. The dashed gray rectangle represents the section shown in detail in Figure 9.
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In Figure 8 the downstream of the liquid can be seen when the tank reaches the maximum
angle. Two main flow directions can be observed: the flow at the water front that is dominated
by the overturning liquid and the flow towards the lower right corner that is driven by gravity,
The deflection of the water at the rigid tank walls leads to formation of vortices in the lower
half of the tank which are depicted in detail in Figure 9. The locations of the vortex cores differ
slightly from simulated to experimental results, but in general the flow mechanisms and velocity
magnitudes are in good agreement.

Figure 9: Detailed view of the velocity field for tank without baffles and T/T 0 = 0.73 (top: experiment, bottom:
simulation). The dashed black line marks the vortex areas.

In the numerical results in Figure 8, a counter clockwise vortex in the upper left corner can
be observed that is not captured in the experiments. The reason for this could be found in the
decrease of image brightness in the top corner due to reflection at the tank walls which can be
seen in Figure 5 at T/T0 = 0.1 – 0.4. Because of the lower contrast of the tracer particles, the
computation of particle displacment can be incorrect in this region which is marked in Figures
8 and 10 by a dashed black line.
Figure 10 displays the flow field right before the tank tilts back. Whereas the two main flow
directions towards the left and right lower corners of the tank can be seen in both images, the
experimental flow field shows more turbulent structures that are not found in the simulation.
Near the middle of the tank bottom a structure can be seen which resembles a hydraulic jump
in the numerical results and leads to a clockwise rotating swirl in the measured flow field
(dashed gray line in Figure 10). The other clockwise vortex in the lower right half of the tank
which is already found at T/T0 = 0.73 continues in the experiments but has vanished in the
simulation (solid gray line in Figure 10). This might be due to the dissipative character of the
k-ε-model.
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Figure 10: Velocity field for tank without baffles and T/T0 = 0.78 (left: experiment, right: simulation). The
dashed black line marks critical light area, the gray lines mark flow phenomena

The velocity at the wave front is underpredicted by the simulation. Again the flow structure
in the upper right part of the domain was not captured satisfactorily in the experiments due to
insufficient illumination.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Sloshing motion inside a rectangular tank with and without vertical baffles has been
simulated numerically at exceptional high excitation amplitude and off resonant conditions to
examine the applicability of the numerical code in the design and optimization process of
automotive coolant tanks. As previous studies focus mostly on marine applications, the effects
of high amplitude excitation were not investigated before. As a first step, the tank was
considered a closed system without in- or outlets. Experiments have been conducted to validate
the results regarding the pressure impacts at tank walls, position of the free surface and the
velocity field. To enable numerical stability and fast computing speed, a medium mesh with
element size of 1.6 mm and the k-ε turbulence model were chosen. It has been shown, that the
simulation is able to predict the phase distribution and major flow phenomena like vortices
sufficiently, but underestimates the pressure impacts. As wall pressures are only a minor
concern in the design of coolant tanks and the main objective is to predict air entrapment, the
numerical setup seems suitable for this application. In future work the interaction of flow
through the tank and liquid movement due to external excitation will be examined.
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Abstract.We consider modelling gas-solid granular mixture flow in a wide range of solid
volume fractions. In such flows, concentration of the solid phase changes from dilute (low
concentration) to dense (high concentration). Several macroscopic phenomenological models
have been developed for gas-solid granular medium. The 6-wave 7-equation Baer-Nunziato
model (BN) has been designed for gas-solid granular mixtures with dense concentration of the
solid phase. Dilute mixtures are commonly modeled with the one-pressure model that is not
hyperbolic in the whole range of model parameters. In the paper we are concerned with the
problem of combaining the two models. We develop a new model of two-phase compressible
flows which is hyperbolic and thermodynamically consistent and covers a wide range of solid
phase concentrations in an unique approach. We tets the proposed model on several problems
where the flow regime is changed from dilute to highly packed mixtures. The numerical
calculations are carried out with moving adaptive Eulerian grids. The Godunov method is
used with approximation of the non-conservative numerical flux with the HLLEM method.
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there are several phenomenological mechanical models developed for
simulating compressible two-phase flows. Among them the 6-wave 7-equation Baer-Nunziato
model (BN) [1] has been designed for gas-solid granular mixtures with dense concentration of
the solid phase. This model is hyperbolic and has 6 characteristic velocities which represent
material velocities and also plus/minus acoustic velocities in each phase. For dilute flow
regimes where the volume fraction of solid phase is small, the one-pressure model [2-4] is
employed. However, the one-pressure model is not hyperbolic in the whole range of model
parameters and deteriorates as the concentration of solid granules increases.
Modeling two-phase flows is closely related to the notation of phase connectivity. For
example, in the BN model both the solid and the gas phase are treated as connected and
perturbations can propagate in each of the phases. On the other hand, in the model [4] only the
gas phase is connected; the solid phase is considered as the number of non-connected dilute
granules, and acoustic wave should not exist in this phase.
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Phase connectivity for flows of gas-solid mixtures can be treated depending on the local
value of phase volume fraction. For high concentrations of the solid phase, particles form the
connected close-bed structure. For low concentrations, solid particles are rarefied in gas and
do not interact each other. Therefore, one can suggest a simple criteria to distinguish phase

connectivity: if the solid volume fraction is less than a critical value  * than the solid phase
is not connected, and the model of [4], or the Marble model [5] can be implemented.
Otherwise, the solid phase is treated as connected, and the BN model is applied. However,
realization of this approach is not trivial as the merging models have different number of
equations and use different closure relations.
The absence of a general model that can describe the whole range of two-phase granular
flow regimes is discussed in [6]. In this paper, an alternative approach to the BN model with
improved acoustic properties is proposed. However, the thermodynamic consistency for this
model is proven only for the stiff pressure relaxation limit. Once we admit the model derived
from this limit, the entropy condition will be held, but the conservation of total energy will
not because the limit model equations are derived from the internal energy equations. To
remove this defect, authors of [6] suggest to replace one internal energy equation with the
equation for total mixture energy conservation. However, in this case the entropy condition
will be violated.
A thermodynamically consistent hyperbolic model is proposed in [7] based on the
generalization of the BN model. This is a 6-wave model with the linear approximation of the
interfacial pressure and velocity. As the BN model, the model [7] covers only one case of
phase connectivity when the both phases are connected.
In the present paper we develop an approach alternative to the models [6] and [7]. It is
based on the conservation laws for the phases. The model is hyperbolic and satisfies the
entropy inequality. The model covers all cases of the phase connectivity in a unique approach.
Moreover, the proposed approach allows constructing smooth transition between different
cases of phase connectivity without losing the properties of hyperbolicity and
thermodynamical consistency. The model is applicable for simulating flows with change in
phase connectivity.
In Section 2, we give a general framework of the model to be considered. Next we consider
phasic entropy equations and derive a closure relation for the solid volume fraction that
ensures the mixture entropy inequality to be held. Finally we show results of some test
calculations which demonstrate capability of the method to calculate two-phase transitional
flows with change in phase connectivity.
2 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We employ the phenomenological approach to model two-phase dispersed flow problems.
The phases (mixture components) are indicated by the subscript 1 and 2. Each phase is
characterized by volume fraction  , material density  0 , average density    0 , pressure
p , internal energy e , velocity vector u . The general system of equations that represents
conservation laws for mass, momentum, and total energy of the mixture components is
written in the following form:
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 i
  i u i  mij
t
 i u i
    i u i  u i    i   i f i  Pij
t
 i Ei
  i Ei u i   ci  qi    i f i u i  Eij  Qi
t

(1)

where E  e  0.5u2 is the total energy,  is the stress tensor representing surface forces
acting on the phase, c is the vork done by the surface forces, mij , Pij , and Eij are mass,

momentum, and energy exchange terms (the quantity transfering from i to j component), f
and q are external volumetric force and heat flux, respectively, Q is the energy released due
to mass transfering. The exchange terms satisfy the conservation relations,
m12  m21  0 , P12  P21  0 , E12  E 21  0
(2)
For simplicity we will assume in what follows that mij  0 , and also fi  qi  Qi  0 .
The surface force acting on the phase across a surface element dS  dS1  dS2 is
represented in terms of two tensors:





 i dS   i0 dSi   ji dS j  i i0   j ji dS

where  i0 is the phasial stress, and  ij is the interphasial stress which must satisfy the
following consistency condition:
1 12   2 21  0
(3)
The term Pij in (1) represents the volumetric exchange of momentum between the phases.
To model the energy exchange terms, we introduce an additional vector parameter v* which
defines the characteristic interface velocity so that
(4)
Eij  Pij , v*   qij
with qij being the heat transfer flux from the i to j phase, q12  q21  0 . The work of surface
forces can be then written as
(5)
ci   i i0ui   j ij v*
Introducing the material derivative for each phase,
 i 

 i
 u i ,   i
t

and taking into account the above notations, the system of equations (1) can be recast in the
following form:
i i0  i0i  i i0ui  0





(6)

i ui   i i0   j ji  Pji





i ei   j i0 ,  ui   v*  ui  ,   j ji    j ji ,   v*  P ji ,  v*  u i   q ji

We assume the hydrodynamic approximation and take the phasial stress tensor in the
diagonal form,  i0   pi I . Next step in constructing the model is very important. So far the
model has been symmetrical, the phases have been equivalent, and we could invariantly
change the indexes 1 and 2 in the equations (2). Now we want to distinguish the phases
assuming that one of them consists of small dispersed non-connecting inclusions (granules).
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Let, for example, the subscript i=2 indicate this dispersed phase. Then we can introduce
another additional parameter P* which will define the characteristic interphasial pressure so
that
V 21  P* I ,
P12 D 2P*  f
(7)
where f K (u1  u2 ) is the viscous force between the phases (viscous friction), and K is a
positive parameter ( K t 0 ).
In terms of the interphasial pressure, the phasial momentum equations are written in the
form
 U1u 1   D 1 P1  P*D 2  f *
,
®
¯ U 2 u 2   D 2 P2  P*D 2  f *

(8)

and the internal energy equations take the form
 U1e1
®
¯ U1e2

 D 1 P1 ,  u1  D 2 P* ,  v *  v *  u1 , f *  v *  u1 , P*D 2

 D 2 P2 ,  u 2  D 2 P* ,  v *  v *  u 2 , f *  v *  u 2 , P*D 2

(9)

Phasial densities, pressures, and internal energies are supposed to be in functional
dependency by means of appropriate equations of state describing thermodynamical
properties of materials, ei ei (Ui0 , pi ) . The considered system of governing equations (the first
equation in (6), (8), and (9)) is not closed. For its closure, we need to define interphase
parameters v* and P* , and also derive an additional equation to qualify the evolution of the
volume fraction. With this purpose, we proceed to the analysis of mixture entropy that may
give us a clue to how these closure issues should be settled.
3

ANALYSIS OF ENTROPY EQUATIONS

By using the fundamental thermodynamical relation that relates variations in entropy,
specific volume, end internal energy, Ts e  pU / U 2 , where T is the temperature and s is the
specific entropy, one can derive phasial entropy equations as consequence of the above
conservation laws,
(10)
U1T1s1 D1 P1  D 2 P* v*  v*  u1 , f*  v*  u1 , P*D2
U2T2 s2

D 2 P2  D 2 P*  v*  v*  u2 , f*  v*  u2 , P*D 2

These two equations define the change in time of the total entropy of the mixture,
U1 s1  U 2 s2

§ P2 P1 · wD 2 ª P2  P*
P P º
u2  1 * u1 » D 2 
«
¨  ¸
T1
© T2 T1 ¹ wt ¬ T2
¼
§1 1·
§ v  u2 v*  u1 ·
 P* ¨  ¸  D 2 v*  ¨ *

¸ K u1  u2
T1 ¹
© T2 T1 ¹
© T2

(11)

which must be non-negative thanks to the second law of thermodynamics, U1s1  U 2 s2 t 0 .
To meet this condition, we first define the interphasial velocity to be an average between
phasial velocities, v* Z u1  (1  Z )u2 , where Z is the weight coefficient, 0 d Z d 1 . Such a
closure relation will ensure positivity of the last term in the r.-h.s. of (11). Then, to assure the
entropy inequality, we require other terms in the r.-h.s. of (11) to vanish, i.e.,
ª P º wD 2 ª P  P* º
ª1º
« T » wt  « T u» D 2  P* « T »   D 2 v*
¬ ¼
¬ ¼
¬
¼
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where the square brackets denote the difference between phasial parameters, >x@ x 2  x 1 .
Eq. (12) is considered as the closure relation to the model developed which defines how
the volume fraction of the dispersed phase is evolving in space. It can be written as the
advection equation for D 2 with a source term,

uJ

.

wD 2
 uJ D 2 D 2T  v* ,
wt
ª P* º ª P º
ª P  P* u  v * P* º ª P º
«
» «T » , T « T » «T »
T
¬ ¼ ¬ ¼
¬
¼ ¬ ¼

(13)

Thus, the system of governing equations for modeling two-phase compressible dispersed
flows is given by two mass conservation equations of (6), momentum equations (8), energy
equations (9), and volume fraction equation (13). Further qualification of this model is based
on the analysis of eigenvalues for the matrix of this system. In order for the model developed
to be evolutionary, the system of governing equations has to be hyperbolic, i.e. it has to
possess a set of real eigenvalues. Full analysis of eigenvalues of the model for arbitrary
interphasial velocity and pressure is out of scope of the presented paper. We are concerned
here with only simple choice v* u2 and P* p1 . With this choice, the advection velocity in
Eq.(13) uJ u2 , and the parameter T | 1 when the phasial pressures are near to equilibrium,
p1 | p2 . In this limit the equation for D 2 in (13) takes the form of conservation law, and as
consequence the density of the dispersed phase is kept constant. This situation relates to the
regime of dilute flow.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider application of the proposed model to simulation of dense-todilute gas-solid flows. We employ the second order Godunov-type method with uniform
Euler grids. The HLLEM scheme is used to approximate the Riemann problem solution [8].
The first problem to be considered is the interaction of a shock wave propagating in air
with a semi-infinite cloud of small aluminum particles. Diameter of particles is 1 mkm.
The problem can be formulated as a Riemann Problem. The calculation domain is an
interval [0 , 10]cm . The grid consists of 1000 computational cells. Initial discontinuity is
located at x 6cm . The initial data are: U1 1.16  103 g / cm3 , U2 2.71 g / cm3 , u1 u2 0 ,
P1 P2 1 bar , D 2 D 20 on the left from the initial discontinuity, and U1 4.47  103 g / cm3 ,
u1 772 m / s , P1 10.334 bar , P1 10.334 bar on the right. We consider four cases of initial
volume fraction D 20 in the cloud: D 20 =0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5.
The ideal gas EOS for air is used with the adiabatic exponent J 1.4 . For aluminum
particles, the Mi-Gruneisen EOS is used:
P2

ex

*2 U 2 e2  e x 

n
2 §
·
U 20C 20
¨ §¨ U 2 ·¸  1¸
¨
¸
¸
n ¨ © U 20 ¹

§ 1 § U ·
¨
¨ 2 ¸
n ¨ n  1 ¨© U 20 ¸¹
©

2
C 20

¹

©

n 1
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with parameters:  20  2.71 g / cm3 , C20  5333 m / s , n  3.5 , 2  2.13 .

Figure 1: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of shock wave interaction
with aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.001.

Figure 2: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of shock wave interaction
with aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.01.

Figure 3: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of shock wave interaction
with aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.1.

Figure 4: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of shock wave interaction
with aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.5.

In Figs. 1 – 4 we show numerical distributions of solid volume fraction, pressure, gas
and solid velocity at time moments from 0 to 120 μs with the step 20 μs for four cases of
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initial volume fraction in the dust cloud. As can be seen from this results, in the case of low
dust volume fraction (0.001, 0.01) (see Figs. 1 and 2), the transmitted into the cloud shock
wave propagates with a clear front followed by the relaxation zone where pressure is further
increased. Estimations show that the velocity of the leading front of the transmitted shock is
well correlated with the Wood’s formulae. For time 60 μs, it propagates a distance 5.6 cm and
3.7 cm for the case of volume fraction 0.001 and 0.01, respectively. This corresponds the
front velocity 93.3m / s and 61.6m / s .
The front amplitude decreases while the region of relaxation increases as the initial volume
fraction becomes larger. Fig. 3 shows results for  20  0.1 . Here we can’t distinguish the
leading shock front; transmitted perturbation propagates in the dusty cloud with a lower
velocity without any sharp front. The case of  20  0.5 is displayed in Fig. 4. It can be seen that
in this case solid particles are compacted into the dense layered structure which further moves
as a solid piston.
The second problem is the piston problem in a dust gas. The velocity of the piston is
10 m / s . The mixture consists of small aluminum particles and air. We consider four cases
when the initial volume fractions 20 equals to 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively.
Calculations are performed in the system of coordinates fixed with the piston. The calculation
domain is an interval [0,10]cm . The EOSs for air and solid particles are taken the same as in
the Problem 1.

Figure 5: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of piston impact on the
aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.001.

Figure 6: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of piston impact on the
aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.01.

In Figs.5-8 we show numerical distributions of solid volume fraction, pressure, gas, and
solid velocity for several time moments from 0 to 500 μs with a step of 100 μs. The character
of perturbation propagation is quite similar to that in previous calculations. When particles
constitutes low fraction, the perturbation in the gas phase has the typical form of sharp shock
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front with a region of relaxation. The amplitude of this front decreases with as the particle
volume fraction becomes higher. The shock front velocity is estimated as 350m / s .
Perturbation in gas doesn’t exhibit any shock front when the piston moves in the dusty air
with higher packing of particles, 20  0.1 , 0.5 . A compaction wave is formed so that particles
make dense close-bed structure near the piston. This dense layer prevent any perturbations run
ahead of the compaction front. The phase velocity are rapidly come to equilibrium, and the
perturbation region looks as a compaction wave that moves with a velocity of 25m / s relative
to the piston for the case considered.

Figure 7: Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of piston impact on the
aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.1.

Figure 8:Solid volume fraction, Pressure and Velocities distributions for the problem of piston impact on the
aluminum dust cloud with initial dust volume fraction 0.5.

5

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

We have developed a new model for description of two-phase compressible dispersed
(granular) flows that can be applied to the whole region of granular compositions,
from dilute to dense packed. The model is based on basic conservation equations for
mass, momentum, and energy. The closure relation for the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase has been derived from the analysis of the mixture entropy equation.
We test the proposed model on several problems where the flow regime is changed
from dilute to highly packed mixtures.
The model proposed has been tested on two problems that involve shocked flows in
the mixture of air and small aluminum particles with different dense-to-dilute particle
compositions. The results obtained have shown capability of the method to solve
two-phase compressible flow problems in the wide range of volume fractions.
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Abstract. A multiscale coupling algorithm has been developed and validated through the
numerical simulation of the thermal hydraulic behavior of an unprotected loss of flow in
the experimental TALL-3D facility. During the loss of flow the system goes from forced to
natural circulation flow. TALL-3D is a liquid Lead Bismuth Eutectic (LBE) loop, with an
oil-cooled secondary loop, developed according to the requirements for the experimental
data for validation of coupled CFD and system codes. In this work we perform the
coupling between the multigrid finite element code FEMuS and a system code, by using
a defective coupling algorithm of a one-dimensional circuit and a three-dimensional test
section with overlapping meshes. A multiscale and multiphysics coupling algorithm has
been developed based on open-source SALOME platform. MED data structure and HDF5
functions have been used for all the field operations. The coupled system is solved for
different computational cases: laminar natural circulation, turbulent k − ω with SUPG
regularization and with standard up-wind regularization for the advection term. Each
case is also simulated through two different heat exchange models: with constant and
non constant turbulent Prandtl number. These tests show the importance of the coupling
approach for the analysis of transient simulations where the three-dimensional phenomena
play an important role.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays generation IV reactor designs are studied in order to achieve low probability
of core damage and to reduce the risk of the fission product release to the environment.
This goal is reached also thanks to the passive safety features, such as passive residual heat
removal systems. For this purpose there is an increasing interest in efficient and accurate
tools for thermal-hydraulic numerical simulations and safety analysis of these reactors.
These simulations are very challenging due to the new materials used for the primary loop
and to the high complexity of these systems. Since Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
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codes are computationally too expensive for resolving the whole primary coolant system
of a reactor, and one-dimensional system codes are generally inadequate for resolving
complex transients with mixing and stratification, a coupling algorithm is introduced in
order to correct iteratively a system code’s solution through the CFD simulation of one or
more components of the circuit. The momentum and energy conservation equations are
solved into the CFD code for different computational cases: laminar natural circulation,
turbulent k − ω with SUPG regularization and with standard up-wind regularization
for the advection term. The coupling algorithm is tested on the numerical simulation
of the evolution of an unprotected loss of flow going from forced to natural circulation
flow in the experimental TALL-3D facility. TALL-3D is a liquid Lead Bismuth Eutectic
loop with an oil-cooled secondary loop, developed at KTH (Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden) as part of the EU THINS project. It was designed in order to provide
mutual feedback between natural circulation in the loop and complex 3D mixing and
stratification phenomena in a pool-type test section, and to give the possibility to validate
standalone system and CFD codes for each subsection of the facility [1, 2]. The goal of
this paper is to develop computational multiscale algorithms with the purpose of studying
issues of LFR technology. The coupling on the platform is performed between the system
code CATHARE 2 and the finite-element based in-house code FEMuS by an algorithm
based on the overlapping domain method. Interested reader on overlapping method can
see [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The results of the coupled numerical simulation are compared with
the experimental results, in order to validate the used codes and the presented coupling
algorithm for nuclear power safety analysis.
2

NUMERICAL MODELING

In this section a brief description of the TALL-3D experimental setup is presented,
together with a brief description of the instrumentation for the measurements of the tested
physical properties. Numerical modeling of the one-dimensional circuit with a system code
is introduced, and the physical and numerical models for the CFD simulations into the
3D test section are then presented.
2.1

Experimental setup

TALL-3D facility operates with Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE, melting point 125◦ C).
It incorporates a main LBE loop, a secondary cooling side and a differential pressure
measurement system. The primary loop consists of the sump tank used to store, melt
and supply lead-bismuth into the main loop, 3 vertical legs (named Main Heater, 3D and
Heat Exchanger leg) and 2 connecting horizontal sections each combining 2 elbows and a
T-junction. Total electric power is about 80 kW. The Main Heater leg is composed by a
27 kW electric heater and an expansion tank on the top. The Heat Exchanger leg has a
counter-current heat exchanger at the top and the circulation pump at the bottom. The
3D leg connect the 3D test section, where the CFD simulations will be performed, to the
loop. The secondary loop utilizes Dowtherm RP heat transfer fluid in order to control
heat balance in the primary loop.

2
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The 3D test section is an axisymmetric cylindrical stainless steel vessel. The inlet of
the fluid is at the bottom and the outlet at the top of the vessel. The upper two-thirds of
the test section is equipped with a 15 kW heater installed around the whole circumference.
Inside the test section, a circular plate is placed perpendicularly to the flow direction in
order to increase pool mixing by deflecting the inlet flow to periphery. The decrease of
the flow rate inside the 3D leg, together with the installed heater, promotes development
of thermal stratification in the LBE pool.
The validation of coupled codes is carried out thanks to a set of data given by measurement system. The main loop is equipped in order to provide necessary boundary
conditions on inlet and outlet LBE temperatures, pressure difference over the section and
LBE mass flow rate. For the comparison between the experimental data and the simulated results, LBE temperature is measured at 25 locations around the main loop piping,
and 154 thermocouples are provided for measurements in the 3D test section. A differential pressure measurement system is provided in order to evaluate pressure drop on 7
connected subdomains, providing a complete coverage of the loop. The LBE mass flow
rate is measured by two flow meters located on Heat Exchanger and 3D legs; mass flow
rate in the Main Heater leg is estimated by mass conservation. For further information
on TALL-3D experimental setup, physical data, instrumentation and measurements one
can see [1].
2.2

Thermohydraulic system code model

CATHARE 2 is used as one-dimensional system code (shown in Figure 1 on the left).
In the previous section a brief description of each leg has been carried out. The central
vertical leg (3D leg) is the key part of the circuit since it contains the 3D test section. It
consists of three AXIALS: the ABOVE3D, BELOW3D and 3DPIPE module. As one can
see in Figure 1 on the right we consider six reference points labeled by S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
and S6. The points S1 and S2 are located along the Main Heater (left) leg. The point
S1 is in the COR module, the point S2 is inside the RESERVE module. We denote such
points with COR3 and RESRVE4, respectively. The points S3 and S4 are located in the
3D (central) leg. The point S3 is in the BELOW3D module, the point S4 is inside the
ABOVE3D module. We denote such points with BELOW3D24 and ABOVE3D8. Finally
the points S5 and S6 are located along the Heat Exchanger (right) leg. The point S5 is
in the LINUP2 module and the point S6 is in the PUMP module. In a similar way we
denote such points with LINUP14 and PUMP.
The top horizontal part of the LBE circuit (shown in the top part of Figure 1) consists
of the main expansion tank (labeled with TANK), two AXIALS (LINUP1, LINUP2) and
a volume which links this part of the top LBE circuit to the 3D leg with the threedimensional test section. The TANK volume and the LINUP2 are connected with the
Main Heater and Heat Exchanger leg, respectively. The bottom horizontal part of the
LBE circuit (shown in Figure 1 on the bottom) consists of 2 axial modules (LINDOWN,
DOWNPUMP) and a volume module (VOLDOWN) which links the bottom to the 3D leg
with the three-dimensional test section. For further information on CATHARE system
code one can see [8, 9, 10].
3
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Figure 1: CATHARE model for the TALL-3D facility (left) and point of interests (right) S1-S2 of the
Main Heater leg, S3-S4 of the 3D leg and S5-S6 of the Heat Exchanger leg.

2.3

CFD model

Momentum conservation equations. For three-dimensional simulations we use a
finite element open-source code able to solve multiphysical problem. The TALL-3D test
section is solved for different computational cases, including laminar natural circulation
and turbulent k − ω. Let (u, p) be the state of the fluid flow that enters into the studied
domain, defined by the velocity and pressure solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Let us consider an incompressible fluid, with density slightly variable as a function of
temperature ρ = ρ(T ). For high Reynolds numbers (Re) the turbulence model can be
defined by splitting the velocity vector into a resolved-scale field ū and a subgrid-scale
field ū . By substituting u = ū + ū and p = p̄ + p in the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations and then filtering the resulting equation, the equations of motion for the average
fields ū and p̄ are
∇ · (u) = 0 ,

ρ

(1)

∂u
+ ρ(u · ∇)u = −∇p + ∇ · [µ(∇ · u + ∇ · uT ) − ρu u ] + ρg .
∂t

(2)

In (1), (2) and in the following, u and p are the mean velocity and mean pressure. The
unknown Reynolds stresses ρu u are modeled with the κ - ω model in order to close the
Navier-Stokes system.
In the κ−ω model, where κ is the turbulent kinetic energy and ω the specific dissipation
rate, the turbulent viscosity µt is defined as µt = ρκ/ω. The standard κ - ω system is
defined by
 µ
 
∂ρκ
t
+ ∇ · ρuκ = ∇ ·
+ µ ∇κ − ρβk κω + ργk S 2 ,
(3)
∂t
σk
 µ
 
∂ρω
t
+ ∇ · ρuω = ∇ ·
+ µ ∇ω − ρβw ω 2 + ργw S 2 ,
(4)
∂t
σw
4
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with βk = 9/100, γk = µt , βw = 5/9, γw = 3/40, σk = 2 and σw = 2. S is the modulus of
the mean rate-of-strain tensor, defined as

1
S ≡ 2Sij Sij = ∇u + ∇uT  .
(5)
2

Energy conservation equations. The evolution of the system is described by the
2
solution e = e(T, u), where e represents the total energy e ≡ Cv T + u2 , of the following
equation
∂ρe
+ ∇ · (ρue) = Φ + ∇ · q + Q̇ .
(6)
∂t
The heat flux, q, is given by Fourier’s law q = −λ∇T = −Cp Pµr ∇T . The laminar
Prandtl P r is defined by P r = Cλp µ . The fluid can be considered incompressible and the
density slightly variable as a function of temperature ρ(T ) = a + γT , where a and γ are
constants. The quantity Q̇ is the volume heat source and Φ the dissipative heat term.
Cv is the volume specific heat. The equation is completed with appropriate boundary
conditions.
For high Reynolds numbers again we decompose the velocity and temperature fields into
a resolved scale field and a subgrid-scale field. With usual notation these approximation
models result in the same equations as (6) for the average fields (T = T̄ ) and in a modified
heat flux q as follows
 µ
ρνt 
q = −Cp
+
∇T .
(7)
P r P rt
The computation of the turbulent Prandtl number P rt determines the turbulence contribution. Two models have been implemented: the constant turbulent Prandtl number
model and the κ - -κt - t turbulence model. The second one is still in progress and it
is available only for development studies. For many fluids P rt can be assumed to be
constant, and its values range from 0.85 to 0.95. In a more advanced model the turbulent
Prandtl number may be defined as
P rt = P rt0 [B(ν, νt , P r, R) + 1] Cα

R + Cγ
,
2R

(8)

where R = κt / t κ and Cα , Cγ are constants. The function B(ν, νt , P r, R) can take several
forms. The equation for the averaged temperature squared fluctuations is defined by the
following transport equation [11]



∂κt
αt
+ u · ∇κt = ∇ · α +
∇κt + Pt − t ,
(9)
∂t
σ κt
where

νt
(∇T )2 .
(10)
P rt
In a similar way an equation for t can be written as [11]






∂ t
αt 
t
t
+u·∇ t =∇· α+
∇t +
Cp1 Pt − Cd1 t +
Cd1 Pk − Cd2 , (11)
∂t
σt
κt
κ
Pt := −u T  ∇T =

5
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where Pk is defined by
Pk :=

−ui uj

∂ui
= νt
∂xj



∂ui ∂uj
+
∂xj
∂xi



∂ui
.
∂xj

(12)

The coefficients can be considered as constants, with values Cp1 = 1, Cp2 = 0.60, Cd1 = 1
and Cd2 = 0.9 or as model functions. The coefficient αt is the thermal expansion coefficient. An approximation of this model can be obtained by assuming the Kays approximation P rt = 0.85 + 1.5(1 + νt /P r)−1 .
The presented momentum and energy equations are implemented on FEMuS together
with the turbulence models, and some test cases are up-winded with a SUPG formulation
[12]. For details on the adopted turbulence model one can refer to [11, 13, 14, 15].
3

COUPLING ALGORITHM

In this work the platform SALOME is used for the integration of external numerical
codes to produce a new application with full pre and post processing management of CAD
models. The integration of a code on the SALOME platform is obtained by generating an
interface with functions available in the MEDMem library (based on MED data format)
that allows the data transfer from the platform to the code and vice versa [5]. The
CATHARE system code have been developed with an interface on SALOME platform
for coupling and integration. The coupling procedure can be divided into 3 main steps:
generating the mesh duplicate in the MED format, handling the solution in the data
structure and imposing the solution on the target code. Customized C++ routines are
designed for the data transfer for each code which can compute field mean integral values
using Gauss integration and point wise field interpolations. These routines work on MED
data format and can be used with all the numerical codes where this format has been
adopted for input/output and mesh storage data.
An overlapping domain method is implemented for the coupling between CFD and
system code [16]. The one-dimensional mesh is defined over all the domain and a threedimensional mesh is defined only in the 3D test section. Inlet boundary conditions for the
3D test section are obtained from the corresponding fields on CATHARE code, thanks to
the imposition of an uniform flat profile equal to the field’s value on the corresponding
CATHARE mesh element. At the point S3 (Figure 1) the liquid flow and temperature
values of the one-dimensional code are imposed as inlet boundary conditions in CFD code.
The feedback of CFD on system code is obtained with an algorithm based on the
defective method [4], [6]. Since the mesh are overlapping, and no flow may exit from the
test section there can be no error in the mass balance equation. A brief description of
defective method is now introduced. Let us consider λ as a generic variable whose system
code solution can be improved with the CFD one. We label with λ1D and λCF D the values
of λ from the system and the CFD code. λCF D is calculated as a mean integral value. The
defective method is based on an iterative correction of the system code by the imposition
of fictitious source terms (at generic time step n) S n , calculated as
S n = S n−1 − ωλ (λCF D − λ1D ) ,
6
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where ωλ is an under relaxation parameter smaller than 1. In this way, the solution of
the system code λ1D is corrected with the mean value of the 3D solution λ3D , and no
correction is imposed when λ1D = λ3D . In this work λ can be the pressure loss across the
CFD domain and across the overlapping mono-dimensional domain or the temperature
on boundary interfaces.
The energy correction is obtained by an heat flux S n = hn1D , by computing hn1D =
n−1
h1D − ωex Cp (T1D − T3D ), where all values are referred to the outlet section (point S4
in Figure 1 on the right) of the CATHARE and CFD code. CATHARE values are
labeled with 1D and CFD code values are labeled as 3D. T3D is the average temperature
at the outlet of the 3D test section, which has been computed after the FEMuS time
step. The momentum correction is obtained by computing the a pressure source term
n−1
n
n
S n = DP LEXT1D
as DP LEXT1D
= DP LEXT1D
− ωp (∆p3D − ∆p1D ), where ∆p3D
and ∆p1D are the pressure losses, when the gravity contribution is subtracted, of the
three- and one-dimensional 3D test section, respectively. Under relaxation parameters
ωex and ωp are set to 0.1 [3].
4

RESULTS

Results of numerical simulation of the TALL-3D multiscale model are presented in this
section. In order to set the initial conditions to the one-dimensional system code, a steady
state solution of the mono-dimensional model is computed.
CATHARE standalone simulations. The evolution of an Unprotected Loss of Flow,
which reproduces a forced to natural transient, is considered. At first a CATHARE
standalone simulation has been carried out. The initial conditions imposed on some point
of interest (see Figure 1) are reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Initial state condition that satisfies the steady state equation.

T BELOW3D
T ABOVE3D
T LINUP2
T PUMP
T COR
T RESERVE
MH rod power
3D vessel power
LBE mass flowrate

Initial Condition
241.45
259.81
251.76
242.38
244.16
248.33
2578
4833
4.2750

Unit
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
◦
C
W
W
kg/s

Experimental data are provided in [1, 17, 18]. In Figure 2a) results of the mass flowrate
in the 3 legs are reported, both for CATHARE-alone simulation and experimental results.
In the following, FM1 and TC1 measures will refer to the Heat Exchanger leg, FM2 and
TC2 to the 3D leg and FM3 and TC3 to the Main Heater leg. From Figure 2b) to 2d) temperature at thermocouple points, located the circuit, are compared with the temperature
7
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Comparison between experimental (continuous lines) and computational CATHARE standalone simulations (dotted lines). Mass flowrate comparison in a). Temperature comparison in: b) Main
Heater leg, c) Heater Exchanger leg, d) 3D leg.

at matching points of CATHARE model. In particular, two thermocouples are considered for each leg. The “ C2” suffix represents a label for CATHARE measurements. The
magnitude and frequency of the external mass flow rate oscillations are well captured, but
differences between the simulations and experimental data can be observed. During the
initial transient phase, even though the thermal balances are reliable only in steady-state
conditions, a discrepancy of the heat exchanging condition is observed. The facility heat
losses during the transient are almost constant at about 2.2kW . The lower heat exchange
affects the temperature evolution as can be seen in the pictures 2 b)-d). The experimental inlet temperature increases during the reverse flow phase due to mixing effects in 3D
vessel. This behavior cannot be caught by system codes.
Coupled simulation results. In Figure 3 on the left the geometry of simulated 3D
test section is shown. It is also reported, on the right, the velocity modulus inside the
3D test section in one of the studied cases (laminar flow, t = 1000s). The solutions
of coupled system are then reported for different computational cases: laminar natural
circulation (case A and B), turbulent k − ω with SUPG regularization (case B, C and
8
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Figure 3: Geometry and dimensions of the 3D test section (left), modulus of the velocity field (with
streamlines) inside the 3D test section (right).

Figure 4: Numerical results at point S3 (BELOW3D, 3D leg) of mass flow (left) and temperature (right)
or cases AB, ACF and ADE (from top to bottom).

9
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Figure 5: Numerical results at point S4 (ABOVE3D, 3D leg) of mass flow (left) and temperature (right)
or cases AB, ACF and ADE (from top to bottom).

F) and standard upwind regularization (case D and E) for the advection term. Inside
each case two different turbulent heat exchange models are used. In cases C and D a
constant turbulent Prandtl number is considered, so the turbulent thermal diffusivity is
proportional to the turbulent viscosity. In cases E and F a variable Prandtl number is
used, as discussed in section 2.3. In Table 2 all the tested cases are summarized.
Table 2: Models used for all the simulated cases. Case A refers to CATHARE standalone.

Stabilization
Dynamic Turbulence model
Thermal Turbulence model

A
-

B
SUPG
-

C
SUPG
k−ω
Constant P rt

D
Upwind
k−ω
Constant P rt

E
Upwind
k−ω
Kays P rt

F
SUPG
k−ω
Kays P rt

In Figures 4 and 5 numerical results of mass flow rate (on the left) and temperature
(on the right) are presented for the 3D test section’s inlet and outlet, respectively. Results
10
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of cases from B to F are obtained from CATHARE simulation, corrected iteratively with
the CFD results thanks to the defective method, as described in section 3. We compare
the coupled computation with the uncoupled one by keeping the case A in all the Figures. In Figure 4 a comparison between CATHARE standalone simulation A and CFD
laminar case B is presented on the top. In the middle, the turbulent cases C and F with
SUPG regularization are compared. On the bottom, case D and E are then reported. The
differences between SUPG and Upwind regularization are negligible, and also differences
between a constant or a variable Prandtl number. Differences can be observed between
turbulent cases and laminar case B. Furthermore, CATHARE standalone simulation differs from all the computed simulations. Results on the outlet of the test section, in Figure
5, has similar behavior. Some differences are registered between cases C and D, so the
outlet temperature of 3D test section is affected by the used regularization method.
However the dynamic coupling between a one-dimensional code and a three-dimensional
one with a turbulent model leads to complex problems since the turbulent quantities
should be passed as boundary conditions. The one-dimensional flow does not have dimensionality and the dimensional turbulence effects are not taken into account in a very
accurate way. The turbulence kinetic energy and its rate at the boundary are fundamental
and therefore it is necessary to develop appropriate models that can lead to improved coupling. The use of this model in a trivial manner can give even to less accurate simulations
than the standalone case.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work a computational platform based on open-source SALOME software is developed with the purpose of studying issues in LFR technology. The platform
is able to couple research in-house code FEMuS with system code CATHARE. The data
exchange between different codes requires the creation of interfaces that are used to read
and manipulate code solutions. MED data format, that comes with the MEDmem libraries, is used for the creation of these interfaces. Thanks to the MEDmem libraries and
their HDF5 functions, the coupling operations are performed within the computer memory allowing good numerical code coupling performance. TALL-3D experimental facility
has been simulated in order to validate and evaluate the performance of this coupling
method. During the analysis of this lead-cooled facility three-dimensional effects cannot
be ignored and its features cannot be modeled by simple balances of energy, momentum
and mass. The use of laminar flow to model the three-dimensional components gives good
results. However the introduction of turbulence models has not increased the matching
with experimental results showing that the turbulence boundary conditions taken from
the one-dimensional circuit need to be enforced correctly by modeling appropriately such a
coupling. The proposed algorithm, validated to perform multiscale computations, shows
good performance and can be seen as a valid tool to improve system code standalone
simulations. However, further work is necessary for a complete validation of turbulence
multiscale simulations for this facility.

11
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Abstract. Tool wear in hot forging is responsible for a significant increase of the costs of
production and various degradation mechanism are investigated to decrease these costs. A
proposition of the multiscale hybrid model of the tool wear in hot forging is described in the
paper. The idea of the model was based on distinguishing various mechanisms of the tool
wear and evaluation of the mutual influence of these mechanisms. The analysis of factors,
cumulative wear of which is mutually dependent, confirmed that all mechanisms influence
each other in some way. To cover this, the hybrid die wear model was proposed, which
includes significance of each mechanism and the mutual relation between them. Additionally,
to include change of material parameters, modification of these parameters was account for by
a feedback. This feedback passes modified die geometry and optionally material parameters
into the next iteration of die wear modelling. Developed model consists of the macro scale FE
simulations, which supply data regarding local pressure, temperature and distance of slip. The
following process parameters are supplied in the micro scale: wear mechanisms blocks
containing adequate models, significance models and extrapolation routines for results. Three
degradation mechanism were considered in the present approach: abrasive wear, plastic
deformation and thermomechanical fatigue. The calculated wear is represented as a die
geometry and together with changes of die material properties control the multi-iteration wear
prediction. Some mechanisms blocks contain additional components for computing correction
of surface parameters altered by thermomechanical fatigue, cracks or increased porosity.
Numerical tests of the model were performed for the second operation in the forging of clutch
wheel. Weights for mechanisms were calculated for characteristic points of the die.
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Comparison of predictions and measurements confirmed improvement of the model
predictive capability when synergy of the three mechanisms was accounted for.
1

INTRODUCTION

Hot forging processes have a significant role in modern industry. With such processes, it
is possible to obtain repetitive final product in a large series, maintaining a short time of
single part manufacturing.
A large part of hot forging technology expense is cost of tools used in process. Tools: Dies,
punches or holders, are subjected to wear with consecutive forgings. The lifespan of tools
used in hot forging is a significant factor determining profitability of the process.
During process design, the life of tools is considered to minimize costs resulting from
degradation [1]. Engineering software for simulation of plastic processes is usually equipped
with one or more tool wear models, starting from simple damage model (e.g. Archard
formula), through commonly found formulas like Archard abrasive wear criterion, to complex
models involving material structure. By proper identification of mechanisms is it possible to
create a hybrid model involving multiple models for different wear mechanisms or to
eliminate unwanted interferences from data used in parameter identification process [2].
However, even hybrid approach in simulations is difficult when estimation of wear after
thousands of forgings is needed. In such cases, usually simple linear extrapolation is used,
ignoring dependencies between different wear mechanisms. Compensating progress of wear
by changing physical parameters of tool (e.g. temperature, softening factor, multiplying
sliding distance) gives similar result and makes the simulation useful only to predict single
aspect of the phenomenon [3]. Repeating simulation to include existing wear in forging cycle
requires significant amount of time and computational resources so it is not commonly
applied.
The main objective of the present research was to develop a hybrid die wear model in hot
forging processes. Such model must include both common wear mechanisms as well as
interactions between them and mutual influence of their effects. Wear progression in
consecutive forgings with the same die set must be considered as well. A source of data for
such model is a finite element simulation. Since FE computations have significant
requirements of computational power and are time-consuming, it is important in the model
design to minimize amount of FE simulation runs. Although single run of FE computation is
preferred, to include effects of already present wear on forging parameters it will be needed to
re-run the FE computation to some degree.
2

WEAR MECHANISMS AND THEIR MODELS

Die wear is a phenomenon consisting of multiple mechanisms depending on multiple
factors. Moving surface of workpiece along a die under high pressure causes abrasive wear on
die surface which is a primary wear factor in the most modelling approaches. Cyclic stresses
cause small plastic deformations which become significant in total die degradation in large
series of forgings. With consecutive tensile stresses, some regions of die develop mechanical
fatigue cracks, while thermal stresses caused by repetitive contact with hot workpiece, then
ambient air or lubricant working as coolant cause thermal fatigue cracks. The presence of
such cracks accelerates friction-related wear. Additionally in some specific cases in which

2
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sliding distance is significantly bigger, inter-metallic joins are created between workpiece and
die material. Plastic displacement of such micro-scale joins causes their deformation to the
point in which they are removed from the die causing adhesive wear. Although adhesive wear
is a mechanism dominant in processes with large sliding distances (e.g. extrusion), there are
some specific hot forging process where workpiece expansion on elongated die parts causes
some adhesive wear.
To cover multiple wear mechanisms, methods other than typical modelling can be used. It
is possible to use artificial neural networks [4] or other metamodelling techniques to include
multiple mechanisms. However, such models loose the ability to identify specific wear
mechanisms and their physical dependencies, what is an important feature which may be used
in die design and design optimization for maximizing die lifespan. Although some expert
systems have been developed to predict share of different mechanisms [5], the strict values
given by such systems are limited to similar cases to ones which were used to program the
system and their principle of operation is based more on programmed cases than physical
phenomena.
2.1 Abrasive wear
In practical applications, the abrasive wear model is the most frequently used model for die
wear prediction, being implemented in most engineering and simulation tools in different
forms. Usually, the Archard model [6] is used for predicting abrasive wear, in most cases
including material hardness and friction coefficient.
t

w= ∫ C
0

μpv
dt
HV

(1)

The material degradation (w) is dependent on normal stress (p), sliding velocity (v,
computed as sliding distance), hardness (HV) and friction coefficient (μ). The coefficient C is
left for identification as material-specific or process-specific parameter. To take more
dependencies into account, it is possible to include additional factors in the formula by
making its components dependent on them. For example, the hardness (HV) can be made
dependent on temperature, number of forgings, or existing wear. The friction coefficient may
also be modified to include changed friction parameters of a worn die surface.
It has been shown in [7] that by dynamically adapting coefficient C it is possible to
simulate abrasive wear of a larger forging series using numerical simulation of a single
forging. The coefficient has been made dependent on existing wear in the form of a threshold
value to cover rapid increase of abrasive wear in the following forgings. This increase can be
caused both by either other mechanisms influence on a total degradation or surface properties
change with surface layer wearing off, or both.
2.2 Plastic deformation
During series of forgings, the billet causes significant stresses on a die surface. Although
single occurrences of these stresses do not cause measurable plastic deformation, during
cyclic forgings the wear caused by plastic deformation of a die increases by small values,
negligible in single forging. For a quick estimation of plastic deformation influence in

3
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different parts of a die, a typical approach in hot forging is to run specifically modified
version of process simulations with increased thermal softening parameters [8]. However, this
approach requires additional computation only to account for plastic deformation and includes
unwanted interference from thermal simulation. To include plastic deformation in a wear
model, an extrapolation method based on geometry analysis has been proposed by authors [9].
The principle of operation is based on a quantitative approach, in which amount of volume
needed to be moved to cause plastic deformation is analysed. The die geometry is analysed in
wear calculation points. First, the track of the small deformation in the first simulation is
found and extrapolated mathematically in the die volume. It is important here to use proper
extrapolation function. While in many situations it can be linear, in a cases where the die is
enclosed in harder deformable casing, the function should be polynomial to include the full
amount of material which needs to be moved for plastic deformation to occur. The smaller the
amount of material is (represented by smaller length of the extrapolated curve), the more
prone the point is to degradation resulting from plastic deformation. This approach can be
based on results from any numerical simulation packages.
Result of such calculation shows the points in which the influence of plastic deformation
on a total die wear is important. In these points, this type of degradation should be considered
and added to the total wear.
2.3 Thermomechanical fatigue
The initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks is an important factor in the die wear
prediction. Appearance of fatigue cracks on a die surface accelerates abrasive wear and causes
change of material parameters. There are numerous models for fatigue crack prediction, from
simple cycle-based equations to complex, multi-scale models involving deep simulation of
detailed material parameters. These models, although can give precise result, require
significant computational power and proper identification of material parameters [10]. Using
representative elements can minimize computation cost, but still requires complex research of
the material.
As a compromise between ease of computation and model predictive capabilities, it was
decided to compute a micro-scale porosity value in a simulation and then use it to modify
macro-scale parameters to account for cracks presence on a die surface. To compute porosity,
a modified Oyane criterion has been proposed [11], which is dependent on situation taking
place on a die.
n

Vp= ∑ K
i= 0

p
ε
σ eq

(2)

The porosity increase is dependent on hydrostatic pressure (p), equivalent stress (σeq),
equivalent strain (ε) and coefficient K, which K is dependent on the current stress at a die
element. If tensile stresses are present (determined by negative hydrostatic pressure over
element), the porosity increases by giving a non-negative value of K. However, when
compressive stresses are present, it is needed to simulate cracks closing. Thus, the value of K
is KcVpi-1, where Vpi-1 is a previous porosity value and Kc is a model parameter (for
identification on the basis of experiments).
An important factor for this model is accuracy of a simulation working as data source for
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it. In many cases, the edge parts of the die are subjected to mechanical fatigue cracks and
proper prediction of cracks in these regions is dependent on stresses. To properly reflect the
stresses, the die filling process during forging must be accurately simulated, especially the
order of contacting parts of the die by formed workpiece.
For simulation of thermal fatigue, a cycle-based model can be used [12]. In such case the
input data for the model will be the value of temperature in current stage of a forging cycle. In
practical applications, temperature in a point can be predicted by the following approaches:
a. Repetitive simulation of a full forging cycle, keeping temperature values with a die
geometry and passing them between simulation. Although precise, this approach is
computationally unfeasible for industrial cycles in with thousands of forgings.
b. Computation of a single thermo-mechanical simulation and then using thermal boundary
condition values recorded from simulation to perform consecutive thermal cycle simulations.
Such approach is currently used in numerical simulation software [13], but still requires
significant computational power and time for larger forging series. Usually this approach is
used to compute temperature values until a custom defined steady-state is achieved.
c. Using previously mentioned solution as data source for mathematical extrapolation of
temperature values. The amount of thermal computations needed for proper extrapolation is
variable, but it is generally proportional to simulation complexity and can be estimated by
analysing convergence degree to steady state in consecutive thermal simulation passes. Then,
the extreme points of temperature cycles are a base to extrapolation. Having extrapolated
functions, the cycle is repeated in the band defined by extrapolated functions, giving a new
temperature range and possibility to compute the value of temperature in given forging time.
If additional steps are taken during forging cycle (e.g. re-heating of the die) it may be applied
using die temperature field computed with this model in form of thermal simulation or, later,
as repetitive step.
The downside of this method is high sensitivity to timing errors, as well as easy cumulation
of such errors, while differences in process timings are not uncommon in industrial forging.
2.4 Adhesive wear
During hot forging processes, the main component of wear is abrasive. However, the
adhesive component can take place in a specific processes where e.g. the workpiece flows
through elongated part of a die. In such cases the sliding distance is large enough to cause
plastic displacement of die surface where it is connected with billet for longer time.
The adhesive wear can be predicted by using a modified Archard criterion, in which die
hardness has been replaced with workpiece hardness and coefficients a,b and c for other
factors have been introduced (formula 3) [14]
t

w= ∫ C
0

μpa v b
dt
HV c

(3)

Because the adhesive wear component is not dominant in most typical hot forging
processes, it has not been introduced into hybrid model. However, it is possible to include it
in model by modifying Archard equation and introducing the integrated value of sliding
distance in a die surface domain. If this value is larger than identified threshold, the parameter
switch to the Archard model is executed and the wear is re-calculated using new formula.
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3

HYBRID APPROACH

As it was shown in section 2, there are multiple wear mechanisms having impact on a total
die wear. The share of various mechanisms varies in different locations of a die and moments
of forging. Additionally, each mechanism has influence on other mechanisms. These factors,
as well as possibility of applying model to forging in series, have to be considered.
To address these issues, model presented in Figure 1 has been proposed. The main
component and data source for the wear model is a FE simulation of a forging process. This
simulation works both as a source of the data and way to include existing wear in further
computations. The initial process parameters are supplied to FE simulation by the user in a
form of project, initial model parameters are supplied in a form of model and field values.
The wear mechanism blocks consist of two models. One computes the material
degradation itself while another is responsible for computation of significance of the
particular mechanism in total wear in a specific point. Thus, the result is not only the wear
value, but also importance of the mechanism in a specific point.
To compute the final wear value (wtotal), it is needed to join results of all model blocks. It is
done by using the following formula:
wtotal=gawa+gcwc+g
pw
p…

(4)

This formula is a weighted sum including all results of abrasive (wa, ga), cracks/fatigue
(wc, gc) and plastic (wp, gp) wear mechanism blocks. Additionally, modified material
parameters as well as Archard model’s coefficients are result of mechanism blocks. As it was
previously shown, presence of fatigue cracks accelerated abrasive wear, so it is needed to take
it into account.

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed hybrid model

6
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However, majority of the wear mechanisms models have limited extrapolation capability,
which is frequently not sufficient for proper estimation of die wear after large series of
forgings. Additionally to include result of forging using partially worn dies on simulation
results it is important to perform simulation with not only a new die, but also with modified
die geometry and parameters reflecting existing wear. This part is implemented by a feedback
from wear mechanisms blocks which supplies modified material parameters or corrected
Archard model coefficient to the next simulation.
The next simulation represents dies after i+step(i) forgings, with corresponding wear and
modified parameters passed from mechanisms models. This way, mutual influence of
mechanisms as well as change of operation parameters of process resulting from existing die
wear are taken into account.
The process of parameters identification must consist of two parts. First is determining of
separate models parameters to compute wear after specific amount of forgings. Then, the
second part is identifying the step function to investigate limits of extrapolation of different
mechanisms blocks. For this part, a significantly complex process should be used to clearly
specify the limits of extrapolation when it is needed to re-run simulation.
After desired number of forgings have been achieved, the algorithm is finished and the
final die with wear, as well as with significance values for different mechanisms, is returned.
4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

To verify effectiveness of different models of wear mechanisms and their significance
coefficients, FE simulation of an existing process have been used. The simulations have been
made in FORGE software package, customized to include additional models outputting data
as user-definable fields in mesh, as well as to automate computation and passing modified
parameters between program modules. Additionally, a post-processing engine has been
developed to automatically read data from result geometry and appropriately modify the input
files for another simulation run.
The analysed stage is a second operation in the process of clutch front wheel forging [15].
The entire process consists of 3 operations: Upsetting cylindrical billet in the first operation,
then wheel forging, finishing with third operation in which the final shape is completed and
the needed holes are made. The billet is made of 20MnCr5 steel while tools are made of
WCLV (52HRC after heat treatment). The tool temperature after maintaining steady state was
about 250°C. The shape is axisymmetric and is shown in figure 2 as a cross-cut drawing.

Figure 2: Dies and workpiece alignment at the beginning and near the end of process.

7
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First, the proposed model was used to compute significance of different wear mechanisms
in selected points of the die. The points have been chosen by visual analysis of a worn dies to
illustrate different wear mechanisms taking place (Figure 3). The evaluation has been made
using both inspecting the die and its microphotography.

Figure 3: Wear significance values and measurement points at a lower die

Although the position of point 3 suggests that mostly compressive stresses take place there,
there is a significant time during each forging in which the workpiece acts compressively on
point 4, while not contacting with point 3. Thus, when there is still contact with point 1 (and
2), tensile stresses are created which introduce fatigue cracks and accelerated abrasive wear in
this point. Point 6 is prone to fatigue cracking with extreme tensile stresses acting in point 8.
These stresses also introduce enough forces to cause the plastic shift of the surface in point 8
in a large series of forgings.
Using obtained result, a complete wear of the die has been calculated and compared with
measurements [16] of a die after series of 9500 forgings (figure 4).
It can be seen that, while abrasive wear is a dominant mechanism in most points, including
plastic deformation makes results more accurate where friction is not the only mechanism
causing degradation (points 5-9). Including fatigue cracks as a wear factor introduced small
changes in a total die wear, which could be caused by performed identification of abrasive
wear coefficients including the acceleration caused by fatigue.

8
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Figure 4: Total wear values of different models compared to measurements in lower die.

5 CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that it is possible to combine various tool wear mechanism models into one
hybrid model, capable of predicting both degree of wear as well as significance of specific
mechanism in the die region.
By using feedback, it is possible to take into account the total wear after large series of
forgings and the influence of using die subjected to wear on work parameters in a hot forging
process.
The multi-scale model of mechanical fatigue wear based on porosity calculation allows to
predict significance of cracks and locate places vulnerable to crack initiation. However, being
based on local stresses this model is sensitive to order of die filling and contact areas, so this
part should be included in a simulation precisely.
Further research should include parameters identification methods for mechanism blocks
as well as model for feedback parameters generation (e.g. correction of Archard wear
coefficient).
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Abstract. There are few free open-source FE programs for 3D geometrically nonlinear
shell elements that allow users to modify or extend the code. This paper presents such a
MATLAB code which draws heavily on the work of Coombs1 and Coombs et al 2 .

1

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease is the largest cause of death in humans and account for 45%
of all loss of life in Europe in 20173 ; with cardiac arrhythmias being the most troublesome medical condition. The cause of cardiac arrhythmias is still not that well understood.
Clinical studies are impeded by invasive and expensive in-vivo cardiac experimentation4,5 .
As an alternative approach, mathematical modelling6,7,8 coupled with the advancement
in high-resolution MRI scans are increasingly being used to assist in the study of cardiac
behaviour9,10,11,12 . However, these simulations can be computationally expensive. Considerable effort has been put into trying to optimise analyses by taking advantage of parallel
processors4,5 . Yet a recent analysis with 60 million degrees of freedom still required 50
minutes of run time to compute a single cardiac cycle with 127 Xeon processor cores when
using conventional 3D solid finite elements12 .
Lack of open source codes hinders research development in the field. The study described here makes use of shell finite elements which reduces the requirement for many
hexahedra or tetrahedral elements through the thickness of the heart muscle walls. In this
paper, a compact three dimensional MATLAB code for Total-Lagrangian Finite Element
Analyses (FEA) using 9-noded shell elements, is presented. Code performance is compared here against hexahedral2 elements using a cantilever subjected to a transverse end
load and an end moment. The shell elements are currently being extended to introduce a
layered anisotropic formulation such that the different zones through the heart wall can
be represented.
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2
2.1

METHODS
Electro-mechanical coupling

Cardiac muscle tissue is highly orientated, with muscle fibres aligned in near-parallel
bundles. These fibres contract and relax following changes in the electrical membrane potential. The latter can be modelled by two different means; (i) use of local ionic concentration models, which account for the intracellular movement of ions or (ii) phenomenological models which duplicate the membrane potential behaviour seen in electrocardiogram
(ECG) scans. The second approach allows for significant savings on computational time.
A one-dimensional coupled electro-mechanical finite difference code that propagates the
membrane potential through a monodomain model has already been constructed by the
first author. This is currently being extended to the shell element formulation.
2.2

Formulation of the Total-Lagrangian approach for shell elements

The key concept of the continuum based degenerated shell finite element formulation
is to capture information of the through-thickness bending behaviour by the intrudction
of rotational degree of freedoms. The 3D coordinate field is given as follows14 :
N
N
  ζ


t  
k t k
x =
h x +
ak hk t Vnk
2 k=1
k=1

(1)

where ζ gives the local coordinates of the z−axis, {t xk }, hk , ak and {t Vnk } is the coordinates, shape functions (made-up of membrane local coordinates ξ and η), the thickness
of the shell and the thickness direction vectors at node k (N being the total number of
nodes in the elements) at time t respectively. Two different angles (θx and θy ) are used
to identify the initial thickness direction vector with respect to the global x−axis and
y−axis at each node. The initial thickness direction vector can then be expressed as:


k
)
cos(θ


x
0 k 
Vn = sin(θxk ) cos(θyk )
(2)

k
k 
sin(θx ) sin(θy )

The displacements are given by {u} = {t+∆t x} − {t x}. The thickness direction vector
can be expressed in terms of a rotation about the x−axis α, and a rotation about the
y−axis, β as {t Vnk } = −{t V2k }αk + {t V1k }β k . Thus, the displacement becomes:
N
N
  ζ
t  
k t k
u =
ak hk (−αk {t V2k } + β k {t V1k })
h u +
2
k=1
k=1

(3)

When large deformation and rotation arise in a geometrically nonlinear FEA, the
constitutive matrix [D], is updated in order to follow the deformed configuration by means
of a rotation matrix [Q], which is recorded in equations (5.119) and (5.120) in the work
by Bathe15 .
The strain-displacement matrix can then be formed as follows:
2
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  ∂ui 
t
N
hk,1
ui,t x1   ∂ t x1  
∂ui
t

ui,t x2 = ∂ t x2 =
hk,2

  ∂ui 
t
k=1
ui,t x3
hk,3
∂tx
3

{g2k }





t k
g2i t Gk1  uki 
t k
g2i t Gk2  αk
 k
t k
β
g2i t Gk3

and
and {t Gk } are defined below.


dN k
dN k
t −1
t −1

(

J
)
+
(
J
)
11
12
dξ
dη 
t   t −1 dN
k
dN k
t −1
hk = ( J )21 dξ + ( J )22 dη

k
 t −1 dN k

( J )31 dξ + (t J −1 )32 dN
dη
t k 

 t k  1 k t k 
1 
g1 = − ak t V2k
g2 = a V 1
2 


2
k
k
dN
dN
t
−1
t −1
k
t
−1
ζ ( J )11
+
(
+
(
J
)
J
)
N


12 dη
13
dξ


 


t k 
k
k
dN
dN
t −1
t −1
t −1
k
G = t ζ ( J )21 dξ + ( J )22 dη + ( J )23 N



  t −1 dN k


dN k
t −1
t −1
k
ζ ( J )31

+
(
+
(
J
)
J
)
N
32 dη
33
dξ

where {t hk },

{g1k }

t k
g1i t Gk1
t k
g1i t Gk2
t k
g1i t Gk3

(4)

(5)

In Total-Lagrangian formulations, the Green-Lagrange strain can be divided into linear
and nonlinear components as shown in equation (19) of Bathe et al 16 . To take into
account of this, the strain-displacement matrix is divided into a linear component [BL ],
and a nonlinear component [BN L ], which can both be found in Table 4 of Bathe and
Bolourchi14 (as t0 BL0 and t0 BL1 respectively). However, the nonlinear strain-displacement
matrix work reported here is computed by obtaining the product of an auxiliary matrix
[A] (expressed in equation (7.24) of Stegmann16 ) and the nonlinear strain-displacement
transformation matrix, [GN L ] known as t0 BN L by Bathe and Bolourchi14 in Table 4 or [G]
in equation (7.26) by Stegmann16 .
The Green-Lagrange strain {}, can then be determined as {} = {n }+{t }, where {n }
is the strain state corresponding to the previous iteration and {t } is the strain increment.
The strain increment can determined as shown in Table 6.2 (as 0 eij ) by Bathe14 . The
second-Piola Kirchoff stress can now determined from as {σ} = {n σ} + [Dsh ]{t }, where
[Dsh ] is the constitutive matrix of the deformed configuration13 .
Having formed the strain-displacement matrix, [B], the constitutive matrix, [Dsh ] and
the nonlinear strain-displacement transformation matrix, [GN L ], the tangent stiffness matrix, [Ke ] can now be computed as:
nGp 

  
Ke =
(6)
[B]T [Dsh ][B] + [GN L ]T [H][GN L ] |J|wi
i=1

where |J| is the determinant of the Jacobian and wi is the Gauss weighting for Gauss
point i. The nodal internal force can now be determined as:
nGp
  
 T  
fint =
B
σ J wi
(7)
i=1

The difference between the applied external force and the internal force from the internal stresses is then calculated as:
3
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foob = fext + frct − fint

(8)

If this out-of-balance force is within a pre-defined tolerance, then that load step is
deemed to have converged and the analysis moves on to the next load step. However, if it
is not within the tolerance, the displacement is updated by determining the displacement
variation {δu} by making use of Newton Raphson iterations with a new tangent stiffness
matrix and the out-of-balance force.
   

K δu = foob
(9)

The procedure of the FEA and the variable update sequence is summarised in Figure 1.
The number in the top left of each process refers to the line number of the main MATLAB
script (Listing 1) whereas the number in the top right refers to the line number of the
MATLAB function files (Listing 2).
The parameters required to define the problem and the initial geometry needs to be
stored in a M-script inputfile.m with the parameters explained in Table 1 below.
Table 1: inputfile.m parameters

Notation
coord

etpl
fext0
bc

Format



xi yi zi θix θiy t






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

T
1
nDOF
fext . . . fext


i ui

Description
Nodal coordinates, initial
thickness rotation angles
and shell thickness
Element topology
Total applied external force
Boundary conditions: degrees of freedom i having
defined displacements of ui

lstps

integer scalar

Number of load steps

NRitmax

integer scalar

Maximum number of iterations per load step

NRtol

real scalar

Out-of-balance force tolerance for convergence

E

real scalar

Young’s modulus (Pascal)

nu

real scalareger

ka

real scalar

Poisson’s ratio
Shear factor

4
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Figure 1: Finite element procedure

Start a new load step
9

Define the external force {fext } fext0
14-19

Calculate new position/geometry/displacement (3)
7-15

Determine the thickness direction vector, {Vn } Vn

17-37

Update the constitutive model, [Dsh ]T = [Q][D][Q] Dsh
55-92

Construct the B matrix, [B] = [BL ] + [BN L ] B

93-104

Calculate the Green-Lagrange strains, {} epsE
40

Calculate the Second-Piola Kirchhoff stresses, {σ} sig
44

Form the tangent stiffness matrix, [Ke ] ke (6)
45

Determine the internal forces, {fint } fint(7)
38

Determine the out-of-balance forces, {foob } foob (8)

|foob | ≥ tol

yes

no
End of the load step

5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

[ coord , etpl , fext0 , bc , lstps , NRitmax , NRtol ,E , nu , ka ]= inputfile ;
nels = size ( etpl ,1) ; nodes = size ( coord ,1) ; nDoF = nodes *5;
neDoF =(9*5) ^2; krow = zeros ( neDoF * nels ,1) ; kcol = krow ; kval = krow ;
uvw = zeros ( nDoF ,1) ; uvwold = uvw ; fint = uvw ; react = uvw ;
fd =(1: nDoF ) ; fd ( bc (: ,1) ) =[];
epsEn = zeros (6 ,8 , nels ) ; epsE = epsEn ; sigN = epsEn ; sig = epsEn ;
Vn = zeros (9 ,3 , nels ) ; oVn = Vn ; oL = zeros (8 ,9 , nels ) ; L = oL ;
for lstp =0: lstps
fext =( lstp / lstps ) * fext0 ; foob = react + fext - fint ;
foobnorm =2* NRtol ; NRit =0;
while (( NRit < NRitmax ) &&( foobnorm > NRtol ) )
NRit = NRit +1; fint = zeros ( nDoF ,1) ; dreact = fint ; dduvw = fint ;
if lstp >=1
Kt = sparse ( krow , kcol , kval , nDoF , nDoF ) ;
dduvw ( bc (: ,1) ) =(1+ sign (1 - NRit ) ) * bc (: ,2) / lstps ;
dduvw ( fd ) = Kt ( fd , fd ) \( foob ( fd ) - Kt ( fd , bc (: ,1) ) * dduvw ( bc (: ,1) ) ) ;
dreact ( bc (: ,1) ) = Kt ( bc (: ,1) ,:) * dduvw - foob ( bc (: ,1) ) ;
end
uvw = uvw + dduvw ; react = react + dreact ; duvw = uvw - uvwold ;
for nel =1: nels
ed = reshape ( ones (5 ,1) * etpl ( nel ,:) *5 -(5 -1: -1:0) . ’* ones (1 ,9) ,1 ,9*5) ;
if lstp ==0
elcoord = coord ( etpl ( nel ,:) ,:) ;
phi = elcoord (: ,4) ; psi = elcoord (: ,5) ;
oVn (: ,: , nel ) =[ cos ( psi ) sin ( psi ) .* cos ( phi ) sin ( psi ) .* sin ( phi ) ];
end
[ ke , felem , epsE (: ,: , nel ) , Vn (: ,: , nel ) , sig (: ,: , nel ) ,L (: ,: , nel ) ]=...
shell ( coord ( etpl ( nel ,:) ,:) , uvw ( ed ) , duvw ( ed ) , epsEn (: ,: , nel ) ,...
oVn (: ,: , nel ) ,E , nu , ka , sigN (: ,: , nel ) , oL (: ,: , nel ) ) ;
if lstp ==0
ct =( nel -1) * neDoF +1: nel * neDoF ;
krow ( ct ) = reshape ( ed . ’* ones (1 ,9*5) , neDoF ,1) ;
kcol ( ct ) = reshape ( ones (9*5 ,1) * ed , neDoF ,1) ;
end
kval (( nel -1) * neDoF +1: nel * neDoF ) = reshape ( ke , neDoF ,1) ;
fint ( ed ) = fint ( ed ) + felem ;
end
foob = fext + react - fint ; foobnorm = norm ( foob ) / norm ( fext + react + eps ) ;
fprintf ( ’ %4 i %4 i %6.3 e \ n ’ , lstp , NRit , foobnorm ) ;
end
uvwold = uvw ; epsEn = epsE ; sigN = sig ; oL = oL + L ;
end
Listing 1: Main script

6
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

function [ ke , fint , epsE , Vn , sig , L ]= shell ( nodeData , uvw , duvw , epsEn , oVn ,...
E , nu , ka , sigN , oL )
coord = nodeData (: ,1:3) ; t = nodeData (: ,6) ; epsE = zeros (6 ,8) ;
ke = zeros (9*5) ; fint = zeros (9*5 ,1) ; dxr = zeros (3) ; [ wp , GpLoc ]= GpPos () ;
ex =[1 0 0]. ’; ey =[0 1 0]. ’; ez =[0 0 1]. ’;
V1 = zeros (9 ,3) ; V2 = V1 ; g1 = V1 ; g2 = V1 ;
xsi =[ -1; -1; -1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0]; eta =[ -1; 0; 1; 1; 1; 0; -1; -1; 0];
dNr = dershapefunc ( xsi , eta ) ; dnr = dNr (1:2: end ,:) ; dns = dNr (2:2: end ,:) ;
dsp = reshape ( uvw - duvw ,5 ,[]) ’; elcoord = coord + dsp (: ,1:3) ;
for n =1:9
Vn (n ,:) = cross (( dnr (n ,:) * elcoord ) / norm ( dnr (n ,:) * elcoord ) ,...
( dns (n ,:) * elcoord ) / norm ( dns (n ,:) * elcoord ) ) ;
V = cross ( ey , Vn (n ,:) . ’) . ’;
V1 (n ,:) = V / norm ( V ) ; V2 (n ,:) = cross ( Vn (n ,:) . ’ , V1 (n ,:) . ’) . ’;
g1 (n ,:) = -0.5* t ( n ) * V2 (n ,:) ; g2 (n ,:) = 0.5* t ( n ) * V1 (n ,:) ;
end
D =[[1 nu ; nu 1; 0 0] zeros (3 ,4) ; zeros (3) eye (3) * ka *(1 - nu ) *0.5];
D =( E /(1 - nu ^2) ) * D ; D (4 ,4) = D (4 ,4) / ka ;
for Gp =1:8
xsi = GpLoc ( Gp ,1) ; eta = GpLoc ( Gp ,2) ; zet = GpLoc ( Gp ,3) ;
N = shapefunc ( xsi , eta ) ; dNr = dershapefunc ( xsi , eta ) ;
dxr (1:2 ,:) =( dNr *( coord +0.5* zet *( oVn .*( t * ones (1 ,3) ) ) ) ) ;
dxr (3 ,:) =(0.5*( N .* t ’) * oVn ) ; VnGp =( N * oVn ) . ’;
sdir = dxr (: ,2) / norm ( dxr (: ,2) ) ;
er = cross ( sdir , VnGp ) ; er = er / norm ( er ) ;
es = cross ( VnGp , er ) ;
es = es / norm ( es ) ;
et = VnGp / norm ( VnGp ) ;
l1 =( ex . ’* er ) ; m1 =( ey . ’* er ) ; n1 =( ez . ’* er ) ;
l2 =( ex . ’* es ) ; m2 =( ey . ’* es ) ; n2 =( ez . ’* es ) ;
l3 =( ex . ’* et ) ; m3 =( ey . ’* et ) ; n3 =( ez . ’* et ) ;
Q =[ l1 * l1
m1 * m1
n1 * n1 l1 * m1
m1 * n1
n1 * l1
;
l2 * l2
m2 * m2
n2 * n2 l2 * m2
m2 * n2
n2 * l2
;
l3 * l3
m3 * m3
n3 * n3 l3 * m3
m3 * n3
n3 * l3
;
2* l1 * l2 2* m1 * m2 2* n1 * n2 l1 * m2 + l2 * m1 m1 * n2 + m2 * n1 n1 * l2 + n2 * l1 ;
2* l2 * l3 2* m2 * m3 2* n2 * n3 l2 * m3 + l3 * m2 m2 * n3 + m3 * n2 n2 * l3 + n3 * l2 ;
2* l3 * l1 2* m3 * m1 2* n3 * n1 l3 * m1 + l1 * m3 m3 * n1 + m1 * n3 n3 * l1 + n1 * l3 ];
Dsh = Q . ’* D * Q ;
[B , GNL , epsEt , L ( Gp ,:) , detJ ]= formB ( GpLoc ( Gp ,:) , coord , oVn ,t , g1 , g2 ,...
duvw , oL ( Gp ,:) ) ;
epsE (: , Gp ) = epsEn (: , Gp ) + epsEt ; sig (: , Gp ) = sigN (: , Gp ) +( Dsh * epsEt ) ;
H =[ sig (1 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (4 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (6 , Gp ) * eye (3) ;
sig (4 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (2 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (5 , Gp ) * eye (3) ;
sig (6 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (5 , Gp ) * eye (3) sig (3 , Gp ) * eye (3) ];
ke = ke +(( B . ’* Dsh * B ) +( GNL . ’* H * GNL ) ) * detJ * wp ( Gp ) ;
fint = fint + B . ’* sig (: , Gp ) * detJ * wp ( Gp ) ;
end

47
48
49
50
51

function [ wp , GpLoc ]= GpPos ()
wp = ones (8 ,1) ; g2 =1/ sqrt (3) ; xsi =[ -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1]. ’* g2 ;
eta =[ -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1]. ’* g2 ; zet =[ -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1]. ’* g2 ;
GpLoc =[ xsi eta zet ];

52

7
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

function [B , GNL , epsEt ,L , detJ ]= formB ( GpLoc , coord , Vn ,t , g1 , g2 , duvw , oL )
xsi = GpLoc (1) ; eta = GpLoc (2) ; zet = GpLoc (3) ;
N = shapefunc ( xsi , eta ) ; dNr = dershapefunc ( xsi , eta ) ; dxr = zeros (3) ;
dxr (1:2 ,:) =( dNr *( coord +0.5* zet *( Vn .*( t * ones (1 ,3) ) ) ) ) ;
dxr (3 ,:) =(0.5*( N .* t ’) * Vn ) ;
detJ = det ( dxr ) ; invJ = inv ( dxr ) ; dNx = dxr \[ dNr ; zeros (1 ,9) ];
G = zet *( invJ (: ,1:2) * dNr ) + invJ (: ,3) * N ;
B9 = zeros (9 ,9*5) ; BNL = zeros (6 ,9*5) ; GNL = B9 ; L = zeros (1 ,9) ;
B9 ([1 4 9] ,1:5: end ) = dNx ; B9 ([5 2 6] ,2:5: end ) = dNx ;
B9 ([8 7 3] ,3:5: end ) = dNx ;
B9 (: ,4:5: end ) = g1 (: ,[1 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 1]) ’.* G ([1 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 3] ,:) ;
B9 (: ,5:5: end ) = g2 (: ,[1 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 1]) ’.* G ([1 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 3] ,:) ;
BL = B9 ([1:3 5 7 9] ,:) ; BL (4:6 ,:) = BL (4:6 ,:) + B9 ([4 6 8] ,:) ;
for n =1:3
ct =3*( n -1) +1:3*( n -1) +3;
for m =1:9
m5 =5*( m -1) ;
L (: , ct ) = L (: , ct ) +([ dNx (: , m ) g1 (m , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) .* G (: , m ) ...
g2 (m , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) .* G (: , m ) ]*[ duvw (( m5 ) + n ) ;
duvw (( m5 ) +4) ; duvw (( m5 ) +5) ]) ’;
end
end
tL = oL + L ;
A =[ tL (: ,1:3:9) zeros (1 ,3) zeros (1 ,3) ;
zeros (1 ,3) tL (: ,2:3:9) zeros (1 ,3) ;
zeros (1 ,3) zeros (1 ,3) tL (: ,3:3:9) ;
tL (: ,2:3:9) tL (: ,1:3:9) zeros (1 ,3) ;
zeros (1 ,3) tL (: ,3:3:9) tL (: ,2:3:9) ;
tL (: ,3:3:9) zeros (1 ,3) tL (: ,1:3:9) ];
for n =1:9
ct =5*( n -1) +1:5*( n -1) +5;
GNL (: , ct ) =[ dNx (1 , n ) * eye (3) g1 (n ,:) ’.* G (1 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ...
g2 (n ,:) ’.* G (1 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ;
dNx (2 , n ) * eye (3) g1 (n ,:) ’.* G (2 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ...
g2 (n ,:) ’.* G (2 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ;
dNx (3 , n ) * eye (3) g1 (n ,:) ’.* G (3 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ...
g2 (n ,:) ’.* G (3 , n ) .* ones (3 ,1) ];
BNL (: , ct ) = A * GNL (: , ct ) ;
end
B = BL + BNL ;
epsEt =[( L (1) + L (1) + oL (1) * L (1) + oL (4) * L (4) + oL (7) * L (7) + L (1) * oL (1) +...
L (4) * oL (4) + L (7) * oL (7) + L (1) * L (1) + L (4) * L (4) + L (7) * L (7) ) /2;
( L (5) + L (5) + oL (2) * L (2) + oL (5) * L (5) + oL (8) * L (8) + L (2) * oL (2) +...
L (5) * oL (5) + L (8) * oL (8) + L (2) * L (2) + L (5) * L (5) + L (8) * L (8) ) /2;
( L (9) + L (9) + oL (3) * L (3) + oL (6) * L (6) + oL (9) * L (9) + L (3) * oL (3) +...
L (6) * oL (6) + L (9) * oL (9) + L (3) * L (3) + L (6) * L (6) + L (9) * L (9) ) /2;
L (2) + L (4) + oL (1) * L (2) + oL (4) * L (5) + oL (7) * L (8) + L (1) * oL (2) +...
L (4) * oL (5) + L (7) * oL (8) + L (1) * L (2) + L (4) * L (5) + L (7) * L (8) ;
L (8) + L (6) + oL (3) * L (2) + oL (6) * L (5) + oL (9) * L (8) + L (3) * oL (2) +...
L (6) * oL (5) + L (9) * oL (8) + L (3) * L (2) + L (6) * L (5) + L (9) * L (8) ;
L (3) + L (7) + oL (1) * L (3) + oL (4) * L (6) + oL (7) * L (9) + L (1) * oL (3) +...
L (4) * oL (6) + L (7) * oL (9) + L (1) * L (3) + L (4) * L (6) + L (7) * L (9) ];

8
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105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

function [ N ]= shapefunc ( xsi , eta )
N (: ,1) = xsi .*( xsi -1) .* eta .*( eta -1)
/4;
N (: ,2) = - xsi .*( xsi -1) .*( eta +1) .*( eta -1) /2;
N (: ,3) = xsi .*( xsi -1) .* eta .*( eta +1)
/4;
N (: ,4) = -( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .* eta .*( eta +1) /2;
N (: ,5) = xsi .*( xsi +1) .* eta .*( eta +1)
/4;
N (: ,6) = - xsi .*( xsi +1) .*( eta +1) .*( eta -1) /2;
N (: ,7) = xsi .*( xsi +1) .* eta .*( eta -1)
/4;
N (: ,8) = -( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .* eta .*( eta -1) /2;
N (: ,9) =( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .*( eta +1) .*( eta -1) ;

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

function [ dNr ]= dershapefunc ( xsi , eta )
r2 = size ( xsi ,1) *2;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,1) = eta .*( eta -1) .*(2* xsi -1)
/4;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,2) = -( eta +1) .*( eta -1) .*(2* xsi -1) /2;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,3) = eta .*( eta +1) .*(2* xsi -1)
/4;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,4) = - eta .*( eta +1) .* xsi
;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,5) = eta .*( eta +1) .*(2* xsi +1)
/4;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,6) = -( eta +1) .*( eta -1) .*(2* xsi +1) /2;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,7) = eta .*( eta -1) .*(2* xsi +1)
/4;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,8) = - eta .*( eta -1) .* xsi
;
dNr (1:2: r2 ,9) = 2*( eta +1) .*( eta -1) .* xsi
;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,1) = xsi .*( xsi -1) .*(2* eta -1)
/4;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,2) = - xsi .*( xsi -1) .* eta
;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,3) = xsi .*( xsi -1) .*(2* eta +1)
/4;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,4) = -( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .*(2* eta +1) /2;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,5) = xsi .*( xsi +1) .*(2* eta +1)
/4;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,6) = - xsi .*( xsi +1) .* eta
;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,7) = xsi .*( xsi +1) .*(2* eta -1)
/4;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,8) = -( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .*(2* eta -1) /2;
dNr (2:2: r2 +1 ,9) = 2*( xsi +1) .*( xsi -1) .* eta
;
Listing 2: Function files

9
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3

RESULTS

Two benchmark problems17 were used to validate the accuracy of the shell finite elements, which are cantilevers exposed to (i) a transverse end load and (ii) an end moment.

Figure 2: Mesh for end-loaded cantilever
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Figure 3: Load deflection curves for a cantilever subjected to an end point load

The first calibration problem was set-up as shown in Figure 2 was simulated with
both hexahedra and shell elements. 500 hexahedral elements2 were required, leading to
a computational run time of 305s, whilst shell elements only required 8 elements with
a computational run time of 28s to obtain results that are in close agreement with the
benchmark solution. These results are shown in Figure 3.
The second calibration problem was set-up as shown in Figure 4 and its results are
shown in Figure 5. Here an end moment was applied and the shell undergoes very large
rotations.
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Figure 4: Mesh for moment-loaded cantilever
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Figure 5: Load deflection curves for a cantilever shell subjected to an end moment

4

CONCLUSIONS

The analyses comfirm what has been known for many years, that shell elements can
reduce the computational time significantly whilst still retaining the precision of hexahedra
elements in bending cases. The compact MATLAB scripts given here provide engineers
with a useful research tool to investigate the behaviour of shell structures. They are to
be used in a coupled electro-mechanical analysis of a human heart as part of the first
author’s PhD investigation. We are greatly indebted to Dr William Coombs of Durham
University for providing us with his geometrically linear shell element code. This formed
a crucial starting point for the development of the Total-Lagrangian analysis.
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Abstract. In this work, we describe a computational model of the human heart incorporating the great vessels and the four valves. The heart and vessel geometries are
segmented from computed tomography data; heart valves are represented by idealized geometrical models. The heart tissue is modeled as a viscoelastic material: the hyperelastic
transversely isotropic Guccione’s constitutive law is used to describe the elastic behavior
of the heart wall, while the viscosity is inherited from a permeating viscous ﬂuid. The
anisotropy ﬁelds are determined using Poisson interpolation techniques to qualitatively
match anatomical muscle bundles so that the ﬁber vector ﬁeld corresponds to the orientation of the cardiomyocytes. Realistic models for the aorta and pulmonary artery, modeled
as viscoelastic neo–Hookean materials, provide physiological outﬂow geometries for the
left and right sides of the heart respectively. Fluid-structure interaction is performed via
immersed–boundary spreading and restriction operators. Therefore, the solid model for
the heart is immersed in a ﬂuid model for the blood. We assume that the blood can be
described by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. A Lagrangian ﬁnite element
approximation is used for the solid mechanics, while a ﬁnite diﬀerence MAC scheme is
employed for discretizing the ﬂuid equations.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe some preliminary eﬀorts in the development of a computer
model of the human heart which includes the four chambers, valves, pulmonary artery,
and ascending aorta. This model employs a hyperelastic description of the heart and its
components, which are immersed in blood described by the incompressible Navier Stokes
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equations. Our computational approach treats the ﬂuid–structure interaction with the
immersed boundary method, with the solid displacement described in Lagrangian form
on a ﬁnite element mesh and the ﬂuid pressure and velocity represented in Eulerian form
on a ﬁxed Cartesian grid.
Other models for the entire heart, or its components, have been put forth in the
literature. We highlight several contributions, although this review is far from complete.
Peskin and McQueen developed one of the ﬁrst ﬂuid–structure interaction models of a
four chamber heart [9]. Structures in their model were represented as a collection of one
dimensional ﬁbers, constructed with careful consideration of physiological muscle ﬁber
orientation. An extension of this approach to a model derived from computed tomography
(CT) data of a human heart can be found in [10]. Another model from Baillargeon et al.
considers only the heart myocardium, great vessels, and valves, without a model for the
ﬂuid [1]. Their approach instead couples hyperelastic solid mechanics of the myocardium
to a description of the electrophysiology. Lastly, the University of Tokyo heart simulator
describes the blood, the heart structure, and the electrophysiology using the Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian approach for ﬂuid–solid coupling and homogenization to account for
the electrical dynamics [13, 12].
Recent research has also focused on reﬁning models for certain parts of the cardiac
anatomy. Eﬀorts related to electrophysiology, cardiac solid mechanics, and ﬂuid–structure
interaction can be found in the review by Quarteroni et al. [11]. Gao et al. recently
assembled an immersed boundary model for the left heart, including the mitral valve and
aortic outﬂow tract, which captures some complex valvular dynamics [5]. We also mention
the work of Hirschvogel et al. in which they couple a biventricular solid mechanics model
to a reduced description the peripheral circulation [7].
To our knowledge, the work presented here is one of the ﬁrst whole heart models with
a volumetric solid mechanical description of the valves, myocardium, and great vessels
which employs an immersed boundary approximation for the ﬂuid–structure interaction.
This approach enables us to easily deal with large deformations during active contraction,
and more readily deﬁne various ﬁber–reinforced constitutive models for the myocardium.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Immersed boundary methods rely on an Eulerian description of the ﬂuid and a Lagrangian description of the solid. Our presentation follows [4]. The Eulerian coordinate
domain is Ω ⊂ R3 with x ∈ Ω denoting an Eulerian coordinate. The set U denotes the
Lagrangian coordinate domain with X ∈ U a material point of the solid.
For a given time t, the motion map χ(·, t) : U → Ω relates Lagrangian points with their
corresponding Eulerian points. For example, at time t, the Eulerian point χ(X, t) ∈ Ω
corresponds to the material point X. The deformation gradient and its determinant are
∂χ
deﬁned as F = ∂X
, J = det(F). Mathematical models for the ﬂuid and solid are given
in terms of the total Cauchy stress:

σ s (x, t) if x ∈ χ(U, t)
σ(x, t) = σ f (x, t) +
0 otherwise.
2
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The tensor σ f corresponds to a viscous incompressible ﬂuid deﬁned in terms of the Eulerian
velocity ﬁeld u, the pressure p, and the dynamic viscosity μ as follows


σ f (x, t) = −pI + μ ∇u + ∇uT .

Assuming a hyperelastic model can be used to describe the elastic behavior of the solid
tissue, the solid stress is derived from a pseudo–strain energy functional W = W(F).
Additionally, we assume that the strain-energy can be decomposed as W = W (F) + U (J),
where W (F) characterizes the isochoric deformations, while U (J) penalizes changes in
volume. Deﬁne the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchoﬀ stress as


∂W
s
P = DEV
+ JU � (J)F−T ,
∂F
where the operator DEV [•] = (•) − 13 (• : F) F−T . The elastic part of the Cauchy stress
for the solid σ s can be found using the transformation
σ s = J −1 Ps FT .
In this formulation the ﬂuid and solid stresses are superimposed in the evolving solid region
χ(U, t). This choice endows the solid with a viscoelastic response from the background
ﬂuid. Denoting with ρ the ﬂuid density, the strong form for the equations of motion, as
derived by Boﬃ et al. [2], read


∂u
ρ
(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇u(x, t) = −∇p(x, t) + μΔu(x, t) + f (x, t) + fext (x, t), (1)
∂t
∇ · u(x, t) = 0,
(2)

f (x, t) =
∇X · Ps (X, t) δ(x − χ(X, t))dX
U
−
Ps (X, t)N (X) δ(x − χ(X, t))dA(X), (3)
 ∂U
fext (x, t) =
Fbdy (X, t) δ(x − χ(X, t))dX
U
+
Fsurf (X, t) δ(x − χ(X, t))dA(X),
(4)
∂U

∂χ
(X, t) =
u(x, t) δ(x − χ(X, t))dX.
(5)
∂t
Ω
Equation (1) describes balance of momentum, where f incorporates the stress of the solid
and fext the external surface forces Fsurf and body forces Fbdy . The solid imparts both
volumetric and surface force densities ∇X · Ps and −Ps N on the ﬂuid, which are spread
onto the ﬂuid via delta function kernels. Equation (2) enforces incompressibility in both
the ﬂuid and solid regions, and equation (5) requires the solid to move with the same
velocity as the background ﬂuid.
3
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3

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The ﬂuid equations are discretized with a Marker and Cell scheme on a ﬁxed Cartesian
grid, where the pressure is represented as a cell–centered variable and the velocity is
represented at the sides of the cell. The motion of the solid is approximated with a C 0
ﬁnite element method in its reference conﬁguration. In particular, the volumetric and
surface force densities are projected onto a ﬁnite element basis by seeking G(X, t) so that


G(X, t) · Vh (X) dX = − Ps (X, t) : ∇X Vh (X) dX
U
U


+
Fbdy (X, t) · Vh (X) dX +
Fsurf (X, t) · Vh (X) dA(X)
(6)
U

∂U

for all Vh (X). This approximation to the force density is spread onto the ﬂuid with a
delta function kernel:

g(x, t) =
G(X, t)δ(x − χ(X, t))dX = S [G(X, t)],
U

where we call S the spreading operator. The adjoint of the spreading operator, denoted
J and called the restriction operator, is used to impose the no slip condition between the
ﬂuid and solid. The equations of motion are then approximated by the following uniﬁed
weak formulation:


∂u
ρ
(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇u(x, t) = −∇p(x, t) + μΔu(x, t) + g(x, t),
(7)
∂t
∇ · u(x, t) = 0,
(8)
g(x, t) = S [G(X, t)],
(9)
∂χ
(X, t) = J [u(x, t)].
(10)
∂t
To discretize the Lagrangian–Eulerian interaction encoded in the spreading and restriction operators S and J , an approximation Sh is ﬁrst constructed from a discretized delta
function kernel. Then, the discrete adjoint of Sh is used for J , ensuring energy conservation at the discrete level. For more details about numerical methods and timestepping,
please refer to [4]. Our simulations use the IBAMR1 software infrastructure.
4

MODEL CONSTRUCTION

The image data for this model consists of computed tomography (CT) scans of a
normal adult human heart obtained from Duke University Medical Center, with resolution
256 × 156 × 186. A dual source Siemens scanner was used for data acquisition. The slice
thickness is 0.8 mm and the XY resolution is 0.644 mm.
A hexahedral mesh for the four heart chambers was initially constructed from this
data. The aorta and pulmonary artery were separately segmented using ITK-SNAP. Our
1

https://ibamr.github.io/

4
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Figure 1: Axial view (left) and coronal view (right).

data visualization and segmentation for an axial slice and coronal slice can be seen in
Figure 1. From ITK-SNAP, a stereolithography (STL) ﬁle was exported. This STL was
translated, decimated, smoothed, and trimmed using Paraview and Meshmixer to better
ﬁt the hexahedral mesh of the ventricles. Since the vessel surfaces did not conform exactly
to the ventricular outﬂow tracts, a loft was created between the top of the interior surface
of the ventricle and the bottom of the vessel. Structure geometries were constructed
from the STL ﬁles in SOLIDWORKS (Dassault Systemes SOLIDWORKS Corporation,
Waltham, MA, USA). The loft and vessel were combined and exported as an ACIS ﬁle in
ASCII (SAT) format. Volumes for the great vessels and valves were imported into Trelis
(Computational Simulation Software, LLC, American Fork, UT, USA). Except for the
mitral and tricuspid valve chordae, triangular meshes were created for the surfaces, from
which a conforming tetrahedral mesh was created for the volumes. The chordae were
meshed with a single strand of hexahedral elements.

Figure 2: Heart geometry reconstructed from CT data.

Figure 2 displays the heart geometry in grey, with the pulmonary artery and aorta
geometries in blue and red respectively. The geometries for the great vessels overlap with
5
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the heart geometry by about 2 elements; from equation (5), the overlapping region moves
with the same velocity, ensuring the great vessels do not come apart from their outﬂow
tracts. Nothing further is done to glue these geometries together in our simulations.
Idealized models for the heart valves are displayed in Figure 3. The aortic and pulmonary valves were created by forming a single leaﬂet, uniformly thickening it, and rotating it about the valve axis. The mitral and tricuspid valve surfaces were designed from a
parametrized superquadric surface described in [8]. We uniformly thickened this surface
and trimmed it to deﬁne the diﬀerent leaﬂets. These models include an idealized description of chordae and papillary muscles. The position of the papillary muscle was chosen to
match the medical images. The valve models were registered with the heart geometry by
transformations peformed in SOLIDWORKS. To prevent separation of the the structures
in our simulations, all models intersect the heart and great vessel geometries.

Figure 3: Idealized valve geometry.

5

CONSTITUTIVE MODELS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In these preliminary simulations, we use a neo–Hookean constitutive model for the
valves, ascending aorta, and pulmonary artery. The strain energy functional takes the
form:
Wnh (F) =

μe
(I1 − 3) ,
2

U (J) = βs (J log J − J + 1),

for some material parameter μe , where I1 = tr(FFT ), and some additional parameter βs
which determines the strength of the volumetric penalization. The corresponding ﬁrst
Piola-Kirchhoﬀ stress is


I1 −T
s
Pnh = μe F − F
+ βs J log JF−T .
3
The contractile heart tissue is modeled as a ﬁber reinforced solid using the transversely
isotropic constitutive model from Guccione et al. [6]. This formulation requires the speciﬁcation of a ﬁber vector ﬁeld f0 deﬁned within the heart myocardium which qualitatively
6
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aligns with the orientation of the cardiomyocytes. Given speciﬁed material parameters
bf , bt , bfs , and c, the strain energy functional for the passive myocardium is deﬁned:

c Q
e −1 ,
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
+ bt (Ẽ22
+ Ẽ33
+ Ẽ23
+ Ẽ32
) + bfs (Ẽ12
+ Ẽ21
+ Ẽ13
+ Ẽ31
),
Q = bf Ẽ11

Wmyo (F) =

with Ẽij components of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor 12 (FT F − I) rotated so the ﬁrst
unit vector aligns with a speciﬁed ﬁber direction f0 . Given a time periodic function T (t)
with period equal to a cardiac cycle, the active contractile part of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchoﬀ
stress is given as T (t)F f0 × f0 . In sum, the total stress for the heart myocardium model
is:


∂Wmyo
s
Pmyo (X, t) = DEV
+ T (t)F f0 ⊗ f0 + βs J log(J)F−T .
∂F

Figure 4: Visualization of the heart ﬁber vector ﬁeld. The colors correspond to distinct seed points.

Figure 4 depicts a visualization of the ﬁber vector ﬁeld by plotting streamlines; diﬀerent
colors correspond to distinct seed points. The ﬁber ﬁeld is constructed by solving a
collection of Poisson problems on the heart mesh, and using gradients of the resulting
harmonic ﬁelds to deﬁne the local ﬁber orientation.
The heart is loosely held in place during our simulations through tether force boundary
conditions and body forces. These conditions take the form of a linear restoring force
depending on displacement from the reference conﬁguration:
Ftether (X, t) = κ (χ(X, t) − χ(X, 0)) ,
with the parameter κ describing the tethering strength. We use this tethering as a body
force on the vena cavas and pulmonary veins, and as a surface force on the top of the
pulmonary artery and aorta. These conditions are built into the volumetric force density
and projected onto the ﬁnite element basis via equation (6).
7
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bf
4

bt
1

bfs
2

c (kPa) Tmax (kPa)
2
1.2 × 102

Table 1: Parameters for the myocardium constitutive model.

6

RESULTS

In this section, we provide some results during early ventricular systole. Visualization
of computational results is done using VisIt [3]. The active contraction function T (t) for
the left and right ventricles linearly increases from zero to its maximum value Tmax over
0.4 seconds. Parameters for the myocardium constitutive model are given in Table 1.
Velocity streamline plots are shown in Figure 5, at 0.131 seconds on the left and 0.117
seconds on the right. The color bar indicates the magnitude of the velocity ﬁeld in cm/s.
Seed points were uniformly placed in spheres contained within the ventricles.
Figure 6 depicts displacement, with the color bar indicating magnitude of the displacement ﬁeld χ(X, t) − χ(X, 0) in cm. This slice highlights the dynamics on the left side of
the heart; in particular, the aortic valve fully opens and the mitral valve closes.
Snapshots in time for the magnitude of the velocity ﬁeld, on a slice of the Cartesian
grid bisecting the aorta, are shown in Figure 7. This slice is superimposed with the
heart model. Figure 8 displays analogous results for the pulmonary artery. One can see
substantial ﬂow through both of these great vessels.
Since the reference conﬁgurations for the aortic/pulmonary valves and the mitral/tricuspid
valves are closed and open respectively, we also investigate valvular dynamics during ventricular contraction in Figures 9 and 10. In particular, during this part of the cardiac cycle
the aortic/pulmonary valves open and the mitral/tricuspid valves close. Our simulations
are able to capture these dynamics, as well as reveal that the pulmonic valve opens after
the aortic valve.
7

DISCUSSION

Our future work includes the construction of more realistic ﬁber reinforced constitutive
models for the valves, and the inclusion of pericardial boundary conditions and proper
loading conditions for the ﬂuid. These enhancements will enable a baseline model for
the human heart, from which we hope to computationally investigate various clinical
interventions and medical devices.

8
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Figure 5: Velocity streamlines for the right ventricle on the left and the left ventricle on the right.

Figure 6: The color indicated the magnitude of the displacement ﬁeld. On the left is the reference
conﬁguration and on the right is a snapshot at time 0.132 seconds.
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Abstract. We report three-dimensional and time-dependent numerical simulations of the
propagation of electrical action potentials in a model of rabbit ventricular tissue. The simulations are performed using a finite-element method for the solution of the monodomain
equations of cardiac electrical excitation. The parameters of a detailed ionic ventricular
cell model are re-fitted to available experimental data and the model is then used for the
description of the transmembrane current and calcium dynamics. A region with reduced
conductivity is introduced to model a myocardial infarction scar. Electrical activation
times and density maps of the transmembrane voltage are computed and compared with
experimental measurements in rabbit preparations with myocardial infarction obtained
by a panoramic optical mapping method.

1

INTRODUCTION

The heartbeat is controlled by a particular pattern of an electrical wave. When the
heart is damaged by a myocardial infarction (MI), this pattern is disturbed, leading to
arrhythmias and heart failure. Thus, it is important to understand how this pattern is
formed and how MI scars affect it. Here we begin to explore these effects by mathematical
modelling and simulation of action potential propagation in a slab of cardiac tissue, based
on and compared to experiments performed on post MI rabbit hearts.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1

Tissue model

We consider the monodomain model given by the set of equations
χCm

∂V
− ∇ · (σ∇V ) = −χ Iion − χ Istim (x, t),
∂t
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Iion = Iion V (x, t), y(x, t) ,


∂y
= R V, y ,
∂t
for x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, ∞),

(1b)
(1c)
(1d)

with boundary conditions
∂V
= 0 on
∂n

x ∈ ∂Ω,

(1e)

in a spacial domain Ω ∈ R3 representing a piece of cardiac tissue with n being the outer
normal unit vector to its boundary ∂Ω. Here V is the cardiac transmembrane electric
voltage potential measured in mV, Iion is electric current density across the membrane of
cardiomyocyte cells measured in µA mm−2 , Istim is the density of an externally applied
stimulus current also measured in µA mm−2 , χ is the surface-to-volume ratio of cardiomyocytes measured in mm−1 , σ is the effective conductivity of the cardiac tissue measured
in mS mm−1 and Cm is the specific cell membrane capacitance measured in µF mm−2 .
The transmembrane current Iion is modelled as a function of a vector of state variables y
representing ionic concentrations and ionic channel gating variables determined by a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations with rates given by R. The monodomain
model provides a biophysical continuum representation of cardiac electrophysiology in
both space and time, linking tissue-scale electrical propagation with cellular electrical excitation. The monodomain equations are derived from the laws of conservation of charge
and the assumption that infinitesimal pieces of the cardiomyocyte membrane may be
modelled as an circuit of a conductor and capacitor connected in parallel.
Specific values for σ, Cm and χ as well as for the geometry of the tissue used are given
further below.
2.2

Single-cell electrophysiology models

A large number of single-cell ionic current models given by equations (1b) and (1c)
of the monodomain system (1) exist to represent the conducting properties of cardiac
myocyte membranes. These models can be classified into conceptual and detailed with the
detailed ionic models further divided into models for various type cells (atrial, ventricular,
sino-atrial, Purkinje), various species (human, porcine, canine, leporine, murine) and
various state of remodelling (healthy normal, in heart failure etc.) These models are
subject to continuous re-evaluation and refinement as new experimental data becomes
available. The contemporary models include tens of ordinary differential equations and
online model repositories such as CellML1 have been setup for ease of their dissemination
and use.
Details of the specific single-cell ionic current models we use are provided further below.
1

http://models.cellml.org

2
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3

NUMERICAL METHODS OF SOLUTION

3.1

Operator splitting

The monodomain model (1) is characterised by a large range of significant scales, e.g.
cardiac action potentials have extremely fast and narrow upstrokes (depolarization) and
very slow and bread recovery (repolarization) phases. An effective numerical scheme based
on an operator splitting approach (Godunov and Strang splitting, [12], also known as the
fractional timestep method [10]), was proposed by Qu and Garfinkel [11] and is adopted
in our study in the following form. The nonlinear monodomain model (1) is split into a
set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations

∂V
1 
=−
Iion (V, y) + Istim ,
∂t
Cm


∂y
= R V, y ,
∂t

(2a)

and a linear diffusion partial differential equation

∂V
1
=
∇ · (σ∇V ).
∂t
χCm

(2b)

To integrate the complete monodomain model (1) in the interval [tn , tn + ∆t] we take the
following three fractional steps of the splitting algorithm.
1. Solve the nonlinear ODE system for Vθn at tn < t ≤ tn + θ∆t with known V n
∂V
1
=−
Iion (V, y),
∂t
Cm

∂y
= R(V, y),
∂t

V (tn ) = V n .

2. Solve the linear PDE for Vθn+1 at tn < t ≤ tn + ∆t
∂V
1
=
∇ · (σ∇V ),
∂t
χCm

V (tn ) = Vθn .

3. Solve the ODE system again for V n+1 at tn + θ∆t < t ≤ tn + ∆t
1
∂V
=−
Iion (V, y),
∂t
Cm
3.2

∂y
= R(V, y),
∂t

V (tn + θ∆t) = Vθn+1 .

Reaction part

In this form the normally stiff initial value problem (2a) can be integrated separately
using one of the many known methods for solution of initial value problems, including
adaptive time stepping. Depending on the specific ionic models, a Forward Euler may be
used for temporal stepping for less stiff cases, or a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, for
stiffer problems, for instance.
3
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3.3

Diffusion part

The diffusion part of the monodomain model (1) is solved using a finite-element method
as detailed below. For the spacial disretisation of the equation (2b) the numerical approximation V h (x, t) of the transmembrane voltage potential V (x, t) is assumed to take the
form
in a set of continuous piecewise
 h of a finite expansion

 polynomialnodal basis functions
φi (x), i = 1..p with time-dependent coefficients Vi (t), i = 1..p each representing a
nodal value at time t
h

V (x, t) ≈ V (x, t) =

p


φi (x)Vi (t),

(3)

i=1

where p = dim{φh }, and h denotes a parameter measuring the size of the domain partition.
Substituting expansion (3) in equation (1a), taking the Galerkin projection and using the
boundary condition (1e), the following weak variational form of the monodomain equation
is obtained

 ∂V h


h
h
h
χ Cm
, φi
+ σ∇V , ∇φi
= 0,
(4)
∂t
Ω
Ω
i = 1, . . . , p,
representing a weighted-residual
 condition for minimization of the residual error, where
the round brackets (v, w)Ω = Ω vw dΩ denote the inner product with the basis functions.
The Galerkin approximaiton (4) represents a set of p ordinary differential equations in
time for the p coefficient functions Vi (t) in the expansion (3). For brevity in the following
we will drop the superscript h.
For the temporal disretisation of the Galerkin projection equations (4) the time derivative approximated a first-order accurate forward finite difference formula and the following
implicit numerical scheme is used
χ Cm M

Vn+1 − Vn
+ K Vn+1 = 0,
∆t

(5)

where Vn = [V1n , V2n , . . . , Vpn ]T now denotes p-dimensional vector of voltage values at time
level tn = n∆t with time step ∆t, and where
[Mij ] = (φi , φj )Ω ,
denotes the mass matrix and
[Kij ] = (∇φi , σ∇φj )Ω ,
denotes the stiffness matrix. Finally, the vector of unknowns voltage values at time level
tn+1 is determined by solving
(M +

∆t
K) Vn+1 = M Vn .
χ Cm
4
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Figure 1: Computational domain A contour plot of activation times for the benchmark
problem defined in section 4. The computational domain is clearly visible. The stimulus
site is in the lower central vertex while the most distant point is the upper central vertex.

∆t

0.5mm
0.05ms
81.75
0.025ms 80.70
0.01ms
80.06
0.005ms 79.82

∆x
0.333mm
60.95
59.85
59.20
58.96

0.2mm
52.15
49.94
49.94
49.65

0.1mm
47.20
45.40
44.26
43.85

Table 1: Values for the activation time [ms] at different spatial and temporal discretisation
steps measured in our numerical code for the benchmark problem described in section 4.
3.4

Practical implementation

Equation (6) is solved using the libMesh open source parallel C++ finite element
library2 [3], and the solution of linear systems and the time stepping relies on the solvers
provided by the PETSc library3 . Simulations are run both on our local Linux workstations
with 2 Intel(R) Xeon (R) CPU E5-2699 2.30 GHz (up to 72 threads) and 128 GB of
memory at the School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Glasgow as well as
on the RCUK flagship High-Performance parallel computer ARCHER4 . Visit is used for
post-processing the two- and three-dimensional simulations.
4

BENCHMARKING AND VALIDATION

4.1

Benchmark description

Our mathematical model and its numerical implementation was validated by comparison with a standard cardiac tissue electrophysiology simulation benchmark case devel2

libmesh.github.io
www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc
4
www.archer.ac.uk
3

5
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Figure 2: Convergence of the value of the activation time as time and space steps are decreased. Values are measured in our numerical code for the benchmark problem described
in section 4.
oped by the research community [9]. The benchmark involved 11 independently developed
numerical codes providing numerical simulations of a well-defined problem with unique
solution for a number of different resolutions. The benchmark seeks to compare solutions
of the monodomain equations (1) on a cuboid domain of dimensions 20 × 7 × 3 mm using
the ten Tusscher and Panfilov [13] model of human epicardial myocytes as a model of the
transmembrane ion current density Iion . The initial stimulus current Istim has a current
density amplitude of 50000µA cm−3 and is applied to a cube with size 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm
positioned at the corner of the full cuboid domain and a stimulus duration of 2 ms. The
value of the cell surface to volume ratio χ is 140 mm−1 , and it is assumed that the cardiac
fibres are aligned with the long, 20 mm, axis of the cuboid domain so the conductivity
tensor σ is diagonal with values [0.1334, 0.0176, 0.0176] S m−1 along its main diagonal.
The so called “activation time” defined as the time it takes for a cardiac action potential
to travel from the stimulation site to the most distant point in the computational domain
(i.e. the point opposite the stimulation site) is requested as a diagnostic output quantity
from the numerical simulation. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the benchmark case.
4.2

Validation and benchmarking

We have verified that our numerical code is in excellent agreement with the community benchmark results. Since the computational domain of the benchmark problem is
rectangular domain we have used a regular square finite-element mesh with space step
∆x. For time stepping we have used the simple forward Euler method with time step ∆t.
Table 1 shows the values of the activation time we have obtained at various spatial and
temporal resolutions. At the highest resolution of ∆x = 0.1 mm and ∆t = 10−4 ms the
activation time obtained using our code is 43.85 ms which is within 2% error bar from the
42.82 ms high-accuracy value agreed upon in the benchmark paper [9]. Figure 2 shows
a convergence test we have performed with decreasing space step and time step and it is
clear that our solution is converging to values closer to the community benchmark value
just quoted. We remark that for our code the increase of the spatial resolution leads to
6
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Parameters
M-cells (Healthy)
K0 , External potassium concentration (mM)
4.5865
Ca0 , External calcium concentration (mM)
2.0467
N a0 , External sodium concentration (mM)
146.30
gna, Peak INa conductance
14
gca, Strength of Ca current flux (mmol/(cm C))
259.86
pca, Constant in ICal (cm/s)
0.0002
r1, Opening rate in ICal
0.4804
r2, Closing rate in ICal
2.2825
gkix, Peak IK1 conductance (mS/µF)
0.4400
gtof , Peak Ito conductance (mS/µF)
0.0221
(Global) root mean square error
0.0133

M-cells (MI)
4.3087
2.5678
165.71
12
193.23
0.0008
0.3546
2.8694
0.2604
0.0421
0.1070

Table 2: Parameter values of the model of Mahajan et al. [5] re-fitted to the experimental
data on M-cells at 3 Hz pacing rate form [6].

Figure 3: Action potential computed using the model of Mahajan et al. [5] with parameter
values given in table 2 in comparison with experimental data from [6].
more significant increases of accuracy than the increase in temporal resolution.
5

PARAMETER RE-FITTING OF A RABBIT VENTRICULAR SINGLE
CELL IONIC MODEL

In order to achieve an accurate comparison with experimental measurements in rabbit
ventricular tissue samples e.g. [1, 8, 7] an appropriate single cell ionic action potential model must be selected and refitted. To this end we have selected to use Mahajan
et al. [5] detailed action potential model, one of the modern rabbit ventricular AP models
designed to accurately reproduce the dynamics of the cardiac action potential and intracellular calcium (Cai) cycling at rapid heart rates as relevant to ventricular tachycardia
and fibrillation. Cardiac electrophysiology models are based on experimental data from a
variety of sources, including measurements in different species and under different experimental conditions [2]. Refitting of model parameters is therefore necessary whenever new
7
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∆t

0.5mm
0.05ms
X
0.01ms
X
0.005ms
X
0.0025ms
X
0.0001ms
X

∆x
0.333mm
X
X
X
82.30
82.25

0.2mm
X
X
63.94
63.81
63.75

0.1mm
X
54.19
53.90
53.76
53.68

Table 3: Values for the activation time [ms] at different spatial and temporal discretisation
steps measured in our numerical code for the benchmark geometry described in section 4
but for the model of Mahajan et al. [5] refitted to healthy values rather than ten Tusscher
and Panfilov [13] model.
85
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Activation Time (ms)
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0.4

∆x

∆t

Figure 4: Convergence of the value of the activation time as time and space steps are decreased. Values are measured in our numerical code for the benchmark problem described
in section 4 with the model of Mahajan et al. [5] refitted to healthy values.
or more appropriate data sets are available. In our case, the model of Mahajan et al. [5]
was refitted to match the single cell experimental data of McIntosh et al. [6] since these
were measured by the same research group using identical experimental protocols.
In [6] action potential and intracellular Ca2+ transient characteristics xtarget
were meai
sured in single cardiac myocytes from mid-myocardial regions of the left ventricle of rabbits
with and without heart failure. These were fitted to the outputs of the model of Mahajan
et al. [5], xsim
i , by minimising the error function
ErrAP

M
1  sim
(xi − xtarget
)2
=
i
M i=1

(7)

with respect to selected parameter values, aka “parameter estimation”. For parameter
estimation we used a standard Matlab routine for unconstrained multivariable minimisation based on the bounded Nelder-Mead simplex-like method [4]. The results are shown
in Table 2 and figure 3 below.
The benchmark convergence test of section 4 was repeated using the model of Mahajan
8
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5: Transmural conduction into an infarct zone. Plots taken from figure 5.8 of [7].
et al. [5] newly re-fitted to healthy values in order to establish suitable resolution. Based
on the results of Table 3 and figure 4 we determine that ∆x = 0.1 and ∆t = 5 × 10−3 ms
provides a good trade-off between resolution and model accuracy and we use this values
for the simulations detailed in the next section.
6

MODELLING OF PROPAGATION IN SCARRED TRANSMURAL VENTRICULAR SLABS

An example of the experimental measurements of transmural conduction into an infarct
zone available from our collaborators [7] is shown in Figure 5. The upper left panel shows
a plain image of the transmural surface of a wedge preparation from a ligated heart, with
the endocardium uppermost and the epicardium at the bottom of the picture. The black
squares indicate the position from which example APs are available for comparison: a)
remote zone b) border zone and c) infarct zone. In the upper right panel is a schematic
diagram of the preparation, indicating the position and the shape of the infarct border
zone. The lower two panels show isochronal maps of activation time during endocardial
and epicardial stimulation at left and right panels, respectively. The experiment has a
number of notable features, including,
a) The infarct zone has lower density of electrically excitable cells.
b) The infarct border zone has significant undulations that protrude the healthy zone.
c) The infarct zone has a reduced volume compared to the healthy zone resulting in a
wedge-like trapezoidal shape of the transmural slab rather than a rectangular shape.
9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Isotropic conductivity as a function of x as given by equation (8). (b)
Simulated activation times [ms] for the conductivity profile in part (a).

Figure 7: Propagation of an action potential in the case of sigmoidal conductivity (8).
Density maps of the transmembrane voltage potential are plotted at equidistant times
ti = 5 + i∆t, i = 1, . . . , 6 and ∆t = 10 ms.
We will take the approach of modelling these features separately, in order to investigate
their effects one at a time before we attempt to address the phenomena in full complexity
and detail. To this end we perform direct numerical simulations of the monodomain
problem (1) as specified in section 4 except that the ionic model Iion is replaced by
the model of Mahajan et al. [5] refitted to healthy values as described in section 5 and
conductivity values as specified further below.
The simplest way to model the infarct zone and feature (a) is to assume that the lower
density of the myocites in the infarct can be described by a reduced effective value of
the conductivity in the infarct zone. To further focus on the effect of a well-defined
border zone we will also assume that conductivity is isotropic so all components or the
conductivity tensor are equal to the same scalar value σ. We take this value to depend
sigmoidally on the intra-longitudinal coordinate x,
σ(x) = σa + (σb − σb )

exp(α(x − x0 ))
,
1 + exp(α(x − x0 ))

x0 = 1,

(8)

where σa = 1.3342 and σb = 0.3 are the values of the conductivity deep into the healthy
and the infarct zone, respectively, x0 is the location of the border zone, α = 10 is the
10
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Isotropic conductivity with a fingering effect as a function of x and y as
given by equation (9). (b) Simulated activation times [ms] for the conductivity profile in
part (a).

Figure 9: Propagation of an action potential in the case of finger-like conductivity (9).
Density maps of the transmembrane voltage potential are plotted at equidistant times
ti = 5 + i∆t, i = 1, . . . , 6 and ∆t = 10 ms.
steepness of the sigmoidal function. This conductivity profile is shown in 6(a). The corresponding activation times are shown in Figure 6(b) while snapshots of the transmembrane
voltage potential at a set of equidistant moments are shown in Figure 7. The simulations
show that the travelling front propagates faster when the conductivity is large and slows
down when the conductivity is small. This effect is not observed in the experimental
measurements as seen in both Figures 5(a,b).
Figure 5(b) shows in fact that the propagating wave slows down within the infarct
border zone but subsequently speeds up when in the infarct zone and travels to as a
speed similar to the speed in the healthy zone. To investigate if this is an effect of the
finger-like undulations in the infarct border zone we consider a conductivity profile given
by the expression
σ(x, y) = σa + (σb − σb )

exp(α(x − x0 ))
,
1 + exp(α(x − x0 ))

x0 (y) = 1 + 0.1 sin(44.86y),

(9)

where the border location x0 is now modulated as a function of the intra-transversal
y-direction. The modulating sine function mimics a fingering effect as shown in Figure
11
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8(a). The corresponding activation times are shown in Figure 8(b) while snapshots of the
transmembrane voltage potential at a set of equidistant moments are shown in Figure 9.
The simulation results in this case are rather similar to the case of unmodulated infarct
boundary apart from a weak modulation of the action potential front when it passes
through the border. No speed-up is observed within the infarct zone.
7

CONCLUSION

We have constructed a mathematical model and implemented a numerical code for the
solution of the monodomain problem 1 for the description of propagation of electrical
excitation in cardiac tissue. We have validated the code against a community developed
benchmark. We have selected an appropriate single cell ionic current model and we
have re-fitted its parameters to experimental data that conforms to the protocols and
procedures used in the lab of our collaborators. With this we have performed several
direct numerical simulations where an infarct zone is modelled simply as a region with
reduced values of the conductivity. This alone has not been sufficient to provide a good
qualitative comparison with observations even if the undulation of the infarct border zone
is taken into account. Our work can be extended and refined in a number of ways. Firstly,
the conductivity values in the healthy and the infarct zones can be better estimated by
further parameter fitting, this time applied to the spacially extended problem. Secondly,
the parameters of the conductivity profiles should be systematically investigated. The
wedge-like shape of the experimental tissue sample should be taken into account. The
model of Mahajan et al. [5] re-fitted to heart-failure values should be used within the
infarct zone. These and further features will be considered systematically in our future
work.
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Abstract. This papaer conducts the interface thermal behaviour of both Concrete filled
steel tube (CFT) and Concrete filled double skins steel tube (CFDST) sections with the
Finite Element Method. One unheated section will be simulated for comparison. The
contact thermal property and material thermal properties will be involved in this paper.
Based on parametric analysis outcomes, the influence of the heating time, interface types
and types of composite sections on the mechanical behaviour are considered. Test results
indicate that the time length of fire exposure has a significant impact on the interface
between steel tubes and concrete cores; also, the mechanical behaviour of CFT sections
and CFDST sections are quite different under a fire condition. Further compared results
of composite sections under a fire condition are investigated in this paper.
1

Introduction

Concrete filled steel tube(CFT) and concrete filled double skin steel tube(CFDST)
are called composite construction sections, which contains steel tubes and concrete cores.
Composite sections have been widely used as columns, especially in high-rise building
structures and bridge piers. Compared with ordinary structural sections, they have many
advantages. Firstly, the local buckling of the steel tube is delayed due to the restraining
effect of the concrete. And the strength of the concrete is increased by the confining effect
provided by the steel tube. Secondly, many research work have proved that they are more
stable and can carry more loads than reinforced concrete. Therefore, the cross-sectional
area is less needed.
After the “911 attack” event, fire resistance is the major factor that needs to be considered in composite structures. During a fire condition, the individual strength of steel
and concrete parts will reduce dramatically. However, the interface behaviour under a fire
condition is main concern. Tao et al. [7] illustrates that the bond strength of the CFT
section generally decreases after exposing to fire 90 mins, and the strength can increase
when the fire exposure time is 180 mins. Because after exposing to fire 180 mins, the
concrete starts to dilate under a axial compression. In this way, the damaged concrete
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increases the contact compression to the steel tube. Roeder et al. [9] establishes that the
concrete shrinkage is harmful to the bond stress capacity, also the column size of the CFT
section will affect the bond strength. Song et al. [6] indicates that the bond strength is
negligible for all CFDST specimens with normal interface in the fire condition. As a gap
is produced during fire exposure, the bond strength of CFDST specimens decreases by
dropping the friction at the interface. Furthermore, the post-fire bond strength of CFDST
specimens increases with the increasing of the axial loading ratio, because of the concrete
dilation and local buckling of the steel tube.
Composite sections are caged the concrete core inside of the steel tube. Therefore,
steel tubes protect and enhance the concrete core. There are challenges that arise when
working with fire conditions. In particular, it is difficult for experiments to learn the
information at the interface during a fire condition. Hence, a sufficient Finite Element
Model has huge advantages. Such model should be capable of simulating the non-linear
performance, large deformation and the corresponding results of composite sections.
This paper is forced on the thermal effect at the interface of composite sections under
compression with a fire condition. Meanwhile, the confinement effect and interface behaviour were investigated in this paper. In order to achieve this goal, the contact thermal
modelling and material thermal modelling will be discussed. A typical load versus displacement curve and displacement separation figures at interface will be used to illustrate
the bond behaviour at the interface.
2
2.1

Theoretical basis
Interface Thermal Modelling

A heat treatment of a composite section is the process of the heat energy transmit from
the external surface of the outer tube into the external surface of the inner tube. The
interface thermal simulation has been applied to predict the fire behaviour of composite
sections. Thermal contact properties including 3 parts: thermal conductance, radiation
and heat generation. The Fully coupled thermal-stress analysis has been chosen. The
temperatures are integrated using a backward difference scheme, and the non-linear coupled system is solved using Newton’s method. An exact implementation of Newton’s
method is chosen for this simulation, and it is illustrated below.


Kuu Kuθ
Kθu Kθθ







u
Ru
=
θ
Rθ



(1)

where u and θ are the respective corrections to the incremental displacement and temperature, Kij are sub-matrices of fully coupled Jacobian matrix, and Ru and Rθ are the
mechanical and thermal residual vectors, respectively.
The use of the unsymmetrical matrix storage and solution scheme is required to solve
this equation. However, due to calculation efficiency, the thermal and mechanical steps
will be simulated separately. The mechanical step is based on the result of thermal step.
The detailed information will be explained later.
2
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2.1.1

Thermal Conductance between surfaces

Thermal conductance occurs at the interface of the composite section while the steel
tube and the concrete core is in contact. An air gap may be produced at the interface
when the section is exposed to fire. Because the value of thermal expansion for steel
is much higher than that of concrete. Therefore, the expansion effect for steel is much
greater. The conductive heat transfer between the contact surfaces is assumed to be
defined by
q = k(θA − θB )
(2)
where q is the heat flux per unit area crossing the interface from point A on one surface
to point B on another surface. θA and θB is the temperature of the corresponding point
on surfaces, k is the gap conductance. Point A is one node on the slave surface and point
B is another node on the master surface contacting the slave node. In this paper, surfaces
from steel tubes are master surface and surfaces from concrete cores are slave surfaces.
The master surfaces may penetrate through the slave surfaces.
The value of k can be defined directly as follow.
˙ fγ )
k = k(θ, d, p, |m|,

(3)

it is in a relationship with the average temperature of the surface θ, clearance between
˙ and any predefined field
the contact surfaces d, the average of the mass flow rate |m|
variables at A and B fγ .
2.1.2

Modelling radiation between surfaces

The radiative heat energy is assumed that it transfers between closely spaced contact
surfaces and it occurs in the direction of the normal between two surfaces. while modelling
the interface, using surface-based contact discretization, the normal direction corresponds
to the master surface normal.
Radiative heat transfer is defined as a function of clearance between the surfaces. The
formulation is described that the monochromatic emissivity of the body is independent of
the wavelength of propagation of the radiation. Only unidirectional diffused reflection is
considered. Attenuation of the radiation in the cavity medium is not considered. Using
those assumptions together with the assumption of isothermal and is emissive cavity
facets, the equation for radiation flux per unit area qjc into a cavity facet j can be written
as


qc
Fij ((θj − θZ )4 − (θi − θZ )4 )
(4)
(δij + (j − 1)Fij ) j = σ

j
j
j

where j is the emissivity of facet j. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Fij is the
geometrical viewfactor matrix. θi , θj are the temperatures of facets i, j. θZ is the value
of absolute zero on the temperature scale being used. and δij is the Kronecker delta.

3
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2.1.3

Modelling heat generation

In fully coupled temperature-displacement simulations, heat generation due to the
dissipation of energy created by the mechanical interaction of contacting surfaces. The
main source of the heat is frictional sliding. All of the dissipated energy as heat will
be released between the surfaces and distributes it equally between the two interacting
surfaces. The fraction of dissipated energy can be converted into heat η and the weighting
factor f for distribution of the heat between the interacting surfaces. In coupled thermalmechanical surface interactions, the rate of frictional energy dissipation is given by
Pf r = τ · γ̇

(5)

where τ is the frictional stress and γ̇ is the slip rate.
The amount of this energy released as heat on each surface is assumed to be
qA = f ηPf r

and qB = (1 − f )ηPf r

(6)

where qA and qB are the heat flux into the slave and master surfaces, respectively.
2.2
2.2.1

Material Modelling
Steel Section

The classical plasticity model for steel is standard von Mises model failure surface with
associated flow rule. Von Mises model is used to determine if a give material will yield
or fracture. It is mostly used for ductile materials such as steel. Von Mises model states
that if the von Mises stress of a material under a loading is equal or greater than the
yield limit of the same material under a simple tension, then the material will yield. In
the inequality form, the criterion may be put as
σV M ≤ σY

(7)

The von Mises stress σV M is given by
σV M =
Then Eq. 8 can be expressed as follow
σV M =



I12 − 3I2

1
(σ1 − σ2 )2 + (σ2 − σ3 )2 + (σ3 − σ1 )2
2

(8)

(9)

The response of the steel tube is modelled by an elastic-perfectly-plastic theory with an
associated flow rule. When the stress value is inside the stress yield surface, the behaviour
of the steel tube is linearly elastic. Otherwise, the behaviour of the steel tube becomes
perfectly plastic. Thus, the steel tube is assumed to fail and cannot resist any further
loading.
4
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2.2.2

Concrete Section

The Drucker-Prager failure criterion is a three-dimensional pressure-dependent model
to estimate the stress state at which the concrete reaches its ultimate strength. The
criterion is based on the assumption that the octahedral shear stress at failure depends
linearly on the octahedral stress through material constants.
The Drucker-Prager failure criterion was established as a smooth version of the MohrCoulomb criterion. It can be expressed as:


J2 = λI1 + κ

(10)

where the constants λ and κ are material constants. I1 is the first invariant of the Cauchy
stress and J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress.
The governing equation of the Drucker-Prager criterion, Eq. 10, illustrates a rightcircular cone in the stress space when λ > 0, or a right circular cylinder when λ = 0.
Hence, the intersection with the π-plane is a circle, as shown in Figure 1.
Since the Drucker-Prager yield surface is a smooth version of the Mohr-Coulomb yield
surface, it is often expressed in terms of the cohesion(c) and the angle of internal friction(φ)
that are used to describe the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface. If we assume that the DruckerPrager yield surface circumscribes the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface, then the expression
for λ and κ are
λ= √

2sinφ
3(3 − sinφ)

κ= √

6ccosφ
3(3 − sinφ)

Han [5] found that the concrete core for CFDST sections has the similar failure performs
compared with that for CFT sections. Therefore, the uni-axial stress-strain relation for
steel and concrete in CFT sections has been used for the analysis of CFDST sections.

Figure 1: The inner and outer cones of the Drucker-Prager criterion match with the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion
2.2.3

Material Thermal Modelling

The temperature field analysis bases on the thermal property of steel and concrete, such
as, thermal conductivity, specific heat and thermal expansion. Thermal conductivity is
the process of heat energy transfer from the hot to the cold part while they are contacted
5
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(W/m · °C). Specific heat is the amount of heat energy per unite mass required to raise
the temperature by one degree Celsius (J/m3 · °C). And the thermal expansion refers to a
fractional change in size of a material in response to a change in temperature (W/m · °C).
Xu[? ] has illustrated those properties of steel and concrete.

1. uniform distributed loading placed at the centre of the top surface
2. fully fixed at the centre point, and release x and y directions on the bottom surface
Figure 2: Finite Element meshing of CFT and CFDST models

3
3.1

Procedure of analysis
Finite Element Modelling

In this simulation, a numerical program will involve the heat transfer through the
interface and influence of elevated temperature on the mechanical behaviour of composite
sections. The heat transfer process can be simulated by using the numerical method,
that are spatial discretization, time integration and solution for non-linear equations. A
sequentially-coupled thermal-stress analysis has been applied to study the mechanical
behaviour of composite columns exposed to fire conditions. The procedure will simulate
the heat transfer step first. And then the temperature information will be imported into
the mechanical step to calculate the structural response at different temperature levels. In
order to transfer the accurate information of the nodal temperature from the heat transfer
into the mechanical model, the mesh, interaction and nodal numbering are identical.
In the heat transfer step, the 20-node quadratic heat transfer brick (DC3D20) was
chosen for concrete cores and steel tubes. And an 8-node linear brick, reduced integration
3D solid element(C3D8R) was used for concrete cores and steel tubes during the mechanical analysis step. For both steps, the mesh sizes are chosen to be 0.1 for steel tube and
concrete core. The finite element mesh will be shown in the Figure 2.
Material properties are required in this analysis, which generally include elastic, plastic
mechanical properties and thermal properties. Most of the mechanical properties are
6
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temperature-dependent with elevated temperature. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
are the fundamental factors associating with the mechanical properties. Li [11] and Ma
et al. [10] have introduce the thermal properties of steel and concrete, respectively.
The applied fire condition on the external surface of the steel tube is the standard fire
condition are defined by the ISO 834 fire condition [2], which specimens of constructions
are subjected to. This curve is based on the burning rate of the materials found in general
building materials and contents. The temperature development of the fire condition is
described by following equation:
T = 20 + 345 × log10 (

2t
+ 1)
15

(11)

where t is the heating time in second, T is the temperature. Table 1 shows the information
of the heating time, the corresponding unit is second. From the equation above, the
corresponding temperature of 0, 3000 and 6000 seconds heating time are 20, 918 and
1021°C, respectively.
The interaction behaviour of steel tubes and concrete cores were simulated by the
interface property. The contact surfaces between steel tubes and concrete cores are defined
as contact pairs. There are two types of interfaces that are defined. One is defined
as bonded interface. The mechanical property of the interaction will be defined in the
tangential and normal behaviours. The normal behaviour will choose “Hard” as contact
for pressure-overclosure. The cohesive properties(Knn , Kss and Ktt ) are equal to 1 ×
1010 P a. and the damage coefficient (Normal, Shear-1 and Shear-2) will be 1 × 105 P a.
Another one is nonbonded interface. It is simply no cohesive and damage properties at the
interface contact. The section properties are shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the thermal
conductance of contact surfaces need to be defined as clearance dependency for both
types. When two surfaces are contacted, the conductance is 1000. If they are separated,
which is the clearance distance is 0.01m, the conductance is 0.
Table 1: Section Properties
CFT sections
CFDST sections
Heating time(s)
Interface types
Heating time(s)
Interface types
0
Bonded interface
0
Bonded interface
3000
Bonded interface
3000
Bonded interface
3000
Nonbonded interface
3000
Nonbonded interface
6000
Bonded interface
6000
Bonded interface
The boundary conditions has shown in the Figure 2. Apart from the heat treatment at
the external surface, another thermal boundary condition needs to be considered during
this simulation. The external surface of the CFDST section can radiate in the air gap
while the temperature is increasing. It will influence the temperature of the external
surface. However, firstly, the cross-sectional shape of the CFDST section are symmetrical.
Secondly, a part of the heating energy will transmit into the air to rise the air temperature
7
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up. But for a complete CFDST section, the air at the middle is limited. Therefore,
the heat loss at the inner surface can be ignored. Hence, the boundary condition at
the inner surface of CFDST sections is simulated as no heat energy exchange with the
external environment. Furthermore, only the external fire condition is considered, eg,
the fire condition. Therefore, the radiation and heat generation aren’t considered in this
simulation.
3.2

Results

CFT sections and CFDST sections has different appearances after heated followed by
the temperature pattern of Equation 11. Figures 3 (a) and (b) show that the temperature
distribution on the top surface of CFT sections under the heating time of 3000 seconds
and 6000 seconds, respectively. The colour pattern indicates the value of temperature.
The temperature of outer tube for 6000s section is higher than that for 3000s section. As
the temperature propagate into the concrete core, the temperature drops down. Figures 3
(c) and (d) show that the temperature distribution on the top surface of CFDST sections
under the heating time of 3000 seconds and 6000 seconds, respectively.

(a) CFT section with 3000s heat- (b) CFT section with 6000s heating time
ing time

(c) CFDST section with 3000s (d) CFDST section with 6000s
heating time
heating time

Figure 3: Temperature distribution of CFT sections
Due to the thermal expansion law, steel sections has larger expansion ratio compared
with that of concrete sections. After increasing the temperature, a gap will be produced
at the external interface of CFT and CFDST sections, thus the outer tube will provide
less confinement to the concrete core during the fire exposure. However, at the internal
interface of CFDST sections, the inner steel tube will produce an expansion pressure
acting on the internal surface of the concrete core. Therefore, the confinement effect will
improve at the inner interface of CFDST sections.
8
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Figure 4: Residual strength index figure
3.2.1

Residual Strength

Steel and concrete sections are commonly known that they will lose amount of their
strength during a fire condition, which is based on the temperature level. According to
Han [8], for convenience of analysis, residual strength index is defined to quantify the
strength of the composite section after exposure to fire condition. It is expressed as
RSI =

Nu (t)
Nu

where Nu (t) is the residual strength corresponding to the fire duration time t of the
composite section, and Nu is the ultimate strength of the composite section at ambient
temperature.
Figure 4 shows Residual strength index of composite sections with different temperatures.

Figure 5: load versus displacement relationship of CFT and CFDST specimens
In the figure, the Residual strength of CFDST sections have better performances compared with CFT sections. A concerned test results of the simulation displayed a pleasant
phenomenon. The unfilled tube has played an important role during the exposure of the
fire condition. Even through steel tubes and concrete cores will lose their own strength
during a fire condition, the inner tube will maintain most of the strength. Because the
concrete core will absorb most of the heat energy. Hence, according to Figure 5, the
elastic modulus of CFDST sections are significantly greater than that of CFT sections
after exposure to fire condition.
9
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3.3
3.3.1

Influence of different parameters
Effect of fire exposure

Obviously, the fire exposure could have a great impact on the cohesive bond strength
at the interface between steel tubes and concrete cores. Moreover, it can cause the volume
change and the shape change of steel tubes and concrete cores.
The compression versus displacement of CFT and CFDST sections undergo different
heating times are shown in Figure 5. It can be found that the maximum loading is much
greater for CFT and CFDST sections under room temperature. The slope of the initial
curve of the 3000s heating section is greater than that of 6000s heating sections for both
composite sections. However, the maximum loading dropped significantly from room
temperature to 3000s heating time.
Figure 6 shows the displacement separation at the interface. Top figures are shown
the thermal effect of CFT sections with different interface properties. The displacement
changed a lot at the edge of top and bottom surfaces for nonbonded section. The external
surface of the steel tube had massive movement near the loading surface (top surface),
which means that the steel losses its strength during the simulation. As the temperature
has risen. Similarly, for CFDST sections, the displacement shift at the interface is much
larger for nonbonded section.
3.3.2

Effect of Composite section types

According to Zhao [3], the outer tube has similar behaviour with the tube of CFT
sections. However, the inner tube will have similar behaviours with unfilled steel tubes.
In general, the inner tube will have a weak performance compared with outer tube at
the room temperature condition [4]. Figure 5 shows that the maximum loading of the
room temperature section has similar values. When the heating time increases to 3000s,
the maximum loading of CFDST sections is higher than that of CFT sections. Due to
the confinement affect at the inner interface, the slope of the load-displacement curve of
CFDST sections is greater than that of CFT sections. After heating time increased to
6000s, as the result of thermal expansion, the confinement affect at the inner tube plays
the major contribution. Overall, CFDST sections under the fire condition has a better
performance.
3.3.3

Effect of interface types

Figure 5 also shows the load versus displacement curve comparison between bonded
sections and non-bonded sections. The heating time for non-bonded sections are 3000s.
For CFT sections, the cohesive properties have great impact during the heat treatment.
Without cohesive properties, the elastic modulus of the section and max loading are
much smaller. Because after increasing the temperature, the steel will lose most of the
strength. Also, a gap will be produced at the interface. Hence, the overall confinement
will be decreased dramatically. Furthermore, the buckle effect occurred at the top surface
10
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Figure 6: Displacement seperation
of nonbonded CFT section in Figure 6. The loading capacity of the bonded CFT section
is much higher than that of the nonbonded section.
4

Conclusion

Composite sections became more and more popular especially as a foundation in the
high-rise building, as their strong loading capacity. Influenced factors, which are heating
time, composite section types and interface types, has been evaluated under the fire
condition. These simulations have investigated the bond behaviour between steel tubes
and concrete cores in composite sections. Based on the simulated results reported in
this paper. The fire exposure has massive impact on the initial slope and maximum
loading capacity of the displacement-load curve and displacement shift at the interface of
composite sections. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The heating time has a significant impact on the temperature during a fire condition.
It will have enormous influence on the loading capacity. It is found that the loading
capacity would decrease about 50% when the heating time increases to 1000°C.
2. The interface property has great impact on the bond strength. The bond strength
of bonded sections has effectively improved fire resistance. Even though the fire
condition will weak the chemical bond at the interface. These simulated results are
known to maintain a few bond strengths during the fire condition.
3. The Finite Element Method has the advantage of expressing the fire behaviour of
composite sections under a axial compression. The comparisons of simulation results
have clearly indicated the differences.
11
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4. From mechanical point of view, a CFDST section has better performance under a
fire condition. It benefits from the behaviour of inner tube. The inner tube will
improve the confinement at the internal interface. Hence, the loading capacity has
delight results for CFDST sections.
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Abstract. In this paper, a computational model is developed for the simulation of hydrofracture growth in naturally layered impervious media using the extended finite element
method (X-FEM). The equilibrium equation of the bulk is solved in conjunction with the
hydro-fracture inflow and continuity equations using the staggered Newton method. The
hydro-fracture inflow is modeled by using the lubrication theory, where the permeability of
the fracture is incorporated by taking advantage of the cubic law. The Eigen-function
expansion method is utilized in order to develop enrichment functions suited for the
asymptotic stress field in the vicinity of the singular points. An energy release rate-based
criterion is used in order to study the competition between hydro-fracture
penetration/deflection at the material interface. Finally, the robustness of the computational
framework is explored by means of numerical simulation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is a well-known engineering technique in which highly
pressurized fluid injection is utilized in order to generate permeable fractures within low
permeability formations. Fracking manifest in a wide range of engineering applications
namely enhancing oil and gas recovery from tight reservoirs [1], block caving of mines [2],
waste disposal and cleansing of contaminated soils [3], and geothermal energy production [4],
to name a few. Geertsma and de’Klerk [5], Spence and Sharp [6], Khristianovic and Zheltov
[7], and Hubbert and Willis [8] were amongst the first who proposed closed form analytical
solutions to the problem of hydraulic fracturing. Early numerical simulations of fracking on
the other hand were due to Daneshy [9], Haimson and Fairhurst [10], and Beach [11]. Many
key features in modeling of hydraulic fracturing including hydro-mechanical coupling, matrix
permeability, fluid-lag, and domain inhomogeneities were addressed in later contributions by
Detournay and Cheng [1], Boone and Ingraffea [12], Secchi and Schrefler [13], Noorishad et
al. [14], and Segura and Carol [15]. More recently, on the basis of the partition of unity
concept, advanced numerical frameworks as such as X-FEM (e.g., Réthoré et al. [16], Khoei
et al. [17], Vahab and Khalili [18, 19]), and mesh-free Galerkin methods (e.g., Oliaei et al.
[20], Samimi and Pak [3]) are employed to more efficiently deal with the computationally
complex problem of fracking.
Geological formations generally contain inhomogeneities, which can significantly affect
their geomechanical characteristics. Thiercelin et al. [21] studied hydro-fractures approaching
material interfaces within domains subjected to traction-free boundaries, and showed hydrofractures can penetrate across such interfaces regardless of material properties. Eekelen [22]
investigations indicated neither contrast in stiffness nor in-situ stresses can prevent hydraulic
fracture penetration into the surrounding layers. On the contrary, Biot et al. [23] implied
unless a critical fluid pressure is exceeded any mechanical property differences may cease
fracture penetration. Using a stress analysis, Gudmundsson and Brenner [24] concluded that
hydro-fractures penetrate material interfaces merely in soft to stiff configuration due to stress
built up within the secondary domain. In contradiction, Wang [25] analysis showed that
hydro-fractures tend to propagate into softer rocks which require less fracture energy and
driving force. Behnia et al. [26] performed an energy analysis to show that even minor
inclination angle may lead to rapid diversion of the hydro-fracture from the interface in soft to
stiff configuration.
The hydro-fracture interaction with material interfaces is indeed an open area of research
and the literature has not yet reached a consensus. The aim of this paper is to develop a
rigorous energy based numerical framework so as to explore the penetration/deflection of the
hydro-fracture at material interfaces. The penetration/deflection criterion introduced by MingYuan and Hutchinson [27] and Hutchinson and Sue [28] is employed, in which admissible
interaction scenario is determined through the elaboration of the second law of
thermodynamics in conjunction with the minimization of the total potential energy. To this
end, the interfacial fracture toughness is computed using the mode mixity parameter, which is
in turn a function of the Stress Intensity Factors (SIFs) associated with the fracture tip merged
with the material interface. The stress singularity in the vicinity of crack-tips is captured by
taking advantages from the recent X-FEM developments by Akhondzadeh et al. [29], which
ensures the high resolution of the stress field as well as the precision and reliability of the
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model simulations. Finally, the robustness of the proposed computational framework is
examined through numerical simulation.
2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

bounded by the external boundary
Consider a two-dimensional impermeable domain
, with the external normal unit vector n (see Figure 1). The external boundary conditions are
defined as the prescribed traction t and the prescribed displacement u which are respectively
hold. The domain is
and t
imposed on t and u , such that t
u
u
composed of two subdomains i ( i 1, 2 ), which are fully bonded at the intersection of two
subdomains indicated by
interface

and the normal unit vector n

is assumed with the unit normal vector n

fracturing fluid injection

. An internal hydro-fracture
, which is subjected to the

that induces the fluid pressure p

pn

. The contact

tractions tCont are defined on the basis of contact constitutive relations, which are activated so
as to prevent the overlap of the fracture faces. The fractured domain is governed by the linear
momentum balance equation, which can be expressed in quasi-static condition by assuming
infinitesimal deformations as

σ

b

0,

(1)

where  is the bulk density, b is the body force per unit mass vector, and  is the Cauchy
s
u . The weak form of the momentum
stress tensor described as   D : ε , with ε(u)
balance equation (1) is derived through the introduction of the test and trial functions of the
dispalcement field U and U , respectively, as

domain

u pn

ε :σ d

u

d

bd

u td

0,

(2)

where the notation
is defined as
.
The hydro-fracture inflow on the other hand is governed by means of flow continuity
equations. Using the local Cartesian coordinate system ( x , y ) , in which x and y are
aligned with the tangent and normal to the flow line, and assuming a one-dimensional
incompressible Newtonian flow for the fracturing fluid within the cavity, the continuity
equation is expressed as
x

0
0,

uN

(3)

where
is the flow rate,
is the leak-off flow given by Carter’s relation [30], and u N is
the normal component of the relative jump in displacement field (crack opening) with overdot indicating the time derivative. The hydro-fracture inflow is described by using the cubic
law as
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p
x

1 h3
f 12

p
.
x

(4)

is the fluid viscosity, and
In the above relation, h uN is the hydro-fracture opening,
f is the modification factor suggested by Witherspoon et al. [31] which accounts for the
deviations from the ideal condition of the parallel smooth crack faces.
Contact tractions tCont are computed versus the normal and tangential gap vectors

N and

T described as
N

(n

n

T

(I n

)u
n

)u

on n

,

on
nn

,

(5)

n
is the normal projection tensor. The first Kuhn-Tucker constraints in
where n
normal direction can be expressed as
0,

N

tCont
N

Cont

0,
0

N tN

0

x

(6)

,

where tCont
is the normal component of the contact tractions defined as tCont
N
N

tCont . n

, and

is the normal gap defined as N
N . The normal component of the contact tractions
are related to the normal penetration of the contacting surfaces through the application of a
normal penalty parameter k N as tCont
kN N . In the tangential direction on the other hand
N
N

the contact tractions are defined as tCont
kT T (for stick condition), yet it obeys the slip
T
criterion defined by the standard Coulomb’s friction law as
0
Stick,
St
S
Cont
tCont
(c f
(7)
f
T
f . tN )
0
Sli
S
Slip,
where c f and f are the Coulomb’s cohesion and friction coefficients, respectively. The
tangential stick/slip condition is governed by the second Kuhn-Tucker relation expressed as

0,,

d

f

0,

d .

f

0,

(8)

n

n
n

n
B

t

( x)

Cont

N

A

( x)

u

0
t

0

t

Figure 1 Hydro-fracture subjected to layered domain; problem definition and boundary conditions.
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where d

d

T

is the magnitude of the sliding increment.

3 DISCRETIZATION
The extended finite element method is elaborated in order to discretize the weak form of
the equilibrium equation of the fractured domain given by equation (2). The X-FEM
approximation of the displacement field uh ( x, t ) is expressed as
(9)
uh ( x, t ) ustd ( x, t ) u ( x, t ) u ( x, t ) ,
in which ustd , u
and u are associated with the standard, hydro-fracture and bimaterial
displacement field, respectively, that can be expressed as
ustd

u

( x, t )
I

Hev

NI ( x) H (

I

Tip
ip

u ( x, t )
I

N I ( x ) u I (t )

I N stdd

( x )) H (

Ridge
idg

( xI )) aI
(10-b)

M

NI ( x)

(10-a)

1

B ( x ) B ( xI ) RTi
Tipp ( x ) b I ,

N I ( x ) Dm (

(10-c)

( x )) cI .

In the above relation, N I is the standard shape function of node I corresponding to the

standard DOFs u I (t ) , and N std is the set of nodal points consisting the whole domain.

Moreover, H and B are the Heaviside and asymptotic enrichment functions, respectively,
with aI and b I being the DOFs associated with the Heaviside and asymptotic parts of the

displacement field. Finally, Dm ( x ) is the ridge enrichment function, with cI denoting the
DOFs corresponding to the ridge parts of the displacement field. Notably, the asymptotic
enrichment functions for fracture tips terminated at material interface must be replaced by
incorporating the terms manifest in the Airy stress function solution of the displacement field
as (see Bouhala et al. [32]):



SSE
B Tip
( r ,  )  B1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4





for c   2



 r  sin     1  , r  cos     1  ,



for c   p


 r j sin    j  1  , r  j cos    j  1  ,

SSE
B Tip
(r ,  )  B1, B 2 ,..., B 8
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SSE
B Tip
(r ,  )  B1,B 2 ,..., B16



for c   p

= r Re e Im cos  Im ln(r )  cos  (Re  1)  , r Re e Im cos  Im ln( r )  sin  (Re  1)  ,



r Re e Im sin  Im ln(r )  cos((Re  1) ), r Re e  Im sin  Im ln(r )  sin  (Re  1)  ,

in which  p is the power logarithmic angle defined as the angle where the transition between
real and imaginary solutions for  occur. The singular enrichment function used in this work
for the instance of crack terminating at the material interface is the modified version of the
above enrichment functions, in which a weighted summation of the above functions, on the
basis of the the Airy stress function coefficients is employed as the enrichment function. This
approach, known as the modified singular enrichments (MSE), reduce the number of
enrichment functions with increased accuracy (see Akhondzadeh et al. [29]).
The finite difference method is utilized in order to solve the flow continuity equations (3) and
(4). Adopting the first-order upwind scheme for the spatial discretization of the fluid pressure
field p and the flow rate
it follows that (see [33])
n

j 1

n

xn
pn j 1
xn

pn j

j 1

n

xn j
pn j

1

xn j

j

,

(12-a)

,

(12-b)

where j stands for the ( j ) th discretization point of the FD solution. The time derivative of
the hydro-fracture opening in direction normal to the fracture (i.e., uN ) is approximated
between two sequential time steps n and n 1 using the first-order upwind scheme as

u

j
N n 1

where the time increment is defined as

uN

j
n 1

uN

j
n

t

t = tn

1

,

(13)

tn .

4 THE PENETRATION/DEFLECTION CRITERION
Based on the literature (e.g. see Martinez and Gupta [34]), the interaction of hydrofractures with material interfaces leads to three distinct scenarios; hydro-fracture may
penetrate across the interface, as the successful scenario, or it can be deflected either along
one or both wings of the interface, which is referred to as failure. The resulting interaction
scenario is determined by taking advantages from the energy release rate associated with each
scenario. Based on Hutchinson and Suo [28], the singly deflected case is always energetically
favorable in comparison to the doubly deflected case. Accordingly, the doubly deflected case
is disregarded in the present study. The penetration/ deflection criterion is defined based on
Ming-Yuan and Hutchinson [27] as
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 Gd Gintf
G max  G
2
 p

 Gd  Gintf
 G pmax G2

penetration,
deflection.

(14)

In the above relations, G2 and Gintf are the fracture toughness of the secondary material
and the interface, respectively, and G pmax is the penetration energy release rate which is
determined as the maximum value of the energy release rate related to the penetrated crack at
all plausible penetration angles. Based on Hutchinson and Suo [28], and Banks-Sills and
Ashkenazi [35] the interfacial fracture toughness associated with a bimaterial interface
intersected by a fracture is estimated by
(15)
G  Gˆ (1  tan 2  ) ,
intf

in which Ĝ is the reference energy release rate, and  is the mode mixity which is defined
as
 K intf
  tan 1  IIintf
KI


.


(16)

Due to difference in the order of singularities due to appearance of 1 and 2 in the
generalized SIFs (i.e., K Iintf and K IIintf ), they do not contain the identical units. Thus, a
characteristic length factor of l01  2 is applied to the nominator of the above relation so that
the units be compatible.
The deflection energy release rate Gd is calculated by adopting the values of the SIFs
obtained via the solution of an imaginary debounding of the material interface with an
arbitrary length occurring in a single side as

Gd =

[(K Id )2  (K IId )2 ]
E1

,

(17)

where  is a coefficient depending on the material properties on either sides of the interface
(see Vahab et al. [36]).
Finally, G pmax is computed through the auxiliary solution of the imaginary hydro-fracture
penetration at the bimaterial interface using the same arbitrary growth length used in the
singly deflected case as G p  [(K Ip ) 2  (K IIp ) 2 ] / E2 .
5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Numerical simulations here are performed by using an impervious 8 m 8 m rock block
under plane strain condition. Four different material configurations are assumed for the block
categorized into: 1) soft to stiff ( E1 E0 , E2 2 E0 or 4 E0 , 1
2
0 ), and 2) stiff to soft (
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), with E0 10 GPa and 0 0.3 respectively being
the reference Young modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio. A hydro-fracture of negligible
length is positioned at the left surface of the block with initial inclination angles of
0 ,15 and 30 . The hydro-fracture is permitted to evolve from the right tip until it
i
merges with the material interface located at x 4 m . The fracturing fluid is injected at the

E1

2E0 or 4E0 , E2

E0 ,

1

2

0

0.001 Pa.s
P
constant rate of
(see
100 3 m2 / s with the dynamic fluid viscosity of
Figure 2). To prevent the overlap of the fracture edges, the contact parameters are set to
kN 106 MPa/mm
MPa
. For all cases the fracture toughness of the secondary domain, G2 , is set to
100 J / m2 . The interfacial toughness on the other hand is computed by setting Gˆ = 50 J / m 2 ,
in conjunction with a characteristic length of 0 0.4 m . Finally, the possibility of the
occurrence of deflection or penetration scenario in each case is determined by introduction of
the deflection and penetration factors defined as R1  Gd / Gintf and R 2  G pmax / G2 ,
respectively.
5.1 The soft to stiff configuration
The deflection energy release rate and deflection factor Gd and R1 are calculated based on
the values of K Id and K IId , where all the final values are given in Table 1. The penetration
energy release rate on the other hand is calculated using the same crack increment (i.e.,
0.4 m ). The maximum penetration energy release rate associated with each case is
0
utilized in order to determine the governing penetration factor, R2 . As can be seen, in the
case of E2 / E1 2 the penetration factors related to i  0,15 is slightly higher than the
corresponding deflection factors; hence, for these cases the penetration scenario is more
probable. However, by increasing the initial inclination angle to i  30 the deflection
scenario predominates. Interestingly, by increase in stiffness contrast from 2 to 4 the
penetration factors are significantly decreased. This is justified by taking into account that the
energy release rate is reversely proportional to the material stiffness. Results here clearly
imply that the hydro-fracture is highly prone to be deflected at the material interfaces in soft
to stiff configuration.
8m

 Intf
8m

O

i

E1 , 1

P

E2 , 2

Figure 2 Hydro-fracture evolution throughout a bimaterial block; the problem definition, boundary
conditions and FE mesh.
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5.2 The stiff to soft configuration
In Table 2, the values of the SIFs K Id and K IId , deflection energy release rate Gd ,
deflection factor R1 , and the maximum penetration energy release rate R2 are reported.
Notably, the values of the deflection factors are only slightly increased in comparison to the
first example; yet, the penetration factors are significantly increased. This can be justified due
to the intensified stress field within the primary domain on one hand, and the appearance of
the lower Young modulus in calculation of the energy release rate within the secondary
domain ( GP  1/ E2 ) on the other hand. Therefore, in contrast to the first example, for all
cases the penetration scenario is observed. Based on the results obtained in here, by increasing
the stiffness contrast the penetration factors grow much faster than the deflection factors,
which in turn leads to the increase in the probability of the penetration scenario. Hence, it can
be concluded that for the material configuration of stiff to soft the probability of hydrofracture penetration is higher in general.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, an extended finite element framework is employed to simulate
hydraulic fracturing within layered domains. The viscous fluid flow within the hydro-fracture
is modelled by using the lubrication theory in which the fracture permeability is determined
based on the cubic law. Contact along the fracture edges is implemented by using the X-FEM
Penalty approach. Exploiting the enrichment strategy, the discretization of the displacement
field is performed. In this regard, the asymptotic fields around the singular points are modeled
by taking advantages from the Eigen-function expansion method which gives a high
resolution to the stress field. The well-known penetration/deflection criterion introduced by
Ming-Yuan and Hutchinson [27] is utilized in order to predict the plausible
penetration/deflection scenario throughout the interaction of hydro-fractures with material
interfaces. Finally, the performance of the developed framework is explored by means of
numerical simulation. In the first example, the effects of soft to stiff configuration of the
material interfaces as well as the role of initial inclination of perforations are investigated.
Based on the energy analysis performed, it is shown that by increase in either the stiffness
contrast or the initial inclination angle the probability of hydro-fracture deflection at the
material interface dramatically increases. The second example studies the interaction of
hydro-fractures with stiff to soft configured material interfaces. Taking into account that the
penetration factors are substantially greater than their corresponding deflection factors, it is
concluded that in general for stiff to soft configurations of material interfaces the probability
of hydro-fracture penetration is quite high. The results suggested in the current study are
believed to give a better understanding from the interaction problem for being based on a
higher resolution for the stress field on one hand, and the use of the penetration/deflection
criterion which is based on energy analysis on the other hand.
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Abstract. In this paper, both experimental and numerical studies were carried out to evaluate
concrete cracking behavior and corrosion products movement during rebar corrosion process.
The electric corrosion tests with an applied current density of 900A/cm2 were conducted, in
which the development of surface and internal cracks was investigated. Considering test
results, a numerical model based on three-dimensional Rigid Body Spring Method combined
with Truss Network model was developed, which treated the corrosion products movement as
a diffusion problem. The model was validated against the test results, showing that it can
reasonably reproduce the effect of corrosion products movement on the crack propagation.
1 INTRODUCTION
The development of corrosion-caused cracks is affected by material properties of the
corrosion products, such as the expansion ratio, stiffness, and their transport properties. There
are several test results suggesting that part of corrosion products may penetrate to the concrete
pores and cracks, which do not contribute to the expansion pressure[1]. Their study indicate
that the movement of corrosion products may affect the crack initiation process and crack
propagation due to the reduction of expansion pressure, thus it should be considered as a
concept for modeling the cracking process.
Such experimental observation has been considered in several numerical models developed
for evaluating corrosion-induced cracking process. For predicting the time to crack initiation,
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some researchers assumed that there was a porous zone with a specific thickness around the
steel bar, and the corrosion products firstly filled this zone before generating any expansion
pressure[2][3]. On the other hand, some adopted the calibrated expansion ratio and/or
stiffness in their models[4][5], which were substantially smaller than those found in the
tests[6][7]. For simulating the crack propagation, the amount of the corrosion products that
effectively contribute to concrete cracking was often decided with consideration of the crack
volume, into which the corrosion products can be accommodated[4][8]. Although these
modeling techniques can simulate the effect of corrosion products movement on the crack
development indirectly, the applied parameters may vary significantly depends on the model.
A more sophisticated model describing the corrosion products movement as a convectivediffusion problem was reported by Ožbolt et al.[9]. This model, however, was not confirmed
with any test results, and the parameters influencing such a problem were still unclear.
The aim of this paper is to develop a model of corrosion-induced crack width accurately by
considering the corrosion products movement in a quantitative manner. A numerical model
considering the moving process as a diffusion problem is developed using the Rigid Body
Spring Method (RBSM) and the Truss Network model, in which the crack aided moving
process is highlighted. The model is validated by comparing with the test results in terms of
crack width and pattern. In addition, the parameters that play a key role in the moving process
are investigated.
2 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The experimental study was conducted to obtain essential data for the modeling validation,
in which accelerated electric corrosion tests were carried out and the surface crack
propagation was continuously recorded with strain gauge typed displacement transducers.
2.1 Test procedure
The test specimens had a dimension of 150×150×300mm3 with a cast-in deformed rebar,
which was 250mm long, and the concrete cover was 30mm. Figure 1 shows the specimen
geometry. The nominal diameter of the rebar was 19mm. Six specimens were cast and
corroded to obtain various surface crack widths. The concrete was made using early strength
Portland cement. The maximum diameter of the coarse aggregates was 20mm. After casting,
the specimens were cured under sealed conditions in a curing room at 20°C for 14days.
Before starting the corrosion test, compressive and splitting tensile tests were conducted using
cylinder specimens. The elastic modulus, compressive strength, and splitting tensile strength
were decided as 27.62GPa, 37.25MPa, and 2.70MPa, respectively.
To accelerate the corrosion process, each specimen was partly immersed in a pool filled
with 3% NaCl solution, which acted as an electrolyte to provide Cl- ions in the electric
corrosion test. A copper plate served as the cathode was immersed in the NaCl solution and
connected to a direct current (DC) power source together with the rebar, which was the anode.
During the test, the current density was kept as constant as 900A/cm2. To record the surface
crack propagation, two displacement transducers were mounted on the top surface as shown
in Figure1. This test method was used in our previous study[8]. The corrosion test time was
varied to reach a range of surface crack widths.
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Figure 1: Specimen geometry (unit: mm)

When the corrosion tests reached each designed surface crack width, the specimen was cut
along two sections as shown in Figure1 to examine the internal crack patterns. The corroded
rebar segments were then taken out and immersed in a 10% ammonium citrate solution for 24
hours to remove the corrosion products. Their weights were measured, and the corrosion
amount was calculated by dividing the mass loss by the wet surface area.
2.2 Internal and surface crack development
During the test, a single surface crack was found along the length direction of the rebar.
Figure 2 shows the development of internal cracks. Initially, a vertical crack was observed
near the top surface of the specimen. As the corrosion amount increased, this crack
propagated towards the rebar and two lateral cracks also developed.

(a) 0.15mm
(b) 0.67mm
(c) 0.36mm
(d) 1.15mm
Figure 2: Development of internal cracks at different surface crack width

To clarify the time-dependent surface cracking behavior, the relationship between
corrosion amount and current flow was derived as shown in Figure 3. A bilinear relationship
was found to best fit the test data. At the early stage, the actual corrosion amount was lower
than the theoretical one predicted by Faraday’s law with assumed full current efficiency
(N=1). As the corrosion continued and the surface crack width developed, the current
efficiency increased with a higher slope. These results showed the same behavior as obtained
in the results of Tran et al.[8]. Based on Figure 3, the empirical equations for deciding the
real-time corrosion amount are presented as follows [8]:
Wr = 0.00079It,
= 0.0021It-0.085,

It < 66A*hr

(1)

It > 66A*hr

where I and t are the applied electric current intensity (A) and the testing time (hour),
respectively.
Figure 4 shows the development of surface crack width against the corrosion amount. For
the crack initiation, the critical corrosion amount was around 25mg/cm2. On the other hand,
the crack propagation was found to become slower when the crack width was larger than
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420

Surface Crack Width (mm)

Corrosion amount (Wr)

0.4mm, showing a two-stage bilinear process. A similar behavior has been observed by
Pedrosa and Andrade[10]. This reduction could be ascribed to the decrease of expansion
pressure resulting from the corrosion products movement.
360
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Figure3: Relationship between current
flow and corrosion amount
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Figure4: Development of surface crack width

3 DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION METHOD
3.1 Three-dimensional RBSM
RBSM is one of the discrete numerical approaches, which represents a continuum material
as an assemblage of rigid particles interconnected by zero-length springs along their
boundaries as shown in Figure 5. The Voronoi diagram is used to randomly generate the
particle elements, which have six degrees of freedom at each center point. The boundary
between each two adjacent elements is divided into triangles that are formed by the center of
gravity and vertices of the boundary. There are three springs set at the center of each formed
triangle, two shear springs and one normal spring. The springs are applied with nonlinear
material models of concrete. The advantage of this method is that crack widths can be easily
measured during the analysis.

Figure 5: Rigid Body Spring Method

In this analysis, three-dimensional RBSM was used[11][12]. The concrete material model
applied in this analysis is shown in Figure 6. The tensile and compressive models were
introduced into the normal springs. In these models, ft stands for tensile strength, h is the
distance between centers of the elements, GF is tensile fracture energy, fc’ is compressive
strength, GFc is compressive fracture energy and E is Young modulus. A linear behavior of
tension was modeled up to the tensile strength, and after cracking a bilinear softening
behavior was assumed as shown in Figure 6(a). For the compressive model, the hardening
behavior up to compressive strength was modeled by using a parabolic curve, while a linear
softening was assumed after the peak stress. The shear model was introduced into the shear
springs as shown in Figure 6(b). The shear strength was assumed to follow the Mohr-
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Coulomb type criterion with the tension and compression caps. Furthermore, at the cracked
interface, the shear transferring ability changed based on the crack opening. Thus, the shear
stiffness G was reduced by using a function of the strain normal to the crack as shown in the
shear reduction model. The material parameters of concrete were decided by performing a
compression analysis of a standard cylinder, which was compared with the test data.
GFc = 8.8 fc'

 γ 0

τ = Gγ 

 γ

 5
 
exp  − ( γ − γ 0 )  
 γu
 

G = Gm


ε t0
 −0.3
exp 
(ε − ε t0 )
ε
 ε tu


Figure 6: Concrete material model

The expansion of corrosion products was modeled by a three-phase material model, which
consisted of steel bar, corrosion products layer and concrete as shown in Figure 7. In this
model, the corrosion products layer assumed with a constant thickness H of 1.0mm was
modeled as an elastic material; their mechanical properties can be defined directly. The steel
bar was also considered as elastic with a Young modulus of 200GPa.

Figure 7: Corrosion expansion model

3.2 Truss Network model
The modeling of corrosion products movement was implemented using the Truss Network
model[13]. The Truss Networks model with RBSM considering mass transportation into bulk
concrete and through crack is first proposed by Nakamura[14]. The method has been applied
by many researchers[15][16]. The mass transport problem governed by partial differential
equations is usually simulated using a continuum model, while the RBSM is a discrete
numerical approach. To tackle this problem the truss elements that connect each RBSM
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particle are incorporated. These elements are generated by linking the center of each Voronoi
particle and the intermediate points of the particle boundaries, which constitute the internal
truss network as shown in Figure 8. To carry out the mass transport a simplified onedimensional partial differential equation is applied to the internal truss network.

Figure 8: Truss Network model

It is well known that the mass transport process is faster in the presence of cracks. In order
to consider this influence, another truss network is constructed on the particle boundaries
referred to as the boundary truss network. The cross-section area of each boundary truss
element is varied with the width of the potential crack generated on the corresponding
boundary. Before cracking, the cross-section area is zero, and no mass transport is allowed at
this stage. After cracking, the cross-section area is determined by multiplying the crack width
with the edge length of the boundary, and mass can move through the opening crack.
The movement of corrosion products was described using the one-dimensional diffusion
equation as follows:


 

   
 


(2)

where R, Dr and θ are the concentration of corrosion products (g/mm3), the diffusivity of the
corrosion products (mm2/s), and volume fraction of pore water (mm3 of water / mm3 of
concrete), respectively. Commonly in the accelerated corrosion test the tested specimens are
partly or completely immersed in salty water. Therefore, θ was assumed as a constant value
of 0.1 in this study[9].
The internal truss elements were considered to carry the corrosion products into bulk
concrete/pores and the diffusion coefficient Dr was assumed as 2.2×10-6mm2/s. When a crack
wider than 0.01mm occurred, the corrosion products were allowed to move through the crack.
The diffusion coefficient for the cracked part as well as the bulk concrete near the cracks was
assumed as 2.2×10-2mm2/s. These values were decided by a parameter analysis, which is
presented in the following section.
3.3 Coupling of cracking with corrosion products movement
The analysis of corrosion products movement using the Truss Network model was coupled
with the analysis of corrosion cracking using the RBSM. Figure 9 shows the simulation flow
of the proposed model. The input data were the time increment Δt and the applied current
density ic. Initially, the increment of mass loss mi for a corroded rebar element i was decided
using Faraday’s law and the crack-dependent current efficiency Ni:
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(3)
2

where Ai is the outer face area of the corroded rebar element (mm ), M is the molar mass of
iron (55.85g/mol), n is the valency (2), and F is Faraday’s constant (9.65×104C/mol). In the
case of chloride-induced corrosion the corrosion distribution around a rebar is usually nonuniform[17]. Moreover, the corrosion is severer around the crack area, since the cracks can
aggravate the ingress of chloride ions. The developed model accounted for such a behavior by
adopting the local current efficiency, which varied with the crack width near a rebar element.
The detail can be found in reference [18].

Figure 9: Simulation flow

On the other hand, as Gebreyouhannes and Maekawa[19] indicated the corrosion products
consist of both solid and liquid phases. In the present model, only liquid phase was considered
to take part in the moving process. Given a certain type of the corrosion products the
concentration of the liquid phase was calculated with an assumed mass ratio β, which was
added to the boundary between concrete and corrosion products layer as the initial condition
for each incremental step. The liquid corrosion products were then distributed into bulk
concrete and cracks through Truss Network. In addition, it was assumed that no corrosion
products exuded from the concrete. Accordingly, on the concrete surface no-flux conditions
were applied.
For the analysis of corrosion-induced cracking, the effective corrosion amount Wri
contributing to the expansion pressure was calculated considering both the solid phase and the
remaining liquid phase at the boundary between concrete and corrosion products layer; The
initial strains were calculated afterwards. In this study, the assumption of volume expansion
cor followed Chen and Mahadevan[20] and Malumbela et al.[17]. They suggested that the
corrosion products formed in accelerated corrosion tests are not stable. Fe(OH)2 and Fe(OH)3
having a volume expansion ratio in the range of 4.0 - 6.0 have been found to be dominant. In
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our test, it was observed that the corrosion products were greenish-black in color, indicating
large presence of Fe(OH)2. Hence, the volume expansion cor was assumed as 4.0. The elastic
modulus of the corrosion products was assumed to be 2.0GPa as obtained by Pease et al. [6].
After the cracking analysis, the local current efficiencies were updated based on the calculated
crack widths for calculating the mass loss and initial strains for the next step.
3.4 Effect of Diffusion Parameters

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Surface Crack Width (mm)

Surface Crack Width (mm)

The diffusivity of the corrosion products plays a great role in the cracking process. In this
model, two different diffusion coefficients were used to consider the penetration of corrosion
products into bulk concrete and the forming cracks separately. Figure 10 shows the effects of
these two parameters on the surface crack development respectively. It was found that with an
increase of the diffusion coefficient for bulk concrete a longer time was needed for crack
initiation. On the other hand, a higher diffusion coefficient for the cracks may cause a slower
cracking speed. Based on the analytical results, the diffusion coefficient for bulk concrete
Dr(pores) was assumed as 2.2×10-6mm2/s and the one for the cracks Dr(crack) was assumed as
2.2×10-2mm2/s.

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Time (hr)
Test data
No diffusion
-8
2
Dr(pores)=2.2*10 (in mm /s)
-6
2
Dr(pores)=2.2*10 (in mm /s)
-4
2
Dr(pores)=2.2*10 (in mm /s)
-2
2
Dr(pores)=2.2*10 (in mm /s)


1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Corrosion products contribute
to expansion (mg/cm2)

Surface Crack Width (mm)

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Time (hr)
Test data
Dr(crack)=2.2*10-5
(in mm22/s)
-4
Dr(crack)=2.2*10-3 (in mm2/s)
Dr(crack)=2.2*10-2 (in mm2/s)
Dr(crack)=2.2*10 (in mm /s)

(a) For bulk concrete
(b) For cracks
Figure 10: Effect of diffusion coefficients on surface crack development
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Time (hr)
Figure 11: Effect of liquid percentage
on surface crack development
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Figure 12: Proportion of corrosion products
contributing to expansion

Another characteristic of the corrosion products included in this model was the solid and
liquid phases, both of which had been considered to be important in the stress
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development[3][19]. Figure 11 shows the effect of the liquid ratio  on the surface crack
propagation. It shows that a higher percentage of the liquid phase may delay the crack
initiation and result in a smaller cracking speed as well. The analytical results suggested a
value of 90% for the electric corrosion test applied with a large current density of 900μA/cm2.
Figure 12 shows the development of the corrosion products that practically contributed to the
expansion with various liquid ratios, 90%, 80% and 70%, respectively. These results
confirmed that as the liquid ratio becomes smaller, more corrosion products can contribute to
the expansion pressure, thus leading to a higher cracking speed as shown in Figure 12.
4 VALIDITY OF SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation method was further confirmed by comparing the simulation results with the
test. An RBSM model with the same cross-section as that of the tested specimens was created
as shown in Figure 13. Given that the length of the specimen may not influence the cracking
behavior, it was reduced to 100 mm in the simulation to lessen the calculation burden. The
model had a uniform mesh size of 5mm for the Voronoi particles.



4.1 Crack Pattern, Corrosion Distribution, and Corrosion Products Movement
The internal crack patterns were examined for various corrosion amounts as shown in
Figure 14. The cracks are plotted in different colors depending on the crack width. The yellow
lines correspond to minor cracks, while the red lines represent the visible cracks wider than
0.13mm. For a small corrosion amount (<50mg/cm2), minor cracks were found around the
rebar. With an increase of corrosion amount, a visible crack started from the concrete surface
and then propagated towards the rebar along with the appearance of two lateral cracks. This
behavior is similar to that found in the test (see Figure 2), although the bottom crack could not
be confirmed in the test for a rough examination by the naked eye.

Figure 14: Simulated internal crack development

Figure 15 displays the movement of corrosion products. It is clear that the corrosion
products were distributed gradually as the cracks developed. At the upper part of the rebar, the
concentration of the corrosion products was higher, corresponding to a larger crack width
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within this area. The simulation results suggested a progressive penetration of corrosion
products into the lateral cracks and the neighboring bulk concrete.

4.2 Surface Crack Development
The simulated surface crack propagation is compared with the experimental results as
presented in Figure 16, showing a good agreement. The model developed in this study
adopted several realistic values to describe the material properties of the corrosion products
such as the volume expansion ratio and the elastic modulus, as opposed to those calibrated
parameters used in the other studies[4][5]. This confirms that the movement of corrosion
products has a great effect on the crack propagation, and a proper modeling of this movement
is crucial to the prediction of the development of crack width.

5 CONCLUSION
                 
   -     
 -         
         
       
The development of surface crack width showed a two-stage bilinear process with
decreasing cracking speed, corresponding to the penetration of corrosion products
into the formed cracks.
The model developed was able to reproduce the effect of corrosion products
movement on the crack development and yielded accurate predictions of surface
crack width.
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Abstract. Seepage through earth dams is one of the main reasons of sudden earth dam failures
through weakening the earth dam structure and the piping phenomenon. Cavities existence
under the hydraulic structures can lead to heavy structural damages and financial losses as well
as possibly humanitarian catastrophes. This research presents a numerical investigation into the
effect of cavities existence on seepage through earth dams considering rapid drawdown
conditions. The aim of present investigation is to simulate the effect of varying location of
cavities in horizontal and vertical directions on seepage through earth dams. A series of 2D
finite element models were developed using PLAXIS 2D software. A single cavity in various
locations horizontally and vertically in subsoil of upstream and downstream slopes was
considered in these simulations. The results of numerical simulations indicated that the cavities
presence in subsoil of upstream face influences seepage through earth dam dramatically where
the values of flow rate rises considerably. The numerical analysis outcomes also showed that
varying location of cavities in horizontal direction is more influential than its location
alterations in the vertical direction where the flow rate variations are considerably smaller under
the effect of the cavities.
1

INTRODUCTION

A dam is a barrier that prevents or constraints water flow to generate a reservoir on its
upstream face for several purposes, such as to supply water for irrigation, human consuming
and industrial use, electricity generation, navigability and flood control. Dams may be
constructed to achieve the one or more of the above purposes [1]. Depending on structure and
material used for the body of dam, dams are categorized to embankment dams, gravity dams
and barrage dam, with several subtypes. The two main types of embankment dams are earthfill dams and rock-fill dams; embankment dams exemplify about 85% of all dams built [2].
Earth dam is likely the first type of dam was built and it is an economical hydraulical structure
[3]. Earth dams have significant importance since they are considered one of the cheapest
means for administering large volumes of water [4].
Dam failures are of serious issue where the failure of a moderate or large dam could cause a
significant damage to property and infrastructure. A failure of earth dam may attribute to
various reasons; dam failures can classify into three main categories: (1) Hydraulic: 40% (2)
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Seepage: 30% (3) Structural failures: 30% [5]. Control of water seeping through or under earth
retaining structures such as earth dams is one of the main challenges from their design and
safety point of view; where the excessive seepage can bring about weakening in its structure
and followed by an unanticipated failure owing to piping or sloughing [6].
Many procedures have been utilized to solve flow problems. Dupuit's, SchaffernakVanIterson and Casagrande's solution were used to calculate the quantity of seepage and define
phreatic surface through 2D homogeneous earth dams [7]. In recent decades, techniques in field
of seepage analysis of earth dams have been witnessed significant progress as software analysis
based on the numerical methods such as Finite Element and Finite Difference methods have
emerged. [8] presented the application of numerical modelling to analyse seepage through earth
embankments and dams using six computer software including MODFLOW, SEEP/W,
ANSYS, PLAXIS, PDEase2D and SVFLUX. [9] used Finite Element modelling to simulate
seepage analysis of the Walter Dam in USA, Geostudio software GEO – Slope (2004) and
ANSYS software (2005) were utilized in this study. The comparison between Geostudio and
ANSYS software results showed that a good harmonize between the results. [10] proposed a
study to analyse stability and seepage of earth dam for steady state and transient condition using
finite element PLAXIS 3D software. Based on the parametric (sensitivity) analysis Young's
modulus E and angle of internal friction (φ) were used to identify the differences in stability of
the earth dam.
Cavities existence in soils is a significant area of interest within the field of geotechnical
engineering. Both natural and artificial cavities must be taken into account in the design and
construction the structures, since cavities might cause considerable damage to structures and
loss of lives [11]. Natural cavities could be created due to extinction of some seas or water
areas, or as a result of the chemicals action or dissolution in soils or rocks including limestone,
salt, dolomite and mainly gypsum because these materials could dissolve under the influence
of water movement. As for artificial cavities can form due to the outputs of some factories being
let under the ground or as a result of industrial mining operations or extraction of raw materials
[12]. The water passing through soils or rocks carry with it some of the soft particles. The
gradual removal of soil particles leads to development of cavities of various shapes and sizes.
Moreover, movement of water through cracks and faults leads to expanded cracks and faults
creating cavities which are often in irregular shapes and forms and are subject to collapse when
amount to a critical size [13].
In the present study, the effect of the cavity existence on flow rate through the earth dam
model has been investigated numerically under rapid drawdown condition utilizing computer
software PLAXIS 2D, taking into account change of cavity location horizontally and vertically.
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2

NUMERICAL MODELLING

2.1 PLAXIS 2D software
With fast evolution of computer science and digital computers, finite element method has
become broadly dependent on software to help analyze complex problems in geotechnical
engineering field. PLAXIS is one of the popular, powerful and specialist geotechnical
engineering numerical simulations software based on the finite element method, specifically
developed for the 2D and 3D analysis of deformation, stability and groundwater flow in geomaterials and geotechnical systems as well as soil-structure interaction modelling [14].
2.2 Geometry of the numerical model and cavity modelling
In this investigation, all analyses were accomplished using a numerical model developed in
PLAXIS 2D code during rapid drawdown condition. Plane strain simulation using fifteen-node
triangular elements was implemented to create the finite element mesh. In this investigation,
the cavity is modelled as a tunnel without lining in PLAXIS 2D. The homogeneous earth dam
model has a 15m crest height above the ground surface level, a crest width of 6m, subsoil depth
of 20m and the inclination for both the upstream and downstream sides are 1Vertical: 2.5
Horizontal (1V:2.5H). At the beginning, the reservoir water level was assigned at level of 12m
then it was quickly lowered to the level of 4m during 5 days to simulate rapid drawdown
conditions. Figure 1 displays the geometry of numerical model and the finite element mesh.

Figure 1: The earth dam geometry and finite element mesh

2.2 Materials parameters modelling
The elastic–plastic Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model was adopted for modelling the
characteristics of the embankment materials and subsoil. In order to carry out the analyses, the
input parameters included, unit weight of soil (γ), Poisson’s ratio (vʹ), cohesion (Cʹ), angle of
dilatancy (ψ), internal angle of friction (ϕʹ), coefficients of permeability in horizontal and
vertical directions (kx, & ky respectively), and the Young's modulus (Εʹ). Table 1 lists the input
parameter values executed into the model.
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Table 1: Model properties for embankment and subsoil

Parameters

Embankment

Subsoil

Model

Mohr-Coulomb

Mohr-Coulomb

Drainage type
γ unsaturated
γ saturated
vʹ
Cʹ
ψ, ϕʹ
kx, ky
Εʹ

Drained
16.0
20.0
0.33
25
1.0, 22.5
10E-4
2.0E4

Drained
17.0
21.0
0.3
5.0
5.0, 35.0
0.01
5.0E4

Unit

kN/m3
kN/m3
kN/m2
Degrees
m/day
kN/m2

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The present study is an attempt to simulate and assess the effect of cavities existence in the
subsoil of earth dam on flow rate through earth dam during rapid drawdown condition and
cavity presence in the body is not considered. Parameters such as cavity depth and its horizontal
location were also investigated. The seepage analysis was conducted employing the numerical
model developed in computer software PLAXIS 2D for cases with and without cavities of
varying locations. It is worth mentioning that all simulations were achieved considering the
effect of existence of a single cavity of simplified circular cross-section shape with the diameter
of 60cm.
3.1 Effect of presence and location of cavities
In this part of study, eight horizontal locations in the subsoil of upstream and downstream
sides were selected to examine the effect of cavity location on flow rate through earth dam
model. Cavity horizontal location (X) is the horizontal distance between cavity centerline and
earth dam centerline. Coordinates of cavities locations in horizontal direction under upstream
and downstream sides, as presented in Table 2. In all these analyses the cavities were situated
at the depth of 1m below dam base surface although the horizontal locations change (L1 to L8;
see Figure 2 for location details).

Figure 2: Location of cavities under upstream and downstream slopes
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Table 2: Coordinates of locations of cavities in horizontal direction

Location of cavity

The coordinates of locations in X-axis (m)
Upstream
Downstream
0
0
-8
8
-17
17
-20
20
-24
24
-28
28
-35
35
-40
40

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8

3.1.1

Cavities located under the upstream slope of the earth dam model

The influence of horizontal cavity location variation on flow rate are depicted in Figure 3. It
is seen from the results that the cavities existence increases the flow rate significantly, where
the values of flow rate increased from 2.7*10-3m/day for the model without cavities to 40.8*103
m m/day for the model with cavity at location L2 (-8, -1). It is clear from results that the
increasing of flow rate depends on location of cavities. The flow rate increased to 2.740*103
m/day for model with cavity at location L8 compared to the case with no cavity, whilst this
value was 54.05*10-3m/day for the case where the cavity was placed in location L2. The results
trend show that the flow rate decreases with the increasing distance between the earth dam
model centerline and the cavity centerline. Comparing the results for all locations considered,
flow rate varies from 40.84*10-3 to 2.740*10-3m/day for as cavity location changes between L2
to L8. Figure 3 also shows a bug jump in the flow rate value as the cavity location moves from
L1 (under the centerline) to the first location on the upstream side. This can be due to the faster
downward stream under the upstream side as the gravity as well as the pressure head act
affecting the flow rate.
Flow Rate*E-3, m/day

45
40

Cavity depth Y=1m

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Without
Cavities

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Location of Cavities

Figure 3: Flow rate vs. location of cavities under upstream slope – vertical position is kept constant at 1m
below the dam base surface
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3.1.2 Cavities located under the downstream slope of the earth dam model
Various locations of cavities under downstream slope varying horizontally were considered
to study the effect of cavity location on flow rate. The results of analysis are presented in Figure
4. It is noted from results that the cavities existence increased the values flow rate for all
locations of cavities from 2.7*10-3m/day for model without cavities to 27.03*10-3 m/day and
2.917*10-3m/day for models with cavities at locations L1 and L8 respectively. Furthermore, the
simulation results pointed out that the values of flow rate decrease as the distance between earth
dam centerline and cavity centerline increases. Values of flow rate decrease from 27.03*103
m/day to 3.557*10-3m/day as the cavity relocates horizontally between locations L1 to L5. The
values however show a slight increase with cavity location changing from L5 to L6, afterwards
thought the previous fashion of changes continues as the cavity further relocates down the
downstream side maintaining the general decreasing trend as the horizontal distance from the
centerline increases.

Flow Rate*E-3, m/day

30

Cavity depth Y=1m

25
20
15
10
5
0

Without
Cavities

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Location of Cavities

Figure 4: Flow rate vs. location of cavities under downstream slope– vertical position is kept constant at 1m
below the dam base surface

3.2 Effect of cavity depth
The influence of variation in the cavity depth on flow rate through earth dam model has
been studied in this part, four depths were considered for the cavity under upstream and
downstream slopes; Y= 1, 2, 3 and 4m, where cavity depth (Y) is the vertical distance between
embankment base and cavity centerline. The simulation was performed considering a single
cavity of the diameter of 60cm. Cavity was being relocated horizontally through the same
horizontal locations previously defined in Table 2 in various depths.
The results in Figure 5 show the effect of cavity depth for earth dam models with cavities
located under upstream. It is clear that the flow rate values go up slightly with increasing cavity
depth from Y=1m to Y=4m. This increase is more significant for the horizontal location L2
where the flow rate rises from 40.84*10-3m/day at the depth of 1m to 54.05*10-3m/day at the
depth of 4m. It can be seen that the values of flow rate for horizontal locations L1, L4 and L5
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reduce with increasing cavity depth from Y=1m to Y=2m; thereafter, the flow rate values follow
the slight increase trend. For instance, location L1, where the flow rate reduces from 27.03*103
m/day to 24.73*10-3 m/day when the depths of cavity changes from Y=1m to Y=2m, and then
goes up to 26.27*10-3m/day at locations L1y1(horizontal location L1 and vertical location
Y=1m), L1y2 and L1y3 respectively.
60

Y=1 m

Flow Rate*E-3, m/day

50

Y=2 m

Y=3 m

Y=4 m

40
30
20
10
0

Without
Cavities

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Location of Cavities

Figure 5: Flow rate vs. location of cavities under upstream slope for different depths

The effect of cavity depth on flow rate for earth dam models with cavities located under
downstream are illustrated in Figure 6. The figure shows that he values of flow rate increases
as the cavity depth increases from Y=1m to Y=4m for locations L1, L4, L5, L7 and L8. These
flow rates changes are from 27.03*10-3 to 27.16*10-3m/day, 5.94*10-3 to 6.463*10-3 m/day,
3.557*10-3 to 3.687*10-3m/day, 5.726*10-3 to 18.255*10-3m/day and from 2.917*10-3 to
19.68*10-3m/day respectively. However, flow rate values show a slight decrease for models
with cavities at horizontal locations L2, L3 and L6 as the depth changes from Y=1m to Y=4m
(17.93*10-3 to 16.31*10-3m/day, 8.482*10-3 to 7.59*10-3m/day and 5.913*10-3 to 4.983*103
m/day respectively).
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30

Y=1 m

Flow Rate*E-3, m/day

25

Y=2 m

Y=3 m

Y=4 m

20
15
10
5
0

Without
Cavities

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Location of Cavities

Figure 6: Flow rate vs. location of cavities under downstream slope for various depth values

3.3 Comparison between the effect of cavity existence under upstream and downstream
slopes
Figure 7 shows a comparison between the influence of the cavities existence beneath
upstream and downstream slopes. The comparison highlights that, in general, presence of
cavities under the upstream side of earth dam is more influential on flow rates than their
presence under the downstream of the model earth dam in rapid drawdown conditions. The flow
rates increase from 2.7*10-3m/day to 54.05*10-3m/day from models without cavities to the ones
with cavities under the upstream side, whereas this increase when the cavities are placed under
the downstream side is from 2.7*10-3m/day to only 27.16*10-3m/day, about half the value
obtainable for the cavity presence under the upstream side.
45

Cavity depth Y=1m

flow Rate*E-3, m/day

40

Upstream

35

Downstream

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Without
Cavities

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

Location of Cavities

Figure 7:

Effect of presence of cavities under upstream and downstream on flow rate
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation is an attempt to examine the impact of cavities existence in
varying horizontal and vertical locations on flow rate through earth dam model. Based on the
presented analyses accomplished the following conclusions could be drawn:
- Presence of cavities under the base of earth dam dramatically increases the flow rates
through the base considering rapid drawdown conditions.
- Cavities existence beneath the base under the upstream side of the earth dam places a
greater impact on flow rate through earth dam compared to the cases where the cavities
are situated in subsoil of downstream side.
- Variation of cavity location in the horizontal direction influences the flow rates greatly
whereas this influence is smaller as the cavity relocates vertically
- Studying the effect of variations in cavity locations reveals that existence of cavity and
its effect on changes in flow rates compared to the case with no cavities becomes less
important as the distance between the cavity centerline and the earth dam model
centerline increases horizontally.
- Increasing distances between the cavity centerline and the earth dam model base surface
have smaller effect on the changes in flow rate; however, in general, as the depth of
cavity increases the flow rate through the earth dam also increases.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the development of the native non-linear fluid-structure
interaction solver in the open source SU2 package, along with the coupled adjoint calculations for aeroelastic optimization. A compliant NACA 0012 airfoil test case is investigated with a clamped leading edge and flexibility in the rest of the airfoil as dictated
by a varying stiffness distribution. The objective function of aerodynamic efficiency was
used, calculated in aeroelastic equilibrium, with structural material properties as the design variables. The sensitivity to the input design variables is calculated through the
Algorithmic-Differentiation-based Discrete Adjoint (ADDA) sensitivity analysis method.
Aeroelastic optimization using sequential least squares programming is demonstrated for
transonic aerodynamics governed by the Euler equations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic optimization has long been studied [1, 2] in order to use Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) techniques for not only analysis but also design. These methods
consider the external shape, but it is increasingly relevant to take into account the internal structure. This has led to the development of multidisciplinary design optimization
(MDO) techniques for wing and aircraft design, which rely on the modelling of fluidstructure interaction (FSI) [3, 4, 5].
The framework for optimization in this work is the open source SU2 package. SU2 is
a multi-physics solver for aerodynamic design [6, 7]. Some examples of applications of
SU2 include aeroacoustics [8, 9, 10], turbomachinery [11, 12] and aeroelasticity [13, 14].
A native, fully coupled non-linear FSI solver has been built by Sanchez et al [13, 14]
which will be used in this paper. Adjoint-based optimization provides huge computational
advantage for optimization with large number of design variables. This is the case of shape
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optimization [15, 1, 2]. However, this methodology often requires manual linearization
which becomes increasingly time-consuming with increasing complexity of the problem
to be solved. Algorithmic differentiation has been seen to be an efficient alternative to
manually-differentiated adjoints. This methodology has been implemented for the fluid
solver in SU2 by Albring et al. [16, 17], and later for the fully coupled adjoint FSI solver
by Sanchez et al [14].
The paper is organized such that Section 2 briefly presents the governing equations of
the FSI primal solver and the adjoint equations. Section 3 discusses the numerical results
of the preliminary aeroelastic optimization. Finally, section 4 summarizes the conclusions
and future work.
2

BACKGROUND

The fluid-structure interaction problem is defined such that the fluid and structure
domains are governed by their own constitutive equations and interact with each other
over a common interface. Brief description will be given below, and full description of
this implementation can be found in the papers by Sanchez et al [13, 14]. A three-field
partitioned approach is used in which along with structure, S , and fluid domain, F ,
the third field is the mesh, M , which allows the transfer of displacement information in
the structure to the fluid domain as required. This type of formulation, though is more
computationally expensive than a two-field formulation, has been found to be suitable for
problems with large structural displacements [18, 3], therefore is the chosen strategy for
this work.
The governing equations of the three-field formulation can be symbolically written as



 S = S (u, w, z) = 0
G = G (u, w, z) =





F

= F(

M = M (u,

w, z) = 0

(1)

z) = 0,

where w is the discrete unknowns on the fluid domain, the discretized nodal positions of
the fluid mesh are defined by z and the discretized nodal displacements of the structure
are defined by u. The key features in the solution of each of the three fields are outlined
next.
2.1

Fluid Dynamics

The fluid solver in SU2 has been designed for partial differential equations representing
numerous flow types on a domain Ω. Here, the fluid problem in (1) is defined using the
compressible form of the Navier-Stokes equation for viscous flow,
∂wΩ
+ ∇ · Fc (wΩ , zΩ ) − ∇ · Fv (wΩ , zΩ ) − Q = 0
(2)
∂t
where Fc and Fv are the convective and viscous fluxes respectively and Q is a generic
source term. For Euler flows, which will be used in this work, Q and Fv are zero. The
remaining two variables are defined by,
2
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wΩ = {ρ, ρv, ρe}T ,





ρ(v − żΩ )

¯
Fc =
ρv ⊗ (v − żΩ ) + Ip


ρe(v − żΩ ) + pv

(3)

where ρ is the fluid density, v = {v1 , v2 , v3 }T ∈ R3 is the vector of flow speeds in a
Cartesian system of reference, e is the total energy per unit mass and p is the static
pressure. The discretized mesh velocity vector at point of evaluation of the flux is defined
by żΩ , however only the equilibrium condition is used for the static cases discussed in this
work.
Assuming a perfect gas with a ratio of specific
γ and
 heats
 gas constant R, the pressure
1
and temperature are given by p = (γ − 1)ρ e − 2 (v · v) and T = p/(ρR) respectively.
The partial differential equations are discretized using a finite volume method on a dual
grid with control volumes constructed using a median-dual vertex-based scheme [7]. The
convective fluxes can be discretized using centered or upwind schemes in SU2 and for this
work the centered Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) scheme has been used.
2.2

Structural Mechanics

Formulation based on the finite deformation framework of Bonet and Wood [19] has
been used to define the structural domain to allow problems with large displacements
which are discretized in space using isoparametric finite elements. The pointwise equilibrium condition in the structure, ignoring inertial effects, is defined by
div σ + f = 0,

(4)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and f is the actuating forces per unit volume acting
on the structure. A weak form of the equilibrium is obtained through the principle of
virtual work. For an arbitrary virtual displacement, δr, from a current configuration of
the body, the equilibrium condition can be described by




δW = σ : δd dv −
f · δr dv +
t · δr da = 0,
(5)
v

v

∂v

where the Cauchy stress tensor σ together with the virtual rate of deformation tensor d
defines the internal component of the virtual work. The external component is defined by
the sum contributed by both actuating forces per unit volume f , and the applied surface
traction per unit area, t. The volume of the body is defined by v and external surface is
represented by ∂v.
The equilibrium condition defined by (5) can be discretized to lead to structural field
problem of (1), which is defined by
S (u, w, z) = T(u) − Fb − FΓ (u, w, z) = 0,

(6)

where T(u) are the internal equivalent forces, Fb are the body forces, and FΓ (u, w, z) are
the surface forces acting over the boundary Γ.
3
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The constitutive model used in this work assumes isotropic, hyperelastic structure.
Neo-Hookean material model [19] is used for which the Cauchy stress tensor is defined as
λ
µ
(b − I) + (ln j)I,
j
j
E
Eν
; µ=
,
λ=
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
2(1 + ν)
σN H =

(7)

where j is the determinant of the deformation gradient of the structural problem, b is
the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson
ratio of the material.
2.3

Mesh Domain

The mesh domain is the third field of the problem, incorporated in order to handle
large displacements from the structural mesh which would modify the fluid domain. A
pseudo-linear elastic definition is used to describe the mesh domain as
M (u, z) = K̃m z − f̃ (u),

(8)

where K̃m is the fictitious stiffness matrix of the mesh and f̃ is the fictitious force to
enforce matching boundary displacements.
2.4

Coupled Problem

The coupled problem is defined by combining the continuity of displacements over the
common interface and the equilibrium conditions for the fluid and structural tractions. A
Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator is defined for the fluid domain to map the fluid tractions
using the fluid displacements at the fluid-structure interaction boundary, Γ. Similarly,
a Neumann-to-Dirichlet operator is defined for the structural domain which maps the
structural displacements on the interface using the structural tractions. This enables the
following fixed-point iteration:
DS−1 (−DF (uΓ )) = uΓ .

(9)

The coupled problem is solved using non-linear Block Gauss-Seidel iterations as described
by Barcelos and Maute [20]. In each iteration, the governing equations for the fluid, structure and mesh fields are solved sequentially, and the convergence criterion is evaluated.
This criterion corresponds to the residual of displacements at the interface to be within
tolerance, Ru = un+1
− unΓ  < .
Γ
To prevent the appearance of divergence issues, a relaxation parameter has been incorporated to the formulation [21, 13]. In addition to this, a ramped loading is used which
transfers the loads to the structural domain during a specified number of BGS iterations
[13]. This ramp is used to prevent overshoots in the solution process of the first few
structural iterations, due to large variations in the external and internal forces balance.

4
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2.5

Fluid-structure interaction adjoint solution using algorithmic differentiation

For an objective function J, the constrained optimization problem can be defined as
min J(u, w, z, a))
a

subject to G (u, w, z, a) = 0,

(10)

where a is a vector design variables. In particular, in this work a is a vector of multipliers
applied to a reference Young modulus, Eref , on different regions of the structural domain
to lead to bespoke Young modulus distribution dictated by E
E = a · Eref .
The aerodynamic resultant forces are computed by,

F=
p nS ds.

(11)

(12)

∂v

where p is the static pressure on the boundary surface, S is the boundary surface and nS is
the unit normal vector. The objective in this work is to maximise efficiency, therefore the
cost function, J = −CL /CD , is used where the lift and drag coefficients are obtained from
the rotation of F with the angle of attack of the problem [22]. Using structural design
variables with an aerodynamic goal implies that J is implicitly dependent not only on
the structural problem, but also on the fully coupled adjoint solution of a fluid-structure
interaction problem, which will be discussed briefly below.
By considering the dependencies of each sub-problem and re-writing the problem in
fixed point iterators [14], the overall optimization problem can be obtained. The structural
problem depends on the state variables from all three fields and can also be explicitly
dependent on the design variables,
S (u∗ , z∗ , w∗ , a) = 0 ⇔ u∗ = S(u∗ , z∗ , w∗ , a),

(13)

where ∗ refers to the variables at which the solution to the fixed-point operator is feasible.
The flow problem depends explicitly on its own conservative variables and on the
position of the nodes on the flow domain (including the FSI interface), but the dependence
on the structural state variables is not direct due to the three-field formulation. For
completeness, explicitly dependent design variables for the flow solver are also included:
F (w∗ , z∗ , a) = 0 ⇔ w∗ = G(w∗ , z∗ , a).

(14)

The mesh problem is dependent on the structural domain and possibly on the design
variables:
M (u∗ , z∗ ) = 0 ⇔ z∗ = M(u∗ , a).

5
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Therefore, the overall constrained optimization problem is represented by
min J(w(a), z(a), u(a), a)
subject to u(a) = S(u(a), w(a), z(a), a)
w(a) = G(w(a), z(a), a)
a(a) = M(u(a), a).

(16)

By defining the Lagrangian of the coupled problem, the gradient of the objective function with respect to the design variables can be described using the adjoint variables
as
dJ
∂S
∂G
∂M
∂J
=
+ ūT
+ w̄T
+ z̄T
.
da
∂a
∂a
∂a
∂a

(17)

Differentiating the Lagrangian with respect to the structural variables u, the flow
conservative variables w, and the mesh variables z, leads to the implicit adjoint equations
which can be written in fixed-point iterators as

T n
∂J T
n+1

= S̃(ūn , ūz̄ )
= ∂u
+ ∂S
ū + ūz̄ ,
 ū
∂u
T
T n
n+1
n
∂J
∂G
n+1
n
˜
x̄
(18)
= G (x̄ ) ⇔
= G̃(w̄ , w̄ū ) = ∂w + ∂w w̄ + w̄ū ,
w̄


∂J T
z̄
= M̃(z̄ū , z̄w̄ ) = ∂z + z̄ū + z̄w̄ ,
with the cross-dependencies defined by
w̄ūT = ūT

∂S
;
∂w

ūTz̄ = z̄T

∂M
;
∂u

z̄Tw̄ = w̄T

∂G
;
∂z

z̄ūT = ūT

∂S
,
∂z

(19)

A BGS routine similar to the primal described earlier, as proposed by Martins [23] and
Barcelos [20], is used to find the solution to the coupled adjoint problem. The adjoint
variables are calculated using the reverse mode of algorithmic differentiation.
The process begins with a converged solution that is registered as the input. Following
one solver iteration, the objective function is registered in the appropriate governing
equation iteration. The adjoint variable from this iteration is registered as the output
which is used to initialize the adjoint for the next iteration. The algorithm performs a
reverse run through the recorded path of the governing equations and extracts the new
adjoint output. The algorithm loops through the routine until the the adjoint residual is
within tolerance, or alternatively until a maximum number iterations are reached.
For the optimization, the objective function and gradient evaluated above will be used
by sequential least-squares programming (SLSQP) optimizer available in SciPy, to update
the design variable within user-defined bounds for each iteration [24].
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the aeroelastic optimization described above will be demonstrated for a
compliant NACA 0012 aerofoil, with results restricted to small displacements at this stage.
The optimization aims to maximize aerodynamic efficiency through the modification of
the stiffness distribution. Figure 1 illustrates the computational domain of the fluid
6
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and structural mesh. The chord length of the airfoil, c, was 1 m, and a farfield of 20
chord lengths was used to ensure freestream boundary conditions were captured. The
airfoil was clamped at the leading edge up to 20% chord, while the rest of the structure
was characterized by a distribution of stiffness split into 10 regions on the upper and
lower halves as shown in Figure 1. Thus, there are a total of 20 design variables for the
optimization problem, as described in (11). The freestream conditions and the structural
properties are defined in Table 1.

20c

clamped

flexible

0.2c

Figure 1: Problem description of the fluid and structural domain

Table 1: Freestream conditions and structural properties for the FSI problem

Mach Number, Ma
Angle of Attack, α
Pressure, pdyn
Temperature, T∞

3.1

0.8
1.0 ◦
0.355 Pa
0.002 K

Fluid Density, ρf
Airfoil Density, ρs
Poisson Ratio, ν
Young Modulus, Eref

1.18 kg/m3
8000 kg/m3
0.4
20 kPa

Convergence Study

Mesh convergence study was carried out on both the fluid and structural mesh to ensure
suitability for this work. Since the displacements involved are restricted to be small, this
study was carried out independently on the two domains, albeit the coupled simulation.
Firstly, for the fluid domain three meshes were tested the results of which are shown in
Figure 2 (a). Moving from the coarse mesh to the medium fine caused 2.6% variation in
efficiency but further refinement beyond the medium mesh only yielded variation of 0.2%.
Therefore, the medium fine mesh was chosen for the fluid mesh which had 5233 nodes
and 10216 triangular elements.
For the structural domain, the results from five meshes are shown in Figure 2 (b). The
first refinement from the coarse mesh led to change in tip displacement of 4.3%. Further
7
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15.2

3.45

15.1

10

-4

3.4

utip /c

CL/CD

15
3.35

14.9
3.3

14.8

14.7
(a)

0

0.5

1

1.5

Number of Elements

2
10

3.25

0
(b)

2.5

-4

1000
2000
Number of Elements

3000

Figure 2: Mesh Independence (a) Flow mesh (b) Structural mesh

refinements had less effect leading to a total of only 0.9% variation but increased the
computational cost by over three times. Therefore the second mesh was chosen for the
structural domain, which had 795 nodes, 158 triangular elements and 640 quadrilateral
elements.
3.2

Aerodynamic Optimization using Stiffness Distribution

An unconstrained aerodynamic optimization was set-up, with the design variables
bounded between 0.1 to 10 to keep the structural displacements small. Figure 3 (a)
shows the evolution of the objective function during the iterations starting from kj = 1
for j = 1, 10, 16, 40. Around 20 iterations are needed for convergence. Figure 3(b) shows
the resulting pressure coefficient, CP , distribution at some of the key iterations. From this
it can be seen that there is little change on the upper surface and on the lower surface,
the optimizer has slightly delayed the shock formation.
The evolution of the design variables and the structural displacements are shown in
Figure 4. For the upper half of the airfoil, the optimization results have led to decreased
stiffness prior to the shock, with the design variables being bounded by the lowest permissible value of 0.1 in this region by Iteration 16. In the region beyond of the shock, the
gradients have led to the stiffening of the structure.
The lower half followed the same trend of decreased stiffness close to the clamped edge
but with increasing stiffness post the shock. The final geometry for the lower half has
shown strong sensitivities at the tip and at the region corresponding to the shock on the
upper surface with reduced stiffness elsewhere.
Due to the positioning of the stiffness reinforcements and softening of the structure
towards the clamped edge, the overall displacement is higher than the equilibrium displacement of the initial design. Figure 4 (d) highlights the difference in resulting shape
of the aerofoil beginning with the undeformed NACA0012 (CL /CD = 15.17) and the de8
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Figure 3: Optimization history: (a) Objective Function (b) CP distribution from four iterations
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Figure 4: Evolution of design variables on the (a) upper and (c) lower airfoil surfaces, (b) displacement
on the upper surface and (d) overall airfoil shapes with deformed shape magnified by ×50

formed shapes magnified by ×50. The initial uniform stiffness distribution led to the
upward movement of the airfoil due to the pressure delta created by stronger shock on
the suction side. This deformation led to higher aerodynamic efficiency (CL /CD = 15.37)
than the undeformed shape. The optimizer pushed this trend further which led to the
optimized deformation with CL /CD = 15.53 based on the bounded design variables.
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4

CONCLUSION

In this paper a framework for aerodynamic optimization using the fully-coupled FSI
primal and adjoint solvers in SU2 has been discussed. The framework has been successfully
demonstrated using an example of a compliant NACA 0012 airfoil in transonic Euler flow
regime, with the aerodynamic efficiency as the objective to maximize and the stiffness
distribution in the airfoil as the design parameter. Future work includes the expansion of
application to cases with large displacements, and incorporating turbulent effects via the
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
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Abstract: Earthquakes are a significant factor in the design and safety evaluation of dams
and, in this context, an accurate prediction of forces acting on the structure is needed. The
hydrodynamic action plays a key role in this regard and its accurate evaluation is a major
issue. Most of the earthquake analyses of gravity dams in the past have ignored the interaction
between dam and reservoir. The equivalent body of hydrodynamic forces, the “added mass”
model, derived from the well-known Westergaard theory, is nowadays the most widespread
approach still adopted in modern design codes. Nevertheless, taking into account Fluid
Structure Interaction (FSI) is sometimes more appropriate, though more complicated.
In this work, hydrodynamic pressures on a large Italian gravity dam have been calculated
using different modelling approaches: rigid barrier, deformable dam with added masses and
FSI. Frequency domain analyses have been carried out both on plane strain models and on
more refined 3D models, by applying a horizontal acceleration to the dam base. The
comparison among frequency response curves obtained from 2D and 3D models highlights
noticeable differences concerning resonance frequencies and peak response values, even with
the same modelling approach.
This study demonstrates that simplified 2D added-mass models may be over-conservative
compared to 3D FSI simulations.
Concluding, it can be argued that full 3D coupled analyses should be preferred to simplified
2D ones to estimate the hydrodynamic pressure acting on the upstream face of the dam during
earthquakes.
1 INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamic forces evaluation on water retaining structures during earthquakes is a
challenging issue. In the past, hydrodynamic loads exerted by the reservoir on the upstream
face of the dam were obtained from simplified theories, such as Westergaard’s [1] and
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Zangar’s [2], dating back to the first half of the twentieth century. Such theories, initially
based on very simplistic hypotheses and successively developed by Chopra [3], are nowadays
the base of main international codes and guidelines.
The well-known Westergaard simplified theory was developed in 1933 and originated the
widespread added masses approach. This useful simplification adopted in highly sophisticated
and irregular 3D models could however lead to inaccurate predictions. The possible
differences are to be estimated in this work.
In this paper, the physical phenomenon has been investigated using Finite Element models
by removing some of the simplifications underlying the aforementioned theories.
Hydrodynamic pressures on an Italian large gravity dam have been calculated using different
modelling approaches. The analysis has been carried out using two and three-dimensional
models, and a parametric variation of boundary conditions has been performed.
2

ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

H.M. Westergaard’s paper [1] dating back to 1933 is considered as the milestone for the
evaluation of hydrodynamic loads on water retaining structures, given its simple yet elegant
solution and physical interpretation of the phenomenon. The key assumptions of his solution
are the following:
1) small displacements of water particles, neglecting global mass flow;
2) non-viscous fluid;
3) infinite upstream extension of the water reservoir;
4) no surface waves;
5) perfect waves reflection of the reservoir bottom;
6) horizontal and rigid water reservoir bottom surface;
7) rigid, sinusoidal motion of the dam;
8) plane symmetry of the problem;
9) earthquake dominant period higher than dam natural vibration period.
The first three hypotheses allowed obtaining a substantial simplification of the NavierStokes equation. These equations, valid for general fluid motion, turn into the more
manageable linear wave equation, namely D’Alembert’s equation
ͳ ߲ଶ
ߘ െ ଶ ڄଶ ൌͲ
ܿ ߲ݐ
ଶ

(1)

where p is the pressure and c is the sound speed in the medium equal to ඥ݇ Τߩ, where k is the
water bulk modulus and ρ its density. The solution is expressed as particle horizontal and
vertical displacement, provided by Fourier series. The vertical displacements tend to infinity
as the excitation period reaches the values:
Tn=4h/(cn)

(2)

where h is the water height. If that is the case, resonance occurs and the corresponding
values of frequency fn = 1/Tn are defined as reservoir eigenfrequencies. The solution of

2
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equation (1) can be accomplished both in the time and in the frequency domain via the wellknown Fourier transform.
In the same paper, Westergaard also introduced a simplified expression for the displacement
and a physical interpretation of the hydrodynamic forces. Their effect can be estimated by
neglecting their dependence on the vibration period and by approximating the pressure
distribution by a parabolic expression. If one accepts the trade off, their behaviour is identical
to that of a mass distribution m(y) rigidly attached to the upstream face of the dam, according
to the following distribution along the height y, measured downwards from the free surface
(3)


݉ሺݕሻ ൌ ߩඥ݄ݕ
ͺ

In a later paper, Chopra [3] extended Westergaard’s solution to the whole range of
frequencies, by removing hypothesis 9, providing an analogous and more complicated Fourier
series solution.
Analytical solutions of the problem did not have any major improvement over the decades,
mainly because of the increasing availability of computing resources. Westergaard’s solution
remained the benchmark and the reference for the international codes up to modern days. In
this paper the last three hypotheses are removed, and the arising consequences are analysed.
3

CASE STUDY

The aforementioned investigation is developed by means of a case study regarding an
existing Italian dam. The structure is an ordinary concrete gravity dam made up of 27
concrete monoliths, with a maximum height of 65 m, a straight shape in plan, a vertical
upstream face and a downstream face with a slope of 0.72. Concrete material parameters are
summarized in table 1 while water level is supposed at maximum allowed of 60 m.
Table 1: Concrete material parameters.

Young’s Modulus (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Density (kg/m3)
Structural damping ratio

20550
0.18
2450
0.05

3.1 FEM analyses of 2D and 3D dam models
3.1.1

Modeling approach

2D and 3D finite element models have been created in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3
software [4], as illustrated in the Figures 1 and 2. Each of the two models is studied under
different hypotheses
- Full reservoir – added masses: hydrodynamic actions are introduced according to
Westergaard’s simplified expression (3) for equivalent masses rigidly connected to the
structure. The correct implementation of such masses requires their value to be assigned
only to the horizontal degree of freedom of the corresponding mesh element, leaving the

3
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vertical contribution to inertial forces unmodified.
- Full reservoir – fluid-structure interaction; the fluid domain is explicitly modelled and an
acoustic-structural interface is introduced at the dam upstream face.
- Full reservoir – rigid structure; this hypothesis is investigated mainly for comparison and
interpretation of the previous models.
- Empty reservoir: the acoustic part of the model is ignored. This model is used for
comparison purposes only, to appreciate the structural effects of the hydrodynamic force.
The 2D model (Fig. 1) is made up of 300 triangular second order Serendipity elements for
the solid mechanics part and 624 quadrilateral second order Lagrange elements for the
acoustics part, for a total of 841 nodes. The 3D model (Fig. 2) is made up of 8837 tetrahedral
second order Serendipity elements for the solid mechanics part and 42384 tetrahedral second
order Lagrange elements for the acoustics part, for a total of 17086 nodes.
The two models are analysed by performing a frequency domain study under harmonic
base acceleration excitation.
3.1.2

Boundary conditions

On the solid mechanics component, a unit, horizontal acceleration is imposed at the dam
base nodes, considering a rigid foundation motion. As for the acoustic component, a zero
pressure condition is imposed at the water free surface and a rigid wall condition at the
bottom of the reservoir. The fluid-structural interaction condition at the interface between the
two domains is the following
ͳ
െ݊ ൬ ߘ൰ ൌ െ݊ ݐݐݑ ڄ
൝
ߩ
 ܣܨൌ ݊ ڄ 

(4)

where n is the unit vector normal to the interface, FA is the acoustic force on the structure
and utt is the solid acceleration. The first equation transfers the structural acceleration to the
fluid, while the second applies the fluid pressure load on the structure. Such a system of
equations expresses a fully coupled problem, where the solid and the acoustic parts have to be
solved simultaneously.
The original Westergaard formulation of semi-infinite domain is a reasonable practical
assumption of a sufficiently long reservoir. This implies that none of the upstream waves is
ever reflected back to the structure during the seismic event. It follows that a non-reflecting
boundary condition is necessary in the upstream direction, namely the well-known
Sommerfeld radiation condition. This can be accomplished in a finite element model through
the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [5]. It consists in a complex coordinate stretching
function ݂ ሺߦ ሻof an auxiliary absorbing domain
݂ ሺߦ ሻ ൌ  ߦݏ൬

ͳ
݅
െ
൰
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with ξ is the auxiliary stretched coordinate and s and p the scale and curvature parameters,
respectively. In the present case an auxiliary PML domain has been added on the upstream
side of the reservoir (Fig. 1) in the FE models.

Figure 1: 2D Model.

Figure 2: 3D model.

3.1.3

Analysis results

The 2D model introduces the deformability of the structure and extends the excitation
frequency to the whole range of interest for seismic study purposes, thus removing hypotheses
3 and 9. The results are displayed in the form of acoustic pressure magnitude, being a
complex quantity in a frequency domain solution. In Fig. 3 the pressure modulus is plotted
over the domain.
The hydrodynamic load distribution along the dam upstream face is represented by the red
curves and compared with Westergaard’s theory prediction (black curves).
By examining the pressure distributions, it can be clearly seen that Westergaard’s solution
is reproduced only for frequency values tending to zero (top image). In fact, in this case the
pressure distribution on the upstream face follows the theoretical quarter-wave shape, in good
agreement with Westergaard’s parabolic assumption. Higher excitation frequency values
(bottom image) lead to the development of higher mode shapes for the pressure distributions
as in the lower image, where a near three-quarter-wave distribution is displayed.
The hydrodynamic load distribution on the dam face is computed also for the 3D model,
thus removing hypothesis 8 of planar behaviour. In Figure 4, in analogy with Figure 3, the
blue surface represents the equivalent distributed load on the upstream face of the dam
deduced by inertial added mass forces, while the red one is the acoustic pressure load
obtained from the FE interacting model.
The 3D case displays a significant pressure variation along the cross valley direction,
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which is impossible to be captured in a 2D modelling context. In addition, a significant phase
difference between pressures on each monolith reduces the overall synchronism of
hydrodynamic load and thus the amplification of its overall action on the structure.

Figure 3: 2D model response for 0.1 Hz (upper image) and 5.7 Hz (lower image). The linear distributed
forces on the upstream face are represented in red, in comparison with Westergaard’s solution (black curve).

Model response is evaluated by plotting the amplitude of hydrodynamic resultant forces for
the tallest monolith. The plots in Figures 5 and 6 show a noticeable difference between the 2D
and 3D analyses; the main differences are the following.
- The frequency of the resonance peaks in the 3D case is higher than in the 2D case; a
reasonable explanation could be found in the higher degree of constraint given by the
adjacent, shorter monoliths, providing additional stiffness to the structure and the
corresponding minor water depth.
- A slightly higher intensity of the hydrodynamic resultant force for the 2D model is
observed.
- In the 2D case the response for near-zero frequencies of the added masses model tends to
the same value as the FSI analysis, matching the theoretical solution. This does not occur
in the 3D case, where the difference is still noticeable, being roughly 20% higher. This
results may induce to believe that a direct added masses model transposition to three
dimensional analysis be arbitrary and lead to errors.
- The added masses simplified model provides a reasonable estimation of the first resonant
frequency, while it does not match the FSI analysis for superior modes, providing a much
higher amplification.

6
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- In the 2D case the rigid barrier peaks (blue curve) are still visible in the FSI analysis,
meaning that specific reservoir dynamic properties are let unmodified by the structural
coupling. In fact, the theoretical reservoir eigenfrequencies deduced from equation 2 are
equal to 6.17 Hz and odd multiples in 2D, which are not affected by the structure. The
phenomenon can be explained by noticing that at a certain distance from the dam, a local
pressure variation at the upstream face does not influence the far-field response. In fact the
latter is governed only by the reservoir depth itself, which is constant in 2D. In the 3D
model such effect is less evident.

Figure 4. 3D model response for 0.1 Hz (upper image) and 5.7 Hz (lower image): pressures relative to the FS
interaction (red surface) are shown, in comparison to the equivalent added masses inertial load (blue surface).

In Figures 7 and 8 the 3D model pressure contours are plotted for different excitation
frequencies. The figures clearly display the variability of pressure distribution along the cross
valley direction, even for low excitation frequency values.
Since Westergaard’s expression is strictly valid in 2D cases, its extension to 3D can be
accomplished in different ways: both by fixing h in equation (3) as the overall reservoir
maximum depth, or by continuously varying it along the cross valley direction. The first
solution leads to major errors in estimating both peak frequencies and response magnitudes.
The second solution, adopted in this case, is quite adequate in matching the FSI simulation for
low frequency ranges. Nevertheless, it remains inappropriate for higher modes, where
pressure variations in the cross valley direction are significant due to excitation of superior
longitudinal harmonics.
The same figures also plot the streamlines for acoustic intensity, defined as I = pڄv, with p
is the fluid pressure and v the particle velocity. By comparing the figures for a low and a high
value of excitation frequency, a remarkable difference is observed, and the energy flux is at
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least two orders of magnitude greater for high frequencies. This energy is radiated upstream
of the reservoir and it is thus subtracted from the dam body. Such effect is equivalent to
consider an additional damping, referred to as acoustic radiation damping.

Figure 5: Hydrodynamic force - 2D central monolith model.

Figure 6: Hydrodynamic force - 3D model, central monolith.

Figure 7: Hydrodynamic pressure contours and acoustic intensity streamlines - 3D model - excitation of 0.1 Hz.

The acoustic intensity is integrated over the upstream model boundaries and the total radiated
power is plotted in figure 9 on a semi logarithmic scale for 2D and 3D models. It can be
observed that the radiated energy for excitation frequencies below the first eigenfrequency of
the reservoir is substantially negligible, compared to that for higher frequencies. The first
reservoir eigenfrequency may thus be interpreted as a cut-off limit for energy radiation
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upstream of the reservoir. It is also shown that the 2D FSI models provides a dissipation
throughout the whole range which is orders of magnitude lower than the rigid barrier case.
This behaviour is not replicated in the 3D case, where the rigid and FSI values are
comparable.

Figure 8: Hydrodynamic pressure contours and acoustic intensity streamlines - 3D model - excitation of 20 Hz.

Figure 9. Total reservoir radiated power (semi-logarithmic scale) for 2D (left) and 3D model (right).

3.2
Parametric investigations
The reasons for the different response between 2D and 3D models in terms of peak
frequency and resultant force intensity has been investigated through a parametric study
involving the shape of the canyon and the angle between lateral dam embankments. Such
investigation is performed on two simplified 3D study models.
3.2.1 Influence of basin shape
The first simple FE 3D model simulates the basin between the lateral embankments. It is a
cylindrical sector of angle 2α with a deformable dam on the downstream side and an auxiliary
PML domain on the upstream side. The mesh of the fluid domain has a maximum of 11346
tetrahedral quadratic Lagrange elements and 3158 nodes. The mesh of the solid domain has
477 tetrahedral second order Serendipity elements with 161 nodes. The cross-valley shape is
rectangular and it remains unmodified as α varies. Fig.10 displays the hydrodynamic force,
varying the angle 2α in the range (0°, 75°). One can observe that the hydrodynamic load
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decreases as α increases. In addition, the peak frequency value is practically unmodified with
. This is reasonable, since the peak frequency depends only on the reservoir depth.

Figure 10: The 3D simplified model with pressure contours for 0.1 Hz frequency (upper figure); Frequency
response of the idealized 3D model for different values of α - semi-logarithmic scale (lower figure).

3.2.2 Influence of canyon slope
The second simple FE 3D model is a trapezoidal prism, whose lateral walls have slope β.
On the downstream side there is a rigid barrier and on the upstream side an auxiliary PML
domain is added. The mesh of the fluid domain has at most 2261 tetrahedral quadratic
Lagrange elements and 1600 nodes. Fig. 11 shows the effects of the variation of β on the total
hydrodynamic force, while the barrier maintains constant area. The results demonstrate that
even a small deviation of the side walls from the vertical (β = 90°) produces a frequency shift
to higher values. The peak values tend to infinite, because no sediment absorption is
considered.
An attempt to obtain a quick estimation of reservoir natural frequency is performed by
defining an equivalent depth ݄ത. By averaging the reservoir depths at each monolith using the
corresponding added mass as weight, one obtains
݄ത ൌ

σ ݄ ݉ ڄௗௗ 
σ ݉ௗௗ 

(6)

where hi is the generic monolith height and maddi is the added mass calculated for hi and width
b, as illustrated in Figure 12. By doing so, the equivalent depth is found to be 50.75 m, which
corresponds to a first frequency of 7.78 Hz, close to the FEM analysis result in the case of
rigid barrier.
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This simple calculation provides an insight on the nature of the phenomenon. The
combined effect of these two parameters varying within a realistic range confirms the
differences between the 2D model and the more accurate 3D model.

Figure 11. Pressure contours for 0.1 Hz frequency (upper figure), Frequency response of the idealized 3D
model for different values of β (linear scale) (lower figure).

Figure 12: Equivalent reservoir depth definition.

3.3
Structural effects
As a last step, the global effects of hydrodynamic loads on the structural response are
evaluated in term of base shear force. Results are displayed in Figure 13, for different
modelling approaches, including the case of empty reservoir for reference purposes. It can be
noted that, for very low frequencies, the hydrodynamic action increases the response of the
dam only by nearly 30% in both 2D and 3D, while at the resonance condition the shear is
nearly doubled. By comparing the different approaches, it can be observed that:
- the first peak frequency of the model of interaction is very close to the one of added
masses, while higher frequency peaks differ greatly;
- in the 2D case the rigid barrier model displays a resonance at a higher frequency;
- the 3D model does not display an explicit reservoir resonance peak in the case of rigid
barrier.
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Figure 13: Base shear for 2D model for central monolith (left) and 3D model for the entire dam (right).

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the problem of hydrodynamic pressure evaluation on existing gravity dams is
addressed by using FE modelling. Such study allows us to overcome some of the rigid
hypotheses of the analytic theories and efficiently evaluates fluid-structure interaction in
complex 2D and 3D cases. The comparison between different approaches displays noticeable
differences on the overall hydrodynamic response if the excitation frequency is higher than
the first mode, both for a simple 2D model of the tallest monolith and the full dam 3D model
of a case study. As a result of the subsequent parametric study, some differences between 2D
and 3D have been observed. More specifically, in 3D the increase of the angle between lateral
embankments induces a drastic reduction on the overall response amplitude, while the slope
of reservoir walls modifies its frequency content. Such behaviour cannot be reproduced by a
2D plane model. Finally, it can be concluded that a realistic 3D geometry of the reservoir
makes the fluid behaviour highly complex and, in 3D, the added mass model may produce
even more different results from the full FSI modelling.
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Abstract. The harmonic balance method has been shown to be a capable and efficient
tool to capture unsteady effects in turbomachinery with computational fluid dynamics. A
frequently occurring problem are spurious oscillations resembling the Gibbs phenomenon.
Particularly vulnerable to this is the ω-equation of turbulence models such as Wilcox
k − ω or Menter SST k − ω due to the large values of ω close to the wall. This adversely
affects both the obtained solution and the stability of the solver. As a solution, we
propose the use of a logarithmic version of the ω-equation. This approach was previously
used to address similar problems in discontinuous Galerkin solvers. We implemented two
logarithmic model variants based on Wilcox k − ω and Menter SST k − ω, respectively.
The models are validated with a flat plate and an infinite channel. Additionally a grid
convergence study on a turbine aerofoil is performed. The modified models show similar
results to their base models, as expected for mathematically equivalent formulations of
the same equation. On the turbine aerofoil differences arise on the suction site and in
the wake especially for lower resolution grids. The impact of the Gibbs phenomenon
on the flow is reduced, improving the transportation of the turbulent quantities through
interfaces and stabilising the solution process.

1

INTRODUCTION

Flows in turbomachines are highly periodic and can, with limited loss in accuracy, be
described by a superposition of a small number of harmonic oscillations. This is used in
a frequency domain solver to investigate unsteady flow phenomena with considerably reduced computational effort [6]. Instead of solving for the flow quantities at a specific point
in time, a set of Fourier coefficients is computed. This turns an unsteady problem into a
steady state problem in the frequency domain. The Harmonic Balance (HB) method, as
proposed by McMullen et al. [10], is one such approach. Although this method solves the
equations in the frequency domain, the flow residuals, i.e. fluxes, source terms etc., are
calculated in the time domain. A discrete Fourier transformation then translates them
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into the frequency domain. On the one hand, this simplifies their calculation since the
known equations and pre-existing solver routines can be used. On the other hand, several
solutions at different points in time are now required, which have to be reconstructed
from the Fourier coefficients.
Errors in this repeating transformation between the time and frequency domain can
not only reduce the accuracy of the simulation, but also disrupt the solution process.
Most relevant to this paper is a problem resembling the Gibbs phenomenon. The discretised functions behave similar to jump discontinuities in regions with large gradients.
When the solution is transformed from the frequency domain back into the time domain,
oscillations appear. These oscillations are aggravated by the use of only a few harmonics to resolve the flow. Therefore, a straightforward solution would be to increase the
number of harmonics considered in the simulation. This would, however, compromise the
computational efficiency gained with the HB method, since more points in time would be
necessary to avoid aliasing.

Figure 1: Spurious oscillations of the specific dissipation rate in the wake
Commonly used turbulence models, such as Wilcox k −ω [15] or Menter SST k −ω [11],
are especially susceptible to this problem. The ω-equation of these turbulence models
generates considerable gradients close to the wall, where the analytical solution tends
towards infinity. This is contrasted by freestream values several orders of magnitude
lower, resulting in large gradients not only at the wall, but also in the wake of aerofoils.
Figure 1 illustrates this effect for the T106C low pressure turbine profile [13]. The specific
dissipation rate ω is transported downstream in the wake until it crosses an interface
to a rotating empty duct. Here it is unsteady in the rotating frame of reference and
several unphysical oscillations appear at the interface. Next to the wake the undershoot
approaches values close to zero, especially compared to a turbulent dissipation rate several
orders of magnitude higher in the wake itself. Overshoots are also present, but are less
2
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relevant to the stability of the solver.
Instead of increasing the considered number of harmonics, we propose the use of a
logarithmic version of the ω-equation as a less computationally expensive solution. This
approach was used by Bassi et al. [1] to address very similar problems in their discontinuous Galerkin solver. In this paper we discuss the basic effects of this mathematically
equivalent formulation when used in the Wilcox k − ω and Menter SST models. A flat
plate and an infinite channel are used as baseline validation test cases for a steady state
simulation. Additionally, the grid convergence behaviour of the turbulent quantities is
examined in the case of the T106C turbine aerofoil. Finally, the effects on the HB solver
are discussed.
2

NUMERICAL METHODS

In the following section a brief overview of the harmonic balance method and its integration into the DLR solver TRACE will be given. More detailed information can be
found in [4] and [2], respectively. TRACE uses the finite volume approach to solve the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The density based, compressible
solver attains second order accuracy using Roe’s upwind scheme and a MUSCL extrapolation. A van Albada type flux limiter is used to smooth large gradients, e.g. in the
vicinity of shocks. For the solution of turbulence equations a conservative, segregated
method is used.
2.1

The Harmonic Balance method

The aim of the HB method is to solve the RANS equations for time periodic solutions.
Those equations can be written as
dq(x, t)
+ R(q(x, t)) = 0
dt

(1)

with the vector of conservative variables q, the discretised residual vector R and the
physical time t. For a time periodic flow field, q can also be expressed as a Fourier series
q(x, t) = Re

K


q̂k (x)eikwt

(2)

k=0

where q̂k (x) are complex valued Fourier coefficients, w is the fundamental angular frequency and Re is the real part. In the case of turbomachinery flows, this could for
instance be chosen based on the rotational frequency of the spool. Equation (1) can then
be formulated in the frequency domain with equation (2):
 =0
ikwq̂k + R(q)
k

(3)

Only a finite number of harmonics, k = 0, . . . , K, are considered. Due to the inherent
 may depend on all harmonics. Several methods
nonlinearity of the NS equations R(q)
k
with varying degrees of complexity and accuracy have been developed to solve equation
3
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(3). The simplest is to linearise the equation with the intention of completely decoupling
the different harmonics from each other [5]. In a related approach, nonlinear correction
terms are added to model the nonlinearity [7, 14]. In the HB method the nonlinear
residuals are computed in a different manner. They are first calculated in the time domain
and then transformed into the frequency domain via a discrete Fourier transformation
(DFT). Based on equation (3) this leads to
ikwq̂k + F (R(F −1 q̂)) = 0

(4)

with F the DFT and F −1 its inverse. The HB method is, therefore, a hybrid between
time and frequency domain methods. Before the residual in the frequency domain can be
calculated, an inverse DFT reconstructs several solutions for different points in time from
the Fourier coefficients qk . Once the residuals are calculated, the K + 1 equations given
in equation (3) are solved by a pseudo-time-stepping scheme.
2.2

The logarithmic ω-equation

A logarithmic ω-equation was used by Bassi et al. [1] in a discontinuous Galerkin
solver. Large gradients, particularly at solid walls, were causing severe stability problems.
A logarithmic formulation has two beneficial effects: Firstly, it will compress high values
of ω stronger than low ones, thereby smoothing peaks. Secondly, negative values can no
longer be produced when transforming back to standard ω. These attributes are also
advantageous for a turbulence model used in a HB solver.
Starting from Wilcox’s k − ω equations [15]


∂
∂
∂
∂k
(ρk) +
(µ + σk µT )
(5)
(ρuj k) = Pk − βk ρωk +
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj


∂
∂
∂ω
ω
∂
2
(ρω) +
(µ + σω µT )
(ρuj ω) = α Pk − βω ρω +
∂t
∂xj
k
∂xj
∂xj
with the turbulent kinetic energy k, the specific dissipation rate ω, and the production
term Pk . To obtain the k − log(ω) equations a new variable ω̃ is introduced:
ω̃ = log(ω) ⇐⇒ ω = eω̃

(6)

Starting from equation (5), ω can be substituted by ω̃. The resulting expression can be
simplified, made dimensionless and brought into a form resembling equation (5):


∂
∂
1 ∂
∂k
ω̃
(ρk) +
(ρuj k) = Pk − Reβk ρke +
(µ + σk µT )
(7)
∂t
∂xj
Re ∂xj
∂xj


2

1
αPk
1 ∂
∂ ω̃
∂ ω̃
∂ρω̃ ∂ρuj ω̃
ω̃
+
− Reβω ρe +
(µ + σω µT )
(µ + σω µT )
+
=
∂t
∂xj
k
Re ∂xj
∂xj
Re
∂xj
The complete ω̃-equation is divided by eω̃ and now contains a new term. This term is a
result of the variable transformation in the diffusion term. Since it will never be negative,
it could have a destabilising effect in regions with large gradients.
4
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Spurious oscillations can also appear in the k-equation, but the effects are less severe
since it has a smaller value range and no singularities. Additionally both k and ω variables
are limited to positive values which helps stabilise the simulation for confined drops below
zero. Nevertheless, a logarithmic k-equation might be beneficial for the DFT and help
stabilise the HB method. However, this would introduce a new singularity at the wall,
where a logarithmic k would tend towards minus infinity [1].
In addition to the transformation of ω in the governing equations, the boundary conditions also have to be considered. TRACE uses Menter’s ω boundary condition [11]
ωwall = 10 ·

6µ
βω ρy 2

(8)

with the wall distance y. Since TRACE works with cell centred values, an appropriate
value is prescribed into the first outer cell to attain the desired value at the wall. We
implemented two versions of this boundary condition for the logarithmic model. The first,
boundary condition A, is a straightforward conversion of the value in the outer cell. The
second one, boundary condition B, is intended to replicate the gradient of ω and thereby
mimicking the diffusion into the domain of the original models:


∂ω 
∂ ω̃ 
ω̃wall
=e
·
(9)
∂y wall
∂y wall

In addition to the Wilcox k − ω-model, Menter’s SST model [11] can also be transformed
into a logarithmic formulation in a similar manner. Again, the only new term comes
from the diffusion of ω and a formulation equivalent to equation (7) can be found. The
boundaries are treated the same way in both models.
2.3

Geometries and grids

Three different geometries are considered. The first two, used for a validation of the
logarithmic models against their base versions, are an infinite channel and a flat plate
with zero pressure gradient, each with four different grid resolutions. The channel flow is
additionally divided into one case with a Reynolds number of 180 and one with 2003. In
both cases the reference length is half the channel height. Grids and boundary conditions
for the flat plate are taken from NASA’s turbulence modelling resource [3]. The third case
is the T106C low pressure turbine profile [13] at a Reynolds number of about 155,000. A
y + value of about one allows the use of the low-Re boundary condition described above.
The Kato-Launder stagnation point anomaly fix is used. For a grid refinement study two
additional resolutions are considered, with four and sixteen times the nodes. No transition
model is used to simplify the comparison of the model variants. The same 2D case is used
in a HB simulation as well, where an empty duct is rotating behind the aerofoil. Since the
flow is stationary relative to the aerofoil, only a time mean flow is needed to fully resolve
it. The wake is unsteady relative to the duct and a time mean solution and three higher
harmonics are used to resolve it.
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3

RESULTS

Generally the results of the logarithmic model variants are very similar to those of
the base models for high resolution grids. On lower resolution grids differences arise, as
discussed in detail in the following section. The logarithmic formulation has a negligible
impact on the convergence rate of the steady state simulations.
3.1

Channel flow

Differences in the turbulence model will be visible in the boundary layer velocity profile. Figure 2 shows this profile by plotting the dimensionless velocity u+ against the
dimensionless wall distance y + . The results of the k − ω and SST turbulence models are
compared to each other as well as to a reference DNS solution [9]. The grid levels are
identified by the number of cells resolving the wall normal direction, i.e. 64 marks the
coarsest level and 1024 the finest. This also reduces the y + with every refinement, down
to 0.02. The base model variants are shown in green to blue, with dashed lines. The
logarithmic variants are shown in yellow to red. The grid resolution has almost no effect
for a Reynolds number of 180. Only the coarsest resolution with the standard k −ω model
shows some differences compared to the bulk of the results. These results are mirrored by
the SST model variants. In general, agreement between all model variants and the reference data is adequate. Except for the coarsest grid level, there is almost no discrepancy
between the logarithmic models and their base variants for this Reynolds number.
For Re = 2003 this grid independence is lost for both k − ω and SST. The standard
models and the logarithmic variants show a significant grid dependency. The dimensionless velocity increases with the grid resolution for the logarithmic model variants, while it
decreases for the standard models. For high grid resolutions the variants converge against
a common solution. The grid dependency itself is caused by the boundary condition described by equation (8), which is directly dependent on the wall distance y. Since the
grid is refined by dividing the existing cells, y changes with every refinement. This leads
to slightly different results for each grid, a shortcoming of the ω boundary condition [8].
Why the sign of this grid dependent error is different for the logarithmic models could
not yet be determined. A grid refinement affects the model variants differently. The
logarithmic variants show substantial changes when the grid is refined for the first time.
However, the changes are smaller compared to the standard variants for each successive
grid refinement.
3.2

Flat plate

The flat plate testcase gives similar results compared to the channel flow. Again, the
iterative convergence shows little differences between the modified and the base models.
Figure 3 shows the boundary layer profile at different locations on the plate, characterised
by their momentum thickness Reynolds number ReΘ . The base model variants are shown
in green to blue, with dashed lines. The logarithmic variants are shown in yellow to red.
’4lev’ marks the coarsest grid resolution, ’1lev’ the finest. Additionally DNS results are
given [12]. As for the infinite channel, the differences between k − ω and k − log(ω) are
6
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Figure 2: Comparison between boundary layer velocity profiles in an infinite channel
very similar to those between SST and SST-log(ω). The log(ω) model variants show a
significantly reduced grid dependency compared to their base variants. With increasing
grid resolution the results converge from opposite sides, mirroring the results of the channel flow in figure 2. The logarithmic variants tend to overpredict the turbulence, while
the standard models tend to underpredict it compared to a grid converged solution. The
grid converged solution generally agrees well with the reference DNS data.
3.3

T106C profile

In contrast to the previously discussed geometries, the flow on the T106C aerofoil
encounters both a streamwise pressure gradient and a curvature. This has a negative
impact on the grid dependency and causes more significant differences between the two
boundary conditions. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the eddy viscosity ratio µT /µ in the
wake between the standard k − ω model and k − log(ω) with both boundary conditions.
Even though the grid has a resolution with y + ≈ 1, it is not yet sufficient for grid
independence. The logarithmic model variants tend to overpredict the eddy viscosity on
lower resolution grids for the flat plate and infinite channel test cases. Therefore, higher
values can also be expected on aerofoils. The logarithmic variant indeed shows higher
maximum values and a wider wake in general for both boundary conditions. Between
those two, boundary condition B shows higher peaks in the wake and higher levels of µT
7
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Figure 3: Comparison between boundary layer velocity profiles on a flat plate
in the suction site boundary layer. Since boundary condition B consistently demonstrates
this higher deviation from the standard models on all grid levels, it is unsuitable for the
goal of closely replicating the behaviour of the standard models.
The differences in grid dependency are visible in the maximum eddy viscosity ratio in
the wake. This value is quite sensitive, but effectively concentrates all differences between
the models into an easily comparable number. Figure 5a shows this value for every grid
level and both k − ω model variants. Additionally a Richardson extrapolation is given.
The logarithmic variant produces a 13% higher eddy viscosity ratio at the coarsest grid
level. It consistently overpredicts the turbulence compared to the standard model, but
increasing the grid resolution reduces the difference. The logarithmic variant produces
larger changes than the standard model between the first two grid levels, but smaller
changes for the following refinements.
Figure 5b gives a different picture of the grid dependency. The shear stresses on the
profile for the two k − ω model variants are plotted for the medium and coarse grid levels.
There are only minor discrepancies visible on the pressure site, both between grid levels
and between the model variants. However, several differences develop on the suction
site. Starting from the leading edge, a large peak occurs at the stagnation point. For a
short distance the model does not yet predict a fully developed turbulent boundary layer,
therefore the shear stress values quickly drop off before they start to rise again. In this
region the logarithmic model variants predict higher shear stress values. A grid refinement
results in higher stresses for both model variants. Continuing along the profile the flow
8
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Figure 4: Comparison of eddy viscosity ratios in the wake of the T106C profile
is accelerated resulting in an increasing velocity gradient. This raises the shear stress for
all models, however it differs with grid level and model variant. As seen before, a grid
refinement leads to an increase in turbulence for the standard models and a decrease for
the logarithmic variants. To a degree, this closes the gap between the model variants, but
the changes are much more pronounced for the logarithmic ones. The standard model
shows almost no grid dependency in the shear stress behind about 25% of cord length,
while the differences grow for the logarithmic variant as long as the flow is accelerating.

(a) Maximum eddy viscosity ratio in the wake

(b) Surface shear stresses for first two grid levels

Figure 5: Grid refinement study of the T106C profile
There are several changes due to the variable transformation that can affect the boundary layer development. The production term Pk itself is unaffected by the variable transformation. As discussed in the methods section, simply transforming the Menter boundary
condition to a formulation in ω̃ can lead to a different diffusion of ω across the wall. But,
any significant difference in the boundary conditions between the model variants should
9
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also be evident on the channel and the flat plate. However, e.g. figure 3 shows little difference in the boundary layer profile and a decreased grid dependency for the logarithmic
models. Another difference between the logarithmic and the base model variants is the
additional term in equation (7). This additional term can be removed by not transforming the diffusion term to a formulation in ω̃. However, this results in an increase in eddy
viscosity ratio in the wake, aggravating the problems seen in figure 4.
The increased width of the wakes can partially be attributed to the van Albada flux
limiter. It is active in the wake for the standard model variants and causes an increased
dissipation. This restricts the wake towards the pressure side, as visible in figure 3. The
flux limiter is not active for the logarithmic models, while it is necessary for the stability
of the standard models. The effect of the limiter is mainly confined to within three cells
from the wall. This may influence the grid dependency of the standard models, but can
offer no explanation for the behaviour of the logarithmic variants. However, the increase
in turbulence on the suction site is more important for the overall shape of the wake. This
results in higher maximum eddy viscosity values and a thicker boundary layer also causes
a wider wake.
3.4

T106C Harmonic Balance

The reason for using a logarithmic ω-equation lies solely in the expected benefits for the
HB solver. Figure 6 compares the ω values of the standard k −ω model and its logarithmic
variant. The logarithmic ω values are translated back to standard ω. Undershoots are
present in both model variants, but to a very different extent. Three distinct undershoots
are visible for the standard model while only one is for the logarithmic variant. The
magnitude of those undershoots is drastically reduced, the values are more than ten times
the previous minimum. This minimises the risk of undershoots reaching values below zero.
Additionally, the logarithmic model reproduces the width of the wake before and behind
the interface better. The convergence rate is better for the logarithmic model variant,
although this improvement remains small for the case considered here. There are no overor undershoots severe enough to disrupt the solution process. On the other hand, this
allows for the direct comparison of the accuracy of the two model variants.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A logarithmic ω-equation has been tested in Wilcox’s k − ω and Menter’s SST turbulence models to improve the stability and accuracy of the harmonic balance solver.
Nevertheless, the new model variants still have to give accurate results in a time domain
simulation. Although the logarithmic and standard model variants are mathematically
equivalent formulations, they show several differences when used discretised in a flow
solver. In all considered cases a grid independent solution shows almost no differences between the logarithmic and the standard formulations. However, significant discrepancies
arise for the T106C aerofoil with a y + ≈ 1. A difference of about 13% in eddy viscosity
values precludes a simple replacement of the standard model variants in HB simulations.
Still, grid convergence is achieved earlier with the logarithmic model variants, though

10
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Figure 6: Comparison of ω between k − ω and k − log(ω) behind the T106C profile
initial changes are larger. The considerable grid dependency partially stems from the
use of the Menter boundary condition, which is directly affected by the first cell wall
distance. The Curvature and the pressure gradient on the aerofoil affect the development
of the boundary layer differently for the two model variants. No cause of this behaviour
is immediately apparent and different formulations of the ω-equation and the boundary
condition did not result in an improvement.
The logarithmic model variants increase the accuracy of the HB solver. In the case
of the T106C profile with a rotating duct the logarithmic k − ω model variant limited
spurious oscillations. This effect can only be present where the standard turbulence
models show deficits. This means that the logarithmic ω-equation can help in many
cases, but will not solve every stability problem in HB simulations. However, it can allow
for an increased CFL number, thereby speeding up the solution process for cases that are
already stable with the base turbulence models. In general, the logarithmic ω-equation
seems a promising approach, but a thorough validation with more complex flows could
provide valuable insight in the differences between the formulations and how to mitigate
them. Particularly a ω boundary condition not directly dependent on the grid resolution
might help in bringing the model variants closer together.
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Abstract. Hot-wire anemometry and numerical simulation were employed to study the
features of the turbulent flow and the large-scale structure formation in a closed compound
channel. This work is aimed to characterize the structure of the turbulence in a rectangular
channel containing a single rod bundle D = 60 mm. The work was carried out numerical and
experimentally. In the experimental campaign a single rod bundle, as long as 33.33 D, is
placed in a rectangular channel. The rod is carefully located near the channel’s top wall
forming a narrow gap, d = 0.10 D, between the rod and the wall, which connects two main
channels. We run our experiments using single straight hot-wire probes in order to obtain the
velocity fluctuations and the mean average fields of turbulence intensity and axial velocity as
well. The experimental work was performed under three different Reynolds numbers,
ReDh = 26500, 52100 and 86400, based on the bulk velocity, Ubulk, the hydraulic-diameter, Dh,
and the kinematic viscosity, ν of the fluid (air). As regards to the numerical computations k-ωSST- model was applied to simulate the turbulent flow in a same geometry before
experimentally studied. However, to safe computational resources we choose to apply
translational periodicity between the channel’s inlet and outlet and decrease the Reynolds
number as well, to ReDh = 8000. To implement the periodicity we followed the steps
suggested by [2] the computational domain reached 8 D. Through auto-correlation and PSD
tools the main frequency and the Strouhal number were computed. The spectral analyses
showed different values in terms of frequency, however, when the Strouhal number is
computed, based on the bulk velocity Ubulk, the main frequency, f, and the rod’s diameter, D,
both results were found almost constant, St = 0.16, which is in fair agreement with
experimental works from Guellouz and Tavoularis [9 and 10].
1 INTRODUCTION
Quasi-periodic oscillation in the narrow gap is one of the most striking feature found in
compound channels, does not matter if it is open or closed. Large scale motions in rod
bundles are known for approximately a half century at least [2]. [3], was one of the pioneers
to study the influence of the macroscopic structure of the turbulent main flow in the mixing
process in a compound channel. The author worked with a rod package arranged parallel to
the flow in order to determine the convective coefficients of heat transfer in one of the bars.
The most relevant conclusion was to show that in the vicinity of the subchannels the
autocorrelation functions of the time series of velocity fluctuation were similar to damped
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sinusoidal functions, thus suggesting the presence of large vortices crossing the narrow gap
between the subchannels.
Then the frequency and amplitude of these oscillations for array of bare rods geometries
and Reynolds number were the target of several authors. (e.g. [4]; [5]; [6]; [7] and [8]). Many
studies have been developed experimentally ([9];[10] and [11]);. An appearance of these
structures is observed even in laminar flow view in [12].
Guellouz and his co-work contributed with a characterization of large scale structures in a
rectangular channel containing a cylindrical rod near the bottom wall [9 and 10]. The work
was developed under Reynolds number 1.08 × 105 based on the hydraulic diameter, bulk
velocity and air viscosity, time-average axial velocity. Reynolds stress and turbulent
kinematic energy were also target of the investigation along with the dynamic of the flow, as
well. So, the authors estimated the Strouhal number, the wavelength, the convective velocity
and coefficient of friction in the rod wall. From the experimental measurements they
concluded that the spanwise velocity component presented a strong periodicity suggestion
that coherent structures dominated the gap vicinity.
Numerical work was, some time after, carried out by Chang and Tavoularis [13 and 14], in
order to understand better the experimental results from Guellouz [9]. The authors performed
numerical computations on the same cross-section with W/D-ratio = 1.10. To predict the
dynamic behaviour Unsteady Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (URANS) was used along
with different turbulence models and translational periodicity. The authors were able to
identify the coherent structures using the criterion Q (which will be discussed below), but the
mean values of velocity and the turbulent kinetic fields presented some discrepancy compared
to the experimental results.
The work is aimed to study the structure of the turbulent flow in the narrow gap of a
rectangular channel containing an eccentric cylinder near the top wall. By means of numeric
technique and hot wire anemometry the mean average velocity fields and the dynamic of the
flow was predicted. The dynamics of the large-scale structures, such as the main frequency,
wavelength and the convection velocity were studied in detail, likely [15]. Numerical work
was developed using the ANSYS CFX package using the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (URANS) and Shear Stress Transport- SST model to predict the turbulence.
The Reynolds number, based on the bulk velocity, Ub, the hydraulic-diameter, Dh and the
kinetic viscosity was ReDh = 8000. To minimize the computational cost, periodic boundary
conditions in the streamwise direction were applied, reducing significantly the domain
compared to the experimental work. The strategy computational is applied successful for
several author e.g. [15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
As regards the experimental work, this one was developed under three different Reynolds
numbers, 26500, 52100 and 86400. Reynolds number was based on the same scales in both
numerical and experimental works.
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experiments were conducted in a closed channel in steady state regime. Water at room
temperature (≈ 25°C) was used as work fluid. The work fluid was driven by a centrifugal
pump in closed loop. The compound channel is depicted in Fig. 1a and 1b with constant
section L = 193 mm, H = 151 mm and total length Ltc = 4000 mm (L = 3.3 D, H = 2.5D,
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Lt = 54.8D). The fluid reaches the test section, after passing through a diffuser and a set of
honeycombs. The test section contains one single rod with external and internal diameter
D = 60 mm, and the length Lsc = 2000 mm (Lsc = 33.3D). The rod is far from upper channel
wall by a distance W, which produces a dimensionless number W/D. In this work W/D-ratio
1.10 was tested for, ReDh = 26500 up to 86400.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sketch of the flow facility. (a) Upper view; (b) Inside section view.
The hydraulic-diameter was computed through eq. 1
Re Dh

U b Dh



 D
h

4A
P

(1)

A is area of the cross section and P is wet perimeter.
Experimental velocity fluctuations time-traces, in the streamwise direction, were
gathered at 30 mm the channel’s outlet upstream through a single hot wire probe. Data were
sampled at 1 KHz for a time acquisition as long as 32,768 s. Data were also filtered by a low
pass filter set at 300 Hz.
3

CFD METHODOLOGY

3.1 Geometry and flow conditions
As illustrated in Fig. 2a and 2b, the main computational geometry was the same as that one
stressed in the previous experiment. It consisted of a single cylindrical rod with diameter
D=60mm, inside a rectangular channel with width Lx = 3.3D and Ly = 2.5D similar
experimental. The gap size of rod and upper wall of channel is d = 6 mm, and therefore,
yielding W/D-ratio = 1.10. However, the original length of the channel of 2000 mm was
significantly shortened to length Lz = 480mm (Lz = 8D) adopted in this computation. This was
made possible by employing periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction in
combination with a fixed mass flow rate, m = 1.95 Kg/s. At the walls the velocity was
imposed null.

3
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic view of compound; (b) Channel’s cross-section and its dimensions.
3.2 Mesh Independence
In order to determine the length of the domain in the main direction mesh study
independence was carried out. Different length domains were evaluated, Lz = 360 mm,
480 mm, 720 mm (Lz/D = 6, 8 and 12). For the first one, Lz/D = 6, it was not possible to
solve the mass balance in good accuracy as we expected. For the computational domains 8D
and 12D there was no significant dynamic variation of the flow. So, we chose the smaller one,
Lz/D = 8. All meshes were discretized with hexahedral volumes, by splitting up the
computational domain into smaller ones. In the upper channel’s wall and rod wall the mesh
was refined to obtain a y+ < 1. In the other walls of the cross section a refinement was applied
yield y+ ≈ 10. In streamwise direction z+ was chosen to be about 25. Fig. 3a shows the mesh
used in a cross-section. It should be noticed the mesh refinement near the top wall and around
the tube.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Mesh of the cross-section. (b) Law of the wall obtained at Lx/D=1, Lz/D=4, near the top wall.

The whole simulation was performed with a time step equivalent to 0.005 s, with the
Courant- Friedrichs- Lewy CFLmax ≈ 0.35.
In Fig. 3b the good quality of the numerical simulation and the mesh can be observed. The
velocity near the rod surface is plotted as a function of y+. From the Fig. 3b we see that the
mesh was able to describe in a good way the subviscous layer, that is required by k−ω - SST
model. In addition, the classic wall function was practically recovered.

4
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4

K- SST MODEL FORMULATION

The SST model was proposed by [24]. In this model, the formulation of the k−ε model is
used far from the wall region and near the wall is applied k−ω model. The zonal formulation
is based on blending functions, which ensure a proper selection of the k−ε and k−ω zones.
The basic formulation of the incompressible continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are
 ui
0
(2)
 xi

 ui
u 
 2 u 
p
 uj i  

  2i  ij
(3)
 t





x
x
x
x
j
i
j
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The complete formulation of the SST model is given, with the limited number of
modifications highlighted.
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The turbulence eddy viscosity is defined as follows:
1k
t 
(6)
max(1, ( Sij Sij )1/2 F2 )
Where S is the invariant measure of the Strain Rate. The blending function is based on the
distance to the nearest surface on the flow variables
F1  tanh(arg14 )

(7)


 k 500  4   2 k 
arg1  min  max   , 2  ,
(8)
2 

   y   CDk y 
with CDkω is defined for Eq. 9 and y is the distance to the nearest wall. F1 is equal to zero
away from the surface (k − ε model), and switches over to one inside the boundary layer (k
− ω model).

1



CDk max  2   2 k  ,1, 0.1010 
(9)



F2 is a second blending function defined by:
2

 2 k 500   
F2  tanh   max   , 2   
(10)
 
  y y    



A production limit used in the SST model to prevent the rise of turbulence in stagnation
regions:
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 Pk max( Pk ,10   k )
(11)


All constants are computed by a blend from the corresponding constants of the k − ε model
and k − ω model via α = α1F1 + α2(1−F1)+... The constants for this model are β∗ = 0.09,
α1 = 5/9, β1 = 0.075, σk1 = 0.85, σω1 = 1/2, α2 = 0.44, β2 = 0.0828, σω2 = 0.856, σk2 = 1.


Pk t

5

U i  U i U j


x j  x j xi

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Mean Averaged Quantities
In Fig. 4 the time-average isocontours of the streamwise velocity is showed along with the
results published years ago by [9]. The data were gathered in the middle of the computational
domain at Lz/D = 4, being stressed in dimensionless form by the bulk velocity, Ub. All
quantities were averaged over a time t = 16Tc, where Tc is the convective time, Tc = Lz/Ub. In
general form k− SST was able to capture some remarkable features of the mass flow rate
distribution in this kind of compound channel. Numerical methodology was able to predict the
very well pronounced bulging of the isolines towards the edges arisen from the secondary
flows according to [25]. In a qualitative way both velocity maps are in good agreement
despite the Reynolds number difference. The maximum axial velocity is W/Ub was found
about 1.20 taking place at the main subchannel. At the same location Guellouz and Tavoularis
found W/Ub = 1.17, (Fig. 4 (a) and (c)). However, the mass distribution has found its
strongest discrepancy near to the narrow gap. The zone at the gap was magnified, Fig. 4 (b),
to provide a better comparison with Guellouz’s experiment. There we can see quite similar
isoline patterns in both works, however, our values seemingly are scaled by a factor of 0.5 in
comparison to the experimental work. Such discrepancy may be attributed to Reynolds
difference between numerical and experimental works, 8000 and 108000, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Isolines of streamwise velocity components. (a) and (b) present work. (c) and (d) work from Guellouz
and Tavoularis (2000a).

5.2 Kinetic Energy Distribution
In the same way Fig. 5 shows the isolines patterns the kinetic energy inside the channel.
The data were gathered at the same location, Lz/D = 2, and averaged over the same
aforementioned time. Data are also stressed in dimensionless form k∗ = k/Ub2. Although there
is a remarkable difference between both Reynolds number, the numerical and experimental
results are in good agreement, mainly far from the gap region. Near the lateral wall the
numerical code predicted k∗ about 0.012, whereas the experimental map shows 0.01. Again,
6
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the difference really matters when the turbulent quantities are analyzed at gap vicinity. The
prediction of k∗ at this region was found lowered in one order when compared to the
experimental work. It is worth to mention that the Reynolds number for numerical
computation is also one order lower than experimental work carried out by [9], so such
difference may attributed by the Reynolds number.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Isocontours of average turbulent kinetic energy. (a) and (b) present simulation. (c) and (d)
experimental work from Guellouz and Tavoularis (2000a).

5.3 Coherent structures characterization
One of the most striking characteristic of the turbulent flow in compound channels are the
quasi-periodic flow patterns of the velocity time-traces. The periodicity of the flow field
suggests the presence of large scale coherent structures in the flow. Such velocity pattern
(and therefore coherent structures) is responsible for heat, mass and momentum exchanging
between adjacent sub channels throughout the narrow gap. Such behavior implies, for
instance, in the convective heat coefficient enhancement as well as the local mixing rates.
Quasi-periodic flow was also found even in laminar flow-state with Reynolds number
ranging from 900 up to 1800, [26]. Fig. 6 shows the streamwise velocity time-traces. The
results are made non-dimensional by the bulk velocity, Ub. The velocity time-traces were
gathered at the middle gap, between the rod and bottom wall, at the position Lx/D = 6, for
numerical work and 30 mm upstream of the channel’s outlet. For experimental work hot wire
anemometry technique was employed. Num. Re 8,100
0.4
0
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Figure 6: Numerical and experimental axial velocity fluctuations time-traces. a) Numerical ReDh = 8000. b) Hot
wire probe measurement, ReDh = 26500, 52100 and 86400.
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Figure 7: FFT for streamwise velocity fluctuations component.

First of all, quase-periodic velocity time traces were found as in our computations as in the
experimental measurements, Fig. 6 (a) and (b). Furthermore, the computations was able to
predict the excursion the velocity fluctuation as well, that was found to departure from w/Ub
= -0.40 up to 0.40, regardless the Reynolds number. Fast Fourier Transform was applied to
each velocity fluctuation time-trace, in order to calculate the fundamental frequency of the
time-serie. In the computational result that one was found f = 0.182 Hz. However, higher
frequencies were found in the experimental campaign as the Reynolds number increases,
Fig.6 (b). Such fact was already expected, since the bulk velocity has increased as well. In
order to compare the dynamic of the large motion for both experimental and numerical
simulation, we make the frequency dimensionless as proposed by Guellouz and his coworker [9]. The Strouhal number is then written,
fD
St 
(12)
Ub
where, f is the main frequency attributed to the large periodic motions, Hz, D is rod’s
diameter, and Ub, is the bulk velocity. At that time the experimental results for the same
geometry and W/D – ratio 1.10 produced St = 0.17, according to the authors. Based on the
same scales used by the authors we calculated the Strouhal number of the numerical results,
that was found St = 0.15. Such value was quite similar to that one published years ago by the
authors, despite the Reynolds number difference. It is important to remind the reader that the
Reynolds number for experimental work is 108000, and, therefore, one order greater than
ours, 8000. This result also suggests that the dynamic of the flow is slightly affected by the
Reynolds number which, in some degree, corroborates with Melo’s work [30]. The
experimental work published recently by Melo showed that the Strouhal number value is
much more affected by the geometry of the compound channel than the Reynolds number
itself. The gap width and the channel’s length were found to play a very important role in the
large vortices appearance and the spectral detection in the time-trace velocities as well.
We furthered our computational analysis by estimating the convective velocity, Uc and the
wavelength number, λ, of the large vortices. Both characteristics were estimated through the
velocity time series. The convective velocity is the velocity which the large vortices travel
downstream the flow. It can be computed from the Eq. 13.
Uc   f
(13)
In eq. 13,  is the fundamental frequency of the large vortices and  is the average space
between two consecutive vortices that rotate in same direction.
The convective velocity was then calculated and is presented as a function of bulk velocity

8
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yielding Uc/Ub = 0.51. Such value is lower than showed in the experimental work from
Guellouz in 2000. According to the authors it should be about 0.78. However, the reader
must take into account that the Reynolds number of the experimental work is one order
greater than the present work and any direct comparison should be carefully evaluated.
Furthermore, the dynamic characterization of the turbulent flow in this kind of geometry still
needs reliable values for such Reynolds number range.
From the computed Strouhal number, St, and the convective velocity, Uc, the wavelength
could also be determined. In the present work the numerical code predicted λ/D = 3.6. This
number is slighted lower than published by Guellouz in 2000 whose experimental work
showed λ/D = 4.2.
6

CONCLUSION

A numerical and experimental study was carried out to investigate the structure of the
turbulence in a channel containing a single -rod. The rod was apart from the channel’s top
wall by a distance 6 mm, that yields W/D – ratio 1.10. Numerical computations were
performed by using commercial code. The turbulence model was set to be k−ω SST for a
Reynolds number 8000. The numerical data were compared, as much as possible, with the
results released by [9], who carried out an experimental work on the same topic and using
similar geometry. Hot-wire probes were also employed to captures the velocity fluctuations
time-traces in order to know the dynamic of the flow. So, three different Reynolds, numbers
were investigated by varying the bulk velocity of flow in the experimental campaign. The
Reynolds number was set from 26500 up to 86400.
Mean average quantities were predicted by k−ω SST satisfactorily. Numerical results on
mean axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy were found in good agreement in comparison
with experimental data from [9], despite de Reynolds number difference. However, some
discrepancy could be observed. The strongest difference between both results was
concentrated at the gap region. At that region both mean axial velocity and the turbulent
kinetic energy were found lower than the experimental work from Guellouz. As regards the
last one, this was predicted k∗=0.001 as the experimental work showed k∗=0.012. On the
other hand, good predictions were achieved for the dynamic characteristics of the turbulent
flow in the narrow gap.
The code was also able to predict, in very fair agreement, the wavelength, λ and the
dimensionless convective velocity, Uc/Ub. Such values were compared to the experimental
results released years ago by Guellouz [9], despite the Reynolds number difference. Among
these three characteristics the worst case was the predicted convection velocity that was found
Uc/Ub = 0.51 in our numerical simulation.
As regards to experimental campaign velocity fluctuation time-traces in streamwise
directions were acquired with hot-wire probes. Regardless the Reynolds number and the way
that the data were gathered every time-trace presented quase-periodic flow. The fundamental
frequency was found to increase with the bulk velocity increase. However, when the main
frequency was made dimensionless, through the Strouhal number, this one was found to
collapse in Strouhal 0.15. Such number is slightly lower that one predicted years ago by
Guellouz and Tavoularis [9] in their experimental work under a Reynolds number 108000.
Furthermore, this fact also showed us that the Reynolds number seems to produce a little

9
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effect in the in the dynamic behavior of the turbulent flow.
7
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Abstract. In recent years a great interest has grown around liquid metals. These fluids
are characterized by much higher thermal conductivity, if compared with standard fluids
like air and water and can be used in applications where large heat fluxes are present
while being subjected to small temperature gradients. In the present paper we simulate
a turbulent flow of liquid sodium, with a Prandtl number equal to 0.0088, over a vertical
backward-facing step. A uniform heat flux is applied on the vertical wall next to the
change of cross section. Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat flux are modeled with a
four logarithmic parameter turbulence model. We investigate the cases of purely forced
convection, where the temperature field is just a passive scalar, and of mixed convection,
where temperature has an impact on the fluid behavior through a buoyancy term that is
introduced in the momentum equation with the Boussinesq approximation. The results
are reported for various values of the Richardson number, i.e. Ri=0 for the purely forced
convection and Ri>0 for the mixed convection case, and compared with data coming from
Direct Numerical Simulations that are available in literature.

1

INTRODUCTION

Liquid metals are becoming an interesting type of fluids for engineering applications [1].
From the physical properties point of view these fluids have low viscosity and high thermal
diffusivity, which lead to values of molecular Prandtl number much smaller than one. At
ambient pressure lead, bismuth, sodium and lithium can be kept in liquid phase on a
wide temperature range. This characteristic allows scientists and engineers to use liquid
metals in applications where huge amounts of heat transfer occur without the need of using
pressurized systems. As pointed out in numerous works, from the computational point of
view, different and more sophisticated means are required in order to accurately simulate
turbulent heat transfer involving liquid metals [2, 3, 4]. Direct Numerical Simulation
(dns) have been performed with the purpose of providing reference data to be used for
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evaluating the accuracy of turbulence models [5]. Four parameter turbulence models
have been developed for the evaluation of thermal field characteristic time scales [6, 7, 8].
Other turbulence models have been developed to obtain increased numerical stability [9]
or to propose more sophisticated expressions of turbulent heat flux, in order to take into
account flow anisotropic behavior [10].
With the present paper we deal with the simulation of a liquid sodium turbulent flow
over a backward facing step. This is a geometry that has been extensively studied by
many researchers, from the kinematic point of view, as it is a geometry configuration
that can be found in many engineering applications. Many works have recently been
proposed to investigate the behavior of liquid sodium turbulent flow over such geometry,
in particular to study the influence of buoyancy on the flow pattern for mixed convection
cases. The flow regime will be denoted through the value of the Richardson number Ri
which is defined as Ri = gβ∆T h/Ub2 where g is the modulus of gravity acceleration,
β the thermal expansion coefficient, ∆T a reference temperature difference, h the step
height and Ub the bulk velocity. We here report a brief review on the known literature
studies for this type of flow. A first dns simulation for a liquid sodium turbulent flow
over a backward facing step, with Ri = 0, is provided in [11], for a particular geometry
where a constant heat flux is applied on the whole wall behind the step. For the same
simulation case, i.e. geometry configuration and Reynolds number Re, other studies are
performed [12, 13]. In [12] a comparison is provided between the results obtained from
dns simulation and from the solution of a Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (rans)
system of equations closed with various turbulence models. The considered case is of
pure forced convection. It is shown that two equation heat transfer turbulence models,
coupled with non linear expressions for Reynolds stresses, allow to improve the predictions
of heat flux within the re-circulation zone. In [13] a dns study is performed for the cases
Ri = 0 and Ri = 0.338. In particular, for the mixed convection case, i.e. Ri = 0.338, a
different domain configuration is considered as an adiabatic section is added behind the
heated wall in order to minimize the influence of the outlet on the flow behavior over
the heated wall. Here the effect of buoyancy results in a diminished recirculation length
with respect to the case of pure forced convection. A great number of simulations have
been performed for studying the influence of buoyancy for a liquid sodium turbulent flow
with Re = 10000 [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Various Richardson number cases are simulated,
ranging from Ri = 0 to Ri = 1. In [14, 15, 16] dns simulations are performed for various
values of the Richardson number, showing that recirculation length decreases and heat
transfer increases within the recirculation zone as Ri increases. These studies provide
useful data for the evaluation of turbulence models. In [16] Large Eddy Simulations
(les) are performed for higher Reynolds numbers, namely Reh = 20000 and Reh =
40000. Numerical simulations with rans models are reported in [17, 18]. In the first
work a comparison is performed between the results obtained using a four parameter
turbulence model [8, 19, 20, 21] and a two equation turbulence model [22], for modeling
the Reynolds stresses, and the Kays correlation for modeling the eddy thermal diffusivity
[23]. It is shown that similar results are obtained using the two different models, for
that particular Reynolds number case. In the latter work a study on a wider range of
2
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Figure 1: Sketch of backward facing step geometry.

Richardon number values is performed. Here the rans system of equation is closed
by using a two equation model and the Kays correlation. A comparison between the
previously mentioned literature data is reported in Table 1, where the backward facing
step geometry is parametrized by using the step height h and the length labels for inlet
section Lin , heated section Lh , adiabatic section La , domain width W and downstream
channel height E, as sketched in Fig. 1. We refer to Er as the expansion ratio, calculated
as Er = E/(E − h).
Table 1: Comparison of literature studies on sodium buoyant turbulent flows on backward facing step,
as a function of geometrical parameters and of Reynolds and Richardson numbers.

2

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

Lin /h
2
2
2
2
2

Lh /h
20
20
20
20
20

La /h
0
0
10
10
10

Er
1.5
1.5
1.5
2
2

W/h
4
4
4
4
4

[16]

2

20

10

2

1

[17]
[18]

4
4

20
20

20
20

2
2

-

Reh
4805
4805
4805
10000
10000
10000
20000
40000
10000
10000

Method
dns
dns/rans
dns
dns
dns
dns
les
les
rans
rans

Ri
0
0
0 - 0.338
0 - 0.12 - 0.2
0 - 0.12 - 0.2 - 0.4
0 - 0.2
0 - 0.2
0 - 0.12 - 0.2 - 0.4 - 1

NUMERICAL METHOD

The liquid sodium turbulent flow over a backward facing step is simulated using a
rans set of equations. We use the assumptions of incompressible flow and the Boussinesq
approximation in order to account for buoyancy forces. The system of equations consists
3
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then of the following
∇ · u = 0,
 


1
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = − ∇P + ∇ · ν ∇u + ∇uT − u u − gβ(T − Tin ) ,
∂t
ρ


∂T
+ u · ∇T = ∇ · α∇T − u T  ,
∂t

(1)
(2)
(3)

where u, P and T are the mean velocity, pressure and temperature. The unknown
Reynolds stresses ρu u and the turbulent heat flux ρCp u T  are modeled with the following logarithmic four parameter turbulence model


 

νt
νt
Pk
∂k
+u · ∇k = ∇ · ν +
∇k + ν +
∇k · ∇k + k − Cµ eΩ ,
(4)
∂t
σk
σε
e





νt
∂Ω
νt
∇Ω + 2 ν +
∇k · ∇Ω+
+u · ∇Ω = ∇ · ν +
∂t
σε
σε


νt
cε1 − 1
+ ν+
∇Ω · ∇Ω +
Pk − Cµ (cε2 fexp − 1) eΩ
(5)
σε
ek

 


αt
αt
Pθ
∂kθ
+u · ∇kθ = ∇ · α +
∇kθ + α +
∇kθ · ∇kθ + k − Cµ eΩθ , (6)
∂t
σθ
σ
e θ


 θ


αt
∂Ωθ
αt
+u · ∇Ωθ = ∇ · α +
∇Ωθ + 2 α +
∇kθ · ∇Ωθ +
∂t
σεθ
σ εθ


cp1 − 1
cp2
αt
P
+
Pk − (cd1 − 1) Cµ eΩθ − cd2 Cµ eΩ . (7)
∇Ωθ · ∇Ωθ +
+ α+
θ
σεθ
e kθ
ek
The model is a full logarithmic version of the one reported in [9]. The state variables,
namely k, Ω, kθ and Ωθ , represent the logarithmic values of turbulent kinetic energy k
and its specific dissipation ω, mean squared temperature fluctuations kθ and their specific
dissipation rate ωθ . The interested reader can find the definition of model constants and
functions in [9] . The model has been obtained to provide an increased numerical stability
with respect to the original formulation. The system of equations is solved with a finite
element code on a domain discretization having a non dimensional wall normal distance
y + = δuτ /ν smaller than five on the first mesh point near wall boundaries, where δ is the
wall distance, uτ the friction velocity and ν the fluid kinematic viscosity.
3

RESULTS
Table 2: Non-dimensional parameters for the classification of the studied case.

Lin /h
2

Lh /h
20

La /h
0

Er
1.5

W/h
0

4
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Figure 2: Non-dimensional values of mean squared velocity fluctuations a), mean squared temperature
fluctuations b) and temperature difference c) for the case of Richardon number equal to 0.
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Figure 3: Skin friction coefficient cf a) and Nusselt number values b) along the heated wall. The results
are compared with dns data obtained from [13].

In the present work we report the results obtained for the simulation of a backward
facing step case similar to those studied in [11, 12, 13]. The geometrical parameters of the
simulated domain are reported in Table 2, in accordance with the classification proposed
5
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in Table 1. On the inlet section of the domain we impose a velocity field obtained from
the simulation of a fully developed turbulent channel flow having a friction Reynolds
number Reτ  300. The obtained mean velocity leads to a Reynolds number Reh = 4805.
Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on the inlet section for the
resolved turbulence variables, while for temperature a uniform value equal to 150◦ C is
set. The same temperature is used as reference temperature for the evaluation of the
liquid sodium physical properties used in the system (1 - 7) through the correlations
provided in [24]. We obtain a molecular Prandtl number equal to P r = 0.0088. On the
wall boundaries we impose no slip boundary condition for the velocity field, adiabatic
boundary condition for the temperature field with the exception of the wall behind the
step where a uniform heat flux q̇ is imposed. For the turbulence variables we use boundary
conditions in accordance with their near wall behavior. On the outlet section an outflow
boundary condition is imposed on the velocity field, while for all the other variables we
set a zero gradient. We study the cases of pure forced convection, i.e. Ri = 0 by setting
β = 0, and the mixed convection case for Ri = 0.338 in order to compare the results with
the ones obtained in [12, 13].
Case Ri = 0 A view of the non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy is reported in
Fig. 2 a), where the field is calculated as k/Ub2 , being Ub the bulk velocity on the inlet
section. In the same Fig. the flow streamlines are presented, showing the presence of the
two typical vortices that arise behind the step. The turbulent kinetic energy reaches its
maximum value in the region near the reattaching point and then decreases in streamwise direction. On the contrary the mean squared temperature fluctuations behave, as
can be seen in Fig. 2 b). The skin friction cf = 2τw /ρUb2 profile along the heated wall is
shown in Fig. 3 a) and compared with dns values obtained from the profile presented
in [13]. By seeing the change of sign in the values of cf we can calculate the reattaching
lengths of the two vortices that are present in the region behind the step. In particular, in
terms of non-dimensional stream-wise coordinate ỹ = y/h with ỹ = 0 being the position
of the step, we obtain the values ỹ1  0.85 and ỹ2  6.32. The reattaching positions
obtained from dns calculation are reported with red color in Fig. 3 a). As observed in
[12] the model underestimates the corner eddy and the reattachment lengths. A better
agreement with dns results is obtained for the Nusselt number values, in particular in
the region behind the reattachment point, as can be seen in Fig. 3 b), while for ỹ < 7 the
Nusselt number values are overestimated by the four parameter turbulence model. The
Nusselt number is here calculated as N u = q̇h/(T − Tin )λ, where λ is the liquid sodium
thermal conductivity calculated for T = 150◦ C. The effects of reattachment lengths
underestimation is reflected in the values of non dimensional temperature increment Θ,
calculated as Θ = (T − Tin )/∆T . The values of Θ field are reported in Fig. 2 c).
Maximum and minimum values of Θ, together with their position, along the heated wall
are reported in Table 3 and compared with the relative dns data. The maximum value of
Θ is obtained in the recirculation area and it is close to the dns value, while its position is
shifted in upstream direction due to the underestimation of the smaller eddy reattachment
point. The wall temperature value then increases in streamwise direction after the bigger
6
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Table 3: Non dimensional temperature difference along heated wall. Maximum and minimum values,
together with relative position, are compared with dns data.
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1.44 0.22
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional velocity a) and temperature b) profiles on transverse channel section at
various non-dimensional positions y/h. The results are for Ri = 0 and compared with dns data from
[13].

eddy reattachment point, showing a linear behavior. A more detailed comparison of the
results with reference dns data is given in Fig. 4 where non-dimensional profiles of
velocity and temperature increment, taken on channel cross section planes, are reported
for various values of streamwise direction y/h. We can observe an overall good agreement
with reference data, with the exception of the temperature profiles taken on y/h = 0 and
y/h = 3, which suffer from the underestimation of vortex dimensions.
Case Ri = 0.338 With the presence of a buoyancy force the flow field is subjected to
some significant changes, as can be noted from the non-dimensional field of streamwise
velocity component v/Ub that is reported in Fig. 5 a). The recirculation zone behind the
step is smaller than the case of pure forced convection and the clockwise rotating vortex
is now detached from the wall. We observe no reattaching point on the heated wall.
The streamwise velocity component is greatly accelerated by the buoyancy force near the
heated wall. The maximum temperature increment is still found in the recirculation
7
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Figure 5: Non-dimensional values of streamwise velocity component a), temperature difference b) and
mean squared temperature fluctuations c) for the case of Richardon number equal to 0.338.

zone, as can be seen from Fig. 5 b), but its maximum value is much smaller than
this considered for Ri = 0. Differently from the case Ri = 0 the maximum value of
temperature fluctuations is reached in the recirculation area, as shown in Fig. 5 c). The
comparison with dns data shows that the velocity profile, near the hot wall, is slightly
underestimated, while a slight overestimation is found near the adiabatic wall, as can
be seen in Fig. 6 a), where non-dimensional velocity component v/Ub profiles on crosssection planes are reported for various values of the non-dimensional position y/h. We
note that there is a good matching with the location of the maximum values of v/Ub . The
non-dimensional temperature gain, presented in Fig. 6 b), is very close to the reference
data, so the underestimation of streamwise velocity component is not due to the buoyancy
force. In Fig. 6 c) the non-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy k/Ub2 is compared with
dns data. The biggest differences between the values computed here and the reference
ones are found in the recirculation region, where an underestimation of k is present near
both adiabatic and heated walls. For increasing values of the streamwise coordinate y
we observe a better agreement with the dns data. The underprediction of streamwise
velocity component maximum value near the hot wall is reflected in the profile of the skin
friction coefficient, along the heated wall, which is reported in Fig. 7 a), as a function
8
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Figure 7: Skin friction coefficient cf a) and Nusselt number values b) along the heated wall for the case
Ri = 0.338. The results are compared with dns data obtained from [13].

of non dimensional position y/h, and compared with dns data from [13]. Since the
skin friction coefficient cf is proportional to the streamwise velocity component derivative
along the direction normal to the wall, if the maximum value of v is smaller than the
dns one then its derivative ∂v/∂x will consecutively be smaller than the one obtained
from dns computations. We can see in Fig. 7 a) that the cf profile shows the same
qualitative behavior as the reference one, but with small values. As already mentioned,
the skin friction coefficient, for this mixed convection case, does not change sign and is
always positive, showing the presence of no reattaching points. In Fig. 7 b) the Nusselt
9
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number computed on the heated wall is presented and compared with dns data. We note
a quite good agreement in the prediction of the locations of the points with N u maximum
and minimum values, while the obtained ones are generally smaller than the reference
ones.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In recent years many studies have been performed with the intent to provide reference
solutions for the numerical simulations of low Prandtl number fluids like liquid metals.
In particular results from Direct Numerical Simulations of low Pr number fluid turbulent
flows are now available in literature and they involve many geometries like plane channel,
circular annulus and backward facing step. In the present work we simulated a turbulent
flow of liquid sodium, having a Prandtl number equal to 0.0088, over a backward facing
step with an expansion ratio Er = 1.5, by using a four parameter logarithmic turbulence
model. A constant heat flux is applied on the wall behind the step. We investigated a
turbulent flow having a Reynolds number equal to Re = 4805 in both the regimes of forced
and mixed convection, namely with a Richardson number Ri = 0 and Ri = 0.338. The
obtained results are compared with dns data representative of the same simulated cases,
showing an overall good agreement. For the case of forced convection, as already found
from other literature studies, the used turbulence model underestimate the sizes of the
two vortices that arise behind the step, while a good agreement with the dns results is
found further downstream after the recirculation zone. For the mixed convection case the
main discrepancies with reference results are found in a slightly difference of streamwise
velocity component maximum values near the heated wall, leading to a underestimation
of the skin friction coefficient on the same geometry side. Future studies will be performed
dealing with a wider range of both Richardson and Reynolds numbers, in order to improve
the turbulence model range of validity.
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Abstract. We report direct numerical simulations of a synthetic jet issuing in a quiescent environment performed by two widespread open-source computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes: Nek5000 and the OpenFOAM solver pimpleFoam. While the former employs a high-order spectral-element method, the latter is based on finite-volume, lowerorder schemes. The flow parameters are based on the experimental data of Yao et al.
(2006). The performances of the two codes are compared thoroughly, with regard to accuracy as well as computational cost. Our computations show that Nek5000 is globally
more efficient than pimpleFoam for the problem under study.

1

INTRODUCTION

Synthetic jets are fluid mechanical devices employed in several technological applications, such as flow control, electronic cooling, jet vectoring, and many others [1–4].
The realization of a synthetic jet requires the design of an actuator which is capable of
generating a periodic alternation of fluid ejection and suction from a cavity. The resulting flow field is rather complex, being characterized by vortex formation and instability,
transitional behaviour, and fully-developed turbulent flow [5]. A thorough understanding
of the flow physics of the synthetic jet issuing in an external environment is essential to
properly calibrate the device for the relevant application. In recent years, massive experimental [6–8] and computational [9–11] efforts have been made to this end. Overall, a
rather wide variation in the results has been observed, and it is not clear which specific
technique and modelling approach are the best suited in predicting the flow behaviour.
From a computational perspective, direct numerical simulation (DNS) is in principle the
method of choice to gather reliable insights into the flow physics; on the other hand, the
achievement of high-fidelity results at high computational efficiency is a key issue towards
the use of CFD for design and engineering purposes.
In this work, we report a comparison between direct numerical simulations of a synthetic jet field, issuing in a quiescent ambient, performed by two popular open-source CFD
codes, Nek5000 and the OpenFOAM native solver pimpleFoam. The former employs a
high-order spectral-element method, whereas the latter is based on finite-volume, lowerorder schemes. The computational setup targets the experimental campaign described
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in Yao et al. [12]. Following the results by Kotapati et al. [13], a reasonably simplified
geometry of the device is adopted, whereas the flow non-dimensional parameters of the
simulations match the experiments. At first, the streamwise evolution of the flow field is
considered, with particular focus on the trajectory of the vortices expelled from the cavity
orifice. Then, time- and phase-averaged statistics in the streamwise and crosswise directions are analyzed. The code-to-code comparison and the agreement with experimental
data are discussed. Finally, the computational efficiency of the two codes is assessed for
different grid resolutions.
2
2.1

SETUP OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Computational model and boundary conditions

The computational domain used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 1, along with the
boundary conditions enforced on each boundary face. The domain comprises the cavity,
the orifice neck (having a slotted base), and the external field. The actuator geometry is a simple parallelepiped which can be fully characterized by four non-dimensional
parameters: aspect ratio lc /hc , slot height-to-width ratio l/h, cavity-to-slot width ratio hc /h and slot spanwise aspect ratio Lz /h. In the present simulations of course this
last is a mere computational parameter. The current simulations employ lc /hc = 2.0,
l/h = 2.6, hc /h = 2.45 and Lz /h = 9. The other external field dimensions are chosen to
be Lx /h = Ly /h = 60.
On the bottom side of the cavity, xc , the diaphragm motion is mimicked by an oscillatory boundary condition for the wall-normal velocity
U (x = xc , y, z, t) = Uw sin (2πf t) ,

(1)

with f being the actuation natural frequency and t the time. It should be noted that the
enforcement of an autonomous oscillatory diaphragm motion corresponds to decoupling
the structural oscillator (diaphragm) and the acoustic (Helmholtz) one [14]. A no-slip
condition is used for all the other solid surfaces of the cavity and the external flat plate,
while the external field faces are modeled as outflow boundaries. The flow is assumed to
be homogeneous along the spanwise direction and thus periodic boundary conditions are
applied for the faces normal to z.
The computational parameters are chosen to match the experimental configuration
reported in Yao et al. [12], so that a reference solution is available. To allow for a fair
comparison, the modeling approach suggested in [13] is employed: while the cavity geometry is simplified (based on the results in [15]), the relevant nondimensional numbers
of the jet are matched between computation and experiments. The relatively high aspect ratio of the slot orifice used in the experimental campaign (AR = 28) justifies the
assumption of homogeneous spanwise flow. Furthermore, in experiments the diaphragm
was driven at a frequency close to its natural one, and sufficiently lower than the cavity
Helmholtz frequency, leading to a nearly incompressible operating regime [16]. Therefore,
the synthetic jet is assumed to be completely determined by the following parameters: a
properly defined jet velocity Uj , the orifice width h, the actuation frequency f and the
kinematic viscosity ν. Following [13], the velocity Uj is defined as
2
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Figure 1: Computational domain and boundary conditions used in the numerical simulations. The gray
patches are solid walls. An enlarged view of the cavity is shown in the right part of the figure.

1 2
Uj =
AT



T /2
0



U (x = 0, y, z, t) dA dt ,

(2)

A

where A is the cross-sectional area of the slot and T = 1/f is the time period of the
jet cycle. Note that a simple relation between the velocity amplitude Uw and Uj can be
derived from the application of mass conservation, Uj = (2/π)Uw (hc /h). In the present
simulations, Uj is set to 1 for simplicity and Uw is obtained by the previous relation. The
remaining parameters are chosen to yield a Reynolds number Re = Uj h/ν = 1150 and a
Strouhal number St = f h/Uj = 0.04, in accordance with the experimental data [12].
2.2

Numerical methods

Two codes have been used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, equipped
with boundary conditions, within the above mentioned computational domain. The
solvers are briefly described in the following.
2.2.1

OpenFOAM

OpenFOAM is a general purpose open-source platform with a wide range of possible
applications. Written in C++, it comes with several native applications (i.e., solvers) and
also offers the possibility to create custom codes. The version 5.0 is used in this work [18].
The selected application is the native incompressible flow solver pimpleFoam. The
discretization is based on a finite-volume approach, with both convective and diffusive
terms approximated by second-order centred schemes. Time integration is achieved by a
second-order Crank-Nicolson method. The solution algorithm is based on the PIMPLE
3
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algorithm, a slightly modified version of the PISO. The pressure linear system is solved by
a generalized geometric-algebraic multi-grid (GAMG) method with a tolerance of 10−7 .
Boundary conditions are implemented using the standard capabilities provided by
OpenFOAM. The oscillating inlet boundary condition is assigned as follows
type
uniformFixedValue;
uniformValue
sine;
uniformValueCoeffs
{
frequency 0.04;
amplitude 0.641;
scale (0 1 0);
level (0 0 0);
}
value uniform (0 0 0);
while the outflow boundaries make use of the inletOutlet boundary type.
2.2.2

Nek5000

Nek5000 is an open-source, high-order and highly-scalable code, which is capable of
simulating incompressible or low-Mach-number flows, even in presence of forced or natural
convection, for stationary or moving geometries. It was written in Fortran77 and C
languages, and uses Message Passing Interface for the parallelization. The version r1115
of the SVN repository is used in this work [19].
The spatial discretization is based on the spectral element method (SEM). This method
was first introduced by Patera [17] to combine the main advantages of finite element (geometric flexibility) and spectral methods (high-order resolution). For these reasons the
SEM is used for the simulation of transitional and turbulent flows, even in complex geometries, and has also been employed for pulsatile flows in the context of vascular applications [20]. The domain is partitioned in a finite number of non-overlapping hexahedral
elements: the PN − PN −2 formulation is used, thus the velocity and pressure fields are obtained as the combination of Lagrange polynomials (order N for the velocity, N −2 for the
pressure) based on Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) and Gauss-Legendre (GL) quadrature
points. In this work, N = 9 is chosen; in preliminary computations, this choice proved to
be a trade-off between high-order resolution and a reasonable computational cost.
Time integration is based on a high-order splitting method (BDF3-EXT3). A thirdorder extrapolation is used for the convective terms (EXT3), while the viscous terms is
treated implicitly. Two linear systems of equations arise: the pressure system is solved
using a generalized minimal residual method (GMRES), while the linear system for the
velocity field is solved using the conjugate gradient method with Jacobi preconditioning.
For both solvers, the tolerance is set to 10−7 .
A standard outflow condition (“O”) is used for the environment lateral boundary; it is
worth to note that this option did not work at the top of the domain, due to the strong
4
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Solver
Acronym Lx /h
Nek5000
N1
60
Nek5000
N2
60
Nek5000
N3
60
OpenFOAM
OF1
60
OpenFOAM
OF2
60
OpenFOAM
OF3
60

Ly /h
60
60
60
60
60
60

Lz /h
9
9
9
9
9
9

Nx
13
19
26
120
160
220

Ny Nz
12
4
18
6
24
8
120 36
170 54
240 72

#dof
592182
1709514
3953630
655200
1674000
4075200

Table 1: Test matrix of the computational runs. The number of elements (Nek5000) and cells (OpenFOAM) along each direction refer to the external environment only. The final column reports the total
number of degrees of freedom (dof) for each case.

backflow induced by the vortices, that led to a blowout of the computation. Hence, a
stabilized outflow condition is used for this boundary [21].
2.3

Test matrix

The computational meshes have been obtained using the meshing capabilities provided
by OpenFOAM (blockMesh) and Nek5000. After a preliminary sensitivity study, three
grids have been selected and used. The resulting test matrix is reported in Table 1.
The mesh within the cavity and the orifice neck has not been changed, while the
number of elements (in each direction) in the external environment has been gradually
increased. In every calculation, the grid is clustered in the slot area, along both the x and
y directions, in order to obtain a good resolution of the turbulent motion in that region,
even for the coarsest grid. The intermediate resolution (case 2) is similar to the one used
for the DNS performed in [13]. To allow for a fair comparison, the number of cells for the
OpenFOAM runs was obtained by multiplying the number of elements used in Nek5000
by the polynomial order (N = 9 in the present case), so to obtain a comparable number
of total degrees of freedom between the two approaches.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of the simulations are presented and discussed in this section. As usual in
periodic flows, both time- and phase-averaged velocity fields are taken into consideration.
The former is indicated as U , whereas the latter as U . Both have been obtained by
accumulating statistics over 10 cycles and by further spanwise averaging.
3.1

Streamwise evolution

An effective ensemble picture of the streamwise evolution of the flow field can be
obtained by constructing a contour map of the phase-averaged x-velocity as a function of
streamwise distance and phase. The result is shown in Fig. 2 for the experiment (left) as
well as for cases N3 and OF3 (right). The experimental map was reconstructed by means
of the hot-wire dataset, that consisted of phase-averaged data of the x-velocity every 1.6°
at 42 locations along the centerline, of which 28 for x/h < 10. Similarly, the CFD maps
were constructed by probing the simulations every 0.72°; the finest grids have roughly
5
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100 computational points within x/h < 10. Superposed on the maps are also plotted
the trajectories of the vortex pair, that have been obtained by tracking the peak of the
velocity profile at each streamwise station, as suggested in [6].
The streamwise evolution is basically characterized by the formation and roll-up of a
vortex pair, that remains attached to the orifice exit for t/T < 0.25. At the phase of
maximum ejection, the vortices detach and start to travel downstream with an approximately constant celerity, roughly in the interval 0.35 < t/T < 0.5. As the suction phase
starts (intersection of the contour line U /Uj = 0 with x/h = 0), the vortex pair undergoes
turbulent transition and thus its celerity decreases, although the vortical structures retain
a high degree of coherence also farther downstream.
At the finest grid resolution, the agreement between the two codes is remarkably good.
In the first tract (0.35 < t/T < 0.5), the vortex celerity non-dimensionalized by Uj is
0.631 for OF3 and 0.642 for N3, as computed by a least-square linear regression. For the
intermediate and coarse cases, the celerity is respectively 0.636 and 0.656 for OpenFOAM,
while amounts to 0.640 and 0.627 for Nek5000. Both codes are thus converging monotonically as the grid is refined. A similar behaviour is observed (not shown herein) for other
quantities of engineering interest, such as the position of the saddle point xsp , i.e., the
streamwise distance above which the phase-averaged x-velocity is entirely positive, and
the characteristic length, commonly referred to as stroke length, Ls ,
 T /2
Ls =
U (x = 0, 0, t) dt .
(3)
0

The comparison with the experimental dataset, while showing the same qualitative trends,
presents some noticeable quantitative differences, which are attributable to the inherent
modeling assumptions as well as to the experimental uncertainty. There was significant
disagreement between PIV and hot-wire results for this campaign, presumably due to
actuator ageing effects [12]. The map in Fig. 2 was also re-built (not shown here) from
the PIV dataset, which consists of phase-averaged velocity statistics at 72 evenly-spaced
phases and up to x/d ≈ 6. The cross-comparison demonstrated that the CFD results
actually fall within the experimental uncertainty.
3.2

Crosswise profiles

The crosswise distribution of the time-averaged velocity field is reported in Fig. 3 at
four streamwise stations in the near field of the synthetic jet. Except for a slight overestimation of the peak velocity at the nearest location from the two coarsest OpenFOAM
simulations, there are virtually no significant differences in the computational results.
The experimental data acquired from PIV are also reported for comparison, showing
overall a good agreement. The streamwise jet velocity is consistently under-predicted by
computations, although the discrepancy falls within the experimental uncertainty taking
into account results from other techniques (e.g. hot-wire).
The crosswise profiles of phase-averaged streamwise velocity at the maximum ejection
(φ ≈ 90°) and ingestion (φ ≈ 270°) phases are shown in Fig. 4. At the maximum expulsion
phase (left graph), results from all the computational cases practically coincide. The
6
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Figure 2: Contour map of U /Uj in a phase-space plot. (left) Results of the experiment by Yao [12]
reconstructed by hot-wire data; (right) result of the runs OF3 (dashed lines) and N3 (solid lines).
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agreement with the experiments is also very good, as both codes (for all the resolutions)
are able to capture the jet-core region as well as the reverse-flow area induced by the
jet entrainment. Differences clearly emerge at the maximum suction phase, reported in
Fig. 4 (right), especially for what concerns the OpenFOAM simulations. The profiles for
the cases OF1 and OF2 are abnormally noisy, particularly at the first two streamwise
stations. In contrast, results from Nek5000 are smoother, and converge finely as the grid
is refined. At stations (iii) and (iv), the code-to-code agreement and the comparison to
experimental data improve satisfactorily.
Further insights can be drawn by analyzing the turbulent behaviour of the flow field.
As is well known, the relevant turbulent fluctuations in periodic flows are constituted
by deviations of the instantaneous velocity field with respect to phase-averaged statistics, e.g., u = U −
U . The root mean square (r.m.s.) streamwise velocity was thus
computed as u = uu. The crosswise distribution of u at the usual four streamwise
stations is displayed in Fig. 5 again at the maximum expulsion (left) and ingestion (right)
phases. At φ ≈ 90°, the simulation results are close to each other, although non-negligible
differences are visible, with particular reference to the coarsest cases N1 and OF1. As
compared to experimental data at station (i), both codes greatly over-predict the two
peaks at |y/h| ≈ 0.5, corresponding to the location of the two vortex cores. In general,
the jet-core turbulence level, which settles around 0.2, is correctly captured. Conversely,
major discrepancies occur at the maximum ingestion phase. During suction, experimental
data show that the flow experiences partial re-laminarization, with relatively low levels of
turbulent kinetic energy. The streamwise component decreases to around 5% of Uj . However, the OpenFOAM computations fail to capture the reduction of turbulent fluctuations
and, although the residual noise decreases as the grid is refined, a significant amount of
spurious r.m.s. velocity is still present for the intermediate resolution (case OF2) at the
first two streamwise stations. This behaviour does not take place for the Nek5000 results,
which predict the correct turbulent levels even with the coarsest grid.
3.3

Computational efficiency

The computational performances of the two codes have been evaluated in terms of
elapsed CPU time per time step for the three grids (on the same number of processors) as
well as in the context of a strong scaling test on the CINECA supercomputer Marconi [22].
Figure 6 (left) reports the CPU time per time step as a function of the CPU load, i.e.,
for the three cases of Table 1 (results were obtained on 68 processors). As expected, the
computational effort scales linearly with the total number of degrees of freedom for both
Nek5000 and OpenFOAM.
The strong scaling test was carried out for the finest grid resolution (cases N3 and
OF3, see Table 1); results are shown in Fig. 6 (right). At the lowest number of processors,
Np = 34, OpenFOAM takes roughly 2/3 of the time with respect to Nek5000 to perform
a single time step. On the other hand, the parallel performances of OpenFOAM decline
quickly, leading to speedup flattening at Np = 272, where the computational load per
processor is of roughly 15000 cells/processor. In contrast, Nek5000 scales quite well up
to Np = 544. The OpenFOAM domain decomposition was handled by the native scotch
8
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Figure 6: Computational performances of OpenFOAM and Nek5000. (left) Elapsed CPU time per time
step for the three cases of Table 1 on 68 processors; (right) elapsed CPU time per time step for the cases
OF3 and N3 as a function of the number of processors.

option, which attempts to minimize the number of processor boundaries.
Importantly, Nek5000 required an average number of time steps per cycle, on equal
maximum CFL number, about 2.5 times higher than OpenFOAM. This difference is
mainly due to the non-uniform distribution of the GLL points within the elements, that
requires smaller time steps to satisfy the linear stability condition. By taking into account
the parallel scaling results, Nek5000 was slower than OpenFOAM by a factor ranging from
1.25 to 4, depending on the number of processors employed.
For the sake of determining the global efficiency of the two codes, accuracy considerations have to be taken into account. The results reported in the previous sections
have shown that, while both codes are fairly robust in predicting macroscopic quantities,
higher-order statistics converge much slower for the OpenFOAM computations and only
the results at the finest grid level could be considered satisfactory. On the other hand,
even the coarsest grid provided reliable flow fields for Nek5000. Therefore, OpenFOAM
requires roughly 8 times the number of total gridpoints to achieve similar accuracy, a
result in line with a previous comparison carried out in a canonical channel flow [23]. It
can thus be concluded that Nek5000 was globally more efficient than OpenFOAM.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This work reported a comparison between direct numerical simulations of a synthetic
jet issuing in a quiescent external environment performed by means of two open-source,
general-purpose CFD codes, Nek5000 and OpenFOAM. The two codes are built upon
radically different numerical algorithms, and the scientific community is becoming increasingly interested in exploring and comparing their efficiency for the solution of problems
of engineering interest [24].
Numerical simulations were conducted for three grids of increasing resolutions, targeting the parameters of a well-documented experimental campaign [12]. As far as macroscopic quantities of engineering interest (e.g., stroke length) are concerned, the two codes
proved to be fairly robust at all the tested resolutions. On the other hand, a closer inspec10
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tion of the crosswise velocity profiles in the near field revealed an anomalous behaviour of
the lower-order solutions, especially for the ingestion phase. Specifically, the OpenFOAM
runs (even for the intermediate grid) reported largely over-predicted residual turbulent
fluctuations, and therefore failed to capture the partial re-laminarization of the near-field
flow occurring within the suction phase. At the finest grid resolution, the code-to-code
agreement was fairly good and the comparison with experimental data was satisfactory,
within the limits due to inherent modeling assumptions (previously discussed in [13]) and
experimental uncertainty.
In terms of computational efficiency, the present results reported that, on equal number
of total degrees of freedom, Nek5000 is generally slower than OpenFOAM by a factor
ranging from 1.5 to 4, mainly depending on the parallel speed-up performances achieved.
In contrast, OpenFOAM was found to require roughly 8 times the number of gridpoints to
compare with the accuracy provided by Nek5000. It can thus be concluded that Nek5000
is potentially more efficient than OpenFOAM for the investigated problem.
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Abstract. In this work recent advancements are presented in utilising deterministic symbolic regression to infer algebraic models for turbulent stress-strain relation with sparsitypromoting regression techniques. The goal is to build a functional expression from a set
of candidate functions in order to represent the target data most accurately. Targets are
the coeﬃcients of a polynomial tensor basis, which are identiﬁed from high-ﬁdelity data
using regularised least-square regression. The method successfully identiﬁed a correction
term for the benchmark test case of ﬂow over periodic hills in 2D at Reh = 10595.

1

INTRODUCTION

The workhorse in industry to solve the closure problem of the Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations is still the linear eddy-viscosity (LEV) or Boussinesq hypothesis and corresponding transport models. The lower computational costs compared
to high-ﬁdelity approaches, e.g. large-eddy simulation, come at the price of low predictive performance for ﬂows with separation, adverse pressure gradients or high streamline
curvature. Explicit Algebraic Reynolds-Stress Models (EARSM) were introduced to lift
the predictive ﬁdelity of RANS at similar costs as LEV. Commonly, EARSM are derived
by projecting a Reynolds-stress model (RSM) onto a polynomial tensor basis with the intention that the resulting model inherits a part of the predictive ﬁdelity of the underlying
RSM.
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Recently a new approach based on symbolic regression utilising genetic programming
(GP) was introduced to learn the non-linear stress-strain relationship for the anisotropy
tensor based on high-ﬁdelity reference data [1, 2]. This data-driven method retains the input quantities used to derive EARSM but replaces the commonly used projection method
to ﬁnd the formal structure of the model by an evolutionary process based on model ﬁtness. In that way it produces models similar to EARSM but with a proven mathematical
form to reproduce the data it was trained on. This method has the potential to generate
numerically robust models with a high predictive ﬁdelity. Even though the method is
non-deterministic it discovers similar expressions for diﬀerent runs. However, it is not
clear if this variability comes from the data or is due to the inherent randomness of GP.
To overcome this characteristic of GP a couple of non-evolutionary methods for symbolic regression have been introduced recently, such as Fast Function Extraction (FFX)
[3], Elite Bases Regression (EBR) [4], Sparse identiﬁcation of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy)
[5] or PDE functional identiﬁcation of nonlinear dynamics (PDE-FIND) [6]. These methods being based on sparsity-promoting linear regression show for a couple of problems
similar or better performance and higher convergence rates for high-dimensional problems than GP. Due to their deterministic nature they discover always the same model
given input quantities and parameters. By varying the input parameters of the method a
hierarchy of models of varying complexity and predictive ﬁdelity can be discovered.
In this work we follow a two-step process. First, we introduce a model-form error
term in the constitutive turbulence closure and compute the discrepancy tensor ﬁeld
and regress it onto a polynomial tensor basis, which is used for nonlinear eddy viscosity
models. Second, the scalar coeﬃcient ﬁelds of the tensor basis are used as targets for the
deterministic symbolic regression. Finally, a simulation of the ﬂow over periodic hills in
2D with the identiﬁed correction model will be conducted.
2

NON-LINEAR EDDY VISCOSITY MODELS

For RANS-based turbulence modelling commonly the adequate choice of the turbulence model, e.g. k − ω or k − �, is an essential requirement in order to achieve good
predictive performance. However, the constitutive relation between the strain of the
velocity ﬁeld and the Reynolds-stress introduces model-form error which can’t be compensated by changing the turbulent transport model leading to error-prone simulations.
Commonly used RANS turbulence modelling is based on a linear stress-strain relationship, i.e. Boussinesq approximation, for the nondimensional anisotropic part bij of the
Reynolds-stress τij
1
τij
− δij
2k 3
bij = −Sij

bij =

(1)
(2)

in which k is the turbulent kinetic energy, τ the turbulent time scale and Sij = τ 12 (∂j Ui +
∂i Uj ) the normalised mean strain rate tensor. The latter represents the symmetric part
of the mean velocity gradient tensor ∂j Ui and the normalised mean rotation tensor Ωij =
2
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τ 12 (∂j Ui −∂i Uj ) the corresponding antisymmetric part. In [7] a more general eddy viscosity
model was derived based on bij = bij (Sij , Ωij ) as a linear combination of ten base tensors

bij (Sij , Ωij ) =

10
�

(n)

Tij αn (I1 , ..., I5 ),

(3)

n=1

in which the coeﬃcients αn are function of ﬁve invariants I1 , ..., I5 . The ﬁrst four base
tensors Tijn and two invariants Im read
Tij1 = Sij , Tij2 = Sik Ωkj = Ωik Skj ,
1
1
Tij3 = Sik Skj − δij Smn Snm , Tij4 = Ωik Ωkj − δij Ωmn Ωnm ,
3
3
I1 = Smn Snm , I2 = Ωmn Ωnm .

(4)
(5)

The ﬁnite number of the base tensors can be attributed to the Cayleigh-Hamilton
theorem: Any higher order products of the two tensors Sij and Ωij can be represented by
a linear combination of this tensor basis. Given the base tensors the identiﬁcation of the
functional form of the coeﬃcients αn (I1 , ..., I5 ) is the essential step to build a nonlinear
eddy-viscosity model. Classical methods to identify the functional forms are based on
projecting RSM onto the polynomial basis [7, 8]. In the following we will derive these
functions directly from data using deterministic symbolic regression.
3

DEFINITION OF TARGETS FOR SYMBOLIC REGRESSION

Following [2] we introduce an additive term bΔ
ij to compensate the model-form error of
the Boussinesq approximation
2
τij = −2νt Sij + kδij + 2kbΔ
ij .
3

(6)

While the terms τij , k and Sij are available from databases of high-ﬁdelity LES or
DNS simulations, the eddy viscosity νt can be identiﬁed by passively solving a turbulence
model, e.g. k−ω, for a given velocity ﬁeld Ui and a modiﬁed production term Pk [2]. Thus,
for a given turbulence model and test case the model-form error bΔ
ij can be identiﬁed and
serves as our primal target quantity. Following the rationale of nonlinear eddy viscosity
models, we use the tensor basis to ﬁnd functional models representing the model-form
error. We ﬁrst identify corresponding coeﬃcients ﬁelds αn by minimising the l2-norm
between the model-form error bΔ
ij and the tensor basis independently in each mesh point
k

αn,k

⎛�
⎞
�2
N
�
��
�
�
(n)
2⎠
.
= arg min ⎝ �
α̂n,k Tij,k − bΔ
ij,k � + λα �α̂n,k �2
�
�
α̂n,k
n
2

3
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The solution of this optimisation problem is [9]
αn,k = (Mnm,k + λα δnm )−1 sn,k ,

(8)

with

Mnm,k

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
=⎢
⎢
⎣

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

Tij,k Tij,k Tij,k Tij,k · · ·

Tij,k Tij,k · · ·
..
.

symm

(N )

(1)

Tij,k Tij,k

⎤

⎡

(1)

bΔ
ij,k Tij,k

⎤

⎡

α1,k

⎤

⎢ Δ (2) ⎥
⎢α ⎥
(N ) (2) ⎥
⎢b T ⎥
Tij,k Tij,k ⎥
⎢ 2,k ⎥
⎥
⎢ ij,k ij,k ⎥
⎥
⎥ , sn,k = ⎢
⎥ , αn,k = ⎢
.
..
⎢ .. ⎥ .
⎥
⎥
⎢
..
.
⎣
⎦
.
⎦
⎦
⎣
(N ) (N )
(N )
αN,k
bΔ
Tij,k Tij,k
ij,k Tij,k
(9)

Figure 1: Coeﬃcient ﬁelds αn with n ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] for ﬂow over periodic hills in 2D at Reh = 10595 [10].

Ordinary least-square regression, i.e. λα = 0, leads to unphysical behaviour of large differences of the parameter values for neighbouring mesh points and an overall high norm of
the scalar coeﬃcient ﬁelds. While the identiﬁed coeﬃcients lead to perfect reconstruction
4
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of the target bΔ
ij,k , the coeﬃcients are of low practical value for physical interpretation and
symbolic regression. An active regularisation parameter λα > 0 reduces the sensitivity of
the inversion to noise in the system and smoothens the resulting scalar coeﬃcient ﬁelds
αn,k spatially. However, this also introduces bias which increases the reconstruction error.
Therefore a parameter study needs to be conducted to identify suitable values for λα .
For the test case of ﬂow over periodic hills in 2D at Reh = 10595 presented in this work
the regularisation parameter was set to λα = 0.0001, which gave an acceptable global
mean-squared reconstruction error of �M SE = 0.002. The resulting coeﬃcient ﬁelds αn for
four base tensors are presented in Figure 1.
4

DETERMINISTIC SYMBOLIC REGRESSION

The deterministic symbolic regression constructs an over-complete library of possible
nonlinear candidate functions and identiﬁes the important ones by adopting a sparsity
constrain. Since the general form of our main target depends on the number of base
tensors, we will conduct a single symbolic regression for each αn,k with n ∈ [1, ..., 4].
Given a set of simple input features, i.e. the invariants I1 and I2 , we build a library
matrix Bmk of nonlinear combinations of these simple input features. As a starting point
p
we build the candidates by taking the simple input features to a certain power, Im
with
p ∈ [0.5, 1, 2], and by taking the product between each of the resulting functions, which
leads to functions of the form e.g. I 0.5 or I1 · I22 . Also more complex operations can be
used leading to a larger library. Given the library of candidates, the optimisation problem
of the symbolic regression can be stated as

2
 


 
Θ(n)
B
=
arg
min
−
α
+
λ
(10)
Θ̂


Θ̂m  ,
mk m
n,k
m
2

Θ̂m

q

(n)

in which the vector Θm needs to be identiﬁed. The target is a speciﬁc αn,k represented
by a column vector of size k containing all values of αn,k from each mesh point. The
regularisation term using norm q = 1 (LASSO) or q = 2 (RIDGE) acts to increase the
(n)
sparsity of Θm , i.e. increasing the number of zeros in order to turn oﬀ the corresponding
(n)
base functions [5, 6]. The result is the vector α̃n,k = Bmk Θm , i.e. the discovered model,
(n)
in which Θm indicates which base functions are retained by assigning a non-zero value
to them. Based on mean LES data for the ﬂow over periodic hills in 2D at Re = 10595
[10], using four base tensors N = 4 and two simple input features I1 to I2 , from which
the library matrix is build, an identiﬁed model reads
(1)

MP H := (5.02 · I2 + 2.83 · I10.5 ) Tij

(2)

+ (57.38 · I10.5 − 152.98 · I1 ) Tij

(3)

− (43.66 · I2 + 42.16 · I10.5 · I2 + 9.48 · I10.5 ) Tij
(4)

+ (7.20 · I10.5 − 33.52 · I1 ) Tij .
5
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Figure 2: Stream-wise velocity proﬁles at several downstream locations for the ﬂow over periodic hills
at Re=10595.

The model uses per base tensor two to three candidate functions and is therefore of
similar complexity as models derived with GP in [11, 12]. In Figure 2 the stream-wise
velocity at several cross-sections is displayed for MP H and for a linear baseline simulation
M o using the linear k − ω model in comparison to the reference data [10]. Overall the
velocity prediction of MP H is closer to the reference data and especially the circulation
zone including the reattachment of the ﬂow behind the hill is predicted more accurately.
5

CONCLUSION

In this paper it was shown that deterministic symbolic regression based on sparsitypromoting regularisation can be used to identify nonlinear correction terms for the turbulent stress-strain relation. The method was applied to the ﬂow over periodic hills in 2D, a
challenging benchmark test case for RANS, and successfully identiﬁed a correction term
which led to a better velocity prediction. Also the mathematical complexity is similar
to models present in literature derived or identiﬁed with other means. This promising
ﬁrst result is limited by the fact that both the identiﬁcation of the model as well as the
prediction is done on the same test case. Further research will both focus on identifying
models for diﬀerent test cases and Reynolds-numbers as well as validation of the predictive
performance of the models when applied to other test cases.
6
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Abstract. A study of particle reinforced metal matrix composite (PRMMCs) by means
of periodic multi-particle unit cells is presented. The inhomogeneous particle spatial
distribution, as well as the effect of matrix/particles interface, strongly influences the
heterogeneous material behaviour. The effect of both particle spatial distribution and
particle size effect on the uniaxial elastic response of PRMMCs is addressed. The uniaxial tensile loading on cubicshaped cells with a different number of spherical particles
(up to 50) and different fraction volumes (up to 25%) is studied by using Abaqus FEA
[1], Matlab Global Optimisation Toolbox and the R Sequential Parameter Optimisation
Toolbox SPOT [2]. Three different optimisation processes are used i.e. high-fidelity optimisation, low-fidelity optimisation and surrogate assisted optimisation that takes into
account the uncertainty in particle spatial distribution. Accurate finite element analyses (FEA) on different representative volume elements (RVEs) have been conducted by
means of Abaqus-optimizer coupling and computational homogenization. Numerical upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) of the homogenized uniaxial Young’s modulus
Ex, based on high fidelity model based optimisation techniques (HFMBO), are reported.
A memetic algorithm with adaptive parameter control optimisation process based on a
model derived by sensitivities analysis is proposed. The results are compared to the ones
using a surrogate assisted optimisation with Kriging. In the latter case, uncertainty in
particle spatial distribution has been considered in regards to the current limited control
in manufacturing techniques. The results show that the analytical upper bounds’ models
1
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overestimate predictions especially in configurations with a low number of particles per
RVE. The results of the different optimisation processes have been compared and, the
importance of the critical parameters on Ex has been addressed.

1

INTRODUTION

Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) are strong candidates for the design of components
into the applications where the property profile of conventional materials either does
not reach the increased standard of specific demands or is the solution of the problem.
The aim of using MMCs is in reducing the weight and improving the thermomechanical
properties of components and performance at elevated temperatures while maintaining
the maximum ductility [3]. Among the aforementioned MMCs, particulate reinforced
composites can have costs comparable to unreinforced metals with significantly better
hardness and somewhat better stiffness and strength. The response of PRMMCs on the
basis of computational simulations aimed at searching the optimal design has been under the attention of designer and researchers over the last two decades [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
The most important analytical models for investigating the thermomechanical behaviour
of PRMMCs comprises variational methods, mean field approaches based on Eshelby’s
inclusion [9], and statistically based descriptions [10]. In search of different modelling
strategy, a large number of studies of MMCs have been reported in which unit cells are
employed. Microfield approaches based on finite element method (FEM) are capable of
providing the complex stress and strain fields generated in periodic composite’s phases
upon deformation. However, realistic unit cell models for describing the elastoplastic response of PRMMCs are computationally expensive and therefore, most of such studies
have been limited to planar or highly regular three-dimensional RVEs [11] as well as modifications thereof [12]. For PRMMCs, three-dimensional unit cells appear to be the latest
development in modelling the monotonic and the cyclic behaviour of PRMMCs with different shapes of the reinforcement [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Various studies have demonstrated
the capabilities of this method to predict with high fidelity the effective properties of
particle-reinforced composites subjected to elastic [18, 19] and elasto-plastic deformation
[4, 20, 21]. Based on the same modelling technique, the effect of damage initiation and
evolution has been addressed as reported in [5, 7, 22].
The present work concentrates on investigating the particle spatial distribution and
particle size effect on the homogenized elastic behaviour of particle reinforced metal matrix composites by means of optimisation techniques. Among them, the memetic optimisation process used for this work has been employed due to the robustness guaranteed
by stochastic search. Moreover, multilevel approaches by means of local optimisation,
monotonic basin hopping and adaptive control parameter pledged efficient convergence
rate even in high dimensional optimisation. We propose an approach that tackles the
problem of optimizing the characteristics of PRMMCs subject to uniaxial load taking
also into account the uncertain particle’s placement. The optimisation problem is split
into a bilevel problem i.e. the upper-level optimisation aims to find the particle dis-
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Figure 1: Idealized three-dimensional periodic unit cells: a) Vf=10% and Npart =4 UB,
b) Vf =20% and Npart =4 UB, c) Vf=10% and Npart =4 LB, d) Vf=20% and Npart =8
UB.
tribution parameters which maximize the PRMMC uniaxial Young’s Modulus and the
lower-level problem that attempts to create a particle placement that reflects the specifications of an upper-level candidate solution due to potentially infeasible distributions.
We employed a Surrogate Model Based Optimisation (SMBO) approach that combines
Kriging, Sequential Parameter Optimisation and a Genetic Algorithm.
2

Problem description

Idealized three-dimensional periodic unit cells, which consist of elastic reinforcing
spherical particles embedded in an elastoplastic matrix (Fig.1), are considered to optimize the homogenized Young’s modulus along the x direction, hereinafter referred to
as Ex. Genetic algorithm, bilevel SMBO and computational homogenization [23] have
been employed for the aforementioned purpose. The former two have been coupled with
Abaqus FEA to investigate the effect of particle spatial distribution aimed at optimizing
Ex for a given fraction volume and number of particles. The latter is used to average the
local behaviour of the composites’ constituents within the RVE in order to compute Ex.
The study starts with a high-fidelity model based optimisation (HFMBO). This is
employed to evaluate the inclusion’s arrangement that maximizes (Upper Bound) and
minimize (Lower Bound) Ex. All geometries are meshed by Abaqus C3D10 tetrahedral
elements and a typical model is comprised of about 60000 elements. Constituent material properties were chosen to correspond to elastic SiC particles perfectly bonded to an
Aluminium 6061-T6 matrix that follows the data reported in Table 1 [24, 25]. Periodic
boundary conditions (PBC) are applied to the unit cells faces as reported in [6]. The
generation of the multi-inclusion unit cells starts by choosing the number of particles,
hereinafter referred to as Npart, (from 1 to 8) and the particles fraction volume, hereinafter referred to as Vf, (10%, 15%, 20%) so that the particle size can be selected. Next,
upon applying PBC, the elastic behaviour is investigated by means of uniaxial tensile
load. Afterwards, a sensitivity analysis has been performed and, in light of the results,
a low fidelity based model optimisation (LFMBO) is conducted over a wider range of
number of particles per RVE (from 1 to 20) and Vf (from 10% to 25%). Finally, an
additional SMBO is used proposed to extend the research on arrays characterized by a
higher number of particles per RVE (1-50) and Vf=10%. Adopting this approach the
uncertainty on particle distribution due to manufactory process is considered.

3
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Table 1: Material properties: Uniaxial stiffness, Poisson’s number, Yield stress, Ultimate
tensile stress.
Al6061-T6
SiC
2.1

E [GPa]
68.9
380


σp0 [GPa]
0.3
276
0.19
-

UTS [GPa]
310
1500

HFMBO and LFMBO methods

A generic optimisation problem can be formulated as described in Eq. 1:

Maximizef (x)






ub
xi ∈ [xlb
i , ri ], i = 1, ..., n
Optimisation 
,

g
j ≤ 0, j, ..., J





hk(x) = 0, k = 1, ..., K


(1)

where gj represent the inequality constraints, hk the equality constraints and xub
i and
lb
xi are the highest and lowest values that the n variables (each describing one particle
position along one axis) xi can assume (box constraints). In this research two different
constraints are imposed:



xix , xiy , xiz ≥ lb + r + ∆, i = 1, ..., Npart



xi , xi , xi ≤ ub − r − ∆, i = 1, ..., Npart
x
y
z 
(2)
i − xj )2 + (xi − xj )2 + (xi − xj )2 ≤ 0,

(x
C
=
∆
−
x
y
z

ij
x
y
z



 i, j = 1, ..., Npart , j = i

Particles fully embedded in the matrix imposed trough box constraints and inclusions
separation imposed through inequality constraints: wherec are the particles centre coordinates along the x, y and z axes, lb = 0,ub = 10 represent the coordinates of the matrix
bounds, r is the particles radius and ∆ = 0.2 is the minimum distance between matrix
and particles surface.
2.2

High-Fidelity Model Based Optimisation

HFBO is based on the integrated approach which relies upon the coupling between
Matlab Global Optimisation Toolbox, Python [26] and Abaqus FEA. In HFMBO f (x)
in Eq.1 consists in Ex. The black-box nature of the objective function, the consequent
infeasibility of providing additional information such as the objective function gradient
and the ambition of finding the global optimum, led to the development of a genetic
algorithm (GA) based optimisation process. A Latin hypercube design of experiments
that generates only feasible candidates, employing a local dummy optimisation, has been
adopted to generate the first population of candidates. The objective function Ex is
evaluated by coupling different software modules e.g. Matlab Objective function Code
and a set of Python scripts for Abaqus FEA which is comprised of RVE generator, PBC
4
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adaptive code, pre-processing code and homogenization code. Whenever a candidate is
feasible i.e. both the box constraints and nonlinear constraints are satisfied (Eq.2), the
objective function works as wrapper function to interface GA to the RVE Generator code.
The latter generates the FE models according to the optimisation variables values while
the pre-processing code automatically assigning materials properties, generates the mesh,
applies the concentrated force on the dummy node, runs the PBC code and submits the
simulations. The PBC Adaptive Code is used to guarantee that the simulations results
generated would represent a macro structure consisting of periodically-repeated cells.
Upon defining three node groups on the boundary faces i.e. inner face nodes, inner edge
nodes and corner nodes, we impose a set of equations as reported in [27] which will be
applied between the relative node pairs.
Upon completing a FE simulation, from the Abaqus output database (ODB), the
homogenization code calculates the uniaxial Young’s modulus, Ex, by computing the ratio
between the homogenized stress σ˜x and the homogenized strain ˜ along the x direction
[23] as follows:
Nip
Nip
i V i
σ˜x
i=1 σi Vi
Ex =
=
/ i=1
,
(3)
˜x
Vtot
Vtot
where Nip is the number of integration points, Vi is the volume of each integration point,
Vtot is the total array volume and σi and i are the stress and strain measured at each
integration point. Afterwards, Ex is returned to the optimisation process as objective
function value. In case of infeasible candidates, the process involving Abaqus is skipped
and Ex is assigned making use of a penalty function as follows:

E x = Em −
Cns
(4)
i

where Em is the matrix Young’s modulus and Cns are all the ns constraints not satisfied. When the ”Evaluation” step is completed, the candidates are ranked and selected
generating the mating pool on which the classical GA operators will generate the new
candidate’s population. However, to reduce the number of infeasible candidates, on the
infeasible children resulting from the operators, an additional local dummy optimisation
is performed. If the stopping criteria are not satisfied, the optimisation loop is restarted
from the proposed new population.
2.3

Low-Fidelity Model Based Optimisation

Afterwards the HFMBO, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted in order to identify the variables correlation that mostly affects Ex. The results pointed out that two
parameters strongly influence Ex:
• Particles overlap in the plane normal to the applied stress defined as:
 Npart 
OverlapArea =
2πri arctan(yk , xk ) + rj2 atan(yk , d(i, j) − xk ) − d(i, j)yk (5)
1
k
5
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Figure 2: Overlap Area and distance on x axis for the RVE with 2 particles.
where xk =

(ri2 −rj2 +d(i,j)2 )
sd(i,j)

and yk =


(ri2 − rk2 )

• Distance between particles in the direction of the applied stress defied as:
 Npart 
|xi − xk |
1
k

(6)


(r 2 −rj2 +d(i,j)2 )
where xk = i s∗d(i,j)
and yk = (ri2 − rk2 ) Unlike the parameter Overlap Area, that
has a strong influence on Ex independently to its value, the parameter representing the
distance on the x axis influences the configurations with low Ex value (Fig.2). As a
consequence, if the assumption that the search space is restricted to a region in which
Ex ∝ OverlapArea holds, the optimisation of OverlapArea and Ex have a one-to-one
correspondence. Hence, the optimisation process has been modified considering the
Overlap Area as the objective function. This means that, referring Eq.1, in LFMBO
f (x) = OverlapArea. Switching the objective function from the FEA result to an analytical parameter entails a considerable reduction of computational cost (from about 20s
to about 1 ms) that made advantageous the use of a more effective optimisation process.
In LFMBO a memetic algorithm, in which the local exploitation has been performed
through a Monotonic Basin Hopping (MBH) algorithm [28] has been adopted. Moreover,
looking for a more performing exploration phase, adaptive selection settings and adaptive
stopping criteria control parameters have been used [29]. The optimisation process starts
with a Latin Hypercube design of experiment and the most promising candidates are
selected to constitute the first-generation population. Then, for each candidate the analytical value (objective function) defined in Eq.5, is calculated and, taking into account
the constraints violation, a fitness value is assigned. Next, a ranking of the candidates is
performed and, in line of current parameter controls, the most promising ones are selected
and used by the GA operators to generate the next-generation population. Afterwards,
with a probability of 5%, an MBH based local optimisation is performed starting from
the actual best candidate and the population is drugged by the resultant solution that
replaces the one used as MBH starting point. In order to have non-static control parameters, the mutation and crossover fraction are determined by the number of generations
gone by the one with the best fitness value of 95% of the actual one. When the mutation
and crossover fraction assume respectively the values of 0.8 and 0.2, the stopping criteria’s count starts. The stopping criterion counts the number of past generations from the
6
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last control parameters change and it is satisfied if the count arrives at 100. However,
an additional stopping criterion that limits the number of generation to 10E4 is imposed.
The optimisation process continues restarting the loop from the proposed next population
until the stopping criteria are satisfied. Once the optimisation is reputed terminated, to
evaluate the Ex value, a FEA is performed by means of the ”Evaluation” process used in
the HFMBO.
3

Surrogate Model Based Optimisation with uncertainty

A PRMMCs optimisation that takes into account particle placement uncertainty has
been developed and applied on the RVEs with Vf=10%. Particles are not deterministically
placed but are assumed to be normally distributed along the three axes [30] . The number
of particles (2-50) in the RVEs and the characteristics of the normal distribution are to
be optimized. The problem has been formulated as a bilevel, nonlinear, constrained
optimisation problem. The upper-level specifies the spatial distribution characteristics,
specified by the number of particles and standard deviations in each dimension that
maximizes Ex. The lower-level consists of determining a feasible spatial distribution
holding the properties specified by the upper-level candidate solutions. To solve the upperlevel optimisation problem, we require a method that accounts for the stochastic and
expensive nature of the problem. Hence, we used the Sequential Parameter Optimisation
Toolbox (SPOT), which is an implementation of the SPO in the programming language R.
Among the surrogate models available in SPOT, we used Kriging. The main assumption
of Kriging is that the data follows a multi-variate Gaussian distribution, where errors are
spatially correlated. More details about Kriging model implementation adopted can be
found in [31]. The problem formulation, that coincides with the upper-level optimisation,
is the follows:
Find max f (N part, σx , σy , σz ) = Ex

2 < N part < 50
subject to
,
0.7 < σx , σy , σz < 3

(7)
(8)

where N part is the number of particles per RVE, σx , σy , σz are respectively the standard
deviations of the particle placements along the x, y, and z axes. A L-BFGS-B algorithm
has been employed to perform the optimisation on the metamodel.
The goal of the lower-level optimisation is to specify the exact positions of all particles, that respects the statistical properties specified by an upper-level candidate solution.
Therefore, the objective function to be minimized is defined as the deviation between actual sample statistics and the desired distribution. Formally, the lower-level optimisation
problem can be defined as:




i
i
i
1
Npart
Find min g(xx , xy , xz , i = 1, ..., Npart ) = std(xx , ..., xx ) − σx  +

 

(9)

 

1
Npart
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−
σ
+
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,
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x
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−
σ
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y
z
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y
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(a) Comparison between upper and lower (b) Results related to LFMBO’s UB for a wider
bounds of Ex related to HFMBO.
range of Npart and Vf.

Figure 3: Deterministic optimisations results.
subject to the constraints illustrated in Eq. 2. The interest in a globally optimal solution,
the lack of preliminary information about the objective function features and the necessity
of a robust optimizer lead us to adopt an evolutionary algorithm for this task. Particularly,
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) available in the R package GA [32] because of its robustness
and ease of use has been employed.
The feasibility of all the upper-level proposed candidate solution is not guaranteed.
Therefore, the lower-level optimisation may result into particle placements that follow a
distribution that is different from the desired one. To overcome this problem, SPO was
modified to allow for updating proposed candidate solutions after they were evaluated.
3.1

High-fidelity Model Based Optimisation results

The upper and lower bounds of Ex at different number of particles per RVE (1,2,3,4,5,6,8)
and different fraction volumes of the reinforcement (10%, 15%, 20%) have been evaluated.
The results are shown in Fig.3-a. The obtained results highlight that the reinforcement
fraction volume, the number of particles and the particles’ arrangement influence the
value of Ex. Indeed, taking into account the RVEs Npart=4 with Vf=10% (Fig.1-a) and
Npart=4 with Vf=20% (Fig.1-b), both related to the UB, it is possible to explain the increase of Ex because of the augment of Vf while the RVEs Npart=4 with Vf=10% (Figure
1-a) related to the UB, and Npart=4 with Vf=10% (Fig.1-c) related to the LB, clarify
the variation of Ex with the particles’ arrangement. In addition, by comparing the RVEs
Npart=4 with Vf=20% (Fig.1-b) and Npart=8 with Vf=20% (Fig.1-d), the variation of
Ex with the number of particles is addressed.
3.2

Low-fidelity Model Based Optimisation Results

LFMBO has been used to optimize a wider range of RVEs with different Vf (10% to
25%) and Npart (1 to 20) and the results are shown in Fig.3-b. In order to validate the
results of Ex computed by LFMBO, a comparison with the HFMBO has been made and
the accuracy of the LFMBO’s prediction has been confirmed by the results that differ
8
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(a) Comparison between HFMBO and LFMBO (b) Comparison between the LFMBO’s results
upper bounds.
and upper and lower bounds predicted by
Hashin and Shtrikman method.

Figure 4: Results comparison.
of less than 5% (Fig.4-a). A further comparison has been made between the analytical
upper bound prediction of Hashin and Shtrikman method [18], where the particle spatial
distribution is not considered and the values of Ex computed by LFMBO. It is evident
from Fig.4-b that the analytical prediction overestimates the Young’s modulus for all the
Vf and Npart investigated and the higher the fraction volume the higher the percentage
error between the analytical and numerical results (Fig.4-b).
3.3

SMBO with uncertainty results

The results obtained by the upper-level optimisation agree with the ones obtained with
the HFMBO and by LFMBO. The optimum design, found after 226 real function evaluation, is xopt = (2.96, 1.61, 0.8, 5). The reader can see that in the optimum configuration,
particles will tend to assume a rather narrow distribution with respect to the x-plane
and spread in the x-axis. This means that the arrangement tends to align the particles
increasing the Overlap Area, supporting the theory proposed in the LFMBO. With this
optimal configuration, a value of Ex = 8.34E4 M P a has been determined. One can see
that this value is below the optimum find adopting the LFMBO. This result is not surprising because taking in account the uncertainty and hence having a limited control on
the particle positions results less performing materials. However, adopting this method,
we were able to examine configurations with a high number of particles per RVE.
4

Conclusions

A study on the elastic behaviour of particle reinforced metal matrix composites (PRMMCs)
has been presented in this article. The effect of the particle’s arrangement, number of
particles and particle volume fraction on the upper and lower bounds of the uniaxial
Young’s modulus Ex has been investigated by means of 3D multi-particle unit cells and
optimisation techniques. A first study has been conducted with a high-fidelity model

9
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based optimisation (HFMBO) framework which is based on the coupling between Matlab
Global Optimisation Toolbox, Abaqus and Python . The importance of two parameters
i.e. Overlap Area and distance on x axis, which influence in a different way the value
of Ex has been addressed through a sensitivity analysis of the HFMBO’s results. By
exploring the effect of these two parameters, a more effective low-fidelity model based
optimisation (LFMBO) , characterized by adaptive control parameter, stopping criteria
and exploration through MBH based optimisation, has been proposed and the upper
bound of Ex has been extended to a wider range of particles per RVE (from 1 to 20) and
Vf (from 10% to 25%). The findings clearly indicate that the influence of the particle
fraction volume Vf is predominant i.e. the higher the Vf the higher the Ex, instead the
influence of Npart and the particle distribution has a complex behaviour their interaction.
A proposed method expresses this interaction trough an intuitive analytical parameter,
the Overlap Area. Also, the extended results show that a strong influence of particle
spatial distribution on Ex is seen in configuration with a low Npart per RVE i.e. from 1
to 5 for all the Vf investigated, while for a higher Npart the value of Ex is more stable.
The results obtained, have been compared with the theoretical upper bound predicted by
the analytical model of Hashin and Shtrikman, and the comparison has identified that
the analytical upper bound overestimates the results especially for high fraction volumes.
A sophisticated approach that relies on surrogate models have been employed to extend
the research on a wider range of configurations (Vf 10%, Npart 2-50). Employing this
method has been optimized the particle spatial distribution considering the current level
of control in manufactory processes. The use of the R package SPOT adopting Kriging as
metamodel allowed to obtain a near-optimum configuration with a limited computation
effort. This research has shown an effective methodology based on optimisation techniques and FEA simulations which can be extended to a wider range of applications in
the composites field.
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Abstract. The presented contribution discusses the derivation of design sensitivity information
of physical reaction forces arising in mechanical systems. The obtained gradient information can
be used for the design of support areas within problems stated on single scales as well as for the
design of microstructures in terms of representative volume elements (RVE) within numerical
homogenisation techniques. Especially, FE2 approaches based on Langrange multiplier methods,
where the Lagrange multiplier itself can be connected to some force or traction values on the
surface of the RVE, can benefit from introduced and presented relations.
1

Introduction

Structural optimisation has a long tradition and has been investigated for many years and
in a variety of fields. Techniques for numerical homogenisation, i.e. FE2 methods, allow
investigations of the physical behaviour of complex heterogeneous materials and lead to a
remarkable number of applications and real world problems, see [15, 17] and references therein
for details. A combination of both established methods leads to a significant increase of possible
fields of applications and justifies its eminent importance. Besides mathematical algorithms,
sensitivity analysis is a fundamental topic within solution strategies for optimisation problems,
especially within techniques based on gradient information. Its realisation is responsible for
the efficiency and accuracy of used methods. In this context several works conclude, that
performing sensitivity analysis using variational methods according to [11] or [8, 9] seems to
be a particularly promising approach to design sensitivity analysis. Especially the enhanced
intrinsic formulation proposed by [2] and [1, 3] provides many beneficial advantages.
In some cases, it is interesting to analyse support areas of given systems to get detailed
information about the interaction between considered structural parts and the ground. The
profile of distributed forces, tractions or stresses can be investigated in order to make predictions
about mechanical behaviour or even about possible failure. Using some advanced information
it is also possible to improve and optimise several kinds of support areas. For instance, methods
for simultaneous design of structures and supports using techniques from topology optimisation
were proposed in [6]. Here, supports have been introduced as a new subset of design variables
within the optimisation process for minimum compliance and mechanism design with the target
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to find the optimal location of supports. A similar approach can be found in [25]. Aspects
concerning optimal design of supports for beam and frame structures in general were reported in
[5]. Several influences, e.g. number of supports or their position and stiffness, were investigated
and, in a similar fashion, publication [4] demonstrates a method for the determination of the
overall number, position and generalised forces of actuators in smart structures. The authors in
[19] tackled the shape design of rectangular support blocks and foundations of machines in order
to reduce mass. Their studies focused on external dynamic forces and loads coming from the
soil. Introduced constraints are horizontal and vertical amplitudes of forces and stresses on the
soil ground. The topics in [21] can be put in a similar context. The authors presented methods for
optimisation of boundary conditions subjected to maximum fundamental frequency of vibrating
structures in order to find optimal locations. A variational formulation and the approach of
material derivatives was the foundation in their gradient-based optimisation techniques. Another
field of application was discussed in [7], where an algorithm was proposed for shape optimisation
of contact problems with desired contact traction distribution on specified contact surfaces or
areas. It should be mentioned, that the quantity of interest was the distribution of forces or
tractions and therefore, it can be related to the presented sensitivity analysis of reaction forces.
In contrast to the topic of this contribution, the influence of the position of externally applied
constant loads or forces on structural response, such as nodal displacements, mean compliance
and stress, can be investigated and was done in [22]. The common aspect is, that in both cases
sensitivity of forces plays the central role, on one hand on the active side (applied force) and on
the other hand on the passive side (reaction force). The authors in [24] investigated shape design
sensitivities with respect to kinematical boundaries, i.e. influence on structural response due to
modifications on the Dirichlet boundary ΓD . Although the contribution at hand has a different
topic and intention, the support area is the domain of interest in both cases, i.e. in terms of
kinematical boundaries and sensitivity analysis of reaction forces.
The purpose of the presented study is to describe and examine a sensitivity relation for
reaction forces based on available tangent operators and the sensitivity relation for the state. The
obtained gradient information can be used to set up optimisation problems and to find optimal
designs with respect to the distribution of reaction forces. The overall amplitude of maximum
reaction forces can be controlled and adjusted in combination with several objective functionals,
e.g. compliance or volume. The presented approach is not comparable to previously referred
works directly, but it can be seen as an extension to the variety of available methods for analysis
and design of support areas. Further advantage is that derived relations can be transferred to
optimisation problems on multiple scales, where effective quantities of RVEs on the microscale
are formulated in terms of tractions or forces on the boundary, see [14, 15, 17] on theoretical
and numerical aspects and explanations on multiscale methods.
2

Design sensitivity analysis

In solid mechanics and other fields of computational mechanics, especially in the finite
element framework, the weak form of equilibrium R(v, s; η) = 0 plays a central role. It depends
on a general state variable v ∈ V, a design variable s ∈ S, and any test function η ∈ V. The
weak form is of similar importance for the setting of design sensitivity analysis within structural
optimisation and is often incorporated as an equality constraint within the posed optimisation
2
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problem. It has to be fulfilled for any arbitrary state and design. Its variation leads to the
well-known tangent stiffness operator for structural analysis and also to the tangent pseudo load
operator, which is used to formulate sensitivity relations to describe effects in the physical space
due to modifications in the material space. Altogether, derivatives or variations, especially
partial variations of objective functionals and constraints with respect to the state and design,
are essential for gradient-based solution strategies. Fundamental relations for the optimisation
of problems from structural mechanics are provided in this section. The variation of physical
reaction forces as objective or constraint functional is presented in Section 3 and investigated
numerically in Section 4.
Remark 2.1 (Notation) In general, the total variation of a quantity (·)(v, s) is given by the
partial variation with respect to v and a fixed design ŝ as well as the partial variation with
respect to s and a fixed state v̂. For a more compact representation, the notation δ(·) = (·) is
used and total and partial variations are formulated in the following compact way
(1)

δ(·)(v, s) = (·)v (v, ŝ) + (·)s (v̂, s) = (·)(v, s).

Without going into detail, the compilation of all following variations is based on the publications
[1] and [13]. The variation of the weak form can be motivated in several ways, e.g. minimisation
principle of overall energy, solution of an optimisation problem for an arbitrary objective function
with an equilibrium constraint, or finally the simple statement, that any perturbation in the
design space must not violate the physical equilibrium state. Therefore, the total variation of the
nonlinear residual can be investigated
R = Rv (v, s; η, δv) + Rs (v, s; η, δs) = k(v, s; η, δv) + p(v, s; η, δs) = 0.

(2)

The variations of the physical residual with respect to v and s are introduced by the tangent
operators k(v, s; η, δv) = Rv (v, s; η, δv) for physical stiffness and p(v, s; η, δs) = Rs (v, s; η, δs)
for pseudo load. The solution of the sensitivity relation from Eq. (2) allows the derivation of
the implicit sensitivity of the state in current equilibrium point (v, s)
(3)

δv = s(v, s; δs).

After standard finite element discretisation with the discrete approximation v h for the state
and s h for design, the discrete parameters v ∈ Rnv and s ∈ Rns can be used to obtain the
matrix description of the continuous forms, cf. [23] for instance. The approximations for the
corresponding variations δv ∈ Rnv and δs ∈ Rns as well as for the test function η ∈ Rnv are
chosen in the same manner. The overall number of the discrete state variables in Vh ⊂ V is
given by nv , and ns is the number of discrete design parameters in Sh ⊂ S.
R(v h, s h ; η h ) = ηT R,

R ∈ R nv ,

T

k(v h, s h ; η h, δv h ) = η Kδv,

3
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(4)
,

(5)

P ∈ Rnv ×ns .

(6)

K∈R

p(v h, s h ; η h, δs h ) = ηT P δs,

nv ×nv

W. Kijanski and F.-J. Barthold

The discrete form of the variation of the weak form in Eq. (2) evaluated in (v h, s h ) reads Eq. (7)1
and thus, due to the arbitrariness of the test function η, Eq. (7)2 holds true.
R = ηT R = ηT [Kδv + P δs] = 0,

R = Kδv + P δs = 0.

(7)

Eq. (7)2 is utilised for the evaluation of the discrete form of the sensitivity relation from Eq. (3)
δv = Sδs

with

S = −K −1 P

and

S ∈ Rnv ×ns

(8)

for any arbitrary design variation δs. The introduced matrix S is the so called design sensitivity
matrix. It connects variations in the material space with variations in the physical space and
allows predictions of changes in the state v due to design modifications δs.
Remark 2.2 (Choice of design parameters) Using finite element techniques, a general structural analysis of given systems is based on discrete nodal finite element coordinates X. Within
so-called parameter free optimisation, sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to X. If the
geometry description is realised using computer aided geometric design (CAGD), coordinates
of control points of Bézier curves can be chosen as design variables. The design parameters X
depend then on the new defined design variables s, i.e. X(s). Therefore, the sensitivities with
respect to X have to be transformed via a design velocity fields matrix V = dX/ds into the
chosen design space. The final discrete variation of an arbitrary functional f (v, X(s)) reads


∂ f dX
∂f
∂f
∂f

f =
δv +
δs =
S+
V δs,
(9)
∂v
∂X ds
∂v
∂X
with the matrix S being the total derivative of the state v with respect to nodal coordinates X,
i.e. S = dv /dX. For further hints and explanations on design velocity fields see [8, 9].
The general discrete optimisation problem with an objective functional J, various constraints
h, g, lower and upper side constraints s l, s u can be introduced in the following abstract way.
Problem 1 (General discrete optimisation problem) Find {v h, s h } ∈ Vh × Sh of the discrete
objective functional J : Vh × Sh → R such that
min

v,s ∈Vh ×Sh

J(v, s)

h(v, s) = 0,

subject to the constraints

g(v, s) ≤ 0,

s l ≤ s ≤ s u (10)

with h(v, s) and g(v, s) being matrix representations of equality and inequality constraints.
3

Sensitivity analysis of physical reaction forces

For the derivation of the sensitivity relation for the physical reaction forces only parts of
the discrete physical residual in Eq. (4) have to be considered. Therefore, some arrangements
are necessary in advance. The discrete relations presented in Section 2 have to be partitioned
in internal and boundary parameters as specified in the following. With regard to the discrete
formulation of derived sensitivity relations, the discrete parameters, i.e. the state parameters v
and design parameters X, are partitioned into contributions on the Dirichlet boundary ΓD , the
4
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Neumann boundary ΓN and into those of the inner domain Ω. With the overall representation
of the domain Ω = Ω ∪ Γ and the boundary Γ = ΓN ∪ ΓD , where ΓN ∩ ΓD = ∅, all appearing
quantities can be identified by the notation
State: (·)a ∈ Ω ∪ ΓN
Design: (·)A ∈ Ω ∪ ΓN

and
and

(·)b ∈ ΓD,
(·)B ∈ ΓD

(11)

with the set (a, b) for the partition of state variables and the set (A, B) for the partition of design
parameters. The number of state quantities (·)a is given by na , and the number of state quantities
(·)b is given by nb . Same holds true for the design partition and therefore, the number of design
quantities (·)A is given by nA , and the number of design quantities (·)B is given by nB . It is useful
to introduce these different kinds of subsets because it finally allows to define and prescribe
different types of boundary conditions, i.e. explicit boundary conditions in physical and explicit
boundary conditions in material space. Using this definition, the state v , the variation of the
state δv , the design parameters X and the variation of the design parameters δX are divided

T
T
T



T
v = va vb , δv = δva δvb , X = XA XB , δX = δXA δXB
(12)
with dimensions {va, δva } ∈ Rna , {vb, δvb } ∈ Rnb , {XA, δXA } ∈ RnA and {XB, δXB } ∈ RnB . As
a consequence, a similar partition holds true for the physical residual vector in Eq. (4) with the
dimensions Ra ∈ Rna , Rb ∈ Rnb , as well as for the variation of the residual vector Eq. (7)2



  
(Ra )v + (Ra )X
Ra (va, vb, XA, XB ; η)
Ra

.
(13)
,
R =  =
R(v, X; η) =
Rb (va, vb, XA, XB ; η)
Rb
(Rb )v + (Rb )X

Here, the partial variations of the partitioned residual Ra, Rb have to be determined with respect
to the partitioned state va, vb and with respect to the partitioned design XA, XB . The explicit
partitioned representation of Eq. (7)2 is of the form
 
 
  



(Ra )X
(Ra )v
Kaa Kab δva
PaA PaB δXA



+
=
+
= 0, (14)
R = Rv + R X =
Kba Kbb δvb
PbA PbB δXB
(Rb )v
(Rb )X
with nodal coordinates X of the finite element nodes as design parameters. Resulting dimensions
of obtained sub-matrices for the stiffness and pseudo load matrix can be specified by
Kaa ∈ Rna ×na, Kab ∈ Rna ×nb, Kba ∈ Rnb ×na, Kbb ∈ Rnb ×nb,
PaA ∈ Rna ×nA, PaB ∈ Rna ×nB, PbA ∈ Rnb ×nA, PbB ∈ Rnb ×nB .

(15)

Relation (14) can be rearranged and allows the explicit computation of the sensitivity of the state
from Eq. (8)



 δXA
−1
−1
δva = −Kaa PaA PaB
= −Kaa
Pa δX = Sa δX.
(16)
δXB


−1 P contains the sensitivity information
With Pa = PaA PaB , the resulting quantity Sa = −Kaa
a
of the state in the inner domain Ω and on the Neumann boundary ΓN . Compared to Eq. (8)
it can be termed reduced sensitivity matrix. The part (·)b in the overall sensitivity matrix S,
i.e. Sb , vanishes due to the fact, that the boundary conditions for the displacements vb on the
Dirichlet boundary ΓD are fulfilled strongly and therefore, their variations δvb vanish.
5
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3.1

Variation of the external part of physical residual

In structural analysis, equilibrium is fulfilled for a state variable v and a fixed design X if the
residual equation R(v, s; η) = 0 vanishes. Referring the partitioned residual (13)1 and the split
in internal and external contributions Rint (v, X; η) and Rext (v, X; η) one obtains
 int   ext 
R
R
int
ext
(17)
R(v, X; η) = R (v, X; η) − R (v, X; η) = aint − aext = 0.
Rb
Rb


Dimensions of the residual in Eq. (17) correspond to discussed quantities R, Rint , Rext ∈




R(na +nb )=nv and therefore Raint , Raext ∈ Rna, Rbint , Rbext ∈ Rnb . In the solution v , reaction
forces on ΓD of a given system are equal to their internal counterparts and can be computed
using
Rbext (v, X; η) = Rbint (v, X; η).
(18)

Remark, that relation (18) is only valid for fully converged solutions v . Otherwise, errors are
unavoidable and have a significant influence on following sensitivity relations. For the sensitivity
relation of reaction forces, parts of already discussed sensitivity relations in Section 2 can be
considered. The variation of an arbitrary function f is presented in Remark 2.2 and now, this
principle can be transferred to the variation of reaction forces. Hence, variations with respect to
the state and design are necessary

 
 
 

Rbext = Rbint = Rbint + Rbint .
(19)
X

v

In contrast to the variation of the overall residual, only variations of the internal part Rint are
necessary. For that reason, the investigation of the sensitivity relation for the residual R in terms
of internal and external parts Rint and Rext is conducted in the following. The total variation of
the splitted residual in Eq. (17) reads


 


 
 
R = Rint (v, X; η) − Rext (v, X; η) = Rint − Rext + Rint − Rext .
(20)
v

v

X

X

Using the resulting partial variation of R with respect to the state variable v , cf. Eq. (12),


 ext      int
 ext

int 
int 
ext   
R
−
Ra v
Kaa Kab
Kaa Kab
δva
a
v

−
(21)
Rv =  int    ext   =
int
int
ext
ext
δvb
Kba
Kbb
Kba
Kbb
Rb
− Rb
v

v

and the resulting partial variation of R with respect to design X, cf. Eq. (12),


 ext      int
 ext

int 
int 
ext   
R
−
Ra X
PaA PaB
PaA PaB
δXA
a
X

 =

− ext
,
R X =  int  
int
int
ext
δXB
PbA
PbB
PbA PbB
Rb X − Rbext X
the linearised form of the total variation of the residual R can be represented by




R = K int − K ext δv + P int − P ext δX.
6
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The partitioned stiffness matrix K in Eq. (21) is equal to the matrix introduced in Eq. (5).
The derivation of the stiffness matrix based on the internal and external part of the residual, as
presented in Eq. (21), results in two contributions. On one hand, K int contains the material
and geometrical contribution to the stiffness, known from the variation of the internal part of
the residual. On the other hand, K ext is the so called load correction matrix and results from
the variation of the external part of the residual. Initially, this term was proposed in [16] and
[10] and has to be considered if external forces depend on the deformation themselves. Further
explanations on theoretical background and numerical realisation can be found in [18, 20, 23]
ext
and [27, 26]. The overall stiffness matrix
= K int −K
from Eq. (5) is subdivided in Eq. (21)
 K int

ext
in sub-matrices with the dimensions K, K , K
∈ R(na +nb )×(na +nb )=nv ×nv and therefore

int
ext
∈ Rna ×na,
, Kaa
Kaa
 int ext 
Kba , Kba ∈ Rnb ×na,




int
ext
∈ Rna ×nb,
Kab
, Kab
 int ext 
Kbb , Kbb ∈ Rnb ×nb .


int
ext
∈ Rna ×nA,
, PaA
PaA
 int ext 
PbA , PbA ∈ Rnb ×nA,





In Eq. (23) the quantities P int and P ext represent internal and external contributions to the
overall pseudo load matrix P = Pint − P ext from
(6) and are subdivided in Eq. (22) to
 Eq.
int
ext
(n
+n
a
b )×(nA +nB )=nv ×nX and therefore
sub-matrices with the dimensions P, P , P
∈R

int
ext
∈ Rna ×nB,
PaB
, PaB
 int ext 
PbB , PbB ∈ Rnb ×nB .



Using obtained sub-matrices, relation (19) for the sensitivity of reaction forces continues to






 δXA
 int
ext
int
int
int
int
Rb
= Kba
= Kba δva + PbA PbB
δva + Pbint δX = Kba
Sa + Pbint δX, (24)
δXB


 int
int
PbB
. Here,
where the contributions to the pseudo load matrix are summarised in Pbint = PbA
the relation (16) for the sensitivity of the state variable δva is used. The sensitivity relation in
Eq. (24), particularly the quantity which corresponds to the partial derivative of the external
int
part of the residual on boundary ΓD with respect to design ∂Rbext /∂X = Kba
Sa + Pbint , can be
implemented into an existing framework for structural optimisation. The reaction forces Rbext


as well as their sensitivities Rbext can be used as objective or constraint functional within the
posed optimisation Problem 1. Details on the explicit formulations for R, K and P can be found
in [12], for instance. Analytically derived sensitivities can be verified using the finite difference
method witch can be applied to prove the accuracy of provided sensitivity information.
4

Applications and numerical investigations

In the following example close attention is paid to the sensitivity analysis of physical reaction
forces, which are used as indicators for the design of support areas. Computations for compliance
and volume minimisation with the reduction of the resulting maximum amplitude of reaction
forces to a certain prescribed maximum value using inequality constraints accentuate the possible
usage within stated optimisation problems. According to the sketch in Fig. 1, a multi-material
domain with the side length A, loaded by a surface load on the top, fixed on the ground, and
7
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q

2A

Material:
Ek, νk
Es, νs

y
x

Model parameters
A 1.0
nelx 20
nely 40
Es 25000
Ek 0.5·Es
νs = νk 0.20
t 0.10
q 25.0
boundary
domain ΓD

A

CAGD parameters
design variables
side constraints
constraint area

Figure 1: Domain with multi-material: mechanical system, FE-mesh, boundary conditions and load case, model
parameters and optimisation model (design variables, side constraints and constraints area)

two different materials, an outer shell material Es and a kernel material Ek , is investigated. Due
to symmetry, half of the mechanical system is considered. The finite element analysis model
is also illustrated in Fig. 1. The overall number of elements nel = 800 for the FE-mesh results
from the choice of the number of elements in x- and y-direction (nelx = 20, nely = 40). For a
pure displacement and geometrically non-linear element formulation based on two displacement
degrees of freedom per node and Neo-Hookean constitutive law, the overall number of degrees
of freedom results to nv = 1722. All investigations are based on the model parameters listed
in Fig. 1. It also contains the underling optimisation model, where a CAGD-model with 16
control points assembling one Bézier patch is used for the geometry description. The number of
design parameters on the nodal basis amounts n X = 1722 and on the geometry basis ncp = 32.
The final subset of design variables used for optimisation counts ns = 7 design parameters and
is reselected from the set of parameters for the described geometry model. Hints on the choice
of design variables in terms of nodal and geometry design parameters are given in Remark 2.2.
Referring the formulation of an optimisation Problem 1, objectives and constraints are specified
in following subsections. Here, only lower and upper side constraints are introduced

T

T
0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 = s l ≤ s ≤ s u = 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.2 .
(25)
They are valid for subsequent investigations and are arranged in descending order from top to
bottom according to the optimisation model in Fig. 1. The surface load q = 25.0 is distributed
on the present 11 nodes on the top equivalently and results in nodal forces of Fn = 2.5 for regular
and of Fnc = 1.25 for corner nodes.
4.1

Compliance minimisation and reduction of forces

In this study, the compliance minimisation problem with the objective J = C = F T v is
investigated. The physical reaction forces in the constraint area (cf. Fig. 1) have to be reduced
to the maximum amplitude of 75% compared to the amplitude of reaction force for the initial
design. This can be done by the incorporation of the reaction forces as inequality constraints
8
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g = FR and the definition of FR,max as the maximum value. Used side constraints s l, s u are
presented in Eq. (25). The mathematical optimisation algorithm used 11 iterations to obtain a
minimum value for the objective, which could be reduced by approximately 6% compared to the
initial design. In parallel, the incorporation of reaction forces as constraints gives the advantage
and the possibility to reduce them too. Both results are presented in Fig. 2. The optimal
distribution of design variables, which are all in the prescribed boundaries or side constraints
s l, s u is pictured in Fig. 3. Here, the contour of the initial profile of reaction forces is compared to
the profile of reaction forces for the optimised design. Finally, it is the engineer’s or designer’s

Figure 2: Optimisation results (objective and constraint) over iterations

CAGD parameters
design variables
design boundaries
constraint area

contour of initial reaction forces
contour of reduced reaction forces

Figure 3: Optimal design and comparison of reaction forces for the deformed system (scaling(v ) = 1.0)

choice how to manage the balance between compliance minimisation and reduction of reaction
forces. If the required maximum value for reduction of 75% is increased, the balance in the
overall potential of the system between objective and constraint will change and the compliance
minimisation will lead to higher reduction values than only 6%.

9
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4.2

Volume minimisation and reduction of forces

Here, the setup for the optimisation problem is similar to the setup for the compliance
minimisation presented in Section 4.1. The only difference is that the objective function will
be exchanged and the overall volume J = V of the given system has to be minimised. The
maximum amplitude of reaction forces has to be reduced to 75% compared to the initial design
by incorporation of inequality constraints and a maximum value FR,max . The optimisation
algorithm reaches the optimum value for the objective after 11 iterations and the optimisation
process is aborted. The overall volume can be reduced by approximately 37% compared to
the initial design. Furthermore the constraint for the reaction forces is fulfilled and allows to
reduce them by 25% compared to the initial design. These results are illustrated in Fig. 4. The
corresponding distribution of design variables which remain in the prescribed side constraints
s l, s u from Eq. (25) as well as the contour of the initial and optimised profile of reaction forces
is presented in Fig. 5. In this case, the designer or the engineer also has to decide on the balance
between volume minimisation and reduction of reaction forces. For the chosen and presented
optimisation setup, the large resulting displacements on the right top side of the system (cf. Fig.
5) are the consequence. If the system or the material is able to handle this kind of displacement
amplitude, the gain is the enourmous reduction of volume and the reduction of final reaction
forces as pressure loads on the ground.

Figure 4: Optimisation results (objective and constraint) over iterations

5

Conclusion

Based on the variational approach for design sensitivity analysis, and especially on the
intrinsic formulation with enhanced kinematics, the sensitivity relation for physical reaction
forces was derived from available tangent operators and the sensitivity relation for the state. The
introduced fundamental relations were partitioned into contributions in the inner domain and
on two types of boundaries. This decomposition allowed to divide resulting tangent operators
in necessary contributions for the required sensitivity information. The obtained gradient
information was investigated concerning compliance and volume minimisation. Two studies
accentuated possible usage and application of the sensitivity information, for instance how to
control amplitudes of arising forces which interact with foundations of mechanical parts.
10
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CAGD parameters
design variables
design boundaries
constraint area

contour of initial reaction forces
contour of reduced reaction forces

Figure 5: Optimal design and comparison of reaction forces for the deformed system (scaling(v ) = 1.0)
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Abstract. Paper describes the desing of distributed integration platform enabling to
create complex coupled workflows from existing simulation tools. The main features as
well as selected real world applications are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

A reliable multi-scale and multi-physics numerical modeling requires including all relevant physical phenomena along the process chain and across multiple scales. The complexity of problems requires combination of knowledge from different fields. This brings
in also the challenges for software engineering and design. There is a strong need for
integration platforms, that enable inter-operable integration of existing simulations tools
and databases into a complex simulation work-flows, providing capability to exchange
information and efficiently use available computing resources.
The interoperability by definition implies standards. Traditional approaches have been
based on syntactic interoperability, based on specific communication protocols and conversion tools. The more attractive are approaches based on semantic interoperability, where
data are exchanged together with their meaning, which allows for automated machine
interpretation, translation, and verification [1].
Integration platform should enable integration of existing simulation tools allowing to
perform the data exchange and steering. Regarding the development in hardware and
software technology in last decades, the integration platform should enable integration
of distributed and parallel applications over the network in an efficient and scalable way,
based on standardized communication protocols. Standard methods, such as ”naming
services” or a ”service discovery” that allow individual component lookup based on name
and/or services should be provided, as well as services for job and resource allocation on
remote computing resources.
The aim of presented paper is to describe the design of distributed, object-oriented
simulation platform MuPIF [2, 3] and illustrate its use on several use cases. The MuPIF
is an open source project developed in Python [5, 6], licensed under LGPL license.
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2

DESIGN OF THE PLATFORM

MuPIF is designed using object-oriented approach, where classes are introduced for
each identified entity. The entities include, among others, individual simulation tools
and exchanged data. The strength of object-oriented approach is in ability to express
similarities between classes using inheritance, a concept allowing to derive one class from
another by inheriting attributes and services of the parent class. Derived class can extend
parent class by i) adding new attributes or methods and ii) provide its own implementation
of inherited methods (specialization). In this way parent class can declare behavior or
interface (in terms of defined services) that is common to all derived classes. Typically,
the role of parent classes is only to declare the common interface, the individual methods
are implemented by the derived classes representing specific objects, then such a parent
class is called an abstract class. One can create a hierarchy of abstract classes allowing
to define the interfaces in a hierarchical and structured way.
In MuPIF, the generic abstract classes are introduced for models (simulation tools)
and generic data types, such as properties, spatial fields, time steps, etc. The definition
of abstract interfaces for models as well as for high level data types is one of the unique
features of the MuPIF. It allows to achieve true plug&play architecture, where individual
application as well as data representations can be plugged into existing work-flows and
be manipulated using the same interface. All classes are derived from top level abstract
class, MuPIFObject, declaring a generic interface common to all components. It defines
the services allowing to attach the additional information about the individual object, so
called metadata. The metadata play important role, as they allow to track the origin of
the data, information about data units, etc. Some metadata have to be defined by user
or simulation tool, some can be automatically collected by the platform.
The interoperability in the MuPIF is achieved by standardization of application and
data component interfaces, it is not relying on standardized data structures or protocols.
Any existing data format can be plugged in and transparently used, provided the corresponding data interface is implemented. At present, the platform is being integrated
into Business Decision Support System (BDSS) in the frame of EU H2020 Composelector
project [4]. The aim of the framework is to demonstrate the business decision process during the selection of materials and manufacturing processes for which data are available.
However, the developed BDSS platform will offer the possibility to explore new material designs by offering the possibility to investigate, “develop” and evaluate, in physical
terms, new types of materials and check their potentials with regard to the required
property profile and KPIs. In the Composelector project, the BDSS enables the actors
from business and/or technical departments within the manufacturing organization to
drive decisions on material modeling, whilst bringing the various modelling tools together
within an automated and seamless workflow. A graphical web editor based on standard
on Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and ESTECO technology [7] enables
the modeling and execution of business workflows. It integrates the material information
management system, GRANTA MI [8], an enterprise level, web-accessible platform for
materials and process data/information to demonstrate the management of physical and
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Figure 1: The Composelector BDSS schema

virtual data, reporting and decision-making for materials and process selection. MuPIF
serves the simulation platform, where the simulation workflows are defined and executed.
2.1

APPLICATION INTERFACES

The application interface allows to perform data exchange with the simulation tool
and steer its execution. The data exchange methods allow to set or get specific data
component, that can represent simple data object, such as property, or more complex
data objects, representing, for example, spatial fields, computational meshes, force field
potentials, etc. The individual application are not supposed to interpret the raw data
structures, but rather they interpret the data using the interfaces. of representing data.
In this way, the individual simulation tools are abstracted from the details of particular
data representation. The advantages of this concept are described in the next chapter.
The steering services allow to update the simulation state for given time step, report
critical time step, check simulation status, etc. Table 1 lists the most important methods
of the application interface.
To connect an existing simulation tool to the platform, one needs to implement the
Application interface. This can be implemented in a number of ways, depending on particular application. The implementation consists in implementing a derived class from
abstract Application class (defining the application interface) and implementing the required methods accordingly. In general, two different approaches can be distinguished.
The first one, called direct approach, is based on direct interaction with the application
using its scripting interface or programming interface (requires to link the application
as a library). The second option is to communicate with the simulation tool indirectly,
usually using input/output files. In this case, the application interface records all settings
3
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Table 1: Application interface definition (simplified)

Method
Init (inFile, workdir)

Description
Constructor. Initializes the application.

getDataComponent
(dataCompID, time)
setDataComponent
(dataComp)
solveStep
(tStep, stageID=0,
runInBackgr=False)
isSolved ()

Returns data identified by its ID evaluated at given time.

wait ()

Wait until solve is completed when executed in background.

finishStep (tstep)

Called after a global convergence within a solution time step.

Registers the given data component in application.
Solves the problem for a given time step. tStep is object
representing solution time step.
Returns true or false depending whether solve has completed
when executed in background.

of parameters and variables, and when the solution update is requested, the input file is
produced, simulation tool is called and finally, the output file is parsed for output parameters. Up to now, several interfaces have been implemented, including commercial as well
as open source simulation tools. Recent applications illustrated connections to Matlab,
Comsol, X-stream, Micress and many other simulation tools. The simulation workflows
define execution and data flow for complex simulation tasks combining individual simulation tools. The workflows themselves implement Application interface and this is another
unique feature of MuPIF platform. This allows to regard and use complex workflows
as black-box simulation tools. In addition, a hierarchy of simulation workflows can be
naturally defined. Data interfaces
In case of data, the MuPIF is trying to abstract from particular data representation.
This is achieved by defining the interfaces for data types as well. For example, consider
a spatial fields describing variable with spatial distribution. It can be represented in a
number of different ways, including mathematical formula as a function of spatial coordinates or interpolated set of spatially distributed point values, for example. However, it is
possible to identify a typical operations, that could be expected from a spatial field, like
for example, operation that evaluates the spatial field at given position. The identified
operations then constitute the data type interface, allowing to manipulate all instances
using the same interface. The data represented by objects bring in several advantages,
as object is an encapsulation of raw data and methods operating on the data. Therefore simulation tool does not interpret the data itself, it is the role of the interface to
declare the needed methods to interpret the data. The interface allows to abstract from
particular representation of data, therefore allowing to naturally support different data
storage formats. This allows to create specific data representations targeted for specific
purpose, as voxel-based or vector-based micro-structure representations, for example, still
4
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fully compatible with all the components. In many cases, the fact that simulation tools
can work with different data representations abstracted by the common interface, can
reduce the need for data transformations, which can also reduce numerical errors introduced during transformation. In addition, as the interface should be the only way how
to operate with data, the interface can also abstract from actual storage of raw data, the
data can be located in memory, in file, database, or even distributed over the network.
The standardization in MuPIF is therefore focused on standardization of data interfaces
rather than on standardization of data structures.
2.2

DISTRIBUTED DESIGN

Complex simulations are resource and time demanding. Distributed and parallel computing environments provide needed resources and computational power. Common feature
of these environments are distributed data structures and concurrent processing on distributed processing nodes. This brings in an additional level of complexity that needs to
be addressed. The important role of the simulation framework is to provide a communication mechanism that will take care of the network communication between the objects.
An important feature, particularly for the end user, is transparency, hiding the details of
remote communication to the user and allowing to manage local and remote objects using
the same interface.
In MuPIF, the communication layer is built on a transparent distributed object system
fully integrated into Python [5, 6]. It takes care of the network communication between
the objects when they are distributed over different machines on the network, hiding all
socket programming details. One just calls a method on a remote object as if it were a
local object – the use of remote objects is (almost) transparent. This is achieved by the
introduction of so-called proxies. A proxy is a special kind of object that acts as if it were
the actual object. Proxies forward the calls to the remote objects, and pass the results
back to the calling code. In this way, there is no difference between simulation workflows
for local or distributed cases, except for the initialization, where, instead of creating local
application interfaces, one has to connect to their remote counterparts. From the position
of the end user, the transparent communication eases the development and maintenance.
Security can be granted using VPN with the encryption and authorization services. The
VPNs work on a lower level of communication (OSI Layer 2/3) by establishing “virtual”
(existing on the top of other networks) network, where all nodes have the illusion of direct communication with other nodes through TCP or UDP, which have IP addresses
assigned in the virtual network space. The VPN itself communicates through existing underlying networks, but this aspect is not visible to the nodes; it includes data encryption,
compression, routing, but also authentication of clients which may connect to the VPN.
Supporting tools for monitoring platform infrastructure are available.
3

APPLICATIONS

Recently, the MuPIF platform has been used in modeling fire impact on steel structures (combing CFD based fire simulation tool with nonlinear structural analysis) and

5
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Figure 2: Moda diagram of the simulation workflow considered in Composelector project

in frame of EU 7FP MMP [9] to model production and performance of novel solar cells
and phosphor LEDs. At present, it is used in the frame of EU H2020 Composelector to
design innovative composite materials with applications in aerospace (design of composite airplane frame, see Fig. 2 for modeling workflow) and automotive industry (design of
composite leaf springs and tires). The complex simulation workflows involve combination
of several simulation tools starting on atomistic/molecular scale to determine basic material properties, bridging several resolution scales and ending up on component/structural
scale, including commercial and open source modeling tools distributed and executed
across different locations and computing resources.
We demonstrate MuPIF capabilities on a linked CFD-thermomechanical task, consisting of a steel beam placed into a furnace with gas burners, see the geometry in Fig. 3.
The furnace is of dimensions 3.0 m x 4.0 m and 2.2 m height and heated by 8 natural gas
burners. The simply-supported beam is made from steel I profile 3.8 m long, placed just
under the furnace ceiling.
Two codes are used for the a linked simulation; Fire Dynamics Simulator software
(FDS), developed at NIST [10] and OOFEM used for thermo-mechanical analysis, developed at Czech Technical University in Prague [11]. Figure 4 shows their interaction
using MODA diagram coined by EMMC. MuPIF interconnects and orchestrates all the
continuum models. The results were computed end exported to VTU files. Figure 5 left
shows a cross-section through the middle of the furnace. One can see the two FDS meshes,
one coarse on the whole furnace and one finer around the beam, which is necessary for
the interpolation close to the ceiling. Figure 4 right provides detailed normal stress σx at
time t=576 s.

6
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Figure 3: FDS furnace model from Smokeview (left) and meshes from FDS and OOFEM (right).

Figure 4: Data flow using MODA diagram.

Figure 5: Temperature field at t=576 s with a cross-section in the middle of the furnace (left) and
normal stress σx (right).
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Abstract. The paper describes the object-oriented design of OOFEM, a general, opensource finite element solver. The design combines several design approaches, that contribute to highly modular and extensible structure and that allowed sustainable development over the last two decades. The current capabilities are briefly presented. The aim of
the paper is also to discuss some challenges and needs not only for the future development
of the code, but also for the open-source modelling community

1

INTRODUCTION

OOFEM is multi-physics, parallel finite element solver with object oriented architecture [1]. Its development started in 1993 at Czech Technical University as a part of Ph.D.
thesis of the first author on crack propagation in concrete structures. In 2001 the project
has been released under open source license. Since then the the project evolved from initially solid mechanics solver to multi-physics solver with many unique capabilities. The
code has been used to solve industrial problems in many fields including material design,
civil, petroleum, and bio-medical engineering. At present, the project is being developed
by international community, with major contributions from research teams from Czech
Technical University and Chalmers University.
The current multi-physics capabilities cover solid mechanics, transport and selected
fluid-mechanics problems, many can be solved in parallel on systems with distributed as
well as shared memory architectures, supporting static as well as dynamic load balancing
for optimal scalability to account for changing processor loads during problem solution.
The solver interfaces to several linear sparse libraries including PETSc [2], SuperLU [4],
and Pardisso [3]. The general features include also the full restart capability, possibility
to run individual problems in a staggered scheme allowing to pass solution fields and variables along complex workflows. For selected problems, automatic h-adaptive refinement
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Figure 1: Top level class structure of OOFEM

and variable transfer is available. Solver supports eXtended and Isogeometric element
formulations.
The solid mechanics module covers linear and non-linear static and dynamic solvers,
element library covering all types of finite elements, rich material library including viscous,
plasticity and damage based constitutive models (with particular strong set of models
focused on modeling of concrete). The thermal module allows to solve stationary and
transient thermal and coupled heat & mass transport problems. Fluid dynamic module
allows to solve stationary and transient incompressible problems for single as well as
inmiscible fluids with free surface tracking.
OOFEM is implemented in C++ programming language. At present, the code consists
of approximately 240k lines of source code. The solver also provides Python interface,
allowing to set-up and execute simulations.
2

DESIGN

The design of OOFEM follows the object-oriented approach. The hierarchy of abstract
classes is established to represent key components, such as problems, linear solvers, sparse
storage formats, finite elements, constitutive models, boundary and initial conditions, or
solution fields, for example. The role of abstract classes consists in defining a common
interface that has to be implemented by particular component, allowing to manipulate all
components of the same type regardless their implementation details.
The problem to be solved is represented by class derived from abstract EngineringModel
class, which is responsible for assembling the governing equation usually by assembling the
individual contributions from elements and boundary conditions. The governing equation
is then solved with the help of suitable instance of NumericalSolver class. The different
sparse storage schemes for system matrices are provided, represented by a hierarchy of
classes derived from SparseMatrix class. The above mentioned classes allow for mutually
independent problem formulation, numerical solution and storage scheme selection. The
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problem can consist of one or more discretized spatial domains, represented by the Domain class, which keep the list of elements, nodes (defining the element geometry), cross
sections, materials and boundary and initial conditions. Most of the relations can be conveniently expressed using sets, allowing to apply individual properties (such as materials,
boundary and initial conditions, etc) to a group of nodes or elements.
The individual elements, derived from parent Element class, manage its nodes, links to
corresponding cross section (representing cross section, keeping the link to related constitutive model) and list of integration rules, containing individual integration points, keeping the loading history via set of internal variables defined and updated by corresponding
material model. The element implementation is facilitated by interpolation classes providing methods to evaluate the interpolation functions and their derivatives. This object
oriented design relying on abstract interfaces defined by top level classes essentially leads
to highly modular structure and allows to implement new components without the need
of detailed knowledge of the rest of the system.
3

CHALLENGES

The aim of the paper is also to discuss some challenges and needs not only for the future
development of the code, but also for the open-source modeling community. As for any
open source project, the active user base is essential. Having in mind the size of potential
community on a global scale, we have to actively disseminate our work and bring more
people to using open-source simulation tools. In many areas this is a challenge, especially
when approaching or collaborating with industrial partners.
In a long-term perspective, we believe it is essential to focus on interoperability between
individual simulation tools. Each software has its strong capabilities and it makes a lot
of sense to combine different simulation tools to solve complex problems. The open
source modeling community can be the driving force to establish an open interoperability
standard, allowing exchange of the simulation data and steering of individual modeling
tools to create complex simulation workflows. There is a number of projects focusing
on development of open simulation platforms. The importance of interoperability in
modeling has been recognized by funding agencies, most notably there is EU supported
European Material Modeling Council, which activities also involve interoperability in
material modeling [5]. One of the objectives is to formulate European Materials Modeling
Ontology (EMMO) that should enable semantic interoperability for models and data.
The community should also look for ways how to convince the funding agencies and
get a public funding for open source modeling tools. In most of the cases, the projects are
supported indirectly, by various research projects. While this allows for development in
specific direction, it typically does not allow to support fundamental development which
is essential.
4

EXAMPLES

The OOFEM has been used to a wide class of problems. Here we show several representative examples, illustrating the use of the solver for solving engineering problems

3
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from different domains. More application examples can be found on project website [1]

Figure 2: Simulation of a square rubber Figure 3: 2D Finite Element Analysis of Agmembrane loaded by the internal pressure, gregate Influence On Mechanical Properties
see [6, 7] for the application of the axisym- Of Mortar Samples
metric version of the membrane to circular
optical liquid lenses

Figure 4: Illustration of pressure profiles of
an unidirectional flow of concrete around reinforcing bars which have a significant influence on casting process obtained by multicsale flow analysis [6]
5

Figure 5: Stress distribution in a spanner
simulated using novel IGAT technique based
on Hybrid-Trefftz element approximation inside the element domains and Isogeometric
analysis on the boundaries [9].

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents an overview of OOFEM project, providing a modular and extensible object oriented environment environment for finite element modeling. The code is
disptributed under open sourse LGPL license and has active international development
team.
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Abstract. Pulmonary regurgitation is the most common, clinically-important, complication that affects an increasing population of adult patients with congenital heart disease,
primarily with repaired tetralogy of Fallot. Without intervention, the condition can lead
to abnormal dilatation of the right ventricle, arrhythmias, heart failure, or death. Pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) is a frequent re-operation, the clinical decision for which
is currently relying on symptoms, including arrhythmias and measures of the right ventricular volume. However, there is no common consensus on the reliability of these criteria
and further studies are needed for an accurate and timely assessment for PVR treatment.
The overall objective of this work is to hemodynamically characterise the pulmonary bifurcation in adult patients with congenital heart disease, pre- and post-operatively, and
help establish novel metrics for a more accurate assessment for PVR, contributing to
better surgical planning. In this study, we present preliminary computational fluid dynamic results in simplified models of the pulmonary trunk and its branches, in order to
investigate the effect of the bifurcation angle on the flow. Physiological vessel dimensions
and boundary conditions were used, in both symmetric and asymmetric geometries, and
blood flow was simulated by solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Increase
of the branching angle altered the flow development within the bifurcation, and had evident effects on the flow separation downstream of the junction. Shear stresses on the
wall connecting the two artery branches were found, for the first time, dependent also
on the origin of each branch, having a greater effect on the left pulmonary artery. These
results demonstrate the impact of geometry on velocity, pressure, and wall shear stresses
in the pulmonary bifurcation and contribute to a better understanding of the underlying
flow mechanisms. Future studies will involve 3D reconstruction of patient-specific models
of the pulmonary bifurcation, obtained from MRI images of adult patients with repaired
tetralogy of Fallot, that need or have undergone pulmonary valve replacement.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Congenital Heart Disease (CHD) lesions occur during embryonic development and are
defined, according to Mitchell et al. [1], as ‘gross structural abnormalities of the heart or
intrathoracic great vessels that is actually or potentially of functional significance’ . During
the ‘50s, only 10-15% of newborns with such lesions survived until puberty [2]. However,
due to advancements in medical diagnostic modalities and the success of paediatric surgical procedures, over the last decades, most children survive to adulthood and, as a result,
a new cohort of patients exists that is no longer limited to paediatric clinical practice [3].
This increasing population of adult patients with CHD experience complex cardiovascular
abnormalities which require specialised medical attention, including frequent monitoring,
re-operations, and new surgical treatments [4].
Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) can be considered one of the most common cyanotic types
of CHD. Patients suffering from ToF are diagnosed with four defects: a ventricular septal defect, an overriding aorta, pulmonary stenosis, and right ventricular hypertrophy
[5]. These are usually detected in infancy and surgical repair is recommended to prevent
cyanosis. Although patients with repaired defects have long survival rates and they live
unobstructed lives, they are at risk of chronic complications. Pulmonary artery kinking,
which can cause stenosis of the left pulmonary artery (LPA), and pulmonary valve regurgitation, in which blood can leak back to the right ventricle, are some of the most
frequent indications for surgical re-intervention [6, 7, 8]. Pulmonary regurgitation, a frequent consequence of the repair of the right ventricular outflow tract, can be tolerated
for long periods, especially if the leak is mild to moderate; when severe and chronic conditions arise, however, it ultimately leads to right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction.
LPA re-stenosis exacerbates right ventricular function [9], and pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) is deemed necessary in the cases of severe valve regurgitation [6, 7, 10].
Assessment of the clinical indications and the right timing for PVR is a key challenge
for clinicians. The clinical decision for surgical intervention is currently relying on symptoms, including arrhythmias, and measures of right ventricular dilatation, at e.g. 80-90
mL/m2 end-systolic and 150-160 mL/m2 end-diastolic volumes [11, 12]. However, the
reliability of these criteria is yet ambiguous and the correct timing for surgical treatment
of asymptomatic regurgitation cases remains an open question [7].
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can be used as a tool to help the assessment
of cardiovascular diseases, through quantification of hemodynamic parameters, such as
velocity, pressure, and wall shear stresses. Computational models can, therefore, support
clinical diagnosis, treatment, and surgical planing [13]. In that context, there is a number
of previous studies that investigate the blood flow in the pulmonary arteries of congenital
heart patients, utilising computational methods [16, 17]. The angle between the left
and right pulmonary arteries (LPA and RPA, respectively) appear to influence valve
regurgitation and the post-operative hemodynamics [8, 14, 15]. However, further analysis
is required on the geometry-dependent effects on the underlying mechanisms of flow within
the pulmonary bifurcation.
This study presents a preliminary computational investigation of the flow development
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in idealised two-dimensional models of the pulmonary bifurcation, using physiological
vessel dimensions and boundary conditions. Five different geometries were created with
varying angles between the main pulmonary artery (MPA) and its branches (Section 2).
Computational fluid dynamic results are presented, including velocity streamlines, velocity and pressure distribution, and wall shear stress profiles (Section 3). These results
contribute to a better understanding of the hemodynamic environment in the pulmonary
bifurcation and may help identify a flow-dependent metric that could determine the optimal timing for pulmonary valve replacement.
2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pulmonary arterial geometries

Five different geometries, which represent the pulmonary bifurcation, were created in
SolidWorksTM . A schematic representation of the models is presented in Figure 1. In all
models, the diameter of the main pulmonary artery (MPA), D, is assumed 26 mm [18],
while the diameters of the left and right pulmonary arteries (LPA, RPA, respectively)
are assumed equal, both at 20 mm (0.77D). These values are physiologically relevant,
observed in healthy subjects [18]. To investigate the effect of the angle between the main
pulmonary artery and its branches, on the flow, the following geometries were assumed:
(a) a symmetric Y-Junction with the angle between MPA and both branches being 120o
(similar, on average, to pulmonary bifurcations of normal subjects [14], Figure 1a),
(b) an asymmetric Y-Junction where the MPA–LPA angle is 100o and the MPA–RPA
angle is 150o (previously related to pulmonary bifurcations of CHD patients [15]).
Figure 1b presents three variations for this junction, with the following specifications,
to investigate further geometric effects:
(i) Model 1 assumes a common origin (at O) for the MPA and branch centrelines
(Figure 1b-i);
(ii) Model 2 has a common origin for the MPA and LPA, at point O, while the RPA
centreline originates at 0.1154D upstream of O (Figure 1b-ii);
(iii) Model 3 assumes displaced origins for both the LPA and RPA centrelines, by
0.1154D downstream and 0.3846D upstream of point O (Figure 1b-iii),
(c) a T-Junction where the angle between the MPA and both branches is 90o , representing
the extreme case of LPA kinking [15, 8] (Figure 1c).
In all models, the MPA length (measured as the distance from the MPA inlet to point O)
is set to 3.85D and the length of each of the LPA and RPA branches (measured from the
MPA centreline to the branch outlet) is 2.3D. A fillet of radius 0.38D was used to join
the top and side walls of the junction, in all models. Figure 1a displays additionally the
location of a reference line (RL), indicated by arrows in the symmetric Y-Junction, and
the topWall, as both are used in the analysis.
2.2

Mesh generation requirements

The computational mesh was generated using the commercial software ANSA v17.1,
BETA CAE Systems. An initial investigation was conducted to assess the influence
3
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of five different models assumed for the pulmonary bifurcation,
where D is the diameter of the main pulmonary artery (MPA): (a) a symmetric Y-Junction; (b) an
asymmetric Y-Junction in three variations, (b-i) model 1, (b-ii) model 2, (b-iii) model 3 (downsized by
0.6 times); and (c) a T-Junction. The arrows in (a) indicate a reference line (RL) used later in the
analysis, and the topWall boundary. LPA: Left pulmonary artery. RPA: Right pulmonary artery.

of different element types on the computational solution, for the particular geometries.
Although triangular elements are usually preferred for more complex models of the pulR
monary arteries, they may induce non-orthogonality issues in OpenFOAM
. To that
end, two meshes were tested for the symmetric Y-Junction model, with roughly the same
total number of elements: (a) 4798 (Figure 2a) and (b) 4888 (Figure 2b) total number of
elements, which included primarily quadrilateral and triangular elements, respectively; in
both cases, a boundary layer of quadrilateral elements was adopted close to the walls of
the artery, in order to capture the near-wall velocities and shear stresses in the bifurcation. The effect of element type was evaluated by calculating the integral of the velocity
profile along the x-position at the reference line (Figure 1a). No difference was found between the individual integrals. The quadrilateral elements were adopted in this study to
facilitate simulations with the selected solver. The decision regarding the elements used
have been previoulsy validated by Arbia et al. (2014), where better results were obtained
when axisymmetric elements oriented along the direction of flow were used [19].
A grid independence analysis was also performed in the symmetric Y-Junction model
(Figure 2c), using quadrilateral-based meshes with various total numbers of elements
(Table 1). The velocities of the models were compared taking into account the maximum
velocity magnitude at the reference line. In the presented results, meshes with a total
number of approximately 5000 elements were used for all models, as grid independency
results were obtained for a total number of elements above 4798.
Table 1: Grip independence analysis for the symmetric Y-Junction model (Figure 2a).

Test
Total number of elements

1
148

2
367

4
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(c)

Figure 2: Computational grids of the pulmonary models with a surface mesh of (a) primarily quadrilateral elements and (b) primarily triangle elements. A boundary layer mesh is adopted near the walls of
the models. (c) Grip independence analysis test, based on the maximum velocity value obtained at the
reference point of the symmetric Y-Junction model.

2.3

Numerical approximations

The computational simulations were performed assuming steady, fully-developed laminar flow at the MPA inlet. Blood was considered incompressible, governed by the Newtonian Navier-Stokes equations:
∇ · u = 0

ρ

∂u
+ ρ(u · ∇)u = −∇p + µ∇2 u
∂t

(1)
(2)

where u = [ux , uy , uz ] is the velocity vector, ρ is the fluid density, p is the static pressure
and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The density and viscosity of the blood were ρ =1060
kg/m3 and µ = 4 · 10−3 Pa s, respectively [8].
Flow is characterised by the Reynolds number:
Re = U D/ν

(3)

where U is a characteristic velocity, here the mean MPA velocity, and ν the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid. In all models presented here, a parabolic velocity profile was assigned
at the inlet boundary of the MPA, with a mean velocity U of 0.1 m/s, which corresponds
to a Reynolds number of 650. The velocity was chosen by taking into account averaged
mean velocities observed in pulmonary arteries of healthy subjects [20, 21]. A zeropressure condition was assigned at the RPA and LPA boundaries, expressed relative to the
normal mean pulmonary artery pressure at rest (8-20 mm Hg). The numerical calculations
R
were performed using the simpleFoam solver of OpenFOAM
, for steady incompressible,
laminar flow. The walls of the models were assumed rigid and no-slip boundary condition
were assigned.
2.4

Computational analysis

To characterise the flow development in the arterial models of Figure 1, streamlines and
contours of velocity, pressure distribution, and wall shear stress profiles were extracted.
Velocity values were non-dimensionalised by dividing all values with the mean inlet value.
5
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Wall shear stress values were non-dimensionalised by the value at the inlet walls. Possible
boundary effects were investigated and the boundary conditions were found not to impact
the results for the assumed Reynolds number.
3

RESULTS

In this study, the effect of the angle on the heamodynamics of the pulmonary bifurcation was investigated using five different geometries (Figure 1), at Reynolds number
650. Figure 3 presents streamlines of (a) the symmetric Y-Junction (Figure 3a), (b) the
asymmetric Y-Junction, in three model variations (Figure 3b-i, 3b-ii, 3b-iii,), and (c) the
T-Junction (Figure 3c). Arrows along the streamlines indicate the direction of fluid flow
from the main pulmonary artery (MPA) to the daughter branches, the left (LPA) and
right (RPA) pulmonary arteries. Recirculation zones are observed near the walls for the
90o , 100o and 120o branching angles, in regions downstream of the reference line (RL),
which is at the entrance to the junction. An extended recirculation area was seen for the
100o branching angle of the LPA, at the asymmetric Y-Junction model 1 (Figure 3b-i),
while no recirculation zone was found for the 150o branching angle of the RPA, in the
same model. The asymmetric Y-Junction models 2 and 3 (Figure 3b-ii, 3b-iii) exhibited,
however, small recirculation zones at the origin of the RPA.
Figures 4 and 5 display contours of non-dimensional velocity and pressure distribution, respectively, for (a) the symmetric Y-Junction (Figure 4a), (b) the asymmetric
Y-Junction, in three model variations (Figure 4b-i, 4b-ii, 4b-iii,), and (c) the T-Junction
(Figure 4c) respectively; the non-dimensionalisation is based on division with the mean
velocity assigned at the inlet (MPA). Red colour indicates higher value of velocity, while
blue colour represents lower values. Higher velocities are observed along the centre of the
MPA for all models, with lower velocities occurring adjacent to the walls. The stagnation point (indicated with an arrow and the letter S in Figure 4) was identified for all
models, at the point of zero local velocity, with clear higher pressure values (Figure 5).
The stagnation point for the symmetric Y-Junction, the T-Junction, and model 3 of the
asymmetric Y-Junction was found along the MPA centreline, whereas for models 1 and
2 of the asymmetric Y-Junction the stagnation point was 0.003235 D and 0.001646 D,
respectively, towards the LPA.
Wall Shear Stress (WSS) profiles along the topWall (as noted in Figure 1) are plotted
in Figure 6, non-dimensionalised by the value at the inlet walls (equal to 0.3364 kg/m · s2 ,
or 3.364 dynes/cm2 ). The x-axis in the plots has been normalised, based on D, and the
plots were moved so that the stagnation point falls at zero position for all models, to
represent distance from the stagnation point. The results indicate a significant increase
of the WSS in the RPA for model 1 of the asymmetric Y-Junction, as compared to the
symmetric Y-Junction and the T-Junction (Figure 6a), and even higher WSS values for
models 2 and 3 (Figure 6b). In the LPA, model 1 of the asymmetric Y-Junction shows
similar WSS values to the symmetric Y-Junction, both of which exhibit higher WSS than
the T-Junction. However, WSS values in the LPA of model 3 are smaller than those in
model 1, and close to values of the T-Junction; model 2 shows intermediate values of
WSS.
6
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Figure 3: Velocity streamlines in (a) the symmetric Y-Junction; (b) the asymmetric Y-Junction in three
variations, (b-i) model 1, (b-ii) model 2, (b-iii) model 3; and (c) the T-Junction, for a Reynolds number
of 650. Recirculation zones are visible downstream of the bifurcation entrance at a 90o , 100o and 120o
angle. Arrows indicate the direction of fluid flow.

Figure 4: Contours of non-dimensional velocity, based on the mean inlet velocity, in (a) the symmetric
Y-Junction; (b) the asymmetric Y-Junction in three variations, (b-i) model 1, (b-ii) model 2, (b-iii) model
3; and (c) the T-Junction (Re=650). The stagnation point (S) is indicated in all models.

Figure 5: Pressure distribution in (a) the symmetric Y-Junction, (b) the asymmetric Y-Junction, and
(c) the T-Junction (Re=650). Pressure values are expressed relative to the normal mean pulmonary
artery pressure at rest (8-20 mm Hg). The stagnation point (S) is indicated in all models.

7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Wall shear stress profiles along the the topWall. The x-axis in the plots has been normalised,
based on D, and the plots were moved so that the stagnation point falls at zero position for all models,
to represent distance from the stagnation point.

4

DISCUSSION

Congenital heart defects constitute a great challenge to the medical sector, with an
increasing number of studies focusing on the anticipated clinical outcomes and possible
treatments. Repaired tetralogy of Fallot patients often require re-operations, primarily
due to valve regurgitation, generated over the years after repair of the right ventricular
outflow trunk and pulmonary branch re-stenosis or kinking. Pulmonary valve replacement
is deemed essential for those patients, however the correct timing for re-operation is
often unclear and relies on symptoms. Many studies lately focus on characterising the
hemodynamic environment in the pulmonary artery using computational methods, either
to better understand the effect of various geometric and hemodynamic conditions, or to
visualise new surgical procedures [15, 14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
In this study, we presented a preliminary investigation on the effect of the angle of the
pulmonary bifurcation through different computational models. A symmetric Y-Junction
was assumed first, with the angles between the main pulmonary artery and its branches
being 120o . This geometry represents control adults, as the angles of healthy left and
right pulmonary branches have been found approximately at 112o and 125o angle with
the MPA, respectively [14]. Subsequently, an asymmetric Y-Junction was considered,
with a 100o angle of LPA with MPA and a 150o angle of RPA with MPA, which is more
representative of patients with ToF [14]. This junction was modelled in three variations
to investigate the effect of the origin of branches. Finally, a fifth case was created, based
on a T-Junction (90o angle between MPA and both LPA, RPA), which could be seen as
an extreme case of LPA kinking [14, 8]. Streamlines, velocity and pressure distribution,
and wall shear stress profiles were compared to assess the effects of angle and geometrical
features on the flow development within the pulmonary bifurcation.
Streamlines in all models (Figure 3) demonstrated the existence of recirculation zones
in the majority of the branching angles (90o , 100o , and 120o angles), for both the LPA and
RPA, immediately downstream of the entrance to the junction; however, an increase of
the branching angle (Figures 3a, 3b-i, and 3c) does not appear to correlate with increasing
regions of recirculation zones, for the same Reynolds number, as the recirculation zone for
the 100o angle (Figure 3b-i) is more extended than for 90o and 120o . Model variations for
the 150o angle had a less clear impact on the velocity streamlines, as model 1 showed no
8
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recirculation zone in the RPA, wheres models 2 and 3 had some recirculation occurring
at the entrance, for the same bifurcation angle and Reynolds number. Previous studies
that investigated the effect of angle in the pulmonary bifurcation using angles between
90o and 150o , have found development of recirculation zones for bifurcation angles at and
below 100o [14, 8]. Zhang et al. (2016) [8] investigated the effect of the LPA branching
angle on flow within the RPA, for a much higher Reynolds number of 7000, and observed
that recirculation zones developed at the lower wall of the entrance to the RPA, when
the angle of the LPA declined to 120o . On the other hand, Chern et al. (2012), did not
observe any recirculation zones in normal subject with 112o angle of LPA and 125o of
RPA [14]. The results of the current study are in agreement with Chern et al. (2008) [15]
where recirculation was observed in the 100o angle, but not in the 150o angle (if model 1 is
assumed for the asymmetric Y-Junction), and with Tang et al. (2012) [18] were swirling
flows were observed in the proximal arteries of normal subjects. However, our results for
models 2 and 3 of the asymmetric Y-Junction differ with the above studies, demonstrating
that the development of a recirculation zone in the RPA is affected by the origin of the
branch, for the same branching angle.
The velocity distribution was compared in the different models and no abrupt changes
were observed, except for model 3 of the asymmetric Y-Junction, where smaller local velocity values were seen around the junction. As expected, higher velocities were observed
at the centre of the main pulmonary artery of the models, with the lower velocities near
the walls due to the no-slip boundary condition. Moderate velocities were identified in the
centre of the branches of the pulmonary models. A rapid drop is also apparent at the entrance to the pulmonary branches, with the local velocity becoming zero instantaneously,
at the stagnation point. These results are in agreement with velocity patterns found in
various previous studies [26, 27, 29] and with identified effects of bifurcation angle [8]. As
the flow from the main pulmonary artery, impinges upon the wall between LPA and RPA,
the stagnation point becomes an area of highest relative pressure. High values were also
found in a region around the stagnation point for all models, the extent of which varied
for each model; it was enlarged for the T-Junction and moderate for all junctions, with
slight eccentric areas for models 2 and 3 of the asymmetric Y-Junction.
Wall shear stress is one of the most important hemodynamic parameters, particularly
for its role in the function of endothelial cells in the systemic circulation and the development of atherosclerosis [30]. In this study, WSS profiles were plotted for all models
along the top wall, expressed as normalised distance from the stagnation point, to allow
comparison.
WSS along the top wall of the bifurcation increases with increasing branching angle,
for both LPA and RPA; however WSS is also dependent on the origin of each branch
(as demonstrated in Figure 6b), having a greater effect on the LPA. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, the latter has not been studied before.
Several limitations exist in this study, including primarily the assumptions of twodimensional geometries, and non-pulsatile flow, however the results offer an important
evaluation of some key geometrical effects on the flow in models of the pulmonary bifurcation. The novelty of this work is two-fold: it makes a direct comparison of various
9
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simplified models of the pulmonary bifurcation, by changing the branching angle, and
demonstrates a new effect of the branching origin on the hemodynamic conditions. Further investigation is required for the asymmetric Y-Junction.
Future work will involve further investigation of the effect of geometric and hemodynamic parameters, including higher Reynolds numbers. Stenosed pulmonary branches
will be created and the effect of Reynolds number will be tested. In addition, 3-D
patient-specific computational models, pre- and post-operative of the pulmonary valve
replacement will be reconstructed using MRI image data of adult patients with repaired
tetralogy of Fallot. The hemodynamic characterisation of these models will be crucial
for the identification of a computational metric to assess the right timing for the pulmonary valve replacement, which remains ambiguous. Such a metric can be particularly
valuable for both the clinicians and the patients, as it could help towards a more timely
decision-making and better surgical outcomes.
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Abstract. An algorithm for estimating the parameters of 1D blood flow modelling
is proposed. The following parameters are identified based on the blood flow velocity
measurement at certain points: elasticity of arteries, hydraulic resistances of peripheral
regions and cardiac output. The estimation method is based on the algorithm of linear
optimization. This method was tested by adjusting 1D hemodynamics parameters to fit
target values of systolic and diastolic blood pressures.

1

INTRODUCTION

Parameter identification problems are very common in the life sciences: we are given
a mathematical model and a set of measured data, and we try to adjust the parameters
in the model to fit the data. Such a problem arises constantly during construction of a
patient-specific model. Many approaches were proposed to solve this task. Some of them
based on Bayesian perspective [1], others on Kalman filter [2]. These are viable methods
to solve an inverse problem.
We propose an approach based on linear optimization problem. It is based on the assumption that we have a number of similar tasks with almost identical sets of parameters.
An example is a coronary blood flow model. Each task has similar aorta and boundary
conditions. Left and right coronary arteries can be obtained from CT scans. We use one
base task to teach our algorithm how blood flow model reacts to changes in each parameter. Then we use calculated reactions to changes in each parameter to adjust another
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task to fit some target values. In this work, we adjust parameters of the aorta and stroke
volume to fit certain systolic and diastolic pressures. This allows us to get a model with
adequate ranges of blood pressure that can later be used to study coronary blood flow
under different conditions (stenosis, hyperemia).
An advantage of our method is its low dependence on computational resources. The
first step of the algorithm does require significant amount of calculations to be made.
We have to perform numerical simulations for each parameter. The second step involves
utilizing the results of previously made calculations to adjust parameters of a new model.
It requires a few iterations of numerical simulations.
2
2.1

Methods
Blood flow model

1D hemodynamics model used in this work is the model of viscous incompressible fluid
in a network of elastic tubes. A network of arteries can be obtained from CT images
or other clinical data. In this section, we present a brief description of the model, for
details we refer to [3]. Blood flow in each vessel is described by hyperbolic set of mass
and momentum balances

∂uk /∂t + ∂



u2k /2

∂Ak /∂t + ∂(Ak uk ) /∂x = 0,

+ Pk /ρ /∂x = ff r (Ak , uk ) ,

(1)
(2)

where k is an index of the vessel; t is time; x is distance along the vessel counted from
the vessel’s junction point; ρ is blood density (constant); Ak (t, x) is vessels’s cross-section
area; pk is blood pressure; uk (t, x) is linear velocity averaged over the cross-section; ftr is
a friction force given by

uk 
ftr (Ak , uk ) = −4πµ 2 ηk + ηk−1
(3)
Ak

Elastic properties of the vessel wall material are described by the wall-state equation
providing response to the transmural pressure (the difference between blood pressure and
pressure in the tissues surrounding the vessel)
Pk (Ak ) − P∗k = ρc2k f (Ak ) ,

where S-like function f (Ak ) is approximated as

exp (Ak /A0k − 1) − 1, Ak /A0k > 1
f (Ak ) =
Ak /A0k  1,
ln Ak /A0k ,

(4)

(5)

P∗k is pressure in the tissues surrounding the vessel; ck is small disturbances propagation
velocity; A0 k is unstressed cross-sectional area.
At the terminal point of the arteries we impose resistance Rk
R k u k Ak = P k − P v .
2
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pv = 8mmHg is venous pressure. At the entry point of the aorta the blood flow is assigned
u(t, 0) A(t, 0) = QH (t) .

(7)

Here function QH (t) corresponds to the heart rate value of 1 Hz and stroke volume of
65 ml [4].
We postulate continuity of total pressureat bifurcation points
ρu2j (t, x̃j )
ρu2i (t, x̃i )
pi (Ai (t, x̃i )) +
= pj (Aj (t, x̃j )) +
,
2
2

(8)

where i, j are indices of the vessels. x̃ is the coordinate of boundary point of the vessel.
To close the system we add the mass conservation condition and compatibility conditions
of hyperbolic set (1),(2) (see [5]).
2.2

Parameter estimation

An algorithm for estimating the parameters of 1D blood flow modelling is proposed.
The following parameters are identified based on the blood flow velocity measurement
at certain points: elasticity of arteries, hydraulic resistances of peripheral regions and
cardiac output (heart rate HR and stroke volume SV).
The algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step, we use well-calibrated and
detailed enough network of vessels. This network must include basic set of parameters p =
{p1 , p2 , ..pn }T . The set of parameters p produses set of target values u = {u1 , u2 , ..um }T .
We suppose that m  n. Each value uj can represent blood flow velocity, blood pressure,
average flow, etc. Output set of target values u is produced by blood flow mode M l with
the input set of parameters p
M (p) = u.
(9)
We introduce disturbances in parameters pk = p+∆pk , k = 1, 2..K. In the simplest case
∆pk = {0, 0, .., ∆pk , ..0}T and K = N . Each disturbance in parameters ∆pk corresponds
to disturbance in target values ∆uk
M (p + ∆pk ) = u + ∆uk .

(10)

Second step of the algorithm involves identification of parameters of a new model M̃ .
We suppose that models M̃ and M are very close and correspondance between ∆pk and
∆uk holds
(11)
M̃ (p + ∆pk ) − M̃ (p) ≈ ∆uk .

The aim is to find set of parameters p∗ that will lead
a known set of target values u∗ .
to
K
This means that we want to find disturbance ∆p = k=1 xk ∆pk such as
M̃ (p + ∆p) − M̃ (p) = ∆u,

3
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where ∆u = u∗ − M̃ (p). We propose to find coefficients xk from
∆u =

K


xk ∆uk ,

xmin
 xk  xmax
, k = 1..K,
k
k

(13)

k=1

K

k=1

|xk | → min,

(14)

max
can be defined based on the physiological range of parameters.
where xmin
k , xk
Task (13), (14) can be reformulated as linear optimization problem and solved with
simplex method [6]. This will give us a set of calculated values ucalc. If difference ||ucalc−
u∗ || is significant second step can be repeated. We substitute initial input set p with p +∆p
and ∆u with ucalc−u∗ . After that we formulate new linear optimization problem (13),(14)
and calculate new set of target values.
Condition (14) can take other forms, for e.g.
K

k=1

x2k → min,

(15)

but this will force us to develop other methods to solve (13), (15).
3
3.1

Results
Aortic parameters estimation

In this example, we estimate parameters of the aorta to satisfy measured systolic and
diastolic pressures. For the base model M we use a network of 4 vessels (Fig. 1, A). On the
terminal points of the left coronary artery (LCA), right coronary artery (RCA) and aorta,
we impose hydraulic resistance (6). Resistance of LCA is RLCA = 72 kba·s/cm3 , resistance
of RCA is RRCA = 86 kba · s/cm3 , resistance of the aorta is RRCA = 2.3 kba · s/cm3 .
Elasticity (5) of both LCA and RCA is ccor = 1200 cm/s. Elasticity of aorta and aortic
root is c = 430 cm/s. On the inlet of the root blood flow is assigned (7). Heart rate
HR = 60 bps and stroke volume SV = 65 ml.
The input set of parameters consists of resistance at the terminal point of the aorta R,
the elasticity of the aorta c and stroke volume SV . Target values are systolic and diastolic
blood pressures in the aorta:
p = {R, c, SV }T ,

u = {Ps , Pd }T .

(16)

We set ∆pk to 10% of base value of parameter pk . We calculate disturbances ∆uk (10) and
use obtained data for parameter estimation of new model M̃ . Model M̃ uses same aorta
and root but different LCA and RCA (Fig. 1, B). We calculate input set of parameters
for the model M̃ for different target values of systolic and diastolic pressures. After that,
we use this set of parameters to calculate systolic and diastolic pressures. Results are
4
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Figure 1: A: network used for the base model. B: network used for parameter estimation; this network
is obtained from patient’s CT-scans [7]

Figure 2: Target and calculated values of systolic and diastolic pressure. Two sets of calculated values
are presented: after single iteration and after five iterations.

presented on Fig. 2. Corresponding target values and calculated values are connected
with a dotted line.
For each target value of Ps and Pd we present two calculated values: after single
iteration and after five iterations. Further iterations did not provide a substantial increase
in accuracy. After one iteration root-mean-square error for systolic pressure is σsys =
2.7mmHg and for diastolic pessure σdias = 2.1mmHg. Maximum deviations between
5
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max
max
calculated and target values are σsys
= 12mmHg and σdias
= 8mmHg. After five
iteration root-mean-square error for systolic pressure is σsys = 0.7mmHg and for diastolic
pessure σdias = 0.6mmHg. Maximum deviations between calculated and target values
max
max
are σsys
= 2mmHg and σdias
= 2mmHg.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Linear optimization provides a solid approach to parameter identification problems.
With robust modelling and simulation, we obtain posterior values that correspond to
target values of systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
In this work, we described only a basis of linear optimization approach. In its current
form described algorithm might struggle with significant non-linearities and wider ranges
of target values. Extending amount of preliminary simulations and generalizing to a nonlinear optimization could solve these problems. Another limitation is a requirement for a
robust basic task with known ranges of parameters. We proposed this algorithm to deal
with a set of similar parameter identification tasks. The descrbed approach does not work
well when investigating a new problem in its current form.
Acknowledgement The research was supported by Russian Science Foundation (RSF)
grant 14-31-00024.
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Abstract. The high-order hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin method is used to find
the steady-state solution of the linearized Shakhov kinetic model equations on twodimensional triangular meshes. The perturbed velocity distribution function and its traces
are approximated in the piece- wise polynomial space on the triangular meshes and the
mesh skeletons, respectively. By employing a numerical flux that is derived from the firstorder upwind scheme and imposing its continuity on the mesh skeletons, global systems
for unknown traces are obtained with a few coupled degrees of freedom. The steady-state
solution is reached through an implicit iterative scheme. Verification is carried out for a
two-dimensional thermal conduction problem. Results show that the higher-order solver
is more efficient than the lower-order one. The proposed scheme is ready to extended to
simulate the full Boltzmann collision operator.

1

INTRODUCTION

In a wide range of applications, the non-equilibrium rarefied gas flows are required
to be predicted through accurate physical models and efficient numerical methods. The
degree of rarefaction is characterized by the Knudsen number (Kn), the ratio of the
mean free path λ to the flow characteristic dimension H [1]. For Knudsen numbers
much smaller than one, the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are valid. However, when
Kn > 0.001, the non-slip boundary condition breaks down. Furthermore, for larger
Knudsen numbers, the shear stress and heat flux in the hydrodynamic models cannot be
simply expressed in terms of the lower-order macroscopic quantities. Thus models based
on the kinetic theory are required. In kinetic theory, the velocity distribution function
(VDF) of molecules in dilute gas is mathematically described by the Boltzmann equation,
which is valid for the entire range of Knudsen number. Two categories of numerical
approaches have been developed for the simulation of the Boltzmann equation. One is the
direct simulation Monte Carlo method [1] that uses a collection of particles to mimic the
molecular behavior stochastically, and the other is the deterministic method, which relies
on the discretization of the governing equations over computational grids [2]. Generally
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speaking, the particle-based methods are efficient and robust for high-speed flows, while
the deterministic methods are promising for low-speed flows.
In the past decades, due to the rapid development of micro-electro-mechanical systems
and the shale gas revolution in North America, extensive works have been devoted to
constructing efficient deterministic schemes. These methods often adopt a numerical
quadrature to approximate the integration with respect to molecular velocity on a discrete
set of velocities. Then, the VDF, which is discrete in the velocity space but continuous
in the spatial space and time, is resolved by the finite difference method (FDM), finite
volume method (FVM), and finite element method (FEM) [3, 4, 5]. Compared to the
(NS) equations, numerical simulation of the Boltzmann equation is expensive in terms
of computation time and memory consumption. This is mainly due to the fact that
additional dimensions in the molecular velocity space are discretized, resulting in a system
of governing equations for each discrete VDF.
Great efforts have been devoted to reducing the computational consumption in various
aspects, including the development of high-order discretization or automatically adaptive
refinement in the spatial and velocity spaces [6, 7, 8]. In recent years, the high-order
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element methods have been applied to the gas kinetic
model equations [9], and the linearized/full Boltzmann equations [10, 11, 12] for the
simulation of non-equilibrium gas flows. For the simulation of a rarefied Couette flow, it
has been shown that the second-order Runge-Kutta DG (RKDG) method is faster than
a second-order FVM scheme by one order of magnitude [9]. However, the third-order
RKDG solver is not more efficient than the lower-order one. This is probably due to
two facts. Firstly, the higher-order scheme needs to resolve larger number of degrees of
freedom. Secondly, since it is an explicit time marching scheme, higher-order solver needs
large number of iterative steps to find the steady solution.
A new DG method, called hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method is then
proposed to overcome the disadvantage [13]. By producing a final system in terms of the
degrees of freedom in approximating traces of the field variables, HDG could significantly
reduce the number of global coupled unknowns, since the trace is defined on the cell interfaces and has single-value. This advantage is prominent for steady and implicit solver,
especially for gas kinetic simulation, where a cumbersome system of control equations
needed to be solved. To date, the majority of HDG applications in fluid dynamics includes convection-diffusion flow [13], stokes flow [14], wave propagation problem [15] and
incompressible/compressible NS flows [16, 17, 18]. In this paper, for th first time, the
HDG method is designed for the gas kinetic equation. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the gas kinetic equation, as well as the numerical method
are described including the discrete velocity model, HDG formulation, implementation
of boundary condition and implicit iterative scheme. Two different verification problems are presented in Section 3 together with the analysis of computational performance.
Conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2
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2
2.1

NUMERICAL METHOD
Gas Kinetic equation

The Boltzmann equation describes the evolution of VDF in dependence of spatial
position, molecular velocity and time. In Cartesian coordinates, it has the form of:
∂f
∂f
∂f
+v·
+a·
= C.
∂t
∂x
∂v

(1)

Here,
√ v = (v1 , v2 , v3 ) is the molecular velocity normalized by the most probable speed
vm = 2RT0 at the reference temperature T0 , where R is the gas constant; x = (x1 , x2 , x3 )
is the spatial coordinate normalized by the characteristic flow length H; a = (a1 , a2 , a3 )
2
is the external acceleration normalized by vm
/H; t is the time normalized by H/vm ;
3
f (t, x, v) is the VDF normalized by n0 /vm , where n0 is the average number density of gas
molecules at the reference temperature; finally, C is the collision operator, which describes
the change in VDF resulting from binary collisions.
Due to complexity of the collision operator, the full Boltzmann equation is amenable
to analytical solutions only for few special cases. In practice, deterministic solution is
commonly sought for gas kinetic models that reduce C(f ) to simpler collision operators: frequently used are the Bhatbagar-Cross-Krook (BGK) [19], ellipsoidal statistical
BGK [20], and Shakhov models [21]. Here, we describe the numerical scheme based on the
linearized kinetic model equation. When the flow velocity is sufficiently small compared
to vm , and the external acceleration is also small, we can linearized the VDF about the
global equilibrium state feq as:
f = feq (1 + h) ,

feq =

exp (−|v|2 )
,
π 3/2

(2)

and the perturbed VDF h(x, v) is governed by the following linearized Shakhov kinetic
model equation[22]:
√
∂h
π
v·
− 2a · v =
(L − h) ,
(3)
∂x
2Kn
where the perturbed local equilibrium state is given by:




4 (1 − P r)
3
5
2
2
+
v · q |v| −
,
L (v) =  + 2u · v + τ |v| −
2
5
2

(4)

where,  is the perturbed number density, u = (u1 , u2 , u3 ) is the macroscopic flow
velocity normalized by vm , τ is the perturbed gas temperature, q = (q1 , q2 , q3 ) is the heat
flux normalized by p0 vm with p0 being the pressure at the reference temperature, and P r
is the Prandlt number.
Note that we have omitted the derivative with respect to the time in Eq. (3), since
we are only interested in the steady- state solution. These macroscopic gas variables are
evaluated from the velocity moments of the perturbed VDF:

3
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 = hfeq dv,

u = vhfeq dv,

(5)


2
|v|2 hfeq dv − ,
τ=
3

 
5
2
q = v |v| −
hfeq dv,
2
2.2

Discrete velocity model

The deterministic approach relies on the discrete
 velocity method (DVM) [23], in which
a set of Mv discrete velocities v j = v1j1 , v2j2 , v3j3 are chosen to represent the VDF. If we
j
denote hj = h(x, v j ), Lj = L(v j ), and feq
= feq (v j ), the linearized model equation is
replaced by a system of differential equations for hj that are discrete in the velocity space
but still continuous in the spatial space:
√
j

π  j
j
j ∂h
v ·
− 2a · v =
L − hj , j = 1, . . . , Mv .
(6)
∂x
2Kn
The macroscopic variables are evaluated using some numerical quadratures.
2.3

Formulation of HDG method

In this work, we apply the HDG method to discretize the system of partial differential
equations (6) in the spatial space on a two-dimensional domain Ω ∈ R2 with boundary
∂Ω in the x1 − x2 plane. First of all, Ω is partitioned in Mel disjoint regular triangles:
el
Ω = ∪M
i Ωi . Thus, the boundaries ∂Ωi of the triangles define a group of Mfc faces Γ:
Mel
fc
Γ = ∪i {∂Ωi } = ∪M
c {Γc }
The HDG method provides an approximate solution to hj on Ωi as well as an approximation to its trace ĥj on Γc in some piecewise finite element spaces V × W of the following
forms:
V = {ϕ : ϕ|Ωi ∈ P k (Ωi ), ∀ Ωi ⊂ Ω},
W = {ψ : ψ|Γc ∈ P k (Γc ), ∀ Γc ⊂ Γ},

(7)

where P k (D) denotes the space of k−th order polynomials on a domain D. Before describing the HDG formulation, we first define a collection of index mapping functions [24]
that allow us to relate the local edge of a triangle, namely ∂Ωei to a global face Γc . Since
the e-th edge of the triangle ∂Ωi is the c-th face Γc , we set σ(i, e) = c so that ∂Ωei = Γσ(i,e) .
Similarly, since the interior face Γc ∈ Γ\∂Ω is the intersection of the two triangles, namely
left triangle Ωi− and right triangle Ωi+ , we set η(c, +) = i+ and η(c, −) = i− , then we can
denote Γc = ∂Ωη(c,+) ∩ ∂Ωη(c,−) . At a boundary face Γc ∈ ∂Ω, we say that only the right
triangle is involving.
4
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The HDG method solves problem in two steps [13]. First, a global problem is setup
to determine the trace ĥj on Γ. Then, a local problem with ĥj as boundary condition on
∂Ωi is solved element by element to obtain the solutions of hj . Generally speaking, when
moving from the interior of the triangle element Ωi to its boundary ∂Ωi , ĥj defines what
the value of hj on the boundary should be. In the HDG method, it is assumed that ĥj is
singled-valued on each face.


Introducing (·) and · as (a, b)D = D⊂R2 (a · b)dx1 dx2 and a, bD = D⊂R1 (a · b)dΓ,
respectively, the weak formulation of Eq. (6) for the VDF hj in each element Ωi is:


j j

− ∇ϕ, v h



Ωi

+

3

e=1

ϕ, F̂ · n∂Ωei + (ϕ, δhj )Ωi = (ϕ, sj )Ωi ,

for all ϕ ∈ V,

(8)

where F̂ is the numerical trace of the flux, n is the outward unit normal vector, and
sj = Lj − XP v3j3 . In practice, the numerical trace of the flux is defined as [25]:


j
j
j
j
j
F̂ · n = v · nĥ + α h − ĥ ,
(9)

where α is a stabilization parameter [16] on each edge ∂Ωei . Here, we evaluate α as:
α = |v j · n|.
By inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8), we find the solution of hj on each triangle as a
function of the ĥj . In matrix form, it is written as
−1 i,j  i,j −1 i,j i,j

Hi,j = Ai,j
S + A
(10)
Â Ĥ ,

where Hi,j (Ĥi,j ) are the vectors of degrees of freedom of hj (ĥj ) on Ωi (∂Ωi ). The
coefficient matrices Ai,j , Si,j and Âi,j are given in the Appendix in detail.
The global problem, used for the determination of ĥj , is obtained by imposing the
continuity of the normal fluxes at cell interfaces. For all ψ ∈ W, the weak formulation is:
ψ, F̂ · nη(c,+) Γc + ψ, F̂ · nη(c,−) Γc = 0,
ψ, F̂ · nη(c,+) Γc + ψ, Ĝ · nΓc = 0,

on Γ\∂Ω,

(11)

on Γ ∩ ∂Ω,

where F̂ · nη(c,±) denote the numerical fluxes calculated from the left and right triangles,
and Ĝ·n is the flux defined over the boundary ∂Ω flowing into the computational domain.
Note that the implementation of the boundary condition is equivalent to the standard
Neumann boundary condition. By inserting the definition of the numerical flux, i.e.
Eq. (9), we obtain the matrix system for the global problem:
B̂c,j Ĥc,j = Bη(c,+),j Hη(c,+),j + Bη(c,−),j Hη(c,−),j , on Γ\∂Ω,
B̂c,j Ĥc,j = Bη(c,+),j Hη(c,+),j + Ŝc,j , on Γ ∩ ∂Ω,

(12)

where Ĥc,j is the vector of degrees of freedom of ĥj on Γc . Other coefficient matrices are
given in Appendix in detail.
After eliminating the unknowns Hi,j with Eq. (10) and assembling the Eq. (13) over all
the faces, the global problem becomes: Kj Ĥj = Rj , where Ĥj is the vector of degrees of
5
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freedom of ĥj on all the faces Γ, Kj is the global matrix of the linear system of equations,
and Rj is the vector in the right-hand side of the system. It is noted that the linear system
of equations is highly sparse, in which only face unknowns that involve in two adjacent
triangles are coupled at each row. The system could be solved by robust direct solver for
sparse unsymmetrical linear systems, e.g. the package PARDISO [26]. Once the values
of ĥj are obtained, an element-by-element reconstruction of the approximation of hj is
implemented according to Eq. (10).
Before describing the implementation of boundary condition, we take an insight into
the form of the numerical fluxes. If inserting the expression of flux (9) into the continuity
equation (12) at interior faces, we immediately obtained:
1
ψ, ĥj  = ψ, hjη(c,+) + hjη(c,−) .
2

(13)

That is, the trace ĥj at interior face is equal, in a weak sense, to the average of hjη(c,±) ,
which are evaluated at the interface from the left and right triangles, respectively. Then
we obtain an equivalent expression for F̂ · n:

v j · nη(c,±) hjη(c,±) , v j · nη(c,±) ≥ 0
F̂ · nη(c,±) =
,
(14)
v j · nη(c,±) hjη(c,∓) , v j · nη(c,±) < 0
which is exactly the upwind scheme.
2.4

Implementation of boundary condition

In order to complete the formulation, we need to specify the flux Ĝ · n at boundary
∂Ω. To be consistent with the evaluation the fluxes at interior faces, we calculate the
boundary flux as:


Ĝ · n = v j · nĥj + α g j − ĥj ,
(15)

where g j is the boundary value of hj and n is the outward unit normal vector at the boundary pointing into the flow field. In this paper, the fully diffuse boundary condition is used
to determine the perturbed VDF g j at the solid surface. Suppose the solid wall is static
and has the temperature T0 , the perturbed VDF
molecules at the wall

√ for the reflected
1
j
j j
j
j
(i.e., when v ·n > 0) is given by g = − 2 τw −2 π vj ·n<0 (v ·n)feq h ∆v j +τw |v j |2 − 32 .
Other type of boundary conditions, such as the Maxwell diffuse-specular boundary condition with given tangential momentum accommodation coefficient, symmetry boundary,
periodic boundaries, as well as far-pressure inlet/outlet boundary could be incorporated
straightforwardly [9, 30].
2.5

Implicit iterative scheme

Note that the linearized perturbed equilibrium distribution Lj depends on the macroscopic variables that are evaluated from the unknown perturbed VDF hj . The system of
Eqs. (6) are commonly solved by the following implicit iterative scheme:
6
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√
j,(t+1)
π j,(t+1)
π j,(t)
j ∂h
h
=
L
+v ·
+ 2a · v j ,
2Kn
∂x
2Kn
√

j = 1, . . . , Mv .

(16)

where the superscripts (t) and (t + 1) represent two consecutive iteration steps. The
iteration is terminated when the convergence to the steady solution is achieved. The
convergence criterion is that the global relative residual in a flow macroscopic property
Q between two successive iterative steps is less than a threshold value .
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For verification, we consider a two-dimensional heat conduction problem. As shown
in Figure 1, the gas flow is contained in a square cavity, whose three boundaries are
maintained at τ1 = 0 and the forth side is at τ2 = 0.02. The flow is initialed within the
slip flow regime with Kn = 0.01. The computational domain is set as Ω = [0, 0.5] × [0, 1]
due to symmetry. The bottom, top and left boundaries are fully diffuse walls, while the
boundary at x1 = 0.5 is symmetric boundary. The HDG method of k up to 3 is employed
to solve the linearized Shakhov model equation. The perturbed temperature τ is used
to evaluate the iterative residual, and the threshold value is set as  = 10−10 . For the
discretization of velocity space, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature is employed, and 8 points
are assigned in each direction, and further refinement of the velocity grid would only
improve the solutions by a magnitude no more than 0.5%. The entire tests are done
in double precision on a workstation with Intel Xeon-E5-2680 processors and 132 GB
RAM. The system of the control equations for each discrete hj are solved on 4 CPUs
through OpenMP parallel interface. During iteration, we call the relative routines in
R
Intel
Math Kernel Library (MKL) to invert the matrix. Moreover, to solve the HDG
R
global equations, we call the direct sparse solver, Intel
MKL PARDISO. In the slip
flow regime, the distribution of gas temperature could also be described by the Laplace
equation combined with a temperature jump condition [31]:
∂ 2τ
∂ 2τ
+
= 0,
(17)
∂x21 ∂x22
 
∂τ
2γ γ
τ − τw = 0.982
, at ∂Ω
(18)
γ + 1 P r ∂x w
∂τ
where, γ is the specific heat capacity ratio, and ( ∂x
)w is the temperature gradient in the
perpendicular direction at the wall. For verification, the temperature distribution from
the HDG solver are compared with the one from the Laplace equation, which is solved
R
by the FEM solver in MATLAB
PDE tool box with linear approximation polynomial.
Total 4145 triangle elements with refinement near the upper corners are used on the full
domain to obtain accurate result.
Figure 2 shows the perturbed temperature contours obtained by the HDG solver with
different approximation polynomials on spatial grids with increasing triangles. The results
are compared with the one obtained from the Laplace equation. It is vividly demonstrated
the convergence history of the solution on successively refined mesh.

7
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Figure 1: Schematics of the geometry and mesh for the two-dimensional conduction problem.
Table 1: Two-dimensional conduction problem: demonstration of the performance of the HDG solver in
terms of the average relative L1 error (compared with the solutions of the Laplace equation), the number
of iterations (Itr denotes the number of iteration steps to reach the convergence criterion R < 10−10 ),
and the computational time tc .

k
1

2

3

Mel
16
36
64
100
4
16
36
64
4
16
36
64

L1 error
1.01 × 10−1
4.41 × 10−2
2.58 × 10−2
1.90 × 10−2
8.78 × 10−2
2.27 × 10−2
1.77 × 10−2
1.72 × 10−2
3.22 × 10−2
1.80 × 10−2
1.78 × 10−2
1.81 × 10−2

Itr
4509
4655
4702
4721
4654
4741
4745
4745
4743
4745
4746
4746

tc , [s]
226.1
335.0
558.3
861.6
204.8
373.4
722.8
1399.6
270.8
389.6
1193.4
1502.2

For the HDG, the average L1 errors, the numbers of iterative steps, and the computational time are listed in Table 2, for various numbers of triangles and degrees of
approximation polynomial. The L1 error is estimated as: Mp = 101 × 201 equidistant
nodes are first distributed in the domain [0, 0.5] × [0, 1]; then, the temperature at each
points τp could be calculated from
 the approximating polynomials in the relevant triangles; finally, the L1 error is M1p p |τpHDG − τpL |/|τpL | with τpL being the solution from the
Laplace equation. It is found that the HDG solvers obtained the converged solution with
L1 errors is around 1.8 × 10−2 . The solvers with k = 1, 2 and 3 reach the results at
such error level on Mel = 100, 36 an 16 triangles, respectively. In this two-dimensional
problem, the number of iterative steps to find the converged result approaches to a fix
values about 4745 for all solvers. The computational time to obtained solutions with 1.8%
error for k = 3 is about 54% and 45% of that for k = 2 and k = 1, respectively.
8
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Figure 2: Perturbed temperature contours of the conduction problem. From the top to the bottom row:
solutions of HDG with k = 1 ∼ 3, respectively. On each map, left domain shows the HDG result while
the right domain shows the one from the Laplace equation.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed a high-order hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin method
for the solution of the linearized Boltzmann BGK and Shakhov kinetic model equations
on arbitrary triangular mesh. With this approach, the velocity space is first discretized
using a proper quadrature rule. Then, the discrete perturbed molecular VDFs and their
traces are approximated on spatial mesh and the mesh skeleton, respectively. The approximation polynomial is of degree up to 4. Based on the first-order upwind scheme, a
numerical flux has been designed to evaluate the convection between adjacent cells. By
imposing the continuity of the normal flux, global systems are setup in terms of only
the unknown traces. Once the traces are resolved, the VDFs are updated in an elementby-element fashion. The boundary condition has been implemented equivalently to the
standard Neumann boundary condition. In this way, the boundary condition could be
treated in a unified framework the same as the calculation of flux on interfaces. Finally,
an implicit iterative scheme is employed to find the steady solution of gas flows.
Verification has been performed for a two-dimensional thermal conduction problem in
the near-continuum flow regime. The results show that, to obtained the converged steady
9
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solution, the HDG solver with higher-order approximation polynomial requires fewer triangles thus fewer degrees of freedom of the VDF traces, while the numbers of iterative
steps are almost the same for solvers with different degree of polynomials. Therefore, the
higher order the solver, the less the computational time.
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Appendix
The matrices in the local and global formulations are
3


 m l

i,j
Aml = δ Ni , Ni Ωi +
αNim , Nil ∂Ωi − v j · ∇Nim , Nil Ωi ,
e=1


 m l
j
=
α
−
v
·
n
Ni , N̂σ(i,e) ∂Ωei ,
Âi,j,e
ml


i,j
Sm = Nim , sj Ωi ,
η(c,±),j

Bml

m
l
B̂c,j
ml = N̂c , N̂c Γc ,
1
l
= N̂cm , Nη(c,±)
 Γc ,
2
1 m j
Ŝc,j
m = N̂c , g Γc .
2
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Abstract. A coupling strategy between hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) and
continuous Galerkin (CG) methods is proposed in the framework of second-order elliptic
operators. The coupled formulation is implemented and its convergence properties are
established numerically by using manufactured solutions. The influence of parameter, τ ,
on the coupled formulation is studied.

1

INTRODUCTION

Continuous Galerkin (CG) finite element methods are widely used in computational
mechanics. However, for convection dominated problems, CG methods might pose stability issues. Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element methods, originally developed
for hyperbolic equations [9], offer some interesting features in this context: (i) local conservation, as they are based on satisfying conservation principles element-by-element, (ii)
ability to handle hanging nodes, thereby making the implementation of adaptive algorithms relatively easier and (iii) ready parallelization. In addition, DG methods can be
more robust than CG in convection dominated regimes. However, DG methods for problems involving self-adjoint operators are often criticised for having a higher number of
degrees of freedoms (DOFs).
With the introduction of Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods [3]
in the framework of second-order elliptic problems, the mentioned drawback of the DG
methods is addressed. The hybridization technique in the case of HDG methods leads to
significant reduction in number of DOFs in the final system. HDG method have also been
successfully applied to different governing equations with a very competitive number of
DOFs when compared to CG methods [8].
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ΓI
ΓC

ΓD
ΩΩ
DD

ΩC

Figure 1: Domain representation: HDG and CG discretizations are considered in ΩD and
ΩC , respectively.
As far as the knowledge of the authors, coupled CG-HDG scheme has not been proposed
yet in any framework. Hence, the present work focuses on the coupling of HDG with CG
in the context of heat equation, aiming to combine the favourable features of both CG
and HDG methods. The present formulation is first step towards coupling HDG and
CG discretization methods. The proposed coupled formulation can be extended for other
governing equations like conjugate heat transfer problems [7].
2

NOTATION

Let the domain, Ω, be split into two sub-domains, ΩD and ΩC , such that Ω̄ = Ω̄D ∪ Ω̄C
with an interface ΓI = Ω̄D ∩ Ω̄C , as shown in fig. 1. In this work, HDG discretization will
be considered in ΩD , and CG formulation is stated in ΩC . The domain Ω is assumed to
be divided into nel elements, Ωe , with the boundaries ∂Ωe .
Ω̄ =

nel


e=1

Ω̄e ,

Ωe ∩ Ωk = ∅

for

e = k,

(1)

The elements in ΩD and ΩC are represented as ΩeD and ΩeC , respectively, while the exterior
boundaries are denoted by ΓD and ΓC , respectively. The union of all faces in ΩD is denoted
as
m
el

Γ=
∂ΩeD ,
(2)
e=1

where mel is the number of elements in ΩD .
3

CG-HDG COUPLED FORMULATION FOR THE HEAT EQUATION

This section presents suitable formulations for the solution of the heat equation coupling HDG discretization in ΩD and CG discretization in ΩC .

2
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3.1

Governing equations

The heat equation in ΩD and ΩC , along with the transmission conditions on ΓI , are
q D + (kD grad θD ) = 0
div q D = ḡD
−div (kC grad θC ) = ḡC
θD = θ̄D
θC = θ̄C
θ D − θC = 0
q D · nD − (kC grad θC ) · nC = 0

in
in
in
on
on
on
on

ΩD ,
ΩD ,
ΩC ,
ΓD ,
ΓC ,
ΓI ,
ΓI ,

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
(3e)
(3f)
(3g)

where θD and θC are the temperatures in ΩD and ΩC , respectively and q D is the independently approximated flux in ΩD . Heat conductivity coefficients are denoted by kD ,
kC , heat generations per unit volume are given by ḡD , ḡC , where the subscripts D and C
denote that quantities are defined in ΩD and ΩC , respectively. Unit normal vectors on ΓI ,
nD and nC , are outward vectors to ΩD and ΩC , respectively, which satisfy nD = −nC .
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed with values θ̄D and θ̄C for both sub-domains
on the exterior boundaries to simplify the presentation. The extension of the formulation to problems including Neumann boundary conditions on the exterior boundary is
straightforward following the usual procedure for HDG or CG formulations.
Equation (3f) represents the continuity of θ, whereas (3g) states the equilibrium of the
normal flux across the interface.
3.2

Weak formulation of the CG-HDG coupled problem

As shown in fig. 2, in ΩC the temperature field, θC , is approximated with a continuous
space on the mesh represented in blue, while in the HDG domain, ΩD , the elemental
variables θD and q D are approximated within each element represented in green and a
new independently approximated trace variable, θ̂D , is defined along the red edges (mesh
skeleton).
The CG weak form of the heat equation in ΩC is,
(grad δθC , kC grad θC )ΩC − δθC , kC (grad θC · nC )ΓI − (δθC , ḡC )ΩC = 0,

(4)

where δθC = 0 on ΓC . Equation (4) is obtained after multiplying equation (3c) with δθC
and performing integration by parts.
For the HDG domain, ΩD , the discrete problem is expressed as element-by-element
local problems and the so-called global problem (see [3] for more details). Note that the
only difference of equations (7) with the standard HDG local problem is that the Dirichlet
data, that is imposed in weak is

θ̂D on ∂ΩeD \ΓI ,
θD =
(5)
θC on ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI .
3
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ΩD

ΩC

ΓI

Figure 2: Representation of a computational mesh for coupled discretization. Green
triangles represent the HDG local elemental variables while the red edges correspond to
HDG trace variable. CG mesh is represented in blue and ΓI is represented in black.
For the elements along the interface, no trace variables are considered, as illustrated in
fig. 2. For elements in the interior of ΩD , the local problem is the standard one, with a
weak imposition of θD = θ̂D on ∂ΩeD . The Dirichlet boundary condition (5) ensures the
weak continuity of the temperature, i.e., the transmission condition (3f) on ΓI . The HDG
numerical normal flux, q̂ D · n, is defined as,

on ∂ΩeD \ΓI ,
q D · n + τ (θD − θ̂D )
q̂ D · n =
(6)
q D · nD + τ (θD − θC ) on ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI .
Therefore, the local problem in each element can be written as,


(δθD , div q D )Ωe + δθD , τ (θD − θ̂D )
e
D



∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δθD , τ (θD − θC )∂Ωe ∩ΓI − (δθD , ḡD )Ωe = 0,
D
 D


−1
δq D , kD
q D Ωe − (div δq D , θD )Ωe + δq D · n, θ̂D
e
D

D

(7)

∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δq D · nD , θC ∂Ωe ∩ΓI = 0,
D

where θ̂D is an independently approximated trace variable along the mesh skeleton, Γ,
which is represented in red in fig. 2, and τ is a stabilization parameter of order O(kD ).
Parameter τ has an important effect on stability, accuracy and convergence properties
of the HDG method (see [2, 6]). As usual in HDG, the local problem can be solved
element-by-element to express θD and q D in terms of θ̂D and, in the present case, θC as
well.
The global problem in ΩD is the usual HDG global problem, which can be presented as

4
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mel 

e=1

δ θ̂D , q̂ D · n



= 0,

(8a)

θ̂D = P2 (θ̄D ) on ΓD ,

(8b)

∂ΩeD \ΓI

where δ θ̂D = 0 on ΓD , P2 (θ̄D ) is the L2 projection of the Dirichlet data into the approximation space on ΓD .
Essentially, the global problem (8a) states the so-called conservativity condition, i.e,
the weak continuity of the normal flux across all the interior faces of the mesh in ΩD . The
continuity of the fluxes on the interface, ΓI , i.e., equation (3g), is imposed between the
numerical normal flux of HDG, q̂ D · nD , which is defined in equation (6) and the flux on
the interface from ΩC , which is −kC grad θC · nC , leading to,
− δθC , q D · nD + τ (θD − θC )ΓI + δθC , kC grad θC · nC ΓI = 0.

(9)

By summing equation (9) to the weak form of CG in ΩC (4), and using the weak
formulation of HDG, (7) and (8), in ΩD , the coupled discrete problem is obtained: find
 d
(q D , θD , θ̂D , θC ) ∈ V h × V h × Λh × Vch such that θ̂D = P2 (θ̄D ) on ΓD , θC = Πh (θ̄C ) on
ΓC and


(δθD , div q D )Ωe + δθD , τ (θD − θ̂D )
e
D

∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δθD , τ (θD − θC )∂Ωe ∩ΓI − (δθD , ḡD )Ωe = 0,
D
 D



−1
δq D , kD
q D Ωe − (div δq D , θD )Ωe + δq D · n, θ̂D
e
D

D

(10a)

∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δq D · nD , θC ∂Ωe ∩ΓI = 0,
D

for e = 1, . . . , mel and,
mel 



δ θ̂D , q D · n + τ (θD − θ̂D )
e=1

∂ΩeD \ΓI

= 0,

(grad δθC , kC grad θC )ΩC − δθC , q D · nD + τ (θD − θC )ΓI
− (δθC , ḡC )ΩC = 0.

(10b)
(10c)

 d
for all (δq D , δθD , δ θ̂D , δθC ) ∈ V h × V h × Λh × Vch such that δ θ̂D = 0 on ΓD and δθC = 0
on ΓC , where the discrete spaces are defined as


V h := v ∈ L2 (ΩD ) : v|Ωe ∈ Pk (Ωe ) , ∀ Ωe ⊂ ΩD ,


Λh := v̂ ∈ L2 (Γ\ΓI ) : v̂|Γi ∈ Pk (Γi ) , ∀ Γi ⊂ Γ ,
(11)


Vch := v ∈ H1 (ΩC ) : v|Ωe ∈ Pr (Ωe ) , ∀ Ωe ⊂ ΩC .

As usual in HDG, the spaces for approximation in ΩD , V h and Λh , consider polynomials
of the same degree k for all variables. Numerical tests in section 3.4 show that the HDG
5
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super-convergence cannot be retained by the coupling with the CG approximation of same
degree, r = k. However, as expected, convergence rates of order k + 2 for the solution,
and of order k + 1 for the flux, are obtained when higher degree r = k + 1 is considered
for the CG approximation space Vch .
The discretization of the system of equations in (10) gives rise to a matrix equation of
the form

   
Aθ̂θ̂ 0 Aθ̂θ Aθ̂q 

θ̂D 
 
0
 0 Kθθ BTθθ Bθq  θC  ḡC 


(12)
 A Bθθ Aθθ Aθq  θD  = ḡD  .
θ θ̂




   
Aqθ̂ Bqθ Aqθ Aqq
0
qD
The column vectors θD , qD , θ̂D and θC contain the DOFs associated to θD , q D , θ̂D and
θC , respectively. Static condensation is assumed for the CG discretization, expressing the
nodal values of interior nodes of the element in terms of the nodal values on the edges.
3.3

Alternative CG-HDG coupled formulation with a projection operator on
the interface

The coupled formulation presented earlier considers the standard HDG local problem
for the elements that do not share the interface, ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI = ∅, and a non-standard HDG
local problem imposing (5) in weak form for elements along the interface, ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI = ∅.
In terms of implementation, additional matrices, Bθθ and Bθq , in the elements along the
interface boundary ΓI are needed for the non-standard HDG local solver. An alternative
coupling formulation is proposed in this section to keep the implementation changes to
minimum in any existing HDG and CG codes. The main idea in this formulation is to
use a projection to satisfy the transmission conditions. This formulation only requires the
standard elemental matrices from HDG (after static condensation of local variables into
trace variable) and CG domains, and a projection operation is used on the HDG elemental
matrices before assembling into the global system. This requires minimal changes to the
existing codes and it is noticed that, in the numerical results, this implementation gives
practically the same results as the earlier one with same convergence rates.
In this case, the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the local problem are defined as
follows,

on ∂ΩeD \ΓI ,
θ̂D
θD =
(13)
P2 (θC ) on ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI ,
where in equation (13) the operator P2 stands for the L2 projection from the CG space
Vch to the HDG space V h . Hence, the trace is set to the projection of the CG solution on
the faces along the interface, i.e., θ̂D = P2 (θC ) on ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI . Consequently, the numerical
normal flux is defined as,

on ∂ΩeD \ΓI ,
q D · n + τ (θD − θ̂D )
q̂ D · n =
(14)
q D · nD + τ (θD − P2 (θC )) on ∂ΩeD ∩ ΓI .
The jump of fluxes along the interface is weighted with P2 (δθC ) leading to,

− P2 (δθC ) , q D · nD + τ (θD − P2 (θC ))ΓI + P2 (δθC ) , kC grad θC · nC ΓI = 0.
6
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Using (13) and (15), the weak formulation of the coupled discrete problem becomes: find
 d
(q D , θD , θ̂D , θC ) ∈ V h × V h × Λh × Vch such that θ̂D = P2 (θ̄D ) on ΓD , θC = Πh (θ̄C ) on
ΓC and


(δθD , div q D )Ωe + δθD , τ (θD − θ̂D )
e
D

∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δθD , τ (θD − P2 (θC ))∂Ωe ∩ΓI − (δθD , ḡD )Ωe = 0,
D

 D


−1
δq D , kD q D Ωe − (div δq D , θD )Ωe + δq D · n, θ̂D
e
D

D

(16a)

∂ΩD \ΓI

+ δq D · nD , P2 (θC )∂Ωe ∩ΓI = 0,
D

for e = 1, . . . , mel and,
mel 



δ θ̂D , q D · n + τ (θD − θ̂D )
e=1

∂ΩeD \ΓI

= 0,

(grad δθC , kC grad θC )ΩC − P2 (δθC ) , q D · nD + τ (θD − P2 (θC ))ΓI
+ (P2 (δθC ) − δθC ), kC grad θC · nC ΓI − (δθC , ḡC )ΩC = 0.

(16b)
(16c)

 d
for all (δq D , δθD , δ θ̂D , δθC ) ∈ V h × V h × Λh × Vch such that δ θ̂D = 0 on ΓD and δθC = 0
on ΓC .
The weak form in equations (16) is similar to one presented earlier in equations (10)
except for two major differences. First, θC is now replaced by its projection, P2 (θC ), in the
HDG local problems (16a), and an additional term (P2 (δθC ) − δθC ), kC grad θC · nC ΓI
appears in the last equation (16c). The implementation of this new term maybe cumbersome, because it requires the computation of the gradient of the CG elemental basis
functions on the integration points on the interface. However, P2 (δθC ) − δθC = O(hk+1 ),
where h is the mesh size and k is degree of approximation, and therefore, this term can
be safely neglected in the discrete problem without losing neither the convergence nor the
accuracy of the solution.
This formulation does not require the computation of the new matrices that arise
in (10), namely Bθθ and Bθq . The projection operation can be done in an elementby-element basis on the HDG elemental matrices for the elements along the interface
boundary. For the sake of simplifying the presentation the nodal values of the CG approximation, θC , are split into values for nodes on the interface, θIC , and the remaining
CG nodal values, θiC . The global stiffness matrix can be then represented as,

  

fD
KDD
KDI P
0
θ̂D  

I
C
T D
C

PT KID PT KD
P
+
K
K
P
f
+
f
=
,
(17)
θ
IC
II
II
I
I
 C


i 
0
KCI
KCC
fC
θC
where in equation (17), P is the assembly of projection matrices on all the faces along
the interface. This implementation can be easily plugged into any existing HDG solver
for heat equation.
7
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Both coupled formulations (10) and (16) have been implemented and the comparison
of the numerical results inferred that both are practically identical. In some tests, the
first proposed formulation (10) gave slightly smaller errors. The difference might be due
to neglecting the term P2 (δθC ) − δθC in the last formulation (16). However, the difference
in the errors — even for the coarsest mesh — is negligible and, hence, in all the results
presented in this work, the formulation with projection (16) is used neglecting the term
P2 (δθC ) − δθC .
3.4

Convergence

In this section, the convergence results of the coupled CG-HDG formulation for the heat
equation are presented. A square domain, Ω := [0, 1]2 is considered with the analytical
solution,
θ = 1 + cos(πx1 ) cos(πx2 ).
(18)
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on all the exterior boundary.
The domain is divided into two halves in vertical direction. The domain corresponding
to HDG is ΩD := [0, 0.5] × [0, 1], the CG domain is ΩC := [0.5, 1] × [0, 1], and the
interface, ΓI , is x1 = 0.5. A suitable body force is computed from the heat equation with
the considered analytical solution for both domains, with the conductivity constants,
kC = kD = 1.
Meshes are obtained by splitting a regular n × n Cartesian grid into 2n2 triangles,
which gives an uniform mesh element size, h = 1/n. The results presented here consider
a parameter of τ = 1 on all faces of each element in HDG domain, ΩD .
Figure 3 shows the convergence for the coupled formulation with same degree for CG
and HDG, with k = 1 − 8 and element size, h = 0.5/{1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. The error in θ is
∗
measured by using L2 norm of errors of the post-processed solution, θD
, in ΩD , and CG
solution, θC , in ΩC . Similarly, error in grad θ is computed using L2 norm of error in q D
in ΩD and error in grad θC in ΩC .
When the degree of approximation k is used for both HDG and CG domains, even
though HDG has superior convergence properties, errors in CG domain dominates for
both θ and grad θ. Hence, as shown in fig. 3a, the order of convergence of the coupled
solution is k + 1 for θ. Similarly, for grad θ, the order of convergence is k.
∗
Figure 4 shows the convergence of θD
and q D in ΩD for the coupled CG(Pk )-HDG(Pk )
∗
model. Sub-optimal convergence rates are observed in both variables: for k > 2, θD
converges with only k + 1.5 instead of k + 2, and q D converges with order k + 0.5 instead
of k + 1. HDG super-convergence requires a solution of order k + 1 for q D , and mean of
θD that converges with order k + 2 in each element in ΩD . The elements in ΩD that share
the interface, ΓI , do not possess the mentioned convergence rates because of the coupling
with CG domain, ΩC .
To address this shortcoming, higher degree of approximation is considered for the CG
discretization. Figure 5a shows the convergence plots for a coupled approximation with
degree k for HDG and degree k + 1 for CG. Optimal convergence rates of both methods
are retained in this case. The post-processed solution of HDG with degree k has the same
8
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Figure 3: Coupled CG(Pk )-HDG(Pk ): convergence plots in Ω.
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Figure 4: Coupled CG(Pk )-HDG(Pk ): convergence plots in ΩD .
order of convergence, which is k + 2, as the CG solution with degree k + 1. Similarly, the
flux q D of HDG converges with same order as grad θC of CG, which is k + 1.
The same conclusions are drawn for quadrilateral elements as well and, hence, the
results are omitted.
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Figure 5: Coupled CG(Pk+1 )-HDG(Pk ): convergence plots in Ω.
3.5

Influence of τ parameter on coupled formulation

This section presents the study of effect of parameter, τ , on the coupled formulation.
Two different cases are considered in this study namely, single-face [1] and all-face [4]
techniques. In all-face approach, τ is a positive value for all the edges of each element
whereas, in single-face approach, τ is zero on all edges except an arbitrarily chosen edge of
each element. The convergence results presented earlier use all-face approach. However,
previous works [2, 5] conclude that the method is less sensitive to the choice of τ with the
single-face definition, resulting in a more robust formulation than all-face approach in the
case of second-order elliptic operators. Hence, both cases are investigated in the context
of the present coupled formulation.
Figures 6 and 7 show the convergence of temperature and gradient of temperature for
different values of τ , for single-face and all-face approach, respectively. The results are in
agreement with the conclusions in [5]. In the case of single-face approach, the error values
are practically the same for different values of τ . It can also be noticed that optimal
rates of convergence are achieved for both temperature and gradient of temperature. It is
worthy to note that it is possible to take τ = 0 on all faces sharing the interface without
loss of neither convergence nor accuracy in the single-face approach. However, in the case
of all-face approach, as the parameter, τ , is increased, the optimal rate of convergence is
lost. From fig. 7, it is clear that both temperature and gradient of temperature show suboptimal convergence for τ significantly larger than 1, due to loss of optimal convergence
in the HDG domain.
Even though stable and accurate solutions are obtained in all cases, it is therefore
recommended to use single-face approach as it is less sensitive to the value of parameter
τ.

10
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Figure 6: Coupled CG(Pk+1 )-HDG(Pk ): convergence of L2 norm of θ and grad θ in Ω
showing the influence of parameter, τ , on coupled solution for single-face approach.
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Figure 7: Coupled CG(Pk+1 )-HDG(Pk ): convergence L2 norm of θ and grad θ in Ω demonstrating the influence of parameter, τ , on coupled formulation for all-face approach.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

Optimal HDG and CG convergence rates are kept with the proposed CG-HDG coupled
formulation for the heat equation when the degree of approximation for CG is one degree
higher than HDG degree. As expected, with the proposed CG-HDG coupled formulation,
single-face approach is more robust with the variation of parameter τ than its all-face
counterpart.
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Abstract. We propose an Immersed Boundary Method in which the wall boundary
conditions are taken into account through a penalization technique, i.e. through the
addition of a source term to the Navier-Stokes equations. The localization of the solid
bodies inside the domain is done via a level-set method, employing the signed distance
function. We discretize the resulting equations with a Discontinuous Galerkin approach.
With the combination of anisotropic mesh adaptation and unstructured simplicial meshes,
the accuracy of the definition of the solid boundaries, not explicitly discretized, can be
improved without increasing too much the computational cost of the simulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Immersed Boundary Methods (IBM) are nowadays an attractive alternative to the
classical body-fitted approach, mainly because they greatly simplify the mesh generation
process, especially in the case of moving bodies. For body-fitted grids, the solid wall
boundaries are meshed and boundary conditions are imposed through additional equations. On the contrary, IBM are characterised by a mesh that covers the entire domain,
not conforming to the geometry of the immersed boundaries.
A modification of the equations in the vicinity of the bodies is then needed to properly
incorporate the boundary conditions. The penalization technique [1, 2, 3] is an IBM in
which the wall boundary conditions are taken into account through the addition of source
terms to the governing equations. The bodies are described using the level-set method,
employing the signed distance function (SDF) as a level-set. As a consequence, a solid
body is located on the mesh by the zero-isovalue of the SDF.
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We propose here to solve the penalized compressible Navier-Stokes equations using a
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) scheme on adapted grids. DG methods [4] are finite element
methods in which the solution of the variational form of a problem is approximated by
piecewise polynomial functions with no global continuity requirement. Nowadays they
are finding use in very diverse applications because of their robustness, accuracy and
geometrical flexibility. These aspects combined with the compactness of the scheme have
been advantageous for the parallel implementation of the proposed method.
The accuracy of the definition of the solid boundaries, not explicitly discretized, depends on the mesh size used. Since a uniform refinement would be inefficient producing
finer areas where not necessary (i.e. far from the body), a more flexible approach is
to improve the representation of the bodies combining anisotropic mesh adaptation and
unstructured simplicial meshes. Anisotropic mesh adaptation has largely proved useful
in the context of numerical simulations to capture the physical behavior of a complex
phenomenon at a reasonable computational cost [5]. Here we are interested in adapting
the mesh to both the level-set and some relevant physical variable or flow feature, in
order to have a better accuracy with a smaller number of elements. Furthermore, highlystretched anisotropic elements introduce regularity in the approximation of the immersed
boundaries and allow to insert fewer elements in the refined areas.
In the following, the method is presented and particular attention is paid to the mesh
adaptation strategy employed. Results on benchmark two- and three-dimensional test
cases are then presented to show the promising features of the method.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Being an IBM, penalization is characterized by a mesh covering the entire domain. The
solid is considered as a porous media, with a very small intrinsic permeability, based on
an idea introduced by Brinkman [6]. The velocity field is extended inside the solid and
the Navier-Stokes equations are solved with a penalization term to enforce rigid motion
inside the body, leading to the so-called Penalized Navier-Stokes or Brinkman-NavierStokes equations:
∂ρ
∂
+
(ρuj ) = 0
∂t ∂xj

(1)

Ns
∂
∂
∂p
∂τji
1 
n
(ρui ) +
(ρuj ui ) = −
+
−
χsn (ρui − ρusi )
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj
ηp n=1

Ns
∂
∂
1 
∂
n
(ρE) +
(ρuj H) =
[ui τij − qj ] −
χsn (ρui − ρusi )ui
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
ηp n=1

−

Ns
1 
n
θsn χsn (ρe − ρes )
ηp n=1

2
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The total energy, the total enthalpy, the pressure, the stress tensor and the heat flux
vector are given by:
E = e + uk uk /2,
H = h + uk uk /2,
p = (γ − 1)ρe,


1 ∂uk
τij = 2µ Sij −
δij ,
3 ∂xk
µ ∂h
qj = −
,
P r ∂xj

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

where e is the internal energy, h the enthalpy, γ the ratio of gas specific heats, P r the
molecular Prandtl number and


1 ∂ui ∂uj
Sij =
(9)
+
2 ∂xj
∂xi
is the mean strain-rate tensor.
Regarding the parameters of the penalization terms, Ns corresponds to the number of
solids sn considered inside the domain and θsn gives the possibility to penalize the energy
(Dirichlet boundary condition, θsn = 1) or not (Neumann boundary condition, θsn = 0).
The quality of the penalization depends on the choice of the penalization parameter ηp ,
that has to be chosen small enough to ensure η1p  1. In all the simulations presented
here we employed an implicit scheme with ηp = 10−10 . Finally, χsn is the characteristic
function of the solid sn , namely:
χsn = H (−Φsn ) ,

(10)

where H is the Heaviside function and Φsn is the signed distance function to the boundary
of sn . Looking at Eqs. (1–3), the summation terms are responsible for the enforcement
of the boundary conditions at the solid walls and inside the solid. Indeed, outside the
solids the χsn functions are equal to 0, so that the penalization terms vanish and the usual
Navier-Stokes equations are recovered. On the opposite, inside a solid, the characteristic
function is equal to 1 and the coefficient η1p makes those terms dominate, imposing the
boundary values.
3

DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN DISCRETIZATION
The governing equations can be written in compact form as

∂u
+ ∇ · Fc (u) + ∇ · Fv (u, ∇u) + p(u) = 0
(11)
∂t
where u ∈ Rm denotes the vector of the m conservative variables, p ∈ Rm the penalization
term, d the space dimension, Fc , Fv ∈ Rm ⊗ Rd the inviscid and viscous flux functions.
3
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A weak formulation of Eq. (11) is obtained multiplying each scalar law by an arbitrary
smooth test function vj ∈ v, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and integrating by parts:


∂uj
dx −
vj
∂t
Ω



Ω

∇vj · Fj (u, ∇u) dx


+
vj Fj (u, ∇u) · n dσ + vj pj (u) dx = 0, (12)
Ω

∂Ω

where Fj is the sum of the inviscid and viscous flux vectors, Ω the computational domain,
∂Ω the boundary of Ω, n the unit normal vector to the boundary.
Let Ωh be an approximation of the domain Ω ∈ Rd , Th = {K} a mesh of Ωh , i.e.
a collection of “finite elements” K, Fh = {F } the mesh faces, and let Vh denotes a
discontinuous finite element space spanned by polynomial functions continuous only inside
each element K, i.e.
m
def 
Vh = Pld (Th ) ,
(13)
where

def

Pld = {vh ∈ L2 (Ωh ) : vh |K ∈ Pld , ∀K ∈ Th }

(14)

is the space of polynomials of degree at most l on the element K. The solution u, the test
function v are replaced with finite element approximations uh and vh , belonging to the
space Vh . The DG formulation of the problem (12) requires to find uh ∈ Vh such that
 

K∈Th

 
∂uh,j
dx −
vh,j
∇h vh,j · Fj (uh , ∇h uh + r([[uh ]])) dx
∂t
K
K∈Th K
 

±
+
dσ
[[vh,j ]] · fj u±
,
(∇
u
+
η
r
([[u
]]))
h
h
F
F
h
h
F ∈Fh

F

+

 

K∈Th

vh,j pj (uh ) dx = 0

K

vh ∈ Vh , (15)

where r and rF are the global and the local lifting operators and ηF is a stability parameter [7]. The numerical flux function f , appearing in the boundary integral of Eq. (15),
uniquely defines the flux at the elements interfaces and prescribes the boundary data on
the discretized boundaries. Indeed, the flux f is the sum of an inviscid, fc , and a viscous,

fv , contribution. For the former we chose a Lax-Friedrichs scheme while for the latter the
BR2 scheme [8] was employed.
4

MESH ADAPTATION

In general, a mesh adaptation method uses an error estimate to convert the approximation error into a piece of information to be used by the other stages of the adaptation
procedure. In the case of h-adaptation, this information is used to locally prescribe the
size and the orientation of the mesh elements. Once a numerical solution is obtained on a
4
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given mesh, the aim is to equidistribute the approximation error over the mesh by locally
adjusting the mesh density, according to an a posteriori correlation.
As proposed in [9], we used a metric tensor field based on the Hessian of the numerical
solution to prescribe sizes and direction of the adapted mesh. These metrics are positive
definite symmetric matrices defined in each node of the mesh. Being diagonalizable, the
eigenvalues λi of these matrices are directly linked to the sizes hi of the elements edges in
the directions i (where λi = 1/h2i ), with these directions given by the eigenvectors. Furthermore, anisotropic meshes are used to highly stretch elements (triangles or tetrahedra)
in order to limit the number of elements in refined areas.
We chose two different criteria for mesh adaptation, thus producing two different metrics defined at each mesh point. A single metric is then obtained intersecting the two,
exploiting the simultaneous reduction method [9].
4.1

Level-set adaptation

As explained in Sec.1, an immersed solid is located on the mesh thanks to the SDF.
In order to define more precisely the boundary and to impose penalization in an accurate
way, a refinement of the mesh in the region close to the solid boundary was exploited. It
has been shown in [10] that to adapt with respect to the zero-isovalue of the level-set the
following metric can be employed:
1

0
0
2
M = t R  0 |λ1 | 0  R
(16)
|λ2 |
0 0

where R = (∇Φ v1 v2 ), (v1 , v2 ) is a base of the tangential plane of the surface defined by
the isovalues of the SDF, Φ, and λi are the eigenvalues of the Hessian of Φ. The parameter
 is the allowed error in the approximation of the SDF and this metric is imposed only in
a vicinity w of the surface.
4.2

Physical adaptation

Indeed, mesh adaptation allows to refine the mesh in order to better represent some
physical phenomena of interest. For such a kind of adaptation, the aim is to control the
interpolation error between the exact solution u and its interpolant Πh u on the actual
mesh. An upper bound for this error on a mesh element K is given by [5]:
||u − Φh u||∞,K ≤ cd maxe, M(K)e .
e∈K

(17)

Here, e denotes the edges of the mesh element, cd is a constant depending on the
dimension and the metric M(K) is computed with the Hessian of u, Hu :


λ1 0 0
(18)
M = t R  0 λ2 0  R
0 0 λ3
5
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where R is the matrix of the eigenvectors of Hu and the λi are defined as:




1
1
, 2
.
λi = min max |hi |, 2
hmax
hmin

(19)

with hmin (resp. hmax ) the minimum (resp. maximum) size allowed for the mesh edges
and hi the eigenvalues of Hu .
5

RESULTS

For each test case, the adaptation criteria and parameters were left unchanged throughout the procedure. Starting from an initial mesh, once a first numerical solution was
computed, we applied the mesh adaptation procedure described in Sec.4 and the solution
was later re-evaluated. Usually 2-3 iterations were needed for the convergence of the mesh
adaptation algorithm.
All the computations were run in parallel, initializing the P0 solution from the uniform
flow at inflow conditions and the higher-order solutions from the lower-order ones.
5.1

2D: Flow around NACA0012 airfoil

The first test case presented is the laminar viscous flow around a NACA0012 airfoil,
in a subsonic and a transonic configuration. For the subsonic case, the Reynolds number
was set to Re = 5000, the Mach number to M = 0.5 and we set zero angle of attack.
For the transonic case, the Reynolds number was set to Re = 73, the Mach number to
M = 0.8 and the angle of attack to α = 10◦ .
We computed both the configurations on the same mesh, that was adapted for the
subsonic case to both the level-set and the pressure distribution. The adaptation parameters adopted were kept constant during the adaptation procedure (3 iterations) and are
reported in Tab. 1.

Figure 1: Adapted meshes for the NACA0012 test cases. Upper half : body-fitted approach, lower half : embedded approach.

6
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Table 1: Adaptation parameters for the subsonic NACA0012 test case.
Variable

0-isovalue 0.001
p
0.001

hmin hmax
0.001
2
0.01
2

Figure 3: Mach number distribution and
streamlines around the trailing edge for the
subsonic NACA0012 test case, P4 approximation, embedded approach.

Figure 2: Mach number distribution for the
subsonic NACA0012 test case, P4 approximation. Upper half : body-fitted approach,
lower half : embedded approach.

To validate the proposed approach we first computed a solution on a body-fitted mesh
adapted 3 times, and then compared the results with the ones obtained with the IBM. The
6676 elements body-fitted mesh and the 10732 elements embedded mesh are presented in
Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 the Mach number distributions of both the approaches are compared for a
4
P approximation. In Fig. 3, a close-up around the trailing edge of the profile shows that
the IBM correctly reproduced the steady separation bubble, that is a distinctive feature
of this test case.
The results for the transonic configuration are presented in Fig. 4 and 5, where again
the Mach number distributions for both the approaches are depicted.
5.2

3D: Flow past a sphere

To test our method in 3D we chose a well-known benchmark test case, the viscous
laminar flow past a sphere. Calculations for Reynolds numbers of up to 200 have shown
a steady axisymmetric flow topologically independent from the Reynolds number. The
flow is seen to separate from the surface of the sphere at an angle of separation, θs ,
evaluated from the stagnation point and re-attach at a point xs on the axis of the flow,
forming a closed separation bubble. This bubble is characterized by toroidal vortices
7
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Figure 4: Mach number distribution and
streamlines for the transonic NACA0012
test case, P4 approximation, body-fitted
approach.

Figure 5: Mach number distribution and
streamlines for the transonic NACA0012
test case, P4 approximation, embedded approach.

centred at coordinates (xc , yc ), defined as the points in which the velocity is zero in the
sphere’s reference frame. Increasing the Reynolds number up to 200 doesn’t affect the
flow structure, but changes the separation location, the vortex center location and the
separation length.
In our computations, we set the Reynolds number to Re = 150, the Mach number to
M = 0.1 and no angle of attack. As before, we first computed the case on a body-fitted
mesh adapted with same parameters as the embedded one (which are reported in Tab.
2). A cut of the resulting embedded mesh is depicted in Fig. 6, while Fig. 7 shows the
localization of the sphere on the same mesh.

Figure 7: Localization of the sphere in the
adapted mesh. Yellow : positive values of
the SDF, blue: negative values of the SDF.

Figure 6: Cut of the 3D mesh for the sphere
test case, showing the refined region after
3 iterations of adaptation.

8
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Table 2: Adaptation parameters for the sphere test case.
Variable

hmin
0-isovalue 0.002 0.04
M
0.002 0.04

hmax
2.5
2.5

In Fig. 8 the Mach number distribution for both the approaches are compared and
in Fig. 9 the streamlines for the embedded approach show the steady separation bubble.
Finally, in Tab.3 we compared the geometrical parameters of the bubble with the literature
reference data.

Table 3: Geometry of the steady separation bubble.
θs
IBM P
127◦
Ref. data [11] 124◦

xs
1.74
1.7

2

xc
yc
0.86 0.34
0.8 0.32

Figure 9: Streamlines along the separation
region at a mid-plane slice of the sphere, P2
approximation, embedded approach.

Figure 8: Mach number at a mid-plane slice
of the sphere, P2 approximation. Upper
half : body-fitted, lower half : embedded.

9
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The Penalized Navier-Stokes equations have been solved using a Discontinuous Galerkin
method and mesh adaptation has been employed to improve the accuracy of the solid definition. The reason is twofold. First, keep the simplicity of the penalization method in
computing flow solutions around complex geometries, simplifying the mesh generation
process. Secondly, overcome the well-known difficulties of embedded approaches in the
wall treatment.
Mesh adaptations have been performed using two criteria: the distance to the zeroisovalue of the level-set and a physical variable of the flow solution (p or M in our case).
The proposed 2D and 3D test cases demonstrated the ability of the method to obtain
an accurate solution even when the mesh does not contain a priori any point on the
zero-isovalue of the level-set. For a given accuracy, the number of elements added by the
adaptation procedure to the IBM mesh is clearly larger than the one for its body-fitted
counterpart, but still of the same order.
The next step will be to extend the method to the case of moving bodies as well as for
turbulent flows computations.
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Abstract. This work concerns the development of a finite-element algorithm to discretize the phase-field model for the shape deformation of a vesicle based on the idea of
discontinuous Galerkin method. The phase-field model originated from minimization of
Canham-Helfrich elastic bending energy involves fourth-order gradients and thus C 1 -basis
functions are required for the standard conforming Galerkin formulation. We introduce
a relatively inexpensive, nonconforming method based on C 0 -basis functions. We present
the variational form of the method including additional terms to weakly enforce continuity of the derivatives across interelement boundaries and its stabilization is achieved via
Nitsche’s method. Numerical tests for the equilibrium shape of a single component vesicle
are performed to demonstrate the performance of the proposed variational formulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Vesicles are simple forms of closed biomembranes. They are formed by bilayers of lipid
molecules with a few nanometers thick ranging between 50 nm to tens of micrometers in
diameter [1]. They are essential for many biological functions such as regulating protein
activity and replication of viruses [2]. The objective of this study is to model the shape
deformation of a vesicle using a C 0 -discontinuous Galerkin formulation based on a phasefield bending elasticity model.
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We employ the phase-field model originated from minimization of Canham-Helfrich
elastic energy [3, 4] for modeling the shape deformation of vesicles. One of the main
attractions of the phase-field model is its capability of easily incorporating the complex topological and geometrical changes without the explicit tracking of the interfaces.
The phase-field model involves fourth-order partial derivatives. As a result, a standard
Galerkin approximation requires C 1 -continuous basis functions such that the phase-field
variable and its first derivatives are continuous. Examples include Hermite elements
and B-splines. Using Hermite elements on unstructured meshes presents difficulties and
certain partitions are not permissible with their isoparametric versions [5]. The use of
B-splines with arbitrarily shaped domains often involves either a mapping (as with isogeometrics) or a ‘fictitious-domain’ type of approaches [6]. More importantly, B-splines
are non-interpolatory and, thus, imposing even simple Dirichlet boundary conditions can
be problematic. Mixed finite-element methods present a relatively expensive alternative,
requiring separate approximations for primary and secondary fields [7]. In this study, we
present a finite-element formulation based on C 0 -elements that can avoid these drawbacks.
The challenge of modeling the vesicle shape deformation using the phase-field model is
high computational cost. This is because the phase-field is defined on the whole physical
domain and it changes rapidly only near the transition layer around the vesicle membrane
surface. Therefore, the use of adaptive meshing is more ideal than using uniform meshes
on the whole domain. Bearing in mind this, developing efficient finite-element methods
is important to model the shape deformation of the vesicle. Several methods have been
developed, for example, an adaptive mixed method [8] and B-spline based finite-element
method [9]. We expect that application of adaptivity to our proposed C 0 -elements based
finite-element formulation can be easily achieved.
The main goal of the paper is to present a variational formulation using C 0 -elements
to discretize the nonlinear fourth-order phase-field model for the shape deformation of
vesicles. We employ Nitsche’s [10] method to weakly impose continuity of the derivatives
across element interfaces. An additional penalty like term is incorporated to achieve stabilization. Nitsche’s method was first employed to develop a nonconforming finite-element
formulation for a fourth-order elliptic problem by Baker [12]. Our approach is relevant
to a consistent C 0 -interior penalty method that was presented for beam and plate theories [11] and a second-gradient theory [13, 14, 16, 15]. Recently, Nitsche’s method has been
also successfully applied for weakly imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions in standard
finite-element methods for second- and fourth-order partial differential equations [17, 18]
and B-splines [19, 20].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present
the phased-field model for the equilibrium shape of vesicles. In Section 3, we introduce
a variational formulation based on Nitsche’s method for the phase-field model [31]). In
Section 4, the capability of the proposed variational formulation is tested with a bi-concave
shape example. Finally, in Section 5, we provide conclusions and a summary of directions
for future work.

2
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2

GOVERNING EQUATION

In the present work, we use the phase-field model of the Canham-Helfrich curvature
energy [3, 4] for easy tracking of the shape deformation of the membrane surface. In doing
so, we first introduce a phase-field function φ(x) on the computational domain Ω as in
Du and his colleagues [8, 21, 22]. We visualize that the level set {x : φ(x) = 0} gives
the membrane surface S, while {x : φ(x) < 0} represents the inside of the membrane and
{x : φ(x) > 0} the outside. The equilibrium shape of the vesicle membrane is determined
by minimizing its shape energy, usually taken to be its bending energy.
To derive the phase-field model, we introduce the phase-field bending energy [21, 22]
given by

2

1 2
1
E(φ) =
κ ∆φ − 2 (φ − 1)(φ + C) dv
(1)
2

Ω

where  is the transition parameter related to the interface thickness and C is the parameter representing the effect of the spontaneous curvature. Then, the phase-field model
for the equilibrium shape of a vesicle can be given by minimizing the energy (1) subject to the prescribed surface area and bulk volume. We employ the work of Du and
colleagues [8, 21, 22] for the prescribed volume and area constraints. In doing so, we
define


1
V (φ) =
φ(x) dv
(2)
2
Ω
for the prescribed volume constraint and

 

1 2
3
2
2
|∇φ| + (φ − 1) dv
A(φ) = √
2
4
2 2

(3)

Ω

for the prescribed surface area. We also consider the following initial phase-field function,


d(x, S)
√
φ(x) = tanh
,
(4)
2
that was commonly used by Du and his colleagues [8, 21, 22]. Here, d(x, S) is the signed
distance function from a point x ∈ Ω to the membrane surface S.
To deal with surface area and volume constraints, we employ the following penalty
formulation [8]
EP (φ) = E(φ) +

αv
αa
(V (φ) − V0 )2 + (A(φ) − A0 )2
2
2

(5)

where V0 and A0 represent the prescribed volume and the prescribed surface area and αv
and αa are the penalty parameters. The problem to find equilibrium configurations of a
vesicle membrane can be formulated as finding the phase-field function φ(x) on the whole
domain Ω that minimizes the energy functional (5).

3
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To find a minimizer of the energy (5), we employ a gradient flow approach that has been
successfully used for solving the phase-field model of single-component vesicles [8, 21, 22].
Then, the variational problem can be solved via the gradient flow
∂φ
δEP (φ)
=−
∂t
δφ

(6)

where δ/δφ denotes the first variation of the functional (5). By taking the first variation
of (5) and substituting it into the right-hand side of (6), (6) can be rewritten as
1
∂φ
= ∆Q − 2 Q(3φ2 + 2Cφ − 1) + αv (V (φ) − V0 )+
∂t





3
1 2
αa (A(φ) − A0 ) − √  ∆φ − 2 (φ − 1)φ
(7)

2 2

where Q = ∆φ − 1 (φ2 − 1)(φ + C). To find the equilibrium shape of the vesicle, we
use the time-dependent flow equation (7) with the initial phase-field function (4). Notice
that it is the nonlinear and fourth order time-dependent partial differential equation and
thus requires the nonlinear solver and an appropriate time-stepping algorithm.
To construct the weak form of (7), we introduce the space of an admissible solution
field as V ⊂ H 2 (Ω), where H 2 (Ω) denotes the classical Sobolev space of order 2. For
convenience, we define the space of a test field as W ⊂ H 2 (Ω) with
W = {w ∈ H 2 (Ω) | w = ∇w · n = 0 on ∂Ω}.

(8)

By multiplying a test function w ∈ W, taking integration over Ω, and applying integration by parts, the weak form to (7) can be stated as: Find φ ∈ V such that, for all
w ∈ W,



2
∂φ
dv =  ∆w∆φ dv +
(∇w · ∇φ)(3φ2 + 2Cφ − 1) dv
w
∂t
 Ω
Ω
Ω

1
+
w(6φ + 2C)(∇φ · ∇φ) dv
 Ω

1
+ 3
w(3φ2 + 2Cφ − 1)(φ2 − 1)(φ + C) dv
(9)
 Ω




3
1 2
+ αa w(A(φ) − A0 ) − √  ∆φ − 2 (φ − 1)φ
dv

2
2
Ω

w(V (φ) − V0 ) dv.
+ αv
Ω

Notice that (9) is H 2 -conforming and thus it is valid for C 1 -continuous basis functions
such as Hermite elements and B-splines.

4
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3

C 0 -DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN FORMULATION

We present the non-conforming formulation based on the idea of Engel et al. [11]. This
formulation uses C 0 -continuous basis functions so that their first derivatives are discontinuous. Continuity of these first derivatives on element boundaries is weakly imposed
based on Nitsche’s method [10].
To construct the bases, we consider a regular finite-element partition Ωh = ∪N
i=1 Ωi , with
h
Ω ≈ Ω and N the total number of elements in the mesh. We choose an approximation
function φh ∈ V h which is continuous on the entire domain but discontinuous in its first
and higher derivatives across element boundaries. Notice that V h is a non-conforming
approximation of V, i.e., V h ⊂ V. The approximation φh (x) to the phase-field function
φ(x) is given by

φh (x) =
NI (ξ(x))φI
(10)
I

where φI is the nodal value at node I and ξ(x) is the position in a reference element.
Here, NI is a basis function that belongs to the set of Lagrangian iso-parametric functions
{NI } = {NI ∈ C 0 (Ωh ) : NI |Ωe ∈ Pk (Ωe )},

I = 1, . . . , M

(11)

where M denotes the number of nodes in the mesh and Pk (Ωe ) is the space of complete
polynomials with the order less than or equal to k defined over element Ωe . For the sake
 and the set of all interior edges
of brevity, we denote the set of element interiors by Ω


by Γ. In two dimensions, Γ refers only to those element edges that are shared by two
spatially adjacent elements, and does not include edges along the physical boundary ∂Ω.
The finite-element formulation we propose to approximate the solution of the gradient
flow (7) is stated as: Find φh ∈ V h such that, for all wh ∈ W h ,



2
∂φh
dv =  ∆wh ∆φh dv +
(∇wh · ∇φh )(3φ2h + 2Cφh − 1) dv
wh
∂t
 Ω

Ω
Ω

1
+
wh (6φh + 2C)(∇φh · ∇φh ) dv
 Ω

1
+ 3
wh (3φ2h + 2Cφh − 1)(φ2h − 1)(φh + C) dv
 Ω


−  [[∇wh · n]]∆φh  ds −  [[∇φh · n]]∆wh  ds
(12)


Γ
Γ

+ τ [[∇wh · n]][[∇φh · n]] ds

Γ




3
1 2
+ αa wh (A(φh ) − A0 ) − √  ∆φh − 2 (φh − 1)φh
dv


2
2
Ω

w(V (φh ) − V0 ) dv
+ αv

Ω

where τ is the stabilization parameter which is inversely proportional to the mesh size
h, i.e., τ ∼ 1/h and [[ · ]] and  ·  represent the jump and average operators on element
5
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interiors, respectively. In comparison to (9), additional terms are included in the fourth
and fifth lines to weakly impose continuity of the first derivatives to the normal direction
at element interior edges.
4

NUMERICAL STUDY

The finite-element formulation (12) is implemented in Multi-Physics Object Oriented
Simulation Environment (MOOSE), which is an open source finite-element tool to solve
partial differential equations [23]. For the implementation of (12), we use DG kernel
with the standard Lagrangian shape functions and the iterative Jacobian free Newton
Krylov (JFNK) method as a nonlinear solver in MOOSE. Notice that the use of the
iterative Krylov subspace method enables good scalability of large simulations in parallel
environment, while providing quadratic convergence without the incorporation of the
exact Jacobian. In the present study, we consider an axisymmetric shape deformation of
a vesicle in two dimensions.

(a) Initial shape

(b) Equilibirum shape

Figure 1: The bi-concave shape example.

We consider a bi-concave shape as an initial shape of a vesicle. We choose  depending
on the mesh size, i.e.,  = 4h with h being the mesh size, to ensure enough resolution
within the transition layer. We take the time step ∆t = 0.0001 and the penalty parameters
of αv = 1000 and αa = 500 for volume and area constraints. In MOOSE, a QUAD8 element
is used as a C 0 -basis function. The stabilization parameter is chosen as proportional to
1/h, i.e., τ ∼ 1/h.
Axisymmetric equilibrium vesicle shapes are determined for different values of reduced
volume [24] which is the key control parameter. Figure 1(b) shows a bi-concave disc,
similar in shape to a human red blood cell, obtained from the initial configuration of an
oblate spheroid with a reduced volume of 0.62. As shown in Figure 2, the curvature energy
decreases until a steady state is reached, indicating the shape equilibrium of the vesicle.
The errors of the area and volume constraints are less than 1.5% and 2.0%, respectively.
In Figure 3, we test various types of C 0 -elements using QUAD9, QUAD8 and TRI6 that are
6
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Figure 2: The evolution of curvature energy.

(a) QUAD8

(b) QUAD9

(c) HERMITE

(d) TRI6

Figure 3: Equilibrium shape of Bi-concave example with different element types.

available on MOOSE along with the C 1 HERMITE element. All the parameters are taken to
be the same. It is worth mentioning that for the HERMITE element, the Nitsche’s terms are
7
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Element Nodes
HERMITE 13041
QUAD8
9841
QUAD9
13041
TRI6
14985

Elements
3200
3200
3200
7372

Area error(%)
2.75
2.89
2.54
3.48

Volume error(%)
3.51
2.58
2.87
4.12

Total time (seconds)
1906
1826
2242
1956

Table 1: Comparision of number of nodes, elements, area and volume error and simulation time for
different element types.

not needed and so we use the standard Galerkin formulation (9). The simulations are run
until it reaches to the steady state based on the curvature energy. The final equilibrium
shapes are displayed in Figure 3. The shapes of QUAD8 and QUAD9 cases are qualitatively
indistinguishable and they both have good agreement with the HERMITE case except for
slight deviation of the curvature near the z-axis. The shape of TRI6 does not match other
cases well and it could be due to the insufficient mesh density. It should be expected that
those discrepancies will be eliminated by increasing the number of elements. Some more
detailed comparison is given in Table 1. For the C 0 -discontinuous Galerkin method, it
seems that QUAD8 is a suitable choice in terms of the accuracy and efficiency. With same
number of elements, the use of QUAD8 would have less number of nodes than QUAD9 and
HERMITE and thus leads to less overall simulation time.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce C 0 -elements based discontinuous Galerkin formulation for
the fourth-order phase-field model to predict the equilibrium shape of a vesicle. Using
MOOSE, numerical study for the two-dimensional and axisymmetric bi-concave shape
verifies that the proposed formulation can capture the equilibrium shape of the vesicle.
In the future, we will investigate the influence of the stabilization parameter τ and the
effect of the mesh size within the transition layer on the shape deformation of the vesicle.
Further study will be performed for complex morphological transformations to capture
various equilibrium shapes of vesicle deformation such as budding and fission. Moreover,
this study will be eventually extended to the three-dimensional vesicle shape deformation.
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Abstract. The A-CD2 method gives a mechanical description for instantaneous collisions
between rigid bodies. This method considers a solid that moves with constant velocity in
the intervals [t1 , tc [ and ]tc , t2 ]. The contact points at tc are computed with the current
position and the new velocities, due to the collision at tc , are calculated by means of a
constrained optimization problem. Several applications have used this method. When
the solid is governed by a torque free motion, the velocities are not necessarily constants,
because depend on the moments of inertia. This behavior is not included in the ACD2 method, since constant velocities are considered. An extension includes the use of
the Euler equations for modeling the angular velocities, when the body is torque free.
Therefore, non constant angular velocities are obtained when the moments of inertia are
different.
An important result is the reduction in the computational complexity of the original
algorithm, from O(N 2 ) to O(N ), mainly due to the contact detection stage. This reduction allows to handle problem 20 times larger than the original. Numerical simulations
for granular layers motion are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Collision between rigid bodies is an important class of processes arising in several
natural events, for instances, avalanches, molecules and asteroids collisions, and also in
many important engineering and industrial problems e.g., mining, construction, transport,
among others.
Thus, it is important to develop computational models for collision simulations in order
to complement expensive experiments, which usually requires resources and equipments
that are expensive. A computational simulation allows to considerably reduce the use of
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special equipments and other resources, and still allowing to obtain a very close description
of the dynamics of the phenomenon, with the goal of analyzing and studying the evolution
of collisions in time.
The approach presented in [1], named A-CD2 obtains the new velocities of a set of
solids, after a collision, by solving a constrained minimization problem. Currently this
method allows us to simulate a system with no more than 1500 solids. The problem
is mainly computational: the contact detection algorithm has computatinal complexity
O(n2 ), where n is the number of solids in the system. Therefore, an efficient computational method is presented, where an algorithm with linear computational complexity is
achieved, and an interior point method for the constrained optimization problem is used.
Now, simulations with more than 5000 solids is achieved, and the computational time has
been decreased considerably. Numerical simulations for the constitution of compact grain
layers is obtained, where the solids is concentrated in a point with the objective to have
a layer of rigid bodies in equilibrium.
2
2.1

METHODS
A-CD2 METHOD

A theory for multiple collisions in granular flow, based on the representation of the
medium as a collection of rigid bodies [4] is presented in [1, 2, 10]. When rigid bodies
get into collision, it is no longer possible to solve the classical equation of motion because velocities are not differentiable: the application of the principle of virtual work in
association with appropriate constitutive laws relating internal stress and velocities allows to obtain a set of equations of motion, valid both for smooth and for non-smooth
evolutions. In particular, this approach allows us to overcome the limits of the classical
penalty method, it does not require the definition of gap functions, and satisfy the actual
physical condition of non-interpenetration of the particles. Moreover, compared to [5] or
[6] the existence and the uniqueness of the solution of the Clausius-Duhem inequality has
been proved [10]. This approach is called Atomized efforts Contact Dynamics respecting
the Clausius-Duhem inequality (A-CD2 ). It describes multiple bodies contact dynamics
(according to the Clausius-Duhem inequality) by means of an “atomization” of the efforts
exerted during contact.
According to obtain the velocities after the collision, this approach, for the sake of
simplicity, it exposed for a single point, with mass m, colliding once to a rigid fixed
surface in a time interval [t1 , t2 ] and having instantaneous velocity discontinuity, before
generalizing the formulation to a simulataneous collision of N rigid solids [4, 10].

2
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x(t1 )

u−
x(t2 )

u+

N

x(tc )
Figure 1: Point - plane system: a particle with mass m and a fixed plane.

As the collision is assumed to be instantaneous, the velocity u of the point is discontinous at the instant tc of the impact, having a left and right limit noted u− and u+ .
The contact force is concentrated in time, becoming a percussion P int [4]. In Figure 1
we show the interaction between the point and the rigid fixed plane with one collision in
the time interval, the description of the point trajectory x(t) in [t1 , t2 ] and the collision
at time tc .
Interior forces considered in the particle motion at interval time [t1 , t2 ] are defined by
their work. Let us consider a contact force f int , which is concentrated in time, such as
the internal percussion P int . An exterior percussion P ext could be taken into account,
not depending on u, and also applied to the point at the instant of collision. External
forces f ext also are considered and are not depending on the velocities. The equations of
motion assume the following form on [t1 , t2 ] [8]
m
and

du
= −f int + f ext
dt

almost everywhere



m u+ (tc ) − u− (tc ) = −P int + P ext
x(t1 )

(1)

everywhere

u−
u+

N

x(tc )
Figure 2: Motion of a rigid body.
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If we consider now a solid, not a point (see Figure 2), we have [8]


m u+ − u− = −P int + P ext


I ω + − ω − = −g A × P int + g B × P ext

(3)

where ω is the rotational velocity of the solid, g is the center of mass, A is the point
where the internal percussion is applied and B is the point where the external percussion
is applied.
The following minimization problem:


inf F (x) = x, x + Φ(x) − 2 u− + b, x
(4)
x
 −

u ·N
d
where the function Φ(x) = Φ (x) + K (x) and K =
, ∞ Φ = Φd + K is a
2
pseudopotential of dissipation, which is convex, positive and null in the origin [7, 8, 10, 12]
and

 −
u + u+
int
P ∈ ∂Φ
where Φ = Φd + K
(5)
2
i.e. the internal percussion is derived from a pseudopotential of dissipation, divided in a
dissipative Φd and reactive K percussion. Particularly, the reactive percussion can be
replaced by the constraints ϕk (x) ≤ 0 defining the set Ω.
The collision problem is now a constrained minimization problem, where the solution
gives us the new velocities of solids at some discrete time ∆t. The function F (x) is
quadratic due to the choice of the dissipative percussion Φd (quadratic) and the set of
constraints ϕk (x) ≤ 0, k = 1, nc (non - interpenetration condition) where nc is the total
number of contact points.
Thus, the constrained minimization problem is given by:


inf F (x) = x, x + Φd (x) − 2 u− + b, x
x∈Ω


where Ω = x ∈ R6N : ϕk (x) ≤ 0, k = 1, ..., nc
(6)
The constraint ϕk (x) associated to the contact point Aijk is given by


u/2−
(Aijk ) − dxij (Aijk ) · N k
ϕk (x) = dij

where N k is the normal vector at contact point Aijk , and


duij (Aijk ) = (ui + ω i × g i Aijk ) − uj + ω j × g j Aijk

(7)

(8)

is the actual relative velocity of solids i and j at the contact point Aijk You can see more
details in [1, 10, 11].
The function F (x) is possible to write it in the following quadratic matrix form


1
F (x) = xT (2M + Ξ) x − xT 2 M u− − bext
(9)
2
where M ∈ R6N ×6N is the inertia and mass matrix, Ξ ∈ R6N ×6N is the pseudopotential of
dissipation matrix and bext is the external percussion vector. It is possible to show that
the matrices M and Ξ are sparse [11].
4
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2.2

CONTACT DETECTION

An important step of our work, is the contact detection step, which determines the
points where the solids are in contact. This step is divided in two process: (a) determination of closer solids and (b) computation of contact points. The first part is addressed by
a neighborhhod technique. This technique consists in computing, each certain amount of
timesteps, the neighborhood for each solid, that means, all solids which are closer. The
second part is addressed by a technique called “early out”, which consists in to procede
with less expensive tests first before to entry in the more specific overlap tests.
2.2.1

Neighborhood

The neighborhood for each solid is computed using a cell mapping technique [13],
applied to a three dimensional space. This technique consists in dividing the space in
boxes or cubes, and calculating the cube where each solid belongs, for instance, if a solid
i is in the position (xi , yi , zi ), then belongs to the cube with coordinate:


xi − minx yi − miny zi − minz
,
,
,
sizex
sizey
sizez
where minx , miny and minz are the minimum coordinates x, y and z respectively, and sizex ,
sizey and sizez are the each size of the cube. Each cube has three coordinates, which is
the position in the space, consequently has a corresponding cube. The neighborhood
of the solid will be then, all the solids which are in the closer cubes, i.e. for the cube
CUBE(a, b, c) with coordinate (a, b, c), the neighborhood will be formed by the 26 cubes
around. In the original simulations, the neighborhood computation of one solid considers
the distances with all the remaining solids. Therefore, the computation is order O(N 2 ).
The call mapping technique is order O(N ), because we are going to compute the distances
just with the solids which belong to the 26 cubes around.
2.2.2

Contact Points

In [9] is mentioned a Bounding Volume (BV) which is a volume encapsulating one or
more objects of more complex nature. The idea is, for the simple shapes, such as boxes
or spheres, to have cheaper overlap tests than the complex objects they bound. Using
bounding volumes fast overlap rejection test is allowed, because it is only necessary a test
against the complex bounded geometry when the initial overlap query for the bounding
volumes gives a positive result. In [9] also mentioned that not all geometric objects
serve as effective bounding volumes; desirable properties for bounding volumes include
inexpensive intersection tests, tight fitting, inexpensive to compute, easy to rotate and
transform and use little memory.
The main idea is to apply a technique called “early out”, which consists in to procede
with less expensive tests first before to entry in the more specific overlap tests. Therefore,
the idea of the bounding volumes is that they must have a simple geometry shape, allowing
a first fast overlapping test.
5
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The contact detection between solids has been separated in two steps: a faster overlap
detection and a contact point detection. The first step is made using spheres as BV,
therefore the overlap detection is focused in detect if a polyhedron is close enough to
another one. The second part is performed when both bounding spheres are overlapped,
then, is applied a technique to search the points where the polyhedrons are in contact.
Three contact point detections are made: surface, face and edge detection.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

A granular material is a collection of solid particles or grains, such that most of the
particles are in contact with at least some of their neighboring particles. The term granular
layer could be used to describe a type of granular material, in fact, a granular layer is
simply a collection of solid particles which is in repose in some surface. In this case it
will be considered a granular layer in a plane. The problem arises in building this layer,
because the idea is to obtain a very compact granular heap.
An interesting result is that the computational time for N solids, have a linear behavior. It is important to remark that the optimization part was a black case, which it is not
possible to change, but all the rest of the computations: contact detection, optimization
problem building, velocity updating and geometry setting were computed. In the simulation for N solids, they begin at rest in a random position but directed towards the origin,
therefore after some simulation time, solids start to collide forming a heap.

6
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(a) 0.0 [s]

(b) 0.2 [s]

(c) 0.5 [s]

(d) 0.8 [s]

Figure 3: Evolution of 1000 solids forming a heap.
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(a) 0.0 [s]

(b) 0.2 [s]

(c) 0.5 [s]

(d) 0.8 [s]

Figure 4: Evolution of 3000 solids forming a heap.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this work was to develop a mathematical and computational model
for multiple collision of rigid bodies, by means of an extension of the A-CD2 method. The
new elements addressed in this work was the computational issues detected in the original
version and the theoretical development for the rotational velocities of the solids. Theses
issues comprise (a) inefficient use of computational memory, (b) convergence problem in
the constrained minimization problem method and (c) inadequate mechanical behavior
according to the rotational velocity of the solids. For the first issue a dynamical algorithm
was presented, where the efficient use of computational memory has been achieved. Mainly
in the contact detection module, a dynamical neighborhood algorithm was developed.
Regarding the convergence problem, the original version uses Uzawa method to find the
solution for the constrained minimization problem. In this work an interior-point method
(barrier) has been used, by means of the CPLEX library. The convergence problem has
been solved, because the high convexity of the function to minimize the barrier method
best suits. Finally, the original approach consider, in a timestep simulation, all velocities
constant. In our case, a new set of equations has been presented particularly for the
rotational velocity non constant behavior.

8
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new
O(N )
original
O(N 2 )

104

CPU time

103
102
101
100
102

103
Number of solids

Figure 5: Computational time comparison between the original version (red dashed) and the new one
(blue continuous) for different amounts of solids.

All these improvements allow us to compute until 3000 solids in a reasonable computational time. In the Figure 5, the cpu time is shown for one iteration, without the CPLEX
computational cost. Clearly we observe an improvement between the original version and
the new one, where the computational order has been reduced. An important remark is
that with the original approach, no more than 1000 solids simulation can be achieved in
a reasonable computational time. As final conclusion, this extension offers the possibility
to simulate large scale problem, even so, we can continue to obtain more improvements.
5
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Abstract. Particle packings play an important role in the discrete element modelling
of particulate systems as diﬀerent packings can lead to diﬀerent physical behaviour, and
therefore need to be properly characterised and controlled. Apart from a few conventional approaches, there is still a lack of more general, comprehensive and quantitative
approaches that can reveal some fundamental features of packings. The current work
attempts to develop a novel packing characterising system based on two techniques: digitalised image representation of a packing and subsequent application of Principal Component Analysis to the resulting image. It will prove that the principal components or
variances of a packing image can indeed qualify as the signature of the packing, and therefore can be utilised to characterise the packing. Furthermore, a dissimilarity coeﬃcient or
a similarity index will be deﬁned which provides a single valued metric to quantitatively
compare two packings. Comprehensive investigations for several groups of purposefully
generated particle packings are conducted to understand relationships of their principal
variances with packing features. The diﬀerence between two packings with diﬀerent features can be revealed by the principal variance (PV) and dissimilarity coeﬃcient (DC).

1

INTRODUCTION

The particle packing plays a fundamental role in leading the physical behaviour of
a particle system. Therefore it is of great importance to conduct the spatial-statistical
analysis of the geometrical structure of the system. As the topology of the system is
highly complex, it is diﬃcult to observe the way particles packed around each other
by experiments [1]. With the development of various particle based methods, such as
Molecular Dynamics (MD) and the Discrete Element Method [2, 3, 4], more detailed
information on the internal structure of particulate systems can be accessed. Currently,
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the techniques applied to investigate the features of particle packings mainly focus on the
packing density and orientations of the particle contacts.
The informations of a packing can be clariﬁed into two categories: particle related and
contact related. The classical characteristics of the particles are particle size distribution
and packing density. These informations cannot reﬂect the spatial feature of the packing.
Some researchers attempted to treat this issue using a radial function [5] while it is less
eﬀective. The features of the contacts can be checked by coordination number, contact
force distribution and the contact orientation distribution[6]. These informations can only
be achieved for the dense packing with contacts between particles. Summarily, there is
still a lack of more general, comprehensive and quantitative approaches that can reveal
some fundamental features of packing.
A particle packing can be viewed as a speciﬁc spatial variation of solid material (assigned a value 1) and void (a value of 0). The packing can be represented as a digitalised
image with grey-scale ranging from 0 to 1 on a regular grid. Then the resulting packing
image can be analysed by techniques developed in the ﬁeld of computer graphics and
imaging process [7, 8, 9, 10], and the (dis)similarity of multiple packing images may also
be compared in a quantitative manner. Principal component analysis (PCA) [11, 12] is
one of the most popular linear transform based statistical techniques, and has been extensively used in a wide variety of applications. It has proved to be a powerful tool that
is often employed for data analysis in general, and dimension reduction in multi-variance
analysis, and pattern recognition in signal and imaging processing in particular.
Therefore, a novel characterising method is developed using the principal component of
a packing image as the signature of the packing. Furthermore, a dissimilarity coeﬃcient is
deﬁned which can provide a single valued metric to quantitatively compare two packings.
This has been made possible by the deﬁnition of the principal variance function that maps
the ordinal numbers of individual principal variances into a non-dimensional unit interval.
The characterisation of the particle packing can be revealed by the subsequent principal
component analysis.
The paper is organised as follows. The whole analysis procedure of applying PCA to a
spherical particle packing is introduced in Section 2, including the packing digitalisazeion,
the formation of packing image, the subsequent numerical treatment of the image matrix
and the resulted characterisation of particle packing revealed by the principal variance
function and the dissimilarity coeﬃcient. In Section 3, this packing characterising system
is applied to several groups of purposefully generated random packings. The PCA analysis
is conducted to the random packings. Then comprehensive investigations are carried out
to illustrate the relationship between packing features and results obtained by PCA. The
result of principal component analysis can evaluate the diﬀerent eﬀects on packings caused
by conﬁguration randomness of the packings. Concluding remarks are made in Section 4.
2

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE OF PCA

This section describe the full numerical procedure of the Principal Component Analysis
and the following techniques which are used to characterise the particle packings. As only
the main principals of PCA are adopted in the current work, some minor modiﬁcations
2
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(b) a 100 × 100 digitalised image

(a) a packing with a square analysis
window

Figure 1: A random particle packing and a digital representation within the analysis window

are made and diﬀerent terminologies are used.
2.1

Packing digitalisation

Firstly, an analysis window A of rectangular shape is speciﬁed in the domain of the
particle system. This window can be divided into M × N square cells with same spacing
h. The grid cell is denoted as Aij according to the index along the X and Y directions.
The average area covered by particles is
aij =

|Ωg ∩ Aij |
|Aij |

(1)

where |Ω| denotes the measure or area of the particles; and |Aij | = h2 . An empty cell
with no overlapping with any particle has aij = 0; while a cell fully covered by a particle
has aij = 1. A cell partially covered by particles has aij < 1. So in general aij ∈ [0, 1].
2.2

Formation of packing image

The collection of all the cell average areas aij forms an M × N matrix Ah = {aij },
which can be viewed as a digitalised grey-scale representation of the original packing Ωp in
the region A, thus is termed as the packing matrix or image. Figure 1(b) illustrates such
a digitalisation of a disc particle packing shown in Figure 1(a). Clearly, Ah is accurate
within particles or void space of the packing, but may introduce approximation around
particle boundaries. The accuracy of this representation for the original packing depends
on the grid spacing h, and will be accurate in the limit case:
lim Ah = Ωg ∩ A

h→0

3
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2.3

Numerical procedures and formulations

Let mj be the mean value of the j-th column of the packing matrix Ah
mj =

M
1 
aij
M i=1

(3)

By subtraction of its mean from each column vector of Ah , the column centralised
matrix ĀN of Ah is obtained as:
ĀN = Ah − eM mN

(4)

where eM is an M × 1 column vector with all its elements being 1’s; and mN is the 1 × N
mean value vector mN = {mj }.
Deﬁne the covariance matrix of ĀN as
SN =

1 T
Ā ĀN
M N

(5)

where SN is a N × N square matrix. Notice in the above that M instead of M − 1 is
used. Further deﬁne the column-wise total variance as
N
1
1 
σN =
Tr(SN ) =
(SN )ii
N
N i=1
c

(6)

which may be (slightly) diﬀerent from the total variance σh in general.
By solving the eigenvalue problem of SN , it yields the following matrix decomposition
SN VN = VN DN

(7)

with
T
SN V N ,
DN = VN

T
VN
VN = I N

where the diagonal matrix DN = diag{di } contains all the eigenvalues di in descending order, which are termed the principal variances (PVs); and VN = {vi } are the orthonormal
vectors, termed the principal modes. As ĀN is column centralised, SN is a semi-positive
deﬁnite matrix with at least one zero principal variance. It is also well known that the
sum of the PVs and the total column-wise variance is related by
N
1 
c
di = σN
N i=1

(8)

SN can be recovered from the principal variances and modes as
SN =

T
V N DN V N

=

N
−1

i=1

4
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In many applications, only the ﬁrst few principal variances are needed to approximate
SN to a reasonable degree, thereby signiﬁcantly reducing the dimension of the problem
concerned. This is often the main objection of PCA, but not an issue for the current
problem.
Further deﬁne the projection UN of ĀN onto the space spanned by VN as
UN = ĀN VN
Then it has
DN =

(10)

1 T
U UN
N N

(11)

Ah = ĀN + eM mN

(12)

and ĀN and Ah can be recovered by
T
;
ĀN = UN VN

Similarly to SN , ĀN or Ah can be optimally approximated by the leading principal
variances.
The column-wise total variance σNc , the mean value vector mN , the principal variance
matrix DN and the corresponding modes VN form a unique set SN , termed the columnwise characteristic set, that fully determines the packing in the vertical direction
CN = {σNc , mN , DN , VN }

(13)

As the PVs and the column-wise total variance is related by (8), and the total variance
(and also the column-wise variance) is related to the density, the PVs play a dominant
role to characterise a packing image and therefore can be viewed as the (column-wise)
signature of the packing.
2.4

Principal variance function

To facilitate the comparison between diﬀerent sets of principal variances, particularly
when they are obtained from diﬀerent resolutions P , the ordinal number i of a principal
variance di is mapped from 1 to P to a non-dimensional ”position” variable x ∈ [0, 1] by
1
1
i−
(14)
x(i) =
P
2

Then a continuous function d(x), x ∈ [0, 1], termed the principal variance function, can be
constructed to interpolate the discrete variances di using piecewise linear or higher order
interpolation functions such that
d(xi ) = di ,
2.5

xi = x(i),

i = 1, · · · , P

(15)

Packing image similarity

Consider two packing images with their principal variance functions d1 (x) and d2 (x)
obtained, deﬁne a so-called dissimilarity coeﬃcient (DC) between these two images as
 1

1/2
1
2
[d1 (x) − d2 (x)] d x
∈ [0, 1]
(16)
Dc =
Σ1 + Σ2 0
5
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(a) Packing U1

(b) Packing U2

(c) Packing U4

(d) Packing U8

(e) Image U1(N)

(f) Image U2(N)

(g) Image U4(N)

(h) Image U8(N)

Figure 2: Four uniform packing groups in region [-0.1, 1.1] × [-0.1, 1.1] (a-d); and their digital images
(with N=100) within region [0, 1] × [0, 1] (e-h)

where Σ1 and Σ2 are deﬁned as
Σi =



1
0

d2i (x) dx (i = 1, 2)

Consequently, the degree of similarity of these two packing images can be quantiﬁed by
the similarity index ∈ [0, 100] deﬁned as
SI = (1 − Dc ) × 100
3

(17)

PACKING CHARACTERISATION

This section is devoted to illustrating how the principal variance function and dissimilarity coeﬃcient deﬁned in the previous section can be applied to quantitatively characterise the features of diﬀerent packings.
Four groups of random particle packings are generated within the domain [−0.1, 1.1] ×
[−0.1, 1.1] with the periodic condition applied to both directions. All groups have particle
sizes obeying uniform distribution within a range. Each group has the particle size range
doubled from the previous group. The size distribution of groups U2, U4, U8 are respectively 2, 4 and 8 times of the base group U1. 10 random packing samples with the same
size distribution are generated in each group. The packings and their images at N = 100
are displayed in Figure 2.
For each packing group, the PVs of all 10 samples are computed and their averages
are taken to be the PVs of the group. For illustrative purpose, the principal variance
6
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(a) U1(100)

(b) U1(400)

Figure 3: Principal variance of group U1
Table 1: Average dissimilarity coeﬃcient of each group of random packings

N
400
100

U1
0.0126
0.0378

U2
0.0215
0.0379

U4
0.0372
0.0465

U8
0.0602
0.0662

functions of the 10 samples for group U1 at two resolutions N =100 and 400 are displayed
in Figure 3. Clearly the PV functions of the 10 samples at each set are located within
a narrow band around the group mean value. The maximum diﬀerence appears at the
leading variances but is much reduced for smaller PVs. This indicates that these samples randomly generated from the same distribution indeed have very similar statistical
features.
To quantify the diﬀerence, the dissimilarity coeﬃcient of 10 samples in each group
are calculated based on the formula (16) against their group average for two resolutions:
N =100 and 400. The average dissimilarity coeﬃcients of 10 samples in each group for
the three resolutions are provided in Table 1. As Figure 3 visually shows a minor diﬀerence among PVs functions of samples in each group, which is conﬁrmed by very small
dissimilarity coeﬃcients in Table 1, it can be concluded that the eﬀects of the particle
distribution randomness is indeed insigniﬁcant. It has also been found that the diﬀerence
decreases when the number of particles in the packing increases.
Besides reﬂecting the inﬂuence of the conﬁguration randomness of the particle system,
Principal Component Analysis can also indicate the diﬀerent level of eﬀects on packing
caused by particle distribution, packing density and particle size. The uniformity and
isotropy of a packing can also been investigated by this PCA based approach.

7
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4

CONCLUSIONS
- The current has developed a novel packing characterising system based on two
techniques: digitalised image representation of a packing and subsequent application
of Principal Component Analysis to the resulting image. It has proved that the
principal components or variances of a packing image can indeed qualify as the
signature of the packing, and therefore can be utilised to characterise the packing.
Furthermore, a dissimilarity coeﬃcient or a similarity index can be deﬁned which
provides a single valued metric to quantitatively compare two packings.
- The values of PVs and DC can indicate diﬀerent levels of eﬀects on packing caused
by conﬁguration randomness, particle distribution, packing density and particle size.
The uniformity and isotropy of a packing can also been investigated by this PCA
based approach.
- The methodology developed can be extended to both 3D cases and non-spherical
particle packings, and can also be applicable to some other problems in particle
systems
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Abstract. In addition to the hardware wall-time restrictions commonly seen in highperformance computing systems, it is likely that future systems will also be constrained by
energy budgets. In the present work, ﬁnite diﬀerence algorithms of varying computational
and memory intensity are evaluated with respect to both energy eﬃciency and runtime
on an Intel Ivy Bridge CPU node, an Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing processor, and
an NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU. The conventional way of storing the discretised derivatives
to global arrays for solution advancement is found to be ineﬃcient in terms of energy
consumption and runtime. In contrast, a class of algorithms in which the discretised
derivatives are evaluated on-the-ﬂy or stored as thread-/process-local variables (yielding
high compute intensity) is optimal both with respect to energy consumption and runtime.
On all three hardware architectures considered, a speed-up of ∼ 2 and an energy saving
of ∼ 2 are observed for the high compute intensive algorithms compared to the memory
intensive algorithm. The energy consumption is found to be proportional to runtime,
irrespective of the power consumed and the GPU has an energy saving of ∼ 5 compared
to the same algorithm on a CPU node.

1

Introduction

As the performance of high-performance computing (HPC) systems tends towards exascale, the characteristics of hardware are not shaped by ﬂoating-point operation (FLOP)
count and memory bandwidth alone. Energy costs continue to rise in an era where climate
change is a factor in many decision making processes, and power consumption and energy
eﬃciency are therefore prominent concerns of hardware manufacturers and end-user software developers alike. According to a report by the US Department of Energy [1], power
consumption of a potential exascale machine is predicted to increase by a factor of three
relative to HPC system designs in 2010. Indeed, an exascale-capable machine built with
the technology existing in 2010 would be expected to cost more than $2.5 billion USD in
power expenditure alone [1] and consume at least a gigawatt of power [10].
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From the perspective of numerical simulations, it is quite probable that in addition
to the hardware wall-time restrictions commonly seen in institutional, national and international HPC systems, simulations will also be constrained by energy budgets. It is
therefore paramount that numerical codes and their underlying solution algorithms can
be optimised in both respects. Recent eﬀort has focussed on designing eﬃcient solvers
with the help of tiling, and improving data locality, etc (e.g. [5; 23]). However, it is
possible to introduce more radical algorithmic changes to the codebase. Recent work
[12] using the automatic source code generation capabilities of the OpenSBLI framework
[10] has demonstrated that varying the computational and memory intensity of explicit
ﬁnite diﬀerence algorithms for solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in three
dimensions on a representative test case, has a signiﬁcant impact on simulation runtime
on an Intel Ivy Bridge CPU node. However, not much is known about how these algorithms behave across various architectures with respect to their energy eﬃciency and
power consumption.
This paper investigates the performance, in terms of both runtime and energy eﬃciency,
of six algorithms (ﬁve of which are from [8]) that solve the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations on an Intel Ivy Bridge CPU node, an NVIDIA K40c GPU, and an Intel Xeon
Phi Knights Landing processor (denoted KNL for brevity). The Methodology section
introduces the numerical method and the algorithms under consideration, along with
the automatic source code generation framework (OpenSBLI) used to generate C code
implementations for each algorithm. The Hardware and Execution section describes the
various backend programming models and the hardware used, along with a brief discussion
of how the power consumption and energy usage were measured. The Results section
demonstrates that the algorithms requiring minimal memory access are consistently the
best-performing algorithms across the three diﬀerent architectures. The paper closes with
some concluding remarks in the Summary and Conclusions section.
2

Methodology

The governing equations are the non-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations
with constant viscosity. The convective terms are written in the skew-symmetric formulation of [4] and the Laplacian form of the viscous terms is used to improve the stability
of the equations [14]. The spatial derivatives are evaluated using a fourth-order central
ﬁnite-diﬀerence method and a three-stage low storage Runge-Kutta method is used to
advance the solution variables in time.
Pseudo-code for the spatial and temporal discretisation of the governing equations is
outlined in Figure 1. Most of the computational time is spent evaluating the residual.
This consists of (a) evaluating the primitive variables (ui , P, T ), (b) evaluating the spatial
derivatives (63 derivatives are to be computed), and (c) to compute the residual of the
equations. The algorithms considered in this work diﬀer in the way the spatial derivatives
are evaluated and the residuals are computed. The other steps are evaluated the same
way across all the algorithms, as in [8]. Note that all the steps in Figure 1 are applied
on the entire domain (grid size) except the application of boundary conditions, which are
applied over each boundary face.
2
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initialise-the-solution-variables
for each-timestep do
� n)
save-state (Q
for each-runge-kutta-substep do
� k)
evaluate R(Q
� k+1
evaluate Q
� n+1
n+1-level-solution-advancement Q
apply-boundary
end for // runge-kutta-substep
end for // timestep
Figure 1: Generic algorithm for the numerical simulation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
using a multi-stage Runge-Kutta timestepping scheme.

The diﬀerent algorithms are outlined below. The source code for the implementation of
each algorithm is generated automatically using the OpenSBLI framework [6]. Three categories of algorithms are considered in the present work, (a) conventional algorithms, (b)
intermediate storage algorithms and (c) minimal-storage algorithms. The conventional
algorithm follows the approach frequently used in large-scale ﬁnite diﬀerence codes [14]
and is considered to be the baseline (BL) algorithm.
The intermediate storage algorithms stores only the velocity gradients into work
arrays and the rest are recomputed. Two variants of this type are considered depending on the way the derivatives that are not stored are computed. In Store Some (SS)
algorithm, the derivatives are evaluated to thread/process-local variables. Where as in
the Recompute Some (RS) algorithm these are directly substituted in the residual of the
equations. The implmenetation details are described in [8].
The minimal storage algorithms do not store any partial derivatives to work arrays.
They are either recomputed on-the-ﬂy, or evaluated as thread-/process-local variables.
Three diﬀerent variants are considered, Recompute All (RA), Store None (SN) and Store
None version 2 (SN2). The RA algorithm follows a similar approach to that of the RS
algorithm, where as th SN and SN2 algorithms follow the approach similar to that of
SS algorithm for all the partial derivatives in the equations as described in [8]. The
SN2 algorithm is a not reported in [8], in this data locality is improved by evaluating the
derivatives in groups. First, the groups that contain velocity derivatives (ui ) are evaluated
in the order of the index i, and then the group of non-velocity derivatives is evaluated.
A summary of the algorithms is presented in Table 1 with the operation count per
timestep. This is obtained by counting the number of operations for each expression in
the algorithm using the count ops functionality in SymPy and adding them together.
This sum is then multiplied by the total number of grid points (2563 used in this work)
and the number of sub-stages in a Runge-Kutta iteration (3 in the current work) to arrive
at the operation count per timestep.
Operation count is an indication of the compute intensity of the algorithms. It should
also be noted that, as diﬀerent compilers optimise diﬀerently, the actual operation count

3
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Local variables
Extra arrays
Operations (×109 )

BL
0
63
48

RS
0
9
68

SS
53
9
54

RA SN
0
63
0
0
145 69

SN2
63
0
69

Table 1: Number of process-/thread-local variables, work arrays and operation count used by each
algorithm, for a three stage Runge-kutta time step.

performed by the resulting binary executable would vary. Expensive divisions are avoided
by evaluating rational numbers and the inverse of constants at the start of the program.
A complete list of the optimisations performed is reported in [8].
3

Hardware and execution

OpenSBLI uses OPS’s source-to-source translation capabilities to tailor and optimise
the algorithm for their execution on various architectures.
On the CPUs and KNLs a variety of programming models such as MPI, MPI+OpenMP,
OpenACC, inlined MPI, and Tiled may be used. As it is beyond the scope of this paper to
compare diﬀerent programming models, we select the MPI model on the CPUs and KNL.
This yields a typical manually-parallelised solver with a similar parallel performance as
reported in [11]. The CPU and KNL simulations are performed on the UK National Supercomputing Service (ARCHER). The CPU system comprises Intel Ivy Bridge processors,
and the KNL system comprises Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing 7210 processors.
Similarly, for GPUs one can use CUDA, OpenCL, OpenACC or MPI CUDA for multiple GPUs. Our experience [9] is that CUDA performs as well as OpenCL, so the CUDA
backend is used for the execution of algorithms on GPUs. The simulations were performed
on a single NVIDIA Tesla K40c installed on a local desktop computer. This comprises
2,880 CUDA stream cores, and runs at a clock speed of 745 MHz with 12 GB of on-board
memory [12].
3.1

Performance measurement

For measuring the performance and energy consumption by the algorithms on various
architectures, the performance measurement libraries for those architectures were used.
On the CPU and KNL, the PAT MPI library (v 2.0.0) [3] was used. PAT MPI library uses
the Cray PAT Application Programming Interface (API), giving easy control and requiring
minimal modiﬁcations to the source code to collect the performance parameters. It should
be noted that the actual performance measurement is done by the Cray PAT library and
PAT MPI library calls ensure that the number of MPI processes reading the hardware
performance counters is minimised, and the master (rank 0) collects and outputs the
performance data [3].
Using the PAT MPI library involves adding calls to the pat mpi monitor in the source
code at the point where performance measurements should be taken and the quantities
that are to be monitored are controlled by a Makeﬁle. More details can be found in [2; 3].
4
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In the present work, for all the algorithms on CPU and KNL; the simulation runtime,
instantaneous power (W) and cumulative energy (J) were recorded at the start and end
of each timestep using the pat mpi monitor function [3].
On the GPU the NVIDIA Management Library (NVML) [13] was used. The function nvmlDeviceGetPowerUsage was inserted into the code at the start and end of each
iteration to measure the power consumption.
3.2

Compilation

After the insertion of performance measurement calls, the code was tailored to the
target hardware backends using OPS’s source-source translation capabilities. For the CPU
and KNL architectures the Intel C/C++ compiler (v 17.0) was used, and the NVIDIA C
compiler (v 8.0.44) was used for the GPU. On all architectures we used the -O3 compiler
optimisation ﬂag combined with architecture-speciﬁc ﬂags (-xHost, -xMIC-AVX512 and
sm 35 compute architecture for CPU, KNL and GPU, respectively) to generate binary
code speciﬁc to each architecture. All the dependant libraries and the algorithms are
compiled using the same optimisation ﬂags on each architecture.
4

Results

The simulation was set-up using 256 grid points in each direction. The BL, RS, SS, RA
and SN algorithms were validated by [6; 8] using a Cray compiler on the ARCHER CPU
node. The results of the algorithms using the current compilers on diﬀerent architectures
are compared to the solution dataset of [7]. The minimum and maximum error in the
solution variables between [7] and the current runs was found to be of the order of machine
precision on all three architectures.
To evaluate the energy eﬃciency of the algorithms, the simulations are run for 500
iterations with energy measurement enabled. Each algorithm is repeated ﬁve times on
each architecture and the performance results presented here are averaged over the ﬁve
runs. In the following sections the runtime, power and energy usage of the algorithms are
investigated for each architecture.
4.1

CPUs

The CPU simulations are run using 24 MPI processes on a single ARCHER compute
node. Table 2 show the runtimes and speed-up relative to the BL algorithm on the CPU.
The variation between the runtimes for diﬀerent runs for each algorithm was less than 1%
from the average.
Table 2: Runtime (s) and speed-up (relative to BL) for all algorithms on the CPU.

Algorithm
Runtime (s)
Speed-up

BL
1216.39
1.00

RS
715.51
1.70

SS
690.30
1.76

RA
558.70
2.18

SN
549.73
2.21

SN2
559.86
2.17

All other algorithms outperform the BL case and a speed-up of (∼1.7-2.2) relative to BL
5
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was achieved as reported in [8]. On a CPU, the runtimes of the minimal storage algorithms
(SN, RA and SN2) are within 2% of each other and are faster than the intermediate storage
algorithms. It is worth noting that in [8] the SS and SN algorithms are within ∼ 1-2%
on the same ARCHER CPU hardware. The diﬀerence in the runtime of the current
simulations compared to the results reported by [8] was likely due to diﬀerent compilers
being used (the Cray C compiler version 2.4.2 in [8], versus the Intel C compiler in the
present work), which caused diﬀerent optimisations to be performed at compile-time.

Figure 2: (a) Power consumption per iteration (W), and (b) cumulative energy (kJ) for the diﬀerent
algorithms on the CPU node.

Figure 2(a) shows the power consumption of the algorithms for each iteration. The
steady rise in power at early times, which is common to all runs, is due to Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) seen in other studies of power consumption on CPUs [2].
The BL algorithm consumes the least amount of power per iteration whereas RA consumes
the most. The higher power consumption for the compute intensive algorithms is expected
due to the larger number of operations being performed. Note that SN and SN2 consume
less power than RA since they reuse some of the thread-/process-local variables. With
respect to the intermediate storage algorithms, RS consumes less power relative to SS.
This is quite diﬀerent to the behaviour of the minimal storage algorithms (where more
calculations lead to increased power consumption), and demonstrates that in order to
be energy eﬃcient, a balance needs to be achieved between the number of computations
performed and the amount of local-storage used.
Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of cumulative energy for each algorithm. As this
represents both power consumption and run-time, the lower the value, the more energy
eﬃcient the algorithm is. In this ﬁgure the diﬀerent classes of algorithms can be easily
identiﬁed, irrespective of the power consumption behaviour. BL uses the highest amount
of energy, whereas all the compute intensive algorithms are close to each other, consuming
the least amount of energy. The intermediate storage algorithms consume more energy
than the compute-intensive algorithms but still far less energy than BL. The energy saving
6
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of an algorithm, deﬁned as the ratio of energy used by the BL algorithm to the energy
used by that algorithm are 1.0, 1.73, 1.76, 2.12, 2.24, 2.18 for BL, RS, SS, RA, SN and
SN2 respectively.
From the performance of diﬀerent algorithms on the CPU we can conclude that: (a) the
more computations that an algorithm performs with minimal read/write to RAM, the less
energy is consumed; (b) energy consumption of an algorithm is directly proportional to the
speed-up relative to BL; (c) the traditional way of writing large-scale ﬁnite diﬀerence codes
(i.e. BL) is not optimal both in terms of runtime and energy consumption; (d) high power
consumption by an algorithm does not necessarily imply that the algorithm is energy
ineﬃcient; and (e) improving the data locality of the thread-/process-local variables has
negligible eﬀect on both runtime and energy consumption, which is expected as CPUs
have relatively large caches.
4.2

KNLs

Simulations were run in parallel on the KNL using 64 MPI processes. Hyper-threading
was not enabled, in order to keep the conﬁguration on the KNL similar to that of the
CPU. It was also found to have negligible eﬀect on runtime in this case. As the memory
used by the algorithms for the grid size considered can ﬁt in the 16GB of on-chip high
bandwidth memory (MCDRAM memory), the entire MCDRAM is utilised in the cache
memory.
Table 3: Runtime (s) and speed-up (relative to BL) for all algorithms on the KNL.

Algorithm
Runtime (s)
Speed-up

BL
739.61
1.00

RS
425.02
1.74

SS
426.05
1.74

RA
415.59
1.78

SN
410.96
1.80

SN2
401.99
1.84

Table 3 gives the runtime of the algorithms for each run and the speed-up achieved
relative to BL. Similar to the CPU runs, the variation between individual runs of the same
algorithm is ∼ 1-2% from the mean. A speed-up of ∼ 1.8 is achieved for all the algorithms
relative to BL. No signiﬁcant variation in speed-up/runtime is seen between the low and
intermediate storage algorithms; this might be due to the relatively small grid size and
also the use of high band-width memory. However, the trend is similar to that seen in the
CPU case (i.e. BL is the slowest, the compute intensive algorithms are the fastest, and
intermediate storage algorithms are in-between). With increased grid size the diﬀerences
might be more pronounced. It is also interesting to note that the SN2 algorithm, which
is the same as SN except that the local variable evaluation is reordered, was 2.5% faster
than the SN algorithm, unlike the CPU case where SN2 was slower than SN.
Figure 3(a) shows the power consumption per iteration. Unlike CPUs, there is not
much eﬀect of DVFS at early times. The BL algorithm consumes the highest amount of
power on KNL, which might arise from the exchanges between the MPI ranks, which can
be reduced for hybrid MPI and OpenMP codes. The other algorithms consume a similar
amount of power per iteration.
7
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Figure 3: (a) Power consumption per iteration (W), and (b) cumulative energy (kJ) for the diﬀerent
algorithms on the KNL.

Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of cumulative energy consumption for each algorithm.
Similar to the CPU case, the BL algorithm consumes the highest amount of energy and
all other algorithms consume ∼ 50% less. The energy savings are 1.0, 1.9, 1.91, 1.96, 2.02
and 2.0 for BL, RS, SS, RA, SN and SN2, respectively.
The following can be concluded from the results: (a) BL is the worst performing in
terms of energy and runtime; (b) the energy consumption is proportional to the speedup achieved by the algorithm relative to BL; (c) the eﬀects of re-ordering of derivatives
in the SN2 are apparent and became more pronounced with larger grid sizes; (d) high
power consumption by an algorithm does not necessarily imply that the algorithm is
energy ineﬃcient, and measuring power alone is not the best way to interpret the energy
eﬃciency of an algorithm.
4.3

GPUs

Table 4: Runtime (s) and speed-up (relative to BL) for all algorithms on the NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.

Algorithm
Runtime (s)
Speed-up

BL
496.29
1.00

RS
255.52
1.94

SS
231.25
2.15

RA
234.29
2.12

SN
297.68
1.67

SN2
220.45
2.25

Table 4 shows the runtime of the algorithms on GPUs. Similar to the CPU and KNL,
all algorithms perform better than BL. For the current grid size used, no speciﬁc trend
can be found between low storage and intermediate storage algorithms. The fact that
RA is slower than SS, which is not seen on other architectures, shows the diﬃculty of
coding numerical methods on a GPU as these architectures are sensitive to data locality.
This can be inferred from the runtimes of SN and SN2, with the only diﬀerence between
them being improving data locality which gives a ∼ 30% reduction in runtime. The order
8
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in which we write the evaluations while performing compute-intensive operations does
indeed have an eﬀect on the runtime on a GPU as shown in [1] .

Figure 4: (a) Power consumption per iteration (W), and (b) cumulative energy (kJ) for the diﬀerent
algorithms on the GPU.

Figure 4(a) shows the power consumed per iteration. On the GPU, the SN algorithm
uses less power due to the lack of data locality. If we ignore the SN algorithm from
the current discussion, then BL uses less power and interestingly SS uses more power.
The power usage by the intermediate storage algorithms is higher than that of the most
computationally-intensive algorithm (RA), again indicating that data locality has a critical impact on GPU performance.
Figure 4(b) shows the evolution of cumulative energy. Similar to the CPU and KNL,
the BL algorithm consumes the highest amount of energy. If we set aside the SN algorithm
from the discussion, the SN2 algorithm uses the least amount of energy. Even though the
runtime of RA is higher than the runtime of SS by 1.5%, the energy consumption of RA
is less than SS by 5%. This means that RA algorithm can be improved further by writing
the large expression in such a way that data locality is enhanced. The energy savings of
the algorithms are 1.0, 1.89, 2.01, 2.1 and 2.16 for BL, RS, SS, RA and SN2 respectively,
showing a similar trend to the CPU and KNL.
We can conclude the following for GPU: (a) the performance of BL is ineﬃcient both in
terms of runtime and energy; (b) data locality is inversely related to the power consumed;
(c) care should be taken while optimising algorithms on GPU to improve data locality;
(d) reading and writing to arrays should be minimised, even though the computational
intensity of an algorithm increases; (e) all the algorithms consume half the amount of
energy relative to BL.
5

Summary and conclusions

The route to exascale presents additional challenges to the numerical modeller. Not
only is it crucial to consider runtime performance of the algorithms that underpin ﬁnite9
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diﬀerence codes, it is also important for model developers to consider the energy eﬃciency
of their codes. This paper has highlighted the beneﬁts of using an automated code generation framework such as OpenSBLI to readily vary the computational and memory
intensity of the ﬁnite diﬀerence algorithms in order to evaluate their performance.
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Figure 5: Energy per iteration (bars) and the power consumed per iteration (lines) on diﬀerent architectures.

To summarise the ﬁndings, Figure 5 shows the energy consumed per iteration and the
average power consumption per iteration for each algorithm on the three architectures
considered. The CPU node uses more power per iteration than a KNL or GPU. GPUs
use about 50% less power than a CPU node and the KNL system is in-between. The
trend is similar for energy consumption per iteration on three architectures, which agrees
with the ﬁndings of [5], in which a second order central ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme was used
for solving the acoustic diﬀusion model equation; CPUs use more energy and GPU use
less and Xeon Phi (Knights Corner) processors are in-between.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of speed-up of the algorithms and the energy saved by
the algorithms on diﬀerent architectures. The energy saved is in a direct proportion to
the speed-up relative to the baseline algorithm.
The conclusions from the present work include: (a) Across all architectures, the low
storage/ high compute intensity algorithms are more energy eﬃcient and gives the best
performance; (b) Runtime reduction reduces the energy used by the algorithm; (c) For
all the algorithms considered CPUs are the least energy eﬃcient and GPUs are the most
energy eﬃcient, with the KNL architecture in-between; (d) For the high compute intensity
algorithms, the energy saving of KNL and GPU are ∼ 2 and ∼ 5 compared to the CPU
node; (e) For optimising the simulations on GPU, care should be taken to improve data
locality.
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Figure 6: Energy saved (bars) and the speed-up (lines) of algorithms relative to the BL algorithm for
each architecture.
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Abstract. A model of finite-strain visco-plasticity proposed by Simo and Miehe (1992)
is considered. The model is based on the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient,
combined with hyperelastic relations between elastic strains and stresses. This setup is
a backbone of many advanced models of visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity. Therefore,
its efficient numerical treatment is of practical interest. Since the underlying evolution
equation is stiff, implicit time integration is required. A discretization of Euler backward type yields a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The system is usually solved
numerically by Newton-Raphson iteration or its modifications. In the current study, a
practically important case of the Mooney-Rivlin potential is analyzed. The solution of
the discretized evolution equation can be obtained in a closed form in case of a constant
viscosity. In a more general case of stress-dependent viscosity, the problem is reduced to
the solution of a single scalar equation or, in some situations, even can be solved explicitly.
Simulation results for demonstration problems pertaining to large-strain deformation of
different types of viscoelastic materials are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Simo and Miehe version of the Maxwell fluid was initially presented in [1] as a part
of a more general viscoplastic material model. The main ingredients of this formulation
are the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient and hyperelastic relations between stresses and elastic strains. A Lagrangian formulation of this model was
considered later in [2]. As shown in [3], the approach of Simo and Miehe has numerous
advantages over alternative formulations proposed for the Maxwell fluid. Due to its superior properties, it was advocated in the fundamental work on finite-strain viscoelasticity
[4]. Interestingly, in the course of subsequent years, the Simo and Miehe version of the
Maxwell fluid war rediscovered by other authors (cf. the discussion in [5]).
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Dealing with a single Maxwell element, the corresponding evolution equations are six
dimensional. In real computations, the time step size can become larger than the typical
relaxation time of this element. Therefore, implicit integration of the underlying evolution
equation is needed. The time discretization yields a system of six nonlinear algebraic
equations with respect to six unknown components of the tensor-valued internal variable.
The spectral decomposition allows one to reduce the problem to finding three eigenvalues
[6, 4]. In any case, the obtained nonlinear systems of equations are solved by an iterative
Newton-Raphson-like procedure [4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Unfortunately, iterationbased procedures may suffer from a lack of robustness and poor computational efficiency.
Problem-adapted algorithms based on a closed-form solution of the underlying system of
equations are more preferable.
Such problem-adapted algorithms can be constructed by exploiting the form of the
strain energy function. For instance, an explicit update formula was obtained for the
classical neo-Hookean potential in [15]. A simple generalization of this numerical scheme
to the strain energy of Yeoh type was presented in [16]. An extension to the thermomechanical case was presented in [17, 18]. Hybrid explicit/implicit procedures can be
obtained for viscoplasticity with nonlinear kinematic hardening. Indeed, the explicit
update formula for the Maxwell fluid allows us to build a scheme which is more stable
than a purely explicit one (cf. [19, 20]). Moreover, the closed-form solution reported
in [15] is implemented as a part of a more general numerical procedures for finite-strain
viscoplasticity (cf. [21]) and finite strain creep (cf. [22]). In [23] the explicit update
formula was implemented to model the large-strain viscoelastic behavior of a bituminous
binding agent.
The main goal of the current study is to analyze the applicability of the refined efficient
numerical algorithms to the case of stress-dependent viscosity. Previously proposed methods are briefly summarized and new modifications are considered. Just as the original
counterparts proposed for constant viscosity, the new methods are unconditionally stable.
They exactly preserves the incompressibility of the inelastic flow and weak invariance under isochoric changes of the reference configuration (for a general definition of the weak
invariance, the reader is referred to [24]).
2
2.1

BASIC MATERIAL MODEL: MAXWELL FLUID WITH A CONSTANT
VISCOSITY
Lagrangian formulation

Let us briefly recall the version of the Maxwell fluid, proposed by Simo and Miehe in
[1]. In this subsection we focus on its Lagrangian formulation (cf. [2]). By F denote the
deformation gradient tensor. It is decomposed into the inelastic part Fi and the elastic
part F̂e
F = F̂e Fi .
(1)
To filter out superimposed rigid body rotations, the following tensors of the right CauchyGreen type are introduced
(2)
C := FT F, Ci := FT
i Fi .
2
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Let ψ be the Helmholz free energy per unit mass. We assume that ψ is an isotropic
function of the tensor argument CC−1
i . For the the Mooney-Rivlin potential we have
 c01 

c10 
−1 − 3 ,
trCC−1
tr(CC−1
ρR ψ =
(3)
i −3 +
i )
2
2
where ρR is the mass density of the material in the reference configuration; the overline
stands for the unimodular part: A := (det A)−1/3 A; c10 and c01 are fixed material constants. The neo-Hookean potential is restored for c01 = 0. The second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress T̃ is computed as
T̃ = 2ρR

∂ψ(CCi −1 ) 
−1 D
= C−1 (c10 CC−1
i − c01 Ci C ) .
Ci =const
∂C

(4)

Here, AD := A− 13 (trA)1. The evolution of the inelastic strain is governed by the ordinary
differential equation with initial condition
Ċi =

D

1
1
−1 D C ,
CT̃ Ci = c10 CC−1
i
i − c01 Ci C
η
η

Ci |t=0 = C0i ,

(5)

where η is a viscosity; the superimposed dot stands for the material time derivative.
In the simplest formulation we set η = const (so-called Newtonian viscosity), but some
stress-dependent modifications will be considered in the current study as well.
The model is thermodynamically consistent whenever η > 0. From the current Lagrangian formulation, the objectivity of the material model is obvious.
2.2

Eulerian formulation

In order to formulate the Simo and Miehe model of the Maxwell fluid on the current
configuration, we introduce the left elastic tensor of Cauchy-Green type
T

Be := F̂e F̂e .

(6)

The Kirchhoff stress S is computed through
S = 2ρR

∂ψ(Be )
Be .
∂Be

(7)

In case of the Mooney-Rivlin potential we have
D
S = SD = c10 (Be )D − c01 (B−1
e ) .

(8)

The Lie derivative (also known as the contravariant Oldroyd derivative) of Be is given by
Lv (Be ) := Ḃe − LBe − Be LT .

(9)

Here, as before, the superimposed dot stands for the material time rate, L := ḞF−1 . The
flow rule and the initial condition are given by
1 D 1
−1 D
−Lv (Be )B−1
e = S = (c10 Be − c01 Be ) ,
η
η
3
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Note that all the quantities used in this subsection are invariant under isochoric change
of the reference configuration. In that sense, the current formulation is purely Eulerian.
Mathematically, this means that the model is w-invariant (cf. [24]), which is a certain
type of symmetry. In constructing numerical algorithms we will pay attention to this
symmetry property.
3
3.1

MODELS WITH A STRESS-DEPENDENT VISCOSITY
Stress-dependence “from outside”

Let us consider a model of Zener body (also known as a generalized viscoelastic body)
with the rheological model shown in Figure 1 (left). The model comprises a hyperelastic
spring H and a Maxwell body M; the structure formula of the model is H|M where
the vertical line | stands for connection in parallel. By SH and SM denote the Kirchhoff stresses in the Hooke and Maxwell bodies, respectively. According to the iso-strain
assumption, both bodies are subjected to the same strain. Using the Coleman-Noll procedure one obtains for the overall Kirchhoff stress
S = SH + SM .

(11)

To be definite, for the hyperelastic spring H we assume the Mooney-Rivlin behaviour.
Thus,
(H)
(H)
D
−1 D
SH = SD
where B := FFT .
(12)
H = c10 (B) − c01 (B ) ,
For the Maxwell fluid we adopt the constitutive equations from Section 2, where the
(M )
(M )
material parameters c10 and c01 are replaced by c10 and c01 , respectively. Moreover,
we assume that the viscosity η is a function of SH . In other words, the viscosity depends
on the stress “from outside” the Maxwell body. To be definite, we will use the following
assumption



η = η0 exp − �SH �/S0 , �SH � := SH : SH ,
(13)
where η0 > 0 and S0 > 0 are material parameters.
(H)
c(H)
10 c 01

0 S0
0 S0

c(M)
10

c 10 c 01

c(M)
01

Figure 1: Rheological models and corresponding material parameters. Left: generalized viscoelastic
body with stress dependence “from outside” the Maxwell body. Right: Maxwell body with stress dependence “from inside”.

3.2

Stress-dependence “from inside”

As an alternative, one may consider the Maxwell body with the viscosity η as a function
of the Kirchhoff stress. We consider the evolution equations from Section 2, where


η = η0 exp − �S�/S0 .
(14)
4
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Here, again, η0 > 0 and S0 > 0 are material parameters. The corresponding rheological
interpretation is shown in Figure 1(right).
4

NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS FOR THE BASIC MODEL

Let us consider a generic time step tn �→ tn+1 , ∆t := tn+1 − tn > 0. In this section
we present explicit update formulae for the implicit time integration of the evolution
equations (5) or (10).
4.1

Lagrangian algorithm with neo-Hookean potential

First, we consider the constitutive equations from Section 2.1 with c01 = 0 (neoHookean potential). Assume that the current right Cauchy-Green tensor and the previous
inelastic right Cauchy-Green tensor are given by n+1 C and n Ci . Then the explicit update
formula reads (see [15, 21])
n+1

4.2

Ci = n Ci +

∆t c10 n+1
C,
η

n+1

T̃ = n+1 C−1 (c10 n+1 C

n+1

D
C−1
i ) .

(15)

Lagrangian algorithm with Mooney-Rivlin potential

For the more general case of the Mooney-Rivlin potential (3), the explicit update
formula is summarized in the following computation steps (see [5])

• 1. A := n+1 C−1/2 n Ci + ∆t
c n+1 C)n+1 C−1/2
η 10
• 2. ε := c01 ∆t
η


1/3
• 3. ϕ0 := det A
• 4. ϕ := ϕ0 −

trA
ε
3ϕ0


1/2
−1
• 5. X := 2A ϕ2 1 + 4εA
+ ϕ1

• 6.

n+1

Ci = n+1 C1/2 X

• 7.

n+1

n+1
Ci n+1 C−1 )D
T̃ = n+1 C−1 (c10 n+1 Cn+1 C−1
i − c01

n+1 C1/2

In the special case c01 = 0 the overall procedure reduces to (15).
4.3

Eulerian algorithm with neo-Hookean potential

For the Eulerian formulation summarized in Section 2.2 we have the following iterationfree algorithm. Assume that the current and previous deformation gradients are given by
n+1
F and n F; the previous elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor equals n Be . First, we define
the trial elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor
n+1

Btrial
:= n+1 F n F−1 n Be n F−T
e
5
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Then, dealing with the neo-Hookean potential (c01 = 0) we have
n+1

n+1
B−1
F)−2/3 (n+1 Btrial
)−1 +
e
e = (det

∆tc10
1,
η

n+1

D

S = c10 n+1 Be .

(16)

In order to avoid redundant computation steps it is more convenient to store n B−1
e
−1
n+1 −T n T n −1 n
n+1 −1
instead of n Be . In that case we have (n+1 Btrial
)
:=
F
F
B
F
F
.
e
e
4.4

Eulerian algorithm with Mooney-Rivlin potential

In the more general case of the Mooney-Rivlin potential, the iteration-free algorithm
is summarized in the following computation steps (cf. [5]):
• 1. Ã := (n+1 Btrial
)−1 +
e

∆t
c 1
η 10

• 2. ε := c01 ∆t
η

1/3
• 3. ϕ0 := det Ã

• 4. ϕ := ϕ0 −
• 5.

n+1 B−1
e

• 6.

n+1

trÃ
ε
3ϕ0

= 2Ã


1/2
−1
ϕ2 1 + 4εÃ
+ ϕ1

D
S = c10 (n+1 Be )D − c01 (n+1 B−1
e )

In the special case c01 = 0 this algorithm reduces to (16).
Lagrangian algorithms (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2) exactly preserve the w-invariance
of the solution; Eulerian versions of the algorithm (cf. Sections 4.3 and 4.4) respect
the incremental objectivity restriction. The presented numerical schemes preserve the
symmetry of the tensor-valued internal variables (Ci in the Lagrangian case and Be for
the Eulerian formulation). Moreover, the incompressibility condition is exactly satisfied
which is sufficient to suppress the accumulation of the numerical error [25]. The methods
are unconditionally stable and can be used for large time step sizes.
5
5.1

NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS FOR THE STRESS-DEPENDENT VISCOSITY
Numerics: stress-dependence “from outside”

Let us discuss the implementation of the material model with a stress-dependent viscosity described in Section 3.1. As before, consider a typical time step tn �→ tn+1 . The
Kirchhoff stress SH pertaining to the Hooke body is evaluated directly, thus giving the
current value n+1 SH ; the current stress n+1 SM related to the Maxwell body is computed
using the standard algorithm from Sections 4.2 or 4.4. The only modification is that the
viscosity η is formally replaced by the function of already known n+1 SH :


n+1
(17)
η := η0 exp − �n+1 S�/S0 .
6
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5.2

Numerics: stress-dependence “from inside”

In this subsection we discuss the numerical implementation of the material model from
Section 3.2, where the viscosity η depends on the applied stress according to (14). The
numerical scheme is a modification of the algorithm, presented in Section 4.2. Assume
that n+1 C and n Ci are given. Let n+1 T̃(η) be a function of η which is obtained by the
computational steps 1-7 in Section 4.2. Note that the norm of the Kirchhoff stress can be
computed as the following function of the Mandel stress
 

�S� = tr (CT̃)2 .
(18)
g(n+1η) = 0,

n+1

η one needs to solve the following nonlinear equation
  
 
n+1
n+1
where g( η) :=
η −η0 exp − tr (n+1 C n+1 T̃(n+1 η))2 /S0 . (19)

To find the correct value

This equation is solved here using the Newton iteration; the initial approximation for the
unknown n+1 η is given by η0 .
Strictly speaking, it is not necessary to solve equation (19) exactly. Simplified solution
strategies which provide the solution of (19) with an error O((∆t)2 ) may be sufficient.
Moreover, obviously, the Eulerian algorithm from Section 4.4 can be used as well.
6

DEMONSTRATION PROBLEMS

To test the algorithms we consider a strain-controlled simple shear test. All quantities
are non-dimensional in this section. The deformation gradient is given by
F(t) = 1 + F12 (t)e1 ⊗ e2 ,

t ∈ [0, 9],

F12 (t) ∈ [0, 3],

|Ḟ12 (t)| = 1.5.

(20)

3

F12 [-]

The prescribed dependence of the shear strain on time is shown in Figure 2.

2
1
time [-]
0

1

2

3

5

4

6

7

8

9

Figure 2: Prescribed dependence of the shear strain on time within the simple shear test.

6.1

Simulations: stress-dependence “from outside”

Here we analyze the algorithm from Section 5.1, which corresponds to the material
(H)
model described in Section 3.1. The following material constants are used: c10 = 0.5,
(H)
(M )
(M )
c01 = 0.5, c10 = 1.0, c01 = 1.0, η0 = 0.5, S0 ∈ {2, 4, 6, 10}.
7
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The simulated shear stress S12 is plotted versus the shear strain F12 in Figure 3.
According to the modelling assumption from Section 3.1, the viscosity is a unique function
of the instant shear strain. This modelling assumption allows us to capture the changes
in the size of the hysteresis loops.
3
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1
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Figure 3: Simulation results for the strain-controlled simple shear test: stress dependence “from outside”.

6.2

Simulations: stress-dependence “from inside”

We consider the same simple shear test as in the previous section (cf. Figure 2).
The following material constants of the material model from Section 3.2 are used here:
c10 = 0.5, c01 = 0.5, η0 = 0.5, S0 ∈ {1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8}. Simulation results obtained using
the algorithm from Section 5.2 are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, by adjusting S0
one can control the shape of the hysteresis loops. In particular, for small values of S0
the viscosity becomes highly stress dependent. Fast saturation of stress yields material
behaviour which resembles elastic-perfectly plastic stress response.
7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Substantial progress has been made in construction of efficient and accurate numerical
algorithms for the Simo and Miehe (1992) version of the Maxwell fluid. The numerical
schemes for constant (Newtonian) viscosity can be generalized to cover various stressdependent cases in a simple way.
For the Maxwell fluid with a constant viscosity, the corresponding numerical procedure
is completely iteration-free. In a more general case of a stress-dependent viscosity, the
algorithm can be reduced to a single equation (stress dependence “from inside”) or even
to an explicit update formula (stress dependence “from outside”). Since various advanced
8
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Figure 4: Simulation results for the strain-controlled simple shear test: stress dependence “from inside”.

models of visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity comprise the Simo and Miehe (1992) version
of the Maxwell fluid, the newly proposed methods can be implemented, thus leading to
more robust and efficient numerical procedures.
The research was partially supported by RFBR (grant number 17-08-01020) and by
the integration project of SB RAS (project number 0308-2018-0018).
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ON THE COMPUTATION OF THE EXACT OVERALL
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FINITE STRAIN HOMOGENIZATION PROBLEMS USING
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Abstract. This work is concerned with the development of a numerically robust two-scale
computational approach for the prediction of the local and overall mechanical behavior
of heterogeneous materials with non-linear constitutive behavior at finite strains. Assuming scale separation, the macroscopic constitutive behavior is determined by the mean
response of the underlying microstructure which is attached to each macroscopic integration point in the form of a periodic unit cell. The algorithmic formulation and numerical
solution of the two locally-coupled boundary value problems is based on the FE-FFT
method (e.g. [14, 17]). In particular, a numerically robust algorithmic formulation for
the computation of the overall consistent algorithmic tangent moduli is presented. The
underlying concept is a perturbation method. In contrast to existing numerical tangent
computation algorithms the proposed method yields the exact tangent using only six (instead of nine) perturbations (3 in 2d). As an example, the micromechanical fields and
effective material behavior of elasto-viscoplastic polycrystals are predicted for representative simulation examples.

1

INTRODUCTION

Most materials of technological importance (e.g. polycrystals, high-strength ceramics, fiber-reinforced composites) are characterized by complex microstructures which are
governed by non-linear constitutive relations (e.g. plasticity, damage), in general. Thus,
the prediction of the overall constitutive response of heterogeneous media represents a
challenging task. In order to capture macroscopic boundary conditions as well as microstructural details, scale separation might be assumed and two-scale full-field models
be employed. Recently, FE-FFT methods (e.g. [14, 17, 18]) have been developed which
make use of a finite element (FE)-based algorithmic formulation and numerical solution of
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the macroscopic boundary value problem (BVP) and fast Fourier transforms (FFT) and
fixed-point methods (e.g. [5, 7]) for an iterative solution of the microscopic BVP. Since
FFT-based micromechanical solvers have been shown (e.g. [11, 13]) to be more efficient
than FE-based solvers in many cases, FE-FFT-based approaches seem to be a promising
alternative to the classical FE2 method (e.g. [8]). Using the classical Newton-Raphson
scheme for the solution of the macroscopic BVP, the computation of the overall consistent tangent moduli is required for the linearization procedure. In the context of FE-FFT
methods numerical tangent computations (e.g. [17, 18]) have been used in most cases
for simplicity which is correlated to high computational costs, in general. Recently, [19]
proposed a numerical scheme to compute the tangent directly based on the LippmannSchwinger [2] equation. However, such direct tangent computations might be associated
with high memory allocations and less efficient for sophisticated large strain constitutive
laws with anisotropy or complex microstructures.
The purpose of this paper is the derivation of a numerically robust algorithmic formulation for the numerical computation of the overall consistent algorithmic tangent moduli.
The proposed perturbation-based algorithm ensures quadratic convergence for finite perturbations using a small number of stress computations. As an example, the FE-FFT
method (e.g. [17, 18]) is employed to predict the local and effective mechanical behavior
of polycrystalline aggregates with elasto-viscoplastic constitutive behavior at finite strains.
This paper is structured as follows: The two-scale problem and micro-to-macro transition is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 the phenomenological finite strain crystal
plasticity constitutive model for single crystal grains is presented in a nutshell. The
microscopic FFT- and macroscopic FE-based algorithmic formulation is introduced in
Section 4. Basic numerical results and representative simulation examples are presented
in Section 5. The paper ends with a summary and discussion in Section 6.
2

TWO-SCALE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

If not stated otherwise, all differential operators are defined in and referred to the
reference configuration.
2.1

MACROSCOPIC PROBLEM

Let us consider the macroscopic structure Ω with boundary ∂Ω on which displacement
and/or traction boundary conditions are applied. The deformation at point X ∈ Ω is
described by the displacement vector u from which the macroscopic deformation gradient
F (X) = I + Grad u(X) is deduced. Conservation of quasi-static linear momentum in
the absence of body forces requires
Div P (X) = 0

in Ω

where P (X) = P (X, F ) denotes the macroscopic first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.

2
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2.2

MICROSCOPIC PROBLEM

The overall constitutive relation P (X) is defined by the mean response of the underlying microstructure which is attached to each X ∈ Ω in the form of a periodic unit cell
(UC) of the domain Ω. Microstructural deformations are assumed to be dictated by F .
Thus, we may assume the deformation gradient F to be additively split into the imposed
macroscopic deformation gradient F and a spatially heterogeneous fluctuation field H̃
such that
F (X; X) = F (X) + H̃(X)
(2)
where H̃(X) = Grad ũ(X) denotes the fluctuation field of the local displacement gradient. Let us establish the microscopic constitutive relation P (X) = P (X, F , Ḟ , χ) at
each X ∈ Ω for an arbitrary rate-dependent material with internal variables χ to define
the microscopic BVP for quasi-static mechanical equilibrium
Div P (X) = 0

in Ω

(3)

in analogy to (1). Periodic micromechanical fields are assumed which implies periodic
deformations and antiperiodic tractions.
2.3

SCALE TRANSITION

The macroscopic deformation gradient F and its work-conjugate stress measure P


1
1
F =
F dV and P =
P dV
(4)
V Ω
V Ω
are defined through the volume averages of their local fields F and P with V = vol(Ω).
Thus, the handshake between both scales only requires the transfer of F and P , respectively.
3

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

The constitutive model formulation used in this work is based on earlier work by [1, 4]
and others. We assume the deformation gradient
F = Fe Fp

(5)

to be multiplicatively decomposed into elastic Fe and plastic Fp parts. The superposition
of the contribution of multiple slip systems α = 1, . . . , nslip defines the plastic velocity
gradient
nslip

γ̇α dα ⊗ nα = Ḟp Fp−1
(6)
Lp =
α=1

where dα and nα represent the slip direction and plane normal. The second PiolaKirchhoff stress Se = C : Ee is introduced in terms of the elastic stiffness C and GreenLagrange strain Ee = 21 (Fe⊤ Fe −I) in the intermediate configuration to define the resolved
shear rate as
τα (Me ) = Me · (dα ⊗ nα )
(7)
3
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where Me = Ce Se denotes the Mandel stress with Ce = Fe⊤ Fe . If (7) exceeds a
critical value τ c , the material is considered to flow yielding irreversible deformations.
The critical
(CRSS) τ c is related to the accumulated plastic slip
  resolved shear stress
γacc = α |γ̇α | dt through τ c (γacc ) = τ0c + qh (γacc ), where τ0c denotes the initial CRSS
and qh (γacc ) an isotropic hardening function. The powerlaw type flow rule

p
|τα | − τ c
sgn(τα )
(8)
γ̇α = γ̇0
τD
is defined in terms of the drag stress τ D , rate sensitivity parameter p and reference shear
rate γ̇0 . Voce-type hardening behavior is assumed which is described by the hardening
function


(h0 − h∞ )γacc
c
+ h∞ γacc
(9)
qh (γacc ) = τ0 + (τ∞ − τ0 ) tanh
τ∞ − τ0c
h0 , h∞ and τ∞ are material parameters. The plastic deformation gradient Fp and the
accumulated plastic slip γacc define the set of internal variables χ = {Fp−1 , γacc }.
The flow rule (8) is assumed to be discretized using an implicit time integration scheme
(e.g. backward Euler). For moderate and high rate-sensitivity parameters p, small time
increments ∆t are required to ensure local convergence, in general. Following [22, 20], we
may assume a continuously differentiable transition between the powerlaw and a linear
approximation. The regularized solution gives an improved initial guess for the nonregularized solution which leads to local convergence for relatively large time increments
∆t and high values for p. The underlying algorithm ensures that the regularized solution
coincides with the original powerlaw solution at convergence. Details on the discretized
set of local equilibrium equations and the implementation of the solution algorithm for
finite strain elasto-viscoplasticity which is used in this work can be found in [20] and [21].
4

ALGORITHMIC FORMULATIONS

The algorithmic formulation and numerical solution scheme of the two locally-coupled
BVPs (1) and (3) is based on the FE-FFT method (e.g. [14, 17]) and explained in a
nutshell, in what follows.
4.1

FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION OF MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS

The weak form of the macroscopic balance of linear momentum


g(u, δu) =
S · δE dV −
t0 · δu dA = 0
∀δu
Ω

(10)

∂t Ω

is derived based on the principle of virtual work with corresponding boundary conditions
u = u0 on ∂u Ω and/or t = t0 on ∂t Ω, respectively with

1 ⊤
δE =
F Grad δu + Grad δu⊤ F
(11)
2
4
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As usual,
 elem(10)e vanishes at equilibrium for arbitrary test functions δu. Any discretization
Ω ≈ ne=1
Ω of Ω into nelem elements and linearization of (10) with respect to u induces




∂S
[∆E] dV =
Grad δu · (Grad ∆u S) dV +
δE ·
∂E
Ω
Ω


δE · S dV +
t0 · δu dA
∀δu
−
Ω

(12)

∂t Ω

Introducing the approximations
u ≈ Nue ue ,

δu ≈ Nue δue ,

Grad(u) ≈ Bue ue ,

Grad(δu) ≈ Bue δue

(13)

and
Bue = Grad(Nue ),

∆E ≈ Geu ∆ue ,

δE ≈ Gue δue

(14)

leads to the following set of non-linear equations in Voigt notation (denoted by the index
V)




e

n
elem
∂S v
Bue⊤ De Bue dV +
Ge⊤
Gue dV ∆ue =
δue⊤
u
e
∂E v
Ω
Ω
e=1


(15)


n
elem
e⊤
e⊤ e
e⊤
−
δu
Gu S v dV −
Nu t0 dA
e

e=1

∂t Ω

B

e
= Sjle δik . Classical assembly of the left- and right-hand side of (15) leads to the
with Dijkl
global system of equations which is solved for the global nodal displacement increment
using the Newton-Raphson scheme. Quadratic convergence is obtained by consistently
linearizing (10) and computing the overall algorithmic tangent
e

A =
4.1.1



∂S v
∂E v

e

(16)

OVERALL CONSISTENT TANGENT COMPUTATION

Different perturbation-based methods have been proposed to compute the overall consistent tangent numerically. For example, [6] developed an efficient algorithm to compute
(16) based on three (2D) or six (3D) perturbations in finite strain theory. However, the
convergence behavior of the FE-solver is strongly influenced by the choice of the perturbation value. In what follows, an algorithmic formulation is presented which leads to
quadratic convergence based on three (2D) or six (3D) finite perturbations.
The macroscopic deformation gradient F and its work-conjugate stress measure P defined via (4) are related through dP = G : dF , where G denotes the overall algorithmic
tangent operator. Polar decomposition of F leads to
dP = G : dF = G : (R0 · dU )
5
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assuming fixed rotations R0 for each macroscopic load step. Let us formulate the overall
constitutive relation in terms of U and the Biot stress

1 ⊤
⊤
= sym (U · S)
T =
R0 · P + R0 · P
(18)
2
which allows us to construct the algorithmic tangent B = ∂U T based on 3 (2D) or 6
perturbations (3D). Suppose that B can be computed exactly, linearization of (18) gives
!

dT = B : dU

with

dT =


1
dU · S + U · dS + S · dU + dS · U
2

Factorization of (19) with respect to dT and dU and rearrangement leads to
 sym



sym
sym
sym
U ✷ I + I ✷ U : dS = 2B − (S ✷ I + I ✷ S : dU






D
E−1

(19)

(20)

where the short-hand notation
sym

(Q ✷ I)ijkl =

1
(Qik δjl + Qil δjk + Qlj δik + Qkj δil )
2

(21)

was introduced for convenience. Since dS = (E : D) : dU and dC = E−1 : dU , (20) can
be reformulated as
dS = 2 (E : D : E) : dE
(22)



A
which represents the constitutive relation between S and E. Replacing the local constitutive form by its linearized version
P (i+1) = P (i) + ∂F P |F (i) : (F (i+1) − F (i) )

(23)

for the numerical tangent computation, the overall constitutive relation T (U ) is linearly
dependent on U via (17). Since the local fields F (i) , P (i) and ∂F P |F (i) are known from the
stress computation, only a system of linear equations has to be solved for each perturbation
in U at the micro scale. As a result, quadratic convergence is observed at the FE-level
using three (2D) or six (3D) finite perturbations.
4.2

LIPPMANN-SCHWINGER EQUATION FOR FINITE STRAINS

Based on the pioneering work for linearized kinematics by [2, 3] and recent FFT-based
iterative solution methods for the geometrically non-linear theory [10, 13], the constitutive
relation is reformulated based on a polarization field
τ (F ) = P − C(0) : F

6
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which defines the difference in material properties between the microstructure and a
homogeneous reference material with elastic stiffness C(0) . Making use of Green’s function
G(0) associated with C(0) solves the reformulated local problem
Div(C(0) : F ) = −Div(τ )

in Ω

(25)

yielding the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (e.g. [2])
F = F − Γ(0) ∗ τ
where
(0)

(Γ

∗ τ )(X) =



in Ω

Γ(0) (X, Y ) : τ (Y ) dY

(26)
(27)

Ω

denotes the convolution integral between the Green’s operator Γ(0) and τ . The integral
equation (26) can efficiently be solved using FFT- and fixed-point methods (e.g. [5, 7, 13]).
Assuming an isotropic reference material with elastic constants µ(0) and λ(0) , closed-form
expressions for the Green’s function tensor Ĝ(0) and its kernel Γ̂(0)

−1
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
Ĝik (ξ)
= Cijkl ξj ξl ,
Γ̂ijkl (ξ) = Ĝik (ξ)ξj ξl
for ξ �= 0
(28)
are available in Fourier space. Note that the short-hand notation fˆ(ξ) = FFT{f (X)} was
introduced for convenience, where ξ denotes the frequency vector. Solving the linearized
Lippmann-Schwinger equation



∆F (i+1) + Γ(0) ∗ ∂F P |F (i) − C(0) : ∆F (i+1) = F − Γ(0) ∗ P (i) (F (i) )
(29)

for ∆F (i+1) by means of FFT- and Newton-Krylov subspace methods (e.g. conjugate gradients [15], GMRES [16]) leads to quadratic convergence independent of the choice of C(0)
as shown by [12].
In this work a FFT- and conjugate gradient-based micromechanical solver with the convergence criterion ||∆F (i+1) ||/||F || < tol∆F is implemented. An improved starting solution
for the micromechanical fields F (i) , P (i) and ∂F P |F (i) is obtained by performing a few
fixed-point iterations before each Newton step. Details can be found in [18].
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

For simplicity attention is restricted to two-dimensional numerical examples assuming
a plane strain condition. A polycrystalline microstructure consisting of 100 randomly
distributed grains with random orientations is sampled on a square unit cell. The latter
is embedded in each integration point of the macroscopic structure. In order to increase
the efficiency of the proposed two-scale approach, a reduced integration-based FE formulation with hourglass stabilization is used yielding one integration point per element
(e.g. [9]). The material parameters used for the micromechanical crystal plasticity model
are summarized in Table 1. The FFTW-library (www.fftw.org) is employed for the (inverse) Fourier transform of any local field. The two-scale model is implemented as a user
element into the finite element software feap (www.ce.berkeley.edu/projects/feap/).
7
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C11 [GPa]
236

C12 [GPa] C44 [GPa]
134
119

τ0c [MPa]
1

τ D [MPa]
150

τ∞ [MPa]
420

h0 [MPa]
500.0

p [-]
20

Table 1: Used material parameters. Furthermore, γ̇0 = 1/s was set.

Since the focus of this paper is the convergence of the macroscopic FE-solver, the
discretization of the microstructural domain is rather coarse. N = 63 grid points are used
for the discretization in each spatial direction. The polygrain microstructure is visualized
in the right part of Figure 1. In the left part of Figure 1 the macroscopic structure
with boundary conditions is shown. The left side of the structure Ω is clamped and the
right edge is subjected to a force f 2 = 100 N in x2 −direction applied in 150 loadsteps.
This example is known as Cook’s membrane. In what follows, the numerical tangent
macro structure
f 2 = 100 N

2 mm

16 mm

clamped

Ω

Ω
microstructure

18 mm
Figure 1: FE-discretized macro structure with boundary conditions (left) and Fourierdiscretized microstructure (right). The latter is embedded in each macroscopic integration
point.
computation method proposed by [6] is denoted as ”method 1” and the new model which
was introduced in Section 4.1.1 by ”new method”. Both methods are used to compute
the overall consistent tangent moduli for the two-scale numerical example schematically
drawn in Figure 1 based on different values for the underlying perturbation value ζ.

8
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❛❛
❛❛

perturbation ζ
❛❛
❛❛
❛❛
❛❛
❛❛

new method
method 1

10−07

10−05

10−03

10−01

10+01

10+03

10+05

10+07

4.7
4.7

4.7
5.74

4.7
7.28

4.7
x

4.7
x

4.7
x

4.7
x

4.7
x

Table 2: Average number of macroscopic iterations per macroscopic loadstep of two-scale
simulation described by Figure 1 for different perturbation values of ζ. Divergence of the
macroscopic FE-solver is denoted by ”x”.

In Table 2 the average number of macroscopic Newton iterations per load step is
summarized. The results show that the ”new method” is characterized by the same
number of iterations independent of ζ. For ”method 1” the number of Newton iterations
increases with increasing ζ and breaks down for ζ > 10−3 . Note that simulations were
also conducted based on ζ = 10−08 and ζ = 10−09 . The average number of FE iterations
for ”method 1” was not smaller than 4.7 in both cases. For any investigated value of ζ
the convergence rate for the ”new method” is quadratic. As an example, the convergence
rate of the last macroscopic load step is visualized in Table 3 using the ”new method”.
iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6

residual
6.13962 ·10+01
4.56745 ·10+01
3.62998 ·10+00
4.30757 ·10−02
2.29316 ·10−05
6.13503 ·10−09

Table 3: Convergence rate of macroscopic FE-solver for the last macroscopic load step
with ζ = 10+03 using the ”new method”.

For completeness, the accumulated plastic slip is visualized for one selected element
in the right part of Figure 2. In the left part of Figure 2 the first component of the
macroscopic first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is shown. Both figures correspond to the
last converged load step.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper a numerically robust algorithmic formulation for the computation of the
overall consistent algorithmic tangent moduli of non-linear heterogeneous materials in a
finite strain framework was derived. The underlying concept is based on a perturbation
technique and linearized local constitutive form. The special structure of the developed
9
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P 11 [MPa]
244.62
0
-244.62
0

-489.24

0.29
γacc [-]

Figure 2: Visualization of macroscopic stress component P 11 and local accumulated plastic
slip γacc for the last converged load step.
tangent computation algorithm leads to quadratic convergence for finite perturbations
using three (2D) or six (3D) stress computations. Thus, the proposed scheme represents
a good compromise between numerical robustness and low memory allocation. However,
further simulation examples have to be conducted and different BVPs to be analyzed in
order to verify the observations that have been made in this paper.
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Abstract. We present a spectral numerical scheme for solving Helmholtz and Laplace
problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions on an unbounded non-Lipschitz domain
R2 \Γ, where Γ is a ﬁnite collection of open arcs. Through an indirect method, a ﬁrst kind
formulation is derived whose variational form is discretized using weighted Chebyshev
polynomials. We show that our discretization basis allows for exponential convergence
under smoothness assumptions. We show how a simple preconditioner can be built with
successful results and introduce an eﬃcient compression algorithm.

1

INTRODUCTION

We seek solutions of Helmholtz and Laplace equations in a two-dimensional plane
after removing a ﬁnite collection of open ﬁnite curves –also called arcs. Applications for
this problem can be found in various areas such as structural and mechanical engineering
[14, 15, 2, 3, 8]; antenna design and acoustic engineering [13, 18]; and, biomedical imaging
[1, 17]. Such problems pose the following challenges: (i) non-Lipschitz domains, for which
weak formulations do not follow directly from Green formulae; (ii) unbounded domains,
which call for boundary integral methods with carefully chosen radiation conditions; (iii)
singular behaviors of solutions near arcs’ end points; and, (iv) large number of degrees of
freedom when the frequency or number of arcs increase.
Theoretical considerations concerning the ﬁrst two points are well addressed in various
contexts, in particular, we follow the approach presented in [5, 6]. Here, we show that we
 := (−1, 1) × 0 to more general arcs. The last two points
can extend the results form Γ
deal with computational hindrances that can be addressed by employing spectral bases
–speciﬁcally weighted Chebyshev polynomials– incorporating singular behaviors near the
end points. The main objective of this work is prove that using this spectral basis we
obtain an eﬃcient numerical method capable of dealing with large numbers of curves and
wavenumbers.
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Yet, one more challenge remains and it concerns how well we can solve the linear system
resulting of the discretization of the underlying boundary integral equations. Here, we
show that is possible to obtain an approximation for a second kind formulation with good
results and which enhanced by using the techniques described in [9, 4].
2
2.1

Problem Model
Notation

In what follows, the extended and non-negative integer values are denoted by N∗ :=
N ∪ {∞} and N0 := N ∪ {0}, respectively. Vectors are indicated by boldface symbols.
Euclidean norm is written � · �2 with other norms indicated by subscripts. For k ∈ N0
and a non-empty set G, C k (G), denotes the set of continuous functions along with their
k derivatives over G. Compactly supported C k (G)-functions are denoted by C0k (G). The
class of all analytic functions will be denoted by C ∞ (G). Duality pairings are written as
�·, ·� with subscripts indicating the domain of involved functional spaces, if it is not clear
from the context. Similarly, inner products are written as (·, ·), only requiring integration
domains as subscript.
2.2

Geometry

In order to describe the domain where the problem is deﬁned we need to give a precise
description of what we understand for an open arc. We say that Λ ⊂ R2 is a regular
Jordan arc (that will be refered just as arc) of class C k , k ∈ N∗ , if there exists a bijective
C k -parametrization denoted by r = (r1 , r2 ), such that r : [−1, 1] → Λ ; r : (−1, 1) → Λ,
and �r� (t)�2 > 0, ∀ t ∈ [−1, 1]. We will assume that we can complete any open arc by a
closed curve that keeps the same regularity.
Assumption 1. For any Λ regular Jordan arc of class C k , there exists an extension of
Λ to Λ̃, with a C k -parametrization r̃ : [0, 2π] → Λ̃, that is bijective in [0, 2π) and satisﬁes
r̃(0) = r̃(2π) and �r̃� (t)�2 > 0, for all t ∈ [0, 2π].

k
For a ﬁnite integer M , consider a collection of arcs {Γj }M
j=1 each one of class C ,
M
for k ≥ 2. Denote by Γ := i=1 Γi . For m ∈ N∗ , we claim that Γ is of class C m ,
if the parametrizations ri : [−1, 1] → R2 , i ∈ {1, . . . , M } are component-wise of class
C m ((−1, 1)), where m = ∞ is the analytic case.
We deﬁne our problem domain as
(1)
Ω := R2 \ Γ.

We say a function g : [−1, 1] → C is analytic, if there exists a Bernstein ellipse of
parameter ρ > 1, such that g is analytic –in the complex variable context– in the ellipse
(cf. [16, Chapter 8]). For g = (g1 , . . . , gM ) such that gj : Γj → C, for j ∈ {1, . . . , M },
we say that g is of class C m (Γ), if gi ◦ ri ∈ C m ([−1, 1]), for i ∈ {1 . . . M }, and denote
g ∈ C m (Γ).
For each Γj we denote by Ωj a bounded domain whose boundary contains Γj –by
Assumption 1, there is at least one of this domains for every j– and we assume than we
can select the collection {Ωj }M
j=1 as disjoint domains.
2
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Assumption 2. The domains {Ωi }M
i=1 are disjoint.
2.3

Functional spaces

Let G ⊆ Rd , d = 1, 2, be an open domain. For s ∈ R, we denote by H s (G) the standard
s
Sobolev spaces ([12, Section 2.3]) and Hloc
(G), their local integrable counterpart. As in
[5, Section 2.3], for any Lipschitz open arc Λ that can be extended to a closed curve Λ̃,
 s (Λ) as
we deﬁne tilde spaces H
 s (Λ) := {u ∈ D� (Λ) : ũ ∈ H s (Λ̃)},
H

s > 0,

 For s > 0 we can identify
where ũ denotes the extension by zero of u to Γ.
 −s (Λ) = (H s (Λ))∗ ,
H

 s (Λ))∗ .
and H −s (Λ) = (H

(2)

(3)

We will also need the family mean-zero Sobolev spaces:

 s (Λ) = {u ∈ H
 s (Λ) : �u, 1� = 0}.
H
�0�

(4)

Hs (Γ) := {u ∈ D∗ (Γ) : u|Γi ∈ H s (Γi ), i = 1 . . . M } .

(5)

For the ﬁnite union of disjoint open arcs Γ, as in Section 2.2, we deﬁne the piecewise
spaces as

From this deﬁnition, the identiﬁcation Hs (Γ) ∼
= H s (Γ1 ) × · · · × H s (ΓM ) follows. The
norm and dual products are naturally extended by the previous identiﬁcation. The spaces
 s (Γ), and H
 s (Γ), are deﬁned in similar fashion, imposing their components to be in
H
�0�
s
s


H (Γj ) and H�0�
(Γj ), for j = 1, . . . , M , respectively.
For unbounded domains it is customary to use local Sobolev spaces, but since they are
not Hilbert spaces, we rather use weighted spaces as in [5, Section 2.5]1


u(x)
∗
2
2
W (G) := u ∈ D (G) : 
(6)
∈ L (G), ∇u ∈ L (G) .
1 + �x�22 log(2 + �x�22 )
1
(G), which allows to deﬁne trace operators on
In [11] we show the inclusion W (G) ⊂ Hloc
the space W (G). In particular, for a family of arcs {Γi }M
i=1 , the Dirichlet traces operator
γi± over Γi , i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, are deﬁned over continuous functions u as

γi± u(x) := lim u(x ± �n),
�↑0

∀ x ∈ Γi ,

(7)

where n denote the unitary normal vector with direction of (r2� , −r1� ). The deﬁnition is
extended to more general spaces by density arguments. If both traces are equal we simple
write γi u.
1

For the sake of clarity, we have dropped sup-indices W 1,−1 used in the original work.
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2.4

Problem formulation

Now we can write the problem that we are interesting to study.
1

Problem 1. Let g ∈ H 2 (Γ) and the wavenumber k be real and non-negative. We seek
1
u ∈ Hloc
(Ω) such that
−Δu − k 2 u = 0
γi± u = g|Γi
condition at inﬁnity(k).

in Ω,
i = 1, . . . , M,

(8)
(9)
(10)

Condition (10) depends on k in the following way: if k > 0, we employ the classical
Sommerfeld condition; if k = 0, we seek solutions u ∈ W (Ω).
Theorem 1. Problem 1 has at most one solution.
Proof. For k = 0, we construct a variational formulation using domains {Ωj }M
j=1 , deﬁned
as in Assumption 2 and Green’s formula for those domains. Then, we can employ the
equivalence of norms for the homogeneous condition (g = 0). For k ≥ 0, the proof follows
from analytic continuation (see [11] for more details).
3

Boundary integral equation formulation

As it was previously mentioned, the unboundedness nature of Ω calls for boundary
integral methods, converting the partial diﬀerential problem from the domain Ω to the
boundary Γ. Let Gk (x, y) denote the free space fundamental solution, whose explicit
representation is well known and can be found in [12, Section 3.1]. This symmetric
satisﬁes
(−Δx − k 2 )Gk (x, y) = δx (y),

∀ k ≥ 0,

(11)

where the derivatives operators are deﬁned in distributional sense. For a ﬁxed x, if we
restrict y to a set whose closure has positive distance to x then Gk (x, y) is an analytic
function. For an unknown λ = (λ1 , . . . , λM ) deﬁned in Γ1 × . . . × ΓM , we search for a
solution of Problem 1 constructed as

M

u(x) = Gk (x, y)λ(y)dy =:
(SLi [k]λi )(x), ∀ x ∈ Ω,
(12)
Γ

i=1

wherein
(SLi [k]λi )(x) :=



Gk (x, y)λi (y)dy,

(13)

Γi

denotes the single layer potential generated at a curve Γi . Though one can show that
(−Δx − k 2 )u(x) = 0, for x ∈ Ω, we still need to show that there exists at least one λ
such that γj u = gj , and u has the correct behavior at inﬁnity. To prove existence and
uniqueness of λ, we introduce some proprieties of boundary integral potentials.
4
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Proposition 1. For each arc Γi , with i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, and k ≥ 0, the single layer potential
 − 12 (Γi ) → H 1 (R2 ) is a linear bounded map. For k > 0 and λi ∈ H
 − 12 (Γi ), the
SLi [k] : H
loc
potential u = SLi [k]λi fulﬁlls the Sommerfeld radiation condition. For the Laplace case,
1
 − 2 (Γi ) → W (R2 \ Γi ).
it holds that SLi [0] : H
�0�

Proof. Boundedness is a direct consequence of the integration domain and the trivial
equality
SLi [k]λi = SL∂Ωi [k]λ̃i ,

(14)

where λ̃i , is the extension by zero of λi over the boundary of the associated Ωi . The
mapping propriety for SLi [0] can be obtained from the asymptotic behaviur (see [10,
Corollary 8.11]),
(SLi [0]u)(x) = −

1
�u, 1� log �x�2 + O(�x�−1
2 ),
2π

�x�2 → ∞.

(15)

with the ﬁrst term vanishing.
As a direct consequence of the last result, we can deﬁne the boundary integral operator:
Lij [k] = γi SLj [k].

(16)

Proposition 2 ([11]). The following properties hold
 − 21 (Γi ) → H 12 (Γi ) is linear and bounded for
1. For k ≥ 0, the operator Lii [k] : H
i ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
1

 − 2 (Γi ). Then, there exist constants ce,i > 0 such that
2. For k = 0, let λi ∈ H
�0�
�Lii [0]λi , λi �Γi ≥ ce,i �λi �2H − 12 (Γ ) ,

i = 1, . . . , M.

i

(17)

3. For i ∈ {1, . . . , M } and k ≥ 0, there exist constants ce,i > 0 and compact boundary
 − 12 (Γi ) → H 12 (Γi ), such that
operators Kii [k] : H
�(Lii [k] + Kii [k])λi , u�Γi ≥ ce,i �u�2H − 21 (Γ ) ,
i

 − 12 (Γi ).
∀λi ∈ H

(18)

4. Assume that k is not an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator with Dirichlet condii . Then, the self-interaction operators Lii [k] :
tions, for any domain enclosed by Γ
1
1
 − 2 (Γi ) → H 2 (Γi ) are coercive and injective for k > 0, and elliptic for k = 0 in
H
1
 − 2 (Γi ), for i ∈ {1, . . . , M }.
H
�0�

 − 12 (Γj ) → H 12 (Γi ) deﬁned over
5. For k ≥ 0 the cross-interaction operators Lij [k] : H
disjoint interfaces are compact for k ≥ 0, for all (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , M } × {1, . . . , M }
with i �= j.
5
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For M > 1 arcs, we can formulate the problem as a boundary integral equation, to
that end we denote by L[k] the operator matrix, with coeﬃcients (L[k])ij = Lij [k].
1

Problem 2 (Boundary Integral Problem). For k > 0, let g ∈ H 2 (Γ). We seek λ ∈
 − 12 (Γ) such that
H
L[k]λ = g.

(19)

− 12

 (Γ).
In the case k = 0, we look for λ ∈ H
�0�

The following properties concerning the operator L[k] are proved in [11].

 − 12 (Γ) → H 12 (Γ), we have that for k ≥ 0 is a bounded linear
Proposition 3. Let L[k] : H
map. Moreover, for k > 0, L[k] is coercive injective whereas for k = 0, the map is coercive
1
 − 2 (Γ).
and injective in the subspace H
�0�

The proof uses Theorem 1 and so we need diﬀerent spaces for the cases k > 0 and
k = 0 in order to fulﬁll the condition at inﬁnity. By the classical Fredholm alternative
[12, Theorem 2.1.36], we can conclude the existence and uniqueness of Problem 2 which
also proves the existence of Problem 1.
Theorem 2. Problem 2 has a unique solution.
In what follows we will denote
H[k] :=
4

Numerical Analysis



1

 − 2 (Γ) for k = 0,
H
�0�
 − 12 (Γ) for k > 0.
H

(20)

In this section, we describe a family of ﬁnite dimensional spaces to perform a Galerkin
discretization of the boundary integral equation in Problem 2, and then study the approximation for the problem solution.
Let PN (Γi ) denote the space of polynomials of degree lower or equal to N , parametrized
on Γi . Thus, for each p ∈ PN (Γi ), there is q a polynomial in [−1, 1], such that p = q ◦ r−1
i .
We deﬁne the space:


q(x)
P̂N (Γi ) := p : p = � −1
(21)
, q ∈ PN (Γi ) .
|ri ◦ ri (x)|
This space does not take into account the singularities at the end points of the arcs,
so the following space oﬀers a better alternative,


Q̂N (Γi ) := wi−1 p : p ∈ P̂N (Γi ) ,
(22)

2
where the weight wi (x) = 1 − (r−1
i (x)) . We also denote by Q̂N,�0� (Γi ) the subspace
excluding constant polynomials. Notice that if we choice a basis for the in [−1, 1], it
deﬁnes a basis for Q̂N (Γi ) in a natural way. In what follows, we will ﬁx the basis for
the polynomials as ﬁrst kind Chebyshev polynomials, denoted by {Tn (t)}N
n=0 [5, Section
4.1.2]. The corresponding basis in Q̂N (Γi ) will be denoted {φni }N
.
Hence,
the discrete
n=0
problem can be written as
6
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1

Problem 3. For k ≥ 0, given N ∈ N0 , and g ∈ H 2 (Γ) we seek λN ∈ CM (N +1) such that
L[k]λN = b,

(23)



where L[k] ∈ CM (N +1)×M (N +1) with entries (L[k]ij )lm = Lij [k]φm
, φlj , b ∈ CM (N +1) with
i


components bli = g, φli .
The approximation of Problem 2 is denoted by λN and is obtained as
(λN )i =

N


(λN )ni φni ,

i = 1, . . . , M.

(24)

n=0

The total discretization space is deﬁned as

M
Q̂N,�0� (Γi ) for k = 0,
HN [k] := i=1
M
for k > 0.
i=1 Q̂N (Γi )

(25)

We state some proprieties of the discretization spaces, the proofs can be found in [11].
Proposition 4. {HN [k]}N is a increasing family of subsets of H[k], such that the union
is dense. If λ is the solution of Problem 2, and λN ∈ HN [k] is the solution approximation
found by solving (22), then there exists N0 ∈ N and C > 0 such that for all N > N0 , it
holds
�λ − λN �H[k] ≤ C

inf

qN ∈HN [k]

�λ − qN �H[k] .

(26)

The following theorem shows how well we can approximate the solution of the boundary
integral equations by an element of the discrete space HN [k].
Theorem 3. Let m ∈ N∗ , N ∈ N. Assume Γ is the union of C m -arcs and g ∈ C m (Γ) ,
denote λ the solution of Problem 2. Then, there exists λN ∈ HN [k] such that:
• If m > 1 and N > m − 1, it holds
�λ − λN �H[k] ≤ C1 N −m+1 .
• If m = ∞, then

√
�λ − λN �H[k] ≤ C2 N ρ−N ,

ρ > 1.

In the above, C1 and C2 are positive constants depending on Γ, and g.

7
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5

Linear system construction

We now show how all computations required to solve the problem 3 can be reduced to
integrations over the canonical segment Γ̂ = (−1, 1) × {0}. Once the integration domain
is ﬁxed, we show that the integration kernel can be split in a singular and regular parts,
where for the singular one closed expressions are available.
By deﬁnition, it holds




l
m
l
(L[k]ij )lm = L[k]φm
(29)
i , φj Γ = Lij [k]φi , φj Γ .
j

j

Using the parametrizations ri and rj we have


�
l
(L[k]ij )lm = L̂ij [k](φm
◦
r
)�r
�
,
(φ
◦
r
)�r
�
,
i
j
j 2
i
i 2
j

(30)

Γ̂

where L̂ij [k] corresponds to the operator parametrized over the respective arcs. By the
deﬁnition of the discrete space, we have


(L[k]ij )lm = L̂ij [k]w−1 Tm , w−1 Tl ,
(31)
Γ̂


where now w(t) = (1 − t2 ), and Tn denotes the n-th Chebyshev polynomial.
If j �= i, the kernel function associated to this operator is analytic, and consequently,
we can expand it as a Chebyshev series using the FFT and compute integrals using the
same techniques as in [7]. If i = j, we employ the decomposition:




(L[k]ij )lm = Lr [0]w−1 Tm , w−1 Tl Γ̂ + (L̂ij [k] − Lr [0])w−1 Tm , w−1 Tl ,
(32)
Γ̂

where Lr [0] has as kernel G0 (x, y) with a parametrization associated with Γ̂. Thus, the
ﬁrst term on the right-hand side can be computed combining the following expression
1
1
1
G0 (x, y) = − log |t − s| =
log 2 +
Tn (t)Tn (s),
(33)
2π
2π
n
n≥1

and the orthogonality relation �w−1 Tm , Tl �Γ̂ = Cm δml , where Cm is known. For the second
term, the next result shows that it can be integrated as in the case i �= j.
 − 12 (Γ̂) → H 12 (Γ̂) has
Proposition 5. If Γj is at least C 2 , the operator L̂jj [k] − LR [0] : H
a kernel that is at least C 1 .
Proof. For k > 0, Γi = Γj = Γ̂ the kernel diﬀerences can be written as
C|t − s|2 log |t − s| + o(|t − s|2 ),

(34)

from where one deduces that it is C 1 . If k = 0 and the arcs are not the same to Γ̂, the
result is given by computing the derivative of log |t − s| − log �ri (t) − rj (s)�2 . This two
cases and expansions of the Helmholtz kernel yield the desired result.

8
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6

Preconditioning

We use the result from the last section to construct a second kind formulation, whose
discretization can be approximated by a preconditioned version of the linear system in
Problem 3. A direct consequence of these results is that any preconditioner for the Laplace
problem in Γ̂ can be extended to work for problem 3.
Let us denote:
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
L̂11 [k] L̂12 [k] . . . L̂1M [k]
Lr [0]
0
...
0
⎢ 0
⎢ L̂ [k] L̂ [k] . . . L̂ [k] ⎥
Lr [0] . . .
0 ⎥
22
2M
⎢
⎥
⎢ 21
⎥
R
L [0] := ⎢ ..
⎥ . (35)
..
.. ⎥ , L̂[k] := ⎢ ..
..
..
.
.
.
.
⎣ .
⎣ .
⎦
.
.
.
. ⎦
.
.
r
0
0
. . . L [0]
L̂M 1 [k] L̂M 2 [k] . . . L̂M M [k]

Notice that the discretization of L̂[k] produces the same matrix of Problem 3. The
following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.
Theorem 4. If Γ is at least of class C 2 , then the operator
�M �
�M �
�
�
1
1
�−2
L̂[k] − LR [0] : H
Γ̂ → H 2
Γ̂
j=1

(36)

j=1

� − 2 (�M Γ̂).
is compact. The same result holds for k = 0 with domain H
j=1
�0�
1

Now, it is natural to consider the following operator decomposition:
L̂[k] = (L̂[k] − LR [0]) + LR [0],

(37)

which leads to the second kind formulation:
�
�
� R �−1
�
�−1
� R �−1
R
L [0]
(L̂[k] − L [0]) λ̂ = LR [0]
ĝ,
L̂[k]λ̂ = I + L [0]

(38)

�−1
�
L̂[k] can be apwhere I denotes the identity operator. The discretization of LR [0]
proximated by the preconditioned linear system:
LR [0]−1 L[k]λN = LR [0]−1 b,

(39)

where L[k] and b are deﬁned as in Problem 3, and LR [0]−1 is the inverse of the discretization
of LR [0]. Notice that using the Chebyshev basis, the matrix LR [0] is diagonal and can be
easily inverted.
7

Matrix Compresion
We have shown that the coeﬃcients of the matrix in Problem 3 are of the form
�
�
(L[k]ij )lm = L̂ij [k]w−1 Tm , w−1 Tl .
Γ̂

(40)

We recognize that this correspond to the l-th term in the Chebyshev expansion of
the function L̂ij [k]w−1 Tm . It is well known that there exists a connection between the
9
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Figure 1: Test Case

 − 12 -norm for Laplace (k = 0)
(b) Error converge in H
and Helmholtz (k = 10) cases.

(a) Geometrical arrangement of arcs

rate of decay of the coeﬃcients in Fourier-Chebyshev expansion and the smoothness of the
function [16, Chapter 7 and 8]. In particular, when the function is analytic the coeﬃcients
exhibit exponential decay. Hence, we know that for i �= j the kernel function is analytic
and so it is the function L̂ij [k]w−1 Tm . Hence, we can compute only a few terms and
discard the rest knowing that they will decay exponentially. A practical algorithm that
use this idea is presented in [11].
8

Numerical Results

For our numerical experiments, we ﬁrst show convergence results for a conﬁguration of
three diﬀerent arcs as is shown in Figure 1a. We compute the H[k] norm of the absolute
value for k = 10, with overkill solution taken by approximating with N = 120 polynomials
per segment. Results are showed in Figure 1b conﬁrming our ﬁndings.
Next, we show the performances of the proposed preconditioner and matrix compression
techniques for diﬀerent wavenumbers. The results are summarized in Table 1: Size refers
to the length of the columns in the matrix L[k]; %Nnz is the percentage of entries of
the matrix that are nonzero after compression is applied, RelError denotes the relative
error when comparing the solutions of the full linear system and the compressed one. The
next three columns in Table 1 are related to the number of GMRES iterations needed to
obtain a residual bounded by 1e − 8. The ﬁrst one, No Pre., indicates no preconditioner is
applied, LR [0] is the preconditioner detailed in this work; and, ﬁnally Diag. is the diagonal
preconditioner.
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Abstract. This work addresses the formulation of a new mixed-mode cohesive model,
able to handle the transition from small to large openings: the proposed model is an
extension of the isotropic damage model formulated in [Confalonieri and Perego, JSSCM,
11-2, 2017] for the simulation of mixed-mode delamination with variable mode-ratio, under
the assumption of small relative displacements.

1

INTRODUCTION

Delamination, often characterized by mixed-mode loading conditions with variable
mode-ratio, is among the most frequent failure mechanisms in laminated composite materials, due to their low strength along inter-layer interfaces. The computational strategies
for the numerical simulation of the delamination process often rely on the use of interface elements based on the cohesive zone approach. While in the case of small failure
openings the interface behaviour is governed by the interaction between normal and shear
tractions, when large openings are involved at complete failure, other phenomena, such
as fiber bridging or interfacial fibrillation, affect the mechanical response and have to
be properly accounted for in the numerical modelling. Classical cohesive models, formulated under the hypothesis of small openings, indeed fail to predict the delamination
growth either in the presence of extensive fiber-bridging phenomena or when large relative displacements are involved. As shown by a number of DCB tests performed on
fiber-reinforced composites, the development of large-scale fiber bridging causes an increment in the fracture energy [1, 2, 3]. This effect, mainly governed by the normal opening,
is typically described in terms of R-curves, expressing the progressive growth of the toughness up to a steady-state value as a function of the crack extension. Furthermore, in the
presence of large openings, the rotational equilibrium of the cohesive element may not be
satisfied by classical cohesive approaches, as discussed in [4, 5].
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In this work the isotropic damage cohesive model formulated in [6] under the assumption of small openings is extended to properly model both the cases of small and large
openings and the presence of large-scale bridging. The considered cohesive model is specifically conceived for the case of mixed-mode delamination with variable mode-ratios and is
used to handle the small opening case. Consistent with the fact that fiber bridging and fibrillation are mainly driven by Mode I loading conditions, two different traction-separation
laws are considered in pure Mode I and II. A classical bilinear traction separation law is
adopted in pure Mode II. The traction separation law in pure Mode I is, instead, characterized by a trilinear softening branch, as it has been proposed in [7, 8, 9]. A fibril element,
inspired to the directional cohesive element described in [10, 11] and conceptually similar
to the cohesive zone model proposed in [12], is adopted to account for large openings,
ensuring rotational equilibrium since the interface tractions and openings are co-linear.
In pure Mode I, it is assumed that the transition from the small openings continuum
model to the fibril one takes place at the damage level corresponding to the change of
slope in the softening branch. In mixed-mode, the transition is assumed to be triggered at
a damage level increasing with the mode-ratio, whereas no transition can occur in Mode
II. The insertion of the fibril element is smooth, with no discontinuities in the dissipated
energy, nor in the transmitted cohesive tractions.
In section 2, the damage cohesive model developed for mixed-mode delamiantion under
small relative displacements is briefly recalled and its formulation is generalized to the
case of different shapes of the traction-separation law in mode I and II. In section 3 the
procedure for the transition from the small openings model to the large openings one is
described. In section 4, the fibril element model adopted for the large displacement case
is described.
2
2.1

SMALL OPENINGS MODEL
Isotropic damage cohesive model

The small opening case is handled by means of a classical cohesive interface element.
Let us consider a cohesive zero-thickness interface Γ separating two adjacent material
layers: the two sides of the interface after separation are denoted as Γ+ and Γ− . Let
δ = [δ n δ s ]T denote the vector of the small relative displacement between two initially
coincident points, belonging to the two displaced sides, and let t = [tn ts ]T be the vector
of the tractions exchanged between the two sides at the same point: tn and δ n represent
the components of tractions and openings normal to the initial interface Γ, while ts and
δ s are the tangential components in the local orthogonal reference frame. Under the
assumption of small displacements, the interface local reference frame is uniquely defined
by the initial interface configuration. The isotropic damage cohesive model proposed in
[6] for the simulation of mixed-mode delamination problems, whose formulation is recalled
hereafter, is adopted to describe the interface constitutive behaviour. Only the case of
mixed-mode delamination is considered in this work: isotropic properties in the interface
tangent plane (transverse isotropy) are therefore assumed.
The starting point in the formulation of the cohesive model is the definition of the free
2
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energy potential Ψ per unit surface:
1
1
1
Ψ = K (δ n − )2 + (1 − d) K (δ n + )2 + (1 − d) K(δ s )2
2
2
2

(1)

being d an isotropic damage variable and K the stiffness paramater, defining the initial
elastic response and assumed equal in all directions. The Macauley brackets   are introduced to account for the unilateral effect and to prevent interpenetration upon interface
closure. The cohesive tractions tn , ts and the strain energy release rate Y per unit damage
growth are obtained through the state equations:
∂Ψ
= Kδ n − + (1 − d) Kδ n + ,
∂δ n
∂Ψ
1
1
Y =−
= K (δ n + )2 + K (δ s )2
∂d
2
2

tn =

ts =

∂Ψ
= (1 − d) Kδ s
∂δ s

(2)
(3)

Let us introduce the vectors of non-dimensional tractions and separations obtained by
I
normalizing with respect to the elastic threshold values in the pure modes. tI0 , tII
0 , δ0 and
δ0II as:
 tn   
 δn   
n
I
I
t̄
δ̄ n
t̄ = tt0s = s
δ̄ = δδ0s =
(4)
δ̄ s
t̄
tII
δ II
0

0

For the sake of simplicity, only the tensile case will be addressed in the following. The
relation between non-dimensional tractions and opening displacements in the damage
range is therefore given by:
t̄n = (1 − d) δ̄ n ,

t̄s = (1 − d) δ̄ s

(5)

The interaction between normal and shear interlaminar stresses is accounted for by
introducing a damage activation locus in the non-dimensional traction components plane.
Focusing on the tensile side of the non-dimensional tractions plane, three different damage
modes, whose combination determines the shape of the activation locus, are identified as
shown in Figure 1): a normal opening mode, associated to mode I delamination and
characterized by the normal n1 ; two mixed-mode mechanisms, one for positive and one
for negative shear, characterized by the normals n2 and n3 to two planes, inclined by
angles α and −α with respect to the tn axis. The angle α plays the role of a constitutive
parameter for the proposed model.


 


1
sin α
sin α
1
2
3
, n =
, n =
(6)
n =
0
cos α
− cos α
The effective tractions s = {s1 s2 s3 }T obtained by projecting the traction vector onto
the damage modes are introduce to measure the distance of the current traction vector
from the activation locus:
s1 = t̄ · n1 = t̄n
s2 = t̄ · n2 = t̄n sin α + t̄s cos α
s3 = t̄ · n3 = t̄n sin α − t̄s cos α
3
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Figure 1: Activation domain: main damage modes
In a similar way, one can also define effective openings w1 , w2 , w3 , conjugate to the
effective tractions, by projecting the interface opening displacements onto the directions
defined by a set of three structural vectors m1 , m2 , m3 depending on an angle θ (Figure
1), with:


 


a
sin θ
sin θ
1
1
2
3
, m =b
, m =b
(8)
m = an =
0
cos θ
− cos θ
and

w1 = δ̄ · m1 = aδ̄ n


w2 = δ̄ · m2 = b δ̄ n sin θ + δ̄ s cos θ


w3 = δ̄ · m3 = b δ̄ n sin θ − δ̄ s cos θ

(9)

The constants a and b, governing the magnitude of the structural vectors, can be
determined by enforcing the following energy equivalence:
 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 3
1 I I n n
1
II
s s
= sw + sw + sw
t0 δ0 t̄ δ̄ + tII
Ψ= t·δ =
0 δ0 + t̄ δ̄
2
2
2   2   2  
Ψ1

obtaining



II
a = tI0 δ0I − tII
0 δ0 tan α tan θ ,

Ψ2

(10)

Ψ3

II
tII
0 δ0
(11)
2 cos α cos θ
The projection of the interface tractions and openings onto the three damage modes
allows in a straightforward way for an additive decomposition of the free energy into three
contributions associated to the damage modes (eqn. (10)). The driving forces individually
acting on each one of the damage modes and promoting damage growth can be obtained
through the state equations. If, in addition, one sets
 I I

t0 δ0
θ = arctan II II tan α
(12)
t0 δ 0

4
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one has:
  n 2
1 I I
∂Ψ1
2
= t0 δ0 1 − tan α δ
Y =−
∂d
2


2

1
∂Ψ
n
s  I I
II s
=
tan α δ + δ
t0 δ0 tan α δ̄ n + tII
Y2 =−
0 δ0 δ̄
∂d
4
3


1
∂Ψ
II s
Y3 =−
=
tan α δ̄ n − δ̄ s tI0 δ0I tan α δ̄ n − tII
0 δ0 δ̄
∂d
4
1

(13)

so that Y 1 ≥ 0 for α < 45◦ ; moreover, also the sum Y 2 + Y 3 , representing the fraction of
the strain energy release rate associated to the shear-dominated damage modes, is always
non-negative, while either Y 2 or Y 3 can be negative. It holds that:
1 I I  n 2 1 II II  s 2
n s
1
2
3
Y + Y + Y = t0 δ 0 δ
+ t0 δ 0 δ
= Y ≥ 0 ∀δ , δ
(14)
2
2

The energy decomposition in (10) naturally leads to the definition of an energy threshold associated to each damage mode and to the formulation of a damage activation function ϕ, where each driving force is compared to the current value of its threshold:

k
k
k


Y1
Y2
Y3
2
3
ϕ=
+ H(Y )
+ H(Y )
− 1 ≤ 0 (15)
χ10 + χ1 (d)
χ20 + χ2 (d)
χ30 + χ3 (d)
where the exponent k is a parameter of the model, H() is the Heaviside function, introduced to avoid possible negative contributions of Y 2 and Y 3 to damage activation, and
χi + χi0 is the current threshold for the i-th damage mode, evolving during the decohesion
process as a function of the damage variable d. χi0 > 0 represents the initial threshold,
while χi (d) ≥ 0 is the internal variable, governing the threshold evolution for increasing
damage and determining the shape of the softening branch. Damage evolution is obtained in a classical way enforcing the conditions ϕ = 0 and ϕ̇ = 0. The formulation of
the cohesive model is completed by the introduction of the following loading-unloading
conditions:
ϕ ≤ 0,
d˙ ≥ 0,
ϕd˙ = 0
(16)
2.2

Traction-separation laws

Two distinct forms of the traction-separation law, different in Mode I and II, are
considered in this work to account for the fact that fiber bridging is promoted mainly by
Mode I loading conditions: a classical bilinear law in Mode II and a trilinear law in Mode
I (see Figure 2). The resulting mixed-mode response is shown in Figure 3.
Since the internal variables χi (d) govern the shape of the softening branches, their analytical expressions can be obtained by considering pure Mode I and II loading conditions,
i.e by imposing that:
δ n = 0 δ s = 0
δn = 0 δs =
 0

for pure mode I
for pure mode II
5
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Figure 2: Traction-separation laws in pure modes I and II.
In the case of pure mode loading paths, the relationships between the isotropic damage and the opening displacements can be established on the basis of purely geometric
considerations. The pure mode I traction-separation law can be described as:

tn =

tI0 n
δ
δ0I

for δ n ≤ δ0I

(19)

n
 I
I
tI0 n
I
I δi − δ
δ
=
t
+
t
−
t
for δ0I ≤ δ n ≤ δiI
i
0
i
I
I
I
δ0
δi − δ0
I
I
n
δ −δ
t
I
for δiI ≤ δ n ≤ δcr
tn = (1 − d) 0I δ n = tIi cr
I − δI
δ0
δcr
i

tn = (1 − d)

(20)
(21)

where the symbols are defined in Figure 2. From (20) and (21), it is possibile to derive
the expression of the relative displacement δ n as a function of the damage variable d for
the two softening branches:



I I
I I
t
δ
−
t
δ
0 i
i 0
δ n = δ0I I I
(t0 δi − tIi δ0I ) − dtI0 (δiI − δ0I )
I
tIi δcr
δ n = δ0I
I − δ I ) + tI δ I
(1 − d) tI0 (δcr
i
i 0

for δ0I ≤ δ n ≤ δiI
I
for δiI ≤ δ n ≤ δcr

(22)
(23)

Similarly, in pure mode II loading, it holds that:
ts =

tII
0
δs
δ0II

ts = (1 − d)

for δ s ≤ δ0II
II
s
tII
0
s
II δcr − δ
δ
=
t
0 II
δ0II
δcr − δ0II
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Figure 3: Mixed-mode traction-separation law for varying mode-ratio.
thus, from equation (25):
δs =

II
δcr

II II
δcr
δ0
II
− (δcr − δ0II )d

II
for δ0II ≤ δ s ≤ δcr

(26)

The effective strain energy release rates per unit of damage growth under pure mode I
and II loading conditions can be found by substituting (17) and (18) into (13):
 n 2
Y 1,I = 12 tI0 δ0I (1 − tan2 α) δ
 n 2
Y 2,I = 41 tI0 δ0I tan2 α δ
 n 2
Y 3,I = 41 tI0 δ0I tan2 α δ

Y 1,II = 0
 s 2
1
II
Y 2,II = tII
δ
δ
4 0 0
 s 2
1
II
Y 3,II = tII
δ
δ
4 0 0

(27)
(28)
(29)

where Y i,I and Y i,II are the driving forces for pure mode I and mode II loading conditions,
respectively.
Since the behavior in pure mode II in (27)–(29) is uncoupled, i.e. a sliding displacement δ̄ s produces a zero driving force Y 1,II , associated to the normal opening damage
mechanism 1 in Figure 1, while Y 2,I = 0 and Y 3,I = 0 in pure mode I, it is necessary to
first define χ2 (d) and χ3 (d) in the pure mode II case and, then, define χ1 (d) in the pure
mode I case on the basis on the results obtained for mode II. For both pure mode loading
conditions, the expression of the initial thresholds χi0 can be determined by imposing that
the activation criterion is fulfilled at the onset of delamination, i.e. ϕ = 0 for d = 0 and

7
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m

δ = 1 with m = n in pure mode I and m = s in pure mode II:
χ10 =

tI0 δ0I (1 − tan2 α)
k  k1
 I I
t0 δ0
1 − II II tan2 α
t0 δ 0

1
2

1 1
χ20 = χ30 = 2 k tII
δ II
4 0 0

(30)

Similarly, the expressions of the internal variables χi can be found by imposing that
m
the activation criterion is met for d > 0 and δ > 1.
2

II
1 II II
δcr
χ (d) = χ (d) = 2 t0 δ0
− χ20
II − (δ II − δ II ) d
4
δcr
0
cr
2

1
k

3

tI0 δ0I (1 − tan2 α) (x̄1 )

1

χ (d) = 

being





1 − (x̄1 )2



II
II
δcr
− (δcr
− δ0II )d
II
δcr

tI0 δiI − tIi δ0I
(tI0 δiI − tIi δ0I ) − dtI0 (δiI − δ0I )
I
tIi δcr
x̄1 =
I − δ I ) + tI δ I
(1 − d) tI0 (δcr
i
i 0

2

x̄1 =

3

(31)

2

tI0 δ0I
tan2 α
II
tII
δ
0 0

k  k1


− χ10

(32)



for δ0I ≤ δ n ≤ δiI

(33)

I
for δiI ≤ δ n ≤ δcr

(34)

TRANSITION FROM SMALL TO LARGE OPENINGS

The transition from small to large openings is here modelled substituing the classical
interface element with a fibril element, whose model will be described in section 4. A
mixed-mode fibril insertion criterion is formulated assuming that, as in [8], the development of fiber bridging in pure Mode I occurs in correspondence of the change in slope
of the softening branch of the Mode I traction-separation law and that in mixed-mode
conditions, the transition has to be activated for a damage level progressively increasing
with the mode-ratio from a minimum δiI in Mode I to 1 in Mode II (i.e. no transition
occurs in pure Mode II). The fiber activation criterion is written comparing the energy
G1 dissipated by Y 1 , i.e. by the driving force associated to the opening damage mode,
with an energy threshold GIi defined as the energy dissipated by the driving force Y 1,I
(see eqn. 27) in reaching the damage level dIi corresponding to the change of slope in the
softening branch along a pure Mode I loading path:
1

G =



di
0

Y d˙ ≥ GIi =
1



dIi

Y 1,I d˙

(35)

0

where di is the damage corresponding to the fiber activation in mixed-mode conditions.
Once the criterion is fulfilled, the classical interface element is substituted with a fibril
element, without introducing any discontinuity in the transmitted tractions and in the
remaining energy to be dissipated.
8
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4

FIBRIL ELEMENT

The large opening formulation is based on the use of a directional (or fibril) cohesive
element [10, 11], shown in Figure 4a, which connects along a straight line two points
belonging to the interface flanks and coincident in the undeformed configuration. This
kind of element provides co-linear interface tractions and openings, since the cohesive
forces T+ and T− are transmitted along the direction of the fibril and is therefore able
to account for large openings in a consistent way, as discussed in [4]. The fibril element
has a non-zero initial length, given by the distance between the two points on the two
sides of the interface, measured at the fibril insertion. A rigid softening cohesive model
with linear softening branch, depicted in Figure 4b, links the magnitude T of the cohesive
force transmitted by the fibril element to its elongation ∆l, computed as the difference
between the length of the fibril in the current configuration and its initial length. The
cohesive law can be described by means of the following set of equations:
cr −∆l
T = T0 ∆l∆l
cr

for ∆l ≥ ∆¯l

cr −∆l̄ ∆l
for ∆l < ∆¯l
T = T0 ∆l∆l
∆l̄
cr
T =0
for ∆l ≥ ∆lcr

loading

(36)

unloading
complete decohesion

(37)
(38)

where T0 is the fibril initial cohesive traction, computed as the modulus of the traction
vector at fibril insertion, ∆¯l is the maximum relative elongation, which works as the
historical variable and allows to distinguish between the loading and unloading phases,
and ∆lcr represents the critical fibril length corresponding to the ultimate opening. The
area beneath the curve represents the energy that remains to be dissipated by the fibril
before it reaches its critical elongation. To guarantee a smooth transition from the small
openings model to the large openings one, this energy is assumed to be equal to the
difference between the energy dissipation at failure due to Y 1,I in pure mode I and GIi .
The cohesive tractions transmitted by a single fibril element are, thus, given by:
T− = T v −

T+ = T v +

(39)

where the unit vectors v+ and v− are defined as:
v+ = −v− =

l
x + − x−
= +
+
−
x − x 
x − x− 

(40)

being x+ and x− the spatial coordinates of the two string nodes attached to the interface
flanks Γ+ and Γ− respectively.
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The proposed transition procedure is assessed with reference to the a simple numerical
test on a single interface element, similar to the one proposed in [5]. Let us consider the
4-node interface element with two Gauss points shown in Figure 5a, whose bottom nodes
are held fixed, while the upper nodes are subjected to two distinct displacement vectors,
such that U1x+ = Ū f (t) U1y+ = V̄ f (t) U2x+ = cU Ū f (t) U2y+ = cV V̄ f (t), being Ū (t) and
9
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a

b

Figure 4: Large openings cohesive model: a) fibril element, b) cohesive law.
V̄ (t) two displacement magnitudes and f (t) is the time amplitude, linearly increasing in
time from 0 to 1 with a total time of 1 s. Three different loading histories are considered
here, namely: Case A: Ū = 0 mm, V̄ = 0.3 mm, cU = 0, cV = 10; Case B: Ū = 0.15 mm,
V̄ = 0.3 mm, cU = 10, cV = 10; Case C: Ū = 0.5 mm, V̄ = 0 mm, cU = 1, cV = 0. The
adopted cohesive parameters are reported in Table 1. The numerical response obtained
with the proposed procedure is compared to the those obtained by means of the small
openings cohesive model and by adopting a fibril element since the beginning of the
analysis. In the latter case, an elastic-softening law with fracture energy equal to GIcr and
peak traction given by tI0 is considered. The comparison is made in terms of the work of
separation computed at time t as:
  δ(t)
Wcoh (t) =
tdδ dΓ small displacement cohesive model
(41)
Γ 0
  ∆l(t)
Wcoh (t) =
Td∆l dΓ fibril element
(42)
Γ

0

In case A, the upper nodes of the interface are subjected to a vertical displacement of
different magnitude, while in case B both horizontal and vertical displacements are applied
in order to locally achieve mixed mode conditions in the small openings regime. It could
be noticed from Figures 5b,5c that in both cases the numerical response computed with
the proposed model initially coincides with the small openings one and then it deviates
from it, as a result of the transition to the fibril model. The transition criterion is met
at two subsequent time instants at the two Gauss points. Also the pure fibril model with
elastic-softening behaviour is not able to catch the response predicted with the proposed
model: this is due to the fact the fibril elongation at complete decohesion in the case of
the insertion of the fibril element from the beginning is significantly lower than the one
of the present model and that the area beneath the elastic-softening traction-separation
law always coincides with the fracture energy in pure Mode I, independent of the actual
mode-ratio. Moreover, both cases A and B show that the transition to the fibril element
correctly accounts for the rotation and elongation of the interface’s middle plane. Finally,
in case C, only tangential displacements are applied, so that the fibril insertion criterion
is never met and the numerical response obtained with the proposed model coincides with
the one of the small openings mixed-mode cohesive model.
10
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a

b

c

d

Figure 5: Numerical example: a) Interface element, b) case A, c) case B, d) case C.
tI0

tIi

tII
0

10 MPa

3 MPa

15 MPa

GIi
1

GIcr

N
mm

2

N
mm

GII
cr
2

N
mm

K
100

N
mm3

α

k

30◦

2

Table 1: Adopted cohesive properties.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the isotropic damage cohesive model formulated in [6] under the assumption of small openings is extended to properly model both the cases of small and large
openings and the presence of large-scale bridging or interfacial fibrillation. The strength
of the proposed procedure is the capability to handle the transition from the small displacement case, in which the mechanical behaviour of the interface is governed by the
interaction between normal and tangential openings, to the case of large openings, in
which fiber bridging develops affecting the interface’s response. Moreover, the adopted
fibril element is able to account for large openings in a consistent way, preserving rotational equilibrium, since the interface tractions and openings are co-linear.
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Abstract. The increase of the fracture resistance of a layered structure by adding weak
layers is examined through a finite element model containing two cracks. The cracks are
modelled as cohesive zones. The cohesive law parameters, such as the critical opening
relative to the specimen size, introduce scale effects. It is shown that a maximum increase
of the fracture resistance can be attained for certain cohesive law parameters even when
the distance between the two cracks is relative large relative to the structure dimensions.

1

INTRODUCTION

Through-thickness stresses can cause initiation and propagation of interlaminar cracks
which may lead to a decrease of the structural integrity of a composite component [1]. An
example is cracks initiated at ply-drops in wind turbine blades. A number of techniques
have been developed to increase the fracture resistance of composites by making the
damage prone areas stronger or tougher. This is achieved by using tougher matrices
[2, 3], modifying the fibre/matrix interface [4, 5], using interleaving concepts [6, 7] or by
modifying the fibre architecture e.g. z-pinning [8].
An alternative approach to increase the fracture resistance was proposed by Goutianos
and Sørensen [9]. The fracture resistance is increased by introducing weak planes next
to the damage prone areas and thus allowing the initiation and propagation of multiple
cracks as shown in Fig. 1 for the case of two cracks. This approach was motivated
by the experimental work of Rask and Sørensen [10] who observed, in testing Double
Cantilever Beam (DCB) specimens, that a change of the ply thicknesses of the glass
fibre/polyester composite beams bonded together with an adhesive, more delamination
cracks could develop next to the adhesive/laminate crack. In these experiments, the
steady-state fracture resistance was found to increase proportionally to the number of
secondary (delamination) cracks, suggesting that a linear relationship may exist between
the number of crack tips/fracture process zones and the steady state fracture resistance.
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Primary Crack

x2

*1n

x1

h
n*2+

*2n



Secondary Crack

Figure 1: Delamination of a weak layer (secondary crack)at a distance h from the primary crack. δn∗,1
is the normal end-opening of the primary crack, δn∗,2− and δn∗,2+ the normal end-openings of the right
and left hand side crack tips of the secondary crack. The corresponding tangential end-openings of the
primary and secondary cracks are δt∗,1 , δt∗,2− and δt∗,2+ .

In the present work, the possibility of increasing the fracture resistance of a layered
structure by introducing weak planes (resulting in multiple delaminations) next to a
damage prone area is further investigated by exploring the effects of the cohesive law
parameters. It should be noted that in many layered structures such as fibre composite
materials [5] or adhesive joints [11], crack growth/delamination involves large scale fibre
bridging and thus the problem cannot be analysed by linear elastic fracture mechanics.
2

BACKGROUND

The mechanism of multiple delaminations formation of Fig. 1 was analysed in Goutianos
and Sørensen [9] for two cracks/delaminations. Using the path independent J integral [12],
it was shown that the J integral along a local path enclosing the primary and secondary
crack, see Fig. 2, is:
2−
2+
1
Jloc = Jloc
+ Jloc
+ Jloc

(1)

1
1
= Jss
. If the right hand side secwhere if the primary crack is fully developed then Jloc
2+
2
ondary crack is fully developed then, Jloc = Jss . Similarly, if the left hand side secondary
2−
2
crack is fully developed, Jloc
= Jss
. If it is assumed, that the left hand side of the crack
2−
tip of the secondary crack does not open, then Jloc
= 0, and thus:
2+
1
2
1
Jloc = Jloc
+ Jloc
= Jss
+ Jss

(2)

2
which shows that the steady fracture resistance, JR,ss , is increased by Jss
. Eq. 2 can
be generalised to n secondary/delaminations cracks:
1
2
Jloc = Jss
+ nJss

(3)

If left hand side of the secondary crack is fully developed, then Eq. 1 gives that
1
Jloc = Jss
e.g. there is no increase in the steady state fracture resistance.

2
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Figure 2: Local J integral path enclosing the primary and secondary crack.

3
3.1

NUMERICAL MODEL
Geometry and loading

The crack growth problem of Fig. 1 is modelled by the finite element method using the
commercial code Abaqus (version 2017) as a plane strain problem (see Fig. 3). The right
hand side is fully constrained (u1 = u2 = 0 at x1 = L − ℓ). Pure bending is applied to the
left hand side beams by prescribing rotational displacements of two points, which are tied
to two analytical rigid surfaces tied to the beams of the specimen. The two beams are
modelled as plane strain isotropic linear-elastic solids. Four-node elements and triangular
three-node reduced integrations elements are used in order to control the mesh transition
from the small size elements in the cohesive zone to larger elements far away from the
cohesive zones.
An explicit solver is used to solve the problem under quasi-static conditions using massscaling [11]. In the solution procedure, viscous damping is also necessary for convergence.
In all simulations, it is ensured that the sum of the kinetic energy and the energy dissipated
by viscosity is less than 0.5% of the strain energy.
The J integral evaluated along the external boundaries, under plane strain conditions
and mixed-mode loading, is [13]:
Jext = (1 − ν 2 )

21(M12 + M22 ) − 6M1 M2
4B 2 H 3 E

(4)

where H and B are the height and width of the specimen, E and ν are the Youngs’
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the beams and the moments M1 and M2 applied to the left
hand cracked ends of the beams. The moments M1 and M2 are extracted from the finite
element solution for each increment. Eq. 4 is valid only as long as the secondary crack
remains away from the left hand end of the beam so that the beams ends are subjected
to pure bending. As can be seen from Eq. 4 the J integral equation is independent of
the crack length. Thus, by extracting the moments from the finite element solution, the
fracture resistance, JR , given by the J integral can be directly evaluated.
3.2

Cohesive zone modelling

The potential planes for the primary and secondary cracks are modelled with cohesive
elements of finite thickness corresponding to 0.1% of H (see Fig. 3) to avoid interpene3
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x1
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primary cracking plane

H

b
potential secondary
cracking plane

Figure 3: Geometry, loads and boundary conditions of the finite element model. The potential cracking
planes (for the primary and secondary cracks) are modelled with cohesive zones.
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Figure 4: Mode I and mode II linear softening cohesive laws for the primary (i=1) and secondary crack
(i=2).

tration of the two surfaces adjacent to the cohesive elements. The cohesive zone of the
potential secondary crack plane extends along the entire length the specimen, L, allowing
thus crack growth behind the initial notch (primary crack).
The cohesive laws have a bilinear shape as can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows the
pure normal and shear cohesive laws for each crack where σni and σti are the normal and
shear tractions (i = 1: primary crack and i = 2: secondary crack), δn and δt the normal
and tangential openings. The cohesive laws have initial rising parts with stiffness Kni
and Kti for the primary and secondary cracks which are assigned high values (Kni H/E =
Kti H/E = 2.5 × 10−3 ) to practically have linear softening cohesive laws with minimum
opening prior to crack opening.
Although the external applied loading corresponds to pure mode I crack opening, the
presence of the secondary crack introduces tangential openings to both the primary and
secondary crack. Following the mixed-mode cohesive zone model of [14], it is assumed
that the normal and shear cohesive laws are uncoupled. A weak coupling is introduced
through a failure criterion:
Fcr =

Wni
Wti
+
= 1,
i
i
Jn,ss
Jt,ss

i = 1 or

2

(5)

i
i
and Jt,ss
are the mode I and mode II steady state fracture resistances for the
where Jn,ss
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primary (i = 1) and for the secondary crack (i = 2). The work of the cohesive tractions
(shaded area in Fig. 4) are denoted Wn and Wt for the normal and shear tractions,
respectively. With the uncoupled cohesive law chosen, Wn and Wt depend only on δn∗ and
δt∗ , respectively.
The cohesive law is implemented in a user defined material subroutine. Since, a basic
assumption of the analytical model [9] is that the left hand side of the secondary crack
can unload, the unloading behaviour is also implemented and is is shown with dotted lines
in Fig. 4.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 shows the steady state fracture resistance for a specimen with two cracks as a
function of the distance between the two cracks, h, for different ratios of the normal peak
traction of the secondary crack to the normal peak traction of the primary crack, σ̂n2 /σ̂n1 .
For both cracks a) the pure mode II cohesive law is identical to the pure mode I cohesive
1
2
1
law and b) Jn,ss
and Jn,ss
. For all cases plotted in Fig. 5, Jn,ss
/(EH) = 2.5E −6 . When
the secondary crack is at a small distance from the primary crack (h/H < 0.4), then
the steady state fracture resistance is close to the analytical solution of Eq. 2, e.g. the
steady state fracture resistance is the sum of the steady state fracture resistances of the
two cracks. This maximum positive contribution from the secondary crack occurs when
the peak traction is of the secondary crack is close but smaller to the peak traction of
the primary crack. When the peak traction of the secondary crack is less than half the
peak traction of the primary crack, then the analytical solution of Eq. 2 is achieved only
for small distances h e.g. h/H < 0.2. In all cases, when the two cracks are relatively
apart from each other (h/H < 0.6), then the fracture resistance does not reach its upper
theoretical limit (Eq. 2) due to the negative contribution from the left hand side crack
tip of the secondary crack [9]. When, the peak traction of the secondary crack is larger
than the peak traction of the primary crack, then the secondary crack does not open and
the steady state fracture resistance is equal to the steady state fracture resistance of the
primary crack.
The results of Fig. 5 show that it is feasible to increase the fracture resistance of a
layered structure significantly by adding weak layers as long as the cohesive law parameters
of the weak layers are within certain ranges compared to the cohesive law parameters of
the primary crack. However, the maximum positive effect of the secondary crack occurs
only when the secondary crack is at a short distance from the primary crack. In many
practical cases, such as in composite structures, it may be difficult to introduce a weak
layer at a small distance h due to geometrical constraints such as lamina thickness. Thus,
it is important to examine if it is possible to increase the fracture resistance even when
the weak layer is relatively far apart from the primary crack.
Next in Fig. 6, the cohesive law parameters of the primary crack are also varied. More
specifically, the mode I peak traction is increased whereas the mode I steady state fracture
resistance is kept constant compared to the cohesive law parameters of the primary crack
1
in Fig. 5, Jn,ss
/(EH) = 2.5E −6 . By increasing the mode I peak traction and keeping the
steady state fracture resistance constant, the mode I critical opening decreases e.g. the
5
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Figure 5: Steady state fracture resistance, JR,ss , as a function of a distance between the two cracks h
for different peak traction ratios of σ̂n2 /σ̂n1 . The mode II cohesive law is identical to the mode I cohesive
law for each crack. σ̂n1 /E = 5.0E − 5.

critical opening is decreases relatively to H. In Fig. 6, the steady state fracture resistance
is shown as a function of the ratio of the mode II peak traction of the secondary crack to
the mode I peak traction of the primary crack when the two cracks are far apart from each
other (h/H = 0.1). For this distance, the increase of the steady state fracture resistance
was only up to 20% when σ̂n1 /E = 5.0E − 5 (see Fig. 5). It should be mentioned that
in the results of Fig. 6, the mode II cohesive law of the primary crack is identical to
the mode I cohesive law of the primary crack. Similarly, the mode II cohesive law of
the secondary crack is identical to the mode I cohesive law of the secondary crack. It
can be seen that increasing the mode I peak traction of the primary crack results in a
significant increase of the fracture resistance for a wide range of ratios of the mode I peak
traction of the secondary crack to the mode I peak traction of the primary crack. When
σ̂n1 /E = 5.0E − 4, then the steady state fracture resistance reaches the upper theoretical
limit given in Eq. 2.
The implication of the results of Fig. 6 is that it is feasible to increase the fracture
resistance when the weak layer is relatively far apart from the primary crack, only if the
cohesive law parameters of the primary crack are within certain ranges compared to the
specimen dimensions. This implies that it may be necessary first to modify the cohesive
law parameters of the primary crack (damage prone area) and secondly design/modify
the cohesive law parameters of the weak layer relatively to the primary crack.
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Figure 6: Steady state fracture resistance, JR,ss , as a function of a .

5

CONCLUSIONS

Cohesive zone modelling, consisting of a primary and a secondary crack, was used
to demonstrate that it is possible to significantly increase the fracture resistance of a
layered structure by adding weak layers. It was shown that by selecting the cohesive law
parameters of the secondary crack within certain ranges, a linear dependency between the
number of cracks and the steady state fracture resistance can be achieved in accordance
to theoretical predictions. This linear dependency also holds when the two cracks are far
apart for certain ranges of the cohesive law parameters of both the primary and secondary
crack.
6
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Abstract. Gassner et al. (Split form nodal discontinuous Galerkin schemes with summation - by - parts property for the compressible Euler equations. Journal of Computational
Physics, 327:3966, Dec. 2016) proposed a promising alternative stabilization technique
for the discontinuous Galerkin scheme, which relies on the reformulation of the non-linear
advection terms into split forms. It has been observed, that these split forms can stabilize
the inviscid Taylor Green Vortex with high-order approximations, which are unstable with
over-integration.
In this paper, we apply different split form discontinous Galerkin schemes for the
implicit large eddy simulation of a fully developed turbulent channel flow and investigate
their robustness and accuracy for wall-bounded flows. Furthermore, we compare these
results to implicit large eddy simulation with over-integrated high-order approximations
in terms of statistical values and turbulence spectra. Finally, we show that the use of
high-order split form discontinuous Galerkin scheme can significantly improve the results
in comparison to low-order discretizations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Through the increasingly severe requirements on emission and noise pollution of modern
turbomachinery, there is a high demand for new and more efficient engine technologies. To
further progress the improvements of such technologies, more precise numerical methods
are required in order to accurately investigate turbomachinery flows. With the known predictive deficiencies of unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) simulations,
which are currently the state-of-the-art simulation methodology in the design process of
turbomachinery, and the increasing computational ressources, scale-resolving simulations,
e.g. large eddy simulations (LES), are becoming more popular methods to further study
the unsteady phenomena of complex flows [1]. Due to efficiency advantages for highly
accurate simulations and favorable dissipation/dispersion properties, high-order spatial
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discretizations, such as the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, are attractive numerical methods for LES. Precisely, the dissipation errors of the DG method only have an
impact on higher wavenumber, leaving low and medium frequencies unaffected, cf. [2, 3].
This inherent property of the DG scheme leads to a dissipation of the smallest scales.
Therefore, a common LES approach within the DG community is to perform an implicit
LES (iLES), where no explicit subgrid-scale model is used and the dissipation is entirely
realized by the numerical discretization scheme, [4, 5].
As it turns out, the stabilization provided from the upwind dissipation typically used in
DG schemes is insufficient for under-resolved turbulent flows. Especially, high polynomial
approximation orders with their lower inherent dissipation are often unstable without
an additional stabilization mechanism. However, it can be noted that it is possible to
achieve reasonably accurate results for under-resolved turbulent flows with high-order
DG approximations when a proper stabilization technique is applied [6].
One of the most popular stabilization strategies in the DG community is polynomial
de-aliasing, often also denoted as over-integration [7]. The mechanism focusses directly on
the source of the numerical instabilities, the under-integration of the non-linear advective
flux terms, by increasing the number of integration nodes according to the non-linearity.
Nevertheless, when we apply the DG ansatz on the conserved quantities, the advective
flux functions of the Navier-Stokes equations cannot be integrated exactly with standard
quadrature rules because they are rational polynomials of the conserved quantities. As a
consequence, Moura et al. show in [3] that even high-order DG discretizations with the
number of quadrature nodes increased by a factor of four in each spatial direction are
unstable for the under-resolved simulation of the inviscid Taylor-Green-Vortex.
Recently, a very promising stabilization technique for the nodal DG scheme has been
proposed by Gassner et al., which is in fact able to stabilize the inviscid Taylor-GreenVortex [8]. It is based on the diagonal-norm summation-by-parts (SBP) property of the
discontinuous Galerkin spectral element method (DGSEM) with Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto
(LGL) nodes and relies on the reformulation of the advective flux terms into an average
of the conservative and advective forms. In [9], it is shown for a frozen burgers turbulence
scenario that through using an average of the conservative form, which overestimates the
energy at higher wavenumbers, and the advective form, which underestimates the energy
at higher wavenumbers, the aliasing errors are balanced. The authors believe that this
mechanism helps improve the robustness in under-resolved simulations by keeping the
growth of the energy under a certain level. Furthermore, in the same article, the accuracy
of a split form DG scheme has been compared to an over-integrated DG discretization for
the inviscid Taylor-Green-Vortex. Both stabilization techniques showed similar results for
moderate high-orders (around sixth order).
In this paper, we apply different split form DG schemes for an iLES of a fully developed turbulent channel flow and investigate their robustness and accuracy. Additionally,
we compare these results to simulations with over-integrated DG schemes in terms of
statistical quantities and turbulence spectra. All investigated schemes are integrated into
DLR’s in-house solver for turbomachinery flows TRACE, which is developed at DLR’s
Institute of Propulsion Technology.
2
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2
2.1

NUMERICAL METHODS
Governing equations

Three-dimensional compressible flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equations, which
can be expressed in conservation form as
∂q
+ ∇x · F (q, ∇x q) = 0,
∂t

(1)

with suitable initial and boundary conditions. Here, q denotes the conservative state
vector q = (ρ, ρu1 , ρu2 , ρu3 , ρE)T with u = (u1 , u2 , u3 ) and ∇x is the gradient operator
in physical space. The physical flux F is equal to the difference of advective and viscous
fluxes, F = F a (q) − F v (q, ∇x q), which are defined as follows




ρul
0
ρu1 ul + δ1l p
 τ1l 




a
v
 , Fl =  τ2l  ,
ρu
u
+
δ
p
Fl = 
(2)
2
l
2l




ρu3 ul + δ3l p
 τ3l 
ρHul
τlj vj − ql

where l = 1, 2, 3 are the Cartesian components of the physical flux F = (F1 , F2 , F3 ). The
pressure p is related to the other thermodynamic variables by the equation of state for an
ideal gas, which is p = (γ − 1)ρ [E − 1/2(u · u)], where γ = 1.4 is the ratio between the
specific heats of the fluids. The total enthalpy H is equal to H = E + p/ρ.
2.2

Discontinuous Galerkin discretization

This work focusses on a special case of the DG method, namely the DGSEM, which is
based on a collocation of integration and interpolation nodes. With the use of LGL points
as nodes, the resulting DGSEM operator has the SBP property, which is the fundamental
key for deriving the split form nodal DG scheme, [10, 8].
The domain is subdivided into shape-regular meshes Th = {K} consisting of nonoverlapping elements K, where h denotes a piecewise constant mesh function. For each
element K ∈ Th , we define a polynomial continuous invertible mapping M K to a reference
element Kref with x = M K (ξ), where x = (x, y, z) are the Cartesian coordinates and
ξ = (ξ, η, ζ) are the generalized coordinates of the reference element Kref , cf. [11, 12]. The
mapping is used to transform (1) from the physical space into the reference space, which
results in
Jqt + ∇ξ · F (q, ∇x q) = 0,
(3)
 
and F is the contravariant flux. The
where J is the Jacobian determinant J(ξ) = det ∂x
∂ξ
metric terms are constructed following [13] to ensure the free-stream preserving property.
For brevity, we restrict this presentation to Cartesian meshes as they are used in our
computations. The extension to general curvilinear grids can be found in [8].
3
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Thereafter, the solution vector q is approximated as piecewise polynomial functions
and can be expressed by the polynomial expansion
3

qh (ξ, t)|K =

N

n=0

qn (t) φN
n (ξ) ∀K ∈ Th ,

(4)

N
N
N
where the 3D polynomial basis function φN
n = li (ξ)lj (η)lk (ζ) is constructed in a tensor
product fashion with 1D Lagrange polynomials liN of degree N . Following that we multiply (3) by a sufficiently smooth test function v, use the same ansatz for the test function
v as for the solution (4), integrate by parts and test only against the basis function φN
m
for all m = 0 . . . N 3 . This yields in



a
v
N
N
J (qh )t φm dξ +
φm (H − H ) dS −
F (qh , ∇x qh ) · ∇ξ φN
(5)
m dξ = 0.
Kref

∂Kref

Kref

Here, Ha and Hv denote the surface normal numerical flux function for the advective
and viscous terms, respectively. In this work, we apply the local Lax-Friedrichs or Roe’s
approximative Riemann solver for the advective part, cf. [14]. Furthermore, the discretization of the viscous terms is based on the Bassi and Rebay 2 (BR2) method [15].
The scheme provides an additional artificial dissipation term depending on the jump of
the solution at the element interfaces, which can be controlled by a penalty constant ηBR .
The constant is set to ηBR = 6 for all cases shown.
As stated above, we apply a nodal collocation approach, where we use LGL nodes as
integration and interpolation points, cf. [16]. This choice gives rise to an highly efficient
scheme as many numerical operations can be omitted, [17]. For example, the 1D mass
matrix gets lumped in the following form
M = diag[ω0 , . . . , ωN ],

(6)

where {ωi }N
i=0 are the LGL quadrature weights. In contrast to the above advantages,
due to limited precision of the integration and the non-linearity of the advective flux,
the scheme is less accurate and can be unstable for under-resolved simulations [6]. A
straightforward approach to address this problem is to increase the number of integration
points, which is known as over-integrated DGSEM. We follow the procedure described
in [6], where the overall polynomial degree M is increased according to the desired number
of integration points. The approximate solution is then filtered by a modal cut-off filter
before every Runge-Kutta stage to retain only the original number of degrees of freedom
(DOF), i.e. (N + 1)3 in each element. However, the key of this work is the split form
DGSEM, which will be derived in the following.
2.3

Split form DG scheme

The scheme is based on the splitting
theadvective flux terms. Thus, we separate
 a of
a
a



 a and the viscous contributions F
 v of (5),
the advective contributions F = F 1 , F 2 , F
3
4
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resulting in
a




F






J (qh )t φm dξ +
φm Ha dS −
F a (q) · ∇ξ φm dξ
Kref
∂Kref
Kref



v
v
φm H dS −
F (q, ∇x q) · ∇ξ φm dξ = 0.
−
∂Kref
Kref



v

F

(7)

The advective contributions of each nodal coefficients (i, j, k) in ξ-direction can be rewritten in a strong form, i.e. performing another integration-by-parts, as


a
F
1



ijk

=

N

1
[δiN (Ha − F a1 )N jk − δi0 (Ha − F a1 )0jk ] +
Din (F a1 )njk .
Mii
n=0

(8)

The remaining directions follow analogously, [16, 8]. Here, D is the 1D polynomial derivative matrix,
Dij =

∂lj (ξi )
,
∂ξ

i, j = 0, . . . , N,

(9)

where {ξi }N
i=0 are the LGL nodes. As mentioned before, the derivative operator D of the
LGL approximation satisfies the diagonal-norm SBP property. Based on this property,
Fischer et al. [18] and Carpenter et al. [10] constructed an entropy-conservative form
of the volume terms by applying a two-point entropy conserving numerical volume flux
F a,#
(qijk , qmjk ). Thus, (8) can be rewritten in an entropy conservative/stable form given
1
by


a
F
1



ijk

N

1
a
a
a
a
=
[δiN (H − F 1 )N jk − δi0 (H − F 1 )0jk ] + 2
Din F a,#
(qijk , qnjk ) .
1
Mii
n=0
(10)

Gassner et al. showed that it is possible to use any symmetric and consistent two-point
numerical volume flux and each choice results in a novel variant of DGSEM [8]. Furthermore, the authors identified choices of the numerical volume flux resulting in well
known split forms. In this work, we apply the split forms of Ducros [19] and Kennedy
and Gruber [20], which can be written as a numerical volume flux [8]



{{ρ}}{{u1 }}
 {{ρu1 }}{{u1 }} + {{p}} 


a,#
,
{{ρu
}}{{u
}}
F 1,Ducros (qijk , qnjk ) = 
2
1




{{ρu3 }}{{u1 }}
({{ρE}} + {{p}}){{u1 }}
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{{ρ}}{{u1 }}
 {{ρ}}{{u1 }}{{u1 }} + {{p}} 


a,#
.
{{ρ}}{{u
}}{{u
}}
F 1,KennedyGruber (qijk , qnjk ) = 
1
2




{{ρ}}{{u1 }}{{u3 }}
{{ρ}}{{u1 }}{{E}} + {{p}}{{u1 }}

(12)

Here, {{·}} is the spatial average of a quantity, i.e. {{a}} := 12 (aijk +anjk ). Regarding the
numerical surface flux function, we replace the central flux with the specific split form flux,
but keep the upwind dissipation term of the applied Riemann solver, i.e. Lax-Friedrichs
or Roe. Finally, we employ an explicit third-order accurate Runge-Kutta time-stepping
method with a constant time step to advance in time.
3

IMPLICIT LES OF A TURBULENT CHANNEL FLOW

In this work, we investigate the numerical schemes for the iLES of a fully developed
turbulent channel flow. A computational domain of 2πδ × 2δ × πδ is chosen with periodic
boundary conditions in stream- (x) and spanwise (z) direction, whereby δ is half of the
channel height. A constant body force source term in the streamwise momentum equation
is used to enforce the Reynolds number Reτ = δuτ /ν = 395 based on the friction velocity
uτ . A Mach number of M a = 0.1 is chosen to be comparable to the incompressible DNS
results of Iwamoto et al. [21]. All simulations are performed on a fairly coarse grid with
64 × 64 × 64 DOF with a grid stretching in the wall-normal direction. The resulting
effective grid spacing, which is defined as huτ /ν/(N + 1), for different polynomial orders
+,N =3
+,N =7
N is given as ∆x+,N =3,7,15 ≈ 39, ∆z +,N =3,7,15 ≈ 20, ∆ymin
≈ 1.3, ∆ymin
≈ 2.0,
+,N =15
∆ymin
≈ 3.85. Furthermore, the flow field is initialized with a superposition of a RANS
solution and synthetic generated turbulent velocity fluctuations computed following [22].
In order to reach a converged state, a transient phase of 20 eddy turnover times (ETT
= tuτ /δ) is simulated. Following that, the flow quantities are averaged over another 20
ETT.
Firstly, we consider a polynomial approximation order of N = 7, resulting in a mesh
of 8 × 8 × 8 elements. If not stated otherwise, Roe’s Riemann solver is used in the
simulation. Remark that simulations with high-order DGSEM scheme for the test case
and this mesh resolution become unstable if no stabilization technique is applied [23].
In Figure 1, the normalized mean streamwise velocity profile U + and the root-meansquare (RMS) of the velocity fluctuations are shown over the normalized wall coordinate
y + for the KennedyGruber scheme, Ducros scheme and the over-integrated DGSEM with
M +1 = 12 integration points. M denotes the polynomial order of the over-integrated simulation as described in Section 2.2. Despite the coarse resolution, all applied stabilization
mechanisms yield in stable and accurate results compared to the DNS data. Moreover,
the profiles obtained with KennedyGruber and Ducros scheme are nearly perfectly equal.
Comparing the split form results and the over-integrated DGSEM results, one can observe that the over-integrated scheme predicts the streamwise velocity fluctuations more
accurately, especially in the buffer layer. On the contrary, the mean velocity profiles of
the split forms are closer to the DNS data. This is most likely to an over-prediction of
6
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Figure 1: ILES of a turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 395. Mean streamwise velocity profiles U + (left)
+
+
 
and RMS turbulent velocities u+
RMS , vRMS , wRMS and shear stresses u v (right) of DGSEM with Kennedy
Gruber split form (blue solid with circles), DGSEM with Ducros split form (red dashed with squares) and
over-integrated DGSEM with an over-integration order of M = 11 (green dash dotted with circles).

the streamwise velocity fluctuations, which results in an increase of the mean velocity.
However, especially in the outer layer of the streamwise components, discrepancies to the
+
DNS data are visible for all shown computations, i.e. u+
rms around y ≈ 130.
To further analyze the stabilization methods, the one-dimensional energy spectrum in
the streamwise direction over the wavenumber k is shown in Figure 2. In order to obtain
the spectrum, we probed the quantities over time at equally distanced points along multiple lines in the streamwise direction at y + = 390. The number of points was equal to the
number of DOF in each direction, i.e. [(N + 1) · nElement ] and we applied a cell-centered
distribution inside of each element, which is xi = (i − 1/2)h/(N + 1), to avoid probing at
element interfaces. Hereinafter, we merged all 1D probes of the specific channel height,
i.e. y + = 390, computed the two-point correlations and performed a discrete Fourier
transformation of the two-point correlation. Following that, the spectra are plotted up to
the theoretical Nyquist frequency. Remark that the resolution of polynomials is theoretically limited to π points per wavelength (PPW), which results in a cut-off wavenumber
of kc ≈ 20.4 for 64 DOF.
The energy spectra, shown in Figure 2, exhibit a strong drop off of energy in the
inertial range, which is a typical behavior for upwind based iLES discretization with a
1d
Roe’s Riemann solver [24]. Additionally, the cut-off wavenumber k1%
according to the
1% rule is plotted, after which the numerical dissipation of the DG scheme becomes
relevant, cf. [2, 3]. Despite the fact that the 1% rule was derived for inviscid test cases
while this test case features a finite Reynolds number with additional molecular viscosity,
1d
k1%
is in quite good accordance with the observed energy drop off. Furthermore, it
is interesting to note that the obtained spectra are almost equal for all stabilization
techniques considered. The numerical dissipation starts within the same points in the
inertial range for all schemes. The similarity of the energy spectra of split form DGSEM
7
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Figure 2: ILES of a turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 395. One-dimensional energy spectra in the
streamwise direction of the streamwise velocity Euu at y + = 390 obtained with DGSEM with KennedyGruber split form (blue solid with circles), DGSEM with Ducros split form (red dashed with squares) and
over-integrated DGSEM with an over-integration order of M = 11 (green dash dotted with circles).

and over-integration was also observed in [9] for the inviscid Taylor-Green-Vortex. The
same behavior of the schemes is also visible in the energy spectra near to the wall (not
shown). The only minor discrepancies between the stabilization techniques emerge after
the cut-off wavenumber kc , where the energy bump of the split forms is slightly higher than
the one of the over-integrated DGSEM. As a next investigation, the results for variable
approximation orders on the same mesh with 64 × 64 × 64 DOF are displayed in Figure 3.
It is remarkable that even the very high-order approximation (N = 15) is stable for
this considered under-resolution. The standard Legendre-Gauss (LG)-DGSEM is shown
here, because it is the highest stable approximation order on this resolution without any
stabilization technique applied, cf. [23]. Anyway, a clear trend in the solution quality
with increasing order is visible. The low-order version of KennedyGruber DGSEM and
standard LG-DGSEM over-predict the streamwise velocity fluctuations by a big amount.
On the contrary, the very high-order DGSEM with N = 15 under-predicts the peak of the
streamwise velocity fluctuations and shows larger discrepancies in the buffer layer than
the 8th order DGSEM. Also differences to the DNS data can be observed in spanwise
Reynold stresses. One reason for this could be the insufficient wall resolution due to
+
the use of linear elements as ymin
rises with increasing polynomial order. This could be
improved by adjustments of the inner element stretching, e.g. use of high-order geometry
approximation. Nevertheless, the N = 15 results are closest to the DNS data in the outer
layer. Looking at the energy spectrum in Figure 3, we see a clear improvement of the
numerical dissipation of the scheme as the range of affected wavenumbers is decreased
with increasing polynomial order. The start of the influence of the numerical dissipation
is in good accordance with the proposed one-dimensional cut-off wavenumber of the 1%1d
rule k1%
. Additionally, one can observe that the magnitude of the peak after kc decreases
with increasing polynomial orders.
8
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Figure 3: ILES of a turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 395. RMS turbulent velocities u+
RMS , vRMS ,
+
wRMS and shear stress u v  (left) and one-dimensional energy spectra in the streamwise direction of the
streamwise velocity Euu (right) at y + = 390 obtained with DGSEM with KennedyGruber split form and
N = 3 (cyan dashed with diamonds), N = 7 (blue solid with circles), N = 15 (red dashed with circles)
and LG-DGSEM N = 3 without stabilization (cyan solid with triangles).
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Figure 4: ILES of a turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 395. RMS turbulent velocities u+
RMS , vRMS ,
+


wRMS and shear stress u v (left) and one-dimensional energy spectra in the streamwise direction of the
streamwise velocity Euu (right) at y + = 390 of DGSEM with Roe’s (blue solid with circles) and with
Lax-Friedrichs (LLF) dissipation term (red dashed with diamonds).

Finally, we consider the results obtained with KennedyGruber (KG) split form and
different Riemann solvers, namely Roe and local Lax-Friedrichs, see Figure 4. Especially in
the streamwise and spanwise turbulent velocity fluctuations, larger differences compared
to the DNS results can be obtained for the Lax-Friedrichs solver. Aside from that, the
wavenumber at which the streamwise energy drops sharply is fairly identical for both
Riemann solvers. However, the magnitude of the drop-off is different. Higher energy at
9
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the cut-off wavenumber are present for the Lax-Friedrichs solver. Similar trends are also
shown in [3], in which the authors stated that the observed ’energy bump’ for schemes
with Lax-Friedrichs solver emerges due to the sharper dissipation behavior in wavenumber
space.
4

CONCLUSION

In this work, we applied two split form DG schemes, namely Ducros and KennedyGruber, for the implicit LES of a turbulent channel flow with a Reynolds number of Reτ = 395.
On the coarse mesh resolution, the standard DGSEM with LGL nodes crashes with an
approximation order greater than N > 2. Both split forms are able to stabilize the simulation with a high order approximation. Moreover, the statistical quantities obtained with
both split form DG schemes are in good accordance with the DNS results considering the
coarse mesh resolution. Comparing the results with the over-integrated DGSEM, one can
observe slight advantages of the over-integrated DGSEM due to the higher precision of
integration. The obtained one-dimensional energy spectra for both stabilization strategies are nearly identical up to the cut-off wavenumber. Furthermore, we showed that one
can improve the results when increasing the approximation order of the split form DG
scheme. Especially the range of unaffected wavenumbers is increased when using a high
order approximation. However, the use of linear elements without inner element stretching in combination with a very high approximation order, i.e. N = 15 probably results in
an insufficient near-wall resolution.
We plan to extend the investigation of stabilization strategies to more complex test
cases with higher Reynolds numbers. Here, one key observation is the performance of the
split forms on curvilinear grids, i.e. curved elements, where geometric aliasing errors occur. Furthermore, compressible effects should also be considered in the upcoming studies.
Beyond that, a novel LES approach by Flad and Gassner [24], where an energy-preserving
split form DG scheme without additional interface dissipation is combined with an explicit subgrid-scale model, shows significant advantages over iLES results and could be a
promising strategy for future LES of more complex cases.
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Abstract. Understanding the failure mechanisms of highly heterogeneous materials requires a detailed knowledge of the micro-structure and the underlying material properties. For bone, this level of information can be obtained from high-resolution computed
tomography (CT). In finite element analysis (FEA), the amount of structural information
combined with nonlinear material models, calls for highly efficient and parallel software
tools. In order to provide such a solver, ParOSol, an existing high-performance linear
solver, was extended to incorporate a simple damaged based material model. The FEA
solution is found by iteratively applying the linear solver. The new solver was tested on
several structures: A simple cuboid for numerical verification, a trabecular bone cube for
optimizing the solver parameters and a radius segment (688 million degrees of freedom)
for performance evaluation.

1

INTRODUCTION

The global behaviour of heterogeneous materials strongly depends on its micro structure. Therefore, simulations are based on detailed knowledge of the underlying architecture. Especially in case of a nonlinear material behaviour, immense computational power
and efficient numerical tools are required.
One field of application for such studies is bone biomechanics. Trabecular bone is a
highly hierarchical material. It consists of fine substructers (∼ 0.1 mm diameter) which
can be resolved by high-resolution µCT imaging devices. Simulations of macro-sized bone
segments are necessary to better understand failure mechanisms. This leads to two different approaches for investigating such problems: homogeneous FE models using spatial
averaging or µFE models using the full resolution µCT scan. The first approach requires
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only low computational resources. However, the material model needs to account for the
loss of structural information to provide meaningful results. The second approach requires
much less assumptions and simpler material models. However, typical meshes have multiple hundred million to a couple of billion degrees of freedom (dof). Thus, simulations
are computationally much more demanding and require efficient parallel solvers.
Many different implementations exist which solve FE problems. However, most of
them account for linear material behaviour only or are limited to a couple of million
(mio) elements [1, 2, 3]. To our knowledge, three solvers are able to simulate such large
models with reasonable computational effort: ParFE [4], FEAP [5] and ParOSol [6, 7].
Originally only for linear problems, ParFE has already been adapted for nonlinear constitutive models by Christen et al. [8]. It scales well with the number of CPUs but shows
convergence problems above about 100 mio elements. Adams et al. [9] have extended the
serial code FEAP using a parallelisation layer. However, the full version is not publicly
available. A similar version is also used by Nawathe et al. [10] for large scale simulations.
Later on, ParOSol was developed by Flaig et al. [6]. It is a highly efficient code for linear
elastic FE simulations with a low memory footprint. ParOSol is freely available under an
open-source licence and can use thousands of CPU cores in parallel. Furthermore, it uses
µCT images directly to generate the FE mesh.
To gain a deeper understanding of the structural behaviour of bone with little structural averaging, a highly-parallel and efficient finite element analysis (FEA) software with
a nonlinear material model is needed. In this work, ParOSol is extended to the nonlinear range by adding a simple damage based material model. The new implementation,
ParOSolNL, will make nonlinear simulations of large digitized structures (e.g. bones) at
micro scale feasible, while keeping its numerical efficiency.
2
2.1

METHODS
Theoretical background

The starting point of a CT based FEA simulation is a micro structure which is divided
into small elements – the finite elements. Since ParOSol uses direct voxel to element
conversion, eight-noded hexahedrons are generated. Assuming small displacements and
strains, this implies that the following linear system of equations is solved for the unknown
nodal displacements Uj :
Fi = Kij Uj .
(1)
The stiffness matrix Kij is a measure of the structural stiffness and depends on the microstructure and tissue properties (e.g. Young’s modulus). The nodal forces Fi represent
the force boundary conditions and are equal to zero for all internal nodes. In this work,
geometric nonlinearities are neglected.
The global force is obtained as the sum of all nodal forces on the boundary planes. In a
nonlinear damage based material simulation, the load is applied incrementally (i.e. ∆Fi )
to obtain the load–displacement curves as well as the ultimate load which characterizes
the global strength of the geometry. Additionally, stress, strain and other quantities can
be computed for each element.
2
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2.2

Material model

A simple material model is used which allows damage and fracture of elements. It
consists of three regions: a linear-elastic, a damaged and a fractured region (Figure 1,
left). The material is linear-elastic until the stress exceeds a critical value. This leads to
a reduced Young’s modulus E by introducing a scalar damage variable D:
E = (1 − D)E0 ,
(2)
where E0 is the initial tissue Young’s modulus. If D is higher than the critical damage
Dc , the material fails and E is set to zero. No plasticity is involved.
In one dimension, the critical tensile (σ0+ ) and compressive stress (σ0− ) are scalars. In
three dimensions, the critical stress is represented by a damage surface (Figure 1, right).
A quadric damage surface as proposed in [11] is used. The shape of the surface is defined
by the parameter ζ0 . If a stress state lies outside of the damage surface, D is determined
by projecting the stress back onto the damage surface.
σ
σ0+

ε−
c

D=0

Dc

ε+
D

ε+
c

ε−
D

(1)

(2)

ε
(3)

σ0−

Figure 1: Left: Sketch of the one dimensional material model showing the linear-elastic (1), damaged
(2) and fractured (3) region. Right: In three dimensions, the critical stress σ0± is replaced by a damage
surface.

The following bone tissue material parameters are used: initial isotropic Young’s modulus E0 = 10 GPa [12, 13], Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The damage surface is given by the
tissue yield stress in tension σ0+ = 41 MPa and compression σ0− = 83 MPa [14] and the
shape parameter ζ0 = 0.3. The critical Damage is Dc = 0.6 [15].
2.3

Implementation

Since ParOSol can only solve linear-elastic problems, it is extended to nonlinear material behaviour by applying an incremental procedure (Figure 2). The solution of each
load increment is found by repeatedly applying the linear solver of the original ParOSol
(line 4). During each iteration, the Young’s moduli of the structure are kept constant and
the stress state of each element is obtained. Due to the applied local damage approach,
3
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the damage state of an element depends only on the local stress. Thus, for each element,
the distance to the damage surface Y (σT ) is calculated (line 6) and D is adapted (lines
8). In case of material failure, E is set to a small fraction of E0 (line 9). This leads
to a better better convergence compared to setting E = 0. After E of each element is
changed according to its current stress state, the new linear problem is solved to ensure
equilibrium. A converged solution for the increment is found when a global and local
steady state is reached (line 12).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Data: Model
Result: Ultimate load
while maximum load not reached do
Apply increment of load;
while not converged do
Solve linear problem F = KU , get σT ;
foreach element do
Evaluate Y (�e�σT );
if Y (�e�σT ) > 0 then
Increase Damage (back projection);
Reduce Young’s modulus;
end
end
Check convergence;
end
end
Figure 2: Nonlinear solving procedure.

The local damage approach helps to minimize the interdependence of the parallel computing processes since the adaptation of E can be done independently. Communication
between processes is only needed during the application of the linear solver and to check
if a converged state is found.
Two convergence criteria are applied: The local change in damage of each element,
�e�
R1 , from iteration (i − 1) to iteration (i),
�e�
R1 =�e�Dn(i) −�e�Dn(i−1) ≤ 100δ
(3)
and the average change in damage per
R2 ,
element, �e�
R1
< δ.
(4)
R2 = all elements
N

δ is the convergence tolerance. Here, all elements denotes the sum over all elements and
N is the number of elements for which the damage has changed in the current iteration.
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2.4

FEA model

ParOSolNL is based on unstructured grids, initial tissue material properties and external displacement boundary conditions. Three different model types are investigated: (M1)
a homogeneous cuboid for quantitative verification, (M2) a trabecular (virtual) biopsy for
parameter optimization and (M3) a section of a human radius for performance measurements. Model 1 is a homogeneous truss with uniform displacement boundary conditions
to mimic a one dimensional stress state. A loading–unloading cycle is applied. Model 2
and 3 are created from a µCT scan of a radius with a resolution of 16.4 µm. For model
2, a cuboid of 150 voxels side length was cropped from the centre of the radius. The
resulting specimen consists only of trabecular bone, has approx. 0.6 mio elements (2.24
mio dof) and a bone volume density of 19 %. For model 3, a slice of 416 voxels height
was cropped from the centre of the radius resulting in approx. 213 mio elements (688 mio
dof). Compression boundary conditions were applied: The bottom plane was fixed in all
directions. On the top plane, displacements in the negative z-direction were applied while
x- and y-directions were fixed.
2.5

Performance measurements

The reported results were obtained using two different compute servers: (S1) a small
shared memory system for testing and parameter study using models M1 and M2 (2 × 12
cores Intel Xeon E5-2697 @2.70GHz, 384 GB RAM) and (S2) Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC) for performance evaluation on model M3 (2 × 8 cores Intel Xeon E5-2650v2
@2.6GHz, 64 GB RAM per node, Intel QDR-80 dual-link high-speed InfiniBand).
When comparing two simulation results, the relative error δFrel is defined via the
maximum force of a reference force–displacement curve:
F (Uref ) − Fmax
δFrel =
,
(5)
Fmax
where Uref and Fmax are the displacement and force at the maximum point of the reference
curve.
3

RESULTS

The results for model M1, the quasi-one dimensional structure, show excellent agreement with the analytical solution (Figure 3, left). The stress–strain path correctly follows
the loading and unloading cycle from tension over unloading to failure in compression.
The material shows a homogeneous stress and damage distribution.
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Figure 3: Left: σ–ε for a homogeneous truss (M1) in loading–unloading cycle: Simulation with
ParOSolNL (dots), analytic results (solid line). Right: Global force–displacement curve of a trabecular bone sample (M2) for different increment sizes. The colours in the models indicate the damage.

Model M2 was compressed until ultimate load. The resulting damage distribution
shows a realistic pattern (Figure (3), right). The performance of the nonlinear solver
depends strongly on the solver control parameters. Using model M2, three solver control
parameters were identified that have a major impact on the run time of the nonlinear
simulation: (1) Lowering the linear convergence tolerance from 10−8 to 10−5 leads to a
more than 4 times shorter run time (Table 1). Until the ultimate stress, the relative error
in the global stress is still acceptable using a linear convergence of 10−5 (≤ 0.07 %). (2)
The size of the load increments has no large effect on the ultimate load (Figure 3, right)
but on the post-yield behaviour. The run times for different increment sizes differ by less
than 10 %. (3) The ratio (Efracture /E0 ) between failed and initial tissue Young’s modulus
greatly affects the convergence rate (Table 2). The run times can be decreased by a factor
of two by increasing Efracture from 0 to 10−3 E0 . To reduce computational requirements
(Efracture /E0 ) = 10−3 is chosen for performance tests, this comes with an error of up to
7 % in the ultimate load.
Table 1: Total run time (using 24 processes on compute server S1) and relative error in the ultimate
load, δFrel , for different combinations of linear and nonlinear convergence tolerances. The grey row was
chosen for Model M3.

linear tolerance
10−8
10−7
10−6
10−5
10−4

nonlinear tolerance
10−7
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
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run time[s]
4930
2744
1562
1043
891

δFrel [%]
reference
−0.02
−0.03
−0.07
−0.26
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Table 2: Total run time (using 24 processes on compute server S1) and relative error in the ultimate
load, δFrel , for different (Efracture /E0 ). Due to limited computational resources, the grey row was chosen
for model M3.

Efracture /E0
0
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2

run time[s]
5521
4190
4431
2744
1525

δFrel [%]
reference
−4.2
−4.7
−6.9
−15.1

The performance of the nonlinear solver was investigated using model M3, a radius
section with approx. 213 mio elements (Figure 4). The nonlinear simulation used 5650
single-core hours and approx. 76 GB of total memory on 256 cores. The reported memory
is computed as the average resident set size (RSS) per process times the number of cores.

Figure 4: Simulation result for the radius segment (M3) at the ultimate stress point. Left: 3-dimensional
image (colours indicate von Mises stress). Right: Damage distribution for small segment (3-dimensional
view at top, central layer at bottom).

A detailed investigation of the total run time shows that over 94 % of the total time
was spend in the linear solver (Figure 5, left). The nonlinear overhead, i.e. the loop over
7
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all elements and the application of the constitutive model, takes less than 5 % of the total
time. In addition, strong scaling of one increment where no damage is accumulated, shows
that the linear solver scales very good (Figure 5, right). Preprocessing and I/O do not
scale, but are only done once per simulation or increment, respectively. The completion of
a nonlinear analysis takes more than one order of magnitude more time than one linearelastic analysis. This is due to the high number of iterations needed until a converged
state is found.

Figure 5: Left: Run time per increment for the radius section (M3, 688 mio dof) using 256 cores. Right:
Strong scaling of one linear increment.

4

DISCUSSION

A simple nonlinear material model has been implemented into the existing framework
ParOSol and successfully tested. The correct implementation of the material model was
verified using a quasi single–element test with a homogeneous cuboid under uniform uniaxial compression. Nonlinear analysis of a small trabecular biopsy and a radius section
showed qualitatively plausible results. Damage occured primarily at thin parts of the
structure and at imperfections, e.g. holes in the cortex.
Using a radius section with 213 mio elements (688 mio dof), it has been proven that
large simulations are feasible using the new implementation. The linear solver scales very
well up to the tested 1024 CPU cores, comparable to the original ParOSol [6]. Although
only little overhead is added in each iteration by the application of the nonlinear material
model, a large number of iterations is needed until convergence is reached.
The performance of the new solver strongly depends on the solver control parameters.
By carefully choosing the convergence tolerance and Efracture , the run time can be considerably reduced. For Efracture this is due to the preconditioner of the linear solver: ParOSol
uses a geometric multigrid algorithm to precondition the system. The larger the modulus
differences, the worse is the preconditioned system and thus the solving time increases.
Due to very limited computational resources, we chose solver parameters that lead to an
8
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error of approx. 10 %. This dependence needs to be taken into account when comparing
to literature.
Only two comparably large simulations are known to the authors: One simulation
of femura [10] and one of vertebra samples [16]. The reported run times and memory
requirements per sample are listed in Table 3. A direct comparison of the performance
is not possible since [10] and [16] use a geometrically and material nonlinear framework,
while we incorporated only material nonlinearity. Furthermore, the implemented material
models differ and the solver control parameters are not known.
Taking all this into account, the new ParOSolNL has at least a comparable performance. One major advantage is the low memory requirements. ParOSolNL needs approx.
76 GB for the simulation of a model containing 213 mio elements which is more than 3
orders of magnitude less than reported in [10]. This low memory footprint is due to the
completely matrix-free implementation. It allows the simulation of models with 55 mio
elements on an average shared memory server comparable to S1.
Table 3: Performance of large material (m) and / or geometric (g) nonlinear simulations in literature.

Reference
Nawathe et al.[10]
Fields et al.[16]
ParOSolNL
1

Model size
CPU hours
[mio elements]
120 (dof: 400)
44.000
485
30.000
213 (dof: 688)
5650

# cores

memory

nonlinearity

4096
2000
256

120 TB
unknown
76 GB

m, g
m, g
m1

The reported performance strongly depends on the value of the solver control parameters.

This study has a number of limitations: First, the reported run times and memory
requirements were measured only once due to limited resources. Although the compute
nodes on server S2 were reserved for the jobs, the storage servers are shared resources.
Furthermore, the run time depends on the layout of the used compute nodes, which were
allocated automatically to the jobs. Second, we use a simple algorithm which iteratively
applies the linear solver of ParOSol. A large number of iterations is needed to reach a
converged state. A reduction of the number of iterations could possibly be achieved by
implementing a Newton–Raphson based algorithm. However, it is likely that the abrupt
change of the Young’s modulus, when fracture occurs, would lead to convergence problems.
Third, no geometric nonlinearity was considered in this study. Large deformations occur
mainly when elements fracture and parts of the structure fail. Although we are mainly
interested in the results until the ultimate yield point, there were already about 1 % of the
elements fractured. Thus, the linear approximation of strains and displacements can lead
to a perceptible error. Fourth, we use a simple material model which does not include
hardening, plasticity and anisotropy. The material parameters are taken directly from
literature for comparable material models without direct validation based on experiments.
Thus, the next step will be to test the validity of our approach in direct comparison with
experimental data.
The implementation of a simple nonlinear material model in an efficient linear-elastic
9
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FEA framework enables simulations of large digitized structures, e.g. bones. The new
implementation shows a good parallel performance, comparable to existing codes, and a
lower memory footprint . Detailed insight into the local failure pattern will be helpful for
a better understanding of the complex failure behaviour of bone.
5
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Abstract. In this paper, the scaling properties of the commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) solver ultraFluidX are analyzed. The solver is based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), is explicit in time, inherently transient and only requires
next-neighbor information on the computational grid. ultraFluidX thus highly benefits from the computational power of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Additionally,
the solver can make use of multiple GPUs on multiple compute nodes through an efficient
implementation based on CUDA-aware MPI. The capabilities of the solver have already
been demonstrated to various automotive OEMs around the world through several validation projects. This paper focuses on the scalability of ultraFluidX on single- and
multi-node configurations in large-scale multi-GPU environments. Weak and strong scaling results for two selected test cases are reported and demonstrate that multi-GPU flow
solvers have the potential to deliver high-fidelity results overnight.

1

INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic properties of vehicles play a crucial role in the automotive design process.
The required sophisticated level of knowledge about the flow field around the vehicle under
consideration can only be achieved through wind tunnel experiments or highly-resolved
numerical simulations. The flow field in such a case is very complex and unsteady, and the
corresponding CFD simulations have to be fully transient and highly resolved to capture
all relevant physical effects. GPU-based CFD paves the way for a wide use of such highfidelity simulations for automotive aerodynamics and gives a boost to green computing
using more energy-efficient hardware. ultraFluidX achieves unprecedented turnaround
times of just a few hours for transient flow simulations of fully detailed production-level
passenger and heavy-duty vehicles.
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2

ULTRAFLUIDX

The current contribution is based on the commercial GPU-based CFD solver ultraFluidX. ultraFluidX is developed by FluiDyna GmbH and is exclusively distributed
by Altair Engineering. Main motivation for the code development is to introduce higher
fidelity models, fully transient analyses, small turnaround times and low total cost to
automotive technical and business drivers. ultraFluidX is based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method and a recent, highly accurate LBM collision operator based on Cumulants [1, 2, 3]. The LBM collision model is accompanied by an LBM-consistent Smagorinsky LES model [4] an a wall modeling technique based on the work of [5]. The Cartesian
LBM base mesh is combined with an octree-based grid refinement. Based on a relatively
coarse Cartesian background grid, the mesh is consecutively refined towards the obstacle surface. Between each refinement level, the mesh spacing is reduced by a factor of
2. The first refinement levels typically are defined via axis-aligned bounding boxes, as
can be seen in Figure 1 (left). Higher refinement levels closer to the geometry are either
based on custom user-defined volumes or are defined via geometry offsets. Kinks and
thin parts are fully resolved in the volumetric preprocessing. Moreover, the appropriate
physical modeling is selected automatically inside tight gaps and cavities. Representative
production-level volume meshes are generated within the order of O(1h).

Figure 1: Details of the ultraFluidX grids.
In addition, the code contains several enhanced features for automotive applications.
These features typically come with additional computational overhead, which has to be
considered in the performance evaluation and in comparison to other available software
packages. These features include, but are not limited to, porous media zones, support for
moving floors (single- and five-belt systems), static floors with boundary layer suction, rotating wheel models (straightforward wall-velocity boundary conditions or more advanced
MRF and overset grid approaches) and automatic convergence detection. The code also
features advanced post-processing capabilities, such as window averaging, spatial drag/lift
contributions, probe output and section cut output.
3

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, several weak and strong scaling results from single- and multi-node
configurations are presented. First, a rather academic test case is analyzed. Then, a
realistic production case including extensive grid refinement and additional automotive
features that were discussed in the previous section is investigated. In particular, the case
contains porous media, rotating wheels modeled with a wall-velocity boundary condition
2
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and a belt system. The cases were run on three different test beds, two local machines with
NVIDIA Tesla P100/V100 GPUs and a massively parallel supercomputer with NVIDIA
Tesla P100s distributed among multiple nodes, as detailed in Table 1. The local P100
machine from Supermicro is equipped with ten P100 PCIe GPUs. The machine features a
single PCIe root complex and, hence, allows for very efficient peer-to-peer communication
between the GPUs. The second, massively parallel test bed consists of four nodes of the
TSUBAME 3.0 supercomputer. Each of these nodes features four P100 GPUs with SXM2
and first-generation NVLink, while the nodes are connected to each other via Intel OmniPath. Moreover, the NVIDIA DGX-1 machine based on the Volta GPU architecture is
tested. This machine features eight V100 GPUs and an even faster second-generation
NVLink GPU interconnect.
Table 1: Details of the three test beds.

Model/Make
GPU Type
GPU Architecture
SP Performance
GPU Memory
Memory Bandwidth
Interconnect
GPUs per Node
Node Count

3.1

P100 PCIe (local)

P100 SXM2 (non-local)

V100 (local)

SYS-4028GR-TR2
Tesla P100
NVIDIA Pascal
9.3 TFLOPS
16 GB HBM2
732 GB/s
PCIe 3.0 x16
10
1

TSUBAME 3.0
Tesla P100
NVIDIA Pascal
10.6 TFLOPS
16 GB HBM2
732 GB/s
NVLink 1.0
4
4

DGX-1
Tesla V100
NVIDIA Volta
15.7 TFLOPS
16 GB HBM2
900 GB/s
NVLink 2.0
8
1

Empty wind tunnel (uniform grid, no refinement)

At first, an empty wind tunnel case is used to evaluate the single-GPU performance
of ultraFluidX on the different hardware configurations, before turning to multi-GPU
simulations. The rectangular domain has an aspect ratio of 6:3:2 with a constant-velocity
inlet, a non-reflecting outlet and slip walls in between. The case was run on a single
GPU, using eight successively refined, uniform grids with a total of 0.3 to 36 million voxels (refined in steps of two). The resulting single-GPU performance averaged over 10,000
iterations is plotted in Figure 2. Significant differences between the Pascal and the Volta
GPU architectures can be observed. The maximum performance of the V100 is approximately 1.9 times higher than the maximum performance of the P100 (PCIe). Among
the GPUs with Pascal architecture, the slightly higher theoretical peak performance of
the SXM2 models can also clearly be observed. Moreover, and more importantly, the
single-GPU performance highly depends on the GPU utilization. For less than one million voxels per GPU, the single-GPU performance drops below 80 % of the maximum
performance. A similar trend can be seen for increasing voxel counts per GPU: again, the
performance is reduced. For, e.g., 36 M voxels per GPU, a performance of 85 % to 90 %
of the maximum performance is found.
3
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Figure 2: Single-GPU performance for different test case sizes.
Then, weak scaling tests were conducted on all three hardware configurations and using
all three grids (9 M, 18 M, 36 M). In order to do so, the initial rectangular domain was
extended downstream depending on the number of GPUs to keep the aspect ratio of
6:3:2 constant per GPU device. Excellent parallel efficiency is found for these tests (see
Figure 3a), above 98 % for one to eight P100 GPUs in local and non-local setups and above
95 % for up to eight V100s in the DGX-1. Moreover, no significant differences between
the fully local P100 setups and the distributed multi-node setup is found (Figure 3b).
Even for the simulations with 16 P100s in a total of four different compute nodes, the
parallel efficiency is above 97 %.
1

P100, local
P100, non-local

Parallel efficiency

Parallel efficiency

1

0.98
97.25%

0.96

9M
18M
36M

V100, local

0.94

0

5

10

15

9M P100, local
9M P100, non-local

0.99

0.98

0

Number of GPUs

5

10

15

Number of GPUs

(a) Overview over all three test beds.

(b) Close-up: local vs. non-local P100s.

Figure 3: Weak scaling results for the empty channel case: parallel efficiency.
After these initial weak scaling runs, a set of strong scaling tests is run. Such tests
are much more relevant for engineering applications, as they directly reflect the impact
of the parallelization on the time-to-solution of the problem under consideration. By
adding more and more GPUs, the individual GPU workload is successively reduced in
order to evaluate if and how the overall simulation times can be reduced by using more
computational resources. The resulting parallel efficiency for the empty wind tunnel case
4
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is depicted in Figure 4. The parallel efficiency for the 9 M case drops to 45 % for eight
GPUs. On the other hand, the parallel efficiency for the 36 M case is above 100 % for the
simulations on two and four GPUs. This is caused by the fact that the individual GPU
performance changes as well in strong scaling tests, as it scales with the individual GPU
work load, independent on the additional communication and parallelization overheads.
P100 SXM2 (non-local)

Raw efficiency

P100 PCIe (local)

V100 SXM2 (local)

1

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

5

10

0.2

0

Number of GPUs

5

10

15

0.2

Number of GPUs

9M
36M

2

4

18M
36M

6

8

Number of GPUs

Figure 4: Strong scaling results for the empty channel for three selected grid sizes: parallel
efficiency in relation to the single-GPU run (raw efficiency).
In order to asses the direct impact of the parallelization and communication overhead,
the GPU performance has to be examined in relation to the raw GPU performance for the
corresponding GPU utilization (voxels/GPU device). This effective efficiency is depicted
in Figure 5. No overshoots above 100 % can be found, the performance degradation for
high GPU numbers is also less pronounced, and, most importantly, the scaling for one to
four GPUs shows a parallel efficiency of above 95 %.
P100 SXM2 (non-local)

Effective efficiency

P100 PCIe (local)
1

1

V100 SXM2 (local)
1

95%

95%

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

2

4

6

Number of GPUs

8

0.2

0

5

10

15

Number of GPUs

0.2
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9M
36M
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4

18M
36M

6
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Figure 5: Strong scaling results for the empty channel for three selected grid sizes: parallel
efficiency in relation to the single-GPU run with the same workload (voxels/GPU, effective
efficiency).
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Apart from efficiency considerations, strong scaling tests immediately reveal the potential of further accelerating the simulation under considerations, i.e., reducing the timeto-solution. In Figure 6, the total performance of the solver for the empty channel case
is plotted. Again, good strong scaling properties can be observed. Moreover, it can
be observed that the scaling strongly depends on the test case configuration and, more
specifically, the ratio of computational load to communication overhead. Exemplarily, we
compare the baseline 36 M case with an aspect ratio of 6:3:2 with a stretched channel
case consisting of 36 M voxels as well, but with an aspect ratio of 24:3:2. The latter has a
significantly reduced communication overhead because of the lower surface-to-volume ratio per subdomain. Therefore, while the compact channel case shows a clear performance
saturation on the Pascal GPUs above four GPUs, the stretched channel case shows much
better scaling (dashed line in Figures 4 – 6). On the DGX-1 with Volta GPU architecture,
the difference between the two setups is significantly less pronounced due to the higher
bandwidth of the second-generation NVLink GPU interconnect.

MNUPS

P100 PCIe (local)

P100 SXM2 (non-local)

V100 SXM2 (local)
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0

0
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15

Number of GPUs

0
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36M

6

8

Number of GPUs

Figure 6: Strong scaling results for the empty channel case: total performance for two
different test case configurations with an aspect ratio of 6:3:2 (solid lines) and, exemplarily,
an aspect ratio of 24:3:2 (dashed line).

3.2

Realistic wind tunnel with a generic car geometry

The scaling analysis of the channel flow simulations showed excellent scaling and a
high code performance. For production cases, several computationally intensive features
are added to the simulation setup that, in addition, add load imbalances. To assess the
impact of the advanced automotive features on the scaling behavior of ultraFluidX, a
generic roadster geometry (Figure 7) is used in the following. Four grid resolutions with
36 M, 71 M, 143 M, and 286 M voxels were selected for the analysis. All cases have six
grid refinement levels in addition to the coarse background mesh, where the majority of
voxels resides in levels three to six (approx. 12 %, 30 %, 34 % and 10 % of the total voxels,
respectively). On the highest refinement level, the chosen resolution per case results in
6
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voxel sizes of 3.1 mm, 2.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 1.6 mm, where the corresponding time step
sizes are 5.3 ns, 4.2 ns, 3.3 ns and 2.5 ns. For these cases, the performance is averaged
over 100 iterations, which is sufficient because of the larger compute time per iteration
compared to the empty wind tunnel case.

Figure 7: Generic roadster geometry in the numerical wind tunnel. The section cut shows
the instantaneous velocity magnitude in the y-normal symmetry plane of the wind tunnel.
The strong scaling results are depicted in Figure 8. This time, again the total performance is shown, as it corresponds to the most relevant property of such a simulation:
the acceleration and reduction in time-to-solution. Exemplarily, the 143 M voxel grid is
discussed here. More than 80 % strong scaling efficiency is observed for all configurations
when switching from four to eight GPUs. This is independent of the GPU architecture
(Pascal vs. Volta) or the parallelization (single-GPU vs. multi-GPU). Overall, only approx. 2.6 hours of compute time would be necessary to simulate one second of physical
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Figure 8: Strong scaling results for the roadster case: total performance and parallel
efficiency (for the scaling from four to eight GPUs).
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time at the real Mach number of the case (e.g., for aeroacoustic analyses). If only the
aerodynamics are of interest, a further reduction of the time-to-solution by a factor of two
and more is possible through the usage of an elevated Mach number, a common technique
in LBM simulations.
4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper is concerned with the scaling analysis of the massively-parallel multi-GPU
solver ultraFluidX. ultraFluidX can achieve turnaround times of just a few hours for
simulations of fully detailed production-level passenger and heavy-duty vehicles. As far as
scaling efficiency is concerned, ultraFluidX shows a very good weak scaling behavior
with a parallel efficiency above 95 % for an empty wind tunnel case. Even for a realistic
automotive production case, ultraFluidX scales very well up to eight GPUs on all
tested hardware configurations, no matter if in a shared-memory system or a massivelyparallel multi-node configuration. The strong scaling efficiency is found to be above
80 % for realistic grid resolutions and hardware configurations. Selected applications of
ultraFluidX will be presented at the ECFD conference, including passenger vehicles
and full truck geometries [6]. The resulting turnaround times are very competitive and
allow to embed even highly-resolved, high-fidelity CFD simulations into a simulationbased design cycle.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to test the scalability of the multi-scale universal
interface (MUI) code coupling library. This has been done by coupling two independent
synthetic solvers to one another, which are then given an embarrassingly parallel workload.
The quantity of work done by each synthetic solver, and the amount of data transferred,
is representative of a typical multi-physics coupled problem. Both volumetric coupling
(where whole fields are transferred), and interface coupling (where several variables at the
two-dimensional interface between three-dimensional meshes) are tested. It is shown that
the multi-scale universal interface scales well to a minimum of O(104 ) MPI tasks.
We also demonstrate the use of the MUI library in coupling a neutronics code (DYn3D)
to a CFD code (Code Saturne). We demonstrate this coupling by simulating a simplified
molten salt fast nuclear reactor.

1

INTRODUCTION

As computer power advances, so too does our capacity for high fidelity simulation.
An ultimate goal for high fidelity simulation – one that is gaining traction within both
industry and academia – is digital twinning. A digital twin is a mapping of a physical
product or process to a digital representation. Sufficiently high fidelity in the simulation
is necessary to ensure the twin is representative of reality. Digital twinning promises to
revolutionise industry by enabling unprecedented insight into the whole life-cycle of the
product or process it represents, without the need for expensive (or potentially infeasible) experiments. Similarly, in science, a digital twin can be used to test the predicted
outcomes of scientific theories under exotic conditions, to ensure observations in the real
world match.
A key feature of a digital twin is the incorporation of multiple physical models within a
single simulation (multi-physics simulation). Similarly, different components of the model
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may describe effects at vastly different scales (multi-scale simulation). When simulating
multi-physics or multi-scale problems in a High Performance Computing (HPC) environment, care must be taken to ensure the scalability of the method. By adopting an
operator-splitting strategy, it is possible to decompose the complex multi-physics/scale
system into a series of interlinked sub-problems, which can then be tackled individually.
This has advantages over a monolithic coupling (where all governing equations are solved
simultaneously) since legacy codes, employing specialised numerical algorithms, can be
used with minimal effort, thereby preserving the many decades of effort that has gone
into developing robust, validated scientific software.
The challenge with this partitioned approach to coupling is the communication of data
from one code to the other in a way that does not introduce bottlenecks or significant
sources of error. There are a number of code coupling libraries available. Some libraries
provide a framework which controls the time-stepping and launch of individual solvers
[1, 2, 3, 4]. These framework approaches to coupling often require background daemon
processes to be running (to orchestrate the coupled simulation), as well as TCP ports
to be opened in order to allow the transfer of data. This can have implications on the
number of systems in which the coupler can run.
An alternative approach is to provide an MPI based communication interface, which
acts as a layer in which each application can deposit or retrieve data. This has the
advantage of being universal. That is, any code can be coupled to any other code, with
minimal effort, rather than a bespoke solution of coupling A to B. Additionally, the
interface approach should be expected to run on any HPC system, without the need for
installing daemon processes. For a review of current code coupling projects, the reader is
referred to the review chapter of Longshaw et al. [5].
In the sections that follow, we provide a brief overview of the ‘multiscale universal
interface’ (MUI) [6], which is an interface coupling library developed originally at Brown
University, but now is part of a collaboration between Brown University, IBM Research,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and STFC. We test the scalability of the library
itself in transferring data and interpolating that data back to another solver. We will also
briefly demonstrate the application of the MUI in coupling a neutronics code to CFD.
2

The Multiscale Universal Interface (MUI)

The MUI1 [6] is a header only library written in C++ . Wrappers are also available for
coupling codes written in other languages. The basic premise of the MUI is to provide
in interface which codes can push point data to. MUI works on point data in order to
maintain the universal nature of the coupling; all domain specific representations of the
data (for example on meshes) can be represented as a cloud of points. In this way, it
is not necessary to have detailed knowledge of the underlying data structures describing
mesh connectivity, for instance. The price to pay for this flexibility is increased cost in
the sampling (interpolation), for example using radial basis functions to recover a field
1

The library is open source, distributed under the Apache license, and can be downloaded at
https://github.com/MxUI/MUI
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Figure 1: Volumetric coupling with MUI. 200M data points transferred at each time-step. Speedup
(left) with ideal speedup in red. Parallel efficiency (right).

from a cloud of points.
Once these data points are all pushed, it is necessary to commit the data with a timestamp, which initiates the data transfer through MPI. Other solvers connected to the
interface can then fetch data at an arbitrary point in space and time (using interpolation
where the data does not exist). The API of MUI is very simple. Indeed, it is possible to
couple two solvers to one another by adding just a few lines of code to push, commit and
fetch.
A key strength of MUI is it is extensible. By taking advantage of C++ templates, the
library makes it simple to implement additional samplers to perform the interpolation. In
addition, MUI’s underlying communication layer has been abstracted such that different
communication protocols can be implemented with ease. It is possible to communicate
via TCP across the internet, or via standard I/O using files, or even through POSIX
Page 1
shared memory directly. But more typically, the MPI Multiple Program Multiple Data
Page 1
(MPMD) mode is used. This allows an arbitrary number of codes
to communicate with
one another over MPI, and hence can be used on any HPC system with a working MPI
implementation that supports the MPMD paradigm.
3

Scalability testing

In order to test the scalability of the MUI library in isolation to that of any scientific
solver, a synthetic solver was written. This synthetic solver is given an embarrassingly
parallel workload, which is fixed, in terms of CPU hours, for a given problem size. Checks
were made to ensure this synthetic solver scales linearly to a minimum of ∼ 10, 000+
MPI tasks (in practice, it would be expected to scale to any arbitrary number of cores).
The workload was designed to be typical of MPI parallelised finite volume Computational
Fluid Dynamics solvers, such as Code Saturne or OpenFOAM. The workload size was set
to correspond broadly with our previous experience of Code Saturne. A value of 1 × 10−4
CPU seconds / timestep / cell was used (i.e. the equivalent of 1 second per timestep at
10M cells and 1, 000 MPI tasks). Two instances of this synthetic solver were coupled to
one another.
Cases were run on the UK national supercomputing service ARCHER, which is a Cray
3
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Figure 2: Interface coupling with MUI. 3M data points transferred at each time-step. Speedup (left)
with ideal speedup in red. Parallel efficiency (right).

XC30 supercomputer with 12-core Intel Ivy Bridge series processors.
3.1

Volumetric coupling

Figure 1 shows the parallel efficiency and speedup for a volumetric coupled case (typical
of neutronics-CFD coupling, amongst others) with 200M data points being transferred
(100M points in each solver). It can be seen the performance is broadly acceptable. To
understand the drop in efficiency at the highest core-counts considered, profiling of the
codes with CrayPat has been performed. Table 1 shows the bottleneck lies within MPI
itself; this is the unavoidable cost of communication. The cost of the MUI sampler (i.e.
interpolation) is fairly small (∼8%), even when processing a relatively large number of
data points.
Page 1

Table 1: Profiling of MUI for the volumetric coupled case at maximum
core-count.
Page 1

Function
% samples
MPI Test
23.3
MPI Recv
4.0
Synthetic Solver work
62.5
MUI sampler
7.6

3.2

Surface coupling

Figure 2 shows the coupling through a surface (typical of conjugate heat transfer, fluid
structure interaction, etc.). The mesh size is again 100M for each solver, but in this case,
the number of data points transferred is 3M (1.5M per solver). This is representative of
a surface coupling in which several variables are transmitted. It can be seen that, in this
case, the performance is better. The parallel efficiency is quite acceptable (above 85%)
up to 12, 288 MPI tasks. Table 2 shows the breakdown of time by function for the surface
coupled case. It can be seen the overhead of MUI interpolation is low (4%).
4
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CFD

Figure 3: Data communication pattern employed for neutronics-CFD coupling.
Table 2: Profiling of MUI for the surface coupled case at maximum core-count.

Function
% samples
MPI Test
10.1
MPI Recv
0.1
MPI Barrier
6.8
Synthetic Solver work
77.7
MUI sampler
4.0
4

Neutronics & Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Coupling

In neutronics coupling, thermal energy released by fission events is transferred to the
fluid. The resulting change in the fluid temperature in turn alters the transport of the
neutrons. This two-way coupling is depicted in Figure 3.
MUI is used to couple DYN3D [7, 8], a deterministic neutronics code, to Code Saturne
[9, 10], an open source finite volume CFD code. This coupling is achieved with minimal
intrusion into the codes (only a few extra lines of code in each case).
In order to verify the coupling was working as expected, a simple cylindrical reactor was
simulated. The geometry comprises a cylinder of diameter 1.06m and height 3.04m with
a uniform velocity inlet condition applied to the base of the cylinder and a zero gradient
outlet condition applied to the top. Meshes comprising approximately 8, 000 cells were
used for both the fluid and neutronics. Both codes were ran in serial for this test. The
thermal power of the neutronics was set to Q=3GW and an average temperature increase
5
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Figure 4: Neutronics-CFD coupling.

of ∆T = 100K over the height was selected to determine the velocity condition via the
expression U = Q/(Cp A∆T ) (Cp = specific heat capacity; A = cross-sectional area of the
inlet). The fluid is a molten salt in which fissile material is dissolved (LiF:PuF3 :UF4 ). The
rate of the nuclear reactions is dependent on the density of the fluid and the probability
of a nuclear reaction both of which are dependent on the local temperature.
Figure 4 shows the thermal power density (MW m−3 ), temperature (K), and velocity
(m/s) (enhanced by buoyancy, due to the heating from the neutronics). The calculation
quickly reaches a steady state. The peak in power is shifted slightly lower than the centre
of the cylinder, which demonstrates the influence of temperature on the fluid density and
reaction probability as this peak would be located in the centre of the domain when these
effects are negligible.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have tested the scalability of the MUI library in isolation. It was
shown that the library scales well to at least O(104 ) MPI tasks. The MUI library is
therefore suitable for large scale coupled HPC multi-physics and multi-scale problems.
In cases where the scalability starts to tail off, profiling has shown that the bottleneck
lies within the message passing, rather than in the MUI library, and hence this bottleneck
would likely be present in any MPI based coupling effort, and solutions therefore need
to be considered from the perspective of solving difficult MPI communication patterns
introduced by coupling. The overall overhead of the MUI library itself (i.e. without MPI
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overheads) has been shown to be a few % for these large scale coupled problems. This
overhead is predominantly in the sampler; since MUI operates on point clouds of data
(rather than mesh data), interpolation must be conducted in order to reconstruct data
on a remote mesh.
We have briefly demonstrated the use of the MUI in coupling a neutronics code to
a CFD solver. This simple test acts as a demonstration of MUI working in a practical
case. In the full talk, we will expand on these results further, and conduct a larger scale
simulation of a fuel assembly with coupled neutronics, conjugate heat transfer, and CFD.
6
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Abstract. Massively-parallel devices of various architectures are being adopted by the
newest supercomputers to overcome the actual power constraint in the context of the
exascale challenge. This progress leads to an increasing hybridisation of HPC systems
and makes the design of computing applications a rather complex problem. Therefore,
the software efficiency and portability are of crucial importance. In this context of accelerated innovation, we developed the HPC2 (Heterogeneous Portable Code for HPC). It
is a portable, algebra-based framework for heterogeneous computing with many potential
applications in the fields of computational physics and mathematics, such as modelling
of incompressible turbulent flows. In its application to CFD, the algorithm of the timeintegration phase relies on a reduced set of only three algebraic operations: the sparse
matrix-vector product, the linear combination of vectors and the dot product. This
algebraic approach combined with a multilevel MPI+OpenMP+OpenCL parallelisation
naturally provides modularity and portability. In this work, we present the strategies for
the efficient heterogeneous execution of large-scale simulations on hybrid supercomputers that are part of the HPC2 core. The performance is studied in detail for the major
computing kernel, the sparse matrix-vector product, using a sparse matrix derived from
a simulation on a hybrid unstructured mesh and up to 32 nodes of a hybrid CPU+GPU
supercomputer.
1

INTRODUCTION

Continuous enhancement in hardware technologies enables scientific computing to advance incessantly to reach further aims. After hitting petascale speeds in 2008, several organisations and institutions began the well-known global race for exascale highperformance computing (HPC). Thenceforth, hardware developers have been facing two
significant challenges. Firstly, the energy efficiency of the exascale systems ought to be
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augmented by two orders of magnitude respect to the earliest petascale machines. Secondly, the memory bandwidth must be increased to satisfy the demands of the scientific
computing community. The common FLOP-oriented architectures (i.e. very high, and
growing FLOPS to memory bandwidth ratios) are not efficiently dealing with most of the
algorithms used in scientific computing; they barely reach 3% of their peak performance
as shown in the HPCG Benchmark [1].
In consequence, massively-parallel devices of various architectures are being incorporated into the newest supercomputers. This progress leads to an increasing hybridisation
of HPC systems and makes the design of computing applications a rather complex problem. The computing operations that form the algorithms, the so-called kernels, must be
compatible with distributed- and shared-memory SIMD and MIMD parallelism and, more
importantly, with stream processing (SP), which is a more restrictive parallel paradigm.
Initially, the GPU-only implementations proved to be more energy efficient than the
CPU-only did [2], even though they let the majority of CPU cores on the hybrid nodes to
remain idle. Heterogeneous implementations rapidly became popular since they can target a wide range of architectures and combine different kinds of parallelism, engaging all
the computing hardware available on the node. For instance, the MPI+OpenMP+CUDA
implementation in [3] provides high scalability on up to 1024 hybrid nodes. However, only
depending on the proprietary NVIDIA CUDA framework for handling GPUs leads to a
loss of portability while, considering the enormous complexity of porting existing codes,
the software efficiency and portability is of crucial importance. Therefore, fully-portable
implementations such as the MPI+OpenMP+OpenCL in [4] are preferred in this work.
In this context of accelerated innovation, making an effort to design modular applications composed of a reduced number of independent and well-defined code blocks is worth
it. On the one hand, this helps to reduce the generation of errors and facilitates debugging. On the other hand, modular applications are user-friendly and more comfortable
for porting to new architectures (the fewer the kernels of an application, the easier it is
to provide portability). Furthermore, if the majority of kernels represent linear algebra
operations, then standard optimised libraries (e.g. ATLAS, clBLAST) or specific in-house
implementations can be used and easily switched.
Nevertheless, the design of modular frameworks requires a long-term, global strategy
to ensure that the pieces fit correctly. If you take a look at the studies in numerical
methods that mimic the properties of the underlying physical and mathematical models,
most of them use an operator-based formulation because of its power to analyse and construct accurate discretisations [5, 6]. Such a formulation encouraged Oyarzun et al. [7]
to implement an algebra-based CFD algorithm for simulation of incompressible turbulent flows. Roughly, the approach consists in replacing traditional stencil data structures
and sweeps by algebraic data structures and kernels. As a result, the algorithm of the
time-integration phase relies on a reduced set of only three basic algebraic operations:
the sparse matrix-vector product, the linear combination of vectors and the dot product.
Consequently, this approach combined with a multilevel MPI+OpenMP+OpenCL parallelisation naturally provides modularity and portability. Furthermore, in our previous
work, we generalised the concept of the framework to extend its applications beyond CFD;
2
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we presented in [8] the HPC2 (Heterogeneous Portable Code for HPC), a fully-portable,
algebra-based framework with many potential applications in the fields of computational
physics and mathematics.
The most time-consuming operation in our framework is the sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV), which represents up to 80% of the computational time of simulation as shown
in [7]. It widely receives much attention because it is prevalent and even essential in many
computing applications. Significant effort has been made in many works to adapt sparse
matrix storage formats for different architectures and matrix properties. For instance,
see [9, 10, 11, 12]. This key operation is a bottleneck in scientific computing because it
is a memory-bounded operation with a very low arithmetic intensity and it leads to indirect memory accesses with unavoidable cache misses. Additionally, it is very challenging
in parallel computing because it may involve both inter- and intra-node data exchanges
as a result of the domain decomposition approach. Thus, hiding this expensive communication overhead behind the computations is critical. The benefits of the overlap of
communications and computations on GPUs for the SpMV are demonstrated in [13]. The
heterogeneous execution of the SpMV on hybrid CPU+GPU systems is studied in [14],
showing a notable gain; notwithstanding, that study is restricted to a single node with a
single NVIDIA GPU.
In this work, we present the strategies for the efficient heterogeneous execution of
large-scale simulations on hybrid supercomputers that are part of the HPC2 core. Firstly,
the multilevel domain decomposition is proposed as the optimal method for distributing
the workload across the HPC system. Secondly, both the multithreaded simple and
double overlap execution diagrams are described. Finally, the heterogeneous performance
is studied in detail for the major computing kernel, the SpMV, using a sparse matrix
derived from a simulation on a hybrid unstructured mesh and up to 32 nodes of a hybrid
CPU+GPU supercomputer.
2

STRATEGIES FOR EFFICIENT HETEROGENEOUS COMPUTING

The HPC2 is a fully-portable, algebra-based framework with many potential applications in the fields of computational physics and mathematics. Details about its application
to CFD can be found in [8]. The simulations are to be executed on a hybrid HPC system
that consists of multiple computing nodes interconnected via a communication infrastructure. Hence, the optimal distribution of the workload across the system is of great
importance for attaining maximum performance. In our framework, a single MPI process
is assigned to each hybrid node. The workload distribution is fulfilled with a multilevel
domain decomposition. Hence, the MPI processes must handle the computing hardware
through OpenMP parallel regions and multiple OpenCL queues. Both the multithreaded
simple and double overlap execution diagrams are described to that end.
2.1

The role of the SpMV in large-scale simulations

Large sparse matrices often appear when numerically solving partial differential equations. Hence, the sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV) is a widespread operation in the
3
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scientific computing community. The sparse pattern of a matrix (i.e. the distribution
of the non-zero coefficients) typically arises from the spatial discretisation of a computational domain. The discretised domain is a finite set of objects in which some pairs are in
some sense related (such as mesh nodes, cells, faces, vertices, etc.). The couplings of an
element (represented by the non-zero coefficients within its row) depend on the numerical
method utilised.
In our algebra-based approach, the SpMV kernel represents the 80% of the computational cost. In addition, this key operation is the only one among the three of the
HPC2 that requires data exchanges as a result of the domain decomposition approach.
That is, the other two kernels are independent of the workload distribution. Therefore,
we will only focus on the heterogeneous implementation of the SpMV from now on, considering that the one of the axpy and dot is straightforward.
2.2

First-level decomposition for distributed-memory parallelisation

By way of example, let us consider the generic discretised computational domain in
Figure 1 (left). The first-level domain decomposition distributes the workload among the
computing nodes (i.e. the MPI processes). In doing so, the elements of the discretised
domain are assigned to subdomains using a partitioning library (e.g. ParMETIS [15])
that fulfils the requested load balancing and minimises the number of couplings between
cells of different subdomains. As a result, the first-level decomposition classifies subdomain elements into inner and interface categories as shown in Figure 1 (right). Namely,
interface elements are those coupled with elements from other subdomains. Consequently,
those other’s adjacent elements form a halo. A communication between parallel processes
is required to update the halo before a kernel processes the interface.

Computational domain

Inner

Subdomain 1

Interface

Subdomain 2

Halo

Figure 1: Representation of a generic discretised domain (left). First-level decomposition of the domain
among two MPI processes (right).

2.3

Second-level decomposition for intra-node parallelisation

First-level subdomains are decomposed further to distribute the workload of each MPI
process among its computing hardware, such as multiple CPUs (called host) and coprocessors of different kinds (called devices). This second-level decomposition must conform to the actual performance of the hardware for the sake of load balancing. We propose
4
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in Figure 2 two different decomposition strategies of the same first-level subdomains. On
the left side, we aim at minimising the number of couplings. On the right, we isolate
the devices from the external communications. In this case, the host partition takes the
whole first-level interface plus a set of inner nodes. As a result, at the second level, the
interface and halo elements are classified as (1) external ones coupled with other subdomains of the first-level decomposition (grey-coloured), and (2) internal ones that only
participate in the intra-node exchanges (yellow-coloured).
The multilevel decomposition reduces the volume of the external communications several times since only the interface of the first-level decomposition (grey-coloured) remains
external. Put another way; if the workload were initially distributed with flat domain
decomposition by assigning one MPI process to each device, the partitions would not be
aware of which devices are located on the same nodes. Therefore, the whole interface of
each subdomain would be involved in external communications. We do not recommend it
because the external interface assigned to a device with a separate memory space requires
a more expensive multistage device → host → MPI → host → device communication.
Subdomain 1

Subdomain 2

Host

Subdomain 1

Subdomain 2

D1

D1

D1

Host

Host

Host

D2
D1

D2

Inner

Exterior Halo

Exterior Interface

Interior Interface

Interior Halo

Figure 2: Two different strategies for the second-level decomposition. Minimising the number of couplings (left), isolating the devices from the external communications (right).

2.4

Multithreaded overlap strategies

The heterogeneous execution of the SpMV leads to many different data-management
and computing operations because the complex multistage halo update must be concluded before computing the interface elements. This multistage update is an expensive
operation that can critically affect the performance and scalability. Therefore, efficient
strategies are required for minimising the overhead of the communications. We describe
hereafter both the multithreaded simple and double overlap execution diagrams. Essentially, this execution aims at simultaneously handling operations and communications of
both host and device through OpenMP parallel regions and multiple OpenCL queues.
For a better understanding of the overlap diagrams in Figure 3, and also for timing
purposes, we compressed all the operations involved in the SpMV into five distinct blocks
5
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(outlined in Table 1). The host blocks (white-coloured) are blocking tasks in the sense
that the assigned OpenMP threads must finish them before proceeding. In contrast,
the device blocks (grey-coloured) are non-blocking; that is, the assigned OpenMP thread
only submits the task to an OpenCL queue, then continues with the following. In D2H
and H2D blocks, the use of mapped, pinned-memory OpenCL intermediate buffers is
necessary; such pinned buffers are needed for DMA transfers, which can be overlapped
with computations.
Table 1: Description of the operational blocks composing the execution diagrams in Figure 3.

Block
INN
D2H
MPI

H2D
IFC

Description
The SpMV kernel is launched only for the inner elements.
The inner domain can be overlapped with the halo update
because it is not coupled with the halo.
Device-to-host download. Both the device’s internal and
external interface data is packed into intermediate buffers,
then copied to host.
Inter-node exchanges. The send messages are posted with
point-to-point, non-blocking MPI Isend calls, and receive
messages with MPI Irecv for the incoming data. Finally,
MPI Waitall is used for synchronisation.
Host-to-device upload. Both the device’s internal and external halo data is packed into intermediate buffers, then
copied to the device.
The SpMV kernel is launched only for the interface elements as soon as the halo update is completed. In the end,
a synchronisation barrier is included for host and devices.

Timer
tinn

td2h

tmpi

th2d

tif c

The simple overlap diagram is shown in Figure 3 (left). In this mode, the halo update is
overlapped with the INN and IFC blocks. Two threads are created in the outer OpenMP
region: one for host computations and another for managing the device’s OpenCL queues.
The device’s outer thread spawns an OpenMP nested region with as many threads as
devices (thd ). The host thread executes the host computations within an OpenMP nested
region engaging those threads still available (thh ). In this simple overlap method, the
devices are involved in external communications. Hence, the H2D block must start right
after the MPI synchronisation. Assuming that all devices perform equal, the overall
computational time of the simple overlap can be estimated as
tsov = max(thinn , (tdinn + td2h + tmpi )) + max(thif c , (th2d + tdif c )).

(1)

Thus, since the time depends on the maximum values in between different blocks, a proper
load balancing becomes very important.
The double overlap diagram is shown in Figure 3 (right). The main difference is that,
in this case, the external MPI communications are performed simultaneously with the
6
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internal D2H and H2D exchanges. To do so, the second-level decomposition must have
isolated the devices from the external interface as shown in Figure 2 (right). This way,
the MPI block becomes independent of the D2H, and consequently, H2D is independent of
MPI. Nevertheless, host IFC is bigger in this case. Hence, the double overlap is beneficial
only if the host computations are faster than the internal communications. The overall
computational time of the double overlap can be estimated as
tdov = max(thinn , max(tmpi , (tdinn + td2h + th2d ))) + max(thif c , tdif c ).

(2)

Besides, the synchronous execution scheme may be relevant for test and comparisons.
It is not shown in Figure 3 due to its simplicity. Essentially, the idea is to complete the
halo update first, then proceed with computations. The overall computational time of
the synchronous mode is straightforward:
tsyc = td2h + tmpi + td2h + tinn + tif c .
Simple Overlap

Double Overlap
OpenMP parallel [3]

OpenMP parallel [2]
OpenMP nested [thh]

OpenMP nested [thd]

INN

(3)

INN

INN

D2H

D2H

OpenMP nested [thh]

INN

OpenMP nested [thd]

MPI

INN

INN

D2H

D2H

H2D

H2D

MPI
barrier

barrier
OpenMP nested [thh]

OpenMP nested [thd]

H2D

H2D

IFC

IFC

OpenMP nested [thh]

IFC

IFC

OpenMP nested [thd]

IFC

IFC

Figure 3: Multithreaded execution diagrams for simple overlap (left), double overlap (right). The
white-coloured blocks correspond to host; the grey-coloured ones correspond to devices.

3

HETEROGENEOUS PERFORMANCE STUDY

The sparse matrix used in this study is derived from a symmetry-preserving discretisation [5] on an unstructured hex-dominant mesh with approximately 10M cells. Therefore,
the majority of rows hold seven non-zero coefficients. The adapted block-transposed version of ELLPACK sparse storage format [9] is used for the study. This format provides a
uniform aligned memory access with coalescing of memory transactions.
7
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The benefits of the heterogeneous CPU+GPU execution of the SpMV are measured
on the Lomonosov-2 hybrid supercomputer. Its nodes are equipped with a 14-core Intel
E5-2697v3 CPU and an NVIDIA Tesla K40M GPU. The performance comparison for the
CPU-only, GPU-only and heterogeneous executions on a single node is shown in Figure 4.
The heterogeneous mode shows a gain of 32% compared to the GPU-only mode, which
corresponds to a 98% of heterogeneous efficiency compared to the sum of the performance
of the CPU-only and the GPU-only modes.
30
25

GFLOP/s

20
15
10
5
0
E5 2697v3

Tesla K40

Heterogeneous

Figure 4: Single-node performance comparison for CPU-only, GPU-only and heterogeneous modes.

The strong scalability results in Figure 5 show that the simple overlap strategy presented in this work notably improves the performance by hiding the communications.
However, the scalability decays faster in the heterogeneous mode compared to the GPUonly mode. This leak occurs because in the former, the computational load per GPU is
smaller and the communication load is higher than of the latter. Besides, in the heterogeneous mode, the CPU is loaded with computations which may interfere with MPI library
routines. Therefore, the overlapping operational range gets reduced.
Finally, the sustained performance for the different execution modes is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that despite a little weaker scalability, the heterogeneous mode
outperforms the GPU-only mode. However, this advantage decays again with the number
of nodes because the CPU increasingly gets more involved in communications and the
load per GPU decreases.

8
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Linear Speedup
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Figure 5: Strong scalability study of the SpMV for different execution modes.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of the SpMV for different execution modes.

4

CONCLUSIONS

An algebra-based framework with a heterogeneous MPI+OpenMP+OpenCL implementation has been presented. This approach naturally provides modularity and portability; it can target a wide range of architectures and combine different kinds of parallelism,
engaging all the computing hardware available on the node. Considering the increasing
hybridisation of HPC systems, this appears to be very relevant.
9
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The strong scalability study shows that the benefit of the heterogeneous execution of
the SpMV decreases with the number of nodes. Therefore, to efficiently run heterogeneous
large-scale simulations, the load per device must be enough to guarantee the adequate
performance of the devices and the sufficient contribution of the host. Heterogeneous
performance studies must be carried out to determine the optimal workload distribution.
To that end, our algebra-based framework appears to suit very well since a single kernel
(the SpMV) is a key representative of the overall performance.
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Abstract. The IC engine is investigated numerically by Cartesian mesh system. The Building
Cube Method is adopted to generate the mesh partition for complicated engine geometry and
parallel computation. The fully compressible flow solver by Roe scheme and 5th order MUSCL
is used to calculate the flow field with high pressure and temperature differences. The species
transport equations are solved with 11 species of combustion in this framework. The chemical
reaction of combustion is conducted by equilibrium solver of Cantera module, which is used
for evaluate the equilibrium state of the reacting flow, and merged with the flow solver and Gequation flame front treatment. In order to simulate the engine motion, the geometry and engine
moving piston is calculated by Immersed Boundary Method. The flow field of velocity, density
and flame front due to the combustion and engine motion is shown in the results. The validation
is done by the Rapid Compression Machine simulation with the comparison of experimental
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data. The flame front shapes and flame propagation speed of this framework are well consistent
with the experimental results.
1

INTRODUCTION

The subject of IC engine is very important for industrial application on automobile filed. The
heat, mass and flow fields of combustion by the four-stroke procedure dominate the power and
efficiency of the engine. The difficulty of this subject contains the complex geometry treatment
of meshing and moving parts, the high compressibility of flow field and the chemical reactions
of species including the transport phenomena. In this study, we built a CFD framework CUBE
to solve this complicated IC engine simulation with Rapid Compression Machine (RCM) test.
For the meshing system, the Cartesian grid by Building Cube Method [1] is adopted to avoid
the hard work of unstructured meshing but still keep good resolution near engine wall. Due to
the density difference of high compression ratio and the temperature difference of combustion,
the fully compressible flow with species transport equations are solved by Roe scheme [2] and
5th order MUSCL scheme [3]. The chemical reaction calculation is imported from Cantera [4]
module by equilibrium solver and merged with the flow solver with G-equation flame front
treatment. Finally, the geometry and engine piston moving boundary are solved by the
Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) [5]. The results showed reasonable flow fields and flame
propagation with the experimental data.

Figure 1: RCM geometry
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2 PHYSICAL MODEL
The physical model of this study is a RCM as indicated in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows
the detail spark plug and chamber geometry. Figure 2 shows the grid distribution, and the whole
computation domain is divided by several cubes, and each cube contains 16×16×16 cells.
In this work, we discussed two conditions of RCM as listed in Table 1. Case A has an initial
pressure of 200 kPa and with stationary piston at TDC, where case B is at 101.3 kPa of pressure
and piston moves from BDC to TDC. Both cases are premix iso-octane/air and the equivalence
ratio is equal to 1.0.
In order to simplify the chemical reaction calculation, only the main products of combustion
are taken into account. The total species used in this study are iso-octane, O2, H, O, OH, H2O,
H2, CO, CO2 , NO, and N2. The gas properties are evaluated by the GRI-mechanism.

Figure 2: Cube distribution
Table 1: RCM conditions

Fuel

Initial
Initial
Equivalence Ignition time
temperature(K) pressure(kPa)
ratio
Case A Iso-octane
300
200
1.0
0ms
Case B Iso-octane
300
101.3
1.0
80ms

3

Compression
ratio
13

NUMERICAL METHOD

In this paper, in order to solve the combustion phenomena in RCM, several methods are
investigated. The Building Cube Method is adopted for the mesh distribution, and the
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compressible flow with high temperature and pressure is solved by fully compressible flow
solver. The transport phenomena of the fuel and reaction products and carrier gas are conducted
by merging the species transport equations with compressible flow solver. For the flamelet
model and combustion kinetics, the G equation solver and equilibrium module imported by
Cantera are adopted.
3.1 Building Cube Method
The BCM [1] is used for mesh partition of RCM geometry. The whole computation domain
is divided into several cubes, and each cube has the same numbers of uniform mesh grids, which
is effective for parallel computation.
3.2 Fully compressible flow solver
In order to solve the fully compressible flow, the fifth-order differentiation for the derivative
term of the MUSCL scheme is necessary. Besides, Roe scheme, preconditioning [6] are also
adopted to solve the compressible governing equation as follows.

U F G H
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(1)

U and F are described as follows.
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(2)

Fi is the inviscid term solved by Roe scheme and 5th order MUSCL, where Fv is the viscous
term solved by 2nd order central difference. G and H are as the same expressionas as F for
y and z directions.

3.3 Species transport equations and G equation
The species transport equations and G equation are merged and coupled with compressible
flow governing equations with additional 11 equations for species and 1 equation for G. The
final expression of governing equations are as follows.
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uˆ i Yi   Dim

Yi
x

(5)

hi , ûi , Yi , and Dim are the mass enthalpy, diffusion velocity, mass fraction and diffusion
coefficient of ith species, respectively.
In G equation, there is a source term of S L G , which indicates the effects of flame speed
in combustion. This flame speed is estimated by the correlation equation of Metghalchi and
Keck [7] as follows.
T 0 
S L  S u 0  u 
 T0 





 p 
  1  2.1 f 
 p0 

where

Suo  Bm  B2 (  m ) 2

  2.18  0.8(  1)
  0.16  0.22(  1)
T0  298 K
P0  1atm
and Bm , B2 and  m are fuel constant parameters from [7].
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3.4 Re-initialization of G equation
Since G equation is solved by level set function, the characteristic of it may be destroyed
during the calculation. Therefore, a re-initialization procedure is performed ones every several
timesteps. The values of G near flame front is iterated and reconstructed to G  1 by the
smoothed sign function as follows.
Gn
 SG0 ( Gn  1)  0


G0

SG0 

G02   2

(7)

(8)

where SG 0 is the smoothed function of G equation and G0 is the solution of G equation.
3.4 Cantera equilibrium module
For simplifying the chemical reaction calculation, the equilibrium model is used from the
Cantera module. When the flame front solved by G equation moves to the unburned cell, the
state of this cell will become a burned cell, and the chemical species will be also changed with
heat released as a source term. The whole framework is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Engine simulation framework
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Computation parameters
In case A, the computation domain contains only the region of upper chamber above TDC,
where in case B the whole domain is calculated. The total grid number of case A is around 5M
and for case B is around 24M, both with a minimum cell size equals to 0.4mm near wall as
shown in figure 2.
Since the fully compressible flow solver is adopted in this study, according to the CFL
number we can decide the time step size that t  CFL  x c . To make the simulation stable,
usually the CFL  0.3 is chosen, and c is the speed of sound. However, in combustion
simulation, the speed of sound is not constant and varied with temperature by the expression of
c  RT , where  is the specific heat ratio and R is the gas constant. For the combustion of
iso-octane/air with equivalence ratio equals to 1.0, the temperature will be increased to about
3000K and makes the speed of sound also be increased to three times compared with ambient
temperature(  300 K ). Finally, the time step size of t  1.25  10 7 is chosen for the
combustion part.
In case B, the piston is moving from BDC to TDC, and then the ignition and combustion are
started. In this situation, for the computation before combustion, the species transport equations
and G equation are not necessary, and can be removed from the governing equations to reduce
the computation cost. Besides, the time step size before combustion can be also increased to
t  2.5  10 7 since the temperature is not increased so much.
The total physical time for case A is 0.03s and for case B is 0.1s. The total time steps for
case A is 240000 steps and for case B is 320000(without combustion) plus 160000(with
combustion) steps.
4.2 Premixed combustion without piston motion
In case A, the premixed combustion without piston motion is investigated. The fluids near
the spark plug are heated and burned. Figure 4 shows the flame propagation with time. The isosurface is define by G  0 , which is the flame front position, and the color is contoured by
density.
Since the expansion phenomena, which is due to the high pressure and temperature of
burning fluids, dominate the flow fields in this case, the flame shape is nearly like a sphere at
initial stage, and then expanded and affected by the spark plug and the wall of chamber. As the
flame propagates, the unburned fluids are pushed and compressed then makes the density of
them getting higher and higher. As a result, the flame speed is higher at initial and getting lower
with the propagation of the flame front.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of CFD results and experimental snapshots. The flame shape
and flame speed of CFD are well consistent with the snapshots of experiments at almost every
time step even for those wrinkles at the tip of flames. However, since the ignition condition is
difficult to represent perfectly at the initial stage, there is a small difference between CFD and
experimental results when ignition occurred.
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4.3 Premixed combustion with piston motion
Case B shows the premixed combustion with piston motion. From t  0 to t  80ms , the
piston moves from BDC to TDC as shown in figure 6. The density is increased due to the

Figure 4: Distribution of flamefront with time of case A

Figure 5: The comparison of flamefront of CFD (left) and experiments (right) with time of case A
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Figure 6: Piston motion of case B

compression process and is shown in figure 7. In figure 8, as the piston moving, the momentum
magnitude inside the chamber is increased and even higher than the piston speed due to the
geometry of the neck of the chamber. It makes the flow condition much more different and
complicated than case A.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of pressure between experimental and CFD results. The
pressure measurement point is indicated as the blue point inside the chamber as shown in the
figure. Both results showed that the pressure is increased as the piston going to the TDC, and
dramatically raised after 80ms due to the ignition. Before 40ms, the CFD results are well
consistent with the experimental results, but has discrepancy after that. It is due to the
insufficient mesh resolution inside the chamber. The moving geometry is solved by IBM in this
study, which means the mesh distribution is kept the same position and size during the piston
moving. When the piston moves from BDC to TDC, the resolution inside the chamber near
piston is getting lower and lower and finally cannot well resolve the results. It is a weak point
of IBM, but can be solved by locally increasing the resolution near that area.
In figure 10, the flamefront visualization results of CFD are compared with experimental
snapshots. Due to the shape of the combustion chamber, the flamefront appears near the spark
plug at beginning, and then counterclockwise moves through upper part and finally propagates
to the whole chamber. The flame propagation speed and trends of CFD are similar to the
experimental results though the full consistency is difficult to show because there are overlap
flames inside the chamber.
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Figure 7: Density contours of slice at y  0 of case B

Figure 8: Momentum magnitude contours of slice at y  0 of case B
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Figure 9: Pressure variations of experimental and CFD results of case B

Figure 10: The comparison of flamefront of CFD (left) and experiments (right) of case B
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5

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

The IC engine is investigated numerically by Cartesian mesh system with fully
compressible flow and combustion solver and Immersed Boundary Method. The
species transport equations and G equation are solved for the mass fractions of
combustion fuel and products as well as the flame front position.
The validations are carried out by without and with moving piston in the RCM tests.
Both results showed good agreements with experimental data of flame propagation
speed and flame patterns.
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Abstract. The presence of surface irregularities like humps or indentations can cause
regions of localized strong streamwise gradients in the basic flow quantities. These large
gradients can significantly modify the linear mechanisms that lead to laminar-turbulent
transition in wall-bounded flows (e.g. Tollmien-Schlichting waves). Standard methodologies like LST (Local Stability Theory) or PSE (Parabolized Stability Equations) can be
applied in regions far from the surface irregularities where the streamwise variations are
small. However, their formulations are not suited for handling the presence of such large
streamwise gradients.
The Adaptive Harmonic Linearized Navier-Stokes (AHLNS) equations can handle these
large streamwise gradients by using a fully-elliptic system of equations as in DNS (Direct
Numerical Simulation). Moreover, as in PSE a wave-like character of the instabilities
is assumed, leading to a significant reduction in the number of streamwise grid points
required compared with DNS computations.
In the present study, smooth humps/indentations with height/depth comparable with
the local boundary-layer displacement thickness are investigated. The effect of the
hump/indentation on the spatial evolution of convective instabilities, in terms of N-factors,
is presented. It is shown that the shape of the surface irregularity plays an important role
in the growth of convective instabilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

Local stability theory (LST) and parabolized stability equations (PSE) equations have
been successfully applied to study the development of convective instabilities (e.g. TollmienSchlichting (TS) waves) in boundary-layer flows and, based on the eN methodology, to
1
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provide a reasonable transition location. However, the presence of surface irregularities
such as steps, humps, gaps, etc. may interact with the incoming disturbance in such a
way that neither of these methodologies is able to reproduce the growth of the instabilities
correctly. In the PSE approach it is assumed that the streamwise variation of the laminar
basic flow and of the disturbance properties are small over the characteristic wavelength of
the instability mode. In the LST method such streamwise gradients are neglected at all.
However, the presence of the surface irregularities can cause regions of localized strong
streamwise flow gradients.
The Adaptive Harmonic Linearized Navier-Stokes (AHLNS) formulation used here is
derived from the PSE approach by removing the assumption in PSE of a ’slowly varying
flow in streamwise direction’. This assumption is abandoned by recovering all terms
dropped in the original PSE formulation excluded during the parabolization process.
As opposed to the PSE formulation, in the AHLNS formulation there is no restriction
regarding all streamwise variations of geometry, mean flow and disturbance flow. PSE
is solved by a marching procedure. However, some remaining ellipticity in the equations
restricts the minimum step size. In the AHLNS approach, no marching procedure is used
to solve the governing equations. This allows the use of an arbitrarily fine grid in regions
of strong streamwise flow gradients.
The effect of humps/indentations in the laminar-turbulent transition process have been
extensively studied in the literature. Nenni & Guyas [8] focused on finding a critical
height/depth. Woerner et al. [9] studied the influence of the height and width of rectangular humps for an incompressible flow. They concluded that the height of the hump
was the most important geometrical parameter in terms of amplification of TS waves. A
similar conclusion was provided by Franco & Hein [2] when they investigated rectangular
humps based on the set-up of Dovgal et al. [10]. A study considering smooth humps was
done by Park & Park [11] using PSE. However, the hump heights analyzed in their work
were relatively small compared with the local boundary-layer displacement thickness δ1 .
Garicano et al. [1] examined several indentations with depths comparable to δ1 using a
biglobal temporal approach. In the present paper, we are interested in the study of the effect of the shape of humps/indentations on the spatial evolution of convective instabilities
in the compressible regime when the height/depth of the hump/indentation is comparable
to δ1 .
2

AHLNS EQUATIONS

Here, a brief introduction to the Adaptive Harmonic Linearized Navier Stokes (AHLNS)
equations is given. For a detailed description of the methodology, the readers are referred
to Franco & Hein [2] and Guo et al. [3].
2.1

Governing equations

The AHLNS equations are obtained from the compressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations linearized for small disturbances. All flow and material quantities are decomposed
into a steady basic flow q̄ plus an unsteady disturbance flow component q̃, i.e.
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q(x, t) = q̄(x) + εq̃(x, t),

ε  1,

(1)

where x, y and z are the streamwise, spanwise and normal coordinate components of the
position vector x. Here, t represents time. This flow decomposition is introduced into
the NS equations, then the basic state solution is subtracted and products of disturbance
quantities are neglected. To further simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the basic
flow is independent of the y coordinate, while the disturbance flow is periodic in the
y-coordinate, i.e. the analysis is restricted to quasi-three dimensional flows. The adaptive
approach proposed by Guo et al. [3] is introduced here: the disturbance flow variables are
divided into an amplitude function and an oscillating or wave function, i.e.
q̃(x, y, z, t) = q̂(x, z)eiΘ ,
where the wave function is defined as

Θ = α(x)dx + βy − ωt.

(2)

(3)

The physical disturbance is recovered from the real part of q̃. Once these assumptions
are introduced into the NS equations, the AHLNS equations are obtained. They can be
written in matrix form
Aq̂ + B

∂q̂
∂ 2 q̂
∂ 2 q̂
∂ 2 q̂
∂q̂
+C
+
E
+
F
+
D
= 0,
∂z
(∂z)2
∂x
∂x∂z
(∂x)2

(4)

where q̂ = (ρ̂, û, v̂, ŵ, T̂ ) . Here, ρ and T stand for density and temperature, while u,
v, w are the streamwise, spanwise and normal components of the velocity vector u. The
coefficients A − F are 5 × 5 matrices, which contain basic flow quantities, real-valued
parameters β and ω, and the complex-valued wavenumber α. The disturbance field is
subjected to the following boundary conditions
û = v̂ = ŵ = T̂ = 0 at z = 0
û = v̂ = ŵ = T̂ = ρ̂ → 0 as z → ∞.

(5)

Once the boundary conditions are incorporated into the system of equations, Eqn. (4),
and after discretization, a system of linear algebraic equations of the form Lq̂ = b is
reached, where vector b collects the information of the inflow boundary condition.
In the adaptive approach, similar to the PSE approach, a first result for q̂ is obtained
for a given initial distribution of α(x). Then a new distribution of α(x) can be computed
from the solution that minimizes the streamwise variation of q̂. This new α(x) is again
used to compute a new solution. The process is repeated until the solution converges.
This iterative process is driven by a normalization condition already used in PSE:

 ∞  † ∂ û
† ∂v̂
† ∂ ŵ
† ∂ T̂
† ∂ ρ̂
+
v̂
+
ŵ
+
T̂
+
ρ̂
dz
û
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
0
 ,
αnew = αold − i  
(6)
∞
2 + ||v̂||2 + ||ŵ||2 + ||T̂ ||2 + ||ρ̂||2 dz
||û||
0
3
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Figure 1: Sketch of the multi-zonal technique for boundary-layer instability analysis in the presence of
surface irregularities. The vertical dashed lines represent the inflow and outflow locations for AHLNS
computations. Magnitude q holds for both basic flow quantities q̄ and amplitude function of the disturbances q̂. Flow direction is from left to right.

with superscript † referring to the complex conjugate. This normalization condition minimizes the streamwise variation of the amplitude functions q̂. Therefore, the number of
grid points in streamwise direction can often be reduced considerably compared with DNS.
This is the basic idea behind the solution-adaptive scheme. A more detailed description
of this iterative process can be found in the work of Franco & Hein [2] or Guo et al. [3].
2.2

Multi-zonal approach

Figure 1 illustrates a typical example of a wall-bounded flow with a local surface
irregularity (in this case, the presence of a rectangular hump on a flat plate) and indicates
where AHLNS is applied in a multi-zonal approach. Relatively far away from the surface
∂ q̄
irregularity, the streamwise variations of the laminar basic flow ∂x
and amplitude functions
∂ q̂
are still relatively small and the assumptions made for PSE are valid. However, in the
∂x
vicinity of the surface irregularity the streamwise gradients may be of the same order as
the wall-normal gradients, and AHLNS is applied. At the inflow location of the AHLNS
zone, the amplitude functions provided by PSE are taken as inflow boundary condition for
AHLNS. At the outflow location of the AHLNS zone, the amplitude functions provided by
AHLNS can be used as initial condition for a subsequent PSE computation. The inflow
and outflow boundaries of the AHLNS domain are placed where the assumption of a slow
streamwise variation of the laminar basic flow and of the amplitude functions is valid.
2.3

Growth rate and N-factor envelope

The physical growth rate σ of an arbitrary disturbance quantity ξ is defined as


1 ∂ξ
σξ = −αi + Real
,
ξ ∂x

(7)

where the first r.h.s term is the contribution of the exponential part of the disturbance.
The second term is the correction due to changes of the amplitude function. In the present
paper, ξ is taken to be the streamwise velocity component û at the normal location where
û reaches its maximum value. The n-factor, which measures the accumulated growth of
the disturbances, is computed as
4
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n=



x

σû dx,

(8)

xs

where xs denotes the streamwise position where the disturbance starts to grow. Each
n-factor curve is computed for a single frequency f . The envelope of these curves is called
the N -factor envelope, following the definition given by Arnal [4].
3
3.1

RESULTS
Basic flow computations

The laminar steady two-dimensional flow on a flat plate in the presence of a
hump/indentation has been computed numerically. The compressible Navier-Stokes (NS)
solver TAU [5], developed at DLR, was used. Grids were generated using the structured
grid generator MEGACADS, also developed at DLR. All geometrical parameters have
been nondimensionalized using the incompressible boundary-layer displacement thickness
δ ∗ at a certain x∗0 position from the leading edge, for which in the case of a flat plate flow
at zero pressure gradient, takes the expression (see Schlichting [6])


µ∞ x∗0
∗
δ = 1.7208
,
(9)
ρ∞ U∞
where µ∞ , ρ∞ and U∞ stand for the dynamic viscosity, density and velocity at the
boundary-layer edge. In the rest of the paper, the non-dimensional x-coordinate will
be referred to the x∗0 position, i.e.
x∗ − x∗0
,
(10)
x=
δ∗
where x∗ is the dimensional distance from the leading edge. The Reynolds number based
on δ ∗ is defined as
ρ∞ U∞ δ ∗
Reδ∗ =
,
(11)
µ∞
and set to 610. The Mach number M a∞ is 0.5 for all computations. The shape of the
humps and indentations is given by the expression
 
2m 
x − xc
, with m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . ,
(12)
z = ±D exp −
L/2
where the parameter D indicates the height (+)/depth (-) of the hump/indentation, and
parameter L its width. The center of the surface irregularity is placed at xc . Since our
investigations are focused on the effect of the shape of the surface irregularity, parameters
D, L and xc will be constant for all simulations with 1.5, 50 and 100, respectively. The
geometrical parameter m will be varied from 1 to 4. In the case of an indentation, a
sketch showing the wall shape is depicted in Figure 2 for several values of m (including
the rectangular case, which can be considered the limiting case when m → ∞).
5
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Figure 3: Skin-friction coefficient cf (left) and boundary-layer displacement thickness δ1 and momentum
thickness δ2 (right). In the case of indentations and humps, the examples plotted are for m = 3. Negative
values below the dashed line cf = 0 indicate the position of the recirculation bubbles.

In order to guarantee the grid independence of the basic flow results, two set of grids
were considered for all possible humps/indentations. In the second set of grids, both the
domain size was extended and the grid resolution in the vicinity of the surface irregularity
was increased (compared to the first set of grids). For both sets, inflow was imposed at
x = -584, i.e. upstream of the leading edge. In the first sets, the outflow was set at x =
400 and the upper boundary was imposed at z = 400. For the second set, these boundaries
were extended up to x = 500 and z = 500 for outflow and upper edge, respectively. In
the subdomain (x, z) ∈ [0, 200] ∪ [0, 6], where the surface irregularity is placed, the first
set of grids used 120 points in x-direction and 100 points in normal direction. In the
second set of grids, these numbers were increased up to 150 points in x-direction, and 130
points in normal direction. For comparison, the distribution of skin-friction coefficient
cf , boundary-layer displacement thickness δ1 and boundary-layer momentum thickness
δ2 were evaluated for each set of grids. Definition of cf , δ1 and δ2 can be found, e.g.
6
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in Schlichting [6]. For all cases results from the two sets of grids are almost identical.
This indicates that even the first set of grids is fine enough and does not show any grid
influence anymore. As an example, Figure 3 shows the comparison for the results using
the two sets of grids in the case of m = 3 (both hump and indentation), and also the
case of the flat plate computed with TAU compared with the corresponding flat plate
similarity solution. Finally, grids from the first set were used for stability analysis.
Figures 4 and 5 reproduce the contours of the streamwise velocity component of the
steady laminar two-dimensional flow on a flat plate in the presence of a hump (figure 4)
or an indentation (figure 5) for all cases considered in the present paper. The velocity ū
is made nondimensional with U∞ . It is clearly visible that the length and height of the
recirculation bubbles increase when the humps/indentations tend to a rectangular shape
(i.e. increasing the value of m). The stability analysis performed in the following section
will describe the influence of the parameter m on the development of Tollmien-Schlichting
(TS) waves along the plate.
3.2

Stability analysis

The stability analysis will be restricted to the spatial development of two-dimensional
TS waves. The non-dimensional frequency F is defined as
µ∞
F = 2πf
× 106
(13)
2
ρ∞ U∞
where f is the physical frequency of the disturbances. In the case of a flat plate without
any surface irregularity, the stability analysis has been done using PSE, and it reveals
that TS waves of non-dimensional frequencies in the range F ∈ [108.6, 217.2] produce
the highest n-factor curves in the domain x ∈ [0, 350]. When a surface irregularity is
present (hump or indentation), the multi-zonal approach is applied (see section 2.2). This
approach has been already validated against DNS computations for the stability analysis
of 2D TS waves over a flat plate in the presence of a smooth hump (see the work of Franco
& Hein [2]). In the multi-zonal framework, computations using PSE have been done up
to the section x = 50. In this region x ∈ [0, 50], the presence of the indentation may alter
the local pressure distribution with respect to the flat plate case, but due to the small
curvature of the hump/indentation and the absence of a recirculation bubble it can be
assumed that the PSE approach is valid. In the region x ∈ [50, 185] the rapid change of
the wall geometry and the presence of the recirculation bubble provoke that the changes
of any basic flow quantity q̄ in x-direction are presumably not small, and therefore the
assumptions made in PSE are questionable. Here, the AHLNS methodology is applied.
Finally, at some distance of the surface irregularity, in the domain x ∈ [185, 350], the
flow field tends to recover the flat plate solution, and again the PSE approach can be
used. To illustrate this procedure, Figure 6 shows the computed n-factor curves for
several frequencies1 in the case of a hump and an indentation (both for m = 4). In these
curves, the dashed lines indicate PSE computations while solid lines represent AHLNS
simulations.
1

For simplicity in the figures, only few frequencies of the complete stability analysis are depicted.

7
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Figure 5: Contours of horizontal velocity component ū and streamlines for a flat plate in the presence
of an indentation (m = 1,2,3,4). Velocity contours are made nondimensional with U∞ . Axes not to scale.

3.2.1

Grid refinements

In order to assure that AHLNS results are grid-independent, 5 grids were tested,
with an increasing grid resolution from 111x60 to 191x140 points in the AHLNS domain x ∈ [50, 185], which is splitted into two subdomains. In the region directly around
8
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Figure 7: Grid-convergence study for several grid points (nx , nz ). The evolution of a TS wave of
frequency F = 162.9 along a hump (left) and an indentation (right) is considered. In both cases m = 4.

the hump/indentation x ∈ [50, 150] grids are equally spaced in x-direction. However, in
the domain x ∈ [150, 185] the grid spacing in x-direction is progressively increased in
streamwise direction in order to match with subsequent PSE grid-size requirements (see
section 1). In z-direction, all grids are gradually stretched with increasing distance to the
wall. In the grid convergence study, solely the number of points (nx , nz ) was changed.
The study was done for the case of m = 4, and the evolution of a TS wave of frequency
F = 162.9 was analyzed. Figure 7 shows that grid convergence was achieved by using a
grid with (nx , nz ) = (171, 120) points in both cases (hump and indentation).
3.2.2

N-factor envelope curves

As it was explained in section 2.3, the N -factor curve is defined as the envelope of
the n-factor curves. In the domain x ∈ [0, 350], TS waves of frequencies in the range
F ∈ [108.6, 217.2] produce the highest n-factor curves for humps and indentations. This
9
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Figure 8: N-factor curve (envelope) in the case of humps (left) and indentations (right) for various
values of the geometrical parameter m. Based on multi-zonal approach, solid lines represent AHLNS
computations, while dashed lines correspond to PSE computations.

range of frequencies is identical to the case of the flat plate. Therefore, the presence of
a hump/indentation simply increases the amplification of the TS waves, but it does not
introduce any noticeable shift in the frequency range of the TS waves that contribute to the
N-factor envelope in the considered domain. Figure 8 (left) indicates that the presence of a
hump introduces a local adverse pressure gradient upstream of the hump that destabilizes
the TS waves. Above the hump, there is a local favorable pressure gradient that stabilizes
the TS waves around the center of the hump (x = xc ). Downstream of the hump, when
the TS waves reach the recirculation bubble, there is a rapid increase in the amplitude
of the disturbances. Finally, at a certain distance from the hump (x > 250), the growth
rate of the TS waves recovers the flat plate solution.
In the case of an indentation (Figure 8 - right), the local acceleration of the flow before
reaching the recirculation bubble (x ≈ 65) explains the small decrease in the N -factor
curves. This effect is followed by a rapid increase in N -factor due to the presence of the
bubble, similar to the effect already seen in the case of the hump. The appearance of a
peak in the curves at x ≈ 120 could be due to a local deceleration of the basic flow. This
peak occurs more pronounced when the geometrical parameter m is increased. Perraud
and Séraudie noticed a similar N-factor peak also in the case of rectangular forward-facing
steps (see [7]), and concluded that this peak could cause an earlier transition in certain
cases. Finally, at some distance from the indentation (x > 200), the growth rate of the TS
waves recovers the flat plate solution. Overall, the presence of a hump/indentation on a
flat plate increases significatively the amplitude of the TS waves. In the cases considered
in this paper, where the height/depth D and width L of the surface irregularity are fixed,
the rise in N -factor depends on the shape of the irregularity itself through the geometrical
parameter m. Therefore, it seems reasonable to define a ∆N function that relates the
increment of the N -factor envelopes with the geometrical parameter m. The ∆N -factor
is defined as
∆N (x, m) = N (x, m) − Nsmooth (x) ,
(14)
where N (x, m) represents the value of the N -factor curve for a given value of m at certain
10
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Figure 9: ∆N -factor definition for an indentation with m = 3 (left) and ∆N -factor as function of the
geometrical parameter m (right).

x location, and Nsmooth (x) is the value of the N -factor envelope computed for the flat
plate case. Due to the localized effect of the surface irregularity, the growth rate of the TS
waves recovers the flat plate solution and the value of ∆N does no longer depend on the
x-location, as it is shown in Figure 9 (left). Consequently, at some distance downstream of
the surface irregularity, it is reasonable to assume ∆N (x, m) ≈ ∆N (m). If this procedure
is repeated for the rest of humps/indentations, it is possible to relate the value of ∆N with
m, as it is shown in Figure 9 (right). This figure suggests that the value of ∆N (m) tends
to converge to a constant value providing that the value of m is sufficiently increased (for
both humps and indentations). This indicates that, for stability analysis purposes, the
effect of a particular rectangular hump/indentation could be qualitatively estimated from
the effect caused by an equivalent smooth hump/indentation of the same height/depth
and width as long as the geometrical parameter m is sufficiently large.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The stability analysis of two-dimensional Tollmien-Schlichting waves over a flat plate
in the presence of smooth humps/indentations has been described in this paper. The
height/depth and width were fixed, and the shape of the surface irregularity was systematically changed through a geometrical parameter m. It was shown that the presence
of humps/indentations leads to a significant rise of the amplitude of the TS waves when
the shape of the hump/indentation tends to be rectangular, i.e. increasing the value of
m. Moreover, there was no noticeable shift in the frequency range of the TS waves that
contribute to the N-factor envelope compared with the flat plate case.
It was shown that, at some distance downstream of the hump/indentation, the ∆N factor, defined as the difference in N -factor between the surface with hump/indentation
with respect to the flat plate case, was uniquely a function of the shape of the irregularity,
i.e. m. The simulations presented in this paper suggest that, above certain values of m
the corresponding ∆N -factor tends to reach a constant value. This would indicate that,
in order to perform a stability analysis of a rectangular hump/indentation, a qualitative
estimation could be provided by an equivalent smooth hump/indentation of identical
11
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height/depth and width, as long as the geometrical parameter m is sufficiently large.
5
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Surface Quality, Forward and Backward Facing Steps, Roughness.
Abstract. Data and observations from F100 and ATTAS flight tests with forward and
backward facing steps are presented and a modification of a classical step criterion is
proposed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Laminar flow technology for wings, tail surfaces, and nacelles promises considerable
drag reduction. Its application requires sufficiently smooth surfaces to avoid premature transition to turbulence. For industrial application we emphasize that “sufficiently
smooth” is enough, because requiring a very high surface quality “just to be on the safe
side” would make the manufacturing of laminar surfaces prohibitively expensive.
We distinguish between the following four types of surface quality issues:
- surface waviness,
- distributed roughness or sand paper roughness,
- three-dimensional roughness elements such as rivet heads or insect debris,
- two-dimensional roughnesses such as forward or backward facing steps and gaps.
A surface wave has a relatively large extension and modifies the pressure distribution.
Therefore, its influence on transition can be estimated with boundary layer and linear
stability computations.
Distributed roughness, in contrast, comes from the surface finishing. It consists of very
small 3D disturbances which influence the near-wall region of the boundary layer. They
are not visible in the pressure distribution. The engineering approach is to use criteria
based on simple roughness numbers such as Ra , Rt , Rq , and Rz . This, however, is not
adequate. The reasons will be discussed at another time.
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Figure 1: Fokker F100 with laminar flow glove on starboard wing

3D roughness elements, such as rivet heads and insect debris, can be analyzed with
the help of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) which provides a visualization, and with
that, an understanding of the vortical flow behind the disturbance.
Finally, a 2D roughness such as a forward or backward facing step, can also by studied
using DNS. Another possibility would consist of a Navier-Stokes calculation with sufficient
resolution to resolve the local separation regions, with subsequent linear stability analysis
to show the effect on transition.
However, those methods are too time-consuming and expensive for the design process.
Instead a set of simple criteria can be used to allow fast design decisions.
In this paper we will apply the classical Nenni-Gluyas criteria [1] for backward and
forward steps to the results of flight measurements. We prefer to modify∗ the criteria and
to use them in the following form:
Ue h
= 900,
νe
Ue h
=
= 1800.
νe

Reh =

(C1mod)

Reh

(C2mod)

Furthermore, we propose a modification of these simple criteria using linear stability
theory.
2

F100 FLIGHT TESTS

Within the European ELFIN I project, a natural laminar flow (NLF) glove was mounted
on the starboard wing of a Fokker F100 aircraft to demonstrate that natural laminar
flow can be achieved on a smaller transport aircraft flying at Mach 0.75 [2]. After the
completion of the flight tests in May 1992 [3], additional flight tests were performed within
the follow-on LARA project to investigate the effect of 2D and 3D roughnesses on the
laminar-turbulent transition. Two flights were performed simulating forward facing steps
(FFSs) by applying foils on the upper surface of the wing:
∗

The original Nenni-Gluyas criteria (C1) and (C2) are based on the free-stream data, i.e. U∞ h / ν∞ ,
instead of the data at the edge of the boundary layer.
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Figure 2: Arrangement of the foils on the upper side of the starboard wing

1 June 1992:
4 June 1992:

Flight 5 with foil thickness 0.065 mm,
Flight 6 with foil thickness 0.170 mm,

measurement numbers 5xx.
measurement numbers 6xx.

At that time, only a qualitative quick-look analysis of the infrared images was done [4].
Now we want to do a quantitative evaluation. The measured pressure distributions obtained from the LARA flight tests are not smooth enough in the immediate neighborhood
of the stagnation point to allow the determination of the effective sweep angle [5]. Thus,
we modified the LARA pressure distributions in the immediate neighborhood of the stagnation point so that a re-calculation of the effective sweep angle would result in the
effective sweep angle of a corresponding ELFIN case.
We remind that a small change of the effective sweep angle will mostly affect the
computed cross-flow N -factors and not the Tollmien-Schlichting N -factors. Therefore,
these small modifications will not affect the results because the forward facing steps
considered here have a dominant influence on Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) transition.
For the analysis we compute the functions
Ue
x −→ Reh=0.065mm =
0.065mm,
(1)
ν e
Ue
0.17mm,
(2)
ν e
and evaluate them at X/C = 0.11 for the outboard pressure distribution and at X/C =
0.25 for the inboard one. From the infrared images we can see whether or not the step has
x −→ Reh=0.17mm =

3
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Table 1: Corresponding pairs of flight measurements without and with a 0.17mm-step.

Flight

Step

M a∞

Re† ∗ 10−6

CL

β

329
613
341
619
437
621
443
623

clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS

0.748
0.748
0.748
0.750
0.753
0.750
0.805
0.799

20.6
20.9
17.5
16.7
17.2
16.5
19.8
19.7

0.391
0.395
0.477
0.471
0.465
0.473
0.384
0.382

3.544
3.610
0.257
0.062
2.272
2.248
0.346
-.031

Transition Location
Inner Section Outer Section
33%
35%
Unclear Image
21%
20%
24%
29%
30%
33%
31%
35%
>55%
40%
>55%
42%

had an influence on transition. Additionally, we enhance the assessment of the transition
with accompanying linear stability calculations.
To assess the effect of the forward facing step we look for pairs of flight measurements
from ELFIN I and LARA with the same Mach and Reynolds numbers, the same lift coefficients and the same sideslip angles. For the larger forward facing step of 0.17mm, we
have four suitable pairs of test cases which are listed in Table 1.
3

FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 329 & 613

We begin our evaluation with the infrared images of flight measurements 329 and 613
which are shown in Figure 3. Our first impression is that, on the outboard side, transition
occurs for both cases between 40% and 45% chord. Furthermore, already at around 20%
something seems to happen. On the inboard side, transition is observed before the step
at 15%. Therefore, we conclude that the 0.17mm-step does not affect transition.
To better understand the infrared images, we perform boundary layer and stability
calculations with [6] and [7]. The N-factors obtained with incompressible, linear stability
theory for the outer section of the two flight measurements are shown in Figure 4.
The pressure distribution of the outer section has a bump at 20% which is probably
caused by a wave in the glove surface. From the infrared image of case 613 we see that this
wave extends in spanwise direction over the whole glove surface and reaches the inboard
section at 15% chord. This is in line with a bump observed in the measured pressures (cf.
Figure 6). Due to the waviness of the surface, the envelope of the NT S -factors exhibits
two local peaks, one with NT S = 10.5 at 20% chord and a second one with the somewhat
higher NT S -value of 11 at 42% chord. From the comparison with the infrared image we see
that transition occurs at the second peak, probably due to non-linear effects. In Figure 4
†

The Reynolds numbers are computed with the aerodynamic mean chord of 3.5m, not with the local
chord lengths.

4
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Figure 3: Infrared images of F329 & F613.

Figure 4: Stability analysis of the outboard section of 329 & 613.

we have marked the location of the step at 11% chord with a green arrow. We see that the
step is located in a region of very rapidly growing TS-waves between the neutral point,
5
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Figure 5: The functions (1) and (2) for measurement 613.

Figure 6: Stability analysis of the inboard section of 329 & 613.

marked with the blue arrow, and the first NT S -factor peak.
The function x −→ Reh=0.170mm is shown in Figure 5. Its value at 11% is around
6
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1170 so that this step should not cause transition according to the classical criterion of
Nenni & Gluyas [1]. This is consistent with what we observed during the flight tests. In
Figure 6, we present the N -factors computed for the measured pressure distribution of
the inboard section. We observe a strong peak in the NT S -factors at 15% which obviously
causes transition already before the step. This can be seen from the infrared image. The
peak is caused by the aforementioned wave in the surface which seems to be stronger on
the inboard side.
From this discussion we see that it might be difficult to interpret the transition behavior
from an infrared image alone. It would be much better to perform a stability analysis
already during the flight test campaign, to be able to compare the N -factor results with the
infrared images. Today this should be possible, in view of the much increased computing
power and the code improvements, especially for automatized boundary layer and stability
analysis.
4

RESULTS FOR THE LARGER STEP

In the four cases of the Table 1, the step of 0.170 mm had no effect on transition.
The Reynolds numbers Reh of these cases are listed in the Table 2. These results are in
Table 2: Reynolds numbers Reh for the cases with the 0.170 mm-step

Flight
613
619
621
625

Reh
1160 - 1180
940 - 950
930 - 940
1170

line with criterion (C2mod). Unfortunately, there was no opportunity to perform another
flight with a larger step.
5

RESULTS FOR THE SMALLER STEP

The test flight with the smaller step of height 0.065 mm was performed first. A list
with corresponding pairs of flight measurements without and with the step is given in
Table 3. We expected that the smaller step should have less impact. This is reflected in
the smaller Reh numbers listed in Table 4.
However, the flight measurement 511 is somewhat ambigous. Its infrared image is
shown in Figure 7 and one might detect a forward moving transition near the outboard
edge of the foil. This case was intensely discussed and it remained unclear whether the
step had an influence on transition. Taking into account the small Reh number and
considering that all the other cases had no effect on transition, the author claims that
also in case 511, transition was not affected by the step. What is seen in the infrared
image might be caused by different contrast settings of the infrared camera.
7
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Table 3: Corresponding pairs of flight measurements without and with a 0.065mm-step.

Flight

Step

M a∞

Re‡ ∗ 10−6

CL

β

407
507
409
509
443
525
455
531
413
511
431
517

clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS
clean
FFS

0.721
0.716
0.719
0.719
0.805
0.807
0.719
0.719
0.747
0.746
0.762
0.768

27.0
26.0
26.9
26.1
19.8
21.1
26.9
26.1
26.0
25.5
20.2
20.6

0.297
0.296
0.294
0.296
0.384
0.342
0.294
0.296
0.301
0.313
0.396
0.390

0.105
0.062
2.851
3.061
0.346
0.338
2.851
3.061
2.952
2.645
2.272
2.226

Transition Location
Inner Section Outer Section
32%
27%
32%
25%
36%
30%
33%
26%
>55%
40%
39%
40%
36%
30%
33%
26%
35 - 51%
31 - 50% i
43%
30%
>55%
37%
>55%
35%

Table 4: Reynolds numbers Reh for the cases with the 0.065 mm-step.

Flight
507
509
525
531
511
517

Reh
550 - 560
550 - 560
430 - 440
520 - 540
530 - 540
430 - 440

The dispute on this measurement shows that a qualitative evaluation already during
the flight test campaign would have been very beneficial.
6

ATTAS FLIGHT TESTS

The aim of the ATTAS flight tests was to produce boundary layer transition data for
the N -factor correlation of linear stability theory. Therefore, the geometry of the glove
did not represent a typical laminar wing but was designed for monotonically increasing
envelopes of the NCF - and NT S -factors. The outcome of the N -factor correlation can be
found in [3].
‡

The Reynolds numbers are computed with the aerodynamic mean chord of 3.5m, not with the local
chord lengths.

8
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Figure 7: Infrared images of F413 & F511.

Figure 8: Stability analysis of the outboard section of 413 & 511.

Compared to a typical laminar wing, the neutral point for TS-amplification is situated
more downstream, often at around 10% chord.
In addition to the flights for the N -factor correlation, two flights were performed with
9
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Figure 9: Step heights for a representative ATTAS flight test case

stripes of adhesive tape attached to the surface to simulate steps. The stripes had a thickness of 0.05 mm, a width of 19 mm and a length of 500 mm. One flight was performed with
the stripes attached along constant X/C-lines at the locations X/C = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15,
the other one with the stripes at the locations X/C = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30. The flow passed
across each stripe with its two edges: the first edge provided a forward facing step (FFS),
and the second, a backward facing step (BFS).
Because the pressure acquisition system failed during those flights, we can only report on the qualitative behavior. Using the pressure distribution from similar N -factorcorrelation flights we estimate the allowable step heights for both forward and backward
steps according to the original (C1, C2) and the modified (C1mod, C2mod) Nenni-Gluyas
criteria§ (cf. Figure 9). We see that an FFS with a height of 0.05mm is uncritical beyond
doubt. Therefore, if there is an effect, we assume that stripe is acting as a BFS.
During the flights, we observed the following behavior on transition:
(A) Tape at X/C = 0.05:
(B) Tape at X/C = 0.10, 0.15:
(C) Tape at X/C = 0.20, 0.25, 0.30:

no effect on transition.
transition moved forward.
small or no effect on transition.

Even though the boundary layer is thinnest at the location X/C = 0.05, no effect was
observed. This is because the tape was located upstream of the neutral point so that the
disturbances introduced by the BFS were damped. Placed upstream of the neutral point,
a BFS has no effect or must be large enough to trigger a by-pass transition.
The strongest effect was observed in case (B). In this case the BFS was located in the
neighborhood of the neutral point of the TS-waves. At this location, the disturbances
introduced by the BFS have the maximal potential for further amplification.
In case (C), there was a less pronounced effect, or no effect, even though, according to
the criterion (C1mod) the BFS should have been more critical. The author’s explanation
§

In Figure 9 we use the original criterion to limit the step height computed with the modified criterion
because h −→ ∞ if Ue −→ 0.

10
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for this behavior is that there is simply less amplification potential between the more
downstream position of the step and the transition location of the clean wing.
This shows that a criterion for the effect of a step on transition should take the stability
of the boundary layer at and behind the step into account. If the step does not trigger
by-pass transition, then the strongest influence should occur in situations with moderate
TS-growth over a long distance behind the step and before the transition location of the
clean wing. In view of this, the author proposes to modify the criteria with the help of
NT S -factors which are anyhow available during laminar flow design.
Furthermore, these results indicate that the Reynolds number in the criterion (C1mod)
should not be increased.
7

PROPOSAL A MODIFIED CRITERIA

The so-called ∆N -methods [8, 9, 10, 11] constitute one approach to include the stability
behaviour. A step with a certain height h will introduce additional disturbances into the
boundary layer. They increase the NT S -factors by an ∆N which is assumed to be function
of h and of other parameters, i.e. ∆N = f (h; p1 , p2 , . . .). The “critical” NT S -value for
transition will then be reached earlier indicating a shift forward of the transition location.
In our opinion it is very difficult to determine a suitable function ∆N = f (h; p1 , p2 , . . .).
Therefore, we propose not look for such a function but to use the N -factor results to
specify a range of validity for the criteria (C1mod) and (C2mod). With this in mind, we
propose the following procedure.
First, we determine the allowable step height by
hBF S ≤ ReBF S νe /Ue
hF F S ≤ ReF F S νe /Ue

for a BFS,
for a FFS.

(3)
(4)

For a BFS, we take ReBF S = 900. However, because the classical value of ReF F S = 1800,
for the FFS is often too conservative for laminar design, we propose to double the value,
i.e to use ReF F S = 3600¶ .
Next, we restrict the range of validity of the modified criteria as follows: find the first
location XNT S =4 where the NT S -envelope reaches the value 4 and apply the criteria only
downstream of this locations, i.e. for X > XNT S =4 .
Finally, we only claim that the allowable step heights obtained from the criteria are
safe in the sense that they do not cause transition. The computed step heights are by no
means “sharp”.
The range restriction has two implications. First, we exclude the neighborhood of the
neutral point, where the boundary layer is very sensitive to surface imperfections. Second,
we increase the value of ReF F S to allow larger forward facing steps.
Avoiding the neighborhood of the neutral point, where the surface should be as smooth
as possible, is not a drawback. In many practical applications for natural laminar flow, the
¶

Sometimes even this value is conservative.
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leading edge is made out of one integral part and the first step occurs at the connection
of this part to a front spar. The location XNT S =4 is generally ahead of the front spar.
For hybrid laminar flow we need some adaptation. Due to suction, TS-amplification
normally starts behind the front spar, so that the range X > XNT S =4 does not include
the area of interest.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For future aircraft, one of the most promising ways to tackle future ecological and
economic challenges is to use NLF (Natural Laminar Flow) wings which keep the boundary
layer laminar as far as possible along the chord in order to decrease the skin-friction drag and
thus, the fuel consumption. Using this approach, it rapidly becomes obvious that the
roughness of the wing surface is a key parameter and that the effects of manufacturing
irregularities (rivets, junctions, etc) on the boundary layer have to be understood. ONERA has
a long-time expertise in this field and has provided useful models and experimental data
concerning the effect of two-dimensional imperfections such as Forward Facing Steps (FFS),
Backward Facing Steps (BFS), gaps or waviness on the laminar-turbulent transition [1-4].
From a numerical standpoint, the influence of these imperfections can be determined with a
simple method using laminar Navier-Stokes computations and classic linear stability analysis.
The purpose of such a method is to provide the N-factor modification induced by the
imperfection with respect to the smooth case in the form of a ΔN model calibrated for
different geometrical parameters and different aerodynamic conditions. Then the transition
location shift can be estimated using conventional tools like the eN method [5-6]. Of course,
such models need experimental data to be calibrated. Moreover, this approach is not relevant
for isolated roughness elements for which tridimensional effects may result in non-normal
mode growth [7]. In this case, empirical criteria based on experimental data seem to be the
most convenient approach in order to provide simple guidelines regarding the surface
tolerances [8-9]. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of recent experimental
studies conducted at ONERA regarding the influence of surface imperfections on boundarylayer transition. The large available database could usefully be used for validation of
numerical models and simulations.
Two different experimental configurations were used to investigate the effects of two
different kinds of surface imperfections:
1. The first configuration consists of a two-dimensional model based on an ONERA-D
symmetric profile (with a chord length c = 0.35 m and span s = 2 m) as illustrated in
Figure 1. A metallic insert was designed and integrated to the leading-edge region in
order to fit the model with localized surface imperfections (gaps and holes) on the
upper side at x/c = 10%. The angle of attack α as well as the sweep angle φ of the
model can be adjusted in order to address different transition scenarios.
2. The second configuration consists of a metallic flat plate (with a length l = 1.2 m and a
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thickness t = 38 mm) equipped with a trailing-edge flap and a leading-edge
specifically designed to minimize the suction peak. A circular insert (with a diameter
d = 0.2 m and a center located at xc = 0.31 m) was designed and integrated to the flat
region of the model just downstream of the leading-edge in order to change the
surface-roughness value (basically metallic circular inserts covered with different
grades of sand papers) as illustrated in Figure 2.

φ

U∞

φ

a)

U∞

b)

Figure 1: a) The ONERA-D model mounted inside the test section of the TRIN1 wind tunnel (φ = 0°) and
b) detailed view of the metallic insert with several surface defaults (5 different holes in the picture).

Both configurations were mounted inside the subsonic open-return TRIN1 wind tunnel
located at ONERA Toulouse which features a relatively low turbulence level 0.05% < Tu <
0.15% (integrated frequency-band: [3 Hz-10 kHz]) depending on the free-stream velocity U∞
which ranges from 5 to 80 m/s. This facility operates at ambient conditions and is well-suited
for transition studies. The test section is 0.35 m high (at the inlet), 0.6 m wide and 2.5 m long.
All the velocity measurements inside the boundary layer were carried out using constanttemperature hot-wire anemometry.

200 mm

U∞
a)

U∞
b)

Figure 2: a) The flat plate model and b) detailed top-view of the circular insert with different surface-roughness
values (2 different sand papers in the picture).

The first configuration enables the investigation of the critical Reynolds number depending on
2
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the geometric parameters of localized surface imperfections (depth h and width b for gaps;
depth h and diameter d for holes): critical Reynolds number models will be given in the full
paper as well as tripping limits for different transition scenarios. The second configuration
enables the investigation of the influence of surface roughness on the transition for a TSdominated transition scenario. The results showed a clear dependency between the critical
velocity (local velocity for which transition is triggered at a given location downstream of the
insert) and several geometric parameters such as the streamwise extent of the roughness insert
or the roughness value. The perspectives of ONERA on this topic are to validate our models
for compressible flows and for sucked boundary layers in connection with HLFC (Hybrid
Laminar Flow Control) systems [10]. These new experiments will also be introduced.
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Abstract. A Finite Element approach is presented for the computation of linearized
hydroelastic vibrations of partially filled tanks, around a prestressed state. The focus
is given on the competition between the prestressed and added-mass effects on the dynamic behavior of the fluid-structure system. First, by taking into account geometric
non-linearities, a quasi-static solution of a tank loaded by hydrostatic follower forces is
computed [1]. Then, the linearized hydrostatic vibrations around the prestressed configuration are computed with a standard fluid-structure formulation [2, 3]. The methodology
is finally applied on a cylinder partially filled with liquid, showing very good agreements
between our numerical results and experiments from [4].

1

INTRODUCTION

This study deals with the Finite Element (FE) computation of hydroelastic vibrations
of prestressed elastic tanks with free-surface fluid. The prediction of fluid-structure dynamic behavior is a critical step in aerospace engineering for the design of launchers with
liquid propellant or tanks of satellites [2, 3]. The use of flexible structures, such as hyperelastic membranes or very thin walls, induces the need of numerical models taking into
account the prestressed state due to geometrical non-linearities. The main objective of
this work is to estimate the influence of the prestressed state on the dynamic behavior of
the fluid-structure system. The proposed approach consists (i) in solving the quasi-static
non-linear FE problem of the filled tank submitted to hydrostatic follower forces [1], and
then (ii) to evaluate the hydroelastic vibrations around the prestressed state. For the
dynamical problem, eigenmodes are evaluated around the prestressed state taking into
account the added mass effect of the incompressible fluid (Figure 1). Some numerical
examples are proposed (i) to validate the model by comparison with some experimental
results from the literature [4] and (ii) to show the efficiency of the approach. The competition between the added-mass and prestressed effects of a partially filled tank with elastic
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bottom, for various fluid heights, is highlighted through parametric studies.

Figure 1: (a) Reference configuration of the internal surface of a tank ; (b) Current configuration of
internal surface of a tank loaded by hydrostatic follower forces; (c) Linearized hydroelastic vibration
around a pre-stressed state without gravity effects

1.1

Hypotheses

Solid hypotheses The structure is supposed homogeneous isotropic elastic and prestressed by hydrostatic follower forces. For the geometrical nonlinear model, we consider
the Saint-Venant Kirchhoff constitutive law which is valid for large displacement and small
strains. The total structural displacement ut is the sum of two terms: a quasi-static non
linear solution us and the displacement fluctuation around the prestressed state u, such
that
ut = us + u
(1)
Note that the displacement fluctuation amplitude is supposed very small compared to a
characteristic length of the structure (e.g. the thickness of the tank).
Fluid hypotheses The fluid is supposed heavy, inviscid, irrotational and incompressible. Moreover, fluid surface tension is neglected which implies that the free surface is
plane at the equilibrium. The sloshing vibrations due to gravity effects are not considered
in the study. Consequently, the pressure fluctuation p on the free surface Γ is given by
p = 0 on Γ

(2)

With all the previous hypotheses, the pressure fluctuation around the prestressed state
can be either defined as the eulerian or by the lagrangian fluctuation (see [2] for details)
p = pL = pE

2
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Fluid-structure interface hypotheses The no-penetration condition at the fluidstructure interface implies that the fluid normal velocity v is equal to the structural
normal velocity u̇:
v · nf = −u̇ · ns on Σ
(4)
where Σ is the fluid-structure interface (also called the wetted surface) and nf (resp. ns )
is the outer unitary normal to the fluid domain (resp. to the solid domain).
2
2.1

HYDROELASTICITY WITHOUT PRESTRESSING
Coupled formulation

A standard (u, p) formulation [2] is chosen where u is the displacement fluctuations
around a reference configuration and p the pressure fluctuations in the fluid domain (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Hydroleastic problem description without pre-stress effect under a small amplitude harmonic
load f, with no gravity effect such that the pressure fluctuation is fixed as p = 0 on the free surface Γ.

A volumetric discretization is generated for each domain (Figure 3) with a coincident
mesh at the fluid-structure interface Σh . Let’s define uh and ph as a linear combination
of shape functions on the discretized domains written as
uh = Nq q and ph = Np p

(5)

where Nq and Np are respectively the shape function matrices of the displacement and
pressure fields, and q and p the displacement and pressure unknowns nodal vectors.

Figure 3: FE discretization with twenty nodes quadratic volumetric element (HEXA 20) for the solid
and fluid domains and height nodes quadratic surfacic elements (QUAD 20) for surfacic domains. The
fluid and the solid domains have coincident meshes.

3
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2.2

Harmonic problem

From the (u, p) formulation we obtain the following harmonic system of equations:


K − ω 2 M q + Cp = F
(6)
Hp + ω 2 CT q = 0

(7)

where K the linear stiffness matrix, M the solid mass matrix, F the nodal external force
vector, H the matrix associated with the bilinear pressure gradient and C the coupling
matrix between the nodal displacements and nodal pressure vectors. In matrix form, the
previous system can be written


    

K
C
q
F
M
O

 − ω2 
   =  
(8)
O
H
O
p
0
−ρf CT

The associated eigenvalue problem is not symmetric and could generate numerical
difficulties with classical algorithms. Note that the use of a (u, ϕ) formulation, based on a
fluid potential displacement ϕ, can be used to symetrized the problem (see [2] for details).
According to the pressure fluctuation condition on the free surface given by Equation (2),
the matrix H is invertible and the pressure unknowns can thus be condensed on the solid
displacements unknowns


K − ω 2 (M + Ma ) q = F
(9)

where Ma is the so called added mass matrix operator given by
Ma = ρf CH−1 CT

(10)

The added mass matrix is symmetric positive definite but full. Its evaluation can leads
to some numerical issues out of the scope of this paper.
2.3

Effect of the fluid height on the natural frequencies

The eigenvalue problem associated with Equation (9) is written as


K − ω 2 (M + Ma ) X = 0

(11)

where (ωi2 , Xi ) for i = 1 . . . k are the first k eigenvalues and eigenvectors with ω1 < ωi < ωk .
Note that in linear dynamics, when the fluid height increase during a filling process, the
natural frequencies decrease due to the added mass effect [2].
3

HYDROELASTICITY AROUND A PRESTRESSED STATE

Let’s consider the hydroelastic problem around a prestressed state defined in Figure
4. The total nodal displacement is given by qt = qs + q where qs is the solution of a
non-linear quasi-static problem and q is a small amplitude displacement fluctuation. In
the following, we assume that qs is already known from a quasi-static nonlinear simulation
detailed in [1].
4
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Figure 4: (a) Reference configuration without fluid; (b) currrent configuration for a given fluid height;
(c) linearized vibration around a prestressed state under a small amplitude excitation f.

3.1

Discretized equations

Non-linear static equilibrium The discrete equilibrium equation of a partially filled
elastic tank, with geometrical non-linearities, is given by
G(qs ) = Fint (qs ) − Fext (qs ) = 0

(12)

where Fint and Fext are respectively the internal and external nodal forces. The external
forces correspond to the hydrostatic follower forces. Note that no volumetric fluid mesh
is needed to solve the quasi-static non-linear equation [1].
Dynamic equilibrium For the discrete dynamic problem around the prestressed state,
we assume that the total external force Ft is the sum of the hydrostatic follower force
Fext (qs ) and a small external harmonic load F. The discretized dynamic problem is thus
defined by
G(qs + q) − ω 2 M(qs )q + C(qs )p = F
Hp + ω 2 CT (qs )q = 0

(13)
(14)

M(qs ) and C(qs ), which are the mass and coupling matrices defined on the current
configuration of the solid, are noted M and C in the rest of the paper. Note that contrary
to the quasi-static problem, meshes are needed for both fluid and solid volumetric domains
in order to generate the discretized operators.
Linearization If the amplitude of the displacement fluctuation q is small compared to
the quasi-static displacement solution qs , we obtain, by linearization and using Eq. (12),
the following relation
G(qs + q) 

∂G (qs )
q = Ktan q
∂q

(15)

where Ktan is the tangent stiffness matrix. This tangent stiffness matrix is given by Ktan =
Kmat + Kgeo − Kfol where Kmat is the material tangent stiffness, Kgeo the geometrical
tangent stiffness and Kfol the follower tangent stiffness.
5
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Consequently, Eq. (13) and (14) gives the linearized hydroelastic problem


Ktan − ω 2 M q + Cp = F
Hp + ω 2 CT q = 0

which can be written in matrix form



Ktan
M
C

 − ω2 
ρf CT
O
H
3.2

    
q
F
   =  
O
p
0

(16)
(17)

O

(18)

Effect of fluid height on natural frequencies

Using the approach detailed in the previous section, we obtain the following eigenvalue
problem


Ktan − ω 2 (M + Ma ) X = 0
(19)

Due to the fact that all the matrix operators depend on the non-linear quasi-static solution, we are not able to predict a priori the eigenvalue evolution, i.e. without solving the
problem for each fluid height.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we perform a parametric study to estimate the influence of the nonlinearities on the dynamic response of an hydroelastic problem. The goal is to compare
the added-mass and prestress effects on the eigenvalue problem given by the equation
(19). Let’s consider a cylinder with rigid walls and an elastic bottom, partially filled with
liquid (Figure 5). The influence of the fluid height is studied and our numerical results
are compared to the experimental ones given in [4].

Figure 5: (a) Filling of a cylinder of diameter D = 357 mm with water ρf = 1000 kg.m−1 , rigid walls
and an elastic bottom of thickness t = 0.357 mm made of plexiglas. The material parameters are the
Young Modulus E = 5.47e9 Pa and a Poisson Ration of 0.38 and the plexiglas density ρs = 1.38 kg.m−3 .
The fluid height value is such that h ∈ [0, 250] mm; (b) Hydroelastic vibrations around the pre-stressed
state for a given fluid height h.

6
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To compute the natural frequencies of the coupled system, we proceed in two steps :
• Firstly, we compute the non-linear quasi-static equilibrium state of the rigid cylinder
with a flexible bottom loaded by the hydrostatic follower forces for various fluid
heights [1].
• Then, we remesh the fluid domain in order to obtain a coincident mesh between the
fluid and the solid. This allows us to solve the eigenvalue problems (19) for each
fluid height.
On Figure 6 we can see the evolution of first eigenfrequencies in terms of the fluid
height (between 0 and 250 mm). Except for the first eigenmode, we can observe first
a decrease then an increase of the natural frequencies during the filling process. The
decreasing is due to the influence of the added-mass effect and the increasing is due to
the prestress effect. Indeed, the added mass effect is related to the kinetic energy of the
displaced fluid by the elastic bottom leading to a decrease of the frequencies. On the
contrary, the prestress effect leads to a stiffening of the structure.
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Figure 6: Evolution of natural frequencies in function of the fluid height with Ktan = Kmat +Kgeo −Kfol

The order of magnitude of the computed natural frequencies is very close to the experimental observations from [4]. This validate our numercial approach.

7
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5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a Finite Element approach has been proposed to compute the dynamic
behaviour of an elastic tank partially filled with fluid. Both the added-mass and the
prestress effects on the linearized hydroelastic vibrations are included in the model. Numerical results are obtained for a cylinder with rigid walls and an elastic bottom, partially
filled with liquid. These results are in very good agreements with the experimental observations from [4]. Indeed, the added mass effect decreases the natural frequencies contrary
to the pre-stress effect which increases them. The extension to more complex geometries
will be the object of further investigations.
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Abstract. We develop a PUFEM–Partition of Unity Finite Element Method to impose slip velocity boundary conditions on conforming internal interfaces for a fluidstructure interaction model. The method facilitates a straightforward implementation
on the FEniCS/FEniCS-HPC platform. We show two results for 2D model problems
with the implementation on FEniCS: (1) optimal convergence rate is shown for a stationary Navier-Stokes flow problem, and (2) the slip velocity conditions give qualitatively the
correct result for the Euler flow.

1

Introduction

Slip velocity boundary conditions can be used to simulate the effect of turbulent boundary layers in fluid-rigid body interaction models [2, 3] and have been applied successfully
in many applications in aerodynamics [4, 5, 6, 8]. To prescribe the slip boundary conditions we need to enforce the continuity of the velocity normal at the fluid-rigid body
interface, while allowing a jump in the tangential velocities. In the case the rigid body
is represented as a boundary condition on the fluid domain, a slip boundary condition is
straightforward to implement, see e.g. [1].
1.1

Research objectives

Our aim is to extend this work to fluid-structure interaction (FSI). A unified continuum
fluid-structure interaction model [7] was developed to simulate flexible structures but with
no slip boundary conditions imposed implicitly through the model. Here we develop a
PUFEM [11] to impose slip boundary conditions over the internal fluid-structure interface.
The main idea is doubling the solution fields to manage the discontinuity. Although the
method is based on the cut finite element method [12, 13], the solutions are extended
to the whole domain with the mesh conforming interface to avoid local treatment of the
interface conditions and stabilization.
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1.2

A fluid-structure interaction model

The unified continuum fluid-structure interaction model [7, 10] on a composed spatial
domain Ω = Ωf ∪ Ωs and time domain I, in the ALE coordinates with a mesh velocity β
reads:


 
ρ u̇ + (u − β) · ∇ u +∇ · σ = f in Ω × I
∇ · u = 0 in Ω × I


Φ̇ + (u − β) · ∇ Φ = 0 in Ω × I
u(·, 0) = u0

(1)

in Ω

where
Ωf
u
ρ

fluid domain,
the velocity,
the density,

Ωs
p
σ

structure domain
the pressure
the stress

The discontinuous phase function Φ defines the structure and fluid domains

1 if x ∈ Ωf
Φ(x, t) =
0 if x ∈ Ωs

(2)

For a Newtonian fluid and an incompressible Neo-Hookean solid, the stress σ is computed
as the following
σ = −σD + p I
σD = Φσf + (1 − Φ) σs
(3)
σf = 2µf (u)
σ̇s = 2µs (u) + ∇u σs + σs ∇uT

where I is the identity matrix with the same size as σ.
f
s
On the fluid-structure interface Γf s = Ω ∩ Ω either the no-slip
u = 0

(4)

u · n = 0

(5)

σ · n = 0.

(6)

or the slip velocity boundary condition

is imposed, where · denotes the jump over the interface. We also need to assure the
force balance condition at the interface, i.e
Let Qh be a continuous piecewise linear function space defined on Ω and



Q0h = q ∈ Qh q = 0 on ∂Ω ,
2
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the time step size kn = tn − tn−1  and the element size hn , the least-squares finite element
method coupled with the Trapeziodal method for the FSI model is stated as [7, 10]. Find
ûh = (unh , pnh ) with unh ∈ Vh ≡ [Q0h ]3 and pnh ∈ Qh such that








n−1 −1
n
m
m
m
ρ (uh −uh )kn +((uh −βh )·∇)uh , vh +Φ 2µf (uh ), (vh ) +(1−Φ) Ss , ∇vh

where um
h =

1
2



 

− pnh , ∇ · vh + ∇ · um
,
q
+Lδ (ûm
h
h , v̂h ),


∀ v̂h = (vh , qh ) ∈ Vh × Qh (7)


unh + un−1
. The least-squares stabilization term is
h





Lδ (ûh , v̂h ) := δ1 ρ (uh − βh ) · ∇uh + ∇ph − fh , ρ(uh − βh ) · ∇vh + ∇qh


+ δ2 ∇ · uh , ∇ · vh

(8)


−1/2
2 −2
where δ1 = C1 ρ−1 kn−2 +|un−1
−β
|
h
, δ2 = C2 ρ |un−1
h
n
h
h | hn and Ss is the numerical
solution of the Neo-Hookean solid equation.
It is worth emphasizing that the no-slip velocity Eqs. (4, 6) are implicitly imposed
through the model.
1.3

A cut finite element method for the Stokes equations

This section recalls the cut finite element method developed in [12, 13] for interface
problems which allows for discontinuities across the interface which can be located arbitrarily in a fixed background mesh. The method has been shown to have an optimal
convergence.
The Stokes equations are considered in a composed domain Ω = Ω0 ∪ Ω1 :


−∇ · µ∇u − p I = f in Ω0 ∪ Ω1
(9)
∇ · u = 0 in Ω0 ∪ Ω1
with interface conditions imposed on Γ = Ω0 ∩ Ω1
u = b,

(µ∇u − p I) n = g

(10)

and the Dirichlet boundary condition on ∂Ω

u=0

(11)

Assume that the exact solutions are domain-wise continuous on each domain Ωi and
discontinuous across Γ, we can represent them as u = (u0 , u1 ) and p = (p0 , p1 ) where
ui , pi are defined on Ωi . The function spaces are defined as follows




Qi = p ∈ H 1 (Ωi ) , Q0i = p ∈ Qi : q = 0 on ∂Ωi
3
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The weak formulation of Eq. (9) with a test function v̂ = (v0 , v1 , q0 , q1 ) and (vi , qi ) ∈
[Q0i ]2 × Qi is


µ∇u, ∇v



Ω0 ∪Ω1

















+ ∇p, v
− (p, v · n) − u, ∇q
+ (q, u · n)
Ω0 ∪Ω1
Ω0 ∪Ω1
Γ


Γ



− (µ∇u − p I)n, v
− (µ∇u − p I) n, v
= f , v Ω0 ∪Ω1 (12)
∂Ω

Γ

where (a, b)Ωo ∪Ω1 = (a0 , b0 )Ω0 + (a1 , b1 )Ω1 for all functions a = (a0 , a1 ), b = (b0 , b1 ).

 
1
and based on the fact that a b = {a} b + a b ,
Let a = a0 − a1 , {a} = a0 +a
2
we have


 
(µ∇u − p I) n, v
= {(µ∇u − p I) n} v + g v

Γ


(q, u · n) = {q}u · n + q u · n
(13)

Γ


(p, v · n) = {p}v · n + p v · n
Γ

So,

where



 
alap (u, v) + bh (u, q) − bh (v, p) + {q}u · nΓ = f , v Ω0 ∪Ω1 +g v


b(u, q) = − u, ∇q

Ω0 ∪Ω1

and



alap (u, v) = µ∇u, ∇v

Ω0 ∪Ω1




+ p, v · n

(15)

Γ



− {(µ∇u) n} , v

(16)

Γ

We obtain the bilinear form




, v
 = alap (u, v) + b(u, q) − b(v, p) + {q}, u · n
a u

Γ

and linear form

  

  
 = f , v Ω0 ∪Ω1 + g, v
L v

Γ

(14)

(17)

(18)

The jump condition u = b is imposed weakly using a penalty parameter η ∼ O(1/h).
ajump (u, v) = η(u, v)Γ
Ljump (v) = η(b, v)Γ

(19)

A Nitsche’s stabilization term is added to control the condition number of derived matrices

4
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[13].

anstab (ûh , v̂h ) = εu h

+εp h
∇uij
h

3

3





µ0 n ·


+µ1 n ·



µ−1
0



∇u00
h , n

∇u10
h , n

n ·

·
·

∇p0h , n

·



∇vh00 

Γ



∇vh10 



∇qh0 

Γ

Γ



+µ0 n ·


+µ1 n ·

+µ−1
1



∇u01
h , n

∇u11
h , n

n ·

∇pih

∇p1h , n

·
·
·



∇vh01 



∇vh11 



∇qh1 

Γ

Γ

Γ





.

(20)
is the component i of the

Here we assume
is the entry ij of the matrix ∇u and
vector ∇p.
An alternative stabilization term based all volume integrals was proposed in [12]










anstab (ûh , v̂ h ) = β
(21)
u0 , v0
+ p0 , q0
+ u1 , v1
+ p1 , q1
Ω1

Ω1

Ω0

Ω0

where β is a small positive parameter.
h = (uh0 , uh1 , ph0 , ph1 ) with (uhi , phi ) ∈
The Nitsche finite element method is stated as: find u
0 2
[Qhi ] × Qhi such that


 
 v
 u
h , v
h , ∀
h = L
a
vh = (vh0 , vh1 , qh0 , qh1 ) with (vhi , qhi ) ∈ [Q0hi ]2 × Qhi
(22)

where

1.4

Software





 u
h , v
h , v
h = a u
h +ajump (uh , vh ) + anstab (ûh , v̂h )
a
 
 
 v
h +Ljump (vh )
h = L v
L

(23)

FEniCS [18] is a collection of open-source packages to enable automated solution of
differential equations. It provides automated evaluation of variational forms given a highlevel description in mathematical notation. The FEniCS-HPC platform [15, 17] is a
high performance computing branch of FEniCS. This branch is optimized for massively
parallel architectures, and shows strong linear scaling up to thousands of cores [14]. The
Unicorn solver [7, 9] has been built on top of FEniCS-HPC with duality-based adaptive
error control, implicit parameter-free turbulence modeling by the use of the least-squares
stabilized finite element method to efficiently simulate turbulent flows. The solver has
also been used to simulate flexible structures in a fluid-structure interaction framework
but with no slip boundary conditions imposed implicitly through the model.
2

Method

Based on the method reviewed in Section 1.3, we develop a PUFEM which allows for
imposing weak slip velocity conditions Eq. (5, 6). Together with the Trapeziodal timestepping method and the least-squares stabilization, it is stated as: Find (unh0 , unh1 , pnh0 , pnh1 )
5
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with unhi ∈ Vh ≡ [Q0h ]2 and pnhi ∈ Qh , i = 0, 1 such that
 


 
n−1 −1
n
m
m
+Φ 2µf (um
),
(v
)
ρ (uh − uh )kn + (uh − βh ) · ∇uh , vh
h
h
Ω0 ∪Ω1
Ω0 ∪Ω1






+ (1 − Φ) Ss , ∇vh
− pnh , ∇ · vh
+ ∇ · um
h , qh
Ω0 ∪Ω1
Ω0 ∪Ω1


 Ω0 ∪Ω1
m
n
n
+ η uh · n, vh · n +L̂δ (ûh , v̂h ) + anstab (ûh , v̂h ) = fh , vh
, (24)
Ω0 ∪Ω1

Γ

for all test function (v0 , v1 , q0 , q1 ) with (vi , qi ) ∈ Vh × Qh .
Here




= (1 − Φ)
ah0 bh0 dx + Φ
ah1 bh1 dx,
ah , bh
Ω0 ∪Ω1

Ω0

Ω1

L̂δ (ûh , v̂h ) = (1 − Φ) Lδ (ûh0 , v̂h0 ) + Φ Lδ (ûh1 , v̂h1 ),

where Lδ (·, ·) is calculated by Eq. (8), and η is the penalty parameter η ∼ O(1/h).
The approximation of (u, p) is (ūnh , p̄nh ) where

ūnh = (1 − Φ) uh0 + Φ uh1
p̄nh = (1 − Φ) ph0 + Φ ph1
3

Results
Here we show some preliminary results generated by the code implemented in FEniCS.

3.1

Convergence rate

We consider the stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations:
u · ∇u − ν∆u + ∇p = f
∇·u=0

(25)

on a composed domain Ω = Ω0 ∪ Ω1 , where Ω0 is a unit disk,


2
2
Ω0 = (x, y) ∈ Ω : x + y ≤ 1 ,

and Ω1 is a square with a hole,

Ω1 = [−3, 3]2 \ Ω0 .
To verify the convergence rate of the method, we extend the potential flow solutions past
a cylinder [16] to the full domain (see also in Figs. 1a, 1b)

0
 if (x, y) ∈ Ω0 ,

p(x, y) =
1
if (x, y) ∈ Ω1
(x2 + y 2 )−2 x2 − y 2 − 2
(26)

(0, 0)
if
(x,
y)
∈
Ω
0


u(x, y) =
(x2 + y 2 )−2 (x2 + y 2 )2 − x2 + y 2 , −2 x y
if (x, y) ∈ Ω1
6
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to which the source is f (x, y) = (0, 0). To have a valid approximation with ν > 0, the
following jump conditions are imposed at the internal interface Γ = Ω0 ∩ Ω1


−2 ν (x2 − y 2 )
, u · n = 0
(27)
ν∇u n =
−4 ν x y
which are slightly different from the slip velocity conditions.

For a small ν the viscous terms in the equation are small, and therefore we expect the
solution to be close to the solution to the inviscid Euler equations in the form of potential
flow, which we also observe in our simulations.
The PUFEM with the least-squares stabilization is stated as: Find ûh = (uh0 , uh1 , ph0 , ph1 )
with uhi ∈ Vh ≡ [Q0h ]2 and phi ∈ Qh , i = 0, 1 such that








∇ph +uh ·∇uh , vh
+ ν∇uh , ∇vh
+ ∇·uh , qh
+η uh ·n, vh ·n
Ω0 ∪Ω1
Γ
 Ω0 ∪Ω1
Ω0 ∪Ω1 
+ η uh0 , vh0 +L̂δ (ûh , v̂h ) + anstab (ûh , v̂h ) = fh , vh
Ω0 ∪Ω1

Γ

∀v̂h = (vh0 , vh1 , qh0 , qh1 ) with vhi ∈ Vh , qhi ∈ Qh (28)

where
L̂δ (ûh , v̂h ) = (1 − Φ) Lδ (ûh0 , v̂h0 ) + Φ Lδ (ûh1 , v̂h1 ),
here Lδ (·, ·) is calculated by Eq. (8) with δ1 = δ2 = C h and anstab (ûh , v̂h ) is calculated
by Eq. (21). An extra boundary condition uh0 = 0 is imposed on Γ to fix the disk.
Figure 1c shows an optimal convergence rate with ν = 10−2 , β = 10−5 h for Eq. (21) and
C = 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Reference pressure (a), reference velocity (b) and the convergence rate (c).

7
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3.2

2D Euler flow

The PUFEM method for the FSI model (Eq. 24) has been implemented in FEniCS
to simulate a 2D Euler flow past a rigid structure. The rigid body has the stiffness of
µs = 10N/m and is fixed at its center. Since there is no mesh movement in this example,
the mesh velocity β is set to 0. Fig. 2 shows the velocity approximation with slip
BCs imposed at the internal interface. The result gives a qualitative indication that the
PUFEM correctly implements the slip boundary conditions for the Euler flow.

Figure 2: Euler flow approximated by a stabilized finite element method with slip boundary conditions.

4

Discussion

We proposed a PUFEM which allows for imposing the slip velocity boundary conditions. Preliminary 2D results show an optimal convergence rate for the solutions of
Navier-Stokes equations and a qualitative accurate result for the Euler flow with slip velocity boundary conditions. The next step is to validate the proposed method against
some benchmark problems such as the ones proposed in [19].
5
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Abstract. A Lagrangian fully explicit approach for the co-simulation of three-dimensional
problems of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) is here presented. The ﬂuid domain is modelled as a weakly compressible material through an explicit version of the Particle Finite
Element Method (PFEM). The structure is modelled with standard FEM through the
commercial software Abaqus/Explicit. The strong coupling of the partitioned approach
is ensured by the Gravouil and Combescure (GC) algorithm. The GC scheme allows for
the use of incompatible space-time discretizations in the two subdomains. The coupling
problem leads to a small explicit system of decoupled equations when conforming meshes
are used at the interface, while, in the case of non-conforming meshes, a weakly coupled
system is obtained.
A novel and eﬃcient mesh smoothing procedure is proposed to remove bad quality
tetrahedra that may arise in the frequent remeshing framework of the PFEM, since they
can lead to an overly small stable time step size. The fully Lagrangian description of the
present method is particularly eﬀective in problems characterized by strong variations in
the ﬂuid boundaries. Moreover, the highly parallelizable and fully explicit nature of the
equations of the global solver is appealing for real-scale engineering applications with fast
dynamics and/or a high degree of non-linearity.

1

INTRODUCTION

The eﬃcient numerical simulation of large scale three-dimensional Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems is of growing interest in many engineering ﬁelds. Partitioned
approaches base on the co-simulation concept are particularly eﬀective because they allow for the reuse of existing software. The present work presents a partitioned approach
coupling an explicit version of the Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) [18, 10, 12]
based on the assumption of a weakly compressible ﬂuid [3, 21] and a standard commercial
FEM (SIMULIA Abaqus/Explicit) [1] for the structural domain. This allows for the use
of all its advanced features, such as the wide library of constitutive laws and ﬁnite elements, contact interactions and large deformations. The Gravouil and Combescure (GC)
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algorithm [9] is here employed for structure-to-ﬂuid coupling: this method allows for different time-steps in the two subdomains and for non-conforming meshes at the interface.
The resulting interface problem consists of a system of fully decoupled equations, in the
case of conforming meshes, of and only weakly coupled equations otherwise, leading to an
eﬃcient global explicit solver. The explicit time integration can be an appealing choice
for many engineering applications where the time step size is intrinsically small, namely
in large scale real applications with fast dynamics and/or high degree of non-linearity.
Furthermore, the fully Lagrangian formulation of this coupled approach is particularly
eﬀective for the description of free surface ﬂows and FSI problems with large structural
displacements, i.e., when the ﬂuid boundaries can vary signiﬁcantly. The ﬂuid boundaries
are indeed automatically deﬁned by the position of the mesh nodes, with no need for
interface tracking algorithms. Unfortunately, the Lagrangian motion of the ﬂuid nodes
leads very quickly to overly distorted ﬂuid meshes: according to the PFEM approach,
this can be overcome generating new meshes whenever the current one gets too distorted.
This feature of the PFEM approach becomes particularly demanding in the case of an
explicit 3D solver. On the one hand it must be underlined that the Delaunay Tassellation
may generate bad tetrahedra in 3D meshes that can lead to a vanishing stable time step
size in an explicit solver. This problem has been widely addressed in the literature, and
many advanced algorithms have been proposed to improve the mesh quality [6, 7, 13, 5].
On the other hand, these advanced algorithms are too expensive to be frequently applied
during the simulation as required in the PFEM remeshing framework, because they are
designed to improve only the initial ﬁxed mesh in for standard FEM. For these reasons a
novel eﬃcient smoothing technique has been developed to produce a regular mesh, with a
reasonably large stable time increment for the explicit solver. This smoothing algorithm
is fully explicit and parallelizable, because it exploits the same architecture of the ﬂuid
solver thanks to an elastic analogy. The proposed approach is here validated through a
test case proposed in the literature. The comparison with the available solutions conﬁrms
the accuracy of the partitioned solver. Moreover, an assessment of the computational
costs of the numerical analyses shows the eﬀectiveness of the smoothing technique.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Let us consider a weakly compressible ﬂuid occupying the evolving domain Ωtf . The
motion of the ﬂuid in the time interval [0, T ] is governed by the momentum equation and
the mass equation, respectively:
ρf (x, t = 0) = ρf (x, t) Jf (x, t) in Ωtf × [0, T ]
dvf
ρf
= ∇x · σ f + ρf bf in Ωtf × [0, T ]
dt

(1)
(2)

where x are the coordinates in the current conﬁguration, ρf is the ﬂuid density, vf is the
ﬂuid velocity and bf the external body forces. Moreover, Jf (x, t) is the determinant of
the deformation gradient, so that dΩtf = dΩ0f Jf (x, t). Finally, the Cauchy stress tensor
σ f is the sum of its hydrostatic and deviatoric parts: σ f = −pf I + τ f .
2
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In the framework of weakly compressible ﬂuids, the pressure ﬁeld can be related to the
density ﬁeld through the Equation of State [2]:

γ

ρf
pf (ρf ) = p0,f + Kf
−1
(3)
ρ0,f
where p0,f is the reference pressure, ρ0,f the ﬂuid reference density, γ = 7 the speciﬁc heat
ratio and Kf the bulk modulus.
As far as the solid domain Ωtf is concerned, the momentum conservation equation reads:
dvs
= ∇x · σ s + ρs bs in Ωts × [0, T ]
(4)
dt
where ρs is the solid density, vs the solid velocity, bs the external forces on the solid
domain and σ s represents the Cauchy stress tensor on Ωts . Standard boundary and initial
conditions are applied on both domains to complete the formulation of a well posed
problem.
ρs

3

SPACE AND TIME DISCRETIZATION

Let us introduce a standard Galerkin ﬁnite element approach with linear interpolation
of velocities, ﬂuid density and pressure. The semi-discrete version of the equations of
motion (2)-(4) is obtained:
dVf
= Fext,f − Fint,f = Ff in Ωtf × [0, T ]
(5)
dt
dVs
Ms
= Fext,s − Fint,s = Fs in Ωts × [0, T ]
(6)
dt
where M are the mass matrices, V the vector of nodal velocities and Fint and Fext
the vectors of internal and external equivalent nodal forces, respectively. The discretized
version of the ﬂuid mass conservation (1) is obtained introducing the vector of the current
ﬂuid nodal densities Rf (more details can be found in [3]):
Mf

Mρ Rf = R0

(7)

where R0 are the initial ﬂuid nodal densities.
The explicit Central Diﬀerence Scheme (CDS) has been used to integrate equations
(5)-(6) in time. It is remarkable that the mass lumping performed on the matrices
Mf , Ms , Mρ leads to a global system of fully decoupled equations. On the other hand,
the CDS is only conditionally stable and an adaptive time step is computed in order to
fulﬁl the CFL stability condition:
 in 
r
n+1
Δt
(8)
= CN min e
e
ce
where CN is a safety parameter, ce is the speed of dilational waves in the ﬂuid depending
on the element density and rein is a characteristic size of the the e-th deformed element:
in the present work, the radius of the tetrahedron insphere is considered.
3
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4

COUPLING SCHEME

A partitioned strategy is employed in the present approach to solve the global system of
governing equations of the FSI problem: the explicit version of the PFEM [3] is used for the
ﬂuid subdomain, while the commercial software SIMULIA Abaqus/Explicit [1] is used for
the structural subdomain. The two solvers are coupled with the Gravouil and Combescure
(GC) algorithm [9], which is a Domain Decomposition method initially proposed for
structural dynamics problems and then extended to FSI problems for example in [14].
The key idea behind the algorithm is to split the kinematic solution of each subdomains
into two terms, denoted as free and link solutions, respectively. The former is related to
the free motion of each subdomain as if they were not interacting with each other. The
latter evaluates the correction to this solution. This is done applying boundary tractions
at the ﬂuid-structure interface that play the role of Lagrange multipliers for the imposition
of the kinematic constraint. These tractions restore the compatibility at the interface and
ensure the strong coupling of the partitioned approach.
The GC algorithm allows for the use if diﬀerent time integration schemes in the two
subdomains, as well as non conforming meshes at the interface. When two explicit solvers
are used for the ﬂuid and structure with conforming meshes, the link solution consists of
a small system of decoupled equations, leading to an overall fully explicit global solver.
On the contrary, when non conforming meshes are used, a small system of weakly coupled
equation is needed at the interface. A complete description of the proposed approach can
be found in [15].
5

ELASTIC ANALOGY FOR 3D MESH SMOOTHING

The problem of mesh distortion related to the adoption of a Lagrangian description for
viscous ﬂuid ﬂows is solved in the PFEM approach through the introduction of a new mesh
whenever the current one gets too distorted. This is done exploiting the eﬀectiveness of
the Delaunay Tassellation, combined with the α-shape method [4] to recover the correct
domain boundaries. However, while in 2D the Delaunay algorithm ensures excellent
properties in terms of mesh quality, in 3D bad tetrahedra may be generated. More in
details, tetrahedra with almost coplanar nodes called “slivers” can be created by the
Tassellation. This represents a strong limitation for the use of explicit solvers, as the
consequent small insphere radii lead to vanishing stable time step size, because of Equation
(8).
For this reason, a novel eﬃcient mesh smoothing approach based on an elastic analogy
has been developed to improve the worst elements insphere radii, with a computational
cost compatible with the frequent remeshing procedure required by the PFEM. The mesh
regularization is the result of the deformation produced in a ﬁctitious elastic problem
under the action of a suitable distribution high ﬁctitious pressures in high distorted tetrahedra.
The smoothing step is applied to a domain Ωs , which is constituted by all the elements
having the insphere radius smaller than an a priori ﬁxed threshold, together with all the
surrounding ones which share at least one node with them.
4
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Mesh
n. ﬂuid elem.
n. struct. elem.
Analysis
Time simulated
Total duration
Solver duration
Remeshing duration
Smoothing duration
n. Threads

450 k
3800
1s
32 h
77.8 %
11.4 %
8.9 %
8

Figure 1: Dam Break with elastic obstacle. Geometry and parameters of the analysis.

This elastic based smoothing has been combined with the sequential Geometric Element
Transformation (GETMe) approach presented in [19] to obtain a strategy eﬀective on a
wider range mesh conﬁgurations that usually occur upon remeshing of of complex 3D
ﬂuid ﬂows. The resulting ﬁnal smoothing algorithm is explicit and parallelizable and
exploits the same structure of the ﬂuid solver, simplifying the overall architecture of the
method. Its eﬃciency allows to obtain remarkable improvements on the stable time steps
of the explicit ﬂuid solver in a reasonable computational time that is compatible with
its frequent application due to the remeshing procedure of the PFEM approach. A more
detailed description of the smoothing algorithm can be found in [16].
6
6.1

EXAMPLES
DAM BREAK WITH ELASTIC OBSTACLE

Let us consider the dam break with obstacle proposed in [20, 11] and reproduced with
various approaches in the literature [8, 14, 15]. Among them [15] refers to the 2D version
of the same PFEM co-simulation here described, [11, 8] use monolithic PFEM schemes
for FSI, [20] presents a FEM approach, while [14] presents an SPH-FEM partitioned
approach with a coupling scheme that is similar to the present method. The initial
geometry is depicted in Figure 1 and the following values for the geometrical parameters
have been used: L = 0.146 m, h = 0.08 m, s = 0.012 m, b = 0.15 m. The ﬂuid material
parameters are: density ρf = 1000 kg/m3 and viscosity μ = 0.001P a · s; the solid domain
is modelled with a linear elastic material with density ρs = 2700 kg/m3 , Young’s Modulus
Es = 1 M P a and Poisson ratio νs = 0. The ﬂuid domain has been discretized with 120 k
nodes and an initial mesh of 450 k tetrahedra, while the structural domain has been
discretized with 3800 8-nodes brick elements.
On the left side of the tank, a column of water is initially sustained by a rigid wall
that is instantaneously removed at the beginning of the analysis, letting the water ﬂow
inside the tank and hit an elastic deformable body clamped in the middle of the tank.
The impact bends the obstacle, while the resulting long wave hits the right rigid wall of
the tank and rebounds back impinging for the second time on the obstacle, which starts
5
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Figure 2: Dam Break with elastic obstacle. Time evolution of the horizontal displacement of the tip of
the deformable structure.

to oscillate. Some snapshots of the simulation are reported in Figure 4, while the time
evolution of the horizontal displacement of the top of the elastic body is plotted in the
graph in Figure 2. One can observe a very good agreement in terms of timing and peak
value of the structural displacement with the results presented in the literature up to
0.5 s, which proves the capability of the model to represent the impact of a mass of ﬂuid
with a ﬂexible structure and its deformation. The beam oscillations after 0.5 s have some
discrepancies but it’s diﬃcult to uniquely deﬁne a trend among the presented solutions
because of the high level of complexity of the dynamics of the problem after the second
impact.
Let us now consider the two graphs in Figure 3 to provide a quantitative evaluation
of the eﬀectiveness of the smoothing procedure. The ﬁrst one plots the stable time step
computed directly on the Delaunay mesh whenever a new grid is generated during the
analysis. The second one represents the corresponding stable time step size after the action of the combined Smoothing procedure. One can observe how the mesh generated by
the Delaunay Tessellation could not be used in an explicit solver, because the consequent
stable time step would lead to an unacceptable analysis duration. The smoothing procedure here presented shows a remarkable improvement: the mean value of the stable time
step is increased of almost 2 orders of magnitude from 3.05 · 10−8 s to 1.45 · 10−6 s, while
the minimum value of 4.9 · 10−10 s gains almost three orders of magnitude to 2.71 · 10−7 .
This great improvement is obtained in an acceptable amount of time, as it can be noticed
from the table in Figure 1: the overall smoothing duration is less than the remeshing one
and their sum takes around the 20 % of the overall time duration of the analysis, which
is comparable to standard the performances of 3D PFEM approaches.

6
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(a) After Delaunay

(b) After Smoothing

Figure 3: Dam Break with elastic obstacle. Plot of the stable time step at each remeshing computed
after: (a)Delaunay Triangulations, (b)Combined Smoothing Procedure

(a) t = 0.10 s

(b) t = 0.25 s

(c) t = 0.30 s

(d) t = 0.45 s

(e) t = 0.55 s

(f) t = 0.60 s

(g) t = 0.75 s

(h) t = 0.90 s

(i) t = 1.0 s

Figure 4: Dam Break with elastic obstacle. Snapshot of the simulation at diﬀerent time steps

7
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a fully Lagrangian explicit partitioned approach for FSI problems
coupling the Particle Finite Element Method for the ﬂuid subdomain and the commercial
FEM software Abaqus/Explicit for the structural subdomain. The Lagrangian description
of the Particle Finite Element Method for the ﬂuid subdomain is particularly eﬀective for
free surface ﬂows and large structural displacements. The use of a commercial software
for the structure allows for using in the simulations of all its advanced functionalities, such
as a wide library of ﬁnite elements and material constitutive laws, or contact interactions.
The coupling achieved by means of the Gravouil and Combescure algorithm, which
ensures strong coupling as well as the possibility to use incompatible space-time discretizations in the two subdomains. The resulting interface coupling problem is given
by a small system of fully decoupled equations for the case of conforming meshes, and
only weakly coupled otherwise. In the 3D framework, the fast mesh generators of the
PFEM approach may generate meshes including bad quality tetrahedra, that can lead to
an unacceptable increase in the computational time when an explicit integration scheme is
employed. Consequently, a novel eﬃcient smoothing techique based on an elastic analogy
has been presented. The presented numerical test conﬁrms the accuracy of the coupled
approach, as well as the eﬀectiveness of the smoothing procedure.
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Summary: Assessment of leakage performance is a fundamental aspect in the design of
elastomeric fluid seals. The key characteristic of the leakage performance is the blow-off
pressure, which when it is reach, the leakage rate through the seal is no longer acceptable and
the seal no longer performs its function. Prediction of the blow-off pressure under different
operating conditions such as the amount of preload, pressure build-up rate, etc., would
facilitate improvement in the seal design methodology and would allow subsequent efficient
optimisation of a seal design. For an accurate prediction of the blow-off pressure, any
computational methodology should ideally include Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI), since the
geometrical disposition of the seal, its deformation and its contact conditions with respect to
the main structure are adversely affected by the fluid pressure. Two FSI single-solver
techniques, available in the commercial FE-code Abaqus, are investigated in this study with
application to the simulation of leakage. The first technique is Pressure Penetration
Interaction, available for general structural analysis using a static implicit solver, which
propagates the applied fluid pressure into contact openings. The second, more advanced FSI
technique, is the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) approach which is available for coupled
fluid-structural analysis in a dynamic explicit solver. The CEL approach is the most versatile
and can be applied to a wide range of FSI problems, e.g. simulation of a seal blow-off and fluid
leakage through the resulting contact gap [1]. When trying to develop the art and science
involved in the simulation of leakage phenomenon, a robust FSI technique has the potential to
be a critically important design tool which could be applied to a wide range of more complex
sealing geometries. This paper addresses a typical hollow rubber seal and investigates how the
amount of initial compression and initial stretching affect the leak tightness of the seal using
two different FSI techniques. The complexity of problem setup, the efficiency of the solver and
the robustness of obtained solution will be compared and discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem introduction
Accurate simulation of fluid structure interaction is a long running problem in the world of
fluid sealing. This report will attempt to address the difficulties associated with this type of
problem by employing the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) approach to facilitate
computationally efficient, and accurate, prediction of the blow off pressure for a seal of typical
geometry [2] and material properties.
The simulation work was completed using ABAQUS 2018, the CEL approach provided in
this package allows for simultaneous computation of the fluid, and structure interaction effects,
within one environment. This technique is a more advanced version of the arbitrary EulerianLagrangian (AEL) [3] approach which utilises adaptive re-meshing and transfers results taken
at the solid boundary of a fluid problem, to the solid boundary of a solid problem, for each
individual time step. This transferring of results leads to interpolation between the time steps
which can give rise to an erroneous result. By using the CEL technique these errors can be
eliminated, making it an attractive choice. However, it is not without its disadvantages; the
improved accuracy over AEL comes with a substantial increase in computational time.
The geometry of the seal and the corresponding pressurisation model have been purposefully
kept simple to increase computational efficiency and aid in the speed of analysis. This study is
interested in evaluating the performance of the technique and not the specific seal to which it is
applied.
In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the performance of the technique, a
sensitivity study was conducted for the compression of the typical seal geometry, therefore the
shape of the seal will not be varied during the various analysis attempts. Investigated parameters
are the level of circumferential pre-stretch and radial compression. These different
configurations were pressurised by a solid piston which pushed a body of fluid. The
corresponding leakage pressures for different compression levels have been obtained, and
evaluated to determine if the CEL technique provides effective and robust results.
1.2 Background
More traditional FEA simulations use a purely Lagrangian mesh to monitor the deformation
of solids from their reference position. This approach leads to inaccuracies, when applied to
problems subject to large deformations, due to distortion of the shape of individual elements.
As the simulation considered in this project is expected to undergo severe deformation of the
fluid as it deforms to the shape of the solid seal, a Lagrangian mesh for this component is not
appropriate.
The coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is extremely useful for simulation of multiphysics problems in which there are large deformation of the fluid-solid interface. This is due
to the ability to track the position of the fluid when the solid boundary undergoes large
deformations, without creating severe distortion of the mesh associated with the fluid domain.
Having a fixed (Eulerian) mesh allows the fluid to move freely through the stationary mesh and
make contact with solid boundaries. Further benefits of using an Eulerian mesh for the fluid
domain is the capability for the creation and vanishing of the free boundary contacts in a
realistic manner. Coupling this behaviour, with that of the seal finite elements, creates an
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accurate simulation of fluid structure interaction.
As the model is arranged with the Eulerian domain extending further than the seal (see figure
2) the fluid can be allowed to deform, pressurise the seal and simulate a leak past the sealing
surface into the free space. Due to the possibility of seal re-contact with the counter surface
after leakage, CEL allows for the prediction of the sustained pressure during leakage and the
secondary sealing pressure which defines the seal’s ability to recover after unloading –
phenomena that can only be investigated with this technique or experimental methods.
1.3 Limitations
A significant limitation of the CEL approach for fluid leakage problems is the time taken to
complete the analysis. CEL is only available as a dynamic explicit analysis, therefore, in the
case of this study, the computation time for a three second simulation is of the order of 480
CPU hours (120 hours on a typical 4 core processor). For this reason, the mesh of the fluid
element and the solid boundaries are kept reasonably coarse in an effort to reduce the solution
time. Large computational time arises from the need to carry out the analysis in small, stable,
time steps. The duration of the stable time increment is defined as the time taken for a pressure
wave to propagate across any element in the analysis [4].
1.4 Literature review
A large quantity of information is available on using the CEL technique with many papers
focusing on the applications to multi-physics problems involving geophysics and material
joining [5, 6]. Additionally a small portion of the literature focuses on the modelling of structure
interaction with a solid body of hyperelastic material. One such paper by L Foucard [7], proved
particularly useful for contextualising the project by providing a detailed background on the
technique. Foucard also illustrated the accuracy of the CEL technique when applied to problems
involving large deformations of hyperelastic media by comparing simulated results to
experiment. This is valuable information for this study as similar materials are being considered
that will experience large deformation. Based on the available literature this technique is most
effective when applied to problems which are likely to experience severe mesh deformation
such as the problem considered in this study. Further evidence to support the use of this
technique for fluid-structure interaction problems is provided by S Morlacchi [8] in his paper
which models the fluid-structure interaction between the rigid structure of a boat and an
Eulerian fluid. Morlacchi provides a detailed specification of the analysis setup which proved
valuable when constructing the model considered in this report
This project considered a combination of methods from these papers and applied them to a
problem which involved large deformation of solid boundaries in hyperelastic media
considering fluid-structure interaction.
The hyperelastic material model considered in this paper is presented in Treloar’s “Stressstrain data for vulcanised rubber under various types of deformation” [9]. This quantifies the
non-liner stress strain relationship of the material, validates the material models against
experimental data and is widely regarded as the baseline for hyperelastic material models.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Geometry
The geometry used for the simulation was created in Solidworks and is based on a simplified
arrangement of a fracking well with a pipe which is statically sealed inside a cylindrical
borehole. Figure 1 shows a revolved view of the geometry to illustrate the scale of the problem
in a typical arrangement.

Figure 1: Revolved geometry

The internal radius of the elastomeric seal is 200mm and it is assembled inside a housing
which anchors it to the pipe. Figure 2 presents a view of the model geometry which was used
for the analysis. This is an axisymmetric 1 degree segment and the seal is 60mm tall.

Borehole

Seal

Eulerian domain
Fluid
Piston

Housing
Figure 2: Axisymmetric 1 degree segment geometry
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All of the components pictured are revolved around a common axis by 1 degree. The
transparent “Eulerian domain” component houses the Eulerian mesh and the fluid component
contained within the Eulerian specifies the initial position of the fluid. The fluid is coupled to
the rest of the model though general contact definitions allowing the fluid structure effects to
be analysed.
2.2 Analysis setup
Water
In accordance with the ABAQUS documentation [10] the “fluid” is assigned the properties
of water using the Us-Up (Linear Mie–Gruneisen) equation of state [10]. This setup defines the
wave propagation speed, dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid and enables realistic
simulation of the dynamic behaviour of fluid.
Elastomers
Elastomers exhibit non-linear hyperelastic stress-strain relationships during experimental
testing. There are many models available to replicate this behaviour in FEA, however, in this
study coefficients for a third order Ogden model were used. This was chosen based on the
experience of the academics involved and the results of a previous research project [11]. Figure
3 shows the stress-strain relationship for the chosen material model
uniaxial

6.0E+06

uniaxial FEA
biaxial

5.0E+06
stress (Pa)

biaxial FEA
4.0E+06

planar (pure shear)
planar FEA

3.0E+06
2.0E+06
1.0E+06
0.0E+00

0

1

2

3 strain 4

5

6

7

Figure 3: Stress-strain relationship for hyperelastic material

The constants that define the material behaviour are listed in table 1 and describe a near
incompressible material with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.499995.
Table 1: Coefficients for 3rd order Ogden model

i
1
2
3

MU i
371784.209
1308.62521
15445.0545

Alpha i
1.45175070
5.48862619
-1.87467855
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Contact
A general (surface to surface) contact was defined between the seal and the borehole with a
coefficient of friction of 0.3. This is an approximation of friction taken from experimental
results [12] as the analysis considered in this report is loosely based on similar material and
contact conditions.
2.3 Simulation
The simulation work for this study was carried out in ABAQUS 2018 using the Coupled
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. The model considered in this study was created in two steps.
Firstly, the seal was compressed in the radial direction and stretched in the circumferential
direction in a general implicit analysis. The second step was to model the pressurisation of the
fluid in a dynamic explicit analysis.
2.3 Implicit analysis
The purpose of the initial analysis was to radially compress and circumferentially stretch the
seal. To simplify the analysis, all simulations were carried out at 10% strain in the
circumferential direction. The value of compression was varied between 10mm and 20mm in
2.5mm increments to observe the consistency of the analysis technique in different
configurations.
Creating an implicit model for this step reduced the computational time of the full analysis
by approximately 4 hours. To use the results from this analysis, restart output requests were
enabled in ABAQUS which allowed the displacements and reaction forces in the seal elements
to be recorded and imported into an explicit analysis.
Model setup
Boundary conditions were specified to fix the position of the housing and move the borehole
surface down vertically. A datum co-ordinate system was placed on one cut face of the seal
segment to fix its position flush with the cut face of the housing. On the axis of the revolved
components (centre axis of pipe in figure 1) a cylindrical co-ordinate system was defined to
allow the second cut face of the seal geometry to be stretched around its circumference of
revolution until a stain of 10% was reached. Only the ‘Housing’, ‘Seal’ and ‘Borehole’
components were used for initial pre-stretch.
2.4 Dynamic explicit analysis
The main portion of the project work was defining an appropriate model for the explicit
analysis. The model was analysed over a duration of three seconds to minimise the effect of
fluid momentum on sealing pressure.
Model setup
An initial state was defined in the explicit analysis to import the final nodal positions and
strains of the elastomeric seal from the last step of the implicit analysis. Implicit import required
an identical mesh to be used in both analyses.
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In addition to the components used in the implicit analysis, the ‘Piston’, ‘Eulerian’ and
‘Fluid’ components were used to create the CEL simulation.
The same boundary conditions were applied and modified to fix the position of the
‘Housing’, ‘Seal’ and ‘Borehole’ components in their final position from the implicit analysis.
The Eulerian domain was conditioned to be stationary with no fluid flow out of the cut faces
and free movement of fluid within the domain. The ‘Piston’ (see figure 2) was defined to move
55mm towards the seal, compressing the fluid in the process. In order to minimise displacement
jumps and violent wave propagation through the analysis, a smooth step distribution was used
over the 3 second analysis.
The same contact conditions were applied, with the addition of contact between the fluid and
solid. Fluid-solid contact is defined by an explicit ‘all with self’ contact condition which allows
no slip once fluid is in contact, consistent with common boundary layer theory.
3

RESULTS

Results were obtained at 10% strain circumferentially, and a range of compression levels
radially from 10 to 20mm. To illustrate the analysis and post processing of the CEL technique,
one scenario has been presented in detail at 12.5mm compression. An overview of the full range
of results is also presented to describe the behaviour of the seal as compression level changes.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of strain in the seal and illustrates its deformation during
leakage.

Leakage

Figure 4: Maximum principle strain of seal under 12.5mm compression during leakage

Figure 5 shows the value of sealing pressure obtained for a range of compression levels, this
is the pressure at first leak, see Table 2 for individual values. The first leak moment can be
identified visually in the post processing stage. The field output delivers images every 0.001s
during the analysis allowing accurate prediction and visualisation of the leakage point, see
Figure 4. However, an alternative method was also identified to locate the position of first leak
in time and to quantify the pressure at that point, shown in section 3.1.
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Figure 5: Graph showing comparison between leakage pressure vs compression level for CEL and FPP
techniques
Table 2: Leakage pressures for both CEL and FPP techniques, and their difference

Compression
(mm)
10
12.5
15
17.5
20

Pressure (Pa)
CEL
3950
4950
5980
10250
18000

FPP
4453
4850
6550
9910
17610
average:

Δ (%)
12.7
2.0
9.5
3.3
2.2
6.0

3.1 Post processing
ABAQUS is capable of producing a field output for averaged pressure in the elements of the
Eulerian domain but it is difficult to quantify the pressure of the fluid as there is large variations
in pressure between different elements. A solution to this issue is to average the pressure across
the entire domain, however, there are approximately 11000 elements in the Eulerian domain,
and each element has a value of averaged pressure for each of the 3000 output steps. ABAQUS
is not capable of executing the post processing required. As a solution, the xy-plot data was
exported for all Eulerian elements in the analysis and processed in Microsoft Excel.
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Pressure

Pressure vs Time

Time
Figure 6: Element pressures versus time from ABAQUS

Figure 6 shows fluid pressure vs time with each line on the graph representing the pressuretime history for one individual element. In this form, the solution has too much noise to be
valuable in determining the leakage pressure, however, Figure 7 shows the same graph with
only one line representing the fully averaged pressure in the fluid throughout the analysis after
processing in Excel.

Figure 7: Graph of averaged fluid pressure vs time for 15mm compression
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The results presented in figure 7 allow for evaluation of the pressure-time behaviour of the
seal and quantify the pressure. At approximately 2.4 seconds the seal experiences an elastic
leak at a pressure of 4950 Pa followed by a continuous cycle of: Leak – Pressure drop – re-seal
– leak, which continues at a reduced pressure until the velocity of the piston increases, ramping
up the pressure to a point where the seal is lost from its housing at time approximately 3.3
seconds, See figure 8. This behaviour is consistent with experimental results obtained by Q Liu
[13] which act as an initial form of validation for the current results.

Figure 8: Loss of anchor points in seal at 15mm compression

3.2 Validation
Validation is essential for FE techniques as it relates the simulated model to the real world
and must be carried out to develop confidence in simulation results. One way of carrying out
basic validation is to compare results with, alternative, well validated FE techniques. As
experimental validation is expensive, a comparative study was chosen for this report.
The CEL results shown in Figure 5 were validated against a well-established leakage
prediction technique – Fluid Pressure Penetration interaction (FPP). FPP works by propagating
fluid pressure into the contact region to simulate leakage. The technique was used and
successfully validated by W Dearman for a similar application [14]. Figure 5 shows a
comparison of both analysis techniques and validates the accuracy of the CEL technique for the
range of compression levels resulting in average difference between the techniques of about
6%. Individual leakage prediction pressures for FPP can be found in Table 2.
The FPP simulation was carried out using an identical setup to the implicit pre-stretch
analysis to give the same initial configurations and contact conditions. An additional analysis
step was then added to accommodate the use of the fluid pressure penetration interaction which
is coupled to each of the surface contacts. FPP then applied the applied the fluid pressure to the
outer surface of the seal causing deformation until leakage. One advantage of this technique is
the reduced computational time when compared with CEL, implicit FPP simulations have a
duration of less than 10 minutes in the case presented here.
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4

DISCUSSION

The results obtained show that blow off pressure will increase with increasing compression
and that the increase is not linear. These results are expected and prove that the CEL technique
is capable of analysing leakage of an elastomeric seal and will provide realistic results given
the correct boundary conditions. The results from different compression levels show a variety
of leakage mechanisms when analysed individually, such as continuous leakage, loss of one
anchor point in the housing and more violent loss of both anchor points at the higher end of the
compression scale.
The validation carried out confirms the accuracy of the technique when compared with an
alternative, well established, leakage pressure prediction technique (FPP).
8

CONCLUSION

The findings of this project suggest that the future of leakage prediction may lie in the use
of the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian technique as it has many benefits over the alternatives. Not
only does this technique allow prediction of critical leakage pressure or blow off pressure, it
also allows for observation of the behaviour of seals after leakage occurs which will allow for
more efficient optimisation of seal design. CEL offers valuable visualisation of leakage
mechanisms which enables designers to identify target areas for improvement. Applying this
design methodology to the seal considered here, the designer may observe the extrusion of the
seal through the gap and solve this issue with more robust anchor points or seal retention rings.
There are limitations to this technique such as large computational time and solution noise.
Therefore, future work will aim to improve post processing and investigate techniques to reduce
noise in the solution such as slightly compressible material models for the operating fluid.
Alternatively, both analysis methods considered in this project may be used in conjunction to
accurately describe the initial leak pressure and the post leak behaviour of the seal. The FPP
technique is more efficient at predicting initial leakage pressure but does not provide any
indication of post-leak behaviour, whereas CEL is not as effective at prediction of initial
leakage pressure but is very effective in analysing post-leak behaviour. The use of both
techniques provides a more comprehensive view of seal behaviour under all operating
conditions.
Additionally, experimental validation of this technique would be extremely valuable when
considering the accuracy of the simulated results before application to more costly and complex
applications.
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Abstract. In the aerospace engineering field, morphing structures refer to mechanical
structures capable of adapting their shape in order to improve some vehicle performance.
Their analysis requires a computational model detailed enough to represent the internal
structural parts which make morphing possible. These are often small with respect to the
size of the external structure, so the computational cost of a full 3D finite element model
would be high. We restrict our attention to straight, constant cross–section wings and rely
on generalized beam theory to develop a computational model capable of analysing the
morphing behaviour with a small number of degrees of freedom. We propose an extention
of the generalized beam models presented by Morandini et al. (2010). From a singular
value analysis of the cross–section finite element model, we derive an additional set of
degrees of freedom strictly related to the morphing behaviour, and show the convergence
of our projection–based reduced–order structural model to the full order one for some
validation cases. The proposed method is applied to the analysis of the FishBAC morphing
structure introduced by Woods et al. (2012).

1

INTRODUCTION

Morphing aircraft structures, i.e. structures capable of flexible seamless changes of
shape, have been re–introduced in the last years for their potential capability of adaptation
with a limited weight and reliability penalty [1, 2]. Shape changes on wings include
variations in span, twist, camber, and others [1]. Among all possible shape modifications,
in this work we focus on camber–morphing, whose application on rotorcraft blades offers
significant room for optimizing the performance of the vehicle, included the reduction of
vibratory loads and emitted noise [3, 4, 5].
In order to be able to perform a computer simulation of an aeronautical morphing system, the combination of a structural elastic model, an aerodynamic model, and possibly
a model of the actuation system is required. The usage of state–of–the–art computational methods (such as finite elements) in every part of this multidisciplinary framework
would lead to a complex high–dimensional model, that would require High Performance
Computing (HPC) capabilities in order to run the simulations.
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Figure 1: Constant cross–section prismatic solid. Out–of–plane coordinate x, and in–
plane coordinates (y, z).
For a computational model that would be competitive (in terms of time and computational resources) with traditional aeronautical design methods, in this work we explore
the capabilities of generalized beam models to deal with camber–morphing of straight,
slender wings. Several works have focused on generalizing beam models by means of
semi–analytical methods providing a detailed characterization of the beam cross–section
(summarized in [6]), mostly based on a finite element modeling of the cross–section [7, 6],
allowing for composite and anisotropic materials. In [8], it has been shown that classical
beam solutions can be obtained without assumptions on the section behaviour, and without any a priori displacement decomposition, once the continuum linear elasticity problem
is reformulated as an evolutionary problem along the beam axis [8, 7, 9] and the eigenanalysis of the resulting first order system of linear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs)
is studied. The six rigid displacements and the six classical polynomial solutions for the
beam displacement automatically appear as the solutions generated by the generalized
eigenfunctions associated to null eigenvalues. Additional displacement fields (like section
warping and additional in-plane deformation) are generated by eigenfunctions associated
to non–null eigenvalues, as in the decoupling proposed in [7], and they are exponentially
decaying in accordance with de Saint Venant’s principle [10, 11].
The aim of this work is to use the formulation presented in [8] to identify a set of solutions clearly related to in-plane deformation, to be used for the derivation of generalized
camber–morphing beam models by means of subspace projection of the model equations.
This was initiated in [12], where the usage of eigenfunctions related to non–null eigenvalues has been investigated. In this work we investigate an alternative model–projection
procedure in order to overcome some of the limitations already encountered in [12].
2

SEMI–DISCRETE FORMULATION OF LINEAR ELASTIC MECHANICS

We consider a prismatic three–dimensional elastic solid, with constant cross–section
and straight out–of plane x–axis (fig. 1). In–plane coordinates are labeled as ξ  (y, z).
2.1

Virtual work principle

We start from the virtual work principle for a linear elastic continuum [13] in the
three–dimensional domain Ω occupied by the elastic solid, stating the equality of virtual
internal and external work δLi = δLe for every suitable virtual displacement field δu (a
2
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test function in [H01 (Ω)]3 ). The virtual external work, considering a cantilever constant
cross–section prism of length L in the interval x ∈ [0, L], can be written as
�
�
�
δu · τ dΓ
(1)
δu · fΩ dΩ +
δu · fL dA +
δLe =
Ω

∂Ω\{S0 ∪SL }

SL

where fΩ represents volume forces, fL represents the surface forces applied on the end
section SL (assuming Dirichlet conditions on the root section S0 ), and τ represents the
stress applied on the lateral surface ∂Ω\{S0 ∪ SL }. The virtual internal work for a linear
elastic solid under the small deformation hypothesis is compactly expressed as
�
δLi =
ǫ(δu)T Dǫ(u) dΩ
(2)
Ω

where the symmetric stress and small strain tensors have been conveniently re-arranged as
six-component arrays σ, ǫ, the latter being related to the displacement field u by means
of a linear differential operator D, with matrix D expressing the linear elastic constitutive
law




2µ + λ
λ
λ
0 0 0
∂/∂x
0
0
 λ
 0
2µ + λ
λ
0 0 0
∂/∂y
0 







 0
λ
λ
2µ
+
λ
0
0
0
0
∂/∂z
 (3)
 u,

D
=
ǫ = Du = 


 0
∂/∂y ∂/∂x
0
0
µ
0
0
0






∂/∂z
0
0
0
0 µ 0
0
∂/∂x
0
0
0
0 0 µ
0
∂/∂z ∂/∂y

2.2

Separation of variables and cross–section discretization

In order to obtain an evolutionary form of the elastic problem along the space direction
x, it is convenient to split the strain tensor ǫ into contributions brought by derivatives in
the in–plane directions ξ  (y, z) ∈ S, and by the derivative in the beam axis direction
x ∈ [0, L]




0
0
0
1 0 0
 0
0 0 0
∂/∂y
0 





 0
0 0 0 ∂u
∂u
0
∂/∂z
u + 

ǫ=
= Dξ u + S
(4)

∂/∂y


0
0 
∂x

0 1 0 ∂x
∂/∂z
0 0 1
0
0 
0
∂/∂z ∂/∂y
0 0 0
�
� �� �
��
�
Dξ

S

A nodal P1 linear finite element discretization for the cross–section domain S (which
is constant along the x–axis) is introduced as u(ξ, x) = N(ξ)v(x). Substitution into the
expression of the strain tensor splitting (eq. 4) allows to directly express the strain tensor
ǫ in terms of the section nodal displacements v(x) and their first derivative v′ (x) = dv
dx
along the beam axis
dv(x)
dv(x)
ǫ = Dξ N(ξ) v(x) + ����
= Zξ (ξ)v(x) + Z0
SN
dx
dx
� �� �
Zξ (ξ)

Z0

3
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Since only matrix Zξ (ξ) retains a dependence from the cross–section coordinates, the last
expression allows us to express the volume integral in the virtual internal work (eq. 2) as
a multiple integral over the surface S and the line [0, L], getting
δLi =



T

ǫ(δu) Dǫ(u) dΩ =
Ω



L
0


 
 T   T
Zξ DZξ ZTξ DZ0
v
v
dA ′ dx
δ ′
T
T
v
v
S Z0 DZξ Z0 DZ0

Also the virtual external work in eq. 1 can be discretized as



 L
T
T
T
T
δv
N fΩ dA dx + δv (L)
N fL dA +
δLe =
0

The following matrices can be conveniently defined


T
Zξ (ξ) DZξ (ξ) dA,
C
Zξ (ξ)T DZ0 dA,
E
S

δv

T

0

SL

A

L

M

S

together with the semi–discrete domain and boundary nodal forces



T
T
N fΩ dA,
FL 
N fL dA,
F∂A 
FΩ 
SL

A



(6)

NT τ dΓ dx

(7)

ZT0 DZ0 dA

(8)

∂A



S

NT τ dΓ

(9)

∂A

so that the virtual work principle can be compactly written in its semi–discrete form as


0

3

L

 
 T 
 L
E C v
v
dx =
δvT (FΩ + F∂A ) dx + δvT (L)FL ,
δ ′
CT M v ′
v
0
∀δv ∈

(10)

[H01 ([0, L])]3ns

SUBSPACE PROJECTION AND FULLY DISCRETE FORMULATION

A low–dimensional representation of the unknown v(x) ∈ H01 ([0, L])3ns by means of a
vector k(x) ∈ H01 ([0, L])nr , with nr ≪ 3ns , is sought. This is accomplished by finding a
matrix P ∈ R3ns ×nr whose columns span a nr –dimensional subspace of R3ns so that we
can write the solution approximation as
v(x) = Pk(x)

(11)

and perform a subspace projection of eq. 10, in accordance to classical methods for over–
determined systems [14]. This leads to the definition of the following projected matrices
Eπ = PT EP,

Cπ = PT CP,

Mπ = PT MP

(12)

So the virtual internal work finally reads
δLπi

=



L
0

 T  π
 
E
Cπ
k
k
δ ′
dx
T
k
C π Mπ k ′
4
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This expression is independent from the specific choice of the basis functions. Analogously,
the projection of the forcing terms can be defined
FπΩ = PT FΩ ,

Fπ∂A = PT F∂A ,

FπL = PT FL

So that the projection of the virtual external work is expressed as
 L
π
δkT (FπΩ + Fπ∂A ) dx + δkT (L)FπL
δLe =

(14)

(15)

0

This projection–based approach is common in many model reduction problems [15, 16].
In this work, we don’t look for a mathematical optimality criterion for the definition
of matrix P, since this often requires some knowledge of the full–system solution v(x),
like in Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approaches [16]. Instead, we compare
different a priori choices of matrix P based on an assessment of their computational cost
and convergence trends, thus avoiding full–system computations.
A fully discrete formulation is obtained once we introduce a set of nodal P1 basis
functions along the x–axis, so that the unknown is discretized as k(x) = Θ(x)h. This
leads to the definition of the linear system matrix L and forcing b

 L
dΘ T πT
dΘ T π dΘ
T π
T π dΘ
L
Θ E Θ+Θ C
+
dx
C Θ+
M
dx
dx
dx
dx
0
(16)
 L
T
T
π
π
π
b
Θ (FΩ + F∂A ) dx + θ (L)FL
0

so that the final expression of the algebraic linear system to be solved reads Lh = b.
4

MODEL PROJECTION APPROACHES

We will compare two alternative choices for matrix P. Firstly, the eigenfunctions
of the strong form of eq. 10. Lastly, the singular vectors of the cross–section in–plane
deformation energy matrix E.
4.1

Eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian system

A strong form of the semi–discrete variational formulation is obtained by integrating by parts eq. 10, noting that test functions are not allowed to vary on the Dirichlet
boundary, and imposing the arbitrariness of variations in the domain δv(x) and on the
Neumann boundary δv(L). Defining for convenience matrix H  C − CT , and introducing w(x)  v′ (x), we can write the corresponding homogeneous system of first order
differential equations as


  
 
I 0 d v
v
0 I
=
(17)
0 M dx w
E H w
  
    
B

q

A

5
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The above system is Hamiltonian, so the spectrum of matrix pair (A, B) is symmetric with
respect to the imaginary axis. In fact, the same first order system of differential equations
can be derived from a Hamiltonian formulation of the semi–discrete problem (eq. 10) [8,
17, 18]. Since the problem is twelve times singular1 , the eigenvalue computation is ill–
conditioned and it is useful to remove the singularity by means of a deflation procedure
before performing a numerical eigenvalue computation. The computational procedure
used in this work is described in [12].
Interpretation and assessment of the method. Eigenvectors related to non–null
eigenvalues do show a camber–morphing displacement, making them interesting as basis
functions for morphing applications. Eigenvalues real part ℜ(λi ) represents the amplification or damping of each modal shape along the x–axis. This motivates the study of modal
truncation as a means for building the projection matrix P for morphing applications,
since retaining in the model the eigenvectors with the slowest decay rate would allow to
analyse the propagation of an imposed shape along the x–axis.
From the computational point of view, some issues when dealing with eigenanalysis of
Hamiltonian systems have shown to be relevant in the current application. (a) Eigenvalues
of a Hamiltonian system are symmetric with respect to both the real and the imaginary
axis,meaning that with a classical eigenvalue solver four new eigenvalues have to be computed before an independent new one is found, making the procedure costly unless specific
eigenvalue solvers are employed [20, 21, 22]. (b) No convergence estimates are available for
modal truncation of non symmetric systems. (c) The non symmetric Hamiltonian matrix
pair of the problem at hand is ill–conditioned, even after mesh scaling has been employed
to improve the condition number of matrices E, C, M, and after deflation procedures [12]
have been employed to desingularize the Hamiltonian matrix pair. (d) Eigenvectors of
the Hamiltonian system (eq. 17) exhibit no clear uncoupling of out–of–plane warping displacement from in–plane camber–morphing displacement in most of the eigenfunctions,
making it even more difficult to determine the number of eigenvalues which need to be
retained in the model in order to have a significant reproduction of a camber morphing
behavior.
4.2

Eigenvectors of the in–plane deformation energy

Due to the difficulties with the computation of the eigenfunctions of the linear system
(eq. 17), we seek an alternative approach for the choice of the basis functions. Matrix
E is related to a virtual work contribution produced only by in–plane derivatives of the
displacement. Recalling here the definition of matrix E, together with the cross–section
Gram matrix WS


T
NT (ξ)N(ξ) dA
(18)
(Dξ N(ξ)) D (Dξ N(ξ)) dA,
WS =
E=
A

A

1

As shown in [8], the matrix pair (A, B) is defective [19] and it is not diagonalizable, thus a Jordan
form decomposition A = BXJX−1 is sought [19]. Jordan blocks are related to null eigenvalues associated
to bending (two 4 × 4 blocks), axial tension (2 × 2), and torsion (2 × 2) [8], and they generate classical
polynomial de Saint Venant’s solutions.

6
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we seek a numerical approximation of the most deformable constant shapes from the
solution of the real symmetric eigenvalue problem Evi = σi WS vi , i = 1, . . . , R for the
first R lowest–modulus non–null eigenvalues, leading to the definition of a matrix of basis
functions PE ≡ [v1 , . . . , vR ] ∈ R3ns ×R . This matrix is bordered by the de Saint Venant’s
solution Pd computed in the previous section, to give the complete projection matrix
P = [PE , Pd ].
Interpretation and assessment of the method. Looking for the lowest–modulus
non–null eigenvalues of matrix pair (E, WS ) means maximizing the cross–section L2 norm
of the solution while considering orthogonal contributions to the internal energy of a
deformed shape which doesn’t change along the x–axis
�
�
arg min viT WS vi
s.t. viT Evi = 1, vi ∈
/ ker(E)
(19)
vi

For constant solutions along the beam axis, this approach is equivalent to Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [16]. The present
approach offers several practical advantages over the previous one. (a) Since the virtual
work contribution δvT Ev vanishes for the three rigid translation and for a rotation about
the x axis, matrix E is positive semidefinite and has four null eigenvalues [8]. Since E is
symmetric by construction, it is diagonalizable, its eigenvalues are real and its eigenvectors are orthogonal [14]. (b) Clear convergence estimates are available for system SVD
(Schmidt–Eckart–Young–Mirsky theorem [16]) and apply for constant solutions along the
x axis. (c) In practice, this means that it is easier for standard eigenvalue solvers to converge on a large number of eigenpairs (in this work, above 300) and to check numerically
the convergence of the model for non–constant solutions along the x axis. (d) Furthermore, camber–morphing and warping singular vectors are naturally uncoupled, as it will
be shown in the next paragraph.
Although out–of–plane variations of the deformed shape will be present in most of
morphing applications, it is often desirable to keep it at a minimum. In a design phase,
uncoupling out–of–plane from in–plane shape variations allows to design the cross–section
material layout in order to maximize the desired in–plane morphing behavior.
Uncoupling of in–plane and out–of–plane displacement. It is now convenient
to analyze the energy associated to Dξ u differential operator before any discretization
is introduced. We now split the displacement u into out–of–plane warping u and in–
plane (camber–morphing) displacement c, and move rows of operator Dξ according to the
permutation [1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6] so to partition it as


0
0
0
 ∂/∂y


0
0 
1×2 � �
� �

0
0
 ∂/∂z
0
0 
 u   Dξw 02×2  u
(20)
Dξ u = 
 0
c
∂/∂y
0 
3×1
c
 c

0
Dξ
 0
0
∂/∂z 
0
∂/∂z ∂/∂y
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(a) FishBAC airfoil materials.

(b) FishBAC airfoil mesh.

Figure 2: FishBAC airfoil materials and mesh.
We introduce the same partitioning of the elasticity matrix D (eq. 3) through the application of the same permutation [1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6] to its rows and columns


2µ + λ 0 0
λ
λ
0



0
µ 0
0
0
0 
1×2


D
0
D
00
0w

0
0 µ
0
0
0 
 = 02×1 Dww 02×3 
(21)
D=


λ
0
0
2µ
+
λ
λ
0
T
3×2


D0w 0
Dcc

λ
0 0
λ
2µ + λ 0 
0
0 0
0
0
µ
Inserting
this partitioning into the expression for the virtual work contribution δLE =
�
†
†
T
(Dξ δu) DDξ u dA and using the adjoint operators2 Dξw and Dξc , we get
A

T 



0
01×2 � �
0
01×2 � �
D00 01×2 D0w
 Dξw 02×2  δu  02×1 Dww 02×3   Dξw 02×2  u dA =
δLE (x) =
c
δc
A
03×1 Dξc
DT0w 03×2 Dcc
03×1 Dξc
�� �
� � �T � w †
Dξ Dww Dξw
01×2
u
δu
dA
=
†
2×1
c
c
0
Dξ Dcc Dξ c
A δc
(22)
So matrix E appears to be the discretization of a differential operator which uncouples
out–of–plane from in–plane displacements.
�

5



ANALYSIS OF CAMBER–MORPHING WING SECTIONS

We analyze the FishBAC (fishbone active camber ) cross–section proposed by Woods
and Friswell in [23] for camber–morphing applications, and further studied in successive
works ([24, 25, 26, 27, 28] among others). This is a thin–walled cross–section layout built
inside a NACA 0012 airfoil. A sketch of the configuration, with materials layout and the
mesh used throughout the analysis is given in fig. 2. A unit–dimension aerodynamic chord
is used in the simulations.
Several materials layouts are studied; they are summarized in table 1. Different scalings for the elastic modulus of different materials (identified with reference to their color
in figure 2) are chosen in order to enhance the camber–morphing capabilities of the airfoil while keeping a good stiffness in the airfoil nose. Configuration G has been used
2

A procedure for the derivation of adjoint differential operators can be found in [14].
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(a) Wing displacement, 0.2×.
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0.2×.

0

(c)
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L2 (S)
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800

1,000

norm.

Figure 3: Displacement due to gravity on the FishBAC wing.
for simulations with gravity loads, configuration A for imposed shape simulations, and
configuration B for surface loads.
Table 1: Elastic modulus scaling for each cross–section material (with reference to fig. 2).
Configuration G
Configuration A
Configuration B

5.1

Red
1
4
4

Blue
1
2
0.5

Yellow
1
1
0.05

Green
1
1
0.05

Three–dimensional simulations with gravity loading

We study a gravity load on the extrusion of length L = 5 of the FishBAC cross–section.
This is done by imposing the value −ρg in the z–component of the volume forcing fΩ .
Figure 3 shows the displacement of the wing. A significant camber–morphing behavior is
not directly appreciable from fig. 3a, but the modal decomposition allows to filter–out the
displacement on the classical deformations Pd , so to better visualize the slight morphing
deformation which the model is able to capture (fig. 3b). A convergence study for the
L2 (S) norm of the displacement is shown in figure 3c, varying the number of modes
retained in the model.
5.2

Three–dimensional simulation on imposed modal shapes

From the definition of the eigenvectors of matrix pair (E, WS ), it is possible to impose
a constant morphing solution on a mode vi by simply choosing the forcing terms as
FΩ = WS vi , FL = CT vi and setting an inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition
at the root on the desired mode v(0) = vi . The same could be done for any prescribed
solution made of a desired linear combination of eigenvectors.
In order to study the evolution of the morphing shape along the x–axis, it is more
interesting to impose the same forcing while leaving the root boundary conditions homogeneous, i.e. in the undeformed configuration. This is done for eigenvector 8. Results are
shown in fig. 4.
9
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Figure 4: Displacement due to forcing on eigenvector 8 for the FishBAC airfoil.
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Figure 5: Displacement due to analytical pressure load.
5.3

Three–dimensional simulations with analytical pressure loading

A preliminary three–dimensional simulation with surface loading is performed by assigning an analytical pressure distribution on the lateral surface ∂Ω\{S0 ∪ SL }. We define
the coordinate θ(ξ) and an analytical pressure function P (x, ξ) as


y − y0
θ(ξ) = sign(z) arccos 2
−1
(23)
ymax − ymin


1√ 2
L − x2 C + A0 sin2 θ(ξ) + A1 sin θ(ξ)
(24)
L
Parameter values C = 1, A0 = 0.5, A1 = 0.5 have been used in the simulations. The
rationale is to assign a chordwise pressure distribution composed of a constant part plus
a symmetrical contribution (sin2 θ) and an asymmetrical one (sin θ). This chordwise
pressure distribution is modulated by an elliptical distribution along the x–axis. Finally,
resultants are filtered out to obtain a zero–resultant surface load τ .
Three–dimensional and cross–section displacements are compared in fig. 5. The displacement is distributed on various modes whose amplitude do vary along the x–axis.
Displacements convergence in the L2 (S) norm is shown in fig. 5.
P (x, ξ) =

10
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6

CONCLUSIONS

This work proposes an extension of the generalized beam models formulation introduced in [8] for the analysis of camber–morphing constant cross–section structures. We
propose a new approach for a projection–based reduced order model, based on the usage
of eigenvectors of the in–plane virtual work matrix, and compare it with the usage of the
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian system [12]. Advantages shown by the present method
over the previous one are: (a) Theoretical uncoupling of in–plane from out–of–plane displacement basis functions. (b) Well–conditioning of the symmetrical eigenvalue problem.
(c) Convergence is observed in practice by increasing the number of basis functions. Results have been shown for test loadings, such as gravity, an imposed displacement solution
and prescribed surface pressure. Further work is underway for a coupled fluid–structure
interaction simulation.
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Abstract.
Steady free surface (FS) flows can be solved numerically with capturing
or fitting methods, the latter being the subject of this paper. Most fitting methods
are (pseudo-)transient and thus quite slow for steady flows; the so-called steady iterative
method is much faster, but requires a dedicated solver because of the complex FS boundary
conditions. The goal is to develop a (currently 2D) fitting method which is fast and can
be used with a black box flow solver. Results from a perturbation analysis are used
in combination with the IQN-ILS algorithm to construct such a method, applicable to
supercritical flows. To tackle this method’s scaling problem when the mesh is refined, an
extension is proposed which uses a multigrid technique for the surface update. The flow
over an object is simulated with the original and multigrid enhanced methods for three
meshes. The multigrid method clearly outperforms the original one and is even mesh
independent during part of its convergence.

1

INTRODUCTION

Steady free surface (FS) flows of water and air are often encountered in maritime
and hydraulic applications, such as flow around ships or in confluences. The behavior of
these flows can be simulated numerically (CFD) using either capturing or fitting methods.
Capturing methods use a marker to transport the FS through the mesh. Fitting methods
deform the mesh along with the FS. Usually they neglect the air phase so that the FS
becomes a domain boundary, where the dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions
(DBC and KBC) have to be fulfilled. The DBC commonly assumes atmospheric pressure
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Figure 1: Domain studied in modal analysis.
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at the FS boundary. The KBC requires that the FS is impermeable, i.e. zero mass flow
rate through the FS.
Fitting methods are iterative and consist of two steps: solution of the flow and update of
the FS position. Convergence of the iterations is reached when both the DBC and KBC are
fulfilled. Most fitting methods use the DBC in the flow solver and the KBC for the surface
update, which leads to a (pseudo-)time-stepping scheme [1]. As a consequence, these
methods are inefficient for solving steady flow problems. The so-called steady iterative
method [2] contains no time derivative and is therefore a truly steady method and much
faster. This is achieved by using a combination of the two FS conditions in the flow solver.
On the downside, this combined boundary condition requires a dedicated flow solver.
The goal of this research is to develop a fast steady method which can be used with a
general purpose black box flow solver. In this paper such a method for 2D supercritical
flows is presented and tested.
2

SOLVING SUPERCRITICAL STEADY FREE SURFACE FLOW

To ascertain compatibility with a black box solver, only the KBC will be used in the
flow solver. This is done by treating the FS as a free slip wall. The DBC will be used to
calculate the surface update, as it contains no time-dependent terms. The consequences
of this choice are first studied with a modal analysis. The results are then used to
construct an update method. Scaling of this method with respect to the mesh resolution
is subsequently improved using a multigrid-like technique.
2.1

Modal analysis

In the first iteration of a fitting method, an initial estimate is made of the free surface
position y(x). Most likely the position error ỹ(x) will not be zero, so that the flow solver
gives a non-zero pressure error p̃(x). The position of the FS at the intersection with the
inlet is assumed to be correct, which means that it has p̃ = 0 by definition, giving a
reference point for p̃. Based on p̃ the FS must now be displaced in an attempt to satisfy
both boundary conditions. For this purpose a relationship between p̃ and ỹ is required.
Such a relationship can be obtained by doing a modal analysis of the position error ỹ for
2D inviscid flow over a horizontal bottom, as depicted in Fig. 1. Sinusoidal perturbations
are denoted as ỹk and p̃k with k = 2π/λ the perturbation’s wavenumber. This flow has
a flat FS as solution, which means a relationship between ỹk and p̃k can be derived by
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Figure 3: Amplification µj for 100 and 200 harmonics.

calculating the flow field with potential flow theory [3]. This leads to the linear relation
ỹk (x) = K · p̃k (x)

with

K=

1
 2 kh

ρg Fr tanh kh − 1

(1)

where the factor √
K is a function of the perturbation’s wavenumber k and the flow’s Froude
number Fr = U/ gh. ρ is the density, g the gravitational acceleration, h the undisturbed
water depth and U the average flow velocity.
Two dimensionless parameters are present in Eq. (1): Fr and h/λ = kh/2π. A visual
representation of K as a function of these two parameters is shown in Fig. 2. The ratio
h/λ is the aspect ratio of the domain: small values signify shallow water with respect
to the wavelength, large values deep water. The Froude number describes the relative
importance of inertial to gravitational forces. At low Fr, gravitational forces are dominant
so that the flow is governed by the hydrostatic effect. At high Fr, inertial forces dominate
the flow through the Bernoulli effect. In Fig. 2, these two regions are clearly present
and separated by an asymptote. Close to the asymptote, the opposing effects on p̃ of
gravity and inertia balance each other out. Along the asymptote the phase velocity of the
waves is equal to the flow velocity, giving rise to steady surface gravity waves. These are
correct solutions of the linearized free surface problem (p̃ = 0, DBC and KBC satisfied)
and therefore give K → ∞.
The phenomenon of these steady surface gravity waves is problematic for cases where
this mode can be present in the error ỹ, namely subcritical flows (Fr ≤ 1). As this mode
gives no response in p̃, there are infinitely many solutions y which fulfill both KBC and
DBC. Additional conditions have to be added to get a unique solution, e.g. requiring that
the FS is flat close to the inlet. The currently proposed method does not yet include these
additional conditions, so for now it can only be used for supercritical flows (Fr > 1).
2.2

Quasi-Newton iterative method

The DBC requires that the pressure p at the FS is equal to the atmospheric pressure,
or analogously that
p̃(x) = 0.
(2)

3
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The solution to this system can be found with Newton’s method, if it converges. Iteration
n –denoted with a superscript– has the form
p̃n +

∂ p̃ n
∆y = 0
∂y

with

∆y n = y n+1 − y n

(3)

and ∂ p̃/∂y the Jacobian of the system. This gives a way to calculate the new position
y n+1 , which is evaluated in the flow solver to get the next error p̃n+1 . Because the flow
solver is a black box, its Jacobian is unknown and must be approximated, so that the
iteration is in fact a quasi-Newton method. Alternatively the Jacobian’s inverse ∂y/∂ p̃
can be approximated, so that

∂y
y n+1 = y n −
p̃n .
(4)
∂ p̃
A simple approximation is


∂y
= K ∗I
∂ p̃

(5)

with I the identity matrix and K ∗ from Eq. (1) using k ∗ , the highest wavenumber on the
given mesh. The stability of Newton iterations with this simple model can be investigated
by looking at the amplification factor µj of a Fourier-mode ỹj present in the error:
µj =

ỹjn+1
ỹjn − K ∗ p̃nj
K∗
=
=
1
−
.
ỹjn
ỹjn
Kj

(6)

Eq. (1) is used in the last step. For supercritical flows, Kj and K ∗ are both positive and
K ∗ ≤ Kj by definition, so that 0 ≤ µ < 1 and all modes are stable. For subcritical flows,
µj can be bigger than one for some low wavenumber modes, which are then unstable. Fig. 3
confirms these properties. It shows µj for uniform meshes with 100 and 200 harmonics,
for a subcritical flow (Fr = 2.0) and a supercritical one (Fr = 0.2). The base mode has
h/λ = 1/8.
The approximation of the Jacobian may be improved with known input-output pairs
(y, p̃) of the black box flow solver. Differences between consecutive iterations are defined
as
∆y n = y n+1 − y n
and
∆p̃n = p̃n+1 − p̃n
(7)
and can be collected in matrices


W = ∆y n−1 · · · ∆y 0

and



V = ∆p̃n−1 · · · ∆p̃0 .

(8)

Using these matrices, ∂y/∂ p̃ can be approximated with the IQN-ILS1 technique [4]. This
technique is used for partitioned fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems with black box
solvers. It stabilizes the coupling iterations by correcting unstable modes (|µj | > 1), and
1

Interface Quasi-Newton with Inverse Jacobian from a Least-Squares model

4
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it accelerates convergence of badly damped modes (|µj | close to 1). It approximates the
(inverse) Jacobian as

∂y
= W R−1 QT
∂ p̃

with

V = QR.

(9)

After every iteration, the V and W matrices grow and the approximation improves. It
can be seen that this Jacobian only affects the part of p̃n ∈ span(V ). For the remaining
part of p̃n the simple approximation from Eq. (5) can be used. Splitting up p̃n using complementary orthogonal projectors QQT and I − QQT , the Jacobian can be approximated
as



∂y
= W R−1 QT + K ∗ I − QQT .
(10)
∂ p̃
In the remainder of this paper, this FS update method will be referred to as IQN.
3
3.1

MULTIGRID-LIKE TECHNIQUE
The scaling problem

The amplification factor µj for supercritical flow is approximately linear, with µj close
to 1 for the lowest frequency and µj = 0 for the highest one (see Fig. 3). This means
that the fraction of modes which are badly damped is independent of the mesh resolution.
In other words: when the mesh is refined, the number of difficult modes increases at the
same rate as the number of unknowns. The number of coupling iterations will increase at
the same rate as only one mode is added to the IQN-ILS model of the Jacobian during
each iteration. This means the current IQN method has bad scaling behavior for this
problem. By contrast, the number of coupling iterations is typically independent of the
mesh refinement when applied to normal FSI problems [4].
The fact that low frequency errors are badly damped and high frequency errors disappear quickly brings to mind the use of a multigrid method, except that the problem now
concerns coupling iterations of a black-box flow solver. It would be impractical to change
the mesh used in the flow solver every iteration, so the multigrid principle should only be
used in the surface update.
A multigrid-like approach for the IQN method from Section 2.2 is now sketched. In
each iteration a grid is chosen for the surface update, based on the modal content of
the pressure error p̃. The inputs for the IQN method (namely p̃, y and the matrices V
and W ) are restricted to this grid. The highest possible frequency on this grid will be
(much) lower than on the original mesh, so that a higher value K ∗ can be chosen. The
higher modes on this grid damp out easily, the lower ones are effectively dealt with by
the IQN-ILS algorithm. The update ∆y is then interpolated back to the original mesh
and passed to the flow solver.
3.2

Multigrid enhanced IQN

Implementing a multigrid enhanced IQN method (MG-IQN) requires procedures to
choose the different free surface grids and for the restriction/interpolation of variables to
5
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Figure 4: Initial position y 0 and final solution y 50 for supercritical flow over bottom topography.

coarser grids.
Assuming that the computational cost of the surface update is negligible with respect
to that of the flow solver, the coarse grid iterations are not cheaper as opposed to classical
multigrid methods as only the free surface grid is coarsened and not the grid in the fluid
domain. For that reason, it was decided not to make use of the common V-cycles or Wcycles for switching between grids. Instead, in each iteration that grid should be chosen
which will reduce the residual the most (obviously, this is no triviality). A method is
proposed which is likely not optimal, but nevertheless gave much faster convergence than
V-cycles. The method chooses a grid from a list of allowed grids (see Section 4) based
on p̃. On each grid, p̃ is restricted, then interpolated back and compared to the original
p̃. If the difference is larger than a given threshold, the grid is removed from the list of
choices, to make sure that a fine enough grid is used when high frequencies are dominant.
The coarsest remaining grid is then chosen.
The restriction and interpolation steps are both done with cubic spline interpolation. In
the restriction operation the signal is filtered first, so that high frequencies (which cannot
be represented on the coarse grid) have no influence on the spline interpolation. The
implemented filter is a combination of Gaussian windows, which gives a sharp frequency
cut-off without overshoot. Gaussian windows were used because the frequency response
of an infinite continuous window is known and easily approximated by a finite discrete
window. The cut-off frequency (signal’s amplitude reduced to 10%) is chosen to coincide
with the smallest wavelength on the coarse grid.
4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The IQN and MG-IQN methods are compared for the academic test case of 2D flow
over an obstacle as shown in Fig. 4. Experimental work was done by Cahouet [5], and the
data was used in several papers for evaluating surface fitting methods [1, 2]. The shape
of the obstacle is described by
yobst (x) =

27 H
(x − x0 )(x − x0 − L)2 , 0 ≤ x − x0 ≤ L
4 L3

6
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Figure 5: Convergence of IQN and MG-IQN on three meshes. The number in the legend refers to te
number of intervals in the FS grid.

with x0 = 4 the starting position, H = 0.2 the height and L = 2 the length of the obstacle.
The Froude number is 2.05 and determines the inlet velocity. Boundary conditions are
a uniform velocity inlet, a hydrostatic pressure outlet and a free-slip wall for the FS.
To check the scaling behavior of the surface update methods, three uniform rectangular
meshes are used with respectively 300, 1000 and 5000 cells in the x-direction and 100 cells
in the y-direction. The results shown further on were obtained with ANSYS Fluent, but
the model works just as well with OpenFOAM2 . To assess convergence, only the pressure
error at the FS is monitored. To speed up calculations, viscous forces are not taken into
account. The initial position y 0 is a horizontal FS.
As the flow solver mesh is uniform and rectangular, it is straightforward to define the
coarser FS grids used in MG-IQN: these are also uniform and defined by their number
of cells in x-direction. The coarsest grid has 40 cells, the finest one is the original mesh.
The grids in between change with approximately a factor 2, so that the meshes with 300,
1000 and 5000 FS cells have respectively 4, 6 and 8 grid-levels3 .
Fig. 5 summarizes the simulation results. The dashed lines show the convergence of
the normalized pressure error for the three meshes with IQN, the continuous lines with
MG-IQN.
The scaling behavior can clearly be seen for IQN: the convergence rate decreases fast
when the mesh is refined. For the coarsest mesh, IQN and MG-IQN converge at the
same rate, the only advantage of MG-IQN is that convergence is faster in the first few
2

Switching between Fluent and OpenFOAM is done by changing a single line in the code. Because of
data transfer issues, the surface update in OpenFOAM does not work yet in parallel. Therefore, Fluent
was used for this paper.
3
In practice, the first level (original mesh) is never used, but a correction is done at the end of every
iteration for the highest frequencies using Eq. (5).
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iterations, as p̃ contains mainly low modes then. Later on the error modes are spread
out more uniformly over the frequency domain and this advantage disappears. When
the mesh is refined, MG-IQN performs much better than IQN: the number of coupling
iterations is mesh independent for the first part of the simulation. When p̃ becomes very
small convergence slows down for the finest mesh. The more jagged convergence behavior
of MG-IQN is probably due to the constant grid switching and its effect on the IQN-ILS
Jacobian approximation.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A straightforward FS fitting method –dubbed IQN– has been derived for 2D supercritical flows, based on a modal analysis and the IQN-ILS method for approximating the
Jacobian of a black box flow solver. The IQN method inherently has bad scaling behavior
when the mesh is refined for this problem, while the number of iterations is typically
independent of the grid refinement when applied to FSI problems. As a solution MGIQN is proposed, a multigrid-like extension of IQN. Numerical simulations show that this
idea definitely has merit, although its exact implementation may not yet be optimal and
subject to change in the future.
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Abstract. Aileron buzz refers to the self–sustained oscillations of an aileron flapping
behind an aircraft wing. Nonclassical buzz occurs in transonic flow regimes, and it is
characterized by the oscillation of the shock wave location on and off the aileron surface.
In order to simulate this phenomenon, we couple the rigid aileron dynamics with the
finite volume ALE compressible flow solver Flowmesh. Dynamic grid adaptation is performed through the MMG remeshing library; a local conservative procedure tracks each
mesh modification in time, thus avoiding any explicit solution interpolation step, while
complying with the moving boundaries and performing solution–driven adaptation. We
simulate a simplified test case, consisting of a straight wing between two walls, with a
finite–span aileron. Simulations of different aileron spans highlight the 3D flow effects
on the frequency of the aileron oscillations. Simulations over an alternative 2D setup, in
which the aileron is still connected to the main wing by means of two flexible elements,
show the influence of the air gap between aileron and wing on the shock wave movement
and on the development of self–sustained aileron oscillations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Control–surface buzz is a class of phenomena characterized by self–sustained oscillations of a control surface on an aircraft wing, typically an aileiron flapping behind an
aircraft wing in a transonic flow regime [1]. As explained in a 1962 report by Lambourne [1], this phenomenon was firstly observed in high subsonic flight in 1945 on a
P-80 jet aircraft [1, 2] and then investigated by wind tunnel tests [3, 4] which showed
a
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Figure 1: Example of three–steps conservative procedure for swept–volumes computation
with connectivity change: Edge split.
that the phenomenon can be successfully reproduced by means of a single degree–of–
freedom system (a freely–rotating aileron about its hinge) and that it is associated with
the backwards and forwards movement of shock waves on the wing surface (and possibly
the aileron surface) occurring with a phase lag with respect to the aileron oscillation.
The extent of the local supersonic regions varies as the Mach number is increased, and
allows to distinguish three main categories of buzz (type A, type B, type C) which are
experienced with increasing flight speed [1]. Bendiksen [2] successfully reproduced the
last two families of buzz, characterized by shock waves in proximity of the aileron hinge
(type B) or the aileron trailing edge (type C), by means of inviscid flow calculations, and
labeled them as nonclassical in order to stress the fact that they are not determined by
shock–boundary layer interaction, differently from classical (type A) buzz which instead
is determined by shock–induced separation. For nonclassical type B buzz, the onset of the
instability appears to be determined by the oscillation in the shock wave location, while
shock–induced flow separation influences the phenomenon by slowing down and stopping
the aft movement of the shock wave.
Following several studies reported in [5, 3], we aim at studying the nonclassical type B
aileron buzz with a model of a P–80 aircraft wing. Limit cycle oscillations are reported
for this configuration at M = 0.83. We perform:
• Three–dimensional simulations for different aileron spans, in order to provide an
assessment of three–dimensional effects.
• Two–dimensional simulations with and without wing–aileron air gap, in order to
provide a first assessment of the effects of geometrical modeling.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

We solve the Euler equations for inviscid compressible flows on unstructured simplicial meshes by means of the second order, total variation–diminishing, edge–based finite
2
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volume solver Flowmesh [6, 7]. It couples an Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation on dual median cells with dynamic mesh adaptation through the MMG remeshing
library [8]. Time integration is performed through Backwards Difference Formulæ. A
local conservative solution transfer procedure is employed at each time step [6, 7], so
that the volumes swept by each dual cell interface during a mesh modification operation
(edge split, edge collapse, barycentric node insertion, Delauney node insertion) can be
computed and used to calculate mesh interface velocities needed in the ALE flux formulation, while automatically fulfilling a Discrete Geometric Conservation Law (DGCL) [9].
Figure 1 shows an example for an edge split operation. For each mesh element sharing
the edge to be split, a three–steps procedure is adopted. Firstly, the whole element is
collapsed to an arbitrary point O, and swept volumes are computed (fig. 1a). Then the
mesh connectivity is changed, at time fixed (fig. 1b). Lastly, the new configuration is
expanded to the current node positions, and swept volumes are computed again (fig. 1c).
2.1

Predictor–corrector coupled time integration of fluid flow and rigid control–
surface dynamics

We consider a rigid control–surface, whose single degree of freedom is the rotation β
about its hinge. The motion can be than computed by means of rigid body dynamics
d2 β
dβ
f
Jˆ 2 + Ĉ
+ K̂β = CM
dτ
dτ

(1)

ˆ Ĉ, K̂ are, respectively, the nondimensional rotational inertia, damping and
where J,
f
stiffness, CM
is the aerodynamic moment coefficient of the control–surface (aileron, flap)
about its hinge axis, and τ is the nondimensional time. A first–order system of equations
in descriptor form [10] is obtained by defining the state vector and the system matrices
and forcing
 




 
1 0
0
1
0
β
x  dβ ,
E
,
A
,
f
(2)
f
ˆ
CM
0 J
−K̂ −Ĉ
dτ
so that the system reads

dx
= Ax + f
(3)
dτ
At each time step, the aerodynamic forcing in system of equations 3 depends on the fluid
flow around the control–surface at angle β. A coupled time integration procedure is thus
needed for the fluid flow and control–surface dynamics. A convenient staggered solution
of the fluid flow and control–surface motion can be achieved through the adoption of a
predictor–corrector scheme. We use the predictor–corrector scheme proposed by Giles
[11]




∆τ
∆τ
∗
Predictor:
E−
A x = E+
A x(n) + ∆τ f (n)
2
2
∗
∗
(4)
Evaluation:
f =F(x )
 ∆τ  (n)

∆τ  (n)
A x + x∗ +
f + f∗
Corrector:
Ex(n+1) =Ex(n) +
2
2
E

3
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At each time step, the predicted control–surface state x∗ is used as a boundary condition
for mesh deformation. When the mesh deformation becomes difficult, the time step is
split in a sequence of K smaller steps δτk , k = 1, . . . , K in order to ease mesh deformation.
In this case, multiple predictor steps have to be performed as follows
x∗0 = x(n)


∆τk
∆τk
∗
A xk+1 = E +
A x∗k + ∆τk f (n) ,
E−
2
2




k = 0, . . . , K − 1

(5)

Correction is performed only at the end of the time step, when it is actually possible to
evaluate the current aerodynamic loads F(x∗ ).
2.2

Nonlinear shape interpolation

Wing–flap configurations are mostly studied as two different rigid or elastic bodies,
separated by a thin air gap. We would like to explore the effect of the air gap on shock
wave motion and on aeroelastic stability by removing it and replacing it with a continuous
surface connection. Modeling this connecting surface during an unsteady simulation with
relative motion between airfoil and flap creates the necessity of parameterizing the surface
motion so that it always remains attached to the moving bodies, while keeping a desired
level of smoothness. We typically know an initial position of the surface x(0) ∈ Rd , and
possibly some other intermediate configurations or the final one x(T ) ∈ Rd . Since a detailed
elastic model of the bodies is out of the scope of this work, we formulate our trajectory
problem as a shape morphing problem, which is common to other research fields such as
industrial design [12] and computer graphics [13, 14, 15].
For the present two–dimensional application, introducing a geometrical model of the
initial and target configurations and directly interpolating in time the geometric model
coefficients offers the possibility of preserving any desired curve smoothness along time.
A possible boundary geometry model for the two–dimensional initial and target configurations x(0) (ξ), x(T ) (ξ), parameterized on the reference domain ξ ∈ [0, 1], and for the
unknown shape x( ξ, t) in the interval t ∈ [0, T ] is given by a composite cubic Bézier
approximation
(0)

x (ξ) =

N
−1


(0)
Ki bi (ξ),

x

i=1

(T )

(ξ) =

N
−1


(T )
Ki bi (ξ),

x(ξ, t) =

i=1

N
−1


Ki (t)bi (ξ) (6)

i=1

We use an interpolation formula for the unknown discretized shape
(0)

(T )

Ki (t) = F(t)Ki + G(t)Ki ,

i = 1, . . . , N − 1,

t ∈ [0, T ]

(7)

which is directly expressed in terms of the geometric model coefficients Ki (t). One possible
way to choose an explicit expression of F(t) and G(t) is to comply with the flap rotation
∆R (β(t)) relative to the initial configuration. Its initial value is thus ∆R(β(0)) = I, while
the target one ∆R(β(T )) = ∆R(T ) depends from the choice of the target configuration.
4
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Imposing the compatibility of flap rotation with shape morphing in the connection point
gives the expression of the interpolation matrices

−1
G(t)  (I − ∆R (β(t))) I − ∆R(T )
F(t)  ∆R (β(t)) − G(t)∆R(T )

(8)

It can be verified that this choice automatically fulfills the interpolation conditions
F(0) = I,
G(0) = 0,

F(T ) = 0
G(T ) = I

(9)

It should be noted that, although the present interpolation of the geometrical model
guarantees C 2 continuity ∀ξ ∈ (0, 1), the current choice of the interpolation matrices
only preserves C 0 smoothness at end points. This issue is in fact shared by other shape
morphing models considered for this work.
Flawless interaction of the nonlinear shape interpolation procedure with dynamic mesh
adaptation relies on the distinction of curve control points from evaluation points. Curve
knots/control points are not boundary grid points. Having defined the same composite
cubic Bézier model for all the curve shapes in the time interval t ∈ [0, T ] means that
the number of spline control points remains constant in time. Boundary mesh points
are evaluation points of the geometric model. Each time that mesh adaptation inserts
a new node on the boundary, its parametric coordinate ξ is guessed from the average of
the parametric coordinates of its neighbors (or it is set from the solution of the curve
equation through bisection/Newton method, not needed in this work), then the position
is corrected by evaluating the geometrical model at ξ.
3

GEOMETRICAL SETUP

We start from the same case studied in [5], with a NACA651 213(a = 0.5) airfoil wing
in a M = 0.83 flow. Due to the low tapering of the wing, we simplify the analysis by
considering a straight wing enclosed between two wind tunnel walls. The slip boundary
condition in an inviscid compressible flow model is equivalent to imposing a symmetry
condition on side walls.
Three–dimensional model. Figure 2 shows the separate geometrical models for three–
dimensional wing and aileron, made with the GMSH software [16]. The wing has a
nondimensional chord length c = 1, and total span L = 1.5. The aileron hinge axis is set
at a horizontal distance xh = 0.75 from the wing leading edge. The vertical position of the
aileron hinge is chosen so that it is at the same vertical distance from the upper and lower
surface, thus yh = 0.00854 above the line connecting leading and trailing edge. In this
way, the aileron front surface is made from a circular arc with center in the aileron hinge
axis. Since its connection with the upper and lower surface is sharp, a fillet operation
is used to smoothen both the connections. The aileron cut inside the wing is created
according to the same procedure, starting with a circular cut centered in the hinge axis,
5
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with an additional gap of width g = 0.01 between wing and aileron. The side cut allows
for an aileron span b = 1.0 and is realized with the same gap width g = 0.01. Figure 3
shows the initial mesh for the compound wing–aileron configuration.
Two–dimensional model. For two–dimensional analyses over a discontinuous wing–
aileron configuration, with an air gap between the two solid bodies, the same cutting
procedure used for the 3D model is employed (fig. 4a, 4b). In order to study also a
continuous wing–aileron configuration, without air gap between the two solid bodies, two
regions on the upper and lower airfoil surface are identified (orange and cyan lines in
fig. 4c, 4d), in order to move these strips in time according to the shape interpolation
procedure described in section 2.2, driven by the aileron angle β(t).
4

RESULTS

In this section, the numerical methodology proposed in section 2 is applied to the free
rotation of a three–dimensional aileron with null stiffness and damping. The equation is
coupled with the flow solver through the predictor–corrector procedure described in section 2.1. Following reference [17] the aileron has inertia per unit span J˜ = 0.24217 kg m.
ˆ in three–dimensions, is found as
The nondimensional inertia J,
Jˆ =

˜
Jb
q∞ c 3 T 2

(10)

where q∞ = 31097 Pa, and the time constant T = 0.00544 s is set from the dimensional
chord c = 1.472 m and the flight speed V∞ = 270.5m/s.
4.1

Validation

Validation of aerodynamic loads is performed by comparing the computed pressure
loads with the experimental data for the NACA651 213 (a = 0.5) airfoil available in [18].
Prior to simulating the physical system in a dynamically instable condition, we verify
the numerical stability of the coupled predictor–corrector scheme by coupling the fluid
flow equations with a mass–spring aileron nondimensional equation of motion
2

dβ
Jˆ 2 + K̂β = 0
dτ

(11)

(τ = 0) = κB. This allows us to reproduce a
with initial conditions β(τ = 0) = 0 and dβ
dτ
ˆ 1/2
harmonic response β(τ ) = B sin(κτ ) with user–defined reduced frequency κ = (K̂/J)
and amplitude B.
This test condition is used to analyze the effects of different mesh refinement levels
during the time simulation. Figure 5 shows lift and moment coefficient histories for a
harmonic response test at κ = 0.75398 with amplitude B = 10◦ for mesh refinement
levels which keep the number of mesh nodes between 180000 and 240000 (labeled as
base), between 230000 and 290000 (medium), and between 280000 and 320000 (fine).
6
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Figure 2: Three–dimensional geometrical model.

Figure 3: Three–dimensional initial mesh, with zoom (93729 domain nodes and 528921
elements, minimum edge size hmin = 0.0015).
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Figure 4: Two–dimensional geometrical model and initial mesh, with and without gap
between wing and aileron.
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Figure 5: Lift and moment coefficient for a test harmonic response at κ = 0.75398 with
amplitude B = 10◦ .
Finally, dimensional frequencies f = (κV∞ )/(2πc) computed in the buzz study reported
in the next section for several aileron span and for Mach number between M = 0.83 and
M = 0.85 are in the range between 16.7 Hz and 21.7 Hz, in good accordance with flight
tests [18] and wind tunnel data [3] which report a frequency range between 19.4 and 28
Hz.
4.2

Three–dimensional buzz simulations, varying finite aileron span

We investigate the frequency trend as the finite aileron span is changed. We test four
configurations, for progressively shorter aileron spans b = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25. Aileron inertia is scaled accordingly. The span of the wing root is kept fixed. Moment coefficient
and aileron angle results (fig. 6) show that the amplitude of the moment coefficient oscillations is progressively smaller, consistently with the reduced size of the aerodynamic
surface, while aileron angle oscillations exhibit a quicker converge to a limit cycle solution.
Oscillation frequencies decrease as the aileron span is reduced.
Analysis of shock waves motion (fig. 7) shows that the effect of the spanwise air gap
between wing and aileron is that of imposing an abroupt flow deceleration at the end of
the wind surface through a first shock wave, with a new acceleration of the flow on the
aileron surface causing a second shock wave to appear during sufficiently wide upstroke
or downstroke aileron motions. This re–acceleration is not possible inside the chordwise
wing–aileron air gap, so the aileron shock wave always starts from the aileron front corner
and follows a curved pattern on the aileron surface, where the flow acceleration is stronger.
This curved shock pattern influences aileron pressure load as its span is varied, providing
an explaination for the variation in the oscillation frequency and amplitude.

8
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(a) Moment coefficient time history.

(b) Aileron angle time history.

Figure 6: Moment coefficient and aileron angle history with varying aileron span.

(a) Downstroke (top view).

(b) Downstroke (bottom view).

(c) Upstroke (top view).

(d) Upstroke (bottom view).

Figure 7: Mach number distribution on wing surface, wing span L = 1.5, aileron span
b = 1.0. Downstroke motion at β = 4.24◦ , upstroke motion at β = −10.12◦ . Left: Top
view. Right: Bottom view.
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(a) Upstroke, β = −7.02◦ .

(b) Downstroke, β = 5.73◦ .

Figure 8: Vertical velocity at M = 0.83 for the discontinuous wing–aileron configuration,
in a peak aft movement of the lower and upper shock.

(a) Upstroke, β = 6.66◦ .

(b) Downstroke, β = 10.52◦ .

Figure 9: Mach number at M = 0.84 for the continuous wing–aileron configuration (starting with β0 = −6◦ ), in a peak aft movement of the lower and upper shock.
4.3

Two–dimensional simulations over discontinuous and continuous wing–
flap configurations

In this section, we compare the discontinuous and continuous wing–aileron configurations (with and without air gap) shown in fig. 4. Without gap, a stable fixed point
configuration is found at M = 0.83, differently to the discontinuous configuration at the
same Mach number.
The difference in the aileron behavior for the two geometrical configurations can be
appreciated by analyzing the flow field. In the discontinuous configuration, the curvature
of the gap corners on the back of the wing imposes an abrupt deceleration of the flow
in the downstream direction, making each corner an upper limit for the aft movement of
shock waves. If the flow accelerates again downstream beyond these points, new shocks
will form on the surface of the aileron. The flow inside the gap appears to change in
direction between upstroke and downstroke aileron motions (fig. 8), in phase with the
formation of new shocks on the lower or upper surface of the aileron. This mechanism
appears to take place in each buzz condition with discontinuous bodies, both in 2D and
in 3D.
On the other hand, in the continuous configuration the initial shock location is already
different from the one over the discontinuous configuration, suggesting that the buzz
boundary could be different [2]. In fact, starting from an initial condition β0 = 0◦ , in
the current analysis buzz oscillations are found again at M = 0.85. Buzz oscillations
10
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can be found for a lower Mach number if the initial condition is changed, as it is the
case when β0 = −6◦ at M = 0.84. In this configuration, there is no flow leakage or
structural discontinuity impeding shock waves from traveling all over the upper or lower
surface, but changes in surface curvature play a role in modifying the shock pattern. Since
the nonlinear shape interpolation procedure presented in section 2.2 is sufficient to get
an analytical expression for the surface movement with arbitrary degree of continuity,
while preserving only C 0 continuity at the end points (a problem shared by other PDE–
based interpolation methods), the end points act as triggers for an expansion fan (during
downstoke movements) or a shock (during upstroke movements) upstream of the already
present shock traveling on the aileron surface. This results, respectively, in the delta shock
pattern and the expansion fan–shock interaction showed in fig. 9.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a fluid—structure interaction method for rigid body dynamics in inviscid compressible flows, over body–fitted adaptive meshes. We have coupled the predictor–
corrector time integration scheme proposed in [11] with the ALE formulation proposed
in [6, 7] for local conservative mesh adaptation. In order to analyze the effects of the
structural discontinuity between wing and aileron on system dynamics, a nonlinear shape
interpolation procedure for the time evolution of continuous wing–aileron configurations
is developed.
This methodology is employed to the simulation of nonclassical aileron buzz [1, 2] over
a straight NACA651 213 (a = 0.5) wing setup. Mesh adaptation allows to preserve the
validity and quality of the body–fitted mesh with large relative body motions. We have
shown three–dimensional simulations for varying aileron spans, and we have compared
two–dimensional simulations with and without structural continuity between wing and
aileron. Results show that the chordwise wing–aileron air gap influences oscillations by
constraining shock waves on the aileron surface to start from its corner and to form a
curved pattern that influences the flap aerodynamic moment, while the spanwise wing–
aileron air gap imposes a sudden flow deceleration that stops the downstream motion of
shock waves, allowing for the formation of a second shock wave further downstream on
the surface of the aileron.
The current computational procedure can be further applied to the aeronautical study
of different discontinuous wing–aileron geometrical configurations, as well as it can be
extended with the inclusion of a fluid–structure interface scheme in order to perform
aeroelastic simulations with elastic bodies.
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Abstract.
A numerical method to simulate the flows with the elastic deformation
effects using the mode function has been developed. An in-house structured CFD solver
which capable the overset-grid method is used. The elastic deformation is obtained by
solving the equations based on the Bernulli-Euler beam theory, and the deformations
of the 2nd and the 3rd modes are accounted for by the grid deformation method with
the strong coupling way. Present method is applied to the computation of the flows
around a container ship in the severe wave condition. The amplitude of the ship motions
consistent with the measured data. Present method reproduce the impact pressure due
to the interaction between the ship motions and incoming waves. Additionally, the effect
of the elastic deformations is also examined.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes(RANS) simulations are utilized at the design stage of ship performance, and the numerical simulations are gradually applied to
the more complex problems. Unsteady RANS(URANS) solver which can cope with the
overset-grid method is coupled with the mode function method to compute the elastic
deformation of a ship hull. The elastic deformation of the ship hull is accounted by for
the grid deformation and the strong coupling way. The present method is applied to the
computation of the flows around a container ship hull with the incoming regular headsea waves. The computational results of the time history of the pressure on the hull
surface and the amplitude of the ship motions are compared with the measured results.
Additionally, the detailed analysis of the effect of the elastic deformation is performed.
2
2.1

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Base solver

An in-house structured CFD solver[1] is employed. The governing equation is 3D
RANS equation for incompressible flows. An artificial compressibility approach is used
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for the velocity-pressure coupling. The spatial discretization is based on the finite-volume
method. A cell centered layout is adopted that the flow variables are defined at the
centroid of each cell and the control volume is a cell itself. The inviscid fluxes are evaluated
by the third-order upwind scheme based on the flux-difference splitting of Roe. The
evaluation of viscous fluxes is the second-order accurate. For unsteady flow simulations,
the dual time stepping approach is used in order to recover incompressibility at each
time step. It is consisted by the second order two-step backward scheme for the physical
time stepping and the first order Euler implicit scheme for the pseudo time. The linear
equation system is solved by the symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) method.
For the free surface treatment, an interface capturing method with a single phase level
set approach is employed.
Incoming Regular headsea waves are generated at the region inside of the computational
domain[2]. Body motions are obtained by solving the equations of motion, and motions
are accounted for by the moving grid technique with the grid deforming methodology.
Grid velocities are contained in the inviscid terms to satisfy the geometrical conservation
law. The grid velocities are derived from the volume where an each cell face sweeps. The
boundary condition on a body is given as the velocities of the body motion.
The regions where the overset relations are composed deform with the body motions
to maintain the overset information, and the amount of deformations gradually decreases
with the distance from the body surfaces. Such method is adapted to avoid the computational load by using the dynamic overset-grid method.
2.2

Overset-grid method

The weight values for the overset grids interpolation are determined by an in-house
system ([3]). Details of the system can be found on [3], and the summary is described.
1. The priority of the computational grid is set.
2. Two layers of cells on a higher-priority grid and facing the outer boundary are set
as receptor cells to satisfy the third-order discretization of the NS solver.
3. Hole-cutting is carried out. The cells of a higher priority grid and those inside a
body are identified. (called the in-wall cell herein) The cells of a lower priority grid
and those inside a body are also identified. Additionally, two cells that neighbour
the in-wall cells are also set as receptor cells to satisfy the third-order discretization
of the NS solver.
4. Receptor cells for which the flow variables must be interpolated from donor cells
are defined. Cells of a lower-priority grid, which are inside the domain of a higherpriority grid, are set as the receptor cells.
5. The Donor cell for the receptor cell is searched for at the local spline coordinate.
Then, the weight values for the overset interpolation are determined by the Ferguson
spline interpolation.
2
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Procedures of determining the coefficient of the spline function and the searching for a
donor cell are parallelized by the share memory type based on the OpenMP methodology.
Flow variables of the receptor cell are updated when the boundary condition is set.
2.3

Mode function method

The elastic deformation is computed by the mode function method[4][5]. The equilibrium equation of the shear force and the moment on the small element which is defined
by the division of the beam in the length direction and based on the Bernulli-Euler theory
is given as follows:




∂ 2w
∂2
∂2
∂ 3w
∂ 2w
µ 2 + 2 ηEI 2
+ 2 EI 2 = Fe
(1)
∂t
∂x
∂x ∂t
∂x
∂x
where w is the vertical displacement, µ and EI are the mass and the flexural rigidity per
unit length, η is the structural damping coefficient, and Fe is the external force.
The vertical displacement w is assumed to be expressed by the superposition of the
mode functions, then, w is defined as follows:

w(x, t) =
qn (t)Wn (x)
(2)
n

where Wn (x) is the shape function of the n-th mode, qn (t) is the time-dependant amplitude. The integral form of the equation (1) with the equation (2) and the weight function
Wn (x) which is the shape function of the own mode is given as follows:


d2 Wn (x) d2 Wn (x)
dx
q̈n (t) µ(x)Wn (x)Wn (x)dx + q̇(t) ηEI(x)
dx2
dx2


d2 Wn (x) d2 Wn (x)
+ qn (t) EI(x)
dx = Fe Wn (x)dx (3)
dx2
dx2
where the external force Fe contains the hydrodynamic forces on the ship-fixed coordinate
and the dead weight. The rigid motions are obtained by solving the motion equation of
the rigid motion, and the elastic deformations are computed by the equation (3).
The mode function which satisfies the free end condition in the both ends is defined as
follows:
Wn (x) = cos(λn x) + cosh(λn x) − cn (sin(λn x) + sinh(λn x))
cos(λn L) − cosh(λn L)
cn =
sin(λn L) − sinh(λn L)

(4)

where λn L is the eigenvalue of the mode, λ2 L is 4.730 for the second mode, and λ3 L is
7.853 for the third mode.
The accelerations are obtained by solving the equation (3). then, the velocity q̇ is
derived from the following equation:
q̇ n+1 = q̇ n + ∆t q̈ n+1
3
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The velocity q̇ and the displacement are obtained by the strong coupling method.
The initial value of q̇ is set as the value at the last time step. The initial value of the
displacement is calculated by using the third-order Adams-Bashforce scheme, and the
displacement is corrected by using the third-order Adams-Moulton scheme at the pseudo
time steps to recover incompressibility.
3

COMPUTED RESULTS

The present method is applied to the flows around the container ship in the regular head
waves[6][7]. The model ship length is 3.0m, and the Reylonds number is R = 2.557 × 106 ,
the Froude number is F n = 0.179. The wave length ratio of incoming regular headsea
waves is λ/L = 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, and the wave height ratio hw /L is 0.035 that is the limit
state condition to examine the structural strength. The motions are free to pitch and
heave. The non-dimensional physical time step size is set to ∆t = 0.001. The mass
distribution is equals to the buoyancy curve, and the flexural rigidity is defined as the
trapezoidal distribution[7]. The structural damping coefficient is set the value at the wet
damping condition[7].
Table 1 shows the division number of the computational grids in each direction, and
Figure 1 shows the global view of the grids. The computational grids consist of the ship
hull and the background rectangular grids. IM means the ship length direction, JM is
the width direction, and KM is the depth direction for the rectangular grid. For the ship
hull grid, IM means the ship length direction, JM is the girth direction, and KM is the
division number in the normal direction from the hull surface. The rectangular grid has
the division number in the x-direction to divide the wave length λ/L = 0.8 by 50 divisions.

Table 1: Division number of computational grid

Grid
Hull
Rect.

IM×JM×KM
129×85×45
117×33×37

Fig.2 shows the time histories of the ship motions and the amplitude q(t) of the modes,
the incoming wave height at the midship of the ship hull on the one encounter period Te at
λ/L = 1.0. Besides that the ship motions have the same period with the encounter period
Te , the amplitudes of the elastic deformations have the natural period of the modes, and
the amplitude of the second mode is larger than the amplitude of the third mode.
From Fig.3 to Fig.5 show the longitudinal distributions of the elastic deformation of
the each mode and the total deformation at the time T1 , T2 , T3 in the Figure 2. The stem
of the ship hull is positioned at −0.5, and the midship is positioned at 0.0. On the time
T1 when the crest of the regular waves locates at the midship, the amplitude q(t) takes
the negative value, and the shape of the second mode takes the distribution that the crest
locates at the midship. The amount of the third mode is relatively small, and the shape
of the total deformation is similar with the shape of the second mode. And next, the time
4
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Figure 1: Computational grids

T2 that the trough of the regular waves closes to the midship, the shape of the second
mode takes the distribution that the trough locates at the midship. Finally, the time T3
that the wave height is closely zero at the midship and the crest locates at the bow, the
shape of the third mode is similar with the shape of the incoming wave and affects to the
shape of the total deformation.
Fig.6 shows the comparisons of the wake flows near the ship stern end at the time T2 to
examine the elastic deformation effect. Although the difference of the velocity distribution
near the ship hull is relatively small, the difference due to the elastic deformation can be
observed in the region which is apart from the ship hull.
Fig.7 shows the comparisons of the heave and pitch motions including the elastic deformation effect. The computed results show agreement with the measured results. The
effect of the elastic deformation can be found at λ/L = 1.25, and the amplitude of the
motions with the elastic deformation becomes smaller than the amplitude without the
elastic deformation.
Fig.8 shows the comparisons of the time history of the pressure at the position near
the bow and above the still water plane, and Fig.8 shows the free surface near the bow
and the measured points of the pressure at the time T1 and T2 in the Figure 8. On
the time T1 , the points P1 and P2 enter to the water, and the impact pressure can be
observed. Second, the time T2 , the free surface near the points P1 and P2 is disturbed by
the interaction between the incoming regular waves and the ship motions, and the points
P1 and P2 are close to the free surface, then, the pressure at P1 and P2 becomes higher
value again. The present results with the elastic deformation capture the time history of
the pressure, especially, the second pressure rise at P2 .

5
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Figure 2: Time history of wave height, ship motions and q(t) of mode shapes

4

CONCLUSIONS
- The numerical method including the elastic deformation effect of the ship hull has
been developed.
- The elastic deformation is obtained by solving the equations based on the BernulliEuler beam theory, and deformations are accounted for by the grid deformation
method
- The computed results of the amplitudes of the ship motions show agreement with
the measured data, and the amplitude with the elastic deformation at λ/L = 1.25
becomes smaller than the amplitude without the elastic deformation.
- The present method can trace the time history of the pressure at the points near
the ship bow including the first impact pressure and capture the second rise of the
pressure due to the interaction between the incoming waves and the ship motions
with the elastic deformation effect.
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with numerical solution of fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) problems involving an incompressible viscous flow and an elastic structure. A
second-order time accurate semi-implicit method is proposed that separates the pressure
term of the fluid equations and strongly couples it to the structure, while the rest of the
fluid terms and the geometrical derivatives (moving mesh) are only loosely coupled. A
second-order projection method is used to solve the fluid equations and also as a framework
for the FSI coupling. Particular attention is paid to the accuracy of the fluid pressure in
the projection method. The proposed coupling method retains the second-order accuracy
for the coupled system. Numerical tests are carried out on a benchmark problem and
the second-order accuracy for all the variables of interest (fluid velocity and pressure, and
structural deformation) is demonstrated.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) refers to problems with mutual interaction between
a fluid flow and a moving or deforming structure. Fluid flow exerts surface forces on
the structure which make it move or deform. The associated movement of the solid
boundary, in return, alters the flow field. There are generally two approaches to solve the
FSI problem, namely monolithic and partitioned. Monolithic methods solve the discrete
fluid and structural equations simultaneously as a single system of equations, so the
equilibrium condition on the interface is inherently observed. Partitioned methods, on
the other hand, use separate solvers for fluid and structural sub-problems and adopt a
coupling method to account for the interaction of the domains. Partitioned methods
are broadly divided into loosely coupled (or explicit) and strongly coupled (or implicit)
techniques. Loosely coupled methods solve the fluid and structural equations in sequence
and only once per time step. These methods do not satisfy the exact equilibrium condition
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on the interface which causes instability issues in FSI problems with low solid/fluid density
ratios (so-called strong added-mass effect) [1, 2]. Implicit methods use coupling iterations
between fluid and structural solvers to enforce the equilibrium condition on the interface.
These methods are stable for problems with strong added-mass effect, however, their
computational cost is normally very high due to the coupling iterations. To reduce the
computational cost, Fernandez et al. [3] proposed a semi-implicit technique in which a
fractional-step (projection) method is used for fluid equations and only the projection
step is strongly coupled to the structure. This way the fluid pressure term and the
structural deformation are strongly coupled while fluid convective and diffusive terms
as well as the mesh movement step are left outside the coupling loop. Fluid pressure
is the main contributor to the added-mass effect and coupling it explicitly would cause
numerical instabilities in problems with low solid/fluid density ratios [1]. Thus, semiimplicit methods maintain the favorable stability of the implicit methods while reducing
the computational cost. A similar method was proposed by Breuer et al [4] where the
geometrical derivatives (dynamic mesh) are treated implicitly. Other very similar methods
are presented in [5, 6]. An enhanced semi-implicit method was proposed by Naseri et
al. [7, 8] where only the fluid pressure equation is strongly coupled to the structure. All
the other fluid terms and the location of the interface are treated explicitly. The stability
of the method was demonstrated for FSI problems with strong added-mass effect. It was
shown that with a negligible loss of accuracy, this method could achieve much higher
efficiency comparing to a fully implicit method [8]. The applicability of the method to
FSI problems with turbulent flow was demonstrated in [9, 10].
Semi-implicit coupling techniques rely on a projection method to segregate the fluid
pressure term. The pressure term is then coupled to the structure via coupling iterations.
Thus, the projection method does not only serve to solve the fluid equations but also as
a framework for the FSI coupling. The semi-implicit methods in [3, 4, 5, 8] have used
a first order projection method for this purpose. Thus the overall temporal accuracy
of these methods is one. He et al. [6] used a second-order pressure splitting scheme
but no error analysis was presented to show that a second-order temporal accuracy was
actually achieved. Extending a projection method to higher order temporal accuracy
is not straightforward, as discussed in [11, 12, 13]. Although it is relatively easy to
achieve second-order accuracy for velocity, fluid pressure remains only first-order accurate
for many projection methods in the literature [11, 12, 13]. Considering that the fluid
pressure is the main acting force on the structure, second-order accuracy for pressure is
essential to achieve a second-order accurate FSI solution. Moreover, if the FSI coupling
technique is not properly designed, the second-order accuracy for the coupled problem is
not guaranteed, even though each sub-problem possessed such accuracy.
In this study, a second-order time accurate semi-implicit partitioned method for FSI
problems with strong added-mass effect is proposed. A second-order projection method
is used to solve the pressure-velocity coupling of the fluid equations and segregate the
fluid pressure term. The fluid pressure is then strongly coupled to the structure. The
proposed coupling method retains the second-order accuracy for the coupled FSI problem.
Numerical tests are carried out on a benchmark test case and the second-order accuracy for
2
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all the variables (fluid velocity and pressure, and structural deformation) is demonstrated.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this section, the governing equations for each sub-problem domain and the coupling
conditions on the interface are presented. The fluid and structural domains are referred
to as Ωf (t) and Ωs (t) respectively, as they both vary in time. The interface of the domains
is the shared boundary denoted by Γ(t) = ∂Ωf (t) ∩ ∂Ωs (t).
2.1

Fluid equations

The unsteady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes
equations. An Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation of these equations in a
moving domain is given by:
∂u
1
+ c · ∇u = ∇ · σ f
∂t
ρf

(1)

∇·u=0

(2)

where u is the fluid velocity and ρf the fluid density. Vector c is the ALE convective
velocity c = u − w, which is the fluid velocity relative to a domain moving with a velocity
w. The stress tensor σ f is defined for a Newtonian fluid as:
σ f = −pI + 2µf γ

(3)

where p is the fluid pressure, I the unit tensor, µf the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and
γ the strain rate tensor given by:
1
γ = (∇u + ∇uT )
2
2.2

(4)

Structural equations

The structural domain is governed by the nonlinear elastodynamics equation:
D2 d
= ∇ · σs
(5)
Dt2
where d stands for the structural position with respect to the reference configuration,
and the structural density is shown by ρs . The Cauchy stress tensor σ s is related to the
second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor Ss by:
ρs

Ss = JF−1 σ s FT

(6)

where F is the deformation gradient F = ∇d and J is its determinant (J = det(F)).
The FSI method is presented for a general structure, however, for the test case in this
paper the structure is considered to be an Euler-Bernoulli beam, governed by the following
equation:
3
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∂ 2d
∂ 4d
ρs A 2 + EI 4 = q(x, t)
(7)
∂t
∂x
where d = [0, y, 0]T in a Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z), A is the cross section area of the
beam, I the second moment of area, and q is the normal load per unit length.
2.3

Coupling conditions

The coupling conditions apply at the interface Γ and account for the interaction of
the domains. They are derived from the kinematic and dynamic equilibrium between the
domains, which yield to the following conditions on a non-slip type interface:
uΓ =

∂dΓ
∂t

(8)

σ s · nΓ = σ f · nΓ

(9)

for any point x ∈ Γ, where nΓ is the unit normal vector on the interface. Equation (8)
represents equality of the velocity of the fluid and the structure on the interface to assure
the kinematic equilibrium. Equation (9) represents equality of the traction on the interface
for dynamic equilibrium.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

In this section we represent the time discretization of the governing equations and the
FSI coupling method. It is assumed that the equations are semi-discretized in space using
either a finite-volume or a finite-element method.
3.1

Fluid solver

A second-order time-discretized form of the Eq. (1) and (2) reads:
un+1 − un
µf
1
= −(c · ∇u)n+1/2 + ∇2 un+1/2 − ∇pn+1/2
∆t
ρf
ρf

(10)

∇ · un+1 = 0

(11)

for any x ∈ Ωn+1
, and with a proper set of boundary conditions:
f
un+1
Γ

∂dn+1
Γ
=
∂t

on Γn+1

un+1
∂ D = ub

on ∂D Ωn+1
f

∂un+1
∂N
=0
∂n

on ∂N Ωn+1
f

4
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where ∂D and ∂N represent, respectively, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries, n is the
normal direction and ub the assigned velocity on the boundary.
We use an incremental pressure-correction projection method, similar to [14, 15], to
solve the momentum equation. Thus, an intermediate velocity is evaluated using the last
known pressure field. Unlike the original projection method of Chorin [16], this method
does not impose a formal first-order splitting error. We use an explicit Adams-Bashforth
method for the convective term and a Crank-Nicolson method for the diffusive term. This
choice of discretization schemes is by no means restrictive. Any second-order discretization
is permitted. Therefore the intermediate velocity field is evaluated as:
u∗ − un
3
1
µf
1
= −[ (c · ∇u)n − (c · ∇u)n−1 ] +
(∇2 u∗ + ∇2 un ) − ∇pn−1/2
∆t
2
2
2ρf
ρf

(13)

The same set of boundary conditions as in Eq. (12) is used for the intermediate velocity.
This velocity field is then projected onto a space of divergence-free vector fields:
u∗ = un+1 +

where φ

n+1

∆t
∇φn+1
ρf

∇ · un+1 = 0

(14)
(15)

is a scalar field obtained by:

∇2 φn+1 =

ρf
∇ · u∗
∆t

n · ∇φn+1 |∂Ωf = 0

(16)
(17)

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) and comparing it to Eq. (10), the equation to
recover the fluid pressure is obtained:
µf ∆t 2 n+1
∇φ
(18)
2ρf
The second term in the pressure recovery equation is essential to retain the second-order
accuracy for pressure up to the boundary. Without this term the Neumann boundary
condition for the scalar field φ transmits to the pressure itself and imposes an artificial,
numerical boundary layer [12]. Pressure at the new time station tn+1 could be evaluated
by a second-order extrapolation from half-time levels:
pn+1/2 = pn−1/2 + φn+1 −

3
1
(19)
pn+1 = pn+1/2 − pn−1/2
2
2
Pressure at tn+1 is not used in the discretized fluid equations but it is needed to
evaluate the fluid force on the structure at the new time step. A common inaccuracy
in some articles in the literature is omitting this extrapolation and evaluating pn+1 by
Eq. (18). However, this is not consistent with the mid-point discretization at Eq. (10). If
the pressure at Eq. (18) were considered to be at time tn+1 instead of tn+1/2 , it will always
carry a first-order error due to the time lag.
5
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3.2

Dynamic mesh

As the solid boundary is deformable, fluid mesh needs to move to adapt to the new
location of the interface and the discrete domain velocity on the mesh surfaces wn+1 needs
to be evaluated. A parallel moving mesh technique, based on radial basis function interpolation method [17], is used to move the fluid grid in accordance to the new location of
the interface. Surface velocities are evaluated according to the so-called space conservation law which guarantees no volume is lost while moving the grid. Detailed description
of the dynamic mesh method could be found in [17, 8]. Here we will use the function M
to refer to the mesh movement step:
(Ωn+1
, wn+1 ) = M(dn+1
Γ )
f
3.3

(20)

Structural solver

Structural equations are discretized in time using a second-order Newmark method.
Defining the structural velocity v = ∂d
, the semi-discretized structural equation reads:
∂t
vn+1 = vn +

∆t
∂ 4d
∂ 4d
[(q n+1 − EI 4 )n+1 + (q n − EI 4 )n ]
2ρs A
∂x
∂x

(21)

and the new location of the structure could be calculated as:
∆t n+1
(v
+ vn )
(22)
2
It should be noted that using a simplified structural model is not restrictive for the
proposed FSI coupling method, since it is used as a black-box module. Any structural
solver with a second order temporal accuracy could be used. We will use the notation S
to refer to the structural solver as a function of surface stress on the interface:
dn+1 = dn +

dΓ = S(σ Γ )

(23)

where dΓ is the location of the interface and σ Γ is the stress on the interface exerted by
the fluid σ Γ = σ f (p, u)Γ · nΓ .
3.4

Coupling method

We present a semi-implicit FSI coupling method in which only the fluid pressure term
is strongly coupled to the structure via coupling iterations. The remaining fluid terms as
well as the dynamic mesh step are evaluated only once per time step. The complete FSI
solution method from tn to tn+1 is as follows.
Semi-implicit FSI coupling method:
step 0: extrapolation of dΓ from previous time steps:
 n+1 = 2.5dn − 2dn−1 + 0.5dn−2
d
Γ
Γ
Γ
Γ
6
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step 1: moving the fluid mesh (explicitly coupled):
 n+1 )
(Ωn+1
, wn+1 ) = M(d
Γ
f

(25)

step 2: ALE convection-diffusion equation (explicitly coupled):
u∗ − un
3
1
= −[ (c · ∇u)n − (c · ∇u)n−1 ]
∆t
2
2
µf
1
+
(∇2 u∗ + ∇2 un ) − ∇pn−1/2
2ρf
ρf

(26)
in Ωn+1
f

step 3: pressure equation and structural solver (implicitly coupled, solved iteratively):
u∗Γ =

− 4dnΓ + dn−1
3dn+1
Γ
Γ
2∆t

∇2 φn+1 =

ρf
∇ · u∗
∆t

pn+1/2 = pn−1/2 + φn+1 −

on Γn+1
in Ωn+1
f

µf ∆t 2 n+1
∇φ
2ρf

(27)
(28)

in Ωn+1
f

(29)

1
3
pn+1 = pn+1/2 − pn−1/2
2
2

in Ωn+1
f

(30)

σ n+1
= σ f (pn+1 , u∗ )Γ · nΓ
Γ

on Γn+1

(31)

dn+1
= S(σ n+1
Γ
Γ )

on Γn+1

(32)

step 4: velocity correction (explicitly coupled):
un+1 = u∗ −
=
un+1
Γ

∆t
∇φn+1
ρf

3dn+1
− 4dnΓ + dn−1
Γ
Γ
2∆t

in Ωn+1
f
on Γn+1

(33)

(34)

Step 3 of the above algorithm is where fluid pressure is strongly coupled to the structure.
This step provides for the stability of the method for FSI problems with strong addedmass effect. Loose coupling of the remaining steps significantly reduces the computational
cost of the simulations. A Newton-Krylov method with approximated Jacobian [7] is used
to carry out the coupling iterations in step 3.

7
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4

NUMERICAL TESTS

Numerical tests are carried out on a benchmark problem studied in [2, 18], among
others. The test case is a 2-D lid-driven cavity of a 1m × 1m with a flexible bottom.
The top boundary of the cavity is moving with an oscillatory speed of u(t) = 1 − cos(ωt)
with ω = 2π/5. There are two openings of 0.1m length on the sidewalls that allow the
fluid to enter to and exit from the domain. Figure 1(left) shows a schematic description
of the problem. The fluid density and viscosity are ρf = 1.0kg/m3 and µf = 0.01P a.s,
respectively. The flexible structure at the bottom has a thickness of h = 0.05m, the
structural density is ρs = 5kg/m3 and the Young modulus E = 250N/m2 .

Figure 1: Driven cavity with flexible bottom, Left: schematic view of the problem setup, Right: flow
field inside the deformed domain at t = 9s.

The flexible bottom is modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam, as mentioned earlier.
A classical 31 × 31 spatial grid is used to solve the problem. Spatial discretization is
carried out using a finite volume method with second-order central difference schemes.
The structure is a thin membrane so the fluid mesh elements on the interface are also
used as the computational grid for the structural equations. Thus, the structural grid
nodes match the fluid mesh on the interface and there is no need for interpolation of
parameters between the domains. Figure 1(right) shows the flow field inside the domain
with structural deformation at the bottom, at t = 9s (near maximum deflection).
To evaluate the temporal accuracy of the method, the problem is solved using four
different time step sizes ranging from 5 × 10−4 to 4 × 10−3 s. In the lieu of an exact
solution, reference results are obtained using a much smaller time step of ∆t = 1 × 10−4 s.
The spatial grid is kept constant for the tests. The simulations are carried out from
t = 0s until t = 1s, when the results for different time steps are saved and compared to
the reference solution. The error is evaluated at every grid node and presented in both
L2 and L∞ norms.
8
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Figures 2 and 3 represent the variation of the absolute error with time step size ∆t
in logarithmic scales. Figure 2 represents the error of fluid velocity and pressure inside
the fluid domain, while Figure 3 represents the error of fluid pressure and structural
deformation on the fluid-structure interface. Results demonstrate a clear second-order
temporal accuracy for all the variables of interest in both L2 and L∞ norms.
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Figure 2: Variation of absolute error inside the fluid domain by time step size, Left: L2 norm, Right:
L∞ norm.
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Figure 3: Variation of absolute error on the fluid-structure interface by time step size, Left: L2 norm,
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5

CONCLUSIONS

A second-order semi-implicit method for partitioned solution of fluid-structure interaction problems is proposed. The method uses a second-order projection method to solve
the fluid equations and also as a framework for the FSI coupling. The fluid pressure
term is effectively segregated using the projection method and is strongly coupled to the
structure via Newton iterations. The remaining fluid terms and the geometrical nonlinearities (moving mesh) are treated explicitly and thus evaluated only once per time
step. Second-order accuracy of the method for a coupled FSI problem is numerically
demonstrated.
9
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Abstract. Liquid metal instabilities in the aluminium production using the Hall-Héroult
process are a known problem. During the production process, currents up to 800kA and
voltages up to 5V are reached. The induced magnetic field from the current carrying
busbars, especially the vertical component, creates in combination with the horizontal
component of the current a high Lorentz force. This force induces liquid metal instability
known as Metal Pad Rolling (MPR). Experimental investigations of MPR are rare, since
cryolite dissolves most materials in short time, which make measurements inside the HallHéroult cell complicated. For this reason numerical simulations are needed to examine
the flow- and the electromagnetic field, such that the stability conditions for Hall-Héroult
cell can be predicted.
This work focuses on the development of a multi-phase/region solver to predict MPR
R
instabilities. The solver is implemented in the open source framework OpenFOAM.
Volume of fluid method with phase-fraction based reconstruction approach is used to
solve the multi-phase system. The magnetic field is implemented using the magnetic
potential approach. The four step projection method [1] is employed to obtain a conservative formulation for the current density. A parameter study investigating the MPR
in a simplified Hall-Héroult cell is carried out for a wide range of magnetic fields and
current densities. One result of this study is that recalculating the magnetic field does
not influence the maximum amplitude of the moving interface. For the current densities
of 5 kAm−2 and 6 kAm−2 , an increase in the external magnetic field initially destabilizes
the Hall-Héroult cell, followed by restabilization. Further increase in the external magnetic field results in stronger instabilities based on simulations. Presumably, it is the
first known occasion this specific behavior is observed in a numerical simulation. The
frequencies of the MPR instability obtained from the simulation corresponds with the
analytically determined frequency. Furthermore, a sensitivity study has been conducted
to understand the influence of the solver specific parameters.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rotation period of newly born neutron stars, the movement of the liquid outer core
of the earth and the sloshing interface of aluminium and cryolite in a Hall-Héroult cell
have one thing in common, they are all magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena. MHD
is a relatively new discipline. The term was firstly used by Alfvén [2] who investigated
the propagation velocity (Alfvén velocity) of hydromagnetic waves in plasma with high
magnetic fields. The main intention of MHD is to combine the discipline of fluid dynamics
and the discipline of electromagnetics to describe the effect of moving conducting fluids
on the electromagnetic fields and vice versa. Nowadays MHD related research plays an
important role for many engineering applications such as an electrical storage using liquid
metal batteries [3, 4, 5] and in the aluminium reduction using the Hall-Héroult process
[6, 7, 8, 9]. A common problem of these applications are liquid metal instabilities.
Bext

Bext
Bath

Bath

Al.

Al.

F
J0

J0
(b)

(a)

Figure 1: Simplified illustration of a Hall-Héroult cell. (a) Undisturbed interface with
purely vertical current density. (b) Disturbed interface with horizontal current component.
This research work only considers the metal pad rolling (MPR) instability and focuses
on a simplified Hall-Héroult cell as an application. Metal pad rolling, also called sloshing
is a liquid metal instability, which only occurs in multi-phase systems such as liquid metal
batteries and the Hall-Héroult process.
In an industrial Hall-Héroult cell the current goes through horizontal busbars into the
anode and after passing the cell from the cathode into horizontal busbars again. The
current going through the busbars will apply a toroidal magnetic field with a vertical
component pointing in the opposite direction as the current flow. This external magnetic
field is the main reason for the occurrence of the MPR [10]. For an undisturbed interface,
illustrated in fig. 1a, between the cryolite and the aluminium, the current density is
purely vertical and the Lorentz force induced by the cross product of the current density
and the external magnetic field is zero. However, in a real cell the interface will never
be perfectly horizontal due to external factors, which leads to a current density with a
horizontal vector component. This component forms with the external magnetic field a
Lorentz force perpendicular to both the current and the magnetic field which is shown
2
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in fig. 1b. Since the conductivity of cryolite is much lower than the conductivity of
aluminium, the current will take the path with the lowest resistance through the cryolite,
which leads to a higher current density at the crest of the interface. A higher current
in this context leads to a higher voltage at the crest. The horizontal current density is
therefore always directed from the crest of the interface to the trough.
Looking from the top on fig. 1b the Lorentz force will rotate anticlockwise. The
frequency of the oscillation can be analytically calculated by the solution of the gravity
wave, which is given for a hexahedron with infinite height as [11],

√
(ρ1 − ρ2 ) k 2 + l2
√
√
ωk,l = g
.
(1)
ρ1 coth( k 2 + l2 h1 ) + ρ2 coth( k 2 + l2 h2 )
Here k and l are the wave numbers defined by the corresponding modes m, n, respectively, the horizontal edge length Ly , Lz , as k = mπ/Ly and l = nπ/Lz , respectively, the
thickness of the aluminium layer h1 , the thickness of the cryolite layer h2 and the densities
of aluminium and cryolite ρ1 , ρ2 , respectively. For the MPR instability, the dominating
mode is m = 1. For certain magnetic fields or current densities the mode 1 frequency is
not enough to describe the interfacial movement and it is necessary to use higher modes.
This analytical solution does not include the effect from the Lorentz force, which means
this solution acts only as an approximation. The true angular frequency might differ.
A disturbed interface does not necessarly lead to the onset of the MPR instability. An
onset criterion is given by Sele [12, 13] who compared the pressure induced by the Lorentz
force with the pressure given by the gravitational force.
β=

I0 Bext
< βcrit
h1 h2 g(ρ1 − ρ2 )

(2)

The field I0 is the current for the undisturbed Hall-Héroult cell and g is the gravitational
acceleration. The Hall-Héroult cell, is stable if β is bellow the empirical determined critical
value βcrit , which lies for an industrial Hall-Héroult cell in the range of 6 ≤ β ≤ 340 [14].
Simulations are needed to examine the flow and the electromagnetic field, through
which stability condition of the cell can be predicted. To achieve this, a numerical model to
R
describe the MHD phenomena is developed in the open source framework OpenFOAM.
In addition a sensitivity and parameter studies for different external magnetic fields and
current densities are carried out.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section the modeling of the MPR instability and the special treatment conR are
cerning the numerical implementation into the open source framework OpenFOAM
described.
The behavior of an incompressible laminar fluid is described by the momentum equation
as
ρ0

∂u
+ ρ0 (u · ∇)u = −∇p + µ∇2 u + f ,
∂t
3
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where u, µ, ρ0 , p and f are the velocity, the dynamic viscosity, the density, the pressure
and the source terms, respectively. The source term f consists in this approach of the
Lorentz force fL = J×B, with J as the current density and B as the magnetic field and the
gravitational force fg = gh∇ρ, where h is the height and g, the gravitational acceleration.
The surface tension force is assumed to be negligible. In addition the conservation of mass
must be fulfilled for the velocity field, which is given for incompressible fluids as
∇ · u = 0.

(4)

The current density, is divided into a velocity dependent j and a velocity independent
part J0
J = J0 + j

(5)

and similarly for the electric potential,
Φ = Φ0 + φ.

(6)

The velocity independent current density is calculated as
J0 = −σ∇Φ0 ,

(7)

where σ is the electric conductivity. For a system without free charges the electric potential
is obtained with the requirement that the current density must be divergence free
∇ · (σ∇Φ0 ) = 0.

(8)

In the finite volume discretization, the fields are interpolated at the faces and the divergence is not solved for the center points of the control volumes. This means that
conservation is ensured at the faces of the control volume. For the reconstruction of
the current density to the center, a conservative interpolation scheme called four step
projection method is used [1].
The velocity dependent current density is derived by applying Ohm’s law for moving
conductors,
j = σ(−∇φ + u × B).

(9)

Since the current density must be divergence free the electric potential is obtained as
∇ · (σ∇φ) = ∇ · (σ(u × B)).

(10)

For the transport of the electric potential across different fluid-/solid-regions the current
density of the connected regions needs to be equal at the sharing face, such that the
following boundary condition can be derived
Φb =

Φ 1 σ1
δx1
σ1
δx1

+
+

Φ 2 σ2
δx2
σ2
δx2

4
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Here the indices b, 1 and 2 stand for the boundary and the two different regions, respectively, which are sharing the boundary.
Similar to the splitting of the current density and the electric potential into a velocity
dependent and velocity independent part, the Lorentz force can be divided too,
fL = fL0 + fl ,

(12)

fL0 = −σ(∇Φ0 × B),

(13)

fl = σ(−∇φ + u × B) × B.

(14)

with

In the momentum equation the velocity dependent force is now taken implicitly and the
velocity independent force as an explicit source term. This treatment is used to reduce
numerical fluctuation caused by strong body forces such as the Lorentz force and the
pressure gradient [15].
To calculate the Lorentz force the magnetic field is needed. For the magnetic field the
quasi static assumption is made, which means that the magnetic field is assumed to be
time independent [3]. From Gauss’ magnetism law it can be concluded that the magnetic
field must be the rotation of a vector potential
B = ∇ × A.

(15)

Together with Ampere’s circuit law and by applying a Gauge transformation [16] the
following formulation is obtained,
−∇2 A = µ0 J.

(16)

To solve this equation suitable boundary conditions are needed. Those are derived by
combining Gauss’ magnetism law with Biot-Savarts’ law

µ0
J(r )
A(r) =
dV (r ).
(17)

4π V |r − r |
This volume integral is only solved at the boundaries by implementing a systolic algorithm
which is known from astrophysics to calculate the gravitational force of multiple celestial
objects on each other, which is the so called n-body problem. Another possibility to
obtain the magnetic field is by solving Biot-Savart’ law in the whole domain, which has
the drawback that the time consumption is higher.
For the simulation of the two fluids, the volume of fluid method is used. In this method
the momentum equation is only solved once for all fluids. A volumetric phase fraction α
is introduced, to differentiate the different fluids. The phase fraction needs to be updated
every time the fluid moves according to the momentum equation. Therefore the phase
fraction is updated using the transport equation, which is given as,
∂α
+ ∇ · (uα) = 0.
(18)
∂t
5
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The transport equation for the volume phase fraction is solved using MULES (Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution) [17].
A flowchart of the complete multi-phase/-region solver is given in fig. 2. For solving
the electric potential over the different regions, a segregated approach is applied, using
the boundary conditions given in eqn. 11. Another special feature of the solver is that the
number of recalculations of the magnetic field is user defined. This means recalculation
can be fully suspended to reduce the computational effort. For solving the momentum
equation, the PIMPLE algorithm is used, where the outer most loop is residual controlled.
Read initial and boundary conditions
Solve electric potential Φ0 for solid region
Solve electric potential Φ0 for fluid region

Solve Laplacian equation
for electric potential φ

Calculate J0 for fluid and solid region

Calculate current density j

n
Jn+1
0 −J0  < tol

t < tend

no

yes

no

yes

finish
no

recalc. B
yes

Calculate magneticfield B as ∇ × A
Solve MULES for α
Solve Navier-Stokes equation

n
pn+1
0 −p0  < tol

no

yes

Figure 2: Flowchart of the multi-phase/-region solver using a segregated approach for
solving over multiple regions.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the general case set-up for the multi-phase/-region solver is described
in detail. Afterwards a sensitivity study is carried out for different cell width, Courant
numbers and different numbers for recalculating the magnetic field. In addition the results
of the parameter study are presented.
CASE SETUP
The multi-phase/-region case consists of three cuboidal shaped regions. The geometry
is illustrated in fig. 3 with the corresponding edge lengths. At the top and at the bottom of
6
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50 mm

100 mm

50 mm

the geometry are the solid regions anode and cathode,
respectively.
In the fluid region aluminium is initialized at the lower
half and cryolite is occupying the upper half of the region. For the external magnetic field a constant vector
field is introduced, which points in the opposite direcAnode
tion of the gravitational acceleration.
The material properties of the aluminium and cryolite phase are as follows. For aluminium, the elecFluid
tric conductivity is given as 3.5 · 106 Sm−1 , the den−3
sity, 2300 kgm and the kinematic viscosity, 5.2 · Image.d/MultiphaseGeometry-eps-converte
10−7 m2 s−1 . For cryolite, the electric conductivity is
given as 2.5 · 102 Sm−1 , the density, 2150 kgm−3 and
Cathode
the kinematic viscosity, 1.18977 · 10−6 m2 s−1 .
Cat
Cat
Cat
mm
The following boundary conditions are applied.
100 mm
100
The velocity and the gradient of the pressure are set
to zero at the boundaries, which is congruent with the Figure 3: 3D view of the multiclosed boundary assumption. The boundary condi- phase/-region geometry with the
tions for the velocity dependent electric potential are corresponding edge lengths. Inset such that the potential at the top and the bottom cluding the regions anode (top),
of the fluid region are zero. The side walls are seen fluid (center) and cathode (botas insulated, which means the normal gradient of the tom).
electric potential is set to zero. The gradient of the
potential is set according to the deliberated current
density at the top of the anode. The gradient is calculated as
∇Φ0 =

J0
.
σ

(19)

At the cathode bottom, the potential is set to zero.
The divergence scheme of the momentum equation and the time discretization is done
using a first order scheme. For all other discretization second order schemes are applied.
SENSITIVITY STUDY
A study of the solver specific parameter such as the influence of the mesh resolution and
the time step is carried out. Before this is done, it is important to define the quantities
which are comparable between the different simulations. The quantities of choice are the
angular frequency and the amplitude of the oscillating interface. The analytical solution
of the angular frequency is independent of the electromagnetic parameters (as shown in
eqn. 1). However, it is a suitable quantity to compare different mesh resolutions and
time steps. For the observation of the MHD effects, a quantity is needed which varies for
different current densities and magnetic fields. For this reason the amplitude is chosen
to compare multiple electromagnetic configurations. The benefit of the amplitude is that
it shows significant changes for different Sele numbers. The drawback is that there is no
7
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10

26

9

amplitude in mm

relative difference in %

analytical solution to compare the obtained values from the simulation. For the sensitivity
studies of the cell resolution and time step, the magnetic field is calculated only once. The
error arising from this simplification is also investigated.
For different mesh sizes, the relative difference between the analytical and numerical
results are shown in fig. 4a. An asymptotic behavior can be seen in fig. 4a, where the
difference is less than 5 % for cell width less than 3 mm. Since the analytical frequency
does not take into account the electromagnetic fields, a minor difference between the
frequencies obtained from the simulations and the analytical frequencies is expected. In
fig. 4b the different cell widths are compared in terms of the amplitude of the oscillating
interface. It can be seen that for a cell width above 2.5 mm the amplitude is increasing
monotonically. The decrease of the cell width below 2.5 mm, leads to an increase of the
amplitude. The amplitude shows no clear convergence behavior for decreasing cell width.
It is observed that the interface between aluminium and cryolite strongly diffuses for cell
widths smaller than 2 mm. The diffusion is influencing the current density distribution,
which is causing a destabilization of the system.

8
7
6
5
4

1

2

3
4
5
cell width in mm

24
22
20
18
16

6

(a)

1

2

3
4
5
cell width in mm

6

(b)

Figure 4: Relative difference of the angular frequency for different cell width (a). Plot of
the amplitude over different cell widths (b). (J0 = 10 kAm−2 , B0 = 0.035 T )
A study of the influence of time step on the numerical simulation is done by limiting
the maximum Courant number. For this study a cell width of 2 mm is chosen, where the
diffusion is reasonably limited and the angular frequency results are in a good agreement
with the analytical solution. At first the relative differences of the angular frequency
for different Courant numbers are compared to the analytical solution. As displayed in
fig. 5a, the relative difference increases monotonically by decreasing the Courant number.
This at first seems to be counter-intuitive, since the relative difference increases. Since the
analytic solution is not taking into account the MHD effects, it can be concluded that the
wave propagation is influenced by the Lorentz force. It can be seen that, the difference
between the Courant number of 0.001 and 0.5 is less than 0.5%. As shown in fig. 5b, the
amplitude is increasing monotonically for decreasing size of the Courant number. It can
be assumed, that larger time steps are leading to a damping of the wave.
8
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Courant number

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Relative difference of the angular frequency for different Co (a). Plot of the
amplitude over different Co (b). (J0 = 10 kAm−2 , B0 = 0.035 T )
In the last step of the sensitivity study the influence of recalculating the magnetic field
is investigated. Since the angle between the interface of the two phases and the horizontal
is not negligibly small, it needs to be tested, if a recalculation of the magnetic field has
an impact on the solution.
The simulations are carried out with a Courant number of 0.1 and a cell width of 3 mm.
The cell width of 3 mm is a compromise between accuracy and speed. The results of the
study is displayed in fig. 6. The main difference between the plots is the time it takes
to reach a stable oscillation. The difference between the different angular frequencies
obtained from the simulations is less than 1 % and is therefore not shown here.

amplitude in mm

18
15
∞
1
2
5
10
20
50
100

12
9
6
3
0
0

50

100
time in s

150

200

Figure 6: Maximum amplitude over time for a different number of recalculation iterations
of the magnetic field B. (J0 = 10 kAm−2 , B0 = 0.035 T )
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PARAMETER STUDY
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For the parameter study multiple, combinations of the external magnetic field and the
current density are applied. All simulations are carried out using a Courant number of
0.05 and a cell width of 2 mm. Figure 7a shows multiple plots of the maximum amplitude
for different external magnetic fields, while the current density is held constant for each
plot. For the current densities 8 kAm−2 and 10 kAm−2 , the amplitude shows an asymptotic behavior for an increasing external magnetic field. For an external magnetic field
larger 0.1 T , the fluid becomes strongly unstable. For the simulations where the current
density is below 8 kAm−2 , the maximum amplitude firstly shows the same trend as the
results for higher current densities, until the maximum amplitude reaches a point of inflection and eventually start to decrease for increasing magnetic field. For the current
densities of 5 kAm−2 and 6 kAm−2 , together with an external magnetic field of 0.15 T
the amplitude becomes stable again, a similar behavior has been also observed by the
experimental study of Pedchenko et al. [7]. The amplitude in the experiment stagnated
for increasing magnetic field strength and even decreased. It was claimed that this is due
to the compensation of the Lorentz force. The magnetic field was not further increased
in the experiment to observe whether a restabilization occurs.

β

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Maximum amplitude for different current densities and external magnetic fields
(a). Maximum amplitude for different Sele values and external magnetic fields. The
vertical gray line represents the critical Sele value (b).
This behavior is not yet fully understood and will be the topic of future works. By
plotting the same values over the Sele values, instead of the magnetic field fig. 7b is
obtained. The MPR instability for all current densities sets in for the same Sele value of
βcrit = 0.5.
4

CONCLUSION

A solver has been developed and the first simulation results were carried out, which
offer a good insight into the physics behind the MPR instability. It was shown that the
10
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solver shows a good convergence behavior for different time steps, while the convergence
behavior of the different mesh sizes needs to be addressed. In addition, it was shown
that recalculating the magnetic field has no major impact on the maximum amplitude,
which can reduce the computational cost in future studies. The obtained results from the
parameter study needs to be investigated and will be the topic of further works.
5
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Abstract. Numerical simulations can help to understand the mechanisms of sound
producing sources. In this work a numerical scheme for calculating surface tension dominated multiphase flows coupled with acoustics is presented. The Volume-of-Fluid (VOF)
method is used to calculate the incompressible multiphase flow. Surface tension is taken
into account by the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method. An Expansion about Incompressible Flow (EIF) approach using the Linearized Euler Equations (LEE) is employed
for the acoustics. The LEE are valid in each phase independently of the material parameters, but not at the interface. When the interface moves, unphysical acoustic sources
arise. An approach which suppresses the sources in the interface region is applied. Comparing the new approach with the unchanged LEE in a moving drop test case, it is shown
that the parasitic sound vanishes. An elliptic drop oscillating in a resting background
flow serves as a second test case, in which the moving interface has to produce sound. A
good agreement under 2.5 % between the frequencies of the oscillation and the acoustic
pressure emitted by the drop is achieved.

1

INTRODUCTION

Sound produced by multiphase flow can be observed in our daily life, for example
breaking waves, sloshing in a car tank or a water drop falling into a water pool. To
understand the mechanism of the sound producing sources, numerical simulations can be
helpful. Direct noise computations (DNC) solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
(NSE) for the aerodynamic and the acoustic field simultaneously [4]. In case of low Mach
numbers, flow and acoustics represent a multiscale problem for which DNC is not efficient.
The cause for the inefficiency are different spatial and temporal resolution requirements
[25]. Different approaches are available to make noise computation more practicable.
One approach is the acoustic/viscous splitting technique [10]. The compressible quantities are decomposed into a superposition of an incompressible part with an acoustic
perturbation (Expansion about Incompressible Flow, EIF). With this method the acoustic sources are derived from the incompressible NSE. Shen and Sørenson [19] modified the
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original method from Hardin and Pope [10] by changing slightly the basic decomposition
of the variables. Further Seo and Moon [18] employed linearized compressible perturbation equations for the acoustic computations. Different solver strategies have been used
for the disciplines, e.g. Ali et al. [2] computed the flow field with a finite-volume solver
and the acoustic field with a discontinuous Galerkin approach.
A variety of approaches for numerical simulations of multiphase systems exist. Cano
[7] divides the methods for finite-volume solvers into interface-tracking and interfacecapturing methods. Capturing the interface can be done by front tracking techniques,
level-set methods, marker and cell (MAC) techniques or the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method.
The VOF method is the most popular one because of its mass conservation and the good
handling of topology changes. Difficulties such as sharpness of the interface were tackled
with additional improvements, e.g. by a coupling with the level-set method [15]. In particular, an accurate interface representation is necessary if surface tension is involved. The
continuum surface force model (CSF) by Brackbill et al. [6] models the surface tension
as a continuous effect across the interface. With the CSF model surface tension can be
approximated in the momentum equations of the incompressible NSE with one additional
term.
Single-phase flow and acoustics have been analyzed thoroughly over the last decades
whereas there is only a few work additionally taking multiphase flow into account. Munz
[14] replaced the incompressible solution with the solution of the compressible NSE at
zero Mach number which takes into account additional physical effects as variable density
or temperature gradients. The sound generation and propagation in two phases were
simulated by Tajiri et al. [21] with the help of a finite difference lattice Boltzmann
method.
In this paper we use a finite-volume framework solving the incompressible NSE extended by the VOF method for the multiphase flow and the linearized Euler equations
with a high-resolution scheme for the acoustics. Unphysical acoustic sources arise when
simulating moving interfaces. We introduce a solution to this problem by adding an
interface condition to the source term calculation.
The paper is organized as follows: the main equations for multiphase flows, surface
tension and acoustic wave generation and propagation are described in Section 2, following
in Section 3 by the numerical implementation and models. More details on the acoustic
problem in the interface region and its solution is given in Section 4. Two test cases
with moving interfaces and the new approach for the suppression of unphysical acoustic
pressure sources are shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 resumes the outcome of this
paper.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The equations for calculating acoustics in a finite-volume multiphase framework are
presented in this section. The compressible NSE for Newtonian fluids [17] are the basis

2
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for the fluid dynamics and the acoustics:
∂ρ ∂(ρui )
+
= 0,
∂t
∂xi
 

∂p
∂(ρui ) ∂(ρui uj )
∂ui ∂uj
∂
2 ∂uk
+
µ
−
=
+
−
δij
+ fi ,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
3 ∂xk
∂xi

(1)
(2)

with the density ρ, the velocity vector ui , the pressure p, the external forces fi , the time
t and the Cartesian coordinates xi . Applying the CSF model [6], one gets the volume
forces consisting of the gravitational force and the surface tension:
fi = ρgi + σκni |∇αm |,

(3)

with the gravitational acceleration gi , the constant surface tension σ and the unit normal
vector to the multiphase interface ni . The volume-fraction αm is defined as the fraction
of the volumetric amount of one phase m to the entire volume [11]. In this paper only
two phases are considered so that m = 2. A transport equation for the volume-fraction
variable is added to evolve the multiphase flow:
∂αm
∂αm
+ ui
= 0.
∂t
∂xi

(4)

Using the one-fluid formulation [16] only one flow field (ui = u1i = u2i ) has to be solved in
which the volume-fraction distinguishes the phases in the Navier-Stokes equations through
the material parameters. As part of the one-fluid formulation the tangential and normal
velocity components at the interface are set equal on both sides. The result of those
assumptions is that there is no slip at the interface and that mass transfer through the
interface is not taken into account.
When surface tension is considered, the curvature κ and the unit normal vector ni in
equation (3) need to be determined. For instance, in a two-dimensional case (x1 = x,
x2 = y) the curvature is described by:
∇α
|∇α|
2
2
αxx αy + αyy αx − 2αx αy αxy

κ = −∇ · ni = −∇ ·
=−

3

(αx2 + αy2 ) 2

(5)
,

in which the first and second spatial derivatives of the volume-fraction are labeled with
the direction in the subscript.
To derive the acoustic equations the density, the velocity and the pressure are split
into an incompressible (inc) part and an acoustic perturbation (ac) [10].
ρ = ρinc (xi ) + ρac ,

(6)

ui = uinc
+ uac
i
i ,

(7)

inc

(8)

p=p

ac

+p .
3
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Inserting (6)-(8) into the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (1)-(2) one obtains a system of equations for the acoustic density and velocity.
The equation for the acoustic

pressure is derived with the speed of sound c = (∂p/∂ρ)S , the time derivative of the
pressure splitting (8) and the acoustic density equation (9). Further insight can be gained
in [3, 9, 12]. The LEE for the acoustic quantities including the source term read as:
∂ρac
∂ρac
∂uac
+ ρinc i + uinc
=0
i
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
ac
1 ∂pac
∂uac
i
inc ∂ui
+ uj
+ inc
=0
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂pinc
∂uac
∂pac
∂pac
+ c2 ρinc i + uinc
.
=
−
i
∂t
∂xi
∂xi
∂t

(9)
(10)
(11)

Note that the density ρinc and the speed of sound c as well as the viscosity µinc depend
on their location due to the multiphase system.
3

NUMERICAL METHODS

If one of the phases moves, the transport equation of the volume fraction (4) has to be
discretized and solved properly. For the temporal discretization a Crank-Nicolson method
and for the spatial discretization the high-resolution scheme M-CICSAM are used [24].
For the curvature estimation in equation (3) an exact and fast method is desirable. In
this paper a hybrid model [26] for the calculation of the spatial derivatives is chosen. The
first spatial derivatives are calculated with a convolution technique [1] and the second
derivatives are approximated with a standard finite differencing scheme. The convolution of the volume-fraction distribution is done with a K8 kernel [26]. Since the second
derivatives of the kernel need bigger support or rather more computational time it is
advantageous to use here a simpler method.
The acoustic equations (9)-(11) in flux formulation read as
∂U
∂Fi
+
= Q,
∂t
∂xi

(12)

ac T
U = [ρac , uac
i ,p ] ,

(13)

with the variable vector
the fluxes Fi , exemplary shown for F1 :


and the source term


ac
inc ac
u1
uinc
1 ρ + ρ ac
p
ac
 uinc

1 u1 + ρinc


inc
ac


F1 = 
u1 u2

ac


uinc
u
1
3
2 inc ac
inc ac
c ρ u 1 + u1 p
Q = [0, 0, 0, 0, −
4
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The LEE is transformed into a local coordinate system with the coordinate ξ which is
normal to the cell face. According to that, a one-dimensional problem results for each
cell face:
∂Uξ
∂Uξ
+A
= 0.
(16)
∂t
∂ξ
In (16) the Jacobi matrix A is defined as
 inc

ρinc
0
uξ
1/ρinc 
uinc
A= 0
ξ
0 c2 ρinc uinc
ξ
and the variable vector Uξ as

ac T
Uξ = [ρac , uac
ξ ,p ] .

(17)

(18)

Due to locally changing impedance Z(xi ) = ρ(xi )c(xi ) the underlaying media is referred to
as layered media [13]. Solving a general Riemann problem in this media, a high-resolution
scheme is applied for the acoustic fluxes using Godunov’s method in combination with
the Lax-Wendroff method and a Van-Leer limiter [22].
The source term in (15) is the connection between the NSE and the LEE. Only the
influence of the flow on the acoustics is considered, so that the local change of pressure
causes an acoustic effect. Taking into account multiphase computations this procedure
induces unphysical acoustic sources, which is explained in the next section.
4

PROBLEM WITH MOVING MULTIPHASE INTERFACES

With the methods described in the previous section it was shown that an acoustic wave
hitting a fixed inclined fluid/fluid interface gets refracted and reflected with under 1 %
error [20]. When the interface moves, a problem arises. Consider a stationary drop with
fluid 1 (e.g. water) in a resting fluid 2 (e.g. air), see Figure 1. If gravitational force is
neglected, then equation (2) simplifies to an equilibrium between the pressure derivative
and the surface tension at the interface with
∂p
= σκni |∇α|.
∂xi

(19)

This so called jump condition expresses the change of pressure over the interface and is
analytically described by the Young-Laplace equation [5]


1
1
∆p = σ
(20)
+
r1 r2
with the principal radii of curvature r1 and r2 . If the drop and the surrounding fluid have
the same velocity equation (20) still holds. Therefore when the drop moves through a cell
C, this cell will notice a change of pressure from one time step to the next. Regarding
to the source term definition (15), cell C will excite an acoustic source, although in the
whole domain no sources should arise. The values of the pressure and the source term
5
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4

5
·10−2

Figure 2: Pressure and acoustic source along the
horizontal middle line at t = 0.1 s

along the horizontal line in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 2, in which one can see two
peaks of the source term in the interface region between the two fluids. Because of the
two peaks the drop incorrectly emits sound.
Since the LEE are valid in each phase but not in the region in between, a solution to
overcome this numerical problem is to suppress the sources at the interface. The onedirectional routine in the inhouse solver FASTEST [8] is demonstrated in Figure 3. At
first the incompressible flow field is computed from the NSE followed by the multiphase
advection. With the information of the concentration field one knows in which cells the
interface is located and is then able to set the source term in those cells to zero.
FASTEST
Flow calculation
incompressible NSE

Multiphase advection
Source calculation
Cell C = Interface cell ?
yes

no

− ∂p
(C) = 0
∂t

− ∂p
(C) = 0
∂t
Acoustic calculation
LEE

Figure 3: Schematic one-dircetional routine
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5

TEST CASES AND RESULTS

In this section two test cases are shown to validate the method described in Section 4.
The first test is a water drop (fluid 2) inside a duct filled with air (fluid 1) that leads
to a density ratio of ρ1 /ρ2 = 0.001 and a viscosity ration of µ1 /µ2 = 0.01. A uniform
flow field with a constant velocity in x-direction u = 0.1 m/s is set. The time step
size is ∆t = 2 × 10−5 s and the simulation time is T = 0.2 s. The duct has a length
in both directions of 0.05 m and the uniform cell size is ∆h = 7.8125 × 10−4 m. The
drop radius is r = 0.005 m and the drop starts at (x, y) = (0.0125, 0.025). Referring to
equation (20) with constant surface tension σ = 0.08 N/m, the exact pressure jump is
∆p = 16 Pa. To focus on the moving interface the curvature and the pressure jump is
kept constant and moreover the speed of sound for both fluids is set to c = 1 m/s. Beside
the inlet on the left side and the outlet on the right side, for the top and the bottom of the
domain symmetric boundary conditions are applied. All four boundary conditions act like
acoustic outlets. Since the constant drop and the background fluid move simultaneously
·10−4

4

pac [Pa]

2
0
−2
−4
−6
−8
Figure 4: Acoustic pressure at t = 0.1177 s
with concentration isoline for α = 0.5

0

0.05

0.1
t [s]

0.15

0.2

Figure 5: Acoustic pressure at point P

no acoustics should be produced. In Figure 4, the acoustic pressure contour plot is shown
at time t = 0.011 77 s. The sources at the front and the rear of the drop produce acoustic
waves which are emitted into the domain and inside the drop. Waves inside the drop
travel until the opposite side of the interface where they are nearly completely reflected
due to the material parameters of the fluids. Exemplary taking the acoustic pressure
at point P = (0.025, 0.045) over the simulation time, one can see in Figure 5 that the
magnitude is in a range of 10−4 .
If the simulation is repeated without the sources of the interface the outcome is as
expected. The magnitude of the acoustic pressure in point P is about 10−17 , see Figure 6.
Comparing the two simulations, the regime with the suppressed sources appears as a line
in Figure 7. For this test case suppressing the sources in the interface region leads to
negligible acoustic pressure in the domain.
7
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Figure 6: Acoustic pressure at point P without
interface sources

While in the first test case a moving interface should not produce sound, the moving
interface in the second test case has to do so. Consider an elliptic drop with two semi-axes
of a = 0.005 m and b = 0.003 m which is located in the center of the domain. The lengths
and discretization are the same as in the first test case. Due to the acting surface tension
the ellipsoid tries to transform into a circle and overshoots into an ellipsoid with the
semi-axes exchanged. The background fluid is at rest and only the elliptic drop oscillates
around his equivalent circle shape. It is expected that the acoustic pressure emitted from
the ellipsoid has the same frequency as the oscillation itself. The simulation parameters
are: ∆t = 3 × 10−7 s, σ = 0.08 N/m, ρ1 /ρ2 = 1, µ1 /µ2 = 1 and T = 0.15 s. The surface
tension is determined with the method described in Section 3 with four cells used for the
kernel of the convolution method. Figures 8 and 9 show the acoustic pressure contour

Figure 8: Acoustic pressure at maximum deflection in y-direction with concentration isoline
for α = 0.5

Figure 9: Acoustic pressure at maximum deflection in x-direction with concentration isoline
for α = 0.5

8
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Normalized Amplitude [-]

plots at approximately maximum drop deflections. In Figure 8 it can be seen that the
drop emits positive acoustic waves in the y-direction while in Figure 9 positive acoustic
waves travel in the opposite direction. The frequency of the drop oscillation is 60.1 Hz. In
Figure 10 the Fourier analysis of the acoustic pressure is taken at point Q = (0.25, 0.35).
The maximum amplitude occurs at a frequency of 58.6 Hz. The difference between the
frequencies of the drop oscillation and the acoustic pressure is within 2.5 % and therefore
in a good agreement.
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

50

100 150 200
Frequency [Hz]

250

300

Figure 10: Fourier analysis of acoustic pressure at point Q

6

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

An approach for the numerical simulation of acoustics in multiphase flows with moving interfaces has been presented. The linearized Euler equations are valid for each fluid
in a multiphase phase system but not for the interface region in between. Within the
one-directional finite-volume code consisting of an incompressible Navier-Stokes equations solver with integrated multiphase advection followed by the acoustic computation,
a condition for the interface is introduced to suppress the unphysical acoustic sources.
Two different cases of moving interfaces have been investigated. In the first case the
interfaces moves locally in the domain but has no relative movement to the background
fluid and therefore should not produce any sound. A drop is sent through a duct with a
constant velocity. Only with the proposed approach the acoustic pressure in the domain
nearly vanishes. The second test case consists of a drop which oscillates due to surface
tension. The background fluid is in rest so that the acoustic pressure emitted from the
drop should have the same frequency. The frequencies are in a range of 2.5 % which is
considered as a very good agreement.
In the next step this methodology will be applied to more complex problems, e.g. a
water drop falling into a water pool.

9
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Abstract. Aerodynamic breakup (aerobreakup) consist on the decomposition of liquid
bulks into smaller droplets due to the effect of a gas stream. Depending on the flow
parameters, a liquid drop affected by a gas stream can evolve in several aerobreakup
modes [1, 2]. In particular, bag mode breakup takes place at moderate to low gas Weber
numbers. During this process, the drops deforms into a film with a bag shape. As the
bag radius increases, the film thickness decreases until a hole forms and expands, bursting
the bag into a spray. This mechanism is present in several breakup scenarios and it is of
great interest to understand the underlying physics of liquid atomization.
In this work, we present numerical simulations of a single droplet submerged in a
stream with sets of parameters corresponding to bag mode breakup regime. We solve
Navier-Stokes equations for the two-phase flow using a Volume of Fluid (VOF) method
with a Piecewise Linear Interface Capturing (PLIC) and geometrical advection schemes
on the volume fraction and momentum equations. We also apply Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) to reduce the computational cost, using high mesh resolution only in
the region of interest. These tools are programmed in the Basilisk open-source suite
(http://basilisk.fr/)[3]. The deformation of the drop into a film and the posterior evolution of its thickness is studied until the formation of a hole.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Sprays can be described as a set of liquid droplets of several shapes and sizes, dispersed
in another phase stream. Usually, they are the result of an atomization process in which
a liquid bulk decompose in smaller fragments. Two stages of this phenomenon are usually
distinguished: primary and secondary breakup. Primary breakup is the detachment of
sheets, ligaments and droplets from the main liquid bulk. This process is mainly driven
by inertial effects that distort the interface generating instabilities that grow until they
finally produce fragmentation. Secondary breakup consists on the decomposition of the
liquid structures resulting from primary breakup into smaller drops that will finally form
the spray. As the fragments size reduce, capillary effects are more significant until each
drop reaches a critical diameter where it remains stable.
Several authors have observed that higher injection speed accelerates primary atomization, enchancing fragmentation at this stage, but this does not necessarily produces finer
sprays. It seems that spray properties, mainly drop size and distribution, strongly depends on secondary atomization. Given the presence of sprays in many applications such
as combustion, spray drying and coating, drug delivery and evaporation heat exchangers
among others, secondary breakup has been a subject of intense research during the last
decades.
In their seminal paper, Pilch and Erdman [4] report several breakup modes depending
on the flow characteristics and the physical properties of each fluid. From this article on,
aerodynamic breakup of drops has been analyzed using various experimental methods.
Liu and Reitz [7] analyzed the rupture of the bag based on the formation of holes in the
sheet and its subsequent expansion. Chou and Faeth [8] then studied the rupture of bags
for low Weber values (13-20), observing that bag piercing occurred at time 2 tc , where tc
is Ranger and Nicholls characteristic time [9]. They also observed total atomization is
reached in less than five characteristic times. Zhao et al. [10] show that the formation of
nodes in the basal ring is a result of Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Opfer et al. [11] worked on
similar cases measuring the evolution of the dimensions of the bag, obtaining qualitatively
similar results to its predecessors and adding measurements of sheet thickness at the
moment of rupture. Faeth [5] and Guildenbecher [6] present comprehensive reviews of the
investigations conducted up to their publication, analyzing the dimensionless parameters
that govern the phenomenon, mentioning the main breakup models and reviewing the
threshold values between atomization modes.
Many numerical efforts have also been made to simulate drop deformation and fragmentation [1, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In most of these works it is observed that for low density
ratios (ρ∗ < 100), a backward bag develops for moderate Weber values (20 < We < 80).
Kékesi et al.[1] analyzed the evolution suffered by a drop at low Reynolds and Weber
numbers for low density ratios (less than 100). They also analyzed the relation between
the breakup mode and the density and viscosity ratio. Jain et al.[14] performed simulations for high density ratios, comparing the modes on several Weber numbers. They
obtained drop size distributions for these regimes comparing their results with their own
experimental data.

2
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We present here results for different regimes reported to be in the range of the bag
mode rupture, comparing them with numerical [1, 14] and experimental results [11].
2

PROBLEM DEFINITION AND NUMERICAL METHOD

In general, low Mach flow can be considered incompressible. In this context, aerobreakup of a single drop is completely defined by the following set of dimensionless
numbers [6]:
We =

ρ2 U 2 D
σ

Re =

ρ2 U D
µ2

ρ∗ =

ρ1
ρ2

µ∗ =

µ1
µ2

(1)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities of the drop and stream phases respectively. The viscosity coefficients are noted by µ1 and µ2 . σ is the surface tension coefficient, U is the
stream velocity and D is the drop diameter. Regarding the Re and We numbers, in
most of the literature they are refered to the stream, as the drop dimensionless numbers
are dependent dimensionless groups. Most of the reported results employ Ranger and
Nichols characteristic time [9] to compare the different stages of the drop deformation
and fragmentation.

D ρl
tc =
(2)
U ρg
2.1

Numerical Method and Implementation

This problem can be described by the incompressible Navier Stokes equations, considering surface tension force, that can be expressed as noted in Eq. 3
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρ�u) = 0
∂t
∇ · (�u) = 0

(3)

∂ρ�u
+ ∇ · (ρ�u�u) = −∇p + ∇ · [2µD] + σκδs�ns
∂t
where �u(�x, t) is the velocity field and p(�x, t) is the pressure field. The tensor D is defined
1
as (∇�u + (∇�u)T ). The properties ρ and µ are the flow density and viscosity. Surface
2
tension force is the product of the constant coefficient σ, the interface curvature κ, the
unitary vector �ns normal to the interface and the Dirac function centered at its surface
δs .
One possible approach to model two-phase flow is the one fluid formulation, where a
function c(�x, t) is function assuming values 0 or 1 for each phase. This Heaviside function
evolves according to an advection equation:
∂c
+ ∇ · (c�u) = 0
∂t

3
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The interface position is impicit in the phase distribution function. This approach is
commonly known as interface capturing, and it is adopted by several methods to described
the interface. In this work, we employ a Piecewise Linear Interface
Capturing (PLIC) VOF

method [16, 17]. In this context, the mean value c̃ = (1/V ) V c dV of this function is the
volume fraction of the main phase, usually called VOF function. The mixture properties
on each cell can be computed by arithmetic means as:
ρ = c̃ρ1 + (1 − c̃)ρ2

µ = c̃µ1 + (1 − c̃)µ2

(5)

Using the FVM and the approximate projection method [18], equations 3 and 4 can
be discretized in the following system, as explained in [19]:
cn+ 1 − cn− 1
2

2

∆t
ρn+ 1
2



�u∗ − �un− 1
2

∆t

+ �un+ 1 ∇ · (�u)
2



+ ∇ · (�un cn ) = 0

= ∇ · [µn+ 1 (Dn + D∗ )] + (σκδs�ns )n+ 1
2

2

(6)

�un+1 = u∗ −

∆t
∇pn+ 1
2
ρn+ 1
2

∇ · (�un+1 ) = 0
We used a volume fraction advection scheme based on the split methodology proposed
by Weymouth and Yue [20]. For the advective momentum fluxes we used a momentum
conserving scheme described in detail later on, in section 2.2. Total fluxes on each face
are obtained by adding the diffusive flux due to the viscous term, which are computed by
semi implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme.
The surface tension force term is discretized at the face with the same gradient scheme
employed to compute the pressure gradient. This ensures a well-balanced formulation
that reduce spurious currents, as explained by Popinet in [21]. The interface curvature is
computed using second order stencils based on height functions computed by an analytical
formulation [22].
The described flow solver was developed using the Basilisk suite [3]. In the simulations
reported, we applied Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) in an octree mesh implementation, using a wavelet based error estimation. Further detail on this technique theoretical
basis can be found in [23, 24].
2.2

Momentum advection scheme analysis

Momentum conserving advection schemes are those formulations which compute momentum face fluxes based on a pre-existent mass flux in order to ensure consistency
between mass and momentum transfer between cells. Since Rudman [17], many authors mention that a this formulation is essential to reduce numerical momentum transfer
through the interface in multiphase flows.
4
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Figure 1: Momentum flux computation from VOF-based mass and momentum fluxes.

We compute advective fluxes on the momentum equation as the product between mass
fluxes resulting from VOF advection and the velocity value at the face, computed with
a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) scheme. The VOF function flux through a face,
named F c̃ , is known from the VOF advection step. The mass and momentum fluxes
through the face, F ρ and F q� respectively, will depend on the VOF flux:
FV =

�f · �uf
S
∆t

F ρ = ρ1 F c̃ + ρ2 (F V − F c̃ )

F q� = �uf F ρ ,

(7)

�f , being �uf the velocity value at
where F V is the volume flux through the face of area S
the face. This ensures to same precision level for mass and momentum conservation.
In order to test the effects of not using a conserving advection scheme for the momentum, a simple test is proposed. It consists in a 3 mm water droplet, affected by downwards
pointing gravity of magnitude 9.8 m/s2 , suspended by an upstream air flow with velocity
8 m/s. The parameters defining this case are:
Re = 1460

ρ∗ = 833

We = 3.2

µ∗ = 55

In this case, the Weber number is under the critical value and the drop should not atomize
[6]. We solve the problem using grids with 8, 16 and 32 cells per diameter. Figure 2
shows an intermediate suspension state of the drop (t = 0.4 tc ) comparing the three
resolutions using conserving and non-conserving schemes. It can be noticed that nonmomentum conserving schemes produce spurious velocity gradients near the interface. If
the mesh resolution is coarse enough (e.g. in the 8 cells per diameter case), the numerical
error will be relatively uniform around the drop, producing excessive deformation and
displacement. As the mesh size decreases, the spurious velocities produce breakup instead.
In contrast, the cases using the momentum conserving scheme reproduce the expected
physical behavior: the drop remains coherent with all the mesh resolutions. These results
confirm the necessity of using the momentum conserving formulation for high density
ratio, showing that the current solver could be suitable for these kind of simulations.
3

RESULTS ON BAG-MODE DROP EVOLUTION

In this section, we analyze the drop deformation up to breakup for two different density
ratio level. The high density ratio conditions are equivalent to experiments on [14, 11].The
5
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Figure 2: Suspended drop solved at time t = 0.4tc using several mesh resolutions (from left to right: 8,
16 and 32 cells per diameter). Top row: momentum conserving scheme. Bottom row: non-momentum
conserving scheme. Background color by vorticity component normal to view.

low density ratio conditions are based on Kékesi et. al. simulations [1]. The geometry
and boundary conditions are the same on all cases. A single drop of diameter D is placed
along the axis of the cubical domain with side L, at a distance of eight (8) diameters
from the left face, which has inlet boundary conditions: uniform stream velocity Ui n
and null pressure gradient. The right face has outlet condition: null velocity gradient,
fixed pressure p = 0. The initial mesh is refined to capture drop surface with the higher
resolution available, as shown in Fig 3.
Table 1 lists the set of parameters for the cases reported. For the sake of brevity, we
only include three relevant test.The maximum mesh refinement allowed at all simulations
corresponds to a resolution of 64 cells per diameter. Studying full atomization and droplet
size dispersion would require a much finer mesh [14, 11].
For each case, we report some drop dimensions: center of mass position (XC M ), tip
position (H), length (Len), radius (Rad) and film thickness(T h) in cases within the bagmode. The measurement of these geometrical variables is illustrated in Fig 3. We also
report the drag force coefficient during simulation, computed as:
Fx =

ρg
Cdx (Uin − ud )2 (πR2 )
2

Table 1: Cases reported in this study.

Case
1
2
3

Re We
3333 20
2718 15
200 20

ρ∗
µ∗
Ref.
833 55
Jain et al.[14]
925 889 Opfer et al. [11]
80 50 Kékesi et al. [1]
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L = 32D
Uin

X0 = 8D

Len

XCM(t=0)

D

VOF
Th

Rad
H

Figure 3: Domain geometry, mesh refinement and initial position of the drop (left). Reference for
geometry measurements on the drop (rigfht)

3.1

Bag-mode regimes comparison

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the geometrical variables and the drag coefficients for
each case. Figures 5 and 6 show the deformation stages at the same dimensionless times
for the three cases reported.
The first case show the fastest radial expansion and the shortest breakup time (t ≈ 2tc ).
Drop displacement is also the highest (around 30% more than in the other cases). Drag
coefficient is slightly higher than in the literature references [14], but presents the same
behavior showing a peak around t = tc and a posterior drop to the initial values. In figure
5 some bulges can be noticed in the basal, showing a sligh transition to the multi-bag
modes.
The second case presents similar Reynolds number and density ratio, but a lower Weber
closer to vibrational state. The bag rim is much smoother and bag piercing occurs at larger
time (t ≈ 2.14tc ). It can be noticed that the current mesh cannot capture the breakup
stage in detail, but even with this resolution it can be appreciated that case 2 presents a
more symmetric ring than case 1. In this case, the drag coefficient varies slower than in
the previous one.
The last case has a significantly lower density ratio. The first deformation stages show
a backward facing bag, as reported in previous works [1, 15]. Drag force is considerably
lower than in the previous cases. This is consistent with the pressure field on figure 6,
that shows smaller gradients than in the previous cases.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We performed a simple test simulation of a raindrop to analyze the accuracy of the
numerical method. These results indicate that momentum conserving schemes considerably reduce spurious currents due to numerical momentum transfer at the interface. Even
7
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using relatively coarse meshes, these schemes reproduce physical behavior properly. In the
test case, we have not observed numerical breakup even for grids of 8 cells per diameters.
Regarding the preliminary simulations to analyze drop deformation for physical parameters in the bag-mode breakup regime, the deformation and displacement measurements
have been reproduced previous experimental and numerical results relatively well.
At low Reynolds regimes, we observed that breakup time is considerably longer, even for
the same Weber number. As the flow is laminar, there is no wake and pressure gradients
are therefore considerably smaller at the drop interface. In this context, piercing by
Rayleigh-Taylor Instability evolves slower.
The results suggest that the deformation stages are well represented even with grids
considerably coarser than previous results. Even breakup times are in relatively good
agreement with the bibliography. Nevertheless, an accurate representation of the hole
formation and expansion would require a much finer mesh resolution. This will be addressed in future works.

Geometrical measurements, case 1

5

Drag coefficient, case 1
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Geometrical measurements, case 3
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Figure 4: Drop deformation parameters (left) and drag coefficients (top) for cases 1 to 3 (top to bottom).
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Figure 5: Isometric view, flow direction from left bottom to top right. Bottom plane colored by ux
(stream-wise velocity component), left plane colored by uy . Jet colormap with range [-1.5;1.5] m/s.
t/tc = 1.0, 1.64, 1.97, 2.14, 2.67 (top to bottom). Cases 1, 2 and 3 from left to right.
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Figure 6: Isometric view, flow direction from top right to left bottom. Bottom plane colored by ax
(stream-wise acceleration component, range [-1.5;1.5] m/s2 ), left plane colored by c̃ function (range [0;1]).
t/tc = 1.0, 1.64, 1.97, 2.14, 2.67 (top to bottom). Cases 1, 2 and 3 from left to right.
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Abstract. In the present work, a thorough experimental and numerical study is performed to understand the melting behaviour of phase change materials (PCMs) in buoyR
ancy driven flows. Paraffin (Rubitherm
RT35) is used as PCM which occupies 90% of
the capsule volume and the rest is occupied by air. In the experimental trials, one of the
side walls is heated to a constant temperature above the liquidus temperature of PCM and
all other walls are insulated. The influence of different temperatures at the heated wall
on the transport of melt-fraction is investigated by monitoring the melt-front at different
time intervals. The experimental results are compared with the numerical model which
R
is developed in OpenFOAM
framework. The paraffin-air multiphase system is solved
using a volume of fluid (VOF) approach with phase-fraction based interface capturing.
The fixed grid mathematical model based on enthalpy-porosity is employed to capture the
transport of melt-fraction. A new treatment to enthalpy equation overcomes the necessity
to iteratively solve for the coupled enthalpy and melt-fraction fields, thereby reducing the
computational cost. The melt-front captured by the numerical model for different time
intervals are compared with the experimental results and are found to be in excellent
agreement.

1

INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of melting and solidification inherently occur in various industrial processes like casting, forming and production of metals and glass [1]. In some other applications like latent heat thermal storage devices in solar power stations and buildings, melting
and solidification are utilized to store energy [2]. Quite often, the processes/systems involve more than one fluid making a systematic study through experiments or numerical
methods more complex and challenging. Nonetheless, the study of melting and solidification phenomena give greater control over the processes and help to achieve optimization
and higher efficiency. Hence in the current study, a numerical model to accurately pre-
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dict the transport of melt-front in multiphase systems is developed and validated with
experiments.
Current numerical models to predict the melt-front can be categorized into two groups:
deforming and fixed grid schemes [3]. Deforming grid method requires continuous update
of spatial discretization to track the melt front, which introduces programming and modelling complexities at higher computational costs. On the other hand fixed grid method
tracks the melt-front through the enthalpy distribution, which is mathematically simpler to implement. Voller et al. [4] was the first to introduce the enthalpy method for
fixed grids. Brent et al. [5] extended the enthalpy method to include porosity sink term
disabling velocities in solid region. Voller and Swaminathan [6, 7] implemented a general enthalpy-porosity method to iteratively update the melt-fraction from temperature.
Samarkii et al. [8] studied phase change with both fixed and deforming grid methods,
outlining the advantages and disadvantages of both methods. Hu and Argyropoulos [9]
and Basu and Date [10] reviewed in detail various improvements to the enthalpy-porosity
method carried out by numerous researchers which addressed certain shortcomings of the
fixed grid approach.
Assis et al. [11] performed a numerical and experimental study of melting of phase
change material (PCM) enclosed in a spherical geometry with air on the top. The numerical simulations were performed using a commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
code ANSYS FLUENT 6.0 with the enthalpy-porosity method of Voller and Swaminathan
[6]. The interface between air and PCM was solved using volume of fluid (VOF) approach.
Numerical treatment of the change in density is not clearly stated in the paper and an
axis of symmetry was assumed for simulation purposes. Shmueli et al. [12] conducted
a detailed numerical study of the influence of the mushy zone constant on the transport
of melt-interface in a vertical tube containing air above PCM. The modelling approach
was similar to Assiss et al. [11] and a commercial CFD code ANSYS FLUENT 6.2 was
employed for simulation purposes. Rösler and Brüggemann [13] studied PCM melting in
Shell-and-Tube type geometry where the discontinuous enthalpy function was approximated to a continuous error function, thus eliminating the necessity to iteratively solve
for melt fraction.
In 2013, Kim et al. [14] numerically modelled PCM melting enhanced by deformation
of a liquid-gas interface. Volume of fluid technique was employed to track the liquid-gas
interface and enthalpy-porosity method to track the melt-front. The study was undertaken
using commercial CFD code FLUENT 12.0 and simulations were carried out for a 2dimensional geometry. Galione et al. [15, 16] studied melting of n-Octadecane enclosed
inside a spherical capsule using fixed grid phase-change model with variable material
properties. Richter et al. [17] numerically simulated solidification in mould filling using
VOF and enthalpy-porosity method. A cut-off parameter for Darcy porosity constant was
modelled to make a more robust algorithm. Kozak und Ziskind [2] incorporated closecontact melting to their single fluid phase change model which fully captures the bulk solid
motion that may occur during melting. The bulk solid motion is calculated by solving a
detailed force balance equation in addition to enthalpy-porosity equations. Kasibhatla et
al. [18] developed a variable viscosity model for single fluid system to simulate the effects
2
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of settling of the solid phase.
From the above literature review, it is evident that very few studies [11, 12, 14, 17]
are available for melting problems in multiphase systems. And almost all studies employ iterative techniques to solve the coupled enthalpy and melt-fraction fields. In the
present work, a detailed numerical modelling in a multiphase framework is implemented
to predict the behaviour of melting in buoyancy driven flows. Volume of fluid approach
with phase-fraction based interface capturing is employed to solve the multiphase system
and melting is modelled with enthalpy-porosity method. A numerical treatment to the
enthalpy-porosity method is implemented to eliminate the requirement to solve the coupled enthalpy and melt-fraction fields iteratively. The numerical model is validated with
R
several experiments conducted using paraffin RT35 from Rubitherm
, as PCM fluid and
air as the secondary fluid.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

An experimental set-up was designed and built in order to investigate the melting process of a phase change material (PCM). Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental
set-up. Plexiglass material is used to build the capsule with dimensions 100 mm x 100 mm
x 100 mm and is filled with PCM material. An aluminium heating plate of 16 mm thickness is fixed on the inner side of the left wall of the plexiglass capsule. A temperature
controller is connected to the heater to maintain a constant temperature during the experimental trials. All walls are insulated using a polystyrol material which is then surrounded
by air, except for the front wall which is open for images of the melt front to be taken. A
DSLR camera (Nikon D5200) mounted on a tripod and equipped with a timer function is
set up at a good distance from the front wall of the capsule to capture sharp and focused
images. The timer is set to 300s interval and for a total duration of 70 minutes, which
R
is the duration of the experimental trials. Paraffin RT35 from Rubitherm
is used as
PCM which is filled up to 90% of the volume of the capsule. The height of the paraffin
is measured before the start of each experimental trial. The temperature controller is set
to a constant temperature at the start of each trial. Experiment trials are conducted for
heating temperatures of 44 ◦C, 47 ◦C and 50 ◦C. The images are analysed using a plot
digitizer tool1 to mark the solid-melt interface of the paraffin.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The detailed mathematical model to solve melting problems in multiphase framework
is outlined in this section. For the mathematical modelling, the following assumptions
are considered:
1. Both fluids are considered immiscible with a sharp interface.
2. Air is treated as an incompressible fluid and Boussinesq approximation is made for
PCM.
1

http://arohatgi.info/WebPlotDigitizer/app
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Heated wall
Camera
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental set-up
3. Laminar flow conditions for both fluids.
4. Viscous heating and kinetic energy terms are neglected.
5. Material properties of both fluids are independent of temperature.
6. Surface tension effects are neglected.
With the above mentioned assumptions, the paraffin-air two phase system is described
using the volume of fluid (VOF) approach, which is a fixed grid phase-fraction based
interface capturing method. In this approach, a marker function called phase-fraction α
is defined to locate the interface between the fluids. For example, in a two fluid system, a
phase-fraction of 1 in a cell denotes fluid 1, a phase-fraction of 0 denotes fluid 2. All cells
having a phase-fraction between 0 and 1 contains the interface. More on the numerical
model can be found in [19]. The conservation equations for the paraffin-air system are :
Continuity:

Momentum:

∂(α1 ) ∂(α1 ui )
+
=0
∂t
∂xi

(1)

 

∂ui ∂uj
∂p
∂
∂(ρui ) ∂(ρui uj )
+
µ
+ SD
=−
+
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(2)

Energy:
∂
∂(ρh) ∂(ρui h)
+
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi



∂T
k
∂xi



(3)

where ui , ρ, µ and k are the velocity components, mixture density, dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity, respectively. The phase-fraction α is defined as:
4
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0
α= 0<α<1


1

= air
= cell contains interface
= paraffin

(4)

In the phase-change region inside the capsule, enthalpy-porosity approach is employed.
The specific enthalpy h, of the mixture is defined as:
h = Cp T + αγL

(5)

where Cp is the mixture specific heat capacity and L is the latent heat of melting of the
PCM material. The liquid fraction γ is purely dependent on the temperature T and is
modelled as a step function with a linear behaviour between the solidus and the liquidus
temperature, Ts and Tl , respectively as shown below:


if
T < Ts
0
s
γ = TTl−T
(6)
if
Ts ≤ T ≤ Ts
−Ts


1
if
T > Tl
Applying equation 6 to equation 3, we obtain the energy conservation equation in terms
of temperature T , as shown below:




∂(ρT ) ∂(ρui T )
k ∂T
∂
L ∂(ργ) ∂(ρuj γ)
+
+
− α1
(7)
=
∂t
∂xi
∂xi Cp ∂xi
Cp
∂t
∂xj
The effect of solidification on momentum transport is taken into account by the Darcytype source term SD , in equation 8. The pressure gradient inside the mushy zone is
coupled to the permeability using the modelling of Kozeny–Carman equation [3]. With
the restriction of the Kozeny–Carman equation to be applicable in PCM region only, the
source term SD can be expressed as:
SD = α C

(1 − γ)2
ui
γ3 + 

(8)

where C is a large constant to describe the behaviour of the flow in the mushy zone.
The term  is a small numerical constant to avoid division by zero. The source term SD
dominates all other terms in the momentum equation when the melt fraction is 0 and
thereby switches off all velocities in the solid region. On the other hand, when the melt
fraction is 1, the source term vanishes.
Applying the mixture approach in the framework of the continuum model, the physical
properties are determined as
φ = α(γφmelt + (1 − γ)φsolid ) + (1 − α)φair
5
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where, φ can be substituted for µ, Cp and k, the mixture dynamic viscosity, specific
heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively. For density, the Boussinesq approximation is applied to PCM region and air is assumed to be incompressible. With the
aforementioned assumptions, the mixture density is defined as:
ρ = α (γρmelt (1 − β(T − Tl )) + (1 − γ)ρsolid ) + (1 − α)ρair

(10)

where β is the thermal coefficient of volume expansion of PCM.
The melt fraction and energy equations are coupled in a non-linear fashion requiring
the enthalpy-porosity method to solve for both equations in a separate sub-cycle [6, 17].
The iterative process can sometimes be computationally exhaustive. To overcome this
iterative process, a numerical treatment is implemented with a switch function f . The
function checks whether the temperature in the cell is between the solidus and liquidus
temperature or outside. Depending on the temperature range, the melt fraction transport
is switched on and off. The function is described below:

1
if
Ts ≤ T ≤ Ts
f=
(11)
0
if
T > Tl or T < Ts
With the function f , an implicit update of melt-fraction is implemented similar to the
one described by Voller and Swaminathan [6]. This approach eliminates the necessity
to iterate between the energy equation and melt-fraction update, thereby reducing the
computational time significantly.
R
The introduced mathematical model is implemented in OpenFOAM
4.0, an open
source computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. The convective terms in the conservation equation for momentum and energy are discretized with second order schemes.
PIMPLE algorithm, which combines PISO and SIMPLE algorithms, is used to solve
the pressure-velocity coupled Navier–Stokes equation. The transport equation for phasefraction is solved using MULES (Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution) [20]. The convergence criteria for mass, momentum and energy equations are set by
the normalized residual values less than 10−10 . Grid independence study is done by comparing results of three grids with cell lengths of 1.5cm, 1cm and 0.75cm. The numerical
results show that the relative errors of melt fraction are less than 4% between the grid
with 1cm and 0.75cm cell length. A study of the influence of time step on the numerical
results are undertaken with time step sizes of 10−2 s, 10−3 s and 10−4 s. The relative errors
of melt fraction are found to be less than 2% between the time step size of 10−3 s and
10−4 s. Therefore a grid with 1cm cell length and a time step size of 10−3 s is considered
for all simulations.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the numerical results of the paraffin-air melting are presented along
with the influence of different heating temperatures on the melt transport. Additionally
a validation of the implicit numerical treatment to update the melt fraction which is
discussed in the previous section is presented.
6
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For the validation of the implicit melt-fraction update using the numerical treatment
through the switch function (equation 11), the experiments of Gau and Viskanta [21] are
considered. In the experiments, Gallium with a melting point of 29.78 ◦C and a latent
heat of melting of 80 160 J/kg was used as PCM. The density, dynamic viscosity, thermal
conductivity, specific heat capacity and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of liquid
Gallium are considered as 6093 kg/m3 , 0.001 81 Pa s, 32 W/(m K), 381.5 J/(kg K) and
1.2 × 10−4 /K, respectively. The schematic of the experimental set-up is depicted in figure
2a and the comparison of the simulation results with the experiment in figure 2b. The
melt fronts of the simulation are in excellent agreement with the experimental result, thus
validating the enthalpy-porosity method with implicit numerical treatment.
adiabatic wall
0.06

g

0.05

gallium

0.04

Ti = 301.3 K

y [m]

Th = 311 K

Tc = 301.3 K

0.03
0.02
Gau and Viskanta
Simulation

0.01

y

0

x

0

adiabatic wall

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08
x [m]

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Validation of computational model: (a) schematic of Gallium experiments
performed by Gau and Viskanta [21], (b) Melt-front comparison between simulation and
experiments of Gau and Viskanta [21].
adiabatic wall

air

g
melt

solid
adiabatic wall

Th
Paraffin

y
x

adiabatic wall

Figure 3: Schematic of the computational domain.
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Density (ρ)
Specific heat capacity (Cp )
Dynamic viscosity (µ)
Thermal conductivity (κ)
Latent heat of fusion (L)
Solidus temperature (Ts )
Liquidus temperature (Tl )
Volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient of melt (β)

780 kg/m3
2000 J/(kg K)
0.0247 Pa s
0.2 W/(m K)
160 000 J/kg
34 ◦C
35 ◦C
0.001/K

R
Table 1: Physical properties of Rubitherm
RT35.

a) Experiment, t = 30min.

b) Simulation, t = 30min.

c) Experiment, t = 50min.

d) Simulation, t = 50min.

e) Experiment, t = 70min.

f) Simulation, t = 70min.

Figure 4: Comparison of the melt-front position (Th = 50 ◦C) at different time intervals
between experiment (a, c, e) and simulation (b, d, f) with velocity vector plots.

8
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y [m]

0.06

y [m]

0.06

70 min

0.09

50 min

30 min

70 min

0.09

50 min

30 min

The above validated enthalpy-porosity model with numerical treatment is implemented
in a multiphase framework and simulations are carried out for the paraffin-air system.
The schematic of the numerical domain can be seen in figure 3. The left wall of the
domain is set to a fixed temperature and all other walls are considered to be perfectly
adiabatic. In order to reduce the computational effort, all simulations are carried out
R
with 2D assumption. The physical properties of the paraffin, Rubitherm
RT35 are
5
listed in table 1. The mushy zone constant (C) is considered as 1 × 10 [11]. The density,
dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of air are considered
to be 1.177 kg/m3 , 1.83 × 10−5 Pa s, 0.0258 W/(m K) and 1006 J/(kg K), respectively.

0.03

0

0.03

Experiment
Simulation

0

0.021

0.042
x [m]

0.063

0

0.084

Experiment
Simulation

0

0.042
x [m]

0.063

0.084

70 min

0.09

50 min

(b) Th = 47 ◦C
30 min

(a) Th = 44 ◦C

0.021

y [m]

0.06

0.03

0

Experiment
Simulation

0

0.021

0.042
x [m]

0.063

0.084

(c) Th = 50 ◦C

Figure 5: Comparison of melt-fronts between experiments and simulations at different
time intervals for a) Th = 44 ◦C, b) Th = 47 ◦C and c) Th = 50 ◦C.
9
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Figure 4 shows a comparison of the position of melt-fronts between experiment and
simulations. The left wall here is maintained at a constant 50 ◦C and the initial temperature of the paraffin is set to 23 ◦C which was measured before the start of the experiment.
At time t = 30min, the transport of melt front through buoyancy can be seen, though
the effect of heat transport through conduction dominates at initial stages. With increased melting, the convective transport through buoyancy increases which is evident at
t = 50min and 70min in figure 4. The melt-front predicted by numerical simulations at
all time intervals are qualitatively in excellent agreement with the experimental results.
A comparison of melt fronts between experiments and simulations for Th = 44 ◦C,
Th = 47 ◦C and Th = 50 ◦C is shown in figure 5. The solid-melt interface from experiments
are extracted using the digitizer tool mentioned earlier. For all the cases, the comparison is
done for the time intervals of t = 30min, 50min and 70min. For temperatures Th = 44 ◦C
and Th = 47 ◦C, the melt front of experiments and simulations can be seen to overlap on
each other. For Th = 50 ◦C, the numerical results can been seen to slightly over estimate
the melt front close to the paraffin-air interface for the time intervals t = 30min and
t = 50min. But the melt-front prediction of the simulation for t = 70min coincides to
a very good extent with the experiments, particularly close to the paraffin-air interface.
A possible explanation for the deviation seen at t = 30min and t = 50min for the case
of Th = 50 ◦C can be the incompressible fluid assumption for air. The consideration of
physical properties of paraffin to be temperature independent, especially viscosity, can
be another reason for the slight difference in melt-front prediction. Overall the melting
model for multiphase paraffin-air system is shown to be in excellent agreement with the
experiments.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The transport of melt-front in buoyancy driven multiphase system is systematically
R
studied through experiments and numerical simulations. Paraffin RT35 from Rubitherm
is considered as the phase change material which is filled up to 90% of the capsule volume and the rest is occupied by air. Experiments are conducted for three different constant heating temperatures, Th = 44 ◦C, 47 ◦C and 50 ◦C. The experimental results are
compared with the numerical simulations modelled using the combined volume of fluid
approach for paraffin-air multiphase system and enthalpy-porosity method for melting of
paraffin. An implicit numerical treatment for melt-fraction update is implemented which
reduces the computational cost significantly. The numerical results are seen to be in excellent agreement, qualitatively and quantitatively with the experiments, thus validating our
mathematical model to predict melting/solidification phenomenon in multiphase flows.
In the next step, the numerical model is planned to be extended to include temperature
variable physical properties for all phases. Additionally, modelling of air as a compressible
fluid to successfully simulate the effect of volume changes on melt transport is planned.

10
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Abstract. This study is focused on numerical as well as experimental investigation of free
surface flows during gravity casting processes. The numerical simulations are based on an
in-house implementation of the lattice Boltzmann method and results of the implemented
algorithm are validated against the measured experimental data. In order to capture the
free surface of an incompressible fluid, the algorithm based on the volume of fluid method
is adopted. In addition, a surface tension term is included. The suggested computational
algorithm is capable of capturing well an evolution of the free-surface flow during gravity
casting as shown by comparison of results of the performed numerical simulations and
experimental measurements.

1

INTRODUCTION

The free surface flow is a physical phenomenon involved in many manufacturing processes, e.g. material transport, machining, casting etc. Casting in particular involves
flow of liquid or liquefied material into a rigid mold. Pouring the casting material into
the mold can be driven by external pressure or by body force (e.g. gravity, centrifugal
force). The latter aproach may be well employed in rapid prototyping, medical device
molding, replacement part manufacturing, production of electronic devices, toys etc. The
objective of the study is an analysis of free surface flow of the cast material inside a rigid
mold during gravity casting while thermodynamic processes (such as heat transfer and
solidification) are neglected.
Although there are earlier studies, mathematical and computational modelling of casting processes evolves rapidly since 1970s. A substantial development of computational
tools arose in 1980s and 1990s when advanced mathematical models of complex physical
properties were implemented. This includes finite difference and finite element solutions of
non-isothermal flow of non-newtonian fluid [1, 2] or simulations of solidification in metal
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casting [3]. Standard computational methods, such as finite element or finite volume
method, are based on macroscopic description of continuum. The main drawback of these
methods is the incompressibility constraint that requires solution of the Poisson equation.
This leads to high computational demands and cumbersome parallelisation which is critical for the ability of solving problems when the mold geometry dimensions are large in
comparison to the size of its most tiny topological structures.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) models the macroscopic behaviour of the fluid
using mesoscopic kinetic equations based on physics of microscopic processes [4, 5, 6].
Thus the LBM does not require solution of Poisson equation for incompressible flows and
its implementation results in simple algorithm with low computational demands that is
suitable for massive parallelisation [7].
Experimental investigation of real casting processes is challenging as the casting process often involves free surface flow of hot molten material inside a solid mold. In situ
measurements of casting flow patterns can be performed using e.g. X-ray radiography
and analysis of heat transfer between the liquid and the mold can be assessed using e.g.
thermocouple wires. In situ analysis of aluminium casting may be found e.g. in [8, 9]. In
order to provide an extensive data set measured under well controlled laboratory conditions, a water analogue model is often applied, such as in [10, 11]. In such cases, the mold
can be made of transparent material such as polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) which
allows for analysis of flow patterns by means of standard optical measurement methods.
Within this study, a dedicated experimental test setup which enables execution of
well-controlled benchmark tests is designed. These tests are then used for validation of
an in-house computational algorithm based on the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).
2

LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) started to be very popular during the last decade
[5, 6, 12]. The method is based on the mesoscopic fluid description unlike the classical
methods that utilise the macroscopic description. Because of this approach, the LBM
is simpler and less computationally demanding than the finite element and finite volume
methods. The lattice Boltzmann method originates from the lattice gas cellular automata
(LGCA), which represents a simplified molecular dynamics. Compared to the LGCA, the
LBM operates with virtual particles which make it possible to solve various complex flow
problems such as free surface flows and multiphase flows. To capture the free surface
of an incompressible fluid, the algorithm based on the volume of fluid method (VOF)
established by Thürey [13] is adopted in this study.
2.1

Discretisation

The LBM is based on the discretisation of the Boltzmann equation, which describes a
time evolution of distribution function f = f (x, u, t), x = [x1 , x2 , x3 ]T , u = [u1 , u2 , u3 ]T
in a phase space
∂f
∂f
+u·
= Ω(f )
(1)
∂t
∂x

2
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Figure 1: D3Q19 velocity model

where Ω(f ) is the collision operator and external forces are neglected. The knowledge of
the distribution function f permits the calculation of all macroscopic flow quantities.
First, the equation (1) have to be discretised in the velocity space while introducing
the finite set of the velocity direction vectors eα . This results in the discrete velocity
Boltzmann equation
∂fα
∂fα
+ eα ·
= Ω(fα )
(2)
∂t
∂x
After discretisation in the velocity space, the equation (2) is discretised in the physical
space and time which yields a classical LBM scheme
fα (x + eα ∆t, t + ∆t) = fα (x, t) − M −1 S(τ )M (fα − fαeq )

(3)

where the convective scaling ∆x = eα ∆t is introduced and fα corresponds to the velocity
direction vector eα . In this study we consider the D3Q19 velocity model shown in Fig. 1,
which defines the velocity direction vectors eα and the corresponding weights wα .
The collision operator on the right hand side of equation (2) is approximated using
the multiple relaxation time (MRT) operator [14], where M is the transformation matrix
that projects fα and fαeq into the discrete moment space m = [m0 , m1 , m2 , ..., m18 ]T . The
transformation matrix M is a linear mapping between the discrete velocity space and the
discrete moment space m, the diagonal matrix S contains the multiple relaxation times
S = diag(0, s1 , s2 , 0, s4 , 0, s4 , 0, s4 , s9 , s10 , s9 , s10 , s13 , s13 , s13 , s16 , s16 , s16 )

(4)

and the inverse matrix M −1 maps from the discrete moment space back to the discrete
velocity space. The values of coefficients are s1 = 1.19, s2 = s10 = 1.4, s4 = 1.2, s16 = 1.98.
The remaining coefficients are related to the single relaxation time s9 = s13 = 1/τ . The
equilibrium function fαeq is defined as [5]


9
3
eq
2
fα (̺, u) = wα ̺ 1 + 3(eα · u) + (eα · u) − (u · u)
(5)
2
2
3
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Figure 2: Liquid-gas interface, unknown values of functions fα coming from the gas

Using Chapman-Enskog expansion can be shown, that the lattice Boltzmann method
with this equilibrium function corresponds to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
The computation of the next time level t + ∆t using the LBM scheme (3) can be split
into the following two steps:
• collision step, where the local values of distribution functions are computed
fαc (x, t) = fα (x, t) − M −1 S(τ )M (fα (x, t) − fαeq )

(6)

• propagation step, where the local values of distribution functions fαc (x, t) are propagated into neighbouring cells
fα (x + eα ∆t, t + ∆t) = fαc (x, t)

(7)

Since this work is focused on gravity casting processes, the external body force fαg is
incorporated into a collision step as follows
fαc (x, t) = fα (x, t) − M −1 S(τ )M (fα (x, t) − fαeq ) + fαg (x, t)

(8)

where fαg (x, t) = 3wα ̺ (eα · g) and g is the gravity acceleration.
2.2

Free surface modelling

The principle of free surface modelling with the lattice Boltzmann method was introduced in [13]. This approach is similar to the volume of fluid (VOF) method, with
exception that the free surface is tracked with the help of the distribution functions fα
(corresponding to mass transfer in the α direction). The free surface modification of
standard LBM algorithm distinguishes three types of cells, see Fig. 2:
• liquid (completely filled with liquid)
• gas (no liquid)
• interface (partly filled with liquid)
4
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Due to the slight compressibility of the liquid, the mass m and the fluid fraction
χ = m/̺ have to be defined. Value of χ is equal to 1 for liquid, 0 for gas and χ ∈ (0, 1)
for the liquid-gas interface. The algorithm for free surface flow consists of basic steps
described below. Firstly, the mass fluxes between the cells containing the liquid are
computed as
∆mα (x, t + ∆t) = (fᾱ (x + eα ∆t, t) − fα (x, t))

χ(x + eα ∆t, t) + χ(x, t)
2

where ᾱ denotes the opposite
direction to α. The total cell mass change can be expressed
as m(x, t + ∆t) = m(x, t) + α ∆mα (x, t + ∆t). After the mass change computation, the
collision and propagation steps of the lattice Boltzmann method are performed. Then the
microscopic variables are computed. Next the interface cell is changed into the liquid or
the gas cell if
m(x, t + ∆t) ≥ ̺(x, t + ∆t) −→ liquid cell,
m(x, t + ∆t) ≤ 0 −→ gas cell.
Because the liquid and the gas cells cannot be next to each other, all liquid and gas cells
adjacent to the cell with the changed state have to be switched into an interface cell.
During the propagation step, the distribution functions fᾱ (x, t + ∆t) coming from the
gas cells to an interface cell are unknown and have to be reconstructed, see Fig. 2. The
reconstruction is performed using the equilibrium function, where ̺a corresponds to an
external pressure ̺a = 3(pa + 2κσ) and u is the interface velocity
fᾱ (x, t + ∆t) = fαeq (̺a , u) + fᾱeq (̺a , u) − fα (x, t)
∇χ
Term 2κσ corresponds to the surface tension, where κ = ∇ · |∇χ|
is surface curvature and
σ is coefficient of surface tension. The algorithm is described in detail in [13].

2.3

Units conversion

Macroscopic flow quantities in lattice Boltzmann units are computed as
̺=


α

fα ,

̺u =


α

fα eα ,

1
p= ̺
3

The values of macroscopic flow variables are expressed in lattice Boltzmann units in LBM
simulations. In order to get physical values of flow variables, the conversion between lattice Boltzmann units and physical units have to be established. When using the lattice
Boltzmann equation, the physical character of the fluid flow is described by only one parameter τ . Let H denote an arbitrary physical characteristic dimension of computational
geometry and n denote the number of lattices corresponding to characteristic dimension
H. Let ureal denote the expected maximal value of physical velocity. For stability reasons,
the maximal velocity in lattice Boltzmann units is set to uLB = 0.1. The last required
5
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parameter is physical value of kinematic viscosity ν. Using the listed values, the following
space and velocity ratios are defined as
CH =

H
,
n

CU =

ureal
uLB

(9)

The ratios for other variables between physical and lattice Boltzmann units are derived
using CH and CU
CT =

CH
,
CU

1
CP = CU2 ,
3

Cν =

2
CH
,
CT

CF =

CH
,
CT2

CST =

3
CH
CT2

where CT is the time ratio, CP is the pressure ratio, Cν is the kinematic viscosity ratio,
CF is the force ratio and CST is the surface tension ratio. The kinematic viscosity in
lattice Boltzmann units νLB and the relaxation parameter τ can be expressed as
νLB =

ν
,
Cν

τ=

1
+ 3νLB
2

(10)

The physical value of computational time can be expressed as T = CT niter , where niter is
a number of the time iteration.
3

NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MODELLING

The gravity casting flow was investigated both numerically and experimentally. The
performed experiments were designed so that they provided data for validation of the
implemented LBM algorithm. Two gravity casting flow scenarios were considered. Firstly,
a propagation of the cast material inside a long horizontal channel was studied, the setup
geometry is displayed in Fig. 3 (right). Secondly, a gravity flow inside a complex vertical
labyrinth, shown in Fig. 3 (left), was analysed. In both cases, the numerical results of
LBM simulations were confronted qualitatively as well as quantitatively with results of
the executed experimental measurements.
A special attention was paid to propagation of the fluid along the channel length and to
the free surface shape evolution. Heat transfer as well as solidification of the cast material
were not a subject of this study.
Each test case was performed for one of the selected Newtonian viscous fluids at standard room temperature. These fluids and their physical properties are listed in Table 1.
The viscosity, the surface tension and the density of the test fluids were precisely measured
both for fresh unused samples (i.e. before the casting experiments) and for samples of fluid
that were already cast inside the mold (i.e. after the execution of casting experiments).
3.1

Horizontal channel

The first test case aimed at a direct comparison of the numerical and experimental
data in terms of propagation of the cast material in a simple geometry, ideally in a long
horizontal channel with a single inlet at one end and a single outlet at the other end.
6
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Figure 3: Geometry of vertical (left) and horizontal (right) setup of the gravity casting test cases with
dimensions expressed in [mm]
Table 1: Parameters of the test liquids

3

density ̺ [kg/m ]
dynamic viscosity η [mPa · s]
surface tension σ [mN/m]

Sugar solution
1244
41.6
46

Glycerol solution
1260
640
63

In order to fit the experimental setup within a square field of view, a spiral shape channel
was selected as depicted in Fig. 3 (right).
The test setup geometry consisted of two connected parts, a vertical reservoir and a
horizontal mold. The reservoir holded 90 ml of liquid material (sugar solution in this case)
which was cast under gravity into the horizontal channel of rectangular cross-section. The
cross-section did not vary along the channel length and its dimensions were 3 mm×10 mm,
where 3 mm was the height of the channel. In longitudinal direction, the horizontal channel
winded in a 1160 mm long spiral.
The experimental stand was designed so that the propagation of the material in a mold
could be analysed using standard optical methods. Both the vertical reservoir as well as
the horizontal channel were milled in transparent PMMA sheets. The reservoir and the
channel were separated by a removable gate. The gate was designed so that it initially
obstructed the horizontal channel (thus it holded the test liquid inside the reservoir before
the start of the experiment), but it was free to slide in vertical direction. At the beginning
of each measurement, the gate was removed abrubtly (the gate removal time was less than
1/60 s) and the liquid flew freely into the rigid channel. The fluid flow was driven solely
by gravity.
Overall 10 runs of gravity casting experiments were executed. A qualitative comparison of a randomly selected experimental run with results of LBM simulation is shown
7
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Figure 4: Top view of the horizontal channel: experimental data (top) vs. numerical results (bottom)
at time 5, 15, 25 and 35 s

in Fig. 4. Although a satisfactory agreement between experiments and numerical data
can be observed, the presented images indicate that the propagation of the wave front as
computed by LBM gets slightly delayed behind the experimental results. This observation is confirmed in Fig. 5 (right), which displays a position of the wave front along the
horizontal channel centerline (in terms of a distance from the gate) vs. time. The channel
centerline is indicated as a blue curve in Fig. 5 (left). It is obvious that the wave front
propagation as computed by the LBM algorithm corresponds well to the measured data
in the first phase of the casting process while it gets sloved down later on. Nevertheless,
the numerically predicted duration of the entire casting process (by means of LBM) is
about the same as the duration of the slowest experimental run.
The slight difference in time evolution of the wave front propagation between numerical and experimental results may be attributed to several factors. Probably the major
factor is the gate removal. In the experiments, during the gate removal the gate slides
vertically while the horizontal channel opens gradually in non-zero time. This process is
not modelled in the numerical simulations, where the gate removal happens in zero time
and the horizontal channel is opened at once.
A second key factor is a limited accuracy of measurements of the test fluid physical
properties. Although the test fluid is considered to be Newtonian, its rheological measurements show a decreasing tendency of the dynamic viscosity value with the decreasing shear
rate. This was not reflected in the numerical simulation, where a constant viscosity value
was employed. This constant was determined as an average of all the viscosity measurements for all samples within a reasonable range of shear rates. Its value might be slightly
8
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Figure 5: Propagation of the wave front along the centerline of the horizontal channel

overestimated since an absolute measurement of the dynamic viscosity at extremely low
shear rates was not possible.
Some minor role on wave front propagation in the experiments may be also played by
precision of mold machining in terms of surface smoothness and precision of experimental
setup assembly. However these factors are considered negligible.
3.2

Vertical labyrinth

In the second test case, a free surface flow in a gravity casting mold of rather complex
vertically oriented geometry was analysed. It was a labyrinth of channels, as displayed in
Fig. 3 (left). In this case, the reservoir of cast material was positioned right above the
labyrinth of channels and was filled with 35.5 ml of liquid material (glycerol solution). The
labyrinth channels had a square cross-section 10 × 10 mm except for the venting channel
in the central part which cross-section was rectangular 3 mm×10 mm, see Fig. 3 (left). At
the end of the labyrinth, the channel opened to a 30 mm × 30 mm × 10 mm large chamber.
The reservoir and the labyrinth were separated by a horizontal gate. Using this setup,
the gate removal took less than 1/30 s. The setup geometry (i.e. the reservoir and the
labyrinth of channels) was milled in transparent PMMA sheets. In this case, series of
overall 30 experimental runs were executed. A brief summary of their results is provided
below.
After the gate removal, the cast material experienced a free fall before it hit the bottom
of the labyrinth and spread into its horizontal and vertical channels, see Fig. 6. The free
falling highly viscous liquid formed a neck which formation was strongly influenced by
the gate removal. The gate removal process was optimised so that the neck was centered
within the inlet vertical channel. The vertical labyrinth was designed so that the air did
not get entrapped in the labyrinth, except for the large bubbles in the inlet vertical channel
which formed after the initial neck of fluid hit the labyrinth bottom and consequently filled
the lower part of the vertical channel.
In general, the gravity flow in this vertical labyrinth resulted in a more complex free
surface flow then in the case of horizontal channel. This included not only an interaction

9
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Figure 6: Vertical labyrinth: experimental data (top) vs. numerical results (bottom) at time 0.20, 1.08,
2.18 and 2.88 s

between fluid and rigid walls but also an interaction of free surface interfaces which merged
together. Nevertheless, a qualitative comparison displayed in Fig. 6 reveals a reasonable
agreement between experimental measurements and numerical results of the implemented
LBM algorithm.
A quantitative comparison of experiments and simulations is displayed in Fig. 7 (right),
which provides a plot of wave front arrival times at 7 selected locations. These locations
are marked in Fig. 7 (left). The locations are numbered correspondingly to the propagation of the test fluid in the labyrinth. From the plotted data, it is obvious that the
uncertainity level of the experimental results increases with the increasing number of location. However, the mean values of the experimental arrival times are in reasonable
agreement with the LBM results.
Also for the vertical labyrinth, there are the same factors that influence the comparison of experimental and numerical data as in the previous test case of the horizontal
channel flow. In addition, large variation in experimental data themselves is introduced
by the design of the vertical labyrinth and its gate release mechanism. The key source
of uncertainity in the experimental data is the gate removal and the subsequent vertical
flow of the test fluid. The gate slides in a horizontal direction and the shape of vertically
falling fluid’s free surface strongly depends on the duration of the gate removal. On the
contrary, the presented LBM simulation does not include a model for the moving gate.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical results obtained using the in-house LBM code showed a reasonable
agreement with the assessed experimental data. The experimental measurements of the
gravity casting flow inside the long horizontal channel provided a set of data for validation
10
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Figure 7: Vertical labyrinth: comparison of wave arrival times at selected locations

of the implemented LBM algorithm. Despite the significant uncertainity of the experimental measurements of the gravity casting in the vertical labyrinth, the LBM simulations
of this test case were capable of capturing the complex flow properties both qualitatively
and quantitatively, provided a large set of experimental measurements was carried out.
The simplicity of the LBM and its ability to simulate complex flow problems efficiently
makes this method suitable for simulation of real world casting problems.
5
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Abstract
The motion of a single rising bubble is simulated under the effect of electric forces using the ISPH method.
In order to model interfacial forces on bubble surface, a diffusive interface with a finite thickness is employed.
Using the leaky dielectric model, the electric forces act on the bubble interface and change the topology of
the rising bubble, in competence with other interfacial and volumetric forces. The influence of the applied
electric field on a rising bubble is investigated for an oil-water system with realistic density and viscosity
ratios. Then, the effect of interfacial forces on the bubble shape and flow behaviour will be illustrated in
variations of Electro-capillary (Ec) and Bond (Bo) numbers.
Keywords: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, Multiphase flows, Bubble dynamics,
Electrohydrodynamics (EHD)

1. Introduction
Bubble/droplet rising is one of the branches of multiphase flows that considers the rising motion of a
lighter dispersed phase (droplet phase) in a heavier continuous phase of another liquid mainly due to the
buoyancy force. Bubble rising has been observed in numerous natural phenomena and industrial applications.
Nucleate pool boiling [1], oil in water (o/w) and water in oil (w/o) emulsions used in manufacturing of
products in the food, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and paint industries [2, 3] and separation of oil-water
emulsions in petroleum refineries and waste-water treatment industry [4, 5], as well as chemical reactions
[6] are among industrial practices where droplet rising is frequently observed.
To investigate droplet rising, studies have been carried out to determine the droplet regimes for different
sets of hydrodynamic properties. Clift et al. [7] reviewed the phenomenon and illustrated that the droplet
regimes can be categorized by three dimensionless numbers, namely the Reynolds, Morton, and Eotvos
numbers. Nonetheless, other parameters may also influence the droplet rising regime. In order to control
the droplet rising conditions and maintain the preferable flow regime and rising characteristics, various
techniques have been examined in the literature. Investigated both numerically [8, 9] and experimentally
[10, 11], adding surfactants to the multi-phase system can adjust the surface tension to a desired value,
resulting in proper control of the droplet rising regimes. However, limitations such as their serious impacts
on human-being and animal lives [12, 13] restricts their usage in multi-phase flow systems. Alternatively,
the utilization of electric forces is another feasible solution for controlling the droplet rising phenomenon.
Yet, the electrohydrodynamic effects on the rising droplet have not been fully discovered.
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The influence of electrohydrodynamic (EHD) forces is successfully implemented to some of the droplet
dynamic problems such as droplet deformation. In order to implement the EHD forces, the leaky dielectric
model was introduced [14] which presumes a finite electrical conductivity for fluids resulting in accumulation
of electric charges on the interface. The electric charges induce tangential forces leading to both prolate
and oblate deformations depending on electric permittivity and conductivity ratios. Mahlmann et al. [15]
carried out a two-dimensional simulation of a gas droplet rising in a viscous fluid under the perfect dielectric
assumption. They investigated the deformation of a rising droplet for variations of electric field strength,
surface tension and viscosity. They revealed that the droplet initially deforms into a prolate shape and later
flattens into an oblate one thereby experiencing ”wobbly-like” oscillations. Finally, Yang et al. [16] studied
the droplet rising under horizontal and vertical electric fields using a perfect dielectric model, numerically.
They showed that vertical electric field enhance the rising motion of the droplet while the horizontal electric
field hinders the rising motion.
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is chosen to simulate the problem. The method
was initially developed by Gingold and Monaghan [17] for astrophysical purposes. However, the method is
employed for the simulation of a broad range of physical applications, namely, free-surface flows [18, 19],
multi-phase flows [20–22], and fluid-solid interactions [23, 24], among others. In the SPH method, the
domain is discretized with fluid particles having physical properties such as density and viscosity. The
physical values are averaged and smoothed over fluid particles by means of a kernel function based on the
distance between the particle of interest and its neighboring particles. The interface between fluid phases
is determined by means of a color function being averaged over particles. Here, it is shown that the SPH
method is capable of modeling multiphase problems such as droplet rising under the influence of external
electric field.
In this paper, the rising of a liquid droplet in another liquid is numerically investigated under the
influence of EHD forces for various dimensionless numbers. In §2, the governing equations for a two-phase
incompressible system are introduced along with the relevant dimensionless parameters and ratios. The effect
of the electric field on the flow is implemented using the leaky dielectric model. In §3, the SPH method
and the numerical scheme are concisely presented. In §4, the problem setup and boundary conditions for
the computational domain are given, and the in-house code is validated with the available data in literature
and the particle resolution study is performed. In §5, the results are presented and detailed discussions are
provided for variations of electrical Capillary and Bond numbers. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in
§6.
2. Governing equations
Equations governing an incompressible flow may be written as
∇ · u = 0,

(1)

Du
1
1
1
= −∇p +
∇·τ +
f(s) +
f(e) ,
(2)
Dt
Re
Bo
Eg
where u is the velocity vector, p is pressure, ρ is density, t is time and D/Dt = ∂/∂t + u · ∇ represents the
material time derivative. Here, τ is the viscous stress tensor,


(3)
τ = µ ∇u + (∇u)† ,
ρ

where µ denotes viscosity and superscript † represents the transpose operation. Local surface tension force
is expressed as an equivalent volumetric force according to the continuum surface (CSF) method [25],
f(s) = γκn̂δ.

(4)

Here, surface tension coefficient, γ, is taken to be constant while κ represents interface curvature, −∇ · n̂,
where n̂ is unit surface normal vector. f(e) is the electric force vector defined as [26]
1
f(e) = − E · E∇ε + q v E.
2
2
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(5)

In the above equation, ε denotes electric permittivity, q v is the volume charge density near the interface
while E is the electric field vector. Assuming small dynamic currents and neglecting magnetic induction
effects, the electric field is irrotational [27] and may be represented by gradient of an electric potential φ,
E = −∇φ. Further assumption of fast electric relaxation time compared to viscous relaxation time leads to
the following relations for electric potential and charge density
∇ · (σ∇φ) = 0,

(6)

q v = ∇ · (ε∇φ) ,

(7)

where σ is the electrical conductivity.
Dimensionless values are formed using the following scales
√
x = x+ /r, ρ = ρ+ /ρf , µ = µ+ /µf u = u+ / gr,



t = t+ g/r, E = E+ /E∞ , p = p+ − ρg · x+ /ρf gr,
D = ρd /ρf ,

V = µd /µf ,

P = εd /εf ,

C = σd /σf ,

leading to Reynolds, Bond, Electro-gravitational and electrical Capillary numbers defined as

ρf gr
ρf gr2
Bo
ρf gr3
, Eg =
.
, Bo =
, Ec =
Re =
2
µf
γ
εf E∞
Eg

(8)

(9)

Here r is the droplet radius, E∞ is the undisturbed electric field intensity and g is the gravitational acceleration. A plus sign marks dimensional variables whereas subscripts d and f denote droplet and background
fluid phases, respectively.
3. Numerical method
To distinguish between different phases, a color function ĉ is defined such that it assumes a value of zero
for one phase and unity for the other. The color function is then smoothed out across the phase boundaries
as
Jn

ĉj Wij
,
(10)
ci =
ψi
j=1

to ensure
Jn smooth transition between the properties of each phase when used for their interpolation. Here,
Wij , is the number density of SPH particle i, calculated as the sum of the interpolation kernel of
ψi = j=1
neighboring particles i and j over all neighbors of particle i, Jn . The interpolation kernel W (rij , h), concisely
noted as Wij , is a function of the magnitude of distance vector, rij = ri − rj , between particle of interest
i and its neighboring particles j and h, the smoothing length [28, 29]. Interpolation of phase properties is
carried out using Weighted Arithmetic Mean (WAM),
χi = ci χd + (1 − ci ) χf ,

(11)

where χ may denote density, viscosity, permittivity or conductivity of the fluids. The smoothed color function
is also utilized to evaluate δ  |∇c|, κ = −∇ · n̂ and n̂ = ∇c/ |∇c| in equation (4). In this formulation, a
constraint has to be enforced to avoid possible erroneous normals [30]. In this study, only gradient values
exceeding a certain threshold, |∇ci |  α/h, are used in surface tension force calculations. A α value of 0.08
has been found to provide accurate results without removing too much detail [31].
A predictor-correcter scheme is employed to advance the governing equations of flow in time using a firstorder Euler approach with variable timestep according to Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, ∆t = ζh/umax ,
where umax is the largest particle velocity magnitude and ζ is taken to be equal to 0.25 [31]. In predictor
step all the variables are advanced to their intermediate form using following relations,
(n)

r∗i = ri

(n)

(n)

+ ui ∆t + δri ,
3
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(12)

u∗i

=

(n)
ui

+

1
(n)

ρi



1
1
1
∇ · τi +
f(s)i +
f(e)i
Re
Bo
Eg
ψi∗ =

Jn


(n)

∆t,

Wij∗ ,

(13)

(14)

j=1

where starred variables represent intermediate values and superscript (n) denotes values at the nth time
(n)
step. Artificial particle displacement vector in (12) is implemented through δri as
(n)

δri



= β umax

Jn

j=1



(n)
rij 2
 ∆t,
r
rij3 avg,i

(15)

 Jn
which ensures orderly particle distribution. Average particle spacing is found via ravg,i = j=1
rij /Jn while
a value of β = 0.06 is employed throughout this study [32].
Using intermediate values, pressure at the next time step is found by solving the Poisson equation which
is then followed by corrections in position and velocity of the particles, completing the temporal transition.


1
∇ · u∗i
(n+1)
∇·
,
(16)
∇p
=
i
ρ∗i
∆t
1
(n+1)
∇pi
∆t,
(17)
ρ∗i

1  (n)
(n+1)
(n)
(n+1)
(n)
ri
∆t + δri .
ui + ui
= ri +
(18)
2
Boundary conditions are enforced through multiple boundary tangent (MBT) method described in [33]
while first derivative and Laplace operator of vector functions are approximated through following expressions
 ∂Wij
∂fim kl  1  m
f − fim
a =
,
(19)
ψj j
∂xki i
∂xli
j
(n+1)

ui

= u∗i −

 1 
 rijm ∂Wij
∂ 2 fim ml
fim − fjm 2
ai = 8
.
k
k
ψj
rij ∂xli
∂xi ∂xi
j

(20)

 1 

 rijk ∂Wij
∂ 2 fim 
kk
m
m
2
+
a
=
8
f
−
f
.
i
j
ψj i
rij2 ∂xki
∂xki ∂xki
j

(21)

 rijk ∂Wij
Here, akl
i =
j ψj ∂xli is a corrective second rank tensor that eliminates particle inconsistencies. Left hand
side of (16) is discretized as

4. Problem setup and validation
The bubble is placed at a height of h = 2r above the bottom wall in a rectangular computational domain
with a height and a width of H = 10r and W = 6r, respectively. No-slip boundary condition along with
a potential difference of ∆φ = E∞ /H is applied to top and bottom walls while the periodicity condition is
implemented on the side boundaries. In the absence of the bubble in the computational domain, the periodic
boundary condition for the electric potential produces a uniform downward electric field parallel to the side
boundaries. Particles discretizing the bubble are positioned along concentric circles around the bubble’s
center. The radii of consecutive circles differ by one particle spacing and the outermost circle’s radius is
equal to r. The number of particles along each of these circles vary to keep the overall inter-particle spacing
4
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Figure 1: The comparison of the bubble shape and centroid velocities for non-electrified (a,c) and electrified (b,d) cases of the
present study with Mahlmann et al. [15] where the solid line corresponds to the results of the current study.

uniform. Fluid particles are arranged on a uniformly spaced Cartesian grid where particles coinciding with
the bubble are removed.
In our previous study [32], the in-house code and the numerical algorithm used in this study were
extensively validated via comparing the results of bubble rising simulations with those from Hysing et al.
[34] and Susmann et al. [35]. However, to present a self-contained study here, we have performed further
validations through numerically simulating a bubble rising problem with and without electric field, included
in the study of Mahlmann et al. [15]. The dimensions of the computational domain are set to those given
in [15], namely, W = 7r, H = 14r and h = 2r, and all boundaries are treated as solid walls with noslip boundary condition while as for the boundary conditions for the electric potential, the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on horizontal and vertical walls, respectively. Both cases have
Re = 250 and Bo = 1, while the electrified case has the electrical Capillary number of Ec = 1. Figure
1 compares the bubble shapes and centroid vertical velocities of non-electrified and electrified cases with
those of Mahlmann et al. [15]. The results for the non-electric test case have a clear match both in terms of
the bubble shape and its vertical velocity. In the electrified case, both shape and the motion of the bubble
are in a satisfactory agreement with those of Mahlmann except at a stage where the bubble is close to the
boundary.
In this section of the present work, the dependency of the numerical results to the particle resolution is
tested. The resolution of the particles is scaled with respect to the bubble diameter; the number of particles
for a unit diameter of bubble (x/d). In order to perform the test, a case with dimensionless numbers equal
to Re = 400, Bo = 12 and Ec = 5 is simulated for different particle resolutions. The resolution is varied from
30 x/d to 80 x/d with a unit increment of 10. Figure 2 shows the bubble centroid positions and velocities
for these particle resolutions where one can observe the convergence of the solution as the particle resolution
increases. The centroid position of 70 x/d and 80 x/d adequately matches, and their velocities at both the
accelerating and terminal stages have negligible difference. Thus, in this study, the particle resolution of 70
x/d is used to simulate the validation and forthcoming test cases.
5. Results
The rising of a single droplet in a quiescent fluid can be modeled using four dimensionless numbers,
namely the density ratio D, the viscosity ratio V, the Reynolds number Re and the Bond number Bo. The
introduction of electric forces to the droplet rising problem adds three new dimensionless parameters to the
numerical model. These parameters are electrical permittivity P and conductivity ratios C, and electrical
Capillary number Ec. In order to simulate the droplet rising for an oil-water system, some of these physical
dimensionless parameters - density, viscosity, electrical permittivity and conductivity ratios - are set to
physically proper values of D = 1.25, V = 0.01, P = 20 and C = 100. Other dimensionless parameters
- Reynolds, Bond and electrical Capillary numbers - are employed to consider the various conditions of
5
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Figure 2: The temporal evolution of centroid positions and velocities of the validation test case with dimensionless parameters
of Re = 400, Bo = 12 and Ec = 5 for six different particle resolutions.

Table 1: The dimensionless parameters and their corresponding magnitudes, which have been used to investigate the effect of
electrical Capillary number.

Case
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
ERB

Re
400
400
400
400
400
400

Bo
12
12
12
12
12
12

D
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

Ec
0
1
2
3
4
5

V
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

P
20
20
20
20
20
20

C
100
100
100
100
100
100

droplet rising of an oil-water system. According to the leaky dielectric model and based on the permittivity
and conductivity ratios used in this paper [36], the droplet deforms prolately if the gravitational force is
absent. However, the deformation of the droplet rising in the presence of gravitational and electric forces
needs further investigation which is the premise of this study.
Figure 3 represents the normalized magnitudes for various force components effecting the rise of a droplet
at different elevations of the simulation domain for the test case with Re = 400, Bo = 12, Ec = 5. These
forces are the electric, surface tension, viscous, buoyancy, pressure and total forces illustrated by their
initial letters. In order to identify the location of droplet positions shown in sub-figure (a), there are some
symbols indicating the position of their center of mass that can be correlated with sub-figures (b-e). These
competition of these force components will be used in the following sections to justify physical behaviour of
the droplet under different conditions during its rise which will be discussed wherever appropriate.
5.1. Variations of Ec
In this section, the variation of electrical Capillary number and its impact on the droplet rising is
studied. The electrical Capillary number is varied by changing the external electric field strength by means
of adjusting the applied electric potential on the horizontal domain boundaries. The droplet is subjected
to six different electric field strengths tabulated in table 1, and the dimensionless parameters and their
magnitudes are presented therein as well. The electrical Capillary number yields the relative significance of
electric and surface tension forces. In this part, the Reynolds and Bond numbers are kept constant for all
test cases. Thus, the increase in the electrical Capillary number might be interpreted as the enhancement
of the electric forces compared to inertia, surface tension and viscous forces.
In order to show the impact of electric forces on the droplet rising, figure 4 presents droplet shape and
velocity streamlines in the half computational domain at five early instants, sorted from left to right, for
E0 and ERB cases of table 1 shown at the top and bottom part of the figure, respectively. As can be
observed from the figure, in the absence of the electric forces, the droplet rises forming an oblate shape
6
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Figure 4: droplet shapes and velocity streamlines for non-electrified and electrified cases at five early instants of the rising; The
upper row shows the non-electrified case E0 at (a) t = 0.4, (b) t = 10, (c) t = 5, (d) t = 9 and (e) t = 13 while the bottom one
represents the electrified case ERB, at (f) t = 0.4, (g) t = 1, (h) t = 2, (i) t = 2.4 and (j) t = 4.

due to the hydrodynamic drag at the droplet front. However, the application of a sufficiently large electric
force elongates the droplet prolately. Considering the vortex formation for the E0 case, a single vortex is
generated at the sides of the droplet at the early instances of the rising, but the vortex gradually moves
towards the region behind the droplet. This induces an upward jet current of the surrounding fluid beneath
the droplet, which promotes the formation of an oblate shape. As for the case of ERB, a pair of vortices
is generated due to the electric forces [37]. The flow direction for these vortices can be determined by
the comparison of conductivity and permittivity ratios. Based on the parameter setup of this study, these
vortices encourage the droplet to elongate into the prolate shape at the early rising moments where the
buoyancy effects are not significant. As the droplet ascends, the bottom vortex loses its strength due the
magnification of hydrodynamic forces and finally disappears. Simultaneously, the upper vortex grows and
develops at the sides of the droplet.
To quantify the deformation of a droplet, we here introduce a dimensionless parameter, referred to as the
Aspect ratio, Ar = Dy /Dx , where Dy and Dx are droplet diameters in the vertical and horizontal directions
passing the droplet centroid, respectively. Figure 5-a shows the temporal evolution of the Aspect ratio for
all test cases listed in table 1. The general trend of all test cases excluding the non-electric case of E0
demonstrates that the Aspect ratio of the droplet increases linearly, indicating that the droplet acquires a
prolate shape due to the electric force. As the droplet gets slender, the pressure drag decreases while the
friction drag increases, and the surface tension force becomes augmented at the poles of the droplet due to the
increase in the curvature therein. After reaching a maximum value, the Aspect ratio starts decreasing non
linearly and reaches a plateau. At the peak point of the aspect ratio, the pressure and viscous drags acquire
closer values to each other (refer to figure 3), and then begin to increase and decrease, respectively. Stating
explicitly, surface tension tends to preserve the initial circular shape of the droplet and the hydrodynamic
forces try to decrease the prolate elongation through the hydrodynamic drag forces at the droplet front, and
the jet current in its wake. The Aspect ratio levels off when electrical and hydrodynamics forces balance
each other. The rise in the electrical Capillary number increases the Aspect ratio of the droplet at both
initial and final stages of the droplet deformation.
The temporal evolution of centroid velocity of the droplet for different electrical Capillary numbers is
shown in figure 5-b. It is observed that the centroid velocity of the droplet increases with the rise of Ec.
Comparing the resultant forces applied to droplet due to pressure, viscous stress and electric stresses, it
8
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Figure 5: Temporal variations of (a) Aspect ratio Ar and (b) the centroid velocity for six different electrical Capillary number
Ec in table 1.
Table 2: The dimensionless parameters and their corresponding magnitudes, which have been used to investigate the effect of
Bond number.

Case
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
ERB

Re
400
400
400
400
400
400

Bo
2
4
6
8
10
12

D
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

Ec
5
5
5
5
5
5

V
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

P
20
20
20
20
20
20

C
100
100
100
100
100
100

is seen that the electric component is one order of magnitude smaller than viscous and pressure components. However, the electric forces implicitly affect the rising velocity by changing the droplet shape (figure
4). Applying the electric field makes the droplet more slender/prolate, reducing the pressure drag while
increasing the friction drag. Comparing the two drag components of cases E0 and ERB, it is seen that
applying electric field in ERB reduces the pressure drag to approximately one third of that of E0 while
about doubling the friction drag. The resultant drag is much less than when no electric field is applied,
increasing the rise velocity of the droplet.
5.2. Variations of Bo
In this section, the influence of Bond number on the evolution of the droplet under electric field is studied
in order to investigate the significance of interfacial tension forces acting on the droplet. Table 2 shows the
dimensionless parameters and their magnitudes used in this section. Studying the variation of Bond number
may enable one to address the role of surfactants if relevant on the droplet rising in the presence of electric
field.
Figure 6-a shows the variation of Aspect ratio versus time for six cases presented in table 2. One may
intuitively expect that the higher the Bond number, the droplet should become more prolate since the less
surface tension force (opposing to electric force) acts on the droplet interface. However, it is observed that
the Aspect ratio decreases as the Bond number increases. Remember that for all test cases of this section,
both Re and Ec numbers are kept constant. Therefore, the reduction in the Bond number will correlate with
the increase in the surface tension. To maintain constant Ec, electric force need to be augmented, increasing
the elongation of the droplet.
The temporal evolution of the centroid velocity of the droplet are presented in figure 6-b. For all the
cases except for B1, the centroid velocities increase monotonically in time. The initial notable decrease in
the centroid velocity of B1 is owing to the electrical interaction between the droplet and bottom boundary.
9
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Figure 6: Temporal variations of (a) Aspect ratio Ar and (b) the centroid velocity for six different Bond numbers, namely, B1
- ERB; the dimensionless parameters of these cases are given in table 2.

It is observed here that the bottom boundary pulls the droplet towards itself due to the asymmetric electric
force balance at the interface right after the droplet is released.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, the bubble rising is numerically investigated for an oil-water system in presence of an
externally applied electric field. The leaky dielectric model is used to implement the electric forces on the
system and the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method is employed for surface tension force. The rising
of a single bubble is investigated for possible influences of different electric field strengths, and changes in
surface tension coefficient through the variations of electrical Capillary and Bond numbers, respectively.
Afterwards, the interactions of a bubble pair are simulated for different orientations and initial center to
center distances.
The general trend of bubble Aspect ratio is a linear increase to a maximum value which follows by
a non-linear fashion reaching a plateau where the electric and hydrodynamic forces balance each other.
Moreover, it is found that the bubble Aspect ratio increases by incrementing electrical Capillary number,
and decrementing the Bond number. Decrementing the Bond number, the surface tension force is stronger
on bubble interface which attempts to preserve the circular bubble shape. Since the electrical Capillary
number is kept constant for variations of Bond number, the electric forces are augmented as well, resulting
in an increase in Aspect ratio by decrementing the Bond number.
The study of centroid velocity of bubble for variations of electrical Capillary and Bond numbers reveals
that the centroid velocities increase with increments of electric Capillary and Reynolds number. Increase in
the Bond number yields in the increase of the centroid velocities in the transient stage, in contrast to the
terminal stage.
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Abstract. One main limitation to the implementation of Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) systems in real structures is the influence of different boundary conditions with respect
to those adopted during SHM system design, especially for what concerns the loads, potentially
leading to damage misclassifications. In this context, the inverse Finite Element Method
(iFEM), recently developed for shape sensing of shell structures, can be used to reconstruct the
displacement field, thus the strain field, everywhere in a component on the basis of just few
strain sensors placed in discrete positions and without requiring any a-priori knowledge of loads
or material properties. This work proposes a methodology to perform SHM exploiting the iFEM
algorithm for strain reconstruction. In particular, an anomaly index is defined based upon the
comparison between the strain read at a target sensor location and the one reconstructed, in the
same position, through the iFEM algorithm. When the analyzed structure is in a “healthy”
condition, the two values match, otherwise they do not. The defined anomaly index enables to
identify both the presence and the position of a defect within the structure without being
dependent on the modelled boundary load condition. Computation efficiency is ensured by the
iFEM algorithm itself. A very fast reconstruction of the component strain field is achieved once
a sensors grid is established within the structure, meaning the method can be easily
implemented in an online monitoring system. Though the method formulation is general for an
arbitrary component geometry and damage type, the proposed methodology is experimentally
tested by means of a clamped plate subjected to fatigue crack propagation. The results underline
the method attractiveness for its ability to correctly detect both the presence and the location of
the damage without any prior information on the boundary load condition and with a low
computational effort.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Structural health monitoring (SHM) as a procedure aims at reducing maintenance costs and
increasing structural safety in a variety of fields and applications, from mechanical components
to big civil infrastructures. In general, SHM infers information about the actual health state of
a structure based on a series of data collected by on-board sensors. Information can include the
loads acting on the structure [1][2], as well as the damage presence, location and
characterization [3].
In this framework, the displacement monitoring, usually referred to as shape sensing, covers an
important role in the SHM procedure. Among the shape sensing methodologies available in the
literature [4][5], the inverse Finite Element Method (iFEM), originally developed by Tessler
and Spangler [6][7] for plate and shell structures, stands out for its peculiarities, allowing to
reconstruct the deformed shape of a structure on the basis of some strain measurements without
any a-priori knowledge of loads or material properties [8][9]. At a glance, it consists in
minimizing in a least-squares sense a weighted error functional defined as a comparison
between measured and numerically formulated strains. The procedure is computationally
efficient, involving mainly matrix-vector multiplication, and fast enough for real-time
implementation both in static and dynamic applications [10]. Furthermore, some works in
literature confirm the iFEM robustness against noisy measurements [11]. In fact, thanks to
intrinsic smoothing operations in the iFEM procedure, an accurate displacement field
reconstruction by the algorithm is achieved even in presence of noisy strain measures [12].
Despite the method attractiveness for SHM systems leveraging on strain field measurements
[13][14], for which operational variability can dampen damage detection, very few applications
of the inverse Finite Element Method to anomaly identification [15] are present in literature.
This work exploits the iFEM to define an anomaly index for a model-based damage detection
and localization. The anomaly identification relies on the concept that the iFEM will reconstruct
a strain field always compatible with the healthy model of the structure. If a non-modelled
geometrical modification (e.g. damage) occurs in the monitored structure inducing a strain field
perturbation, the iFEM algorithm reconstructs a strain field not representative of the reality in
the vicinity of the damage. The proposed methodology is experimentally verified by the authors
for a simple plate subjected to fatigue crack propagation, verifying the effect of measurement
noise and small model uncertainties on the diagnostic capability.
The paper is structured as follows. The general iFEM framework is briefly described in Section
2. Then, the iFEM output is used in Section 3 to define an anomaly index for damage
identification. Section 4 provides information about the specimen under test and the iFEM
model for testing the methodology, while detection and localization results are shown in Section
5 for different crack lengths. A conclusive section is finally provided.
2 INVERSE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD OVERVIEW
A brief summary of the iFEM approach to displacement and strain field reconstruction is
provided in this section, while a more detailed description can be found in [10][16] for the
interested reader.
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The iFEM procedure consists in an optimization problem defined as a weighted least-squares
variational formulation between measured ( ) ࢿڄstrains and a numerical formulation ( ڄሺ࢛ሻ) of
the same, with ࢛ referring to the implicit optimization target: the displacement field. Supposing
the structure is discretized in shell-like inverse elements, a weighted least-squares functional
can be defined for each of them, accounting for membrane (ࢋ), bending () and transverse shear
(ࢍ) deformations of the element mid-plane, hereon referred to as reference plane. In particular,
for the ݅ ௧ inverse element, the functional takes the form:


ଶ

ଶ

ଶ

Ȱ ሺ࢛ ሻ ൌ ݓ ቚหࢋሺ࢛ ሻ െ ࢋࢿ หቚ  ݓ ቚหሺ࢛ ሻ െ ࢿ หቚ  ݓ௦ ቚหࢍሺ࢛ ሻ െ ࢍࢿ หቚ 

(1)

where ࢛ is the vector of nodal degrees of freedom in local coordinates and ݓ ǡ ݓ ǡ ݓ௦ are
positive valued parameters associated to the membrane, bending and shear deformations,
controlling the coherence between numerical and measured strains.
Two items are required for the implementation of the iFEM procedure. The first is the numerical
formulation of the ࢋǡ ǡ ࢍ strain components which can be defined following a procedure similar
to the direct FEM and not detailed here for brevity. The second is the definition of a vector of
input strain measurements (ࢿ ) to be used for defining ࢋࢿ ǡ ࢿ ǡ ࢍࢿ . Considering the ݅ ௧ inverse
element instrumented with ݊ strain sensors, each measuring 3 strain tensor components and
posed at ݊ discrete positions ࢞ ൌ ൫ݔ ǡ ݕ ǡ േ݄൯ሺ݆ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ on both the top (݄) and bottom
(െ݄) surfaces, with ݄ referring to the surface distance from the reference plane, the ࢋ and 
strain components can be computed as:
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The strain component ࢍ, on the other hand, cannot be directly computed from the measured
surface strain components. However, since its contribution can be neglected in most of the
engineering applications [16], the ࢍ formulation is neglected.
Once the reference plane numerical ( ڄሺ࢛ሻ) and measured ( ) ࢿڄstrain components are defined, a
global system of equation can be derived as in eq. (3) by applying a standard finite element
procedure to sum up the contribution of each ݊ element in a single functional and then,
minimizing it with respect to the global displacement vector ࢁ and applying problem dependent
boundary conditions:
ࡷࡲࡲ ࢁࡲ ൌ ࡲࡲ

After the global displacement field is computed solving eq.
strain field (ࢿࡲࡱࡹ ) can be defined through eq. (4):
ߝ௫௫
ߝ
൝ ௬௬ ൡ ࢋ ؠሺ࢛ ሻ  ݖሺ࢛ ሻ
ߛ௫௬
ߛ௫௭
ቄߛ ቅ ࢍ ؠሺ࢛ ሻ
௬௭

(3),

(3)

a model of the reconstructed

(4)

where  ݖis the through-the-thickness coordinate. A model ܯிாெ is, thus, available for realtime calculation of the strain field ࢿࡲࡱࡹ as a function of ࢿ without requiring any a-priori
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knowledge of loads or material properties (ܧǡ ߥ) since only strain-displacement relationships
are involved in the calculations .
3 IFEM EXPLOITATION FOR DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION

The iFEM model ܯிாெ for strain field computation (ࢿࡲࡱࡹ ) as a function of ࢿ is exploited
hereafter for the definition of a synthetic index representative of the health state of the structure
and exploitable for determining the damaged area.
The damage identification procedure assumes a defect alters the strain field of a structure with
respect to its normal condition. However, the iFEM model (ܯிாெ ) always reconstructs an
ࢿࡲࡱࡹ compatible with the geometrical discretization of the structure, leading to a discrepancy
with the real strain field if the input strain measures ࢿ are collected from ݊ input sensors at
࢞ positions in a damaged component. If a pattern of test strain measures, ࢿ࢚ , collected from
݊௧ test sensors at ࢚࢞ positions is available, the structural health state can be inferred by a
comparison between the test strain measures ࢿ࢚ and the iFEM reconstruction, ࢿࡲࡱࡹ , in the same
࢚࢞ test positions. Since in most of the engineering problems a plane strain measure is usually
available, allowing the computation of ߝ௫௫ ǡ ߝ௬௬ ǡ ߛ௫௬ strain components if a strain rosette is used,
an equivalent strain ߝ ǣԹଷ ՜ Թଵ is exploited to condensate in a synthetic index all the
information available, moving from a comparison in Թଷ to one in Թଵ . In particular, the
equivalent strain is selected proportional to second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor [17],
since it synthetizes shape change at constant volume, taking the form:
ߝ ൌ

ͳ

ξʹ

ଶ

ଶ  ߝ ଶ  ߛ ଶ
 ڄට൫ߝ௫௫ െ ߝ௬௬ ൯  ߝ௫௫
௬௬
௫௬

(5)

After evaluating ߝ at ࢚࢞ positions as a function of ࢿ࢚ and ࢿࡲࡱࡹ , obtaining ࢿࢋǡ࢚  אԹ and
ࢿࢋǡࡲࡱࡹ  אԹ respectively, an anomaly index is computed for each test positions ݔ௧  ࢚࢞ ؿas
the percentage difference between ࢿࢋǡ࢚ and ࢿࢋǡࡲࡱࡹ :
݅ሺݔ௧ ሻ ൌ

ߝǡ௧ ሺݔ௧ ሻ െ ߝǡிாெ ሺݔ௧ ሻ
ͲͲͳ ڄ
ߝǡ௧ ሺݔ௧ ሻ

(6)

Collecting all the ݊௧ indexes defined in eq. (6) in a vector ሺ࢚࢞ ሻ  אԹ , the structural health state
and the possible damage location can be inferred. For an healthy structure, the vector ሺ࢚࢞ ሻ is
expected to results in a null vector,ሺ࢚࢞ ሻ ൌ , meaning a perfect correspondence between ࢿࢋǡ࢚
and ࢿࢋǡࡲࡱࡹ holds for each test sensor position ݔ௧ . On the contrary, for a damaged structure,
some deviations from zero will occur in the test positions close to the damage, due to the
difference between the reconstructed strain field ࢿࡲࡱࡹ , always compatible with the healthy
structure, and the measured one, ࢿ࢚ , function of the health state.

The equivalent strain defined in eq. (5) assumes that three strain tensor components are measured
at each ݔ௧ test sensor position. However, in realistic structures one has to limit the number of
measures, possibly measuring just one single strain component (e.g. through fiber optic sensors)
in structures possessing preferential load transfer capabilities. In case of mono-axial strain
component measurement, the equivalent strain of eq. (5) assumes the trivial form:
ߝ ൌ ߝ௫௫
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The latter approach is followed in this work demonstrating the method attractiveness for
anomaly identification on a simple plate instrumented with a fiber optic system as described
hereafter in Section 4.
4

EXPERIMENTAL TEST

An experimental verification of the proposed method for anomaly identification has been
performed by means of a simple plate subjected to a fatigue propagation test. In this section a
description of the specimen, as well as of the test and the iFEM model are provided.
4.1 The specimen
The approach for damage identification is tested on a clamped plate subjected to a cyclic load
in the X direction. The plate has a length of 150 mm, a width of 60 mm and a thickness of 2mm
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Plate dimensions (mm), boundary condition and crack position

The plate is made of Aluminum 2024 with an elastic modulus of ͵ ܽܲܩand a Poisson’s ratio
of ͲǤ͵͵.
The specimen, representative of the plate in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 2 and it is composed by
two main parts: (i) the plate and (ii) the gripping system. The latter is used to fix the specimen
to the fatigue test machine and to provide an almost uniform load to the upper and lower plate
boundaries (Figure 1). A ͳͲ݉݉ artificial notch is also created in the middle of the plate to
facilitate crack initiation.
As described in Section 3, the damage identification procedure relies on the comparison
between the strain measured in some positions and that reconstructed through the iFEM in the
same locations. In this work, the applicability of the damage identification procedure is
demonstrated with strain measures collected by a Luna fiber optic ODISI B system. This fiber
optic technology can provide a very dense measurement path along the optical fiber, thus
offering a very high number of available measuring positions within a single cable. Specifically,
a ʹ݉long fiber optic, fixed to the specimen with a DP 490 epoxy glue and possessing
measuring points spaced by ʹǤ݉݉ from each other, is used in this work to provide the
algorithm with both the input (ࢿ ) and test (ࢿ࢚ ) strain measures.
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Figure 2: Sensorized specimen

4.2 Test description
The experimental test is performed through an axial fatigue machine MTS Landmark (Figure 3)
with a maximum force capacity of ͳͲͲ݇ܰ.

Figure 3: Detail of the specimen mounted on the MTS Landmark machine; an artificial notch can be noted
in the middle of the plate

In order to reduce the amount of data to be analyzed, the strain measures are not collected
continuously during the fatigue test but at discrete time instants. For this reason, the test was
performed in the following steps: (i) a certain number of cyclic loads in the X direction, with a
stress ratio ܴ ൌ ͲǤͳ and a maximum load of ͳͷ݇ܰ, are applied in X-direction to propagate the
crack; then, (ii) a static load of ͳͷ݇ܰ is applied in the X direction to open the crack edge,
generating the characteristic strain field of a cracked structure and the data for anomaly
identification are collected; (iii) finally, the latter are analyzed offline through the in-house
developed anomaly identification software.
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4.3 The iFEM model and sensor configurations
The last step in the anomaly identification pre-processing procedure requires the definition of
the structure geometrical discretization (i.e. mesh, boundary conditions and element
connectivity) and of the input (࢞ ) and test (࢚࢞ ) strain sensor grids.

The method presented in Section 3 is based on the assumption that a damage alters the strain
field within the analyzed structure. A model of a healthy structure produces a discordant output
with respect to the real condition if the input is collected from a damaged structure. Since at the
beginning of the service life the component can be reasonably assumed to be undamaged, the
iFEM model presents no hints of crack presence in the element connectivity, producing a nonmatching strain field with the test measures (ࢿ࢚ ) when the real structure is damaged. In
particular, only the central part of the specimen in Figure 2 is numerically modelled since the
remaining parts serve just as anchoring areas on the axial fatigue machine. The plate is
discretized by means of a rather coarse mesh composed by 960 inverse elements with a
dimension of ͷ݉݉, thus requiring a very low computational effort in view of a future realtime implementation of the method. As anticipated in Section 2, no material property (ܧǡ ߥ)
information is passed to the iFEM, since only strain-displacement relationships are employed
in the method.
Two different sensor grids are defined for the input (ࢿ ) and test (ࢿ࢚ ) strains (Figure 4). Since,
in reality, one is not able to provide each element with a strain measure for technical and
practical issues, only some of the inverse elements available are instrumented. In particular, the
input grid is composed by sensors placed close to the lateral edges of the specimen measuring
along the X direction plus 3 additional sensors within the plate measuring the plate striction
(Figure 4a), while the test sensors are located in the middle of the plate (Figure 4b). Notice that
the test sensors configuration is chosen considering sensors whose measures were not corrupted
by the acquisition system.
As already anticipated in Section 2, a key step for the iFEM algorithm usage is to convert the
input surface measures (ࢿ ) into reference plane strains. Since the experiment was conducted
with an axial fatigue machine producing equal strain field on both the plate surfaces, only one
face was instrumented, assuming the opposite surface strains equal to the measured ones.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Strain sensor positions along the optical fiber; (a) Input sensors positions (࢞ ): in red sensors
measuring along the X direction, in black sensors measuring along the Y direction; (b) Test sensors
positions (࢚࢞ )
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5

RESULTS

The damage identification outcomes for the clamped plate described in Section 4.1 and subject
to a fatigue crack propagation are presented in this section. Subplots in Figure 5 present the
anomaly index results, computed for each test positions, for different crack lengths. The same
color scale for all the subplots is used in order to facilitate understanding the effect of the
damage extension on the method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Anomaly index computed under different crack lengths; (a) crack of ͵Ǥͺ͵݉݉; (b) crack of ͻǤ ͵ͺ݉݉
(c) crack of ͳͺǤͺͳ݉݉; (d) crack of ͵ͲǤͳ݉݉. The crack is always located in the center of the plate, with
orientation as in Figure 1.
Table 1: Peak value of the anomaly index (in magnitude) for different crack lengths

Crack length (mm)
3.83
5.61
7.1
9.38
15.53
18.81
22.19
26.8
30.71

Anomaly index peak value in magnitude (%)
4.1683
6.9943
9.7268
11.5628
20.1481
27.2939
36.4573
56.5510
72.4956
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The peak values (in magnitude) of the anomaly index are also reported in Table 1 for increasing
crack lengths. As described in Section 4.1 an artificial notch was created to facilitate crack
initiation, thus, in order to appreciate just the effect of crack growth on the anomaly index, the
results are cleaned from the influence of the artificial notch. First, it can be appreciated the high
damage sensitivity of the index, reflected in a significant variability of the index with respect
to the undamaged situation in which its values are close to zero. In fact, with the target sensors
grid of Figure 4b, the index is able to detect a damage due to a crack with a length of just about
Ͷ݉݉. Furthermore, the results in Figure 5 clearly point out the method possesses a quite
extended detection area. Indeed, a significant peak change in the index values with respect to
the normal condition, denoting the presence of a defect, is found despite the closest sensor is
located at a remarkable distance from the damage, thanks to the peculiar strain field perturbation
due to presence of the crack.
Second, the index correlation to the damage size can be recognized. The greater the crack
length, the greater the anomaly index peak, moving from a value of about ͶǤʹΨ with a crack
length less than Ͷ݉݉, up to a value of about ʹǤͷΨ when the crack length is about ͵ͳ݉݉.
Moreover, since the index is normalized by the load through the strain (eq.(6)), for a given type
of load (e.g. axial load), it is only function of the actual health state of the structure.
Finally, the index distribution in Figure 5 suggests the possibility of exploiting the anomaly
index also for damage localization. In fact, considering the fiber optic layout within the plate,
the peak magnitude of the index is found in the closest location with respect to the crack edge.
The latter consideration means that, given a test sensors grid is properly designed for the
particular application and as a function of the desired sensitivity, the anomaly index can be also
exploited for determining the position of a possible damage within a structural component.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a new feature for anomaly identification is defined based on the inverse Finite
Element Method. The iFEM ability to reconstruct the strain field of a structure as a function of
discrete strain measurements without requiring any a priori knowledge of the applied load and
material properties is exploited to define a strain-based damage sensitive feature easily
implementable in damage identification scenarios.
An anomaly index is defined as the percentage difference between an equivalent strain
calculated from a strain measure at a test sensor position and the one computed through the
iFEM strain reconstruction in the same location. For a properly discretized healthy structure the
two equivalent strains match, generating a pattern of zero valued anomaly indices in the test
positions. On the contrary, a modification in the real strain field due to a defect is reflected in a
mismatch between the two parameters, leading the anomaly index to largely differ from zero in
the test positions close to the damage.
The experimental results confirm the validity of the proposed method. A significant sensitivity
to a fatigue crack defect is noticed in a clamped plate subjected to a fatigue crack propagation
test, reflected in a significant peak value deviation from zero, the latter representing the baseline
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healthy condition. Furthermore, for a given type of load, the index is only function of the actual
health state of the structure with increasing peak value as a function of the damage size. The
index distribution within the plate suggests also a possible exploitation for damage localization,
with the peak value found in correspondence of the closest position to the defect considering
the fiber optic disposal within the component. The method robustness against noisy measures
is also positively confirmed. Indeed, intrinsic smoothing procedures, included in the iFEM
procedure facilitating displacement reconstruction, allow a good strain field reconstruction also
with noisy measurements.
Despite the results presented in this work are obtained with a reduced form of the equivalent
strain, since the tested plate was instrumented with a mono-axial strain sensor (i.e. optical fiber)
thanks to a preferential load transfer capability, the method can be also implemented with an
extended version leveraging on the equivalent strain, if more complex load configurations are
applied. Indeed, though not reported here being matter of present and future research by the
authors, if three strain tensor components are measured, e.g. through a strain rosette, a loadadaptive baseline can be defined, meaning a feature insensitive to operational variations can be
easily created, further increasing the method attractiveness for more complex geometries and
load conditions.
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Abstract. Dams are fundamental infrastructures for energy production, ﬂood control
and agricultural-industrial sustenance. Most of them were built before the introduction
of seismic regulations with no concerns about their dynamic behaviour. Nevertheless, in
recent years, the international scientiﬁc community has been paying close attention to the
seismic risk of existing dams.
Concrete gravity dams have never failed during earthquakes, so no case studies are available and their seismic behaviour can only be explored and investigated using numerical
approaches. For this reason, ﬁnite element models must be calibrated through reliable
procedures to obtain a sensible result. In this scenario, measurements acquired by a monitoring system and data from in-situ tests have taken on a major role as important sources
of information.
Methods usually employed for this purpose require a low computational burden, however
they are characterised by a high level of uncertainty. Probabilistic methods may be suitable to solve this inverse problem, but they always require considerable computing power,
due to the high number of analyses needed, especially when stochastic ﬁnite elements are
involved. In this paper, a procedure for the model parameters calibration in a Bayesian
context is proposed. The novelty of this study is the use of a proxy model replicating
the mechanical behaviour of a dam, in order to reduce the computational burden. This
approach also allows us to estimate the global model error.
Two models, a single monolith and a complete 3D model of a large Italian dam, have
been considered. After comparing the errors of diﬀerent approaches, the best model simulating the observed behaviour of the dam was selected. The eﬃciency of the proposed
methodology is also evaluated.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Concrete gravity dams are a key component of the worldwide energy production system, but they are also used to control ﬂoods, for industrial purposes and more. Nowadays
for environmental reasons only few new dams are being built in developed countries. A
large part of the existing ones have been designed before the introduction of seismic regulation or have been built in those regions classiﬁed as seismic in a later time [1] and now
they are ageing out fast. Therefore, in the recent years the scientiﬁc community has been
paying more attention on the seismic assessment of dams, by evaluating their dynamic
behaviour via numerical models [2].
In this scenario, reliable numerical models are fundamental and all available information
about the structure must be used to reduce uncertainties. Two important sources in
this regard are in situ tests and data recorded by the monitoring system during normal
operation of the dam. The static monitoring system of concrete gravity dams usually
acquires displacements of some signiﬁcant points of the structure, together with environmental data as water level and air and water temperatures [4]. Several diﬀerent methods
to calibrate numerical model parameters are available in literature [3].
This paper proposes a procedure deﬁned in a Bayesian framework which represents one of
the ﬁrst applications to concrete dams. The novelty lies in the approximation of the model
response via a proxy model obtained through the general Polynomial Chaos Expansion
technique (gPCE). For the sake of simplicity, in this ﬁrst application only displacements
due to basin level variations have been considered, by extracting them from total data as
indicated in literature [3].
In paragraph 2 the probabilistic model is introduced for the general case and for concrete
dams; in paragraph 3, the Bayesian updating is shown with focus on the likelihood function, on the deﬁnition of prior and proposal distributions and on the numerical algorithm;
in paragraph 4 a brief review of the general polynomial chaos expansion is reported: in
paragraph 5 the procedure is applied to the case of an Italian concrete gravity dam.
2

PROBABILISTIC MODEL

In this section, the probabilistic model for the FE model parameters updating of concrete dams is presented. The main sources of uncertainties are due to the measurement
system, the deterministic model, the proxy model and the data pre-processing step. Following Gardoni [5], an additional set of explanatory functions accounts for the bias related
to the other phenomena which are not included in the model. Generally, Bayesian updating procedures are computationally expensive, becoming prohibitive in conjunction with
FE models with a large number of degrees of freedom. For this reason, in the present
work a proxy model [6] has been created to reduce the computational burden, as it will
be explained in detail in the paragraph 4.
2.1

General Formulation

In the present work a probabilistic additive model has been used to link the output of
the deterministic model with recorded data. Let x the vector of the uncertain parameters
2
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of the deterministic model, the q-variate probabilistic model can be written as follows
Ck,i (x, θ k , Σ) = ĉk,i (x) + γk,i (x, θ k ) + σk �k,i k = 1, ..., q
(1)
N
where γk =
n=1 θn,k hn,k is the k-th correction term, that is a combination of the N
explanatory functions hn,k via the combination coeﬃcients collected in the vector θ k ;
Ck,i (x, θ k , Σ) is either the i-th value of the k-th measure recorded by the monitoring
system, or its transformation; ĉk,i (x) is either the i-th value of the k-th response of the
deterministic model, or its transformation; �k,i are normal random variables with zero
mean and unit variance, σk is the k-th standard deviation of the probabilistic model error
and Σ is the covariance matrix of the random variables σk �k . The additive corrected
model is valid when the following assumptions are satisﬁed:
(a) the model standard deviation is independent of x (homoskedasticity assumption)
and
(b) the model error has the normal distribution (normality assumption).
Sometimes, in order to satisfy the homoskedasticity assumption, the reference parameter must be transformed using the family functions reported in Yang [7]; in this case a
logarithmic function has been used.
2.2

Application of the probabilistic model to concrete gravity dams

The aim of this work is the updating of the materials mechanical parameters, by means
of data recorded by static monitoring system. Materials have been assumed linear elastic,
since static displacements are really small in comparison to the characteristic dimension
of the system and the stress level is extremely limited, well below the material strength.
The mechanical behaviour of elastic materials is completely described by the fourth-order
constitutive matrix C [8], whose components may be treated as random variables in a
Bayesian updating procedure.
In this work, the reference measure is the displacement of a control point recorded
only in the upstream/downstream direction. If the displacement data were available
both upstream-downstream and in the cross-valley direction, it might be worthwhile to
update the parameters of an orthotropic material through a multivariate probabilistic
model. Conversely, when only upstream-downstream measurements are available, as in
the present case, mechanical parameters along the cross-valley have little inﬂuence on
the structural deformability in the upstream-downstream direction, so the assumption of
isotropic material is the best choice. Thus the matrix C becomes as in equation (2).
Uncertainties parametrization for elastic materials by selecting the bulk modulus K and
the shear modulus G as random variables is a particularly convenient choice, since these
are physically and statistically independent. By choosing log-normal distributions for K
and G, the elastic constitutive matrix is positive deﬁned. In this paper, K and G of both
concrete and foundation soil have been treated as random variables and collected in the
x vector. Furthermore, since the displacement of a control point in one direction only is
considered, a uni-variate form of the probabilistic model can be adopted.
3
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⎤
K + 4G/3 K − 2G/3 K − 2G/3 0 0 0
⎢K − 2G/3 K + 4G/3 K − 2G/3 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢K − 2G/3 K − 2G/3 K + 4G/3 0 0 0 ⎥
⎥
C=⎢
⎢
0
0
0
G 0 0⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣
0
0
0
0 G 0⎦
0
0
0
0 0 G
⎡

(2)

Let δiQ (x) the i-th value of the recorded displacement related to the basin level variation
and δ̂iQ (x) the i-th value of the reference displacement obtained as deterministic model
output, and using logarithmic transformation functions to satisfy the homoskedasticity
assumption, the probabilistic model can be written as follows
�
�
�
�
Q
Q
ln δi (x, θ , σ) = ln δ̂i (x) + γi (x, θ ) + σ�
(3)

In this special case, only one explanatory function h0 = 1 has been introduced to capture the potential bias representing the discrepancy between the measured data reference
system and the one of the FE model displacements.
3

BAYESIAN UPDATING VIA MONTE CARLO MARKOV CHAIN (MCMC)

All the uncertain parameters are collected in the vector Θ = (x, θ , σ)T , where x contains the unknown material parameters, σ is the global error standard deviation and θ is
the combination coeﬃcients vector. The prior state of knowledge about Θ, called prior
distribution p(Θ), is updated via the well-known Bayes rule [9], using the new information y about the system. The posterior distribution p(Θ|y), which represents the updated
state of knowledge about the parameters Θ, is obtained as follows
p(Θ|y) = κL(Θ|y)p(Θ)

(4)

�−1
��
L(Θ|y)p(Θ)dΘ
where κ =
is the normalizing factor and L(Θ|y) is the likelihood
function. Since the global error is normally distributed, the likelihood function can be
deﬁned as follows [10, 11]
�
��
l �
�
ri (x, θ )
1
L(x, θ , σ) ∝
ϕ
(5)
σ
σ
i=1
where ϕ(•) is the standard normal density function and ri (x, θ ) is the i-th residual
�
�
�
�
Q
Q
ri (x, θ ) = ln δi (x, θ , σ) − ln δ̂i (x) − γi (x, θ )

(6)

Once the probabilistic model is deﬁned, the choice of the solution procedure is fundamental. In real problems a closed-form solution cannot usually be performed, then numerical
procedures are needed. Several diﬀerent numerical approaches for the determination of
the posterior distribution are available. In this work Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
4
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with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [12] has been implemented. This particular approach
is powerful and versatile because it can draw samples from any target probability density
function π for the uncertain parameters Θ, since it only requires the pdf can be calculated
at Θ . Moreover, the new proposed parameter samples Θ∗ are generated by a proposal
density function q (Θt , Θ∗ ), depending on the current state of the chain Θt . The proposal
Θ∗ can be accepted as next state of the chain Θt+1 = Θ∗ with acceptance probability
α (Θt , Θ∗ ), or can be rejected otherwise. The speciﬁcation of the probability α allows
generating a Markov chain with desired target density π.
On the other hand, MCMC requires a large analyses number to reach convergence and,
for this reason its application with FE models could be prohibitive. In this work, a proxy
model based on the gPCE has been used in order to reduce the computational burden
[13]. Nevertheless, the proxy model introduces an additional error (included in the global
error of the equation 3), due to the diﬀerences between the FE model output and the
proxy model response.
3.1

Prior distributions

Prior distributions represent the initial state of knowledge about the uncertain parameters. Their deﬁnition is a fundamental step in the updating procedure, particularly when
few new information is available. Usually, in the case of dams, results of survey campaigns are available, allowing a precise deﬁnition of prior distributions of the materials
mechanical parameters, i.e. K and G. When no information are available, as in the case
of the combination coeﬃcients collected in θ and the global error standard deviation σ,
non-informative prior distributions have to be used, to avoid aﬀecting updating result.
Following Gardoni [10], non-informative priors can be written as follows
1
p(σ) ∝
(7)
σ
θn
p(θθ ) ∝
(8)
σ
Thus, in this case, given the large amount of observed data, any reasonable choice of the
prior has little inﬂuence on the posterior estimates of the mechanical parameters.
3.2

Convergence diagnostic

Convergence diagnostic is used to determine whether the samples generated by MCMC
are representative of the underlying equilibrium distribution. In this paper, the commonly
used diagnostics metric proposed by Brooks and Gelman [14] has been adopted. The convergence of Markov chain simulation is reached when inferences for quantities of interest
do not depend on the starting point. Monitoring convergence is obtained by comparing several inferences performed with diﬀerent starting points. The diagnostics metric is
based on the calculation of the Multivariate Potential Scale Reduction Factor (MPSRF)
R̂p in the multivariate case shown as follows
R̂p = max
a

aT V̂a
aT Wa

5
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where V̂ is the total variance extended to the multivariate case, W is the within-sequence
variance extended to the multivariate case and a is a vector used to achieve the maximum
value of the ratio.
In general, MPSRF is deﬁned as the ratio between total variance and within-sequence
variance. It represents the upper bound of the maximum of the univariate Potential
Scale Reduction Factor (PSRF) statistics R̂ among variables. When the convergence is
reached, the between-sequence variance should be negligible, obtaining R̂p = 1. Usually,
R̂p = 1.1 is considered as acceptable, but when the dimension of the problem increases, a
convergence criterion R̂p = 1.5 is allowed [14].
4

GENERAL POLYNOMIAL CHAOS EXPANSION

The general Polynomial Chaos Expansion (gPCE) is an uncertainties propagation technique through a deterministic model, which also allows building a proxy model, called
response surface [6], which can be used in the updating procedure.
The uncertain structural response u(x), which is a function of the set of unknown parameters collected in x, can be described in a probabilistic space deﬁned by the triplet
(Ω, F, P): where Ω is the space of all events, F is the σ-algebra and P the probability measure. Assuming that u(x) is smooth enough to be represented in terms of some simple
random variables ζ(x) (e.g. Gaussians, uniform, etc.), via the PCE [15] the structural
response can be approximated by uN (ζ(x)), deﬁned as follows

u(ζ(x)) ≈ uN (ζ(x)) =
u(α) Ψα (ζ(x))
(10)
α∈I

where Ψα (ζ(x)) represents the multivariate orthogonal polynomials with ﬁnite multi-index
set I and u(α) are the polynomial coeﬃcients. Exploiting the orthogonality condition, all
statistics can be retrieved from gPCE in a straightforward manner, as in the case of the
expected values, deﬁned as follows
 
E [u(ζ(x))] ≈ E [uN (ζ(x))] =
u(α) Ψα (ζ(x))dFζ(x) ζ(x) = u0
(11)
α∈I

The polynomial coeﬃcients u(α) are determined based on the deterministic model solutions, e.g. FE models. Several diﬀerent approaches are available to solve this task. In
this work a regression procedure which minimize the error between the gPCE and the
model response has been used. The choice of maximum polynomial degree and analyses
number must consider both the accuracy of the result and the computational burden.
Moreover, the choice of the polynomial family depends on the probability distributions of
the unknown parameters, as accurately indicated in Xiu [6].
Finally, the model sensitivity analysis can be performed very easily using the gPCE. In
this work Sobols coeﬃcients [16] allow determining the inﬂuence of each model parameter
on the ﬁnal results.

6
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5

CASE OF STUDY

The procedure has been applied to the case of an Italian gravity dam, composed by 11
monoliths separated with vertical contraction joints. Its maximum height is 108 m and it
has a curved shape in plan, with curvature radius of 150 m and crest length of 234.25 m.
The proposed model makes use of static displacements due to basin level variations during
dam normal operation. To this aim, displacements have been previously processed to
eliminate their thermal variations related part.
Two models have been set up: a complete 3D model with bonded monoliths and a 3D
single monolith model, representing only the central spillway monolith. Both models
shown in Figure 1 have been created in ANSYS r17 [17]. The complete 3D model, whose
mesh is composed of 29981 second order Hex-dominant elements, is restrained along the
three directions at the base and along the horizontal directions on the sides. The single
monolith model is made of 3587 second order Hex-dominant elements and is laterally
unrestrained. The reference parameter is the displacement of a control point placed in
the upper part of the central spillway monolith, where displacements recorded by the
inverse pendulum are available. The unknown model parameters are the elastic moduli
of the concrete Kcls and Gcls and those of the foundation soil Ksoil and Gsoil . The prior
distributions of the model parameters have been deﬁned basing on in-situ tests results.
The global error standard deviation σ and the combination coeﬃcients of the explanatory
functions θ have been treated as random variables and updated. Since no information
about σ and θ are available, their prior distributions have been deﬁned as non-informative.
The prior distributions statistics of the mechanical parameters are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Prior distributions of the mechanical parameters

Kcls [MPa]
distributions
LN
mean values
12148
standard deviations
4915.1

Gcls [MPa]
LN
8364.2
3384.2

Ksoil [MPa]
LN
41000
9393.1

Gsoil [MPa]
LN
23428
5367.4

Basin levels data and control point displacements recorded during normal operation of
the dam are the information available to update the probabilistic model. Dam displacements are previously processed according to De Sortis [3], in order to separate thermal
and basin level related displacement contributions. The latter are shown in ﬁgure 2.
The ﬁrst step of the procedure is the composition of the proxy models; the maximum
polynomial degree has been set equal to 3 and a complete basis has been built requiring
1024 analyses for each model. The sensitivity analysis of the proxy model provided the
Sobols coeﬃcients of the two models, as shown in ﬁgure 3. Sobols coeﬃcients related to
concrete and soil parameters of the two models must be analysed in comparative terms.
Their values are so low in comparison to the Sobols coeﬃcient of the basin level variation
which is not shown here. Anyway, in both models the most signiﬁcant parameters are
those of the concrete.
7
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Figure 1: Single monolith model and 3D complete model

Figure 2: Control point displacements (left) and basin level (right)
Table 2: Posterior distributions of the 3D complete model parameters

Kcls [MPa]
mean values
12149
standard deviations
220.17

Gcls [MPa]
8653.9
152.05

Ksoil [MPa]
40769
553.10

Gsoil [MPa]
22517
169.53

σ
0.0332
0.0016

Table 3: Posterior distributions of the single monolith model parameters

Kcls [MPa]
mean values
36264
standard deviations
8436.5

Gcls [MPa]
23545
5152.5

8
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Ksoil [MPa]
40224
3032.3

Gsoil [MPa]
22571
958.29

σ
0.0661
0.0984

A. De Falco, M. Mori and G. Sevieri

Figure 3: Sobols coeﬃcients: 3D complete model and single monolith model

Unknown parameters have been updated using the proxy models and the results in
terms of mean and variance values are reported in table 2 and 3. In ﬁgure 4 the comparison
between prior and posterior distributions is shown and, in ﬁgure 5, the eﬀects of the model
parameters updating are shown in terms of residuals.
The convergence of the MCMC algorithm has been checked according to the paragraph
4.2, considering R̂p = 1.5. As for the single monolith model, updated values of the mean
and are higher than both the complete model and the prior distribution. The reason lies
in the lower stiﬀness of the single monolith in respect to that of the complete model,
due to diﬀerent lateral boundary conditions. Moreover, standard deviations of the single
monolith model parameters are higher than those of the complete model. This fact is
also evident in terms of mean values, that in the single monolith model is twice the
complete model. The good agreement between recorded and calculated results can be
observed in ﬁgure 5, where the residuals in both deterministic and updated cases are
shown. The proximity of the points to the bisector line indicates that the model control
point displacements are close to the recorded ones.

9
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Figure 4: Comparison between prior and posterior distributions

6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, a procedure to update the FE model parameters of concrete dams
has been set up in a probabilistic framework. Displacements recorded by the control system and in-situ tests results have been used to estimate model parameters values which
provide a model response as similar as possible to the real structural behaviour. The additive corrected probabilistic model allows considering the global error and its standard
deviation, which can be used to compare diﬀerent classes of models. Moreover, the sets
of explanatory functions allow correcting the probabilistic model, reducing bias related to
unknown phenomena. The FE model response has been approximated by a proxy model,
reducing the computational burden, via the general polynomial chaos expansion. This
technique is particularly advantageous because it allows solving the forward problem in
straightway manner and performing a sensitivity analysis on the results. The sensitivity
analysis is a fundamental step because it allows determining the most inﬂuencing parame10
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Figure 5: Eﬀects of the model parameters updating on the residuals

ters. Finally, the application of the presented procedure to a concrete Italian gravity dam
shows the eﬀectiveness of the method and its feasibility in real cases application. Future
developments concern the introduction of thermal displacements within the probabilistic
model, eliminating the pre-process data step. The presented procedure could be the base
for a better estimation of the structural reliability and it can be regarded as a starting
point of health monitoring system application for dams.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study the use of active infrared thermography combined
with topological derivatives for non-destructive testing of two-dimensional plates. In
comparison with other remote testing techniques, like ultrasonics, thermography is less
intrusive and non-contact. However, on the other hand, heat transport is a short-range
phenomenon and the associated signal-to-noise ratio is less favourable. Despite of this,
we will show that the topological derivative is a very powerful tool for processing steady
and time-harmonic thermograms to detect inclusions and defects in aluminium plates.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, active infrared thermography has been used for the detection and characterization of defects (cavities, cracks, inclusions) in a wide range of fields, including medical
[7, 15], building [13], and aircraft structures [8, 19] diagnosis. When applied to damage
detection in metallic plates, the method consists on heating the piece to be inspected with
some kind of lamp and getting a thermogram (a color image produced by a thermal camera) of the surface of the piece, see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of the experimental
setup. Thermograms are then studied to try to determine the properties of the media
that may have gave that response. In this way, information from the whole surface can be
collected very fast. In comparison with other remote testing techniques, like ultrasonics,
thermographic inspection is safer, more non-intrusive and non-contact [21]. However, on
the other hand, heat transport is short range and the associated signal-to-noise ratio is less
favourable than in other techniques. Therefore, in many cases, efficient data processing
tools are required to successfully interpret thermograms.
In this work, we propose to process steady and time-harmonic thermograms by using
a mathematical tool called topological derivative. This derivative can be interpreted as
an indicator function of the location, shape and size of the defects. It is a one-step
method that does not need any a priori information about the size, number or shape of
the defects. It has already been used in a two dimensional thermal propagation problem
in an unbounded media in [3] with very good results. For applications to steady problems,
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y

Γµ

x

Figure 1: Experimental setup. Both the lamp and the thermal camera are located at the
same side of the plate. The thermogram is taken on the side Γµ .
like electrical impedance tomography, we refer to [5], and to time-harmonic acoustic and
electromagnetic problems we refer to [2, 4, 11] and [14, 17], respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the direct and associated inverse thermal problems corresponding to steady and time-harmonic excitations.
The topological derivative is defined in Section 3, where we also present the closed-form
formulae for the two kind of thermal excitations. Finally, some numerical experiments
illustrating the performance of the method are presented in Section 4. Our conclusions
are summarized in Section 5.
2

DESCRIPTION OF THE DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS

We aim at finding the regions of a two-dimensional plate where there can be some
interior defects from temperature measurements (thermograms) taken after heating such
plate in a controlled and known manner (see Figure 1 for a sketch of the experimental
setup). For simplicity, we assume that the plate is rectangular, occupying the region
Ω = [0, Lx ] × [0, Ly ], where Lx is assumed to be much smaller than Ly . The temperature
T (x, t) satisfies the heat equation in Ω,
ρ c ∂t T − ∇ · (κ∇T ) = 0,
where, for simplicity, we assume that the mass density ρ, the specific heat capacity c, and
the thermal conductivity κ are piecewise constant values, attaining known values inside
the defects Ωi which differ to those in the remaining of the plate Ωe = Ω \ Ωi . That is,
we assume that



ρi , x ∈ Ωi
c i , x ∈ Ωi
κi , x ∈ Ωi
ρ (x) =
c (x) =
κ (x) =
ρe , x ∈ Ω e ,
c e , x ∈ Ωe ,
κ e , x ∈ Ωe .
The plate is supposed to be isolated on its top and bottom boundaries whereas on its left
and right sides there is heat transfer to the surrounding air by convection and radiation.
Given that the temperatures reached by the plate are not expected to be very far from
2
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the ambient temperature Tair the radiation process is linearised around it, i.e.
4
3
+ 4εσTair
(T − Tair ) ,
εσT 4 ≈ εσTair

where ε and σ are the surface emissivity and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, respectively.
In case of steady or time-harmonic excitations, the lamp will be modelled as a point
source located at s = (sx , sy ) with sx < 0, and mathematically described by a function qs
of the form
P x − sx
qs (x, y) =
,
(1)
2π |x − s|2

where P > 0 corresponds to the steady radiant power of the lamp in the steady case,
whereas in the time-harmonic case P is the amplitude of oscillation of the radiant power.
In the time-steady case, T (x, t) = T (x) and the forward problem reduces to solving

∇ · (κe ∇T ) = 0,
in Ωe ,





in Ωi ,

∇ · (κi ∇T ) = 0,

T + − T − = 0,
κe ∂n T + − κi ∂n T − = 0, on ∂Ωi ,
(2)

on
y
=
0,
y
=
L
∂
y T = 0,
y,





on x = 0,
κe ∂x T − AT = −B − αqs ,



on x = Lx ,
κe ∂x T + AT = B,

3
4
with A = h + 4εσTair
and B = hTair + (α + 3ε) σTair
, where h is the convective heat
transfer coefficient between the plate and the surrounding air and α is the absorptance of
that surface.
When the heating is time-harmonic, after a long enough time, the temperature distribution behaves as T (x, t) = T̃ (x) + Re (T (x)e−iωt ), where T̃ > 0 is a steady mean value,
ω > 0 is the excitation frequency, and the complex thermal amplitude T (x) solves

∇ · (κe ∇T ) + iωρe ce T = 0,
in Ωe ,





in Ωi ,
∇ · (κi ∇T ) + iωρi ci T = 0,



T + − T − = 0,
+
−
κe ∂n T − κi ∂n T = 0, on ∂Ωi ,
(3)

on
y
=
0,
y
=
L
∂
y T = 0,
y,





on x = 0,
κe ∂x T − AT = −α qs



on x = Lx .
κe ∂x T + AT = 0,

The extra iωρc term that appears in (3) takes into account the time derivative in the
time-harmonic case. On the other hand, the B term is not appearing any more as it is
absorbed by the steady value T̃ (x).
After heating the plate (either in a stationary or a time-harmonic way), we will measure
the temperature on the side x = 0, the same side of Ω that is heated by the lamp. Although
actual thermal cameras measure thermal radiation rather than direct temperature, we
assume that our thermogram has been already processed to give the measured temperature
3
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distribution T meas on x = 0 in the stationary case, or the measured complex thermal
amplitude T meas on x = 0 in the time-harmonic one. Notice that for ease of notation,
T meas and T will be either related to problem (2) or (3). Knowing T meas , we aim to
find the true defects Ωi such that the solution T to (2) or (3) agrees with the measured
data, namely, such that T = T meas on x = 0. This is a very strict condition taking into
account that measurements are expected to contain experimental errors. Furthermore,
this inverse problem is non-linear and strongly ill-posed. Therefore, we propose to relax
the requirement by searching the set Ωi that minimizes the functional

 1

|T − T meas |2 d,
(4)
J Ω \ Ωi =
2 {x=0}

meas
is its corresponding processed thermogram.
where T is the solution to
 (2) or(3), and T
We use the notation J Ω \ Ωi to highlight that T solves a problem where the defects
occupy Ωi , and also because it is useful to deal with the topological derivative definition,
which is given in section 3.

3

TOPOLOGICAL DERIVATIVE

In this section we will explain the general concept of the topological derivative (TD in
the sequel) and provide closed-form formulae for it when applied to the functional (4) in
both, the steady and the time-harmonic situations.
The TD of a shape functional J (R) = J (uR ), where R is a region in R2 and uR is the
solution to a PDE problem defined in R, is a scalar field DT that measures the sensitivity
of J when an infinitesimal ball is located at each point x ∈ R (see [18]). It gives at each
point x ∈ R the asymptotic expansion


J R \ B (x) = J (R) + DT (x) V () + o (V ()) , as ε → 0,
(5)
where V is a positive monotonic increasing function such that V (0) = 0. The function V
is a measure of the size of the ball B (x), and is chosen such that DT has non-zero finite
values. In our case, we can choose V () = π2 . This expansion motivates our reconstruction technique: we will place objects in the regions where the TD will attain pronounced
negative values, since in those points the error functional is expected to decrease. Namely,
for our considered problems, the true set of defects Ωi will be approximated as the set


(6)
Ωapp := x ∈ Ω; DT (x) < λ min DT (y)
y∈Ω

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is a tunable threshold. In Section 4 we will test the robustness of the
method in terms of the choice of λ.
In the next theorems we provide closed-form expressions of the TD of the cost functional (4), which can be derived by using the relationship between shape and topological
derivatives, and adjusting the results obtained by one of us in [5] for the steady case, and
in [2] for the time-harmonic one.
4
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Theorem 3.1 For the steady-state case, the TD of the cost function (4) at the point
x ∈ Ω is given by
DT (x) = 2κe (κe − κi )(κe + κi )−1 ∇T 0 (x) · ∇V 0 (x) ,
where T 0 satisfies

∇ · (κe ∇T 0 ) = 0,



∂ T 0 = 0,
y

κe ∂x T 0 − AT 0 = −B − αqs ,



κe ∂x T 0 + AT 0 = B,

in Ω,
on y = 0, y = Ly ,
on x = 0,
on x = Lx ,

(7)

and V 0 solves the following adjoint problem

∇ · (κe ∇V 0 ) = 0,



∂ V 0 = 0,
y

κe ∂x V 0 − AV 0 = T meas − T 0 ,



κe ∂x V 0 + AV 0 = 0,

in Ω,
on y = 0, y = Ly ,
on x = 0,
on x = Lx ,

(8)

where T 0 is the solution to

∇ · (κe ∇T 0 ) + iωρe ce T 0 = 0,



∂ T 0 = 0,
y

κe ∂x T 0 − AT 0 = −α qs



κe ∂x T 0 + AT 0 = 0,

in Ω,
on y = 0, y = Ly ,
on x = 0,
on x = Lx .

(9)

in Ω,
on y = 0, y = Ly ,
on x = 0,
on x = Lx .

(10)

Theorem 3.2 For the time-harmonic case, the TD of the cost function (4) at the point
x ∈ Ω is given by


DT (x) = Re 2κe (κe − κi )(κe + κi )−1 ∇T 0 (x) · ∇V 0 (x) + iω (ρe ce − ρi ci ) T 0 (x) V 0 (x)

and V 0 solves


∇ · (κe ∇V 0 ) − iωρe ce V 0 = 0,



∂ V 0 = 0,
y
κe ∂x V 0 − AV 0 = T meas − T 0 ,



κe ∂x V 0 + AV 0 = 0,

Notice that the results in the previous theorems allow us to compute the TD in the
whole domain by solving just one forward problem and one adjoint problem which take
place in the whole plate Ω, where no defect is present. Therefore, no information about the
true number or shape of the searched objects is necessary. Notice also that the measured
5
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data T meas enters in the TD in the right hand side at the boundary condition on x = 0 in
the adjoint problem (8) or (10).
In the case of having multiple experiments either by locating the lamps at different
positions or by changing the frequency in the time-harmonic case, we can consider a new
cost functional defined as a linear combination of single-lamp functionals and/or singlefrequency ones. Then, by linearity, the corresponding TD is nothing but the corresponding
 Nexp
linear combination corresponding to individual functionals. If DTj 1
is a set of Nexp
independent TDs, then following the ideas in [10], we propose to consider the weighted
TD
Nexp

DTj (x)

 , x ∈ Ω,
(11)
D̂T (x) =
miny∈Ω Dj (y)
T
j=1

as a new indicator function. Since individual derivatives can attain disparate values, in
this way we avoid neglecting the contributions of some lamps and/or frequencies that could
be neglected by adding contributions. Furthermore, we expect that the false negatives of
one derivative get cancelled with the values of another one.
4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the method, thermograms were generated by solving the corresponding
direct problems numerically, using the free FEM solver FreeFem++ [12] adding to them
random noise of 5% in magnitude to both avoid inverse crimes and to test the performance
of the method when dealing with noisy data. The direct and adjoint problems involved in
the formulae of the TD were also solved by using FreeFem++, considering in this case a
different mesh of Ω, where no defects were present. All figures in this section were made
using the free software package GNU-octave [9].
In all experiments, we consider an aluminium plate of dimensions Lx = 0.01 m and
Ly = 1 m with two internal holes consisting of air: a circular hole of radius 2 mm situated
at (0.005, 0.4) and an elliptical one of semi-axes of 2 mm and 6 mm situated at (0.005, 0.7).
The constants in the model are the following: κe = 200 W/K, ρe = 2700 Kg/m2 , ce =
900 J/(Kg · K), κi = 0.025 W/K, ρi = 1 Kg/m2 , ci = 1000 J/(Kg · K), α = 0.4, ε = 0.08,
h = 15 W/(m · K), Tair = 290 K, and P = 600 W for the steady-state case and P = 6000 W
for the time-harmonic one. In both cases, the plates were illuminated at a distance of
15 cm giving temperatures between 300 K in the coldest parts of the plate and 305 K
in the hottest ones for the steady-state case and maximum amplitudes of 1 K for the
time-harmonic one. In Figure 2a we represent the considered flawed plate and some of the
configurations of lamps that will be considered in the forthcoming numerical experiments.
Let us consider first steady-state excitations. In Figure 2b we show the values of the
weighted TD indicator function (11) for the ten lamps indicated as black crosses in Figure
2a. We observe that the larger negative values (dark blue colors) concentrate near the
defects of the flawed plate, specially in the region occupied by the elliptical defect.
For a better visualization, we show in the upper part of the plots in the subsequent
figures the values of D̂T divided by | miny∈Ω D̂T (y)| on the side x = 0 the y-coordinate.
In the bottom of the figures, we represent the (rotated) plate, where the true objects
6
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(a) Plate with two defects.

(b) TD field DT (x, y).

Figure 2: (a) Diagram of the flawed plate and location of some of the lamps considered
in the examples (’×’ marks). (b) TD field obtained for the steady case when considering
the ten lamps located at the points marked in (a) by black crosses.
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0
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DT (0, y)
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λ = 0.6
λ = 0.8
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0
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1
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y (m)
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(a) Ten lamps.

(b) Fifty lamps.

Figure 3: Topological derivative and reconstructed objects when considering ten (left
plot) and fifty (right plot) steady thermograms.
are represented by black domains, and the reconstructed domains, obtained by selecting
different values of λ in (6), are represented by different color regions. The scaling of the
plate in the horizontal direction (interval [0, Ly ]) is different from that in the vertical
direction (interval [0, Lx ]) for a better visualization. Notice that this promotes that the
true objects seem to be elliptical. Figure 3a corresponds to the ten lamps indicated as
black crosses in Figure 2a. In its bottom part, we observe that the region identified as
damaged highly depends on λ. If we choose λ = 0.8, we obtain the region in yellow.
Therefore, we just recover the location of the ellipse, overestimating its size. Decreasing
λ to 0.6 (union of yellow and green regions), we highly overestimate the size of the ellipse,
7
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and the circular hole is misinterpreted as a collection of tiny objects located close to
the side x = 0. A further decrease to λ = 0.4 promotes the reconstruction of two big
areas (union of yellow, green and red zones), and furthermore, a new spurious small
region between both objects is also identified. Individual contributions are not shown
here, but as one can expect, reconstructions are very poor and local minima can be
easily misunderstood as spurious objects. Increasing the number of experiments to fifty,
reconstructions only improve a bit, as observed in Figure 3b.
1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0.01

Figure 4: DT field for the harmonic case when considering one lamp and ω = 1 Hz.
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λ = 0.6

-0.8
-1

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

y (m)

0.01

Figure 5: One lamp at 1 Hz
Let us consider now the time-harmonic case. First we inspect the same plate by
considering just one lamp, represented by a red cross in Figure 2a, and the frequency
ω = 1 Hz. In comparison with the steady case, we observe that just one lamp is enough to
highly improve the reconstruction, as can be observed in Figures 4 (counterpart of Figure
2b) and 5 (counterpart of Figure 3). We observe that we are able to reconstruct both
8
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(a) One lamp at 0.1 Hz.

(b) One lamp at 5 Hz

Figure 6: Comparison for two different frequencies.
defects with an accurate estimation of their size for a wide range of values of λ. This
means that reconstructions are now very robust with respect to λ, while in the steady
case, the size of the reconstructed objects highly depended on it. However, we observe
that the TD does not give the correct depth and width of the defects, being always the
reconstruction at the surface being inspected. Changing the frequency of study does not
amend this problem, as can be seen in Figure 6, which is the counterpart of Figure 5
when replacing ω = 1 Hz by ω = 0.1 Hz and ω = 5 Hz. Furthermore, in Figure 6a it can
be seen that if we decrease too much the frequency we recover results similar to the ones
of the steady-state case, as it could be expected. We also observe that the higher the
frequency, the more acute minima. It is also remarkable that depending on the selected
frequency, the global minimum of the weighted topological derivative points either at the
region where the ellipse is located (which has a larger area) or at the region occupied by
the circle (which is closer to the lamp location).
If we combine different frequencies we can cancel out the false local minima much more
efficiently than combining positions in the steady state case, as can be seen in Figure 7a
where only 10 experiments were needed. We want to empathize that we are considering
a favourable situation, because the lamp is located between both objects. If we repeat
the same experiment but locating now the lamp at the position indicated as a green cross
in Figure 2a, we find the results in Figure 7b. We sharply identify the location and
size of the ellipse, but the circular hole is completely missed. Although it is not shown
here, if we consider a lamp located at the bottom part of the plate, then the circular
hole is well-recovered while the ellipsoidal one is missed. To avoid this problem, and
taking into account that we assume no a priori information, we propose to combine DTs
corresponding to different positions of the lamp.
In Figure 8a the same 10 frequencies were used but now 5 different positions of the lamp
(uniformly distributed all along the height of the plate) were considered. In comparison
with Figure 3b, where the same amount of data was used (fifty experiments), it is clear
that time-harmonic excitations highly improve reconstructions. However, there is still a

9
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(a) Lamp at the red cross in Figure 2a.

(b) Lamp at the green cross in Figure 2a.

Figure 7: Comparison for two different positions of the lamp. In both cases, ten linear
spaced frequencies between 0.8 Hz and 2 Hz were considered.
lack of accuracy in the reconstruction in the x-direction.
Finally, we want to illustrate the performance of the method when dealing with noisy
data. In all our previous experiments, thermograms contained a 5% random noise. Increasing this noise to a 20% level, reconstructions are roughly the same, as can be observed
in Figure 8b. This means that our method is extremely robust with respect to measurement errors.
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(a) 5% error

(b) 20% error

Figure 8: Comparison for thermograms containing different levels of noise. Thermograms
correspond to ten uniformly spaced frequencies between 0.8 Hz and 2 Hz and five lamp
position.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Steady and time-harmonic thermograms have been processed by using topological derivatives to detect defects inside a two dimensional plate. The main conclusion is that
10
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the proposed methods, specially when dealing with time-harmonic excitations, are able to
sharply recover the location in the y-direction and their approximate size. Moreover, the
method is extremely robust with respect to noise, which makes it very appealing for future
industrial applications. However, the correct position in depth (in the x−direction), and
the width of the defects is not properly recovered. This fact is inherent to this kind of problems, as already observed in [20]. We believe that this problem can be amended by procesing transient thermograms (obtained by considering general time-dependent thermal
excitations). This will be the subject of our future work.
On the other hand, we have used the TD as a one-step indicator function. However,
it can be also iteratively used as a gradient-descent method in order to reach the optimal
domain, as done in [1, 2, 4]. This strategy could improve reconstructions, increasing,
however, the associated computational cost. Our first-stage approximations can also be
used as initial guesses for some other iterative methods like level set strategies [16] or
shape derivative based algorithms [6].
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Abstract. In this paper, Soil Structure Interaction (SSI) for concrete gravity dams is studied,
investigating its effects numerically on a 2D plane strain model under earthquake excitation.
In order to highlight the importance of simulating the unboundedness of soil, different
modelling approaches have been considered. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the effect of
the change in stiffness and density of soil, a parametric study has been performed for each
previously defined modelling approach. Finally, dam response is simulated by introducing
springs and dampers at the dam base and a 2D simplified model capable of taking into
account the SSI has been proposed.
The main contribution of this paper is to highlight the importance of modelling SSI in the
seismic assessment of gravity dams and the importance of considering soil as half-unbounded
domain. In addition, the main parameters playing a role in the SSI for a simplified model have
been identified.
1

INTRODUCTION

The seismic evaluation of existing dams is a major problem that becomes even more
relevant because of the recent events around the world. For this reason, researchers and
engineers need reliable and quick tools to assess the complex behaviour of the dam – reservoir
– soil system. In this regard, SSI is addressed by many authors who are searching for a
reliable simulation of wave propagation in a semi-infinite medium. Nowadays, the finite
elements method is the most common for a coupled study using both structural and acoustic
elements, and it can also simulate the unboundedness of both terrain and reservoir.
In this paper SSI is considered for existing concrete gravity dams, investigating its
effects numerically on 2D FE plane strain models under earthquake excitation. More
specifically, the advantages of modelling half-unbounded domains are shown performing
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frequency response analyses under different boundary conditions and modelling approaches.
Furthermore, a calibration procedure for a more simplified model is presented in order to
taken into account the SSI effects. More specifically, the relevant global parameters, stiffness
and viscous damping characterizing the semi-infinite soil behaviour have been identified by
comparing the frequency response of the simplified model with that of a more refined one
provided by Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) domains at the bottom and sides of the terrain.
Tuning is performed by matching the FEM frequency response of the simplified model
through a Bayesian updating procedure.
Finally, due to the very large number of analyses required by the Bayesian updating, the
response of the FE model has been approximated by a response surface that is obtained
through the general Polynomial Chaos Expansion (gPCE) technique. This technique also
allows us to identify the main parameters playing a role in the SSI for the simplified model.
2 MODELLING SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
During earthquake shaking, the dam-reservoir-foundation system has to be considered a
coupled system. To date models seldom take into account full interaction effects, because of
the lack of adequate numerical implementations or computational resources required by three
dimensional detailed models. SSI is described to have two main components: kinematic and
inertial interaction [1]. The former is governed by soil flexibility. In this regard, the massless
foundation model proposed by Clough in 1980 [2] has been extensively used in seismic
analysis of dam-foundation problems. In this model, recorded displacements are imposed at
the boundaries of the domain and the input motion reaches instantaneously the base of the
dam. Wave velocity in foundation becomes infinite and the structure takes all kinetic energy.
These assumptions seem in general unrealistic [3].
Inertial interaction is generated by elastic waves that develop under dynamic loads,
promoting the energy transport through the soil volume. Such a phenomenon, that carries
energy away from the structure, is often referred as “radiation damping”. So, while in static
SSI analysis the simple truncation of the far field with setting of appropriate boundary
conditions gives very often good results, in dynamic cases it makes results to be erroneous
because of reflection waves.
Recently, SSI for concrete retaining structures is addressed by many authors searching
for a reliable simulation of wave propagation in a semi-infinite medium, modelling the far
field part of the foundation. Some methods worth noting are Lysmer boundary conditions [4],
hyperelements [5], infinite elements [6], [7], rational boundary conditions [8], boundary
element method [9], scaled boundary element method [10] and high order non-reflecting
boundary conditions [11]. In order to simulate the unboundedness of both solid and fluid
domains, three different modelling options are explored in this work, the Perfectly Matched
Layer (PML) technique, the Low Reflecting Boundary (LRB) condition and the Infinite
Elements (IEs). PML is a technique able to absorb incident waves under any angle and
frequency, preventing them from returning back to the medium after incidence to the model
boundaries [12]. The procedure, first introduced by Berenger in 1994 [13], may be applied to
different physical problems. It comes to a complex coordinate stretching of the domain to
introduce a decay of the oscillation without any reflection in the source domain, simulating a
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perfectly absorbing material. The rational scaling of PML is expressed by the following
function of the dimensionless coordinate  [13]
ͳ
݅
െ
൰
͵ሺͳ െ ߦሻ  Ͷ ͵ሺͳ െ ߦሻ

݂ ሺߦሻ ൌ  ߦݏ൬

(1)

where p is the curvature parameter and s the scaling parameter.
In this paper, after evaluating the consequences of taking into account the full SSI for
existing concrete gravity dams, a simple model equipped by springs and dashpots is calibrated
on the base of PML technique.
3

FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS

A frequency response analysis is first performed in order to evaluate different modelling
approaches for the coupled system regarding the fluid part of the model, the soil and its
unboundedness. The case study is an Italian concrete gravity dam 65 meters high.
Three models were set-up through COMSOL Multiphysics® [14] software (Fig. 1). The
first reference model simulates the dam on rigid terrain (Fig. 1a), the second model includes
the standard massless foundation in a bounded region (Fig. 1b) and the third model accounts
for foundation soil as unbounded half-space provided with mass (Fig. 1c). Regarding dam and
soil domains, the standard Solid Mechanics equations are applied. The solid mesh is made of
default second-order serendipity elements: 453 for model 1, 3146 for model 2 and 3692 for
model 3. The material setting of the three plane-strain models is reported in Table 1.
As for the fluid subsystem (full reservoir), it has been simulated both by Westergaard
added mass model [15] and by the Helmoltz equation derived from the full Navier-Stokes
equation assuming small vibrations and neglecting viscosity. In this context, the effects of
considering coupling and unboundedness of fluid and solid domains are evaluated. PMLs
were applied at the bottom and on both sides of the terrain domain and also at the upstream
side of the fluid region to simulate the unboundedness of both domains, when explicitly
modelled. The PML mesh element sides are directed along the radiation path. In addition,
according to [18], the spatial element size must be smaller than approximately one-eighth of
the wavelength associated with highest input frequency.

Figure 1: a) model 1: rigid soil; b) model 2: massless soil; c) model 3: infinite terrain model. a1) added mass
model; a2) fluid-structure interaction model.
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Table 1: material paramters.
Concrete
2450
20500
0.2
0.05

Density ρ (kg/m3)
Young modulus E (MPa)
Poisson modulus ν
Damping coefficient ξ

Foundation rock
2300
22000
0.2
0.05

In this case, the frequency sweep ranges between 0 Hz and 25 Hz and the maximum
mesh size is 5 m. The analysis has been conducted under both the hypotheses of empty and
full reservoir. In this latter case, the basin is simulated using both the simplified Westergaard
[16] added mass model (Fig. 1(a1) and the full acoustic coupling (Fig. 1 a2)). When acoustic
water domain is modelled, a zero pressure boundary condition is set at the free surface and a
rigid boundary condition at the bottom. Base shear has been obtained for a total of nine cases,
in order to detect the soil effect.
To make the three soil models comparable to each other, the same horizontal harmonic
acceleration has to be provided at the base of the dam. In particular, in models 1 and 2, an
horizontal acceleration with peak amplitude of 1m/s2 is applied to the green and the red
contours, respectively. Unfortunately, the application of PMLs on the exterior boundaries of
the terrain model makes them no longer available for a displacement boundary condition.
Similarly, by applying the cinematic condition to the interface between the dam and the soil,
the outgoing waves are blocked since the field variable u is fixed. This problem is overcome
by the “global equation” functionality implemented in COMSOL. In particular, leaving the
displacement unconstrained, a distributed force load was applied at the bottom PML blue
interface (Fig. 1) and its value was “tuned”, frequency by frequency, by a global equation,
enforcing an average unit acceleration condition at the dam base.
The results in terms of frequency response for base shear are displayed in all cases of
empty reservoir, added masses and full interaction (Fig. 2). The infinite terrain model (blue
curves), shows a downward frequency shift in respect to the rigid soil model (green curves) in
both cases of Fluid Structure Interaction and added masses. Moreover, it displays a noticeable
reduction of the peak response in comparison to the massless case, due to radiation damping.
In the case of FSI, the first eigenmode of the reservoir remains well visible, at
݂ൌ

ܿ

Ͷ

ൌ

ͳͶͺ͵Ȁ
ൌǤͳ 
ͶڄͲ

(2)

where c is the sound velocity in the water and h is the height of the basin. The reservoir
driven resonances can be easily identified, due to their very narrow bandwidth and their
frequency location. The fluid pressure and the solid displacement colour maps for models b)
(Fig. 1b) and c) (Fig. 1c) under a 10 Hz frequency excitation are reported in Fig. 3.
The streamlines represent the acoustic energy flux within the fluid and the mechanical
energy flux within the solid that originate from the bottom of the soil domain. A remarkable
difference between the two systems can be observed. The massless model displays a
circulatory streamlines pattern that becomes curly when frequency increases, without a
defined incoming wave front. The infinite soil model, instead, displays a well-defined energy
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flux direction, as well as a lower amount of energy transmitted to the basin in respect to the
former case.

Figure 2: Frequency response curves of the base shear for different approaches: interaction (upper figure) and
added masses (lower figure).

Figure 3: Displacement, pressure and energy flux streamlines plot for massless soil (left) and unbounded soil
(right).
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4

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate the effect of the change in stiffness and density of soil, a parametric
study is performed on a model in the case of empty and full reservoir, allowing a deeper
understanding of the terrain contribution. In Fig. 4 response curves in term of base shear are
shown for empty reservoir and full reservoir, varying the soil stiffness Eg and density g. The
corresponding parameters of concrete are kept unchanged (Table 1). The graphs are expressed
in function of the logarithm of the ratio between the terrain parameter and the corresponding
concrete value in Table 1. Soil parameters are varied one at a time, on a wide range of values,
well beyond a realistic distribution, to emphasize the different effects of each one. It may be
deduced that
 For increasing values of the terrain stiffness, both the frequency and the amplitude of the
peak response increase.
 For increasing values of the terrain density, the peak response decreases while its
frequency location remains unchanged.
 If the terrain has some flexibility, the system’s resonant frequency is always lower than
the rigid case, regardless of terrain density.
 In case of full reservoir, the peak of the first frequency of the basin is always evident and
even more noticeable with increasing density and decreasing stiffness.
As expected, the asymptotic response for very stiff terrain converges to the rigid
foundation model (black dashed line). Results obtained from the response analysis in terms of
crest acceleration display the same features as the base shear curves.

Figure 4: Parametric variation of base shear response curve with soil relative stiffness and density – full
reservoir (on the left), empty reservoir (on the right).
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5

SIMPLIFIED MODEL CALIBRATION

In the previous section the importance of taking into account the unbounded soil in the
dam model has been highlighted. Unfortunately, the aforementioned tools for simulating the
soil behaviour are not always available in each program code or some of them may not be
compatible with time domain analyses. For this reason, in this section a suitable 2D simplified
model is going to be calibrated. It is capable to take into account the SSI using tools and
standard boundary conditions, that are commonly available in all FEM software packages.
The reference 2D model is shown in Fig. 5. The ground is a limited region provided with
mass, in which PML domains are applied at the bottom and sides to simulate the
unboundedness. PML allows the outgoing wave scattered by the dam structure to live the
domain, while maintaining the same base acceleration as in the simplified model (Fig. 5).
Horizontal and vertical springs and dashpots are introduced at the dam base to simulate the
soil effect. The four parameters k1, k2, c1 and c2 shown in Fig. 5 are the stiffness and the
viscous damping, respectively, of a thin elastic layer underlying the dam. In both models the
hydrodynamic action is simulated by introducing the added masses. The tuning of the
simplified model is performed by matching its frequency response to that of the PML model.
In order to match the frequency response curves of the two models, obtaining the values of the
four parameters, a Bayesian updating procedure has been carried out. Such procedures require
a very large number of analyses, which would amount to some tens of thousands in the
present case. For this reason, the response of the FEM model has been previously
approximated by a response surface that is obtained through the general Polynomial Chaos
Expansion (gPCE) technique, as will be explained below.

Figure 5: Parametric variation of base 2D models for the calibration of soil parameters. The reference model (on
the left) and the simplified model (on the right).

5.1 The proxy model
The proxy model of the FE model has been created through the gPCE technique [17],
that may be considered belonging to spectral methods for uncertainty propagation [18]. The
aforementioned response surface uN(x) approximates the reference one u(x) relative to the FE
model in the space of parameters x by means of a polynomial expansion of a base of functions
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ሺሻൌͳሺሻǡǤǤǤሺሻ

(3)

ݑே ሺݔሻ ൌ  ݑො  ሺݔሻ

(4)

uN(x) is defined by polynomials up to the N order, whose formulation depends on the
probability density functions type for x [17]

ஸே

In the previous equation, ûi is the combination coefficient that is relative to the value of
the multi-index [i] = (i1, i2, iN) [17], [18]. Coefficients ûi are calculated on the basis of the FE
model response. Once the response surface is obtained and the acceptability of the error is
evaluated [19], the statistical properties of the model response can be easily deduced [17]. In
this work, in the absence of prior information on the four parameters, a uniform distribution
was assigned to each one using Legendre polynomials. The number of coefficients ûi to be
determined is obtained from the combinatorial calculation. The number of analyses to be
performed on the FE model is (1+N)p, where p is the number of random variables to be
updated. By choosing polynomials order up to 7, 4096 analyses should be performed for each
set of parameters sampled according to the full-grid rule [17]. Each set can be interpreted as
integration point in the random variables space. In the present case, coefficients ûi have been
determined by a regression of the FE model results [20]. A suitable MATLAB® program [21]
has been written on the base of a functions’ library developed at the Institute of Scientific
Computing of TU Braunschweig. The program automatically recalls COMSOL Multiphysics®
software and processes obtained results.
5.2 Bayesian updating
Once the proxy model has been created, the updating of the mechanical characteristics
of the simplified model has been performed within a probabilistic framework using the
Bayes’s theorem. Let be y = (y1, y2, …, ym) the vector collecting m new observations and x =
(x1, x2, …, xn) the vector of the n unknown parameters. The well-known Bayes’s rule can be
written according to Fisher (1922) [22], introducing the likelihood function L(x, y)
(5)

ሺȁሻൌሺǡሻሺሻ

where p(x) is the probability of the unknown parameters and k is a normalizing factor,
necessary to ensure that the posterior distribution p(x|y) integrates or sums to one. In this
work a q-dimensional multivariate probabilistic model in an additive form has been used [23].
The relation between the h-th measured quantity Ch(x, ) and the related deterministic model
ĉh(x) can be written as follows
Ch(x, ) = ĉh(x) + h h

h = 1,…,q

(6)

where  is the covariance matrix of the random variables h h; h is a normal random
variable with zero mean and unit variance and h represents the standard deviation of the h-th
residual rh(x), which could be seen as the h-th global error
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rh(x) = Ch - ĉh(x)

(7)

Finally, the likelihood function can be linked with the residuals by the following
formula
L(x,)  p ሾځhሺσh εh = rh(x) ሻሿ.

(8)

Ch (x) = log (Vh (x))

(9)

In this case, the target to be matched is the frequency response curve of the resultant
base shear. The unknown parameters are the elastic and damping characteristics of the thin
layer k1, k2, c1 and c2. In order to stabilize the variance of the probabilistic model and to
satisfy the homoskedasticity [4], a transformation of the reference quantity, the base shear, is
introduced using a logarithmic function [24]. Thus, Ch is the logarithm of the base shear
Vh (x) obtained for the h-th frequency

The frequency response curve is given in steps of 0,1 Hz and the problem may thus be
treated as discrete. In this case, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) resolution method
has been used.
5.3 Results
The frequency response curve of the base shear matching the target FE curve is
displayed in Fig. 6 and the resulting parameters of the thin layer underlying the simplified
model are reported in Table 2. A good match is achieved up to 25 Hz even by using four
constant parameter values, so the phenomenon may be well approximated over a reasonable
frequency range.
Table 2: Resulting parameters for springs and dashpots of the simplified model
parameter
k1
k2
c1
c2

[N/sqm]
8,6e+9  1,1e+9
9,7e+8  9,3e+7

[Ns/sqm]
3,6e+7  2,3e+6
1.5e+7  6,8e+6

In Fig. 7 the graphs illustrating Sobol coefficients for the four parameters against the
frequency are reported [19]. They allow evaluating the effect of each parameter on the
response surface of the model. It is noted that the parameters playing the most important role
are the stiffness and damping in the horizontal direction.
In case of horizontal excitation, vertical damping is not significant, while vertical
stiffness plays a role solely in close proximity of the first peak frequency. This problem may
be then considered as governed by only 3 parameters and this FE system can thus be

9
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simulated with a simplified model with only 2 frequency-independent springs and 1
horizontal dashpot.

Figure 6: Frequency response matching after parameter’s Bayesian Updating.

Figure 7: Sobol coefficients for the four parameters.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this work is to highlight the importance of modelling SSI for
gravity dams and to define a simplified terrain model. At first, different modelling strategies
are compared, in order to investigate the advantages of correct soil effect modelling. A
parametric analysis allowed us to assess the overall SSI behaviour of the system varying soil
properties, density and stiffness. Afterwards, a 2D FE simplified model has been calibrated
through more refined numerical simulations that are available in the literature and are
implemented in the commercial software.
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This study represents a first step towards assessing the consequences of the variability
of soil characteristics on the calibration of the simplified model proposed in this article.
As future developments, the same analysis will be repeated considering the fluidstructure interaction, also performing the error updating. The extension of this work to the
three-dimensional case will be carried out.
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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to present a novel approach for the analysis of
underground excavation problems. Non-Uniform Rational B-Spines (NURBS) are used
for the description of the geometry and for the approximation of the unknowns. The
resulting equation system with the IGABEM has much fewer unknowns than conventional
BEM approaches and an excellent solution quality is obtained. NURBS are also used for
the geometrical description of geological inclusions, which can have properties different
to the surrounding rock mass and can exhibit inelastic material behaviour. This will
be domonstrated on a practical example in geomechanics, a 3-D simulation of a cavern
excavation of a hydropower station.

1

INTRODUCTION

For the numerical analysis of problems in geomechanics the Boundary Element Method
(BEM) is ideally suited as it can easily consider infinite or semi-infinite domains, since
the radiation condition is implicitly fulfilled. Assuming the case of elastic, homogeneous
domains only boundary integrals appear, thereby reducing the analysis effort by an order
of magnitude.
However, for the study of realistic problems the consideration of heterogeneous and
inelastic ground conditions is essential. The equation system of the BEM can be extended
to analyse these problems, but additional volume integrals appear and the attractiveness
of the method is reduced. However, the volume integrals only cover the part of the
domain that has different material properties or exhibits inelastic behaviour. Currently
the most popular method is to use internal cells for the volume discretization. Cells are
basically identical to Finite Elements but the main difference is that no additional degrees
of freedom are introduced, as their only purpose is to evaluate the volume integral. The
requirement for an additional volume discretization seems to have severely restricted the
application of the BEM in geomechanics, with the Finite Element method or similar
domain methods dominating. In this paper it will be shown how piecewise heterogeneous,
inelastic domains can be analyzed without a cell mesh, thereby enhancing the applicability
of the method for problems in geomechanics.
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Isogeometric analysis [1] has gained significant popularity in the last decade because of
the fact that geometry data can be taken directly from Computer Aided Design (CAD)
programs, potentially eliminating the need for mesh generation. NURBS basis functions,
that are used for the definition of the geometry, are able to describe certain geometries
such as arcs exactly. Therefore, as will be shown, the number of parameters, required
to accurately define geometry, can be reduced significantly. In this work we will apply
NURBS also for the definition of geological inclusions.
2

BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD WITH VOLUME EFFECTS

For the consideration of heterogeneous and inelastic properties body force effects have
to be included in the formulation of the BEM. Applying Betti’s theorem explained in
[2], the boundary integral equation with body forces, acting in a sub-volume V0 of the
domain, can be written in incremental form as (see Figure 1):


c u̇ (y n ) =
U (y n , x) ṫ (x) d S +
U (y n , x̄) ṫ0 (x̄) d S0
(1)
S
S0


U (y n , x̄) ḃ0 (x̄) d V0
− T (y n , x) u̇ (x) d S +
S

V0

where c is the free term, U (y n , x) and T (y n , x) are matrices containing fundamental
solutions (Kernels) for the displacements and tractions at a point x due to a unit force
at a point y n [3], u̇(x) and ṫ(x) are increments of the displacement and traction vectors
at point x of the surface S defining the problem domain. ḃ0 (x̄) are increments of body
force inside the inclusion V0 and ṫ0 (x̄) are increments of tractions related to the body
force acting on surface S0 bounding V0 .
The integral equations can be solved for the unknowns u̇ or ṫ by discretization. As
in the majority of previous work on the isogeometric BEM [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] we use the
collocation method, i.e. we write the integral equations for a finite number, N , of source
or collocation points y n , with n = {1, . . . , N }.
x
dS
S0

V0
y

ṫ0

ḃ0
x̄

dS0

S

dV0

Figure 1: Explanation of the derivation of the integral equation with volume effects
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3

DISCRETISATION

3.1

Geometry description

The definition of the boundary geometry is:
e

x (s, t) =

K

k=1

Rk (s, t) · xek

(2)

where xek are coordinates of control points and e indicates a patch. Rk (s, t) are the NURBS
functions of local coordinates s, t which are:
p,q
Rn = Ri(n),j(n)

(3)

where i(n) and j(n) are indices of the n-th control point. The NURBS functions of order
p in the local s-direction and order q in t-direction are defined as:
p,q
Ri,j
=

Bi,p (s) · Bj,q (t) · wi,j
W

(4)

where wi,j are weights and
W =

J−1 
I−1

j=0 i=0

Bi,p (s) · Bj,q (t) · wi,j

(5)

Bi,p (s) and Bj,q (t) are B-spline functions.
In order to model problems where a surface extend to infinity in t-direction (used in the
3D example later) we introduce infinite basis functions defined by [8]:
∞,p
Ri,j
(s, t) = Rip (s) Bj∞ (t)

···

j = 1, 2

(6)

where
B1∞ = (1 − 2t)/(1 − t)
B2∞ = t/(1 − t)
3.2

(7)

Description of boundary values

The following approximations for the displacements and tractions are used:
e

u (s, t) =

K

k=1

Rku (s, t)

·

uek

e

t (s, t) =

K

k=1

Rkt (s, t) · tek

(8)

where Rku , Rkt are the basis functions. In this work we follow the geometry independent
field approximation approach as first published in [7]. This means that the basis functions
for describing the geometry are first taken for approximating the unknown and then
refined, with the geometry description (already accurate) remaining unchanged. This is
3
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in contrast to conventional modelling approaches which involve the refinement of a mesh
which means that both the geometry and the approximation of the unknown is refined.
For the refinement of the approximation Order elevation, Knot insertion and K-refinement
[3] are available. Since the concept of nodal point values is replaced by parameters, anchors are defined that link each basis function to a location on the geometry. We also
use these points as collocation points. After the discretisation of the integral equations
we obtain the following system of equations for excavation problems:
[T] {u} = {F} + {F}0

(9)

where [T] is an assembled matrix with coefficients related to Kernel T and {u} is a vector
that collects all displacement components on points yn . {F} is a vector related to the
applied tractions due to excavation and {F}0 = {F}S0 0 + {F}V0 0 is the right hand side
related to the body force effects, i.e. related to the integrals over S0 and V0 in Equation
(1). Details of the implementation of the isogeometric BEM for elastic homogeneous
domains can be found in [3].
4

Inclusions - Geological features

In the following we extend the capabilities by considering inclusions that have different
material properties and/or may exhibit non-linear material behaviour. As stated earlier
volume effects will appear, that have to be dealt with.
The basic approach is to use an iterative solution method. In a first step the problem
is solved considering an elastic homogeneous domain. Then the solution is modified to
account for the presence of inclusions. The procedure is similar to the initial stress method
used in the Finite Element work and can be summarized as follows:
1. Solve the elastic, homogeneous problem and determine the stress σ̇ inside the inclusion V0 .
2. Determine an increment of initial stress σ̇ 0 due to the fact that the elastic material
properties of the inclusion are different from the ones used for the surrounding
domain and/or due to the fact that the elastic limit has been exceeded.
3. Convert σ˙0 to body force and traction increments ḃ0 , ṫ0 .
4. Compute new right hand side by evaluating the arising volume and surface integrals.
5. Solve for the new right hand side and compute the new stress σ̇ inside the inclusion.
6. Repeat 2. to 5. until σ̇ 0 is sufficiently small.
4.1

Elastic inclusions

Elastic inclusions can be modeled with the multi-region method (see for example [2, 10])
and this involves an additional discretization and increases the number of unknowns. Here
we include their treatment in the iterative process required for plasticity.
4
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To compute the initial stress increment for the case where the inclusions have elastic
properties which are different to the ones used for the surrounding domain we use the
relation between stress σ̇ and strain ˙ in Voigt notation
σ̇ = C ˙
˙ = C −1 σ̇

(10)
(11)

where C is the constitutive matrix for the surrounding domain. The difference in stress
between the inclusion and the domain and therefore the initial stress increment can be
computed by
σ˙0 = (C i − C) ˙

(12)

where C i is the constitutive matrix for the inclusion.
4.2

Inelastic behavior

If the inclusion experiences inelastic behavior then additional initial stresses are generated. Here we use the concept of visco-plasticity. In visco-plasticity we specify a viscoplastic strain rate
∂vp
1
∂Q
= Φ(F )
(13)
∂t
η
∂σ
where η is a viscosity parameter, F is the yield function, Q the plastic potential [11]. It
holds that
Φ(F ) = 0 f or F < 0
Φ(F ) = F f or F > 0.

(14)
(15)

The visco-plastic strain increment during a time increment ∆t can be computed by an
explicit scheme
∂vp
˙ vp =
∆t.
(16)
∂t
The time step ∆t can not be chosen freely and if chosen too large, oscillatory behavior
will occur in the solution. Suitable time step values can be found in [12]. The initial
stress increment is given by
σ̇ 0 = C ˙ vp .
(17)
5

Inclusions - Geometry definition

For the description of the geometry of the subdomain V0 it is proposed to use a mapping
method introduced recently in [7] and [3].With this method the domain of an inclusion is
defined by two NURBS surfaces and a linear interpolation between them. All computations, such as integration and differentiation, are performed in a local coordinate system
s = (s, t, r) = [0, 1]3 shown in Figure 2 which is then mapped to the global x, y, z-system.
The global coordinates of a point x with the local coordinates s are given by
x(s, t, r) = (1 − r) xI (s, t) + r xII (s, t)
5
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where
II

I

I

x (s, t) =

K


RkI (s, t) xIk

II

and x (s, t) =

k=1

K


RkII (s, t) xII
k .

(19)

k=1

The superscript I relates to the bottom (red) surface and II to the top (green) surface
I
II
represent the number of control
and xIk , xII
k are control point coordinates. K and K
points, RkI (s, t) and RkII (s, t) are NURBS basis functions. It should be noted that in this
mapping approach the bottom and top surfaces may have a different number of control
points.
5
4
6
5
2 4

r

1

6
3

t

2
1
z

y
x

3

s

Figure 2: Left: inclusion in global coordinate system, bounding surfaces are colour coded
Right: the local map

The derivatives with respect to the local coordinates are given by
∂xI (s, t)
∂xII (s, t)
∂x(s, t, r)
= (1 − r)
+r
∂s
∂s
∂s
∂xI (s, t)
∂xII (s, t)
∂x(s, t, r)
= (1 − r)
+r
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂x(s, t, r)
=
−xI (s, t) + xII (s, t)
∂r

(20)

where for example:
KI

K II

∂xII (s, t)  ∂RkII (s, t) II
∂xI (s, t)  ∂RkI (s, t) I
=
xk and
=
xk .
∂s
∂s
∂s
∂s
k=1
k=1

The Jacobian matrix of this mapping is
 ∂x

∂y
∂s

∂s


 ∂x
J =
 ∂t


∂y
∂t
∂y
∂r

∂x
∂r

6
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∂z
∂s





∂z 
∂t 

∂z
∂r

(21)
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and the Jacobian is J(s) = |J|. A detailed description of the volume integration and the
integration over the surface of the inclusion can be found in [13].
6

TEST EXAMPLES

In the following the theory is tested on examples and the results are compared with
solutions obtained by a coupled Boundary Element/Finite Element (BEFE) method.
6.1

Circular excavation with elastic inclusion

This tests the ability of the method to model inclusions that have different elastic
properties. The excavation is performed under a stress field of σx = 0, σy = 0, σz =
-1 Mpa, i.e. the appropriate Neumann boundary conditions are applied.
z

1

8

E2

E1

12

4

5

1

9

y

x

0.2

1

7

(a) Left: Cross-section of the excavation
with inclusion.

3

11
6

2

10

(b) Geometry description with finite and
infinite NURBS patches.

Figure 3: Geometry of circular excavation problem
The diameter of the cylindrical excavation shape is 2 m and the modulus of elasticity
of the domain is E2 = 10 MPa. The horizontal inclusion has a modulus of elasticity of
E1 = E2 /10 and as shown in the cross-section in Figure 3a extends to 1 m each side of
the excavation. The description of the geometry of this problem is shown in Figure 3b
and consists of 4 finite patches with order 2 in the finite direction and order 1 in the
infinite direction. There are 8 matching infinite plane strain patches that simulate the
infinite extent. The displacements were assumed to be constant in the infinite direction
simulating plane strain conditions.
The inclusions were described by linear surfaces as shown in Figure 4a. Six internal
points were used in the y- direction, assuming a constant variation in x- and z-direction.
For the approximation of the unknown, two knots were inserted at the intersections with
the inclusion, allowing the continuity to be decreased there from C 1 to C 0 . The resulting
collocation points are shown in Figure 4b. The convergence of the maximum displacement
at the top of the excavation is shown in Figure 5a and compared with a BEFE solution.
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(a) Description of the geometry of the inclusions with 8 control points each

(b) Location of collocation points.

Figure 4: Geometry of inclusion
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(b) Convergence - inelastic inclusion.

Figure 5: Convergence - circular tunnel
6.2

Circular excavation with inelastic inclusion

This tests the ability of the method to model inclusions that behave in an inelastic way.
This time a different virgin stress field is used, namely σx = −0.5, σy = −0.5, σz = -1 Mpa.
A Drucker-Prager yield condition is applied for the inclusion, with angle of friction φ = 30◦
and a cohesion of c = 0. A non-associate flow law is used with a dilation angle ψ = 0◦ .
The convergence of the maximum displacement at the top of the excavation is shown in
Figure 5b and compared with a BEFE solution.
6.3

Practical example - Underground Power Station Cavern

The practical example is similar to the one that has been simulated with BEFE and
reported in [2]. It relates to the analysis of an underground power station cavern. Here
8
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we simulate plane strain conditions. Figure 6a shows a sketch of the final excavation
stage together with the geology, which basically consists of mudstone, sandstone and
conglomerate. The mudstone is the weakest material and has the most profound effect on
the ground behaviour. Therefore only these have been considered as inelastic inclusions
with different material properties in the simulation.
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(a) Geology
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(b) Definition of Geometry.

Figure 6: Cavern excavation
The material parameters assumed in the simulation are summarised in Table 1. The
depth of the top of the cavern is 310 m. For revisiting the BEFE analysis with the
Table 1: Practical example: Material parameters and stress field
Rock mass
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

E =10 GPa
ν =0.20

Inclusion
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

Ei =6 GPa
νi =0.25

Mohr-Coulomb yield condition
Angle of friction
φ =30◦
Cohesion
c =0.73 MPa
Dilation angle:
ψ =0◦
Virgin stress field

σz0 =−0.027*depth MPa
σy0 =σx0 ∗ 0.5

novel simulation method, using BEM only we consider an intermediate excavation stage.
Figure 6b shows the definition of the geometry of the cavern with 6 finite and 12 infinite

9
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NURBS patches. The top 3 patches are of order 2 , the remaining ones of order 1 in sdirection. All are of order 1 in t-direction. Figure 7a shows the definition of the geological
inclusions by bounding surfaces.
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(a) Description of geological inclusions,
Bounding surfaces are colour coded and
control points depicted by hollow squares.
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(b) location of collocation points.

Figure 7: Inclusions and collocation points
For the approximation of the unknown the following refinements were made:
• Double knots were inserted into the Knot vector is s-direction at points where the
inclusions intersect, changing the continuity there from C 1 to C 0 .
• Four knots were inserted in patch number 2.
• The order of all patches except the top 3 ones was elevated by one.
The resulting collocation points are shown in Figure 7b. The simulation has 192 degrees
of freedom.
Dat
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Z
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Y

SCALE:

(b) BEFE mesh

(a) Displaced shape.

Figure 8: Inclusions and collocation points
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A result of the simulation, namely the displaced shape of the excavation boundary is
shown in Figure 8a. A comparison with BEFE was done. The BEFE mesh used for the
comparision is shown in Figure 8b and consists of 239 twenty-node solid finite elements
and 96 eight-node boundary elements including infinite (plane strain) boundary elements.
A vertical plane of symmetry is assumed. The mesh has 4036 degrees of freedom. The
displaced shapes in the y-z plane are compared in Figure 9. The maximum downward
Date:
15. the
1. 2018current analysis 0.0245 m.
displacement of the coupled analysis was 0.0248 mJob
and
Title:
Masjed

Load Case:

1

z

x

(b) Displaced shape - IGABEM. Vers. 6.50

Y
Z

y

X

DISPL. SCALE:
0.077
SCALE:
6.969

Gernot
Beer

(a) Displaced shape - BEFE.

Figure 9: Inclusions and collocation points
7

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the paper was to demonstrate that using the isogeometric BEM for the
simulation of underground excavation problems results in an improvement of user friendliness and efficiency. NURBS basis functions are used to accurately define the excavation
surface with few parameters and to define geological inclusions. The method was extended to allow the consideration of inelastic inclusions with properties that are different
to the domain. This required the evaluation of volume integrals and a novel method was
presented that does not involve the generation of a cell mesh. On two test examples it
was shown that solutions, that agree well with a BEFE simulation, can be obtained for
an elastic and elasto-plastic inclusion.
For a practical example a problem was revisited that was simulated with BEFE, namely
the simulation of the Masjed underground cavern. It is shown that comparable results can
be obtained by the novel approach, albeit with a significant reduction in mesh generation
effort and the number of degrees of freedom.
It should be noted that apart from the demonstrated benefits of the NURBS based
BEM another benefit occurs. Since in many instances CAD programs are used to efine
geotechnical projects, there is the possibility to take such geometrical information directly
from CAD data, without the need to generate a mesh.
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Abstract. High-performance computing platforms are becoming more and more heterogeneous, which makes it very difficult for researchers and scientific software developers
to keep up with the rapid changes on the hardware market. In this paper, the opensource project FDBB (Fluid Dynamics Building Blocks) is presented, which eases the
development of fluid dynamics applications for heterogeneous systems. It consists of a
low-level API that provides a unified interface to many different linear algebra back-ends
and a lightweight and extendible high-level expression template library, which provides
largely customizable fluid dynamics building blocks, like transformations between primary
and secondary variables as well as expressions for Riemann invariants, equations of state,
inviscid fluxes and their flux-Jacobians. The performance of the developed approach is
assessed both for synthetic micro-benchmarks and within mini-applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing hardware is progressing quite rapidly towards more and
more heterogeneous platforms, which makes it very difficult for researchers and developers
of scientific software to keep up with the latest developments in chip designs and to
explore emerging hardware technologies like, e.g., hybrid CPU-FPGA devices, without
spending a large part of their time on reimplementing the same algorithms and core
functionalities over and over again for the different compute devices. Software packages
that explicitly aim at supporting heterogeneous platforms, e.g., multi-core CPU systems
combined with many-core accelerators like GPUs, dedicated vector processors, and/or
FPGA expansion cards, suffer even more from the rapid changes of the hardware market,
since their developers need to ensure that the implementations of an algorithm for the
different hardware platforms are kept at the same maturity and functionality level.
Over the last two decades, the trend in high-performance computing (HPC) for practical large-scale applications goes away from writing hand-optimized application codes
towards compiler-based code generation and automated performance tuning [1, 3].
∗
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ETLs

It is a long-living myth that the use of expression template meta-programming techniques automagically leads to efficient computer code. However, the use of specialized
expression template libraries (ETL) like Armadillo [12], ArrayFire [13], Blaze [7], Eigen
[6], VexCL [4], ViennaCL [11] that provide hardware-optimized linear algebra routines
for vectors as well as dense and sparse matrices allows to write concise source code at
an abstract mathematical level that gets compiled into executables that exploit the hardware capabilities to the extent implemented by the authors of the linear algebra back-ends.
None of them, of course, supports all target hardware platforms and the provided functionality and foreseen use case scenarios largely differ from one library to the other. Despite
all differences, the common aim of expression template libraries is to provide mechanisms
to formulate mathematical vector expressions like y=0.5∗sin(x+y) and evaluate them in a
single loop over the vector entries rather than creating temporaries for sub-expression.
The Fluid Dynamic Building Blocks (FDBB) project [8] makes an attempt to develop
a unified wrapper interface for the core functionality of all of the aforementioned linear
algebra back-ends and provides an extendible set of expression templates for developing
fluid dynamic applications with the focus placed on compressible flows. These expressions include transformations between conservative, primitive and characteristic variables
as well as Riemann invariants, different types of equations of state (EOS), as well as inviscid fluxes and their flux Jacobians. FDBB is a header-only C++11/14 library, which
is designed to leave the underlying linear algebra back-ends largely unmodified so that
applications automatically benefit from improvements in the ETLs provided that their
API does not change between versions. The low-order API of our package is released as
standalone software, the Unified Expression Template Library Interface (UETLI) [9].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the implementation
and typical usage scenarios in more detail. A performance analysis of the low- and highlevel APIs is presented in Section 3 followed by conclusions drawn in Section 4.

Figure 1: Structure of the low-level Unified Expression Template Library Interface (UETLI) and the
high-level Fluid Dynamics Building Blocks (FDBB) open-source header-only C++11 library.
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2

IMPLEMENTATION
The overall structure of our software package is depicted in Figure 1.

2.1

Low-level API: UETLI

Core Functionality The different linear algebra back-ends largely vary in functionality,
maturity, performance, calling conventions and in the way they evaluate the expressions on
the target hardware. Most CPU back-ends employ a delayed evaluation approach based on
recursive templates and template meta-programming, to combine several operations into
one to reduce (or eliminate) the need for temporaries. In contrast, the multi-device backends ArrayFire [13], VexCL [4] and ViennaCL [11] utilize just-in-time (JIT) compilation
techniques to convert automatically generated source code into executable code.
1
2

v e x : : v e c t o r <f l o a t > x ( c t x , n ) ;
v e x : : v e c t o r <f l o a t > y ( c t x , n ) ;

3
4
5

f d b b : : tag <1>(y ) = CONSTANT( 0 . 5 , y )
∗ f d b b : : e l e m s i n ( f d b b : : tag <0>(x)+ f d b b : : tag <1>(y ) ) ;
Figure 2: Code snippet for the evaluation of the vector expression y = 0.5 sin(x + y).

Consider the code snippet depicted in Figure 2 that computes the element-wise sine
of the vector sum x + y, scales the result by the constant 0.5 and assigns it to y. The
tag<ID>(expression) function is optional to assign a unique ID tag to the expression, which
helps the VexCL [4] back-end to not pass the same expression as multiple arguments to
the device kernel. As a general design principle of our software, functionality that is only
supported by some ETLs reduce to no-ops in the other cases, which is realized by template
specialization. The CONSANT(value, expression) macro ensures that the data type of the
constant equals that of the expression result and, moreover, enables further optimization
if that is provided by the back-end. The unitary operation elem sin ( expression ) is one example of more than 30 element-wise arithmetic operations that can be applied to vectors,
dense and sparse matrices, and block expressions, the latter being discussed below.
Figure 3 shows the OpenCL source-code that has been auto-generated by the VexCL [4]
library from the above vector expression and can be further processed into CPU or GPU
code by the OpenCL subsystem. VexCL also provides code generation engines for CUDA
and OpenMP as well as experimental support for Maxeler’s dataflow computing platform
[10], which aims at making field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) usable as nextgeneration accelerator devices. Maxeler Technologies provides a software development kit
consisting of a Java-like programming language, MAXJ, as well as compilers and libraries
to synthesizes the high-level compute kernels into bitstreams to reconfigure the FPGAs
at runtime. In this case, JIT compilation can take up to several hours or days but, still,
the fully automated generation of FPGA bitstreams from mathematical expressions is
an attractive feature. Switching to another back-end is realized by changing lines 1–2 of
Figure 2 leaving the actual mathematical expression in lines 3-4 unmodified.
3
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

k e r n e l void v e x c l v e c t o r k e r n e l ( ulong n ,
g l o b a l f l o a t ∗ prm tag 1 1 ,
global f l o a t ∗ prm tag 0 1 )
{
f o r ( u l o n g i d x = g e t g l o b a l i d ( 0 ) ; i d x < n ; i d x += g e t g l o b a l s i z e ( 0 ) )
{
p r m t a g 1 1 [ i d x ] = ( ( 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e −01 f ) ∗
si n ( ( prm tag 0 1 [ idx ] + prm tag 1 1 [ idx ] ) ) ) ;
}
}
Figure 3: Auto-generated OpenCL kernel code for the expression y = 0.5 sin(x + y).

Caching Mechanism. The library makes extensive use of rvalue references, move semantics, and perfect forwarding. Wrapper functions are implemented based on the design
pattern depicted in Figure 4. If type A requires special treatment in back-end BACKEND
other than calling sin (std :: forward<A>(a)), the get element sin impl <A> trait needs to be
specialized to hold EnumETL::BACKEND in its attribute value . The functionality is then
provided by the specialized function elem sin impl <A,EnumETL::BACKEND>::eval(A&& a).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

t e m p l a t e <typename A>
a u t o e l e m s i n (A&& a )
c p l u s p l u s <= 201103 L
#i f
−> d e c l t y p e ( . . . ) // C++11 r e t u r n t y p e d e d u c t i o n
#e n d i f
{
r e t u r n back end : : d e t a i l : : e l e m s i n i m p l <A ,
b a ck en d : : d e t a i l : : g e t e l e m s i n i m p l <A> : : v a l u e >
: : e v a l ( s t d : : f o r w a r d <A>(a ) ) ;
}
Figure 4: Static back-end dispatching: Example implementation of the element-wise sine expression.

This approach enables minimally-invasive addition of back-ends and fine-grained control over specialized treatment at the level argument types in unary and binary operators.
The elem sin (a) function automatically returns an expression object, whose type depends on the adopted linear algebra back-end. It can be either assigned (=evaluated) to
a vector or matrix object, i.e. y = elem sin(x), or passed as argument to another function,
i.e. y = elem sin( elem sin (x)) . The latter is used on Section 2.2 to compose expressions for
the inviscid fluxes and the flux-Jacobians from smaller modular building blocks.
However, not all back-ends support the construction of expressions from sub-expressions,
which is caused by their inability to store temporarily created sub-expressions as objects
in further expressions but instead just store references, which will become invalid once the
underlying objects reach the end of their scope. We have implemented a caching mecha4
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nism as a remedy, which is itself a lightweight ETL with full UELTI functionality support.
Cache expressions encapsulate the temporal expression objects that are generated by the
back-end and pass references to them transparently to the back-end functions.
1
2

a u t o x = f d b b : : c a c h e : : CacheExpr <0, arma : : vec >( arma : : v e c ( 1 0 ) ) ;
a u t o y = f d b b : : c a c h e : : CacheExpr <1, arma : : vec >( arma : : v e c ( 1 0 ) ) ;

3
4
5

a u t o E = CONSTANT( 0 . 5 , y ) ∗ f d b b : : e l e m s i n ( x+y ) ;
y = E;
Figure 5: Code snippet illustrating the caching mechanism.

Figure 5 illustrates the general use of the caching mechanism for the Armadillo [12]
back-end. The two column vectors are encapsulated by the CacheExpr<Tag,ExprType> objects, which require unique ID tags next to the expression types. All unary and binary
operations return themselves cache-type objects that hold the sub-expression objects internally. The expression object can be obtained using the get() function, which makes it
even possible to combine the caching mechanism with native expression template code
x. get() = y.get() + arma::randu(10);

It should be noted that line 5 in the above code snippet does not trigger evaluation of the
cached expression but only assigns the unevaluated and encapsulated expression to the
object E. Evaluation happens during the assignment to y in line 6. In practice, lines 5-6
are typically fused unless E serves as sub-expression in multiple further expressions.
The caching mechanisms is moreover a helpful debugging tool. E. pretty print (os) yields
(E(0.5)∗ sin ((E(N4arma3ColIdEE)+E(N4arma3ColIdEE))))

An extensive dump of the entire expression tree is produced by E.print debug (os).
Block Expressions. Lastly, UETLI provides a framework for working with block expressions, that is, expressions that are composed from block matrices and vectors of fixed
block size. As an example, consider the following block matrix-vector multiplication
  


y0
A B sin(x0 + x1 )
,
(1)
=
y1
C D cos(x0 − x1 )
where x0 , x1 ∈ Rn , y0 , y1 ∈ Rm , and A, B, C, D ∈ Rm×n . With the aid of block expressions,
this can be implemented as shown in the code snippet depicted in Figure 6. Here, M and
Y (lines 9-12) are a block matrix view and block column vector, respectively, and E (lines
13-14) is a block expression consisting of 2 rows and 1 column. Block matrices and vectors
can only store objects of the same type, whereas block expressions accept an arbitrary
combination of types as it is required to handle the different expression objects returned
from the element-wise sine and cosine function. View objects in contrast to the non-view
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

vex
vex
//
vex
vex
vex
vex

: : v e c t o r <d o u b l e > x0 ( c t x , n ) ;
: : v e c t o r <d o u b l e > x1 ( c t x , n ) ;
I n i t i a l i z e row , c o l , and v a l u e
: : s p a r s e : : m a t r i x <f l o a t > A ( c t x
: : s p a r s e : : m a t r i x <f l o a t > B ( c t x
: : s p a r s e : : m a t r i x <f l o a t > C ( c t x
: : s p a r s e : : m a t r i x <f l o a t > D ( c t x

vectors
, m, n ,
, m, n ,
, m, n ,
, m, n ,

for matrices beforehand . . .
rowA , colA , v a l A ) ;
rowB , colB , v a l B ) ;
rowC , colC , v a l C ) ;
rowD , colD , v al D ) ;

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

f d b b : : B l o c k M a t r i x V i e w <v e x : : s p a r s e : : m a t r i x <f l o a t >,2,2> M ( A , B , C , D ) ;
f d b b : : B l o c k C o l V e c t o r <v e x : : v e c t o r <d o u b l e >,2>
Y (
v e x : : v e c t o r <d o u b l e > ( c t x , m ) ,
v e x : : v e c t o r <d o u b l e > ( c t x , m ) ) ;
a u t o E = f d b b : : makeBlockExpr <2,1> ( f d b b : : e l e m s i n ( x0+x1 ) ,
f d b b : : e l e m c o s ( x0−x1 ) ) ;
Y = M ∗ E;
Figure 6: Code snippet for the block matrix-vector multiplication in Eq. (1).

counterparts only store references to the arguments passed, which implies that the sparse
scalar matrices A, B, C, and D are not duplicated and copied into M (line 9), which would
have been the case if M was of BlockMatrix type. In contrast, the move constructor of the
block column vector is used in lines 10-12 so that, again, no data duplication takes place.
makeBlockExpr(exprs...) creates an object of type BlockExpr<nrow,ncol,Exprs...>, which is
the most flexible block container since it supports the mixing of back-ends by design. However, most linear-algebra back-ends do not support mixed expressions, i.e., matrix-vector
multiplication between a sparse Eigen matrix and a Blaze vector (yet). The aforementioned block types support all unitary and binary operations and element-wise functions
that can be applied to a scalar matrix or vector object if they make mathematical sense.
The idx -th sub-item of a block object is accessible via fdbb :: utils :: get<idx>(obj), whereby
all block types adopt row-major storage ordering by default. The latter can be adjusted
by passing StorageOrder :: ColMajor as template parameter to the block objects.
2.2

High-level API: FDBB

On top of UETLI, we created the expression template library FDBB, which provides
the main building blocks for developing fluid dynamics applications.
Variables. Secondary variables can be computed from the primary ones with only a few
lines of code. Let U = [ρ, ρv, ρE] denote the state vector of conservative variables in 3D
and assume a perfect gas with adiabatic index γ = cp /cv = 1.4. Then the absolute pressure
p is computed in a single line as shown in the code snippet depicted in Figure 7. By making
dimension ND ( ’3’ ) and variable type ( ’EnumForm::conservative’) template parameters, it
is even possible to write dimension- and formulation-independent application code. This
approach is most effective in combination with factory-based object creation [5].
6
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1
2
3
4
5
6

using

e o s = f d b b : : EOSidealGas <d o u b l e ,
s t d : : r a t i o <7, 2> /∗ Cp ∗/ ,
s t d : : r a t i o <5, 2> /∗ Cv ∗/ >;
u s i n g varU = f d b b : : V a r i a b l e s <eos , 3 , f d b b : : EnumForm : : c o n s e r v a t i v e >;
// C r e a t e and f i l l v e c t o r s rho , mx , my , mz , and rhoE b e f o r e h a n d . . .
auto
p = varU : : p ( rho , mx , my , mz , rhoE ) ;
Figure 7: Code snippet for computing the pressure p from the conservative variables U = [ρ, ρv, ρE] .

Instead of passing the scalar variables one by one, it is handy to collect them in a block
expression that can be passed as single parameter (see paragraph ’Passing of Variables’
below for details). The scalar variables can be accessed via fdbb :: utils :: get<idx>(U).
1
2

a u t o U = varU : : c o n s e r v a t i v e ( rho , mx , my , mz , rhoE ) ;
a u t o p = varU : : p ( U ) ;
Figure 8: Collection of state variables into block expressions

A further advantage of using block expression is the easy conversion between state
vectors. Let the vector of conservative values U be defined as in line 1 of Figure 8. Then
the conversion from conservative to primitive variables and vice versa can be realized
elegantly as illustrated in the following code snippet. Assuming that well-designed linear
algebra back-ends will not perform copy operations if source and destination vectors are
the same, no memory bandwidth is lost on unnecessary transfers of the density variable.
1
2

u s i n g varV = f d b b : : V a r i a b l e s <eos , 3 , f d b b : : EnumForm : : p r i m i t i v e >;
auto
V = varV : : c o n s e r v a t i v e ( rho , vx , vy , vz , p ) ;

3
4
5

V = varU : : p r i m i t i v e
( U );
U = varV : : c o n s e r v a t i v e ( V ) ;
Figure 9: Conversion from conservative to primitive variables and vice versa.

Equations of state. User-defined equations of state of the form f (p, V, T ) = 0 with
absolute pressure p, volume V , and absolute temperature T can be specified by implementing a derived class that implements the prototype EOF pVT depicted in Figure 10. In
a forthcoming release of FDBB, experimental support for the open-source thermophysical
property library CoolProp [2] will be enabled, which provides a large collection of equations of state for (pseudo-)pure fluids. Since CoolProp does not accept vector expressions
as arguments, its use is currently limited due to the generation of temporary objects. This
shortcoming can be overcome by extending CoolProp to accept generic vector arguments
and perform computations based on expression templates rather than data directly.
7
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1
2
3
4

s t r u c t u s e r D e f i n e d E O S : p u b l i c EOS pVT
{
t e m p l a t e <typename Trho , typename Te>
s t a t i c FDBB INLINE a u t o c o n s t e x p r p r h o e ( Trho&& rho , Te&& e ) ;

5

t e m p l a t e <typename Trho , typename Te>
s t a t i c FDBB INLINE a u t o c o n s t e x p r T r h o e ( Trho&& rho , Te&& e ) ;
...
s t a t i c s t d : : o s t r e a m& p r i n t ( s t d : : o s t r e a m& o s ) ;

6
7
8
9
10

};
Figure 10: Prototype of a user-defined equation of state of the form f (p, V, T ) = 0.

Inviscid Fluxes. The NU × ND dimensional tensor of inviscid fluxes


ρv
F(U ) = ρv ⊗ v + Ip
v(ρE + p)

is implemented as a ready-to-use block expression, cf. Figure 11, whereby it is assumed
that eos and varU are defined as in lines 1–4 of Figure 7 and U is the state vector of
conservative variables defined in line 1 of Figure 8. It should be noted that F only holds
the expressions, while their evaluation takes place upon assignment to block matrix f .

1
2
3

u s i n g f l u x U = f d b b : : F l u x e s <varU >;
auto
F = fluxU : : i n v i s c i d ( U ) ;
f d b b : : B l o c k M a t r i x <v e c t ,5 ,3 > f ( F ) ;
Figure 11: Code snippet for computing the inviscid fluxes for conservative state variables.

The implementation of flux-Jacobian matrices for the inviscid fluxes is not yet finished
and will be enabled in a forthcoming release of the FDBB library.
Passing of Variables. FDBB has been designed with utmost flexibility in mind. Except for a few exceptions, all functions exhibit the same generic interface shown in Figure 12, which allows the user to pass any combination of arguments and leave the mapping
to variables to an extra trait that is passed to the variable type, say varU, as additional
template parameter. The default behavior is a perfectly forwarding 1-to-1 map from
the parameter pack vars ... to the variables, whereby the mapping from the variable,
1
2

t e m p l a t e <typename . . . Vars>
s t a t i c a u t o c o n s t e x p r c o n s e r v a t i v e ( V a r s & & . . . v a r s )−> d e c l t y p e ( . . . ) { . . . }
Figure 12: Code snippet for computing the inviscid fluxes for conservative state variables.

8
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dimension, and formulation triple to the argument index is realized via an extensive specialization of the MapVar2Arg<Var, dim, Form> trait. The default behavior can be changed
by providing a user-defined mapping that follows the structure depicted in Figure 13.
Additional traits the support the passing of state variables as block objects as illustrated
in Figures 8 and 9 are provided and can be further adjusted to the needs of the user.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

t e m p l a t e <s t d : : s i z e t dim , f d b b : : EnumForm Form>
struct TraitsPerfectForwarding
{
t e m p l a t e <f d b b : : EnumVar v a r , typename . . . Vars>
s t a t i c auto c o n s t e x p r g e t V a r i a b l e ( Vars &&... v a r s ) noexcept
−> c o n s t
typename s t d : : t u p l e e l e m e n t <f d b b : : MapVar2Arg<v a r , dim , Form > : : i n d e x ,
s t d : : t u p l e <V a r s . . . > > : : t y p e
{
r e t u r n s t d : : get <f d b b : : MapVar2Arg<v a r , dim , Form > : : i n d e x >(
s t d : : t u p l e <V a r s . . . > ( v a r s . . . ) ) ;
}
};
Figure 13: Code snippet for a perfectly forwarding 1-to-1 map from arguments to variables.

3

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

An extensive performance analysis of all possible combinations of linear algebra backends and FDBB features on all supported hardware platforms is beyond the scope of this
paper. We restrict ourselves to a synthetic micro-benchmark to measure the computational overhead introduced by the extra FDBB layer and one mini-application.
Micro-benchmark. The kinetic energy or a multiple thereof occurs quite frequently as
sub-expression in fluid dynamics applications. We therefore chose the calculation of v2
from the conservative state vector in 3D, i.e. varU :: v mag2(U), as micro-benchmark.
All tests were run under CentOS Linux 6.7 with thread pinning ( likwid −pin −c N:0−15)
on a dual-socket workstation (Intel E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz, 20MB cache) with 64GB main
memory. The ArrayFire and VexCL back-ends were tested in CUDA-mode on an NVIDIA
Tesla K20Xm GPU with 6GB memory and ECC turned off. The exact compiler versions
were gcc 5.3.0 and nvcc 7.5.17 with CUDA driver version 352.93.
Figure 14 shows the compute performance (left) and the memory bandwidth (right)
measured for a wide range of problem sizes for the element-wise expression
y ← (mx . ∗ mx + my . ∗ my + mz . ∗ mz )./(ρ. ∗ ρ).

(2)

Remarkably, no measurable performance loss is observed between the back-end specific
implementations (straight lines) and the FDBB-enabled generic ones (symbols).
9
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Single precision performance
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Figure 14: Compute performance (left) and memory bandwidth (right) for the expression given in Eq.
(2) computed in single precision with the different linear algebra back-ends on CPUs and GPUs.

Mini-application. To estimate the performance of FDBB in real-life scenarios we implemented a mini-app, in which the conservative variables are initialized once by physical
values and used to evaluate the inviscid fluxes multiple times. The computing times are
given in Table 1. Columns 2–4 show the wall clock-times (in µs) measured for the three
efficient linear algebra back-ends Blaze, Eigen, and VexCL. Though all back-ends run in
CPU-mode and employ OpenMP parallelization, the VexCL back-end is 1,5x faster then
the slowest one for the largest problem size, which consumes 1,25 GB of main memory.
The same mini-app has been run on an IBM Power S822LC server, which consists of
128 cores running at 4.02 GHz and features Nvidia’s NVLink interconnect to communicate
with four Nvidia P100 Pascal GPUs. The results are given in columns 5–7 of Table 1.
The performance of the two CPU back-ends surprisingly differs by 5x. The savings in
terms of computing times resulting from using a single GPU is up to 30x.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper described the main features and design principles of the FDBB project
(https://gitlab.com/mmoelle1/FDBB) and provided a brief performance analysis. From
the results obtained from a synthetic micro-benchmark we conclude that the additional
abstraction layer introduced by FDBB does not cause any performance penalty. Preliminary timings for the more realistic mini-app support our claim that it is possible to write
generic codes for heterogeneous HPC systems without sacrificing efficiency. It is, however,
necessary to implement mechanisms to choose the optimal back-end for the platform at
hand since the performance of the different back-ends can differ by orders of magnitudes.

10
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Table 1: Wall-clock times (in µs) measured for the mini-app on different hardware platforms.

Problem size
1.024
2.048
4.096
8.192
16.384
32.768
65.536
131.072
262.144
524.288
1.048.576
2.097.152
4.194.304
8.388.608
16.777.216
33.554.432
67.108.864
134.217.728
268.435.456

2x Intel
Blaze
428
1.264
2.667
5.100
9.610
17.390
29.907
52.377
110.000
250.000
338.000
605.000
1.119.000
2.166.000
4.222.000
—
—
—
—

E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz
Eigen
VexCL
420
575
1.282
1.385
2.810
2.383
5.330
4.122
9.286
7.134
15.981
12.135
25.778
19.024
49.042
34.706
110.000
71.622
197.000
126.000
325.000
214.000
588.000
398.000
1.086.000
750.000
2.114.000 1.442.000
4.131.000 2.862.000
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

POWER8NVL @ 4.02 GHz + GP100GL
Blaze
Eigen
CUDA-VexCL
367
149
4.487
743
322
1.076
1.476
640
1.074
2.941
1.277
1.158
5.932
2.606
5.292
11.857
5.095
2.896
353.000
10.495
4.644
332.000
22.113
10.111
126.000
46.626
16.983
48.985
93.918
32.395
68.930
189.000
33.759
104.000
378.000
36.770
211.000
771.000
49.715
321.000 1.444.000
77.291
639.000 2.910.000
128.000
1.244.000 5.775.000
224.000
2.353.000 11.660.000
382.000
4.634.000 23.692.000
—
9.683.000 47.941.000
—
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Abstract. Fluid-structure interactions (FSI) problems considering contact are complex
dynamical processes that, when numerically analyzed, require special treatment especially
of the coupling between the fluid and the structure. In the context of this paper, the
governing equations and numerical methods used to describe a full FSI problem are briefly
recapitulated. Based on the test case of a structural ring falling inside a fluid tank, the
implementation of isogeometric analysis (IGA) on the structural side combined with a
non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS-) based method on the fluid side is presented for
FSI problems that include contact. As part of the test case, the influence of the interface
representation on the detection of contact zones and the coupling in FSI is investigated.

1

INTRODUCTION

This paper is on the subject of fluid-structure interactions; or, more specifically, FSI
phenomena that include structural contact. These occur, for example, in valves, pumps,
or pistons. FSI problems belong to the category of multiphysics problems, for the solution
of which three different strategies can be pursued: (1) field elimination, (2) a monolithic
approach, or (3) a partitioned approach [5].
In this paper, we apply the partitioned solution strategy, where all involved field problems
are solved individually, yet are coupled via connected boundary conditions at their common interface. To ensure consistent coupling, the involved problems must be coupled in
both space and time [14]. For the temporal coupling, either a weak or a strong coupling
approach can be applied. In the strong coupling approach used within this work, the
different field problems are solved iteratively until the current solution converges to an
equilibrium state [14]. In case of non-matching discretizations at the fluid-structure interface, additional spatial coupling is required for consistent transformation of displacements
and loads. This is for example achieved by coupling schemes such as the finite interpolation method [4]. In the special case of NURBS-enhanced finite elements (NEFEM) on
the fluid side and IGA on the structural side, an identical representation of the interface
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exists, allowing a direct integration of the fluid forces on the interface [6].
In context of this work an IGA approach is pursued for the structural analysis for two
reasons: (1) it provides a smooth surface representation of the FSI interface, and (2) the
parametric description of the surface offers advantages in the detection of the contact
areas [11]. In IGA, splines – such as non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS)– are used
to provide both a parametric representation of the geometry [10] and an approximation
of the solution space [2].
In FSI, the displacement of the structure always involves the change in the fluid domain. In principle, this deformation can be traced either by an interface capturing or by
an interface tracking[3]. In this work, we focus on boundary conforming meshes and an
interface tracking approach. This leads to a deformation of the fluid mesh according to the
interface motion. Solving the fluid problem with the deforming-spatial-domain/stabilized
space-time (DSD/SST) method [12, 13] enables a calculation of the mesh deformation
independently of the fluid problem. Thus, additional mesh deformation methods, such
as the elastic mesh update method (EMUM), can be utilized to adapt the computational
mesh to the deformed domain [9].
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the governing equations and
numerical methods used within this work. In section 3 a numerical test case is presented,
showing the application of IGA in a FSI problem considering structural contact.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHODS

Following the partitioned solution approach, the FSI problem is decomposed into three
individual field problems for (1) the structural deformation, (2) the fluid flow, and (3)
the deformations of the computational mesh. Each field problem is described individually
by a set of equations that are connected via boundary conditions at the fluid-structure
interface. These boundary conditions are defined through the kinematic and dynamic
coupling conditions of FSI.
2.1

Structural deformation considering contact interaction

Consider the structural object as a bounded domain Ωst in Rnsd , where nsd indicates
the number of spatial dimensions. For every time t ∈ [0, T ] the displacement d (x, t) for
every point x ∈ Ωst can be expressed by the equation of motion, defined on the reference
configuration Ωs0 :
∂ 2 ds
= ∇0 · Ss FT + ρs0 bs
in Ωs0 × [0, T ] ,
(1)
2
∂t
where ρs indicates the density of the structure, Ss represents the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor, F the deformation gradient, and bs denotes the body force per unit volume.
The constitutive equation for the stress tensor is, in our case, provided by the St. VenantKirchhoff model, stating a linear stress-strain relation between the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff
ρs

2
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stress tensor and on the Green-Lagrange strain tensor Es . With the Lamé constants λs
and µs the stress tensor is defined as follows,
Ss (E) = λs tr (Es ) + 2µs Es ,
with


1 T
F F−I
2

Es =
and

(2)

(3)

∂x
.
(4)
∂x0
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are applied to the boundary that can be
split into two complementary parts, i.e. Γst = Γst,g ∪ Γst,h .
F =

ds = gs
s

σ ·n=h

on Γst,g × [0, T ] ,

s

on

Γst,h

× [0, T ] .

(5a)
(5b)

In this paper, the contact interaction of the structural object is restricted to interaction
with a stiff, rigid obstacle. For the area of contact, additional pressure contributions pN
act on the structural object. These areas are determined by the normal distance gn ,
which is defined as distance between predefined positions xsc , distributed on the surface
of structural object Γs , and their associated closest-point projections xcpp on the obstacle
surface,
gN = (xcpp − xsc ) · ns .
(6)
Due to the no-penetration condition, discussed in detail in [15], the structural contact
interactions can be formulated as constraints on the equilibrium equation in (1). These
constraints are called Hertz-Signorini-Moreau constraints and defined as follows:
gN ≥ 0 ,
2.1.1

pN ≤ 0 ,

pN gN = 0.

(7)

Isogeometric analysis

In IGA, the isoparametric concept is applied by using NURBS basis functions for both
geometry representation and approximation of the solution [2]. This allows an exact initial
representation of the geometry. IGA is discussed in detail in [7, 2]. The representation
of NURBS objects is based on a linear combination of NURBS basis functions Ri,p , with
polynominal degree p, and control points Pi [10],
C (ξ) =

ncp


Ri,p Pi .

(8)

i=1

Especially important properties of NURBS in the context of FSI and contact interaction
is the almost arbitrarily control of the continuity of the geometry and interface representation [11, 6].
3
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2.1.2

Penalty method

Within this work the compliance of the structural solution with the Hertz-SignoriniMoreau constraints is ensured via the penalty method. A detailed description of the
implementation of the penalty method in contact mechanics is described in [15]. However,
the basic concept pursued in the penalty method is that violations of the constraints are
punished by an additional contribution to the equilibrium equation.
2.2

Governing equations for fluid flow

The fluid problem is solved on the computational domain Ωft ⊂ Rnsd . In incompressible
fluid flows we solve for the unknown fields of velocity u (x, t) and pressure p (x, t). For
every time t ∈ [0, T ], the fluid’s behavior is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations for
incompressible fluids:
 f

∂u
f
f
f
f
ρ
+ u · ∇u − f
− ∇ · σf = 0
on Ωft , ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,
(9a)
∂t
∇ · uf = 0

on Ωft , ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,

(9b)

with ρf denoting the fluid density and f f representing all external body forces. For
Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor σ f is defined as
 
σ f = −pf I + 2ρf ν f εf uf ,
(10)
with

 
T 

1
ε f uf =
∇uf + ∇uf
,
(11)
2
where ν f denotes the dynamic viscosity. A well-posed system is obtained, when boundary conditions are imposed on the external boundary Γf . Here, we distinguish between
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions given by:
uf = gf on Γfg ,

(12a)

nf · σ f = hf on Γfh ,

(12b)

where gf and hf prescribe the velocity and stress values on complementary subsets of Γf .
The Navier-Stokes equation in (9) are solved by the DSD/SST method discussed in detail
in [12, 13]. Here, space and time are discretized by the finite element approach, implicitly
including the domain deformation into the solution method. Thus, the mesh deformation
can be computed detached from the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations [12]. Further,
the space-time formulation is stabilized by the Galerkin/Least-Squares (GLS) and the
streamline upwind/Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilization [1], to avoid oscillations in the
solutions of pressure and velocity.

4
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2.3

Coupling conditions at fluid-structure interface

The fluid and the structural problem are connected via their common interface ΓF S =
Γ ∪ Γs . For a consistent coupling of the structural and the fluid problem, the coupling
conditions need to fulfill the kinematic continuity, ensuring the displacements and velocity
across the interface,
f

df = ds

on ΓF S ,

(13a)

u f = us

on ΓF S ,

(13b)

and the dynamic continuity, enforcing the continuity of fluid and structural stresses at
the interface,
σ f · nf = − σ s · ns
on ΓF S .
(14)
2.4

Elastic mesh update-method

The boundaries of the fluid domain Γf deform according to the displacements of the
structural object. Thus, the computational mesh has to be deformed according to boundary movements. A method utilized for the automatic mesh update is the elastic mesh
update method (EMUM), first presented in [9]. The mesh is considered an elastic body,
where the displacements of the internal nodes are governed by the equilibrium equations
of elasticity:
∇ · σ M esh = 0.
Therin, the stress tensor σ M esh is related to the strain tensor εM esh via


σ M esh = λM esh trεM esh (d) I + 2µεM esh (d) ,

1
∇d + (∇d)T .
εM esh (d) =
2

(15)
(16)

(17a)
(17b)

with the Lamé constants λM esh and µM esh . In the context of FSI, the employed Dirichlet
boundary conditions correspond to the displacement of the fluid-structure interface
dM esh = ds

on ΓF S .

(18)

The EMUM used within this paper is extended by a method, allowing large translations
of the structural object within the fluid domain, following the concept in [8].
3

TEST CASE

In this test case we demonstrate the application of IGA and NURBS-based methods in
the context of a FSI problem that includes structural contact. In particular, we examine
the influence of the interface representation on the solution. For that purpose we observe
a structural ring, falling inside a fluid filled tank.
5
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The fluid domain has a height and width of 1.0 m. At a height of 0.75 m, the ring
is centrally positioned in the fluid domain. The ring has a diameter of 0.08 m and a
thickness of 0.015 m. Material properties of fluid and structure are chosen according to
Table 1. The ring is accelerated by a gravitational body force and thus causes a fluid flow
around the moving ring. Initially, the fluid and the ring are in rest. Figures 2 to 6 show
the flow field inside the tank for five exemplary points in time.
parameter
dynamics viscosity
density (fluid)
Young’s Modulus
Poisson number
density (structure)

value
1.82 · 10−5 kg/ms
1.2041 kg/m3
6.9 · 109
0.34
2730 kg/m3

Table 1: Material parameters of FSI components

In the following the solutions of the FSI problem is compared for two discretization strategies of the fluid-structure interface ΓF S . First, an approach with NURBS based interface
representation of both sides of the interface – namely NEFEM on the fluid side and IGA
on the structural side – is used, and second an approach using a NURBS representation
of the structure interface, yet standard finite elements (SFEM) for the representation of
the fluid interface. In the second approach, the finite interpolation method is used additionally to exchange boundary conditions at the FSI interface.
NEFEM
SFEM

−0.34
−0.36

∆y

−0.38
−0.4
−0.42
−0.44
−0.46
−0.48
1.2

1.3

1.4

t [s]

Figure 1: y-displacement of ring in FSI problem

In Figure 1 we present an excerpt of the graph, displaying the displacement of the ring.
A difference between the two computed solutions is clearly noticeable. This discrepancy
6
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must result directly from the different interface representation, since all other discretizations of the problem coincide.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In context of this paper, we presented a test case for FSI including structural contact.
Therein, the influence of interface representations were examined. It could be shown that
solely by the use of coinciding boundary representation an improvement in accuracy of
the solution could be achieved. This affirms the use of NURBS based methods for all
problems including moving interfaces.
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Abstract. Open-cell ceramic foams are used as ﬁlters during casting processes to reduce
the non-metallic inclusions and the turbulence of the metal ﬂow. Based on that, these
foams have to withstand high temperature loadings and so elastic-plastic deformations
can occur. The macroscopic elastic deformation behaviour of such foam structures was
investigated and described successful in the literature. However, the plastic deformation
behaviour strongly depends on the micro-structure and bulk material plasticity.
The current work presents a homogenized material model based on an adapted yield
function to describe the elastic-plastic deformation behaviour of open-cell foam structures.
The form of the yield function is not speciﬁed completely a priori. The speciﬁc shape is
interpolated between results of ﬁnite element (FE) simulations of cell models using neural
networks.
This modelling approach is proved for simple plasticity models, e.g. von Mises and
Drucker-Prager, and further applied to an exemplary foam structure as a representative
volume element (RVE) using a simple bulk material plasticity. The proposed model shows
a good accordance for all tested elastic-plastic load cases and a reduction of the numerical
eﬀort by a factor of ≈ 200 for the simulation of the used simple foam structure.
1

INTRODUCTION

Within the collaborative research centre CRC 920 ”Multi-functional ﬁlter for Metal
Metal Filtration – A Contribution towards Zero Defect Materials” at the TU Bergakademie
Freiberg, Germany, multifunctional open-cell foam ﬁlters, made of ceramic, are investigated to reduce the amount of non-metallic inclusions and turbulence of metal ﬂow. Due
to the high temperatures of the melt, no suﬃcient experimental observations can be
performed on the foam, whereas numerical simulations of this process are necessary to
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evaluate the integrity of the ﬁlter during the casting process. However, previous investigations indicated a plastic behaviour of the foam at temperatures in the range of the
molten metal, cf. Solarek et al. [1]. The chemical composition and manufacturing process,
e.g. coking temperature, have a great inﬂuence to the material properties, cf. Soltysiak
et al. [2].
Using ﬁnite element (FE) simulations of fully discretized structures, several researchers
investigated the elastic and plastic deformation behaviour of foams. The foam structure
(topology and geometry) has a great inﬂuence on the yield surface [3] and on the elastic
behaviour [4] of the foam. Additionally, the plastic deformation behaviour strongly depends on the micro-structure and the bulk material plasticity, cf. Wang and McDowell [3]
and Demiray et al. [5], respectively.
Storm et al. [6] investigated the elastic deformations of foams and presented eﬃcient
formulae for the eﬀective elastic moduli. However, the inelastic deformation behaviour of
highly porous materials can be complex, depending strongly on the topology of the foam
structure. Isotropic, kinematic and distortional hardening can occur. Consequently, the
formulation of a closed form constitutive model is a very challenging task. In this work,
an adaptable yield surface function is used, to capture the complex inelastic deformation
behaviour and the large number of inﬂuence parameters (material and structural properties). The adaptable part of the proposed material model is represented by a neural
network (NN).
NNs have been previously used in the literature to approximate material stiﬀness matrix [8, 9], strain energy density [10], drag stress for isotropic hardening and back stress
for kinematic hardening of a given plasticity model [11] and for the identiﬁcation of parameters of material laws [7, 12]. The great advantage of NNs is their adaptability to the
given problem, but the generalization capability has to be checked to avoid over-ﬁtting.
The used NNs of this work are designed, trained and evaluated using the python library
ffnet presented by Wojciechowski [7], see section 3.1.
2

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A FOAM STRUCTURE

The simulation of whole foams requires very large meshes and enormous computational
power based on their complexity. Consequently, representative volume elements (RVE),
which are computationally more eﬃcient, are often used for such simulations. During this
work, a two dimensional (2D) structure is used, which is a simple 2D cross like structure
consisting of four struts having the same length, as shown in Fig. 1.
The diﬀerence of the displacement vector between two homologous points at opposite
j−
boundaries j+ (xj+
i = lRVE /2) and j− (xi = −lRVE /2) of the 2D RVE is
j−
j
ũj+
i − ũi = Δūi = lRVE ε̄ij

(1)

with i, j = 1, 2, the macroscopic relative displacement Δūji and the RVE size lRVE . Additionally, the homogenized (macroscopic) stresses and strains are σ̄ij and ε̄ij , which are
the volume weighted averages of the microscopic stresses and strains σ̃ij and ε̃ij


1
1
σ̃ij dV,
ε̃ij dV,
σ̄ij =
ε̄ij =
(2)
VRVE
VRVE
2
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Figure 1: FE mesh for used 2D-model.
evaluated at reference nodes. The equilibrated microscopic tractions t̃j have opposite
signs
j+
(3)
t̃j−
i = −t̃i .

More information about the used periodic boundary conditions and homogenization is
given by Storm et al. [6].
3

NEURAL NETWORK FOR MODELLING PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS

In the following, an approach is described to model the macroscopic elastic-plastic
deformation behaviour of foam structures by an adaptable yield surface using neural
networks.
3.1

Neural network

Feed forward neural networks (FFNN) are used in the present study, where each network layer is fully connected to the directly preceding layer. The following layers are used:
one input layer (with n nodes), one hidden layer (with m nodes) and one output layer
(with k nodes), as depicted in Fig. 2. At all hidden and output layer nodes the sigmoid
function
1
h(vj ) =
(4)
1 + e−vj
is evaluated as activation function. Here, vj is the nodal input value and represents the
sum of the weights wl of all connections l from the nodes of the preceding layer to node
j and the bias bj of this node

vj =
w l v l + bj .
(5)
l

To approximate a given data set, the free parameters of n · m + m · k weights and m + k
biases have to be determined. This is done by minimizing the error function
2
1    (p)
(p)
err train =
vali − NNouti
(6)
2 p∈T i
3
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Figure 2: Structure of neural network (input layer with n nodes, one hidden layer with m
nodes and output layer with k nodes with i = n · m + m · k diﬀerent weights wi at solid
arrows and j = m + k diﬀerent biases bj at dashed arrows).
between the output of the NN and the given output data, with p as the unique input
pattern of the training data set T , vali as the values of the training data and NNouti as
the output of the NN for the corresponding input pattern. This parameter optimization is
called ’training’ for NNs and is done using a Newton conjugate gradient algorithm based
on the ﬁrst derivative of the NN with respect to the weights. For the utilised python
library ffnet [7], the training is done by the function fmin tnc of the library SciPy.
One disadvantage of the training of NNs is the possibility of over-ﬁtting. There are
two diﬀerent ways to avoid over-ﬁtting while keeping a good approximation of the data
set. First, the number of training pattern has to be greater than two times the number
of free parameters of the NN
|T | > 2 · (n · m + m · k + m + k) .

(7)

The second way is a split of the data set D into the training data set T ⊂ D and a
separate set of evaluation data E with |E| ≈ 10% |D|, which are not part of the training
set E = T , see Fig. 3a. After each training step the error for E is calculated by Eq. (6).
Finally, the weights and biases of the training step with the lowest errE are used, see
Fig. 3b.
3.2

Material modelling

For the description of the microscopic and macroscopic elastic-plastic material behaviour, respectively, it is assumed that the total strain εij is the sum of the elastic εel
ij
pl
and plastic strains εij
pl
εij = εel
(8)
ij + εij
4
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E

D

T

(a) Used data sets for training T and
evaluation E.
(b) Error of training data set T and evaluation
data set E over training time (weights and biases
of trained NN are used for t = t∗ ).

Figure 3: Diﬀerent data sets and error values versus training time for neural network.
for small deformations. In addition, it is assumed that the stresses can be calculated by
Hooke’s law


pl
el
σij = Cijkl εkl = Cijkl εkl − εkl
(9)

with Cijkl as the stiﬀness tensor. The evolution of the plastic strains is described by the
non-associated ﬂow rule
∂g
ε̇pl
(10)
ij = ξ
∂σij
whereby ξ is the plastic multiplier and g the plastic potential function. The model is
complemented by a yield function f (σij ), which satisﬁes the loading-unloading condition
f ≤ 0,

ξ ≤ 0,

f · ξ = 0.

(11)

In the present work, two diﬀerent microscopic yield criteria are investigated in combination with isotropic linear elasticity (elastic modulus Ẽ and Poisson’s ratio ν̃): The
von Mises criterion with associated ﬂow (g̃ ≡ f˜) and the Drucker-Prager criterion with
non-associated ﬂow (g̃ �= f˜).
The yield function for both criteria has the form
f˜ (σ̃ij ) = q̃ + αI˜1 − (1 − α) σ̃Y

(12)

 


3
1˜
1˜
σ̃ij − I1 δij ,
σ̃ij − I1 δij
q̃ =
2
3
3

(13)

with the equivalent stress

the ﬁrst stress invariant I˜1 = σ̃ii of the microscopic stresses (planar stress state, based on
2D models in this work), the parameter α, and the yield stress σ̃Y . The plastic potential
has the form
g̃ (σ̃ij ) = q̃ + β I˜1 ,
(14)
5
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with parameter β. For α = β = 0 Eqs. (12) and (14) represent the von Mises criterion.
In contrast, for α �= 0 Eq. (12) describes the Drucker-Prager criterion. Additionally, for
the second criterion β �= α is used for non-associated plasticity.
For both microscopic yield criteria, the Ludwik equation is chosen for the yield stress
 ñ
σ̃Y = σ̃Y0 + K̃ ε̃pl
(15)
eq
with the microscopic equivalent plastic strain rate

˙pl
˙ε̃pl
ε̃˙pl
eq =
ij ε̃ij

(16)

and the hardening parameters K̃ and ñ. A schematic stress-strain curve is depicted in
Fig. 4 using the Ludwik equation for the microscopic yield stress.

Figure 4: Scheme of elastic-plastic deformation for microscopic yield stress of Eq. (15)
with K̃ = 0.2 Ẽ and ñ = 0.75.
Now, the hybrid material model is described. Thereby, the term ”macroscopic” refers
to the description of the material model for testing the proposed model and additionally
the deformation behaviour at the macroscopic scale for the foam structure. In particular,
only proportional radial loading paths
ε̄ij = λ ε̄∗ij ,

(17)

with the proportionality factor λ ∈ R+
0 and the macroscopic strain at initial microscopic
∗
yielding ε̄ij are considered.
The macroscopic elastic deformation behaviour can be fully described by the tensor
C̄ijkl . For the calculation of C̄ijkl , only three linear independent load cases are needed for
a certain 2D structure, cf. the work of Storm et al. [6]. However, the consideration of the
plastic foam behaviour is a great challenge, because ḡ, f¯ and ξ¯ have to be determined for
each foam structure and strut material behaviour separately.
6
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Javadi and Rezania [9] proposed a direct correlation between the macroscopic total
strains and the resulting macroscopic stresses by NNs. In this approach, it is only possible
to take into account elastic unloading successfully using a very complex neural network
(many diﬀerent input variables) to consider the loading history. With a more classical
material modelling way, the form of a macroscopic yield function is postulated and the
devoted material parameters are calculated for a good approximation. Now, a material
modelling approach will be discussed using a more ﬂexible yield function. The assumption
is made that plastic deformations have no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the elastic deformation
behaviour.
The macroscopic yield function is postulated to have the form

f¯NN (σ̄ij ) = σ̄ij σ̄ij − NN(I¯1 , ε̄pl
(18)
eq )

with NN(I¯1 , ε̄pl
eq ) as a neural network for the adaptable part to the speciﬁc form of the
yield surface, depending on the ﬁrst stress invariant I¯1 and the macroscopic equivalent
¯ pl
plastic strain ε̄pl
eq . NN(I1 , ε̄eq ) is trained based on stress-strain curves with (microscopic)
plastic deformations, cf. dashed line in Fig. 4, and its structure is depicted in Fig. 5.
The used yield function of Eq. (18) can represent the investigated microscopic yield
criteria based on the chosen input variables of the NN: the ﬁrst stress invariant and the
equivalent plastic strain. The form of the yield function is not speciﬁed a priori like in the
work of Furukawa and Hoﬀman [11]. Consequently, a wide range of plasticity models can
be considered. The yield function of Eq. (18) used in this work captures only isotropic
and distortional hardening. Based on monotonously proportional radial loading paths, it
is not possible to measure kinematic hardening and so it is not considered here.



 












 

 

 







Figure 5: Structure of neural network NN(I¯1 , ε̄pl
eq ) for adaptable yield surface of Eq. (18).
Correspondingly, the macroscopic ﬂow rule, Eq. (10), becomes


pl
NN
¯
¯
∂NN(
I
,
ε̄
)
∂
f
σ̄
1
ij
eq
¯
ε̄˙pl
= ξ¯ √
−
δij
ij = ξ
∂ σ̄ij
σ̄kl σ̄kl
∂ I¯1

7
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for associated plasticity (ḡ = f¯) and
¯ ∂ḡ
ε̄˙pl
ij = ξ
∂ σ̄ij
for non-associated plasticity. The quadratic (second order) norm gives



  
 ∂ḡ 
∂ḡ
∂ḡ
 ˙pl 
pl pl

= ξ¯ 
ε̄ij  = ε̄˙ij ε̄˙ij = ξ¯
 ∂ σ̄ij 
∂ σ̄ij ∂ σ̄ij
yielding

ε̄˙pl
ij

  ∂ḡ
   ∂ σ̄ij 
= ε̄˙pl
ij  
.
    ∂∂ḡ
σ̄ij 

(20)

(21)

(22)

ξ̄ ∗ =ε̄˙pl
eq



 ∂ḡ 
Therein, ∂∂ḡ
are directions in the macroscopic strain space. This means, a second
/

σ̄ij
∂ σ̄ij 
neural network is used for the consideration of the plastic ﬂow vector for non-associated
plasticity with the same structure as the NN for Eq. (18) based on an isotropic ḡ (I¯1 and
ε̄pl
eq as input variables and values of the ﬂow vector as output variables)
∂ḡ
∂ σ̄ij

4

¯ pl


 ∂ḡ  = NN(I1 , ε̄eq ).
 ∂ σ̄ij 

(23)

VERIFICATION WITH ANALYTICAL MATERIAL MODELS

To investigate the feasibility of the proposed hybrid material model based on an adaptable yield function, the elastic-plastic stress-strain curve is applied for two simple materials
of the literature (von Mises and Drucker-Prager) with the Ludwik equation for the yield
stresses, with K̃ = 0.2 Ẽ and ñ = 0.75 in Eq. (15).
4.1

Associated von Mises plasticity

The von Mises yield criterion is evaluated for 19 diﬀerent equispaced load paths in the
principal strain space. The resultant stress-strain curves considering monotonic proportional loading (monotonously increase of proportional factor λ) are used for training of
the adaptable yield function with m = 40 diﬀerent nodes in the hidden layer of the neural
network.
Afterwards, the stress-strain curves of the proposed hybrid model are compared with
the results of the used elastic-plastic analytical model for three diﬀerent loading paths
with partial unloading. These stress-strain curves are depicted in Fig. 6.
If σ̄11 and σ̄22 have nearly the same magnitude, the agreement is very good, see Fig. 6a
and b. But for the third loading path in Fig. 6c, the derivative of the yield function (for
the plastic ﬂow vector) has a small error. This fact can arise by ﬁtting a function: only the
function value itself is well represented, but not everywhere their derivative. Based on the
error of the derivative and so for the calculated ﬂow vector, these deviations accumulate.
The ﬂow vectors for the last increment of the third load case in Fig. 6 are given in Tab. 1.

8
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(a) ε̄22 = ε̄11

(b) ε̄22 = − ε̄11 .

(c) ε̄22 = − 13 ε̄11 .

Figure 6: Results for diﬀerent load cases with von Mises (vM) criterion (associated plasticity).
Table 1: First derivatives of the ﬂow potential for the analytical model (von Mises plasticity) and the hybrid model (calculated by Eq. (19)) at the last increment of the loading
path in Fig. 6c.






∂ f¯  ∂ f¯ 
∂ f¯  ∂ f¯ 
∂ f¯  ∂ f¯ 
/
/
/





∂ σ̄11
∂ σ̄ij
∂ σ̄22
∂ σ̄ij
∂ σ̄12
∂ σ̄ij 
analytical
f¯NN

4.2

0.9388
0.9244

-0.3445
-0.3814

0
0

Non-associated Drucker-Prager plasticity

For the Drucker-Prager criterion the parameters α = 13 tan 40◦ and β = 13 tan 20◦ are
used to investigate non-associated plasticity. With this criterion 19 diﬀerent monotonic
loading paths are evaluated in the principal strain space and the stress-strain curves are
used for the training of the hybrid yield surface and the direction of the plastic ﬂow vector.
The stress-strain curves for this analytical model show an almost coincidence to each
other for three diﬀerent proportional loading paths with partial unloading, see Fig. 7.

9
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(a) ε̄22 = ε̄11

(b) ε̄22 = − ε̄11 .

(c) ε̄22 = − 13 ε̄11 .

Figure 7: Results for diﬀerent load cases with Drucker-Prager (DP) criterion (nonassociated plasticity).
5

RVE OF A FOAM STRUCTURE

The proposed material model is also applied for the elastic-plastic deformation behaviour of a simple foam structure shown in Fig. 1. For this RVE, numerical simulations
are done using the FE code ABAQUS [13] with isotropic linear-elastic and isotropic idealplastic (K̃ = 0 in Eq. (15)) material based on the von Mises criterion at the microscale.
The plastic parts of the macroscopic stress-strain curves of 19 diﬀerent equispaced monotonic loading paths in the macroscopic principal strain space are used for the training of
both neural networks (one for the adaptable yield function and one for the direction of
the ﬂow vector). The plastic strains are calculated using Eq. (9) based on an assumed
unloading. Both neural networks have m = 40 diﬀerent nodes in the hidden layer.
Afterwards, three diﬀerent loading paths (ε̄22 = ε̄11 , ε̄22 = −ε̄11 and ε̄22 = − 13 ε̄11 )
with partial unloading are evaluated using FE simulations with a fully discretized foam
structure and using the proposed hybrid material model based on neural networks. The
resultant stress-strain curves are depicted in Fig. 8.
All parts of the investigated stress-strain curves show a very good agreement. This
means that the plastic deformations as well as the deformations during a partial unloading
can be described very well with the proposed hybrid NN material model. It has to be
noted, that the computational eﬀort of the homogenized approach is drastically lower, cf.
Tab. 2. It will be even better for 3D structures.
Table 2: Numerical eﬀort of fully meshed foam structure and hybrid material model at
the same computer for one load case of Fig. 8.
number of elements
CPU time

fully meshed
1900
390 s

10
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(a) ε̄22 = ε̄11

(b) ε̄22 = − ε̄11 .

(c) ε̄22 = − 13 ε̄11 .

Figure 8: Results for diﬀerent load cases at foam structure (fully meshed (fm) and hybrid
material model (NN)) with microscopic perfect von Mises plasticity (K̃ = 0 in Eq. (15)).
The used foam structure has a very large anisotropic deformation behaviour. To take
this fact into account, an extension is needed of the macroscopic yield function in Eq. (18).
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this research a hybrid constitutive material model for elastic-plastic deformation behaviours is developed. This hybrid model has an adaptable yield surface. It was veriﬁed
using two diﬀerent material models from the literature with associated and non-associated
plasticity. Additional, it was applied to numerical homogenisation of the complex macroscopic elastic-plastic deformation behaviour of an open-cell foam structure. The numerical
eﬀort can be reduced essentially (by a factor of nearly 200) using the hybrid NN material
model.
Ongoing research of the authors is aiming at an investigation of the deformation behaviour of foam ﬁlters using several RVEs. Therefore an increase of the number of the
input variables for the neural networks is needed for macroscopic anisotropic yield surfaces and a formulation for the material tangent. Furthermore, it is possible to use the
proposed approach to investigate 3D foam structures under 3D loadings by increasing the
number of nodes per layer of the neural networks. Two open topics do remain: ﬁrst, the
veriﬁcation of arbitrary loading directions (complex and non-proportional) and second,
the applicability to ﬁnite deformations.
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Abstract. Valorising household solid waste through the creation of new products
based on recycled materials is a necessary task to meet new environmental demands.
During the last 30 years, wood-plastic composites (WPC) are been used to obtain
materials lighter than wood, with mechanical properties higher than plastic and more
resistant to moisture and insects. Thus, the recycling of plastic wastes, especially
thermoplastics as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and sawdust - fine particles of
wood from woodworking industries - are suited basic materials for WPC. Indeed, to
decrease the cost and time of experimental tests to design a new composite made from
recycled PET and Chilean Radiate pine’s sawdust, this work proposes to study the
effective elastic properties (EEP) using a finite element simulation of a representative
volume element (RVE) with periodic boundary conditions in the commercial software
Digimat-FE. Density, modulus of elasticity (MOE) and Poisson’s coefficients are
estimated for composite materials made with 0.05 to 0.35 volume ratio of sawdust.
The Voigt and Reuss mean-field homogenisation approaches are also given as upper
and lower limits.
1

INTRODUCTION

Wood-plastic composite (WPC) refers to a material that contains wood particles
and a polymer matrix (thermoset or thermoplastic). Wood is not only used in plastics
to decrease the price compared to a solid plastic but because wood has a high strength
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to weight ratio, has a low density, is easily integrated into existing plastic production
lines and is a renewable resource [1]. An up-to-date review of the performance and
environmental impacts of wood-plastic composites can be found in [2].
These composites can be further environment-friendly if the matrix and fillers are
materials from recycling waste. For this reason, they are usually referred as “green
materials” [3] and they can find several industrial applications. In fact, it is certain
there is a worldwide increasing interest in developing waste management strategies.
For example, extended producer responsibility policies have been widely adopted in
most OECD countries [4]; the Chilean government is not the exception and since
2016 is promoting the importance of turning wastes into value-added products [5].
Mechanical properties of WPC mainly depend on the properties of their components: volume fraction, interface strength, particle size and orientation. The particle
geometry has been experimentally evaluated in several studies, containing wood flour
or short wood fibres. In general, the tensile, compressive and flexural properties as
well as the impact strength are higher when increasing the size and the aspect ratio
of wood fibers [6–8]. When there are particles with a larger aspect ratio or using
additives like coupling agents, there is the potential for more effective load transfer
between the matrix and the particles leading to better mechanical properties [8–10].
The plastic industry has been the major producer of WPC due to its prior expertise. These composites are formed into profiles or complicated shapes mostly by
extrusion or injection moulding or using a flat press process similar to the industrial
particleboard manufacturing systems [10, 11].
Analytic and numerical models have been developed to predict the effective elastic
constants and to reduce time and cost needed to develop new composite materials.
These approaches are based on micromechanical or continuum models: the first
one allows a detailed but expensive description of a heterogeneous medium, while a
continuum model is a homogenous equivalent representation which ignores the fact
that matter is made of not continuous materials. Homogenisation techniques allow
heterogeneous materials to be treated by continuum models by estimating effective
properties from the knowledge of the constitutive laws and spatial distribution of the
constituents (i.e. from a given micromechanical model) [12].
These analytical models are known as mean field homogenisation schemes and they
are based on the solution of Eshelby [13] – the Mori-Tanaka formulation [14], the
self-consistent formulations [15], the Hashin-Shtrikman equation [16] among others.
In general, they provides reasonable accuracy at modest computational cost, but
they are only applicable for reinforcements which can be approximated as ellipsoids.
Alternatively, computational homogenisation has also been developed in recent
years [17]. In these approaches, finite element (FE) simulations are used to solve
2
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a boundary value problem (BVP) on a representative volume element (RVE) - the
smallest volume over which a measurement can be made that yields a representative
value of the whole. The basic principle of the method and the scale transitions are
highlighted in Fig. 1. The applied strains are then related to the average stresses to
generate the equivalent stiffness of the material. Determining a critical size of such
RVE is usually difficult and time consuming. Computational homogenisation with
periodic boundary conditions is one alternative to reduce the complexity [18].
The chilean project for the regional competitiveness “Valorisation of recycled waste
through the creation of new materials for the manufacture of marketable products”
aims to design a WPC made from recycled PET and Chilean radiate pine’s particles.
Pinus radiata D.Don is a native specie from California which has been introduced
in Europe, New Zealand, Australia, Chile, Brazil, Colombia and South Africa. The
largest plantations are in Chile and New Zealand.
This work is focused on a numerical prediction of the elastic properties of this
new WPC, using the software Digimat-FE to generate the RVE and to solve the
discretised finite element problem with periodic boundary conditions. The paper has
the following outline: Sec. 2 summaries the numerical homogenisation methodology;
Sec. 3 compares density, modulus of elasticity (MOE) and Poisson’s coefficients for
different volume ratios. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.
2

HOMOGENISATION METHODOLOGY

The simplest point of view for homogenisation is that a heterogeneous medium
behaves macroscopically in the same way as its constituents, but with different values
of the constants of the materials, which we will call Effective Elastic Properties
(EEP). In micromechanical analysis, the fields of stresses and deformations in a
heterogeneous material are divided into the contributions corresponding to different
scales. It is assumed that these scales are sufficiently different, such that:
• The fluctuations of the fields in the microscale have influence at the macroscopic
behaviour only through its volumetric average.
• The gradients of the stress and deformation fields at the macroscale are not
significant at the micro level, where these fields appear to be constant.
Before obtaining the effective properties of a heterogeneous material, the size of
the RVE should be studied because it is necessary to find the appropriate dimensions
whose EEP are objective. This RVE must contain enough heterogeneities and its size
d must be much larger than the characteristic length l of the microscale. Then, the
RVE must be small enough to be assimilated to a point at the macroscopic level. A
3
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(microstructure)

(RVE)

(homogenization)

Figure 1: Characteristic scales in a homogenisation schema [19]
characteristic length L at this level can be determined according to the geometry, the
spatial variation in the loads or through the strain or stresses fields. Both previous
conditions are verified when l  d  L, as schematised in Fig. 1.
The simplest mean-field homogenisation methods are the Voigt [20] and Reuss [21]
models. Voigt assumes that the strain field is uniform in the RVE; consequently,
the macro stiffness is found to be the volume average of the micro stiffness. In
the Reuss model, the stress field is assumed to be uniform in the RVE; the macro
compliance is then found to be the volume average of the micro compliances. The
EEP calculated are straightforwardly identified as the upper (Voigt) or the lower
(Reuss) bound, respectively. These methods are easily implemented but they do not
take into account the shape or the orientation of the inclusions.
In this work, we focus our efforts on understanding the mechanisms that dominate
the macroscopic properties of the material, but that really arise from its microscopic
composition. We propose to generate RVEs as real as possible using the Digimat-FE
software. Then, the finite element model is solved by a finite element analysis in the
same software. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed on all faces of the RVE
through a large set of equations that relate the degrees of freedom of the nodes that
are on one face with those of the corresponding nodes that are on the opposite side.
Figure 2 illustrates the case of a macroscopic uniaxial deformation ε11 .
Periodic boundary conditions generally lead to the best predictions when compared to the Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed edge condition type. It also shows a faster
convergence speed as the size of the RVE increases, but at the expense of greater
4
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Figure 2: Periodic boundary condition type [22]
CPU time and memory requirements due to the large set of constraint equations that
must be imposed [22].
The micro constituents under analysis are defined in Tab. 1. The chosen polymer matrix was PET and its isotropic properties, as a first approach, were provided
by the American Industry Professional Plastics [23]. The elastic properties of the
sawdust particles were taken into account from mechanical tests performed on Pinus radiata D.Don specimens from the Chilean Company Arauco, containing 12%
moisture [24]. To assimilate wood particles with ellipsoidal shape, we assume a
transversally isotropic material.
Table 1: Properties of Pinus radiata D.Don and PET [23, 24]

material
Pinus radiata
PET

axial
elastic
modulus
[GPa]
10.048
3

in-plane
elastic
modulus
[GPa]
1.091
3

in-plane
Poisson’s
ratio
[-]
0.4
0.41

transversal
Poisson’s
ratio
[-]
0.3
0.41

transversal
shear
modulus
[GPa]
1.217
1.064

density
[kg/m3 ]
442
1370

In this study, the dimensions for the sawdust particles are established according
to Table 2, where the size ranges of the particles are identified. For the aspect ratio
(length-to-diameter ratio) of the sawdust we have chosen 2.5 in concordance with
aspect ratio of wood flour particles in [25]. Orientation has a great influence on the
maximum volume fraction that can be reached. The more random the orientation,
the smaller the fraction of maximum volume which can be reached. This effect
becomes stronger when the aspect ratio is high [22].
5
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Table 2: Composition of sawdust by size range [26]
Size
[mm]

<0.25
2.64

>0.25;
<0.425
6.06

>0.425
<1.00
25.56

>1.00;
<1.40
18.13

>1.40;
<2.00
18.03

(a) side = 1.0 [mm]

>2.00;
<2.80
12.33

>2.80;
<3.35
4.06

>3.35;
<4.75
6.31

>4.75
6.89

(b) side = 1.5 [mm]

Figure 3: Side length for cubic RVEs with 35% sawdust
Two cubic RVE are proposed to verify the size’s influence on the EEP. The first
one is 1.0 [mm] on a side and the second is 1.5 [mm], as shown in Fig. 3 for a content
of 35% of sawdust. The distribution of the particles is fully 3D random as illustrated
in Figure 4, while Fig. 5 shows their meshes.
3

RESULTS

After computing the numerical periodic homogenisation with Digimat-FE, the
obtained EEP – Young modulus, Poisson ratios and shear modulus – are summarised
in Figures 6(a)-6(f) for 0.05 to 0.35 volume ratio of sawdust and considering the two
RVE sizes. Because there is not a significant difference between the 1 [mm] (blue

(a) 5%

(b) 10%

(e) 25%

(c) 15%

(f) 30%

(d) 20%

(g) 35%

Figure 4: Geometrie for different sawdust volume ratio (RVE 1.5 [mm])

6
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(a) 5%

(b) 10%

(e) 25%

(c) 15%

(f) 30%

(d) 20%

(g) 35%

Figure 5: Finite element mesh for different volume ratio (RVE 1.5 [mm])
line) and 1.5 [mm] (green line) RVE’s, we considere the smallest one for the following.
The periodic EEP are always contained into the Voigt and Reuss bounds (except
for some Poisson’s ratios), but considering both transversal and in-plane bounds
are crossed. This is expectable due to the random spatial distribution of the wood
particles which are not considered by Voigt and Reuss models. The six EEP shown
in Figures 6(a)-6(f) decrease when increasing the sawdust volume but remain close
to the PET properties. Indeed, due to the random spatial distribution of the wood
particles, the homogenised constants are highly independent of the direction in space,
enabling to produce a quasi isotropic composite material – even the relation G =
E/2(ν + 1) is near to be verified – as highlighted in Tab. 3.
Fig. 7 shows that the density decreases as the volume of sawdust increases due to
the fact that the wood’s density is almost three times lower than PET.
Table 3: Homogenised elastic properties (RVE 1.0 [mm])
f [-]
Eaxial [GPa]
Etransv [GPa]
υaxial
υin−plane
Gtransv [GPa]
Gin−plane [GPa]
ρ [kg/m3 ]

0.05
2.9677
2.9532
0.3844
0.4039
1.0635
1.0518
1323.6

0.1
2.9418
2.9030
0.3954
0.3942
1.0561
1.0411
1277.2

0.15
2.9270
2.7806
0.3910
0.3710
1.0520
1.0141
1230.8

7
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0.2
2.8993
2.6924
0.3849
0.3680
1.0474
0.9841
1184.4

0.25
2.6693
2.8061
0.3735
0.3291
1.0064
1.0556
1138.0

0.3
2.7414
2.7047
0.3608
0.3386
1.0038
1.0103
1091.6

0.35
2.7404
2.5572
0.3791
0.2961
0.9582
0.9865
1045.2
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(a) Axial Young modulus

(b) Transverse Young modulus

(c) Transverse Poisson ratio

(d) In-plane Poisson ratio

(e) Transversal shear modulus

(f) In-plane shear modulus

Figure 6: Voigt, Reuss and periodic EEP for different sawdust volume fraction
4

CONCLUSIONS

The computational periodic homogenisation which has been implemented using
Digimat-FE is suitable for working with composite materials whose inclusions are
8
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Figure 7: Density for different sawdust volume fraction
randomly distributed in space. The classic Voigt and Reuss models, those that
ignore the effects of size, geometry, number of inclusions and their distribution, are
not accurate enough to predict the EEP, but they are necessary to discuss a range
of properties.
The effect of considering the wood particles oriented in 3D and randomly distributed in the space helps to achieve a quasi isotropic material with effective elastic
properties close to the PET ones.
Next work will study the effect of increasing overall size of the particles and their
aspect ratio, because orienting them, due to the manufacturing methodology, will not
be possible. A further step will consider an experimental comparison of the results.
5
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Abstract. Porous materials are traditionally used in industry for their sound absorption
and insulation properties. Over the past decade, more attention has been given to their
elastic and damping properties. There is a particular interest in the automotive industry
to replace heavy layers (consisting of free viscoelastic rubber layers) with felts or foams
evidencing high damping capabilities. The goal of this work is to study the vibration
damping performances of some porous materials. To that purpose, the viscoelastic mechanical properties of two foams are measured by means of a torsional rheometer, and
numerical simulations are carried out to compare their vibration damping performances.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the control of noise and vibrations has become a standard
requirement in the product development process, in particular in the automotive industry. To achieve targetted levels of noise and vibration in the vehicle, sound-absorbing ,
sound-insulating and vibration-damping parts are placed in critical areas of the vehicle.
Classically, porous materials are used for sound absorption and sound insulation while
viscoelastic materials provide significant vibration damping. The contribution of porous
materials to vibration damping is generally neglected. The design of noise and vibration
treatments needs to be balanced with lightness and cost requirements, which leads to the
development of innovative materials and concepts. Therefore, there is a particular interest
in the automotive industry to replace heavy layers, such as free viscoelastic layers, with
felts or foams evidencing high damping capabilities [1].
The goal of this work is to investigate the possibility to use porous acoustic treatments
to achieve structural vibration damping. To that purpose, the viscoelastic mechanical
properties of two foams are measured by means of a torsional rheometer, and numerical
simulations are carried out to compare their vibration damping performances.
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Figure 1: Oscillatory rheometer in torsion MCR 502 (Anton Paar).

In the first section, the characterisation procedure used to measure the complex shear
modulus of several foams is described. This procedure is based on the measurement of
complex shear modulus by means of a torsional rheometer on a reduced frequency range
and at different temperatures, and the application of the time-temperature superposition
principle. A fractional derivative model is then identified from experimental master curves
to describe the frequency dependency of the material’s properties.
In the second section, the vibration damping performance of both foams as a free layer
damping treatment is determined through numerical simulation of a simply supported
plate. In the finite element modelling, the foam is defined a 3D viscoelastic material, to
allow an easy comparison with rubber materials classically used for vibration damping.
2

VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF FOAMS

Two foams have been tested in this work: a melamine foam and a closed cell polyurethane
foam. These foams are part of the five porous materials tested in an interlaboratory study
on the dynamic elastic properties of poroelastic media [2]. The measurement procedure,
based on [3], is described in section 2.1 and the results obtained after application of the
time-temperature superposition principle are discussed in section 2.2.
2.1

Experimental set-up

Experimental measurements are performed with a rheomoeter MCR 502 apparatus
from Anton Paar. A photo of the experimental set-up is given in Figure 1. Cylindrical
samples of porous materials of 24 mm diameter and 25 mm thickness are cut using gasket
punches. The samples are glued to the parallel plates of the rheometer using a two
sided bonded tape. One end of the sample is glued to a fixed plate, connected to a
torque transducer while the other end is connected to a harmonically excited plate. By
2
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Figure 2: Storage and loss shear moduli for melamine foam samples.

measuring the stress time response τ0 of a sample of material to an imposed strain γ0 ,
the rheometer allows the measurement of the complex modulus G∗ (ω, T ) as a function of
angular frequency ω and temperature T :
G∗ (ω, T ) = |G∗ (ω, T )| exp(iφ(ω, T )) = G (ω, T ) + iG (ω, T ) = G (ω, T )(1 + iη(ω, T )) (1)
where |G∗ | and φ are respectively the amplitude and the phase of the shear modulus, G
and G are the storage and the loss shear moduli, η is the loss factor. In this work, the
samples were excited in torsion in the frequency range [0.1 Hz, 20Hz], and in the temperature range[−10o C, 20o C], at 0.1% of dynamic strain to remain in the linear viscoelastic
domain.
2.2

Time-temperature superposition principle

The storage and the loss moduli measured from samples at different temperatures of
both materials are presented in Figures 2 and 3. One notices that the modulus of the
melamine foam slightly depend on frequency and temperature while the polyurethane
foam evidences a strong dependency on both parameters.
Direct measurements of the complex modulus are limited to a narrow frequency range.
The time-temperature superposition principle can be used to extrapolate the dynamic
properties over a broad frequency range at a chosen reference temperature [4]. This
technique consists in applying shift coefficients to measured isotherms:


 fred = aT (Ti )f
|G∗ (fred , T0 )| = bT (Ti )|G∗ (f, Ti )|
(2)

 φ(f , T ) = φ(f, T )
red
0
i
3
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Figure 3: Storage and loss shear moduli for polyurethane foam samples.

where aT (Ti ) and bT (Ti ) are respectively the horizontal and vertical shift coefficients applied to the isotherm measured at the temperature Ti , T0 is the reference temperature
at which the dynamic properties are extrapolated and fred is the reduced frequency after extrapolation. In this work, the shift coefficients are computed following the method
described in [5], ensuring the fulfilment of the Kramers-Kronig relations which convey
the causality condition. A reference temperature of 20o C is chosen. The master curves
obtained for both material are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The melamine foam is a porous
material with very light damping, with a maximum loss factor of 0.12 at 0.25 Hz, while
the polyurethane foam evidences moderate damping, with a maximum loss factor of 0.48
et 320 Hz.
A fractional derivative model is identified to describe the frequency dependency of both
porous materials [6]:
G0 + G∞ (iωτ )α
G∗ (ω) =
(3)
1 + (iωτ )α
where G0 and G∞ are respectively the relaxed and unrelaxed shear moduli, τ is the
relaxation time and α is the order of the fractional derivative in the constitutive equations.
The values of those parameters identified from the experimental master curves are:
• for the melamine foam:
G0 = 4.79 104 Pa G∞ = 8.63 104 Pa τ = 0.132s α = 0.43

(4)

• for the polyurethane foam:
G0 = 1.31 104 Pa G∞ = 2.11 106 Pa τ = 4.70 10−8 s α = 0.30

(5)

These parameters lead to a good description of the frequency dependency of the materials’
shear modulus, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
4
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Figure 4: Dynamic shear modulus at 20o C for the melamine foam. Measurements (markers) and
identified viscoelastic model (straight line).

Figure 5: Dynamic shear modulus at 20o C for the polyurethane foam. Measurements (markers) and
identified viscoelastic model (straight line).

5
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Figure 6: Three configurations under study. Aluminum panel (white), Rubber material (black), Poroacoustic material (hatched).

3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

This numerical study explores the feasability of using the porous materials characterised
in the previous section as a free layer damping treatment. Finite simulations on a simple
test case aim at comparing the vibration damping performances of both foams to that of
a rubber material classically used in the automotive industry.
3.1

Description of the test case

A typical vibration damping soundproof treatment applied in the automotive industry
consists in a vibration damping layer (generally made of rubber) secured to the panel
surface of the vehicle and a sound proof layer formed on the vibration damping layer [7].
This kind of treatment is classically applied on the floor of the vehicle [1]. To explore the
vibration damping performance of foams, three structural configurations are considered:
1. Bare aluminum panel (Fig. 6.(1))
2. Aluminum panel + Poroacoustic material (Fig. 6.(2))
3. Aluminum panel + Viscoelastic rubber material + Poroacoustic material (Fig.
6.(3))
The dimensions of the aluminum panel are 0.42 m × 0.36 m × 3 mm. The thickness of the
vibration damping layer and the sound proof layer taken in this study are respectively
1 mm and 10 mm. In the configuration no 2, the poroacoustic material is modeled as
a viscoelastic material, whose shear modulus depends on frequency, according to the
fractional derivative model identified in the previous section and whose Poisson ratio is
considered is arbitrarily taken as constant (ν = 0.3 for the melamine foam and ν = 0.35
for the polyurethane foam). In the configuration no 3, the viscoelastic rubber material
considered for the vibration damping layer is the one characterised in [8], which is a selfadhesive synthetic rubber from an automotive TIER supplier. The frequency dependency
of its shear modulus is described by a fractional derivative model whose parameters are:
G0 = 8.59 104 Pa G∞ = 5.34 107 Pa τ = 10−4 s α = 0.72

(6)

In the last configuration, the poroacoustic material is modelled as an elastic material
with structural damping, as it is usually done in vibroacoustic simulations. The shear
modulus is then taken as constant and equal to the relaxed modulus G0 (see Eq. (4) and
(5)). A structural damping of 0.06 is considered for the melamine foam and of 0.37 for
the polyurethane foam (these values correspond to the average damping ratio over the
6
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Figure 7: Finite element mesh for configuration 3 and location of the unit load point.

Melamine foam
Configuration
2
3
Added mass (kg) 0.0151 kg 0.1814 kg
Added mass (%)
1.2%
14.8%

Polyurethane foam
2
3
0.0726 kg 0.2389 kg
5.9%
19.5%

Table 1: Added mass of the vibration damping (soundproof) treatment for each configuration.

frequency range [1, 800] Hz). The density of the melamine foam is 10 kg/m3 and that of
the polyurethane foam is 48 kg/m3 .
The panels are simply supported. Figure 7 shows the finite element mesh and indicates
the location of the unit load point. In the finite element model, all layers are modeled
with 20-node hexaedral element. Frequency responses are defined as the ratio between
the displacement of the structure along the x-axis at the load point and the applied
load. Frequency responses are computed on the frequency range [0, 800] Hz as structural
vibration issues generally occurs in the low frequency range.
3.2

Results and discussion

Figures 8 and 9 compare the frequency response of configurations 1 to 3 for the
melamine foam and the polyurethane foam respectively. In both cases, the frequency
response corresponding to the third configuration is more damped. It should be noted
that the differences between both configurations 3 is due to the difference of density between the melamine foam and the polyurethane foam. The latter acts as a more efficient
constraining layer for the viscoelastic damping layer.
However, one can notice that the polyurethane foam taken as a free layer damping (configuration 2 in Figure 9) introduces significant damping in the system. This result supports
the possibility of tailoring porous materials that sufficiently damp structural vibrations
while decreasing the overall weight of the car body, as evidenced by Table 1.

7
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Figure 8: Frequency responses of the panel for configurations 1 to 3 using melamine foam.

Figure 9: Frequency responses of the panel for configurations 1 to 3 using polyurethane foam.

8
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this work was to investigate the possibility to use porous acoustic treatments to achieve structural vibration damping. Numerical simulations of multilayer panels
were carried out using the viscoelastic properties of two foams identified through DMA
measurements. Results show that the polyurethane foam under study taken could be used
as a free layer damping treatment to significantly reduce structural vibrations.
In this work, only the viscoelastic properties of foams were under study. The next step
is to introduce frequency-dependent elastic properties of foams in a elasto-poro-acoustic
model and perform dynamic experiments on multilayer panels. Comparison of numerical
and experimental structural responses would help understanding whether the viscoelastic
properties measured by DMA could be solely attributed to the dissipative properties of
the frame or be influenced by fluid-structure coupling. In [9], the fluid-structure coupling
is considered lower in the case of cylindrical samples under torsion loading (as presented
in this work), but to which extent?
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Abstract. We developed boundary conditions for particle based fluid simulation with
implicitly defined walls. We employed moving particle semi-implicit as a particle simulation method, and all walls in the computational domain are defined by implicit function
form. In existing particle based fluid simulation methods with implicitly defined walls,
boundary conditions are formulated by assuming wall particles are arranged along flat
planes. This formulation, however, causes particle clustering near walls and inaccurate
pressure distribution because of the inappropriate assumption. We addressed this problem by considering contributions of non-planar wall shapes. We uniformly distributed
dummy particles around the implicitly defined wall boundaries using the characteristics
of implicit function form. The dummy particles are used only for precomputation, therefore no dummy particles are needed at the time of actual simulation. Since our proposed
method takes the non-planar boundaries into account, wall weight functions are more accurately evaluated, and as a result, unnatural fluid behavior around walls are improved.
Our test results show that the unnatural clustering and inaccurate pressure distribution
are enhanced by our proposed method.

1

INTRODUCTION

We developed boundary conditions for particle based fluid simulation. As a particle
simulation method, moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) [1] is employed, and all wall
shapes are defined by implicit function form. Implicit function form is useful representation technique created not only from point sets generated by real world objects [2], but
also from simple user interactive modeling [3]. In spite of the advantages of implicit function form, fluid simulation with implicit function form is under developing for industrial
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purposes. For example, existing particle based fluid simulation methods for implicit function form [4] assume wall particles arranged along flat planes when formulating boundary
conditions. This assumption, however, causes particle clustering near walls and inaccurate
pressure distribution.
In order to overcome this problem, some techniques are developed for polygon wall
boundaries. Boundary conditions for polygon walls are firstly developed by [5]. Since this
technique does not require any particles on and outside the walls, the total number of
particles is reduced. Although the simulation with polygon walls is performed efficiently
by reducing particles, inaccurate fluid motion is observed. Recently, this problem has
been handled by taking non-planar wall shapes into account in [6], and improved in [7, 8].
We addressed the problems caused by the assumption of flat planes for implicit function form. In order to evaluate the contributions of non-planar boundary conditions,
dummy particles are uniformly arranged around the implicitly defined walls using the
characteristics of implicit function form. The generated dummy particles are used only
for precomputation, therefore no dummy particles are needed at the time of actual simulation.
Since our proposed method takes the non-planar shapes into account, wall weight
functions used in implicit function form are more accurately evaluated. Our test results
show that the unnatural clustering and inaccurate pressure distribution are enhanced by
our proposed method.
2
2.1

DISCRETIZATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR IMPLICITLY
DEFINED WALLS
Discretization of MPS with implicitly defined walls

We assume that fluid is incompressible, and such fluid motion is governed by the
following Navier-Stokes equations:
Dρ
= 0,
(1)
Dt
1
Dv
= − ∇p + ν∇2 v + g,
(2)
Dt
ρ
where ρ is the density, t is the time, v is the velocity, p is the pressure, ν is the dynamic
viscosity, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Here, Equation (1) represents the
incompressible condition, and Equation (2) is the law of momentum conservation.
In MPS, fluid is represented by particles xt1 , xt2 , xt3 , · · · , xtN . When each particle is
t
moving with velocities v1t , v2t , v3t , · · · , vN
, the positions and velocities of fluid are updated
through the following discretized equations:
vi∗ = vik + ∆t(ν∇2 vi + g),
x∗i = xki + ∆tvi∗ ,
1
vik+1 = vi∗ + ∆t− ∇pi ,
ρ
1
= x∗i + ∆t2 − ∇pi .
xk+1
i
ρ
2
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Since the walls are represented by implicit function form (f (x) = 0: f (x) > 0 inside and
f (x) < 0 outside) but not by particles, we divide the pressure and viscosity terms into
the contribution of fluid and walls.
1
1
1
− ∇pi = − ∇pif + − ∇piw ,
ρ
ρ
ρ
2
2
ν∇ vi = ν∇ vif + ν∇2 viw ,
where − ρ1 ∇pif and ν∇2 vif represent the contribution of fluid, and − ρ1 ∇piw and
ν∇2 viw represent the contribution of walls. Because fluid is represented by particles, we
can discretize the terms, − ρ1 ∇pif and ν∇2 vif , in the same way as original MPS [1].


1
pj − p̂i
D 
∗
∗
∗
∗
− ∇pif = − 0
(x − xi )w(xj − xi ) ,
(3)
ρ
ρn i=j x∗j − x∗i 2 j

2D   k
ν∇2 vif = ν 0
(vj − vik )w(xkj − xki ) ,
λn i=j
where D is the number of spacial dimensions, n0 is the particle number density constant, p̂i
is the minimum pressure within the effective radius of the weight function, w(xkj − xki )
is a weight function, and λ is the Laplacian model coefficient. In contrast, the terms,
− ρ1 ∇piw and ν∇2 viw , need special treatment to evaluate the contribution without
particles.
As mentioned above, MPS evaluates the interactions of particles using a weight function. In this paper, we employ the following weight function.

re
− 1 (0 ≤ r ≤ re )
w(r) = r
,
0
(re < r)
where re is the effective radius. For Equation (3), the pressure values are evaluated
through the pressure Poisson equation:
∇2 pif + ∇2 piw = −

ρ n∗i − n0
pi
+
,
2
0
∆t
n
(∆tcs )2

where the second term on the right hand side is added for the stability. The contribution
of fluid is evaluated in the same way as original MPS

2D  
∇2 pif =
(pj − pi )w(x∗j − x∗i ) ,
0
λn i=j
but the contribution of walls, ∇2 piw , has to be reformulated without particles. As a
boundary condition in the pressure Poisson equation for free surface particles, the pressure
of the particles is set to zero when n∗i < 0.97n0 . The particle number density n∗i is
evaluated using the weight function as

n∗i =
w(x∗j − x∗i ) + n∗iw .
i=j

3
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The first term on right hand side is the contribution of fluid and can be calculated in
the same way as original MPS. However, the contribution of walls, n∗iw , needs special
treatment again.
In MPS with implicitly defined walls, the contribution of walls is evaluated as
1
l − d∗i ∇f (x∗i )
− ∇piw =
,
ρ
∆t2 ∇f (x∗i )
2D
ν∇2 viw = −ν 0 vik nkiw ,
λn
2ρ(l
− d∗i )d∗i
,
∇2 piw =
λ∆t2
where d∗i is the distance between the fluid particle and the walls. We estimate the distance
d∗i using the following approximation:
|f (x∗i )|
∗
di ≈
.
(4)
∇f (x∗i )
The particle number density is one of the important quantities for the reliable fluid
simulation. The existing particle based methods with implicitly defined walls assume that
the wall is locally flat [4]. Under this assumption, the dummy particles are arranged along
the flat plane, and the particle number density of walls can be evaluated using the dummy
particles as

k
Wiw
≈
w(xka − xki ),
(5)
a

where the index a indicates the dummy particles. Note that Equation (5) can be the
function of the distance from the walls, and we can make lookup tables beforehand. Our
method inherits this feature from the existing methods, so no dummy particle is required
during actual simulation.
2.2

Estimation of particle number density of walls without particles

In Section 2.1, the particle number density of walls, which is also called the wall weight
function, is formulated assuming flat planes, and that wall weight function is inaccurate. As a result, this assumption causes unnatural clustering and inaccurate pressure
distribution as shown in Figure 2(a) and 3(a).
We extend the method proposed in [7] for polygon walls to avoid this problem. In the
polygon model [7], dummy particles are arranged on and outside walls using a uniform
grid. Our proposed method arranges the dummy particles more uniformly using the
characteristics of implicit function form.
If we assume that the dummy particles are arranged by our proposed method (See
Section 3 for the arrangement technique), our method evaluates the wall weight function
Zm at every uniform grid point in the same way as the polygon model.

w(xb − xm ),
Zm =
b

4
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where the index m indicates the grid points, and b indicates the generated dummy particles
on and outside the walls. During the actual simulation, the wall weight function of each
fluid particle is estimated as
k
nkiw = Ci Wiw
,

where Ci can be evaluated by the linear interpolation of Cm at the neighboring grid points.
As a precomputation, we evaluate Cm using the following equation
Cm =

Zm
.
k
Wmw

k
The value Ci is used to transfer the wall weight function for flat plane, Wiw
, into the one
k
for non-planar walls, niw [7].

3

PARTICLE ARRANGEMENT FOR IMPLICITLY DEFINED WALLS

For the evaluation of the wall weight function, we have to arrange dummy particles
on and outside the walls. In this section, we propose a dummy particle arrangement
technique for implicitly defined walls using the characteristics of implicit function form
by extending the method proposed in [7, 9].
The weight function is more influenced by closer particles, so the dummy particles
on wall boundaries, which is the most internal ones, are the most important for the
wall weight function. In MPS, the uniformity of particles is crucial factor for simulation
accuracy. Firstly, we arrange the particles by Poisson disk sampling (PDS) [10] only on
wall boundaries. However, the generated particles are not uniform (not equal distance to
the neighboring dummy particles). For the uniformity of dummy particles on the walls,
we relaxed the generated dummy particles using the surface relaxation method proposed
in [9].
The surface relaxation method in [9] is designed for signed distance functions but
not for general implicit function form. We propose the idea to extend their method for
more general implicit function form. To relax the particles, the distance from the wall
boundaries to the particle and its direction are required. We evaluate the distance using
Equation (4), and the direction with the following approximation
d≈

∇f (x)
.
∇f (x)

This assumptions of the distance and direction are accurate only around the wall boundaries [4]. The distance and direction are required only around the boundaries in [9], so
our approximation here is appropriate for the surface relaxation.
After arranging the surface dummy particles, we distribute the dummy particles outside
the walls in the same way as [9]: Distribute dummy particles with volume PDS, and then
apply the volume relaxation. At this time, the distance and direction are also required,
and using the distance, we distribute the particles within the distance 1.5re from the walls
to cover the effective region and maintain the uniformity of particles. We use the same
5
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definitions as surface sampling for the distance and direction. The whole process of the
dummy particle generation is shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, although the particle distribution of surface and volume without
relaxation is not uniform (not equal distance to the neighbors), the relaxed dummy particles are more uniformly distributed. In Figure 1(d), the most outer layer of particles looks
less uniformly, but this ununiformity does not affect the simulation results because these
particles are beyond the effective radius of simulation. For this purpose, we generated the
dummy particles beyond the effective radius.
4

RESULTS

We tested the effectiveness of our proposed method with a two dimensional hydrostatic
problem. We defined the wall boundary using the following equation
x2 + y 2 − r 2 = 0
with r = 0.4. We generated fluid particles in the region y < 0 inside the wall with l = 0.01,
and we use ρ = 1000, re = 3.1l and ∆t = 0.003 in this numerical test. For the numerical
stability, we apply the collision model used in [8].
Figure 2 shows the results of the previous model with implicit function form explained
in Section 2.1, and of our proposed method at 5000 frame. From Figure 2, we can confirm
that the previous method suffers from unnatural clustering of fluid particles while our
method appropriately eases this problem.
Figure 3 shows the evaluated pressure values at 5000 frame. As shown in Figure 3, the
previous method suffers from the errors caused by the inaccurate wall weight function and
the clustering of fluid particles near walls. Our method reproduced the pressure values
following the analytical solution.
5

CONCLUSION

We proposed a boundary condition of MPS with implicitly defined walls. In the previous method, only flat walls are considered for the particle number density and result in
unnatural clustering and inaccurate pressure distribution.
For the avoidance of this problem, we developed a method to evaluate the wall weight
functions considering non-planar wall shapes. To effectively estimate the contribution
of walls for particle number density, we extended the method proposed in [7, 9]. Our
proposed method uniformly arranges dummy particles on and outside the walls. Since
the uniformity of dummy particles is the important factor for accuracy, we carefully
distribute the dummy particles using the characteristics of implicit function form. Our
test results show that the unnatural clustering and inaccurate pressure distribution in the
previous method are improved by our proposed method.
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(a) Generated dummy particles by surface PDS

(b) Relaxed dummy particles by surface relaxation

(c) Dummy particles after volume PDS

(d) Final distribution of dummy particles after
volume relaxation

Figure 1: Generation process of dummy particles. The orange line indicates the wall boundary, and the
brown points show the dummy particles.
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(a) Previous method

(b) Proposed method
Figure 2: Simulated results of a hydrostatic problem. The color of the fluid particles represents the
pressure distribution (blue is low and red is high).

(a) Previous method

(b) Proposed method

Figure 3: Pressure values within the effective radius from the walls evaluated by the previous method
and the proposed method. The red lines indicate the analytical solution and the blue points indicate the
evaluated values.
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Abstract. A Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) with moment based boundary conditions
is used to numerically simulate the two-dimensional flow between parallel plates, driven
by a pulsating pressure gradient. The flow is simulated by using a single relaxation
time model under both non-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions. Convergence is
investigated by using two distinct approaches. The first approach uses acoustic scaling in
which we fix Mach, Reynolds and Womersley numbers whilst varying the LBM relaxation
time. Diffusive scaling is used in the second approach - here we fix the Reynolds and
Womersley numbers and the relaxation time whilst the Mach number decreases with
increasing grid size. For no-slip conditions using acoustic scaling, the numerical method
converges, but not always to the appropriate analytical result. However, the diffusive
scaling approach performs as expected in this case, showing second-order convergence to
the correct analytical result. Convergence to the analytical solution (though not always
second-order) is also observed for the simulations with Navier-slip using diffusive scaling.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is considered as category of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) methods for fluid simulation. The LBM evolved from the Lattice Gas
Automata (LGCA) [13]. The simple model of LBM is the Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook
(BGK) collision model [4]. Moreover, the LBE is constructed to recover the Navier-Stokes
equations in the macroscopic limit.
Many boundary conditions have been developed for the LBM. The most commonly
used are bounce back boundary conditions. In this paper, a moment-based method is
used. This imposes constraints on the hydrodynamic moments of the particle distribution
function. This method may be viewed as an extension and generalisation of a method
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originally proposed by Noble et. al [10] for a six-point lattice. Moment-based conditions
eliminate the viscosity-dependent error associated with bounce-back and allows the user
to impose a variety of hydrodynamic constraints at grid points. This method has already
been applied to several flows such as rarefied flow with first order Navier-Maxwell slip
boundary conditions [11], and a diffusive slip [3] and no-slip such as [9] and wetting
conditions for multiphase flow (Hantsch and Reis) [6], and adiabatic and heat source
conditions (Allen and Reis) [1]. In all cases, second order accuracy has been confirmed
numerically.
In this paper, we explore the performance of the LBM with moment based boundary
conditions to simulate pulsatile flow between parallel plates, subject to both no-slip and
Navier-slip conditions at solid boundaries. In Section 2, we introduce the discrete velocity
Boltzmann equation and the Lattice Boltzmann Method. We illustrate the moment-based
boundary condition in Section 3. In Section 4.1 we give the exact solutions for the pulsatile
flow. Section 4.2 shows the results for these simulation and investigates the convergence
for (i) fixed Mach, Womersley and Reynolds numbers and varying relaxation time (ii) fixed
Womersley and Reynolds numbers and relaxation time and Mach ∼ δx → 0. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.
2

THE DISCRETE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
The discrete velocity Boltzmann equation with he BGK collision operator is [12]
1
∂t fα + cα .  fα = − (fα − fα0 ) + Fα ,
(1)
τ

where {cα } is a finite set of discrete particle velocities corresponding to the finite set of
distribution functions {fα } for the D2 Q9 lattice (see Figure 1), τ is the relaxation time
and Fα is the forcing term.

Figure 1: D2 Q9 Lattice

The BGK collision operator leads to relax the fα to the equilibrium with the given
relaxation time. The functions fα0 are the equilibrium distribution
functions for the D2 Q9
8
model.
The first two moments of fα are density ρ =
α=0 fα and momentum ρu =
8
0
c
f
the
same
as
the
first
two
moment
of
f
.
The
momentum
flux tensor is Π =
α α
α
α=0
8
0
α=0 cα cα fα and the equilibrium momentum flux tensor
8 is Π = P I + ρuu where I is the
Kronecker delta function. The third moment is Q = i=0 ci ci ci fi .
The evolution equation for the hydrodynamic moments are obtained by taking zero,
first and second moments of the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation (1) respectively,
2
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∂t ρ + ∇.ρu = 0,

∂t (ρu) + ∇.Π = F,

∂t Π + ∇.Q = − τ1 (Π − Π0 ) + Fu + uF.

(2)

The density and momentum with body force F = ρg are conserved by collisions in first
and second equation of equations (2). By applying the Chapman Enskog expansion to
the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation, we write
Π = Π0 + τ Π1 + O(τ 2 ),

Q = Q0 + τ Q1 + O(τ 2 ),

∂t = ∂t0 + τ ∂t1 + O(τ 2 ),

(3)

and we find the first order correction to the momentum flux tensor to be (Π1 ), which is the
Newtonian viscous stress tensor. The stress tensor is Π1 = − 13 ρ[(∇u) + (∇u)T ] + O(M a3 )
where (ν = τ3 ) is the kinematic viscosity and (µ = τ3ρ ) is the dynamic viscosity. Thus
equations (2), include the Continuity and Navier-Stokes equations. The Mach number
(M ) is defined as M = cUs  1, where cs = 13 is the sound speed (in lattice units) and U
is taken as a characteristic velocity.
The LBE is found by using the integration on both sides of the equation (1) over a
characteristic for time and using the Trapezoidal Rule to integrate and estimate the right
δt
hand side. Defining f α = fα + 2τ
(fα − fα0 ) − δ2t Fα , we get
f α (x + cα δt , t + δt ) − f α (x, t) = −



1 
f α (x, t) − fα0 (x, t) − τ Fα ,
τ

(4)

t
where τ = τ +0.5δ
. Note that the transformation from fα to f α is required to obtain an
δt
explicit algorithm. The associated macroscopic quantities for the transformed variables
are


δt
(5)
ρ=
f α = ρ, ρu =
cα f α = ρu + ρ F,
2
α
α

δt
2τ + δt
δt
Π − Π0 − (Fu + uF) .
Π=
cα cα f α =
(6)
2τ
2τ
2
α

3

MOMENT BOUNDARY CONDITION

At planar boundaries aligned with grid points, the D2 Q9 LBM post-streaming always
has three unknown incoming distributions which can be found from three linearly independent moment conditions. The moment-based boundary methodology involves imposing
physical constraints on three linearly independent hydrodynamic moments, from which
we obtain the three unknown distribution functions at a boundary.
To apply this condition we consider that we have solid wall at the north and south flow
boundaries. After the streaming step, the unknown distribution functions f 4 , f 7 and f 8
at the north boundary and f 2 , f 5 and f 6 at the south boundary.
The Navier-slip boundary condition is implemented by choosing three linearly independent moments from Table (1). Here we choose the tangential momentum ρux , vertical
velocity momentum ρuy and the tangential momentum flux tensor Πxx at the wall. We
impose them as ρux = us , ρuy = 0, Πxx = ρ3 + ρu2s where us is the slip velocity (we also
3
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note that p = ρ3 is the pressure). The tangential momentum flux tensor is defined as
Πxx = Π0xx + τ Π1xx . Furthermore, Π1xx  ∂x ux and this is zero under either slip or no-slip
boundary conditions. At north or south boundaries, then, ρuy = 0, ρux = ρus − δ2t ρGx
and Πxx = ρ3 + ρu2s − ρGx us where F = ρ (Gx , 0) is the body force.
Table 1: Moments at the North and South boundary.
Moments
ρ, ρuy , Πyy
ρux , Πxy , Πxyy
Πxx , Πxxy , Πxxyy

Combination at the North boundary
f4 + f 7 + f 8
f8 − f 7
f8 + f 7

Combination at the South boundary
f 2 + f 5 + f6
f5 − f 6
f5 + f 6

Now, we solve the system which is equations (7) to find the unknown distribution
functions.


δt
ρux = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 − f 3 + f 6 + f 7 = ρus − ρGx ,
2


ρuy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 = 0,
 ρ

Πxx = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 + f 3 + f 6 + f 7 = + ρu2s − ρGx us .
(7)
3
For example, the unknown distribution functions at the North wall are f 4 , f 7 and f 8
 ρ

f 4 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + 2 f 5 + f 6 − − ρu2s + ρGx us ,
(8)
3
ρ δt
1
1
δt
f 7 = −f 3 − f 6 + + ρGx − ρus + ρu2s − ρGx us ,
(9)
6
4
2
2
2
ρ δt
1
1
δt
f 8 = −f 1 − f 5 + − ρGx + ρus + ρu2s − ρGx us ,
(10)
6
4
2
2
2


where ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 3 + 2 f 2 + f 5 + f 6 is found from the definition of the density and
ρuy . The slip velocity is proportional to the shear stress at the wall us = ls ∂y uwall thus,
ls
us = − Πxy and
µ


6ls
1
us =
(11)
f 1 − f 3 + 2f 5 − 2f 6 + ρGx
ρ (1 + 2τ + 6ls )
2

where ls is slip length. By using ux = us = 0 we can find the unknown distribution
functions with non-slip boundary condition.
4
4.1

SIMULATIONS
The exact solutions for pulsatile flow

The 2D pulsatile flow or Womersley flow is driven by a pulsating pressure gradient.
The pulsating pressure gradient is implemented by using an equivalent body force Gx =
(2Uc ν/h2 ) cos(wt) in the x-direction where h is the channel half-width, Uc is the centreline
Uc h
speed for the zero frequency case (i.e. Poiseuille flow), ν = Re
kinematic viscosity and
cl
4
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Recl is the centreline Reynolds number. The exact solution with a no-slip boundary
condition at ux = 0 at y = ±h is





cosh (1 + i)W0 hy
i2πt
ux
−i
e P ,
=
1−
(12)
Uc
W0
cosh ((1 + i)W0 )
√
w
h is the dimensionless Womersley number, ω =
where i = −1, W0 =
2ν
pulsation angular frequency, P is the period and t is the time.

2π
P

x
| at y = ±h is
The exact solution with Navier-slip condition ux = us = ls | du
dy




 


y
y
cosh
(1
+
i)
W
cosh
(1
+
i)
W
i2πt
i
ux
us
0h
0h
+
e P ,
=
1−
Uc
Uc cosh ((1 + i) W0 )
W0
cosh ((1 + i) W0 )

(i − 1) Kn sinh ((1 + i) W0 )
us
,
=
Uc
W0 [cosh ((1 + i) W0 ) − Kn W0 (1 + i) sinh ((1 + i) W0 )]

is the

(13)

(14)

where Kn = lhs is the dimensionless slip length. Clearly, the exact solutions for no-slip
and for Navier slip are both independent of the Reynolds number.
4.2

Simulation

We use the LBM and the boundary conditions discussed above to simulate pulsatile
flow. The domain is horizontally periodic. We use computational grids with dimensions
nx × ny where nx = 2 and ny = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512. In the lattice units, the channel
half width is h = n2y . The norm error L2 (p) over a single period

1 1 
|uLBE (l, j, θ, p) − uExact (l, j, θ, p) |2 ,
(15)
 L (p) 2 =
nθ nx ny i,j
where l = 0, ..., nx , j = 0, ..., ny and the nθ is the number of angles in a period (we use
nθ = 8) here. The total computation is run until t = kP where k is the number of periods
required for the computations to reach a fully-periodic state.
4.2.1

Simulation under no-slip boundary condition

First simulation: acoustic scaling
In this simulation, the centreline velocity is fixed at Uc = 0.1 (in lattice units). This
also fixes the Mach number and gives a guarantee that the M  1. In this approach,
we fix the centreline Reynolds number Recl = Uνc h as we vary the grid size. This specifies
ν and thus gives the relaxation time τ = 3ν. Fixing the Womersley number means that
y πRecl
the period P = n2W
thus the timestep δt = 1/P is proportional to the grid increment
2
0 Uc
δx = 2/ny and thus halves as we double the grid size. The convergence study is carried
5
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-1

0.008
0.006
0.004

ux/Uc

ux/Uc

out by changing the grid size ny and the correspondingly changing τ and P to keep the
Reynolds and Womersley numbers constant.
We choose Womersley numbers close to those used in the literature such as ( [7], [2]
and [5]). Figure (2)(a) shows that for low frequency W0 = 0.194 the velocity is parabolic.
Similar results are found for a range of Recl and grid size for this low frequency case.
For the high-frequecy case W0 = 12.533, the velocity profile flattens. The simulations
successfully predicts this behaviour for different Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.5 to
500. Typical results are shown in Figure (2)(a) and (b) with grid size 64.
For moderate W0 , however, the LBM velocity does not agree with the analytical solution for low Recl =0.5 as shown in Figures (2)(c) and (d), even as we increase the grid size.
Indeed, the simulation appears to converge to a solution different from the exact solution
for these parameters. In this case we note that the kinematic viscosity ν ≈ n10y increases
y
1
when the period P ≈ 50n
increases. Thus, λ = τ +0.5
is so small that the LBM does not
100
have sufficient time to react to the changing pressure gradient and this remains the case
even for large grid sizes. For higher Recl better agreement is found between numerical
and analytical results (see Figure (2)(e)). Here, the rate of relaxation is λ ≥ 0.5 and the
period is P = 50ny so the LBM does have sufficient time to react to the pressure changes
in this case.
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Figure 2: (a) W0 = 0.194, Recl =5 (b) W0 = 12.533 with Recl =50 (c), (d) W0 = 3.963, Recl =0.5 and (e)
W0 = 3.963, Recl =5. Blue lines: LBE; ∗: exact solution.

In this simulation set up, for low Womersley number the norm error flattens off for
every Reynolds number (i.e. the method does not converge to the analytical solution) as
shown in Figure (3)(a). Similar behaviour has been observed by Artoli [2] for W0 ≈ 15
6
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and W0 ≈ 8 in 2D and 3D. Note also that Latt [8] noted that the error is increased
with high grid size in some cases. As the Womersley number increases the method does
converge for higher Reynolds number as shown in Figure (3). However, in each case the
numerical process does converge as the grid size increases, even if the the results do not
necessarily converge to the analytical results. This is demonstrated in Figure (4), where
the error between the velocities computed using grid sizes 16 - 256 are compared with
those obtained using ny = 512.
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Number of grid points
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Figure 3: Norm error for acoustic scaling.
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Figure 4: Numerical norm error for acoustic scaling for W0 = 3.963.

Second simulation: diffusive scaling
Noting in some cases the lack of convergence to the analytical solutions of the acoustic
scaling approach used above, our second approach uses so-called diffusive scaling. In this
case, the relaxation time τ is fixed. Given that this determines ν, we fix the centreline
c ny
Reynolds number Recl = U2ν
by varying the centreline velocity Uc proportional to grid
2

y)
spacing δx = 2/ny . In this case, fixing the Womersley number leads to a period P = 3π(n
4W02 τ
and thus δt ∼ δx2 so the timestep reduces by a factor of 4 as we double the grid size.
The convergence study is otherwise similar to that used for the acoustic scaling i.e. we fix
Recl , W0 and τ as we vary the grid size, and we note that the Mach number is inversely
proportional to ny in this case.
This approach is used by Artoli [2], He and Lou [7], Latt [8] and Cosgrove et. al [5].
Initially we choose τ = 0.6 as used by Artoli [2], He and Lou [7].

7
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Figure 5: The velocity for τ =0.6. Blue lines: LBE; ∗: exact solution.
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Figure 6: (a) and (b) are the norm error vs period number, and (c) norm error vs ny for τ = 0.6.

The comparisons between the analytical and numerical solutions of the velocity profile
for a range of Womersley numbers are successful as shown in the Figure (5)(a-c). Note
that convergence to the final preiodic state is not instantaneous, but must take place over
a number of periods. Furthermore, the number of development periods depends upon W0
and the grid size, as shown in Figure (6)(a), (b).
However, Figure (6) shows second-order convergence is eventually found for a range of
W0 . Similar convergence behaviour was found by He and Lou [7], Artoli [2], Latt [8] and
Cosgrove et. al [5].
4.2.2

The simulation with Navier-slip boundary condition

This simulation is again set up using diffusive scaling i.e. with fixed relaxation time
and δt ∼ δx2 . In this simulation, we choose a range of different slip lengths to investigate
its effect on the velocity profile and the norm error with different Womersley number.
Figure (7) demonstrates there is a strong agreement between predictions of the LBE
and the exact solution of pulsatile flow. The effect of slip velocity is clear here. For
example, Figure (7) shows there are different slip velocities and they are generally larger
in magnitude with Kn = 0.388 than those for Kn = 0.194. Moreover, the slip velocities
are reduced with Kn = 0.0194 as shown in Figure (7) and the results are very close to
those for no-slip.
8
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Figure 7: (a), (b) and (c) W0 = 0.3545, τ = 0.6; (d), (e) and (f) W0 = 3.545, τ =0.6; (g),(h) and (i)
W0 = 11.201, τ =0.6. Blue: LBE; red: exact solution.

Convergence behaviour for the Navier-slip simulation is shown in Figure (8). We first
note that the numerical results and consequent error behaviour are, for given W0 , Kn ,
completely determined by the τ value. Thus, for given τ, W0 , Kn , we get the same results
if we double Recl as we double the grid size as we get when we fix Recl . We note that,
for τ = 6, convergence is generally second-order independent of W0 and Kn . For τ =
0.6 and 0.06, however, convergence becomes approximately first-order for non-zero Kn as
the grid size increases, and errors are generally larger for large values of Kn .
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Figure 8: The order of norm error at different Kn with Navier-slip boundary condition.

Since the slip velocity is found as an outcome of the simulations, it is interesting to
investigate how the error in slip velocity influences the overall error as shown in Figure
(9). Generally, the value of the norm error in the velocity is larger than the value of norm
error in the slip velocity at each Womersley number, relaxation time, Kn and grid size
which we can see in Figure(8) and Figure(9).
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Figure 9: The order of norm error for slip velocity at different Kn with Navier-slip boundary condition.

5

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have performed the numerical simulation of pulsatile flow in two
dimensions by using the lattice Boltzmann equation with moment based boundary conditions to impose both no slip and Navier-slip condiitons. Grid convergence studies were
performed using two distinct approaches. In the first, acoustic scaling was used in which
the Mach, Reynolds and Womersley numbers were all kept constant. In the second approach, diffusive scaling was used. Here, the Reynolds and Womersley numbers, and
the lattice relaxation parameter were all kept constant. The velocity profile was computed and compared with analytical solutions. Also, norm errors were computed and the
method was shown to be second-order for diffusive scaling for the no-slip case. However,
the second order accuracy was not demonstrated for acoustic scaling. The reason for
this is that the small relaxation rates required at small Recl , meaning that the velocity
has insufficient time to relax to equilibrium. For Navier-slip, convergence was generally
second-order for τ = 6, but appeared to approach first-order for τ = 0.6, 0.06 for non-zero
Kn . Errors in computing slip length were generally less than those for the velocity overall.
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Abstract. The effective viscosity in the Brinkman filtration equation is determined by
a numerical simulation. The porous medium is modelled by a bundle of parallel fibers
arranged in a regular square array. In the first step, in order to determine the permeability, the
flow driven by the pressure gradient in an unbounded porous medium is considered. The flow
is longitudinal with respect to fibers. In the second step, to determine the effective viscosity,
the Poisseulle flow in a flat layer of porous medium is considered. Comparison of the
tangential stress allows to determine the effective viscosity in filtration equation. In the third
step, to determine the length of the area where the Brinkman equation is applicable, the flow
through a porous medium connected with a pure fluid region is considered The Trefftz
method with the special purpose Trefftz functions is applied in numerical simulations.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the surrounding of a boundary of a porous region with a high porosity adjacent to the
free flow area, two modeling methods are known. In the first method, the Darcy filtration
equation is used to incompressible fluid flow in porous region
µ
∇P = − q
k
(1)
where q is the macroscopic velocity, P is the pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
k is the permeability of the porous medium. In the free flow area the Navier - Stokes
equations are used. The Beavers - Joseph boundary condition is applied for the tangent
component of the velocity vector between this regions [1]. In such modeling a slip constant in
the boundary condition appears. In paper [1] this constant was determined in a physical
experiment, however, in some papers this constant is determined in the numerical experiment.
In the second modeling method, the Brinkman filtration equation [2] is used for a porous
medium with very high porosity in the presence of a free fluid region, or for a wall-bounded
porous medium
µ
∇ P = − q + µ~∇ 2 q
k
(2)
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free flow area

high porosity area

l1

immovable wall

immovable wall

where µ~ is the effective viscosity of the porous medium. As a matter of fact, this is the
Stokes equation for creeping flow with the Darcy resistant term. In contrast to Darcy’s
equation, Eq. (2) includes the term related to the viscous transfer of momentum. The
continuity of the filtration and the free flow velocity is assumed at the contact boundary of the
considered areas [2]. In this modeling case, an effective viscosity in the Brinkman equation
appears. Almost all authors using the Brinkman equation have supposed that the effective
viscosity µ~ is equal to the viscosity μ of a pure fluid. However, there are some papers in
which this viscosity is determined by numerical simulation [3].
The Beavers-Joseph boundary condition appiers in the firs method can be deduced as
a consequence of what is now commonly called the Brinkman equation. In the problem of
flow in a channel bounded by a thick porous wall one gets the same solution with the
Brinkman equation as with the Darcy equation together with the Beavers-Joseph condition,
provided that one identifies the constant α in this condition as µ~ µ . In this way,
experimental or computational data for the constant α can be used for determination of the
effective viscosity.

b

l2

Figure 1. Porous medium with very high porosity region in the presence of free fluid region between two
impermeable walls.

In this paper, a combination of these two modeling approaches is proposed. For this
purpose, it is assumed that in the porous area with high porosity there is a layer near the
boundary in which the flow is governed by the Brinkman filtration equation (2), while in the
rest of the area the flow is governed by the Darcy filtration equation (1). Then we consider
three subareas. At the boundaries the continuity of the velocity vector is assumed. The
problem in such a modeling is connected with the width of this layer l2 and with the unknown
effective viscosity µ~ . To demonstrating of the proposed new model the following numerical
simulation is carried out.
The longitudinal laminar flow (the Poisseulle flow) in a parallel-plate conduit is considered
(Fig. 1). The first half of the considered region is a porous medium and the second one pure
fluid region. The porous medium is modeled as a bundle of parallel fibres arranged in a square
array. The purpose of the present consideration is determination of the effective viscosity µ~
in the Brinkman equation and the width of the layer l2 in which this equation is to be used.
But for do this; the permeability of the porous medium is required. Then to determine the
permeability the flow with the pressure gradient in unbounded porous medium was
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considered. Numerical simulations are conducted using the meshless methods: the special
purpose Trefftz functions (SPTF) [4].
Let us consider a plane infinite channel adjoining with a plane infinite porous region in
which flow is governed by the Darcy filtration equation
dp
µ
= − q D for 0 ≤ x ≤ l1
(3)
dz

k

the Brinkman filtration equation
µ
dp
d 2 qB
= − qB + µ~
for l1 ≤ x ≤ b
dz
k
dx 2

(4)

dp
d 2w
= µ 2 for b ≤ x ≤ 2b
dz
dx

(5)

and the Stokes equation

For the dimensionless variables
W =−

q
µ~
x
k
w
, X = , QB ( D ) = − B2( D ) , K = 2 , α =
2
µ
b
b
b dp
b dp
−
−
µ dz
µ dz

(6)

the governing Eq. (3-5) obtain the form
1
QD = 1 for 0 ≤ X ≤ L1
K
d 2 QB 1
α
− QB = −1 for L1 ≤ X ≤ 1
K
dX 2
2
d W
= −1 for 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
dX 2

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

which is solved with following boundary conditions

QD = QB for X = L1
 Q =W

 dQ = dW for X = 1
 dX dX
W = 0 for X = 2

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

The exact solutions of the problem (7-8) takes the form
 X 
 −X 
QB ( X ) = D1 exp
 + D2 exp
+K
 αK 
 αK 

(9a)

X2
W (X ) = −
+ C1 X + C2
2

(9b)

1
1
 1 
 2L + 1 
exp
(1 − 2 K ) ; D2 = exp 1 (2 K − 1) ;
B
B
 αK 
 αK 
2   2 L1 
1   2 L1 
 2
 2  (1 − 2 K )
C1 = exp
+ 1 ; C 2 = exp
 + exp
 + exp

B   αK 
B   αK 
 αK   αK
 αK

where D1 =

  2 L1  1

 2  1

− 1 + exp
+ 1  .
B = 2 exp



 αK  αK

  αK  αK

3
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2 DETERMINATION OF THE PERMEABILITY
One of the method for determination of the permeability of the porous medium based on
the mesurment filtration velocity at the known pressure gradient. In the present paper the
longitudinal flow problem is consider by using the special purpose Trefftz functions. The
method is semi-analytical. Application of the method gives analytical form of the
dimensionless permeability of the porous medium. Only the unknown coefficients of the
solution are obtained numerically.
Y b)
a)

2a

∂W
=0
∂n

∂W
=0
∂X

2b
W=0
π/4
E
2b

X
∂W
=0
∂Y

1

Figure 2: Unbounded porous medium (a), repeated element Ω F (b).

Let us consider steady, fully developed, laminar, incompressible viscous fluid flow driven by
a constant pressure. A porous medium is modelled by a regular array of parallel fibers. The
flow is longitudinal with respect to fibers. which are arranged in a regular square (Fig. 2a)
arrays. The equation of motion is given by
∇2 w =

1 dp
, in Ω F
µ dz

(10)

where w is the axial velocity, p is the pressure, μ is the viscosity of the fluid, and ΩF is the
fluid domain.
For the dimensionless variables
W =−

w
r
a
, R= , E= .
b
b
b dp
µ dz
2

(11)

the governing Eq. (10) obtain the form
∇ 2W = −1 .

(12)
Equation (12) is solvd with the boundary conditions (no slip and symmetry conditon)
presented on Fig. 2b.
The exact solution of Eq. (12) can be expressed using the special purpose Trefftz functions
W ( R, θ ) = −

(

)

N −1

E 8k
1 2
R − E 2 +  Bk  R 4 k − 4 k
4
R
k =1



R
 cos(4kθ ) + BN ln ,

E
 


(13)
The unknown coefficients Bk (k = 1,…, N) are determined by solving the system of linear
equations resulting from satisfying of the boundary condition ∂W ∂X = 0 for X = 1 , using the
boundary collocation technique [5].
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Using the Darcy law (1) the longitudinal component of the filtration velocity can be related to
the average velocity through the repeated element of the fiber system
qz = −

F (ϕ ) =

k
=
β ⋅ b2

b2

µ

F (ϕ )

 W ( X , Y )dXdY

ΩF

β ⋅ ΩT

dp
dz ,

(14)
where
π

=

1 π 
tan 
2 4

− 2 4 sec (θ )

  W ⋅ RdRdθ

(15)
β = 4 tan(π 4) is parameter of the porous medium.
The dimensionless component of the permeability tensor in the direction parallel to the
fibers is a function of the number of collocation points N and can be calculated from


 E2 1
1
−
−
F =
2
4
12
π 

24 cos 

4


0

E


 





8k
4
N −1



HkE
Gk
πE
1
2

−

−
+
+
+
B
B
ln

k
N



π
π
π

−
+
k
k
4
2
4
2





 32 tan   tan   k =1 
E cos  



4
4
 4
 




3
2



π
π


sin (1 + 4k ) 
sin (1 − 4k ) 
4
4


 , G =
where H k =
.
k
1− 4 k
1+ 4 k
  π 
  π 
(1 − 4k )cos 
(1 + 4k )cos 
  4 
  4 

The value of the permeability parameter is calculated as
σ=

b
=
k
permeability parameter; σ(φ)

permeability; F(φ)

.

(16)

15

1
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β ⋅F
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Figure 3. The non-dimensional component of the permeability tensor in the direction parallel to the fibers and
the permeability parameter. The numerical results (marks) compared with the analytical solution (line)[19]

The value of the dimensionless permeability as a function of the fibers volume fraction is
presented in Fig. 3. The problem was solved for N = 7 collocation points on the boundary.
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The numerical results (marks) are compared with the analytical presented by Drummond and
Tahir [6] (line). Compatibility between the results is great.
3

DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY

In the rotational viscometer the fluid viscosity is determined by measurement of the torque
of the rotating cylindrical surface. The effective viscosity in the Brinkman equation can be
determined in a similar way. In this case the imaginary physical experiment is realized by
a numerical simulation. The porous region is placed between two parallel plates. One plate is
fixed ( q z = 0 ) whereas the other moves with a constant velocity ( q z = u ). The determination
of the effective viscosity is possible by calculation of the shear stress on the moveable plate.
The Brinkman equation for one-dimensional shear flow in the absence of pressure gradient
through the porous layer has the following form
µ
d 2q
µ~ 2z − q z = 0, in Ω F .
(17)
dx

k

where q z is the filtration velocity in direction of fiber axis, µ~ is the effective viscosity of the
fluid.
The Eq. (17) can be written in the non-dimensional form
d 2Q
1
−
Q = 0 in Ω F .
2
αβ F
dX
q
x
k
h
µ~
where Q = z , X = , α = , F = 2 , H = .
u
b
µ
b
4b

(18)

The exact solution takes the form



 X 
 − exp − X  sinh X
exp
 αβ F

 αβ F 
αβ F 




=
Q=
 H


 H 
 − exp − H 
exp
sinh



 αβ F
 αβ F 
 αβ F 










(19)

The tangential stress on the movable plate can be expressed as
τ = µ~

dq z
dx

= µ~
x= H

 H
u 1
coth
 αβ F
b αβ F







(20)

On the other hand, the microstructural shear flow problem between two plates
∂ 2W 1 ∂W
1 ∂ 2W
+
+ 2
=0
2
R ∂R R ∂θ 2
∂R

(21)
with no-slip boundary conditions: W = 0 on the immovable wall and fibers and W = 1 on the
movable wall is solved by means of the Trefftz method. The velocity of the flow is
approximated by a linear combination of special purpose Trefftz functions.
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a) y
movable wall

b
immovable wall

x
2a
2b

b

2bLR

Figure. 4. Wall-bounded porous medium.

Since the array of fibers is streaked and periodic in one direction it is sufficient to consider the
problem only in one repeated strip. The repeated strip is divided into smaller elements
associated with each of the fibers which are called large finite elements.
∂W1 ∂W2
=
∂X 1 ∂X 2
W1 = W2

∂W1
=0
∂Y1

Y1

W1 = 0

1

R1

∂WM
=0
∂YM

YM
RM

θ1
X1

E
1
∂W1
=0
∂Y1

ΘM
XM

WM = 1 1

∂WM −1 ∂WM
=
∂X M −1 ∂X M
WM −1 = WM

Figure. 5. The symmetry lane of porous medium

For each large finite element the approximate solution is express as
W (R, θ ) = C1 ln


R N
E 2 (k −1) 
+  Ck  R (k −1) − (k −1)  cos[(k − 1)θ ]
E k =2 
R


(22)
which satisfies exactly the governing Eq. (21) and some of the boundary conditions. The
unknown coefficients Ck (k = 1,2,…,N) are determined using the boundary collocation
technique by satisfying the remaining boundary conditions (in particular the splitting
boundary conditions between the large finite elements). The tangential stress on the movable
wall can be determined from
τ =µ

1

u dW
dY
b 0 dX

Comparing Eqs. (20) and (23) the following relationship can be written
µ~ c(ϕ , LR, N ) ⋅ αβ F
α= =
µ
 H 

coth

 αβ F 
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1

where c(ϕ , LR, N ) = 
0

dW
dY and LR denotes the number of fibers rows.
dX

The value of the constant c and the dimensionless effective viscosity as a function of the fiber
volume fraction are presented in Fig. 6. The dimensionless effective viscosity was calculated
for 5 collocation points on each boundary and 8 rows of fibers. The effective viscosity is
smaller than the pure fluid viscosity. The ratio of the effective viscosity to the viscosity of the
pure fluid; α at the beginning is decreasing, obtains minimum and then is growing.
10
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Figure 6. Dimensionless effective viscosity α, and the constant c.

2 THE MICROSTRUCTURAL SHEAR FLOW PROBLEM
Let us consider a layer of the porous medium located between two fixed plates (Fig. 1).
The microstructural flow in the layer of porous medium is governed by the dimensionless
Poisson equation
∇ 2W = −1

(25)

free flow area

fixed plate

b

2a
b

2b

H = 2bLR

H

Figure 7. The repeating part of the considered channel
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Figure 8. Large finite element with boundaty conditions

Since the array of fibers is streaked and periodic in one direction it is sufficient to consider the
problem only in one repeated strip (Fig. 7). In all cases the repeated strip is divided into
smaller elements associated with each of the fibers (Fig. 8).
The flow problem is solved by means of the Trefftz method. For each large finite element the
special purpose Trefftz functions are used to express the approximate solution
W (R, θ ) = −

(

)

N −1

1 2
E 2k 
R
R − E 2 +  Bk  R k − k  cos(kθ ) + BN ln ,
4
R 
E
k =1


(26)
Eq. (26) satisfies exactly the governing Eq. (25) and the boundary conditions W = 0 for R = E
and ∂W ∂θ = 0 for θ = {0, π }.
For the free flow area the approximate solution is express as
W ∗ (X , Y ) = −

M
X 2 +Y2 M
+  c n Fn ( X , Y ) +  d n Gn ( X , Y )
4
n =0
n =1

(27)

where Fn(X,Y) and Gn(X,Y) are the trial functions
n
2
 

X n−2 k Y 2 k
Fn ( X , Y ) =  (− 1)
(n − 2k )!(2k )! ;
k =0

Gn ( X , Y ) =

k

 n −1 
 2 



n − 2 k −1

2 k +1

X
Y
k
 (− 1) (n − 2k − 1)!(2k + 1)!
k =0

. (28)
The unknown coefficients Bk (k = 1,2,…,N), cn, dk (k = 1,2,…,M) are determined using the
boundary collocation technique by satisfying the boundary conditions (Fig. 8).
After solution of the microstructural boundary value problem the average value of the velocity
derivative can be calculated
1

ω(X ) = 

dW
dY
dX

(29)
The average velocity derivative ω(X) for the different value of the fiber volume fraction φ are
presented in Fig. 9. The problem was calculated for 5 collocation points on each boundary and
8 rows of fibers. Thus, the width of the area H = 16. The width of the layer with the Brinkman
equation can be determined on the basis of the obtained results, ω(X). It depends on the fiber
volume fraction. The Darcy filtration equation is valid as long as ω(X) is close to zero. For
greater porosity, this area is wider and approximately equals to half of the width of the porous
area. The width of the Brinkman area decreases as the the fiber volume fraction increases.
0
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Figure 9. The average of velocity derivative for different value of the fiber volume fraction.

12 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper to avoid calculation of the slip constant in the Beavers - Joseph boundary
condition the Brinkman filtration layer between porous medium and pure flow fluid area was
introduced. In the Brinkman filtration equation there are two parameters of the porous
medium: the permeability and the effective viscosity. These two parameters were determined
by numerical simulation of an imaginary physical experiment.
The porous medium was modeled by a parallel bundle of straight fibers arranged in a regular
square array. In order to determine the permeability, the flow driven by the pressure gradient
in an unbounded porous medium was considered. To determine the effective viscosity, the
shear flow in a flat layer of porous medium was considered. To determined the width of the
Brinkman filtration area the microstructural shear flow was considered.
In numerical simulations, the Trefftz method with the special-purpose Trefftz functions was
applied. The permeability of the porous medium decreases as the the fiber volume fraction
increases.The effective viscosity is lower than the viscosity of the pure fluid. The ratio of the
effective viscosity to the viscosity of the pure fluid decreases as the porosity decreases.The
width of the Brinkman area decreases as the the fiber volume fraction increases.
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Abstract.
In this work, new Least Square Moving Particle Semi-implicit (LSMPS)
formulations for the modelling of the heat conduction in laser irradiation processes are developed. These new LSMPS formulations guarantee the conservation of the total thermal
energy during the heat exchange between particles. By conducting the heat conduction
simulations, in which the standard LSMPS method can provide accurate temperature
distribution, and by comparing the results with an analytical solution, it was confirmed
that the proposed method is as accurate as the standard LSMPS method. Moreover, the
heat conduction with an external heat source, in which the total thermal energy is not
conserved by using the standard LSMPS method, was successfully simulated by using
the proposed method. The simulation of laser irradiation was also conducted and the
validity of the proposed method has been confirmed by comparing numerical results with
experimental data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Full Lagrangian particle methods have advantages when applied to simulations of multiphysics phenomena such as the free surface flow, fluid-structure interactions, multi-phase
flow, phase change, etc. Particle methods such as the Moving Particle Semi-implicit
method (MPS) [4] and Smoothed Particle Semi-implicit (SPH) [3] methods commonly
calculate the derivatives by involving adjacent particles in a support domain utilising a
weight function. However, the particle methods have been suffering from deterioration
of the accuracy especially for boundary particles because their neighbouring particles
are not distributed isotropically. This deterioration of the accuracy can take place not
only for the boundary particles but also for any particles whose neighbouring particles
are not distributed regularly. To overcome this inaccuracy, the Moving Least Square
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(MLS) method has been applied to the MPS method, being labelled as the Least Square
MPS (LSMPS) [6] method. The LSMPS method can use any polynomial degree for
the interpolation of variables, and therefore it can provide more accurate results when
compared with other particle based methods. More importantly, the LSMPS method can
give accurate results even if the particles are distributed irregularly, which make them
particularly suitable for accurate multi-resolution simulations [7].
The LSMPS method, however, does not guarantee the conservation of the physical
quantities such as the momentum and energy. As Tanaka et al. [7] demonstrated, the
momentum and kinematic energy are well conserved in some cases, however, the conservation of energy is not always fulfilled when least square techniques are used for heat
conduction, such as for example for the laser irradiation process. The laser irradiation
provides a large intake of thermal energy into the surface of the substrate. As a result,
the surface of the substrate accounts for most of the higher temperature and therefore
the temperature distribution is not smooth enough to be interpolated by the least square
method. Therefore, the accurate interpolation is no longer possible even if the least square
formulation is applied. Note that there are many formulations which can conserve the
thermal energy in the traditional MPS and SPH methods [5], however, these methods are
only accurate for regular particle distributions.
In this work, the LSMPS method is improved by considering the conservation of the total thermal energy so that the simulation of heat conduction for laser irradiation processes
can be performed accurately. The multi-resolution particle arrangements are utilised for
the efficient simulation by locating smaller particles only around the laser irradiation area.
The accuracy of the proposed formulations is verified by comparing the results of multiresolution simulations for the heat conduction with analytical solutions and experimental
results.
2
2.1

STANDARD LSMPS METHOD
FORMULATION FOR DERIVATIVES

In the standard LSMPS method, the derivatives for an arbitrary scalar variable f (x)
at the location of particle i is formulated as follows:


�Dx f (x)�i = M (x)−1 i �m (x, f )�i
(1)
�M (v)�i =



�w�ij b (vij ) ⊗ b (vij )

(2)



(3)

j�=i

�m (v, φ)�i =

�w�ij φij b (vij )

j�=i

where x is a coordinate, w is a weight function, Dx is a set of differential operators, M
is a moment matrix, m is a moment vector and b is a set of coordinates. Note that φi
and �φ�i represent a value φ at the location of particle i, and �φ�ij denotes a value defined
2
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between a pair of particles i and j. On the other hand, φij is defined as a relative value
between particles i and j, i.e., φij = φj − φi . For the second order interpolation in two
dimensions, for example, Dx and b are given as follows:
Dx =

�

∂
∂y

∂
∂x

b (v) =

�

∂2
∂x2

∂2
∂x∂y

x y x2 xy y 2

∂2
∂y 2

�T

�T

The weight function w in the LSMPS method is normally defined as:
 �
�2
�
�

|x
|

 1 − ij
|xij | ≤ �R�ij
�R�ij
�w�ij =
�
�



0
|xij | > �R�ij

(4)

(5)

(6)

where R is the radius of the support domain.
2.2

DISCRITISATION FOR HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEMS

The governing equation for the heat conduction problem is defined and can be transformed as follows:
�
�
�
� 2
�
∂ (ρh)
dV = ∇ · (k∇T ) dV =
k∇ T + ∇k · ∇T dV
(7)
∂t

Equation (7) can be discretised directly by utilising the LSMPS method.
2.3

MULTI-RESOLUTION MODELLING

The LSMPS method enables more accurate interpolations even when the size of the
particles differs. However, when the diameters of the particles are varied, a one-way
particle interaction might occur. To prevent this one-way particle interaction, the radius
of the support domain for the multi-resolution simulation is defined between particles i
and j as follows:
�R�ij =

Ri + Rj
2

(8)

By defining the radius of the support domain like this, the one-way particle interaction is
avoided. This feature is important for the conserving formulation described afterwards.
Note that it is verified that the accuracy for the derivatives is good enough even if the
radius of the support domain is changed as in Equation (8) [7].

3
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3

PROPOSED METHOD

The improvements made for the LSMPS method for the thermal problem with laser
irradiation are detailed in this section. In the proposed method, a surface integral is
formulated based on the LSMPS method, and then the governing equation fo the heat
conduction is discretised as heat fluxes between particles.
Let us start with the divergence theorem for an arbitrary vector field v:


∇ · vdV = v · dS
(9)
The left hand side of Equation (9) can be discretised by using the LSMPS method in the
following way:
 



 ∗
xij
−1 
∇ · vdV ≈ Vi �∇ · v�i = Vi
(10)
vij · G wij Hi M (x) i b
L
i
j�=i
where the operator G is an extraction for a gradient from a set of derivatives, e.g.,
 ∂ ∂ T
G (Dx ) = ∂x
. In order to obtain the surface integral from the discretisation for
∂y
the LSMPS method, Equation (10) is transformed as follows:

 vi + vj
· �S (x)�ij + vi · �B (x)�i
(11)
∇ · vdV ≈
2
j�=i
where S and B are called the surface vector and the boundary vector respectively as
defined below:




�S (v)�ij = G 2Vi �w�ij M (v)−1 i b (vij )
(12)




�B (v)�i = −G 2Vi M (v)


−1 
i

j�=i

v +v

�w�ij b (vij )



Regarding that i 2 j is the vector between particles i and j, i.e., �v�ij =
integral can be formulated as follows:


�v�ij · �S (x)�ij + vi · �B (x)�i
v · dS ≈

(13)
vi +vj
,
2

the surface

(14)

j�=i

This equation is a new formulation for a surface integral with a particle method. This
equation is consistent with the standard LSMPS method, which means that it is generally
accurate but in some cases it does not guarantee the conservation of the thermal energy.
Note that the boundary vector B is zero when the particles are distributed on a regular
grid. In this case, the surface integral is formulated as below:


v · dS ≈
�v�ij · �S (x)�ij
(15)
j�=i

4
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The governing equation for thermal conduction can be expressed by using the following
surface integral:



∂ (ρh)
dV = ∇ · (k∇T ) dV = k∇T · dS
(16)
∂t
The flux-based formulation from Equation (15) can be applied to the surface integral
at the right hand side of Equation (16), resulting in the following discretised governing
equation for heat conduction:
∆hi 
ρi Vi
=
�k∇T �ij · �S (x)�ij
(17)
∆t
j�=i

There are however some circumstances where Equation (17) does not conserve the total
thermal energy due to the surface vector not being symmetric for a pair of particles i
and j, i.e., �S (x)�ij �= − �S (x)�ji . For the conservation of the total thermal energy, the
surface vector between particles i and j must satisfy the equation below:
�S (x)�ij = − �S (x)�ji

(18)

Assuming Equation (18) is satisfied, Equation (17) is replaced with the following equation:
∆hi 
=
�k∇T �ij · �S ∗ (x)�ij
(19)
ρi Vi
∆t
j�=i
where,

1
�S (v)�ij =
�S (v)�ij − �S (v)�ji
(20)
2
There is another important condition required for the conservation of the total thermal
energy which is the one related with the symmetry of the heat flux. If the heat flux
�k∇T �ij is symmetric for a pair of particles i and j, then Equation (19) guarantees the
conservation of the thermal energy.
In this work, a few formulations for the heat flux k∇T are proposed. Normally, the
heat flux between particles i and j is expressed as:

1
�k∇T �i + �k∇T �j
(21)
�k∇T �ij =
2
This can be calculated by using the standard LSMPS method and this formulation is
referred as the LSMPS-like flux. However, this formulation can lead to the overshooting or
undershooting of enthalpies and temperatures. When using the traditional MPS method,
the heat flux can be expressed as:
∗

�k∇T �ij =

ki + kj Tij xij
2 |xij | |xij |

(22)

This formulation is referred as the MPS-like flux in this work. Although it lacks information in every direction other than the direction from particle i to particle j, it does not
cause the referred overshooting or undershooting discussed above.
5
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Table 1: List of methods used in this work

Label
LAP
FLX-L
FLX-M

4

Method
Laplacian : Eq. (7)
the conserving flux method : Eq. (19)
the conserving flux method : Eq. (19)

Heat Flux
the LSMPS-based flux : Eq. (21)
the MPS-based flux : Eq. (22)

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Several simulations were conducted by using the formulations proposed above. The
methods with corresponding labelling for the simulations used in this work are listed in
Table 1.
4.1

SIMULATION OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM WITH AN
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

In order to show that the proposed methods can be properly used for the transient heat
conduction problem, the accuracy of the heat conduction simulation with each formulation
was verified by comparing the simulated temperature distributions with an analytical
solution. The following equation was used as the analytical solution for the transient heat
conduction:
 2 
∆T
π kt
T (x, y, t) =
(cos (πx) + cos (πy)) exp −
+ T0 + ∆T
(23)
2
ρc
where T is the temperature, k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density, c is the
specific heat and t is the time. Note that the physical properties are assumed to be
constant throughout the simulations in this section and then Equation (23) satisfies the
governing equation for the heat conduction from Equation (16).
The particles were located in the area of 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 and the symmetric
boundary conditions were applied to the boundaries. Three particle arrangements shown
in Figure 1 were used in this section: a regular particle arrangement with the diameter of
10 mm, an irregular particle arrangement with the diameter 10 mm and a multi-resolution
particle arrangement. The irregular particle arrangement was created in the same manner
as in the work by Tamai and Koshizuka [6], making the standard deviation to be 10% of
the particles’ diameter. The diameters of the smaller and larger particles in the multiresolution particle arrangement were 10 mm and 5 mm respectively.
All methods listed in Table 1 were used for each geometry. The temperatures were
evaluated on the line of x = 0.3. The density was 2700 kg/m3 , the thermal conductivity
was 200 W/K·m and the specific heat was 900 J/kg·K.
The temperature distributions after simulating for 2500 sec are shown in Figure 2. For
the regular particle arrangement, all methods were in good agreement with the analytical
solution as shown in Figure 2(a). Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show that when the particles were
not distributed regularly, the accuracy by the LSMPS-like flux method deteriorated. The
6
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(a) Regular

(b) Irregular

(c) Multi-Resolution

Figure 1: Geometries for the heat conduction simulation with an analytical solution

(a) Regular arrangement

(b) Irregular arrangement

(c) Multi-Resolution

Figure 2: Comparisons of the temperature distribution between the correct answer and the simulation
results

reason for this deterioration of the accuracy is due to the LSMPS-like method resulting in
the overshooting and undershooting as shown in the next section. Note that the standard
LSMPS method (LAP) and the proposed method with the MPS-like flux (FLX-M) were
both accurate for all cases in this section.
4.2

SIMULATION OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION PROBLEM WITH AN
EXTERNAL HEAT SOURCE

In this section, heat conduction simulations considering an external heat source are
demonstrated. The geometry used in the simulation was for a block with quadrangular
cross-section, whose dimensions were 100 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm. A uniform heat flux was
used as input for the quadrangular cross-section of the block and the heat was conducted
along the length direction of the block. Four particle arrangements were used in the
simulations as shown in Figure 3: two regular particle arrangements with the particles’
diameter of 2.5 and 1.0 mm, an irregular particle arrangement with the diameter of 1.0
mm and a multi-resolution particle arrangement with the diameters ranging from 1.0 to
2.5 mm. All methods listed in Table 1 were used for each particle arrangement described
just above.
7
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(a) Regular, L = 2.5 mm

(b) Regular, L = 1.0 mm

(c) Irregular, L = 1.0 mm

(d) Multi-Resolution, L = 1.0 to 2.5 mm

Figure 3: Geometries for the heat conduction simulations with the external heat source

The physical properties were the same as those used in section 4.1. The amount of
heat flux used for the simulations was 10 W and the simulations were conducted for 100
sec time. The temperatures were monitored on the centre line of the block and along the
length direction. The same simulation was conducted with ANSYS in order to be served
as reference solution for comparison purposes.
The temperature distribution obtained for each particle arrangement by each method
is shown in Figure 4. It is found that the standard LSMPS method, i.e. LAP, has large
errors for almost all geometries. The temperatures obtained by LAP are higher than the
results obtained by ANSYS for all measured points, which means that the total amount
of the thermal energy is increased. This is mainly because the standard LSMPS method
cannot calculate properly the heat flux from the external heat source. When a heat
flux is given at a surface from an external heat source, only the surface particles have
higher temperatures and the temperature distribution is no longer smooth enough to be
interpolated by the least square method. This is why the LSMPS method has large errors
for problems with external heat sources while it delivers accurate results for problems
with smooth temperature distribution as the one from section 4.1.
The proposed methods, on the other hand, provided more accurate results for all
geometries. This is because these methods guarantee the conservation of the thermal
energy. Although the temperature distribution obtained by the LSMPS-like flux method
(FLX-L) looks similar to the result provided by ANSYS from Figure 4, however, it gives
the overshooting and undershooting, and then the temperature distribution is not smooth
enough as shown in Figure 5. The temperatures plotted in Figure 4 were interpolated
by the LSMPS method and the overshooting and undershooting were smoothed through
the interpolation process. As a result, the temperature distribution looks smooth and
accurate enough even though the actual temperature distribution is a bit far from the
desired accurate results. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows that the distribution of the
temperature provided by the MPS-like flux method is smooth enough for every particle
arrangement.
4.3

SIMULATION OF THE LASER IRRADIATION

In this section, the simulations of the laser irradiation on a block were conducted
and the dimensions of the melted region were compared with experimental results. The
8
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(a) Regular (L = 2.5 mm)

(b) Regular (L = 1.0 mm)

(c) Irregular

(d) Multi-resolution

Figure 4: Temperature profiles for the heat conduction simulation with the external heat source

(a) Regular (LSMPS-like flux)

(b) Regular (MPS-like flux)

(c) Irregular (LSMPS-like flux)

(d) Irregular (MPS-like flux)

(e) Multi-resolution (LSMPS-like flux)

(f) Multi-resolution (MPS-like flux)

Figure 5: Cross sections of the simulation results for the heat conduction simulation with the external
heat source

9
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Table 2: Laser conditions for the laser irradiation simulation

Laser Condition
A
B
C
D

Diameter
mm
1.04
1.44
2.04
2.87

Power
kW
0.33
0.68
1.36
2.68

Velocity
m/s
2.08
4.17
8.33
16.67

Figure 6: Geometry for the laser irradiation simulation

simulations demonstrated in this section are based on the experiments conducted by
Ayoola et al. [1]. Four trial test cases were defined with different laser setups characterised
by the spot diameter D, the laser power P and the velocity U. A summary of these test
cases with corresponding laser parameters is described in Table 2, with the power density
fixed to 41.5 kW/cm2 and the total laser energy irradiated, during the period in which
the laser moves by the same distance as the spot diameter, fixed to 160 J. The material
for the block used in the experiments was the steel S275 and the physical properties used
in the simulations were the same as the ones used in the work by Ayoola et al. [1]: the
density was 7600 kg/m3 , the thermal conductivity was 42.636 W/m·K, the specific heat
was 510 J/kg·K, the solidus temperature was 1490 ◦C, the liquidus temperature was 1500
◦
C and the heat of fusion was 2.5e+5 J/kg. The reflectivity was assumed to be 0.3. Note
that there was no special treatment used for the particles whose temperature was above
the liquidus temperature, and the fluid motion of the molten metal and the evaporation
were not considered in this work.
The multi-resolution particle arrangement as shown in Figure 6 was utilised for the
simulation. To calculate the heat transfer from the laser beam, the ray tracing algorithm
e.g. [2] was applied. The laser beam was divided into as small areas as 0.1 mm and each
area generated a ray with the thermal energy based on the Gaussian distribution of the
laser power. Each simulation was conducted for the time corresponding to D/U. Note
that it is assumed that the reflected laser beam does not interact with the specimen in
this work. The MPS-like flux (FLX-M) was used for the flux formulation.
The spatial distributions for the maximum temperature, which is the highest temper10
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(a) Laser Condition A

(b) Laser Condition B

(c) Laser Condition C

(d) Laser Condition D

Figure 7: Maximum temperatures for the laser irradiation simulation

(a) Width

(b) Depth

(c) Evaporated Volume

Figure 8: Simulation results for the laser irradiation simulation

ature throughout the simulation for each particle, are illustrated in Figure 7. The region
where the maximum temperature is higher than the liquidus temperature corresponds to
the melted area. The widths and depths of the melted regions were compared with the
experimental results as plotted in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) respectively. As to the widths,
the simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental results although the
result of the laser condition D (where the spot diameter is 2.87 mm) had relatively larger
error between the simulation and experiment. A similar tendency can be seen for the
depths of the melted region where the error for the laser condition D is too large to be
ignored. One of the reasons for the large error in the laser condition D is because the
latent heat for the evaporation is not considered in the simulations. Assuming that the
boiling temperature is 3000 ◦C, the volume of the evaporated particles, whose maximum
temperatures are over the boiling temperature, are plotted in Figure 8(c). The evaporated
volume is larger when the spot diameter is larger, and consequently the error between
simulation and experiment also becomes higher. However, when the effect of the evaporation is not significant, the dimensions of the melted region corresponds quite well with
the experimental results. Considering the latent heat for the evaporation is one of our
future works.
11
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5

CONCLUSIONS

New formulations for the heat conduction problem based on the LSMPS method were
presented in order to simulate the laser irradiation on a metal block. The proposed method
can conserve the total thermal energy and then more accurate simulations with external
heat sources can be conducted when compared with the standard LSMPS method. It
was revealed that the LSMPS-like flux method provides inaccurate results with the overshooting and undershooting for the non-regular particle arrangement, while the MPS-like
flux method gives more accurate results even for irregular and multi-resolution particle
distributions. When applied to the laser irradiation onto metal parts, the temperatures
and the dimensions of the melted area were able to be well evaluated and the validity of
the proposed method was successfully confirmed.
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Abstract. VM2D is an open-source software being developed by the authors for twodimensional incompressible flows simulations around airfoils. VM2D is based on meshless
Lagrangian vortex methods. The main operations of the algorithm are pointed out,
and the estimations of their computational complexity are given. Two model problems
with different parameters are considered in order to analyze the ratio between computational complexities of the operations. Parallel algorithms are implemented for all timeconsuming operations to perform the simulations on CPU and GPU. Test problems show
that VM2D is efficiently parallelized; the accelerations achieved on GPUs are comparable
to acceleration on hundreds and even thousands of CPU cores.

1

INTRODUCTION

In many engineering applications Fluid–Structure Interaction problems appear, when it
is necessary to calculate the loads acting on the construction being immersed into the flow.
Such problems become especially complicated when we deal with essentially unsteady flow
with intensive vortex shedding: in this case, it is impossible to use approximate models
based on stationary aerodynamic characteristics, so, the only way is to perform direct
numerical simulation of the flow. Moreover, when designing a structure, it is necessary
to perform a large number of numerical experiments; and in spite of large number of
commercial and open-source codes for flow simulation based on different numerical methods, there is relevant problem of approximate but efficient methods developing for direct
numerical simulation in FSI problems.
Most of the existing methods for numerical simulation in FSI problems belong to the
class of Eulerian or hybrid Eulerian/Lagrangian methods and require mesh generation in
flow domain; in case of moving or deformable body the mesh should be modified at every
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time step (except immersing boundary methods [1, 2]). In case of small body displacements we can do with mesh deformation; but if the body has significant displacement or
rotation, it is necessary to reconstruct the mesh, at least after several time steps, what
reduces essentially the efficiency of the numerical method. From this point of view, the
class of meshless Lagrangian methods which doesn’t require fluid domain meshing and
permits arbitrary displacements of the body is more preferable.
In the present research the efficiency of meshless Lagrangian vortex method and its
software implementation is investigated. It should be noted that the range of applicability of vortex methods is restricted by rather low Reynolds numbers and incompressible
flow model. However, many problems which arise in engineering practice, satisfy such
conditions and can be efficiently solved numerically using vortex methods.
The main idea of vortex methods [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] is the considering of the vorticity as the
primary calculated variable. The body is replaced with three thin sheets on its surface:
an attached vortex sheet, an attached source sheet and a free vortex sheet. The last
one models vorticity flux from the body surface; it is discretized into separate vortex
elements which, in turn, become part of the vortex wake behind the body. The intensities
of the attached sheets are expressed through the velocity of the body surface; free vortex
sheet intensity can be found from the no-slip boundary condition satisfaction on the body
surface. So, at every time step we should solve boundary equation, which follows from
boundary condition, and find the intensity of the free vortex sheet; and then this vorticity
sheds to the vortex wake.
It should be noted that vortex methods are especially efficient in comparison with mesh
methods when we simulate the external flow around the structures, since in this case the
boundary condition of perturbations decay at infinity is satisfied automatically and there is
no need to limit the computational domain artificially and set some boundary conditions
on its outer boundaries. Moreover, in most cases of the external flow simulation the
domain with non-zero vorticity is localized around and behind the body, so computational
resources can be “concentrated” in this domain due to vorticity as chosen as primary
calculated variable.
Vortex methods are well-investigated and they are rather popular in engineering community. There are various modifications of vortex methods both for numerical simulation
in 3D and 2D problems. Nevertheless, vortex methods are still not implemented in any
known software packages: both commercial and freely distributed. Of course, many researchers have their own “in-house” codes, however, such software is usually used only by
small groups of scientists working also on their development. This fact negatively effects
the popularity of vortex methods.
Therefore, having some research experience in vortex methods, as well as the experience
of their software implementation in our “in-house” software [8], the authors have started
to develop new software package VM2D — Open source code for two-dimensional
flows simulation using vortex methods [9]. In [9] the general structure of the VM2D
code and main approaches implemented there are described. Current paper doesn’t aim
to re-describe VM2D software; the main purpose is to analyze the efficiency of the VM2D
code and its parallel properties.
2
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The VM2D software is based on the method of Viscous vortex domains (VVD), developed by prof. G.Ya. Dynnikova [7]. Well known models and numerical algorithms as
well as the authors’ advancements are implemented in the VM2D code [10, 11, 12, 13].
At the present moment, it is expected that the code is used for external flows simulation,
however, problems solution which require internal flow simulation is also possible, maybe
after some modification of the algorithm for higher efficiency achievement.
It should also be noted that in order to provide the simplicity of program modification,
both by the authors and other users, and the possibility of new approaches and features
addition, we have adhered to the principles of the object-oriented approach, and the
VM2D code has modular structure. The main purpose of the VM2D development is to
create a tool for the engineering problems numerical solution in a short time, so, it is
important to provide the possibility of computations performing in parallel mode. In this
paper, we study the efficiency of parallel algorithms in the VM2D.
2

MAIN COMPUTATIONAL BLOCKS IN THE VM2D ALGORITHM

There are 7 basic computational blocks in the vortex method algorithm implemented
in the VM2D. Their detailed descriptions one can find in [8, 10], here we will give only
their brief description and point out the main operations in these blocks and estimate
their computational complexities, which depend primarily on the airfoil discretization.
1. Vorticity generation on the airfoil surface. In order to calculate the free vortex
sheet intensity on the airfoil surface line, we solve the integral equation, which follows
from the no-slip boundary condition on the airfoil surface line. There are two approaches
to derive such integral equation: by satisfying the boundary condition for normal or
tangential components of flow velocity [14]. The right-hand side of these integral equations
depends on the velocity, generated on the airfoil surface by all the vortex elements, which
model the vortex wake in the flow. All the vortices contributions computation makes
this procedure time-consuming. For the numerical solution of the integral equation, the
airfoils are usually approximated by polygons consist of rectilinear panels (Fig. 1); then
linear algebraic equations system is generated according to the chosen numerical scheme.
There are number of different numerical schemes for the integral equation approximation,
they have different computational complexities (with regard to coefficients computations)
and lead to linear systems of different sizes, but in all the known scheme system size is
commeasurable with number of panels. In [12] a hierarchy of such schemes is described, all
of those schemes are based on the ideas of Galerkin approach, continuous or discontinuous.
In the current version of the VM2D code the numerical scheme with constant basis and
projection functions in the framework of tangential components approach is used, as well
as some less accurate schemes.
In order to estimate the computational complexities of the operations, we use hereinafter the following designations:
N is number of vortex elements in the flow domain;
n is total number of panels on the surface lines of all the airfoils.
Computational complexities of the operations of this block are the following:
• the matrix coefficients computation: Q1 = 83n2 ,
3
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Figure 1: Two airfoils approximated with rectilinear panels

• the right-hand side vector computation: Q2 = 30N n + 85n2 ,

• linear system solving: Q3 = n3 /3.

In the most general case of flow simulation around m deformable airfoils, it is necessary
to recompute and solve the linear system at every time step of the simulation. The
structure of the matrix can be schematically represented as the following:


A11 A12 . . . A1m
 A21 A22 . . . A2m 


 ..
..
..  ,
.
.
 .
.
.
. 
m1
m2
mm
A
A
... A

where blocks Akk express the self-influence of the k-th airfoil, and blocks Akp express the
contribution of the vorticity, being generated on the surface of the p-th airfoil, to limit
value of the flow velocity on the k-th airfoil surface line.
The coefficients which form the corresponding blocks, depend on the relative positions
of the panels only; therefore, in case of non-deformable (rigid) airfoils maintaining their
positions relative to each other, the system matrix remains constant, that allows to calculate all the coefficients only once, then reverse the matrix (only at the first time step,
computational complexity Qrev = n3 ), and solve the system by its multiplying the righthand side (Qmult = n2 operations). In case of non-deformable airfoils being moved relative
to each other, diagonal blocks Akk remain constants, while the other (non-diagonal) blocks
should be recalculated.
2. Velocities computation. The velocities of the vortex elements within the VVD
approach [7] consist of two components: convective velocities and diffusive (cased by
viscosity) velocities. When calculating the convective velocity, it is necessary to take into
account the mutual influence of all vortex elements (i.e., to calculate the contributions of
all the other vortices), according to the Bio — Savart law. The diffusive velocities are
also calculated by taking into account the mutual influence of all vortex elements.
Computational complexities of these operations are the following:
• convective velocities computation: Q4 = 6N 2 + 8N n,

• diffusive velocities computation: Q5 = 9N 2 + 14N n.
4
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Note, that complexity of diffusive velocities computation can be reduced by taking into
account that vortices contributions to the diffusive velocity decrease exponentially with
distance increase, so in practice it is necessary to calculate the influences only from the
vortex elements, placed not very far one from others.
It also should be noted, that the surfaces of the airfoils also make a contribution
to diffusive velocity of vortices in the flow. It should be taken into account only for
vortices which are placed close to the airfoil surface, so the computational complexity of
this procedure is proportional to n2 and it can be neglected since n  N . In practice,
however, this operation is important and in order to achieve high efficiency of parallel
implementation, it also should be parallelized.
3. Hydrodynamic loads computation. In this block we compute hydrodynamic loads
(forces and torque) acting the airfoils. For such purposes it is possible to use integral
formulae, which are derived by prof. G.Ya. Dynnikova and adapted to several types of
problems being solved by using vortex methods [15]. Note, that computational complexity
of this block is much less in comparison with the other operation, so we will not take it
into account.
4. Vorticity evolution. In this block vortices in the vortex wake are just being transferred along the calculated velocity field (recall, that it is superposition of convective and
diffusive velocity fields). We use explicit Euler integration method, so it is necessary just
to multiply vortices velocities by the time step value and add it to the current vortices
positions. So the computational complexity of the block 4 is also much less than for the
other operations, and normally it can be neglected.
5. No-throw control. This operation is necessary to exclude vortex elements that penetrate the airfoil. Its complexity depends on the implementation; in the first approximation
Q6 ∼ n2 , and the proportionality coefficient is of the order of 10.
6. Vortex wake restructuring. Closely placed vortex elements can be merged, and vortex
elements which move far away from the airfoil, can be excluded. The computational
complexity of this algorithm, as calculations show, is of the order of Q7 ∼ N 2 , the
proportionality coefficient is relatively small.
Thus, the computational complexity of the last two operations, although it may be high,
is much lower than the total complexity of the other operations, so their complexities can
be taken into account approximately: we set Q6 = Q1 and Q7 = 0.2 Q4 .
3

MODEL PROBLEMS DESCRIPTION

In order to estimate the possible ratios of computational complexities of the above
mentioned operations for different types of problems, we consider two model problems:
Problem 1. Hydroelastic oscillations simulation for circular cylinder. We consider
flow around movable circular cylinder when vortex sheet on the surface line of cylinder is
modeled with np0 = 200 vortex elements. We assume that the vortex wake after the airfoil
is simulated by N0 = 10 000 vortex elements, and number of time steps is T0 = 30 000.
Such estimates are taken from practical simulation and correspond to the parameters of
the real algorithm.
In order to improve the accuracy of simulation, which is necessary for flow simulation
5
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Figure 2: Model problem 1 statement

at rather high Reynolds numbers (number of vortices np0 = 200 is considered to be more
or less enough only for Re ≤ 103 ), number of vortex elements on the airfoils surfaces np
should be increased. Total number of vortices in the flow domain N we assume to be
proportional to n2 , time step should be proportionally decreased and number of steps —
proportionally increased:
n 
 n 2
p
p
n = n p , N = N0 ·
, T = T0 ·
.
(1)
np0
np0

Problem 2. Circular cylinder hydroelastic oscillations simulation in the presence of
the screen.
The mentioned problem is considered in [16, 17]. In numerical simulation, the flow
around the airfoil which models the screen, can be considered as flow without separation,
that makes it possible to decrease number of vortices in the flow domain due to vorticity
flux simulating only on the cylinder surface (vortex sheet on the screen surface is attached).
As basic parameters of the numerical scheme, we consider the following: vortex sheet on
the cylinder surface is modeled with np0 = 200 vortex elements, vortex sheet on the screen
surface — with ne0 = 3np0 = 600 vortex elements, number of vortices in the wake in flow
domain N0 = 10 000.

Figure 3: Model problem 2 statement

As the result, for arbitrary value of np we obtain
 n 2
n 
p
p
, T = T0 ·
.
n = 4np , N = N0 ·
np0
np0
6
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Computational complexities of the considered model problems for np = 200 are the
following:
S1 (200) =

3


Qr (n, N ) +

r=1

7

r=4

S2 (200) =

7

r=1

Qr (n, N ) · T0 = 5.0 · 1013 ,

Qr (n, N ) · T0 = 7.1 · 1013 .

Estimations for computational complexities of these problems at different values of np
(being normalized to S(np = 200)) are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Computational complexity of the algorithm for different values of np in comparison with S(200)

np
S1 (np )
S1 (200)
S2 (np )
S2 (200)

100 200 400 600 800 1 000
0,03 1
32 240 1000 3050
0,05

1

26

188

766
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The diagrams in the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show how the shares of separate operations vary
for the considered problems with different np .
Q4 (35.4%)

np=200

Q3 (0.2%)
Q2 (3.6%)
Q1 (0.2%)
Q7 (7.1%)

Q6 (0.2%)

Q5 (53.3%)

Q4 Q
(35.4%)
4 (35.4%)

Q1 - Matrix computation
Q2 - RHS computation
Q3-(0.2%)
Q3
Linear system solving
Q2 (3.6%)
Q1,2,3,6
(0.2%)
Q4
Convective velocities computation
Q1 (0.2%)
Q5 - Diffusive velocities computation
Q
(7.1%)
Q7 (7.1%)
Q6 7- No-through control
(0.2%)reconstruction
Q7Q-6Wake

np=1000

Q5 (53.3%)
(53.3%)
Q
5

Q1 - Matrix computation
Q2 - RHS computation
Q3 - Linear system solving
Q4 - Convective velocities computation
Q5 - Diffusive velocities computation
Q6 - No-through control
Q7 - Wake reconstruction

Figure 4: The shares of separate operations for the Problem 1 with np = 200 and np = 1000

It is clear from the diagrams, that for different problems with different parameters the
distribution of the total computational complexity over the operations can vary significantly. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the complexities of the operations for Problem 1: it is
evident that in the case of np = 1000 panels, only operations 4, 5 and 7 have significant
complexities, while all the other operations takes only about 0.2 %. However, for np = 200,
the operation 3 also becomes significant. In the case of Problem 2, when there is large
number of panels on the airfoils, some of which do not shed to the flow, for np = 1000,
complexities of operations 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 are essential, while it seems that complexities of the
1 and 6 operations still can be neglected. However, if we consider the same problem with
np = 200, all the operations are essential, and in order to obtain an efficient acceleration
of computations, it is necessary to perform parallelization of all the listed operations.
7
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Figure 5: The shares of separate operations for the Problem 2 with np = 200 and np = 1000

4

PARALLEL TECHNOLOGIES IMPLEMENTED IN THE VM2D CODE

In the VM2D code parallel algorithms based on the MPI, OpenMP and Nvidia CUDA
technologies are implemented, which allow one to perform simulations on multiprocessor
computers with different architectures: on CPUs (with distributed and shared memory),
and of hybrid systems with CPUs + GPUs. To achieve high acceleration and high efficiency, all the operations listed above are parallelized for all the mentioned parallel
technologies.
4.1

MPI + OpenMP parallelization

Parallelization for distributed memory systems is performed using MPI technology,
computations within one node are parallelized using OpenMP technology. To estimate
the efficiency of parallelization, the test simulations for four problems similar to Problem 1
have been performed with the following parameters: 1) np = 1000, N1 = 80 000; 2) np =
2000, N2 = 160 000; 3) np = 4000, N3 = 320 000; 4) np = 6000, N4 = 480 000.
The computations have been performed on two cluster systems:
1. Cluster with HP Blade Servers BL2x220c G7, Ivannikov Institute for System Programming of the RAS (Infiniband QDR, 2 × Intel Xeon X5670 (6 cores), 2.93 GHz).
2. Cluster HPC1 in National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” (Infiniband QDR,
2 × Intel Xeon E5345 (4 cores), 2.33 GHz).
Fig. 6 shows the acceleration of computations on the BL2x220c G7 system. The black
line shows the acceleration level for the “ideally parallelized” code with 0.1 % of nonparallel (sequential) code calculated according to the Amdahl law. It can be seen, that
parallelization is the more efficient, the more vortex elements are in the vortex wake.
Note, that for the considered problems we reach absolute efficiency 0.75 . . . 0.79 at 96
cores and 0.62 . . . 0.75 at 228 cores. If we normalize our acceleration to the acceleration of
the code with 0.1 % of sequential code, we obtain efficiency 0.82 . . . 0.92 at 96 cores and
0.75 . . . 0.88 at 228 cores. Finally, we reach 140 . . . 170 times acceleration of the algorithm
at 228 nodes.
8
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Figure 6: Acceleration of the computations obtained for different number of cores for problems with
different parameters on BL2x220c G7

Fig. 7 shows the acceleration of computations on the Claster HPC1 in National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute”. As earlier, the black line shows the acceleration
of the “ideally parallelized” code with 0.1 % sequential code calculated according to the
Amdahl law. For the considered problems we reach absolute efficiency 0.68 . . . 0.76 at 256
cores and 0.30 . . . 0.41 at 1280 cores. If we normalize our acceleration to the acceleration
of the code with 0.1 % sequential code, we obtain efficiency 0.84 . . . 0.94 at 256 cores and
0.68 . . . 0.93 at 1280 cores. Finally, we reach 380 . . . 520 times acceleration of the algorithm
at 1280 nodes.
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Figure 7: Acceleration of the computations obtained by different number of cores for problems with
different parameters on HPC1

4.2

Nvidia CUDA and MPI + CUDA parallelization

All the algorithms for the described operations have been adapted for hybrid computer
systems with GPU accelerators. Test simulations were performed by using two GPUs:
Number of multiproc./cores
DRAM Memory

GeForce GTX 970
13/1664
4 Gb (3.5 Gb)
9
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Tesla K40c
15/2880
12 Gb
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Tables 2 and 3 show a comparison of the VM2D code performance on GPUs with its
performance on CPUs. It can be seen that in the framework of VM2D one GPU GeForce
GTX 970 can replace dozens or even hundreds of CPU cores. GPU Tesla K40c replaces
hundreds or even more than 1000 CPU cores.
Table 2: Comparison of performances of GPUs and BL2x220c G7

Acceleration 1
N = 80 000 1
N = 480 000 1

12
48 G970
10.2 39.1 58.7
10.2 38.6 66.1

96
144
192
228
K40
72.3 103.4 127.0 140.1 158.9
75.8 110.3 145.1 171.5 162.6

Table 3: Comparison of performances of GPUs and HPC1

Acceleration 1
N = 80 000 1
N = 480 000 1

8
7.2
7.3

G970
127.9
190.8

256
512
768
1024
K40
173.3 273.7 331.7 367.2 467.6
192.8 294.0 392.3 463.0 469.0

1280
468.6
565.9

It is also possible to perform calculations on several video cards that are located on
different nodes, their communication takes place with the help of MPI. Test calculations
show that if you use two video cards, you can get an acceleration of 1.6 times, and for
three cards — 2.2 times compared with the calculation on a single video card.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Parallel algorithms for VM2D open-source code were implemented using three technologies: MPI, OpenMP and CUDA. It is shown that ratio between computational complexities of the operations of the algorithm can vary significantly for different problems statements. Test problems shown that VM2D is efficiently parallelized: we achieve 75 . . . 79%
efficiency of parallelization at 96 CPU cores, 0.68 . . . 0.76% efficiency at 256 cores and
0.30 . . . 0.41% efficiency at 1280 cores. It is shown that the acceleration achieved on one
GPU is comparable to acceleration on hundreds and even thousands of CPU cores. At
the same time, the acceleration of calculations on GPU can be further increased due to
the fact that it is possible to perform calculations on several cards simultaneously.
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Abstract. Lagrangian vortex methods are powerful tool for numerical simulation in
CFD and coupled fluid structure interaction (FSI) problems. The main feature of vortex
methods is vorticity considering as a primary computed variable, while velocity and pressure distributions can be reconstructed by using the Biot — Savart law and the Cauchy
— Lagrange integral analogue. Advantages of vortex methods include the possibility to
“concentrate” computational resources in the domain with non-zero vorticity and to simulate arbitrary large displacements of the airfoils in the flow. Moreover, in contrast to
mesh methods, computational cost of such simulation just a little higher than for flow
simulation around immovable airfoil. In this research the problems of flow simulation
around oscillating and immovable circular cylinders using vortex methods are considered.
The wind resonance phenomenon is investigated, when eigenfrequency of the mechanical
system is close to vortex shedding frequency. All numerical results are in good agreement
with experimental data.

1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most typical Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problem is flow simulation
around elastically fixed circular cylinder which oscillates under hydrodynamic forces. Such
problem arises in number of engineering applications: strain estimation of smoke stacks
and high towers caused by a wind load, dynamics simulation of underwater and overwater
oil and gas pipelines, vibration simulation of heat exchanger pipelines in nuclear reactors,
Aeolian vibration and galloping simulation of overhead power line wires, etc. We consider
two-dimensional FSI problem of flow simulation around circular airfoil, which oscillates
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with rather high amplitude (comparable with diameter of the cylinder) at low and intermediate Reynolds numbers, when it is impossible to assume the flow to be potential
and use simplified approaches to hydrodynamic loads prediction. Moreover, we consider
the eigenfrequency of the mechanical system to be close to vortex shedding frequency;
it means that it is necessary to simulate unsteady flow and solve coupled hydroelastic
problem. If flow velocity is rather low, when the media compressibility influence can be
neglected, such problem can be solved efficiently by using vortex methods which belong
to the class of meshless Lagrangian CFD methods. The aim of this research is to estimate
the accuracy and efficiency of the VM2D open source code developed by the authors and
investigate the possibility of the partitioned coupling strategy usage in the mentioned
model problem.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The viscous incompressible flow of the constant density is described by the continuity
equation and the Navier — Stokes equations
∇ · V = 0;

(1)

∂V
∇p
+ (V · ∇)V − ν∆V = −
,
∂t
ρ

(2)

where V = V (r, t) is the flow velocity, ν is the kinematic viscosity coefficient, p = p(r, t)
is the pressure, ρ = const is the density of the flow.
The parameters of the incident flow are considered to be constant:
V →V∞

and p → p∞

at |r| → ∞.

(3)

The position of the airfoil surface line K is determined by the airfoil dynamics, so the
no-slip boundary condition should be satisfied at movable boundary:
V (r, t) = V K (r, t),

r ∈ K,

(4)

where V K is the velocity of the airfoil surface line.
The aerodynamic loads acting on the airfoil, in particular, the drag and lift force,
can be calculated if the pressure distribution as well as viscous stresses distributions are
known over the surface line. In order to compute pressure force, the integral expression is
derived [1], which follows from the Cauchy — Lagrange integral analogue for non-potential
flows [2].
We consider motion of a circular airfoil with one degree of freedom; it is fixed with a
linear viscoelastic Voigt-type constraint can oscillate across the flow due to the constraint
force and lift force action, Fig.1. The airfoil moves in the flow according to the following
equation:
mÿ + bẏ + ky = Fy ,
(5)
where m is the mass of the airfoil, b is the damping coefficient, k is the rigidity of the
constraint, Fy is the lift force, and y is the airfoil deviation from the equilibrium position.
2
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Figure 1: Oscillations simulation with 1 degree of freedom for circular cylinder

At the Reynolds numbers Re = V∞ D/ν > 40, a chain of vortices descending one after
another is formed (the so-called von Kármán vortex trail). The vortex shedding causes a
periodical variation in the pressure distribution and the resulting aerodynamic force and,
therefore, the airfoil starts to oscillate.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION IN FSI PROBLEMS BY USING THE VM2D
CODE

The description of vortex methods can be found in [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, vortex methods are not implemented in any known software packages: both commercial and freely
distributed. The authors of the present paper have suggested some modifications of numerical algorithms of vortex methods [7, 8] and have started to develop new software
package VM2D — Open source code for two-dimensional flows simulation using vortex methods [9, 10]. Parallel algorithms are implemented in VM2D, that makes
it possible to accelerate numerical simulations significantly. Note, that GPU usage seems
to be the most efficient way, one graphical accelerator (GPU) permits to achieve nearly
the same performance as 200 . . . 1000 central processor (CPU) cores [11, 12].
The numerical solution of FSI problem problem requires simultaneous solving of equations of both hydrodynamical and mechanical equations. There are two different approaches to implement the coupling strategy in FSI-problems: partitioned and monolithic
ones. According to the partitioned strategy, each time step should be split into hydrodynamical and mechanical substeps. At the first substep we simulate the flow around
the airfoil moving with known velocity and position and compute hydrodynamic loads
acting it. At the mechanical substep hydrodynamic forces are assumed to be known from
the previous substep and dynamics equations for the mechanical system are solved. This
strategy is rather simple in implementation. The main advantage of such strategy is
the possibility of independent solvers usage, interacting only through the interfaces, so it
is easy to develop new methods and algorithms, improve existing ones or even use some
“outer” solvers. However, this strategy can’t be applied for the problems when the density
of the airfoil is comparable with the density of the flow. In this case numerical algorithm
becomes unstable.
The second strategy (monolithic) is based on simultaneous solution of two sub-problems
being discretized and written down in form of one system of linear algebraic equations.
In rather simple cases it is possible due to linear expression of the integral forces through
3
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parameters of the vortex sheet being generated on the airfoil surface [1]. In more complicated problems, i.e., in case of deformable airfoil or non-linear constraint, monolithic
approach in general case leads to non-linear equations, which require application of iterative methods. The main advantages of the monolithic method are high accuracy and
stability, however in the framework of this approach it’s impossible to split the code into
different modules.
4

THE FLOW AROUND IMMOVABLE AIRFOIL

In order to verify the VM2D code and the algorithms implemented there, the flow
around immovable circular airfoil was simulated. The dimensionless parameters were the
following: V∞ = 3.0, ρ = 1.0, the kinematic viscosity is ν = 0.02, and the diameter
of the airfoil is D = 1.0. Such flow regime is characterized by the Reynolds number
Re = V∞ D/ν = 150. The airfoil was discretized into Np = 400 panels, the time step was
chosen equal to τ = 0.005, the radius of the vortex element was ε = 0.004.
The Strouhal number St = f D/V∞ calculated with respect to the frequency f of lift
force oscillations is about 0.178. This result is in good agreement with experimental
results [13] and CFD simulations, i.e., [14].
The obtained results show that the vortex method implemented in the VM2D code
permits to simulate the viscous incompressible flow with acceptable accuracy in a short
period of time: the flow reaches quasi-steady regime at t ≈ 25, so we need to perform
5 000 time steps. Performing computations by using 1 CPU (4 core, Intel i7-920) + 1 GPU
(Nvidia Geforce 970), we spent less then 1500 seconds (25 minutes) in order to obtain the
flow in steady state regime. It means that 1 time step performing requires only 0.3 sec.
Figure 2 shows the typical form of the vortex wake (von Kármán vortex trail), which
is formed behind the immovable circular airfoil.

Figure 2: von Kármán vortex trail behind the circular airfoil

Hydrodynamic forces acting on the cylinder, are also in good comparison with experimental data [15].
5

WIND RESONANCE SIMULATION

For simulation of the wind resonance phenomenon (Fig. 1) the same dimensionless
parameters as in case of an immovable airfoil were used. The airfoil’s mass was m = 39.15
4
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and the damping coefficient was b = 0.731. Varying the rigidity of the
 constraint, it is
possible to change the eigenfrequency of the mechanical system ω ≈ k/m. Note, that
it is possible to neglect the influence of the damping in the constraint, since it causes the
eigenfrequency variation of less than 1 %.
The wind resonance phenomenon takes place when the Strouhal number
Stω =

ω D
,
2π V∞

which means the dimensionless frequency of natural oscillations, is close to the Strouhal
number St calculated with respect to the frequency of vortex shedding, which determines
the frequency of the lift force oscillations.
Oscillation processes (Fig. 1) were simulated within a dimensionless period of time
0 ≤ t ≤ 250. At the initial time, the airfoil is in an equilibrium position and its initial
velocity is equal to zero. Each simulation process was performed using 1 CPU (4 core, Intel
i7-920) + 1 GPU (Nvidia Geforce 970); when the oscillations are far from the resonance
regime, the computational time is about 0.34 sec. per step, in case of resonance regime
computational time is about 0.58 sec. per step. The time dependencies of the airfoil
oscillations amplitude for two different regimes are shown in Fig. 3-4.
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Figure 3: Oscillations amplitude at Stω = 0.156
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Figure 4: Oscillations amplitude at Stω = 0.2

It can be seen that the amplitude of oscillation behavior is quite different. When
the Strouhal number corresponding to the frequency of natural oscillation Stω = 0.156,
differs significantly from the Strouhal number, which corresponds to the frequency of
vortex shedding from the immovable cylinder, the amplitude of the airfoil oscillations
(Fig. 3) remains rather small: not more than 5 % of the diameter in transient regime and
about 2 % of the cylinder diameter in steady-state regime.
In the case when Stω is close to the Strouhal number, which corresponds to the frequency of vortex shedding from the immovable cylinder, or at slightly higher values of
Stω (due to well-known vortex shedding frequency lock-in phenomenon [16]) the transient
regime is very “smooth”, the amplitude increases monotonously and it reaches rather high
values — about 50 % of the cylinder diameter. The time dependence for the amplitude
of oscillations at Stω = 0.200 is shown in Fig. 4.
5
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Figure 5 shows the dependence of the average value of the oscillations amplitude in
steady-state regime on the Strouhal number in the range Stω = 0.154 . . . 0.224.
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Figure 5: Dependence of the average oscillations amplitude Aav on the Strouhal number Shω

It is seen that for the Strouhal numbers Stω = 0.166 . . . 0.202, i.e., inside the lock-in
range, the amplitude increases significantly — more than 35 % of the cylinder diameter.
This phenomenon is called “wind resonance”.
For the chosen parameters, the maximal amplitude of the airfoil oscillations is about
0.507 of its diameter, it occurs when the Strouhal number Stω = 0.200. The results of
numerical flow simulation around oscillating circular cylinder using vortex method are in
good agreement with the experimental data: maximal amplitude of the circular airfoil
oscillation is about 0.5 of its diameter [18, 17]. The obtained results for the drag and lift
coefficients Cx and Cy are shown in Fig. 6 for resonance regime with the highest amplitude
(Stω = 0.200) and in Fig. 7 for the non-resonance regime (Stω = 0.156).
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Figure 6: Unsteady drag coefficient Cx and lift coefficient Cy for resonance regime
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Figure 7: Unsteady drag coefficient Cx and lift coefficient Cy for non-resonance regime

It should be noted, that all the described results have been obtained by using partitioned approach (coupling strategy). It is possible due to high density ratio of the airfoil
and the flow: in the considered example ρbody /ρflow ≈ 50. However, the partition coupling
strategy remains applicable for lower values of density ratio. Numerical simulations show,
that it is possible to simulate the oscillations of the airfoil with the same discretization
parameters and the same eigenfrequency for ρbody /ρflow > 2. At the lower values of the
density ratio the numerical instability occurs, and it can not by suppressed, for example,
by reducing the time step value.
The only way for numerical simulation by using vortex method in such cases is monolithic coupling strategy usage.
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Abstract. The original numerical scheme is developed for vortex sheet intensity computation for 3D incompressible flow simulation using meshless Lagrangian vortex methods.
It is based on boundary condition satisfaction for tangential components of the velocity
on the body surface instead of widespread condition for normal components. For the body
triangulated surface the corresponding integral equation is approximated by the system
of linear algebraic equations, which dimension is doubled number of triangular panels.
Vortex layer intensity on the panels assumed to be piecewise-constant.
The coefficients of the matrix are expressed through double integrals over the pairs of
panels. When these panels have common edge or common vertex these integrals become
improper. In order to compute them it is necessary to exclude the singularities, i. e., to
split the integrals into regular and singular parts. Regular parts are expressed through
integrals of smooth bounded functions, so they can be integrated numerically with high
precision by using Gaussian quadrature formulae. For singular parts exact analytical
integration formulae are derived.
The developed approach allows to raise significantly the accuracy of vortex layer intensity computation in vortex method for flow simulation around arbitrary 3D bodies
and use arbitrary triangular mesh on body surface including mesh refinement near sharp
edges, what is especially important for flow simulation around bodies with complicated
geometry.

1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of 3D incompressible flow simulation around an immovable body is considered. The governing equations are the Navier — Stokes equations with no-slip boundary
conditions on the body surface K and perturbation decay condition on infinity.
The immovable body is simulated by the influence of the vortex sheet with unknown
intensity γ(r, t), which is placed on the body surface, r ∈ K. There are two fundamental
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approaches to its intensity computation, which are based on the elimination of the limit
values of the normal (N -scheme) or tangential (T -scheme) velocity components on the
body surface [1].
The flow velocity in theflow domain can be computedby using the Biot — Savart law:
Ω(ξ, t) × (r − ξ)
γ(ξ, t) × (r − ξ)
1
1
V (r, t) = V ∞ +
dSξ +
dSξ ,
(1)
3
4π
|r − ξ|
4π
|r − ξ|3
K

S(t)

where V ∞ is the incident flow velocity; S(t) is the vortex wake region; Ω(ξ, t) = curl V (ξ, t)
is the vorticity distribution in S(t), which assumed to be known; n(r) is unit outer normal
vector to body surface K.
Due to the presence of the vortex sheet on the body surface, velocity field, which can
be expressed by using (1), has jump discontinuity; its limit value from the body side is [2]
γ(r, t) × n(r)
V − (r, t) = V (r, t) −
, r ∈ K.
2
According to the no-slip boundary condition on the body surface, the following equation
should be satisfied
r ∈ K.

V − (r, t) = 0,

(2)

which corresponds to the boundary integral equation with respect to unknown vortex
sheet intensity γ(r, t).
It is shown in [1] that the sufficient condition for (2) is its satisfaction only for the
tangent component of the limit value of velocity field:


n(r) × V − (r, t) × n(r) = 0.
It leadsto the integral equation of the 2-nd
 kind

γ(r, t) × n(r)
γ(ξ, t) × (r − ξ)
n(r)
×
= f (r, t),
× n(r)dSξ −
3
4π
|r − ξ|
2

r ∈ K,

(3)

K

where
f (r, t) = −n(r) ×



1
V∞+
4π



S(t)

Ω(ξ, t) × (r − ξ)
dSξ
|r − ξ|3



× n(r)



is known vector function. It expresses the vortex wake and the incident flow influence.
An efficient strategy for the vortex wake representation in vortex loop usage. The corresponding algorithms are described in [3].
Note, that the kernel of the equation (3) is unbounded when |r − ξ| → 0, so in order to
solve it numerically with rather high accuracy the following assumptions are introduced:
1. The body surface is discretized into N triangular cells Ki with areas Ai and unit
normal vectors ni , i = 1, . . . , N . Such cells are usually called ‘panels’ in vortex
methods.
2. The unknown vortex sheet intensity on the i-th panel is constant vector γ i ,
i = 1, . . . , N , which lies in the plane of the i-th panel, i. e., γ i · ni = 0.
2
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3. The integral equation (3) is satisfied on average over the panel, or, the same, its
residual is orthogonal to the basis function which is equal to the 1 on the j-th panel
and equal to 0 on all other panels. Such approach is mentioned in [1], its implementation for 2D problems is described in [4], the necessary formulae for computations
(for more general case when vortex sheet intensity along the panel in 2D case is
linearly distributed) can be found in [5]. In case of complicated airfoil shape with
essentially non-uniform discretization this approach shows rather high efficiency [6].
Accordingto these assumptions the discrete analogue
of the equation (3) can be derived:
 



N 

γ j × (r − ξ)
1
1
γ i × ni
=
ni ×
× ni dSξ dSr −
f (r, t)dSr ,
4πAi j=1
|r − ξ|3
2
Ai
Ki

Kj

Ki

i = 1, . . . , N. (4)
To write down (4) in the form of a linear algebraic system we choose local orthonormal
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
basis on every cell (τ i , τ i , ni ), where tangent vectors τ i , τ i can be chosen arbitrary
(1)
(2)
(in the plane of the cell, orthogonal one to the other) and τ i × τ i = ni , so
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
γ i = γ i τ i + γi τ i
(1)

(2)

and we can project (4) for every i-th panel on directions τ i and τ i [7, 8].
Note, that the obtained algebraic system has infinite set of solutions; in order to select
the unique solution the additional condition for the total vorticity (the integral from the
vorticity over the body surface) should
be satisfied:

γ(r, t)dSr = 0,

K

which also should be written down in the discretized form.
The resulting algebraic system now is overdetermined, it should be regularized, for
example, similarly to 
[2] by introducing the regularization
vector R = (R1 , R2 , R3 )T :

N
N
(1)
(2)


b
γ
1
(1)
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
(2)
τi ·
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij − i + R · τ i = i ,
4πAi
2
Ai
j=1
 j=1

N
N
(1)
(2)
 (1) (1)  (2) (2)
bi
γi
1
(2)
(1)
+ R · τi =
τ ·
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij +
,
(5)
4πAi i
2
Ai
j=1
j=1
N



(1) (1)
(2) (2)
Aj γ j τ j + γ j τ j
= 0,
i = 1, . . . , N.
j=1

Here

(k)
ν ij

=

 

Ki

Kj


(k)
τ j × (r − ξ)
dSξ dSr ,
|r − ξ|3

(k)
bi

=



(k)

τ i · f (r, t)dSr ,

Ki

k = 1, 2; i, j = 1, . . . , N.
The aim of the paper is to develop the numerical algorithm for the integrals in coeffi(k)
cients ν ij computation.
3
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2

THE COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION IN THE GENERAL CASE
(k)

Coefficients ν ij in formula (5) should be computed for all the pairs of the cells; note
(k)
that ν ii = 0, because the self-influence of cells is already taken into account through the
γ

(k)

non-integral term in (4) which corresponds to ± i2 terms in (5).
For i = j let us denote

 
r−ξ
(k)
(k)
(k)
ν ij = τ j ×

3 dSξ dSr = I ij × τ j , k = 1, 2, i, j = 1, . . . , N.
r − ξ 
Ki

(6)

Kj

Integral I ij is calculated over the triangular cells Ki and Kj , where the i-th cell we
call ‘control’, the j-th cell – ‘influence’ cell. Note, that this problem in the whole is similar to the evaluation of Galerkin integrals which arise in the Boundary Element Method
(BEM, [9]). There are some known approaches for numerical computation of such integrals, for example, Taylor — Duffy method [10]. However, the generality of the mentioned
method leads to high computational cost of the numerical algorithm. In the present paper
efficient numerical procedures are developed for the equation (4), which make it possible
to compute the integrals (6).
Integral I ij is ‘skew-symmetric’, i. e., I ij = −I ji . This property on the one hand makes
it possible to compute only one half of such coefficients, and on the other hand can be
used for error estimation of the integral numerical computation.
The inner integral in (6) over the influence cell Kj

r−ξ
J j (r) = − 
(7)
 dSξ
r − ξ 3
Kj

can be calculated exactly using the computational software of symbolic mathematics
Wolfram Mathematica and Handbook of integrals [11]. It can be expressed through the
(j)
known vectors sk = r k − r, k = 1, 2, 3, where r is the point for which integral (7) is
(j)
calculated, r k are the vertices of Kj triangular cell. Denoting unit vectors
(j)
ek

(j)

(j)

k+1

k

r
− rk
sk+1 − sk
 =  k+1
= 
,
(j)
(j)

r
sk+1 − sk
−r 

sk
σ k =   ,
sk

k = 1, 2, 3,

and assuming all the indices to be calculated using a modulus of 3, we obtain
J j (r) = Θj nj + Ψj × nj ,

j = 1, . . . , N,

where Θj is the solid angle subtended by triangular cell Kj which can be calculated by
using the formula [12]


s 1 s2 s3
  
  
  ,
Θj = 2 arctan       
s1 · s2 · s3 + s1 · s2 s3  + s2 · s3 s1  + s3 · s1 s2 
here s1 s2 s3 denotes the scalar triple product of the vectors;
4
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function Ψj is expressed as the following:
Ψj =

3


(j)

ln ψk ek ,

k=1

where

(j)

ψk

  
sk  1 + e(j) · σ k


(j)
(j)
k


, ek · σ k =
 −1, ek · σ k+1 = −1,

 s 
(j)
k+1 1 + ek · σ k+1
= 

sk+1 


(j)
(j)


ek · σ k = ek · σ k+1 = −1.
   ,
sk

The outer integral in (6)

I ij =



J j (r) dSr

(8)

Ki

can’t be expressed exactly in elementary functions, so it is computed by using Gaussian
quadrature formulae:

N
GP

ωp J j (η p ),
I ij = J j (r) dSr ≈ Ai
p=1

Ki

where NGP is the number of Gaussian points; ωp are weight coefficients; η p are the
positions of the Gaussian points. Values of ωp and η p for different values of NGP for
triangular cells can be found, for example, in [13].
General approach, however, has a significant restriction: it can be implemented only
for the influence and control cells which are far one from the other. For the cells which
have common edge or common vertex (‘neighboring cells’) the corresponding integral is
improper, so Gaussian quadratures become unsuitable. Direct numerical computation of
improper integral is a non-trivial problem, so for such cases an original semi-analytical
approach is developed.
If the cells have common edge or common vertex, the singularity should be excluded
from the J j (r):
J j (r) = J jreg (r) + J jsing (r).
Here J jreg (r), which has the form




J jreg (r) = Θj (r) − Θjsing (r) nj + Ψj (r) − Ψjsing (r) × nj ,

has no singularities and can be easily integrated numerically with high accuracy by using
Gaussian quadrature formulae

N
GP

reg
J j (r) dSr ≈ Ai
ωp J jreg (η p ).
p=1

Ki

5
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For the improper (singular) integral





sing
sing
sing
J j (r) dSr =
Θj (r) dSr nj +
Ψj (r)dSr × nj
Ki

Ki

Ki

the exact analytical quadrature formulae are derived, which are shown below.
3

SINGULARITY EXCLUSION IN CASE OF NEIGHBORING CELLS
WITH COMMON EDGE

If the cells Ki and Kj have common edge with directing unit vector e3 , as it is shown
in fig. 1, singular terms have the following form (hereinafter the upper index (j) in unit
(j)
(j)
(j)
vectors e1 , e2 and e3 is omitted):
Θjsing (r)

=2

2

k=1



atan ak ek e3 , (e3 − ek ) · (ak − ek ) ,

2
 m e · (e + a )  
m

1 3
3
1
k
sing
+
ek ln
ek · (ek − ak ) ,
Ψj (r) = e3 ln
m2 e3 · (e3 − a2 )
m3
k=1

where


(j)
m1 = r − r 1 ,

a1 =



(j)
m2 = r − r 3 ,
(j)

r − r1
,
m1

a2 = −


 (j)
(j)
m3 = r 1 − r 3 ,
(j)

r − r3
,
m2

function φ = atan(y, x) means the angle φ ∈ (−π, π], for which
y
x
sin φ = 
, cos φ = 
;
x2 + y 2
x2 + y 2

this function corresponds to ‘traditional’ programming language function atan2(y, x).
Expression for Θjsing , as well as all scalar multipliers of Ψjsing , expressed via logarithms,
can be integrated analytically over the cell Ki , and the resulting formulae are the following:



Θjsing (r) dSr = −2Ai q0 (ξ, α, β, µ, γ, λ) + q0 (ξ, β, α, σ, δ, θ) ,
Ki



Ki



Ψjsing (r) dSr = Ai q12 (ξ, α, β, µ, γ, λ)e1 + q12 (ξ, β, α, σ, δ, θ)e2 + q3 (α, β)e3 .

Here auxiliary functions q0 , q12 and q3 are introduced and there are the following
expressions for them:

6
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e1
ξ

Kj

e2

δ
e3

a1

β

γ

a2 α

Ki

ν
r
Figure 1: Cells Ki and Kj in case of having common edge




sin γ sin ν 
∗


φ +
cos β sin γ − sin β cos γ cos ξ φ∗∗ +

2

sin µ sin α







cos β/2
sin β/2
cos λ/2 

2 µ
2 µ
q0 (ξ, α, β, µ, γ, λ) = + sin ξ sin β cos 2 ln sin ν/2 + sin 2 ln cos ν/2 + ln sin γ/2 ,





|ξ| + |β − γ| > 0,




 ∗
φ , ξ = β − γ = 0,



1
3


ln(1 + cos λ) sin β(cos ν + cos µ cos λ) +
− +



2 sin α sin2 µ





+ ln(1 − cos γ) sin ν(cos β + cos γ cos µ) +







sin β


sin β(1 − cos µ)(cos ν − cos λ) −
+
ln



sin ν



q12 (ξ, α, β, µ, γ, λ) = − sin ν sin β −2φ∗∗ sin ξ sin γ +






1 − cos ν 



, |ξ| + |β − γ| > 0,
+ (sin γ cos β cos ξ − sin β cos γ) ln


1 + cos β








3
1 


−
+
cos
ν
sin
γ
ln(1
+
cos
ν)
+
sin
ν
cos
γ
ln(1
−
cos
γ)
,


2 2 sin α



ξ = β − γ = 0.
q3 (α, β) =


α
ν  sin ν 
β
ν
α
β
sin ν 
ln tan tan
+
ln tan tan
+ ln tan tan
.
sin β
2
2
sin α
2
2
2
2
7
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Here it is denoted:
σ = π − arccos(cos α cos δ + cos ξ sin α sin δ),
µ = π − arccos(cos β cos γ + cos ξ sin β sin γ),
λ = π − arccos(cos α cos γ − cos ξ sin α sin γ),
θ = π − arccos(cos β cos δ − cos ξ sin β sin δ),
φ∗ = atan(sin ξ sin α sin γ, 1 − cos α + cos γ + cos λ),
φ∗∗ = atan(sin ξ sin α sin γ, 1 + cos α − cos γ + cos λ).
Here α and β are the angles of the triangle Ki , which adjoin the common edge of the
cells Ki and Kj , ν = π − α − β; γ and δ are the angles of the triangle Kj , which adjoin
the common edge; ξ is the angle between the planes of the cells Ki and Kj .
4

SINGULARITY EXCLUSION IN CASE OF NEIGHBORING CELLS
WITH COMMON VERTEX

The scheme for the case when the cells Ki and Kj have a common vertex, is shown in
fig. 2. Triangle cells Ki and Kj determine two planes, which intersection line has directing
unit vector e0 , which is collinear to vector ni ×nj and its direction is chosen such as triple
vector product e0 cni > 0, where c connects the center of the cell Ki with the common
vertex.

Figure 2: Cells Ki and Kj in case of having common vertex

If the cells Ki and Kj are coplanar, i. e., ni × nj = 0, then the direction of e0 can be
chosen arbitrary, but in order to write down the formulae which are suitable for general
case it should be equal to

−e1 , e2 · e3 ≤ 0,
e0 =
e3 , e2 · e3 > 0,
where ek are unit vectors of the sides of the control cell Ki , when it is assumed that the
(i)
common vertex is denoted by r 1 :
ek =

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

r k+1 − r k

|r k+1 − r k |

,

k = 1, 2, 3.
8
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As it is shown in fig. 2, the shape of the influence cell Kj is defined by two unit vectors
(j)

(j)

e∗1

=

r2 − r1
(j)

(j)

|r 2 − r 1 |

e∗2

,

=

(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

r3 − r1

|r 3 − r 1 |

and two angles
δk∗ = ∠(e0 , e∗k ) = atan(e0 e∗k nj , e0 · e∗k ),

k = 1, 2.

If δ1∗ = π or δ2∗ = π then vector e0 should be reversed, and angles δk∗ should be
recomputed once again for new value of e0 .
In addition, if δ1∗ δ2∗ < 0 and δ1∗ − δ2∗  > π, vector e0 also should be reversed, and angles
δk∗ should be recomputed.
Finally, when direction of e0 is determined, the angle between planes of Ki and Kj can
be computed as the following:
ξ = atan(ni nj e0 , ni · nj ).
In order to compute the regular part J jreg (r), the auxiliary 2D basis should be introduced:
u∗k = e0 + e∗k ,
v ∗k = (e0 + e∗k ) × e0 ,
Then
Θjsing (r) = −2(Θ∗2 − Θ∗1 + Θ̃)
can be expressed via vectors u∗k , v ∗k and


pk = (b + e0 ) ·
where

u∗k



u∗k

Θ∗k

=



+ (b + e0 ) ·


v ∗k



v ∗k ,

 (i)

mb = r 1 − r ,

atan(pk · v ∗k , pk · u∗k ),
atan(b · nj , bnj e0 ),

|pk | > 0,
|pk | = 0,

Θ̃ = 0 except the case when |p1 | = 0; in this case Θ̃ = π sign ξ.
Then,
Ψjsing (r) = −(Ψ∗2 − Ψ∗1 ),
where
Ψ∗k

=

e∗k




mb ∗
∗
ln  ek · (b + ek ) .
Aj
9
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These expressions also can be integrated analytically over the cell Ki :



Θjsing (r) dSr = −2Ai q4 (δ∗∗ ) − q4 (δ∗ ) + q̃q4 (0) ,
Ki



Ki



Ψjsing (r) dSr = −Ai q5 (δ∗∗ )e∗∗ − q5 (δ∗ )e∗ ,

where
q̃ =



0,

δ1∗ δ2∗ ≥ 0,

−2 sign ξ,

δ1∗ δ2∗ < 0.

The auxiliary functions q4 and q5 are the following:
q41 (δ) − q42 (δ)
,
q4 (δ) =
sin ψ sin κ
where

δ
δ
ν + ψ
δ
q41 (δ) = sin µ sin(ν + ψ) atan sin ξ sin , cos ξ sin + cos cot
−
2
2
2
2

δ
δ
δ
µ − ψ
− sin ν sin(µ − ψ) atan sin ξ sin , cos ξ sin + cos tan
,
2
2
2
2




sin µ sin ν sin δ
sin ψ sin ξ   1 − cos λ sin ν 
ν
µ 


ω cos η +
ln
− cos σ ln tan tan
,


D
2
1 + cos θ sin µ
2
2
q42 (δ) =
ξ = 0 and sin(δ − ψ) = 0,




0, ξ = sin(δ − ψ) = 0;
q5 (δ) = q51 (δ) − q52 (δ),

where
3 − ln 2 sin µ sin(ν + ψ) ln(1 + cos θ) − sin ν sin(µ − ψ) ln(1 − cos λ)
+
+
2
sin κ sin ψ
cos µ sin ν
1 sin ν sin µ cos ν sin µ
−
ln sin ν −
ln sin µ,
+ ln
2
sin κ
sin κ
sin κ



sin ν sin µ sin δ cos η 1 + cos θ
ν
µ


ln
−
cos
χ
ln
tan
tan
+


D
sin
κ
sin
ψ
1
−
cos
λ
2
2






1
sin ν
+ 2ω sin δ sin ξ + G ln
, ξ = 0 and sin(δ − ψ) = 0,
q52 (δ) =
2
sin µ






 1 + cos ν
 1
sin µ 
1 − cos ν



−
− cos ψ ln
sin ψ
, ξ = sin(δ − ψ) = 0.
2
sin ν
1 + cos µ
1 + cos µ

q51 (δ) = −

10
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Here we denote for simplicity


ξ
2
2 ξ
D = sin (δ − ψ) + 4 sin δ sin ψ sin δ sin ψ cos + cos δ cos ψ sin2 ,
2
2


ξ
ξ
G = sin 2(δ − ψ) − 4 sin δ sin δ sin 2ψ cos2 + cos δ cos 2ψ sin2 ,
2

 2

κ
κ
κ
κ 
ω = atan sin ξ sin δ sin , cos ξ sin δ sin ν + ψ +
+ cos − cos δ cos µ − ψ +
.
2
2
2
2
Here κ is the angles of the triangle Ki , which adjoins the common vertex of the cells
Ki and Kj ; µ and ν are the other angles of the cell Ki ; ξ is the angle between the planes
of the cells Ki and Kj ; ψ is the angle between e0 and the side of the triangle Ki , which is
opposite to the common vertex; δ∗ and δ∗∗ are the angles between e0 and vectors e∗ and
e∗∗ , respectively; cos σ, cos λ, cos θ, cos η and cos χ can be calculated by using formulae
cos σ = cos ψ cos δ + cos ξ sin ψ sin δ,
cos η = cos δ sin ψ cos ξ − sin δ cos ψ,
cos χ = sin δ cos ψ cos ξ − cos δ sin ψ,
cos λ = cos δ cos(µ − ψ) − cos ξ sin δ sin(µ − ψ),
cos θ = cos δ cos(ν + ψ) + cos ξ sin δ sin(ν + ψ).
5

CONCLUSIONS

The derived formulae for I ij makes it possible to construct numerical procedure for
solving of the discrete analogue of the integral equation for the vortex sheet intensity
calculation in the framework of ‘tangent’ approach. It allows to use arbitrary triangular
mesh on the body surface and to refine mesh near sharp edges, that is especially important
for the flow around 3D wings simulation. Despite the fact that the dimension of the
linear system in the developed numerical scheme is twice as large then in traditional
implementations of vortex methods, its accuracy is much higher.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on a validation study in conjunction with an in-house Lattice
Boltzmann Method (LBM) based code for a multiphase flow application. The LBM technique
takes into account one partial differential equation for each fluid component of multiphase
flows to describe the evolution of a particle distribution function. In the present work, a
numerical study has been carried out to investigate the behaviour of a heavy and elliptic
bubble immersed in a lighter fluid which oscillates until the equilibrium state is reached. The
benchmark problem of an oscillating bubble has been implemented, validated and
investigated in conjunction with the Colour Gradient Model (CGM).
1

INTRODUCTION

Multiphase flows is one of the main research areas of the Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM). The main reason is the flexibility of the LBM formulation in comparison with
Navier-Stokes solvers when dealing with complex physical phenomena such as multiphase
flows. The traditional Navier-Stokes equations techniques; Volume of Fluid (VOF), EulerianEulerian and Lagrange-Eulerian approaches involve the solution of a set of non-linear partial
differential equations for each phase or component. In contrast, the LBM techniques for
multiphase flows deal with only one partial differential equation for each fluid component or
phase to describe the evolution of a particle function distribution. As a result, it provides an
efficient framework which requires less computational resources to treat complex flows.
Since the emergence of the LBM for multiphase flows in the late 1980s, the validation
of different methods was carried out on simple and theoretically well-known solutions such as
the Laplace’s law for the calculation of the surface tension [1], the layered two-phase flow in
a channel [2], or relying on Jurin’s and Wahsburn’s laws [3]. In this work, the evolution
towards equilibrum of a two-dimensional bubble is analysed in the context of investigations
performed to validate an in-house parallelised LBM solver for a multiphase flow application.
The numerical experiment consists of a heavy and elliptic bubble immersed in a
lighter fluid which oscillates until it reaches an equilibrium state. The initial curved interface
induces a damped oscillating movement whose frequency can be calculated analytically for
inviscid two-dimensional flows [4, 5]. This theoretical prediction requires to know a priori the
surface tension value of the interface which is taken from the numerical method. Hence, this
numerical experiment allows to validate the performance of the in-house LBM code to
reproduce an unsteady process in which case the surface tension is taken into account.
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2

COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

The multiphase Lattice Boltzmann Model (LBM) implemented in this work is the socalled Colour Gradient Model (CGM), firstly proposed by Rothman and Keller [4]. In
particular, the version employed is based on the method described by Leclaire et al. [5, 6, 7, 8,
9]. Their version is stable for very high density ratios and allows to control the surface tension
and thickness of the interface through model parameters.
The Density Distribution Function (DDF) fi k x, t is associated to each fluid to
describe the flow on the lattice, determined by the speed velocity of its links e i , where
i 0,1,. , m  1 . The lattice D2Q9 is used in this study, hence m = 9, and k indicates the
colour of the fluid (r for red and b for blue). Besides, another DDF, the so-called colour-blind
function, is defined as fi fi r  fi b . The algorithm steps from time t to t+1 are as follows:
1. Single-phase collision: fi x, t
2. Two-phase collision: fi x, t

:i

k

3. Re-colouring operation: fi x, t
4. Streaming: fi k x  ei , t  1 fi k x, t
5. Apply boundary conditions.
6. Update macroscopic variables: U k

> f i x, t @ .
> f i x, t @ .
:i 3 > f i x, t @ .
1

:i
2

.

¦

i

fi k , U

The first three steps are further explained hereafter.

¦

k

Uk , U u

¦¦
i

k

fi k ei .

2.1 Single-phase collision
The single-phase collision is based on the standard BGK operator in LBM for one
fluid. The collision frequency Zeff determines the relaxation of the DDF to the equilibrium
state as
:i 1> fi @ fi  Zeff fi  fi eq ,
(1)
where fi eq is the equilibrium function, given by
9
3
ª
º
2
(2)
ei @  MiD  wi «3ei  u  ei  u  u  u » ,
2
2
¬
¼
where Q is the density weighted average kinetic viscosity. Given the red and blue kinetic
viscosities Q r and Q b , Q can be calculated as
1
1
1
Ur
Ub
(3)
 
 ,
Q U r  Ub Q r U r  Ub Q b
and when Q is known, the effective collision frequency is calculated by
1
Zeff
.
(4)
3Q  0.5
The operators ٔ and ǣ are the tensor product and the tensor contraction respectively. The
coefficients ߰ , ߦ , ߶ , ߮ and ݓ are weights which depend on the lattice scheme and are
shown in Table 1.
fi eq

Q >\ i u  U  [i G : ei

Coefficients
ݓ
߶ ,
߮

ሼ݅ǣ ȁࢋ݅ ȁଶ ൌ Ͳሽ
4/9

ሼ݅ǣ ȁࢋ݅ ȁଶ ൌ ͳሽ
1/9

ሼ݅ǣ ȁࢋ݅ ȁଶ ൌ ʹሽ
1/36

1

-1/5

-1/20

0

1/5

2
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߰
ߦ
ܤ
ߠ
ࢋ

-8/3

-1/6

1/12

0

1/2

1/8

-4/27

2/27

5/108

1/3

1/3

1/12

ࢋ ൌ ሺͲǡͲሻ

ࢋଵ ൌ ሺͳǡͲሻ
ࢋଶ ൌ ሺͲǡͳሻ
ࢋଷ ൌ ሺെͳǡͲሻ
ࢋସ ൌ ሺͲǡ െͳሻ

Table 1: D2Q9 weights and lattice velocities.

On the other hand, the tensor G is

G

ൌ ሺͳǡͳሻ
ൌ ሺെͳǡͳሻ
ൌ ሺെͳǡ െͳሻ
ൌ ሺͳǡͳሻ

T

U  u

u

ࢋହ
ࢋ
ࢋ
ࢋ଼

U .

(5)

The last parameter D required for computing the equilibrium function is given by

D

Ur

 Dr 

Ub

U r  Ub
U r  Ub
where D k relates the pressure pk with its density as
Dk

 Db ,

(6)

pk

.
(7)
U k9
In the D2Q9 speed model, 9 is 3/5. To compute the equilibrium function at every node, it is
required to know the density and velocity, which are given for multi-component flows by

Uk

¦

i

1

¦

fi k , U

k

Uk , U u

¦¦
i

k

fi k ei .

(8)

In the above equations, only one D k is a free parameter since they are coupled by the density
ratio J between fluids as

U r0
Ub0

J

1  Db
,
1  Dr

(9)

where U r0 and U b0 state for the initial values of the densities. The red fluid is often chosen as
the heaviest one, hence 0  Db d D r  1 .
2.2 Two-phase collision
The two-phase collision operation introduces the interaction between fluids and the
two-phase collision can be described and modelled by
ª Fe 2
º
i
(10)
 Bi » ,
:i 2 > fi @ fi  A F «wi
2
F
¬«
¼»
where Bi is shown in Table 1. This multiphase method is named after the colour gradient
vector F. It measures the spatial “colour difference” in terms of densities by

F

§ U  Ub ·
¸¸ .
¨¨ r
© U r  Ub ¹
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Numerically, it has been computed through the approximation as
8
  x  ei   b x  ei 
F   i  r
12)
e i ,
i 0
  r x  ei   b x  ei 
where  i is also shown in Table 1. One of the main advantages of this method in comparison
with others multiphase LBM is that it is possible to prescribe the surface tension between
fluids  . This is done through the user-defined parameter A as

4 A
.
9 eff

 

13)

2.3 Re-colouring
This step guarantees the immiscibility of the fluids. In this work, the operator of
Latva-Kokko [10], proposed by Leclaire et al. [3], is employed.
The re-coloured-red function is

r
 r b
fi 
cos


while the re-coloured-blue function is obtained through

 i 3  fi r



i

f 
i

eq

u 0

,

(14)

r
 r b
(15)
fi 
cos i  fi eq u 0 ,


where  fi eq u0 is given by Eq. (2) imposing u  0 . On the other hand, i is the angle between
the colour gradient and the link e i . Finally, the parameter
controls the thickness interface
and must be taken between 0 and 1. The higher the value, the stronger the effect of the recolouring and therefore the thinner the interface.

 i 3  fi r

3



NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF AN OSCILLATING BUBBLE

The numerical experiment consists of a heavy and elliptic bubble immersed in a
lighter fluid which oscillates until it reaches an equilibrium state. It is based in the 2D case
reported by Leclaire et al. [8]. Other authors such as Yuan [11] and more recently Saito et al.
[12], the latter being a 3D study with a low density ratio, have also employed this numerical
experiment as benchmark case. This numerical experiment allows to validate the behaviour of
the implemented algorithm in a complex flow; an initially non-equilibrium bubble evolves
until becoming circular following an unsteady movement governed by the surface tension. A
square of 1282 lattices has been employed. The red fluid which is the heavier one, initially
occupies the nodes located at the interior of an ellipse as
x  642   y  642  1 ,
(16)
162
242
whereas the blue fluid occupies the remaining nodes. All boundaries are periodic, which
implies that the density distribution functions are streamed through the exterior of the
boundary by copying them into the unknown directions on the opposite side. The initial
curved interface induces a damped oscillating movement whose frequency can be calculated
analytically for inviscid two-dimensional flows. According to Toutant [13], and Lemonnier
4
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and Jamet [14], for an inviscid and two-dimensional fluid, the nth-mode angular frequency of
oscillation is given by
nn  1n  1 
17)
 3 ,
n2 
Req
 r  b

(

where Req is the radius of the bubble in equilibrium. This theoretical prediction requires to
know a priori the surface tension value of the interface which is taken from the numerical
method. Additionally, n = 2 since it corresponds to an ellipsoidal initial shape. Although the
fluid is not strictly inviscid in the LBM setting, the viscous effects are small enough to be
neglected and demonstrate the agreement of the numerical experiment with the theoretical
prediction of the oscillation frequency. The numerical oscillation frequency is extracted from
the simulations. This is done by tracking the maximum height of the bubble contour. This
contour is the line in which r  b  0 . Thus, to find the maximum height of the bubble at
each time step, at the end of each iteration, the quantity  r  b is evaluated at the nodes
placed at the vertical symmetry line. A linear interpolation between the nodes in which the
quantity  r  b jumps from positive to negative values is computed to obtain the maximum
height. By performing this operation at the end of each iteration, the evolution of the height
contour is captured, and the numerical period of the oscillation is predicted by





Tnum  2 t 3  t 2  ,

18)

(

where t 3 and t 2  are the times corresponding to the third and second extrema of the
movement, respectively, recorded after 500 time steps to avoid the initial noise in the data.
From Tnum , it is straightforward to compute the numerical frequency by
2
.
19)
num 
Tnum
Finally, the error in percentage is calculated as
  num
E  th
,
20)

(

th

where th is the theoretical frequency given by Eq. (17). The numerical set up employed used
in this study are summarised in Table 2.
ߩ

Ȟ

50

1

ߙ

4/9

ߚ

ߥ ൌ ߥ

0.99

1/30

ߪ

ͷ ή ͳͲିଷ ,ͳͲିଷ,ͷ ή ͳͲିସ

Table 2: Numerical set up parameters for oscillating bubble simulations.

Table 3 shows the relative error in percentage between the numerically and the theoretically
predicted frequency values. The results show that the in-house code is able to reproduce the
oscillation correctly considering the very small viscosity of the heavier and lighter fluids.
ߪ

ͷ ή ͳͲିଷ
ͳͲିଷ
ͷ ή ͳͲିସ

߱௧
ͳǤͺ ή ͳͲିଷ
ͺǤͳͷ ή ͳͲିସ
ͷǤͶ ή ͳͲିସ

߱௨
ͳǤͺʹ ή ͳͲିଷ
Ǥ͵ ή ͳͲିସ
ͷǤͲͻ ή ͳͲିସ

ܴ݈݁ܽ[ݎݎݎܧ݁ݒ݅ݐ%]
2.15
6.38
11.32

Table 3: Oscillation frequency results comparing the theoretical frequency (߱௧ ) with the numerically predicted
one (߱௨ ) for different surface tension values.
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The accuracy of the model decreases for the smaller values of the surface tension, as it is
expected for multiphase applications of the LBM based Colour-Gradient Method [1,3,6].
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the maximum height of the contour with the number of
iterationsfor ߪ ൌ ͷ ή ͳͲെ͵. The numerical frequency of oscillation is extracted from the
extremes of this curve.

Figure 1: Maximum height of the contour evolution with the number of time stepsfor ɐ ൌ ͷ ή ͳͲିଷ . The contour
is located where the heavy fluid density (red:ɏ୰ ) is equal to the light fluid density (blue:ɏୠ ).

Figure 2 depicts the shape of the bubble at the beginning of the simulations and at the times
associated to the extrema of the contour’s maximum height for ߪ ൌ ͷ ή ͳͲെ͵. The top left
picture shows the initial bubble shape. Due to its non-equilibrium shape, surface tension
induces capillary waves and makes the bubble deform and oscillate about the circular shape,
i.e. the equilibrium shape. At the interface regions where the curvature is high, the surface
tension pushes the red fluid inwards; causing the low curvature interface to move outwards.
Since the viscosity is very low and the surface forces are strong, the induced movement
causes the ellipse major axis becomes the minor axis and vice versa, resulting in an oscillating
movement which is slowly damped until the bubble adopts a circular shape. It is observed that
the interface is very thin due to the high value of ߚ, which is the fundamental parameter in the
recolouring step that assures the segregation of the fluids in order to remain immiscible.

 ݐൌ ͳͲ
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 ݐൌ  ݐሺଶሻ ൌ ͵ͷͷ

 ݐൌ  ݐሺଷሻ ൌ ͷ͵Ͳʹ

 ݐൌ  ݐሺସሻ ൌ Ͳͳ

 ݐൌ  ݐሺଵሻ ൌ ͺͺͳͷ

Figure 2: Snapshots of the oscillating bubble at the beginning of the simulations and at the time steps associated
to the extrema of the maximum height of the contour for ߪ ൌ ͷ ή ͳͲିଷ .

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown the validation of an in-house Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM) code in conjunction with the Colour Gradient Model (CGM) to solve multiphase
flows through an oscillating bubble. Specifically, we employ the modified CGM by Leclaire
et al. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and test it here for unsteady multiphase flows for different values in
surface tension. We found that the unsteady dynamics of this classical multiphase benchmark
case is well reproduced for all values of surface tension, where the error shows a tendency to
increase with decreasing surface tension. The numerical results of this bubble dynamics
problem presented in this paper show that the implemented in-house code is capable of
capturing the physically correct behaviour of the surface tension for a moderate density ratio.
This work has demonstrated the code capability to describe unsteady multiphase flows,
paving the way to tackle more complex flows for industrial and academic research purposes.
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Abstract. An a-priori hyper-reduction method for nonlinear structural dynamics finite
element problems is proposed in this work. A-priori calculated static configurations and
eigenmodes are used rather than time-domain training simulation data to create a reduced
order basis and perform the hyper-reduction element selection. The hyper-reduction element selection is performed by solving an L1 optimization problem subject to a set of
equality constraints. The proposed method is applied to the case of a highly nonlinear
high-fidelity tire finite element model rolling with a constant angular velocity over a rough
road surface. It is shown that care has to be taken during the hyper-reduction process
when considering distributed contact constraints, as is the case for e.g. a tire rolling over
a rough road surface. Large speedup factors can be obtained while still retaining a relatively high accuracy, making the proposed method suitable for application to e.g. design
optimization.

1

INTRODUCTION

When optimizing the design of a passenger car tire, typically over 50 different performance criteria have to be taken into account. These are related to (but not limited
to) e.g. energy efficiency, handling, wear and noise. Due to the complex structure of a
typical passenger car tire, most of the criteria are coupled: trying to enhance one performance will often decrease other performances. In order to cope with the increasing
need to optimize multiple tire performance criteria simultaneously, predictive numerical
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simulation techniques could be used, rather than time-consuming experiments. A numerical approach using high-fidelity nonlinear structural dynamics finite element (FE) tire
models offers the possibility to perform various virtual studies and virtual assessment of
different tire designs. Because of the too high numerical cost, currently no industrially
applicable high-fidelity fully-predictive numerical approach is available to model a tire
rolling over a rough road surface. Such a numerical approach is necessary to predict and
assess e.g. the airborne exterior noise and structure-borne interior noise performance of
a tire design, amongst others. In order to alleviate the computational cost associated
with the use of the high-fidelity FE models, the principle of projection-based nonlinear
model order reduction (MOR) [3] can be applied. The original full order model (FOM)
is transformed into a smaller, lower dimensional reduced order model (ROM) by means
of projecting the full order solution space onto a lower dimensional subspace. As demonstrated in e.g. [4] and [7], significant speedups can be achieved using nonlinear MOR,
therefore re-enabling the use of highly complex high-fidelity FE models. The choice of
the subspace basis determines how good the FOM solution is approximated by the ROM
solution. Several approaches have been suggested for nonlinear structural dynamics applications: (i) Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) applied to a series of dynamic
training snapshots [3], [7], [8]. (ii) Modal Derivatives (MD) in combination with e.g.
eigenmodes [10], [14], [16]. (iii) Linear or nonlinear static configurations in combination
with e.g. eigenmodes [4], [5], [9], [12], [15]. While the POD approach can offer a very
efficient low-dimensional subspace basis, relevant simulation training data is required.
Computation of the training data can be too expensive, especially in high-fidelity predictive approaches as used for tire design optimization. The MD approach has been shown to
be usable for structural dynamics problems with mild nonlinear behavior of the internal
force term [14], [16]. Therefore, the static configuration approach is adopted in this work
to create the subspace basis. Recently, so-called hyper-reduction methods [7], [12] for
nonlinear structural FE problems have been proposed. These hyper-reduction methods
are a class of projection-based nonlinear MOR methods designed specifically for the reduction of nonlinear structural FE models. The projection of the FOM onto a subspace
is complemented by a second-tier approximation, which is a necessary step to effectively
reduce the computational complexity of the ROM [7]. The Energy Conserving Sampling
and Weighting (ECSW) method proposed by Farhat et al. [7] has been shown to preserve
the structure, symmetry and stability properties of the FOM [8]. The ECSW method [7]
requires expensive time-domain training simulations, which have to be performed sequentially as each consecutive timestep depends on the previous one. For large FOMs, as used
in tire design optimization problems, this time-domain training approach is too expensive
to use, as per design change the time-domain training has to be repeated. Therefore,
there is a clear need for a-priori methods which do not need time-domain training data.
A hyper-reduction method is proposed in this work that uses a-priori static training simulations, similar to the Multi-Expansion Point Modal (MEM) method [12] and the static
ECSW training method proposed by Rutzmoser et al. [13]. These a-priori static training
simulations can be performed in parallel, therefore making the hyper-reduction method
suitable even for the predictive simulations in tire design optimization. The proposed
2
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hyper-reduction method is applied to a nonlinear high-fidelity FE tire model rolling with
a constant angular velocity over a rough road surface. The predicted vertical contact
forces and general tire response due to the rolling are of interest for the prediction of the
airborne exterior noise and structure-borne interior noise performance of the considered
tire design. Throughout this work, the rolling of the tire over the rough road surface with
a constant angular velocity is referred to as the tire/road problem.
2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The full order model (FOM) of the tire/road problem is described by the semi-discrete
nonlinear equations of motion as:
Mẍ + GALE (x) ẋ + f (x, ẋ) − fALE (x) = fp (x, pa ) + fc (x, xr ) + fe

(1)

Here M ∈ Rn×n is the configuration-independent mass matrix, GALE (x) ∈ Rn×n is
the ALE skew-symmetric Gyroscopic matrix and fALE (x) ∈ Rn the ALE rotational inertia force vector [11] which describe the constant rolling, f (x, ẋ) ∈ Rn the internal
force vector which includes nonlinear strain-displacement behavior and nonlinear nearlyincompressible (visco-)hyperelastic constitutive behavior, fp (x, pa ) ∈ Rn the air-pressure
force vector and pa the applied inflation air pressure, fc (x, xr ) ∈ Rn the tire/road contact
force vector which is described using a penalty method formulation, xr the current road
surface contact constraints and fe ∈ Rn the configuration-independent external force vector. The current configuration is defined as x = x0 + u ∈ Rn , where x0 is the reference
configuration and u the total displacement at time t with respect to the reference configuration. The time dependency is omitted from notation for clarity. The first and second
derivatives of the current configuration with respect to time are denoted as ẋ and ẍ respectively. In order to describe the nearly-incompressible behavior of the (visco-)hyperelastic
constitutive models, a mixed displacement-pressure (u/p) formulation is used [2]. A variant of the implicit generalized-α discrete time integration method, proposed by Arnold
and Brüls [1], is chosen to time-discretize the equations of motion (1). This variant of the
generalized-α method has second-order accuracy for the acceleration field variables. Theory and implementation details can be found in [1]. An implicit rather than an explicit
time integration scheme is chosen, as this allows to use larger timesteps. This results in
less timesteps to be evaluated and in general lower overall computational costs. As an
implicit scheme is used, the nonlinear equations of motion (1) are consistently linearized
in the spatial domain around the current configuration x. This yields the following set of
equations:
Mẍ + GALE ẋ + (K − Kp − Kc − KALE ) ∆u = fp + fc + fe − (f − fALE )

(2)

Here K ∈ Rn×n is the internal force tangent stiffness matrix, Kp ∈ Rn×n is the pressure
load force tangent stiffness matrix, Kc ∈ Rn×n is the contact force tangent stiffness matrix
and KALE ∈ Rn×n is the ALE inertia matrix [11]. Solving the set of linearized equations
of motions (2) per iteration step quickly becomes very costly as the amount of degrees of
freedom rises. For industrial-sized design problems, e.g. the tire/road problem discussed
3
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in this work, the total computational cost becomes too large and the simulations are no
longer feasible to use in a design context. Therefore, hyper-reduction is applied to the
FOM (2) to create the hyper-reduced order model (HROM).
3

REDUCED ORDER MODEL DEFINITION

The full-order solution x ∈ Rn , residing in the solution manifold defined by (1), is
approximated by the reduced-order solution q ∈ Rm , which resides in a constant subspace
of the solution manifold. The subspace is spanned by the columns of V ∈ Rn×m , hereafter
called the reduced order basis (ROB). This leads to the following approximation:
x ≈ x̃ = x0 + Vq

(3)

And since V is chosen to be constant, it follows that:
ẋ ≈ x̃˙ = Vq̇
¨ = Vq̈
ẍ ≈ x̃

(4)
(5)

When inserting the approximations (3)–(5) in the linearized equations of motion (2), this
introduces an error which can be eliminated by the Galerkin projection of the linearized
equations of motion (2) onto the ROB V, resulting in the ROM:
M̃q̈ + G̃q̇ + K̃∆q = f̃

(6)

Where
M̃ = VT MV ∈ Rm×m

G̃ = VT GALE V ∈ Rm×m

K̃ = VT (K − Kp − Kc − KALE ) V ∈ Rm×m
f̃ = VT (fp + fc + fe − f ) ∈ Rm

Both the reduced mass matrix M̃ and reduced external force VT fe can be calculated
a-priori, as they are configuration independent and remain constant. The other reduced
terms are configuration-dependent and therefore have to be evaluated again per iteration
step. A second-tier hyper-reduction approximation of these terms is used to reduce the
computational cost associated with their evaluation.
3.1

REDUCED-ORDER BASIS DEFINITION

Highly nonlinear behavior occurs in the tire/road problem due to the constitutive
behavior of the rubber compounds and reinforcements, as well as the contact forces.
Therefore the ROB as used in this work is generated using nonlinear steady-state (which
are in fact static due to the ALE formulation [11]) contact configurations χ ∈ Rn×nχ and
eigenmodes Ψ ∈ Rn×nΨ , where nχ + nΨ = m:


V = χ1 − x0 · · · χnχ − x0 | Ψ1 · · · ΨnΨ ∈ Rn×m
(7)
4
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This
 1 ROB can
be calculated a-priori and in parallel. A set of road surface constraints
xr · · · xr nχ is sampled from the set of a-priori known road surface constraints. The
corresponding steady-state (static) contact configurations χk , k = 1 · · · nχ are calculated
as follows:
 
 




f χk − fALE χk = fp χk , pa + fc χk , xr k + fe
(8)

These contact configurations can be considered as nonlinear constraint modes, where a
distributed set of constraints (the geometrical contact constraints) is applied rather than
local unit displacements (as is the case for linear constraint modes [6]). Following the
MEM method [12], sets of eigenmodes are calculated around nonlinear constraint modes
χl ∈ χ, l = 1 · · · nl ≤ nχ :

  
l
¯
l
(9)
Ψχ = eig K̄ χ , M ∈ Rn×nΨ
¯ =K−K −K −K
Here K̄
p
c
ALE . The sets of eigenmodes are then concatenated:


Ψχ = Ψχ1 · · · Ψχnl

(10)

And a singular value decomposition is performed on the concatenated eigenspace, where
the nΨ most dominant contributions are kept:
UΣWT = svd (Ψχ )
Ψ = {Ui |i = 1 · · · nΨ }

4

(11)
(12)

HYPER-REDUCED ORDER MODEL DEFINITION

Following the finite element assembly procedure, the reduced, configuration dependent
terms in (6) can be written as:
T

f̃ (x) = V f (x) =

|E|


VTi f i (x)

(13)

i=1

Here E is the total set of elements and VTi and f i have a sparse structure, only containing
the contributions of element i. These reduced terms can be approximated further by using
the Energy-Conserving Sampling and Weighting (ECSW) hyper-reduction approach as
proposed by Farhat et al. [7]:
s

f̃ (x) ≈ f̄ (x) =

|E |


si VTi f i (x)

and si > 0

(14)

i=1

Here the reduced set of finite elements E s ⊂ E and their respective weights si are calculated (sampled from the full set E) using dynamic time-domain training data. Given a
set of training samples xi , i = 1 · · · ns , the reduced set of elements Es and their respective
weights s are calculated in order to match the hyper-reduced and reduced internal forces.
5
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The problem is written as a non-negative least squares (NNLS) optimization problem,
and solved using a sparse NNLS solver as proposed by Farhat et al. [7]. As discussed by
Farhat et al. [8] structure, stability and symmetry properties are preserved. Therefore,
the ECSW Hyper-Reduction approach (14) is adopted in this work as well. The cost
associated with the dynamic time-domain training simulations and solving the NNLS
problem makes the ECSW element sampling method unfeasible for an a-priori approach.
Recently, an alternative a-priori training approach was suggested by Rutzmoser et al. [13]
that can be combined with the sparse NNLS solver [7]. Since in this work a set of nonlinear constraint modes is used to create the ROB, an alternative element sampling method
is used that does not rely on the NNLS approach. More specifically, a variant of the
Multi-Expansion point Modal Reduction method (MEM) proposed by Naets et al. [12] is
used. The MEM method element sampling is performed by solving an L1 optimization
problem [12]. The hyper-reduced and reduced internal force and tangent stiffness matrix
corresponding to one configuration are matched by means of equality constraints. Solving the L1 optimization problems yields a set of elements E s with a cardinality equal to
m2 +m
. The main benefit of this approach is that only one static training configuration
2
needs to be considered, and an L1 optimization problem solver of choice can be used.
2
However, in case m 2+m ≥ |E|, E s = E and no hyper-reduction is achieved. Due to distributed nature of the tire/road contact problem, a relatively large ROB is required and
the MEM approach cannot be used. A variation of the MEM sampling approach, called
the Multi-Configuration MEM (MCMEM) approach, is therefore suggested to cope with
this issue. Instead of matching the hyper-reduced and reduced force and tangent stiffness
corresponding to one configuration, the hyper-reduced and reduced forces (no tangent
stiffness) corresponding to multiple configurations k are matched:
|s|1

min

s∈R|E|

subject to f̄ (x1 ) = f̃ (x1 )
..
.

(15)

f̄ (xk ) = f̃ (xk )
s ≥ 0.
These constraints can be rewritten as:
 T
T
V1 f 1 (x1 )

 ···
···
T
V|E| f |E| (x1 )


f̃
(x
)
1
(xk )
 .. 



s
=
···
 . 
VT|E| f |E| (xk )
f̃ (xk )


f̃ (x1 )


Afk s =  ... 


VT1 f 1

T 



(16)

(17)

f̃ (xk )

Solving this variation of the original MEM optimization problem yields a set Es with
2
a cardinality equal to k × m. Therefore, as long as k × m  |E| and m 2+m ≥ |E|, the
6
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MCMEM approach can be used. Applying the MCMEM hyper-reduction to the linearized
equations of motion (2) yields:
M̃q̈ + Ḡq̇ + K̄∆q = f̄

(18)

Here the reduced and hyper-reduced terms are:
s

Ḡ =

|E |


si VTi Gi,ALE Vi

i=1

K̄ =

|E s |


i=1

|Eps |

f̄ =


i=1

s

si VTi (Ki − Ki,ALE ) Vi −

|Ep |

i=1

si,p VTi f i,p + VT fc + VT fe −

si,p VTi Ki,p Vi − VT Kc V
s

|E |

i=1

si VTi (f i − f i,ALE )

While all of the elements E are used to perform the MCMEMsampling
of the internal
|E s |
T
and ALE force terms and to assemble the hyper-reduced form i=1 si Vi (f i − f i,ALE ), a
subset of elements, Ep ⊂ E is used to perform the MCMEM sampling of the pressure force
|E s |
term and assemble to hyper-reduced form i=1p si,p VTi f i,p . This subset Ep corresponds
to the elements to which the internal air pressure is applied.
4.1

REDUCED CONTACT FORCE CONSIDERATIONS

For the specific case of the tire/road problem, the subset of contact elements is small
and no active contact search has to be performed. No benefit is achieved hyper-reducing
the contact force term fc , thus this term is re-projected per iteration step. Additional care
has to be taken when evaluating the reduced contact force term. Due to the projection of
the FOM on the ROB, the resulting ROM can lock when applying the contact constraints.
This is a direct consequence of the reduction of the problem and the choice of the ROB,
which is aggravated in the case of the tire/road problem due to: (i) The nature of the
distributed contact problem, where many constraints are active at the same time. The
tire configuration needs to comply with the road surface to meet the contact constraints
locally, requiring local flexibility which is typically lost after the projection step. (ii) The
hyper-elastic, nearly incompressible constitutive behavior in combination with a mixed
u/p formulation is susceptible to locking [2], even without projection of the FOM on a
ROB. The possible ROM solutions are constrained to lie in the reduction space, and it
could be that enforcing the contact constraints results in configurations that do not lie in
this space. Therefore, it is suggested to weaken the enforcement of the contact constraints
by using a smaller penalty factor  when evaluating the reduced contact force term. A
smaller penalty factor allows a larger violation of the contact constraints, and can be seen
as introducing local ”flexibility” to prevent the locking of the ROM model by using a soft
rather than hard enforcement of the constraints.

7
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5

NUMERICAL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

The proposed MCMEM method is implemented in a nonlinear finite element Matlab
framework. A nonlinear high-fidelity FE tire model consisting of 75400 elements and
326771 degrees of freedom is used as the FOM. Nonlinear visco-hyperelastic and hyperelastic constitutive models are used to model the rubber compounds and reinforcement
materials. The tire is mounted on a rigid rim and inflated to a specific air pressure pa .
The numerical test-setup consists of the tire being loaded force-controlled on a rotating
drum, on which the rough road surface is mounted. The external loading force is held
constant. Compliance of the test-rig assembly (to which the tire is mounted) is included
as a linear spring connected to the rigid rim center. The FOM and a set of road surface
contact constraints is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: FOM and set of a road surface contact constraints
The drum rotates at an angular velocity corresponding to a surface velocity of 13.89 ms
and drives the rotation of the tire. The tire can thus be considered to be in a freerolling regime. The applied road surface contact constraints correspond to a maximum
excitation frequency of 500 Hz. The corresponding minimal sampling frequency is 1 kHz,
leading to a minimal timestep ∆t = 0.001s. As discussed before, the hyper-reduced
discretized equations of motion (18) are solved using a generalized-α integrator [1]. A
smaller timestep is used to ensure stability, as the unconditional stability property does
not hold for nonlinear problems [1]. A total of 0.1 seconds of constant rolling is simulated,
using a discrete timestep ∆t = 0.0001s. The relative error on displacements is defined as
εx =

|x − x̃|2
|x|2
8
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and the relative error on the total vertical contact force is defined as
ε fc =

|fc,z − f̃c,z |1
|fc,z |1

where the L1 norm is used rather than the L2 norm, as the total vertical contact force is
of interest.
5.1

INFLUENCE OF NUMBER OF MCMEM SAMPLES

The influence of the amount of MCMEM samples k used for calculating E s on εx and
εfc is shown in Figure 2. The same ROB is used for the different amount of samples. The
mean displacement error, calculated over the simulated 0.1 seconds, stabilizes when two or
more samples are used. Although not shown here, the amount of samples to calculate E p
already stabilizes from one sample on, which could be attributed to the relatively constant
nature of the pressure force term. The RMS error on total vertical contact force improves
when using more samples, but not as drastically as the mean error on displacements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: RMS relative error on total vertical contact force (a) and mean global relative
error on displacements (b) for different amounts of MCMEM samples
5.2

INFLUENCE OF ENFORCING THE CONTACT CONSTRAINTS

Due to the distributed nature of the contact problem, locking of the HROM can occur
when trying to enforce the original contact constraints, as discussed in section 4.1. The
locking behavior can clearly be observed in the HROM contact forces. The effects of
using a hard enforcement of the contact constraints versus a soft enforcement is shown
in Figure 3 (a). An optimal value of the scaling of the penalty factor  (as used for the
soft constraint enforcement) can be calculated by means of comparing results for the case
of e.g. a static loading, which is shown in Figure 3 (b). The same amount of MCMEM
samples and same ROB are used for the comparison.
9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Relative error on total vertical contact force (a) and RMS relative error on total
vertical force (b) for different scalings of the penalty factor 
5.3

GLOBAL PERFORMANCE

The global performance of the MCMEM method is compared for different HROMs.
These HROMS differ in the amount of nonlinear constraint modes and eigenmodes used
for ROB construction. The same amount of MCMEM samples is used to calculate E s
and Eps for all HROMs. The same penalty scaling factor is used for all HROMs as well.
An overview is given in Table 1. The ratio of the number of nonlinear constraint modes
versus number of eigenmodes is kept constant for all HROMS. The online speedup factor
is denoted as OSF (the time-domain simulation speedup), while the total speedup factor
is denoted as TSF. It should be noted that TSF includes a fixed ROB calculation cost,
which means that the TSF will tend to the OSF for longer simulated times. In general,
applying the MCMEM method to the tire/road problem allows for good speedups while
still retaining a relatively high accuracy, as demonstrated by the results shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Global performance of the MCMEM method for different HROMs

FOM
HROM1
HROM2
HROM3
HROM4

# DOFs
326771
175
350
525
700

|E|
75400
350
700
1050
1400

|Ep |
6552
175
350
525
700

εx,mean
0.001947
0.001599
0.001519
0.001428

10
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εfc,RMS
0.05719
0.04929
0.04947
0.04486

OSF
336.56
159.72
93.54
59.36

TSF
13.81
13.21
12.48
11.59

Daniel De Gregoriis, Frank Naets, Peter Kindt and Wim Desmet

6

CONCLUSION

An a priori nonlinear hyper-reduction method for nonlinear structural dynamics FE
problems, such as the tire/road problem, is proposed in this work. The proposed MCMEM
method is a variant of the MEM method [12], where hyper-reduced and reduced internal
forces corresponding to multiple configurations are matched rather than matching the
hyper-reduced and reduced internal force and tangent stiffness matrix corresponding to
one configuration. The proposed MCMEM method uses a constant ROB consisting of
nonlinear steady-state contact configurations and eigenmodes. It is shown that care has
to be taken when including distributed contact constraints in the HROM, as locking of
the HROM can occur. When using a penalty method to enforce the constraints, lowering
the penalty factor alleviates this problem. Application of the MCMEM method to the
highly nonlinear tire/road problem shows that large speedups can be achieved, while still
retaining a relatively high accuracy. Future research will focus on the determination of
an optimal set of nonlinear constraint modes and eigenmodes for the ROB and minimal
amount of necessary MCMEM samples, as well as application of the MCMEM method to
multi-physical problems.
7
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In this contribution a procedure for continuous reconstruction of system input force, along with
estimation of system states is presented. For the sake of online implementation, a sliding timewindow is adopted. The system input force is initially recovered from acceleration response
over a ﬁnite-length time-window, using regularization technique. Afterwards, the recovered input force is, if necessary, ﬁne-tuned, and the system states are estimated by application of the
Kalman ﬁltering, in order to deal with measurement uncertainty and unknown actual initial conditions. The successive application of regularization and Kalman ﬁltering removes the obstacle
of the unknown initial conditions of the ﬁrst time- window. The initial conditions of the next
time-windows are, in fact, the system states at the end of the previous time step. In order to
resolve response data incompleteness, the problem is projected onto modal coordinates, while
system modal parameters and mode shapes can be achieved by means of output-only techniques.
The application of the proposed method demonstrates the capability of the proposed method in
continuous identiﬁcation of system input and states of a weather station tower.
1

Introduction

The input and state estimation problem in structural dynamics is expressed as the load (i.e.
force) and response (i.e. states) estimation, where the load measurement is either difﬁcult or
sometimes impossible. In contrast, the structural response, can be measured at a much lower
cost. Structural acceleration among other response types is the commonly measured response
quantity in the experimental structural analysis due to the accuracy and ease of measurement.
However, because of the computational and economical consideration, normally just a limited
number of sensors (mostly accelerometer) can be mounted in the practice. As a consequence,
there is usually an incompleteness in the response data in the sense of number and response
type. The knowledge on the acting dynamic load, such as the time history itself or its power
spectral density, can be considerably useful in many applications including structural reliability
analysis using statistics of the input force [1] and structural health monitoring [2].
In many studies the applied load is reconstructed in time domain through direct or iterative regularization methods. Tikhonov and truncated singular value decomposition are the well-known
examples of the former [3, 4], while conjugate gradients and dynamic programming belong to
the latter [5, 6]. The concept of deconvolution through different regularization schemes is still
a current topic in system input identiﬁcation and, researchers have been trying to improve the
existing methods in this context. For example [7], recently introduced the idea of sparse deconvolution, where input force consists of sparse impact signals. Kazemi and Bucher derived an
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2
impulse response matrix, based on the assumption of the linear evolution of the force signal in
order to reduce the measurement sampling rate and accordingly the size of the inverse problem
[8]. They also veriﬁed their method through ﬁeld experiment in cross-examination with problem
simulation [9]. Bernal and Ussai investigated the stability condition of the sequential deconvolution, based on a sliding time-window, that can be implemented online [10]. This method has
an interesting underlying, but nonetheless it is applicable if either the frequency band is limited
to avoid ill-conditioning and the system initial conditions for the ﬁrst time-window must be
known and for preventing the error cumulation in the system states, the time-window speed has
to be selected properly.
One of the ﬁrst investigations, which used a Bayesian observer (Kalman ﬁltering) was used
for the inverse heat conduction problem was [11]. This technique was later implemented for
input force estimation in structural dynamics (e.g. see [12]), given the displacement response
data. However the displacement response cannot be readily measured in practice. Since then,
the joint input-state estimation in structural dynamics experienced signiﬁcant progress. For instance, a joint input-response estimation scheme was introduced based on minimum-variance
unbiased estimation [13]. Eftekhar Azam et.al. proposed the dual Kalman ﬁlter (DKF) scheme
that overperforms the AKF and minimum-variance unbiased estimation by implementing a double stage input-states estimation [14, 15]. Within another approach, Nates et.al. suggested to
enhance the measured acceleration response by addition of the dummy displacement data, investigating the observability issues of AKF [16]. The identiﬁably and stability conditions, when
only acceleration response is measured, was extensively studied by [17]. These techniques established a breakthrough in the input-states estimation problem. However they cannot be either
implemented online continuously over time as depending on the particular technique an a-priori
information on the input force is required or displacement signal for the sake of ﬁlter stability
is demanded.
The developed method in this study establishes a reconciliation between the regularization and
the classical Kalman ﬁltering techniques. Such a method can be implemented in an online
manner with a time delay of order of some seconds. In order to implement this method merely
the modal properties of the system are needed. The proposed method can identify the system
inputs and estimates the states without a-priori knowledge on the inputs and initial conditions,
only using the acceleration data.
2

Mathematical formulation and procedure algorithm

Consider the classically damped equations of motion for a multiple degrees of freedom linear
system [18]:
mü(t) + cu̇(t) + ku(t) = b p(t)

(1)

In the above relation u, m, c, k denote the displacement, mass, damping and stiffness matrices
of the system, and p is the acting dynamic force. The inﬂuence input matrix b selects the loaded
degrees of freedom. The overhead dot notation represents the time derivative. 
The state-space

u(t)
representation of Eq. 1 can be derived by introducing the state variables x(t) =
,
u̇(t)
in which:

ẋ(t) = Ac x(t) + Bc p(t)

(2)




0
I
0
Ac =
, Bc =
m−1 b
−m−1 k −m−1 c

(3)
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The system response quantities gained by measurement are collected in the measurement vector:
d(t) = Sa ü(t) + Sv u̇(t) + Sd u(t)

(4)

Using the state variables in the measurement vector and considering Eq. 1 together with the
output inﬂuence matrices for acceleration Sa , velocity Sv and displacement Sd , yields:
d(t) = C x(t) + D p(t)

(5)

while:


C = Sd − Sa m−1 k Sv − Sa m−1 c , D = Sa m−1 b

(6)

Solving Eq. 2 for x(t), given the initial conditions x(t = 0), renders the continuous-time solution
for the system states:

x(t) = eAc (t−t0 ) x(0) +

 t
0

eAc (t−τ) Bc p(τ) dτ

(7)

The ﬁrst and second parts of the solution pertain to the transient response, caused by the initial
conditions, and steady state response to the dynamic loading, respectively. The recursive form
for the above solution is obtained by discretization in time. This solution together with the
discretized measurement vector renders the discrete-time model of the system,
xk+1 (t) = A xk (t) + B pk (t)
dk+1 = C xk + D pk (t) + ε

(8a)
(8b)

A = eAc (Δt) , B = [A − I] Ac −1 Bc

(9)

where:

The above model can take into account the measurement noise ε in terms of Gaussian white
noise process with the covariance matrix Rε = E[εε ε T ]. If the system input force is known,
then Kalman ﬁltering can minimize the mean square error in the estimated system states in the
presence of measurement noise [19].
The input-output relationship can be established based on the Eqs. 8a and 8b.
d[0,n] = r0 x0 + h p[0,n]

(10)

The matrix h is referred to as the impulse response matrix (IRM). The system input can possibly
be recovered from the steady state response, provided the initial conditions response is known
and subtracted from the measured response data. This is a restricting condition in practice,
though. Classically, the mathematical problem of solving Eq. 10 for the input is sorted among
the ill-posed problems. There exists plenty of different techniques for this purpose. In our
proposed procedure, any regularization scheme might be used for the sake of continuous input
reconstruction. However for application in this study, it is essential that the regularization extent
can be automatically and actively determined, too. A well-known, and perhaps the most famous
approach in this context is the so-called Tikhonov regularization,

2

2 
argmin b[0,n] − h p[0,n] 2 + λ 2 p[0,n] 2
(11)
p[0,n]
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where the steady state response equals b = d̃[0,n] − r0 x0 and λ stands for the regularization
parameter.
If the system response is measured only at a limited number of degrees of freedom and the
number of unknown input forces exceeds that of the measurements, then system order reduction
techniques (See e.g. [20]) or modal truncation can be applied to make the system of linear
equations in Eq. 10 determined. In this contribution the equations of motion are projected onto
the modal coordinates. As such the system’s modal input and states will be estimated. This idea
is also useful, if it is to study the destructive vibration modes. Note that, the modal parameters
and mode shapes are also required to generate the IRM and modal responses. Therefore, an
operational modal analysis (OMA) technique can be employed for this purpose. The readers
are referred to the author’s works for more information [8, 9].
The system input and states are continuously reconstructed according to a moving time-window
with a predeﬁned length. A key point of the continuous input-output reconstruction is the
automatic determination of the optimal regularization parameter, corresponding to each timewindow. This is essential to resolve the effect of unknown initial condition. One of the techniques for determination of the optimal regularization parameter is using the L-curve. In each
time-window, the regularized solution of the input is inserted into a double Kalman ﬁltering
scheme for ﬁne-tuning of input force and system states estimation. Our preliminary simulation
results identiﬁes two sources of error in the inverse input solution. Firstly there exist noise
magniﬁcation in the higher frequencies which can be suppressed by ﬁne tuning of input force.
The initially identiﬁed input is ﬁne-tuned by assuming the input as a zeroth order random walk
stochastic process. Another discrepancy is observed in terms of low frequency deviations due to
use of acceleration data. However normally the measured response signal is high-pass ﬁltered
over the low-frequency range, which resolves such a problem.
The proposed algorithm for the automated and continuous input/state estimation is brieﬂy presented in Table 1.
3

Results

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated for reconstruction of the ﬂuctuating part
of the modal wind load and system states of a mast structure. The case study is a guyed mast,
serving as a weather station tower. The structural details of the mast side view and the sketch
of its ﬁnite element model (FEM) is represented in Fig. 1. The mast structure consists of three
parts, each of which is made of three main legs with the horizontal and diagonal braces. The
guys connected to the third part of the mast, also provide lateral support for the structure from
three sides. The full-scale ﬁnite element model of the structure, consisting of Euler-Bernoulli
beams, is established in slangTNG. The structural damping is set up according to Rayleigh
damping, such that the damping ratio of the ﬁrst two modes are identically set to 1%. The ﬁrst
three eigenfrequencies of the structure together with the damping ratios are given in Table 2..
The wind loads are derived from the linear ﬂuctuating wind pressure, and applied in two inplane perpendicular directions along the mast, given a wind speed power spectral density (PSD)
function. The ﬂuctuating wind speed along the mast is simulated as an 18-variate single dimensional stationary random process, independently in each direction. The resultant ﬂuctuating
wind pressure components associated with the wind speeds, acts on the projected exposed areas
of the mast elements, which renders the exerted wind load. The reference mean wind speed
at the height of 10 m was taken equal to 10 m s−1 , and the frequency band of the wind speed
spectrum was set to [0.3 : 150] Hz. The acceleration responses were obtained from the sensor
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Table 1: Proposed algorithm
1) Initial input reconstruction by Regularization:
Solve Eq. 11 for p̃[0,n]
2) Input ﬁne tuning and state estimation:
Initialize the time-window double-step Kalman ﬁlter:
lp
lx −
Initial error covariance matrix of input and states and S−
0 , S0 :
Set positive random variables for l = 0
Initial values for input and states:
l p = p̃
0
0
l x : Set random variables for l = 0
0
• Correction:
lp +
l +
l
lp l −
lp
pk+1 = p+
k+1 − Kk+1 ( dk+1 − C pk+1 )
0

l+1



n
lp −
lp
T
l
l
T ]
θ
p̃
Sk+1 = S+
+
R
,
R
=
E[θ
θ
]
=
E[
p̃
p
p
p
[0,n] [0,n]
p
k
4
l −
l
l +
xk+1 = A x+
+
B
p
k
k
lx −
lx
l
l
T
ε ε T ]: here assumed zero
Sk+1 = A S+
k A + Rε , Rε = E[ε

x

l+1

→



• Prediction:
l −
l
pk+1 = p+
k



k=

K+
k+1 denotes the Kalman gain

0

S0 =

l

x

Sn

x0 = xn


l

→

=

lx
l +
lx l −
lx
xk+1 − K+
k+1 ( dk+1 − C xk+1 )

k=

n

2

→

l +
xk+1



p [0, n]

1

{

l −1
l
l +1

3
l+2



Sk+1 denotes the covariance of error

3) Updating initial conditions for the next time-window
l+1 x
S0 = l x Sn , l+1 x0 = l xn
l+1 p
S0 = l+1 p Sn , l+1 p0 = l pn

t

S6

S5

S4

S3

S2

Part 2

S7

S1

Panel

Part 1

30 ft = 9.144 m

Part 3

4) Proceed to the next time-window l = l + 1:
Repeat over the previous steps

z
y

x

Figure 1: Sketch of the instrumented guyed mast case study. Mast side view and sensor
conﬁguration (left), picture of FEM (right)
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Table 2: Natural frequencies and damping ratios derived from mast ﬁnite element model
Mode
Eigenfrequency (Hz)
Damping ratio (%)

1
3.031
1.00

2
3.227
1.00

3
3.337
1.00

conﬁguration along the mast at seven locations, as marked by [S1 : S7] in Fig 1. The response in
two horizontal directions was measured at [S1, S3, S5, S7], while at the rest of the locations the
response was additionally obtained just in one direction. The main interest is to implement the
proposed method for input reconstruction in the frequency range of the ﬁrst three modes, that
are more relevant to wind excitation. The operational modal analysis is performed by frequency
domain decomposition (FFD) method [21].
The OMA results shows that the ﬁrst mode was weakly excited, while the second mode can be
properly identiﬁed. Thus for the sake of comparison, the presented algorithm is evaluate for the
ﬁrst and second modes. The natural frequencies of the ﬁrst and second modes are identiﬁed to
be 3.026 and 3.227 Hz. The damping ratio of the ﬁrst and second modes are equal to 1.05% and
0.96%, respectively. The sampling rate was taken equal to 300 samples per second. The length
of time-window is set to 10 seconds, in order to increase the stability of the reconstructed input
force in lower part of the frequency band. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the estimated input modal
wind forces and system states from the acceleration response with 3% noise level. For the ﬁrst
mode, there are two points that should be pointed out. Firstly, there is a constant drift between
the power spectrums of the reconstructed and actual values. This arises from the fact that this
mode is weakly excited, and thus its corresponding decomposed modal acceleration has higher
power that the actual oner, over the frequency range. Secondly, this mode seems to be highly
coupled with another mode around 11 Hz. Since such a mode was not taken into account in
the modal decomposition, its contribution appears as a ﬁctitious peak in the reconstructed input
force. These two issues are the source of the inaccuracy in the time series of the reconstructed
input wind force in the ﬁrst mode. However, these shortcomings are associated with the system
identiﬁcation. On the other hand, the input wind force of the second mode only suffers the
contribution of the coupled mode at 14 Hz, which seems to be negligible according to the
input force signal in the time domain. In both modes, the very low frequency components (ca.
 0.35 Hz) can not be reconstructed well. Nevertheless, one can increase the time-window
length at the expense of higher computational cost, but the question is how important could be
the signal resolution in the very low frequencies for a speciﬁc purpose.
4

Conclusion

The independence of the proposed method from any a-priori knowledge on the system model,
states and more importantly the input force, makes the method substantially attractive for practical applications. To the knowledge of the authors, this is for the ﬁrst time illustrated that how
the issue with the unknown initial conditions can be coped with the joint application of the
regularization and Kalman ﬁltering. The utilization of L-curve curvature makes the proposed
procedure able to estimate system input/states automated and consequently online. The proposed method was applied for the reconstruction of modal input loads and system responses of
a weather station tower under wind excitation. The results evaluation demonstrates the capability of the proposed method in continuous identiﬁcation of system input and states.
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Figure 2: Comparison of reconstructed and actual wind load inputs of mast structure. Input
force time histories (top), input force PSD (bottom). Left: ﬁrst mode, right: second mode.
Actual input (solid green), ﬁne-tuned reconstructed input (dashed red)

Figure 3: Comparison of estimated and actual system states of mast structure under wind load.
Left: ﬁrst mode, right: second mode. Actual state (solid green), states by ﬁne-tuned input
(dashed red)
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Abstract. For aircraft actuation systems, the use of an online diagnostic tool to detect
the system damages at their early stages could be exploited to optimize the conditionbased maintenance planning, with improvements in safety and operating costs. This
paper proposes a computational strategy for the online diagnostics of actuation systems
faults, combining an optimal sampling strategy with different approaches for parameter
identification and exploiting the information gathered from different numerical models of
the system to estimate its health status. The method leverages low dimensional representations of the quantity to monitor using a signal compression method, based on Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition and Self-Organizing Maps, to speed up the solution of the
parameter identification problem with the limited hardware resources available onboard.
The method is tested for the fault detection of an electromechanical actuator for aircraft
flight control systems.

1

INTRODUCTION

The growing complexity of current and next generation aircraft systems is progressively
increasing the maintenance-related costs. The traditional approach, based on a priori
scheduling of maintenance intervention, has to face the great variety of failure modes
related to the large number of heterogeneous subsystems and components on board the
vehicles, resulting in a poorly accurate and highly inefficient estimation of the system
useful life. Great improvement would be achieved by implementing methods and strategies
for the continuous evaluation of the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of components, based
on their current health condition. This way, the substitution of Line Replaceable Units
(LRUs) could be scheduled with great accuracy and the mission profile of the aircraft
could be adapted to its health status, to avoid overstressing components, reduce the costs
associated with maintenance, and increase safety [1, 2].
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The first step necessary for a precise system RUL estimation consists in the Fault
Detection and Identification (FDI) phase, aimed at the acquisition of the system health
status with the highest possible accuracy, detecting faults in their early stages, before
they start affecting the system performance [3]. Traditional FDI algorithms imply the
acquisition, storage and processing of significant amount of data, which is not compatible
with the real time execution needed for a continuous RUL estimation. Moreover, this
task shall be executed on the limited hardware resources available on board, which lack
both the amount of memory needed to store the measured data and the processing power
necessary to identify a fault in a useful time.
In this paper, we propose a methodology to perform an accurate and computationally
efficient FDI for a dynamical system. This strategy relies on a multifidelity approach,
combining the information acquired through different models of the system, with a different level of complexity, employed in different phases of the procedure. During the
offine phase, a High Fidelity (HF) model is employed to compute the reference data and
learn about the system behavior in different faulty conditions. Then, Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) [4, 5, 6] and Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [7, 8, 9] are combined
to identify an optimal placement of sampling points, and to obtain an informative compressed representation of the quantities to measure and monitor online. The online phase
consists in a standard parameter identification problem, in which the inputs of a Low
Fidelity (LF) model are adjusted to match the response of the physical system. In particular, we consider two different LF representations of the system, namely a simplified
dynamic model of the actuation system to monitor (LF1) and a library-based emulator
of the signal to measure (LF2).
The purpose of this work is to obtain and process a compressed representation of the
signal to monitor in order to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter identification
problem online. The aforementioned optimal sampling technique is combined with different methods for the parameter identification problem, to assess the performances in
terms of accuracy and computational time. We adopt the proposed methodology to address the FDI problem for an electromechanical actuation system of an aircraft flight
control system, affected by multiple mechanical and electrical damages.
2

PROBLEM SETUP

Electromechanical Actuators (EMAs) are a class of actuation systems which exploit
electrical power to control the position of a mechanical component, such as an aircraft
flight control surface, referred to as the user. Their architecture is usually composed
by an electric motor driving the user through a high gear ratio mechanical gear-box;
the user position is measured by a sensor, consisting in either a potentiometer, a Linear
Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT), or an optical encoder, and fed back to the
control electronics, which determines the voltage applied to the motors according to the
difference between commanded and actual user position.
The use of EMAs in place of the more traditional hydraulic actuator is gradually spreading in a number of airborne applications, ranging from the primary flight control system of
small to medium Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, to secondary and backup functions on larger
2
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aircraft. The implementation of these systems can lead to an overall weight reduction at
aircraft level [10], eliminating the need of a centralized hydraulic system; on the other
hand, the presence of a complex mechanical transmission between the motor and the final
user (i.e. aerodynamic surface) introduces the risk of mechanical jamming as a potential
failure mode, which is virtually impossible for hydraulic systems. This eventuality leads
to the impossibility to control the aircraft, which can result in catastrophic accidents. For
this reason, an active and continuous health monitoring is important to enable the use of
EMAs on flight critical functions without reducing the system safety.
We consider an EMA for the flight control system of a light aircraft consisting in a three
phase brushless motor, a four stages epicycloidal gear-box, an LVDT as the user position
transducer and a control and power electronics board. We face the problem of detecting
the health status of the EMA, as a set of parameters which represent the most common
fault modes [11]. Those faults are chosen for their relatively high rate of occurrence,
among the ones characterized by a slow and progressive growth. The levels of severity of
each damage is encoded in the variation from the nominal (without faults) value of one
element of the fault vector k = [k1 , ..., k6 ], which components are: dry friction acting on
the mechanical transmission (k1 ), backlash of the transmission (k2 ), partial phase short
circuit (k3 , k4 , k5 for the three motor phases A, B and C), static eccentricity of the rotor
(k6 ). Each element of k is normalized with the value corresponding to a complete failure
of the electromechanical actuators.
The variable to monitor is a current signal i(k) defined as the envelope of the three
phase currents of the brushless motor. Two reasons motivate this choice: (1) the sensitivity of this quantity to the variation of the fault vector is much greater than the other
available variables; (2) the motor currents are already measured for feedback and control
purposes, so the diagnostic function does not need additional hardware in terms of sensors
and transducers. For the analysis performed in this work, three models of the same EMA
are considered, each characterized by different levels of complexity and fidelity, namely a
HF dynamical model, a simplified LF dynamical model and a second LF model consisting
in a library based signal emulator. Each model reproduces the dynamical response of the
actuator in terms of motor current with different accuracy and at different computational
costs.
2.1

High Fidelity Model (HF)

The HF representation of the EMA simulates with great detail the physical phenomena
underlying the system behavior, at the expense of a rather long computational time. The
EMA is represented with a Simulink model: the different constitutive blocks simulate the
physics of the components of the EMA. The model accounts for different noise sources and
higher order effects, including: the analog to digital conversion of the controller signals,
the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) hysteresis control of the three motor phase currents,
the effects of the electromagnetic couplings between the motor stator and rotor affecting
the generated torque and the counter electromotive force, and the mechanical nonlinear
effects of static and dynamic friction, backlash and end-of-travels.
This HF model is the representation of the system that we use as primary source of
3
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reference data, and its computational time ranges from tenths of seconds to a few minutes
when executed on a common laptop of medium performances for the simulation of a 0.5s
response. A detailed description of the HF model can be found in [12].
2.2

First Low Fidelity Model (LF1)

The first LF model (LF1) is a simplified dynamical model of the EMA, representing
the behavior of complex subsystems with simpler blocks. The main simplification in the
LF1 model is the elimination of the three phase electromechanical model of the brushless
motor, which accounts for most the complexity and computational resources required by
the HF model. The electromechanical model is then replaced by an equivalent single phase
DC motor model, which parameters are tuned to give the same overall performances (in
terms of torque, power and counter electromotive force coefficient) of the brushless motor
in the HF model. Another difference between the HF and LF1 models is the absence, in
the latter, of the PWM hysteresis control of the motor current, replaced by a sign block
and a proportional gain, which allows for a stable numerical integration with longer time
steps compared to what required for the HF model.
As a result, the integration time step can be increased by an order of magnitude without
incurring in numerical instability problems, and the evaluation time of each step is greatly
reduced; this way, the model is more efficient computationally, with improvements of more
than one order of magnitude with respect to the HF model. A more detailed description
of the LF1 model can be found in [12].
2.3

Second Low Fidelity Model (LF2)

The second Low Fidelity model (LF2) is implemented as a non-dynamical physicsbased simulation, in order to further reduce the computational time. This model acts
as a signal emulator: it computes the system output as the combination of a library of
pre-computed outputs from the HF model, as a function of the fault parameters vector,
rather than through the integration of a dynamical system. This operation is possible by
assuming that the effects of different faults are separable with a negligible loss of accuracy,
that is when the combined effect of multiple faults is much smaller than the effects of the
same faults considered alone.
The LF2 output is obtained by adding the perturbations produced by the fault parameters to the nominal condition current signal, computed offine with the HF model and
saved. Each perturbation is computed separately by adding a pre-stored signal weighted
with the corresponding fault parameter or with the nominal current value:


5



i(k) = i0 + iSF f1 (k1 ) + iBLK (k2 ) 1 + iζ (k6 ) +
iPHA,B,C f2 (kj )
(1)
j=3

In equation (1) i0 is the current in nominal conditions, iSF f1 (k1 ) is the disturbance produced by static friction, iBLK (k2 ) is the disturbance produced by backlash, iζ (k6 ) is the
modulation produced by rotor static eccentricity and iPHA , iPHB , iPHC are the modulations
produced by the partial short circuit of phases A, B and C respectively. The functions f1
4
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and f2 are polynomial regressions optimized to reproduce the behavior of the reference
system as accurately as possible.
The LF2 model greatly reduces the computational time of three orders of magnitude
compared to the HF; however, it is the least accurate (especially in presence of combinations of more than one fault mode) and is generated by a trial and error procedure. Then,
the use of such approach is strongly problem-dependent and can be hardly generalized.
3

METHODOLOGY

Detecting the faults of a dynamical system is a parameter identification problem. The
response of the system in terms of one or more time dependent quantities is acquired
through a given set of sampling points and is compared with that obtained through a
computationally efficient LF model to estimate the damages affecting the system, which
cause the discrepancy between the two responses.
The measured quantity, specifically the envelope current i(k), is sensitive to the effects
of a number of fault modes. In the offline phase, the sampling points are determined to
capture most of the signal information with a compressed representation. Then, in the
online phase, the fault parameters are estimated by processing the compressed current
signal.
3.1

Signal compression strategy (offline)

The use of traditional techniques to perform the parameter estimation would require a
large amount of computational power and storage capability to convey a sufficient amount
of information from the system output through the following steps of the identification
algorithm. This is due to the complexity of physical phenomena underlying the system
and the high dimensionality of the problem. Then, an efficient signal compression is
needed to reduce the amount of data to store and process, enabling the evaluation of the
fault parameters with the available hardware resources.
The sampling technique exploits a two-step signal compression strategy that combines
reduced order modeling (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) and unsupervised competitive learning (Self-Organizing Maps) techniques to identify the most informative instants
of time to be stored online for a single signal. POD is frequently used to compress and
reconstruct high dimensional quantities [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]; in addition, a variety of compressive sensing techniques can be adopted to reconstruct measured quantities and signals
[18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In this work, the compression is not performed with the purpose of
reconstructing the original signal, but to reduce storage and computational effort needed
for the online execution of a fault detection algorithm. A first implementation of this
method is proposed by [7].
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition The first step of the compression strategy uses
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [4, 23, 24, 25, 16] to identify a low dimensional
representation of the physics to monitor, that is, of the envelope current i as a function
of the fault condition k. We use the method of snapshots proposed by Sirovich [24] and
collect current signals (snapshots) computed with the HF model for ns different fault
5
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conditions and sampled with a constant frequency to obtain a vector of nt elements.
Then a nt × ns snapshot matrix is assembled and the POD modes computed through
s
singular value decomposition. POD modes {v j }nj=1
constitute an orthonormal basis that
is optimal in the least square sense; the basis vectors are ordered according to the fraction
of variance explained by each mode and expressed by the associated eigenvalue λj . A
generic current signal i(k) can be expressed as a linear combination of the POD basis
vectors v j :
i(k) ≈ i0 +

r


v j αj (k)

(2)

j=1

where i0 is the reference signal in nominal condition and αj (k) are the coefficients of the
POD expansion. For the purposes of the optimal sampling strategy for signal compression
discussed in this paper, we are interested in the first r  ns POD modes that explain most
of the information content captured by the snapshot matrix. In particular, the next step
accounts only for the first dominant mode v 1 .
Self-Organizing Maps The second step of signal compression uses Self-Organizing
Maps (SOMs) [9, 26] to identify a set of highly informative sampling points that capture
the information content of the first POD mode v 1 . SOMs are single layer neural networks
that use unsupervised competitive learning to compute models and identify underlying
structures (e.g. clusters) of input data. The nω neurons of the SOM are represented in the
ω
input space as weight vectors {ω j }nj=1
whose values are updated during network training.
Once training is completed, the weight vectors identify centroids of nω distinct clusters
of input data. In this work, SOM is trained with a data set T = [v 1 , t] constituted by
the first POD mode v 1 and the time coordinate t. After training, the most informative
time-locations of the sampling points are encoded in the time component (second element)
of the nω  nt weight vectors ω j = [ωj1 , ωj2 ]. Then, we can define a compressed EMA
ω
output signal ı̂(k) as the envelope current sampled at times ω 2 = {ωj2 }nj=1
.
3.2

Parameter identification (online)

In the online phase of the FDI procedure, parameter identification is achieved by minimizing the gap between measured compressed signal ı̂(k) and the signal estimate computed with a lower fidelity model. Different strategies among those commonly used for
this class of problems are implemented and tested. The use of these methods for real time
identification would be unpractical if complete signals i(k) were considered, for the high
computational cost of processing high dimensional quantities.
Linearized parameter identification The first approach for parameter estimation is
a linear direct identification, not requiring the online execution of a system model. If the
variation of the system from the nominal condition is expected to be small, and if the
system behavior is regular, we can assume the output signal to vary linearly with the
components of the fault parameters vectors. Under those assumptions, the compressed
current signal can be represented as:
6
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∆i = A∆k

(3)

where ∆i = ı̂ − ı̂0 is the variation of the compressed current signal from the nominal
condition and ∆k = k − k0 is the variation of the fault parameters from the nominal
condition. The matrix A is the system Jacobian evaluated in the reference condition k0 ,
whose j-th column contains the derivative of the reduced EMA output signal with respect
to the j-th fault parameter, computed with a finite differences method.
Matrix A is computed offline and stored; online, the linear system (3) is solved to find
∆k for measured ∆i: a least squares based estimate of the parameter vector k is computed
through QR factorization of matrix A in a single step. The signal compression allows to
sensitively reduce the size of matrix A, which leads to a reduction of the computational
effort to estimate k. This method can provide reliable estimate for small values of the
fault parameters (close to the nominal condition), where system behavior can be locally
approximated with a linear model.
Iterative parameter identification with LF1 In order to perform a parameter identification in presence of large variations from the nominal condition highlighting the nonlinear behavior of the system, one possible solution is to iteratively update the matrix
A, linearizing the system behavior near the current estimated value of k. In a few iterations the solution is expected to converge near the actual system health status. At each
iteration j, the estimated kj and the Jacobian matrix A(kj ) (in short Aj ) are updated:
−1 
kj = kj−1 + C(A
j Aj ) Aj ∆ij

(4)

where ∆ij = ı̂ − ı̂j and C is a factor to improve numerical stability. In order to avoid the
inversion of the poorly conditioned A A, a QR factorization is indeed employed to solve
the least squares problem, as per the linearized direct identification.
In contrast with the previous method, now the QR factorization is computed online: the
use of compressed signals ı̂ permits to contain the size of matrix A and the computational
burden associated with the solution of problem (4) at each iteration. However, the single
estimate of A requires the execution of a system model; the use of the HF representation
is computationally expensive and not viable for the online iterative computation. A
possible solution is the use of the LF1 model to estimate both the iteration matrix Aj
and the residual ∆i. With this approach, the system identification requires much more
time than the non-iterative approach (even of some orders of magnitude), but it would
be still compatible with a more traditional offline diagnostics.
Iterative parameter identification with LF2 An alternative version of the iterative
method can use the LF2 model of the system for the online estimate of the matrix A at
each iteration. The LF2 model provides a lower fidelity representation of system dynamics,
but is computationally much less expensive than LF1.

7
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4

RESULTS

The snapshot matrix assembles a reference dataset of ns = 5000 signals, each consisting
in the response to a chirp signal of small amplitude, computed with the HF model on
a set of fault vectors sampled with a latin hypercube strategy. Each snapshot consists
of a column vector of nt = 5001 components, since the simulation of a 0.5s signal is
sampled with a constant frequency of 10kHz. Then, we apply the two-step sampling
strategy presented in Section 3.1. First, we compute the POD basis vectors and keep
the first modal component v 1 which alone
 s explains approximately 75% of the information
content of the reference dataset (λ1 / nj=1
λj = 0.7575). Then, a nω = 30 neurons SOM
is trained over the set T = [v 1 , t] to identify 30 informative sampling points (Figure
1). The reduction from 5001 original signal points to 30 sample points allows to use
standard methods for the subsequent parameter estimation problem, which would imply
a prohibitive computational costs for online FDI whether applied to the full signal.

Figure 1: Time-locations of the nω = 30 sampling points over the first POD mode v 1

To assess the three parameter identification methods, two different test sets are computed with the HF model. Each test set includes 100 signals, corresponding to 100 fault
conditions randomly sampled with a constant distribution limited to different ranges.
Specifically, the first test set considers only small values for the fault parameters, so both
the linearized and the iterative approaches are applicable; in the other test set, the variation from the nominal condition is larger, to assess the greater robustness of the iterative
methods. However, the main purpose of the proposed FDI strategy is the identification
of the early signs of system damages (which are better represented by the first test set)
before they start compromising the EMA performances.
Figure 2 compares the performances of the three considered parameter estimation
methods in combination with the optimal sampling, on the two test sets. Figure 2(left)
shows the relative error on the parameter estimation problem, computed as:
k
errk = √
(5)
6
Similarily, Figure 2(right) shows the error on the reconstructed signal ı̂ as obtained
with the low fidelity model used case by case (LF1 or LF2); the signal is reconstructed
8
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Figure 2: Relative errors in parameter identification (left) and output reconstruction (right) for different
methods.

by evaluating the model with the faults estimated by the parameter identification. The
error is computed as the L2 norm of the residual between the reconstructed signal and
the original signal iref , normalized as follows:
i − iref 
erri =
(6)
iref 

For all test cases the error on the signal reconstruction is coherent with the error on
the identified parameters. The linearized approach works correctly for the test sets with
limited faults, but it fails when the system is significantly far from the nominal condition.

The iterative methods perform significantly better in the test sets characterized by
a greater variation from the nominal conditions. In particular, the iterative approach
exploiting the LF1 model shows the most consistent behavior in all the considered conditions, at the expense of a longer computational time (the fault identification takes in the
order of tenths of seconds, Table 1). This method is then not suitable for hard real time
applications, such as a continuous online fault estimation in flight.
The other iterative method, using the computationally lighter LF2 model, has intermediate performances between the linearized method and the first iterative method for the
large damage condition, but takes significantly less computational time. Moreover, since
the LF2 library is generated using the HF model, this signal emulator is able to reproduce
the response of the HF model with higher accuracy than LF1 near the nominal condition,
when the combined effect of multiple faults are negligible. This results in a slightly better
accuracy of the second iterative method on the small faults test set, especially in terms
of reconstruction error.
9
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The computational cost of the QR factorization employed in the parameter estimation
methods (see Section 3.2) increases with the cube of the matrix dimensionality. Then,
the proposed signal compression strategy, lowering the amount of the data to process
online of two orders of magnitude, results in a reduction of six orders of magnitude in
the cost related to the QR factorization. This way, the considered methods for parameter
estimation are applicable to the case study, most of the computational effort of the online
phase being related to the execution of the models.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The paper discussed preliminary investigations conducted to assess the applicability
of a sampling method, based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Self-Organizing
Maps, to the diagnostics of actuation system faults. The sampling technique is tested in
combination with different methods for the resolution of a parameter estimation problem;
the computational cost of the offline phase is mostly associated with the evaluation of
the low fidelity model for the iterative methods, while the cost of the QR factorization is
reduced of six orders of magnitude.
The results confirm that an in-flight fault detection is only viable with the linearized
method, which can run in fractions of milliseconds and is more suitable for real-time
executions of the algorithm. The method does not allow to identify the nature of fault
modes causing the actuator current signal to diverge greatly from the nominal condition.
However, the ability of detecting a small deviation from the nominal condition is enough to
completely characterize the health status of the system when dealing with slowly growing
faults, which are fairly common for electromechanical actuation systems. In addition, if
the health status of the system is slowly evolving, the matrix A(k) could be updated
with a low frequency (e.g. every few flight hours, according to the rate of change of the
estimated fault parameters) in order to perform the linearization near the last known fault
condition k. Conversely, since a hard real time fault detection is not always required in
the considered situations, the iterative methods can be used to analyze a small section
of time history of the system behavior (e.g half a second of system response every few
seconds to few minutes), to detect faults with a higher accuracy and robustness, possibly
to integrate the information provided by the linearized method.
Further developments will be dedicated to reduce the computing time needed for the
parameter estimation and increase the accuracy. Moreover, the task concerning RUL
estimation will be investigated, for example by mapping in real time the system useful life
directly from the reduced current signal to avoid a continuous fault identification. The
information retained in the reduced signal could indeed allow for better results in RUL
estimation than in fault identification, as observed for similar formulations adopted for
real time structural assessment problems [7].
6
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Abstract. When modelling boundary value problems numerically, the choice of
discretization is of great importance. While the effect of the discretization on the
approximation accuracy has been studied extensively, little has been said about
model order reduction aspects. In this study, we explore how this choice can affect
the reducibility of geometrically parameterized models. In particular, the focus is on
comparing the performance of isogeometric and conventional finite element methods.
To this end, we use a hybrid Krylov-POD procedure to reduce isogeometric and
finite element models of two test cases involving linear dynamics. The results of this
preliminary investigation indicate that isogeometric methods may lead to models
that are more amenable to reduction.

1

Introduction

The numerical solution of moderately complex partial differential equations (PDEs)
is a task that most modern computer systems can manage without much trouble.
However, when studying parameterized PDEs, hardware capacity may quickly be
surpassed since the computational effort required for simulating a single instantiated
model is already quite substantial. The problem becomes all the more pronounced
in multi-query situations, where the parameter space needs to be sampled in hundreds or thousands of points. These situations often arise in practical parameter
studies, for instance in the context of design optimization, control, or uncertainty
quantification.
1
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The problem of cost can be addressed through the use of surrogate models. Such
models act as a substitute for the high-fidelity (also called truth) model and are
meant to reduce computational load while preserving an acceptable level of accuracy. Surrogate modelling is a vast field encompassing both black-box (data-driven)
and invasive methodologies. An important class consists of parametric model order reduction (PMOR) techniques [1], which rely on a dimension-reducing system
projection. These techniques are particularly effective since they explicitly use the
available information on the model structure.
In case the geometry is considered variable, the domain discretization will also
be affected as the parameter varies. Since PMOR operates directly on the discrete
matrices, reduction characteristics implicitly depend on the discretization. It is intuitively clear that, for PMOR techniques to be effective, the physical significance
of each discrete variable should remain relatively constant. At the very least mesh
topology should be preserved. The fact that topology preservation is necessary has
been recognized by several authors [2, 3, 4], but to the best of our knowledge little to
no attention has been devoted to the less obvious questions of how to best reshape
the computational mesh and which function spaces to choose.
The tight integration between geometric and analytic models offered by isogeometric (IG) methods [5] suggests that a combination of isogeometric analysis (IGA)
and PMOR could be highly effective when used to reduce problems with parameterized geometry. IG models automatically provide continuous mesh changes as the
geometry is varied. The resulting link between the degrees of freedom (DOF) for
different parametric instances might be exploited to construct reduction bases that
are valid across larger regions of the parameter space. In the past, IGA has been
combined with PMOR techniques [6, 7], but no explicit comparison to conventional
methods is provided.
Presently, we aim to investigate how the choice of discretization may affect the
reducibility of the resulting (geometrically) parametrized models. In particular, IGA
is compared to conventional finite element analysis (FEA). The further structure of
the paper is as follows: In Sections 2 and 3, we give an overview of the methodology
and its supporting theory. This is followed by an application to two case studies in
Section 4. The main conclusions are formulated in the final part.
2

Full order model description: discretization of PDE models

The focus in the present work is on linear, dynamic and continuous systems, as
encountered for example in structural dynamics and (vibro-)acoustics. In an abstract
sense, the stationary behaviour of such systems can usually be described by an elliptic
boundary value problem. As a model problem, let us consider the inhomogeneous
2
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Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC). The problem is to find
a solution u on a domain Ω with boundary Γ such that
(∇2 + k 2 )u = −f on Ω,
u=0
on Γ,

(1)

where ∇2 represents the harmonic operator, k is the wavenumber and f is a distributed forcing field. Physically, the oscillating field u might represent e.g. a pressure. The weak formulation, obtained using standard techniques [8], may be written
in terms of a continuous bilinear form a and a continuous linear functional l:
a(u, v) = l(v) ∀v ∈ H01 ,

(2)

where H01 is the Hilbert space of functions that satisfy the Dirichlet BC and whose
values and first derivatives are (Lebesgue) square integrable. As long as k 2 does not
equal an eigenvalue of the Helmholtz operator, a will be weakly coercive and the
existence of a unique solution is guaranteed by the Nec̆as Theorem [8].
To obtain numerical approximations, a suitable problem discretization needs to be
introduced. In the present paper, two ‘paradigms’ are studied: (conventional) FEA
and IGA. For both methods, the most common approach to constructing discrete
approximations is a Galerkin projection, where the search spaces for the functions u
and v are taken to be identical, finite-dimensional subspaces of H01 . Let the functions
φi , i = 1 . . . N consitute a basis of this space, then the elements of the (dynamic)
stiffness matrix and force vector are given by
ij
Kdyn
= a(φj , φi ),

f i = l(φi ).

(3)

The discrete problem is now a linear system, which can be concisely represented
using matrix notation:
Kdyn u = f .
(4)
It is common to make the dependence on the dynamic parameter k explicit, writing
(K − k 2 M )u = f .

(5)

Not only the solution field, but also the domain itself has to be discretized in
order to accomodate more complex geometries. In an abstract sense, the geometry
is approximated by the image of a (set of) parent domain(s) Ω̃ after a geometric
transformation:
nel

Ω≈
Ti (Ω̃i ),
(6)
i=1

3
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where nel is the number of parent domains. Usually, the transformations Ti are chosen
to lie in the same subspace as u on the subdomain Ti (Ω̃i ): this is the isoparametric
concept.
Although variations to this pattern exist – e.g. collocation of the strong form [9]
or sub- and superparametric approaches [10] – the basic strategy described above
is often used in practice and provides a common ground between IGA and FEM.
In this case both paradigms turn out to be very similar on a conceptual level, even
though the emphasis is often placed on their differences. The remainder of this
section provides a more detailed picture of each method’s specifics.
Finite element discretization An important choice in developing the problem
discretization – and setting apart FEA and IGA – is the choice of the discrete function space. By the isoparametric concept, both the unknown field and the domain
geometry are approximated within this space. The classical FEA relies on (loworder) polynomial functions, which are applied in a piecewise manner: the entire
problem domain is subdivided into elements with simple shapes that can be represented with tensor-product polynomials. In most cases, the geometry can only be
approximately represented, which inevitably leads to errors. This error is not necessarily made smaller by refinement since this operation may be based on the coarse
approximation rather than the original geometry.
While the approach can be applied to arbitrary geometries, it is not always an easy
task. Meshing must be done carefully since it has a strong impact on the approximation accuracy. Furthermore, design variability is often not taken into account in
(automatic) meshing procedures. Because the definition of the geometry is separated
from analysis, even small design modifications cause the mesh to be rebuilt from the
ground up. Besides the obvious cost penalty, projection-based reduction methods
cannot be applied as even for geometrically similar meshes, the DOF numbering
may be different. Related problems are encountered in fluid-structure-interaction,
shape optimization and nonlinear mechanics. To address such issues, mesh morphing techniques have been developed; see [11] for an overview of the various methods.
Many of these techniques still entail solving a considerably difficult subproblem, and
caution always remains necessary to prevent low-quality meshes.
Isogeometric discretization The isogeometric method treats the selection of
shape functions in reverse, taking the (spline) functions defining the geometry and
adapting the analysis accordingly. The driving factor for this paradigm switch is
twofold. First of all, the description (6) of the domain Ω is exact even at the coarsest
refinement level, thus avoiding errors due to approximate geometry descriptions. Be4
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sides this important advantage, the meshing step can be entirely eliminated since the
discretization of the domain comes along with the geometry. Hence a computational
‘mesh’ is obtained at no added cost.
In computer graphics applications, non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) are
standard in representing freeform objects, since they allow intuitive modelling and
are able to represent conic sections exactly [12]. A NURBS curve R(ξ) is defined by
a knot vector [ξ1 . . . ξk ], 0 ≤ ξ1 ≤ · · · ≤ ξk , a polynomial order l, and a set of control
points and weights Pi ∈ RD , wi ∈ R, i = 1 . . . k − l − 1:
k−l−1 l
Ni (ξ)wi Pi
,
(7)
R(ξ) = i=1
k−l−1
Njl (ξ)wj
j=1

where Nil (ξ) are the B-spline basis functions derived from the knot vector. An important property of NURBS curves is that they have continuity C l−m across knots of multiplicity m. For non-repeated knots and elevated polynomial orders, high smoothness
is attained which can be exploited for solving higher-order problems. Because knot
duplication and order elevation do not commute, refinement in isogeometric analysis can be done in different ways. IGA is even able to offer a continuity-increasing
refinement procedure called k-refinement [5].
Surfaces and volumes (commonly called patches) are constructed by taking the
tensor product of two, respectively three NURBS curves. The shape and parameterization are determined by a control net, comparable to a structured mesh in FEM.
This structure is somewhat limiting in the sense that only topologically simple geometries can be represented, but this is only a sidenote in the context of the present
study. On the contrary, the provision of a mesh that naturally adapts to changing
geometry can be considered beneficial with respect to the central hypothesis of this
work: as the mesh changes in a continuous fashion, the essential meaning of the DOF
is preserved quite well, which is supposed to lead to better reducibility. Moreover,
and unlike FEM, isogeometric methods are robust to poor-quality parameterizations
[13]. This freedom might be exploited to achieve better reduction performance.
3

Parametric model order reduction through projection

A semi-discretized, Laplace-transformed, second-order dynamic system – both for
FEM and IGA – can be represented in matrix form as
 2

s M + sC + K u = f ,
(8)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix and K is the static stiffness
matrix, while the Laplace variable s now takes on the role of the dynamic parameter.
5
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Note how (5) is a generic, although simplified, example of such a system; more
complex PDE models may be discretized and transformed to the form (8) in a similar
way.
The reduction of systems like (8) is the topic of ‘ordinary’ MOR, which encompasses techniques developed in the fields of structural dynamics, numerical mathematics and control [14]. The common idea is to decrease the effective number of
DOF from N to n by applying a projection transformation, i.e.


W T s2 M + sC + K V u = W T f ,
(9)

with V , W ∈ RN ×n and n  N . The projection is one-sided if V = W and twosided otherwise. For simplicity, we assume the former here, but this choice may also
be motivated by the need for stability preservation [15]. In order to construct the
projection matrix, we apply the Krylov subspace technique for second-order systems
described in [16].
The models considered here have a more general, implicit, parametric dependence.
Hence a PMOR technique with greater applicability is necessary. In the present
work we choose to adopt a hybrid scheme similar to [17]. We make use of the
local reduction bases built with the Krylov method: a global reduction space, valid
for the entire parametric domain, is found as the union of local spaces for several
parametric instances. Suppose a set of ns local reduction spaces has been given as
the column span of matrices Vi ∈ RN ×nl . Their union is given by the range of the
concatenated matrix [V1 V2 . . . Vns ]. However, the columns of this matrix may
no longer be linearly independent, let alone mutually orthogonal. Using a singular
value decomposition (SVD), the rank is revealed and the dominant directions can be
identified. We have
[V1 V2 . . . Vns ] = RΣLT ,
(10)
where Σ ∈ RN ×(nl ns ) contains the singular values σi on the diagonal and R ∈
RN ×N , L ∈ Rnl ns ×nl ns are orthonormal matrices. It can be shown that the SVD
provides an optimal decomposition of the snapshot matrix [18]: most information
about the snapshots is contained within the first columns of R. Moreover, the relative information content of the i-th left singular vector
proportional to σi2 and the
nis
l ns
information lost in the truncation is proportional to i=r+1
σi2 if r columns are kept.
It is further noted that, by virtue of this last property, the singular value decomposition is a useful tool for assessing the problem’s intrinsic amenability to reduction. In
[8], the following reducibility test is proposed: first collect several high-fidelity snapshots into a matrix, next calculate its SVD and then consider the singular values.
If the values show rapid decay, then the information contained within the snapshots
6
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can be represented using a low number of singular vectors. Provided a representative
number of samples are taken, this implies that solutions reside in a low-dimensional
subspace. If the reduction technique described here is used, this test can be carried
out without large cost penalties since the snapshots are calculated anyway.
4
4.1

Validation of reduced order model accuracy
Curved beam

As a first example, consider a simply supported beam subject to a harmonic
transverse point load (see Figure 1). The beam curvature radius R is taken as
the variable geometric parameter. Two discretizations are constructed following
the finite element and isogeometric paradigms. The FE model is built using the
commercial software package NX Nastran. The beam is equally divided into a total
of 60 linear elements of the type CBAR [19], leading to a model with 183 DOF. For
the IG discretization, an in-house code based on Euler-Bernoulli theory is used. As
the original geometry is decribed with a quadratic NURBS curve, order-two shape
functions are used and the model is h-refined until 182 DOF are obtained.
The frequency-domain reduction bases are found using the Krylov algorithm with
6 order-two expansion points equally spread over the 0-500 Hz frequency interval.
These local bases are constructed at five parametric configurations, corresponding
to radii of 0.15, 0.1875, 0.375 and 0.75 meters as well as the straight beam. After
the SVD, 18 global vectors are retained. This basis is used to reduce models with an
unsampled radius of 0.25 m. The frequency response function (FRF) errors of the
reduced order models relative to truth models are plotted in on the left in Figure 2.
It is remarkable that the IG approach leads to errors that are far below those of the
FE approach, when each is compared to its original full order representation. The
SVD-based reducibility test described in Section 3 also indicates that the discrete
solution manifold is of lower dimension in case the IG description is used. A set
of snapshots is generated for the 6-by-6 grid of frequencies and radii used before.
In Figure 2 (right), the relative magnitudes of the singular values of the snapshot
matrix are shown; the IG case displays a markedly stronger decay and the values are
already significantly lower at the 18-th singular value.
4.2

Acoustic cavity

Secondly, a 2-dimensional interior acoustic problem is treated. We examine a
hard-walled air-filled resonant cavity, shaped like a square with curved sides (Figure
3). A monopole source located at the top right corner excites a pressure response
associated to a standing wave pattern. The pressure at a certain interior point –
7
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F

L

R

Parameter

Value

Young’s modulus
Density
Poisson’s ratio
Damping coefficient α
Damping coefficient β
Support spacing (L)
Beam thickness
Beam width

69 GPa
7200 kgm−3
0.3
10−6
10
0.3 m
0.002 m
0.02 m

Figure 1: Problem definition of the curved beam.
whose location varies along with the geometry – is taken as an output. The variable
parameter defines the inwards or outwards curvature of the sides. The 2D-acoustics
module of the COMSOL software package is used in creating the FE discretizations,
where a mapped mesh is provided by an internal morphing function. An in-house
extension of the GeoPDEs toolbox [20, 21] generates the IG model matrices of the
exact, h-refined geometry. Both models finally encompass 10201 pressure DOF,
corresponding to a 100-by-100 square grid of linear elements.
In this case, the√parametric domain
is sampled at four locations, with curvature
√
radii R equal to ± 2/10 and ± 2/5 meters. At every point a local basis is derived
from 6 expansion points of order 5 at frequencies between 50 Hz and 550 Hz. The
total of 120 basis vectors is reduced to 100 by truncation of the SVD. The FRF
errors occuring when reducing a model representing an ordinary square are then
calculated. As in the previous example, Figure 4 shows that a reduced FE model
performs slightly but consistently worse than a reduced IG model with the same
number of DOF, at least in the relevant frequency range. The snapshots’ singular
values also attribute higher importance to the later components and show that the
difference in reducibility is smaller than in the beam case.
5

Conclusion

Even though it is clear that the domain discretization of geometrically parameterized PDE models can have a profound impact on the effectiveness of PMOR methods,
the existing literature on the topic is scarce. While this observation applies to conventional FE approaches, the relatively new IG methods deserve specific attention.
Because of their strong connection between the design and analysis models, as well
as their robustness to mesh distortions, improved reduction performance may be ex8
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Parameter
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e present a method to construct reduced-order models for duct flows of Bingham media.
Our method is based on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to find a low-dimensional
approximation to the velocity and artificial neural network to approximate the coefficients
of a given solution in the constructed POD basis. We use well-established augmented
Lagrangian method and finite-element discretization in the “offline” stage. We show
that the resulting approximation has a reasonable accuracy, but the evaluation of the
approximate solution several orders of magnitude times faster.
1

Introduction

Yield stress fluid flows play an important role in many applications, especially in the oil
and gas industry [FPdSM17]. There are several areas within petroleum industry where
viscoplasticity is considered as a key mechanism or an enabler for technologies aimed
at enhancing oil or gas production. Hydraulic Fracturing (HF) [YW14] operation is
invented to stimulate fluid inflow from near wellbore reservoir to a well. It is performed by
pumping fluid into a well at a high pressure so that it initiates fracture(s) in near wellbore
formation. Fracturing fluid is designed in a various forms depending on specifics of the
wellbore and the formation. In some specific cases the fluid is made to be viscoplastic.
Paper [BK+ 74] refers to a foam fracturing and authors consider viscoplasticity of the
foam as one of the key factors of fracturing job success. One of the key challenges of
the whole petroleum industry are viscoplastitity of emulsions forming in porous space of
oil reservoirs at contacts between oil and water[MYM06]. These regions are among top
factors limiting the oil recovery factor. As an example, [SZ15] is a paper devoted to study
on how to break and recover such emulsions. These emulsion treatment approaches are
considered to be one of the most efficient methods for enhanced oil recovery at a reservoir
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scale. Another approach to enchancing oil recovery is viscoplastic diverters [OAG+ 13]
which are used as a tools for re-distributing multiphase flows in porous rocks and, in
particular, hydrocarbon reservoirs [Eze14].
Viscoplastic flow modeling is often computationally expensive, see recent reviews [SW17],
[MT17]. The main difficulty in design of appropriate solution techniques is related to the
non-differentiability of the constitutive relations. Over the past 40 years, two main family
of methods were suggested in the literature: the so-called regularization approach and
augmented Lagrangian method (ALM). We choose the last one since it is typically more
robust and reliable. It consists of an outer iterative process and on each step of this
process we need to solve a boundary-value problem. In this paper we apply reduced order modeling and machine learning techniques to approximate the results of numerical
simulations of viscoplastic media. The idea is that the physical system is described by
a few number of input parameters (i.e. Bingham number), but the numerical simulation
requires the computation of the solution in each grid cell, thus the complexity is high.
Our goal is to compute the approximation to the solution by learning from the results of
numerical simulations for different values of parameters, describing the system.
The computation is split into two steps. At the first step (which is also called offline
stage) we conduct numerical simulation for different values of parameters and collect
solutions (so-called snapshots). This step is computationally expensive and is typically
done using high-performance computing. Based on the result of numerical simulation we
compute the approximant, which can be computed efficiently for any new value of parameters in the online stage. Although this is a standard framework in the field of reduced
order modeling, application of these methods to numerical simulation of viscoplastic media faces several challenges which we address. The main challenge is that the equations
are nonlinear, and even it is quite straightforward to reduce the dimensionality of the
problem using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), it is not simple to construct the
approximant that is easy to evaluate for new parameter values. In order to solve this
problem, we introduce an additional approximant, which is based on artificial neural networks (ANN) and is learned using standard backpropagation techniques. To summarize,
main contributions of our paper are:
• We propose a “black-box” approach to construct a reduced-order model for Bingham
fluid flow in a channel based on POD to compute a low-dimensional projection, and
ANN to approximate the coefficients of POD decomposition from the parameters
• We show the accuracy of the proposed approximation for a single yield stress for
different domains
• We show the accuracy of the proposed approximation for piecewise-constant yield
stress limit
• Our method allows to achieve several orders of magnitude speedup for the considered
examples

2
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2
2.1

Test problem
Governing equations

The constitutive relations of viscoplastic Bingham medium connect the viscous stress
tensor τ to the rate-of-strain tensor γ̇ as follows:
γ̇ = 0, |τ | ≤ τs


τs
+ µ γ̇,
τ =
|γ̇|

|τ | > τs

where µ is the plastic viscosity, τs is the yield stress limit, u is the velocity vector,
γ̇ = ∇u + (∇u) , and the norms of the tensors

√
|γ̇| = γ̇ : γ̇, |τ | = τ : τ

As a test problem, we consider well-known Mosolov problem [MM65, MM66, MM67]. It
describes an isothermal steady laminar flow of an incompressible Bingham fluid in an
infinitely long cylinder pipe with a cross-section Ω ⊂ R2 under the action of the pressure
gradient. It is modeled by the following equation


∇u
2
−µ∇ u − τs ∇ ·
= f, u∂Ω = 0
(1)
|∇u|
which follows from mass and momentum conservation laws. We consider the no-slip
(Dirichlet) boundary conditions. Here u is the axial velocity (u = (0, 0, u)), f is constant
pressure gradient. After proper rescaling, we can obtain the dimensionless form of the
problem (1) with the Bingham number B as a parameter:


∇u
2
−∇ u − B∇ ·
= 1, u∂Ω = 0
(2)
|∇u|
This problem has been solved numerically in many papers (both for steady [SR04,
MGA04, HY05, Mur09] and unsteady [MM09, MMGM10] cases). Wall slip boundary
conditions were considered in [RS08, DPKG14, DG14].
2.2

Numerical methodology

The solution of the Mosolov problem can be found from the minimization of the functional

 
1
2
J(u) =
|∇u| + B|∇u| − f u dx → min
.
(3)
2
u∈H01 (Ω)

Of the most efficient and widely-used approaches to solve (3) is the augmented Lagrangian
method (ALM) [FG83], which has the following form. First, we introduce an additional
variable q = ∇u and consider constrained minimization problem

 
1 2
min J(u, q), J(u, q) =
|q| + B|q| − f u dx.
u,q=∇u
2
3
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To deal with the constraint, the Lagrange multiplier λ is introduced, and also a penalty
term is added, thus leading to the augmented Lagrangian


 

1 2
r
Lr =
|q| + B|q| − f u dx + λ · (q − ∇u)dx +
|λ − ∇u|2 dx.
(4)
2
2
The original minimization problem (3) is equivalent to finding a saddle point of the functional (4). For finding the saddle point of (4) we use the ALG2 method [FG83]. Given
an initial approximation u(k) , qk , λk we compute the next approximation by the following
steps
• (Update u) Solve
−r∆u(k+1) = f − r∇ · qk − ∇ · λk .

(5)

• (Update q)


0,

q(k+1) (x) = λk (x)+r∇u(k+1) (x)

1−
1+r

• (Update λ)

B
k

|λ (x)+r∇u(k+1) (x)



if |λk (x) + r∇u(k+1) (x)| ≤ B,

| ,



λ(k+1) = λ(k) + ρ q(k+1) − ∇u(k+1) .

otherwise
(6)
(7)

To implement (5), (6), (7) numerically, we use weak formulations for each of these problems and finite element method (FEM). We use FENICS package [LMW12] for the implementation, where only weak formulation of the problem is necessary, and everything
else (including unstructured mesh generation) is done automatically. We used standard
finite element spaces: for velocity we used piecewise-linear functions, and for q and λ –
piecewise-constant functions. Given the solver (which consists of executing steps (5), (6),
(7) until convergence), we can now focus on the main problem considered in this paper:
the construction of the reduced model.
3

Dimensionality reduction

A standard approach to the construction of reduced models is the linear dimensionality
reduction [KV02, Pet89, LMQR14].Let uh (p) ∈ RN be the numerical solution of the
problem (2). The idea of the POD method is to construct the approximation of the form
h =
uh (p) ≈ u

r


vα dα (p),

α=1

vα ∈ R N ,

(8)

where vα are POD basis functions, dα (p) are the coefficients of the POD model and r is
the dimension of the reduced model. The first step is to compute snapshots, i.e., specific
solutions uh (pi ), i = 1, . . . , K for different parameter values. The selection of snapshots
4
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is an independent research question. In our case, we sample the parameter space using
random or quasi-random number generator. These solutions are organized into an N × K
matrix


U = uh (p1 ) . . . uh (pK ) .

Looking at the singular values of this matrix we can decide what is the appropriate
dimension for the reduced model. A typical criteria gives the reduced dimension
r = min{k :

P


s=k+1

σs2 ≤ 2 },

where σs are singular values of U and  is the required accuracy of the approximation. In
this case, we approximate the data matrix by the truncated singular value decomposition
U ≈ W ΛC,

(9)

where W is an N ×r matrix with orthonormal columns, Λ is an r ×r diagonal matrix with
singular values on the diagonal and C is the coefficient matrix. From (9) the following
reduced model follows:
r

uh (p) ≈ u
h =
σα wα cα (p),
(10)
α=1

The difference between (10) and (8) is only in the normalization of the basis functions,
which allows to sort them with respect to their importance, which is measured by singular
values. The idea of POD is that most of the solution can be captured with r  N modes,
thus every solution can be efficiently represented with r parameters instead of N in the
original discrete model. However it is not the compression that is important, but also
the computation of the approximation given the new parameter p∗ which was not in the
training set. Here we need to compute the coefficients cα (p). One of the approaches is
to write the equations directly it terms of the coefficients cα (p). Unfortunately, even the
computation of the energy functional can not be simplified, so the computation of these
coefficients directly from the original formulation is as costly, as the solution of the full
problem. Thus, we propose to approximate each coefficient in (10) directly:
cα (p) ≈ 
cα (p).

This gives another approximant to the solution:

uh (p) ≈ u
h (p) ≈ u
h (p) =

r

α=1

σα w α 
cα (p).

Since wα are orthonormal, error of this approximation consists of two parts. First is the
error of linear dimensionality reduction and second is the error of coefficient approximation, which also influences the final error. It is natural to make them of the same size.

5
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Moreover, cα for different α have to be approximated with different accuracy. Indeed, we
have
r


uh (p) − u
h (p) =
σα2 (cα − 
cα ) 2 ,
α=1

thus to get approximation error of order  it is sufficient to have
|cα − 
cα | ≤


√ ,
σα r

i.e. coefficients, corresponding to POD modes with smaller singular values, can be approximated with lower accuracy. This is important since the higher is the mode number,
the more oscillatory behavior it describes and the approximation of the coefficient is less
accurate. But it does not create any problems since we do not need these coefficients with
high accuracy.
4

Approximation of POD coefficients using ANN

To approximate the coefficient we suggest to use artificial neural networks (ANN), and
the coefficients are learned directly from the data. ANN are often used to approximate
complex multiparametric dependencies, and can be written as a superposition of linear
transformations (parametrized by weight matrices) and simple point-wise nonlinear functions (also known as activation function). Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have
gained a lot of attention recently and show tremendous success in the area of computer
vision, image processing, text mining. In this paper, the input has a small dimension, so
CNN are not directly applicable. Instead, we focus on classical fully-connected networks,
which can be written in the form (for simplicity, we omit the index α and illustrate the
model in a 3-layer case)
c(p) ≈ 
c(p) = f (W3 f (W2 f (W1 p + b1 ) + b2 ) + b3 ),

where p is a parameter vector, Wk , k = 1, . . . 3 are weight matrices of size Hk−1 × Hk ,
and bk are biases. Also we have H0 = P, H3 = 1. The numbers Hk correspond to the
number of neurons in the hidden layer. Activation function f is applied to each element
of the vector, for example, at the first step, to the vector W1 p. A typical choice for f (x)
is the ReLU activation of the form

x, x > 0,
f (x) =
0, x ≤ 0.
Another option is the function f (x) = tanh(x). ANN parameters are learned by minimizing the loss between predicted and observed coefficients:
M

j=1

(c(pj ) − 
c(pj ))2 → min .
6
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The solution of the optimization problem is done using the standard gradient optimization
methods (based on backpropagation [RHW88]) available in modern machine learning
frameworks. In our implementation we have used Keras python library [C+ 15] with a
Tensorflow backend.
5
5.1

Numerical results
Single yield stress limit

As our first example, we consider a single-parameter case, namely, parameter is the
Bingham number B. We examine several types of cross-sections: square, circle, rectangle,
triangle, L-shaped domain. We sample Bingham numbers from 0 to 1 to obtain snapshots.
Note that for all these domains the critical yield stress is lower, so for B > Bcrit the
velocity is equal to 0, and snapshots, corresponding to these parameters do not provide
any additional information. Such behavior is automatically captured by the proposed
algorithm. For each domain, we collect the snapshot matrices, compute first POD basis
functions, and corresponding coefficients. Singular values of the snapshot matrices decay
very fast (see Figure 1), and K = 20 provide very high accuracy of the approximation.
The first basis functions for different domains are shown on Figure 2.

Figure 1: Singular values of the snapshot matrices for different domains

.
As we see, the singular values decay very fast, thus it is sufficient to leave at most K =
20 coefficients to get a good approximation. The first 5 basis functions and corresponding
singular values are shown in Figure 2.
To construct a neural network approximation for the mapping from B to the first K
coefficients of the POD decomposition, we randomly split the dataset into test and train
parts (33% test and 67% train), and learn a corresponding mapping. As an architecture
7
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Figure 2: First 5 POD basis functions for different domains

of ANN we take 3 hidden layers with 60, 50, 40 hidden units, respectively and one output
layer. As an optimizer, ADAM optimizer [KB14] was used with default parameters. The
relative error of approximation on the test set for different domains is given in Table 1.
This error is defined as as sum over all test samples, divided by the sum of all coefficients:



2
 Ntest K
(i)
(i)
c
−

c
 i=1
k
k
k=1
εtest = 
.
Ntest K
(i) 2
(c
)
i=1
k=1 k
5.2

Non-homogenious yield stress limit

We consider the square case (Ω = [− 12 , 12 ]2 ), and a piecewise-constant yield stress limit.
This corresponds to the flow of different fluids with different yield stress limits. This
8
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Domain

Relative error

square
circle
triangle
L-shape
rectangle
ellipse

0.006686
0.006325
0.005700
0.008667
0.005344
0.003489

Table 1: Relative error in the L2 norm for the approximation of the first K = 200 coefficients of the
POD decomposition (test set).

type of flows is rather common in practice: it includes such processes as lamination,
coextrusion and deposition. For the model problem we consider a two-parameter problem
with piecewise-constant B(x1 , x2 ):

B1 x1 ≤ 0,
B(x1 , x2 ) =
B2 x1 > 0.
The parameters B1 and B2 vary from 0 to 0.8. For this problem we need to select more
snapshots than for a single stress limit to get similar accuracy. We also have to sample
two-dimensional points in the parameter space. To generate the POD basis, we compute
500 snapshots with B1 and B2 generated using Halton quasi-random sequence generator
[Nie92]. The decay of singular values of the snapshot matrix is shown on Figure 3, and
several first singular vectors are depicted on Figure 4. Then we split the dataset randomly
into training (67% points) and and testing (33% points), and fit a fully connected ANN
to map two input parameters (B1 and B2 ) to the first K = 20 coefficients of the POD
decomposition. As an architecture of ANN we take 3 hidden layers with 60, 50, 40 hidden
units, respectively and one output layer.
As an optimizer we again use the Adam optimizer with default parameters. The relative
error for the approximation of the first K = 20 coefficients is 0.008 on the test set.
The main benefit of using the reduced model is that computing the approximate solution for new B1 , B2 is very fast. The final model takes approximately 4 milliseconds to
evaluate, whereas the full FEM model takes 45 seconds. The comparison of two solutions
is given on Figure 5 for B1 = 0.25 and B2 = 0.05.
6

Conclusions and future work

We have presented a general approach for the construction of reduced models of Bingham fluid flows in the simplest possible case – channel (duct) flow. Although being model,
these flows share the main characteristics of more general cases. The proposed method
is “easy to implement”: all the steps are automatic (generation of snapshots and fitting
a neural network), but difficult to analyze: there is no guarantee that the approximated
solution will share important properties of the original solution, such as positivity. This
9
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Figure 3: Decay of singular values for two-parameter problem

.

Figure 4: First five POD basis functions

.
requires a separate study, as well as the application of the constructed reduced-order
model to real-life design problems.
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Abstract. This article describes the calibration of a finite element (FE) numerical model that
simulates the dynamic behaviour of a historic metallic railway bridge that is part of Tâmega
Line, which is a decommissioned line of the Portuguese Railways since 2009. The updated
numerical model of the bridge reports to its present condition, which will serve as a basis for
subsequent studies/projects on the strengthening of the structure, therefore promoting for the
sustainability and cost-effectiveness of future interventions in terms of materials and human
resources required. The geometry of the numerical model was defined based on data collected
from laser geometric surveys and visual inspections, which enabled to identify the existent signs
of structural damage and deterioration. With respect to the acquisition of field data concerning
the bridge structural response, an ambient vibration test was carried out in order to characterize
the natural frequencies and configurations of the global vibration modes. The calibration of the
bridge’s numerical model relies on the application of an iterative method based on a genetic
algorithm. This method involves the resolution of an optimization problem, which requires the
minimization of an objective function by varying a set of preselected model parameters. The
results obtained with the calibration process have shown a very good agreement between
numerical and experimental modal responses and an improvement of the initial numerical
model. Moreover, the stability of a significant number of parameters, considering different
initial populations, proved the robustness of the genetic algorithm for the optimization of the
numerical models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Portuguese railway lines dating from the early 20th century typically include a significant
number of bridges and viaducts whose deck consists of a steel lattice structure supported on
masonry pillars and abutments [1].
Currently the need for rehabilitation and reuse of existing lines, mainly for tourism purposes,
has made urgent the assessment of the structural behavior of these structures, particularly in
what concerns their suitability for carrying the rolling stock planned for the intervened sections.
This need is particularly relevant given that a significant number of these structures are between
60 and 100 years old and experienced a small number of maintenance/repair works during their
service life [1].
Also, the current level of rail traffic, with higher axle loads and higher traffic speeds, also
imposes to these structures requirements very different than those established at the time of
their design and construction, in particular as regards the quantification of the dynamic effects
associated to the passing of regularly spaced axle groups of the trains, whose magnitude can
put at risk the structural safety, traffic safety and the passengers comfort. To this end, a
reassessment of old steel bridges becomes mandatory in order to ensure that these new
requirements are complied.
In this context, the development of numerical models based on the finite element method is
of particular importance, which in the future can serve as support for more specific studies
concerning the evaluation of the structural response under the action of rail traffic. These
models are usually calibrated based on information provided from visual inspection campaigns,
with the purpose of assessing the current condition of the structures and to identify any
anomalies and deficiencies, being complemented by non-destructive tests (static load tests,
ambient, free or forced vibration tests, among others) [2-3], thus allowing to reliably reproduce
the real behavior of the bridges.
This article focuses on the experimental calibration of a numerical model that simulates the
structural response of an old steel bridge, located on the former Tâmega railway line. For this
purpose, a FE numerical model was developed to study the dynamic behavior of the bridge,
complemented by an ambient vibration test, in order to identify the natural frequencies and
configurations of some global vibration modes of the structure. The automatic calibration of
the numerical model was performed by adopting an iterative methodology based on genetic
algorithms.
2 SÃO LÁZARO RAILWAY BRIDGE
The São Lázaro bridge is located at km +12.7 of Tâmega railway line, near to the city of
Amarante, which was inaugurated in 1909 and closed to operation in 2009. The Amarante
Municipal Council is currently considering the possibility of rehabilitating the bridge as part of
the project to requalify the Livração-Amarante section of the Tâmega railway line, with the
purpose of endowing the city with a new accessibility for tourists.
The São Lázaro bridge is a single-section steel bridge with a total length of 40.6 m, which is
supported on masonry abutments by means of steel bearings (Figure 1a). The deck structure
consists of two truss girders, with a height of 4.0 m, which at the upper level carry a grid formed
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by main girders and cross beams of I shaped cross-section. The truss girders are formed by two
upper and lower chords of T shaped cross-section, joined in their plane through diagonals (U
shaped cross-section) and hangers (double angles). The bracing of the lattice girders is provided
by means of diagonals, aligned with the truss hangers, and cross bars located in the lower and
upper parts of the deck, all made of steel angles. Figure 1b shows the deck cross-section with
the main structural elements indicated. The connections between different structural elements
are of riveted type.

a)

b)

Figure 1: São Lázaro railway bridge: a) general view, b) cross-section.

Given that no technical information about the bridge was made available, either in the form
of written or drawn documents, the geometric characterization of the bridge, both in terms of
its macro dimensions and sizes of its structural elements, was carried out by means of a
geometric survey based on a laser scanning.
3

NUMERICAL MODEL

The three-dimensional FE numerical model was developed using the Autodesk Robot
Structural Analysis software [4]. The deck was modeled using bar finite elements applied from
a geometric model developed in CAD software (Figure 2a). At one abutment the bearings were
modeled as pinned preventing the displacements in the x, y and z directions (Livração side),
and as roller ones in the longitudinal direction at the other abutment (Amarante side). The model
supports were positioned at the level of their center of rotation and their connection to the truss
lower chord was made by means of a rigid bar. The positioning of the geometric center of the
sections of the various structural elements was performed using offsets. The connection
between the diagonals forming the bracings was executed using gusset plates and suitable
internal releases to obtain the most adequate mechanical behavior. The mass of the nonstructural elements, such as footways, guardrails, rivets and plates, was applied by means of
mass elements, either concentrated or distributed. The total mass of these elements is 16.96 ton,
representing about 28% of the total mass of the deck.
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional numerical model of São Lázaro bridge.

Table 1 presents the most relevant geometrical and mechanical parameters adopted in the
numerical model of the bridge, including its designation, the values adopted and the
corresponding units. In addition, the lower and upper limits later used in the calibration phase
of the numerical model are also pointed out.
Table 1: Geometrical and mechanical parameters of the numerical model.
Parameters
Es
s
ʋs
KT,1
KT,2
KT,3
KT,4
C1
C2
C3

Young modulus of steel
Density of steel
Poisson ratio of steel
Elastic coefficient in left support - side A
Elastic coefficient in right support - side A
Elastic coefficient in left support - side B
Elastic coefficient in right support - side B
Additional mass of the upper and lower guardrails
Additional mass of the footways and gusset plates
Additional mass of the riveted elements

Limits
Lower
Upper
170,0
215,0
69,3
92,4
---

GPa
kN/m3
--

Adopted
value
210,0
77,0
0.3

kN/m

20000

100

80000

--

1,00

0,80

1,30

Unit

The range of the Young modulus of steel is in line with the results of experimental tests
performed on structural steel specimens made by Hess [5] and on specimens taken from bridges
integrating the Portuguese railway network built in the 19th century studied by Patrício [1]. In
what concerns the density of steel, the adopted range intends to take into account the
uncertainties associated with the possibility that the structural steel used in the bridge has a
lower percentage of carbon than the steel currently used, and therefore may lead to a higher
density. In addition, there is some uncertainty regarding the quantity of rivets used in several
structural elements. With regard to the transverse stiffness of the bearings, a very wide range
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has been considered in order to allow the possibility of having different degradation scenarios
for these devices, as they appear to have not undergone maintenance operations since their
installation. Finally, regarding non-structural masses, the values initially adopted correspond to
a coefficient of variation equal to 1.0, while the range of variation reflects some uncertainties
associated with their accounting.
Figure 3 shows the natural frequencies and corresponding configurations for five vibration
modes calculated from the numerical model that considered the parameters values presented in
Table 1. The modal configurations include essentially transverse (modes 1, 4 and 5) and vertical
(modes 2 and 3) bending of the deck. In the model illustrations essentially the upper structural
elements of the deck are represented in order to enable a better visual perception of the
identified vibration modes.

Mode 1 – f = 2.76 Hz

Mode 2 – f = 5.44 Hz

Mode 3 – f = 6.25 Hz

Mode 4 – f = 8.17 Hz

Mode 5 – f = 12.40 Hz
Figure 3: Numerical modal parameters.
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4

AMBIENT VIBRATION TEST

The purpose of the ambient vibration test was to identify the bridge's modal properties,
particularly the natural frequencies and the corresponding global vibration modes shapes.
The test was carried out using a technique with fixed reference points and movable
measuring points, involving the use of 14 high sensitivity piezoelectric accelerometers (model
PCB 393B12). The accelerations were measured in the vertical (z) and transverse (y) directions,
having been instrumented a total of 24 measuring points positioned at the ends of the cross
beams, close to the joints with the upper chords. The position of the accelerometers is shown
in Figure 4a, while in Figure 4b a detail of their connection to the structure is presented, which
was executed by means of steel angles and plates, coupled with magnets.

a)

b)

Figure 4: Ambient vibration test: a) location of the accelerometers; b) detail of the connection between an
accelerometer and the joint of the cross beam with the upper chord

The reference accelerometers were located at positions 1 (vertical and transverse directions)
and 2 (vertical direction). Data acquisition was performed using National Instruments cDAQ9172 system with four NI 9234 analog modules for IEPE type accelerometers. The time series
were acquired with an approximate duration of 8 min and a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz,
later decimated for a frequency equal to 500 Hz.
The identification of the modal parameters was performed by applying the improved version
of the frequency domain decomposition method (EFDD) using the ARTeMIS software [6].
Figure 5 presents the mean and normalized singular values of the spectra matrix of all
experimental configurations performed in the test, obtained by applying the EFDD method.
Five vibration modes were identified in correspondence with the 5 peaks marked on the curve
of the first singular value.
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Figure 5: EFDD method: modal identification.

In Figure 6 the average values of the vibration frequencies and the corresponding modal
configurations are shown. The analysis of these mode shapes allows identifying movements
associated to transverse and vertical bending with good definition. Modes 1 and 4 mostly
involve transverse bending of the deck, mode 2 essentially the vertical bending, whereas modes
3 and 5 mainly include torsion movements.

Mode 1 – f = 2.71 Hz

Mode 2 – f = 5.90 Hz

Mode 3 – f = 6.14 Hz

Mode 4 – f = 8.01 Hz
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Mode 5 – f = 13.09 Hz
Figure 6: Experimental modal parameters.

5

CALIBRATION

The calibration of the bridge numerical model was performed based on the results of the
ambient vibration test and involved the execution at first of a sensitivity analysis and afterwards
of an optimization procedure. The iterative process considered in the automatic calibration of
the numerical model included a genetic algorithm that is described in detail in reference [7].
5.1 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis aimed at identifying the numerical parameters that present a higher
impact on the modal responses and should be included in the succeeding optimization phase.
Figure 7 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis using a Spearman’ correlation
coefficients matrix [8]. The sensitivity analysis was performed using a stochastic sampling
technique based on 500 samples generated by the Latin Hypercube method. The correlation
coefficients in the range [-0.30; +0.30] were excluded from the graphical representation.
The correlation matrix shows that the Young modulus of the steel (Es), its density (ρs), the
transverse stiffness of the bridge deck supports (KT,1, KT,2, KT,3, KT,4), and the additional mass
coefficient (C2) of the lower and upper technical footways and gusset plates are the parameters
that most influence the modal responses.
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Figure 7: Spearman correlation matrix.

5.2 Optimization
The optimization phase aimed at estimating the values of the numerical parameters that
minimize the differences between the numerical and experimental modal quantities, which
involved the definition of an objective function and the application of an optimization technique
based on a genetic algorithm.
The objective function (f) comprises two terms, one related with the residuals of the vibration
frequencies and the other related with the residuals of MAC values:
5

𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎𝑎 ∑
𝑖𝑖=1

|𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

− 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 |

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

5

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

+ 𝑏𝑏 ∑|𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

, 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
) − 1|
𝑖𝑖

(1)

where fiexp and finum are the experimental and numerical frequencies for mode i, iexp and inum
are the vectors containing the experimental and numerical modal information regarding mode
shape i, whereas a and b are weighting factors of the objective function terms, assumed in the
present case study equal to 3.0 and 1.0, respectively.
The optimization of the model involved 7 numerical parameters and 10 modal results. The
genetic algorithm took into consideration an initial population of 30 individuals for 100
generations, in a total of 3000 individuals. The initial population was randomly generated by
Latin Hypercube method. In this algorithm the number of elites was defined as 1, the
replacement rate set as 5% and the crossing rate as 50%.
Figure 8 presents the ratios of the values of each numerical parameter with respect to the
limits given in Table 1 for the independent optimization runs GA1 to GA4. A ratio of 0% means
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that the parameter matches with the lower limit and a ratio of 100% means that it matches with
the upper limit.

Figure 8: Values of the numerical parameters obtained for optimization cases GA1 to GA4.

The results show that the most sensitive parameters, the Young modulus (Es) and the density
(ρs) of steel, are those presenting estimates with lowest variability, close to 6% and 23%,
respectively. The non-structural mass coefficient (C2), which is the parameter with the lowest
influence in the response, presents estimates with very significant variations, close to 45%.
With regard to the stiffness values of the side A (KT,1 and KT,2) and side B (KT,3 and KT,4)
supports, the estimates show variations with opposite trend, i.e., a stiffness increase in the left
bearing is usually coupled with a decrease in the stiffness of the right bearing and vice versa.
This trend is more evident in bearings at side B supports compared to those at side A. This may
be related to the fact that there are different combinations of these sets of parameters that lead
to the same solution in terms of optimization problem.
Figure 9a shows the values of the experimental and numerical natural frequencies, before
and after calibration, including the error values between the numerical and experimental values
of these parameters, taking as reference the experimental ones. The numerical results after
calibration concern the optimization case GA2, for which the objective function presented the
smallest residue. Figure 9b shows the MAC parameter values before and after calibration.
The mean error of the frequencies decreased from 9.4% before calibration to 2.5% after
calibration, whereas the mean value of the MAC parameters remained virtually the same, with
a value of 0.962.
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a)

b)
Figure 9: Correlation analysis of experimental and numerical modal parameters: a) natural frequencies. b) MAC.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This article focused on the experimental calibration of a numerical model for simulating the
structural response of an old steel railway bridge. The three-dimensional FE model included
the modeling of the steel deck and its support on the abutments through the bearing devices.
The ambient vibration test allowed identifying the natural frequencies associated with five
global vibration modes involving bending and torsion movements of the deck between 2.71 Hz
and 13.09 Hz.
The results of the numerical model optimization of the bridge have presented a very good
approximation with the experimental results and a significant improvement over the reference
results before the calibration. On the other hand, the genetic algorithm enabled to obtain
sufficiently stable estimates of a significant number of parameters, considering different initial
populations, proving its efficiency and robustness. The analysis of the numerical parameters
values after the calibration has allowed to verify that: i) the values of the four bearings
transverse stiffness have a distinct magnitude, probably pointing different states of degradation;
ii) the values of the steel Young modulus were in the range of 197.3 GPa and 207.4 GPa, which
may point to a steel used in the bridge construction with improved strength characteristics
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compared to other steels used at the time of the bridge construction.
As future developments it is important to highlight the evaluation of the dynamic behavior
of the bridge under light traffic action, based on numerical analyzes that contemplate the
dynamic interaction of the bridge-train system, with the purpose of assessing structural safety,
traffic safety and passenger comfort.
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Summary:
Multi-objective formulations are realistic models for many complex engineering optimization
problems [1]. In a construction project, there are two main factors, such as project duration
and project cost. The activity duration is a function of resources (i.e. crew size, equipments
and materials) availability. On the other hand, resources demand direct costs. Therefore, the
relationship between project time and direct cost of each activity is a monotonously decreasing curve. It means if activity duration is compressed then that leads to an increase in resources and so that direct costs. But, project indirect costs increase with the project duration.
In general, for a project, the total cost is the sum of direct and indirect costs and exists an optimum duration for the least cost. Hence, relationship between project time and cost is tradeoff [2].
There are two general approaches to multiple-objective optimization. One is to combine the
individual objective functions into a single composite function. Determination of a single objective is possible with methods such as utility theory, weighted sum method, etc., but the
problem lies in the correct selection of the weights or utility functions to characterize the decision-makers preferences [1].
The main difficulty with the single composite function is selecting a weight vector for each
run. To overcome this drawback a GA based-approach to solving the time-cost optimization
problem has been proposed. The idea is changing weights in the objective function by genes
obtained from the genetic algorithm for each run.
The present approach provides a powerful alternative for the solution of the time-cost construction project scheduling problems when compared against others approaches including
evolutionary algorithms.
In this paper is presented a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (an area called multicriteria of decision making [2]) using a random key genetic algorithm for optimization of
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road design. An application to road design alternatives describing genetic algorithms developed specifically for these problems using multiple objectives is described. They differ from
traditional genetic algorithms by using specialized fitness functions, introducing methods to
promote solution diversity.
1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Project Management
According to the Project Management Institute, the discipline of project management can
be defined as follows:
Project management is the art of directing and coordinating human and material resources
throughout the life of a project by using modern management techniques to achieve predetermined objectives of scope, cost, time, and quality and participation satisfaction [42].
1.2 The Magic Triangle of Project Management
This project management model is also called Triple Constraint or the Iron Triangle. It
helps to illustrate that no project related constraint is independent of the others. If one constraint is being changed, for whatever reason, it naturally impacts the other constraints and
leads to changes in them as well.

The constraints are project time, cost and quality, each represented be one side or corner of
the triangle.
Time Constraint – refers to the amount of time available to complete the project
Cost Constraint – refers to the budget allocated to the project
Quality Constraint – refers to what must be done to achieve successful project delivery
As the constraints are usually competing, one side of the triangle cannot be changed without automatically affecting the other three sides.
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Project management triangle is the expression of the three basic parameters which measure
the success of the project that is the time, the project budget and the quality of project outputs.
Figure 1: Magic Triangle of Project Management [6].

1.3 Project Manager
Project Manager must ensure the integrity of that triangle and brings in practice usually
various complications and it also relates to those best planned. In practice, then breach occurs
in one of those parameters. The most commonly occurring is a project schedule delay (time),
the cost overruns (project budget), is sometimes in an effort to adhere these two qualities deteriorates project outcomes. Each of these situations is bad for the customer: late-supplied result
of the project, although it is good quality and original price can cause the same problems as
poor quality output despite the fact that it is delivered on time.

1.4 Construction Management
Construction management is the process of planning, coordinating and providing monitoring and controlling of a construction project. This style of project management is designed for
the, as the name implies, construction industry. There are few types of construction that use
construction management; they are industrial, civil, commercial, environmental and residential. Each category has its own way of running projects, but all will follow the construction
management methodology.
Construction management has five stages, where project management has five phases. The
stages are design, pre-construction, procurement, build, and owner occupancy.
The time and cost are usually two objectives which are often tradeoff in project practices.
When the construction time is shortened, the project cost should be added. The main objective
of construction project management is to execute the project within the anticipated time while
satisfying the minimum cost.
Several approaches to solve the time-cost optimization (TCO) problem have been proposed
in the last years: mathematical, heuristic and search methods.
Several mathematical models such as linear programming (Hendrickson and Au [5]; Pagnoni [3]), integer programming, or dynamic programming (Robinson [8]; P. De et al. [23])
and LP/IP hybrid (Liu et al. [20]; Burns et al. [25]) and Meyer and Shaffer [27] use mixed integer programming. However, for large number of activity in network and complex problem,
integer programming needs a lot of computation effort (Feng et al. [6]).
Heuristic algorithms are not considered to be in the category of optimization methods.
They are algorithms developed to find an acceptable near optimum solution. Heuristic methods are usually algorithms easy to understand which can be applied to larger problems and
typically provide acceptable solutions (Hegazy [26]). However, they have lack mathematical
consistency and accuracy and are specific to certain instances of the problem (Fondahl [19];
Siemens [22]) are some of the research studies that have utilized heuristic methods for solving
TCO problems.
Some researchers have tried to introduce evolutionary algorithms to find global optima
such as genetic algorithm (GA) (Feng et al. [6]; Gen and Cheng [21]; Zheng et al. [10]; Zheng
and Ng [9]; Mendes [16, 18] and Parveen and Saha [32]) the particle swarm optimization algorithm (Yang [10]), ant colony optimization (ACO) (Xiong and Kuang [28]; Ng and Zhang
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[24]; Afshar et al. [2]) and harmony search (HS) (Geem [29]). In this paper, the optimal time
and cost generated by the GA techniques are compared with those produced by other techniques through some problems obtained from literature.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the multi-objective optimization
problem. Section 3 presents the approach. The case study and results are presented in Section
4. Finally, conclusions and future work are outlined in Section 5.
2

MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

Multi-objective optimization deals with solving optimization problems which involve multiple objectives. We can say that there are two types of methods for solving problems with
multi-objective optimization: the classical methods and methods based on evolutionary algorithms.
The disadvantages of the classical methods are shown in [31]:
Only one non-dominated solution is obtained by each execution of the algorithm. It
means that in order to get a set of solutions; it should be run many times.
Some of them require some kind of information of the problem treated.
Some of them are sensitive to the shape of the Pareto frontier, so in non-convex
ones, they cannot find solutions.
The dispersion of the founded Pareto solutions depends on the efficiency of the
monocriteria optimizator.
In problems that contain stochasticity, classical methods are not appropriate.
Problems with discrete domain cannot be solved by classical methods, neither in
the multi-objective case. Consequently, the problem treated in the present article,
discrete, could not be solved by this kind of methods.
All this disadvantages are overcome with evolutionary multi-objective methods such as
genetic algorithms (MOEA) [30].
With evolutionary algorithms being used for single-objective optimization for over two
decades, the incorporation of more than one objective in the fitness function has finally gained
popularity in the research [33].
The approach presented in this paper is based on a random key based genetic algorithm to
perform its optimization process, so this approach aims to stipulate multiple search directions
at each generation without using any additional parameters.
2.1 Linear Combination of Weights
The classical approach to solve a multi-objective optimization problem is to assign a
'
weight wi to each normalized objective function zi ( x) so that the problem is converted to a
single objective problem with a scalar objective function as follows [35]:
min z w1 * z1' ( x) w2 * z2' ( x) ... wn * zn' ( x)
'

where zi ( x) is the normalized objective function of zi ( x ) and
ty with this approach is selecting a weight vector for each run.
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2.2 Linear Combination of Genes
Linear Combination of Weights also called the weighted sum method (WSM) is the simplest approach and probably the most widely used classical method. This method scalarizes
the set of objectives into a single objective by multiplying each objective with a user supplied
weight.
Based on the WSM idea, this paper proposes an application of linear combination of genes
'
where zi ( x) is the normalized objective function of zi ( x) , with the following formulation:
min z gene
g 1 * z1' ( x) gene
g 2 * z2' ( x) ... gene
g n * zn' ( x)

(2)

'

genei n, each genei
g
where zi ( x) is the normalized objective function of zi ( x ) and 0
is randomly generated for individual solution x during the selection phase at each generation.
3

THE GA-BASED APPROACH - MOEA

The algorithm used in our study is based on a idea of a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) [37], which starts with a set of random solutions known as the initial population. Each individual (chromosome) in the population represents a solution to the optimization
problem. In each generation, individuals are evaluated with a fitness function (fitness). Based
on this value, certain individuals (parents) are selected. The probability of selecting an individual is related to its adaptability, which means that there is a greater probability of selecting
the best individuals. Then, a number of genetic operators are applied to the parents to produce
new individuals that will be part of the new population. This process continues in an effort to
obtain increasingly better solutions until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
The objective of this paper is to present the development of an advanced multi-objective
optimization model that supports minimizing construction time and cost, while maximizing its
quality.
In many real-life problems [1], objectives under consideration conflict with each other, and
optimizing a particular solution with respect to a single objective can result in unacceptable
results with respect to the other objectives. A reasonable solution to a multi-objective problem
is to investigate a set of solutions, each of which satisfies the objectives at an acceptable level
without being dominated by any other solution.
For each chromosome the following main phases are applied:
1) Generation of parameters by genetic algorithm;
2) Schedule parameters allocation - this phase is responsible for allocation of the
chromosome parameters supplied by the genetic algorithm into the priorities of the
activities and delay time;
3) Schedule generation Schemes - this phase makes use of the priorities, delay time
and constructs schedules[40];
This study considers both project total cost and time. For effective time-cost optimization
the approach proposes an objective function with the following formulation:
'
Z1' Ztime
t

( Ztmax Zt )
( Ztmax Ztmin )
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(3)

Z 2'

'
Zcos
c t

( Z cmax Z c )
( Z cmax Z cmin )

(4)

and finally:

( Ztmax Zt )
min f ( x) Genet max
Ztmin )
( Zt

( Z cmax Z c )
Genec max
m
Z cmin
(Zc
)

(5)

where,
Z cmax

Z

max
t

Z

min
c

Z

min
t

Zc
Zt

= maximal value for total cost in the current chromosome;
= maximal value for time in the current chromosome;
= minimal value for total cost in the initial population;
= minimal value for time in the initial population;
= represents the total cost of the xth solution in current chromosome;
= represents the time of the xth solution in current chromosome.

3.1 GA-Decoding
Each chromosome represents a solution to the problem and it is encoded as a vector of random keys (random numbers). Each solution encoded as initial chromosome (first level) is
made of 2+mn+n genes where n is the number of activities and m is the number of execution
modes, see Figure 2 [16, 18].
Genes for Activity 1

Genes for Activity 2

Activity 1

Activity 2

Mode 1
Mode 2
…
Mode m
Delay 1
Mode 1
Mode 2
…
Mode m
Delay 2

Gene 11
Gene 12
…
Gene 1m
Gene 1m+1
Gene 21
Gene 22
…
Gene 2m
Gene 2m+1
…

….

…

Genes for Activity n

Genes for Objective Function

Activity n

OF

Mode 1
Mode 2
…
Mode m
Delay n
Time
Cost

Gene n1
Gene n2
…
Gene nm
Gene nm+1
Gene t
Gene c

Figure 2: Chromosome structure.

To decode each chromosome a schedule generation scheme (SGS) based on the idea of parameterized active schedules is applied [11, 14, 16]. This type of schedule consists of schedules in which no resource is kept idle for more than a predefined period if it could start
processing some activity [16] and employs operators described in [15, 16].
3.2 Evolutionary Strategy
The GA based-approach uses an evolutionary strategy identical to the one proposed by
Goldberg [7]. To breed good solutions, the population is operated by a genetic algorithm.
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There are many variations of genetic algorithms obtained by altering the reproduction, crossover, and mutation operators.
In this approach reproduction is accomplished by first copying some of the best individuals
from one generation to the next, in what is called an elitist strategy.
The fitness proportionate selection, also known as roulette-wheel selection, is the genetic
operator for selecting potentially useful solutions for reproduction. The characteristic of the
roulette wheel selection is stochastic sampling.
The fitness value is used to associate a probability of selection with each individual chromosome. If fi is the fitness of individual i in the population, its probability of being selected is,

pi

N

fi

i 1

,

(6)

1 n
i 1,...,

fi

A roulette wheel model is established to represent the survival probabilities for all the individuals in the population. Then the roulette wheel is rotated for several times.
After selecting, crossover may proceed in two steps. First, members of the newly selected
(reproduced) chromosomes in the mating pool are mated at random. Second, each pair of
chromosomes undergoes crossover as follows: an integer position k along the chromosome is
selected uniformly at random between 1 and the chromosome length l. Two new chromosomes are created swapping all the genes between k+1 and l, see Mendes [17].
The mutation operator preserves diversification in the search. This genetic operator is applied to each offspring in the population with a predetermined probability. We assume that the
probability of the mutation in this paper is 0.1% [17].
4

CASE STUDY

The case study is the road construction project for the “Strada Provinciale n°4 - Galliera (SP4)”
in ITALY. It includes the construction of a new axis road that bypasses the towns of Castel Maggiore
and Funo. The project essentially consists of a main axis at ground level, with some underpasses/overpass. The focus was only on the construction of the Main Axis [35].

In this study two objective functions are studied: the first with cost and duration and the
second includes the quality constraint.
GA1-OBJECTIVE Minimize C

n

i 1

C
C((i ) Ci Ta k (Tt Ta )

where,
C
C(i)
Ci
Tt
Ta

ki

= project total cost;
= actual direct cost of activity i;
= project daily indirect cost 1500 €;
= project target duration 355;
= project actual duration;
= incentive ratio when (Tt - Ta) > 0 1000 € /day;

kp

= 5* 10^7 €/daily penalty ratio when (Tt - Ta) < 0;
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4.1 Time- Cost-Quality Original project

Table 1. Detailed data of the original project.

Figure 2: Structural original project
The original project and the variant have various activities. Each activity has several construction modes, which reflect different ways of performing the activity, each mode having a
different impact on the duration and total cost of the project. The present approach provides
an attractive alternative for the solution of the construction multi-objective optimization problems. The developments made in this paper provide guidelines for designing and implementing practical GA applications in the civil engineering domain and gives to construction
managers a tool to balance critical construction resources in the competitive construction industry and is codified as
GA1-OBJECTIVE C

n
i 1

C
C((i) Ci Ta k (Tt Ta )
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4.2 Time- Cost-Quality Variant project
where,
C
C(i)
Ci
Tt
Ta

ki

= project total cost;
= actual direct cost of activity i;
= project daily indirect cost 1500 €;
= project target duration 355;
= project actual duration;
= incentive ratio when (Tt - Ta) > 0 1000 € /day;

kp

= 5* 10^7 €/daily penalty ratio when (Tt - Ta) < 0;

Let´s consider also the third constraint of the magic triangle the quality introduced in a
global model. The idea is to minimize time and cost while maximizing its quality. The objective function used is:
4.3 Time- Cost-Quality Original project
GA2-OBJECTIVE
n

Minimize C

i 1

Maximize Q

n
i 1

C
C((i ) Ci Ta k (Tt Ta )

Ai Qi

(7)

(2)

4.4 Time- Cost-Quality Variant project
GA2-OBJECTIVE
n

Minimize C

i 1

Maximize Q

n
i 1

C
C((i ) Ci Ta k (Tt Ta )

Ai Qi

(8)

Qi = quality performance for the activity options;

Ai = The weight of activity within the overall project;
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(7)

Table 2. Detailed data of the variant project.

Figure 3: Structural variant project
An improved alternative structural (called variant project with nine activities) was proposed by
Professor A. Simone (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
Table 2 shows the new values for time-cost-quality).

The time necessary by RKTCO to obtain the optimal solution is highly promising and
shows that a good implementation can be critical to the success of the genetic algorithms.
This computational experience has been performed on a computer with an Intel Core 2
Duo CPU T7250 @2.33 GHz and 1,95 GB of RAM. The algorithm proposed in this work has
been coded in VBA under Microsoft Windows NT.
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5

RESULTS

Table 3 and 4 shows the results of the present approach and other methods [35, 36] for GA1Objective.
Table 5 shows the results of the present approach and other methods [35] using MathLabR for
GA2 - objective.
Direct comparison shows that RK-TCQ provided the best time, cost and quality.
Figure 4 shows the cost evolution with generation number.
Additionally we can also state that the RK-TCQ approach produces high-quality solutions
quickly once needed only 2 seconds to complete 20 generations.
Table 3: Comparison of approaches for GA1-Objective – original project

Author
J. Magalhães-Mendes

TEST
1

Generation Number
20

4

100

M. Sorrentino

Cost
9,105,056

Time
268

9,133,790

269

Table 4: Comparison of approaches for GA1-Objective – variant project

Author
J. Magalhães-Mendes
M. Sorrentino

TEST
1

Generation Number
20

4

100

Cost
9,105,056

Time
279

9,133,790

280

Quality
86.140%
86.125%

Table 5: Comparison of approaches for GA2-Objective – variant project

Author
J. Magalhães-Mendes

TEST

1

Generation Number
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19

M. Sorrentino
4

-
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Cost
13.494.414,00 €
13.494.414,00 €
13.464.519,00 €
13.401.816,00 €
13.401.816,00 €
13.401.816,00 €
13.394.900,00 €
13.394.900,00 €
13.391.085,00 €
13.391.085,00 €
13.395.811,00 €
13.395.811,00 €
13.391.085,00 €
13.387.394,00 €
13.387.394,00 €
13.387.394,00 €
13.387.394,00 €
13.389.712,00 €
13.484.281,00 €
13.394.310,00 €
13.479.683,00 €
13.401.062,00 €

Quality
94,778
94,778
95,000
95,333
95,333
95,333
95,444
95,444
95,667
95,667
95,333
95,333
95,667
95,778
95,778
95,778
95,778
95,405
95,725
95,475
95,655
95,585

Time
331
331
316
286
286
286
283
283
281
281
283
283
281
279
279
279
279
281,73
279,92
283,52
278,13
285,92

13.520.000,00 €
13.500.000,00 €
13.480.000,00 €
13.460.000,00 €
13.440.000,00 €

13.420.000,00 €

Cost (€)

13.400.000,00 €
13.380.000,00 €
13.360.000,00 €
13.340.000,00 €
13.320.000,00 €

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Figure 4: Cost (€) vs generation number for GA2-Objective - variant project
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

A new GA based-approach to solving the time-cost optimization for construction projects
has been proposed. The project activities have various construction modes, which reflect different ways of performing the activity, each mode having a different impact on the duration
and cost of the project. The present approach provides an attractive alternative for the solution
of the construction multi-objective optimization problems. The developments made in this
paper provide guidelines for designing and implementing practical GA applications in the civil engineering domain and gives to construction managers a tool to balance critical construction resources in the competitive construction industry.
Further research can be extended to others multi-objective problems with relationships between cost, time and quality in the construction industry.
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Abstract. We apply the POD-DEIM model order reduction to the propagation of the
transmembrane potential along 1D muscle fibers. This propagation is represented using
the monodomain partial differential equation. The monodomain equation, which is a
reaction-diffusion equation, is coupled through its reaction term with a set of ordinary
differential equations, which provide the ionic current across the cell membrane. Due to
the strong coupling of the transmembrane potential and ionic state variables, we reduce
them all together proposing a total reduction strategy. We compare the current strategy
with the conventional strategy of reducing the transmembrane potential. Considering
the current approach, the discrete system matrix is slightly modified to adjust for the
size. However, size of the precomputed reduced system matrix remains the same, which
means the same computational cost. The current approach appears to be four orders of
magnitude more accurate considering the equivalent number of modes on the same grid
in comparison to the conventional approach. Moreover, it shows a faster convergence in
the number of POD modes with respect to the grid refinement. Using the DEIM approximation of nonlinear functions in combination with the total reduction, the nonlinear
functions corresponding to the ionic state variables are also approximated besides the
nonlinear ionic current in the monodomain equation. For the current POD-DEIM approach, it appears that the same number of DEIM interpolation points as the number of
POD modes is the optimal choice regarding stability, accuracy and runtime.

1

Introduction

The neuro-muscular system is a complex multiscale coupled system, for which chemoelectromechanical models are proposed as e.g. in [1, 2, 3]. Realistic simulations of such
1
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models are computationally extremely demanding. One challenging part of the model is
the partial differential equation (PDE) describing the propagation of the transmembrane
potentials along muscle fibers. The PDE is coupled with a set of nonlinear ordinary
differential equations (ODEs), which resemble ionic currents at the cell membrane. To
reduce the computational costs, one could apply model order reduction techniques. For
spiking neurons, the model order reduction is applied in [4], where the proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) is used together with the proposed discrete empirical interpolation
method (DEIM) to approximate the nonlinear ionic current resulting from the Hodgkin
and Huxley (1952) model [5]. For parameter identification in cardiac electrophysiology,
the POD approach is used to build a reduced basis for the extracellular and transmembrane potentials [6]. The POD-DEIM approach is used in [7] to estimate the cardiac
conductivities and in [8] to study electromyographic signals for skeletal muscles.
The usual reduction approach as used in the above mentioned studies, is to consider snapshots of the transmembrane potential and nonlinear ionic current to build the POD bases.
However, as the transmembrane potential and ionic state variables are strongly coupled,
we focus on a reduction strategy to reduce them all together. We call this strategy and
the usual approach as total and partial reduction strategies, respectively, which we introduce in section 4. In sections 2 and 3, we show the monodomain equation and its discrete
version, respectively. The introduced partial and total reduction strategies are compared
in section 5 for the POD approach. The POD-DEIM approach using the total reduction
is studied in section 6.
2

Propagation of the transmembrane potentials along muscle fibers

Considering skeletal muscles, the propagation of transmembrane potentials along muscle fibers are well approximated as 1D problems using the monodomain equation. The
monodomain equation comprises the diffusion of the transmembrane potentials along 1D
muscle fibers in domain Γ ⊂ R and the microscopic reactions existing at the cell membrane,

 


∂Vm
1
∂
∂Vm 
in Γ,
(1a)
=
σeff
− Am Iion y, Vm , Istim
∂t
Am Cm ∂x
∂x
∂y
= G (y, Vm ) ,
(1b)
∂t
where Vm is the transmembrane (action) potential, Cm is the capacitance of the muscle
fiber transmembrane (sarcolemma), Am is the fiber’s surface to volume ratio and σeff is
the effective conductivity. x denotes the spatial coordinate along the fiber. Iion is the
ionic current flowing over the ion-channels and -pumps. Further state variables are summarized in y, e. g. the states of different ion-channels, which depend on Vm , as well. Istim
is an externally applied stimulation current due to a stimulus from the nervous system. G
summarizes the right-hand-side of all nonlinear ODEs associated with the state variables
y. Here, we consider the biophysically motivated model of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952)
[5], which is the base model to describe the ionic mechanism in the cell membrane. For
this model, y ∈ R3 represent the three gating variables related to activation/inactivation
2
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of potassium and sodium ion-channels. We apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for Vm at both ends of the 1 cm long fiber. The initial values for Vm and y are set
according to the Hodgkin and Huxley model. The stimulation current is applied at the
middle of the fiber.
3

Discrete system

For the time integration of the monodomain equation (1a), we apply the Godunov
splitting scheme, where we integrate the reaction and diffusion terms in two steps. The
reaction term is integrated together with (1b) using the explicit Euler scheme and the
diffusion terms is integrated using the implicit Euler scheme.


 (n) (n) (n) 

  (n) 
1
∗
Vm
Vm
 − Cm Iion Vm , y , Istim 
(2a)
=
+
dt
,

 (n) (n) 
y (n+1)
y (n)
G Vm , y
Vm(n+1) = Vm∗ +

dt ∂ 
∂Vm
σeff
Am Cm ∂x
∂x

(n+1) 

in Γ

(2b)

Vm∗ denotes an intermediate transmembrane potential. After the spatial discretization
using the FEM method, we have the following discrete system of equations, which define
our full order model,

  (n)  

(n)
∗
vm
F(vm , y(n) ) + Bu(n)
vm
=
+
,
(3a)
(n)
y(n+1)
y(n)
G(vm , y(n) )
(n+1)
∗
(n+1)
vm
= vm
+ Avm
,

(3b)

where vm , Bu ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rn×n . y ∈ R3n , F : I → Rn and G : I → R3n for I ⊂ R4n .

Bu implements the stimulation current as an input term, which is adjustable linearly
with the number of nodes in the grid.
4

Reduction strategy

To study the potential for model order reduction, the singular value decomposition
(SVD) is applied on the snapshot (sample of trajectory) matrix S = [s1 , ..., sns ],
S = VΣWT .
Here we follow the notation in [9], where Σ = diag(σ1 , ..., σr ) ∈ Rr×r , with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥
... ≥ σr > 0. The rank of S is r ≤ min(n, ns ). ns is the number of snapshots. The
snapshots are gathered every time step 0.0005 ms for 10 ms (ns = 20000) for grids of
n = 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 and 320 nodes. We consider two strategies with respect to the
snapshots. First, for a partial reduction, we choose the snapshots of the transmembrane

3
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potential to have the snapshot matrix,


vm 11 vm 21 . . . vm 1ns

..  .
..
Sn×ns =  ...
. 
. ...
1
2
vm n vm n . . . vm nns

Second, for a total reduction, we consider the snapshots of the transmembrane potential
and the three state variables,


vm 11 vm 21 . . . vm 1ns
 y 1 y 2 . . . y ns 
11
11 
 11
 y 1 y 2 . . . y ns 
 21
21
21 

 1
 y3 1 y3 21 . . . y3 1ns 
 .
.. 
..
..
S4n×ns = 
. 
.
.
.
.
.

 v 1 v 2 . . . v ns 
mn 
 mn mn

 1
2
 y1 n y1 n . . . y1 nns 

 1
 y2 n y2 2n . . . y2 nns 
y3 1n y3 2n . . . y3 nns
Note that V, which contains the left singular vectors of S, has the dimensions n × r and
4n × r considering the partial and total reduction strategies, respectively. The singular
values are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for the two strategies. There are jumps in the singular
values, at which one can set a threshold for the reduction. A convergence with respect
to grid refinement could be observed for both strategies. We consider a threshold of 10−5
for the singular values and show the number of singular values, which are greater than
this threshold in Table 1. Number of the modes k shows to converge by grid refinement
for both strategies. The k/r ratio shows the ratio of the modes corresponding to the
transmembrane potential for both strategies. The small ratios show that the reduction is
more effective using fine grids. Using the total reduction, a faster convergence in k by the
grid refinement and much smaller ratios k/r on the same grid are achieved in comparison
to the partial reduction.
Table 1: Comparison of the singular values considering the partial and total reduction strategies for
different grids. k/r shows the ratio of the number of singular values greater than 10−5 to the rank of
snapshot matrix.

n
r
k
k/r

Partial reduction
10 20
40
80
10 20
40
80
8
18
38
78
0.8 0.9 0.95 0.98

160
160
120
0.75

320
320
124
0.39

4
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10
40
32
0.8

20
80
72
0.9

Total
40
160
121
0.76

reduction
80
160
320
640
135
157
0.42 0.245

320
1280
160
0.16

104

104

101

101

Singular values

Singular values
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10−2
10−5
10−8
10−11

10 nodes
20 nodes
40 nodes
80 nodes
160 nodes
320 nodes

10−2
10−5
10−8
10−11

0

50 100 150 200 250 300

0.0

Number of singular values

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Relative number of singular values

104

104

101

101

Singular values

Singular values

Figure 1: Singular value decomposition of the snapshot matrix containing the transmembrane potentials
using the partial reduction strategy.

10−2
10−5
10−8

10 nodes
20 nodes
40 nodes
80 nodes
160 nodes
320 nodes

10−2
10−5
10−8
10−11

10−11
0

200 400 600 800 1000

0.0

Number of singular values

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Relative number of singular values

Figure 2: Singular value decomposition of the snapshot matrix containing the transmembrane potential
and three ion-channel state variables using the total reduction strategy.

5

POD-Galerkin approach

The set of left singular vectors of the snapshot matrix provides the basis for the POD
approximation of the snapshots, where the minimum L2-norm error of the approximation
is given by
2
ns 
k
r





T
sj −


(sj vi )vi  =
σi2 .
(4)

j=1

2

i=1

5
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We use the KerMor1 [10] library and apply the Galerkin projection of the system (3)
above. Using the partial reduction, we have the following reduced system to solve,

  (n)   T

(n)
∗
ṽm
Vk F(vm , y(n) ) + VkT Bu(n)
ṽm
=
+
,
(5a)
(n)
y(n+1)
y(n)
G(vm , y(n) )
(n+1)
∗
(n+1)
ṽm
= ṽm
+ VkT AVk ṽm
,

(5b)

where vm = Vk ṽm . The reduced transmembrane potential ṽm ∈ Rk and Vk is the

matrix of k left singular vectors of the snapshot matrix with k < r. Considering the total
reduction, we have

  (n) 


(n)
∗
ṽm
F(vm , y(n) )
ṽm
T
=
+ Vk
(6a)
+ VkT Bu(n) ,
(n+1)
(n)
(n)
ỹ
ỹ
G(vm , y(n) )
(n+1)
∗
(n+1)
ṽm
= ṽm
+ VkT AVk ṽm
,




vm
ṽm
= Vk
.
where
y
ỹ

(6b)

As mentioned before, by the total reduction, Vk has the dimension 4n × k. Therefore,
matrix A is modified by adding extra lines of zeros to adjust its size in the following form,


a11 a12 . . . a1n
 0
0 ... 0 


 0
0 ... 0 



 0
0
.
.
.
0


 a21 a22 . . . a2n 



 0
0
.
.
.
0



0 ... 0 
A4n×4n =  0
.

 0
0
.
.
.
0


 ..
.. 
..
 .
. ... . 


an1 an2 . . . ann 



 0
0
.
.
.
0


 0
0 ... 0 
0
0 ... 0

However, the reduced system matrix Ã = VkT AVk has the same dimension k × k for both
partial and total reduction strategies and could be precomputed. Bu is also modified for
the total reduction, accordingly. In Figure 3, we compare the two strategies for the errors
of the transmembrane potential vs. runtime using a grid of 80 nodes. The relative L2-norm
errors are computed with respect to the full order model (3) and averaged over the whole
1

http://www.ians.uni-stuttgart.de/MoRePaS/software/kermor/
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Mean relative L2-norm error

computational time. Using the total reduction rather than the partial reduction, more
accurate solutions are achieved in smaller runtimes. Considering 30 modes for projecting
vm , the error is four orders of magnitude smaller with a runtime of approximately 24 s.
Therefore, we continue with the total reduction strategy for the following studies using
the same grid and intervals of 5 modes for vm . In Figure 4, we show the errors of vm vs.
runtime and speedup for different grids. As expected the speedups become considerable
for finer grids.
Partial reduction
Full reduction

10−1
10−3
10−5
10−7
10−9
10−11
20 22 24 26 28 30 32
Runtime (s)

Figure 3: Comparison of the partial and total reduction strategies. Errors of the transmembrane
potential with respect to the full order model are shown. A grid of 80 nodes is employed. Each point
on the plot resembles 5 modes for the partial and 20 modes for total reduction (5 relevant modes for the
transmembrane potential), respectively.
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10−1
10−3
10−5
10−7
10−9
10−11
0

50

20 nodes
40 nodes
80 nodes
160 nodes
320 nodes

10−1
10−3
10−5
10−7
10−9
10−11

100 150 200 250

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Speedup

Runtime (s)

Figure 4: Errors of the transmembrane potential vs. runtime and speedup with respect to the full order
model. The POD approach with the total reduction strategy is applied. A grid of 80 nodes is employed.
Each point on the plot resembles 5 modes of the transmembrane potential.

6

POD-DEIM approach

Besides the total reduction strategy in equation (6a), we apply the discrete empirical
interpolation method (DEIM) [9] to the nonlinear functions F and G,



  (n) 
(n)
∗
(n)
ṽm
,
y
)
F(v
ṽm
m
−1 T
+ VkT Um (PT
=
(7a)
+ VkT Bu(n) ,
m Um ) Pm
(n)
(n)
ỹ(n+1)
ỹ(n)
G(vm , y )
(n+1)
(n+1)
∗
= ṽm
+ VkT AVk ṽm
ṽm

(7b)

where Um , Pm ∈ R4n×m contain the projection basis and interpolation points, respectively.
The basis Um = [u1 , ..., um ] is found by applying POD, where the SVD is performed on
the snapshots,
 1

F1 F12 . . . F1ns
 G 1 G 2 . . . G ns 
11
11 
 11
 G 1 G 2 . . . G ns 
 21
21
21 
 1

 G3 1 G3 21 . . . G3 1ns 
 .
.. 
..
..
H=
. 
.
.
.
.

.
 F 1 F 2 . . . F ns 
 n
n
n 
 1
2
n 
G1 n G1 n . . . G1 ns 
 1

G2 n G2 2n . . . G2 nns 
G3 1n G3 2n . . . G3 nns

The matrix Pm = [e℘ 1 , ..., e℘ m ] contains columns of the identity matrix, where indices
{℘1 , ..., ℘m } are found through the DEIM algorithm with respect to the basis {u1 , ..., um }.
Applying the above, the computational complexity of the nonlinear functions are independent of n. Because the functions must be evaluated only at the m interpolation
8
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F
points,
∈ Rm×1 . Therefore, the matrix vector multiplication of size (k × 4n)
G
times (4n × 1) in equation (6a) is replaced by (k × m) times (m × 1). The matrix
−1
VkT Um (PT
∈ Rk×m is precomputed. We show the errors of the transmembrane
m Um )
potential vs. runtime for the POD-DEIM approach in Figure 6. A grid of 80 nodes is
used as before. Each point on the plot resembles 20 POD modes (5 relevant modes for
the transmembrane potential). m/4n = 0.4, ..., 1 is the ratio of the interpolation points.
Using the DEIM approximation, the runtime could be reduced considerably for the same
level of accuracy as expected. As one may also find out from the figure, the number
of the DEIM interpolation points should be chosen equal or greater than number of the
POD modes, m ≥ k. The optimal number would be m = k for the minimum runtime.
A smaller number of interpolation points, would mean missing parts of the basis for the
snapshots of the nonlinear functions, which are already included in the snapshots of the
solution. According to our simulations, if m < k while having less than 60 percent of the
interpolation points, the solution is not stable when adding more POD modes by increasing k. If more than 60 percent of the points are used, the solution is stable but the error
is not reduced further and is dominated by the error of the DEIM approximation. Our
finding of the optimal choice is in agreement with [4], where they also found empirically
the equal number of POD and DEIM modes as the best choice.



Mean relative L2-norm error

PT
m

POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM
POD-DEIM

10−1
10−3
10−5
10−7
10−9
10−11
10

15
20
25
Runtime (s)

0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1

30

Figure 5: POD-DEIM approach for model order reduction. Errors of the transmembrane potential with
respect to the full order model are shown. Ratios m/4n for DEIM show the ratio of interpolation points
used for evaluating the nonlinear functions. A grid of 80 nodes is employed. Each point on the plot
resembles 20 modes (5 relevant modes for the transmembrane potential).
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7

Conclusion and outlook

Due to the strong coupling between the transmembrane potential and ionic state variables, we propose a total reduction of them all together to build the POD basis. Comparing to the conventional partial reduction, where only the transmembrane potential is
reduced, three ionic state variables resulting from the Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) model
are additionally considered to build the snapshot matrix. The SVD decompositions of
snapshot matrices using both reduction strategies show jumps in the singular values on
different grids. However, using finer grids, the jumps disappear, which could be used as
a sign for grid convergence. Considering a grid of 80 nodes and a threshold of 10−5 for
the singular values, only 42 percent of the modes are above the threshold using the total
reduction, while that would be 98 percent of the modes using the partial reduction. The
effectiveness of the total reduction is approved by comparing the mean relative L2-norm
errors of transmembrane potential for both strategies. Using 30 modes, the errors are
four orders of magnitude smaller for the total reduction. To efficiently evaluate the nonlinear ionic current, we use the DEIM approximation. To adjust for the total reduction,
the nonlinear functions corresponding to the state variables on the right-hand side of the
nonlinear ODEs are approximated as well. Varying the number of DEIM interpolation
points for a fixed number of POD modes could reduce the runtime for the same accuracy
as expected. However, if the number of points is smaller than the modes, the solution is
either unstable (using less than 60 percent of the points) or the errors are dominated by
the DEIM approximation error. This could be understood as missing DEIM points because the snapshots of the nonlinear functions are present in and influence the snapshots
of the solution. The equal number of DEIM points and POD modes appears to be the
optimal choice, which is stable and accurate with considerably reduced runtime.
Our overall conclusion is that the potential for model order reduction lies mainly in reduction of the reaction term of the monodomain equation. This should be verified by
considering more complicated models for chemical reactions such as the Shorten model
[11], which contains more than 50 state variables.
8
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In this work we explore the idea of a parameter free stabilisation method for hyperbolic
conservation laws. It is well known that for discontinuous solutions, non-physical oscillations will develop around the discontinuity. There are different methods to control these
oscillations, namely, adding a viscosity term to the partial differential equation or using
limiters to modify the solution.
In this work we show how to use a neural network to identify cells which are in need of
stabilisation, which is parameter free and constructed to be independent of the underlying
discretization scheme. We show the performance of this trouble cell indicator for a DG
scheme for scalar (linear advection) and systems of equations (Euler equations) in one
dimension.
1

Introduction

When dealing with nonlinear conservation laws (1), it is well known that discontinuous
solutions can emerge, even for smooth initial data. The numerical approximation of
discontinuous solutions will develop non-physical oscillations around the discontinuity,
which in turn will negatively impact the accuracy of the numerical scheme. There are
different methods to control these oscillations, namely, adding a viscous term as in (2) or
limiting the solution.
∂
u + ∇ · f (u) = 0
∂t

(1)

∂
u + ∇ · f (u) = ∇ · (ν(u)∇u)
∂t

(2)

Neural networks gained new popularity due to the computational tractability of the backpropagation algorithm, used for the learning of weights and biases in a deep neural network. Furthermore, it has been empirically shown to generate robust models for classification in many areas of applications [1, 2] and theoretically, to generate universal classifiers
and universal function approximators [3, 4, 5].
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2
We can write a stabilisation method as a function f that takes some local properties of
the solution (denoted by the map X(u(x))), and returns a modified solution value ũ(x),
which has some desired properties, e.g. non-oscillatory, maximum principle preserving.


f u(x), X(u(x)) = ũ(x)

For example, in the context of finite volume schemes, we can write the Minmod limiter
as:
f ((uj ), X(uj )) = uj − minmod(X(uj )) = ũj
where the map X(uj ) encodes local properties of the solution at u(xj ). In this case,
+
−
X(uj ) = (ūj − u+
j−1/2 , ∆ ūj , ∆ ūj ), where the usual notation applies: ū the cell average,
∆+ ūj := uj+1 − uj , ∆− ūj := uj − uj−1 and u∗ = u(x∗ ), .
It is well known this clips the extrema for smooth solutions. To minimize this effect, one
can consider a TVD limiter [6]:
f (u(xj ), X(u(xj )), M ) = u(xj ) − TVD(X(u(xj )), M ) = ũj
+
−
where the map X(u(xj )) = (ūj − u+
j−1/2 , ∆ ūj , ∆ ūj ) encodes local properties of the
solution at u(xj ), and

T V D(X(uj ), M ) =



minmod(X(uj )) else
2
u(xj )
if |ūj − u+
j−1/2 | ≤ M (∆x) ,

where M is a user defined parameter and gives an estimate of the smoothness of the
solution u(x). It is to note that M can take a value in a large range of positive numbers,
and that it is usually a global quantity fixed in the beginning of the numerical experiment.
Thus, this can be a drawback if the solution has different smoothness properties across
the domain.
In the context of discontinuous Galerkin method, we can mention, among many, the highorder limiter by [7], which does the limiting in a hierarchical manner, relying on the modal
representation of the solution u(x). This does not clip the solution maxima, thus having
desirable properties, but it is formulated specifically for the modal discontinuous Galerkin
method.
In this work we learn a data-driven stabilisation function f (X(u(x))) which doesn’t require user input, and explicitly show to integrate such stabilisation method with a working 1-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code. Furthermore, we design
this stabilisation function with the intent to be independent of the underlying numerical
scheme, so the input required is formulated by nodal values of the solution and finite
differences.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 the construction of the dataset is described,
the methodology in presented in section 3, numerical results are shown in section 4 and
conclusions in chapter 5.
In the spirit of open science, all the codes and trained models are made available in a
public repository [8].
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2

Dataset

The dataset is an integral part of data-driven analysis. It contains the data for which we
want to learn a mapping for. For our task, to learn a function which indicates whether a
discontinuity is present in the solution or not, our data is the set containing N samples
{Xi , yi }N
i=1 , where Xi denotes some local properties of the solution ui (features) and yi
(labels) indicates the existence (or not) of a discontinuity.
The dataset is generated by performing many runs on a 1-dimensional discontinuous
Galerkin code solving the advection equation for different initial conditions, orders and
mesh sizes (see table 1), and the labels are obtained by running a high-order limiter for
discontinuous Galerkin [7] which does hierarchical limiting of the modes.
The interesting point of generating the labels using this is that we can learn the black
box function of a limiter which is specific to a particular framework (in this case, discontinuous Galerkin) and integrate this with other numerical methods. Furthermore, the cell
which are flagged by the high-order limiter are similar to a well tuned TVD limiter for
approximation orders higher than 2.

 1
sin(2πx) x ≤ 0.3
4 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.75
2
x ∈ [0, 1]
Initial condition sin(2πx),
,
0
otherwise
1 otherwise
Mesh size
8, 16, 32, 64, 128
Order
2, 3
Table 1: Runs used to generate the dataset.

2.1

Features

The features Xi are the different quantities used to describe the local solution ui . For
the sake of generalisation, we choose features which are readily available in different
numerical methods, such as: cell mean value, values at interface, divided differences
between neighbours, etc. The complete description of the features can be found in table
2.
Of course, one could consider features which are specific for a particular method, e.g. the
modes of the solution when using a discontinuous Galerkin method, or the smoothness
parameters for a WENO method.
3

Method

In the following section, we focus on the three main aspects of this method:
1. the set-up of the learning algorithm;
2. the integration of a trained model with an existing CFD code;
3. the performance measures used to validate this method.
For the specific implementation details, please refer to the github repository [8].
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ID
1
2
3
4
5

Feature Name
h
ūi
ūi+1
ūi−1
u+
i− 1

6

u−
i+ 1

7

u−
i− 12
u+
i+ 12

value of solution at interface i − 1/2 reconstructed at cell i − 1

dui+1
dui−1
dui

divided difference between ūi and ūi+1 , divided by h
divided difference between ūi and ūi−1 , divided by h
divided difference between ūi+1 and ūi−1 , divided by 2h

2
2

8
9
10
11

Description
cell width
average value of solution at cell i
average value of solution at cell i + 1
average value of solution at cell i − 1
value of solution at interface i − 1/2 reconstructed in cell i
value of solution at interface i + 1/2 reconstructed in cell i

value of solution at interface i + 1 reconstructed at cell i + 1

Table 2: Features table

3.1

Training a neural network offline

In this section we describe the details of the learning algorithm. We use a multilayer
Perceptron neural network. For a general comprehensive introduction of neural networks
one can refer to [9].
We wish to learn a map f : X → Y, where X denotes an arbitrary set containing
examples that we wish to label with possible outcomes Y. The task at hand is a binary
classification (i.e. does this cell require stabilisation?), thus f will be our binary classifier
and Y = {0, 1}.

We choose f to be defined by the composition of a sequence of functions g1 , g2 , ...gn ,
yielding
f (x) = gn (...g2 (g1 (x))).

This is known as a deep neural network. There are many different classifiers which can
be used, but it has been shown that deep neural networks perform well on a variety of
classification tasks, in particular when the classification plane is nonlinear [9].
Each function gi (wi , bi , hi (·)) is parametrized by a matrix wi , called weights, a vector
bi called bias and an activation function hi (·) which introduces the non-linearity on the
neural network.
These parameters are tuned through a loss function L(x), which measures how well the
mapping f performs on a given dataset D, using the gradient descent algorithm and
back-propagation.
The gradient descent [10] is a first-order iterative optimization algorithm for finding the
minimum of a function (in this case, the loss function L(x)), relying on the fact that for
small enough η:
an+1 = an − η∇L(an )
then L(an+1 ) ≤ L(an ), for a defined and differentiable loss function L. The size of the
update on the opposite direction of the steepest gradient is tuned through η, the learning
rate. Instead of using a global learning rate, we use the Adam algorithm [11] to adaptively
estimate the update for each parameter (in this case, for the weights and biases), which
uses information from the first and second moments of the gradient (with respect to
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parameter a) ∇L(an ). The update follows:
an+1 = an − α √

m̂n
,
v̂n + ε

where α denotes the stepsize, typically set to α = 0.001, m̂t denotes the corrected moving
first moment of the gradient, v̂t the corrected moving second moment of the gradient (both
with respect to parameter a) and ε a small value to avoid division by zero. For the full
algorithm, please refer to appendix B.
Finally, the back-propagation algorithm is used, which gives a rule to update the different
wi and bi in order to minimize the loss function [12].
Finally, two different loss functions are used:
• cross-entropy:
N
1 
yi log(p̂i ) + (1 − yi ) log(1 − p̂i ).
L(D) = −
N i

(3)

• weighted cross-entropy:
N
1 
L(D) = −
yi log(p̂i )ω + (1 − yi ) log(1 − p̂i ).
N i

(4)

One particular property of our problem is that it is expected that there will be a class
imbalance on the dataset (both during the training phase and prediction phase). In particular, it is more likely to find cells which are in no need for stabilisation than ones which
are in need for stabilisation. Furthermore, the cost of overlimiting is less than the cost of
missing a cell that needs limiting, as it might lead to unphysical results and potentially
crash the code. To bias the learning towards predicting the less represented class (needing stabilisation) better, it is common practice to use a weighted cost function[13]. The
asymmetry in the loss function is added through the coefficient ω.
Finally, we specify the activation functions used: for the hidden layers 1, ..., n − 1 a
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used:
h(x) = max(0, x).
Although there exist more sophisticated activation functions, typically modifications to
ReLU, e.g. leaky ReLU, Parametric ReLU or Randomised leaky ReLU, these require further parameter estimation, add at least one more dependence to the saved model, and the
empirical improvement on the performance is not extremely significant [14]. Furthermore,
there are theoretical predictions when using ReLU as an activation function, which we
make use in the following section to roughly estimate the size of the neural network.
For the last layer (output layer), a sigmoid function is used:
h(x) =

1
,
1 + exp−x

in order to attain a value that can be interpreted as a probability.
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3.1.1

Architecture

In this work we trained a fully connected, multi-layer Perceptron (MLP). We follow the
results in [15], which establish lower bounds for the number of required non-zero weights
and layers necessary for a MLP using ReLU activation functions used, to approximate
the classification maps f : [−1/2, 1/2]d → Y:

ck XKk ,
f=
k≤N

where f is a piecewise smooth function with N ”pieces”. Here each XKk denotes an
indicator function:

1, if x ∈ Kk
XKk (x) =
(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] × R+ ,
(5)
0, if x ∈ Kk
for a compact set Kk ⊂ [−1/2, 1/2]d with ∂Kk ∈ C β , the set of β times differentiable
curves, for all k ≤ N . Namely, β controls the regularity of the boundary of the set Kk , d
denotes the dimension of the feature map.
Theorem 4.2 [15] provides the following lower bound for the minimal number of nonzero
weights that a neural network Rρ (Φfε ) needs to have in order to approximate any function
belonging to a function class C ∈ L2 ([−1/2, 1/2]d ), up to an L2 error of at most ε:
 
1
−2(d−1)/β
,
/ log2
#W eights ≥ C · ε
ε
where C = C(d, β, B, C0 ) is a constant, B, C0 > 0, B is an upper bound on the supremum
norm of Rρ (Φfε ) and C0 is related to with the maximum bits needed to encode a weight
of the network.
And Theorem 3.5 [15] provides approximation rates for piecewise constant functions. In
particular, the number of required layers depends on the dimension d and for the regularity
parameter β:
#Layers ≥ c log2 (2 + β) · (1 + β/d),
where c = c (d, r, β, B) > 0.
Making optimistic assumptions about the classification function and the desired approximation accuracy (in L2 norm), we can bound, from below, the number of necessary
neurons and layers as (non-zero) #W eights ≈ 6.3 × 107 and #Layers ≈ 2.4, respectively,
for d = 11, β = 2 and ε = 0.10. As these are lower bounds and C, c are unspecified,
we fix the number of neurons to be at least 228 which is distributed across the varying
number of layers. In appendix A, the explicit architectures are detailed.
3.2

Integration of the method on a CFD code

We assume that exists a neural network which has been trained offline. Each layer can
be fully characterized by the following information:
gi (wi , bi , hi (·))
where hi denotes the activation function, wi the weights matrix and bi a bias vector.
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Thus, there are two routines necessary to integrate a trained neural network with an
existing code:
1. Generation of features: given the local solution u, generate the feature quantities
X(u) as specified on section 2.
2. Prediction routine: Given the features X(u), it is necessary to evaluate the function f . As denoted previously, a layer gi is fully specified by parameters wi , bi , hi (·).
Once the neural network has been trained offline, the weights and biases can be
loaded onto the CFD code. What remains to be implemented are the activation
functions for the hidden layers and the activation function for the output layer in
order to evaluate f at some given input.
Then, the stabilisation algorithm reads:
Data: solution at cell i, ui
Result: stabilised solution ũi
X = generateFeatures(ui );
label = predict(X);
if label = 1 then
ũi = stabilisation(ui );
else
ũi = ui ;
end
Algorithm 1: Limiting
For systems, we tried both limiting on conservative variables and primitive variables.
Each variable is limited independently.
3.3

Measuring performance of model

In this work we use two sets of performance measures, namely:
1. Label prediction measures
2. L1 -norm of the solution
For the first set of measures, we can use typical metrics used in computational statistics
and machine learning communities:
tp + tn
tp + tn + f p + f n
tp
tp + f n
tp
tp + f p

(accuracy)
(recall)
(precision)

where tp is the number of correctly predicted positive labels, tn the number of correctly
predicted negative labels, f p the number of incorrectly predicted positive labels and f n
the number of incorrectly predicted negative labels.
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Model
Random
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

Description
Accuracy (%)
randomly guessing
50.00
2 hidden layers (HL)
77.96
3 HL
95.52
4 HL
95.15
5 HL
95.14
5 HL + weighted loss (ω = 5)
95.67

Recall (%)
θa
69.17
80.66
79.26
81.71
79.05

Precision (%)
50.00
24.13
84.19
82.67
81.01
86.39

a

θ denotes the estimate of the ratio between positive and negative labels, which could be measured
empirically through the training data. Empirically, we have θ̂ = 0.1

It is important to consider recall and precision because the distribution of labels can be
imbalanced. If only accuracy is measured, it is possible to attain a high accuracy by solely
predicting the majority label.
For the second set of measures, we consider the L1 -norm because it is the relevant measure
for a CFD code and we can study the effect of this method on the empirical error of the
numerical solution.
3.4

Implementation details

The neural network was set up and trained using Tensorflow with a python API. The
numerical solver is written in Fortran, based on [16].
4

Numerical experiments

This section is split in two parts: in subsection 4.1, we show the performance of the trained
neural network on an unseen validation set, and measure the performance in terms of the
accuracy, recall and precision. The second part (subsections 4.2 and 4.3), we choose the
model that performed the best and we integrate it with a CFD code. The model runs
as a blackbox limiter (denoted as NN) and we compare its performance to the Minmod
limiter and hierarchical high order limiter (denoted as HIO) through the L1 error norm.
We also compare the performance of this limiter with the optimally tuned TVD limiter,
although we do not present convergence rates of the TVD limiter due to the dependency
on the M parameter. We perform some tests for the linear advection equation and Euler
system of equations. The initial conditions are chosen as different from the ones used for
the training.
4.1

Detection rate

We measure the performance of several models on a unseen validation set. We measure
whether the models are able to predict the right labels which are assigned from hand
tuned limiters.
On an unseen validation set, a subset of the dataset generated as describes in section 2.
Going forward, we select model 5 as it performs well and because the resulting size of the
weights matrices per layer is significantly smaller than model 3. It is debatable whether
the differences between models 3, 4 and 5 are statistically significant.
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4.2

Linear Advection

Consider a linear advection equation with a ∈ R:
∂
∂
u+a u=0
∂t
∂x

(6)

and periodic boundary conditions.
4.2.1

Gaussian pulse

We consider the following initial condition:
u0 (x) = 1 + 3 exp(−100(x − 0.5)2 ) (x, t) ∈ [0, 1] × R+

(7)

with advection velocity a = 1.
The convergence is shown in tables 3 and 4 after one full crossing for orders 2 and 3.
Furthermore, in figure 1 we show how the maxima is clipped using different methods for
a grid size of N = 40. We note that the Minmod limiter clips the maximum value of the
solution, whereas a well tuned TVD limiter does not. The hierarchical high order limiter
(denoted as HIO) throughout this section behaves as Minmod for the second order case,
but for third order it does not limit the solution. The learned limiter (denoted as NN)
behaves similarly for both orders, but it is to note that it seems to outperform the HIO
limiter for the second order case. It makes sense that the performance does not depend
(as much as the HIO limiter) on the order of the method, as we train the algorithm with
only nodal information.
N
10
20
40
100

No Limiter
0.197729 | 0.4
0.055585 | 1.8
0.008065 | 2.3
0.001181 | 2.3

MinMod
0.389622 | 0.2
0.142990 | 1.4
0.038609 | 1.7
0.005105 | 1.9

HIO
0.389622 |
0.142990 |
0.038609 |
0.005105 |

No Limiter
0.010765 | 1.7
0.003666 | 2.8
0.000192 | 2.2
0.000078 | 2.6

MinMod
0.392397 | 0.2
0.143413 | 1.5
0.038610 | 1.7
0.004917 | 1.9

HIO
0.224807 |
0.007157 |
0.002575 |
0.000781 |

0.2
1.4
1.7
1.9

NN
0.353091 |
0.107405 |
0.017078 |
0.002031 |

0.2
1.7
2.2
2.3

NN
0.354754 |
0.107731 |
0.017128 |
0.001750 |

0.2
1.7
2.2
2.3

Table 3: L1 error for one crossing of the Gaussian pulse 7 using different limiters for order 2.

N
10
20
40
100

0.3
5.0
3.2
2.3

Table 4: L1 error for one crossing of the Gaussian pulse 7 using different limiters for order 3.

4.2.2

Smooth and square hat

Next, we consider the following initial conditions, which contain a smooth Gaussian pulse
and a hat function:
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Figure 1: Maxima clipping of the Gaussian pulse 7 after one full crossing for approximation order of 2
(left) and 3 (right) for grid size N = 40.

u0 (x) =



2,
1 + exp



2
− (x−0.25)
2×0.052

again with advection velocity a = 1.
N
10
20
40
80
100



|x − 0.7| ≤ 0.1

, otherwise

No Limiter
0.164609 | 0.4
0.100032 | 0.7
0.053035 | 0.8
0.029132 | 0.8
0.024246 | 0.8

MinMod
0.333485 | 0.2
0.170726 | 1.0
0.062677 | 1.2
0.028890 | 1.2
0.023000 | 1.2

HIO
0.333485 |
0.170726 |
0.062677 |
0.028890 |
0.023000 |

No Limiter
0.054616 | 0.6
0.032699 | 0.7
0.022798 | 0.6
0.013853 | 0.6
0.011725 | 0.7

MinMod
0.339167 | 0.2
0.172127 | 1.0
0.063178 | 1.2
0.029148 | 1.2
0.023202 | 1.2

HIO
0.307901 |
0.075238 |
0.033082 |
0.017352 |
0.014379 |

(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] × R+ ,

0.2
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.2

NN
0.297200 |
0.129082 |
0.065400 |
0.032303 |
0.026439 |

0.3
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0

NN
0.302808 |
0.130308 |
0.065783 |
0.032443 |
0.026401 |

0.3
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0

(8)

Table 5: L1 error for one crossing of the Gaussian and hat pulses 8 using different limiters for order 2.

N
10
20
40
80
100

0.3
2.0
1.6
1.4
1.3

Table 6: L1 error for one crossing of the Gaussian and hat pulses 8 using different limiters for order 3.

4.3

Euler equation

Now we consider the 1-dimensional Euler equations, which describe the behavior of an
inviscid flow. This system of equations describe the evolution of a density ρ, a velocity u,
a pressure p and total energy E.
∂
∂
ρ+
(ρu) = 0
∂t
∂x
∂
∂
(ρu) +
(ρu2 + p) = 0
∂t
∂x
∂
∂
E+
((E + p)u) = 0.
∂t
∂x
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Figure 2: Maxima clipping of the Gaussian and hat pulses 8 after one full crossing for approximation
order of 2 (left) and 3 (right) for grid size N = 40.

Figure 3: Density and velocity fields for the Sod shock tube 12 at T = 0.1 for grid size N = 64 and
approximation order 2.

The system is closed equation of state for an ideal gas:
ρe = p/(γ − 1),
where e = E − 12 ρu2 is the internal energy.
4.3.1

Sod shock tube

We consider the standard Sod shock tube test, given by the initial conditions:

(1.0, 0.0, 1.0)
0.0 < x ≤ 0.5
(ρ, v, p)(x, 0) =
(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] × [0.0, 0.1],
(0.125, 0.0, 0.1) 0.5 < x < 1.0

(12)

and γ = 1.4 and gradient free boundary conditions.
In figure 3 we show the comparison between different limiters at T = 0.1. We show the
performance of a tuned TVD limiter and the NN limiter. We note that for the density field
(left panel in figure 4.3.1), the solution produced by the NN limiter seems oscillation free
and sharper than the solution by the TVD limiter, but for the velocity field (right panel
in figure 4.3.1) some oscillations were not corrected enough, and clearly the behaviour of
the TVD limiter is more desirable. This could be due to the fact that the shock detection
is done over the conserved variables. This could be improved by performing the shock
detection over the characteristic variables.
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Figure 4: Density, velocity and pressure fields of the blast wave interaction 13 at T = 0.038 for grid size
N = 100 and approximation order 2.

Figure 5: Density, velocity and pressure fields of the Blast Wave interaction at T = 0.038 for grid size
N = 100 and approximation order 3.

4.3.2

Blast wave

Next we consider the interacting blast waves test, given by the initial conditions:

 (1.0, 0.0, 1000.0) 0.0 < x ≤ 0.1
(1.0, 0.0, 0.01)
0.1 < x ≤ 0.9
(ρ, v, p)(x, 0) =

(1.0, 0.0, 100.0) 0.9 < x < 1.0

(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] × [0.0, 0.038]

(13)

and γ = 1.4 and reflexive boundary conditions.

In figures 4 and 5 we show the comparison between different limiters at T = 0.038 for
different orders. The unlimited solution is not shown because the code crashes due to the
pressure becoming negative shortly after the start of the simulation for orders higher than
1. The dashed line denotes a high resolution solution, run with N = 1000, third order
with the HIO limiter. We can note that the NN limiter is not as good at suppressing
oscillations as Minmod and the HIO limiter, but stabilises the solution enough to finish
the run. Furthermore, we note that the peak is better preserved, which means that it
looks like the limiting is less strong than Minmod and the HIO limiter.
5

Conclusion

The purpose of this work was primarily to demonstrate the potential of using learning
algorithms in CFD codes. In particular, we show the different stages necessary to train a
blackbox limiter that can be integrated in different codes. To this end, we described how
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to construct a dataset for the training phase, how to train a multi-layer Perceptron that
detects shocks and how to integrate the trained model with a 1-dimensional discontinuous
Galerkin code to serve as a limiter. Then, we performed the usual validation of the limiter
in the context of scalar and systems of equations.
An idea that we tested in this paper was training a black box algorithm that mimics a
limiter designed for a particular numerical scheme. In particular, we used the cells flagged
by the hierarchical high order limiter [7] for discontinuous Galerkin method, which relies
on the fact that the high order coefficients of the Legendre basis functions serve as proxies
to the high order derivatives of the solution to perform the limiting, and we learn the
mapping which using only nodal values of the solution as described in table 2. This is
hopefully a step towards the development of algorithms which could be numerical scheme
independent.
We showed empirically that in principle it’s possible to learn a parameter free limiter
(after the training phase) from data. While the performance for the seen functions is
relatively good (as observed in 4.1), the on-the-fly performance could be improved with
the careful design of the loss function during the training phase (for example, to include
information on the maximum preserving principle). For the smooth case, we observed
that this limiter was by far less diffuse than the minmod limiter. Certain oscillations
were corrected but there were other oscillations which were not stabilized enough. When
applied to a system of equations, we observed that this method still produced sensible
results, slightly better than the unlimited version.
It is to note that the training set used was extremely reduced - we only used data from
solving the linear advection equation with different initial conditions and varying mesh
sizes. Even so, the direct application of this model to unseen initial conditions, to the
Euler system and to differing grid sizes was somewhat successful. In a realistic setting,
one would use a much more complete dataset.
Of course one must mention caveats in this type of work. For once, there is overhead
when using the neural network limiter, as one can observe in table 7, where the average
wall-clock time per timestep using with different limiters is shown. This can be improved
significantly by using an efficient matrix multiplication routine to evaluate the prediction
for each cell. A more concerning problem is the lack of theoretical guarantees for this
type of black-box limiter. For example, additional work must be done to build limiters
which are maximum principle preserving. These properties can be added by designing
an appropriate loss function. In addition, work must be done for the extension to multidimensional problems.
Solver
No limiter
TVD limiter
NN limiter

N=8
8.15 × 10−5
8.70 × 10−5
8.22 × 10−3

N = 16
8.61 × 10−5
1.17 × 10−4
1.68 × 10−2

N = 32
1.29 × 10−4
1.74 × 10−4
3.20 × 10−2

Table 7: Average time per iteration (s) for sine advection case

While this work is a proof-of-concept, it is our belief that these ideas can be applied
to other problems which depend on certain local properties of the numerical solution,
ultimately contributing towards Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes which are
robust to different initial conditions and that require less parameter tuning to produce
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readily usable results.
A

Appendix: MLP architectures

Here we detail the architectures tested in this work. For this work we found the lower
bound (228 ) for the number of weights and fixed the activation functions to be ReLU (as
detailed in section 3.1.1). What we observed was that this quantity was not producing
very good models. Thus, we used (232 ) non-zero weights, which presupposes a constant C
of order 10. It is left to specify the distribution of the weights across the different layers.
The number of weights and neurons is related by multiplying d through the number of
neurons per layers to get the total number of weights.
Model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

Layers
2
3
4
5
5

Neurons per layer
16384:163841
2048:1024:512
512:256:256:128
256:128:64:64:32
256:128:64:64:32

Description
—
—
—
—
with weighted loss ω = 5.

Table 8: Architectures

B

Appendix: Adam algorithm

The Adam algorithm [11] is used for stochastic optimisation. The algorithm updates
exponential moving averages of the gradient (mt ) and the squared gradients (vt ) where the
hyper-parameters β1 , β2 ∈ [0, 1) control the exponential decay of these moving averages.
These moving averages are estimates of the first and second moment (uncentered variance)
of the gradient. Because the quantities m0 , v0 are initialised at 0, they are biased towards
zero (in particular if the decaying rates β1 and β2 are small). Hence, there is an additional
correction leading to the unbiased quantities m̂t and v̂t . The algorithm is detailed below.
Data: α: stepsize, β1 , β2 ∈ [0, 1]: exponential decay rates for the moment estimates,
f (θ): stochastic objective function with parameters θ, θ0 : initial parameter
vector
Result: θt (resulting parameters)
m0 = 0 (initialise 1st moment vector);
v0 = 0 (initialise 2nd moment vector);
t = 0 (initialise timestep);
while θt not converged do
t = t + 1;
gt = ∇θ ft (θt−1 ) (Get gradients w.r.t stochastic objective at stepsize t);
mt = β1 · mt−1 + (1 − β1 ) · gt (Update biased first moment estimate);
vt = β2 · vt−1 + (1 − β2 ) · gt2 (Update biased second moment estimate);
m̂t = mt /(1 − β1t ) (Biased corrected first moment estimate);
v̂t = vt /(1 − β2t ) (Biased corrected second raw moment estimate);
√
θt = θt−1 − α · m̂t / v̂t +  (Update parameters);
end
Algorithm 2: Adam algorithm
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Abstract. Our research on reconstructing the global deformed shape of the rod-like
structure using measurements from a finite number of surface strain gauge, has led us to
investigate and improve the kinematics of Cosserat beams subjected to large deformation
and finite strain. In this work, we present an exhaustive, geometrically exact, non-linear
kinematics model that captures deformation due to multiple curvatures, torsion, shear,
axial deformation, warping and fully-coupled Poisson’s effect. We develop the deformation
gradient tensor and detail the contribution of various deformation effects. The kinematics
developed here is used to establish a measurement model of discrete and finite length strain
gauge attached to the surface of the beam or embedded into the beam. We briefly discuss
the expression for the internal power of such a beam.

1

INTRODUCTION

Strain gauges are devices of significant importance used for wide variety of measurement and structural health monitoring applications including but not limited to civil
structures, biomedical systems, and aerospace structures. Many of these monitoring applications involve single manifold characterized structures such as pipelines, suspension
cables, tethers, surgical tubings, etc. These kind of structures may be modeled by framed
space curves as suggested by Duhem [1] and the Cosserat brothers [2]. It is therefore,
desirable to develop a refined and complete kinematics of Cosserat rods with the aim of
developing a measurement model for finite length or discrete strain gauges attached on
to the surface or embedded into these rods.
Most of the work on Cosserat rod theory including that of Eric Reissner [3]-[5], Simo
[6], Simo and Vu-Quoc [7], Kapania and Li [8] and Meier [9] focused more on the numerical
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solutions of the governing equations of motion and less on cross-sectional deformation.
This is well justified because the slender nature of the structure prompts the EulerBernoulli rigid cross-section assumption. However, in the field of shape sensing (and
structural health monitoring), the cross-sectional deformation is crucial. The work of
Simo and Vu-Quoc does consider warping of unsymmetrical cross-section by using the
concept of shear center. The approach introduces warping amplitude as an additional
finite strain parameter and is well suited for finite element solution for such problem.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive kinematic model of Cosserat rods such that
cross-sectional deformations are permitted and further develop a measurement model for
the strain gauges. We briefly discuss the expression of the stress power considering the
kinematics developed in this work. The results presented here are in fact part of developing
a general shape sensing methodology as an extension of the authors previous work Todd
et al. [10] and Chadha and Todd [11]-[13].
The reminder of the paper is arranged as follows: section 2 discusses various mathematical tools and the geometry of the undeformed and deformed states. Section 3 presents
the expression of the strain vector and deformation gradient tensor of the beam. Section
4 derives the expression of the scalar strains of the finite length and the discrete strain
gauges. In section 5 we discuss the stress power for such kinematics. Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2

MATHEMATICAL TOOLS AND GEOMETRY OF VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS

The reference beam configuration can be initially curved or straight. Prior knowledge of the initially curved reference configuration allows us to define a map from the
curved reference configuration to a mathematically straight reference configuration Ω0
(refer Chadha and Todd [14]). In this paper, we shall consider the undeformed beam configuration to be Ω0 . The final deformed configuration Ω3 that incorporates warping and
complete Poisson’s effect is defined with respect to an intermediate beam configuration
Ω1 that employs the Euler-Bernoulli rigid cross section assumption.
Consider a fixed orthogonal triad {E i }. Any point in the undeformed configuration Ω0
is defined by the position vector R0 = ξi E i . The family of cross-section constituting the
configuration Ω0 is represented by 0 (ξ1 ). The material coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ), represents
any point in the beam irrespective of the deformed configuration. The configuration of
Ω1 is defined by a framed space curve (called as midcurve) ϕ(ξ1 ) = ϕi E i ∈ R3 and the
family of cross-sections 1 (ξ1 ) = {(ξ2 , ξ3 ) ∈ R2ξ1 }, parametrized by the undeformed arclength ξ1 ∈ [0, L0 ]. Here, R2ξ1 represents a 2D Euclidean space spanned by the orthonormal
directors d2 (ξ1 )−d3 (ξ1 ) and the director d1 (ξ1 ) is normal to R2ξ1 such that the orthonormal
triad {di (ξ1 )} with its origin at ϕ(ξ1 ) represents the director triad spanning the 3D
Euclidean space R3ξ1 . The midcurve can be defined as locus of family of cross-sections or
the locus of the shear center (as in Simo and Vu-Quoc [7]). Essentially it is a reference
curve with respect to which, a point on the cross-section can be located. We define the
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map R1 : Ω0 −→ Ω1 such that,
R1 = ϕ(ξ1 ) + ξ2 d2 (ξ1 ) + ξ3 d3 (ξ1 ).

(1)

The triad {E i } and {di } are related to each other by means of proper orthogonal tensor
Q ∈ SO(3) such that,
di = QE i ;
(2)
Q = di ⊗ E i .

The evolution of the framed space curve is governed by the derivatives of the midcurve
position vector ϕ,ξ1 and the derivative of the director triad {di,ξ1 }. We define the deformed
arc-length as s(ξ1 ), such that ϕ,s represents the tangent vector to the midcurve such that,
ϕ,ξ1 = (1 + e)ϕ,s = (1 + e)(cos γ11 d1 + sin γ12 d2 + sin γ13 d3 );
ds
− 1 := axial strain.
e(ξ1 ) =
dξ1

(3)

Here, γ1i (ξ1 ), for i = 1...3 represents the shear angles. From Eq. (2), we have,
di,ξ1 = Q,ξ1 QT di = Kdi = κ × di .

(4)

Note that Q,ξ1 ∈ TQ SO(3) where, TQ SO(3) represents the tangent space to SO(3) at
some Q ∈ SO(3). Secondly, Q,ξ1 QT = K(ξ1 ) is skew-symmetric matrix that has Darboux
vector κ(ξ1 ) = κi di as the corresponding axial vector.
Finally, we define another configuration Ω2 that incorporates warping in the same sense
of Simo and Vu-Quoc [7] such that the mapping R2 : Ω0 −→ Ω2 is defined as
R2 = ϕ(ξ1 ) + ξ2 d2 (ξ1 ) + ξ3 d3 (ξ1 ) + p(ξ1 )Ψ(ξ2 , ξ3 )d1 = R1 + p(ξ1 )Ψ(ξ2 , ξ3 )d1 ,

(5)

where p represents the warping amplitude. We need this intermediate configuration to
develop a comprehensive kinematic model that will define the final deformed configuration
Ω3 of the beam.
3

KINEMATICS OF VARIOUS DEFORMED STATES

We use the index j to represent any quantity associated with the deformed state Ωj
with j = 1, 2, 3.
3.1

Deformation gradient tensor and the strain vectors for the configuration
Ωj

Let p = (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) ∈ Ω0 . We define the two point deformation gradient tensor as a
differential map F j : Tp Ω0 −→ TRj (p) Ωj such that,
Fj =

dRj
= Rj,ξi ⊗ E i .
dR0
3
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Consider the special case with j = 1, the first component of infinitesimal vector dR0
strains, whereas the other two components just experience rotation because of EulerBernoulli’s rigid cross-section assumption in the configuration Ω1 (refer section 3.1.1 of
Chadha and Todd [14]). However, the second and third component of any vector experiences strain when we incorporate Poisson’s and warping effect (for j = 2 − 3) as we will
j
see shortly. We define three (i = 1, 2, 3) strain vectors λji = λik dk such that,
λji = Rj,ξi − di = F j E i − di .

(7)

Therefore, from Eq. (6) and (7), we have,
F j = λji ⊗ E i + Q.

(8)

In the component form,
displacement gradient tensor [∇Ω0 uj ]

[F j ]dp ⊗E q

dp ⊗E q



  j   j
 

j
1
 
λ1 , d1  λ2 , d1  λ3 , d1 
= F j E p ⊗E q = λj1 , d2  λj2 , d2  λj3 , d2  + 0
0
λj1 , d3
λj2 , d3
λj3 , d3



 j
Fjpq dp ⊗E q = λq , dp + δpq .

I

3 
0 0
1 0;
0 1

(9)

 
Here, ., . represents the inner product. The displacement field for the deformed configuration is given by uj = Rj − R0 . We define material form of the deformation gradient
tensor and the strain vector respectively as
j

F j = QT F j I 3 = λi ⊗ E i + I 3 ;
j

λi = QT λji .

(10)

We define the midcurve strain vector as ε = εi di such that
ε = ϕ,ξ1 − d1 = ((1 + e) cos γ11 − 1) d1 + ((1 + e) sin γ12 ) d2 + ((1 + e) sin γ13 ) d3

(11)

From the definition of the material deformation gradient tensor, we can obtain the time
derivative of F j as
Ḟ = Q̇QT F + F̃˙ ;
j

j

j

j

F̃˙ j = QT F˙ j I 3 = λ̃˙ i ⊗ E i ;
j
F˙ j = λ˙ i ⊗ E i

(12)

j
In the equation above, F̃˙ and λ̃˙ i is defined as the co-rotated time derivative of the
deformation gradient tensor and the strain vector respectively (refer section 2.2.4. of
Chadha and Todd [14]). These quantities are useful to define the stress power of the
beam.

4
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3.2

Coupled Poisson’s transformation and the final deformed state

To define a coupled Poisson’s effect, we first obtain the strain vectors for the configuration Ω2 . These can be obtained using the equations (3), (5), (7) and (11) as
λ21 = (ε1 + ξ3 κ2 − ξ2 κ3 + (pΨ),ξ1 ) d1 + (ε2 − ξ3 κ1 + pΨκ3 ) d2
+ (ε3 + ξ2 κ1 − pΨκ2 ) d3 ;

λ2i

(13)

=(pΨ),ξi d1 for i = 2, 3.

It is clear from the above expression that the axial strain along the director d1 is given
by λ21 , d1 = [∇Ω0 u2 ]d1 ⊗E 1 = [F 2 ]d1 ⊗E 1 − 1. Therefore, we define the coupled Poisson’s
transformation as



ξˆi = 1 − ν(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) λ21 , d1 ξi for i = 2 − 3.
(14)

Note that there are primarily 7 unknown section strain parameters (ε1 , ε2 , ε3 , κ1 , κ2 , κ3 , p)
and inclusion of Poisson’s effect does not add any new strain parameter. Secondly, for
generality, we assume inhomogeneous material implying that the Poisson’s ratio field
ν(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) is not a constant.
We can now define the map R3 : Ω0 −→ Ω3 such that
R3 = ϕ(ξ1 ) + ξˆ2 d2 (ξ1 ) + ξˆ3 d3 (ξ1 ) + p(ξ1 )Ψ(ξ2 , ξ3 )d1 .

(15)

The family of cross-sections 2 (ξ1 ) = {(ξ2 , ξ3 , pΨ) ∈ R3ξ1 } and 3 (ξ1 ) = {(ξˆ2 , ξˆ3 , pΨ) ∈
R3ξ1 } associated with the deformed configurations Ω2 and Ω3 respectively, are no longer
planar. The strain vectors for the configuration Ω3 are obtained as




3
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
λ1 = ε1 + ξ3 κ2 − ξ2 κ3 + (pΨ),ξ1 d1 + ε2 − ξ3 κ1 + ξ2,ξ1 + pΨκ3 d2


+ ε3 + ξˆ2 κ1 + ξˆ3,ξ1 − pΨκ2 d3 ;


(16)
λ32 = ξˆ2,ξ2 − 1 d2 + ξˆ3,ξ2 d3 + (pΨ,ξ2 )d1 ;


λ33 = ξˆ3,ξ3 − 1 d3 + ξˆ2,ξ3 d2 + (pΨ,ξ3 )d1 .
Unlike F 1 and F 2 , the components of the deformation gradient tensor F 3 forms a fully
populated matrix as seen from Eq.(9).
3.3

Physical interpretation of the strain vectors λji

Consider a point p ∈ Ω0 . The vector λji represents the strain vector at a point
R3 (p) ∈ Ωj corresponding to the vector E i ∈ Tp Ω0 . The vector dR0 = dξi E i ∈ Tp Ω0 gets
strained (the contribution due to λji ⊗ E i in F j ) and undergoes rigid body rotation (the
contribution due to Q). The tensor product λji ⊗ E i filters out the ith component of the
vector dR0 = dξi E i and strains it along the vector λji . Figure 1 shows the deformation
of the unit vector E 1 ∈ Tp Ω0 , deformed to the vector F 3 E 1 = λ31 + d1 . Each subsequent
step in the flowchart does not represent superimposition, but is mere inclusion of different
deformation effects at each progressive step.
5
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Figure 1: Flowchart showing deformation of the unit vector E 1 ∈ Tp Ω0 considering final deformed
configuration is Ω3 .

4
4.1

MEASUREMENT MODEL FOR DISCRETE AND FINITE LENGTH
STRAIN GAUGE
Finite length strain gauge

Consider the deformed state to be Ω3 . We can model a finite length strain gauge as a
curve. Consider the unstrained segment of FBG sensor as a space curve α : [0, l0 ] −→ Ω0
such that α(t) = ξi (t)E i where the parameter t ∈ [0, l0 ]. The curve α(t) maps to the
curve β(t) = R3 (α(t)) : [0, l0 ] −→ Ω3 , such that for the vector α,t (t) ∈ Tα(t) Ω0 , we have
β ,t (t) = F 3 α,t (t) : [0, l0 ] −→ Tβ(t) Ω3 . The magnitude of the tangent vector β ,t (t) can be
obtained as


1
1
(17)
|β ,t (t)| = β ,t (t), β ,t (t) 2 = F 3 α,t (t), F 3 α,t (t) 2 = C3pq αp,t αq,t .

Here, C 3 = F T3 F 3 represents the right Cauchy Green deformation tensor which can be
thought as a Push-forward Reimann metric in the deformed configuration Ω3 . The length
of the curve β(t) is obtained as
 t
 t


l(t) =
C3pq αp,t αq,t (t=k) dk,
|β ,t (k)|dk =
(18)
0

0

and the average scalar strain value at the material point (ξ1 (t), ξ2 (t), ξ3 (t)) ∈ Ω3 is
εfinite (t) =

l(t)
− 1.
t

6
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4.2

Discrete strain gauge

A discrete strain gauge can be treated as a small vector lg n ∈ Tp Ω0 such that its
orientation n (unit vector) and the gauge length lg in the undeformed state Ω0 is known.
Here, p = (ξ1g , ξ2g , ξ3g ) ∈ Ω0 represents the point of attachment of the strain gauge.
The vector r g = ξ2g E 2 + ξ3g E 3 locates the point p with respect to the midcurve on the
cross-section 0 . The tangent plane Tp Ω0 can be identified with R2 if the strain gauge
is attached to the surface of the beam, or else it can be identified with R3 if the strain
gauge is embedded in the beam. Let us assume that the strain gauge is attached to the
surface of the beam. The tangent plane Tp Ω0 is then spanned by the unit orthonormal
vectors t − t̃ such that




 g 
g
g
r
ξ sin µ̃ 
ξ sin µ̃ 
t̃ = cos µ̃E 1 + sin µ̃
= cos µ̃E 1 +   2
E2 +   3
E 3 . (20)
g
2
2
2
2
|r |
ξ2g + ξ3g
ξ2g + ξ3g
The vector t represents the unit tangent vector to the periphery Γ0 of the cross-section
0 (ξ1g ), such that




 g 
g
g
ξ
r
 E 2 +   ξ2
 E3.
t = E1 ×
= −  3
(21)
g
|r |
g2
g2
g2
g2
ξ 2 + ξ3
ξ 2 + ξ3

Here, µ̃ represents the angle subtended by t̃ with the vector E 1 . The orientation of the
strain gauge in the undeformed state is defined by the vector n ∈ Tp Ω0 such that n makes
an angle µ with the vector t̃. We have
n = cos µt̃ + sin µt.

(22)

If the cross-section 0 does not vary along the beam in the configuration Ω0 , then µ̃ = 0.
With this construction in hand (as shown in Fig. 2), the scalar or the nominal strain in
the strain gauge is obtained as
1

εdiscrete = F 3 (p)n, F 3 (p)n 2 − 1
5

(23)

STRESS POWER

Let S = S i ⊗ E i represent a two point first PK stress tensor such that the internal
power for the deformed configuration Ωj is defined as



˙
j
S : Ḟ j dΩ0 =
S : F̃ j dΩ0 +
S : Q̇QT F j dΩ0 .
(24)
Pint =
Ω0

Ω0

Ω0

The anti-symmetric nature of Q̇QT can be used to prove that S : Q̇QT F j = 0 in a
fashion similar to Eq. (100) in Chadha and Todd [14]. Therefore, from Eq. (12) and (24),
we have,

 
3

˙ j
˙
j
Pint =
S : F̃ j dΩ0 =
(25)
S i , λ̃i dΩ0 .
Ω0

Ω0 i=1

7
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Figure 2: Orientation of the discrete strain gauge on the surface of the undeformed configuration.

Recall that the finite strain parameters ε, κ, p are functions of the arclength ξ1 only.
Therefore, we can simplify (25) in form of a line integral. If we simplify Eq. (25) for
2
j = 2, the expression of Pint
is of same form as Eq. (32) of Simo and Vu-Quoc [7]. Apart
from the terms in Eq. (32) of [7], we will have some additional terms in the expression of
3
Pint
owing to addition of a fully coupled Poisson’s effect.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive kinematics of a Cosserat beam considering inhomogeneous material that can capture the effect of multiple curvatures, shear
angles, axial strains, coupled Poisson’s effect and cross-sectional warping all the while
maintaining single manifold character of the problem. We have developed Cosserat structure measurement models for strain gages, which are ubiquitously used for monitoring
of such structures in many applications. Finally we obtained the general expression for
internal power which is a key parameter to the kinetics of a deformable object.
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Abstract. The Logarithmic finite element (LogFE) method extends the Ritz-Galerkin
method to approximations on a non-linear finite-dimensional manifold in the infinitedimensional solution space. Formulating the interpolant on the logarithmic space allows
for a novel treatment of the rotational component of the deformation, and induces a strong
coupling between rotations and translations. The Logarithmic finite element method provides a transformation of the initial configuration that is not restricted to an isoparametric
formulation.

1

Introduction

In the Ritz-Galerkin method, the configuration of a material body is fully determined
by the translations of its material points (or the generalized coordinates of the points
of a representation of the body) relative to the initial configuration. As a result, rotational field values are usually given as elements of a subspace of the state space that is
completely independent from the subspace of translations. Models based on rotational
pseudo-vectors, as well as models based on the special orthogonal group of rotations,
SO (n,R), both share these characteristics. For an overview of geometrically exact beam
formulations, involving different approaches to modeling rotations, see [8, 9, 12].
The Logarithmic finite element (LogFE) method [10, 11, 12] extends the Ritz-Galerkin
method to approximations on a non-linear finite-dimensional manifold in the infinitedimensional solution space. This manifold can be constructed so that it contains both
translations and rotations. As a result, it is possible to induce a strong coupling of the
rotational and the translational component of the deformation of a body. V. Sonneville,
A. Cardona, and O. Brüls [14] propose a geometrically exact beam formulation that maps
the centerline of the beam into the special Euclidean group, SE (n,R) = SO (n,R)  Rn .
By contrast, the Logarithmic finite element method formulates a transformation, i.e.
a map of the initial configuration to the current configuration. However, the special
1
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Euclidean group, which is a semidirect product, turns out to be unsuitable for defining
such a transformation. We therefore construct a Lie group based on a direct product
of rotations and transformations in order to formulate the transformation of the initial
configuration.
In section 2, we briefly touch on the notion of the constraint manifold on the configuration space, which is central to formulations of structural elements such as beams.
Section 3 provides some basic results of the theory of Lie groups, and may also help to
identify those aspects of Lie group theory in the literature that are relevant to the Logarithmic finite element method. We encourage readers unfamiliar with the mathematical
background to consult the introductions to Lie group theory referenced in this section.
Section 4 describes how a transformation of the initial configuration is defined on a Lie
algebra and highlights the importance of constructing the Lie algebra in way that ensures
the independence of the impact of the degrees of freedom at the nodes of the element.
Section 5 explains how the Logarithmic finite element method extends the Ritz-Galerkin
method. In section 6, we construct a specific Lie algebra as part of the formulation of
beam models based on Bernoulli as well a Timoshenko kinematics and present the action
of its associated Lie group on the initial configuration of a beam. Section 7 concludes the
exposition with some general observations.
2

Configurations and constraint manifolds

Following C. Truesdell and W. Noll [15], we define the material body B as a compact mdimensional differentiable manifold endowed with a finite measure µ. A material point of
the body is denoted P . The physical space S is defined as an n-dimensional differentiable
manifold, with n ≥ m. A configuration κ ∈ C 1 (B,S) is given as a differential embedding
of the body into the physical space. The configuration manifold Q is given as the set of
all configurations.1
The constraint manifold C comprises all admissible configurations of the material body
[2]. For example, the configuration κ ∈ Q of a three-dimensional beam in a three dimensional physical space that is torsion-free and whose centerline remains in a given plane in
the physical space is fully determined by the configuration κ̃ ∈ Q̃ of its one-dimensional
centerline B̃ in a two-dimensional Euclidean space E2 . κ̃ may be given as the map of a
set of points representing the body to a space S̃ of generalized coordinates that are not
restricted to actual spatial positions in a physical space. It may, for example, include the
orientation of the cross-sections of a beam as generalized coordinates. The embedding
ι : Q̃ → Q defines the admissible configurations of the beam.
In the Logarithmic finite element method, the approximation space is generally constructed as a finite-dimensional submanifold Ch of the constraint manifold C.
3

Lie groups and Lie algebras

Throughout this text, we follow the notational conventions of the academic field in
which the respective knowledge emerged. Therefore, while we seek global consistency
1

For the notation, see also [2].
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in the notation related to mechanics, mathematical background will be presented using
scoped notation. For accessible introductions to Lie group theory, see [3, 4, 5, 7].
3.1

Basic concepts

A Lie group G is a differential manifold endowed with a differentiable operation ϕ :
G → Aut(G), g → ϕg , such that ϕg : G → G, h → ϕg (h). Thus, the group product is given
as G × G → G, (g,h) → gh := ϕg (h). We denote the identity element of G as eG , ϕeG is
the identity map on G. Note that, for a translational Lie group T , with s,t ∈ T , we have
st := ϕs(t) = s + t, and therefore eT = 0. A Lie group may be endowed with a group action
σ on a manifold M such that for g,h ∈ G, m ∈ M , σg ◦ σh (m) = σgh (m). A matrix Lie
group is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of some general linear group GL(n,K), with
n ∈ N, K ∈ {R,C}.
The tangent space of G at the identity element, Te G, is a real vector space. For X ∈ Te G,
let γX : R →G define an integral curve γX such that γX (0) = eG , γX (s + t) = γX (s)γX (t)
and ∂t γX (t)t=0 = X. Then,
expG(tX) := γX (t).

(3.1)

The group product on G gives rise to the adjoint representation ad : Te G → End(Te G).
For Y ∈ Te G, g ∈ G, let exp ◦ Adg (Y ) := g exp(Y )g −1 , which implies Adg (Y ) := gY g −1 for
matrix Lie groups. Then,

adX = ∂t Adexp(tX) t=0 .
(3.2)

ad and adX are linear functions. The vector space Te G, endowed with the adjoint representation, is referred to as the Lie algebra L(G) associated with the Lie group G, denoted
as g hereafter. The Lie bracket, also referred to as the commutator, on g is defined as
[X,Y ] := adX (Y ). If G is a matrix Lie group, the multiplication on Mn (K) can be used,
and
[X,Y ] = XY − Y X.
(3.3)
We denote the vector space of a Lie algebra g as Vg . Thus, VL(G) = Te G.
A Lie group G is called abelian if its elements commute, i.e., for every g,h ∈ G, gh = hg.
A Lie algebra g is called abelian if, for every X,Y ∈ g, adX (Y ) = 0. A Lie algebra g is
abelian if, and only if, the connected Lie group G0 = expg containing the identity element
is abelian. All Lie groups considered in the following exposition are connected.
A subalgebra h of a Lie algebra g is a subspace of g such that [X,Y ]g ∈ h for all X,Y ∈ h.
A subspace U of g, equipped with the Lie bracket on g, generates the subalgebra U g ≤ g,
the smallest subalgebra of g that contains U .
3.2

Direct and semidirect products

The semidirect product G = N α H of two Lie groups N and H, with N × {eH } being
a normal subgroup of G, is the manifold N × H, endowed with the product



  

G × G → G, (n,h), n ,h → nα h,n ,hh .
(3.4)
3
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The Lie algebra L(G) = n β h, subsequently referred to as g, of the semidirect product
G is given by the direct sum of the vector spaces Vg ⊕ Vh , endowed with the Lie bracket

     

   
 




g × g → g, (Y,X), Y ,X
→ β X,Y − β X ,Y + Y,Y , X,X .
(3.5)

With the isomorphism π : n × {eH } → n, (Y,0) → Y we have β(X,Y ) = π ◦ ad(0,X) (Y,0)
[5, pp. 308–9][6,
based on matrix Lie groups, we obtain
 pp. 102–4]. For Lie algebras

β(X,Y ) = π ◦ (0,X)(Y,0) − (Y,0)(0,X) . Let N and H be closed subgroups of some
general linear group GL(n,K), let σ denote the group action of H on N , τ the action of h
on n, both derived from the matrix multiplication on Mn (K). Then, for α(h,n ) = σh(n ),
using (3.2), we have β(X,Y ) = τX (Y ).2
The direct product G × H and the direct sum g ⊕ h can be understood as special cases
of the semidirect product and the semidirect sum, with α(h,n ) = n , β(X,Y ) = 0. In the
notation of the direct product of Lie groups and the semidirect sum of Lie algebras, we
omit the functions α and β.
The product operations of Lie groups that are subgroups of GL(n,K) can be derived
from the matrix multiplication on Mn (K). Thus, for the semidirect product N α H, with
N = Kn−1 , nn = n + n for n ∈ N , H = GL(n − 1,K), the group action σ of H on N given
by the action of GL(n − 1,K) on Kn−1 , and α(h,n) = σh(n), we obtain








h n
∈ GL(n,K)n ∈ N,h ∈ H < GL(n,K).
(3.6)
N α H ∼
=
 0 1


3.3

The exponential function and its derivative

The exponential map expG : g → G, for a Lie group G, is given by X → γX (1) (see
equation (3.1)). We will omit the subscript if there is no ambiguity. From the theory of
differential equations, we obtain the result [5] that, for matrix Lie algebras,
∞

1 k
γX (1) = exp(X) =
X .
k!
k=0

(3.7)

Note that, while the exponential function is not necessarily surjective onto G, it is locally
diffeomorphic at 0, and expG(0) = eG .
The logarithmic derivative δ of the exponential map exp : g → G, discussed in [5], is
given by
∞

(−adX )k−1
δ(exp) : g → Aut(g), X →
.
(3.8)
k!
k=1
The derivative of the exponential map is given as

D exp : X → exp(X)δ(exp)(X).


D exp(X) ∈ Diff g,Texp(X) G is a linear function.

(3.9)



In [12], subscripts
 products and sums refer to functions α and β , such
  in the notation of semidirect
 
that α(h,n) = σH α (h) (n), β(X,Y ) = σh β (X) (Y ), and the group actions σH and σh are induced by
the operations of GL(n,K) ≥ G and gl(n,K) ≥ g.
2
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4

Shape functions on the Logarithmic space

4.1

Transformations

In the following, all configurations refer to elements of the discretized configuration
space Qh . We omit the respective subscripts for brevity.
A configuration κ associates a point in the physical space S to each material point of
the body B. It can thus be understood as a set in B × S. Let π : B × S → B, (P,x) → P .
Then, a bundle morphism χ : Q ⊇ Q → Q, (P,x) → (P,x ), satisfies π ◦ χ(κ) = π(κ) for
all κ ∈ Q. We refer to a bundle morphism of a configuration as a transformation. We
denote the restriction of χ to a single finite element as χe . We assume that a single
finite element can be parameterized by a chart (Ωe ,J e ) on the body B. We identify
the points of Ω := J e (Ωe ) by ξ. Let Qe := Ω × S denote the configuration space of a
finite element, π e : Ω × S → Ω , (ξ,x) → ξ. Then, a bundle morphism χe : Qe ⊇ Qe → Qe ,
(ξ,x) → (ξ,x ), satisfies π e ◦ χe (κe ) = π e (κe ) for all κe ∈ Qe . In the following, we will
define the transformation χe of a finite element, which, in conjunction with a given initial
configuration κe0 , also defines its current configuration κeτ .
Let U denote a subspace of a Lie algebra g. A basis in U is given by the vectors
V = (vk )1≤k≤K . We associate one or more shape functions Nk,l (ξ), 1 ≤ l ≤ L, with each
basis vector vk . Each shape function is associated with a degree of freedom uk,l at the
element level. In order to obtain a global finite system, suitable degrees of freedom at the
element level may be linked to global degrees of freedom, while other degrees of freedom
may remain as internal degrees of freedom. With these components, the transformation
of a finite element is given by


χe : (ξ,x) → ξ,σg(ξ) x ,
(4.1a)
with



g(ξ) = exp X(ξ) ∈ G,

X(ξ) =
uk,l Nk,l (ξ)vk ∈ g = L(G).

(4.1b)
(4.1c)

1≤k≤K
1≤l≤L

σ is the action of the Lie group G on the physical space S.
The concept of the transformation of a configuration can similarly be applied to configurations κ̃ ∈ Q̃, which identify elements of the constraint manifold C. The beam models
presented in section 6 will be based on transformations in Q̃.
4.2

Degrees of freedom

In general, we aim to separate the impact of changes of different degrees of freedom
on different components of the total deformation of a finite element as much as possible.
Among other advantages, such a separation allows for the meaningful definition of global


degrees of freedom. For example, given a material point P ∈ Γe,e = Ωe ∩ Ωe , two degrees

of freedom on the element-level in Ωe and Ωe , which define the translation of P in a
5
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given spatial direction, may be associated with a global degree of freedom governing the
translation of P .
The degrees of freedom uk,l whose shape functions do not do not vanish of sufficient

order at a given node I at P ∈ Γe,e impact the deformation of the finite element at that
node in a significant way.3 We denote the set of vectors vk associated with these degrees
of freedom as VI . The separation of the impact of degrees of freedom on the element level
necessitates that the elements of the subspace VI  belong to a subalgebra
 h ≤ g := L(G)
that is given as the direct sum of its constituent Lie algebras, i.e. h = m∈M hm . This
ensures that non-commutativity is restricted to sets of degrees of freedom that are related
to intrinsically non-commutative deformations. For example, the impact of rotations in
the Euclidean space is non-commutative, and sets of scalar degrees of freedom related to
such rotations may be best understood as a single vector-valued degree of freedom.
As noted above, the span of the set of vectors VI is a subspace of the vector space of
the Lie algebra g. However, if endowed with the Lie bracked of g, it is not necessarily a
subalgebra of g. While the transformation g(ξ) itself can be formulated without making
use of the Lie bracket on g, the derivatives of g(ξ) with regard to ξ must be computed
using the adjoint representation, as shown in section 3.3.
5

Extending the Ritz-Galerkin method

5.1

Non-linear transformations as a generalization of displacements

In the Ritz-Galerkin method, the transformation χ of the initial configuration κ0 is
restricted to displacements of the physical locations of material points. Thus, the group
action of the Lie group G in equation (4.1a) on the spatial locations x0 of material points
in the initial configuration must be restricted to a translation. Furthermore, in the RitzGalerkin method, the interpolant is given as a linear combination of the shape functions.
However, the exponential function is generally non-linear. Thus, in order for equation
(4.1a) to satisfy the requirements of the Ritz-Galerkin method, the Lie group G itself
must be translational, i.e. its group operation must be given as gh = ϕg (h) = g + h for
g,h ∈ G.
With regard to the exact solution, denoted u, every deformation, independent of the
formulation of the pointwise maps transforming the positions of material points in the
physical space, can be expressed as a pointwise translation of the material points. The
exact solution space V  u can therefore be conceived as an infinite-dimensional space of
displacements. We will retain this notion of the exact solution space in the discussion of
the Logarithmic finite element method.
5.2

The approximation space as a non-linear submanifold

In the Ritz-Galerkin method, the approximation space Vh is given as a finite-dimensional
linear subspace of V . Inter alia, this implies that, given deformations u∗h ,u∗h  ∈ Vh , all linear combinations of these deformations are also elements of the approximation space Vh ,
and may be obtained by choosing an appropriate set of values for the degrees of freedom
3

For a discussion of the requirements related to the order of zeros of different shape functions, see [12].
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associated with the shape functions that generate Vh . The space of degrees of freedom
thus maps linearly onto Vh . The optimal approximation uh satisfies the Galerkin orthogonality a(uh − u,v) = 0 for all v ∈ Vh . In this equation, a is a bounded, symmetric bilinear
form that is coercive on V and depends on the chosen finite element model [1].
By contrast, in the Logarithmic finite element method, the space of degrees of freedom
maps onto a generally non-linear submanifold Mh of the exact solution space V . As a
result, the Galerkin orthogonality must be replaced by a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for an optimal approximation, a(uh − u,v) = 0 for all v ∈ Tuh Mh . A critical point
satisfying this condition may not be a global, or even a local, minimum with regard to the
distance of uh and u in V . Note, however, that the Ritz-Galerkin method is often applied
to a linearization of the global optimization problem, which is generally non-linear. In this
case, an optimal approximation on Vh that satisfies the Galerkin orthogonality generally
is not an optimal approximation to the solution of the global optimization problem.
If the Lie group G in equation (4.1a) and its group action on x0 are translational,
then the manifold Mh is a linear subspace of V , and the observations with regard to the
approximation in the Ritz-Galerkin method apply, as Tuh Mh = Mh if Mh ≤ V .
6

A LogFE beam formulation

In this section, we illustrate how the Logarithmic finite element method can be used
to formulate the kinematics of a prismatic beam in n dimensions, n ∈ {2,3}.
6.1

Transformations of Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam elements

The initial configuration of a beam element κ̃e0 is given as an element of the discretized
constraint manifold of the element, C˜he . It consists of the positions x0(ξ) of the centerline
of the beam, possibly endowed with the orientations of the cross-section at each point
of the centerline. The orientation is given as an element θ0 (ξ) of the special orthogonal
group SO (n,R). For Bernoulli kinematics, only the positions of the centerline and their
derivatives are being considered. For Timoshenko kinematics, a transformation χe(ξ) (see
section 4.1) of θ0(ξ) may need to include a projection onto SO (n,R), possibly as part of
the group action σG of G on κ̃e0 , in order to ensure that the resulting orientation θτ (ξ)
lies in SO (n,R).
A salient feature of the Logarithmic finite element method, as applied to beam models,
is that the rotational degrees of freedom impact on the translational field values, i.e.
the displacement of the centerline of the beam. Translational degrees of freedom do
not impact on the rotational field values, i.e. the orientation of the cross-sections along
the centerline. Careful construction of the Lie algebra g, as well as of the scalar shape
functions N(ξ), is essential in order to restrict the interaction of the rotational and the
translational component of a transformation to the interior of the finite elements, while
ensuring the separation of the impact of both types of degrees of freedom at the nodes,
i.e. at the border of the finite elements [12].

7
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6.2

Constructing the Lie algebra

The Lie algebra g that we will use to construct the transformation function χe of a
beam model based on the Logarithmic
 finite element
 method is isomorphic to a subgroup
of the Lie algebra gl(3n + 1,R) = L GL(3n + 1,R) . However, if we would directly use the
multiplicative operation of the general linear group, we would end up with calculations
involving (3n + 1)2 scalar elements for each interpolation point of the finite element model.
Thus, we will construct the Lie algebra g as the composition of direct and semidirect
products of smaller and well-known Lie algebras (see section 3.2).


The basic rotational component of the Lie algebra g is given by r(n) = L R (n) :=


so(n,R) ⊕ gl(1,R). R (n) := SO (n,R) ⊗ GL(1,R)+ = expr(n) . 4 This component of g
governs rotations and dilatations
ofthe centerline and rotations of the cross-sections. For

gl(1,C)
=
L
GL(1,C)
. The embedding of r(3) into gl(3,R) is given by
n = 2, r(n) ∼
=


s
−r
r
3
2
 


s
−r1 
ι1 : r(n) → gl(n,R), (r1 ,r2 ,r3 ),s →  r3
(6.1)
−r2 r1
s

The Lie bracket on r(3), the exponential function expR(3) , and the product operation on
the associated Lie group R (3) can be derived from the product operation on GL(3,R).
The group action of R (3) on sets such as R3 and M3(R) can be derived from the respective
group action of GL(3,R).
The basic translational element of g is given by the translational Lie algebra t(n,R),
which is isomorphic to Rn as an additive group.
We now construct the component of g that governs the rotations and translations
related to one node of beam element. The Lie bracket of elements of the standard semidirect product t(n) β r(n), β(b,t) = τb (t) = bt, with bt given by the matrix multiplication,
would not generally vanish even if the Lie bracket of their components in r(n) vanishes.
We therefore construct a direct product s (n) := t (n) ⊕ r (n), which, as a subalgebra of
gl(2n + 1,R), is given by the embedding


r −r t


ι2 : t(n) ⊕ r(n) → gl(2n + 1,R), (t,r) → 0 0 t  .
(6.2)
0 0 0


The Lie algebra s(n) is closed under the Lie bracket, i.e. s(n),s(n) ⊆ s(n). The Lie
bracket of this subgroup vanishes if, and only if, the Lie bracket of the canonical projec4

+

GL(1,R) consists of the 1 × 1 real matrices with positive determinant and is isomorphic to R+ .
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tions of the elements onto r(t)

 


r −r t  r −r
0 0 t  ,  0
0

0 0 0
0
0

vanishes:

 





[r,r ] −[r,r ] 0
t 
   5


 
0
0 = ι2 0, r,r
t  =  0
.
0
0
0
0

(6.3)

Finally, in order to combine the deformations related to the respective nodes of the
beam element, we construct the Lie algebra g := q (n) as a subalgebra of gl (3n + 1,R)
based on the embedding


r̄ −r1 −r2 t̄


0
0
t1 
0
ι3 : s(n) × s(n) → gl(3n + 1,R), (t1 ,r1 ),(t2 ,r2 ) → 
(6.4)
,
0
0
t2 
0
0
0
0
0
with r̄ := r1 + r2 , t̄ := t1 + t2 . The Lie bracket on the subspace resulting from the embedding
ι3 , inherited from gl(3n + 1,R), is given as


 




r̄ −r1 −r2 t̄  r̄ −r1 −r2 t̄ 
0
0
0
t1 
0
0
t1   0


,


  =
0
0
0
t
0
0
0
t



2
2


0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0


2









[r̄, r̄ ] −r̄r1 + r̄ r1 −r̄r2 + r̄ r2 r̄t̄ − r̄ t̄ + k=1 −rk tk + rk tk


0
0
0

 0
=
 . (6.5)
0
0
0

 0
0
0
0
0

The Lie bracket of elements of this subspace does not identically vanish, and the subspace
is not closed under the Lie bracket. However, each subspace Vs(n) of the Lie algebra q(n),
when endowed with the Lie bracket on q(n), is a subalgebra of q(n), i.e. it is closed under
the Lie bracket on q(n).
The non-commutativity of elements of q(n) outside of the subalgebras s(n) induces a
strong coupling between the rotational and the translational component of the transformation. At the nodes, given appropriate shape functions, X(ξ), and its derivatives with
regard to ξ, up to the required order, lie in s(n), ensuring the independence of rotations
and translations with regard to those nodal degrees of freedom of the beam element that
may be associated with global degrees of freedom of the finite element system.
5

For the standard semidirect product, the Lie bracket, as an operation on gl(n + 1,R), would read as




   
r t
r t
r,r rt − r t
=
.
,
0 0
0 0
0
0
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6.3

The Lie group and its action on the initial configuration

The exponential function, on the subspace of gl(3n + 1,R), is given by




2

r̄ −r1 −r2 t̄
er̄ −ζ1(r̄)r1 −ζ1(r̄)r2 ζ1(r̄) t̄ − ζ2(r̄) rk tk 


 
k=1
0
0
t1  
0

exp 
In
0
t1
 , (6.6a)
=0
0
0
t2  

0
0
In
t2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

with


1 k
ex − m−1
1
k=0 k! x
k
ζm : x →
x =
.
m
(k
+
m)!
x
k=0
∞


(6.6b)

Thus, er̄ ∈ R (n) = SO (n,R) ⊗ GL(1,R)+ is the only power series that must be evaluated
in order to calculate the exponential on q(n). We recall that the isomorphism of the Lie
algebra g to a subalgebra of gl(3n + 1,R) ensures that operations on g can be derived from
the matrix multiplication on M3n+1 (R), and that actual calculations can be performed
using these operations, without involving multiplications on M3n+1 (R).
Given the spatial positions of the nodes of the beam element in the initial configuration
as x10 and x20 , the group action on the initial configuration κ̃0 is given by
 

T 





σg(ξ) : {κ̃0 } → Q̃, ξ,(x0 ,θ0 ) → ξ, π1 ◦ ϕ ◦ g(ξ) x0 ,x10 ,x20 ,1 ,π2 er̄ θ0
, 6 (6.7)





with ϕ ◦g(ξ) = ϕ ◦ exp X(ξ) = exp ι3 ◦ X(ξ) . In the expression er̄ , we assume that
X(ξ) = (t1 ,r1 ),(t2 ,r2 ) ∈ s(n) × s(n). The calculation of the element X(ξ) of the Lie
algebra g is given in equation (4.1c). π1 projects a vector in R3n+1 onto its n leading
dimensions, π2 projects an element of R (n) onto SO (n,R). Figure 1 shows the deformation


of the initial configuration of a beam as a result of the group action of exp sX(ξ) , as
the value of s ∈ R increases linearly.
Results of the approximation of the deformation of a beam element endowed with
Bernoulli kinematics for different Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are presented in [12] and show good agreement with reference solutions based on the standard
Ritz-Galerkin method. The results of a Timoshenko beam formulation, while satisfactory
for coarse discretizations, indicate the need for a co-rotational formulation in order to
ensure convergence of the results with mesh refinement [13].
7

Conclusion

The Logarithmic finite element method, which extends the Ritz-Galerkin method from
a linear subspace of the exact solution space to a non-linear manifold, provides a novel
approach to the formulation of finite elements.
6

For brevity, the description of the map refers to the single material points, rather than to the configuration as a whole.
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Abstract. The present study aims to describe the debonding phenomenon of a single
particle embedded in an elastic matrix. A numerical simulation based on a Cohesive
Zone Model (CZM) is employed to simulate the particle debonding from the matrix. This
model relies on two mechanical parameters: the strength of the interface σmax and the
interface fracture energy Gc . The results show that bigger particles tend to debond before
smaller ones. This particle size effect on debonding is captured by the CZM. Moreover,
for big particles, the debonding seems to be governed by the strength of the interface,
whereas, for small ones, the predominant quantity is the fracture energy.

1

INTRODUCTION

The addition of stiff particles in a matrix is a common practice to obtain a reinforced
material stiffer and more resistant than the bulk matrix itself. Such a resulting composite
material is used in multiple industries such as automotive, aeronautics, aerospace, etc.
Various mechanical properties can be obtained using different materials, sizes, shapes,
geometries, or surface treatments for the reinforcements. The role of the particles is then
preponderant in such a material behaviour. That is the reason why it is important to
be able to correctly estimate their influence either in the elastic domain or when damage
occurs.
Three main damage mechanisms are commonly observed in particle reinforced materials: particle failure, microcracks nucleating in the matrix and particle debonding from
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the matrix [1]. For a polymer reinforced with rigid particles, debonding is the first damage mechanism to be activated and is considered to be the main toughening mechanism
[2]. A clear particle size effect has been observed experimentally [3]. Indeed, the global
toughness of the material increases with particle size [4].
To deal with this particle size effect, an energy balance has often been evoked in the
literature. In the context of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), several authors
develop an expression of the stress responsible for particle debonding [2], [5], [6], [7], [8].
All those studies are based on the same assumptions: a rigid spherical particle of a radius
R is embedded in an infinite matrix, which elastic properties are Em (Young’s modulus)
and νm (Poisson’s ratio). The interface is supposed to be infinitely stiff and its fracture
energy is denoted Gc . When a hydrostatic loading is remotely applied to the matrix, the
critical interface stress is then:

Gc 4Em
σc =
.
(1)
R 1 + νm
According to this √
energy-based relationship, the critical stress to debond a particle is
proportional to 1/ R.

Figure 1: Spherical particle embedded in a cylindrical matrix; geometric reduction of the problem using
axial symmetries.

The case study for the spherical particle debonding consists in one single particle
embedded in a cylinder of matrix. The geometry of the Representative Volume Element
(RVE) is the one presented in Fig. 1. The radius of the sphere is equal to one tenth of
the length of the diameter of the cylinder: R = L/10. This situation corresponds to a
dilute particle volume fraction φ = 0.0042. The geometry is reduced to a 2D structure by
axisymmetry, and then only half of the geometry is modelled by using a mirror symmetry
along the horizontal axis.The material properties associated to the particle are those of
the boron-carbide while the matrix is an epoxy resin. The mechanical properties of the
particle, the matrix and the interface are detailed in Table 1. Moreover the following
hypothesis always apply to the present study:
1. the material behaviour of both particles and matrix is linear elastic;
2. the interface is supposed to be infinitely stiff.

2
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Particle
Matrix
Interface

E [GP a]
450
3
∞

ν []
0.2
0.3
×

σmax [M P a]
×
×
50

Gc [J.m−2 ]
×
×
100

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the materials and the interface

In the Finite Elements (FE) framework, the problem of a crack propagating at an
interface between two surfaces is commonly treated with Cohesive Zone Models (CZM),
where cohesive interactions at the interface are able to describe the progressive nonlinear
failure behaviour. In Section 2, the CZM applied to spherical particle debonding will be
described. Then, in Sections 3 and 4, the debonding of this particle will be respectively
studied under hydrostatic and uniaxial tensile loadings. Finally, a discussion on these
results will be held.
2

THE COHESIVE ZONE MODEL (CZM) APPLIED TO SPHERICAL
PARTICLE DEBONDING

In order to numerically solve the debonding problem, a FE analysis is carried out.
Zero-thickness elements are introduced at the interface and their behaviour is described
by a CZM. The CZM is a traction-separation law linking the stress and the relative
displacement at the interface between two surfaces. Multiple traction-separation law
shapes have been developed such as bilinear, trilinear, exponential, etc. In the present
study, only the bilinear law will be employed (see Fig. 2) which corresponds to the CZM
of [9] in the software Ansys. The bilinear law is defined by two main parameters: the
strength of the interface σmax and the fracture energy Gc . σmax corresponds to the peak of
the traction-separation law, whereas Gc corresponds to the shaded area under the curve.
As we consider the interface to be perfect until failure, the slope of the first part of the
traction-separation law is taken high enough so that the global stiffness of the RVE is
not affected by this additional compliance. The introduction of the two parameters σmax
and Gc in the traction-separation law induces the apparition of a critical displacement uc
which, according to Leguillon [10], is not a material parameter but a structural one. We
can deduce the critical displacement uc as a function of σmax and Gc as follows:
uc =

2Gc
σmax

(2)

During the first part of the loading, the interface deforms elastically. After the strength
value σmax is reached, the interface starts to get damaged. Indeed, its stiffness is progressively degraded until the relative displacement of the two surfaces reaches the value
uc where the stiffness of the interface completely vanishes. The two surfaces are then
considered to be completely debonded.
According to the case study described on Fig. 1, the RVE consists in a quarter of
a disk embedded in a square of matrix (see Fig. 3). A specific care has been given the
generation of the mesh. In particular, the mesh has been refined at the interface to ensure
3
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Figure 2: Bilinear traction-separation law

both a good convergence and a good precision for the results around the zone of interest.
On the other hand, the rest of the RVEis discretised with larger element sizes to reduce
computational costs. The arc representing the matrix/particle interface is discretised into
180 elements, therefore each cohesive element correspond to an opening angle of 0.5◦ . The
following boundary conditions are applied to ensure mirror symmetries of the RVE:

Ux (x = 0) = 0,
(3)
Uy (y = 0) = 0.

Figure 3: Geometry, mesh and loading conditions of the RVE.

For each loading condition studied in this article, the geometry and the mesh of the
RVE are replicated in a homothetic manner and the CZM is used to determine the remote
stress responsible for the onset of the particle debonding from the matrix. The remote
stress and the strain are calculated as:





σ=
Fi / (πL2 ) ,
(4)
nodes

 = U/L,
4
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where ni is the i-th node submitted to the imposed displacement U and Fi is the corresponding reaction force.
3

DEBONDING OF A SINGLE SPHERICAL PARTICLE UNDER HYDROSTATIC LOADING

The debonding of the spherical particle under hydrostatic loading is here analysed. A
displacement U is imposed at the boundaries of the RVE in order to get a hydrostatic
stress state (see Fig. 3, the imposed displacement corresponds to the green and orange
arrows):

Ux (x = L) = U,
(5)
Uy (y = L) = U.

Figure 4: a. Critical remote stress against particle radius for hydrostatic loading
(the dots correspond to the CZM results and the dashed lines to asymptotes);
b. Same plot in log-log scale.

The critical stress responsible for the debonding onset is determined for multiple particle sizes (with radii varying between 10µm and 2mm) using both the CZM approach and
the analytical one represented in Eq. 1. The results are represented on Fig. 4 a. We can
observe that for small particles (R ≤ 400µm), the critical stress increases with decreasing
particle size. For larger particles (R ≥ 400µm), a plateau value is reached and the critical
stress remains constant. A characteristic length lch has been defined by several authors to
establish the ductile to brittle transition in fracture mechanics. A definition of lch , taking
into account the stiffness heterogeneity of the composite and based on [11], is chosen in
this article:
Gc Eef f
lch =
,
(6)
σmax 2
with Eef f the effective Young’s modulus of the bi-material, calculated as the harmonic
mean of the particle and matrix Young’s moduli Ep and Em :

 −1
−1
Eef f = Ep−1 + Em
/2
.
(7)
5
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This characteristic length is represented on Fig. 4 a., and one can observe that it represents
fairly well the transition between the radius-dependent to radius-independent regimes.
To assess more precisely the radius dependency of the critical remote stress, the same
graph is plotted in a log-log scale on Fig. 4 b. In bothe Fig. 4 a. and b. the asymptotes
are plotted with dashed lines. It can be observed that for small particles, the slope of the
CZM asymptote is equal to −1, whereas the slope of the
√ analytical expression is −1/2.
σ∞c is then proportional to 1/R with the CZM and 1/ R for the analytical expression.
For large particles, characterised by R > lch , σ∞c is independent of the particle radius. It
is noteworthy that the stress concentration at the interface is also independent of particle
radius [12], whereas the energy release rate isn’t [13]. This observation suggests that
for large particles, the strength of the interface becomes the predominant factor for the
interface failure.
4

DEBONDING OF A SINGLE SPHERICAL PARTICLE UNDER UNIAXIAL LOADING

In this section, the debonding of the spherical particle under uniaxial loading is studied.
A displacement U is imposed at the upper boundary (y = L) of the RVE only in order
to get a uniaxial stress state (the imposed displacement corresponds to the orange arrows
represented on Fig. 3). The right boundary (x = L) is left free so that the loading
conditions can be summed up as:
Uy (y = L) = U.

(8)

Figure 5: a. Critical remote stress against particle radius with CZM under uniaxial loading;
b. Same plot in log-log scale.

The remote stress responsible for the debonding onset is depicted on Fig. 5 a. The
same behaviour as the one observed for the hydrostatic loading is described here: below
a given particle size, the smaller the particle gets the higher the critical stress, while
for larger particles, σ∞c remains constant. The same graph is plotted on Fig. 5 b. in
6
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a log-log scale. On both Fig. 5 a. and 5 b. asymptotes are drawn with dashed lines.
The intersection of the asymptotes for the two regimes is exactly located at lch calculated
using Eq. 6. However, contrary to the hydrostatic loading, an intermediate behaviour is
observed between the radius-dependent and radius-independent regions of the graph. In
this regime, the CZM induces an important effect of the extension of the damaged region
in the crack nucleation process. This length depends on the traction-separation law shape
and consequently on both interface strength and fracture energy.
5

DISCUSSION

To assess the influence of the different physical quantities involved in fracture (fracture
energy Gc , strength of the interface σmax , critical displacement uc , characteristic length
lch ), a parametric study is conducted. Four CZM are employed and their properties are
expressed in Table 2.
CZM
CZM
CZM
CZM

1
2
3
4

Gc [J.m−2 ]
100
50
200
100

σmax [M P a]
50
50
100
100

uc [mm]
0.004
0.002
0.004
0.002

lch [mm]
238.4
119.2
119.2
59.6

Table 2: CZM properties

The CZM 1 and 2 share the same strengths σmax . The CZM 1 and 3 share the same
critical displacements uc . The CZM 1 and 4 share the same critical energies Gc . The
results for the critical remote stress against the particle radius are plotted on Fig. 6 a. for
the 4 different CZM. Fig. 6 b. represents the same plot in a log-log scale.

Figure 6: a. Critical remote stress against particle radius for different CZM;
b. Same plot in log-log scale.

7
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As previously observed, two asymptotic regimes are observed for small and large particles. The characteristic length lch seems to be a very good descriptor of the transition
between the two regimes as it corresponds to the intersection of the asymptotes for all the
CZM. For small particles, the critical remote stresses obtained using the CZM 1 and 3
are the same. This result seems to imply that the predominant CZM parameter for small
particle debonding is the critical length uc . For large particles, the plateau values of σ∞c
when using CZM 1 and 2 are the same. This last result confirms that the strength σmax
of the CZM governs the debonding for large particle sizes. A final remark concerns the
results related to the CZM 1 and 4 which share the same fracture energy: the respective
remote stresses don’t have any asymptote in common. The authors do not identified the
main reason of this phenomenon and a research work is still in progress.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the debonding phenomenon of a spherical particle embedded in a matrix
has been analysed. In particular the particle size effect on the critical remote stress has
been evaluated. Two different loading cases have been considered: hydrostatic and the
uniaxial tensile loading. The same conclusions can be drawn concerning the particle size
effect on the debonding phenomenon:
- larger particles tend to debond at lower remote stress states than smaller particles;
- for large particles, the critical remote stress is constant. The predominant debonding
parameter is the strength of the interface, as the stress state at the interface is
independent of the particle radius;
- for small particles, the critical remote stress increases when decreasing the particle
size. When using the CZM, this critical remote stress is proportional to 1/R, whereas
when using the analytical expression
based on an energy balance, the critical remote
√
stress is proportional to 1/ R. A similar result was observed for fibre-reinforced
composites in [11]. The debonding of small particles simulated by a CZM seems to
be governed by the critical displacement.
The characteristic length lch seems to be a fairly accurate value of the transition from
the radius-dependent regime to the radius-independent one. For the uniaxial loading, the
value of lch is exactly at the intersection between the two asymptotes. For the hydrostatic
loading, lch only gives a good order of magnitude of the radius at the transition zone. For
the hydrostatic loading, the numerical results are exactly equal to the asymptotic ones.
For the uniaxial loading, the asymptotic behaviours are observed only when R  lch and
R  lch respectively. For this last case, an intermediate behaviour is described around
lch by the CZM. In order to establish this particle size effect, a comparison between these
results obtained with a CZM are compared to the ones obtained with the Finite Fracture
Mechanics (FFM) in an article in process [14]. In the framework of FFM, a crack of a finite
length opens and propagates when both an energy and a stress criteria are simultaneously
fulfilled. The FFM is able to analytically catch the evolution of the debonding stress with
particle radius.
8
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Abstract. As the mean time between failures on the future high-performance computing platforms is expected to decrease to just a few minutes, the development of “smart”,
property-preserving checkpointing schemes becomes imperative to avoid dramatic decreases in application utilization. In this paper we formulate a generic optimization-based
approach for fault-tolerant computations, which separates property preservation from the
compression and recovery stages of the checkpointing processes. We then specialize the
approach to obtain a fault recovery procedure for a model scalar transport equation, which
preserves local solution bounds and total mass. Numerical examples showing solution recovery from a corrupted application state for three different failure modes illustrate the
potential of the approach.

1

INTRODUCTION

Today, the mean time between failures on the leading petascale supercomputers is
measured in hours. For example, IBM’s design target for the overall mean time between
failures for a 96-rack, 98,304-node Blue Gene/Q system is 72 hours [4]. The mean time
between the occurrences of double-bit errors in graphics processing units (GPUs) on the
Titan supercomputer is 160 hours [12], while the overall mean time between GPU failures
is approximately 40 hours [13]. As high-performance computing (HPC) moves toward the
exascale, the mean time between failures is projected to shrink to a few minutes [3, 5],
while only small speed improvements are expected in the disk-based checkpointing of the
full application state. As a result, the lack of “smart” fault tolerance technologies could
become one of the critical stumbling blocks on the path to exascale. In particular, it
could drive application utilization, a measure of useful work performed by HPC systems,
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to essentially zero. Schroeder et. al. [11] argue that taking faster checkpoints is the most
effective and possibly the only viable strategy for sustained application utilization at
extreme scales, recommending that any application capable of compressing its checkpoint
size should pursue this path.
In this paper we present a new, optimization-based (OB) framework for efficient,
property-preserving checkpoint compression and recovery algorithms for fault-tolerant
simulations on HPC platforms. Our approach separates the preservation of the desired
physical properties in the simulated solution from the data compression and recovery
processes. For example, for compression one can minimize the misfit between “measurements” of the application state and a sparse representation of that state, subject to
constraints that include hardware considerations, such as the available checkpoint space,
as well as some judiciously chosen physical properties. In our model problem involving
scalar transport, the physical properties of interest are, e.g., local extrema, mass in each
physical subdomain and locations of discontinuities. For the OB property-preserving recovery, a similar optimization process can be applied, where the misfit function may be
based on the best available (corrupted) application state, and where the checkpointed
(compressed) data and the desired physical properties are used to formulate constraints.
Therefore, our OB approach motivates a new family of lossy, property-preserving compression and recovery algorithms, which enable a graceful degradation of simulation accuracy
in the presence of hardware faults.
For both compression and recovery, a representation of the system state is sought, which
minimizes the distance to a best available target that may not be property preserving but
is believed to be accurate, subject to constraints enforcing the desired physical properties
and other available data. For the remainder of the paper, we focus primarily on the
recovery process, and note that similar formulations can be developed for compression. In
a nutshell, given uD ∈ Rd , likely a corrupted or low-resolution snapshot of the application
state u ∈ Rn , a nonlinear state-to-snapshot map C : Rn → Rd , a measure of state-tosnapshot misfit J : Rd → R, and constraints L(u), where the nonlinear operator L :
Rn → Rm enforces discrete physical invariants and/or inequalities (generically labeled
‘properties’), we recover the application state by solving the optimization problem
minimize
J (C(u) − uD )
n

subject to

u∈R

L(u) ≥ 0 .

(1)

We note that u need not denote the full application state; where appropriate, local or
partial recovery may be used; for instance, in [7] Heroux discusses a local failure local
recovery paradigm for exascale applications. Alternatively, one may formally incorporate
the known values of u into the constraint values L(u). To shed some more light on our
approach we proceed to dissect formulation (1):
• State snaphot uD . The target uD may be the available corrupted application state or
a compressed representation thereof. For the latter, the use of conventional lossless
and lossy compression, including file and image compression [8], and new ideas
from super-resolution imaging [6] are fully compatible with (1). A more powerful
approach is to solve a separate optimization problem for lossy compression, similar
2
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to (1), where we match the available state data to a sparse state representation or a
reduced-basis model, subject to physical constraints. It is also possible to combine
the two approaches and develop broadly applicable algorithms for constrained data
compression. This subject will be studied in a future publication. In the following
sections, we focus on the case where uD is the available corrupted (uncompressed)
application state.
• Constraints L(u). The definition of the constraints requires an in-depth analysis of
the application. In general, we must incorporate the available checkpoint data and
additional application-dependent physical properties. In the context of conservation
laws governing transport, the latter may be local extrema, mass/momentum balance
and locations of discontinuities.
• Objective function J (C(u) − uD ). The choice of the objective function is primarily
governed by numerical accuracy considerations; stability can be imparted through
the constraints. A very important task is to analyze the accuracy of a numerical
scheme subject to lossy compression and recovery. This subject will be studied in a
future publication.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define a model problem
motivated by scalar transport. The problem definition is accompanied by a discussion of
the physical properties that are to be preserved by our compression/recovery schemes. In
Section 3 we apply the abstract OB formulation (1) to the scalar transport problem. The
numerical solution of the resulting optimization problem is showcased in the context of
three simulated failure scenarios. In Section 4 we discuss our conclusions and point to
some future work.
2

MODEL PROBLEM

We assume that the computational domain Ω is a simply-connected, bounded open
domain in R2 or R3 , with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary Γ = ∂Ω, and consider the
scalar transport equation

∂ρ


on Ω × [0, T ],
 ∂t + ∇ · (ρv) = 0
(2)
ρ(x, t) = ρb (x, t) on ΓI × [0, T ],



on Ω.
ρ(x, 0) = ρ0 (x)

In this equation v(x) is a solenoidal velocity field, ρ = ρ(x, t) is a non-negative density
function defined on Ω × [0, T ], T > 0 is the final time, ρ0 (x) ≥ 0 is a piecewise C 0
initial density distribution, and ρb (x, t) is a given inflow boundary data. We assume
that the domain Ω and the velocity field are such that the inflow boundary ΓI = {x ∈
Γ | n(x) · v(x) < 0} ⊂ Γ is non-empty. The complement of ΓI is the outflow boundary
ΓO = Γ \ Γ I .
Equation (2) provides a simple, yet sufficiently representative setting for our purposes,
which will allow us to present the key ideas of optimization-based (OB) compression and
recovery without unnecessary technical distractions. In particular, we note that solutions
3
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of (2) have constant upper and lower bounds in any given Lagrangian volume V (t), that
is for all 0 < t ≤ T there holds
ρVmin ≤ ρ(x, t) ≤ ρVmax
∀x ∈ V (t) ,
(3)
where

ρVmin = min ρ0 (x) and ρVmax = max ρ0 (x) .
x∈V (0)

x∈V (0)

The local solution bounds (3) define the first physical property that we shall aim to preserve
in the compression/recovery process. The second physical property will be the total mass
preservation in the given region Ω, i.e., we shall restrict attention to solutions of (2) for

which
d
ρ(x, t) dx = 0 .
(4)
dt Ω
2.1

Discretization of the model problem

In this section we briefly discus the finite element discretization of (2) and define
discrete analogues of the two physical properties, i.e., the local solution bounds (3) and
the total mass preservation (4).
Let Ωh be a shape-regular partition of Ω into finite elements Kn with an average size h.
We discretize (2) in space using the classical SUPG scheme [2] implemented with standard
linear, bilinear or trilinear C 0 nodal finite elements defined with respect to the mesh Ωh .
We discretize the resulting semi-discrete equations in time using the θ scheme. Thus, the
fully discrete problem is given by the following system of linear algebraic equations
(M − ∆tθK)ρk+1 = (M + ∆t(1 − θ)K)ρk

k = 1, ..., N,

(5)

where ρk ∈ Rn is a vector of nodal solution coefficients, M ∈ Rn×n is an SUPG-stabilized
mass matrix, K ∈ Rn×n is an SUPG-stabilized advection matrix, ∆t is the time step, N
is the total number of time steps and ρ0 ∈ Rn is a vector of nodal coefficients for the
initial data.
Discrete physical properties. To define a discrete analogue of (3) for the fully discrete
equation (5) we note that for the finite element spaces used in this work local bounds on the
nodal coefficients imply pointwise solution bounds on the finite element approximation.
As a result, an appropriate discrete version of (3) is given by
k+1
(ρk+1
≤ (ρk+1
max )i ,
min )i ≤ ρi

(6)

n
k+1
n
where ρk+1
min ∈ R and ρmax ∈ R are physically motivated lower and upper bounds for the
nodal values at tk+1 . Here we define these bounds according to
k
(ρk+1
min )i = min (ρ )j ,
 (xi )
j∈N

k
and (ρk+1
max )i = max (ρ )j ,
 (xi )
j∈N

(7)

 (xi ) is the set of nearest neighbor nodes for a given mesh node xi . This definition
where N
guarantees that the finite element solution satisfies a discrete maximum principle [9]. We
4
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also note that (6) automatically implies the global solution bound 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1, ∀k, where
we have assumed 0 ≤ ρ0 ≤ 1.
A discrete version of the second property (4) is straightforward. Given a discrete
solution ρk at t = tk we require that the solution ρk+1 at the next time step has the same
total mass, i.e.,
ρk+1 = 1T M
ρk k = 0, 1, . . . N,
1T M
(8)

 ∈ Rn×n is a consistent (unstabilized) mass matrix, and 1 ∈ Rn is a vector of
where M
ones. This property is equivalent to a single linear equality constraint given by
3

ρk ) = m , ∀k ,
1T ( M

ρ0 ) .
where mis the total initial mass, i.e., m = 1T (M

(9)

FAULT-TOLERANT SCALAR TRANSPORT

In this section we specialize the abstract optimization problem (1) to the discretization
(5) of the model equations (2). We briefly discuss the compression and recovery schemes.
Compression. In this example we do not compress the application state directly. Instead, to reduce the checkpoint size we rely on a compression of the vectors of local
bounds, used to define the constraints for the recovery scheme. It turns out that in this
application a very coarse representation of local bounds is sufficient for robust propertypreserving recovery. Specifically, to perform compression we downsample the local bounds
uniformly on a mesh with 16 times fewer nodes, and linearly interpolate the values to obtain ρkmin and ρkmax during the recovery process. We note that in this case the property
0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1 still holds. Therefore, this is an example —albeit a very simple one— of
property-preserving compression.
Recovery. The corruption of the application state ρk is assumed to happen through
various scenarios, specified later. We denote the corrupted application snapshot by ρkD ∈
Rn . In this case the state-to-snapshot map C introduced in (1) is the identity, and n = d.
We define the objective function as the square of the 2 -norm misfit between the desired
‘reconstruction’ ρk and the snapshot ρkD . The property-preserving recovery problem for
scalar transport, labeled FPR-T, takes the following form:
minimize ρk − ρkD 22
ρk ∈Rn

ρk ) = m .
subject to ρkmin ≤ ρk ≤ ρkmax and 1T (M

(10)

We recognize this problem as a singly linearly constrained quadratic program with simple
bounds, and use the optimization algorithm developed in [1] for its solution. This algorithm is extremely efficient, amounting to purely local median computations followed by
a few dot products. We also note the in the case of local failure we need not consider the
full application state ρk ∈ Rn , but may instead solve smaller, local optimization problems.
To demonstrate the power of property-preserving recovery for lossy scalar transport we
conduct numerical experiments based on three failure models: large yet infrequent failure;
small yet frequent failure; and large and frequent failure. The failure models are described
later. We take conventional SUPG with the forward-Euler time integration, i.e., (5) with
θ = 0 as our baseline. This scheme is not designed to handle failure, nor does it preserve
5
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the local solution bounds (6). Thus, we expect the SUPG state obtained through (5) to
be unphysical; see Figure 1.
To define the second scheme we augment SUPG with FPR-T. Specifically, at every
time step we run conventional SUPG, obtain a (corrupted) state, and use this state as
the target snapshot ρkD in (10). To recover the property-preserving state we solve (10).
For brevity we overload the notation and call this hybrid scheme FPR-T. To summarize,
the schemes are:
1. SUPG: Compute ρk by solving M ρk = (∆tK + M )ρk−1 .
2. FPR-T: Compute ρk by solving M ρk = (∆tK + M )ρk−1 . Set ρkD = ρk . Solve (10)
for the new ρk .
The underlying numerical example is the solid body rotation defined by LeVeque [10,
p.650]. Here an initial ‘combo’ density, comprising a smooth hump, a cone and a slotted
cylinder, see Figure 1, is transported by the rotational velocity field v = (−x2 + 1/2, x1 −
1/2). We report results after one full revolution.

Figure 1: Left to right: (1) The ‘combo’ initial data for the solid body rotation tests [10]. (2) The
plane view of the initial data. The initial physical bounds are Max=1.00 and Min=0.00. Fixed color
scale. (3) SUPG solution after one full rotation. SUPG solution violates physical bounds (dark areas);
Max=1.83, Min=−0.78.

Large yet infrequent failure. We simulate the failure of a system where an entire
group of spatially linked compute nodes is the weak link. The application state is corrupted three times in the course of the simulation, at iterations N/4, N/2 and 3N/4,
in the same diamond-shaped region centered at (0.3, 0.4). The value of the corrupted application state ρkD is set to −1 in the failed compute region, where no additional state data
is stored. As described above, we use a coarse representation of the local bounds, and
mass conservation, to complete the FPR-T formulation. The results using conventional
SUPG where no recovery is attempted and using FPR-T are shown in Figure 2. Conventional SUPG clearly exhibits imprinting of the failed compute region, while FPR-T
appears robust to failure. We note that the effective checkpoint compression, as studied
by Ibtesham et. al. [8] (with 0% denoting no compression), is 87.5%. This is due to (i)
local recovery and (ii) storing only the coarse bounds and total mass, i.e., one eighth of
the total state information and a single scalar, respectively.
6
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Figure 2: Large-yet-infrequent system failure for SUPG (left) and our FPR-T formulation (right). SUPG
exhibits imprinting of the failed region; FPR-T is robust to failure with 87.5% compression ratio.

Small yet frequent failure. Here we study the effect of random node failures. As
for the case of large yet infrequent failures, to define the constraints we use a coarse
representation of the local bounds, and mass conservation. The value of the corrupted
application state ρkD is set to −1 at a randomly selected compute node at every tenth
forward-Euler iteration. It is no surprise that conventional SUPG cannot cope with
random node failure, see Figure 3. On the other hand, our FPR-T scheme, applied locally,
reconstructs the application state almost exactly. Again, taking into account the added
storage, the effective checkpoint compression is 87.5%. Finally, we note that for both
failure cases (large-yet-infrequent and small-yet-frequent) we observed an L2 convergence
rate of the error between the initial data and the final state of approximately 1/4, on
the mesh sequence {64×64, 128×128, 256×256}. This is consistent with the convergence
rate (without faults) of a related optimization-based transport algorithm [1], which uses
formulation similar to (10) but with target ρkD given by a cell-centered finite volume
approximation of the density.

Figure 3: Small-yet-frequent system failure for SUPG (left) and our FPR-T formulation (right). SUPG
cannot cope with random data corruption; FPR-T is robust to failure.

7
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Large and frequent failure. This case is very similar to the first, except for an increased frequency of failure. The application state is corrupted at every 200th iteration,
amounting to 63 large-scale failures. As there are no recovery mechanisms in conven-

Figure 4: Large-and-frequent system failure for SUPG (left) and our FPR-T formulation (right). SUPG
exhibits a corrupted annulus; FPR-T fairs significantly better.

tional SUPG, an entire annulus is corrupted, see Figure 4. Our FPR-T scheme clearly
does not fair as well as before, however, that is expected. This points to the need to
develop alternate definitions of application data ρkD , where some state information (and
not simply bounds) are incorporated into the FPR-T formulation. Nonetheless, we obρN ) − 1T (M
ρ0 )| ≈ 10−14 , i.e., the global
serve that at final time 0 ≤ ρN ≤ 1 and |1T (M
bounds and the total mass are conserved! Moreover, we cannot emphasize enough that for
all three examples the overhead of solving the property-preserving recovery problem (10)
amounts to only a few percent of the total computational time. Lastly, it is evident that
the proposed formulation can be used not only for physics-based checkpointing but as
a fault-tolerant transport scheme in its own right, with the added benefits of mass and
monotonicity preservation.
4

CONCLUSIONS

We have formulated a new optimization-based approach for “smart” compression and
recovery for fault-tolerant high-performance computing. Our approach implements a
divide-and-conquer strategy, which separates compression and recovery from the preservation of the desired physical properties. This allows one to combine the approach with
virtually any available compression and/or recovery scheme. In this paper we have focused on demonstrating the approach by using it to define a fault recovery procedure
for scalar transport, which preserves local solution bounds and total mass. Numerical
tests simulating different failure modes demonstrate the ability of the optimization-based
approach to recover a reasonable application state even under severe failure, while always preserving the desired physical properties. In future publications we will analyze
the numerical accuracy of the optimization-based approach for specific compression and
recovery schemes. Additionally, we plan to explore a variety of new property-preserving
8
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compression algorithms.
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Abstract. A level-set model is proposed for simulating interfacial heat or mass transfer
in two-phase flows. The Navier-Stokes equations as well as the heat transfer or mass
transfer equations are discretized using a finite-volume approach on a collocated unstructured mesh, whereas a multiple marker level-set methodology is introduced in order to
avoid the numerical coalescence of the fluid interfaces. Some numerical examples are
considered to show the capabilities of this model, including pure diffusion of a chemical
species with chemical reaction, and buoyancy-driven motion of bubble swarms with mass
transfer. Present results are compared against analytical and empirical correlations from
the literature as validations of the proposed model.

1

INTRODUCTION

Bubbly flows with heat transfer or mass transfer are common in natural phenomena
and technological applications [26]. Some applications can be found in the so-called
unit operations of the chemical engineering, where bubble columns are used as chemical
and biochemical reactors. Although some empirical correlations have been proposed for
estimation of heat and mass transfer coefficients in bubbles or droplets [17], there is a lack
of understanding of the interplay between fluid mechanics and interfacial mass transfer
(or heat transfer). Since these small-scale phenomena affect the overall operation and
control of multiphase systems, as well for future optimization and design, it is of great
importance to improve the accuracy of these models.
The physical description of bubbly flows with heat transfer and mass transfer, lead to
a complex and highly non-linear mathematical problem. Indeed, theoretical methods can
be used to the simplest cases, whereas experimental measurements can be difficult due to
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limitations in optical access. On the other hand, the combination of High Performance
Computing (HPC) and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations
open the possibility to design non-invasive and controlled experiments of bubbly flows,
enabling an accurate control of the bubble size distribution, deformability, coalescence,
and flow conditions. In this sense, multiple methods have been introduced in the last
decades for DNS of two-phase flows, for instance: volume-of-fluid (VOF) methods [23],
level-set (LS) methods [28, 32, 27, 4], coupled VOF/LS methods [7], and front tracking
(FT) methods [34]. Furthermore, some numerical models have been proposed for heat
transfer or mass transfer at deformable fluid interfaces [20, 13, 14, 2, 35, 15, 19]. However,
DNS of heat transfer or mass transfer in bubble swarms are still quite limited, and only
few works have been published [21, 1, 30, 24]. Although previous papers touched upon
heat or mass transfer in single bubbles or droplets using VOF, LS and FT methods, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no previous studies in the context of the
conservative level-set (CLS) method [27, 4]. Indeed, this work aims to present a novel
numerical methodology for simulating interfacial heat transfer or mass transfer in bubbly
flows, which extends a multiple marker CLS approach introduced in our previous works
[5, 8]. This approach includes the adoption of three-dimensional collocated unstructured
meshes [4], as well as adaptive mesh refinement for hexahedral meshes [3]. Since a CLS
method [4] is used, accumulation of mass conservation error is circumvented, whereas
the multiple marker methodology [5, 8] avoids the numerical and potentially unphysical
merging of the fluid interfaces, taken into account the physics of bubble collisions in
long-time simulations of bubbly flows.
This paper is organized as follows: The mathematical formulation and numerical methods are presented in section 2. Numerical experiments are presented in section 3. Finally,
concluding remarks and future work are discussed in section 4.
2
2.1

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL METHODS
Incompressible two-phase flow

The Navier-Stokes equations for the dispersed fluid (Ωd ) and continuous fluid (Ωc ) can
be combined into a set of equations in a global domain Ω = Ωd ∪ Ωc , with a singular
source term for the surface tension force at the interface Γ [34, 4]:


∂
(ρv) + ∇ · (ρvv) = −∇p + ∇ · µ ∇v + (∇v)T + (ρ − ρ0 )g + fσ δΓ ,
∂t
∇ · v = 0,

(1)
(2)

where v is the fluid velocity, p denotes the pressure field, ρ is the fluid density, µ is the
dynamic viscosity, g is the gravitational acceleration, fσ δΓ is the surface tension force, δΓ
is the Dirac delta function concentrated at the interface, subscripts d and c denote the
dispersed phase and continuous phase respectively. Physical properties are constant at
each fluid-phase with a jump discontinuity at the interface:
ρ = ρd Hd + ρc (1 − Hd ),

µ = µd Hd + µc (1 − Hd ),
2
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where Hd is the Heaviside step function that is one at fluid d and zero elsewhere. At
discretized level a continuous treatment of physical properties is adopted in order to
avoid numerical instabilities at the interface [4]. If periodic boundary condition is applied
on the y − axis (aligned tog), then a force −ρ0 g is added to the Navier-Stokes equations
(Eq. (1)), with ρ0 = VΩ−1 Ω (ρd Hd + ρc (1 − Hd )) dV , to prevent the acceleration of the
entire flow field in the downward vertical direction due to the action of g [31, 5, 9]. On the
other hand, ρ0 = 0 for simulations without periodic boundary conditions on the y − axis.
2.2

Multiple marker level-set method

The conservative level-set method (CLS) introduced by [4] for interface capturing on
unstructured grids is used in this work. Furthermore, in order to avoid the numerical
coalescence of the fluid interfaces, each fluid particle is represented by a CLS function,
according to the multiple marker CLS method introduced by [5, 8, 9]. In this method, the
interface of the ith fluid particle is defined as the 0.5 iso-surface of a regularized indicator
function φi , where i = 1, 2, ..., nd and nd is the total number of fluid particles in the
dispersed phase. Since the velocity field is solenoidal (Eq. 2), the ith interface transport
equation can be written in conservative form:
∂φi
+ ∇ · φi v = 0,
∂t

i = 1, 2, ..., nd.

(4)

Furthermore, an additional re-initialization equation is introduced in order to keep a sharp
and constant interface profile:
∂φi
+ ∇ · φi (1 − φi )ni = ∇ · ε∇φi ,
∂τ

i = 1, 2, ..., nd.

(5)

This equation is advanced in pseudo-time τ up to steady state. It consists of a compressive
term, φi (1 − φi )ni |τ =0 , which forces the level-set function to be compressed onto the
interface along the normal vector ni , and of a diffusion term, ∇ · ε∇φi , to maintain the
CLS profiles with characteristic thickness ε = 0.5h0.9 , where h is the grid size [4, 8].
Geometrical information on the interface Γi , such as normal vectors ni and curvatures
κi are obtained as follows:
ni (φi ) =

∇φi
,
�∇φi �

κi (φi ) = −∇ · ni .

(6)

Surface tension forces are calculated by the continuous surface force model [16], extended
to the multiple marker CLS method in our previous work [5, 8, 9]:
fσ δΓ =

nd


σκi (φi )∇φi .

(7)

i=1

Finally, in order to avoid numerical instabilities at the interface, fluid properties in Eq. 3
are regularized by means of a global level-set function Hd = φd [5, 8] defined as:
φd (x, t) = max{φ1 (x, t), ..., φnd −1 (x, t), φnd (x, t)}.
3
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2.3

Mass transfer

In this research, it is assumed that convection, diffusion and reaction of the mass
dissolved from the dispersed phase Ωd exists only in the continuous phase Ωc , whereas the
concentration inside the bubbles is kept constant [19, 30, 1]. This assumption is valid for
moderately soluble substances [17], moreover, bubbles do not shrink and the concentration
is not coupled to the hydrodynamics. Therefore, the mass transfer of a chemical species
is given by the following convection-diffusion-reaction equation, which is only considered
in the continuous phase Ωc :
∂C
+ ∇ · (vC) = ∇ · (D∇C) + ṙ,
∂t

(9)

where C is the concentration of the dissolved species, D is the diffusion coefficient which
takes the value Dc in Ωc and Dd in Ωd , ṙj denotes the overall chemical reaction rate, e.g.
ṙj = −k1 C with k1 defined as the first-order reaction rate constant.
Given a cell ΩP and its neighbor cells Ωi with common vertexes, and the global level-set
function φd defined in Eq. (8), then ΩP is an interface cell if there is at least one cell Ωi
for which φd,P > 0.5 and φd,i < 0.5, or φd,P < 0.5 and φd,i > 0.5, or if φd,P = 0.5. Here
the subindex P denotes the current cell, and subindex i denotes the neighbor cell. In this
context, the concentration of the dissolved species (C) at the interface cells is computed
by linear interpolation, using information of the concentration field from the continuous
fluid phase Ωc (excluding interface cells). This linear interpolation is performed using a
nodes stencil {P, I, Fp}, P denotes the node at the current interface cell ΩP , I denotes
a point at the interface, Fp denotes the projection of the node F on the line lp , F is the
closest node to the line lp selected from the neighbor nodes of P , in a region of two cell
layers around ΩP , lp is a line orthogonal to the interface which contains the points xP
and xI . Indeed, CP is computed as follows:
CP = CI −

||xI − xP ||
(CI − CFp ),
||xI − xFp ||

(10)

where CFp = CF + (xFp − xF ) · (∇h C)F . The minimum distance from the point Fp to the
interface Γ is approximated as follows: ||xI − xFp || = ||xI − xP || + |nP · (xF − xP )|, with
nP = (∇h φd )P /||(∇h φd )P ||. The distance function at the cell P , |d(xP , t)|, is calculated
from the CLS function φd (xP , t), as follows: ||xI − xP || = |2ε (tanh−1 (2φd (xP , t)) − 1) |
[4, 27].
2.4

Numerical methods

The Navier-Stokes equations, Eq. (1-2), interface capturing equations, Eqs. (4-5),
and mass transfer equation, Eq. (9), are solved with a finite-volume discretization of
the physical domain on a collocated unstructured mesh [4], where both scalar and vector
variables (p, v, φ, ρ and µ) are stored in the cell centroids. Following [4], the convective
term of momentum equation (Eq. (1)), interface transport equation (Eq. (4)), and mass
transfer equation (Eq. (9)), is explicitly computed approximating the fluxes at cell faces
4
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with a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Superbee limiter scheme [4]. Diffusive terms
are centrally differenced, whereas a distance-weighted linear interpolation is used to find
the cell face values of physical properties and interface normals, unless otherwise stated.
Gradients are computed at cell centroids by means of the least-squares method [4]. A
central difference scheme is used to discretize both compressive and diffusive terms of the
re-initialization equation (Eq. (5)). The resolution of the velocity and pressure fields is
achieved using a standard fractional-step projection method originally developed by [18].
In the first step a predictor velocity (v∗ ) is computed as follows:
n

d

ρv∗ − ρn vn
= Cnv + Dnv + (ρ − ρ0 )g +
σκi (φi )∇h φi ,
∆t
i=1

(11)

where super-index n denotes the previous time step, Dv (v) = ∇h · µ∇h v + ∇h · µ(∇h v)T ,
∇h · µ∇h v is approximated by a central difference scheme, ∇h · µ(∇h v)T is calculated by
the Gauss-Theorem [4], ∇h φi and (∇h v)T are evaluated by using the least-squares method
[4], κi (φi ) is obtained at each cell according to Eq. (6), and Cv (ρv) = −∇h · (ρvv) is
discretized using flux limiters schemes [4, 8]. In a second step a corrected velocity (v) is
computed by:
ρv − ρv∗
= −∇h (p),
(12)
∆t
Furthermore, imposing ∇h ·v = 0 to Eq. (12) results in a Poisson equation for the pressure
field, which is solved by means of a preconditioned conjugate gradient method:


1
1
∇h ·
∇h p =
∇h · (v∗ ) ,
e∂Ω · ∇h p|∂Ω = 0.
(13)
ρ
∆t
Finally, a cell-face velocity vf [4, 8] is used to advect momentum (Eq. (1)), CLS functions
(Eq. (4)), and concentration (Eq. (9)). This velocity is defined to fulfill the incompressibility constraint in each control volume, Eq. 2, and to avoid pressure-velocity decoupling
when the pressure projection is made on collocated meshes [29]:



∆t
∆t
vf =
wq vq +
(∇h p)q −
(∇h p)f ,
(14)
ρq
ρf
q∈{P,F }

where P and F are the control volumes with common face f [4, 8], wq = 0.5, ρf is
calculated by arithmetic averaging. The reader is referred to Appendix B of our previous
work [8] for further technical details on the origin of Eq. (14).
A TVD Runge-Kutta method [22] is used for time integration of advection equation
(Eq. (4)) and re-initialization equation (Eq. (5)). Solving Eq. (5) up to steady-state
results in a smooth transition of φi at the interface, proportional to the diffusion coefficient
ε = 0.5h0.9 , where h is the grid size [4]. One iteration per physical time step of the reinitialization Eq. (5) is sufficient to keep the profile of the CLS functions in present work
[4, 7].
5
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Present numerical algorithms are implemented in the framework of an in-house parallel C++/MPI code called TermoFluids [33]. The code is run on the supercomputer
MareNostrum IV using a range of 96 − 576 CPU cores for 3D simulations of bubbly
flows. The reader is referred to [4, 5, 6, 8, 9] for additional technical details on the finitevolume discretization of Navier-Stokes equations, energy equation and level-set equations
on collocated unstructured grids.
3

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Validations and verifications of the CLS method [4] have been reported in our previous works, for instance: dam-break problem and gravity-driven motion of single bubbles
[4, 6], binary droplet collision with bouncing outcome [5], drop collision against a fluid
interface without coalescence [5], bubbly flows in vertical channels [9, 11], falling droplets
[10], Taylor bubbles [12], and thermocapillary-driven motion of deformable droplets [7].
Therefore, this research can be considered a further step in the development of numerical
methods for simulation of bubbly flows with interfacial mass transfer (or heat transfer)
using unstructured meshes.
Regarding validation and verification of this numerical model, present numerical experiments are focused on DNS of gravity-driven bubbly flows with mass transfer. Therefore,
the relevant physical quantities are summarized as follows: σ, g, UT , d, ρd , ρc , µd , µc , where
UT is the rise velocity and d = (6V /π)1/3 is the initial spherical volume equivalent diameter
of the bubble. Nondimensionalization results in next parameters [17]:
Mo ≡

gµ4c ∆ρ
,
ρ2c σ 3

Eo ≡

gd2∆ρ
,
σ

Re ≡

ρc UT d
,
µc

ηρ ≡

ρc
,
ρd

ηµ ≡

µc
,
µd

(15)

where, ηρ is the density ratio, ηµ is the viscosity ratio, Mo is the Morton number, ∆ρ =
|ρc −ρd | is the density difference between the fluid phases, subscript d denotes the dispersed
fluid phase, subscript c denotes the
continuous fluid phase, Eo is the Eötvös number, Re
is the Reynolds number, and t∗ = t g/d is the dimensionless time. Moreover, numerical
results for each bubble (Rei (t)) will be reported in terms of the so-called drift velocity
[31], (UT )i (t) = (�vi �(t) − �vc �(t)) · ey , defined as the bubble velocity with respect to a
stationary container, where �vi �(t) is the velocity of the bubble centroid, �vc �(t) is the
spatial averaged velocity of the continuous fluid in Ωc .
In addition, large-scale models incorporates closures for mass transfer by means of a
Sherwood correlation, Sh = f (Re, Sc), whereas it is expected an effect of the bubble
fraction α in bubble swarms. Mass transfer in bubbly flows can be characterized by the
Sherwood number (Sh) and, Schmidt number (Sc) or Peclet number (P e), defined in Ωc
as follows:
kL d
µc
UT d
Sh =
, Sc =
, Pe =
= ReSc,
(16)
Dc
ρc Dc
Dc
with kL defined as the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient. Simulation of bubbly flows
with mass transfer is performed in a fully periodic domain (Section 3.2). Therefore,
saturation of chemical species concentration is avoided by including a first order chemical
6
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reaction in Ωc [30]. The mass transfer coefficient (kL (t)) in bubbly flow with mass transfer
and first order chemical reaction (Section 3.2) is computed as follows:
kL (t) =

VΩc k1 �C�Ωc (t)

(HC0 − �C�Ωc (t)) nd
i=1 Ai (t)

(17)

where VΩc is the volume of Ωc , H is the Henry constant
 (H = 1 unless otherwise stated),
C0 is the concentration inside the bubble, Ai (t) = Ω ||∇φi ||dV is the bubble surface,
�C�Ωc (t) is the spatial averaged concentration in Ωc .
3.1

Diffusion of a stationary spherical bubble

The validation of the numerical model to solve the mass transfer equation (Eq. (9))
is performed by comparing simulation result of stationary spherical bubble in a quiescent
liquid pool with analytical solution. At steady state, the mass transfer of a chemical
species with first order chemical reaction, in spherical coordinates is written as:


Dc ∂
2 ∂C
r
− k1 C = 0
(18)
r 2 ∂r
∂r
which has the following analytical solution:
C(r) = C0

d e−ar
2r e−ad/2

(19)

with a = (k1 /Dc )1/2 , C0 is the concentration inside the bubble and d is the bubble
diameter.
In this simulation, the bubble of diameter d, is fixed at the center of a cubic domain
Ω = [0, 3.6d] × [0, 3.6d] × [0, 3.6d]. Furthermore k1 = 0.5, Dc = 5 × 10−4 , C0 = 1
and d = 0.277̄. The velocity field is set to v = 0 in the whole domain, whereas the
initial concentration is one inside the droplet and zero otherwise. Neumann boundary
condition is used on the confining boundary. The mesh is conformed by uniform and
tetrahedral control volumes, with averaged grid sizes h = {d/36, d/18, d/9} and number
of control volumes Ncv = {29.5M, 3.6M, 0.5M} respectively. Comparison between the
continuous radial concentration profile and the analytical solution is presented in Fig.
1-a for different grid sizes (h). As can be seen there is a close agreement between the
computed concentration and the exact solution, moreover the accuracy increases with grid
refinement. Fig. 1-b shows species concentration field at steady state . It is observed that
the species diffuses from the bubble to the continuous liquid phase, as a consequence of
the concentration gradient at the interface. Therefore this validation indicates that the
present method has been correctly implemented on unstructured meshes.
3.2

Mass transfer in bubble swarms

Ω is defined as a cube of length-side 4d, where d is the initial bubble diameter. Ω
is divided in 8M uniform hexahedral cells, with grid size h = d/50, distributed on 576
7
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Figure 1: Mass transfer with first order chemical reaction from a stationary spherical bubble, at steady
state. (a) Grid convergence, mesh conformed by tetrahedral cells, grid size h = d/36 (+), h = d/18
(∗) and h = d/9 (◦). Analytical solution (continuous red line). (b) Concentration field at steady state,
h = d/36 .

Figure 2: Mass transfer with first order chemical reaction from a bubble swarm (8 bubbles) in a cubic
periodic domain, at t∗ = tg 1/2 d−1/2 = 62.6. Eo = 3.125, M o = 5 × 10−6 , ηρ = ηµ = 100, Sc = 10,
α = 6.5%. (a) Concentration contours on a plane x − y. (b) Vorticity contours, Ωz = ez · ∇ × v, on a
plane x − y.

processors. Periodic boundary conditions are used on the x − y, y − z and x − z boundary
planes. At the beginning, bubbles are initially placed in Ω following a random pattern,
whereas the fluid phases are quiescent. Since fluids are assumed to be incompressible
and bubble merging is not allowed, the void fraction (α = Vbubbles /VΩ ) and the number of
bubbles are constant throughout the simulation.
Dimensionless parameters used in this simulation are Eo = 3.125, M = 5 × 10−6,
ηρ = 100, ηµ = 100, Sc = 10, α = 6.5%, and k1 d2 Dc−1 = 79.7. corresponding to dilute
bubbly flows with 8 bubbles contained in the periodic cube. Fig. 2 shows an snapshot
of the motion of a swarm of 8 bubbles in a full periodic domain at t∗ = 65.6, and slices
8
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Figure 3: Mass transfer with first order chemical reaction from a bubble swarm (8 bubbles) in a cubic
periodic domain. Eo = 3.125, M o = 5 × 10−6 , ηρ = ηµ = 100, Sc = 10, α = 6.5%. Time evolution for:
(a) Reynolds number for each bubble, and average Reynolds number (red line). (b) Bubble surface. (c)
Chemical species averaged concentration in Ωc . (d) Mass transfer coefficient (kl ). (e) Bubble trajectories.

of concentration field C (Fig. 2a) and vorticity field ey · ∇ × v (Fig. 2b) on the plane
x − y. Fig. 3 depicts the time evolution of Reynolds number Rei (t), bubble surface Ai (t),
chemical species concentration averaged in Ωc , mass transfer coefficient kL (t) computed by
means of Eq. (17), and bubble trajectories. Furthermore, Fig. 3a illustrates that Rei (t)
presents an oscillatory and transient behaviour due to the bubble-bubble interactions
according to the so-called drafting-kissing-tumbling phenomenon [5, 9, 10], whereas the
bubble swarm achieves a quasi-steady steady state after t∗ ∼ 40. Regarding the chemical
species averaged concentration in Ωc (Fig. 3c) and mass transfer coefficient (Fig. 3d),
these tend also to a quasi steady-state at t∗ ∼ 40.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A level-set model for interfacial mass transfer (or heat transfer) in two-phase flows has
been introduced. From a numerical and computational point of view, numerical experiments performed in this work demonstrate the ability of the present method for simulating bubbly flows with interfacial mass transfer and chemical reaction, taken into account
bubble collisions, avoiding numerical merging of the fluid interfaces. From a physical
point of view, bubble swarm simulation in full periodic domain shows random fluctuations in bubble velocities analogous to that observed in turbulence, whereas the averaged
Reynolds number tend to the steady-state. Furthermore, these random fluctuations are
observed also on the bubble surfaces. Regarding the spatial averaged chemical species
concentration, it achieves the steady state after an initial transient, whereas the mass
transfer coefficient tends to a quasi steady-state at t∗ ∼ 40. Altogether, this model leads
9
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to a powerful tool for simulating mass transfer in bubble swarms, including the impact
of the hydrodynamics, which are relevant to understanding the mechanisms controlling
mass transfer and chemical reactions in reactive systems. Extensions of these capabilities
for bubbly flows with complex chemical reactions, surfactants and phase change, in the
context of the conservative level-set method introduced by [4, 5, 9], will be presented in
future works.
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Abstract. Long, slender pipes in steam generators and condensers are typically connected with a U-bend. In this paper, a U-bend is considered with horizontal straight
pipes subjected to an initially stratified water/air flow which moves upwards against
gravity. The tube is assumed to be rigid. The flow is analyzed with a Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes Volume-Of-Fluid approach. For low mass flow rates, separate gas bubbles
form on the top side of the return pipe because the gravity forces are stronger than the
inertia forces. The liquid layer builds up until a cross-section of the pipe in front of the
bend is entirely filled with water, leading to liquid slug formation. The slug formation
causes an impact on the bend wall. The transient force on the tube allows to determine
precisely the moments of slug initiation and thus to quantify the slug frequency. The
effect of a number of parameters on the flow profile is investigated. Firstly, the liquid
viscosity makes the water-air interface in front of the bend more unstable, but does not
affect the slug initiation point. Secondly, varying the wettability of the wall mainly affects
the gas bubble shape in the return bend. Thirdly, the inlet conditions significantly affect
the force on the wall. Finally, for higher mass flow rates, inertia forces become stronger
than the gravity forces and the liquid layer remains on the outside wall of the bend, even
in the return pipe. This leads to a nearly steady-state condition in the U-bend without
any slug formation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Chemical, energy and process industries use indirect contact heat exchangers to heat
up or cool down fluids. A noteable example is the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, where
one fluid passes through pipes whereas the other fluid is forced in the space between the
pipes and the surrounding shell. In a number of applications, the working fluid is water,
either in its liquid or gas state and typically both, when the liquid evaporates inside the
heat exchanger. During this transition, the so-called two-phase gas-liquid mixture behaves
differently compared to single-phase flows. The formation of large bubbles possibly causes
excitation of the surrounding structure at a specific (liquid slug) frequency, causing large
vibration amplitudes if this frequency is close to the natural frequency of the pipe through
which the mixture is flowing [1]. On the other hand, the damping behaviour of the
structural oscillations [2] and the added mass of the fluid [3] is also different in twophase flow compared to single-phase flow. Consequently, the investigation of vibrations
in evaporators or condensors is of high importance. In a typical heat exchanger geometry,
the required space is limited and therefore the tubes are subdivided in a number of straight
pipe sections which are subsequently connected with U-bends. Although the number of
papers on the topic is large, the understanding of the flow phenomena inside a U-bend
geometry is not complete, also because most studies focus on the pressure drop in a return
bend [4, 5] or on visual observations of the flow profile inside the pipe [6, 7]. Moreover,
most papers discuss experimental results, whereas little numerical research is found. A
noteworthy exception is the paper by Jiang [8], in which Eulerian-Eulerian simulations of
an oil-water mixture are described.
The research presented in this paper consists of the numerical analysis of the pressure
and force fluctuations inside a U-bend. The goal is to quantify the fluctuations’ characteristics, as well as to determine the influence of the liquid viscosity, wall wetting, inlet
void fraction profile and mass flow rate. The obtained flow profile will be compared to
the results found in literature, which are summarized in Section 2.
2

Literature overview

The experimental work by Chen et al. [4] and Padilla et al. [5] provides detailed information about the pressure drop occurring in a U-bend. De Kerpel et al. [6] inspect
the flow through the U-bend visually, but also measure the pressure drop over the Ubend and the void fraction profile in the bend with capacitive sensors. An important
conclusion is that the flow in the inlet tube does not seem to be affected by the presence
of the U-bend until just in front of it. This indicates that the tube length in front of
the U-bend does not have to be excessively large to obtain an accurate simulation, even
though De Kerpel et al. also conclude that the flow in not fully-developed even after a
tube length of thirty times the tube diameter. Da Silva Lima and Thome [9] provide an
extensive overview of the flow phenomena occurring in both horizontally and vertically
positioned U-bends for different diameters, bend radii and mass flow rates. The liquid is
pushed against the outer wall of the U-bend at low mass flow rates. The air and water
phases are clearly separated in the U-bend. This flow regime is the result of the more
2
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the numerical domain.
important effect of gravity forces compared to inertia forces due to the low inlet velocities.
The relative effect of inertia with respect to gravity is quantified with a Froude number,
which is also dependent on the gas and liquid densities and even on the location in the
U-bend.
Wang et al. [7] observe the formation of large bubbles inside the U-bend, even if
the flow is stratified in the inlet tube. Their experimental set-up with a mass flow rate
equal to 50kg/m2 s and vapour quality equal to 0.001 in a U-bend with bend radius
equal to 1.5D forms the basis for the numerical investigation presented here. Their flow
visualization in [7] allows immediate comparison with the obtained results. Wang et al.
observe liquid build-up near the bend entrance which grows until the cross-section of the
tube is completely filled with liquid, therefore creating a large air bubble in the bend.
In a follow-up analysis, Wang et al. [10] further describe the upwards flowing air-liquid
mixture in a horizontal U-bend. They find that an initially present air bubble, or the air
layer in case of the flow remains stratified in the bend in case of larger flow rates, makes a
small portion of the liquid unable to move through the bend (due to gravity and reaction
forces), causing flow reversal of the liquid in the bend. This is the origin of the liquid
build-up at a lower point in the U-bend.
3
3.1

Methodology
Case definition

The geometry is based on the experimental set-up described by Wang et al. [7]. The
pipe’s diameter is denoted by D and equals 0.0069m. The bend radius is taken equal
to 1.5D. The inlet tube prior to the inlet is 5D long and the outlet tube is 4D long.
Both are positioned horizontally, meaning that the flow in the bend itself is vertical and
moving upwards against the gravity (the gravitational acceleration equals 9.81 m/s2 ). The
numerical domain is shown in Figure 1.
The CFD simulations are performed with the commercial finite-volume solver ANSYS
Fluent 17.1. It was opted for to model the two-phase flow with a Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF)

3
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approach. In this interface-capturing technique, a scalar field αw is defined as the volume
taken up by the water, expressed as a fraction of the total cell volume (thus between
0 and 1). The VOF technique is a one-fluid method, meaning that only one mass and
one momentum equation are solved for the entire domain. These equations are similar to
the Navier-Stokes equations for a single-phase flow, but the local fluid variables such as
density and viscosity are calculated as a weighted average of the phase properties, with
αw as weighting function:
ρmixture = αw ρw + (1 − αw )ρa

(1a)

µmixture = αw µw + (1 − αw )µa

(1b)

The two-phase flow described in this research, consists of two incompressible, Newtonian fluids: water and air. The density of water (ρw ) and of air (ρa ) equal 1000kg/m3
and 1.205kg/m3 , respectively, while the dynamic viscosity of water (µw ) and of air (µa )
equal 10−3 kg/ms and 18.21 10−6 kg/ms, respectively. The surface tension between both
phases equals 0.07275 N/m. The flow profile applied at the inlet is always stratified: the
water layer is positioned below an air layer. At the outlet boundary, the pressure is set
to atmospheric pressure. In ANSYS Fluent 17.1, the specified pressure field is not the
actual pressure, but the absolute pressure minus a theoretical field defined by ρref g hcell ,
with ρref a fixed reference density, g the gravitational constant (9.81m/s2 ) and hcell the
height of the local cell center in the gravitational field. The reference value ρref was set to
the density of air, but since the phase profile at the outlet changes over time, the actual
hydrostatic pressure present at the outlet is not met in every timestep. This causes some
backflow of air into the domain. However, this phenomenon is local and only affects the
flow close to the outlet, not in the bend itself. The no-slip condition is applied to the
tube walls and the wall wetting angle is set to 90◦ in the reference case.
3.2

Discretization schemes

In order to maintain a stable solution of the problem, the pressure-based solution
method was solved with a fully-coupled approach. This means that the pressure-velocity
coupling was done in a coupled manner, but also that the scalar transport equation for αw ,
required to update the VOF-profile in the domain, was implemented inside the pressurevelocity coupling iterations. The convective and pressure terms were spatially discretized
with the second-order upwind and PRESTO!-schemes, respectively. The gradient was discretized with a Least-Squares Cell-Based approach. The compressive scheme was used for
the interpolation of αw . Finally, turbulence was modelled with the k − ω SST model [11].
In order to limit the computational time and because turbulence is of lesser importance
in the development of the flow profile in this particular case, it was deemed sufficient to
use a first-order discretization for the turbulent parameters k and ω. The second-order
implicit transient formulation with variable timestep (with time step ∆t set to 0.0001s,
except in case of force peaks, where it was lowered to 0.000005s) was used as the time
discretization scheme.

4
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3.3

Mesh analysis

The reference mesh used in the numerical simulations contains 630, 000 cells. The
midplane of the mesh and a cross-section of the mesh are depicted in Figure 2. The
y + -values of the reference mesh are all below 5 for the majority of calculated time steps.
Only close to the time instant where a bubble is formed, some y + -values are found in the
range of 5 − 8. The reason is that the incompressible air flow has to move through a fine
gap in between the large water layer and the tube wall (like shown in Figure 6b). The
y + -profile at this severe time instant is shown in Figure 4a. In an attempt to improve the
y + -resolution, the mesh was refined locally, as shown in Figure 3. The resolution in the
zone encompassing the point of bubble initiation was refined. The y + -profile, however,
did not improve during the next bubble initiation, as shown in Figure 4b. Presumably,
this y + -peak cannot be avoided within the limits of this numerical simulation due to the
incompressible nature of the fluids. Additionally, it should be noted that this y + -peak
does not persist for a long period of time: about 3ms after the bubble formation, all y + values are again below 5. The occurrence of this local and temporary peak of y + -values
is deemed acceptable since the instability presented here is not of turbulent nature, nor
is it heavily influenced by the wall shear stress.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: View of the reference mesh containing 630, 000 cells. (a) Midplane (b) Crosssection of the tube

4
4.1

Results
Characteristic flow profile

On the reference mesh, a mass flow rate equal to 50kg/m2 s and vapour quality equal to
0.001 is set at the inlet. The VOF-profile is a stratified water-air profile, with αw = 0.3.
The force in the horizontal direction, perpendicular to the inlet face, is plotted in Figure 5.
It is immediately clear that the force profile is dominated by a very sharp peak. Moreover,
the time interval in between two consecutive peaks is rather constant and equal to about
0.15s. The peak corresponds to the formation of a large bubble in the U-bend: the water
5
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 3: View of the refined mesh containing 1, 688, 407 cells. (a) Midplane view of the
entire mesh (b) Zoom on the transition between the original and refined mesh zones
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Figure 4: y + -profile of all near-wall cells at the most severe time instant (bubble formation). (a) Reference mesh (b) Refined mesh
layer builds up close to the U-bend entrance until it fills an entire cross-section of the tube.
This build-up is the result of both the incoming water and the flow reversal inside the
bend; at this flow speed, the water in the vertical portion of the bend is initially pushed
back by gravity. The air downstream of the liquid build-up is now separated from the
air layer at the inlet of the domain and moves further up the bend due to its initial flow
speed and due to buoyancy. Prior to the formation of this bubble, the pressure upstream
of the liquid build-up increases significantly, as can be seen in Figure 6. The reason is
that the incompressible air is pushed through a narrow gap between the liquid layer and
the tube wall. Subsequently, the final part of the liquid build-up occurs with an impact
of the water layer on the upper part of the tube.
After the strong peak is a zone of slightly elevated pressure. This zone corresponds to
the migration of the newly-formed bubble from the inner part of the tube to the outer part
due to buoyancy. During the gas transport across the cross-section, liquid gets displaced
and pushes against the outer tube wall. Yet, there is no impact of liquid nor a strong
pressure build-up associated to this motion, such that the pressure elevation is quite
moderate. Finally, it should be noted that there are some high-frequency oscillations to
6
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Figure 5: Force in the axial direction as a function of time for αw = 0.3 at the inlet, using
the reference mesh.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Contour plot on the tube wall at time instant t = 1.09s. (a) Pressure [Pa] (b)
αw [-]
be seen in the time signal of the force. For example, just after t = 1.3s, such a zone occurs.
This is typically the result of the oscillation of the gas-liquid interface, which has a clear
contribution on the pressure and thus the force because of the incompressible nature of
the fluids. At this particular time instant, the bubble has almost finished moving towards
the outer part of the tube, but it remains attached by a narrow gas strip to the inner wall
of the bend. When the air bubble detaches, the interface quickly bounces back to form a
spherical bubble shape, but it experiences some pulsating oscillations in the meantime.
Following the mesh analysis described in Section 3.3, it should be noted that the flow
7
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profile for both meshes is similar (not shown), yet there is a clear discrepancy between the
force profiles in both meshes. The force profile for the refined mesh is given in Figure 7.
There are mainly two differences with the force profile shown in Figure 5. Firstly, there
is a secondary peak around t = 1.4s. By investigating the flow field, it was found that
this corresponds to the bubble detachment from the inner tube wall. As discussed above,
the gas-liquid interface moves quickly during the time instant following the detachment
to form a more spherical shape around the gas pocket. This causes some liquid impact
on the bend wall. It seems that, depending on the mesh refinement, the exact location
of the impact of the liquid jet is still in the bend (therefore showing a force peak in the
horizontal force) or just behind it in the return pipe (therefore not showing this force
peak). Secondly, the pressure peak values are double compared to the value obtained
for the reference mesh. It should be noted, however, that the peaks are resolved in both
cases, i.e. they contain several time steps. Also, the force integral is similar in both cases,
yielding about 3.9 10−6 N.s in the reference case and 3.7 10−6 N.s for the refined mesh.
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Figure 7: Force in the axial direction as a function of time for alphaw = 0.3 at the inlet,
using the refined mesh.

4.2

Parameter study

In the following sections, the effect of the liquid viscosity and wall wetting on the flow
profile will be investigated. Finally, one case will be shown where the mass flow rate is
sufficiently high such that the inertia forces dominate over the gravitational effect. All
simulations described in this paragraph have been performed on the reference mesh.

8
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4.2.1

Liquid viscosity

The liquid viscosity has a limited effect on the flow profile. The contour plot of the
liquid volume fraction is shown in Figure 8 for a time instant just after bubble formation
and for two different water viscosities. Qualitatively, there seems to be only one difference:
the liquid layer prior to the bend entrance looks more unstable for the case with the higher
viscosity. This is a well-known observation, summarized by Tzotzi et al. [12], who found
that an increasing liquid velocity facilitates the onset of slug flow at low gas velocities.
This effect is clearly visible in the present simulations. However, the slightly changed
behaviour in the inlet tube does not seem to affect the bubble formation and does not
change the time period of the force signal (not shown). Apparently, the liquid build-up at
the bend entrance is not dependent on the liquid viscosity, but merely on the amount of
liquid mass being transported to it, which is the same in both cases. Finally, the bubble
closest at the outlet is larger in Figure 8a than in Figure 8b, but this is due to the fact
the hydrostatic pressure at the outlet is not completely in equilibrium with the boundary
condition, allowing some expansion of the gas bubble on the one hand and some flow
reversal of air on the other hand.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Contour plot of αw [-] on the midplane. (a) µw = 0.001kg/ms (b) µw =
0.005kg/ms

4.2.2

Wall wetting

At the tube wall, the boundary condition applied to the scalar field αw can be set
such that the air-water interface makes a given angle with the tube wall. This contact
angle is a quantitative measure of the wall wettability: large contact angles correspond
to hydrophobic walls, whereas a hydrophilic wall would have a small contact angle. In
order to verify the influence of this parameter on the flow profile, two cases are defined,
where the contact angle equals 90◦ and 114◦ , respectively. The other boundary conditions
stay the same for both cases. Figure 9 provides the contour plot of αw in the two distinct
cases. The discrepancy between both is only limited to the gas-liquid interface close to
the wall, where the angle is indeed defined differently. The contact angle could affect the
9
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periodicity of the force on the bend if the amount of air in a single bubble would vary
significantly with the value of the contact angle. However, nothing indicates that the
bubble formation is in any way affected by this, meaning that the phenomenon analyzed
in this work occurs independent of type of coating applied on the inside of the tube wall.

(b)

(a)

Figure 9: Contour plot of αw [-] on the midplane for different values of the contact angle
between the gas-liquid interface and the tube wall. (a) 90◦ (b) 114◦

4.2.3

Mass flow rate

In the previous sections, the mass flow rate was sufficiently low such that the inertia
forces were weak compared to the buoyancy effect. This allowed the occurrence of flow
reversal in the bend and thus the creating of bubbles at the bend entrance. When increasing the mass flow rate, it is expected that the liquid flow will be able to move through
the bend without reversing due to gravity. To verify this, a new case is defined where the
mass flux equals G = 300kg/m2 s. The vapour quality is adapted to x = 0.009, because
this is similar to an experiment performed by Wang et al. [10]. Because the initial geometry appeared to influence the flow in the bend, the inlet and outlet tube length were
increased to 10D and 9D, respectively. The resulting αw -profile is shown in Figure 10.
It was verified that for the given mesh of 1, 230, 768 cells, the y + values were below 5.
Since the inertia is dominant over the gravity, there is no liquid build-up and therefore no
bubble formation. The force on tube wall (not shown) is predictably constant and equal
to the change of momentum of the flow in the bend. The flow does not even seem to be
affected a lot by the gravity, since the water layer does not drop in the shown midplane.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, the flow of an air/water-mixture inside a U-bend geometry is investigated
numerically. It is found that for low mass flow rates, bubbles are formed at the inlet of
the U-bend, causing force peaks on the tube wall. The values of these force peaks are
dependent on the mesh refinement, but the force integral and the point of bubble initiation
10
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Figure 10: Contour plot of αw [-] on the tube wall at a time instant t = 0.42s. The inlet
mass flux equals 300kg/m2 s and the inlet vapour quality equals 0.009. The inlet value of
αw is 0.3.
are not. The y + -maximum is above 5 for a limited number of time steps around the time
instant of bubble initiation.
Both the liquid viscosity and the wall wetting angle have no effect on the bubble
initiation nor on the period of the temporal force profile. The most interesting parameter
is the mass flow rate applied at the inlet: for sufficiently high mass flow rates, inertia
overcomes the buoyancy effects in the U-bend. The force on the wall is then nearly
constant and equal to the momentum reversal of the liquid in the bend.
Following the analysis described above, it is possible that the value of the time period
between two bubble formations described in Section 4.1 is dependent on the mass flow
rate and thus the relative influence of gravity compared to inertia. This will be the subject
of future work.
6
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Abstract. Slow combustion is considered under the assumption of an infinitely thin
flame front. We present a tracking method which fulfills the jump conditions at the flame
front by using marker points and a singular volumetric flux source at the interface. Due
to the low Mach number assumption, Helmholtz decomposition of the velocity field is
used to solve two easier sub-problems. Comparison of the flame shape with level set CFD
solutions yields good agreement.
1

INTRODUCTION

Numerical investigation of combustion and flame propagation is a complex problem on
multiple scales. One has to account for chemical reactions, gas dynamics and interface
tracking in a highly non-steady problem. However, many industries require a reliable and
good prediction of the behaviour of flammable fluids. As an example, the design of dust
explosion suppression devices requires knowledge of the development of the flame front
and pressure–time evolution.
Two major levels of modelling detail can be distinguished: (I) accounting for chemical
reactions, kinetics and different species combined with computational fluid dynamics, and
(II) models which reduce the flame to an infinitely thin interface. The second approach,
called flame sheet model, is used here.
Darrieus[1] and Landau[2] were one of the first to use a gasdynamic model for flame
propagation, treating the flame front as a discontinuity. However, their model is unconditionally unstable which contradicts observation. Thus, Markstein[3] added a postulated
stabilisation mechanism to better agree with experiments. More complex models for the
flame front description were developed by Shivashinsky[4], Matalon and Matkowsky[5]
and Class et al.[6]. Here, we use the Markstein model because of its simplicity.
All simulations which use the flame sheet model require a method to keep track of the
flame front. Current state of the art are level-set or volume of fluid methods. Both use
a scalar quantity which is transported with the flame front to describe the position of
the interface. Both require solving at least one additional partial differential equation.
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Furthermore, the exact position of the flame front is unknown. Our approach is to track
the flame front with marker points which move with the front. The goal is to simplify the
flame front tracking to allow for fast predictions of flame propagation.
2

PHYSICAL MODEL

We consider premixed combustion of an ideal gas. Our focus is on closed geometries
of arbitrary shape. However, the method described here is equally valid for any slow
combustion. Therefore, we will keep the description as general as possible.
burnt gas

flame front
unburnt gas, initially at rest
Figure 1: A flame front moves into unburnt gas

2.1

Governing Equations

A flame front separates unburnt, fresh gas from already burnt gas (Figure 1). In both
phases, conservation of mass, momentum and energy have to be fulfilled. We neglect
friction and heat conduction. The tilde indicates that a quantity has a dimension:
∂ ˜ ˜
+ ∇ · (˜
ũ) = 0̃,
(1)
∂ t̃
∂ (˜
ũ) ˜
˜
+ ∇ · (˜
ũũ) = −∇p̃,
(2)
∂ t̃
 
∂ (˜
 (ẽ + ũ2 /2)) ˜  
˜ · (p̃ũ) ,
(3)
+ ∇ · ˜ ẽ + ũ2 /2 ũ = −∇
∂ t̃
with time t̃, density ˜, velocity ũ, pressure p̃ and internal energy density ẽ.
The ideal gas equation is assumed to be valid:
p̃ = ˜R̃T̃ .

(4)

The internal energy density ẽu includes the reaction enthalpy ∆h̃f . γ is the ratio of specific
heats at constant pressure and volume, respectively, c̃p /c̃v :
p˜u /˜
u
ẽu =
+ ∆h̃f .
(5)
γ−1

At t = t0 , the gas is at rest and has a uniform initial density ˜i and pressure p̃i .
The jump conditions at the interface state that mass, momentum and energy flux are
2
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conserved. Index b denotes quantities at the flame front in the burnt gas, index u in the
unburnt gas at the flame front x̃ = x̃f :
˜u (ũu − ũf ) · nf = ˜b (ũb − ũf ) · nf ,
(˜
u ũu (ũu − ũf ) + p̃u I) · nf = (˜
b ũb (ũb − ũf ) + p̃b I) · nf ,








˜u (ũu − ũf ) ẽu + ũ2u /2 + p̃u ũu · nf = ˜b (ũb − ũf ) ẽb + ũ2b /2 + p̃b ũb · nf .

(6)
(7)
(8)

The flame front velocity ũf is the sum of the velocity of the unburnt gas ũu and the
laminar flame speed in normal direction −s̃L nf :
dx̃f
ũf =
(9)
= ũu − s̃L nf .
dt̃
where s̃L is the laminar flame speed defined as the normal velocity of the flame front with
respect to the unburnt gas at the flame front. Following [3], we assume s̃L depends on
the local curvature κ̃ of the flame front and the so–called Markstein length ˜lMa :


s̃L = s̃L,0 1 − κ̃˜lMa .
(10)

The Markstein length is assumed to be of the order of the flame thickness[3] and s̃L,0 is
constant.
n
ũu −nũu

flame front
tangential plane
burnt

unburnt
ũb

tangential plane

ũu
ũf =

nf

−s̃L nf

flame front

2
t2 ũtu,b

dx̃f
dt̃

ũtu,b

x̃f

1
t1 ũtu,b

˜b , p̃b , ẽb ˜u , p̃u , ẽu

ũb

(a) Jump of velocity

x̃
n

nũnb

(b) Tangential plane and normal direction

Figure 2: Illustration of the jump conditions at the flame front

2.2

Stability of the Flame Front

For the linear stability analysis, a plane flame front is assumed. The dispersion relation
for the growth rate Ω̃ of a disturbance with wavenumber k̃ reads as[3, 7]:




(σ + 1) Ω̃ 2 + 2 1 + k̃˜lMa σ k̃s̃L,0 Ω̃ − σ − 1 − 2˜lMa σ k̃ σ k̃ 2 s̃2L,0 = 0̃.
(11)
3
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where σ is the expansion ratio, defined as ˜u /˜
b . In case of isobaric conditions with
uniform temperature in the unburnt gas, it is constant.
To obtain the critical wavenumber k̃c we set Ω̃ = 0̃:
σ−1
.
(12)
k̃c =
2˜lMa σ
The flame front is stable for perturbations with a wavenumber k̃ > k̃c , and unstable
for k̃ < k̃c . Thus, the stabilisation mechanism acts as a low-pass filter. Setting ˜lMa = 0,
the laminar flame velocity s̃L is constant and the flame front is unconditionally unstable
for all perturbation wavelengths (Darrieus–Landau instability).
2.3

Non-dimensional Formulation

We introduce characteristic values to obtain a non-dimensional formulation. Pressure
and density are scaled with their initial values. s̃L,0 is the characteristic velocity, and
the characteristic length L̃ is problem-dependent, e.g. vessel diameter or channel width.
We define ε = ˜i s̃2L,0 /p̃i = s̃2L,0 /c̃2i γ = Ma2ref /γ, proportional to the square of a reference
Mach number Ma = s̃L,0 /c̃i , with the speed of sound at initial conditions c̃i . We get for
Equations (1) to (3):
∂
+ ∇ · (u) = 0,
(13)
∂t


∂ (u)
ε
+ ∇ · (uu) = −∇p,
(14)
∂t
 

∂ ( (e + εu2 /2))
+ ∇ · u e + εu2 /2 = −∇ · (pu) ,
(15)
∂t
and jump conditions, Equations (6) to (8):


u (1 − κlMa ) = b unf − unb ,
(16)

2.4

ε (1 − κlMa ) u unu + pu = pb + ε (1 − κlMa ) b unb ,
utu = utb ,
pb /b
pu unu
pb unb
pu /u
+ ∆hf + εu2u /2 −
=
+ εu2b /2 −
.
γ−1
u (1 − κlMa )
γ−1
u (1 − κlMa )

(17)
(18)
(19)

Expansion for Small Mach Numbers

We assume that at all times, the maximum speed of the fluid is much smaller than the
local speed of sound. Thus, we expand all quantities in terms of small ε  1, e.g.:
 = 0 + ε1 + . . . .

For the governing Equations (13) to (15), we obtain in leading order:
1 D0
+ ∇ · u0 = 0,
0 Dt
∇p0 = 0,


1 Dp0
1 D0
1 ∂p0
γ
−
,
=
γ − 1 p0 Dt
0 Dt
p0 ∂t
4
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and in second order for Equation (14):
1 Du0
= −∇p1 .
0 Dt

(23)

The leading order jump conditions, Equations (16) to (19), at the flame front read as:


(24)
u,0 (1 − κlMa ) = b,0 unf,0 − unb,0 ,
1
γ−1



u,0
b,0

pu,0 = pb,0 ,
utu,0 = utb,0 ,



pu,0
pu,0 n
u,0
−1
n
= ∆hf
ub,0 −
.
−
+ (1 − κlMa )
u
pb,0
pb,0
pb,0 u,0

(25)
(26)
(27)

From Equations (21) and (25), we conclude that the leading order pressure is timedependent only. We rename p0 = p̄ (thermodynamic pressure) and p1 = p (pressure
correction). In the following, all other quantities are of leading order.
2.5

Decomposition of the Velocity Field

We decompose the velocity field in an irrotational ∇ϕ and a divergence-free part ∇×ψ:
u = ∇ × ψ + ∇ϕ.

(28)

The scalar potential ϕ is governed by:
∇2 ϕ = ∇ · u = −

1 D
1 1 dp̄
=−
,
 Dt
γ p̄ dt

(29)

with one possible particulate solution ϕp :
ϕp = −

x2 1 1 dp̄
.
2 γ p̄ dt

(30)

At the flame front, the homogeneous solution ϕh is continuous, but its normal gradient
has a jump. For the vector potential ψ, setting ∇ · ψ = 0 w.l.o.g., we get:
∇2 ψ = −∇ × u = −ω.

(31)

The transport equation for vorticity ω = ∇ × u is obtained by taking the curl of
Equation (23):
Dω
1
1 Du
= ω · ∇u − ω∇ · u + 2 ∇ × ∇p = ω · ∇u − ω∇ · u +
× ∇.
(32)
Dt

 Dt
The decomposition (28) allows us to solve two easier sub-problems: finding ϕ and
ψ. Since we already have a particulate solution to the Poisson Equation (29), we use
a boundary element method (panel method[8, 9]) to get the homogeneous solution ϕh .
Here, vorticity and vector potential are not considered.
In the unburnt gas, the vorticity always vanishes, ω = 0. However, the vorticity
generated by the flame front has an influence on the velocity field in the unburnt fluid.
The thermodynamic pressure p̄ is a function of time only. Since entropy is conserved
(except at the flame front), the density in the unburnt is also time-dependent only.
5
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3

FLAME FRONT TRACKING

The flame front is represented by N marker points xf,i , i = 1, . . . , N (Figure 3a). They
move with the flame front according to Equation (9). To fulfill the jump condition for
the normal velocity, we prescribe a singular source distribution along the flame front.
burnt
nf,i

burnt
flame front panels

xf,i+1

xf,i
flame front

xf,i+1

xf,i

uu,i−1

uu,i

uint
u,i

unburnt

unburnt

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Discretisation of the flame front, (b) velocity interpolation

3.1

Panel Method

We adapt the panel method described in [8, 9]. The jump of normal velocity ∆uni at
the flame front is known and equal to the source strength qf of the flame front:


γ−1
(1 − κ(s)lMa ) ∆hf p̄(1−γ)/γ .
(33)
∇ϕh (xf (s)) · nf (s) = qf (s) = ∆un (s) =
γ

s is the arc length across the flame front and [b] denotes the jump of a quantity b when
crossing the front. When discretised, the jump of normal velocity across a panel i is
time-dependent only, ∆uni = f (t).
3.2

Moving the Flame Front

At every time step, we have to move the flame front points. The discretised kinematic
condition for each flame front point xf,i for the time step (n + 1) reads as:
n
n
xn+1
f,i = xf,i + ∆tuf,i .

(34)

The velocity uu induced by the panel method is singular at each panel edge, i.e. marker
point. To obtain a smooth approximate velocity field at the marker points, we interpolate
the velocity uint
u,i using two adjacent panels i and i − 1, see Figure 3b:
uint
u,i =

li uu,i−1 + li−1 uu,i
.
li + li−1

(35)

where li is the length of panel i and uu,i is the velocity of the unburnt gas, evaluated
at centre of panel i.
6
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In order to be able to simulate the propagation of a partially unstable flame front,
we iteratively reseed the marker points in each time step: Panels that are too short
(Figure 4a) or have a too sharp edge (Figure 4b) are cut out, panels that are too long
(Figure 4c) are split. Two parameters have to be specified: the average length lavg of one
panel, where the actual length of each panel has to lie between 0.5lavg and 2lavg and the
minimum angle αmin between two panels.
α < αmin

l < 0.5lavg

l > 2lavg

before

before

before

after

after

after

(a) Panel too short

(b) Panel too sharp

(c) Panel too long

Figure 4: Stabilisation of the flame front moving algorithm

4

APPLICATIONS

We consider the following two-dimensional problems, Figure 5: (I) a plane flame front
in an infinite channel, and (II) combustion in a closed vessel. We represent the twodimensional space by complex numbers z = x + iy, where x = (x, y). The complex
velocity is U = u − iv, with u = (u, v).
4.1

Infinite Channel

The flame front moves into quiescent, unburnt gas in an infinitely long channel (Figure 5a). At the walls, located at zw (y) = ±1 + iy, periodic boundary conditions are
applied. The thermodynamic pressure p̄ and the expansion ratio σ are constant and the
unburnt gas has a uniform temperature distribution.
To fulfill the boundary conditions, we have to apply the method of mirrored panels
as outlined in [10, 11]. For the complex velocity Up at point z induced by a single panel
located between two points z1 and z2 , we get:


sin(π/2 (z − z2 ))
q ||z1 − z2 ||
.
(36)
ln
Up (z) =
2π z1 − z2
sin(π/2 (z − z1 ))
The total velocity U induced by all panels is the sum of all panel contributions Up,i .
4.2

Combustion in a Closed Vessel

A closed vessel is represented by fixed panels (Figure 5b) where the boundary condition
of a vanishing normal velocity has to be satisfied. The pressure rises significantly. The
integral equation for the pressure change reads as:
7
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vessel wall panels
vessel wall

y
burnt

burnt

periodic

periodic

flame front

flame front panels

flame front panels

unburnt
U (x + iy, t) = 0 for y → −∞
−1

x

flame front
unburnt

1
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Flame front in (a) an infinite channel and (b) inside a closed vessel

γ p̄
dp̄
=
dt
Vv



f.f.

(unu − unb ) dO,

(37)

where Vv is the volume of the vessel per unit length. Integration is done along the
flame front (f.f.). The complex velocity Up at point z induced by a single panel between
points z1 and z2 is:


q ||z1 − z2 ||
z − z2
.
(38)
ln
Up (z) =
2π z1 − z2
z − z1
We assume that the vessel wall is adiabatic. Once the flame front touches the wall,
the assumption of no heat loss to the surroundings becomes invalid. Thus, we stop the
simulation.
5

RESULTS

Although vorticity and vector potential are neglected, the following results illustrate
the potential and performance of the presented front tracking method.
5.1

Infinite Channel

Figure 6 shows the stabilisation mechanism due to the Markstein length, with parameters lMa = 0.0416, σ = 6, kc = 10, lavg = 0.005, ∆t = 10−5 and αmin = 120◦ .
At t = 0, the flame front is sinusoidal with an amplitude a = 0.01. If the initial
wavenumber ki is smaller than the critical wavenumber kc (Figure 6a), the distortion will
grow in amplitude, see t = 0 to t = 0.4. For t = 0.8 and t = 1.0, low wavenumber
instabilities with a larger growth rate than the initial wavenumber develop and become
visible.
8
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burnt

y
0.0

0.0

−0.2

−0.2

−0.4

−0.4

−0.6

−0.6

−0.8

−0.8

−1.0

−1.0

−1.2

−1.2

−1.4

−1.4

−1.6

−1.6

unburnt

−1.8
−1.0

−0.5

0.0

burnt

y

x
0.5

1.0

(a) ki = kc − 1

−1.8
−1.0

unburnt
−0.5

0.0

x
0.5

1.0

(b) ki = kc + 1

Figure 6: Planar flame front in a channel, consecutive time intervals from top to bottom with ∆t = 0.2

If the initial wavenumber is higher than the critical wavenumber (Figure 6b), the
distortion is damped, t = 0 to t = 0.2. At t = 0.4, low wavenumber instabilities start to
grow. At t = 0.6, coalescence of instabilities is visible. For t = 0.8, unstable modes have
developed.
An unperturbed flame front moves with velocity v = −1. If it is wrinkled, it is considerably faster. E.g., compare the location of the flame front for t = 0.2 and t = 0.4 for the
wrinkled (left) and almost undisturbed (right) flame front.
5.2

Combustion in a Closed Vessel

Figure 7 shows the flame front inside a rectangular vessel for different times, with
parameters ∆hf = 20, γ = 1.4, lMa = 0.005, lavg = 0.002 and ∆t = 10−6 . The vessel has
a height to width ratio of two to three with rounded corners.
The reaction enthalpy ∆hf is chosen such, that the end pressure, i.e. the pressure
after total adiabatic combustion, is about pe = 9, to agree with bomb calorimeter dust
explosion experiments[12]. Note, the pressure at the end of the simulation (t = 0.1577)
shown in Figure 8 is much less than 9, since a large portion of the gas is not burnt yet.
At t = 0, the flame front is a circle with radius ri = 10−2 (Figure 7). Note, ri must be
larger than the Markstein length ri > lMa , because otherwise the flame would not move.
The flame stays circular until about t = 0.03 since the walls of the vessel are still far
away. Thus, their influence on the flame front is small. At t = 0.06, first deviations from
the initial shape are visible and the boundaries begin to have an impact on the interface.
9
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t = 0.1577
t = 0.12
t = 0.09
t = 0.06
t = 0.03
t=0

Figure 7: Flame front position for confined combustion in a rectangular vessel

Once the flame touches the wall, t = 0.1577, the simulation stops.

pressure

3
2
1
0
0.00

0.03

0.06

0.09
time

0.12

0.15

Figure 8: Pressure rise for confined combustion in a rectangular vessel

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the pressure in time. Since the pressure change depends
on the current pressure, p̄ increases exponentially, cf. Equation (37).
6

DISCUSSION

A new method to track the flame front of slow combustion has been developed and
successfully implemented. The implementation shows good performance and uses modern
parallelisation techniques to enable fast simulations.
The evolution of an initially slightly perturbed flame front in an infinite channel is in
good qualitative agreement with CFD results using a level-set method, compare Figure 6a,
time t = 0.2 with Figure 10 from [7]. The stability limit from our simulations match those
10
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from [3, 7]. We obtain a similar shape of a single wrinkle. However, the method proposed
here is simpler and faster.
For combustion in a close vessel, the Markstein length was large enough to damp all
instabilities. Additionally, the pressure rise of combustion in a vessel is in good agreement
with experiments[12, 13].
Numerical dissipation of the front tracking method presented here is considerably lower
than that of other methods. Our method resolves the flame front as discontinuity. In levelset and front tracking methods, the interface is approximated by finite-sized cells which
do not necessarily coincide with the flame front shape. Thus, it is smeared over multiple
mesh cells.
In addition to the model instability, a numerical instability arises due to the low numerical dissipation of the proposed front tracking method. If not controlled, this leads
to unphysical behaviour of the flame front. Self-intersections of the flame front can occur. Our stabilisation algorithm successfully suppresses the numerical instabilities of the
moving algorithm, with the right choice of parameters.
The minimal angle between two neighbouring panels αmin and the average panel length
lavg need to be carefully adjusted. Too small values of αmin would allow overturning of
neighbouring flame front panels. For sufficiently low average panel lengths, the angle of
a single wrinkle is smaller than αmin . Here, we chose αmin such, that the front moving
algorithm remains stable. lavg was chosen that all unstable wavelengths can be captured
with good accuracy and no aliasing.
Currently, the velocity induced by vorticity generation is neglected. The implementation is current work in progress. For the planar flame front, vorticity can only be generated
at the flame front. There is no density gradient in the burnt gas and the right-hand side
of the vorticity transport Equation (32) is identical to zero. In confined combustion, there
is a non-vanishing divergence of the velocity field and a significant density gradient in the
burnt gas[14]. Thus, the vorticity of a material element increases even after passing the
flame front.
For simple flame models, the front tracking method described here leads to simulation results comparable to literature in short simulation times. We plan to extend our
implementation to account for rotational symmetric geometries and different boundary
conditions at the vessel wall.
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Abstract. The investigation of the pressure developed by a collapsing cavitation bubble is of primary interest for hydraulic turbomachineries, fuel injectors, naval propulsion
systems and biomedical technologies. One of the most critical consequences is the shock
wave emitted by bubbles collapse and the structural damage resulting when this process
takes place close to solid walls. This paper presents a numerical study of the interaction between a planar incident shock wave with a gas bubble. Simulations are performed
using an inviscid compressible one-fluid solver composed by three conservation laws for
mixture variables, namely mass, momentum and total energy along with a supplementary
transport equation for the volume fraction of the gas phase.

1

INTRODUCTION

Cavitation erosion is a major problem for hydraulic and marine applications. This
phenomenon occurs when vapor bubbles collapse in the vicinity of solid walls leading
to negative consequences, such as vibrations, material damages and performance loss.
To clarify the physical mechanism, numerous experimental and numerical studies of the
collapse of cavity in water under shock wave loading have been proposed [10, 1, 11, 5, 4, 9].
The bubble collapse close to the wall has been addressed as the fundamental mechanism
producing damage. Its general behavior is characterized by the formation of a water jet
that penetrates through the bubble and the generation of a blast wave during the induced
collapse. Both the jet and the blast wave are possible damaging mechanisms.
In the present study, the shock induced collapse of a gas bubble located near a wall is
numerically investigated. We describe the main characteristics of the phenomenon with
particular consideration of the maximum wall pressure. A key parameter is the distance
between the bubble center and the wall. Simulations are performed using an inviscid
compressible one-fluid code based on a four-equation system. It consists in solving three
mixture conservation laws for the mass, momentum and energy and a transport-equation
for the gas volume fraction [2, 3].
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2

EQUATIONS AND MODELS

The homogeneous mixture approach is used with the assumption of thermal and mechanical local equilibrium between pure phases. We consider a reduction of the fiveequation model of Kapila [6]. The model consists in three conservation laws for mixture
mass, mixture momentum and total energy together with an additional equation for the
void ratio [2]. The expression for the void ratio equation α is given by:
∂ρ
+ div(V� )
∂t

= 0

(1)

�)
∂(ρV
� ⊗V
� + P Id ) = 0
+ div(ρV
∂t
∂(ρE)
+ div(ρV� H) = 0
∂t

∂α
+ div(αV� )
∂t

(2)
(3)


 2

 ρl cl − ρv c2v

 div(V� )
= 
+
α
2
2
 ρl cl

 1−α + ρvαcv

� �� �

(4)

=K

where ck are the speed of sound of phase k and V� the mixture velocity vector. The system
has a hyperbolic nature with eigenvalues: u − cwallis , u, u, u + cwallis , where cwallis is the
the propagation of acoustic waves without mass and heat transfer. This speed of sound
is expressed as a weighted harmonic mean of speeds of sound of each phase:
1
ρc2wallis

=

1−α
α
+
ρv c2v
ρl c2l

(5)

The stiffened gas EOS is used for both pure phases. From the thermal and mechanical
equilibrium assumption, an expression for the mixture pressure and temperature can be
deduced :
P (ρ, e, α, Y )
1
γ(α) − 1

= (γ(α) − 1)ρ(e − q(Y )) − γ(α)P∞ (α)
α
1−α
=
+
; q(Y ) = Y qv + (1 − Y )ql
γv − 1
γl − 1
�
�
γv
γl
γ(α) − 1
v
l
α
P + (1 − α)
P
P∞ (α) =
γ(α)
γv − 1 ∞
γl − 1 ∞
h − q(Y )
with Cp (Y ) = Y Cpv + (1 − Y )Cpl
T (ρ, h, Y ) =
Cp (Y )

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where Y = αρv /ρ is the mass fraction of gas, γ = Cp /Cv is the heat capacity ratio, Cp
and Cv are thermal capacities, q the energy of formation of the fluid and and P∞ is a
constant reference pressure.

2
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3

NUMERICS

Numerical simulations are carried out using an in-house finite volume code solving the
compressible inviscid system [3]. Numerical fluxes are computed with a HLLC scheme.
The second-order is obtained through the MUSCL extrapolation and the minmod slope
limiter is used. The explicit time integration is performed using a 3-step Runge-Kutta
method. The numerical treatment of the boundary conditions is based on the inviscid
characteristic relations.
4

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The considered test is similar to the one presented in [8]. A cylindrical air bubble, 6 mm in diameter, is immersed in a water pool, under the following initial con� = (0, 0) m/s, P = 105 Pa, ρair = 1 kg/m3 and ρwater = 1000 kg/m3 .
ditions: V
Due to the symmetry of the problem, we only consider a half bubble. The center of
the bubble is located at (9, 0) mm in the computational domain of size 24 × 12 mm.
The bubble is collapsed by a normal shock wave moving at Msh = 1.72, initially located at abscissa xsh = 4 mm. Parameters of the EOSs and post-shock conditions are:












γ
4.4
γ
1.4
P
1.9 109
 P∞  =  6. 108  ;  P∞  =  0  ;  ρ  =  1323.65 
ρ
1000
ρ
681.58
1
u
l
v
sh
The schematic diagram of the test case is given in Figure 1 (left part).

Figure 1: Initial situation for the bubble collapse (left) and evolution of the maximum pressure Pmax
during the bubble collapse (right).

Two-dimensional simulations are performed using an uniform 1200 × 600 mesh cells
and a time step ∆t = 10−9 s. For the three-dimensional case, the mesh is extruded in the
spanwise direction and is composed of 1200 × 600 × 600 cells.
The evolution of the density gradient modulus (Schlieren-type representation) and
the pressure (in bar) are plotted in Figure 2 at different instants for the 2D collapse.
After the water shock wave has collided with the bubble, a strong rarefaction wave is
reflected backwards from the interface, and a weak shock wave is transmitted inside of
3
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the bubble (time t = 2µ s). Due to the pressure difference between both sides, the bubble
is asymmetrically contracted and spreads laterally in the process, which induces a jet of
water along the axis of flow symmetry. When this water jet impacts the right interface of
the bubble (at time t=3.6 µs), an intense blast wave is formed generating a high-pressure
zone. The blast front, which expands continuously, is highly asymmetric due to the highspeed water jet (see Figure 2 at time t = 4.2µ s). The interaction of the leftward front
wave with the bubble fragments lead to high pressure levels (at time t=4.8 µs).

Figure 2: Evolution of the density gradient modulus and the pressure (in bar) at times t=2, 3.6, 4.2
and 4.8 µs. 2D simulation.

Table 1: Comparison of results from 2D and 3D simulations

2D
3D
first peak time (µs)
3.8
3.4
first peak intensity (bar)
40000 69000
second peak time (µs)
4.7
4.1
second peak intensity (bar) 70000 110000

The pressure evolution for the 3D collapse are illustrated in Figure 3 at different instants. The jet penetration inside the bubble and the toroidal shape are clearly illustrated.
4
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The jet impacts the bubble interface generating the intense blast wave. The blast fronts
propagate in both direction and the leftward front collides the bubble pieces leading to a
high-pressure peak.

Figure 3: Evolution of the pressure (in bar) at different times t=2, 3.4, 3.8 and 4.2 µs. 3D simulation.

The evolution of the maximum pressure during the cavity collapse is plotted in Figure 1
(right part) for both 2D and 3D simulations. We can observed the first peak after the
water jet impacts the bubble front and the second peak (more intense) when the leftward
blast wave collides the bubble fragments. As observed previously [4], the collapse process
of a spherical bubble is faster and more intense, resulting in higher pressure peaks. Table
1 compares various quantitative measures between 2D and 3D simulations. The more
intense peak reaches 111000 bar for the 3D case (50% more than the 2D collapse). These
effects are due to the higher focusing that the 3D situation entails, which lead to a faster
water jet.
5

3D BUBBLE COLLAPSE NEAR A WALL

The second test is an extension of first one considering a wall placed behind the bubble at an initial distance from the center L. The ratio L/R is a major parameter that
governs the bubble collapse dynamics. As suggested in [5], the bubble initially located at
5
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a distance lower than L/R= 2 presents high potential to cause damage. We consider the
case for which the distance L = 5 mm (L/R = 1.66). Numerical parameters are similar
to the previous case. The size of the computational domain is 14 × 12 × 12 mm and the
mesh contains 1150 × 800 × 800 cells. Due to the stiffness of the case, the time step is
decreased to 10−10 s.
Three-dimensional views of the bubble are given in figure 4 where is plotted the pressure
field (in bar) at different times. At time t= 3.25 µs, the jet has collided the right interface
generating the intense blast wave. At time t= 3.6 µs, the incident shock impacts the wall
and the bubble breaks into two parts. The bubble takes the shape of a vortex ring and
convects towards the wall.

Figure 4: Evolution of the pressure (in bar) at different times t=2.8, 3.25, 3.6 and 3.8 µs. 3D simulation.

The pressure evolution along the wall is given in Figure 5 at different times. The axis is
represented by the left corner. The size of the square is 7.5 × 7.5 mm. First, the incident
shock wave impacts the wall (time t= 3.6 µs). A peak (around 100000 bar) is observed
on the axis when the rightward blast front impacts the wall (time t= 3.8 µs) and reflects
6
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as a reinforced shock wave generating a very high-pressure area. The maximum value
(around 150000 bar at a distance 2.5 mm from the axis) is due to this reflected wave and
its focus with the spherical blast front at time t= 4 µs. At time t= 4.15 µs, another peak
is observed along the axis (around 127000 bar) in the region near the throat formed by
the bubble torus. In addition, many other pressure peaks are observed due to multiple
wave reflections between the wall and the bubble. It suggests extensive regions of high
pressure, which could induce stresses and thus a potential damage on the material.

Figure 6: Evolution of the pressure along the wall. 2D simulation

In comparison, the pressure evolution along the wall obtained from the 2D simulation
7
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is plotted in Figure 6. At time t= 4.2µs, the blast wave impacts the wall. A high-pressure
are is generating by the reflected wave (time t= 4.4µs) which propagates toward the
bubble. The maximum value (around 100000 bars) is reached along the axis at time t=
5 µs. The intensity for the 3D collapse is therefore 50% more than the 2D case and the
location of the maximum value on the wall is not the same.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A three-dimensional compressible one-fluid tool is used to simulate a spherical gas
bubble collapse near a wall. The distance from the bubble center is L/R = 1.66. It is
observed that a region of high-pressure is created after the blast wave reflects on the wall.
This high-pressure area is not located along the axis but at a distance smaller than the
bubble radius. In comparison with a 2D simulation, the pressure peak on the wall is 50%
more intense. In future work, we plan to study the wall distance effect.
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Abstract. The schemes of aspiration of elevator overloads have been developing. Balance
equations of ventilation of aspiration covers are compiled. The system of equations for
determination of the volumes of ventilating air for a standard node overload are formulated
and solved. Ways of reducing productivity of aspiration systems are offered and analytically
substantiated.
1

INTRODUCTION

Aspiration is one of the most effective methods that have been used to control dust in
conveying free-fl owing materials [1-2]. As the power of technological equipment increases,
there is an increase in the power intensity of aspiration systems and in the loss of the freeflowing material in extracting dusted air from aspiration shelters. The requirement arises to
attain the highest sanitary-hygienic effect with less expenditures. The most common methods
for decreasing energy consumption by aspiration is decreasing the volumes of air penetrating
through leaks and the volumes of air ejected by the stream of the free-fl owing material [3- 4]
by organizing ejected air circulation in the charging chute.
The purpose of this article is developing the methods of reducing the induced air volume
and analyzing the numerical calculations of transloading nodes of loose materials in bucket
elevators.
Aspiration volumes in the classical aspiration layout for elevator handling of grain are
determined by balance equations. Basic components of both equations comprise volumetric
flow rates of air entrained into aspirated cowls through leaking joints and process openings by
the negative pressure (maintained inside cowls by an aspiration unit) and flow rates of air
transferred in ducts.
Flow rates of transferred air may be determined using algorithms devised by solving
combined non-linear equations with a joint use of iteration and bisection methods.
Regularities of air cross-flow and circulation patterns in conveyor-to-conveyor grain
handling with a bypass duct connecting the inner chamber of a double-walled cowl with the
cowl of the driving drum can be studied using equations for pressure losses in ducts and air
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flow rate balance equations for cowls and junction points. Analysis of these regularities has
shown that efficient operation of the bypass duct requires negative pressure inside the cowl of
the upper unaspirated conveyor to exceed the negative pressure in the buffer (inner) chamber.
The numbering of formulas and drawings begins in the article «Features of the settlement
scheme aspiration of elevator overloads» of these proceedings.
2 ASPIRATION VOLUMES
Flows rate of air evacuated from cowls by local suction units of the aspiration system are
determined using the air balance equation. So, for aspirated cowls for elevator handing of
grain, the following equations result:
For the cowl of the elevator “boot”, due to (20):
Qe  Q0  Q2  Qb  Q1  Q0  Q  Qb .

(73)

For the cowl of the location of grain loading from the elevator onto the upper conveyor,
due to (22):
Qa  Q3  Qc .

(74)

Flow rates of air entering the cowl through leaky locations are determined using the value
of negative pressure maintained by a local suction unit, and the total leakage area.
For the cowl of the elevator “boot”, the recommended target negative pressure is
hb  10  30 Pa, then, due to (18), (30) and (33), the flow rate of air arriving through leakage
areas would be:
(75)
Qb  hb Rb  0.913Fb hb ρ .
Negative pressure for the upper cowl is determined by the structural design of the cowl.
For a grain measuring de  3 mm, it equals to hb  6 for a double-walled cowl or hb  11 for a
single-walled cowl.
The flow rate of air entering the cowl through leakage areas is equal, in view of (16), (32)
and (33), to:
Qc  hc Rc  0.913Fc hc ρ .

(76)

The flow rate of air passing through the loading chute is determined by equation (56). If
both sides of this equation are divided by Lk 0 , the following dimensionless equation for crossflow of air on will result:
φ02 

Bu 
3
3
1  φ0  n  φ0   Eu 0 ,

3 

(77)

φ0 

Q0
u
v
 0 ; n  n0 ;
Lk 0 vk 0
vk 0

(78)

where

u0 is the velocity of air in loading chute (m/s); un 0 , uk 0 are the velocities of a grain stream at
inlet/outlet of the loading chute (m/s); Bu is the Butakov-Neykov number [3] that in this case
is equal to:

2
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Bu 0  3  E0

Lk 0
Gm vk 0
1.5
;
 K0 ψ y 0

Rd  R0
de ρm S0 at 0  ζ 0

(79)

2

S 
 ζ 0  ζ 0  ζ n  F0  ;
 d

(80)

Eu 0 is the Euler's number, in this case equal to:
Eu 0 

hb

 Rd  R0  L2k 0

2hb
.
 ζ0 vk20ρ

(81)

A similar criterial equation can be proposed as well for the discharge chute:
φg2 

Bu g 
3
3
hs
1  φg  n  φg   Eu g 
;

3 
0.5ζ g vk2g ρ

Bu g  K0 ψ уg
Eu g 

1.5 Gm vkg

;
de ρ m Sg atg ζ g

hc
.
0.5ζ g vkg2 ρ

(82)
(83)
(84)

However, it would be impossible to determine the respective flow rate as negative pressure
inside the unaspirated cowl of the elevator “head” is unknown.
Therefore air cross-flow rates will be determined iteratively using the procedure (67). The
algorithm for the aspiration volume computation program includes determining Q0 and Qg
using the bisection method and computing flow rates Q1 and Q2 using formulas (69) and (70).
As an example, consider elevator handling of wheat with the following parameters for the
loading chute: E0  4 ; Lk 0  1.6 ; Lп0  1 ; hb  var ( hb  16.8 for charts plotted on Fig. 6); R0  50 ;
for enclosures of the carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor: E1  200 ; R1  21 ; L1  L2  1
; E2  400 ; hs  var ; R2  22 ; for the discharge chute: Eg  5 ; Lkg  2 ; Lng  0.5 ; Rs  var ( Rs  40
for charts plotted on Fig.5); R3  10 ; hk  10 .
Findings from computations of air cross-flow rates are summarized on Fig.5 and 6. As this
data indicates, increasing negative pressures inside the aspirated cowl of elevator boot (Fig. 5)
lead to increased flow rates of ejected air in the loading chute Q0 and a greater flow rate of air
in the return run enclosure of the conveyor. At the same time, negative pressure within
elevator head cowl hs increases. Only the flow rates of air in discharge chute Q3 and the
enclosure of conveyor carrying run Q1 decrease. This happens because increasing negative
pressure hb reduces the ejecting capacity of the grain stream inside the discharge chute (as a
direct consequences of increasing hs ) and of laden buckets inside the carrying run enclosure
of the bucket elevator.
The value of hs increases especially strongly with tighter sealing of the elevator head cowl
(Fig.6). This reduces the flow rates Q3 , Q2 and increases the flow rate of ejected air inside the
enclosure of the elevator carrying run Q1 .
As for aspiration volumes (Fig.7) they naturally reflect the regularities of air cross-flow
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patterns in elevator ducts noted above. Thus, aspiration volumes for the cowl of elevator boot
Qb rise with increasing negative pressure hb .
This occurs not only due to increasing Q0 but also as a result of greater ejecting capacity of
buckets within the return run enclosure of bucket elevator as well as increased flow rate of air
arriving into the cowl in question through leakage areas as negative pressure hb increases
(Fig.7a). With increasing negative pressure hs as a result of decreasing leakage area of the
elevator cowl (at higher Rs ), aspiration volumes Qb and Qa decline somewhat (Fig.7 b).
Aspiration volume Qa decreases as well with increasing negative pressure in the lower cowl
hb .

Fig. 5. Variation in air flow rates ( Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ) in

Fig. 6: Variation of air flow rate ( Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ) in
ducts and negative pressure in the elevator head
enclosure as a function of sealing degree

ducts and negative pressure ( hs ) within the cowl of
elevator head as a function of negative pressure in the
elevator boot cowl

The total aspiration volume in the first case (with increasing hb ) grows due to increasing
volumes of air sucked through leakage areas of elevator boot cowl. If the upper cowl is
sealed, the total performance of local suction decreases (Fig. 7 b). Despite that, the required
aspiration volume remains high enough even at small negative pressures maintained inside
cowls (at hb  16.8 Pa, hc  10 Pa and Fs  0.1 m2 ( Rs  14.4 Pa/(m3/s)2). The total volume in the
example case at hand is 2.06 m3/s).
3 REDUCING REQUIRED ASPIRATION VOLUMES IN BYPASSED ELEVATOR
HANDLING SYSTEMS
The performance of an aspiration system is determined by the total flow rate of air entering
through all aspirated cowls as well as unaspirated cowls that are aerodynamically coupled
with the former (due to 2.4). Reducing aspiration volumes requires not only sealing the cowl
but also decreasing the negative pressures hb and hc .
It is well-known that the use of double-walled cowls enables a significant reduction in the

4
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optimum negative pressure (at d3  3 mm the optimum negative pressure inside a single cowl
of conveyor loading is hc  11 Pa, decreasing to hc  6 Pa in the case of a rigidly-partitioned
double-walled cowl.

Fig. 7: Variation in aspiration volumes as a function of (a) negative pressure inside the elevator boot cowl at
Rs  40 , hc  10 Pa and (b) of the elevator head cowl sealing degree at hc  16.8 Pa

Unaspirated cowls are purposefully joined by flow-around (bypass) ducts with a positivepressure zone to inhibit negative pressures. The resulting internal circulation of air would
reduce the total volume of air evacuated by suction.
Let’s now study the role of these bypass connections by choosing aspiration of elevator
loading and unloading units as an example. Let the bottom part of the loading chute be
equipped with a special (buffer) chamber that has its internal space connected by flow-around
ducts with the cowl of feeder drive drum and the enclosure of elevator head. Grain being
handled proceeds from the chamber into the elevator boot enclosure via an orifice of a
flapper-type dust trap. In this case aerodynamic drag of the valve produces an excess pressure
inside the chamber that forces a part of ejected air to proceed into the flow-around duct and to
return into the upper cowls, creating internal circulation flows with flow rates Q4 and Q6 .
The cowl of elevator head enclosure can be also connected using a bypass duct with the
inner chamber of the doubled-walled cowl at upper conveyor loading location (a dust trap in
this case is provided by a rigid partition).
Thus, three circulation flows may exist with flow rates of Q4 , Q6 and Q7 (see Fig. 6).
We’ll begin with considering a classic grain handling facility transferring grain from a belt
feeder onto a belt conveyor (Fig. 8).
When a double-walled cowl is used (to contain dust releases when loading grain onto belt
conveyor), a bypass duct connects the inner chamber of this cowl with an unaspirated cowl of
the feeder driving drum. A positive effect is provided with air flow direction indicated in the
chart. In this case:
Qy  Q c  Qbc  Qf
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i.e. the flow rate of air coming from the inner chamber into unaspirated (outer) chamber Qy is
less than the flow rate of air Qc flowing over through a chute due to ejection head Pe  Qc 

and negative pressure in the outer chamber hy caused by a running fan of the aspiration
system.
Let's write down obvious equations of pressure losses in ducts:
Pd  Pe  Qc   Pbc  RcQc2  hbc  Pe Qc   hd ;

(86)

Pbc  Pd  Pbc Qbp Qbp  hd  hbc ;

(87)

Pbc  Py  Ry Qy2  hy  hbc ;

(88)

Pa  Py  Rd Qd2  hy ;

(89)

Pa  Pd  Rd Qd2  Rd Qy2  hd

(90)

as well as air balance equations:
Qd  Qc  Qbp ;

(91)

Qc  Qbp  Qy ;

(92)

Qa  Qy  Qb .

(93)

Pe  Qc   RcQc2  hd  hbc .

(94)

From (86) it follows that:
Where it is evident (considering that ejection pressure in the case at hand is greater than
pressure losses in the chute) that negative pressure in the feeder cowl must be greater in
magnitude than negative pressure in the buffer (inner) chamber:
hd  hbc .

(95)

This inequality, the driver of cost savings, can be written in an expanded form accounting
for (90) and (88):
Rd Qy2  hy  Ry Qy2 .

(96)

This enables us to determine the minimum flow rate Qy :
Qymin 

hy
Rd  Ry

.

(97)

The expanded condition of efficient bypass operation (96) can be presented in another
form:
 hy

Ry    1 Rd ,
 hd


(98)

where the role of the buffer chamber is evident. So, absent ( Ry  0 ), the condition (98) will
appear as:
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hd  hy ,

(99)

which would be troublesome to accomplish in actual conditions (considering the difficulties
of sealing the feeder cowl). Thus, the buffer chamber increases the likelihood of efficient
bypass operation.

Fig. 8: Aspiration layout of a bypassed handling facility

How precisely is the flow rate Qy determined by process and structural design parameters
of the chute, cowls and the bypass duct?
Let's designate
Pe  Qc   RcQc Qc  L  Qc  .

(100)

Then, a jointly solution of equations (86) and (87), gives:
L  Qc 

Qbp 

L  Qc  Rbp

,

(101)

while (87), (88) and (90) combine into:

R

d

 Ry  Qy2  hy  RbpQbp Qbp ,

(102)

whence
hy  Rbp Qbp Qbp

Qy 

hy  Rbp Qbp Qbp

R

d

 Ry 

.

(103)

Substitution of the resulting expressions for Qf  Qc  and Qy  Qf  Qc   into equation (92)
produces the following functional equation for determining Qc :
F  Qc   Qc  Qbp Qc   Qy Qc   0 .

(104)

Deriving the root of the equation and substituting its value into (100), (101) and (103)
enables us to determine unknown variables Qc , Qbp and Qy .
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Consider a handling assembly with the following parameters as an example. Ejection head
defined in the form of (51) has the following parameters: E  4 ; Lc  1.6 ; Ld  1 . The
aerodynamic performance of the chute is Re  25 .
We’ll consider two cases: good sealing of the upper cowl Rd  25 and mediocre sealing
Rd  5 . We’ll be measuring the negative pressure maintained in the lower cowl ( hy  5 , 10
and 20 Pa) as well as aerodynamic properties of the buffer chamber/partition within the range
Ry  0  300 and of the bypass duct within the range Rbp  0  150 (a case of no bypass i.e.

Rbp  15 109 will be included for comparison). Without bypass, the flow rate of air arriving
from the inner (buffer) chamber into the outer chamber ( Qy ) is significantly higher than with
a bypass duct installed (Fig. 9). Particularly, increasing drag of cowl partition and increasing
cross-section of bypass duct ( Rbp  20 ) cause the flow rate Qy to deviate even further from
Qy ( Qy is the flow rate of air entering the outer chamber with a bypass connection present).

Fig. 9. Variation in air flow rates Qy and Qc as a function of resistances of the buffer chamber and bypass
duct (with a good sealing of the upper cowl ( hy  5 ; Rd  25 ))

Variation of air flow rates in ducts and negative pressure in the unaspirated cowl of the
feeder driving drum is indicated in Fig. 10 …14.
Curves Qc , Qbp , Qy have been plotted using equations (101), (103) and (104), while
negative pressure has been plotted according to formula (90). As these plots illustrate, the
flow rate of air entering through the chute ( Qc ) decreases with increasing aerodynamic
performance index of the buffer chamber (Fig.10 and 11) and the bypass duct (Fig.12 and 13).
With regard to airflow in the latter ( Qbp ) it should be noted that the flow rate increases with
increasing partition drag and declines with narrowing cross-section of the bypass duct. In
addition, in the case of mediocre sealing of the feeder cowl, airflow direction in the bypass
duct reverses at a low drag of the buffer chamber ( Ry  20 ).
This zone expands to Ry  40  90 with negative pressure inside conveyer enclosure
increasing to 20 Pa (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 10. Variation of air flow rates and negative
pressures with increasing drag of the buffer chamber
of the handling facility in the case of mediocre sealing
of the upper cowl: ( Rd  5; hy  5; Rbp  25 )

Fig. 11. Variation in air flow rates and negative
pressures as a function of buffer chamber drag with a
properly sealed upper cowl ( Rf  25; hy  5; Rbp  25 )

Fig. 12. Variation in air flow rate and negative pressure as a
function of bypass duct drag assuming moderate pressure
losses in the buffer chamber ( Ry  100; hy  5; Rd  25 )

Fig. 13. Variation in air flow rate and negative
pressure as a function of bypass duct drag
assuming elevated pressure losses in the buffer
chamber ( Ry  400; hy  5; Rd  25 )

This can be explained by diminishing pressure difference at ends of the bypass duct with
increasing gap between cowl partition and conveyor belt. In this case the flow rate of air
entering the outer cowl chamber rises above the flow rate of air in the chute ( Qy  Qc ).
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Fig. 14. Variation in air flow rates as a function of buffer chamber drag for the case of mediocre sealing of
the upper cowl with increased negative pressure in the lower cowl ( Rd  5; Rbp  25; hy  10  a; hy  20  b )

The bypass duct works like a channel allowing an additional volume of air in along with
the main flow of ejected air. Improved feeder sealing is needed for this situation to change.
As Fig. 11 illustrates, the air flow rate Qy will be less than Qc even if less drag is produced by
the enclosure partition.
This flow rate will remain significantly below Qc with increasing drag. At Ry  200 the
flow rate Qy is reduced to almost a third of air flow rate in the chute while the flow rate of
recirculated air Qbp reaches 60% of Qc . One should keep in mind, however, that the flow rate
of air inside the chute is higher with a bypass duct than when a bypass duct is absent (Fig. 9
a). This happens because the bypass duct is connected in parallel and the chute-with-bypass
system has a lower overall drag than any individual component of this system. As a result,
when air forced by ejection, its flow rate increases similarly to the flow rate of air blown by a
fan with air ducts connected in parallel. Therefore it would be more precise to compare the
flow rate Qy with the flow rate Qc absent a bypass connection (Fig. 9 b). Thus, at Ry  100 and
low drag of the bypass duct ( Rbp  25 ) the flow rate of air entering from the bypass chamber in
the case at hand will measure 70% of air velocity in the duct Qy (absent a bypass connection
Qy  Qc ). And the flow rate of recirculated air is 30% of Qc .
Negative pressure inside the feeder cowl decreases with growing pressure losses in the
buffer chamber and may become low enough for untight locations with depressed velocities to
begin leaking dust into the working room due to diffusion transfer. Velocity within openings
must be maintained at or above safety margin of 0.5 m/s. In this case (given a LRC 2.4 of
leakage areas) negative pressure in leakage areas must not become lower than 0.36 Pa (Fig.
10, 11, 14 show the ultimate boundary of negative pressure with a dotted horizontal line).
With a good seal of the feeder cowl (at Rd  20 ) (Fig. 11–13) as well as with negative pressure
inside the cowl increased to 20 Pa (Fig. 14) negative pressure within leakage areas will never
fall below 0.36 Pa. Thus, it would be wise from the cost standpoint to use a bypass duct with a
buffer chamber and properly sealed cowls.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

- Aspiration volumes in the classical aspiration layout for elevator handling of grain are
determined by balance equations (73) and (74). Basic components of both equations comprise
volumetric flow rates of air entrained into aspirated cowls through leaking joints and process
openings by the negative pressure (maintained inside cowls by an aspiration unit) and flow
rates of air transferred in ducts.
- Flow rates of transferred air Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 may be determined using algorithms (Fig. 4)
devised by solving combined non-linear equations (69)-(72) with a joint use of iteration and
bisection methods.
- An analysis of computation results for an exemplary (“standard”) assembly shows that
increasing negative pressure inside the boot cowl and decreasing leakage area in the cowl of
elevator head both produce increasing negative pressure in the head cowl  hs  , causing flow
rates of ejected air to increase in the loading chute ( Q0 , Fig. 5) and to decrease in the
discharge chute ( Q3 , Fig. 6). Total air flow rate in the elevator enclosures  Q  Q2  Q1  varies
similarly, rising with increasing hb and declining with increasing Rs . Specific regularities of
air cross-flow in ducts also affect aspiration volumes: the required air flow rate in the local
suction unit of elevator boot cowl  Qe  increases while the volume of aspiration from the
upper conveyor cowl  Qa  decreases with increasing hb (Fig. 7 a), whereas both flow rates
decrease with increasing sealing degree (Fig. 7 b). However the total flow rate of aspirated air
remains sufficiently high: even with a small negative pressure inside the boot cowl
2
 hb  16.8 Pa  and adequate sealing of the elevator head cowl Rs  14.4 Pa /  m3 / s  , the total



3



aspiration volume for the exemplary assembly would be about 2.06 m /s.
- The necessary design performance of aspiration system may be reduced not only by
reducing the optimum negative pressure in cowls and their sealing but also by using bypass
channels to enable closed-loop circulation of ejected air.
- Regularities of air cross-flow and circulation patterns in conveyor-to-conveyor grain
handling with a bypass duct connecting the inner chamber of a double-walled cowl with the
cowl of the driving drum (Fig. 8) can be studied using equations for pressure losses in ducts
(86)-(90) and air flow rate balance equations for cowls and junction points (91)-(93).
Analysis of these regularities has shown that efficient operation of the bypass duct requires
negative pressure inside the cowl of the upper unaspirated conveyor to exceed the negative
pressure in the buffer (inner) chamber (96) or (98). This chamber improves the reliability of
bypass operation with a circulation layout as opposed to a parallel cross-flow layout whereby
total flow rate of incoming air from the upper cowl into the lower cowl would increase,
leading to higher required aspiration volumes.
- An analysis of the numerical solution for equations (104) in view of (103) for the
exemplary conveyor handling facility indicates that, absent bypass, the flow rate of air coming
in from the inner chamber into the outer chamber of a double-walled cowl Qy is significantly
higher than when the assembly is furnished with a bypass duct  Qy  . With increasing drag of

inner cowl walls as well as increasing cross-sectional area of the bypass duct  Rbp  20  , flow
rates Qy and Qy deviate further apart (Fig. 9).
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The flow rate Qbp of air entering through the bypass duct of a handling facility increases
with increasing drag of the buffer (inner) chamber ad decreasing drag of the bypass duct (Fig.
2
10 and Fig. 12). When the upper (unaspirated) cowl is poorly sealed Rd  5Pa /  m3 / s  and









partitions have a low drag Ry  20 Pa /  m3 / s  , airflow in the bypass duct may reverse its
2

direction  Qbp  0  . The zone of negative airflow in the duct extends to Ry  40  90 Pa /  m3 / s 
when negative pressure inside the conveyor cowl increases to 20 Pa (Fig. 14). To prevent the
occurrence of such a zone, sealing of the upper cowl must be improved (Fig. 11). As the drag
2
of the buffer chamber increases (with Ry  200 Pa /  m3 / s  ), flow rate of recirculated air Qbp
2

reaches 60% of Qc .
The flow rate of air Qc coming in through the chute in the presence of a bypass connection
is greater than the flow rate Qc of air in the same chute absent bypass (Fig. 9a). This is
because ejection head building up inside the chute acts like a blower (fan) for a parallel
network of two ducts – the bypass duct and the gap between the inner cowl walls and the
conveyor belt of the upper conveyor, with a combined drag lower than they would be the case
for either duct individually. Therefore the relation Qbp / Qc would be more fitting to describe
the degree of recirculation in the bypass duct.
- The effect of reducing aspiration volumes for a handling facility equipped with a
bypass duct is maximized by ensuring proper sealing of ducts and designing for a buffer
channel with increased drag in the inner cowl. In the example considered earlier, at
2
2
Ry  100 Pa /  m3 / s  and a bypass duct with a low drag Rbp  25 Pa /  m3 / s  , air flow rate Qy
would make up 70% of Qc , i.e. decrease 1.428 times compared to the case of an unbypassed
assembly.
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Abstract. The schemes of aspiration of elevator overloads have been developing. Balance
equations of ventilation of aspiration covers are compiled. The system of equations for
determination of the volumes of ventilating air for a standard node overload are formulated
and solved. Ways of reducing productivity of aspiration systems are offered and analytically
substantiated.
1

INTRODUCTION

This article is a logical follow-up of our research works [1-2], considering the air ejection
phenomenon (air entrainment with loose material flow) in bucket elevators. The purpose of
this work is developing a design model for analytical and numerical justification of ways to
reduce the aspiration systems performance [3-4] at transloading loose materials in bucket
elevators.
2 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF ELEVATOR BUCKETS
Obtaining data on the coefficient сb is a prerequisite for determining the parameters M 1
and M 2 describing the behavior of air cross-flow patterns in elevator enclosures. This
coefficient represents the ratio of frontal drag force to the dynamic pressure of air multiplied
by mid-section area of a bucket traveling at a relative velocity w :
cb 

R
,
w2 ρ
Fb
2

w  ve  u .

(1)

In case of fixed buckets, airflow with the same velocity w within elevator enclosure with

a cross-sectional size of S produces drag forces equal in their absolute value to the force R :
R  pb  S ,

(2)

where pк are pressure losses caused by the drag of the fixed end. In the design practice these
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are determined using the local resistance coefficient
pb  ζ b

w2 ρ
2

.

(3)

Substitution of (2) and (3) into (1) results in the ratio:
cb 

S
ζb ,
Fb

(4)

which can be used to determine сb given known LRC of an enclosure member with a fixed
bucket. We’ll use experimental data on orifice drag [5] determining LRC as a function of
orifice area and cross-sectional size of the duct S . In our case the orifice area would be:
So  S  Ab  Bb  S  Fb .

(5)

Bucket dimensions in lengthwise cross-section will be compared either with a rectangle
(Fig. 1 a), a sharp-edged trapezoid (Fig. 1 b) if the surrounding airflow around passes along
the head side of the bucket, or a dull-edged shape if the surrounding airflow passes along the
back side of the bucket (Fig. 1. c). In the first case we’ll use the results for an orifice with
beaded edges in a direct pipe [5]:
2


l  S 
ζb   ζo  λ
  ,
Dh  S0 


(6)

where
2


S
S   S 
ζ о  0.5 1    1  o   τ 1  o
S 
S
 So  

 So 
1  S  ;



(7)

Dh is hydraulic diameter of the orifice, equal in our case to:
Dh 

4 So
2 So

;
Пo a  b  Ab

(8)

λ is the coefficient of air friction against bucket walls ( λ  0,02 );
τ is a correction coefficient that depends on bucket depth (Table 1).

Table 1
l Dh

τ

[5]

0
1.35

0.2
1.22

0.4
1.10

0.6
0.84

0.8
0.42

1.0
0.24

1.4
0.1

2
0.02

3

0

It is possible to use a simpler model of pressure losses inside an orifice with sharp edges
2

2


S
S   S 
ζ b  ζ b  1  0.707
0
1 o  o    .

S
S   So 


(9)

Let Ak  250 mm; Bb  500 mm; l  300 mm; a  400 mm; b  700 mm, then
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Fb  0.125 m2; S  0.28 m2; S0  0.28  0.125  0.155 m2; Dh 
l
 0.3 0.23  1.3 ; τ  0.08 .
Dh

2  0.155
 0.23 m;
0.4  0.7  0.25

Figure 1: Chart of airflow surrounding a fixed bucket inside an enclosure

If these values were substituted into formulas (7), (6) and (9), they would resolve into:
2.75
75 , i.e. formula (9) would produce somewhat higher LRC
ζ o  0.947 ; ζ b  1.56 ; ζ b  2
values.
For a flow surrounding the back side of a bucket we’ll use experimental data for an orifice
with edges chamfered downstream [5]:
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2

2

 So  So   So 
ζ b  ζ b  1
1  ξ 1       ,

S  S   S 



(10)

where ξ  f  l Dh  is the adjustment coefficient (Table 2).
Table 2
l Db
ξ

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.12

0.16

0.46

0.42

0.38

0.35

0.29

0.23

0.16

0.13

The following ratio will result if formulas (9) and (10) are compared:

0.707
1 0
ζb 

ζ 
 1 ξ



 So  So
1  S   S


S
S
1 o  o
S
S

2



 .





(11)

As charts (Fig.2) illustrate, the aerodynamic drag of a bucket increases noticeably when
airflow impinges on the receiving orifice. The deeper the bucket, the more noticeable is the
difference. It is unfortunate that formula (10) is only applicable at l Dh  1.6 whereas l Dh is
much greater in grain elevators ( l Dh  0.5 ).

Figure 2: Variation in LRC of elevator bucket as a function of airflow and depth (according to the data
provided by Prof., Dr. I.E. Idelchik)

Let’s now compare the results in the particular case of thin partitions with the resistance of
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a gate (damper) in a straight pipe [5]. For a rectangular duct ( a b  0.5 ), the LRC of a singleside gate depends on the relative gap height h a . Listed in Table 3 (assuming identical

h a  So S ) are LRCs of gate ( ζ g ), LRCs of a sharp-edged orifice ζ b ) computed using
formula (9), LRCs of an orifice with beaded edges ( ζ b ) computed using formula (6) at
l Dh  0 ( τ  1.35 ), LRCs of an orifice chamfered downstream ( ζ b ) computed using formula
(10) at l Dh  0.01 ( ξ  0.46 ).

Table 3
h a

0.1

0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90

ζg

105

51.5 30.6 13.5 6.85 3.34 1.73 0.83 0.32 0.09

ζb

246.7 100

51.3 18.5 8.23 4.0

ζb

241.3 98

50

ζb

238.2 96.7 49.5 17.8 7.92 3.84 1.91 0.92 0.40 0.12

2.0

0.96 0.42 0.13

18.1 8.04 3.91 1.95 0.94 0.41 0.13

It can be seen from this data that LRCs of thin orifices are for all practical purposes in an
adequate agreement within a wide range of relative orifice areas (within 0.1  So S  0.9 ).
However the LRC of an orifice significantly exceeds that LRC of a gate, especially within the
range of small orifices (at So S  0.2 ), despite the two being quite similar structurally.
To examine the effect that elongation of a body has on its frontal drag coefficient and
resistance to airflow, it would be instructive to consider the aerodynamic resistance of classic
wd p
 4 105 , boundless airflow around a
bodies: the hemisphere and the cylinder. At Re 
v
convex hemisphere of a cup (so that the cup opens leeward) would encounter a drag
coefficient of cp  0.36 [5]. With the same Reynolds number but with oppositely directed
airflow (the cup opens windward), this coefficient quadruples ( сp  1.44 ).
For an airflow around a smooth circular cylinder in parallel to its generatrix (i.e.
perpendicular to the impermeable cylinder base), the drag coefficient first declines with
increasing cylinder length but then increases. A cylinder with a length equal to double its base
diameter would have a minimal drag coefficient сp  0.85 (for a thin disk-like cylinder,
сd  1 , same in the case of cylinder length equal to seven times its diameter).
So, despite the apparent structural similarity of partitions surveyed, LRC values differ
sharply in the case of beaded (lengthy) partitions. Therefore, great care is needed when using
these findings to quantitatively estimate the drag of various bucket designs as they may be
filled up with grain to a different extent. It would be much more reliable to investigate
individual cases experimentally.
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3 FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED DESIGN FOR ASPIRATION LAYOUT OF
GRAIN ELEVATORS
Dust releases during handling of unheated grain are usually contained by sucking air from
bottom cowls (Fig. 3):
 from the cowl of elevator loading location (from the elevator “boot” enclosure)
 from the cowl of conveyor loading location (from the cowl of the boot of elevator
discharge chute).

a)
b)
Figure 3: Aspiration design (a) and its aerodynamic equivalent (b): 1 – belt-conveyor feeder; 2 – cowl of the
driving drum of belt-conveyor feeder; 3 – (bucket) elevator; 4 – cowl of elevator boot; 5 – upper cowl of bucket
elevator (cowl of the drive sprocket of elevator); 6 – belt conveyor; 7 – cowl of the filling location; 8 – dust trap
(cyclone); 9 – aspiration system fan; 10 – air ducts

Let’s assume that, in the case of unaspirated cowls, a sufficient negative pressure
(preventing escape of dust-laden air through poorly sealed locations in cowls) is maintained
inside the cowl of the bottom conveyor driving drum (feeding mechanism) and inside the
enclosure of the elevator driving drum (the “head” of the elevator) by cross-flows of air
through adjacent chutes and elevator enclosures.
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The air cross-flow pattern through these ducts is determined by the following combined
equations for the dynamics of air in ducts:
Ps  Рb  P2  Q2   R2Q22 ;

(12)

Pb  Рs  P1  Q1   R1Q12 ;

(13)

Ps  Рc  P3  Q3   R3Q32 ;

(14)

Pd  Pb  Po  Qo   RoQo2 ;

(15)

PA  Pc  Rc Qc2 ;

(16)

PA  Ps  Rs Qs2 ;

(17)

PA  Pb  Rb Qb2 ;

(18)

PA  Pd  Rd Qd2

(19)

Qe  Q1  Q2  Qo  Qb  0;

(20)

Q3  Q2  Q1  Qs  0;

(21)

Qa  Q3  Qc  0;

(22)

Q0  Qd  0;

(23)

Qs  Qc  Qd  Qb  Qa  Qe  0,

(24)

and balance of air in junction points

where Ps , Pb , Pd , Pc are the respective absolute pressures within the cowls of elevator head and
boot, upper and lower conveyor feeder driving drums (Pa).
Q0 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 are the respective flow rates of air arriving through the loading chute,
enclosures of carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor, and the discharge chute (m3/s)
Qd , Qb , Qs , Qc are flow rates of air coming in through leaky areas in cowls of the feeder
drive drum, elevator boot and head, and upper conveyor loading location (m3/s)
Qe , Qа are the respective flow rates of air evacuated by the suction system from the
elevator boot cowl and the location of grain dumping onto upper conveyor (m3/s)
R0 , R1 , R2 , R3 are the respective aerodynamic properties of the loading chute, enclosures of
the carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor, and the discharge chute (Pa/(m 3/s)2) that
determine resistance posed by ducts to cross-flows of air
R0  ζ 0

ρ
;
2S02

(25)

R1   ζ1

ρ
;
2S12

(26)

R2   ζ 2

ρ
;
2S22

(27)
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R3  ζ 3

ρ
;
2S32

(28)

ζ 0 ,  ζ1 ,  ζ 2 ,ζ 3 are the respective sum totals of LRCs for the loading chute, enclosures of
carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor, and discharge chute;
S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 are the respective cross-sectional areas of the loading chute, enclosures of
carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor, and discharge chute (m2);
ρ is air density (kg/m3);
PA is atmospheric pressure (absolute pressure in the room) (Pa);
Rd , Rb , Rs , Rc are the respective aerodynamic properties of leaky areas in the feeder drive
drum cowl, elevator boot and head cowls, and upper conveyor loading location cowl
(Pa/(m3/s)2), which determine the resistance to ingress of air into cowls through leaky areas:
Rd  ζ d

ρ
;
2 Fd2

(29)

Rb  ζ b

ρ
;
2 Fb2

(30)

Rs  ζ s

ρ
;
2 Fs2

(31)

Rc  ζ c

ρ
;
2 Fc2

(32)

ζ d , ζ b , ζ s , ζ c are LRCs of leakage areas in the respective cowls, accepted equal to the LRC of a
hole in a thin wall [5]
ζ d  ζ b  ζs  ζ c  2.4 ;

(33)

Fd , Fb , Fs , Fc are the respective leakage areas of the feeder cowl, elevator boot and head
cowls, and upper conveyor cowl (m2);
P0  Q0  , P1  Q1  , P2  Q2  , P3  Q3  are ejection pressures as functions of airflows in the loading
chute, inside enclosures of the carrying and return runs of elevator conveyor, and in the
discharge chute, respectively (Pa).
While combined equations (12)-(15) describe the cross-flow of air through ducts, the
second set of equations that includes equalities (16)-(19) determines flow rates of air entering
through leakage areas of the respective cowls due to differential pressure. Combined, relations
(20)-(24) comprise balance equations of the respective air flow rates: in boot (20) and head
(21) cowls of the elevator, in the conveyor cowl (22), in the feeder cowl (23) and, finally,
inside an imagined junction point (24) for air flows in the atmosphere.
The latter equation can be transformed into the relation:
Qe  Qа  Qd  Qs  Qc ,

(34)

describing an obvious but nevertheless a rather important fact: the total performance of an
aspiration unit is determined by the sum total of flow rates of air entering the cowl system
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through leaky areas. In addition, in order to reduce power consumption of the aspiration
system and to bring down dust releases, it is necessary to seal not only cowls provided with
local suction units for evacuating air but also to adequately seal aspirated cowls.
For the purpose of arriving at computational relations for determining flow rates of air in
ducts, we’ll put forth, based on (21) and (23), that:
Qs  Q3  Q2  Q1  Q3  Q ;

Q  Q2  Q1 ;

Qd  Q0 .

(35)
(36)

Keeping in mind that differential pressures in left-hand sides of equations (16)-(19)
represent negative pressures in the respective cowls, we’ll rewrite the second set of combined
equations as follows:
hd  Rd Qd2  Rd Q02 ;

(37)

hb  Rb Qb2 ;

(38)

hs  Rs Qs2  Rs  Q3  Q  ;

(39)

hc  Rc Qc2 ,

(40)

2

where hп , hв are negative pressures established within unaspirated cowls of elevator feeder
due to cross-flows of air through adjacent ducts (Pa); hн , hк are negative pressures maintained
in aspirated cowls of elevator boot and upper conveyor loading location by a running fan (Pa).
The first set of combined equations (12)…(15) will be rewritten in view of these relations
as follows:
hb  P0  Q0    Rd  R0  Q02 ;
2
2
P1  Q1   PQ
s s  hb  R1Q1 ;

(41)
(42)

P2  Q2   Rs Qs2  hb  R2Q22 ;

(43)

P3  Q3   hc  Rs Qs2  R3Q32 .

(44)

By assuming hb and hc to be predefined and solving these combined equations in view of
equation (35), we’ll determine the sought flow rates of air in ducts Q0 , Q1 , Q2 and Q3 .
In order to combined equations for computation purposes, we’ll explicitly present the
formulas for determining ejection pressures in ducts:
P1  Q1   E1  L1  Q1  ;

(45)

P2  Q2   E2  L2  Q2  ,

(46)

2

2

with the following notational simplification:
L1  ve S1 ,

(47)

L2  ve S2 ,

(48)
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E1  M1
E2  M 2

ρ
,
2S12

ρ
.
2S22

(49)
(50)

For loading and discharge chutes:
3
3
P0  Q0   E0  Lk 0  Q0  Ln0  Q0  ;



(51)

3
3
P3  Q3   E3  Lk 3  Q3  Ln3  Q3  ;



(52)

Lki  vki Si ; Lni  vni Si ;
Ei  K0 ψ yi β ki
β ki 

(53)

vki ρ
;
4de aтi Si3

(54)

Gm
.
ρ m Si vki

(55)

Here a subscript i  0 is used to refer to the parameters of a loose-matter flow in the
loading chute, and i  3 refers to the flow in the discharge chute.
After simple algebraic transformations in view of relations (45), (46), (51), (52), combined
equations (41)-(44) can be presented as the following computational set:
3
3
E0  Lk 0  Q0  Ln0  Q0   hb   Rd  R0  Q02 ;



(56)

E1  L1  Q1   E2  L2  Q2   R1Q12  R2Q22 ;

(57)

E2  L2  Q2   hb  Rs  Q3  Q2  Q1   R2Q22 ;

(58)

3
3
2
E3  Lk 3  Q3  Ln3  Q3   E1  L1  Q1   hc  hb  R1Q12  R3Q32 .



(59)

2

2

2

2

However the first equation of this set is independent of others and can be formal solved as
follows: Q0 

3
3
E0  Lk 0  Q0  Ln 0  Q0   hb


Rd  R0

.

The last three equations are dependent and due to their nonlinearity. It would be difficult to
solve combined equations (57), (58) and (59) in a general form.
Formally, equation (57) can be used to determine:
Q2  f1  Q1 

(60)

a substitution into (58) enables Q3 to be expressed using a new function
Q3  f 2  Q1 , Q2   f 2  Q1 , f1  Q1    f 2  Q1  ,

that, after being substituted into (59), would result in an equation for determining Q1 :
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3
3
2
2
E3  Lk 3  f 2  Q1   Ln3  f 2  Q1    E1  L1  Q1   hk  hb  R1Q12  R3  f 2 Q1   .



(62)

Equation (62) can be solved numerically, e.g. using bisection (dichotomy). Nevertheless,
the well-known difficulties of choosing an unambiguous branch of dependencies Q1 and Q2
from the difference in negative pressures hs  hb should not be dismissed. In particular, square
values in input equations (56)-(59) should be written as:
R1Q12  R1Q1 Q1 ; R2Q22  R2Q2 Q2 ;

(63)

E1  L1  Q1   E1  L1  Q1  L1  Q1

64)

2

etc.
In order to avoid losing necessary real roots, combined equations (57)-(59) will be solved
by choosing a negative pressure inside the enclosure of elevator “head” h ( h  hs ) and
comparing this value with the true negative pressure s :
s  Rs  Q3  Q2  Q1  Q3  Q2  Q1

(65)

An iterative approach was used to solve the combined equations in shorter time:
hi  0,5  hi 1  si 1  ,

(66)

where si 1 is the real negative pressure at determined values of Q1  f1  hi 1  , Q2  f 2  hi 1 

and Q3  f3  hi 1  .

Values of Q1 and Q2 have been determined using relations:
g1 
t1 

R1
;
E1

R2
;
E2

(67)

hb  h
.
E2 L22

(68)

g2 

hb  h
;
E1 L12

t2 

At the same time, the unknown flow rates were determined using the formulas:
Q1  φ1ve S1  φ1 L1 ,

(69)

Q2  φ2 ve S2  φ2 L2 .

(70)

The values Q0 and Q3 were determined by solving equations using the bisection method:

4

3
3
f 0  E0  Lk 0  Q0  Ln0  Q0   hb  R0Q0 Q0  0 ;



(71)

3
3
f3  E3  Lk 3  Q3  Ln3  Q3   hc  h  R3Q3 Q3  0 .



(72)

CONCLUSIONS
-

Analysis of known aerodynamic properties of structurally similar equivalents
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-

-

(orifices, gates, geometric bodies) makes it possible to conclude that the drag
coefficient of a bucket  ζ b  depends not only on its geometrical shape and the width
of the gap between a traveling bucket and elevator enclosure but also on the direction
of relative air flow velocity (Fig. 2). When air flows around the back side of a bucket,
ζ b can be determined by analogy with a diaphragm having downstream-chamfered
edges. When air flows freely into bucket opening, the drag of the bucket increases
several time. However the coefficient ζ b is dominated by spatial constraints to
airflow – the width of the gap between the elevator enclosure walls and buckets. The
combined effect of bucket shape, filling degree and flow regimes around them should
be determined experimentally.
Aspiration layouts proposed for elevator handling of grain must make consideration
for the predominant effect of ejection forces in ducts. Downward-directed action of
ejection head in chutes, together with predominant ejecting properties of the return
run with empty buckets, predetermine the use of a classical aspiration layout (Fig. 3):
designing for local suction units to evacuate air from the elevator boot cowl and from
the cowl at the loading location of the upper (receiving) conveyor or from the internal
space of the receiving hopper.
Fundamental relations for balance equations of air exchange in aspirated cowls (with
the purpose of determining necessary aspiration volumes) may be provided by
combined equations of air dynamics in four ducts (56)-(59) (or (69)-(72)): inside
loading and discharge chutes and in the enclosure of carrying and return runs of the
elevator conveyor.
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Abstract. The simulation of fluid-structure-acoustics interaction is still a challenge in
the engineering field. Simulating the overall problem with a monolithic approach is not
feasible, since di↵erent phenomenons appear on di↵erent scales, which have to be resolved
up to the smallest scale. In order to be able to run such compute intensive simulations we
consider partitioned coupling, where we split the overall problem into smaller domains,
which than can be treated with the best-suited scheme order, spatial discretisation and
equations. This allows the realisation of such complex simulations with a↵ordable computational time. Due to the decomposition of the domain, the communication and the
data-exchange has to be maintained, for that we compare two di↵erent coupling approaches, which connect the subdomains with each other at the boundary interfaces. The
data exchange is done at coupling points for each domain. The first coupling approach is
based on black-box, where just the coupling points at the interface are known, thus for the
data-exchange from one domain to the other an interpolation method has to be used. The
second approach is integrated into our framework APES, thus taking advantage of the
direct evaluation of the underlying polynomial, which results in very accurate simulation
results, while the first approach is more generally applicable. For the coupled simulation
we have to ensure, that the simulation error is as small as possible, when compared to
the monolithic simulation result. Therefore we investigate the accuracy of the coupled
simulation, considering the two approaches and the di↵erent methods they use for the
data-exchange. Thus we study di↵erent scenarios for our simulations, where we compare
the L2error for the methods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years the simulation of fluid-structure-acoustics interactions became more
and more important in the engineering field. Due to increasing computational power, these
kind of complex simulations can be recently realised. The opportunity to simulate more
complex scenarios is coupled with higher computational cost. Considering monolithic
approaches for the numerical simulation results in not feasible computation. Since we
still want to realise simulations with such interactions, in order to allow improvements in
the early stage of the design process, we make use of partitioned coupling. This leads to
the subdivision of the whole problem into smaller parts, hence solving each subdomain
according to the requested physics. That enables the application of di↵erent numerical
schemes, spatial discretisation and equations for each subdomain. The decomposition of
the domain and the di↵erent treatment of each subdomain results in the reduction of computational time, thus a decrease in computational cost. For the simulations we consider
for the discretisation the Discontinuous Galerkin method (DG), using high order scheme,
that enables low dispersion and dissipation considering e.g. acoustic wave propagation.
Through the decomposition of the overall problem size the need of a tool, which connects the subdomains with each other and allows the communication between them is
necessary. Therefore we consider an external coupling approach called preCICE [4] and
an in-house approach named APESmate [9]. preCICE is a black-box approach, which allows the surface coupling of di↵erent solvers. For the data-exchange between the domains
it requires point values from each domain, at which the communication occurs. In order
to exchange the values from one domain to the other, this tool makes use of di↵erent
interpolation methods. Three well known methods are the Nearest-Neighbour, NearestProjection and the Radial-Basis-Function interpolation. On the other hand our in-house
approach is integrated in our framework, which allows the direct evaluation of the underlying polynomials, thus resulting in very high precision simulation results with small error.
In this paper we investigate the accuracy of the coupled simulations, when compared
to the monolithic simulation, where we solve the whole domain with the same equations.
We start our investigation with a convergence study, considering di↵erent scheme orders
and element size to identify how the L2error converges. After determining an error limit,
we decompose our domain and couple two di↵erent domains, using di↵erent scheme orders
and element size in respect to the previous findings regarding the error convergences. For
the coupling we consider the named interpolation methods provided by preCICE and the
evaluation method used by APESmate. Considering the error, we also have a look at the
computational cost for each method respectively.
2

Interpolation/ Evaluation Method

This section is devoted to the di↵erent interpolation methods and the evaluation of
the state variables for the data-exchange at the coupling surface. First a short description about the interpolation methods in preCICE is presented, afterwards the evaluation
2
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method used in our integrated approach APESmate is shown.
2.1

Mapping by interpolation in preCICE

The multi-solver preCICE allows the coupling of di↵erent solvers considering them
as a black-box. Hence it has no information about the discretisation method in each
coupling domain. The data-exchange at the coupling surfaces happens using coupling
points. In order to exchange requested point values from one domain to the other, preCICE provides di↵erent interpolation methods, while three of them are mostly used,
the Nearest-Neighbour, Nearest Projection and the Radial-Basis-Function interpolation.
Since the involved coupling domains request point values located at arbitrary locations
on the coupling surface, the information has to be provided at those points from one domain to the other. This makes interpolation methods necessary to compute values at those
requested points. More information regarding preCICE can be found in [12] [5], [3] and [4].
In [6] we already gave an overview over the di↵erent interpolation methods as well
as some findings when using these methods. This paper will extend those findings further. The interpolation method Nearest-Neighbour (NN (see Fig. 1a) [4]) is the easiest
applicable method provided by preCICE. It is a first order accurate method, since point
values are copied from one domain to the other. Hence this method is just reasonable
when having a matching coupling interface, i.e. same number and distribution of the
coupling points. Since NN is not qualified for non-matching coupling surfaces and we
already showed in [6], that the error increases considerably with increasing non-matching
coupling surfaces, we will not consider this method further for our investigation.
The second method which we want to investigate further, is the Nearest-Projection
method (see Fig. 1b ), which leads to second order accuracy. For this method beside the
coupling points, further information regarding the neighbourhood is needed [4].
The third method considered for our study is the second order accurate Radial-BasisFunction, where no neighbourhood information is needed for the coupling. This method
provides di↵erent basis functions, which can be used according to the users requirements.
For our studies we apply the Gaussian function as basis function, where we have to provide
a shape-parameter to preCICE, which defines the width of the Gaussian function. It is
important to mention here, that the distribution of the coupling points plays a major role
on the convergence of the linear equation system ??, which has to be solved. Di↵erent
scenarios can be thought of, where the coupling points on the domain interface are nonequidistant. One is the use of high order Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) [7] schemes, where
the coupling points are the Gaussian integration points, which are not equally distributed.
At the corners of the elements the points are tightly distributed, while in the middle
area of the element the distance between the points is much larger. For non-equidistant
point distribution the shape-parameter has to be calculated considering the smallest gap
between the points, in order to cover all points accordingly (see [6]).

3
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nearest neighbour
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nearest projection
nearestmapping
projection
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Figure 1: a) Nearest-Neighbor, b) Nearest-Projection Interpolation [4]
2.2

Mapping by evaluation using APESmate

The integrated coupling approach APESmate [9] is implemented in our APES framework [8],[11] and [13], thus it has access to solver specific data. Therefore exchanging
data at arbitrary exchange points with our DG solver Ateles at the coupling interface can
be realised by the direct evaluation of the polynomial representations at the requested
points. Hence no additional interpolation is necessary. One of the main beneficials of our
coupling approach is, that with a higher order in the scheme a higher accuracy in the
context of the interpolation can be obtained [9].
3

Results

In this section we compare the simulation results of the previous mentioned coupling
approaches, when using the interpolation/evaluation method for the data-mapping. Our
study contains a test case, where a Gaussian pressure pulse spreads over the domain during
the simulation time. We start our investigation with a convergence study, which allows
us to find out, how the domain has to be spatially discretised in order to get the same
L2error for di↵erent scheme orders (O). This allows us to decompose the overall problem
size (inner and outer domain) and use the coupling approaches to couple them with each
other, while keeping the error for both domains the same, by using the knowledge from
the previous convergence study. As a result, we are able to make a clear statement about
the accuracy of each method. The study involves four test cases, where we increase the
non-matching behaviour of the coupling domains, while keeping the inner domain the
same (scheme order of three) and changing the outer domain by using di↵erent scheme
orders (up to a scheme order of 14) and spatial discretisation for each of them. The
L2error will be kept the same according to the convergence study.
3.1

Error convergence for higher scheme order

Before starting the investigation of the coupled simulation, we first consider a convergence study. Our test case is a 5x5x5 cube, where a Gaussian pressure pulse is located at
the exact center (see Fig. 2). The pulse spreads over the domain in all spatial directions.
The amplitude is set to 1.0 and the halfwidth of the pulse to 0.25. The ambient pres4
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Figure 2: Gaussian pressure pulse centered inside the domain

L2error

sure is predefined by 100,000, while the density is set to 1.0. The velocity is defined as
~v = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0]. The domain is solved using the Euler equations. This test case is used
to study how the L2error converges to a small error, when using di↵erent scheme orders
and spatial discretisations. Our study concerns di↵erent spatial discretisation for di↵erent
scheme orders to obtain the same error (see red line in Fig. 3) for the simulation. The
figure clearly illustrates, that the error drops much faster, when we increase the scheme
order, while decreasing the spatial resolution (increasing element size). For the lower
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Figure 3: Convergence of the L2error with increasing spatial discretisation for di↵erent
scheme orders using DG
scheme orders e.g. 2nd or 4th order we have to increase the spatial resolution (decreasing
the element size) to obtain the same error as for the higher orders for e.g. the 14th or
16th order, where we can use a coarse mesh, thus increasing the element size to reach the
aimed error of 10 5 . Hence for using higher scheme orders allows us to maintain a very
small L2error, while using a very coarse mesh with few elements.

5
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3.2

Coupled simulation - Test case setup

For the coupled simulation we use our findings from the convergence study to decompose our test case into inner and outer domain, while coupling them via the coupling
approaches. Both domains have the scheme order and spatial discretisation as obtained
from the convergence study respectively. The inner domain covers a 1x1x1 area, while
the outer domain is 4x4x4 large (see Fig. 5). The Gaussian pressure pulse is located in
the center of the inner domain, which than spreads over to the outer domain during the
simulation. Our study involves four test cases, where we change the outer domain us-

Figure 4: Decomposition of the domain into inner and outer domain as an example for
test case d)
ing di↵erent scheme orders and spatial discretisation according to the convergence study,
whereas the inner domain is kept always the same, using the same scheme order and
spatial discretisation. With the change of the outer domain, also the number of coupling
points changes. In Tab. 1 all test cases including the used scheme orders, total number
of elements in the each domain and the coupling points are listed.
Table 1: Investigation of the interpolation/ evaluation method using four test cases
Test case a
Test case b
inner outer inner outer
nElements
32768 124000 32768 7936
nCoupling points 55296 9600 55296 3456
nScheme order
3
4
3
6

3.3

Test case c
inner outer
32768 992
55296 1536
3
8

Test case d
inner outer
32768 124
55296 1176
3
14

Error estimation for di↵erent data-mapping methods

In order to estimate the error for the di↵erent coupling methods we ensure, that the
pressure pulse reaches the outer domain, but is still away from the boundaries, which
could influence our error estimation. For the error computation the pulse reaches the same
position as for the convergence study. In Fig. 5 first results for the coupled simulation
are shown. As can be recognised the integrated approach shows as expected overall the
same constant error, which is also the lowest. This is due to the direct evaluation of the
6
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Figure 5: Comparison of the L2error for di↵erent test cases and exemplary illustration of
the coupling point distribution when using DG for test case b)
polynomials, which allows a very high accuracy for the coupled simulation. Considering
the NP and RBF method provided by preCICE, the error increases with increasing nonmatching coupling interfaces. As shown in Fig. 5 (right image), the Gaussian integration
points are non-equidistantly distributed per element. Both NP and RBF reconstruct a
polynomial out of these points and evaluates the polynomial at the requested points for
the other domain. As the error of the reconstruction depends on the distance of the
points, the error increases with the maximum distance. As both schemes, NP and RBF,
are 2nd order, the error decreases only slowly with the number of total points 1 in the
middle of the elements. In addition, the stability of the reconstruction becomes sensitive
to the non-uniformness of the point distribution. To counter this, we can instead sample
our solution at equidistant points. While we still use the non-equidistant points for the
Gaussian integration, the intermediate data on equidistant points provides a regularisation
for the low order interpolation with a more uniform error distribution, and thus decreases
the maximal error. We implemented equidistant points (see Fig. 6) in our solver, which
we provide to preCICE to use for the interpolation, but still request non-equidistant point
values from the approach. Then we run our simulations again, using the RBF method
with the new implementation.

Figure 6: Providing equidistant coupling points (blue) for the interpolation but requesting
point values for non-equidistant points (red) for preCICE
As can be seen in Fig. 7a the error drops considerably, when using equidistant points
for the interpolation instead of the previous non-equidistant points. But having a look at
the computational time it becomes clear, that the change does not only decrease the error,
but also increased the computational time, since the coupling points have to computed
twice, once as equidistant and once as non-equidistant e.g. test case d). Hence it can be
concluded, that the RBFs show a good quality, but are overly expensive. Thus the ques7
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tion is, whether we could improve the quality of the NP method with less computational
e↵ort. After investigating the RBF method in the previous paragraph, we now look at
RBF
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Figure 7: L2error behaviour (a) and computational time (b) for the RBF interpolation,
when using equidistant (RBFEQ ) and non-equidistant (RBF ) point distribution for the
interpolation
the NP method. We also compare non-equidistant and equidistant point delivery. But
as NP is known to be less accurate, when using the same number of projection points
as requested points, we also consider the use of an increasing number of sampling points
(called oversampling, see Fig. 8). This allows us, to increase the accuracy of the simulation result clearly, when compared to the solution with non-equidistant points. Fig.
9 illustrates, how the L2error is higher when using equidistant points in the first step.
The error increases here, due to the non-equidistant point distribution requested by the
solver. Using as many points as the scheme order results in bad interpolation of the
coupling points, which are located in the element corners, since there the points are more
tight together. But increasing the number of equidistant coupling points also increases
the accuracy, since even points located in the corners can better interpolated (see Fig. 9).

Oversampling factor of 2

Figure 8: Providing equidistant and more (oversampling) coupling points for the NP
interpolation method to preCICE exemplary shown for test case b)

8
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Figure 9: L2error over the scheme order for NP interpolation method, when using nonequidistant points, equidistant points NPEQ and equidstant points with an oversamppling
factor of three NPEQfactor=3
To summarise the findings on the di↵erent interpolation methods, Fig. 10 shows the
error plots as well as computational time for all methods. We plot one line for each of the
3 methods - NP, RBF and APESmate - with the points as they are (i.e. non-uniformly
distributed Gaussian points) plus the best of the improved version, i.e. equidistant for
RBF, equidisant and oversampled for the NP. Obviously, only these improved versions
of the 2nd order methods NP and RBF give comparable error to the APESmate version.
Since the decomposition of the domain should help to keep the computational cost as low
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Figure 10: L2error and computational time for all methods
as possible, but still provide small error for the simulation results. As in Fig. 10a depicted, using the coupling approach APESmate results in very accurate simulation results,
9
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independent how hight we go with the scheme order. For preCICE we have to provide
equidistant coupling points for the interpolation when using RBF, to reduce the error.
For NP just providing equidistant points is not suﬃcient, hence we have to increase the
number of coupling points, to decrease the error of the simulation results (see Fig.7a).
Considering also the computational cost, we notice, that the RBF with equidstant points
are too expensive for our simulations hence not reasonable for us to use. The NP method
provides very fast computation even when using higher number of points for the interpolation (see Fig. 10b). Our integrated approach APESmate shows increasing computational
cost with increasing scheme order, this is due to the evaluation of the polynomials, which
is costly for higher scheme order.
4

Conclusion

The numerical simulation of fluid-structure-acoustics interactions is still challenging
when solving the problem with one solver (monolithic). Considering these kind of interactions monolithically is not feasible and expensive, since the occurring physics have
to be resolved up to the smallest scales. In order to simulate such problems, we consider partitioned coupling, where we split the domain and solve each subdomain with
the best-suited physics. In this paper we presented how the two coupling approaches use
di↵erent methods to exchange point values at the coupling surface. All test cases were
solved using our Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) solver, where the coupling points (Gaussian integration points) are non-equidistantly distributed on the element surface. For
our investigation we considered the coupling approach preCICE, a black-box approach,
which has no knowledge about solver specific information, hence considering just coupling
points at the coupling surface. For the data-exchange between the coupling domains, this
approach has to use an interpolation method. On the other hand we used our integrated
approach APESmate. Hence this approach has knowledge about the underlying scheme
and can take advantages of that, in order to evaluate the high order polynomial for the
data-exchange, thus resulting in accurate simulation results.
We showed how to use preCICE when using non-equidistant points for the coupling and
how to improve he accuracy and decrease the computational cost by providing equidistant points for the interpolation. For the interpolation we used the Nearest-Projection
(NP) and the Radial-Basis-Function (RBF) method. Using non-equidistant points for
the interpolation results in higher error, with increasing non-matching coupling surfaces.
This is due to the Gaussian integration points, which are tightly located at the element
corner, while in the middle of the element the gap between the points is much higher.
The error is dominated by the huge gap in the middle area of the element. In order to
overcome that, we provided equidistant points to preCICE for the interpolation. This
increased the accuracy of the RBF method but also increased the computational cost for
that. The basic problem with the RBF method is the fact, that the quality of the solution
and the convergence of the system depends on how the coupling points are distributed.
It is challenging to find a good agreement, when using the Gaussian function as basis
function, how to chose a right shape-parameter for the simulations. In our previous study
10
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[6] we were able to show, that depending on how the shape-parameter is chosen, the error
of the solution was considerably low, when using equidistant points for the simulation.
But this finding was just possible after trying certain shape-parameters for each setup.
When using non-equidistant points the convergence rate of the linear system is even lower
and finding a suitable shape-parameter even more challenging. Furthermore we showed,
that providing equidistant points and an additional amount (oversampling) of coupling
points increases the accuracy of the simulation and holds the computational cost in a
reasonable range when using NP. This method requires additional neighbourhood information from the solver, it is able to provide accurate results, when using equidistant and
a higher amount of equidistant points. Our in-house approach APESmate showed overall
the lowest error, since it allows the direct evaluation of the polynomials for the requested
point values. Even when using the most non-matching test case, our approach was able
to keep an outstanding behaviour, by having an almost constant L2error for all simulations. Considering the computational time for the used methods, we can conclude that
NP, when using equidistant points and an oversampling factor of three, shows not only
a very low error but also a fast computation for the simulation, when compared to the
RBF. Since APESmate evaluates the high order polynomials, thus keeping the coupling
error as low as possible, the computational time increases with increasing scheme order.
Our future work is devoted to decrease the computational time for our coupling approach APESmate in the high order area, to reduce the computational cost for the coupled
simulation further.
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Abstract. A multi-block structured flow solver[1] for unsteady RANS equations has been
coupled with a structural solver within the software environment managed by the open
source library preCICE[2], in order to perform fluid-structure interaction simulations.
Motivation of the work is the simulation of unsteady aerodynamic problems strongly
dependent from structural behavior, like flexible aircraft, rotor-craft, counter-rotating
rotors, etc.
Our CFD group has recently developed a system for flow simulation of unsteady compressible RANS equations based upon structured multi-block meshes, which allows the
non-conformal block to block coupling (i.e. sliding mesh) and dynamic mesh on block
base (i.e. some specific blocks in the flow field can be deformed and updated at each time
step). Mesh is updated outside the flow solver, which makes possible to iterate with other
systems to compute, in a segregated approach, structural deformation, body dynamics
and possibly other physical phenomena.
This work shows the results of a verification test case and of the simulation of a panel
flutter response at supersonic velocity, aiming to validate the whole process built up to
face with fixed-point problem solution.

1

INTRODUCTION

A multi-block structured flow solver[3] for unsteady RANS equations has been coupled
with a structural solver within the software environment managed by the open source
library preCICE[2], in order to perform fluid-structure interaction simulations.
Motivation of the work is the simulation of unsteady aerodynamic problems strongly
dependent from structural behavior, like flexible aircraft, rotor-craft, counter-rotating
rotors, etc.
Our CFD group has recently developed a system for flow simulation of unsteady compressible RANS equations based upon structured multi-block meshes, which allows the
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non-conformal block to block coupling (i.e. sliding mesh) and dynamic mesh on block
base (i.e. some specific blocks in the flow field can be deformed and updated at each time
step). Mesh is updated outside the flow solver, which makes possible to iterate with other
systems to compute, in a segregated approach, structural deformation, body dynamics
and possibly other physical phenomena.
Iterations can be performed in implicit mode, by repeating each time step with corrected meshes, in a loop controlled by convergence check outside the solver.
The flow simulation system communicates by delivering local forces on specific mesh
surfaces, as specified in a set-up file, and it is capable to re-mesh the flow domain starting
from a set of updated geometric entities like surfaces, curves and vertices, by following
specific directives. Geometric entities can be specified or modified by control points.
Structural solver, already interfaced within the preCICE framework, is the open source
FEM code Calculix[4]. As far as we know, this is the only CFD system based upon structured multi-block meshes fully integrated with a structural dynamic solver for unsteady
simulations with dynamic meshes. The choice of the preCICE framework was driven by
several reasons: the open source environment (no costs and limitations stemming from
licences), easier implementation and shorter learning curve for using the structural solver,
availability of both linear and non linear structural dynamic analysis, possibility of testing
both explicit and implicit fluid-structure interaction, several interpolation and exchange
methods for forces and deformations already available and implemented.
In the following sections is the solvers are briefly described and the way they are
interfaced in a segregated approach through preCICE dynamic library with some details
on the CFD interface. Finally, results on two test cases are illustrated: one replicates test
case available on the library documentation[5], while the other is a classical panel flutter
investigation at supersonic speeds.
2

SEGREGATED APPROACH AND SOLVERS DESCRIPTION

The segregated approach to Fluid Structure Interaction problem can be a convenient
strategy when well-validated solvers of the different involved physics models are already
available, providing that those solvers communicate among them in an efficient way. In
fact, there are relevant aspect that characterize the algorithms that manage the coupling
among solvers. Those are specifically, the load and deformations transfer over the interfaces shared from the different computational domains, the time coupling of the different
solutions to ensure convergence at each iteration and, finally, the way the solvers communicate information among them. Different approach adopted, characterize the several
algorithms that are employed to face with a segregated approach. In this section the two
solvers for fluid and structural domain are described: the former is ZEN, the CIRA finite
volume structured multi-block solver. The latter, CalculiX, is an open source Finite Element Models field solver able to do linear and non-linear analysis of static and dynamic
problems.

2
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2.1

Aerodynamic Solver

ZEN is a multi-block structured flow solver for the U-RANS equations with classical
ALE formulation. It is based upon second-order finite volumes central schemes, cellcentered spatial discretization, and second order backward implicit time discretization.
Convergence in each time step is achieved with dual time stepping through explicit RungeKutta multi-stages, and acceleration techniques like local time stepping, residual averaging
and multi-grid. Non conformal conservative internal boundary conditions for moving
surfaces can be applied for rigid mesh movement (sliding mesh). Dynamic meshes are
implemented by following the 3 step backward implicit time scheme in such a way to satisfy
the discrete geometrical conservation law (DGCL[6]). The updated mesh is reloaded
at each time step, which allows to post-process surface deformations due to structural
dynamics or to body dynamics outside the flow solver. The current time step can be
repeated (and the updated mesh reloaded), when required, under control of external
routines that check for suitable convergence criteria, as it is necessary in case of implicit
fluid-structure interaction. It is possible to apply dynamic mesh modifications only in
some blocks, to save computational time. The flow solver communicates at every time
step with other systems by producing a table of global loads on selected surfaces (the
so-called faces) and a set of files containing selected surfaces with local force distributions
at each mesh point, sum of pressure and friction contributions.
2.2

Structural Solver

CalculiX is the open source solver employed to carry out non-linear analysis of dynamic
problems as already interfaced to the preCICE library. In detail, to calculate the nonlinear response of a structure subject to dynamic loading an implicit integration procedure
of the equations of motion is employed. The implicit solver uses Incomplete Cholesky
pre-conditioning and the iterative solver by Rank and Ruecker [7], which is based on the
algorithms by Schwarz [7]. This solver is well suited for shell elements as indicated by the
author.
The equation of motion is integrated in time using the α-method developed by Hilber,
Hughes and Taylor[7]. The α parameter lies in the interval [-1/3,0] and controls the high
frequency dissipation: α=0 corresponds to the classical Newmark method inducing no
dissipation at all, while α=-1/3 corresponds to maximum dissipation[7].
3

FLUID STRUCTURE COUPLING

This section describes the way CFD and FEM solvers are coupled in a segregated
approach. From the structural side, the architecture illustrated from Rush[2] is adopted,
i.e. the Calculix solver has its adapter that exchanges data with CFD solver through
preCICE library. From the CFD solver side, we developed a black-box adapter coupled
with a bash script that is able to manage the timing processes and the ZEN-interface with
preCICE.
The coupling between the two solvers is managed by the open-source preCICE library.
The library is able to treat the numerical methods for equation’s coupling, methods to
3
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interpolate data in the frame of load transfer and methods to communicate among the
different solvers involved in the multi-physics simulations. Hence, we have to configure the
library to deal with the proposed test case, according also to the way we have developed
the interface of the aerodynamic solver. The configuration is executed at runtime via an
xml file where the solvers, the fluid and solid interfaces that are exchanging data, the
kind of data (i.e. scalars, vectors) are tagged. Here are set also the mapping of loads
according to the direction the data are going to: i.e. from the fluid solver to the structure
one and vice-versa. Into the configuration file are defined the interpolator (RBF, NearestNeighbor, Nearest-Projection) and the constraint type employed in the load transfer that
ensure for conservativeness if data go from CFD to FEM, and consistency if they go from
FEM to CFD.
Since the library interface we developed is a black-box with respect to the CFD solver,
the communication in the FEM - library direction is only managed by the library: this is
configured with a point-to-point based on TCP/IP socket. The communications in CFD
to preCICE direction, as illustrated in next section, is based on file-transfer.

(a) Serial scheme Gauss-Seidel

(b) Parallel scheme with Jacoby system

Figure 1: Flow Chart of coupling scheme for fixed point problem solution[5]

Finally the coupling scheme among the participants has to be set. In the preCICE
library both explicit schemes, that compute a single solver computation in one time-step,
and implicit schemes, that sub-iterate until convergence, shown in Figure 1 are available.
For the latter approach, preCICE offers acceleration schemes, such as a simply (dynamic)
under-relaxation (or Aitken), but also sophisticated quasi-Newton schemes as the IQNILS scheme (also known as Anderson acceleration) and the IQN-MVJ scheme (also known
as generalized Broyden).
3.1

CFD ZEN INTERFACE

The structured ZEN code is coupled with the FEM solver Calculix through the preCICE
library. From the FEM side, CalculiX exchanges data with preCICE through a devoted
interface[2, 5, 8]. In this section the way the CFD ZEN solver exchanges data with
preCICE is described.
Figure 2 illustrates conceptually how the FSI analysis starts and how data are exchanged during the calculation between the ZEN CFD solver and the ZEN interface: the
latter sends data to preCICE.

4
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Figure 2: Global chart

The ZEN-driver interface is coded in cpp language. It is aimed to share the CFD variables (i.e. the non-dimensional loads), available after a CFD time step, with the preCICE
library, that in turn, communicates with the FEM solver adapter. When launched, the
ZEN-driver employs the information about free-stream values, calculating the dimensional
loads.
The simulation starts by launching a shell script that manages the initialization step.
At the beginning the script reads the input of the two solvers, in order to compute the
data required to match the right dimensions.
As the CFD code ZEN solves non-dimensional equations, reference dimensions are
required in order transform local and global forces, i.e. static pressure and static temperature, time step and scale length. Moreover, the interface reads information about the
face numbering for the exchange of local loads, those have to match the structural mesh.
At every time step ZEN computes local loads on each face to be exchanged with
preCICE, then it issues a message and waits for updated surfaces. When preCICE has
produced the surfaces updated with the new structural deformations, it sends ZEN a signal
to inform whether the time step has reached the convergence or it should be repeated with
the new surfaces. In both cases the flow solver system generates a new mesh and then
the computation proceeds following the directive.
In Figure 3 are illustrated the stream of data during the communication from the CFD
solver and the ZEN interface, through the script named update-dyngrid.sh. This ’black
box’ approach can be efficient and fast, but it presents some drawbacks (i.e. it does not
share data with mpi or socket communication, but only with files).
ZEN CFD solver and the ZEN-driver interface are running at same time: when a
CFD time step is completed, the solver calls the script update-dyngrid.sh. Within this
script, loads data available over the interface are sent to the FEM solver through the
dynamic library preCICE. At this point the script waits until the displacements data are
sent back: once those are ready, a new grid is computed and a new time step calculation
5
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Figure 3: Detailed update-dyngrid.sh procedure chart

starts. The procedure is different when the algorithm foresees sub-iterations, i.e. when a
strong coupling approach is chosen. In this case, until the sub-iteration convergence is not
reached, the ZEN-interface informs the flow solver to repeat the same time step through
the fsi.loop flag.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Verifying Test Case

This section describes a test case set up to verify that the whole process works properly,
by simulating a deformable flap and comparing the results with those obtained using
SU2 as CFD code, already coupled with Calculix, through the preCICE library[2]. The
simulation aims to verify qualitatively the correct work-flow of the data process, so we
do not analyze in detail the numerical results, as no experimental data are available for
comparison.
The CFD domain is shown in Figure 4 (a), the channel height is 2 m, while the flap is
characterized by height, hf = 1.6 and width, wf = 0.2. The domain extend 10 m before
and after the flap, and it is discretized with 3 blocks and 9224 cells.
The material and physical parameters of the simulation are different from those shown
in the thesis of Rusch[8]: the free-stream Mach and Reynolds number are respectively
0.1 and 10.06 , while pressure and temperature are p∞ = 144900[P a], T∞ = 288.4[K].
The structural parameter values are the density ρ = 105 Kg/m3 , Poisson ratio ν = 0.33
and Young modulus E = 109 N/m2 . Regarding the simulations settings, time-step length
is 10−4 (s). The mapping method consists of RBF-volume-splines, with a serial-implicit
coupling using Aitken relaxation. Maximum number of sub-iterations allowed in one
single time step is 10.
In Figure 4 (b) are shown streamlines and stream-wise velocity component surrounding
moving flap during in the FSI simulation.
6
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(a) CFD domain

(b) Horizontal Velocity component contour and
streamlines (enlarged view)
Figure 4: Oscillating Flap

4.2

Validation Test Case: Supersonic Panel Flutter

To evaluate the performance of such a coupled algorithm, we consider a two-dimensional
simulation of a transient non-linear aero-elastic response of a flat panel in a supersonic
stream. In details, the panel is fixed at both ends, and the free stream Mach number is set
to M∞ = 2.3, the panel length is a = 0.5 (m) with uniform thickness h = 1.35 × 10−3 m.
The structural parameter values are density ρm = 2710Kg/m3 , Poisson ratio ν = 0.33
and Young modulus E = 77.281 × 109 N/m2 . This condition is expected to be quite near
to flutter[9, 10, 11].
The problem of instability of plates in gas flow has been widely investigated. In supersonic flow, the instability has the oscillatory nature known as flutter, that can be
distinguished in coupled or single-mode flutter[12]. Several time-domain simulations of
non-linear panel flutter were performed from transonic to supersonic flows by several authors [9, 13, 12, 14]. From their results at high Mach number flows we should expect high
frequency Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO) and non periodic oscillations.
Here we investigate how the amplitude and the frequency of the LCO changes, accord2 3
ing to the critical dynamic pressure, λ, defined as λ∗ = ρ∞ uD∞ a , where D is the plate
Eh3
stiffness, 12(1−ν
2 ) . Hence, by changing the Young modulus of the plate, we have obtained
∗
a set of λ values at which the analysis are carried out. The mass ratio, µ, calculated
a
as µ = ρρ∞
, is kept constant during the simulations and equal to 0.055. The plate, is
mh
modeled with quadratic shell elements with 8 nodes, 34 elements stream-wise and just 2
elements span-wise. The edges are fully constrained, while in the plane of symmetry the
in-plane displacements and rotations are allowed.
In order to compare the results with other authors without the uncertainties stemming
from boundary layer (BL) thickness and turbulence model effects, the flow is solved with
Euler equations. The CFD grid, shown in Figure 5, is made of one block with 112 x 80
7
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cells, and has 35 nodes on the interface. As the two meshes are quite comparable on the
interface, we do not expect large differences in the results due to the load transfer process,
as we can see in the next sections.

(a) CFD computational domain

(b) FEM panel discretization
Figure 5: CFD grid

The two solvers starts together the integration from free-stream values, and an initial
vertical velocity is assigned to the flat panel, equal to δw = w0 sin2 ( πx
) where w0 , is a
L
constant suitable to produce an initial perturbation.
4.2.1

preCICE interface library settings

In this run, we have compared the results of two interpolation type: Radial Basis
function with Thin Plate Splines and Nearest-Neighbor.
The nature of the problem under investigation requires a strongly coupled approach,
hence we chose an implicit scheme, the classical fixed-point system based on a Gauss-Seidel
execution of both solvers (or serial coupling). As acceleration technique a dynamic Aitken
under-relaxation is adopted. The initial relaxation value is 0.01 and an extrapolation of
order 2 is used as initial guess in every iteration. In future works, those results will
be compared with the parallel coupling scheme (a Jacoby vectorial scheme) with more
complex quasi-Newton schemes as post-processing or accelerator (already available within
the preCICE library).
The relative convergence threshold values for displacements and forces are different,
and chosen in a trial and error approach: they are, for displacement 10−2 , and for forces
10−3 .
Even if the preCICE library is able to manage non-matching discretization in time
relative to the different solvers, in our simulations the ”first participant” approach is
adopted, hence the time-step is imposed by the CFD solver, and the FEM solver takes
the same value.
8
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An investigation was conducted, and shown in next subsection, to set the correct time
step length in a time convergence analysis, where this is varied until to reach a stable
solutions.
4.2.2

Time solution dependency

This analysis shows that, even if the simulations are carried out with a fully-implicit
approach (i.e. with sub-iterations), the time-step plays a key role in capturing the higher
frequency eigen-modes at which the panel oscillates.
In Figure 6 the time histories of vertical displacement at a fixed panel point are shown,
for different time steps, at different dynamical pressure, λ∗ . It can be seen that, whatever
the λ∗ is, by diminishing the time step, the total time of simulation up to the divergence
increases, and the behavior of the oscillations is changing, capturing well the switch to
another limit cycle.

(a) λ = 1000

(b) λ = 1330

Figure 6: Time history of vertical displacement, (w/h) at x/a=0.75 for different time steps length.

Figure 7 shows that, with a smaller dt, some instabilities on the maximum and minimum point positions are better captured.
In the next subsection, where the LCO behavior is analyzed by varying the dynamic
pressure λ∗ , the smallest time-step is chosen.
4.2.3

Limit Cycle Oscillations

The instability of plates has been investigated in numerous studies in the context of
panel flutter: in the case of supersonic flow, the nature of instability can be either coupled
or single mode flutter[12]. In this work we have found the switching to different limit cycles
during the simulations. Since the attention is restricted to the development and validation
of the coupling system for the analysis of FSI problems, the stability boundaries are not
9
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Figure 7: Zoom on time history of vertical displacement, (w/h) at x/a=0.75 for different time steps
length, λ = 1000

investigated in detail, but a few points with different free-stream dynamic pressure λ∗ and
relative LCO are reported.
At the Mach number considered in these calculations, it is noted that, to establish an
asymptotic limit-cycle response, longer time would be required: has it was explained also
in the work of Gordnier et al.[13], the reason is that the final flutter response involves
higher panel modes (see Figure 8). In our test cases, all carried out with the time-step
of 1.0 × 10−5 s, the simulations start with an initial perturbation velocity on the FEM
nodes and free-stream flow velocities on undeformed panel.
The initial velocity law imposed to the FEM nodes is related to the first proper mode
of deformation for this kind of panel configuration and boundary conditions (clamped,
2D). Hence, the panel starts to oscillate in the way of the first mode, and under the
effects of aerodynamic loads the higher modes are excited, becoming predominant to the
lowest ones: this take a long simulation time. Figure 8 reports on the left the time
history of vertical displacement of a point located at x/a=0.75, and on the right the
relative oscillation
frequency, normalized with the fundamental linear frequency of the

D
2
plate, ω0 = π ρm ha4 .
From the displacement plots, it can be seen that the flutter does not start immediately, and that the simulations interrupt just before the oscillations become periodic, due
to divergence, considering that the maximum number of sub-iterations of the implicit coupling (set at 30), is reached more or less at the same physical time, whatever the critical
10
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(a) λ∗ = 500

(b) λ∗ = 500

(c) λ∗ = 750

(d) λ∗ = 750

(e) λ∗ = 1000

(f) λ∗ = 1000

(g) λ∗ = 1300

(h) λ∗ = 1300

Figure 8: Flutter response at x/a=0.75 for M∞ =2.3, dt=1.0 × 10−5 (s)

freestream pressure value. Furthermore, in the cases of λ∗ = 1000, 1330, the switching
from one mode to another during the oscillations can be clearly seen: such phenomena
highlighted also from Shishaeva [12]. The frequency spectra reveal that higher modes are
concurring in the way the panel deforms and oscillates. Those spectra changed during
the simulations, since at the beginning, the most important frequency are the lower ones,
while the higher ones are not detected.
Figure 9 shows flow solutions at two different times: in the first one a strong incident
shock wave in the middle of panel, while the other shows an expansion at the same
location.

11
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(a) Strong Incident shock wave

(b)

Figure 9: Euler flow field solutions for λ = 1330, dt = 1.0e−4

4.2.4

Impact of Turbulent Boundary Layer

In literature few simulations are available on the influence of turbulent BL on the
aero-elastic behavior of a panel. It is known that laminar BL induces significant dumping
effects at low supersonic Mach number[13]. In the work of Alder[15], also the effects of
2D and 3D simulations are investigated, with k − ω SST models for turbulent BL. He
founds that exceeding Mach 1.6 the impact becomes less significant, and the dependence
of λ∗ for flutter onset shows a linear behavior with respect to the BL thickness[15].
A Navier-Stokes solutions was obtained for Reynolds number of Re = 18.106 , with the
two equation Menter k − omega SST model, available in the CIRA ZEN code [16]. At the
beginning of FSI simulation with flow developed on the undeformed panel configuration,
the BL thickness is with δa99 = 0.36 at mid panel.
The FEM models is the same adopted in the other numerical tests. A difference can
be found in the way the FSI analysis starts: at the beginning the plate is kept fixed while
the flows develops. Then, after some time steps integrated by CFD, the FEM starts its
calculations, taking the loads coming from CFD.
Figure 10 shows damping effects of boundary layer obtained by the NS simulations
with SST turbulence model. Those results are relative to a time-step of 5.0 × 10−4 (s).
4.3

Effects of spatial load transfer methods

One critical aspect of an FSI problem, is the ability of the two subsystems of exchanging
energy without loss (or production): the loads computed and transfered through the
interfaces should verify this conservative property. Then, a conservative interpolation
algorithm for load transfer between the interfaces is mandatory. In several works is
remarked that the consistency property in translating the displacements from FEM to
CFD has also a key role[17, 18, 19, 20]. Here, two different interpolation algorithms
are compared: the Nearest-Neighbor and the Radial Basis Function-TPS, both in the
12
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(a) Euler displacement at x/a=0.75

(b) Euler Frequency Response

(c) Turbulent displacement at x/a=0.75

(d) Turbulent Frequency Response

Figure 10: Turbulent Boundary Layer effects on panel flutter LCO, λ∗ = 1300

conservative formulation when forces are transfered from CFD to FEM, and in consistent
formulation, when displacement are mapped from FEM to CFD.
As seen in previous section, with turbulent BL at λ = 1330, the plate reaches an
equilibrium position in a deformed shape. Figure 11 shows in a time-window how the
time history of the diverged panel is changing, if the load transfer is executed with NN or
RBF-TPS: the panel is oscillating at same frequency but the equilibrium position reached
by RBF is slightly lower with respect to NN load interpolation.
Figure 12 shows panel shapes at different point of time-history with a circular symbols
located at the reference point for used in the LCO analysis: Figure 12 (a) is relative to
NN interpolation, while Figure 12 (b) is relative to the RBF-TPS.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the development of an interface that glues the CIRA ZEN
CFD code with an open source FEM code by means of the preCICE library. After verified that the developed coupling process works with a first test case, the classical FSI
problem of a panel flutter at supersonic speed has been simulated with a strongly-coupled
partitioned approach. The results are encouraging, even if they only be considered as
preliminary, demonstrating that the partitioned approach between the structured CFD
solver and FEM is possible through preCICE library. In order to optimize the efficiency
of the process, future works will consider the implementation of mpi or TCP/IP communications, and testing different coupling schemes for the fixed point problem solution.
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Figure 11: Displacement at 0.75 of panel length - NN vs RBF

(a) Nearest-Neighbor

(b) RBF-Thin-Plate-Splines

Figure 12: Deformed panel shapes at different time-step: results of different load transfer interpolation
coupling
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Abstract. Using the partitioned approach, specialized single-physics solvers with different
numerical properties may be combined to solve a multi-physics setup. This allows us to use
expert solvers for every considered phenomenon. To handle their respective problems in the
most efficient way solvers use non-matching meshes – both in the spatial and temporal domain
(multi-scale) – and different discretization techniques (inhomogeneous setup).
The coupling library preCICE provides methods for an appropriate treatment of non-matching
spatial meshes, but it currently lacks advanced techniques for the treatment of non-matching
temporal discretization. To maintain order and stability of time stepping, special care must be
taken and simply exchanging nodal values at the coupling interface does not suffice.
This contribution presents different setups that arise in partitioned multi-physics problems. Different temporal scales and different discretization techniques are considered. Challenges and
requirements that stem from the partitioned approach are derived and various candidate techniques for multi-rate time stepping are introduced and evaluated. Convergence studies for a
simple benchmark scenario are performed and implementation aspects are presented – with the
final goal of implementing multi-rate time stepping in preCICE.
1

INTRODUCTION

The coupling library preCICE [1] has been developed to provide a flexible, minimally invasive way to couple independent existing solvers in surface-coupled multi-physics simulations,
such as aeroelasticity [2, 3] , cardio-vascular flow [4] or conjugate heat transport in fluids and
structures [5, 6]. It provides various options for three important ingredients of coupling thus
eliminating the need for re-implementation in every coupled simulation setup. The first ingredient is the technical communication between processes of several parallel solvers, which
is realized in a scalable point-to-point manner via MPI or TCP/IP [7]. The second ingredient
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is data mapping. Here, preCICE provides both consistent and conservative mapping methods
to map physical coupling data, such as velocities or forces, from the surface of one solvers
mesh to the (non-matching) discretization points of another solver at the same surface [8]. The
third ingredient, iterative coupling, implements several methods to speed up the solution of the
interface fixed-point equations based on pure input and output data [9].
However, a proper coupling for multi-rate timestepping is still neglected. Additionally, we
would like to be able to couple solvers that are using different timestepping schemes. This
would enable efficient surface-coupled and also multi-scale simulation. Naively coupling solvers
with two different timestepping schemes or using two different timestep sizes leads to a degradation of the overall timestepping to first order convergence [10, 11, 12], and it affects the
stability, even if we couple implicitly [12]. Whereas various approaches have been proposed
to recover at least second-order consistency [2, 4, 12], we aim at providing more general solutions for timestepping with arbitrary order while still following the black-box philosophy of
preCICE: Our approach should only require the exchange of input/output data and not the exchange of (time) discretization details of the involved solvers. This contribution is motivated
by fluid-structure-acoustic (FSA) interaction, explained in more detail in Section 2. Further
applications with clear multi-scale characteristics are, for example, powder bed based additive
manufacturing processes [13] or multi-scale structural mechanics [14, 15].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present requirements for
multi-rate coupling based on characteristics of the physics, on the one hand, and the black-box
paradigm in preCICE, on the other hand. In particular, we focus on surface coupling, which is
different from volume coupling as it resembles both time splitting schemes and domain partitioning. In Section 3, we provide an overview of existing coupling schemes for surface coupling. In Section 4, we run numerical experiments using these existing schemes; the experimental setup is a linear one dimensional heat transport model on a partitioned domain. In Section
5, we finally assess the numerical properties of the coupling schemes based on our previous
experiments and give conclusions and further directions with regards to an implementation of
multi-rate coupling schemes in preCICE.
2

REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTI-RATE COUPLING IN PRECICE

The requirements for multi-rate coupling can be split into two classes: (i) requirements stemming from the type of surface-coupled multi-physics and multi-scale applications introduced
above and (ii) requirements stemming from the preCICE paradigm of coupling black-box solvers
not giving access to any discretization details.
(i) Application specific requirements. From an application point of view, being able to couple
different timestepping schemes using different timestep sizes as shown exemplary in Figure 1
is the ultimate goal. The need for combining different timestepping methods stems from different requirements in terms of stability (stiffness of the underlying different models), whereas
different timestep sizes are imposed by the need to efficiently tackle multi-scale problems. The
showcase we ultimately target is FSA interaction, where, in particular, the coupling between a
full fluid simulation around an elastic structure, in the near-field, and the noise propagation, in
the far-field, features multi-scale behavior: For the flow part the natural scale is much larger
2
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than for the acoustic wave propagation. For a partitioned coupling approach, the resulting challenge is to provide suitable surface data for both sides of the coupling interface not only at the
common global timestep, but also for substeps in case of different timestep sizes and for stages
of Runge-Kutta methods. We seek for a way that preserves the minimum of the convergence
orders of both coupled timestepping method.
(ii) Software specific requirements. preCICE [1] is implemented as a library with a clearly
defined application user interface (API) providing high-level functions that are called by solverspecific adapter codes. The API is designed such that it can be used also for commercial closedsource (black-box) solvers. To guarantee the necessary flexibility, the whole coupling functionality has to be based on input and output data of the solvers without access to further solver
discretization details. Thus, the multi-rate coupling proposed in this work also has to follow
this rule. This means, for example, that we do not want to use tailored approaches to communicate the intermediate stages of Runge-Kutta schemes.
Figure 1: (a) Our exemplary fluid-structure-acoustics (FSA) setup with temporal multi-scale
characteristics: (b) fluid-structure (FS) coupling between structure dynamics in FEAP [16] using Newmark-β timestepping and fluid dynamics in FASTEST [17] using BDF2 and subcycling; (c) acoustics coupling between acoustic near-field in FASTEST using explicit Euler (EE)
timestepping and acoustic far-field in Ateles [18] using fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) and
subcycling.
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3

REVIEW OVER EQUATION COUPLING SCHEMES

In this section, we provide a review over different techniques for the coupling of partitioned
problems. We consider a partitioned setup with two participants L and R and their respective
spatially discretized partial solutions v and w, in ΩLhL and ΩRhR , respectively. The partitioned
setup solves the overall coupled problem u = (v, w), in Ωh = ΩLhL ∪ ΩRhR .
The spatially discretized partitioned system can then be written as

 

v̇(t)
fL (v(t), w(t),t)
=
.
(1)
ẇ(t)
fR (v(t), w(t),t)
We define the temporal discretization tn = n · τ, n ∈ N,tn ∈ [0, T ], where T denotes the maximum
simulation time and τ denotes the macro timestep size τ. We denote un = u (tn ) and call the
interval Tn = [tn ,tn+1 ] a window. To realize subcycling we introduce micro timesteps τL and τR
for the respective participants on a window. The relationship between the macro timestep size
τ and the micro timestep sizes τL and τR is defined as NL τL = NR τR = τ with NL , NR ∈ N.
3.1

Classical coupling techniques

Classical coupling schemes use a very simple and easy to implement approach of exchanging
data associated to different timesteps between solvers, which basically corresponds to constant
interpolation in time. Classical coupling schemes can be based on a sequential, Gauss-Seidellike execution of both solvers or a simultaneous, Jacobi-like execution[9]. For simplification, we
only consider sequential coupling in this contribution. Furthermore, classical coupling schemes
come in two flavors: explicit and implicit coupling.
Explicit coupling – often also referred to as weak or loose coupling [20] – relies on the explicit
exchange of coupling conditions. This means that the result of one participant is directly used
as a boundary condition for the next timestep of the other participant. No iterations are used,
which leads to low computational cost, but also to characteristic instabilities [21, 22]. One of
the involved solvers always uses interface data of the old time step tn for its calculations during
a global time step (Figure 2a)1 Implicit coupling schemes – also referred to as strong coupling
[20] – are used to avoid the aforementioned instabilities at the cost of an iterative approach,
where a fixed point equation for interface degrees of freedom is solved at every timestep to
guarantee consistent and stable solutions. The participants iteratively update their respective
boundary conditions until they match at the interface. To avoid high cost and to speed up
computations, acceleration schemes are widely used [9, 23]. These implicit schemes result in
a converged solution where all solvers use coupling data from their partners corresponding to
tn+1 (constant interpolation backwards in time, Figure 2b).
Due to the constant interpolation in time, the order of the coupled timestepping scheme degrades
to one for both approaches [10, 11, 12]. Additionally, even implicit time stepping schemes show
instabilities for large timesteps [12].
1 The

second solver uses data associated to the next step tn+1 .
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3.2

Semi explicit-implicit coupling

For simple one-step methods without intermediate stages, using a mixture of implicit and explicit coupling can help to avoid order degradation to first order and tackle stability issues
[12, 20]. The resulting scheme still relies on (expensive) iterations to implicitly determine
consistent values for the coupling variable at the interface. We illustrate this for the example of
the second order consistent trapezoidal rule, which reads
 n+1   n 


dt
v
v
fL (vn , wn ,tn ) + fL (vn+1 , wn+1 ,tn+1 )
=
+
(2)
wn
fR (vn , wn ,tn ) + fR (vn+1 , wn+1 ,tn+1 )
wn+1
2
if applied monolithically to Equation 1. On the other side, classical implicit coupling using the
trapezoidal rule in both solvers would give
 n+1   n 


dt
v
v
fL (vn , wn+1 ,tn ) + fL (vn+1 , wn+1 ,tn+1 )
.
=
+
wn
fR (vn+1 , wn ,tn ) + fR (vn+1 , wn+1 ,tn+1 )
wn+1
2
It can be shown easily that this results in only first order convergence. To recover the original
scheme (see Equation 2) and, thus, second order, we have to change the tn+1 values in the righthand side terms associated to tn back to vn and wn respectively, i.e., use a scheme that couples
implicitly in the second part of the right-hand side and explicitly in the first.
3.3

Predictor-based coupling

Where semi explicit-implicit coupling helps to recover the order for implicit timestepping
schemes, for explicit coupling, predictor schemes are helpful to speed up convergence [24]
Figure 2: Coupling schemes. Colored areas resemble approximations of the solution v and
w on the respective subdomains. approximation ṽ is sampled at tS : (a) explicit coupling with
subcycling, constant extrapolation ṽ(t) = vn is used for tn < t < tn+0.5 ; (b) implicit coupling
with subcycling, constant extrapolation ṽ(t) = vn+0.5 is used for tn < t < tn+0.5 ; (c) waveform
relaxation coupling with subcycling, the waveform ṽ(t) is a time continuous function on the
window Tn = [tn ,tn+1 ].
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or to reduce error [2]. We use a customized explicit predictor for one participant to provide the
missing data at the stages of the other participant (i.e., stages of a Runge-Kutta scheme). As an
example, we apply Heun’s method monolithically to Equation 1:
 n+1   n 


dt
v
v
fL (vn , wn ,tn ) + fL (ṽn+1 , w̃n+1 ,tn+1 )
+
=
,
wn
fR (vn , wn ,tn ) + fR (ṽn+1 , w̃n+1 ,tn+1 )
wn+1
2
where ṽn+1 and w̃n+1 are computed from an explicit Euler step for Equation 1. In a partitioned
explicit coupling approach, ṽn+1 in fR and w̃n+1 in fL are not available. We have to rely on vn
in fR or wn in fL instead, which contradicts Heun’s method.
A predictor improves this situation: Each participant performs an explicit Euler and provides the
predicted values ṽ˜n+1 and w̃˜ n+1 to the other participant. This results in the following scheme:

 n+1   n 

dt
v
v
fL (vn , wn ,tn ) + fL (ṽn+1 , w̃˜ n+1 ,tn+1 )
=
+
wn
fR (vn , wn ,tn ) + fR (ṽ˜n+1 , w̃n+1 ,tn+1 )
wn+1
2
3.4

Splitting methods

Another alternative to couple inhomogeneous timestepping schemes are Splitting methods [26].
In the following, we concentrate on Strang splitting [25], which allows second order accuracy
in time if the substeps are also solved with at least second order accuracy. For (1), one timestep
of Strang splitting reads
1. participant L solves v̇(t) = fL (v(t), wn ,t) in [tn ,tn+1/2 ], yielding vn+1/2 ,
2. participant R solves ẇ(t) = fR (vn+1/2 , w(t),t) in [tn ,tn+1 ], yielding wn+1 ,
3. participant L solves v̇(t) = fL (v(t), wn+1 ,t) in [tn+1/2 ,tn+1 ], yielding vn+1 ,
where tn+1/2 := tn + τ/2.
3.5

Waveform relaxation

Waveform relaxation (WR) or dynamic iteration is a method where so-called waveforms at the
coupling interface are exchanged between participants. The original idea comes from electrical
circuits that are split into subsystems exchanging their waveforms at the system interface [27].
A waveform is a continuous functional approximation v̂(t) of the coupling variable v(t) on a
window Tn . The continuous approximation v̂(t) allows to transfer significantly more information than the snapshots in time vn , vn+1 as used in the classical coupling techniques (cf. Section
3.1). Similar to implicit coupling, the approximation is iteratively improved until convergence.
Tn can be subdivided using arbitrary time step sizes τL , τR for both participants, since the temporal discretization at the interface is hidden by the waveform (Figure 2c). For more details on
WR, we refer to [27, 28]. WR has already been successfully used in partitioned multi-physics
simulations with subcycling [29]. One timestep of the iterative version of WR for (1) reads
1. participant L solves v̇(t) = fL (v(t), ŵk (t),t) in Tn and provides v̂k (t),t ∈ Tn ,
6
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2. participant R solves ẇ(t) = fR (v̂k (t), w(t),t) in Tn and provides ŵk+1 (t),t ∈ Tn ,
3. if v̂k , ŵk not converged continue iterating (k → k + 1).
Note that the waveforms v̂k and ŵk are provided by the participants L and R using, for example,
appropriate interpolation techniques.
4

NUMERICAL EVALUATION: PARTITIONED HEAT TRANSPORT EQUATION

A thorough convergence study of the partitioned heat transport equation is performed to evaluate
the performance of the previously introduced coupling schemes.
4.1

Experimental setup

Monolithic and partitioned model We perform numerical experiments with the transient 1D
heat transport equation on the domain Ω = [xL , xR ]:
∂ u(x,t) ∂ 2 u(x,t)
, x ∈ Ω,t ∈ [0, T ] .
=
∂t
∂ x2
We apply Dirichlet boundary conditions at the left xL = 0 and right xR = 2 boundary of the
D
domain, such that u(xL ,t) = uD
L and u(xR ,t) = uR . We use initial conditions u(x,t0 ) = u0 (x) =
2
D
D
x − x , and consistently set uL = u0 (xL ), uR = u0 (xR ). We consider a monolithic setup, where
the equation is solved on the whole domain Ω, as well as a partitioned setup (already described
in Section 3), where we split the domain Ω at xC = 1 and solve one heat transport equation on
each of the subdomains ΩL and ΩR . At the coupling point xC , we require C1 -continuity,
v(xC ,t) = w(xC ,t) and

∂
∂
v(xC ,t) = w(xC ,t) .
∂x
∂x

We split these coupling conditions in a Dirichlet-Neumann manner: On ΩL , a heat transport
equation subject to a Dirichlet boundary condition at the left part of the domain v(xL ,t) = uD
L
and Neumann boundary condition at the right part of the domain ∂∂x v(xC ,t) = uCN is solved. On
ΩR , the heat transport equation is subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions on both sides of the
D
N
domain w(xC ,t) = uCD , w(xR ,t) = uD
R . uC and uC are continually exchanged between both heat
equations.
L
Discretization To discretize Ω, we introduce the mesh xi,L = xL + ihL , hL = xCM−x
and xi,R =
L
xR −xC
xC + ihR , hR = MR , with ML and MR denoting the number of cells in the regions left and
right, of xC , respectively. For the monolithic setup this results in a single, possibly non-regular
(if hL = hR ), mesh of ML + MR + 1 points, ΩhL /hR . For the partitioned setups, we obtain two
regular meshes with ML + 1 and MR + 1 points, ΩLhL and ΩRhR , respectively. In our experiments,
we consider a regular mesh Ωh/h and a non-regular mesh Ωh/0.25h with h = 0.2. All occurring
spatial derivatives are discretized using second order finite difference schemes. For the temporal
discretization explicit or implicit timestepping schemes of second and fourth order are used.

7
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Convergence study setup The aim of our experiments is to determine the convergence order
and accuracy in time of the partitioned setup introduced above. Different coupling schemes (see
Section 3) are compared and evaluated. For this purpose, we compare the solution obtained
through a partitioned or monolithic experiment to a monolithic reference solution uref . We
consider the error e in the L1 (ΩL )-norm at the final time T : e = ∑Nj=0 ||v j (T ) − uref, j (T )||/N.
Here, j denotes the vector index of the discretized solution. The convergence study is performed
by varying the timestep size τi = τ0 /2i , i = 0 . . . 9 with τ0 = T /4. uref results from a temporal
resolution τref = 0.5 min τi .
4.2

Covergence study

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the results for the regular mesh Ωh/h and the non-regular mesh
Ωh/0.25h , respectively2 . For Ωh/h , we observe an order degradation to first order for implicit
coupling as well as for explicit coupling. This means that the implicit trapezoidal rule, Heun’s
method and Runge-Kutta 4 produce all similar error. On the other hand, if we apply customized
coupling schemes such as the semi explicit-implicit coupling for the implicit trapezoidal rule,
or a predictor scheme for Heun’s method, we are able to recover second order.
Strang splitting recovers second order on the non-regular grid Ωh/0.25h for arbitrary explicit
schemes. Fourth order schemes, such as Runge-Kutta 4, are reduced to second order. Strang
splitting allows us to use an explicit solver on the coarse domain ΩLh and an implicit solver
2 github.com/BenjaminRueth/TimeSteppingAlgorithms

Figure 3: Convergence studies for different timestepping and coupling schemes for the 1D partitioned heat transport equation on a regular grid Ωh/h with monolithic reference solution (Mono)
and constant spatial resolution h for both subdomains ΩLh and ΩRh : (a) order degradation for the
implicit trapezoidal rule (TR), Heun’s method (Heun) and Runge-Kutta 4 (RK4) timestepping
schemes with explicit (EC) and implicit coupling (IC); (b) semi-explicit-implicit (Semi E-I)
and predictor coupling schemes recovering second order for trapezoidal rule (TR) and Heun’s
method (Heun).
(b) Custom schemes on Ωh/h

(a) Classical coupling on Ωh/h
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on the fine domain ΩR0.25h . This avoids stability problems due to the finer mesh resolution on
ΩR0.25h . However, the order is reduced to one.
Waveform relaxation coupling completely avoids order degradation for all considered timestepping schemes. We use matching interpolation order for the different timestepping schemes:
that is, linear interpolation for second order schemes and cubic spline interpolation or dense
output interpolation [31] for Runge-Kutta 4. To take the irregular mesh into account, we use
a combination of different timestepping schemes, here the locally lowest order scheme defines
the global order. Alternatively we apply subcycling, where we use a finer timestep τR = 0.1τL
on ΩR0.25h .
5

CONCLUSION

Based on numerical experiments with a partitioned 1D heat transport equation scenario, we
assessed the numerical properties of different coupling schemes. We observed that classical
explicit coupling and implicit coupling only require the exchange of snapshots (in time) and are,
thus, easy to implement also for black-box coupling [1]. However, a degradation of accuracy in
time to first order occurs, leading to a waste of computation time, since smaller timesteps are
needed to obtain a given error threshold and the higher order of the involved participants’ time
stepping schemes is not exploited.
To avoid order degradation, we analyzed customized schemes, such as the explicit-implicit
Figure 4: Convergence studies for different timestepping and coupling schemes for the 1D partitioned heat transport equation on an irregular grid with monolithic reference solution (Mono).
The right half ΩR0.25h of the domain Ωh/0.25h is discretized through a refined mesh with resolution 0.25h, while the left half ΩLh has a coarser resolution h: (a) Strang splitting (Strang)
coupling scheme recovering second order for arbitrary explicit timestepping schemes, such as
Heun’s method (Heun) and Runge-Kutta 4 (RK4), while for combinations with trapezoidal rule
(TR) no clear order is visible; (b) waveform relaxation (WR) coupling scheme recovering optimal convergence order for arbitrary timestepping schemes, such as Heun’s method (Heun),
implicit trapezoidal rule (TR) and Runge-Kutta 4 (RK4).
(b) Waveform relaxation on Ωh/0.25h

(a) Strang splitting on Ωh/0.25h
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coupling or predictor schemes, and showed their ability to recover high order and stability for
second order time stepping schemes, such as the trapezoidal rule or Heun’s method. However,
customized schemes depend on the solver setup and, thus, contradict the black-box paradigm.
Strang splitting, as an example for an operator splitting method, allows the combination of
arbitrary time stepping schemes without the need of customization, since the method acts as an
abstract interface hiding the timestepping methods from each other. However, operator splitting
schemes are strictly sequential and with Strang splitting only second order can be reached at
maximum and a splitting error is introduced. Though there are higher order splitting methods,
this approach is still not sufficiently generic for our purpose and it would require a completely
different coupling workflow depending on the requested order of the overall time stepping.
Finally, waveform relaxation allows to combine arbitrary time-stepping schemes with independent timestep size (subcycling) while maintaining the minimum order of the time stepping
schemes in use. The resulting method is flexible and only requires an interpolation in time
analogue to the interpolation in space already used in black-box spatial coupling.
In this sense, for the black-box library approach of preCICE, waveform relaxation coupling fits
the requirements defined above. Strang splitting should be kept in mind as a simple and fast
method, if only second order is required for a weakly coupled sequential setup. Only if solver
details are known, semi explicit-implicit coupling or predictor schemes may also be considered.
So far, we applied waveform relaxation coupling only for the coupling between two heat transport equations. We will consider further test scenarios in the future, including fluid-structure
interaction with its characteristic instabilities for incompressible fluids due to the added-masseffect [21, 23]. Additionally, we will further investigate the software specific features of waveform relaxation coupling in preCICE, i.e. how to best communicate the interpolant in time at
the coupling interface from a software engineering perspective. Also, new numerical questions,
such as which data should be used in the iterative fixed-point equation solver at the coupling
interface, arise. We want to study whether the applied quasi-Newton solves should be based on
data at the end and beginning of time windows or, for example, also on support points of the
time interpolant.
Acknowledgements: The financial support of the managing board of ECCOMAS and of SPPEXA, the German
Science Foundation Priority Programme 1648 – Software for Exascale Computing is thankfully acknowledged.
Furthermore, we want to thank Sebastian Schöps (TU Darmstadt) for his help and remarks on waveform relaxation
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Abstract. The paper describes the mechanical behavior of two linear isotropic poroelastic solids, bonded together by a thin plate-like layer, constituted by a linear isotropic
poroelastic material, by means of an asymptotic analysis. After defining a small parameter
ε, which will tend to zero, associated with the thickness and the constitutive coefficients
of the intermediate layer, we characterize three different limit models and their associated
limit problems, the so-called soft, hard and rigid poroelastic interface models, respectively.
Moreover, we identify the non classical transmission conditions at the interface between
the two three-dimensional bodies in terms of the jump of the stresses, increment of fluid,
pressure and displacements.

1

INTRODUCTION

The modeling of complex structures obtained by joining simpler elements with highly
contrasted geometric and/or material characteristics represents a source of a variety of
problems of practical importance in all fields of engineering. The geometrical complexity
of a multilayer structure requires an effort to deduce simplified mathematical models. In
the present work we undertake a rigorous derivation of the interface conditions between
two poroelastic solids separated by a thin poroelastic interphase layer by means of an
asymptotic analysis. The poroelastic bodies are characterized by the simultaneous presence of the deformation and the filtration (flow). They are described by the quasi-static
Biot’s system of PDE’s. It couples the Navier’s equations of linearized elasticity, containing the pressure gradient, with the mass conservation equation involving the fluid content
change and divergence of the filtration velocity. The filtration velocity is the relative
velocity for the upscaled fluid-structure problem and obeys Darcy’s law. The fluid content change is proportional to the pressure and the elastic body compression. For more
modeling details, we refer to [1, 2].
The application of the asymptotic methods for the mathematical justification of thin
structure models has met with success at both fields of elasticity and poroelasticity, (see,
e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]): this has helped to tunnel the research toward a rational simplification
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of the modeling of complex structures constructed by joining elements presenting highly
contrasted geometrical and mechanical properties. Within the theory of classical elasticity,
the asymptotic analysis of a thin elastic interphase between two elastic materials has
been deeply investigated through the years, by varying the rigidity ratios between the
thin inclusion and the surrounding materials and by considering different geometry and
mechanical features, see, e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
The goal of the present work is to identify the interface limit models of a linear poroelastic composite constituted by a thin poroelastic layer surrounded by two poroelastic
bodies. By defining a small parameter ε, associated with the thickness and the constitutive properties of the middle layer, we perform an asymptotic analysis by letting ε tend to
zero. We analyze different situations by varying the stiffnesses ratios between the middle
layer and the adherents: namely, the soft poroelastic lowly permeable interface, where
the intermediate material coefficients have order of magnitude ε with respect to those of
the surrounding bodies; the hard poroelastic moderately permeable interface, where the
costitutive parameters have the same order of magnitude; finally, the rigid poroelastic
highly permeable interface, where the rigidities have order of magnitude 1ε . We characterize the limit transmission problem at order zero and we identify the ad hoc transmission
conditions at the interface.
2

POSITION OF THE PROBLEM

In the sequel, Greek indices range in the set t1, 2u, Latin indices range in the set
t1, 2, 3u, and the Einstein’s summation convention with respect to the repeated indices is
adopted. We introduce the following notations for the inner product: a ¨ b :“ ai bi .
Let Ω` and Ω´ be two disjoint open domains with smooth boundaries BΩ` and BΩ´ .
Let ω :“ tBΩ` X BΩ´ u˝ be the interior of the common part of the boundaries which is
assumed to be a non empty domain in R2 having a positive two-dimensional measure.
We consider the assembly constituted by two solids bonded together by an intermediate
thin plate-like body Ωm,ε of thickness 2hε , where 0 ă ε ă 1 is a dimensionless small real
parameter which will tend to zero. We suppose that the thickness 2hε of the middle layer
depends linearly on ε, so that 2hε “ 2εh.
More precisely, we denote respectively with Ω˘,ε :“ txε :“ x ˘ εhe3 ; x P Ω˘ u, the
translation of Ω` (resp. Ω´ ) along the direction e3 (resp. ´e3 ) of the quantity εh, with
Ωm,ε :“ ωˆp´εh, εhq, the central plate-like domain, and with Ωε :“ Ω`,ε YΩm,ε YΩ´,ε , the
reference configuration of the assembly. Moreover, we define with S ˘,ε :“ ω ˆ t˘εhu “
Ω˘,ε X Ωm,ε , the upper and lower faces of the intermediate plate-like domain, Γ˘,ε :“
BΩ˘,ε {S ˘,ε , and Γm,ε
lat :“ Bω ˆ p´εh, εhq, its lateral surface, see Fig. 1.
A poroelastic medium consists of an elastic skeleton (the solid phase) and pores saturated by a viscous fluid (the fluid phase). At the pore scale, one deals with a complicated
fluid-structure problem and in applications we model it using the effective medium approach, see [1]. We assume that Ω˘,ε and Ωm,ε are constituted by three homogeneous

2
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Figure 1: The reference configuration of the assembly and the geometry of the interphase.

linear isotropic poroelastic materials, whose constitutive laws are defined as follows:
$ ε
ε ε
ε ε
ε ε
’
& σij “ λ epp δij ` 2µ eij ´ α p δij ,
ζ ε “ γGε pε ` αε eεpp ,
’
% q ε “ ´ k ε B ε pε ,
i
η i

where pσijε q is the Cauchy effective stress tensor, associated with the strain tensor peεij q :“
1 ε ε
pB u `Biε uεj q, ζ ε represents the increment of fluid content and pqiε q is the specific discharge
2 j i
field. Constants λε , µε , αε , γGε , k ε and η represent respectively the Lamé’s constants, the
effective stress coefficient, the Biot’s inverse modulus, the permeability and the viscosity
coefficients.
The deformable porous media, saturated by a fluid, are modelled using the Biot’s
diphasic equations for the effective solid displacement uε “ puεi q and the effective pressure
pε . The poroelastic state is then defined by the couple sε :“ puε , pε q. We assume that
the poroelastic composite is subject to body forces pfiε q : Ω˘,ε ˆ p0, T q Ñ R3 applied on
the top and bottom bodies, while the intermediate layer Ωm,ε is considered to be free of
charges. The poroelastic state sε solves the quasi-static Biot’s system:
"
"
´Bjε σijε “ fiε
´Bjε σijε “ 0
in Ω˘,ε ˆ p0, T q,
in Ωm,ε ˆ p0, T q,
Bt ζ ε ` Biε qiε “ 0 in Ω˘,ε ˆ p0, T q,
Bt ζ ε ` Biε qiε “ 0 in Ωm,ε ˆ p0, T q,
where Bt denotes the time derivative. The transmission conditions across the interfaces
S `,ε and S ´,ε implies the continuity of the state sε and of its normal dual counterpart
ε
with respect to S ˘,ε , meaning that rruεi ss “ 0, rrpε ss “ 0, rrσi3
ss “ 0, and rrq3ε ss “ 0 on
˘,ε
˘
m
S ˆ p0, T q, where rrf ss :“ f ´ f denotes the jump function evaluated at the interface
S ˘,ε . The boundary conditions are posed on Γε ˆ p0, T q, with Γε :“ Γ`,ε Y Γ´,ε ; we
recall that Γε “ Γε1 Y Γε0 . For simplicity we consider homogeneous boundary conditions
3
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on Γε0 ˆ p0, T q, concerning displacements and pressure, and non-homogeneous boundary
conditions on Γε1 ˆ p0, T q, concerning surface forces pgiε q and fluid flux wε . Hence, one has
" ε ε
σij nj “ giε on Γε1 ˆ p0, T q,
uεi “ 0 on Γε0 ˆ p0, T q,
ε ε
ε
ε
pε “ 0 on Γε0 ˆ p0, T q,
qi ni “ w on Γ1 ˆ p0, T q,
where pnεi q is the outer unit normal vector to BΩε . The initial conditions are posed in Ωε .
Let pεin be the pressure at time t “ 0, we have pε pxε , 0q “ pε p0q “ pεin in Ωε .
Let us introduce the functional spaces V pΩε q :“ tv ε P H 1 pΩε q; v ε “ 0 on Γε0 u and
VpΩε q :“ rV pΩε qs3 . Given a certain state sε :“ puε , pε q P VpΩε q :“ VpΩε q ˆ V pΩε q, for all
test functions rε “ pvε , ξ ε q P VpΩε q and for any fixed t P p0, T q, we introduce the following
bilinear and linear forms:
ż
 ε ε ε
(
ε ε ε
σij eij pv q ` Bt ζ ε ξ ε ` qiε Biε ξ ε dxε ,
A ps , r q :“
ż Ωε
ż
ε ε
ε ε
ε
L pr q :“
fi vi dx `
tgiε viε ` wε ξ ε u dΓε .
Ω˘,ε

Γε1

The variational form of the Biot’s system defined over the variable domain Ωε reads as
follows:
"
Find sε ptq P VpΩε q, t P p0, T q, such that
(1)
A´,ε psε ptq, rε q ` A`,ε psε ptq, rε q ` Am,ε psε ptq, rε q “ Lε prε q,

for all rε P VpΩε q, with initial condition pεin . In order to guarantee the well-posedness of
problem (1), suitable regularity properties have to be assumed for the initial data, source
and boundary values, and constitutive parameters, see [2].
3

THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS METHOD

In order to study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of problem (1) when ε tends
to zero, we rewrite the problem on a fixed domain Ω independent of ε. By using the
ε
approach of [3], we consider the bijection Πε : x P Ω ÞÑ xε P Ω given by
$
`
’
& Πε px1 , x2 , x3 q “ px1 , x2 , x3 ´ hp1 ´ εqq, for all x P Ωtr ,
m
for all x P Ω ,
Πε px1 , x2 , x3 q “ px1 , x2 , εx3 q,
’
% Πε px , x , x q “ px , x , x ` hp1 ´ εqq, for all x P Ω´ ,
1
2
3
1
2
3
tr

˘
m
where Ω˘
:“ ω ˆ p´h, hq and S ˘ :“ ω ˆ t˘hu. In order to
tr :“ tx ˘ he3 , x P Ω u, Ω
˘
m
˘
simplify the notation, we identify Ω˘
tr with Ω , and Ω with Ω Y Ω . Likewise, we note
`
´
Γ˘ :“ BΩ˘ {S ˘ , Γm
lat :“ Bω ˆ p´h, hq, Γ0 and Γ1 , the partitions of Γ Y Γ . Consequently,
1
ε
ε
m
Bα “ Bα and B3 “ ε B3 in Ω . In the sequel, only if necessary, we will note, respectively,
with r˘ “ pv˘ , ξ ˘ q and rm “ pvm , ξ m q, the restrictions of functions r “ pv, ξq to Ω˘
and Ωm . With the unknown state sε “ puε , pε q, we associate the scaled unknown state
spεq :“ pupεq, ppεqq defined by:
ε

uεi pxε q “ ui pεqpxq, pε pxε q “ ppεqpxq for all xε “ Πε x P Ω .
4
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We likewise associate with any test functions rε “ pvε , ξ ε q, the scaled test functions
r “ pv, ξq, defined by the scalings:
ε

viε pxε q “ vi pxq, ξ ε pxε q “ ξpxq for all xε “ Πε x P Ω .
We assume that the constitutive coefficients of Ω˘,ε are independent of ε, while the
constitutive coefficients of Ωm,ε present the following dependences on ε: λm,ε “ εp λm ,
µm,ε “ εp µm , αm,ε “ εp αm , γGm,ε “ εp γGm and k m,ε “ εp k m , with p P t´1, 0, 1u. Three different limit behaviors will be characterized according to the choice of the exponent p: by
choosing p “ 1, we deduce a model for a soft poroelastic interface with low permeability;
when p “ 0, we deduce a model for a hard poroelastic interface with moderate permeability; in the case of p “ ´1, we derive a model for a rigid poroelastic interface with high
permeability. Finally we suppose that the data verify the following scaling assumptions:
fiε pxε q “ fi pxq, x P Ω˘ ,
giε pxε q “ gi pxq, wε pxε q “ wpxq, x P Γ1 ,
so that Lε prε q “ Lprq. According to the previous hypothesis, problem (1) can be reformulated on a fixed domain Ω independent of ε. Thus we obtain the following rescaled
problem (in the sequel, we will omit the explicit dependences on time t of the unknowns
and data):
"
Find spεq P VpΩq, t P p0, T q, such that
(2)
A´ pspεq, rq ` A` pspεq, rq ` εp`1 Am pspεq, rq “ Lprq,

for all r P VpΩq, p P t´1, 0, 1u, with initial condition pin pεq, where
ż
(
 ˘
˘
A pspεq, rq :“
σij pεqeij pvq ` Bt ζ ˘ pεqξ ` qi˘ pεqBi ξ dx,
Ω˘

1
1
Am pspεq, rq :“ 2 a0 pspεq, rq ` a1 pspεq, rq ` a2 pspεq, rq,
ε
ε

where
a0 pspεq, rq :“

ż

a1 pspεq, rq :“

żΩ m

a2 pspεq, rq :“

ż

Ωm

"

*
km
B3 ppεqB3 ξ dx,
pλ ` 2µ qe33 pupεqqe33 pvq ` µ B3 uα pεqB3 vα `
η
m

m

m

tλm peσσ pupεqqe33 pvq ` e33 pupεqqeσσ pvqq ` µm Bα u3 pεqB3 vα `

`µm B3 uα pεqBα v3 ´ αm ppεqe33 pvq ` αm Bt pB3 u3 pεqqξu dx,

Ωm

t2µm eαβ pupεqqeαβ pvq ` pλm eσσ pupεqq ´ αm ppεqqeτ τ pvq`

`µ Bα u3 pεqBα v3 `
m

Bt pγGm ppεq

` α Bα uα pεqqξ `
m

km
B ppεqBα ξ
η α

)

dx.

We can now apply the asymptotic expansion method to the rescaled problem (2) and
distinguish the three cases of weak, hard and rigid poroelastic interfaces. Since the rescaled

5
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problem (2) has a polynomial structure with respect to the small parameter ε, we can
look for the solution of the problem as a series of powers of ε:
"
upεq “ u0 ` εu1 ` ε2 u2 ` . . .
spεq “ s0 ` εs1 ` ε2 s2 ` . . . ñ
(3)
ppεq “ p0 ` εp1 ` ε2 p2 ` . . .
Hence, by substituting expressions (3) in (2) and by identifying the terms with identical
power of ε, we can finally characterize the limit problems for p “ 1, p “ 0 and p “ ´1.
4

THE SOFT POROELASTIC INTERFACE PROBLEM

In this section we derive the limit model for a soft poroelastic interface with low permeability. Let us define the following functional spaces W pΩq :“ tv P L2 pΩq; v ˘ P
H 1 pΩ˘ q, B3 v m P L2 pΩm q, v ˘ “ v m on S ˘ , v “ 0 on Γ0 u, WpΩq :“ rW pΩqs3 . Let us
choose p “ 1 in (2), the formulation of the limit problem reads as follows:
#
Find s0 P WpΩq :“ WpΩq ˆ W pΩq, t P p0, T q, such that
(4)
A´ ps0 , rq ` A` ps0 , rq ` a0 ps0 , rq “ Lprq,
for all r P WpΩq, with
0

a0 ps , rq :“

ż

"

KB3 u

Ωm

m,0

*
km
m,0
B3 p B3 ξ dx,
¨ B3 v `
η

and K :“ diagtµm , µm , 2µm `λm u, being the diagonal interface stiffness matrix. The limit
problem (4) can be simplified if one considers the structure of the bilinear form a0 p¨, ¨q,
which involves only the derivatives along the x3 -coordinates. Indeed, by choosing test
functions vi , ξ P DpΩm q, with compact support in Ωm , one has
*
ż "
km
m,0
m,0
B3 p B3 ξ dx “ 0.
KB3 u ¨ B3 v `
η
Ωm
The previous variational equation implies the existence of two constant functions with
respect to the x3 -coordinate, namely, zu “ zu px̃q and z p “ z p px̃q, with x̃ “ pxα q, such
that
"
KB3 um,0 “ zu ,
km
B pm,0 “ z p .
η 3
We can now solve the above linear system and, by imposing the continuity conditions
at the interfaces S ` and S ´ for the displacements u0 and pressure p0 , we find that
0
0
1
1 km
Krru0 ss and z p “ 2h
rrp0 ss. Moreover, since B3 um,0 “ rru2hss and B3 pm,0 “ rrp2hss ,
zu “ 2h
η
um,0 and pm,0 become affine functions of x3 . Indeed,
x3
rru0 sspx̃q,
um,0 px̃, x3 q “ xu0 ypx̃q ` 2h
x3
pm,0 px̃, x3 q “ xp0 ypx̃q ` 2h
rrp0 sspx̃q,
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where xf y :“ 12 pf |S ` `f |S ´ q and rrf ss “ f |S ` ´f |S ´ denote respectively the mean value and
the jump of the restrictions of f on S ` and S ´ . Equations (5) represent a representation
formula of the limit kinematics of the adhesive layer in the limit problem. By using the
continuity conditions on S ` and S ´ of the displacement field and the pressure and after
an integration by parts on x3 , we get
ż
ż
0
u
`
p `
pz ¨ v ` z ξ qdΓ ´
pzu ¨ v´ ` z p ξ ´ qdΓ.
a0 ps , rq “
S`

S´

Hence, using expressions (5) and by identifying S ` and S ´ with the interface ω, the limit
problem can be reformulated in the following reduced form:
"
Find s0 P W̃pΩq :“ W̃pΩq ˆ W̃ pΩq, t P p0, T q, such that
(6)
A´ ps0 , rq ` A` ps0 , rq ` ã0 ps0 , rq “ Lprq,
for all r P W̃pΩq, where W̃ pΩq :“ tv P L2 pΩq; v ˘ P H 1 pΩ˘ q, v “ 0 on Γ0 u, with
self-explanatory notation, and
*
ż "
km 0
1
0
0
ã0 ps , rq :“
rrp ssrrξss dx̃.
Krru ss ¨ rrvss `
2h ω
η
Thanks to the asymptotic analysis, we transform the limit problem onto a coupled
interface problem between Ω` and Ω´ , with non classical transmission conditions at the
interface ω. This problem represents a poroelastic generalization of the soft linear elastic
interface model obtained in [9]. We rewrite problem (6) in its differential form and we
obtain:
Quasi-static Biot’s system in Ω˘
$
´Bj σij˘,0 “ fi
in Ω˘ ,
’
’
’
& B ζ ˘,0 ` B q ˘,0 “ 0
in Ω˘ ,
t
i i
’
σij˘,0 nj “ gi , qi˘,0 ni “ w on Γ1 ,
’
’
% 0
on Γ0 ,
ui “ p 0 “ 0

Transmission conditions
$ `,0
1
σi3 “ 2h
Kij rru0j ss on ω,
’
’
’
’
& σ ´,0 “ 1 Kij rru0 ss on ω,
j
i3
2h
`,0
1 km
0
’
q3 “ 2h η rrp ss on ω,
’
’
’
% q ´,0 “ 1 km rrp0 ss on ω,
3

2h η

The limit model for a soft poroelastic interface provides a discontinuity of the limit state
s0 “ pu0 , p0 q at the interface between Ω` and Ω´ . The interphase behaves, from a
mechanical point of view, as a distribution of extensional linear springs reacting to the
gap of the displacements between the top and bottom faces. The low permeability still
allows the saturated fluid to flow through the interface thanks to the difference of pressures
between to top and bottom faces, identifying the so-called open pore interface, see [14].
Besides, subtracting two by two the transmission conditions above, we obtain that the
jump of the stress vector and the jump of the normal flux referred to the plane of the
0
interface ω, vanish, so that rrσi3
ss “ 0, rrq30 ss “ 0.

7
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5

THE HARD POROELASTIC INTERFACE PROBLEM

In this section we derive the limit model for a hard poroelastic interface, whose permeability has the same order of magnitude of the adherents. Let us define the following
functional spaces XpΩ̃q :“ tv P H 1 pΩ̃q, v|ω P H 1 pωq, v “ 0 on Γ0 u, XpΩ̃q :“ rX̃pΩ̃qs3 ,
with Ω̃ :“ Ω` Y ω Y Ω´ .
The limit problem can be obtained using classical tools of asymptotic analysis. Let
p “ 0 in (2). First, we analyze the variational problem corresponding to the order ε´1
and we obtain that a0 ps0 , rq “ 0, for all r P VpΩq. This problem is satisfied when
m,0
m,0
B3 um,0
px̃, x3 q “ pm,0 px̃q
“ 0 and B3 pm,0 “ 0, meaning that um,0
i px̃, x3 q “ ui px̃q and p
i
are independent of the x3 -coordinate. By virtue of the above results and by choosing test
functions r P XpΩ̃q :“ XpΩ̃q ˆ XpΩ̃q, we write the variational problem associated with
the order ε0 :
"
Find s0 P XpΩ̃q, t P p0, T q, such that
(7)
A´ ps0 , rq ` A` ps0 , rq “ Lprq,
for all r P XpΩ̃q. By rewriting problem (7) in its differential form, we have
Quasi-static Biot’s system in Ω˘
$
´Bj σij˘,0 “ fi
in Ω˘ ,
’
’
’
&
in Ω˘ ,
Bt ζ ˘,0 ` Bi qi˘,0 “ 0
’
σij˘,0 nj “ gi , qi˘,0 ni “ w on Γ1 ,
’
’
% 0
on Γ0 ,
ui “ p 0 “ 0

"

Transmission conditions
rru0i ss “ 0, rrp0 ss “ 0 on ω,
0
rrσi3
ss “ 0, rrq30 ss “ 0 on ω.

As we can notice, at order 0, we do not perceive the presence of the thin layer, having the
same rigidity and permeability of the surrounding bodies. The transmission conditions
provide the continuity of the displacement field, pressure, stress vector and flux related to
the plane of the interface, respectively. In this case, the two bodies are perfectly bonded
together and the presence of the interlayer does not influence the mechanical behavior of
the composite.
6

THE RIGID POROELASTIC INTERFACE PROBLEM

In this section we derive the limit model for a rigid and highly permeable poroelastic
interface. The asymptotic procedure to obtain the rigid interface model follows the same
steps adopted in Section 5. In the sequel, we will present just the expression of the limit
problem in its variational and differential form. The limit poroelastic state s0 satisfies the
following limit problem
"
Find s0 P XpΩ̃q, t P p0, T q, such that
(8)
A´ ps0 , rq ` A` ps0 , rq ` ã2 ps0 , rq “ Lprq,
for all r P XpΩ̃q, where the bilinear form ã2 p¨, ¨q is defined as follows
ż !
0
ã2 ps , rq :“ 2h
2µm eαβ pu0 qeαβ pvq ` pλ̃m eσσ pu0 q ´ α̃m p0 qeτ τ pvq`
ω
)
m
` Bt pα̃m eσσ pu0 q ` γ̃Gm p0 qξ ` kη Bα p0 Bα ξ dx̃,
8
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m m

m m

α
λ
m
m
m
with λ̃m :“ λ2µ
:“ λ2µ
m `2µm , α̃
m `2µm and γ̃G :“ γG ´
formulated as a differential system as follows:

Quasi-static Biot’s system in Ω˘
$
´Bj σij˘,0 “ fi
in Ω˘ ,
’
’
’
& B ζ ˘,0 ` B q ˘,0 “ 0
in Ω˘ ,
t
i i
’
σij˘,0 nj “ gi , qi˘,0 ni “ w on Γ1 ,
’
’
% 0
on Γ0 ,
ui “ p0 “ 0

pαm q2
.
λm `2µm

The limit problem can be

Transmission conditions
$
on ω,
rru0i ss “ 0, rrp0 ss “ 0
’
’
&
0
0
0
rrσα3 ss “ ´2hBβ tαβ , rrσ33 ss “ 0 on ω,
¯
´
’
’
% rrq30 ss “ ´2h Bt Σ0 ´ km ∆p0
on ω,
η

where ∆ :“ Bαα denotes the Laplacian operator, t0αβ :“ 2µm eαβ pu0 q ` pλ̃m eσσ pu0 q ´
α̃m p0 qδαβ and Σ0 :“ α̃m eσσ pu0 q ` γ̃Gm p0 represent the two-dimensional poroelastic membrane stress tensor and the membrane increment of fluid, respectively, and define the
two-dimensional constitutive law of a poroelastic membrane. The careful reader can notice that the transmission conditions, associated with the jump of stresses and flux lead to
a two-dimensional membrane quasi-static Biot’s system at the interface ω. In this particular case, the continuity of displacements and pressure is verified. This problem represents
a poroelastic generalization of the Ventcel-type transmission conditions obtained in [8].
7

Concluding remarks

In the present work we derive three interface models for a poroelastic composite presenting a thin poroelastic interphase in the framework of quasi-static Biot’s diphasic system by
means of the asymptotic expansions method. We analyze three particular cases: the first
case, for p “ 1, corresponding from a mechanical point of view to a soft lowly permeable
interphase; the second case, for p “ 0, corresponding from a mechanical point of view to
a hard moderately permeable interphase; the latter, for p “ ´1, corresponding to a rigid
highly permeable interphase into two poroelastic media. We identify the order 0 interface
models, achieving a poroelastic generalization of the soft, hard and rigid interface models
obtained in [8, 9, 11].
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Abstract. The overall objective of this study is to develop a new external fixator, which closely
maps the native kinematics of the elbow to decrease the joint force resulting in reduced
rehabilitation time and pain.
An experimental setup was designed to determine the native kinematics of the elbow during
flexion of cadaveric arms.
As a preliminary study, data from literature was used to modify a published biomechanical
model for the calculation of the joint and muscle forces. They were compared to the original
model and the effect of the kinematic refinement was evaluated. Furthermore, the obtained
muscle forces were determined in order to apply them in the experimental setup. The joint
forces in the modified model differed slightly from the forces in the original model. The muscle
force curves changed particularly for small flexion angles but their magnitude for larger angles
was consistent.
1

INTRODUCTION

The range of motion of the elbow plays a crucial role in the activities of daily living [1].
Thus, reducing rehabilitation time after elbow treatment can mean a considerable improvement
for patients as well as have an economic impact on the healthcare system. This can be achieved
by earlier physiotherapy and less time of the hospital stay.
The elbow has an instantaneous centre of rotation [2], [3] but is simplified as a hinge joint
in most models. Furthermore, it is known that a misalignment of an external fixator deviating
from the average axis of rotation by only 5° leads to a 3.7-fold increase of energy expenditure
in the joint [4]. The higher energy expenditure is covered by increased muscle forces, leading
also to higher joint forces. Ignorance of the complex geometry of the elbow might have a
comparable effect on the joint force because the instantaneous axis of rotation deviates from
the average axis of rotation by several degrees during an arc of flexion from 0° to 90° [2, 3].
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External fixators are typically applied after surgical treatments of injuries like traumatic
fracture dislocations [5]-[9] or complex interposition arthroplasties [10], in order to provide
stabilization and to decrease the joint force [11]. The external fixator allows for early and secure
mobilization and rehabilitation. A further decrease of joint force and thus a more physiological
movement of the arm might lead to a decrease in rehabilitation duration.
2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this preliminary study the model arm26.osim by the OpenSim development team
(Reinbolt, J., Seth, A., Habib and A., Hamner, S.) was used. The model is based on a published
model of Holzbaur et al. [12].
2.1 Body Set
The body set includes all needed information about the bones present in the model. This
includes the mass and centre of mass of the bones, their moment of inertia around all axes, their
geometry as well as their location in dependence of the parent bone, with which it forms a joint.
Since the bones are considered to be rigid and no deformation is allowed, no further material
properties are required [13]. In the present model, the thorax, the clavicle, the scapula, the
humerus, the ulna, the radius and the hand with 36 bones in total are represented with 3 joints
to define their position and interaction.
2.2 Force Set
The force set defines the properties of force-generating structures (muscles): muscle path,
wrap objects, maximum force, fibre length, and tendon slack length amongst others.
The model contains three muscles: triceps muscle, biceps muscle and brachialis muscle,
consisting of 6 strands in total. The muscles are defined as the Thelen2003muscle-model, which
describes the musculo-tendon behaviour in two nonlinear ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) [14]. The first nonlinear ODE describes the activation dynamics, representing a short
activation time with a low constant ( act  15 ms ) and a high relaxation time with a high constant
(  deact  5 0ms ) [15].
da
ua

dt  a  a, u 

where u is an idealized muscle excitation signal and is related to a , being the muscular
activation. The time constant  a depends on the muscle activation level and can be set to  act
for the activating phase or  deact for the deactivating phase of the muscle contraction:
 act  0.5  1.5a  ; u  a

 a  a, u     deact
  0.5  1.5a  ;


ua

(2)

Equation (2) reflects an increase in activation time with higher activation level, whereas the
deactivation time increases with lower activation level. The given behaviour is associated with
the increasing presence of calcium during activation and the decreasing presence of calcium
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during deactivation [15].
The other nonlinear ODE reflects the activation of the force-generating musculo-tendon
actuator [16]. It expresses the relation between the force, length and velocity of the muscle to
the elastic properties of the tendon.




 LM 1 ²


VM

M

dL

dt

M
 0.25  0.75a Vmax

M

F  ae
b

(3)



M
Here V M is the contraction velocity, LM as the normalized muscle fiber length, Vmax
is the

maximal contraction velocity, F M is the normalized active muscle force,  as a shape factor
accounting for the force-length relationship, and b is a parameter, which is defined differently
for shortening or lengthening of the muscle (see Eq. 4, [14]):

FM
;
 afl 
Af


b  
2 
M
M
  af l Flen  F 
  2 
A
f 

;

FlenM  1


F M  af l

(4)

F M  af l

with fl being an active force-length scale factor, FlenM being the maximal normalized muscle
force when lengthening and Af being a force-velocity shape factor. With following equation,
the force on the bone is described:
(5)

MT

F T F
F0M F T ( T )

with F T being the force which the tendon applies on the bone and which is generated by the
muscle-tendon compound F MT . It consists of the maximum isometric muscle force F0M and
the normalized force in the tendon F T with respect to the maximum isometric muscle force
and depends on the tendon strain  T [17]. This leads to
F MT





ktoe  T

T
T
Ftoe

e  toe  1 ;
 t   F0M  ektoe  1

T
T
T
 klin     toe   Ftoe ;

T
 T   toe

(6)

T
 T   toe

T
where  toe
stands for the tendon strain in the toe region and above which the strain behaves
T
linearly. The corresponding normalized tendon force is Ftoe
. ktoe and klin are an exponential
shape factor and a linear scale factor, respectively.
The relation of the normalized fibre length and the active force-length scale factor is
described as:
  LM 1

fl  e



2

(7)

All parameters are adjusted so that the muscles show the behaviour for muscles in healthy
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older adults. This includes an adjustment of the relaxation time, which is longer compared to
muscles in young adults. Furthermore, the maximum torques, achieved in lengthening,
isometric and shortening contractions were decreased and the estimated times to reach 50 % of
maximum torque were increased in this muscle model to represent the behaviour for muscles
in old males compared to young males in the Hill-type muscle model [13].
2.3 Modifications
In this strongly simplified model, the elbow hinge joint was exchanged for a customdesigned joint. Thus, the fixed axis was exchanged for an axis, which translates along and
rotates around two axes, respectively. The data from literature [2] was processed and inserted,
so that the flexion axis moved translationally in two dimensions by 1.4 mm and 2 mm,
respectively, as well as rotationally around two axes by 5.7° and 2.6°, respectively, as a function
depending on the flexion axis. As the average axis of rotation was distal compared to the hinge
joint axis of the original model, the slack-lengths of the muscles crossing the elbow joint were
adjusted. These modifications were evaluated by comparing the muscle forces of both, the
original and the modified model.
2.4 Computed Muscle Control
A calculation of the joint forces and muscle forces was performed, using the computed
muscle control (CMC) tool of OpenSim. In the tool, the kinematics of a model is defined either
by experimental data from experiments or by a data set for joint angles. In this study, a data set,
defining an elbow flexion from 0° to 90° was used.
The tool aims for muscle excitations that lead to the specified kinematics in a forward
dynamic simulation [18].
Firstly, the current position of the model is calculated by decreasing the difference in marker
distance or in coordinate values of the desired and given state. That calculation also includes
the current muscle activation levels and muscle fiber lengths. From that, the accelerations can
be found with the following proportional derivative equation:
q* (t  T 
) qexp (t  T )  kv [qexp (t )  q (t )]  k p [qexp (t )  q (t )]

(8)

with q * as the desired accelerations, qexp as the experimental accelerations, qexp , q , qexp and
q as the experimental and simulated velocities and positions, respectively, and kv and k p as

the feedback gains for the velocity and position errors [19]. With the solution of this equation,
the tool finds the muscle excitations required to evoke the found accelerations. The distribution
of forces between the muscles is found using static optimization, aiming to minimize the
metabolic energy. Therefore, the forces are distributed with the factor of their maximum force.
With these newly adjusted muscle forces, a forward dynamic simulation is carried out, in order
to find the corresponding velocities and accelerations [20].
3

RESULTS

The first question we aimed to answer was if the refinement of the joint kinematics has an
impact on the joint force. Therefore, the results of the CMC tool were analysed. The joint forces
are given in the ground coordinate system as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The ground coordinate system showing the coordinate system in which the joint forces are given.

The joint reaction force of the model from the OpenSim development team was compared
to the one of the modified model when doing the same motion, an elbow flexion from 0° to 90°.
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Figure 2: Components of the joint reaction force over the flexion angle of the arm26.osim model.
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Figure 3: Components of the joint reaction force over the flexion angle of the modified model.

In both models the maximum joint reaction force occurs at full extension in the negative ydirection and reaches up to around 780 N. For flexion angles between 10° and 35°, the modified
model shows higher forces in negative y-direction. In 20 ° flexion the original model shows a
force of 212 N whereas the modified model shows a force of 252 N.
The second biggest joint reaction force points into positive x-direction and reaches up to 380
N in both models.
Furthermore, it was important to prove that the muscle forces remain in the physiological
range and behaviour. Therefore, the muscle forces were reviewed (see Figures 4 and 5). The
paths of the triceps muscle strands can be seen in Figure 4, the paths of the brachialis and biceps
muscle strands in Figure 5.
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long triceps strand
lateral triceps strand

medial triceps strand

Figure 4: Muscle paths of the long, medial and lateral strand of the triceps muscle from ventral view.

long biceps strand
short biceps strand
brachialis

Figure 5: Muscle paths of the brachialis and the long and short strand of the biceps muscle.
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Figure 6: Muscle forces of the original model in dependence of the flexion angle.
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Figure 7: Muscle forces of the modified model in dependence of the flexion angle.

It can be seen that the muscle forces remain in their physiological range and behaviour. In
both models the biceps muscle applies the highest force, particularly with its long strand. The
maximum force in both models comes to around 275 N in 90° flexion. The biggest difference
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can be observed in the muscle forces of the medial and lateral strand of the triceps muscle from
5° to 30° flexion. In 20 ° of flexion, the lateral triceps strand applies 20.5 N in the original and
52.5 N in the modified model.
4

DISCUSSION

The current model was a preliminary study with the aim to find out if further research is
requested. That was proven with the change in joint forces. The most important differences
between the models can be observed in the y-direction, which points from distal to proximal,
in the range between 10° and 35° of flexion. This component accounts for the direction, which
all muscles have in common and increases the compression force in the joint. It can be proposed,
that this increase might be due to the medial and lateral strand of the triceps muscle, as they
also show an increase in that range of flexion, in comparison to the original model. That might
be due to a lower stability provided by the bones in the lower flexion, which is compensated by
these two muscle strands. This is supported by the fact, that the muscle paths of these strands
allow stabilization to the medial and lateral side.
The second biggest force points into anterior direction and is required for the flexion motion.
Different courses in the joint reaction forces suggest that a newly designed external fixator,
following closely the joint kinematics, can also decrease the joint force.
However, although considerable changes in the kinematics were made, the muscle forces
remained physiologically, which indicates, that the findings are reliable. The information about
the muscle forces can now be implemented into the experimental setup in order to come closer
to the physiological conditions.
5

OUTLOOK

The presented preliminary results are the basis for further research for which an experimental
setup with a robot is created. The proximal part of a humerus of a human cadaveric arm is potted
into resin, which is fixed in an upper jig, the distal part is also potted into resin, which is
connected to a force torque sensor (FTN Mini 45, Schunk GmbH & Co. KG, Lauffen am
Neckar, Germany). This sensor is attached to the tip of a robot arm (Epson ProSix S5-A701S,
Seiko Epson Corporation, Suwa, Nagano, Japan) and a marker of an optical tracking system
(Optotrak Certus Motion Tracking System, NDI Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada) is pinned to the cadaveric arm. The triceps, biceps and brachialis muscles will be pulled
in the manner this preliminary study showed.
The control of the robot as well as the sensor and the optical tracking system are programmed
in C++. The robot moves the arm from 0° to 90° of flexion while the force torque sensor
measures forces and torques corresponding to 6 degrees of freedom. If the measured forces and
exceed specified thresholds, the software requests a change in position of the robot so that the
robot moves the arm into the direction of decreasing force or torque. Thus, the robot moves the
cadaveric arm along the path of smallest resistance taking the radius of the flexion as well as
the pronation-supination angle and the varus-valgus angle into account. The found path is
assumed to be the physiological path of the elbow flexion. The positions considered to be the
physiological position for every degree of flexion are tracked with the optical tracking system
and the software saves their coordinates
A first preliminary experimental study showed the possibility to gain the sought data but
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some modifications are required before experiments can be performed.
The experimental data can be implemented into a more detailed biomechanical multibody
model with more muscles. It will be modified using the experimentally collected data so that
reliable results can be obtained.
.
6
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Abstract. For an efficient and accurate analysis of impact problems reduced flexible
multibody systems can be used. Therefore, a precise reproduction of the wave propagation in the colliding bodies as well as contact forces and stresses are required. To capture
all mentioned phenomena precisely, a set of eigenmodes and static shape functions has
to be used for the elastic description of the flexible bodies. While the eigenmodes represent the global deformations, and therefore are physically important, the static shape
functions are only necessary to capture the local deformations. Hence, their very high
eigenfrequencies are artificially generated and additionally increase the numerical stiffness
of the system. As a result of that, the numerical efficiency may decrease. In the present
paper, two approaches for an efficient contact simulation in reduced flexible multibody
simulations using static shape functions are presented. Both approaches are based on
the subdivision of the elastic parts of the equations of motion in low and high frequency
parts. The first approach uses modal damping on the high frequency parts. The second
approach treats the high frequency parts quasi-statically and so they can be neglected
in the dynamic simulation. The focus is on numerical stiff systems with a large number
of static shape functions simultaneously loaded. Comparisons are made between reduced
flexible multibody systems using the proposed approaches and full non-linear finite element simulations.

1

INTRODUCTION

One suitable approach for the efficient dynamical analysis of mechanical systems considering body flexibility is the method of flexible multibody systems (FMBS). In many
dynamical systems, structural deformations can often be considered to be small and linear elastic. Hence, the floating frame of reference (FFoR) formulation is a suitable choice
for the description of the body flexibility, see [1, 2]. In this method, the body-related
frame undergoes large nonlinear motions and rotations. Furthermore, the small linear
deformation of the body is described with respect to the reference frame.
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Usually, the finite element (FE) method is used to model the body flexibility. In
order to capture the local and global deformation effects in colliding bodies, a very fine
discretized mesh is necessary. Due to the resulting large number of nodal degrees of
freedom (DOF), the computation times are very high. For an efficient investigation of
the system behavior, before and after impact, the approach of FMBS using reduced FE
models combined with a contact model can be used. Hence, in the presented contribution,
a combination of reduced FMBS and nodal contact calculation, see [3, 4], is presented.
In the case of collision between flexible bodies, the rigid body motion changes and
local deformations occur. Furthermore, impacts may introduce high frequency wave phenomena. Hence, for the analysis of the dynamical behavior after impact, the contact
forces, the stresses and the wave propagation are essential. Using a moderate number of
eigenmodes to describe the reduced elastic body, the wave propagation is typically well
approximated, see [4, 5, 6]. However, the local deformation and stresses in the contact
area are poorly approximated using only a small number of eigenmodes. In addition, due
to the missing local deformation there is no convergence behavior of the penalty factor
observable when using the penalty contact formulation. Due to the missing local deformation, the contact stiffness is approximated too stiff. To compensate this stiff behavior, the
penalty factor must be chosen relatively small. Therefore, increasing the penalty factor
yields higher contact forces. Consequently, the simulation results depend strongly on the
penalty factor, which has to be tuned heuristically to obtain good results, see [4, 6].
To capture the deformations in the contact area an additional set of static shape
functions for each possibly loaded DOF can be used. However, these static shape functions introduce additional eigenfrequencies of very high magnitude to the reduced system, see [6, 7]. Due to these fast system components, the numerical stiffness increases.
Consequently, the numerical efficiency decreases and non-physically high frequency oscillations may occur.
For an efficient and accurate impact simulation in reduced FMBS using static shape
functions, two contact submodels, firstly presented in [6, 7], are used in this contribution.
In both approaches, the elastic parts in the equations of motion of FMBS are divided in
low and high frequency parts. According to [8], the low frequency parts represent the
global motion in terms of wave propagation and the high frequency parts result from
the local deformation. In a first approach, called damped contact submodel, proportional
damping on the high frequency parts is used to reduce the influence of the high frequencies
on the dynamic simulation. The second approach, called quasi-static contact submodel,
initially presented in [6], is extended for a more efficient contact force evaluation in this
contribution. In this second approach there is no need to determine suitable damping
parameters. In order to investigate the limits of the contact submodels, numerical examples with a large number of nodal DOFs, resulting in many static shape functions
simultaneously loaded and high numerical stiffness, are used.
The present work is organized in the following way. In Section 2 some basics of contact modeling in FMBS are briefly reviewed. This includes the model order reduction
technique, the contact formulation and the mentioned contact submodels. In Section 3,
numerical results of impacts of two bodies are presented. These results show the efficient
2
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evaluation of the dynamic behavior, before and after impact, using the damped and the
quasi-static contact submodel. Finally, in Section 4 a summary is given.
2

FLEXIBLE MULTIBODY MODEL

In this section, some fundamentals related to contact simulations with reduced FMBS
are presented. At first the FFoR formulation is described. Then the model order reduction
technique and the implemented contact formulation is presented. Subsequently, the used
contact submodels are outlined.
2.1

Equations of motion

One frequent approach to take body flexibility into account in multibody systems
is the FFoR formulation, see [1, 9]. In this approach, the motion of an elastic body
is separated into a large non-linear rigid body motion of the moving reference frame
and small deformations relative to this reference frame. In many applications of flexible
multibody systems, the structural deformations are small and linear. In this case the
elastic bodies can be efficiently described using the FFoR approach. The position vector
of an arbitrary point P on the flexible body can be described by the sum of the large motion
of the reference frame and small linear deformation. The deformation uP is approximated
by the matrix of shape functions Φ and the time-dependent elastic coordinates qe as
uP (cRP , t) = Φ(cRP )qe (t).

(1)

In equation (1) the vector cRP represents the position of point P in the body-related frame.


T T
The vector of generalized coordinates of the system is given by q = qT
∈ Rf ,
r , qe
with the rigid coordinates qr ∈ Rfr representing the rigid body degrees of freedom and
the elastic coordinates qe ∈ Rfe describing the elastic deformations, see [2]. Consequently,
the equations of motion of a FMBS in minimal coordinates are given as

    
  
Mrr Mre q̈r
0
f
h
+
= c,r + r .
(2)
Dee q̇e + Kee qe
f c,e
he
Mer Mee q̈e
     



M
fc
h

The generalized mass matrix M ∈ Rf ×f contains submatrices due to the rigid body
motion Mrr and the flexible body Mee , as well as the inertia coupling matrices Mer and
Mre , see [1, 9] for further details. In equation (2) Kee ∈ Rfe ×fe and Dee ∈ Rfe ×fe are the
stiffness and damping matrices of the generalized elastic coordinates and f c ∈ Rf is the
vector of the generalized applied forces. In the vector h ∈ Rf the generalized Coriolis,
gyroscopic and centrifugal forces are summarized.
2.2

Model order reduction

A common way to describe the flexible body in equation (2) is the FE method. The
linearized equations of motion of the FE model can be written as
Me ü + De u̇ + Ke u = f e ,
3
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with the vector u ∈ RfFE containing the nodal displacements of the FE model. Here
Me , De , Ke and f e are the mass matrix, damping matrix and stiffness matrix and the
applied force vector of the FE model, respectively. Further, Rayleigh-damping is assumed.
The direct integration of these FE models in the multibody simulation would result in
a high dimension of the equations of motion. In order to reduce this number of DOFs,
model order reduction methods are used.
The shape function matrix Φ shown in equation (1) is determined by linear model
order reduction methods. In this work, the Craig-Bampton method, a special case of the
Component Mode Synthesis is used for model order reduction, see [10]. In the Craigˆ
Bampton method, the matrix Φ ∈ RfFE ×fe is determined from selected eigenmodes as
well as a set of constraint modes. These constraint modes are the static solution of the
flexible body when a unit displacement is applied to each interface node. This matrix Φ
fulfills the conditions of the Buckens-frame, see [1]. This yields the reduced mass matrix
Mee = ΦT Me Φ, damping matrix Dee = ΦT De Φ and stiffness matrix Kee = ΦT Ke Φ
accordingly.
To consider dissipative effects, the reduced damping matrix Dee can be approximated
by viscous damping, e.g. proportional damping. Using proportional damping, the eigenmodes of the undamped and the damped system agree, see [11, 12]. Based on this condition, the reduced system matrices can be transformed in diagonal form using massorthonormal eigenvectors as follows
φT Mee φj = δij , φT Dee φj = 2ωi ξi δij and φT Kee φj = ω 2 δij , with i, j = 1 ... fˆe . (4)
i

i

i

i

Here, ξi denotes the modal damping parameter of the i-th eigenfrequency ωi of the undamped reduced system. The Kronecker symbol δij is equal to one for i = j and equal to
zero for every i = j.
2.3

Contact formulation

The contact model used in this contribution belongs to the penalty formulation and
focuses on the frictionless normal contact. For an accurate contact force calculation, a
precise three dimensional description of the contact area is necessary. Hence, a combination of nodal contact force calculation and reduced FMBS is used, see [3, 4]. Here,
the surface elements from the underlying FE discretization are used as contact elements.
For contact detection and force evaluation, this contact formulation uses node-to-surface
elements as well as the contact situations node-to-edge and node-to-node. During time
integration, in each time step the nodal coordinates of the contact area are determined
using the generalized coordinates. Therefore, the efficiency of the contact algorithm is
highly depending on the size of the contact area and the size of the matrix Φ. Subsequently, according to [1], the nodal contact forces are summarized in the generalized
discrete forces f c .
2.4

Contact submodels

For an efficient contact simulation using reduced models considering static shape functions two approaches will be discussed in this section. In both approaches, the elastic
4
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parts in equation (2) are subdivided according to [8] in low and high frequency parts.
First, the elastic parts of the system are decoupled by solving the generalized eigenvalue
problem and building mass-orthonormal eigenvectors, see [11]. Subsequently, the elastic
lf
coordinates in equation (2) can be divided in low frequency elastic coordinates qlfe ∈ Rfe
fehf
and high frequency elastic coordinates qhf
, such as
e ∈ R

  
 
Mrr
sym.
0
sym.
q̈r
q̇r
Mlfer Mlfee
  q̈lfe  + 0 Dlfee
  q̇lfe 
q̈hf
q̇hf
Mhf
0
Mhf
0 0
Dhf
e
e
er
ee
ee
     

f c,r
hr
0
sym.
qr
lf 
lf
lf 





qe = f c,e + hlfe  .
(5)
+ 0 Kee
hf
hf
hf
q
0 0
Khf
f
h
e
ee
c,e
e

The low frequency parts correspond to the global motion of the elastic body like the wave
propagation. However, the high frequency parts are artificially generated by the static
shape functions. They mostly represent the local deformations of the elastic body and have
no effects on the low frequency global deformation. Hence, their dynamic contribution to
the system dynamics can be neglected.
In this work, considering the eigenfrequencies of the decoupled elastic parts of the system, the separation frequency for distinction between low and high frequency parts is
selected as follows. First of all, a sufficient number of eigenmodes to capture all global
vibration effects in the frequency range of interest must be defined. Then, the eigenfrequency of the highest selected eigenmode represents the highest frequency of the low
frequency parts. All frequencies of higher magnitude belong to the high frequency parts.
Accordingly, all artificial frequencies introduced by the static shape functions belong to
the high frequency terms. However, selecting the separation frequency as shown is only
possible if the frequencies of the static shape functions are not in range of the low frequency parts.
In order to increase the numerical efficiency of the contact simulation a damped contact
submodel was introduced in [6, 7]. In this first approach, modal damping is used to damp
the eigenfrequencies inserted by the static shape functions. To capture the low frequency
wave propagation, damping is used only on the high frequency parts. The main task is
to identify the modal damping parameters ξihf using numerical studies. Firstly, the wave
propagation should not be affected by the choice of ξihf . Secondly, the damping parameters
should be large enough to increase the numerical efficiency sufficiently. In this work the
hf
hf
damping parameters are calculated depending on the damped period Td,i
= 2π/ωd,i
with

hf
= ωihf 1 − ξihf and the undamped eigenfrequency ωihf , as introduced in [6].
ωd,i
To avoid the determination of the unknown damping parameters using numerical studies, the quasi-static contact submodel, initially presented in [6], can be used in the contact
simulation. After partitioning the decoupled equations of motion (5) it can be shown that
the dynamical contribution of the high frequency parts to the system can be neglected.
Using the Buckens-frame, a significant simplification of the equations of motion is possible, see [1]. But there is still an inconvenient coupling between rigid body motion and the
5
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deformation of the elastic structure due to Mer . In [8] it is shown, that the influence which
inertia coupling of Mhf
er has on the equations of motion is smaller than the influence which
lf
inertia coupling of Mer has. This is due to the specific characteristic of the high frequency
parts, they only represent the local deformation. According to [8], the change of inertia
is dominated by the low frequency parts, which represent the global deformation. Due
to their specific characteristic, the local deformation has negligible influence on the mass
moment compared to the global deformation and therefore the influence of high frequency
hf
parts Mhf
er is negligible. As a result of that, the vector he is negligible too, see [8].
hf
Neglecting Mer is confirmed by [13] using numerical experiments. The high frequency
elastic coordinates in equation (5) can be excited by the inertia coupling through Mhf
er
as well as the generalized external forces f hf
.
In
[13]
it
is
shown,
that
the
influence
of
c,e
the excitation by generalized external forces is significantly higher than the influence by
inertia coupling effects and so the inertia coupling through Mhf
er can be neglected. Hence,
neglecting damping, the last row of equation (5) can be simplified as
hf
hf hf
hf
Mhf
ee q̈e + Kee qe = f c,e .

(6)

This high frequency system represents the local deformation around the contact point.
In low velocity impacts, the local deformation is quasi-static and therefore the inertia
effects Mhf
ee can be neglected, see [8, 14]. However, the quasi-static influence of the displacement field
hf −1 hf
(7)
qhf
e = Kee f c,e ,
cannot be neglected. Especially, considering contact problems, the local displacement
field and the global deformation
for the accurate computation of the state islfimportant

hf
dependent contact forces f c qr , qe , qe . The unknown elastic coordinates qhf
e follow
from the static equation (7) while the rigid coordinates qr and the low frequency elastic
coordinates qlfe are available from the time integration. The evaluation of qhf
e leads to the
following system of nonlinear equations

−1 hf 
f = Khf
− qhf
(8)
f c,e qr , qlfe , qhf
ee
e = 0,
e

which has to be solved iteratively by a Newton-Raphson method.
In [6] the schematic structure of the quasi-static contact submodel is presented. Solving
equation (8), the Jacobian J(qhf
e ) is calculated in every iteration for a better approximation
hf
hf
hf
hf −1
of qhf
=
q
+
∆q
with
∆q
e,n+1
e,n
e,n
e,n = −[J(qe,n ) f n ] until the solution is found. In this
work, the Jacobian J(qhf
e ) used in the Newton’s method is computed only at the start of
the contact force calculation or in case of slow convergence. During the iterations, the
Jacobian is updated using Broyden’s method, see [15], as
J(qhf
e,n+1 )

=

J(qhf
e,n )

hf
∆f n+1 − J(qhf
T
e,n )∆qe,n+1
∆qhf
+
e,n+1 ,
hf
2
||∆qe,n+1 ||

(9)

hf
hf
hf
hf
with ∆qhf
e,n+1 = qe,n+1 − qe,n and ∆f n+1 = f (qe,n+1 ) − f (qe,n ). The Jacobian is updated
using equation (9) until a maximum number of iterations is reached during root search.

6
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Then, a new Jacobian will be computed. Compared to the quasi-static contact submodel
presented initially in [6], the efficiency is significantly improved. Using this approach, the
high frequencies of the static shape functions can be eliminated in the dynamic simulation.
Thus, the numerical stiffness is reduced and larger time integration steps are possible.
However, in each time step an additional system of nonlinear equations has to be solved.
3

NUMERICAL IMPACT STUDIES

To show the efficiency and the accuracy of the proposed contact submodels, first contact
simulations using simple reduced FMBS are performed. The results focusing on the local
and global deformation effects are validated with dynamic simulations using full dynamic
FE simulations. For a correct evaluation of all deformation effects in the colliding bodies,
a fine discretized mesh is necessary. Especially the contact region has to be discretized
very finely to capture the deformations and stresses precisely. For all simulations the same
computer, an Intel Xeon E3-1270v5 4x3.6 GHz with 64 GB RAM, is used.
The models used for numerical validation are composed according to [5] of a steel sphere
(radius 15 mm) and two different aluminum rods, see Figure 1. At first, the impact of
the sphere on a plane rod (radius 10 mm, length 1 m) is investigated. Then, to show the
influence of large contact areas resulting in a large number of interface nodes, a rod with
an inner radius of 20 mm is used. In both cases, the sphere’s impact velocity is 0.3 m/s.
Using reduced bodies in the FMBS will inevitably lead to a stiff set of differential
equations. Hence, the computation time increases and efficient formulas like the backward
differentiation formulas have to be used for solving such stiff systems. In this contribution,
the FMBS contact simulation is carried out using the MATLAB solver ode15s, see [16].
In stiff differential equations, using the ode15s, relatively large step sizes are possible.
3.1

Impact on planar rod

At first the impact of the steel sphere on the plane aluminum rod is investigated. The
FE model of the rod consists of 342 984 nodal DOFs and the sphere consists of 64 086 nodal
DOFs. Due to this large number of nodal DOFs, the computation time of the dynamic
FE simulation is very high with about 697 mins in Abaqus. In the reduced model, for
a precise approximation of the wave propagation in the rod, up to 200 eigenmodes are
necessary. The static shape functions are calculated at 297 contact nodes (rod) and 261
contact nodes (sphere), resulting in 1085 and 802 elastic DOFs. To shorten computation
times, only the DOFs in impact direction are considered when calculating the static shape
functions. Numerical studies have shown that in case of the central impact the remaining
DOFs can be neglected without losing accuracy. Thus, the reduced model of the rod
consists of 491 elastic DOFs while the sphere consists of 280 elastic DOFs.

v

v

Figure 1: Model description - steel sphere and aluminum rod
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Figure 2: Contact forces a) and velocity at the rod end b) (plane rod) (FE: finite element results,
DS: damped contact submodel, QS: quasi-static contact submodel)
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Figure 3: Contact pressure in contact area a) and stresses on symmetry axis of rod b) (plane rod)
(FE: finite element result, DS: damped contact submodel, QS: quasi-static contact submodel)

The eigenfrequencies of the inner modes are up to 69 kHz (rod) and 131 kHz (sphere).
However, the eigenfrequencies introduced by the static shape functions are up to 21 MHz
(rod) and 18 MHz (sphere). During impact, the contact forces excite all vibration modes
and very small step sizes are necessary during time integration to capture the fast components. Consequently, the numerical stiffness increases significantly. Due to the high
numerical stiffness, the step sizes have to be very small and the convergence of the simplified Newton iteration in the ode15s, see [16], is very slow. Without material or numerical
damping or using the quasi-static contact submodel, the computation times of the FMBS
would be significantly higher than the computation times of the FE simulation. For this
reason, impact simulations using undamped models are not reasonable.
In order to increase the computational efficiency, the damped contact submodel is used
first. For this purpose, the modal damping parameters have to be identified. As presented
in Section 2.4, the damping parameters of the high frequency modes are calculated using
8
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hf
the damped period Td,i
. Therefore, the damped periods for all high frequency modes are
hf
has to
adjusted to an equal value. For an efficient simulation, the damped period Td,i
be selected as large as possible for large step sizes, but small enough that there is no
influence on the wave propagation. Furthermore, the choice of the damping parameters
in the transition area between low and high frequency parts has great influence on the
numerical efficiency, see [6].
hf
Numerical studies have shown that a damped period of Td,i
= 5e−7 s and damping
parameters of ξihf = 0.05 in the transition area are a good choice in terms of efficiency
and accuracy for the system rod–sphere. The contact force of the FMBS simulation is in
very good agreement with the FE results, see Figure 2a). As shown in Figure 2b), the
global motion of the rod can be approximated very well, too. Damping only the high
frequency parts, there is no negative influence on the wave propagation. The contact
pressure and the stresses on the symmetry axis of the rod shown in Figure 3 agree very
well with the FE results. The stresses in the FMBS are recovered using stress modes,
see [17]. Consequently, the local deformation is approximated very well, too. Due to
the good approximation of the local deformation, a convergence behavior of the penalty
factor is observable. Using the damped contact submodel, a reasonable investigation of
this numerically stiff system is possible at all. But the computation time with about
280 mins is still relatively high.
In order to further improve the efficiency, the quasi-static contact submodel, presented
in Section 2.4, is used. The results of the sphere impacting the plane rod are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. Again a very good agreement of contact force, wave propagation
and stresses in the contact area are observed. The computation time can be reduced
significantly to about 23 mins. Furthermore, the results considering all global and local
deformation effects are in very good agreement with the FE results. In addition, it is
observed, that the simulation results do not change when further increasing the penalty
factor.

3.2

Impact on rod with inner radius

The next investigation focuses on larger contact areas with a higher number of static
shape functions simultaneously loaded. For this purpose, the rod is modeled with an
inner radius of 20 mm. The geometry of the sphere remains unchanged as well as the
impact velocity of 0.3 m/s. The contact radius of the plane rod, shown in Section 3.1, is
about 0.5 mm. Using the rod with inner radius, the contact radius increases up to 1 mm.
Therefore, the number of static shape functions in the contact area increases, too. Compared to the previously presented FE model, the discretization in the contact area is now
slightly coarser. Hence, the rod consists of 281 196 nodal DOFs and the sphere consists
of 58 536 nodal DOFs. Then, the computation time of the dynamic FE simulation is
about 434 min. Again 200 eigenmodes are used in the reduced description to capture
the wave propagation in the rod. For the calculation of the static shape functions 393
contact nodes (rod) and 385 contact nodes (sphere) are used which leads to 1373 (rod)
and 1174 (sphere) elastic DOFs. Considering the DOFs in impact direction, 587 (rod)

9
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Figure 4: Contact forces a) and velocity at the rod end b) (rod inner radius) (FE: finite element results,
DS: damped contact submodel, QS: quasi-static contact submodel)
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Figure 5: Contact pressure in contact area a) and stresses on symmetry axis of rod b) (rod inner radius)
(FE: finite element results, DS: damped contact submodel, QS: quasi-static contact submodel)

and 404 (sphere) elastic DOFs remain. While the eigenfrequencies of the inner modes
remain the same, the eigenfrequencies introduced by the static shape functions are up to
22 MHz (rod) and 30 MHz (sphere).
hf
Numerical studies have shown, that a damped period Td,i
= 5e−7 s and the damping
parameter ξi = 0.05 in the transition area are suitable values for the investigated system.
The results of the damped FMBS simulation are shown in Figure 4 and 5. The contact
force and the wave propagation in the rod are in very good agreement with the FE
results. Compared to the plane rod, the contact duration is shorter and the contact
force is higher using the rod with inner radius, see Figure 2a) and 4a). Furthermore,
the impact on the rod with inner radius yields stronger wave excitations compared to
the plane rod, see Figure 2b) and 4b). The stress analysis, presented in Figure 5, shows
that the impact on the rod with inner radius creates smaller stresses since the contact
force is distributed on a larger area. Due to the large number of elastic DOFs and the
10
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high numerical stiffness caused by high eigenfrequencies, the computation time using the
damped contact submodel is about 513 min and underperforms the FE model.
Again, in order to further increase the efficiency, the quasi-static contact submodel
is used. The results shown in Figure 4 and 5, are in very good agreement with the FE
results and the results of the damped contact submodel. Compared to the damped contact
submodel and FE simulation, there is a major reduction of computation time to about
46 min. The FMBS contact simulations show slightly larger deviations in the contact
pressure and stresses compared to the FE model, see Figure 5. This may result from the
coarser discretization in the contact area. Nevertheless, due to the precise modeling of
the local deformation a convergence behavior of the penalty factor is observable in both
submodels.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In impact simulations using reduced FMBS, besides global vibration modes, a large
number of static shape functions are often necessary for the detailed analysis of the local
and global deformation effects. Extending the reduction basis by static shape functions,
additional eigenfrequencies of high magnitude are added to the reduced system. Hence,
the numerical stiffness increases. For an efficient investigation of those models, in the
present work, different approaches have been presented. In both approaches the equations
of motion are divided in low and high frequency parts. The first approach uses modal
damping on the high frequency parts, to increase the numerical efficiency. Using the
damped contact submodel, the results are in very good agreement with the FE reference
results, but the computation times are still very high. Especially in simulations like the rod
with inner radius considering a large number of static functions, the limit of the damped
contact submodel is reached. It is not possible to find appropriate damping parameters
to reduce the numerical stiffness on the one hand and not affect the wave propagation on
the other hand. Thus, the damped contact submodel is limited to less stiff systems or less
elastic DOFs. In the quasi-static contact submodel approach, the inertia coupling between
rigid body motion and the deformation of the high frequency parts is neglected. By
treating the high frequency parts quasi-statically, they can be removed from the equations
of motion. With this approach, the numerical efficiency is significantly enhanced compared
to the damped contact submodel. Nevertheless, the results are in very good agreement
with the FE reference simulation. The presented simple numerical examples illustrates
the advantage of the quasi-static contact submodel in impact simulations considering a
large number of static shape functions and high numerical stiffness.
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Abstract. The study of complex physical systems is often based on computationally
intensive high-fidelity simulations. To build confidence and improve the prediction accuracy of such simulations, the impact of uncertainties on the quantities of interest must
be measured. This, however, requires a computational budget that is typically a large
multiple of the cost of a single calculation, and thus may become unfeasible for expensive simulation models. In this regard, multi-fidelity methods have become increasingly
popular in the past decade as acceleration strategies to reduce the computational cost.
These approaches are based on a hierarchy of models and attempt to leverage the relation
between high- and low-fidelity levels to obtain a more accurate statistical estimator without requiring a large number of additional high-fidelity calculations. In this work, three
different multi-fidelity strategies are assessed for the numerical simulation of irradiated
particle-laden turbulent flow relevant to solar receiver systems.

1

INTRODUCTION

The number of uncertainties involved in the study of complex, multiphysics turbulent
flow is typically large due to (i) the modeling assumptions required to mathematically
describe the different physics and their couplings, i.e., epistemic uncertainty, and (ii)
the aleatoric incertitude resulting, for instance, from the lack of detailed evidence regarding the initial and boundary conditions. Therefore, numerical analyses based on a
single deterministic realization for a particular set of input parameters cannot be deemed
predictive. A solution to this problem is to consider the system under study stochastic
and analyze the relation between input and output probability distributions by means
of efficient statistical methods. The field of uncertainty quantification (UQ) applied to
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computational sciences and engineering has remarkably grown over the last decades [1],
and it is now extensively accepted that the potential of estimating and minimizing uncertainties, in combination with numerical verification and physics validation (V&V), is
crucial for augmenting the confidence in the numerical predictions. Within this scope,
the goal of the Predictive Science Academic Alliance Program (PSAAP) II at Stanford
University [2] is to perform large-scale, predictive simulations of particle-laden turbulent
flow in a radiation environment based on the configuration and operating conditions of
an in-house experimental apparatus.
The investigation of thermal radiation interacting with particle-laden turbulent flow
is of great importance in diverse scientific and engineering disciplines. For instance,
phenomena reminiscent of irradiated particle-laden turbulence are ubiquitous in the fields
of earth and combustion sciences, like for example, the impact of preferential concentration
on the rate of droplet coalescence and evaporation in atmospheric clouds [3], and the fluid
mechanics of reacting boundary layers and plumes [4]. Of particular interest to this work
is the study of these physical processes in the context of volumetric particle-based solar
receivers for energy harvesting [5].
Inertial particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) may exhibit complex interactions between the carrier and dispersed phases as a result of preferential concentration
and turbulence modulation [6]. The former is the process by which heavy particles are
expelled from intense vortical structures and concentrate in regions of the flow dominated
by strain. This phenomenon is characterized by the Stokes number St = τp /τf , defined as
the ratio between particle relaxation, τp , and fluid, τf , time scales, and it is accentuated
for Stη ≈ 1 when τf is taken as the Kolmogorov time scale τη . The latter corresponds to
the modification of fluid flow characteristics in the near-field region of particle clusters as a
result of two-way coupling effects. The addition of no-slip boundaries further complicates
the problem as turbophoresis [7], i.e., tendency of particles to migrate towards regions
of decreasing turbulence intensity, acts as a dominant mechanism for accumulating particles at the walls. These three mechanisms are well known and have been extensively
studied by means of experimental and numerical approaches over the past decades, e.g.,
[8, 9]. However, the problem of interest in this work involves, in addition to particle-flow
coupling, heat transfer from the particles to the fluid by means of radiation absorption,
particle-to-fluid heat exchange, and thermal mixing enhanced by turbulent motions. The
physical processes governing this type of flows, and their complex interactions, are not
fully characterized, and therefore are still subject to intense research, e.g., [10].
Modeling of irradiated particle-laden turbulent flow and its numerical investigation and
validation against experimental data are difficult tasks that intrinsically require several
model assumptions, selection of coefficient and parameter values and characterization
of initial and boundary conditions. These steps, even if performed carefully, result in
potential sources of uncertainty that can impact the quantities of interest (QoI). Some
examples encompass the incomplete description of particle diameters [11] and thermal
radiative properties, variability of the incident radiation and its complex interaction with
boundaries, and model-form incertitude [12]. In addition, accurate representation of the
underlying physical phenomena mandates the utilization of expensive high-fidelity (HF)
2
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numerical simulations. As a representative example, the total cost (transient + collection
of statistics) of a HF calculation of this problem requires in the order of 5M core-hours
per realization on the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF, Mira supercomputer) [13]. Hence, characterization of the stochastic output by means of running hundreds, or thousands, of realizations with different input values easily exceeds the resources
of the largest computing facilities available. The objective of this paper, therefore, is to
investigate the utilization of multi-fidelity UQ strategies to efficiently characterize irradiated particle-laden turbulent flow subject to uncertainty.
Detailed descriptions on modeling and numerical discretization of irradiated particleladen turbulent flow are given in Jofre et al. [14] and Esmaily et al. [15], respectively.
Therefore, the remaining of the paper is organized as follows. First, the accelerated
sampling strategies investigated are presented in Section 2. The system of interest is
detailed next, in Section 3, in terms of physical parameters, uncertainties, QoIs, and
models designed. Then, in Section 4, the performances of the accelerated estimators are
analyzed. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.
2

MONTE CARLO-TYPE ACCELERATED SAMPLING STRATEGIES

In computational science and engineering, multiple physical/mathematical/numerical
models with different features can be constructed to characterize a system of interest. Typically, computationally expensive HF models are designed to describe the system with the
degree of accuracy required by the problem under study, while low-fidelity (LF) models are
formulated as less accurate, but relatively cheaper, representations. Outer-loop problems,
such as inference, UQ and optimization, require large numbers of model evaluations for
different input values, resulting in unaffordable computational requirements in the case of
large-scale, multiphysics calculations. The objective of multi-fidelity methods, therefore,
is to reduce the cost of the outer-loop problem by combining the accuracy of the HF
models with the speedup achieved by the LF representations. Different multi-fidelity UQ
strategies exist in the literature; see, for example, the exhaustive review by Peherstorfer
et al. [16]. However, due to the high-dimensional input space and the complexity of the
conservation equations involved, this study is restricted to a reduced subset of acceleration
strategies appertaining to surrogate-based MC-type sampling approaches.
As its name indicates, MC-type approaches are derived from the original Monte Carlo
method, in which the expectation of the QoI Q = Q(ξ), as a function of the stochastic
inputs ξ, is estimated via a sample average. Let E [Q] and Var (Q) denote the mean and
variance of Q. Given N independent realizations
of the stochastic input, denoted ξ (i) , the

N
−1
(i)
(i)
(i)
MC estimator of E [Q] is defined as Q̂MC
N = N
i=1 Q , where Q = Q(ξ ). Although
unbiased, the accuracy of Q̂MC
Var (Q) /N , decays
N , measured by its standard deviation
slowly as a function of N . Therefore, for a fixed computational budget (∝ N ) a viable
alternative to increase the MC accuracy is to possibly replace Q with other quantities
with smaller variances.

3
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2.1

Multi-level Monte Carlo

One of the most popular acceleration strategies is the multi-level (ML) method [17].
This technique, inspired by the multigrid solver idea in linear algebra, is based on evaluating realizations of Q from a hierarchy of models with different levels ,  = 0, . . . , L, with L
the most accurate model, in which Q is replaced by the sum of differences Y = Q − Q−1 ,
where by definition Y0 = Q0 . As a result, the QoIs of the original and new ML problems
have the same mean E [Q]. An example of a level is the grid resolution considered for
solving the system of equations, so that a LF (or HF) model can be established by simulating Q on a coarse (or fine) grid. Then, E [Q] can be computed using the ML QoI and
an independent MC estimator on each level  as
Q̂

ML

=

L


ŶMC

=0

N
L

1 
(i)
=
Y .
N i=1
=0

(1)

This approach is referred to as multi-level
Carlo (MLMC) and the resulting esMonte

L
ML
= =0 N−1 Var (Y ). Consequently, if the
timator has a variance equal to Var Q̂
level definition is such that Q → Q in mean square sense, then Var (Y ) → 0 as  → ∞,
and therefore fewer samples are required on the finer level L. In particular, it is possible
to show that the optimal sample allocation across levels, N , is obtained in closed form
given a target variance of the MLMC estimator equal to ε2 /2 and resulting in [17]

L 
Ck Var (Yk ) Var (Y )
,
(2)
N = k=0 2
ε /2
C
where the computational cost of the individual Y evaluations is denoted by C .
2.2

Control variates Monte Carlo

To accommodate LF representations that are not obtained directly from coarsening the
HF models, a common approach is to utilize LF realizations as a control variate [18, 19].
This approach requires that a generic QoI, f , be replaced by f + α(g − E [g]), where
g is a function chosen for its high correlation with f and for which the value of E [g]
is readily available. However, in the problem of interest here the LF correlation and
expected value are not available a priori, and consequently need to be established during
the computations along with the HF calculations. As a consequence, the expected value
of the LF model is generally approximated by means of an MC estimator requiring a set
of additional (independent) LF computations. The control variates MC estimator (CV)
is defined as



Q̂CV = Q̂HF,MC + α Q̂LF,MC − E Q̂LF ,
(3)
 LF 
 HF LF 
/Var Q
is chosen to minimize the variance
where the parameter α = −Cov

Q , Q
CV
CV
of Q̂ by requiring dVar Q̂
/dα = 0. The optimal α selection leads to





r 2
CV
HF,MC
ρ ,
(4)
= Var Q̂
1−
Var Q̂
1+r
4
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where ρ = Cov QHF , QLF / Var (QHF ) Var (QLF ) is the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the HF and the LF models, and r = N LF /N HF − 1 is used to parameterize the
additional rN HF LF realizations needed in order to evaluate


E Q̂

LF



1
≈ HF
N (1 + r)

N HF (1+r)



QLF,(i) .

(5)

i=1

As a result, the optimal control variate is obtained for a particular r value that, in turn,
depends on the correlation between the two models and their cost ratio. As fully detailed
in [20], the optimal r value is obtained from

C HF ρ2
r = −1 +
,
(6)
C LF 1 − ρ2
with C HF and C LF the computational cost of individual HF and LF samples.
2.3

Multi-level multi-fidelity Monte Carlo

Given the flexible nature of the MC-type sampling methods, the ML and CV approaches can be hybridized in different fashions to generate a class of estimators generally
referred to as multi-level multi-fidelity (MLMF), e.g., [20, 21]. For example, this work
considers the MLMF estimator introduced in [20], which is constructed by taking the
difference Y to be the object of an additional control variate. Similar to the two previous
estimators, the central idea is to use the HF level to minimize the deterministic bias, while
the LF models are exploited to speedup the process of reducing the estimator’s variance.
Before presenting the estimator, some definitions applicable to the scope of this subsection are introduced to simplify the subsequent exposition: (i) subscript  refers to the
different ML levels, and (ii) Y = Q −Q−1 with Y0 = Q0 ; (iii) at each level , the reference
fidelity is identified by superscript RF, whereas CV indicates control variate realizations.
Following this terminology, the MLMF is formulated as



NRF
NRF
r NRF
L




α
RF,(i)
CV,(i)
CV,(j) 
r
 1
Q̂MLMF =
, (7)
Y
+ RF
Y
−
Y
RF
N i=1
N (1 + r )
i=1
j=1
=0

RF
supplementary
where the vector r = NCV /NRF − 1 is used to characterize the
 r N CV
realizations per level , and the optimal parameters α = −ρ Var (YRF )/ Var (YCV )
are obtained similarly to the standard control variates approach with ρ — a level-based
Pearson correlation coefficient — defined as
 RF  CV,(i)

NRF  RF,(i)
− E Y
− E YCV
Y
Y
i=1
.
(8)
ρ =
2 N RF 
2
NRF  RF,(i)
CV,(i)

RF
CV
Y
Y
− E [Y ]
− E [Y ]
i=1
i=1
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Table 1: List of random inputs. All inputs are assumed to be independent and uniformly distributed.

Variable
1. Prt. rest. coeff. 1
2. Prt. rest. coeff. 2
3. Prt. rest. coeff. 3
4. Prt. rest. coeff. 4
5. Prt. rest. coeff. 5
6. Stokes’ drag corr.
7. Prt. Nusselt num.

Interval
[0.0 : 0.6]
[0.1 : 0.7]
[0.2 : 0.8]
[0.3 : 0.9]
[0.4 : 1.0]
[1.0 : 1.5]
[1.5 : 2.5]

Variable
8. Mass load. ratio
9. Prt. abs. eff.
10. Prt. scatt. eff.
11. Radiation
12. Radiated wall
13. Opposite wall
14. Side x-y walls

Interval
[18 : 22]%
[0.37 : 0.41]
[0.69 : 0.76]
[1.8 : 2.0] MW/m2
[1.6 : 6.4] kW/m2
[1.2 : 4.7] kW/m2
[0.1 : 0.2] kW/m2

The Q̂MLMF estimator is unbiased since each term is obtained from an unbiased MC
estimator, and its variance, resulting from considering the contribution of each Y term
plus the covariance between the RF and CV estimators, is given by


Var Q̂
3

MLMF





L

 RF 
r 2
1
1−
Var Y
ρ .
=
1 + r 
NRF
=0

(9)

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM OF INTEREST

The system studied in this work is based on a small-scale, experimental apparatus
designed to represent the physical mechanisms encountered in volumetric particle-based
solar receivers. The main physical parameters of the problem, and their values, are bulk
Reynolds number Reb = 20000, Kolmogorov Stokes numbers 5 < Stη = τp /τη < 20, total
mass loading ratio MLR = np mp /ρf ≈ 20%, and radiation power P ≈ 1000 W. Complete
details of the experiment configuration and computational setup are found in [22] and [14],
respectively. The subsections below describe (i) the uncertainties and QoIs considered,
and (ii) the high- and low-fidelity models constructed to perform the UQ analysis.
3.1

Uncertainties and quantities of interest

This work considers 14 stochastic variables in the UQ analysis. As shown in Table
1, the variables target experiment and model-form uncertainties. These correspond to
incertitude in particle restitution coefficient for the different classes (1 − 5), correction
to Stokes’ drag law (6), particle Nusselt number (7), mass loading ratio (8), particle
absorption and scattering efficiencies (9, 10), incident radiation flux (11), and heat fluxes
from the walls to the fluid (12 − 14). The performance of the estimators is analyzed by
focusing on time-averaged, normalized temperature increments, i.e., Q = (T  − T0 )/T0 =
∆T /T0 , at the probe location as these quantities are available from the experiments;
T0 = 300 K is the temperature of the inflow particle-fluid mixture.
The intervals of the stochastic variables listed in Table 1 have been carefully characterized on the basis of information from the experiments, and by taking into consideration
results and conclusions extracted from published studies; see Jofre et al. [14] for complete
details.
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Figure 1: Prediction and CI of the individual, pilot HF (a), LF1 (b) and LF2 (c) MC estimators for
Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location. Comparison between MC estimators (d).

3.2

High- and low-fidelity levels designed

As described in [23], the Lagrangian-Eulerian (LE) approach is flexible enough to
support different degrees of particle-laden flow modeling. This feature is leveraged in this
work to construct one HF model and two LF representations, denoted LF1 and LF2.
The HF level corresponds to a point particle direct numerical simulation (PP-DNS)
with physical particles and sufficient resolution (≈ 55M cells/section) to capture all the
significant turbulent scales, while approximating the particles as Lagrangian inertial points
(≈ 15M particles/section). The flow grid is uniform in the streamwise direction with spacings in wall units equal to ∆x+ ≈ 12, while stretched in the wall-normal directions with
the first grid point at y + , z + ≈ 0.5 and with resolutions in the range 0.5 < ∆y + , ∆z + < 6.
The radiative heat transfer equation is solved on an uniform discrete ordinates method
(DOM) mesh of 270 × 160 × 160 gridpoints with 350 quadrature points (discrete angles).
The LF representations are designed following the surrogate particle approach [23]
together with a coarsening of the flow and radiation HF resolutions. The statistical weights
(uniform) of the surrogate particles for the LF1 and LF2 levels are 5 and 10, respectively.
Similarly, the flow and radiation meshes, and quadrature points are uniformly coarsen in
each direction by a factor of 5 (LF1) and 10 (LF2). As a result, the LF1 and LF2 levels
are approximately 170× and 1300× cheaper per sample than HF, respectively.
7
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Figure 2: Variance of Y across levels (a) and squared correlation coefficient between fidelities (b) for
Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location based on pilot samples.

4

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ESTIMATORS

The first step toward efficiently investigating the impact of uncertainty on heat transfer mechanisms is to analyze the performance of the estimators in terms of speedup and
quality of their predictions. This section is devoted to this objective by (i) carefully
analyzing the features of the individual HF, LF1 and LF2 MC estimators and their interdependences, and (ii) calculating the optimal distribution of samples for the ML, CV and
MLMF estimators and quantifying their coefficient of variation (CoV) and comparison
against experimental data.
4.1

Features of the Monte Carlo estimators based on pilot samples

The calculation of the optimal allocation of samples for the ML, CV and MLMF estimators is based on the properties of Var (Y ) and ρ between the different levels. However,
these quantities are not available a priori, and therefore the typical strategy is to evaluate
them based on a small, initial set of realizations referred to as pilot samples. Following
this approach, 16 HF, 128 LF1 and 256 LF2 realizations are initially computed and their
features used to extrapolate the optimal number of samples. Their MC estimations for
Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location are depicted in Figure 1.
Four main observations can be extracted from the plots in the figure. First, the shape
of the temperature profile indicates that most of the radiation absorption is produced
close to the walls due to the large concentration of particles in those regions as a result of
turbophoretic effects. The second observation is that there is remarkably more variability
toward the walls, viz. 0.2 > y/W > 0.8, than at the centerline. A clear indication of
this feature is, for example, the larger width of the confidence interval (CI) for Q̂MC
HF at
y/W ≈ 0 and 1. Third, as indicated by the CI, the estimation is significantly converged
MC
MC
for Q̂MC
LF2 , but not for Q̂LF1 nor (specially) Q̂HF . Finally, the fourth observation is that the
LF levels approximate reasonably well the HF prediction except for the near-wall regions
where the discrepancy becomes substantial.

8
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Figure 3: Optimal ( ≈ 0.05 E [Q]) number of samples per level (opaque lines) and equivalent HF
realizations (semi-opaque lines) (a), and ratio r (b) for Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location based on
pilot samples.

4.2

Variance across levels and correlation between fidelities

The variance across levels, Var (Y ), and squared correlation coefficient, ρ2 , for Q =
∆T /T0 profile at probe location based on pilot samples are shown in Figure 2. The
colored dashed lines in plot (a) correspond to Y0 = Var (QLF2 ), Y1 = Var (QLF1 − QLF2 )
and Y2 = Var (QHF − QLF1 ), whereas the black solid line represents Var (QHF ). In plot
(b), the colored dashed line indicates the squared correlation coefficient for the control
variates constructed using HF and LF levels (HF − LF1 and HF − LF2), and utilizing
LF1 and LF2 levels (LF1 − LF2).
The results in plot (a) show that there is variance decay from Y0 to Y1 , but not between
Y1 and Y2 . Even so, speedup would be still obtained with respect to the plain Q̂MC
HF
estimator by using the ML strategy as Var (QHF ) /Var (Y2 ) ≈ 2 for the points in the
profile with largest variability. In terms of correlation between the HF and LF levels, plot
(b) shows that ρ2 is very small at the centerline points, where accelerating the estimators
is not important since the variability is very low. However, it increases to ρ2 ≈ 0.5 and
ρ2 ≈ 0.8 for y/W < 0.2 and y/W > 0.8, respectively. With respect to the HF−LF results,
the correlation between the LF levels is larger along the entire profile, with values ρ2 ≈ 0.8
for regions close to the walls, indicating that the construction of a MLMF estimator can
be beneficial.
4.3

Allocation of samples for optimal performance of the estimators

The values of Var (Y ) and ρ based on the pilot samples can be used to obtain an
extrapolated number of samples per level for the construction of estimators with optimal
performance. The expressions to calculate these numbers are given in Eqs. 2 and 6.
As detailed in Section 3.2, setting the computational cost per sample to be CHF = 1,
CLF1 = 1/170 and CLF2 = 1/1300, the optimal number of samples per level, N , and ratio
of additional samples, r, for Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location with an accuracy of
5% of the estimated QoI, i.e.,  ≈ 0.05 E [Q], are shown in Figure 3. Similarly as in
9
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Table 2: Optimal samples allocation computational cost for the MC, ML, CV and MLMF estimators.

Model
MC HF
ML HF-LF1-LF2
CV HF-LF1
CV HF-LF2
MLMF HF-LF1-LF2

# HF runs
51
22
22
26
21

# LF1 runs
199
217
92

# LF2 runs
1279
541
528

# Equiv. HF cost
51
25
24
27
22

Figure 2, the colored dashed lines in plot (a) indicate N0 , N1 and N2 , while the black
solid line corresponds to N for a straight Q̂MC
HF with same . The additional semi-opaque
lines represent the number of equivalent HF realizations for the N0 LF2 (dashed red), N1
LF1 (dashed-dotted blue) and total (solid gray) number of samples. The colored dashed
lines in plot (b) indicate r for CV estimators based on HF − LF1 and HF − LF2, and a
MLMF estimator utilizing HF − LF1 as a ML and LF1 − LF2 as a CV.
The results shown in the plots are summarized in Table 2 by indicating the optimal
number of HF, LF1, and LF2 realizations required to construct MC, ML, CV and MLMF
estimators with  ≈ 0.05 E [Q] for the point in the profile with highest computational cost.
The point is different for each estimator, but, as inferred from the plots, it is located close
to the walls for all cases. The table also summarizes the total computational cost, given in
terms of equivalent HF realizations, for the different estimators and level combinations. As
a reference, the utilization of a plain Q̂MC
HF estimator would necessitate 51 HF realizations.
Instead, using acceleration strategies, equivalent estimator predictions can be obtained
at less than half the cost. It is important to note that the speedup obtained with these
approaches depends on the problem and QoI. Correspondingly, the Q̂ML estimator requires
22 HF, 199 LF1 and 1279 LF2 realizations resulting in a total equivalent cost of 25
HF runs. The Q̂CV estimators demand 24 and 27 equivalent HF realizations, and the
Q̂MLMF estimator obtains a similar prediction by means of 22 equivalent HF runs. From
a computational cost point of view, the four acceleration strategies perform comparably
with the Q̂MLMF estimator achieving the lowest value. Therefore, the subsequent analysis
is based on the prediction given by the optimal Q̂MLMF estimator.
4.4

Quality of the prediction and validation against experimental data

The final step of the analysis is to verify and validate the predictions. This is portrayed
in Figure 4, where the quality of the optimal Q̂MLMF estimator is shown in terms of CoV
and comparison against experimental data. The solid black line in plot (a) represents the
CoV of the MC estimator based on the 16 pilot HF realizations which depicts a maximum
value of CoV ≈ 10% at y/W ≈ 1. In comparison, the red dashed line indicates that the
maximum CoV reduces to less than 5% when utilizing the optimal Q̂MLMF . Moreover, as
shown in plot (b), the prediction obtained by the optimal Q̂MLMF is significantly converged
as demonstrated by the collapse of the CI interval into a single line, and the experimental
data is found within the distribution (± standard deviation) of the estimated QoI.
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Figure 4: Quality of the MC (pilot) and MLMF (optimal) estimators measured in terms of CoV (a) and
comparison against experimental data (b) for Q = ∆T /T0 profile at probe location.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Performing UQ studies of large-scale, multiphysics applications is challenging due to
the expensive HF calculations required and the large number of uncertainties typically
encountered. For instance, the utilization of a straightforward MC approach for the problem under study would require O(102 ) million core-hours in some of the most advanced
supercomputers, while, as shown in Section 4, equivalent predictions can be obtained at
significant cost saving ratios by means of multi-fidelity strategies.
Ongoing work is focused on leveraging the speedup obtained from the acceleration
strategies to characterize heat transfer mechanisms subject to uncertainty for this problem. Future work will tackle the utilization, and further performance improvement, of
this type of strategies on problems with higher particle mass and thermal loadings.
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Abstract. In this work, we focus on sampling-based methods for forward uncertainty
propagation, and in particular, on multifidelity sampling methods that employ a control
variate approach. The novel component of this work is to accelerate the sampling by
relying on important directions, as for instance in Active Subspaces. The idea consists of
discovering the important directions for each model in order to provide a reduced dimensional link between the parameterization of each model fidelity and the relevant quantities
of interest. This accomplishes two goals: (i) enhancing the correlation between models,
and (ii) providing a mechanism to effectively bridge dissimilar input parameterizations.
We demonstrate the performance of our approach for two model problems.
1

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) is a key component within modern computational
science efforts, as it enhances the predictive utility of numerical simulations in support
of scientific discovery and advanced engineering design. In recent years, multifidelity UQ
has been demonstrated to be an effective strategy to accelerate UQ for complex problems
whenever less expensive lower accuracy models can be built for the original problem. In
this work, we focus intially on Monte Carlo sampling-based methods, and in particular
the multifidelity control variate method [8, 7], but the extension to the multilevel Monte
Carlo method [5] and the multilevel-multifidelity Monte Carlo strategy [4] is also possible
and a straightforward extension. The novel idea introduced in this work is to accelerate
the previous sampling techniques by relying on important directions, as for instance in
Active Subspaces [1] and related techniques (ridge functions, proper orthogonal decomposition, etc.). The core of the idea is straightforward and consists in discovering the
important directions while performing the usual pilot runs for the multifidelity sampling.
Once the important directions (distinct for each model) are discovered, they are used to
define a shared space among all model fidelities on which the sampling procedures can
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be performed. This is expected to provide two advantages: (i) the correlation between
the quantity of interest (QoI) predictions for different models can be enhanced by emphasizing active directions along which these QoI have the most variation, and (ii) since
this approach reduces an original dimensionality to a subspace for each model that can
be shared, it provides a bridging mechanism for the case where different fidelities have
dissimilar input parameterizations.
In this work, we briefly present the idea and demonstrate its performance on two
test problems. Additional application examples will be presented during the Conference.
The paper is structured as follows. The multifidelity control variate (CV) approach is
introduced in Sec. 2, and key features of the Active Subspace (AS) approach are presented
in Sec. 3. The combination of CV and AS is discussed in Sec. 3.2 and some numerical
examples are presented in Sec. 4. Final remarks close the paper in Sec. 5.
2

MULTIFIDELITY SAMPLING METHODS

In this section, we briefly present the control variate approach, which provides an example multifidelity technique where our strategy can be deployed. The control variate is
well-known in statistics; it provides a strategy to accelerate a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation by reducing its estimator variance. In the classical CV approach, the expected value
of the correlated estimate (e.g., from a low-fidelity model) is known and it is possible to
obtain a reduction of the variance of the standard MC estimator, which is only a function
of the correlation between the two models. However, in many practical applications, the
expected value of the low-fidelity model needs to be computed at the same time; therefore
we are interested in the so-called control variate with estimated control means [8, 7]. We
focus our attention to a single CV from a single low-fidelity model, however the approach
can be extended to multiple models as done in [9] or to latent variable networks as in [6].
We aim at computing statistical moments for a QoI Q = Q(ξ), Q : ξ → R where
ξ ∈ Ξ ⊂ Rd is the vector of d random input parameters. We consider them to be
distributed according to the joint probability distribution p(ξ) = Πdi=1 p(ξi ). For simplicity,
we consider here the expected value E [Q] which can be approximated by a MC estimator
based on N realization of Q drawn according to p(ξ) as
E [Q] =



Ξ

Q(ξ)p(ξ) dξ ≈

Q̂MC
N

N
N
1  (i)
1 
(i)
Q(ξ ) =
Q .
=
N i=1
N i=1

(1)



=
For the MC estimator in Eq. (1) it is easy to show that its variance is Var Q̂MC
N
Var (Q) /N . Therefore, in order to obtain a more reliable estimator, the number of
realizations N need to be increased; however, this can be untenable for the case of high
computational expensive simulations. In the following, we use the subscripts HF and LF
to indicate realizations from the high-fidelity and low-fidelity models, respectively.
Following [3, 4], the CV method with estimated control means can be written as follows


 HF 
CV,HF
MC,HF
MC,LF
MC,LF
E Q
≈ Q̂NHF = Q̂NHF + α Q̂NHF − Q̂NLF
,
(2)
2
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where NLF = NHF + ∆LF = NHF (1 + r) and the additional LF evaluations ∆LF = rNHF
are drawn independently from the first set NHF . The values for α and the additional
parameter r > 0 are obtained by minimizing 
the overall
 computational cost under the
CV,HF
constraint of the variance of the estimator Var Q̂NHF
being equal to a target, namely

ε2 . This constrained optimization has the solution
NHF




Var QHF
r 2
ρ
1−
=
ε2
r+1

and r = −1 +



CHF ρ2
,
CLF 1 − ρ2

(3)

where ρ is the Pearson’s correlation between HF and LF and CHF and CLF are the computational cost of each HF and LF, respectively. The final variance of the control variate
estimator Q̂CV
NHF is proportional to that of the standard MC estimator according to





r 2
CV
MC
ρ ,
(4)
Var Q̂NHF = Var Q̂NHF
1−
r+1




2
CV
MC
and, therefore, since 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, Var Q̂NHF ≤ Var Q̂NHF . It follows from Eq. (4)
that the performance of the control variate approach is directly related to the correlation
between the models. In this work, we are seeking an efficient strategy to maximize this
correlation for a given pair of HF and LF models.
3

LEVERAGING IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MULTIFIDELITY UQ

In UQ, the curse of dimensionality is a key challenge, such that considerable attention
has been devoted to techniques that can reduce the dimensionality of a problem. In this
work, our goal is to use dimension reduction techniques to identify the most relevant
directions for each model separately, and then exploit these directions to link different
fidelities. Important directions are identified as linear combinations of the original coordinates and, in the context of sampling in the reduced space, the sample coordinates
can be always rotated back to the original coordinates of each model. It it reasonable to
assume that, if the important directions are aligned for different models, their correlation
might be higher along those directions than in the original space. Since a common shared
space can be always obtained between models if the input parameters (of each model)
are jointly Gaussian distributed, this strategy can also facilitate multifidelity approaches
for problems where the model fidelities have dissimilar parametrizations. For instance,
consider the case of performing a forward UQ analysis for a flying aircraft in which Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) is used as the high-fidelity model and steady Reynolds-averaged
Navier Stokes (RANS) equations are solved as a low-fidelity surrogate. In this case, the
RANS model parameterization will likely include a set of parameters that are not shared
with the LES code since they align more with the specific modeling approach than the
physical problem to be solved. Conversely, one can easily imagine cases where a HF model
contains a set of parameters that is not shared with lower fidelity models, as they derive
directly from the more detailed and sophisticated physical modeling being employed.
3
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As an example, we initially focus on a specific dimension reduction technique, namely
Active Subspaces [1]. However, the concept is equally applicable to other dimension
reduction strategies such as ridge approximation [2], basis adaptation and others.
3.1

The Active Subspaces example

We describe here a few concepts associated with the Active Subspace (AS) method
that are central to designing our strategy. The interested reader should refer to [1] for a
comprehensive discussion of the method. We consider a computational model represented
by f (ξ) where, as described in the previous section, ξ ∈ Ξ ⊂ Rd is the vector of d
random input parameters. We are interested in the forward UQ problem for computing
moments of quantity of interest Q, and again we focus our interest on the expected value
for simplicity. We introduce the d×d matrix C as the expected value of the outer product
 = [∂f /∂ξ1 , · · · , ∂f /∂ξd ]T as
or the gradient vector ∇f
    T


C=
∇f
∇f
p(ξ) dξ.
(5)
Since the matrix C is symmetric and positive semidefinite, a real eigenvalue decomposition exists and C can be factorized as C = WΛWT where W is the d × d orthogonal
matrix whose columns are the normalized eigenvectors and Λ = diag {λ1 , . . . , λd } has the
corresponding eigenvalues λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λd ≥ 0 as its diagonal entries. The eigenvectors
W define a rotation of Rd and the eigenvalues λ1,...,d are arranged in decreasing order,
enabling a separation of the rotated coordinates into two sets, namely active and inactive
variable sets. We can write


ΛA
Λ=
and W = [WA WI ] ,
(6)
ΛI

where ΛA = diag {λ1 , . . . , λdA } and WA contains the first dA < d eigenvectors.
T
The original coordinates can be rotated to obtain the new active ξ A = WA
ξ ∈ RdA
and inactive ξ I = WIT ξ ∈ R(d−dA ) variables. This decomposition and rotation of the original variable is effective because (as demonstrated in Lemma 3.2 [1]) the mean-squared
 A and ∇
 I regradients of f with respect to the the active and inactive variables (∇
spectively) is the sum of the eigenvalues associated to these sets. Another important
property is that any ξ can be expressed in term of active and inactive variables, i.e.
ξ = WA ξ A + WI ξ I . In order to generate a shared subspace between different models,
we assume the random input variables are distributed according to standard normal distributions, i.e. ξ ∼ N (0, Id ) (we will relax this later on). Hence, thanks to the linearity
of the rotation between the original and active/inactive variables it follows that the new
variable are also distributed as standard normal variable because E [ξ A ] = WA T E [ξ] = 0
and Var (ξA ) = WA T Var (ξ) WA = WA T IdA WA = IdA (the same applies for ξ I ). It
is important to note that the variance of the rotated variable will always be the unitary
matrix because we consider the case of independent random input and the columns of W
are always the normalized eigenvectors. This paves the way for obtaining a shared space
between different models, even in the case of dissimilar parameterizations.
4
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Ultimately, we are interested in the representation of the different models on the active subspaces which are the range of the eigenvectors in WA ; hence, we want an approximation like fAS (ξ A ) ≈ f (ξ). The map from ξ to ξ A is ill-posed and a regularization needs to be chosen. Here, for sake of 
simplicity, we use an initial approximation
fAS (ξ A ) = f (WA ξ A ), which is true only if di=dA +1 λi = 0. However, since we are ultimately interested in the computation of the expected value of Q, this approximation is
also equivalent to the use of a first order approximation of the conditional expected value
with respect to the inactive variables. By means of the AS techniques we transformed a d
dimensional integration problem in a reduced dA integration (with p(ξ A ) as distribution).
3.2

Dimension Reduction for multifidelity UQ

In this section, we briefly describe the main idea of enhancing multifidelity UQ based
on AS. We are interested in solving a forward UQ problem where the computational
model is an expensive computer code that we represent as f HF , which admits as input
HF
the vector of random parameters ξ HF ∈ Rd and produces the scalar QoI QHF . We also
consider a less computationally demanding approximation of the same physical system,
LF
namely f LF , which admits as input the vector of random parameters ξ LF ∈ Rd and
produces the scalar QoI QLF . We propose a simple idea: instead of sampling in the
original coordinates, we first search for the active directions for each model independently,
and then we sample in the common shared subspace aiming at maximizing the correlation
between models. Indeed it is reasonable to assume that correlation might be higher along
the directions (defined by the active variables) for which the variability of the function is
most pronounced. Our strategy includes the following steps:
1. For each model the AS representation is sought and the active variables are obtained
HF T HF
ξ HF
A = (WA ) ξ

(7)

LF T LF
ξ LF
A = (WA ) ξ ;



2. The shared space between the models is defined as variables dA = max dAHF , dALF .

We call this vector of random variables ξ  ∈ RdA ;

Npilot
;
3. A set of Npilot pilot realizations for ξ  ∼ N (0, IdA ) is generated, i.e. ξ ,(i)
i=1

4. The set of Npilot realizations is rotated back to each set of original coordinates
independently for each model


HF
HF,(i)
HF IdA
ξ
= WA
ξ ,(i)
0
(8)


LF
LF,(i)
,(i)
LF IdA
ξ
= WA
for i = 1, . . . , Npilot .
ξ
0

5. The quantities of interest QHF,(i) and QLF,(i) are obtained by invoking the models;
6. The correlation ρ between the two models is computed and the optimal sampling
allocation (NHF and NLF from r) is obtained from Eq. (3);
5
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7. The additional HF and LF simulations are carried out to reach the final sample
allocation (steps 6 and 7 are performed until convergence is reached);
8. Statistics and the predicted variance of the estimator are evaluated.
We note here that in order to obtain a shared space between models, we considered
standard normal variables for ξ HF and ξ LF . However, for general distribution cases, a nonlinear transformation between the actual distributions and standard normal variables can
be performed. For example, if we consider a uniform random variable ωi ∼ U(−1, 1), it is
possible to map to ωi from the variable ξi ∼
√ N (0, 1) through the inverse of the cumulative
distribution function ωi = h(ξi ) = erf ξi / 2 . For more complex distributions, it is necessary to resort to transformations such as Nataf or Rosenblatt. The model is ultimately
defined as the product of the original model and the transformation, i.e. f (ξ)h(ξ). The
drawback is that these transformations generally add non-linearity to the model, increasing complexity in the UQ process. In our context, we hope to compensate for the increase
in the non-linearity of the models through the increase in their correlation. Indeed, if the
non-linearity introduced by h(ξ) is small relative to the global variability of f (ξ) along
the active directions, the correlation between models is expected to be preserved.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL TESTS
Analytical test case

We first demonstrate our approach for a simple analytical test problem, which has been
constructed to highlight features of the strategy. Consider two numerical models defined
as follows
f (x, y) = exp (0.7x + 0.3y) + 0.15 sin (2πx)
g(x, y) = exp (0.01x + 0.99y) + 0.15 sin (3πy) .

(9)

We want to compute the expected value E [f ] and we consider the model g(x, y) to be a
lower accuracy representation of f (x, y), therefore we want to use g as a control variate. In
Fig.1, the functions f and g are reported on the domain [−1, 1]2 . The model f exhibits a
variability along both the directions x and y, whereas g is essentially varying along y. In a
situation like this one the control variate approach is not effective because the correlation
between the two models is expected to be very low. In Fig. 2, we take x, y ∼ N (0, 1/3)
and report the scatter plot obtained evaluating 1000 realizations of f and g using the
same input values. For this set of samples, the correlation squared is approximately 0.05.
In Fig. 3, the active directions are reported for the two models. It is evident that the
active directions of f and g are nearly orthogonal for this case, however both functions
are approximately one-dimensional. We can therefore represent each function along the
 f T
gT
direction t, where t = WA
ξ = (WA
) ξ for standard normal ξ ∼ N (0, I2 ).
Moreover, given a set of samples t it is possible to obtain the original coordinates for f
and g by using ξ = WA t (independently for f and g). In Fig. 4, we report the functions
f and g along the active coordinates. It is evident that, after aligning the important
directions, g essentially captures a similar trend to that of f (left plot). This can be
6
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Figure 1: Test model functions.
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Figure 3: Test model functions.
confirmed by generating 1000 random realizations of t and then rotating back to each
of the original model coordinates independently (right plot in Fig. 4). The correlation
squared measured for this set of samples is approximately 0.9; therefore, we expect to
observe an increase in the performance of a CV method.
7
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Figure 4: Functions f and g represented along the active coordinate t with t = WA
ξ=
gT
(WA) ξ (Left). Scatter plot obtained by sampling t and mapping back independently for
each model (Right).
In order to define the forward UQ problem, we assume the cost of the low-fidelity
model g to be C LF = 0.01C HF , which is representative of cost ratios observed in practical
applications. We fix a computational budget of 300 HF simulations as a reference and
compare four sampling estimators with equivalent cost: (i) the MC estimator, (ii) the
MC estimator obtained by sampling along t (MC-AS), (iii) a standard CV estimator with
100 HF realizations and 20000 LF simulations (MC-MF), (iv) a CV estimator obtained by
sampling along t and rotating the samples back to the original coordinates independently
for each model (MC-MFAS). We note that, for the two estimators adopting the AS,
the active directions are estimated every time in order to include the variance of this
process within the overall estimator variance. In order to demonstrate the performance
of the strategy, we perform 1000 repetitions of each estimator and report the normalized
histograms for the estimated expected values.
Fig. 5 shows the distributions for the four mean estimators alongside the known exact solution. As expected, all of the estimators are unbiased and the distributions are
approximately Gaussian. The MC and MC-AS are almost identical since the model f is
essentially unidimensional in the active variable t; therefore, the variance is entirely captured by the MC-AS technique and the same behavior as MC is recovered for the same
number of samples. Of course, MC is not the best choice for exploiting a lower dimensional subspace; here we include it only for demonstration purposes. The MC-MF method
has been forced to redistribute the computational cost between HF and LF, irregardless
of correlation. In a realistic deployment, a pilot sample could detect the low correlation
and redistribute work (resulting in reliance on the HF model as in a standard MC, although penalized by the cost of the Npilot samples). Once the sampling of two models
 f T
gT
ξ = (WA
) ξ, however, the correlation is
are linked through the active variable t = WA
increased and improvement is evident. The MC-MFAS recovers a sharpened distribution
for the expected value; i.e., its mean-squared error is much lower and the reliability of its
estimates is improved.
Next, we demonstrate the effect of relaxing the requirement on normal input distribu8
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Figure 5: Normalized histograms for 1000 realizations of several expected value estimators.
The exact solution is reported as a black bold vertical line.
tions and incurring a nonlinear transformation of variables. If we assume x, y ∼ U(−1, 1),
we are still able to identify the active direction t; however, the resulting model exhibits
greater non-linearity as shown in Fig.6 (left plot compares the function f (t) for normal
and uniform cases). The scatter plot in Fig.6 (right) show that the correlation has not
been degraded despite the greater non-linearity induced by the variable transformation.
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Figure 6: Comparison between normal and uniform model input. The function f represented along the active variable t is reported on the left. On the right, a comparison
between scatter plots obtained for the two input distribution cases.

4.2

One-dimensional wave propagation

As a demonstration for a more complex case, we study compressional elastic wave
propagation in a one-dimensional rod composed by 50 layers of two alternating materials
with uncertain properties, i.e. uncertain non-linear stress-strain relations. We consider
an uncertain initial pre-loading for the rod and we are interested in the expected value
of the maximum stress in the rod after a finite time. We consider a high-fidelity model
9
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given by an high-resolution MUSCL-Hancock scheme on a fine mesh of 801 equally spaced
nodes, as opposed to a low-fidelity Godunov scheme of a very coarse mesh of 5 nodes. An
approximated Riemann solver is adopted for both models. The characteristics of the two
numerical models are summarized in Table 1. The problem has a total of 28 independent
uniformly distributed random variables.
Low-fidelity
High-fidelity

Nx Nt
∆t
5
50 36 × 10−4
801 600 30 × 10−5

Table 1: HF and LF definition. The cost ratio between the model is ∼ 2800.
In Fig. 7 (left), five random realizations for the two models are shown. In Fig.7 (right),
we report the scatter plot which shows that the LF model already displays good correlation
(approximately 0.89 squared) with respect to the HF model. Therefore, a challenge for our
approach is to improve an already high correlation. In this case, the AS are discovered
by using a linear regression; this is done to explore the case in which derivatives are
not readily available from an adjoint solution. Extension to alternative derivative-free
techniques to compute the AS is straightforward, but out of scope for this study.
9
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Figure 7: Five realizations of the HF and LF for the non-linear elastic propagation problem
(Left). Scatter plot for several realizations of the HF and LF (Right).
In Fig.8, we display the change in the scatter plot obtained when the sampling is
performed along the active variable (left plot) and the distributions for all of the estimators
(right plot) based on 250 repetitions. For this case, it is again evident that we obtain
a more reliable estimator by sampling in the active variable and rotating back to the
original coordinates for each model. The scatter plot on the left of Fig.8 shows how the
cloud of points is nearly collapsed to a line when the link between the models is enhanced
using the active variables.
4.3

Preliminary results on dissimilar parameterizations

To illustrate the flexibility of this strategy, we consider again the simple analytic case
of §4.1, but we include a dependence on an extra parameter z for f , i.e. f (x, y, z) =
10
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Figure 8: Five realizations of the HF and LF for the non-linear elastic propagation problem
(Left). Scatter plot for several realizations of the HF and LF (Right).
exp (0.7x + 0.3y) + 0.15 sin (2πx) + 0.75z 3 , where z ∼ N (0, 1/3). We still assume the
model g(x, y) to be as defined in Eq. (9). In this case, the standard control variate (MCMF) and sampling only over the active variables (MC-AS) are expected to perform as
in §4.1; therefore CV formulated by linking the two models through the active variables
(MC-MFAS) and sampling over the original variables (MC) are reported in Fig. 9. It is
evident that the strategy remains effective while bridging the distinct parameterizations
for the two models.
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Figure 9: Normalized histograms for 1000 realizations of the MC and MC-MFAS estimators in the case of dissimilar parametrization.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we propose the acceleration of multifidelity strategies (e.g., control variate Monte Carlo) by leveraging active directions separately for each model. The active
directions are used to link the different models in order both to enhance their correlation
11
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and to bridge dissimilar model parameterizations. The idea is demonstrated by means
of a simple analytical test as well as a non-linear hyperbolic propagation problem in 28
random dimensions. Additional test cases will be presented during the Conference.
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Abstract. Wind energy is stochastic in nature; the prediction of aerodynamic quantities and loads relevant to wind energy applications involves modeling the interaction of
a range of physics over many scales for many diﬀerent cases. These predictions require a
range of model ﬁdelity, as predictive models that include the interaction of atmospheric
and wind turbine wake physics can take weeks to solve on institutional high performance
computing systems. In order to quantify the uncertainty in predictions of wind energy
quantities with multiple models, researchers at Sandia National Laboratories have applied
Multilevel-Multiﬁdelity methods. A demonstration study was completed using simulations of a NREL 5MW rotor in an atmospheric boundary layer with wake interaction.
The ﬂow was simulated with two models of disparate ﬁdelity; an actuator line wind plant
large-eddy scale model, Nalu, using several mesh resolutions in combination with a lower
ﬁdelity model, OpenFAST. Uncertainties in the ﬂow conditions and actuator forces were
propagated through the model using Monte Carlo sampling to estimate the velocity defect
in the wake and forces on the rotor. Coarse-mesh simulations were leveraged along with
the lower-ﬁdelity ﬂow model to reduce the variance of the estimator, and the resulting
Multilevel-Multiﬁdelity strategy demonstrated a substantial improvement in estimator
eﬃciency compared to the standard Monte Carlo method.
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1

Introduction

Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) is critical in order to enable predictive numerical simulations for scientific discoveries and advanced engineering design, and is starting to be
part of wind industry engineering practices. However, in the presence of complex highfidelity simulations and a large number of uncertainty parameters, the computational cost
becomes prohibitive for conventional UQ methods, in both research and design applications. In recent years, multi fidelity UQ has been introduced in order to alleviate this
issue and it is based on the aggregation of several lower accuracy models with a handful of
higher fidelity computations. One method belonging to this class is the multilevel Monte
Carlo method (MLMC) [8, 7]. In the MLMC method the goal is to obtain a statistical
estimator based on the aggregation of evaluations of the quantity of interest (QoI) over
several mesh resolutions. MLMC takes advantage of the convergence of the deterministic scheme in order to build MC estimators that target the coarsest resolution levels
and all the subsequent discrepancies between adjacent resolutions. In addition, generalized control variate approaches can also be used in the presence of different fidelities.
The combination of control variate and MLMC lead to Multilevel-Multifidelity estimators
(MLMF). To demonstrate the use of MLMF methods in quantifying uncertainty in wind
energy applications, we consider simulations of a NREL 5MW rotor in an atmospheric
boundary layer.
The flow is modeled with Nalu, a large eddy simulation code [3], which uses actuator
line models to represent the blades in the present study. The domain is taken to be
periodic to emulate the effects of wake interaction with the rotor. Uncertainties in the
flow conditions and actuator forces are propagated through the model using Monte Carlo
sampling to estimate the velocity defect in the wake and forces on the rotor. A lower
fidelity model was implemented, referred to as OpenFAST, which was used in combination
with coarse grid Nalu simulations to reduce the variance of the estimator.
2

Problem Description

In a typical wind farm, multiple wind turbines may be placed in multiple rows in order
to maintain a compact arrangement. The result of this arrangement is that the front rows
of turbines will create a wake from the oncoming wind that will propagate to the wind
turbines in back rows. The velocity deficit in these wakes tends to reduce the output
power from those turbines, and hence the net wind farm efficiency may be lower than
predicted from the nominal efficiency of a single turbine.
It is possible to use computational models to optimize the arrangement of wind turbines to minimize the loss of efficiency from the wake effects. However, models that do
not consider variability in the operating conditions of the wind farm may lead to poor
wind farm configurations; an optimally designed wind farm under a single nominal set
of operating conditions offers no performance guarantees if the conditions deviate on any
given day. Even when the turbine is operating within ideal conditions, the generated
power is affected by turbulent fluctuations in the wind, changes in the wind shear and
veer, atmospheric conditions such as density and stability, and the wakes from other
2
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turbines. Within the turbine itself, there may be misalignment with the primary wind
direction, suboptimal blade pitch angles, and mis-tuned tolerances for the rotor and blade
controllers. Finally, computational models for wind farms often rely on low order models
that cannot capture all of the physics present in the system, and thus add model form
uncertainty to the design of such systems.
Uncertainty quantification (UQ) is necessary for treating variability in applications
where significant uncertainties are present. In wind energy applications, UQ provides the
ability to quantify the expected power output and associated variance from wind farms
in the face of the aforementioned uncertainties in operating conditions. UQ may also be
used to inform and optimize wind farm configurations that are robust to these variations
and may yield superior performance to configurations designed without taking variability
into account.
2.1

Computational Approach

As an example problem, we consider the case of a wind turbine in an atmospheric
boundary layer and attempt to evaluate the rotor power, thrust, and root-bending moments in the x- and y-directions. To simulate the wind turbine dynamics, we use the OpenFAST software suite developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [5].
OpenFAST enables the analysis of complex physical and environment coupling, including
turbine controllers, elastic dynamics, and flow-structure interactions with actuator line
theory. We use the NREL 5-MW baseline wind turbine [2] as a prototpyical example
in our analysis; this is a single three-bladed turbine with rotor diameter 126m and hub
height 90m from the ground. The inflow wind for the aerodynamic analysis of the wind
turbine may be simulated in two different ways.
The first method is to leverage the multiphysics, massively parallel simulation code
Nalu [3]. Nalu is used to perform large eddy simulations (LES) of the atmospheric
boundary layer. Nalu solves the Navier-Stokes equations in the low-Mach number approximation with the one-equation, constant coefficient, turbulent kinetic energy model
for the subgrid scale stresses [4]. Following [1], the flow-structure interaction from the
turbine onto the wind is simulated by adding a body force of the form
 L
fi =
Fi (l)g(r(l))dl
(1)
0

where fi is the body force in the momentum equation, l is the distance along an actuator
line, Fi are forces computed from common modules of the OpenFAST code-base, and
g(xl ) is a smoothing kernel of the form


|r|2
1
(2)
g(r) = 3/2 3 exp − 2
π 

where  is a characteristic length scale that may be tuned to spread the body forces out
over a larger volume. In the simulations performed in this study,  was fixed at 10m. The
3
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Table 1: Cost estimates for Nalu and OpenFAST simulations.
Case
OpenFAST
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Reference

Mesh size

Simulation time CPUs
(seconds)
500
1
100x50x50
2000
80
200x100x100
2000
160
400x200x200
2000
400
800x200x200
2000
400

Cost
(CPU-hours)
0.42
240
960
6860
38400

Cost
(relative)
1
576
2304
16500
91400

simulation domain was taken to be [2km, 1km, 1km] in the x, y, and z directions, and the
wind turbine was placed in the center of the domain. The boundary layer was initialized
with a small perturbation in the velocity profile near the ground in order to accelerate
the development of turbulence. The domain was taken to be periodic, allowing the wake
from the turbine to interact with itself as an approximation to the effects of having many
wind turbines upstream.
The second method is to use the OpenFAST module Turbsim to generate realizations
of turbulence-like inflow wind combined with the AeroDYN module for solving the wind
turbine rotor flow field. This method is the lower fidelity modeling approach and is termed
OpenFAST in this paper, despite the use of some OpenFAST modules in the Nalu code.
The Kaimal spectrum was used in conjunction with a power-law boundary layer shape
to approximate the turbulent fluctuations near the turbine. This approach is not able to
capture the wake interaction effects, and would not be an accurate representation of the
turbulence or boundary layer structure.
Although the LES-based actuator line approach of Nalu is expected to be more accurate
than the OpenFAST approach, the computational cost associated with solving the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations on a large domain is substantially higher. Thus we compare the
costs of performing an LES on three separate meshes of increasing size against the cost
of using OpenFAST. The OpenFAST simulations were run on a single CPU for a total
simulation time of 500 seconds. Due to the wake interaction effects and domain size, the
Nalu simulations were given a simulation time of 2000 seconds to allow the turbulence to
become stationary.
Table 1 reports the relative simulation costs for running OpenFAST and for running
Nalu on four meshes of increasing resolution, referred to here as coarse, medium, fine,
and reference. The reference case is considered to be high resolution as it has a mesh size
comparable to the blade width of the turbine. The OpenFAST cost includes the amount
of time required to generate the inflow turbulence realization, but even with this cost, it
is orders of magnitude cheaper to run OpenFAST than even the coarse grid LES in Nalu.
3

Multilevel-Multifidelity Strategy

In this section we briefly describe the multilevel, control variate, and multilevel-multifidelity
(MLMF) sampling approaches adopted in this work. The main goal of all these strategies
is to leverage the computational efficiency of lower accuracy models in order to decrease
4
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the variance of sampling estimators based on a limited number of high-fidelity evaluations.
The sampling strategies adopted in this work are all based on the Monte Carlo (MC)
method. In the MC method the expected value E [Q] for a generic Quantity of Interest
(QoI) Q : Ξ → R is approximated as
E [Q] =



Ξ

Q(ξ)p(ξ) dξ ≈

Q̂MC
N

N
N
1 
1  (i)
(i)
=
Q(ξ ) =
Q ,
N i=1
N i=1

(3)

where N realizations of the vector of random input ξ ∈ Rd are drawn according to the
joint probability distribution p(ξ). For each realization of the vector of random input
variable ξ, the value of the QoI Q(i) = Q(ξ i ) is computed by solving the system of
PDEs describing the problem of interest, i.e. the Navier-Stokes equations for the highfidelity wind turbine model. As well known, the MC estimator is robust and reliable,
being unbiased and not affected by the dimensionality d. However, it exhibits a slow rate
of convergence. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) scales linearly with the standard
deviation of Q and inversely proportional to N 1/2 . Therefore, in order to obtain accurate
numerical estimation it is usually required to evaluate a large number of realization of
Q(ξ).
A possible mitigation strategy to reduce the overall computational cost of the MC estimator without sacrificing its accuracy is the so-called multilevel MC (MLMC) approach.
For a deep review of the method the interested reader can refer to [8]. Here we only
present the basic concept to discuss the numerical investigation conducted in this work.
The main idea of MLMC is to replace the QoI Q with a sequence of corrections with
respect to a coarser solution (for instance, coarser spatial mesh resolutions) applied to the
top of the coarsest solution. If we consider the highest resolution level QL we can write
QL = Q0 + (Q1 − Q0 ) + · · · + (QL − QL−1 ) and if we define

Q − Q−1 for  > 0
(4)
Y =
Q0 for  = 0,

we can write more compactly QL = L=0 Y . The MLMC estimator is formulated by
re-writing E [QL ], by exploiting the linearity of the expected value, as the sum of the
expected values Y and adopting an independent MC estimator for them on each level 
Q̂MLMC
L

N
L

1 
(i)
Y .
=
N i=1
=0

(5)

The variance of this estimator is known analytically once the variances Var (Y ) are
estimated, and thus the sample allocation can be optimized
order to obtain a target
in
L
2
variance ε with a minimum total computational cost C = =0 C N , where the cost of
each realization of Y is noted as C . The resulting optimal allocation of samples per level
is given by:

5
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L
1 
N = 2
Var (Yk ) Ck
ε k=0



Var (Y )
.
C

(6)

As it can be seen
 from the previous equation the number of simulations for each level
is proportional to Var (Y ) /C . Therefore, for a sequence of levels for which Y → 0 for
 → ∞, N will decrease as well with , i.e. the computational burden is redistributed
toward the less expensive coarser levels.
In this work we constrained our sample allocation with the maximum number of available simulations at the highest resolution, i.e. NL = Ntarget . Once Ntarget is known the
optimal allocation is built backward by using the sequence of ratios (these are independent
from the variance ε2 )


N
Var (Y )
C−1
, for  = L, . . . , 1.
(7)
=
τ−1 =
N−1
C
Var (Y−1 )
In the presence of numerical models based on different physics, as in the present case
where LES are compared to potential flow computations, there is no guarantee that Y → 0
for  → 0, so it is reasonable to rely on a slightly different approach, namely the control
variate (CV). We briefly present a formulation in which the statistical properties of the
high- and low-fidelity model (HF and LF respectively) are estimated at the same time as
introduced in [10, 9]. Also, for an extension to multiple low-fidelity models, the reader
can refer to [12]. In the CV approach we can approximate the expected value of a QoI for
the high-fidelity model evaluated at the resolution level L (QHF
L ) by adding an unbiased
term based on low-fidelity properties to the standard MC estimator


 HF 
CV,HF
MC,HF
MC,LF
MC,LF
(8)
E QL ≈ Q̂L,NHF = Q̂L,NHF + α Q̂L,NHF − Q̂L,NLF ,

where NLF = NHF + ∆LF = NHF (1 + r) and the additional LF evaluation ∆LF = rNHF
are drawn independently from the first set NHF . The values for α and the additional
parameter r > 0 are obtained by minimizing the
 overall computational cost under the
constraint of the variance of the estimator Var Q̂MC,HF
being equal to ε2 . We report
L,NHF
here the final result obtained through the optimization analytically from the optimality
conditions (see [6, 7] for further details):

 HF  

Var QL
r 2
CHF ρ2
ρ
1
−
and
r
=
−1
+
,
(9)
NHF =
ε2
r+1
CLF 1 − ρ2
where ρ is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between HF and LF and CHF and CLF the
computational cost of each HF and LF, respectively.
In this work we do not directly employ the CV approach to build a statistical estimator;
instead, we combine it with the MLMC approach in order to obtain the so called MLMF
6
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Table 2: Ranges for uniform distributions of the three uncertain variables considered in
this study.
Uncertainty
Speed
Density
Yaw

Minimum
6.5 m/s
0.97 kg/m3
-25o

Maxmimum
7.5 m/s
1.19 kg/m3
25o

estimator. The MLMF estiamtor is obtained as follows. Initially the MLMC estimaor
1 N (i)
Y for the corrections
is obtained as in Eq.(5) and afterward each MC term
N i=1 
is approximated by means of the CV estimator Eq.(8). The final result is similar to the
MLMC allocation


L

1
Var (Yk ) Ck
Var (Y ) (1 − ρ2 )
N = 2
Λ
,
(10)
k
ε k=0
1 − ρ2k
C

where Λ = 1 − ρ2 r /(1 + r ) denotes the variance reduction obtained at each level  by
the CV estimator with respect to the MC. For this estimator we can also compute the
ratios τ similarly to Eq.(7) in order to build the optimal allocation constrained to the
maximum number of realizations at the highest level of resolution of the HF model.
4

Numerical Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the MLMF strategy for variance reduction, we
consider the case where the wind speed, air density, and yaw angle of the wind turbine
are uncertain. The assumed distributions are uniform with bounds given in Table 2.
100 samples each were taken of the coarse-grid LES and OpenFAST simulations (low
and high fidelity paired together for the control variate on Y0 ), 20 samples each were
taken of the medium- and coarse-grid LES (paired together for Y1 ), and 7 samples each
were taken of the fine- and medium-grids (paired together for Y2 ). Due to the cost of the
reference mesh, only one sample was taken to benchmark the performance of the other
samples, evaluated at the means of the three input random variables.
An snapshot from a fine mesh sample is shown in Figure 1. The wake resulting from
the turbine may be seen from the velocity deficit trailing the center of the domain, as well
as the extra turbulence production resulting from the flow-structure interaction. The periodic boundary conditions also cause the wake to re-enter the domain upstream, lowering
the wind speed at the turbine location when the wake reaches the turbine. Depending on
the initialization, turbine parameters, and turbulent fluctuations, the wake may instantaneously veer off in different directions as well. Changes in the turbine yaw angle also
cause the wake to change direction.
The following sections will describe the results of the sampling study for key quantities
of interest from the turbine operation. In particular, in Sec. 4.1 we analyze and discuss
the output of the simulations performed for all the models and the spatial discretizations.
7
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Figure 1: Instantaneous x-direction velocity (left) and turbulent kinetic energy (right) at
the z=90m plane for a fine grid sample.
In Sec. 4.2 we present the extrapolation of the performance of all the sampling estimators
for the QoIs. For the sake of brevity we present only the results for the power and thrust
QoIs. Results for the root bending moments (Mx and My ) are comparable to Power and
Thrust, respectively.
4.1

Pilot Sample Results

In this section we consider the results of the deterministic realizations for both Nalu
and OpenFAST. In Figs. 2 and 3 we report the results for power and thrust both in their
absolute value for each resolution and their multilevel corrections Y = Q − Q−1 . It is
evident from both Figs. 2a and 3a that all the resolutions for Nalu predict values around
the nominal value obtained through a reference solution (higher spatial resolution) at
the nominal input parameter values. For all the QoI considered, the value computed by
OpenFAST is always higher (for power OpenFAST predicts a value almost 4 time larger
than Nalu). This is due to the fact that OpenFAST does not resolve the wake induction
effect and instead assumes a nominal inflow condition of higher velocity.
When the multilevel corrections are considered (see Figs. 2b and 3b) we observe the
expected behavior, i.e. the (mean) value of Y is decreasing while increasing the level
 thanks to the convergence of the Nalu realizations. Also, it is worth noting that the
spread of the samples is decreasing while increasing ; therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the variance of Y is decreasing as well. This is confirmed from the evaluation of the
variance of Y for all the QoIs, refer to Table 3.
The evaluation of the performance of the MLMF estimator also requires the estimation
of the correlation between Nalu and OpenFAST. In Table 4 we report the correlation
between Nalu and OpenFAST for level 0 and 1. Given a higher correlation between the
medium mesh results and OpenFast than between the coarse mesh resultsand OpenFast, in
the next section we also consider a two-level MLMC estimator and its MLMF counterpart.

8
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Power
4000
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Correction Value
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1200
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-200
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 2: (a) Nalu and OpenFAST computed values for the power (in kW ). The nominal
value is computed with Nalu using a finer resolution mesh at nominal conditions for the
input parameters. (b) Multilevel corrections (Y = Q − Q−1 ) for power.
Thrust
700

Thrust (ML Correction)
400

Nalu Coarse
Nalu Medium
Nalu Fine
OpenFAST
Nominal Value

650

350
300
Correction Value

600
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200
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80
100
Simulation ID
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50
60
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70

80
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Figure 3: (a) Nalu and OpenFAST computed values for the thrust (in kN ). The nominal
value is computed with Nalu using a fine resolution mesh at nominal conditions for the
input parameters. (b) Multilevel corrections (Y = Q − Q−1 ) for thrust.
Table 3: Variance for the QoI and their ML corrections (Y = Q − Q−1 ) per each level .
Power
Level
0
1
2

Thrust

Q
Y
Q
Y
1.5819e+04
5.5268e+02
5.1535e+03 3.7996e+03 2.6418e+02 9.2135e+01
5.7622e+03
506.038
2.2039e+02
13.281

9
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Table 4: Correlation squared between Nalu and OpenFAST.
QoI
Power
Thrust
4.2

ρ20
ρ21
0.27776 0.37157
0.43889 0.62452

Estimator Performance Extrapolation

In this section, given the statistical properties estimated for power and thrust by propagating uncertainties in Nalu and OpenFAST, we are able to extrapolate the behavior of
several estimators:
• Standard MC estimator;

• Multilevel Q0 + (Q1 − Q0 ) + (Q2 − Q1 ), namely MLMC-3l;
• Multilevel Q1 + (Q2 − Q1 ), namely MLMC-2l;

• MLMF based on MLMC-3l with CV for Q0 , namely MLMF-3l;
• MLMF based on MLMC-2l with CV for Q1 , namely MLMF-2l.

We extrapolate the optimal allocation profile for a higher number of Nalu fine-grid
simulations equal to 5, 10, 50, 100, 1000. For each estimator, once the optimal sample
profile has been computed, we also estimated its standard deviation as a measure of its
reliability. In Fig. 4 the standard deviation for each estimator is reported as function of
the equivalent number of HF realizations needed.
Power

Thrust
10

MC
MLMC
MLMF
MLMC-2l
MLMF-2l
Estimators StDev

Estimators StDev

100

10

1

0.1

MC
MLMC
MLMF
MLMC-2l
MLMF-2l

1

0.1
1

10

100
1000
Equivalent HF simulations

10000

(a)

1

10

100
1000
Equivalent HF simulations

10000

(b)

Figure 4: Extrapolated performance for the MLMC/MLMF estimators for power (a) and
thrust (b)
For this problem, the most efficient estimator for both power and thrust is MLMF-2l
in which the Nalu coarse-grid simulations are neglected and the CV is introduced at the
10
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Table 5: Samples allocation for MLMC-3l and MLMF-3l.

Level
0
1
2

MLMC
Nalu
161
36
5

Power
MLMF
Nalu OpenFAST
137
2040
36
5

MLMC
Nalu
181
34
5

Thrust
MLMF
Nalu OpenFAST
136
2887
34
5

level  = 1, i.e. the medium-grid. Overall, the efficiency of all the MLMC and MLMF
estimators is higher for the prediction of the thrust. As an example we report in Table
5 the sample allocation profile for both the QoIs. The sample allocation for MLMF-3l is
not altered at levels  = 1, 2 but only at level  = 0 where the CV is adopted. The sample
allocation is heavily shifted towards OpenFAST and more dramatically for thrust than
power given the higher correlation between the numerical codes for this latter QoI.
5

Conclusions

This study served as a demonstration of several estimators for a wind turbine application. The performance of the estimators varied, with the MLMF approach requiring the
fewest equivalent samples for a given level of accuracy. These are preliminary results and
many improvements are in progress in the utilization of the physics models, OpenFAST
and Nalu.
It is anticipated that the uncertainty quantification approach used in this study will
be applied to the design optimization of wind plants that have robustness and reliability
requirements. Building toward this application, future studies will include problems with
a higher number of uncertain parameters, as there are many additional conditions that
are of interest in predicting the influence of atmospheric parameters on the performance
impacts of wind turbine wakes. To enable such studies, improvements are needed in the
coarse mesh resolution accuracy with respect to its relative cost as well as in the lower
fidelity model. The primary limitation of the lower fidelity model, OpenFAST, was that
it does not model the reduced velocity caused by the wind turbine wake. Reduced fidelity
models that include corrections or models for wake effects will be investigated in future
work, and are expected to significantly improve the correlation with the higher fidelity
model Nalu.
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Abstract. Predictions from numerical hemodynamics are increasingly adopted and
trusted in the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease. However, the predictive abilities of deterministic numerical models are limited due to the large number of
possible sources of uncertainty including boundary conditions, vessel wall material properties, and patient speciﬁc model anatomy. Stochastic approaches have been proposed
as a possible improvement, but are penalized by the large computational cost associated
with repeated solutions of the underlying deterministic model. We propose a stochastic framework which leverages three cardiovascular model ﬁdelities, i.e., three-, one- and
zero-dimensional representations of cardiovascular blood ﬂow. Speciﬁcally, we employ
multilevel and multiﬁdelity estimators from Sandia’s open-source Dakota toolkit to reduce the variance in our estimated quantities of interest, while maintaining a reasonable
computational cost. The performance of these estimators in terms of computational cost
reductions is investigated for both global and local hemodynamic indicators.

1

INTRODUCTION

Hemodynamic models are increasingly used for disease diagnosis, treatment and for
medical device design. A widespread adoption of such models in the clinical routine
is hindered by the inability of deterministic modeling to quantify the variability in the
predicted hemodynamic indicators of interest, and therefore to account for various sources
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of uncertainty related, for example, to boundary conditions, segmented anatomy and
material properties of living tissue. Stochastic modeling oﬀers a solution to this problem
at the expense of a substantial increase in the computational cost.
In this study, we leverage a cascade of model complexities arising naturally in the
context of cardiovascular hemodynamics. Speciﬁcally, we discuss the use of estimators
that are able to accurately capture the expected values of the quantities of interest while,
at the same time, shifting the computational burden to the repeated solution of lightweight
models of the physical system under study. To do so, we have developed automatic tools
for the creation of lower ﬁdelity cardiovascular models and have integrated these multiple
ﬁdelities with Sandia National Laboratories’ Dakota toolkit [1] for UQ and optimization.
To frame the problem we are trying to solve in more formal terms, consider a complete
probability space (Ω, F, P ) where Ω is a set of elementary events, F is a Borel σ-algebra
of 2Ω , and P is a probability measure with values in [0, 1] over events in F. A vector of
random variables ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξd ) ∈ Rd with components ξi : Ω → Σξi , i = 1, . . . , d of
marginal distribution ξi ∼ ρi (ξi ) and joint probability density ρ(ξ), is used to parameterize
model uncertainty. Finally, x ∈ D ⊆ Rn and t ∈ R+ are the spatial and temporal
variables, respectively. Speciﬁcally, we are interested in the statistical characterization
of a generic quantity of interest (QoI) Q = Q(x, ξ, t), e.g., through its m-th statistical
moment E[Qm ] where, for a given realization ξ (i) of the random inputs, Q is determined
through the numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on D ⊆ Rn .
2

MULTIFIDELITY UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION

Several challenges are typically faced when quantifying uncertainty in cardiovascular
simulation outputs. First, several heterogeneous sources of uncertainty may aﬀect the
QoIs. Moreover, random inputs may be partially assimilated from clinical data, partially
generated from spatio-temporal processes (e.g., random ﬁeld representation of tissue constitutive properties) and partially assumed. Propagation of a large number of inputs poses
signiﬁcant challenges to approaches such as spectral stochastic expansion [2, 16], due to
the fast increase of the computational complexity of tensor-products in high-dimensions.
Additionally, three-dimensional simulations involve discrete representations with millions
of degrees of freedom that are solved in parallel. Monte Carlo estimators [8] have, in this
context, many desirable properties, i.e., are unbiased, can accommodate heterogeneous
inputs and their rate of convergence does not depend on the underlying dimensionality.
In particular, multilevel and multiﬁdelity Monte Carlo estimators with reduced variance
may be designed not to exceed a given computational budget [5, 4].
2.1

Multilevel and multiﬁdelity Monte Carlo estimators

We introduce the discretization level M associated with the generic output Q, e.g., the
number of degrees of freedom in the spatial or temporal discretization used to generate this
output. The Monte Carlo estimator for the expected value of QM based on N realizations

2
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is deﬁned as
E[QM ] =



Ω

QM (x, ξ, t) ρ(ξ) dξ �

Q̂MC
M,N

N
1  (i)
1
V[QM ],
=
QM , V[Q̂MC
M,N ] =
N i=1
N

(1)

(i)

where the i-th realization is denoted as QM = QM (x, ξ(i) , t). We also consider L (discretization or resolution) levels, i.e., {M� : � = 0, . . . , L}, where M0 < M1 < · · · < ML :=
M . Using linearity of expectation and a telescoping sum, we re-write 1 as
E[QM ] = E[QM0 ] +

L

�=1

E[QM − QM−1 ] =

L

�=0

E[Y� ], with Y� = QM − QM−1 ,

(2)

with QM−1 = 0. The multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) estimator for E[QM ] is assembled
from the estimators E[Y� ]. At level �, N� realizations are used to estimate QML
M as
Q̂ML
M,N =

L

�=0

MC
=
Ŷ�,N


N
L
L


1 
1
(i)
Y� , V[Q̂ML
]
=
V [Y� ] .
M,N
N
N
� i=1
�
�=0
�=0

(3)

(i)

As before, the i-th realization Y� is evaluated at the i-th, i = 1, . . . , N� , realization of
the stochastic vector ξ with distribution ρ(ξ). The advantages of the MLMC method
come from the hierarchical nature of Y� , the diﬀerence in the QoI between successive
resolutions. As QM → Q for M → ∞, it follows that Y� → 0 as � increases, and therefore
the contribution to the overall variance from diﬀerent resolution levels decreases with �,
shifting the computational burden to computationally cheaper coarser levels. The optimal
sample allocation from each level can be determined by minimizing the computational cost
of MLMC subject to a ﬁxed target accuracy �2 , evenly split between the variance and bias
terms in the decomposition of the mean squared error. This leads to an optimal number
of samples N� equal to
 L



V[Y� ]
2
(4)
V[Yk ] Ck
.
N� = 2
�
C
�
k=0
where C� is the computational cost of one evaluation of Y� . For an extensive review on
MLMC estimators the reader can refer to [6].
Multiﬁdelity approaches represent a ﬂavor of the better known control variate (CV)
variance reduction technique in Monte Carlo estimation. Two models are now deﬁned,
i.e., a low-ﬁdelity (LF) and a high-ﬁdelity (HF) model with an independent discretization
HF,CV
level M . In this approach, the generic QoI QHF
which embeds a
M is replaced by QM
correction term based on the LF model [10, 9]




r ρ2
HF,CV
HF,CV
HF
LF
LF
MC
, (5)
Q̂M,N = Q̂M,N + α Q̂M,N − E[QM ] , V[Q̂M,N ] = V[Q̂M,N ] 1 −
r+1
3
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with optimal regression coeﬃcient α related to the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient between the LF and HF estimators, while r denotes the additional number of independent
LF realizations ΔLF = r N HF needed to estimate E[QLF
M ]. For an extension to more than
two ﬁdelities, the reader may refer to [11].
Interestingly, we can combine the two ideas discussed above to further reduce the
variance of our estimators, i.e., we consider one control variate for each (high-ﬁdelity)
resolution level � or, equivalently, apply the multiﬁdelity control variate idea to the Monte
Carlo estimators associated to the diﬀerence Y� . Note that, unlike our derivation below, a
diﬀerent numbers of levels can be accommodated for high-ﬁdelity and low-ﬁdelity models.
Starting from (2) we write a multilevel-multiﬁdelity (MLMF) estimator as
E[QHF
M ]

=

E[QHF
M0 ]

+

L


E[QHF
M

�=1

≈

L 

�=0

ŶMHF,MC
HF
 ,N

+ α�



−

QHF
M−1 ]

=

L


E[YMHF
]


�=0

C
ŶMLF,M
HF
 ,N

− E[YMLF ]



≈

L

�=0

ŶMHF,MC
,N HF




(6)

.

As before, we can determine the optimal sampling distribution (by level) N�HF to compute
LF,MC
ŶMHF,MC
HF and ŶM ,N LF [5].
 ,N


Finally, note that in addition to estimating quantities aside from the mean value for
the quantity of interest, all the estimators discussed in the above sections can be further
extended to handle multiple quantities of interest at once.
3

Modeling the cardiovascular system at multiple ﬁdelities

High ﬁdelity three-dimensional cardiovascular models are typically constructed from
clinical image data of speciﬁc patients. In our workﬂow, these images are imported into
the SimVascular open source platform [12] which provides a wide spectrum of algorithms
for two- and three-dimensional segmentation, model creation, application of physiologic
boundary conditions and includes a Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) incompressible Navier-Stokes ﬁnite element solver. Hemodynamic simulations can be run with
rigid or deformable walls, i.e., with or without accounting for the mutual interaction between ﬂuid and structure. In this study, the coupled momentum method [3] is selected to
model ﬂuid-structure interaction (FSI).
One-dimensional hemodynamics are simulated through an in-house stabilized ﬁnite
element solver [7, 14, 13, 15]. Blood is modeled as a Newtonian ﬂuid, ﬂowing along the
axis of cylindrical branches; pressure is assumed to be constant over the entire vessel cross
section, and a non-slip boundary condition is applied at the vessel lumen. The governing
equations are obtained by integrating the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations over the
cross section of a deformable cylindrical domain.
Finally, a lumped parameter network representation of blood ﬂow is used as our lowestﬁdelity model. This is a circuit layout formulated by hydrodynamic analogy in terms
of ﬂow rate (instead of electrical current) and pressure (instead of voltage), where each
circuit element is associated to an algebraic or diﬀerential equation. These equations
4
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are assembled in a system of ODEs which can be eﬃciently solved numerically with a
4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Resistors are used to represent viscous dissipation in
vessels through friction at the endothelium, capacitors are used to represent vascular
tissue compliance, and inductors are used to represent the inertia of blood. A Poiseuille
ﬂow assumption is used to determine the model parameters for these circuit elements.
4

Multilevel/Multiﬁdelity Uncertainty Propagation

This section discusses uncertainty propagation on two hemodynamic models of the
aorto-femoral and coronary circulation, respectively, under steady-state ﬂow and resistance boundary conditions. A steady inﬂow waveform of 83.333 mL/s is prescribed at
the aortic inlet for both models, consistent with the cardiac output of a healthy subject.
The total outlet resistance is tuned to give a physiologic average pressure of 90 mmHg,
again typical of an healthy subject, distributed proportionally to the outlet area (Murray’s law, see, e.g., [17]). Thus, outlet resistance can be expressed as a vector R ∈ R9 for
the aorto-femoral model (9 outlets) and R ∈ R10 for the coronary model (10 outlets).
After setting their reference values, the outlet resistances are considered as uncertain,
leading to an input random vector ξ ∼ U [0.7 · R, 1.3 · R], i.e., with values drawn from
uniform distributions of ±30% of the reference outlet resistance. Moreover, steady-state
ﬂows and pressures at the outlets are considered as our output quantities of interest, while
wall shear stresses (WSS) are also considered for the coronary model.
The reduction in variance for these quantities of interest was compared for seven different estimators: “vanilla” Monte Carlo estimator (three-dimensional model only), two
multiﬁdelity estimators, three multilevel estimators, and one multilevel/multiﬁdelity estimator, each discussed in Section 2. Schematics showing the relationship between the
models in each method are shown in Figure 1, while a summary of the formulas for
expected value and variance of our quantities of interest is provided in Table 1.

(a) Multiﬁdelity.

(b) Multilevel.

(c) Multilevel/Multiﬁdelity.

Figure 1: Schematics of multiﬁdelity and multilevel UQ approaches.
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Table 1: Expected values and variances of the Monte Carlo,
Multi 3D,0D
 3D Multiﬁdelity,
1D
level and Multilevel/Multiﬁdelity estimators with YN3D,1D
,
Y
=
Q
−
Q
=
N3D
N3D
N3D
 3D
 1D
 1D,0D
3D
0D
0D
QN3D − QN3D , YN0D −N1D = QN0D −N1D − QN0D −N1D .

A ﬁxed number of forward solutions associated with uniform realizations ξ (i) were
generated for this uncertainty propagation task. Speciﬁcally, 100 three-dimensional, 2 000
one-dimensional and 10 000 zero-dimensional simulations were used. Note how the ﬁrst
realizations are overlapping for the three model ﬁdelities, i.e., the ﬁrst 100 simulations
were performed using the same random inputs for all ﬁdelities, whereas the same 2 000
simulations were run for the one- and zero-dimensional models. All results were used in
computing the estimators discussed above.
4.1

Aorto-Femoral model

The aorto-femoral model is a patient-speciﬁc model of a healthy abdominal aorta with
iliac and femoral arteries, characterized by nine outlet branches. This model has no unusual/pathologic anatomical features such as stenosis or aneurysm, and has long, straight,
quasi-cylindrical branches without large area diﬀerences at the outlets. The three model
ﬁdelities are illustrated in Figure 2. The relative cost of solving these models is reported
in the footnote of Table 2. The diﬀerence in computational cost between 0D-1D and
1D-3D simulation time is very signiﬁcant, i.e., several orders of magnitude. After examining the computational cost, outputs were compared to determine their degree of
similarity/correlation across model ﬁdelities. The distributions and ranges of the QoIs
was found similar across ﬁdelities which, together with a remarkable diﬀerence in computational cost, conﬁrms a MLMF estimator to be particularly well-suited for this case.
Moreover, an idea of the reduction in variance with respect to the “vanilla” Monte Carlo
estimator can be obtained by computing the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient. Figure 3
shows the square correlations for all QoIs, conﬁrming an excellent potential for the MLMF
6
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the three model ﬁdelities for the aorto-femoral model.
estimator to be associated with signiﬁcant variance reduction with a small additional
computational eﬀort. The overall computational cost, in 3D simulation time units, for

(a) Square correlations for all (b) Accuracy of ﬂow QoIs for (c) Accuracy of pressure QoIs
QoIs. F denotes ﬂow, P pres- various estimators.
for various estimators.
sure and W wall shear stress.

Figure 3: Correlations and accuracy for QoI in aorto-femoral model.
the proposed multilevel/multiﬁdelity estimators is shown in Table 2. Note that due to the
cost diﬀerence across ﬁdelities, several thousand 1D and 0D simulations contribute less
than the cost of ﬁve additional 3D runs. Shaded rows on this table are used to highlight
the methods using the same subset of the simulation results, and therefore having the
same computational cost (though the associated variance reduction may vary).
A measure of the accuracy of output ﬂow and pressure QoIs is computed in Figure 3
for each estimator. Accuracy is deﬁned as the ratio of the ±3σ conﬁdence interval to
7
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expected value,

V[Q]
(μ + 3σ) − (μ − 3σ)
6σ
=
=
.
Accuracy[Q] =
E[Q]
μ
μ
6

The mean ﬂow at the right renal artery (RR in Figure 3b) appears to be the least accurate
QoI. However, all multilevel and multiﬁdelity estimators are associated to an accuracy
lower than 3%, which is regarded as more than satisfactory in a clinical context. Also,
pressure estimators are consistently more robust than ﬂow estimators for this model. This
is expected, as outlet pressures vary linearly as a function of outlet resistance while ﬂow
is distributed to the diﬀerent branches inversely proportional to the associated resistance.
The MFB estimator, i.e., the 3D-0D multiﬁdelity estimator, provides the overall minimum
variance for this model. This is expected due to the reduced geometrical complexity of
the aorto-femoral model which justiﬁes the high correlation between the QoIs of these two
model ﬁdelities. A reduced degree of correlation and less accurate estimators are instead
expected for QoI such as local ﬂow indicators or for pathological anatomies.
In Table 2, we extrapolated the number of total simulations required to obtain 1%
accuracy in the mean ﬂow at the right renal artery. The MFB estimator (together with
the MFA estimator) requires a very limited number of 3D model solutions, compatible
with a reasonable computational budget. The MFB estimator also requires three orders
of magnitude fewer 3D model solutions than vanilla Monte Carlo, and approximately
one order of magnitude fewer solutions than all multilevel estimators. These results are
consistent with the high correlation of right renal ﬂow among the models, as seen in
Figure 3a, and the relatively small variance decay for this quantity of interest. Since the
multilevel estimators rely on variance decay across levels for improved accuracy while the
multiﬁdelity estimators rely on high correlations, the latter require fewer model solutions
to produce a target 1% accuracy, as expected.
Eﬀective Cost (*)
Method (3D Simulations)
MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

100
104.4192
100.1578
104.4192
100.1578
104.5754
104.5754

Pilot Run
No. 3D
No. 1D
Simulations Simulations
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

–
2 000
–
2 000
–
2 000
2 000

No. 0D
Simulations

Eﬀective Cost
(3D Simulations)

–
–
10 000
–
10 000
9 900
9 900

9 885
56
39
305
156
165
165

Extrapolated cost
No. 3D
No. 1D
Simulations Simulations
9 885
21
36
212
150
156
156

–
15 681
–
41 990
–
1 324
1 249

No. 0D
Simulations
–
–
154 880
–
342 060
351 940
362 590

(*) 3D model cost: 96hr (1); 1D model cost: 11.67min (2×10−3 ); 0D model cost: 5sec (1.45×10−5 ).

Table 2: Inter-ﬁdelity computational cost comparison and extrapolation for aorto-femoral
model.

4.2

Coronary model

The coronary model is generated from a healthy anatomy including aorta, left and
right coronary arteries and ten coronary branches. No unusual/pathologic anatomical
8
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feature, e.g., stenosis or aneurysm, is present in this model, similar to the aorto-femoral
model discussed in the previous section. However, the ﬂuid dynamics in the coronaries
is associated with a higher degree of geometric complexity, due to large area diﬀerences
between coronary and aortic inlets/outlets. The three model ﬁdelities considered in this
study are illustrated in Figure 4, with relative solution costs reported as a footnote in
Table 3. For this coronary model, we have considered additional QoIs, such as several
measures of wall shear stress (WSS), including its mean, minimum, and maximum values
in both the whole model and individual branches and the percentage of lumen surface
area on the model with WSS below a certain threshold. In the interest of brevity, we only
discuss the results on the mean, minimum, and maximum WSS over the whole model.
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CLS3
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Figure 4: Schematic view of the three model ﬁdelities for the coronary model.
Pearson’s square correlations are still very close to one for the ﬂows and pressures, as
shown in Figure 5a. Conversely, the correlations for the three WSS-based quantities of
interest (right of W in Figure 5a) vary signiﬁcantly. The overall computational cost, in
3D simulation time units, for the proposed multilevel/multiﬁdelity estimators is reported
on the footnote in Table 3, while the resulting accuracies in the QoIs can be seen in
Figure 5b and Figure 5c. All multilevel and multiﬁdelity estimators of ﬂows and pressures
are associated to an accuracy lower than 9%, with pressure estimators consistently more
robust than ﬂow estimators for this model.
Finally, the total extrapolated number of simulations to obtain 1% accuracy for QoI
LC1Sub3 is reported in Table 3. The MFA estimator requires only seven 3D model
simulations, much less than required for a similar extrapolation calculation in the aortafemoral model. The MLC and MLMF estimators also require very limited numbers of 3D
model simulations, showing these methods can be compatible with limited computational
budgets. The MFA and MLA estimators both perform noticeably better than other
multilvel estimators. These results are consistent with the high correlation shown in
Figure 5a, and the relatively small associated variance decay.

9
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(a) Correlations for all QoIs.

(b) Accuracy of ﬂow QoIs.

(c) Accuracy of WSS QoIs.

Figure 5: Correlations and accuracy in QoI for coronary model.

Method

Eﬀective Cost
(3D Simulations)

MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

100
100.6410
100.1644
100.6410
100.1644
100.8037
100.8037

Pilot Run
No. 3D
No. 1D
Simulations Simulations
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

–
2 000
–
2 000
–
2 000
2 000

No. 0D
Simulations

Eﬀective Cost
(3D Simulations)

–
–
10 000
–
10 000
9 900
9 900

55 465
30
337
92
464
42
40

Extrapolated cost
No. 3D
No. 1D
Simulations Simulations
55 465
7
319
47
442
32
31

–
71 640
–
140 351
–
9 862
6 886

No. 0D
Simulations
–
–
1 061 964
–
1 293 914
395 160
405 863

(*) 3D model cost: 317hr (1); 1D model cost: 5.65min (3×10−4 ); 0D model cost: 19sec (1.7×10−5 ).

Table 3: Inter-ﬁdelity computational cost comparisons for coronary model and extrapolated cost for 1% accuracy on the mean ﬂow at left coronary (LC1 Sub3) artery.
5

Discussion and conclusion

In this exploratory study, we aimed to quantify the computational savings produced by
MLMF estimators in cardiovascular modeling. In this context, the two uncertainty propagation test cases on aorto-femoral and coronary models serve to demonstrate the computational gain for possible future integration into our cardiovascular modeling pipeline.
Encouraging results were obtained. Speciﬁcally, we observed high correlations across
pressure and ﬂow QoIs for the two analyzed models, characterized by increasing geometrical complexity. These high correlations, together with a large range in computational cost
suggested how a reasonable extrapolated computational budget is achievable with multiﬁdelity estimators, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Substantial computational savings
were also obtained by multilevel/multiﬁdelity estimators compared to standard Monte
Carlo, i.e., the number of 3D simulations needed to reach a target estimator variance was
reduced by several orders of magnitude.
Future work will be devoted to include increasingly ﬁne mesh discretizations, combining
multiple levels and ﬁdelities. This process was performed (not shown in this contribution)
10
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during the development of the Dakota interface, using coarse, medium and ﬁne meshes
with both the three- and one-dimensional model ﬁdelities (six models in total). Simulation
realism will also be improved in future work. In this study, for example, we used simple
resistors as boundary conditions, while RCR or closed-loop circuits are known to provide
a more accurate physiological response. Also, pulsatile ﬂow conditions will be considered
together with local hemodynamic QoIs, averaged over one heart cycle. Finally, pathologic
or diseased anatomies, e.g., abdominal aortic aneurysm or coronary artery stenosis will
be investigated to improve our understanding of the performance of MLMF estimators
for both healthy and pathologic patient-speciﬁc models.
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Abstract.
SNOWPAC (Stochastic Nonlinear Optimization With Path-Augmented
Constraints) is a method for stochastic nonlinear constrained derivative-free optimization.
For such problems, it extends the path-augmented constraints framework introduced by
the deterministic optimization method NOWPAC and uses a noise-adapted trust region
approach and Gaussian processes for noise reduction. In recent developments, SNOWPAC
is available in the DAKOTA framework which offers a highly flexible interface to couple
the optimizer with different sampling strategies or surrogate models. In this paper we
discuss details of SNOWPAC and demonstrate the coupling with DAKOTA. We showcase
the approach by presenting design optimization results of a shape in a 2D supersonic
duct. This simulation is supposed to imitate the behavior of the flow in a SCRAMJET
simulation but at a much lower computational cost. Additionally different mesh or model
fidelities can be tested. Thus, it serves as a convenient test case before moving to costly
SCRAMJET computations. Here, we study deterministic results and results obtained by
introducing uncertainty on inflow parameters. As sampling strategies we compare classical
Monte Carlo sampling with multilevel Monte Carlo approaches for which we developed
new error estimators. All approaches show a reasonable optimization of the design over
the objective while maintaining or seeking feasibility. Furthermore, we achieve significant
reductions in computational cost by using multilevel approaches that combine solutions
from different grid resolutions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Supersonic Combustion RAMJETS (SCRAMJET) are expected to provide high thrust
and low weight for hypersonic flight speeds in the future. Their design has to be robust
under uncertain conditions and fulfill high requirements. Due to the high speed, extreme
flow conditions are encountered in SCRAMJETs which makes the design challenging.
Mixing and combustion must occur within milliseconds, while the flow is supersonic.
Challenges are for example to maximize combustion efficiency, while minimizing pressure
losses, thermal loading, and the risk of ”unstart” or flame blow-out. Thus, a step in the
development of robust SCRAMJET designs is their simulation and design optimization
under uncertainty (OUU).
This results in a stochastic optimization problem which extends the classical deterministic problem by random parameters θ ∈ Θ. They could for example model limited
accuracy in measurement data or may reflect a lack of knowledge about model parameters;
or, in the SCRAMJET application, inflow parameters like the inlet air velocity, pressure
and temperature.
A general approach to tackle such problems is to reformulate the problem where optimizing measures of robustness or risk are used. The idea is to find solutions which are
robust despite underlying uncertainty in the parameters. Such an optimization problem
[1, 2] has the following form:

s.t.

min Rf (x, θ),
Rci (x, θ) ≤ 0, i = 1, ..., r, θ ∈ Θ.

(1)

using so-called measures of robustness or risk Rf and Rc – over the objective function
f : RD × Θ → R and nonlinear inequality constraints ci : RD × Θ → R, i = 1, ..., r
respectively. For now, we are not considering equality constraints of the form ci (x) = 0.
The formulation itself is called robust since we want it to have a certain measure of
robustness against uncertainty in the problem. Two typical measures in the mean E[ · ]
and variance Var[ · ] which account for the average or the spread of possible realizations,
respectively.
With Rf and Rci representing appropriate robustness measures that reflect our optimization goal, we can use sample estimators to approximate the quantities of interest
(QoIs). For example, for the approximation of the expected values we draw N samples
{θi }N
i=1 of the uncertain parameters and approximate
Rf [f (x, θ)] ≈ Rb :=

N
1 
f (x, θi ),
N i=1

using a classical Monte Carlo approach. For simplicity of exposure we only consider Monte
Carlo in the following and we will generalize the approach to multilevel Monte Carlo in
Section 2.2.
Similar approximations exist for other robustness measures as well. The resulting
highly probable upper bound on the sampling error in the approximation of the robustness
2
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measures Rb is denoted by εb (x), i.e.


N



1


b(x,
θ
)
E[b(x,
θ)]
−

i  ≤ εb (x),


N i=1

with high probability. Here, b represents either the objective f or constraint c, a naming
convention which we will make use of subsequently. It is important to notice that each
sample requires a probably computationally expensive evaluation of black-box code limiting the number N of available samples, resulting in significantly large sampling errors
εb (x).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the upcoming section we introduce SNOWPAC, a derivative-free nonlinear stochastic optimization method, that uses a
trust region approach and Gaussian Process surrogates to tackle problems of the kind of
(1). Moreover, we describe the integration of SNOWPAC into DAKOTA [3]– an uncertainty quantification and optimization library developed by Sandia National Laboratories,
which serves as the main driver of the application. Additionally, we present new multilevel Monte Carlo sample and error estimators that are used to evaluate the measures
of robustness and risk. As we will see, those error estimators are necessary for SNOWPAC to decide if the trust region can be decreased. In the final section we describe an
SCRAMJET–inspired problem which is supposed to show similar behavior as an expensive SCRAMJET simulation; and show optimization results of the application by using
our new approach.
2
2.1

METHOD
(S)NOWPAC

NOWPAC is a derivative-free optimization methods based on a trust region approach.
In [4] we propose a new way of handling the constraints based on an inner boundary path
to compute feasible trial points. Additionally, since the method is derivative-free, it uses
a trust region framework based on fully linear models for the objective function and the
constraints.
The extension of NOWPAC to stochastic optimization –SNOWPAC (stochastic NOWPAC) [5]– will be of particular interest in this context. SNOWPAC introduces regularized
trust region subproblems to improve the efficiency of the optimization process in the
presence of noise in the evaluation of the QoIs Rb . It builds local surrogate models mbk
around the current design xk within a neighborhood, the trust region, of size ρk . Here,
k = 0 represents the initial design. Additionally, SNOWPAC uses sampling estimators to
evaluate and approximate the risk measures.
This, however, introduces noise ε into the evaluations and the surrogate model. Thus,
in order to ensure a good quality of the surrogate, we have to enforce an upper bound on
k
the error term εkmax ρ−2
k , where εmax is the maximum noise estimate at step k. We do this
by imposing the lower bound


−2
k
−2
k
εmax ρk ≤ λt , resp.
ρk ≥ λt εmax = max λt εki ,
(2)
i

3
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on the trust region radii for a λt ∈ ]0, ∞[. However, bounding the size of the trust region
from below also limits the accuracy of the local surrogate models mbk , imposing a bound
on the achievable accuracy.
SNOWPAC overcomes this problem by introducing Gaussian process (GP) models as a
second “outer” surrogate [6]. Combining local samples with (more global) Gaussian process evaluations reduces the effective sampling error and therefore increases the accuracy
of the optimization results.
By combining those two surrogate models SNOWPAC balances two sources of approximation errors. On the one hand, there is the structural error in the approximation of the
local surrogate models which is controlled by the size of the trust region radius. On the
other hand, we have the inaccuracy in the GP surrogate itself which is reflected by the
standard deviation of the GP. Note that SNOWPAC relates these two sources of errors by
coupling the size of the trust region radii to the size of the credible interval, only allowing
the trust region radius to decrease if the GP posterior estimator becomes small.
SNOWPAC showed promising results in benchmark problems as described in [5], outperforming optimization methods like COBYLA [7], NOMAD [8] or cBO [9]. With its
derivative-free approach it offers the flexibility and applicability to a wide range of problems. Thus, it is our method of choice for the SCRAMJET inspired black-box problem.
For more details we refer the interested reader to [5].
Moreover, we have successfully integrated SNOWPAC into DAKOTA [3], enabling its
use as either a stand-alone optimizer or an approximate subproblem solver (in our case
within a MC or MLMC framework). The SNOWPAC package is included as a third party
library within the DAKOTA build process, managed by an interface class. This class
maps black-box function evaluations for either the deterministic NOWPAC or stochastic
SNOWPAC optimizers into evaluations by DAKOTA’s general model class, resulting in
either a single deterministic simulation or a nested uncertainty analysis, respectively.
Mappings for solver specifications, transformations of input variables, standardization of
constraint specifications, and reporting of final results are all performed in this wrapper
class. A number of unconstrained and constrained verification tests have been performed
and benchmark NOWPAC solutions have been added to the DAKOTA nightly test suite.
2.2

MULTILEVEL ERROR ESTIMATORS

In this section we briefly present the MLMC sampling approach that we employed for
the UQ to evaluate the mentioned risk measures mean E[ · ] and variance Var[ · ]. For an
example of application of this method to the a more realistic SCRAMJET problem in
the context of forward UQ see [10]. The MLMC method is an efficient sampling strategy
that is able to produce more reliable, i.e. less variable statistical estimators by resorting
to evaluation at many different levels (time resolution and/or spatial discretization for
example). For more details please refer to [11]. For a generic QoI Q at a given highest
resolution level L ( = 0 being the coarsest level), a MLMC estimator is computed as
Q̂L =

N 
L
L
 

1 
(i)
(i)
Q − Q−1 =
Ŷ ,
N
 i=1
=0
=0

4
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and its variance is given by
L

1
Var[Q̂L ] =
Var[ŶL ].
N
=0

(4)

Therefore for a sequence of levels for which Y → 0 with  → L, it is possible to
redistribute the computational load toward the coarser level in order to reach a desired
accuracy. Moreover, the optimal allocation of samples N across levels can be obtained
in closed form once the variance on each level Var[ŶL ] is estimated.
In order to couple a given UQ strategy with SNOWPAC, for a generic objective function
Q ± ασ it is necessary to provide an estimation of the standard error SE for both Q and
σ. We therefore developed and implemented in the DAKOTA framework (from version
6.7 [3]) the following additional features for the MLMC:
• Derivation of the variance and its standard error for the sample multilevel variance
Var[QL ], which we denote by s2M L ;

• Derivation of the standard error for the sample standard deviation s2L by using
the so-called Delta Method.
In addition to the previous points, the former also required the derivation of unbiased
(multilevel) estimators up to the fourth order.
The standard error
mean QˆL and multilevel sample variance s2M L are
 for the sample

simply obtained as Var[Q̂L ], and Var[s2M L ], respectively; therefore, no further development are needed for it. However in the following part of the section we highlight the
key element that enable us to obtain the SE for the sample standard deviation.
2.2.1

Standard error of the sample variance

The variance of QL can be expressed in a multilevel fashion as
Var(Q) =

L

=0

L

 
2
E (Q − E[Q ])2 − (Q−1 − E[Q−1 ])2 =
E[P2 ] − E[P−1
]

(5)

=0

and a sample estimator can be derived for it as
s2M L

=

L

=0

2
2 − P
(P

−1 ),

 
2
1 
(i)
Q − Q̂ .
N − 1 i=1

N

where Pˆ2 =

(6)

Note that this estimator is unbiased since it is a sum of unbiased estimators once the
2 . For the variance
Bessel correction is adopted to compute each sample variance term P

of s2M L , given an independent estimator at each level, it follows
Var[s2M L ] =

L

=0

2
2
2 ) + Var(P
2 
Var(P

−1 ) − 2Cov(P , P−1 ),

5
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where


1 
2
Var2 (Q ).
µ4, − Var2 (Q ) +
(8)
N
N (N − 1)
In the previous expression, the fourth central moment µ4, = E [(Q − E [Q ])4 ] is required
therefore its unbiased multilevel estimator has also been derived and implemented in
DAKOTA.
In more details the fourth central moment can be written in a multilevel fashion as
2 ) =
Var(P


µ4L
and estimated by



= E (QL − E[QL ])

s4M L

=

L

=0

4

L



4
=
E P4 − P−1

(9)

=0

4
4 − P
P

−1 .

(10)

Therefore, in order to obtain an unbiased estimator s4M L we need unbiased sample esti4
4 and P
mator for P

−1 . By means of some lengthy and rather tedious computations it is
 can be obtained as a correction of
possible to show that an unbiased estimator P 4,unbiased
−1

the fourth order sample estimator


4
N
N


1
(i)
(j)
4 =
Q −
Q
, as
P

N i=1
j=1


 2 2
N 4
1
4,unbiased

.
= 2
P
P − (6N − 9) s
N − 3N + 3 N − 1 
So it will suffice to compute the multilevel fourth order estimator it follows:
=
s4,unbiased
ML

L

=0

 − P 4,unbiased
 .
P4,unbiased
−1

(11)

(12)

(13)

The covariance term that appears in Var[s2M L ] (see Eq. (7)) is fairly more involved and
it can be expressed as

1   2 2 
2
2 , P
Cov(P
)
=
P
)Var(Q
)
E
P
−
Var(Q

−1

−1

−1
N
(14)
1
+
(E [Q Q−1 ] − E [Q ] E [Q−1 ])2 ,
N (N − 1)
where






2
= E Q2 Q2−1 − 2E [Q−1 ] E Q2 Q−1
E P2 P−1

 

+ E2 [Q−1 ] E Q2 − 2E [Q ] E Q Q2−1





(15)

+ 4E [Q ] E [Q−1 ] E [Q Q−1 ] + E2 [Q ] E Q2−1 − 3E2 [Q ] E2 [Q−1 ] .

Note the computation of an unbiased estimator for the latter covariance term is not
difficult to derive once unbiased estimators for the mean and variance are available.
6
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2.2.2

Standard Error for the sample standard deviation

Unfortunately the SE for the multilevel standard deviation cannot be derived in closed
form exactly. This is also the case for a single level sample standard deviation s. It
is usually possible to resort to two approximations. The first is to assume that the
distribution of the population is normal. In this case an exact expression for the standard
error SE(s) can be derived as
√
s2
SE(s) =
.
(16)
2(N − 1)

However, in practice the distributions of the QoIs are not normal and, therefore the
previous expression is only an approximation. The second approximation is to apply
the so-called Delta Method which enable us to approximate the probability distribution
of a function (the root mean square for us) of an asymptotically normal estimator, i.e.
the sample variance in our case. Of course, in our case the sample variance is not an
asymptotically normal estimator, therefore this is only an approximation. Therefore, for
a generic estimator θ, the SE of its generic function f (θ) is given by
SE(f (θ)) ≈ |g  (θ)|SE(θ).
For us, θ = s2M L and f (θ) = θ1/2 , so it follows that


1
SE( s2M L ) ≈  2
Var[s2M L ].
2 sM L

3

(17)

(18)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to accelerate the testing and refinement of the algorithms, we designed a
model problem that is related to the SCRAMJET problem but which executes much
more rapidly. This allows us to perform an entire OUU workflow in a few hours. In direct
support of the OUU algorithmic development, this offers capabilities to more thoroughly
compare the performance of different OUU strategies.
The test problem consists of a 2D inviscid flow through a duct with geometry inspired
by the 2D SCRAMJET problem. We designed three resolution levels, namely COARSE,
MEDIUM and FINE, that can provide a multilevel capability and run in about 10s, 30s
and 300s respectively. The software selected for this test case is the Stanford University
Unstructured Code (SU2) [12] while for the meshing capability we used gmsh [13]. In
particular, for each design (which involves a unique domain geometry) the geometry is
obtained from gmsh and the CFD is performed with SU2 once the inlet conditions are
fully specified. The mesh discretizations are reported in Figure 1 where both COARSE,
MEDIUM and FINE resolutions are shown for reference.
The test problem is designed to mimic the shock wave pattern of the SCRAMJET
problem. This task is accomplished by introducing a wedge in a location where the
primary injector is eventually located. The role of the wedge is to deflect the flow in order
to generate a shock wave that can reflect against the walls and interact with the rarefaction
waves obtained in the region of the cavity where the section of the duct abruptly increases.
7
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Figure 1: Different mesh sizes used for the multilevel approach. From top to bottom:
COARSE, MEDIUM and FINE.
The geometry of the bump is parameterized in order to provide five design parameters
for the OUU (same dimensionality as the SCRAMJET). A cartoon of the wedge with the
definition of the five design parameters is reported in Figure 2. The bounds for the design
parameters, x, and uniform parameters, ξ, are given in the following Table 1 with their
respective lower and upper bounds:
Design parameters x
Uncertain parameters ξ
0.5 ≤ hb ≤ 2.5
p0,in ∼ U(1.332e6, 1.628e6)
7.5 ≤ lt ≤ 11.5
T0,in ∼ U(1.395e3, 1.705e3)
2.5 ≤ ltp ≤ 4.5
Min ∼ U(2.259e0, 2.761e0)
17.5 ≤ lb ≤ 20.5
Figure 2: Design parame79.5 ≤ xb ≤ 85.5
ters for the SU2 supersonic
Table 1: Design and uncertain parameters and their respecduct problem.
tive lower and upper bounds.
The inlet conditions for the problem are fully determined by the stagnation pressure
p0,in , temperature T0,in and the Mach number Min . We consider these three parameters
to be uncertain, while their nominal values are consistent with the SCRAMJET inlet
condition.
The OUU problem to be solved is the following:
∗
Ploss
(x∗ ) = min E[Ploss (x, θ)]
x

s.t. 440 ≤ E[Tc (x, θ)] − 3σ[Tc (x, θ)],
where the objective function Ploss and the constraint Tc are defined as follows:



1
in
P0 (y)dy /P0in
Ploss = P0 −
Ly out

1
Tc =
T (x)dx,
Lx L c
where Lc describes the length of the cavity domain, used for computing the average cavity
temperature.
We consider in the following three separate strategies to be embedded in the OUU
workflow with DAKOTA+(S)NOWPAC with the given nomenclature used in the upcoming sections:
• (DET) DAKOTA+NOWPAC deterministic optimization at nominal value of stochastic parameters
8
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• (MC) DAKOTA+SNOWPAC using Monte Carlo sampling estimators with 54 samples on the FINE grid
• (MLMC) DAKOTA+SNOWPAC using multilevel Monte Carlo sampling estimators
with 179 samples on the COARSE grid, 20 samples on the MEDIUM-COARSE and
5 samples on the MEDIUM-FINE discrepancy. This profile was selected by matching
the accuracy of the MC estimator with 54 samples on the FINE grid.
In Table 2 we compare the different results obtained from the three methods of choice.
Overall, we receive slightly different designs for the three strategies, and MC shows the
best objective value. Moreover, the lower constraint is active for the stochastic methods.
Regarding the cost, we can see the advantage of using MLMC compared to MC: we reduce
the number of FINE grid evaluations from 4320 for MC to 400 for MLMC.
Problem
DET
MC
MLMC

x∗
p∗loss
c∗
Cost (C, M, F)
[1.86, 11.32, 2.5, 17.71, 79.55] 0.4931 602.3990
(0, 0, 80)
[2.10, 9.65, 4.5, 20.5, 79.5]
0.4780 447.7121
(0, 0, 4320)
[2.24, 7.50, 2.50, 17.50, 79.50] 0.4906 442.3871 (15920, 2000, 400)

Table 2: The table shows the design x∗ , objective p∗loss , constraint c∗ and cost for the
different methods on different resolutions COARSE (C), MEDIUM (M) and FINE (F)
after 80 evaluations steps when DET has converged.

As can be seen in the table and also already suggested in benchmark results in [4],
NOWPAC converges and find a local optima quickly after 80 steps since there is no noise
restriction on the trust region. The constraint is not getting active in this case.
By introducing uncertainty into the problem we can see its influence in the noisy evaluations. The evolution of the objective (left) and constraint (right) for the two stochastic
approaches are reported in Figures 3 and 4. While the dashed, lighter colored lines show
the evaluations of the optimizer in the current step, the dark blue and dark green color
show the optimal value and respective constraint. In the constraint plots, we further
depict the mean value of the constraint. In both cases the optimizer finds a lower optima
compared to the deterministic optimization while the constraint is active for most of the
optimization progress. Moreover, we see the effect of the introduced push back on the
constraint such that the mean constraint value of the design is kept back in the feasible
domain.
Finally, regarding the MLMC approach we see a similar initial behavior of the optimization progress compared to MC, although the final objective found is higher and the
optimizer gets stuck in a corner of the optimization domain; all design box constraints
are active. Additionally, the nonlinear constraint is active as well. Despite the savings in
computational cost, however, we can see progress in the optimization.
The flow field of the pressure of the final designs compared to the starting design is
shown in Figure 5 from top to bottom: starting design, DET, MC and MLMC. Although
9
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Figure 3: Objective and constraint evolutions for the OUU problem using MC.

Figure 4: Objective and constraint evolutions for the OUU problem using MLMC.
we reach different designs we see the attenuating effect on the initial shockwave induced by
the decreased slope or height of the wedge. Relating these illustrative with the qualitative
results from the table we deduce further that the objective functions inhibits multiple local
minima found by the different optimization approaches.
Due to high noise in the estimators we only see a slow convergence in the stochastic
methods MC and MLMC. Because of that the trust regions size shrinks slowly and we
selected a maximum number of optimization steps as stopping criteria. Regarding the
optimization plot as well, there is not much progress visible after about 50 iterations
steps for MC as well as MLMC.
4

CONCLUSION

We presented current results for optimization under uncertainty for a SCRAMJET inspired problem by using the derivative-free optimization method SNOWPAC and newly
developed error estimators for multilevel sampling. Those error estimators are necessary
10
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Figure 5: Different final designs obtained after optimization using the presented methods
compared to the starting design. From top to bottom: starting design, DET, MC and
MLMC.
since SNOWPAC requires noise estimates for its trust region management and progression
in the optimization. The obtained results show optimization progress for the deterministic case, classic Monte Carlo estimators as well as the new multilevel approach. However,
in the two robust optimization scenarios we can see the performance advantage of using
a multilevel approach by significantly reducing the number of evaluations on the highest resolution grid thereby reducing the overall computational cost considerably. Those
results were all computed by using the framework offered by DAKOTA which now supplies (S)NOWPAC as a optimization methods. In further studies we will investigate the
behavior for different risk measures like chance constraints or conditional value at risk.
Additionally, using the possibilities of DAKOTA we will consider different approaches to
estimate the measures of robustness and risk and also exploit the performance advantage
due to, e.g. its intrinsic possibilities for parallelism.
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Abstract. The practical application of reliability-based design optimization (RBDO)
requires both accurate models and efficient reliability analysis and optimization methods. However, these methods become prohibitively expensive for complex multiphysics
engineering applications. In addition, the robust implementation of such multiphysics
packages is nontrivial. As a result, we have developed a a new multifidelity RBDO approach and a multiphysics simulation suite for supersonic nozzles to demonstrate the
application of RBDO to a complex coupled aerospace design problem. Our results illustrate the use of a reliability-based design workflow, the challenges of developing a robust
multiphysics model, and show the benefits of using design under uncertainty methods for
the design of a reliable supersonic nozzle.

1

INTRODUCTION

Complex multidisciplinary design problems are common in engineering and often rely
on simplified models with little multiphysics coupling. In addition, uncertainty in the operating environment and the system itself is often only roughly and usually conservatively
characterized using a safety factor despite being an influential factor for design. Thus
both integrating higher-fidelity coupled multiphysics models into the design process and
more accurately quantifying the uncertainty in a design’s performance can help improve
a system’s reliability from the beginning of the design process and avoid costly fixes later
in the design process or even after manufacturing.
In this paper we discuss the application of reliability-based design optimization (RBDO)
to the design of a supersonic nozzle. The supersonic nozzle design problem was selected
due to its inherent multiphysics nature requiring aerodynamic, thermal, and structural
analyses, as well as the ample presence of uncertainties ranging from material properties
to inlet and atmospheric conditions [1]. Figure 1 shows the different components modeled
in the non-axisymmetric nozzle system. We consider a critical top-of-climb design condition where temperatures and stresses are the highest. 40 random variables were identified
and characterized from experimental data, simulations, or expert judgment. Our goal
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6-10
Figure 1: Schematic of nozzle components.

Component Name
thermal layer
inner load layer
middle load layer
outer load layer
stringers
baffles 1-5

Table 1: Component numbering.

is twofold: 1) to introduce an RBDO approach and show its benefits over traditional
deterministic design, and 2) to describe the construction and challenges associated with
developing a coupled multiphysics model for design under uncertainty.
Section 2 introduces RBDO, the nozzle optimization problem, and elements of the
RBDO process including dimension reduction, a multifidelity optimization approach, and
uncertainty quantification. Section 3 explores the construction and challenges associated
with building and validating a suite of multifidelity aero-thermal-structural models for the
nozzle design problem. Section 4 shows the optimal reliable nozzle design and compares
it to an optimal deterministic nozzle design. Finally, section 5 concludes with lessons
learned and future directions for the design of reliable complex engineering applications.
2

RELIABILITY-BASED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

A reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) problem can be written formally as a
stochastic optimization problem over deterministic variables x and random variables ξ,
where one or more of the objectives or constraints seek a small probability of failure, i.e.
a reliable design. A typical form of the RBDO problem is shown in equation 1:
minimize E[f0 (x, ξ)]
x,ξ

s.t.

P [fi (x, ξ) ≤ 0] ≤ pf,i i = 1 . . . m

(1)

where fi (x, ξ) are the stochastic quantities of interest in the problem, and pf,i is the
allowable probability of failure associated with chance constraint i, typically calculated
through a reliability analysis. Often the chance constraints are rewritten using an inverse
formulation known as the performance measure approach such as Fi−1 (pf,i ) ≥ 0 where
Fi−1 is the inverse CDF for fi (x, ξ) [2]. Such a formulation avoids issues during the
optimization when the calculated probability of failure is zero.
The problem in equation 1 is difficult for general nonlinear fi due to the need to evaluate quantities of interest multiple times in reliability analyses and over the course of the
optimization. Many methods have been proposed for solving or approximating a solution to RBDO problems including double-loop methods, sequential methods, and unilevel
methods [2], the latter two of which have shown promise in decreasing the cost of obtaining a solution. In addition, the use of surrogate models and/or multifidelity techniques
can be used to additionally decrease cost when function evaluations are expensive [3].
Lastly, in addition to efficient optimization and reliability analysis methods, dimension
2
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Figure 2: Total-order Sobol’ indices for the 17 random variables which contribute most to the variance
of the four quantities of interest considered in the nozzle problem. Eliminating variables with indices less
than 10−5 reduces the problem’s random dimension from 40 to 14. First-order Sobol’ indices (not shown)
are nearly the same implying interaction effects can be neglected.

reduction is also a critical technique for the successful application and solution of largescale RBDO problems. In many applications, only a subset or specific combinations of
the design variables x or random parameters ξ contribute to variations in the quantities
of interest, allowing a reduction in problem size and therefore expense to be made.
In this paper we consider the RBDO problem for a supersonic nozzle shown in equation 2. We consider 54 deterministic design variables and 14 random parameters. The
quantities of interest include the mass of the nozzle M , the thrust of the nozzle F , a
temperature failure criterion in the inner load layer T , and a strain failure criterion in the
thermal layer S. Mass is selected as a surrogate for cost in the aerospace design problem
and the constraints were selected from a larger set of 15 on various nozzle components
after random sampling and deterministic optimization showed thrust, thermal failure in
the load layer, and structural failure in the thermal layer to be the most critical quantities.
minimize
E[M (x, ξ)]
54
x∈

s.t.

P [F (x, ξ) ≤ 21500] ≤ 10 × 10−4
P [T (x, ξ) ≥ 1]
≤ 10 × 10−4
P [S(x, ξ) ≥ 1]
≤ 10 × 10−4
Ax ≤ b

3
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2.1

Dimension reduction via Sobol’ indices

Global sensitivity measures such as Sobol’ indices can be used to justify dimension
reduction. Since Sobol’ sensitivity indices measure the variation in a function f (ξ) due
to each input ξi , variables which contribute little to variation in f (ξ) can be fixed at
nominal values with little to no loss of response fidelity. For dimension reduction, one
should consider the total-order Sobol’ index which estimates the total effect of ξi on f (ξ).
Sobol’ indices can be motivated
the definition for total variance of a
 2 by first recalling

function: Var(f (ξ)) = D(ξ) = f (ξ)dξ − ( f (ξ)dξ)2 . Then, the total variance can be
decomposed as:
D(ξ1 , . . . , ξn ) =

n

i=1

Di (ξi ) +



Dij (ξi , ξj ) + . . . + D1,...,n

(3)

1≤i≤j≤n

Details and an interpretation in light of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) can be found
in Archer et al [4]. Sobol indices are defined as:
Di1 ,...,is
(4)
D
The total-order Sobol’ index for ξi is calculated by summing all Sobol’ indices which
incorporate a contribution from ξi . Figure 2 shows the total-order Sobol’ indices calculated
for the 4 quantities of interest considered in the nozzle design problem.
Si1 ,...,is =

2.2

Trust region model management of multifidelity surrogates

When fi (x, ξ) is expensive to evaluate, a surrogate model or lower-fidelity physics-based
model can be used as a proxy for truth function evaluations during optimization. However,
such models also usually exhibit reduced accuracy over a portion of the design space and
require periodic corrections or adaptive updates. Trust region model management is a
technique for managing such a collection of multifidelity models during optimization [3].
The key idea is to solve a series of cheaper optimization subproblems within a trust region
using a less accurate lower-fidelity model that is periodically corrected with high-fidelity
model information. The trust region location and size is updated after each subproblem
and represents the user’s confidence in the accuracy of the lower-fidelity model.
There are many guidelines for constructing a successful trust region model management
optimization algorithm and Eldred and Dunlavy provide a concise overview of the working
components [3]. For provable convergence to a local minimum, the low-fidelity model must
be corrected to match both the function values and gradients of the high-fidelity model
at the trust region center at the start of each subproblem. The accuracy and correlation
of the low-fidelity model, as well as the selection of the initial trust region size can have
a large impact on the efficiency of the algorithm. Lastly, several varieties of trust region
update and acceptance logic have been proposed in the literature in an attempt to speed
up convergence and avoid infeasible subproblems. In this paper we use a filter method
for trust region acceptance, an adaptive penalty merit function, and what Eldred and
Dunlavy refer to as a direct surrogate trust region formulation. In addition we use a
4
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sequential method for solving the RBDO problem; as a result the reliability analysis used
to obtain constraint values is only performed once per subproblem in the trust region
model management algorithm. See Fenrich and Alonso for details [1].
2.3

Reliability analysis with polynomial chaos

Solving RBDO problems for complex applications rests largely on the ability to accurately identify the limit state fi (x, ξ) = 0 and efficiently estimate a probability of failure
pf or a response level f (x, ξ) corresponding to a given probability of failure:

p(ξ)dξ
(5)
pf = P [f (x, ξ) ≤ 0] =
f (x,ξ)≤0

Sampling methods for estimating pf from equation 5 such as direct Monte Carlo, importance sampling, or directional simulation typically require too many function evaluations
to be efficient when expensive multiphysics simulations are used [5, 6]. Other common
methods include the First Order (FORM) and Second Order (SORM) Reliability Methods
which grew out of the structural reliability community and can be efficient and accurate
for limit states which are close to linear [6]. Nonlinear limit states can be addressed with
response surface methods where the limit state is approximated by a polynomial, Gaussian process regression model, or other response surface and then pf is estimated more
cheaply from the response surface. However, care must be taken to ensure the response
surface is very accurate in regions contributing greatly to pf [5].
In this paper we consider a response surface method where the limit state is approximated with orthogonal polynomials through a method known as generalized polynomial
chaos [7]. In other words we approximate f (ξ) as:
f (ξ) ≈

Q


ai Ψi (ξ)

(6)

i=1

where the polynomial expansion has been truncated to include Q terms involving coefficients ai and basis functions Ψi (ξ). The benefits of the generalized polynomial chaos
expansion include an analytical estimate of the mean and variance of f (ξ) in terms of the
coefficients ai and adaptivity and error estimates for the approximation. Details can be
found in Xiu and Karniadakis [7] regarding optimal bases and calculation of coefficients
ai . Once the expansion is constructed, Monte Carlo sampling can be used to estimate pf .
3

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We have developed an automated suite of coupled multidisciplinary analysis tools for
the static aero-thermal-structural analysis of supersonic nozzles called MULTI-F. MULTIF is written in Python and calls the open source codes SU2 [8] and AERO-S [9] for fluid
and thermal/structural analyses, respectively. It features a hierarchy of model fidelity
levels, ranging in both the physical fidelity (Quasi-1D/Euler/RANS for fluids and linear/nonlinear for structures) and mesh discretization. Users can easily run coupled aerothermal-structural analyses for user-specified nozzle geometries, material combinations,
5
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Figure 3: Workflow and capabilities of multifidelity aero-thermal-structural analysis suite MULTI-F.
The user provides a configuration file specifying the problem and a corresponding input file specifying
design variable values. MULTI-F then performs the required analyses and outputs results to a file.

and environmental parameters by managing a configuration file and associated input file
specifying variable values. Figure 3 shows the workflow and capabilities of MULTI-F.
3.1

Shape parameterization

The chosen parameterization for the
nozzle’s inner wall consists of a circular inlet that is blended to an elliptical exit with
a flattened bottom edge. Each nozzle cross
section is defined using an ellipse and the
entire nozzle shape is parameterized with
three B-splines: one for the centerline and
two for the major and minor axes of the
elliptical cross sections, see Figure 4. A
corresponding 2D axisymmetric geometry
for lower-fidelity models is constructed by
taking equivalent area cross-sections. Wall
layer thicknesses are parameterized using
piecewise bilinear functions. A series of linear constraints for the shape parameterization variables was also developed to ensure
reasonable nozzle geometries during sampling and optimization.

Figure 4: 3D nozzle inner wall shape parameterization showing B-splines and control points. A set
of linear constraints ensures control points are well
spaced and steep changes in geometry are avoided.

6
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Figure 5: Randomly sampled 3D nozzle shapes are used to
assess general robustness of the aerodynamic model. Here pressure contours from 3D RANS solutions are shown.

3.2

Figure 6: Coarse (top) and fine
(bottom) Euler meshes.

Aerodynamic model

The internal and external nozzle flow is calculated using SU2, an open-source software
suite for multiphysics simulations [8]. The steady, compressible Euler or RANS equations
are solved in 2D or 3D, depending on the specified model fidelity. Since even small changes
in the nozzle shape can have a dramatic impact on the flow physics, particularly near the
throat of the nozzle, the aerodynamic model must be robust in addition to accurate
and reasonably fast. As a result, the quality of the baseline meshes as well as the flow
solver parameters had to be carefully tuned. A quasi-1D area-averaged Navier Stokes
aerodynamic model with conjugate heat transfer modeled using thermal resistances was
also developed to serve as a low-fidelity model.
For the higher-fidelity models, the governing Euler or RANS equations are discretized
in SU2 using a finite volume method with a standard edge-based data structure. The control volumes are constructed using a median-dual, vertex-based scheme. The convective
fluxes are discretized using the second-order accurate JST scheme [10] and the Menter
SST turbulence model [11] is employed for viscous simulations. The time integration is
performed using an Euler implicit method and the linear system is solved using the Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method. In order to damp low-frequency errors an
agglomeration multigrid method is employed.
For each fidelity level, a sequence of three increasingly refined baseline meshes was
crafted ranging from coarse to fine as shown in figure 6. First, an initial mesh is generated
using Gmsh [12] with different levels of refinement for the nozzle interior, exit, plume, midfield and far-field regions. Next, the mesh is remeshed using the Feflo.a-AMG Inria library
[13] to satisfy mesh size requirements. For RANS meshes a quasi-structured boundary
layer mesh is also generated using Bloom, a viscous mesh generator developed at Inria
[14]. During optimization, these baseline meshes are deformed to fit the nozzle geometry
by analytically projecting the baseline mesh onto the new geometry and then running the
SU2 mesh deformation module to ensure good quality of the volume mesh.

7
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3.3

Thermal and structural models

The nozzle thermal and structural analyses are calculated using AERO-S, an opensource finite element method (FEM) analysis software [9]. An elastostatic boundary
value problem representing the equilibrium of internal and external forces is considered
for the structural analysis while a Poisson boundary value problem representing the steady
state heat transfer is considered for the thermal analysis. One-way coupling is assumed
between the analyses: the temperature obtained from the aerodynamic analysis furnishes
the boundary condition on the inner wall of the thermal model, and the pressure and
temperatures obtained from the aerodynamic and thermal analyses respectively furnish
the inner wall pressure and the temperature distribution used in the structural analysis.
The other boundary conditions are state-independent; a convection boundary condition
is specified on the outer wall of the thermal model, while a fixed displacement boundary
condition is imposed on the outer edges of the baffles and stringers in the structural model.
The fidelity of each of the structural and thermal models is specified by defining the
mesh resolution and degree of geometric approximation. We consider three mesh resolutions and an axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric nozzle geometry (see figure 7). In the
case of the structural model only, the fidelity can be specified further by selecting between
a linear analysis in which small displacements are assumed and a nonlinear analysis in
which no such assumption is made. For the thermal analysis conventional 8-node hexahedral finite elements and a linear analysis were used. The geometries and meshes were
generated using the OpenCascade library and the transfinite meshing algorithm of the
Gmsh library [12].

Figure 7: Structural model with geometry specified using the three-dimensional parameterization.

A multi-layer elastic shell is used to model the different layers in the nozzle wall (components 1-4 in figure 1) and accounts for thermal strains which are the major contribution
to total strain in the nozzle structure. The deformation of such a layered shell is modeled using standard Kirchhoff thin-plate kinematics; the mid-surface in-plane strains and
curvatures are assumed constant and integration through the thickness is performed in a
8
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piece-wise manner using constant constitutive properties for each layer. We use layered
composite finite elements with three nodes and six degrees of freedom per node [15] each
constructed by superposing a membrane triangle with drilling degrees of freedom [16] and
an assumed natural deviatoric strain (ANDES) bending triangle [17]. Lastly, to account
for large displacements and associated geometric nonlinearity in the high-fidelity model,
the co-rotational formulation is used [18]. This projection-based technique filters out the
potentially large rigid body component of each element’s motion, leaving only a relatively
small elastic deformation to which the theory of linear elasticity can be applied.
3.4

Model validation

In addition to classical code-to-code comparisons of the aero-thermal-structural nozzle model, an assessment of smoothness of the model’s quantities of interest should be
performed since numerical noise can adversely impact gradient-based optimization algorithms. To this end suites of random parameter sweeps in both the deterministic design
variables and random parameters were conducted as aids to identify numerical noise issues
due to lack of convergence or other software bugs.
4

RESULTS

We compare reliable nozzle designs from the solution of the reliability-based design
optimization (RBDO) problem stated in equation 2 (reformulated using the performance
measure approach) with designs from the solution of an equivalent deterministic nozzle
optimization where random variables have been fixed at their mean values. The reliable
nozzle designs are obtained from the multifidelity optimization approach using trust region
model management discussed in this paper and found in more detail in Fenrich and Alonso
[1]. The deterministic optimizations are inherently single-fidelity and require no such approach. The high-fidelity model is taken to be a 3D nonaxisymmetric Euler aerodynamic
analysis coupled with the 3D nonaxisymmetric linear thermal and structural FEM models. The low-fidelity model is taken to be a quasi-1D area-averaged aerodynamic analysis
coupled with 2D axisymmetric linear thermal and structural FEM models. Stochastic
quantities are estimated via Monte Carlo sampling (N = 106 ) from the polynomial chaos
expansions (sparse grid level 1) for each quantity of interest.
Table 2 summarizes the optimization results and figure 8 compares each nozzle’s optimal inner wall geometries. Sequential quadratic programming is used to solve each
optimization with finite difference gradients. Step sizes and convergence tolerances are
estimated from the parameter sweeps used to assess model noise.
As shown in table 2, the deterministic optimizations obtain a much lower expected
mass due to the lack of chance constraints on thrust, temperature, and stress and are
also correspondingly less reliable. However, when we perform RBDO with the approach
outlined in this paper, we are able to achieve a much more reliable nozzle with a reasonable
increase in computational cost and of course, an increased mass objective. We emphasize
the benefits of performing dimension reduction via Sobol’ indices as a first step in the
RBDO process which allowed us to reduce the potential cost of the optimization problem

9
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Optimization Fidelity
Deterministic
Low
RBDO
Low
Deterministic
High
RBDO (MF)
High

Evaluations
16
153
4
147

E[M (x, ξ)]
274.55
517.27
277.39
349.29

pf,F
5.20 × 10−1
9.50 × 10−5
9.31 × 10−3
9.80 × 10−5

pf,T
6.39 × 10−1
0
0
0

pf,S
0
0
0
0

Table 2: Comparison of optimization results. The reliability of deterministic designs is obtained via a
post-processing step where a polynomial chaos expansion is constructed and sampled to obtain failure
probabilities. The high-fidelity RBDO uses the multifidelity (MF) method outlined in this paper. Function evaluation counts during the optimization do not include finite differences. The additional cost of
solving the RBDO problem is primarily due to the required reliability analyses.

(a) Optimal inner wall geometries

(b) Optimal major axis

Figure 8: Comparison of optimal inner wall geometry with a close-up of optimal major axis geometry
for the low-fidelity and high-fidelity deterministic and stochastic optimizations. Differences in centerline
geometries for all nozzles are barely discernable, however minor differences in optimal minor axis geometry
exist, with the exception of the deterministic low-fidelity optimal result. Note that a throat is present in
the nozzle designs due to the flattening out of the elliptical cross-sections.

by approximately 3 times. In addition, the solution of the RBDO problem has given us
valuable information on which quantities of interest are the most critical for reliability;
in this case thrust is the driving constraint. This is reflected in the shape of the reliable
nozzle designs which feature a larger throat area primarily due to a wider major axis
which leads to increased mass flow rate and therefore increased thrust. We additionally
note that the primary cost of the optimizations is in the evaluation of finite difference
gradients, followed by the reliability analyses for the stochastic optimizations.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reviewed the development of a coupled aero-thermal-structural
supersonic nozzle model called MULTI-F and its use in deterministic and reliability-based
design optimization (RBDO) problems. We affirm that the use of complex engineering
10
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models in reliable design poses significant challenges that require careful validation and
development effort to ensure robust and accurate model analyses. A well-posed parameterization and associated constraints, and parameter sweep studies are instrumental in
achieving successful optimization results. In addition, we note that designing a complex
reliable system can be approximated and made tractable through the use of multifidelity
methods and selection of efficient uncertainty quantification methods, leading to more
reliable performance than traditional design methods for a reasonable increase in computational cost. However, RBDO is still very expensive for large-scale multidisciplinary
problems and we emphasize the need for high performance computing and further development of efficient and accurate reliability methods. Analytic sensitivities, when available,
can also be immensely helpful in further decreasing cost. Finally, full coupling between a
model’s disciplines can further increase model fidelity. The authors plan on investigating
adaptive sampling and response surface methodologies for more accurate estimation of
tail probabilities, and the application of the above optimization framework to the higherfidelity models included in MULTI-F such as 3D RANS.
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Abstract. In this work a multiscale framework developed for simulation of mechanical
properties of paper is presented. The framework consists of two major parts. In the
ﬁrst part the forming process of a paper machine is simulated using the ﬁber suspension
model developed in [8]. Fluid dynamics together with an advanced contact calculation
method enables detailed simulation of the lay down process. The resulting paper sheet
is used as input to the second part of the framework. In the second part the ﬁber
conﬁguration attained from the unique forming simulations is transformed into a network
representation, enabling simulation of mechanical properties. The paper mechanics is
governed by a ﬁber network model. To study macroscale properties a novel numerical
upscaling method for networks has been developed. In this paper the complete simulation
methodology is outlined and discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Paper making is an old-established manufacturing process. Paper making machines
all around the world produce each year hundred million tons of paper and cardboard.
The genuinely complex process is not fully understood and there is still much room for
improvement. The global trend of digitalization reduces the need of printing paper at
the same time as the increased use of packaging leads to an industry in urgent need to
improve production methods and product quality, as well as to develop new ways to use
paper and ﬁber-based materials.
One crucial stage of paper making is the forming process taking place in the forming
section of the paper machine. There a dilute suspension of cellulose ﬁbers is leaving the
head box, ﬂowing down onto a forming fabric over which the suspension is drained and
a paper structure forms. After the forming section the resulting paper is pressed, further
aﬀecting the conﬁguration of ﬁbers. Lastly the paper is dried and the resulting product
is a material that can be seen as a ﬁber network held together by bonds.
The mechanical properties of the ﬁnal paper product is important, and increasing the
knowledge of how the diﬀerent sections of the paper making machine aﬀect the properties
of the end product is utterly desirable. By developing simulation tools that are accurate,
robust and fast, a product development iteration methodology could be applied to the
paper making process that would be pioneering for the paper industry.
In this paper a framework for investigating the mechanical properties of paper through
simulation is presented. The aim of the framework is to study how the forming process
aﬀects the mechanical properties of the resulting paper. By developing such a simulation
tool plenty of diﬀerent production parameters can be investigated and the resulting eﬀect
on the paper studied. Example of such parameters are the forming fabric structure, the
ﬂow conditions during lay down, the injection velocity and angle, the ﬁber composition
and distribution, and the ﬁber type.
The simulation framework consists of two main parts, one part for simulation of the
paper forming, and one part for simulation of the mechanical properties of the resulting
paper. The paper forming simulation framework was presented in [8, 13, 23] and is built
on a ﬁber suspension model consisting of four submodels: one for the ﬂuid ﬂow, one for
the ﬁbers, one for the ﬂuid-ﬁber interaction, and one for the ﬁber-ﬁber interaction. The
framework is reviewed in Section 2.2.
The new contribution of this work is the second part of the simulation framework,
a methodology for simulating the mechanical properties of the resulting paper sheet.
Properties which are closely linked to the paper forming simulation. By taking advantage
of the realistic ﬁber sheet conﬁguration attained from the forming simulations, the ﬁber
sheet in its ﬁber suspension representation is transformed into a new representation,
in the form of a ﬁber network. By representing the ﬁber sheet as a ﬁber network and
adding bonds between close ﬁbers a setup is attained which is more suitable for simulation
of mechanical properties compared to the initial ﬁber suspension model which on the
contrary is necessary to capture the ﬂuid mechanical features during the forming process.
By utilizing cyclic boundary conditions during the forming simulations, sheets can
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be periodically replicated into a ﬁber network of macroscale size. Resolving mechanical
properties of this large network will however not be computationally feasible. Therefore
a numerical upscaling method has been developed suitable for materials represented by
network models.
In this paper this simulation methodology is outlined. In Section 2 a brief background
is presented together with a review of the forming simulation framework. In Section 3 a
ﬁber network model is presented based on three types of force contributions. In Section
4 a numerical upscaling method is presented, which is directly applicable to the network
model. In Section 5 the simulation framework as a whole is described and lastly, in Section
6, some concluding discussion is contained.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Previous work

To investigate macroscale properties of paper products with a simulation methodology
as presented in this paper, based on a ﬁber network approach, three crucial steps in the
modeling procedure have to be considered. Firstly, the conﬁguration of ﬁbers and bonds
in the network has to correspond well to the real paper material. Secondly, the model
for ﬁbers and bonds in the network has to be suﬃciently detailed to correctly transfer
the mechanical properties to the macroscale. Thirdly, to be able to handle the scale
separation of the macroscale and microscale, and to accurately resolve the macroscale
properties from the microscale model, a robust numerical multiscale method has to be
used.
Diﬀerent methods have been used to create the network conﬁguration. Kulachenko and
Uesaka [9] use a deposition technique, where ﬁbers are generated with Gaussian based
random orientation and deposited one by one on a ﬂat surface such that the ﬁber deforms
from contact with previously deposited ﬁbers. In other works [10, 5], ﬁbers are randomly
generated without intersection in the space between two plates and the plates are pressed
against each other. For ﬁbers modeled as one-dimensional lines, a simpler method is to
randomly position them in the plane [18, 11]. At Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre, a unique
framework has been developed to attain the network conﬁguration from simulation of
the real process. A ﬁber suspension, governed by ﬂuid dynamics, is ﬂowing down onto a
forming fabric and ﬁbers start to build up the paper structure, similarly to the process in
the forming section of a paper machine. In this way the ﬂow conditions during lay down
and the forming fabric structure, two important variables during the forming process, are
included when creating the network conﬁguration.
When modeling the ﬁber network a variety of diﬀerent representations are used in
the literature, ranging from simple representations, where ﬁbers are modeled as chains of
springs with bonds represented as common nodes, to networks where ﬁbers are modeled as
beams with bonds modeled by FEM-contact elements. Wilbrink et al. [27] use the spring
approach, while others [9, 10, 5, 11] model ﬁbers as beams, e.g. with 3-node Timoshenko
beam elements. Mao et al. model their bonds using mutual nodes between beam elements
prescribing the translational and rotational degrees, while Kulachenko and Uesaka use
3
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beam-to-beam contact elements.
There is a long research tradition in upscaling of partial diﬀerential equations (PDE)
with heterogeneous data. In homogenization theory eﬃcient material parameters are
determined for periodic and random structures. Several numerical methods have also been
proposed during the last twenty years; see e.g. [26]. A recent contribution in multiscale
methods for elliptic problems was achieved in [15]. In that work an optimal generalized
ﬁnite element space is constructed, using an orthogonal split of the full solution space,
and a rigorous mathematical analysis for non-periodic data is derived. This technique is
referred to as the localized orthogonal decomposition method (LOD).
Numerical upscaling of networks has not been as extensively studied as upscaling of
PDE. On the numerical side there are results for porous media ﬂow problems based on the
heterogeneous multiscale method [2] and heat conductivities of ﬁbrous materials such as
glass and mineral wool [7], which has a similar structure as paper. Mechanical properties of
network materials have been investigated using upscaling methods requiring a continuum
representation of the material [22]. A method not requiring a continuum description is
the quasicontinuum (QC) method [24, 1], which enables multiscale calculation of fracture
propagation. QC is however restricted regarding the generality of the network structure.
The numerical upscaling method for ﬁber networks presented in this work is based on the
LOD method, enabling ﬁber networks of arbitrary structure and a rigorous error analysis.
2.2

Paper forming simulation framework

To attain a realistic ﬁber network conﬁguration as input to the network model the
ﬁrst part of the simulation framework is developed to simulate the forming process of
a paper making machine, where a ﬁber suspension ﬂows down onto the forming fabric
and the ﬁbers lay down and build up the sheet structure. To enable such microstructure
simulations, the involved ﬁber suspension ﬂow has to be modeled. In this section the ﬁber
suspension model developed in [8] is reviewed. That model, used to simulate the forming
process, consists of the four sub-models: a ﬂuid model, a ﬁber model, a ﬂuid-ﬁber and
ﬁber-ﬂuid interaction model, and a ﬁber-ﬁber interaction model.
The ﬂuid is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, consisting of the momentum and
the continuity equation
ρ

∂u
+ ρu · ∇u − μ∇2 u = −∇p + f,
∂t
∇ · u = 0,

(1)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, t is the time, and ρ and μ are the density
and viscosity of the ﬂuid, respectively. The ﬂow is solved using the incompressible ﬁnitevolume based ﬂuid solver IBOFlow (immersed boundary octree ﬂow solver).
The ﬁbers are modeled as beams using a ﬁnite-strain rod model developed by Simo
and Vu-Quoc [19, 20, 21]. Their model is a nonlinear rod model including ﬁnite bending,
shearing and extension, permitting deformations which are arbitrarily large in regard to
rotation and strain. The forming fabric used in the forming simulations is attained from
4
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a voxel representation of a real fabric. The voxel representation is meshed and the fabric
is considered as a rigid static object.
The eﬀect from the immersed fabric and ﬁbers on the ﬂuid is handled by the nondistributive, second-order accurate, immersed boundary method developed by Mark and
co-workers [14, 12]. It is a hybrid mirroring immersed boundary method, which by an
implicit boundary condition, constrains the ﬂuid velocity at the immersed boundary to
the velocity of the surface. The eﬀect from the ﬂuid on the ﬁbers is calculated using an
empirical drag force relation derived from experiments.
The ﬁber-ﬁber interaction model was developed in [8] and can resolve contact forces
acting at small scales without requiring the time step of the discretized ﬁber motion to
be reduced. It is based on so called contact points which are distributed over the ﬁbers.
Between these contact points contact forces are calculated. The force formulas are the
DLVO [3, 25] forces together with a steric repulsion force, adapted to, in a numerically
stable way, manage the repulsive forces acting on the smallest separation distances where
overlaps occur. By solving the motion of the contact points locally during each ﬁber time
step, average forces can be calculated which are added to the ﬁbers.
The ﬁber suspension model described above is used to simulate the lay down of ﬁbers
during the forming process. In the lay down simulations an axis-aligned rectangular
box is used as simulation domain. The forming fabric is positioned in the lower half of
the domain and the domain is ﬁlled with water and a pressure drop across the fabric
accelerates the ﬂow and a steady state solution is found. Thereafter ﬁbers are injected in
the upper part of the domain and they ﬂow down onto the fabric. When the ﬁbers have
laid down the ﬂuid is reset to zero and a horizontal rigid plane is used to press the ﬁber
sheet. The resulting ﬁber conﬁguration is then used as input to the ﬁber network model.
3

FIBER NETWORK MODEL

In this section a two-dimensional elasticity network model is presented which is used
to represent the ﬁber sheet as a ﬁber network. The structure is attained from the forming
simulations described in Section 2.2. The basic building blocks of the network are nodes,
edges and edge pairs. Fibers are modeled as chains of edges transformed from the FEM
representation used in the ﬁber suspension model. The nodes represent the connection
between each edge of ﬁbers. Bonds between ﬁbers can be represented either in the most
simple way as nodes mutual to diﬀerent ﬁbers, or more advanced bonds can be build up
using one or several edges connecting ﬁbers.
The network model in this work is based on internal forces arising when nodes are
displaced, acting to restore the displacements. These forces act at two types of elements,
the edges or the edge pairs. There are three types of internal forces that are included in
this model, one type is related to edges, and two types are related to edge pairs. The
model in this paper is two dimensional, static and assumes small deformations.
When nodes of edges or edge pairs are displaced, the three internal force contributions
give rise to forces acting on the nodes and by assembling force equilibrium equations
at each node the governing equation of the network is attained. All force equilibrium
equations can be assembled into a system of the form −Ku + F = 0, where K is called
5
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the elasticity matrix, u contains the node displacements, and F are the external forces.
The three types of force contributions are related to stretching, bending and the Poisson
eﬀect. In the following sections the forces are described in more detail. First some
nomenclature is introduced.
Let the network consist of n nodes. Let (i, j) denote the edge connecting node i to
j and let E denote the set of all edges. Edge pairs are denoted by (i, j, l) where j is
the center node. Denote by P the set of all edge pairs. Note that (i, j) = (j, i) and
(i, j, l) = (l, j, i). Each node i has two degrees of freedom, the x-directed displacement ui
and the y-directed displacement vi .
Let the length of edge (i, j) be denoted Lij and assume that the edge has a width wij .
All edges are assumed to have a uniform thickness z in the direction into the plane. The
direction vector, daij , of an edge (i, j) with respect to node a ∈ {i, j} is calculated as
daij =

p b − pa
,
|pb − pa |

b ∈ {i, j}, b �= a.

(2)

The length change of edge (i, j), denoted ΔLij , is given by ΔLij = (δj − δi ) · diij .
3.1

Extension of edges

The ﬁrst force contribution is a basic spring force used in lattice-spring models. It acts
on edges, and when the nodes of the edge are displaced such that the projection of the
node displacement onto the initial edge direction is nonzero, anti-parallel forces arise at
the nodes of the edge to restore the length. The tendency of an edge to restore its length
is described by the edge’s elastic modulus kij .
Consider an edge (i, j). When the nodes are displaced the edge (i, j) will give rise to
two forces FaI (i, j), a ∈ {i, j}, acting on node a according to
FaI (i, j) = kij
3.2

wij z
ΔLij daij ,
Lij

a ∈ {i, j}.

(3)

Angular deviations of edge pairs

The second force contribution introduces bending resistance of pair of edges and works
similarly as angular springs used in lattice-spring models. When the nodes of an edge
pair are displaced such that the angle between the edges is changed, two torques arise
at the central node acting to restore the initial angle. By transforming these torques to
force couples the eﬀect can be converted into the force equilibrium equations.
Consider an edge pair (i, j, l). When the nodes are displaced an angular change Δθijl
occurs, giving rise to two torques
τi = κijl Vijl Δθijl ẑ,
τl = −τi ,

(4)

acting on edge (i, j) and (j, l) respectively, at the position of node j. The parameter Vijl
is the joint volume at the connection between the two edges, and the parameter κijl is
6
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the bending resistance. The angular change is a sum of two contributions according two
Δθijl = δθji + δθjl .

(5)

Each term is the angle deviation of the respective edge from its initial orientation. By
using the assumption α ≈ tan α the angles δθja , a ∈ {i, l} can be calculated according to
δθja ≈ tan θja

(δa − δj ) · njja
=
,
Lja

a ∈ {i, l},

(6)

where the edge normals are calculated as
njji = djji × ẑ,

njjl = −djjl × ẑ.

(7)

Transforming the torques to force couples gives the resulting three forces FaII (i, j, l), a ∈
{i, j, l} from edge pair (i, j, l), acting on node a, according to
κijl Vijl Δθijl j
nja , a ∈ {i, l},
Laj
FjII (i, j, l) = −FiII (i, j, l) − FlII (i, j, l).
FaII (i, j, l) = −

3.3

(8)

Poisson eﬀect of edge pairs

The third force contribution models the Poisson eﬀect. It acts on edge pairs and when
the nodes are displaced forces arise at all three nodes to counteract changes in the sum
of the length of the two edges.
Consider an edge pair (i, j, l). The forces arising at the outer nodes a ∈ {i, l} will be


waj z
wbj ΔLbj j
j
III
Fa (i, j, l) = −ηijl
ΔLaj + γijl
|n · d | djaj , a, b ∈ {i, l}, b �= a, (9)
Laj
2 Lbj aj bj
and at the central node
FjIII (i, j, l) = −FiIII (i, j, l) − FlIII (i, j, l).

(10)

The parameter γijl is the Poisson’s ratio, and ηijl describes how much each edge in the
edge pair is eﬀected by the Poisson expansion of the other edge.
4

UPSCALING METHOD

In this section a brief description of the numerical upscaling method is presented. The
method is based on the LOD [15], which was developed for multiscale solution of elliptic
PDE:s and is based on FEM. The LOD method has been modiﬁed and extended to handle
network models of the type described in this paper. The new method is fully decoupled
from any governing PDE and the network structure can be of arbitrary geometry. All
7
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input that is required is the network structure and an equation system of the form Ku = F
governing the network mechanics.
Consider an arbitrary ﬁber network. Assembling the force equilibrium equations from
the network model described in Section 3 gives a linear system
Ku = F,

(11)

where K is the elasticity matrix, u contains the displacements of the network nodes, and
F are externally applied node forces. In the upscaling method a coarse grid is introduced
representing the network at the macroscale. This coarse grid is a FEM grid with basis
functions deﬁned at each node as in standard FEM. Sought for are the displacements of
the grid nodes. To include eﬀects from the network scale, each basis function is modiﬁed
by solving a system using information contained in the elasticity matrix K.
Denote by Λi : R2 → R the FEM basis function at grid node i. Note here that a
two-dimensional problem is assumed, however the upscaling method works also for three
dimensions. Deﬁne network basis vectors by λi , being the interpolation of Λi onto the
network nodes, i.e. λi (j) = Λi (pj ), where pj is the position of network node j. Each such
basis vector is modiﬁed by solving a system

  

K C T φi
Kλi
,
(12)
=
C 0
ηi
0
attaining the vector φi and the modiﬁed basis function will be λi − φi . The newly introduced matrix C, called the constraint matrix, is deﬁned as
C(i, :) = λTi ,

i = 1, . . . , M,

(13)

where M is the number of grid nodes. The kernel of the matrix C represents the ﬁne
network scales not included in the ﬁnite element space of the coarse grid. The new
modiﬁed basis is orthogonal to these ﬁne scales with respect to the scalar product attained
from K. This orthogonal splitting of the ﬁne and multiscale space is the main feature of
LOD [15].
All modiﬁed basis functions are assembled in a matrix BM according to
BM = [λ1 − φ1 . . . λM − φM ]T .

(14)

Finally, this matrix is used to calculate the node displacements of the coarse grid, denoted
uG , by solving the system
T
BM KBM
uG = BM F.
(15)
5

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

To simulate the mechanical properties of paper based on information from the microscale, a simulation framework is designed consisting of the diﬀerent models outlined
in the previous sections. In Figure 1 a schematic overview of the framework is shown.
8
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Figure 1: A schematic overview of the diﬀerent parts of the simulation framework.

The two main elements are the simulation of the forming process using a ﬁber suspension model, and the simulation of mechanical properties using a ﬁber network model. To
connect these two parts a link is required which transforms the sheet resulting from the
forming simulation into the ﬁber network representation.
The input to the forming simulation framework is parameters such as the type of ﬁbers
and their distribution, the geometry of the fabric, diﬀerent kind of injection conditions,
ﬂow conditions, etc. Variation of these parameters will aﬀect the forming process and
diﬀerent sheet structures are attained. When transforming the ﬁber suspension into a
ﬁber network, ﬁbers have to be re-represented and appropriate bonds between ﬁbers have
to be created. Using the network representation simulations can be performed such as
stretching or bending of the sheet, or fracture propagation investigations. These simulations will result in information regarding the mechanical properties of the sheet. To
enable simulation of large paper sheets the multiscale method is used.
In Figure 2(a) a snapshot from a forming simulation is shown, where thousands of
ﬁbers with circular cross-section ﬂow down onto a 3x3 mm real forming fabric structure,
and a sheet structure starts to form. In Figures 2(b)-2(c) a resulting sheet structure is
shown before and after pressing has been applied.

(a) Lay down simulation.

(b) Unpressed simulated sheet.

(c) Pressed simulated sheet.

Figure 2: Three snapshot from the forming simulations framework: during lay down, after lay down,
and after pressing.

Studies of how variation of the input data aﬀects the mechanical properties can increase
the understanding of the process. Another type of investigation is to generate diﬀerent
regular network structures and plug them in to the network simulation framework. In
9
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6

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a multiscale simulation methodology was presented with the aim to simulate the mechanical properties of paper. The framework is based on two diﬀerent types of
representations of the paper ﬁbers. First the ﬁbers are represented with a ﬁber suspension
model enabling simulation of the forming process. By using this detailed model, realistic
ﬁber sheet structures can be attained. Secondly the ﬁber suspension is transformed into
a ﬁber network representation more suitable for simulation of mechanical properties. The
ﬁber network approach is improved by adding a novel numerical upscaling method. By
combining the realistic ﬁber conﬁguration attained from the forming simulations with the
upscaling method macroscale paper properties can be investigated.
The next step in the development of this framework is to further investigate the transformation from ﬁber suspension to ﬁber network studying how ﬁber bonds should be
added. The upscaling approach has so far been tested on small networks of regular structure analyzing its accuracy, large samples remains to be investigated. With an improved
transformation from suspension to network, and a parallel implementation of the upscaling method, interesting investigations of mechanical properties can be achieved, using the
methodology presented in this work.
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Abstract. Steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) has proven to provide excellent mechanical
performance in terms of increased strength, ductility and energy absorption capacity [1]. These
enhancements are provided by bridging phenomena and multiple-cracking distribution [1]. The
numerical simulation of its mechanical behavior cannot be carried out with standard
commercial codes yet, and its numerical simulation is mostly limited to academic research.
With the goal of carrying out engineering design and optimization SFRC structures, this paper
presents the implementation of an experimental and numerical framework for the design of
structures by means of SFRC. The presented work is based on previous results by other authors
in modelling SFRC by means of an efficient multilevel computational framework [2], in which
interface elements characterizing the bridging and cracking phenomena [3] are embedded
within pre-existing Finite Element Method (FEM) codes. This framework will be implemented
and validated in existing in-house FEM codes and in an open-source FEM package. In parallel,
adequate experimentation has been carried out to define input parameters [4] and, validate the
numerical algorithm. Overall, the framework intends to provide a general guideline for the
efficient design of SFRC structures.
1 INTRODUCTION
Fiber reinforced concrete is a composite material formed by a heterogeneous mix of concrete
and fibers. Although steel is the most commonly used material in the manufacturing of fibers
for most structural and non-structural purposes, other materials as polypropylene and glass are
also used. The main advantage of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC), in regard to its
mechanics, is its postpeak behavior [5]. Steel fibers change the way concrete fractures,
translating it from brittle fracture to ductile fracture and hence, providing interesting energy
absorption capacities. The exhibited ductility will rely upon the amount of fibers and its
properties, matrix strength and their interaction [6].
Despite the clear enhancements provided by SFRC respect to more traditional concrete
options, it is still rarely seen in structural design. One of the main reasons is its mechanical
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complexity, combined with a lack of clear design normative and guidelines. Because of that,
SFRC use is still limited to specific applications, in which advanced consultancy and
experimentation are justified. In terms of simulation, available commercial codes do not provide
models that can accurately describe SFRC behavior. On the other hand, more advanced
academic codes are still limited to scientific research due to its still large computational cost,
which makes them unpractical for real-life applications.
The complexity behind the numerical simulation of SFRC mechanics is due to several
reasons. Firstly, the heterogeneity of concrete itself and the difficulty to capture crack
propagation in an efficient and accurate way. Next, capturing the postpeak behavior caused by
the fibers bridging effect is a phenomenal modeling challenge due to its mesoscale nature.
Fibers essentially arrest any advancing cracks by applying punching forces at the crack tips,
thus delaying their propagation across the matrix [7]. The wide variability of fibers and concrete
types make difficult to quantify the bridging effect with a simple numerical tool. Furthermore,
the unknown distribution within the concrete element also adds complexity to the simulation
[8]. Fibers are mixed and randomly distributed, thus, making very difficult to extend the
debonding-law of one unique fiber to group behavior [8]–[11].
With the final objective of achieving a numerical tool for the design and optimization of
SFRC structures, the current paper proposes the development of an experimental and numerical
framework to be used in a routine manner for the design of SFRC structures. Having reviewed
previous research about SFRC simulation, intermediate elements [3] have been chosen as a way
to introduce the bridging effect. These intermediate elements will be located between the
concrete elements and their behavior will be described with a debonding-law [10] [12]. The
FEM will be implemented in an efficient numerical algorithm for the dynamic simulation of
fiber reinforced concrete in real-life applications, ready to use for the design of concrete
structures. The new algorithm will be implemented within the open-source framework Florence
(https://github.com/romeric/florence), developed at Swansea University (UK). In parallel,
adequate experimentation will be carried out at Universidad de Burgos (Spain), which will
allow the validation of the simulation framework. This approach is aligned with the philosophy
of a technology center, as Tecnalia Research & Innovation, which transfer the knowledge
developed in universities to real applicability.
The steps that will be taken to simulate the behavior of a real element are described in Figure
1. Firstly, the mechanical properties, that will feed the constitutive model of the materials and
simulate the mechanical phenomena, should be characterized. Most of the testing to be carried
out are well defined because they are very commonly used. However, some needed inputs, for
instance tensile strength of concrete, are not widely used and there is not so much experience
in its characterization. This feature will hamper the determination of the testing campaign. Once
the inputs are defined, the numerical results calculated through finite element model (FEM)
might be validated with experimental results.
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Figure 1: Overall strategy

2 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The modelling of FRC has traditionally been carried out by using cracking models for plain
concrete, with a modification of the post-peak regime of the constitutive law to include an
increase on residual stress and fracture energy, which represent the enhanced ductility of FRC
at a phenomenological level. Despite this option may produce satisfactory results in terms of
the global behavior of a structure, it cannot reproduce crack propagation phenomena and,
therefore, it is not adequate for the optimization of fiber reinforcement distribution within a
concrete structure.
In terms of a more accurate simulation of FRC behavior, several options can be found in
literature. Among them, one can find phase field methods, XFEM, explicit representations of
the fibers and discrete approaches such as Latice Boltzman. Yet, most of these approaches
require their specific implementation and cannot take advantage of pre-existing Finite Element
frameworks or have a very high computational cost, both in terms of resources and time. An
interesting approach which gives very satisfactory results as compared to experiments, and can
be implemented within a pre-existing FEM framework is the multi-level approach proposed in
[4], which is based in the high aspect ratio finite elements for crack propagation as proposed in
[13]. In this framework, a set of high aspect ratio interface elements are inserted within the FEM
mesh, which can reproduce the crack propagation phenomena through a tension damage model
Figure 2. In [4], this tension damage law is replaced by a bridging law, which characterize the
pull-out behavior of the fiber cocktail as a function of the embedded length and insertion angle.
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Figure 2: Intermediate elements (left) and a simple tension damage model (right)

Intermediate elements will be defined by tension damage model, where the effective stress
normal to the base of the element (𝜎𝜎̅𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ) and internal variables (r) defines the damage criterion.
The normal component of the stress (𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ) is deducted from the constitutive relation, where d is
damage variable, ℂ is the elastic tensor, 𝜀𝜀 is the strain, 𝑛𝑛̅ is the normal vector and 𝜎𝜎̅ the effective
stress.
𝜎𝜎 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑) ℂ ∶ 𝜀𝜀 = (1 − 𝑑𝑑) 𝜎𝜎̅
𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛̅ · 𝜎𝜎 · 𝑛𝑛̅

(1)

(2)
(3)

𝜎𝜎̅𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑟𝑟 ≤ 0

Thus, damage is defined in terms of internal variables and assumed softening law (q). In this
example, it has assumed exponential softening law:
𝑞𝑞(𝑟𝑟) = 𝑞𝑞0 𝑒𝑒

𝐴𝐴 ℎ (1−

𝑟𝑟
)
𝑞𝑞0

= 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 · 𝑒𝑒

𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡2
𝑟𝑟
ℎ (1− )
𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓 𝐸𝐸
𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡

(4)

𝑞𝑞(𝑟𝑟)
(5)
𝑟𝑟
where ft is the tensile strength, Gf is the fracture energy, E is Young’s modulus, h is height
of the intermediate element, with q0 = ft.
In this paper, the multilevel framework for the simulation of the cracking phenomena in fiber
reinforced concrete will be implemented within an open-source, efficient Finite Element
simulation framework, Florence, implemented at Swansea University by Dr. Roman Poya.
Florence is a Python based computational framework for integrated computer aided design, by
means of finite element methods for linear and nonlinear analysis of solids, fluids and coupled
electro-mechanical systems. The core of the software is optimized via a specific data parallel
tensor library, named Fastor [2], which allows for simulation by means of High Performance
Computing (HPC). We believe that by implementing a reliable and robust algorithm for the
simulation of FRC within a powerful computational framework such as Florence, will allow
studying a wide variety of complex real-life phenomena occurring in FRC, as well as the virtual
prototyping of FRC structures in the upcoming future. Further to that, the implementation
within an open-source framework will make the developments available to the research
community.
𝑑𝑑 = 1 −
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3

MECHANICAL CARACTERIZATION

A series of tests have been carried out at Universidad de Burgos to obtain the necessary
parameters that characterize concrete and fibers and that will be used as an input in the FEM
framework (see ).
Table 1: Mechanical characterization and validation tests

MATERIAL

Concrete
(matrix)

PROPERTY
Young’s modulus
Poisson´s ratio
Compression strength
Tensile strength
Fracture energy

Steel fiber

Composite

Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Tensile strength
Debonding-law
Fiber distribution
Tensile strength
Fracture energy
Overall behavior

TESTING
Compression test
Compression test
Compression test
Dog-bone or notchedbeam tensile test
Dog-bone or notchedbeam tensile test
Technical sheet
Technical sheet
Technical sheet
Pull-out test
TAC/Image processing
Dog-bone tensile test
Notched-beam tensile
test
Four-point flexural test

USE
Constitutive behavior
Constitutive behavior
Constitutive behavior
Constitutive behavior
Constitutive behavior
Bridging effect
Bridging effect
Bridging effect
Bridging effect
Bridging effect
Validation
Validation
Validation

The tension damage model of concrete requires obtaining Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
compressive strength, tensile strength and fracture energy. The first three are used to model the
elastic branch of the material calculated through a normalized compression test. On the other
hand, the tensile strength and fracture energy are needed to model the post-peak behavior (strain
softening branch). Following previous research [1], [14], it has been opted for Dog-bone tensile
test (see Figure 3) and notched-beam test to define the needed inputs.

Figure 3: Dog-bone samples
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Fibers elastic properties are specified in the technical sheets provided by the supplier. On the
other hand, the interaction between concrete and fiber, defined through the debonding law,
plays a key role and needs to be obtained using a pull-out test. This test (see ) will give the pullout force-crack opening relationship of a single fiber loaded parallel to the direction of the fiber
[15]. The parameters of a specific analytical debonding law will be curve-fitted using the results
of these tests. From those parameters, the behavior can be extrapolated to every loading
direction [12] and to other geometries, such as hook-ended fibers [10].
The distribution of the fibers within the concrete matrix has a random nature due to its high
dependence to the casting procedure. Image processing technique and TACs will be used to
build up distribution functions [16], which would describe the orientation and location of fibers.

Figure 4: Pull-out test

4

VALIDATION AND RESULTS

The validation of the algorithm will be carried in two phases. Firstly, literature results and
synthetic problems will be used to ensure that the numerical algorithm has been implemented
in the right direction. Next, a series of experimental tests with increased degree of complexity
will be carried out in laboratory environment. The numerical algorithm, which will use the input
parameters defined in the previous section, will be validated against these experimental results.
As first steps towards this implementation, the algorithm has been tested in Matlab for
several benchmark problems found in literature. Figure 3 illustrates an example of a notched
three-point bending beam, which is numerically analyzed to predict the crack pattern. The
interface element FEM mesh is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 5: Three-point bending beam

Figure 5 shows the results calculated from a tensile test. It can be seen that intermediate
elements located at the center are strongly deformed. In the printed curves all elements followed
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the same law as it can be seen. However, some intermediate elements are not as damaged as
them and the softening range is not so developed.

Figure 6: Tensile test (left) and stress-displacement curves of intermediate elements (right)

Once the behavior of fibers is numerically sound, elements with increasing complexity will
be tested to broaden the applicability (see ). Firstly, the numerical tool will be validated with
small size elements, such as dog-bone test, in which the crack initiation and propagation is
known to occur in the middle section of the specimen. Next, a notched beam [17] will be used,
where the uncertainties surrounding fiber location will have increased due to the casting
process. The cracking procedure and the bridging phenomenon have been partially bounded
through the notch.
Figure 7 shows the structural response of a notched beam [3]. As can be noted in the loaddisplacement curve, experimental and numerical responses are in good agreement. It is also
shown cracking and damage development at different stages. The crack starts at the notch and
it will grow until the failure of the beam. Stress concentration at middle part of the beam shows
the tip of the crack. The stress concentration will be close to the notch at the beginning. After
reaching the maximum load, the strain of intermediate elements has increased faster and the
stress concentration referred before are closer to the top part of the beam. At the failure,
intermediate elements are fully damaged and distorted.
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Figure 7: Three-point bending beam (a) Force-displacement curve [3] (b) Crack propagation

Finally, the interaction fiber-traditional reinforcement will be studied through two four-point
flexural test (Figure 8). Two identical beams have been built to study the difference between
SFRC and traditionally reinforced beams. Both beams are identical except for the type of
reinforcement (SFRC vs RC). The beams have been designed to fail at tension and thus facilitate
the validation of the crack propagation model.

Figure 8: Four-point flexural test carried out at Universidad de Burgos
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5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The proposed methodology (see ) aims to be a simple and accurate framework to calculate
real-life SFRC structures. To this end, interface elements will be implemented within an
efficient academic open-source environment. In parallel simple mechanical characterization of
SFRC components has been done in the laboratory of the Universidad de Burgos. Lastly, the
numerical algorithm will be validated with more realistic SFRC elements, such as the fourpoint bending beam.
As a first step, interface elements have been implemented within an in house Matlab FEM
code. These intermediate elements’ behavior has been studied through hardening-softening
laws. Afterwards, bridging forces will be added to the code. On the other hand, and in order to
characterize the debonding mechanism from pull-out tests, semi empirical bon-slip model as
the ones in [18] [10] [19] has already been implemented in Matlab codes. From this debondinglaws, fiber’s group-behavior will be defined along with the density functions of fibers
distribution and orientation.
Regarding the experimentation (Table 1), mechanical characterization has been carried out
at the Universidad de Burgos. They should be sufficiently representative and accurate for the
purpose of the application. This point will be especially difficult for the definition of fibers
orientation and distribution due to the incapacity to see within the concrete element. Concrete’s
properties definition is normalized and they have been easily defined.
Future work will be carried out in larger elements (beams) to enlarge the scope of the
application.
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Abstract. In this study, the analytical investigation using the analytical system coupled with
hydration model, diffusion-reaction model and crack propagation model were conducted in
order to validate the size effect of sulfate attack. This analytical system can reconstruct
hydration process, transformation of liquid-solid phase and manifestation and propagation of
expansion cracking behavior due to sulfate attack. Using this analysis, the transformation of
solid phase and expansion crack of mortar specimens, which cross-section area were 10x10,
20x20 and 40x40 mm, were evaluated in order to clarify the size effect of sulfate attack
precisely. As a result, this analytical system can evaluate the difference of expansion behavior
due to cross-section area and visualize stress distribution and expansion cracking behavior in
cross-section area. Furthermore, it can be said that the size effect of expansion cracking
behavior due to sulfate attack could be interpreted by the internal constraint due to remaining
compressive stress.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that cementitious materials constructed in certain environments including
sulfate ions chemically react with sulfate ions which either weakens the cement hardened body
or causes an expansion cracks, or both. These phenomena are generally called by external
sulfate attack and this deterioration mainly comes from sulfate salt such as gypsum and
ettringite ([1], [2]). The mechanisms of sulfate attack have been understood and two hypotheses
were suggested to explain how to generate expansion pressure. The swelling theory proposed
by Mehta [3] said that expansion pressure can generate as ettringite absorbs water molecule
which increases the volume of ettringite. On the other hand, the crystallization pressure theory
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proposed by Wellman et al. [4] and applied to sulfate attack by Flatt and Scherer [5], explains
the expansibility due to ettringite as process in which after that ettringite becomes
supersaturated in pore solution and crystallization starts, ettringite crystal grows in a pore and
expansion pressure generates since it gets in contact with pore wall. Many researchers have
contributed in order to judge which hypothesis is adequate and consistent with the experimental
results under several conditions. To date, there is no consensus on which theory is more
applicable. This further suggests that sulfate attack is a complicated phenomenon that is linked
to diffusion, reaction (dissolution and precipitation), and mechanics.
In previous study, the numerical analytical system, which can reconstruct hydration process,
transformation of solid-liquid phase and manifestation and propagation of expansion cracking
behavior, is proposed (Miura et al. [6]). This analytical system is composed of a hydration
model using Computational Cement-Based Material model (CCBM) (Maruyama et al. [7]) that
can predict the change in solid phase, porosity, and mechanical behaviors due to hydration; a
diffusion-reaction model that can predict transportation of sulfate ion and transformation of
solid-liquid phase due to sulfate attack; and RBSM which can evaluate expansion cracking
behavior. In this paper, we investigate how expansion behavior is influenced by size effect due
to sulfate attack.
2 ANALYTICAL MODEL
The analytical flow of modeling sulfate attack is shown in Figure 1. This analysis is
composed of CCBM for hydration process, diffusion-reaction model for sulfate attack, and
RBSM for manifestation and propagation behavior of expansion crack. The complete details of
these modeling approaches will be shown in the succeeding sections.
2.1 Cement Hydration Model
CCBM is one of the cement hydration model proposed by Maruyama et al. [7]. This model
has been constructed by physical and chemical properties that can influence to the hydration
process of cementitious material under different relative humidity and temperature based on
many experimental data. CCBM can predict phase assemblage, porosity, strength of cement
paste and concrete in a hydration process under several conditions. In this section, the capillary
porosity, pcap0, is estimated by subtracting gel porosity from total porosity. Indeed, gel porosity
was defined as the difference between molecular volume of C1.7SH2.5 and C1.7SH4.0. The
details of the physical properties can be found in Maruyama et al. [7].
2.2 Diffusion-Reaction Model
The authors have proposed diffusion-reaction model for sulfate attack by using finite volume
method. Intrinsically, all of aluminate phase can be involved into the reaction of ettringite.
These reaction rate constants, however, are not yet fully understood. In this model, sulfate attack
is simply described by a reaction rate with regard to the reaction between sulfate ion and
portlandite because dissolved portlandite involves both precipitation reactions of ettringite and
gypsum.
The concise model for sulfate attack is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that the aluminate
phase consumed by the reaction of ettringite is only monosulfate. Then, the precipitation
reaction of ettringite which reacted with sulfate ion, portlandite and monosulfate, and the
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reaction of gypsum are modeled.
Ion transfer and consumption with regards to sulfate ion in cement matrix are modeled by
Equation (1).
  pcem  Cliquid 
t



    pcem  Cliquid   C solid
D
 
t
x 
x


(1)

where, Cliquid, is the concentration of sulfate ion in liquid phase (mol/l); Csolid, is the
concentration of sulfate ion in solid phase (mol/l); D, is a diffusion coefficient of sulfate ion
(mm2/sec); and pcem, is the porosity in cement paste (cm3/cm3).
Based on Garboczi and Bentz [8] study, the influence of the change in pore structure can be
introduced using Equation (2).
D
2
2
 0.001  0.07  pcap  1.8  H  pcap  0.18 
D0

(2)

where, D0, is the diffusion coefficient of sulfate ion in dilute solution (mm2/sec); and H(x), is
the Heaviside function (if x>0, H(x)=1, if x≤0, H(x)=0).
The reaction with sulfate ion and portlandite is defined using Equation (3).
C solid
  K CH  CH cem  Cliquid 
t

(3)

where, KCH, is the coefficient value of reaction rate of portlandite (cm3/g/sec); and CHcem, is the
amount of portlandite in cement paste (g/cm3).

Figure 1: Analytical flow
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2.3 Expansion Pressure Model
The expansion model is represented such that the expansion strain can generate the
corresponding amount of ettringite. In addition, it is known that after the supersaturation of
ettringite, ettringite crystal precipitates in the pore solution and expansion pressure is generated
whenever the crystal gets into contact with pore wall as mentioned above. Then, the introduced
time lag in the expansion model which suggests that expansion pressure will begin to generate
when the ratio of temporal porosity to certain porosity at averaged volume becomes lower than
threshold porosity ratio named as pTH in reference to Tixier et al. [9, 10] and Ikumi et al. [11].
The expansion strain is estimated by the amount of effective ettringite which is able to
contribute to the expansion pressure derived by subtracting “the temporal amount of ettringite”
with “the amount of ettringite in cement paste at previous time step” (ETT- ETTpre.)
 ex    ETT  ETTpre 

(4)

where, εex, is the expansive strain, α, is the conversion factor of expansive strain (cm3/g); ETT,
the temporal amount of ettringite in cement paste (g/cm3); ETTpre, the amount of ettringite in
cement paste at previous time step (g/cm3).
2.4 Calculation of Porosity
Porosity should be changed corresponding to the change in solid phase such as portlandite,
monosulfate, ettrignite, and gypsum. The calculation equation of porosity in cement paste and
capillary porosity are provided in Equations (5) and (6). In addition, after cracking, in
calculating the total porosity to compare it with the experimental results, the volume of crack
has to be considered. Using RBSM, the volume of crack can be calculated from the change in
crack width and the area of boundary surface of each element as shown in Equation (7). Then,
the total porosity can be calculated using Equation (8).
pcem  pcem0  VCH  V AFm  VETT  VGYP 

(5)

pcap  pcap0  VCH  VAFm  VETT  VGYP 

(6)

Vcra 

w  A
i

i

(7)

V

ptotal  pcem  Pvol  Vcra

(8)

where, pcem0 is the initial porosity in cement paste (cm3/cm3); VCH and VAFm are the solid volume
reduction in cement paste due to consumption of portlandite and monosulfate (cm3/cm3),
respectively; VETT and VGYP are the solid volume increment due to precipitation of ettringite and
gypsum (cm3/cm3), respectively; Vcra is the volume ratio of crack to total volume of specimen
(cm3/cm3); wi is the crack width of ith boundary surface (mm); Ai is the area of ith boundary
surface (mm); V is the volume of each element(cm3); ptotal is the total porosity in mortar
(cm3/cm3) ; and Pvol is the coefficient factor of the amount of cement paste.
2.5 Crack Propagation Analysis
In this study, expansion cracking behavior is evaluated using three-dimensional RBSM
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which is one of the discrete analyses proposed by Kawai [12]. Figure 2 shows the voronoi
particle definition of one RBSM element. The rigid body element is discretized using random
voronoi mesh. One normal spring and two shear springs are set at integration points defined on
element’s boundary surface in which numerical constitutive law are introduced allowing the
evaluation of crack propagation and crack width with a high degree of accuracy. Figure 3 shows
the material models of mortar. Tensile and compression models, and shear models are set into
normal springs and shear springs, respectively, where, ft is the tensile strength; E is the elastic
modulus; Gf is the tensile fracture energy; τ is the shear strength; G is the shear stiffness; and fc’
is the compressive strength. The adopted compression model of normal spring is based on
Yamamoto et al. [13]. Prior to the analytical investigation, compression test of cylindrical
specimen is modeled, and compression and tensile strength are evaluated using RBSM in order
to determine the mechanical properties at mesoscale. If we attain the mechanical properties of
experiment, these coefficient values of mechanical properties are then decided in a way that is
consistent with the compression and tensile test of experiment and analysis. Otherwise, we have
to define macroscopic mechanical properties from fc’ calculated by CCBM and the coefficient
values set based on Yamamoto et al. [13].
The expansion strain, introduced at every normal spring as initial strain, is shown in Equation
(9). This expansion strain should be imposed uniformly to the normal springs set at every
integration points on the boundary surfaces and is used to calculate by the amount of ettringite
at the pyramid which consists of the center of element and boundary surface area as will be
described later.
 T   N   ex

where, εT total strain, and εN is the strain of normal spring, respectively.

Figure 2: Overview of RBSM

(a) tensile response
(b) shear response
Figure 3: Stress-strain relationships of mechanical springs
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2.6 Truss Network Model
Diffusion-reaction model for sulfate attack and RBSM can be coupled by Truss Network
Model as proposed by Nakamura et al. [14]. In this model, one-dimensional pipe elements,
which cannot be influenced mechanically, are set between the center of element and the center
of boundary surface (Ep1), and between the center of boundary surface and the center of line
constructing boundary surface (Ep2). This is done in order to describe ion diffusion between the
element and a crack, and between crack to an adjacent crack as shown in Figure 4. Ep1
represents ion transfer in element and Ep2 represents ion transfer in crack. Before cracking,
sulfate ion can transfer into only Ep1. After cracking, sulfate ion can transfer not only in Ep1 but
also in Ep2 corresponding to a crack width. In addition, the temporal solid phase in each pyramid
is calculated from temporal sulfate ion content in Ep1.

Figure 4: The arrangement of Truss Network Model

3

ANALYTICAL OBJECTIVE AND CONDITION

In this paper, the expansion behavior due to sulfate attack is verified by comparing the
experimental results referred from Cheng et al. [15]. The description of the objective
experimental and analytical condition is explained as below.
In the objective experiment, the mix proportion of mortars, which were made from mix
proportion in reference to EN196-1 [16], are shown in Table 1. The mortars were immersed in
sodium sulfate solution and the mineral composition of cement (CEM I 52.5) is also shown in
Table 1. The concentrations of sulfate ion were 3 g/L and curing time was 90 days. The
experimental parameter was cross-section area of specimen, which size were 10x10, 20x20 and
40x40 mm.
In our proposed analysis, analytical model was focused on center part of cross section area
of mortar and was constructed by voronoi element as shown in Figure 5. The cross-section area
was set to 10x10, 20x20 and 40x40 mm and the average element size was 1.0 mm as shown in
Figure 5(b). Mix proportion and mineral composition shown in Table 1 were introduced to
CCBM as input data and the change in phase assemblage, porosity, and fc’ were predicted. In
addition, the input data for diffusion-reaction model was a solid phase, and porosity calculated
by CCBM and diffusion coefficient of sulfate ion is in dilute solution. D0 was set to 2.0x10-9
m2/s in reference to Lorthenbach et al. [18]. In this study, since the information about the
expansion cracking behavior and the mechanical characteristics such as fc’ is not available, the
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analytical parameters for expansion cracking behavior; KCH, pTH and α were set to 0.01, 0.95
and 10.0 as expansion cracking behavior at cross-section area was close to the experiment by
El-Hachem et al. [19] and fc’ was estimated by CCBM. The macroscopic and mesoscopic
mechanical properties are shown in Table 2. ft is defined as one-tenth of fc’. E and Gf were
estimated using JSCE standard [17]. The coefficient values were used based on Yamamoto et
al. [13].
Table 1: Mineral composition and mix proportion of objective experiment

CEM I 42.5

Mineral Composition
(g/100g)

Mix proportion
(kg/m3)

EN196-1 [16]

C3S

65.8

W

266

C2S

16.5

C

483

C3A

6.6

S

1450

C4AF

7.2

W/C (%)

0.55

CaSO3

2.2

S/C (%)

3.0

Table 2: Constitutive law of RBSM

Macroscopic
constitutive law

Mesoscopic
constitutive law

Coefficient factor
(meso/macro)

Note

fc‘ (MPa)

48.15

72.23

1.5

CCBM

ft (MPa)

4.82

3.86

0.8

0.1fc‘

E (GPa)

32.6

45.64

1.4

JSCE [17]

Gf (N/m)

0.04584

0.02292

0.5

JSCE [17]

6.74

0.14 fc‘

c (MPa)

―

(a) specimen size

Yamamoto [13]

(b) analytical model
Figure 5: Analytical model
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4

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The first page has to include the Editorial Heading, as shown in the first page of these
instructions. Successive pages will include the name of the authors.
4.1 Phase Assemblage, Porosity and Compressive Strength before Sulfate Attack
The change in phase assemblage, total porosity, and capillary porosity in mortar and fc’ due
to hydration process calculated by CCBM are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
As shown in Figure 6, in the initial stage, ettringite produced in conjunction with the
consumption of C3A and gypsum. After gypsum was completely consumed, ettringite decreased
by the reaction of monosulfate and it completely transformed to monosulfate during few days.
In addition, the amount of portlandite and C-S-H increased along with time in association with
the consumption of C3S and C2S. As shown in Figure 7(a), it can be confirmed that the total
porosity and capillary porosity decreased with time after the curing time was about 0.15 days.
After 28 days curing, total porosity and capillary porosity were found to be 0.192 and 0.090
cm3/cm3, respectively. As shown in Figure 7(b), fc’ increases with time until a curing time of
about 0.15 days and the increment of fc’ gradually decreased as well as the porosity. The fc’ after
90 days is found to be 48.15 MPa.
1.0
0.9

0.8
0.7
0.6

0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2
0.1
0.0
1.00E-02

1.00E-01

1.00E+00

1.00E+01

1.00E+02

Figure 6: Phase assemblage
of hydration process

1.00E+03

(a) porosity
(b) compressive strength
Figure 7: The change in porosity and compressive strength

4.2 The Change in Solid-Liquid phase due to Sulfate Attack
The distribution of gypsum, ettringite and monosulfate in solid phase and sulfate ion in liquid
phase at the depth from the surface to 5mm of the center of cross-section area after 0, 50 and
100 days immersion are shown in Figure 8.
According to transformation of solid phase (Figures 8(a) ~ (c)), it is found that the
distributions of gypsum, ettringite and monosulfate are very close to each other and these
tendencies are in independent to the difference of cross-section area. In particular, in case of
10x10 mm, ettringite and monosulfate are also precipitated at deeper area in comparison to
20x20 and 40x40 mm cases. As shown in Figure 8(d), it is also confirmed that sulfate ion in
case of 10x10 mm can penetrate deeper area than the other cases. These differences are
attributed to that sulfate ion can also penetrate from opposite side surface because of small
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cross-section area and transformation of solid phase can be easy to occur in comparison to the
other cases. In addition, according to sulfate ion distribution, the results of 50 days immersion
are close to 100 days immersion one. This tendency could be interpreted by that penetrated
sulfate ion is consumed by transformation of solid phase, especially gypsum precipitation and
its penetration could be retarded.

(a) gypsum
(b) ettringite
(c) monosulfate
(d) sulfate ion
Figure 8: The change of transformation of solid phase and sulfate ion

4.3 Expansion Cracking Behavior
The change in expansion behavior is shown in Figure 9. Besides, expansion is calculated by
the deformation in X-axis direction divided by initial width. According to this figure, it is
clearly found that the expansion is bigger as cross-section area is smaller. These tendencies are
similar to experimental results [15]. However, the expansion rate is bigger than objective
experimental results, the final expansion rate in case of 10x10, 20x20 and 40x40 mm cases are
4.5, 8.5 and 7.0 times of experiment one, respectively. In fact, the definition of expansion of
analysis is different from experiment. The experimental expansion is calculated by the
longitudinal deformation but, in analysis, it is calculated by circumferential deformation. In the
future, we will try to figure out the expansion behavior three-dimensional expansion behavior
in order to clarify the relationship between expansion behavior and expansion cracking behavior.
Next, the reason why the size effect of expansion behavior due to sulfate attack will be
discussed by using stress distribution, deformation and cracking behavior as shown in Figure
10. In case of 10x10 mm case, the tensile stresses are appeared at surface area and compressive
stresses are also appeared at inner area of cross-section area after 30 days. As immersion time
increases, tensile stresses generate at inner area and compressive stresses generate dispersedly
and both stresses gradually decrease until 120 days. In case of 20x20 and 40x40 mm cases, the
tensile stresses mainly appear at the surface area and gradually become advanced inward as
well as 10x10 mm case. On the other hands, the compressive stresses after 120 days are still
existing at cross-section area. According to cracking distribution, expansion crack after 120
days reaches to center part of cross-section area in case of 10x10 mm case. However, in case
of 20x20 and 40x40mm cases, expansion crack remained at near the surface area. These
differences could influence to the expansion behavior as shown in Figure 9. That is to say,
when cross-section area is smaller, the compressive stresses at inner area diminish earlier and
expansion crack is easy to occur because internal constraint become smaller at cross-section
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area. On the other hands, when cross-section area is bigger, the compressive stresses at inner
area still remain and expansion crack cannot propagate to inner area comparatively because
internal constraint still maintains at cross-section area. Thereby, it can be said that the size effect
of expansion cracking behavior due to sulfate attack could be interpreted by the internal
constraint due to remaining compressive stress.

Figure 9: The change in expansion behavior in X-axis direction

Figure 10: The distribution of stress distribution, deformation and crack width
5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the size effect of expansion cracking behavior due to sulfate attack was
evaluated by proposed analytical system. As a result, it was found that the change in expansion
rate of smaller cross-section area became bigger although the area of transformation of solid
was independent of the difference of cross-section area. Furthermore, according to stress
distribution and expansion crack distribution, the compressive stresses at inner area diminished
earlier and expansion crack was easy to occur when cross-section area was smaller. On the other
hands, when cross-section area was bigger, the compressive stresses at inner area still remained
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and expansion crack cannot propagate to inner area comparatively because internal constraint
was still maintained at cross-section area. Therefore, the size effect of expansion cracking
behavior due to sulfate attack could be interpreted by the internal constraint due to remaining
compressive stress.
6
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Abstract. In this paper, the degree of thermodynamic ineffectiveness of an air-to-air
heat recovery system has been investigated based on second law analysis. For this purpose, direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a generic air-to-air plate heat exchanger at
a moderate Reynolds number of Re = 5500 has been carried out. At first, thermal and
fluid flow properties are examined and compared with reference data from the literature.
Then, entropy production rates evolving during the thermofluid processes are investigated in order to identify the causes of irreversibilities in such thermal devices. Thereby,
it turned out that vigorous turbulent activity of heat and fluid flow appears in the vicinity
of the heated wall associated with high turbulent production and dissipation rates while
at the same time the heated wall acts as a strong source of irreversibility with high entropy generation for both, entropy production by viscous dissipation and by heat transfer
across a finite temperature difference. This suggests that the thermodynamic ineffectiveness of such devices is caused primarily by the near-wall region and not by thermofluid
processes evolving in the outer region. Finally, a dataset of local rates of entropy production by viscous dissipation and heat transfer is provided that is very difficult to obtain
experimentally and might be of particular interest for the validation of large eddy and
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes modeling approaches that are frequently used for the
conceptual design of air-to-air plate type heat exchangers.

1

INTRODUCTION

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning account for approximately 40% − 60% of
the total energy consumption in buildings [1] and is responsible for more than 15% of the
worldwide carbon emission [2]. It is therefore not surprising that a wide range of processes
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and equipments have been developed to minimize energy consumption of buildings. One
of them is waste heat recovery which is frequently applied to reduce the heating and
cooling demands of buildings. Thereby, thermal energy from exhaust air is transfered
to incoming fresh air (or vice versa in the case of cooling) by means of air-to-air heat
exchangers. Depending on the technical requirements, different types of heat exchangers
are utilized for waste heat recovery like rotary wheel heat exchangers, heat pipes, run
around heat exchangers or plate type heat exchangers. Reviews of recent development of
air-to-air heat recovery technologies can be found in [2, 3, 4, 5] and others.
Because of their high efficiency, most common type of heat recovery devices being used
in practice are plate type heat exchangers. In this kind of heat exchangers, exhaust air
and fresh air streams are divided by thin plates stacking together with small spacing
between the plates to form thin flow channels [5]. Thermal energy is transfered via the
plate heat exchanger surfaces from one air stream to the other. Thereby, the plates
maybe smooth or may have some form of corrugation [5] and the airflow arrangement can
be counter flow, cross flow or parallel flow [2]. Unfortunately, it has come to recognized
that the effectiveness of sensible heat transfer depends on a large number of parameters
in such devices like plate types, distance between the plates, pitch and orientation of
corrugation and chevron angles, flow pattern, Reynolds number, fluid properties, and
many more, that impede the conceptual design of efficient and compact air-to-air plate
heat exchangers. For this purpose, several experiments have been carried out in the
past to examine the influence of different design parameters of the performance of plate
heat exchangers [6, 7, 8]. Furthermore, many researchers used Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) [9, 10, 11, 12] and scale resolved simulations [13, 15, 16] technique in order
to complement these experimental results.
Although air-to-air heat exchangers have been the subject of extensive research in
the last decades and are widely employed for waste heat recovery in buildings, very little is known about irreversibilities evolving in such thermal devices. Thermodynamic
irreversibilities in thermofluid processes, which can be expressed by means of entropy
production rates, manifests itself through local degradation or loss of degrees of freedom
in the system behavior or in the turbulence structure of a flow, and manifests itself as a
monotonous increase in disorder in the system [17, 18, 19]. From an engineering standpoint, the concept of entropy generation minimization can be useful or even necessary as
a design tool in order to avoid the imminent loss of available mechanical power [20, 21],
likewise in the design of air-to-air plate type heat exchanger. Therefore, for efficient use
of energy, the designer must know the irreversibility picture of the thermal device in order
to reduce its degree of thermodynamic ineffectiveness. This concept of thermodynamic
irreversibility and its relation to the one-way destruction of available work are not new
[20], however entropy generation maps for application with practical relevance are most
often not available in the literature. This motivates the present study which intends to
provide an entropy generation map of an generic air-to-air plate type heat exchangers
based on direct numerical simulation technique.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the numerical methods and the second
law of thermodynamics in the form of entropy transport equation are introduced. Next,
2
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the configuration investigated in this work, a generic air-to-air plate type heat exchanger
is described in section 3. The achieved results are presented and discussed in section 4.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
2

METHODS

DNS of incompressible turbulent channel flow with convective heat transport and constant physical properties has been carried out. Thereby, temperature is treated as a
passive scalar and buoyancy effects are neglected. By means of this assumptions, the
governing equations applied are the continuity equation
∂Ui
= 0,
∂xi

(1)

the momentum equation
∂
∂p
∂
∂Ui
+
(Ui Uj ) = −
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj

 

∂Ui ∂Uj
ν
,
+
∂xj
∂xi

and the energy equation in form of temperature transport equation


∂T
∂
ν ∂T
∂
+
.
(Uj T ) =
∂t
∂xj
∂xi P r ∂xi

(2)

(3)

Here, Ui are the local velocity components, p is the local hydrodynamic pressure, T the
local temperature, ν the kinematic viscosity and P r the molecular Prandtl number, which
is set to P r = 0.71 in the present study corresponding to the value of air at standard
conditions.
In order to display irreversibilities within a turbulent flow with convective heat transport, the second law of thermodynamics in form of local entropy imbalance at the continuum level is used following [20, 22, 17, 23]. In the case of single phase, non-reacting,
single component fluid flow with Fourier heat conduction and no external body force, the
local entropy imbalance reads [21]


∂ρs ∂ρUj s
∂  qj  ρν ∂Ui ∂Uj ∂Ui
λ ∂T ∂T
+
=
+
+
+ 2
≥ 0,
(4)
∂t
∂xj
∂xj T
T ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj T ∂xj ∂xj

   

Πv

Πq

where s is the entropy density, λ the thermal conductivity, Πv the local rate of entropy
production by viscous dissipation and Πq the local entropy production rate by heat transport. Here, it is assumed that inequality 2 holds at any position in space and time and
Πv and Πq are always non-negative, such that the entropy imbalance holds. Note that
equation 4 goes beyond the usual formulation of the second law in equilibrium thermodynamics where only the global increase of entropy between two equilibrium states in an
isolated system is considered [24].
The governing equations 1-3 are solved numerically using a low-dissipative projection
method [25] with a three-stages explicit Runge-Kutta time integration scheme of second
3
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order accuracy [26], which were added to the open source C++ library OpenFOAM 2.4.0.
Regarding entropy production rates, Πv and Πq are calculated for each time step and
averaged over time. A second order central differencing scheme is used for the convection
term of the momentum equation and a second order, conservative scheme is utilized for the
Laplacian and gradient terms. Concerning passive scalar fluxes, a second order minmod
differencing scheme [27] is applied to ensure total variation diminishing of the solution.
A detailed code verification of the present numerical approach is provided in [28].
3

TEST CASE

Only the fresh air intake side of the generic air-to-air heat exchanger is considered
in the present work. This consists of a full developed both side heated channel flow at
Reτ = 180 based on the friction velocity and Reb = 5500 based on the bulk velocity. A
representation of the flow domain is sketched in figure 1.
Table 1. Computational conditions.
Reτ
Reb
Pr
domain size
grid points
boundaries
Figure 1. Computational domain and dimensions.

180
5500
0.71
3.2δ × 2δ × 6.4δ
161 × 85 × 161
periodic (x,z-direction),
no-slip
(y-direction),
Tw = 500K

The computational domain applied in this work has a height δ = 0.01m, a width of
3.2δ and a length of 6.4δ. A three-dimensional block-structured grid with 161 × 85 × 161
grid points is used, which is refined towards the wall to ensure a non-dimensional wall
distance smaller than one.
An isotropic turbulent velocity field is used to initialize the channel simulation. Therefore, a random velocity field is generated in physical space with a mean value of zero. In
order to fulfill the continuity equation in Fourier space, the random field is cross-multiplied
with the wavenumber vector and rescaled. In the next step, an autocorrelation spectrum
similar to that found in [29] is imposed on each velocity component and the resulting random field is multiplied with a random phase. Finally, an inverse Fourier transformation
is carried out leading to the initial fluctuation field. To avoid any uncertainties caused
by the initial transient, five flows through the domain were solved before averaging was
started.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied at the x- and z-direction. At the walls noslip conditions are set for the velocity and a Dirichlet condition is imposed in the case of
temperature. The pressure and temperature gradient that drives the heat and fluid flow
is adjusted dynamically to maintain a constant mass flux and mean mixed temperature,
respectively. Therefore, the pressure and temperature is split into a periodic and a non4
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periodic part. A source term for the non-periodic part is added to the momentum and
temperature equation, respectively (see [30]).
4

RESULTS

In the following, thermal and fluid flow properties are analyzed in order to characterize
the general heat and flow pattern of the generic air-to-air plate type heat exchanger.
Then, local entropy production rates are presented and correlated with the related flow
and thermal results.
4.1

Thermal and Fluid Flow Properties

3

20

Figure 2 shows mean and rms values of the velocity and non-dimensional temperature
as a function of non-dimensional wall distance y + . Thereby, the non-dimensional temperature is defined as θ+ = (Tw − T )/Tτ , where Tτ = qw /(ρcp uτ ) is the friction temperature
and qw the heat flux from both walls (qw = 1180K/m). For comparison reference DNS
data from the literature [30] are used.
Kawamura et al.
present DNS
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Figure 2. Mean (A), (C) and rms (B), (D) velocities and temperature as function of
the non-dimensional wall distance y + . Comparison of results from the present DNS with
the reference data of [30].
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As expected, mean values of the velocity (A) and dimensionless temperature (C) are
small in the vicinity of the wall and increase rapidly apart from it. Both profiles exhibit
a characteristic viscous sublayer region (y + < 5), a buffer layer region (3 < y + < 30), and
a log-law region (y + > 30). Regarding velocities (B) and temperature (D) fluctuations,
highest values appears within the buffer layer region (peak values at y + ≈ 20), while
they are negligible small in the viscous sublayer (y + < 5). Furthermore, mean and
rms profiles agree very well with the reference DNS dataset of [30]. This establishes
the validity of the present DNS results and confirms that the numerical method applied
is appropriate to describe the thermofluid processes inside the generic air-to-air heat
exchanger configuration.
Next, the evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy and temperature variance are analyzed in figure 3 (A) and (B), respectively, in order to identify and quantify the turbulence
and heat transport phenomena that are not directly described by mean and rms values.
Thereby, budget terms of the turbulent kinetic energy are normalized by ν/u4τ and budget
terms of temperature variance by ν/(u2τ Tτ2 ), where uτ is the friction velocity.

0

40

80

y+

120

0

160

(a)

40

80

y+

120

160

(b)

Figure 3. Normalized budget terms of turbulent kinetic energy (A) and temperature
variance (B) as a function of dimensionless wall distance y + . Comparison of results from
the present DNS with the reference data of [30]. ( ): production; ( ): dissipation; ( ):
turbulent diffusion; ( ): molecular diffusion; ( ): pressure-related diffusion.
It can be seen in figure 4, that the balance of budget terms of turbulent kinetic energy
and temperature variance are very similar. Throughout the heated channel, production
and dissipation are the dominant terms, while pressure related diffusion is negligible small.
Furthermore, all contribution terms are small far away from the wall and increase rapidly
within the thermo-viscous boundary layer. Production reaches it peak value at y + ≈ 20
and is predominantly balanced by dissipation. At the wall, production vanish, while
dissipation is high and being balanced by molecular diffusion only. Obviously, turbulent
thermofluid processes within air-to-air plate heat exchangers are dominated by near-wall
effects rather than free-stream turbulence.
Finally, imprints of the instantaneous skin-friction coefficient Cf = 2τw /(ρUb2 ) and
6
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∂T

δ

Nusselt number N u = 2(Tw∂y−T∞ ) at the plate heat exchanger surface are depicted in figure
4 (A) and (B), respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Imprints of instantaneous skin-friction coefficient (A) and Nusselt number
(B) at the plate heat exchanger surface.
By comparing figures 4 (A) and (B), it is interesting to observe that the imprints of instantaneous skin-friction coefficient and Nusselt number have a very similar organization.
Thereby, large coherent streaks of concentrated Cf and N u appear that are orientated in
flow direction and extremely elongated. Furthermore, fluctuations are high which indicates strong transient heat and fluid flow processes in the vicinity of the wall, which again
suggest that turbulent thermofluid processes within air-to-air plate heat exchangers are
dominated by near-wall effects.
4.2

Entropy Production Mechanisms

After examining general thermal and fluid flow properties inside the generic air-to-air
plate type heat exchanger, entropy generation mechanisms are analyzed now in order to
identify and quantify the causes of irreversibilities in such thermal devices. Beginning
with the visual appearance, figure 5 depicts instantaneous entropy production rates by
viscous dissipation (A) and heat transport (B). Thereby, entropy production by viscous
dissipation Πv is normalized by Tτ ν/(ρu4τ ) and Πq by 2νTτ2 λ/(ρcp P r). Notice that a
logarithmic color scale is used in order visualize the wide range of entropy scales evolving
in this configuration.
In terms of dimensionless rates of entropy production, it appears that entropy is primarily produced by viscous dissipation rather than heat transport. Thereby, large coherent
+
streaks with high values of Π+
v and Πq are generated at the wall. Theses structures are
convected away from the wall and tend to smear out while they cascade into smaller ones.
+
+
By comparing Π+
v and Πq , it is apparent that scales of Πq are considerable larger than
+
scales of Πv . This makes clear that irreversibilities in air-to-air plate type heat exchanger
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Instances of entropy production rates by viscous dissipation (A) and heat
transfer (B) inside the generic heat exchanger.
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occur on different scales, but primarily on large scales in the case of heat transport and
over a wide range of scales in the case of viscous dissipation.
Next, the observations from the visual appearance are quantified by means timeaveraged rates of entropy production as a function of non-dimensional wall distance y +
in figure 6.

1

10

+

100 200

y

Figure 6. Instances of entropy production rates by viscous dissipation (A) and heat
transfer (B) inside the generic heat exchanger.
+
+
Both, Π+
v and Πq are high at the viscous sublayer (y < 5), decrease rapidly within
the buffer layer (y + < 30) and are low at the log-law region (y + > 30). This is in good
agreement with the observations in subsection 4.1 that turbulent thermofluid processes
within air-to-air plate heat exchangers are predominantly limited to the near-wall region
and as it can be seen here, these processes are essentially irreversible. Based on this,
it can be concluded that the degree of thermodynamic ineffectiveness of air-to-air plate
type heat exchangers are highly influenced by the near-wall region which acts as a strong
source of irreversibility. Therefore, for efficient use of energy in such thermal devices, the
design of the plate types are of crucial importance.

8
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Direct numerical simulation of a generic air-to-air plate type heat exchanger has been
carried out in order to investigate the degree of thermodynamic ineffectiveness of such
thermal devices frequently used for waste heat recovery in buildings. Thereby, several
distinctive features of heat and fluid flow along with the related entropy generation mechanisms have been pointed out. Some important observations from this numerical study
can be outlined as follows:
• examining turbulent near-wall flow statistics, it turned out that vigorous turbulent
activity of heat and fluid flow appears in the vicinity of the heated wall associated
with high turbulent production and dissipation rates. Thereby, fluctuation of the
skin-friction coefficient and Nusselt number are high which indicates additionally
strong transient thermofluid processes.
• it appears that entropy is primarily produced by viscous dissipation rather than heat
transport processes. Thereby irreversibilities occur on different scales, primarily on
large scales in the case of heat transport and over a wide range of scales in the case
of viscous dissipation.
• the degree of thermodynamic ineffectiveness of air-to-air plate type heat exchangers
are highly influenced by the near-wall region which acts as a strong source of irreversibility. Therefore, for efficient use of energy in such thermal devices, the design
of the plate types are of crucial importance.
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Abstract. This paper reports on a comparative study of different near-wall modeling
approaches in the context of large-eddy simulations (LES) under non-equilibrium flow
conditions. For this purpose several LES with near-wall modeling of an inclined impinging jet at moderate Reynolds number of Re = 5000 are conducted and results are
compared with near-wall flow statistics of a direct numerical simulation (DNS) dataset.
Two commonly used wall stress models based on semi-logarithmic variation of the nearwall velocity, an advanced wall stress model that includes pressure gradient effects, a two
layer approach and an improved delayed-detached eddy simulation method (IDDES) are
evaluated. Thereby, it turned out that classical near-wall modeling treatments based on
semi-logarithmic variation of the near-wall velocity do not apply under non-equilibrium
flow conditions. In contrast, IDDES, two layer models as well as advanced wall function
approaches that include pressure gradient effects are able to predict the near-wall flow
statistics along with wall shear stresses properly. Furthermore, advanced wall function
approaches exhibit significant lower computational cost compared to IDDES or two layer
models. Because of this and due to their apparent simplicity, advanced wall functions
might be a promising approach for near-wall modeling in real engineering applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

Impinging jets are used in a variety of engineering applications like cooling of gas
turbine blades or electronic components because such flow arrangements provide a very
effective and flexible way to transfer thermal energy between a target surface and a fluid.
Given their practical relevance, several jet geometries and flow conditions were examined
with the goal to identify preferred operating conditions along with guidelines for their
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practical usage. Reviews of experiments, numerical studies and empirical correlations of
impinging jet flows are provided by [1, 2] and others.
Characterized by strong flow/wall interaction processes, impinging flows feature very
complex flow properties including the presence of stagnation point, shear boundary layer
development, and strong streamline curvature [3], fundamentally different to those found
in equilibrium boundary layer flows like turbulent pipe or channel flows. In the case of
equilibrium boundary layers, the ratio of streamwise pressure gradient and wall shear
stress is a constant and therefore a single velocity scale (i.e. the friction velocity) exists
(see e.g. [4]). In contrast, in impinging flows an adverse non-streamwise pressure gradient
force acts on the boundary layer and turbulence is predominantly imposed by the free
stream and not wall shear generated as it is the case in equilibrium flows. Consequently,
impinging boundary layers are highly non-equilibrium and no single velocity scale exists.
On the numerical modeling side, LES can provide insight into the complex flow dynamics of impinging flows. However, LES experiences severe shortcomings in dealing
with near-wall dominated flows unless very fine grids are used in the vicinity of the wall.
Thereby, in the so called wall-resolved LES approach, turbulent flow structures are fully
resolved within the boundary layer resulting in very high computational cost. Therefore,
due to limited computing power, it is common practice in LES to use a near-wall modeling approach to reduce the required computational effort, especially in the case of high
Reynolds number flows where the boundary layer close to the wall becomes very thin. In
general, these LES near-wall modeling approaches can be divided into wall shear stress,
two layer and hybrid RANS/LES methods (see e.g. [5]).
Regarding wall shear stress models the very thin boundary layer at the wall is bridged
with a single cell and suitable assumptions are made about the near-wall velocity profile
in order to obtain the required wall shear stress. Because of bypassing the inner layer, the
computational costs of this approach is noticeably lower than in wall-resolved LES and
also lower compared to other near-wall modeling strategies like two layer models or hybrid
RANS/LES. Classical wall function formulations are based on semi-logarithmic variation
of the near-wall velocity like Spalding’s wall function [6] or the approach proposed by
Werner and Wengler [7]. However, it is well known that such simplified formulations do not
apply under non-equilibrium flow conditions as apparent in impinging flows. To overcome
this weakness, advanced wall treatments like generalized or analytical wall functions [8, 9]
can be used that includes additionally pressure gradient effects.
In the case of two layer methods, a mesh with fine resolution is embedded between the
matching location of the outer mesh and the wall. At the embedded mesh a simplified
set of RANS-based turbulent boundary-layer equations are solved where the required wall
shear stress is calculated and used as wall boundary condition for the LES calculation
on the overlapped outer mesh. Pressure gradient effects are taken into account from
the solution of the RANS-based turbulent boundary-layer equations. Therefore, as it is
the case for advanced wall functions, two layer models are able to capture some nonequilibrium effects. However, as it was observed in many numerical studies (e.g. [10]),
two-layer models tend to overpredict the skin friction, which is caused by the addition of
the resolved turbulent stress. Moreover, it should be noted here, that the generation of
2
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two separate numerical grids can be challenging in the case of complex geometries.
In the last approach, the so called hybrid RANS/LES modeling, RANS equations are
numerically solved in the inner layer, while LES equations are solved away from the wall.
Several strategies can be used to switch between one model and the other, such as changing the length scale from a RANS mixing length scale to a grid size related length scale,
or using a blending function to merge the RANS and sub-grid scale eddy viscosities [5].
In contrast to wall-resolved LES, where the grid has to be refined isotropically in all three
directions in the vicinity of the wall, hybrid RANS/LES requires only grid refinement in
wall-normal direction, leading to a significant reduction in the computational cost [11].
Prominent examples of hybrid RANS/LES models are detached-eddy simulations (DES),
very large-eddy simulations (VLES) or scale-adaptive simulations (SAS). Models of this
type perform well in cases with mean-flow perturbations (adverse pressure gradients, separation), but can mismatch for flows with attached, thin shear layers, where the instability
mechanisms are comparatively weak, as shown by [12].
Although numerous LES near-wall modeling approaches were proposed in the literature, it is worth mentioning that an assessment of the prediction accuracy and computational cost of these models regarding impinging flows among other complex flow
situations are rarely reported in the literature. This motivates the present work, which
reports on a comparative study of different near-wall modeling approaches in the context
of LES under non-equilibrium flow conditions. For this purpose several LES with nearwall modeling of an inclined impinging jet at moderate Reynolds number of Re = 5000
are conducted and results are compared with near-wall flow statistics of a DNS dataset
[3]. Two commonly used wall stress models based on semi-logarithmic variation of the
near-wall velocity [6, 7], an advanced wall stress model that includes pressure gradient
effects [8], a two layer approach based on the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model [13] and an
improved delayed-detached eddy simulation method (IDDES) [14] are evaluated.
This paper is organized as follows. At first, the LES method and the near-wall modeling
approaches are briefly described in section 2. Then, the numerical test case, an inclined
impinging jet on a solid surface, and the numerical procedure are introduced in section
3. A validation of the near-wall modeling approaches under equilibrium flow conditions
(fully developed turbulent channel flow at Reτ = 2003) is given in section 4. Subsequently,
the results of the evaluation study for non-equilibrium fluid flow conditions are presented
in section 5. Section 6 deals with a comparison of the computational cost of the different
LES near-wall modeling approaches. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in
the last section.
2

METHODS

In this section, the LES and RANS equations applied to solve the turbulent flow field
of the inclined impinging jet are introduced. Then, the near-wall modeling approaches
used in the present study are briefly described.

3
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2.1

LES and RANS equations

In the case of turbulent flow with constant physical properties and no body force the
continuity and momentum equations with respect to RANS and LES read:
∂U i
=0
∂xi



∂U i ∂U j
∂U i
∂
∂p
∂
+
(U i U j ) = −
+
+
(ν + νt )
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(1)
(2)

where Ui is the velocity field, p the kinematic pressure, and ν the kinematic viscosity.
In the context of LES, (·) in equations 1 and 2 denotes filtered quantities, and νt
represents the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity. Regarding RANS, (·) denotes time-averaged
quantities, and νt is the turbulent eddy viscosity. In this work, the Wall-Adapting Local
Eddy-Viscosity model (WALE model) [15] is selected to close the LES equations. Regarding RANS, the Spalart-Allmaras model [13] is used to close the RANS equations. The
different near-wall modeling approaches to describe the boundary layer in the vicinity of
the wall are described in the following.
2.2

Near-Wall Modeling: Wall Shear Stress Models

As mentioned above, the basic idea of wall shear stress models are to make suitable
assumptions about the near-wall velocity profile in order to obtain the required wall shear
stress τw . The most well-known assumption about the near-wall velocity profile is the law
of the wall, which is based on equilibrium flow and reads:
U + = y+

(near-wall region) U + =

1 +
lny + 5.2 (log law region),
κ

(3)

where κ = 0.41 is the Kármán constant. U + = U/uτ and y + = uτ y/ν denote the velocity
and the distance from the wall in wall units.
Based on the law of the wall, Spalding proposed a single formula for the whole boundary
layer which includes viscous sublayer, buffer layer and inertia sublayer as [6]:


(κU + )2 (κU + )3 (κU + )4
+
+
+
+
y = U + 0.1108 exp(κU ) − 1.0 − κU −
−
−
,
(4)
2!
3!
4!
whereby the wall stress can be obtained by a iterative procedure. A similar approach was
proposed by Werner and Wengle [7], in which an analytical integration of a power-law
near-wall velocity distribution resulting in the following expressions for the wall stress:

2
2ν|U |
ν

for |U | ≤ 2∆y
A 1−B
 ∆y
2

 1+B
 1+B
 B
τw =
(5)
1+B
2
1−B
ν
1+B
ν
ν

1−B
1−B ,
A
+
|U
|
for
|U
|
>
A

2
∆y
A
∆y
2∆y
where A = 8.3, B = 1/7 and ∆y is the distance between the first cell center and the wall.
4
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As it can be seen from equations 4 and 5, both, Spalding’s wall function and the
approach of Werner and Wengle do not consider the effect of pressure gradients. To
overcome this weakness, Shih et al. [8] proposed an extended formulation that includes
the effects of the pressure gradient. Thereby, the velocity U is decomposed into two parts:
U = U1 + U2 .

(6)

Here, U1 depends only on the wall stress τw while U2 is related to the streamwise pressure
gradient dPw /dz near the wall. Shih et al. proposed then the following formulations:


(κU1+ )2 (κU1+ )3 (κU1+ )4
+
+
+
+
yτ = U1 + 0.1108 exp(κU1 ) − 1.0 − κU1 −
−
−
,
(7)
2!
3!
4!


(yp+ )2 = U2+ + 0.0408 exp(U2+ /5.0 − 1.0 − U2+ /5.0) ,
(8)

where U1+ = U1 /uτ , yτ+ = yuτ /ν, U2+ = 2U2 /up and yp+ = yup /ν. up is calculated as
up = [(ν/ρ)|dpw /dz|]1/3 and uτ is obtained by expression 7 using an iterative procedure.
Using both velocity scales, the resulting velocity at the first grid point at the wall results
from equation 6. A detailed description of the entire procedure can be found in [8].
2.3

Near-Wall Modeling: Two Layer Model

In the two layer approach, a mesh with fine resolution is embedded between the matching location of the outer mesh and the wall [17]. In the present study, the Spalart-Allmaras
[13] model are applied to solve the inner layer on the embedded mesh which reads
 2

∂ ν̃
cb1  ν̃
∂ ν̃
+ uj
= cb1 (1 − ft2 )S̃ ν̃ − cw1 fw − 2 ft2
∂t
∂xj
κ
d




∂ ν̃
1 ∂
∂ ν̃ ∂ ν̃
(ν + ν̃)
+ cb2
,
(9)
+
σ ∂xj
∂xj
∂xi ∂xi
where the turbulent eddy viscosity is calculated as νt = ν̃fv1 . The model coefficients employed in the present study can be found in [13]. On the outer layer, the LES equations
are solved using the WALE model [15]. Thereby the resolved velocity and pressure gradient from the LES serve as boundary condition for the inner layer RANS. Finally, the wall
stress from the RANS is returned as wall boundary condition for the LES calculation.
2.4

Near-Wall Modeling: Improved Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation

Following the procedure described in [14], a hybrid turbulent length-scale based on the
blending of the RANS and LES length-scales are used in the improved delayed detachededdy simulation (IDDES) approach. The length scale is given as:
˜l = fh (1 + frestore Ψ)lRAN S + (1 − fh )ΨlDES ,

(10)

where lRAN S is a RANS-based turbulent length scale and lDES is a grid-based length scale.
In the case of Spalart-Allmaras model as applied in the present study, the RANS-based
5
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length scale equals the distance to the wall lRAN S = dw . The grid-based length scale is
calculated as lDES = CDES ∆, where ∆ is the grid width defined as ∆ = (∆x ∆y ∆z )1/3 and
CDES is a constant given as CDES = 0.65. In the IDDES approach, the blending function
fh is defined in such a way that lRAN S is used in regions with low mesh resolution (primarily
close to the wall) and lDES in region where the grid resolution is sufficient fine for LES
(away from the wall). A detailed description of the model can be found in [14].
3

Configuration and numerical Procedure

In accordance with the DNS study [3], a turbulent jet impinging on a 45◦ -inclined
solid surface at Re = 5000 is investigated. Figure 1 (A) shows a contour plot of the
instantaneous magnitude velocity |U | at mid-plane section of the jet. Notice that an
additional coordinate system is introduced with η representing the wall-normal direction
and ζ is the direction along the wall with the origin located at the stagnation point.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Snapshot of the magnitude velocity at mid-plane section (A) and a representation of the numerical grid (B) of the inclined impinging jet configuration.
In the test section, a turbulent stream of dry air (T = 290K, p = 1atm, Re = 5000)
leaves a square nozzle (diameter d = 40mm) and is blocked after a distance of 1D by a
45◦ -inclined wall. Thereby, due to a turbulence generating grid located inside the nozzle
(not shown here), the jet stream appears highly turbulent (turbulent intensity of 10%)
and is not fully developed when it leaves the nozzle (see [3]). Further downstream, the
main flow is divided into two opposed jet streams directed outward along the solid surface.
As it can be seen in figure 1 (A), different flow situation associated with a characteristic
near-wall behavior occur within this configuration, namely, (I) a wall-jet in main flow
direction that resembles an equilibrium boundary layer, (II) a stagnation region with
high non-streamwise pressure gradient force and (III) an opposed wall-jet region, where
the fluid is subject to a strong acceleration, stretching and recirculation.
An illustration of the block-structured numerical grid used in the present study is
shown in figure 1 (B). The grid is divided into an outer region and a near-wall region.
The spatial resolution of the outer region is identical for all near-wall modeling approaches
and consists of 86, 677 control volumes. The resolution of the near-wall region depends on
6
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the particular near-wall modeling approach applied. In this respect it is worth mentioning
that a non-dimensional wall distance parameter to describe the near-wall resolution is not
meaningful in the case of impinging flows since no single velocity scale exists. Therefore,
for comparison reasons, the number of grid points in wall normal direction Nw within
the near-wall region and the wall distance of the first grid cell at the wall ηw are used to
characterize the near-wall resolution. Characteristic quantities of the numerical grids in
respect to the particular near-wall modeling approaches are summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Spatial resolution of the numerical simulations. N: total number of cells; Ni :
number of cells of the near wall region; Nw : number of cells in wall normal direction
within the near-wall region; ηw : wall distance of the first grid cell at the wall.

N
Ni
Nw
ηw

wall function
90,941
4,264
2
0.50-1.25mm

two layer
103,733
12792
6
0.11-0.28mm

IDDES
99,469
12792
6
0.11-0.28mm

Regarding the inlet condition at the nozzle exit section, realistic inflow data from the
DNS study [3] are utilized. Therefore, the turbulent velocity field is recorded in the DNS
at the nozzle exit section and stored for each time step in a database. These dataset is
interpolated in space and time to match the inlet of the LES simulation. At the outflows,
a velocity inlet/outlet condition is used to allow backflow into the computational domain.
Thereby, the internal cell value is used in the case of inflow and Neumann condition is
applied in the case of outflow. At the walls, no-slip condition is utilized.
LES with near-wall modeling is performed using the standard solver pimpleFoam of
the open source C++ library OpenFOAM 2.4.0. The considered near-wall modeling
approaches are added to the source code. A second order central differencing scheme is
applied for the convection terms and a second order conservative scheme is used to solve
the Laplacian terms. A second order backward integration method is utilized for the time
derivative terms. Thereby, the time step is chosen small enough to ensure that the CFLnumber remains smaller than one. Convergence of the iterative procedure is obtained if
all normalized residuals are smaller than 10−8 .
4

PREDICTION ACCURACY: EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

At first the prediction accuracy of the models under equilibrium flow conditions is
examined. For this purpose, LES with near-wall modeling of a fully developed channel
flow at Reτ = 2003 is conducted and results are compared with a DNS of [18]. The
dimensions of the domain are given as 10δ × 2δ × 25δ in spanwise, wall-normal and
streamwise direction, respectively, where δ is half the channel height. In the case of wall
shear stress models the spatial resolution is selected as (∆x+ , yw+ , ∆z + ) = (200, 80, 200)
7
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resulting in 1,250,000 cells. Regarding the two layer modeling approach the resolution
of the outer mesh equals the numerical grid used for the wall shear stress models. The
embedded mesh is located at y + = 720 and consists of 725,00 cells. For the IDDES,
the mesh resolution is chosen as (∆x+ , yw+ , ∆z + ) = (200, 1, 200) with a total number of
cells of 2,375,000. Results of the predicted mean and rms velocities along the wall-normal
direction in comparison with the DNS data are shown in figure 2.

1.0

0.0

y δ

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

y δ

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Profiles of predicted mean and rms velocities along the wall-normal direction
using different LES near-wall modeling approaches. Comparison with DNS data of [18].
As it can be seen in figure 2 (A) predicted mean velocities are in good agreement for
all LES near-wall modeling approaches. Similar results are obtained for the rms velocity
profiles. However, the peak values of the rms velocities are slightly shifted away from the
wall and values at the outer region are underestimated, which holds for all models.
Finally, predicted wall shear stresses of the different near-wall modeling approaches are
compared with the DNS value in table 2.
Table 2. Predicted wall shear stresses in comparsion with the DNS value.

τw /τwDN S

Shih
0.91

Spalding
0.86

Werner&Wengler
0.91

two layer
1.03

IDDES
0.73

Obviously, the wall shear stress is slightly overestimated by the two layer model and
underestimated by the wall function and IDDES approaches. Best agreement is given by
the two layer model, while the IDDES method reveals largest discrepancies.
5

PREDICTION ACCURACY: NON-EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

After examining the performance of the LES near-wall models for equilibrium conditions, their prediction accuracy under non-equilibrium conditions is analyzed now. For
8
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this purpose, figure 3 shows predicted wall-parallel (A) and wall-normal (B) mean velocities at several wall-normal traverses (ζ/D = −0.5, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1) of the inclined impinged
wall in comparison with the DNS dataset of [3]. The corresponding rms wall-parallel and
wall-normal velocity components are depicted in figure 3 (C) and (D), respectively.

0.00

0.15
0.00

0.00
0.15

0.15
0.00

Urms,ζ/Ubulk

Urms,η/Ubulk

(c)

(d)

0.00
0.15

0.15

Figure 3. Time-averaged and rms wall-parallel (A), (C) and wall-normal (B), (D)
velocity components divided by the bulk velocity of the jet at several wall-normal traverses
(legend see figure 2).
Just as under equilibrium conditions, predicted mean velocity profiles agree very well
with the DNS data. This holds for all LES near-wall modeling approaches under consideration. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the wall-parallel and wall-normal rms
velocity profiles as shown in figure 3 (C) and (D), respectively. Here, deviations between the different LES near-wall modeling approaches are slightly higher, however all
the models give reasonable results.
Figure 4 shows the predicted wall shear stresses along the wall-parallel direction ζ at
x/D = 0 (at the stagnation region of the jet) in comparison to the DNS data of [3].
9
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Figure 4. Predicted wall shear stress along the wall-parallel direction ζ at x/D = 0 in
comparison to the DNS data of [3]. (legend see figure 2)
As it can be clearly seen in figure 4, the classical wall function formulations based on
a semi-logarithmic variation of the near-wall velocity (Spalding [6] and Werner&Wengle
[7]) underestimate the wall shear stress considerably and as a result do not apply under
non-equilibrium conditions with strong non-streamwise pressure gradients. In contrast
to these, the advanced wall function by Shih et al. [8], the IDDES method [14] and the
two layer model do not show such a unphysical behavior. All these models are able to
predict the wall shear stress around the stagnation point properly (as well as apart from
it) and might be therefore a promising approach for near-wall modeling under such flow
conditions.
6

COMPUTATIONAL COST

One of the key objectives by using near-wall modeling is to reduce the computational
effort of a LES to allow the calculation of high Reynolds number flows. Therefore, it is
of practical interest to address the required computational cost to achieve an acceptable
prediction accuracy. For this purpose figure 5 shows the required relative computational
cost of the different LES near-wall modeling approaches for the turbulent channel test case
(A) and the inclined impinging jet configuration (B) with regard to the computational
cost required by using Spalding’s wall function. The computational cost is estimated on
a Linux 3.10.0-514.26.1.el7.x86 64 Red Hat 4.8.5-11 (x86 64) system using an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU X5660 with 2.80GHz and 48GiB RAM. 6 CPU-cores were used and the
maximal CFL-number was set to 0.3.
Regarding the channel flow test case at high Reynolds number (figure 5 (A)), the computational cost is low for wall shear stress models and up to four times higher for the
IDDES and two layer approaches. This picture changes in the case of the inclined impinging jet configuration. Here, all LES near-wall modeling approaches exhibit a similar
computational cost due to the moderate Reynolds number. Therefore, it can be concluded
that especially for high Reynolds number flows, wall shear stress models are less computational expensive than other LES near-wall modeling approaches, while in the case of
10
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Figure 5. Relative computational cost of different LES near-wall modeling approaches
for the turbulent channel test case (A) and the inclined impinging jet configuration (B)
with regard to the computational cost required by using Spalding’s wall function.
moderate Reynolds numbers all models are similar CPU-intensive.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Several LES near-wall modeling approaches have been evaluated for equilibrium and
non-equilibrium boundary layers. For this purpose LES with near-wall modeling have
been conducted for a fully developed turbulent channel flow at a high Reynolds number
of Reτ = 2003 and a turbulent jet impinging on a 45◦ -inclined solid surface at a moderate Reynolds number of Re = 5000. Thereby, the prediction accuracy and the relative
computational cost of the different approaches have been determined. Some important
observations from this comparative study can be outlined as follows:
• Examining turbulent near-wall flow statistics, it turned out that wall shear stress,
IDDES and two layer models are able to predict mean and rms velocities appropriate
for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium boundary layers.
• Regarding wall shear stresses, advanced wall function approaches like the formulation of Shih et al. [8], IDDES and two layer models are able to predict the wall
shear stress accurately for equilibrium and non-equilibrium boundary layers.
• Regarding the computational cost of different LES near-wall approaches, it appears
that especially for high Reynolds number flows, wall function models are less computational expensive than IDDES or two layer models, while in the case of moderate
Reynolds number flows all these models are similarly CPU-intensive.
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Abstract.The process of designing and creating a new generation of transonic and supersonic
wind tunnels is closely related to the development of efficient methods of the wall interference
reduction. Along with the application of the permeable (perforated and slotted) walls, the
possibilities of using alternative types of boundaries are investigated. One of the most promising
approaches is generation of the homogeneous jet-boundary conditions on the solid walls of the
wind tunnel test section using the near-wall jets or controlled boundary layer. Numerical
simulation of a flow around the models with various test section boundaries has made it possible
to substantially reduce the volume of the wind tunnel tests and to select optimal parameters of
the boundary condition.
1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the wall interference reduction is primarily the boundary problem, and it
remains the topical one in the wind tunnel testing technique, especially at high subsonic and
transonic flow velocities. At these regimes, the use of solid walls is unacceptable due to the
phenomenon of the test section blockage, which is connected with the fact that in the narrowest
section of flow, usually at the location of the model, the sonic velocity is achieved. Permeable
walls can remove this disadvantage, allowing extra gas to penetrate through the walls to the
plenum chamber and then return back. From the interference point of view, perforated and
slotted walls demonstrate different behaviour and both have their own advantages and
drawbacks. Slotted walls generate large-scale vortex disturbances and form rather thick nearwall layer with non-uniform flow, and make the formulation of the uniform boundary condition
very problematic. Classic boundary condition on the perforated walls does not allow remove
all types of wall interference.
One of the most promising approaches for the wall interference reduction is the formation
of homogeneous boundary conditions on the solid walls of the wind tunnel test section by
arranging the near-wall jets [1]. The relevant character of jet boundaries can be illustrated by
the fact that an unbounded flow field over a model can also be represented as a flow in
boundaries formed by jets with an infinite thickness and the dynamic pressure equal to that in
the main flow. The use of the optimization algorithm for jets parameters made it possible to
practically eliminate the influence of boundaries. However due to technological difficulties in
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the implementation of jet boundaries, this type of boundary conditions has not been widely
used. To simplify the experimental procedure, the effective approach based on the boundary
layer control on the smooth solid walls of the test section was proposed [1]. The controlled
boundary layer proved to be rather simple modification of jet boundaries. Standard models
testing at subsonic and transonic velocities demonstrated the ability of new wall boundaries to
eliminate the wall interference. In this case, the balance characteristics of the model should be
the same as in the unbounded flow conditions. However sometimes the tested models are
oversized and the acceptable thickness of the boundary layer is insufficient to remove the
interference perturbations. To overcome this difficulty, the further development of this method
was elaborated. Some new tests showed that the combination of a controlled boundary layer
and perforated walls of the wind tunnel test section allows eliminating to a considerable extent
the shortcomings of both perforated and jet boundaries.
Wall interference problem for low supersonic regimes has some specific features. To
eliminate the wall influence usually means to damp the reflected wave disturbances. New
experimental and CFD approaches also can help to solve this problem.
Nowadays a very high level of CFD capabilities has been achieved. Thus numerical
modelling of flow around 2D and 3D models in different boundaries allows substantially
diminish the necessary volume of experimental studies. Within the framework of this paper, the
results obtained during experimental research in the TsAGI transonic wind tunnel will be
considered, as well as numerical simulation using the ANSYS CFX and the Electronic Wind
Tunnel (EWT-TsAGI) software [2].
2

FLOW SOLVER

A modern, integrated approach to an aerophysical research includes the wind tunnel testing
and numerical simulation. Nowadays numerical investigation becomes indispensable part of
the research because of its informativity and the ability to simulate a wide range of tasks.
Numerical methods are especially relevant due to the possibility of modeling the wind tunnel
experiment that is extremely important in confirming the effectiveness of promising techniques
in experimental aerodynamics. However, it should not be forgotten that the results of numerical
calculations require validation and verification.
In this research, we aimed to confirm the effectiveness of the controlled boundary layer
concept for wall interference reduction and to optimize boundary layer parameters using wellknown ANSYS CFX and EWT-TsAGI codes. Moreover, the “unbounded-flow” characteristics
of the tested models were also obtained and compared with the wind tunnel results.
The flow solver used in the present work is the EWT-TsAGI code that has been in use at
TsAGI since 1996. The method is well described in Ref. [3, 4]. It permits to solve the stationary
(RANS) and non-stationary (URANS) Navier-Stokes equations using Reynolds-averaging. All
the results presented here are based on RANS approach. The implicit smoother method is
developed to accelerate the Godunov-type TVD scheme for approximation of convective fluxes
(MUSCL) [5, 6]. The method used is based on the delayed correction procedure [7] and applies
the Gauss–Seidel block method with the cell renumbering to solve the system of linear
equations. For the approximation of SST turbulence model [8] source terms, the analysis of
eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix is used. The local choice of an explicit or implicit scheme and
the manner of time step implementation (global or local), depending on the relationship between
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the specified global time step and the local stability condition of the explicit scheme is the main
specific feature of the numerical method.
3

NACA 0012 AIRFOIL

Flow around the NACA 0012 symmetrical airfoil is a classic two-dimensional test case.
Flow simulation parameters coincide with the experimental parameters [9] (M=0.7, α=1.49°,
chord length c=1 m, Re=9∙106). At the first stage, simulations were performed in “unbounded”
flow on structured grids with 16640, 66560 and 2662400 cells. The distance from the airfoil
surface to the outer boundary of the computational domain for all grids was 20 chords. Grids
were concentrated near the leading and trailing edges and along the normal to airfoil surface.
Based on preliminary calculations, at least 32 cells were placed into the boundary layer; the
spacing near the wall was 1E-6, which is enough to guarantee y+ < 1 (Fig. 1).
Calculated CP distributions are in good agreement (Fig. 2). The slight difference can be seen
only in the region of shock wave location - on the coarse grid, the shock wave is “blurred”.
CFD predictions are also in good agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 2) and calculations
of other authors [10] (Table 1). At the second stage of the numerical investigation, influence of
solid walls and solid walls with the controlled boundary layer was estimated using NACA 0012
airfoil. For this purpose test section of transonic wind tunnel (cross-section blockage of NACA
0012 airfoil was 4.08%) was simulated with boundary layer on top and bottom walls. In the
first case, boundary layer grew naturally, and in the second case, its integral parameters were
significantly increased by setting longitudinal velocity profile at the entrance to the
computational domain.
The obvious result of simulation in solid walls was a significant distortion of flow around
airfoil, which resulted in considerable change in pressure distribution (Fig. 3). This result
illustrates well influence of solid walls of test section at transonic speeds. To simulate controlled
boundary layer at the test section entrance, we set the profile of longitudinal velocity
component:
ℎ

ℎ

(1)

𝑢𝑢(𝑦𝑦) = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ ((𝑦𝑦 + ) ∙ 𝑘𝑘) ∙ (− 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ (𝑦𝑦 + ) ∙ 𝑘𝑘 − ℎ ∙ 𝑘𝑘) ∙ 𝑢𝑢∞
2

2

where h is the test section height, u∞ is the free stream velocity and k is the dimensionless
coefficient that determines velocity profile near the wall.
A set of calculations with different velocity profiles at the test section entrance was
performed. The least level of wall interference was obtained by setting the velocity profile with
k=12 ratio. Simulation of the controlled boundary layer by setting the velocity profile allowed
eliminating practically the wall influence. CP distributions are in a good agreement with
“unbounded” flow results (Fig. 3) even though presence of a solid wall. The values of CD and
CL coefficients are also close to the values obtained in experiment [9] and simulations in
“unbounded” flow (Table 1).
Table 1: Comparison of CD and CL coefficients. Experimental data and CFD (“unbounded” flow and solid walls
with controlled boundary layer)

Research
Experiment (T.L. Holst, [9])

3
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CD

CL

0.00830

0.2540
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Bosniakov et al., [10] (Grid 640000 elements)

0.00836

0.2407

Current research («unbounded» flow)

0.00850

0.2366

Current research (solid walls with controlled boundary layer k=12)

0.00825

0.2581

For the best result with the controlled boundary layer (k=12) on a distance of one chord in
front of the airfoil, integral parameters of the boundary layer were determined (Fig. 4).
Displacement thickness was 39.8 mm (2.65% of the test section half-height).
4

WIND TUNNEL TEST & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As part of the development of the concept of controlled boundary layer, a series of
experiments to assess its operability and effectiveness was carried out. Test facility chosen for
these experiments was the transonic TsAGI T-112 wind tunnel that was previously often used
for solution of the test technique problems and as a pilot facility for the new concepts
implementation.
Boundary layer control on the top and bottom wall was realized with the help of the wedgeformed spoiler grids mounted at the test section entrance and aimed at creating the additional
drag in the near-wall region. The spoiler height might be changed manually from 0 to 32 mm.
In the model location zone the boundary layer parameters were measured using the Pitot tubes
rake. Boundary layer characteristics were changed in wide range. In particular, the displacement
thickness varied from 6 mm to 36 mm, i.e. from 2% to 12% of the test section half-height.
In the experiments, the geometrically-similar schematized models of civil aircraft (without
empennage) were tested at Mach number 0.8. Their dimensions are given in Table 2. Testing
of the geometrically-similar models is the well-known way to estimate the boundary
interference. It is considered that the proper choice of boundaries can lead to coincidence of the
aerodynamic characteristics for all such models. Although this method is debatable, it helps
when there is no more reliable criterion, such as, e.g., the unbounded-flow results. Half model
is shown in Fig. 5.
All models were tested in different boundaries: in solid walls and in the 2-side perforation.
In order to reduce the wall interference, a combination of the jet-perforated boundaries
(perforated walls and controlled boundary layer) was used.
Table 2:Dimensions of the transport airplane schematized models

Model

Length
[m]

Wingspan[m]

8-203-3
8-203-4

0,5681
0,4584

0,495
0,4

Wing
area
[m2]
0,035
0,0228

ba
[m]
0,0698
0,0564

Wing area/
Test section
area
0.097
0.063

Data analysis of application of combined jet-perforated boundaries during the tests of
schematized models of civil aircraft were quite encouraging. Compared with the solid-wall data
(Fig. 6) and the results, obtained in standard perforated walls (Fig. 7), much better coincidence
of aerodynamic curves was obtained in the combined boundaries (Fig 8). It should be noted that
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both lift coefficient curves and pitch moment curves demonstrate good agreement even in the
present tests with the evidently oversized models.
5

NUMERICAL FLOW SIMULATION

The only real confirmation of the boundary interference approach correctness is a direct
comparison of the results obtained in the wind tunnel with the model characteristics in the free
flight. These “unbounded-flow” characteristics may be obtained in the wind tunnel with larger
dimensions, as it was done in [11], when T-128 results for the transonic reference model
(blockage 0.37%) were verified in the AEDC 16T facility (blockage 0.07%). In the case of
models with relatively simple geometry the unbounded-flow characteristics may be also
obtained numerically. The flow around reference model 12299-2 was simulated in a large
computational domain (20×20×20 m3) at different angles of attack (0°, 4°, 8°, 12°, 14°, 15°,
16°) at Mach number M = 0.8 on the 16 million cells mesh using the turbulence model SST.
Comparison of the "unbounded" curves with the experimental results (Fig. 9) shows that
combined jet-perforated boundaries may be considered as the most effective variant of lowinterference test section walls arrangement.
6

REDUCTION OF SHOCK WAVE REFLECTION

One of the most important methodological problems is the reduction of the wave
perturbations influences on test model characteristics in the wind tunnel. This problem has
appeared in the experiments at low supersonic velocities (1<M<1.5). The main source of the
flow field perturbations is the model itself generating shock waves and rarefaction waves. These
wave perturbations interact with flow boundaries at small supersonic velocities and reflect to
the tested model. Due to short extension of the characteristic rhomb these wave perturbations
distort the flow field near the model rear part. As a result, significant errors occur in measuring
the balance characteristics of the model, especially its moment characteristics.
At low supersonic velocities, the elimination of boundary influence consists, mainly, in
damping of shock waves and rarefaction waves. Well-known way to solve this problem is the
application of perforated-wall test section of the wind tunnel. Investigations in this field have
shown that the use of the optimal permeability of perforated walls makes it possible to minimize
reflected perturbations at low supersonic velocities [12]. It should be noted that disturbances
reflecting from the solid wall have the same sign (shock waves reflect as shock waves,
rarefaction waves as rarefaction waves), and the reflection from free boundary (perforation
holes) changes the sign to the opposite one. So the reflected disturbances weaken each other
and diminish the interference effect. Successful choice of the open-area ratio substantially
improves the flow field near a model. However, the discrete character of boundary condition
can influence the final result. Some authors also outline that the use of a constant perforation
can degrade the interference properties of the wind tunnel walls [13]. The development of new
approaches to this problem may contribute to the test technique improvement.
To study the interaction of perturbations generated by a model in the facility with solid walls,
as well as with a controlled boundary layer, numerical simulation of the 2D flow around a thin
cone-cylindrical model was carried out. The cone generatrix angle of the model was 4°.
Dimensions of the square cross-section were 600×600 mm and a length of the simulated test
section was 1100 mm; test section blockage was about 1%. In order to save the calculation time,
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bearing in mind the symmetry of the calculation area, only half of the test section with the
model was considered. The calculation was carried out using the Electronic Wind Tunnel (EWT
TsAGI package) and ANSYS CFX software.
To analyze the efficiency of the controlled boundary layer concept to solution of the problem
of reflected perturbation waves, we considered different coefficients of the boundary layer
thickness, k=10, 20, 30, 40. The table 3 shows the correspondence between the coefficient k
from equation (1), the displacement thickness δ* and the momentum thickness θ of the
boundary layer.
Table 3: Matching of the boundary layer thickness coefficient and integral characteristics

k
10
20
30
40

δ*
0.069391
0.034824
0.023356
0.017664

θ
0.030584
0.015176
0.009978
0.007336

In order to determine the optimal coefficient k, we also calculated the flow around the tested
model with an unbounded flow, since such flow can be considered a reference for solving the
problem of boundary interference. And also for comparison, calculations were carried out in
solid walls on which the boundary layer increased according to the traditional law.
The results obtained comparing the distribution of the Mach number in the center of the
calculated region, as well as the pressure distribution over the surface of the cylinder, showed
that the optimal coefficient of thickness of the boundary layer on a rigid wall is k = 30. (Fig.
10)
Eventually, application of numerical methods demonstrated that the use of a controlled
boundary layer in the case of a two-dimensional problem makes it possible to reduce greatly
the level of perturbations reflected from the wind tunnel walls. Thus, the distortion of the model
aerodynamic characteristics measured in the wind tunnel test will also be significantly reduced.
7

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

Numerical simulation of flow around the models with various test section boundaries,
such as solid wall with controlled boundary layer has made it possible to substantially
reduce the volume of the wind tunnel tests and to select optimal parameters of the
boundary condition for subsonic and transonic flow regimes.
A numerical investigation has shown that the application of a controlled boundary layer
can significantly reduce wall interference and the level of the reflected wave
disturbances. Thus, it can improve the accuracy and reliability of the wind tunnel test
results at low supersonic velocities.
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Figure 1: NACA 0012 geometry and computational grid

Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and predicted –CP(x/c) curves, NACA 0012 airfoil, M=0.7, α=1.49°
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Figure 3: NACA 0012 -CP(x/c) distribution in different boundaries, M=0.7, α=1.49°

Figure 4: Simulation of NACA 0012 airfoil with the controlled boundary layer, using EWT-TsAGI code,
M=0.7, α=1.49°
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Figure 5: Surface streamlines at geometrically similar schematized model of civil aircraft, M=0.806 α=12.202°

Figure 6: CL(α) and CM(α) curves for tests in solid walls. Geometrically-similar schematized models of civil
aircraft. M=0.8
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Figure 7: CL(α) and CM(α) curves for tests in perforated boundaries. Geometrically-similar schematized models
of civil aircraft. M=0.8

Figure 8: CL(α) and CM(α) curves for tests in jet-perforated boundaries. Geometrically-similar schematized
models of civil aircraft. M=0.8
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Figure 9: CD(α) and CL(α) curves for tests in solid walls, perforated walls, jet-perforated boundaries and
“unbounded flow”. Geometrically-similar schematized models of civil aircraft. M=0.8
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Figure 10: Pressure distribution along cylinder at Mach number 1.5
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Abstract. A novel method to solve complex gear contact problems is presented. The method is
implemented in the Siemens PLM multibody solver Motion and employs an accurate and fast
dedicated contact detection strategy using a hybrid numerical/analytical teeth contact stiffness
representation. Experimental and numerical comparisons are proposed to validate the quality
of the approach.
1

INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing awareness on environmental concerns, stringent targets are being set for
energy efficiency and emissions. Industry is forced to improve their design under conflicting
requirements between customers (increasing performance) and regulatory bodies (increasing
efficiency). Mechanical transmissions are responsible for significant energy losses (6-8% of
total) in automotive and wind energy applications. Recent research studies [1,2] document
margins to significantly reduce transmission losses by 50%, showing potential for saving 9.3
million tons of CO2 emissions in the automotive field. On the other hand, the complex
interactions between efficiency optimization and other crucial performance attributes such as
durability and noise are not well studied nor understood. One of the main reasons for this
deficiency is the lack of proper simulation tools allowing to calculate the dynamic behavior of
systems that include geared transmissions, with a sufficient level of speed and accuracy. In fact,
gearboxes present significant engineering challenges in many application fields, ranging from
automotive (cars, trucks, buses) to wind turbines and helicopters. The basic components of a
transmission system are gears, bearings, shafts and the supporting structure. They are all
mutually connected and the supporting structure substantially affects bearings contacts and gear
meshing through e.g. several types of misalignment. The interactions between the different
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components, result oftentimes in poor dynamics and NVH performances. A key performance
indicator (KPI) generally adopted to evaluate the NVH performances of transmissions is the
transmission error (TE) [3].
In recent years, indeed substantial effort is being dedicated to analyze transmissions at a
system level in order to achieve better performances in terms of efficiency, noise and reliability.
The main challenge still remains the lack of methods to capture the non-linear system dynamics
in a sufficiently detailed, yet computationally efficient way. Without claims of completeness,
designers of transmissions can choose from three types of simulation platforms to support their
design and simulation efforts. The first family is targeted at gear box design, providing a lot of
gear box specific know-how that can be used in the design process, but lacking certain
simulation capability such as e.g. dynamic system level simulations. A second family is
represented by nonlinear finite element tools. These tools cover the highest end of the spectrum
regarding solution accuracy, but are computationally too expensive for lengthy time-domain
simulations and system level analysis. As a result, users are practically limited to a series of
static simulations or short dynamic simulation of sub-systems such as a single gear pair. The
third family is represented by general purpose multi-body simulation tools which are ideal for
dynamic system-level simulations but usually lack specificity and/or accuracy regarding
advanced drivetrain simulations.
The methodology presented in this work belongs to the latter family and proposes to extend
the applicability range of multibody approaches towards dynamics drivetrain simulations. This
is achieved thanks to a dedicated efficient contact detection and an advanced and scalable
contact force computation method. In particular geometrical effects such as misalignment,
microgeometry modifications and wedging, are taken into account thanks to a tailored contact
detection scheme. In order to efficiently solve the contact problem, a non-linear
complementarity problem is regularized and solved with a stable Newton scheme. This problem
accounts for local non-linear Hertzian phenomena and linear flexibility of the gear bodies
including coupling between multiple contacting teeth and lightweight gear bodies. This is
efficiently attained thanks to notions related to the field of (discontinuous) model order
reduction [4, 5, 6]. The implementation is available as a standard product in the Siemens
multibody solver Motion (Siemens Virtual.Lab Motion [7], Siemens Simcenter 3D Motion [8]).
The solver is designed to be modular and includes the possibility to simulate stiffness,
damping and friction contact forces for cylindrical internal and external gears. For what
concerns stiffness contributions to contact forces, the user is able to select between three levels
of complexity: Standard, Analytical and Advanced [9]. These three options also present some
sub-options in order to satisfy advanced users and provide a wide range of simulation
opportunities. Figure 1 highlights the main differences and characteristics of the available
approaches.
This work analyzes in more details the Advanced – FE preprocessor option which represents
the highest level of fidelity implemented and is a significant step forward towards efficient and
accurate gear simulation. The Advanced – FE preprocessor allows to account a wide range of
flexibility-induced phenomena (lightweight gears, convective coupling effects, etc.). The
method and the preprocessing steps have been developed in cooperation with the University of
Leuven (KU Leuven - Belgium) and the University of Calabria (Italy).
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Figure 1: Gear contact methods available in Virtual.Lab Motion and Simcenter 3D Motion

2 METHODOLOGY
The Advanced – FE preprocessor method belongs to the larger class of penalty based contact
problems [10]. These methods are generally defined by two computational steps: (1) a contact
detection step and (2) a force computation. Penalty methods allow the bodies in contact to
unphysically penetrate between each other. By means of this penetration and a penalty stiffness,
contact forces are produced. These forces counter the penetration between the bodies in contact,
so that only a limited amount of penetration is allowed until the force equilibrium is achieved.
Within (non-linear) FE formulations, the penalty factors used are - generally speaking- set to
values that are several orders of magnitude larger than the FE contact stiffness. This results in
a negligible penetration depth, but in an increased numerical stiffness of the problem to solve.
This often requires very small time-steps for integration stability and leads to unacceptable
computational performances.
In the field of contact in multibody systems, penalty formulations are generally adopted to
compute contact interactions between very stiff bodies. In this context the overall body
deformation is negligible with respect to the local contact deformation. The latter can oftentimes
be approximated thanks to the usage of several analytical expressions, mostly including Hertzbased non-linear analytical formulas and coefficients of restitutions to simulate dissipative
effects [11]. These methods are generally efficient and accurate for contact between stiff
bodies, but become inaccurate when the global body deformations start to play an important
role. Contact between gears lies in the difficult realm of contact problems for which the linear
global deformation of the bodies is small but significant with respect to the non-linear contact
deformations. For this reason the Advanced - FE preprocessor combines the best of two words
by performing an efficient rigid contact detection and merging numerical and analytical
methods for the computation of the contact stiffness.
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2.1 Numerical aspects of contact detection
The presented method makes use of a tailored efficient contact detection strategy. The main
assumptions are listed as follows:
 The method assumes contact between cylindrical spur/helical internal/external gears and
profile shapes that are involute or close to involute;
 The tangent and normal vectors to the contact surfaces are computed assuming perfectly
involute profiles;
 The contact points along the gear flank remain located along the line of action defined
by the involute profiles.
Thanks to the above assumptions, it is possible to exploit well know analytical formulas [12,
13] that allow to predict the locations of potential contact between the gears teeth. These
assumptions are usually acceptable in the field of gear contact especially when metallic gears
are considered. In particular, the shapes of the majority of commercial cylindrical gears is very
close to an involute and the surface normals are only slightly affected by profile modifications
or tooth deformation. The contact point migration along the flank profile due to microgeometry
and deformation is mostly negligible. Moreover, the contact stiffness variation caused by this
migration is negligible. These assumptions might lose some of their effectiveness when
extremely deformable gears are considered (e.g. rubber-like materials).
Within the presented approach several effects are taken in to account:
 Microgeometry modifications: The penetration between the teeth flank profiles is
corrected for microgeometry induced modifications along the normal to the contact;
 Axial overlap: The contact detection strategy determines the axial overlap between the
contacting gears based on geometrical considerations on-line during simulation;
 Misalignment: One of the most important characteristics of the implemented contact
method lies in the possibility to simplify translational and rotational misalignments
between gears thanks to dedicated geometrical computations performed on-line during
simulation. Angular misalignments are complex to resolve in an exact manner but have
a large impact on the static and dynamic behavior of geared transmissions. The proposed
method introduces an approach to deal with these conditions thanks to the concept of
‘average rotational axis’. First a coarse contact detection step is performed to simplify
the contact detection by virtually re-aligning the gears such that their rotation axes
become aligned along the ‘average rotational axis’. This coarse contact detection
effectively reduces the problem to the solution of contact detection of aligned gears. In
order to compute a reliable approximation of the penetration in the misaligned
configuration, a second step is performed to evaluate the penetration occurring between
points in the original misaligned configuration. This two-step approach is accurate for
small angular misalignments as found in most engineering applications;
 Slicing: In order to increase the accuracy of a contact simulation, the contact detection
has the possibility to divide the axial overlap in equidistant segments (slices). This is
done by taking into account various effects, such as flank modifications along the axial
direction, misalignment and stiffness variations along the tooth width. The penetrations
and velocities are computed for each slice center and are considered constant along each
slice width.
The implemented contact detection includes several important features that allow its usage
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for a wide variety of applications in the geared transmissions world. Thanks to the assumption
of contact between rigid bodies that is typical of multibody applications, the method remains
computationally superior to FE-based contact detection methods.
2.2 Numerical of contact force computation
After the contact detection, a second computational step is performed to translate the
penetrations into contact forces. Here, the discussion is focused towards the computation of
contact forces acting along the teeth normals and caused by stiffness-related effects. Friction
forces and damping forces are not detailed in this work for sake of conciseness.
The Advanced - FE preprocessor method is inspired by several works [4-6, 14-17] and is a
hybrid analytical/numerical penalty approach. The overall idea behind the method is detailed
in the next paragraphs. By reference to Figure 2, the overall contact deformation is decomposed
in two components:

Figure 2: Decomposition in global and local deformation [5]

A local non-linear deformation caused by locally non-linear Hertzian-like effects;
A global linear deformation caused by the tooth bending and shear as well as by
complex effects due to the gear body geometry and coupling between different teeth (e.g.
when one tooth is loaded, also adjacent teeth will deform).
In order to capture the first contribution, it is possible to rely on analytical formulas available
in the literature. In the method presented in this work, a formula derived by Weber and
Banaschek [16, 17] based on Hertzian theory is used;
The second contribution includes global effects that despite being linear with respect to the
applied loads, is generally not representable by any closed-form analytical expression. In-fact,
the types of combinations of gear body geometries and teeth shapes cannot be captured properly
by a parametric analytical formula. These types of effects are typically well captured by gears
modelled with the finite element (FE) method. To this end, an FE model of each gear involved
in the contact is created. To help the user in this task, a parametric the FE preprocessor is
accessible [9]. Once the mesh is available, a numerical strategy is adopted to decouple the part
of the deformation captured by the underlying FE model and the part captured by the non-linear
analytical formulas. It is of paramount importance to make sure that this decomposition is
performed accurately, so that local deformation effects are removed from the contribution
included in the FE representation. The adopted technique is described in [5, 17]. This approach
is schematically represented in Figure 3 where the first two images on the right-side represent
FE-based calculations. In the same figure, the rightmost image represents the analytical nonlinear contact deformation. The FE simulations result in a compliance matrix file computed for
each gear to be considered. The method allows the user a large range of flexibility.
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Figure 3: Computational steps to represent gear total deformation

A special attention is given to the amount and types of “coupling” convective terms to be
included in the problem solution. With coupling terms we indicate the following effects:
 Slice coupling effects: When a single axial slice is loaded on a tooth flank, the other
slices on the same tooth flank will experience a deformation, effectively contributing to
the compliance matrix of the tooth. These terms are always included in the computations;
 Teeth coupling effects: When a single axial slice is loaded on a tooth flank, slices
belonging to all of the adjacent teeth will experience a deformation that effectively
contributes to the compliance matrix of the gear pair. In common applications, only a
limited amount of teeth is in contact at a certain instant in time, such that the amount of
teeth coupling terms can be limited, consequently reducing storage. The user can chose
to increase the complexity and accuracy of the simulation by including these effects.
The coupling terms between slices and – more importantly – between teeth are a truly unique
feature of this method for multibody systems and is an important contribution to the high
accuracy of the method. The above method description can be summarized in mathematical
terms in a non-linear complementarity problem (NLCP) [18] of the following form:
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
12
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
12
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
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Where:
 𝚫𝚫𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝒍𝒍 is the vector of instantaneous penetrations on each active slice 𝑙𝑙 for each of the teeth
that are simultaneously in contact at a certain time instant. The penetration vector is
corrected for the contribution due to the microgeometry in the normal direction;
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
12
12
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
 [𝑭𝑭
𝒍𝒍 ⋅ 𝒏𝒏𝑙𝑙 ] is the vector of unknown contact forces in the normal direction 𝒏𝒏𝑙𝑙 with respect to
the involute profile;






12
𝒇𝒇(̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑭𝑭𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝒍𝒍 ⋅ 𝒏𝒏𝑙𝑙 , 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚1,2 , 𝐸𝐸1,2 , 𝜈𝜈1,2 ) is a vector of non-linear functions of the normal contact
forces that accounts for the non-linear Hertzian contact compliance effects as according
to [8]. 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚1,2 , 𝐸𝐸1,2 , and 𝜈𝜈1,2 represent known input parameters that relate to the gears
geometry and material properties;
𝑪𝑪𝒊𝒊 (𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 , 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 , 𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖 ) is a full matrix that includes the FE based compliance for gear i;
12
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝒈𝒈(𝑭𝑭
𝒍𝒍 ⋅ 𝒏𝒏𝑙𝑙 , 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚1,2 , 𝐸𝐸1,2 , 𝜈𝜈1,2 ) is the residual function.
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It can be noticed that due to the full nature of the 𝑪𝑪𝒊𝒊 matrices, the amount of penetration on
each slice is highly depended on the penetration (and contact forces) acting on all the potentially
active slices. In practice, the amount and the locations of the active slices are not known before
the solution of (1)-(4). In physical terms, this can be explained thinking that some slices might
exit or enter contact due to the influence of loads acting on other loaded slices. Several strategies
exist to solve the above problem. When a solution exists, the system of equations can be solved
exactly using an NLCP solver or approximately using a regularization scheme and a modified
Newton solver. Given the difficulty in guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness of the solution
of the NLCP, the second alternative was selected. An algorithm has been tailored to guarantee
convergence of the solution by exploiting the particularly well defined structure of the nonlinear contribution 𝒇𝒇(−) of the system of equations. The following considerations make the
suggested approach computationally attractive and scalable from a user point of view:
 The separation between global and contact compliance allows to adopt a relatively coarse
mesh (usually 6-12 elements on the profile and 4-12 elements on the width are enough
for cylindrical gears), as compared to typical contact mechanics FE meshes where the
contact areas have to be highly discretized;
 The slicing approach allows the user to select a number of slices in which the
instantaneous axial overlap is divided. A number of slices that is similar to the amount
of element along the teeth axes is usually suggested;
 Since contact forces are computed including a non-linear local compliance term, the
contact stiffness presents the typical stiffening behavior with increasing contact loads.
2.3 Stiffness map creation thanks to model order reduction
As mentioned in previous sections, the creation of the gear compliance matrix involves the
computation of a reduction space that is used to condense the information contained in the
underlying FE stiffness matrix of the gears. The used space reduction is obtained based on a
procedure similar to the one detailed in [5], which leverages a series of static FE solutions for
each potential contact node. The reduction space contains only the global deformations the
gears. In order to further limit the amount of preprocessing and the CPU time during the
multibody simulation, the user is provided with a parameter that allows to limit the amount of
calculations. In fact, in many cases, it is not necessary to compute global deformation patterns
for each of the nodes on a gear flank, since global shapes obtained from applying loads to
adjacent nodes are very similar and they add only little amount of information to the compliance
database. For the majority of the cases, it is sufficient to extract deformation patterns for a
limited set of FE nodes (e.g. 50-70% of the nodes on the teeth flanks).
The obtained reduction space 𝚿𝚿 𝑖𝑖 is used to reduce the stiffness matrix of the underlying FE
model, as shown in Eq. (5):
𝑇𝑇
(5)
𝑲𝑲𝑖𝑖red = 𝚿𝚿𝑖𝑖 𝑲𝑲𝑖𝑖FE 𝚿𝚿𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
The matrix 𝑲𝑲FE is the FE stiffness matrix of gear and 𝑲𝑲red is the reduced stiffness matrix.
The inverse of the reduced stiffness matrix is used internally in the multibody solver to create
the compliance matrix 𝑪𝑪𝒊𝒊 mapped onto the gear axial slices.
It is well known that the amount of vectors that need to be included in the reduction space
can become significant. As a consequence, the reduced stiffness matrix 𝑲𝑲𝑖𝑖red becomes
prohibitively large [4] (especially in the case of non-axisymmetric gears with a large number
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of teeth). In addition, it is important to notice that due to the rotation of the gears, only a few
teeth are actively involved in the contact at a certain moment in time. For this reason, the
assembly of the reduced stiffness matrix is performed dynamically during the simulation, using
only the segment of the database related to the part of 𝑲𝑲𝑖𝑖red that is involved in the contact (at a
certain moment in time). This procedure is closely related to the static modes switching method
proposed in [4]. Since the contact forces are computed in a quasi-static manner, the numerical
procedure remains smooth and convergence is obtained at each time-step (without spurious
oscillations). The update of the compliance database takes place every time a new tooth pair
enters/exits contact, or when the amount of teeth potentially in contact changes (e.g. due to a
center distance variation). In this way, an optimally small database is retained and the inverse
of the reduced stiffness matrix is updated only when necessary. The coupling terms between
the teeth are also assembled at the same time, depending on how many coupling terms the user
decided to select. Symmetry is also exploited when possible. The application of the abovementioned features results in a big benefit for the user in terms of computational effort.
3

VALIDATION

The Advanced - FE preprocessor methodology has been validated using multiple
experimental results. The main goal of the validation process is to evaluate the accuracy and
robustness of the modeling techniques (simulation data) using test measurements (experimental
data). The validation process has been carried out thanks to the usage of an in-house precision
gear test-rig [19] – see Figure 4 and Figure 5– jointly developed by Siemens PLM Software,
KU Leuven and the University of Calabria.

Figure 4: Picture of the test rig (left), and the corresponding CAD design (right). Image credit: SISW.

The test rig has been designed and manufactured to assess typical gear-related physical
quantities in static and dynamic conditions, under imposed conditions of misalignment and
shaft compliances. The setup is composed of two main parts: (1) the test side and (2) the reaction
side. These parts are dynamically separated from each other by using flexible couplings.
Designed in a power-recirculating arrangement, it allows a small electric motor to spin the
shafts. This simplifies the application of smooth speed and constant torque preloads and
facilitates the measurement of rotational and lateral vibrations in the system. The raw data
obtained from the experiment is then post-processed to obtain frequency and order domain
results.
The gears used in the test campaign were manufactured with tight tolerances and measured
tooth by tooth in the profile and lead directions. Tooth surfaces have been hardened and
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precision ground to ISO quality 3 (equivalent to AGMA 15). The gears are designed in such a
way that the signal to noise ratio of the TE is emphasized, due to higher tooth compliance. In
this paper, two gear sets are tested for validation purposes: (A) a set of gears with no micromodifications (3U-4U); and (B) a set of gears including micro-modifications (P1-P2). The
geometrical specifications and micro-modifications of the gears are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 5: Cylindrical gears mounted on the test side of the setup (left) and test rig instrumentation (right).
Table 1: Gear specifications.
Parameters
Driving gear tooth number
Driven gear tooth number
Helix angle
Pressure angle
Module
Face width
Center distance
Micro-modifications

Units
[-]
[-]
[deg]
[deg]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[µm]

Gear set 3U-4U
57
57
0
20
2.6
23
150
-

Gear set P1-P2
57
57
0
20
2.6
23
150
P1: 5 (profile crowning)
P2: 10 (profile crowning)

Gear set A: 3U-4U: In this test configuration, the TE is measured while the gears are rotating
at 10 rpm. The applied torque values are ranging from 50 to 350 Nm. Figure 6 presents the
results obtained after the post-processing of raw TE data. The left plot shows the comparison
of the computed and measured transmission error, corresponding to a selected set of torque
values. In the right plot, the amplitudes of the 1 st and 2nd meshing orders (orders 57 and 114) of
the gears are presented for every value of applied torque. Given the low speed of rotation, a
high Coulomb friction coefficient of 0.4 has been applied to the gear contact element during
simulation. The matching between measurements and simulations is very good both in angle
and order domain for all torque levels. This shows the accuracy of the proposed method to
capture the stiffening behavior proper to gear contact and the stability of the method with
respect to the discontinuous number of teeth in contact.
Gear set B: P1-P2: The gears in set B include tooth micro-modifications, see Table 1. The
rotation speed is 10 rpm and different values of torque are applied, similar to the gear set A.
The measured TE results are presented in Figure 7 (left). The computation of TE is performed
by considering different values of friction coefficient (µ ∈ [0.30, 0.35, 0.40]). The numerical
results (TE) corresponding to each friction coefficient are presented together with the measured
results. To better illustrate the effect of friction on the results, the amplitudes of the 1 st and 2nd
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meshing orders are presented in Figure 8. Similar to the previous case, the low speed of rotation
imposes large values of Coulomb friction coefficients.

Figure 6: TE at different torque levels in angle (left), and order domain (right)

Figure 7: TE at different torque levels (left) and zoom on friction effect at higher torque levels: i.e. 350 Nm.

Figure 8: The amplitudes of simulated TE vary in function of the friction coefficient.

At first, it can be observed how the matching of the TE for low values of torques follows the
typical parabolic shape dictated by the microgeometry. This shows the accuracy of the selected
contact detection method. It is interesting to see how both measurements and simulation show
the same discontinuous behavior in TE. At each angular pitch, the friction reversal effect
happens due to the sign variation of the relative speed between the contact points (see Figure 7
– curve at 150 and 250 Nm). The solver can cope well with this highly discontinuous behavior
as well. The effect of friction become prominent at higher loads (see Figure 7 – curve at 350
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Nm and zoom at the right). Qualitatively, it is important to notice that the behavior shown in
Figure 7 is particularly complex to capture. In particular, gears with profile crowing are
designed in order to obtain a minimal transmission error at a nominal loading (torque). Due to
the combined effect of microgeometry, friction and tooth flexibility, the TE shows instead a
monotonically increasing trend. This effect cannot be captured by uncoupled analytical
methods. Finally, Figure 8 shows the influence of the friction coefficient with respect to the
first two orders of the TE, further highlighting the change in qualitative and quantitative
behavior of this gear pair with respect to friction.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a novel method to solve gear contact problem for detailed NVH and
system level multibody analysis of complex transmissions. The method is implemented in
Siemens Virtual.Lab Motion and Siemens Simcenter 3D Motion multibody solvers. The
Advanced FE-preprocessor method allows to retrieve quantitative results with an accuracy
similar to non-linear FE methods with a much lower computational cost. It can be used for
system level dynamics assessments, NVH analyses and design studies including
microgeometry, dynamic center distance variations, and misalignment. Its hybrid FE
formulation offers the possibility to analyze complex systems including ring gears and
lightweight gears with a great level of accuracy. A first validation against experimental results
shows a very good match of the results with respect to transmission error. The results show a
great potential of the method for dynamic system level analysis as well. Future works will
validate the method in more complex systems under dynamic conditions.
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Abstract. Ultrasonic wedge/wedge-wire bonding is used to connect electrical terminals of
semiconductor modules in power electronics. The wire is clamped with a tool by a normal
force and ultrasonic vibration is transmitted through the wire into the interface between wire
and substrate. Due to frictional processes contaminations like oxide layers are removed from
the contact zone and the surface roughness is reduced, thus the real contact area is increased. In
the next step of bond formation, thermomechanical forces create micro-junctions between the
wire and substrate and the bond strength increases.
The bond parameters like the bond normal force, the ultrasonic vibration amplitude and
the geometry of the clamping tool show a high influence on the strength and reliability of the
wire bond and need to be investigated in detail. Therefore, in this contribution the dynamical
behaviour of the ultrasonic system, the wire and the substrate are modeled in form of substructures, which are connected by the friction contacts between tool and wire and between wire and
substrate. Approaches for modelling the time variant contact behaviour, the substrate dynamics,
and the model order reduction for a time efficient simulation are described to simulate the full
bonding process.

1

Introduction

Ultrasonic wedge/wedge wire bonding is a well known technology which is industrially used
to connect electrical terminals of semiconductor modules in power electronics. Aluminum wire
is preferably used in heavy wire applications because of its robust bonding behaviour and low
cost. The challenges due to rising electrical power in high power applications, such as wind
turbines, electrical vehicles or solar modules are higher thermal and mechanical stress of the
junctions. The limits of aluminum wire bonds can be overcome by copper wire bonds because of their significantly higher electrical and thermal conductivity and mechanical stability.
Because of the different material properties, the bonding parameters in copper wire bonding
differ significantly from those of aluminum wire bonding. The ultrasonic power and the normal
bonding forces are about 2 to 3 times higher. Also, the copper wire bonding process reacts
more sensitive to parameter changes and wear of the ultrasonic tool (wedge) is increased. This
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makes manufacturing of reliable copper bond connections challenging, [Chauhan et al. 2014],
[Eichwald et al. 2016] and [Schemmel et al. 2018]. To understand the complex process of bond
formation and for the optimization of the bond parameters, detailed modelling of the highly
dynamical and non linear mechanical contact is essential.
In this contribution, first a description of the bond process and the ultrasonic system is presented. The contact behaviour between wedge and wire is modeled for micro wear simulations
and geometry optimizations to increase the transmittable tangential force. A time variant contact model and a discretized micro-slip model for the interface between wire and substrate for
simulations of the bond formation are discussed. Substrate dynamics play an important role in
ultrasonic wire bonding, especially when bonding on supple substrates. Therefore, a method for
creating a state space model for the substrate-substructure and a model order reduction, based
on the ”Hankel Singular Values”, are presented.
2

Description of the wire bonding system and the bond process

The bonding system consists of an ultrasonic transducer which is fixed in the bonding machine by a clamp, Figure 1. The transducer is excited by an oscillating voltage U which is
transformed to a mechanical oscillation by the piezoelectric ceramics. The transducer is operated at the resonance frequency of a longitudinal vibration mode. Typical bond frequencies
of the transducers for heavy wire bonding lie in the range of 40 to 100 kHz. The oscillation
amplitude xT at the tip of the transducer is used to excite a bending mode of the wedge. The
wedge is attached to the transducer by a bolt and transmits the oscillation of the wedge to the
wire. The tip of the wedge for heavy wire bonding has the shape of a v-groove to clamp the wire
by the bond normal force Fbn . The wedge-tip is typically made of tungsten carbide or titanium
carbide [Long et al. 2017].
The bond process is divided into 4 phases. In the first phase (”Pre-Deformation Phase”) a
static ”Touchdown Force” FT D is applied and the wire is clamped between the wedge and the
substrate at the bond position. In the next phase (”Cleaning Phase”), the ultrasonic vibration
xW and the bond normal force Fbn , which can differ from FT D , are applied to the wire, that
starts to move on the substrate. Due to friction processes in the interface, contaminations like
oxide layers are removed and the surface roughness is reduced. Thus the real contact area of
metal-metal contact is increased [Althoff et al. 2015]. In the third phase (”Deformation Phase”),
thermomechanical forces and additional shear stress in the wire due to the ultrasonic vibration
lead to high plastic deformation of the wire, even though the normal force Fbn is not increased
significantly; the effect of high deformation under influence of ultrasonic vibration is known as
the ”Ultrasonic Softening Effect”, [Daud et al. 2007]. In the Deformation Phase, first microjunctions are build and the relative motion between wire and substrate is reduced to partial
micro-slip. In the last phase (”Interdiffusion Phase”), the material bond between the wire and
substrate develops. A material flow between wire and substrate can be seen, which is activated
by the ultrasonic induced stress in the interface [Sbeiti 2013].

2
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Figure 1: Bonding system for heavy wire bonding, consisting of the ultrasonic transducer, driven by the oscillating
voltage U(t), and the wedge, clamping the wire by the bond normal force Fbn . The wedge is excited to a bending
oscillation by the transducer amplitude xT (t) and the wire is excited by the wedge amplitude xW (t).

3

Modelling the contact between wedge and wire

In ultrasonic wire bonding, the contact between wedge and wire fulfills different basic requirements, [Althoff et al. 2016]. First, the contact is crucial for the transmission of the tool tip
oscillation xW to the interface between wire and substrate. On the other hand, slippage between
wedge and wire protects the already bonded wire from damage when ultrasonic vibration is still
applied during the interdiffusion phase. Finally, to guarantee a stable process over hundreds of
thousands of bonds for a cost efficient production of microelectronic products, wear processes
in the v-groove and their influence on the bond formation have to be considered.
An appropriate way for geometry optimizations of the wedge geometry is to use the finite
element simulation under the consideration of plastic deformation of the wire and the nonlinear
frictional contact between wedge and wire, [Althoff et al. 2016], [Eichwald et al. 2017]. The
main parameter of the geometry of the v-groove is the angle α, Figure 2. The angle α influences the clamping force Fwn by a force enlargement of the bond normal force Fbn and thus
the maximum tangential force, that can be transmitted to the wire. Simulation results show,
that with decreasing tool opening angle α, the ratio FFwn
and the transmittable tangential force
bn
increase.
Besides the angle α, the shape of the v-groove has an important influence on the bonding
results; e. g. additional ridges can reduce the slippage between tool and wire and increase the
lifetime of the tool, [Xu et al. 2015]. A change of the tool-tip geometry due to wear processes

3
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Figure 2: Analysis on the influence of different angles α of the v-groove on the clamping force Fwn , [Althoff et al.
2016].

leads to varying bonding results over the tool-lifetime. In [Eichwald et al. 2016], a finite element
model is presented to simulate the wear in the v-groove based on Fleischer’s wear law:
V̇ =

1
Pf
e∗f

(1)

In Eq. 1, Pf is the frictional power and e∗f the frictional energy density as a characteristic
parameter for the wear of the frictional contact. Fleischer’s law is used for calculating the
volume loss in the v-groove by simulating the tangential excitation and the resulting micro-slip
in the contact between wedge and wire. From simulation results of micro wear for different
angles α follows, that an angle α of 90° is beneficial for a constant and uniform volume loss in
the v-groove. This leads to a more stable and robust bond process over hundreds of thousands
of bonds. In Figure 3, the unworn geometry of the v-groove of a tool for a 500 µm copper wire
bond process and the worn geometry after ≈ 100000 bonds can be seen. The worn geometry
of the v-groove leads to a different deformation behaviour; the width of the bond increases
and a less smooth contour of the bond compared to the unworn geometry of the v-groove is
observed, [Broekelmann et al. 2016]. A highly deformed wire as a result of the worn v-groove
can reduce the reliability of the bond connection because of stress induced failure mechanisms
like so called ”heel cracks”, [Celnikier et al. 2011]. When using the worn wedge geometry in
finite element simulations, the influence of the geometry change of the v-groove on the normal
contact pressure distribution between wire and substrate can be seen; for a given bond force Fbn ,
the worn wedge geometry leads to a larger interface area with increased width and the mean
normal contact pressure is less, compared to the initial geometry. Additionally, the geometry
change of the v-groove leads to a different clamping force Fwn , thus the transmittable tangential
4
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force changes.
In summary, different aspects have to be considered for the tool design in heavy wire bonding. For optimizations of the tool geometry, finite element simulations should be used, analyzing the micro-wear processes and the transmittable tangential force in the contact between tool
and wire. The geometry of the unworn geometry should be designed for a high transmittable
tangential force. This can be achieved either by changing the angle α of the v-groove or by
modifying the geometry of the v-groove with additional ridges clamping the wire. From simulation results of micro wear in the contact between tool and wire follows, that an angle α of 90°
is beneficial for a constant and uniform volume loss in the v-groove. This leads to a more stable
and robust bond process over hundreds of thousands of bonds. Both goals, a high transmittable
tangential force and less/uniform micro wear in the contact, can not be achieved with the same
angle α leading to an multiobjective optimization problem.

Figure 3: Wear processes in the v-groove of the wedge (top) and the influence of the worn geometry on the
deformation behaviour of the wire (middle) and normal pressure distribution from finite element simulations in the
interface between wire and substrate (bottom), [Unger 2017].

4

Modelling the bond formation

In the past, several approaches for modelling the bond formation in dependence of the friction energy have been reported, [Gaul et al. 2009], [Althoff et al. 2013]. In this contribution, a
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differential equation system is used to simulate the bond formation, [Schemmel et al. 2018]:
γ̇
γ̇
τ̇
τ̇

= β Pf
∀ γ <1
=0
∀ γ ≥1
= γ α Pf ∀ Pf ≥ P0
=0
∀ Pf < P0

(2)

In Eq. 2, the state γ represents the cleaning state of the interface. The cleaning state can have
values from 0 (initial state) up to 1 (fully cleaned). In the cleaning phase, oxide layers and other
contaminations are removed from the interface. Analogous to Fleischer’s law the friction power
Pf (in the partial area of the interface) leads to a rising cleaning state γ due to frictional wear
of oxide layers in the contact. Additionally, the real contact area increases due to deformation
of asperities under the influence of ultrasound, [Bai et al. 2016]. The second state τ represents
the degree of bond strength, which is influenced by the cleaning state and the frictional power
Pf ; remaining oxide layers and contaminations aggravate the bond formation and an activation
power P0 is needed for a rising weld strength, [Gaul et al. 2009]. The coefficients β and α
have to be determined from measurements. In [Althoff et al. 2015], the cleaning phase has been
studied in experiments which can be used to derive the coefficient β , see Figure 4. An adapter
block is used to fix 500 µm copper wires with an inelastic glue. The adapter block is excited
with an oscillation amplitude xs = 12.1 µm. A low excitation frequency of 50 Hz is used for
an isolated investigation of the cleaning process without ultrasonic effects like the additional
deformation of asperities with ultrasound. The results show that due to cleaning processes in
the interface, the friction coefficient increases with increasing frictional energy, that has been
accumulated over the oscillation time.

Figure 4: Experimental investigations of the friction coefficient in the cleaning phase. Two 500 µm copper wires
are glued to an adapter block which is excited with an amplitude xs and a frequency of 50 Hz, [Althoff et al. 2015].
The curve shows the approximation to mutliple single measurements at different normal loads Fn in the range
between 10 N and 150 N.

The simplified differential equation system in Eq. 2 uses the frictional power Pf calculated
by a frictional point contact model. The point contact model can be either applied to the whole
6
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interface area between wire and substrate, leading to a generalized contact model or a discretized microslip model where the interface area is discretized into partial contact areas. Due
to the small excitation amplitudes in the range of 1-10 µm in heavy wire bonding, typically no
gross slip between wire and substrate can be seen, except in the cleaning phase. Even though no
sliding between wire and substrate as a whole occurs, there is partial slip in the interface; this
makes a discretized microslip model suitable for a more detailed simulation, considering microand macro-slip, [Hu et al. 2006], [Althoff et al. 2013], [Unger et al. 2016], [Unger 2017].
The interface area is discretized and the normal pressure distribution - which is calculated by
the finite element model - is assigned to the partial areas. In Figure 5, the simulated distribution
of the bond strength can be seen. The bond strength is directly affected by the distribution of
the normal pressure, which affects the frictional power in the partial area. A typical feature
of the bond strength distribution in ultrasonic wire bonding is the elliptical ring shape of areas
with high bond strength which are related to areas of high frictional power during the ultrasonic
excitation of the wire.

Figure 5: Simulated distribution of bond strength (rated from 0 (low) to 1 (high)) at different cut off times of the
bond formation process, using the microslip friction model, [Unger et al. 2016].

5

Modelling the substrate dynamics

The substrate dynamics play an important role in ultrasonic wire bonding, especially when
bonding on supple substrates. For describing the dynamical behaviour of the substrate, the
mode superposition method can be used, [Hatch 2000], [Schemmel et al. 2018]. The modal
matrix and eigenfrequencies as a result of a numerical modal analysis of the substrate are used
to create a state-space representation:
ẋ = A x + B u
y=C x

(3)

In Eq. 3, A is the system matrix, B is the input matrix, and C is the output matrix. The output y
of the system is chosen by the user; in case of modelling the substrate dynamics, the displace7
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ment and velocity output at the bond position are of interest. The model order of the state space
system in Eq. 3 depends on the number of modes, that are taken into account. In order to reduce
the simulation time, the relevance of the states on the selected output are rated by the controllability and observability of the states with the ”Hankel Singular Values” (HSV). Therefor, the
gramian matrices of controllability (ΓS ) and observability (ΓB ) are used, [Hatch 2000]. When
using the balanced transformation of the state space system from Eq. 3, the gramians of the
balanced system are equal, ΓS = ΓB = diag (σ1 , . . . , σn ) with σi the HSV.
In this contribution a ”Direct Copper Bonded” (DCB) plate is used as a substructure. The
DCB-plate is fixed at the edge of a rubber plate and the bond position is placed at the edge of
the DCB-plate. In the numerical modal analysis, different types of plate vibration modes can
be seen, Figure 6. In the next step, the HSV are calculated to reduce the order of the state

Figure 6: Results of a numerical modal analysis of the investigated substructure, consisting of a ”Direct Copper
Bonded” (DCB) plate, which is fixed on a rubber plate. Two representative inplane mode shapes of the DCBplateare shown.

space sytem. The initial system order consists of 300 modes, leading to 600 states. In Figure 7,
the first 40 HSV, ordered by their magnitude, are shown. For the model order reduction, states
related to HSV with a small magnitude are truncated. In this example, a reduced state space
system with the first 20 states and with the first 10 states was created. The frequency response
of the three state space systems shows, that a very good agreement between the reduced system
(20 states) and the full system (300 states) can be seen. In case of the reduced system with 10
states, less accuracy in the approximation of the full system is reached. In the following, the
reduced order model with 20 states is used for numerical investigation.
With the reduced state space system of the substrate substructure a dynamical system analysis of the bond formation at two different excitation frequencies is carried out. Therefor, the
whole system behaviour including the substructures of the ultrasonic transducer, the wire mass,
and the substrate are used. A reduced model for the ultrasonic transducer was presented in
[Unger et al. 2015]. Two different excitation frequencies of the transducer are investigated; one
below the first resonance frequency of the substrate ( f1 ) and one above the last relevant resonance frequency ( f2 ). The bond duration was chosen in a way that the number of oscillations
at the end of the bond process was the same for both excitation frequencies f1 and f2 . The sim8
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Figure 7: The first 40 ”Hankel Singular Values” (HSV) of the state space system of the substrate substructure
(left) and frequency response function of the full and reduced systems (right). In the frequency response, the two
investigated excitation frequencies f1 and f2 are marked by the dashed lines.

ulated velocity amplitudes of the wire and the substrate at the bond position, the bond strength
τ and the phase differences of the movement between the tool and the wire as well as between
the wire and the substrate are depicted in Figure 8. At the excitation frequency f2 the wire
overshoots in the cleaning phase at the beginning of the bond formation and then gets bonded to
the substrate while the wire amplitude decreases. In comparison, the simulation results for the
excitation frequency f1 show a two times higher substrate amplitude and a different behaviour
of the wire movement; as the wire gets bonded to the substrate, the wire amplitude does not
decrease significantly.
The different dynamical behaviour between the two excitation frequencies can be explained
by the over-resonant excitation in case of f2 , which can also be seen in the phase differences
between tool and wire and wire and substrate, which are temporarily 180°, depending on the
degree of bond strength τ. In case of bonding with f1 , a inphase motion between tool, wire, and
substrate can be seen. The dynamical behaviour has a high influence on the induced frictional
power in the interface between wire and substrate; in case of f2 a higher frictional power due
to the lower substrate amplitudes and the phase difference of the motion between wire and
substrate can be seen. When modelling the bond formation with the differential equation system
in Eq. 2, the time integration of the frictional power Pf leads to a rising bond strength τ and
thus, less saturation in bond formation can be seen for f2 .

9
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Figure 8: Simulation results: velocity amplitude of the wire and the substrate (top), phase difference between the
tool and the wire as well as between the wire and the substrate (middle), frictional power in the interface and the
bond strength τ (bottom), [Schemmel et al. 2018].

6

Conclusions

Modelling the bonding process under consideration of nonlinear contact behaviour and substrate dynamics is essential for a detailed insight of the bond formation behaviour. The contact
between wedge and wire is crucial for the transmission of the vibration amplitude of the wedge
to the wire and for the calculation of wear processes, which influence the geometry of the vgroove and the normal pressure distribution in the interface between wire and substrate. The
friction contact between wire and substrate shows a time dependent behaviour, depending on
the different bond phases. A differential equation system is used, to simulate the cleaning
and bonding process. For modelling the dynamics of the substructure, the mode superposition
method is used. A model order reduction, based on the concept of rating the relevance of the
states of the system by the HSV leads to a time efficient and accurate reduced model.
A system model, consisting of models of the substructures of the transducer, wire mass, and
the substrate is used to simulate the full bonding process. The simulation results at different
excitation frequencies show a high influence of the substrate dynamics on the bond formation
process; bonding with an excitation frequency higher than the last relevant mode leads to an
over-resonant excitation with lower substrate amplitudes compared to a excitation frequency
below the first resonance frequency.
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Abstract. A Fast Multipole Boundary Element Method (FMBEM) and a computer
code for 3D elasticity is developed. Higher order boundary elements with quadratic shape
functions, i.e. 8-node Serendipity elements, are applied to the discretization of geometry
and boundary quantities. The numerical integration of boundary integrals, depending
on Kelvin solutions, involves an adaptive subdivision of elements to provide a high accuracy of the calculations. The efficiency of the method is evaluated in terms of the model
size, accuracy and execution time by a comparison with Finite Element Method (FEM)
models, with quadratic shape function elements. Models of selected machine components,
with stress concentration, are analysed. For the analysed structures, both methods provide results with similar accuracy. However, the FMBEM models have by an order of
magnitude lower number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF) compared to the FEM, and can
be analysed within time comparable to the FEM with a direct solver. Thus, the FMBEM
can be competetive to the widely used FEM.

1

INTRODUCTION

The main advantage of the BEM is that in basic problems, for instance linear elasticity,
it only requires the discretization of the boundary [2, 3, 7, 5, 8, 1]. On the other hand,
the matrices arising in the conventional BEM are fully populated and non-symmetric.
Therefore, the method is ineffcient in the analysis of structures with more than a few
thousands degrees of freedom. In the last two decades, novel versions of the BEM aiming
at reducing its computational complexity have been developed. One of them is the fast
multipole boundary element method, FMBEM [10, 9], that is based on the fast multipole method (FMM) [6]. Some of available codes implement constant boundary elements
that allow to use rapid analytical integration [9]. However, it is known that higher order
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boundary elements have advantages over the constant elements. The higher order elements approximate complex geometry more accurately, provide better convergence rate,
allow to calculate physical quantities in points near to the boundary more efficiently, and
allow to analyse thin-walled structures [15]. In the present FMBEM, Serendipity 8-node
boundary elements with adaptive numerical integration described in [1] are applied. The
present work is a continuation of [13], where the efficiency of the FMBEM applied to
the analysis of structures containing pores was evaluated. In the present work, typical
machine components are analysed, namely a connecting rod and a crankshaft.
2

FAST MULTIPOLE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
The FMBEM system of equations takes the following form [11]:
Anear y + afar = Bnear z + bfar ,

(1)

and is solved iteratively, e.g by the GMRES (Generalized Minimal Residual) method.
The matrices Anear and Bnear include the integrals of fundamental solutions calculated
directly. They are calculated once and stored in the memory as sparce matrices. The first
matrix is utilized in each iteration to compute the near-field elements in the left hand side
matrix-vector product. Selected elements of the matrix are used as a preconditioner for
the iterative solver. The afar and bfar vectors include the far-field influence that depend
on the fundamental solutions and unknown and known boundary quantities respectively.
Elements of the vectors are computed by using expansions and translations.
The idea of FMBEM is based on a hierarchical clustering of the collocation points
and boundary elements (Figure 1) and a distribution of potentials over the clusters. The
clustering process is mapped by a tree structure with the whole domain corresponding to
root on level 0 (Figure 2a). Tree nodes at the highest level, that are called leaves, correspond to the smallest clusters. The potentials are integrals depending on the fundamental
solutions and boundary displacements and tractions, that occur in the boundary integral
equation [1, 9]. This idea is realized by the application of multipole expansions for the
far-field potentials. Coefficients of the expansions - multipole moments - are dependent
on the quantities related to the clusters of integration points. Centers of the multipole
moments are shifted to centers of larger clusters (moment-to-moment translation, M2M)
and transformed into moments of a local expansion (moment-to-local translation, M2L).
The centers of the local moments are shifted to centers of smaller clusters (local-to-local
translation, L2L) and to each collocation point. The expansions are applied to the farfield potentials. The near-field potentials, that involve the influence of the neighbour
clusters, are calculated directly as in the conventional BEM. The system of equation is
solved iteratively. A single iteration involves the following operations for the calculation
of the matrix-vector product:
1. Computation of the near-field potentials by using the coefficients stored in the Anear
matrix, that are calculated directly.
2. Calculation of the multipole moments for leaves.
2
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3. M2M translations with the upward pass.
4. M2L translations.
5. L2L translations with the downward pass.
6. Calculation of the far-field potentials by using the local series.
In the parallel computations, the tree structure is partitioned in order to define tasks
that are assigned to threads. The partitioning is realized by two lists, that are built for
each thread, that contain a range of nodes at which the above operations are initialized.
In particular, the operations (1), (2), (3) and (6) are initialized using a list that contains
a range of the leaves (List 1 in Figure 2). Operations (4) and (5) are initialized using
List 2 that contains a range of nodes on the level 2. More details on the algorithm and
developed code can be found in papers [11, 12, 13].

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Ω

...

Level n

Figure 1: Clustering boundary elements and nodes

2

…

Level 2

Thread no.: 1

Leaves
List 1
Root
Level 2
Leaves

List 2

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Multipole tree: a) a clustering result, b) parallel computations

3
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3
3.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Connecting rod

A model of connecting rod is analysed. Material parameters correspond to steel in the
temperature of 100o C: Young’s modulus E = 205 GPa and shear modulus G = 78 GPa.
Main dimensions of the part and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3. The inner
diameter of the big end is equal to 45 mm, and the small end inner diameter equals
24 mm. The distance between bearing axes equals 132 mm. The height of both ends
equals 24 mm. The inner face of the small end is clamped. To the inner face of the big
end, a traction force tn corresponding to a bearing load is imposed. The force acts in the
direction normal to the face on the part of total angle 120o , and its value is tn = 26 MPa.

Figure 3: Selected dimensions and boundary conditions applied to the rod model

Three FEM models, with increasing density of the finite element mesh, are developed
to achieve convergence of the stress results within the tolerance of 1%. The models are
denoted by FEM-1, FEM-2 and FEM-3 respectively. 10-node tetrahedral elements with
quadratic shape functions are used. To assess the mesh quality, an error in geometry
approximation dV is introduced. The error is defined as:
dV =

|V D − V |
· 100%,
V

(2)

where V is the volume of the original model and V D is the volume of the discretized
geometry. Number of elements, nodes, total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and the
4
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error in geometry approximation are listed in Table 1. An FMBEM model is developed
and corresponding parameters are given in the table. 8-node Serendipity elements with
adaptive integration are used. Expansions of order p = 15 are applied. The GMRES
tolerance is set to 10−4 . The maximum level of the tree is set to 4. Discretized FEM and
FMBEM models are shown in Figure 4. Displacement and stress results for all models
are shown in Table 2. Displacement and stress distribution maps obtained by FEM-3 and
FMBEM models are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
Table 1: Details of the discretized models

Model
FEM-1
FEM-2
FEM-3
FMBEM

No. of elements
30 549
107 914
226 654
13 009

No. of nodes
49 255
169 765
350 531
4 337

Total no. of DOF dV , %
147 765
0.028
509 295
0.009
1 051 593
0.006
39 024
0.002

The FMBEM model number of DOF is of the order 104 while for the FEM models the
order ranges from 105 to 106 . The FMBEM provides better approximation of geometry
than the finest FEM model (Table 1). The FMBEM displacement and stress values are
within the tolerance of 1% with respect to the converged FEM results (Table 2).
The execution time is investigated. The calculations are performed by using a PC
with the Intel Xeon CPU E3-1246 v3, 3.50 GHz clock. For both FEM and FMBEM, 8
threads are used. For FEM (MSC Patran/Nastran), the calulations are performed by
using default direct and iterative solvers. The execution time for each model is shown in
Table 2. The FMBEM time is longer than the FEM-1 and FEM-2 time, and is shorter
than the FEM-3 time. The FMBEM time is close to the FEM-1 time and the direct
solver.
Table 2: Resultant displacement u, Huber-von Mises stress σred and execution time

Model
FEM-1
FEM-2
FEM-3
FMBEM

max(u), mm
0.1798
0.1804
0.1804
0.1795

max(σred ), MPa
401.3
401.9
400.9
401.8

5
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Direct solver, s
265
168
516
–

Iterative solver, s
29
162
437
272
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Part of the discretized model: a) FEM-1, b) FEM-2, c) FEM-3, d) FMBEM
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Resultant displacement (mm): a) FEM-3, b) FMBEM

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Reduced Huber-von Mises stress, MPa: a) FEM-3, b) FMBEM
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3.2

Crankshaft

Stress distribution in a crankshaft model is analysed by FEM and FMBEM. Geometry
of the model with main dimension is shown in Figure 7. Material parameters correspond
to steel: Young’s modulus E = 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. Boundary conditions
are shown in Figure 8. On faces A and D, displacements in x and y directions are equal
to zero. On face C, displacement in z direction is equal to zero. On face B, a traction
force corresponding to action of a rod is imposed. The traction force acts in the normal
direction, on a part of the face corresponding to angle 120o . Its value is tn = 10.1 MPa.
The resultant force is rotated by 9o with respect to y axis and causes bending and torsion
of the crankshaft (Figure 8b).

Figure 7: Crankshaft selected dimensions

An FEM model is developed, by using 10-node tetrahedral elements with quadratic
shape functions. The measure of the mesh quality is computed as defined by Equation
(2). The same structure is modeled by the FMBEM with 8-node Serendipity elements.
Parameters of the finite and boundary element meshes are given in Table 3. Detailed
view on the stress concentration region discretized by the finite and boundary elements
is shown in Figures 9a and 9b respectively. For the FMBEM, the expansion degree is set
to 15, the GMRES tolerance is 10−5 and maximum tree level is 5.
Table 3: Details of the discretized models

Model
FEM
FMBEM

No. of elements
569 348
29 949

No. of nodes
869 429
89 849

8
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Total no. of DOF
2 608 287
269 547

dV , %
4 · 10−4
6 · 10−4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Crankshaft boundary conditions: a) A: ux , uy = 0; B: t = tn ; C: uz = 0; D: ux , uy = 0;
b) xy plane section of surface B with the normal traction force tn

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Detailed view of the element mesh in the stress concentration region: A) FEM, B) FMBEM

The stress distribution in the crankshaft is analysed (Figure 10). The maximum Hubervon Mises stress values, with the execution time, are listed in Table 4. For the calculations,
the same computer is applied as for the previous example. Although both the discretized
models approximate the geometry very accurately, the maximum stress calculated by the
FMBEM is by 10 % higher with respect to FEM. The difference is caused by a stronger
stress concentration than that of the previous example. The finite element mesh applied
here is a result of some preliminary research that provided only the FEM convergence
of the stress result within the tolerance of about 4%. The preliminary research is not
presented here due to the article length limitation. The FMBEM result is higher and
more safe. On the other hand, the FMBEM execution time is longer that that of FEM
with the direct solver, by about 15%. Still, the time is comparable to FEM.

9
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Table 4: Huber-von Mises stress σred and execution time

Model
FEM
FMBEM

max(σred ), MPa
50.59
56.52

Direct solver, s
2 337
–

Iterative solver, s
787
2 701

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Huber-von Mises stress, MPa: A) FEM, B) FMBEM
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4

CONCLUSIONS
- The efficiency of the Fast Multipole Boundary Element Method for 3D elasticity, with 8-node Serendipity elements and adaptive integration is evaluated. The
evaluation is performed by a comparison with the Finite Element Method (FEM)
MSC.Patran Nastran commercial code, with default direct and iterative solvers.
The efficiency measures include model size, error in geometry approximation and
the execution time. The error in geometry approximation is defined as relative
difference between the volume of the original and discretized model.
- Models of typical machine parts are analysed: a connecting rod and a crankshaft.
The FEM model number of degrees of freedom (DOF) ranges from the order of
105 to 106 . The size of corresponding FMBEM models is in the order of 104 to 105
respectively. All models approximate the geometry with the error of 0.03% or lower.
- The FMBEM provides displacement and stress results within the tolerance of 1%
with respect to the converged FEM results obtained for the connecting rod model.
For the crankshaft with a high stress concentration, the FMBEM maximum stress
result is by about 10% higher than corresponding FEM value. The FMBEM execution time is close to the FEM with the direct solver.
- 3D linear elastic structures can be modeled by the present FMBEM with by an order
of magnitude less DOF, comparable accuracy and time close to the FEM with the
direct solver. The reduced number of DOF simplifies the preprocessing stage and
reduces the amount of postprocessed data. Thus, the FMBEM can be competetive
to the widely used FEM.
- The FMBEM execution time can be reduced, e.g. by the application of an optimized
M2L translation, GPU calculations [14], balanced multipole tree [4] and possibly
other improvements.
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Abstract. In prior work, we have presented novel governing operators with homogeneous
boundary conditions (BC). Here, we extend the construction to inhomogeneous BC. The
construction of the operators is inspired by peridynamics. They agree with the original
peridynamics operator in the bulk of the domain and simultaneously enforce local Dirichlet
and Neumann BC. We present exact solutions and utilize the resulting error to verify
numerical experiments.

1

INTRODUCTION

We consider the following nonlocal (NL) wave equations with inhomogeneous local
Dirichlet and local Neumann boundary condition (BC), respectively:
uDtt (x, t) + MD uD (x, t) = bD (x, t),
D
uD (±1, t) = α±
(t),
D
u (x, 0) = φD (x),
uDt (x, 0) = ψD (x),

(x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ),

(1.1a)
(1.1b)
(1.1c)
(1.1d)

uNtt (x, t) + MN uN (x, t) = bN (x, t),
N
uNx (±1, t) = α±
(t),
N
u (x, 0) = φN (x),
uNt (x, 0) = ψN (x),

(x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ),

(1.2a)
(1.2b)
(1.2c)
(1.2d)

on the domain Ω := (−1, 1) for some T > 0. The problems (1.1) and (1.2) fall into the class
of initial boundary value problems. We have studied the above NL wave equations with
homogeneous local BC in prior work [1, 2, 4]. The main purpose of this study is to extend
the treatment to inhomogeneous BC. A more comprehensive study is in preparation.
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In earlier work, we proved that the NL diffusion operator is a function of the classical
operator [7]. This observation opened a gateway to incorporate local BC to NL problems
on bounded domains. The main tool we used to define the novel governing operators was
functional calculus, in which we replaced the classical governing operator by a suitable
function of it. We provided the operator-theoretic treatment of (1.1) and (1.2) by resorting
to an abstract version [2, 7]. More precisely, we utilized an operator-differential equation
in L2 (Ω) in the form
d2 uBC
(t) + MBC uBC (t) = bBC (t),
dt2
uBC (0) = φBC ,
duBC
(0) = ψBC ,
dt

(1.3)

where BC ∈ {D, N} and D and N denote the Dirichlet and Neumann BC. Here the Rvalued functions uBC = uBC (x, t), bBC = bBC (x, t) : Ω × [0, T ] → R are associated with
their L2 (Ω)-valued counterparts uBC = uBC (t), bBC = bBC (t) : [0, T ] → L2 (Ω) through
[uBC (t)](x) := uBC (x, t). If the forcing function
bD ∈ C 0 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)) and bN ∈ C 1 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω))
we proved that the solution to (1.3) [2, Thm. 8] [7, Thm. 1]
uD ∈ C 2 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)) and uN ∈ C 3 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)).

(1.4)

The spatial and temporal behaviors are different. For instance by bD ∈ C 0 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)),
we mainly mean a continuous function in time variable and a square integrable function
in space variable. Namely, bD (x, ·) ∈ C 0 ([0, T ]) for x ∈ Ω and bD (·, t) ∈ L2 (Ω) for t ∈ [0, T ].
As pointed out in (1.4), the solutions uD and uN to (1.3), possess C 2 [0, T ], L2 (Ω)


and C 3 [0, T ], L2 (Ω) regularity, respectively. In the x-variable, we use the density of
C 2 (Ω) in L2 (Ω) and the density of C 3 (Ω) in L2 (Ω) for the Dirichlet and Neumann problems, respectively. When we construct the computational framework and identify the
relations between the forcing function,
boundary
and initial conditions, the space cho

sen is C 2 [0, T ], C 2 (Ω) and C 3 [0, T ], C 3 (Ω) for the Dirichlet and Neumann problems,
respectively. On the other hand, we have the isomorphism


C s [0, T ], C s (Ω) ∼
= C s (Ω × [0, T ]), s = 2, 3.
Consequently, the main space in which low level construction takes place is C s (Ω × [0, T ]);
see Sec. 3.
2

THE CONVOLUTION AND THE GOVERNING OPERATORS

In this section, we explain the key steps in construction of the governing operator MBC .
We observe that the peridynamics governing operator contains a convolution operator.
2
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First, we construct the convolution operators Ca and Cp with antiperiodic and periodic
BC, respectively, using the eigenfunctions
1
1
eak (x) := √ eiπ(k+ 2 )x ,
2

k ∈ N,

1
and epk (x) := √ eiπkx ,
2

k ∈ N,

of the classical operator Aa and Ap in which the BC information is already encoded. For
a given kernel function C ∈ L2 (Ω), the convolution operator, for u ∈ L2 (Ω), is defined as
√  BC
BC
CBC u(x) := 2
ek |C eBC
BC ∈ {a, p},
k |u ek (x),
k∈N

where ·|· denotes the L2 (Ω) inner product. The operators CBC turn out to be bounded
functions of the classical operator ABC , thereby maintaining the connection to ABC .
In this study, we consider only the operators MD and MN . Hence, in the rest of the
discussion, we set BC ∈ {D, N}. The operator MBC is constructed using functional calculus
on the classical self-adjoint operator ABC . We are in search of a suitable regulating function
fBC : σ(ABC ) → R that would connect the NL operator MBC to ABC , i.e., MBC = fBC (ABC ).
We want this regulating function to be bounded so that the end product MBC is a bounded
operator. Eventually, we end up with the NL governing operator MBC that is densely
defined in L2 (Ω) with a domain that encodes the prescribed BC, bounded, and selfadjoint. We can therefore conclude that the operator MBC has a unique bounded extension
to L2 (Ω). Consequently, we find that a construction involving densely defined operators
provides a suitable framework for treating local BC in the NL wave equation.
We want to elaborate on the choice of fBC . Since we want keep a close proximity to
peridynamics, we want fBC to be inspired by the theory of peridynamics. In prior work,
we discovered that the peridynamics governing operator for the case Ω = R is a function
of the classical operator [7]. We reuse that regulating function for the case of Ω = (−1, 1).
We define ND := N \ {0} and NN := N. Our choice of regulating functions are

√ epk/2 |C
if k ∈ NBC is even,
BC
fBC : σ(ABC ) → R, fBC (λk ) = 1|C − 2
ea(k−1)/2 |C if k ∈ NBC is odd.
Utilizing the convolution operators Ca and Cp obtained by functional calculus on Aa and
Ap , respectively, defining c := 1|C, we proved in [1, 3] that


fD (AD )uD = c − Ca Pe − Cp Po uD = MD uD ,


fN (AN )uN = c − Cp Pe − Ca Po uN = MN uN ,

where we denote the orthogonal projections that give the even and odd parts, respectively,
by Pe , Po : L2 (Ω) → L2 (Ω), whose definitions are
Pe u(x) :=

u(x) + u(−x)
,
2

Po u(x) :=

3
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u(x) − u(−x)
.
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The crucial step in the construction of 
MBC is the application of the spectral theorem for
BC
BC
bounded operators. Namely, for uBC = k eBC
k |u  ek , we have

BC BC
BC
MBC uBC = fBC (ABC )uBC =
fBC (λBC
(2.1)
k ) ek |u  ek .
k∈NBC

For an extended discussion on the treatment of general NL problems using functional
calculus, see [5].
Integral representation of the series (2.1) is more convenient for implementation. We
presented such representations in [1] and the governing operators take the form


 BC
MBC − c u (x, t) = − KBC (x, x )uBC (x , t) dx ,
Ω
 

1   
a (x + x) + C
p (x − x) − C
p (x + x) ,
KD (x, x ) :=
Ca (x − x) + C
2
 

1   
p (x + x) + C
a (x − x) − C
a (x + x) ,
KN (x, x ) :=
Cp (x − x) + C
2
where we denote the periodic and antiperiodic extensions of C(x) from (−1, 1) to (−2, 2),
respectively, as follows



 C(x + 2), x ∈ (−2, −1),
 −C(x + 2), x ∈ (−2, −1),
a (x) :=
p (x) :=
C(x),
x ∈ (−1, 1),
C(x),
x ∈ (−1, 1),
C
C


 −C(x − 2), x ∈ (1, 2).
C(x − 2), x ∈ (1, 2),
3

FORCING FUNCTION, BC, AND INITIAL VALUE RELATIONSHIPS

In order to find the suitable forcing function that enforces the prescribed BC, we need to
identify the governing ordinary differential equation (ODE) on the boundary. We assume
that uD ∈ C 2 (Ω × [0, T ]), uN ∈ C 3 (Ω × [0, T ]), and bD ∈ C 0 (Ω × [0, T ]), bN ∈ C 1 (Ω × [0, T ]).
On the boundary, we denote the displacement, the stress and the forcing functions by
uD± (t) := lim uD (x, t)
x→±1

and bD± (t) := lim bD (x, t)
x→±1

N

∂u
∂bN
(x, t) and bNx,± (t) := lim
(x, t).
x→±1 ∂x
x→±1 ∂x
In order to investigate the behavior of the solution on the boundary, first we study
the action of the governing operator MBC on the boundary. By the Lebesgue Dominated
Convergence Theorem and the design of the kernel functions KBC (x, x ), we have


 D
lim MD − c u (x, t) = − lim
KD (x, x )uD (x , t) dx
x→±1
x→±1 Ω

=−
lim KD (x, x )uD (x , t) dx
= 0,
x→±1
Ω


∂ 
∂
lim
MN − c uN (x, t) = − lim
KN (x, x )uN (x , t) dx
x→±1 ∂x Ω
x→±1 ∂x

∂KN
(x, x )uN (x , t) dx = 0.
=−
lim
x→±1
∂x
Ω
uNx,± (t) := lim

4
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We see that the governing equations (1.1a) and (1.2a) under the action of limx→±1 and
∂
limx→±1 ∂x
, respectively, reduce to the following ODE:
d2 uD±
(t) + cuD± (t) = bD± (t),
t ∈ (0, T ),
dt2
d2 uNx,±
(t) + cuNx,± (t) = bNx,± (t), t ∈ (0, T ).
dt2

(3.1)
(3.2)

In order to obtain a unique solution to (3.1) and (3.2), we need to prescribe the two initial
duN
duD
values uD± (0) and dt± (0) and uNx,± (0) and dtx,± (0), respectively.
∂
in (1.2c) and (1.2d), we immeBy taking limx→±1 in (1.1c) and (1.1d) and limx→±1 ∂x
diately identify the initial displacement and velocity for the Dirichlet problem and initial
stress and stress rate for the Neumann problem as
uD± (0) = φD (±1) and
uNx,± (0) = φN (±1) and

duD±
(0) = ψD (±1),
dt
duNx,±
(0) = ψN (±1).
dt

(3.3)
(3.4)

Putting together (3.1) and (3.3), we arrive at the initial value problem (IVP) on the
boundary for the Dirichlet problem:
d2 uD±
(t) + cuD± (t) = bD± (t), t ∈ (0, T ),
dt2
duD±
uD± (0) = φD (±1) and
(0) = ψ(±1).
dt

(3.5)

Similarly, putting (3.2) and (3.4) together, we arrive at the IVP on the boundary for the
Neumann problem:
d2 uNx,±
(t) + cuNx,± (t) = bNx,± (t), t ∈ (0, T )
dt2
duNx,±
uNx,± (0) = φN (±1) and
(0) = ψN (±1).
dt

(3.6)

On the other hand, the BC (1.1b) and (1.2b) demand a solution from (3.5) and (3.6)
D
N
that are equal to α±
(t) and α±
(t), respectively. Hence, we identify the initial displacement
and velocity, for the Dirichlet problem and initial stress and initial stress rate, for the
Neumann problem, as well as the corresponding forcing functions. When the following
choices are made,
D
d 2 α±
D
(t) + cα±
(t),
dt2
N
d2 α ±
N
Neumann: bNx,± (t) =
(t) + cα±
(t),
dt2

Dirichlet: bD± (t) =

D
φD (±1) = α±
(0),
N
φN (±1) = α±
(0),

5
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D
dα±
(0), (3.7)
dt
N
dα±
(0), (3.8)
ψN (±1) =
dt

ψD (±1) =
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the IVP (3.5) for the Dirichlet problem takes the form
D
d2 α ±
d2 uD±
D
D
(t)
+
cu
(t)
=
(t) + cα±
(t), t ∈ (0, T )
±
dt2
dt2
D
dα±
duD±
D
uD± (0) = α±
(0) =
(0).
(0) and
dt
dt

Similarly, the IVP (3.6) for the Neumann problem takes the form
N
d2 uNx,±
d2 α ±
N
N
(t)
+
cu
(t)
=
(t) + cα±
(t), t ∈ (0, T )
x,±
dt2
dt2
N
duNx,±
dα±
N
N
ux,± (0) = α± (0) and
(0) =
(0).
dt
dt
D
(t) and
Consequently, we guarantee that the solutions to (3.5) and (3.6) are exactly α±
N
α± (t), respectively. As seen above, the way we enforce inhomogeneous local BC is by the
use of a forcing function on the boundary only (not in the interior of Ω). This is a major
difference between enforcing local and nonlocal BC.

Remark 3.1 Since uD ∈ C 2 (Ω × [0, T ]), the choices (3.7)2 and (3.7)3 correspond to the
continuity of uD and uDt , respectively, at the corner points (±1, 0). More precisely, they
are implications for the following interchange of limits.
D
φD (±1) = lim lim uD (x, t) = lim lim uD (x, t) = α±
(0)
x→±1 t→0

t→0 x→±1

ψD (±1) = lim lim uDt (x, t) = lim lim uDt (x, t) =
x→±1 t→0

t→0 x→±1

D
dα±
(0).
dt

Similarly, since uN ∈ C 3 (Ω × [0, T ]), the choices (3.8)2 and (3.8)3 correspond to the continuity of uNx and uDxt , respectively, at the corner points (±1, 0).
∂uN
∂uN
N
(x, t) = lim lim
(x, t) = α±
= lim lim
(0)
t→0 x→±1 ∂x
x→±1 t→0 ∂x
N
dα±
∂uN
∂uNt
(x, t) =
(0).
ψN (±1) = lim lim t (x, t) = lim lim
x→±1 t→0 ∂x
t→0 x→±1 ∂x
dt
φN (±1)

4

EXACT SOLUTIONS WITH HOMOGENEOUS BC

Thanks to functional calculus, it is possible to find exact solutions to (1.1) and (1.2).
The expressions for the solution to (1.1) and (1.2) are given as [2, 7]

√


sin t MBC
BC
√
u (x, t) = cos t MBC φBC (x) +
ψBC (x)+
MBC


√
 t
sin (t − τ ) MBC BC
√
b (x, τ ) dτ.
(4.1)
MBC
0
6
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Using the Hilbert basis and the spectral theorem for bounded operators, we can turn
expression (4.1) into the following series representation.



 sin t fBC (λBC

 BC
k )
BC
BC
BC
BC

eBC
u (x, t) =
cos t fBC (λk ) ek |φBC  ek (x) +
k |ψBC  ek (x)+
BC
fBC (λk )
k∈NBC
k∈NBC





  t sin (t − τ ) fBC (λBC
k )
BC BC

e
|b
(τ
)
dτ
eBC
k
k (x).
BC
f
(λ
)
0
BC
k
k∈NBC

We collapse the series by using the orthonormality of eBC
k . For instance, the choice of
bBC (x, t) ≡ 0,

φBC (x) = eBC
m (x),

ψBC (x) ≡ 0,

(4.2)

for some m ∈ N \ {0}, leads to

4.1

 BC

uBC (x, t) = cos t fBC (λBC
m ) em (x).

Classical Exact Solutions with Homogeneous BC

We also study the local analogs of the problems (1.1) and (1.2). We consider the
classical wave equation with homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann BC with the same
choice given in (4.2)
4 BC
v (x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ),
π 2 xx
v D (±1, t) = 0 or vxN (±1, t) = 0,
v BC (x, 0) = eBC
m (x),
BC
vt (x, 0) = 0,

vttBC (x, t) −

(4.3)

for some m ∈ N \ {0}. It is possible to obtain a closed form solution using d’Alembert’s
formula together with the method of images or reflections. After some algebra, we obtain
√ 
v BC (x, t) = cos t m2 eBC
m (x).

Since the classical governing equations (4.3) contain the classical operators ABC , the regulating function is nothing but the identity function. Using the expression of the spectrum
σ(ABC ) = {k 2 : k ∈ NBC } , we have
classi BC
2
fBC
(λk ) = λBC
k = k ,

k ∈ NBC .

classi
Even though fBC
: σ(ABC ) → R is not a bounded function, the solution expression
obtained from the formula (4.1) still captures the expression obtained from d’Alembert’s
formula. This is due to the instance of the spectral theorem for Sturm-Liouville operators.

7
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5

EXACT SOLUTIONS WITH INHOMOGENEOUS BC

We treat inhomogeneous BC by the method of shifting the data. We define a shift
function GBC (x, t) that satisfies the BC:
D
N
(t) and GNx (±1, t) = α±
(t)
GD (±1, t) = α±

(5.1)

GBC (x, t) can be any function that satisfies (5.1). A practical choice is
1−x D
1+x D
α− (t) +
α+ (t)
2
2
(1 + x)2 N
(1 − x)2 N
GN (x, t) =
α− (t) +
α+ (t).
4
4
GD (x, t) =

(5.2)
(5.3)

We assume that the boundary data have the following regularity
D
N
∈ C 2 ([0, T ]) and α±
∈ C 3 ([0, T ]).
α±

(5.4)

As a result of (5.4), the shift function should have the following regularity.
GD ∈ C 2 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)) and GN ∈ C 3 ([0, T ], L2 (Ω)).
Eventually, we end up with an equivalent IVP with homogeneous BC by defining
wBC (x, t) := uBC (x, t) − GBC (x, t).

(5.5)

Combining (1.1b) and (1.2b) with (5.1), we obtain the homogeneous BC, i.e., wD (±1, t) =
0 and wxN (±1, t) = 0. Substituting the expression for uBC (x, t) from (5.5) into (1.1) and
(1.2), we arrive at the equivalent problem with homogeneous BC:
wttBC (x, t) + MBC wBC (x, t) = bBC,w (x, t), (x, t) ∈ Ω × (0, T ),
wD (±1, t) = 0 or wxN (±1, t) = 0,
wBC (x, 0) = φw
BC (x),
BC
w
wt (x, 0) = ψBC
(x),
where we define
BC
bBC,w (x, t) := bBC (x, t) − GBC
tt (x, t) − MBC G (x, t)
BC
φw
BC (x) := φBC (x) − G (x, 0)
w
ψBC
(x) := ψBC (x) − GBC
t (x, 0).

Then, the explicit expression for the solution uBC (x, t) from (4.1) takes the form



uBC (x, t) = GBC (x, t) + cos(t MBC ) φBC (x) − GBC (x, 0) +
√

sin(t MBC ) 
√
ψBC (x) − GBC
t (x, 0) +
MBC


√
 t

sin (t − τ ) MBC  BC
BC
√
b (x, τ ) − GBC
tt (x, τ ) − MBC G (x, τ ) dτ.
MBC
0
8
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The corresponding series representation takes the form


 BC
BC
BC
cos t fBC (λBC
uBC (x, t) = GBC (x, t) +
k ) ek |φBC − G (·, 0) ek (x)+
k∈NBC



 sin t fBC (λBC
k )
BC
BC

eBC
k |ψBC − Gt (·, 0) ek (x)+
BC
fBC (λk )
k∈NBC





  t sin (t − τ ) fBC (λBC
k )
BC BC
BC
BC

e
|b
(·,
τ
)
−
G
(·,
τ
)
−
M
G
(·,
τ
)
dτ
eBC
BC
k
tt
k (x).
BC
f
(λ
)
0
BC
k
k∈NBC
(5.6)

To find an exact solution with inhomogeneous BC, we make the following choices for the
series representation (5.6):
BC
bBC (x, t) = GBC
tt (x, t) + MBC G (x, t),
φBC (x) = GBC (x, 0),
ψBC (x) = GBC
t (x, 0).

With this choice, note that all the terms in (5.6) vanish except the first term. Eventually,
we arrive at the exact solution
uBC (x, t) = GBC (x, t).
6

(5.7)

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We employ a collocation method with linear basis functions to discretize the governing
equations (1.1a) and (1.2a). We choose a family of kernel functions with horizon δ

 2 1 −  x ,
x ∈ (−δ, δ)
δ
C(x) := δ m

0,
otherwise,

with m = 0, . . . , 3. The scaling 1/δ m is inserted to capture the local operator when m = 3;
see [6]. We use the same boundary data for Dirichlet and Neumann problems:

 1 (1 − cos(πt))2 , t ∈ [0, 2]
BC
BC
and α+
α− (t) := 4
(t) := 0, t ∈ [0, 10],

0,
t ∈ (2, 10]
where

∂uN
N
(±1, t) = α±
(t).
∂x
BC
(t) ∈ C 3 ([0, 10]). For discretization, we use an adaptive mesh with mesh
Note that α±
spacing h and δ inside and outside the bulk, respectively. Hence, mesh nodes are
D
uD (±1, t) = α±
(t) and

Ωh := {−1, −1 + δ, −1 + δ + h, . . . , −h, 0, h, . . . , 1 − δ − h, 1 − δ, 1}.
9
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(a) The scaling m = 3 captures the local solu- (b) The scaling m = 2 gives rise to dispersion.
tion. No dispersion arises.
Figure 6.1: Displacement of the Dirichlet problems with unknown solution. Note that δ = 4h.

(a) Approximate displacement uD (x, t).

(b) Displacement error eD (x, t).

Figure 6.2: Displacement of the Dirichlet problem with known exact solution.

For time integration, we employ the Newmark scheme with ∆t = 10−3 . We define the
pointwise error between the exact and the approximate displacement
eBC (xi , tj ) := GBC (xi , tj ) − uBC (xi , tj ),

(6.1)

where uBC denotes the approximate displacement. On the other hand, for the Neumann
problem, we also define the stress error by
estress (xi , tj ) := GNx (xi , tj ) − s(xi , tj ),

(6.2)

where s(xi , tj ) denotes the approximate stress computed by a central difference scheme.

10
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(a) Approximate displacement uN (x, t).

(b) Displacement error eN (x, t).

(c) Approximate stress s(x, t).

(d) Stress error estress (x, t).

Figure 6.3: Displacement and stress of the Neumann problem with known exact solution.

6.1

Dirichlet Problem with Unknown Solution

We report experiments of the Dirichlet problem (1.1) with unknown solution. We
choose zero initial data, i.e., uD (x, 0) = uDt (x, 0) = 0, and zero forcing function in the
interior so that the wave propagation is initiated only by the boundary data. Reflecting
on (3.7)1 , the forcing function becomes
bD (±1, t) =

D
d2 α ±
D
(t) + cα±
(t) and bD (x, t) = 0,
dt2

x = ±1.

When the kernel function is scaled with 1/δ 3 , we observe a wave pattern reminiscent of
the classical wave equation. We also observe a boundary reflection agreeing with the
classical equation, i.e., a reflection pattern with opposite sign. On the other hand, when
the scaling is 1/δ 2 , we observe a dispersive wave pattern common to NL operators. See
Fig. 6.1. For both cases, we choose δ = 4h with h = 2−7 indicating that the computation
is NL.
11
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6.2

Dirichlet and Neumann Problem with Known Exact Solution

We verify the accuracy of the numerical solution by employing the exact solutions given
in (5.7) and the shift functions in (5.2) and (5.3). The forcing functions are chosen as
BC
bBC (x, t) = GBC
tt (x, t) + MBC G (x, t),

x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, 10].

We choose ∆t = h = O(10−3 ). We observe that the computational solutions well approximate the exact solutions. For the Dirichlet problem, we monitor the displacement error
by using (6.1). We observe that eD (xi , tj ) = O(10−6 ) = O(∆t2 + h2 ). Due to scaling 1/δ 3 ,
the error propagation is similar to the classical wave pattern free from dispersion. See
Fig. 6.2.
For the Neumann problem, we monitor the displacement and stress error by using
(6.1) and (6.2), respectively. We also observe that eN (xi , tj ) = eNstress (xi , tj ) = O(10−6 ) =
O(∆t2 + h2 ). See Fig. 6.3.
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Abstract. This work presents a technique for simulating time-dependent axisymmetric
free surface flows of Oldroyd-B fluids that is capable of solving the Oldroyd-B model for
any value of the ratio β = λ2 /λ1 , in the interval [0, 1]. Thus, it can solve the purely
elastic UCM model when β = 0 and reduces to Newtonian flow if β = 1. We employ the
EVSS transformation τ = S + 2η0 D where the extra-stress tensor τ is the solution of
the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation while the non-Newtonian tensor S is calculated as
a function of τ and 2η0 D. The Oldroyd-B tensor is related to the conformation tensor
A which is approximated implicitly by a system of finite difference equations that is
solved exactly. The methodology developed is a Marker-and-Cell type method that uses
a staggered grid and solves the momentum equations using primitive variables and a
discrete non-symmetric Poisson equation to obtain a divergence-free velocity field and the
pressure within the fluid and on the free surface. To verify this new technique, tube flow
is solved and the numerical predictions are compared with the analytical solution for fully
developed flow; the convergence of the method is demonstrated via mesh refinement. The
performance of this method is demonstrated by solving the impacting drop problem for
which a study of the parameters involved is provided and new phenomena are reported.

1

INTRODUCTION

The importance of non-Newtonian free surface flows in industrial processes has attracted the attention of many scientists. Examples of such applications include polymer
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processing in the plastic industry such as mold filling of complex cavities and filling of
containers with viscoelastic fluids. These flows are represented by a system of nonlinear
equations and the presence of moving free surfaces makes difficult to solve the corresponding governing equations and the associated boundary conditions using a computer code.
An extra challenge comes from the fact that a unique constitutive equation can not model
polymers in general. Indeed, a great number of differential constitutive equations that can
accurately represent viscoelastic fluids have been developed over the past decades, as for
example, Upper-Convected-Maxwell (UCM) [1], OLDROYD-B [2], Phan-Thien-Tanner
(PTT) [3], Giesekus [4], various FENE type models [5], Extended Pom-Pom (Pom-Pom)
[6, 7], among others. Apart from these differential models, integral constitutive equations have also been employed to simulate viscoelastic free surface flows [8, 9]. These are
more advanced models that require sophisticated approaches to compute the solution of
the integral-differential system of equations involved and for this reason, most numerical
methods for solving viscoelastic flows employ differential constitutive equations. In particular, the differential form of the Upper-Convected-Maxwell (UCM) and the Oldroyd-B
models have been extensively studied over the past decades. Numerical investigations of
viscoelastic free surface flows modeled by these models using, for instance, finite element,
finite volume and finite difference methods can be found in the following works [1, 10]–[23]
In this work, we present a new finite difference methodology to solve the governing
equations for axisymmetric free surface flows governed by the Oldroyd-B model. The free
surface of the fluid is dealt with a modified Marker-and-Cell method presented by Tomé
et al. [16]. This new methodology is verified by solving fully developed tube flow together
with mesh refinement studies. To demonstrate the capabilities of this new methodology
in solving time-dependent free surface flows, the impacting drop problem of Oldroyd-B
and UCM fluids is simulated.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The mass conservation and momentum equations are the basic equations for incompressible flows which can be written as,
 ∂v

ρ

∇ · v = 0,

+ ∇ · (vv) = −∇p + ∇ · τ + ρg ,

(1)

(2)
∂t
where v is the velocity vector, p is the scalar pressure, g is the acceleration of gravity
vector, ρ is the density of the fluid and τ is the extra-stress tensor.
We are interested in flows governed by the Oldroyd-B rheological constitutive equation
that can be expressed by the following equation



∇
1
∇
T
τ + λ1 τ = 2η0 D + λ2 D ,
D = (∇v) + (∇v) ,
(3)
2


where D is the rate-of-deformation tensor. The symbol τ represents the upper-convected
derivative given by
 
 T
∂τ

+ ∇ · (vτ ) − ∇v τ − τ ∇v .
τ =
∂t
2
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ηS
is the retardation time, η0 = ηP + ηS
η0
ηS
is the sum of solvent (ηS ) and polymeric (ηP ) viscosities. The ratio β =
measures
η0
the quantity of solvent viscosity within the fluid. When β = 0, Eq. (3) reduces to the
Upper-Convected Maxwell (UCM) model and if β = 1 we have Newtonian flow.
In this work, the extra-stress tensor τ is related to the conformation tensor A by
In Eq. (3), λ1 is the relaxation time, λ2 = λ1

τ =



η0 
1 − β A − I + 2βη0 D ,
λ1

(4)

where the conformation tensor A is evolved in time by solving
∇

A + λ1 A = I .

(5)

To solve the momentum equation (2), we employ the following transformation (known
as EVSS [22])
τ = S + 2η0 D ,
(6)
which after being introduced in the momentum equation (2) provides
 ∂v

ρ

∂t


+ ∇ · (vv) = −∇p + η0 ∇2 v + ∇ · S + ρg .

(7)

In this work, we propose a method that is able to obtain results for an value of β ∈
[0 , 1]. This method consists of calculating the extra-stress τ using the conformation
tensor A and then obtaining the non-Newtonian tensor S as a function of τ and D.
Details of this technique are presented in the next Section.
2.1

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions can be summarized as follows: on rigid boundaries the no-slip
condition is imposed; on inflows, the velocity is prescribed while the extra-stress tensor
obeys fully developed flow (details are given in Section 4). On outflows, homogeneous
Neumann conditions are imposed for the velocity field. On the free surface, in the absence
of surface tension, the boundary conditions are given by equations
nT · (σ · n) = 0 ,

mT · (σ · n) = 0 ,

(8)

where, σ = −pI + S + 2η0 D is the stress tensor and n and m are unity vectors normal
and tangential to the free surface, respectively.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

The equations presented in Section 2, which are specified in Section 3.1, are solved by
the finite difference method on a staggered grid (Fig. 1a displays the locations of the
variables in a cell). The fluid (also the free surface) is modeled by an improved Markerand-Cell method developed by Tomé et al. [17] wherein the fluid surface is determined
3
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by a closed linear spline that is defined by marker-particles (see Fig. 1b). To implement
this technique it is necessary to divide the cells within the mesh to into several types as
follows (see Fig. 1c):
 Rigid boundary (B): cells that define the location of rigid contours;
 Inflow boundary (I): cells that model ‘fluid entrances’ (‘inflows’);
 Outflow boundary (O): cells that define ‘fluid exits’ (‘outflows’);
 Empty cells (E): cells that do not contain fluid;
 Full cells (F): cells that contain fluid and have no contact with E-faces;
 Surface cells (S): cells that contain fluid and have at least one face in contact with
E-faces.
3.1

Numerical algorithm

Equations (1), (7), (4), (5) and (6), written in cylindrical coordinates, are solved for
the unknowns u(r, z, t), w(r, z, t), p(r, z, t), S(r, z, t), τ (r, z, t) and A(r, z, t), as follows.
These equations are used in dimensionless form and contain the nondimensional numbers
ρ0 U L
U
U
Re =
(Reynolds number), W i = λ1 (Weissenberg number) and F r = √
η0
L
Lg
(Froude number), in which L and U are typical scales for velocity and length, respectively,
ρ0 is the fluid density and g is the acceleration of gravity (for details see [16]).
The computational cycle is performed in three steps, as follows:
STEP1: Calculation of vn+1 = v(r, z, tn+1 ) and pn+1 = p(r, z, tn+1 )
The algorithm for calculating vn+1 and pn+1 employs some ideas of the technique
presented by Tomé et al. [16] that is briefly described next.
The pressure field is uncoupled from the mass (1) and momentum (7) equations by
using the projection method of Chorin [24].
Let δt be the time step used, tn+1 = tn +δt, and vn = v(r, z, tn ), τ n = τ (r, z, tn ) be known

1
Re W i n
β
at time tn . First, define Dn = (∇vn ) + (∇vn )T , An = I +
τ − 2W i
Dn
2
1−β
1−β
2 n
n
n
n+1

D . A tentative velocity field v
and S = τ −
is then calculated by the implicit
Re
Euler method applied to the momentum equation by solving
n+1 − vn
1 2 n+1
1
v

+ ∇ · (vv)n = −∇pn +
∇v
+ ∇ · Sn +
g.
δt
Re
F r2

(9)

It can be shown [25] that this velocity field contains the correct vorticity at time t but it
does not conserve mass in general. Thus, a potential function ψ(r, z, tn+1 ) is computed
such that
n+1 .
∇2 ψ n+1 = ∇ · v
(10)
The final velocity field vn+1 is calculated from,

n+1 − ∇ψ n+1 .
vn+1 = v

Therefore, vn+1 conserves mass and the vorticity remains unchanged.
4
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In this work, we use some concepts of the implicit technique of Oishi et al. [13] that
couples the boundary condition for the pressure on the free surface given by Eq. (8)
and the mass conservation equation Eq. (1). This technique consists of applying the
mass conservation equation together with the pressure condition on the free surface and
the equation for the velocity vn+1 on surface cells. By doing this, new equations for the
potential function ψ n+1 are derived and added to the set of equations originated by the
discrete version of the Poisson equation Eq. (10), resulting in an asymmetric linear system
that is solved by the Bi-conjugate gradient method. After obtaining ψ n+1 , the pressure is
calculated by
ψ
pn+1 = pn + .
(12)
δt

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Description of the cell employed in the mesh, (b) Representation of fluid free surface (line
connecting the particles) and volume of fluid (yellow area), (c) Type of cells in the domain.

STEP2: Calculation of τ n+1 = τ (r, z, tn+1 ), An+1 = A(r, z, tn+1 ) and Sn+1 = S(r, z, tn+1 )
In this step we first calculate the conformation tensor An+1 = A(r, z, tn+1 ) by solving
Eq. (5) using finite differences. Equation (5) is solved implicitly by the equation
1 n+1
1
An+1 − An
− (∇vn+1 )T An+1 − An+1 (vn+1 ) +
A
I. (13)
= −∇ · (vn+1 An ) +
δt
Wi
Wi
By writing this equation in

a11
 0

 0
a41

component form, the following 4 × 4 linear system
  rr n+1 

A
F1
0
0 a14
 θθ 
 F2 
a22 0
0 
  Azz 


=
 F3  ,
0 a33 a34   A 
0 a43 a44
Arz
F4

(14)

is obtained and has to be solved for each cell in the mesh. The matrix coefficients and
the right hand side of this linear system are given by

5
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∂un+1
δt
∂un+1
− 2δt
,
a14 = −2δt
,
Wi
∂r
∂z
n+1
u
∂wn+1
δt
δt
− 2δt
,
a33 = 1.0 +
− 2δt
,
= 1.0 +
Wn+1
i
r
Wn+1
i
∂z
∂w
∂w
,
a41 = −δt
,
= −2δt
∂r
∂r

n+1
n+1 
n+1
∂w
∂u
δt
∂u
− 2δt
+
,
a43 = −δt
,
= 1.0 +
Wi
∂z
∂r
∂z


1 ∂(run+1 (Arr )n ) ∂(wn+1 (Arr )n )
1
rr n
F1 = (A ) + δt
−
+
,
∂r
∂z

W i r
1 ∂(run+1 (Aθθ )n ) ∂(wn+1 (Aθθ )n )
1
F2 = (Aθθ )n + δt
−
+
,
∂r
∂z

W i r
1 ∂(run+1 (Azz )n ) ∂(wn+1 (Azz )n )
1
F3 = (Azz )n + δt
−
+
,
∂r
∂z

Wi r
1 ∂(run+1 (Arz )n ) ∂(wn+1 (Arz )n )
1
F4 = (Arz )n + δt
−
+
.
Wi r
∂r
∂z

a11 = 1.0 +
a22
a34
a44

(15)

(16)

The derivatives in Eq. (15) are approximated by second order finite differences while
the convective terms in Eq. (16) are calculated by the high order stable upwind method
CUBISTA [15]. The use of this high order bounded upwind method and small time-steps
provide accurate solution for the conformation tensor A. The solution of the system (14)
is obtained analytically by
F4 − aa41
F1 − aa43
F3
F2
11
33
,
[Arz ]n+1 =
,
a41
a43
a22
a44 − a11 a14 − a33 a34


1 
1 
rz n+1
zz n+1
rz n+1
=
=
F1 − a14 [A ]
,
[A ]
F3 − a34 [A ]
.
a11
a33

[Aθθ ]n+1 =
rr n+1

[A ]

(17)

Therefore, the tensor τ n+1 is given by
τ n+1 =



1 
2
1 − β An+1 − I +
β Dn+1 ,
Re W i
Re

(18)

and the non-Newtonian tensor Sn+1 is computed from
Sn+1 = τ n+1 −

2 n+1
D
.
Re

(19)

STEP3: The last step in the calculational cycle is to move the marker-particles to their
new positions by solving
dr 
dz 
n+1
(20)
 = u(r, z)P ;
 = w(r, z)n+1
P ,
dt P
dt P

T
for each particle P = [rP zP ]T . The particle velocity VP = [u(r, z)n+1
v(r, z)n+1
P
P ] is found
by a bilinear interpolation using the nearest velocities. For details see Tomé et al. [16].

6
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4

VERIFICATION RESULTS

To verify the numerical method described in Section 3, fully developed Poiseuille flow
in a tube was simulated and the numerical predictions were compared with the analytic
solutions.
A tube of radius R = 1.0 m and length H = 10R m composed the computational
domain Ω = [0 , R] × [0 , 10R] as illustrated in Fig. 2b. The tube was empty and fluid
was injected at the inflow with the imposition of the following fully developed profile:


w(r) = 1 − r2 ,



2
τ (r) =
W i 1 − β γ̇ 2 ,
Re
zz

u(r) = 0,

γ̇ =

1
γ̇,
τ (r) =
Re

dw
= −2r,
dr

rz

rr

(21)

θθ

τ (r) = τ (r) = 0.

The input data were: L = R = 1m, U = 1ms−1 , ρ = 1000kg m−3 , η0 = 4.0Pa.s, λ1 = 1.0s
ρUL
U
= 0.25 and W i = λ1 = 1.0. By using
and λ2 = 0.2s (β = 0.2). Therefore, Re =
η0
L
the meshes presented on Table 1, this problem was simulated until time t(U/L) = 100.0
on each mesh.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Description of flow domain (a) and computational domain (b).
Table 1: Meshes used to simulate tube flow.

Mesh
δr = δ z
Cells in the mesh

M10
0.1000
(10×100)

M20
0.0500
(20×200)

M30
0.0333
(30×300)

Fig. 3 displays the numerical solutions obtained for w(r, zm ), τ zz (r, zm ) and τ rz (r, zm ).
These solutions are plotted at the middle of the tube at zm = 0.5H. For comparisons, the
analytic solutions are also plotted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the numerical solutions
agree well with the corresponding solutions on the meshes employed. Moreover, Table
2 shows that the errors calculated with the norm defined by Eq. (22) decay with mesh
7
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refinement and the calculated convergence orders are about two. This is in accordance
with the second-order finite difference approximations employed to solve the equations.
 
2
(·)analytic − (·)numerical , h = δr = δz ,
(22)
E(·) = h
1

30

Analytic
M10
M20
M30

0.8

25

0

Analytic
M10
M20
M30

Analytic
M10
M20
M30

-2

τ /ρ0U

15

0.4

-4

rz

zz

w/U

τ /ρ0U

0.6

2

2

20

10
-6

0.2

0
0

5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0
0

1

0.2

0.4

r/R

0.6

0.8

r/R

(a)

(b)

1

-8
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/R

(c)

Figure 3: Comparison of (a) w(r); (b) τ zz (r) and (c) τ rz (r) obtained on meshes M10, M20 and M30
with the respective analytic solution of Poiseuille flow.
Table 2: Errors between analytic and numerical solutions calculated on meshes M10, M20, M30.

Errors
Mesh
w(r, zm )
τ rz (r, zm )
τ zz (r, zm )

5

M10
1.683826e-03
2.280432e-02
1.124021e-01

M20
4.260340e-04
5.749979e-03
2.845901e-02

M30
1.898501e-04
2.559584e-03
1.267881e-02

Orders
O(M10,M20) O(M20,M30)
1.982703
1.993475
1.987679
1.99611
1.981711
1.994088

Simulation of drop impacting

We simulated the time-dependent deformation of a spherical drop containing an OldroydB fluid after it impacted a rigid disk. This problem was chosen to establish our method on
complicated time-dependent free surface flows. Moreover, it is usually employed to test
the efficiency of numerical algorithms on problems having large free surface deformations
and a comparison with solutions obtained by other techniques can be effected.
We considered a drop of diameter d = 2R that is positioned above a circular disk at a
height H (see Fig. 4b). At t = 0 the drop starts flowing downwards with initial velocity
w(r, z, 0) = −U . After the drop impacts the disk it starts to flow radially expanding its
diameter d(t) while, after a short period of time, due to elasticity forces, it is expected
that it will contract, decreasing its diameter d(t). We are interest to study the effects of
the parameters W i and β on the variation of the drop diameter d(t) with time.

8
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Simulation of drop impacting. (a) 3D view of initial state; (b) Computational domain employed.
Table 3: Input data (SI units) used in the impacting drop simulation.

d = 2R
[m]
0.02

H
[m]
0.04

U
[m−1 ]
1.0

λ
[s]
0.02

η0
[P a.s]
4.0

ρ
[kg m−3 ]
1000.0

g
[m s−2 ]
-9.81

Fr
2.2576

Table 4: Meshes employed in the simulation of drop impacting.

Mesh
spacing (h/d)

5.1

M10
0.050000

M16
0.031250

M20
0.025000

M30
0.016666

M40
0.012500

Verification results

To verify our code, we performed a mesh refinement followed by comparisons with
results from other investigators. The data used in these simulations were Re = 5, W i =
1.0, β = 0.1 together with the data from Table 3 and carried out simulations until time
t∗(U/d) = 5.0 employing the meshes defined in Table 4. The results obtained are displayed
in Fig. 5a where it can be seen that the solutions on the coarser meshes converge to those
on the finest mesh (M40). Moreover, Fig. 5b presents a comparison of d(t) with the
results obtained by Figueiredo et al. [19], Xu et al. [20] and OpenFOAM [21]. It can
be observed that the time evolution of d(t) obtained by our code agrees well with the
results of Figueiredo et al., Xu et al. and the OpenFOAM code. These results verifies the
proposed new method on this particular unsteady free surface flow.
5.2

Simulation of drop impacting

To demonstrate the capabilities of this new technique in simulating time-dependent
viscoeslastic free surface flows, the input data displayed in Table 3 and mesh M40 were
employed to simulate the impacting drop problem varying the parameters: β and W i.
Firstly, we used Re = 5 and W i = 1 and simulated the drop impacting for the following
values of β : 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. The Newtonian flow corresponding
to β = 1 was also simulated for reference. These simulations were performed until the
nondimensional time t ∗ (U/d) = 20.
9
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Figure 6a displays the time history of d(t) for each value of β. We can observe that the
results with β = 0.9 are similar to the Newtonian drop and show that after the drop impacted the disk, at time t ≈ 1.4, it continued to flow radially over the time, monotonically
increasing d(t). The results with β = 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 display a small expansion/contraction
of the drop that occurred at times t ≈ 1.4 and t ≈ 2.4, respectively. It is seen that, after
the contraction, the drop flowed radially, monotonically increasing d(t), similar to the
Newtonian drop. For β = 0.1, 0.02, 0.01, 0.001, the behaviour of d(t) is more impressive.
The higher elasticity within the drop makes it to expand/contract twice. These expansions/contractions become stronger as the value of β is reduced and for β = 0.001, the
diameter d(t) is about the same as that obtained with the UCM model (β = 0). This is
in agreement with the Oldroyd-B model as it reduces to the UCM model when β = 0.
To observe the effect of a high Weissenberg number on the spreading of the drop, several
simulations using Re = 5.0, W i = 20 and β = 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 were performed.
The evolutions of d(t) obtained in these simulations are displayed in Fig. 6b for each value
of β. It is seen that, after the drop impacted the disk, the values of d(t) corresponding to
β = 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 increase monotonically in time and do not present any contraction.
However, for β = 0.1, 0.01 the diameter d(t) presents large expansions, namely, d(t) > 2.5d
for β = 0.01 and d(t) > 2d at β = 0.1. An interesting point is that for these values of β
the diameter of the drop contracted to the same value of d(t) ≈ 0.04 = 2d.
To show that the surface of the drop undergoes large deformations during the free
surface flow, Fig. 7 displays a three-dimensional view of the unsteady flow of the drop
over the disk for Re = 5, β = 0.01 and W i = 1, 20. We can observe that the drop, with
W i = 1 (see the left column with 3D visualisations), initially expands until time t = 2.6
and from this time it retains contracting up to the time of t = 3.4 when an elevation
at the centre of the drop can be seen (see the associated 3D view). After this time, the
drop again starts to expand, making its centre to undergo a depression at t ≈ 3.8 (see the
associated 3D view) and at a later time t = 4.6, due to a contraction, a small elevation
occurs at the centre of the drop. After this time the velocities within the drop became
small and the drop surface did not present any change. We believe that the effects of
expansion/contraction are due to elastic forces acting within the drop.
The results obtained with W i = 20 are more dramatic. The high elasticity of the fluid
provides more momentum to the drop so that its spreading is much more accentuated. It
is seen that after the maximum spread, at time t = 3.1, there is a thin layer of fluid over
the disk that is affected by elastic forces making the drop to contract until time t = 5.3
when a small jet emerges from the drop. Afterwards, the drop starts to expand again
spreading over the disk.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This work presented a novel numerical algorithm to solve the Oldroyd-B model for
free surface flows. The main feature of the formulation employed to solve the governing
equations is the application of a splitting transformation that avoided the appearance of
the viscosity ratio β in the momentum equations. The solution of the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation was obtained in terms of the conformation tensor A that was solved
10
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implicitly. The method was verified against fully developed tube flow of Oldroyd-B fluids and convergence results were provided. The efficiency of this new methodology on
unsteady free surface flow was attested by simulating the impacting drop problem for
which mesh refinement and comparison with results from the literature were performed.
The proposed method can easily be extended to three-dimensional flows and be used to
solve any viscoelastic flow where the usual rheological splitting of the extra-stress tensor
is employed.
7
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Figure 5: Simulation of a drop impacting a disk - Re = 5, W i = 1, β = 0.1. (a) Mesh refinement; (b)
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t = 2.2

t = 2.6

t = 3.1

t = 3.4

t = 3.8

t = 4.6

t = 5.3

t = 6.0

t = 7.5

t = 10.0
Figure 7: Simulation of a drop spreading over a disk - Re = 5, β = 0.01 and W i = 1, 20, at selected
times (from top to bottom) t ∗ (U/d) = 2.2, 2.6, 3.1, 3.8, 4.6, 5.3, 6.0, 7.5, 10.0. 2D plots on the right and
left sides display the u-velocity where the blue colour refers to negative values and the red colour stands
for positive values.
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Abstract. In this study, numerical simulations of binary droplet collisions of two GNF
droplets are carried out. Navier-Stokes equations are solved for fluid motion both inside
and outside of the droplet using a conservative level-set/finite-volume approach. On headon collision of equal-sized droplets, implementation of symmetry boundary condition along
with ghost nodes are used to mimic the behavior of the droplet colliding an image of itself
while only one-eight of the domain being solved. A novel lamella stabilization approach
is used which enables us to simulate extreme collision cases in relatively coarse meshes.
The results are compared with available experimental and numerical results.

1

INTRODUCTION

The droplet collision phenomena is of relevance to many natural and industrial applications, including raindrop and cloud formation, spray coating, combustion and ink-jet
printing. In many of these applications, the droplets exhibit non-Newtonian behavior.
Droplet collision has been subject of numerous investigations, including experimental,
analytical and numerical studies. The numerical simulation of multiphase flows is a challenging topic regarding the issues related to the tracking of interfaces, mass conservation
of the droplet, and instabilities encountered by large density ratio and surface tensions.
Different experimental studies of the head-on and off-center collisions of droplets have
been reported in literature. [1] studied the binary collision of the water droplets for different size ratios. They identified two different types of separating collisions, i.e. reflexive
and stretching separations. [2] studied the collision of an ethanol droplet with a water
droplet. [3] studied the transition between different collision outcomes. Despite the interesting break-throughs done in these works, the provided images lake the sufficient time
resolution and information describing the nature of the collision.
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Numerical simulations can provide significant details on the nature of collision which
are difficult or impossible to capture experimentally. For example extracting the velocity
and vorticity fields in numerical simulations are easily done while it requires expensive
equipments in experimental studies. In addition, the flexibility of numerical simulations
on implementing different fluid properties make them more interesting on studying the
fluid flows. Different numerical approaches are used to study the nature of binary droplet
collisions, including Lattice Boltzmann (LB), front tracking (FT), level-set (LS), smoothed
particle hydrodynamic (SPH), and volume of fluid (VOF) methods [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
In this paper, we study the possibility of a general framework on simulation of binary
collision of GNF droplets using a finite-volume discretization of conservative level-set
method as introduced by [9]. The rest of the present paper is organized as follow: The
mathematical formulation is presented in Section 2 . Numerical methods are described
in Section 3. Model validation and numerical experiments are presented in Section 4 .
Finally, concluding remarks are discussed in Section 5.
2

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe the conservation of mass and momentum
of two incompressible immiscible GNF fluids on a spacial domain of Ω with boundary of
∂Ω. These governing equations are as following [9]:



∂
(ρv) + ∇.(ρvv) = −∇p + ∇. µ(γ̇) ∇v + (∇v)T + ρg + σκnδΓ in Ω
∂t
∇.v = 0 in Ω

(1)
(2)

where ρ is density of the fluids, v is the velocity field, p pressure field, g gravitational
acceleration and δΓ is the Dirac delta function concentrated at the interface (Γ). Also n is
the unit normal vector outward to interface, κ is the interface curvature, σ is the interface
tension coefficient and µ(γ̇) is the dynamic viscosity of the GNF fluid. For Newtonian
fluids, µ(γ̇) = µ is used and for non-Newtonian shear-thinning fluids a Carreau-Yasuda
model is used as below:
µ(γ̇) = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞ ) (1 + (λγ̇)a )(n−1)/a

(3)

Where µ0 and µ∞ are dynamic viscosity at zero and infinite shear rates, respectively, n
is a power-law index, and a=0.557 is a parameter which controls the transition between
zero shear rate and the power-law regime [10]. In this formulation λ is a time constant
calculated as follows:

ρD3
λ = 250π
(4)
8σ
Mass, density and viscosity can be defined as scalar-fields inside the whole domain as
follows:
ρ = ρ1 H + ρ2 (1 − H)
µ = µ1 H + µ2 (1 − H)
2
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where H is the Heaviside step function which takes the value one in dispersed phase and
zero elsewhere. The µ1 and µ2 values in each phase are calculated based on the related
GNF model. In this research conservative level-set (CLS) method [11], as introduced by
Balcázar et. al. [9] is used. Conservative LS method employs a regularized indicator
function φ as below:




1
d(x, t)
φ(x, t) =
tanh
+1
(7)
2
2ε
where ε is the parameter that sets the thickness of the interface. φ varies from 0 in one
fluid to 1 in other fluid. velocity vector field, v, provided from solution of Navier-Stokes
equations is used to advect the level-set function [9, 11]:
∂φ
+ ∇.φv = 0
∂t

(8)

In order to keep the profile and thickness of the interface constant, an additional reinitialization equation [12] is used:
∂φ
+ ∇.φ (1 − φ) nτ =0 = ∇.ε∇φ
∂τ

(9)

which is advanced in pseudo-time τ . Normal vector n on the interface and curvature k of
the interface, are obtained using [9]:
∇φ
||∇φ||
k(φ) = −∇.n
n =

(10)
(11)

The continuous surface force model (CSF) [13] is used for surface tension computation
which converts the term σκnδΓ in Eq. 1 to a volume force term as follows:
σκnδΓ = σκ(φ)∇φ
3

(12)

NUMERICAL METHOD

Finite-volume (FV) approach is used to discretize the Navier-Stokes and level-set equations. collocated grid arrangement is used in discretization of the domain where all the
computed variables are stored at cell centers [9].
A central difference (CD) scheme is used to discretize the diffusion term of the momentum and compressive term of re-initialization equation (9). A distance-weighted linear
interpolation is used to calculate the face values of physical properties and interface normals. The gradients are computed at the cell centroids using the least-squares method.
In order to improve the numerical stability of the solver, a total-variation Diminishing
(TVD) SUPERBEE flux limiter is used to discretize the convective term as implemented
in [9]. A classical fractional step projection method as described by [14] is used to solve
the velocity-pressure coupling. The solution procedure is as follows:
3
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- Physical properties, interface geometric properties and velocity field are initialized.
- Allowable time step limited by CFL conditions is calculated.
- The advection equation (8) is integrated in time with a 3-step third order accurate
TVD Runge-Kutta scheme [15].
- The re-initialization equation (9) is integrated in pseudo time (τ ) using a third order
accurate TVD Runge-Kutta scheme. One iteration is used to solve the discretized
form of this equation.
- Physical properties in the domain (density and viscosity) and geometrical properties
at the interface (curvature and interface normal) are updated from the level-set and
shear fields.
- The velocity and pressure fields are calculated using fractional-step method. In this
formulation, the first step is to calculate the predicted velocity v. Fully explicit
second-order Adam-Bashforth method is used to discretize the prediction step:
ρv∗ − ρn vn
3
1
= (Rvv )n − (Rvv )n−1
∆t
2
2

(13)

where Rvv = −Ch (ρv)+Dh (v)+ρg+σκ∇h (φ). In this equation
 Ch (ρv) = ∇h .(ρvv)
T
is the convective operator, Dh (v) = ∇h . µ(γ̇)(∇h v + ∇h v) is the diffusion operator and ∇h is the gradient operator. In the next step, pressure field is calculated
by solving the Poisson equation:


1
1
n+1
∇h .
∇h (p ) =
∇h .(v∗ )
(14)
ρ
∆t
The resulting velocity v∗ does not satisfy the continuity equation and needs to be
corrected by:
vn+1 = v∗ −

∆t
∇h (pn+1 )
ρ

(15)

- repeat to reach the desired time.
The numerical methods are implemented in an in-house parallel c++/MPI code called
TermoFluids [16]. Validations and verifications of the numerical methods used in this
work are reported in [9, 17, 12, 18, 19, 20].

4
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Figure 1: We-I diagram for collision outcome regimes

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental droplet collision studies are providing us with different correlations to
understand what is the outcome of droplets collision. The main parameters are the surface
tension coefficient σ, liquid viscosity µl , liquid density ρl , droplets relative velocity Urel ,
and the impact parameter I. The following non-dimensional parameters are thus defined
by most authors to characterize the droplet’s collision:

We =

ρd Urel 2 D
ρd Urel D
µd
b
, Re =
, Oh = √
, I=
σ
µl
D
ρd σD

(16)

where We is the Weber number, Oh is the Ohnesorge number, D is the droplet diameter. Note that d stands for the droplet. The impact parameter I characterizes the
eccentricity of the collision with b the inter-center distance of droplets. Collision regimes
usually classifies in five main regimes as depicted in We-I diagram of figure 1:
a. coalescence after minor deformation
b. bouncing
c. coalescence after substantial deformation
d. coalescence followed by separation for near head-on collisions (Reflexive separation)
e. coalescence followed by separation for off-center collisions (Stretching Separation)
During the collision process, a thin gas film is formed between the droplets. The
consistency of this gas film during the collision process results in bouncing and rupture
of it results in coalescence of the droplets. The thickness of this gas film is in the order
of nanometers. Numerical resolution of this gas film requires numerical simulations in
molecular levels such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques and CFD simulation of
5
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Figure 2: Illustration of the implemented ghost nodes and symmetry plane, along with two possible
implementations of level-set boundary condition in ghost nodes. Left: Neumann BC. Right: Dirichlet
BC.

it is almost impossible. In this study we have used ghost nodes to control the gas film
rupture for cases of regimes a, b and c. For these cases, instead of collision of two
droplets, collision of a droplet to a symmetry wall with ghost nodes is studied. Figure
2 illustrates the concept of ghost nodes in determining the droplet collision outcome.
Implementing the Neumann boundary condition for level-set function in the ghost nodes,
imitates the rupture of the gas film, resulting in coalescence of the droplets. On the
other hand, Implementing the Dirichlet boundary condition for level-set function in these
nodes imitates the persistence of gas film and thus bouncing of droplets. Changing the
boundary condition of level-set function in these ghost nodes from Dirichlet to Neumann in
a prescribed time enables us to model the retarded coalescence phenomenas (coalescence
after minor deformation in regime ”a” and coalescence after substantial deformation of
moderate cases in regime ”c”).
Similar to the work of [21], to determine the rupture time of the gas film, a presimulation must be done. In this simulation, Dirichlet boundary condition for level-set
function in ghost nodes is applied to model the persistence of gas film. The thickness of
the gas film is being monitored throughout the whole simulation. The time in which this
parameter reaches its minimum thickness is counted as rupture time of the gas film. In
the next step, the simulation is being restarted. For times before calculated rupture time,
Dirichlet boundary condition and for times after that, Neumann boundary condition on
level-set function in ghost nodes are being applied. Rupture time for case ”a” is calculated
as explained and is trupture /t∗ =0.7682, where trupture is rupture time since the moment that
two droplets collide and t∗ = D/Urel is used to non-dimensionalize it. Gas film rupture
time of ∞ means bouncing and 0.0 means immediate coalescence. The characteristics of
the simulations of this study are presented in table 1. The Density and viscosity ratios
for all the simulations are ρd /ρm = 666 and µd /µm = 120, respectively, where m stands
for matrix. A grid size of h=d/30 is used in all the simulations. The collision happens
in X direction. Symmetry boundary condition is applied when possible to reduce the
computational costs.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 present the snapshots of the outcome of the droplets collision for cases
6
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Table 1: Characteristics of the simulations

Case
a
b
d
nn

We
2.25
2.27
61.4
40.

Re
46.6
59.0
296.5
8.0

I
Lx /D × Ly /D × Lz /D
0
2.5×1.5 × 1.5
0
2.5×1.5 × 1.5
0.06
5.0×2.8 × 1.4
0.0
5.0×2.8 × 2.8

trupture /t∗
0.7682
∞
0.0
0.0

Figure 3: Retarded coalescence of droplets with minor deformation. Collision properties as of case ’a’
in table 1. Left: results of current study, with velocity magnitude contours, right: experimental results
of [22].

Figure 4: Bouncing of droplets with collision properties of case ’b’ in table 1. Left: results of current
study, with velocity magnitude contours, right: experimental results of [22].

7
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Figure 5: Immediate coalescence followed by reflexive separation. Collision properties as of case ’d’ in
table 1. Left: results of current study, with pressure contours on droplet surface, right: experimental
results of [3].

Figure 6: Immediate coalescence of collision of non-Newtonian shear-thinning droplets with n =0.7,
Oh0 = 0.795 and Oh∞ = 0.0.0265. Properties as of case ’nn’ in table 1. Left: results of current study,
right: numerical results of [23].

8
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a, b and d, respectively. These figures are being compared with the available experimental
results in the literature. The snapshots are made in the same time instances as the
experimental figures. A new lamella stabilization approach is used to numerically stabilize
the thin lamella film in case d. Figure 6 illustrates the results of collision of two shearthinning non-Newtonian droplets compared with available numerical results of [23] in the
same time instances. Good agreement is seen in all the cases.
5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a numerical method to simulate collision of GNF droplets. The
bouncing and retarded coalescence of the droplets can be controlled through the proper
boundary condition in the ghost nodes. The gas film rupture time of retarded coalescence
cases can be extracted through analysis of the gas film thickness. A lamella stabilization
approach can be used to stabilize the lamella thin film and prevent it from rupturing
numerically. During the whole simulations, the mass conservation of the droplets was
satisfied. Results agree well with the references.
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Abstract. Neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, affect a large number of the erderly population and still remain untreated. In recent years, cell therapy has
emerged as a promising therapeutic strategy. To increase cell viability, biomaterials are often used as scaffolds and facilitate cell deposition, through injection, to the site of interest.
However, fluid forces acting on the cells during injection may lead to their disruption or
death. This study aims to develop a novel device for the delivery of a cell-embedded, in situ
forming, collagen hydrogel. A preliminary simulation study on constricted channels representing the syringe was performed to gain insight into the effect of needle diameter and
syringe geometry. Straight needles emanating co-axially from syringes of various geomeR
tries were computationally modelled in the two-dimensional space, using OpenFOAM
.
The natural collagen solution was modelled as a continuum medium, without cells, and
the flow was assumed incompressible, with non-Newtonian fluid constitutive behaviour.
The effects of needle diameter and syringe geometry on velocity and shear stresses were
examined. The results highlight the importance of geometric characteristics on the design
of new cell delivery devices. If cells pass from the syringe barrel to the needle, the pressure
drop and the increased velocity could damage them. This is more likely to occur using
higher Gauge needles. Further analysis is required including simulations of cells during
injection and analysis of their deformation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease is a challenging neurodegenerative disorder, characterised by dopamine loss, caused by the degeneration of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system [1]. The
cells affected are the dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra that send axonal projections to the corpus striatum [2]. Several therapies to address Parkinson’s disease have
emerged, such as the combination of neurotrophic factors, stem cell therapy, and biomaterials [3].
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Despite these recent advancements, clinical translation is still restricted, partially due
to limitations in delivering therapeutics to the Central Nervous System (CNS). Since
systemic administration cannot reach the CNS due to the limited diffusion of molecules
through the blood brain barrier (BBB) [4], an alternative method that offers highly concentrated deposition in the diseased region is the intrastriatal delivery of a cell-embedded,
in situ forming, collagen hydrogel [5].
Collagen, in recent years, has been widely used in numerous biomedical applications
due to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, and weak antigenicity [6]. Therefore, it can
offer a protective environment to the cells delivered by preventing the astrogliosis and
microgliosis, and by prolonging the cell viability on the site of delivery [7]. Furthermore,
collagen is widely used in biomedical applications because of its stability and strength, due
to fibre formation caused by self-aggregation and cross-linking [8]. As a natural polymer,
collagen has been shown to exhibit a non-Newtonian behaviour, characterised by shear
thinning properties [9], that is, its viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate [10].
Even though the strategy of utilising an injectable collagen scaffold to deliver cell therapy to the brain is promising, it still has disadvantages, since the instrastriatal injection
required for the delivery can cause tissue damage, neuroimmune response, and haemorrhage. To minimise these responses, an optimised medical device should be designed.
Of main consideration is the volume dispensed and the needle dimensions. Current approaches use 18 to 20 Gauge diameter needles and multiple cranial penetrations to achieve
a high volume of cell-embedded, in situ forming, collagen hydrogel that would allow therapeutic effects. This can cause tissue damage and haemorrhage due to the relatively large
diameter of the needle [11]. Thus, it would be beneficial to explore the possibility of using
a needle with a smaller diameter than the current standards for intrastriatal injection.
Another important consideration is the geometric design of the syringe used for the
intrastriatal injection. As a common practice, low dead space syringes are used in a
variety of medical applications since they ensure accurate dosing. Low dead space syringes
manage to limit the dead space between the syringe hub and the needle, however this can
be achieved with more than one geometric design. Therefore, it is useful to investigate
how the design of the syringe could affect the delivery of the cell-embedded collagen.
Finally, in the case of cell therapy, it is highly important to ensure a prolonged viability
of the delivered cells, in order to allow them to proliferate and express their therapeutic
effects. Although this is partially achieved by the collagen hydrogel, which protects the
cells from immune responses once in the site of delivery, their viability must also be
ensured during their passage through the delivery device. When cells flow through a
syringe needle, forces applied by the fluid on the cells could lead to cell disruption and
death [12]. These forces include pressure drop across the cell, shearing forces due to shear
flow, and stretching forces due to extensional flow [13].
This study aims to develop a novel device for the effective intrastriatal delivery of a
cell-embedded, in situ forming, collagen hydrogel to the CNS. A preliminary simulation
study on constricted channels representing the needle was performed, and is presented
here, with the scope to gain insight into the optimal needle diameter and the effect of the
syringe geometry on collagen flow.
2
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2
2.1

METHODS
Collagen shear thinning behaviour

The shear thinning behaviour of soluble collagen, which could be used as scaffold for
therapeutic cell delivery, was characterised based on measurements of viscosity, with a
rotational viscometer, during controlled increase of the shear rate. For that purpose,
pepsin-extracted soluble collagen was used at 3 mg/ml (supplied by Collagen Solutions
Plc) and was further diluted to 2 mg/ml, using 10 mM HCl. The temperature on the
rotational viscometer was kept stable at 22o C by a circulating water bath. The rotations
per minute (rpm) were gradually increased and the apparent viscosity was measured.
Measurements were considered valid when the torque was higher than 12.5%.
The results were analysed by using the well-known power law model [14], which is
used to approximate the behaviour of shear-thinning and shear-thickening non-Newtonian
fluids and is described by the equation:
η = K · γ n−1

(1)

where η is the viscosity, γ is the shear rate, K is the flow consistency index and n is the
flow behaviour index. The following logarithmic equation:
log(η) = log(K) + (n − 1) · log(γ)

(2)

is used to extract the flow consistency index and the flow behaviour index. n is indicative
of the behaviour of the fluid; for n = 1, Newtonian behaviour is expected, for n < 1 the
apparent viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate and the fluid is called pseudoplastic
or shear thinning.
2.2

Geometry designs of delivery device and grid generation

When cells are delivered with a syringe device, they pass through the syringe barrel
to the needle, which has a much smaller diameter. This sudden contraction causes an
increased velocity of the fluid within the needle which could damage the cells. Therefore,
the transition from the syringe barrel to the needle is critical for the design of the delivery
device, in order to ensure cell viability.
Syringes with different needle diameters and different geometries were designed in
R
SolidWorks
. Four different needle diameters were tested, with the larger diameter
being 20 Gauge and the smallest 26 Gauge (Table 1). The straight needles were made to
emanate co-axially from a syringe barrel (D = 1.457 mm inner diameter), the geometry
of which was kept constant in all designs. The angle between the syringe barrel and the
attached needle was also kept constant at 45o .
Three different geometries were designed, based on low dead space syringes (Figure 1).
This type of syringes limit the dead space between the syringe hub and the needle, and
are thus widely used for medical applications since they ensure accurate dosing. For all
three different geometries, the syringe barrel (of inner diameter D) and the diameter of
the needle (24 Gauge) were kept constant. The angle in the entrance from the syringe
3
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Figure 1: Geometry designs of the low dead space syringe device. A) The syringe consists of the syringe
barrel (left) and the needle (right). D = 1.457mm for the inner diameter of the barrel, while the needle
diameter was 24 Gauge (0.2D), for all geometries. B) Geometry 1: Common design of a low dead space
syringe (Angle at the entrance to the needle is 45o ). C) Geometry 2: Angle to the needle entrance is 90o .
D) Geometry 3: Angle to the needle entrance is 45o .
Table 1: Needle diameter dimensions

Needle
Diameter (Gauge)
20
22
24
26

Needle
Inner Diameter (mm)
0.603
0.413
0.311
0.260

Needle
Inner Diameter (D)
∼ 0.41D
∼ 0.28D
∼ 0.21D
∼ 0.18D

barrel to the needle was 45o in Geometries 1 and 3 (Figures 1B and 1D, respectively),
and 90o in Geometry 2 (Figure 1C).
The ANSA pre-processor (BETA CAE Systems) was used to create a high-quality grid
using quadrilateral elements in order to enhance the modelling of the viscous flow. The
region where the flow enters the needle is of particular interest, therefore a finer mesh was
created in this area. A finer mesh was also created near the walls to capture the near-wall
viscous effects (Figure 2A).
In order to achieve reliable simulations, it is important that the results do not depend
on the grid. A sensitivity analysis was thus conducted to compare how the velocity varies
depending on an increasing number of elements (Figure 2B). The geometry of the 22
Gauge needle was used for that purpose, and the velocity profiles were compared at the
entrance of the flow to the needle. It was shown that the solution of the maximum velocity
magnitude at the entrance to the needle reached a plateau as the number of elements in
the grid increased. The difference between a mesh with 6000 elements in total and a finer

4
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Figure 2: A) Detail of the mesh used for the simulations. Finer mesh was created near the walls and at
the entrance to the needle to capture viscous effects. B) Grid dependency analysis based on the maximum
velocity magnitude at the entrance of the needle depends on the total number of elements on the grid.
The value becomes independent for grids consisting of a total number of elements of 6000 or higher.

mesh with 9000 elements in total was insignificant, thus a mesh of an average of 6000
elements was used in all simulations to reduce the computational cost.
2.3

Computational modelling of collagen flow in syringes

Due to the low concentration of collagen, the flow was considered incompressible and
R
was simulated using a finite volume approach in OpenFOAM
, utilising the SIMPLE
algorithm. The mass conservation law for an incompressible fluid is given by the equation:
∇ · u = 0

(3)

The conservation of momentum is given by:
ρ

∂u
+ ρ(u · ∇)u = −∇p + µ∇2u
∂t

(4)

where u = [u, v, w] is the velocity vector, ρ is the fluid density, p is the static pressure and
µ is the dynamic viscosity.
The non-Newtonian fluid constitutive behaviour that was characterised experimentally
was modelled using the power law model. A steady state volumetric flow rate of 4 µl/min
was used in the simulations, with a constant inlet velocity corresponding to maximum
delivery volume. The inlet velocity profile was assumed uniform which is a reasonable
assumption for the case of a syringe plunger and a highly viscous collagen solution.
3
3.1

RESULTS
Collagen shear thinning behaviour

In non-Newtonian fluids, viscosity depends on the magnitude and the rate of the applied
shear stress. For materials with shear thinning properties, the viscosity decreases as the
shear rate increases. In this study, an investigation to confirm whether soluble collagen
in low concentrations (2mg/ml) exhibits shear thinning properties was conducted. The
apparent viscosity (in cP ) was examined against the shear rate (in s−1 ) and the results
5
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Figure 3: Velocity streamlines on syringes with different needle diameters. Low dead space syringe
with a (A) 20, (B) 22, (C) 24, and (D) 26 Gauge needle attached. (A) is currently used in intrastriatal
injections, while (C) is almost half in diameter of (A) and could reduce the risk of hemorrhage, but
possibly damage the cells; (D) is smallest needle diameter. Streamlines coloured by velocity magnitude
based on the colourmap in (A). Flow is from left to right.

Figure 4: Almost linear relationships between the needle diameter and (A) the maximum velocity
magnitude and (B) the wall shear stress at the entrance to the needle.

were analysed using the power law model. For low concentrated soluble collagen, the
flow behaviour index, n, was lower than 1 (n = 0.903). Even though this indicates a
shear thinning fluid, the material’s behaviour was not far from being characterised as
Newtonian.
3.2

Comparison of Newtonian and non-Newtonian model

The flow of collagen in a syringe with 24 Gauge needle diameter was simulated in
R
OpenFOAM
, as described in section 2.3, for Geometry 1 (Figure 1B). Results were
6
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Figure 5: Velocity profiles at the entrance of the needle, indicating differences in the pressure drop in
the needle fitting for Geometry 2 as compared to Geometries 1 and 3, for the same inlet flow rate.

acquired for a shear thinning fluid, described by the power law, and a Newtonian fluid
model. It was found that the maximum velocity at the entrance of the needle was almost
identical for both the Newtonian and the non-Newtonian fluid models. No statistical
difference was found in the velocity profiles, indicating that collagen’s behaviour in low
concentrations is very similar to a Newtonian fluid. Therefore, all remaining simulations
were performed with the assumption of a Newtonian fluid.
3.3

Effect of needle diameter on collagen flow

One of the main concerns in intrastriatal injections is the possible tissue damage and
hemorrhage that may occur. As a standard practice, needles with 18 to 20 Gauge diameter
are used to deliver therapeutics to the brain. However, as this may cause damage to the
site of the delivery, it would be beneficial to use needles with a smaller diameter.
Four different needle diameters were tested, of 20, 22, 24, and 26 Gauge (Figure 3) to
establish the effect of needle diameter on the flow of the collagen. Not surprisingly, an
almost linear relationship was observed between the needle diameter and the maximum
velocity magnitude at the entrance to the needle (Figure 4A). The shear stress on the
wall was also analysed. Highest wall shear stresses were observed at the needle entrance,
exhibiting an almost linear relationship with increasing needle diameter (Figure 4B).
3.4

Effect of syringe geometry on collagen flow

In many medical applications, low dead space syringes are considered a quality standard
since they limit the dead space between the syringe hub and the needle, thus ensuring
accurate dosing. However, the design of a low dead space syringe can vary. In this study,
the effect of three different geometry designs on the flow of collagen was investigated. It
was observed that the maximum velocity magnitude at the entrance of the needle was
similar for Geometries 1 and 3, but lower for Geometry 2 (Figure 5), for the same inlet
flow rate. This indicates differences in the pressure drop in the needle fitting for each

7
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Figure 6: Velocity streamlines for different geometry designs of low dead space syringes, using a 24
Gauge needle. A) Geometry 1: Recirculation zones appear at the corners of the syringe barrel. B)
Geometry 2: Stronger recirculation zones appear due to the more sudden contraction. C) Geometry 3:
No recirculation zones present.

syringe Geometry.
The lower maximum velocity magnitude at the needle entrance for Geometry 2 could
be attributed to the higher vorticity being observed at the corners of the syringe barrel
(Figure 6). Recirculation zones appeared at the corner ends of syringe Geometry 1 and
Geometry 2, with the strongest being for Geometry 2. These vortices could prove a
disadvantage on these syringe designs since they could possibly cause cell entrapment
during the delivery. No recirculation zones were apparent for Geometry 3.
Finally, the shear stress on the wall of the syringes was measured. The maximum
8
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Figure 7: Contours of wall shear stress (WSS) near the entrance to the needle with maximum values
being observed at the corner where the fluid entered the needle. A) Geometry 1. B) Geometry 2 had the
lowest WSS values compared to the other two designs (35% lower than Geometry 1 and 40% lower than
Geometry 3). C) Geometry 3. Flow is from left to right.
Table 2: Maximum wall shear stress on syringes with different designs

Geometry
1
2
3

Maximum Wall Shear Stress (m2 /s2 )
1.95E-08
1.25E-08
2.05E-08

shear stress was measured at the corner region where the needle was attached to the
syringe barrel (Figure 7). The overall maximum wall shear stress value was 35% lower
on Geometry 2 compared to Geometry 1 and 40% lower compared to Geometry 3 (Table
2). However, since the same needle diameter was used for all three designs, this difference
on wall shear stress was observed at the entrance of the flow to the needle; once the flow
became fully developed further downstream of the needle entrance, no differences on the
wall shear stress were noticed.

9
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4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study highlights the effect of geometry and needle diameter on the design of new
medical devices for cell delivery to the CNS. As collagen passes from the syringe barrel
to the needle, variations in the velocity, pressure drop, and wall shear stress are observed
due to different needle diameters and different barrel geometric designs.
Collagen, a material widely used in biomedical applications, has been characterised
with non-Newtonian behaviour [15]. In previous studies, its shear thinning behaviour has
been identified, which is a desirable characteristic for applications as an injectable scaffold
since it can facilitate the injection to the site [16]. However, in this study, low concentrations of soluble collagen were studied, and when compared to higher concentration of
soluble collagen and collagen gels, the material behaviour was similar to Newtonian fluid.
The implementation of the power law model in the computational analysis did not affect
the results, which were comparable to the Newtonian model. Collagen, however, is a
complex material. Collagen structure consists of three polypeptide chains, coiled together
to form a triple helix. Three of these helices then form a molecule of tropocollagen, the
basic building block of collagen. Finally, tropocollagen molecules aggregate in a staggered
fashion to form collagen fibrils which are stabilised mainly by covalent cross-links [17, 18].
Therefore, further analysis is required to identify how these structures behave under shear
stress, specifically during injection.
When cells flow through a syringe needle, they experience fluid forces that can lead
to cell disruption and even cell death [19]. These forces include pressure drop across the
cell, shearing forces due to shear flow and stretching forces due to extensional flow [20].
In previous studies, it was shown that extensional flow is the major cause of cell death
during an injection [13]. This is more likely to occur when higher Gauge needles are
used, since the stretching forces would be higher due to the augmented velocity observed
in smaller diameters. Current approaches utilise needles with 18 to 20 Gauge diameter
for the delivery of therapeutics to the CNS. The cell viability during injection has been
investigated in needles with a bigger diameter, and no correlation between cell viability
and needle diameter was observed [12]. However, this is within certain limits, since
needles with a maximum of only 22 Gauge were tested. Therefore, it would be beneficial
to identify the limit above which cell viability would be compromised. This could help
ensure the successful delivery of a cell therapy to the CNS with a smaller needle, which
would be preferred since it can minimise the tissue damage at the site of the delivery and
can reduce the haemorrhage risks.
Finally, of main consideration is the design of the syringe barrel. Current approaches
utilise low dead space syringes, which are nowadays considered a medical standard, since
they allow accurate dosing. However, different geometric designs can be used to achieve
the low dead space between the needle and the syringe hub, and it would therefore be
of interest to investigate how these designs can affect the fluid flow. In a previous study,
it was shown that needle geometry can affect the cell delivery, with a tapered needle
minimising the cell damage compared to a cylindrical needle [21]. This observation was
attributed to the change in force distribution between the two geometric designs. In the
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present study, the effect of the syringe barrel design to the fluid flow was investigated
and a geometric design with a more sudden contraction between the syringe barrel and
the needle was shown to reduce the maximum velocity magnitude at the entrance to the
needle, indicating different pressure drop along the syringe-needle connection. The wall
shear stress was also shown to be lower at the same site of the syringe, which could be
attributed to the stronger vorticity that was observed in this design.
Further analysis is required including the simulation of cells during injection and analysis of their deformation, in order to ensure that the device is designed to provide the
optimum viability to the cells delivered. The design and development of a medical device
that would ensure the viability of the cells delivered, while minimising the tissue damage
and the immune response observed during intrastiatal injection could help bring the stem
cell research for neurodegenerative diseases to a clinical translation.
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Abstract.
We present a numerical methodology for three-dimensional large-scale
simulations of two-ﬂuid ﬂow for generalised Newtonian ﬂuids exhibiting non-Newtonian
behaviour such as a non-zero yield stress and power-law dependency on strain-rate.
The incompressible continuity and Cauchy momentum equations, along with appropriate
rheological models, are solved using a computational framework initially developed at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The solver uses second-order Godunov methodology for the advective terms and semi-implicit diﬀusion in the context of an approximate
projection method to evolve the system in time. We have extended the algorithm to enable the simulation of Herschel-Bulkley ﬂuids by means of a mathematical regularisation
of the constitutive equation which describes the ﬂuid rheology. Additionally, interfaces
between ﬂuids with diﬀerent properties are treated using a passively advected indicator
function. The performance of the software is validated for two-dimensional displacement
ﬂow and tested on a three-dimensional viscoplastic dambreak.

1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid dynamics systems involving more than one ﬂuid are countless, and many are so
heavily characterised by the interactions that their inclusion in the system description is
essential in order to understand it. For this reason, mathematical modeling and numerical
simulation of several ﬂuids has been actively researched for the last half century. Noh
and Woodward [1] ﬁrst introduced the advection of a scalar function used to indicate
the volume fraction of each ﬂuid in a cell, a method which was named the Volume Of
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Fluid (VOF) method by Hirt and Nichols [2] in 1981. Further development of the method
by Sussman et al. allowed coupling to level-set methods [3], adaptive mesh hierarchies
[4] and three-dimensional ﬂow [5]. Gueyﬃer et al. added the ability to deal with topology changes through smoothed surface stress methods [6], while Ménard, Tanguy and
Berlemont combined VOF with the ghost ﬂuid method for gas interactions [7]. As such,
the methodology is mature, versatile and well-documented, and is implemented in major
commercial software suites for CFD. However, the application to viscoplastic ﬂuids is
limited, and, for the three-dimensional case, does not exist to the best knowledge of the
author.
Viscoplastic ﬂuids are non-Newtonian ﬂuids which are characterised by a minimum
induced stress necessary for ﬂow to occur. For this reason they are also commonly referred
to as yield-stress ﬂuids. When the imposed stress does not exceed the threshold value,
the material is modelled as a rigid solid. In regions where the yield stress is exceeded,
however, the material ﬂows with a ﬁnite viscosity. The ability of the material to support
a stress under certain circumstances gives rise to phenomena such as non-ﬂat surfaces at
rest under gravity and the coexistence of yielded (ﬂowing) and unyielded (rigid) regions
within the ﬂuid. The former can be demonstrated by distorting the surface of mayonnaise
in a jar: gravity alone is not strong enough to surpass the yield stress, and the surface
remains in its distorted state. In addition to being fundamentally interesting from the
perspectives of rheology, ﬂuid mechanics and mathematical modelling, yield stress ﬂuids
occur naturally and are paramount to the success of animals such as mudskippers [8] and
snails [9]. Their importance in industries ranging from medicine [10, 11, 12, 13] to oil and
gas exploration [14, 15, 16] has led to extensive research contributions in the ﬁeld. For
further reading on developments in viscoplastic ﬂuids, we refer the reader to the review
papers by Barnes [17] and Balmforth et al. [18].
Just as for Newtonian ﬂuids, the pursuit of knowledge about viscoplastic ﬂuids has
relied heavily on computational methods in the last ﬁfty years. Compared to the Newtonian case, however, the numerical simulations are much more computationally intensive. In order to remedy this, we recently extended the state-of-the-art open-source code
IAMR to allow simulation of Herschel-Bulkley ﬂuids evolving in time and three spatial
dimensions [19]. IAMR uses a second-order accurate, approximate projection method to
solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [20]. The code is built on the AMReX
(https://amrex-codes.github.io) software framework for developing massively parallel block-structured AMR applications. By using this as our software framework, we are
able to take full advantage of modern supercomputer architectures in our simulations.
Presently, we further extend the capabilities of the IAMR code, to systems containing
multiple generalised Newtonian ﬂuids. This necessitates the use of a passively advected
scalar to indicate the locations of each ﬂuid as the system evolves in time. To ensure
that the two-ﬂuid extension works as expected, we validate our code against the twodimensional displacement ﬂow of a Bingham ﬂuid by a Newtonian ﬂuid along a plane
channel. When the yield stress of the Bingham ﬂuid is high enough, this generates static
wall layers, as illustrated by Wielage-Burchard and Frigaard [21]. Moreover, we illustrate
the capabilities of our code by simulating the collapse of a three-dimensional cube of
2
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high-density Herschel-Bulkley ﬂuid surrounded by a lower-density Newtonian.
A brief outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce
the governing equations and rheological model employed to describe our system, and
the methodology for modeling the immiscible ﬂow of two ﬂuids. Section 3 contains an
explanation of the numerical algorithm which we utilise. Our simulations are validated
through comparisons with reference displacement ﬂows in a plane channel in section 4, in
addition to being further evaluated by computing a fully three-dimensional viscoplastic
dam-break. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

We denote by ρ(x, t) the material density. The velocity ﬁeld is introduced as u(x, t),
with components u, v and w. The Cauchy stress tensor σ is deﬁned as a sum of isotropic
and deviatoric parts, σ = −pI + τ. Here, the pressure p(x, t) is multiplied by the identity
tensor, while the deviatoric part of the stress tensor is denoted τ(x, t). In order to describe
immiscible two-ﬂuid ﬂow, we introduce a passive scalar λ(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] which plays the role
of an indicator, and let the simulated ﬂuid properties be a function of this indicator. The
ﬂuid motion is then governed by
∂ρ
+ u · ∇ρ = 0,
∂t
∂u
1
+ u · ∇u = (−∇p + ∇ · τ (|γ̇|, λ) + f ) ,
∂t
ρ
∂λ
+ u · ∇λ = 0,
∂t
∇ · u = 0,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

completed by a suitable constitutive equation τ (|γ̇|, λ). Here, we have introduced f
to describe external body forces
such as

 gravity acting on the ﬂuid, in addition to the
rate-of-strain tensor γ̇ = 12 ∇u + ∇u . Note that we take the tensor norm induced

by the Frobenius inner product, |γ̇| = tr(γ̇ γ̇  ) (and similar for |τ|). Equations (1)(4) constitute variable density conservation of mass, Cauchy momentum balance, passive
advection of a ﬂuid indicator and the incompressibility constraint. In general, (3) includes
a diﬀusive term proportional to ∇2 λ on the right hand side, but for the case of immiscible
ﬂow which we are studying the coeﬃcient of proportionality is zero. Rheological behaviour
is captured by non-Newtonian equations of state where the stress response is dependent
on the rate-of-strain tensor γ̇ and the indicator λ.
Many ﬂuids are accurately modelled by a non-Newtonian behaviour that captures
shear-dependency through a smooth increase or decrease in apparent viscosity. Such
ﬂuids include pseudoplastics (shear-thinning) and dilatants (shear-thickening). A model
which captures this behaviour is the power-law ﬂuid, characterised by its (dimensionless)
ﬂow behaviour index n and consistency μ, which has units Pa sn ). The Newtonian case
with n = 1 separates pseudoplastics (n < 1) from dilatants (n > 1).
Viscoplastic ﬂuids have a stress threshold τ0 > 0 (the yield stress), below which they do
3
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not ﬂow. The simplest type of viscoplastic ﬂuid is the Bingham ﬂuid [22], characterised by
zero strain rate below the yield stress. In the yielded region, however, the stress depends
linearly on the rate-of-strain magnitude, just like a Newtonian ﬂuid. For Bingham plastics,
we note that the apparent viscosity has a singularity for γ̇ = 0.
In many applications, it is desirable to capture both the yield stress of viscoplastic
ﬂuids and the power-law dependency occurring once the ﬂuid starts ﬂowing. A widely
used rheological model for such ﬂuids is due to Herschel and Bulkley [23]. The HerschelBulkley ﬂuid facilitates a very general description of non-Newtonian ﬂuids, as it is a yield
stress ﬂuid with a nonlinear stress-strain dependency in the yielded region. As such,
it can be thought of as a hybrid between Bingham plastics and power law ﬂuids. The
constitutive equation is

γ̇ = 0
if |τ| ≤ τ0
,
(5)
n+1
τ
n−1
0
τ = 2 2 μ|γ̇| γ̇ + |γ̇| γ̇ if |τ| > τ0
where the singularity for zero strain-rate is apparent. Computational schemes such as
that in IAMR cannot be used in the presence of such singularities. Regularisation deals
with the problem by replacing the ill-behaved apparent viscosity with a function that
approximates the rheological behaviour, but which stays bounded for arbitrarily small
γ̇. This is done by introducing an additional parameter ε to the apparent viscosity,
which describes how big the eﬀect of the regularisation is. A large value of ε allows
for inexpensive computations even near unyielded ﬂow, while the limit ε → 0 recovers
the unregularised description. We employ the popular Papanastasiou regularisation [24],
which utilises an exponential relaxation. Introducing the apparent viscosity η(|γ̇|) through
the relation τ = 2ηγ̇, the regularised Herschel-Bulkley model satisﬁes
 n−1
τ0  1 − e−|γ̇|/ε
η(|γ̇|) = 2 2 μ|γ̇|n +
.
2
|γ̇|

(6)

Finally, we need to ensure that the model encapsulates the dependency of the apparent
viscosity on which ﬂuid is present at a given point. The extension of viscoplastic ﬂow in
the IAMR framework to incorporate several ﬂuids is the main motivation for the present
work. For Newtonian ﬂuids, whose viscosity is given by a constant dynamic coeﬃcient μi
in the ﬂuid i, this is done by linear interpolation based on λ. For a system of two ﬂuids,
i ∈ {1, 2}, we therefore take
μ(λ) = λμ1 + (1 − λ)μ2 ,

(7)

so that μ = μ1 when λ = 1 and μ = μ2 when λ = 0. For Herschel-Bulkley ﬂuids, which
use two additional parameters to describe the apparent viscosoity, we simply take similar
averages to obtain the apparent ﬂow index and yield stress:
n(λ) = λn1 + (1 − λ)n2 ,
τ0 (λ) = λτ0,1 + (1 − λ)τ0,2 .
4
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3

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

An approximate projection method for solving the variable-density incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations on an adaptive mesh hierarchy has been implemented in the
IAMR code. The algorithm was described for the constant viscosity case by Almgren et
al. [20], and the extension to generalised Newtonian viscoplastics is described in Sverdrup
et al. [19]. In addition to solving the mass and momentum equations for velocity and
pressure, the IAMR code allows for the (conservative or passive) advection of any number
of scalar quantities. The implementation is such that the code can be run on architectures
from single-core laptops through to massively parallel supercomputers.
In the approximate projection method as implemented in IAMR, an advection-diﬀusion
step is used to advance the velocity in time; the solution is then (approximately) projected
onto the space of divergence-free ﬁelds. In the advection-diﬀusion step, (2), is discretized
in time to construct a new-time provisional velocity ﬁeld, u∗ , without enforcing (4). i.e. we
deﬁne u∗ using



u∗ − uk
1
1
k
MAC
k+1/2
k−1/2
k
∗
= −[u
∇ · τ(u ) + ∇ · τ(u ) + f ,
· ∇ũ]
+ k+1/ −Gp
+
Δt
2
ρ 2
(10)
1

1

where Gpk− /2 is a lagged approximation to the pressure gradient ∇p and the density ρk+ /2
is the average of times tk and tk+1 .
1
The time-centered advective update term, [uMAC · ∇ũ]k+ /2 is constructed using an
unsplit second-order accurate upwind scheme. All velocity components are predicted from
1
cell centers at time tk to faces at time tk+ /2 using Taylor series approximations to deﬁne
ũ. The face-centered normal velocities are then projected to be divergence-free to deﬁne
uMAC . These velocities are also employed to advect the scalars, for which separate Taylor
approximations are computed. Equations (1) and (3) are therefore advanced through
solving
ρk+1 − ρk
1
= −[uMAC · ∇ρ̃]k+ /2 ,
Δt
λk+1 − λk
1
= −[uMAC · ∇λ̃]k+ /2 .
Δt

(11)
(12)

In order to compute the explicit viscous term, τ(uk ), we must ﬁrst evaluate the viscosity
parameters according to (7)-(9), taking λk as input. Subsequently, we evaluate the stress
using velocity components at time tk , i.e. we deﬁne γ̇ k = γ̇(uk ), η k = η(|γ̇ k |) and write
τ(uk ) = 2η k γ̇ k .
We solve for u∗ with the same η k , i.e.



Δt
Δt 
1
1
∗
k ∗
∇ · (η γ̇ ) = uk − Δt[uMAC · ∇ũ]k+ /2 + k+1/ −Gpk− /2 + ∇ · (η k γ̇ k ) + f k .
u −
ρ
ρ 2
(13)
Note that all velocity components are solved for simultaneously.
5
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The ﬁnal part of the algorithm is the projection step and subsequent pressure update.
The velocity ﬁeld u∗ does not in general satisfy the divergence constraint as given by (4).
We solve
�
�
1 ∗ 1
k−1/2
Lρ φ = D
u + Gp
(14)
Δt
ρ
where D is a discrete divergence and G a discrete gradient. Lρ is a second-order accurate
1
approximation to ∇ · ρk+1
/2 ∇. The new-time velocity is then deﬁned by
uk+1 = u∗ − Δt

1
1
ρk+ /2

Gφ

(15)

and the updated pressure by
1

pk+ /2 = φ .
4

(16)

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1

Validation: plane channel displacement

As a validation problem, we consider the displacement of a Bingham ﬂuid by a Newtonian in a plane channel, as described by Wielage-Burchard and Frigaard [21]. Our domain
is a two-dimensional duct of width 2W and length L. Through the duct, there is a ﬂow
with mean x-velocity U across its width. In the absence of external forces, this corresponds to a plane Poiseuille ﬂow, for which analytical solutions exist both for Newtonian
and Bingham ﬂuids. Initially, the domain is ﬁlled with a Bingham
√ ﬂuid, indicated by
λ = 1. The properties of this ﬂuid are μ1 = 1 Pa s and τ0,1 = 100 2 Pa. We initialise the
velocity proﬁle as the steady-state analytical solution for Bingham ﬂuids, given by
⎧
⎨1,
|y| ≤ y0 ,
�2
�
(17)
u(y) = umax,1 ·
⎩1 − |y|−y0 , y0 < |y| ≤ W,
W−y0
where

umax,1 =

(W − y0 )2 τ0,1
·√
2y0
2μ1

(18)

is the maximum velocity of the ﬂuid, occurring in the plug region |y| < y0 . The char�W
1
acteristic distance y0 is found by demanding W
u(y)dy = U , resulting in the cubic
0
equation
�
�
√
� y �3
2μ
U
y0
2
0
1
+ 2 = 0.
(19)
−3 1+
W
3τ0,1 W
W

6
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Figure 1: Snapshots of the plane channel displacement ﬂow at t = 3.4 s, depicting the indicator (top, dimensionless), x-velocity (middle, m/s) and strain-rate magnitude (bottom,
s−1 ). In each case, the distribution in the full duct [0, L] × [−W, W] is shown.
At time t = 0, we inject a Newtonian ﬂuid with dynamic viscosity μ2 = 10 Pa s at the
left-hand side of the duct. This is achieved through an inﬂow boundary condition where
λ = 2 and the velocity proﬁle is

 y 2 
u(y) = umax,2 1 −
(20)
W
with umax,2 = 32 U.
We set W = 1 m, L = 10 m, U = 1 m/s, ε = 1/200 and use 128 cells across the channel
width to obtain high-resolution heatmaps. Figure 1 shows the resulting distributions of
the indicator λ, velocity u and strain-rate magnitude |γ̇| after 3.4 s. Note that due to the
high Bingham number, residual wall layers of ﬂuid 2 remain along the top and bottom
walls. The velocity proﬁle follows the Bingham proﬁle downstream of the displacement
front (for this case, we have y0 ≈ 0.86W), while a quadratic proﬁle develops between the
stationary residual wall layers upstream of the front.
In order to obtain a quantitative comparison with the results of Wielage-Burchard and
Frigaard [21], we run the simulation until steady-state with 32 cells across the channel
width. Slices through the centre of the domain are shown in ﬁgure 2, with their results
superimposed. As is evident, there is excellent agreement between our model and the
reference.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of plane channel displacement results with Wielage-Burchard and
Frigaard [21] for validation of our code. We look at the variation at x = 5. Our indicator
function is sharper than the reference, but we obtain the same static layer width, as is
evident from the proﬁles of x-velocity and strain-rate magnitude.
4.2

Evaluation: three-dimensional viscoplastic dam-break

As a more severe test case of our software’s capabilities, we consider the collapse of a
square prism of heavy, viscous ﬂuid under a downward-acting vertical force, inspired by
the two-dimensional system studied by Liu et al. [25]. The square prism is initialised with
side lengths S = 1 m and height H = 1 m in the centre of our domain, within which the
ﬂuid properties are ρ1 = 1000 kg/m3 and μ1 = 10−2 Pa s. Surrounding the heavy mass
is a lighter ﬂuid with ρ2 = 1 kg/m3 and μ2 = 10−3 Pa s. We introduce a forcing term
f = ρf ẑ and let f = 0.004 m/s. Results for the Newtonian case are shown in ﬁgure 3.
A second simulation is performed where the collapsing prism is a Herschel-Bulkley ﬂuid
with n1 = 0.5 and τ0,1 = 5 · 10−3 Pa. The corresponding results are shown in 4. Note how
much slower the ﬂow is, and how the mass retains its shape to a much greater degree.
Due to the yield stress, the heavier will eventually cease to ﬂow, without obtaining a
ﬂat surface. This initial dambreak test shows expected behaviour qualitatively, but the
system certainly warrants further investigation.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully implemented a numerical model for two-ﬂuid ﬂows for generalised
Newtonians within the highly parallelisable software framework IAMR, and validated our
results against a benchmark test of two-dimensional displacement ﬂow in a plane channel.
The non-Newtonian rheology, which is described using the Herschel-Bulkley model, is
handled using mathematical regularisation, while the ﬂuid-ﬂuid interfaces are tracked using a passively advected indicator function. Further to the brief validation study, we have
started initial experiments with the more demanding test case of viscoplastic dambreaks
in three dimensions. Future work will focus on thorough veriﬁcation of the code, and utilisation of adaptive mesh reﬁnement (readily available in IAMR) to enhance simulation
accuracy and eﬃciency.
8
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(a) t = 1 s

(b) t = 15 s

(c) t = 30 s

(d) t = 46 s

Figure 3: Three-dimensional Newtonian dambreak. The contour surface λ = 0.5 shows
the interface between the heavier, more viscous ﬂuid and the surrounding lighter one. On
the back left wall, a slice through x = 0 is depicted of the stress, while the back right wall
shows the velocity magnitude in the slice y = 0.
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(a) t = 1 s

(b) t = 81 s

(c) t = 269 s

(d) t = 386 s

Figure 4: Three-dimensional viscoplastic dambreak. The contour surface λ = 0.5 shows
the interface between the heavier Herschel-Bulkleyand the surrounding Newtonian. On
the back left wall, a slice through x = 0 is depicted of the stress, with the yield surface
|τ| = τ0 shown as a single white line. The back right wall shows the velocity magnitude
in the slice y = 0.

10
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Abstract. The work is devoted to modeling the phenomenon of superelasticity, that is present
in shape memory alloys (SMA), making use of peridynamics. SMA are a type of smart
materials, in which solid phase transformations can be activated either by temperature change
or external load. As found in the literature, there are known attempts at simulations of phase
transformations in SMA introducing the above-mentioned nonlocal modeling technique. The
superelasticity specifically refers to reversible phase changes, i.e. austenite-martensiteaustenite, observed in SMA due to cyclic external force loading and unloading. As a
consequence, the strain-stress characteristics exhibit hysteretic behavior. However, no
temperature variation is needed for superelasticity to initiate phase transformations, as it
applies in case of both one- and two-way shape memory effects. Having introduced a
peridynamic model for a solid body made of SMA, quasi-static numerical calculations are
performed to build a stress-strain characteristics. The reference for the obtained results is
provided with the outcomes from finite element analyses. The modelling capabilities of
peridynamics for SMA are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Shape memory alloys (SMA), which are considered as a type of smart materials, provide
unique and demanded physical properties that allow for many practical applications. In
general, the specificity of SMA relates to thermomechanical phenomena present during solid
phase transformations. SMA exhibit reversible crystal structure transformations that enable in
macro scale [1]: (1) memorize one or two geometric shapes respectively via two-way
martensitic phase transitions and (2) withstand extraordinary elastic deformation thanks to the
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phenomenon of superelasticity (also called as pseudoelasticity). In the former case, thermal
activation is carried out via heating and cooling an SMA sample. Going through the
characteristic material properties, i.e. the temperatures determining when forward and
backward martensitic phase transitions begin and finish, one or two different geometric
shapes may be achieved by the sample (one- or two-way memory effect). The phase transition
processes are spontaneous by their nature. It means that the intermediate shapes of thermally
loaded SMA randomly and gradually evolve. However the demanded geometries appear
eventually. Hysteretic character of martensitic phase transition is shown in Fig. 1. While
temperature variation the contribution of both austenite and martensite phases in the whole
body changes.

Figure 1: Austenite contribution during reversible phase transition processes activated by the temperature
change

As shown in Fig. 1, four characteristic temperatures determine the conditions that have to
be satisfied to activate and finish phase transformation processes, in both directions. The two
pairs of parameters A , A and M , M respectively determine the temperatures when
austenite and martensite phases are generated (indexes: s-start, f-finish). It is worth to be
noted that the above mentioned temperatures depend on mechanical stresses – they increase in
line with the stress growth. Different shapes of crystal structures for both phases (cubic
structure for austenite, rhomboidal structure for martensite) allow for memorizing the
geometric shapes while martensitic phase transitions. The case of one-way memory effect is
illustrated in Fig 2.
The following repeatable cycle applies for the one-way memory effect: (1) SMA structure
deforms while mechanical load at constant temperature – martensite crystals evolve to their
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deformed variant, (2) stress releases, however, the change of SMA shape is irreversible, (3)
memorized shape is recovered while thermal load at zero stress, (4) cooling down leads to the
initial state exhibiting undeformed martensite.

Figure 2: One-way memory effect – application of thermal load is used to recover remembered shape

The latter case of SMA behavior, i.e. superelasticity, reflects the fact that elastic
deformations allowed in SMA are considerably high. The maximum strains for SMA exceed
10%, which is much higher that the achievable values for other metallic materials, including
copper, steel, aluminum and titanium, which is 1% at most. The phenomenon of
superelasticity is explained in more detail in Section 2.
Even though SMA have remained very popular for decades, there is still lack of widely
accepted reliable models for this kind of smart materials. Indeed, the number of already
published papers on SMA modeling is impressive, which does not solve the issue at all.
Overview on the modeling tools can be found in [2]. One reason of the problem is that SMA
are still under extensive experimental investigation. Not all phenomena present in SMA are
completely studied yet. In consequence, there is still lack of knowledge regarding appropriate
modeling techniques that should be used. One of the missing field for SMA that still needs
further explanation is the influence of boundary conditions on the material behavior,
especially on the course of phase transformation processes [3]. Relatively complicated
physics, being still under gradual identification for SMA, requires continuous effort in
developing new, more accurate and efficient modeling tools. The above statement reflects the
second source of inconveniences during investigation of reliable SMA models, in turn. Based
on the formed works described in [4-6] and the model proposed by Lagoudas [7], the authors
show in the present paper exemplary results for the approach proposed in [8], which
successfully makes use of the theory of peridynamics to model superelasticity [9-11].
The present work consists of 5 sections. After introduction in Section 1, Section 2 provides
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an overview on the phenomenon of superelasticity, including the Lagoudas analytical model
[7]. Next, the peridynamic model for superelasticity in SMA is briefly introduced in Section
3, followed by exemplary application results of the presented approach in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper and provides the final conclusions.
2

SUPERELASTICITY IN SMA – ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Superelasticity is observed when force excitation is applied at constant temperature.
Austenite should be considered as the initial phase, i.e. the ambient temperature should be
greater than A . The phenomenon of superelasticity may be explained by the already
mentioned fact, that the characteristic temperatures of phase transitions increase while the
stress growth, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Hence, purely mechanically imposed phase change
(from austenite to martensite – marked with “1” in Fig. 3) allows to withstand significant
strains due to both: (1) immediate appearance of deformed versions of rhomboidal structure in
created martensite phase, and (2) lower value of elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) for
martensite when compared with the respective property of austenite.

Figure 3: Reversible behavior of SMA for superelasticity – full cycle deals with mechanical loading and
unloading an SMA sample.

The effect of superelasticity is reversible. Hence, after external loading is released
martensite phase transforms back to austenite instantly. The stress-strain relationship for
superelasticity is presented in Fig. 4. As shown, the stress-strain path exhibits hysteresis,
which means dependency upon direction of transformation [12]. Moreover, a very interesting
region of plateau is present during phase transformation processes – identified for both
directions, when the percentage contribution of both phases changes. In this case the stress is
kept at almost constant level for a relatively wide range of strain variation. In consequence, a
mechanical device generating constant force within the assumed wide range of the stroke may
be easily constructed based on SMA.
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Figure 4: Stress-strain path for superelasticity – full cycle of mechanical loading and unloading an SMA sample.

The unique behavior of SMA (including significant width of the hysteresis loop) allows for
applications in damping systems [4,13]. Other commonly known field of application, which
makes effective use of superelasticity, is medicine (dental braces and medical staples [14]).
In the following analytical description of the phenomenon of superelasticity is briefly
provided. After [7] the total specific Gibbs free energy , i.e. the total Gibbs free energy per
unit mass, for a polycrystalline SMA, constituting a mixture of both austenite and martensite
phases, may be calculated with the formula

 , , ,    

1
1
             
2



1
      ln         



(1)

where the arguments of the function  are:  – second order Cauchy stress tensor,  –
temperature,  – martensitic volume fraction and  – second order transformation strain
tensor. The quantities  and  stand for a symbolic description of the stress tensor ,
following the Einstein summation notation. Hereunder, this notation is used whenever
required to unambiguously specify calculations for tensors. The real-valued parameter  is
taken from the range bounded with the limits: 0 – used to declare pure austenite structure, and
1 if martensite is the only existing phase in the modeled body. Furthermore:  – the mass
density,  – fourth order elastic compliance tensor,  – second order thermal expansion
coefficient tensor,  – reference temperature,  - specific heat,  – specific entropy at a
reference state,  – specific internal energy at the reference state,  – the transformation
hardening function – elastic strain energy originating from the interactions between various
variants of martensitic phase and the surrounding phase, including interactions within the
martensitic phase.
In case of the considered phenomenon of superelasticity, when temperature effect is not
observed (i.e.:    ; isothermal phase transformation process initialized by mechanical
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stresses only), Eq. (1) may be rewritten for a one-dimensional (1-D) case (uniaxial tension) to
the form
, , ,    = −

1
1
1
  −   −   +  + 
2



(2)

where the parameter  is defined with reference to the inversions of the Young’s moduli for
both phases, i.e.   and  
 =  =   +   −    =   + ,

ℎ:   =    ,   =   

(3)

The indexes  and  denote austenite and martensite phases respectively. All the resultant
material parameters used in Eq. (2) are formulated based on the fraction  and the properties
of the two phases coexisting in the model, similarly to the definition of  with Eq. (3).
The total strain becomes
 =  + 3⁄2 

(4)

 ≥ 0

(5)

1  
  +  +  ,  > 0
 =  2
1  
  +  −  ,  < 0
2

(6)

  = −Δ  −  

(7)

1
  +   − 
2

(9)

 is the material property and stands for the maximum uniaxial transformation strain.
Having introduced the second law of thermodynamics, to assure that entropy of the modeled
body can never decrease, the Clausius-Planck inequality is accordingly formulated based on
Eq. (2) in terms of thermodynamic force 
The transformation hardening function , may be found using the formula [15]

where   ,   ,  ,  are the material properties found applying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
  = −  −  

 =
 =

(8)

1
  −  −  −  
4

(10)

1
  +   + 
2

(11)

Finally, the thermodynamic force  takes the form
=
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1
√6 +   −   −   +  +  −  ,  > 0
4
where  = 
1
√6 + Δ  −   −  3 + 3 −  +  ,  < 0
4

Based on the thermodynamic force , transformation function Φ is introduced to define
conditions when martensitic volume fraction  should change
 − ,  > 0 austenite → martensite
Φ=
− − ,  < 0 martensite → austenite

(12)

Next, based on the value of Φ, and taking into account the condition (5), two cases apply
when change of  is required:
- when increasing stress , if Φ > 0 > 0, then phase transformation from austenite to
martensite is observed and further growth of  is required
- when decreasing stress , if Φ < 0 > 0, then phase transformation from martensite
to austenite is observed and further reduction of  is required
The parameter  is the critical value defying the quantity for internal dissipation while
phase transformation
=

1
  +  −  −  
4

(13)

Considering continuously verified conditions regarding transformation function (Φ ≤ 0
satisfied at any time) and martensitic volume fraction ( ∈ [0,1]) the hysteretic characteristics
for superelastic effect (Fig. 4) may be obtained while gradual increase and decrease of the
introduced stress.
3

SUPERELASTICITY IN SMA – PERIDYNAMIC MODEL
The governing equation for a peridynamic model of a solid body takes the form [9]
(14)




, =   − ,  −   + 




where:  – mass density, ,  , ,   - displacements and position respectively for actual
central particle and the particle, which is covered by the horizon ,  – pairwise function
determining the interactions between particles,  - volumetric density of an external body
force,   - portion of volume attached to a neighbouring particle. The function  introduces
elastic properties of the modeled body.
For a static 1-D numerical case Eq. (14) takes the following form for the -the degree of
freedom (DOF)







 − 
 + 
||

(15)

where:  – the index of the neighboring particle,  – determines the horizon ratio (the radius
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equals , where  is the distance between particles, similarly 2 – the number of
neighboring particles),  – cross-sectional area. The parameter  is the micromodulus
function fund based on the geometric and elastic properties
and the factor  equals

2 
 

=



1,  ≠  ∧  ≠ −
1
=
,  =  ∨  = −
2

(16)

(17)

In case of a uniform rod made of SMA, taking into account Eq. (4) – which is used to
determine the total strain in SMA – the following resultant stiffness coefficient may be found
[8]
 =

where:


  + 1

(18)




(19)

=

Similarly, the resultant force is found

where:


− 1


(20)



  + 1

(21)

 = 
 =

 = 3⁄2   

(22)

Finally, both   and   are used to formulate the system of linear equations created for all
model DOFs based on peridynamic formulation (15). When solving a static or quasistatic
problem for subsequent values of the external stretching force, the obtained system of linear
equations is appropriately solved to find particle displacements. However, during each
simulation step, the conditions regarding the transformation function and martensitic volume
fraction, i.e. Φ ≤ 0 and  ∈ [0,1] must be checked to assure proper hysteretic behavior of
modelled SMA. The next section provides an exemplary results of the peridynamic model of
an SMA structure.
4

NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

A simple peridynamic model of a cantilever rod made of 5 particles is considered to
confirm capability of the presented approach. The model, which is used to simulate the
phenomenon of superelasticity is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: A peridynamic model of an SMA rod used in simulations of the superelasticity effect.

The material properties for SMA were set after [15]. They are collected in Table 1. Crosssectional area   1 whereas the distance between particles   10.
Table 1: Material properties for simulated SMA [15]

Parameter



Value
30GPa
70GPa
291K
271K
295K
315K
-0.35MPa/K
-0.35MPa/K
5%






 
 



473K

The stress-strain paths calculated based on the displacement  for both peridynamic
model and referential Finite Element (FE) model are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Stress-strain paths observed for the superelasticity effect.
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The obtained results for peridynamics and FE method agree. In both cases considered
conditions regarding the Clausius-Planck inequality lead to nonlinear material behavior, as
demanded. As shown, the proposed implementation of SMA allows for modeling
superelasticity effect properly. The external force  changes within sufficiently wide range of
values to perform a full cycle for martensitic transition, i.e. the fraction  reaches its allowed
bounds: 0 (pure austenite) and 1 (pure martensite).
The presented model exhibits wide hysteresis loop that confirms SMA capability of
dissipation of considerable amount of energy. The energy dissipated per a cycle corresponds
to the area of the drawn hysteresis. This confirms applicability of SMA to dampers.
5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

SMA provide unique properties thanks to memory effects and superelasticity. Apart from
the already mentioned medical applications, SMA constructions are also successfully applied
in aerospace [16]. This fact continuously motivates to improve the quality of models of this
type of smart materials. The presented results confirm effectiveness of the approach proposed
for modeling superelasticity in SMA. The model makes use of a nonlocally formulated
governing equation, i.e. via peridynamics. In contrast to FE method, peridynamics opens new
possibilities of modelling material properties, especially in terms of nonlinearities, which
applies in case of SMA.
This work has been supported by the AGH University of Science and Technology,
WIMiR, research grant no. 11.11.130.560.
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Abstract. In this paper the torsional vibration of size-dependent viscoelastic nanorods
embedded in an elastic medium with different boundary conditions is investigated. The
novelty of this study consists of combining the nonlocal theory with the strain and velocity
gradient theory to capture both softening and stiffening size-dependent behavior of the
nanorods. The governing equation of motion and its boundary conditions for the vibration
analysis of nanorods are derived by employing Hamilton’s principle. It is shown that the
expressions of the classical stress and the stress gradient resultants are only defined for
different values of the nonlocal and strain gradient parameters. The case where these are
equal may seem to result in an inconsistency to the general equation of motion and the
related non-classical boundary conditions. A rigorous investigation is conducted to prove
that that the proposed solution is consistent with physics. Damped eigenvalue solutions
are obtained analytically and results of linear free vibration response are obtained for
various length-scales.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades the demand of nanomaterials has been increasing enormously
in various applications like actuators, sensors, microscopes, micro/nano electro mechanical
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systems (MEMS)/(NEMS). Micro/Nano-scaled structures are made of structural elements
which can be in the form of bars, rods, beams, plates or shell structures. Recently, several
non-classical continuum theories that incorporate the effect of material length scales have
been proposed in the literature to predict the behavior of nanostructures. These include
nonlocal, gradient elasticity and couple stress theories or a combination of these theories.
Nonlocal theories assume that the stress at a point is not a function of the strain
at that point but is a function of the strain in the entire domain containing the points
[1]. Nonlocal elastic models can only model nanostructures exhibiting softening behavior
which indicates that ”smaller is more compliant” [2].
On the other hand, the gradient elasticity theory stipulates that nanostructures should
be modeled as atoms with higher-order deformation mechanism and the total stress should
account for some additional strain gradient terms [3]-[4]. Furthermore, gradient elasticity
theory can only model nanostructures exhibiting hardening behavior which indicates that
”smaller is stiffer” [2]. Therefore, it can be concluded that combining both theories allows
the modeling of nanostructures exhibiting at the same time hardening and softening
behavior. This has been confirmed experimentally through measurements on certain
nanostructures [5].
Micro/nano rods subjected to torsional loads have been widely used in various types of
MEMS/NEMS applications including torsional springs in NEMS oscillators [6], torsional
micromirrors [7] and torsional microscanners [8]. Therefore, the accurate modeling of
the static and dynamic torsional behavior of micro/nano bars seems to be essential in
order to understand the mechanical behavior of these micro/nano systems. There have
been few studies related to the size-dependent torsional vibration of nanotubes/nanorods.
Most of these studies utilized the differential nonlocal model [9]-[15]. On the other hand,
Kahrobaiyan et al. [16] used strain gradient theory to obtain closed-form analytical
solutions for the static and free torsional vibration of a microbar.
A review of the works related to torsional vibration of nanorods revealed that they were
either based on nonlocal elasticity theory or strain gradient theory and did not account
for viscoelastic effects. The novelty of this paper consists of combining the nonlocal
theory with the strain and velocity gradient theory to study the torsional vibration of a
viscoelastic nanorod embedded in an elastic medium. This theory involves three lengthscale parameters, namely, a nonlocal, a strain gradient and a velocity gradient parameter
denoted, respectively, µ0 , ls and lk . It will be shown that the expressions of the classical
stress and the stress gradient resultants are only defined when µ0 = ls . The case µ0 = ls
may seem to result in an inconsistency to the general equation of motion and the related
non-classical boundary conditions. In fact, the expression of the stress gradient resultant
may suggest an infinite value when µ0 = ls [17]. However, as an additional novelty of this
work, it will be shown that calculating the limit of the stress gradient resultant is finite
and, therefore, the proposed solution will not show any inconsistency.
2

NONLOCAL STRAIN GRADIENT VISCOELASTIC THEORY

The nonlocal strain gradient theory proposed by [18, 19] stipulates that the total stress
tensor t accounts for both the nonlocal stress tensor σ and the higher-order strain gradient
2
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nonlocal stress tensor ∇σ (1) , in which σ (1) is the higher-order nonlocal stress tensor.
t = σ − ∇σ (1)

where ∇ is the gradient operator and σ and σ (1) are given by

α0 (|x − x | , e0 a) C : ε (x ) dV
σ =
V
σ (1) = ls2
α1 (|x − x | , e1 a) C : ∇ε (x ) dV

(1)

(2a)
(2b)

V

in which ε (x ) and ∇ε (x ) are, respectively, the classical strain tensor and its gradient
at point x , C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, ls is the strain gradient length-scale
parameter, e0 a and e1 a are nonlocal parameters representing the significance of the interatomic long-range force, and α0 and α1 are kernel functions.
In view of the difficulty in using the integral constitutive relations (1), (2a) and (2b),
Eringen [1] proposed an equivalent differential model. Thus, assuming e0 a = e1 a = ea =
µ0 and for a suitable choice of the kernel functions α0 and α1 , Eqs. (2a) and (2b) become


1 − µ20 ∇2 σ = C : ε
(3a)


1 − µ20 ∇2 σ (1) = ls2 C : ∇ε
(3b)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator. Substituting (3a) and (3b) into (1) yields




1 − µ20 ∇2 t = 1 − ls2 ∇2 C : ε

(4)

Furthermore, for a torsional rod-type structure defined in a cylindrical coordinate system
(r, θ, x) where r is the radial axis, θ is the angular axis and x is the longitudinal axis,
we assume the size-dependency is only accounted for in the longitudinal direction and
neglected in the other directions. Therefore, Eq. (4) can be reduced to the following:




2
2
2 ∂
2 ∂
1 − µ0 2 trθ = 1 − ls 2 Gεrθ
(5)
∂x
∂x

where ∇2 was replaced by ∂ 2 /∂x2 , trθ is the total shear stress, εrθ is the shear strain
and G is the rod’s modulus of rigidity. This model combines Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity
theory and strain gradient theory to obtain the Nonlocal Strain Gradient (NSG) theory.
Viscoelastic damping may be added to the constitutive relation (5) by incorporating the
Kelvin–Voigt viscoelastic model which then becomes







2
2
2
∂
2 ∂
2 ∂
2 ∂
1 − µ0 2 trθ = 1 − ls 2 G (εrθ + g ε̇rθ ) = 1 + g
1 − ls 2 Gεrθ (6)
∂x
∂x
∂t
∂x
where g is the damping coefficient and ε̇rθ = ∂εrθ /∂t is the rate of shear strain with
respect to the time variable t.
3
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3

EQUATION OF MOTION OF SIZE-DEPENDENT RODS

The displacement field in a rod of volume V , length L and cross-sectional area A takes
the following form:
θ1 = θ (x, t) ,

θ2 = 0,

θ3 = 0

(7)

Here θ1 , θ2 and θ3 denote the time dependent rotations about the x, y and z directions,
respectively. The shear strain of a torsional rod and its gradient with respect to x can
be, respectively, written as
∂θ
∂ 2θ
εrθ = r , εrθ,x = r 2
∂x
∂x
The strain energy, U , after integrating by parts and using Eq. (8) is then
U=

 

σrθ εrθ +

V

(1)
σrθx εrθ,x



dV =



L
0


L
∂θ
(1) ∂θ
T dx + T
∂x
∂x 0

(8)

(9)

where T and T (1) are stress resultants of, respectively, the total stress and the higher-order
stress which are given below in addition to the stress resultant of the classical stress T (0)



(1)
(1)
(0)
T =
rtrθ dA, T =
rσrθx dA, T =
rσrθ dA
(10)
A

A

A

Considering the torsional motion of the rod and its velocity gradient, the kinetic energy,
K, can be written as
1
K = ρJ
2



L
0



∂θ
∂t

2

1
dx + ρJlk2
2



L
0



∂ 2θ
∂x∂t

2

dx

(11)

where ρ is the density of the rod and lk is the kinetic material length-scale parameter associated with the velocity gradient. The surrounding medium is assumed to be a Winkler
type model, where kEM is the linear torsional stiffness. Then, the external work done by
the surrounding medium is

L

W =−

kEM θ2 dθ

(12)

0

The equation of motion is obtained by applying Hamilton’s Principle and the fundamental lemma of calculus variations. After integration by parts with respect to t as well
as x, and setting the initial conditions to zero, the following equation of motion can be
derived:
−ρJ

4
∂ 2θ
∂T
2 ∂ θ
− kEM θ = 0
+
ρJl
+
k
2
2
2
∂t
∂x ∂t
∂x

4
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After some mathematical manipulations, the expression of T in terms of the rotation as


 3

∂ 2θ
∂ θ
∂ 4θ
∂θ
2
+g
− GJls
+
+g 3
T = GJ
∂x
∂x∂t
∂x3
∂x ∂t

 3
(14)
5
∂ θ
∂θ
2 ∂ θ
2
2
µ0 ρJ
− lk 3 2 + µ0 kEM
∂x∂t2
∂x ∂t
∂x
Furthermore, differentiating this expression for T with respect to x and substituting into
Eq. (13) gives the equation of motion in terms of the rotation as
 2
 4

4
6
∂ θ
∂ θ
2 ∂ θ
2
2 ∂ θ
ρJ − 2 + lk 2 2 + µ0
+
− lk 4 2
∂t
∂x ∂t
∂x2 ∂t2
∂x ∂t
 2

 4


(15)
2
∂ θ
∂ θ
∂ 3θ
∂ 5θ
2
2∂ θ
GJ
− kEM θ − µ0 2 = 0
+ g 2 − ls
+g 4
∂x2
∂x ∂t
∂x4
∂x ∂t
∂x
This governing equation of motion for θ is subjected to the following classical and nonclassical boundary conditions specified at each of the ends x = 0 and x = L:
T = 0 or θ = 0

(16)

∂θ
=0
(17)
∂x
Performing further mathematical manipulations leads to the expressions of the stress
resultants of the classical stress T (0) and the stress gradient T (1) in terms of the rotation
 3


5
∂θ
∂ θ
µ40
2 ∂ θ
(0)
+ ρJ
kEM
−
− lk 3 2
T = 2
µ0 − ls2
∂x
∂x∂t2
∂x ∂t



 3
(18)
µ20 ls2
∂θ
∂ 2θ
∂ θ
∂ 4θ
GJ 2
+ GJ
+g
+g 3
µ0 − ls2 ∂x3
∂x ∂t
∂x
∂x∂t


 4
6
µ40 ls2
∂ θ
∂ 2θ
(1)
2 ∂ θ
T = 2
kEM 2 + ρJ
−
− lk 4 2
µ0 − ls2
∂x
∂x2 ∂t2
∂x ∂t


 4
 2
(19)
µ20 ls4
∂ θ
∂ θ
∂ 5θ
∂ 3θ
2
GJ 2
+ GJls
+g 4
+g 2
µ0 − ls2 ∂x4
∂x ∂t
∂x2
∂x ∂t
T (1) = 0 or

Using the following non-dimensional parameters:

x
t G
ξ= , τ=
, θ(x, t) = θ(ξ, τ )
L
L ρ

g G
µ0
ls
lk
µˆ0 = , ĝ =
, ˆls = , ˆlk = ,
L
L ρ
L
L

5
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the governing equations, Eq. (15), along with the associated boundary conditions, Eqs.
(16) and (17), can be written in non-dimensional form as

 4
6
∂ 2 θ ˆ2 ∂ 4 θ
∂ θ
∂
θ
2
2
− 2 + lk 2 2 + µ̂0
− ˆlk 4 2 +
∂τ
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ 2 ∂τ 2
∂ξ ∂τ

 4


(21)
2
3
5
2
∂
θ
θ
θ
∂ θ
∂
∂ θ
∂
2
2
− k̂EM θ − µ̂0 2 = 0
+ ĝ 2 − ˆls
+ ĝ 4
∂ξ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ 4
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ
subject to the boundary conditions specified at each of the ends ξ = 0 and ξ = 1
T̂ = 0 or θ = 0
∂θ
T̂ (1) = 0 or
=0
∂ξ

(22a)
(22b)

The non-dimensional expressions of the stress resultants T , T (0) and T (1) are given by
 3

5
∂ θ
∂θ
2
2
2 ∂ θ
ˆ
+ µ̂0
− lk 3 2 −
T̂ = µ̂0 kEM
∂ξ
∂ξ∂τ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
 

 3
(23)
4
2
∂
∂θ
∂
∂
θ
θ
θ
2
ˆl
+
+ ĝ
+ ĝ 3
s
∂ξ 3
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ
∂ξ∂τ
 3


5
∂ θ
∂θ
∂
θ
µ̂40
(0)
2
T̂ =
+
kEM
−
− ˆlk 3 2
∂ξ
∂ξ∂τ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
µ̂20 − ˆls2
(24)
 

 3
∂ 2θ
∂θ
∂ θ
∂ 4θ
µ̂20 ˆls2
+
+ ĝ
+ ĝ 3
∂ξ ∂τ
∂x
∂ξ∂τ
µ̂20 − ˆls2 ∂ξ 3


µ̂40
∂ 4θ
∂ 2θ
∂ 6θ
T̂ (1) =
k̂EM 2 + 2 2 − ˆlk2 4 2 −
∂ξ
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ ∂τ
µ̂20 − ˆls2


 4
 2
(25)
2 2
5
3
∂ θ
∂
∂ θ
∂
µ̂0 ls
θ
θ
2
+ ˆls
+ ĝ 4
+ ĝ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
µ̂20 − ˆls2 ∂ξ 4
4

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE VIBRATION PROBLEM

The solution of the non-dimensional Partial Differential Equation (PDE) (21) proceeds
in the usual way by assuming a separable solution of the form θ(ξ, τ ) = φ(ξ)est . The
resulting Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) for φ(ξ) can be written as
d2 φ
d4 φ
α(s) 4 + β(s) 2 + γ(s)φ = 0
dξ
dξ

(26)

where



α(s) = s2 ˆlk2 µ̂20 +ĝsˆls2 + ˆls2 , β(s) = − s2 ˆlk2 + s2 µ̂20 + k̂EM µ̂20 + ĝs + 1 , γ(s) = s2 + k̂EM (27)

Since Eq. (26) is a linear ODE for fixed s, the solution is of the form φ(ξ) = Ceλξ , which
gives a quadratic equation in λ2 as
6
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α(s)λ4 + β(s)λ2 + γ(s) = 0

(28)

which has four solutions λi (s) for i = 1, . . . , 4.
Three sets of boundary conditions are now considered for the torsional rod, where
the mode shapes may be determined directly. These special cases are (a) Clamped
Forcing-Clamped Forcing (CF-CF), (b) Clamped Forcing - Free Strained (CF-FS), (c)
Free Strained - Free Strained (FS-FS). Table 1 gives the mode shapes, where Cn is an arbitrary constant, and it is straightforward to verify that these functions satisfy the given
boundary conditions by directly substituting into the expressions for T̂ and T̂ (1) given
earlier. Here we will assume that µ̂0 = ˆls for the CF-CF and FS-FS cases, since T̂ (1) given
by Eq. (25) is not defined when µ̂0 = ˆls ; the solution for µ̂0 = ˆls is considered in detail in
the next section. The mode shapes in Table 1 give direct expressions for λi , which may
be substituted into Eq. (28), using the expressions for α, β and γ from Eq. (27), to give
the following quadratic equation for s:
as2 + bs + c = 0

(29)

where the expressions of a, b and c for the three boundary conditions CF-CF, CF-FS
and FS-FS are given in Table 2. This quadratic equation is easily solved to obtain the
solutions for s, and hence the corresponding natural frequencies and damping ratios.
For each set of boundary conditions, solutions for particular cases of interest can be
obtained, namely, local undamped (µ̂0 = ˆlk = ˆls = ĝ = 0), local damped (µ̂0 = ˆlk = ˆls = 0)
and asymptotic cases. In the last case, the asymptotic frequencies are obtained by taking
the asymptotic expansion of Eq. (29) when n → ∞ and then keeping the leading terms of
order n4 before solving for s to give the natural frequencies and damping ratios. It is worth
noting that the solutions for the CF-CF and FS-FS boundary conditions are identical
2
4
because the ordinary differential equation (26) contains ddξφ4 and ddξφ2 and the mode shapes
for these boundary conditions are, respectively, given by sin(nπξ) and cos(nπξ).
FORMULATION AND SOLUTION FOR PARTICULAR CASE µ̂0 = ˆls
The partial differential equation for θ given in Eq. (21) is well defined for µ̂0 = ˆls , and
is given by
5

−

∂ 2 θ ˆ2 ∂ 4 θ
∂ 2θ
∂ 3θ
− k̂EM θ+
+
l
+
+
ĝ
k
∂τ 2
∂ξ 2 ∂τ 2 ∂ξ 2
∂ξ 2 ∂τ
 4

6
∂ θ
∂ 4θ
∂ 5θ
∂ 2θ
2
2 ∂ θ
ˆ
− lk 4 2 − 4 − ĝ 4 + k̂EM 2 = 0
µ̂0
∂ξ 2 ∂τ 2
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ
∂ξ ∂τ
∂ξ

This differential equation can be conveniently written as


2
2 ∂
1 − µ̂0 2 L (θ) = 0
∂ξ
where
L (θ) = −

∂ 2 θ ˆ2 ∂ 4 θ
∂ 2θ
∂ 3θ
− k̂EM θ
+
l
+
+
ĝ
k
∂τ 2
∂ξ 2 ∂τ 2 ∂ξ 2
∂ξ 2 ∂τ
7
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BC Equations

Mode shape

λ2n

CF-CF

φ(0) = 0, T̂ (1) (0) = 0,

φ(ξ) = Cn sin(nπξ)

−n2 π 2

φ(1) = 0, T̂ (1) (1) = 0

n≥1

φ(0) = 0, T̂ (1) (0) = 0,

φ(ξ) = Cn sin

dφ(1)
dξ

= 0, T̂ (1) = 0

n≥1

dφ(0)
dξ

= 0, T̂ (0) = 0,

φ(ξ) = Cn cos(nπξ)

dφ(1)
dξ

= 0, T̂ (1) = 0

n≥0

FS-FS

BC

CF-FS

Table 1: Boundary conditions (BC) and modeshapes for the analytical solution.

 2n−1
2

πξ



2

− n − 12 π 2

−n2 π 2

Table 2: Expressions of the constants of the characteristic polynomial asociated with the analytical
solution.

Case

Polynomial constants

CF-CF

a

=

4
n4 π ˆlk2 µ̂20 + n2 π 2 ˆlk2 + n2 π 2 µ̂20 + 1

& FS-FS

b

=

ĝn4 π 4 ˆls2 + ĝn2 π 2

c

=

n4 π 4 ˆls2 + n2 π 2 k̂EM µ̂20 + n2 π 2 + k̂EM

a

=

b

=

c

=

CF-FS


4
2 

n − 12 π 4 ˆlk2 µ̂20 + n − 12 π 2 ˆlk2 + µ̂20 + 1


4
2
ĝ n − 12 π 4 ˆls2 + ĝ n − 12 π 2

4
2 


n − 12 π 4 ˆls2 + n − 12 π 2 k̂EM µ̂20 + 1 + k̂EM


8
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However, the expressions for the classical stress and the stress gradient resultants given
in non-dimensional form in Eqs. (24) and (25) are not defined when µ̂0 = ˆls . In this case,
it can be shown that the total stress resultant given by (23) degenerates to


∂θ
∂ 2θ
T̂ =
+ ĝ
(33)
∂ξ
∂ξ∂τ
Consider now the calculation of the higher order stress T̂ (1) when µ̂0 = ˆls . This cannot
be calculated from Eq. (25), because the denominator term µ̂20 − ˆls2 is zero. To determine
T̂ (1) , the solution proceeds in the usual way by assuming a separable solution of the form
θ(ξ, τ ) = φ(ξ)est , which gives a linear fourth order ODE for φ(ξ). The general solution is
φ(ξ) = C1 eλ(s)ξ + C2 e−λ(s)ξ + C3 eµ̂0 ξ + C4 e−µ̂0 ξ
where λ is obtained from



λ2 ˆlk2 s2 + 1 + ĝs − s2 − k̂EM = 0

(34)

(35)

After few mathematical manipulations, it can be shown that the second equation of (10)
can be written as


C1 eλξ + C2 e−λξ C3 ξeµ̂0 ξ − C4 ξe−µ̂0 ξ
(1)
2
T̂ (ξ) = (1 + ĝs) µ̂0
(36)
−
λ2 − µ̂20
2µ̂30
This gives the relationship between the Ci coefficients to implement boundary conditions
for T̂ (1) when µ̂0 = ˆls . For the three boundary conditions CF-CF, CF-FS and FS-FS, and
using the same mode shapes as in the general case, the eigenvalues s, are the solutions of
the quadratic equation in Eq. (29), where expressions for a, b and c are given in Table 3.
To show the consistency of the solution, Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the variation of the
first three frequencies and damping ratios as a function of ∆µls = ˆls − µ̂0 for CF-CF/FSFS and CF-FS boundary conditions, respectively. When µ̂0 is close to ˆls , the solution is
computed based the equation of motion (21). For the particular case where µ̂0 = ˆls , the
solution is computed based on the equation of motion (31) and is shown with the symbol
◦ in Figs. 1 and 2. It is evident from these figures that the frequency and damping ratio
solutions are continuous and do not show any sign of inconsistency.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A combined nonlocal strain and velocity gradient theory was used to study the sizedependent torsional vibration of a viscoelastic nanorod embedded in an elastic medium.
The equation of motion and the related boundary conditions were derived using the Hamiltonian principle. Frequencies and damping ratios were obtained for different classical and
non-classical boundary conditions. The case where the strain gradient and nonlocal parameters are equal (ls = µ0 ) may seem to result in an inconsistency to the general equation
of motion and the related non-classical boundary conditions. A study of this case was
treated thoroughly in this paper demonstrating that the proposed solution would not
show any inconsistency.
9
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Table 3: Expressions of the constants of the characteristic polynomial and the corresponding eigenvalues
for the particular case µ̂0 = ˆls .

Case

Polynomial constants
a

CF-CF & FS-FS

CF-FS

=

n 2 π 2 lk 2 + 1
2 2

b

=

gn π

c

=

n2 π 2 + kEM

a

=

b

=

c

=

Eigenvalue solution



2
n − 12 π 2 lk2 + 1
2

g n − 12 π 2
2

n − 12 π 2 + kEM


l k =0.02

μ 0 =0.05


l k =0.04
μ 0 =0.1

−b ±

√
b2 − 4ac
2a

−b ±

√
b2 − 4ac
2a


l k =0.06

μ 0 =0.2

Figure 1: Variation of the first three frequencies and damping ratios as a function of ∆µls = ˆls − µ̂0 for
CF-CF / FS-FS boundary conditions (ie, when µ̂0 is equal or close to ˆls ); k̂EM = 1; Symbol ◦ in the plot
is obtained from solution of particular case µ̂0 = ˆls given in Table 2.
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l k =0.02

μ 0 =0.05


l k =0.04
μ 0 =0.1


l k =0.06

μ 0 =0.2

Figure 2: Variation of the first three frequencies and damping ratios as a function of ∆µls = ˆls − µ̂0
for CF-FS boundary conditions (ie, when µ̂0 is equal or close to ˆls ); k̂EM = 1; Symbol ◦ in the plot is
obtained from solution of particular case µ̂0 = ˆls given in Table 2.
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Abstract. Peridynamics is a nonlocal theory that extends the classical continuum theory
by considering collective motion of all the material within a δ-neighborhood of any point of
a peridynamic body. It considers the interaction of material points due to forces acting at a
finite distance smaller than δ, which is called the peridynamic horizon. A relation between
interaction force and relative displacement between particles was proposed in previous
work for an isotropic linear elastic peridynamic material. The relation is derived from a
free energy function that depends quadratically on measures of strain that are analogous
to the measures of strain of the classical linear theory. The energy function contains
four peridynamic material constants; three of which were determined in previous work by
using both convergence results of the peridynamic theory to the classical linear elasticity
theory and a correspondence argument between the proposed free energy function and
the strain energy density function from the classical linear elasticity theory. We have
also shown an expression for the fourth material constant, which was obtained from the
correspondence argument by evaluating both the peridynamic free energy and the strain
energy at a specific point of a beam bent by terminal couples. In this work we show that
this expression is valid regardless of the point chosen inside the beam. Also, we have
considered two additional experiments to verify the validity of the expressions obtained
for all the peridynamic constants, results of which will be presented at the conference.
This work is of interest in all areas of continuum mechanics, such as in fracture mechanics,
where surfaces of discontinuities exist, or, may appear as a result of deformation.

1

INTRODUCTION

In Peridynamics interaction forces between material points acting at a finite distance
smaller than a peridynamic horizon δ are related to relative displacements, and the balance
of linear momentum is formulated as an integral equation that remains valid across a
surface of discontinuity, or, a continuum in which discontinuities may appear as a result
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of deformation. Away from these places, where the deformation is smooth, peridynamics
yields the same governing equations of the classical continuum theory in the limit of
vanishing distances between material points.
A relation between interaction force and relative displacement between particles is
presented by Aguiar and Fosdick in [1] for an isotropic linear elastic peridynamic material.
The relation is derived from a free energy function that depends quadratically on measures
of strain that are analogous to the measures of strain of the classical linear theory. The
free energy function contains four peridynamic material constants. Using homogeneous
deformations and expressions presented by Silling in [4] that relate the elasticity tensor
from the classical linear theory to its counterpart in peridynamics, called the modulus
state, Aguiar and Fosdick in [1] derive two relations between the two Lamé constants and
three peridynamic constants, leaving, therefore, one constant in these two relations as
arbitrary.
To determine the arbitrary constant, Aguiar in [2] introduces a decomposition of the
relative displacement in terms of radial and non-radial components. If the radial component is zero, the free energy function reduces to an integral expression that multiplies
the arbitrary constant. This result is then used in a correspondence argument between
the free energy function evaluated at any material point and a weighted average of the
strain energy function of classical linear theory in a δ-neighborhood of this point, yielding
a general expression for the determination of the arbitrary constant. To generate the
zero radial component, this author considers the torsion of a circular shaft in equilibrium
without body force. The resulting expression together with the previous two expressions
yield the three peridynamic constants referred to above.
The procedure described above to determine the third arbitrary constant is used by
Seitenfuss, Aguiar, and Pereira in [3] to determine the fourth peridynamic material constant. For this, the authors consider the experiment of a cylindrical beam bent by terminal
couples and evaluate both the peridynamic free energy function and the weighted average
of the strain energy function at the origin of the coordinate system, which is located at
the center of one end of the beam.
This work consists of verifying the validity of the expressions obtained for the peridynamic material constants. For this, we consider again the experiment of a cylindrical
beam bent by terminal couples, but do not restrict the previous evaluations to the origin of the coordinate system. We also consider other experiments in mechanics, such as
bending of a beam by terminal load and anti-plane shear of a circular cylinder, which
will be discussed at the conference. Analytical and numerical results indicate that the
expressions for the four peridynamic constants are independent of the experiment chosen.
In summary, in Section 2 we present preliminary results concerning the kinematics of
small deformations, which is used in the presentation of the free energy function of an
isotropic simple elastic material containing four peridynamic coeﬃcients. We then review
the procedure to obtain three of these coeﬃcients in Section 2.3 and the fourth one in
Section 2.4. Recall from above that, for the fourth coeﬃcient, we calculate both the
peridynamic free energy function and the weighted average of the classical strain energy
density at the center of an end of a beam bent by terminal couples. In Section 3 we show
2
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that the expression for the fourth constant does not depend on the particular choice of a
material point inside this beam. In Section 4 we present concluding remarks.
2

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

2.1

Kinematics of small deformation

Let B ∈ E3 be the undistorted reference conﬁguration of a body and x ∈ B be a
material point of B. Let also N δ (x0 ) ⊂ B be a neighborhood of any point x0 ∈ B. Here,
Nδ (x0 ) is a sphere of radius δ centered at x0 . For x0 ∈ Nδ (x0 ), the vector ξ := x − x0 is
called a bond of x to x0 and Hδ (x0 ) is the collection of all bonds to x0 .
A peridynamic state at (x0 , t) of order m is a function A(x0 , t)⟨·⟩ : Hδ (x0 ) → Lm , where
Lm is the set of all tensors of order m. Thus, the image of a bond ξ ∈ Hδ (x0 ) for the state
A(x0 , t)⟨·⟩ is the tensor of order m, A(x0 , t)⟨ξξ ⟩. We denote by Am the set of all states
at (x0 , t) of order m. The dependency between two states A(x0 , t)⟨·⟩ : Hδ (x0 ) → Lm
� 0 , t)[u]⟨ξξ ⟩. For notational
and u(x0 , t)⟨·⟩ : Hδ (x0 ) → Lp is denoted by A(x0 , t)⟨ξξ ⟩ = A(x
convenience, we shall not exhibit the dependence on the time variable t and, when the
meaning is clear, may also omit the dependence on the particle x0 .
The diﬀerence deformation state χ ∈ A1 at x0 ∈ B is deﬁned through
χ(x) − χ (x0 )) |x=x0 +ξξ ,
χ ⟨ξξ ⟩ := (χ
where χ (x) is the motion of particle x at time t. A similar deﬁnition holds for the
diﬀerence displacement state u ∈ A1 at x0 ∈ B, which is given by
u⟨ξξ ⟩ := (u(x) − u(x0 )) |x=x0 +ξξ ,
where u(x) is the displacement of particle x at time t. With x ∈ A1 being the reference
position vector state at x0 ∈ B, so that x⟨ξξ ⟩ ≡ ξ = x − x0 , we may write ξ = u + x. The
diﬀerence deformation and displacement quotient states at x0 ∈ B are then deﬁned by
χ
u
= h + e,
,
(1)
h :=
f :=
|x|
|x|
respectively,
√ where e := x/ |x| and |A| is the magnitude state 3of A, deﬁned through
|A| ⟨ξξ ⟩ := A⟨ξξ ⟩ · A⟨ξξ ⟩, with “ · ” being the scalar product in E .
The diﬀerence displacement quotient state at x0 ∈ B, deﬁned in (1), can be decomposed
as
(2)
h⟨ξξ ⟩ = φ⟨ξξ ⟩e⟨ξξ ⟩ + hd ⟨ξξ ⟩,
where φ is a scalar state that yields the radial component of h⟨ξξ ⟩ and hd is a vector state
that satisﬁes hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ · e⟨ξξ ⟩ = 0.
2.2

The peridynamic material

The peridynamic equation of motion is given by ([1])
∫
ρ(x0 )ü(x0 ) =
{L(x0 )⟨x − x0 ⟩ − L(x)⟨x0 − x⟩}dvx + b(x0 ),
Nδ

3
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where ρ is the mass density, u is the displacement ﬁeld, b is a prescribed body force
density, and L(x0 )⟨·⟩ is the force vector state evaluated on bonds at x0 . Equation (3) is
the counterpart in peridynamics of the diﬀerential equation of balance of linear momentum
from the classical theory. For a simple elastic material near its natural state,
�
� x0 [h] = δh Wx0 [h] ,
L(x0 ) ≡ L
|x|

(4)

�x0 [h] is a free energy function.
where δh is the Fréchet derivative with respect to h and W
In [2] Aguiar uses the decomposition in (2) to present an alternative form for the
quadratic free energy function of a simple elastic material proposed in [1]. It is given by
∫
∫
α
�
ω(|ξξ |, |ηη |)
13
�x0 [φ e] + W
�x0 [hd ] +
�x0 [h] = W
(φ⟨ξξ ⟩ + φ⟨ηη ⟩)e⟨ηη ⟩dvη dvξ , (5)
hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ ·
W
2 Nδ
sin α
Nδ

where ω(·, ·) is a given symmetric weighting function,
∫
∫
1
�
Wx0 [φ e] =
φ⟨ξξ ⟩ ·
ω(|ξξ |, |ηη |)[�
α11 φ⟨ξξ ⟩ + 2α12 φ⟨ηη ⟩]dvη dvξ ,
2 Nδ
Nδ
∫
∫
α33
ω(|ξξ |, |ηη |)
�
hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ ·
[e⟨ηη ⟩ · hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ + e⟨ξξ ⟩ · hd ⟨ηη ⟩]e⟨ηη ⟩dvη dvξ ,
Wx0 [hd ] =
2
4 Nδ
Nδ (sin α)

(6)
(7)

and α
�11 , α12 , α
�13 , and α33 are elastic peridynamic constants.
2.3

Determination of three peridynamic constants

Using convergence results presented in [5], it is shown in [1] that

where

� L [E] = W
�x0 [H0 e],
W
x0

(8)

�xL [E] = 1 [λ(trE)2 + 2µE · E]
W
0
2

(9)

�x0 [h] is
is the strain energy function of an isotropic classical linear elastic material and W
given by (5) together with both (6) and (7). In both (8) and (9), H0 is an inﬁnitesimal
displacement gradient, E := (H0 + HT0 )/2 is the inﬁnitesimal strain tensor, and both λ
and µ are the Lamé constants. The authors obtain two relations between the peridynamic
material constants α
�11 , α12 , α33 and classical elasticity constants, which are given by
2�
α11 + α33 =

15E
,
16(1 + ν)ωδ

α
�11 + 2α12 =

3E
,
16(1 − 2ν)ωδ

(10)

where ν = λ/[2 (λ + µ)] is the Poisson’s ratio, E = µ (3 λ + 2 µ)/(λ + µ) is the Young’s
∫δ∫δ
modulus, and ωδ ≡ π 2 0 0 ω(ρ̌, ρ̂)ρ̌2 ρ̂2 dρ̂dρ̌.
To obtain a third relation, it is assumed in [2] that both the multiplicative decomposition
� (|ξξ |)�
ω (|ηη |)|ξξ |2 |ηη |2 ,
(11)
ω(|ξξ |, |ηη |) = ω
4
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where ω
� : R → R is a known weighting function, and the correspondence relation
∫
1
L
�
�
� L [E[h]]dv
ω
� (|ξξ |) |ξξ |2 W
Wx0 [h] = W x0 [h] :=
ξ,
x0
m Nδ

(12)

�
hold. In (12), E[h]
is the inﬁnitesimal strain tensor obtained from the vector state h and
∫
ω
� (|ξξ |)|ξξ |2 dvξ .
(13)
m :=
Nδ

�
�
�x0 [h] = W
�xL [E[h]].
Observe from (12) with E[h]
constant that W
Therefore, the relation
0
(8) with ω(·, ·) given by (11) is a particular case of (12).
Considering the inﬁnitesimal deformation of a homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly
elastic circular shaft under uniform torsion and using the correspondence relation (12), it
is shown in [2] that
20µ
(14)
α33 = 2 .
m
Replacing (14) and the expressions µ = E/(2(1 + ν)) and κ = E/(3(1 − 2ν)) into (10),
the other two contants can also be determined, being given by

2.4

α
�11 =

5µ
,
m2

α12 =

1
(9κ − 5µ) .
2m2

(15)

Determination of fourth peridynamic constant, α̂13

In this section and in Section 3 we use a ﬁxed orthonormal basis {e1 , e2 , e3 } associated
to the Cartesian coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) with origin at the centroid of the left end of a prismatic bar, which is aligned with the ξ3 -direction. The bar is homogeneous, isotropic and
linearly elastic. To perform numerical integrations, we use the software MATHEMATICA
c with a global adaptive strategy.
9⃝
We now review the procedure used in [3] to determine the fourth peridynamic constant,
α̂13 . This constant represents nonlocal eﬀects of the peridynamic material and can not
be determined from the approach leading to the expressions in (10). To determine α̂13 ,
we consider a simple experiment in mechanics that provides a deformation ﬁeld for which
both radial and non-radial components of h in (2) do not vanish.
The experiment consists of a beam bent by terminal couples in equilibrium with no
body force, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The lateral surface of the beam is free of traction.
In classical linear elasticity, the corresponding displacement ﬁeld is given by (Sokolnikoﬀ,
1956)
M
[(ξ3 2 + νξ1 2 − νξ2 2 )e1 + 2νξ1 ξ2 e2 − 2ξ1 ξ3 e3 ],
(16)
u(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) =
2EI
where M > 0 is the magnitude of the bending moment, I is the moment of inertia with
respect to the ξ2 -direction, and we recall from (10) that ν is the Poisson’s ratio and E is
the Young’s modulus. The non-zero components of the corresponding inﬁnitesimal strain
tensor E are given by
M
M
νξ1 , ϵ33 = − ξ1 .
(17)
ϵ11 = ϵ22 =
EI
EI
5
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Figure 1: Beam bent by terminal couples.

To use the correspondence relation (12), we first consider that x0 in (12) is at the origin
of the coordinate system and recall from Section 2.1 that Nδ is a sphere with center at
�
≡ E(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) and the strain components
this point. We then use (9) together with E[h]
2
2 2
given by (17) to obtain (M /2EI )ξ1 in the integrand on the right hand side of (12).
Using the coordinate transformation
ξ1 = ρ cosθ sinϕ,

ξ2 = ρ sinθ sinϕ,

ξ3 = ρ cosϕ,

(18)

and taking the limits of integration
ρ ∈ (0, δ),

ϕ ∈ (0, π),

θ ∈ (0, 2π),

(19)

we obtain

M 2 m6
,
6EI 2 m4
where m4 and m6 are given by the general expression
∫ δ
mn := 4π
ω
� (ρ)ρn dρ, n = 1, 2, . . . .
L

W x0 [h] =

(20)

(21)

0

Observe from both (13) and (21) that m = m4 .
To determine the expressions of hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ and φ⟨ξξ ⟩ in (2) for this experiment, first, we use
the definition in (1.b) together with
u⟨ξξ ⟩ := (u(x) − u(x0 )) |x=x0 +ξξ

(22)

and recall from above that x0 is at the origin to obtain h⟨ξξ ⟩ = u(ρ, ϕ, θ)/ρ, where u(ρ, ϕ, θ)
can be obtained from (16) by using the coordinate transformation in (18) together with
the change of basis
e1 = cosθ sinϕ eρ + cosθ cosϕ eϕ − sinθ eθ ,
e2 = sinθ sinϕ eρ + sinθ cosϕ eϕ + cosθ eθ ,
6
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Using the additive decomposition given by (2), we then get the radial and non-radial
components of h⟨ξξ ⟩, which are given by, respectively,
φ⟨ξξ ⟩ =

Mρ
cosθ sinϕ(ν 2 ϕ − cos2 ϕ),
2EI

(24)

Mρ
{−cosϕ cosθ[−3 − ν + (1 + ν)cos(2ϕ)]eϕ + 2sinθ(ν 2 ϕ − cos2 ϕ)eθ }.
4EI
Next, we substitute the multiplicative decomposition of ω(|ξξ |, |ηη |), given by (11), (24),
and the limits of integration in (19) into the expressions (5), (6), and (7) to get
hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ =

2
2
�x0 [h] =α̂11 mm6 M (24ν 2 − 8ν + 3) + α33 mm6 M (64ν 2 + 16ν + 92)
W
840 (EI)2
6720 (EI)2
2
2
πm5 M
(−11ν 2 + 20ν − 4),
+ α̂13
2
3360 (EI)

(25)

where both m ≡ m4 and m6 are given by (21). The terms in (25) that multiply α33 and
α̂13 were calculated by numerical integration.
Substituting the expresion (25) together with (20) into the correspondence relation
(12), we can solve the resulting equation for α̂13 , yielding
α̂13

140 m6 µ 8ν 2 − 8ν − 1
,
=
π m m25 11ν 2 − 20ν + 4

(26)

where we have used the expressions of α̂11 , α12 , and α33 given by (14) and (15).
3

VALIDATION OF EXPRESSIONS FOR MATERIAL CONSTANTS

So far, we have obtained the expressions in both (14) and (15) by considering homogeneous deformations in [1] and the uniform torsion of a circular shaft in [2]. We have also
obtained (26) by considering the beam bent by terminal couples in [3]. In that work, x0
is at the origin of the left end of the beam. To verify the validity of these expressions, we
now consider that x0 is an arbitrary point of the beam, calculate both the peridynamic
free energy function using the expressions of the peridynamic constants, given by (14),
(15), and (26), and the classical strain energy density at x0 and then verify that the
correspondence relation (12) is satisfied.
To obtain the infinitesimal strain tensor E evaluated at x0 = (x0 , y0 , z0 ), we substitute
ξ1 = ξ�1 + x0 ,

ξ2 = ξ�2 + y0 ,

ξ3 = ξ�3 + z0

(27)

into the expressions in (17), where (ξ�1 , ξ�2 , ξ�3 ) are the components of the relative position
vector ξ . Using the coordinate transformations in (18) for (ξ�1 , ξ�2 , ξ�3 ) and taking the limits
of integration in (19), we obtain
(
)
M 2 x0 2 m6
L
+
,
(28)
W x0 [h] =
EI 2
2
6m
7
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where both m = m4 and m6 are given by (21). Observe from (28) that only the first term
within the parentheses depends upon the position x0 and that the remaining term yields
(20).
Next, we use (1.b) together with (22), where u(x) is given by (16), to obtain
[
]}
M ( {�
ξ3 (2z0 + ξ�3 ) + ν ξ�12 + 2z0 ξ�1 − ξ�2 (2y0 + ξ�2 ) e1
h⟨ξξ ⟩ =
2EI |ξξ |
(29)
[
[
]
] )
+ 2ν y0 ξ�1 + (x0 + ξ�1 )ξ�2 e2 − 2 z0 ξ�1 + (x0 + ξ�1 )ξ�3 e3 .

Similarly as before, we use (2) to decompose h⟨ξξ ⟩, given by (29), into radial and nonradial components, given by φ⟨ξξ ⟩ = h⟨ξξ ⟩ · e⟨ξξ ⟩ and hd ⟨ξξ ⟩ = h⟨ξξ ⟩ − φ⟨ξξ ⟩e⟨ξξ ⟩, respectively.
Using the coordinate transformation in (18) to write these expressions in spherical coordinates, substituting the resulting expressions in the integrands of (5) thru (7), and using
the limits of integration in (19), we obtain
( )2 [
]
α̂11 M
3 − 8ν + 24ν 2
2 1
2
2
�
m
(3 − 4ν + 8ν )x0 + m6 m
Wx0 [φ e] =
2
EI
15
420
(30)
( )2 2
m
M
2 2
+ α12
(1 − 2ν) x0 .
EI
9

Observe from (30) that the second term inside the square brackets yields the expression
which multiplies α̂11 in (25) and that the remaining terms are position dependent and
proportional to x0 2 .
We use numerical integration to calculate the integrals that multiply α̂13 in (5) and
α33 in (7). We divide the integrands into ten parts that correspond to multiplications
by the ten monomials 1, x0 , y0 , z0 , x0 2 , y0 2 , z0 2 , x0 y0 , x0 z0 , and y0 z0 . Then, we divide
again each one of these parts into terms that multiply 1, ν, and ν 2 , and, finally, integrate
numerically each one of the resulting parts.
Concerning the integrals that multiply α̂13 above, the ones that multiply terms in
the set {x0 , y0 , z0 , x0 2 , y0 2 , z0 2 , x0 y0 , x0 z0 , y0 z0 } are nearly zero when compared to the
remaining three integrals that multiply 1. These integrals yield
]
[
πm5 2 M 2
2
(−11ν + 20ν − 4) ,
(31)
3360 (EI)2

which is the same expression that multiplies α̂13 in (25).
Concerning the integrals that multiply α33 above, in addition to the position independent terms, also the terms that multiply x0 2 do not vanish. A procedure similar to the
one presented above for the calculation of the terms that multiply α̂13 yields
[
]
2
2
2
m
m
(64ν
M
x
+
16ν
+
92)
0
6
2
2
�x0 [hd ] = α33
m (1 + ν)
+
.
(32)
W
(EI)2
45
64
105

Replacing (30), (31), and (32) into (5) and using the expressions in (14), (15), and (26)
for the peridynamic constants, we finally obtain
( 2
)
2
m
M
x
6
0
�x0 [h] =
+
,
(33)
W
EI 2
2
6m
8
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 L [h] in (28), satisfying, therefore, the correspondence relation (12).
which is equal to W
x0
4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The four peridynamic constants that appear in the free energy function deﬁned by (5)
together with (6) and (7) were previously determined using homogeneous deformations,
uniform torsion of a circular shaft and bending of a beam by terminal couples. In this
last experiment results were obtained at a single point of the beam. In this work, we
have veriﬁed the validity of the closed form expressions for the peridynamic constants
by considering an arbitrary point of the beam. At the conference we will show results
that further validate the closed form expressions. These results were obtained from displacement ﬁelds from classical linear elasticity for both beam bent by terminal load and
circular shaft subjected to anti-plane shear.
In summary, all the results indicate that the correspondence relation (12) is nearly
satisﬁed for the above experiments. We then see that the values of the peridynamic constants are not dependent on the type of experiment. This work is, therefore, an important
contribution to the development of a three-dimensional state-based peridynamic theory.
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Abstract.
Heterogeneous materials can be described by random fields (RF), which
depend on an auto-correlation function. Material interdependencies can be taken into
account using cross-correlated RFs. Usually, these RF parameters (auto- and crosscorrelation) are only vaguely known. In this contribution they are described by convex
fuzzy sets yielding a polymorphic uncertainty approach, which combines basic uncertainty
models into one variable for a more realistic model of uncertain input data. An appropriate reliability analysis scheme is introduced, which is based on a surrogate model,
approximating the failure probability while reducing the computational costs. A hydromechanical coupled system of a masonry gravity dam cross-section, implemented as a
2D plain strain finite element model, serves an an application example. The resulting
failure probability fuzzy sets using the surrogate are found to be in good agreement with
re-calculated failure probabilities. The computational costs are reduced by a factor of
several tens. A newly investigated domain decomposition approach suggests an effective
reliability estimation even for large finite element models.
1

INTRODUCTION

Different concepts of uncertainty have been developed to describe input data of systems realistically, depending on the level of available information or knowledge. Basic
approaches like probabilistic, fuzzy or interval uncertainty description are used in structural engineering. Polymorphic uncertainty models take more than one of the described
basic uncertainty characteristics into account for uncertain parameters [1, 2]. Spatially
heterogeneous material parameters (e.g. geo-science or aggregate materials) can be described by random fields (RF), where an auto-correlation of the spatially varying material
parameters is incorporated. Karhunen-Loève expansion is widely used for RF generation.
In multi-field situations, e.g. coupled thermal-hydro-mechanical systems like dams, dikes
or geologic deposits, there are a series of sensitive heterogeneous material properties, which
exhibit a visible cross-correlation [3]. These cross-correlated heterogeneous material properties can be modeled using cross-correlated random fields [4]. Both the auto-correlation
function and the cross-correlation are usually barely known [3]. Therefore, this paper
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suggests a polymorphic uncertainty model based on cross-correlated random fields, where
both the spatial auto-correlation and the cross-correlations (RF parameters) are modeled
using a fuzzy approach, yielding fuzzy cross-correlated RFs. General aspects of fuzzy
random fields or processes have been reported in [5, 6].
Reliability analysis procedures demand high number of system evaluations, which are
usually computationally costly. Additionally, RF description of heterogeneous materials
cause a high-dimensional stochastic input space. Therefore, reliability algorithms that
are suitable for a high-dimensional input space have to be used [7], for example subset
simulation. For the suggested fuzzy-probabilistic approach, an α-level formulation is
typically used used as a discretization scheme leading to an α-level optimization scheme
to obtain the results [8]. The high computational costs of such optimization tasks can
be remedied using surrogate models. For a high-dimensional polymorphic input space,
the generation of system response surrogate models is very challenging. In this paper, a
surrogate model, approximating failure probabilities directly, is used. Hence, the design
space of the surrogate model is drastically reduced to the uncertain RF parameters, which
are modeled as fuzzy sets.
A reliability analysis scheme for polymorphic uncertain input data is introduced. The
proposed procedure is applied to an hydro-mechanical coupled system of a gravity dam
cross-section, which is implemented as a FE model. The resulting fuzzy failure probabilities obtained by the surrogate model are verified with failure probabilities determined
with the original FE model.
2

METHOD

We introduce a structural reliability analysis scheme for a structural system with material description by fuzzy cross-correlated RF. The reliability analysis scheme comprises
two main blocks, which are illustrated in Fig. 1: First, the creation of a surrogate model
that approximates the failure probability p̂F as a function of the RF parameters (correlation length θ and cross-correlation coefficients ρij ). Second, the execution of an α-level
optimization on the surrogate model to find the minimum and maximum failure probabilities p̂F on different α-levels for all input fuzzy sets.
2.1

Polymorphic uncertain material model

In this study, cross-correlated random fields (RF) are used to describe heterogeneous
material parameters of the system. The RF parameters of the cross-correlated random
fields, i.e. the correlation length θ and the cross-correlation values ρij , are barely known
for geo-science or masonry materials like the ones found in old gravity dams. Therefore,
as one possible approach to comply with the vague information, fuzzy sets are defined to
describe these parameters. Fuzzy theory have been introduced in [9]. Hence, for the RF
parameters fuzzy sets are defined to describe these parameters. In this study, without
loss of generality, only trapezoidal fuzzy set membership functions are considered. This
yield a material description by fuzzy cross-correlated RF.
The NF cross-correlated RFs Zi (i = 1, . . . , NF ) are generated using an algorithm
reported in [4]. It is based on the Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE). The RFs are described by the auto-correlation structure and the point-wise cross-correlation coefficients
2
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2.3

α-level optimization

The α-level optimization is used to estimate the resulting fuzzy set membership functions of failure probabilities µ(p̂F ) for the input fuzzy sets of the RF parameters. This is
accomplished by determining the minimum and maximum failure probability p̂F,mn and
p̂F,mx at nα α-cuts where α ∈ [0, 1]. At each α-level a constrained optimization is carried
out to find the minimum (“best case”) and maximum (“worst case”) failure probability,
respectively. In a one-dimensional case, where p̂F only depends on parameter θ, it follows:
p̂F,mn = min p̂F (θ) and p̂F,mx = max p̂F (θ),
θ∈µα

θ∈µα

where µα = {θ ∈ R+ |µ(θ) ≥ α}.

(1)

In the multi-dimensional case, this optimization problem is constrained by the combination of fuzzy sets defining the parameters θ and ρij in an analogue manner.
3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In the presented study, the introduced reliability analysis scheme was applied to a
hydro-mechanical system of a gravity dam cross-section and its implementation as a FE
model.
3.1

Model description

We consider the fluid (water) flow in a deformable porous saturated media. The governing equation and discretization into for FE can be found in [13]. The primary mechanical
variables are the displacements ux and uy as well as the pore water pressure p for the
hydraulic process. We assume a constant water density along the motion of water. A
linear elastic behavior of the solid phase (Hooke’s law) is assumed as well as an isothermal situation. For the considered isotropic case the permeability tensor is sufficiently
described by a scalar permeability kp . The linear elastic isotropic constitutive matrix is
only a function of the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s ratio ν and can be found in
various textbooks. A plain-strain situation is used for the dam cross-section model.
A two-dimensional FE model was chosen to simulate a cross-section of the Fürwigge
gravity dam The geometry of the simulated cross-section of the Fürwigge gravity dam
was simplified to a vertical upstream side and a bi-linear downstream side [14]. The
foundation was fixed and the maximum water level was assumed. Surface loads according
to the water and air pressure acting normal to the respective surface were specified in the
mechanical domain. The body load was applied due to solid ρs = 2600 kg/m3 and water
ρw = 1000 kg/m3 mass density, taking into account the porosity n. The gravitational
driven water flow constituted the body load in the hydraulic domain. The applied flux in
the hydraulic domain was set to zero. As a compromise between mesh convergence and
computational performance a uniform mesh with around 1100 linear triangle elements
was created using a Delaunay distance mesher.
Material parameters
Three spatially heterogeneous material parameters were chosen: Young’s modulus E,
the permeability kp and the porosity n. They were described by fuzzy cross-correlated
4
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random fields, discretized at the triangular FE centers, i.e. the Gauss points. An identical
isotropic exponential auto-correlation structure was defined for all fields. The truncation
of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues obtained by the KLE was determined by the lowest
possible correlation length θ, which was defined by the fuzzy sets in Fig. 2a. Log-normal
distributions were assumed for the fields. Their respective means and standard deviations
are based on literature values [14, 3]. The mean of Young’s modulus E, permeability kp
and porosity n was set to µE = 2.4 GPa, µkp = 1 · 10−14 m2 and µn = 0.2, respectively.
The coefficient of variation (CoV) was fixed to 10 % for all. The Poisson’s ratio was
defined as ν = 0.15.
Fuzzy sets for random field parameters

2

4

6

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
−0.8 −0.6 −0.4 −0.2
ρ12 , ρ13

µ(ρ23 )

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

µ(ρ12 ), µ(ρ13 )

µ(θ)

The correlation length was represented by two fuzzy sets ranging from a short to a long
distance spatial correlation behavior, cf. Fig. 2a. The cross-correlation ρ12 (Young’s modulus E and permeability kp ) and ρ13 (Young’s modulus E and porosity n) can be denoted
as “medium negatively” correlated, c.f. Fig. 2b. The cross-correlation ρ23 between kp and
n is positive instead, c.f. Fig. 2c, respectively. In this study the fuzzy set membership
functions are discretized into nα = 6 equally distributed α levels for α = [0, 1] for nfc = 2
fuzzy set combinations.
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3.2

Results and discussion

The reliability analysis was carried out according to the proposed scheme. The first step
was to generate a surrogate model for failure probability p̂F as a function of the random
field parameters θ and ρij . A parallelized execution on a computational cluster was used
to estimate failure probabilities for different sets of RF parameters simultaneously. The
subsequent α-level optimization could then be performed more efficiently on the surrogate
model.
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freedoms (DOF), parallel computation approaches are necessary. One common approach
is domain decomposition of a global domain into D smaller (non-)overlapping subdomains.
In this contribution, we follow the approach from [16, 17] of non-overlapping subdomains
Ωd .
4.1.1

Random field by local KL

In the following, a brief summary of [16] is given for a better understanding. The
eigenfunctions of the correlation C(x, x ), restricted to domain Ωd , are introduced as local
(d)
(d)
eigenfunctions φβ with their corresponding eigenvalues λβ . An approximation of the
global modes is then given by
Φ(x) ≈ Φ̂(x) =

md
D 

(d) (d)

aβ φβ (x),

(2)

d=1 β

(d)

where md is the number of dominant eigenpairs of subdomain Ωd . We solve for aβ using
the Galerkin method, leading to a global discrete eigenvalue problem yielding the eigen(d)
value Λα and the entries aα,β of the corresponding eigenvectors. A domain decomposition
KL expansion in terms of the local eigenmodes is used to approximate the global RF U
by
U ≈ ÛN̂ (x, ω) =



md 
D


(d)
(d)
(d)

λ ξ (ω)φ (x) ,
β

d=1

β

β

(d)
ξβ (ω)

=


N̂ 




α=1

β=1

Λα

(d)
a η̂ (ω)
(d) α,β α
λβ

(3)

where ηα (ω) denote the orthonormal stochastic coordinates of ÛN̂ with N̂ being the num(d)
ber of the dominant global eigenvalues Λα and {ξβ , β = 1, . . . , md } are called the local
random variables. Hence, the global random field U is represented on the subdomain level
in terms of local random variables. The local stochastic dimension md is significantly reduced if the correlation length is around the subdomain size. This property is used in the
following part regarding a FE solution.
4.1.2

FE solution

Any hydro-mechanical or structural FE model can be represented as a system of linear
equations as
[A] u = b
(4)
(d)

According to [17], we can distinguish between interior nodes Nin and boundary nodes
(d)
NΓ , lying at the interface of more than one subdomain. The linear system in Eq. 4 can
than be recast in the following form




 AΓ,Γ 


Ain,Γ

 

A
uΓ
 Γ,in 



Ain,in
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which yields to a condensed problem at the subdomains’ interfaces


[A]u
Γ = b

(6)

The condensed operator can than be described by independent contributions of the subdomains. After solving the condensed problem for uΓ , the internal solution uin for can be
found by solving




Ain,in uin = bin − Ain,Γ uΓ
(7)

This step can also be performed independently for every subdomain.
 and b
 become stochastic operators. In case of a direct
For a stochastic problem, [A]
MCS, they must be assembled for each sample, which is computationally demanding (cf.
[17]).
4.1.3

Polynomial chaos expansion of the condensed problem

For large number of samples, the overall computational costs can be reduced by approximating the condensed operators by surrogate models using Polynomial Chaos Expansion
(PCE) on a subdomain level [17]. The number of terms P in an expansion for Nc ranc +No )!
. It gets very large for large Nc , even
dom variables and degree No is given by (N
Nc !+No !
for low degrees No . Now the property of the representation of the RF by local random
variables can be exploited (Eq. 3). The low dimensionality in each subdomain enables
the construction of PCE surrogates with reasonable computational effort.
4.2

Reliability analysis

Reliability analysis of large stochastic finite element models is computationally demanding and a direct MCS approach is usually not feasible. Global surrogate models
like PCE or Low Rank Approximation (LRA), approximating the model responses, have
been investigated for example in [18]. Usually, such surrogate models used in reliability
analysis tends to yield deteriorating results for decreasing failure probabilities. This is
mainly due to the poor approximation of the system’s response pdf in the low probability
tails. The idea of PCE surrogate modeling was adopted to the described domain decomposition approach. Exploiting the low stochastic dimensionality on the subdomain level,
PCE surrogates are constructed independently on each subdomain for the operators of
the condensed problem, cf. Eq. 6 [17].
In this contribution, the effect of direct MCS, PCE surrogate modeling and a hybrid
approach is investigated. Direct MCS is performed without any surrogate approximation of the local condensed problem and serves as a reference. An all-PCE approach is
realized, where all local condensed operators are approximated using PCE. The hybrid
approach assumes, that for a reasonable variation of material parameters, one can usually identify a critical region, where the determining quantity with respect to reliability
is most critical. PCE surrogates are constructed for all subdomains, except those in the
vicinity of the critical region, whereas direct MCS is used for those critical subdomains.
The usage of direct MCS in the critical subdomains is supposed to remedy the affect of
poor approximation of the low probability tails by PCE.
9
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4.3

Example

As an demonstrative example, a 2D structural FE model on a unit square was used.
Around 230 linear triangular elements constitutes the model with 270 degree of freedoms.
The domain was divided into D = 8 evenly distributed subdomains, cf. Fig. 5a. The
displacements are fixed on the lower edge ux (y = 0) = uy (y = 0) = 0, whereas uy (y =
1) = −0.1. Additionally a vertical self-weight is applied as a body force. A random
field is used to describe the Young’s modulus in the domain. the domain decomposition
approach described in Sec. 4.1 was used. The mean and standard deviation were chosen
to µE = 2.4 · 109 Pa σE = 0.24 · 109 Pa, the correlation length was set to 0.3.
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(50 for 3 material parameters), accurate results are obtained with an extremely reduced
computational time (by a factor of ≈ 50). The domain decomposition approach shows
promising results, which can be extrapolated to large complex models handled in an
effective parallelized manner.
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Abstract. In this paper the peridynamics theory is integrated with a DEM-IB-CLBM
(Discrete Element-Immersed Boundary-Cascaded Lattice Boltzmann Method) framework
to enable fully-resolved simulations of sand erosion in viscous fluids. The crack and damage of the material walls are modelled with the peridynamics theory, the no-slip boundary
condition is implemented on the surface of particles using an Immersed Boundary Method
(IBM) and particle collisions are accurately resolved using a Discrete Element Method.
The method is validated by comparing the trajectory of a particle colliding with a wall
in a viscous fluid with the previous results provided in the literature. The impact of the
generated craters due to the collisions on the vortex field and also the impact of collision
angle on the material damage are investigated.

1

INTRODUCTION

The presence of solid particles (such as sand) in many flow instruments and pipelines,
leads to major erosion problems such as degradation of pipelines and production equipment including pumps and valves. The impinging particles will cause excessive damage to
the surface layer, which will also reduce the effectiveness of corrosion inhibitors resulting
in material degradation. Meanwhile, corrosion will in return accelerate the erosion rate
resulting in severe and repaid loss of surface metal (washout). The material defect may
shorten the lifetime of pipelines and increase production risk. The lack of predictive design tools has resulted in overly conservative estimates of the life time of the equipment
to avoid catastrophic failures.
The sand erosion problem is a complex phenomenon and involves the interplay of several parameters and physical phenomena including the flow pattern and geometry, fluid
properties, particle size/shape distribution and particle/surface material characteristics
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[1, 2]. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes coupled with un-resolved particle
tracking techniques (Eulerian-Lagrangian) and empirical erosion models have been employed [3, 4, 5, 6], to predict erosion rates in different geometries. In these studies, CFD
techniques are used to provide a solution for the fluid flow field and particle trajectories.
Based on calculated collision characteristics with the wall (such as collision velocity and
frequency), the erosion rate is then estimated based on empirical models.
However, comprehensive reviews of particle erosion modelling techniques and the dynamics of the erosion process caused by the continuous particle impingement show the
inadequacy of the erosion models [7, 8, 9]. The general consensus is that the available
empirical models should be used with utmost care since they fail to include the effects of
several important parameters. The available models are also subject to significant statistical inaccuracies since the model parameters are often calculated by fitting semi-empirical
equations to scattered experimental data. Therefore, development of a framework to
simulate sand erosion based on first principles is urgently required [7, 8, 9].
Several challenges are present for the development of a high-fidelity framework, these
include estimation of material deformation and crack propagation, dealing with the deforming material surface immersed in the fluid and achieving a coupling between the
material and flow field. In order to simultaneously consider these effects, naturally, a
multi-physics framework is required: a numerical method that can solve the fluid flow
field coupled with particle motion, particle impacts, material damage and the interactions
among them. In this paper, the particle-wall collision in a viscous fluid is considered as
a classical problem. The fluid, rigid particles and the variable material surface are solved
with a recently developed coupled Discrete Element, Immersed Boundary, Cascaded Lattice Boltzmann Method (DEM-IB-CLBM). The framework has been fully validated and
can accurately estimate the particle motion in the fluid. The DEM-IB-CLBM framework
naturally couples with the Peridynamics (PD) theory [10] implemented using a particle
based method.
In this paper, the PD theory is coupled with the DEM-IB-CLBM approach. This allows us to achieve a fully-coupled material and fluid solver. The impact of rigid particles
will change the location and velocity of the material particles according to the PD theory.
The material particles on the surface will also act as “Lagrangian” IBM forcing points to
implement a no-slip boundary condition. The multi-physics PD-DEM-IB-CLBM framework is applied to obtain the dynamics of erosion for single particle-wall collision. The
combined method can provide a detailed erosion process of the target material and predict erosion caused by multiple particle impingements. However, it should be noted that
our emphasis here is on the development of a new numerical framework. The algorithm
efficiency is not considered here and hence to manage the computational costs we completely remove the chipped surface material from the simulations. In future a threshold
factor will be introduced to only remove chipped material of certain sizes, however, this
requires further improvement to the algorithm to efficiently deal with the newly generated
particles in the computational domain.

2
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2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
Peridynamics theory

The PD equation of motion relates the time derivative of displacement of each PD
particle, to the integral of an internal force field f (η, ξ) and an additional external force
Fb . The PD theory uses an integral to represent the relative displacement and force
between neighbouring material points. Compared to the classical formulation based on
partial derivatives, PD remains valid along discontinuities and hence directly captures
any fracture or damage [10]. More details about the PD can be found elsewhere [10],
however, here we briefly discuss the theory for completeness. The PD theory formulates
the motion of material points by

ρm ü(x, t) =
f (η, ξ)dVx + Fb (x, t)
∀x ∈ R,
(1)
H

where ρm is the density of material points, u is the displacement vector of the material
point x at time t and Fb is a body force. The neighbourhood of the material point at x is
represented by H, and it is determined by a parameter δ which is commonly referred to
as a horizon (here, δ = 3.015dx). The internal force exerted on the material point x by
all points x within a neighbourhood of x is the integral of a force density f (η, ξ) over the
volume Vx , where ξ = x − x is the relative position vector and η = u − u is the relative
displacement vector.
A brittle material is considered in this paper using a Peridynamic bond-based prototype
microelastic brittle (PMB) model [10]. In this model the force density is defined by
f (η, ξ) = cs(η, ξ)kn,
||η + ξ|| − ||ξ||
s(η, ξ) =
.
||ξ||

(2)

The constant c is related to the material property. If the stretch s exceeds its critical
value s0 , the bond breaks irreversibly by setting k to zero, else k = 1. The unit vector n
points from x to x . This allows material damage to be incorporated into the PD model.
Local damage of a material point is defined as the ratio of the number of broken bonds
to the total number of bonds. When the local damage is larger than a critical value sc ,
the point is just excluded by cutting its connections to other material points and the
point is permanently removed from the simulation. The critical value is set to 0.8 in this
study [10]. The explicit integration of Eq. 1 allows a straightforward calculation of the
displacement vector field u. It requires a numerical stability condition, which leads to a
critical time step δtpd
c [11].
2.2

The DEM-IB-CLBM approach

The Cascaded Lattice Boltzmann Method (CLBM) accurately provides the flow field
while the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) implements the no-slip condition by adding
a forcing term (Fibm ) to Lagrangian points and distributing it onto the surrounding fluid
nodes with a compact support [16, 18].
3
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Figure 1: An illustration of the combined method. The LBM Lattices: ; The IBM points:
; The PD material points: ; The exposed material points: .
In the DEM-IB-CLBM approach, the hydrodynamic force acting on the particle is directly calculated compared to unresolved methods where a model equation is required
[17, 19]. The hydrodynamic force Fh on a particle is calculated by adding up Fibm contributions of IB points and is used to calculate the particle trajectory in the fluid
dU(t)
= Fh + Fc + G,
(3)
ρp
dt
Ip

dΘ(t)
= T h + Tc .
dt

(4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), ρp is the density of the particle, Fc is the collision force, G is the gravity
and Th and Tc are collision and hydrodynamics torque correspondingly. Fc comprises
the collision forces with other rigid particles Fdem
(calculated using the DEM solver) and
c
pd
the collision with material points Fc . For the DEM stage of the solver, a spring-dashpot
model is used to model collisions and a critical time step δtdem
is defined to perform the
c
collision [20, 21].
2.3

The combined Peridynamics and DEM-IB-CLBM approach

Considering the fixed Eulerian mesh for the fluid domain, the size of Peridynamics
material point is the same as lattice spacing dx of CLBM. Initially, the location of material
points x coincide with lattice points, as shown in Figure 1.
The coupled algorithm is presented in Figure 2. Here, the IBM acts as an interface that
connects the other three solvers together (DEM, PD, and CLBM) by calculating forces
Fph , Fpd
h , and Fibm . The IB solver receives the information of flow field at the Lagrange
points on the surfaces of particles and material. The presence of the PD points adds
more complexity to the DEM and IBM solvers. The DEM solver calculates the impact
forces Fr to the material points and Fpd
c to rigid particles. Then Fr is transferred to the
PD solver through the exposed material points. The position of exposed PD points (and
consequently the IB points) is then updated according to the PD solution.
The material with high Young’s modules exhibit high-frequency oscillations when they
are subjected to a sudden impact. To capture the oscillation, a high time-resolution is
4
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Figure 2: The structure of the combined method.
required otherwise this will result in numerical instability. The time step of the DEMIB-CLBM approach should be small enough to capture the fluid phenomena accurately
and resolve the collisions. By satisfying the fluid time step size restrictions the δtdem
(the
c
time step size requirement of the DEM solver) is also satisfied. However, most brittle
materials have a relatively high Young’s module. If we choose a time step satisfying δtpd
c ,
the computational costs will be huge and a further improvement is required. Therefore,
a time step δt small enough to capture the fluid phenomena is employed as an overall
critical time step. To fit the PD solver into the framework, a sub-iteration of the PD
solver is used to compensate the time step gap between δt and δtpd
c . The step-by-step
algorithm can be summarised as follows
1. DEM deals with the contact between rigid particles;
2. Find the number of sub-iteration of the PD solver δt/δtpd
c ;
(a) Compute the internal forces between material points according to Eq. 2;
(b) Detect rigid particle-material point (exposed) collisions, add Fr /V to Fb (Eq. (1)),
add Fr and Tr to the total force and torque of rigid particles;
(c) Update the displacement of material points according to Eq. 1;
3. Update the location and the velocity of all Lagrangian points (IB points);
(a) Transfer the location and velocity of exposed material points to the IB points.
(b) Update the centres of rigid particles, locate IB points;
4. IBM enforces the no-slip boundaries immersed in a flow field; transfer the hydrodynamic forces to PD and DEM parts, get the refined velocity field for CLBM;
5. CLBM solves the flow field.
In addition, the effect of the hydrodynamic force on the flexible wall is ignored by
setting Fpd
h to zero, since for a brittle material they are much smaller than the material’s
internal forces. The velocity Vpd is then computed as follow
Vpd,t = (Xpd,t − Xpd,t−δt )/δt.
5
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Figure 3: The geometry of the particle-wall collision in a viscous fluid.
3

VALIDATION

The combined method is validated considering the particle-wall collision problem. The
geometry is shown in Figure 3. The gravitational constant is 9.81 m/s2 , the density and
the dynamic viscosity of fluid are 1.0 g/cm3 and 0.1 cm2 /s, respectively. A rectangular
fluid domain of size [10D, 8D] is used and the particle is positioned at [5D, 2D]. There are
50 lattices over the particle’s diameter, D = 50dx. A zero-gradient boundary condition
is applied to all the boundaries. The material plate is of size [10D, 2D] and is positioned
below the fluid domain.
Table 1: The physical properties of the surface and the particle.
Material Properties
Length
Width
Young’s module
Poisson’s ratio
Density
Critical stretch
Time step size
Particle
Diameter
Density

L
W
E
ν
ρm
s0
δtpd

m
m
Gpa
1
kg/m3
1
s

0.03
0.006
55
0.3333
2500
0.01
3.6 × 10−9

D
ρp

m
kg/m3

0.003
7800

A restitution coefficient of rc = 0.97 is required to compare the particle rebound velocity
to the literature [13]. However, the restitution coefficient rc and the contact duration Tc
also depend on the boundary conditions of the plate if a PD solver is used. The physical
parameters [14] are displayed in Table 1 and two tests were performed with free and fixed
boundary conditions for the bottom of the solid wall, where the lateral boundaries are
fixed and the upper boundary free. The impact velocity in the absence of any fluid is
6
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Figure 4: The vertical velocity of the particle moving in fluid varies with time. Results
from Ref. [13]: black dots; DEM: solid line; PD: dashed line.

Figure 5: The vortex fields of fluid, the vertical velocity fields of the material plate, and
the velocity vectors of the IB points on the surface of the material plate at different
moments of the first rebound.
Vimp = 21 cm/s.
For a free bottom boundary, the calculated rc is 0.44, far from 0.97. However, for a fixed
bottom boundary, rc is 0.97. The rebound finishes in a short contact duration of Tc = 7
µs. The number of time steps over Tc is set as Ncd = 260, which means dt = Tc /Ncd .
Figure 4 shows that the results of DEM agree well with the literature [13] for a rigid
plate. For a material plate which allows for deformation, the rigid particle rebounds with
a higher velocity which we believe is related to the deformation of the material plate and
transfer of energy to the particle.
The vortex field of fluid and the velocity field of the material are shown in Figure
5. It shows the reaction of material to the particle impact in an ambient fluid and the
importance of employing realistic material models in the investigation of particle-wall
collision in a viscous fluid.
7
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4

EROSION INDUCED BY PARTICLE–WALL COLLISION

In this section, the effectiveness of the new coupled framework to predict erosion is
demonstrated by considering the damage caused by collision of a single particle with a
wall.
Figure 3 shows the setup of the test problem in this section. The material properties
are similar to those used in the previous section. Several fluid forces such as drag and
added-mass effects should be considered particularly for fluid with higher viscosities and
the current method is capable to directly include these effects without any further models.
The particle is released normally at a distance 1.5D away from the material surface. A
liquid- and a gas-like medium are chosen. The density ρ and the viscosity ν of the liquid
and the gas are 0.935 g/cm3 and 0.1 cm2 /s, 0.001 g/cm3 and 0.15 cm2 /s, respectively.
The particle is released with a velocity of 30 m/s in both media. For the liquid-like
fluid, initially the particle velocity drops sharply and then further decrease is observed
until the impact with a velocity near 21 m/s. On the other hand, there is little velocity
reduction for the particle in a gas-like medium. When the particle hits the material plate,
the due to material damage, penetration into the material plate occurs. Therefore, the
restitution coefficients come close to zero. However, it should be noted that our initial
implementation removes all PD points that are separated from the main body (chipped
material). A more realistic situation could be simulated by removing the chipped material
only if they are smaller than a threshold value. However, this will substantially increase
the computational costs since the newly generated particles should be resolved in the
computational domain, therefore the a grid adaptation algorithm is required.
The flow field during the particle impact is quite different due to the appearance of
craters as displayed in Figure 6. Two symmetric vortexes are generated above the particle
while it settles. On the rigid plate, the two main vortexes move downward along the
particle’s surface profile, while several small vortices form below the particle. In contrast,
the growth of a crater strengthens the two symmetrical vortexes below the particle due
to ejection of fluid after each collision. For particles with a higher impact velocity in
the gas, the depth and size of the crater are larger and the vortexes below the particle
are stronger. These symmetrical vortexes move away from the crater along the material
surface.
The craters in Figure 6 formed by the normal impact of the particle in the gas resembles
the well-known cone cracks and the shape is very similar to the experimental results [2, 15].
The experiments of Knight et. al [15] present the crack distribution resulting from the
impact of a 1 mm steel particle with a velocity of 26 m/s, where no radial and lateral
cracks appear. The present Peridynamics model does not include the ductility and the
historical effects of material however more sophisticated and realistic models could be
implemented to include these phenomena.
Brittle materials usually suffer from maximum damage during a normal collision [9, 22].
Here the particle is released in a gas and a liquid, at (10◦ , 30◦ , 50◦ , 70◦ ) and the same
velocity of 30 m/s from a constant distance 1.5D to the impact point. The material
damage is calculated by adding up the number of broken bonds to the total number of

8
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Figure 6: The vortex field at different instants of particle’s normal impact. The particle
is released with initial velocity 30 m/s, liquid with a rigid plate (left column), liquid with
a PD plate (middle column), gas with a PD plate (right column).
bonds as explained earlier and the results are presented in Figure 7. Despite the different
maximum damage values in the fluid and gas, similar increase in the damage is observed
for both cases. Interestingly, the curve shows a maximum gradient between ≈ 15◦ − −50◦
and reaches a plateau after that.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We present a novel algorithm by integrating the peridynamics theory into our DEMIB-CLBM framework to fully resolve the erosion induced by solid particle impacts. The
fully resolved particle-fluid coupling (DEM-IB-CLBM approach) provides accurate trajectories of the particles and their rotational and translational kinetic energies just before the
impact. The PD theory then directly predicts the material damage due to the impact.
The coupled framework provides invaluable information regarding the erosion mechanisms, which is not available through any other simulation technique. Improvements are
9
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Figure 7: The damage as a function of impact angle. The initial velocity is set to 30 m/s.
necessary however, to enable quantitative comparison with experimental results. These
improvement include development of more realistic PD material models for the current
framework and also improvements to the simulation algorithm to consider large chipped
material into the solution process.
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Abstract. Liquid sloshing is a source of major concern in the structural design of containers. In fuel tanks of heavy duty trucks, with capacities of up to 900 litres, this
phenomenon is capable of causing fuel to impact the container tank with high forces, and
exposing the vulnerable parts of the tank to heavy dynamic loads. This highly non-linear
and transient phenomenon is simulated here using the commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) code STAR-CCM+. The two phase problem is solved using the VOF
interface capturing approach. Owing to the thin walled structures of the fuel tank, it
becomes important to account for the effects of Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI). To
this end, a partitioned FSI methodology is employed by coupling the CFD and Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) solvers for this multi-physics problem. One-way and two-way
coupled FSI methodologies are compared with experimental results. The one-way coupled
simulations yield good agreement of wall deformations with the experiments for low filling
levels. While the two-way coupled FSI analysis corroborates well with the experiments
for all filling levels, its high computational costs render the one-way coupled methodology
a promising tool to analyse sloshing for industrial applications. This coupling strategy
could inform a fuel tank design suited to prevent structural damage due to sloshing, thus
contributing towards its safety and longevity.

1

INTRODUCTION

Numerical analysis of liquid sloshing is challenging due to complex underlying physics of
the process. Simulations of these problems involve an accurate modelling of the two-phase
flow problem, as well as accounting for the impacts due to sloshing on the solid structure
through coupled fluid-solid interactions [1]. Such simulations have found their place in a
variety of industrial applications, for instance, in the directional stability of liquid tank
vehicles [2], pressure vessels built to withstand loads due to seismic excitation [3], and
fuel tanks in the maritime, aerospace and automotive industries [4]. These simulations
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can help obtain critical information on the structure and design of fuel tanks at early
stages of product design and development. The appearance of novel materials, such as
composites and industrial plastics and aimed at weight reduction, has made such analyses
an absolute necessity.
The effects of the dynamic sloshing impacts on the fuel tank structures have been analysed quite extensively through various numerical and experimental methods. Investigations show that sloshing loads depend on the frequency of the excitation signals and these
loads become maximum when the excitation frequency is close to the natural frequency
of the liquid in the tank [5]. The effect of baffles on reduction of sloshing is a significant
study within this field. Such studies have been performed on cuboidal tank geometries
through experimental and numerical investigations [6, 7]. Simulations on cuboidal tanks
with elastic baffles have been the benchmark case for studies involving coupled fluid-solid
interaction methodologies [8]. These representative test cases on simplified geometries
provide validation data for model formulations using different numerical and analytical
techniques.
This work presents a comparison of results from both numerical and experimental studies for the analysis of sloshing-induced stresses on the fuel tank of a heavy-duty truck. The
simulation methodology is based on the Volume of Fluid (VOF) model and partitioned
fluid structure interaction (FSI). One-way and two-way coupled FSI simulations are carried out and their efficacy based on comparison with experiments and computational costs
is analysed. The simulations are performed using the commercial code - STAR-CCM+.
Owing to the fact that the experiments were carried out with water, the numerical study
is also performed using water as the liquid phase.
2

MODELLING FLUID USING VOF METHOD

The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is used in analysing immiscible fluids with distinctly defined interface. This model implicitly captures the interface and hence is very
efficient in modelling flow problems where the shape of the interface is of interest. The
fractional amount of fluid (volume fraction) in a particular cell, that acts as a phase indicator function, is employed. The volume fraction of the ith phase in a cell within a
multiphase domain is given by
Vi
(1)
αi =
V
Where, Vi is the volume of the ith phase in the cell and V is the volume of the cell.The
model is based on a single fluid formulation with the density and viscosity of the fluid
defined in terms αi .
ρ = α i ρi
µ = α i µi

(2)
(3)

In a domain with two phases, the phase indicator function α1 is defined as, α1 = 1 if the
cell is filled with phase-1, α1 = 0 if the cell is filled with phase-2 and 0 < α1 < 1 if the
cell contains the interface.
2
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In addition to equations for conservation of mass and momentum, evolution of the
interface is governed by
∂α1 ∂(α1 vi ) ∂(vr,i α1 (1 − α1 ))
+
+
= s α1
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

(4)

The first two terms on the left hand side of Equation 4 are the unsteady and convection
terms, respectively. The third term on the left hand side is known as the surface compression term that contributes only at the interface (0 < α1 < 1). The term on the right
hand side is a source term.
The SIMPLE algorithm, in combination with a collocated variable arrangement and
Rhie-Chow interpolation, is used to solve the pressure-velocity coupling. The discretization scheme used for the convection term in Equation 4 has a significant impact on the
accuracy of the results. A blend of the second order accurate High Resolution Interface
Capturing (HRIC) scheme and the first order accurate Upwind Differencing (UD) scheme
is used [10]. The realizable k −  model is used for modelling the turbulence.
The transport equation for the phase indicator function determines the fractional volume of the fluids in the control volume, which is reflected in the Navier-stokes equation
through the equivalent density and viscosity. The velocity obtained from the NavierStokes and continuity equations is reflected in the convective term of the transport equation for the phase indicator function. Thus, the three governing equations are solved
together to capture the interface implicitly.
3

FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION

Problems involving FSI can be solved through a monolithic or a partitioned approach.
Governing equations for the fluid and structure domains are solved simultaneously in the
monolithic approach within one system of equations [11]. In the partitioned approach,
the fluid and solid domains are solved for separately in their respective solvers, and the
exchange of field variables across the domains takes place through an interface. Thus, the
coupled problem can be solved by means of separate grids, dedicated solvers and algorithms for each domain.The finite element (FE) formulation of the conservation equation
for linear momentum in the solid domain is given by
Mü + Cu̇ = fext − fint

(5)

where M is the mass matrix, u is nodal displacement vector and C is the damping
matrix. fext denotes the externally applied loads and the stiffness matrix K is related to
the internal force fint through the displacement term as
∂fint
(6)
∂u
A second-order accurate Newmark method is used for expressing the velocity and acceleration in terms of displacement, which is in turn sought for as the solution of this dynamic
problem. The velocity and displacement at time step n are given by
K=

3
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u̇n = u̇n−1 + (δ ün + (1 − δ)ün−1 )∆t



1
un = un−1 + u̇n−1 ∆t + γ ün +
− γ ün−1 ∆t2
2

(8)

vis = vif on Γs ,
σijs ni = σijf ni on Γs ,

(9)
(10)

(7)

where δ and γ take values 0.5 and 0.25, respectively.
In addition to the governing equations, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
are specified at the fluid-solid interface Γs to maintain the no-slip condition

The fluid and solid domains are meshed with different topologies in partitioned FSI.
The pressure and wall shear stress from the fluid side of the interface are mapped as forces
and moments at the solid side of the interface, which act as the loads on the deformable
solid domain. The displacement is mapped from the solid side to the fluid side, altering
the flow field by modifying its volume mesh. Data mapping with interpolation schemes
that are accurate, continuous, bounded and conservative are preferred. This modification
is performed by a mesh morpher in STAR-CCM+ [10]. Since the solid domain is solved
in the Lagrangian formulation and the fluid domain in the Eulerian, an efficient way of
accounting for the effect of the solid displacement on the fluid domain is required. This
is done by using grid velocities in the fluid transport equations arising from the solid
displacements through a technique known as the Arbitrary Eulerian Lagrangian (ALE)
formulation [12].
The above description pertains to a two-way coupled FSI methodology, wherein the
effects of both the domains are accounted for. In the one-way coupled FSI methodology,
the fluid field variables are supplied as boundary loads on the solid domain but the effect
of the resultant displacements from the solid solver on fluid domain is disregarded. Thus,
there is no mesh morphing involved. This holds correct when the solid deformations are
too small to affect any changes in the flow field, for example, in cases of high solid stiffness
and large solid-fluid density ratios.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL MODELLING AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Benchmark test for the VOF method

The experimental results from a simplified tank geometry are chosen for this validation
based on one of the test cases from the work of Rhee [13]. The dimensions of the cuboidal
tank are 1200 mm, 600 mm, 300 mm in the x, y and z directions, respectively. 20% of
the tank volume is filled with water and is subjected to a sinusoidal translation motion
with an amplitude of 0.06 m and time period of 1.94 s along the x-direction. Pressure is
monitored at three locations on the bounding walls of the tank, as indicated in Figure 1.
In the simulation setup, the convection terms are discretized using the second order
upwind scheme, the diffusion terms using second order central differencing scheme and
4
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the temporal term using second order implicit scheme. The time step is chosen as 0.001
s and the simulation is run for 12 s, corresponding to 5 sloshing impacts on the right
wall. A finite volume mesh with hexahedral cells was chosen for the simulations. With
this time step and mesh configuration, an average Courant number, in both the interface
and the entire domain, is always less than 0.5, ensuring the predominant implementation
of the second order HRIC scheme. For simulating the liquid motion, the accelerations
resulting from the sinusoidal motion of the tank is provided as a momentum source term.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the sloshing pressures on the tank walls at one of
the three probes, namely probe P3. It is to be noted that similar corroboration with
experimental results were obtained at other two probe locations. The sharp spikes observed at certain sloshing impacts in the pressure plots occur for a very small duration of
0.01 s, corresponding to 0.5 per cent of the excitation time period. These extremely high
frequency pressure signals are purely numerical and are considered noise. Such spikes
are also observed in similar studies dealing with sloshing analysis [8, 15, 16]. Moving
average filters which retain the overall dynamic response are therefore used to obtain
physically-relevant continuous signals, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparison of pressure signals with experimental and filtered pressure signals.
The model parameters from this validation are carried forward to the coupled CFDFEA methodology in all following simulations.
4.2

Benchmark test for FSI solver

The coupled analysis method is validated with numerical and experimental results from
the benchmark studies on flexible baffles subjected to sloshing loads by Idelsohn et al[14].
These experiments were conducted on a cuboidal tank with clamped elastic beam (made
of dielectric polyurethane), filled with sunflower oil. One of the three test cases of the
5
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aforementioned work is chosen for this validation study, where the oil is filled in the tank
up to the height of the beam. The dimensions of the tank are 609 mm, 344.5 mm and 39
mm in the x, y and z directions, respectively. The flexible beam clamped to the bottom
of the tank has dimensions of 4 mm, 33.2 mm and 57.4 mm in x, y and z directions. The
tank is subjected to sinusoidal oscillatory motion about the y-axis, with an amplitude of
4 degrees and frequency of 0.61 Hz.

Figure 2: Comparison of displacements obtained in the present study with experimental
and numerical results in [14]
The simulations are performed using the FSI module within STAR-CCM+. Both solid
and fluid domains are solved using the second order accurate implicit unsteady solver. The
solid domain is solved using the linear elastic isotropic solid stress model. It is meshed
using linear hexahedral elements with 8 nodes, with its bottom constrained to prevent
rigid body motions. The displacement field of the solid region is mapped at the fluidsolid interface; the fluid domain is then morphed in accordance with this displacement.
The mesh morphing is performed at every inner iteration, since it is a strongly coupled
problem. A common time step of 0.001 s for the fluid and solid domains is used in solving
the problem.
Figure 2 shows the displacements at the tip of the baffle obtained in the present study
compared with those in Idelsohn et al. It is seen that the results compare fairly well with
the existing experimental and numerical data. It is to be noted that there is an initial 0.3
s mismatch in the excitation signal of the current study and that in Idelsohn et al. The
displacement plots are therefore appropriately offset and the initial deviation is attributed
to this offset.

6
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4.3

Simulation methodology for the fuel tank of a heavy-duty truck

The geometry of a D-shaped fuel tank of heavy duty trucks, considered in the present
work is shown in Figure 3. The tank is 1.03 m long and 0.71 m high. The walls and
baffles are made of 2.5 mm thick aluminum plates. It is supported with belts that wrap
around the welds close to the baffles. For the simulations, these are taken as constraints
(see Figure 3(b)), to prevent any rigid body motion.

(a) D-shaped tank structure

(b) Model showing the baffles and highlighting the constrained surfaces

Figure 3: CAD model of the fuel tank of heavy-duty trucks
Polyhedral cells are used for volume meshing of the fluid domain and the solid region
is meshed with tetrahedral elements (see [17] for further details). The model setup for
the fluid and solid domains is derived from the previously described validation studies.
A mesh sensitivity analysis yields 8.28 million cells for the fluid domain and 0.56 million
cells in the solid domain. A time step of 0.0005 s is used to ensure the implementation
of the 2nd order accurate HRIC scheme. Analyses for varying fill levels (20%, 40%, 60%
and 80% by volume) are conducted with one-way and two-way coupled FSI simulations.
4.4

Experimental Setup

Liquid sloshing is simulated with the input acceleration signals from the test track
runs. The acceleration signals are used, corresponding to each fill level from one of the
sensors positioned at the end plates of the tank. These signals are recorded during the
test track lap runs through obstacles of varying topology. The same signals are replicated
at the shake-tests. The test rig consists of actuating pistons driven by the acceleration
signals recorded at the test track as shown in Figure 4. There are two acceleration sensors
on the front and rear of tank and four strain gauges – three on the front end wall and one
on the rear. Figure 5 shows the acceleration signals used for the analyses of 40% filled
tank. These correspond to the most severe (low frequency and high amplitude) excitation
signals extracted from the entire test track acceleration data.
7
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Figure 4: Test rig for experimental investigation of fuel tanks

Figure 5: Input acceleration signal for a 40% filled tank
5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strain data obtained from the experiments and simulations are used for comparison
of the one-way and two-way coupled FSI methodologies. Figure 6 shows the percentage
deviation of the average impact strains of the simulations from the experiments for the
one-way coupled FSI simulations. It is observed that, except for strain gauge Stg2, the
difference between the experiments and the simulations increases with higher fill levels.

8
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This is due to the fact that the one-way coupled method is unable to accurately predict
the wall displacements for higher fill levels since the impact stresses are proportional to
the fill levels.

Figure 6: Deviation of the one-way coupled simulations from experimental results. See
[17] for the transient strain plots at the four strain gauges for the different fill levels.
From Figure 7a, it can be observed that for a 20% fill level, the one-way and twoway coupled simulations yield nearly the same strain levels. For a 40% fill level, the
two-way coupled simulations are able to capture the high sloshing-induced strains better
than the one-way coupled simulations for the same mesh configuration, resulting in close
comparison with the experimental signals as shown in Figure 7b. Thus, the two-way
coupled FSI methodology yields better comparison with experiments for higher fill-levels.
However, this comes at very high costs – the two-way coupled simulations are ten times
more computationally expensive than the one-way coupled simulations. For a one-way
coupled simulation of 2s, it takes approximately 2 days of computational time on 4 CPU’s
(Xeon E5-2680v2, 2.80 GHz) with 10 cores each. The high computational cost is due to
the fact that the calculations and field-exchange between the solid and fluid domains are
done at every inner-iteration of a time-step for a two-way coupled simulation, which also
leads to scaling issues. For a one-way coupled simulation, the field exchange takes place
in only one-direction (from the fluid to the solid domain), and that too, only once per
time step.

9
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(a) 20% Filling

(b) 40% Filling

Figure 7: Comparison of strains obtained from one-way and two-way coupled simulations
with experimental results at strain gauge Stg1 for 20% and 40% fill levels

10
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of sloshing-induced loads on the fuel tank structure is carried out using the partitioned FSI approach. Validations of the VOF and the coupled CFD-FEA methodologies
with numerical and experimental results from the literature on simplified representative
tank geometries lay the foundation for the analysis of the truck fuel tank. Low-frequency
and high-amplitude acceleration signals from the test track are considered for the analyses, corresponding to the worst case scenario for sloshing. A fair agreement is obtained
between the results of the one-way coupled FSI simulations and the experiments. It is
seen that the deviations from the experimental results increase with increasing fill levels,
attributed to the increased loads and the resulting structural displacements that are not
accurately captured in the one-way coupled simulations. This is further reinforced by the
results from the two-way coupled simulations that compare well with the experiments.
The two-way coupled simulations are, however, highly computationally expensive and
can often be impractical for running simulations on the industrial scale for long-duration
acceleration signals. A comparative analysis of the two-way coupled simulations with
experiments for 60% and 80% filling levels still needs to be made in the future simulations. The simulation methodology developed in this work does not include effects of
fatigue loads and a further investigation is therefore necessary to make a comprehensive
structural analysis of the fuel tanks.
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Abstract.
Modeling of cavitation phenomena requires the coupling of models for fluid and solid
materials. For this purpose we employ a strategy based on the solution of coupled Riemann problems that has been originally developed for the coupling of two fluids. The
coupling strategy has been established and validated in [1]. In this work we include
a timestepping algorithm which allows for different timesteps in fluid and solid solvers.
Furthermore, we perform numerical experiments simulating the interface between a plastic
or steel structure and air.

1

Introduction

Cavitation erosion is caused in solids exposed to strong pressure waves developing in
an adjacent fluid field. The knowledge of the transient distribution of stresses in the solid
is important to understand the cause of damaging by comparisons with breaking points
of the material. The modelling of this problem requires coupling of models for fluid and
solid.
The coupling of hyperbolic models has been discussed analytically and numerically
in many recent publications and we refer to [2] for a survey. Particular results for the
coupling of Euler equations with Euler equations exist and have been studied e.g. in [3].
Numerical approaches have been proposed e.g. in [4, 5]. Coupling the dynamic requires
to postulate conditions to be fulfilled at the interface for almost all times t ≥ 0.
One common approach is to iterate the coupling condition in each time step solving
alternately the fluid and the solid model as in [6]. Alternatively, one may use strategy
based on the solution of coupled Riemann problems that has been developed and validated
2
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in [1]. This concept has been exemplified for the coupling of a linear elastic structure
with an ideal gas. The coupling procedure relies on the solution of a nonlinear equation.
Existence and uniqueness of the solution have been proven. However, the timesteps for
the solvers were synchronised and consequently a very small timestep was imposed in
the fluid solver. In order to avoid redundancy and to improve computational efficiency,
local timestepping methods were considered in [7]. We develop a multilevel local timestep
(MLTS) algorithm in the adaptive Runge-Kutta discontinuous Galerkin (RKDG) solver
[8]. By numerical simulations we will verify the improvement in the computational time
without spoiling the accuracy.
2

Model

Consider a situation as in Figure 1 where an interface separates a material and a
compressible gas. It is assumed that the interface remains unaffected by the interaction
of a gas flow with a material structure [6], i.e. we do not account for deformation of the
structure.
Structure model: we assume that the material properties are sufficiently well described by a linear elastic model:
∂v 1
− ∇ · σ = 0,
∂t
ρ


∂σ
− λ(∇ · v) I − µ ∇v + ∇vT = 0.
∂t

(1a)
(1b)

Here, the density of the material is denoted by ρ and assumed to be constant. The deformation velocities are v = (v 1 , . . . , v d )T , the stress tensor is denoted by σ = (σ ij )i,j,=1,...,d =
σ T , and the Lamé constants are λ, µ > 0. Finally, the dilatation wave velocity and the
shear wave velocity are c21 := (2µ+λ)/ρ and c22 := µ/ρ, respectively. Due to the symmetry
of the stress tensor σ, the system of equations (1) contains redundant equations. Those
may be removed and the system can be written in the canonical form of a system of
conservation laws, see equation (29) in the Appendix A of [1].
compressible gas

linear elastic material
xI

n

ΩS

ΩF
Γ

Figure 1: A sketch of the 2D problem with elastic material on the left and compressible gas on the right.
Shown is the interface Γ (dashed) with its normal direction n starting at xI ∈ Γ and two discretisation
cells aligned with Γ. The coupling of the dynamics will be across the interface in normal direction.
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Compressible model: in the compressible gas regime we assume that the dynamics
are governed by Euler equations
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0,
∂t
∂ ρv
+ ∇ · (ρvT v + pI) = 0,
∂t
∂ ρE
+ ∇ · (ρ v(E + p/ρ)) = 0,
∂t

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

where we use the notation ρ for the gas density, v = (v1 , . . . , vd )T for its velocity, E for
the total energy E = e + 0.5v2 , pressure p and internal energy e. The system is not closed
and an equation of state is required for a complete description, see [9, 10]. Throughout
this work we consider a perfect gas but emphasise that the overall concept extends to
more general gas laws. For a perfect gas we have
p = (γ − 1)ρe

(3)



(4)

and the speed of sound is given by
c=

γp
.
ρ

Here γ denotes the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and volume, respectively.
Coupling: across the interface we couple the gas dynamics model (2) to the material
model (1). To this end we project the equations onto the normal direction n of the
interface. For notational convenience we assume the normal direction n = (ni )di=1 pointing
from the material towards the gas regime, see Figure 1. We project the linear elasticity
model in d ∈ {1, 2, 3} spatial dimensions onto direction n ∈ Rd and obtain a quasi–1D
model in the normal direction xn := n · x
∂ u ∂ f n (u)
+
= 0,
∂t
∂ xn

f n (u) :=

d


f i (u)ni .

(5)

i=1

Here u and f i are defined in Appendix A of [1]. The eigenvalues of the projected system
(5), see equation (35) in the Appendix A of [1], are independent of the direction n.
Similarly, we project the gas equations (2) onto n. Provided there is no flow of gas in
tangential directions x̃i+1 = x · ti , i = 1, . . . , d − 1, the system (2) reduces to the projected
system:
∂ ũ ∂ fn (ũ)
+
= 0,
∂t
∂ xn
ũ := (ρ, ρṽ, ρE)T , ṽ := (n · v, t1 · v, . . . , td−1 · v)T , vn := n · v,


d
ρvn

fn (ũ) :=
fi (ũ)ni =  ρvn ṽ + pn  ,
i=1
ρvn (E + p/ρ)
3
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where fi are defined in equation (40b) in Appendix B of [1]. Since both systems (5) and
(6) are invariant under rotation and reflection, it is sufficient to consider the projection
onto direction n = e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Rd , see Figure 1.
The basic problem is now to couple the projected systems at the interface Γ. The
projected linear elastic model is defined in ΩS and the projected Euler equations in ΩF .
Depending on the coupling conditions different wave patterns might be observed [11].
According to the transition conditions of continuum mechanics at a material interface
we model the coupling by requiring the following conditions to be fulfilled at the interface:
!

nT σn ≡ σ nn = −p,
!

vT n ≡ v n = vn ≡ vT n,

(7a)
(7b)

neglecting viscosity and heat conduction in the gas flow. The conditions prescribe an
equal stress and pressure at the interface. Also, we assume that across the interface the
normal velocities are equal. The conditions (7) are referred to as transition and kinematic
or coupling conditions, respectively.
The conditions (7) are used to provide boundary condition at some point xI ∈ Γ of the
interface for both the structure and the fluid. The procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Coupling Conditions
Let uL = u(xI −, t) and uR = u(xI +, t) be the attached interfacial states for the
structure and the fluid, respectively, at the interface point xI ∈ Γ and time t.
2: Solve the coupled Riemann problem at xI in normal interfacial direction n of the
interface consisting of two half Riemann problems, i.e. find parameters ∗ and θ∗ such
+
+
that (7) holds for states u() := L1 (, uL ) on the forward Lax curve L1 corresponding
to the lowest characteristic speed in the structure and u(θ) := L−
3 (θ, uR ) on the
−
backward Lax curve L3 corresponding to the fastest characteristic speed in the fluid.
3: Evaluate the Lax curves with respect to ∗ and θ ∗ to determine the boundary values
u = u(∗ ) and u = u(θ∗ ) for the structure and the fluid, respectively.
1:

Remark 2.1. In [1] we proved that there exists a unique solution to the coupled Riemann
problem in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 provided that the fluid state uR is subsonic and, moreover,
the initial states uL and uR satisfy some constraint given in Theorem 3.1 of [1].
3

Multilevel Timestepping

Depending on the material parameters the wave speeds in the solid may become significantly higher than in the fluid. Since the governing equations are hyperbolic a smaller
time step for the solid solver is required provided an explicit scheme is used for time
discretisation. In previous work [1] computations were performed synchronising the fluid
and the solid solver by setting the minimum of the timesteps globally. This approach
4
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–
–

solid information
coupling
fluid information
RK stage
substages
interface

∆tF
∆tS
∆xS 0

∆xF

Figure 2: Sketch of MLTS. ∆xS and ∆xF represent the cell size, ∆tS and ∆tF  ∆tS the timesteps.
Subscripts S and F indicate solid and fluid, respectively.

entails a large amount of superfluous time steps in the fluid solver. For instance, the
sound speed in stainless steel is approximately 5790 ms while in air merely 343 ms , thus 4
out of 5 timesteps in the fluid solver might be redundant.
The timestepping is executed by means of explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) schemes with
MS stages in the solid part and MF stages in the fluid part with nodes {αSm }m∈{1,...,MS }
and {αFm }m∈{1,...,MF } , respectively. Let ∆tS denote the timestep in the allegedly faster
propagating solid and ∆tF  ∆tS in the fluid. We propose a multilevel timestepping
method that preserves the timestep size required by each solver, i.e. avoiding unnecessary
time steps.
The MLTS procedure is sketched in Figure 2. It performs as follows: the solver for
the solid material performs timesteps until the time of the first RK-stage of the fluid is
reached. Next, the two solvers are synchronised by computing the RK-stage in the fluid
(dashed line). The calculations in the solid proceed until the next RK-stage in the fluid
is met (solid line). Each RK-stage demands for information at the boundary, especially
for coupling conditions at the interface computed by Algorithm 1. While computing the
RK-stages for the solid the only known information from the fluid to start is by the most
recent computed RK-stage. In order to preserve accuracy substages are introduced in the
fluid cells adjacent to the interface, i.e. in the fluid boundary layer of the interface. Due
to the CFL-condition information coming from the interface cannot pass the boundary
layer. Still, this method introduces some discretisation error. This is due to the fact that
the solution in the fluid apart from the boundary layer is assumed to be constant between
two RK-stages. Algorithm 2 summarises the procedure.

5
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Algorithm 2 MLTS for Coupled RKDG
1: ∆tS ← getDt(solid)
2: ∆tF ← getDt(f luid)
m
3: if ∆tS < minm (αF
)∆tF then
4:
ΣS ← ∆tS
 Total time passed in solid
5:
for m ∈ {1, . . . , MF } do
6:
while ΣS ≤ αFm ∆tF do
 As long as solid has not met the next RK-stage in fluid
7:
for k ∈ {1, . . . , MS } do
 Calculate RK-stages in solid
8:
Call RK-stage(solid)  Evaluate coupling conditions to obtain boundary conditions
9:
Call Substage(f luid)  Evaluate coupling conditions to obtain boundary conditions
10:
end for
11:
∆tS ← min{getDt(solid), αFm ∆tF − ΣS }
12:
ΣS ← ΣS + ∆tS
13:
end while
 Now solid has reached the k-th RK stage of fluid
14:
ΣS ← 0
 Next stage
15:
Call RK-stage(f luid)
 Evaluate coupling conditions to obtain boundary conditions
16:
end for
17: else
 optimisation possible
18:
∆tF ← min{∆tF , ∆tS }
19:
∆tS ← ∆tF
20:
synchronised calculations
21: end if
4

Numerical Experiments

In order to solve the coupled problem consisting of the linear elastic model and the
compressible Euler equations we apply to both systems a RKDG method [12]. The performance is enhanced by local multi-resolution based grid adaptation, see [13]. Details
can be found in [8, 14]. The solver is implemented in the Multiwave library [15]. The
coupling procedure is carried out by computing the intersection of particular Lax curves
of the linear elastic system and the Euler equations at the interface according to Algorithm 1. Whereas in [1] we used a synchronised timestepping procedure at the interface,
we now apply our new multilevel timestepping procedure given by Algorithm 2. So far,
it has only been implemented for one-dimensional spatial domains.
For the solid solver and the fluid solver we apply a third order DG scheme using
polynomial elements of order p = 3 and a third-order SSP-Runge-Kutta method with
three stages for the time-discretisation [16]. Both solvers use the same numerical flux,
applied in the interior of each domain, and limiter, namely, the local Lax-Friedrichs flux
and the minmod limiter from [12]. The synchronised timestepping procedure is compared
to the multilevel timestepping procedure.
For our computations we choose plastic and stainless steel with parameters as in Table 1
for the linear elastic model. For the fluid we consider air with material parameters for
the ideal gas γ = 1.4 and cv = 717.5 J/(kg · K).
6
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parameter
density ρ [ kg/m3 ]
Lamé constant λ [N/m2 ]
Lamé constant µ [N/m2 ]
dilatation wave velocity c1 [m/s]
shear wave velocity c2 [m/s]

plastic
1226
1.4093 × 109
1.4093 × 109
1857.02
1072.15

steel
7800
9.3288 × 1010
9.3288 × 1010
5990
3458

Table 1: Material parameters.

Having cavitation phenomena in mind we simulate a shock in the fluid moving towards
the solid. The computational domain is ΩS = [0, 1] m for the linear elastic system and
ΩF = [1, 2] m for the Euler system. In each domain we use a base grid of 50 cells and
L = 10 levels of refinement. Thus, the uniformly refined grid would consist of 50×210 cells
that are never used in the course of the computation. However, due to grid adaptation
the locally refined grids consist of about 100 cells. The CFL number is set to 0.1 and the
final time is T = 20µs for plastic and T = 10µs for steel. For the linear elastic material we
use uniform initial data uL in ΩS for both plastic and steel. In ΩF we set up a Riemann
problem at x∗ = 1.025 with data u1 in {x ∈ ΩF : x < x∗ } and u2 in {x ∈ ΩF : x ≥ x∗ }.
The data is listed in Table 2.
Plastic or Steel
uL
v 1 [m/s]
0.0
σ 11 [N/m2 ] -100000

v1 [m/s]
p [N/m2 ]
ρ [kg/m3 ]

Fluid
u1
0.0
100000
1.2

u2
-27.6
111864.4
1.3

Table 2: Initial data for 1D validation test case.

To validate the coupling condition for the steel case we present in Figure 3 the negative
stress −σ 1,1 and the pressure p in the elastic material and the gas, respectively. The
velocities v 1 and v1 perform analogously and, thus, are not shown here. We note that the
velocities as well as the negative stress and the pressure are continuous at the interface
located at x = 1 m confirming the coupling conditions (7). For the plastic case the results
are similar and are omitted here.
We have performed several computations with increasing spatial and temporal resolution by a factor two with each additional refinement level. In Figure 4 and in Figure 5
we summarise the convergence behaviour for the plastic and steel case, respectively. The
error is computed
separately in the elastic material and the fluid where the L1 -error is

computed as Ω |uL (x) − u(x)|dx with uL and u denoting the DG solution for refinement
level L and the exact solution, respectively. Additionally, we compute the empirical order
of convergence EoC = − log2 (eL+1 /eL ) from the error.
For the steel case one can observe that the MLTS timestepping procedure adds to the
discretisation error while in the case of plastic MLTS reduces the L1 -error. The EoC is
about 0.95 for both the solid and the fluid part of the plastic case and about 1.0 for the
7
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−σ|p

x
steel

air

x
negative stress

pressure

discretization level

Figure 3: Pressure p (right) and negative stress −σ (left). Simulation of steel and air interaction, a
shock in air (right) is moving towards the steel structure (left). From left to right, top to bottom the
times presented are t = 56.6µs, . . . , 87.63µs equidistantly distributed. Below each timestep the local
refinement discretisation level l of each cell is plotted. The cell width is 50 × 2−l , i.e. the higher the level
the smaller the cell.

steel case. Hence, applying the MLTS timestepping does not harm the convergence order
in our test cases.
Since the solution exhibits discontinuities, the order of convergence in the L1 -norm is
typically smaller than 1. For scalar one-dimensional conservation laws rigorous a-priori
error estimates provide a convergence order of 0.5, e.g., [17, 18].
We observe that the MLTS timestepping procedure saves about 90% of the timesteps
in the fluid compared to the synchronised method for plastic and about 95% for stainless
steel.

8
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Figure 4: Convergence behaviour of plastic and air. On the vertical axes: L1 -error of the respective
variable (from left to right, top to bottom: v, σ, ρ, v, p. On the horizontal axis: maximal refinement
factor, i.e. corresponding maximal number of cells is 50 × 2l where l ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 8}.
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5

Outlook

In this work the MLTS procedure was implemented for a one-dimensional spatial domain. It will be extended to 2D and 3D in the future. For the more realistic scenario of
cavitation damaging the coupling procedure has to be extended where instead of an ideal
gas we use a stiffened gas in the compressible Euler equations.
A drawback in Algorithm 2 is the assumption that the timestep in the linear elastic
model solver has to be less than one RK-stage of the fluid model. If this assumption is
violated Algorithm 2 does not use MLTS but the synchronised timestepping. Applying
a simple optimisation procedure for selecting a timestepping method would render this
assumption unnecessary.
Finally, a consistency analysis is required in order to investigate the additional error
introduced by the MLTS.
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Abstract. This Paper deals with the rotor dynamic analysis via bond graphs, bidirectional coupled to an unsteady vortex lattice method solver. Hence, no determination
of hydrodynamic coefficients is needed to consider fluid induced loads and added mass
effects. The rotor-dynamic behavior of a yawed tidal stream turbine is investigated with
varying blade flexibilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the design phase for submerged turbomachines rotor dynamic analysis is mandatory
to ensure stability and reliability of the system. Therefore effects alike vibrations due
to fluid flow, electric grid fluctuations and manufacturing related eccentricities have to
be considered. Additionally fluid-induced reaction forces related to damping and added
mass effects are of interest. The prediction of the latter is usually performed using hydrodynamic coefficients gained in experimental investigations, from empirical formulas or
computational fluid dynamic methods.
In this work a time resolved dynamic solution is conducted for the complete power train.
It’s electro-magnetic and multi body dynamics solution is coupled to a computational
fluid dynamics method. This results in a straightforward rotor dynamic analysis including bi-directional fluid-structure-interaction coupling (FSI) to overcome hydrodynamic
coefficients determination.
As a typical submersed turbomachine a tidal turbine is investigated in this work. The
electromagnetic and structural dynamics are modeled using the bond graphs methodology
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(BG). In the fluid domain water is modeled as incompressible inviscid fluid and potential
theory is applied via an unsteady vortex lattice method (UVLM) to calculate the fluidinduced forces.
BG is a suitable approach to create models of a complex dynamic system considering
the interaction of several energy domains. Due to the energy based nature of the basic
modeling elements and the graphical representation of the system dynamics the method
generally provides more physical insights towards the rotor-dynamic phenomena from an
energy flow and visual perspective [1]. Using BG for rotor-dynamic analysis was studied
by [2] with limitation to simple models and structural domain only. Sanchez and Medina
[3] created a more detailed BG model for a wind turbine and analyzed its power output
behavior including structural dynamics except rotor-dynamics. Another investigation of
tidal turbine rotor dynamics using BG was conducted by Laß et. al [6] studying the influences of shear stream profiles and water waves on the orbital displacements of the drive
train in the rotor disc.
The UVLM for rotatory devices originates from Kerwin [4] who first introduced a lifting
surface method based on vortex ring elements for ship propellers under steady state conditions. For unsteady conditions the method was further developed by [5]. The in-house
implemented UVLM-code has been verified in [6] and is compared against flow conditions
[7] for 0◦ and 30◦ yawed flow conditions here.
In this work additional degrees of freedom regarding the rotor blades are considered within
the BG system model and the coupled UVLM referring to [6]. Two sets of simulation
series are conducted considering bidirectional FSI for three sets of linear-elastic blade
properties (nearly rigid to highly flexible) respectively. First, stationary, uniform inflow
conditions are applied, to derive performance curves. Second, a yaw flow angle is set
to simulate fluid-induced thrust and torque. The frequency spectra of orbital displacement paths are compared in order to investigate the effects of flexible blades on the rotor
dynamic behavior. Hereby, the applicability and effectiveness of the conducted FluidStructure-Interaction and multi-physic modeling approach is shown. For the further use
this approach results in a parametric dynamic system model for a wide spread of applications like wind and water turbines, submersible mixers and ship propellers.
2

BOND GRAPHS

Bond graphs provide a platform to model power exchange, energy dissipation and
storage in a dynamic system of any physical domain with a unified graphical language.
The basic variables in bond graphs are effort (e), flow (f), time integral of effort (p) and
time integral of flow (q). Effort & flow for electrical and structural system are voltage
& current and force & velocity respectively. These variables are transferred throughout
the system components via power bonds, preserving the power, defined as the product of
effort and flow. Junctions define the constraint structure of a system. When power bonds
are joined at a 1-junction, this relates to equal flows at all connected bonds, while efforts
sum up to zero. On the contrary, if they are joined at a 0-junction, efforts are equal at
all connected bonds, while flows sum up to zero. The constraint structure connects all
2
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bond graph elements based on their preferred causality and energy behavior. The basic
single port elements are source of effort (SE), source of flow (SF), inertial (I), compliant
(C) and resistive (R) elements. These elements add, store or dissipated power within the
system. Basic two-port elements are transformers (TF) and gyrators (GY), which are
used for power transformation processes.
An algorithmic procedure is applied to the bond graph of an interacting dynamic system,
which leads to the equations of motion. Hereby, the following generalized system equation
is determined, where X is the state vector, U is the input vector, A is the system matrix
and B is the input matrix:
∂
{X} = [A]{X} + [B]{U } .
∂t

(1)

Bond Graphs can be used to model physical effects on a component or sub-model level.
By combining these sub models, even for a complex system the equations of motion can
be derived and solved with ease.
2.1

system model of the tidal turbine and its power train

In Fig. 1 the system model of the idealized tidal turbine power train is shown. The
derived component based bond graph model of this power train is shown in Fig. 2. This
is a parametric and generic model, which can be utilized for any size of horizontal axis
turbines to predict life and real-time behavior at various boundary conditions. Theoretical
informations about the bond graph sub-models used for the Low-speed Shaft, Gearbox,
ball bearings and Induction Machine can be found in Lass et. al [6].
Three-bladed Rotor
y
Low-Speed Shaft

Gearbox

Induction Machine

U0
ψ
U30

x
ball bearings

Figure 1: idealized power train of horizontal axis tidal turbine

Figure 2: Representation of tidal turbine power train using bond graph based components

3
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The focus of this effort is the integration of a bi-directional fluid-structure interaction,
which considers axial and tangential rotor blade displacements in rotor dynamic analyzes.
Below, the bond graph model of a three-bladed rotor will be briefly described.
2.2

Three-bladed Rotor

The Three-bladed Rotor consist of two sub models. First, a single sub model for
the blades, which differs in the initial positions of each blade section masses. Second, a
equation based coupling sub model, which interfaces between the unsteady vortex lattice
code implemented in Matlab for hydrodynamic load calculations and the bond graph
model in 20sim for structural dynamic analysis. The implemented coupling scheme will
be explained in section 5.
At the rotor blades three translational (x, y, z) and three rotational (ϕ, θ, ψ) degrees of
freedom are considered, relating to axial, horizontal and vertical directions and associated
rotations, respectively. All blades are modeled in the body fixed rotating frame of the
hub. As the blade roots are attached to the hub and share the same flow, while their
loads sum up, a 1-junction is used to connect them via BG to the Low-Speed-Shaft. Each
blade is discretized as a flexible structure using four 3D beam elements with lumped mass
properties (Fig. 3 upper box). A rigidly moving reference frame is defined to determine
the relative local flows of each beam node (Fig. 3 middle box). Using 0-junctions, relative
flow differences are derived. Via the combine & share module, these flows are combined
and transmitted towards the coupling sub model, while in the opposite direction the
hydrodynamic loads are distributed (Fig. 3 lower box). The relative displacements of each
blade section used for bidirectional FSI are calculated by integrating the flow differences
with respect to time.

Figure 3: Bond Graph model of single Blade

Within the compliant elements (C) a common 12 × 12 stiffness matrix KR is defined
in the rotor coordinate system, which results from transforming the local stiffness matrix
of each 3D-beam element in the blade coordinate frame by its Cardan angles:
KR = TlT Kl Tl
4
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Here Tl represents the local transformation matrix. The modulus of the resistive element
(MR), relates to the internal Rayleigh damping with the modulus m:
m = µ · KR

, with: µ = 2.5 · 10−5 .

(3)

The inertial properties of the blades section centers are defined relative to the rotor
coordinate system using a 6 × 6 Inertial element (I).
3

UNSTEADY VORTEX LATTICE METHOD

The UVLM is based on potential theory, hence, water is modeled as incompressible,
irrotational and inviscid fluid except for the discontinuity surfaces. These surfaces generally are modeled by a distribution potential Φ. As the definition of Φ for a vortex
ring element is complex, Röttgermann et. al [5] and Katz and Plotkin [8] have shown the
equivalence of the velocity ∇Φ induced by a vortex ring element enclosing the same surface as a dipole element. Based on this the chosen formulation for ∇Φ in Eq. (4) results
from N quadrilateral vortex rings.


N
4
1   r1ij × r2ij
r0ij · r2ij
r0ij · r1ij
∇Φ =
−
Γi
4π i=1 j=1 |r1ij × r2ij |2
|r1ij |
|r2ij |

(4)

Hereby Γi is the constant vortex strength of a quadrilateral vortex ring. r0 is the vector
along a straight vortex filament, whereas r1 and r2 represent vectors between the point P
and the vortex filament start and end points.
The total velocity UP in P can be found by superposition of induced velocities and free
stream velocity U∞ as illustrated in Eq. (5).
UP =

∇φW
  

turbine blade(s)

+

∇φ
 V S

free vortex sheet(s)

+

U∞


(5)

free stream velocity


A set of N vortex rings leads to a linear system N
i aik Γi = Rk , where Γi represents the
current circulation in vortex ring element i. The right hand side Rk = Uk consists of the
velocity components in the kth arbitrary point P .
aik is an element of the geometrical related influence matrix, which equates the amount of
velocity induced by the vortex ring i onto the kth collocation point, if a circulation Γi = 1
is assumed. If the geometry changes over time the influence matrix changes as well. In
the presented work it is recalculated in every time step due to blade deformations and
wake convection.


4
r0ij · r2ij
r0ij · r1ij
1 
r1ij × r2ij
aik =
·
−
(6)
4π j=1 |r1ij × r2ij |2 + |rsij |2
|r1ij |
|r2ij |
Desingularization is performed following Ramseys [9] formulation |rsij | = δi |roij | which
relates to the vortex filament length and applies a viscous vortex core behavior δi =
5
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√

4νkin ti with kinematic viscosity νkin and elapsed time ti since the vortex ring i shed
from the trailing edge.
In the presented implementation the quadrilateral vortex ring elements are located at the
camber surface. In span wise direction a half cosine spacing is applied with refinement at
the blade tip while in chord wise direction an equidistant distribution is chosen. Following
the lumped vortex theory the ring elements are shifted in chord wise direction about 1/4th
of a vortex ring length towards the trailing edge. The collocation points are located in
the center of the ring elements. [8]
Kelvins theorem is satisfied by a wake vortex lattice of vortex rings shedding from the
lifting surface. It is implemented force free where the wake propagates with the total
velocity U at the edges of the vortex ring elements. The required vortex strength of the
first wake panel strip is equal to the vortex strength of the blades vortex rings shed at the
trailing edge in the previous time step and is held constant for the vortex ring element
during the calculation. [10]
The potential theory force vector Fpot results from the unsteady Kutta-Joukowski theorem
following [11]:

 

∆Γik
Fpotik = ρf l Uik × ∆lik Γ∆lik +
Sik nik .
(7)
∆t
Here, the indices i and k denote the radial and chordwise panel position, respectively.
ρf l is the density of the fluid, ∆lik is the vector of vortex filament lengths, ∆t represents
the time step size and Sik is the panel surface. Γ∆lik represents the bound circulation on
∆lik . For the leading edge vortex filaments it is equal to Γik , while for any other filament
it is defined as the difference of circulation between two neighboring panels in chordwise
direction. The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (7) refers to the added mass
effect of the surrounding fluid. Suction forces at the leading edge and frictional effects
have been considered as described in Lass et. al [6].
4

MAPPING SCHEME

The implemented mapping algorithm ∆GRID uses a linear interpolation, extrapolation
and distribution scheme. It is visualized in Fig. 4. Two cases are distinguished: (a) a
grid node point k between the mass points j and j + 1; (b) for a node k near to the blade
tip beyond the last mass point j + 1. In both cases the interpolation, extrapolation and
distribution refer to the distance s normal to the mass point plane. This plane is defined
perpendicular to the beam axis in the mass point.
 is performed as
In (a) the distribution of force F and interpolation of displacement X
follows:
|sk,j+1 |
|sk,j | + |sk,j+1 |
|sk,j |
= Fk ·
|sk,j | + |sk,j+1 |

Fk,j = Fk ·
Fk,j+1

|sk+1,j |
|sk,j | + |sk+1,j |
|sk,j |
 j+1 ·
=X
|sk,j | + |sk+1,j |

 k,j = X
j ·
X
 k,j+1
X
6
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 is extrapolated from the
In case (b) F is transferred completely onto node j + 1 while X
two closest mass points.
Fk,j = Fk

 j+1 + (X
j + X
 j+1 ) ·
k = X
X

|sk+1,j |
|sk,j | + |sk+1,j |

(9)

The described procedure is performed for every grid node and its adjacent mass points so
that the total forces onto one mass point result from the sum over all node points in the
adjacent Blade sections.
Force distribution
Displacement
interpolation
k

sk,j+1
Fk,j+1

sk,j

 k,j
 k,j+1 X
X

Rotor mass point
UVLM sample
grid point

mass point plane
Distance vector to
mass point plane
k

sk,j+1
sk,j

Fk,j


 k,j+1Xk,j
X

Fk,j+1

j+1

j+1

j

j

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: schematic FSI mapping visualisation for (a) a node between two mass points and (b) a node
at the blade tip

5

FSI-COUPLING METHOD

On the One hand, a multi-step implicit backward differential formula solver is used to
solve the equations of motions derived using the bond graph models in 20sim. On the
other hand, I2VL is based on an explicit time-stepping algorithm with a constant macro
time step width ∆tI2V L .
Interface

20sim

ti
current time: t

BG model
...

ΔtBG

BG model

Ui

Matlab

Interpolation of
Forces and Moments in 20sim

Fi

F
ΔGRID + I2VL

Xi

...

Fi+1

ΔtI2VL

BG model
...

ti+1

BG model

F(t)

Ui+1
Xi+1

ΔtI2VL

Fi

F(ti+ΔtBG)

ΔtBG

ΔGRID + I2VL
ti

Fi+2

Figure 5: schematic overview for FSI coupling
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In Fig. 5 the coupling scheme between the involved solvers is visualized. At each macro
time ti 20sim transmits the current velocities and displacements of the Hub (inertial frame)
and blades (body fixed frame) to I2VL. I2VL then linearly extrapolates/ interpolates the
blade displacements of the 20sim beam nodes at the corresponding vortex lattice grid
points based on their node distance along the beam section axis as presented in section 4.
As I2VL is executed it advances in time by ∆tI2V L and determines the fluid loads on each
collocation point at the subsequent macro time ti+1 . Via mapping scheme the associated
loads at the blade beam nodes Fi+1 are derived and transmitted to 20sim. 20sim advances
and integrates the state variables with respect to time, while the current loads at time t
are linearly interpolated using the previous loads Fi and the next loads Fi+1 :
Fi+1 − Fi
(t − ti )
F (t) = Fi +
∆tI2V L

(10)

The following limitations of presented FSI-approach are to be named:
• Load dependent passive pitch of the blade/beam axis is not considered yet.
• No shortening of beam along its axis due to large deflections is modelled.
• A damping coefficient of 0.2 Ns/m is assumed for blade beam nodes moving relative
to the rigid rotor reference frame.
6

TEST CASES

The test case setup consists of the investigation of dynamic drive train behavior and
the blade displacements of a 30◦ yawed tidal turbine in undisturbed fluid flow field. The
turbine geometry has been derived from Bahaj et al. [7], with a defined blade pitch angle
of 25◦ . Low-speed-shaft, ball bearing, planetary gearbox and induction machine parameters can be found in Laß et. al [6]. Input parameters for the blade can be given on request.
The BG model of the tidal turbine power train with bi-directional FSI coupling is simulated for three different blade materials. The materials have been chosen in order to
investigate the influence of blade deflections on the rotor orbital displacements. The materials cover a range from nearly rigid to flexible blade behavior. The following materials
have been selected: steel (nearly rigid), aluminum and composite (flexible). Composite refers to an arbitrary material with comparatively small Youngs modulus and density.
The basic material properties for the three materials used in this work are given in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Material Properties

Parameter
Steel
Young’s modulus E / [GPa] 210
Poisson’s ratio ν / [ - ]
0.3
Density ρ / [kg/m3 ]
7850

Aluminium
71
0.33
2770

Composite
18.5
0.31
1010

As mass eccentricity is not investigated here, the lateral low-speed shaft displacements
are mainly effected by hydrodynamic forces and moments acting perpendicular to the rotor
8
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axis. Therefore, a 30◦ yaw angle ψ for the fluid inflow towards the rotor is investigated
(cf. Fig. 1).
7

VERIFICATION

The dynamic behavior of the structural power train components in the bond graph
model have been verified by comparing natural frequencies and displacements with higher
order FEM-Simulations conducted in Ansys Mechanical. The natural frequencies of the
bond graph model have been determined by imparting an impulse in terms of an initial
momentum to one or more components. As a result, in a system with reduced damping
the masses are vibrating with their natural frequencies, which can be extracted using a
Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) on the derived velocity- or displacement-time signals.
The determined natural frequencies of a single blade in a fluid-free environment are given
in Tab. 2. The first and second eigen-frequencies of the blade relate to out-of-plane modes
and are in good agreement with FEM-results. The largest deviations are observed in the
third mode (mixed in-/out-of-plane). 4th and 5th eigenmodes (out-of-plane) have also
been detected with differences less than 10%. The difference between the bond graph and
Table 2: Comparison of blade natural frequencies

material
mode
Ansys Mechanical
Impact Test BG Model

Steel
1
2
3
100 322 484
100 320 420

Aluminum
1
2
3
101 323 486
99
308 413

Composite
1
2
3
85
273 410
83
261 348

FEM-results is less than 2% for the first three modes. Besides the natural frequencies the
displacements of a single blade loaded at the tip with 10 N in axial direction have been
compared. The difference of resulting axial tip displacements was found to be less than
3.6% for all material sets.
0.4
0.2

I2VL 0◦
I2VL 30◦
exp 0◦
exp 30◦

0.3

cT

cP

0.2

0.6

0.1
0.4

4

6
λ

8

10

0

4

6
λ

8

10

Figure 6: Power and Thrust curves from I2VL compared to experimental Data from [7]

A uniform inflow velocity distribution has been assumed for all simulations. For inflow
yaw angles ψ of about 0◦ and 30◦ the integral hydrodynamic loads determined by the
I2VL code are validated against experimental results from [7]. The results shown in
9
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Fig. 6 reveal a good agreement of thrust and power coefficients (cT , cp ) at various tip
speed ratios λ. Best match is found at λ = 6, therefore it has been chosen for the rotordynamic simulations, with the undisturbed inflow speed: U∞ = 1.8 m/s (n ≈ 255 RPM).
8

RESULTS

axial displacements / [m]

The axial displacements of a single blade for 0◦ and 30◦ yaw inflow angle considering
the presented bi-directional FSI approach are shown in Fig. 7. For 0◦ inflow angle the
axial displacements of the blades converge to a constant value over time, while for 30◦
it is a function of the current angular position. The range of axial displacements for 30◦
yaw is indicated by a gray background in Fig. 7. For a nearly rigid blade the range is very
small, while along With an increasing structural flexibility the range of axial displacement
over a complete revolution increases.
0.04

0◦ , Steel
30◦ , Steel
0◦ , Aluminium
30◦ , Aluminium
0◦ , Composite
30◦ , Composite
displacement range

0.03
0.02
0.01
0

0

0.05
0.1
position along beam axis / [m]

0.15

Figure 7: Axial blade displacements of a single blade considering the presented bi-directional FSI
approach

The varying range of blade displacements due to bi-directional FSI adds thrust on a
single blade over one revolution. To investigate this influence a thrust coefficient CT,b of
a single blade b is defined as:
CT,b =

Tb
1
2 A
ρU∞
2

(11)

Where Tb and A refers to the blade thrust and rotor area respectively. In Fig. 8 (a) the
blade thrust coefficient is plotted based on the blades angular position in the y,z-rotor
plane viewed from the non-rotating inertial frame. Here, the yawed inflow is heading
towards the viewer from left to right. When the blade is located upstream (left side),
towards the yawed inflow, it is observing a higher thrust compared to its downstream
location (right side). As a result, the blade will have higher displacements with increasing flexibility at an upstream location. At the downstream location axial displacements
and thrusts are decreased. Both observations can be explained considering the distance
10
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of a blade towards the shed wake field of the rotor, which is convected downstream. In
the turbine case the decreased distance at the downstream region correlates to a reduced
circulation and subsequently to a reduced thrust of the passing blade. This effect is further amplified with increasing structural flexibility as shown in Fig. 8 (a). The presented
bi-directional FSI approach has only negligible effect on the total amount of rotor thrust
because passive blade pitching is not considered. But the eccentricity of the thrust application point increases proportional with the blade flexibility.
The unequal thrust distribution of the blades is causing bending moments acting on the
rotor hub. In the non-rotating inertial frame the effect of flexibility and increased unequal
thrust distribution can be observed in terms of the orbital paths of the rotor center.
π/2

π/2
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.09

−π

0.3 mm
0.2
0.1
−π

0

−π/2
(a)

30◦ , Steel
30◦ , Aluminum
30◦ , Composite
center points

0

0

−π/2
(b)

Figure 8: Comparison of (a) single blade thrust coefficients and (b) orbital hub paths based on angular
position in y-z rotor plane for 30◦ yaw inflow

Fig.8 (b) visualizes the orbital path of the hub in the rotor plane. With increasing
blade flexibility the orbital path center is moving northwest following the growing thrust
imbalance. It can be inferred, that a turbine rotor tends to aligning with the inflow
direction and higher blade flexibilities will contribute to this.
In Fig. 9 the frequency spectra of the hub radial displacements are shown. As the
turbine is operating at about 255 revolutions per minute the excitation or operating
frequency fo is about 4.25 Hz. This peak can be observed for all blade materials. Then
due to the number of blades Nb = 3 a blade passing frequency fb = f0 Nb at about 12.75 Hz
is expected which can be clearly identified.
With increasing flexibility the second order of f0 is amplified, which implies, that supersynchronous excitation frequencies may occur, which shall be considered in the early
development phase.
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0.03
30◦ , Steel
30◦ , Aluminium
30◦ , Composite

0.02
0.01
0

0

5

10

15
f / [Hz]

20

25

30

Figure 9: Frequency spectra of hub displacements in Y -direction

9

CONCLUSIONS

Within this paper an approach towards modeling the rotor-dynamic behavior of a tidal
turbine incorporating bi-directional Fluid-Structure-Interaction is presented.
It is shown that the presented method is capable to meet the natural frequencies calculated
by higher order methods regarding operation and passing frequencies. The results suggest
that the thrust eccentricity and super-synchronous excitation frequencies are amplified
due to raised blade flexibility.
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Abstract. In the context of a multimaterial domain, the GFM for the Laplacian operator is reformulated from an algebraic perspective, where operators are represented by
matrices. From this perspective, a whole new level of analysis can be attained. Namely,
conceiving mass, heat and momentum transfer applications, the discretization of both
value and flow discontinuities is discussed, with particular emphasis on extreme contrast
interfaces, such as those arising in liquid-vapor mixtures.
Regarding flow discontinuities, the GFM is shown to result in an off-image linear system
of equations for the Poisson problem. In order to fix this issue, the Projected Ghost Fluid
Method (PGFM) takes a global approach to the discretization strategy in order to correct
the standard GFM and thus guarantee a consistent discretization.
Apart from being mathematically neat and resulting in a compatible linear system
of equations, the PGFM shows enhanced robustness in dealing with extreme contrast
interfaces. A comparison study is presented for several coefficient ratios.

1

INTRODUCTION

The use of Mimetic Finite Difference Methods (MFD) [1] provides a mathematically consistent approach for computational physics. Independently, symmetry-preserving
schemes [2, 3] establish a set of conditions that need to be satisfied in order to preserve
several physical properties in the simulation of turbulent flows. Both can be seen as different sides of the same coin, whereas MFD takes a mathematical approach, symmetrypreserving schemes take a physical one. Inspired in these two approaches, we try to
elucidate how these ideas can be applied to the simulation of multiphase flows, in particular when extreme density ratios are present.
The Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) has been successfully implemented in the framework
of finite difference methods [4, 5] and gained popularity for sharply capturing multiphase
flows. In particular, the seminal work of Kang et al. [6] extended this method for multiphase incompressible flows. The method has been successfully used to incorporate the
pressure jump arising due to surface tension in the Poisson equation of the Fractional Step
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Method [7]. This has been used in atomization [8], vaporization [9], oil-water flow [10] and
electrohydrodynamics simulations [11], among many others. Including discontinuities in
the viscous term, however, remains still a challenge in terms of complexity and suitability
for implicit temporal integration schemes [8].
Nonetheless, the use of the GFM can lead to instabilities when both flux discontinuities
and extreme contrast interfaces are present. These arise from an incompatible system of
equations which may be remedied by projecting the resulting discretization. The results
and suitability of such a method under these conditions are discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 an introduction to the
standard method is presented, along with a proposal of improvement. In Section 3 results
and comparison between the GFM and the PGFM are presented. Finally, Section 4
highlights the advantages of the method and analyzes its potentiality.
2
2.1

METHOD
Mimetic operators

Assuming a partition of unity given by an arbitrary mesh, as the one in Figure 1, the
relation between faces and cells can be cast in an incidence matrix as follows:

TF C

f1 f 2 f 3 f 4 f 5 f 6 f 7 f 8 f 9

c1 0
0 −1 +1 +1 0
0
0
0
c  −1 −1 +1 0
0
0
0
0
0 

= 2
c3  +1 0
0
0
0 −1 +1 0
0 
c4 0 +1 0
0
0
0
0 +1 +1


(1)

Where TF C represents the oriented connection between faces and cells, while TCF = TFTC
is the incidence matrix representing the connection between faces and their adjacent cells.
This matrix will serve as the basis for the development of the forthcoming numerical
methods. From a classical stencil-based perspective, it corresponds with the connection
established between faces and cells in nested for loops, e.g., the oriented sum of face
fluxes uf for every cell may be seen as the matrix-vector product TF C uf . The use of
the incidence matrix allows us to remain in an algebraic perspective and analyze, easily,
forthcoming properties.
By defining the divergence as the primal operator at every mesh cell [1], we get:


∇·u=
u · n ≈ −TF C SF uf = MC DC uf
(2)
Ω

∂Ω

Where the integral is taken over the control volume Ω (i.e., over surface in 2D or
volume in 3D). Then, by means of the Gauss-Ostrogradsky’s theorem, moved to the fluxes
at the boundaries ∂Ω (i.e., line or surface integral, correspondingly). DC is the discrete
divergence operator, while MC and SF correspond with the size the control volumes and
the face surfaces, respectively. Both are arranged as diagonal matrices. Conversely, we
can define the control volumes at faces as MF , which in this case corresponds with the
classical staggered control volume.
2
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v3

n̂5
v2
n̂4

n̂6

n̂3

n̂1

c3

v4

n̂7

c1
c2
v5

n̂2
v1
c4

n̂9

n̂8
v6
Figure 1: Mesh M. ci corresponds with the ith cell, n̂j corresponds with the normal vector to the jth
face (i.e., fj ) and vk corresponds with the kth vertex. Note that in this 2D mesh faces and edges collapse
in the same entity.

M F = ∆ X SF

(3)

Where ∆X is a diagonal matrix which corresponds with the distance between cell
centers. From a geometric perspective, it can be seen as the extrusion of the face surface
between its two adjacent cell centers.
Next, following Verstappen and Veldmann [3], we impose the following duality condition in order to preserve kinetic energy.
vf , GF uc F = − DC vf , uc C

(4)

vq , uq  = vqT MQ uq

(5)

GF = ∆−1
X TCF

(6)

This is equivalent to the duality condition used in Lipnikov et al. [1] to define the
derived operator. In our discrete approach, we define the dot product ·, ·Q for any space
Q (i.e., F, C) as follows:
Where both MC and MF are used again. This provides a consistent definition of the
gradient GF from the definiton of the primal divergence operator and the staggered control
volume and results in:

Which is nothing but the classical form of the gradient located at the face in a finite
difference scheme.
The concatenation of DC and GF results in a proper discretization of the Laplacian
operator. However, we will be interested in the integral form of such operator, which
preserves symmetry:
LC = MC DC GF = −TF C SF ∆−1
X TF C
3
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2.2

Ghost Fluid Method

The regular GFM [12] will be redefined from a fully algebraic point of view. The
method arises in trying to solve the discontinuous Poisson equation for a scalar u and
arbitrary jump conditions at the interface Γ in its value, a, and its derivative in the
interface normal direction n̂Γ , b.
∇ · λ∇u = f
[u]Γ = a
[λ∇u]Γ · n̂Γ = b

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

Being originally a finite difference method, the GFM directly imposes the interfacial
jump conditions by modifying the gradient operator. An illustrative example can be seen
in Figure 2.
bi c+
Γ

n̂f
c−

u+
u+
i

n̂i

r

i+

u−
i

r

i−

u−

Figure 2: Variable u reconstruction in the interface-normal direction. Filled symbols correspond with
actual variables while empty ones correspond with interface values.

With the help of the interfacial values ui+ and ui− , the value of the gradients in the
interface-normal direction at both sides (i.e., (∇u)i+ · n̂i and (∇u)i− · n̂i ) are forced to
satisfy the following 2nd order Taylor expansion:
ui+ + ri+ (∇u)i+ · n̂i ≈ u+
−

ui− + ri− (∇u)i− · n̂i ≈ u

(9a)
(9b)

Where ri+ and ri− are the signed distances from the cell center to the interface, a
readily available value in a Level-Set formulation, whereas u+ and u− corresponds with
the mesh values of uc segregated for the positive or negative phase.
In order to re-write this system of equations in matrix terms, the interface oriented
incidence matrix, TCI , is required. In turn, TCI is obtained from the face-oriented incidence
matrix as follows:
TCI = QTCF
4
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Where Q corresponds with a R|F |×|F | diagonal matrix (being |F| the number of faces)
that corrects the proper orientation of the interface relative to the face. It contains +1
when the interface orientation is already coincident with the face, −1 when it is opposite
and 0 when there is no interface related to that face. By splitting TCI into its positive and
negative coefficients as TCI = TCI + − TCI − , u+ and u− can be obtained as u+ = TCI + uc
and u+ = TCI − uc .
Finally, equation (9) can be cast in the matrix form:
ui± + RI ± (∇u)i± · n̂i ≈ TCI ± uc

(11)

Where RI ± is the diagonal matrix arrangement of ri± .
Once the gradients have been defined for both sides of the interface, we can finally
incorporate the jump conditions from equation (8) to close the linear system of equations:

((λ∇u)i+

ui+ − ui− = ai
− (λ∇u)i− ) · n̂i = bi

(12a)
(12b)

Where the jump values ai and bi need to be interpolated from cell centers to the
interface by means of the homothetic operator HCI , which is defined as:
HCI = (∆R )−1 (RI + TCI − − RI − TCI + )

(13)

Where ∆R is just the total distance between cell centers across the interface and can
be computed as ∆R = RI + − RI − . Keep in mind that RI − is a negative quantity and
thus needs to be subtracted in order to provide the total distance.
By solving the linear system of equations (11) and (12), and after rearranging, we
obtain the following form of the flux at the interface:
−1
(λ∇u)i± · n̂i ≈ (λ∇u)I ± = Λ̂I RI−1± (TCI ± uc − ai ) − Λ−1
I ΛI ± (∆R ) RI ∓ bi

(14)

Where ΛI is the homothetic interpolation of λ arranged in an R|F |×|F | diagonal matrix.
On the other hand, the harmonic mean of λ, Λ̂I = ΛI + ΛI − Λ−1
I represents the diagonal
matrix arrangement of the harmonic mean at the interface.
At this point is worth noticing that the construction of the gradient operator is not
derived from a divergence as a primal operator but from a finite difference approach. Even
when we could, eventually, derive a phase centered divergence operator from the gradient,
this is out of the scope of this work.
Once the gradient at the interface has been successfully computed, the discretization
of the Laplacian operator in equation (7) requires the gradient operator to be defined at
the faces of the cell rather than at the interface.
In order to achieve this, and following Liu et al. [12], we will reconstruct the full
gradient assuming no interfacial tangent contribution.
(λ∇u)F ± = (∆X )(∆R )−1 Q(λ∇u)I ± = cos−1 (Φ)(λ∇u)I ±
5
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Where cos−1 (Φ) corresponds to the diagonal matrix arrangement of the arccosine of
Φ, which is the angle between interface and face normals.
This produces the following form:
−1
(λ∇u)F ± = Λ̂I (GF uc − Q(∆X )−1 ai ) − Λ−1
I ΛI ± (∆X ) RI ∓ bi

(16)

Which can, effectively, be used to produce a proper (integrated) Laplacian operator
discretization as the final form:
∇ · λ∇u ≈LC uc − DC Λ̂I I(∆X )−1 ai

T
−VC−1 ΛC HCI
(∆R )(∆X )−1 SF Λ−1
I bi

(17)

We note that this is a slightly different approach to the one taken in [12], where
the jump condition is aligned with the Cartesian coordinates before proceeding with the
discretization, whereas in this approach the jump is captured in the interfacial direction
and then moved to the face in order to proceed with the finite volume discretization. As
far as this operation is linear, the result is the same.
2.3

Projected Ghost Fluid Method

Even when the GFM presents a sharp method that locally reflects the jump boundary
conditions, the presence of flow discontinuities under extreme contrast interfaces can
produce instabilities and, eventually, prevent it from convergence.
Contrary to what is stated in [12], in a typical discontinuous Poisson system of equations
convergence may not be guaranteed if Neumann boundary conditions are posed.
Note that in this particular setup, the following condition must hold in order to achieve
a solution:




∇ · λ∇u =
(λ∇u) · n̂f + b =
f
(18)
Ω

∂Ω

Γ

Ω

Which implies that, in the absence of boundary contributions, the surface integral of
the flow discontinuity must be compensated by the source term. On the other hand, when
Dirichlet boundary conditions are posed, the boundary terms does not vanish anymore,
although the global balance needs to be satisfied as well. In that situation, the values next
to the boundary will adapt such that they provide the appropriate gradient. However,
there is no way to separate the contribution to the boundary flow of the discretization
errors from the actual posing of the system.
However, even when condition given in equation (18) may be satisfied at the continuous
level, the GFM discretization may not. In particular, the resulting discretization of the
Laplace equation may produce an incompatible system of equations.
By moving to the right the terms corresponding to the discontinuities in equation 17,
we obtain the non-homogeneous linear system of equations:
LC uc = sa + sb + sf

6
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Where sa = DC Λ̂I I(∆X )−1 ai , sb = VC−1 ΛC HCT (∆R )(∆X )−1 SF Λ−1
I bi and sf = f . In
order to guarantee that the system of equations lies in the image of the operator LC , we
may ensure that < 1C , sa + sb + sc >C = 0. This can be seen as to check whether or not
their projection over the kernel space is 0 or not for a symmetric, positive-definite, simple
connected Laplacian operator [13].
It can be readily seen that because of the form of sa , this term already belong to the
image of LC , as it presents a divergence form DC . Unfortunately, there is no guarantee
that the sum of < 1C , sb + sf >C will cancel out as well. Indeed, not even when f = 0,
as in the discontinuous Laplace problem, it is guaranteed that sb belongs to the image of
the operator.
The reason behind such an imbalance lies in the step that moved the gradient at the
interface to the gradient at the face, which was conceived to preserve local jump conditions
but not to preserve the global balance.
The simplest solution may be to correct such an imbalance by projecting the resulting
discretization to the image of the Laplacian operator. This correction obviously produces
a disturbance in the local jump conditions, although the overall results are shown to
improve convergence when extreme contrast interfaces are present. Because this is a
global correction method, the way of correcting the equation is not unique. In this work
we propose to correct the imbalance as follows:


1 , sb + sf C
LC uc = sa + sb + sf −
1C
(20)
1C , 1C C

It is worth noticing that this condition provides with an appropriate correction only
when Neumann boundary conditions are posed.
3

RESULTS

The simulation of realistic physical situations may involve extreme contrast interfaces,
which may result not only in a stiff system but in an incompatible one, as it is shown
below.
The following are canonical cases that allow for a comparative of both methods when
the solution presents a flow discontinuity. Both obey the general form of equation (8)
with Neumann boundary conditions and present the following solution.
u+ (x, y) = exp(−x2 − y 2 )
u− (x, y) = 0

(21a)
(21b)

The value and flow jump discontinuities a and b as well as the source term f stated in
equation (8) can be readily obtained from the solution.
The problems are solved in a [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] domain and use a uniform Cartesian
mesh. In both cases the linear system of equations is solved with a Conjugate Gradient
method preconditioned with an incomplete Cholesky factorization. The residual of all
cases is below 10−8 .
7
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3.1

Pure flux discontinuity

This case is inspired by a static phase change. Although a practical case may involve
a transient term, such a term may mask the imbalance arising from a GFM, and so static
conditions have been imposed in order to test a pure flow discontinuity case. Under these
conditions, the integral of the source term in the domain must be equal to the interface
integral of the flow discontinuity in order to attain a solution, as can be seen in equation
(18). This could be seen as including a source term that compensates the energy released
by the phase change such that the solution is steady. This is obviously an artifact without
physical meaning but useful to assess the performance of our scheme.
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Figure 3: Results for a flux discontinuity case. Top left Figure shows converge in terms of the L∞ norm
of the error, while the top right one shows the error norm. The results in a 40x40 mesh for λ+ /λ− = 50
obtained with the GFM and the PGFM are shown at the bottom left and right, respectively.

Convergence order collapses to 2nd order when λ+ /λ− < 1 for both methods, while it
rapidly decreases as λ− /λ+ approaches 1. It can be seen as well how the adoption of the
correction in the PGFM delays such a degradation.
However, as the top right of Figure 3 suggest, the errors increase dramatically as far
as coefficient ratios increase further, providing with uncertain quality solutions.
8
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Figure 4: Normalized kernel imbalance vs. coefficient ratio (left) and L∞ norm of the error vs. normalized kernel imbalance (right) for the pure flux discontinuity case in a 40x40 mesh.

At the bottom of Figure 3 it can be seen how the GFM presents a divergent solution
(left) and is obviously not a reliable solution, while the PGFM present a stable one (right).
This is an expected result for the inconsistent system of equations resulting from the GFM
discretization. On the other hand, the PGFM corrects such an imbalance, providing a
consistent discretization of the problem. It is remarkable that, despite the efforts, the
solution degenerates rapidly when increasing the density ratio beyond 50, obtaining a
stable but imprecise solution.
From Figure 4 it can be seen how the PGFM provides with an almost 0 kernel imbalance
even for extreme λ+ /λ− values, whereas kernel imbalance seems to delay the increase of
the error, it does not guarantee an accurate solution per se.
3.2

Face-aligned interface

In this case, the interface is now aligned with faces by switching the previous case
to a square interface, which may then fit perfectly with a cartesian mesh, provided that
the mesh size is set properly. On the other hand, because the interface will not lie with
an iso-value curve of the solution, a value jump must be imposed in order to achieve a
solution.
The face-aligned interface presents the advantage that faces and interfaces are perfectly
aligned, and so the computation of cos(Φ) in equation (15) is trivial. This will provide with
an exact discretization at the interface, removing thus any interface-to-face interpolation
errors. In addition, because phases will be perfectly contained in all cells of the mesh (i.e.,
there will be no “mixed” cells), the evaluation of the source term integral f is immediate.
As it can be seen from the top right figure, the alignment of the interface with the
faces provides a way more robust method in terms of convergence order, whereas the in
top left the error is seen to increase as λ+ /λ− increases. Again, the use of the PGFM
delays and reduces the order of the error.
Bottom left and bottom right figures show, again, how the GFM will diverge where

9
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of the L∞ norm of the error. Top right show L∞ norm of the error. Results for a 40x40 mesh at
λ+ /λ− = 103 are shown at the bottom left for a conventional GFM (left) and PGFM (right).
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Figure 6: Normalized kernel imbalance vs. coefficient ratio (left) and L∞ norm of the error vs. normalized kernel imbalance (right) for the face-aligned interface case in a 40x40 mesh.
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the PGFM will provide with a converged, yet perturbed, solution.
Even when the perturbation included from the interface-to-face mapping can be removed, it can be seen from Figure 6 that the kernel imbalance is still inaccurate when
extreme values of λ+ /λ− are imposed to the system. This holds for both the GFM and,
to a lesser extent, the PGFM as well.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Despite the ability of the GFM to efficiently handle value discontinuities, even under
extreme contrast conditions, the method fails to adequately include flow discontinuities
in its discretization. The reasons behind such instability lie in the resulting incompatible
linear system of equations. From this perspective, the condition for stability has been
highlighted. Imbalances results from both i) the interpolation from interface gradients to
face gradients and ii) the approximation of the jump condition from cells to faces.
A global approach has been taken in order to enforce stability of the method in the
presence of Neumann boundary conditions. From a purely algebraic reasoning the PGFM
has been formulated. The new method has succeed at providing a stable, yet inaccurate,
solution.
Results show that, despite the correction does indeed reduce the kernel imbalance, the
higher the coefficient ratio, the more sensitive the system becomes. For high coefficient
ratios, even a small discretization error of the flux jump condition introduces errors that
cannot be removed by projection.
In addition, the inclusion of such a correction produces a distortion of the local discretization, degrading then the global quality of the solution and violating the physical
meaning of the problem.
The use of such a global approach has enforced the fulfillment of condition stated in
equation (18), however it is valid only when Neumann boundary conditions are posed and
still results in a modified equation which may not be accurate. From this perspective, we
see this approach more as a measure of merit of the discretization rather than a solution
method suitable for all cases.
Future developments of this method are aimed at the development of new correction
strategies which may be derived from a local perspective, and physically compliant with
the discretization of multiphase flows.
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Abstract. A numerical approach for modeling heterogeneous media composed of multiple
compressible materials with different physical properties is considered. The model is singlevelocity, and the governing equations represent mass conservation for each component,
conservation of the total momentum and energy, and advection of N-1 characteristic functions
that depend on volume fractions of N components. The isobaric assumption is used to close the
model equations. We consider the second-order accurate Godunov-type numerical scheme for
solving the system of governing equations. It is shown that for meeting the PV and monotonicity
properties of the numerical solutions, different characteristic functions should be taken for the
advection operator and for the face-interpolator, and such functions are proposed. We test the
proposed model and numerical method with several benchmark problems. The results obtained
show that the method is robust and effective in capturing interfaces in multimaterial compressible
hydrodynamics, providing non-oscillatory and physically admissible solutions.
1

INTRODUCTION

We consider hydrodynamics of a heterogeneous continuum medium that consists of N
materials (components) separated by sharp interfaces. The components are compressible ideal
fluids with different equation of states. The mathematical model describing such multi-fluid
flows consists of the compressible Euler equations closed by the equation of state that change
the functional form or control parameters when we cross the interface between two
components. The Lagrangian approach is most appropriate for solving multi-fluid flow
problems as the interfaces are tracked by grid lines, and the problem solution is naturally split
into solution of a set of single-material subproblems. However, this approach is rather
restrictive, and can be applied only for those problems where the deformation of the interface
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is not too much.
Eulerian or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods better fit problems with large
interface deformation. The material interface is typically represented in these methods by
volume fractions, thermodynamic parameters or level-set functions. One can distinguish two
groups of methods that are referred in literature as interface-tracking and interface-capturing,
respectively. In the first group (interface-tracking), the interface is explicitly calculated or
restored at each time step, and its location is used in the solution procedure. Methods related
to this group are: volume-of-fluid [1], moment-of-fluid [2], ALE [3], front-tracking [4], level
set/ghost fluid [5] schemes, and the ghost fluid method [6]. These methods are not
conservative nearby the interface and can lead to errors in its positioning.
Interface-capturing methods [7-9] introduce material-related parameters that can diffuse
near the interface. These parameters can be thermodynamic parameters in the equation of
state or volume fractions governed by the advection equation. The intermediate (diffused)
parameters may cause spurious numerical oscillations in the solution near the interface. Also,
an important property of maintaining constant pressure and velocity distributions (wellbalancing property) must hold when developing an interface-capturing method for multifluid
flows.
The method proposed by Allaire et al. [9] for the case of two fluids is one that meets the
above requirements. It is designed to be monotone in the vicinity of the interface and meet the
well-balancing condition. However, its extension to more than two components is not evident.
A multiple-fluid model must ensure two conditions for the volume fractions. Namely, the
volume fraction of each fluid must be in the interval [0,1], and the summation of all volume
fractions must equal 1. Violation of these conditions leads to unphysical numerical solutions
and even code failure.
It is noted in [9] that a generalized numerical model to treat more than two fluids can be
constructed by adding a partial density conservation equation and a volume fraction advection
equation for each additional fluid component. Later, M.B. Friess and S. Kokh proposed a
(2N+2)-equation model [10], which is considered to be an extension of the baseline fiveequation model [1] to the case of N (N≥3) components. Their model consists of (2N+2)
equations, including N conservation equations for partial densities, the conservation equation
of momentum, the conservation equation of energy, and N advection equations for volume
fractions. To ensure the above-mentioned two conditions for the volume fractions, recursive
constructions of the trust interval of the volume fraction are implemented.
In the present work, we propose an alternative model for multi-fluid flows that is
represented by the system of (2N+1)-equations. Instead of directly solving the advection
equation for volume fractions, we use properly chosen advection functions to update and
reconstruct volume fractions so as to satisfy aforementioned constraint conditions for volume
fractions. The model is proven to possess consistency of the closure model (i.e., unique
recovering of primitive variables from conservative variables), hyperbolicity, and entropy
condition.
2 NUMERICAL MODEL
Considering multi-fluid flow, we introduce a color function zi , i=1,..,N which represents
the volume fraction of the component i in the mixture,
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N
i
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(1)

and 2N+1 equations for mass conservation of each component, conservation of the total
momentum and total energy, and advection of N-1 characteristic functions:
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0 j
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, N 1.

are the mixture density, pressure, and specific

2
internal energy, respectively, e
0.5 u and H=e+P/ρ are the total energy and enthalpy. The
Jacobian of the advection functions with respect to the volume fractions must be non zero,
f / z 0.
We assume that material of each fluid is described by a generalized EOS in the following
form:
Pi i , i i Gi i i i Hi i .
(3)

with Gi(ρi)>0. This form includes a wide range of EOS such as ideal gas, van der Waals gas,
stiffened gas, Mie-Gruneisen EOS for solids.
PN N , N N to close the
We use the isobaric assumption P P1 1 , 1 1 P2 2 , 2 2
system (2). One can prove that this closure model admits unique recovery of pressure P from
the vector of conservative variables providing that the EOS of each component is taken in the
generalized form (3).
The FVM method with the HLLC numerical flux is implemented to solve the system of
equations (2). To do this, the equations for the characteristic functions in (2) are recast in a
grad
df div( fu) fdivu . The first term can be viewed
quasi-conservative form by rearranging u gradf
as the flux term and calculated together with the conservative equations of (2) by using the
HLLC numerical flux. The second (non-conservative) term is then treated as a source term
and approximated in terms of the cell averaged value f and the face value un (u, n) , n is the
outward unit normal to the face.
Thus, the HLLC numerical flux for the conservative part of the system (2) is given by
F

1 sgn s*
2

FL

s W*L

1 sgn
sg
g s*

WL

2

FR

s W*R

WR

(4)

where W*L and W*R are the state vectors characterizing the states on the left and right of the
intermediate contact wave, respectively,
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min 0
0,, sL/
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mi u c , uL / R cL / R are the estimated wave velocities. The bar here
and s m
L / R , sL / R
means the Roe average. The speed of the contact discontinuity and the velocity in the source
term (that must be consistent with the velocity used in the conservative numerical flux to hold
valid the PV condition) are calculated, respectively, as
PR
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sR s*

uR s

.

(7)

More details regarding the HLLC numerical flux approximation can be found in [15-16].
3

CHARACTERISTIC ADVECTION FUNCTIONS

We propose to employ different advection functions for the operator of face interpolation
and time step updating. The flow of more than two components is different from and more
complicated than the flow of only two components. For multi-fluid flows with N (N≥3)
components, if given initial conditions such that:
zi 0 x
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0,1

zi 0 x

i
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x
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, N,

(8)
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These conditions are satisfied by the first order upwind scheme (HLLC scheme), but not
by nonlinear higher order schemes such as MUSCL and WENO, if they are implemented
independently to each volume fraction. In fact, when N=2, the two constraints are equivalent.
This is different from the case of three and more components when summation of a part of
the volume fractions may occur larger than 1 after evolution with time, resulting in a negative
sum of the other volume fractions and inducing spurious oscillations. The root of this defect
lies in that the interpolated values zcf,i at cell faces may violate constraint (9) or (10). Similar
problem has been studied by Jaouen [11], where the conditions (9) and (10) are ensured by
setting a trust interval for the numerical fluxes.
In the present paper, we deal with this problem in a different way. We propose special
characteristic functions with which the constraints on volume fractions are kept after the
implementation of nonlinear interpolation schemes. These characteristic functions for the
interpolation operator are taken as follows:
N 1
k 1

zk , i 1,

N 1

fi

k i
N 1

zk

k i 1

(11)
, i 1.

zk

If given initial values of volume fractions satisfy the condition (8), then the initial values of
characteristic functions fi are constrained by the following condition:
0,1 ,
x xL , xR , i 1, 2, , N 1.
fi 0 x
(12)
0
When monotonicity-preserving higher-order schemes are applied to fi , the interpolated
values of fi0 at cell faces will also satisfy the condition (8),
fi ,cf 0 x
0,1 ,
x xL , xR , i 1, 2, , N 1.
(13)
where the subscript “cf” indicates the interpolated values at cell faces.
Combing Eqs. (11) and (13), we obtain the following
N 1
k 1

z cf0 ,k

N 1
k i
N 1

z cf0 ,k

k i 1

z cf0f ,k

0,1 ,

(14)
, ,
0,1

i 1,

, N 1,

which means
0

z cf0f ,N 1

N 1
k N 2

N 1

z cf0f ,k

k 2

z cf0f ,k

N 1
k 1

z 0cff ,k

1.

(15)

Comparison of inequality (15) with condition (10) shows that these constraints on volume
fractions are equivalent. Thus, we obtain interpolated volume fractions at cell faces such that
the constraints in (9) and (10) are valid.
Although the characteristic functions in the form of (11) ensure that the interpolated
volume fractions satisfy the constraints in (9) and (10), they fail to maintain the desirable
well-balancing property (keeping constant distributions in pressure and velocity). Similar to
the work [12], one can show that to preserve constant pressure and velocity distributions (the
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PV property), the advection functions fi z1 , z2 , , zN 1 must be linear with respect to zj . In the
present paper, we choose the following simple characteristic functions to update the volume
fractions in time:
fi

N 1
k i

zk .

(16)

Therefore, we utilize two different sets of characteristic functions: characteristic functions
(11) for the face interpolation operator and characteristic functions (16) for time step
updating.
Since both cell averages and interpolated values of initial volume fractions are kept, the
evolved cell averages of volume fractions after one time step will also satisfy the constraints
in (9) and (10). By a recursive procedure, we deduce that the evolved cell averages of volume
fractions in all the following time steps also will satisfy (9) and (10).
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we consider several 2D benchmark problems to examine the performance
of our method. The approximate Riemann solver HLLC is utilized to calculate the inter-cell
numerical flux and the explicit Euler scheme is used for time integration. For the high-order
extension, we adopt the MUSCL scheme with the MINMOD limiter. The MUSCL scheme is
applied to the characteristic function (11), and the characteristic functions (16) are then
updated with time. The CFL number is set to be 0.2.
4.1 Passive transport of three materials

Figure 1: The passive transport problem statement.

As shown in Fig. 1, the computational domain is a square with edges 1.0m long. Three
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materials are initially located in the domains Ω1, Ω3, Ω3, respectively. These materials are
characterized by the ideal gas EOS, the stiffened gas EOS and the Van der Waals EOS,
respectively. The parameters of the EOSs [14] are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Material properties for the passive transport problem.

Material

γ

a (Pa·m6/kg)

b (m3/kg)

π (Pa)

Ideal gas

1.400

0

0

0

Stiffened gas

4.400

0

0

6.000×108

Van der Waals gas

1.300

5

10-3

6.000×108

The center of the circle is initially located at the point (0.25m, 0.25m), and the radius of the
circle is 0.20m. At the points A, B, C, three materials come into contact. Three materials are
passively transported by the velocity u = (1000 m/s, 1000 m/s). Constant boundary conditions
are imposed on the left and lower boundaries, and transmissive boundary conditions are
imposed on the right and upper boundaries.
The initial conditions are given as
1

2

3

u v P z1

z2

1 29 1003 50 103 103 105 1 10
1.29

6

5 10

7

,x

1

29 1003 50 103 103 105 5 10
= 11.29

7

1 10

6

,x

2

,

1 29 1003 50 103 103 105 5 10
1.29

7

5 10

7

,x

3

,

,

where z1 , z2 stand for the volume fractions of the ideal gas material and
material, respectively.
After 500μs we obtain the numerical results shown in Fig. 2. It can
distribution of the materials are well maintained after advection. Some
material interface can be observed. This defect can be suppressed with
sharpening techniques. This issue will be tackled in a separate paper.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the variable Z=∑3k=1kzk .

To check the well-balancing property of the method, we also include the plots of the
magnitude of errors in pressure and velocity in Fig. 3. We see that the difference between
approximate and exact solutions are of the order 10-6 and 10-11, respectively, which means
that the pressure and velocity equilibrium is well maintained.

Figure 3: Evolution of maximum errors in pressure and velocity with time.

4.2 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
This test is taken from [13]. The computational domain has a rectangular shape (see Fig.
4). The domain Ω1 is filled with the dense gas SF6 (sulphur hexafluoride), and the domain Ω2
with air. The gases are in equilibrium at the beginning. A shock wave enters into the
computational domain from the left boundary. On the other boundaries reflective boundary
conditions are imposed. The shock wave travels through the SF6 block, and then reflects on
the right boundary. The leftward reflected shock wave hits the block again and travels through
it. Due to the interaction with the shock wave, the SF6 block loses its initial rectangular shape
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and undergoes strong deformation.
Although the experiment in [13] only involves two domains and two materials, we will
assume existance of a third domain Ω3 on the left to the domain Ω2, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
The domain Ω3 is filled with a material whose thermodynamic parameters are identical with
air and the state vector is the same as that assigned at the left boundary LB. This problem
statement has no impact on the numerical results, since the left boundary condition remains
unchanged. However, the problem in this case can be treated as a three-material problem.

Figure 4: Configuration for the problem of shock/SF6 block simulations.

Both air and SF6 are characterized as perfect gases with adiabatic coefficients γair=1.400
and γSF6=1.076, respectively. The initial conditions are given as follows:
1

2

3

u v P z1

z2

1 667 5.805
1.667
5 805 1.153
1 153 0 0 96856.0
96856 0 5 10

7

1 10

6

,x

1 667 5.805
5 805 1.153
1 153 0 0 96856.0
96856 0 5 10
= 1.667

7

5 10

7

,x

1 667 5.805
1.667
5 805 1.153
1 153 133.273
133 273 0 163256.0
163256 0 1 10

6

5 10

1

,

2
7

,
, x LB,

where LB denotes the left boundary, and volume fractions z1 and z2 represent the fictitious
material in domain Ω3 and SF6, respectively.
The numerical results are compared with the experimental images in Fig. 5. A very good
agreement can be observed. From the numerical Schlieren image in the third column, one can
see the interaction between the shock and the SF6 block, the transmission and reflection of the
shock waves. We further provide a more close comparison between experimental images and
numerical Schlieren images in Fig. 6. The x- and y-extent distributions of the SF6 block are in
good agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the distribution of volume fraction
z1 and z2 are displayed in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.
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Figure 5: Comparison between experimental images (left column: laser-sheet frames) and numerically
generated images (second column: density distribution, third column: numerical Schlieren image). Times
displayed are (a) 206, (b)446, (c)926, (d)1726, (e)2046, (f)2846μs.

Figure 6: Comparison between experimental images and numerical Schlieren images at two times (d)1726 and
(f)2846μs
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Figure 7: Evolution of the volume fraction z1.

Figure 8: Evolution of the volume fraction z2.

5

CONCLUSIONS

A numerical approach have been considered for modeling heterogeneous media composed of
multiple compressible materials with different physical properties . The physical model was based
on the single-velocity assumption, and the governing equations represent mass conservation for
each component, conservation of the total momentum and energy, and advection of N-1
characteristic functions that depend on volume fractions of N components. The isobaric
assumption was used to close the model equations. Main inferences that can be made from this
study are as follows.
Special advection functions for updating and special advection functions for
reconstruction of volume fractions have been suggested, for which higher-order
schemes and sharpening techniques can be implemented without introducing spurious
oscillations in numerical solutions and violation of the well-balancing property of the
scheme.
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-

Numerical results demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed numerical
method and computational algorithm.
The future work can be seen related to the development of the considered method by
adding the phase transition process and engineering applications.
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Abstract. A two-stage fourth order temporal discretization approach is developed for
compressible ﬂuid dynamics in the framework of discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods.
Diﬀerent from the classical Runge-Kutta (RK) temporal discretization, we use the twostage temporal discretization and take the generalized Riemann problem (GRP) solver
to construct numerical ﬂuxes for better resolution. It turns out that we just need to
solve moments and reconstruct initial data twice at every time step so as to save the
computational cost and decrease the memory footprint. Numerical results veriﬁed the
performance of the proposed scheme.

1

INTRODUCTION

High order numerical methods are attractive in the simulation of complex ﬂuid ﬂows
because of their potential in achieving better resolution and accuracy with small cell
numbers, which often leads to save computational cost. As one of the popular high order
schemes, the DG method has been well developed since Cockburn and Shu’s fundamental
contributions [7, 8, 9, 10, 30]. This method has many advantages over other methods such
as the compactness, parallelization, feasibility to complex geometries and adaptivity, etc,
as pointed out in [30], where a wide range of references about the DG method can be
also found. The temporal discretization and related solvers for numerical ﬂuxes are two
fundamental ingredients in the DG method. Our idea will be introduced by analyzing the
existing methods from these two aspects.
The temporal discretization methods for the DG methods usually can be divided into
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two types: (i) The Runge-Kutta type and (ii) The Lax-Wendroﬀ type. Traditional RungeKutta methods [7, 8, 9, 10] are the most popular since they are easy to implement and
require low-storage. It can also be designed to be strong stability preserving (SSP).
However, only Riemann solvers are applied to obtain numerical ﬂuxes with ﬁrst order
temporal accuracy. The low-storage and TVD (total variation diminishing) Runge-Kutta
methods require many stages to increase degrees of freedom resulting in considerable
communication overhead and increasing computational cost. Furthermore explicit RungeKutta methods with positive SSP coeﬃcients cannot be more than fourth-order accurate
[26].
The Lax-Wendroﬀ type DG methods [12, 25] have optimally low-storage, and contain
minimal communication overhead for hyperbolic problems by updating unknowns at only
one stage. They use approximate high order Riemann solvers (such as the ADER method
[33]) to obtain high order numerical ﬂuxes directly. However, one needs to have access to
high order time derivatives of the unknowns for a Lax-Wendroﬀ method. After producing
the Jacobian of the ﬂux function, the next time derivative produces the Hessian of the
ﬂux function. Further derivatives require tensors which grow vastly in size which will
make the implementation more complicate, especially in higher dimensions.
In order to combine the advantages of the Runge-Kutta type and the Lax-Wendroﬀ
type methods, a two-stage fourth order temporal discretization is introduced to the DG
method in this paper. This temporal discretization for an ordinary diﬀerential equation
yt = L(y) is explained below.
Algorithm. The two-stage fourth order algorithm
(i) Compute intermediate values at t∗ = tn + 12 Δt
∂
1
1
y ∗ = y n + ΔtL(y n ) + Δt2 L(y n ),
2
8
∂t
(ii) Evolution of the solution at a full step step


1 2 ∂
∂
n+1
n
n
n
∗
L(y ) + 2 L(y ) .
y
= y + ΔtL(y ) + Δt
6
∂t
∂t

(1)

(2)

This discretization method belongs to multi-derivative time integrators which have a long
history of development for ordinary diﬀerential equations [5, 19, 22, 23], and yet to date,
only a small subset of these methods have been explored as a tool for solving partial
diﬀerential equations, especially for hyperbolic conservation laws [11, 27, 32]. This large
class of time integrators includes all popular multi-stage Runge-Kutta as well as singlestep Lax-Wendroﬀ methods.
1. Like Lax-Wendroﬀ methods, multi-derivative integrators permit the evaluation of
higher derivatives of the unknowns in order to decrease the memory footprint and
communication overhead.
2
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2. Like traditional Runge-Kutta methods, multi-derivative integrators admit the addition of extra stages, which introduce extra degrees of freedom that can be used to
increase the order of accuracy or modify the region of absolute stability [6].
The solvers chosen for computing the numerical ﬂuxes are related with the temporal
discretization method. For the existing schemes (including the Runge-Kutta type and
the Lax-Wendroﬀ type), approximate solvers are mostly used which will partially lose
some important physical information. In this paper we will choose the second order GRP
solver. This choice is crucial since the governing equation is eﬀectively used so that all
physical information is incorporated into the numerical ﬂux construction and the residual
evaluation. In principle, the ingredient agrees with that in the Lax-Wendroﬀ method
and thus the resulting scheme produces physically admissible and stable approximate solutions. Of course, due to the presence of discontinuities in the solutions, the tracking
technique of those discontinuities is adopted so that even very strong waves could be captured well. The GRP solver was ﬁrst proposed in [1] and this ﬁrst original version was
based on the Lagragian framework. The systematic description with various applications
was published in the monograph [2]. The direction Eulerian version was proposed for
shallow water equations in [16], for gas dynamical system in [3], and general hyperbolic
conservation laws in [4]. The GRP solver is also reﬁned to illustrate how the thermodynamical variation is integrated into the design of high resolution methods for compressible
ﬂuid ﬂows and demonstrate numerically the importance of thermodynamic eﬀect in the
resolution of strong waves [17]. More developments can be found in [15, 24, 18].
Finally let us remark the features of this new two-stage fourth order GRP-DG algorithm.
1. For multi-derivative time integrators, use at most two-derivatives is optimal and
fundamental for hyperbolic conservation laws to retain portability, that is the twostage fourth order case. Beyond two-derivatives, the many-derivative time integrators start to lose their portability.
2. Compared to the classical Runge-Kutta approach to achieve fourth order accuracy,
we just spend two steps to complete one time level evolution so that at least computational time 50% are reduced in the process of the data reconstruction.
3. By analytically solving the generalized Riemann problems for the numerical ﬂuxes,
a close coupling between the temporal and spatial evolution is introduced so that
the resolution can be improved. The following numerical example (Fig. 1) in our
previous work [34] veriﬁes our viewpoint. The second order GRP-DG method performs better than the second order Runge-Kutta DG method with exact Riemann
solver.
This paper is organized in four sections. Besides the introduction section here, a twostage fourth order GRP-DG method is formulated in Section 2 with the second order GRP
solver. In Section 3, several numerical examples are provided to display the performance
of the proposed schemes. Finally we present a conclusive discussion in Section 4. The
details of the GRP solver can be found in the Appendix A.
3
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Fig. 1: The Shu-Osher problem. 400 cells are used. The second order GRP-DG method
compares with the second order Runge-Kutta DG method with exact Riemann solver.
2

The two-stage fourth order GRP-DG methods for hyperbolic conservation
laws

In this section we present how to implement the two-stage temporal discretization
for the DG method. We will focus on the one-dimensional case in this paper and the
two-dimensional case will be introduced in coming days.
The one-dimensional case of hyperbolic conservation laws reads
ut + f(u)x = 0.

(3)

The computational interval I = [a, b] is divided into sub-cells Ij , j = 1, · · · , N. Denote
the space of polynomials of degree at most k over Ij by Pjk (x), x ∈ Ij , and


(4)
VIk = vh ∈ L∞ (I); vh |Ij ∈ P k (Ij ), j = 1, · · · , N .

As a fourth order DG scheme is considered in this paper, k is chosen to be 3. Then we
deﬁne an approximate solution uh (x, t) in Ij ,
uh (x, t) =

k


C�j (t)φj� (x),

x ∈ Ij ,

(5)

�=0

where {φj� } is the Legendre orthogonal basis of Pjk in Ij and normalized so that φj� (xj+ 1 ) =
1, φj� (xj− 1 ) = (−1)� . Those basis functions are taken for Pjk as

2

2

2
6
1
(x − xj ), φj2 (x) =
(x − xj )2 − ,
2
Δxj
Δxj
2
20
3
j
3
φ3 (x) =
(x − xj ) −
(x − xj ), ...
Δx3j
Δxj

φj0 = 1,

φj1 (x) =

(6)

Then we plug (5) into the weak form of (3) over Ij , by taking the test functions as φj� (x),
to obtain
d �
α�
Cj (t) = −
(f̂j+ 1 φj� (xj+ 1 ) − f̂j− 1 φj� (xj− 1 ))
2
2
2
dt
Δxj  2
(7)
α�
d
+
f(uh (x, t)) φj� (x)dx = 0, � = 0, · · · , k,
Δxj Ij
dx
4
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where f̂j+ 1 is the numerical ﬂux through the cell boundary x = xj+ 1 at time t, and α� are
2

2

α� = 

Δxj
,
j
2 dx
[φ
(x)]
�
Ij

α0 = 1, α1 = 3, α2 = 5, α3 = 7,

··· .

(8)

It turns out that we have the system for C�j , � = 0, 1, · · · , k,
dC0j (t)
dt
dC1j (t)
dt
dC2j (t)
dt
dC3j (t)
dt
···

1
[f̂ 1
Δxj j+ 2
3
[f̂ 1
=−
Δxj j+ 2
5
[f̂ 1
=−
Δxj j+ 2
7
[f̂ 1
=−
Δxj j+ 2
=−

− f̂j− 1 ],
2


6
+ f̂j− 1 ] +
f(uh (x, t))dx,
2
Δx2j Ij

60
− f̂j− 1 ] +
f(uh (x, t))(x − xj )dx,
2
Δx3j Ij

21
+ f̂j− 1 ] +
f(uh (x, t))(20(x − xj )2 − Δx2j )dx,
2
Δx4j Ij

(9)

The integrals in (9) can be evaluated using the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature since the endpoint values of integrands are used. For example, we approximate,
1
Δxj



k


1
(f̂j− 1 (t) + f̂j+ 1 (t)) +
f(uh (x, t))dx =
χp f(uh (xp , t)),
2
2
k(k + 1)
Ij
p=1

(10)

where xp is the (p − 1)st zero of the Legendre polynomial L�k−1 (x) and χp is the weight
χp =

Δxi
,
k(k + 1)[Lk−1 (xp )]2

xp �= xj− 1 , xj+ 1 .
2

2

(11)

Thus the right-hand side of (9) can be regarded as functions of t so that (9) is an ODE
system as long as the numerical ﬂux f̂j+ 1 can be deﬁned and uh (xi , t) can be precised for
2
interior points xi . The latter is easy to determine because the solution is smooth so that

∂uh
∂f(uh (xi , t)) 
, xi �= xj− 1 , xj+ 1 .
(12)
(xi , t) = −

2
2
∂t
∂x
x=xi
It remains to determine f̂j+ 1 . This is achieved through solving the generalized Riemann
2
problem, subject to initial data

x ∈ Ij ,
uh (x, tn ),
u(x, tn ) =
(13)
uh (x, tn ),
x ∈ Ij+1 .

Then we obtain
unj+ 1
2

:= lim u(xj+ 1 , t),
t→tn +0

2



∂u
∂t

5
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j+ 21

∂
u(xj+ 1 , t).
2
t→tn +0 ∂t

:= lim
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The procedure obtaining the values in (14) is named the GRP solver [3]. We refer to
Appendix A for details. Intrinsically, the temporal derivative (∂u/∂t)nj+ 1 is replaced by
2
the spatial derivative at time t = tn using the governing equation (3),
 n
∂
∂u
f(u(xj+ 1 , t)).
= − lim
(15)
2
t→tn +0 ∂x
∂t j+ 1
2

where the spatial derivative should be taken upwind. This approach is called the LaxWendroﬀ approach numerically or the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya approach in the context of
PDE theory.
Once the instantaneous values in (14) are available, we can deﬁne the following values
within second order accuracy for 0 < α < 1,
 n
∂u
tn +αΔt
tn +αΔt
n
f̂j+ 1 (tn + αΔt) = f(uj+ 1 ), uj+ 1
:= uj+ 1 +
αΔt,
2
2
2
2
∂t j+ 1
(16)
2
∂uh
tn +αΔt
tn +αΔt
f(uh (xi , tn + αΔt)) = f(uh,i
), uh,i
= uh (xi , tn ) +
(xi , tn )αΔt
∂t
Similarly, we can deﬁne the values after time level t = t∗ . Thus we can implement our
two-stage algorithm for (9), for which we denote symbolically
dCj (t)
= Lj (uh (t), t),
dt

(17)

and by uh (t) all possible values involved in (9) at time t.
Algorithm-1D.Two-stage GRP-DG for 1-D hyperbolic conservation laws.
Step 1. Computation of intermediate values. Update the intermediate values uh (x, t∗ )
at t = tn + 12 Δt in the following,
C∗j = Cj (tn ) +

Δt
Δt2 ∂
Lj (uh (tn ), tn ) +
Lj (uh (tn ), tn ).
2
8 ∂t

(18)

Then we reconstruct uh (x, t∗ ) and subsequently obtain values u∗j+ 1 , ( ∂u
)∗ and
∂t j+ 1
2

∂uh
(xi , t∗ ).
∂t

2

Step 2. Advancing of solutions from tn to tn+1 . Advance the solution to the time level
t = tn + Δt,


Δt ∂
∂
Cj (tn+1 ) = Cj (tn ) + ΔtLj (uh (tn ), tn ) +
Lj (uh (tn ), tn ) + 2 Lj (uh (t∗ , t∗ )) .
6 ∂t
∂t
(19)
∂uh
∂u n+1
Thus uh (x, tn+1 ) is reconstructed and subsequently un+1
,
(
)
and
(x
,
t
i n+1 )
∂t j+ 12
∂t
j+ 21
are obtained. Back to Step 1 until the time is up.
6
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This is exactly a two-stage method. At each stage, we need to modify C�j in order to
avoid oscillations. This modiﬁcation is achieved using a shock-capturing limiter proposed
by [21].
Remark We stick to the utilization of the time derivative (∂u/∂t)nj+ 1 , which is one of
2
central points in our algorithm. Indeed, the fully explicit form of (3) is,


 tn+1
 tn+1
1
Δt
1
n+1
n
ūj = uj −
f(u(xj+ 1 , t))dt −
f(u(xj− 1 , t))dt .
(20)
2
2
Δxj Δt tn
Δt tn
It is crucial to approximate the ﬂux in the sense that
 tn+1
1
Numerical ﬂux at xj+ 1 −
f(u(xj+ 1 , t))dt = O(Δtr ), r > 0.
2
2
Δt tn

(21)

Many algorithms approximate the ﬂux with error measured by Δu, the jump across the
interface,
 tn+1
1
Numerical ﬂux at xj+ 1 −
f(u(xj+ 1 , t))dt = O(�Δu�r ).
(22)
2
2
Δt tn
which is not proportional to the mesh size Δxj or the time step length Δt when the jump
is large,
�Δu� �≈ O(Δxj ).
(23)
It turns out that there is a large discrepancy when strong discontinuities are present in
solutions. In order to overcome this diﬃculty, we have to solve the associated generalized
Riemann problem (GRP) analytically and derive the value (∂u/∂t)nj+ 1 and subsequently
2
(∂u/∂t)∗j+ 1 .
2

3

Numerical Examples

In this section we provide several examples to validate the performance of the proposed
approach. The examples include linear and nonlinear scalar conservation laws and 1-D
Euler equations. The order of accuracy will be tested. All results are obtained with CFL
number ν = 0.12. Let us compare it with the data from [27] (Table 1).
CFL number
SSP-RK3-DG (3 stages)
SSP-RK4-DG (10 stages)
TVRK4-DG (2 stages)
2stage-GRPDG

ν
0.125
0.44
0.08
0.12

νmax
0.13
0.45
0.085
0.1225

Table 1: The comparison of the CFL numbers for diﬀerent versions of DG methods
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The SSP-RK3-DG method is the optimal third order SSP method developed by Shu
and Osher [28] and described by Gottlieb and Shu [14]. SSP-RK4-DG is a fourth-order,
low-storage method with ten stages developed by Ketcheson [20]. TVRK4-DG is the
two-stage DG method with approximate Riemann solvers (TVRK4) introduced by Seal
[27]. The maximum allowable CFL number, νmax is near the maximum possible stable
time step that each method permits for fourth-order spatial accuracy. SSP-RK4 has a
much higher CFL limit when compared to either TDRK4 or SSP-RK3 or 2stage-GRPDG
because it incorporates many more stages, but each stage requires expensive applications
of limiters. Although TVRK4-DG shares the same temporal discretization with 2stageGRPDG, it is interesting that using an exact high order Riemann solver will help us to
loose the CFL constraint.
3.1

Scalar conservation laws

Example 1. The ﬁrst example is a linear equation with a periodic boundary condition,
ut + ux = 0,

u(x, 0) = sin(πx).

(24)

The solution is computed over the interval [−1, 1]. This example is applied to test that
our scheme can reach expected fourth order accuracy (see Table 2).

Example 2. The second example is taken for the Burgers equation with a periodic
boundary condition [7],
ut + (u2 /2)x = 0,

u(x, 0) =

1 1
+ sin(πx).
4 2

(25)

The solution is smooth up to the time t = 2/π and develops a shock that moves to interact
with a rarefaction. Numerical examples at t = 0.4 [Fig. 2(a)], t = 2/π [Fig. 2(b)] and
t = 1.5 [Fig. 2(c)] are compared with the exact solutions by using 160 cells. Table 3
shows the L1 and L∞ errors and numerical order of the new scheme at t = 0.4. A high
order limiter is only applied for the cases t = 2/π and t = 1.5.
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Fig. 2: The numerical results for the Burgers equation at diﬀerent times.
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3.2

One-dimensional Euler equations

In this part we provide several examples for compressible Euler equations,
u = (ρ, ρv, E)� ,

f(u) = (ρv, ρv 2 + p, v(E + p))� ,

(26)

where ρ is the density, v is the velocity, p is the pressure and E = ρ( 12 v 2 + e) is the total
p
energy, e = (γ−1)ρ
is the internal energy for polytropic gases. γ = 1.4 for all cases.
Example 3. Smooth problem In order to varify the numerical accuracy of the present
high-order scheme for the Euler equations, we check the numerical results of the smooth
problem whose initial data is
⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
1 + 0.2sin(x)
ρ
⎣ v ⎦=⎣
1 ⎦.
(27)
1
p

From Table 4 we could see that the present scheme reaches the designed order.
N
20
40
80
160
320
640

L1 error
0.1486D − 05
0.9769D − 07
0.6102D − 08
0.4006D − 09
0.2443D − 10
0.1529D − 11

order
L∞ error
0.34420D − 06
3.927 0.2347D − 07
4.001 0.1497D − 08
3.929 0.9925D − 10
4.035 0.6080D − 11
3.999 0.3813D − 12

order
3.874
3.970
3.915
4.029
3.995

Table 4: Numerical Accuracy Test for Example 3 at t = 2π
Example 4. The Sod problem This example was proposed in [31] to model a shock
tube problem. The initial data is take as
for 0 < x < 0.5,
(ρ� , v� , p� ) = (1.0, 0.0, 1.0),
(ρr , vr , pr ) = (0.125, 0.0, 0.1), for 1 > x ≥ 0.5.

(28)

100 cells are applied to show the numerical results compared with the exact solution
(Fig 3).

Example 5. The Shu-Osher problem This example was proposed in [29] to model
shock-turbulence interactions. The initial data is take as
(ρ� , v� , p� ) = (3.857143, 2.629369, 10.333333),
(ρr , vr , pr ) = (1 + 0.2 sin(5x), 0, 1),
10
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Fig. 3: The Sod problem: 100 cells are used
We can ﬁnd out that results computed by 200 cells is comparable with the one computed
by 300 cells which is enough to describe the detailed structures (Fig 4).
Example 6. The Woodward-Colella problem This test is the Woodward and Colella
problem. The initial conditions in the present computation are the following:
(ρ� , v� , p� ) = (1.0, 0.0, 1000.0),
(ρm , vm , pm ) = (1.0, 0.0, 0.01),
(ρr , vr , pr ) = (1.0, 0.0, 100.0),

for 0 < x < 0.1,
for 0.1 < x < 0.9,
for 0.9 < x < 1.

(30)

600 cells are used to show the numerical results for the present scheme compared with
the results by using 3200 cells (Fig 5).

4

Conclusion

This paper proposes a two-stage fourth order accurate temporal discretization of the
DG method for hyperbolic conservation laws based on the GRP solver. The particular
applications are given for compressible ﬂuid dynamics. A number of numerical examples
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Fig. 5: The Woodward-Colella problem: 600 cells are used
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are provided to validate the accuracy of the scheme and its computational performance
for complex ﬂow problems.
The resulting two-stage fourth order GRP-DG scheme is diﬀerent with the existing DG
schemes. A two-stage time discretization which belongs to the multi-derivative integrators
combines the advantages of the Runge-Kutta and the Lax-Wendroﬀ methods. It reduces
the reconstruction compared with the Runge-Kutta method and avoid to compute large
matrixes compared with the Lax-Wendroﬀ method. Thus the computational cost is saved
and the memory footprint and communication overhead are decreased. Furthermore,
the GRP solver improves the resolution for capturing discontinuities as the governing
equations are eﬀectively used for the numerical ﬂux reconstruction. It is interesting that
the GRP solver also can help us to loose the CFL constraint. However, the performance
of the proposed scheme for two-dimensional cases is needed to be studied.
A

The GRP solver

This part includes the GRP solver just for completeness and readers’ convenience. The
details can be found in [3] for the Euler equations and [4] for general hyperbolic systems,
ut + f(u)x = g(u, x),

(31)

where g(u, x) is a source term. This paper only focuses on the homogeneous case,
g(u, x) ≡ 0.
A.1

1-D GRP

The 1-D GRP solver assumes that the initial data consist of two pieces of polynomials,

x < 0,
u− (x),
(32)
u(x, 0) =
u+ (x),
x > 0,
where u± (x) are two polynomials with limiting states
u� = lim u− (x),

ur = lim u+ (x);

u��

u�r

x→0−0

= lim

x→0−0

x→0+0

u�− (x),

= lim u�+ (x).

(33)

x→0+0

The GRP solver has two versions: (i) Acoustic version; (ii) Genuinely nonlinear version.
A.1.1

Acoustic GRP

The acoustic GRP deals with weak discontinuities or smooth ﬂows and assumes that
�u� − ur � � 1.

(34)

However, we emphasize that the diﬀerence u�� − u�r is not necessarily small. Then we
denote by
u0 ≈ u� ≈ ur ,
(35)
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and linearize (3) around u0 as
f(u0 )
.
∂u
Then the instantaneous time derivative of u is computed as,
 
∂u
∂u
:= lim
(0, t) = −[RΛ+ R−1 u�� + RΛ− R−1 u�r ],
t→0+0 ∂t
∂t 0
ut + A(u0 )ux = 0,

A(u0 ) :=

(36)

(37)

where Λ = diag(λ1 , · · · , λm ). Here λi , i = 1, · · · , m are the eigenvalues of A(u0 ), R is the
(left) eigenmatrix of A(u0 ), Λ+ = diag(max(λi , 0)), Λ− = diag(min(λi , 0)). The acoustic
GRP is named as the G1 scheme in the series of GRP papers.
A.1.2

Genuinely nonlinear GRP

As the jump at x = 0 is large, the acoustic GRP is not suﬃcient to resolve the resulting
strong discontinuities. Any “rough” approximation is dangerous since the error is measured with the jump �ur − ur �, which is not proportional to the mesh size in the practical
computation and results in large numerical discrepancy. Therefore, we have to analytically solve the associated generalized Riemann problem (31)-(32) as the “genuinely”
nonlinear GRP version, which is named as the G∞ GRP. This version is interpreted as
the Lax-Wendroﬀf approach plus the tracking of strong discontinuities.
Here we include the resolution of GRP (31)-(32) for the Euler equations (26). The
instantaneous value u0 is obtained by the Riemann solver and (∂u/∂t)0 is obtained by
solving a pair of algebraic equations essentially,
 
 
∂v
∂p
a�
+ b�
= d� ,
 ∂t 0
 ∂t 0
(38)
∂v
∂p
ar
+ br
= dr ,
∂t 0
∂t 0
where the coeﬃcients ai , bi , di , i = 1, 2, are given explicitly in terms of the initial data
(32), and their formulae can be found in [3].
Since the variation of entropy s is precisely quantiﬁed, the instantaneous time derivative
of the density is then obtained using the equation of state p = p(ρ, s),
dp = c2 dρ +

∂p
ds.
∂s

(39)
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1

INTRODUCTION

Dual-phase lag equation (DPLE) is used, among others, for the description of heat transfer
processes proceeding in the micro scale [1-4], e.g. for determining the temperature
distribution in the thin metal film subjected to an ultra-short laser pulse. In the problems of
this type, because of the extremely short duration, the extreme temperature gradients and the
very small thickness of the film domain, the finite velocity of the thermal wave must be
considered. The DPLE is also used for the numerical modeling of thermal phenomena
occurring in the biological tissue heated by the external heat sources, e.g. [5-9]. In this case
the DPL model describes a macroscopic temperature wherein an inner microscopic tissue
structure is taken into account. In the paper the one dimensional problems are considered
because the layer of the thin metal film and the layer of skin tissue can be treated as the 1D
objects. Dual-phase lag equation contains a second order time derivative and higher order mixed
derivative in both time and space. Two positive constants, it means the thermalization time and
relaxation time appear in this equation. So far, the dual-phase lag equation supplemented by
appropriate boundary and initial conditions is most often solved using the finite difference
method in its various variants (explicit and implicit schemes, e.g. [10-13], generalized finite
difference method [14]). In this work, the approach based on the concept of the boundary
element techniques [15, 16] is proposed. It should be noted that for the DPLE the corresponding
fundamental solution is either unknown or very difficult to obtain. But, using the homotopy
analysis method, introduced first by Liao [17-19], it is possible to elaborate the general boundary
element method for the equation considered. At the first stage, for the purpose of numerical
stability, the DPL equation is discretized in the time domain in terms of a fully implicit form
with the backward finite-difference method for both first- and second-order time derivatives.
In this way one obtains the equations that present a non-linear boundary-value problem at the
each time step. Next, the non-linear and linear differential operators are defined [17, 18, 20,
21]. The equation associated with the first-order deformation derivative resulting from the
homotopy analysis method can be solved using the traditional boundary element method for
steady state problem [15, 16]. In the paper [22] the other variant of the BEM, in particular the
boundary element method using discretization in time (e.g. [23]) has been applied for the
solution of the similar problems, but the algorithm presented here is more exact and more
effective (especially at the stage of the space-time grid selection).
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2 DUAL-PHASE LAG EQUATION
The 1D dual-phase lag equation has the following form [1-4]

c

T ( x, t )
 2T ( x, t )
 2T ( x, t )
 3T ( x, t )
S ( x, t )
 c τq

λ

λτ
 S ( x, t )  τ q
T
2
2
2
t
t
x
tx
t

(1)

where c is a volumetric specific heat of material, λ is a thermal conductivity, τq and τT are the
phase lags (relaxation and thermalization times), S is the capacity of internal heat sources, T,
x, t denote the temperature, geometrical co-ordinate and time.
The equation (1) is supplemented by the modified Neumann boundary conditions for x = 0
and x = L

qb ( x, t )  q

 T  x, t 
qb ( x, t )
  T  x, t   
  
 T


t
 t   x 
 x

(2)

where qb(x, t) is the boundary heat flux.
The initial conditions are also given

t  0 : T  x, 0   Tp ( x),

 T  x, t 
t

 w( x)

(3)

t 0

where Tp (x) is the initial temperature, w(x) is the initial heating rate.
Dual-phase lag equation is used, among others, for numerical modeling of thermal
processes occurring in the thin metal film subjected to the laser pulse [13, 24, 25]. As
mentioned, the dominant direction of heat transfer is the direction perpendicular to the layer
and therefore the 1D model can be considered. The laser irradiation is described by the
following internal source term (equation (1))
 x
(t  2t p )2 
β 1 R
S ( x, t ) 
I 0 exp    β

π tp δ
t 2p
 δ


(4)

where I0 is the laser intensity, tp is the characteristic time of laser pulse, δ is the optical
penetration depth, R is the reflectivity of the irradiated surface and β = 4 ln2 [25].
The DPLE is also used in numerical modeling of thermal phenomena occurring in living
organisms subjected to the strong external heat sources. Blood perfusion and metabolic
processes occurring in the living tissues are taken into account as the components of the
source term S (x, t) (c.f. equation (1)), namely

S ( x, t )  wBcB [TB  T ( x, t )]  Qm

(5)

where wB [kg/(m3 s)] is the blood perfusion rate, cB is the specific heat of blood, TB is the
arterial blood temperature and Qm is the metabolic heat source.

2
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Introducing (5) into equation (1) one has

 c  τ w c  T ( xt , t )  c τ
q

B B

q

 2T ( x, t )

t 2

(6)

 2T ( x, t )
 3T ( x, t )
λ
 λτT
 wB cBT ( x, t )  wB cBTB  Qm
x 2
t x 2
The equations (1) and (6) can be written in the form

T ( x, t )
 2T ( x, t )
 c  s τq wBcB  t  c τq t 2 
 2T ( x, t )
 3T ( x, t )
λ
λτ

 swB cBT ( x, t )  Q( x, t )
T
x 2
t x 2

(7)

where s=0 corresponds to the equation (1), s=1 is related to the bioheat transfer equation (6),
while

S ( x, t )

, s0
 S ( x, t )  τ q
Q( x, t ): 
t

s 1
 wB cBTB  Qm ,
3

(8)

GENERAL BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

At the first stage, for the purpose of numerical stability, the DPL equation (7) is discretized
in the time domain in terms of a fully implicit form with the backward finite-difference
method for both the first- and second-order time derivatives
T f ( x)  T f 1 ( x)
T f ( x)  2T f 1 ( x)  T f  2 ( x)
 c τq

 c  s τq wBcB 
2
t
 t 
 2T f ( x) λτT   2T f ( x)  2T f 1 ( x) 


 swB cBT f ( x)  Q f ( x)
λ


2
2
2
x
t  x
x


(9)

where Tf(x)=T(x, fΔt), Δt is the time step, f=2, 3, ..., F and Tf‒1(x), Tf‒2(x) are known
temperature distributions at (f‒1)th and (f‒2)th time steps, respectively. It should be noted that
taking into account the initial conditions (3) one has: T0(x)= T0, T1(x)= T0+ w(x)Δt.
The boundary conditions (2) are also transformed
f

 qb ( x, t )
q ( x)  q

 t 
f
b

 T f  x 
 T f  x  T f 1  x 
 T


t   x
x
  x



 

(10)

In this way one obtains the equations that present a boundary-value problem at each time step.
The equations (9), (10) can be written in the form
 2T f ( x)
 2T f 1 ( x)
f
 BT ( x)  C
 DT f 1 ( x)  ET f 2 ( x)  FQ f ( x)  0
2
2
x
x

3
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and



T f  x 
x

 wbf ( x)

(12)

where
B
D

c  s w c

B B

 t  ( t  q )

 t ( t  T )

, C

T
 t  T

c ( t  2q )  s q wB cB  t
 t ( t  T )

E

c q
 t ( t  T )

, F

(13)

t
 ( t  T )

while
f
f 1
 qb ( x, t )  
T T  x 
t  f
 qb ( x)  q 
w ( x) 
 
t  T 
x
 t  T
 t
f
b

(14)

Using the homotopy analysis method [17, 18, 20, 21], the equation (11) can be represented as
 2U [1] ( x)
 2U ( x)
 2T f 1 ( x)
[1]

BU
(
x
)


BU
(
x
)

C
 DT f 1 ( x) 
2
2
2
x
x
x
f 2
f
ET ( x)  FQ ( x)  0

(15)

where

U [1] ( x) 



( x; p)
p

(16)
p 0

while (x; p) is the function (homotopy) associated with the family of partial differential
equations [17, 18], pϵ[0, 1] is the embedding parameter and U(x) is an initial approximation of
temperature distribution T f(x) (e.g. U(x)=T f−1(x)).
The equation (15) is supplemented by boundary conditions [17]



U [1]  x 
x

 wbf ( x)  

U  x 
x

(17)

After solving the problem (15), (17), the temperature distribution Tf(x) is calculated using the
formula

T f ( x)  U ( x)  U [1] ( x)
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The equation (15) can be written in the form

 2U [1] ( x)
 BU [1] ( x)  R U ( x)  0
 x2

(19)

where

 2U ( x)
 2T f 1 ( x)
R U ( x) 
 BU ( x)  C
 DT f 1 ( x)  ET f 2 ( x)  FQ f ( x)
2
2
x
x

(20)

To solve the equation (19) the weighted residual method criterion is used [15, 16]
L

  2U [1] ( x)
 *
[1]

BU
(
x
)

R
U
(
x
)



 T (ξ , x) d x  0
0   x2


(21)

where ξ  (0, L) is the observation point, while T * (ξ, x) is the fundamental solution and for
the 1D objects oriented in rectangular co-ordinate system it is a function of the form [15]

T * ( ξ, x) 

1
exp  x  ξ
2 B



B



(22)

One can check that the fundamental solution fulfils the equation

 2T * (ξ , x )
 BT * (ξ , x )   δ ( ξ , x )
2
x

(23)

where δ (ξ, x) is the Dirac function.
The formula determining the heat flux resulting from the fundamental solution q * (ξ, x) =
−λ T *(ξ, x) / x can be calculated in analytical way, namely
q* (, x) 

λsgn( x  )
exp  x  
2



B



(24)

where sgn(∙) is the sign function.
Integrating twice by parts the first component of equation (21) and taking into account the
property of fundamental solution (23), one obtains
xL
xL
1
1
U [1] (ξ)  T * ( ξ , x) W [1] ( x )   q* ( ξ , x) U [1] ( x )   Z (ξ)
x 0
x 0
λ
λ

(25)

where
L

Z (ξ )   R U ( x) T * (ξ , x) d x

(26)

0

and W [1] (x) = −λ  U [1] (x) /x.
To calculate the integral Z(ξ), the domain [0, L] is divided into n constant internal cells
(h=L/n is the length of internal cell), the nodes 0 and n+1 are located on the boundaries x = 0
and x = L, respectively, while xi=ih‒h/2, i=1, 2, ..., n are the internal nodes. The integral (26)
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is substituted by the sum of integrals from xi‒h/2 to xi +h/2. These integrals are calculated
using the 6-points Gauss quadratures.
The method of approximation of second order derivatives of functions U(x) and T f‒1(x)
with respect to x should be explained (formula (20)). In the case of constant internal cells one
has

  2U ( x)  8U 0  12U1  4U 2
  x2  
3h 2

1
  2U ( x)  U i 1  2U i  U i 1
, i  2,3,..., n  1
  x2  
h2

i

(27)

  2U ( x) 
4U n 1  12U n  8U n 1
  x2  
3h 2

n
and

  2T f 1 ( x)  8T0 f 1  12T1 f 1  4T2f 1
  x2  
3h 2

1
  2T f 1 ( x)  Ti f11  2Ti f 1  Ti f11
, i  2,3,..., n  1
  x2  
h2

i

(28)

  2T f 1 ( x) 
4Tnf11  12Tnf 1  8Tnf11
  x2  
3h 2

n
For ξ  0 and ξ  L  one obtains the equations which can be written in the matrix form
1
1



exp  L B 

W [1]  0  
2λ B
2λ B

  [1]

1
1

 W  L  
  2λ B exp  L B

2λ B


1
1



exp  L B   [1]

U 0   Z 0 
2
2

  [1]


1
U  L   Z  L 
 1 exp  L B



2
 2
















(29)



where (c.f. equations (14), (17))
[1]

W ( x)  
T
t  T

U [1]  x 
x

T f 1  x 
x



f
 qb ( x, t )  
t  f

 qb ( x)  q

t  T 
t


U  x 

x
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Using the dependence (30) the following approximation is introduced
f
 qb (0, t )  
U U0
T T1 f 1  T0 f 1
t  f
W (0) 
 qb (0)  q 


 1

h/2
h/2
t  T 
  t   t  T


(31)

f
 qb ( L, t )  
U Un
T Tnf11  Tnf 1
t  f
W ( L) 
 qb ( L)  q 


  n 1

h/2
h/2
t  T 
 t
  t  T


(32)

[1]

[1]

and then, from the system of equations (29), the boundary values U [1] (0), U [1] (L) are
determined.
Next, the values of function U [1](x) at the internal points xi, i=1, 2, ..., n are calculated (c.f.
equation (25))
1
1
U i[1]  exp  ( L  xi ) B  U [1] L  exp   xi B  U [1] 0 
2
2
1
1
exp  ( L  xi ) B  W [1] ( L) 
exp   xi B  W [1] (0)  Z ( xi )
2λ B
2λ B

(33)

Finally, the temperature distribution in all nodes is determined using the formula (18). The
obtained temperature field constitutes the pseudo-initial condition for the next loop of
computations.
4

RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

To test the accuracy and effectiveness of the method proposed, at first the following task has
been solved. A layer of thickness L=10‒4 with thermophysical parameters equal λ = 1, c = 1, τ q
= 1/π2 + 100, τ T = 1/ π 2 + 10‒6 is considered. Thus, the following equation is taken into
account
2
2
3
 T ( x, t )  1
  T ( x, t )  T ( x , t )  1
6   T ( x, t )
  2  100 

  2  10 
2
2
t
 x2
π
 t
π
 t  x

(34)

with the boundary and initial conditions
T (0, t )  0,

T ( x, 0)  sin(104 π x),

T (G, t )  0

 T ( x, t )
t

  π 2 sin(104 π x)

(35)
(36)

t 0

Analytical solution of the problem formulated above is the following [26]

T ( x, t )  exp(π2 t ) sin(104 π x)

(37)

In Figure 1 the comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for different moments of
time is shown. The computations using general boundary element method have been done for
time step ∆t = 0.005 and n = 100 internal cells. A very good agreement between both solutions
is visible.
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Figure 1: Analytical (lines) and numerical (symbols) solutions

Let us define the error of numerical solution as follows

Err 

F n 1
1
Ti f  Taif

F  n  2  f 1 i 0





2

(38)

where F is the number of time steps, while Tfai are the local and temporary temperatures
resulting from the analytical solution. The testing computations concerning the values of Err
for different discretizations of time and space are collected in table 1.
Table 1: Error for different time steps and number of internal cells.
∆t
0.0005
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.015

n = 50
5.753∙10−4
1.035∙10−4
41.013∙10−4
68.761∙10−4
78.272∙10−4

n = 100
5.074∙10−4
9.705∙10−4
40.058∙10−4
68.544∙10−4
78.080∙10−4

n = 200
4.904∙10−4
9.548∙10−4
40.476∙10−4
68.457∙10−4
78.125∙10−4

n = 1000
4.855∙10−4
9.508∙10−4
40.501∙10−4
68.539∙10−4
78.232∙10−4

As can be seen, for all variants of computations the errors are quite small. A greater impact
on the error has a time step Δt than the number of internal cells n. In contrast to the BEM
using discretization in time [22], in the case of GBEM application, the selection of the proper
time step and the number of internal cells is not difficult, because they can change in a quite
wide range.
Next, the general boundary element method is used in order to determine the temperature field
in the thin metal film subjected to the laser pulse [13, 24, 25]. As an example, the gold layer
with thickness L = 100 nm is considered. The layer is subjected to a short-pulse laser irradiation
(R = 0.93, I0 = 13.7 J/m2, tp = 0.1 ps, δ = 15.4 nm). Thermophysical parameters of material are
the following: λ = 317 W/(mK), c = 2.4897 MJ/(m3 K), τ q = 8.5 ps, τ T = 90 ps [13]. For x = 0
and x = L the non-flux conditions should be assumed (in equation (2): qb(x, t)=0). The initial
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temperature is equal to 300 K, initial heating rate w(x)=0 (c.f. equation (3)). The number of
internal cells n = 100, time step ∆t = 0.01 ps.
In Figure 2 the temperature history at the point x=0 corresponding to the irradiated surface is
shown. In this Figure the solution related to the macroscopic Fourier equation (τ q = 0, τ T = 0)
is also presented. As can be seen, the differences are significant, the Fourier model overestimates
the temperature values, which is also demonstrated in experimental studies [27, 28].
It should be noted that the problem formulated above, has been solved using implicit scheme
of the finite difference method [29] and the results are practically the same, which confirms
the correctness of the GBEM algorithm.

Figure 2: Temperature history at the irradiated surface of thin gold film

The next application area of the dual-phase lag equation is the modeling of thermal processes
taking place in the heated or cooled living tissues [5-9, 30-33]. As an example, the skin layer
of thickness L = 0.03 m subjected to the external heat flux qb=1000 W/m2 (c.f. equation (2) for
x=0) is considered. For x=L the Neumann condition qb(x, t)=0 is assumed. The initial
temperature equals 370C, while the initial heating rate w(x) is equal to 0 (c.f. equation (3)).
The following values of parameters are assumed: volumetric specific heat of tissue c = 4∙106
W/(m3 K), thermal conductivity of tissue  = 0.5 W/(m K), blood perfusion rate
wB = 0.53 kg/(m3 s), specific heat of blood cB = 3 770 W/(kg K), blood temperature TB = 37 ºC,
metabolic heat source Qm = 245 W/m3, relaxation time q = 15 s, thermalization time T = 10 s
[30].
In Figure 3 the temperature distribution for x≤0.01m is presented. As it is visible, after 90
seconds, only the layer with the thickness of 1 mm has reached the temperature above 420C
(such a temperature can cause the burns). Figure 4 illustrates the curves at the heated surface
x=0 both for the DPL equation and the Fourier model (τ q = 0, τ T = 0). The temperatures
obtained using the DPLE are lower in comparison with the Fourier model because the
parameters τ q and τ T take into account the phase-lag in establishing heat flux (relaxation
time τq) and phase-lag in establishing the temperature gradient (thermalization time τq).
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Figure 3: Temperature distribution in the heated tissue

Figure 4: Course of temperature at the heated surface of biological tissue

5

CONCLUSIONS

The solution of 1D dual-phase lag equation using the general boundary element method is
presented. The influence of the grid step and the number of internal cells on the accuracy of
the computations is also discussed.
The examples related to the numerical modeling of thermal processes occurring in the thin
metal film subjected to the ultrashort laser pulse as well as in the heated biological tissue are
presented.
In future, the general boundary element method will be extended for the multilayered
domains with the contact condition between the layers [11, 13, 34].
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Abstract. High manganese steels have been extensively studied in recent decades thanks
to their astonishing mechanical properties. In particular, high manganese Fe-Mn-Al-C
alloys feature an excellent combination of strength and ductility, properties that depend
on the main deformation mechanism and therefore are determined by the stacking fault
energy (SFE). To achieve a better understanding of the deformation mechanisms in this
system, it is appealing to study the effect of the chemical composition as well as of
temperature on the SFE from a microscopic perspective, which allows covering the most
important features involved in this phenomenon. Recently, some insights regarding the
TWIP phenomenon has been obtained by means of molecular dynamics simulations for
a particular composition. In this work, we performed molecular dynamics simulations to
systematically analyze the effects of the chemical composition on the SFE of austenitic FeMn alloys. Our simulations are based on MEAM interatomic interaction potentials which
have been proved to accurately reproduce fundamental structural and thermodynamic
properties of Fe-Mn and Fe-Al binary systems. The obtained energy-displacements curves
(i.e., generalized stacking fault curves) provide rich and useful information to comprehend
the deformation mechanisms as well as being adopted in the classical thermodynamic
1
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treatment of the SFE, and therefore they define an important starting step towards the
comprehension of the behavior of the SFE for more complex Fe-Mn-Al-C alloys.

1

INTRODUCTION

The high manganese steels have gained significant attention over the recent years due
to their exceptional combination of mechanical properties and low density, which make
them very promising for many industrial applications. The uniqueness combination of
high strength and high ductility of these steels relies on special deformation mechanisms
such as transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP), twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP),
microband-induced plasticity (MBIP) and dynamic slip band refinement (DSBR). The activation of these deformation mechanisms strongly depends on the stacking fault energy
(SFE) of austenite [1, 2]. Moreover this metallurgical parameter has a high significance
in several phenomena such as work hardening, fatigue, workability, wear, etc [3, 4, 5].
Nevertheless, it is known that the SFE per se could not be enough to describe the full
relationship among the aforementioned phenomena and the deformation mechanisms in
metals, being the main reason that the stacking faults as well as the nucleation of dislocations have a strong dependence of other parameters beyond the simple intrinsic SFE
value. For this reason, the concept of the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) [6] is
more adequate, since it has a deeper comprehension of the SFE.
The GSFE curve or γ-surface represents the energy cost per unite area by shifting two
semi-infinite block of a crystal trough the (111) plane along 112 direction by a Burgers
vector of a Shockley partial b1 , i.e. (a/6)112, where a is the lattice parameter. The
GSFE curve is full described by several parameters such as the unstable stacking fault
energy γUSF , the stacking fault γSF (also known as intrinsic stacking fault energy), and the
unstable twin fault energy γUTF . These parameters are related to the nucleation of partial
dislocations, the formation of stacking faults, and the formation of twin boundaries or also
related to the “twinning tendency”, among others. Nonetheless, studies of the γ-surface
for binary, ternary o quaternary systems have been seldom addressed in the literature.
In this sense, the present authors are making an effort to initiate the development of the
first γ-surface for the Fe-Mn-Al-C system.
2

SIMULATION METHOD

We performed molecular dynamics simulations by using LAMMPS [7]. The modified
embedded atom method (MEAM) [8, 9] was employed to evaluated the interactions between atoms. The energy in MEAM consists of two parts: a pair potential term specified
by the function Φ(r) representing the electrostatic core-core repulsion, and a cohesive
term specified by the function F (ρ̄) representing the energy the ion core gets when it is
embedded in the electron sea, i.e.



1
Etotal =
Φij (rij )
(1)
Fi (ρ̄i ) +
2 j=i
i
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The embedding energy is a function of the background electron density, which in turn is
constructed as a superposition of contributions from neighbouring atoms. In this work, we
considered the interatomic potentials for the Fe1−x Mnx binary system to be these derived
from the 2NN-MEAM formalism as explained in detail in [9].
Three dimensional fcc iron crystals were created within a simulation box which was
oriented in such a way that its X, Y and Z axis were aligned with [112], [1̄10], and [1̄1̄1]
crystal directions, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in X and Y
directions while in the Z direction it was free. The initial box sizes were LX = 123.841 Å,
LY = 102.142 Å and LZ = 125.098 Å, so that it initially contained N = 134400 Fe
atoms. For a given composition, a number fraction x of Fe atoms was randomly chosen
and replaced by Mn atoms. To take into account the effect of the disorder of the Mnatoms location on the studied parameters, twenty independent simulations were analyzed
for each composition. The equilibrium parameters, i.e., lattice parameter and cohesive
energy, were determined by finding the minimum of the curve Etotal (Vbox ; x), where Etotal
represents the total potential energy of the system and Vbox = LX LY LZ . Following the
procedure described in [10], to determine the GSF curve the simulation box was split in
two blocks by a (111) plane: a mobile upper block and a fixed lower block. Then the GSF
curve was determined by rigidly displacing the upper block on a (111) plane along the
[112̄] direction while fixing the lower block and calculating the potential energy change
per unit area with respect to the initial configuration. The upper block was displaced
in forty steps of magnitude ∆SX = b1 /20 each; after each displacement step the system
was allowed to relax in the Z-direction to attain the condition P = 0. To evaluate the
surface energy, the upper block was vertically displaced a distance ∆SZ = 2 a and again
the energy change was determined.
3
3.1

RESULTS
Lattice parameter, cohesive energy, and bulk modulus

In first place, the effect of the Mn content in the Fe-Mn system was studied through
three well-known features: the lattice parameter a, the cohesive energy Ecoh , and the bulk
modulus B. For this analysis, the values obtained were normalized to the pure (fcc) iron
values (see Table 1) as shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), the lattice parameter
increase as the number of Mn atoms start to occupied or replace the Fe atoms in the fcc
crystal structure by substitutional solid solution. This behavior is in perfect agreement
with those found experimentally by X-ray diffraction in Fe-Mn-Al-C steels [11] and in the
Fe-Mn system using ab-initio calculations [12, 13].
The cohesion energy, which is a measure of the forces that held the atoms together, is
a parameter having important implications in properties such as elastic modulus, melting
point, thermal expansion coefficient, etc. In this sense, the cohesion energy was calculate
as a function of the Mn content as is shown in Fig. 1(b). For the best authors’ knowledge,
values of the cohesive energy for the Fe-Mn system are not available in the literature.
Nevertheless, some estimations can be found for pure Mn and pure Fe elements, where
the manganese has a lower cohesion energy than iron [14]. According to this, it seems
3
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Figure 1: (a) Lattice parameter, (b) cohesive energy and (c) bulk modulus of austenitic Fe1−x Mnx alloy
system normalized to corresponding values of pure Fe (see Table 1).
Table 1: Lattice parameter, cohesive energy, bulk modulus, surface energy, and stacking fault energy
calculated for pure (fcc) Fe at T = 0 K.

a0 (Å)
3.6113

(0)

Ecoh (eV)
-4.2421

(0)

γsurf (mJ/m2 )
2087

B0 (GPa)
172.10

(0)

γSF (mJ/m2 )
-103.01

logical that as the manganese content increases in the Fe-Mn system, the cohesion energy
should decrease; which is exactly the tendency observed in the present study.
Another valuable property is the bulk modulus B, which allow the prediction of some
mechanical properties such as the fracture strength and resistance to plastic deformation
in metals [15]. In fact, the ratio between B and the shear modulus G has been used
to estimate the ductile or brittle behavior in metals [16]. In this regard, the effect of
manganese on the bulk modulus in the Fe-Mn system was studied as shown in Fig. 1(c).
There can be observed that as the manganese content increases B decreases linearly.
This behavior is consistent with the experimental observations in the Fe-Mn system using
nanoindentation, and also ab-initio calculations [17].
3.2

Surface energy

The surface energy is a property which has important implications in phenomena such
as crystal growth, corrosion, and texture, etc. Together with the unstable stacking fault,
the (111) surface energy γsurf allows to determine the ductility parameter, which is a useful
parameter for establishing the conditions for both brittle fracture and the nucleation and
motion of dislocations. For this reason, the dependence of γsurf on the Mn content was
evaluated and the result is shown in Fig.2. The value of the surface energy for pure iron
(fcc) in the (111) plane has a reported value of 1950 mJ/m2 [18], and values between 2080
and 2100 mJ/m2 using ab-initio calculations [19]. Thus, it can bee see in the present
work, that for 0% Mn content, the surface energy is close to the values reported for pure
4
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Figure 2: Surface energy of the Fe1−x Mnx alloy system on the (111) plane

iron. In addition, it is known that the Mn has a lower surface energy than the Fe [20],
and this effect can be seen as the addition of Mn atoms increase in Fe.
3.3

Generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE)
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According to the previous calculations and analysis, it can be concluded that the employed interatomic potentials represent correctly the Fe-Mn system under the conditions
evaluated. Then, the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) curve was constructed
as function of the Mn content, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). There can be observed that

γUTF
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Figure 3: (a) GSE curves and (b) relative stacking fault energy for Fe1−x Mnx alloy system (T = 0 K).
In panel (a) δs = ∆SX /b1 and the continuous line in panel (b) is a guide to the eye.
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increasing the manganese content leads to larger values of both γUSF and γUTF in a proportional way. However, the value of γSF decreases slightly with the manganese content.
Figure 3(b) displays the (intrinsic) stacking fault energy normalized to corresponding
value for pure iron. It can be observed that the SFE for Fe1−x Mnx is smaller than that of
pure iron up to x = 10% and the curve displays a parabolic behavior in this composition
range. This behavior has been reported to occur with the addition of Mn in Fe-Mn [21]
and Fe-Mn-Al-C [1] systems.
For a easy reading and interpretation, Fig. 4(a) presents γUSF , γSF , and γUTF as a
function of the manganese content. It is observed that the decrease or increase of these
parameters does not obey a linear relation. Is important to point out that in the evaluated manganese range, we did not observe drastic changes of aforementioned parameters.
Nevertheless, is possible that further increase of the Mn content changes the dependence
observed, in other words, a plateau could occur (additional research is required in this
direction). On the other hand, the nucleation of twins, i.e. the precursor of deformation
twinning in fcc, has been showed to be intimately related to the γUTF [22] in the same
manner as the γSF has been related to the emission of partial dislocations or the nucleation
of perfect dislocations [6].
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Figure 4: Unstable stacking fault energy γUSF , intrinsic stacking fault energy γSF , unstable twinning
energy γUTF , and relationships among them as functions of the Mn content for the Fe1−x Mnx alloy
system.

As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), as the Mn content increases the ratio γSF /γUSF decreases
implying that the trailing partial dislocations nucleate with more difficulty, meaning in
turn that the separation between the leading and trailing partials becomes broader, i.e. a
change from full dislocation nucleation (unity) to a extended dislocation mechanism would
occur. In addition, as the Mn content increases the ratio γUTF /γUSF , which describes
the competition between the energy barrier for twinning nucleation and full dislocation
nucleation, also increases. In other words, twin nucleation should be favored as the Mn
content increases. This implies that mechanical twinning should be present as main
deformation mechanism in the Fe-Mn system, which is known to occur in Fe-Mn TWIP
steels. However, so far it is no clear which deformation mechanism should take place in
the others, i.e., formation of stacking fault over twin formation or vice versa. Thus, the
6
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parameter γSF /(γUSF − γSF ) can be useful to understand the deformation modes in the
Fe-Mn alloy system (see Fig. 4(c)). It is known that when this parameter is negative, the
formation of stacking faults occurs, thus, favoring a phase transformation from fcc to hcp
crystal structure [23], i.e., transformation induced plasticity effect (TRIP). Returning to
the Fig. 4(c), it can be seen that in all the composition range studied, this parameter has a
negative value. However, as the manganese fraction increases, this parameter becomes less
negative, which indirectly suggests that this deformation mechanism will be less extend,
and another deformation mechanism should be operative at larger Mn contents.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Molecular dynamics simulations of the Fe-Mn system were performed to analyze the
lattice parameter, the cohesion and surface energies, and the generalized stacking fault
energy curve. The major conclusions are summarized as follows:
- The values obtained for the lattice parameter, cohesion energy, bulk modulus, and
surface energy of the Fe-Mn system as a function of the Mn content is in a very
good agreement with the experimental results as well as with ab-initio calculations.
- The GSFE curve allowed to analyze the effect of the manganese content on the
γUSF , γSF , and γUTF parameters, which are important to predict the deformation
mechanisms.
- The ratio γSF /(γUSF −γSF ) allowed to suggest that the main deformation mechanism
in the Fe-Mn alloy system is the creation of stacking faults, which implies, the phase
transformation from fcc to hcp crystal structure.
- The results obtained in this work will allow to contribute in the comprehension of
the Fe-Mn-Al-C system, and provide a basis for this research avenue.
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Abstract. The present work proposes a methodology for the evaluation of the hydrodynamic
loads endured in the event of aircraft ditching. The determination of the hydrodynamic loads
on the full aircraft is necessary to substantiate the aircraft dynamics and structural integrity
during ditching. In this context, the semi-analytical method called MLM (Modified
Logvinovich Model) presents the advantage of estimating general hydrodynamic loads at
reduced computational costs. After depicting the proposed methodology, we compare
experimental water impact results to simulation results obtained with our industrial
calculation tool ELFINI®. Finally, the extension to full aircraft studies is discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Ditching is an extremely rare event for an aircraft when it is forced to make a controlled
emergency landing on water, as a consequence of fuel starvation for example. During the
impact phase, the aircraft structure is subjected to severe hydrodynamic loads. In particular,
the certifying authorities require that aircraft manufacturers take appropriate design measures
to minimize immediate injury to persons on board and to make it possible for them to escape
before the shipwreck. These requirements as well as the necessity to improve understanding
of the physical effects involved during an aircraft ditching have motivated the development of
methodologies for the estimation of hydrodynamic impact loads. In particular, we investigate
the influence of the hydrodynamic loads on the aircraft dynamics and structural response.
In the literature, several classes of methods devoted to the evaluation of hydrodynamic
loads have been experienced, such as numerical methods involving a mesh for the fluid
(Coupled Euler Lagrange) or meshless methods (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics [1]).
Nevertheless, these numerical methods involve stability issues and significant computation
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costs. An alternative to numerical methods consists in using analytical methods, based on the
potential flow formalism. In the present work, a possible variant based on the MLM is
presented. The formalism of the MLM method has been introduced by Korobkin [2].
The MLM deals with the water impact of a 2D rigid section. The problem of the water
impact of a 3D body is then replaced by a series of 2D water impacts (2D+t strategy). The
impacting rigid sections are replaced by plates of similar extension so that the equations are
based on the Wagner approximation [3]. The real shape of the section is finally introduced via
a Taylor expansion. The impacting body is supposed to have a symmetry plan of equation
 ݕൌ Ͳ in the ground axis and the lateral and longitudinal curvatures should remain positive.
First, we detail the MLM approach for 2D impacting sections and present its extension to
3D impacting bodies. Then, some results obtained with our industrial code are presented. The
simulation of elementary rigid bodies with imposed movement is first performed and
compared to experimental results. Then, we study the free motion water impact of a NACA
shape model and discuss the extension of our methodology to full aircraft studies.
2 SEMI-ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR A 2D SECTION
We consider a symmetric convex 2D section of equation  ݔൌ ݔଶ ൌ ܿ ݐ݊ܽݐݏ݊in the
ground axis. The coordinates of a point of this section are noted ሺݕଶ ǡ ݖଶ ሻ.

2.1 Evaluation of the free surface elevation

When using the MLM based on the “Wagner” theory [2], the first step is the evaluation of
the free surface elevationܿ (see Figure 1). This elevation directly controls the pressure of water
on the falling object, and consequently the hydrodynamic force. It can be demonstrated [2] that ܿ
is the solution of the following equation:


2

z

2D

(c sin( ), t )d  0

(1)

0

With a simple variable change, this equation can be written as follow:


݂ሺܿሻ ൌ න


ݖଶ ሺݕଶ ǡ ݐሻ
ଶ
ඥܿ ଶ െ ݕଶ

݀ݕଶ ൌ Ͳ ሺʹሻ

where the function ݂ is introduced. The parameter ܿ is determined iteratively by a Newton
algorithm.

Figure 1: Representation of the impacting 2D section
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The deadrise angle ߚ corresponds to the angle between the horizontal direction and the
tangent to the impacting body at the water elevation point.
2.2 Body extrapolation

During the water impact of a 2D section, the wetted body is delimited by the parameter ܿ.
Two reasons can explain the splitting of the fluid from the body depending on the value of ܿ:
 The deadrise angle ߚ is high (greater than a user defined deadrise angle ߚ ). This
separation case has both numerical (restriction of the application domain for the MLM
method) and physical (water jet for sharp 2D section) origins.
 The 2D section is totally submerged.
At the separation point, the body is automatically extended by a line of constant deadrise
angle ߚ . The value of ߚ corresponds to the inclination of the water jet observed for sharp
impacting sections. We note ݕ௫ the y-location of the point which corresponds to the
beginning of this extrapolation. The search for the parameter ܿ is then carried out on this
extrapolated 2D section (figure 2).

Figure 2: Representation of the body extrapolation (fluid separation) symbolized by black dotted lines

2.3 Analytical expression of the hydrodynamic force
The fluid pressure ܲ from Bernoulli non-linear formulation is given by:

ଶ
ݖሶଶ ݖଶǡ௬
ܲ
ͳ ߶௬ଶ െ ݖሶଶ
ൌ ߶ሶ െ
߶

כ
ሺ͵ሻ
௬
ଶ
ଶ
െߩ
ʹ ͳ  ݖଶǡ௬
ͳ  ݖଶǡ௬

with ߶ the velocity potential, ߶௬ its partial derivative with respect to  ݕand ߩ the fluid
density. The main idea of the MLM approach is to express this velocity potential as a first
order Taylor expansion, based on the Wagner potential ߮:
߶ ൌ ߮  ݖሶଶ ݖଶ ሺͶሻ

The advantage of the previous expression is to benefit from the analytical expression of the
Wagner potential ߮ which represents the 0 order term in the Taylor expansion:


with:

ଶ
ඥܿ ଶ െ ݕଶ
ߠሺ߬ሻ
߮ ൌ െʹ
න
݀߬ሺͷሻ
ߨ
ሺ߬ െ ݕଶ ሻξܿ ଶ െ ߬ ଶ


௬మವ

ߠሺݕଶ ሻ ൌ െ න ݖሶଶ ሺ߬ǡ ݐሻ݀߬ ሺሻ
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Moreover, the term of order 1 in the Taylor expansion (i.e. ݖሶଶ ݖଶ ) takes into account the
shape of the impacting section, which is not the case with the Wagner potential.
The total hydrodynamic pressure on the impacting section can be divided into three parts:

(7)

ܲ ൌ ܲ௩  ܲ  ܲ

The terms ܲ௩ and ܲ respectively depend on the vertical velocity ݖሶଶ and acceleration ݖሷଶ
of the impacting body and ܲ accounts for the “Archimede pressure”. The detailed analytic
formulations of these three parts are depicted in [2],[4].
ሺଶሻ

The vertical hydrodynamic force ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ acting on the 2D impacting section is finally
obtained by a numerical integration of the pressure terms along the wetted area.
ሺଶሻ

ሺଶሻ

ሺଶሻ

ሺଶሻ

ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ ൌ ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗǡ௩  ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗǡ  ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗǡ ሺͺሻ

Specific restrictions must be applied for the integration of ܲ and ܲ௩ depending on the
phase of the water impact [4]. The “Archimede” force is computed by integrating the
“Archimede” pressure ܲ along the wetted area (without taking into account the extrapolation
part).
3

2D+T APPROACH FOR A 3D WATER IMPACTING BODY

The water impact of a 3D rigid body is now considered. The 3D rigid body is supposed to
have a symmetry plan of equation  ݕൌ Ͳ in the ground axis so that all movements belong to
the planeሺܱݖݔሻ. The lateral and longitudinal curvatures should remain positive. The
coordinates of the center of gravity (COG) of the rigid body in the ground axis are denoted
ሺܺǡ ܼሻ and the attitude of the impacting body is noted ߠ.
3.1 Strategy for the evaluation of the horizontal hydrodynamic force

At each time step, we determine the interval ሾݔ௫ǡ௪ ǡ ݔǡ௪ ሿ that corresponds to the
longitudinal length of the wetted part of the body. Considering the symmetry and the
curvature of the body, this interval is determined in the plane  ݕൌ Ͳ. We then divide the
wetted part of the body into a series of lateral sections with thickness ( ܺܦsee Figure 3). Each
section may be considered as a plane of equation  ݔൌ ݔଶ ൌ ܿ(݁ݐݏmedian plane of the lateral
ሺଶሻ
section) in the ground axis, for which we evaluate the vertical hydrodynamic load ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ
according to the methodology detailed in the previous paragraphs. The section thickness ܺܦ
has to be well adapted to the length of the impacting body in order to properly approximate
the total hydrodynamic load at minimum computational cost.
The impact of the 3D rigid body is therefore divided into a series of 2D sub-problems via
the intersection with 2D ground sections.
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Figure 3: 2D+t strategy for the 3D impacting body

The global vertical component of the hydrodynamic force ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ and associated moment
around the y ground axis ܯ௬ǡ௬ௗ , applied at the center of gravity of the 3D body, are
deduced by the following summations:
ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ ൌ

ሺଶሻ

 ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ ܯ ܺܦ כ௬ǡ௬ௗ ൌ

௦௧௦

ሺଶሻ

 ሺݔଶ െ ܺሻ ܨ כ௭ǡ௬ௗ  ܺܦ כሺͻሻƬሺͳͲሻ

௦௧௦

3.2 Vertical velocity and acceleration on a 2D ground section

For each 2D sub-problem, the numerical integration of the hydrodynamic loads requires
the discretization of the intersected section. To this aim, we allocate regularly spaced points
with coordinates ሺݕଶ ǡ ݖଶ ሻ in the plane  ݔൌ ݔଶ (figure 5). A point of this 2D section only
has a vertical motion. The vertical velocity ݖሶଶ and acceleration ݖሷଶ differ from the vertical
velocity and acceleration of a body point and notably depend on the local shape of the body
along the longitudinal direction (gradient ݖ௫ ൌ

డ௭భ

డ௫భ

డమ ௭భ

and curvature ݖ௫௫ ൌ డ௫

coordinates of the point in the body axis ሺݑ
ሬԦǡ ݒԦሻ depicted in figure 4).

భ

మ

, with ሺݔଵ ǡ ݖଵ ሻ the

Figure 4: Discretization of the intersected section
డ௭

The gradient ݖ௫ ൌ డ௫భ is directly obtained from the normal unit vector ݊ሬԦ to the body
భ

surface at the considered point: ݖ௫ ൌ ሺ݊ሬԦǤ ݑ
ሬԦሻΤሺ݊ሬԦǤ ݒԦሻ. The evaluation of curvature ݖ௫௫ requires
more attention. We build discretized body lines  ݕൌ ܿ ݁ݐݏparallel to the x-axis around the
considered point. A second-order polynomial approximation is applied on the body line and
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the curvature ݖ௫௫ is finally equal to the double of the second-order coefficient of this
polynom.
4

APPLICATIONS

In order to validate the proposed method implemented in our industrial tool, a set of testcases with a growing complexity has been performed so that a step-by-step evaluation of the
method is led. Hereafter, we present two cases with imposed movements: a 2D elementary
vertical impact and a 3D high speed water impact. Then, the free motion water impact of a
NACA shape model is discussed and the extension to a full aircraft study is attempted.
4.1 Entry phase for a circular section
The vertical water impact of a 2D circular section is here considered. The radius ܴ of this
circular section is 1m. The vertical velocity is constant ܼሶ െ ͳǤͷ݉Ȁݏ. The only active force is
the hydrodynamic velocity force (the “Archimede” force is not taken into account). We focus
on the evolution of the vertical non-dimensional force ܨത௭ǡ௬ௗ towards the non-dimensional
time ݐҧ (figure 5). The reference ݐҧ ൌ Ͳ corresponds to the beginning of the impact.
ܨത௭ǡ௬ௗ ൌ

ሺଶሻ
ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ
หܼሶหݐ
ҧൌ
ݐ
ሺͳͳሻƬሺͳʹሻ
ܴ
ߩܼሶ ଶ ܴ

ܨത௭ǡ௬ௗ 

We compare the simulation results with experimental results from Armand and Cointe [5].
The MLM method seems to be well-adapted to approximate the initial peak of hydrodynamic
and hydrodynamic force evolution for low penetration depth. .

ݐҧ
Figure 5: Evolution of non-dimensional force with respect to non-dimensional time for the 2D circular section

4.2 High speed water impacts
Guided ditching tests were led by INSEAN-CNR, consisting in the water impact of a rigid
aluminum plate (ͳ݉ͲǤͷ݉) fixed to a trolley moving along a guide (figure 6). A detailed
description of the facility and of the experimental setup is provided in [6]. We focus on two
configurations performed by the INSEAN-CNR: the first one involving an infinite radius of
lateral curvature ܴ and the second one involving a lateral curvature representative of an
aircraft fuselage (ܴ ൌ ʹ݉).
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Config n° 1
Config n° 2

ܸ௫ (m/s)
40
40

ܸ௭ (m/s)
-1.5
-1.5

ߠ
6°
6°

ܴሺ݉ሻ
infinite
2

Table 1: Parameters for the 2 guided ditching tests

Figure 6: Visualization of the ditching facility of INSEAN-CNR [5]

The test results as well as the simulation results for both configurations are depicted in
figure 7. The experimental results for the flat plate were thoroughly analysed in [7]. For both
cases, the MLM is able to reproduce the global behaviour for the vertical hydrodynamic force,
which can be decomposed into 3 stages. The first stage is the beginning of the impact (up to
0.02s). The hydrodynamic force quickly grows, with a constant slope. The second stage deals
with the water impact up to the complete submergence of the plate. The hydrodynamic force
grows with a constant slope inferior to the slope of the first stage. The third stage corresponds
to the complete submergence of the plate (the hydrodynamic force quickly decreases).
These two comparisons demonstrate the ability of our MLM method to evaluate the
hydrodynamic loads for water impacts with a high horizontal velocity (ditching
configurations) in the case of a plane impacting body and in the case of an impacting body
curved in the lateral direction.

Figure 7: Comparison between MLM and experimental results for config n° 1 (left) and config n° 2 (right)

4.3 Free motion water impact of a NACA model
The free motion water impact of a NACA shape model is now considered and compared
with experimental data [8]. This test-case is particularly suited to evaluate the influence of the
longitudinal curvature of the impacting body.
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The model shape is initially just over the free surface, with attitude ߠ ൌ ͳͲι and with the
following velocity: ܺሶ ൌ ͳʹǤʹ݉Ȁ ݏand ܼሶ ൌ െͲǤ݉Ȁݏ. The model mass is ݉ ൌ ͷǤ݇݃ and its
inertia around the y ground axis is ܫ௬ ൌ ͲǤʹͻ݇݃Ǥ ݉ଶ .
The active forces applied on the NACA model during a simulation are: the weight, the
vertical hydrodynamic force (acceleration, velocity and “Archimede’ parts), the horizontal
hydrodynamic forces and aerodynamic forces.
For the horizontal hydrodynamic force ܨ௫ǡ௬ௗ , we consider a friction drag proportional to
the length of the wetted area (ݔ௫ǡ௪ െ ݔǡ௪ ):
ߩ ݇ כௗ ܺሶหܺሶห
 כ൫ݔ௫ǡ௪ െ ݔǡ௪ ൯ሺͳ͵ሻ
ሺߠሻ
is fixed such that the time evolution of the horizontal velocity is

ܨ௫ǡ௬ௗ ൌ െ



The coefficient ݇௧
similar to the experiment.
The aerodynamic forces (drag, lift and pitching moments) depend on the speed  ݒand
attitude ߠ of the impacting body. They are determined with the aerodynamic system [8].
ଵ

 ݐ݂݅ܮൌ ɏܵ ܥ௭  ݒଶ

with ܥ௭ ൌ0.092*θ+0.852

ଵ
 ݃ܽݎܦൌ ɏܵ ܥ௫  ݒଶ
with ܥ௫ ൌ ͲǤͲͲͲ  ߠ כଶ 0.0015*θ+0.2157
ଶ

ଵ
݄ܲ݅ܿݐ௬ ൌ ɏܮ ܵ ܥ  ݒଶ with ܥ ൌ െ0.0197*θ-0.1693
ଶ

ܵ ൌ0.3345݉ଶ 
ܮ ൌ1.6764m
ଶ

Figure 8. NACA J-shape model (left), and associated aerodynamic system (right) [8]

The comparison between experimental and simulation results is depicted in figure 9. The
decrease in the horizontal velocity is accurately captured as the coefficient ݇௧ is chosen
to match the experiments. However, the simulation leads to an excessive pitching of the
aircraft. The maximum attitude ߠ reaches 42° instead of 32° for the experiments and the
maximum elevation of the center of gravity is twice the value observed experimentally. This
behaviour is due to significant negative vertical hydrodynamic loads during the first stage of
the impact, overestimated with our MLM approach.

Figure 9. Comparison between MLM and experimental results for NACA model J

In this case, that involves a high horizontal impact speed as well as a significant
longitudinal curvature of the impacting area, the MLM method brings significant negative
hydrodynamic pressure fields. These negative hydrodynamic pressure values may become
non physical as they reach the cavitation pressure threshold.
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To address this issue, we propose to account for the cavitation phenomenon in our MLM
approach by limiting the hydrodynamic pressure value to the cavitation pressure ܲ௩ :
ሺଶሻ
ܨ௭ǡ௬ௗ



ൌ න ሺܲ௩  ܲ  ܲ ǡ ܲ௩ ሻ݀ݕଶ ሺͳͶሻ
ି

The cavitation pressure ܲ௩ is set to െͳͲହ ܲܽ. The simulation results obtained after this
modification are depicted in figure 10.
In this range, we can no lo

Figure 10. Comparison between MLM (with cavitation treatment) and experimental results for NACA model J

The treatment we applied to negative pressure values allows to recover the maximum
pitching angle observed in the experiments (around 32°). The general behavior of the
impacting body is fairly captured by our MLM simulation tool. This study illustrates that the
integration of the pressure field may no longer be performed without accounting for cavitation
and ventilation phenomena when dealing with high impact speeds.
In particular, these phenomena represent a major issue for the extension to full aircraft
studies, involving very high water impact speeds (around 50m/s) and double curvature of the
lower rear fuselage shape. In the context of the project SARAH (Increased SAfety & Robust
Certification for ditching of Aircrafts & Helicopters), a series of experimental tests is being
performed to develop a better understanding of these complex phenomena and improve their
numerical treatment. The test matrix notably includes controlled water impacts of plates with
double curvature, representative of a lower rear fuselage structure. It also includes controlled
water impacts of fuselages with dynamic pitch in order to assess the effects of the variation of
the attitude on the resulting hydrodynamic loads. The analysis of these experiments will aim
at improving the numerical treatment of complex phenomena (cavitation and ventilation) and
serve the purpose of calibrating and validating our model for full aircraft studies.
Another challenge in the extension to full aircraft studies is the simulation of the horizontal
hydrodynamic force. For high impact speeds we can no longer consider uniquely a friction
term for the horizontal hydrodynamic force. We could for instance add a term to account for
the mass of displaced fluid.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In the proposed approach, the 3D impacting body is replaced by a series of equally spaced
vertical ground sections. The initial 3D problem gives birth to 2D sub-problems (2D+t
approach). For each 2D sub-problem, a vertical hydrodynamic force is evaluated based on the
Wagner formulation. A first order Taylor expansion is used to account for the real shape of
the impacting section.
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The proposed MLM strategy is implemented in Dassault-Aviation industrial tools and has
been validated for various impact conditions. The challenges associated to the extension to
full aircraft studies have been highlighted. In particular, experimental high speed controlled
ditching tests involving double curvature of the impacting body and variations of the attitude
during the impact are being performed to investigate the complex phenomena (cavitation and
ventilation) arising in the circumstances of an aircraft ditching. This test matrix will constitute
a basis for the calibration and the validation of our numerical model when it comes to full
aircraft studies. High fidelity computational methods (VOF, SPH) will also be evaluated to
improve the numerical treatment of these phenomena.
Finally, to complete the MLM approach and evaluate the pressure distribution at large
penetration depth or perform detailed analyses involving local flexibility effects, other
methodologies (CEL, VOF or SPH methods) should be further investigated.
6
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Abstract
Hydrodynamic loads acting on a cylindrical body moving inside a supercavity are investigated
using both experimental and theoretical methods. Experimental studies of supercavitating models
moving at speeds in the range from 400 m/s to 1000 m/s revealed a regime of bouncing motion,
in which the rear part of an axisymmetric body periodically bounces against the free boundaries
of the supercavity. The hydrodynamic force generated by the impacts and the behaviour of the
cavity surface are of main concern in this paper. Analysis is performed in the approximation of
two-dimensional potential flow of an ideal and incompressible liquid with negligible surface
tension effects. The primary interest of the study is to investigate the effects of the cavity and
body shapes on the added mass and the velocity distribution along the cavity surface
immediately after an impact. The impulsive motion of an arc-shaped body inside a cylindrical
cavity is studied based on the integral hodograph method, which makes it possible to derive
analytic expressions for the flow potential and for the complex velocity in an auxiliary parameter
plane and obtain a solution of the problem in parametric form. The problem is reduced to a
system of two integro-differential equations in the unknowns velocity magnitude on the cavity
surface and the angle between the velocity vector and the cavity boundary. These equations are
solved numerically using the method of successive approximations. The obtained results
revealed that the added mass of an arc impacting a cylindrical cavity depends heavily on its
angle. As the angle tends to zero or the radius of the cavity tends to infinity, the obtained solution
tends to that corresponding to a plate impacting a flat free surface.
1. Introduction
High-speed motion in water is known to be most efficient in the regime of developed cavitation.
In the supercavitation regime, the formation of a developed cavity downstream of the cavitator is
possible, this allowing the moving body to diminish or fully eliminate its contact with the water
downstream of the cavitator. Because of this, there is little, if any, friction drag on the body
surface covered by the cavity. In this case, the moving model experiences only hydrodynamic
drag on the cavitator [1, 2, 3].
The motion of a high-speed supercavitating vehicle (HSSV) is instable in nature because of a
torque produced by the hydrodynamic drag acting on the cavitator and the inertia force acting on
the body further downstream. Besides, no buoyancy force acts on the vehicle inside the
supercavity, and its weight is compensated by the hydrodynamic forces. This type of motion faces
some challenges to control the stability of the motion. Experimental studies of supercavitating
models moving at speeds in the range from 400 m/s to 1000 m/s, carried out at IHM, revealed a
regime of bouncing motion, in which the rear part of an axisymmetric model periodically bounces
against the boundaries of the supercavity. The interaction between the model and the cavity
boundaries in bouncing motion is similar to water impacts. It is shown that the impact loads can lead
to loss of the stability of the supercavitation motion and the structural stability of the model [4, 5, 6].
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As known from ship hydrodynamics [7, 8], planing takes place if the Froude number exceeds
a certain critical value

Fr 

V
g3

Q

 3,

where V is the speed, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Q is the water displacement. In this
case, the hydrodynamic lift accounts for more than 95%, while the contribution of the
hydrostatic lift diminishes to 4%.
As the speed increases, planning inevitably changes to bouncing planing (Fr >> 3), in which
the hull–liquid interaction is of impact character. The bouncing motion of suparcavitating objects
inside the supercavity differs essentially from the motion of planing boats over a water surface.
HSSVs execute periodic oscillations about the center of gravity, in which the stern bounces
between the surrounding supercavity walls. Impacts with the walls at a speed of about 1,000 m/s
may result in loss of stability and destroy the vehicle [5]. With a further velocity increase up to
1500 m/s, the density of saturated vapour inside the supercavity  = 0.02 kg/m3 at the
temperature, t  22⁰C, becomes sufficient to produce an aerodynamic head pressure of 0.0225
MPa to support the HSSV without any contact with the water [7]
1.1 Experimental studies of supercavitating objects.
The bouncing motion of models was found out in the stability study of the inertial
supercavitating motion of axisymmetric objects conducted as part of the program of
experimental investigations at the Institute of Hydromechanics of the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine [2, 4, 5, 9]. A schematic of the experimental setup equipped with a
photorecording and speed measurement system is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Launching tank schematic.
An electrochemical catapult 2 is installed at the head of a launching tank 1 of length 35 m.
The catapult decomposes water into hydrogen and oxygen and uses the energy released in the
burning of their mixture for launching models at speeds up to 1,550 m/s. At the end of the
launching tank, models were caught with a catcher 4. The supercavitating flow pattern was
recorded through twin glass windows 5 by photo TV cameras 6 using a pulse lighting system 7,
8, 9 with an exposure time from 210 – 6 s. The model speed was measured with contact sensors
11 - 14, inertia sensors 18, pulse shapers 15, and speed recorders 16.
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The experiments were made with models of length, L, from 83 mm to 150 mm and diameter,
D, from 7 mm to 10 mm with a cavitator diameter, dn, from 1 mm to 1.5 mm. The model speed
was from 880 m/s to 903 m/s.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. a) Supercavitating model in the supercavity at the instant of a bounce against the upper
boundary of the cavity: V = 910 m/s, exposure time 210-6 s, L = 150 mm; D = 10 mm, dn =
1.2 mm; b) a supercavitating model and a supercavity with bouncing marks: L = 85 mm, D =
7.7 mm, dn = 0.97 mm, V = 980 m/s; c) supercavity with bouncing marks on the side walls: L =
150 mm, D = 10 mm, dn = 1.2 mm, V = 900 m/s.

Figure 3. High-speed photos of the motion of a supercavitating model V = 890 m/s,
t 2.4  104 s, L = 150 mm, D = 10 mm, dn = 1.2 mm.
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Figures 2 and 3 show supercavities with marks of model bounces against the walls. The
photos were taken using a high-speed X-Stream XS-4 video camera and pulse lighting with a
pulse width of 210-6 s. As can be seem from Figs. 2 and 3, the marks of model bounces on the
supercavity walls are 0.2 to 0.3 m apart, which at a model speed of 900 m/s sets up periodic
bouncing with a frequency of about 1.5 kHz. In the assumption of harmonic oscillations
y  A Sin  t of amplitude A  0.5D  5 mm, the g-load on the stern of the model will be

y  A(2n)2  0.005(2 1500)2  45 103  g

(1)

This g-load is comparable with that on a shell in a gun barrel and may deform models, which
was occasionally observed in the experiments.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the analysis of the experimental data:
1. An indispensable condition for bouncing planing is a clearance between the model body
and the supercavity boundary, h > 0.15 D.
2. A model executed oscillations in the supercavity both in the vertical (Fig. 3) and in the
horizontal (Fig. 2) plane passing through the supercavity axis. The position of the
oscillation plane seems to depend on the location of the initial disturbance during the exit
from the barrel.
3. The bouncing oscillations of a model in the supercavity are affected by the disturbances
of the supercavity boundary caused by the cavitator oscillations in antiphase with the
stern oscillations. They come to the stern with delay t
L
(2)
t  ,
V
where L is the model length and V is the model speed.

Figure 4. Simulation of the dynamics of a supercavitating model. Instant of a bounce against the
upper boundary of the supercavity.
Fig. 4 shows a screenshot taken during the simulation of model oscillations in the supercavity,
The mathematical model of supercavity shape calculation was based on the principle of
independent cavity section evolution [1]. The simulation accounted for the model and cavity
shape, the moment of inertia of the model, the position of the center of gravity, and the
hydrodynamic forces on the cavitator and the stern of the model. If the delay t with which the
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disturbances from the cavitator come to the model stern is half the bouncing period, the radial
displacement of the cavity will be in phase with that of the stern, thus causing a resonance.
In view of (2), the resonance condition is
L T
1
 
.
V 2 2n

(3)

Hence it follows that the resonance frequency n p is
np 

V
.
2L

(4)

At L = 0.150 m and V = 900 m/s, the resonance frequency is n p = 3 kHz, which is 2 –3 times

higher than the frequencies of steady-state bouncing observed in the experiments. The simulation
has shown that for frequencies n  n p the cavity oscillations will have a stabilizing effect on the
model oscillations in the cavity.

Depending on the model and cavity shape, the interaction of the model stern with the cavity
boundary at their contact may be of penetration or impact character. In the case where the stern
of a cylindrical body enters the water at an angle of attack and the area of contact with the water
increases as the stern submerges, the interaction is of penetration character. Problems of this type
are considered in [10 - 16]. In the case where the diameters of the body and the cavity are close
and the shape of the boundaries is congruent over a considerable area, the interaction is of impact
character, and the forces produced on impact are far greater than those in the case of penetration.
This problem is considered in the next section.
2. Impulse solution for a circular arc impacting the free surface of the cylindrical cavity
The pioneering works on water impact problems are based on von Karman [10] impulse solution
for a flat plate impacting the flat free surface of the half-space of the liquid. This solution is
widely used as a model of various water impact problems of shaped bodies for which the actual
shape is replaced by the equivalent plate. The von Karman solution implies that the free surface
remained flat during impact, and the length of the equivalent plate equals to the length between
intersection points of the actual body and the free surface. Further development of the water
impact models has been done by Wagner [11] who introduced the correction of the length of the
equivalent plate taking into account the free surface rise due to the liquid displacement by the
body. After Wagner’s correction the length of the plate included the effect of the local free
surface elevation, and therefore the length itself was the part the solution.
Most of studies on water impact problems arising in various marine applications deal with a
flat free surface. In the present paper we study the effects of the free surface shape on the
impulse forces generated by the impacts between the HSSV vehicles and the free surface of the
cylindrical supercavity.
We consider an arc of circle of the radius R and angle 2 which impacts the free surface at
time t  0 . Immediately after the impact at time t  0 , the velocity of the circular arc is V
directed downward as shown in figure 5a. The liquid is assumed to be ideal and incompressible,
and the flow is irrotational. The gravity and surface tension effects are ignored. Based on the
dynamic equivalence, the body entry speed can be regarded zero and the flow comes from
y   with velocity V . We define a Cartesian system xy with its origin at the bottom of the
arc.
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Figure 5. (a) sketch of the impulse impact of the circular arc onto the cylindrical free surface; (b)
  pane; (c) variation of the function   tan 1 (vn / vs ) along the whole boundary of the fluid
region. The continuous and step changes in  are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
The problem is to determine the function w( z) which conformally maps the physical plane z
onto the complex-velocity potential region w . We shall use the integral hodograph method [16].
In the method a parameter plane  is introduced. Instead of finding w( z ) directly, two complex
functions, dw / dz , which is the complex velocity, and the function dw / d both are sought in
the   plane in the integral form. Once these two functions are found, the relation between the
parameter and stationary planes can be determined as follows:


z ( ) 
zO  
0



dz
dw
d 
zO  
d
d
0

dw
d ,
dz

(5)

where zO is the position of point O.
Based on the method of Chaplygin (see §5 of Chapter 1 in Gurevich (1965)) we choose the
first quadrant of the   plane shown in figure 1b as the parameter region which corresponds to
the flow region of x  0 in the physical plane in figure 5a. The functions dw / dz and dw / d
conformally map the parameter region onto the regions of the complex velocity and the
derivative of the complex potential. Based on the theorem of conformal mapping three points in
the parameter plane can be chosen arbitrary, which are taken as O (intersection point of the body
surface and the free surface), D (a point at infinity) and A (stagnation point at the bottom of the
arc), as shown in figure 5b. The imaginary axis corresponds to the free surface OC . The interval
0    a of the real axis corresponds to the circular arc, and the interval a    1 corresponds
to the symmetry line AD . The rest of the positive real axis ( 1     ) corresponds to the
symmetry line CD . In order to determine the functions dw / dz and dw / d we shall formulate
appropriate boundary-value problems for each of these functions in the   plane.
At this stage it is assumed that the velocity modulus along the free surface, that is along the
positive part of the imaginary axis,
dw
 v ( ) ,
dz

0    ,   0 .
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is known. This function will be determined below in the following. In the frame of reference
attached to the flat plate, the normal velocity component equals zero due to the impermeability
condition. This means that the argument χ of the complex velocity along the interval 0    a
of the real axis equals   ( ) , where  ( ) is the slope of the arc as function of the variable  .
By using these notations we can write the function  ( ) as follows

 dw     ( ),

 ( ) arg


 
 dz    / 2,

0    a,  
0,
a    ,  0.

(7)

The problem is then to find a function dw dz in the first quadrant of the parameter plane which
satisfies the given boundary conditions. The formula
1  d   
dw
i
ln 
d 
 v exp  

dz

  0 d     

d ln v    i  
ln 
 d 
d
   i  
0





(8)

provides a solution of the mixed boundary-value problem (6) - (7) in the first quadrant of the
complex   plane. Here, v  v( )  is the velocity magnitude at point C. The argument of
the complex velocity undergoes a step change at the point   a corresponding to the corner at
point A in the physical plane,  (a )  0 . Substituting equation (7) into the first integral in (8) we
finally obtain an expression for the complex velocity in the  -plane as
1

 1 a d   
 a   2
dw
 v 
 exp    d  ln    
dz
 a  

 0


i
 d  



d ln v    i 
ln 
d  i  0  ,

d
   i 
0






(9)

where v  v( )  . It is seen that the complex velocity function has only one zero of order 1 2
at point   a .
In order to analyse the behaviour of the velocity potential along the free surface, it is
useful to introduce the unit vectors n and τ which are normal and tangent to the free surface,
respectively. The normal vector is directed outward from the fluid region while the spatial
coordinate along the free surface s increases along the free surface with the fluid region taken on
the left (figure 5). With this notation,

dw  (vn  vs )ds ,

(10)

where v n and v s are the tangential and normal velocity components, respectively. Let θ denote
the angle between the velocity vector on the free surface and the unit vector τ ,   tan 1 (vn / vs ) ;
its behaviour along the boundary of the fluid region is shown in figure 2.
The argument of the derivative of the complex potential,  ( )  arg(dw / d ) , can be
determined on the whole boundary of the flow domain as follows

0    ,  0,
0,
 dw  

 ( , t ) arg

 d  arg  dw    / 2,
 0, 0    

  

  ds 
By introducing the continuous function  ( , t )
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 ,
 dw  
 ( ) arg      ,
 ds  
 ( ),

1    ,  0,
0    1,  0,
0    ,  0.

(12)

( )  / 2 at point C .
to  
The function  ( ) increases from  (0)   / 2 at point O
The derivative of the potential can be written in the following integral formula (Semenov &
Iafrati 2006):

 1  d

dw
1 d
2
2


 K (t ) exp   
ln     d   
ln  2   2  d   i ( )  ,
d
 0 d 
  0 d 


(13)

where K is a real factor and    ( )   . By substituting (11) and (12) into (13) and evaluating
the integrals over each step change of the function  ( ) at point D (   1 ), we obtain
 1  d

dw
1
2
2
exp
ln


d

 K




,
2

2
d

d


1



  0

(14)

where  ( )  ( ) i .
The equations (9) and (14) include two unknown parameters K , a and v which are determined
from the following physical considerations. The velocity magnitude at point D (   1 ) is chosen
as the reference velocity, therefore it is equal to 1 ,
v


 1 a d  1

1 a
2 d ln v
exp  
ln
d  
arctan  d  
1.
(15)
1 a
 0 d
  0 d   1


The length of the circular arc is
a

ds

 d d  R ,

(16)

0

ds

d

dz

d  

dw
d

K
1
 a
dw

2
2
dz   v (  1)   a

1
2

a

. (17)

 1 d
  
1 d
1 d ln v
ln( 2   2 )d  
ln( 2   2 )d   
2 tan 1   d 
 exp  
 0 d 
 0 d
  
  0 d




The mass balance between the incoming liquid and that coming into the cavity
R (  )


0

vn ds  R sin  ,

or



ds

 v sin  d d  sin  ,

(18)

0

  d ln v

v ( ) v exp   
d   .
where vn  v sin 
and 


  d 

Equations (9) and (14) contain the functions  ( ) , v ( ) and  ( ) , which have to be
determined from the kinematic boundary condition on the free surface and the wetted surface of
the body.
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Body surface boundary condition: integro-differential equation for function  ( ) .
By integrating (17) along the real axis of the parameter region, we can determine the spatial
coordinate along the body as a function of the parameter variable 


ds
d  .
d 
0

s( )  

(19)

Since the function    ( s) is known on the wetted body surface OA corresponding to the
interval 0    a , the function    ( ) is determined from the following equation:

d d ds
.

d
ds d 

(18)

By using ds / d from (15), this equation takes the form
d K
1
 a
  [ s( )] 2
2
d  v
(  1)   a

1
2

(19)
a

 1 d
  
1 d
1 d ln v
 exp  
ln( 2   2 )d  
ln( 2   2 )d    
2 tan 1   d  ,
 0 d 
 0 d
  
  0 d




where
 ( s) d
 / ds 1 / R is the curvature of the circle arc.
Kinematic boundary condition on the cavity surface: integral equation for the function
d ln v / d .
During the impulse impact the free surface does not change. The slope of the free surface can be
obtained using the relation, dz / d  (dw / d ) / (dw / dz ) , and equations (9) and (14)

 dz



 dw



 dw



 dw



 ( ) 
arg 
arg 
 ( )  arg 

  arg 
 
 .
 d




d
dz
dz

i



i


 i
 i 








(20)

Taking the argument of the complex velocity from (9) at   i and substituting the result into
(20) we obtain the following integral equation respect the function d ln/ d




1 d ln v    
2 d


ln
d   
tan 1 d  tan 1 
 ( )   ( ),

 0 d     
 0 d

a

(21)

where  ( ) is the velocity angle to the cavity surface is determined from the following
condition. The velocity generated on the cavity surface during the impulse impact should has its
direction which is perpendicular to the free surface. This fact follows from Euler equations in
cases of constant pressure along the free surface. Therefore, the tangential component of the
velocity remains constant during the impact, v cos   sin  , from which the function  ( ) can
be determined
 sin 
 v

  cos 1 


.


(22)

The impulse force P generating the flow which potential is  can be evaluated using Cauchy Lagrange integral
L

P
    ( s )ds 
m L2V ,
L
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where m is the coefficient of the added mass of the circular arc, and L  R sin  is the
projection onto the x  axis.
Results and discussion
The solution procedure of the system of integral equations (19) and (21) is based on the method
of successive approximations. In discrete form, the solution is sought on a fixed set of points  j ,

j  1,..., M distributed along the real axis of the parameter region and on a fixed set of points
 j , j  1,..., N distributed along the imaginary axis as geometric series. In the most
calculations below, N  400 and M  200 . The smallest intervals near the edge of the arc (point
O) was chosen 1  1  0  1  0  105 . Equation (19) converges rapidly requiring few
iterations, while equation (21) together with (22) take several hundred iterations to reach the
tolerance   105 .

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 6. Velocity distribution along the cylindrical cavity for different angles of the arc: a)
  0.5 ; b)   0.25 ; c)   0.15 and c)   0.1 .
Velocity distributions along the cylindrical cavity are shown in figure 6 for different angles of
the circular arc. The results are shown in the system of coordinates related to the calm liquid at
infinity. The thick lines correspond to the arc and velocity vectors are shown by the thin lines
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perpendicular to the cylindrical cavity shape (inside the circle) and to the circular arc (outside the
circle). At the edge of the arc the velocity magnitude tends to infinity (these lines were
shortened), and gradually decrease away from the arc. As the length of the arc increases, the
minimal velocity at the top of the cavity also increases. It is caused by the larger amount of the
liquid which the arc push inside the cavity. As the angle of the arc becomes smaller and smaller
the cavity surface flattener near the arc and the solution gradually tends to that corresponding to
the plate impacting the flat free surface.

Figure 7. Coefficient of the added mass for the circular arc impacting the cylindrical cavity vs
angle of the arc. At =0 (solid square) the circular arc becomes the flat plate for which m = π/2.
The coefficient of the added mass versus the arc angle is shown in figure 7. For very small angle
 , the value of the coefficient tends to  / 2 that corresponds to the plate impacting the free
surface. However, it rapidly decreases for relatively moderate values 0   /   0.1 . Such
behaviour of the added mass could be explained as the effect of the shape of the body which
reduce the liquid acceleration near the arc. Similar effect was observed in the paper [15], who
studied the water entry problem of the circular arc based on the Wagner's approach. For the angle
0.2   /   0.5 the coefficient of the added mass increases. This may occur due to choice of
the length L  R sin  in (23). Indeed, the length L is slowly increases as  /   0.5 , while
the area of liquid displaced by the arc increases proportionally to the length R .
Conclusions.
The sudden vertical motion of the circular arc impacting the wall of the cylindrical cavity has
been investigated. The fully nonlinear hydrodynamic problem has been solved through the
derivation of the flow potential which has been obtained applying the integral hodograph
method. The problem is reduced to a system of integral and integro-differential equations in
terms of the slope of the body and velocity magnitude along the free surface after the kinematic
boundary conditions on the body and free surface are imposed. The numerical results are
presented over a wide range of the arc angles 0   /   0.5 in terms of the velocity distribution
along the free surface. The non monotonic behaviour of the added mass coefficient, m , for
different arc angles is revealed. For very small angles of the arc,  , the coefficient of the added
mass tends to  / 2 that corresponds to the added mass coefficient of the flat plat impacting the
flat free surface. However, small change of the angle  causes the significant decrease of m to
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the value about m  0.5 . The present study makes the possibility to evaluate impulse forces
acting on the vehicles moving at high speeds inside the supercavity, that is necessary to predict
overall dynamics of high-speed supercavitating vehicles.
In actual practice, the following should be taken into account: the supercavity is filled with
saturated water vapor, whose density is lower than the air density by a factor of several tens; the
water vapor flows about the model body at a supersonic velocity with a Mach number of about
3; the supercavity boundary is not smooth and has a spray structure typical of high-velocity jet
flows. However, these neglected factors reduce dynamic loads. So the estimation of the
hydrodynamic forces by the above-described kinematic model will give maximum possible
values, which may be used in assessing the required HSSV strength and motion stability. It
should be noted that the body of a supercavitating HSSV interacts with the supercavity
boundaries that it forms itself using its cavitator. This factor should be used to form a cavity
boundary with properties and a shape that offer reduced impact loads.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present the hydroelastic assessment of high-speed flat plate
slamming events. The complex water entry problem involves the interaction of the structure with a dense fluid and time-dependent wetness. While the majority of the studies of
this problem have been focused on the pure vertical motion, in this study, we primarily
focus on the effects of large forward speed on the hydroelastic response of the plate.
The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) methodology used in this work is based on a
tightly coupled approach between computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element method (FEM). For the fluid domain, CFD with the volume-of-fluid (VoF) method
is applied to solve the air-water interface. For the structure simulation, the commercial
software Abaqus is used to discretize the structure with linear dynamic finite elements,
and modal decomposition is applied to the FEM model to decoupled and truncated the
structural system.
The study examines the hydrodynamic performance and global response of two flatplate structural arrangements and investigates the importance of three-dimensional flow
effects. Rigid body and two-way coupled simulations are presented to investigate and
assess the hydroelastic effects of hydrodynamic loading during slamming events.

1

Introduction

The analysis of water entry problems is complex since they involve high localized
pressure, complex free surface topology and fluid-structure interaction. In this work, we
focus on three interdependent aspects of this slamming problem: the importance of threedimensional effects on the jet root evolution, the time-dependent wetness that is part of
the slamming event, and lastly, the deformation of the structure due to the hydrodynamic
loading.
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The numerical results for one of the structural arrangements are compared to a theoretical two-dimensional self-similar solution developed by [1]. This theoretical solution
is based on a potential flow approach of an ideal incompressible fluid, assuming constant
vertical and horizontal velocities during the impact case. The numerical results are further validated using experimental data presented in [2]. The experimental campaign was
conducted on CNR-INSEAN for aircraft ditching applications, but the velocity ratio and
impact conditions are also suitable for high-speed marine vessels.
2

Numerical Method

The numerical method is based on a coupling between computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element method (FEM). The algorithm allows for either loosely or
tightly coupled simulations, depending on the user application. The FSI solver is based
on the work presented in [3]. The FSI method is capable of coupling OpenFOAM for the
fluid domain and Nastran, Abaqus or an in-house developed FEA solver for the structural
domain.
The fluid domain solution is determined using CFD with the volume of fluid approach
(VoF). VoF allows for the tracking of the complex non-linear free surface accurately for
complex geometries. VoF is used with the Navier-Stokes equations to combine the properties of fluids (air and water) into a single continuous fluid using the volume fraction
variable α, as shown in equations 1 through 5.
∇ · u = 0
 

∂ρu
+ ∇ · ρuu = −∇p̄ + ∇ · µ ∇u + ∇uT − ρg
∂t

(1)

(2)

Where u is the fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, µ fluid viscosity, p̄ fluid pressure and
g gravitational acceleration.
ρ(x, t) = ρwater α(x, t) + ρair (1 − α(x, t))

(3)

µ(x, t) = µwater α(x, t) + µair (1 − α(x, t))

(4)

∂α
+ ∇ · (αu) + ∇ · (α(1 − α)ur ) = 0
∂t

(5)

The structural domain is solved using the modal decomposition method within the finiteelement approach. The structure is simulated using the commercial software Abaqus.
The modal decomposition allows for modal truncation, reducing the complexity of the
structure. This selection of modes is based on their energy participation factor in the
response. Furthermore, due to the orthogonality of the mode shapes, the system can be
2
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truncated and simplified to a decoupled system of structural equations of motion shown
in Equation 6.
[I]{q̈} + [2ξωn ]{q̇} + [ωn2 ]{q} = {f }

(6)

Both the structural and fluid domains are solved sequentially in an iterative manner
by the tightly-coupled solver. The rigid-body fluid stress is averaged at the structural
Gauss points; then the velocity is provided at the fluid grid points from the structureshape functions. Due to the FSI segregated nature, an inertial under-relaxation factor γ
introduced in [4] is applied to ensure the stability of the method.
3

Test Case and Numerical Setup

The experimental condition simulated in this study is an aluminum alloy AL2024-T3
plate, 1 m long, 0.5 m wide and 15 mm thick. The outer perimeter of the plate was
clamped to a thicker frame on the edges, reducing the elastic impact area to 0.850 m
by 0.350 m. The impact setup is pitch angle θ= 10◦ , vertical velocity V=10 m/s and
horizontal velocity U=40 m/s. The test case is labeled condition 1132 in [2]. Velocities
in numerical simulation are held constant during the impact. This constraint follows the
theoretical solution from [1] and provides an opportunity to more clearly highlight the
three-dimensional effects during the slamming event.
The fluid domain discretization is shown in Figure 1. The domain spatial discretization
is constant in a region that extends from the leading edge of the plate up to the end of
the domain. This region allows for more accurate resolution of the free-surface. A grid
refinement study is conducted for the coarse, medium, and fine grids. A summary of the
grid resolutions is shown in Table 1.

(a) Profile view of CFD mesh

(b) Body plan view of CFD mesh

Figure 1: Fluid domain discritization for coarse grid (L = 1 m and ∆x = 4 mm).
The structural domain is discretized using Abaqus SR4 shell elements. Figure 2 displays the final spatial discretization used for the hydroelastic plate response. To ensure
3
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Table 1: CFD grid resolution

Coarse
Medium
Fine

Grid Cells Plate Faces
3,091,567
32,629
5,990,979
57,084
15,496,386
128,651

Resolution
4 mm
3 mm
2 mm

Figure 2: Abaqus structure mesh with symmetry boundary condition on the negative Y
direction. Mesh resolution of 5280 SR4 shell elements.
structural domain convergence, two approaches were employed: a modal element frequency convergence and a mode participation factor determined based on modal energy
response. Modal element convergence is shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
first ten modes converge after the FEM mesh reaches 5,280 shell elements. This mesh
resolution is selected for the hydroelastic simulations and modal energy response analysis.
The modal energy response of the plate slamming is determined by the modal force
generated from a rigid-plate impact. The rigid modal force is obtained in the one-way
coupled simulation for the first 25 plate modes. These forces are combined with the
transfer function of a damped single degree-of-freedom system to determine the mode
participation energy. The first ten modes are sufficient to capture 99.9933% of the total
system energy.
4

Rigid-Plate Slamming

The numerical FSI method is used to study the water entry problem of a flat plate
with high horizontal speed. Validation and convergence of the fluid domain are performed
for the quantities of force components acting on the plate, transverse water surface elevation, local pressure and jet root propagation velocity. Figure 4 shows a comparison
of the x and z force components acting on the plate for numerical simulations and experiments. As illustrated in Figure 4 numerical grid convergence on force components
acting on the plate is achieved. Excellent agreement between experimental and numerical
4
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Frequency [rad/s]

10 4

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6
Mode 7
Mode 8
Mode 9
Mode 10
5280 Elements

10 3

10 2
10 1

10 2

10 3

10 4

10 5

Number of shell Elements

Figure 3: Finite element mesh modal convergence study.
slope and magnitude for the z component of the force is observed. The magnitude and
slope of the x component of force is in agreement for all numerical grids and experimental
data up to t=0.0042 s. Experimental x force data displays a rapid force fluctuation from
t=0.0042-0.0408 s, whereas the numerical simulations maintain a constant negative force
during this period. After this period, the experimental force maintains almost a constant
negative value until the jet leaves the plate, where a positive slope on the force can be
observed. All numerical simulations exhibit a similar trend. The time difference between
the change in slope for numerical and experimental results is due to the constant impact
velocity constraint that is implemented for the numerical simulations. The absolute jet
root propagation velocity is maintained in the simulations, whereas the experiments observed a small velocity reduction during the impact time of approximately 2 m/s.

Fx [N]

1

10 4

0

-1

-2
0

Fz [N]

10

10

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

4

5
Force-E
Force-C
Force-M
Force-F

0

-5
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Time [s]

Figure 4: Time history of force components in x (top) and z (bottom) for coarse (C),
medium (M), fine (F) grids and experiment (E) for condition 1132.

5
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Figure 5 displays the local pressure time history comparison between the experimental
pressure probes and the coarse, medium and fine grids. The reference time used in Figure 5 corresponds to the time where the peak pressure rise occurs at 0.125 m. Excellent
agreement between experimental and numerical pressure coefficient is observed. The time
difference between numerical values and experimental observations is due to the deceleration of the plate during the impact phase. The numerical method underpredicts the
maximum peak pressure observed near the trailing edge of the plate. The experimental
value for the pressure coefficient observed at 0.125 m is 1.8, whereas the fine grid estimated
a value of 1.43. This underprediction is due to insufficient grid resolution for the pressure
integration near the trailing edge. Further grid refinement is necessary for solving high
local pressure in this region. Experimental pressure probes exhibit a significant reduction
in maximum peak pressure between probes located at 0.125 and 0.400 m and an almost
constant peak pressure for following locations. A similar pattern is observed in numerical
pressure time history.

Figure 5: Time history of pressure coefficient cp recorded at 0.125, 0.400, 0.600 and
0.800 m along the centerline of the plate from the trailing edge for coarse (C), medium
(M), fine (F) and experiment (Cp -E) for condition 1132.
Figure 6 shows good agreement between numerical and experimental results on the
pressure distribution along plate centerline at the time when the peak arrives at 0.800 m
from the trailing edge. Numerical and experimental observations agree on the pressure
ratio values with the theoretical solution near the trailing edge of the plate. The pressure
ratio values diverge from the theoretical solution as the peak pressure moves along the
plate, highlighting the role of possible three-dimensional effects.
Lastly, a transverse water surface elevation comparison among the numerical grids is
performed. Figure 7 displays transverse view of the water surface elevation η, located at
the plate trailing edge for the full model plate on the right and half model plate on the
6
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Figure 6: Pressures of probes along the plate centerline at the instant of peak pressure
located at 0.800 m from the trailing edge. The horizontal and vertical axes are scaled
by the location and pressure of corresponding probe. The solid black line shows the
theoretical solution. Error bars represent the experimental dispersion during the test
repeats.
left. The horizontal axis is the dimensionless transverse coordinate defined as ξ = y/B.
Close agreement is observed for the free surface between the medium and fine grids for
both the full and half plate models.
5

Jet Root Curvature

Rigid tests with different plate widths are performed to analyze three-dimensional effects. The two plate geometries considered for the three-dimensional effect investigation
are 0.5 m and 0.25 m plate widths. The pressure field acting on the plate for six instances
in time are analyzed, corresponding to maximum peak pressure arriving at 0.125, 0.250,
0.400, 0.600 and 0.800 m from the trailing edge and when the peak pressure arrives to the
leading edge. The maximum peak pressure is extracted and interpolated onto a finer mesh
resolution for analysis. A parabolic equation is fit using the least-squares method on the
data points to obtain the equation coefficients. The formulation of the problem follows a
similar analysis performed by [5], but instead of using the wetted length of the plate the
maximum peak pressure location is used. Li denotes the distance from the trailing edge
of the to the geometric intersection between the undisturbed waterplane and the plate.
Lp is the x coordinated of where the line of the peak pressure intersects the outer edge of
the plate and d(y) defines the curvature of the maximum peak pressure.
The maximum peak pressure location is defined by:
xp (y) = Lp + d(y)
d(y) = a0 + a2 y 2

7
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Figure 7: Transverse water surface elevation view at the time when peak pressure arrives
at 0.800 m. Full-plate model grids are denoted as CF, MF, and FF for the corse, medium,
and fine grids. Half-plate model is denotated as CH, MH, and FH for the coarse, medium
and fine respectively.
Li
(9)
B
Lp
λp =
(10)
B
y
ξ=
(11)
B
d(y)
(12)
δ=
B
Substituting the dimensionless variables defined on equations 9-12, we can express the
equation for the curvature of the peak pressure as:
λi =

δ(ξ) = α0 + α2 ξ 2
Where the dimensionless equation coefficients are defined as:
a0
α0 =
B
α 2 = a2 B

(13)

(14)
(15)

Figures 8 and 9 display the results of the least-squares method for the unsteady impact
condition. The calculated average dimensionless coefficient α0 and α2 for all analyzed
instances are 0.070 and -0.244 respectively. Figure 10 displays a comparison between the
unsteady plate slamming peak pressure location and the steady plate jet root propagation
experiments performed by [5]. Figure 10 shows how both the full and half-width plates
maximum peak pressure is in agreement with the experimental jet root defined by a curve
with the form of 1.60λi − 0.30λ2i derived in [5].
Figure 11 shows the time delay of the peak pressure, where excellent agreement is
observed until halfway along the plate. A significant difference in propagation velocity
8
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Figure 8: (a) shows the fine grid pressure field (top) and unsteady geometric intersection
between free-surface and plate (bottom) for 0.5 m plate width at t=0.075s and (b) shows
the fine grid maximum peak pressure extraction for 0.5 m plate width is denotated by
FF-Peak pressure at the same instance in time. The vertical and horizontal axes are
dimensionalized by the plate width. λi is defined from the trailing edge of the plate until
the geometric intersection and λp is measured from the trailing edge up to the maximum
peak pressure edge point. δ(ξ) defines the maximum peak pressure curvature from λp .
for 0.600 and 0.800 m locations is observed for both numerical and experimental values.
As previously explained these differences are due to the absolute plate velocity reduction
during the impact phase for experimental repeats. A linear trend in the propagation
velocity and a higher value than that of the geometric intersection is observed for all grids
and experimental data. The half plate propagation velocity is closer to the predicted
theoretical solution. The large pitch angle for the model condition and the reduction in
plate width allows for more water to escape from the sides of the plate increasing the
three-dimensional effects. These results confirm the role of three-dimensional effects on
reducing the jet root propagation velocity and the peak pressure intensity.
6

Hydroelastic Slamming

The hydroelastic validation is performed for the quantity of strain in the axial plate
direction. Figure 12 shows the experimental and numerical strain comparison for four discrete points located at the centerline and port edge of the plate. The overall hydroelastic
response is captured by the tightly-coupled FSI method. The centerline strain gages S2
and S5 predict higher deformation compared to edge gages S3 and S6 for both numerical

9
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Figure 9: Analytical peak pressure curvature analysis for the two flat-plate structural
arrangments. The vertical axis represents the dimensionless geometric intersection for
the unsteady motion. The horizontal axes are the dimensionless coefficients as defined in
Equations 14 and 15 respectively.
and experimental results. Underprediction and high frequency of oscillation in numerical
solution are due to a fully clamped edge boundary condition (BC) assumption. The experimental set-up can be more accurately modeled using a condition between pinned and
clamped. Further investigation needs to be performed in this regard since strain is highly
sensitive to BC modifications.
7

Conclusions

In this paper, we describe a hydroelastic numerical method used to simulate a flatplate slamming event. The method is based on a tightly coupled approach between the
fluid and structure domains and applicable for high forward-vertical speed ratios, large
added mass, and time-dependent wetness problems. The structure is modeled by a linear dynamic solver within the commercial software Abaqus with the modal decomposition
method. The fluid domain solution is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations and solved
using computational fluid dynamics within OpenFOAM with the volume-of-fluid method.
The CFD method validation is performed for the quantities of local pressure, vertical
and longitudinal force components, peak pressure propagation velocity. The tightly coupled method is validated for strain in the axial plate direction. Comparisons are made
with the theoretical and experimental results presented in [1]. Also, a comparison is performed for the peak-pressure and jet root curvature presented in [5].
The numerical results show excellent agreement with the experimental data for the force
components, local peak pressure, and peak pressure propagation velocity. The numerical
strains captured the overall hydroelastic response and tend to slightly underpredict the
10
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Figure 10: Analytical peak pressure curvature analysis for the two flat-plate structural
arrangments.
experimental value. This reduction is due to the fully-clamped edge boundary condition
apply to the structure. It is expected that the physical boundary conditions are between
a pinned and clamped condition.
Finally, a detailed analysis of the unsteady maximum peak pressure curvature is performed and compared with [5] steady wave rise curvature. Results agree with [5] water
rise curvature for both full and half plate widths maximum peak pressure curvature.
Three-dimensional effects are highlighted by reducing the jet root propagation speed and
increasing the time required for the jet root to fully developed.
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Abstract. In its fresh state, cementitious systems can be considered as colloidal suspensions
build up from a mineral particles that follow a predefined grading. In this paper, a modelling
approach that shows the healing potential of a blended cementitious system will be provided
that consists of original cementitious particles mixed with so-called Dissoluble Encapsulated
Particles (DEPs). DEPs are represented by a range of predefined fractions of original
cementitious particles, but with its surface covered with a thin membrane. The self-healing
principle of this system is based on the most basic healing process, where a delayed hydration
of the DEP fractions may occur initiated by a crack. The crack actually triggers the membrane
to open and exposes the still unhydrated DEP particles to water, after which the delayed
hydration of the DEP system will take place, while closing the crack. The proposed model will
demonstrate the healing potential of DEP inside a concrete and analyse the most dominant
parameters affecting the mechanism. The membrane is considered to decapsulate by it’s
dissolution or cracking whenever being triggered by cementitious crack formation, which either
lowers pH-conditions due increased CO2 ingress, or induces mechanical stresses. The results
show the potential of the healing mechanism to bridge a certain crack width, and shows, which
fractions of a regular cement should be replaced in order the DEP system being most efficient.
The numerical predictions also show that multi fraction DEP systems are more efficient then
single fraction DEP, and that the addition of DEP does not affect the properties but may lead to
a delay in the property development of cementitious systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many different ways that encourage the self-healing potential of cementitious materials have
been developed over the last decades [1]. One of the methods that drives self-healing is by
adding encapsulated containers filled with agents. These latter can be liberate whenever their
containers (capsules) break, when hit by a crack. The disadvantage of this method is that often
concrete incompatible materials are brought into the crack space. An alternative method close
to this one is the so-called “Dissoluble Encapsulated Particles” (DEP) method [2] (Figure 1),
where a number of predefined cement fractions are encapsulated by a membrane that dissolves
whenever affected by a crack. Cementitious crack formation will trigger a DEP membrane to
open due to 1) it’s dissolution in lower pH-conditions due increased CO2 ingress, or 2) due to
induced mechanical stresses. The potential of this technique can be evaluated at different scale
levels and at different time of age. In this, the initial quality of a cementitious microstructure
will be the reference and complies with its predefined specifications. From this, the long-term
durability performance, along with its initial quality, are the main parameters that determine
whether self-healing materials are necessary and likely become activated during its service-life.
The self-healing potential of a concrete compatible agent might be necessary to maintain the
microstructural quality of the initial material or to repair (micro)structural damages to reach an
at least an even performance. The level of detail at which most common healing mechanisms
occur, and at which they actively control the healing process most effectively, are the micro
and nano-scale level. In this paper, emphasis will be on a preliminary modelling study that
shows the potential of a self-healing cement, containing pre-encapsulated particles [3]. The
micro-level modelling will demonstrate the healing potential of these so-called DEP-cements
which are pre-blended with a predefined fraction of dissoluble encapsulated particles (DEP).
The particles are activated at the moment that healing is required. This can be induced by
cracking and/or by other damaging mutations of the internal microstructure, which also harm
the encapsulation cover. In order to stay close to practice, the cement used for the modelling
will be based on a standard Portland cement (CEM I), blended with an additional amount of
embedded DEP-Portland one. With this research, the necessary conditions at which DEP
cement performs well is investigated. The individual cement particles (DEP) are considered to
be encapsulated by a fictitious viscous agent that acts as a membrane in high pH-conditions and
opens (dissolves or cracks) whenever triggered by crack formation.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of regular cement blended with DEP cement [2]
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Whenever the membrane dissolves after coming into contact with a crack, DEP cement will
commence to react with the remaining capillary pore water or absorb it from the humid
environment via moisture diffusion or transport through the cracks. The newly formed
hydration products heal the damaged material.
2 MODELLING ENCAPSULATED PARTICLES
Modelling the encapsulated particles is achieved by creating a particle grading that has
properties, which can be controlled explicitly during the hydration process. In this way a
parameter study could be conducted showing the performance of the reacting DEP particles at
later ages. For the hydration model, regular cement particles are blended with a predefined
amount of DEP particles that follow a certain range of fractions and having defined hydrational
properties. Therefore, focus of the model is on the different combinations of the encapsulated
DEP particles, blended in a regular cement, and stacked randomly inside a virtual
microstructure. Most effective combination in terms of cement and DEP fractions, in
combination with the ability to close a crack will be analyzed. In this respect it is also relevant
to know the ultimate crack width at which the healing mechanism will still work properly.
Therefore, regarding the numerical simulations, the following DEP combinations have been
considered:
- 2.5%, 5% and 10% replacement of cement by DEP particles (see Figure 2);
- Replacement of the cement percentage is the same for all predefined fractions;
- The grading of DEP is equivalent to the grading of the cement;
- Particles are stacked randomly;
- The simulated volume is equal to 100 x 100 x 100 μm3.
In order to get an impression of the replacement rates of the DEP particles in a cementitious
system, Figure 2 shows random stacked particles at three different percentages. For this, the
particles of both the original cement and the DEP fractions were placed according to the size
distribution function of Rosin-Ramler (1) as follows
G ( x) 
(1  exp(b  x n )

(1)

being x the particle diameter, while n and b shape factors.

2,5% replacement

5% replacement

10% replacement

Figure 2: Impression of microstructures with displayed the 2.5%, 5% and 10% replacement of the regular
cement by DEP inside a 100 x 100 x 100 μm3 cube
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Gc(x)

xminc

x

xmaxc

Figure 3: Left: Rosin-Ramler particle size distribution function for DEP and cement. Right: Blended initial
microstructure with 10% DEP and 90% cement particles

This equation allows calculating the mass of each fraction that exceed a certain diameter. A
schematic impression of the particle size distribution curve is shown in Figure 3 (left) and the
initial result of the blended cement/DEP structure is shown in Figure 3 (right). The particle
structure represents the starting point for the simulations conducted to determine most dominant
parameters for the DEP self-healing mechanism. The encapsulated system will have their own
reaction potential and are treated fully independently from the cement hydration. The hydration
simulations are conducted with the Hymostruc [4] simulation model, which was developed at
Delft University of Technology and is used to simulate the hardening process of the
cement/DEP matrix. The Hymostruc model is a 3D code that can be used to simulate the
hydration evolution of a virtual microstructure of cementitious materials. The model is based
on a 3D scheme and calculates the development of the microstructure as a function of the
particle size distribution, water-cement ratio, chemical composition and mix temperature for
Portland and blended cement mixtures. The reaction kinetics of both cement and DEP granules
are driving a particle expansion mechanism (Figure 4) that simulates the particle overlap and
associated expansions of the surrounding C-S-H layers. The hydration process of the various
particle reactions can be distinguished in different categories, including morphological,
physical, chemical and thermo-dynamical issues. In view of the development of the
cementitious microstructure, all these categories have their own particular characteristic and
affect the hydration reaction in a certain way. This also holds for DEP particles, which will be
in the main focus of the parameters that were changed during simulations.
DEP korrels

Figure 4: Schematic representation of expansion mechanism used in Hymostruc. The cement matrix is composed
of hardening cement particles and unhydrated DEP grains. These will be activated after cracking and moistening
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3

SIMULATIONS: MULTIPLE FRACTIONS APPROACH

Analyzing the potential of the microstructural model that was consisting of cement and
DEPs, various grain configurations of cement/DEP blend were modelled and its hardening
calculated. The basis of the model was based on adopting a microstructure with dimensions of
100 x 100 x 100 µm3 (CEM I, w/c 0.45, Blaine 400 m2/kg as shown in Figure 5). In the middle
of this virtual microstructure, a crack (of 30 µm) has been initiated by means of shifting the
initial randomly positioned particle to the left and right, while creating a void growth (crack) in
the middle with a predefined thickness. This crack is the actual focus of this research and is
influenced by the various parameter variations done in this numerical study.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the microstructure with the position of the crack in the middle indicated

The first parameter variation is on the replacement of a range of single fractions. In this socalled “multiple fractions approach”, 10% of the following cement fractions were replaced by
DEP granulates, 5 - 10 µm, 10 - 20 µm, 20 - 30 µm and 30 - 40 µm. The grain structures of this
cement and DEP matrices are shown in Figure 6. The microstructures give an impression of the
partitions and DEP granules in the cement matrix and thus also give an indication of the
geometric potential of the DEP granules in the matrix. The fine grains are the most abundant in
number, but their expansion potential is relatively little. Larger grains are less abundant in
number, but their expansion potential is much larger. What contributes most to the healing
potential is analyzed hereafter and the optimum particle replacements are presented (Figure 7).

5 – 10 µm

10 – 20 µm

20 – 30 µm

30 – 40 µm

Figure 6: Multiple fractions approach: Initial state of microstructure by 10% cement replacement by DEP
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Single fractions replacement:
10% DEP, 20 – 30 µm

10% DEP, 20 – 30 µm
DEP Expansion 2 x cement

10% DEP, 20 – 30 µm
DEP Expansion 3 x cement

Figure 7: Single fractions approach (40 days.): left, 10% cement replacement by DEPs for the fractions 20 –
30 µm. Middle: same fractions replaced with double expansion of DEP particles. Right: same fractions replaced
with three times the expansion potential. Hardening of cement and DEPs started at the same time

The simulations (duration 40 days) showed that, according to the multiple fractions
approach, the optimum replacement range is 20 - 30 µm. The balance between the number of
grains present in the system and the potential expansion appears to be the most optimal for this
replacement range. Figure 7 (left) shows the healing potential of this particular blend, with the
potential expansion of the DEP granules be equal to the expansion potential of cement. Figure
7 (middle), shows the simulation result of the same configuration with the DEP granules having
an expansion potential of 2x the expansion potential of cement. From the results, it can be
observed that the expansion potential has a relatively large influence on the healing potential.
In Figure 7 (right), a simulation result is shown where the DEP granules expand 3x more than
cement. These results show an even larger impact on the self-healing potential.
4

SIMULATIONS: ALL FRACTIONS APPROACH

In the “all fractions approach” a certain percentage of the full range of cement fractions is
replaced by DEPs, representing the blended system. This replacement does not change the
particle size distribution of the cement, but only differs in a way that a certain percentage of all
cement fractions are encapsulated particles. This blended system represents the initial geometry
of the granular structure and forms the basis for a microstructure with self-healing abilities. The
chemical reaction of the cement particles will start right from the beginning while the DEP
particles are considered to start after 28 days of cement hydration. With this, the DEPs will
have the potential to add additional hydration products at a later stage whenever a crack appears.
Activation of the DEPs, in the close vicinity of crack surfaces, will lead to a local solidification
of the microstructure and to a reduction of the local capillary pore space [5,6]. The delayed
formation of additional hydration products due to DEP reactions will be the main mechanism
that drives the self-healing potential. In Figure 8, left, the initial situation of the blended system
is shown, whereas the middle and right, shows similar and two times the cement expansions.
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DEP expansion two times as
large as cement

DEP expansion same
as cement

Replacement 30%,
Crack width 30 µm

Figure 8: Microstructure with 30 % replacement of cement particles by DEP with a crack width of 30 µm. Left,
the initial state of the particle structure; middle, the initiated crack with a hydration of the initial particles up to
40 days and DEPs starting hydration after 28 days; right, similar with a double expansion potential of the DEPs

The degree of hydration of the blended system reflects the amount of binder (cement and/or
DEP) that has reacted with respect to the original unreacted quantity. In Figure 9, the degree of
hydration is shown as a function of the number of calculation steps of the Hymostruc model.
This figure shows the following situations:
- “DEP activated at j=0”, Cement and DEPs activated simultaneously at time t=0:
- “DEP activated at j=30”, Cement activate at j=0, and DEPs activated at j=30 (=1000 hrs);
- “DEP particles”; DEPs are activated at j=30, which is 1000 hours after cement activation.
Figure 9 shows that the degree of hydration of the blended cement/DEP system has slightly
reduced with respect to the initial situation where all particles react right from the start. The
reason for this is that, until the DEPs are activated, they act as inert fillers in the microstructure.
1

Degree of hydration
DEP activeted at j=30
DEP activated at j=0
DEP particles

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

calculation step

Figure 9: Degree of hydration versus calculation step of Hymostruc
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Figure 10: Development of capillary porosity for a system with and without the addition of DEPs

The question how the delayed DEP hydration affected the morphology of the microstructure
can be evaluated whenever considering the porosity of the original and blended system. The
porosity can be a measure for the strength of a cement based system and reflects also its
durability. It is recalled that the addition of DEPs will initially or locally result in fewer
hydration products being formed, which implicitly correspond to an increase in the local
porosity of the blended system in comparison with the original cement matrix (without the
addition of DEPs) [7]. Comparing these two systems will give an impression on the magnitude
of this effect. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the capillary pores volume plotted against the
calculation steps. For the cement system without the addition of DEPs, the pore volume is
continuously decreasing, starting at 85% and reducing to a relative volume of 50%. It should
be noted that the volume created by the 30 µm crack has not been taken into account. Whenever
considering the system with the addition of DEPs, it can be observed that up to the moment that
the DEPs become activated (j=30), the porosity is slightly higher, and once activated, the
porosity approaches the porosity of the original cement system without the addition of DEPs
[8]. However, it should be noted that the porosity shown in Figure 10 reflects the porosity of
the adjacent microstructure, and not the porosity of the crack. This is would be an interesting
extension of the model to see how the crack (porosity) reduces due to the protruding particles.
5

TOWARDS MICROSCALE VOXEL-BASED FEM FOR SELF-HEALING

The micro-mechanical behavior of the self-healing process has been evaluated numerically
by analyzing a representative volume element (RVE) of the DEP-cement paste system. Since
the main interest of this study was to investigate the effect of the fracture and cracking evolution
affecting the DEPs, several 3D-microscale geometries are currently under investigation. The
aim is to analyze different sizes and distributions of DEPs on both the mechanical and porosity
modification due to self-healing. 3D virtual DEP-cement microstructures were generated by the
Hymostruc hydration model, where the microgeometries and hydration process are based on
several input parameters: e.g., particle size distribution of the (anhydrous) cement, type of
binder, water-to-cement ratio, age, mix temperature and DEPs distribution (Figure 11a-b).
Then, a structured voxel-mesh can be straightforwardly obtained as result of the microscale
analysis (Figure 11c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: 3D microstructure: (a) initial anhydrous cement and DEPs, (b) hydrated structure and (c)
schematic voxel-based FE mesh

The test specimens take into account mainly four (micro-) phases: (i) hydrated cement phase,
(ii) unhydrated cement phase, (iii) DEPs and (iv) voids. For the fracture analysis, the phases (i)
and (iii) mainly represent the “crackable” ones (being DEPs the weakest zone between them),
while the (ii-) phase is mainly considered as a rigid body embedded in the system.

Figure 12: 3D RVE geometry (left) and general scheme of the boundary condition assumptions on the
front/back and top/bottom surfaces

The numerical strategy thus tries to quantify the self-healing character of the DEPs by
mechanically introducing cracks under general stress states. More specifically, in order to
evaluate the self-healing capacity of the microscale specimens, three numerical steps will be
sequentially considered into the micro-FEM analyses:
(i) in the first stage, the specimen was “pre-cracked” up to a certain level (namely residual
crack opening level). At this stage, due to the imposed cracking, several DEPs will be
broken and are able to develop self-healing mechanisms;
(ii) Conditioning stage: in this second step the self-healing processes develops. Hydration
activities of DEPs aim at closing the fracture in the crack surface and also allow to
consider possible mechanical recoveries and/or developments at the crack front.
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(iii) Final crack stage which allows to evaluate the total failure of the specimen and with
which it can evaluate the self-healing potential at a mechanical standpoint.
Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs) are used in the above cracking stages (i and iii). For
this, the boundary domain   of the (micro-)cubic geometry in Figure 12 is divided in two subdomains outlining the opposite unit normals (surfaces). Due to the structured mesh, and in light
of the PBC, each node with coordinates x  in    has a unique correspondent node x  in    .
The cracking behavior is accounted for by means of the XFEM discontinuous-based
technique [9]. One of the main advantages of this method is the (almost) mesh independency
of the fracture propagation (when sufficiently refined meshes are employed) and there is no
need to insert special interface (cracking) elements inside the voxel FE. In presence of a crack,
additional DOFs enrich the nodes of the XFEM model, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Enrichment of the nodes on the XFEM method employed in the voxel-based FE meshes

The so-called Level Set Method (LSM) [10] is used to locate the crack within the domain.
In the XFEM-LSM formulation two functions are classically needed to define the crack
position. In this work, however, a traction-separation cohesive rule, which also accounts for
self-healing mechanisms, is utilized to model the crack initiation and growth along and arbitrary
cracking path. This implies that cracks will propagate across an entire element at a time. This
permits to avoid the need of modeling the stress singularity of the near-tip, and therefore, only
the displacement jump across a cracked element is modelled [11].
To account for the degradation and potential failure of the involved elements, the tractionseparation cohesive behavior is based on the interface constitutive theory for cementitious
materials under possible self-healing effects as proposed in [6].
Table 1 shortly summarizes such proposal. The model deals with a damage-plasticity
constitutive theory for zero-thickness interfaces and it is aimed at predicting time-dependent
self-healing phenomena in cement-based composites. The material model is based on fractureenergy concepts and accounts for the time evolution of concrete porosity induced by the selfhealing mechanism. A porosity-based model for self-healing phenomena and a continuous
damage mechanics were also included in such proposal. Due to page limitations, many details
are omitted in this work, however the complete discussion is available in [6] where the
backgrounds of the modelling approached is extensively described.
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Table 1: Overview of the interface model for self-healing effects in cement-based composites

Fracture - based energy interface model for self-healing
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u el  Cd 1·t

Constitutive relationships
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6

CONCLUSIONS

The model presented in this paper should be considered as a pathfinding approach to evaluate
the potential of a self-healing mechanism that contains compatible cement particles with a
delayed hydration ability, which is achieved by an (artificial) encapsulation material. The
simulations are conducted with the Hymostruc model where the original cement particles as
well as the DEPs are explicitly modelled. The results show that the potential of the model to
calculate systems with unequal activation of the hardening reactions provides good insight in
the cement hydration and porosity with and without DEPs.
Based on this conceptual approach, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- Blended DEP systems can be simulated well with hydration models such as Hymostruc;
- The particle grading and proportions of DEPs has a major influence on the healing potential;
- The all-fractions approach for the involved cement and DEPs indicated the larges healing
potential;
- The degree of hydration of the blended cement - DEP system has the potential to develop
to the similar level as the original cement hydration, after activation of the DEPs;
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7

The porosity of the blended cement - DEP system approached to the same level after
activation of the DEPs compared to the original cement system.
Voxel-based micro-structurers analyzed with XFEM could be a successful approach to
model the breaking mechanisms triggering the self-healing behavior of DEPs.
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Abstract. The paper proposes expressions for the self-repairing assessment (i.e., the recovery
of the mechanical properties of the material consequent to the self-healing process) obtained
by processing through regression analysis the results of four-point-bending tests performed on
ECC specimens. ECC mixes design considered varying the fly ash content/cement content
and the type of micro-fibers. Four-point-bending tests were performed on reference specimens
and pre-cracked and healed specimens, at various ages and with different loading rates. The
studied parameters are the first-cracking strength, ultimate flexural strength upon strain
hardening, initial tangent Young modulus and ultimate flexural tensile strain as a
measurement of the multiple-cracking capability. Finally, power and logarithmic regression
expressions are proposed to simulate the recovery of the self-healing parameters.
1

INTRODUCTION

Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECC), also known as flexible strain-hardening
cementitious materials, are a versatile category of mortars/micro-concretes reinforced with
disperse fibers (e.g. polymeric fibers), and developed in the frame of the so-called family of
High Performance Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Composites (HPFRCC). Besides high
ductility and high tensile strength, ECC’s can be characterized by self-compacting ability,
high early strength and self-healing capacity [1]. The remarkable mechanical performance of
ECC’s, is doubled by a spectacular intrinsic self-healing capacity with an autogenous
mechanism governed by physical, chemical and mechanical processes. Furthermore, in the
last decade, researchers developed numerical models to simulate the self-healing of the
cementitious materials implying various mechanisms. However, there is still little
experimental evidence to provide test data necessary to adjust the constitutive relations to the
self-healing process under various loading situations and exposure conditions.
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2 RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
Tensile failure in cementitious composites presumes progressive micro-cracking,
debonding, bridging and many other complex processes. Finally these processes will result in
a material discontinuity; a crack. The discrete-crack concept is the most suitable to reflect this
phenomenon. However, it is very difficult to integrate it in finite element analyses because it
implies the use of an interface element simulating the crack behavior between two solid
elements. On the other hand, a smeared crack approach considers the cracked zone as a
continuum and the description is made by stress-strain relations. There is no doubt that in the
terms of a global structural behavior, the smeared crack concept is more convenient to imply,
while the discrete crack is useful in detailing.
Many proposals have been made to simulate self-healing processes. Barbero et al. [2]
proposed a constitutive model to predict the general response of the self-healing continuum,
while Peizhen et al. [3] developed control equations to simulate damage microcrack healing
process controlled by surface diffusion. Schimmel & Remmers [4] introduced a three-phase
self-healing model: fracture, transport of the healing agents and mechanical strength recovery.
Recently, Davies & Jefferson [5] improved a two-phase composite description of the material,
with matrix and inclusions. Numerous constitutive models are related to the strength, stiffness
and deformational properties, and damage relationships. The paper proposes expressions
grounded on experimental evidence for the estimation of the constitutive laws parameters for
a self-repairing treatment, for increasing loading rates of the members subjected to pure
flexure. The expressions are calibrated by regression analyses and may be considered in the
adaptation of the constitutive models to the self-healing process of ECC.
3

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

Three ECC mixes were derived from the reference mixture reported by Snoeck [5] (i.e.
mix M_1, shown in Table 1), by varying the fly ash content/cement content in mix M_2 and
changing the micro-fibers type in mix M_3.
All mixtures were made with ordinary Portland cement CEM I 52.5N (Holcim, Belgium)
and Class F fly ash (OBBC, Belgium). Silica sand with the maximum grain size of 250 μm
(D50=170 μm) (Silbelco, Belgium), was used as aggregate.
The high-range water-reducing agent was a polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer
Glenium 51 of 35 % concentration (BASF, Germany). In mixes M_1 and M_2, synthetic
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) micro-fibers (Kuraray, Japan) were added in a constant amount of 2
% in volume, with 8 mm cutting length, 1300 kg/m3 density and 1.2 % mineral oil coating. In
the case of mix M_3, polypropylene micro-fibers (Redco, Belgium) were added in the same
amount of 2 % in volume. The polypropylene micro-fibers were 6 mm in length, density of
910 kg/m3 and slightly lubricated with mineral oil.
Table 1: ECC mixes

Mix
code
M_1
M_2
M_3

FA/C Cement Fly ash Binder Sand Water Superplasticizer Fibers
ratio (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3)
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)
1.0
608
608
1216
426
365
10
26
2.4
360
864
1224
426
365
7
26
1.0
608
608
1216
426
365
10
30

2
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Prismatic specimens of size 40x10x160 mm³ were subjected to four-point bending tests.
Loading was done by a Walter+Bai DB 250/15 hydraulic system (see Figure 1), the middle
third segment (50 mm) of the specimens being subjected to pure flexure. Two series of
specimens were considered: the first series (i.e., specimens with index R) was loaded up to
failure at the age of 60 days, while the second series (i.e., specimens with index SH) was
initially pre-cracked at 28 days by loading up to a tensile strain of 10 mm/m, unloaded and
subjected to a self-healing treatment by dry/wet exposure [7], [8] up to the age of 60 days, and
finally tested up to failure. Four different loading rates were considered (see Table 2). For
each loading rate three specimens for each ECC mix were tested.
Finally the results were processed through regression analysis and models for the selfhealing dependency by the loading rate were proposed.

Figure 1: 4-point bending tests arrangement
Table 2. Loading rates for the four point bending tests

Loading rate
deflection/time
(mm/s)
0.0011
0.0055
0.0276
0.1200

4

Domain corresponding to the loading rate

strain/time
(mm/ms)
5.00 x 10-3
2.50 x 10-2
1.25 x 10-1
0.55 x 10-0

quasi-static
dynamic cyclic (e.g., earthquake action)
impact (e.g., shock)

SELF-REPAIRING INDICATORS

Figure 2 shows the main parameters considered for the self-repairing assessment. The
following indicators were estimated in relation with the loading rate:
- The ratio of the cracking stress σcr_SH/σcr_R;
- The ratio of the peak flexural stress (i.e., flexural strength) σf_SH/σf_R;
- The ratio between the initial Young modulus of the reloaded SH specimen and of the R
specimen E 0_SH/E0_R;
- The ratio of the ultimate strains εfu_SH/εfu_R.

3
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Figure 2: Self-repairing parameters

5

SELF-HEALING ASSESSMENT

The mean values of data recorded for each tested mix were curve-fitted and modeled by
the means of regression analysis. Logarithmic, polynomial and power regression functions
were considered.
5.1 Strength Indicators
Figures 3 and 4 show the cracking strength recovery for the mixes, related to the applied
loading rate. Table 3 shows the associated regression functions and R-squared values. Despite
expectancy, power function describes the dependency of the cracking strength by the loading
rate better than the logarithmic function. Figure 5 presents the selected regression functions
for each ECC mix, and a proposed average that could be used to estimate the cracking
strength for a general ECC composition.

σcr_SH/σcr_R (%)

100.0

90.0

80.0

70.0
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

M_2

Figure 3: Cracking strength variation with loading regime
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40.0
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0.0
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0.1200

Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

M_3

M_2

Figure 4: Average cracking strength variation with loading regime
Table 3: Comparative regression functions for the cracking strength

M_1
M_2
M_3

Function type

Expression

logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power

σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.03473Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.6953
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 28.58(dδ/dt)2 - 4.6195dδ/dt + 0.9188
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.7071(dδ/dt) -0.0406
σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.0514Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.5931
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 57.405(dδ/dt)2 – 8.5772dδ/dt + 0.9336
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.6221(dδ/dt) -0.0611
σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.0237Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.7448
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 20.378(dδ/dt)2 – 3.2979dδ/dt + 0.8994
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.7502 (dδ/dt) -0.0278

R-squared value
(%)
95.34
82.52
96.34
90.55
82.62
92.37
99.80
95.42
99.88

1.0

σcr_SH/σcr_R

Mix
code

σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.6919 (dδ/dt) -0.0431 - R2=96.58 %

0.9

M_3
M_1

0.8

M_2
0.7
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)

0.12

Figure 5: Power regression functions and a general proposal for the cracking strength recovery
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Even if physically difficult to interpret, the flexural strength recovery for the mixes, related
to the loading applied rate, is presented in Figures 6 and 7. Table 4 shows the associated
regression functions and R-squared values. Similar to the recovery of the cracking strength,
the best approximation is given by the power function.

σcr_SH/σcr_R (%)

100.0

90.0

80.0

70.0
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

0.12

M_2

M_3

Figure 6: Flexural strength variation with loading regime
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74.3
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94.7

80.0
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σcr_SH/σcr_R (%)

80.0

88.6

100.0

40.0
20.0
0.0
0.0011

0.0055

0.0276

0.1200

Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1
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Figure 7: Average flexural strength variation with loading regime

Figure 8 presents the selected regression functions for each ECC mix, and the average
proposal that might be used to estimate the recovery of the flexural strength of a generic ECC
composition.
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Table 4: Comparative regression functions for the flexural strength

Mix
code
M_1
M_2
M_3

Function type

Expression

logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power

σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.02794Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.6814
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 18.569(dδ/dt)2 – 3.1803dδ/dt + 0.8573
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.69(dδ/dt) -0.0344
σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.0142Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.7081
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 18.041(dδ/dt)2 – 2.725dδ/dt + 0.8076
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.7099(dδ/dt) -0.0185
σcr_SH/σcr_R = -0.0282Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.74741
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 29.399(dδ/dt)2 – 4.5018dδ/dt + 0.934
σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.7552 (dδ/dt) -0.0321

R-squared value
(%)
90.52
74.59
91.33
70.55
90.33
91.09
96.78
91.94
97.30

σcr_SH/σcr_R

1.0

σcr_SH/σcr_R = 0.718 (dδ/dt) -0.0286 - R2=99.23 %

0.9

M_3

0.8

M_1
M_2

0.7
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)

0.12

Figure 8: Power regression functions and a general proposal for the flexural strength recovery

5.2 Stiffness Indicator

E0_SH/E0_R (%)

100
90
80
70
60
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

M_2

0.12
M_3

Figure 9: Young modulus variation with loading regime
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86.7
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88.2

83.2

77.2

83.0

77.7

73.3
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60.0
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73.7

E0_SH/E0_R (%)

80.0

78.4

100.0

40.0
20.0
0.0
0.0011
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0.1200

Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

M_2

M_3

Figure 10: Average initial Young variation with loading regime
Table 5: Comparative regression functions for the initial tangent Young modulus

M_1
M_2
M_3

Function type

Expression

logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power

E0_SH/E0_R = 0.0306Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.9438
E0_SH/E0_R = -21.818(dδ/dt)2 + 3.7412dδ/dt + 0.747
E0_SH/E0_R = 0.954(dδ/dt) +0.0379
E0_SH/E0_R = 0.0338Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.8976
E0_SH/E0_R = -25.392(dδ/dt)2 + 4.2479dδ/dt + 0.6806
E0_SH/E0_R = 0.9124(dδ/dt) +0.0456
E0_SH/E0_R = 0.0359Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.9526
E0_SH/E0_R = -33.825(dδ/dt)2 +5.3032dδ/dt + 0.7178
E0_SH/E0_R = 0.9694 (dδ/dt) +0.0459

R-squared value
(%)
99.76
95.62
98.92
98.84
89.75
98.26
97.78
90.05
96.81

1.0

E0_SH/E0_R = 0.0334Ln(dδ/dt)+0.9313 - R2=99.45 %
E0_SH/E0_R

Mix
code

0.9

M_1

M_3

0.8

M_2
0.7
0.6
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)

0.12

Figure 11: Logarithmic regression functions and a general proposal for the rigidity recovery
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Rigidity recovery was analyzed through the tangent initial Young modulus. A similar
procedure was applied. Results are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Table 5 presents the regression
functions. In the case of the stiffness recovery, logarithmic regression functions were selected
and the general proposal is shown in Figure 11.
5.3 Ductility Indicator
The same steps were made for the analysis of the ductility recovery. Results are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. Table 6 presents the regression functions and Figure 14 the selected ones,
together with the general suggestion of logarithmic type.
70

εfu_SH/εfu_R (%)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)
M_1

0.12

M_2

M_3

Figure 12: Ultimate strains variation with loading regime

100.0

0.0

0.0011

0.0055

0.0276

M_2

M_3

Figure 13: Mean ultimate strains variation with loading regime
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Table6: Comparative regression functions for the ultimate strains

Mix
code
M_1
M_2
M_3

Function type

Expression

logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power
logarithmic
polynomial
power

εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.0766Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.7804
εfu_SH/εfu_R = -23.25(dδ/dt)2 + 5.8837dδ/dt + 0.3024
εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.8826(dδ/dt) +0.1677
εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.0786Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.7043
εfu_SH/εfu_R = -50.357(dδ/dt)2 8.9283dδ/dt + 0.2032
εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.9544(dδ/dt) +0.2419
εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.0812Ln(dδ/dt) + 0.8057
εfu_SH/εfu_R = -33.075(dδ/dt)2 +7.0544dδ/dt + 0.2996
εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.9635(dδ/dt) +0.186

R-squared value
(%)
96.96
99.98
92.36
99.10
93.38
97.34
97.78
95.21
97.68

1.0

εfu_SH/εfu_R

εfu_SH/εfu_R = 0.0334 Ln(dδ/dt)+0.9313 - R2=99.45 %
0.9

M_1

M_3

0.8

M_2
0.7
0.6
0

0.04
0.08
Loading rate - d δ /dt (mm/s)

0.12

Figure 14: Logarithmic regression functions and a general proposal for the rigidity recovery

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the recovery prediction of the self-repairing parameters of ECC
members subjected to pure flexure with increasing loading rates (i.e., rates corresponding to
quasi-static, dynamic cyclic and impact loading), and due to autogenous self-healing. The
predictions are made on the ground of four-point bending tests performed on specimens made
with three mix compositions, and the processing of the raw data by regression analysis.
The following conclusions can be drawn within the goal of the research:
- The general trend in recovery of the self-repairing parameters is ascending in all three
directions of interest: mechanical strength, rigidity and ductility;
- The recovery of the mechanical strength of the ECC members subjected to pure flexure
(i.e., cracking and flexural strength) with increasing loading rate follows a decreasing
power function pattern;
- The recovery of the stiffness and ductility (i.e., initial Young tangent modulus and ultimate
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flexural strain) has increasing trends with the loading rate and are best simulated by
logarithmic functions;
- More accurate simulations may be done in the future considering more refined regression
functions and more self-repairing parameters in terms of strength and strain.
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Abstract. Turbulence in marine currents is a crucial factor governing both the peak
loads and the magnitude of the fluctuating loads experienced by tidal energy converters
(TECs) , and thus ultimately on the fatigue life of such devices and their components. In
this paper, we use a low-cost blade element momentum theory (BEMT) model of a TEC
to investigate turbulence effects. To complement the strengths of BEMT, it is best to
incorporate turbulent flow conditions with low computational overhead: this motivates
the use of synthetic turbulent methods. This broad family of methods generates velocity
fields that are statistically equivalent to real turbulence, but not necessarily physical. This
study uses the synthetic eddy method (SEM) and the Sandia method. We show that both
methods indicate a straightforward relationship between the turbulence intensity and the
magnitude of fluctuating loads.

1

INTRODUCTION

Turbulence is a significant concern for tidal energy converters (TECs), due to its importance in determining the fluctuating loads on turbine blades [1] and therefore on their
fatigue life. Different studies have examined various turbulence parameters for characterising marine current turbulence (see for example [2, 3]), but no final consensus on the most
crucial metrics has been reached. Nonetheless, it is intuitive that some measure of turbulence strength will be needed, and this is most often reported as turbulent kinetic energy
(k) or turbulence intensity (TI). Aside from the problem of characterising turbulence,
computational and experimental investigations into how to best translate turbulence to
turbine are also ongoing [4, 5].
This paper presents results from blade element momentum theory (BEMT) simulations
of a flume-scale tidal turbine. For use in conjunction with this turbine model, turbulence must be modelled in a way that plays to the strengths of BEMT: its ability to
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quickly investigate a wide range of flow cases and operating conditions. A high-fidelity
but computationally-expensive method for generating turbulent inflow conditions defeats
the purpose of using BEMT in the first place. We are therefore motivated to employ
synthetic turbulence methods, which create velocity fields that are statistically representative of real turbulence, but are not necessarily physically correct in the sense that the
flowfields do not satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations. The two synthetic eddy methods investigated in this study are the synthetic eddy method (SEM) [6] and the spectral method
(or Sandia method) [7]. SEM was originally developed to generate inflow conditions for
large eddy simulations, and the Sandia method is widely employed in commercial codes
such as Tidal Bladed and TurbSim.
We begin the paper with a brief sketch of the theory behind the turbine and turbulence models, and a description of the test case. We then show that the BEMT model is
able to satisfactorily predict the performance of the model turbine in a non-turbulent reference flow, and go on to describe some key observations from simulations of the turbine
with different turbulent inflow conditions.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Blade element momentum theory

The basic principal of BEMT is that a conventional horizontal-axis turbine can be
regarded as both a momentum sink/source and a collection of quasi-2D blade elements
whose hydrodynamic forces are governed by inflow velocity and flow direction. A suitable parametrisation of both theoretical models allows the difference between them to
be characterised by two variables called the ‘induction factors’; finding the value of the
induction factors that minimises the difference allows us to uniquely determine the loads
and momentum absorption of the turbine. The specific BEMT model employed in this
study is a well-validated, robust code developed at Swansea [8, 9] that has several modifications to the classical formulation. Most importantly, it permits unsteady, non-uniform
inflow conditions - this modification makes it possible to predict the turbine response to
turbulence.
2.2

Synthetic eddy method

SEM creates a synthetic turbulent flowfield by populating a region of space with ‘eddies’
of specified shape, size and strength. By choosing appropriate values for these properties
based on real turbulence measurements (e.g., turbulent kinetic energy, anisotropy ratios,
integral lengthscales etc.), the resultant velocity field will have the same Reynolds stress
tensor as the real velocity field whose measurements it is based on. A fuller description
of the underlying mathematics is available in [6].
2.3

Sandia method

The Sandia method is based on velocity spectra. We select a grid of points in space
for which we want to specify time series of turbulent velocity, then define an appropriate
2
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Figure 1: Radial chord and twist distributions for the rotor used in the case study. Twist is defined as
the angle between the chord line and the axis of rotation.

spectrum for each point (based on real measurements or on canonical spectra such as the
von Kármán spectrum) and cross-spectra for each pair of points. By applying a random
phase to the spectra and transforming into the time domain, we obtain a randomised
velocity field whose spectral properties statistically match those of the input data. More
detail on the method can be found in [7]
2.4

Case study

To ensure that our results can be meaningfully validated, we simulate a case for which
we have some experimental data. The case chosen was a lab-scale turbine that has been
extensively tested in the IFREMER flume tank [10]. The rotor used in the experiments
had a conventional three-bladed configuration of 0.7m diameter; its blade shape and twist
distribution are shown in figure 1, and it used a NACA 63418 section for the entire
blade length. Of the range of flow conditions examined in the IFREMER experiments,
we restrict ourselves in the current study to simulating two cases, both with a mean flow
velocity of 1ms-1 , which we denote simply the ‘low turbulence’ and ‘high turbulence’ cases.
These cases are at 3% and 15% turbulence intensity (TI) respectively and correspond to
the flume being operated with and without a flow-smoothing honeycomb upstream of the
working section. In addition to the TI, we characterise turbulence by its anisotropy ratio,
i.e., the relative proportion of turbulent energy due to fluctuations in different directions.
Following the theoretical predictions of Nezu and Nakagawa [11], later corroborated by
field measurements [1], we assume that this ratio takes the value σu : σv : σw = 1 :
0.75 : 0.56, where σu represents the standard deviation of the along-stream u-component
of velocity.
3
3.1

RESULTS
Validation of BEMT for steady flow operation

To validate the ability of the BEMT model to accurately predict the turbine’s performance, we compare the predicted performance curves against the measurements taken in
[10]. The results can be seen in figure 2. There is very good agreement between model
and experiment for the power coefficient CP , but the model appears to underpredict
the thrust coefficient CT . This is explained, however, by the fact that the experimental
measurements of thrust also include the drag on the turbine support structure.

3
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Figure 2: Power and thrust coefficient dependence on TSR. Flume data are taken from Mycek et al.
[10] Experimental data points represent a time-average value over 100s of measurement.

3.2

Generation of the synthetic turbulent flowfields

Both synthetic turbulence models were used to realise 100 instances of the highturbulence and low-turbulence velocity fields. Each realisation created a velocity field
of size 10m in the streamwise direction (i.e., enough for 10s of flow at a mean flow speed
of 1ms-1 ), and 1.05m in both breadth and height (i.e., equal to the 1.5 times the diameter of the turbine). In table 3.1, the mean turbulent properties of these flowfields over
all realisations are presented. For both models, the high and low turbulent cases are
well-captured when examined in terms of the key parameters of TI and anisotropy ratio.
Table 1: Mean values and standard deviations of turbulence intensity (I∞ ) and anisotropy ratio σu :
σv : σw for the SEM and Sandia methods compared to the benchmark turbulent flow cases

Target
SEM
Sandia
Target
SEM
Sandia

I∞
3%
2.97 ± 0.03%
3.00 ± 0.05%
15%
14.8 ± 0.1%
15.1 ± 0.2%

σu : σ v : σ w
1 : 0.75 : 0.56
1 ± 0.01 : 0.749 ± 0.008 : 0.557 ± 0.008
1 ± 0.01 : 0.747 ± 0.010 : 0.557 ± 0.005
1 : 0.75 : 0.56
1 ± 0.03 : 0.750 ± 0.012 : 0.558 ± 0.013
1 ± 0.02 : 0.744 ± 0.013 : 0.553 ± 0.012

4
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3.3

Load coefficients in turbulent conditions

The effect of synthetic turbulence on the flume-scale turbine is illustrated in figure 3.
The turbine is operated at a fixed tip speed ratio (TSR) relative to the mean velocity
within the numerical model, and using this simple control scheme three different operating
conditions are investigated. Specifically, we look at optimum operation (i.e., for a TSR
value of 4.4, at which CP reaches its maximum, cf. figure 2) as well as operation in
the stall region (TSR 2.5) and the overspeed region (TSR 8). It is immediately clear
from this figure that increasing the turbulence intensity causes a greater variability in the
mean load coefficients. In fact, we find that the increase in coefficient standard deviation
is almost exactly proportional to the increase in TI. As we move from the low turbulence
to the high turbulence flow (a fivefold increase in TI), the standard deviations of the load
coefficients increase by a value in the range 4.6-5.8.

Figure 3: Power and thrust coefficients for turbulent simulations, compared to TSR-coefficient curves for
steady flow. Black squares indicate the stall, optimum and overspeed operating cases; coloured markers
show mean coefficient values for turbulent cases with error bars indicating standard deviation. Red
markers and bars correspond to SEM turbulence, blue to Sandia turbulence; crosses indicate coefficients
calculated for turbulence intensity of 3% and circles indicate those calculated for turbulence intensity of
15%.

3.4

Angle of attack and load distributions

The most striking result from figure 3 is that the load coefficients are much less variable in stall than they are in optimum or overspeed operation. This is a counterintuitive;
see section 4 for a more in-depth discussion of this point. To ensure that this result is
5
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not erroneous, we examine the force variability in more detail by looking at the radial
distributions of thrust and in-plane force. In order to make sense of these force distributions, however, we first examine the distribution of angle of attack, as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Distributions of angle of attack on turbine blades, averaged across all blades and all runs.
Average values obtained using SEM turbulence are shown as a dashed red line, with a dash-dot line
indicating standard deviation about the average. Average values obtained using Sandia turbulence are
shown as a solid blue line, with a dashed line indicating standard deviation.

The results in this figure indicate that, as expected, the angle of attack varies more
widely in stall than in optimum or overspeed operation. Furthermore, in stall operation
there is a significant proportion of the blade span that is at angle of attacks above stall
(ca. 14◦ ). However, this increased variability is not in evidence when we look at the
distribution of forces on the blades, as seen in figures 5 and 6. Note that the forces are
shown per unit length in the radial direction, in order to prevent distortion of the results
due to the different radial sizes of the blade elements in the BEMT representation of the
rotor.
4

DISCUSSION

The most surprising result presented in section 3 is that turbine load coefficients are
predicted to vary less significantly in stall than in optimum or overspeed operation, as
illustrated in figure 3. This is the opposite of what we would expect intuitively for two
reasons. Firstly, a blade operating near stall will see its angle of attack vary more widely
for the same turbulent fluctuations, as the low TSR of stall operation means that the
inflow variation is more significant in comparison to the rotational velocity and so the
6
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Figure 5: Distributions of thrust force per length on turbine blades, averaged across all blades and all
runs. Average values obtained using SEM turbulence are shown as a dashed red line, with a dash-dot
line indicating standard deviation about the average. Average values obtained using Sandia turbulence
are shown as a solid blue line, with a dashed line indicating standard deviation.

Figure 6: Distributions of in-plane force per length on turbine blades, averaged across all blades and
all runs. Average values obtained using SEM turbulence are shown as a dashed red line, with a dash-dot
line indicating standard deviation about the average. Average values obtained using Sandia turbulence
are shown as a solid blue line, with a dashed line indicating standard deviation.

7
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same velocity flowfield will yield greater variability in angle of attack. Secondly, these
angle of attack fluctuations will more frequently taking the blade in and out of a stalled
condition, and in the absence of a dynamic stall model there is nothing to smooth these
transitions.

Figure 7: Lift coefficient of the NACA 63418 blade section, plotted against angle of attack for a selected
range of angle of attack values encompassing stall. Data taken from [12]

We have shown in figure 4 that the expected angle of attack behaviour is indeed observed in the simulations; nonetheless, the corresponding hydrodynamic forces on the
blades, as seen in figures 5 and 6 still exhibit bevaviour contrary to this. We have checked
that there is no error in the simulations by recalculating the hydrodynamic forces based
only on the blade geometry, and have confirmed that the force and angle of attack results agree with one another. A possible explanation may be found in the lift coefficient
behaviour of the NACA 63418 blade section used in the IFREMER turbine, which is
depicted in figure 7. This shows that the stall behaviour of this section is comparatively
gentle, without a large drop in lift after separation at approximately 14◦ . Thus, in stall
operation, the variability of the forces resulting from the relatively wide angle of attack
range is plausibly smaller than that in optimum or overspeed operation. Furthermore,
we can be confident that this is a realistic picture of the lift and drag behaviour of the
blade section because the steady-flow case has been well validated against experimental
measurements, as seen in figure 2.
It is also interesting that the variability of the force coefficients is almost directly proportional to the level of turbulence intensity in the flow. While it would be too hasty to
definitively conclude that this is the case from the two data points presented here (i.e.,
8
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the low and high turbulence cases), the data shown indicates that we may be able to rely
on a very straightforward relationship between turbulence intensity and load variability:
specifically, they are directly proportional, such that a doubling of TI will result in a
doubling of the standard deviation of the turbine load coefficients.
Lastly, we observe that there is little noticeable difference between the simulations carried out with SEM turbulence and those carried out with Sandia turbulence. There is no
significant change in mean results when switching between the two turbulence models,
although the variability of the loads is somewhat affected: the standard deviations of
the load coefficients differ by approximately 10% on average, while distributed load standard deviations differ by approximately 20% on average. This discrepancy is probably
attributable to differences in the variability of the velocity fields across the rotor disc.
There is no experimental data against which we can validate the results relating to load
variability, so we cannot make a choice on this basis. There is therefore little reason to
recommend the use of one model over another at this juncture.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have tested the ability of a BEMT model to predict load variability on a turbine
when it experiences two forms of synthetic turbulence. We first demonstrated that the
numerical model adequately predicts the turbine in steady conditions by validating it
against laboratory results, and showed that the synthetic turbulence models could produce
velocity flowfields that accurately captured the most important statistical parameters
of the turbulence observed in the experimental studies. Following this, we simulated
the turbine’s response to several instances of the turbulent flow using both synthetic
turbulence models in three different operating conditions (stall, optimum and overspeed).
The results of these simulations indicated that the variability of turbine loads, as indicated
by the load coefficients, is directly proportional to the turbulence intensity. We also
observed that, counterintuitively, load variability is lower in stall than in other operating
conditions. We verified that, despite this unintuitive result, stall operation is indeed
associated with higher angle of attack variability, as expected. This unusual result is
likely related to the relatively gentle stall of the NACA 63418 foil.
6
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Abstract. The analysis of wave-current interaction (WCI) in numerical wave tanks
(NWTs) requires the simultaneous generation of a current velocity profile and free surface waves. This paper presents a novel approach to simulate the WCI using an impulse–
source–based methodology together with a numerical beach implementation. Three additional terms are added to the momentum equation, to incorporate current and wave
generation, as well as the numerical beach. The model components, i.e. wave and current
generation, and WCI, are verified independently against two sets of reference data [1, 2].
The results show excellent agreement for the wave-only case, while for the current-only
and thus WCI, some model weaknesses can be identified.

1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between waves and currents is a common problem in the ocean and marine
engineering sector. A first description of wave-current interaction (WCI) was delivered
by [3]. Since then, numerous studies have been performed using different analysis tools
ranging from analytical descriptions to experimental tank testing and numerical models.
The main analysis tool used to date is scaled experimental tank tests [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Such
tests are prone to scaling effects, undesired influences of measurement equipment and test
environment, and significant costs. In times of increasing computational power, CFDbased numerical wave tanks (CNWT) are a viable alternative to experimental tank tests,
avoiding the aforementioned problems. However few CNWTs models able to simulate
WCI have been described in literature [9]-[13].
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This study presents an impulse–source–based WCI model for CNWTs. Waves and
currents are simultaneously generated through the inclusion of source terms, added to
the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Wave generation is based on
the implementation presented in [14]. The constant current is generated and controlled
through another impulse correction term.
Results are presented for wave-only, current-only and WCI simulations. For verification
purposes, the results will be compared to literature benchmark cases [1] and [2].
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the implementation of the additional source terms in the impulse equation and the setup of the
numerical wave-current tank is explained. Following, the case study used as benchmark
for the verification is described in Section 3. The results of this verification study are
presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2

INTERNAL WAVE AND CURRENT GENERATION

A RANS model includes the following impulse equation:
∂(ρU)
+ ∇ · (ρUU) = −∇p + ∇ · T + ρFb
∂t

(1)

where t is time, U the fluid velocity, p the fluid pressure, ρ the fluid density, Fb the
external forces such as gravity, and the viscous stress tensor T = µ∇2 U + 13 ∇(∇ · U),
with the dynamic viscosity µ. To implement the impulse sources for wave and current
generation, as well as a numerical beach for wave absorption, three terms are added to
Eq. (1):
• rw ρawm : This is the source term used for wave generation, where rw is a binary
scalar variable that defines the wavemaker region and awm is the acceleration input
to the wavemaker at each cell centre within rw = 1. This term is based on the
implementation of an internal wavemaker in [14].
−U
• rc ρ Ut∆t
: This is the source term used for current generation, where rc is a binary
scalar variable that defines the current generation region. At each cell centre within
rc = 1, the acceleration input is defined through the difference between the velocity
field U and a target velocity field Ut .

• snz ρU : This describes a dissipation term used to implement a numerical beach,
where the variable s, with unit [s−1 ], controls the strength of the dissipation [15].
Compared to the implementation in [14] and [15], in this study the beach only acts
in the vertical, z-direction, to dissipate the waves, while allowing for a steady current
flow in x-direction.
Augmenting Eq. (1) with these three terms yields the adapted impulse equation:
∂(ρU)
Ut − U
+ ∇ · (ρUU) = −∇p + ∇ · T + ρFb + rw ρawm + rc ρ
+ snz ρU
∂t
∆t

2
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2.1

Numerical wave and current tank

To generate a superimposed wave and current field, two separate source regions for wave
and current generation have to be defined. Furthermore, the two source regions should
be separated by numerical beaches, to eliminate any wave velocity from entering the
current source region, which would interfere with the calculation of the current source
term required to ensure a constant current-velocity profile. A schematic of the tank
layout, position of the different source regions and the numerical beach, is depicted in
Figure 1.
To enable a constant current flow in the domain, cyclic boundary conditions (BCs)
are used at the inflow and outflow boundaries of the numerical domain. For the top and
bottom boundaries of the domain, no slip wall boundaries are used. To reduce the required
time for flow development, the whole domain can be initialised with the desired horizontal
velocity field. In this initial study of the WCI using impulse sources, all simulations are
performed in a pseudo two-dimensional domain, i.e. one cell thickness. A minimum cell
size of 10 cells per wave height, with a maximum aspect ratio of 2 and 4, is set in the free
surface region and in the vicinity of the bottom wall, respectively.
While the current source strength is internally adapted during the simulation, based
on the difference between the desired and instantaneuos current velocity, the input for
the wave source is defined a priori, requiring preliminary calibration runs [14]. For the
numerical beach, the dissipation strength is gradually increased over the beach length ,
following Eq. (3).
s(x) = −2 · smax



( − x)


3

+ 3 · smax



( − x)


2

(3)

[1/s]

z
x

no slip BC

0.5

0.5

-0.3

-0.3

cyclic BC

no slip BC

current source

wave source

cyclic BC

Figure 1: Positioning of the numerical beach, the current and wave source in the numerical wave-current
tank
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3

CASE STUDIES

To verify the internal wave and current generator proposed in this paper, three case
studies are considered: wave-only, current-only, and then WCI simulations. The waveonly simulations are compared against experimental data from [16] and results from the
numerical study by Zhang et al. [2]. Zhang et al. considers waves of period T = 1s and
heights H = {0.010m, 0.023m, 0.0361m}. The water depth is set to d = 0.3m, yielding a
wave length λ = 1.372m according to the linear dispersion relation. The WCI simulations
are also compared against the results from [2] and [16], considering the same waves in
combination with a uniform, constant current of Ut = 0.08m s−1 . Unfortunately, [2] does
not provide data for the current-only case, so comparison is made against experimental
data from [18] and results from the numerical study by Teles et al. [1]. Teles et al.
considers a uniform, constant discharge of 80L s−1 (= Ut = 0.16m s−1 ) in a 0.5m deep
tank. A k −  turbulence model is used throughout the present study.
4
4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preliminary studies

aana [ms−2]

In a preliminary study, the input for the wave impulse source is determined through
linear-scaling calibration. A time trace snippet for aana , where awm = [aana 0 0]T , is
shown in Figure 2. The source length and height, as well as the position, are based upon
the parameters presented in [14], i.e. source height d, source length 0.15λ and the source
centre is positioned 1/3 d below the still water level.
0.4
0.2
0
−0.2
−0.4
0
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1.5
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3.5

4

4.5 5 5.5
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8.5
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Figure 2: Source input aana for wave generator

Furthermore, the maximum beach strength smax and beach length  are determined
through parametric studies, with the goal of minimising/eliminating wave reflection.
Guidance for the selection of smax and  can be found in [14] and [19]. Ultimately,
smax is set to 10.5s−1 and  ≈ 2λ.
For the current source, a parametric study on the source region dimensions has been
performed. The final dimensions are 0.8m x 0.325m, for the source length and height,
respectively. The centre of the current source region is placed at 0.42d below the free surface. To avoid undesired acceleration of the air phase, the current source only marginally
pierces the still water line. To prevent violation of the no-slip condition and potential
divergence in the turbulence model, a gap between the bottom boundary and current
source region of 0.013m is kept.
4
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4.2

Wave-only

First, results for the wave-only case are compared to the numerical and experimental
data presented in [2].
The impulse source wavemaker has already been verified against wave theory in [14, 20].
In this study, the simulation results are compared to experimental and numerical reference
data. Figure 3 shows the free surface elevation, averaged over 15 consecutive periods
(40s ≤ Time ≤ 55s) at two different locations: a) at the centre position of the current
source, i.e. 3.5m; b) at a position downstream of the current and wave source, i.e. 9.5m.
At the centre location of the current source, zero surface elevation is desired, so that
the input impulse term for the current is not biased by parasitic wave velocity. As in
Figure 3 a), this is successfully achieved. At the evaluation location, i.e. x = 9.5m, the
wave field should accurately recreate the desired wave field. As shown in Figure 3 b),
the numerical results from the present study match well with both the experimental and
numerical reference data.
Figure 4 shows the horizontal, x-velocity, measured along the depth of the water column, again at the two different locations x = 3.5m (Figure 4 a)) and x = 9.5m (Figures
4 b) and c)). Furthermore, at the evaluation location, velocities are measured for time
instances coincident with a wave crest (b)) and a wave trough (c)). The results are the
averaged velocities over 15 consecutive crests/troughs.
Figure 4 a) shows that the horizontal velocity component at the centre location of the
current source is zero throughout the simulation, confirming the results in Figure 3 a)
that the waves have been succesfully absorbed by the beach before entering the current
source region.
At the evaluation location, the horizontal velocities, both at wave crests and troughs,
should recreate the desired velocity field. At the wave crest, Figure 4 b) shows very good
agreement between the experimental data and the numerical reference. As for the surface
elevation results, in general the impulse source wavemaker is able to recreate the desired
velocity field more accurately than the methodology employed in the reference study.
However, considerably larger deviations can be observed close to the free surface.
At the wave trough, results from the present study coincide with the numerical reference
for −0.25 ≤ z/d ≤ −1. Compared to the experimental data, the current implementation
and the numerical reference model [2] show noticeable differences for −0.5 ≤ z/d ≤ −0.75.
However, since both numerical models are able to recreate the velocity field at the wave
crest and coincide for −0.25 ≤ z/d ≤ −1, it can be assumed that inaccuracies in the
experimental measurements lead to the mismatch between the data sets. As for the
wave crest, larger deviations between experimental and numerical reference data can be
observed closer to the free surface, i.e. 0 ≤ z/d ≤ −0.2.

5
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Figure 3: Free surface elevation for the wave only tests case, comparing experimental data (o) [16],
numerical data by Zhang et al. [2] and numerical results from the present study
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Figure 4: Horizontal x-velocities for the wave only tests case, comparing experimental data (o) [16],
numerical data by Zhang et al. [2] and numerical results from the present study

4.3

Current-only

To test the capability of the proposed method to generate a steady current stream,
current-only simulations are performed. Since the reference case in [2] does not provide
data for current-only cases, results from [1] are used to verify the functionality of the
current generator. For these cases, the wave source has been disabled, while the vertically
acting beach is still in place. The simulation is initialised with a horizontal velocity of
0.15m/s, throughout the whole numerical domain, slightly less than the target velocity
of 0.16m/s.
The horizontal velocities at the evaluation point x = 9.5m, over the time range 10s ≤
t ≤ 100s, are shown in Figure 5. The results show that a steady state current flow
is only established after 40s. Furthermore, over time, the wall boundary layer on the
6
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tank floor increases. For t > 40s, the x-velocity decreases with depth in the region
−0.75 ≥ z/d ≥ −1, but remains fairly constant in the water column above this, with a
velocity of ≈ 0.165m/s. This maximum steady state velocity is slightly higher than the
desired target velocity 0.16m/s.
Figure 6 also shows the horizontal x-velocity profile generated with the proposed impulse current generator at the evaluation location, at the single time instant, t = 100.
Additionally, Figure 6 contains numerical and experimental data [1, 18]. Comparing the
results from the present study to both, the experimental and numerical reference, a good
agreement close to the bottom boundary (−1 < z/d < −0.85) can be observed. Also,
towards the free surface (−0.35 < z/d < 0), a reasonable match is found. However, for
(−0.85 < z/d < −0.35) relatively large deviations between the results from the present
study and the reference data can be observed.
At the time of writing, the source for this mismatch is unknown. It is assumed that the
use of wall-functions in the employed implementation of the k −  turbulence model may
affect the numerical results. Also, no error bars on the experimental results are provided,
so that the influence of the measurement uncertainty cannot be taken into account, when
analysing the fit between the numerical and experimental reference data.
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Figure 5: Current-only tests case based on [1]:
Horizontal x-velocities at the evaluation location
x = 9.5m at different time instances 10s ≤ t ≤
100s
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Figure 6: Horizontal x-velocities at the evaluation
location x = 9.5m at t = 100s: Comparing experimental data (o) [18], numerical data by Teles et al.
[1] and numerical results from the present study

Wave-current interaction

As shown in Figure 5, transient behaviour of the current velocity profile can be observed. To eliminate any influence of this transient flow development from the WCI
investigation, a current-only case is simulated for the reference case in [2], to determine
the time at which steady-state results are achieved. For these cases, the wave source has
been disabled, while the vertically acting beach is still in place. At the beginning of the
7
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simulation, a horizontal velocity of 0.06m/s is initialised the complete numerical domain.
The horizontal velocities at the evaluation point x = 9.5m, over the time range 5s ≤
t ≤ 200s, are shown in Figure 7. The results reveal that a steady state current flow
is only established after 100s. For t > 100s, the x-velocity decreases with depth in the
region −0.75 ≥ z/d ≥ −1, but remains fairly constant in the water column above this,
with a velocity of ≈ 0.086m/s. Hence, for the verification of the WCI, surface elevation
data are averaged over 20 consecutive periods between 100s ≤ Time ≤ 120s.
relative depth z/d [-]

0
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0

0.02
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0.06
x-velocity [m/s]

0.08

0.1

Figure 7: Current-only tests case as in [2]: Horizontal x-velocities at the evaluation location x = 9.5m
at different time instances 5s ≤ t ≤ 200s

Figures 8 and 9 show WCI results for the free surface elevation and velocity profile,
respectively. Figure 8 a) includes the experimental data from [16], numerical data from
[2] and numerical results from the present study. Figures 8 b) and c) show the difference
between the wave-only and WCI case, for the present study and the reference numerical
results, respectively. Compared to the experimental data, the presented implementation
of the WCI methodology shows a relatively good fit and the start and end of each period.
For 0.25s ≤ t ≤ 0.75s, larger deviations are observed. The numerical data under-predict
the measured surface elevation.
Comparing the numerical data from the wave-only and WCI case gained from the
present model, a decrease in the amplitude of the wave can be observed for the WCI
case. Also the wave phase is influenced by the current, shifting the trough of the wave.
Comparing data from the wave-only and WCI case for the numerical reference case, the
decrease in wave amplitude and the phase shift can also be observed, but to a greater
extend.
Figure 9 shows the horizontal x-velocity at the evaluation location (x = 9.5m) for the
wave crest (Figure 9 a)) and trough (Figure 9 b)). As for the wave only case, numerical
results from the present model are compared to experimental and numerical reference
data. Overall, relatively small deviations between the present numerical data and the
reference data can be observed. The numerical reference shows good agreement with the
experimental data for the wave crest in the region −0.5 ≤ z/d ≤ 0. This good match can
also be observed for the present implementation. Towards the bottom boundary, in the
region −0.9 ≤ z/d ≤ −0.75, larger deviations between the reference data (numerical and
experimental) and the present study can be seen.
8
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For the wave trough, the present implementation, again, shows good agreement with
the experimental and numerical reference data at the top of the water column, −0.5 ≤
z/d ≤ 0. It is noteworthy that the behaviour close to the free surface (−0.1 ≤ z/d ≤ 0)
is captured well using the present implementation. Towards the bottom boundary, the
current implementation shows deviations to the experimental data, but nevertheless provides a better fit than the numerical reference. In the light of the current-only verification
case, the deviations close to the bottom boundary are expected and further analysis is
required to determine the source of the error.
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case, comparing experimental data (∆) [16], numerical data by Zhang et al. [2] and numerical results
from the present study
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CONCLUSION

To simultaneously generate waves and currents in a numerical wave tank, an impulse–
source–based approach has been presented. From the verification study, using numerical
and experimental reference data, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The impulse source wavemaker is able to accurately create the desired wave field
• The tank layout effectively shields the current generation area from wave action
• Generated currents can pass through the numerical beaches
• Further work is required to recreate flow profiles accurately, especially close to the
bottom boundary
• Despite some remaining issues with current generation, the tendency of decreasing
wave height and phase shift for waves travelling in current direction is captured
correctly and the presented method is a promising tool to simulate WCI.
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Abstract. Sub-sea tidal kites, while still at an early stage of development, might be
an efficient and cost effective way of extracting energy from marine currents [9]. During
normal operating conditions the kite is positioned deep in the water column and would
ideally be built neutrally buoyant. For operation and maintenance (O&M) situations,
or if a fault occurs, it is important to surface the kite in a controlled manner. While
the behaviour of wing like profiles in currents is well understood, the assessment of the
behaviour in surface proximity and under wave action is not trivial [1].
We employ an efficient boundary element code called panMARE [2] to simulate the
effect of surface proximity and wave current interaction on a sub-sea kite. Comparison
with experimental data from [1] demonstrates the suitability of the method to simulate
forces on a submerged foil for varying immersion depths and angles of attack. Simulations
are then performed to investigate the combined effect of waves and current to inform on
the most suitable met-ocean conditions for kite retrieval.

1

INTRODUCTION

The sub-sea kite system which inspired the work presented in this paper is being
developed by the company Minesto AB [9, 3, 8]. The kite consists of a fixed wing, under
which a nacelle is attached. Figure 1 shows a quarter scale prototype being launched.
Rudders and elevators at the end of the nacelle allow the kite flight path to be controlled.
A turbine is located at the front of the nacelle, facing the undisturbed inflow. A tether
is connected via a two point link to the left and right side of the wing and an adjustable
strut connects to the rear of the nacelle. By adjusting the length of this rear-strut the
angle of attack of the wing can be controlled during operation. The kite is flown in
figures of eight, accelerating to velocities up to 10 times the ambient flow. The high
relative velocity drives the turbine, which is connected to an electric generator. Electricity
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Figure 1: Quarter scale kite during testing

and communication signals are transported through the tether. During normal operating
conditions, a neutrally buoyant kite would be ideal. However, for maintenance, installation
and retrieval the kite must be brought to the surface in order to be connected to a vessel or
lifted out of the water by a crane and thus the hydrodynamics close to the surface become
important. The kite with its optimised hydrodynamic shape experiences considerable load
variations even for small changes in inflow velocity and direction. Some aspects of the
hydrodynamics of hydrofoils in surface proximity have been investigated in detail. The
main focus has been on the loss of lift when a hydrofoil approaches surface proximity. This
paper presents an initial investigation on the effect of surface proximity and the interaction
of wave and current loading on a kite using the boundary element method. The numerical
tool used is panMARE [2]. The paper is structured in four sections. Section 1 presents
an overview on the numerical methods. Section 2 presents results of a validation study
against experimental and other numerical data for a hydrofoil under current conditions
for different depths. The third section present initial results on the the influence of waves
and current on a hydrofoil with similar dimensions as the full-scale kite system followed
by the conclusions.
2

NUMERICAL APPROACH

The program panMARE is a boundary element method based on potential theory, see
[4, 5]. The basic code follows the theory published in [6]. Here, Φ is the total potential
of the fluid with the spatial derivative ∇Φ which is the fluid velocity. As the fluid is
assumed to be inviscous, irrotational and incompressible the conservation equation can
be simplified to the Laplace equation:
∆Φ = ∇2 Φ = 0 .

(1)

Due to the linearity the total potential can be divided into two parts:
Φ = φ i + φe ,
2
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where φi denotes the induced potential and φe defines an external potential. In the
present work the waves are included as external potential into the simulation. Following
Airy theory, the potential of a wave, defined by amplitude ζa , frequency ω and phase
information ǫ, at a certain position x and time t is:
φe (x, t) = −ζa

ω cosh (k (z + d))  i (−ωt+k x+ǫ) 
Re i e
.
k
sinh (k d)

(3)

Here, k is the wave number and d is the water depth.
The surface of the body Sb and of the free water surface Sf s is discretized by panels.
Each panel has a constant source σ and dipole µ distribution, thus, the induced potential
can be described as

 
1
∂ 1
1
φi =
− σ dS .
(4)
µ
4π S ∂ n r
r

The source strength of the body panels is computed applying the Neumann boundary
condition:
∇Φ − vm = 0 ,
(5)

where vm is the velocity of the panel. Then, the unknown doublet strength µb on the
body surface can be determined by employing the Dirichlet boundary condition
Φ (x, t) = φe ,

for x ∈
/ V,

(6)

, which ensures that the induced potential φi is zero outside the volume V at each
instant of time t, by solving the resulting linear equation system (LES). The MixedEulerian-Langriangian (MEL) method [7] is used to include the free water surface. It
consists of two steps. In the first one, the source strengths σf s of the free surface panels
are solved within the LES employing the Dirichlet boundary condition. Then, in the
second step, the time derivatives ∂ζ/∂t and ∂φi /∂t, which follow from the kinematic
and dynamic free surface condition, are integrated. This yields elevation ζ and induced
potential φi at the free water surface which are taken over to the next time step. Due
to the fact that viscosity is not being accounted for in potential methods like panMARE,
the simulated flow would stay attached to the body even under strongly adverse pressure
gradients, for example at the body trailing edge. To model the physical detachment at
this part of lifting bodies, an infinitely thin material surface is introduced starting at the
trailing edge. This surface is generally referred to as the wake and represents the vorticity
shed by the body in realistic flows. Enforcing a no-flow condition through this surface
the kinematic boundary condition requires a deformation of this surface based on the
flow velocity. Additionally, the dynamic boundary condition specifies equal pressure at
both sides of this surface, hence also at the trailing edge. The latter is satisfied with one
additional unknown singularity for each discretized trailing edge segment and timestep.
It is usually solved in the linear Morino Kutta form directly for the wake doublet strength
µw = µupper − µlower
3
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Figure 2: Surface Elevation and wake for h/c=4.

which is then substituted in the equations using the doublet strengths at the upper side
µupper and lower side µlower of the body at the trailing edge. For flows that leave the trailing
nearly perpendicularily this is a sufficiently accurate linearization. In more complicated
cases the iterative nonlinear Kutta condition can be applied instead.
3

VALIDATION FOR HYDROFOILS

[1] presented a study investigating the the changes in lift depending on depth for
a hydrofoil. Experiments were performed for a hydrofoil with a wingspan of 0.924 m
and a chord length of 0.111 m. The flow velocity was 3 m/s. Simulations were run
reproducing those test cases for an angle of attack of seven and eight degrees. Depth d
is normalised by dividing by the chord length c. Although not presented here in detail,
first studies were run to investigate the effect of the size of the computational domain,
suitable resolution of the surface, wing and wake panels. Results were found to show little
variation around the following settings which were then used in the actual study. The
domain was discretisation on the surface with 60 times 40 grid cells. The hydrofoil, a
NACA 0012 profile was discretised with a panel distribution of 30 panels over the chord
length as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 presents an initial study reproducing the coefficient of lift CL on the y-axis
over the angle of attack. Results are given for the analytical solution, current panMARE
results and the experimental data as given by [1]. Up to an angle of attack of 5◦ agreement
between all three methods is good. For larger angles of attack the experimental results
are considerably higher than the analytical solution while panMARE results are somewhat
lower. While the panMARE results follow a linear trend, increasing over the angle of
attack as would have been expected from the analytical solution, the experimental data
shows an offset between 4◦ and 6◦ . The reasons for these discrepancies are unclear.
Figure 4 shows results for an angle of attack of 7◦ . The top half shows surface elevation
for a normalised depth of one, in the lower half the surface elevation can be seen for a
normalised depth of four. The characteristic wave pattern, consisting of a trough followed
by a smaller wave crest, can clearly be seen. The change in surface elevation is orders of
magnitude larger for the first case when compared to the second.
Figure 5 presents the coefficient of lift normalised with the lift value at maximum depth
over normalised depth for an angle of attack of 7◦ (left) and 8◦ (right). Experimental
data is presented with panMARE results and earlier analytical solutions from Wadlin and
4
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Figure 3: Lift coefficient over angle of attack as obtained from experimental measurements, analytical
models and present simulations.

Payne. The experimental data shows some nonphysical properties, but the overall trend
of decreasing lift with decreasing depth is well captured. The panMARE results show
those changes and for larger depth values agree well with the experimental data and the
method presented by Wadlin. For a normalised depth between zero and two the current
panMARE results match the experimental results better than the results of Wadlin.
For an angle of attack of 8◦ agreement between experimental data and panMARE is
better than between experimental data and the Wadlin method. Considering the scatter
and clearly un-physical features of the experimental results, panMARE results reproduce
the physics well.
4

KITE CASES

Simulations were then run for hydrofoil representing the sub-sea kite with a wingspan
of 12 m and a chord length of 2 m. The flow velocity is one metres per second and the
wave height was set to 0.5 m and a period of 3 s. As a baseline case simulations were run
for a wave travelling with the current direction, that is an encounter angle of 0◦ . Figure 6
shows the surface elevation seen from the top on the left and to the right the kite with the
wake developing behind it seen from below. As a comparison, results for waves running
in the opposite direction of the current are shown in Figure 7. The effect of the waves on
the wake can clearly be seen in this case. For an encounter angle of 0◦ the wake shows an
5
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Figure 4: Surface Elevation for h/c=1 (top) and h/c=4 (bottom)

oscillatory motion following the wave. Higher frequency oscillations of the wake can be
observed when the waves run against the current.
Another case of practical interest is waves incoming at different angles. Figure 8, 9
and 10 show waves at an encounter angle of 45, 90 and 135◦ . It can clearly be observed
how the wake is distorted and bending in wave direction. Interestingly, in most of those
cases the wake is not shed in a regular pattern.
Figure 11 presents the vertical force on the kite over the simulation time of 20 seconds.
With the current settings it takes 10 seconds for the wake to fully develop and in some
cases, for example for the 90◦ encounter angle, it can be seen that a regular motion only
develops after that time. Similarly findings apply to the case of 45 and 0 degree. For
the case of 180◦ and 135◦ no regular force variation is reached. For the three cases which
settle into a regular oscillating force the amplitude decreases with increasing encounter
angle. Overall, the 90◦ case shows smallest force amplitude variations.
A second series of tests was run for a five second wave period and varying depths. The
wave field and the wake deformation for a depth of 1.5 m and a depth of 4 m is shown
in Figures 12 and 13. Figure 14 shows the resulting horizontal force component over
time. Even after 20 s it is not clear whether a steady-state solution has been reached.
Over time the force amplitudes increase, indicating some transient effect. Differences in
force variations are always larger during the peak then in the trough. However, results do
indicate as expected that the wave induced forces and wake motions decreases considerably
with increasing depth.

6
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Figure 5: Normalised lift over normalised depth for AoA 7deg (left) and 8deg (right)

Figure 6: Wakedeformation. Dir 0

5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented first simulations of a sub-sea kite in surface proximity. Validation
runs show that panMARE is a suitable tool for such investigations, yielding good results
with orders of magnitude less computational demand than RANS CFD tools.
Initial results for the full-scale kite indicate that horizontal loading on a kite in surface
proximity will decrease with an encounter angle closer to 90◦ . However, we have not
evaluated the resulting torque moment which will of course cause a rolling motion of the
kite. Further simulations are required to understand why the horizontal force traces do
not converge for angles larger than 90◦ . The study also highlights the need for accurate
experimental data to validate numerical tools. panMARE can be used in the future to
simulate a kite even with time varying angles of attack as might be provided by a control
system and resulting motions in surface proximity.
6
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Figure 7: Wakedeformation. Dir 180

Figure 8: Wakedeformation. Dir 45
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Figure 12: Wakedeformation. D 1.5m

Figure 13: Wakedeformation. D 4m
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Abstract. This paper details the reduction of an OpenFOAM CFD WSI simulation to
its major event, by starting it at an advance time: a new procedure named hot-start,
which is a first step towards a future coupling development. The investigations concern
the fluid flow and a structure motion hot-start, taken separately, and are restricted to
numerical comparison. Four design waves based upon the NewWave theory are simulated
with increasing starting times - where the wave field is initialized as the sum of the
linear components of the considered wave - and compare to conventional ones - which are
initialized with still water. The structure motion hot-start is assessed using a heave decay
test: a conventional heave decay simulation is compared against several ones where the
motion, velocity and acceleration of the structure are assigned for several time-steps. An
initial mesh-deformation library is specifically created to assign the structure at the hotstart position by incrementally deforming the mesh towards the right structure position.
Independent to the non-linearity of the case, a start 4 s prior to the main event is found to
be enough to accurately represent the wave field. The motion of the structure was found
to require at least 5 time-steps in order to converge to the reference one. Those results
aim to be usable for other CFD WSI applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

Numerical modelling is widely used in offshore and coastal engineering to assess wavestructure interaction (WSI) since it gives increased understanding of processes such as:
the evolution of the coast line; the manoeuvrability of ships; the mechanical design of
floating oil and gas platforms; or of wind turbines. Many offshore standards are based
upon numerical modelling, and often adapted with the experience gathered by success
and failures. Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) developers use the offshore oil and gas
industry standards. But, nowadays the numerous failures of the different MRE devices
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has proven those standards to be misfits to the sector [1]. Often a MRE - especially Wave
Energy Converters (WEC) - device motion needs to be accentuated to generate power [2],
unlike traditional oil and gas floating structure which are designed to controlled and limit
their motion. Hence, this dynamic behaviour of MRE devices requires models which are
capable of accurately simulating large motions. Also, a MRE device is often composed
of multiple components which interact with each other, resulting in complex, and often
highly non-linear, device motion which depends heavily on past events [3].
Therefore, these industries require a more complex numerical model which is able to
assess such levels of physical complexity. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations solve the full Navier-Stokes equations with limited simplifications. Their use as a
design tool is growing in several industries, where the offshore industry starts to recognize
their reliability compare to empirical methods use in industry standards. But this increase in complexity induces an increase - sometimes drastic - in Central Processing Unit
(CPU) effort. This is a major issue if such methods want to be utilized in routine design
processes [1], since it limits the use of CFD to very case specific physics representation,
or research bases cases.
In WSI, CFD simulations are mainly used for mechanical design of extreme loads.
Typically, the engineering method uses a design wave, which hits the structure, hence
allowing prediction of the loads. Using a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) starting from
still water, the CFD simulation generates the wave at the inlet, and then propagates it
towards the outlet. The period of time necessary to create the wave from still water is
required to build-up of fully non-linear fluid flow. This is the common set-up of a WSI
CFD simulation: a similar example to this study is the WEC developer Carnegie who
simulated in a NWT, the dynamic response of their device under extreme events using
the NewWave description, where the simulations started from still water [4].
However, the main interest of a WSI simulation is the impact of the wave on the
structure, rather than the propagation of the wave itself, and this constitutes only a
small amount of the full CFD simulation. Therefore, this paper presents a novel approach
that limits WSI CFD simulations to the times of interest: the simulation will start slightly
before the impact - this strategy is termed ’hot-start’. It is expected to result in significant
CPU savings without substantially compromising the accuracy of the results. In the
case of use for WSI problems, and to maintain the accuracy of the results, a hot-started
simulation requires consideration two mains issues (taken separately in this study): 1) the
wave field reproduction, and; 2) the hot-start assignment of the motion of the structure.
This study is a first step in the development of a coupling between an industry standards
based numerical model - WaveDyn, developed by DNV-GL in Bristol UK , and the opensource, CFD code OpenFOAM. To maximize efficiency, the coupling strategy utilises the
computationally efficient method, WaveDyn, preferentially reserving the expensive NS
solver for instances in which the linear assumptions of WaveDyn are violated [5]. The
coupling strategy is outside of the scope of this paper. This study focuses on the achieving
the hot-start for a CFD simulation in a purely numerical approach. No comparison with
experimental data will be conducted. The study objective is to prove the feasibility of a
CFD hot-start for the wave field, and for a rigid body motion.
2
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Initial conditions for the wave field variables

The objective of the following method is to be able to accurately hot-start a 2D waveonly simulation using a design wave. It aims to be adaptable for other wave design.
Investigations are compared against CFD simulations using the usual strategy, i.e. starting from still water at time t = 0.
2.1.1

The reference NWT and design wave set-up

Design waves are typically used to assess the survivability of a structure in extreme
wave events, [4], [2]. They aim to generate the maximum loads the structure would be
exposed to during its design lifetime. This engineering method has been subjected to
debate: indeed, for structures subject to large motions, more extreme loads can be found
outside the scope of this extreme representation depending on the historic of the device
motion [6]. But, this method is still widely used, and is used in this study.
This study uses a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum from a 100 year storm hindcast data
obtained at the Wave Hub site (T z = 14 s , Hs = 4.4 m, [7]). The design wave is defined
using the NewWave [8] wave representation, which produces, for a given sea-state, the
average shape of the highest wave with a specified exceedance probability [9]. This shape
is a focus event which occurs at a specific position in time and space, as shown in Figure
1a. The mathematical description at first order is defined by a sum of linear waves; thus
it is easy to implement at the NWT inlet. Four NewWave type focus events of increasing
steepness are obtained from this hindcast [6].

(b) A schematic representation of the 2D-NWT:
1 is the inlet; 2 is the working region; and 3 is
the relaxation zone

(c) The domain is a 20 × 0.1 × 4 m cuboid consisting of cubic background of 6 cells per meter,
refined to level 3 around the mean-water line

(a) Theoretical shape of the surface-elevation of
a NewWave event at focus location, generated
by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum

Figure 1: The reference design wave and the 2D-NWT set-up
The four focus event are reproduced in the 2 dimensional (2D) NWT represented in
3
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Figure 1b, which dimensions are based upon a previous study [10]. The waves2F oam
library is used for the wave generation and absorption methods [11]. The wave is generated
at the inlet, which is the region number 1 in Figure 1b. At the inlet, a superposition of
linear wave components, obtained using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the experiment
wave gauge located the furthest upstream, is used to generate the wave. The components
are selected by incrementally adding waves in order of magnitude (largest first) until a
user prescribed precision is achieved [5]. This optimization of the selection of the number
of components was found to save Random Access Memory (RAM) and CPU effort [12].
The wave then propagates in a fully non-linear manner along the NWT in the working
region, which is the region number 2 in Figure 1b. The outlet, or relaxation zone, is
the region 3 in Figure 1b, where the wave is absorbed. To assure the fully non-linear
propagation of the four waves cases, the reference CFD simulations are starting from still
water at time t = 0; the conventional CFD set-up.
The 2D-NWT mesh shown in Figure 1c is generated using the commands blockM esh
and snappyHexM esh. The background mesh is made of 6 square cells per meter, as
square meshes were found to converge more rapidly than one of increasing ratios [2], and
to more accurately reproduce the physics. This background mesh is then refined three
times using the octree refinement strategy [13] around the mean water line along the full
length of the tank (as simulations were found to be slower and different from a fully square
mesh if a shorter refinement region was used).
The experimental equivalent position of the structure (here the X-MED buoy [6]) is
considered as the focus space location, abscissa x = 5.58 m. The focus time, tf ocus , is
chosen as the time where the highest surface-elevation is observed at this location. The
flow field characteristics are measured at this position: the surface-elevation as a function
of time; the water velocities and pressure along the water-column. The surface elevation
is measured during the simulation by the library waveGaugesN P robes [11]. The velocity
and pressure at time t = tf ocus along the water column are post-processed using Paraview
by slicing the domain at the structure position, and then extracting the two profiles.
2.1.2

Method

A hot-start CFD NWT set-up only differs from a conventional one by its starting time,
thot , and the initial set-up of the wave fields. The wave field is described at the inlet by
the same sum of linear components in both cases, but for a hot-start simulation because
the starting time is different than 0, the description applies to the full NWT length at the
hot-start time, thot . Therefore, compare to a conventional CFD simulation where the fluid
has been propagating in a fully non-linear manner across the NWT until the hot-start
time, a hot-started simulation at this starting time, i.e. thot , will lack in accuracy.
But the differences are expected to reduce as the two simulations run, as the hotstarted simulation build-up to a fully non-linear description. In other words, in order
to reproduce a non-linear event, it is expected that a period of time is required for a
hot-started simulation to converge to the reference one. So, the time of the focus extreme
event is considered as the location in time where the simulation needs to be hot-started:
4
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tf ocus = thot . Additionally, a period of time, tminus , is subtracted to the hot-start time
so that the hot-started simulation can build up to the solution. It is required that this
parameter is smaller than the hot-start time; otherwise the conventional CFD set-up
would be used.
Therefore, the method consists of running hot-started simulations with increasing
tminus , from 0 to thot . As tminus increases, the hot-started simulation have more time
to build up towards the reference one, and by comparing the reproduction of the focus
event, a convergence is expected. The surface elevation, velocity and pressure fields predicted by the hot-started simulations are benchmarked against the predictions from the
reference simulation, which used the conventional setup. To investigate the dependency
of the hot-start with the non-linearity of the event, the four focus event of increasing
steepness are used. The convergence of the hot-started simulation are expected to be
depend on the non-linearity of the case.
2.2

Positioning the structure and assigning initial motion state

In this second sub-section, the study focuses on the hot-start for a rigid-body only,
trying to avoid the influence of the fluid. Its objective is to accurately hot-start a 3D
simulation involving a simple motion of a rigid-body to provide the proof of the hot-start
concept for WSI applications.
2.2.1

The initial mesh deformation - def ormDyM M esh

As the structure position at the hot-start is supposed to be known, the usual approach
is to generate a new mesh with the up-to-date geometry file (.stl using a Computer Aided
Design software (CAD)) from this new position. The final mesh is undeformed, and any
new deformation due to the movement of the structure, will deform the mesh. Also, if
the hot-start position is different from the structure’s equilibrium, the deformation of
the mesh will increase as the structure returns to its equilibrium. This might led to
a mesh of lower quality at the equilibrium which can generate some instabilities. This
pre-process step can be quite time-consuming, and, in the future use of this study for
a software coupling, the structure position could be different for each simulated cases.
And, this would require to generate a different geometry file each time, or to make this
automatically, which means another coupling process with the CAD software.
This study uses a new approach, where only the mesh with its structure at equilibrium
is first needed. By deforming this mesh, the structure is moved to its position at the
initial hot-start time. One advantage of this method is that only one geometry model is
required, and that any structure position can be obtained simply be deforming the mesh.
For this purpose, a new library was created based on the waveDyM F oam solver and
the rigidBodyDynamics library from OpenFOAM-4.1; named def ormDyM M esh. Using
as input an offset from the structure position and a number of iterations, it moves the
structure by the amount defined by the amplitude of the offset divided by the number
of iterations. The mesh is then updated, and this results in a new deformed mesh. By
repeating this process the number of iterations, the structure ends at the wanted the
5
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(a) Original mesh

(b) Half-deformed mesh

(c) Mesh fully deformed

Figure 2: Steps of the def ormDyM M esh use
position, and the mesh is deformed accordingly. The larger the offset, the more iterations
are required to ensure the mesh quality of each iteration. A poor mesh quality results often
in squeezed cells, and an inability of using the deformed mesh for any further simulations.
An example of the capacity of this library is shown in Figure 2, where a structure, here the X-MED buoy [6], is successfully moved from its initial position using the
def ormDyM M esh library, and that it results in a deformed mesh of quality.
The hardware used for this study is the Viglen Genie computer, equipped with Intel
Xeon E5-1680 v4 at 3.40 GHz with 16 processors, where the 64 version of Ubuntu is
directly installed. All the commands are run in serial mode.
The execution of the original mesh in Figure 2a takes 14 s for this hardware: blockM esh
of a 1.5 × 1.5 × 2 m box with 6 cells per meter, refined to level 3 between [−0.25; 0.25],
and to level 4 at the structure surface; a total of 160306 cells. The deformation done
in this example moves the structure by: 0.06 m in surge, 0.14 m in heave, a 10 degree
angle in pitch, and none in sway, roll and yaw. Depending on the number of iteration
required for the deformation, def ormDyM M esh takes between 50 s for 50 iterations, and
drops to 10.2 s for 15 iterations, which is the minimum number of iterations found for this
amplitude of deformation for this case.
However the proven quality of the mesh generated by the def ormDyM M esh library, no
proof of its ability not to influence the results has been done so far.
2.2.2

Proof of use of def ormDyM M esh

To prove the use of this library, a heave decay test is performed. The simulation
reference is carried out using a geometry file updated according to the heave decay release
position to insure the initial mesh to be undeformed. And, it is opposed to a simulation
starting with a mesh deformed by the def ormDymM esh library from the structure at
its equilibrium position to the release position. The flow fields are set as still water. No
hot-start are considered here, and the structure used for the proof of def ormDyM M esh
is the X-MED buoy, which has no velocity nor acceleration set at the starting time for
6
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both cases.

(a) The case using def ormDyM M esh with a
cut at the mean water line at time t = 0 s

(b) The heave displacement of a conventional simulation compared to one using
def ormDyM M esh library

Figure 3: A decay test to prove the use of the def ormDyM M esh library
Figure 3b shows the results of the simulations by comparing the two structures heave
displacement as an offset from the structure equilibrium position. Very slight differences
are found before time t = 6 s. And, those are expected to be due to the small difference in the initial flow fields as the deformed mesh generates small circular like waves,
which can be seen in Figure 3b. After time t = 6 s, the small are growing due to the
radiated waves generated by the structure motion and reflecting on the walls. But, those
differences are considered as negligible, where the circular waves and the slight differences
are expected to be sensitive to the heave decay test only. Therefore, this proves the use
of the def ormDyM M esh library for the structure initial position assignment without
influencing the simulation.
2.2.3

The initial structure velocity and acceleration

However, for an hot-started simulation, the assignment of the position expected to be
not sufficient on its own, and that the initial velocity and acceleration of the structure are
of importance, and therefore, are required as additional initial conditions on the structure
motion.
The importance of specifying the structure initial velocity and acceleration for a hotstart is investigated using the same heave decay test, with the same reference case, and
compared against hot-starting simulations of different initial velocity and acceleration
set-up. In order to investigate only the initial structure motion conditions, it is necessary
to avoid, or at least reduce, the effects of the fluid. So, the hot-started simulations are
starting from an early time, thot = 0.1 s, where the influence of radiated waves due to
7
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the structure drop can be neglected, but where the structure motion is significant enough
not to be neglected. Using the previous conclusion, the hot-started simulations use the
def ormDyM M esh library to assign the structure position at the hot-start time. Firstly,
a simulation will not specify the velocity and acceleration to prove its necessity for an
hot-started case. Secondly, several simulations will specify the velocity and acceleration
found by the reference simulation for an increasing number of time-step, before releasing
the structure.
The comparison is limited to the first second of simulation to avoid reflections, and
because the motion is expected to converge towards the reference one. An investigation
on the number of corrective time-steps required for the convergence is also conducted.
3

DISCUSSION

3.1
3.1.1

Initial conditions for the wave field variables
Surface-elevation

In Figure 4a the surface-elevation of 2D wave-only simulations of the steepest case are
plotted in colour against the reference simulation, the dotted line. Figure 4b presents
the correlation between a hot-started simulation and the reference one, as a function of
the tminus used for each simulation. The wave cases are numbered by their experimental
measured steepness [6].

(a) The surface-elevation of three different hot-started
2D wave-only simulations, for the steepest case compared with the reference

(b) Correlation comparison of the surface-elevation of
2D simulations starting at a specific time against the
reference one

Figure 4: The surface-elevation hot-start results
The surface-elevation of the hot-started simulation with tminus = 4 is the green line in
Figure 4a, and is on top of the reference one. Indeed, in Figure 4b, tminus = 4 clearly
appears as the first converged solution for the surface-elevation representation. And,
8
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unexpectedly, this result is valid for the four cases, hence not depending on the steepness
or the non-linearity of the wave. But, the convergence of the solution is slower as the
non-linearity of the wave increases. Consequently, if a lower correlation criterion would
be used, a lower tminus could be used for the less steep cases.
As expected, when no build-up period is allowed, for tminus = 0, the sum of linear
component is set as the initial condition across the NWT, which results in significant
differences, as shown by the blue curve in Figure 4a.
3.1.2

Velocity and Pressure

Figure 5a presents the fluid velocity and pressure profiles at focus time, at the tank
location x = 5.58m, for the steepest case. The black dotted line is the reference case,
and three tminus hot-start simulations are plotted on top. For the four waves cases, the
correlation between a hot-started simulation and the reference one, is plotted against
tminus in Figure 5b.

(a) Velocity and pressure profile at focus time,
at the tank location x = 5.58m, for the steepest
case

(b) Correlation comparison of the velocity (top)
and pressure (bottom) profiles of 2D simulations
starting at a specific time against the reference
one

Figure 5: The fluid velocity and pressure hot-start results
As for the surface-elevation, the solution converges at tminus = 4 (Figure 5b), where
the two profiles are exactly on top of the reference in Figure 5a. Therefore, all the results
and behaviour previously obtained with the surface-elevation comparison are valid for the
velocity and pressure profiles comparison.
But it could be noted that for the steepest case, there is a real need of using tminus = 4
as the correlation drops down for tminus values between 2 and 3; purple curves on Figures
5b top and bottom. A less significant reduction can be observed for less steep cases, with
a minor amplitude in the correlation of the surface-elevation in Figure 5b.
9
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Using a tminus = 4 hot-start simulation compare to a conventional one allows a reduction of 25% of CPU for the least steep case, and of 12% for the steepest one.
3.2
3.2.1

Positioning the structure and assigning initial motion state
Hot-start heave decay test

In Figure 6a, the initial position of the structure is set, thus the mesh is deformed.
The flow fields are set as flat water across the domain (water is in blue, air in red). This
initial set-up is used for the four different hot-started cases presented in Figure 6b, where
several rigid body hot-start tries are compared. The referent heave decay is plotted in
black dotted line.

(a)
The
mesh
deform
using
the
def ormDyM M esh library, at the hot-start
time t = 0.1 s for a heave decay test

(b) Comparison of different initial motion-state
procedure for the 0.1ṡ heave decay hot-started
simulation: when the velocity and acceleration
are or are not specified; and when additional corrective time-steps are used

Figure 6: The structure motion hot-start results
If the velocity and acceleration of the structure are not specified - hence zero - in the
initial set-up, then the simulation results as a decay test released from a different height;
the blue curve on Figure 6b. However, once the velocity and acceleration in the initial
hot-start set-up are specified, significant improvements can be observed; the red curve on
Figure 6b. Finally, the addition of corrective time-steps causes the simulation to converge
towards the reference solution; Figure 6b shows that, the assignment of an initial motion
can be done using at least 5 corrective time-steps.

10
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4

CONCLUSIONS
- This paper investigates the starting of a WSI CFD simulation from an advance
time, named hot-start. It aims to reduce the CFD simulation strictly around the
non-linear event, by reducing the build-up time usually used in CFD to launch a
simulation. It also constitutes an important piece of a future coupling procedure.
In this study, the hot-start investigations are restricted to the wave field and the
structure motion, separately.
- Compared to a non hot-started CFD simulation, the representation of the focus
event was found to be accurately reproduced if started 4s before the main event;
hence not requiring more than 6s of simulation. This conclusion was found to be
independent on the non-linearity of the wave, and also confirmed through the three
flow field: surface-elevation, water column velocity and pressure.
- A new library - def ormDyM M esh - was achieved in order to deform the mesh
according to the structure position at hot-start, and its use was proven to have no
influence on the results of the simulation.
- The assignment of motion of a structure was found to require at least 5 corrective
time-steps - where each position and motion found by the previous time-step were
corrected using the reference case - before converging to the referent solution.
- Therefore, this study proves the use and possibility of an advance start for CFD
simulations in WSI cases based on a focus event. The method and the results are
expected to be adaptive to other WSI in different CFD applications.
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Key words: Gradient-based constrained optimization, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions,
singular-value decomposition, shape optimization, Vertex Morphing
Abstract. Motivated by the applications of the Vertex Morphing method [1] for very
large shape optimization problems, where various response evaluations and multiple physics are often considered in a constrained optimization, we propose a robust modified
search direction method for the optimization procedure. The solution of a general constrained gradient-based optimization problem satisfies the necessary Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions [2]. There exist numerous methods to solve constrained optimization
problems, which try to travel along the active constraint to find the local minimum [2][3].
This might lead to inefficiency in the optimization process for very large problems. In the
proposed method, the KKT conditions are weakly imposed in each optimization step. The
search direction is modified and designed to find a solution where the KKT conditions can
be better fulfilled compared using the steepest descent direction. To accomplish this, the
singular-value decomposition method [4] is applied to both the objective and constraint
sensitivity. The results are shown first with analytical 2D problems and then the results
of shape optimization problems with a large number of design variables are discussed. In
order to robustly deal with complex geometries, the Vertex Morphing method is used.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the practice of shape optimization using the Vertex Morphing method [1], a large
number of design variables is often considered in a constrained optimization. The optimization problem as well as the constraints can be highly non-linear. Various methods
can be used for constrained optimization, such as the feasible direction method, gradient
projection method, Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP). When treating inequality constraints, the active-set strategy is widely
used in the above mentioned method, since it can conveniently generalize the equality
constraint to an inequality constraint [3]. The optimization algorithms utilize the steepest descent direction c = −∆f T (x) of the unconstrained problem f (x) as the search
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direction if there is no active constraint. When the constraints are active, their effect are
then included in calculating the search direction. The algorithms try to find a local minimum by traveling along the active constraint. In the context of shape optimization with
a large number of design variables, due to the high nonlinearity of the optimization problem as well as a high requirement regarding the mesh quality, the existing optimization
algorithms might result in inefficiency in the optimization procedure. In the present work,
we propose a modified search direction method: instead of using the steepest-descent direction when there is no active constraint, we consider the impact of the constraint. The
search direction is modified so that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) gradient conditions
can be better fulfilled in the next iteration compared to the steepest-descent direction.
This is accomplished by using the singular-value decomposition method for the objective
and constraint gradients. The proposed method is demonstrated using 2D analytical
constrained optimization examples. Moreover, selected results of shape optimizations of
shells with Vertex Morphing method with various geometrical constraints are discussed.
2

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions

The necessary conditions for an equality- and inequality-constrained problem can be
summed up in what are commonly known as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality
conditions. The KKT conditions are repeated as follows for the sake of clarity [2]:
Let x be a regular point of the feasible set that is a local minimum for f (x), subject
to hi (x) = 0; i = 1 to p; gj (x) ≤ 0; j = 1 to m. Then there exist Lagrange multipliers λ
(a p-vector) and µ (an m-vector) such that the Lagrangian function is stationary with
respect to xk , λi , and µj at the point
1. Lagrangian function for the problem written in the standard form:

L(x, v, u, s) =f (x) +

p


λi hi (x) +

i=1

m


µj gj (x)

j=1

(1)

=f (x) + λT h(x) + µT g(x)
2. Gradient conditions:
p

m

 ∂hi  ∂gj
∂f
∂L
=
+
λ∗i
+
µ∗j
= 0; k = 1 to n
∂xk
∂xk
∂x
∂xk
k
i=1
j=1

(2)

∂L
= 0 ⇒ hi (x∗ ) = 0; i = 1 to p
∂λi

(3)

∂L
= 0 ⇒ gj (x∗ ) = 0; j = 1 to m
∂µj

(4)

3. Feasibility check for inequalities:
hi (x∗ ) = 0; i = 1 to p; gj (x∗ ) ≤ 0; j = 1 to m
2
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4. Switching conditions:
µ∗j gj (x∗ ) = 0; j = 1 to m

(6)

5. Non-negativity of Lagrange multipliers for inequalities:
µ∗j ≥ 0; j = 1 to m

(7)

6. Regularity check: Gradients of the active constraints must be linearly independent.
In such a case the Lagrange multipliers for the constraints are unique.
3

Singular-value decomposition

In the proposed method, the KKT optimality conditions are weakly imposed in the
determination of the search direction at each iteration. To accomplish this, the singularvalue decomposition (SVD) method is used. Therefore, a short review on the SVD method
is given in this section.
3.1

Basics on singular-value decomposition

The singular-value decomposition is the generalization of the eigendecomposition of a
positive semidefinite normal matrix to any m × n matrix via an extension of the polar
decomposition [4]. Formally, the singular-value decomposition of an m×n real or complex
matrix M is a factorization of the form UΣV∗ ,
M = UΣV∗

(8)

where M is a m × n real or complex matrix, U is a m × m real or complex unitary
matrix, Σ is a m × n rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers on the
diagonal, V is a n × n real or complex unitary matrix and V∗ is the conjugated transpose
of V.
The diagonal entries σi of Σ are singular values of M. The columns of U and the
columns of V are called the left-singular vectors and right-singular vectors of M, respectively.
Since U and V∗ are unitary, the columns of each of them form a set of orthonormal
vectors, which can be regarded as basis vectors. The matrix M maps the basis vector
Vi to the stretched unit vector σi Ui . By the definition of a unitary matrix, the same
is true for their conjugated transposes U∗ and V, except the geometric interpretation
of the singular values as stretches is lost. In short, the columns of U, U∗ , V, V∗ , are
orthonormal basis.
3.2

Use of SVD to analyze input-output systems

Any real matrix A ∈ Rm×n defines an input-output system as follows
z = Ay

(9)

with z ∈ Rn denoting the output vector and y ∈ Rm denoting the input vector.
Singular-value decomposition of the matrix A can be used to analyze the input-output
3
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system,
min(m,n)
T

A = UΣV =



σi ui vTi

(10)

i=1

Assume that an input vector corresponds to the k − th right singular vector, which is
scaled by a factor d with y = dvk . Due to the fact that ui and vi are orthonormal bases
we can obtain the output vector as follows [6],


min(m,n)

σi ui vTi  yk = dσkk uk
(11)
z=
i=1

with z2 = dσkk uk 2 = dσkk .

4

The SVD modified search direction method

In the present method, we propose a new way for finding the search path towards
the local minimum. Instead of using the steepest descent direction of the unconstrained
problem in the feasible domain (i.e. there is no active constraint), we take the inactive
constraint into account and use it to modify the search direction. The goal is to find a
searching path, which can possibly avoid the part of traveling along the active constraint
and find the local minimum in a robust way.
4.1

Singular-value decomposed objective and constraint sensitivity

The gradients of the objective and the constraint can be obtained by sensitivity analysis. Let the row vector c and a represent the gradients of the objective and inequality
constraint, respectively. They are given as:


∂f
∂f
∂f
...
c = ∇f = ∂x
(12)
∂x2
∂xn
1
a = ∇g =



∂g
∂x1

∂g
∂x2

...

∂g
∂xn



(13)

We construct the sensitivity matrix m from the normalized objective sensitivity ĉ and
the normalized constraint sensitivity â:
 
ĉ
m=
(14)
â
We apply singular-value decomposition as shown in equation (8) to the sensitivity
matrix m,
m = usv∗
(15)
where matrix u contains the left-singular column vectors and v contains the right-singular
vectors of the sensitivity matrix m. We write the i − th left-singular column vector ui ,
the i − th singular value si , and the i − th right-singular column vector vi in a set mi
4
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mi = {ui , si , vi }

(16)

We denote the set mi as the i − th design mode of the sensitivity matrix m.
4.2

A 2D analytical example demonstrating the SVD modified search direction method

A 2D analytical optimization example is introduced and will be used to demonstrate
the proposed method.
Consider the following analytical optimization problem,
Minimize
(x1 − 2)2 + (x2 − 2)2 ,
(17)
which is subject to the constraint
−
4.2.1

1
(x1 − 3)2 − x2 + 3 ≤ 0.
10

(18)

Singular-value decomposition of the sensitivity matrix m

We choose an initial design x0 = (−12, −4) and its sensitivity matrix can be calculated


−0.9191 −0.3939
(19)
m0 =
0.9487 −0.3162
Applying SVD to the sensitivity matrix m0 we obtain the right-singular vectors v1 and
v2 ,




0.9991
−0.0416
v2 =
(20)
v1 =
0.0416
0.9991
the left-singular vectors u1 and u2 ,




−0.7071
−0.7071
u2 =
u1 =
0.7071
−0.7071

(21)

as well as the singular values,
s1 = 1.3219 s2 = 0.5026

(22)

Recalling the properties discussed in the section 3.2, we can interpret the two design
modes as follows:
- the first design mode m1 = {u1 , s1 , v1 } : by taking δv1 as design change, we can
obtain a change in objective as well as in constraint function δJ = s1 δu1 , which is
a decrease in the objective function and an increase in the constraint function. We
denote the first mode as the primal mode.
5
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v2
−â

α2 −ĉ
α1 v 1

Figure 1: 2D analytical optimization with the design modes

- the second design mode m2 = {u2 , s2 , v2 } : by taking δv2 as design change, we can
obtain a change in objective as well as in constraint function δJ = s2 δu2 , which is
a decrease in both the objective and the constraint function. We denote the second
mode as the dual mode.
The two design changes v1 and v2 from the design modes are illustrated in figure 1.
The circles in figure 1 indicate the contour lines of the objective function described in
equation (17) and the parabola indicates the constraint described in equation (18).
Recall that at the local optimum, the design satisfies the necessary KKT condition as
described in the section 2. We are especially interested in the gradient conditions described
in equation (2). Rewriting the KKT gradient condition for our analytical example we get
c = µa

(23)

where µ is the Lagrange Multiplier.
In this case, by applying SVD to the sensitivity matrix we obtain v1 = αâ with α ∈ R
and v2 = 0 since the normalized objective gradient and normalized constraint gradient
are parallel.
4.2.2

Modified search direction using the design modes

We denote the angle between v1 and −ĉ as α1 and the angle between v2 and −ĉ as
α2 . Thus we can rewrite the normalized steepest descent direction −ĉ as
−ĉ = cos α1 v1 + cos α2 v2

(24)

In order to get a design which better fulfills the KKT gradient condition in the next
iteration compared to using the steepest descent direction, we modify the search direction
as
s = cos α1 v1 + c cos α2 v2
(25)
6
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Figure 2: 2D analytical optimization with different parameter c

where the factor c > 1 is introduced to enlarge the contribution of the dual mode design
change v2 . We define the factor c as duality factor and its influence on the optimization
procedure is demonstrated in the following subsection.
4.2.3

Results of the 2D analytical example

Applying the SVD modified search direction method we obtain the results of the 2D
analytical optimization problem illustrated in subsection 4.2. In figure 2 we show the different optimization progresses for different duality factors c. It can be obviously observed,
the bigger the duality factor c is chosen, the bigger is the impact of the constraint gradient
on the modified search direction. It should be noted, however, that it is not guaranteed
to achieve the local minimum with every duality factor c > 1.
Figure 3 shows the optimization progresses with different initial designs. The duality
factor c = 5.0 is chosen. Starting from the six different initial designs, the SVD modified
search direction method can successfully achieve the local minimum.
5

Vertex Morphing method for shape optimization

In the present work, the SVD modified search direction method is applied in node
based shape optimization with a large number of design variables. In order to robustly
deal with complex geometry, the Vertex Morphing method [1][5] is used. It is shortly
reviewed in the following.
The idea of Vertex Morphing is to control the surface nodes x = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] with a
design control field s = [s1 , s2 , ..., sn ], filtered with a filter function A(x, x0 , r). The filter
radius r acts as a design handle and controls the smoothness of the resulting surface. The
so called forward mapping step using the linear mapping matrix A is defined as follows,

7
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Figure 3: SVD modified search direction optimization with the duality factor c = 5 applied for different
initial designs

xi = Aij sj

(26)

Similarly, the change of the control field δs is mapped on to the change of the design
surface δx
δxi = Aij δsj

(27)

The nodes of the control field are the design variables of the gradient based optimization. Following the chain rule of differentiation, the sensitivities of the response J w.r.t.
the geometry x are backward mapped to the design control field using the adjoint or
backward mapping matrix A∗ , with A∗ = AT for regular grids.
dJ dxj
dJ
dJ
=
= Aji
dsi
dxj dsi
dxj

(28)

Using equations (27) and (28) the design surface is modified iteratively, ensuring smooth
shape updates.
6

Numerical example of large shape optimization problem

The presented method has been tested through several constrained shape optimization
problems. The example shown is a 3D shell structure under static loading illustrated in
figure 4. The cylinder shell with a radius R = 10 and a thickness t = 1 is supported
with a fixed support at the left bottom edge and a roller support at the right. A single
point load p = 1e5 is applied at the center of the shell structure. The Young’s Modulus
E = 2.068e11 and the Poisson’s ratio µ = 0.29 are assigned to the shell material property.

8
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E = 2.069e11

p = 1e5

µ = 0.29
t=1

R = 10

L = 20

Figure 4: 3D shell structure unconstrained strain energy optimization

A linear elastic static analysis is carried out and a co-rotational 3-node shell element
based on the Assumed Natural Deviatoric Strain formulation is used. The strain energy
is set to be the objective function, while different geometrical constraints are considered.
The shape of the structure is optimized and the Vertex Morphing method is used.
6.1

Unconstrained strain energy optimization for 3D shell structure

Carrying out the unconstrained optimization with the Vertex Morphing technology,
where the steepest-descent direction of strain energy objective function with a fixed step
size is used as design update, a result characterized by a filter radius r can be obtained.
This is illustrated in figure 5 on the right side. After 61 steps the optimization is converged
to a local minimum and the strain energy is decreased to 1.99% of the initial design.
6.2

Constrained strain energy optimization for 3D shell structure with one
geometrical constraint

We add a geometric constraint to the unconstrained problem discussed in the previous
subsection 6.1. The geometric constraint is a sphere as is shown in figure 6. In order to
apply the SVD modified search direction method, we add an artificial gradient for the
geometric constraint,
∂g
∂d2 b − d p
)
=
(
(29)
∂xi
∂xi
b
where d is the distance function, b is the predefined distance in which the geometric
constraint gradient is calculated (d ≤ b), and p ∈ R is the exponential factor which
9
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Figure 5: 3D shell structure unconstrained strain energy optimization

Figure 6: 3D shell structure initial design with spheric geometry constraint

penalizes the gradient.
The optimization converged after 66 steps and the strain energy is reduced to 4.04% of
the initial design. The optimized geometry is shown in figure 7. The objective function
value for the initial design is at a local maximum, due to the flat shape of the shell
structure. By weakly imposing the KKT gradient conditions, the algorithm is aware of
the incoming constraint and be able to take another path before the constraint gets active.
The optimization problem and the constraint of this example is highly non-linear. By
taking the constraint information into account a priori, the whole optimization progress
is regularized and is therefore smooth. As can be seen in the optimization result, the
shape of the whole structure morphs according to the incoming constraint due to the
regularization of the optimization problem. A sudden change in design update due to the
KKT switching conditions as described in equation (6) is therefore avoided.
6.3

Constrained strain energy optimization for 3D shell structure with two
geometrical constraints

We add a second sphere geometric constraint to the constrained optimization problem
discussed in the previous subsection as is shown in figure 8. The optimization converged

10
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Figure 7: Optimized design for the 3D shell structure with spheric geometry constraint

Figure 8: 3D shell structure initial design with two spheric geometry constraint

after 49 steps and the strain energy is reduced to 2.56% of the initial design. The structure
morphs towards a local minimum where a violation of the two geometrical constraints is
effectively avoided. Again, one identifies the regularization of the constrained optimization
problem, the overall shape morphs smoothly with the goal reducing the objective value
and keeping the constraints from being violated. Compared to the example with single
geometrical constraint, a better local minimum is obtained due to the high nonlinearity
of the optimization problem.
7

Conclusions

In the present work, a modified search direction method for constrained optimization is
developed. We construct the modified search direction in feasible domain by utilizing the
primal and dual mode computed by the singular-value decomposition of the sensitivity
matrix. The duality factor is introduced in order to enlarge the contribution of the dual
mode, such that the KKT gradient conditions can be better fulfilled at the next iteration
compared to the direct use of the steepest descent search direction. Various constrained
optimization examples show that the proposed method finds local minimums by properly
avoiding the constraint violations.

11
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Figure 9: Optimized design for the 3D shell structure with two spheric geometry constraint

The proposed algorithm regularizes the constrained optimization problem and provides
smooth design updates. A discontinuity in the search direction resulting from the KKT
switching condition compared to active-set strategy can be effectively avoided. It is shown
in the results that the proposed method is very promising when dealing with highly nonlinear, large optimization problems.
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Abstract. In the present work a NURBS-based framework for shape and topology optimization is presented. The methodology uses fixed grids with immersed boundaries based
on a Brinkman penalization method. Compared to other available approaches for topology
optimization the number of design variables is reduced and a mathematical description
of the solid boundaries is given by NURBS. Two test cases are used to investigate the
presented method. The first one compares the proposed method with a traditional shape
optimization approach using body-fitted grids. The second one proves the capability of
the method for topological changes of the flow domain during the optimization process.
1

INTRODUCTION

Shape and topology optimization are important engineering tools for generating optimal fluid flow domains during a development process. For shape optimization usually
body-fitted grids are used. However, for complex geometries or large deformations of the
grid during the optimization process the grid generation is a challenging problem. This
becomes even more difficult for topology optimization problems where the topology of
the flow domain may change. To overcome these issues a variety of methods have been
developed which use a fixed grid. For a general overview of these methods the reader is
referred to [1, 2]. Some of the issues all these methods have in common is a high number
of design variables and a slow convergence of the optimization process [3]. To reduce the
number of design variables and to ensure smooth, mathematically described interfaces
the present work utilizes non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) for the solid-fluid
interface representation. The control points of the NURBS are used as design variables
and by that it is possible to generate complex shapes with a small number of design
variables. To model the solid part of the flow domain a Brinkman penalization method
[4] is used. An additional advantage of using NURBS is that they are commonly used in
computer-aided design (CAD) what makes it is easy to transfer the design of the optimal
solution to a CAD system for further post-processing.
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2

BRINKMAN PENALIZATION METHOD

For the computations in this paper the penalized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

ρ



∇ · v = 0,

∂v
+ (v · ∇) v = −∇p + µ∆v + f − αv
∂t

(1)
(2)

are used, where v is the flow velocity vector, p is the pressure, t is the time, ρ is the
density, µ is the dynamic viscosity and f are external body forces. The term αv is the so
called Brinkman penalization term with the Brinkman penalization parameter α. In fluid
regions, this parameter is set to zero and the Brinkman term vanishes which leads to the
original Navier-Stokes equations. To ensure the zero-velocity condition in the solid parts,
a high value of α is chosen which causes the velocity to tend towards zero. Referring to
[5] where a value of αmax > 104 is considered as sufficient, the maximum value of α is set
to αmax = 105 in the present paper.
3

NURBS-BASED FRAMEWORK

The proposed methodology uses non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) for the
geometric representation of the immersed solid boundaries. For the sake of simplicity this
paper only considers the two-dimensional case. However, the extension of the proposed
method for three-dimensional problems is straight forward. A two-dimensional NURBS
curve is defined as
n

C(u) =
Ri,p (u) Pi
(3)
i=0

with the independent variable u ∈ [a, b], n + 1 control points Pi and the rational basis
functions
Ni,p (u) wi
Ri,p (u) = n
,
(4)
j=0 Nj,p (u) wj

where wi are the weights and Ni,p are the B-spline basis functions of degree p defined on
a knot vector U . This vector can be defined in several ways depending of the desired type
of the NURBS curve. In the present paper two types are considered. In case of open
curves a clamped, uniform knot vector
U = {a, . . . , a, up+1 , . . . , un−p , b, . . . , b}
  
  

(5)

U = {0, . . . , n + 1}

(6)

p+1

p+1

is used. For this kind of vector the first and last knot values are repeated p+1 times. In
case of closed curves unclamped, uniform knot vectors

are used. For the definition of the basis functions and more details about NURBS in
general the reader is referred to [6, 7]. In order to use the NURBS for the optimization
2
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process several parameters can be defined as variable and therefore can be used as design
variables. However, in this paper only the coordinates of the control points Pi are used
for this. The weights are always set to one and the knot vector will be defined depending
on the respective test case.
In the following, each step of the optimization process is explained briefly. First, the
optimization boundaries have to be described by NURBS curves. In simple cases, this
can be done manually by positioning the control points, setting the weights and defining
the knot vectors. For more complex geometries immersed into the flow domain this
could also be done by common CAD systems which mostly are using NURBS for their
geometry description. The coordinates of the control points of these NURBS then have to
be coupled to the design variables of the optimization problem. As mentioned before, also
other parameters of the NURBS curve could be coupled to design variables which would
give even more control over the shape of the curves. However, to keep the number of design
variables small only the control points are considered in the present paper. In the next
step, the values of the Brinkman penalization parameters α have to be determined. For
this purpose, the proportion of fluid to solid has to be calculated in each control volume
which can be done by means of a polygon clipping algorithm. In the present paper the
Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [8] is used. This algorithm clips any convex polygon
against any other convex or concave polygon. For the methodology proposed the NURBS
curve is clipped against each control volume. In order to do this, the NURBS curve first
has to be discretized to create a polygon which then can be clipped by the SutherlandHodgman algorithm. Figure 1 shows the procedure for a concave polygon clipped against
a quadrilateral control volume where the polygon is clipped successively against all four
sides of the control volume starting with the left side. The area of the clipped polygon is

Figure 1: Procedure of the Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping algorithm

then set in ratio to the total area of the control volume. The resulting volume fraction
is used to calculate the corresponding Brinkman penalization parameter. For all control
volumes outside the area enclosed by the polygon respectively the NURBS curve the
Brinkman penalization parameter is set to α = 0 and for all control volumes inside this
area the parameter is set to α = 105 . For the control volumes getting cut by the NURBS
curve the Brinkman penalization parameter is set to 0 < α < 105 depending on the
volume fraction. By this the immersed boundary gets slightly blurred which is necessary
to have a continuous objective function respectively being able to compute a gradient.
The last step is solving the fluid flow problem to determine the objective function and all
constraints of the optimization problem. For the present paper the block-structured finite
volume based solver FASTEST-3D [9] is used for all computations. If the value of the
3
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objective function satisfies the stopping criteria of the optimization method the process
is stopped. Otherwise the design variables are adjusted and the process starts over again.
What should be mentioned at this point is that the calculation of the volume fractions
by using the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm can take a not negligible amount of time
if the number of control volumes increases since every section of the polygon is checked
for intersection with every control volume side. Therefore, the number of sections of the
discretized NURBS curve should be as small as possible while still being able to represent the desired immersed boundary. It should also be mentioned that for the proposed
methodology no new boundaries can emerge anywhere in the flow domain. Only exisiting
boundaries can merge or vanish. This kind of topology optimization is often referred to
in the literature as generalized shape optimization.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To investigate the presented methodology it is first compared to a NURBS-based shape
optimization method which uses body-fitted grids. Then, the capability for topological
changes during the optimization process is shown with a second test case. For both test
cases the globally convergent version of the method of moving asymptotes (GCMMA) [10]
is used, which is a common optimization method in the field of topology optimization.
The gradient of the objective function and the constraints required for this algorithm is
approximated by forward diﬀerence. The tolerance for the stopping criteria is set to 10−5
for the relative change of the objective function and the design variables as well as the
constraint violation.
4.1

Shape optimization of a diﬀuser

In this test case a shape optimization of a diﬀuser is performed to reach a specific value
of the pressure at its outlet. The results of the proposed methodology are compared with
the results of a shape optimization method using a body-fitted grid as shown in [11]. The
geometry of the diﬀuser is depicted in Figure 2. The optimization boundary is described
0.5

1

2

4

u
P1

1

pout
y
P2

P3
x

Figure 2: Flow domain of the diﬀuser test case with inlet and outlet boundary conditions and position
of the design variable

by an open NURBS curve represented by the dashed line. It is defined by the control
4
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points
P1 =


0.5
,
1.0



P2 =


1.5
,
0.5



P3 =



2.5
0.0



(7)

and the knot vector U = {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1}. All weights are set to one. Every control volume
below this curve is treated as solid. According to [11] the inflow is described by a parabolic
velocity profile with a Reynolds number of Re = 1 based on the inlet channel height. The
pressure reference point is placed so that the pressure at the inlet is zero and by that
the pressure at pout corresponds to the pressure loss in the diﬀuser. The objective is to
achieve a static pressure of −13.5 Pa at the point pout by deforming the geometry of the
diﬀuser. To achieve the desired value the optimization problem is defined as
min

J = (pout + 13.5 Pa)2 ,

s. t.

−0.2 ≤ a ≤ 0.5.

a

(8)

The design variable a will move the control point P2 and by that deform the NURBS
curve with
 
 
1.5
1
−a·
.
(9)
P2 =
0.5
1

The initial value of the design variable is set to a = −0.2, which means that the control
point is moved upwards. The results for the optimizations are shown in Figure 3. It can be
1

body-fitted
Brinkman
initial

0.8

y

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

2.4

x
Figure 3: Comparison of the resulting NURBS curves for the body-fitted grid and the Brinkman penalization method including the initial curve

seen that the final NURBS curves for the body-fitted grid and the Brinkman penalization
method are almost identical. The value of the design variable for the body-fitted grid
is a = 0.343 and the value of the Brinkman penalization method is a = 0.355. For
both approaches the pressure at the outlet matches the desired value of pout = −13.5 Pa.
Thus, the proposed methodology is a reasonable alternative to classical shape optimization
approaches. However, it has to be mentioned that an advantage of body-fitted shape
optimization is the simple consideration of turbulent flows. The requirement to have
5
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a very fine grid resolution at the boundaries can be easily fulfilled in any optimization
iteration since the grid moves with the boundaries. For approaches with a fixed grid like
the Brinkman penalization method the grid doesn’t move with the boundary and therefore
a prior grid refinement isn’t possible. However, to overcome this problem several methods
for an adaptive mesh refinement exist which can be used for immersed boundary methods
like the one proposed.
4.2

Topology optimization of a pipe bend

In the second test case the pressure drop in a pipe bend is minimized. This problem
is a commonly used test case for the investigation of topology optimization methods and
was first introduced by Borrvall and Petersson [12]. The geometry of the flow domain is
depicted in Figure 4. The grid for this test case consists of 100 × 100 control volumes. For
0.1
0.2

u

0.7
y

p0
x
0.7

0.2

0.1

Figure 4: Flow domain of the pipe bend test case with inlet and outlet boundary conditions

the inflow a parabolic velocity profile is used and the Reynolds number is set to Re = 10
based on the inlet height. The objective is to minimize the pressure drop between the
inlet and the outlet. Thus, the optimization problem is defined as
min J = pin − pout ,
a

Af luid
s. t. g =
− 0.25 ≤ 0,
Atotal

(10)

where pin is the mean pressure at the inlet and pout is the mean pressure at the outlet. The
constraint g allows only 25 % of the flow domain to be fluid. The test case is optimized
with three diﬀerent initial designs. For the first design two NURBS curves are used which

6
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are shown in Figure 5 and are defined by the control points
 
 
 
0.0
0.0
0.7
1
1
1
, P2 =
, P3 =
P1 =
0.7
0.0
0.0
and

P21

=




0.0
,
0.9

P22

=




0.9
,
0.9

P23

=



0.9
0.0

(11)



(12)

and the knot vector U = {0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1} for each NURBS. Again all weights are set to
one. Four design variables a1 , . . . , a4 are used to move the control points P12 and P22 with
   
   
a1
a
0.0
0.9
1
2
+
+ 3
, P2 =
(13)
P2 =
0.0
0.9
a2
a4

while the other control points stay fixed. Thus, this case is comparable to the diﬀuser test
case in terms of the NURBS description and can be referred to as a shape optimization.
For the other two initial designs of the test case closed NURBS curves are used. Each
of them is defined by six control points as shown in Figure 6. To ensure a smooth closed
P21

P22

P4

P3

P11

P12

P13

P23

P1 = P5

Figure 5: Open NURBS curves each defined
by three control points

P2 = P6

Figure 6: Closed NURBS curve defined by six
control points

curve the first two control points are repeated according to the degree of the curves. All
of these curves are defined relative to their center by




 


−0.1
0.1
0.1
−0.1
P1 = P 5 =
, P2 = P6 =
, P3 =
, P4 =
(14)
−0.1
−0.1
0.1
0.1
with the unclamped, uniform knot vector U = {0, . . . , 8}. Again all weights are set to
one and each coordinate is controlled by a seperate design variable. At first two of these
closed curves are used with the centers (0.3, 0.3) and (0.7, 0.7). The last case uses four
curves with the centers (0.25, 0.50), (0.50, 0.75), (0.75, 0.50) and (0.50, 0.25).
The results are shown in Figure 7 including the streamlines for the initial and the
optimized design. All of the three initial designs lead to very similar results as well for
the value of the objective function as for the immersed boundaries. To reach the final
design a topological change of the flow domain had to happen for the second and the third
variant which proves the capability of the proposed method for topology optimization.
7
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4 DV, J = 277.6

16 DV, J = 280.6

32 DV, J = 276.1

Figure 7: Results for the pipe bend test case with diﬀerent initial designs and diﬀerent number of design
variables (DV), showing the corresponding NURBS curves and the streamlines

The third variant also shows the possibility of overlapping NURBS curves, which is a
necessary feature to achieve topological changes during the optimization process. The
optimized designs shown in Figure 8 are comparable to results from other authors like
[12, 13]. The optimization process shows a robust behavior for all test cases and a fast
convergence as shown in Figure 9. The peak at the beginning of each optimization results
from the fact that the volume constraint is violated at start. Therefore, the optimization
algorithm first tries to satisfy the constraint before minimizing the pressure drop. For 4
design variables the stopping criteria is already reached after 11 iterations. For 16 and 32
design variables the optimum is reached after 175 and 94 iterations, respectively. However,
it can be seen that a value near the optimum is already reached much earlier. For 16 and
32 design variables the objective function drops below 300 after about 30 iterations. Also
no oscillations of the objective function value during the optimization process could be
observed as reported by other authors [3].
5

CONCLUSION

A NURBS-based framework for shape and topology optimization was presented. The
Brinkman penalization method was used to account for solid areas in the flow domain.
The solid boundaries were mathematically described by NURBS curves. To determine
the Brinkman penalization parameter in each control volume the Sutherland-Hodgman
algorithm was used. The proposed method was investigated with two test cases to prove
8
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Figure 9: Convergence for the diﬀerent initial designs of the pipe bend test case

Figure 8: Final immersed boundaries for the different initial designs of the pipe bend test case

the capability for shape and topology optimization. The results show a high potential in
both disciplines. The method showed a fast and robust convergence for the optimization
process and can lead to complex designs with a small number of design variables compared
to traditional topology optimization approaches. The next steps will be the extension of
the framework to three-dimensional problems as well as the calculation of the gradient
with a direct approach.
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Abstract. The thermal performance of heat sinks is enhanced, in the present paper,
by applying a material distribution topology optimization approach. We consider solid
structures enclosed in three dimensional steady-state conductive differentially heated cavities. The algorithm iteratively updates the geometry of a heat sink, relying on gradient
information. The gradient information are computed using adjoint sensitivity methods,
combined with high-order accuracy direct numerical simulations. A complete conjugated
problem is solved, in which we describe the effect of the solid material on the surrounding flow through the action of a Brinkman friction term in the Navier–Stokes equations,
and we map the material distribution function onto the thermal conductivity and heat
capacity in the energy conservation equation. Additionally, advanced filtering techniques
are applied for enforcing a desired length scale to the solid structure. The success of the
method is presented with a thorough physical investigation of the optimal results, which
deliver a substantial increase of the heat transfer.

1

INTRODUCTION

Optimization of natural convection cooling systems is a major engineering challenge of
the present times. Because of their high reliability and durability, they can be employed
for many industrial applications. One of the most advanced techniques for optimizing such
systems is to act on the topology of the heat sink, that is, how its geometry is connected,
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thus optimizing the thermal performance by canalizing the surrounding flow. Bendsøe
and Kikuchi1 introduced a method for optimization of load carrying elastic structures
that has become influential also for other applications,2 the material distribution topology
optimization method. This approach aims to optimally distribute in space a composite
material function. Each point of the domain is a degree of freedom, thus there are no a
priori restriction on the optimal topology.
Optimization of simple conduction problems was the first
form of topology optimization for enhancing thermal performances.2 In the following years, more advanced studies have
included convection contributions. At the beginning, convective effects were just treated as a boundary condition;3 later,
the entire conjugate heat transfer has been considered. The
first attempts were limited to Stokes problems,4, 5 but more recently, the feasibility of the method has been proven on Navier–
y
Stokes problems.6–8 There are various ways of describing the
embedded heat sink. One way is to use a level set function,9, 10
x
z
another is the immersed boundary method.11 In the second
case, the momentum conservation law is solved in the whole Figure 1: Sketch of the
domain, but the velocity is penalized inside the solid structure computational domain (Ω:
using a Brinkman friction term.12 Moreover, the material dis- −0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, −0.5 ≤
tribution function is also mapped to the thermal properties in y ≤ 0.5, and −0.5 ≤ z ≤ 0)
and of the optimization dosolving the energy conservation law.13
main (in gray ΩO : −0.46 ≤
In the present paper, we limit the study to heat sinks x ≤ −0.25, −0.25 ≤ y ≤ 0.25,
confined inside a three dimensional steady-state conductive and −0.25 ≤ z ≤ 0). On the
differentially heated cavity, in which the buoyancy (under cold wall, Γ1 (in blue), the obBoussinesq approximation) drives a swirling laminar convec- jective function J is evalutive flow.14 We measure the enhancement of the heat sinks’ ated. Against the warm wall,
Γ2 (in red), a solid box (in
thermal performance by evaluating the heat flux through the black Ωs ) connects the warm
cold side of the cavity. For identifying the optimized de- wall to the optimization dosign, the material distribution topology optimization method main. The rest of the volis combined with high-order accuracy steady-state direct nu- ume is fluid (Ωf ). The design function ρ may not vary
merical simulations (DNS) computed with the spectral element in Ω ∪ Ω . Symmetry side,
f
s
code Nek500015 and the BoostConv algorithm.16 At each com- Γ3 : green contour.
putational point in the domain, a material indicator function
ρ̃ can describe the fluid (ρ̃ = 1) or the solid (ρ̃ = 0). The design function is allowed to
attain values in the continuum ρ̃ ∈ [0, 1] in order to allow for gradient-based optimization
algorithms. Penalty together with advanced filtering techniques17 are employed in order
to promote sharp interfaces and at the same time avoid small design features and mesh
dependencies.
The paper is organized as follows. The problem is presented in Section 2 by outlining
the governing equations and explaining how they are numerically solved. In Section 3
the filtering is described and in Section 4 the geometrical specification is given and the
optimization algorithm is described. A thorough physical interpretation of the results
2
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follows in Section 5, just before the conclusions.
2

PROBLEM PRESENTATION

The enhancement of the thermal performance of heat sinks is the primary focus of the
present paper. We rely on the high-order accurate spectral element code nek5000 together
with a material-distribution topology optimization algorithm to numerically generate an
effective geometry for a vertical heat sink enclosed in a conductive differentially heated
cavity. The heat sink, attached to the warm wall of the cavity, is optimized for maximizing
the heat transfer through the cavity, that is, the measure of the heat flux through the
cold wall.
2.1

Physical specification

We describe the conjugate heat transfer problem originated by the interaction between
an ideal Newtonian fluid and a solid structure. The incompressible flow under study is
driven by natural convection (buoyancy force) and cools down the heat sink attached
to the warm wall of the cavity. We limit the study to steady state conditions that are
representative of a flow without instabilities and turbulence. We solve thus the steady
state Navier–Stokes equations to evaluate the contribution of the thermal convection to
the overall heat transfer, and we solve the energy conservation equation in the whole
domain for computing the temperature distribution.
The chosen non-dimensionalization18 relies on the Rayleigh and the Prandtl numbers
ρ∗ Cf∗ β ∗ |g∗ |∆T ∗ x∗ 3
,
Ra =
µ∗ Kf∗

µ∗ Cf∗
Pr = ∗ ∗ ,
ρ kf

(1)

respectively, in which the reference length, velocity, temperature, pressure, and time are
√
∗
k
L∗
f Ra
∗
∗
∗
∗ ∗ 2
∗
,
θ
=
∆T
,
p
=
ρ
u
P
r,
t
=
,
(2)
x∗ref = L∗ , u∗ref =
ref
ref
ref
ref
Cf∗ L∗
u∗ref
respectively. Additionally, k ∗ defines the thermal conductivity; C ∗ the thermal heat
capacity (the subscript s and f indicate solid and fluid, respectively); ρ∗ , µ∗ , and β ∗ are
the density, the viscosity, and the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, respectively.
All dimensional variables are identified by a star, L∗ is the cavity length, ∆T ∗ is the
temperature difference with respect to the ambient, and eg = −g∗ /|g∗ | is the unit gravity
vector. As the dimensionless governing equations
1
1
(u · ∇)u − √ ∇2 u + ∇p − eg θ + χ(ρ̃)u = 0,
Pr
Ra
1
C(ρ̃)(u · ∇)θ − √ ∇ · k(ρ̃)∇θ = 0,
Ra
∇ · u = 0,

(3)

show, under the Boussinesq approximation, the flow is driven by temperature variations.
Moreover, we model the effect of the solid structure on the fluid flow as the action of a
3
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Brinkman friction term12 in the momentum equations. The amplitude of the Brinkman
force χ(ρ̃) has a direct dependence on the material indicator function ρ̃ that is continuously
defined in the whole domain (solid: ρ̃ = 0; fluid: ρ̃ = 1). The function ρ̃ is, in turn,
obtained from the design function ρ through the filtering operation described in Section 3.
Also in the temperature equation, we rely on ρ̃ for defining its coefficients,13 the adjusted
non-dimensional heat capacity C(ρ̃) and the non-dimensional thermal conductivity k(ρ̃).
The interpolation of the coefficients is done using SIMP-type functions:2


ks
p
p
χ(ρ̃) = χ(1 − ρ̃) , C(ρ̃) = 1 − (1 − ρ̃) , k(ρ̃) =
− 1 (1 − ρ̃)p ,
(4)
kf
where p is the exponent that characterizes the steepness of the interpolation. The choice
of having an adjusted thermal heat capacity legitimates the use of the Brinkman friction
term. Indeed, when using an immersed boundary method (IBM), there is inevitably a
small but nonzero velocity also in the solid.11 Since our analysis focuses on heat transfer
optimization, we set to zero the dimensionless heat capacity coefficient in the solid regions
(C(ρ̃) = 0, when ρ̃ = 0) to eliminate unrealistic convection contributions.
Finally, we want to measure the the efficiency of the optimized geometry in terms
of heat transfer maximization through the cavity. The Fourier law indicates that Φ∗ =
−k ∗ ∇∗ θ∗ ·n is the heat flux density through a surface. Here, k ∗ is the thermal conductivity
and the unit normal vector n indicates the orientation of the surface. The non-dimensional
heat flux is thus computed as Φ = k ∗ /kf∗ ∇θ · n.
2.2

Numerical specification

To numerically solve the governing equations (3), we rely on the spectral-element solver
Nek5000.15 The code requires the computational domain to be divided in non-overlapping
deformable quadrilaterals, in each of which a tensor product of Legendre polynomials
of order N spans the solution. Additionally, the solution is required to satisfy a C 0
continuity condition across the elements. At the N+1 Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL)
quadrature nodes on each element, the velocity u and the temperature θ are evaluated
with Lagrangian interpolants.19 To guarantee skew symmetry of the advection term in
the momentum conservation equations, over-integration is applied. Moreover, to suppress
spurious pressure modes, the pressure p is evaluated as a Lagrangian interpolant of lower
order (N − 2) on a staggered grid (PN − PN −2 method20 ).
Moreover, to compute the steady-state solution of the governing equations, a time
marching scheme with enhanced convergence is used, the BoostConv method.16 The
algorithm treats the time evolution of Equation (3) as an iterative algorithm for solving
general large-scale linear systems. A continuously adapting basis of size N is defined,
which spans the rn = [u; θ]n+1 − [u; θ]n residuals in time. With this basis, a leastsquare problem is solved to obtain a modified residual ξ n , which is used to recompute
[u; θ]n+1 = [u; θ]n + ξ n and thus minimize the residual at iteration n + 1.21

4
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3

DESIGN DEFINITION

The material indicator function ρ̃, whose use has been described in Section 2.1, is defined indirectly through nonlinear filtering of an auxiliary design variable ρ. In particular,
for the present study we have considered density filters to impose a length scale R to the
optimized structures.22, 23 A cascade of so-called fW-mean nonlinear filters17 is used to obtain an approximation of the so-called open operation from mathematical morphology.24
We start by considering the classic linear filter25 FL , defined as the weighted convolution
of two functions

ρ(x)ω(|x − x |) dx
(ρ ∗ ω)(x )

Ω
FL (ρ)(x ) =
=
, where
W (x )
W (x )
 
2

2 3
−
|r|
if 21 ≤ |r| ≤ 32
3 |x − x |


3 2
W (x ) =
.
, r=
ω(|x − x |) dx, ω =
2 R
1 − 43 |r|2
if 0 ≤ |r| < 21
Ω
(5)
To perform the open filter operation using f W -mean nonlinear filters, we use first a FE
erode operation, followed by a FD dilate one,
 
 


(6)
FE (ρ) = fE−1 ◦ FL fE ◦ ρ , FD (ρ) = fD−1 ◦ FL fD ◦ ρ ,

where ◦ indicates a composition of two function, as (fE ◦ ρ)(x) = fE (ρ(x)). The functions
fE and fD , together with their inverse fE−1 and fD−1 are, for s ∈ , defined as
fE (s) =

1
,
s+β

fD (s) =

1
,
1−s+β

fE−1 (s) =

1
− β,
s

fD−1 (s) = 1 −

1
+ β,
s

respectively, with parameter β > 0. We define our composite nonlinear filter as


ρ̃ = F (ρ) = FD FE (ρ) ;

(7)

(8)

that is, we first compute the composition of fE with the design variable ρ, then we apply
the linear filter FL to the result, in order to obtain ρ = FL (fE ◦ ρ). Successively, we
compose the inverse function fE−1 with ρ to obtain ρ = FE (ρ), which is composed
with

fD to become the input of a second linear filter operation FL (ρ = FL fD ◦ ρ ). At last,
we compose the inverse function fD−1 with ρ to obtain ρ̃ = FD (ρ ).
4

SETUP PRESENTATION

We measure the enhanced performance of the optimized heat sink by evaluating the
heat flux through the cold wall of the cavity (Γ1 ), that is our objective function

k∗
J =
− ∗ ∇θ · n dΓ.
(9)
kf
Γ1

5
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4.1

Geometry specification

We impose no slip boundary conditions on all external walls. For the temperature,
we impose on the vertical walls uniform Dirichlet boundary conditions (cold θ = 0 at
x = 0.5, Γ1 , and θ = 1 at x = −0.5, Γ2 ). At z = 0 we define a symmetry plane, Γ3 . All
other external walls are by definition conductive (i.e. a Dirichlet boundary condition with
decreasing temperature θ = 0.5 − x). The gravity acts in the negative vertical direction
(−y), and due to the buoyancy force, the horizontal temperature gradient imposed by the
boundary conditions (along x) generates a clockwise flow rotation.
In order to obtain structures that act as heat sinks, we consider the optimization domain
(ΩO ) to be a subset of the computational domain (−0.46 ≤ x ≤ −0.25, −0.25 ≤ y ≤ 0.25,
and −0.25 ≤ z ≤ 0, see Fig. 1 for more details). Outside the optimization domain the
design function ρ is forced to be solid in all the collocation points inside the black box
located against the warm wall (Ωs ), and fluid everywhere else (Ωf ).
4.2

Optimization problem

We want to optimize ρ ∈ A = {ρ ∈ L∞ (Ω) | 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, ρ|Ωs ≡ 0, ρ|Ωf ≡ 1} for
maximizing J (see Eq. (9)). The constraints are the governing equations (3), the filter
operation (8), the boundary conditions, and the maximal amount of solid volume
min
ρ∈A

s.t.

−J,
1
1
(u · ∇)u − √ ∇2 u + ∇p − eg θ + χ(ρ̃)u = 0 in Ω,
Pr
Ra
1
C(ρ̃)(u · ∇)θ − √ ∇ · k(ρ̃)∇θ = 0 in Ω,
Ra
∇ · u = 0 in Ω,
ρ̃ − F (ρ) = 0 in Ω,
u = 0 on Γ \ Γ3 ,
∇u · n = 0 on Γ3 ,
θ = 0 on Γ1 ,
θ = 1 on Γ2 ,
∇θ · n = 0 on Γ3 ,
θ = 0.5 − x on Γ \ (Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3 ),

(1 − ρ̃) dΩ ≤ Vmax .

(10)

Ω

To solve (10), we rely on the optimization algorithm MMA26 together with adjoint-based
gradient calculations.7
In detail, we first define an initial design ρ and then iteratively solve the following
algorithm until convergence:
• Compute ρ̃ = F (ρ) (Eq. 8);
• Map ρ̃ to the coefficients k, C, χ (Eq. 4);
• Solve the governing equations (Eq. 3);
6
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• Solve the adjoint problem
1
1
(−(u · ∇u† ) + (∇u)T · u† ) − √ ∇2 u† − ∇p† + C(∇θ)θ† + χu† = 0,
Pr
Ra
1
−eg · u† − C(u · ∇)θ† − √ ∇ · k∇θ† = 0,
Ra
†
∇ · u = 0;

u† = 0 on Γ \ Γ3 ,
√
θ† = Ra on Γ2 ,

∇u† · n = 0 on Γ3 ,
∇θ† · n = 0 on Γ3 ,

(11)

θ† = 0 on Γ \ Γ3 ∪ Γ2 ,

• Compute the derivative of the objective function with respect to ρ̃:
ρ† = p(ρ̃−1)p−1 θ† (u·∇)θ+p(

ks
1
−1)(1− ρ̃)p−1 √ ∇θ† ·∇θ+pχ(1− ρ̃)p−1 u† ·u; (12)
kf
Ra

• Apply the following filter operation to obtain the function f


 
 ρ† (x)  1 2 ω(|x − x|)
ρ (x)
1
dx
,
f † (x ) = 

W (x)
(1 − ρ (x ) + β)2
Ω


 
 f † (x)  1 2 ω(|x − x|)
ρ (x)
1
f (x ) = 
dx
,
W (x)
(ρ(x ) + β)2
Ω

(13)

which contains the derivative of the objective function with respect to ρ;

• Use MMA to update ρ.
In brief, the fluid–thermal solver ensures that the governing equations and the boundary
conditions are satisfied, whereas the MMA algorithm enforces the volume limitation and
the conditions on ρ imposed by the definition of A.
5

RESULTS

The optimization has been run for Ra = 104 , using materials corresponding to air
(P r = 0.71) and aluminum (ks /kf = 7749.1). In the SIMP mapping (4), we have chosen
p = 5, and for the filter a continuation technique on β = {1, 0.1}, R = 0.02. Based on
a mesh independence study, the computational domain has been divided in 22 elements
in x and y direction, 11 in the z direction, and with polynomial order 7 (about 104
degrees of freedom in the optimization domain). For the considered Ra, we have verified
by computing the solution in the entire domain that the symmetry condition along z is
not restricting the spectrum of optimal topologies. The results are shown in Figure 2.
There, we can observe, from top to bottom, the optimized heat sinks (last column), which
have been obtained starting with the initial designs shown in the first column, that is,
uniform in ΩO : ρ = 0, ρ = 0.5 (first two rows), and a classical vertical heat sink with
7
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Table 1: Heat flux through Γ1 with a uniform porous, a uniform solid initial design, and three vertical
fins at the beginning of the optimization and at convergence.

J0
Jf

ρ0 = 0
0.85
0.93

ρ0 = 0.5
0.86
0.93

3 fins
0.88
0.92

three fins (last row), respectively. The structure is plotted with a gray iso-contour at
ρ̃ = 0.5 and the flow is represented by an iso-contour of velocity magnitude |u| = 0.19
colored with the pseudo-colors of the temperature. With the same visual representation,
we can observe in the central column of Figure 2, that the structure actively affects the
flow. If we compare the flow before and after the optimization, then we notice that the
fluid moving with |u| = 0.19 is warmer. The overall velocity in the cavity increases,
thus enhancing the convection contribution. Comparing the initial designs, from top
to bottom, we can observe that a solid uniform medium inside ΩO , creates an obstacle
that strongly brakes the flow. The fluid accelerates vertically along the sides of the
structure, and when it hits the top side of the cavity it decelerates at the expenses of the
horizontal component of the velocity. Its contribution to the velocity magnitude along
the top and bottom sides is substantially lower and therefore there are no |u| = 0.19 flow
structures at these locations. When we allow for some flow inside ΩO , as in the case of
uniform porous material and heat sink with three vertical fins, the velocity magnitude
inside the cavity increases. Some |u| = 0.19 flow structures appear along the top and
bottom sides. They are better defined and of larger size for the heat sink that has a
classical topology, since its geometry is designed to enhance the heat convection. Indeed,
in Table 1 we can see that this configuration enhances the heat transfer, when compared
to uniform material distributions inside ΩO . However, it is not generally optimal for the
flow under consideration. The vertical fins heat up the flows at x locations closer to the
cold wall, similarly to the case with uniform solid ΩO . Moreover, they are less invasive
in the z direction and thus do not obstruct the flow as much as the solid block does.
However, they do not optimize for the circulation. Therefore, to improve the circulation,
the optimization carves the fins to create a double rake with larger harrows on the top
sides and thinner elongated ones on the bottom sides. All optimized topologies can be
considered similar; they enhance the convection contribution and induce a similar flow
inside the cavity. The optimized structures canalize the fluid, increase the size of the
higher speed flow structures, and modify their shape. The lower arms warm up the fluid
at x locations further away from the warm wall, close to the limit of the optimization
domain ΩO . At these locations, the horizontal component of the velocity (ux ) is higher,
the structures create an obstacle that causes a bifurcation of the flow. Three main streams
of warmer fluid flow upward, driven by buoyancy. We observe that the structure adapts its
topology to canalize these streams to join again through the side holes. Additionally, with
a smooth curved interface, which is divided in flat and shorter arms, it directs the flow
towards the top-center of the cavity. This flow structures increase the thermal convection,
8
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extract more heat from the heat sink and thus enhance the cooling performance of the
solid structure (see Tab. 1). In the optimized geometry obtained starting from a vertical
heat sink, the overall heat flux through Γ1 is slightly lower. This is due to the more
developed holes in the upper part of the structure, who allow for more vertical flow,
therefore the maximal velocity magnitude is overall 3% lower.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In the present paper, we successfully carried out topology optimization of heat sinks
confined in a three dimensional differentially heated cavity. We base our results on the
material distribution topology optimization method combined with high-order accuracy
DNS combined with adjoint sensitivity analysis for the gradient computation. The flow
is considered to be in steady-state, at laminar conditions (Ra = 104 ), and the cavity has
conductive sides. The enhanced performances of the optimized structures are measured
in terms of increase in the heat flux through the cold wall. For air (P r = 0.71) and
aluminum (ks/kf = 7749.1), the three scenarios considered are delivering an increase
of the thermal performance of 8.5%, 7.3%,and 4.5% respectively. Advanced nonlinear
filtering has been used to decouple the size of the smallest structure and the filter radius,
as well as obtain sharp interfaces between fluid and solid material.17 We deal with a
nonlinear optimization problem, which is known for the presence of local optima and
its dependency on the initial conditions. We, therefore, compare the results obtained
for three different initial configurations and observe that the optimized geometries are
different, but comparable in performance. They have common features, which act on
the flow and thus optimize it for enhancing the thermal convection contribution. The
optimized geometries are hollow in the center, have lower arms to bifurcate the warmer
fluid, lateral holes for rejoining the warm streams flowing upward, and flat circular upper
arms for smoothly directing the flow towards the center-top part of the cavity.
Further investigations will result in an extension of the present work. The impact of
sizing parameters on the optimal topologies can be considered. In particular, it is of
interest to see how different sizes of the optimization domain ΩO , and of the sides of
the cavity (i.e. aspect ratio R = 4 between the height and the other dimensions of the
cavity) affect the final optimal design for the heat sink. In particular, in the last set of
scenarios, not included in this paper, with an elongated cavity, the faster vertical flow,
with a less rounded circulation, will have different topological requirements for enhancing
the convection contribution.
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θ
0.98

0.12

Figure 2: Optimized designs compared with the initial designs, from which they have been obtained.
In gray, the structure (contour ρ̃ = 0.5); with the pseudo-colors of the temperature θ, the flow structure
represented by an iso-contour |u| = 0.19. Left: Initial designs with surrounding flow. Center: Optimized
topologies with surrounding flow. Right: Zoom on the optimal structures.
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Abstract. The firing of ceramic ware in chamber furnaces is a transient multiphysical process,
including turbulence combustion and fluid flow in the gas space, convective and radiation
heat transfer from the flue gases to the furnace wall and ceramic ware, surface to surface
radiation between the solid surfaces and conduction heat transfer in combination with
endothermic or exothermic processes in the ceramic body.
Models and conceptions for numerical analysis of the conjugate heat transfer in such
furnaces are developed. They are applied for analyses of the thermal processes in a chamber
furnace for firing of technical ceramics. All mathematical models are validated on the base of
information, obtained from in situ measurements of parameters of the real object. Nonuniform thermal and fluid flow fields in the thermal aggregate that cause problems in the
furnace walls and wastes at the ceramic ware are ascertained. An impossibility of improving
the furnace operation at the existing construction, topology and parameters of the burners is
established.
A variant for reconstruction of the furnace is investigated numerically. It includes changes
of the number, power and topology of the burners and the arrangement of the ceramic ware in
the furnace space. Uniform temperature fields and reduction of the specific fuel consumption
at the suggested configuration of the thermal aggregate are established. They are prerequisites
for quality and economical firing of the ceramic ware.
1

INTRODUCTION

Ceramic production is closely related to the development of human culture and life. The
technologies for processing of the raw materials and semi-manufactured are subject to
continuous improvement. The firing of the articles is an energy consuming high temperature
treatment of the ceramic mass according to the assigned temperature and gas regime in order
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to ensure quality products with preliminarily defined physicochemical properties.
The firing process involves three stages - heating the ceramic products to a firing
(maximal) temperature, keeping this temperature during a fixed time and cooling of the
products. It is expressed by so-called temperature curve that depends on ceramic materials
and ware arrangement in the furnace space [1, 2]. In addition to the temperature regime there
are restrictions to the gas composition in the furnace space. It is regulated by the combustion
excess air ratio α and can be reduction with carbon oxide in the gas space (α <1), neutral (α =
1) or oxidation (α> 1). In order to achieve a uniform heat transfer in the furnace space and a
homogeneous temperature field in the ceramic ware it is necessary to maintain an appropriate
gas flow field (gas pressure, temperature and velocity).
The time duration of the heating, keeping maximal temperature and cooling periods
depend on the ceramic geometry, material and arrangement in the furnace space. The
temperature curve usually is monitored by thermocouples that conduct signals to the
controller of automatic adjustment system to regulate the fuel and subsequent air flows. The
heating and cooling rate are setting on the base of experience of the responsible stuff and the
literature. The refinement of the time duration of the processes results in reduction of the
wastes and energy economy [1]. The mathematical modelling and numerical simulation are
the most appropriate ways for improvement of the firing efficiency at the high temperature
industrial furnaces.
So far a complex study of transient conjugated heat transfer with numerical simulation of
combustion process, temperature, concentration and hydrodynamic fields in gas chamber
furnaces is not published. Such analysis requires solving of multi-physical models for fluid
and solid domains at relatively low time steps, which is a difficult and time consuming
problem. But that approach allows detailed information of the temperature and fluid flow
fields that can be a base for proper correction of the maintained temperature regimes and
improvements of the thermal aggregate. An algorithm for modeling investigation of the
conjugate heat transfer in high temperature gas furnaces is presented in this study. It is
validated and applied for analysis and improvement of the transient firing process of technical
ceramics.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND CONCEPTIONS FOR NUMERICAL
SIMULATION
The complex model of conjugated heat transfer in high temperature chamber furnaces is
based on geometrical model, including the solid and gaseous domains of the furnace
aggregate: walls, arch, floor, solid parts of the burners, gas space, auxiliary refractories and
ceramic ware to be fired. The solid and fluid parts share common interfaces. Such complex
analysis requires large computer resources and computational time at a mesh with a large
number of finite elements (volumes). To short the computational procedure the solid parts of
furnace and burners envelopes can be excluded from the model. Their influence on the heat
transfer can be modeled by the boundary conditions.
The system of equations describing the combustion and heat transfer in the
multicomponent gas domain surrounding the fired ceramic mass includes:
- continuity equation;
- momentum equations;
- turbulence model: standard κ-ε model [5];
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- energy equation;
- ideal gas equation;
- boundary layer model – turbulent wall functions [4];
- Р1 radiation model - a simplification of the radiation transport equation [5];
- eddy dissipation combustion model [5].
The temperature field and gradients in the solid domain are determined at a solution of the
Fourier’s law. In the presence of endo- and exothermic reactions in the ceramic ware their
influence on the temperature distribution can be modeled by a heat source: heat generation
rate per unit volume in the conductivity equation.
The solution of the above system of equations is performed at conditions and loads,
reflecting the specific features of the particular object by finite volume method FVM [5]. The
heat exchange through the furnace envelops is modeled by a heat transfer coefficient,
consisted of two parts, reflecting the heat transfer to the environment and the accumulated
heat by the multilayer walls. The boundary conditions on the burner inlets reflect the nonstationary fuel and air velocities.
The moment values of the fuel flow B is measured at working aggregates or can be
determined by heat balance equation in matrix form [1]:

 
Q

   

 B   Q   Q   Q cw   Q 

fg
r
 Vα hair  h f  Vα h fg
i

prod

furn

chem

(1)

where:
- Qir  , hair , h f  , h fg , Q prod , Q furn , Q cw - vector-matrix with elements equal to the
moment values correspondently of lower heating value of the fuel, combustion air,
fuel and flue gases enthalpies and the heat flows to the ceramic ware, furnace
envelopes and auxiliary refractory (checker work);
- Q ch em - heat flow for chemical reactions in the ceramic ware;
- B - diagonal matrix of the moment values of the fuel flow, m3s-1 or kgs-1;

     

 


- V – combustion air /fuel ratio, m3m-3 or m3kg-1;
- V fg – flue gas/fuel ratio, m3m-3 or m3kg-1.
3 ANALYSIS OF THE CONJUGATE HEAT TRANSFER IN CHAMBER FURNACE
FOR THECNICAL CERAMICS
An object of investigation is a chamber gas furnace for firing of technical ceramics with
established problems, resulting in unsatisfactory firing of the production and wastes. The
heating period includes increasing of gas temperature to approximately 1600°C for 15 hours
and keeping that temperature for an hour. These processes are realized by subsequent rising of
the fuel (natural gas). The fuel and the combustion air are conducted in the furnace by six
burners (Figure 1 and 2). The ceramic articles (chocks with relatively small sizes) are
arranged on a refractory floor structure (checker work). At the modeling investigations below
the articles don’t presence in the geometrical models: they are modeled by increasing of the
density and the roughness of the horizontal checker work elements. Detail information about
the furnace and the production is not possible due to confidential rules.
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On the basis of inspections, in situ measurements, thermal balance and numerical analyses
of the existing regime in the furnace the ascertainments and conclusions below were made.
1. There are not systematic approach and logic in the distribution of air and fuel flows by
burners - the fuel consumption in the upper row of burners exceeds the consumption in the
lower row. That results in a high thermal load at certain places in the arch and the walls of the
furnace, a change in the color of the refractory and occurrence of cracks (Figure 2). The
ineffective combustion process and the irrational organization of the gas dynamic flows and
fields are expressed in incomplete combustion and azote oxide formation (Figure 3). The fuel
flow should decrease from top to the bottom and must be higher at burners #1 and #4
compared to opposite burners at the same level at the existing topology of the burners and
furnace outlet (Figure 1). But such regulation is impossible at the existing burner installation.

Figure 1: Geometrical model comprising the fluid and solid domain in the furnace chamber

2. The total power of the burners is several times higher than the computed one on the
base of thermal balance for the existing furnace unit and temperature curve. The capacity of
the burners during the heating period is lower than 30% of their nominal operating capacity.
That leads to impossibility for regulation of the fuel flow and fuel / air ratio in that part of the
process. A higher excess air ratio α than the recommended one for this type of fuel (α =1.05)
is maintained to suppress the rate of temperature rise into the chamber space in the start of the
process. That results in undesirable heat loses.
3. The organized combustion process causes the non-uniform temperature, velocity and
concentration fields in the furnace (Figure 4). Dead zones are formed in separate regions of
the working space where the ceramic production is not fired well and has defects. The
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Figure 2: Views of the furnace walls and computed temperature fields on the internal surfaces (right).

a)
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b)
Figure 3: СН4, (a) and NОx mass fractions (b) at the outlet of the furnace
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Figure 4: Temperature fields and streamlines at the end of the heating period

The models are validated by comparison between measured and computed temperatures at
internal furnace walls. Satisfactory coincidence of the regions with computed and real higher
and lower temperatures are obtained.
The conducted model studies proved the inappropriate topology and capacity of the
burners and the inability to maintain a uniform temperature field in the furnace chamber by
adjusting the combustion process. The powerful burners and their positions on the relatively
small furnace volume lead to unequal thermal loads to the refractory envelopes and the
ceramic ware. Variants for reconstruction of the furnace, changing the burner installation and
auxiliary refractory checker work are accepted for modeling investigation.
4

ANALYSIS OF IMPROVEMENTS OF CHAMBER FURNACE

Different type, number and topology of burners (Figure 5) are assumed. The total heat
power of the new burners is obtained at thermal balance. Modification of the geometry of the
auxiliary checker work refractory and an increase in the mass of the fired ceramic ware for
one firing cycle are accepted. The thickness, structure and properties of the refractory of the
furnace are retained.
The fuel flow variation with the time is computed by the thermal balance (1). The excess
air ratio is accepted α=1.05. It is use to determine the air flow. Numerical simulations of the
transient combustion process, temperature, velocity and pressure fields are implemented in
accordance with the concept of reconstruction.
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a)

b)
Figure 5: Fluid domains of the burners in the current (a) and predicted (b) variants

Temperature differences between the lowest and highest temperatures on the surrounding
chamber walls lower than 100 K were established. A decrease of the temperature gradients at
the new checker work in comparison to the existing variant is obtained. The temperature
difference between the minimum and maximum surface temperatures of the refractory floor
structures in the last stage of firing period are 26K (1.5%) at the existing furnace and 8K
(0.5%) in the predicted construction. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the distribution of gas
streamlines in the actual and virtual furnace chamber.
An increase of time for circulation of hot gases in chamber space about 30-35% at the new
burner topology in comparison to the current state is established. It is due to the extended
flow path in the circulating gas flows provoked by the countercurrent action of the lower and
upper burners. As results complete combustion of the fuel is observed.
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a)

b)
Figure 6: Comparison of the gas flow at the moment of the firing process at the current state (a) and after the
proposed changes (b)
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Figure 7: Differences between the technological temperature curve and the computed temperatures in a
control point with temperature sensor.

The comparison between the computed temperatures at the control point and the set values
of the temperature curve are given in Figure 7. The deviations are larger at the beginning and
significantly decrease at the end of the firing process. They probably are caused by inaccuracy
of accumulated heat prediction in the model of heat exchange through the furnace envelopes
and can be reduced by the automatic adjustment system of the burner installation.
It was estimated that after the reconstruction of the furnace the fuel consumption per firing
cycle is reduced by 47.8%. That results in energy savings of 2,343 MWh/firing cycle. The
reduction of the specific fuel consumption is 3 m3 of natural gas per 1 kg of fired production.
It corresponds to a reduction of the specific energy consumption of 29 kWh/kg. In
determining this saving, the increase in the mass of fired produce for one working cycle was
taken into account.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Modeling and numerical simulation of the combustion and conjugate heat transfer allow
obtaining of detail information about the transient thermal and fluid flow fields in the high
temperature furnaces at operating conditions and design stages.
That approach is used successfully to analysis the heat transfer in a high temperature
chamber furnace for technical ceramic and to investigate the possibility for increasing of its
efficiency. Improvements of the combustion equipment and production arrangement in the
chamber space are suggested that result in smaller gradients in the thermal fields, reduction of
the heat losses due to incomplete combustion and loosed heat with exhaust gases. The
realization of the suggested reconstruction is expected to effect in higher technological,
energy and ecological efficiency of the furnace due to increasing of the productivity,
reduction of the wastes, specific fuel consumption, possibilities for incomplete combustion
and NOx formation.
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Abstract. This paper presents the application of Level-set based Topology Optimisation to a
convectively cooled multi-material heatsink design problem. Two level set functions are used
to model two solids and a single fluid with minimum thermal compliance considered as the
optimisation objective. Both the level set functions are evolved by solving Hamilton Jacobi
equations and are re-initialised at regular intervals. Topology optimisation is carried out for
number of different fluid-solid conductivity ratios and, additionally, at a number of different
solid volume fractions. Details of numerical modelling and results obtained are presented in
this article.
1

INTRODUCTION

A heat sink is a structure intended to effectively transfer the heat received from a source into
adjacent fluid medium through means of natural or forced convection. Heat sinks can be formed
using either copper or aluminium alloys, with copper providing superior performance at higher
cost. The use of both materials in an additively manufactured heatsink may provide an improved
cost-performance trade-off over a single material design. The rapid development taking place
in additive manufacturing, enables multi-material manufacturing, with spatial variation in
material properties achieved through selective deposition. Topological optimisation (TO)
techniques can be utilised to determine the optimal distribution of one or more materials within
the given design space for the prescribed set of constraints [1]. The two most prevalent TO
approaches are density method and Level-set (LS) methods, with the latter preferred in fluid
flow problems due to the ability to sharply capture inter-material interfaces [2], [3].
Topology optimisation has been used for multi material structural optimisation for more than
two decades [4]. TO is particularly useful for multi-material optimisation as it can
simultaneously change the shape and layout of the materials. Sigmund [5] used the density
method for TO of 3 phase thermal expansion materials. Wang [6] presented a level set based
multi-material TO method for structural optimisation, wherein he used ‘l’ level sets for
modelling 2l distinct material phases. Furthermore, Wang [7] proposed a model wherein l-1
level sets are used to model ‘l’ phases of materials. This model has been adopted in this study
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and applied to the design of two-material heat sinks for a number of different material
conductivity and volume fraction ratios. A Level-set TO numerical model is formulated in
Matlab and Comsol Multiphysics is used to solve the physics using Finite Element method. In
this paper section 2 describes the two material level set TO formulation, section 3 describes the
computational details. Results and discussion are given in section 4 and conclusions are given
in section 5.
2 TWO-MATERIAL LEVEL SET TOPOLOGY OPTIMISATION MODEL
In this study, two Level-set functions (LSF) are used to model the two different solids and
the fluid. A positive Signed Distance Function (SDF) (1) is considered to represent the solid
and negative SDF (1) is considered to represent the fluid (Figure 1). A second level set
function (2) is used to differentiate the two solids. Region where both 1 and 2 are positive
represents solid2 and the other option indicates solid1 as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Design domain and level set function definitions

At any point within the design domain, the thermal properties k, Cp and  take values based
on the values of 1, 2 and their corresponding Heaviside function (H) values (Table 1). H1 and
H2 are the Heaviside functions which respectively correspond to 1 and 2. In this section,
subscript 1 refers to a property corresponding to solid 1 and subscript 2 refers to a property of
solid 2.
Table 1: Thermal properties interpolation formula in LSM

Design domain property
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat capacity
Density

Name / Notation
Kgam
Cpgam
gam

Expression
H1*(H2*ks2+(1-H2)*ks1)+kf*(1-H1)
H1*(H2*cps2+(1-H2)*cps1)+cpf*(1-H1)
H1*(H2*s2+(1-H2)* s1)+ f*(1-H1)

Impermeability factor



(max - min)*H1+min

In single material (1solid, 1 void) level set TO, level sets are convected by solving a
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Hamilton Jacobi (HJ) equation. Similarly here, since two level set functions are used, two HJ
equations are solved. The shape sensitivity of each of the LSF is calculated and the velocity of
convection of LSF is equal to sum of shape sensitivity, Lagrange multiplier and area constraint
terms are as per the Augmented Lagrangian method of optimisation.
𝜕𝜕𝜓𝜓1
= 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛1 |𝛻𝛻𝜓𝜓1 |
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜓𝜓2
= 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛2 |𝛻𝛻𝜓𝜓2 |
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(1)
(2)

The above HJ equations are solved using an explicit first order upwind scheme. The time
step chosen for marching satisfies the CFL criterion for stability. Every time the physical
problem is solved, the HJ equations are marched in time several time steps in order to obtain
new shape or new level set functions. Velocity of convection of LSFs are obtained from
augmented Lagrangian, as given below.
𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛1 = 𝐹𝐹1′ (𝛺𝛺) + 𝜆𝜆1 + 𝜆𝜆2 𝐻𝐻(𝜓𝜓2 ) + 1 (∫ 𝐻𝐻(𝜓𝜓1 )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑉𝑉1 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝛺𝛺 )
𝛺𝛺

𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛2 = 𝐹𝐹2′ (Ω) + 𝜆𝜆2 𝐻𝐻(𝜓𝜓1 ) + 2 (∫ 𝐻𝐻(𝜓𝜓1 )𝐻𝐻(𝜓𝜓2 )𝑑𝑑Ω − 𝑉𝑉2 ∗ 𝑉𝑉Ω )

(3)
(4)

Ω

In the above equation F1’(Ω), F2’(Ω) are shape sensitivities, 1, 2 are Lagrangian multipliers
and 1, 2 are volume penalty factors corresponding to 1and 2 respectively. V1, V2 are
volume constraints of total solid and solid2 and V is the design domain volume. The heat sink
optimisation problem is stated as follows.

Objective

F= ∫Ω 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∗ (𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)2 𝑑𝑑Ω

(5)

(7)

Subjected to, (𝑢𝑢. 𝑢𝑢) = −𝑝𝑝 + . {µ{𝑢𝑢 + (𝑢𝑢)𝑇𝑇 }} − 𝑢𝑢

(6)

(. 𝑢𝑢) = 0

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑢𝑢. 𝑇𝑇) = . (𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑇𝑇) + 𝑄𝑄

(8)

H(1)u=0

(9)

Volume constraint of total solid = 0.40* V

(10)

Volume constraint of solid2 = 0.20* V or 0.32*V

(11)
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Shape sensitivities are obtained by differentiating the objective function with respect to LS
functions.
F1’(Ω)= (H2*ks2+(1-H2)*ks1 - kf)*1* (𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)2 )
F2’(Ω)= (ks2 - ks1)*H1* 2*(𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)2 )

(12)
(13)

Where 1 and 2 are Dirac-delta functions and they are derivatives of H1 and H2 respectively.
The Lagrangian multiplier and volume penalty factor are updated as follows.
𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘 = 𝜆𝜆𝑘𝑘−1 − 𝛬𝛬𝑘𝑘−1 (𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)
𝛬𝛬𝑘𝑘 =

1
𝛬𝛬
𝛽𝛽 𝑘𝑘−1

(14)
(15)

The initial value of Lagrangian multipliers, and the area penalty factors are chosen
appropriately. Both the LSFs are re-initialised at regular intervals by time marching the Eikonal
equation given in Eqn. (16) and (17).
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+ 𝑤𝑤. ∇𝜓𝜓 = 𝑆𝑆(𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑤𝑤 = 𝑆𝑆(𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓)

𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻
|𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻|

(16)
(17)

Where S is the smoothed sign function. For details on solving the HJ equation and Eikonal
equation, the reader may refer to [2] and [3] and for more details on numerical implementation
of level set topology optimisation using Comsol and Matlab refer to [8] and [9].
3

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The Level-set method numerical model is implemented for heat sink design using Comsol
and Matlab. Comsol5.2 is used for solving the fluid flow and heat transfer while Matlab is used
for solving the HJ equation and for re-initialisation of level set functions. The application of
TO to heatsink design has been studied by number of researchers. Some of the notable works
on single material heat sink design are Alexanderson [10] (density method) and works of Yaji
[11] and Coffin [12] (LS method). Zhuang [13] presented a method for multi-material TO of
heat conduction problems based on colour-level set approach, evaluating the shape sensitivity
using the adjoint method. In the current two-material TO study, the material interface between
two solids is assumed to be perfectly bonded. Michailidis [14] gives a description of different
methods for modelling the material interface with relevant numerical examples.
The design domain is rectangular in shape, with heat source at the bottom of the domain and
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liquid convection injected from the top of computational domain as shown in Figure 2. The two
sides of the computation domain act as outlet.

Figure 2: Computational domain and initial level set functions on the design domain

Design domain is discretised with 150x50 rectangular elements. The initial level set used for
the computation is series of circles as shown in Figure 2. The level set function is evolved on a
grid mesh with ghost elements. A liquid flow of velocity 0.002m/s and temperature 293K is
applied at the Inlet. The inlet velocity corresponds to a Reynolds number of 600 and a heat flux
of 3500W/m2 is specified as heat source in the bottom wall and zero pressure boundary
condition is applied at the outlet. The properties of solid and fluid used in this study are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Material Properties
Property
Cps1
Cps2
Cpf
s1
s2
f
Volume fraction
Solid2 volume fraction
max

Value
385 J/(kgK)
770 J/(kgK)
4184 J/(kgK)
8920 kg/m3
4460 kg/m3
1000 kg/m3
0.4
0.2 and 0.32
1e4

TO is carried out totally for 6 cases and the thermal conductivity and volume fractions of
solid and fluid for each of the cases are listed in Table 3. Two different conductivity ratios are
studied between the solids, i.e., 10 and 2. Also two different conductivity ratio is studied
between the solid1 and fluid they are 1000 and 100. Total solid volume is constrained at 40%
of design domain volume. Among the two solids, two different ratios are considered for solid1
to solid2 material volume, they are 50:50, and 20:80.
Typical convergence history of a two-material TO run is given below (Figure 3). At
convergence, area constraint of both the solids are satisfied and both area and thermal
compliance remains stationary.
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Table 3: Thermal conductivity values at different simulations
Vsolid1 =0.08V , V solid2 =0.32V

Vsolid1=0.2V , Vsolid2=0.2V
Case1

Case2

Case3

Case4

Case5

Case6

ks1

400

400

400

400

400

400

ks2

40

200

40

200

40

200

kf

0.4

0.4

4

4

0.4

0.4

Figure 3: Convergence history of two material topology optimisation

4

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The results obtained for equal and disparate solid volume ratios are segregated and
presented in the following sections.
4.1 Equal solid volume ratio study
The optimised shape obtained for different cases along with their temperature distributions
are given in Figure 4 to 7. The objective value achieved and maximum temperature in the design
domain are tabulated and given in Table 4. The following points are observed from the results.

6
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1. When the thermal conductivity ratio between solid1 to solid2 is 2, the resulting design
resembles a tree-like dendritic structure with discrete/unconnected regions of the two
materials. Whereas, if the thermal conductivity ratio is higher say, 10, the solid1 tends to
have a branched structure and solid2 is mostly distributed near the centre to evenly
distribute the heat in the design domain.
2. When solid to fluid thermal conductivity ratio is 100 (that is when fluid thermal
conductivity is 4W/m/k), heat sink tends to have more flat base than the case with
conductivity ratio 1000.
3. Optimised shape obtained for case4 is non-intuitive in nature with highly conductive solid
placed at specific places discretely and fluid gaps are present within the heat sink
structure. Formation of design with fluid gaps inside a solid is the drawback of modelling
solid using porosity approach.

Figure 4: Optimised shape and the Temperature contour (K) for Case1
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Figure 5: Optimised shape and the Temperature contour (K) for Case2

Figure 6: Optimised shape and the Temperature contour (K) for Case3

Figure 7: Optimised shape and the Temperature contour (K) for Case4
Table 4: Summary of results
Case No.

Thermal Compliance

1
2
3
4
5

464.98
293.12
198.15
190.80
630.90

8
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Maximum
Temperature (K)
407.18
405.55
305.66
305.59
408.28
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6

358.46

406.29

4.2 Disparate solid volume ratio study
In these cases, solid1 and solid2 are constrained at a ratio of 2:8. These cases relates to
economic heat sink design with small fraction of highly conductive solid used along with low
cost medium conductivity solid. Results obtained for case5 and case6 are shown in Figure 8
and 9 respectively.
The results show that in spite of very low usage of highly conductive solid1, these two
material heat sinks are performing on par with heat sink with equal volume solids (Section 4.1).
The maximum temperature in the design domain is only 1oK higher than the equal volume solid
case. Further it can be noted that shape of case 6 is to some extent similar to case 2 and case 5
is similar to case 1.

Figure 8: Optimised shape and the Temperature (K) contour for Case5

Figure 9: Optimised shape and the Temperature (K) contour for Case6

The results obtained in the LS TO depend on the initial LS distribution, indicating that many
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local minima appear to be present. So the shapes have to be investigated further to determine
the global optima.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Design of two material convectively cooled heat sink is carried out for minimum thermal
compliance objective using Level set topology optimisation. Two different solids and a fluid
are modelled using two different level set functions. The level sets are evolved using a Hamilton
Jacobi equation and they are re-initialised at regular intervals.
Topology optimisation is carried out for different solid-solid and solid-fluid conductivity
ratios and for 2 different solid1 to solid2 volume fractions. When the solid1 to solid2 thermal
conductivity ratio is higher say, 10, then in the optimised shape the solid 1 tends to have a
branched structure and solid2 is mostly distributed near the centre to evenly distribute the
temperature.
When solid to fluid thermal conductivity ratio is 100, heat sink tends to have longer flat base
than the case with conductivity ratio 1000 indicating convective cooling is significant in the
former case than later. Since the study minimizes only thermal compliance and doesn’t consider
the convective cooling, the shapes may not be the optimal for high Reynolds number flows.
This work demonstrates the design of two material heat sink which opens the possibility of
using copper or other highly conductive metal at minimal amount in combination with
aluminium to enhance its performance yet keeping the cost low.
6
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Abstract. In the last years adjoint optimal control has been increasingly used for design
and simulations in several research fields such as shape optimization problems, fluidsolid conjugate heat transfer and turbulent flows. Recently the study of Fluid-Structure
Interaction problems and its control have gained popularity because of many interesting
applications in engineering and biomedical fields. Fluid-structure interaction systems
consist of one or more solid structures that deform by interacting with a surrounding
fluid flow. FSI simulations evaluate the tensional state of the solid component and take
into account the effects of the deformations on the motion of the interior fluids. In
many engineering applications it is interesting to study the inverse FSI problem which
aims to achieve a certain objective by changing some design parameters such as forces,
boundary conditions or geometrical domain shapes. In this paper we would like to study
these inverse FSI problems by using an optimal control approach based on Lagrangian
multipliers and adjoint variables. In particular we propose a pressure boundary optimal
control method with the purpose to control the solid behavior by changing the fluid
pressure on a domain boundary. The optimality system is derived from the first order
optimality condition by taking the Fréchet derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to all
the variables involved. This system is solved by using and comparing different line search
methods with a finite element code with mesh-moving capabilities for the study of large
solid displacements. In order to support the proposed approach we perform numerical
tests where the fluid domain boundary pressure controls the displacement that occurs in
a well defined region of the solid domain. The approach presented in this work is general
and can be used to assess different objectives and complex geometries.

1

INTRODUCTION

In Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems the fluid flow changes the tensional state
of a solid structure that is left free to move and the solid deformation has an important
effect on the fluid flow. Examples of this type of systems are quite common in engineering, like wind turbines, man-made drones and in the study of biological systems such
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as hemodynamics. In literature these topics are investigated deeply and the interested
reader can see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Optimization has always been used to improve
the performance of engineering devices. Nowadays several approaches to optimization are
available, such as single and multi-objective, adjoint or sensitivity based methods, evolutionary algorithms and many others. In literature there are several works dealing with
this subject, for a quick review the interested reader can see [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and
references therein. Many attempts to apply optimization techniques to FSI problems can
be found in literature, for example one can see [16] where the authors propose a solution
method for the problem of optimizing a non-linear aeroelasticity system in a steady-state
flow by using a sensitivity method. The work in [17] deals with general shape optimization
methods based on design sensitivity analysis.
In this work we refer to adjoint based methods, which have been proven to be a good
approach for the optimal control of complex problems in which Computational Fluid
Dynamics simulations can be performed on the system of interest, see for example [16, 17].
Moreover these methods have a solid mathematical background and the existence of local
optimal solutions can be proven for many interesting cases, [17, 18]. We are interested in a
monolithic approach to the solution of the FSI system leading to a stable and well defined
solution in a finite element setting [19, 20]. Inside this framework we study a pressure
boundary optimal control problem applied to the monolithic FSI system. The objective
of the control is the matching of a displacement field in a particular region of the solid
domain. This is accomplished by changing the pressure on the fluid inlet boundary which
alters the fluid flow profile and thus deforms the shape. The optimality system which
consists of the state, the adjoint system and the control equation is derived directly from
the minimization problem. Since solving iteratively the optimality system with a steepest
descent method shows slow convergence we propose a quasi-Newton method to improve
the algorithm, see [11]. We report some numerical results obtained by the implementation
of the optimal control algorithm in a finite element parallel code designed for multiphysics
simulations.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this section we first describe the mathematical formulation of the steady-state FSI
problem, then we derive the optimality system that arises from the Lagrangian minimization and finally we present the algorithm used to solve it.
We now introduce the notation used for functional spaces in this paper, for a detailed
description see [21, 22]. On Ω we denote with L2 (Ω) the space of square integrable
functions and with H s (Ω) the standard Sobolev space with norm  · s (H 0 (Ω) = L2 (Ω)
and  · 0 =  · ). Let H0s (Ω) be the space of all functions in H s (Ω) that vanish on the
boundary of Ω and H −s (Ω) the dual space of H0s (Ω). The trace space for the functions in
H 1 (Ω) is denoted by H 1/2 (Γ).
Let us consider a bounded open set Ω ⊂ Rn which is split into a structure domain Ωs
and a fluid domain Ωf , so that Ω = Ωs ∪ Ωf and Ωs ∩ Ωf = ∅. We denote with Γ = ∂Ω
the outer boundary, which is then split into Γs = Γ ∩ ∂Ωs and Γf = Γ ∩ ∂Ωf , the solid and
fluid boundary, respectively. The surface Γi = ∂Ωs ∩ ∂Ωf shared between the solid and
2
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the fluid is the fluid-structure interface. The system of equations governing our steady
state FSI problem is the following
∇ · vf = 0
ρf (vf · ∇)vf − ∇ · σf = 0
∇ · σs (ls ) = 0

on Ωf ,
on Ωf ,
on Ωs ,

(1)
(2)
(3)

where l is called displacement field, vf and ρf are the fluid velocity and density, respectively. We consider the interaction of a viscous incompressible Newtonian fluid obeying
to the Navier-Stokes equations with an hyperelastic compressible St. Venant Kirchhoff
material. Then the fluid stress tensor σf and the solid Cauchy strain tensor σs read
σf (pf , vf ) := −pf I + µf (∇vf + ∇vfT ) ,

σs (ls ) := λs (∇ · ls )I + µs ∇ls ,

(4)
(5)

where pf is the fluid pressure, µf the dynamic viscosity of the fluid while λs and µs are
the solid Lamé parameters. The unknown fields of the strong FSI system are (vf , pf , ls ,
lf ), with the solid displacement ls being solution of the elasticity equation (3). Therefore
the deformed solid domain Ωs (ls ) is expressed as
Ωs (ls ) = {x ∈ R 3 | x = x0 + ls } ,

(6)

where the vector x0 defines the initial solid domain position. On the other hand, lf is an
artificial fluid deformation field defined as an arbitrary extension operator over the fluid
domain Ωf , see [3].
The strong FSI formulation has to be closed with the following boundary and interface
conditions
v f = v0
ls = l 0
σf · n = 0
σs · n = 0
σf · n = σs · n
vf = 0

on
on
on
on
on
on

Γf d ,
Γsd ,
Γf n ,
Γsn ,
Γi ,
Γi ,

(7)

where on Γf d and Γsd we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions, while on Γf n and Γsn
standard homogeneous outflow boundary conditions are imposed for the displacement
and velocity fields. On the interface Γi we have that the fluid velocity has to vanish
and the normal components of the stress tensors σ have to be continuous. By solving
the FSI system with a monolithic approach, where the same solver is used for both the
fluid and solid sub-domains, the coupling conditions at the interface (7) are automatically
satisfied. Conversely the use of a segregated approach allows to solve the fluid and solid
sub-problems with already existing dedicated solvers, but the interface coupling conditions
have to be imposed iteratively.
3
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2.1

The optimality system

In this work we study a solid deformation matching problem, where the control variable
is the pressure on a fluid boundary Γc ⊂ Γf . In an optimal control framework it is of great
importance the definition of the cost or objective functional that one aims to minimize.


1
1
2
J (ls , pc ) =
||ls − ld || dΩ + β
||pc ||2 dΓ .
(8)
2 Ωd
2 Γc
Here the first term takes into account the distance in norm of the solid displacement ls
from a target deformation value ld over the solid sub-domain Ωd ⊆ Ωs . The functional is
completed with a regularization term needed to penalize pc , thus obtaining a boundary
pressure in the space of square integrable functions L2 (Ω). If a too high value of β is chosen
the control becomes too smooth and the objective cannot be achieved well, while a lack
of regularization leads to convergence issues in the numerical solution of the problem.
To obtain the optimality system we write the full constrained Lagrangian of the problem
which is composed of the cost functional and state equations multiplied by the appropriate
Lagrangian multipliers




L(pf , vf , ls , ls , pa , va , la , sa , βa ) = J (ls , pc ) +
(∇ · v) pa dΩ +
(∇ · v) pa dΩ
Ωf
Ωs


(v a · n)pdΓ +
[ρf (v · ∇)v + ∇p − ∇ · (µf ∇v)] · v a dΩ
+
Γc
Ωf


+
∇ · [µs ∇l − ∇p] · v a dΩ +
∇2 l · la dΩ
(9)
Ωs
Ωs





v

sa · (ls − ls ) +
dΓ +
βa · v − h(ls − ls ) dΩ .
+
h
Ωs
Γi
In (9) we have introduced the auxiliary mesh displacement ls , defined only over the solid
domain and solution of a Laplace operator. The velocity field v has been extended to the
whole domain Ω as

h(ls − ls ) on Ωs ,
v=
(10)
solution of (1)-(2) on Ωf ,
vf

with h being a positive constant. It is clear that at steady state conditions Ωs (ls ) = Ωs (ls ),
with vs = 0 in the solid. By taking the Fréchet derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect
to the adjoint variables the weak form of the state system (1-3) is obtained, together
with the correct boundary and interface conditions. When the derivatives are taken with
respect to the state variables, after some term rearrangement, the adjoint system in weak

4
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form reads



(pc β + v a · n)δp dΓ −
(∇ · v a )δp dΩ −
(∇ · v a )δp dΩ = 0
Γc



Ωf

Ωs

∀δp ∈ L2 (Ω) ,
(11)



[ρf (δv · ∇)v · v a + ρf (v · ∇)δv · v a + µf ∇δv : ∇v a ]dΩ +
(∇ · δv)pa dΩ +
(12)
Ωf



(∇ · δv)pa dΩ +
w(ls − ld )δv dΩ = 0 ∀δv ∈ HΓ1f d ∪Γsd (Ω) .
[µs ∇δv : ∇v a dΩ +
Ωf

Ωs

Ωs

Ωd

The shape derivatives with respect to the fluid and solid domain have been taken into
account and simplified. Since Ωd and Γc are fixed and the system is solved by using a
monolithic approach, then the shape derivative contributions appear only in the equation
for the adjoint displacement la . We do not need the solution of the la adjoint equation to
compute the pressure boundary control pc and therefore it may be neglected.
Finally, when considering the surface terms in (11) we obtain the following gradient
equation for the control pressure pc on the controlled surface Γc
pc = p = −

va · n
.
β

(13)

In order to recover the strong form of the adjoint system it is necessary to perform
integration by parts on the terms where the variations of the state variables are differentiated. After performing the integration by parts, we recover the adjoint state
(vaf , vas , pa ) ∈ H1∂Ωf −Γi (Ωf ) ∩ H2 (Ωf ) × H1∂Ωs −Γi (Ωs ) ∩ H2 (Ωs ) × L20 (Ωf ) ∩ H1 (Ωf ), by
solving
∇ · v fa = 0 ,

(14)

− ρf (∇v)T v fa + ρf [(v · ∇)v fa ] + ∇pa − ∇ · (µf ∇v fa ) = w(ls − ld ) ,
∇ · v sa = 0 ,
∇ · S(v sa ) = 0 .

(15)
(16)
(17)

with boundary conditions defined as
v sa = v fa
S(v sa )

·n=

T(v fa )

·n

µl (∇v a ) · n = −(v · n) v a ,
va = 0

pa = 0
on

on

Γi ,

on

Γi ,

on Γfn ,
Γf d ∪ Γsd .

(18)

It is worth noticing the duality between (18) and (7). In fact if a Dirichlet boundary
condition for a state variable is set then the corresponding adjoint variable must satisfy the
same type of condition in homogeneous form. The adjoint velocity v a must be continuous
and different from zero on the interface since the source term (ls − ld ) acts in the solid
5
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region and the information has to propagate towards the control boundary Γc which is
part of the fluid domain. The equilibrium conditions on the interface are automatically
satisfied due to the monolithic approach.
Due to the strongly non linearity and large dimensions the optimality system cannot
be solved with a one-shot method, therefore in this work we use a segregate approach
for the solution of the state, adjoint and gradient equations. By doing so, we can use
the same solver for both the solution of the state (1-3) and adjoint systems (11-12) with
minimal modifications. The simplest line search method based on a backtracking strategy
is the Steepest Descent described in Algorithm 1. The step length r determines how
Algorithm 1 Description of the Steepest Descent algorithm.
1. Set a state (v0 , p0 , l0 ) satisfying (1-3)
 Setup of the state - Reference case
2. Compute the functional J 0 in (8)
3. Set r0 = 1
for i = 1 → imax do
4. Solve the system (11)-(12) to obtain the adjoint state (v ia , pia )
+ v ia · n/β)
5. Set the control update δpi = −(pi−1
c
i
0
6. Set r = r
while J i (pi−1
+ ri δpi ) > J i−1 (pi−1
 Line search
c
c ) do
i
i
7. Set r = ρ r
8. Solve (1-3) for the state (vi , pi , li ) with pic = pi−1
+ ri δpi
c
i
if r < toll then
Line search not successful
 End of the algorithm
end if
end while
end for

far from the current state solution we are moving along the gradient direction given by
δp. Our algorithm stops either when r becomes lower than a tolerance value toll =
10−6 or when two computed consecutive functionals are nearly identical and no more
improvement is possible on the state system. It is clear that this kind of algorithm is
computationally expensive, since it has to solve the state system many times for every
line search, continuously reducing the step length. Furthermore this method shows a slow
convergence rate since it relies only on the information available at the current iteration
to determine the gradient of the functional.
The use of more sophisticated approaches, such as Newton’s or quasi-Newton methods,
can improve the convergence properties of the algorithm, see [11]. In fact quasi-Newton
methods build an approximation of the Hessian matrix of the functional gradient using
only the gradient itself at every optimization iteration. In particular, since in our work
the control parameter is a scalar, the Hessian matrix denoted in the following as B has
to be intended as the second derivative of the functional. The control update equation

6
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for δp becomes
∂J i−2
∂J i−1
(p ) −
(p )
∂p
∂p
i
B =
(pi−1 − pi−2 )
+ v ia · n/β)
δpi = −(Bi )−1 (pi−1
c

(19)
(20)

Clearly, since the above formula requires information from the two previous iterations, it
can not be used at the beginning of the algorithm, so the first optimization iteration after
the reference configuration is usually based on a steepest descent.
We implemented this algorithm in our finite element code FEMuS, which is parallelized
by using openMPI libraries and uses a multigrid solver with mesh-moving capability
[23, 24, 20]. We have used standard quadratic elements for all the variables except the
pressure which is assumed linear to satisfy the BBL inf-sup condition. The displacements
are approximated with standard quadratic elements as well.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we apply the algorithm presented to a two-dimensional channel and then
to a three-dimensional geometry. For both cases we compare the results obtained with
the steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods for different values of the regularization
parameter β. The reference domain of our first test is shown in Figure 1 on the left. The
F

E

Ωf

D

Ωs

0.5

Ωd
Γi

A

Γc

0.2

B

0.1

C

Figure 1: Left: Geometry of the channel. The dotted square on the right Ωd is the controlled region.
Right: Fluid velocity in the reference case, with no control.

region Ωf is the fluid, Ωs is the solid and the segment BE is the interface Γi . The dotted
square on the right is the controlled region Ωd . We prescribe a no-slip condition on the
fluid left boundary AF . On the upper and lower fluid boundaries EF and AB = Γc
we impose pressure boundary conditions and vanishing tangential velocity. The pressure
pEF is fixed to 4 · 103 P a and pAB = 5.5 · 103 P a in the reference uncontrolled case, while
pAB = pc when controlling. The solid external boundary CD is left free to move, while
all the others are fixed.
The physical properties are the following
ρs = ρf = 103 kg/m3

νf = 0.07m2 /s
7
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so that the fluid is not turbulent and the solid can easily bend. On the right of Figure 1 is
reported the reference case, with no control. Here we obtain an average solid deformation
along the x-component in the region Ωd of 0.052m. For our first test we set the target
displacement to 0.07m thus we want to enhance the solid deformation by changing the
pressure on Γc , in particular the control has to increase it. In Table 1 are compared the
results of the optimization process obtained using both the steepest descent and quasiNewton methods and for different values of the regularization parameter β. The results
Table 1: Effects of the regularization parameter β on objective functionals, optimization (Opt.) and
line search (L.s.) number of iterations for the steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods. The reference
case with no control is labeled with β = ∞.

β
∞
10−8
10−9
10−10

Steepest descent
J (l, p)
Opt. L.s.
−6
9.309 · 10
9.780 · 10−8
10
333
2.743 · 10−8
16
628
−8
2.050 · 10
12
552

Quasi-Newton
J (l, p)
Opt.
−6
9.309 · 10
9.864 · 10−8
6
2.741 · 10−8
5
−8
2.065 · 10
6

L.s.
39
52
52

show that the algorithm successfully reduces the functionals for every combination of β
and method adopted. In particular for smaller values of the regularization parameter the
objective term of the functional becomes larger and hence the control more accurate. Also,
we notice that for a given β the two methods converge to very similar values. However
the number of iterations required by the steepest descent method to converge is higher,
approximately double, than that of the quasi-Newton approach and consequently a much
higher number of line search iterations are performed. In Figure 2 is reported the history
of the functional during the optimization iterations. Again it is worth noticing that the

Functional value

10−5

Steepest descent
Quasi-Newton

10−6

10−7

10−8

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Optimization iteration number

18

20

Figure 2: Convergence of the functional for the steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods, β = 10−9 .

quasi-Newton method converges significantly faster than the steepest descent.

8
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3.1

Three-dimensional geometry
z

x y

Figure 3: Case study geometry. Left: in gray is the liquid control surface Γc . Right: in gray is the solid
controlled region Ωd .

In this section we report the results of the three-dimensional geometry shown in Figure
3. The spherical domain consists of an external deformable solid that surrounds the
internal fluid. On the upper liquid surface we prescribe a boundary condition of uniform
pressure and vanishing tangential velocity while the lateral surfaces of the sphere are left
free to move. Clearly by increasing the boundary pressure the solid deformation becomes
more relevant. The solid and fluid properties are the following
ρs = ρf = 103 kg/m3

νf = 0.02m2 /s

νs = 0.2

µs = 7.65 · 105 P a ,

(22)

The control problem searches the optimal pressure on the upper boundary such that
the z-component of the displacement over the region Ωd shown on the right of Figure 3
matches a uniform target value. We first perform a forward simulation imposing on the
inlet boundary a uniform pressure pf w = 20000P a, then compute the average deformation
over the controlled region and obtain 7.0982·10−2 m. This value acts as target displacement
ld for our optimization test case. By doing so we expect to obtain an optimal pressure
close to pf w and evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm. The initial control pressure value
is p0 = 0P a, far away from the optimal one pf w = 20000P a.
In Table 2 we reported the results of the optimization process obtained using both the
steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods and for different values of the regularization
parameter β. With popt we denoted the pressure value obtained at the end of the optimization process. We first notice that reducing β the pressure popt approaches the optimal one
pf w = 20000P a since the regularization contribution of the functional becomes neglicibile
with respect to the objective one and we obtain smaller functional values as well. The
choice of the method does not afflict the accuracy of the results in terms of functional
reductions and pressure values. However, focusing on a specific value of the regularization parameter, for instance 10−9 , the steepest descent takes 20 optimization with 126
line search iterations to converge, while the quasi-Newton takes only 5 optimization with
9
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Table 2: Effects of the regularization parameter β on objective functionals, optimization (Opt.) and
line search (L.s.) number of iterations for the steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods. The reference
case with no control is labeled with β = ∞.

β
∞
10−6
10−7
10−8

Steepest descent
J (l, p)
popt
Opt.
−5
5.552 · 10
0
−5
1.223 · 10
19 455
8
1.259 · 10−6 19 959 11
1.356 · 10−7 20 005 20

L.s.
75
88
126

Quasi-Newton
J (l, p)
popt
Opt.
−5
5.552 · 10
0
−5
1.205 · 10
18 809
4
1.260 · 10−6 19 983
6
1.355 · 10−7 19 988
5

L.s.
43
34
40

40 line search iterations. The latter method is then much less computationally expensive
from a CPU point of view, since its implementation only requires to store some values of
the functional gradient and control parameter more than for the steepest descent. Finally,
in Figure 4, is reported the evolution of the functional values during the optimization precess. We recall that the first iteration refers to the reference state and the second one is

Functional value

10−4

Steepest descent
Quasi-Newton

10−5

10−6

10−7

0

5

10

15

Optimization iteration number

20

Figure 4: Convergence of the functional for the steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods, β = 10−8 .

always obtained with a steepest descent line search method.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented an optimal pressure boundary control applied to the
FSI system and based on adjoint variables. The objective is the matching of a displacement field in a particular region of the solid domain by controlling the pressure on a fluid
boundary. We have adopted a monolithic variational formulation to satisfy automatically
the coupling conditions at the fluid-solid interface. Furthermore, we have extended the
velocity field to the solid domain to couple adjoint variables and forces on the interface.
The optimality system has been derived by imposing the first order necessary conditions
to the full Lagrangian. The optimal solutions have been found and compared with those
ones obtained by simple steepest descent algorithm and a quasi-Newton one. Both methods have shown accuracy and robustness. However we remark that the quasi-Newton
10
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algorithm shows a faster convergence to the optimal solution. In future works we plan
to assess this pressure control to more realistic geometries to show the feasibility of this
optimization approach in real complex cases.
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Abstract. This research is focused on computational investigation on unsteady flow with
various turbulence intensities, around of a three-blade H-rotor wind turbine (the conventional
VAWT configuration). The study is also dedicated to investigate the causes that lead to the
inability of the VAWT turbines with fixed pitch and low solidity to self-start with the aim of
identifying solutions to overcome them. The consideration of starting behavior, therefore,
offers a supplementary solution to improve the overall performance. In the second part of this
work, a two counter rotating rotors configuration is numerically investigated to determine the
efficiency and to fully understand the flow physics structure around it. For this analysis,
URANS and LES CFD methods are used, with the proper choice of the turbulence model.
Based on the preliminary numerical results, it is estimated that this new unconventional
configuration will have greater efficiency, approximately 8% more, compared to a standard
VAWT configuration.
1

INTRODUCTION

In urban or offshore areas the wind is fluctuating and unstable with fast changes in
direction and intensity. In these environments the use of small vertical axis wind turbines
(VAWT) is preferred due to several advantages over horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT),
at least after more thorough studies on the possibility of self-start at relatively low speeds or
low Reynolds numbers [1]. The research in small-scale VAWT, with a rotor diameter of only
several meters, is motivated by the future demand for a decentralized and sustainable energy
supply in urban and rural environment. VAWT can work for all wind directions and it
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requires low wind speed (2 m/s) [2]. However, the VAWT has lower rotational speed and
efficiency than HAWT in which a maximum tip speed is not over double of wind speed and
17 –30 % of efficiency [3]. Nevertheless, the efficiency of VAWT will be increased by adding
some equipment, such as Savonius type of main turbine, resulting in reducing of the cut in
wind speed [4] or by using an unconventional configuration, composed on two co-axis
counter-rotating rotors.
The rotor configuration composed of a number of blades with a chord to diameter ratio and
blade aspect ratio, implies the azimuth variation of the bound circulation of the blade, with an
inherently unsteady regime operation. Both the vorticity structure and the velocity/pressure
field around the blade, resulting in a complicated wake composed mainly of shed vorticity,
change depending on the operation regime. As the operation of VAWT implies the occurrence
of all tip speed ratios (TSR) from the start-up regime up to the operating condition, a better
understanding of the wake-flow physics and the blade-wake interaction in off-design
operations is need in order to achieve self-starting machines appropriate to the urban
applications.
This research is focused on computational investigation on a dynamic stall phenomenon
associated with unsteady flow around straight three-blades H-rotor (the standard H-VAWT
configuration, Fig. 1a).
Numerical simulations take into account the wind regime at various turbulence intensities
to determine possible influences on the self-starting stage and turbine performance. Finally, a
proper combination of geometric and flow parameters could be determined, suitable both for a
self-starting regime at low speeds and for a good efficiency at average wind speeds.
The combination of two vertical axis wind turbines was studied by many researches with
the task to improve the starting phase [5]. In the second section of this work a two counter
rotating rotors configuration (CR-VAWT), Figure 1b, was numerical investigated in order to
determine the efficiency and to understand the flow physics structure around it.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Standard straight blade VAWT; b) Co-axis counter rotating VAWT

For this analysis, URANS and LES CFD methods will be used, with the proper choice of
the turbulence model. Based on the preliminary numerical results, it is estimated that this new
unconventional configuration will have a greater efficiency, approximately 8% more,
compared to a standard VAWT configuration.
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2 TURBULENCE INTENSITY EFFECTS ON A STANDARD VAWT EFFICIENCY
The flow through a VAWT rotor is entirely unsteady and is dictated by the dynamic stall
[6,7] and turbulence intensity of the wind.
The turbulence intensity I is defined by the ratio of the vector norm of the fluctuating part
 u ' and the average of the mean velocity (U):
(1)

I  u '/ U









1/ 2

u '   ux'2  u '2y  uz'2 / 3

1/ 2

U   ux2  u y2  uz2 / 3

(2)
(3)

The overall objective of this study is to investigate how the performance of a standard
VAWT is influenced by the different turbulence intensity degree of the incoming flow field.
Results are presented in terms of power coefficients, quantifying the performance parameters
with varying inflow conditions. In real life (wind turbines on the roof in urban environment or
for offshore wind turbines) the wind turbine operates in the atmospheric boundary layer,
which typically has a turbulence intensity of order of 10 to 25 %

Figure 2: The 2D mesh for the standard VAWT

2.1 Numerical methods
For numerical investigation of the flow around a VAWT, commercial CFD codes using
standard methods URANS or LES models can analyze both the unsteady flow and turbulence
effects [9]. If in the past URANS models were inaccurate in the transition zone between
laminar and the turbulent regime a new developed model, adopted to the standard SST model,
having four transport equations, can also capture transition [10].
In Fig.2 is shown the two-dimensional computational meshes used for the stationary
domain and the rotating domain that includes the blades.
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This turbine is designed to generate up to 5.5 kW power at a wind speed of 8 m/s. Table 1
shows the geometric parameters of the entire system. For the actual airfoil the NACA 0021
was chosen which has a well behavior even at post-stall angles of attack.
Table 1: The geometric wind turbine charateristics

Parameter
Rotor diameter
Height rotor
Number of blades
Height of whole wind turbine
Blade chord

D [m]
h [m]
N
H [m]
c [m]

Value
3.6
4.5
3
16
0.6

The computational domain was divided into two subdomains. One that is rotating containing the blades and the shaft of the wind turbine, and one is stationary - representing the
far field. Figure 2 presents the structured mesh created for this set of numerical experiments.
For this analysis, an Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) model was
used to study the effects of turbulence intensity on the efficiency of the wind turbine. Thus we
chose different values of intensity on the far field boundary of the computational domain, this
is seen a replacement for the practical case where a turbulence inducing grid or obstacle
would typical influence the flow upstream. Turbulence intensity values were considered at
multiple values between 1% and 20%. The URANS models were used in conjunction with the
SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling method. All tests were performed in 2D case with the
corrected transition SST turbulence model.
Since the flow at the starting regime is the one of interest in this paper, and that it is
characterized by low Reynolds numbers, the adapted transition SST model was used to
account for boundary layer transition. Detailed formulation of a model of turbulence can be
found in the work of Menter et al. [11] and Langtry et al [12].
Menter's Transition SST turbulence model was first detailed in [10] and it is a model with
four equations. In the standard equations of k-ω SST model a further two equations are meant
to solve problems that arise in the transition zone between the laminar and turbulent region.
The transport equation for the kinetic turbulent energy, k, is written as follow:
k
k
k
k

u
v
w
(4)
t
x
y
z


1    k    k    k  ~
  
  
  Gk  Yk .
 
  x  k x  y  k y  z  k z 

The transport equation of the specific rate of dissipation (ω):





u
v
w

t
x
y
z


(5)
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where, Γk, and Γω are the terms that represent the effective diffusivities of k, and ω,
respectively; Dω is the positive part of the cross-diffusion term; Gk represents the production
of turbulence energy; G represents the production of  .
k   

(6)

t

,     t .
k


The second methods, LES [13], involve the filtering of the Navier-Stokes equation.
2.2 Results and discussions
The results of the flow simulations confirm that the flow is in transition on a significant
chord length of the airfoil used for the wind turbine blades, therefore the use of the additional
two transport equations of the model is justified.

Figure 3: The power coefficient variations with turbulence intensity

In determining the influence of turbulence intensity on the efficiency of a standard VAWT
at the starting phase, in Figure 3 the power coefficient variations on a full rotation for the
investigated cases is plotted.

a)

b)
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d)

e)

f)

Figure 4: The vorticity magnitude for :
a) 0degree position and 5% turbulence intensity; b)120degree position and 5% turbulence intensity;
c) 240degree position and 5% turbulence intensity;
d) 0degree position and 20% turbulence intensity; e)120degree position and 10% turbulence intensity;
f) 240 degree position and 20% turbulence intensity

In Figure 4 is shown the variations of vorticity magnitude for various positions of the wind
turbine blades. Thus variations are provided for azimuth positions of 0°, 120° and 240° and
for the turbulent intensity values of 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% (only for 5% and 20% represented
here).
Moreover, on average, the maximum power coefficient is highest when the turbulence
intensity is at about 10%. In addition to this, the variation of the Cp with azimuth angle also
displays an oscillation of much lower amplitude and frequency.
3

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR CO-AXIS COUNTER-ROTATING VAWT

The combination of two VAWTs was studied by many researchers [3]. The usual
combination is between Darrieus and Savonius types [5-6]. This configuration, DarrieusSavonius was used to improve Darrieus wind turbine starting phase. It is well known that the
Savonius rotor creates high torque and is self-starting even at low wind speed, but is relatively
Table 2: The geometric parameters of the CR-VAWT
Parameters

Value

Units

Turbine_in

Turbine_out

Airfoil

NACA 0021

NACA 0021

-

Blade chord

0.3

0.5

m

Turbine diameter

1.8

2.4

m

Turbine height

3.6

3.6

m

Number of blades

3

3

-

Design velocity

10

m/s

Design power

2000

W

low in efficiency rating. The Darrieus rotor is not a self-starting rotor, but has much higher
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efficiency than the Savonius rotor. The combination of rotors increase the total power of the
turbine in lower wind speed [9].
In this section a new-concept of counter-rotating rotors are analysed. The co-axis CRVAWT have two H-type rotors with three blades each, designed using the NACA 0021
airfoil.
In the Table 2 the geometric characteristics of this wind turbine are presented.
3.1 Geometry and boundary conditions setup
For the numerical simulation a 2D domain has been defined. The domain was further split
in four subdomains, two stationary and two rotating. The rotational subdomains contains the
blades of the inner and outer turbine and the stationary subdomain are represented by the

Figure 5: Computational domain for the CR-VAWT

Figure 6: 2D Mesh of the wind turbine

Figure 7: Blades y+ value

7
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environment around the wind turbine and from the inner domain which is also a stationary
one. Figure 5 shows the computational domain with the four subdomains.
The grid was generated using the ICEM CFD software, by using the blocking function, in
order to have a structured grid with hexa-elements. To resolve the flow from boundary layer,
the y+ value has been set lower than 1, and the growth ratio of the elements was set to 1.05.
Figures 6 and 7 show the grid and the value of y+, starting from the leading edge, all the way
to the trailing edge of the all six blades depending the their position.
The CFD numerical models work by solving the Navier-Stokes system of equations. To
simulate the flow around the wind turbine, the commercial software ANSYS fluent has been
used. Table 3 shows the required input parameters of a CFD case.
The CFD simulations of CR-VAWT rely on the mesh model, which works by selecting a
set rotational speed for the rotor and performing several studies in order to determine the
nominal point of the turbine.
To understand the flow physics around CR-VAWT, the time-dependent characteristics of
the simulation, the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes based on turbulence model
SST, was employed in this study, because of its successful history of accurately predicting the
performance of wind turbines.
Table 3: Ansys Fluent case setup

Models
Materials
Operating
conditions

Solver
Viscous
Model
Air

Blades
Shaft
Interfaces
Rotors
Stators
Controls

Solve

Report

Unsteady

2D

k-ɷ SST
Density, constant

Pressure 101325[Pa]
Inlet

Boundary
Condition

Pressure Based

Initialize
Monitors
Iterate
Reference
values

Velocity inlet
Vx=13m/s
wall
wall
Interface rotor-stator and rotor-rotor
Mesh motion
Stationary
Courant
Discretization
Solution
nr = 5
2nd order upwind
Inlet, Velocity=13m/s
Residuals
10-3
Force
Momentum coefficient
1800 Steps
0.001s time step size
Inlet

Length = turbine radius

3.2 Results and discussions
In Figure 8, torque coefficients, Cm, are presented for each rotor of the CR-VAWT, at two
TSRs and in Figure 9 power coefficients, CP, are presented for each rotor of the CR-VAWT.
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a.

b.

Figure 8: 2D Torque coefficient Cm variations for each CR-VAWT rotor: a) TSR=1; b) TSR=3

Figure 9: Power coefficients - CP TSR  of a two co-axis rotors CR-VAWT

a)

b)

Figure 10: Vorticity magnitude contours for TSR 1: a) ߠ ൌ ͵Ͳ°; b) ߠ ൌ ͻͲι
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a)

b)

Figure 11: Vorticity magnitude contours for TSR 3:a) ߠ ൌ ͵Ͳ°; b) ߠ ൌ ͻͲ°;

a)

c)

b) CR-VAWT (blade on outer rotor)
(   900 )

Blade on standard VAWT rotor
(   900 )

d)

Blade on standard VAWT rotor
(   1800 )

CR-VAWT (blade on outer rotor)
(   1800 )

Figure 12: Comparative vorticity magnitude contours for TSR 1: a) and c) - blade on standard VAWT rotor;
b) and d) - blade on outer rotor of CR-VAWT

Dynamic stall is an inherent effect of the operation of a VAWT at low tip speed ratios
TSR  3 where for TSR ~ 1 the turbine starting behavior is crucial for the rotor enters its
steady operating state. At low speed ratios, in the range of chord Reynolds number

10
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Re  105  106 , the near wake is captured inside the rotor and its shed vorticity is accumulated
and concentrated at the windward quarter ( 00    900 ) of the rotation. Then in the leeward
quarter ( 900    1800 ) of the rotation, the concentrated more and less vortical structures

detach from the airfoil (centrifugal effect) and these induce a velocity/pressure field around
airfoil resulting in the change of aerodynamic forces, i.e. the significant drag reduction. This
is the drag dynamic stall event promoting the continuous thrust-producing and self-starting
[1]. Figure 12 illustrates comparatively the dispersion of the clockwise vorticity shed after the
roll-up of leading-edge ( TSR  1.0,Re  105 ) for the conventional 3 blade rotor and a 3 blade
contra-rotating rotors. For this comparison, the results were obtained by numerical
investigation of a conventional VAWT with the same rotor as the outer rotor of the CRVAWT. It is observed that there are differences in the evolution of the clockwise vorticity
shed from airfoil after its rolling, which implies that the contra-rotating rotor is a solution
capable of making the VAWTs to self-start, Figures 10 and 12.
At high tip speed ratio ( TSR  3 ) the two velocity fields are uncoupled and the outer rotor
is running without compromising the wind turbine performance, Figure 11.. But more the
twisted flow between rotors has a beneficial effect on the general operating of the main/outer
rotor, a power gain of 8 % is estimated.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the first part of the paper, the overall objective of this study was to investigate how the
performance of a standard VAWT is influenced by the different turbulence intensity degree of
the incoming flow field. Results are presented in terms of power coefficients, quantifying the
performance parameters with varying inflow conditions.
- A moderate turbulence intensity have a beneficial influence on the VAWT
performance, but a high degree of turbulence has several negative impacts on wind
turbines.
- On average, the maximum power coefficient is highest when the turbulence intensity
is at about 10%. In addition to this, the variation of the Cp with azimuth angle also
displays an oscillation of much lower amplitude and frequency.
In the second part of the paper, the work focuses on the numerical analysis of the behavior
of the flow around a CR-VAWT capable to self-start. The analysis and their CFD
computational results lead to the following conclusions:
- The airfoil in Darrieus motion at TSR ~ 1 , in the range of Re  105  106 generates
concentrated vorticity shed that can be exploited to induce aerodynamic forces
capable of making the wind turbines self-start.
- The Darrieus turbine operates with two distinct modes during start-up: continuous liftdriven mode along the windward quarter of the rotation and discrete lift-drag driven
mode along the leeward quarter of the rotation.
- The ability to escape from the dead-band is directly related to the evolution of
clockwise vorticity shed where the concentration of vorticity intensified in the flow
field of contra-rotating rotor regularizes the discrete operating mode.
- At high tip speed the twisted flow field between rotors improves the general operating
of the turbine increasing its efficiency.
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-

The significantly improved exploitation of the contra-rotating concept applied to
VAWTs based on the drag dynamic stall and twisted flow effects can be achieved by
properly sizing the contra-rotating rotor configuration.
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Abstract. Offshore wind turbines are currently increasing the potential of wind energy,
and numerical simulation is a way to help this industry to reach maturity. In the context
of floating wind energy, predicting the loads applied on structures and their response is
essential. Those data will enable an optimization of floaters dimensioning, necessary for
CAPEX reduction.
As the simulation of floating wind turbines requires the representation of both complex
geometries and phenomena, several alternative techniques have been developed. The wake
generated by the rotor can be modeled using methodologies inherited from onshore wind
turbines simulation, and coupled with a hydrodynamic code. However those simplified
methods have been primarily developed for wake study, and thus have varying precision
for loads estimation.
This work proposes a methodology for the simulation of a single or several turbines
with an exact representation of the geometries involved, targeting an accurate evaluation
of loads. The software library used is ICI-tech, developed at the High Performance Computing Institute (ICI) of Centrale Nantes. A monolithic approach is applied on a single
computational mesh, where all the different phases are defined through level-set functions. The Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are solved in the Variational MultiScale (VMS)
formalism using stabilized finite elements. This approach, coupled with an automatic and
anisotropic adaptation procedure, guarantees the good representation of the geometries
immersed. The automatic adaptation refines the mesh only in interest zones, allowing
the simulation of phenomena with very different orders of magnitude, e.g. aerodynamics
around blades and waves propagation. The reduction of the number of points in the mesh
and the massive parallelization of the code are also necessary for wind turbine simulation.
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This has been realized within the EOS project scope, funded by WeAMEC (West Atlantic Marine Energy Center, https://www.weamec.fr/en/blog/record_project/eos/).

1

Introduction

The development of renewable energies has significantly accelerated over the last few
years. Wind energy is particularly interesting to that extend with massive amount of
knowledge gathered, as wind farms have been implanted onshore for more than a decade.
However, the future of wind energy seems to be located offshore. Ground bound wind
farms have been producing energy for a decade, especially in North Sea, but only few
places are eligible to the implantation of wind turbines as low water depth is required.
To that extent, floating wind turbine (FWT) represent a major field of development for
the wind industry. Prototypes are currently tested off the coasts of Norway, Japan and
Portugal, and a first pilot farm was commissioned at the end of 2017 offshore Scotland.
Fast and accurate simulation methods are crucial for the development of floating wind
energy. Simulating floating wind turbine under various aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
cases, and especially extreme events, will enable a better dimensioning of both the turbine
and the floating structure. This optimization of the geometries currently used is critical
for an industrial deployment of this sector, currently noncompetitive compared to more
conventional energy sources. Motivated by the development of onshore wind energy, many
authors studied the aerodynamic behavior of turbines, e.g. [1], often without representing
exactly the blades to reduce the computational effort. The wake effect due to the wind
turbine is modeled, which leads to trustworthy aerodynamic results far from the turbine,
but also to low precision data near the blades. This limitation can be overcome if full
resolution of the flow equation are done in the fluid domain, and some studies consider this,
e.g. [2], making them deal with computationally expensive simulations. Hydrodynamic
effects also hold a huge influence in these computations, as [3] showed that a combination
of high amplitude swell and calm wind can inverse the direction of the relative wind at
the rotor. However, dealing with a wind turbine under aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
effects requires high efforts in both development and computations. Consequently, only
few authors interested themselves in coupled simulations, e.g. [4] or [5]. In a majority of
cases, only a component was studied at a time, as did [6], [7] or [8]. The same situation
is observed in the literature for experimental studies. Even if a lot of turbines have been
studied in wind flumes, few experiments focused on both wind and waves effects. The
work in [9] and [13] can be noted, where only particular aerodynamic behaviors have been
studied.
The full resolution of the geometries, boundary layers and hydrodynamic effects in
the simulation of a floating wind turbine is a real challenge. Events with very different
orders of magnitude for both their characteristic time and length are observed in a large
computational domain, e.g. between the propagation of the swell and the aerodynamic
vortex at the trailing edge of the blades. This problem can be handled using actuator
disk methods to approximate the small-scale aerodynamic effects observed at the rotor,
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e.g. in [10], or with several overlaid meshes having different levels of refinement, e.g. [4].
This work, funded by the West Atlantic Marine Energy Center (WeAMEC), proposes
another methodology based on a unique computational mesh and a monolithic approach.
The simulated wind turbine is immersed into the computational mesh, and is defined
using a level-set function, while the air/water interface is specified with mixing laws and
level-set function. The Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are solved in all the domain using
stabilized finite elements (SFE) and a Variational-MultiScale (VMS) formulation. The
computational mesh is adapted anisotropically and automatically during the simulation,
with its deformations ruled by an error estimator. The generated mesh is well adapted to
the simulation of floating wind turbines, as it is refined only at the interfaces and where
small-scale events occur.
The methodology used in this work is detailed in Sec. 2, with focus points successively
placed on the different steps of the simulation procedure. The first results obtained are
presented.
2

Methodology

This Sec. presents the simulation procedure used in ICI-tech. The different software
elements are presented in the first four Subsecs. The whole simulation procedure is finally
presented in Subsec. 2.5. The validation process then requires the computation of the
force. As the meshes used are not body fitted, this computation is not trivial, and the
procedure followed is presented in Subsec. 2.6.
2.1

Mesh immersion procedure

The mesh immersion technique consists in a representation of a shape using a single computational mesh. The immersed body can be represented in several ways, the
only constraint being the existence of an interior. This characterization enables the construction of a signed-distance function α, presented in Eq. (1) for the immersion of an
object ω of frontier Γ in a computational domain Ω.

d(x, Γ) if x ∈ ω
¯
α = d(x, ω) =
, x ∈ Ω.
(1)
−d(x, Γ) if x ∈
/ω

A value for the signed distance is measured at every point of the computational mesh.
The reconstruction of the immersed shape can be performed from the sign of this signed
distance using a level-set function, e.g. with a Heaviside function returning 1 for the
interior (α > 0) and 0 for the exterior (α < 0). However this Heaviside function introduces
discontinuities, which are incompatible with the resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations
as presented later on. To that extent a smoothed Heaviside function has been designed,
and is presented in Eq. (2).

with

uε (α)
1
Hε (α) = (1 +
),
2
ε

(2)

α
uε (α) = ε tanh( ).
ε

(3)

3
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Figure 1: Signed distance α

Figure 2: Smoothed Heaviside

Figure 3: Final adapted mesh

This immersion technique introduces a transition area around the frontier of ω, which
is of width 2 × ε. The parametrization of Hε brings flexibility to the immersion procedure. Varying definition of this interface, coupled with an automatic mesh generation
positioning computational points in interest zones, guarantees an accurate representation
of any geometry immersed. An example of mesh reconstruction is proposed in Figs. 1 to
3. While the signed-distance function presented in Fig. 1 can not achieve mesh immersion
by itself, the results obtained with Hε in Fig. 2 provide an interior, depicted in red. The
reconstruction is correctly performed despite the complex shape of ω in this situation.
Note that the thin zone at the interface corresponds to the transition area previously
mentioned. The mesh obtained at the end of the immersion procedure is presented in
Fig. 3. A large majority of computational points are concentrated around Γ, i.e. in the
region where the representation of the level-set function is critical to the quality of the
reconstruction.
The computational complexity brought by this methodology can become considerable,
e.g. when a shape represented by M -elements mesh is immersed in a N -points computational mesh. The signed-distance must be computed at each point of the computational
mesh, and if no optimization is performed the distance from the current point to each of
the M elements. The complexity obtained is N × M , which can rapidly become unfordable. In the context of floating wind turbines, the computational cost is far too expensive,
and optimization has been performed through the construction of a tree structure, named
octree.
During the building procedure, the number of elements of the mesh immersed in a
computational domain of dimension d is evaluated. If the number found is too important, the computational domain is divided in two along each dimension, thus generating
2d subdomains. All the elements contained in the initial domain are allocated to the
subdomains created, and this procedure is recursively repeated. The construction of the
octree ends when the number of elements in the refined subdomains is acceptable or if
the maximum depth is reached. When the distance is needed at a given point of the
computational mesh, a browsing of the octree enables to select the closest elements from
the immersed mesh. The number of distances to evaluate is considerably reduced and
the complexity of the immersion procedure is decreased, within a minimal theoretical
4
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complexity of N × log(M ).
2.2

Anisotropic mesh adaptation

The mesh adaptation procedure is essential for the reconstruction as presented in Subsec. 2.1, but is also a self-standing software unit critical for ICI-tech. The computational
mesh is automatically generated from a potentially coarse initial mesh and tends to gather
a maximum of points in the interest zones. The theory proposed by [11] is based on a
principle of equidistribution of the error in all the computational domain. An a posteriori error estimator is built at each node of the computational mesh. The interest zones
previously mentioned are defined from this estimator: high error areas need to be refined
and vice versa. The evolution of the error is examined along the edges of the mesh, and
important variations can lead to points insertion. Metrics are built at each node from
edge errors in order to deform the mesh, always with an error minimization goal. These
metrics feature scaling factors for each dimension as refinement is conducted only along
the representative dimensions. The mesh generated is anisotropic, which enables to reduce largely the amount of points needed in the simulations. This procedure is repeated
iteratively, until an appropriated mesh is obtained.
The adaptation depends on the construction of the error estimator. In the context of
mesh immersion, as proposed in Subsec. 2.1, the error estimator is built from the results
provided by the level-set function. As a smoothed Heaviside function is used, important
gradients are found around the interfaces of the objects immersed, while the function
is quasi-constant elsewhere. The level-set function printed in Fig. 2 encounters high
gradients in the green region around the interface, which explains the high concentration of
points in these areas found in the mesh presented in Fig. 3. On the contrary large cells are
generated in zones where colors remain constant, e.g. at the bottom of the computational
domain. Whenever several bodies are immersed in the same computational mesh, the
immersion procedure is conducted for each body, i.e. a level-set function is defined for
each immersed element. In order to guarantee correct adaptation for each body, the
construction of the error estimator takes every level-set function results into account.
Some immersed bodies can be weighted in the error estimator in order to prioritize their
adaptation.
However level-set meshes as depicted in Fig. 3 are not suitable for the resolution of
fluid flows, because large cells introduce numerical dissipation and thus miss sub-scale
flows. The mesh adaptation needs to take into account the fluid effects occurring, and
consequently the error estimator is derived to take into account the velocity output. The
error estimator is composed from both the phases of the immersed bodies and the velocity.
The mesh obtained with a Re = 1000-flow, horizontally oriented towards the right of the
computational domain, past a cylinder is presented in Fig. 4. At the beginning of the
simulation the major part of cells are concentrated around the circle. After some increments high concentration of cells are observed in the wake as the adaptation procedure
tracks the vortices. Note that using the phases for the adaptation is not necessary for
obtaining accurate fluid flows. However the full CFD paradigm proposed in Subsec. 2.4
requires the capture of boundary layers, and to that extent the adaptation on the phases
5
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Figure 4: Mesh for a flow past a cylinder at Re = 1000

of the immersed body is an advantage of the present method.
2.3

Mixing laws

Once the mesh immersion procedure ends, the resolution of fluid flows can be solved.
It is done in ICI-tech with an incompressible resolution of the NS equations using the
VMS formulation. But for the NS problem to be solved, the characteristics of the flow
at each point of the computational mesh have to be known. To that extent mixing laws
are applied with use of the level-set function defined in Eq. (2). Viscosity and density are
specified for each of the phase in the computation, and mixing laws are applied. A linear
law is presented in Eq. (4) for the immersion of an object of viscosity ηi in a domain of
viscosity η. At a point whose distance to the immersed element is α, the viscosity ηp
obtained is presented. If several elements are immersed, the mixing laws are applied as
many times as needed. The linear mixing law presented is appropriated when the different
viscosities found in the simulation have similar orders of magnitude. However when large
disparities are encountered, other laws may be more appropriated, e.g. logarithmic ones.
ηp (α) = ηi Hε (α) + η(1 − Hε (α)).

(4)

The same mixing laws are applied for density, and consequently every point of the
computational domain possesses its own viscosity and density. To make a link with the
example proposed in Subsec. 2.1, the viscosity of the object depicted in red is ηi , while
the part of the domain in blue has a viscosity of η. The transition region, in green, has
a viscosity varying between η and ηi depending on the signed-distance function. The
presence of an important number of points in this transition area restricts the difference
of viscosity found in a cell, which is helpful in terms of NS resolution.
2.4

Resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations

ICI-tech proposed a monolithic approach based on stabilized finite elements where the
incompressible NS problem, presented in Eq. (5) with v velocity and p pressure, is solved
6
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with the VMS formulation.
∀(w, q) ∈ V0 × Q,

ρ(∂t v, w) + ρ(v · ∇v, w) + 2νεv : εw − (p, ∇ · w) = (f , w)
(∇ · v, q) = 0

(5)

The VMS paradigm operates as an implicit-LES (Large Eddy Simulation). Velocities
are split between the coarse scales, superior to the local mesh size which are solved,
and sub-scale, which are modeled. This is expressed in Eq. (6), with vh coarse scale
velocity and v subgrid-scale velocity. In LES a viscous term are incorporated in the NS
equations to compensate for the effect of subgrid-scale turbulence. The VMS reformulates
the NS problem to express the subgrid-scale velocities, and to mathematically evaluate
their influences. Presented in Eq. (7), the VMS formulation of the NS problem features
stabilization terms (τK , τC ) and residuals (RM , RC ) coming from this evaluation of
subgrid-scales.
v = vh + v 
∀(wh , qh ) ∈ V0,h × Qh ,


v
,
w
)
+
(ρv
·
∇v
,
w
)
−
(τK RM , ρvh ∇wh )K
ρ(∂

t
h
h
h
h
h


K∈Th



+2µε(vh ) : ε(wh ) − (ph , ∇ · wh ) +
(τC RC , ∇ · wh )K = (f , wh )
K∈Th





(τK RM , ∇qh )K = 0
(∇ · vh , qh ) −

(6)

(7)

K∈Th

More details on stabilization terms and residuals can be found in [11]. Nonetheless
it can be noted that the stabilization terms depend on both vh  and the characteristic
length of the mesh cell currently evaluated.
2.5

Simulation procedure

The simulations with ICI-tech rely on mesh adaptation, phase reconstruction and resolution of the NS equations, detailed in the previous Subsec. The simulation procedure,
presented in Fig. 5, starts with a mesh adapted on the level-set obtained after immersion
iterations. Mesh immersion is performed with this mesh, and mixing laws are applied.
The NS problem is then solved with a given time step, providing velocity and pressure
at every point of the computational domain. The mesh is adapted as proposed in Subsec. 2.2, based on weighted velocities and level-set results. Consequently the mesh newly
generated will concentrate cells where fluid effects occur. This procedure is repeated until
full time simulation is performed.
Even if anisotropic meshing enables a significant reduction in the number of points
needed in the simulations, the full-CFD paradigm proposed by ICI-tech remains computationally expensive. In order to make ICI-tech competitive, optimization of computational costs have been conducted in two different ways. The first orientation has been the
7
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Level-set functions
Solids et ﬂuids

Unique mesh
anisotropic and automatic

Massively
parallelized
components

Velocity and Pressure :
Resolution of NS equations
with stabilized FEs

Mixing laws

Figure 5: Simulation procedure with ICI-tech

limitation of the complexity of the algorithms, e.g. through the octree implementation
briefly discussed in Subsec. 2.1. The code has also been massively parallelized in order
to enable the use of a large number of cores. Particular attention has been placed on
partitions during parallel meshing and NS resolution, details can be found in [12].
2.6

Computing the force applied on an immersed element

The computation of the force applied on a object Ω is not trivial in the context of mesh
immersion, as the mesh is not body fitted. However the concentration of point around the
interfaces, highlighted in Fig. 3, enable accurate evaluation of the loads. The forces are
computed a posteriori from the results of velocity v and pressure p obtained after the NS
resolution. A reconstructed velocity gradient is built and the stress tensor σ is computed at
every point of the mesh, with η viscosity and I identity matrix. The stress tensor accounts
for all the fluid effects occurring, and to evaluate the loads applied on Ω, the computation
of local normal constraint Tlocal is required and performed in Eq. (8). The definition of
a vector normal to Ω is necessary at that point, but as the computational points are not
disposed along ∂Ω, this determination is not immediate. It has been chosen to define n as
a normalized gradient of the phase φ obtained in the immersion of Ω. This choice brings
different possibilities. First of all it enables to compute n on every point of the mesh using
an existing data. The gradient of the phase is computed and no projection are performed,
which brings computational savings. This definition also introduces interesting behavior
when ∇φ is computed outside the transition zone observed during immersion. As φ
becomes rapidly quasi-constant after this area, the norm of the gradient tends towards
zero. This sets a natural filter which selects the points located nearby ∂Ω, which have the
greatest impact on the force generation. The local normal constraints are then computed
at each point of the computational mesh from te corresponding stress tensor and normal
vector. The force F applied on Ω is then deducted from an integration of the local normal
constraints over ∂Ω, as in Eq. (9).
8
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Figure 6: Smoothed Heaviside

Tlocal = σ · n, with
F =





Figure 7: Dirac function δε

σ = η(∇v + ∇vT ) − pI
1
∇φ
n = − ∇φ

Tlocal dS

(8)
(9)

∂Ω

As the mesh is not body-fitted, the approach proposed by [14] is used. The expression
is reformulated to turn the integral over ∂Ω, condition that points can hardly meet, into
an integral over Ω. The force computed over the transition zone Fε is presented in Eq. 10.

1 − φ2
(10)
δε Tlocal dV , with δε =
Fε =
2ε
Ω

This formulation is inherited from the level-set definition. The ε parameter, characterizing the width of the transition area, is defining the span of the integration zone. Moreover
the dirac function δε introduced is directly derived from φ. The level-set function and the
dirac one are respectively depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. The closer a point is located from the
interface, the higher value is obtained with the dirac function. Consequently the points
located far from the interface have a quasi null influence on Fε , and can be neglected.
The convergence of Fε when the width of the transition area tends towards zero has been
discussed by [14], who proved that the limit obtained is F.
lim Fε = F

ε→0

(11)

The precision of the force representation is consequently directly depending from the
width parameter, i.e. the quality of the force obtained is determined by the immersion
process.
3

Application to floating wind turbines

This Sec. focuses on the works realized for the simulations of floating wind turbines.
The results obtained with the mesh adaptation procedure are presented in Subsec. 3.1.
9
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Figure 8: Immersed mesh

Figure 9: Slice of adapted mesh

Figure 10: Reconstructed
wind turbine

The validation of the solver is currently being performed, and Subsecs. 3.2 and 3.3 detail
the procedures followed for validation of respectively monophasic flows and wave generation.
3.1

Floating wind turbines reconstruction

The reconstruction of floating wind turbines have been studied in order to evaluate the
number of nodes required for an accurate representation of the geometries. The surface
mesh of a prototype studied in wind flume by [13], composed of approximatively 75K
facets and depicted in Fig. 8, is immersed in a computational domain containing about
120K points. A slice of the mesh obtained at the end of the immersion procedure is
presented in Fig. 9. This slice intersects the rotor, and consequently the high concentration
of points afford to guess the position of the blades. The width parameter of the levelset, named ε in Subsec. 2.1, is of about 1/1000-th of the overall wind turbine size. The
order of precision of the immersion is of the decimeter for a full-scale wind turbine. This
precision might seem very low, particularly at the tip of blades, but the reconstructed
wind turbine depicted in Fig. 10 is appropriated for visualization purposes. The slice of
the mesh highlights the presence of coarse cells far from the turbines. This mesh, which
is too coarse for flow simulations, is used to initiate the computations. The adaptation
procedure coupled to the resolution of the Navier-Stokes problem generates refinement
based on the velocity of the flow, which will lead to thinner cells in interest zones. Note
that more than one billion points are required to obtain the same precision with a regular
grid.
This case gives an occasion to highlight the computational savings provided by the
octree. The construction of the octree was performed as presented in Subsec. 2.1 with a
limit of 200 elements per subdomain and a max depth of 12. The cost of the distances
computation for the immersion of the wind turbine mesh (Fig. 8) in the adapted computational mesh (Fig. 9) is presented in Tab. 1. The focus has been placed on the computation
of distances because this step features the highest complexity. Moreover the evaluation of
10
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distances is often required during a simulation cycle, as explained in Subsec. 2.5, and its
optimization was a need. The computational time required for distance evaluations was
divided by about 235 only by the addition of the octree. The browsing of the octree to select the closest neighbors for each point enabled to largely reduce the number of distances
to evaluate, as only 0.081% of the computations were processed. The cost of the octree
browsing increases the average time needed to compute a distance by a factor of about
5, which is reasonable considering the huge limitation in the number of evaluations done.
This example assessed the huge interest of the octree structure for distance computation
algorithm, and by extension for mesh immersion procedure.
Distances evaluated
No Octree
∼ 8693M (100%)
Octree
∼ 7M (0.081%)

Time for distance evaluation
9min, 51s (100%)
2.5s (0.4%)

Time per distance (s)
6.8.10−8
3.5.10−7

Table 1: Influence of octree for wind turbine immersion

The octree implementation intended to limit the complexity of the distance algorithm.
The scalability of the immersion procedure has then been studied with a test case of 100
wind turbines. The wind turbine mesh presented in Fig. 8 was duplicated and randomly
dispersed in a computational domain of size 50 × 50 × 2.5. As a matter of comparison
the dimensions of the computational domain used for the reconstruction of a single wind
turbine were 2 × 2 × 2.5. The immersed mesh consequently features 100 times more facets,
the results of immersion are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. The computational mesh used
for the immersion contains 18M nodes for the same precision as in the single turbine test
case. The number of nodes used has been multiplied by about 150, while the immersed
mesh was 100 times bigger. This can be partly explained by the increase in computational mesh size, and even with this explanation the rise in the number of nodes needed
has been well limited. Moreover the increase in computational times can be controlled
with a corresponding increase in the number of processors used. The disposition of the
floating wind turbines does not reproduce a wind farm, however the computational cost
required for the immersion has the same order of magnitude, which proves the potential
of ICI-tech for offshore wind applications. Note that the colors depicted on the wind
turbines correspond to the partitions used for the immersion. They are well divided, as
the processors communicate between each other to share the computational load.
3.2

First validation towards high Reynolds number single-phase flows

ICI-tech is currently used for applications such as injection in the context of composites.
The flows studied commonly have low Reynolds number. On the contrary at the tip
of blades the combination of wind speed and blade rotation speed generate flows with
Reynolds of several millions. The validation of the flow solver is currently conducted in
order to validate the results obtained for those Reynolds. To that extent drag and lift
coefficients have to be calculated, which required the computation of the force applied on
the immersed shape. The evaluation of the force is presented in Subsec. 2.6. Once the
value of the force is obtained, the drag and lift coefficient Cp and Cl can be calculated, from
11
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Figure 11: Reconstruction of 100 floating wind turbines

Figure 12: Zoom on 3
WTs and mesh slice

Eqs. 12 and 13 with A cross sectional area. The pressure coefficients are evaluated with
Eq. 14 with p∞ , ρ∞ and V∞ respectively pressure, density and velocity in the freestream.
2
F·x
ρU 2 A
2
F·y
=
ρU 2 A
p − p∞
= 1
ρ V
2 ∞ ∞

Cd =

(12)

Cl

(13)

Cp

(14)

The validation started on 2D test cases, where flow passing NACA profiles were studied. The results obtained with ICI-tech (CFD, SFE, VMS) were compared against data
from [15], where a Diffused Vortex Hydrodynamics method is used. A particular focus
was placed on the test cases that featured NACA 0008 profiles, as wind turbine blades
are commonly composed of both NACA and DU profiles. Validation is currently being
performed on test cases whose Reynolds number are Re = 2000 and Re = 6000, and the
influence of all the different parameters used in computations are highlighted. The width
parameter  and the number of points composing the computational mesh are particularly
overlooked.
The flow passing a NACA-0008 with an orientation of 4◦ immersed in a constant
uniform flow of Re = 2000 is studied, to draw a comparison with the results of [15].
Different values of ε are studied in order to evaluate the influence of this parameter, while
the number of nodes in the computational meshes was kept constant at 80k. This number
of nodes is far too important for this kind of simulation, which guaranteed that it would
not be a blocking factor in the simulations. The vorticity fields obtained with both codes
are presented in Fig. 13, and the mesh generated by ICI-tech and used in the computation
for ε = 2.10−4 is depicted in Fig. 14. An important numerical diffusion is highlighted on
the results from ICI-tech, which could be limited by works on the quality of the mesh
adaptation. Figs. 15 and 16 present the results obtained with a Re = 2000-flow around
a NACA-0008 profile, for different ε (Lmax ). Those results are compared against DVH
data provided by [15]. At steady state, interesting precision is met for drag, while errors
remain for lift or pressure coefficients. The dependence of the results towards the width
12
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Figure 13: Up: Vorticity field around NACA-0008 at Re = 2000, from [15]. Down:
Results obtained with ICI-tech.

Figure 14: Mesh obtained for the NACA-0008 Re = 2000 test case with ICI-tech.

parameter seems to be limited. The noise observed on the Cp curves seems to be due
to the anisotropic meshing of the elements immersed. Further researches are currently
conducted in order to improve the results presented.
Those Re = O(1000) computations can not be considered as high Reynolds flows. The
validation will then continue on higher Re, e.g. with data from [16]. 3D NACA profiles
will then be studied, before performing simulations on blades.
3.3

Wave generation and free-surface tracking

Accurate resolution of the free-surface dynamics are crucial for a good resolution of the
movements of floating wind turbines. The simulations presented in the next paragraphs
aim to track precisely the free-surface. The mesh will need to be adapted to follow
the air/water interface, which is handled in ICI-tech by means of the convected levelset method introduced in [17]. This technique relies on the introduction of transport
terms into level-set function, which is modified to introduce an advection velocity. The
13
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Drag coeﬃcients around NACA0008 for Re=2000
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Lift coeﬃcients around NACA0008 for Re=2000
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Figure 15: Drag and lift coefficients for flow around a NACA-0008 profile at Re =
2000 for different ε

free-surface movements being taken into account, the level-set function will consequently
better capture the interface.
A numerical wave-maker has been implemented. A piston-type wave maker was chosen,
whose movements are determined using HOS-NWT [18]. From a specified wave field,
HOS-NWT returns the movements of the wave generator. Consequently the validation
will consist on a tracking of the free-surface generated, and its comparison with the wave
field used as HOS-NWT input.
A wave field of period 0.55s and amplitude 0.1m propagated from the left of the computational domain have been generated in ICI-tech. The preliminary results presented
hereafter intend to reproduce an air/water interface, but have been realized with viscosities a hundred-times bigger for each phase. This artefact enabled to better stabilize the
computations, but will have to be suppressed in order to get high precision results. A ε
of 6.10−3 and 40k points are used for the computational mesh. As for the single-phase
computations, this important amount of nodes enable to study the influence of the width
parameter only.
The free-surface obtained with ICI-tech is drawn in blue in Fig. 17, while the wave
field input in HOS-NWT is presented in red. If the fidelity of the first wave generated
is interesting, the ICI-tech free-surface results progressively feature more damping and
a very important noise at the right end of the domain. The damping can be partially
explained by the higher viscosities chosen for the fluids, but the influence of numerical
diffusion will have to be overlooked. The noise observed will be removed by the addition
of a numerical absorption area at the right end of the domain. The mesh generated and
used by ICI-tech is presented on Fig. 18. The majority of the cells are concentrated along
the free-surface, and a high concentration is also observed at the right end of the basin.
The numerical absorption area will need to limit the refinement in this area, in order to
limit the number of nodes used in that region and to increase the numerical dissipation.
Further researches are being performed on the 2D basin, before a transition towards a
3D numerical wave tank. The generation of complex wave field will finally be realized.
14
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Pressure coeﬃcients around NACA0008 for Re=2000
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Figure 16: Pressure coefficients for flow around a NACA-0008 profile at Re = 2000
for different ε

4

Conclusion and outlook

ICI-tech seems to offer potential for accurate simulation of floating wind turbines, even
if lot of development are still needed. The uniqueness of the computational mesh coupled
to the immersion procedure provides a lot of flexibility to the simulation, as an adapted
mesh can be generated iteratively from a coarse initial. The code uses automatic meshing
routines that enable the reduction of the size of the computational meshes. The cost
commonly required for full-scale LES simulation can be reduced, while the same precision
on the results is obtained, thanks to the VMS solver implemented. The code is undergoing
validation, both on aerodynamics and hydrodynamics. Single-phase flows will be validated
in 2D with NACA profiles, before a transition to 3D. 3D NACA profiles will be studied,
and finally flows passing blades and rotor will be overlooked. Free-surface simulations will
focus on 2D, with regular and irregular waves. The same steps will be repeated in 3D,
before studying the interactions between wave fields and floating structures.
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Figure 17: Comparison between a wave field generated using ICI-tech
and the results from HOS-NWT

Figure 18: Mesh generated by ICI-tech for the wave maker test case
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Abstract. The present paper describes an exploratory work aiming to analyze the impact of
trailing edge flaps activation on Vortex Induced Vibrations (VIV) suppression. A computational
study of the VIV of the AVATAR rotor blade, a 10MW design suitable for offshore locations,
was performed. A Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) approach was adopted for the simulations,
coupling an Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulations (IDDES) flow solver with a beambased structural model. Initial simulations based on the clean geometry identified significant
edgewise VIV for certain free stream velocity and flow inclination angles. The inflow conditions
showing the maximum amplitude of blade vibrations were used in order to test several trailing
edge flap geometries and operating angles. The best flap configuration found in that parametric
study managed to suppress the VIV phenomenon. However, when assessing a wider range of
inflow conditions, the amplitudes of vibration of the blade equipped with flaps were found to
be equivalent to the ones obtained for its clean counterpart. It is therefore concluded that a
re-calibration of the flap operating angle should be required in order to adapt it to the considered
wind speed and wind direction.

1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the flexibility of their blades, it is presumed that modern horizontal wind turbines
may be susceptible to Vortex Induced Vibrations (VIV), a phenomenon which could ultimately
lead to structural failure of the blade. This statement was supported by the recent high-fidelity
simulations of Heinz et al. (2016b), where the authors analyzed the DTU 10MW reference wind
turbine blade under realistic inflow conditions. The present paper constitutes a first exploratory
work in order to use flow control devices for the suppression of this phenomenon. In particular,
the influence of the installation of trailing edge flaps is assessed. Previous studies based on
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods have shown the potential of these devices for
load alleviation during the operation of multi-megawatt wind turbines [Jost et al. (2016); Barlas
et al. (2016)]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge no publication regarding the use of
trailing edge flaps for VIV suppression can be found in the literature.
In order to assess the performance of trailing edge flaps with regards to VIV suppression, a
comprehensive numerical study was performed. It was based on the AVATAR reference rotor
[Lekou et al. (2015)], that is equipped with a 100 m blade. The chosen computational method,
presented in Section 2, relied on the coupling of a fluid and a structure solvers by means of a Fluid
Structure Interaction (FSI) approach. Three different sets of FSI simulations were performed.
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First computations, detailed in Section 3, were based on the clean blade geometry. The aim
for said simulations was to identify the particular inflow conditions which lead to the maximum
amplification of vibrations, thereby highlighting the mechanisms involved in this phenomenon.
A subsequent set of simulations accounting for trailing edge flaps was carried out. Due to time
constraints, the deflected flaps geometry was estimated based on a simple analytical expression.
The results of these simulations are presented in Section 4, and comprise both an assessment of
the performance of the flap for VIV suppression as well as a quantification of the influence of
the geometric parameters characterizing this device. For these simulations, the inflow conditions
exhibiting the maximum amplification for the clean geometry were adopted. Finally, Section 5
compiles a wider assessment of the flaps installation with regards to VIV suppression. The
initially studied analytical representation of the flaps was replaced by the use of a Free Form
Deformation (FFD) method. This technology, introduced in the fluid solver in the framework of
the present work, establishes a much more versatile approach for future applications. An initial
comparison with the performance of the analytic flap version was performed, followed by the
assessment of the inflow conditions range considered for the clean geometry.
2

COMPUTATIONAL SET-UP

The fluid was modeled with the CFD solver EllipSys3D [Michelsen (1992, 1994); Sørensen
(1995)], which is a finite volume code that solves the Navier Stokes equations on a structured grid
and in curvilinear coordinates. In all the simulations presented in this work, a zonal Improved
Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) was employed in order to deal with turbulence
[Menter and Kuntz (2004)]. In this way, a Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) model was
employed close to the blade surface and a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach was followed
far away from the boundary layer (where the turbulent length scales become larger than the used
grid resolution). For the region involving the RANS method, the k-ω SST turbulence model of
Menter (1994) was used.
A three level grid sequence was used during the simulation to speed up the development of
the wake flow. A time step of 1.5 · 10−3 s was employed, with a total simulation time of 68 s.
The air density was fixed to 1.225 kg m−3 , and the dynamic viscosity was set to 1.7879 · 10−5
kg m−1 s−1 . An inlet/outlet strategy was used for the boundary conditions. For the former
region, a value of 1 · 105 s−1 was imposed for the specific dissipation ω, while the turbulent
kinetic energy was set to 1 · 10−2 m2 s−2 .
The same structured CFD mesh was used for all the simulations. It accounted for 240 blocks
of 32x32x32 cells, leading to a total of 7.8 millions for the complete mesh. The chordwise
direction was discretized with 256 cells (16 of them lying on the trailing edge). A boundary
layer clustering was taken into account, with an imposed first cell height on the order of 10−6
m. This allowed to tackle y+ values lower than 1 for the considered simulation conditions. The
surface mesh is depicted in Figure 1, together with a detail of a section cut at half span.
The CFD model was coupled with a structural model of the blade by means of the staggered
FSI approach presented in Heinz et al. (2016b). The inner CFD mesh deformation process
was enhanced in the framework of the present work. A generalized analytical approach was
implemented, where the deformation vector is smoothed based on a hyperbolic tangent function.
The blade structure was handled by the commercial solver HAWC2 [Larsen and Hansen (2015)],
and relied on a series of Timoshenko beam elements. The effect of both cone and tilt angles
were neglected in the present study.

2
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(a) Surface mesh

(b) Half span cut

Figure 1: Overview of CFD mesh. For clarity purposes, only 1 out of 4 grid lines are displayed.

All the presented FSI computations were run on the Jess high-performance computing cluster
owned by DTU. A total of 240 processors running at 2.8 GHz were used per computation,
requiring a wall clock time of approximately 15 hours.
3

RESULTS FOR THE CLEAN GEOMETRY

Previous computational studies of large wind turbines revealed that the main set-up parameters influencing the dynamic behavior of a standstill blade are related to the inflow conditions
[Heinz et al. (2016b,a)]. For both aforementioned studies, maximum vibrations amplifications
were observed for an angle of attack at the blade tip slightly higher than 90 deg. Hence, it was
decided to fix this angle, referred to in this work as pitch angle θ, to 95 deg. Together with the
pitch angle, both the absolute value of freestream velocity U∞  and its inclination angle with
respect to the blade axis ψ were identified as the main actors triggering the VIV phenomenon.
A graphical representation of these parameters is depicted in Figure 2. All the simulations
included in this work are labeled as UXX IZZ, where XX refers to the value of U∞  and ZZ
to ψ. In order to analyze the behavior of the clean blade geometry with regards to VIV, two
consecutive parametric studies were performed.
Half span cross section

y=102.8 m
Plane XZ

4.9 m
Plane XZ
Z

ψ θ

100 m

X

proj(U∞,XZ)

U∞

y=2.8 m

Figure 2: Description of considered simulation parameters for the different test cases.

The first parametric study concerned the effect of the inclination angle ψ. In particular,
angles ranging from 0 to 80 deg were considered. A common free stream velocity U∞  was
3
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used for all the computations. It was estimated based on an analytical computation, aiming at
the generation of outboard shedding frequencies at the vicinity of the first edgewise mode of
the blade (i.e. 0.91 Hz), where maximum VIV are expected. Indeed, the natural frequency of
shedding fshnat of an inclined flow with an angle ψ can be related to the Strouhal number St by
means of the independence principle, which is valid for small angles [Hoang et al. (2015)], as:
fshnat =

U∞  cos(ψ)St
c

(1)

where c refers to a reference length (in this case the chord). Assuming a Strouhal number of
approximately 0.16 [Heinz et al. (2016b,a)], taking as reference chord the value at 85% of blade
span (i.e. 2.96 m) and assuming a complete synchronization of the shedding frequency and the
first edgewise mode for an inclination angle of 40 deg, a U∞  of 22 m s−1 was selected for this
initial study.
The second parametric study concerned the variation of the free stream velocity U∞ . In
particular, values ranging from 10 to 40 m s−1 were considered. The value of the inclination
angle ψ was fixed to 40 deg, consistently with the assumptions made in the choice of the free
stream velocity of the first parametric study.
Figure 3 depicts, for both parametric studies, the maximum observed peak-to-peak values
of the blade tip deflection transients. Since the VIV phenomenon is expected for the edgewise
motion, only the tangential component with respect to the rotor plane is shown (corresponding in
this case to the x direction). Regarding the parametric study of the inclination angle (Figure 3a),
the results reveal a significant amplification of the edgewise deflection for the U22 I40 simulation,
with a maximum peak-to-peak value of 5.55 m (corresponding to 9.25 times the blade tip
chord). The variation of the inclination angle led to a decrease of the computed deflections,
with negligible amplitudes for both 0 and 80 deg. An analogous observation can be made for
the parametric study concerning the influence of the free stream velocity, shown in Figure 3b.

(a) Effect of inclination angle

(b) Effect of free stream velocity

Figure 3: Maximum peak-to-peak value of the tangential blade tip deflection transients. Clean blade.

In Figure 4, the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the blade sectional loading time series is
shown for several simulations. Due to its potential impact on edgewise vibrations, only the x
component of the load was considered. Additionally, the plots were limited to a high span range.
Results are displayed by means of color plots, with the ordinates representing the blade radial
position and the corresponding load frequencies included in the abcissae. All the sectional PSDs
4
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were computed by means of the Welch method [Welch (1967)], and the results were linearly scaled
(so that the peaks height become an estimate of the RMS amplitude). For the U22 I40 simulation

(a) U22 I40

(b) U22 I0

(c) U10 I40

Figure 4: PSDs of the x component of blade sectional loading. Clean blade. A vertical line corresponding to the
first edgewise mode of the blade was added for reference.

(Figure 4a), that exhibited the highest vibration amplitudes, important loads fluctuations were
observed. Additionally, a significant correlation of the loading frequencies along the outboard
region of the blade was found, corresponding to the first edgewise mode of the blade. This
fact, already observed in Heinz et al. (2016b) and Heinz et al. (2016a), is assumed to be related
to the the existence of the spanwise flow. Indeed, the maximum fluctuations were obtained
at 85% of the blade span, as initially predicted by Equation 1, corresponding to y=87.8 m.
This significant fluctuation was then convected all along the span, resulting in a high frequency
content around the first edgewise mode for the outboard region of the blade. Much lower PSD
levels were obtained for the U22 I0 simulation (Figure 4b), were the absence of a spanwise flow
component led to the decorrelation of the loading frequencies. Finally, the results of the U10 40
simulation are depicted in Figure 4c. For this simulation, a considerable difference between the
natural shedding frequencies of the flow and the first edgewise mode is expected, due to the
low value of the free stream velocity. This could explain the low PSD values computed for this
simulation. Indeed, a suppression of the Von Karman street for the outboard region of the blade
was observed. This is illustrated in Figure 5 by means of the iso-surfaces of the absolute value
of vorticity, where analogous results for the two other simulations are included for reference.
4

PRELIMINARY STUDY BASED ON AN ANALYTIC FLAP

In order to assess the performance of the introduction of flaps on the suppression of VIV, a
preliminary study based on an analytical hinged flap definition was performed. Only the inflow
conditions showing the maximum vibration amplitudes for the clean configuration, i.e. U22
and I40, were considered in this study. The flap deflection was introduced by means of a local
deformation of the CFD mesh of the blade surface.
Two main geometrical parameters were considered: the flap length with respect to the chord
and the spanwise extent with respect to the blade radius. In particular, values of 20% and 30%
were considered for the former variable, labeled in this work as XC20 and XC30. Regarding the
spanwise extent, values of 20% and 25% were considered, referred to in this work as L020 and
L025. For both cases, the flap was assumed to be centered at 75% of the blade radius. This led
5
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(a) U22 I40

(b) U22 I0

Figure 5: Iso-surface of absolute value of vorticity at 2 s

−1

(c) U10 I40
. Different inflow conditions for clean blade.

to a total radial extent ranging from y=68 m to y=88 m for the L020 configuration, and from
y=65 m to y=90 m for the L025 case. Four different operating angles were also considered: -30,
-10, 10 and 30 deg. Those are labelled in this work as DN30, DN10, D10 and D30 respectively.
The deflected flap geometry was achieved by a linear interpolation of the clean mesh and
one rotated according to the flapping angle (see Figure 6a). A fifth order polynomial smoothing
function was applied from the position of the hinge point, estimated based on the value of the
flap length, up to the trailing edge. This ensured a smooth transition of the suction and the
pressure side curvatures, even if a higher effective flapping angle was expected. An analogous
smoothing function was applied in the spanwise direction in order to ensure a smooth transition
between the flapped and clean configurations (see Figure 6b).
ANALYTIC ﬂap at -30 deg

ANALYTIC ﬂap, -30 deg

CLEAN airfoil

CLEAN airfoil,
rotated -30 deg

CLEAN blade

(a) Half of flap extent

(b) 3D view

Figure 6: Geometry of the analytic flap XC20 L20 operating at -30 deg.

Figure 7 compiles the blade tip tangential deflection transients for the studied flapping geometries, superposed to the corresponding results for the clean configuration. It can be observed
that, regardless the flap geometry, all the configurations operating at -30 deg managed to suppress the amplification of the blade vibration. The same remark can be made for the simulations
accounting for a flap extent of 25% in the spanwise direction and operating at 10 deg. For both
cases, the mechanism preventing the amplification of the blade vibration was assumed to be
related to the suppression of the Von Karman street at the outboard region. This is illustrated
in Figure 8 by means of the iso-surfaces of vorticity of a flap configuration undergoing VIV
(XC20 L20 D30), and two set-up where the vibrations were suppressed (XC20 L20 DN30 and
6
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(a) Flap angle 30 deg

(b) Flap angle 10 deg

(c) Flap angle -10 deg

(d) Flap angle -30 deg

Figure 7: Blade tip tangential deflection transient for different analytic flap configurations and operating angles.

(a) XC20 L20 D30
Figure 8: Vorticity iso-surface at 2 s

(b) XC20 L20 DN30
−1

(c) XC20 L25 D10

, blade equipped with different analytic flap geometries.

XC20 L25 D10). A more detailed visualization of the Von Karman street suppression is depicted
in Figure 9, where the y component of the vorticity is shown for two different blade sections.
For XC20 L20 DN30 and XC20 L25 D10 computations, the spanwise vortex generated at the
blade tip remained attached up to approximately 65% of the blade span. For lower sections, not
shown in this document, a Von Karman street similar to the one found for XC20 L20 D30 was
developed. The detailed mechanism preventing the outboard region Von Karman street would
7
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require additional work, including a pure CFD study of a stiff blade configuration. However, the
change of the Strouhal number induced by the flap geometry could be argued as a preliminary
explanation. This is consistent with the reduction of VIV observed for the clean configuration
at low wind speeds (see Section 3), where significant differences between the natural shedding
frequencies of the blade and the first edgewise mode were expected. To the best of authors’
knowledge, this is the first time that this complex three-dimensional flow behaviour is identified
in the context of wind energy. However, an extensive literature dealing with inclined cylinders
can be found. The existence of the spanwise vortex was identified, among others, in the experimental work of Matsumoto et al. (2001). The mitigation of VIV by the suppression of the
Von Karman Street was reported in the DES simulations of Yeo and Jones (2010). This was
achieved by equipping an inclined cylinder with strakes. Similar conclusions were found in the
subsequent computational studies of Gioria et al. (2011) and Zhou et al. (2011).
The suppression of the Von Karman street had as a result a mitigation of the load fluctuations,
explaining the low level of observed blade vibrations. This is illustrated in the PSD of the blade
sectional loading of Figure 10. A common scale was used to facilitate the comparison.
Y vorticity [1/s]

Y vorticity [1/s]

Y vorticity [1/s]

150

150

150

-150

-150

-150

(a) XC20 L20 D30

(b) XC20 L20 DN30

(c) XC20 L25 D10

Y vorticity [1/s]

Y vorticity [1/s]

Y vorticity [1/s]

-20

-20

-20

20

(d) XC20 L20 D30

20

(e) XC20 L20 DN30

20

(f) XC20 L25 D10

Figure 9: Y vorticity component for section cuts located near the blade tip (upper row) and at y=77.9 m (lower
row). Blade equipped with different analytic flap geometries.
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(a) XC20 L20 D30

(b) XC20 L20 DN30

(c) XC20 L25 D10

Figure 10: PSDs of the x component of blade sectional loading. Includes several analytic flap configurations. A
vertical line corresponding to the first edgewise mode of the blade was added for reference.

5

INTRODUCTION OF THE FREE FORM DEFORMATION FLAP

The preliminary study based on an analytical definition of the flap revealed a good potential
for all the studied geometries when working at -30 deg. The XC20 L20 was therefore selected,
due to its reduced dimensions, to be re-evaluated by means of the Free Deformation Deformation
(FFD) method. This technique, originating from the field of computer graphics [Sederberg and
Parry (1986)], is a very lenient and versatile way of manipulating a given geometry. The most
straight forward way of understanding the deformation mechanism is to think of the object
as being wrapped in soft rubber. When one moves the rubber material (by moving given
control points) the deformation is propagated inwards to deform all material inside the control
box depending on the distance to the moved control points. There are many benefits of FFD
including possible continuity control, volume preservation and analytically defined deformation
gradients. The FFD utilities used in the present work are all from the FFDlib-toolbox which is
developed at DTU Wind Energy to facilitate High-Fidelity Shape Optimization as well as general
surface mesh deformation. In Figure 11a a box from FFDlib is shown along the trailing edge
of the blade, which is displayed in black. By moving only a selection of control points (shown
in white), a smooth transition from flapping region to original blade is obtained. Figure 11
shows a comparison of the analytic and FFD flap versions. It should be remarked that the FFD
implementation accounted for a faster transition towards the rotated flap geometry. This results

FFD ﬂap, -50 deg

FFD ﬂap, -30 deg

(a) FFD box

FFD ﬂap, -50 deg

ANALYTIC ﬂap, -30 deg

(b) Half of flap extent

CLEAN blade

(c) 3D view

Figure 11: Geometry of the FFD flap XC20 L20 operating at -50 deg.

9
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in a lower (and more realistic) flapping angle. In particular, an analytic flap working at -30 deg
seemed to correspond to the FFD counterpart operating at -50 deg.
First simulations were devoted to verify this observation under the U22 I40 inflow conditions.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the FFD flap working at several negative flapping angles. As
expected, a good agreement was found for the FFD flap working at -50 deg. This operation angle
was kept for the final evaluation of the flap, were the whole set of inflow conditions presented
in Section 3 was considered.

Figure 12: Blade tip tangential deflection transient for the analytic and FFD flaps. U22 I40 simulation.

Figure 12 depicts the maximum peak-to-peak values computed for the blade equipped with
the FFD flap, compared to the clean geometry results. Outside the inflow conditions showing
the maximum blade vibrations amplification, the behavior of the flapped blade was found to be
equivalent to its clean counterpart. This reveals that the choice of the flapping angle performed
in Section 4 should be re-assessed based on the considered free stream velocity vector.

(a) Effect of inclination angle

(b) Effect of free stream velocity

Figure 13: Maximum peak-to-peak value of the tangential blade tip deflection transients. Comparison of clean
geometry and FFD flap working at -50 deg.

6

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a computational study aiming to assess the performance of trailing edge
flaps with regards to the suppression of Vortex Induced Vibrations (VIV) of large wind turbine
blades. In particular the blade of the the AVATAR reference rotor was studied by means of
10
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a Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) approach, coupling an Improved Delayed Detached Eddy
Simulation (IDDES) solver with a beam model of the structure.
A first set of computations based on the clean blade geometry allowed to determine several
inflow configurations triggering the VIV phenomenon. As for previous work included in the
literature, two main parameters leading to the amplification of the blade edgewise vibrations
were identified. On one hand, the chosen absolute value of the free stream velocity should be
tuned in order to lead to natural shedding frequencies at the outboard region close to the first
edgewise mode of the blade. As shown in this paper, a good initial estimation can be made by
assuming a typical Strouhal number of 0.16. The second parameter required for the triggering
of VIV was found to be the inclination angle of the flow with respect to the blade axis. Indeed,
a significant spanwise correlation of the shedding frequencies of the different blade sections was
achieved by considering inclination angles at the vicinity of 40 deg.
A second set of simulations accounted for trailing edge flaps, defined via an analytical expression of their geometry. The inflow conditions exhibiting the maximum amplification for the
clean geometry were assumed. The performance of the flaps for VIV suppression was assessed,
together with the influence of the geometric parameters characterizing this device. Several flap
geometries did manage to suppress the blade vibrations amplification. Of particular interest was
the operating angle -30 deg, that resulted in very low blade tip deflection amplitudes regardless
of the considered flap geometry. The mechanism preventing the VIV was concluded to be related
to the suppression of the Von Karman street at the outboard region. Further studies would be
required in order to completely understand this phenomenon. As a preliminary hypothesis, the
change of the Strouhal number distribution in the outboard region induced by the flap geometry
was argued.
The final set of simulations aimed to evaluate the performance of trailing edge flaps for VIV
suppression in a wider range of inflow conditions. The initially studied analytical representation
of the flap geometry was replaced by the use of a Free Form Deformation (FFD), allowing a
much more versatile approach for future applications. A single flap operating angle, calibrated in
previous simulations, was also used for all the new inflow conditions. The obtained results showed
that, outside of the initially studied inflow conditions, the behaviour of the flapped geometry
was equivalent to its clean counterpart. It was therefore concluded that a re-calibration of the
flap operating angle should be required in order to adapt it to the inflow conditions. In view of
the parallelism between the observed Von Karman street suppression and previous experiences
regarding straked cylinders, the performance of the studied flaps could also be improved by
considering variable operating angles in spanwise.
This first evaluation of the use of flaps for VIV suppression reveals a good potential for these
flow control devices. However, a better understanding of the involved fluid structure interaction
mechanisms should be achieved. This would allow for an identification of the best operating
angle for every inflow configuration, together with a more realistic design of the flap geometries.
In particular, stiff simulations of the flapped geometries would be required in order to evaluate
the change in the Von Karman shedding patterns. The introduction of the FFD approach in the
proposed numerical approach also allows for an easier exploration of new flow control devices as
a future work, such as the so-called split flaps or a combination of trailing edge flaps working at
different operating angles.

11
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Abstract.
The ability to perform credible CFD simulations at accelerated speeds
has opened up the potential for a new use-mode for CFD as a tool in engineering: the
application of CFD for ﬁrst-order parameter-space exploration, analysis, and design communication. When coupled with a suitable real-time rendering and interaction capability
for in-situ visualisation and manipulation of 3D results, CFD may be used as part of
an interactive design tool in virtual engineering. These steerable applications represent
a paradigm shift in the application of CFD for engineering and oﬀer the potential to
transform the way CFD is used within the industry.
This article presents developments towards a production-ready virtual wind tunnel
including presentation of an integrated, interactive modelling and simulation tool for
aerodynamic design and analysis built using the Unreal Engine 4 game engine. The virtual
wind tunnel application provides a mechanism for integrating virtual reality observation,
navigation, visualisation and in-game interaction with a ﬂow ﬁeld simulated using our
own GPU-accelerated CFD library based on the lattice-Boltzmann method. Objects
may be imported from CAD or reconstructed using Microsoft Kinect-based 3D scanning.
Simulation parameters may be modiﬁed at run-time by the user.
The ﬂow solver has been validated against experimental data for a representative turbulent ﬂow and demonstrates excellent agreement with available data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Modelling and simulation is an essential part of engineering. Engineers can conduct a
wide range of tests virtually, avoiding the eﬀort and expense of physical testing. Modelling
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and simulation in engineering is typically an activity requiring signiﬁcant time, eﬀort and
computing power, with high-accuracy the principal aim. However, there is a growing
acknowledgement in industrial circles that lower order, broad parameter space mapping
is sometimes more valuable than higher order analysis of far fewer design points.
A real-time simulation platform is a manifestation of this concept, allowing run-time
manipulation of geometrical and physical simulation variables. This enables users to
rapidly and intuitively investigate diﬀerent scenarios and design conﬁgurations. Ultimately, a complete interactive simulation package would be capable of simulating a
multi-physics 3D environment in real-time to an application-appropriate degree of accuracy. However, signiﬁcant inter-disciplinary research is required in reduced-order physical
modelling, numerical methods, and software integration to realise a solution.
In this paper we present progress towards the production of a 3D interactive, realtime simulation for ﬂuid ﬂow. We present a recent realisation of a virtual wind tunnel
which uses GPU-accelerated CFD and virtual reality to facilitate an interactive 3D ﬂow
environment for automotive design.
1.1

Real-time Simulation

The deﬁnition of real-time simulation needs establishing in the current context. In
the ﬁeld of computing, a real-time system is one which responds to requests within an
application-speciﬁc time window, usually of the order of milliseconds. Throughout this
paper, when we refer to real-time simulation, we mean a simulation which updates at a rate
suitable for an observer to see appreciable change in the state of the simulation, sometimes
termed ‘interactive’ simulation. A more strict deﬁnition of a real-time simulation would
be one where the simulation takes 1 seconds to simulate 1 second of physical behaviour.
As discussed by Harwood and Revell,1 this can be diﬃcult to achieve without signiﬁcant
compromises in accuracy, stability or simulation domain size.
2

A GPU-ACCELERATED LBM SOLVER

In order to achieve real-time ﬂow simulation, numerical methods need to be selected
carefully such that they can make full use of the capabilities of accelerated computing
hardware. Our work focuses on the use of the lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM):2 a CFD
method ideally suited to acceleration on GPUs due to its spatial and temporal locality.
GPU-LBM simulations have extremely high computational throughput compared with
traditional CFD methods.3, 4
The LBM solves a lattice-discretised Boltzmann transport equation Eq. (1) in two steps
– the ‘streaming’ step and the ‘collision’ step as indicated in Fig. 1. The transport quantity
fi represents the probability of ﬁnding particles at a given lattice node with velocity c�i .
These are termed probability density functions or simply ‘populations’. Particle collisions
are modelled through the collision operator Ω.
fi (�x, t) − fi (�x + �ci Δt, t + Δt) = Ω(fi , fieq )

(1)

A number of eﬃcient implementations of LBM on GPU have emerged in recent years.5–9
2
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Figure 1: Illustration of the LBM with discrete cells shown as shaded blocks, lattice links as dashed
lines the populations fi as coloured arrows. Populations before collision are red, populations after are
blue.

These implementations rely on following established guidelines for programming LBM on
GPU10 to ensure hardware limitations are managed appropriately. Existing interactive
GPU-LBM CFD applications1, 11–13 are capable solutions but limit interaction and visualisation to traditional, ﬂat interfaces. These do not convey a truly immersive or intuitive
simulation environment for the broader user base. The work presented later in Section 4
incorporates virtual reality and uses its inherent ability for head and controller tracking
to provide a more immersive experience for a user.
To maximise performance, our LBM conﬁguration uses the BGK collision operator.14
Rigid wall boundaries are implemented as simple bounce-back boundary conditions15 and
a Smagorinsky turbulence model16 is used to provide additional stability. Flow may be
introduced using either the forcing scheme of Guo17 or a forced-equilibrium inlet/outlet
boundary.
2.1

Performance

LBM solver performance may be expressed in terms of million lattice updates per
second (MLUPS). Our solver demonstrates a peak, 3D, single-precision performance of
between 1000 and 1700 MLUPS running on an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU, depending
on the modelling options chosen. It also supports a 1D domain decomposition strategy to
split the calculation across multiple GPUs if available. The thickness of the overlap (halo
cells) between blocks is selected based on Fig. 2. Even with only 4 GPUs, we are able to
simulate over 20M cells in 3D with a throughput amounting to over 3600 MLUPS.
2.1.1

Real-Time Ratio: A Better Metric

The standard LBM is a quasi-incompressible method so non-negligible ﬂuid compressibility introduce errors. In order to control this compressibility error as the resolution is
increased, the time step needs to shrink at rate at least that of the grid size. Therefore,
increases in resolution require more iterations to be completed to simulate the same physical time. If the throughput of a given GPU is saturated, the ‘perceived ﬂow rate’ of the
simulated ﬂow by a real-time observer will reduce with resolution.
3
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Figure 2: Weak scaling of the LBM solver for diﬀerent halo thicknesses. Grid size per device was chosen
as 1933 which is suﬃcient to saturate the GPU memory bandwidth and give the highest possible MLUPS
per device.

A more suitable measure of real-time performance is thus the real-time ratio 1 which
includes the eﬀects of spatial and temporal scaling. This metric is computed as the ratio
of wall clock time to simulated time. The simulated time depends on both the lattice
throughput, as well as the spatial and temporal discretisation of the simulation. The
tests performed in the cited article illustrate that in order to make GPU-LBM scalable
for real-time simulation, relaxing the hardware memory-bandwidth limit is only a partial
solution and eﬀorts should be concentrated in: relaxing the numerical restrictions of the
method; combining LBM with other numerical methods in hybrid simulation approaches;
or simply parallelising the simulation across a greater number of GPUs.
2.2

Validation

A validation of the solver is performed by simulating the turbulent channel case of
Zecevic et al.18 Direct simulation of an Reτ = 180 using H = 46 is performed giving a
y + = 2 for ﬁrst lattice site and y + = 4 for each site thereafter. DNS results of Kim, Moin
and Moser (KMM)19 are used for comparison. Figure 3 shows that the LBM achieves
excellent agreement even at modest resolution.
3

TOWARDS AN INTERACTIVE, REAL-TIME CFD ENVIRONMENT

There are many diﬀerent computing resources which may be used in isolation or combination to enable interactive simulation. The interactive simulation eco-system shown
in Fig. 4 illustrates the interoperability of diﬀerent computing and visualisation devices
including mobile devices, virtual reality systems and high performance computing (HPC)
4
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Figure 3: Time-averaged velocity and Reynolds stress proﬁles measured from the wall to the centre of
the channel computed from a 2D spatial average over the domain. KMM (circles), LBM (lines)

systems in delivering interactive simulation.
Geometry can be acquired from depth sensing cameras attached to mobile devices or
from computer aided design packages. Simulation may be conducted in one or more of
three modes – local compute, local-oﬄoad, remote oﬀ-load. In the remainder of this section
we will discuss some of our implementations of these modes.
3.1

Interactive CFD on Mobile Devices

Recent work1, 13 develops a mobile application framework for implementing GPU-LBM
on suitable mobile devices. The authors demonstrate a 2D mobile GPU-LBM implementation that uses the touch screen for run-time interaction as well as the presentation of
visual ﬂow information. Readers are referred to these articles for more details.
Our current research is exploring resource sharing models, using clusters of peer-topeer-connected mobile devices to distribute computation across a local network of mobile
GPUs. Thus realising the ‘local oﬀ-load’ part of the eco-system.
3.2

Interactive Steering on HPC

The thesis of Wenisch20 developed an interactive simulation application using the ‘remote oﬀ-load’ approach. The LBM can be implemented very eﬃciently on CPU-based
HPC systems by exploiting vectorisation. With appropriate optimisation, demanding
problems can be simulated at real-time rates.21 Steering of these compute kernels requires
remote on-the-ﬂy visualisation and hence a local user interface (UI) must be connected
in an eﬃcient way. Local steering may range from a tablet to virtual reality projection
systems (CAVEs).

5
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Figure 4: Interactive simulation eco-system using a combination of mobile devices as well as high
performance computing systems (adapted from Harwood and Revell13 ).

3.2.1

On-the-ﬂy Visualisation and Steering

To oﬀer smooth, interactive data exploration the client must support multi-threading.
This facilitates interaction with data representation objects while the underlying data is
simultaneously updated by the simulation process. In the case of receiving new external
data (usually at irregular intervals dependent on user interaction) the datasets must be
updated automatically. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce an interface thread to
manage the UI separately. Additionally,this enables the visualisation to connect to other
data services, as well as supporting multi-client extensions.
Interaction with the simulation can either be in the form of grid independent modiﬁcations or modiﬁcation of the geometric model. The latter triggers a regeneration of the
computational grid. Both types of modiﬁcations need to be transferred to the remote
computational kernel. Furthermore, the exchange of steering parameters and simulation
results takes place ‘on-demand’ and in real-time. Therefore, the main challenges for the
communication process arise from potentially irregular communication patterns on heterogeneous platforms connected by networks with variable bandwidth.
3.2.2

Communication Layout

Details of the communication layout and its data streams is shown in Fig. 5. Modiﬁcations pertaining to a user interaction are sent to the simulation engine and are immediately
incorporated into the simulation conﬁguration. The HPC system then continues computing based on the updated conﬁguration. As soon as simulation results are available the
data are sent to the visualisation client, where the user can observe the adaptation of the
ﬂuid.
On the visualisation (VIS) and steering (STEER) side, a background communication
6
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Figure 5: On the visualisation and steering workstation, current ﬂow data received from the running
simulation on the HPC System are displayed. The steering UI consists of three threads, one for visualization (VIS), one for user interaction (STEER), and the communication thread (COM). Modiﬁcations
are sent to the simulation master (MASTER) where they are incorporated into the simulation model
immediately and forwarded to the simulation slaves (SIM). By introducing the communication threads
(COM and MASTER), data transfer can be overlapped with computation and visualisation for increased
eﬃciency.

thread (COM) monitors for incoming results and sends user modiﬁcations. This multithreading implementation avoids interruptions in steering and post-processing. To keep
the data transfer as short and infrequent as possible, only modiﬁcations to the set up are
forwarded. Therefore, the transmission process is not triggered until after the user has
completed all modiﬁcations. Since the results are not necessarily sent at regular intervals
either, the receipt of data is, in essence, an event-driven process in both directions.
The simulation master (MASTER) can be seen more or less as the communication interface connecting the visualisation and steering UI to the simulation. When the master
receives modiﬁcations due to user interaction, they are incorporated into the global computational model. Subsequently, the master performs domain decomposition and sends
the computational grid (if regenerated) and all further necessary information to the simulation slaves (SIM). The results computed by the slaves are then gathered by the master
and sent back to the visualisation and steering client. Data transfer to the visualisation
client overlaps the computation of the slaves eliminating communication dependencies
between simulation slaves and the steering terminal.
4

VIRTUAL WIND TUNNEL

Visualisation and interaction may also be facilitated using virtual reality (VR), with
a local or remote compute engine. We integrated our own GPU-LBM library into a 3D
game built using the Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) game engine which supports the HTC Vive
VR headset. The LBM solver is written in CUDA C, wrapped in a C++ interface class
and compiled as a standalone library. We built a virtual wind tunnel game using the UE4
7
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editor. A custom game actor class represents the simulation domain in the game world,
and acts as an interface to the simulation library.
4.1

Game Design

A recreation of a wind tunnel environment is constructed in the UE4 editor using
custom meshes designed in CAD. A single VR player is added to the game and additional
logic for movement and interaction using the controllers implemented within the editor.
Particle-based visual eﬀects are placed upstream in the tunnel to provide smoke streak
visualisation of ﬂow velocity.
4.1.1

Solver Interface

It is not practical or necessary to simulate the entire tunnel. Instead, only a limited
section of the tunnel is simulated, assuming a uniform upstream ﬂow. A new actor class
(LbmPhysics actor) is developed and added at the centre of tunnel. The bounding box
of the actor coincides with the limits of the region in which the simulation takes place.
In order to have the particle systems describe the simulated velocity ﬁeld, a VectorField
actor is attached to our LbmPhysics actor. VectorField actors are capable of storing a
3D vector ﬁeld from which particle systems are able to infer their velocity when passing
through its region of inﬂuence. The contents of the vector ﬁeld are updated continuously
by LbmPhysics.
4.1.2

Tunnel Objects

Objects can be added to the tunnel as long as they have a suitable surface mesh
representation (i.e. an STL ﬁle). This can be obtained directly from CAD or by using
a Microsoft Kinect camera to scan an object. This mesh may be imported as an asset
through the UE4 editor. Users may then cycle the objects in the tunnel at run-time,
selecting any of the available game assets.
The LBM solver does not use the STL mesh directly but pre-computes a voxel-gridﬁltered representation of the geometry which is then used to apply the bounce-back boundary conditions within the solver.
4.1.3

Player Capabilities

An in-game menu is used for player interaction, although some capabilities are mapped
to controller buttons. Using the controllers and the menu and run-time, players may:
• cycle through available objects;
• rotate objects in the ﬂow;
• teleport around the wind tunnel (in addition to walking with VR);
• spray smoke using controllers as smoke wands;
8
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(a) Streak Line conﬁguration

(b) Smoke Sheet conﬁguration

Figure 6: Demonstration of the two diﬀerent tunnel smoke conﬁgurations. The smoke sheet may be
moved in the vertical plane at run-time.

• switch between two diﬀerent tunnel smoke representations (Fig. 6);
• adjust the Reynolds number of the ﬂow.
The addition of further player capabilities based on desired use-cases is straightforward
to implement using the current framework requiring the addition of a new UI element and
adaptation of the game-solver interface class.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented an interactive CFD eco-system as well as a brief
overview of some recent contributions to advancing real-time CFD simulations. These
developments include the application of local mobile devices for local computation and
visualisation, the use of remote oﬀ-load approaches for interactive simulation using HPC,
and the inclusion of an GPU-LBM kernel inside a VR game engine environment.
In order to address inherent limitations of using GPU-LBM, other avenues of research
need to be explored including extending calculations to a network of GPUs. This will
increase throughput, oﬀsetting the damaging eﬀect of mesh reﬁnement on the real-time
ratio.
We have also presented our recent implementation of a real-time simulation platform in
the form of a interactive, virtual wind tunnel utilising a virtual reality interface and a local
GPU-LBM solver. This game has demonstrated the potential for automotive applications
very well but has highlighted a number of challenges with the approach that must be
addressed in order to extend its capabilities further.
A tighter integration between simulation and visualisation should be sought. In order
to use the VectorField actor in UE4, a new vector ﬁeld must be constructed anew from
GPU data introducing a well-known bottleneck in GPGPU computing due to the passing
of information between device and host. In the present implementation, this bottleneck
restricts the performance of the platform for large-scale problems. This data transfer
bottleneck will be removed in a future iteration of the virtual wind tunnel by modifying
the particle simulation classes in the game engine source to allow direct swapping of vector
ﬁeld source data resources.

9
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Abstract. This paper presents Fourier and wavelet methods applied to data derived
from Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) experiments conducted at the iThemba
LABS outside Cape Town in South Africa. The iThemba LABS runs a specialized cyclotron which produces positrons for use in medical PET and industrial-related PEPT
research. The methods are applied as an aid in developing a computational procedure
for determining the value of the circulation rates of the charge found in typical industrial
tumbling mills. The circulation rate values are obtained as fundamental harmonics from
power spectral plots using Fourier analysis. The wavelet method is applied to identify
and remove noise from the data in order to improve on the computationally determined
value of the circulation rate. For the analysis presented herein, parameters are obtained
directly from the flow dynamics of the PEPT tracer particle.

1

INTRODUCTION

The particles in a tumbling mill can undergo various kinds of motion including spin,
rotational and translational. Translational motion, also known as material transport
defines motion along the axis of the mill between entry and discharge. Due to the mill
rotational motion, however, most charge motion is in a plane at right angles to this axis
and this plane is important in the description of grinding kinetics. For motion in this
plane the charge is said to circulate at a rate known as its circulation rate. In a previous
paper we established a model for the experimental determination of the circulation rate
of the charge in these mills which was tested using data derived from Positron Emission
Particle Tracking (PEPT) experiments [1]. In this paper we discuss a computational
methodology for determining circulation rate using Fourier and Wavelet techniques.
According to Powell and Nurick [2], the motion of a tumbling mill is translated into
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Figure 1: A typical circulation path followed by the ball, showing the various distinct zones

mechanical energy of the content of the mill, known as the charge, in the form of rotational
motion. This charge motion arises from the mill internal design and mill speed and thus
determines the power draft, stressing intensity and stressing probability, mixing kinetics
inside the charge, material transport and the performance of a mill [3]. The subsequent
work done on the charge can increase its potential energy, linear kinetic energy, rotational
kinetic energy and temperature.
In a previous paper [1], it was established a model for determining the circulation rate
of the charge in a tumbling mill relating it to both physical and geometric parameters
of the mill operation. Physical parameters of typical tumbling mill operations include
the mill speed, mill load fraction and internal friction while geometric parameters may
include those of the center of circulation (CoC), the center of mass (CoM), the angle
of repose, and the toe and shoulder angles. These features of tumbling mill operations
have been well investigated [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [1]. In order to fully appreciate the
relationship between circulation rates and tumbling mill operating parameters we may
need to divide the circulation plane of the charge into a number of distinct zones as
proposed by Govender and Powell [11] [10], (see figure 1).
1. The circular path in the en-masse region, where the ball is lifted up by the rotary
motion of the mill - from A to B. This zone is used to calculate the slip between
2
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layers of charge.
2. The shoulder zone - B to C - where the ball falls away from the mill circular path,
passes through the maximum height S, and then begins to fall down towards the
toe region.
3. Cascading/cataracting zone - from C to T - where the ball tumbles down the other
descending balls (cascading) or falls freely (cataracting), until it impacts in the toe
region at T.
4. The toe region - T to A - where the ball impacts on the charge and is drawn into
the rotary motion of the mill. This is an active region of the charge, and is where
the interactive forces are greatest.
These key zones define the trajectory of a circulating particle which is influenced mostly
by the mill operating physical and geometric parameters.
1.1

Review of Fourier and Wavelet Methods

Fourier and wavelet methods are powerful and fascinating branches of mathematics.
In the analysis of complex functions one may sometimes need to make an educated guess
about the identity of a function or the meaning of a result [12] [13]. Until recently these
branches of mathematics had very little practical application. With the continued application of computers to mathematics both methods have emerged as central to many parts
of science and technology. These methods have found applications in areas such as predicting ocean tides, analysis of noisy signals and mostly in the analysis of periodic data.
We found their ability to analyse periodic data very useful in the discussion of data obtained from Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) experiments. The methods were
therefore applied to our experimental data with reasonable degree of success. But before
we develop our models we take a look at the basic concepts governing these methods.
1.1.1

Forward Transforms

Transforming a digital signal from time to frequency representation is always required in
signal processing. The Fourier transform is used to convert signal from time to frequency
domain by integrating over its time axis (see equation (1))[12]. It is an efficient method
when the frequency bands of signals and noises are distinctives, the low-pass filters will
reduce the noises, however it produces an affected signal output.
 ∞
1
F (ω) =
f (t)e−iωt dt
(1)
2π −∞

This last decade, wavelet has become a powerful denoising tool. It overcomes the
shortages of Fourier transform by processing simultaneaously the time domain (of finite
length) and frequency domain (of finite bandwidth) [13]. From equation (2) as dilation
and translation of the mother wavelet occurs, very low frequency components can be
3
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observed at large s values, while very high frequency components can be located precisely
at small s.
 ∞
1
t−u
W f (s, u) =
)dt
(2)
f (t) √ ψ ∗ (
s
s
−∞
1.1.2

Inverse Transforms

The fourier transform F(ω) produces the fequency domain function with real and imaginary parts while the inverse Fourier Transform f(t) is used to recover a function from its
Fourier transform. Knowing the frequencies and phases one can reconstruct the original
signal. In many situations the Fourier transform is apply in one end and the Inverse
Fourier transform to the other end. In this subsection, the inverse Fourier Transform f(t)
is illustrated in equation (3).
 ∞
1
f (t) =
F (ω)eiωt dw
(3)
2π −∞

The wavelet transform is a useful and well known signal processing technique, once we
get the wavelet transform we can reconstruct the original signal by computing the inverse
wavelet transform as shown in equation (4).
 ∞ ∞
1
ds
1
t−u
f (t) =
)du 2
wf (s, u) √ ψ(
(4)
Cψ 0
s
s
s
−∞
Where:

Cψ =
1.1.3



∞
0

|Ψ(ω)|2
dω < ∞
ω

(5)

Fast Discrete Transforms

In the analysis of tumbling mill data obtained from PEPT experiments, sampling is
necessary, meaning that a discrete formulation of both the Fourier and Wavelet transforms
were necessary. In both cases the discrete formulation can be done in a more efficient
manner by the use of the Fast Transform Algorithm (FTA). Hence, in the place of the
Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used and in
the case of the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) the Fast Wavelet Transform (FWT)
can be employed. We shall show later how we successfully applied these two methods to
our tumbling mill scenario to compute a free noise circulation rate.
2

Methodology
Todo............

4
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2: .....

3

Application of Fourier and Wavelet Methods to PEPT Data

We developed FFT and FWT and used them to analyze tumbling mill data obtained
from our PEPT experiment conducted the iThemba LABS. From this we have developed
a computational scheme for determining circulation rate of the charge in tumbling mills.
The computational methodology presented herein compares well with experimental results
and further validates our circulation rate model established in a previous paper [1].
3.1

Applying the Fourier Methods

Using the MATLAB FFT function, the DFT of the radial positions R(n) could be
found. The power spectrum at various mill speeds is obtained from equation (8) and
plotted in figures (3) and (4).
Some important inferences that can be drawn from the plots in figures (3) and (4) are:
• In figure (3a), which shows the mill running at 20% of the mill critical speed (the
lowest speed used in the experiments), an initial peak appears at start-up. Since the
plots are normalized by mill speed this peak represents the fundamental frequency
of the mill. The charge and mill are seen to move at the same velocity indicating
that this fundamental frequency must be equal to unity (ω0 = 1.0) .
• Once the charge starts to circulate a peak or cluster of peaks appear to the right
of this fundamental frequency. This peak is the fundamental harmonic from which
the circulation rate of that experimental run can be read. For instance at a mill
rotational speed of 35% of the critical speed, the circulation rate read off from the
fundamental harmonic in figure (3b) is 1.815 rev/s.
• From figures (3), and (4) it can be seen that there is a gradual shift in the location
of the peak (or cluster of peaks) towards the fundamental frequency as mill speed is
increased. This can be explained by the fact that the trajectory path travelled by
5
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a particle in one circulation, as illustrated in figure 1, is considerably shorter than
the mill circumference at lower speeds but this ratio reduces at higher speeds [2]
[10] [1]. Hence at lower speeds the circulation rate of the charge in a tumbling mill
is high. At higher speeds, when the charge trajectories are longer, the circulation
rate approaches the fundamental frequency of (ω0 = 1.0) .
• These harmonics (circulation rates) are plotted as a function of mill speed in figure
5. An empirical line is fitted to the data with a high coefficient of determination
(R2 = 0.98326). From this plot a linear relationship between the fundamental harmonic (circulation rate) and mill speed is observed where the former decreases near
linearly with increasing the later.
• In figure (4b), it can be observed that higher order harmonics may sometimes occur
in the spectral plots. These may represent higher order charge circulation rates in the
mill and could be as a result of unsteady flows nearer to the end of the experimental
run. However there may be better/more physical interpretations of this occurrence
and its consequence for mill performance needs to be further investigated. For this
reason we developed and applied the wavelet methods to tumbling mills using our
PEPT data.

a

b

c

Figure 3: Power spectral plots showing circulation rates obtained from the first peak or an average of
closer peaks. (a) Circulation rate at 20% mill speedand 40% mill load; (b) Circulation rate at 35% mill
speed and 40% mill load; (c)Circulation rate at 50% mill speed and 40% mill load

a

b

c

Figure 4: Power spectral plots showing circulation rates obtained from the first peak or an average of
closer peaks. (a) Circulation rate at 65% mill speedand 40% mill load; (b) Circulation rate at 75% mill
speed and 40% mill load; (c)Circulation rate at 90% mill speed and 40% mill load

6
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Figure 5: Plot of power spectral peaks (harmonics or circulation rates) as a function of mill speed.

3.2

Applying the Wavelet Methods to PEPT Data

We used the Daubechies wavelet family to obtain the approximation signal and details
of the PEPT tracer particle kinematic distribution within the opaque grinding environment of the tumbling mill. The Daubechies wavelets are a family of orthogonal wavelets
defining a discrete wavelet transform and for some given support they are characterized by
a maximal number of vanishing moments [13]. Suppose the scaling and wavelet functions
are given as Daubechies, lets say the basis is known. We approximate a discrete signal in
I 2 (Z) by equation (9):

Here

∞
1 
1 
Wφ [j0 , k]φj0 ,k [n] + √
Wψ [j, k]ψj,k [n]
f [n] = √
M k
M j=j0 k

f [n],φj0 ,k [n]&ψj,k [n]

(6)

(7)

These are discrete functions defined in [0, M − 1], totaling M points. We note that
the sets in equations (11) and (12) are orthogonal to each other. We take the inner
product to obtain the wavelet coefficient as in equation (13). Hence equation (13) is the
approximation coefficient and equation (14) is the wavelet coefficient and from equation
(15) we obtain the detailed coefficient shown in equation (16).
{φj0 ,k [n]}k∈Z

(8)

{ψj,k [n]}(j,k)∈Z 2 ,j≥j0

(9)

1 
Wφ [j0 , k] = √
f [n]φj0 ,k [n]
M n

(10)

1 
Wψ [j, k] = √
f [n]ψj,k [n]j ≥ j0
M n
7
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Figure 6: Approximation and details of PEPT data using Daubechies wavelet(Left: Approximation of
PEPT data, Right: The details of the PEPT data)

φj,k [n] = 2j/2 φ[2j n − k] =
Let n = m − 2K, then:
φj,k [n] =


m


n

√
hφ [n ] 2φ[2(2j n − k) − n ]

√
hφ [m − 2k] 2φ[2j+1 n − m]

(12)

(13)

On applying this approximation model to our PEPT data we obtained the graph to the
left of figure (6). In theory the approximation graph should give a straight proportional
line, however, from the plot we note significant instability in the signal. This instability
arises from noise in the data which affects the performance of the computerized analysis
of tumbling mill circulation rate: poor experimental design and errors in the experimental
procedure; noise during data acquisition; external noises from the environment all add
to the noise in the signal. This noise can be observed in the discrete shifts in the plots
towards higher regions giving a poor approximation of the signal (left of figure 6). The
noise contributes to reducing the performance of visual and computerised analysis of the
PEPT data.
In the detail plot (shown to the right of figure 6) the frequency components are obtained
with their energy magnitudes plotted on the vertical axis. This plot reveals that there
exist high frequency components in the data obtained from a typical PEPT experiment.
It can be further noted that the positions of these high frequency components correspond
to the locations of the discrete shifts in the approximation plots to the left of figure
6. These high frequency components are, therefore, responsible for the instability in the
signal. For lengthy periods the signal appears stable, but the high energy frequencies
create noise in the signal. This noise exists in only small segments of the signal around
the region of the discrete shifts in the approximation plot. The noise needs to be removed
by applying denoising using wavelet methods. Denoising is a process of removing the
noisy segments (high frequency components) of a signal while retaining the quality of the
original signal.
An algorithm was developed for processing the PEPT data in matlab and was successfully
applied to denoise the PEPT data. But before applying denoising we examine whether
8
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Figure 7: The X, Y plots of kinematic distribution of the tracer from PEPT experiments

thresholding is needed or not. Applying thresholding at some point in the data discards
a portion of the details that exceeds a certain predetermined limit. In figure (7) we
examine the X, Y plots of kinematic flow of the PEPT tracer particle from the tumbling
mill experiments. The plots reveal that there exist discrete gaps in the particle flow
patterns in the grinding environment of the tumbling mill. The occurrence of these gaps
indicates erratic motions of the tracer particle giving rise to high frequency components
in the signal.
In the case of PEPT data the noise attributed to the data is found to be non-stationary
so an assumption has to be made to fix the noise as stationary in order to apply a
reasonable denoising model. The general wavelet denoising model is given in equation
(17). In this model, the noisy signal y (i) depends on the noise free signal x (i) and some
independent normal random variables ε (i). In equation (17), represents the intensity of
the noise in y (i). Thus the approach models noise as high frequency signals superimposed
on the original signal.
y(i) = x(i) + σε(i), i = 1, 2,..., n − 1
(14)
Applying denoising to the PEPT Data using the Daubechies wavelet method we obtained
the plot in figure (8). Denoising based on the Daubechies wavelet is a technique that
preserves some part of the high frequencies that are nonetheless relevant to the overall
frequency representation of the signal and provide important information about the signal.
Using the inverse wavelet transform we obtain a denoised signal to which the Fourier
scheme earlier developed is reapplied to produce the denoised plot of the circulation rate
of the charge in the tumbling mill as shown at the bottom of figure (8). A close comparison
of the plots before denoising (figure 8a) and after denoising (figure 8b) shows that after
removing some of the high frequency components through denoising the position of the
harmonic shifts thereby increasing the value of the circulation rate. Thus the denoising
process improves the circulation rate determination procedure and shifts its value towards
an acceptable and reasonable magnitude.
4

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation was conducted into the causes of the failure of the Fourier scheme
developed for the computational determination of the value of the circulation rate of
9
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(a) before denoissing

(b) after denoising
Figure 8: Denoising

tumbling charge using data derived from PEPT experiments. It was observed that the
main cause was the occurrence of high frequency components in the signal generated
from this data. These high frequency components manifest themself as noise during data
acquisition or pre-processing of the data. The problem may also be caused by a raft of
other factors which may include but not limited to the following:
• Poorly designed experiments,
• Experimental errors,
• Parameterization of sinogram data,
• Data sampling method,
• Triangulation methods,
• Etc.
Because the sources of noise in the data are not fully known we conclude that the
problem must be fixed at the pre-experimental and experimental stages. Noise in most
signals may be insignificant and negligible; however, when the noise is seen as corrupting the signal in significant ways it is best that it be removed before further meaningful
analysis can be carried out. In this work we observed that the noise in the PEPT data
has no frequency selectivity, is nonlinear and relatively dispersed and as such cannot lend
itself to Additive White Gaussian Noise controls. And until the source of the noise in the
data is well placed one cannot assume a Poison/Laplace noise either. As a consequence a
tractable mathematical model that could provide insight into the underlying behavior of
the data could not be developed at this stage.
It may be possible to implement a Signal-to-Noise Improvement Ratio at the instrumentation stage based on discrete wavelet transforms. A Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is
a ratio of the power of a signal to that of the power of the noise in the signal. The higher
the ratio the more useful information one can obtain from the signal. We recommend that
further experiments be conducted with a view to reducing experimental errors, removal
of noise in the data and an overall signal-to-noise ratio improvement model should be
implemented.
10
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Abstract. There are approximately over 2.5 million bridges throughout the world, built to
withstand massive forces and last for decades or centuries but very unlikely to last forever.
According to a recent survey, there are more than 64,000 bridges in the US that have been
declared as structurally deficient. Moreover, recent bridge collapse incidents in Italy, South
Africa, United States and India have resulted in unplanned bridge closures affecting the
economy of a state, traffic congestion, negative impact on day to day activities and in some
extreme cases led to loss of life due to complete structural collapse. Therefore, law making
agencies are pushed into paying greater attention to structural rehabilitation. Performance
evaluation of bridges includes visual inspection, destructive and non-destructive testing. It is
been stated that “Regardless of the fact that many structure testing methods have so far been
developed, visual inspection is likely to remain the most significant aid for bridge condition
assessment, especially for smaller typical structures”. Results from inspection serve as a
foundation for engineers to suggest if further testing (destructive or non-destructive) is
required. However, precision and accuracy greatly vary with qualification, motivation and
equipment of persons conducting these inspections. This paper emphasizes the use of modern
day technology by presenting a workflow of bridge inspection namely, visual inspection to
address limitations and difficulties faced by engineers in assessing performance of bridges. It
involves the use of lidar to capture, on-site, an image of the structure with all its imperfections
such as cracks, corrosion, spalling, signs of corrosion, seepage marks, weathering, segregation, honeycombing etc. The processed image is displayed in an immersive 3D virtual reality
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environment for assessment. Visual inspection through virtual reality (VR) promises to be a
highly efficient and highly powerful inspection technique. Evaluation will become more
reliable and accurate which will make engineers capable of effectively deciding the next step
of rehabilitation. This technique is critically analyzed, interpreted and compared with
traditional inspection methods to highlight the potentially improved efficiency of the
proposed workflow. It is intended that the research findings will greatly contribute to the
industrial development by raising standards and efficiency of bridge performance evaluation.
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays with current knowledge and technology, bridges can be built up to a span length
of 2000 meters; made of concrete, steel, timber and different composites. They are built to
withstand massive forces and last for decades or centuries, but will very unlikely last forever.
Through-out history bridges have succumbed to deterioration causing many injuries or in
some cases took with them many human lives. Over the last two decades, government
authorities and society in general have been concerned about deficiencies in bridges as a
consequence of aging and bridge collapses caused by natural disasters. In the United States,
more than 70% of the bridges were built before 1935 [1], while in the United Kingdom the
majority of bridges were constructed between the 1950s and 1960s [2]. Approximately 70%
of bridges in New South Wales, Australia were built before 1985. Therefore, the focus of
building authorities has moved from developing new structures to the rehabilitation of
existing infrastructure [3]. Since 1968, the beginning of the United States federal bridge
inspection program, visual inspection has been the primary technique for assessing
serviceability and performace of the strucutres [4]. To efficiently maintain these structures
and predict its remaining serviceable life, systematic periodic visual inspections are required
[5]. However, the accuracy and reliability to find a remediation solution or allocate funds for
repair and maintenance of a structure is highly questionable with current visual inspection
techniques. Therefore, more advanced automated procedures are required to improve overall
standards of inspection – the motivation of this current research.
2 BRIDGE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
For Bridge Inspection Management (BMS), inspection of bridges is a key element
especially for old and weary bridges. It is a pathway to the performance rating of a bridge.
Historically, inspection of existing bridges was not considered as a priority and was
conducted in a semi-random nature. They were only carried out as a result of an obvious
incompetency of the bridge or as a consequence of warnings received from sources mainly
outside the bridge network system [6].
Different types of bridge inspections may be required during the lifetime of a bridge. They
mainly differ in frequency, duration and accuracy. Each inspection involves either destructive,
non-destructive or both types of testing. Figure 1 shows different types of inspections
performed on a bridge and elaborated in the following text.
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Figure 1: Different types of inspection technique based on the Eurocodes

2.1 Initial (inventory) inspection
When a newly constructed or an existing structure is first entered into the database, initial
inspections is performed. Its aim is to provide ground for all future inspections to be carried
out. Initial defects occurring immediately after construction and changes in site conditions
such as erosion, scour and regrading of slopes are noted [7].
2.2 Routine inspection
This inspection technique focuses on the bridge’s most exposed areas by direct visual
observation by the bridge inspector. Subjective evaluations are made. During an inspection,
no significant structural defect is expected to be found and the work recommended falls
within the range of regular maintenance. A period of fifteen months between routine
inspections is recommended so that the influence of the weather on the general condition and
degradation of the bridge can be clearly assessed [7].
2.3 Detailed inspection
In addition to detailed visual observation, non-destructive in situ tests are performed. This
type of inspection is performed every five years and may replace routine inspection if dates
coincide [7]. Based on the output of the inspection, one or more of the following actions are
undertaken: arrangements for further structural assessment such as additional surveillance
measurements; identification of specific aspects to check in the next inspection; planning the
maintenance work needed and the definition of a maintenance plan for the medium term [6].
2.4 Structural assessment
A structural assessment is usually performed if a major structural or functional flaw is
detected during routine or detailed inspection. It is also conducted in case of necessary bridge
expansion or structural rehabilitation. In-situ destructive tests, static and dynamic load tests
and laboratory tests are conducted. Care must be taken before performing these tests as apart
from being expensive they cause traffic interuptions for a certain period of time [7]. A
structural health index is determined which serves as a basis to suggest retrofitting measures
required.
2.5 Special inspection
These inspections are accompanied by both detailed structural analysis and testing. They
are implemented on the occurrence of conditions such as natural disasters or on the
application of sudden intense loading.
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Hence, the type of inspection required depends on the condition of the bridge. However,
visual inspection remains a key element of each type of inspection. This paper mainly focuses
on the use of virtual reality to address the limitations and difficulties faced by engineers in
visually inspecting bridges. However, the industrial application of this concept is yet to be
recognised, which is the key of motivation of the present study.
3 CONVENTIONAL PROCEDURE AND TOOLS REQUIRED TO CONDUCT
VISUAL INSPECTION
Primarily, the aim of visual inspection is to observe and record areas of stress
concentration using rough sketches, photographic evidence and drawings. The general
procedure adopted before conducting an inspection is to study all relevant structural drawings
available, any past inspections records or repair work on the bridge. While conducting an
inspection, the use of structure when it was first constructed and now must be recorded. The
condition of expansion joints, parapet walls, wing walls, drainage channels and bridge
bearings must be evaluated. Any disparity in actual drawings and the structure constructed
should be highlighted. Signs of concrete deterioration such as segregation, bleeding at the
joints, honeycombing, spalling and crack patterns must be pointed out. Any surrounding soil
settlements, excessive deflections in structural components, effects of freezing and thawing
and other environmental conditions must be taken into consideration. After collection of all
the data, all the information must be categorized and checked against National standards to
determine the severity index of attention [8]. Figure 2 demonstrates equipment required to
carry out visual inspection which is also elaborated in the following text.

Figure 2: Typical inspection equipment required to conduct visual inspection

To carry out visual inspection engineers must also have the right tools and a log book to
keep records of observation. Accessories required include rulers and measuring tapes to
measure the geometric dimensions of different components; markers to highlight important
components; different types of binoculars and telescopes to access areas of difficulty; a crack
width microscope to identify cracks and measure their length, width and penetration and a
high-quality camera to collect photographs as evidence [8].
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4 DRAWBACKS OF TRADITIONAL VISUAL INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
“Visual inspection is the default bridge inspection methodology; however, there are some
limitations that might affect the efficiency of decision-making and resource utilization” [9]. In
the FHWA report [8] these shortcomings are highlighted as being subjective in nature. The
main contents of the report are summarized as follows:


Timing: The static nature of inspection limits the continuous monitoring of structural
deterioration. Hence, the understanding of structural behavior and the agility of
response to undertake required precautionary measures is highly affected. A good
practice would be to continuously monitor structural defects such as crack propagation
rather than making an observation in a single point of time. Therefore, it is essential to
efficiently estimate frequency of visual inspection based on structural deficiencies as a
result of loading and environmental conditions [10].



Interpretability: The fact that visual inspection is qualitative in nature and is based on
an inspector’s own judgment can lead to inappropriate and inadequate assessment of
bridge performance. Moreover, inconsistency in inspector training methods employed
and variations in inspection guidelines set by different organizations can also sum up
to the subjectivity of assessment [10].



Accessibility: The most important aspect of inspection is to assess the condition of
connections and the intensity of distresses in critical areas of the bridge. These areas
are often inaccessible or in some worst cases not even visible through a clear line of
sight leading to incomplete or inaccurate evaluation. Also the internal defects or
surface irregularities, if any, cannot be identified. Thus, accessibility becomes a major
concern when conducting visual inspection [10].

“To date, the UK has no formal inspector training” [11]. No aptitude tests are carried out to
check if inspectors suffer from fear of height, colour blindness, or debility of sight [9]. To
address this, the UK Bridges Board has developed a Bridge Inspector Competence Scheme,
which is a mandatory inspector qualification [12]. In contrast, Finland has a more rigorous
scheme. Bridge inspectors are tested annually in a one-day session that includes two example
inspections, a discussion of inspection results, and a written test that must be passed [11]. In
the USA, to assure quality, three inspectors examine an identical bridge independently.
Results are reviewed and checked for consistency. If results differ substantially, inspectors
can lose their certification [13].
5 Methodology of Proposed Workflow using Virtual Reality
Inspections are performed to validate structures for safety, serviceability and to provide
information related to future structural management. Considering all the drawbacks of current
inspection techniques, a new workflow of visual inspection is proposed for performance
evaluation of bridges using virtual reality; a 3D digital inspection environment. The general
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inspecting procedure is the same for all types of bridges. However, defects incurred in
different bridges during their serviceable life may vary from one another. This paper uses
visual inspection of masonry bridges as an example shown in figure 3. The entire bridge
inspection workflow can be divided into three main categories namely, Pre-Inspection, During
Inspection and Post Inspection.

Figure 3: Masonry Arch Bridge under Study

5.1 Pre- inspection
Before conducting an inspection, it is important to consider certain parameters to ensure an
effective inspection plan.
5.1.1 Scheduling an inspection
Inspections must be scheduled to make the most efficient use of the resources and to
minimize disturbance to the public. Factors such as availability of resources, traffic
management, structures near or on railways or watercourses, weather conditions,
environmental issues should be considered before conducting an inspection [14].
5.1.2 Preparation of method statement
During pre-inspection a method statement is to be prepared that summarizes all the
relevant information and is agreed upon by the authorities concerned. Details of activities to
be performed during the inspection are to be noted. Traffic management details and safety
procedures for handling hazards, resources and staff carrying out the inspection are arranged.
Additionally, planned working times, temporary works to be provided, protection from
highway, railway or other traffic and any environmental impacts of the work are also taken
into consideration [14].
5.1.3 Equipment required
The inspection technique proposed in this paper introduces 3D surface scanning equipment
namely, Lidar, to scan the bridge and capture all its defects. A Lidar has been described as “a
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remote sensing technology which uses the pulse from a laser to collect measurements which
can then be used to create 3D models and maps of objects” (3D Laser Mapping, 2008). Lidar
captures a point cloud and corresponding photographic images by rotating 360 degrees both
vertically and horizontally about its mean position. In masonry bridges, cracks less than 1 mm
do not affect assessed structural capacity. Therefore, to capture critical cracks (greater than 1
mm), a Lidar with spatial resolution of at least 1 mm and high sensitivity is recommended. In
this study, due to the limitations of currently available technology a spatial resolution of 2 mm
with high sensitivity is used. Moreover, a tripod-stand to place and level the Lidar at a
specified location is also required. A laptop or desktop computer is needed to process the data
captured using the Lidar. This will preferably use the Windows operating system. The
software used includes Cyclone 360 (for processing the Lidar point cloud data), MATLAB
(for automatic defect detection from the captured point cloud and images), Blender (for
building a virtual environment), a CAD Package, SDK manager (to manage and export apps
to android devices) and Unity (a computer game authoring package used for building virtual
reality applications). Finally, to present the data and inspect bridges, the proposed technique
also requires an android smart phone device with sufficient computational power and a virtual
reality headset with a remote control. Here we use the Samsung Galaxy S6 and Samsung Gear
VR Oculus headset. Figure 4 shows the main hardware required to carry out visual inspection.

Figure 4: Lidar with a Tripod Stand, Samsung Galaxy S6 and Samsung Gear VR headset with Remote Controller

5.2 During inspection
Upon arrival on site, a careful check should be carried out to confirm the identity of the
structure. Elements such as bearings and movement joints are correctly identified and the
orientation of the drawings and the structure are clearly understood by the inspection team
[14]. It must also be ensured that all necessary traffic measures are in place before
commencing the inspection. Once all precautionary measures are confirmed, the Lidar is
attached to the tripod stand and leveled on the specified location of interest. The height of the
Lidar is measured and its position on the ground is recorded. The angle of scan is set between
0 - 360 degrees and the desired scan resolution and sensitivity is specified. It must be noted
that high resolution and high sensitivity would yield accurate results but require larger
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computational power to process. To reduce time and excess data capture, the scan angle can
be set to 0 – 180 degrees if the structure scanned is straight and not curved along its length. A
point cloud and its corresponding image must be selected as the output options from the
scanning. The point cloud is used to build the 3D-environment in the post-processing stage.
For a masonry bridge, arch ring separation, loss of mortar, bulging and deformation, loss of
bricks or stones, areas of cracking, seepage of water and deterioration of the bricks or stones
are of special interest. To fully capture these defects in detail, the Lidar is placed at different
locations and these elements are scanned.
5.3 Post- inspection
In the proposed workflow, most important stage is the post- processing stage. Once all the
data has been captured and stored in a pen drive, the data is analyzed. Initially, the point cloud
is saved in the proprietary .bin format and resulting images are captured in .jpg format which
are processed using the Cyclone 360 software. General settings such as units and number of
decimal places, link settings to customize the error threshold and cloud-to-cloud settings are
set based on the accuracy of the point cloud captured. Using the height of the Lidar and its
recorded location on the ground as reference points, the point cloud is superimposed with
photographic images and surfaces are created as shown in figure 5. These surfaces are then

Figure 5: Point cloud superimposed on its corresponding images using Cyclone 360
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exported to MATLAB to automatically detect bridge defects. Scripts are written to process
the images. The locations of cracks and seepage marks are identified. Seepage severity, crack
depth, crack length and crack width is calculated to perform element condition rating at a later
stage. Processed MATLAB images are exported in the .obj file format to develop the 3D
environment which includes the bridge and its surrounding areas, using the CAD package and
blender software package. By applying various material properties and using rendering
options a real world is depicted in the virtual environment. Additionally, supporting human
characters as inspection crew are created, to provide a fully immersive 3D virtual
environment inspection experience. This environment is then exported in the .fbx file format
for further processing in the Unity software package. Navigational options in the VR
environment, for example zooming features and teleporting are included. To measure on-site
cracks and mark areas of special interest tools such as a measuring scale and colored
highlighters are added. Audio scripts to describe the history of the bridge and any record of
the previous inspection conducted are scripted using the Unity software. Finally, the entire
package with all its features is ported to the Samsung Gear VR headset by applying
appropriate export settings in Unity. A Samsung application in .apk file format is built and
installed on a smart phone. To ensure its compatibility with the android operating system, the
application is registered and licensed with the Oculus Store (an official Samsung mobile
platform to transform Galaxy smart phone into a portable VR device.)
The bridge is then inspected in the Samsung Gear VR headset by multiple professional bridge
inspectors. Results and conclusions from the inspection are drawn and evaluated using the
element condition rating system as defined in the CSS Guidance Documents. These results are
then reported to the authorities concerned for further action. Figure 6 summarizes and
provides a pictorial representation of proposed workflow.
6 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED WORKFLOW
Overall, bridge inspection using state of art Samsung Gear VR proves to be an efficient
way of inspection as compared to traditional inspection methods. A Critical comparison
between the proposed workflow and conventional visual inspection is summarized in table 1.
From the critical analysis of bridge assessment techniques, use of virtual reality unlocks
new possibilities and highly raises standards of bridge evaluation. Instead of offices going to
the bridges, bridges are coming to the office. Inspection is becoming more accurate and
highly reliable in deciding the next step of rehabilitation. However, there are also some
drawbacks associated with technology used in this inspection technique. It requires large
computational power but as technology advances it becomes more and more powerful and
readily available.
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Figure 6: Pictorial representation of proposed workflow
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Table 1: Critical comparison of visual inspection using virtual reality and conventional approach

Criteria
Effectives in term of
rehabilitation
Practicality

Visual Inspection Using Virtual Conventional Visual Inspection
Reality
Approach
Highly Effective
Highly Effective
Highly Practical

Highly Practical

Implementation in
real-world
Time Consumption

Industrial application is yet to be
recognized
Less time consuming.

It’s a defacto method of bridge
inspection
Depends on level of inspection

Cost Effectiveness

Neither expensive nor cheap

Accessibility to
Critical Areas
Consistency in
Interpretability of
findings

All areas are accessible

Depends on complexity of visual
inspection
Critical areas not accessible

Highly consistent as multiple
inspectors can perform
inspection at the same time

Highly dependent on inspector
qualification

7 FUTURE WORK
For any assessment technique, opportunities for improvement always remain open. The
resolution and sensitivity of the Lidar used can be improved to capture detailed and precise
information. A drone based Lidar rather than tripod based, can be used to capture all faces of
a structure with ease. Currently, the entire post-processing step is done manually, which can
be automated by writing scripts. The proposed workflow can be applied to different bridges to
evaluate its efficiency as an inspection technique.
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Abstract.
In view of the rapid development of Internet technologies, it becomes possible to create
applications for data processing that work online. Important parts of such applications
are postprocessing and visualization of scientific data. In recent years, the performance
of graphics processors has increased abruptly both on personal computers and on mobile platforms. This fact makes possible to create cross-platform scientific visualization
systems that do not require any third-party applications, except for the web-browser.
Within the framework of KIAM Multilogin service, which is a web-based environment for
scientific work, technologies such as VTK.js and Bokeh were tested. The choice of these
technologies is due to the fact that VTK is a definite standard of scientific visualization,
and Bokeh is a reliable and simple tool for integrating interactive web-based visualization with various web-applications. In present paper the application of these libraries to
real tasks of visualization of CFD calculations within the framework of KIAM Multilogin
service is considered. Calculations, in this case, represent a flow simulation in the region
of complex geometry by solving a system of Navier-Stokes equations on grids of different
dimensions. The performance of the test and the real applications using Bokeh, VTK.js
was investigated, and also the methods of its improvement were proposed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Scientific visualization is an important stage of postprocessing of data obtained by
numerical modeling of various physical processes or experimental observation. Representation of multidimensional data in the form of graphs, diagrams and three-dimensional
models allows the researcher to better and more fully understand the essence of the process, and in some cases without this kind of analysis it is impossible to interpret the results
of calculations.
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Approaches to visualization are basically reduced to a method of averaging and reducing the dimension of data, and further mapping such structures in the form of structures
understandable to human perception: points, lines, contours and three-dimensional surfaces.
In most cases, packages for scientific visualization are complex and large software solutions, many of which are commercial. There are also free packages, mostly based on
technologies such as VTK [1] and MatPlotLib [2], as well as ready solutions based on their
own development, such as GnuPlot [3]. All these packages have in common the presence
of algorithms for postprocessing and the rendering system. Data visualization is usually
performed on the user’s computer, or with the help of a client installed on the user’s
computer and the server part that allows to process data in parallel mode, an example of
such a solution is Paraview [4].
The problem with this method is the inability to access the visualization service from
anywhere, or from someone else’s computer that does not have the appropriate software.
An obvious solution to this problem is the development of visualization systems with a
web-interface accessible from the Internet/Intranet. The web-industry is developing very
quickly, modern browsers have already got the possibility of three-dimensional and twodimensional graphics acceleration based on WebGL [5] technology, which automatically
leads to the idea of moving the rendering service from desktop applications to the webbased applications. The advantages of such a service are obvious - it works on any device,
whether it’s a tablet computer or a smartphone, and besides - web-applications can be
used locally on the user’s computer, and accessible via the Internet/Intranet.
2

APPROACHES TO WEB-VISUALIZATION AND ITS PROBLEMS

In this paper, authors consider the capabilities of modern browsers, as well as some
software libraries that allow to visualize various data in web-applications. Since webapplications are a set of source codes written in JavaScript and HTML (markup language),
this fact imposes corresponding limitations on the architecture and functionality of such
services.
The main components of the system under consideration are: a web-browser (client);
a web-application server that, using the HTTP protocol, delivers the markup; scripts and
data for the application; the database/repository that this data provides.
Hence, a number of important features of such applications follow. Firstly, the entire
client part should be written in JavaScript (JS) language, because of the absence of
alternatives at the moment. Modern web-browsers do not support another programming
language other than JS and the WebAssembly [6] technology, which at the moment is
young enough and changes quickly to use it in serious developments.
Secondly, network data transmission becomes a bottleneck, and it is necessary to carefully optimize the data for transmission to reduce the network load.
There are several approaches to visualization using web-technologies. The first approach is the simplest and similar to the usual sequential visualization on a desktop
computer. The scheme of this approach is shown in Fig. 1.
The web-application server generates an image using a package or library and transfers
2
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Figure 1: Scheme of a first type visualization web-application: the web-server generates and transits an
image only.

its bitmap as data to the client in various formats. This method is the most sparing
and non-demanding to the performance of the client device, but has many disadvantages.
Firstly, this is a big delay for image re-drawing: the server needs to receive a command,
generate an image and send it over the network, which requires a lot of time. Secondly, it
is quite a challenge to implement a user interactivity, that in a compartment with network
transmission time can greatly reduce the quality of using such a service.
The second approach is the transfer of data for visualization to the client from the
server via the HTTP protocol, and its further visualization by means of the client device
itself. The scheme of this approach is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Scheme of a second type visualization web-application: client-side visualization.

This way of visualization is faster in terms of interactive work, but it is more demanding
for the speed of Internet connection and the performance of the client device. It is clear
that large data can not be visualized this way because the transmission over the network
can take longer than the processing itself. On the other hand, sometimes there is no need
to visualize such huge volumes of data, and in this case this method greatly benefits in
speed and convenience for the user.
The third approach is hybrid. Its essence lies in the preprocessing of data on the
server side, their reduction in size and masking depending on the scale (which in turn
complicates the implementation of the server part). The scheme of this approach is shown
in Fig. 3.
As a result, the client receives only the portion of the entire data set required for
visualization with a given resolution and scale, small enough to quickly transmit over the
network and visualize by means of the client device, but at the same time sufficiently
detailed to be considered satisfactory for analysis.
This approach will be discussed below.
3
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Figure 3: Scheme of a third type visualization web-application: server-side preprocessing and client-side
visualization.

3

WEB-VISUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES

To solve the problem of visualization in web-applications, there are some open libraries.
All of them (for lack of alternatives) are written in JS, and for them a backend part should
be created manually. Many open libraries provide their implementation of the backend
of the data handler, as well as automatic generators of js-scripts.
Options for server visualization based on Matplotlib and Mayavi [7] have already been
implemented in the system [8], so it was required to add the ability of interactive graphics,
as far as the explored data set allows.
In our situation, it was important to integrate the technology into an already ready
infrastructure built on Python and Django. Such open libraries were Bokeh [9] and
VTK.js [10].
3.1

Bokeh

Web-visualization library Bokeh [9] is a set of methods and classes written in Python
programming language, as well as CSS style sets and JS scripts.
The following method of developing interactive applications is proposed: user scripts
written in Python using the API of this library are integrated into the web-application
and generate the JS code, as well as the structural HTML-markup element with which
this code works. All this is substituted into the real web-page by means of the used webframework. In the case of this library, there is no preprocessing capability on the server
side: all data is fully sent to the client.
The presented technique implements the second type of visualization web-application,
but it makes it easy to embed Bokeh graphics into the existing web-application infrastructure, and the power of the Python language is not limited either to the use of webframeworks or to processing data that requires visualization.
In addition, Bokeh provides the ability to generate queries to retrieve data, such as the
ajax asynchronous query technology, including periodic updates, acceleration of rendering
using WebGL technology, a custom server solution for back-end visualization, a set of
display controls with the possibility of using a custom JS script as a response. The library
also supports a wide range of structures for rendering, as elementary (circle, quadrilateral,
triangle, line), and complex (graph, line graph, bar and pie charts, contour plot).
Bokeh is currently a rapidly growing library that uses modern technologies to build
interactive graphics directly on the client computer. When used, the server sends the
4
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client all the data to display when the page is initially rendered, and all further user
interaction, such as zooming and moving, provided the data is unchanged, occurs without
the server being involved.
However, the direct application of the presented approach leads to the need to send a
full set of information that, when working with a large amount of data, leads to a slowing
of the rendering of the web-page as a whole, and delays in subsequent image rebuilding.
To solve this problem, you need to modify the overall structure of the application to a
third type. Several methods for this modification are discussed in detail in Section 5.
3.2

VTK.js

VTK.js [10] is an implementation of the popular VTK visualization library written in
C++, in the JavaScript environment. There is also the possibility of using the library in
embedded mode, when it integrates in the HTML, which is used by the authors of this
work. VTK.js provides the ability to render interactive 3D graphics directly in the client’s
web-browser and display calculated data on the submitted model. The ability to render
scenes consisting of several objects is realized, and full control of 3D rendering settings,
including light, color and transparency.
At the moment, VTK.js is at an early stage of development, but it already allows
you to visualize regular grids and volumetric data presented in standard formats. In the
course of further work, the developers promise to provide full support for the types and
methods available in the stock VTK library.
However, the capabilities of VTK.js already available at the moment are sufficient
for solving visualization problems. Because the backend library is used in the Python
programming language, for which there is a full-featured VTK implementation, which
allows to preprocess data on the server side and provide the client with this information
in the required format. It should be noted that such an approach lies perfectly within the
framework of the hybrid method of visualization.
4

PERFORMANCE

In this section, the use of the technologies listed above in the integration and development of web-applications using the Django framework is consider . Web-based part of
The KIAM Multilogin system, intended for data access and calculation management is
written using this framework, so it was critically important that the specified technology
stack could interact with it. Within the work under discussion, the integration of the
described technologies into the Django framework was successful.
Next, the performance of the libraries under discussion in the required environment is
considered. The performance in this case means such parameters as the page loading time,
the speed of interaction with data (for an application using Bokeh) and the number of
frames per second (in the case of VTK.js). The server was launched locally on a computer
running OS Ubuntu 17.10 with the following characteristics:
• Intel Core i5-6600 CPU 3.30GHz
5
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• RAM - 16 GB
• NVidia GeForce GTX 960
The used web-browser is Google Chrome 65.0.3325.181.
4.1

Bokeh

The Fig.4 shows an example of embedding an interactive Bokeh image, with rendered
test data. The version of the library used is 0.12.14.

Figure 4: Interactive Bokeh image example applied to Django-backend.

As test data for Bokeh, it was decided to use a linear graph with a different number
of samples. This approach allows to understand how fast the specified library works with
the data and allows you to draw some conclusions for subsequent optimization.
The results of the measurements are presented in Table. 1. The page load times are
the arithmetic mean of 10 measurements. The values of the time of interaction with the
data are the arithmetic mean of 10,000 measurements for the number of points 100, 1,000
and 10,000; 1000 for 100,000 and 1,000,000.
As can be seen from Table.1, local load and page generation reach a second already
with the displaying file size of 3 MB, and at 30 MB this parameter takes the value of 11
seconds, and each act of interacting with data without the server takes 2.6 seconds. The
presented results allow to conclude that the approach of direct sending and rendering of
data becomes almost non-interactive with a small amount of data, which should be taken
into account. For applied scientific purposes, where the amount of information can reach
a billion points a qualitative preprocessor must be used.

6
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Table 1: Bokeh synthetic benchmark

File
size, KB
3,0
29,6
296,4
2963,5
29585,5
4.2

Point
Page loading
Frame
count
time, ms
re-draw time, ms
100
46,4
0,0985
1 000
51,4
0,8297
10 000
146,0
13,6684
100 000
1131,4
198,782
1 000 000
11286,7
2606,66

VTK.js

An example of embedding an interactive VTK.js image into a Django environment is
shown in Fig. 5. The version of the library used is 6.4.10.

Figure 5: Interactive VTK.js image example applied to Django-backend.

As test data, three-dimensional data, representing the fluid flow simulation obtained by
solving a system of Navier-Stokes equations on grids of various dimensions was used. In
this case, it was decided to refuse from synthetic testing in favor of real data in connection
with the specificity of 3D graphics. This feature is that the artificially constructed data
will be structured, which leads to optimization, both in interaction with the data and in
rendering, not used in rendering real complexity calculations. The generation of adequate
synthetic tests can be quite laborious.
The results of the measurements are shown in Table 2. Note that at the time of writing
the paper in VTK.js there are no methods of rendering 3D data on unstructured grids, so
for visualization it is necessary to bring the original data to poly-data format (in Table 2
7
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the information about the files containing the polygon data is indicated). The resolution
of the image is 800x600. To measure the FPS, the profiling tools built into VTK.js were
used. The page load time was averaged arithmetically for 10 measurements.
Table 2: VTK.js performance

File
size, MB
0.07
5.3
9.7
55.5
97.6

Vertex
Polygon Loading
count
count*
time, ms
1 099
7 920
214
40 376
365 330
1 849
70 445
656 480
3 120
378 020 3 616 140 15 710
649 439 6 291 520 26 622

FPS
60
35
22
7
4

* The number of polygons is a set of planes that form all elements of the prismatic grid.
As in the case of Bokeh, the interactive image processed by means of VTK.js ceases
to be interactive on the data sizes much smaller than the results of large-scale scientific
calculations demands.
5

Methods for visualizing large amounts of data

As shown in Section 4, both the one-dimensional and three-dimensional graphics libraries are not suitable for direct visualization of large amounts of data. However, as
real alternatives and visualization capabilities through Web-based applications to render
required amount of information are absent, including due to objective reasons such as
network constraints and performance of the client computer, the visualized data must be
preprocessed. This preprocessing can be divided qualitatively into two types, which will
be further considered and applied practically:
• generation of a raster image on the server side;
• decimation of data on the server side.
5.1

Generating a raster image

The idea of generating a raster image on the server side would seem to fully correspond
to the first approach described in Section 2. However, this technique has found wide
application for interactive visualization. Let’s describe the principle of the method to
solve the presented discrepancy:
1. the data requested for visualization is read by the server;
2. the server generates a high-resolution raster image based on the information read;
3. the resulting image is transferred to the client, where the receiver is the JS handler;
8
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4. all further interaction, such as an approximation/deletion and moving, is performed
on the client computer.
As can be seen from the description of the method, a certain amount of interactivity
appears, which is sufficient in most cases for practical use. In this case, the entire set of
data required for visualization is reduced to a single bitmap, the size of which depends
only on the resolution, but not on the source information. In addition, the interaction of
a JavaScript handler with a single bitmap image is much less computationally expensive
than with a full data set.
The disadvantages of this technique include the need to access the server and generate
a new image when changing the scale (for example, introducing a logarithmic step),
rotations in the three-dimensional case, and other changes associated with the design of
the schedule. Of course, when drawing three-dimensional objects, these shortcomings
negate interactivity, but this method has proved itself in application to one-dimensional,
contour and scatter graphs.
5.1.1

PRACTICE USE

The technologies discussed above were considered from the point of view of expanding
the rendering functionality of Multilogin service and were tested on real problems. As
one of them, a parallel calculation of the stationary state of the flow of an incompressible
fluid obtained using the Navier-Stokes equations in a three-dimensional formulation on a
prismatic grid was taken.
The size of the input file in VTU format is 40 MB. The size of one slice of this grid
is 2 Mb in VTP format. Using the method described in Section 4.2 (namely, slicing and
extracting outlines on the server, and drawing the outlines on the client), the size of
the web-page data (and this is html, js and contour data) was compressed to 600 Kb.
Visualization of such a slice is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Navier-Stokes solution visualization using server-side cutting, Matplotlib contours and Bokeh
visualization.

9
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5.2

Server-side data thinning

This technique is a set of different methods converging to a single ultimate goal that is
a reducing the dimension of the original data. For example, the following mathematical
operations on the source data can be used:
• the application of averaging techniques to combine the source elements;
• constructing an interpolation function to generate a smaller, but reflecting data set;
• use B-splines to represent information.
The presented list does not exhaust all the many ways of thinning out the data. So,
since for one-dimensional and two-dimensional data and optimizing the work of the Bokeh
library it was decided to use raster image generation, to optimize work with large threedimensional data it is possible to send the user only those polygons that are principally
visible. This technique is implemented within the context of the presented paper.
5.2.1

Application

Since the interactivity of the complete set of three-dimensional grid data during the
visualization is often necessary for some survey, qualitative research, it is possible to
consider as fundamentally observable the polygons that form the bounding surface and
the calculated data on it. Then for significant optimization when the server receives
a complete set of information about the solution, it is enough to generate partial data
containing information exclusively about the elements that form the boundary of the
calculation area.
To implement the described method by means of VTK.js and Django server it is enough
to use the method of grid data filtration implemented in the VTK library for Python and
in conjunction with the complete solution file to store partial information on the server.
The application of this approach to the grids discussed in Section 4 allows to form the
Table 3.
Table 3: VTK.js with server-side preprocessing performance

File
Size, MB
0.01
0.36
0.65
4.3
7.4

Vertex Polygon
count
count
1 099
648
40 376
8 788
70 445
11 504
378 020 38 796
649 439 50 008

Loading
time, ms
128
253
257
598
799

FPS
60
60
60
55
54

As can be seen from Table 3, the performance of the interactive image has reached userfriendly values even when rendering the maximum detail grid. Comparison with Table 2
10
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gives excellent optimization values, so for a grid of maximum dimension the number of
rendered polygons has dropped more than 100 times.
Of course, the presented method of thinning out data strongly depends on the geometry
of the calculation area, however, when combined with other methods, it is possible to
achieve comfortable interactive work with an image based on high detail grids.
6

CONCLUSION
Within the framework of the presented research, the following results were achieved:
• web-visualization technologies were considered and presented;
• using the Bokeh and VTK.js libraries the interactive web-visualization under the
control of Django server was implemented;
• the performance of the named libraries was investigated, including the real calculation data;
• the actual techniques for visualizing large amounts of data were considered.

Summarizing the work done, it should be concluded that already developed technologies, as well as technology available for mass consumption, allow to draw the data directly
on the client device interactively. Of course, when visualizing the large amounts of data, it
is necessary to produce one or another preprocessing, but these algorithms do not burden
the user machine and the network connection. The load imposed by preprocessing on the
server can not become a significant barrier to the integration of interactive graphics into a
web-application. Also worth noting is the ease of embedding the interactive visualization
in an already-made environment, including the one built on the Django library.
7
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Abstract. A higher-order accurate fictitious domain method (FDM) is proposed based
on higher-order background meshes and multiple level-set functions for the definition of
the domain of interest. Elements cut by the zero-level sets are decomposed into higherorder sub-elements conforming to the implied boundaries. Integration points are placed
in those sub-elements belonging to the domain. Boundary conditions are enforced using
Lagrange multplier or penalty methods. Ill-conditioned systems of equations are avoided
using negligible material parameters in the void regions. The resulting FDM is compared
to the conformal decomposition FEM (CDFEM) as both methods share the decomposition
of cut elements. Higher-order convergence rates are obtained with for both methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the context of solving boundary value problems, it is well-known that the domains
of interest may be described explicitly (e.g., as in computer aided geometric design using
NURBS [7, 27]) or implicitly based on the level-set method [25, 24, 31]. Herein, the levelset method is used and multiple level-set functions are employed to describe complex
domains. For the analysis, a non-conforming background mesh is used as a starting
point into which the domain is completely immersed. Two different procedures are then
investigated: The first relies on the automatic generation of suitable conforming meshes
leading to the conformal decomposition finite element method (CDFEM). The second
path is to employ the elements and shape functions implied by the background mesh
in the sense of a fictitious domain method (FDM). In particular, the aim is to achieve
higher-order accurate approximations of boundary value problems, herein in the context
of linear elasticity.
For both approaches, the accurate decomposition of the elements cut by the zero-level
sets into higher-order sub-elements is a crucial step. This has been outlined in previous
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works, e.g., in [12, 23, 11, 9, 14, 13]. In FDMs, these sub-elements are used for integration
purposes only, as shape functions are generated from the background mesh. In the CDFEM, these sub-elements replace the original background elements and directly provide
basis functions and degrees of freedom. For the decomposition, (i) cut background elements are identified, (ii) the positions of the zero-level sets are reconstructed by interface
elements, and (iii) sub-elements are generated on both sides.
Some previous works on the CDFEM include [22] in a low-order context and [11]
for higher orders. In the CDFEM, the resulting sub-elements are combined to yield a
regular, conforming, higher-order mesh. For the success, adaptive refinements of the
background mesh are crucial to handle complex level-set data where the decomposition
may fail without refinements. To avoid ill-shaped elements, nodes of the background mesh
which are too close to zero-level sets are (slightly) moved following [19, 16, 14, 11]. Once
the mesh is automatically generated, a classical p-FEM analysis is conducted.
There is a rich body of literature in methods related to FDMs: the unfitted or cut
finite element method [4, 5, 3, 15], finite cell method [1, 8, 26, 29, 30], Cartesian grid
method [33, 34], immersed interface method [17], virtual boundary method [28], embedded
domain method [20, 21] etc. The important difference between the CDFEM and FDMs
is that the first uses the shape functions of the decomposed elements in the conforming
mesh as the approximation basis whereas the second employs the shape functions of
the original background mesh and uses the sub-elements for integration purposes only.
Next to the accurate integration in cut elements, major challenges in FDMs are: The
imposition of boundary conditions along the inner-element boundaries of the domain
and the conditioning of the resulting system of equations. For the boundary conditions,
we use Lagrange multipliers or the penalty method which are well-known approaches
for enforcing general constraints. To ensure well-conditioned systems of equations, a
negligible Young’s modulus is prescribed in the void regions as, e.g., suggested in the
finite cell method [8, 26, 30]. One may also possibly use stabilizations similar to those
suggested in [4, 5, 3, 15] which, however, are beyond the scope of this work.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the concept of implicit geometry
descriptions based on multiple level-set functions is outlined. The process of identifying
cut elements, reconstructing the zero-level sets by interface elements, and decomposing
cut elements into sub-elements is outlined which is relevant for both, the CDFEM and
FDM. The CDFEM is described in Section 3 and the proposed variant of the FDM in
Section 4. Numerical results are presented in Section 5 and higher-order convergence rates
are achieved. Finally, the paper ends with a summary and conclusion in Section 6.
2

RECONSTRUCTION AND DECOMPOSITION

This section describes the shared starting point for the CDFEM and FDM described
below and closely follows [12, 23, 11, 9, 14]. Consider a domain of interest Ω in two dimensions which is fully immersed in a background mesh composed by (possibly unstructured)
higher-order Lagrange elements. The boundary of the domain is implied by the zerocontours of level-set functions φi (x). The level-set functions are evaluated at the nodes
of the background mesh and, in between, interpolated by φhi (x) based on classical finite
2
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(a) plate
hole

with

(b) cantilever beam

(c) spanner

Figure 1: Zero-level sets (blue lines) in 2D and the implied geometries Ω (gray areas) of a (a) plate with
hole, (b) cantilever beam, and (c) spanner.

element shape functions. The signs of the level-set functions define sub-regions in the
background mesh and k level-set functions may define up to 2k subregions. Based on the
sign-combinations of the involved level-set functions, one may easily identify void regions
or parts of the domain Ω. See Fig. 1 for some examples which are later considered in the
numerical results. It is also seen that several level-set functions naturally imply corners
and edges of the domain of interest [13, 10]. Consequently, a purely implicit description
of complex geometries of practical interest is possible using multiple level-set functions.
The task is to decompose the background mesh into higher-order sub-elements which
conform to the zero-level sets, i.e., to the boundary of Ω. This is done successively with
respect to all level-set functions in an element-wise fashion. For each level-set function,
the following steps are performed in every reference background element, see Fig. 2(a)
and references [12, 13, 11] for further details:
1. Detection whether the element is cut by the current level-set function or not. Therefore, the nodal values are interpolated on a sample grid. The element is cut if different signs of the level-set values at the grid points are detected. For cut elements
proceed with step 2, otherwise with the next element.
2. Based on the sample grid and moderately complex level-set data, determine how the
zero-level set cuts the element and classify the topological cut situation. Otherwise,
for complex level-set data (e.g., defining multiple, unconnected zero-level sets within
the element, or zero level-sets which leave and re-enter the element), refining the
background elements recovers valid situations, as discussed below.
3. Reconstruction: In the reference element, identify the zero-level set (representing
parts of the boundary) and define interface elements. Therefore, element nodes
are identified on the zero-level set along specified search paths for which a tailored
Newton-Raphson scheme is employed. The definition of such search paths and the
corresponding start values for the iteration are crucial for the success.
4. Decomposition: Decompose the reference element based on the reconstructed interface element wherefore customized mappings of sub-elements are employed depending on the topological cut situation.

3
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CDFEM

standard
Gauss points

reference
sub-elements
map nodes of sub-elements
isoparametrically

Place integration points and evaluate
shape functions w.r.t. sub-elements

(b) Procedure in the conformal decomposition FEM (CDFEM).
FDM

standard
Gauss points
reconstruct zero-level set
in ref. background element

decompose reference
background element

(a) Reconstruction and decomposition
as a shared starting point.
map integration points
to sub-elements

evaluate ref. shape functions
w.r.t. background element

map integration points and
shape functions isoparam.

(c) Procedure in the fictitious domain method (FDM).

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the procedure: (a) The shared starting point is the reconstruction and
decomposition of the reference background elements. (b) In the CDFEM, the sub-elements are mapped
to the physical background element and treated as standard finite elements. (c) In the FDM, the subelements are only needed in the reference background elements to place integration points. Then shape
functions of the background nodes are evaluated and mapped to the physical domain.

3

CONFORMAL DECOMPOSITION FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (CDFEM)

In the CDFEM, the task is to generate a regular, higher-order mesh composed by the
(sub-)elements that conform to all zero-level sets and are part of the domain of interest
Ω. Therefore, the resulting sub-elements in the reference background elements from step
4 (see above) are mapped to the physical domain, see Fig. 2(b). By “regular” mesh,
we refer to the desired property not to allow hanging nodes which, otherwise, would
require additional measures in the context of FE analyses. This is naturally achieved
only provided that (i) the background mesh is regular and (ii) all decompositions (in the
background elements) are successful.
However, the decomposition described above may fail in elements where (a) the levelset data is too complex to obtain valid topological cut situations, (b) the identified nodes
on the zero-level set are outside the element, or (c) the Jacobian of a decomposed subelement (in the reference or physical background element) may be negative, hence, invalid.
Then, the background mesh is adaptively refined until the decomposition is successful.
The regularity of the background mesh, i.e., the absence of hanging nodes must be ensured
because this, in turn, also ensures the regularity of the resulting conforming mesh. That
is, the failure to decompose a certain background element requires an adaptive refinement
of this element also affecting neighbor elements to avoid hanging nodes. Adaptivity may
4
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(a) Mesh for CDFEM

(b) Mesh for FDM

Figure 3: Resulting example meshes (of order 3) used for the (a) CDFEM and (b) FDM for the example
of a plate with hole.

also be useful to better resolve geometry features or improve the approximations. The
interplay between decomposition and adaptivity is further outlined in [11].
It is thus found that the overall decomposition of the background mesh with respect to
all level-set functions, leading to a regular, conforming mesh of sub-elements is a major
implementational challenge. Of course, the advantage is that, once successful, such a
mesh is used as in classical p-FEM analyses. It is noted that the resulting meshes are
mixed in the sense that they feature triangular and quadrilateral elements in one mesh. If
this is undesired, one may easily convert them to meshes composed by one element type
only. Furthermore, it is mentioned that to avoid ill-shaped elements, it is recommended to
(slightly) modify the nodes of the underlying background mesh such that they are not too
close to the zero-level sets which is outlined in [14, 23]. Fig. 3(a) shows an automatically
generated, conforming mesh for the CDFEM for the example of a plate with hole.
4

FICTITIOUS DOMAIN METHOD (FDM)

The decomposition in the reference background elements according to Section 2 is also
needed for the FDM. Then, based on these sub-cells, integration points are mapped to
the reference background elements and the background shape functions are evaluated
there, see Fig. 2(c). Integration points and shape functions are mapped to the physical
background elements. In order to improve the conditioning of the resulting system of
equations, it is useful to consider a “virtual” material inside the void regions with a
negligible Young’s modulus E  following [8, 26, 30].
In order to consider boundary conditions (weakly), Lagrange multipliers or the penalty
method is employed. Therefore, an integration along the corresponding boundary segments is required (falling into Dirichlet and Neumann parts). This is trivial in the CDFEM as it is the same than in classical FEM analyses. In the FDM, it is found useful
to have the full CDFEM-mesh available because—in addition to defining the integration sub-cells—this naturally represents a discretization of the boundary which is, for the
FDM, within elements. For enforcing the constraints in the FDM one has to (i) integrate
along the element boundaries of the CDFEM-mesh, (ii) evaluate the lower-dimensional
CDFEM-shape functions on the trace of the boundary, and (iii) evaluate shape functions
5
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of the background mesh.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Applications in linear elasticity are considered herein. The corresponding governing
equations are found in many text books, e.g., [2, 35]. These equations are not repeated
here and also the formal enforcement of boundary conditions via Lagrange multipliers or
the penalty method can be considered standard.
The test cases considered herein follow those presented in [11] where further details
are found. The test cases either feature analytical solutions or overkill approximations
have been generated to extract benchmark quantities such as the stored elastic energy.
In the first case, errors are measured in the L2 -norm of the displacements, εu , and in the
second, the convergence of the stored elastic energy to the benchmark result is observed,
εΠ = Πh − Πoverkill . The condition numbers κ are computed using Matlab’s condestfunction. The negligibly small Young’s modulus prescribed in void regions is labelled E 
implying some “virtual” material.
5.1

Square shell with circular hole

A square shell with dimensions [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] is considered with a circular void region of radius R = 0.7123. Plane strain conditions are assumed with Young’s modulus
E = 1000 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The exact solution is found in [32, 18, 6]. The corresponding displacements are prescribed along the outer boundary of the domain, the inner
boundary to the void is traction-free. Because the outer boundary is conforming in the
CDFEM just as for the FDM, see Fig. 3, nodal values may be directly prescribed without
using Lagrange multipliers or the penalty method. Background meshes in [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]
with quadrilateral and triangular elements of different orders are considered. For the
convergence study, the number of elements, nd , per dimension of the background mesh
is systematically increased and nd = {6, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100} elements are used with
varying orders between 1 and 6.
Results are shown in Fig. 4. The upper sub-figures show the approximation errors εu
and the lower sub-figures the corresponding condition numbers κ. It is seen in Figs. 4(a)
and (d) for triangular elements that when the void region is completely neglected (E  = 0),
κ is very high but, nevertheless, optimal convergence rates are achieved. For quadrilateral
elements in Figs. 4(b) and (e), κ is even worse and convergence rates are disturbed for
elements with higher order than 3. Therefore, it is useful to assign the virtual Young’s
modulus E  = 10−7 to the void region: As can be seen in Figs. 4(c) and (f), this clearly
bounds κ and still enables optimal convergence rates up to ε ≈ 10−9 . The effect of E  on
εu and κ is further investigated in Fig. 5. Obviously, κ is better for higher E  but εu is
better for lower E  . As long as direct solvers are employed, already very small values for
E  are acceptable for the conditioning and yield very accurate results. It is noted that the
results for the CDFEM are found in [11]: Optimal convergence rates are achieved there
with significantly smaller condition numbers than for the FDM (with E  = 0).

6
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Figure 4: Plate with hole test case: (a), (b), and (c) show approximation errors εu , (d), (e), and (f) the
corresponding condition numbers κ.
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Figure 5: Plate with hole test case: (a) approximation errors εu , and (b) condition numbers κ for
5th-order triangular elements and various values for the virtual Young’s modulus E  inside the hole.
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(a) Mesh for CDFEM

(b) Mesh for FDM
Figure 6: Cantilever beam: example meshes (of order 3) for the (a) CDFEM and (b) FDM.

5.2

Cantilever beam

A cantilever beam with length L = 5.0 m and a variable thickness between h = 0.2 m
and 0.4 m is considered. The beam features several elliptical voids and the detailed geometry definition is given in [11], see Fig. 6 for the domain and example meshes used in the
CDFEM and FDM. The material is composed of steel with E = 2.1·108 kN/m2 and ν = 0.3.
The beam is loaded by gravity acting as a body force of fy = −78.5 kN/m3 and a vertical
traction on the right end. This traction is distributed in a quadratic profile being zero at
the upper and lower right side and reaching a maximum of σy = −100 kN/m in between,
leading to a force resultant of Fy = −26.6̄ kN. The beam is fixed along the boundary of
the left elliptical hole leading to smooth solutions and enabling higher-order convergence
rates. The Lagrange multiplier method yields extremely high condition numbers wherefore we prefer the penalty method here. The stored elastic energy may be determined
by an overkill solution and is Πoverkill = 0.02361112384 ± 10−10 kNm. Convergence results are shown in Fig. 7 using E  = 0.01: Higher-order convergence rates are found and
the condition numbers are bounded as expected. For this more advanced geometry, the
convergence curves are not as smooth as for the previous test case.
5.3

Spanner

Next, the geometry shown in Fig. 8 is considered and refers to a spanner being very
similar to normed spanner geometries defined in DIN 895. The geometry is embedded
into a universal mesh composed by triangular elements of different orders. 11 level-set
functions are employed to define the geometry, see [11] for the detailed definitions. The
material is again composed by steel with E = 2.1 · 105 N/mm2 and ν = 0.3. The beam is
loaded by gravity acting as a body force of fy = −78.5 · 10−6 N/mm3 and a traction at the
end of the handle. This traction acts in parallel direction of the handle and is distributed
linearly between −100N/mm at the bottom side and +100 N/mm on the top side. It loads
the handle of the spanner with a resulting bending moment of Mz = 38400 Nmm. All
8
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Figure 7: Cantilever test case: (a) stored energy errors εΠ , and (b) condition numbers κ for E  = 0.01
and the penalty method with α = 1018 .

(a) Mesh for CDFEM

(b) Mesh for FDM

Figure 8: Spanner: example meshes (of order 3) for the (a) CDFEM and (b) FDM.

nodes on the two straight, parallel sides of the mouth are fixed. It is clear that singular
stresses have to be expected at all reentrant corners so that only first order convergence
rates may be expected for this test case. Again, there is no analytical solution available
wherefore the stored energy is used for the convergence study. An overkill solution yields
Πoverkill = 61.49248 ± 10−4 Nmm. Fig. 9 shows convergence results in εΠ and condition
numbers using the penalty method with α = 1012 . The fictitious Young’s modulus E  is
set to 1.0 and the expected convergence rates are obtained. Results for the CDFEM are
presented in [11].
6

CONCLUSIONS

A fictitious domain method is presented which is based on the accurate integration
in elements cut by (multiple) zero-level sets. This is achieved by generating conforming
higher-order sub-elements (through reconstruction and decomposition in cut elements)
which are used as integration cells in the FDM. In an alternative method called CDFEM,
these sub-elements rather play the role of typical finite elements and imply basis functions.
In the FDM presented, boundary conditions are enforced preferably by the penalty method
which turned out to be more robust than using Lagrange multipliers. Conditioning issues
are addressed by assigning a virtual material in the void regions with negligible material
9
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Figure 9: Spanner test case: (a) stored energy errors εΠ , and (b) condition numbers κ for E  = 1.0 and
the penalty method with α = 1012 .

parameters.
We find that using the virtual material in void regions in combination with the penalty
method possibly yields the most simple version of a FDM. Although it is found that
higher-order convergence rates can be achieved with this simplistic setting, it is more
consistent to enforce (i) boundary conditions based on Nitsche’s method and (ii) solve
conditioning issues by stabilization. The resulting FDM is then basically a CutFEM
[4, 5, 3, 15] which shall be combined with our higher-order accurate integration schemes
in future works.
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Abstract. To bridge the gap between design and analysis, a new method which allows
for the fully automatic and higher-order accurate analysis of NURBS-based geometries
is presented. This method borrows ideas from fictitious domain methods, where the
geometry is immersed into a non-body-fitted background mesh, but is able to produce
a computational mesh that can be used for both classical FEM and fictitious domain
methods, as shown in the numerical results. The key point is to transfer the B-rep
geometry into an implicit representation using level-set functions and use this implicit
description to reconstruct Lagrangian elements that accurately match the given domain
boundary.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been efforts to tighten the interplay between design-tools
(i.e., CAD-software) and analysis-tools (i.e., FEM-software). Despite high efforts, this
is still an active field of research with main open topics remaining. One of the main
problems are the vastly different requirements for the geometry description. In CAD, even
solid geometry is usually represented by means of their boundary (B-rep). In numerical
simulations, however it is often required to have an explicit representation of the bulk
domain. The bulk of the domain therefore has to be reconstructed. Even for simulations
where a boundary-representation is sufficient for analysis (such as curved shells in FEM
and in Isogeometric Analysis in the frame of the Boundary Element Method) the geometry
discretization provided by CAD-systems is typically not directly suitable for analysis.
Reasons can be ill-parametrization of surfaces (e.g., tensor product patches with collapsed
edges) or the topic of trimmed geometries; as surveyed by Marussig and Hughes [1]. For a
discussion of the gap between design and analysis, see the review papers of Shephard et.
al [2] and Riesenfeld and co-workers [3] and the references cited herein. In practice these
incompatibilities lead to a complete (re-) meshing of the geometry involved. On meshing
of B-rep geometries, there is an extensive body of literature available and the interested
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reader is referred to the works of Frey, George, et al. [4, 5] as well as the review conducted
by Owen [6] and the references in the recent publication by Fortunato and co-workers [7].
A promising alternative to mesh generation is provided by a class of methods denoted
as embedded domain, immersed boundary or fictitious domain methods. These methods
do not require a user-provided mesh. Instead, the domain of interest is embedded into an
arbitrarily simple background mesh. This mesh generally does not conform to the boundaries of the computational domain in a sense that element-edges are aligned to match
domain boundaries. The effort from generating a conforming mesh is shifted there to the
integration of the weak form and the consideration of boundary conditions. Established
immersed boundary methods include the works of Mittal [8], Parzivan and Düster [9],
Noble and co-workers [10, 11] as well as Burman et al. [12] and many others.
The method presented in this contribution can be seen as a hybrid between fictitious
domain (FD) methods and classical mesh generation in a sense, that it uses many of the
concepts employed in fictitious domain methods, but is able to produce a mesh that can
be used in the context of classical finite element methods as well as FD methods. The procedure can be outlined as followed: The domain of interest is embedded into a background
mesh, then the B-rep description is converted into an implicit level-set description. This
level-set data is used to decompose background elements intersecting the domain boundary
into sub-elements which are aligned to the domain boundary with higher-order accuracy.
These sub-elements can either be merged back into the background-mesh, generating a
body-fitted mesh, or can serve as a mapping to provide a higher-order integration scheme
for use in embedded methods. The presented method is based on a higher-order integration scheme proposed in [13] and the concept of the conformal-decomposition FEM [11],
which was extended to higher-order in [14, 15, 16, 17] for implicit geometries.
2
2.1

PRELIMINARIES
Geometry and Domain Definition

CAD-systems most commonly use Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) for the
parametrization of B-rep geometries. For an in-depth discussion of NURBS, the reader
is referred to the works [18, 19]. NURBS are piecewise smooth functions with typically
higher-order continuity across knot spans (which may be interpreted as the ”elements” in
Isogeometric Analysis). It is later seen that the consideration of the locations with reduced
continuity is crucial for a consistent higher-order remeshing of the domain. Therefore in
this work, all NURBS are split at the entries in the associated knot-vector into rational
Beziér-curves Γ(υ) = [Γx (υ), Γy (υ)] : R → R2 .
In the present work, the domain of interest is described by a set of NURBS (or rational Beziér-curves) forming one or more closed loops, denoted herein as curve segments for brevity. The segments are aligned in a way that the curve’s normal vector
n(υ) = [Γy,u (υ), −Γx,u (υ)] is pointing outwards the domain of interest. This approach
allows the definition of inclusions, can be extended to three dimensions and is consistent
with the specification of trimmed NURBS in the IGES standard [20].

2
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2.2

Level-Set Data from Beziér-Curves

In general, level-set functions [21, 22] allow the representation of a domain Ω via an
inequality:
Ω = {x | φ(x) ≥ 0}

The level-set function φ(x) therefore must be

x ∈ R{2,3} .




>

0 ∀x ∈ Ω,
φ(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂Ω,


< 0 otherwise.

(1)

(2)

One such function to satisfy these properties is the signed-distance function
x − x ,
φ(x) = ± min

∀x ∈ ∂Ω

(3)

which returns the distance from x to the closest point on the boundary, multiplied by
a sign based on the direction of the normal vector at that point.
In the case
of Beziér-curves it is useful differentiate between the level-set function that returns the
distance to the extension of the curve
φΓ,i (x) = ±min x − Γi (υ)

υ∈R,

(4)

φ̂Γ,i (x) = ±min x − Γi (υ)

υ ∈ [0, 1] .

(5)

and the one that respects the curves’ boundaries by only considering x in the interior of
the curve

Furthermore it is useful to define level-sets to the distance of the curve’s ends:
φ∂Γ,i,1 (x) = x − P 1 , P 2 − P 1 
φ∂Γ,i,2 (x) = x − P n , P n−1 − P n ,

(6)
(7)

φΩ (x) = min {|φ̂Γ,i (x)|} · sign (min {φ̂Γ,i (x)}) .

(8)

where ·, · denotes the scalar product and P i coordinates of the curves’ control polygon.
See Figure 1 for a visualization of these level-sets. While φΓ,i (x), φ∂Γ,i,1 (x) and φ∂Γ,i,2 (x)
may be used for the decomposition described in Sec. 3, φ̂Γ,i (x) on the other hand can
be used to describe the domain in the sense of Eq. (1) by choosing the level-set with the
minimal absolute value:
A treatment for the situation that multiple φ̂Γ,i (x) are of the same magnitude, but different
sign was proposed in [23]. Note, that the resulting level-set function is not suitable for
decomposing the background mesh, since its zero level-set is generally not smooth. This
is because the corresponding NURBS also features points of reduced continuity across the
knot spans and this is naturally reflected in a reduced continuity of the implicit level-set
function. Of course, the overall continuity of the level-set function is of the same order
than of the underlying NURBS.
3
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(a) φΓ,i (x)

(b) φ̂Γ,i (x)

(c) φ∂Γ,i,1 (x)

(d) φ∂Γ,i,2 (x)

Figure 1: Different level-sets associated with the same knot span.

2.3

Conformal-Decomposition for Smooth Level-Set Data

Conformal decomposition is the process where background elements intersecting the
boundary are decomposed in a way that the resulting sub-elements are conforming to the
boundary. The background-element-wise procedure follows closely the outline in [13, 14,
15] and is sketched as follows: 1) Evaluate the level-set function at all element nodes. 2)
Determine if the background element is cut. 3) Identify the topological cut situation. 4)
Depending on the cut scenario, find the roots of the level-set function along the element
edges. 5) Determine the inner nodes of an interface element by again finding roots of
the level-set function. 6) With the interface element at hand, define a mapping for the
sub-elements into the cut background element. For an overview of this procedure, see
Fig. 2. In case during step (3) no valid cut situation is found, the background element
will be adaptively refined as needed. The adaptive process does not introduce hanging
nodes and therefore poses no difficulties in the following mesh generation.

b

s
reference
sub−elements

a

)

x(r

y
b

x
a

physical
background
element

r
reference
background element
(with mapped interface and sub−elements)

Figure 2: Overview of the general conformal decomposition process.
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φSPLIT (x)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Different alternatives for considering corners in the boundary.

3

CONFORMAL DECOMPOSITION OF BEZIÉR-CURVES

As the procedure outlined in the previous section requires level-set data to be sufficiently smooth, and since φΩ (x) generally does not fulfill this property, the decomposition must use φΓ,i (x) instead. This requires a slight adaption of the procedure:
First, before decomposition it must be ensured that points of reduced continuity (such
as kinks, corners and, more general, across knot spans, i.e., directly at the knots) will—
after decomposition—coincide with corners of the resulting sub-elements. Second, when
decomposing using φΓ,i (x), it is desired only to decompose those parts of each φΓ,i (x)
which are also part of the actual domain boundary.
3.1

Proper Consideration of Kinks and Corners

For those places with reduced continuity, i.e., at knots (where corners and kinks may
occur or other points with reduced continuity), two alternatives are proposed.
(a) One option is to simply move nodes of the background mesh onto those special
points. The advantage is that the resulting mesh does not introduce hanging nodes.
The mesh manipulation may be smoothed out over the domain, e.g., to avoid local
flipping of elements.
(b) Another possibility is to split background elements containing corners of the boundary. For that, the level-set
φSPLIT (x) = φ∂Γ,i,1 (x) ± φ∂Γ,j,2 (x)

(9)

is used to decompose the background element. This option may be useful for applications where the background mesh can not be moved.
Fig 3 demonstrates the two different options.
3.2

Local Decomposition

Because φΓ,i (x) is a signed distance function, its zero level-set can only be an unbounded curve. A decomposition of the whole background mesh using all φΓ,i (x) would
not only result in unnecessarily decomposed elements, but would also lead to undesired
5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Comparison of regular decomposition (b) and bounded decomposition (c) of the curve segment
in (a). Elements shaded gray would be decomposed by φΓ,i (x) belonging to the blue curved segment.

elements in case two curves cross each other tangentially. Therefore it is essential to only
decompose a background element for a given φΓ,i (x) if the element would be cut by the
corresponding Γi (υ) as well. See Fig. 4 for a visual explanation. Herein this is denoted as
local decomposition. To accomplish this, we make use of the fact that due to the measures
described in Sec. 3.1 a background element is either totally intersected by a Γi (υ) or not
all.
In general, using level-set data, an element Ωel is said to be cut if
min φΓ,i (x) · max φΓ,i (x) < 0 ∀x ∈ Ωel .

(10)

min φΓ,i (x) · max φΓ,i (x) < 0 ∀x ∈ {x | φ∂Γ,i,1 (x) > 0 , φ∂Γ,i,2 (x) > 0}.

(11)

However, to accomplish a bounded decomposition only elements fulfilling

are decomposed. Essentially, this only considers level-set values of locations x which are
projecting on the interior of the curve.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

4.1

Model Problem

In this section the following model problem shall be considered:
∆u(x) = −f (x) ∀x ∈ Ω
u(x) = ũ(x) ∀x ∈ ∂Ω

(12)
(13)

To facilitate the measurement of errors, a manufactured solution was created based
on u(x) = cos(2π(2x + 2y)) + sin(4πx). For comparison we compare the full CD-FEM
approach, where a classical higher-order mesh is being created, with an embedded-domain
approach.
In the FDM employed herein, we use the shape functions provided by the background
mesh and only integrate over the part that is inside our domain of interest using the
integration points provided by the decomposed background elements. In contrast, in the
CD-FEM approach, the conforming mesh, resulting from the decomposition, is being used
for the construction of the approximation space.
6
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(a) Initial background mesh and B-rep
as Beziér-curves

(b) Background mesh for
the embedded-domain variant (light gray) and the subelements used for integration.

(c) Conforming mesh used
for the CD-FEM variant.

Figure 5: Meshes for the coarsest background-element size h used in the study.

To apply boundary conditions in the FDM, the symmetric variant of the Nitsche
method was applied, as summarized in [24]. In order to avoid an ill-conditioned system of equations, nodes close to ∂Ω were slightly moved away from the boundary, as
discussed in [17].
4.2

Results

For both variants, a convergence study was conducted, measuring the relative L2 -error
in the primal variable
εu,L2 =

uex − uh L2
uex L2

(14)

as well as the relative error in the approximated area
εArea =

|Aref − Ah |
.
Aref

(15)

In Fig. 5, the coarsest meshes generated during the study are shown. Fig. 6 summarizes
the results for both variants. Comparing the behavior of εArea for both variants, one can
see similar results. Since both variants use the same integration points this is as expected.
Comparing εu,L2 , both variants show higher-order rates of convergence. However, it can
be found that the CD-FEM approach gives rates of optimal order, whereas this is less
obvious for the FD-approach. In particular, the FD-approach yields considerably higher
condition numbers κest for the stiffness matrix, which may explain the inferior results in
εu,L2 compared to the CD-FEM. It is thus found that the concept of manipulating the
7
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background mesh to avoid ill-conditioning is considerably more efficient for the CD-FEM
than for the fictitious domain method. Hence, additional stabilization terms as suggested
in the CutFEM [25] are recommended for FDMs.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

A higher-order Conformal-Decomposition FEM for NURBS-based geometries was presented, being a hybrid between a classical approach to meshing and what is customary in
embedded domain methods. The new method works by embedding the geometry into a
higher-order background mesh, converting the B-rep geometry into an implicit level-set
description and then decomposing background elements. That is, reconstructing subelements which are accurately aligned to consider the geometry boundary. For further
analysis, the resulting sub-elements can then either be used to create a mesh for use in
a classical p-FEM setting using Lagrangian elements. Alternatively the sub-elements can
provide a higher-order integration rule for embedded-domain methods. Both options have
been demonstrated to work in a numerical study where higher-order rates of convergence
in the L2 -norm could be achieved.
Regarding the extension to three dimensions, the following remark holds: Although
the simple concept of separating the background elements along discontinuities, can be
extended to three dimensions in principle, one needs to consider the additional effort
resulting from the fact that for a higher-order accurate analysis, one needs to properly
consider all points and lines of reduced continuity. In the case of NURBS-surfaces, this
includes all ”knot-lines” (iso-lines of the knots), which for the case of quadratic NURBS,
are usually are geometrically C 1 -continuous. That said, it is questionable, whether this
approach in 3D still can beat traditional approaches to meshing such geometries in terms
of implementation effort, robustness and accuracy.

8
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Figure 6: Results of the convergence study. Dashed lines indicate the expected slope for the corresponding Ansatz-order.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The LS-STAG method [7] is a Cartesian method for incompressible flow computations in
irregular geometries which aims at discretizing accurately the flow equations in the cut-cells,
i.e. cells of complex polyhedral shape formed by the intersection of the Cartesian mesh with
the immersed boundary. In the three basic types of 2D cut-cells (pentagonal, trapezoidal and
triangular, see Fig. 1(a)), the discretization is designed such as the global invariants of the flow
(total mass, momentum and kinetic energy) are preserved at the discrete level. The LS-STAG
discretization in the cut-cells is consistent with the MAC discretization used in Cartesian fluid
cells, and has the ability to preserve the 5-point Cartesian structure of the stencil, resulting in
a highly computationally efficient method. We have successfully applied the LS-STAG method
to Newtonian flows at moderate Reynolds number in fixed and moving geometries [7], pseudoplastic flows [5], and viscoelastic flows [6]. In a recent paper [16], we have extended the
LS-STAG discretization for 3D configurations with translational symmetry in the z direction
(subsequently called 3D extruded configurations), where are only present the 4 types of cells
depicted in Fig. 1(b). In such geometries, only extruded 2D cut-cells are present, which enables
us to easily extend the principles of the energy-conserving discretization of Ref. [7] to the cutcells of Fig. 1(b) : the discretization of the continuity equation, pressure gradient, convective
fluxes, normal stresses are straightforward extensions of the 2D LS-STAG formulas.
However, the discretization of cell-face fluxes involving shear stresses such as ∂w/∂x and
∂w/∂y, which were absent from the 2D case, needed further attention. In effect, due to the
non-orthogonality of the cut-cells, the use of 2-point formulas for computing these fluxes proves
to be inaccurate. A way to improve the accuracy is to compute the whole velocity gradient at
the cut-cell faces, thus decomposing the flux as an orthogonal contribution (using a standard
2-point formula) and non-orthogonal correction (using data at cell vertices). The data at cutcell vertices are then interpolated from face-normal velocities and boundary conditions. This
gradient reconstruction technique is commonly denominated “secondary gradients" [14] in the
CFD community and “diamond cell method" [8] in the applied mathematics community.
This issue is also found for computing heat transfer problems with the 2D version of the
LS-STAG method. Hence, for the ease of discussion the diamond cell method will first be
described and analyzed for the diffusion fluxes of the heat equation, using various interpolation
1
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Figure 1: Cartesian cell and 3 basic types of cut-cells present in the LS-STAG mesh in 2D (a) and 3D extruded
(b) geometries. For the 3D extruded mesh, the velocities are discretized at cell faces, pressure and normal
∂v
∂u ∂w
∂v ∂w
stresses at cell center (•), shear stresses at edge centers : ∂u
∂y , ∂x (), ∂z , ∂x () and ∂z , ∂y (). For heat
transfer problems, the temperature is located at cell centers.

schemes (inverse distance weighting, least-squares, barycentric interpolation on triangulation).
The accuracy of the discretization will firmly be assessed on a series of benchmark problems
(Taylor-Couette flow, natural convection from a cylinder in an enclosure [9]) by inspecting the
formal order of accuracy and the heat flux distribution at the immersed boundary. Finally,
the diamond cell technique is employed for enhancing the accuracy of the shear stresses in 3D
extruded geometries. Comparison with body-fitted CFD codes will be provided in terms of
accuracy for benchmark flow past circular cylinder [3].
2

DISCRETIZATION OF DIFFUSION WITH THE DIAMOND CELL TECHNIQUES

The various discretization of diffusion that we consider are best detailed for the 2D temperature equation :
∂T
+ ∇ · (vT ) − κ∇2 T = 0,
(1)
∂t
where T is the temperature, v = (u, v) is the convection velocity and κ is the thermal diffusivity.
In cut-cell Ωi,j depicted in Fig. 2, whose volume is denoted Vi,j , the temperature Ti,j is located at
G
G
w
e
the centroid xG
i,j = (xi,j , yi,j ), and the faces of the cut-cell are decomposed as Γi,j = Γi,j ∪ Γi,j ∪
ib
Γsi,j ∪ Γni,j ∪ Γib
are denoted
i,j , where Γi,j denotes the solid part of the cut-cell, while the fluid faces

with the standard compass notations. The diffusive flux at the east face Fed = Γei,j κ∇T · ne dS
is discretized with midpoint quadrature, yielding :


∂T 
u
 ,
∆yj κ
Fed ∼
= θi,j
∂x e

(2)

u
u
∈ [0, 1] is the fluid part of the face, such as θi,j
∆yj = xN − xS  in Fig. 2, and
where θi,j
∂T /∂x|e = ∇T |e · ne is the face-normal temperature gradient.
Several alternate formulas can be considered for computing ∂T /∂x|e . The simplest is the

2
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Figure 2: Relevant notations used for the discretization of the diffusion flux at the east face of cut-cell Ωi,j .

following two-point approximation :


∂T  ∼ Ti+1,j − Ti,j
,
 =
∂x e
d

(3)

G
where d = xG
i+1,j − xi,j is the vector joining the cell centroids. In the case where d and the face
normal vector ne = ex are colinear, formulae (2)-(3) recover the usual second-order Cartesian
discretization. However, for the cut-cell depicted in Fig. 2, the colinearity is lost and formula (3)
loses its accuracy as the angle α = mes(ex , d) becomes large. This issue, which is analogous
to the non-orthogonality of curvilinear and unstructured grids [15], has first been observed
in [17] for the LS-STAG method in 3D extruded geometries. In this reference, they proposed to
compute off-diagonal components of the velocity gradients of the Navier-Stokes equations with
a formula consistent with the pressure gradient discretization. For the case of the temperature
equation, this ad hoc formula amounts to :



∂T  ∼
Ti+1,j − Ti,j
 = 1
.
u

∂x e ( 2 Vi+1,j + 12 Vi,j )/θi,j
∆yj

(4)

However, the Navier-Stokes computations in [16] reported that the use of the above two-point
formulas diminishes the accuracy of the LS-STAG method, and that only a superlinear order of
convergence was obtained. The reason is that, when α = 0, the face-normal gradient ∂T /∂x|e
cannot be written as a function of Ti,j and Ti+1,j only, it also has a component tangential to
the face also. It is thus necessary to compute the whole temperature gradient, which reads in
the local basis of the east face :




∂T 
∂T 
∇T |e =
 ex +
 ey ,
∂x e
∂y e

(5)

since ne = ex in Fig. 2.
An elegant way to proceed is to approximate the gradient in the d direction as :




∂T 
d
∂T  ∼ Ti+1,j − Ti,j
∇T |e ·
 + sin α
 =
= cos α
,
d
∂x e
∂y e
d

(6)

while the gradient tangential to the face is computed as :


∂T  ∼ TN − TS
 = u
,
∂y e
θi,j ∆yj
3
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Figure 3: Stencil used for the discretization of diffusion in cut-cell Ωi,j . In black: 5-point stencil for 2-point
discretization. For the DCM discretization with reconstruction at vertices (), unknowns at the green centroids
are added to the stencil.

where TN and TS are located at the face endpoints xN and xS . Then, substitution of (7) in (6)
gives the following approximation of the face-normal gradient :


with

TN − TS
∂T  ∼ Ti+1,j − Ti,j
 =
−
tan α,
u
∂x e
d cos α
θi,j
∆yj
d cos α =

xG
i+1,j

−

xG
i,j ,

G
G
yi+1,j
− yi,j
.
tan α = G
xi+1,j − xG
i,j

(8a)

(8b)

The first quotient in the RHS of (8a) is the orthogonal contribution of the gradient discretization, while the second quotient is the non-orthogonal contribution that vanishes when d and
ne are colinear (α = 0), yielding a two-point approximation identical to (3) and (4). A similar procedure is employed to approximate diffusion at the immersed boundary. In the case of
homogeneous boundary condtions T = Tib , the non-orthogonal contribution vanishes and the
face normal gradient to Γib
i,j is :

∂T  ∼ Tib − Ti,j
 =
,
(9)
∂n ib
∆

ib
where ∆ is the perpendicular distance from point xG
i,j to segment Γi,j .
The gradient formula (8) can also be derived by applying the Green-Gauss theorem in the
G
diamond-shaped control volume formed by joining the cell centers xG
i,j , xi+1,j and the face endpoints xN , xS , and is known as the diamond cell scheme. The diamond cell scheme has been
introduced in [12, 13, 11] for viscous compressible computations on unstructured meshes. Mathematical analysis has been performed in [8, 4] for diffusion equations. Furthermore, formula (8)
is equivalent to the over-relaxed approach for diffusion discretization presented in [15].

3

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIAMOND CELL SCHEME

In formula (8a), vertex value at xN is obtained from the boundary conditions (TN = Tib ),
while the value at xS need to be reconstructed from neighboring cell-centered values :
TS ∼
=

1


ωi+k,j−1+l Ti+k,j−1+l .

k,l=0

4
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Bertolazzi & Manzini [4] reviewed various possibilities for defining the reconstruction weights ωi,j .
Basic choices includes the inverse-volume interpolation, with weights based on the cell volumes :
ωi,j =

1


Vi,j

(11)

,

Vi+k,j−1+l

k,l=0

and the inverse-distance interpolation, with weights :
ωi,j =

1


k,l=0

−p
xG
i,j − xS 

xG
i+k,j−1+l

,

(12)

−p

− xS 

where p ≥ 1 is a given exponent (p = 1 corresponds to the Euclidian distance).
These two choices of weights give exact reconstruction for constant functions only, reducing
thus the formal accuracy of the DCM formula to first-order only. In [4], an algorithm is
discussed to reach second-order accuracy, by altering the values of the weights in order to fulfill
the condition for exact reconstruction of linear functions. Note however that this algorithm
involves centroid selection, solution of linear systems, and the resulting set of weights is not
unique.
Second-order accuracy can also be reached by using least-square weights that minimize the
reconstruction of linear functions. This least-square reconstruction is described in [11] for
the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured grids, and has been
analyzed in [8, 4] for model diffusion problems. However, our numerical experiments (see next
section) showed that negative weights may appear for some cut-cells, giving rise to oscillatory
solutions. For this reason, we have implemented a reconstruction based on triangulation [1] that
ensures positivity of the weights. Out of the 4 triangles formed by the neighboring centroids of
a given vertex, we select the triangle of largest minimal angle that contains the vertex. Value
at the vertex is then obtained by barycentric interpolation.
In the LS-STAG code, diffusion is treated with implicit time-integration method, so the
use of the DCM with vertex reconstruction has the effect to increase the stencil of the linear
systems. A shown in Fig. 3, the DCM discretization needs to be applied to the four fluid faces
of cut-cell Ωi,j , yielding a 9-point stencil instead of the standard 5-point stencil for 2-point
discretization. Note that DCM needs only to be applied to neighboring cells of the immersed
boundary. In the vast majority of the computational domain, mesh is orthogonal and standard
5-point stencil is recovered. The linear systems are solved with the HYPRE library (V2.10)
using the semi-structured-grid system interface [10].
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The diamond cell method (8) (labeled herafter DCM) is implemented in the 2D and 3Dextruded LS-STAG code for the discretization of face-normal gradients in the temperature and
Navier-Stokes equations. First, results are presented for the 2D temperature equation with
no coupling with the Navier-Stokes equations. For interpolation at cell vertex, the following
reconstruction schemes are compared :
− LS-STAG/DCM-ID1: first-order inverse distance weights (12) with p = 2,
5
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− LS-STAG/DCM-ID2: second-order inverse distance weights (with p = 2) using the algorithm discussed in [4],
− LS-STAG/DCM-LSQ: least-square weights [11],

− LS-STAG/DCM-TRI: barycentric interpolation on triangulation.
The performance of DCM is also compared with the 2-point gradient (4), which is labeled
LS-STAG/2PT. For all methods, Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed with Eq. (9).
Subsequently, the temperature equation is coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations for
computing 2D natural convection problems. The purpose is to assess the ability to compute
accurately local heat flux at immersed boundaries, which is a sensible quantity since it involves
the temperature gradient at the sold face of cut-cells. Once the DCM has been assessed on 2D
flows, the DCM is applied to the Navier-Stokes equations in 3D-extruded geometries to enhance
the discretization of isothermal incompressible flows computed with the LS-STAG method with
2-point discretization reported in [16].
4.1

TEMPERATURE CONDUCTION IN TAYLOR-COUETTE CELL
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Figure 4: Maximal error on the temperature versus grid size h for the pure conduction test case. At left : on
90% of the domain, at right : on the whole domain.

First the spatial accuracy of the various variants of DCM is assessed on the test case of pure
thermal conduction (Eq (1) with v = 0) between concentric cylinders of diameters r = R1 and
r = R2 , where a temperature difference ∆T = T2 − T1 is applied. The steady exact solution is
purely radial :
ln (r/R2 )
Tex (r) =
(T1 − T2 ) + T2 .
(13)
ln(R1 /R2 )

6
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For the numerical experiments, we set ∆T = 1K and employ the same geometry (R1 = 1 m
and R2 = 4 m) and uniform meshes (of size ∆x = ∆y = h) considered in [5] for non-Newtonian
computations with the LS-STAG method.
For the various discretization of the face-normal temperature gradient, Fig. 4 compares the
maximal error :



)
Ti,j − Tex (xG
max
i,j
CVs Ωi,j


Eh∞ (T ) =
(14)

max Tex (xG
i,j )
CVs Ωi,j

obtained on the whole computational domain and away from the immersed boundary. As
expected, the 2-point method gives the worst accuracy, measured as first-order only. The
errors given by all DCM variants are more than one decade lower, highlighting the benefits
of this gradient computation. Note however that the errors of DCM-ID1 quickly saturates
to a first-order rate when the grid size is reduced, due to the low accuracy of the vertex
reconstruction scheme. All other reconstruction schemes (DCM-ID2, DCM-LSQ, DCM-TRI)
gives comparable second-order accuracy. For these methods, it is worthwhile to note that the
errors on 90% and 100% of the domain are of same magnitude, showing that the discretization
in cut- and Cartesian cells has a comparable accuracy.
4.2

NATURAL CONVECTION FROM A CYLINDER IN AN ENCLOSURE

Figure 5: Sketch of the computational domain for the natural convection test-case (with L = 1 m, TH =
c
1 K, TC = 0 K), curvilinear mesh L1 and Cartesian mesh M1 of size 32 × 64 used respectively for the FLUENT
and LS-STAG computations.

The second test-case concerns a fluid flow and heat transfer problem in complex geometries,
for which Demirdžić et al [9] published accurate benchmark solutions. This test case concerns
7
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natural convection of a heated cylinder placed eccentrically in an inclosure (test C4 in [9]),
where the heat equation (1) is coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations in the Boussinesq
approximation. The computational domain and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 5 (left),
with gravity acting in the downwards direction: since the solution possesses a vertical symmetry
at x = 0, only half of the geometry is considered. As in [9], the dimensions and fluid properties
are: enclosure length L = 1 m, density ρ = 1 kg · m−3 , gravity constant g = 1 m · s−2 , thermal
expansion coefficient β = 0.1K−1 , thermal diffusivity κ = 10−4 m2 · s−1 , dynamic viscosity
µ = 10−3 kg · m−1 · s−1 and temperature difference TH − TC = 1 K, that set the Rayleigh and
Prandtl number respectively as:
Ra ≡

βρgL3
(TH − TC ) = 106 ,
µκ
µ
= 10.
Pr ≡
ρκ

(15)
(16)

The purpose of these computations is to assess the ability of the LS-STAG/DCM method to
compute accurately gradients at the immersed boundary, in the present case the average Nusselt
number on the half-cylinder of length |Γib | :
Nu =


1
∇T · n dS,
|Γib | (TH − TC )/L Γib

(17)

and the distribution of the local Nusselt number along the half cylinder, which is calculated at
the center of the solid boundary of the cut-cells using formula (9).
The LS-STAG computations are performed on a series of refined meshes M1-M5 of square
uniform Cartesian cells, where the coarsest mesh M1 represented in Fig. 5 (right) has 32 × 64
cells and the finer meshes are obtained by doubling the number of cells in each direction, such
as the finest mesh M5 has 512 × 1024 cells. For comparison purpose, we have also computed
c
solutions with the commercial CFD package FLUENT
(V15.07), on a series of curvilinear
meshes L1-L5 (see Fig. 5 (middle)) of same number of cells, with cell clustering near the heated
c
cylinder. The FLUENT
computations have been performed with the pressure-based solver
with the steady SIMPLE algorithm, with second-order spatial discretizations: QUICK scheme
for convection discretization, Green-Gauss node-based interpolation for gradient calculation,
and body-force weighted pressure interpolation.
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of the average Nusselt number as the grid is refined. Irrespective of the gradient discretization scheme, all LS-STAG variants converge to the same
grid-independent value at a similar rate. It is worthwhile to observe that on the 2 coarsest
c
mesh, the FLUENT
computations are more accurate than LS-STAG. This is most certainly
due to the high orthogonal quality of the curvilinear meshes near the circular cylinder.
Fig. 7 displays the distribution of the local Nusselt number along the immersed cylinder
c
obtained for the LS-STAG and FLUENT
computations on the M4/L4 mesh, along with the
reference results [9]. In order to quantify the influence of the cut-cells shape on the accuracy of
the results, the LS-STAG profiles are colorized with the volume-change ratio of cut-cell Ωi,j :
RVi,j = min

(k,l)∈Nb

Vi,j
,
Vk,l

(18)

where Nb refers to the neighboring cells that share a face with Ωi,j (solid cells are excluded).
For each cut-cell RVi,j ∈ ]0, 1] since at least one neighboring cell is totally fluid, and a value
close to 0 indicates a cut-cell of small size compared to the Cartesian cells.
8
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Figure 6: Convergence of the average Nusselt number with respect to the number of fluid cells.

First it can be observed that the LS-STAG method with 2-point gradients gives a highly
oscillatory profile, confirming the inaccuracy of this approximation of diffusion. The use of
the diamond scheme reduces the level of oscillations for the first-order method DCM-ID1 and
for DCM-LSQ. For both methods, the oscillations are clearly located in cut-cells with small
volume-change ratio RVi,j , indicating inaccurate approximation in small cut-cells. In contrast,
the profiles obtained with the other second-order methods (DCM-ID2 and TRI) are virtually
free of any oscillations, and perfectly match the reference results.
As a conclusion, these computations show that accurate solutions can be achieved with the
DCM discretization. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the DCM approximation is highly dependent
on the interpolation scheme that is used, otherwise inaccurate results are encountered in the
smaller cut-cells. These results show that the second-order methods DCM-ID2 and DCM-TRI
stand as the best discretization methods, yielding indistinguishable results on the local Nusselt
distribution. Owing to the simplicity of the triangular interpolation compared to the inverse
distance interpolation of second order, the DCM-TRI variant is selected for implementation in
the 3D-extruded code.
4.3

ISOTHERMAL FLOWS IN 3D EXTRUDED GEOMETRIES

The last test-case concerns the unsteady laminar flow past a circular cylinder in a confined
square duct, for which accurate benchmark results with unstructured solvers are reported in [3].
The flow unsteadiness is induced by a time-varying inflow boundary condition, yielding a timeperiodic Reynolds number Re ∈ [0, 100]. This benchmark flow has previously been performed
in [16] with the LS-STAG method for 3D extruded geometries, using 2-point formulas for the
diffusive fluxes of the Navier-Stokes equations.
A sketch of the velocity staggering in extruded cut-cells is shown in Fig. 8 : it is clearly seen
that diamond cell discretization is needed for enhancing the discretization of for the off-diagonal
9
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Figure 7: Profiles of the Nusselt number along the half cylinder for the various discretization of diffusion in
c
computation and reference results of Demirdžić et
the LS-STAG method, and comparison with the FLUENT
al [9]. The profiles are colorized with respect to the volume-change ratio RVi,j (18) of the cut-cells.

components ∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂y of the diffusive fluxes of the Navier-Stokes equations. Due to the
extrusion in the z direction, the other velocity gradients are accurately computed with 2-point
formulas [16]. Note also that due to the staggering of the discrete velocities, the discretization
of ∂w/∂x and ∂w/∂y involves co-planar unknowns (on planes of constant index k), such that
only the 2D DCM formula (8) is needed.
Table 1 compares the results obtained on a series of refined meshes (500,000 to 3M cells) with
c
an unstructured CFD solver (FLUENT
), the LS-STAG solver with 2-point discretization [16]
and the present DCM discretization. We refer to [16] for a complete description of the geometry,
boundary conditions, meshes and discretizations used by both solvers. As observed in [16], the
2-point discretization of the LS-STAG solver gives only monotonic convergence for the lift
quantities, while the drag quantities fails to convergence. In contrast, the DCM discretization
show a dramatic increase in the accuracy of the LS-STAG discretization, yielding a smooth
c
convergence for all force coefficients, with an accuracy comparable to the FLUENT
solver on
all 3 grids.
10
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Figure 8: Staggered mesh for 3D extruded geometries in the z direction, and location of the off-diagonal
components of ∇w.

Solver
LS-STAG/2PT [16]
LS-STAG/DCM-TRI
c
FLUENT

Mesh
M2
M3
M4
M2
M3
M4
L2
L3
L4

CDmax
3.72
2.23
2.96
1.31
0.63
0.24
2.35
0.96
0.25

% Error
CLmax
11.05
2.96
0.49
6.99
0.72
0.06
4.40
2.16
0.08

CLmin
36.61
18.07
10.02
34.00
10.78
5.42
16.29
10.96
2.89

% L2
CD
3.74
2.42
3.05
1.48
0.65
0.22
2.11
0.81
0.21

Error
CL
48.06
16.94
10.22
41.91
10.06
5.46
17.03
10.01
2.67

Table 1: Relative errors (in percent) of the force coefficients with respect to the reference solution [2] and L2
errors for one-half period of the simulation (t ∈ [0, 8s]).

5

Concluding remarks

This paper has presented a progress report on the application of the diamond cell method
(DCM) for improving the accuracy of diffusion in cut-cell methods. The DCM is employed for
cell-centred data (temperature in 2D) and face-centred data (Navier-Stokes equations in 3Dextruded geometries), which illustrates the versatility of the approach, that can be applied to
other cut-cell methods than the LS-STAG method. One of the major findings is the dependence
of the accuracy on the reconstruction scheme used for data interpolation. The use of barycentric
interpolation allowed us to obtain local accuracy in cut-cells comparable to the one reached
in Cartesian cells, irrespective of the size and shape of the cut-cell. Progress is on the way to
employ DCM for full 3D computations with the LS-STAG method.
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Abstract. A new immersed boundary interpolation method for discrete forcing methods is presented. It decreases the spurious force oscillations (SFO) in the pressure field
and consequently in the body force calculations, which is a common issue in several immersed boundary methods. The method applies a divergence-free constraint directly in
the velocity interpolation. It also guarantees a field continuity between each adjacent
interpolation polynomial. This approach strictly enforces a divergence-free velocity field
in the reconstruction domain, reducing the time discontinuities caused by the applied
boundary conditions near the solid boundary.
Due to its flexibility, the current method can be applied with any arbitrary unstructured grid. Several tests are carried out to validate the technique with different grid types:
polyhedral, triangular and Cartesian. The method is shown to compute the correct velocity and pressure fields independently of the grid type. The effects of the cell topology in
the SFO are studied and the polyhedral grids are proven to be superior to their Cartesian
and triangular counterparts.
Finally, some examples of moving bodies are provided, in a computational domain with
complex static boundaries. The new method allows the use of unstructured grids for the
outer fixed boundaries, providing good geometry conformance and therefore good flow
resolution.

1

Finite Volume Discretization in Unstructured Grids

The numerical methods of the bulk flow solver used have been previously verified
in several flow conditions [1, 2]. Additionally, detailed descriptions of the implemented
methods can be found in the PhD Thesis from Magalhães [3] and Albuquerque [4].
In a finite volume numerical approach, the Navier-Stokes equations of the incompressible flow are transformed in their integral form, where the Gauss theorem can be applied
to the convective and diffusive terms. After this treatment, the momentum equations are
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written as:






1
∂u
dV +
uu.dS =
ν∇u.dS + − ∇p dV
∂t
ρ
  Ω 

 Ω  
 ∂Ω  
 ∂Ω 

temporal term

convective term

diffusive term

(1)

pressure term

each of the terms in equation (1) is treated using a specific numerical scheme for unstructured grids. To solve the coupling between momentum and continuity equations,
segregated algorithms have been developed, such as the SIMPLE [5] and the PISO [6]
ones. A detailed explanation of these two algorithms is done in the following works [4, 7],
respectively.
In the case of unstructured grids, the numerical schemes must have additional correction terms that consider the local grid quality of the mesh, which can be measured using
concepts such as warp angle, also called skewness, non-orthogonality angle and volume
ratio which were described by Juretic [8].
Skewness, also known as eccentricity by some authors, refers to the distance between
a face centroid and the intersection of the face f and the distance vector d, this latter
one unities the two adjacent cells P0 and P1 . Unless the interpolation considers the
face’s centroid, the method will not achieve second order accuracy due to the GaussLegendre quadrature’s violation of the integral convective term. For this reason, skewness
corrections exist and solvers can achieve the desired second order accuracy even in low
grid quality meshes.
Warp or non-orthogonality angle, refers to the angle between the face’s normal and the
distance vector d. In a diffusive scheme, the simple finite difference computes the dependent variable’s first derivative at a face’s centroid, however this method yields inaccurate
results when this angle is higher than zero. Both the warp angle and the skewness can be
visualized in figure 1.

Figure 1: Geometric representation of the skewness and the warp angle grid quality metrics.
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The convective scheme computes the face value φf of the dependent variable φ and it
is sensitive to the grid skewness. To address this issue, a special interpolation blending
factor ηT RI and a skewness correction term proposed by Juretic [8] are considered. The
resulting convective scheme is expressed by:
φf = ηT RI φP0 + (1 − ηT RI )φP1 + (f − P0 − ηT RI d).(∇φ)f




(2)

skewness correction

where f is the coordinates vector of the face’s centroid. The term identified as skewness
correction makes use of the averaged cell centered gradients of the adjacent cells, ∇φ.
With this correction term, the convection scheme becomes second order accurate for most
unstructured grids.
The blending factor ηT RI corresponds to an interpolation to the point that is geometrically closer to f at the line defined by d. This factor was introduced by Albuquerque [4]
and can be computed by the following expression:
ηT RI =

(f − P0 ).d
d.d

(3)

In faces with a skewness factor close to zero, this convective scheme reverts back to the
classic one, defined by a distance average since the skewness correction term goes to zero.
The diffusive scheme computes the first derivative of the dependent variable in the
normal direction of the face. For the cases with unstructured grids, a scheme with a
correction term for the warp angle based on tangential correction (TC) was used, first
proposed by Jasak [9]. This correction is required because classic schemes provide a
value of the first derivative of φ in the direction of d, while the desired value is in a
direction parallel to the face surface vector Sf . This scheme was shown by Jasak [9] and
Magalhães [3] to be superior to other warp angle correction approaches.


(∇φ)f = (φP1 − φP0 )pT C − (∇φ)f − (d.(∇φ)f )pT C
(4)



warp angle correction

where the vector pT C is obtained by decomposing the face surface vector Sf in two components: one parallel to the distance vector d and another one tangent to the face itself.
This vector can be computed by the following expression:
pT C =

Sf
Sf .d

(5)

To compute the cell centred gradients, the Gauss method is used. This quantity is
required for the pressure gradient term and for the correction terms presented, previously. After applying the Gauss method to the volume integral and some mathematical
manipulation the following equation is obtained:
(∇φ)P =

1 
φ f Sf
VP
f ∈F (P )

3
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where the second order assumption inside the cell was considered and the φf value is
computed using the previous described convective scheme. Which it self depends of the
cell centered gradient information and as a consequence it needs to be solved iteratively,
where in the first iteration the skewness correction term is neglected. Normally this
procedure convergences in three iterations.
In all unsteady simulations, an Implicit-Euler temporal scheme is used. By considering
that the Navier-Stokes equations are written in the following form:
∂φ
= F (φ, t)
∂t

(7)

where F (φ, t) corresponds to all the terms of the momentum equations except the temporal
one. The Implicit-Euler scheme is then defined as:
φn+1 − φn
= F (φn+1 , tn+1 )
∆t

(8)

where ∆t corresponds to the defined time step, φn+1 and φn are the values on the current
and previous time instances, respectively.
2

Immersed Boundary Method

The implemented immersed boundary method is based in a conservative cut approach,
which retains the shaped of all cells from the original grid and divides it into n + 1 blocks.
One of these blocks, represents the fluid region and the other ones represent the solid
regions from the n solid bodies of the problem. The faces that are located between a fluid
and a solid block are identified as IB faces and cells inside a fluid region are identified as
fluid cells.
After this categorization process, a solid point is computed for each IB face, which is
the closet point from the body’s surface to the IB face. With the velocity values from the
neighbouring solid points and fluid cells of the IB face, a polynomial can be fitted with
the least-squares method. Afterwards, a velocity value at the centroid of the IB face is
computed, to impose a Dirichlet boundary condition at this location.
During the polynomial fitting of the velocity field, a divergence-free constraint is applied
to both polynomials of the velocity components, u and v, which are coupled and computed
simultaneously (in the same least-squares problem). The divergence-free condition or
continuity constraint is defined by:
∇·u=0 ⇒

∂u
∂v
=−
∂x
∂y

(9)

This constraint requires that some coefficients of the polynomials are related with each
other. Additionally, these polynomials are centred at the main solid point location and
have their velocity values us and vs constrained, which are always known since they are
equal to the body’s velocity. After all mathematical manipulations, the two polynomials
of the velocity field have the following form:
4
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(u − us ) = a1 x + a2 y + a3 x2 + a4 y 2 + a5 xy + a6 x2 y
(10)
a5
(v − vs ) = b1 x − a1 y + b3 x2 − y 2 − 2a3 xy − a6 xy 2
(11)
2
where the some coefficients of the u and v are shared due to the divergence-free constraint.
With these, the least-squares matrix is assembled by compiling the polynomials of both
velocity components, resulting in:












 a  
1
x1 y1
x21
y12 x1 y1
x21 y1
0 0

a2 
 
−y1 0 −2x1 y1 0 −y12 /2 −x1 y12 x1 x21 

 a3  
2
2
2

 
x2 y2
x2
y2 x2 y2
x2 y2
0 0 


a4 



−y2 0 −2x2 y2 0 −y22 /2 −x2 y22 x2 x22 
=


a
 5  
..


.

  a6 

2
2
2
xn y n
xn
yn x n y n
xn yn
0 0  b  
1
−yn 0 −2xn yn 0 −yn2 /2 −xn yn2 xn x2n
b
3

u 1 − us
v1 − vs
u2 − us
v2 − vs
..
.












u n − us 
vn − vs

(12)

where n is the number of points in the stencil. Note that in this matrix, each two
consecutive rows correspond to a single stencil point, with one row for each velocity
component.
The following method enforces a divergence-free interpolation and it was proved that
suppress the known issue of the spurious forces oscillations (SFO). More details of the
current method are explained in the work of Martins et al. [7].
3
3.1

RESULTS
Method Verification with the 2D Analytical Cavity Problem

The analytical solution of the 2D lid-driven cavity is used to study the numerical error
of the interpolation method. The problem consists of a square cavity with rigid wall
boundary conditions for all boundaries except in the upper one, where the analytical
velocity is imposed. This test case was chosen because an analytical solution to the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is known and it was used by several authors [10–
12]. The velocity prescribed on the upper boundary is equal to:
u(x, 1) = 16ζ1 (x)

(13)

v(x, 1) = 0

(14)

and the following source term β must be added to the vertical momentum equation:
 

8



β(x, y) =
24 ζ1 (x)dx + 2ζ1 (x)ζ2 (y) + ζ1 (x)ζ2 (y)
Re
(15)

−64 [Φ2 (x)Ψ(y) − ζ2 (y)ζ2 (y)Φ1 (x)]
5
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Figure 2: Error distribution of the two velocity components for the analytical cavity case with (left)
and without (right) the immersed cylinder body.

where  is the differential operator and the functions ζ1 (x), ζ2 (y), Φ1 (x), Φ2 (x) and Ψ(y)
are defined by:
ζ1 (x) = x4 − 2x3 + x2
(16)
ζ2 (y) = y 4 − y 2

Φ1 (x) = ζ1 (x)ζ1 (x) − ζ1 (x)ζ1 (x)

Φ2 (x) = ζ1 (x)ζ1 (x)dx

(17)
(18)
(19)

Ψ(y) = ζ2 (y)ζ2 (y) − ζ2 (y)ζ2 (y)

(20)

u(x, y) = 8ζ1 (x)ζ2 (y)

(21)

v(x, y) = −8ζ1 (x)ζ2 (y)

(22)

The domain consists of a 1 × 1 box and the chosen Reynolds number was 1 in order to
give similar weight to both convective and diffusive terms.
The analytical solution of this problem is:

To demonstrate the accuracy of the immersed boundary method, a cylinder with a
radius of 0.2 is introduced in the center of the domain. In this cylinder’s solid points, the
analytical values for u and v are imposed, in the same way they would be imposed for
the case of a moving body. Afterwards, the least-squares interpolation uses information
of the solid points and neighbouring fluid cells to compute the velocities at the IB faces.
Figure 2 shows the error distribution of both velocity components obtained with and
without the immersed cylinder. It can be concluded that the interpolation of the immersed
boundary method does not introduced any significant error in the fluid region.
The main difference when using the IB method with a Cartesian grid versus an unstructured one is the conservative cut performed and the least-squares stencil. In figure 3,
three different grids are shown with the resulting conservative cuts around a heart-shape
geometry. It can be observed that the obtained cut varies wildly with the considered grid
6
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type. It also affects the distance between the immersed boundary and the solid surface,
and therefore the interpolation polynomial’s domain.

Figure 3: Examples of the conservative cut for a Cartesian, triangular and polyhedral grids.

Figure 4 shows the error distribution of the method for a triangle and a polyhedral
grid, where once again, the maximum error detaches from the immersed boundary. This
observation validates the method as an accurate and robust one, which produces good
results independently of grid topology and the considered body geometry.

Figure 4: Error distribution of the velocity components for a triangular and polyhedral grid.

7
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3.2

2D Flapping Wing - Dragonfly Hovering Flight

The flow over a flapping wing is simulated to test the robustness of the proposed CCLS
method in the case of a moving body. This case was first introduced by Wang [13] and it
has been extensively studied by Kim and Choi [14], and Albuquerque et al. [15]. It has
also been commonly used in IB methods works [16–18].
This test case consists in a 2D elliptical wing, moving with a sinusoidal velocity along a
line with an angle θp relative to the horizontal axis, while simultaneously rotating around
its geometric center. Figure 5 represents a schematic of this wing’s movement. The wing’s
position and pitch angle of this movement can be defined by the following equations:
Am
cos(2πf t) cos(θp )
2
Am
y(t) =
cos(2πf t) sin(θp )
2
π
θ(t) = sin(2πf t) + θ0
4

x(t) =

(23)
(24)
(25)

Figure 5: Geometric diagram of the flapping wing motion different parameters.

In this variation of the movement: θp = 60◦ , Am = 2.5c, f = 40 Hz and θ0 = −π/4.
The wing consists of an ellipse with a thickness ratio of 8. The Reynolds number is equal
to 157, which is based on the maximum translational velocity of the airfoil.
This test case was simulated on a grid of 20c × 20c, with a 400 × 400 non-uniform
grid. In the finest region, which encompasses all body’s movement, the grid spacing is
∆x = c/80. A time step of ∆t = T /800 is used, which results in a body Courant number
of 0.79 based on the maximum translational velocity. In all outer boundaries, a pressure
outlet condition is imposed.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the horizontal and vertical forces, CH and
CV , obtained with the proposed method and the ones presented by other works [13–15].
The present calculations show a good agreement with those respective works. Notice that
there is a slight disagreement between each work from the literature due to the different
used numerical approaches.
8
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Figure 6: Horizontal and vertical force coefficients for the dragonfly hovering flight problem.

3.3

2D Flapping Wing - Horizontal Flight

Another flow case was simulated to further demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed
CCLS method, which corresponds to a flapping wing in horizontal movement. Which is
defined by the following constants θp = 0◦ , Am = 2.8c, f = 0.25 Hz and θ0 = π/2,
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 75. It uses a 2D airfoil with a elliptical form and
a thickness ratio of 10.
This test case corresponds to the one studied by Eldredge in [19]. Once again a domain
of 20c×20c with pressure outlet in all outer boundaries is used. The grid contains 400×400
non-uniformly distributed cells, with ∆x = c/160 in the finest region. The time step is
∆t = T /800, which results in a maximum body Courant number of 0.88.

Figure 7: Instantaneous vorticity contours for the horizontal flight problem.
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Figure 7 shows the instantaneous vorticity contours at four instants of the movement.
The vorticity was nondimensionalized by the wing chord and the maximum body velocity.
An excellent agreement is observable with the results presented by Eldredge [19].
4

CONCLUSIONS
- The extension to unstructured polyhedral grids of the divergence-free interpolation
for the immersed boundary methods is described in this work. It is based in a
conservative cell cut which has the advantage of not affecting the local grid quality
due to the presence of the immersed solid body. The least-squares method used
during the interpolation process has the required flexibility to be applied in any
type of grid topology.
- The results were divided into two parts. In the first one, the accuracy of the method
is studied for a static problem with a known analytical solution. The second part
consists in cases with a moving body to show that the proposed CCLS method can
produce force curves without any type of spurious oscillations and are in agreement
with the results obtained in the literature.
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Abstract. The objective of the immersed boundary method that was spotlighted in recent years
is to immerse a coupling matrix into the boundary cells of a Cartesian grid method.
The transfer-matrix method (also referred to as the reduction method) automatically includes
a coupling matrix by providing a rigid element and can easily partially include very large
stiffness elements. It means that the method proposed in this paper can be applied not only for
boundary cells but is also applicable for general surface cells.
In this study, a transfer matrix is used to induce stiffness matrix for boundary and surface
cells to solve continuum-mechanics problems using a displacement method.
C0-countinuity boundary cells for flow fields are used to explain the scheme. Then, C1countinuity elements used for solving the plate-bending problem are explained. As a benchmark
test, a circular plate is wiewed, which logically must include a coupling matrix in this case by
the Cartesian grid method, and is a known exact solution for the problem.
1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the immersed boundary method spotlighted in recent years is to immerse a
coupling matrix into the boundary cells of a Cartesian grid method.
The transfer-matrix method (reduction method) automatically includes a coupling matrix by
providing a rigid element. This method can easily include portions of extremely large stiffness
elements. This means that the method proposed herein can be applied for surface cells in general
and to the normal boundary cells.
The transfer-matrix method can be applied to one-dimensional problems [1]. However,
methods that are reliable for two- and three-dimensional problems are difficult to find.
Even for one-dimensional problems, the application of transfer-matrix method is difficult
depending on the framework, and it is applied elegantly only for the continuous-beam case or
the closed (tree-like) framework [2]. The method cannot be used for enclosed (network-like)
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frameworks [3].
Therefore, the transfer matrix is helpful for generating a stiffness matrix (e.g. to introduce
an arch into a framework) to use in a displacement method [4]. The application of the transfer
matrix for this objective is flexible and tolerates the rigid parts in the beam mentioned above.
In this study, the transfer-matrix method is applied to generate stiffness matrices for the
boundary and surface cells of a Cartesian grid in 2D and 3D.
C0-countinuity boundary cells are introduced for flow fields to explain the scheme; then, C1countinuity elements for the plate-bending problem is described. A benchmark test using a
circular plate will be discussed to explain the generality of the proposal.
A novel reduction method for continuum mechanics and a generalised force method was
proposed previously [5] [6], to solve an impossible case for the displacement method.
Both methods simultaneously solve an equation that was constructed using both equilibrium
and compatibility equations. For example, at nodes wherein the four-vertex nodes of the finite
elements are joined, four displacement parameters of individual elements are used as the
unknowns of the systems. Against those formulae are sets comprising one equilibrium and three
compatible conditions dA = dB = dC simultaneously.
The primary technique uses an absolute-maximum pivot element to eliminate one parameter
for the Gaussian method using a sweep-out step that includes swapping columns.
This method is an intrinsic displacement method; therefore, the elements require C0continuity and are sufficient, but impossible by the displacement method only.
The C1-continuity elements are used to construct a coupling matrix for plate bending, for
example, to transfer the state vector (displacements {w, }and forces {M, Q}).
The transfer matrix for a bending beam is obtained by starting with the equilibrium equation
𝐷𝐷 · 𝜕𝜕 4 𝑤𝑤⁄𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 4 + 𝑞𝑞 = 0, where D is stiffness of the beam, w is the deflection and q is the vertical
load, calculated by repeated integration QL +…= 0 ML +…= 0 L +…= 0 wL +…= 0
as Eq. (1) in a homogeneous case, wherein the suffix L indicates the left side of the beam, Q is
the shearing force, M is the momentum and  is the inclination. Eq. (1) can be represented by
Eq. (2) in a matrix form (without 𝜕𝜕 4 𝑤𝑤⁄𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 4 row).
wL  (1  x) L  (1  x 

x2 M L
x3 Q
)
 (1    ) L  0
2 D
6 D
↑

 L  (1  x)

ML
x2 Q
w
 (1  x  ) L 
0
D
2 D x
↑

M L  (1  x)QL  D
↑

QL  D
4

2w
0
x 2

3w
0
x 3

↑

 w
0
x 4
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 d 
d 
Z x      T  
K L
K x 

(2)

Let us refer to the vector Z  {d, K} as the state vector, where d is the displacement vector,
K is the force vector and [T] is the transfer matrix that transfers ZL to a point x from the left side
of the beam.
Eq. (1) generates the transfer matrix bottom-up, but it can also be generated top-down if [T]
is represented as a finite Taylor series, similar to that in Eq. (3).
Eq. (3), for a one-dimensional problem, can be easily developed for the two- or threedimensional problems using top-down methods in a non-homogeneous case.
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2 COUPLING MATRICES FOR BOUNDARY CELLS BY TRANSFER MATRIX
2.1 Displacement vector u represented by finite Taylor series
The time-axially central difference methods are applied to obtain velocities and accelerations
using the displacement vector u as variables. The velocity vector is represented in U.
Let ui be a three-fold third-order element. The Maclaurin expansion of ui is represented in
Eq. (4) using coordinates local to the origin of the gravity point of a finite element, where the T
indicates transportation. The equivalent finite Taylor series can be represented similarly using
(x,y,z).

u i  {1, x, y, z , xy, yz, zx, xyz}{ui( 000)ui(100)ui( 010)ui( 001)ui(110)ui( 011)ui(101)ui(111) }T0

(4)

2.2 State vector represented by transfer matrix
Let ui(lmn) be the derivative of ui. Eq. (5) is a transfer equation from the local origin to (x,y,z)
point that uses a transfer matrix for the vector derivative {d, L}, distinguished from the state
vector {d, K}. The components Li(lmn) of the vector {L} are conserved variable parameters that
multiply the viscous coefficient  to ui(lmn). The case = ∞ indicates coupling.
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The components of the stress vector {K} are represented as linear combinations of the
components Li(lmn). Let the state vector {Z}≡{d, K}T be represented as in Eq. (6).
d   Td  d 
{Z }  [T ]{Z }0     
 
 K   TK   K 0

(6)

The state vector in Eq. (7) is represented in detail using linear combinations.


u1  u1

u  u2

2
  

u3  u3
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L

1
11
 

d     ( 010)
{Z }      22    L2

 K     ( 010)
(100) 

 12   L2  L1 

 33   L(3001)
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2.3 Mathematical domains in the cell and parameters
Let us consider a cell comprising two phases, A and B, and refer to these as domain A and
domain B. The coupling matrix for the boundary can be obtained by assigning = ∞ for domain
B. The proposed method is applicable to general two-phase problems and can be extended to
N-phases problems, such as a model of a liquid–air–solid system.
First, let us consider the mathematical domains for individual phases, which occupy the
whole cell, and are represented using parameters {ui}k at the vertex node k of each voxel
individually.
Then, following the above discussion, let us set parameters {ui(110)}C<x-y>, {ui(101)}C<x-z>,
(011)
{ui }C<y-z> at the centroid of the inter-element boundaries, where suffixes indicate, C<x-y> on
the centroid of the <x-y> plane and they are constant parameters over the whole plane. These
are used to offset the distortion of the element functions. These offsets measure the extent of
numerical locking.
In addition, let us set a parameter {ui(111)}COG on the centre of the gravity to measure pseudobody forces.
2.4 Immersion of the coupling matrix into Cartesian grid cells
The immersion of the coupling matrix into Cartesian grid cells is realised by eliminating the
A-phase parameters located mathematically in the B-domain and vice versa. Specifically, this
step eliminates a total of 24 overlap parameters at eight nodes.
Figure 1 shows all four possible patterns with one node, two nodes, three nodes, and four
nodes in an area. This parameter is the number of connections between surface and element.

Figure 1: Patterns between the surface and domains A / B

The axes of the Cartesian grid penetrate at three, four and five crossing points. To eliminate
the 24 parameters in descending order, 8 conditions, 6 conditions and 4 + 4/5 (when simply
apportioned) conditions per node are required.
The eliminated conditions are formularised in terms of local coordinates (s1, s2, n) on the
surface, where n is the direction normal to the surface. Figure 2 shows the n-direction in the
two-dimensional case.
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n

n

n
n

n

n
A
Figure 2: Normal direction of the local coordinates to formularise the eliminated conditions

For the case of four crossing points, 6 eliminated conditions are required, and these are
sufficient. These eliminations equate the displacements {us1,us2,un} and stresses {n,sn,sn} of
the two domains at the four crossing points.
In the other two cases, however, the least-squares or similar method must be applied.
For the five-crossing-points case, the conditions for four crossing points case are used with
the least-squares method.
For the three-crossing-points case, gradient components of the above cases, i.e. ∂(us1,us2,un)
/∂si and ∂(n,sn,sn)/∂si per node, must be added, or more one point must be added onto
the centroid of the boundary surface to apply the same scheme to above four crossing.
The scheme for eliminating surplus parameters is shown in a plate bending case in the
following chapter.
3 PLATE BENDING
3.1 Transfer matrix for plate bending
The equilibrium equation for the Kirchhoff plate-bending model is shown in Eq. (8), the
transfer matrix for the vector derivative in Eq. (9), and the state vector in Eq. (10), where D is
the plate-bending rigidity, w is the deflection and q is the distributed load.
D   2 2 w  q

 w( 00)  1 x y 1 x 2 xy 
 (10)  
D
2D
 w
 
x
 w( 01)   1




2D

( 20) 
 Dw

1
 Dw(11)  

1
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 2 (33)  
 D w  
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d  
 
K  

w( 00) 
d


  
T     , where d   w(10) 
  K 0
w( 01) 



(10)

3.2 Elimination scheme of the surplus parameters
Let us define the local origin for the two domains A and B individually on the diagonal
points in Figure 3, then let (1) and (2) be the number of the tow crossing point in the forgoing
Figure 2. ({K}A(0), {K}B(0) {L}A(0), {L}B(0) )

B
d 
 
 K  A( 0 )

d 
 
 K  B (0)

A

B

d 
 
 K  A( 0 )

A

d 
 
 K  B (0)

d 
 
 K  A( 0 )

B
A

d 
 
 K  B (0)

Figure 3: Definition of the individual local origin for two domains A and B

The state vectors on the crossing points in individual inside of the two domains shown in
Figure 4 can be represented by transferring from the individual origin.
d 
 
 K  B ( 2)

d 
 
 K  A( 2)

B

A
d 
 
 K  A(1)

d 
 
 K  B (1)

 d 

d 
e.g.     TA(1)   
  K  A( 0 )
 K  A(1) 

Figure 4: State vectors on crossing point in individual domain side

It is firstly shown in Eq. (11) how to equate above state vectors on the crossing points, then
we obtain the objective coupling matrix [Coupl] showing in Eq. (12).
We can accomplish the purpose to obtain the function in boundary cells representing with
the parameters on the vertex nodes {d}1-{d}4 shown in Figure 5 by Eq. (13) using {d, K}B(0)
and {d, K}A(0) which is represented again with the former, and the former can be represented
through a coupling matrix with {d, K}0 which is the state vector on the centre of the gravity.
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Figure 5: Numbering for the vertex nodes using in Eq. (13), in where for an example
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3.3 Benchmark test problem
A circular plate with a fixed boundary bent under a uniform load is chosen for benchmark
testing. The exact solution is known: wexact =1/64 (103qr4/D)=15.625 (qr4/D).
d 
 
 K  B (0)

G=∞

G=∞

Figure 3: Benchmark test problem (circular plate bending)

We can easily and logically recognize that the objective is achieved to immerse the coupling
matrix into boundary cells, with the righthand side Figure. The numerical scheme and accuracy
of the solution using C1-continuity element for Kirchhoff theory is another theme [7].
4

CONCLUSIONS
-

The proposed transfer-matrix method immerses a coupling matrix into boundary cells,
and immerses a stiffness matrix into surface cells for using in the Cartesian grid method.
The proposed method is verified in calculations solving the circular plate-bending
problem with a fixed end boundary around the plate under a uniform load, for which
the exact solution is known.
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Abstract. A non-boundary conforming method for numerical simulation of compressible
flows over moving obstacles on unstructured meshes is presented. The Brinkman penalization
method is used to satisfy the boundary condition on the fluid-structure interface. It allows to
consider the problem in simply connected domains and to keep the same higher-accuracy
edge-based scheme everywhere including the regions around moving obstacles. The method
is applied to simulate forced and induced oscillations of two-dimensional cylinder and flow
over pitching and plunging NACA0012 foil. The numerical results are compared with the
available experimental data.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fluid-structure interaction processes are an exciting and rapidly growing research field
because of the wide range of applicability in different technological areas. This research
direction gained much attention from scientists and engineers over the past decades.
Nowadays there are various approaches to numerical simulation of flow interaction with
moving structures. New engineering challenges require their further development and
improvement, which becomes more feasible thanks the rapid growth of performance of
modern supercomputers.
Some of these methods are based on analytical and semi-empirical models [1, 2]. Another
wide class of methods uses the body-fitted meshes and commonly operates in moving
reference frames or involves coordinate transformations [3, 4]. This approach presents a
significant difficulty for complex geometries of fluid-structure interfaces and especially for
systems of bodies that are prone to large motions and deformations.
Among the non-boundary conforming approaches the immersed boundary methods
pioneered by Peskin seem more attractive to handle moving bodies of complex geometries
[5,6]. Within this approach the body position and its movement over a computational domain
are controlled by an external force field that is prescribed by time-dependent source terms in
the governing equations. Further we refer to this method as IBC (immersed boundary
condition).
In the present work we use an IBC method, namely the Brinkman penalization method, to
mimic the no-slip boundary conditions on the interface between a moving body and
compressible viscous fluid. The method is developed for unstructured meshes. Its main
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advantage with respect to other immersed boundary penalty methods consists in controlling
the boundary approximation error through the value of penalization parameter [7].
The immersed boundary penalty techniques are widely used for incompressible flow
simulations [7], [8]. In particular, it has been proved that the solution of the penalized NavierStokes equations for incompressible flow converge to the one of the original Navier-Stokes
problem while the penalization parameter goes to zero [9]. The papers [10, 11] applied the
IBC approach to simulating compressible flows, however the problems under consideration
concerned immovable or uniformly moving bodies.
Within the presented approach, the immersed boundary method is used for simulating
fluid-structure interaction phenomena on unstructured meshes. It is applied for bodies moving
under external or vortex-induced forces. Although the 2D formulations are considered, the
algorithm can be naturally extended to 3D cases.
A special attention is paid to predicting the forces acting on the obstacles since the
provision of sufficient accuracy at the solid-fluid interfaces is the most challenging problem
for the immersed boundary methods.
The developed approach is implemented in the in-house code NOISEtte [12]. The
numerical algorithm is built basing on the higher-accuracy edge-based schemes [13] and the
second order implicit Newton-based method for the time integration.
2

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

For calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of the body, moving under the action of
external or induced aerodynamic forces, we use the following mathematical model:
− flow of a viscous compressible fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes system;
− motion of a rigid body under the action of external or induced aerodynamic forces is
modeled by the harmonic oscillator equation.
At the interface between the two media (solid Ω B and fluid Ω f ), the no-slip condition is
imposed:
(1)
u ∂Ω = V
B

where V is the velocity of the mass center of the body and u is the velocity of the fluid. The
boundary condition (1) is provided by the Brinkman penalization method, which doesn't
require explicit matching of the mesh nodes to the solid boundary. To this end, special penalty
functions are added to the Navier-Stokes system. These functions differ from zero only at the
nodes of the computational grid that lie in the region Ω B = Ω B ∪ ∂Ω B (inside and on the solid
boundary). The Navier-Stokes system with Brinkman penalty terms is
 ∂ρ ∂ρui
=
0
 +
∂
∂
t
x
i

 ∂ρu ∂ρu u ∂p ∂µτ χ
i j
ij
i
i
+
+ =
− ρ ( ui − uBi )
(2)

∂x j
∂xi
∂x j η
 ∂t

∂ E + p ) ui ∂u j µτij ∂qi χ
 ∂E + (
=
+
− ρui ( ui − uBi ) .
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi η
 ∂t
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The last terms in the momentum and energy equations determine the penalty, where
the function χ defines the geometry of a solid at each moment:
1, x ∈ Ω B ( t )
χ (t ) =

0, x ∈ Ω f ( t ) .
The parameter η  1 determines the rate of relaxation of the flow velocity to the velocity
of the moving body. The value of the penalization parameter 10−4 is used for all simulations
in this paper.
The numerical solution of system (2) is based on the following approaches. The convective
fluxes are approximated using a scheme based on the quasi-one-dimensional reconstruction of
the variables along a grid edge (EBR scheme, see [13], [14], [15]). The spatial discretization
is based on the vertex-centered formulation, which means that all the unknown variables are
determined at nodes surrounded by computation cells (dual mesh).
The viscous terms in the Navier–Stokes system are approximated using the finite-element
method with linear basis functions (P1 Galerkin).
The time integration is performed using an implicit second-order scheme followed by the
Newtonian linearization of the space-discretized system of equations. At each Newtonian
iteration stage the corresponding system of linear equations is solved by Biconjugate gradient
stabilized method.
The motion of a solid body with one degree of freedom (in-line motion) exposed to
excitations by a fluid flow, is described by the harmonic oscillator equation
(3)
my + 2mζω y + k y = Fy
where y is the displacement, m is the structure mass per unit length, ζ is the damping
coefficient of the structure, ω is the circular natural frequency of the structure without fluid
surrounding it and k the stiffness parameter. The force Fy denotes the force per unit length
exerted on this body. This force is the sum of the inertial force FI and drag force FD . The
inertial force is due to the fluid acceleration, and the drag force is associated with relative
velocity. For a wide class of oscillating flows the force Fy can be represented by the Morison
equation [16], [17]
1
FyM =
ρAU + ca ρA U − y + ρ U − y (U − y ) Dcd .
(4)
2
Here ρ denotes the fluid density, A the cross-sectional area, U the excitation velocity, and D
is a characteristic length of the structure. Two force parameters are included in this equation,
the drag coefficient cd and the added-mass coefficient ca . The first two terms on the RHS of
(4) correspond to the inertial force, and the third one gives the drag. Further equation (4) is
used to verify the computational results.
In this paper the two types of solid motion in fluid are considered:
1) the body motion is prescribed according to x = G ( t ) ;
2) the law of motion is determined by equation (4).
For problems of the first type to advance from the n-th time step to the (n+1)-th time step
the following algorithm are used:

(

)
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− computation of the coordinate and velocity of the mass center at time t n +1 :
dG n +1
x n +1 = G ( t n +1 ) , u nB+1 =
(t ) ;
dt
− finding the new position of the solid boundary;
− solving system (2) by the fully implicit scheme and calculating variables for time t n +1 .
For problems of the second type the modified Navier-Stokes system (2) and the body
motion equation (3) are jointly solved:
− computation of the coordinates and velocity of the mass center at time t n +1 by the
∆t
+1
1
explicit first-order scheme: u nB=
u nB − ( Fyn − 2ζω u nB − k y n ) , y n +=
y n − ∆ t u nB+1 ;
m
− finding the new position of the solid boundary;
− solving system (2) by the fully implicit scheme and calculating variables for time t n +1 .
According to the papers [7] и [10], by the asymptotic expansion with respect to the small
parameter η , the force of body excitation by the fluid is expressed as
∂ ρu B
1
dV + ∫ ∇ ⋅ ( ρ u B ⊗ u B ) dV + ∫ ρ ( u η − u B ) dV . (5)
F =− ∫ ( p n B − S ⋅ n B ) dS =∫
∂t
η ΩB
∂Ω B
ΩB
ΩB
Formula (6) is a generalization for the variable velocity u B of the formula obtained in [10] for
the constant velocity.
The proposed method is applied to simulation of the test problems initially formulated for
incompressible flows. The mean pressure (in the dimensionless variables) =
p 1 ( γ M 2 ) is
found from the equation of state for the ideal compressible fluid. The Mach number is small,
M = 0.05 , which guarantees that the deviation of density from the mean value is also small,
ρ = 1 + O ( M 2 ) , which approximates the conditions in an incompressible flow.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Forced vibrations of a cylinder
The interaction of an oscillating circular cylinder with a quiescent fluid is considered. The
position of the mass centre is determined by the simple harmonic oscillation
=
Re U max=
D ν 100 – the
y (t ) =
− A sin ( 2π f t ) . There are two parameters in the problem:
Reynolds number=
and K c U=
5 – the Keulegan-Carpenter number. Here D is the
max D f
cylinder diameter, U max is the maximum velocity of the cylinder motion and f is the
frequency of imposed replacement. Taking the maximum velocity and cylinder diameter as
characteristic quantities, the dimensionless frequency and displacement amplitude are defined
f 1=
K c 0.2 and=
as=
A 1 ( 2π f ) , correspondingly.
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Figure 1: Velocity profiles for different phase angles: 180 , 210 and 330

The computational domain is [−10.0, 15.0] × [−10.0, 10.0] . Two different meshes with
characteristic cell sizes ∆h =
0.02 and ∆h =
0.004 (coarse and fine meshes) are used.
In Figure 1 the velocity profiles at four locations along x -axis for different phase angles
are shown. In general the results agree with experimental data from [18], the same
discrepancy is observed in the results of numerical simulation using accelerated reference
frames moving with the body [18].
The computed instant in-line force variation is shown in Figure 2 on coarse and fine
meshes (IBC method). These results are compared with the result of simulation on body-fitted
mesh in the moving reference frame (BF method). Computations using IBC and BF methods
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are performed with the same numerical scheme.
Table 1: Comparison of drag and added mass
coefficients for forced vibrations of the cylinder

Figure 2: In-line force computed on different mesh

cd

ca

Fine mesh

2.043

1.433

Coarse mesh

2.036

1.440

Dütsch, 1998

2.09

1.45

Applying dimensionless equation (4) to the oscillatory motion of a circular cylinder in a
quiescent fluid, the in-line force Fy ( t ) acting on the cylinder can be expressed as

1
π
(6)
FyM ( t ) = − cd y (t ) y (t ) − ca 
y (t ) .
2
4
Substituting the computed force Fy into equation (6), motion-averaged coefficients cd and
ca are found using the least-squares method. Computed values of cd and ca presented in
Table 1 are slightly dependent on the mesh size and in a good agreement with results from
[18].
The in-line force FyM ( t ) calculated using equation (6) and the values of cd and ca from

Table 1 are shown in Figure 2. As seen from the figure the force value provided by the
numerical simulation even on the coarse mesh is better than predicted by equation (6).
3.2 Vortex-induced vibrations of a cylinder
A two-dimensional cylinder has one degree of freedom and is allowed to move only in the
cross-stream direction. The uniform external flow with velocity U flow is imposed in x direction. The Reynolds number is set to
=
Re U flow=
D ν 100 . The cylinder is free to move
in y -direction from the beginning of integration in time. The computation is continued until a
periodic state of constant maximum amplitude is reached.
The movement is induced by the lifting force generated by the flow and is modelled as a
forced oscillator (4), where m = 5 , ζ =0 , k = 8.74 and Fy is the flow force evaluated using
(5). These values of parameters m , b , k are chosen to compare the computational results
with calculations from [2] where numerical simulations were done by viscous-vortex method.
In Figure 3 the computed lift coefficient and replacement of a cylinder are shown. The
cylinder oscillates in phase with the lift force and the maximum value of replacement is
approximately equal to half of its radius. This agrees with the results obtained in [19]. The lift
coefficient is calculated using the force components defined by the vorticity in the boundary
layer and wake and doesn't include the inertial component due to the structure acceleration
(added mass force).
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The computed values of replacement amplitude A , lift force amplitude ( CL )rms , mean drag
value CD and Strouhal number are in a good agreement with the numerical results from [2],
as seen from Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of results
for vortex-induced cylinder
vibrations
Present
study

D.Shiels,
2001

A

0.55

0.57

( CL )rms

0.6

0.5

CD

2.17

2.26

St

0.2

0.194

Figure 3: Lift coefficient for a vortex-induced cylinder vibrations (top)
and cylinder displacement (bottom) as a function of time

3.3 Pitching and plunging airfoil
To verify the method for a more complicated structure geometry and motion law the flow
over flapping foil is computed. The result is analyzed in terms of time-averaged and timedependent aerodynamic loads.
A NACA0012 foil, with the chord length c = 1 , oscillates with plunging and pitching
mechanisms as shown in Figure 4-a. Here the replacement=
h(t ) h0 sin ( ω t ) corresponds to
the vertical plunging motion with amplitude h0 and linear frequency f =ω 2π . The foil

pitches around one-third chord with pitch angle defined as θ(t ) = θ0 sin ( ω t + ψ ) , where θ0
denotes the pitch amplitude and ψ is the phase angle between the pitching and plunging
motion.
Following an experimental test case by Anderson et al. [20] the plunging amplitude h0 is
set to 0.75 , phase angle ψ is set to π 2 and the Reynolds number is set to
ρU flowc µ =40 000 . The computations were carried out for different values of the Strouhal
number: 0.25 , 0.35 , 0.45 . For ψ = π 2 the pitching amplitude θ0 is expressed as

=
θ0 arctg ( π St ) − α 0 where α 0 is a nominal angle of attack which is set to 15 .
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a

b

Figure 4: (a) Scheme of the foil pitching and plunging oscillation. (b) Instant drag coefficient

The instant drag coefficient in one period of oscillations with the Strouhal number fixed at
St = 0.35 correlates with the results of [21] where moving reference frame method is used
(Figure 5a). The discrepancy is caused by using the non-boundary conforming approach. In
the case of moving structures this approach produces high-frequency oscillations of the lift
and drag coefficients primarily because the mesh nodes change their type (i.e. a mesh node
falls either into solid region or fluid region) from time step to time step. To reduce these
unphysical oscillations the FFT smoothing is used.
A good agreement between numerical and Anderson experimental results is corroborated
by Figure 5-a,b where measured and predicted mean thrust and power coefficients are shown.
T
2
The mean thrust coefficient is expressed as CT = ∫ Fx ( t ) dt and the mean input power as
T 0

Cip =

T
T
dh ( t )
d θ (t ) 
2
F
t
dt
+
M (t )
dt  .
(
)
∫ y
∫
T 0
dt
dt
0


b

c

Figure 5: Pitching and plunging NACA0012 foil. (a) Mean trust coefficient. (b) Mean power coefficient.
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12 CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a method for the numerical simulation of fluid-structure interaction
using non-boundary conforming unstructured meshes. The mathematical model is based on
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations and exploits the Brinkman penalization technique
to mimic the influence of structure on a flow. The presence of moving structures is controlled
by the time-dependent force term in the governing equations and does not complicate the
existing computational algorithm that is based on the higher-accuracy EBR schemes.
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method, three two-dimensional cases
with increasing complexity are considered. All the cases are well documented with a great
number of available experimental data and numerical results. The first two cases consider the
cylinder oscillations at Re=100 caused either by external or vortex-induced forces. In the third
case the pitching and plunging motion of NACA0012 foil at Re=40000 is simulated.
It should be noted that the usage of the immersed boundary methods for moving obstacles
requires highly refined meshes in the regions of possible motion trajectories, in order to
provide the required (or, at least, acceptable) mesh resolution in the boundary layers formed
around the streamlined bodies. This is a weakness of the method. However it can be overcome
by the dynamic mesh adaptation. Moreover, the immersed boundary approach allows to
operate in simply connected domains which opens a possibility to use efficiently adaptive
moving mesh methods. It is a direction of current and future work.
The usage of unstructured meshes, while complicating the numerical algorithm, lets us
handle complex geometries and provides wider options for adaptive mesh technologies which
is of crucial importance for simulating flow over moving bodies.
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Abstract. An eﬃcient and accurate ﬁnite volume incompressible ﬂow solver with a
staggered arrangement in the Cartesian grid has been developed to simulate turbulent ﬂow
past a moving bluﬀ body. To simulate ﬂow around a bluﬀ body, an eﬃcient immersed
boundary method is implemented to construct geometry in the Cartesian grid, which
substantially simpliﬁes the mesh generation for complex geometries. In this paper, ﬂow
past a stationary square cylinder at Reynolds number 21,400, based on cylinder width and
free stream velocity, is studied by LES with the developed immersed boundary method.
The sensitivity of resolution is tested and convergence is achieved. Both experimental
and numerical results are used for validation. The global aerodynamic quantities such as
lift and drag coeﬃcients and Strouhal number are in good agreement with reference data.
The turbulent statistics, in particular in the shear layer and wake regions are compared
rigorously with the reference data as well. The developed solver is able to accurately
predict the surface force ﬂuctuation, which is extremely challenging from a numerical
point of view.

1

INTRODUCTION

The ﬂow over a square cylinder at the Reynolds number Re = 21, 400 based on
freestream velocity U0 and cylinder side length D was widely studied by both experiments and numerical simulations. The ﬂow is laminar at the inlet and becomes turbulent
near the leading corners of the square cylinder. The ﬂow develops to be fully turbulent
ﬂow in further downstream and forms vorticities near the trailing corners of the cylinder.
This case was initially studied with experiment approach by Lyn and Rodi [7] and
Lyn et al. [6]. Rodi and Ferziger selected this case as an international test case for a
workshop held in Germany and then reported by Rodi et al. [9]. The results from several
diﬀerent international groups were obtained using numerical simulation with diﬀerent
methods, models and meshes, and presented in ERCOFTAC workshop in 1996 (archived
in Direct and Large eddy simulations report [4]). In this case, although the geometry
is simple and the conﬁgurations are straightforward, it still exhibits many diﬃculties in
LES, for example, the transition problem, the estimation of the vortex formation length
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in the wake region and so on [4]. Even for the ﬁrst order statistics, LES has diﬃculties
to predict properly in some regions of the domain.
The immersed boundary method is implemented in the present study to simulate the
ﬂow over an obstacle. The immersed boundary method is proven very useful in many applications and very eﬃcient in constructing complex geometries and solving moving body
problems. Despite the convenience and eﬃciency, it is challenging to have an accurate
prediction in the near-wall region by immersed boundary method. In this study, accuracy
of the immersed boundary method is assessed through examining both global integral
force coeﬃcients and the surface force distribution.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the governing equations
and LES sub-grid model used. The numerical methods including ﬂow solver and the
immersed boundary method are introduced in section 3. The computational case in terms
of conﬁguration, grid sensitivity test, time averaged statistics results and discussion are
presented in section 4. Finally, the relevant results are concluded in the last section.
2

Governing equations

In LES, the large-scale velocity and pressure are resolved and can be obtained from the
solution of spatial ﬁltered Navier-Stokes (NS) equations, while the small scale quantities
are modelled. In the present study, the top-hat ﬁltering operation is applied in the
governing equations and the ﬁltered incompressible NS equations and continuity equation
in tensor notation are:
∂ ūi ∂ ūi ūj
1 ∂p
∂ 2 ūi
∂τij
+
=−
+ν
−
+ fi
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xj
∂ ūi
=0
∂xi

(1)
(2)

where ūi and p̄ are ﬁltered velocity and pressure respectively, ρ is density and ν is the
kinematic viscosity, fi represents the external body force, which is applied to satisfy the
proper boundary conditions on an immersed body. The eﬀect of small scales appears
through sub-grid scale (SGS) stress term, τij = ui uj − ūi ūj , which is modelled.
In order to solve equation 1, the SGS term τij should be expressed in terms of the
known quantities. The most commonly used SGS models are eddy eddy-viscosity models
with the form:
τij −

 ∂ ūi ∂ ūj 
δij
τkk = −2νt S̄ij = −νt
+
3
∂xj
∂xi

(3)

To quantify the subgrid eddy viscosity νt , mixed time scale (MTS) model [5] is used.
The mixed time scale model can be expressed as:
νt = CM T S kes TS
 Δ̄ −1  CT −1
+
TS−1 = √
|S̄|
kes
2
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where Δ̄ is ﬁlter length scale and calculated by Δ̄ = (ΔxΔyΔz) 3 . The
 model parameters
CM T S and CT are set as default to 0.05 and 10 respectively. |S̄| = 2S̄ij S̄ij . kes is SGS
turbulent energy and computed as:
kes = (ūi − ū˜i )2

(6)

The notation (ū˜) denotes the test ﬁltering option for local velocity, for which the
weighted average is used.
3
3.1

Numerical methods
Flow solver

The second order Adam-Bashforth method [13] is used to discretize incompressible NS
equations in time and it can be formulated as:
u ∗ − un
3
1
= H n − H n−1 + f
Δt
2
2
1 ∂ 2 pn+1
∂u∗
Δt
=
ρ ∂x2i
∂xi
Δt ∂pn+1
un+1 = u∗ −
ρ ∂xi

(7)
(8)
(9)

where superscript n and n + 1 denote the current and next time step and ∗ is intermediate
time step. f is external body force term which enforces the immersed boundary condition
for u∗ . H represents the rest of terms in NS equation except for the pressure term:
H=−

 ∂ui ∂uj 
∂ 
∂ui uj
+
+
(νt + ν)
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi

(10)

The governing equations are discretized in space using second order central diﬀerencing
ﬁnite volume method, where the variables are stored in a fully staggered arrangement in
the Cartesian grid. In each iteration of ﬂow solver, all variables are advanced in time
and split into two steps. In the step 1, by dropping the pressure term, an intermediate
velocity, which is not divergence-free, is obtained by explicit time integration in Equation
7. In step 2, the divergence free condition is applied in the velocity ﬁeld to get pressure
ﬁeld in Equation 8 and then the pressure ﬁeld is used to project intermediate velocity
ﬁeld to new velocity ﬁeld in Equation 9, which satisﬁes the divergence free condition. In
the present study, the pressure Poisson in Equation 8 is solved by using the Gauss-Seidel
iterative method. In order to increase the convergence speed, the multigrid method [8] is
used.
3.2

Immersed boundary method

The occurrence of bodies in the ﬂuid is to change the distribution of ﬂuid ﬁeld in
near boundary region. For example, the ﬂow speed reduces to zero on the boundary of a
stationary body. This eﬀect can be achieved by introducing an external body force term
3
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f , which enforces a proper boundary condition, in NS equations in the Cartesian grid
ﬂow solver to simulate ﬂow past an immersed body. In the present study, the immersed
boundary method of Yang and Balaras [14] is used.
An arbitrary shape can be represented by a series of markers on the interface. The
signed distance function ψ can be used to distinguish which phase that each grid point
belongs to. The signed distance function ψ is positive if the grid point is in ﬂuid phase
while negative in the solid phase. By using signed distance function, all the grid points
can be classiﬁed into three groups: (1) solid points with ψ < 0, (2) ﬂuid points with ψ > 0
and there is no direct neighbour solid point, and (3) forcing points are points in the ﬂuid
and with at least one direct neighbour solid point.
The body force is set to zero at all the ﬂuid points. At solid points, the body force
is chosen to make velocity equal to body motion velocity. For example, if a body is
stationary, the body force is chosen to make velocity to 0. At forcing points, the velocity
is expressed as the result of linear interpolation from surrounding points in the normal
direction of interface towards ﬂuid, which represents velocity linear distribution in the
viscous sub-layer. The linear interpolation needs three points in 2D and four points in
3D and each interpolation stencil includes a point on the interface and other points are
in the ﬂuid phase. The interpolation stencil in 2D can be seen in the following ﬁgure. To
avoid ambiguity and diﬃculty in choosing linear interpolation stencil, where other forcing
points could be included, an iterated interpolation step by Busse et al. [2] is used.

2

n
1

Figure 1: Left: Classiﬁcation of grid points: ﬂuid points (blue squares), solid points (black
diamonds) and forcing points (red squares). The black curve is the interface of immersed
body and the normal direction towards ﬂuid. Right: Examples of linear interpolation
stencil in 2D. Stencil 1 includes two forcing points and one ﬂuid point while stencil 2
includes one forcing point and two ﬂuid points. This ﬁgure is redrawn from [2].
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4
4.1

Computational case
Conﬁguration and grid sensitivity

The schematic of the computational domain is presented below. The characteristic
length is the side length D of square cylinder. The simulation is performed on the Cartesian grid. The centre of square cylinder is located at the origin. The computational
domain size is 25D × 14D × 2D in the stream-wise, cross-stream and span-wise directions
respectively. To reduce the computational cost, the span-wise length is set to 2D and
the length of the domain must be larger than the biggest eddy. Trias et al. [12] calculated two-point correlations of span-wise velocity and other variables by direct numerical
simulation in the case of ﬂow past a square cylinder at a Reynolds number 22,000. The
correlation results show the values decrease to zero at the distance less than 1D from the
centre to edge. It indicates the 2D span-wise length is suﬃcient in this conﬁguration. The
length from the centre of cylinder to the inlet and outlet are 5D and 20D respectively.
The length to the top and bottom boundaries is 7D. The axis of the cylinder is aligned
with the span-wise direction. The stream-wise, cross-stream and span-wise directions are
aligned with x, y and z axes and indexed as 1, 2 and 3 respectively. A sponge layer,
which generally decays the ﬂuctuation, is applied in the last 5D at the outlet region. The
correspondent velocity components are u, v and w respectively. This convention is used
for the rest of this paper.

7D
y
U0

x

5D

20D

5D

7D

Figure 2: Domain schematic.
Regarding the boundary conditions, an uniform constant velocity is imposed at the
inlet, u = (U0 , 0, 0). The outlet boundary condition is a zero gradient condition, ∂ui /∂x =
0. Symmetric boundary condition is used in top and bottom planes, ∂u/∂y = ∂w/∂y = 0
and v = 0. Zero gradient boundary condition is imposed for pressure at these four planes.
Periodic boundary condition is used in span-wise direction for both velocity and pressure.
No slip boundary condition is applied to the square cylinder by the current immersed
boundary method.
The objective of the present study is to validate the current immersed boundary method
in terms of global aerodynamic quantities, turbulence statistics and surface force ﬂuctuations. In the present study, the time step Δt is chosen to 0.001 and this was chosen to
keep the CFL number (U Δt/Δx) less than 1. 105 time steps are used to initialize and
5
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they are equivalent to 100 time unit based on tU0 /D. At least 25 vortex shedding cycles are used to compute the aerodynamic characteristics, which are adequate to perform
statistics analysis.
Three sets of grid meshes are used to test the grid sensitivity of the simulation. Three
cases, which are coarse, medium and ﬁne resolution, consist of 256 × 256, 288 × 288 and
320 × 320 meshes respectively with 100, 110 and 120 points to resolve per side of the
cylinder in the lateral plane. An uniform mesh is used in the body region to obtain good
quality and stretched mesh is used in other regions where the mesh is ﬁner in near cylinder
region while is coarser and stretched in the far region. The maximum stretch ratio is 1.08.
The grid number in span-wise direction is 32 for 2D width and equispaced. This span-wise
grid resolution and length ratio (16/D) is suggested in the previous LES study [4]. The
computation results of global aerodynamic quantities, i.e. lift, drag and Strouhal number
and span-wise averaged statistics result at shear layer region against both numerical and
experimental data for three meshes are shown in the following parts.

Figure 3: Snapshots of non-dimensional velocity magnitude (|u|/U , left) and span-wise
vorticity (ωz D/U0 , right) ﬁelds at tU0 /D = 260. The vorticity ﬁeld is rescaled from -20
to 20.
The snapshots of instantaneous ﬂow visualization are shown in Figure 3 where the
ﬂow is uniform at the upstream inlet and becomes turbulent when the ﬂow past the
sharp corners in leading edge. Flow separation is formed and vortices are generated
from the leading edge corners and then fully developed to turbulent ﬂow. Vortices are
asymmetrically shed in the wake region and convected to downstream.
Table 1: Comparison of global quantities in diﬀerent meshes
Case
Coarse
Medium
Fine
LES [3]
DNS [12]

Resolution
St
256 × 256 × 32
0.140
288 × 288 × 32
0.135
320 × 320 × 32
0.135
0.131-0.140
1272 × 1174 × 216
0.132
6
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CD
2.17
2.21
2.18
2.19-2.24
2.18

CD r.m.s
CL r.m.s
0.15
1.41
0.17
1.36
0.18
1.31
0.14-0.273 1.27-1.71
0.205
1.15-1.79
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To validate the convergence result, previous LES and DNS are used. LES results are
from the grid convergence test result of Cao et al. [3], by using diﬀerent schemes and
meshes, and DNS is from Trias et al. [12]. The convergence of global quantities is listed
in Table 1. In the present study, the lift and drag forces are computed by integrating the
body force. Overall, the present results are in the range of reference data and convergence
is achieved. One should note that the ﬂuctuating forces show greater discrepancy than
other parameters and this discrepancy is primarily due to the sensitivity of a relatively
short span-wise length. According to Cao et al. [3], the span-wise length is essential to
reduce ﬂuctuating forces and a dramatic reduction is found when the span-wise length is
extended to 14D as vortices with large diﬀerent phases are shed.

Figure 4: Grid sensitivity test in the shear layer region x/D = 0. Mean streamwise
velocity (top left), < u u > (top right), < v  v  > (bottom left), < u v  > (bottom right).
The time- and span-averaged statistics including non-dimensional mean stream-wise
velocity and Reynolds shear stress in the shear layer at x/D = 0 are shown in Figure
4. To compare the results, the experimental data of Lyn et al. [6] is used. In the
comparison, <· > denotes time averaged quantity. As can be seen from comparison, the
present results from three meshes are in good agreement with experimental data and the
diﬀerence between each mesh is small. In this case, it can be considered that the solution
is independent of the mesh resolution.
7
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4.2

Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the statistics proﬁles in the horizontal wake centreline. It should be
noted that the upstream turbulence intensity is around 2% in the experiment of Lyn et
al. [7], which should be taken into account for more cautious comparisons.

Figure 5: Comparisons of statistics in horizontal centreline. From top to bottom are time
averaged non-dimensional stream-wise velocity < u >, Reynolds stresses < u u > and
< v  v  >. The solid line is the present LES result performed on 320 × 320 × 32 mesh as
the following ﬁgures.
The prediction of vortex formation length is a key factor to validate the simulation
results. This value is obtained from zero cross point, i.e. < u > /U0 = 0 on the centreline
plane. From the mean stream-wise velocity proﬁle, the prediction of vortex formation
length is accurately obtained by the current solver with the ﬁne mesh. The mean streamwise velocity is over-predicted in the wake region, as found in many LES studies [4, 3]
and DNS study [12]. Sohankar et al. [10] suggested this discrepancy is possibly due to
the insuﬃcient grid resolution in span and lateral section in far wake region. Improved
grid resolution using DNS [12] or longer span-wise length (14D) using LES [3] both show
better agreement with experimental results. For Reynolds stresses, peak value of < u u >
is over-predicted and < v  v  > is slightly under-estimated in the wake. It should be noted
8
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that three meshes have only small diﬀerence in the resolution on the side of the cylinder
(100, 110 and 120) and stretch ratio in the wake region. However, the discrepancy in
prediction of < u u > is both found between three meshes and in the comparison with
experimental data. The relative error of < u u > between experiment and LES for the
peak in near wake region (x/D < 3) is about 25%. The location of velocity ﬂuctuation
peak values are within the vortex formation region, where the ﬂuid is blocked by the
obstacle and has a much slower motion than shear layer regions. In the near wake region,
the ﬂuid is entrained from shear layer to the centreline and the vertical velocity is the
principal component over the stream-wise velocity. The velocity component with a smaller
magnitude is more sensitive to the ﬂuctuation and this is consistent to the LES result.
Apart from the diﬀerence in the over-prediction of peak values of velocity ﬂuctuation,
both Reynolds stresses have a good agreement in the far wake region (x/D > 3).

Figure 6: Comparison of shear layer in the wake region x/D = 1.
Figure 6 shows the time and span averaged statistics results at x/D = 1 in the wake
region. As can be seen, the present results have good agreement with the experimental
data. In the 0.5 < y/D < 0.75 region where separation is formed, the Reynolds stresses
< u u > and < u v  > are slightly shifted from the experiment data and the results are
slightly over-estimated. The overestimation in the near wake region is consistent with
previous ﬁndings in the horizontal centreline.
9
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Figure 7 shows the distribution of pressure coeﬃcient CP and root mean square (r.m.s)
of pressure coeﬃcient CP r.m.s along the circumferential direction of cylinder. CP and
CP r.m.s can be deﬁned as:

2
(p
−
p
)
1 ΣN
1 ΣN
∞
i=1 i
i=1 (pi − p)
,
C
=
(11)
CP =
P r.m.s
1
1
N
N
ρU02
ρU02
2
2
where pi and p are instantaneous and mean pressure respectively, p∞ is the reference
pressure, pi − p is pressure ﬂuctuation. The experimental data by Bearman et al. [1] at
Reynolds number in the range from 5.8 × 103 to 3.2 × 104 is used to validate the present
results.
Since the staggered mesh and immersed boundary method are used, the pressure points
are not always coincident to the cylinder’s surface. Hence, the extrapolation should be
used to estimate the surface pressure from the ﬂuid. The pressure on the surface is pS
and p denotes the correspondent nearest pressure point in the ﬂuid. The extrapolation
from ﬂuid pressure to surface pressure can be simply expressed as pS = p. However, this
expression is with ﬁrst order accuracy. Since the body force is implemented in both inside
and ﬁrst grid outside the immersed boundary, hence the ﬂuid pressure is diﬀerent from
surface pressure, which is aﬀected by the body force ﬁeld. In order to obtain a second
order accuracy, the Taylor expansion of ﬂuid pressure point is used to obtain the surface
pressure:
pS = p −

∂p
d
∂n

(12)

where d is distance between the nearest point and surface, ∂P/∂n is the pressure directional derivative along the surface normal direction n.

Figure 7: Comparison of distribution of CP (left) and CP

r.m.s

(right).

The pressure coeﬃcient distribution from the LES is in a very good agreement with
experimental data and r.m.s of pressure coeﬃcient is in a promising comparison. The
level of pressure ﬂuctuation at the frontal surface (0.5 < s/D < 1.0) is higher than the
10
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measurement. The higher level of pressure ﬂuctuation on the frontal surface is found when
the turbulence intensity increases [11]. This indicates the turbulence is over-estimated and
it is possibly due to the computational grid and central diﬀerence scheme which introduces
oscillation on the frontal surface.
5

Conclusion

A ﬁnite volume ﬂuid solver with immersed boundary method has been developed. The
benchmark case ﬂow past a stationary square cylinder at a Reynolds number 21,400 based
on the cylinder’s side is studied. Three meshes are used to conduct grid sensitivity test
and the convergence of grid is achieved. The time averaged mean quantities, such as lift,
drag and stream-wise velocity, and distribution of pressure coeﬃcient are well estimated.
The drag and lift ﬂuctuations are less accurately estimated than other global quantities
and mainly due to the short span-wise domain length. The velocity ﬂuctuations in the
near wake is found to be very sensitive to diﬀerent grid resolution. In particular, the
peak value of velocity ﬂuctuations show a less accurate prediction in the near wake region
and this can be owing to various factors, such as SGS models, numerical schemes and
resolution. Overall, the current immersed boundary method is able to produce good
estimation in simulating ﬂow past bluﬀ body in turbulent ﬂow.
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Abstract. This work is in the context of the mitigation of the consequences of a largebreak loss of coolant accident in a Pressurized Water Reactor. To minimize the flow
leaving the vessel and prevent or delay the uncovering of the core, CEA has devised a
device, named in-vessel flow limiter, limiting the flow of fluid from the vessel to the break.
The goal is to interfere as little as possible with the nominal operation flow and maximize
the fluid retained in the event of this kind of accident.
In order to quickly perform a series of 3D-CFD simulations to optimize this device, it
is imperative to have a simulation tool that provides sufficiently accurate results in a
reasonable time. For this goal, an immersed boundary condition approach is retained.
The solid obstacles constituted by the fins of the device are not extruded from the fluid
domain, but included in the calculation domain itself. Their presence is considered by a
first-order in space local Direct Forcing term using a penalty approach.
Through 3D/1D up-scaling of CFD global quantities, local pressure-drop coefficients,
induced by the in-vessel flow limiter, can be provided to Thermal-Hydraulic system safety
codes. It allows safety studies of the thermal-hydraulic system taking into account the
in-vessel flow limiter presence in a more realistic way.

1

INTRODUCTION

The context of this work is set in the domain of Generation III nuclear power plants.
There are the innovative designs that are under construction or still in design phase [1].
More specifically, we focused on the light-water Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs),
which are the main type of reactors built and exploited in France. Nowadays passive
safety systems are more and more included in the nuclear-reactor safety strategy to mitigate design basis accidents. A passive safety system is a system that activates itself
without the need of mechanical or electrical actuation.
At CEA, some studies on passive safety systems have been done in the past years, notably
for the in-vessel flow limiter (hydraulic diode) patented by the CEA [2] designed to limit
the amount of water lost during the short-term sequence of a Large-Break (LB) Loss Of
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Figure 1: Scheme of in-vessel flow limiters (hydraulic diode) located between the cold legs and the
downcomer [2].

Coolant Accident (LOCA), cf. Fig. 1. The goal is to interfere as little as possible with
the nominal operation flow and maximize the fluid retained in the event of this kind of
accident.
Numerical investigations of the benefices induced by the in-vessel flow limiter during
LOCA transients have been done using thermal-hydraulic system safety codes. But, the
relevance of these system-scale studies depends on the level of realism of the data introduced to take into account the hydraulic diodes. In order to take into account the
large-scale effect of hydraulic diodes in safety-system studies, we need information coming from small-scale experimental or numerical experiments. For instance, results from
3D Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations can be used to up-scale relevant
characteristics as the global pressure drop induced by the hydraulic diode.
Moreover, CFD studies can be involved in the optimization process of the flow-limiter geometry to minimize the global pressure drop during nominal operations and to maximize
it during a cold-leg LB-LOCA. This optimization process usually needed a big number of
simulations. But, as many geometric scales are presented at the same time (typically several meters for the downcomer radial scale and one centimeter for the fin thickness), a CFD
simulation of the two-phase flow inside the flow-limiter can be time consuming. Instead
of this conventional approach (i.e. body-fitted approach), we are motivated by fictitious
domain approach [3, 4] allowing a less precise but faster estimation of the pressure-drop
coefficient. Following this way, we consider simulations over a full computational domain
including the in-vessel flow-limiter fins and re-introduce their presence adding local external forces on the immersed boundaries. Moreover, a homogeneous relaxed equilibrium
model of a liquid-vapour mixture [5] can be considered. For same space discretization,
this kind of three-balance-equation model generally run faster than a six-balance-equation
2
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model. Once a particular geometry exhibited as a good candidate, a reduced number of
body-fitted CFD computations can be done to refine the design.
In this paper, we present a methodology concerning the design of a fast-running twophase CFD model of the in-vessel flow-limiter device illustrated by CFD results. The
numerical/experimental validation of this simulation tool is not the goal of this paper
and only brief elements of validation are given here. The paper is structured as follow.
The two-phase fluid CFD model and the first-order in space immersed boundary models
are first presented in Sections 2 and 3. Then, the in-vessel flow limiter study, with the
GENEPI code as CFD tool, is discussed in Section 4. Results provide a range of values
that may be used in input of safety-system codes. Finally, some words concerning the
perspectives of this work are given in Section 5.
2

The two-phase CFD model

The considered two-phase CFD model is the GENEPI one [6, 7], designed for the steamgenerator two-phase flow steady-state 3D computations through the resolution of three
balance equations for a water liquid/steam mixture. It is based on a homogeneous relaxed
equilibrium model with thermodynamic equilibrium of the two phases. But closure laws
take into account the liquid/steam momentum disequilibrium. This code incorporates the
possibility to model thin no-penetration obstacles using Immersed Boundary Conditions
(IBCs) [8].
Provided that the following assumptions hold: (i) surface tension, viscous and turbulent dissipation are neglected and pressure terms are neglected in the enthalpy balance
equation, (ii) steam and liquid have same pressure, (iii) an eddy viscosity model is considered, one obtains for the mixture description of the two-phase flows the following mass,
momentum and enthalpy balance equations:
∇.G = 0,
¯
¯
¯V
ρ∂t V + G.∇V + ∇.(x(1 − x)ρVR ⊗ VR ) = ρg − ∇P − Λ̄
¯
¯
¯T
+ ∇.µ
T (∇V + ∇ V),
ρ∂t H + G.∇H + ∇.(x(1 − x)ρLVR ) = ∇.(χT ∇H),

(1)
(2)
(3)

¯ the singular-obstacle tensor and V the relative velocity given by the drift-flux
with Λ̄
R
Lellouche-Zolotar model [9] and based on the Zuber-Findlay approach [10]. The turbulent
dynamic viscosity µT is given by the local scalar Schlichting model [11]:
µT = aS |G|LT

(4)

where LT is a characteristic length and aS a coefficient. The turbulent diffusion coefficient
χT for the enthalpy balance equation is defined via the Prandtl number Pr = χµTT . The
density ρ, the static quality x and the latent heat L are determined through the equation
of state of the water as a function of the pressure and mixture specific enthalpy. We solve
in H, P and V variables. The time term presence in Eq. (2) allows to search the steadystate regime through a transient computation of a thermally dilatable fluid, ∇.G = 0, cf.
3
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Eq. (1). For that, the Chorin-Gresho method [12] (a fractional-step method) is used to
solve the coupled mass-momentum equations. The non linearity are dealt by the Picard
iterative process. The time discretization is based on a semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson
scheme. The spatial discretization is based on the unstructured hexahedral finite elements
(constant pressure by element and tri-linear velocity by node). The physical data ρ,
¯ are constant by element. The Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin method is
µT and Λ̄
applied to correct the convective term [13]. A conjugated gradient method, preconditioned
by the diagonal, is used to solve the arising linear systems.
According to the hyperbolic nature of the flow equations, Dirichlet boundary conditions
are used at the inlets of the domain (mass flux and enthalpy) and Neumann boundary
conditions at the outlets (pressure). The other boundaries of the domain are impermeable
walls. Generally, these are considered adiabatic and with no shear stress.
3

The Immersed Boundary Model

In the fictitious domain approach, introduced in the fifties by Hyman [14] and the
Russian’s school [3, 4], the original domain Ω̃ is embedded in a fictitious domain Ω which is
geometrically bigger and generally simpler-shaped. Doing this, some immersed boundary
Σ appears such that Ω = Ω̃ ∪ Σ ∪ Ωe , where Ωe is the complementary or ’exterior’ domain
(as the fins). The spatial discretization is now performed in Ω, independently of the shape
of the original domain Ω̃. Then, the resolution of the new problem in Ω will be faster and
simpler. The main issue is to enforce the original boundary conditions on the immersed
interface Σ which is non-aligned with the mesh.
3.1

The ISI method

In this work, among the numerous fictitious domain methods (see [8] for a short introduction), we consider an element of the set of Immersed Boundary Methods: the fictitious
domain method with Immersed Spread Interface (ISI) [15, 8]. The fictitious problem to
be solved in Ω is built from the original problem in Ω̃, but an additional term takes into
account the immersed boundary conditions. For velocity Dirichlet boundary conditions,
¯ of Eq. (2) will play this role. It allows us to take into
the singular-obstacle tensor Λ̄
account the no-penetration condition of the flow limiter fins in an implicit way during the
first step of the Chorin-Gresho method.
Let us (u, v, w) be the local basis linked to a given obstacle (i.e. fin). The vectors u
and v are tangential to the obstacle and the vector w is normal to the obstacle. For the
element e, we define the singular-obstacle tensor by:


Λu 0
0
¯ = ρ Ae  0 Λ
0 
Λ̄
(5)
v
e
e
Ωe
0 0 Λw
with Ae the measure of this obstacle (area, m2 ) intercepted by the element e and Ωe
the measure (volume; m3 ) of this element. Λu , Λv and Λw are the tensor coefficients in,
respectively, the directions u, v and w. Here, we consider no-penetration obstacles in
4
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the normal direction, Λw = 1/ with 0 <  << 1, and slip conditions in the tangential
directions, Λu = Λv = 0.
Immersed interfaces Σ, as the flow-limiter fins, are modeled by a collection of linear plane
surfaces intercepting elements of Ω. In each intercepted element, the measure of the
intercepted surface and the external normal vector are known. As the singular-obstacle
tensor is defined by element, all the nodes belonging to this element are concerned: i.e.
we have a spread interface approximation of Σ.
3.2

Convergence order and elements of validation

As for the L2 -penalty methods [3, 16], that the ISI method generalizes, the parameter
 is known as the penalty parameter. Regardless to the Navier-Stokes solving method,
the theoretical rate of convergence of the penalized solution toward the body-fitted one is
comprised in the range [O(1/4 ); O(1 )] in L2 (Ω) norm [16]. Let us notice that for Dirichlet
boundary conditions and elliptic problems, the theoretical rate of convergence in space of
the Q1 -finite element method with non-boundary-fitted meshes is O(h1 ) in L2 (Ω) norm,
with h the space step [17].
As a whole, contributions to the validation of this IB approach can be found in [8] and [18].
On one side, in the context of dilatable two-phase flow elliptic problems, the work mentioned in [8] validates the ISI method with respect to body-fitted finite-element computations and to the JEBC method (an IB method using a finite-volume discretization). A
first-order rate of convergence in space is numerically reached.
On the other side, in the context of incompressible one-phase flow Navier-Stokes equation, the work mentioned in [18] gives elements of validation for a finite-volume first-order
penalty method very similar to the ISI method. Again, a first-order rate of convergence
in space is numerically reached on the test case of a laminar flow around a static cylinder
of diameter D (Reynolds number = 20). These results are in very good agreement with
those proposed in the literature, cf. Table 1. In a lesser degree, it is also true for our
own GENEPI results using the ISI method (about 10% on the drag coefficient and 30%
on the recirculation length) giving confidence in the ability to catch the magnitude of an
obstacle’s drag coefficient.
Table 1: Hydrodynamic coefficients associated with the problem of steady flow around a static cylinder
of diameter D (Reynolds number 20). B.F.: Body-fitted. Cd : drag coefficient. Lw : recirculation length.
[18] (base) refers to the first-order penalty method of [18]. ISI: 18 cells in the diameter D and  = 10−5 .

Cd
Lw
D

GENEPI
B.F. ISI [18] (base)
2.13 2.30
2.06

References [18]
Ye Choi Taira Linnick
2.03 2.02 2.06
2.06

0.96

0.92

1.22

0.93

0.9
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4

CFD studies of the in-vessel flow limiter

This section is devoted to a first insight into the hydraulic of the in-vessel flow limiter
through CFD simulations using the GENEPI code. We have set-up a preliminary design of the in-vessel flow limiter, cf. Fig. 3. In this preliminary work, we mainly restrict
ourselves to liquid one-phase flows. But it is not a limitation; cf. [19] for illustrations of
simulations with two-phase flows.
For simplicity reason, we do not give attention to the gravitational acceleration term in
the computations (around the flow limiter, gravitational effects are negligible in comparison with the inertial ones during the fast-depressurization phase). As well, the pressure
range considered here is only [40-60] bar. Concerning the turbulence model, cf. Eq (4),
the GENEPI-code standard value for the Schlichting coefficient is aS = 0.047 and the
turbulence characteristic length LT is related to the biggest eddy structures. As reference, we choose LT ≈ 1 m for the nominal-operation flow direction (azimuth scale in the
down-comer) and LT ≈ 0.3 m for reverse flow direction toward the broken cold leg (≈
radial scale in the down-comer).
As the GENEPI’s turbulence model is quite rough, a parametric study is performed on
the coefficient aS and the turbulence characteristic length LT , cf. Eq (4): aS ∈ {a=0.047,
a/10} and LT ∈ {0.3, 1.0, 2.0}. The value of the penalty parameter is set to  = 10−5 .
We consider that the GENEPI steady state is reached when the relative L2 -norm difference of the variables (pressure, mass flux and enthalpy) between two consecutive time
iterations is less than 5.10−3 δt with δt the time step. Usually a CPU time of 5 to 6 hours
is need to reach the steady state on the finest mesh M3 . It is compatible with a big
number of simulations needed to optimize the flow limiter geometry.
4.1

Computational domain and meshing

The CFD computational domain Ω is a simplified rectangular geometry of 4.3 m x
4 m x 0.2 m to which was added the broken cold-leg nozzle starting about 1 m before
the down-comer. It extends up to 2 m below the cold-leg axis. Considering a sectorized
down-comer as in Fig. 1, we only model one third of the down-comer, including one coldleg entry in the vessel and one hot-leg pipe, cf. Fig. 2. The measures of the computational
domain volume, of the down-comer and the cold-leg nozzle surfaces are equal to 3.8 m3 ,
0.9 m2 and 0.4 m2 respectively.
For the purpose of a mesh convergence study, three meshes M1 , M2 and M3 were built
involving N1 = 6,080, N2 = 48,640 and N3 = 164,160 elements respectively. The mean
space step ranges from 0.2 m (M1 ) to 0.07 m (M3 ) and the ratio between two consecutive
space-step indexes is 2.0 (M1 → M2 ) and 1.5 (M2 → M3 ).
The flow-limiter fins are modeled by singular-obstacle surfaces through a collection of
plane surfaces, cf. Fig. 3.

6
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(a) Down-comer surface (green).

(b) Cold-leg nozzle surface (green).

Figure 2: Example of the mesh used for the CFD study of the in-vessel flow limiter (mesh M2 ; 48640
elements). The walls are colored in blue.
Y

2.1m

1.0m

X

−1.1m
−1.5m
−1.9m

(a) Flow limiter meshing.

(b) Singular obstacles positioned in the
computational domain (mesh M1 ; 6,080
elements).

Figure 3: Example of preliminary meshing of the flow limiter.

4.2

Boundary conditions

Slip-wall boundary conditions are considered on the walls, mass flux Qin is imposed
on the in-flow boundary and ad-hoc pressure Pout = 50 bar on the out-flow boundary.
The in-flow and out-flow surfaces are the down-comer and the cold-leg nozzle surfaces
depending on the considered main-flow direction. The inlet mass-flux values are Qin =
4,690 kg/s in nominal-operation condition (default flow direction; in ↔ cold leg and out
↔ downcomer) and Qin = 5,200 kg/s in LB-LOCA condition (reverse flow direction; in
↔ downcomer and out ↔ cold leg).
4.3

Results

All quantitative results concerning the pressure-drop coefficients for the various turbulencemodel coefficients and meshes are grouped in Tab. 2. In this table, the bold-typed turbulence parameters are the reference ones. Also the global pressure-drop coefficients
7
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computed by GENEPI, with or without in-vessel flow limiter, on the finest mesh M3 are
bold-typed. These can be compared to the global pressure-drop coefficients found in literature (Borda-Carnot law or Idel’cik). Although the mesh convergence is not fully reached,
the trend of the evolution of the pressure-drop coefficient versus the space-step index is
globally caught.
Figs 4 to 6 present some field distributions concerning the mixture velocity, the mixture
Table 2: Summary of the global pressure-drop coefficients Kgl . The default flow direction is defined as
the nominal-operation flow direction (from the cold leg to the down-comer). The reverse flow direction
is defined as the opposite direction. (*): unsteady computation.

Flow direction

Turbulence
a; LT =2 m
a/10; LT =2 m
Default
a/10; LT =0.3 m
a; LT =0.3 m
a; LT =1.0 m
Idel’cik [20]
Borda-Carnot (ξ = 1)
a; LT =2 m
a/10; LT =2 m
Reverse
a; LT =0.3 m
a; LT =1.0 m
Idel’cik [20]
Borda-Carnot (ξ = 1)

Without limiter
KM 1 KM 2 K M 3
2.5
0.4
0.4(∗)
0.4
0.3
-0.3
1.2
0.8
0.1
Kgl ≈ +0.5
Kgl ≈ -0.5
4.6
4.2
(∗)
4.7
4.2(∗)
(∗)
4.3
2.7(∗) 3.6
3.9
3.7
3.7
Kgl ≈ 1.2
Kgl ≈ 1.1

With limiter
KM 1 KM 2 KM 3

6.2
9.8

1.8(∗)
3.1(∗)

0.7(∗)
1.6

13.3
15.9

5.3
7.0

5.4
6.4

¯ V, cf.
pressure and the local external forces taking into account the flow-limiter fins Λ̄
Eq. (2) for the two studied flow configurations (nominal condition and reverse condition).
For the nominal-operation configuration (fluid flowing toward the down-comer), the pressure and velocity distributions are shown in Figs 4(a) and 5(a). The local external-force
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The introduction of the flow-limiter device induces
an irregular flow path with the emergence of flow channels between the fins. Also, the
in/out-flow pressure difference is increased in reference to the case without in-vessel flow
limiter: KM 3 ∈ [−0.3; +0.1] → [0.7; 1.6], cf.Table 2. Let us notice that, without flow limiter, the range of CF-computed values KM 3 ∈ [−0.3; +0.1] is compatible with the Idel’cik
(output of a rectilinear diffuser on a screen) or Borda-Carnot (sudden flow-section expansion) estimation one Kgl ∈ [−0.5; +0.5].
For the reverse-flow configuration (fluid flowing toward the broken cold leg), the pressure and velocity distributions are shown in Figs 4(b) and 5(b). The local external-force
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 6(b). The introduction of the flow-limiter device clearly
increases the fluid vortex at the entry of the broken cold leg and the in/out-flow pressure
drop. The global pressure-drop coefficient is multiplied by almost a factor two in case of
flow limiter: KM 3 ∈ [3.6; 3.7] → [5.4; 6.4], cf. Table 2. Obviously the geometry of the fins
8
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(a) Nominal-operation condition

(b) LB-LOCA condition

Figure 4: Pressure; mesh M3 (164,160 elements); (aS = a; LT = 0.3 m). Pressure iso-values ranges from
4.8 to 5.2 bar.

(a) Nominal-operation condition

(b) LB-LOCA condition

Figure 5: Velocity; mesh M3 (164,160 elements); (aS = a; LT = 0.3 m).

has to be optimized to enhance this effect while limiting the flow-limiter impact during
nominal operations.
Contrary to the nominal-operation case, the range of CF-computed values without flow
limiter KM 3 ∈ [3.6; 3.7] sensibly differs from the Idel’cik (conical collector with front
wall and screen) or Borda-Carnot (sudden flow-section reduction) estimation one Kgl ∈
[1.1; 1.2]. But the hydraulic path is quite complex and does not reduce to simple configurations.
Finally, considering Fig. 6, we conjuncture that the impact on the flow of the fins
located at the bottom of the flow limiter is much greater during LB-LOCA condition
than during nominal-operation one.

9
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(a) Nominal-operation flow; (aS = a; LT = 0.3 m).

(b) Reverse flow; (aS = a; LT = 1.0 m).

Figure 6: Local external-force distribution; mesh M3 (164,160 elements).

5

Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a CFD model of an in-vessel flow limiter to mitigate the
consequences of a large-break loss of coolant accident in a pressurized-water reactor. The
principle of this safety device is based on fins designed to create a strong flow vortex increasing the pressure drop toward the broken cold leg. A rough CFD model using a homogeneous relaxed equilibrium model of a liquid-vapour mixture and an immersed boundary
approach has been set-up, allowing a less precise but fast estimation of the pressure drop
following the geometry of the fins. Through 3D/1D up-scaling of a global pressure-drop
coefficient, local pressure-drop coefficients can be provided to thermal-hydraulic system
safety codes, allowing the study of the in-vessel flow limiter effect on the thermal-hydraulic
system.
One-phase fluid CFD simulations have been run using the GENEPI code with a computation domain defined in coherence with the downcomer of a PWR. Parametric studies on
the turbulence model lead to determine the range of the global pressure-drop coefficients
depending on the direction of the flow and the presence of the flow limiter, opening the
way to take into account the in-vessel flow limiter in a realistic manner. Nevertheless,
considering the limitations related to the turbulence model, this conclusion needs to be
consolidated by body-fitted CFD studies with more precise turbulence models.
Some perspectives can be outlined about the improvement of this numerical model in order
to proceed to the geometry optimization of the design of the flow-limiter fins. In particular, we can mentioned the space-interpolation scheme across the boundary interface to
reach the second order [18] and the definition of immersed-wall laws for RANS/large-eddy
simulations.
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Abstract
This paper presents an enhancement of the Superconvergent Patch Recovery technique
with constrains (SPR-C) for the evaluation of a recovered stress field around the contact area of mechanical components considering the case of frictionless contact within the
Cartesian grid framework (cgFEM) where the Finite Element mesh does not fit the geometry. The idea behind the proposed technique is that of simultaneously evaluating two
stress fields (one for each of the patches of the contacting bodies), enforcing the contact
equilibrium equations by imposing the continuity of the normal stress field along the contact surface, together with the satisfaction of the internal equilibrium and compatibility
equations.
1

Introduction

In recent years the development of immersed boundary Finite Element (FE) methods
has become a relevant research field within the computational mechanics community.
Some proposed methods include the Finite Cell Method (FCM) [10], CutFEM [4] and
the Cartesian grid Finite Element method (cgFEM), first in 2D [7] and lately in 3D [6].
While having its particular features, all these methods share the idea of decoupling the
discretization mesh and the definition of the boundary. This allows the fast generation
of analysis meshes, which usually represents the bottleneck along the mechanical analysis
process.
The immersed boundary methods are also interesting for solving interface problems such as
fracture and contact mechanics, since the boundary of the domain is not explicitly involved
in the mesh creation. However, the lack of nodes over the boundary prevents the strong
enforcement of boundary conditions, therefore, special strategies for the weak imposition
of boundary constrains in embedded domains are needed. This problem becomes more
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challenging when applying non-linear constrains, such as in contact mechanics. Stabilized
Lagrange multipliers formulations have been developed to solve frictionless [5] and small
sliding [1, 2] contact problems within the embedded domain framework.
In [8] a stabilized formulation for large deformation frictional contact was adapted to
the cgFEM. An important feature of this formulation is the choice of the stabilization
term, using the Zienckiewicz and Zhu [12] smooth stress field σ ∗ . The Superconvergent
Patch Recovery technique consists in a minimization problem for each node in the mesh,
where the FE stress is fitted to a polynomial. Other relevant use of this recovered field
is as error estimator [11] to guide the adaptive mesh refinement. It seems intuitive that
the enhancement σ ∗ will increase the robustness of the contact stabilized formulation as
well as the quality of the error estimators. In [9], we presented a Lagrange multipliersbased procedure, to obtain polynomials, used to describe the locally recovered stress field,
that satisfy the equilibrium and compatibility equations. In this work, we have extended
this procedure in order to improve the stress field around the contact area by including
frictionless contact boundary conditions in the minimization problem.
2

Superconvergent Patch Recovery with constrains

The Superconvergent Patch Recovery [12] is a post-processing technique for obtaining
a smooth field of the solution gradients. The first step is defining a patch Ωp at each
node of the mesh, which is formed by all the elements surrounding the node. Then, each
component i of the smooth stress field for a given patch is defined as σi∗ (x) = p(x) ai ,
where p(x) = {1, x, y, z, ...} is the polynomial expansion of a given degree (usually the
same as the used at the FE interpolation), and ai are the polynomial coefficients associated
to each component, which are obtained solving the following minimization problem:

 


1
2
p(x) ai − σih dΩ
min
2 Ωp

(1)

Finally, the values of σ ∗ are obtained for any point in the domain either by interpolating
the nodal values obtained at each patch or using the conjoint polynomials technique
proposed by [3]. In the modified version SPR-C [9], all components σi∗ must be solved
simultaneously in order to apply additional constrain equations. For example, we can
enforce the fulfilment of the internal equilibrium at each patch, and the minimization
problem given in (1) becomes:
 



1
2
min
P(x) A − σ h dΩ
2 Ωp

(2)

subject to ∇ · (P(x) A) + b(x) = 0
where A = {a1 , ..., a6 }, P(x) = diag (p(x), ..., p(x)) is a block diagonal matrix containing
the polynomial expansion p(x) for each component of the stress and b(x) are the body
forces. The problem in (2) can be solved using Lagrange multipliers, and a linear system
of equations is obtained for each patch, which can be expressed in matrix form as:


M CT
C 0

   
A
H
=
λ
Λ
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(3)

3
with the following definitions:
�

M=

T

P(x) P(x)dΩ ;

H=

P(x)T σ h dΩ

Ωp

Ωp


0 Dy 0 D z
Dx 0
LT =  0 Dy 0 Dx Dz 0 
0
0 D z 0 D y Dx

C = LT P(x)A + b(x) = 0 ;
∂
∂i

Di =

�



(4)

The same procedure can be done to apply the tractions equilibrium at loaded or free
boundaries at patches containing boundary elements. In that case, new rows would be
added to matrix C with the boundary equilibrium equation:
Cext : R(x)P(x) A = t(x)

(5)

where R(x) is a transformation matrix from the tensor stress components to the traction
vector and t(x) are the applied tractions on the boundary (t(x) = 0 for free surfaces).
3

Frictionless contact constrain

Let us consider two isolated bodies Ω(1) and Ω(2) . Taking into account the restrictions or
loads applied on the body surfaces, we can distinguish three non-overlapping regions along
its boundary. This way, each solid domain will be delimited by the union of the Dirichlet
(i)
(i)
(i)
boundary ΓD , the Neumann boundary ΓN and the contact boundary ΓC , where i = 1, 2
(we will use this notation from this point on). This last region comprises all points on the
surface of one solid that may come into contact with points belonging to the other solid
in equilibrium configuration.
(2)

GD
(1)

GC

(1)

GN

(2)

(1)

W

(2)

W

GC

(2)

GN
(1)

GD

Figure 1: Sketch of the domains that define two elastic solids in contact problems

When the solids move due to the loads and the equilibrium is achieved, the deformed
(i)
boundary domains differ from those in the original configuration. Particularly, ΓC changes
(i)
its definition and ΓC d will comprise all points that are actually in contact in the deformed
configuration.
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The stress distribution corresponding to the exact solution must fulfil the equilibrium
(i)
equation over the contact boundary ΓC d . Nevertheless, the equation (5) presented in
the previous section can’t be used since an explicit traction vector t(x) is not available.
Instead, we must consider the stress field that appears in each solid in contact. We will
consider equation (5) evaluated over Ω(1) and Ω(2) surfaces:
Ccont,i : R(i) (x)P(i) (x) A(i) = t(i) (x)

(6)

(i)

Now, if we focus on the contact deformed boundary ΓC d , the equilibrium condition will
only be satisfied if it is true that:
t(1) (x) + t(2) (x) = 0

(7)

and taking into account equation (6) this expression can be re-written as:
Ccont : R(1) (x)P(1) (x) A(1) + R(2) (x)P(2) (x) A(2) = 0

(8)

Furthermore, we can consider additional information derived from the frictionless contact
condition. In the scope of this model, the relative displacements between contact surfaces
are not constrained and so in-surface shear stresses must be equal to zero. This means
that the traction vector must fulfil the following equation:


t(i) (x) I − n(i) (x) n(i) (x)T = 0

(9)

(i)d

where n(i) (x) is the outgoing normal vector to the surface ΓC and I is the identity matrix.
(i)d
Let us define a local Cartesian coordinate system {i, j, k}(i) with its origin on ΓC and i
pointing in the same direction as n(i) (x). Considering this new reference system, we will
reformulate equation (6) as:
Ccont,(i) : T(i) (x)R(i) (x)P(i) (x) A(i) = T(i) (x)t(i) (x)

(10)

where T(i) (x) is the transformation matrix from global to local coordinate system.
Combining this equation with (9) we obtain:

T
Ccont,(i) : T(i) (x)R(i) (x)P(i) (x) A(i) = n(i) (x)T t(i) (x) 0 0

(11)

from where we get two constraints for each solid which impose the frictionless condition.
Finally, considering (8) and (11), we come to the following linear system of equations:
Ccont,(1) : T∗(1) (x)R(1) (x)P(1) (x) A(1) = 0
Ccont,(2) : T∗(2) (x)R(2) (x)P(2) (x) A(2) = 0

(12)

Ccont : n(1) (x)T R(1) (x)P(1) (x) A(1) + n(2) (x)T R(2) (x)P(2) (x) A(2) = 0
where T∗(i) are rows 2 and 3 of matrix T(i) . In order to apply this constraint, it is
necessary to have two different stress distributions available, each of them associated to
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one of the bodies in contact. Therefore, before implementing these equations within the
SPR-C technique, we need to establish a subdomain from Ω(2) associated to each patch
of Ω(1) where an auxiliary stress field will be recovered and vice versa.
Let us consider the contour patch defined by the assembly node i, which is part of the
(1)
mesh associated to Ω(1) . The intersection between the boundary of the patch and ΓC
(1)p
(2)
(1)p
is represented by ΓC . On the other hand, the region of ΓC that overlaps ΓC in the
(2)p
(2)p
deformed configuration will be defined as a new subdomain ΓC . If we extrude ΓC into
(2)
Ω(2) , we will get a volume Ωaux over which we can apply stress recovery techniques. This
(2)
region must be representative since the accuracy of the stress state evaluated on Ωaux will
depend on its definition.

Figure 2: Scheme of the constrained SPR assembly for node i at Ω(1) . An auxiliary patch at a region
of Ω(2) is created to enforce contact pressure continuity.

Once we have established the constrain equations and how to obtain the auxiliary domain,
we present the system of equations that will be solve for each patch. The formulation
is an expansion of (3), where the structure the stress distributions associated with each
body are solved at the same time, with Ccont enforcing the continuity of the stress field
(1)p
over ΓC :


M(1) C(1)T
 C(1)
0



0


0
M(2) C(2)T
C(2)
0

Ccont

Ccont

0

T

  (1)   (1) 
A  
H 




 (1) 


(1) 




  λ  Λ 
 A(2) = H(2)


 

 λ(2) 
 Λ(2) 

 


 cont 


 
0
λ

(13)

An analogous procedure is followed for the construction of the recovered field over patches
defined at Ω(2) .
4

Numerical examples

A comparison between the recovered field calculation with and without contact constrains
is performed in the following contact problem between two elastic solids. The 2D sketch of
the problem is shown in Figure 3 left. In the initial configuration both contact surfaces are
overlapping (there is no space between solids), and vertical displacement d = −1.6·10−6 m
is applied on the upper face of body 2. Symmetry conditions are applied to the faces
parallel to the yz plane, and displacements along y direction are constrained to avoid rigid
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0.01m

d

0.01m
Figure 3: Contact between elastic solids. Sketch of the problem and analysis meshes.

body motions. Two lateral faces of body 1 are loaded with py = 4 · 1011 (0.01 − z)z P a
and pz = 10 · 1011 (0.01 − z)z P a. Material properties for both solids are E = 115GP a
and ν = 0.3.
Two different analyses were solved using non-conforming uniform meshes (Figure 3), without any additional constrain (SPR) and using the constrained version of the SPR adding
contact constrains (SPR-C). Figure 4 shows the contact pressure pN = n · σ ∗ · n evaluated
at a path along x direction. A 2D overkilled mesh was used as a reference. The improvement of the recovered field can be appreciated in two ways. In one hand, the values of the
contact pressure along the contact area are much closer to the reference values for both
meshes, and in the other hand, the enforcement of boundary equilibrium also ensures null
normal tractions over non-contact regions. The L2-norm error of the stress tensor σ ∗ at
the contact surface is shown in Figure 5 for the first analysis mesh. The enforcement
of the contact constrains in the SPR clearly improves the quality of the recovered field.
There is only a slight improvement around the end of contact area. As the recovered field
is based on a polynomial fitting and the nodes are not located over the boundary, the
capture of that point, which is non-derivable, still remains a challenge.
5

Conclusions

We have presented an extended version of the Superconvergent Patch Recovery with constrains (SPR-C) that enforces the normal tractions continuity for 3D frictionless contact
problems. With this additional constrain the recovered stress field has an improved quality over the contact region. This will allow better error estimation for mesh adaptivity
procedures and enhanced robustness of the contact solution algorithm. Finally, a further
development regarding 3D large deformation frictional contact is currently in progress.
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Figure 4: Example 1. Frictionless contact. Left: Normal stress on the contact area (positive values
of the stress stand for compression). Right: Evolution of values of the normal stress, along a path that
follows the y direction, with mesh refinement.

Figure 5: Error in L2-norm of the recovered field σ ∗ evaluated at the contact surface using SPR (left)
and constrained SPR-C (right). The results correspond to the first analysis mesh.
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Abstract. When using Immersed Boundary methods for solving the elasticity problem, some nodes are outside of the problem domain with a small associated stiffness in
comparison to the nodes placed into the problem domain. This characteristic issue of
the Immersed Boundary methods yields ill-conditioning problems when solving the global
system of equations. The main reason behind this behaviour is the fact that the energy
contribution of the pathological nodes is small, therefore the global energy of the problem is only slightly affected by the solution of these nodes. This contribution proposes a
method that adds an extra term to the formulation that stabilizes the solution of those
pathological nodes. This new term consists in i) a stiffness-type matrix involving only
these nodes (which value is related to the element size) for the LHS of the system and ii )
a force directly applied to these nodes. The results show an improvement of the system
matrix condition number and thus, a better performance of the iterative solvers. In addition, in the case of contact problems the ill-conditioning of the system matrix prevents
the convergence for the contact problem. The numerical results show that the addition
of the proposed stabilisation term allows to alleviate these kind of problems.

1

INTRODUCTION

Last decades in the XXth century, a parallel concept to the Finite Element Method
(FEM) emerged, the Immerse Boundary Method (IBM) which according to [7] has its
origins in the paper published by VK Saul’ev in Russian Solution of certain boundary value
problems on high-speed computers by the fictitious domain method (Mat.Z. 1963.4:912925). In the FEM framework the mesh is conforming with the geometry of the component.
Therefore, the mesh generation complexity is directly related with that of the geometry.
Besides the existence of advanced and automated mesh generators algorithms [10, 17],
the meshing process is one of the most tedious processes of the FEM. On the contrary,
the IBM completely separates the mesh used for solving the Finite Element (FE) problem
from the geometry of the component, therefore the geometrical complexity is completely
unrelated with the mesh generation process, which is, in fact, usually octree-based. Since
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the FE mesh is not related with the geometry, an special treatment of the boundary is
needed in the IBM. This important issue is a key ingredient to differentiate the IBM
approaches such as the CutFEM [6], using the Level Set method to define the geometry
of the component, the Finite Cell Method [15] using special integration methods or the
cgFEM [21, 19] which is able to take into account the exact geometry by using special
integration algorithms.
Independently of the approach, most of these methods increase some difficulties with
respect to classical FEM in similar aspects: i.e. imposing Dirichlet boundary bonditions,
numerical conditioning, accuracy over the boundary, etc. CutFEM [6] proposes a robust
methodology to guarantee the stability when Dirichlet boundaries cut the mesh resulting
in very small element subregions. cgFEM [21, 19] also uses stabilization methods for
imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions guaranteeing the coercitivity. These stabilization
procedures are able to guarantee the solvability of the problem at hand for direct solvers.
However, when iterative solvers are needed, not only the solvability must be guaranteed
but also the condition number should be controlled in order to guarantee the convergence
of the iterative solver.
In this paper we propose a procedure to keep under control the condition number
of the system of equations under the cgFEM framework. The proposed method uses
a displacements recovery procedure over the boundary to control the solution of the
nodes outside the physical domain, thus avoiding degrees of freedom with a small stiffness
associated. The proposed method has been tested for bilinear and biquadratic elements
for the linear elasticity problem and for the contact problem, showing an improvement of
the solution convergence.
2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This paper is devoted to solve the 3D contact problem by means of the cgFEM. The
notation used all along the contribution is settled at this point. The Cauchy stress field is
denoted as σ, the displacement field as u, and the strain field as ε, all these fields being
defined over the domain Ω ⊂ R3 , with boundary denoted by ∂Ω. Prescribed tractions
denoted by t are imposed over the part ΓN of the boundary, while displacements denoted
by ū are prescribed over the part ΓD of the boundary. Body loads are denoted as b.
The linear elasticity problem takes the following variational from
Find u ∈ (V + {w}) : ∀v ∈ V
a(u, v) = l(v)
where

a(u, v) =
ε(u)T Dε(v) dΩ
 Ω

T
l(v) =
b v dΩ +
tT v dΓ,
Ω

(1)

ΓN

3

where V = {v | v ∈ [H 1 (Ω)] , v|ΓD = 0}, w is a particular displacement field satisfying
the Dirichlet boundary conditions and here the matrix D contains the elasticity coefficients
of the usual linear isotropic constitutive law relating the stress field with strain field. For
2
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the contact problem, considering large deformations, we denote as ΓC the contact surface,
(1)
(2)
being ΓC the slave contact surface and ΓC the master contact surface. We use a raytracing technique [20] to define the contact point pairs, i.e. we intersect the master contact
(2)
surface ΓC at x(2) with a line emanating from x(1) in the direction of the normal vector
to the slave surface n(1) . Then the normal contact gap can be defined as:


gN = x(2) − x(1) · n(1) .

(2)

The complete formulation for the contact problem used in this manuscript is completely
described in [20, 14].
2.1

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN cgFEM

When using the cgFEM for numerically solving the problem defined in section 2, we find
out that the Dirichlet boundary conditions cannot be directly applied as in the standard
FEM since, in general, there are not any nodes over the boundary. Therefore, a mortar
method is used which weakly imposes the essential boundary conditions. In order to do
that, a Lagrange multipliers discretization over the Dirichlet boundaries is needed. The
choice of the Lagrange multipliers space is crucial for the well behaviour of the proposed
method. Several works on that sense came out in the last years. Barbosa and Hughes [2, 3]
propose stabilization methods in order to guarantee the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Breezi
(LBB) condition. Other authors [4, 13] instead, propose the Vital Vertex Method which
a prioiri defines an appropriate discretization for the Lagrange multiplier space; however
this procedure is not trivial for the 3D case. Also Hansbo et. al. [12] and Burman and
Hansbo [8] propose an adaptation of the Nitsche’s method to the IBM framework. In
the context of the Finite Cell Method, the authors propose the use of a Nitsche’s based
approach for imposing the essential boundary conditions [18]. More recently Tur et. al.
[21] propose a stabilization technique which makes use of recovery procedures easing the
implementation of the method specially for the 3D case. This last method is adopted
in this contribution. The weak imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions via a mortar
method implies the use of Lagrange multipliers, therefore solving problem (1) is equivalent
to solve the following problem:
1
L (vh , µh ) = a(vh , vh ) + b(µh , vh − g) − l(vh ),
2

(3)

where vh ∈ V h is the discrete counterpart of the space V and µh ∈ M h , a suitable
discretized space for the Lagrange multipliers. Note that, in general, the appropriate
Lagrange multipliers space is not easy to find since it is problem-dependent and it also
depends on the way the mesh and geometry intersect. The approach followed in this
contribution introduces a Lagrange multiplier at each integration point of the surface with
a constant approximation space. This discretization is not suitable in general, therefore
an additional stabilization term is added:

h
h
h
h
h
L (v , µ ) = L (v , µ ) −
µh · (λh − T(ûh )) dΓ,
(4)
k1 Γ D
3
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where k1 > 1 is parameter defined by the user and h is the characteristic mesh size. The
interested reader is addressed to [21] for further details.
Expression (4) is similar to that used in the Nitsche’s method in which the operator
T(ûh ) corresponds to the tractions over the Dirichlet boundary. Because of that, Nitsche’s
method results hard to implement. In the proposed approach, the operator T(ûh ) is a
post-process of the solution, guaranteeing the correct convergence of the method [21].
Further details about the evaluation of this operator are given in section 3.2. Problem (4)
is already solvable and stable since essential boundary conditions are properly imposed.
However, depending on how the mesh and geometry intersect, it could happen that
the problem becomes ill-conditioned. For small problems, this is not an important issue
since direct solvers are able to solve them without major difficulty. In the case of bigger
problems iterative solvers are used, and their convergence is strongly affected by the
condition number of the system to solve [1]. In the case of IBM in general, and in particular
in the case of cgFEM, there are some mesh configurations in which the position of the
geometry boundary with respect to the nodes, specially the external nodes, provokes illconditioning issues, preventing the use of iterative solvers. Figure 1a shows an example in
which the numerical problem is suitable to be ill-conditioned. If the stiffness associated
to the nodes outside the domain is small this leads to an ill-conditioning of the system
of equations. This is because the solution of those pathological nodes does not affect to
the energy of the problem. That is, almost independently of the solution of those nodes
the global energy remains the same. In other words, the sensibility of the energy to the
variation of the solution of those nodes is small. To the authors knowledge, there is not
any technique to face this problem in bibliography. Therefore in this contribution we
pretend to introduce a new technique based on the use of recovered fields with the aim
of, at least, partially solve the issue, common for the IBM. The proposed technique adds
an additional term to the formulation according to equation (5)
h
L (v , µ ) = L (v , µ ) −
k1
h

h

h

h



ΓD

µh · (λh − T(ûh )) dΓ
k2 E
− 2
h



Ω

vh · (uh − S(ûh )) dΓ, (5)

where E is the Young’s modulus and k2 > 0 is also a user defined parameter.
The additional term in equation (5) penalises the “free” displacement of those pathological nodes. In fact, it introduces and artificial stiffness which is compensated with an
artificial force as shown in figure 1b. In this term, the integration domain Ω corresponds
to the element containing the pathological node, not to the surface but to the volume.
Thus, the integration domain now considers also the part of the element falling outside
the problem domain. The operator S(ûh ) corresponds to a displacements field obtained
as a post-process of the FE solution uh . Further details of operator S are in section 3.4.

4
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(a) Ill-conditioning issue due to meshgeometry intersection.

(b) Effect of the additional term.

Figure 1: Scheme of an element subject to ill-conditioning issues. The stiffness of the
nodes far from the domain (in grey) is small.
2.2

RESOLUTION ALGORITHM

In this contribution we consider the Conjugate Gradient Squared Method (CGS) provided by Matlab for solving problem (5). As you can appreciate, the additional terms
require the solution to be available, being now a non-linear problem. This non-linear
problem is solved by using the fixed point algorithm. The procedure follows the next
steps:
1. Set an initial guess, uh0 .
2. Evaluate terms T(uh0 ) and S(uh0 ).
3. Solve problem (5) using the CGS method up to a given tolerance, τ0 , obtaining uh1 .
4. Evaluate  ∝ uh0 − uh1 .
5. Set a new tolerance τ1 = τ0 .
6. Evaluate terms T(uh1 ) and S(uh1 ).
7. Solve problem (5) using the CGS method up to a given tolerance, τ1 , obtaining uh2 .
8. Evaluate  ∝ uh1 − uh2 .
9. If  < Tol, then the solution is obtained. In other case, continue with step 5.

5
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Note that it could seem that this fixed point algorithm is expensive, however the corrections introduced by the stabilization terms are local and concentrated in the boundary.
This fact allows to reuse the solution of the previous iterations as initial guess for the
CGS solver in the next iteration, speeding up the calculations. The benefits of the proposed method are crucial for iterative solvers due to notorious decreasing of the condition
number, allowing the right convergence of the iterative solver. Numerical results will
illustrate the increase on the performance when the proposed method is used for both,
linear elasticity and contact problems considering large deformations.
3

RECOVERY TECHNIQUES

Recovery procedures arise from error indicators techniques developed during the last
decades [24, 25, 5, 9, 22, 16, 23], just to cite some. Among them we can highlight the
Superconvergent Patch Recovery technique developed by Zienkiewicz and Zhu [25] which
provides a robust, efficient and easy-to-implement error indicator. The recovery procedure
used in this error indicator proposed by Zienkiewicz and Zhu is the basis of the recovery
techniques proposed in this contribution.
3.1

Stress recovery technique

The recovered field at each patch of elements i, σ̂ i , is obtained by minimizing the
following functional:

σ
Fi (σ̂ i ) =
(σ h − σ̂ i )2 dΩ.
(6)
Ω̂i

A patch of elements consist in the elements attached to the node i, also called assembly
node. Additionally, we can also add extra terms which improve the quality of the recovered
stress field at each patch, σ̂ i , such as boundary and internal equilibrium and compatibility,
see for instance [11]. In this contribution the field σ̂ i is approximated by a polynomial of
the same order than the FE solution. After obtaining the recovered stress field at each
patch of elements, valid only in the patch surrounding the node i, the recovered field in
the whole domain is obtained by using the Conjoint Polynomial Enhancement [5], which
is nothing but the weighted sum of the contribution of each patch at a given position
x ∈ Ω:
N vn

σ̂ =
N (x)j σ̂ j (x),
(7)
j=1

where N vn is the number of vertex nodes in a element and the weighting functions are
the linear shape functions of the elements.
3.2

Operator T

The operator T is the projection of the field σ̂ to the boundary, that is:
T(uh ) = n · σ̂

6
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Note that for practical purposes since operator T is only needed along the Dirichlet
boundaries, it only requires the recovery process to be applied in the patches cut by the
boundary, therefore it can be considered as computationally inexpensive.
3.3

Displacement recovery technique

As a difference from the stress recovery procedure, in which one of the main objectives
is to obtain a continuous stress field from the discontinuous one provided by the FEM,
the displacement recovery procedure improves the existing solution by locally increasing
the degree of approximation. Thus, the recovered displacement field ûi at each patch i is
obtained by minimizing the following functional:

u
Fi (ûi ) =
(uh − ûi )2 dΩ.
(9)
Ω̂i

The recovered displacement field ûi is approximated by a polynomial of one degree higher
than the FEM solution. In this case, the functional Fiu can be enriched by adding extra
terms to enforce equilibrium via a collocation method:
Fiu,eq

=

Fiu,eq

+

Nie

k=1

λk (∇ ·

σ̂ ui

− b) +

Nie
+Nbe


k=1+Nie

λk (n · σ̂ ui − t),

(10)

where λk is the k th Lagrange multiplier, Nie is the number of collocation points in which
the internal equilibrium is enforced at each patch, Nbe is the number of points in which
the boundary equilibrium is enforced. The stress field σ̂ ui is evaluated at each patch as
follows:
σ̂ ui = Dε(ûi ).
(11)
Finally, the displacement and stress fields over the whole domain are approximated by
using the Conjoint Polynomial Enhancement as follows:
σ̂ σ =

N vn


N (x)j σ̂ ui ,

(12)

N (x)j ûi .

(13)

j=1

and
ûu =

N vn

j=1

σ

Note that the difference between σ̂ and σ̂ u is that the former is locally equilibrated
and the later is compatible with ûu . Note that the superindex σ indicates that the
field is locally equilibrated and the superindex u indicates that the field is kinematically
admissible or it directly comes from a kinematically admissible field.

7
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3.4

Operator S

The operator S is directly the displacement field ûu . Note that for practical purposes
since operator S is only needed along the boundaries, it only requires the recovery process
to be applied in the patches cut by the boundary, therefore it can be considered as
computationally inexpensive.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, two academic problems are used to show the numerical results obtained
with the proposed method. The first problem is a Dirichlet problem with a spherical
domain. The second presents two bodies under contact.
4.1

Problem 1. Sphere

This problem is defined in an spherical domain of diameter 2 centred at origin, as shown
in Figure 2a. The displacement exact solution (14) is artificially generated. Therefore,
the problem prescribes the displacement field (14) over the external boundary and the
corresponding body loads numerically evaluated from the displacement field. The Young
modulus is set to E = 1000 and the Poisson ratio ν = 0.3. The numerical solution
obtained with the proposed method is shown in Figure 2b.
ux (x, y, z) = x + x2 − 2xy + x3 − 3xy 2 + xy
uy (x, y, z) = −y − 2xy − 3x2 y + y 3 − xy 2
uz (x, y, z) = 0

(a) Geometry of the problem.

(14)

(b) Solution obtained with the proposed
method.

Figure 2: Problem 1. Geometry and solution.
Figure 3 shows the convergence of the problem, obtaining for all the cases right convergence rates for a linear discretization. This fact, numerically demonstrates that the
8
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Figure 3: Problem 1. Convergence of the exact error in energy norm.
additional stabilization term does no modify the convergence of the numerical problem to
the exact solution. Table 1 shows the condition number of the problem without the stabilization term (first row) and the condition number when the stabilization term is used,
for different mesh levels, i.e. level 4 means 24 elements in each direction. We can observe
that, as a difference with the first row, the condition number is considerably smaller and
slightly changes between the different meshes.
Level 4
7.42 · 108
k2 = 0.01
3.32 · 106
A = 1%
k2 = 0.01
3.32 · 106
A = 5%
k2 = 0.001
3.32 · 106
A = 1%
k2 = 0.001
3.32 · 106
A = 5%

Level 5
7.42 · 1018
k2 = 0.01
5.08 · 106
A = 1%
k2 = 0.01
5.08 · 106
A = 5%
k2 = 0.001
5.09 · 106
A = 1%
k2 = 0.001
5.09 · 106
A = 5%

Table 1: Condition number on the system of equations for different meshes and configuration parameters. The parameter A corresponds to the ratio between the volume of the
element and the intersected volume.

9
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4.2

Problem 2. Contact problem

This problem shows the contact between two annulus. The annulus placed at right has
prescribed homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition over the half left of the domain,
whereas the left annulus has a prescribed displacement of 0.5 in y direction over the left
half of the surface. 5 load steps are considered. The Young modulus is set to E = 1000
and the Poisson ration is ν = 0.3. Large displacements are also considered.

(a) Geometry of the problem.

(b) Solution obtained with the proposed
method.

Figure 4: Problem 2. Geometry and solution.
Table 2 shows the accumulative iterations of the CGS iterative solver during the contact problem resolution. It can be appreciated, for coarse meshes, that the stabilization
techniques does not provide better results, but when the element size decreases, the number of iterations without stabilization considerably increases. This is related with the
increase of the condition number for finer meshes observed in the previous example.
Mesh Level
3
4
5

With stabilization
1223
2171
4296

Without stabilization
1161
2276
5698

Table 2: Accumulative iterations for the iterative solver.

CONCLUSIONS
This manuscript presents a stabilization algorithm in charge of controlling the condition
number of the system of equations. This algorithm is applied into the cgFEM framework
10
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considering the linear elastic problem and a contact problem with a large displacements
formulation. The proposed method needs a fixed point iterative solver which is embedded
into the iterative solver for the global system of equations, thus preserving the efficiency
of the method. The obtained results show that the proposed method effectively controls
the condition number of the system of equations maintaining the right convergence of the
numerical solution to the exact one. Additionally, as a consequence of the control of the
condition number, the number of iterations needed for the iterative solver decreases.
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Abstract. In this work we propose convergent iterative solvers based on the L-scheme
and Newton’s method for a nonlinear Biot model. More precisely, in the mechanics equation one Lamé coefficient and in the fluid equation the compressibility are assumed to be
nonlinear. The nonlinearities are satisfying certain assumptions, in particular they are
supposed to be monotonically increasing. We use the Newton method and the L-scheme
for linearizing the equations. Monolithical and fixed-stress type splitting approaches are
proposed. The solvers can be applied to any spatial discretization. The theoretical convergence of the schemes is discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

The term poromechanics is commonly used to denote the fully coupled system consisting of porous media flow and mechanics. It has plenty of currently important applications,
e.g. geothermal energy, CO2 storage, biotechnology or pharmaceutics, to name few. The
most used mathematical model for poromechanics is the (quasi-static) linear Biot model
[17]. In this work we consider a nonlinear extension of the linear Biot model, as presented
in [8]:
−∇ · [2µε(u) + h(∇ · u)] + α∇ · (pI) = f ,

(1)

∂t (b(p) + α∇ · u) − ∇ · (k∇p) = g,

(2)

where u is the displacement, µ > 0 is the constant shear modulus, ε(u) = 12 (∇u + (∇u)t )
is the linearized strain, p is the fluid pressure, I is the identity matrix, α the Biot coefficient
and k is the hydraulic conductivity. For simplicity, the gravitational effects are neglected.
The coefficient functions h(·) and b(·), as well as the source terms f , g are supposed to
be given. Initial and boundary conditions are completing the model. The linear Biot
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model is a particular case of (1)-(2), obtained by choosing the function h(·) and b(·) to
be the identity. A very important assumption is that h(·) and b(·) are monotonically
increasing and Lipschitz continuous. For a justification of the validity of the considered
model we refer to the book [38]. We remark that the results of the present paper can be
easily extended to a model containing a nonlinearity of the form a(∇u) in the mechanics
equation, as long as it is monotone increasing and Lipschitz continuous and the coupling
term remains linear.
Independent of the spatial and implicit temporal discretizations one chooses, solving
the system (1)-(2) is very challenging. This is due to the coupling and the nonlinearities.
In the present work we present monolithical and splitting approaches for solving this nonlinear system. As splitting approach, we will use the well-recognized fixed-stress scheme,
see [36, 22]. For the convergence analysis of the fixed-stress method applied to the linear
Biot model we refer to [26, 11, 6, 7]. For a discussion on the stabilization/tuning parameter used in the fixed-stress approach we refer to [15, 11]. A theoretical investigation
on the optimal choice for this parameter is performed in [37]. The linearization is based
on either Newton method, or the L-scheme [25, 30, 32, 33] or on a combination of them
[25, 12]. For monolithic and splitting schemes based solely on L-scheme for the system
(1)-(2) we refer to [8].
These techniques can be applied as well to multiphase flow and mechanics, see [15, 12,
23, 21]. In [24] the fixed-stress method is applied in connection with fracture propagation
and phase field models [24]. The fixed-stress method can be also used as a smoother
for multigrid approaches [20] or as pre-conditioner [8, 39]. For multirate and multiscale
fixed-stress schemes we refer to [4] and [18], respectively. Recently, a parallel-in-time
fixed-stress scheme for the linear Biot model was proposed in [9].
2

SOLVERS FOR THE NONLINEAR BIOT MODEL

In this section we present some monolithic and splitting schemes for solving the nonlinear system (1)-(2). We begin by discussing the spatial and temporal discretizations,
then we give the linearization ideas and finally present the schemes.
There is a huge literature on discretization methods for the linear Biot model. Backward Euler is the most common discretization in time, see e.g. [27, 11]. Higher-order
discretizations in time are presented and analysed in [6] (see also [5] for details on spacetime techniques). Many different combinations of spatial discretizations for flow and
mechanics were proposed in the last years. We mention continuous Galerkin for the mechanics and mixed finite elements for the flow [29, 42, 11, 3], the MINI element [34],
non-conforming finite elements [40], mixed finite elements for flow and mechanics [42, 1],
cell-centered finite volumes [28], or discontinuous Galerkin [16]. Higher-order space-time
elements were considered in [6, 7]. We refer to the recent paper [35] for a discussion on the
stability of discretizations for Biot’s model. We finally mention that adaptive techniques
were proposed e.g. in [19, 1].
A key ingredient in designing monolithic or splitting schemes for the nonlinear system
(1)-(2) is the linearization method. We propose as linearization either the L-scheme, e.g.
[25] or the Newton method. The idea of the L-scheme, see [25, 30] is to solve a nonlinearity
2
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F (U ) iteratively by linearizing in the following way:
F (U i ) + L(U i+1 − U i ),

(3)

where i is the iteration index and L > 0 a free to be chosen stabilization (or tuning)
parameter. When i → ∞ we must have U i → U , ensuring obviously the consistency of
the scheme. The L-scheme can be interpreted as either a stabilized Picard method or as
quasi-Newton method. The L-scheme is very robust but only linearly convergent. It can
be applied to non-smooth, but monotonically increasing functions F (·). For the case of
Hölder continuous (not Lipschitz) functions F (·) we refer to [13, 33]. The L-scheme can
be speeded up by using the Anderson acceleration [2, 15]. The main advantages of the
L-scheme are
• It does not involve the computations of derivatives.
• The arising linear systems are well-conditioned.
• It can be applied to non-smooth nonlinearities.
• It is very easy to be understood and implemented.
The second linearization method proposed in this paper is the well-recognized Newton
method. In this case, a nonlinearity F (U ) will be solved by
F (U i ) + F  (U i )(U i+1 − U i ),

(4)

with F  being the Jacobian matrix. The Newton method is quadratic convergent, but
the convergence is local. This means that the starting value for the iterations should
not be too far from the (unknown) solution. To increase the robustness of the Newton
method, one can perform first some L-scheme iterations and then switch to Newton [25].
Another way to increase the robustness of Newton’s method is by applying the Anderson
acceleration [15].
We can now present some iterative solvers for the nonlinear system (1)-(2). Backward
Euler is applied for the temporal discretization. A three-field formulation is considered
for the spatial discretization, but the solvers can be applied to any discretization. In the
following n denotes always the time level, while i stays for the iteration index.
A monolithic Newton solver
−∇ · [2µε(un,i+1 ) + h(∇ · un,i ) + h (∇ · un,i )(un,i+1 − un,i ) − αpn,i+1 I] = f ,

b(pn,i ) + b (pn,i )(pn,i+1 − pn,i ) + α∇ · (un,i+1 − un−1 ) + τ ∇ · qn,i+1 = τ Sf + b(pn−1 ),
qn,i+1 + k∇pn,i+1 = g.

The following scheme was presented and analyzed in [8]:
3
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A splitting L-scheme
Step 1:
b(pn,i ) + L1 (pn,i+1 − pn,i ) + α∇ · (un,i − un−1 ) + τ ∇ · qn,i+1 = τ Sf + b(pn−1 ),
qn,i+1 + k∇pn,i+1 = g.
Step 2:
−∇ · [2µε(un,i+1 ) + h(∇ · un,i ) + L2 (un,i+1 − un,i ) − αpn,i+1 I] = f ,
where the stabilization parameters L1 , L2 ≥ 0 are free to be chosen.
From the above scheme, by introducing the Jacobian matrices one obtains a splitting
Newton scheme:
A splitting Newton solver
Step 1:
b(pn,i ) + b (pn,i )(pn,i+1 − pn,i ) + α∇ · (un,i − un−1 ) + τ ∇ · qn,i+1 = τ Sf + b(pn−1 ),
qn,i+1 + k∇pn,i+1 = g.
Step 2:
−∇ · [2µε(un,i+1 ) + h(∇ · un,i ) + (L + h (∇ · un,i ))(un,i+1 − un,i ) − αpn,i+1 I] = f .
where the stabilization parameter L ≥ 0 is free to be chosen.
We refer to [8] for a monolithic L-scheme for nonlinear Biot. Similar splitting schemes,
in which the nonlinear subproblems are solved in each step until convergence (i.e. not
performing just one iteration as above), can be set up and analyzed [10]. The main
convergence result can be summarized in the following theorem. For the proof, techniques
from [11], [25] and [31] are combined. The convergence of the L-scheme based solvers has
been proved in [8].
Theorem 1. Assuming that the nonlinearities are Lipschitz continuous and monotone
increasing, and that the stabilization parameters are big enough, then all the considered
schemes are at least linearly convergent. The monolithic Newton scheme is quadratic
convergent.
Remark 1. The schemes can be accelerated by combining the L−scheme with the Newton
method as done in [25, 12] or by using the Anderson acceleration [15]. We point out that
the Anderson acceleration has also a stabilization effect, as proved in [15].

4
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3

CONCLUSIONS

We considered a quasi-static, nonlinear Biot model. Different nonlinear solvers based
on the L-scheme, Newton method and the fixed-stress splitting method were presented.
The only quadratic convergent scheme is the monolithic Newton. The splitting Newton
method requires also a stabilization parameter, otherwise the (linear) convergence can
not be guaranteed. The analysis of the schemes and illustrative numerical experiments
will be presented in [10].
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to develop a new numerical method to overcome the
computational difficulties of numerical simulation of unsaturated impregnation in porous
media. The numerical analysis by classical methods (F.E.M, theta-method, …) for this
phenomenon require small time-step and space discretization to ensure both convergence and
accuracy. Yet this leads to a high computational cost. Moreover, a very small time-step can
lead to spurious oscillations that impact the precision of the results. Thus, we propose to use
a Self-organized Gradient Percolation (SGP) algorithm to reduce the computational cost and
overcome these numerical drawbacks. The (SGP) method is based on gradient percolation
theory, relevant to the calculation of local saturation. The initialization of this algorithm is
driven by an analytic solution of the homogenous diffusion equation, which is a convolution
between a Probability Density Function (PDF) and a smoothing function. Thus, we propose to
reproduce the evolution of the capillary pressure profiles by the evolution of the standard
deviation of the PDF. This algorithm is validated by comparing the results with the capillary
pressure profiles and the mass gain curve obtained by finite element simulations and
experimental measurements, respectively. The computational time of the proposed algorithm is
lower than that of finite element models for quasi one-dimensional case. In conclusion, the SGP
method permits to reduce the computational cost and does not produce spurious oscillations.
The work is still going on for extension in 3D and the first results are promising.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical modelling of the impregnation process requires a multiphysics model
taking into account the material properties. Yet, it often demands large computing facilities.
The goal of this paper is to propose a new approach, which doesn’t use classical
modelling by partial differential equations and the associated numerical methods, to predict the
capillary pressure profiles without spurious oscillations [1] and with reduced computational
cost. To develop and present the basics of this method, the simplest case of non-reactive
impregnation, for quasi one-dimensional problem, is developed.
A new numerical algorithm based on the gradient percolation theory is proposed. The
initialization of the algorithm is driven by an analytic solution of the homogeneous diffusion
equation, which is a convolution between a Probability Density Function (PDF) and a
smoothing function [2]. The evolution of the capillary pressure profiles with time is reproduced
by the self-evolution of the standard deviation of the PDF. This model is therefore named Selforganized Gradient Percolation model (SGP). In order to test this model, its solutions (i.e., the
capillary pressure profiles and the mass gain curve) are compared with those obtained by F.E.M
and by experiments, respectively.
2 SELF-ORGANIZED GRADIENT PERCOLATION (SGP) MODEL
2.1 Self-organized Gradient Percolation (SGP) model
The Self-organized Gradient Percolation (SGP) model defines that the porous medium
is considered as a random network model [3, 4] where each site � has a local state �(�) which
should be transformed into the local average saturation and has Gaussian distribution [5] with
mean �(�) and variance � � as:
�(�)~�(�(�), � � )

(1)

The Eq. (1) shows that the local average saturation is driven by the PDF of Gaussian
distribution that is used to construct the self-organization of the local profile such that:
(i)
its initialization is proved as an analytic solution of the homogeneous diffusion
equation [2];
(ii)
for further time steps, the evolution of the capillary pressure profile should be
reproduced by the self-evolution of the PDF.
2.2 Initialization of the SGP model
The SGP model aims at predicting the capillary pressure profile at any time that is
inferred from a capillary pressure profile at initial time-step (i.e., initialization of the SGP
model). As mathematically proven [2], the initialization is the analytic solution of the
homogeneous diffusion equation (i.e. Richard’s equation [6]) as the following formulation:
������ , �� � = ������ , �� � ∗ ������ �
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where 〈∗〉 is convolution operator; ������ � stands for a smoothing point-spread function;
������ , �� � is the function of the local average saturation at initial time-step �� , and is described
as the PDF of a distribution with standard deviation �, maximum saturation ���� and residual
saturation �� as:
������ , �� � = �� + (���� − �� )��� �−

�

����� �
�
2� �

(3)

where � characterizes the type of a distribution: � = 1 or � = 2 indicate that ������ , �� � is
the PDF for a Normal distribution or for a Laplace distribution by means of statistics,
respectively.

Figure 1: A simplified representation of the Eq. (3)

The Eq. (3) might be presumed to be more simple and convenient in application by the
Figure 1. To determine the capillary pressure profiles, it is needed to identify the evolution of
the local average saturation. It is thus proposed to reproduce the evolution of the local average
saturation by that of the standard deviation of the PDF.
2.3 Time evolution
Let us remark that at each time-step �, a standard deviation function is denoted by
�� ����� � to be different from constant standard deviation �� ; the evolution of the abscissa � with
time-step � is denoted by ���, ���� �. The evolution of standard deviation �� is thus defined by:
�� = ���� + ���, ���� �

(4)

�� ����� � = �� + ��� ����� � − �� � = �� + (�� − �� )������ �

(5)

�� ����� � = �� + ��� ����� � − �� � = �� + ������ + ���, ���� �� − �� � ������ �

(6)

The evolution of the standard deviation function at the second time-step, i.e. � = 1, is
expressed by the following form:

where ������ � is a function of the capillary pressure [7]. The general standard deviation
function, i.e. � = �, is therefore deduced as follows:
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At the local scale, the pore space can be assumed as a capillary (vertical for 1D model
proposed herein). Thus, the evolution of the abscissa � with time-step �, i.e. ���, ���� �, is
driven by Poiseuille’s equation [8] as follows:
���, ���� � =

��
�
= � ∙ ������
= � ∙ ����� + ��� � = � ∙ ∆�
��

(7)

�
where � depends on capillary diameter and liquid properties, ������
and ��� are the total and the
hydrostatic pressure at time-step �, respectively; ∆� is the difference between capillary and
hydrostatic pressures. In the case of the vertical capillary tube, the Eq. (7) points out that the
transient simulation stops at the steady-state when there is no longer difference between
capillary pressure and hydrostatic pressure (i.e., ∆� = 0).

2.4 Continuity and Boundary Conditions

As shown in the Eq. (2), a convolution procedure is first employed to introduce the
continuity of the SGP model. Indeed, the procedure is related to the local average saturation
and the smoothing point-spread function as the following formulation:

�

(8)

�(�) = (� ∗ �)(�) = � �(� − �′)�(�′)
��∈�

where �(�′) = � ∑ �(�′) , Ω = {�′ ∈ ℤ� : |�′| ≤ 1}, �(�′) is the Kronecker function, and � is
number of site � ∈ Ω.
For impregnation in porous media, several boundary conditions related to the physical
exchange made on the concerned interface are distinguished by: the case where liquid can/
cannot flow out of the boundary (i.e., the constant air pressure and the draining condition/ the
undrained condition, respectively). The choice of the boundary conditions depends on the
interpretation of the physical phenomena. In the SGP model, the convolution of the values on
the boundary surface with the smoothing function is then employed to model the boundary
conditions.
3

THE VALIDATION OF THE SGP METHOD

One-dimensional capillary rising tests were performed on porous samples [9]. The
amount of impregnated liquid into the porous medium was measured by weighing the loss of
liquid in the bath as can be seen in Figure 2. Porous material and liquid for the tests are reported
in Table 1.

Table 1: Materials and liquid for the tests

Test
1
2

Figure 2: The non-reactive impregnation test
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Porous sample
Alumina 99%
Alumina 99%

Liquid
Glycerine
Oil
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To validate the SGP method, a Finite Element (F.E.) model has been implemented in
the software “ASTER” [9].
Table 2 : Values of physical chracteristics used of the porous materials and the liquid

Values

Properties
Initial porosity
Viscosity of the fluid, �

Mass density of fluid, ��

Intrinsic permeability, ����

Test 1

Test 2

0.2

0.19

1260

892

1.02

9.5 × 10���

Units

0.35

�� ∙ �

�� ∙ ���

7.44 × 10���

��

To fit the capillary pressure curve, two well-known models (c.f. Brook’s model and van
Genuchten’s model) [10, 11] are employed where pressure reference �� or �� and empirical
parameter � or � need to be determined. To apply the algorithm of the SGP model on both tests,
the values of input data are reported in Table 3.
Table 3 : Values of input data used for the SGP algorithm

Test
1
2

� or �
0,55
2,62

� (�⁄�)
1,16 ∙ 10��
1,9 ∙ 10��

�� or �� (Pa)
1100
4870

3.1 Comparisons between numerical results and experimental data

For the tests 1 and 2, because there is no experimental data for the capillary pressure
profiles, the mass gain curve obtained through the SGP model is compared with that obtained
experimentally [9] (Figure 3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Measured and simulated mass gain curve: (a) for the test 1 and (b) for the test 2.
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The Figure 3 shows that numerical results from the SGP algorithm fit well with experimental
data.
3.2 Comparisons between F.E and SGP results
For the tests 1 and 2, the comparisons of the capillary pressure profiles between the SGP
model and the FEM model are shown in Figure 4.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: The evolution of the simulated capillary pressure profiles: (a) for the test 1 and (b) for the test 2.

The Figure 4 shows that F.E. results fit well with SGP results too. Concerning the
comparisons between F.E. and SGP results for the test 2, the CPC from Brook’s model is
employed, which is assumed to be a PDF of the Laplace distribution, i.e. � = 1 for the SGP
model. Thus, the capillary pressure profiles obtained by the SGP model always remain the form
of this PDF. That’s why the F.E. and SGP solutions are not exactly the same (as can be seen in
the Figure 4 (b)).
The computational costs for the two tests are also reported in Table 4. By comparisons
of the CPU time, the Table 4 shows that the computational time of the SGP model is lower than
the one of F.E.M.
Table 4 : Computational time of the SGP model and the F.E model.
Test
�
�

CPU time (seconds)
SGP model
F.E model
6.52
25.5
1.1
12.1

Finally, the objectives of this study are entirely satisfied: (i) the solutions of the SGP
method are free from spurious oscillations and (ii) the computational time is reduced.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a novel algorithm based on the gradient percolation theory, named Selforganized Gradient Percolation (SGP) algorithm, is proposed. Here, the gradient percolation
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theory is used to compute the local saturation. The link between the mathematics and the
physical issue (i.e., the non-reactive impregnation phenomenon) is done thanks to the
initialization of the algorithm by an analytic solution of the Richard’s equation. Furthermore,
the convolution operator allowed to ensure the spatial continuity of the wetting fluid and to
check the boundary conditions of the problem. The comparisons with experimental
measurements show a good agreement for the quasi one-dimensional case of vertical
impregnation. The comparisons with F.E.M exhibits a lower computational cost for the SGP
method. First results are promising with respect to possible generalization to 3D case.
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Abstract. Introduced in [1], Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) has become widely accepted in
academia and industry. However, the system matrices arising from discretizations based
on Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) tend to become ill-conditioned for higher values of the
approximation order p, and hence, the efficient solution of linear systems of equations
is a challenging task. In this paper, we propose the use of p-multigrid based methods
for the efficient solution of IgA based discretizations. The overall idea is to construct
a multigrid hierarchy based on different values of p, where the coarse grid correction is
obtained at level p = 1 . Consequently, the residual equation is solved at level p = 1, so
that the coarse grid correction can be obtained using established solution techniques for
low-order Lagrange finite elements. Numerical results are presented for a two-dimensional
benchmarkproblem to compare the performance of p-multigrid used as a solver and as a
preconditioner for a Krylov subspace method. It follows from a Local Fourier Analysis,
that the coarse grid correction and the smoothing procedure complement each other quite
well. Moreover, the obtained convergence rates indicate that p-multigrid methods have
the potential to efficiently solve IgA discretizations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Introduced in [1], Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) has become widely accepted in academia
and industry. Over the years, IgA has been applied in fluid mechanics [2], shape optimization [3] and structural mechanics [4]. The use of B-splines and Non-Uniform Rational
B-splines (NURBS) within IgA enables a highly accurate representation of geometries.
Another advantage of IgA over standard Finite Elements is the C p−1 continuity of the
B-spline basis functions, leading to numerical approximations with high continuity.
However, solving the resulting linear systems remains a challenging task. Due to the
growing support of the basis functions, the bandwidth of the resulting system matrix after
discretization becomes wider for increasing p, making the use of a (sparse) direct solver
more and more expensive.
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The use of (standard) iterative solvers is not straightforward, since the system matrices
arising in IgA can become ill-conditioned: The condition number of the Poisson operator
is bounded by a constant times h−2 , where h is the mesh width, but, in contrast to
standard Finite Elements, scales exponentially with the order of the approximation p, cf.
[5]. The performance of (standard) iterative solvers thus decreases fast for higher values
of p.
Over the past years, the use of different types of solvers have been investigated. In
[6], the use of direct solvers has been investigated when either C 0 or C p−1 continuous
B-spline basis functions were used for discretization. Preconditioners based on solvers for
the Sylvester equation have been studied in [7]. Geometric multigrid methods were first
studied in [5] for scalar second-order elliptic problems. In [8], a spectral analysis of the
two-grid method was performed by determining the reduction factors of the coarse grid
correction and smoother. Recently, a geometric multigrid method has been presented in
[9] which exhibits convergence rates independent of h and p.
In this paper we propose an alternative solution strategy that is based on p-multigrid
techniques, where the resulting p-multigrid method is used both as a solver and as a
preconditioner in a Krylov subspace iterative method. The approach makes use of a
hierarchy of B-spline based discretizations of different approximations orders. This is in
contrast to (geometric) h-multigrid methods, in which a hierarchy of coarser and finer
meshes is constructed. The coarse grid correction in the suggested p-multigrid method is
determined at level p = 1, enabling the use of (established) solution techniques developed
for low-order Lagrange finite elements.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The considered model problem
and spline spaces used for discretization are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the pmultigrid method is described in more detail. Numerical results, obtained on a non-trivial
two-dimensional geometry, are presented in Section 4. Furthermore, results are compared
with h-multigrid methods. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.
2

MODEL PROBLEM AND DISCRETIZATION
As our model problem we consider the Poisson equation:
−∆u = f

on Ω,

(1)

where Ω ⊂ R2 , f ∈ L2 (Ω) and u = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω. Let V = H01 (Ω) denote the
space of functions in H 1 (Ω) that vanish on the boundary ∂Ω, where H 1 (Ω) denotes the
first order Sobolev space. Multiplying equation (1) with an arbitrary function v ∈ V,
integrating over Ω and applying integration by parts leads to the variational form:
Find u ∈ H01 (Ω) such that
(∇u, ∇v) = (f, v)

∀v ∈ V.

(2)

For the spatial discretization, tensor product B-spline basis functions of order p are
considered based on an open uniform knot vector and knot span size (which is associated
with the mesh width) h.
2
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The one-dimensional B-spline basis functions are defined recursively by the Cox-de
Boor formula [1]:

1
if ξi ≤ ξ < ξi+1 ,
(3)
φi,0 (ξ) =
0
else
and for p > 0:
φi,p (ξ) =

ξi+p+1 − ξ
ξ − ξi
φi,p−1 (ξ) +
φi+1,p−1 (ξ).
ξi+p − ξi
ξi+p+1 − ξi+1

(4)

Let the tensor product spline space of order p and mesh width h be denoted by Vh,p :


N 
N

2
Vh,p := uh,p =
(5)
c(i,j) φi,p (x)φj,p (y) | c ∈ RN ,
i=1 j=1

where N denotes the number of basis functions in a single direction and c the coefficient
vector corresponding to uh,p . The Galerkin formulation of the variational problem (2) is
then obtained using these spline spaces, which leads to:
Find uh,p ∈ Vh,p such that
(∇uh,p , ∇vh,p ) = (f, vh,p )

∀vh,p ∈ Vh,p .

(6)

Adopting the B-spline basis functions, the discretized problem becomes, written as a
linear system:
Ah,p uh,p = fh,p .

(7)

Here, Ah,p is the stiffness matrix corresponding to the discretization with B-spline basis
functions of order p and mesh width h.
3

P-MULTIGRID

A p-multigrid algorithm is formulated to solve equation (7). Starting from the space
Vh,1 , refinement in p is applied, which leads to a sequence of spline spaces Vh,1 , . . . , Vh,p .
In this paper, basis functions are considered which are C p−1 continuous, implying that
the spline spaces are not nested. Based on a random initial guess u0h,p , a single iteration
of the two-grid correction scheme consists of the following steps:
1. Apply a fixed number of ν1 presmoothing steps :
(0,m+1)

uh,p

(0,m)

= uh,p

(0,m)

+ S(fh,p − Ah,p uh,p ), m = 0, . . . , ν1 − 1

(8)

where S is a smoother (i.e. Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel) for the fine grid problem.
2. Determine the residual at level p and project it onto the space Vh,p−1 using the
restriction operator Ipp−1 (to be defined):


(0,ν )
(9)
rh,p−1 = Ipp−1 fh,p − Ah,p uh,p 1 .
3
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3. Determine the coarse grid correction by solving the residual equation at level p − 1:
Ah,p−1 eh,p−1 = rh,p−1 .

(10)

4. Project the correction eh,p−1 onto the space Vh,p using the prolongation operator
(0,ν )
p
Ip−1
(to be defined) and update uh,p 1 :
(0,ν )

(0,ν )

p
(eh,p−1 ).
uh,p 1 := uh,p 1 + Ip−1

(11)
(0,ν +ν2 )

5. Apply a fixed number of ν2 postsmoothing steps to obtain uh,p 1

:= u1h,p .

The two-grid correction scheme is applied recursively until level p = 1 has been reached,
which results in a V -cycle. Alternatively, different schemes can be applied leading, for
example, to a W -cycle, see Figure 1.
At level p = 1, the residual equation (10) is solved approximately by means of a
Conjugate Gradient (CG) solver. As a stopping criterium for the CG method, a reduction
of the relative residual with a factor 10−8 is used. In our experience, only a limited
improvement of the p-multigrid convergence was shown if a solution obtained with a very
low tolerance ( = 10−14 ) was used on the coarsest level. The stiffness matrices, needed at
each level for the smoothing procedure, can be obtained by rediscretization. The solution
u1h,p is used as an initial guess for the next cycle.

Pr
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k=3
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k=2

k=1

Figure 1: Description of a V-cycle and W-cycle.

Prolongation/Restriction
The correction eh,k−1 at level k − 1 is prolongated by projecting it onto the space Vh,k .
k
The prolongation operator Ik−1
: Vh,k−1 → Vh,k is defined such that
k
Ik−1
(v) = v

∀v ∈ Vh,k−1 .

This prolongation operator has been used before in literature [10, 11, 12].
4
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The variational form of equation (12) is given by:

 k
∀v ∈ Vh,k−1 , ∀w ∈ Vh,k .
Ik−1 (v), w h,k = (v, w)h,k

(13)

It is sufficient to test the equation for all higher-order basis functions φm,k := φm,k (x, y).
Since v ∈ Vh,k−1 , we can write
#Vh,k−1



v=

vi,k−1 φi,k−1

(14)

i=1

k
(v) = v and equation (14), we can
for some coefficient vector v. Using w = φm,k , Ik−1
write consequently:




#Vh,k−1
#Vh,k



vn,k−1 φn,k−1 , φm,k  = 
vm,k φm,k , φm,k  ∀v ∈ Vh,k−1 , ∀φm,k ∈ Vh,k . (15)
n=1

k

m=1

k

The equation above is equivalent to

Pk−1
k vk−1 = Mk vk ,
where
(Pk−1
k )(i,j)

:=



φi,k−1 φj,k dΩ

(16)

(Mk )(i,j) :=

Ω



φi,k φj,k dΩ.

(17)

Ω

The vector of coefficients vk is therefore given by
vk = (Mk )−1 Pk−1
k vk−1 .

(18)

Hence, the prolongation operator to determine vk from vk−1 is defined by
k
Ik−1
:= (Mk )−1 Pk−1
k .

(19)

The restriction operator Ikk−1 : Vh,k → Vh,k−1 is defined as the Hilbert adjoint of the
prolongation operator, which implies [12]:
k
(Ikk−1 (w), v)k−1 = (w, Ik−1
(v))k = (w, v)k

∀v ∈ Vh,k−1 , ∀w ∈ Vh,k .

(20)

The last equality follows from the definition of the prolongation operator. Combining the
equations leads to
#Vk−1

(Ikk−1 (φm,k ), φn,k−1 )k−1

=



R(l, m)(φl,k−1 , φn,k−1 )k−1 ,

l=1

= (φm,k , φn,k−1 )k .
Equation (21) has to hold ∀m = 1, 2, . . . , #Vk and ∀n = 1, 2, . . . , #Vk−1 .
5
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This leads to the following matrix equation:
RMk−1 = Pk−1
k .

(22)

Hence, the restriction matrix is given by
R = (Mk−1 )−1 Pk−1
k .

(23)

Ikk−1 := (Mk−1 )−1 Pk−1
k .

(24)

Consequently, we have

The need to solve a linear system involving the consistent mass matrix is circumvented by
applying direct row-sum mass lumping for both the prolongation and restriction operator,
which is possibly due to the partition of unity property and non-negativity of the B-spline
basis functions.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

To assess the quality of the p-multigrid method, a variety of numerical experiments
have been performed. Results have been obtained for different approximation orders
p, mesh widths h and smoothing steps ν, where p-multigrid is used both as a solver
and as a preconditioner within a Conjugate Gradient method. Furthermore, different
types of multigrid cycles are considered and results are compared with a (standard) hmultigrid method. Finally, the reduction factors of a single smoothing step and a coarse
grid correction are determined to obtain more insight in the interaction between both
components of the p-multigrid method.
The following model problem is considered: Let Ω ⊂ R2 be the quarter annulus in the
first quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate system with inner radius 1 and outer radius 2.
The right hand side f is chosen such that the analytical solution is given by:

 y 

u(x, y) = (x2 + y 2 − 3 x2 + y 2 + 2) · sin 2arctan
.
(25)
x

This model problem can be found in [5], where it is used to assess the quality of h(0)
multigrid methods. The initial guess uh,p is chosen to be a random vector, with entries
taken from a uniform distribution on [−1, 1]. Prolongation and restriction are performed
with the lumped versions of the operators presented in Section 3. Boundary conditions are
(0)
(i)
imposed by using Nitsche’s method. Defining rh,p and rh,p as, respectively, the residual
based on the initial guess and the residual after the ith multigrid cycle, the following
stopping criterium is adopted:
(i)

||rh,p ||
(0)
||rh,p ||

< 10−8 .

In all numerical experiments, the same number of pre- and postsmoothing steps has
been applied (ν = ν1 = ν2 ). For both presmoothing and postsmoothing, the Gauss-Seidel
method is adopted.
6
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p-Multigrid
Table 1 denotes the number of cycles needed to reach a converged solution with a
p-multigrid solver for different values of ν and p. A fixed mesh size of 2−4 is chosen
in each direction. The coarse grid operators are obtained by rediscretization (R) and
applying the Galerkin Condition (G). Results indicate that for a fixed value of p and h,
the number of cycles depends inversly on the number of smoothing steps ν. Doubling the
number of smoothing steps, results in a decrease of the number of cycles with a factor of
approximately two. A dependence on the approximation order p is also clearly observed:
Increasing the order p increases the number of cycles needed to converge.
The VR -cycle and WR -cycle methods show for all configurations the same convergence
behaviour. Application of the Galerkin Condition leads for all configurations to almost
the same number of V -cycles, except for the case p = 4 and ν = 1. For this combination,
the p-multigrid method diverges, which is denoted with (x). Therefore, all further results
presented in this paper are obtained by rediscretization.
Table 1: Poisson problem on quarter annulus: ν-dependence of the number of multigrid cycles

p:
VR (·, ·)
ν=1
ν=2
ν=4
ν=8

2
33
17
9
5

3
71
36
18
9

4

p:

VG (·, ·)
231 ν = 1
116 ν = 2
58
ν=4
29
ν=8

2

3

4

p:

35
18
9
5

WR (·, ·)
72 x
ν=1
36 116 ν = 2
18 58
ν=4
9 29
ν=8

2

3

4

33
17
9
5

71
36
18
9

231
116
58
29

The dependence of the number of cycles on the mesh width h is shown in Table 2.
For constant p and a constant number of smoothing steps (ν = 4), the number of cycles
is independent of the mesh width. Again, the p-dependence can clearly be observed.
Furthermore, the different cycle types show similar behaviour as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 2: Poisson problem on quarter annulus: h-independence of the number of multigrid cycles

p:
V (4, 4)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

2
9
9
9
9

3
23
18
19
19

4

p:
W (4, 4)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

86
58
61
59

2

3

4

9
9
9
9

23
18
19
19

86
58
61
59

Using the p-multigrid as a preconditioner for a Krylov subspace method leads to similar
observations. Table 3 shows the number of Conjugate Gradient iterations needed for
convergence, which is independent of the mesh width for constant p. Here, the CG
7
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method is preconditioned with a single multigrid cycle in each iteration. In contrast
to the previous numerical experiments, forward Gauss-Seidel is used in the first part
of the cycle, while backward Gauss-Seidel is adopted in the second part. The use of
preconditioned CG solver mitigates the p-dependence, but does not solve this problem
completely. Similar conclusions were drawn in [8] for h-multigrid methods.
Table 3: Poisson problem on quarter annulus: h-independence of the number of CG iterations

p:
V (1, 1)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

2
16
17
18
19

3
29
30
30
30

4

p:
W (1, 1)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

80
68
69
68

2

3

4

16
17
18
19

29
30
31
31

74
61
64
65

Comparison between p- and h-multigrid
In what follows, we compare p-multigrid based methods with (standard) h-multigrid
based methods. Results are obtained when h-multigrid is used either as a solver or as a
preconditioner for a Conjugate Gradient method.
Table 4 denotes the results obtained with h-multigrid as a stand-alone solver. As with
p-multigrid, we choose the number of levels to coincide with the approximation order
p. Note that the number of iterations is equal for all values of ν and p, implying that
h-multigrid and p-multigrid are equally effective.
Table 4: Poisson problem on quarter annulus: ν-dependence of the number of multigrid cycles

p:
V (·, ·)
ν=1
ν=2
ν=4
ν=8

2

3

4

p:

33
17
9
5

W (·, ·)
71 231 ν = 1
36 116 ν = 2
18 58 ν = 4
9 29 ν = 8

2

3

4

33
17
9
5

71
36
18
9

231
116
58
29

Using h-multigrid as a preconditioner for a Conjugate Gradient method leads to the
results presented in Table 5. Note that the number of iterations of the CG method is
independent of the refinement level, but depends on the approximation order p. Table
3 denotes the results obtained with p-multigrid. For p = 2 and p = 3, the number of
iterations needed for the CG method to converge, is comparable when either p-multigrid
or h-multigrid is adopted as a preconditioner. However, for p = 4, the difference between
both types of multigrid becomes clearly visible.
8
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Table 5: Poisson problem on quarter annulus: h-independence of the number of CG iterations

p:
V (1, 1)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

2
15
14
15
16

3
25
25
24
24

4

p:
W (1, 1)
h = 2−3
h = 2−4
h = 2−5
h = 2−6

59
56
52
49

2

3

4

15
15
15
16

25
24
24
24

56
54
49
47

Local spectral analysis
To obtain a deeper insight in the effect of a single smoothing step and a coarse grid
correction for p-multigrid, a local spectral analysis [13] is carried out for different values of
p. To do so, the homogeneous problem ∆u = 0 is considered with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions and, hence, u = 0 as its exact solution. For an initial guess u0h,p , the
error reduction factors
r

S

(u0h,p )

||S(u0h,p )||
,
=
||u0h,p ||

r

CGC

(u0h,p )

||CGC(u0h,p )||
,
=
||u0h,p ||

are computed. Here, S(·) and CGC(·) denote a single smoothing step with Gauss-Seidel
and a coarse grid correction, respectively. As initial guess, the generalized eigenvectors
are chosen which satisfy
Ah,p vi = λi Mh,p vi , i = 1, . . . , N,
where Mh,p denotes the consistent mass matrix. A similar analysis has been performed
in [8].
Figure 2 denotes the reduction factors of the generalized eigenvectors vi , which are
determined for different approximation orders (p = 2, 3 and 4). The figures on the left
side show the results for the Poisson equation on the unit square, whereas those on the
right side are obtained on the quarter annulus geometry. In general, the coarse grid
correction reduces the lower part of the spectrum, whereas the smoother reduces the rest
of the spectrum. Hence, as with h-multigrid, the coarse grid correction and smoother are
complementary to each other. However, the obtained reduction factors for the smoother
increase for higher values of p, especially on the quarter annulus, indicating that the
smoother has difficulties.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented p-multigrid based methods to solve linear systems arising in
IgA. Numerical experiments show that the number of cycles/iterations is independent of
the mesh width h, but (strongly) depends on the approximation order. p-multigrid showed
to be competitive to h-multigrid when used as a stand-alone solver, but less efficient as
a preconditioner within a Conjugate Gradient method. The coarse grid correction and
9
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the smoothing procedure in p-multigrid complement each other quite well, although the
smoother has more difficulties for the model problem on the quarter annulus.
This study should be considered as a first step for the application of p-multigrid methods in the efficient solution of linear systems arising in IgA. In forthcoming works, the
use of p-multigrid methods, enhanced with a more effective smoother, will be further
investigated. Furthermore, coarsening in both h and p will be considered to reduce the
size of the linear system on the coarsest level.
6
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Figure 2: Reduction factors of (vi ) for p = 2, 3, 4 (↓). The figures on the left illustrate results on the
unit square, whereas the figures on the right illustrate results on the quarter annulus.
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Abstract. We present a spatially High Order cell-centered Finite Volume method based on a
WLSQ reconstruction of the conservative variables or the components of the flux density
tensor [1]. These reconstructed polynomials are projected on the cell interfaces to compute the
fluxes. The weight distribution in the WLSQ permits to obtain a stable scheme without the
need for a posteriori limiting the higher order derivatives of the reconstructed fields.
The face projected fields and their normal derivatives can then be associated with the most
robust existing flux schemes [2], eventually dealing with discontinuous solutions for shock
capturing.
Accurate expressions also of the wall boundary conditions enable to reach high grid
convergence indices for transonic and supersonic flow computations around wing profiles.
The formulation could be extended to high order grids in a very CPU efficient way.
These novel features, in subsonic, transonic and supersonic situations, could be compared
with the element-based spatially HO reference methods (DG, Flux Reconstruction, stabilized
CG,…) and standard 2nd Order FV formulations, during the editions of the High Order CFD
Workshop [3] and during Onera solver cross comparison projects.
1 INTRODUCTION
Stable and accurate flux integration methods on unstructured grids are needed for robust CFD
solvers. In the context of cell-centered Finite Volume, the polynomial reconstruction of the
fields of conserved or primitive variables over a wide source stencil by Least-Squares
methods is the basis for a number of developments [3] [4] [5]. In the projection phase of the
NXO numerical scheme, the reconstructed solution can be evaluated in a number of ways:
at nodal face integration points, where dual-valued conservative variables from left
and right-biased stencils serve as an input for an approximate Riemann solver,
as a surface integral on these interfaces, for a single face evaluation of the fluxes
from interface-averaged conservative variables,
as a volume average of the field on some target cell in an overset grid problem.
This cell-centered Finite Volume method also makes use of an optional formulation where
the reconstructed fields are not the conservative variables, but the components of the flux
density tensor of each conservation equation. The flux tensor has a non-linear expression as
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function of the conservative variables in all equations, except for the mass conservation. Its
spatial reconstruction limits the overall asymptotic order of the scheme to 3, but it was shown
in [1] that much higher grid convergence indices can be obtained with this scheme on grids of
moderate refinement, and the entrance of the scheme into the asymptotic regime is obtained
with a coefficient of the leading error term that is reduced by several orders of magnitude
when compared to standard 2nd order FV methods.
The computations presented here use the flux density tensor reconstruction algorithm up to
the fifth order, associated to a face-centered stencil and stabilized by first-order and
eventually a blend of 1st- and 3rd-order grid difference operators across the interface, as in the
JST scheme [2].
All coefficients of the linear combinations towards the interfaces are computed in the
geometric preprocessor, they include an a priori stabilization feature that enhances the
diagonal dominance of the overall scheme, by using fast decaying weights towards the
periphery of the stencil, in the Weighted Least Square reconstruction.
This scheme was applied on high order grids made available at the 3rd and 4th HO CFD
workshops, for the shock-free cases of the Ringleb flow and a subsonic bump [6].
Application examples dealing with supersonic and transonic flows around aerodynamic
profiles are presented; they concern a Bow shock from a flow at Mach 4 encountering a flat
plate with rounded edges, which is also a test case from the HO workshop, and Mach 0.8 and
0.95 flows around a NACA0012 profile.
For this last case the expression of the wall boundary condition was improved to
interpolate within the wall stencils only over quantities that are more continuous across
shocks. This enabled gains in accuracy in the wave drag exceeding 1 order of magnitude on
the reference grids that were formerly used for studies with 2nd order FV solvers.
2 MAIN FEATURES OF THE SCHEME
2.1

High-order spatial integration of the fluxes over a curvilinear interface

Achieving a high space order in the Navier-Stokes schemes should permit to reduce
drastically the number of cells in a grid to reach a target accuracy. At the walls in particular, it
cells with curved boundaries must be used to represent properly the wall geometry.
With these grids that are still more refined in the wall normal direction in order to properly
resolve the boundary layers, the curvature of the cell faces at the wall needs to be propagated
inside the grid. A full formulation of the FV scheme on HO grids is found necessary, besides
curved wall HO boundary conditions. In a first step, for the reconstruction itself, curvilinear
integration is used for the volume integrals of the monomials that serve for the WLSQ.
The HO fluxes integration is then expressed in the following way, by introducing the
of the inviscid and diffusive flux density tensors and the unit normal
components
vector ν

varying across the interface:
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After integration on a cell of volume Ω enclosed in a discrete set of boundaries ∂Ωn , with
the volume average of a field represented by an overbar and the surface average represented
by an overhat,

the natural inviscid and diffusive fluxes,


Fi ,diss

the added

artificial dissipation, computed from the first and/or third order grid difference across the
interface and discussed in the next section.
We compute in the preprocessor the array κ that relates the discrete fields in the stencil to
the coefficients of the reconstructed polynomial [1]. Then we evaluate, component-wise and
with the desired numerical accuracy, the face integral of the unit normal vector multiplied by
the monomials of the base as
The curvilinear flux integral is expressed as a linear combination over the stencil of the
discrete components of the flux density tensor:

We need to store after the preprocessor, on each interface, the coefficients of the linear



combinations α , β , γ , computed from the product of κ and π , to obtain at a low CPU cost
the flux curvilinear integrals for each equation of the NS system at each iteration of the solver.
2.2

Extension of the JST scheme at High Order on HO grids

We concentrate here on the inviscid fluxes of the governing equations. The scheme used is a
centered scheme close to the JST scheme [2], with natural inviscid fluxes and an artificial
dissipation with a shock detector. The 5 conservation equations in 3D are written:
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fˆi , nat =

fˆi,left + fˆi , right
2

λ

= s∈St ,left

left , s

fi , s +

λ

right, s
s∈St , right

fi , s

2

(6) is the mean of the

reconstructed and face projected normal fluxes in the cells of the left and right stencil.


fˆi , diss = ε 2 ω δˆWi* − ε 4ω δˆδˆδˆ Wi*

(7) is the artificial dissipation at high order,

Wi* uses the total enthalpy rather than the total energy in the energy equation,
*
T
W * = [ρ , ρu , ρv, ρw, ρh ] . δˆW is an evaluation at high order of the first grid

where

t

normal difference of

ω=

u S x + vS y
S +S
2
x

2
y

i

Wi* over the interface and δˆδˆδˆWi* that of the third difference.

+ a is the highest module of the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian at the

interface, computed from the stencil average of conservative variables, a the speed of sound.
The grid differences in the standard JST scheme are evaluated by a 2 point formula for the
first difference and a 4 point formula for the third grid difference. The high order evaluations
of the grid differences chosen here use the first and third normal derivatives of the
reconstructed polynomials, which are polynomials in the coordinate normal to the interface,
and of degrees k-1 and k-3.
The coefficients of these polynomials are multiples of those of the direct reconstruction
T
ones, combined with the components of the unit normal vector ν = [ν X ν Y ν Z ] . All cells in
the stencils are involved in the grid-normal difference formulas, which are linear
interpolations over the whole stencil and extend naturally to arbitrary unstructured grids.
2.3

Improved wall boundary condition for transonic applications

A special processing is introduced in the stencils adjacent to the walls for transonic cases,
in order to improve the quality of the reconstruction over the wall stencils containing the
shock. In all wall stencils, we choose to reconstruct the spatial variation of the « lagrangian »
fluxes, i.e. the projection of the flux density tensor components of each equation k on the unit


T
U
vector in the direction of the velocity = [u v w] .
f k u + g k v + hk w
∂Wk ∂f k ∂gk ∂hk
=
ϕ
+
+
+
=
0
, we introduce k
(8)
For each equation
∂t ∂x ∂y ∂z
u 2 + v 2 + w2

These fields, computed in all the cells of the wall stencils as shown on figure 1, hold a
higher continuity over the shocks than the conservative variables or the face-normal fluxes
(wall-normal here) used for the standard reconstructions presented before.

After computing through the “NXO extrapolation” the wall face average of the fields ϕ k ,
there remains, in order to apply the wall b.c., to extract the pressure from these.

4
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 ϕ k      

            
           
         

After eliminating ρ , u , v, w, ht              
 

− ϕ 42



This equation provides 2 roots that correspond respectively to a subsonic and a supersonic
state. The selection between these is done from the direct extrapolation of the conservative
variables to the wall to obtain the Mach number and express the compatibility relationship [6].
3 SHOCK-FREE VERIFICATION CASE OF A SMOOTH INVISCID BUMP
This 2D test case of a subsonic flow about a Gaussian shaped bump is provided by the High
Order CFD workshop [7] with a series of 5 imposed quartic grids.
It was computed with the curvilinear reconstruction and integration scheme of section 2.1.

5
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Three different degrees for the (k-exact) polynomial representation of the flux density
tensor where used. The degree of reconstruction reduces in the stencils close to the boundaries
from the one imposed in the center of the domain. These levels of accuracy were: k=1, which
is close to an unlimited and really 2D MUSCL-type interpolation, k=2.25 (k=2 for 80% of the
stencils and k=3 for 20%), k=3.15 (3 for 90% of the stencils and 4 for 10%).
The notion of “really 2D” refers to the fact that the reconstruction at any k order is a
unique polynomial in all space coordinates over a cell-centered stencil, and the evaluation of
this same polynomial is done at all the interfaces of the cell for upwind or centered schemes.

Figure 2: Field of density for the run on grid4: 3072 cells (= number of dof/equation)

The density field computed on grid 4 is shown on figure 2. Figure 3 presents the L2 norm of
the entropy error over the grids, as a function of an average cell size. The grid convergence
index reaches 4.1 for the k=3+ scheme, which is at par with the majority of the element-based
solvers which contributed to this test case.

Figure 3: L2-norm of entropy error over the grids

4 SUPERSONIC VERIFICATION CASE FROM THE 5TH HO CFD WORKSHOP [8]
(BOW SHOCK AT MACH 4)
This test case was to be computed on the 5 provided structured grids [8], adapted to the
bow shock position for a reference 2nd order FV solver. In order to calibrate the amount of
artificial dissipation and to compare it with the JST scheme [2], the scheme of section 2.2 was
used on 1D stencils extending along the grid line normal to the interface. The only monomials
of the base are powers of the normal coordinate.
 

6
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The preprocessing is done successively with cell stencils of 5, 7 and 9 stencils enabling kexact reconstructions from k2 to k5. The exact cell node coordinates are used, so varying size
of the cells in the stencil is accounted for. The corresponding face stencils used for the
artificial dissipation comprise 6, 8 or 10 cells, and enable to reconstruct k3 to k5 polynomials.

Figure 4: Fields of Mach number and coefficients of 2nd order and 4th order artificial dissipation (eqn. 7).
Bow Shock at Mach 4, grid 2: 22098 dof/eqn

The main point that allows a higher accuracy is the stencil-reconstruction of face normal
fluxes rather than conservative variables. These fluxes are continuous over the stencil across
normal shocks when the grid is fitted to them.

Figure 5 Bow shock: Density (left) and total enthalpy (right) on the symmetry axis
Zooms at the stagnation point and at the shock region

7
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On figure 5 is presented the evolution of the solution along the stagnation line, for the
density and the total enthalpy. These illustrate the sharpness of the density jump capture and
the convergence of the solution at the stagnation point.
The total enthalpy only departs from its reference value in 2 cells across the shock.
The relative error at the stagnation point for this quantity is of the order of 10-6 on all grids
except for the coarsest one.
5 TRANSONIC VERIFICATION CASE
AROUND A NACA0012 AIRFOIL)

(MACH 0.8 AND MACH 0.95 FLOWS

Structured and unstructured grids are used. The NACA0012 profile was extended slightly
after x=1 until it closes without modifying its equation. The NACA0012 profile was extended
slightly after x=1 until it closes without modifying its equation.
The flow about a NACA0012 airfoil at Mach 0.8 without incidence is computed on a series
of structured O-grids. These high quality grids that are not refined at the shock locations have
been created by A. Jameson and J. Vassberg for their projects, in particular [10]. They were
made available by them to ONERA for the projects of D. Destarac and his co-workers [11].
We acknowledge here their support and express our thanks.
These structured grids are interpreted as unstructured by the solver. Three successive
options of the NXO scheme have been used, all with the reconstruction of normal components
of the flux density tensor at all faces but the boundaries:
a/ The expression on linear grids, with wall slip boundary conditions processed by the
HO extrapolation in the wall stencil of conservative variables,
b/ The same scheme at inner faces, and a wall boundary condition based on the
reconstruction / extrapolation of “lagrangian” fluxes in the wall stencils and resolution
of a second degree equation for pressure at the wall (section 2.3, eqn. 10),
c/ Same as b/, but with also a high order geometric representation of the wall face, as a
quartic Lagrange polynomial in space, obtained by adding 3 supplementary definition
points for the profile at their exact coordinates within each wall face.
Runs a/ were done on a series of grids of sizes from 128*128 to 1024*1024, which had
previously been computed by a 2nd order cell-centred FV code at Onera.
The reconstruction k4 on a full 2d base was used in the field stencils, and k3 in the wall
ones (comprising 25 cells in the field and 16 at the wall, see figure 1).
The field of absolute error on the total enthalpy field is plotted on figure 6 (reference value
is 2.82). It is lower in the field than at the wall, with an error spot at the shock location.
We present on figure 7, as squares for the formulation a/, the absolute error in drag with a
reference value Cx = 0.0083409 obtained from elsA with the JST scheme, and the relative
H t − H t ,∞
.
error in total enthalpy at the wall, i.e. the contour integral along the profile of
H t ,∞
The grid convergence index for the drag error is a little better than 3.5, while the one for
the total enthalpy error is 1. The NXO solution on the finest grid is 0.00834083.

8
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Figure 6: Field of total enthalpy absolute error for a grid 256*128 (tangential / normal)

H t ,∞ =2.82

Figure 7: Error indices as function of the square root of the dof/eqn (average number of cells per direction)
NXO results a/: green squares, c/: blue and black curves, grids 181*91, 256*128, 362*181, 512*256 of fig. 9

The solution with the most accurate wall boundary condition c/ is shown on figure 8.
We have plotted here, along both sides of the wall and with the cell index in abscissa, the 2
solutions of the equation of second degree for the wall pressure in green and blue, together
with the one that was retained, in red, based on the evaluation of the Mach number.
The wall faces are numbered in clockwise order from the trailing edge. The stagnation
point at center (i=128) is in the low subsonic zone, with a corresponding supersonic solution
close to 0, then as we move downstream pressure decreases and the flow becomes supersonic.
It is noticeable that the pressure gradient along the wall is continuous where the flow
becomes supersonic (i=105 and i=145), although we are changing the choice of the root of the
second degree equation.
Then at the shock we switch again roots, without excessive wiggles near the shock.
The solution improvement, in drag and total enthalpy, is plotted on figure 7 as triangles
and circles.

9
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Figure 8: Solutions of the equation of 2nd degree. Wall pressure function of wall face index run c/ 256*128.
Retained solution is in red; zoom at the shock location

For the curve with black circles, drag computed with the model c/ is extrapolated for an
infinite fine grid to Cx*= 0.0083417 rather than the elsA value of 0.0083409 used before. The
convergence rate for drag is 3.7, while the total enthalpy error stalls.
The total enthalpy field of run c/, on a grid of square cells, is plotted on figure 9a, with now
a more continuous level of error inside the domain and at the wall.
Finally we present on figures 9b the error traces of the relative total enthalpy error, in logscale, along the wall as function of the cell indices, for the 3 runs on the grid of figure 9a
comprising 256*128 cells. Run a/ is in red, run b/ in green, and run c/ in blue.
The error levels of b/ and c/ are lower, except in the supersonic zone, between the cell
faces 150 and 185, where the error in the initial model a/ drops near 10-6. The b/ and c/ models
are much more accurate across the shock and downstream it. The formulation with higher
order geometry representation only improves the streamwise regularity of the solution.
The curvilinear integral of the relative error on total enthalpy on this grid is divided by a
factor 3 from model a/ to model c/, --

Figure 9: Run c/ 256*128. Relative error on total enthalpy in the field and at the wall: runs a,b, c/ 256*128

10
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A second series of runs was performed on the same airfoil at Mach 0.95, with fully
unstructured grids and stencils made of triangles. The formulation a/ was used, since the flow
is supersonic along the wall, from 6% of chord, and gets subsonic way downwind.
The meshes used here stem from an Onera project with the hybrid (structured/
unstructured) version of elsA, where a goal-oriented grid adaptation method using the adjoint
of the unstructured solver was developed [12]-[13].

Figure 10: Pressure field for the NACA0012 transonic flow at Mach 0.95. Grid C2_7 27959 dof/eqn

Although the spatial schemes of elsA and NXO on unstructured grids strongly differ, the
grid adaptation algorithm is also driven by the physics of the flow and the error decreases fast
with the grid size. Figure 10 shows the grid refinement zones related to global flow features.

Figure 11: Grid C2_7. Relative total enthalpy error (log scale), NACA0012 transonic flow at Mach 0.95
Representation of some stencils near the airfoil downstream edge

The error field on figure 11 takes low levels along the profile. The errors as function of the
mesh size are reported in table 1 and plotted on figure 12. High grid convergence rates are
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evidenced on mid-size grids, owing to the grid adaptation algorithm. Errors in the wave drag
below 10-5 are obtained with only 1002 dof per equation.
The robustness and accuracy of the spatial scheme can be asserted, a full convergence of
the residuals to machine accuracy is reached, despite the complex configuration of the
3rd_neighbour stencils in the refined zones shown on figure 11.

Figure 12: Error on the drag (reference value from the literature is 0.1097978)
Relative error in total enthalpy (log scale)
NACA0012 transonic flow at Mach 0.95
Table 1: Results for computations on unstructured grids (automatically refined for the elsA Hybrid solver)



Nb
vertices











1352
2738
4092
5640
7146
10049
14100
20000
30000

Nb triangles
(dof/eqn)
2618 ( 512)
5338 ( 732)
8034 ( 902)
11112 (1052)
14108 (1192)
19888 (1412)
27959 (1672)
39904 (2002)
59700 (2442)

Cd

E(Cd)

E(Ht)

Nit

0.1103989
0.1098347
0.1097869
0.1098049
0.1098021
0.1098062
0.1098007
0.1097984
0.1097971

6.0 10-4
3.7 10-5
1.1 10-5
7.1 10-6
4.3 10-6
8.4 10-6
2.9 10-6
6.2 10-7
7.5 10-7

2.25 10-3
5.40 10-4
5.50 10-4
2.68 10-4
3.70 10-4
2.61 10-4
1.54 10-4
1.13 10-4
1.07 10-4

3700
5050
6050
6300
7500
8900
12500
16200
19300

Mem
(MO)
47
50
56
78
99
140
195
275
420

6 CONCLUSION
The state of the art in spatially High Order Compressible CFD evolves rapidly [14]. The
interpolation and flux integration phases of the NXO scheme provide robustness and accuracy
on several types of coarse and optionally HO grids, on a wide range of Mach numbers.
Curved wall boundary conditions well adapted to the occurrence of flow discontinuities
permit to enhance even further the quality of the results, on grids with low refinements that
spatially high-order methods should demonstrate as relevant.
With this objective of strong algorithm efficiency on coarser grids, the asymptotic spatial
order of the scheme becomes less salient.
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Abstract. The formulation of a new all-speed compressible CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
scheme, which unifies a compressible CFD schemes of implicit MUSCL (Monotonic UpstreamCentered Scheme for Conservation Laws) and an incompressible CFD scheme of SMAC (Simplified
Marker and Cell) methods, SMUC (SMAC-inspired Mach Uniform Compressible scheme), is
presented. New scheme has no Mach dependent adjustable parameter such as a cut-off Mach number.
Numerical examples show improvements by this scheme, such as several times speed up to the
convergence in low Mach number range. It is also shown that the procedure of SMAC method is
theoretically derived from the operator factorization of minimum errors.
NOMENCLATURES

c

: Sound speed

C

: Reference sound speed

e

: Total energy per unit volume

ei

: Internal energy per unit volume

Ê
~
E

: Outward normal inviscid flux at cell boundary

h

: Enthalpy

: Outward normal numerical inviscid flux at cell boundary
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m

: Mass flux

M

: Mach number

Mc

: Cut-off Mach number

n

: Outward normal vector at cell boundary (xn，yn，zn)

R̂
~
R

: Viscous flux at cell boundary

p

: Pressure

~
p

: Numerical pressure at cell boundary

Q

: Vector of Conservative variables  , u , v, w, e 

q

: Vector of Conservative variables  p, u, v, w, s 

s

: Entropy

S

: Area

t

: Time

u

: Velocity vector u , v , w 

U

: Reference advection speed

Vn

: Outward normal velocity at cell boundary

: Numerical viscous flux at cell boundary

T

T

T

x, y, z : Cartesian coordinates


: Cell volume



: Density



: Molecular viscosity coefficient

T

: Eddy viscosity coefficient

Lower superscript

1

i

: Cell index

i, j

: The 'j' th cell boundary or neighboring cell of cell 'i'

L

: Left side of cell boundary

R

: Right side of cell boundary

INTRODUCTION

All real fluids are compressible, but the influence of compressibility differs depending on M (Mach number).
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In principle, the compressible NS (Navier-Stokes) equation is a governing equation of fluids for all M, but
incompressible NS equations are often used at low M flows of approximately M <0.2. In CFD, the basic
schemes are different between them, and this has made their different progresses historically [1]-[6].
In the flow field above subsonic speed, it is essential to use compressible CFD. Also, even for low M flow,
compressibility needs to be considered when directly handling sound waves. For example, in the rocket engine
combustor flow, a wide range of M change appears as a series of phenomena, from low M flow of liquid
fuel/oxidizer to supersonic flow after nozzle. Furthermore, a simultaneous analysis of flow and sound waves is
necessary for phenomena such as combustion oscillation in which sound affects flow fields. Therefore, it is
necessary to deal with a broad spectrum of M flows and to solve flows and sound waves simultaneously.
The compressible CFD schemes that can simulate flows and sounds simultaneously can be roughly divided
into density-based and pressure-based ones. In the former, the conservation law is solved using conservative
variables, which are density, momentum and total energy; and then, pressure is obtained from the equation of
state from density and internal energy.
In this category of computational algorithms, various schemes combining MUSCL [4] (Monotone Upwind
Scheme for Conservation Laws)-FVM (Finite Volume Method), Riemann flux and δ-form implicit scheme for
time integration, are widely used in the aerospace field.
These schemes are flexible to cell (grid) geometry and applicable both to structured and unstructured grids.
In addition, a δ-form implicit scheme permits various combinations of its L.H.S. (numerical) and R.H.S
(physical). For example, high spatial accuracy and high computational efficiency are achieved using a higherorder scheme on R.H.S. and a first-order scheme in L.H.S.
The Riemann flux used in MUSCL is the key to realize robustness and clear discontinuity capturing without
adjustment of numerical dissipation, and the AUSM (Adjustment Upstream Splitting Method)[6] family
schemes have been developed to achieve this without complexity.
However, in low M regions, the following problems are reported.
(a) Stiffness due to a large ratio of sound speed and advection speed
(b) Excessive numerical dissipation at low M included in numerical scheme
(c) Round-off errors due to extremely small fluctuation such as pressure and density
Among them, (c) can be cured by using fluctuations as variables, thus, the essential problems are (a) and (b).
In response to these problems, time-derivative pre-conditioning methods [7][8], and their corresponding implicit
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schemes [9], and all-speed Riemann fluxes that control numerical dissipation appropriately for low M, have
been developed. By using these schemes, now it is possible to compute all M flows[10][11]. However, as M
decreases, the dissipation against pressure becomes stronger, which hinders the acoustic wave computations
expected for compressive CFD schemes. Furthermore, there are still issues for adjustment of problemdependent Mc (cutoff M) which is necessary for these schemes.
On the other hand, the pressure-based schemes are based on incompressible CFD scheme inherited from
MAC (Marker and Cell) method [1]. In incompressible fluids, pressure cannot be calculated from the equations
of state, thus, in incompressible CFD, the elliptic equation derived from the equation of momentum and the
incompressible condition are solved to obtain pressure. Through this procedure, an efficient method that solves
issue (a) has been realized, and it is widely used including various higher order accuracy schemes [12, 13].
An extension of the pressure-based scheme to compressible flows [14]-[17] uses conservative variables,
combines a density equation and a momentum equation, and approximates an equation of state to derive
implicit pressure equations, similarly to the MAC method. The equation of total energy is added, but the
equations of density and momentum are not much different from those of incompressible ones. Computational
efficiency at M <0.1 which depends on details of numerical dissipation, and accuracy of simultaneous analysis
of fluids and sound waves are not clear. However, in Ref. [14], adjustable parameters similar to Mc were
reported necessary for improvement of calculation efficiency at low M. Therefore, there appears to be a
problematic like that of the density-based schemes.
On the other hand, Ref. [18] solves time evolution equations of velocity-pressure rather than conservation law.
By taking advantage of the fact that the density fluctuation is small in low M flows and sound propagation, the
density and energy equations are omitted and simultaneous analysis at low M is realized by a scheme similar
to SMAC (Simplified MAC) [2]. Although its extension to general compressible fluids involving density
fluctuations is not trivial, the use of the time evolution equation to pressure leads to a simpler formulation which
can be extended to M=0 without adjustable parameter.
A comprehensive comparison is difficult because each characteristic is different for each individual scheme.
However, it can be said that a density-based scheme using Riemann flux is more suitable to non-oscillatory and
sharp capturing of discontinuities including shock waves, whereas pressure-based schemes are more efficient
for low Mach number flow computations as their incompressible versions.
Therefore, the combination of the advantages of both seems promising, although the following differences
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are concerns;
・ Operator splitting: In a pressure-based scheme, each variable and each term are separated by operator
splitting or fractional step, and each variable is updated in stages; whereas in the density-based schemes,
the conservative variable vector is updated at once. The Riemann flux, playing a key role in density-based
schemes, computes the fluxes of all the components at once, which makes it difficult to directly conduct
the operator splitting.
・ Calculation of pressure: Pressure is calculated by equation of state in density-based ones, and the elliptic
equation in pressure-based ones. The latter corresponds to the implicit scheme of pressure

[17]

, but its

relationship with the former is unclear.
Therefore, the motivation and purpose of this research are the following two.
(1) Integrate the density-based and pressure-based compressible CFD schemes, in which their mutual
relationships are not clear, in the framework of the density-based scheme and δ-form implicit scheme.
(2) By utilizing the features of the SMAC method, we propose a new scheme SMUC (SMAC-inspired Mach
Uniform Compressible scheme) that enables simultaneous analysis of arbitrary low M flow and sound waves
without adjusting Mc.
As the existing density-based schemes, SMUC consists of the MUSCL-FVM using δ-form implicit scheme
and an all-speed Riemann flux.
First, we will introduce an SMAC like implicit time integration method named GC-SMAC (Generalized
Compressible SMAC) using δ-form implicit scheme, using transformation to entropy variable and approximate
factorization. In its derivation, it will also be shown that the procedure of SMAC is derived from an optimal
factorization. Next, as an improved Riemann flux, we will propose a new Riemann flux: UD (Uniform
Damping)-SLAU (Simple Low-dissipation AUSM) that can prevent unnecessary oscillations while
maintaining the acoustic computation capability. The similarity in numerical dissipations included in GCSMAC and UD-SLAU will also be explained. In addition, some numerical examples will demonstrate their
effectiveness. Finally, a summary and future works will be given.

2

BASIC EQUATIONS AND IMPLICIT SOLVERS IN ENTROPY VARIABLES
Time derivative pre-conditioning method [7][8] that extends compressible CFD to low Mach numbers has

realized a neat formulation by using entropy variables (velocity, pressure, entropy). Since the entropy is an only
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thermodynamic variable that does not fluctuate by compression, the later formulation will become simple. Let
us start from the compressible NS equation using entropy variables.
ut  u u 

1



p  R u  0

(1)

pt  u p   c 2  u  Rp  0

(2)

s t  u  s  R p  0

(3)

s  p  c 2 

(4)

Ru  

 p
R p   
 ei

1



 τ

(5)

 1

    τ  u  q 

  

(6)

τ and q are the viscous tensor and the heat flux vector, respectively. The viscous term is handled as usual, and
the details are omitted. Also, Eqs. (2)(3) are unchanged even when using the fluctuations from the reference
values are used instead of the absolute values, and then they are free from the adverse effects of rounding errors
at low Mach numbers. (Additional measures are necessary on the R.H.S., though)
The key to efficient computations of compressible CFD schemes at low M is the implicit time integration
scheme that allows a large Courant number. Leaving the spatially differential form and introducing temporally
implicit finite difference, the semi discrete form is derived as;

1
n 1 
u n1  1u n   2u n1  t ' u n1  u n1  n1 p n1  R u   0






 

p n1  1 p n   2 p n1  t ' u n1  p n1  c 2



n1

  u n1  Rp

s n  1   1 s n   2 s n 1   t ' u n  1   s n  1  R p

1,2    2  2 , 



   2   2

t ' 

2
t
 2

n 1

n1

 0

 0

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

When θ = 1, it is second order temporal accurate, and θ = 0 gives the first order accuracy. Newton iteration
is introduced to solve the nonlinear equation for un + 1 etc. Setting Newton iteration count as k, and omitting the
superscript k of the coefficients for brevity, and rewriting δt ' simply as δt;


1





u  t u  u 

p 
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R p



p

 p   t u    p   c 2    u 


R p



s

s  t u  s 



p   p *




s   s *

(13)

(14)



uk1  uk u

(15)

p k 1  p k  p

(16)

sk1  sk s

(17)

Here, the left side viscous term is simplified considering utilization of diagonal approximation. Also, the
R.H.S. is defined as follows.
1





u*  u  1u n   2u n1  t u  u  p  Ru 




p *  p   1 p n   2 p n 1  t u   p   c 2   u  R p 
s *  s   1 s n   2 s n 1  t u   s  R p 

(18)
(19)
(20)

The R.H.S. is obtained by variable conversion from discretization with an arbitrary set of variables. Specific
examples will be described in Section 5. If Newton iteration converges, the R.H.S. = 0 is established, which
means that the implicit scheme of the Eqs. (7)-(9) holds. In practice, set an appropriate threshold for
convergence is prescribed, or the number of iterations is specified.

3

2 STEPS METHOD DERIVED FROM OPTIMUL OPERATOR SPLITTING

Vector notation is introduced and differential operators are grouped as follows.

 p
 
q u
s
 
R p
 n
u  
p


0
pAp 

0




(21)

0
0
0

 0 c2 0 


0
0
p Au   0
0
0
0 
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 0 0 0


1

 0 0
u A
p




 0 0 0

0

0

A
u
u

0


0
un   
0


0

sAs  0

 0


0
0
0

R u
u

(24)

0

0

0 



0

0

R p 
n

u  
s 

(25)

(26)

Using these notations, we rewrite Eqs. (12)-(14) as follows.
 I   t  p A p  p A u  u A p  u A u  s A s   q 
 q*



(27)

For an example, the R.H.S. can be approximately factorized as follows;
 I   t  u A u  s A s   I   t  u A p  p A p  p A u   q 
 q*

(28)

Errors are produced by approximate factorization in general. For example, the Eq. (28) includes the following
factorization error.

I   t  u Au  s As  I   t  u A p  p A p  p Au   I   t  u Au  u A p  p A p  p Au  s As 
  t 2 u Au u A p

(29)

Here the following relation was used;
a


 0 bc
Ab c A d 
c
 0 b 

(30)

Therefore, the entropy term produces no factorization error in any factorization. Thus, the entropy term will be
omitted in the following discussion for brevity.
For factorization error evaluation, dimensional analysis of each differential operators is performed. Consider
high Re number flow and neglect the influence of viscosity term.
 U 3 
 U P 
n
A
q
u
u

O
O
O







p
p


 L 
 L 





  C 2U 
2

O

c
O
A

q



u


p
u
 L 
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U2 
1

 P 
 O  p 


u A p q
 O
 O


 L 
 L 

(33)

U 2 
n
O
O


A

q
u


u




u
u
 L 

(34)

Here, C and U are Reference scales of sound speed and advection speed, and the following relationship is
used for the pressure fluctuation.

O p  p   OU 2 

(35)

Eq. (31)(32) are for pressure equation, and Eq. (33)(34) are for velocity equation, thus, these dimensions
are different. At low M (C>>U), i.e., only Eq. (32) is significantly large. Therefore, at low M, it is necessary
to ensure that pAu does not remain in the error. There is only one factorization into three or more terms satisfying
this condition;

I   t u A u   I   t u A p 

p

A u   I   t p A p   q 
 q*

(36)

A Factorization into 2 terms can be obtained by combining the 1st and 2nd, or 2nd and 3rd terms of Eq. (36).
Eq. (28) is obtained by a combination of 2nd and 3rd terms. Another possibility is to combine the 1st and 2nd;
 I   t  u A u  u A p  p A u   I   t p A p   q 
 q*




(37)

Considering the actual numerical schemes, to solve the first step of Eq. (37) is as difficult as to solve the original
Eq. (27). Therefore, it is not attractive as a numerical scheme and Eq. (28) is only feasible factorization into
2 terms. On the other hand, it is feasible to solve the Eq. (36), however, more factorizations make more
factorization error. (The fact that matrix of pressure becomes symmetric can be beneficial, though.)
As a result, Eqs. (12)-(14) are solved, by using approximate factorization of the differential operators
expressed by Eq. (28) in two steps including the entropy variable.
First step (advection):




u **  t u   u ** 

R u ** 
u   u *
u


p**  p*


R p



s

s **  t  u   s ** 
Second step (pressure):
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1

u  t p  u**



p  t  u   


R p 
p  t c 2   u  p **
p 

s  s **

(41)
(42)
(43)

Substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (42), we have;


p  t  u   


R p 


1
p  tc 2    u **  t  p   p **
p 




(44)

The left side density difference is approximated to obtain the following equation;


p  t  u   


R p 
p  t 2 c 2    p  p **  tc 2   u **
p 

(45)

The calculation procedure is summarized as follows:
i) calculate the R.H.S.; ii) convert it to an entropy variable; iii) solve Eq. (45) with δp as an only unknown
variable after step 1 (Eqs. (38)-(40)); iv) solve Eq. (41) to obtain the final velocity variation; v) When the
variation of the entropy variable vector is obtained, convert it again to a conservative variable and proceed to
the next time step. (See Section 5)
If c → ∞ and the discretization schemes of the L.H.S. and the R.H.S. are the same, this method is reduced to
almost the same scheme as SMAC method [2] of incompressible CFD. Therefore, it can be regarded as
generalization of SMAC method including the original one as a special example (See APPENDIX A.).
Similarly, if the Newton iteration is limited to twice with first order temporal accuracy (θ=0), it is
mathematically equivalent to the incompressible version of PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of
Operators) [17] in a semi-discrete form, however, it does not match with the fully discretized form shown in the
latter sections. In general, the pressure-based compressible CFD scheme can be regarded as a generalization of
the incompressible MAC type CFD scheme, but the scheme directly using the conservation law[14]-[17] does not
asymptotically approach to SMAC even if c → ∞. (Since SMAC is not necessarily the best incompressible
CFD scheme, this does not mean which scheme is better or worse.) In this scheme, on the other hand, simplicity
of SMAC method is maintained in terms of velocity-pressure by constructing a δ-form implicit scheme
employing entropy variables. This scheme is named GC-SMAC (Generalized Compressible SMAC).
In addition, the derivation of this scheme as an optimal approximate factorization shows the necessity of
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SMAC calculation procedure. In other words, the reverse procedure of "advection step" after "pressure step"
could have been an alternative scheme; but it is inappropriate since this causes a huge factorization error.

4

NUMERICAL METHOD FOR THE SECOND STEP
In the discretization of the L.H.S., the first step includes only advection and diffusion, and it is easy to make

implicit schemes that maintains diagonal dominance by using the first order upwind scheme. (See Eq.(60)(61))
On the other hand, the second step is not that simple. It can be shown difference among many implicit schemes
for compressible CFD including time derivative pre-conditioning methods are explained by differences for
solving the second step. (See APPENDIX B.)
Regarding the second step, in the inviscid case, if the finite volume method is used, as a discretization method
applicable to both structural and unstructured meshes, to Eq. (45), it can be written as follows;

t
c 2 t 2
pi  ui  pi, j ni, j dSi , j 


j

p

i, j

j

 n i , j dSi , j  R.H .S.

(46)

Then, the relationship and definition of the following equation are used.

n

dS i , j  0

(47)

Vn i, j  u i  n i, j

(48)

j

i, j

The advection of pressure is calculated by first order upwind difference to maintain the diagonal dominance
and the difference at the cell boundary is defined as follows.

pi , j ui ni , j 

Vni, j  Vni, j
2

 p  n i , j



pi 

Vni, j  Vni, j

p j   p i

2

p j

hi , j

(49)
(50)

where Δhi, j is the projection of the distance between the cell centers to the cell-interfacial normal vector
[corresponding to cell-to-cell distance in an orthogonal (Cartesian) mesh]. Using these, Eq. (46) can be written
as follows.

 pi 

Vni , j  Vni , j
 pi   p j 
t  Vni , j
2





p
p
c
t
R.H .S.

 dsi , j 

i
j
hi , j 
V j  2
2

(51)

Here, the following relationship was used.

V
j

ni , j

dSi , j  0
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Equation (50) can be rewritten as follows.
t
p i 



 i, j

V ni , j   i , j
 p j  dS i , j  R .H .S .
j  2 p i 
2



 i , j  V ni , j  2 Cnl i , j c
Cnli , j 

(53)
(54)

ct
hi , j

(55)

Here, Cnl corresponds to the local Courant number based on the sound speed. In order to discretize the R.H.S.
for pressure, numerical dissipation inherent in the R.H.S. should be included, and then σ is corrected as follows
including the simple handling of viscosity.

 i , j  V ni , j  d   c max 2 Cnl i , j ,1
d 

2(  T )dSi , j

(56)
(57)

i i

The following terms necessary for the evaluation of the Eqs. (41)(42) are given in a central difference
manner as follows.

  u** 
 p 

1
u j **  ni , j dSi , j

2 j

(58)

1
 p j n i , j dS i , j
2 j

(59)

In addition, the advection terms in the first step (Eqs.(38)(39)) are discretize similarly as follows;

5

 ui 


Vni , j  Vni , j  d 
t  Vni , j  d 

R.H .S.

u

u

 2
i
j  dsi , j 
V j 
2


(60)

 si 


Vni , j  Vni , j  d 
t  Vni , j  d 
R.H .S.
 si 
 s j  dsi , j 


V j 
2
2


(61)

EVALUATION OF THE R.H.S. BY MUSCL-FVM
As GC-SMAC is written in δ-form, various discretization with different stability and accuracy can be used

on the R.H.S. Here, we show an example of MUSCL for conservative variables.
Compressible NS equation can be written in integral form as;

 Q

t

d 

 ( Eˆ  Rˆ ) dS

 0

(62)

In this paper we focus on the evaluation of the inviscid flux. The inviscid flux can be written as;

Eˆ  m Φ  p Ν
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m  Vn

(64)

  1 u , v , w , h 

T

(65)

  0 x n , y n , z n ,0 

(66)

h  (e  p) / 

(67)

T

By applying this to the computational cell of polyhedron (polygon in two dimensions), the basic equation of
the finite volume method common to the structured/unstructured mesh can be obtained.

Qt 

1
i

~

 (E
j

i, j

~
 R i , j ) dS i , j  0

(68)

Eq. (68) is exact if the flux is an accurate average. MUSCL realizes the higher-order accuracy by inner-cell
reconstruction and generally calculates inviscid flux using Riemann flux from right and left physical quantities
of cell boundary (including discontinuity). The R.H.S. of the entropy variable, Eqs. (18)-(20), is obtained from
the above-mentioned discretization and variable transformation in which the entropy variable vector is defined
as s, as follows. If Newton iteration converges, R.H.S. = 0 is valid.

s* 

s 
1
n
n 1
Q  1Q   2Q  t
Q 
i

~

 (E
j

i, j


~
 R i , j )dS i , j 


(69)

When compared with an implicit scheme with the direct use of conservative variables, variable transformation
and inverse transformation are required before and after the calculation of L.H.S., but this is only a small part
of the whole implicit method computation. Since the calculation of L.H.S. is simpler in this case than that for
conservative variables, the total computational amount rather decreases even if the conversion to entropy
variable vector is combined[9].

6

SLAU TYPE NUMERICAL FLUX SCHEME

A Riemann flux is based on SLAU [10] which is a simple and robust AUSM [6] family, having less dissipation
at low M. The Riemann flux of the AUSM family schemes can be written in the following form.
AUSM Family

m  m
~ m  m
E
ΦL 
ΦR  ~
pΝ
2
2

(70)

Transport due to mass flux is separated from pressure, and it is upwinded by its sign. Various AUSM family
fluxes are defined by differences in mass flux and interfacial pressure. In SLAU, it is defined as follows.
(Countermeasures against strong asymmetric expansion are omitted.)
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SLAU

SLAU

m  ave(Vn )  Vn diff   





fp
c

diff  p



(71)



~
p  ave p   L   R diff  p  1     L   R 1 ave p

(72)

here,

 L/ R

ave q  

1
q R  q L 
2

(73)

diff q  

1
q R  q L 
2

(74)

c  avec 

(75)

Vn  u  n

(76)

M  Vn / c

(77)

V n  ave  V n  /ave  

(78)

1
2
 4 (2  M L / R )(M L / R  1) , M L / R  1

1
 (1  sign(M L / R )) , otherwise
2

(79)

χ is defined as follows, χ = 1→0 when M = 0→1, and controls numerical dissipation at subsonic speeds.


1
2 

ave( u ) 
M  min1.0,
c


 2
  (1  M )

7

(80)
(81)

IMPROVEMENT OF SLAU FOR DAMPING OF PRESSURE NOISE
The problem in case of M << 1 is how to define the dimensionless coefficient fp of the pressure difference

term in the mass flux. In the original SLAU, it is defined as follows, and for low M, fp ≈1.

fp  

(82)

The pressure difference term in the mass flux acts as numerical dissipation for pressure through density
variation suppression. Considering the case of one-dimensional, spatially first order accuracy with zero fluid
velocity, as an example. Density variation according to the mass flux difference is written as;

t 

fp
2cx

 pi1  2 pi  pi1  

xf p
2c

pxx

(83)

Furthermore, assuming isentropy;
pt  c 2  t 

c xf p
p xx
2
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This is the diffusion equation of pressure, and it can be seen that fp controls the diffusion amount of pressure.
Eq. (84) has the following analytical solution. Here, Td is the damping characteristic time.

p  p0 exp(
Td 

t
 ikx)
Td

2
cxf p k 2

(85)
(86)

Substituting the relation of sound waves with T as the period and L as the wavelength;

Td 

1

L
T
2 f p x
2

(87)

This means that if fp is a constant, the damping characteristic time depends on the grid size: The damping is
fast (strong) in the coarse grid, and it is slow (weak) in the fine part even for unnecessary disturbances.
Therefore, we introduce the following form of fp using the control variable Tc of the time dimension, in which
the damping characteristic time is independent of the grid size.

fp 

cT c
x

(88)

When this is used, the damping characteristic time can be expressed as follows.
Td 

2
2
1 T
 2 2  2 T
2
2 Tc
cxf p k
c Tc k

(89)

Therefore, the damping characteristic time is sufficiently longer than the period, irrespective of the grid size,
if Tc << T.
Therefore, if Tc is sufficiently smaller than the period of sound waves, the damping characteristic time
becomes sufficiently longer than the period, and the sound wave can be calculated without strong damping.
Conversely, when the period is order of Tc or less, the damping increases irrespective of the grid size, and the
effect of noise suppression is expected. Also, no matter how small the Tc is, we cannot calculate the waves of
the grid size or less, and hence, considering the smooth connection from the original SLAU, we will use the
following.

 cT 
f p   max1, c 
 x 

(90)

Since the damping of sound waves becomes uniform irrespective of the grid size, we call this numerical flux
scheme UD (Uniform Damping)-SLAU.
It is obvious that sound waves with a period shorter than the time step of the unsteady computation cannot
be resolved, and thus, it is desirable that such sound waves be damped since they can only be noises. Therefore,
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in the case of unsteady computation, we define the following as the default value of Tc;
(91)

Tc  t

As is clear from the expression Eq. (90), this selection also means recovering the original SLAU when the
Courant number based on the speed of sound is 1 or less, and this is natural in terms of smooth transition with
the high-speed side scheme. Note that numerical experiments have shown that variable Tc led to numerical
oscillations, therefore, Tc needs to be fixed even when allowing the variation of Δt.

8

COMBINATION OF UD-SLAU WITH IMPLICIT TIME INTEGRATION METHOD
In UD-SLAU, the numerical dissipation in the R.H.S. will be strengthened. Therefore, the spectral radius in

L.H.S should be also augmented. For example, the spectral radius used in LU-SGS[5] implicit scheme etc.
should be modified as follows;

 cT 
V  c  d   V  c max 1, c   d 
 x 

(92)

On the other hand, in the case of GC-SMAC, it can be seen, from the comparison with Eqs. (56),(57),
stability is guaranteed by defining as follows;

 cTc

, 2Cnli , j ,1
 x


 i , j  Vni , j  d  c max 

(93)

From the comparison of Eqs. (54)(55) and (90), if the following holds, the GC - SMAC is stable without
any change.
Tc  2t

(94)

As a result, if the definition of Eq. (91) is applied, the spectral radius used in GC-SMAC is simply denoted
as;

 i, j  Vni, j  d  c max  2Cnli, j ,1

(95)

Therefore, the compatibility of UD-SLAU with GC-SMAC is excellent.

9

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

9.1 Inviscid flow around two-dimensional airfoil (NACA0012)
As an example of convergence acceleration to steady solutions, we show convergence in an inviscid flow
around NACA0012 airfoil. An O-type mesh is used and the time step is set so that the maximum Courant
number based on the advection speed becomes about 1. The temporal accuracy is the first-order, in which
16
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Newton iteration is limited to once, without the local time method.
Figures 1-3 show the convergence history of the velocity field at M = 0.5, 0.1, 0.01 by schemes combining
SLAU& MFGS

[10]

(without time derivative pre-conditioning), SLAU&TC-PGS1[9], which is an implicit

scheme having flavor of the time derivative pre-conditioning method and the fastest in our previous study[9],
SLAU&GC-SMAC and UD-SLAU&GC-SMAC (SMUC). In each case the number of time steps is fixed at
10000, and the horizontal axis shows CPU time. Here MFGS is similar to LU-SGS with more inner iteration
where LU-SGS[5] has only one symmetric sweep.
At M = 0.5, the convergence history and the computational time per step do not differ too much. As the flow
speed is going down to M = 0.1, 0.01, the superiority of GC-SMAC becomes clear. MFGS’s computational
time is long because internal Gauss-Seidel iteration is less likely to converge and the number of required
iterations for the convergence [i.e., the residual being 1/10 of the initial value] is increasing. SSOR is used in
GC - SMAC.
Figures 4 and 5 show the pressure distribution around the 10% chord length of the airfoil trailing edge for
SLAU&GC-SMAC and SMUC (UD-SLAU&GC-SMAC) at M = 0.01. With SLAU, wiggles due to grid
distortion due to O-type mesh is generated, but in UD - SLAU, they are eliminated by damping of disturbance
in small cells near the airfoil.
History of Velocity Residual M=0.5
100

MFGS+SLAU
TC-PGS1+SLAU
GC-SMAC+SLAU
GC-SMAC+UD-SLAU
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Figure 1 History of velocity residual of flow around NACA0012 at Mach=0.5.
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History of Velocity Residual M=0.1
1
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TC-PGS1+SLAU
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Figure 2 History of velocity residual of flow around NACA0012 at Mach=0.1.
History of Velocity Residual M=0.001
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Figure 3 History of velocity residual of flow around NACA0012 at Mach=0.01.

Figure 4 Enlarged view of the contour of the pressure coefficient at 10% chord of the trailing edge of
NACA0012 airfoil computed using GC-SMAC and SLAU. Mach=0.01.
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Figure 5 Enlarged view of the contour of the pressure coefficient at 10% chord of the trailing edge of
NACA0012 airfoil computed using GC-SMAC and UD-SLAU (SMUC). Mach=0.01.

9.2 Computation of 1D sound wave by implicit methods
Consider propagation of sound generated by low M fluid motion. In this case, since the frequency of the sound
is the same as that of the fluid motion, the time step determined considering the flow field resolution is
sufficiently smaller than the sound period. On the other hand, if the Strouhal number is constant, the wavelength
of the sound is proportional to 1 / M. Therefore, the grid size needed for resolving the flow is much smaller
than the wavelength. In addition, if the time step size is constant, Courant number based on sound speed
increases in proportion to 1 / M.
Therefore, in this case, the Courant number is large, but the time / space step is sufficiently smaller than the
sound wave period / wavelength. A validation under such a condition will be shown considering calculation of
sound waves by the implicit scheme. Here, an example of a one-dimensional acoustic wave (third order
accuracy in space and second order accuracy in time) with 400 cells per wavelength, Courant number 10 (T/Δt
= 40) is shown.
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1D sound by UD-SLAU+SMAC 400PPW CFL=10
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Reference(MFGS8)
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Figure 6 1D sound propagation computed using SMUC.
1D sound by TC-PGS1 400PPW CFL=10 Mcutoff=0.01
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Figure 7 1D sound propagation computed using TC-PGS1.
1D sound by FGMRES 400PPW CFL=10 Mcutoff=0.01
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Figure 8 1D sound propagation computed using FGMRES.
As a reference value, a combination of MFGS implicit scheme and Newton iteration of 8 iterations is used.
This is an example of the least numbers of Newton iterations resulting in almost the exact solution.
Figure 6 shows the result of changing numbers of Newton iterations of SMUC from 8, 16, to 32. Table 1 also
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shows the summary of each case and the normalized computational time. SMUC requires more than 32
iterations. This is because implicit dissipation for sound waves included in SMUC is stronger than MFGS.
However, MFGS is a scheme for high Mach number, and SMUC is not inferior in overall calculation efficiency
in the simultaneous analysis for low Mach number flows. Considering computations for the flow field, MFGS
requires Newton iterations several times more than SMUC for time accuracy for the flow field at low M, and
hence, SMUC is more efficient overall. This is similar, even if Riemann flux is changed to SLAU.
The advantage of SMUC in the simultaneous analysis with low M flow is obvious when compared with the
result of SLAU&TC-PGS1, using the concept of temporal derivative pre-conditioning method, as shown in
Fig. 7. Here, Mc = 0.01 is set in consideration of application to a low M flow field. It takes 300 Newton iterations
to obtain the same results as MFGS. As Mc becomes smaller, this situation becomes more severe. This is a big
disadvantage compared to SMUC which does not require Mc. Also, it is a disadvantage that the influence of Mc
remains even if the Courant number is reduced.
Figure 8 shows the results of F(Flexible)GMRES using TC-PGS 1 (Mc = 0.01) for matrix preconditioning,
which showed the best efficiency in Ref. (9). FGMRES converges at about 8 iterations. The calculation time is
about 63% of SMUC, which is the fastest in this case. However, since TC-PGS 1 is used for matrix
preprocessing, it is necessary to adjust Mc in the same way. If the M further decreases, deterioration in
calculation efficiency cannot be avoided.
In summary, SMUC can be said to have a great benefit in the simultaneous analysis of low M flow and sound
waves in the sense that the adjustment of Mc is unnecessary and that the convergence improves automatically
due to the decrease in numerical dissipation, when the local Courant number decreases.

Table 1 Schemes and relative CPU time of 1D sound propagation cases.
CASE
MFGS 8
UD-SLAU+SMAC 8
UD-SLAU+SMAC 16
UD-SLAU+SMAC 32
TC-PGS1 8
TC-PGS1 100
TC-PGS1 200
TC-PGS1 300
FGMRES 2
FGMRES 4
FGMRES 8

Scheme
#Newton Rel. CPU
SLAU+MFGS
8
1.00
SMUC
8
1.21
SMUC
16
2.42
SMUC
32
4.83
SLAU+TC-PGS1
8
1.00
SLAU+TC-PGS1
100
13.06
SLAU+TC-PGS1
200
26.42
SLAU+TC-PGS1
300
39.90
SLAU+FGMRES
2
0.78
SLAU+FGMRES
4
1.53
SLAU+FGMRES
8
3.07
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10

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

We presented formulation and numerical examples of SMUC (SMAC-inspired Mach Uniform Compressible
scheme) scheme introducing the idea of SMAC method into framework of δ-form implicit scheme and
MUSCL finite volume method.
- SMUC scheme consists of a combination of an implicit scheme (GC-SMAC) and a Riemann flux (UDSLAU) in the framework of the MUSCL-FVM.
- GC-SMAC can compute very low Mach number flows stably without adjustment of flow-field-dependent
parameters such as Mc, unlike the scheme based on application of time derivative pre-conditioning.
- With respect to computational efficiency, its superiority is clear to conventional schemes, including time
derivative pre-conditioning method when M <0.1 or less, while efficiency equivalent to MFGS etc. above
subsonic speed being maintained. It is a great benefit that several times faster speed can be realized around

M=0.1, which is frequently used in low Mach number aerodynamic problems.
- In UD-SLAU, the pressure difference term in the mass flux term, which is the key to the low Mach number
characteristic of the SLAU type scheme, has been corrected in a manner highly compatible with GC-SMAC.
The adjustment of Mc, which was necessary for the stabilization, was removed. Furthermore, numerical
examples show that simultaneous computations of low M flows and sound waves are possible with the same
parameters.

The following issues can be raised as the future work.
- Although we could not fully describe it in this paper, MFGS, TC-PGS 1 and GC-SMAC have different
properties with respect to internal linear iterations, and the knowledge obtained in MFGS is not sufficient. In
MFGS, over-relaxation is not effective and 20 or fewer iterations to reduce the residual to 1/10 of its initial
value is the optimum. On the other hand, over-relaxation is effective for GC - SMAC. Regarding the number
of iterations, it takes 50-250 SSOR iterations to convergence to 1/10 of the initial residual.
- In the pressure step, the current scheme uses a simple SSOR method, but it may be effective to use a more
sophisticated method used in the pressure-based schemes.
- Since the verification is limited to the basic flow field and sound propagation, demonstrations for a more
realistic and complex fluid-acoustic coupling problem is necessary.
22
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APPENDIX A. Similarity with SMAC method
In the GC-SMAC shown in Section 2, we will use a temporal first-order implicit method with only once of
Newton iteration. By setting the value at the previous step as the initial value, and substituting the Eq. (18)for
Eq.(38) in the first step, the following is obtained;



u **  t u n  u ** 

R m ** 


1
u   t u n  u n  p n  R m n 

u




(A1)

Assuming the consistency of the left and right differentiation operators and the linearity of the viscous term,
we can rewrite it as follows.


1
** 
u**  t u n  u**  p n  Rm   0




(A2)

where the following definitions are used;
(A3)

u**  un  u**
It corresponds to advection step of SMAC method treating advection and diffusion implicitly.
Similarly, in the second step, substituting the Eqs. (19)(A3) into the Eq. (42) gives


p  t  u n   


R p 
p  t 2 c 2   p  t u n  p n  c 2   u **  R p n
p 





If the left and right operators match and the viscosity term is linear, we can rewrite it as follows.
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 p   t u n   p n 1  R p n 1   t 2 c 2     p    t  c 2   u **

(A5)

In the case of c >> u, only the term multiplied by c2 remains, and it coincides with the pressure step of SMAC
method as described below.

   p 


  u **
t

(A6)

t
p


(A7)

un1  u** 

Therefore, GC-SMAC includes the SMAC method of incompressible CFD as a special case.

APPENDIX B. Relationship with other implicit schemes and time derivative preconditioning schemes
With the two-step method expressed by Eq. (38)-(43), there is no difficulty in numerical handling in the first
step, and the treatment of the second step is the key. In this section, we show that the difference in the numerical
methods for this second step produces a difference between SMAC-based pressure-based method and densitybased compressible methods such as LU-SGS[5] method. What is important is the diagonal dominance of the
coefficient matrix when discretizing Eq. (41)(42). The diagonal dominance is essential in classical methods
such as SOR. Also, when using the Krylov subspace methods such as GMRES, matrix preconditioning is
indispensable for efficient computation, where the diagonal dominance is still required.
In the SMAC method and the GC-SMAC method, by substituting Eq. (41) of the second step into Eq. (42),
a Poisson-like equation having pressure as an only unknown variable is created. For incompressible flows, it
becomes a pure Poisson equation, in which diagonal dominance is automatically satisfied; even in the case of
compressible flows, diagonal dominance can be realized if the advection of pressure is upwinded. Thus, various
linear solvers can be used.
In the GC-SMAC method, it is understood that the discrete equations with the coupled pressure of both sides
(of the cell-interface) are obtained by evaluating Eq.(41) not at the cell center, but at the cell boundary (Eqs.
(50)(58)), when substituting the Eq. (41) into the Eq. (42). Such a selection is possible, since the Eqs.
(41),(42) are coupled before discretization of the differential equation.
On the other hand, in the compressible implicit schemes such as LU - SGS, velocity and pressure are solved
simultaneously after discretizing the Eqs. (41),(42). In the discretization by the central difference, it becomes
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diagonal dominance only under the CFL-like condition, and this is not realistic in the low M where the
difference between the sound speed and the advection speed is large. For unconditional diagonal dominance, it
is necessary to add numerical dissipation (=upwinding) according to the characteristic speed. To illustrate this,
we consider the approximate factorization to the three terms Eq. (36) shown in the Section 3. Again, how to
solve the second term is the key.
The second step is expressed as follows.

1

u***  t p***  u**


(B1)

p ***  tc 2   u ***  p **

(B2)

Let us consider a one-dimensional case. Eqs. (C1, C2) can be expressed in matrix notation as follows.
 u *** 
 u *** 
 ***   tA ***   R.H .S
 p 
 p 



x


 0
A
 c 2


1


0 

(B3)

(B4)

The eigenvalues are as follows, and it is understood that the Eqs. (C1, C2) correspond to the equation of
sound waves.

  c

(B5)

Next, some examples of compressible implicit schemes are shown.

In case of LU-SGS
In LU - SGS, by using the spectral radius (sound speed in this case), it is upwinded for diagonal dominance.
The upwinded flux Jacobian can be written as follows.

A 

A  cI
2

(B6)

A similar method for diagonal dominance is applicable even in a method without factorization (the
eigenvalues are different, though), and then, a concise method can be realized. On the other hand, due to this
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modification, numerical dissipation, whose coefficient is sound speed, is added. When U<< c, this numerical
dissipation is excessive for the velocity field, and the numerical dissipation becomes dominant. Such a problem
does not occur at high M, but at low M, it causes strong damping on the velocity field.

In the case of Weiss-Smith's time derivative pre-conditioning method
Weiss-Smith[6]'s time derivative pre-conditioning method is equivalent to the scaling of the variation of the
pressure field in this system, and the coefficient matrix becomes as follows.

 0
A'  
 2 c2


1


0 

(B7)

By this change, eigenvalues also change as follows;

'  c

(B8)

Using these eigenvalues, diagonal dominance can be realized as LU-SGS. If ε is the order of the M, the
eigenvalues will also be on the order of the advection speed and the numerical dissipation will be an appropriate
scale for the velocity field. However, it corresponds to making the fluctuation rate of the pressure field ε2 times,
so that the physical temporal evolution of pressure, that is, sound waves, cannot be calculated accurately.
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Abstract. This lecture presents the understanding of the fundamentals when designing
a numerical schemes for hyperbolic problems with discontinuities as parts of their solutions. The fundamentals includes the consistency with hyperbolic balance laws in integral
form rather than PDE form, spatial-temporal coupling, thermodynamic consistency for
computing compressible fluid flows, convergence arguments and multidimensionality etc.
. Some numerical results are shown to display the performance

1

Introduction

This lecture presents the recent progress we made when hyperbolic problems, if their
solutions contain discontinuities such as shocks and material interfaces, are computed.
Due to the presence of discontinuities, the governing equations of the hyperbolic problems
have to be understood in integral form (weak sense, distributional sense etc), rather than in
purely differential form. Prototype examples are problems around compressible fluid flows,
in which shocks are ubiquitous. Most of traditional numerical methods for such a family
of problems are based on the differential form with various techniques near discontinuities.
We can refer to [1, 22] and references therein for going over the development.
One of most fundamental methods representing the solution of hyperbolic problems
can trace back to Cauchy-Kowalevski in 1700’s [4], and the approximate solutions are
represented in terms of power series using the prescribed data on non-characteristic surfaces. The numerical realization of this approach is made by Lax and Wendroff in 1960’s
[15], mainly for one-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws. The resulting scheme is
the celebrated Lax-Wendroff scheme and has irreplaceable values at least in the following
sense.
(i) It is a unique three-point second order accurate scheme. Any high order scheme
should be consistent with the Lax-Wendroff method when it reduces to the second
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order version. Therefore the Lax-Wendroff method is the reference of all high order
accurate methods.
(ii) It uses the least stencils (just three points for each solution value at each time step)
and is most compact. Useless information is adopted as least as possible.
(iii) The Lax-Wendroff approach is a temporal-spatial coupled method and the fully
useful information of the governing equations are incorporated into the scheme.
Thus, there is no need to exert extra effort if any other physical or geometrical
effects are included.
Nevertheless, the Lax-Wendroff approach just works for smooth flows, and it should be
modified to adapt for capturing discontinuities. The currently-used generalized Riemann
problem (GRP) method is regarded as the discontinuous version of L-W method, and
it uses both the Cauchy-Kowalevski methodology and tracks the singularity [2, 3, 7, 5].
Moreover, the resulting scheme is consistent directly with the corresponding balance law,
i.e, the weak form of the underlying governing equations, rather the partial differential
equations. Hence the GRP approach avoids the large disparity from the “true” solution if
strong discontinuities are present. Hence we will interpret detailed fundamentals behind
the GRP approach.
This lecture will discuss the fundamentals of this family of methods, in terms of spatialtemporal coupling, thermodynamics, transversal effect and some engineering applications.
2

Lax-Wendroff method and the generalized Riemann problem method
Consider hyperbolic conservation laws,
ut + f (u)x = 0,

(1)

where f (u) is the flux function. We denote by ∆x the spatial increment, by ∆t the time
increment, Ij = (xj− 1 , xj+ 1 ) the computational cell interval with xj+ 1 = (j + 12 )∆x,
2
2
2
xj = j∆x, tn = n∆t. The Lax-Wendroff method in [15] uses the Taylor series expansion
to design the scheme,
∆t LW
LW
[fj+ 1 − fj−
= unj −
(2)
un+1
1 ],
j
2
2
∆x
where unj can be understood as the point value of solution at (xj , tn ), and the numerical
LW
flux fj+
1 is taken as
2

LW
fj+
1
2

=

n
fj+
1
2

∆t
+
2



∂f (u)
∂t

n

j+ 12

,

∂f (u)
∂u
= f  (u) ,
∂t
∂t

∂u
∂u
= −f  (u) .
∂t
∂x

(3)

∂u
n
Here fj+
1 is approximated upwind or using simple average from both sides, ∂x can be
2
approximated using some difference quotient. This is a temporal-spatial coupling method.

2
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with second order accuracy both in space and time. The coupling results from the substitution of spatial variation into temporal evolution.
The Lax-Wendroff scheme can be also written in the finite volume framework over the
control volume [xj− 1 , xj+ 1 ] × (tn , tn+1 ), and (2) is reinterpreted as
2

unj =
LW
fj+
1
2

1
∆x

2



xj+ 1
2

u(x, tn )dx,

xj− 1

2

1
∆t
)) =
= f (u(xj+ 1 , tn +
2
2
∆t



(4)

tn+1

2

f (u(xj+ 1 , t))dt + O(∆t ).
2

tn

)). A direct Taylor approximation, as
The issue is how to approximate f (u(xj+ 1 , t + ∆t
2
2
in [15], inevitably produces oscillations near discontinuities (if they exist), and even leads
to the collapse of the corresponding simulations if the approximation has no constraint.
There were a lot of achievements, particularly around limiter technology, on improving the
Lax-Wendroff approach to resolve discontinuities such as the flux limiter approach [12, 13]
and MUSCL type approach [25] etc. We will follow the latter framework to address the
fundamentals.
Assume that given initial data for (1) at t = tn in the form
x ∈ (xj− 1 , xj+ 1 ),

u(x, tn ) = Pj (x),

2

2

(5)

where Pj (x) is reconstructed function, with possible discontinuities at each cell interface
x = xj+ 1 . The reconstruction technology is not repeated here and the readers are referred
2
to e.g., [1] for details. The generalized Riemann problem (GRP) method is based on the
resolution of the generalized Riemann problem for (1) subject to the initial data (5). The
solution strongly depends on the associated Riemann problem (after suitable translation),
vt + f (v)x = 0,

v− := Pj (xj+ 1 − 0),
2
u(x, 0) =
v+ := Pj+1 (xj+ 1 + 0),
2

x < 0,

(6)

x > 0.

The solution v(x, t) is self-similar v(x, t) = v(x/t, 1). Particularly we denote the value
unj+ 1 := v(0, 1). Thanks to the regularity in time, we can take the standard Taylor
2
expansion (only) in time to obtain
u(xj+ 1 , t) = u(xj+ 1 , tn + 0) +
2

2

∂u
(x 1 , tn + 0)(t − tn ) + O(∆t2 ), tn < t < tn+1 .
∂t j+ 2

(7)

It turns out that the flux can be approximated within second order accuracy
n+ 1

GRP
= f (uj+ 12 ),
fj+
1
2

2

n+ 1

uj+ 12 = u(xj+ 1 , tn + 0) +
2

2

3
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The value unj+ 1 := u(xj+ 1 , tn + 0) = unj+ 1 is given by a Riemann solver for (1)- (6). We
2
2
2
refer to [3, 11, 23] for exact or approximate Riemann solvers. The GRP solver serves to
approximate the value
 n
∂u
∂u
(x 1 , tn + 0).
=
(9)
∂t j+ 1
∂t j+ 2
2

Obviously, this could be achieved using the Lax-Wendroff approach, if the solution is
smooth around the grid point (xj+ 1 , tn ). Otherwise, we obtain the value (9) in the fol2
lowing
(i) Acoustic approximation. As v− − v+   1, only linear waves emanate from
(xj+ 1 , tn ). Then (1) can be locally linearized as
2

ut + f  (uj+ 1 )ux = 0,
2

and the value (∂u/∂t)nj+ 1 is computed to be
2
 n
 n
∂u
∂u

= −f (uj+ 1 )
.
2
∂t j+ 1
∂x j+ 1
2
2
 n
∂u
The value
is embodied in the initial data Pj (x).
∂x j+ 1

(10)

(11)

2

(ii) Nonlinear GRP solver. As u− − u+   1, the genuinely nonlinear GRP solver has
to be adopted. This was originally derived in [2] for gas dynamics and extended with
a lots of applications [3]. This solver is derived using the nonlinear geometric optics,
the tracking of singularity and the coherence of spatial and temporal variation of
the flows. Later on, this method was re-accessed using the concept of Riemann
invariants for general hyperbolic balance laws [7, 5, 21]. We refer to those references
for details.
We conclude that the GRP flux is taken as
n+ 1

GRP
fj+
= f (uj+ 12 ).
1
2

(12)

2

This formula is always true no matter where discontinuities are present or not. The
resulting scheme
∆t GRP
GRP
(f 1 − fj−
= unj −
(13)
un+1
1 )
j
2
∆x j+ 2
could resolve discontinuities well. In the following sections, we will state the fundamentals
of the GRP scheme.
For general hyperbolic problems governed by the equations of form
ut + ∇ · f (u) = g(x, u),
we can derive the genuinely multidimensional GRP solver [17].
4
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3

Spatial-temporal consistency with hyperbolic balance law

The GRP method provides a scheme that can be regarded as the discontinuous version
of the Lax-Wendroff scheme. This method is consistent with the hyperbolic balance law
1
dūj (t)
=−
[f (u(xj+ 1 , t)) − f (u(xj− 1 , t))],
2
2
dt
∆x
in the sense that
GRP
fj+
1
2

1
−
∆t



tn+1

(15)

f (u(xj+ 1 , t))dt + O(∆t2 ).

(16)

2

tn

Note that this error is measured in terms of the time increment ∆t, equivalently mesh
size ∆x, rather than the local solution variation ∆u. It turns out that the GRP scheme
(13) is fully consistent with the balance law (the integral form of (1))
 x 1
 x 1
j+ 2
j+ 2
u(x, tn+1 )dx =
u(x, tn )dx
xj− 1
2

xj− 1

−

2

tn+1

f (u(xj+ 1 , t))dt −
2

tn





tn+1

(17)

f (u(xj− 1 , t))dt ,
2

tn

no matter whether the solution contains discontinuities or not. The local error is
Elocal = O(∆t2 ).

(18)

Moreover, the GRP solution satisfies the “generalized” entropy inequality with tolerate
error,
 x 1
 x 1
j+ 2
j+ 2
U (u(x, tn+1 ))dx ≤
U (u(x, tn ))dx
xj− 1
2

xj− 1

−

2

tn+1

tn

G(u(xj+ 1 , t))dt −
2

2

+O(∆t ),



tn+1

tn

G(u(xj− 1 , t))dt
2



(19)

where (U, F ) is the entropy pair associated with (u, f ) in (1). Here u(x, t) is the entropy
solution of (1) subject to the data (5). This shows that any possible violation of entropy
inequality comes from the data reconstruction technology. Therefore, it is just this consistency that guarantees the approximate solution given by the GRP scheme (13) converges
to the (weak) entropy solution of (1). All rigorous analysis can be found in [6].
4

Thermodynamic consistency
For compressible fluid flows [8], the thermodynamical (Gibbs) relation
T ds = de −

5
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has always the fundamental importance, where T is the temperature, s is the entropy, e
is the internal energy, p is the pressure and ρ is the density. Dynamically, there holds,
(ρs)t + (ρus)x = 0.

(21)

Therefore, the numerical solution should implicitly satisfy
 x 1
 x 1
j+ 2
j+ 2
ρs(x, tn+1 )dx =
ρs(x, tn )dx
xj− 1

xj− 1

2

−

2

tn+1

tn

ρus(xj+ 1 , t)dt −
2



tn+1

tn



(22)

ρus(xj− 1 , t)dt ,
2

with tolerate error of O(∆t2 ). In the context of GRP methodology, we precisely describe
entropy flux through the relation
∂s
cL
(xj+ 1 , 0+) = −uj+ 1 sL
Π(cj+ 1 ; 0, βL ),
(23)
2
2
2
∂t
cj+ 1
2

provided that a rarefaction wave moves to the left. The details can be found in [18]. The
numerical result in Figure 1 shows the performance of such a thermodynamic effect.
5

Transversal effect

Most of numerical methods for hyperbolic problems construct numerical fluxes in the
direction normal to each cell interface, thanks to the divergence formula, and even so for
high order accurate methods if the associated Riemann solver is taken as a building block.
The resulting schemes may have defects resulting from the loss of transversal effect. We
have made a numeral experiment for the system linear wave equations
ut + px = 0,

vt + py = 0,

pt + ux + vy = 0.

(24)

We choose the initial data as
p(x, y, 0) = 0,

u(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, 0) = cos(π(x + y)) − cos(π(x − y)).

(25)

The numerical result is displayed in Table 1. The GRP method include the transversal
effect using the property of spatial-temporal coupling,
pt = −ux − vy .

(26)

The transversal variation is converted into the temporal evolution of p.
6

Multi-stage high order based on GRP solver

With the temporal consistency of the Lax-Wendroff type solver, we can design multistage high order schemes for hyperbolic problems. A successful example is given in [17].
Write the governing equation in the form
∂u
= L(u),
(27)
∂t
which is often called the semi-discrete form. Then the method is achieved in the following
two steps.
6
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Figure 1: The comparison of the density profile for the large pressure ratio problem. The initial data
is taken as (ρ, u, p) = (10000, 0, 10000) for 0 ≤ x < 0.3 and (ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 1) for 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 1.0. The
schemes are GRP4-HWENO5 (squares) and RK4-WENO5 (dots) with m cells.The solid lines are the
exact solution.

(i) Lax-Wendroff step. Given an initial data un (x) to (1) at t = tn , construct
instantaneous values u(x, tn + 0) and ∂u
(x, tn + 0), which are symbolically denoted
∂t
as
∂
u(·, tn + 0) = M(un ),
u(·, tn + 0) = L(un ).
(28)
∂t
∂
L(u)(·, tn + 0) is subsequently obtained using the chain rule,
Then ∂t
∂
∂
∂
L(un ) =
L(un ) u(·, tn + 0).
∂t
∂u
∂t

(29)

(ii) Solution advancing step. Define the intermediate data u∗ (x)
1
1
∂
u∗ = un + ∆tL(un ) + ∆t2 L(un ),
2
8
∂t
7
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Table 1: The L1 error and convergence order of p for the periodic waves problem at the final time T = 2.
The method are GRP2D, RK and GRP1D with N × N cells. The abbreviations mean that: GRP2D
represents the genuinely 2-D GRP solver with transversal effect, RK for the two-stage Runge-Kutta
method, and GRP1D for the method with the normal GRP solver.

GRP2D
N
L1 error order
40 3.1769E-2
80 7.9995E-3 1.99
160 2.0052E-3 2.00
320 5.0104E-4 2.00
640 1.2520E-4 2.00

RK
L1 error order
1.2492E-1
3.0513E-2 2.03
7.4680E-3 2.03
1.8457E-3 2.02
4.5874E-4 2.01

GRP1D
L1 error
order
1.3361E-1
6.3077E-2
1.08
3.0125E-2
1.07
1.9803E-2
0.61
1.2063E-1 −2.61

which can be used to reconstruct new initial data u∗ (x) and get the solution
Then the solution to the next time level tn+1 = tn + ∆t can be updated by


1 2 ∂
∂
n
∗
n+1
n
n
u
L(u ) + 2 L(u ) .
= u + ∆tL(u ) + ∆t
6
∂t
∂t

∂
L(u∗ ).
∂t

(31)

This method can be further extended to any high order accuracy[20]. The performance
is displayed in Figure 2 for capturing small scale structures.
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7

Discussion beyond hyperbolic problems

As far as this method is adopted for real engineering problems, the performance could
be further demonstrated. For example, we simulate the following problem in [16]. Assume
that a weak shock with the shock Mach number Ms = 1.22 propagates from atmospheric
air into a stationary cylindrical bubble filled with lighter helium or heavier Refrigerant
22(R22). The computational domain [0, 2.5] × [0, 0.89] composes of 2500 × 890 square
cells and the position of initial discontinuity is set in Figure 3. The numerical result fully
agrees with the corresponding physical experiment.
Lx=2.5
D=0.5

Air

Bubble

incident shock

Ly=0.89

0.125

0.375

Figure 3: Diagram of the shock-bubble interaction problem

We can also extend this method the simulation of flows at the Navier-Stokes or Boltzmann level [20]. More extensions can be found e.g. in [24, 19].
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Abstract. Adaptive time-step algorithms can improve considerably the effectiveness of
unsteady flow computations. Several adaptive time-step strategies are available in the
literature but in all cases conservative time-step choices (small time steps) lead to a large
number of time integration steps, while aggressive time-step choices (large time steps)
lead to a large number of rejected time integration steps, and in both cases the efficiency
and/or robustness of the adaptive strategy may be far from optimal. An appropriate
adaptive strategy should instead guarantee both robustness (small-number of rejected
time integration steps) and efficiency (small-number of time-integration steps for a given
accuracy).
In this work several adaptive time-step strategies have been adopted for the numerical
solution of the unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes and Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes equations based on a high-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin space discretization. Three different classes of time integration methods have been considered, the linearly implicit Rosenbrock-type Runge-Kutta schemes [2], linearly implicit Rosenbrocktype two-step peer schemes [3] and ESDIRK schemes [2]. In oder to assess the adaptive
time-step methods for both autonomous and non-autonomous (time-dependent boundary
conditions) DAE systems of increasing stiffness, we will present the results obtained in
the comuptation of unsteady laminar and turbulent flows around a circular cylinder at
increasing Reynolds numbers ranging from Re = 100 to Re = 3900.

1

INTRODUCTION

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have been emerging as one of the most promising
approaches to high-fidelity fluid dynamics computations in many technical areas, including
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aeronautics, aeroacoustics and turbomachinery [1]. These kind of simulations usually
involve the computation of unsteady flows characterized by a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales over (very) long time periods and therefore require efficient, robust and
accurate time integration methods.
Standard implicit time integration schemes have been extensively investigated for the
solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Very limited information is instead
available on adaptive time step strategies, either for the solution of systems of differential
algebraic equations (DAE) such as the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and for the
stiff systems resulting from the discretization of the unsteady Reynolds Average NavierStokes equations (URANS) [2].
To cover this gap, this work focuses on the performance of several Runge-Kutta schemes
of order of accuracy ranging from three to six — namely linearly implicit one-step Rosenbrock methods, Rosenbrock two-step “peer” schemes, and ESDIRK schemes [3] — as time
integrators of the high-order DG space discretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
(INS) and incompressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations coupled
with the k-
ω turbulence model [7]. The robustness and efficiency of the time integration
schemes is augmented by an adaptive time-step strategy based on a local error estimator
which exploits the local truncation error of the time integration scheme and of its lower
order embedded scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the adaptive time-step algorithm with an overview of the most popular error estimators and controllers available
in the literature. Section 3 presents the comparison of the different adaptive time integration strategies for autonomous and non-autonomous problems, namely the unsteady
laminar and turbulent flow around a circular cylinder at different Reynolds numbers ranging from Re = 100 to Re = 3900. Section 4 summarizes the main findings and gives some
indications for future developments of this work.
2

ADAPTIVE TIME-STEP STRATEGY

Automatic step-size control is an important feature for the efficiency and robustness
of time integration schemes. Fixed time steps typically results in a large number of
small steps, leading to large simulation costs. Adaptively variable time step can instead
substantially improve the simulation effectiveness by (i) reducing the number of time
steps — and therefore minimizing the computational effort — required to achieve a userdefined accuracy level and by (( ii)) improving the robustness of the computation as a
result of lower local truncation error values during the time integration process.
Following the idea put forward by Söderlind and Wang [8], three different “error types”
are needed for an adaptive time integration strategy:
• Global error at time tn+1 , defined as the difference between the exact u(tn+1 ) and
the numerical un+1 solution
errn+1 = u(tn+1 ) − un+1 ,
where  ·  denotes some user defined norm;
2
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• Local Truncation Error (LTE), i.e. the numerical error introduced by the scheme in
a single time step
LT E n+1 = u(tn+1 ) − un+1
,
(2)


where un+1
is the approximate solution obtained by applying one step of the con
sidered scheme starting from the exact solution u(tn );

• Local estimator, defined in terms of the solution û of the so called “embedded
scheme”,
rn+1 = un+1 − ûn+1 .
(3)
Each quantity can be represented by means of the asymptotic model
errn+1 = ψgn+1 (∆t)qg ,

(4)

LT E n+1 = ψln+1 (∆tn )ql ,
rn+1 = ψrn+1 (∆tn )qr ,

(5)
(6)

where ψg , ψl , ψr are the estimator constants, qg , ql , qr are the estimator order of convergence, ∆tn ≡ tn+1 − tn , and ∆t is the arithmetic mean of the step sizes used during the
integration in time, i.e.
N
1  k−1
∆t =
∆t ,
(7)
N k=1

with N the number of steps performed up to time tn+1 .
The adaptive time-step strategy consists in choosing the step-size ∆t so as to obtain a
constant LT E during the time integration. However the LT E error cannot be computed
when the analytic solution is unavailable and is therefore apprtoximated as LT E n+1 ≈
rn+1 . Since LT E depends only (approximately) on r, the adaptive integration strategy
chooses ∆t in order to keep r equal to a constant value during the time integration.
In practice, the standard adaptive time-step algorithm [8, 9] requires at each time step
that
LT E n+1 ≈ rn+1 < µT OL,
(8)
where T OL is a user-defined adaptive tolerance and µ = {3/2, 2} is a user-defined safety
factor. If this condition is verified the solution un+1 is accepted, and the next step-size
∆tn+1 is computed using Eq. (6) with rn+2 = T OL, thus obtaining
∆t

n+1

=



rn+2
ψrn+2

 q1

r

=



T OL
ψrn+2

 q1

r

.

(9)

Otherwise un+1 is rejected, and the step is repeated with a smaller ∆tn given by
∆tn =



T OL
ψrn+1
3
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where the constant ψrn+1 is obtained from the current local estimator rn+1 and the rejected
n
time-step ∆t , i.e. as
rn+1
(11)
ψrn+1 =  n qr .
∆t

The only unknown quantity in the above relations is the estimator constant ψrn+2 appearing in Eq. (9), which must be therefore effectively predicted by interpolation of the ψ
values available at previous time steps. In practice, introducing the logarithmic variable
ψ̃ = ln (ψ), the interpolation can be written as
ψ̃rn+2

≈

thus obtaining
ψrn+2 =

z


αj ψ̃Tn+2−j

j=1

βj ψ̃rn+2−j ,

(12)

j=1

z



ψTn+2−j

j=1

+

z


z
αj 


ψrn+2−j

j=1

 βj

,

(13)

where z is the number of past values used, αj , βj are real coefficients and
ψTn+2−j =

T OL
,
∆tn+1−j

j = 1, . . . , z.

(14)

Notice that, due to the logarithmic variables, the predicted estimator constant is always
positive regardless of the αj and βj values. By combining Eq. (13) and Eq.(9), and by
considering different sets of αj and βj coefficients, the following so called proportionalintegral (PI) controllers for the computation of ∆tn+1 are obtained
∆t
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T OL
rn+1

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

The above controllers (15)–(19) are named standard [10], standard+ [5], PI.4.2 [11],
H211b [9] and H312b [9], respectively. The coefficients αj and βj used in the above
controllers are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: Real coefficients αj and βj of the formulation
z (13) for each adaptive time-step controller used
in this work. Note that the consistency condition j=1 αj + βj = 1 is always verified.
standard
standard+
PI.4.2
H211b
H312b

z
1
2
2
2
3

α1
0
0
2/5
2/4
4/8

α2
0
1/5
0
0

α3
0

β1
1
2
3/5
1/4
1/8

β2
−1
−1/5
1/4
2/8

β3
1/8

Following the idea of Söderlind and Wang [8], the robustness and the efficiency of
the adaptive algorithm is substantially improved by limiting the maximum possible increase/reduction of the ∆t value by means of the smooth limiter function

 n+1

∆t
− ∆tn
n+1
n
∆tl = ∆t 1 + κ arctan
,
(20)
κ∆tn
denotes the limited step-size value used during the next time step. The value
where ∆tn+1
l
of the parameter κ appearing in Eq. (20) must be set in the range [0.7, 2]. In this work
the effects of the smooth limiter function have been analysed with the H221b controller
using κ = 1.
The target of an adaptive time stepping procedure is to control the global error of the
computation, while the parameter that drives the previously described adaptive procedure
is the tolerance T OL. It is however possible to devise a procedure so that the tolerance
T OL becomes in fact equal to the required global error. This requires an appropriate calibration, see e.g. Söderlind and Wang [8], that must be performed for any time integration
shemes before the actual computation.
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

All the computations have been run on a Linux cluster with 12 AMD 6220 CPUs (8
cores per CPU). The computing time tCP U is reported in the tables as a normalized value
with respect to the TauBenchmark [12] value, tT auBench , obtained on a full node of the
cluster used for the CFD simulation1 . The normalized computing time is measured as
work units defined as wu = (tCP U ncores )/tT auBench , where tCP U is the wall clock time and
ncores the numbers of cores.
Different estimators can be built by considering different variables as error indicators.
We here consider (i ) the estimator of the x−component of the velocity field, (ii ) the RMS
of the velocity components estimators, (iii) the arithmetic mean value of all the unknowns
and (iv ) the RMS of the estimators all of the unknowns.
3.1

LAMINAR FLOW AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The laminar flow around a circular cylinder for a Reynolds number Re = 100, based
on the cylinder diameter and the freestream quantities, is here considered. The mesh
1

-n 250000 -s 10 define the reference TauBench workload for the hardware benchmark.
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Figure 1: Cylinder Re = 100. L2 norm of the pressure error (errp 2 ) as a function of the clock time
with different error estimators (left) and controllers (right), ROS3PL scheme with tolsystem = 10−14 and
P5 solution approximation
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Figure 2: Cylinder Re = 100. Time-step ∆t evolution with different controllers, ROS3PL scheme with
T OL = 10−3 , tolsystem = 10−14 and P5 solution approximation

has 5103 hybrid elements, triangles and quadrilaterals, with quadratic edges and it has
been generated with a 2D high-order version of a fully automated in-house hybrid mesh
generator based on the Advancing-Delaunay strategy, a P5 solution approximation has
been used.
All computations have the same initial flow field, created starting from a P1 steady
computation and advancing in time from P1 to P5 , simulating three shedding for each
polynomial degree and using RODASP scheme with the following parameters for the
adaptive time-step strategy: T OL = 10−6 , tolsystem = 10−14 . The results are compared
with respect to a reference solution (pref ) obtained with ROD5 1 scheme for a simulation
time equal to ∆tsim = 16T , where T is the vortex shedding period, and with the following
parameters: ∆t = T /1632, tolsystem = 10−14 without the adaptive time-step strategy.
First, the influence of the error estimators and the controllers has been investigated,
Fig. 1 shows the performance of different error estimator and controllers with ROS3PL
scheme, in terms of the norm of the pressure error as a function of the clock time. While
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the adaptive time-step ∆t with T OL = 10−3 .
With velocity magnitude error estimator and H211b controller the performance of the
6
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Figure 3: Cylinder Re = 100. L2 norm of the pressure error (errp 2 ) as a function of the adaptive
tolerance T OL (left) and the clock time (right) after the tolerance calibration procedure, tolsystem =
ηT OL, tolGM RES = 10−2 for ESDIRK46 scheme and P5 solution approximation

schemes has been investigated, Fig. 3 shows the L2 norm of the pressure error as a function
of the adaptive tolerance T OL and the clock time after the calibration procedure. For
errp 2 < 10−3 peer6 scheme is the most efficient, reducing the computational time up to
46% with respect to ROD5 1, at errp 2 ∼ 10−6 , while for a higher error ROD5 1 scheme
shows similar performance.
3.2

LAMINAR FLOW AROUND A ROTATING CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The influence of time-dependent boundary conditions has been investigated in the case
of the laminar circular cylinder. A rotating cylinder has been considered with the same
Reynolds number and a speed ratio α = ωr/v∞ = 0.5, where ω is the rotating velocity,
v∞ the far velocity and r the radius of the cylinder. The governing equations formulated
in the non-inertial reference frame [2] have been adopted to take into account the rotation
without moving the mesh.
Fig. 4 shows the performance of different error estimators and controllers with ROS3PL
scheme, in terms of the norm of the pressure error as a function of the clock time. While
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the adaptive time-step ∆t with T OL = 10−3 , where are
different behaviour of the controllers in terms of oscillations. In these laminar testcases
each controller and error estimators guarantees the same robustness and performance,
except standard+ controller, without any difference between first-, second- and thirdorder of controllers.
With velocity magnitude error estimator and H211b controller the performance of the
schemes has been investigated, Fig. 6 shows the L2 norm of the pressure error as a function
of the adaptive tolerance T OL and the clock-time after the tolerance calibration procedure. peer6 scheme is always better than other schemes, showing comparable performance
with ROD5 1 only for high error levels, errp 2 ∼ 10−2 , and guarantees a computational
saving up to 59% at errp 2 ∼ 10−5 .

7
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Figure 4: Cylinder Re = 100 with bc(t). L2 norm of the pressure error (errp 2 ) as a function of the clock
time with different error estimators (left) and controllers (right), ROS3PL scheme with tolsystem = 10−14
and P5 solution approximation
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Figure 5: Cylinder Re = 100 with bc(t). Time-step ∆t evolution with different controller, ROS3PL
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Figure 6: Cylinder Re = 100 with bc(t). L2 norm of the pressure error (errp 2 ) as a function of
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tolsystem = ηT OL, tolGM RES = 10−2 for ESDIRK46 scheme and P5 solution approximation
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Figure 7: Cylinder Re = 3900. L2 norm of the pressure error (errp 2 ) as a function of the time-step
∆t (left) and the clock time (right) with different controllers, ROS3PL scheme with tolsystem = 10−14
and P5 solution approximation

3.3

TURBULENT FLOW AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

We next consider the turbulent flow around a circular cylinder for a Reynolds number
Re = 3900, based on the cylinder diameter and the freestream quantities. The mesh
has 4037 hybrid elements, triangles and quadrilaterals, with quadratic edges and it has
been generated with a 2D high-order version of a fully automated in-house hybrid mesh
generator based on the Advancing-Delaunay strategy, a P5 solution approximation has
been considered.
All computations have the same initial flow field, created starting from a P1 steady
computation and advancing in time from P1 to P5 , simulating one shedding for each
polynomial degree and using RODASP scheme with the following parameters for the
adaptive time-step strategy: T OL = 10−6 , tolsystem = 10−14 . The results are compared
with respect to a reference solution (pref ) obtained with ROD5 1 scheme for a simulation
time equal to ∆tsim = T , where T is the vortex shedding period, and with the following
parameters: ∆t = T /1632, tolsystem = 10−14 without the adaptive time-step strategy.
For turbulent flows all the variables must be under control by the error estimator, i.e.
the estimators based on the x−component of the velocity and on the velocity magnitude
can’t be used, while the average error estimator can’t guaranteed robustness in the tolerance range 10−3 < errp 2 < 10−6 . For these reasons the RMS error estimator is the only
used, where also the turbulence model variables k and ω̃ must be taken into account.
Fig. 7 shows the performance of the different controller with ROS3PL scheme, in terms
of the norm of the pressure error as a function of the time-step ∆t and the clock time.
While Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the adaptive time-step ∆t and the error estimator
rn+1 with T OL = 10−5 .
With H211b controller the performance of the schemes has been investigated, Fig. 9
shows the L2 norm of the pressure error as a function of the adaptive tolerance T OL
and the clock time after the tolerance calibration procedure. For errp 2 < 10−5 peer5
scheme is the most efficient, reducing the computational time up to 30% with respect to
RODASP, which is the best scheme for lower accuracy (errp 2 > 10−5 ).
9
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Figure 8: Cylinder Re = 3900. Time-step ∆t evolution with different controller, ROS3PL scheme with
T OL = 10−5 , tolsystem = 10−14 and P5 solution approximation
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Figure 9: Cylinder Re = 3900. L2 norm of the pressure error as a function of the adaptive tolerances
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this work a high-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin space discretization coupled
with an adaptive time integration algorithm is investigated for the numerical simulation
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes and RANS equations with k − ω turbulence model
closure. Three different classes of time integration methods have been considered: the
linearly implicit Rosenbrock-type Runge-Kutta schemes, the linearly implicit Rosenbrocktype two-step peer schemes and the ESDIRK schemes.
Traditional controllers and error estimators for adaptive strategies available in the
literature have been compared in terms of robustness, accuracy and computational efficiency on several testcases. Autonomous and non-autonomous problems, i.e. problems
with time-dependent boundary conditions, have been considered: the unsteady laminar
and turbulent flow around a circular cylinder at different Reynolds numbers ranging from
Re = 100 to Re = 3900.
For the considered laminar testcases, the different adaptive strategies displayed similar
accuracies and computational efficiencies, for the first-, second- and third-order controllers
10
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(with the only exception of the standard+ controller). Notice however that for the turbulent test case the error estimator must be based on all the variables. Peer schemes
outperform the one-step traditional methods for almost every level of accuracy. As an
example, in the cylinder testcase peer5 shows a computational saving up to ∼ 40% with
respect to ROD5 1. Moreover, the peer4 scheme performs similarly to the higher-order
accurate RODASP scheme, as peer5 does in comparison to ROD5 1. The lower order
schemes, ROS3PL and peer3, show the worst performance due to the lower time-step
that introduces an high number of rejected time-step.
Work is in progress to extend the comparison of the performance of the adaptive
strategies to other incompressible turbulent test cases, possibly considering problems of
industrial relevance, such as the turbulent flow around a circular cylinder at Re = 1.4×105
and the turbulent flow through a wind turbine.
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Abstract. The aim of the work presented in this paper is to determine the aerodynamic
interference effects of a typical strut supporting aircraft models during wind tunnel tests by
means of steady RANS simulations of the flow field. Computational fluid dynamics
simulations are performed to predict the interference produced by a strut having an elliptic
shape. Two configurations of a scaled model of a regional aircraft are considered: a clean
cruise configuration and a high-lift condition with a landing flap setting. In this paper only
power-off conditions (i.e. without simulation of propeller effects) are considered. The strut
effect is analyzed for several angles of incidence and sideslip. The flow field and forces
disturbance caused by the strut are derived by comparing simulations with and without the
support. The interference is analyzed in terms of global forces and moments coefficients in
the body axes system. With this work, it is possible to derive an interpolation surface or a
fitting surface from the numerical data that represents the difference between results with and
without the strut, for each aerodynamic coefficient. These surfaces are important to study the
variation of the interference with the angle of incidence and the angle of sideslip and, to
perform corrections of the experimental wind tunnel data also in conditions that are not
simulated in CFD.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the work presented in this paper is to study the aerodynamic interference
effects caused by a single strut supporting an aircraft model during wind tunnel tests. The
flow field and forces distortion caused by the presence of the sting are derived from
comparisons between simulations with and without the support. CFD simulations are used to
evaluate the various bias present in the experimental wind tunnel data and to reduce the
uncertainties related to the determination of the effects due to the presence of the support.
The wind tunnel model supports (struts) are designed to be as small as possible, under the
constraint that they should sustain the forces generated by the model over a wide range of
flow conditions. In addition, they must house instrumentation cabling and in the case of
powered models route the required energy into the model. On the other hand, it is well known
that their shape can strongly affect the aerodynamic flow field around the model with
significant consequences on the accuracy of the measured data [3][4]. Several studies were
undertaken in the past decades [5][6] to determine this effect for numerous configurations and
flow velocity.
In most wind tunnel procedures, the strut effect is accounted for thanks to various
corrections methods [7][8]. Unfortunately, the presently existing methods exhibit several
drawbacks [9]:
• they differ from one wind tunnel to another, making it difficult to compare final
results;
• they rely on simplifying hypotheses and/or empirical assumptions, which validity is
doubtful for example at high Mach numbers or for unconventional models;
• they call upon dedicated experiments which are expensive and require the
introduction of another support, i.e. additional distortions of the flow.
In order to alleviate these shortcomings, several recent [10][11] or older [12] initiatives
aimed at determining whether advanced numerical simulations could help in understanding
and predicting the support interference effect.
The objective of the current study is to predict the effects of a single-strut interference on
all aerodynamic forces and moments on an Airbus Defence & Space configuration tested in
the RUAG Large Low Speed Wind Tunnel Emmen in Switzerland (LWTE). Two
configurations of a scaled model of a turboprop transport aircraft are considered: a clean
configuration representative of a cruise condition and a high-lift configuration with extended
flaps, namely landing. In this paper only power-off conditions (i.e. without simulation of
propeller effects) are considered.
2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Over the years, many test campaigns have been carried out in the RUAG wind tunnel at
Emmen using a wide range of aircraft models and mounting systems. Depending on the
aircraft geometry and support configuration tested, strut interference effects were shown to be
potentially significant. These effects are normally determined by experimental means [13].
The results obtained serve as a basis for the determination of correction laws for a particular
model and setup combination. However, testing other models requires the performance of
new tests to derive accurate support effects. To avoid these expensive tests, CFD may be an
appropriate alternative to predict these support effects. The work undertaken and reported in
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this paper aims at validating the ability of RANS CFD tools to predict the effect of a single
strut on the global aerodynamic forces acting on the model.
The Airbus model is tested in the RUAG wind tunnel (LWTE) [14]. It is equipped with an
internal strain gauge balance which measures the six forces and moments and is mounted on a
single ventral strut having an elliptical section. The size of the test section is 7.0x5.0 m, the
frontal area of the strut is about 1 × 10−3 𝑚𝑚2 and the span of the model is 3.0 m. The
hydraulic diameter of the fuselage is 0.337 m, i.e. the ratio of the minimum strut diameter to
the fuselage diameter is 0.31, which should yield moderate disturbance according to [15].
Figure 1 shows the model as mounted on the elliptic strut in the LWTE test section. The
whole campaign is performed at a Mach number of 0.20 and a Reynolds number of 1.3 × 106
based on mean aerodynamic chord.

Figure 1: Airbus model during test with ventral strut at LWTE

3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION APPROACH

3.1 Flow solver
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are solved using a commercial
CFD code (FLUENT [16]). An implicit, upwind, second-order accurate density-based solver
[16] is selected. The two-equation k-ε turbulence model is employed by integrating to the wall
(i.e., without using wall functions) and fully turbulent flow is assumed. The problem is solved
using a second-order discretization scheme initially with a CFL number of 1.0 to converge the
steady-state iterative residuals by 3 orders of magnitude and, then, a CFL number between 5
and 10 is used. After performing an iterative error analysis, the final normalized steady-state
residual tolerance criteria used in this study is a 6 order of magnitude reduction (10−6).
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3.2 Grid generation
ICEM [17], a commercial grid generation tool, is used to generate the flow field mesh. The
mesh for 3-D flow solutions has both structured (hexahedral) and unstructured (pyramidal and
tetrahedral) cells. The structured grid is used to capture the gradients and resolve the boundary
layer near the surface of the aircraft model. The rest of the domain has a mixture of
unstructured grid blocks.
The total number of cells is between 8 and 10 millions for both configurations with and
without the strut. For computations without the strut, new blocks of mesh are added to fill in
the volume of the strut, so that no alteration is made to the other parts of the mesh. The whole
domain is divided into two parts: a volume closer to the model (called internal domain) and a
far field volume (called external domain). The first domain is the same for all the possible
conditions in terms of angle of incidence and angle of sideslip; while the external domain
changes for each condition (see Figure 2 for details). As only conditions without propeller
effects are considered, the grid generated in the two volumes is imposed to be symmetric with
respect to the symmetry plane of the aircraft model. This fact ensures that spurious differences
resulting from a mesh effect are kept as low as possible, and it allows accurate comparison of
the flow fields on the model skin and in the surrounding volume.

EXTERNAL
INTERNAL
Figure 2: Details of INTERNAL and EXTERNAL domains

5

INTERFERENCE CALCULATIONS RESULTS

The strut effect is defined as the difference between the configuration with and the
configuration without the strut at the same geometrical angle of incidence and sideslip:
∆𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ,
∆𝛼𝛼 = ∆𝛽𝛽 = 0,

(1)
(2)

where C represents one of the aerodynamic forces and moments coefficients evaluated with
respect to a body reference frame (i.e. 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 , 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 , 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 , 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ) and subscript indices
baseline and strut refer to the configurations without and with the strut.
The correction of experimental data based on CFD results is derived by using two different
approaches, i.e.
1. the generation of a polynomial surface as function of 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽;
2. the generation of a fitting surface as function of 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽.
Both approaches allow the user to apply the correction to configurations in terms of 𝛼𝛼 and
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𝛽𝛽 which are not evaluated numerically. For every aircraft configuration and aerodynamic
coefficient, it is necessary to generate a corresponding surface. The polynomial surfaces for
all body axes coefficients in the cruise condition are presented in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the
fitting surfaces of the same configuration (see point 2).
The main result derived from Figure 3 and Figure 4 is that the corrections to be applied to
experimental data and, then, the effect of the elliptic ventral strut on the global aerodynamic
forces and moments are small. This aspect is especially evident for moderate 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 angles,
while the corrections increase for conditions that are close to the border of the domain.
The polynomial fit gives smooth surfaces but they are not forced to pass through the
original data points. This can lead to unacceptable errors at these points. Table 1 contains the
values of the error quantity for each simulated 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 condition, i.e.
∆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − ∆𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ,

(3)

where ∆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 is evaluated from original numerical data and ∆𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 represents the same
quantity derived from the polynomial surfaces. For the axial force (𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 ) errors in the order of
up 40 drag counts (40e-4) are observed. This is at least one order of magnitude larger than the
accuracy expected from a wind tunnel test. This problem doesn’t appear if an interpolation
approach is used since it forces the surface through all the numerical points. For this reason,
the actual correction is based on the second method, i.e. on the use of fitting surfaces. Figure 5
shows the comparison between original and corrected experimental data in terms of 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 , 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧
and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 for a cruise condition. As confirmed from the fitting surfaces, the correction applied
to original experimental data is very small for all cases, demonstrating the controllable effect
produced by the strut.
Table 1: Comparison between original and corrected numerical data (∆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − ∆𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 , cruise configuration)

𝛼𝛼 [°]
-6.49
0
4
8
12
-4
4
8
0
8
0
8

𝛽𝛽 [°]
0
0
0
0
0
10
10
10
15
15
25
25

𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥

-2.79E-03
-3.23E-03
-1.73E-03
3.75E-03
1.07E-02
3.78E-04
1.97E-03
6.16E-03
4.96E-03
1.03E-02
-2.29E-03
1.76E-02

𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧

0
0
0
0
0
-2.06E-06
-4.32E-06
1.91E-03
-4.72E-06
-1.69E-03
-9.19E-06
2.20E-04

4.17E-04
1.64E-03
-8.01E-05
-2.57E-03
5.22E-03
2.43E-03
2.61E-03
1.34E-02
-1.22E-03
2.04E-02
1.25E-02
6.12E-02
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𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

0
0
0
0
0
-1.49E-05
-4.42E-05
-4.77E-04
2.94E-04
1.72E-04
-1.60E-04
9.17E-05

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

-5.93E-04
-8.91E-04
-2.77E-03
2.96E-03
2.38E-04
1.76E-03
5.28E-03
-4.77E-03
-1.51E-03
1.93E-04
-2.72E-04
4.34E-04

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

0
0
0
0
0
5.47E-04
1.64E-03
-2.63E-04
1.20E-04
-1.80E-03
-7.28E-04
9.70E-04
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: Polynomial surfaces (cruise configuration) for 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (a), 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (b), 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (c)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4: Fitting surfaces (cruise configuration) for 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (a), 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (b), 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (c)
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Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict, respectively, the polynomial and fitting coefficients ∆Cx , ∆Cz
for the landing configuration. For this configuration, the same procedure of the cruise
configuration is applied and, again, the fitting approach represents the most reliable one. By
comparing Figure 6 with Figure 3 (and Figure 7 with Figure 4), it is possible to verify that the
correction for the landing configuration differs from the same correction for cruise
configuration, especially in the order of magnitude, demonstrating a greater effect of the
elliptic strut in the high-lift condition. Even if the correction in this last case is more
appreciable than the clean condition, it is possible to verify that the comparison between
original and corrected experimental data shows that the effect of the strut remains small.

Figure 5: Original experimental data vs. Corrected experimental data (cruise configuration)

Figure 6: Polynomial surfaces (landing configuration) for 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 (left) and 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 (right)
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Figure 7: Fitting surfaces (landing configuration) for 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 (left) and 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 (right)

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the comparison in terms of pressure coefficient distribution
(Cp ) between the configurations with and without the strut respectively for cruise and landing
conditions. The distribution of pressure generated with the presence of the strut is very similar
to the same in which the strut is not considered. The main differences are observable in the
bottom part of the fuselage close to the intersection with the strut and they are more
significant for the landing configuration. In any case, they produce only insignificant effects
on the global aerodynamic coefficients.

(a) Bottom view
(b) Top view
Figure 8: Comparison in terms of 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 contour distribution between the configurations with and without the strut
(cruise conf. - α = 8 deg, β = 0 deg)
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Figure 9: Comparison in terms of 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 contour distribution between the configurations with and without the strut
(landing conf. - α = 8 deg, β = 0 deg)

6

CONCLUSION

The aim of this study is the prediction of the effects of a single-strut interference on all
aerodynamic forces and moments on an Airbus Defence & Space aircraft model tested in the
RUAG Large Low Speed Wind Tunnel Emmen in Switzerland (LWTE). Two configurations
of a scaled model of turboprop transport aircraft are addressed: the clean configuration
representative of a cruise condition and a high-lift configuration with extended flaps, i.e.
landing. RANS CFD simulations were used to predict the effect of a single strut on the global
aerodynamic forces acting on the model.
The interference of the strut is evaluated by considering the difference between the
configuration with and without the strut at the same geometrical angles of incidence and
sideslip. The results are used to generate polynomial surfaces and/or interpolation surfaces for
the correction of experimental data for each 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽. Polynomial surfaces were shown to
produce excessive errors and it is recommended to use interpolated data for the actual
corrections of experimental results.
The effect of the elliptic ventral strut on the global aerodynamic forces and moments was
found to be small throughout the range of interest.
7
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Abstract. In this study, novel numerical approaches to handle the volume and surface
integration terms of discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods are proposed to significantly
reduce computational costs especially on higher-order curved elements. One approach,
called Direct Quadrature Method (DQM), generates a quadrature rule directly on the
physical domain for a given set of points that are optimized to have well-conditioned
Vandermonde matrix. The other one, called Direct Reconstruction Method (DRM), reexpresses the flux terms as Lagrange polynomials directly on the physical domain and
integrates them in the pre-processing step. Since the proposed methods directly handle
the integrations on the physical domain, they solely rely on the order of the solution
approximation, not on the order of the elements. Thus, they are particularly efficient on
higher-order curved elements. In order to evaluate the proposed methods, two benchmark problems of the compressible Euler equations are computed on high-order curved
quadrilateral meshes in two dimensions. Results verify that the proposed methods reduce the substantial amount of computational cost without compromising the required
order-of-accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

The high-order methods are emerging as the latest trend in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) community to simulate more complex flow problems with better resolution
and less numerical damping. Among the high-order methods based on finite element
methods (FEM), the DG method has been the most popular because of its mathematical and numerical rigor, grid flexibility of shape functions and intuitive formulation [1].
The high-order methods, however, still face a few obstacles such as shock-driven instabilities and severe computational costs, which severely limit their applicability. Particularly,
heavy computational cost mainly prevents both academia and industry from applying the
high-order methods to practical real-life problems.
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In the DG method, efficient handling of numerical integrations in its weak formulation
is a critical component to determine numerical accuracy and efficiency. Conventional approaches to integrate these terms are based on the prescribed quadrature rules that are iteratively calculated and optimized on the reference domain. Its computing costs, however,
exponentially increase according to the element order because coordinate transformation
to the reference domain contains very high-degree polynomial terms that require even
higher-order quadrature rules. In the case of three dimensions, for example, the number
of quadrature points for the volume integration is proportional to the cubic orders of both
solution approximation and element, and on top of it, state variables and flux functions
should be evaluated at each point. This greatly increases the computational cost of the
DG method. In order to resolve these difficulties, novel numerical approaches to integrate
the surface and volume integral terms appeared in the DG method are considered.
From analysis and validation, the proposed methods are turned out to be much more
efficient than the conventional one. Direct integrations on the physical domain without coordinate transformation make them independent of the element order, which significantly
increase computational efficiency in higher-order elements. The present work is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the DG formulation and conventional way
of handling the integration terms. In Section 3, two novel approaches, called the DQM
and DRM approaches, are provided to efficiently compute the numerical integrations in
the DG formulation. These new approaches are applied to some representative benchmark problems and compared with the conventional one in Section 4. Finally, concluding
remarks and future works are given in Section 5.
2

Discontinuous Galerkin Formulation
We consider the hyperbolic conservation laws
∂q
+∇·F=0
∂t

(1)

subjected to the well-posed initial condition q(x, 0) = q0 (x) and boundary conditions on
the appropriate physical domain Ω = ∪N
a non-overlapping polygonal
i=1 Ωi , where Ωi is

1
d T
element. The flux function is given by F = F , · · · , F
, where d is dimension. We
assume that Eq. (1) is scalar for the purpose of simplicity, but it can be easily extended
into vector equations.
In the DG method, the approximated solution is contained in a global function space
(j)
(j)
i
i
V h = ⊕N
i=1 Vh , where Vh ≡ span{φi }j=1,··· ,Nk and φi are basis functions that are usually
chosen to be the orthonormal polynomials in Pk (Ωi ). Here, Pk (Ωi ) is a set of k th -degree
(j)
polynomials defined on Ωi . For a given element configuration, φi can be simply computed
by using the modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) process [2]. Multiplying the basis function
to Eq. (1) and integrating it over Ωi , we can get the following weak formulation.



∂qh (j)
(j)
(j)
− +
φi dV +
φi F̂(qh , qh ) · ndA =
F · ∇φi dV .
(2)
∂Ωi
Ωi
Ωi ∂t
2
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Here, F̂ is a monotone numerical flux from the finite volume method. Applying the
orthonormality of the basis polynomials, the first term on the LHS of Eq. (2) is reexpressed as
 (1) 
q

d  i. 
∂qh (j)
φi dV =
(3)
 ..  ,
dt
Ωi ∂t
(Nk )
qi
(j)

where qi

are the modal coefficients satisfying
qh (x, t) =

Nk


(j)

(j)

qi (t)φi (x)

(4)

j=1

on each cell Ωi . The second term on the LHS and the RHS term of Eq. (2) are the
surface and volume integrations, respectively. In order to achieve the formal order-ofaccuracy, those integrations should be computed with the (2k + 1)th - and (2k)th -accuracy,
respectively.
A conventional way to integrate the terms in Eq. (2) is to apply pre-determined numerical quadrature or cubature rules on the reference domain. There are lots of quadrature
or cubature rules in literatures that were iteratively computed and optimized for various reference element configurations. These reference elements usually contain triangle
and quadrilateral in two-dimensional case, and tetrahedron/hexahedron/prism/pyramid
in three-dimensional case. These are common element types in mixed meshes. Let Ti be
an invertible transformation mapping from the reference element Ω̃ to a physical element
Ωi in the physical domain.
Ti : r = (ξ, η, χ) ∈ Ω̃ → x = (x, y, z) ∈ Ωi .

(5)

Here, the tilde symbol indicates the reference domain. Applying coordinate transformation, the volume and surface integration terms of Eq. (2) are re-expressed as follows.

|J|(F · ∇φ) ◦ TdV ,
(6)
Ω̃



∂ Ω̃





|J| (φF̂) ◦ T · (J−1 )T ñdA,

(7)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation. For convenience, we delete the cell
index i and the basis index j without any confusion. Both integrations are then computed
using a consistent quadrature rule with the required accuracy.
For simplex elements, the transformation for high-order curved P n-elements consists
of nth -degree polynomials. Thus, the formal degrees of the integrands of Eqs. (6-7), which
are denoted as dv,d and df,d , respectively, are given as follows.
dv,d = 2kn + d(n − 1),
3
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df,d = (2k + 1)n + (d − 1)(n − 1),

(9)

where d is dimension. The minimum possible number of optimal quadrature points for
Eqs. (6-7) is then estimated as


(dv,d +d) Cd
Nv,d =
∼ O((kn)d ),
(10)
d+1


(df,d +d) Cd
Nf,d =
∼ O((kn)d−1 ),
(11)
df,d + d

where · is the ceiling symbol. As shown in Tabs. (1-2), they rapidly increase according
to the orders of approximation and element.
A huge number of quadrature points pose a few hurdles. Firstly, very high-order
quadrature rules are rarely presented in literatures. Secondly, even higher quadrature
rules are necessary for over-integration techniques, say, to prevent aliasing-driven instabilities in turbulent simulation. Such higher quadrature rules are not only unpractical in
actual computations, but also leading to severe computational burden since they require
a large number of flux evaluations and state variable computations for a huge number
of quadrature points. Thus, it is essential to develop efficient and practical methods to
handle the integration terms of the DG method. From this perspective, we propose newly
developed integration methods for both the volume and surface integrations; (1) Direct
Quadrature Method (DQM) and (2) Direct Reconstruction Method (DRM).
Table 1: Minimum possible numbers(Nv,d ) of optimal quadrature points for DG volume integration
of Eq. (6) on two- and three-dimensions(d) with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and
element(n). Element is assumed to be simplex

d

2

k
1
2
3
4
5
6

n

3

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2
10
22
40
64
92

5
22
51
92
145
210

10
40
92
166
260
376

15
64
145
260
409
590

22
92
210
376
590
852

31
126
287
514
805
1162

3
30
114
285
575
1015

2

3

9
21
91 204
333 732
819 1785
1637 3548
2870 6201

4

5

6

42
72
114
385
650 1015
1364 2285 3548
3311 5525 8555
6559 10920 16882
11440 19019 29370

Proposed Numerical Integration Methods

3.1
3.1.1

Direct Quadrature Methods (DQM)
DQM for Volume Integration

Here, the volume integration is directly computed by the newly provided quadrature
rules on the physical domain. Unlike the conventional approach that has been executed
4
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Table 2: Minimum possible numbers(Nf,d ) of optimal quadrature points for DG surface integration Eq.
(7) on two- and three-dimensions(d) with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and element(n).
Element is assumed to be simplex

d

2

k

n

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

2

3

2
4
6
8
10
12

3
6
9
12
15
18

4
8
12
16
20
24

3
4

5

6

1

5 6 7
10 12 14
15 18 21
20 24 28
25 30 35
30 36 42

4
15
35
64
100
145

2

3

4

5

6

7 12 19
31 51 77
70 117 176
126 210 316
199 330 495
287 477 715

26
109
247
442
694
1001

35
145
330
590
925
1335

in the reference domain, this does not require any transformation during runtime computation. In order to create a quadrature rule to compute the volume integration term
with an optimal order-of-accuracy, we need to choose a proper target space that covers
F · ∇φ on the physical domain. Since the solution is approximated by the k th -degree
polynomials, the target space is trivially given by
F · ∇φ ∈ P2k (Ω).

(12)

Then we can find an orthonormal basis set {ϕ(j) }j=1,··· ,N2k that spans the target space by
using the MGS process with the monomials of P2k (Ω) as initial bases. Every quadrature
rule should satisfy the following equations.

N2k

(j)
wm ϕ (xm ) = δ1,j
ϕ(j) dV ,
(13)
Ω

m=1

where δa,b is Kronecker delta. Here, the lowest mode, ϕ(1) , is a constant that satisfies
orthonormality, i.e.

ϕ(i) ϕ(j) dV = δi,j .
(14)
Ω


Thus, Ω ϕ(1) dV = |Ω|. Equation (13) is generally a system of non-linear equations that
has wm and xm as unknowns, and it requires an iterative method such as the NewtonRapson method that requires heavy computing cost. If we pre-determine the coordinates
of the quadrature points, however, Eq. (13) would be nothing but a system of linear
equations that only has wm as unknowns, and thus it just requires one matrix inversion
that is much more efficient than the Newton-Rapson iteration. The resulting quadrature
rule has a very small number of quadrature points compared with the conventional methods as shown in Tabs. 1 and 3. At the same time, the number of quadrature points is
independent on the element order.
It still remains how to choose the quadrature points for a given element configuration.
One direction is to minimize the condition number of the matrix in Eq. (13). For a
5
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reference triangle, we already know, as a proper candidate, a set of the alpha-optimized
points [1]. For an arbitrary high-order curved triangle, however, it is not practical to
find such points one by one. Thus, we use the transformed alpha-optimized points by
the element transformation T. For a reference quadrilateral, we use a kind of brute
force approach to find a set of points that has a relatively small condition number. For an
arbitrary high-order curved quadrilateral, we use the transformed points. The coordinates
of such points are provided in Appendix A.
Table 3: The numbers of quadrature points of DQM for the DG volume integration on two- and threedimensions(d) with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and element(n). Effective regions are
shaded.

d

2

k

n

3.1.2

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

6
6
6
6
6
6

15
15
15
15
15
15

28
28
28
28
28
28

45
45
45
45
45
45

66
66
66
66
66
66

91
91
91
91
91
91

10
10
10
10
10
10

35
35
35
35
35
35

84
84
84
84
84
84

165
165
165
165
165
165

286
286
286
286
286
286

455
455
455
455
455
455

DQM for Surface Integration

In the similar way described in Section 3.1.1, the surface integration can be directly
computed by the newly provided quadrature rules on the physical domain. In order to
do this, we firstly find a target space for the integrand φF̂ · n. Note that this term is not
covered by polynomial space because the normal vector is not a polynomial on arbitrary
high-order curved surface. In this case, the proper target space is given by

d
φF̂ · n ∈ P2k+1 (Ω) · n ≡ P2k+1 (Ω)n1 + · · · + P2k+1 (Ω)nd .

(15)

Then we can find a basis set {ϕ(j1 ) n1 + · · · + ϕ(j1 ) nd }(j1 ,··· ,jd )=(1,··· ,N2k+1 )d , where ϕ are
derived by the MGS process. As shown in Section 3.1.1, the number of quadrature points
for DQM is the same as the number of basis of the target space. The required number of
point for applying DQM to the surface integration is shown in Tab. 4. Effective region
of DQM, however, is rather small for practical purpose. Thus, we will not consider DQM
for the surface integration in this work. Instead of DQM, DRM is provided in the next
section.

6
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Table 4: The numbers of quadrature points of DQM for the DG surface integration on two- and threedimensions(d) with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and element(n). Effective regions are
shaded.

d

2

k
1
2
3
4
5
6

n

3.2
3.2.1

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

20
20
20
20
20
20

42
42
42
42
42
42

72
72
72
72
72
72

110
110
110
110
110
110

156
156
156
156
156
156

210
210
210
210
210
210

60
60
60
60
60
60

2

3

4

5

6

168 360 660 1092 1680
168 360 660 1092 1680
168 360 660 1092 1680
168 360 660 1092 1680
168 360 660 1092 1680
168 360 660 1092 1680

Direct Reconstruction Methods (DRM)
DRM for Volume Integration

The volume integration is computed by directly reconstructing the target integrand using the nodal basis polynomials in the physical domain. In expressing the total integrand,
F · ∇φ, as a linear combination of the nodal basis, we only represent the flux function by
the Lagrange polynomials since the exact value of φ is already known.
Nk+1

F=



F(xm )(m) ,

(16)

m=1

where  are the Lagrange polynomials with (a) (xb ) = δa,b . We assume the flux function
is in [Pk+1 (Ω)]d . Let {ϕ(j) }j=1,··· ,Nk+1 be a set of basis spanning Pk+1 (Ω). Moreover, the
following is valid.
φ(j) = ϕ(j) , for j = 1, · · · , Nk .
(17)
The Lagrange polynomials can be easily derived by the following relation.




ϕ(1)
(1)




L ≡  ...  = V−1  ...  ≡ V−1 ϕ,
(Nk+1 )
ϕ(Nk+1 )

(18)

where V is the Vandermonde matrix with V(i,j) = ϕ(i) (xj ). Thus, we have


 
d
dφ
dφ
(Fi · V−1 ϕ) i dV
F · ∇φdV =
(F · L) i dV =
dx
dx
Ω i=1
Ω
Ω i=1


d 
d


dφ T
−1 T
i
F
ϕ
dV
(V
)
≡
Siv Fi ,
=
i
dx
Ω
i=1
i=1
 
d

i

7
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 dφ T
−1 T
where Siv ≡ [( Ω dx
) ], Fi ≡ [F i (x1 ), · · · , F i (xNk+1 )]T , and φ ≡ [φ(1) , · · · , φ(Nk ) ]T .
i ϕ dV )(V
i
Here, we call Sv the DRM stiff matrix with respect to the xi coordinate for the volume
integration. The volume integration is computed after d-times matrix-vector multiplications between the DRM stiff matrices and the vectors of the flux nodal coefficients. In
practice, all DRM stiff matrices are pre-computed in the pre-processing step, and DQM
points are used as nodal points. The number of point required for the DRM volume
integration is shown in Tab. 5. DRM is proved to be even more efficient than DQM.
Table 5: The numbers of points of DRM for the DG volume integration on two- and three- dimensions(d)
with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and element(n). Effective regions are shaded.

d

2

k

n

3.2.2

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

6
6
6
6
6
6

10
10
10
10
10
10

15
15
15
15
15
15

21
21
21
21
21
21

28
28
28
28
28
28

36
36
36
36
36
36

10
10
10
10
10
10

20
20
20
20
20
20

35
35
35
35
35
35

56
56
56
56
56
56

84
84
84
84
84
84

120
120
120
120
120
120

DRM for Surface Integration

The same DRM can be extended into the surface integration. In order to reconstruct
the flux function, we firstly need to find the nodal polynomials in a proper target space.
Because we want to directly handle the integration in the physical domain, our target
space is trivially Pk+1 (Ω)|∂Ω . Then the modal basis polynomials can be computed by the
MGS process in the target space. In order to realize that, we define the following inner
product.

f gdA
(f, g)∂Ω ≡
,
(20)
−1 T
∂Ω |J|(J ) ñ

It is then easy to show that Eq. (20) satisfies the conjugate symmetry, linearity, and
positive-definiteness of an associated inner product space. As an initial set of the MGS
process, the hierarchical monomials of Pk+1 (Ω) are used. The linearly dependent monomials can be easily removed by slightly modifying the conventional MGS algorithm. In
addition, we also eliminate the monomials that are too stiff leading to an ill-conditioned
Vandermonde matrix. For two-dimensional case, the cut-off condition number is set to
10 and it gives somewhat adaptive results depending on the curvature of the surface. Let
ϕ ≡ [ϕ(1) , · · · , ϕ(Mk+1 ) ]T is a set of the resulting modal bases. If we choose a proper set

8
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of points, we can derive the Lagrange polynomials such that




(1)
ϕ(1)




L ≡  ...  = V−1  ...  ≡ V−1 ϕ,
(Mk+1 )
ϕ(Mk+1 )

(21)

where V is the Vandermonde matrix. Here, the Gauss-Legendre points were used as the
nodal points in two dimensions by transformation. Thus, the following is achieved.



d
d


i
φF̂ · ndA =
φ
(F̂ · L)ni dA =
φ
(F̂i · V−1 ϕ)ni dA
∂Ω

∂Ω

=
Sif



i=1
d 

i=1

∂Ω

T



i=1

−1 T

φϕ ni dA (V )
∂Ω



F̂i ≡

−1 T

T

d


Sif F̂i ,

(22)

i=1

≡ [( ∂Ω φϕ ni dA)(V ) ] is the DRM mass matrix with respect to the ni comwhere
ponent for the surface integration, and F̂i ≡ [F̂ i (q − (x1 ), q + (x1 )), · · · , F̂ i (q − (xMk+1 ), q + (xMk+1 ))]T
is the i−directional vector of the numerical flux at nodal points. Note that the numerical
flux is defined for each direction, not combined with the normal vector. For the numerical
flux using the contravariant velocity
F(q − ) + F(q + )

F
·n=
· n − A(q − , q + , n),
2

(23)

F̂ i is computed by

F i (q − ) + F i (q + )
− A(q − , q + , n)ni ,
(24)
2

· n = F̂ · n. In the DRM approach
where A(q − , q + , n) is a numerical diffusion. Thus, F
for the surface integration, it is difficult to estimate the required number of points with
respect to the order of solution approximation and element, because we do not know
the dimension of Pk+1 (Ω)|∂Ω explicitly. One thing clear is that the upperbound is the
dimension of Pk+1 (Ω) and this value is tabulated in Tab. 6.
F̂ i ≡

4

Numerical Results

In order to examine the performances of the DQM and DRM methods, the compressible
Euler equations are computed on high-order meshes. Euler advection problem is considered as an unsteady case, and circular cylinder problem is chosen as a steady case. Both
problems are computed by DG-P3 and -P6 methods on curved P3 - and P6 -elements,
respectively. For the time marching, the 4th -order 5th -stage strong stability preserving
Runge-Kutta (SSPRK) method is used with the CFL number of 0.9. As a numerical flux,
Roe’s FDS is used. For each benchmark problem, conventional quadrature method is used
as baseline test, and four tests were carried out by applying the proposed methods: (1)
DQM and (2) DRM for the volume integration, (3) DQM and (4) DRM for the volume
integration along with DRM for the surface integration. All computations are performed
by Intel Xeon X5650 in serial.
9
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Table 6: Upper bound of the numbers of points of the DRM for the DG surface integration on twoand three-dimensions(d) with respect to the orders of DG approximation(k) and element(n). Effective
regions are shaded. Note that the effective regions become wider in actual computations.

d

2

k

n

4.1

1
1
2
3
4
5
6

6
6
6
6
6
6

2

3

3
4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

10 15 21 28 36
10 15 21 28 36
10 15 21 28 36
10 15 21 28 36
10 15 21 28 36
10 15 21 28 36

10
10
10
10
10
10

20
20
20
20
20
20

35
35
35
35
35
35

56
56
56
56
56
56

84
84
84
84
84
84

120
120
120
120
120
120

Advection Problem

Advection equation given by the following initial condition
(ρ, u, v, P ) = (1 + 0.2 sin(2πx) sin(2πy), 1, 0.5, 1)

(25)

is computed on the computational domain of [0, 1] × [0, 1] until t = 2.0. The periodic
boundary condition is applied. Cartesian meshes are transformed by
(x, y) → (x, y) + 0.1 cos(π(x − 0.5)) sin(2π(y − 0.5))(1, −1)

(26)

to manufacture high-order curved meshes. The coarsest mesh is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2
shows the computed results. Here, the length scale is defined by
√
d
(27)
Length Scale ≡ 1/ nDOFs.
As shown in Fig. 2, the formal order-of-accuracy is well preserved and there is no difference among the errors calculated by each method. It is, however, clearly observed
that the proposed methods significantly reduce the computational costs compared with
the conventional method. This is because the number of points for quadrature and/or
flux evaluations is substantially reduced, which is tabulated in Tab. 7. In both DG-P3
and -P6 cases, DRM shows better performance than DQM for the volume integration
because it requires much less number of points. In DG-P3 case, however, DRM for the
surface integration is more expensive than the conventional surface integration, though
the required number of point is still less. This is because additional computational efforts
are required to split the numerical flux into each direction and to gather it during the
multiplication step with the DRM mass matrices for the surface integration. In the case of
DG-P6, DRM for the surface integration outperforms again. This is because the benefits
of the substantially reduced number of points far outweigh the additional computational
costs. Thus, DRM for the surface integration is efficient when higher-order elements are
employed. It is observed that the coarsest results of DQM for the volume integration in
DG-P6 blow up because of numerical instability.
10
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Figure 1: Manufactured high-order curved mesh in the advection problem.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Results of the advection problem: L2 -error of density with respect to (a) length scale and (b)
computational cost.
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Table 7: The number of points for quadrature and/or flux evaluations required in the advection problem.

Mesh

DG-P3
Volume
Surface
Base DQM DRM Base DRM

4×4
8×8
12×12
16×16
20×20

2304
9216
20736
36864
57600

4.2

448
1792
4032
7168
11200

240
960
2160
3840
6000

480
1728
3744
6528
10080

338
1339
2881
4956
7502

DG-P6
Volume
Base DQM DRM
28224
112896
254016
451584
705600

1456
5824
13104
23296
36400

576
2304
5184
9216
14400

Surface
Base DRM
1680
6048
13104
22848
35280

Circular Cylinder Problem

Owing to flow symmetry, an upper half cylinder with a radius of 1 located at the origin
is considered. The mesh contains 480 curved quadrilateral elements with 16 elements
along the surface of the half cylinder. The computational domain is extended to the
radial direction by stretching the grid size exponentially with a factor of 0.1, and the first
grid line off the wall is set to 0.2. The free stream Mach number is M∞ = 0.1, and the flow
field is initially set to the free stream values everywhere in the domain. For DG-P3 case
on P3 -elements, a converged solution is obtained by up to 50,000 iterations. For DG-P6
case on P6 -elements, the initial flow field is firstly stabilized by DG-P3 approximation
until 5,000 iterations. After that, the intermediate result is lifted onto P6 space, and a
final converged solution is obtained by up to 50,000 iterations with DG-P6 approximation.
At every iteration, the residual defined by
 
1/2
2
|u(t
)
−
u(t
)|
dV
n+1
n
i Ωi

Residual ≡
(28)
i |Ωi |

is computed by the conventional quadrature method.
Fig. 3 shows the results of DG-P3 case. All residual curves are almost overlapped into
a single curve, but after about 13,000 iterations, DRM for the volume integration yields
faster convergence regardless of the surface integration method. DQM for the volume
integration also provides better performance than the conventional method. The residual curves are not affected by the DRM surface integration. All the proposed methods
significantly reduce the computational costs as shown in Fig. 3. DQM and DRM for the
volume integration bring 2.41× and 2.88× speedup, respectively. DRM for the surface
integration provides 2.15× and 2.46× speedup for each volume integration method, indicating that it rather increases the computational cost. This is already observed in the
advection problem, and the reason is the same as before. Converged solutions are plotted
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows the DG-P6 results. The residual curve of DRM for the volume integration is overlapped again with the baseline one, but after about 19,000 iterations, the
12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Results of the circular cylinder problem by DG-P3 method: residual of density with respect
to (a) iteration and (b) computational cost.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4: Density contours of converged results of the circular cylinder problem by DG-P3 method:
(a) Baseline, (b) DQM and (c) DRM for the volume integration, (d) DQM and (e) DRM for the volume
integration with DRM for the surface integration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Results of the circular cylinder problem by DG-P6 method: residual of density with respect
to (a) iteration and (b) computational cost.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Density contours of converged results of the circular cylinder problem by DG-P6 method: (a)
Baseline, (b) DRM for the volume integration and (c) DRM for the volume and surface integration.

DRM residual level is a bit lower. In the case of the DQM volume integration, the residual diverges after about 19,000 iterations. Numerical instability arises at the elements
containing stagnation point. DRM for the volume integration remarkably reduces the
computational cost. It brings 10.9× speedup, and 12.8× speedup with DRM for the
surface integration. Contrary to DG-P3 case, DRM for the surface integration successfully reduces the computational cost. Converged contours are plotted in Fig. 6, and the
number of points for quadrature and/or flux evaluations is shown in Tab. 8.
5

Conclusion

Two novel approaches, called DQM and DRM, are proposed to alleviate the computational burden of the DG methods on high-order curved elements. From numerical design
to computational experiments for the 2-D compressible Euler equations, both methods
applied to the volume integration and substantially reduce the amount of required computation. As a result, computational efficiency is dramatically improved on high-order
14
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Table 8: The number of points for quadrature and/or flux evaluations required for each method in the
circular cylinder problem.

DG-P3
Volume
Surface
Base DQM DRM Base DRM
69120

13440

7200

12072

8356

DG-P6
Volume
Base DQM DRM
846720

43680

17280

Surface
Base DRM
42252

14171

elements such as DG-P6 case. DQM, however, yields somewhat unstable behavior on
DG-P6 with SSPRK. In particular, DRM for higher-order elements turns out to be accurate and efficient in both the volume and surface integration. Both methods will be
continuously extended into 3-D mixed curved elements, and extensive benchmark tests
containing discontinuities will be carried out. As shown in Tabs. 1 and 2, computational
efficiency is expected to be improved much better in 3-D cases.
6
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Appendix A

Points for Quadrilateral Element

DQM and DRM for the volume integration require a set of points, {xj }, that has a
sufficiently small condition number for the Vandermonde matrix given by V(i,j) = ϕ(i) (xj ),
where ϕ is a orthonormal basis for a given target space. In the quadrilateral element, the
target space is given by Pm ([−1, 1] × [−1, 1]). For m = 1, a set of points yielding a
condition number of unity, which is the minimum possible value, can be found by hand
calculation. In order to find the set of points for higher-order space, we apply a sort of
brute force approach. With a parallel computing program which randomly searches a set
of points that has a well-conditioned Vandermonde matrix, the results are plotted in Fig.
7, after a number of tries of O(109 ) for P2 , and O(1010∼11 ) for others, respectively.
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(a) P1

(b) P2

(c) P3

(d) P4

(e) P5

(f) P6

(g) P7

(h) P12

Figure 7: The points for a reference quadrilateral element that empirically minimize a condition number
of the Vandermonde matrix.
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Abstract. In this work the use of a p-multigrid preconditioned flexible GMRES solver
to deal with the solution of stiff linear systems arising from high order time discretization
is explored in the context of two high-order spatial discretizations. The first one is a
standard modal discontinuous Galerkin method, while the second one is an hybridizable
discontinuous Galerkin method, which for high order has fewer globally-coupled degrees of
freedom compared to DG. The efficiency of the proposed solution strategy is assessed on
low-Mach, two-dimensional, compressible flow problems. The numerical results highlight
that a considerable reduction in the number of GMRES iterations can be achieved for
both space discretizations, but that only with DG is this gain reflected in the CPU time.
Moreover, a comparison of the performance shed light on the convenience of using the
former or the latter space discretization.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, high-order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have become increasingly popular in the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics. This fact is certainly ascribed
to their convenient dispersion and diffusion properties, the ease of parallelization thanks
to their compact stencil, and their accuracy in arbitrary complex geometries. However,
the implementation of an efficient solution strategy is still a subject of active research,
especially for unsteady flow problems [1] involving the solution of the Navier–Stokes (NS)
equations.
Several previous studies demonstrated that implicit schemes in the context of highorder space discretizations are one of the most viable ways to overcome the strict stability
limits of explicit time integration schemes [2]. Such strategies require the solution of a
large system of linear/non-linear equations, which is typically performed with iterative
solvers such as the generalised minimial residual method (GMRES). The choice of the
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preconditioner is a key aspect of the strategy and it has been explored extensively in
the literature, see for example [3, 4]. Among those, the use of multilevel algorithms to
precondition a flexible GMRES solver has been demonstrated to be an appealing choice
for both compressible [3] and incompressible flow problems [5].
More recently, hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods have been considered as an alternative to the standard discontinous Galerkin discretization [6, 7]. HDG
methods, which introduce an additional trace variable defined on the mesh element faces,
can reduce the globally coupled degrees of freedom if compared to DG when a high order
of polynomial approximation is employed. In fact, exploiting the block-structured nature of the matrix, the system size can be reduced using static condensation. Moreover,
HDG methods exhibit superconvergence properties of the gradient variable in diffusiondominated regimes. On the other hand, they increase the amount of operations local to
each element and the workload between and after the linear system solution. While several
works aimed to compare the accuracy of HDG both versus CG and DG, a comparison of
the iterative solvers is missing in this context. Additionally, the use of multilevel solution
strategies in HDG contexts has been introduced only partially by [8], in the context of
an h-multigrid strategy with trace variable projections on an underlying continuous finite
element space.
The present work focuses on the linear solution process. In particular, the use of a
p-multigrid preconditioned flexible GMRES algorithm to deal with the solution of stiff
linear systems arising from a high-order time discretization is explored in the context
of DG and HDG high-order spatial discretizations. The scalability of the algorithm is
also considered and compared to standard single-grid preconditioners like ILU(0). The
efficiency of the different solution strategies is assessed on two-dimensional laminar compressible flow problems. The results of such cases suggest that (i) similar error levels can
be obtained by the two solvers, (ii) the use of a multilevel strategy reduces considerably
the number of linear iterations, and (iii) only for the DG discretizations this advantage is
reflected in the CPU time.
2

DISCRETIZATION
The set of compressible Navier–Stokes (NS) equations can be written in compact form

as

∂u
+ ∇ · F(u, ∇u) = 0,
(1)
∂t
where u ∈ RM is the state vector and F ∈ RM ×N is the sum of the inviscid and viscous
fluxes, with M being the number of conservative variables and N the number of space dimensions. For HDG, (1) is written as a system of first-order partial differential equations,
by introducing q ∈ RM ×N such that
q − ∇u = 0,

∂u
+ ∇ · F(u, q) = 0.
∂t
The space and time discretization is outlined in the following sections.
2
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2.1

Spatial

This work considers two implementations of the discontinuous Galerkin finite element
method. The first one is a modal-based DG solver operating on a triangulation Th of the
domain Ω. The state vector is approximated by a polynomial expansion with no continuity
constraints imposed between adjacent elements: uh ∈ [Vh ]M where Vh = {u ∈ L2 (Ω) :
u|K ∈ Pk , ∀K ∈ Th } and k is the order of polynomial approximation. The weak-form
of (1) follows from multiplying the PDE by test functions in the same approximation
space, integrating by parts, and coupling elements via consistent and stable numerical
fluxes. By following this procedure a system of ordinary differential equations for the
degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the problem can be written in the form
M

dU
+ R = 0,
dt

(3)

where M is the mass matrix, U the vector of DoFs and R the residuals vector.
The second spatial discretization is the HDG method [7]. The HDG discretization
approximates the variables uh , qh with uh ∈ [Vh ]M and qh ∈ [V]M ×N . Moreover, an
additional variable λh ∈ [Mh ]M is defined in the space Mh = {λ ∈ L2 (Fh ) : λ|σf ∈
Pk , ∀σf ∈ Fh }, where Fh is the set of interior faces σf , and Pk is the space of polynomials of
order k on face σf . The weak form is obtained in this case by weighting the equations in (2)
with appropriate test functions, integrating by parts, and using the interface variable λh
for the face state. A consistent and stable flux function is introduced at the mesh element
interfaces, where continuity of the flux is ensured by additional equations required to close
the system. See [7] for further details. Defining RQ , RU and RΛ the residuals vectors
arising from the gradient equation, NS equations and flux-consistency equations, the ODE
system of equations can be written as
RQ = 0,
MU

dU
+ RU = 0,
dt
RΛ = 0.

(4)

where MU is the elemental mass matrix. Defining the solution vector of the discrete
unkown of the approximation as W = [Q; U; Λ], and the vector of agglomerated residuals
R = [RQ ; RU ; RΛ ], the compact form of (4) becomes
M

dW
+ R = 0,
dt

(5)

where the matrix M and the vector W follow directly from equation (4). It is worth
noticing that, for a DG discretization, W = U and M = MU .

3
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2.2

Temporal

The temporal discretization is an explicit-single-diagonal-implicit Runge–Kutta (ESDIRK) scheme. The general formulation of the scheme for equation (5) is
i

n

MW = MW − ∆t

i


aij R(Wj ),

j=1

Wn+1 = Wn +

s


(6)
βi ∆tWi ,

i=1

for i = 1, ..., s where s is the number of stages, aij and bi are the coefficients of the
scheme, and n is the time index. Within each stage, the solution of a non-linear system
is required; to this end, the Newton-Krylov method is used and the k th Newton–Krylov
iteration assumes the form


i−1

∂R
M
M
aij
i
i
i
n
+
(Wk+1 − Wk ) = −
(Wk − W ) −
R(Wj ) − R(Wki ), (7)
aii ∆t ∂W
aii ∆t
a
j=1 ii
with i = 1, ..., s. In this work the order-three ESDIRK3 scheme [9] will be employed.
3

LINEAR SOLVER

For a DG discretization, system (7) is solved iteratively without any additional operations, and assumes the form
Ax + b = 0,
(8)
with A = (M/(aii ∆t) + ∂R/∂W) the iteration matrix, x = ∆W the vector of the degrees
of freedom update and b the right-hand side.
On the other hand, the HDG discretization exploits the introduction of face unknowns
in order to reduce the size of the matrix to be allocated, see [7] for further details. In
fact, system (7) can be conveninetly arranged using the definition of gradients residuals,
state residuals and trace variables residuals as
 QQ
  Q 

A
b
∆Q
AQU BQΛ
 AU Q AU U BU Λ   ∆U  +  bU  = 0,
(9)
∆Λ
CΛQ CΛU D
bΛ
where the block-structure of the iteration matrix and the right-hand side can be easily
derived from (4).
The solution of the system is obtained by statically condensing out the element-interior
variables, resulting in the following problem


 

 ΛQ ΛU  AQQ AQU −1 BQΛ
D− C C
∆Λ+
AU Q AU U
BU Λ

(10)
 QQ
−1  Q 
QU


A
b
A
Λ
ΛQ ΛU
b − C C
= 0,
AU Q AU U
bU
4
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which assumes the same form as system (8). It is worth noticing that in HDG the memory
allocation and the time spent on global solve are lower than that of a DG solver due to the
smaller amount of globally coupled degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the number of
elemental operations is higher. In fact, the inversion of the Aij block-structured matrix
of equation (10), although being local to each element is still not a trivial cost. Note
that the element-interior states have to be recovered after the linear solve to evaluate the
residuals vector in the successive iteration using a back-solve strategy. See [7] for further
details.
The linear system of ODEs can be solved numerically using iterative solvers. To this
end, we employ the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES). Three preconditioner
matrices are considered in the remaining of the paper to speed-up the iterative process.
The first one is element-wise block-Jacobi (BJ), which extracts the block-diagonal part
of the iteration matrix and takes the LU factorization in a local-to-each element fashion.
The second one [10] is line-Jacobi (LJ), which creates within the mesh lines of elements
of maximum coupling and solves implicitly the degrees of freedom for each line. The last
one is the incomplete lower-upper factorization with zero-fill, ILU0 (A), and minimum
discarded fill reordering [11]. When applied in parallel, the ILU0 (A) is performed on each
square, partition-wise block of the iteration matrix.
An important characteristics of GMRES is that any iterative linear solver, such as
multigrid, can be used as a preconditioner. In such case, the flexible implementation of
GMRES will be employed.
4

P-MULTIGRID PRECONDITIONING

In this work, the use of a p-multigrid strategy is explored in the context of the space
discretizations presented. Coarser linear systems Ai xi = bi are built using lower-order
polynomial spaces. Subspace inheritance [5] is used to generate coarse grid operators, i.e.
the matrices Ai , both for the DG and HDG discretizations. This choice involves projection of the iteration matrix, which is computed only once on the finest level. Compared
to subspace non-inheritance, which requires the recomputation of the Jacobian in proper
coarser-space discretizations of the problem, inheritate is cheaper in processing and memory. Although previous work has shown lower convergence rates when using such cheaper
operators [12], especially in the context of elliptic problems and incompressible flows, we
found these operators efficient enough for our target problems involving the compressible
NS equations.
The multigrid strategy requires the definition of both restriction and prolongation operators to project the vectors of degrees of freedom between the polynomial spaces. To
do so, a distinction between the DG and HDG space discretization has to be performed.
In fact, while in the former case the linear solver works with element-wise unknowns, in
the latter the element-interior coefficients are statically condensed out, and the system is
solved for the face unknowns only. As regards DG, let us define a sequence of approximation spaces V ⊇ Vh on the same triangulation Th ,  being a multigrid level, with
Vh = V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ ... ⊂ VNLV L and NLV L the total number of levels. Note that VNLV L
denotes the coarsest space. In this context, the prolongation operator can be defined as
5
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I+1
: V+1 → V such that
 
K∈Th

K





I+1
u+1 − u+1 = 0,

∀u+1 ∈ V+1 .

(11)

Similarly, the restriction operator can be defined as the L2 projection I+1 : V → V+1
such that
  

(12)
I+1 u − u v+1 = 0, ∀(u , v+1 ) ∈ V × V+1 .
K

K∈Th

Such definitions can be easily extended to build discrete matrix operators Iji that project
the vectors and matrices in the coarser levels.
Similar considerations can be done for the face unknowns of the HDG discretization.
In this case the sequence of approximation spaces M ⊇ Mh is properly defined on
the interior mesh element faces Fh , being  a multigrid level. To this end, let us define

Mh = M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ ... ⊂ MNLV L . The prolongation operator is now I+1
: M+1 → M
such that
  


I+1
λ+1 − λ+1 = 0, ∀λ+1 ∈ M+1 .
(13)
F ∈Fh

F

On the other hand, the restriction is defined as I+1 : M → M+1 such that
  

I+1 λ − λ µ+1 = 0, ∀(λ , µ+1 ) ∈ M × M+1 .
F ∈Fh

(14)

F

These definitions can also be extended to build matrix operators Iji that transform the
vectors, residuals, and block matrices shown in equation (10). Note that the projection of
the fine-space condensed matrix and the right hand side differs from performing a static
condensation of the projected matrices and vectors in coarse space. Despite this discrepancy, the results show that a considerably large reduction of the number of iterations is
achieved.
We employ a full multigrid (FMG) V-Cycle solver, outlined in Algorithm 1. The FMG
cycle constructs a good initial guess for a V-Cycle iteration which starts on the fine grid.
To do so, the solution is initially solved on the coarsest level (NLV L ), and then prolongated
to the next refined one (NLV L − 1). At this point, a standard V-Cycle is called, such that
an improved approximation of the solution can be used for the V-Cycle at level NLV L − 2.
This procedure is repeated until the V-Cycle on the finest level is completed. The single VCycle is outlined in Algorithm 2. Starting from a level , the solution is initially smoothed
using an iterative solver (SMOOTH). The residual of the solution r is then computed
and projected in the coarser level  + 1, where another V-Cycle is recursively called to
obtain a coarse-grid correction e+1 . The quantity is then prolongated on to level  and
used to correct the solution to be smoothed again. When the coarsest level is reached,
the problem is solved with a higher number of iterations to decrease as much as possible
the solution error.
6
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Algorithm 1 F M G
1: for  = NLV L , 1, −1 do
2:
if  = NLV L then
3:
b = I1 b1
4:
SOLVE A xF M G = b
5:
else
6:
b = I1 b1
MG
7:
x0 = I+1 xF+1
8:
xF M G = M GV (, b , x0 )
9:
end if
10: end for
MG
11: return xF

5

Algorithm 2 M GV (, b , x )
1: if  = NLV L then
2:
SOLVE A x = b
3: else
4:
x =SMOOTH(x , A , b )
5:
r = b − A x 
6:
r+1 = I+1
 r
7:
e+1 =M GV ( + 1, r+1 , 0)
8:
x̂ = x + I+1 e+1
9:
x =SMOOTH(x̂ , A , b )
10: end if
11: return x

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present numerical experiments to assess the behaviour of the p-multigrid preconditioner for the DG and HDG discretizations. First, NS solutions of a vortex transported
by uniform flow at M = 0.05 and Re = 100 are reported to show the convergence rates in
space and time. The second test case deals with the solution of a two-dimensional circular
cylinder at Re = 100 and M = 0.2, and it is used to evaluate parallel efficiency.
5.1

Convected vortex

The test case is a modified version of the VI1 case studied in the 5th International
Workshop on High Order CFD Methods [13], and consists of a two-dimensional mesh on
the domain (x, y) ∈ [0, 0.1]×[0, 0.1] with periodic boundary conditions on each side. See
the online web page for information about the flow initialization. Here the set of NS
equations are solved instead of the Euler equations. Numerical experiments have been
performed to assess the output error, both in space and time. The meshes were obtained in
a structured-like manner using regular quadrilaterals, starting from 2×2 up to 32×32. The
polynomial spaces employed were P4 , P5 and P6 . The L2 state error was computed relative
to the solution on a 128×128, P6 space discretization, after one convective period T . The
contour plot of the solutions at the initial and final states are shown in Figure 1. Table 1
reports space discretization errors. The tests were performed using a very small time step
size, T /∆t = 4000, and the ESDIRK3 scheme to ensure a negligible time discretization
error. An absolute tolerance on the non-linear system of 10−10 , and a relative tolerance
of 10−5 on the GMRES, were employed to ensure a low time discretization error, Even
though DG suffers less than HDG of pre-asympthotic behaviour on such a smooth solution,
both the implementations show comparable error levels and converge with the theoretical
convergence rates for every polynomial approximation shown. As a consequence of such
analysis, and considering that both the DG and HDG implementations share the same
code base, we will consider only the CPU time as a measure of the time-to-solution
efficiency.
7
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Figure 1: Convected vortex at Re = 100, M = 0.05. Mach number contours. Solution at t = 0 (left)
and t = T (right).

order

P4

P5

P6

grid
2×2
4×4
8×8
16×16
32×32
2×2
4×4
8×8
16×16
32×32
2×2
4×4
8×8
16×16
32×32

errL2
1.12E-07
5.25E-09
1.18E-10
6.56E-12
4.98E-12
4.27E-08
6.65E-10
1.15E-11
5.07E-12
4.99E-12
1.42E-08
9.71E-11
5.12E-12
5.08E-12
5.03E-12

DG
k
4.42
5.48
4.17
0.40
6.00
5.85
1.18
0.03
7.19
4.24
0.01
0.02

errL2
1.18E-07
5.42E-09
1.99E-10
7.31E-12
5.22E-12
4.50E-08
7.82E-10
9.60E-11
4.85E-12
5.46E-12
1.35E-08
3.44E-10
2.46E-11
5.10E-12
5.31E-12

HDG
k
4.45
4.77
4.77
0.49
5.85
3.03
4.31
-0.17
5.30
3.80
2.27
-0.06

Table 1: L2 solution error. Laminar vortex test case at Re = 100, M = 0.05. Convergence rates for the
DG and HDG discretizations.

The convergence rates of the ESDIRK3 time integration scheme are also reported in
Table 2, and have been obtained using the 16×16, P6 space discretization.
A large
non-dimensional time step of ∆t = 0.1, was selected to assess the efficiency of the preconditioning strategies (BJ, LJ, ILU(0) and p-MG). A three-level Full multigrid V-Cycle
was employed, with parameters determined empirically for best convergence. The coarser
space discretizations were built using P1 and P3 , while GMRES smoothers were used in
each level. 10 iterations of BJ-preconditioned GMRES smoothers have been employed for
8
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T /∆t
4
10
20
40
100
200

DG
errL2
5.39E-07
1.37E-07
2.58E-08
3.77E-09
2.62E-10
2.48E-10

k
1.50
2.40
2.78
2.91
0.08

HDG
errL2
5.39E-07
1.37E-07
2.58E-08
3.77E-09
2.60E-10
2.55E-10

k
1.50
2.40
2.77
2.92
0.03

Table 2: Laminar vortex test case at Re = 100, M = 0.05. Time convergence rates for the DG and
HDG discretizations and ESDIRK3 scheme.

Prec.
ILU
LJ
BJ
p-MG

CPU time
6.67E+03
4.12E+03
3.63E+03
2.66E+03

DG
ITa
24.87
84.88
129.25
2.01

ρa
0.59277
0.8453
0.88282
0.00243

CPU time
6.04E+03
6.15E+03
6.10E+03
6.06E+03

HDG
ITa
19.40
124.59
109.09
1.40

ρa
0.53163
0.85552
0.86254
0.00017

Table 3: Performance of the preconditioners using DG and HDG discretizations. Laminar vortex test
case at Re = 100, M = 0.05, discretized on a 16×16 mesh with P6 polynomials, T /∆t = 10, ESDIRK3
scheme. ITa stands for the average number of GMRES iterations while ρa the average convergece rate.

all the levels except from the coarsest, where 30 ILU0 -preconditioned GMRES iterations
were performed. Such a setting was found adequate for all of the tests presented in this
work, and for both space discretizations. The numerical experiments are reported in Table 3, which gives the CPU time, the average and maximum number of GMRES iterations
though the time integration, as well as the average convergence rate (CR). The CR is defined as ρ = (rIT /r0 )1/IT with IT the number of iteratons, r0 and rIT the residuals at the
first and IT th iteration respectively. We see that the use of a p-multigrid preconditioner
reduces considerably the number of outer GMRES iterations both for the DG and the
HDG space discretizations, but only in the DG case is this gain reflected on the CPU time.
In fact, the costs of condensing-out the element-interior variables before the solution of
the system, as well as the back-solve for their evaluation using the face unknowns after
the linear solve, increase the amount of local operations and hide the benefits of having a
faster global solver in HDG.
5.2

Circular cylinder

The laminar flow around a circular cylinder at Mach number M = 0.2 and Reynolds
number Re = 100 has been solved on a grid made by Ne = 960 mesh elements using a P6
space discretization. The time scheme employed is ESDIRK3. Figure 2 shows a snapshot
of the Mach number contours. The solution accuracy was assessed in comparison with
literature data [14]. To this end, Table 4 shows the averaged drag, lift coefficients and
Strouhal number (Cd , Cl , St) for several temporal refinements on the same grid. The
9
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Figure 2: Laminar flow around a circular cylinder at Re = 100, M = 0.2. Mach number contours.

(U/L)∆t
0.5
0.25
0.125
0.05
0.025

Cd
1.3468
1.3519
1.3527
1.3528
1.3528

Cl
3.383e-03
-1.441e-03
-1.400e-04
-1.718e-04
-6.353e-06

St
0.16327
0.16410
0.16410
0.16410
0.16410

Table 4: Laminar vortex test case at Re = 100, M = 0.05. Time convergence rates for the DG and
HDG discretizations and ESDIRK3 scheme.

coefficients were obtained by averaging a fully developed solution over ten shedding periods. An overall good agreement has been found, and temporal convergence can be seen
by using a non-dimensional time step of ∆t ≤ 0.25. The numerical experiments are thus
performed using ∆t = 0.25 to maximize the advantage of using an implicit scheme for
such type of problem.
The parallel performance of the p-multigrid preconditioner strategy introduced in the
previous section is assessed by considering the effects of domain decomposition. To evaluate the CPU time, a fully-developed solution is advanced in time for 10 time steps to
compute the average number of GMRES iterations and the convergence rates during the
non-linear solution. The computations are performed using 1 to 48 cores (NP) on a platform based on Intel Xeon X5650 processors aranged in a two-processor (12 cores) per-node
fashion. A fixed relative tolerance of 10−6 to stop the GMRES solver is used, as well as
an absolute tolerance of 10−5 for the Newton-Raphson method.
Tables 5 and 6 report the results of the computations. For the ILU0 preconditioner, an
increase in the number of GMRES iterations is observed for both the DG and HDG space
discretizations with an increasing number of cores. This behavior is attributed to the
incomplete lower-upper factorization, which is performed on the squared, partition-wise
block of the iteration matrix. In this case, the preconditioner effectiveness naturally
decreases as NP grows, as the amount of off-diagonal blocks neglected increases with NP.
On the other hand, by tuning the parameters of the multigrid preconditioner it is possible
to achieve an ideal algorithmic scalability, i.e. the number of iterations required to solve
10
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NP
1
12
24
36
48

CPU time
2.59E+04
2.86E+03
1.48E+03
1.03E+03
8.27E+02

DG
ITa
20.507
76.767
83.867
94.68
112.567

ρa
0.47417
0.80356
0.81811
0.83113
0.85091

CPU time
2.59E+04
3.03E+03
1.66E+03
1.20E+03
1.00E+03

HDG
ITa
17.807
38.08
43.827
46.713
50.913

ρa
0.43142
0.67155
0.70301
0.71824
0.7337

Table 5: Performance of the ILU0 preconditioner using DG and HDG discretizations.

NP
1
12
24
36
48

CPU time
1.24E+04
1.32E+03
6.99E+02
4.84E+02
3.72E+02

DG
ITa
3.68
3.69
3.69
3.69
3.69

ρa
0.01961
0.01962
0.01958
0.01961
0.01948

CPU time
2.61E+04
3.04E+03
1.68E+03
1.21E+03
1.01E+03

HDG
ITa
2.52
2.59
2.58
2.60
2.60

ρa
0.00195
0.00222
0.00227
0.00234
0.00234

Table 6: Performance of the p-MG preconditioner using DG and HDG discretizations.

the system doesn’t grow by partitioning the domain. This consideration holds true for
both the DG and HDG discretizations. In terms of CPU time, in all the runs the p-MG
preconditioned DG solver outperforms both the ILU0 -preconditioned DG solver as well
as HDG. In particular, the computational time of HDG is still higher despite fewer linear
iterations required on average to reach the same levels of accuracy.
6

CONCLUSIONS

An inherited p-multigrid strategy has been proposed and assessed in the context of DG
and HDG discretizations. The algorithm has been employed as a preconditioner for an
FGMRES solver. Compared to standard single-grid preconditioners, the approach is able
to reduce significantly the number of iterations required for the linear system solution.
This reduction is reflected in the overall CPU time only in the case of DG. For HDG, the
static condensation and back-solve operations are expensive and hide the benefits of using
such a strategy. Future works will be devoted to assess the influence of different multigrid
settings, as well as to extend the current work by considering stiff three-dimensional cases.
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Abstract. The present work is concerned with assessing different numerical viscous flux
schemes that could be used to solve flux discontinuities across cell interfaces. The aim is to
verify the accuracy of all schemes, evaluate their robustness and computational efficiency
in term of number of iterations and time required to satisfy a convergence criterion.
The methods here considered are the first and second approaches by Bassi and Rebay,
the interior penalty approach and the local spectral difference approach. Variations on
ways to calculate terms not defined in these methods are also considered. The numerical
experiments are focused on evaluating the schemes across a range of Reynolds numbers
and their coupling with limiting techniques in order to obtain solutions to transonic flows.

1

INTRODUCTION

High-order numerical schemes represent the natural extension of current computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, which were developed over the past thirty years
for aerospace simulations. The current generation methods are mostly 2nd-order accurate
and have achieved a level of maturity and robustness desirable for everyday deployment in
aeronautical engineering scenarios. Likewise, several complementary methods have been
developed for time integration, convergence acceleration, shock capturing and for dealing
with geometric complexities. However, there are many problems that cannot be fully
simulated using low-order methods due to their inherently higher levels of dissipation and
slower scaling of the solution accuracy with respect to mesh refinement. Moreover, highorder methods offer the possibility to reduce simulation costs for given solution accuracy
levels, when compared to low-order schemes.
There is room for improvement in many areas for high-order methods that must be
pursued before they can compete with industrial-level CFD solvers. Computational resource requirements and run time are typical metrics used to classify a specific method
or a combination of methods in a CFD solver. High-order schemes must cope with implicit time integration, limiters or filters and mesh manipulation techniques that also need
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to be superior, in comparison with the low-order counterparts. Therefore, a high-order
method coupled with a low-order mesh with linear elements, for instance, will degrade the
accuracy of the method near the domain boundaries. In order to overcome this problem
and to fully realize the advantages of high-order methods, a correct description of curved
boundaries is mandatory.
The objective of this work it to assess numerical diffusive flux schemes and evaluate the
impact of high-order boundaries in these simulations. The approach used was originally
developed for the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method by Bassi and Rebay [1]. Numerical
experiments are performed on a laminar flow over a NACA0012 airfoil for validation.
Furthermore, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) technique used to generate the curved
meshes is tested for mesh movement for a heaving and pitching airfoil problem.
2

SPECTRAL DIFFERENCE METHOD FORMULATION

The flows of interest in the present work are assumed to be adequately modeled by the
2-D Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. These equations can be written in differential form as
∂Q ∂Ec ∂Fc
∂Ed ∂Fd
+
+
=
+
.
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y

(1)

The vector of conserved variables, Q, and the convective flux vectors, Ec and Fc , are given
by
 




ρ
ρu
ρv












 


 2

ρu
ρu + p
ρuv
,
Ec =
Q=
and Fc =
.
(2)
ρv 
ρv 2 + p 
ρuv 









 




e
(e + p)u
(e + p)v

Here, ρ is the density, u and v are the velocity components, e is the total energy per unit
of volume and p is the pressure. The viscous flux vectors, Ed and Fd , are defined as




0




∂u
2 ∂u
∂v


2 ∂x − 3 ( ∂x + ∂y )
Ed = µ
,
∂v
+ ∂u


∂x
∂y




u[2 ∂u − 2 ( ∂u + ∂v )] + v( ∂v + ∂u ) + Cp ∂T 
∂x
3 ∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
Pr ∂x


(3)


0




∂v


+ ∂u
∂x
∂y
Fd = µ
,
∂v
∂v
2 ∂y
− 23 ( ∂u
+ ∂y
)


∂x




v[2 ∂v − 2 ( ∂u + ∂v )] + u( ∂v + ∂u ) + Cp ∂T 
∂y
3 ∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
Pr ∂y

where µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure
and Pr stands for the Prandtl number of the fluid. T is the local temperature of the flow.
The system is closed with the state equation for perfect gases and the ratio of specific
heats, γ, is set as 1.4 for all computations in this work.
The spectral difference (SD) method employs a finite difference-like approach. First,
in order to achieve an efficient implementation, all cells in the physical domain, (x, y), are
2
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transformed into unit square elements in the computational domain. Such transformation
can be written as
  


K
x
xs
=
,
(4)
Ms (ξ, η)
y
ys
s=1

where K is the number of points used to define the physical element, (xs , ys ) are the
Cartesian coordinates of such points, and Ms (ξ, η) are the shape functions of the geometric transformation. In the case of a 1st-order linear boundary mesh, the transformation
is bilinear and the analytic expression can be easily found. However, in the case of higher
order meshes, the number of points used to define a single cell increases. Considering a
bi-polynomial representation, the transformation parameters can be calculated by numerically solving a linear system of size K.
The metric terms and the Jacobian matrix of the transformation can be computed in
a pre-processing step and kept in memory in cases where the mesh is stationary. For
moving mesh problems, the transformation must be calculated for each mesh position.
The implementation follows the formulation presented in Refs. [2] and [3]. The governing
equations in the physical domain are transformed into the computation domain and they
are rewritten as
 ∂E
c ∂ Fc
d ∂ Fd
∂Q
∂E
+
+
=
+
,
∂t
∂ξ
∂η
∂ξ
∂η

(5)

 = |J| Q and J is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation, given by
where Q


xξ xη
J=
.
(6)
yξ yη
For the current implementation, the flux vectors in the computational domain can be
simplified from the general form as




−1 


xξ x η
Ec (Q) − Ed (Q, ∇Q)
E e − Ed
=
Fc (Q) − Fd (Q, ∇Q)
yξ yη
Fe − Fd
(7)



Ec − E d
yη −xη
.
=
−yξ xξ
Fc − Ed
In the standard element, two sets of points are defined, namely the solution points
(SP) and the flux points (FP). As shown in Ref. [4], the stability of the method in a
large array of problems is independent from the distribution of the SPs, meaning any
criteria may be used in order to determine the location of these points. In the present
implementation, the favored aspects are simplicity of implementation and computational
efficiency. Therefore, an internal cell discretization that only requires dealing with onedimensional problems is selected. The use of tensor products and the enforcement that
the directions of the interpolations and derivatives should coincide greatly simplify the
formulation of the method. An example of such distribution, for a 3rd-order SD scheme,
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
3
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Figure 1: Possible solution point (orange circles) and flux point (blue triangles) distributions for the
3rd-order SD method.

The number of points in a cell is determined by the order of the interpolating polynomial required to achieve the desired solution accuracy. For an n-th order method, n2
SPs are required, such that, in each direction, there are n points and an n − 1 degree
polynomial can be reconstructed. The SPs are chosen to be the Gauss-Legendre points,
which are defined as the roots of the Legendre polynomial of order n shifted from the
interval [−1, 1] to [0, 1]. In order to preserve the solution accuracy, n-degree polynomials
are used to interpolate the fluxes and, hence, the n + 1 flux points are selected to be the
Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points, defined by the roots of the Legendre polynomial of order
n − 1 plus the end points of the interval, similarly shifted to suit the [0, 1] interval.
Using the values at the n solution points and at the (n+1) flux points, an (n−1) degree
solution polynomial and an n degree flux polynomial can be built using the following
Lagrange basis, defined as




n
n


ξ − ξs+ 1
ξ − ξs
2
gi (ξ) =
and
li+ 1 (ξ) =
(8)
2
1 − ξ
ξ
ξ
i − ξs
s+ 1
i+
s=0, s=i
s=1, s=i
2

2

respectively. The reconstructed solution for the conserved variables in the computational
domain is given by the tensor product of the two 1-D polynomials,
n 
n

i,j
Q
Q(ξ, η) =
gi (ξ) · gj (η) ,
|Ji,j |
i=1 j=1

(9)

i,j represents the values of the conserved properties at the SPs. Similarly, the
where Q
reconstructed flux polynomials take the following form
 η) =
E(ξ,

n
n 

i=0 j=1

 1 · l 1 (ξ) · gj (η) , F(ξ, η) =
E
i+ ,j
i+
2

2

n
n 

i=1 j=0

Fi,j+ 1 · gi (ξ) · lj+ 1 (η) . (10)
2

2

 1 and F 1 are the values of the flux vectors at the corresponding FPs.
where E
i+ ,j
i,j+
2

2

4
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The reconstructed variables are element-wise continuous, but discontinuous across cell
interfaces. On the internal FPs, the convective flux can be directly calculated from the
conserved variables interpolated from the SPs. However, in order to ensure stability and
conservation, a common numerical flux must be determined for both neighboring cells at
their interface FPs. This can be accomplished by the use of a Riemann solver. In the
present work, the Roe approximate Riemann solver is used as numerical flux function for
the inviscid fluxes. There is a similar problem in determining a common viscous flux at
cell interfaces which will be described in the following section.
Once the polynomial interpolation for the fluxes has been constructed, the derivatives
of the fluxes are computed at the solution points using the derivatives of the Lagrange
operators, l, as
n

n

n

 
∂E
 1 · l 1 (ξ) · gj (η) ,
=
E
i+ 2 ,j
i+ 2
∂ξ
i=0 j=1

n

∂ F   

=
Fi,j+ 1 · gi (ξ) · lj+ 1 (η).
2
2
∂η
i=1 j=0

(11)

With both inviscid fluxes uniquely defined at all FPs and interfaces, the flux derivatives
are computed at the solution points using the above described derivatives of the Lagrange
operators. With the gradients of the fluxes calculated on the SPs, a time-stepping method
can be invoked. The scheme implemented here is the explicit 2nd-order, 3-stage optimal
strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta scheme described in Ref. [5].
Another important aspect of high-order methods is the representation of the boundary elements. The numerical tool developed for the present work considers a linear 2-D
mesh and its geometry description as inputs provided by the user. A quadratic boundary representation of such input mesh is, then, created for the high-order simulations.
This procedure allows one to accurately represent a generic 2-D geometry along with an
unstructured domain discretization. Such features are necessary in order to make the
high-order scheme performance comparable, or superior, to that of low-order methods by
allowing coarser high-order meshes to be considered. Reference [6] has shown the influence of the high-order boundary treatment in 2-D inviscid simulations as it decreases the
entropy error and improves the pressure distribution along the boundaries.
3

VISCOUS FLUX DISCRETIZATION

Just as it is required for the convective fluxes to be continuous across cell interfaces, the
same condition must be enforced on the viscous fluxes in order to maintain conservation.
However, unlike the inviscid fluxes, the viscous fluxes are functions not only of the solution
but also of its gradient at a given point. Therefore, for the viscous fluxes to be equal on
both sides of a face, both variables and their gradients need to be uniquely defined at cell
interfaces.
There are several approaches to obtain these common properties and gradients, most
of which originated in a discontinuous Galerkin context. An overview in that same DG
context is given by Arnold [7]. More recently, Kannan [8] and Van den Abeele [9, 10] have
adapted some of these methods for the spectral finite volume and the spectral difference
methods. Here, we will focus on the second approach by Bassi and Rebay (BR2) [1].
5
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Firstly, it must be noted that the derivatives of the primitive properties, necessary to
calculate the viscous flux, cannot be calculated directly because the high-order polynomial
reconstruction is only valid for the conserved variables. Using basic derivation rules, the
derivatives of the primitive variables can be expressed from the derivatives of the conserved
variables as follows

γ−1
T =
R

u=

ρu
ρ

=⇒

v=

ρv
ρ

=⇒



e u2 + v 2
−
ρ
2







 = ρ∇ρu − ρu∇ρ = ∇ρu − u∇ρ
∇u
ρ2
ρ




 = ρ∇ρv − ρv ∇ρ = ∇ρv − v ∇ρ
∇v
ρ2
ρ


 − e∇ρ

γ
−
1
ρ
∇e
 =
 − v ∇v

=⇒ ∇T
− u∇u
R
ρ2

(12)

(13)
(14)

Depending on the diffusive flux approach, the derivatives of the conserved variables
might be calculated in two different ways. Both of them rely on using the Lagrange
derivative coefficients, the same ones used to calculate the flux derivatives, to calculate the
derivatives of the conserved variables. However, they differ on the values of the conserved
variables from which they calculate the derivatives. The first approach calculates the
gradient based on the values of the conserved properties at the FPs of the current cell,

noted as Q, and they will be called ∇Q.
the gradient can be, then, calculated as
 n n





∂Q
Qi+ 1 ,j · li+ 1 (ξ) · gj (η)

2
2
 ∂ξ   i=0 j=1

 =
 = n n
 .
∇Q
(15)

 ∂Q   



Qi,j+ 1 · gi (ξ) · lj+ 1 (η)
2
2
∂η
i=1 j=0

A second method calculates the gradient using the same coefficients, but replacing Q
 at face FPs, where Q
 is the average of the vector of conserved properties at the
with Q
interface. This new solution polynomial is called Q̆ and, therefore, its gradient will be
 Q̆. The gradient can be written as
referred as ∇
 n n





∂ Q̆
Q̆i+ 1 ,j · li+ 1 (ξ) · gj (η)

2
2
 ∂ξ   i=0 j=1

 Q̆ = 
 = n n
 .
∇
(16)

 ∂ Q̆   



Q̆i,j+ 1 · gi (ξ) · lj+ 1 (η)
2
2
∂η
i=1 j=0

The main difference between these two methods is that the first one results in a compact
viscous flux calculation, while neighboring cell solutions are required to calculate the local
gradients with the second approach. Furthermore, the averaging of the solutions does
not guarantee the continuity of the gradients across cell interfaces. Therefore, gradients
must be subjected to another procedure to ensure they are uniquely defined. Hence, the
6
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common gradient at one face depends on the gradients calculated at the left and right cells,
which might also depend on all the neighbors of these cells, generating an inconveniently
large stencil for parallel computation. At internal FPs, however, these issues do not arise
and any one of the two methods might be used at a similar computational cost.
In the BR2 approach, first presented by Bassi and Rebay in Ref. [1], the value of the
conserved variables at the interface is still calculated as a simple average of the left and
right values,
 = 1 (QL + QR ) .
Q
(17)
2
The common gradient, however, is evaluated as an average of corrected left and right
gradients. The correction imposed to these gradients makes them equivalent to calculating
them using Q on all FPs, including interface FPs, except for the FPs at the face where
the gradient is being evaluated. Due to the linearity of the derivative operator, these
 to ∇Q.

corrected gradients can be efficiently calculated simply by adding a function Λ

Here, Λ is the gradient of a polynomial ∆Q defined as QL − QR at the FPs on the current
face and 0 on all other FPs. Finally, the common gradient can, then, be written as





 = (∇QL − ΛL ) + (∇QR − ΛR ) ,
∇Q
2

where correction operators are defined by the following expression
 n n





∂Q
∆Qi+ 1 ,j · li+ 1 (ξ) · gj (η)

2
2

 ∂ξ   i=0 j=1
 =
 = n n
 .
Λ

 ∂Q   


∆Qi,j+ 1 · gi (ξ) · lj+ 1 (η)
2
2
∂η
i=1 j=0

(18)

(19)

 consists
It should be noted that, because ∆Q is 0 on almost all FPs, the calculation of Λ
of only one multiplication per FP in which ∆Q is not 0.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Laminar flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil

A study considering viscous flow around a NACA 0012 airfoil is performed in order
to validate the results obtained from the previous methodology. An unstructured mesh
composed by quadrilaterals is used to represent the airfoil, as observed in Fig. 2. The
flow solution is performed at Mach number 0.6 and Reynolds number 1000, based on the
airfoil chord, for an angle of attack of α = 0 deg. The calculations are performed with
with a 3rd order (P2) method. The Mach number contours for this test case are shown in
Fig. 3. The results were calculated with two different meshes. Hence, Fig. 3(a) presents
the Mach number contours for the calculations with a linear mesh (Q1), whereas Fig. 3(b)
presents the results for the calculations with a quadratic mesh (Q2). The basic features
of the flow are clearly captured, namely the development of the boundary layer over the
airfoil, followed by a wake behind it.
7
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Figure 2: NACA 0012 airfoil mesh.

(a) Linear mesh results

(b) Second order mesh results.

Figure 3: Mach contours for a P2 spectral difference solution over a NACA 0012 airfoil.

A more detail analysis of the results, however, looking at pressure coefficient distributions over the airfoil surface, which are shown in Fig. 4, reveals that there is a noticeable
mesh effect. The higher order mesh representation, with the Cp results shown in Fig.
4(b), allows the capture of equal values of Cp on the upper and lower surfaces of the
airfoil, which is the expected result for a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack. On the
other hand, calculations with the Q1 mesh yield differences in the pressure coefficient distribution between upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. Moreover, one can also observe
some small oscillations in the Cp distributions, both upper and lower surfaces, for the
results with the linear mesh. The results for the Q2 mesh do not have such oscillations.

8
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(a) Linear mesh results.
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(b) Second-order mesh results.

Figure 4: Pressure coefficient distributions calculated with 3rd-order method using linear and quadratic
meshes (M∞ = 0.6, Re = 1000, α = 0 deg).

4.2

Heaving and pitching airfoil movement

Unsteady aerodynamic simulations can be performed with the capability presnetly
available in the code and some test cases are the subject of future efforts. A test case that
considers a heaving and pitching airfoil is described in the 4th International Workshop on
High-Order CFD Methods [11]. This problem is used to test the accuracy and performance
of high-order flow solver for problems with deforming domains and, hence, it is suitable
to validate the contributions of the present work. In particular, the test case consists of a
NACA 0012 airfoil undergoing a smooth flapping-type motion, that is, a pitching motion
along with a vertical displacement from rest up to a position one chord length higher. The
flapping motion is performed for the total time of 2 dimensionless time units, by heaving
and pitching the airfoil about a point located at 1/3 of the airfoil chord, as depicted in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Definition of parameters for airfoil motion.

9
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Table 1: Motion description for the pitching and heaving airfoil.

Case 1 - Pure heaving
h(t) = b2 (t)
θ(t) = 0

Case 2 - Flow aligning
h(t) = b2 (t)
θ(t)= A2 · b1 (t)

Case 3 - Energy extraction
h(t) = b3 (t)
θ(t)= A3 · b1 (t)

The motion details are included in Table 1, where A2 = 60π/180 and A3 = 80π/180.
Moreover, the motion is defined by the following expressions
b1 = t2 (t2 − 4t + 4) ,

(20)

(3 − t)
,
(21)
4
(−8t3 + 51t2 − 111t + 84)
,
(22)
b3 = t 3
16
where h(t) is the vertical displacement and θ(t) represents the pitching angle.
If one considers the angular displacement in cases 2 and 3, it is clear that b1 = 1 when
t = 1 and, when t = 2, b1 = 0. Hence, the angular excursion of the airfoil starts at 0 deg.,
at t = 0, goes up to A2 = 60 deg., or A3 = 80 deg., depending on the test case, and finally
returns to 0 deg. The heaving, though, is a single movement growing monotonically from
0 to 1 chord units for cases 1 and 2. For the last case, case 3, however, the movement still
ranges from 0 to 1 chord units, but in a non-monotonic manner.
Some of the mesh movement results of interest for the NACA 0012 airfoil are presented
in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows the NACA 0012 airfoil at its initial configuration, for which
the computational mesh is generated, whereas Fig. 6(b) presents the mesh at time t = 1
time units for the excursion previously described of case 3, i.e., for an angle of attack
θ = 80 deg. The mesh is moved in the present study using the concept of radial basis
b2 = t2

Y
Z

(a) Original NACA 0012 mesh.

X

(b) NACA 0012 mesh after airfoil rotated by 80 deg.

Figure 6: Mesh movement via RBF for the NACA 0012 airfoil grid.

functions (RBFs) [12]. For this case, the mesh experiences a severe deformation. However,
it is possible to observe in Fig. 7 that the mesh is still valid in the sense that there are no
10
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intersecting edges even at the most problematic locations, i.e., at the trailing and leading
edges of the airfoil.

Y
Z

Y
X

Z

(a) NACA 0012 leading edge close-up view.

X

(b) NACA 0012 trailing edge close-up view.

Figure 7: Assessment of cell validity after airfoil is rotated by 80 deg.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results obtained so far have demonstrated the capability of the radial basis function
(RBF) technique to properly handle tangled and improper cells near the boundary, when
a curving strategy is applied to the mesh. Furthermore, viscous simulations have been
carried out with appropriate curved meshes and comparisons with their low order mesh
counterparts have demonstrated the effectiveness of high-order meshes for viscous flows.
Moreover, the RBF technique proved capable of handling the desired very large mesh
displacements for the unsteady airfoil motion test cases.
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Abstract. We propose a reformulation of the classical Kirchhoff-Love shell equations
in terms of tangential differential calculus, which is independent of a parametrization of
the middle surface. An advantage of our approach is that the surface may be defined
implicitly, and the resulting shell equations and stress resultants lead to a more compact
and intuitive implementation. Numerical tests are performed and it is confirmed that the
obtained approach is equivalent to the classical formulation based on local coordinates.
1

INTRODUCTION

In the classical approach of modelling shells, the middle surface is defined by a parametrization. Based on this parametrization a local coordinate system with co- and contra-variant
base vectors is introduced, and for curved shells the well-known Christoffel symbols naturally occur, which makes the approach less intuitive and more complex. An overview in
classical shell theory is given in e.g. [20, 21, 6, 1, 24, 3].
A first approach, which does not need a parametrization of the middle surface, is introduced by Delfour and Zolésio [7, 8]. They define the shell implicitly via signed distance
functions and the surface derivatives are defined in terms of the tangential differential
calculus (TDC). For instance, in [18, 22] this approach is already used to model thin
shells; membranes are considered in [12, 14]. A recent approach, which is limited to thin,
flat shells embedded in R3 is given in [13]. An advantage of this approach based on TDC
is that the resulting boundary value problem (BVP) can be discretized with new finite
element techniques such as TraceFEM [19] or CutFEM [4, 5], where a parametrization is
not available.
The governing equations in these works are rather technical and focus on the mathematical background. Herein, the focus is on a compact and intuitive formulation, the
definition of mechanical quantities, and the implementation. Stress resultants such as
normal forces and bending moments are defined in a global Cartesian coordinate system.
The equilibrium of the shell in strong form is expressed in terms of the stress resultants
and leads to a 4th order boundary value problem (BVP). The BVP is discretized with
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the surface FEM [11] using NURBS as trial and test functions due to the continuity
requirements of Kirchhoff-Love shells.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, important surface quantities are
defined, and an introduction to the tangential differential calculus is given. In Section 3,
the classical linear Kirchhoff-Love shell equations under static loading are recast in terms
of tangential differential calculus. The stress resultants are defined and compared to the
well-known expressions in the classical theory. In Section 4, implementational aspects are
considered and the element stiffness matrix and the resulting system of linear equations
are shown. Finally, in Section 5, the shell obstacle course proposed by Belytschko et al. [2]
is performed.
2

PRELIMINARIES

A shell is a geometrical object, which is in one dimension significantly smaller compared
to the other directions. In other words, the 3D-shell continuum can be described by its
middle surface Γ. The middle surface is embedded in the physical space R3 as illustrated
in Figure 1. In general, the surface may be described explicitly with a map x(r) : R2 →
R3 (see Figure 1a) or implicitly (see Figure 1b), i.e. with level-set functions. In both
descriptions, there exists a unit outward normal vector nΓ ∈ R3 , a tangential vector t∂Γ ,
which is at the boundary ∂Γ and a co-normal vector n∂Γ , which is perpendicular to nΓ
and t∂Γ pointing „outwards“ of the middle surface in tangential direction.
x(r) : R2 → R3

s

n∂Γ

n∂Γ

r

nΓ

nΓ
z
x

z
y

n∂Γ

t∂Γ

(a) Explicit surface description with
the map x(r)

x

y

n∂Γ

t∂Γ

(b) Implicitly defined surface with a master

level-function φ(x) = 0 (yellow) and slave
level-set functions ψi for the boundary
definition (gray)

Figure 1: Examples of explicitly and implicitly definition of middle surfaces

2.1

Tangential differential calculus

In tangential differential calculus (TDC), surface derivatives can be defined in terms of a
Cartesian coordinate system. In the following, the surface gradients and surface divergence
operators are briefly defined. A more detailed introduction to TDC is given in [9].
2
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The orthogonal projection operator or normal projector P, which projects vectors to
the tangent space TP Γ of the manifold, is defined as
P = I − nΓ ⊗ nΓ .

(1)

∇Γ f (xΓ ) = P(xΓ ) · ∇f˜(xΓ ) .

(2)

∇Γ f = J · (J · J)−1 · ∇r f .

(3)

Let us consider a scalar function f (xΓ ) : Γ → R. A smooth extension of f in the neighbourhood U of the surface Γ can be achieved by a closest point projection η(x) : U → Γ,
i.e. f˜ = f ◦ η. Alternatively, the function f˜(x) may also be defined in the physical space
R3 and is then restricted to the manifold Γ. In this case, we introduce the surface gradient
operator ∇Γ for scalar valued functions
For parametrized manifolds with the map x(r) : R2 → R3 and a given scalar function
defined in the reference space f (r) : R2 → R, the surface gradient can be expressed in
terms of the Jacobi-matrix J = ∂x
and the gradient in the reference space ∇r
∂r
The components of ∇Γ f are denoted as ∂xΓi f or f,i with i = 1, 2, 3. The directional surface
3
gradient ∇dir
Γ for vector valued functions v(xΓ ) : Γ → R is defined as the application of
the surface gradient for scalars to the components of the vector v








∂xΓ u ∂yΓ u ∂zΓ u
∇Γ u (xΓ )


 Γ

∂yΓ v ∂zΓ v 
∇dir
 = ∇Γ ṽ · P
Γ v(xΓ ) =  ∇Γ v (xΓ )  =  ∂x v

Γ
Γ
Γ
∇Γ w (xΓ )
∂x w ∂y w ∂z w

(4)

where ṽ is defined in a similar manner as the scalar function f˜ above. Note that the
directional gradient of v is not in the tangent space TP Γ, i.e. nΓ ·∇dir
Γ v = 0. An additional
projection with P onto the tangent space TP Γ of the directional gradient ∇dir
Γ yields the
covariant gradient ∇cov
Γ
dir
dir
∇cov
Γ v = P · ∇ Γ v · P = P · ∇Γ v ,

(5)


cov
cov
cov
with the important properties ∇cov
Γ v = P · ∇Γ v · P and nΓ · ∇Γ v = ∇Γ v · nΓ = 0.
nd
Furthermore, we also need to introduce the directional derivative ∇dir
Γi of 2 -order tensor
functions A : Γ → R3×3

∇dir
Γi A =

Γ

∂ A
=
∂xΓi

 Γ
∂x A11
 Γi
∂xi A21

∂xΓi A31



∂xΓi A12 ∂xΓi A13
∂xΓi A22 ∂xΓi A23 
 .
∂xΓi A32 ∂xΓi A33

(6)

In the following, partial surface derivatives of components of vector or tensor fields are
cov
denoted as udir
,i for directional and u,i for covariant derivatives. The tangential divergence
of a vector v is defined as
cov
divΓ v = tr(∇dir
Γ v) = tr(∇Γ v)

3
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and for 2nd -order tensor functions A




divΓ [A11 , A12 , A13 ]

divΓ A = 
divΓ [A21 , A22 , A23 ]
divΓ [A31 , A32 , A33 ]

(8)

where, the trace of the surface gradient is invariant of the kind of gradient (directional or
covariant), although the components are differ.
Next, 2nd -order derivatives of scalar functions are introduced. The directional 2nd -order
derivative of a scalar function f (xΓ ) is the tangential Hessian matrix Hedir and is defined
as
dir
[Hedir ]ij = ∂xΓdir
(∂xΓi f ) = ∂xΓdir
f = f,ji
,
j
j xi

(9)

dir
dir
which is in general not symmetric [9], i.e. f,ji
= f,ij
. With a projection onto the tangent
cov
space TP Γ, the covariant Hessian matrix He = P · Hedir is defined, which is symmetric
as well known in differential geometry [23].
Finally, the Weingarten mapping H = ∇cov
Γ nΓ is introduced as in [16], which is equivalent to the second fundamental form in differential geometry. The Weingarten mapping
is symmetric and in the tangent space of TP Γ. The non-zero eigenvalues of H are the
principle curvatures κ1,2 and the mean curvature is defined as κ = tr(H).

3

KIRCHHOFF-LOVE SHELL EQUATIONS

In this section, the linear Kirchhoff-Love shell theory is formulated in the frame of
tangential operators based on a global Cartesian coordinate system. In the following,
we restrict ourselves to small deformations, which means that the reference and spacial
configuration are indistinguishable crucial for the linearised theory. Furthermore, a linear
elastic material, which obeys Hooke’s law, is assumed. As usual in the Kirchhoff-Love
shell theory, the transverse shear deformations and the change of curvature in the material
law may be neglected, which restricts the model to thin shells (tκmax  1).
3.1

Kinematics

The domain of the shell Ω with thickness t is defined by


Ω = x ∈ R3 : |ζ| ≤

t
2



(10)

with ζ being the thickness parameter. The middle surface Γ is defined by Γ := Ω|ζ=0 ,
and a point on the middle surface is denoted as xΓ . The displacement field uΩ of a point
P (xΓ , ζ) in the shell continuum Ω takes the form
uΩ (xΓ , ζ) = u(xΓ ) + ζw(xΓ )

(11)

with u(xΓ ) = [u, v, w] being the displacement field of the middle surface and w(xΓ )
being the difference vector, as illustrated in Figure 2. With the absence of transverse
4
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nΓ
Undeformed
middle surface Γ

ζw

u

P
ζ

n̄Γ

ζ

uΩ

P̄
Deformed
middle surface Γ̄

z
x

y

xΓ

Figure 2: Displacement field uΩ of shell continuum

shear deformations, the difference vector w expressed in terms of tangential differential
calculus is defined as in [7]




dir

w(xΓ ) = − ∇dir
· nΓ =
Γ u + (∇Γ u)

 dir
u,x


− udir
 ,y

· nΓ




· nΓ 
.

udir
,z · nΓ



(12)

Consequently, the displacement field of the shell continuum is then only a function of the
middle surface displacement u, the unit normal vector nΓ and the thickness parameter ζ.
The linearised, in-plane strain tensor εΓ is then defined by the projection with P of
the symmetric part of the directional gradient of the displacement field uΩ [12]
εΓ (xΓ , ζ) = P ·


1  dir

∇Γ uΩ + (∇dir
u
)
· P = P · εdir
Ω
Γ
Γ ·P
2

(13)

where, we have the identity
εΓ (xΓ , ζ) =

1 cov

[∇ uΩ + (∇cov
Γ uΩ ) ] .
2 Γ

(14)

Finally, the whole strain tensor may be split into a membrane and bending part, as usual
in the classical theory
εΓ = εΓ,M (u) + ζεΓ,B (w) ,

(15)

with
1
cov
[εΓ,M ]ij = (ucov
i,j + uj,i ) ,
2
[εΓ,B ]ij = −ucov
,ij · nΓ .

Note that in the linearised bending strain tensor εΓ,B , the term (∇dir
Γ u) · H is neglected
as in classical theory [21, Remark 2.2] or [24].

5
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3.2

Constitutive Equation

As already mentioned above, the shell obeys Hooke’s law and plane stress, which is a
suitable assumption for thin structures. Similar to the strain tensor εΓ the stress tensor
σΓ needs to be in-plane, too [12]
σΓ (xΓ , ζ) = P · [2µεΓ + λtr(εΓ )I] · P


(16)



dir
= P · 2µεdir
Γ + λtr(εΓ )I · P

E
where µ = 2(1+ν)
and λ =
tensor from Eq. 13.

3.2.1

Eν
(1−ν 2 )

(17)

are the Lamé constants and εdir
Γ is the directional strain

Stress resultants

The stress tensor is only a function of the middle surface displacement vector u, the difference vector w and the thickness parameter ζ. This enables an analytical pre-integration
w.r.t. the thickness and stress resultants can be identified. The following quantities are
equivalent to the stress resultants in the classical theory [21, 1], but they are expressed in
terms of TDC using a global Cartesian coordinate system. Moreover, the stress resultants
may be computed only with directional derivatives, see Eq. 17. The moment tensor is
defined as
mΓ =

t3
σΓ (εΓ,B ) = P · mdir
Γ ·P ,
12

(18)

with


dir
dir
(udir
,xx + νu,yy + νu,zz ) · nΓ




mdir
Γ = −D 


sym.

1−ν
(udir
,yx
2

1−ν
(udir
,zx
2

+ udir
,xy ) · nΓ

dir
dir
(udir
,yy + νu,xx + νu,zz ) · nΓ

1−ν
(udir
,zy
2

+ udir
,xz ) · nΓ
+ udir
,yz ) · nΓ

dir
dir
(udir
,zz + νu,xx + νu,yy ) · nΓ

3

Et
where D = 12(1−ν
2 ) is the flexural rigidity of the shell. The two non-zero eigenvalues of
mΓ are the principle bending moments m1,2 . For the effective normal force tensor ñΓ we
have

ñΓ = tσΓ (εΓ,M ) = P · ndir
Γ ·P ,

(19)

with
ndir
Γ =

 dir
u,x
Et 


1 − ν2 

dir
+ ν(v,y
+ w,zdir )

1−ν
(udir
,y
2

dir
+ v,x
)

dir
dir
v,y
+ ν(udir
,x + w,z )

sym

1−ν
(udir
,z
2
1−ν
(v,zdir
2

dir
+ w,x
)




dir
+ w,y
) 
 .


dir
w,zdir + ν(udir
,x + v,y )

Similar to the moment tensor, the two non-zero eigenvalues of ñΓ are in agreement with
the effective normal force tensor expressed in local coordinates. Note that for curved
6
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shells this tensor is not the physical normal force tensor. This tensor only appears in the
variational formulation, see Section 4. The physical normal force tensor nreal
is defined
Γ
by
nreal
= ñΓ + H · mΓ
Γ

(20)

and is in general not symmetric and also has one zero eigenvalue. The occurrence of the
zero eigenvalues in mΓ , ñΓ and nreal
is due to fact that these tensors are in-plane tensors,
Γ

i.e. mΓ · nΓ = nΓ · mΓ = 0 . In other words, the normal vector nΓ is the corresponding
eigenvector to the zero eigenvalue.
3.3

Equilibrium

Based on the stress resultants above, we obtain the equilibrium for a curved shell in
strong form
divΓ ñΓ + nΓ divΓ (P · divΓ mΓ ) + 2H · divΓ mΓ + [∂xΓi H]jk [mΓ ]ki = −f ,

(21)

with f being the load vector per area on the middle surface Γ. With boundary conditions similar to the classical theory, the complete 4th -order BVP in terms of tangential
differential calculus using a global Cartesian coordinate system is defined. The obtained
equilibrium does not rely on a parametrization of the middle surface and is equivalent to
the equations in [1, 24]. From this point of view, the reformulation of the linear KirchhoffLove shell equations in terms of TDC is more general than the classical definition based
on parametrizations and local coordinates.
The shell equations in strong form are converted to a weak form by multiplying Eq. 21
with a suitable test function v and using integration by parts, leading to the continuous
weak form of the equilibrium.
Find u ∈ H2 (Γ)3 : Γ → R3 such that
a(u, v) = f , v + B.T. ∀ v ∈ H02 (Γ)3 ,

(22)

with
a(u, v) =
f , v =



Γ
Γ

[∇dir
Γ v]ij [ñΓ ]ij − (v ,ji · nΓ )[mΓ ]ij dΓ ,
f · v dΓ .

In the bending part of the bilinear form a(u, v) remain partial 2nd -order surface derivatives which requires that the trial and test functions need to be in the Sobolev space
H2 (Γ)3 . In the case of simply supported edges, the boundary conditions are
u|∂ΓD = 0 and mt∂Γ = 0 ,

(23)

with mt∂Γ = (m · n∂Γ ) · n∂Γ being the bending moment along the boundary. In the case
of clamped edges, the corresponding boundary conditions are





u|∂ΓD = 0 and n∂Γ · (∇dir
Γ u) · nΓ = 0

7
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In the case of free edges, the effective boundary forces appear similar as in the classical
theory. For more information about boundary conditions and effective boundary forces,
we refer to [1].
4

IMPLEMENTATIONAL ASPECTS

The continuous weak form is discretized using isogeometric analysis as proposed by
Hughes et al. [15]. The NURBS patch defines the middle surface of the shell and elements
are defined by the knot spans of the patch.
There is a fixed set of local basis functions {Nik (r)} of order k with i = 1, . . . , nk
being the number of control points and the nodal displacements {ûi , v̂i , ŵi } stored at the
control points i are the degrees of freedom. Using the isoparametric concept, the shape
functions Nik (r) are NURBS of order k. The surface derivatives of the shape functions are
computed as in the surface FEM [11, 10] using NURBS instead of Lagrange polynomials
as ansatz and test functions.
The resulting element stiffness matrix KElem is a 3 × 3 block matrix and is divided into
a membrane and bending part
KElem = KElem,M + KElem,B .

(25)

The membrane part is defined by
KElem,M = t



Γ

Pik · [K̂]kj dΓ

(26)







dir
dir
dir
dir
dir
.
[K̂]kj = µ(δkj N dir
,a · N ,a + N ,j · N ,k ) + λN ,k · N ,j

(27)

The matrix K̂ is determined by the directional 1st -order derivatives of the shape functions
N , where a summation over a = 1, 2, 3 has to be performed. One may recognize that the
structure of the matrix K̂ is similar as the stiffness matrix of 3D linear elasticity problems.
For the bending part we have
[KElem,B ]ij = D



Γ

ni nj K̃ dΓ

(28)




cov
cov
cov
K̃ = (1 − ν)N cov
,ab · N ,ab + νN ,cc · N ,dd .

(29)

Again a summation over a, b, c, d has to be performed. The first term of K̃ is the
contraction of the covariant Hessian matrix Hecov
Γ and the second term may be identified as
the Bi-Laplace operator. Note that for the Bi-Laplace operator also directional derivatives
may used, due to fact that the trace of second order derivatives is invariant. This suggests
a further rearrangement of the contraction of the covariant Hessian matrix in order to
only use directional derivatives, which is preferred from an implementational aspect of
view.
When the shell is given through a parametrization, the resulting element stiffness
matrix in the classical theory is equivalent to the element stiffness matrix above, but in
the classical setting the computation is more cumbersome due to fact that the local basis
vectors and the metric tensor in co- and contra-variant form has to be computed.
8
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The boundary conditions are weakly enforced by Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange
multipliers are discretized by the trace of the shape functions of the domain. The usual
assembly yields a linear system of equations in the form


  

 

û
f
K C
·
=

0
C 0
λ̂

(30)

,

with [û, λ̂] = [û, v̂, ŵ, λ̂] being the sought displacements of the control points and
Lagrange multipliers. With the nodal shape functions of the Lagrange multipliers N L ,
the constraint matrix C for simply supported edges is defined by




NL · N
0
0




0
NL · N
0
C =

 d∂Γ
∂ΓD

0
0
NL · N


(31)

and for clamped edges


5



NL · N
0
0




0
N
·
N
0


L

 d∂Γ .
C =

0
0
NL · N
∂ΓD 
dir
dir
dir
N L · (nx n∂Γi N ,i ) N L · (ny n∂Γi N ,i ) N L · (nz n∂Γi N ,i )

(32)

NUMERICAL RESULTS

An example, the Scordelis-Lo roof of the shell obstacle course proposed by Belytschko
et al. [2] is chosen. For the convergence analyses the problem is computed with uniform
meshes of different polynomial orders p = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and h = [2, 4, 8, 16, 32] elements
per side. As already mentioned the resulting stiffness matrix is equivalent to the stiffness
matrix expressed in the classical setting. Therefore, the same convergence properties as
shown in [6, 17] are expected. Other examples (e.g., pinched cylinder, pinched hemispherical shell, . . . ) have been considered but are omitted here for brevity.
5.1

Scordelis-Lo roof

The Scordelis-Lo roof is a cylindrical shell loaded by gravity, which is supported with
two rigid diaphragms at it curved ends, see Figure 3. In Figure 4a, the deformed shell
is illustrated. The colours on the surface are the Euclidean norm of the displacement
field u. In Figure 4b, the convergence to the reference displacement wmax, ref is plotted
up to a polynomial order of p = 6 as function of the element size h1 . The results of the
convergence analysis are in agreement with the results in e.g. [6, 17].
6

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

We have presented a reformulation of the linear Kirchhoff-Love shell theory in terms of
the tangential differential calculus (TDC) using a global Cartesian coordinate system. The
obtained equations do not hinge on a parametrization of the middle surface of the shell,
which might be seen as a generalization of the classical shell equations. Furthermore, the
9
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Geometry:

Cylindrical shell
L = 50
R = 25
φ = 80◦
t = 0.25

Material parameters:

E = 4.32 × 108
ν = 0.0

Load:

Gravity load f = [0, 0, −90]

Support:

Rigid diaphragms at it curved ends

Reference displacement:

wmax, ref = 0.3024

Figure 3: Definition of Scordelis-Lo roof problem [2]

(a) Displacement u,
der of magnitude

exaggerated by one or- (b) Normalized convergence of reference displacement wmax,Ref = 0.3024

Figure 4: Scordelis-Lo roof

equilibrium in strong form and stress resultants are derived and compared to the classical
theory.
For the discretization surface FEM is used with NURBS as trial and test functions.
In comparison to the classical theory the reformulation leads to a more compact and
intuitive implementation. The numerical results confirm that the proposed formulation is
equivalent to the classical formulation and higher-order convergence rates are achieved.
There is a large potential in the reformulation of the shell equations because the obtained PDE may discretized with new finite element techniques such as TraceFEM or
CutFEM with implicitly defined surfaces. In our future work, the shell equations are
discretized on implicitly defined surfaces without the usage of a parametrization of the
middle surface. Furthermore, the Reissner-Mindlin shell equations are recast in terms of
TDC.

10
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Abstract. We propose an efficient and robust coupled thermo-mechanical solid shell
formulation to enable the stability analysis of thin-walled structures. Of particular interest is the ability to study the snap through behavior of panels subjected to a combined
thermo-mechanical environment. Three classical techniques, the assumed natural strain
(ANS) interpolation, the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) method and reduced integration with hourglass control are employed to avoid locking and improve convergence [1].
Although previous studies demonstrated that the solid shell element incorporating these
techniques performs well in static and explicit transient analysis, few of them discussed
the element performance in conducting transient analysis using implicit time integration.
We propose an analytical evaluation of the mass matrix, which guarantees both accurate
and efficient implicit transient analysis. Finally, the formulation is extended to include
thermo-mechanical coupling using the isothermal staggered scheme. Numerical examples demonstrate the accuracy of the present element in both mechanical transient and
thermo-mechanical stability analyses. The present element is robust in long-duration time
history large deformation simulations and is several times more efficient than the standard
quadratic solid element.

1

INTRODUCTION

In areospace engineering, thin-walled structures are widely used and often experience
instablility (e.g., snap-through) when subjected to mechanical forces and thermal loads.
The accurate analysis of the thermo-mechanical coupled problem demands a reliable and
robust finite element formulation. The quadratic solid element was implemented to conduct thermo-mechanical stability simulation in [1]. The quadratic element is accurate but
leads to very inefficient modeling. The low-order solid element has superior efficiency in
the detailed modeling but is prone to locking in simulations of bending or incompressibility.
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The development of solid-shell elements for the analysis of thin-walled structures has
been of interest for decades. Numerous articles discussed effective treatments to avoid
locking effects associated with the solid-shell element. The combination of enhanced
strain method (EAS) and assumed natural strain method (ANS) is demonstrated to be
very effective in removing the locking of the solid-shell element (e.g., [2,3]). A very efficient
Reduced Enhanced Solid Shell (RESS) element applied the reduced integration concept
with the EAS method was proposed in [4]. Cardoso et al. [5] and Schwarze and Reese [6]
further improved the accuracy and stability of the RESS element.
Recent decades also witnessed increased interests in the development of the solidshell element for transient analysis. Incorporating ANS and EAS locking treatments, a
solid-shell element for transient analysis in conjunction with implicit time integration was
developed in [7,8]. The solid-shell element accommodating explicit dynamic modeling was
also studied in [9, 10]. Particularly, [9] showed that the solid shell element proposed in [6]
can be used for the efficient explicit analysis. Despite these extensive studies on solid-shell
elements, the behavior of the reduced integration solid-shell element in transient analysis
using implicit time integration is not yet reported in any other literature.
To solve the fully coupled thermo-mechanical system, monolithic and staggered split
schemes are often adopted. A monolithic algorithm applies the same time integrator to
the whole system and solves the two fields simultaneously. Monolithic schemes can achieve
unconditional stability with implicit time-stepping algorithms [11]. However, they result
into large, non-symmetric systems. Staggered algorithms result in two reduced and symmetric systems (one for each of the two different fields) that can be solved independently.
For example, the isothermal scheme consists of a isothermal mechanical phase followed
by a heat conduction phase with constant configuration.
In this work, an isothermal staggered solid-shell element for efficient thermo-mechanical
coupled analysis of thin-walled structures is presented. Numerical examples are included
to demonstrate the performance of the solid-shell element in capturing complex dynamic
behaviors of structures and conducting thermo-mechanical stability analysis.
2

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

Based on the isothermal staggered scheme, element formulations in mechanical and
thermal fields are presented separately. Locking free techniques are empolyed to eliminate
locking effects in conducting mechanical analysis. In the thermal field, the solid-shell
element is similar to the conventional 8-node solid element with full integration.
2.1

Mechanical phase

Let us consider a continuum body in motion subjected to surface loads t and body
forces ρ0 b. For the EAS method with the orthogonality assumption between the enhanced
strain and stress fields ( V S : Eeh dV = 0), the continuous weak form is




eh
c
eh
δΠ(u, E ) =
S : δ(E + E )dV + δu·ρ0 üdV − δu·ρ0 bdV − δu·tdΓ = 0 (1)
Ω

Ω

Ω

Γ

Note that isothermal staggered scheme solves the mechanical phase with constant tem2
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perature. Thus, the variation with respect to temperature(θ) is unnecessary in the mechanical phase. Equation 1 is discretized in space with the eight node solid-shell element.
The tri-linear shape function used for the isoparametric representations can be written in
the following polynomial form
NI = 1/8(1 + g1I ξ + g2I η + g3I ζ + hI1 ξη + hI2 ηζ + hI3 ξζ + hI4 ξηζ)
(2)
where g1I , g2I , g3I , hI1 , hI2 , hI3 , hI4 (with I=1,...,8) represent coefficients of the shape function
at the node I.
The in-plane one-point reduced quadrature [4] and the modified ANS method [5] are
also incorporated to relieve the locking effect. To stabilize the singular stiffness matrix
induced by the reduced integration, Schwarze and Reese [6] defined the hourglass strain
with deviatoric character. Following those locking free techniques and transforming the
Green-Lagrange strain from convective coordinates to Cartesian coordinates with the
polynomial approximation of the transformation matrix, the strain can be represented by
Echg

Ec

Ec




 

cξ
cη
cξζ
cηζ
c0
cζ
2 cζζ
≈ E + ζE + ζ E + ξEdev + ηEdev + ξζEdev + ηζEdev

(3)

Inserting the variation of the displacement and strain in the matrix forms (δu = Nu δue ,
δEc = Bc δue and δEeh = Beh δwe ) and solving the mechanical phase in reference configuration, the discrete weak form at the element level can be written as





T
T
e
cT
(e)
(e)
eT
Nu ρ0 Nu dV ü +
B SdV −
Nu ρ0 bdV −
Nu T tdΓ
δΠ(u , w ) = δu
Ωe
Ωe
Γe
 Ωe
T
(4)
+ δwe Beh SdV = 0
Ωe

To apply the Newton-Raphson method, the discrete form needs to be further linearized

as follows
e
e
e
M∆üe + Keuu ∆ue + Keuw ∆we = fext
− fint
− fmass
(5)
e
e
Keuw T ∆ue + Kww
∆we = −fEAS
Introducing the assumption that the infinitesimal volume element dVe = JdΩe = J 0 dΩe
(J 0 = det(J|ξ=0 )) and considering in-plane reduced integration, stiffness matrices and
residue vectors take the following simplified forms

 1
 1
T
chg T hg chg
e
c T 
0
e
fint =
Bdev C Edev dV +
B S dζ4J and fEAS =
Beh S dζ4J 0
−1
−1
Ωe
 1
 1
T
T
e
Keuw =
Bc CBeh dζ4J 0 and Kww
=
Beh CBeh dζ4J 0
Keuu =



Ωe



−1


T hg chg
chg T hg chg
Bchg
dev C Bdev + Gdev C Edev dV +



1

−1



−1


Bc T CBc + Gc T S dζ4J 0

Where Gc is used for computing the geometric stiffness matrices and can be obtained by
∂Bc
. Note that the matrices and vectors related to hourglass control can be calculated
∂ue
analytically. For details, the reader is referred to [6].
3
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The lumped mass and the consistent mass are defined as MLump
=
ρ N dV δIJ I3×3
IJ
V 0 I
and MCons
=
N
ρ
N
dV
I
respectively
to
accommodate
the
transient
analysis. The
I 0 J
3×3
IJ
V
analytical expressions for the mass matrix terms are given by
Lump
MIJ
= 8J 0 ρ0 rI δIJ
(6)


1
1
1
Cons
MIJ
= 8J 0 ρ0 rI rJ + (g1I g1J + g2I g2J + g3I g3J ) + (hI1 hJ1 + hI2 hJ2 + hI3 hJ3 ) + hI4 hJ4 (7)
3
9
27
Prior to assembly of the global matrices, the EAS parameter increment ∆we can be
solved at the element level by using static condensation. Applying the Hilber-HughesTaylor (HHT-α) time integrator [12] to solve the dynamic system, the tangent and the
residual corresponding to the Newton Raphson’s method are given by
1
KeT =
Me + α[Keuu − Keuw (Kww )−1 Keuw T ]
(8)
β∆t2
e
e
e
e
Re = fext
− fint
− fmass
+ Keuw (Kww )−1 fEAS

(9)

The above general form reduces to the classical Newmark algorithm for α = 1.
2.2

Thermal phase

The strong form governing equation for the thermal phase according to the first principle of thermodynamics is
ρ0 η̇ + ∇ · Q = R
(10)
Q = −JkF−1 F−T ∇X θ

(11)

where η is the specific entropy, θ is the temperature, Q is the heat flux in the reference
configuration, R defines the external heat source, F is the deformation gradient and
J=det(F).
We use the St.Venant-Kirchhoff material model and the Helmholtz free energy Ψ given
as
1
θ
Ψ = [λ(trE)2 + 2µE : E] − 3κα(θ − θ0 )trE + ρ0 cv (θ − θ0 − θlog )
(12)
2
θ0
where θ0 is the ambient temperature, α defines as thermal expansion coefficient and the
bulk modulus κ can be represented by the Lamé parameters as κ = λ + 2µ/3.
Given that the entropy is defined as
θ
∂Ψ
3κα
=
trE + c0
ρ0 ∂θ
ρ0
θ0

(13)

the governing equation (10) can be rewritten as
ρ0 cv θ̇ + 3καθtrĖ + ∇ · Q = R

(14)

η=−

The weak form in the reference domain becomes





δθρ0 cv θ̇dV + δθ3καtrĖθdV − (∇δθ) · QdV + δθQn dΓ − δθRdV = 0 (15)
Ω

Ω

Ω

Γ

4
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According to the isothermal scheme, the thermal problem is solved at fixed configuration. Thus, Eq. 15 is only linearized with respect to temperature θ in the reference
configuration. We further push the problem forward to solve in the current configuration.
The linearized discrete form of the thermal equation at the element level is obtained as



3κα
trĖNθ dv∆θ +
Nθ ρcv Nθ dv∆θ̇ +
Nθ
BT
(16)
θ kBθ dv∆θ
J
Ωe
Ωe
Ωe





3κα
trĖθdv −
BT
Nθ ρc0 θ̇dv −
Nθ
Nθ qn dΓ −
Nθ rdv −
=
θ k∇x θdv
J
Ωe
Γe
Ωe
Ωe
Ωe
θ
where Nθ is the same as Eq. 2 and Bθ = ∂N
. Full integration quadrature is adopted
∂x
to obtain all matrices numerically. The backward Euler method is employed to solve the
equation.

3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The finite element formulation presented above for the isothermal staggered analysis
has been implemented into the Finite Element Analysis Program (FEAP) [13]. In this
section, we demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of the element implementation in
capturing complex system behaviors of thin-walled structures.
3.1

Dynamic buckling of the hinged cylindrical panel

In this section, we consider a cylindrical panel with hinged longitudinal edges and
free circumferential edges. The geometry is described by radius R = 2540 mm, angle
of the circumferential edge θ = 0.2 rad, length of the longitudinal edge L = 508 mm
and panel thickness t = 12.7 mm. The material is prescribed to be elastic isotropic with
E = 310.275 MPa and ν = 0.3. A total of 256 (16×8×2) elements are used to discretize
the panel. Two layers of elements through the thickness allow for easy consideration of
the hinged boundary conditions. A downward ramp load with P0 = 400N and t0 = 0.01s
(see Fig. 1(a)) is applied at the panel center. The Newmark time integrator with time
step ∆t = 0.001s was used. Simulations using consistent and lumped mass are performed
respectively.
Figure 1(b) compares the time history of the displacement at the panel center obtained
from the present analyses with the numerical result in [14]. For both consistent and
lumped mass, good agreement between the present analyses and the reference solution is
obtained.
3.2

Dynamic buckling of a fully clamped spherical cap

We investigate the dynamic behavior of a spherical cap under a concentrated apex load
in this example. The geometry of the spherical cap is given by the radius of curvature
R = 120.904 mm, base radius a = 22.86 mm, thickness t = 0.400304 mm (Fig. 2(a)). The
material is assumed to be linear elastic with Young’s modulus E = 68948 MPa, Poisson
ratio µ = 0.3, and density ρ = 2620 kg/m3 . As shown in Fig. 2(b), a concentrated
load P = 445 N is applied at the apex instantly and lasts for a duration of 500 µs.
5
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Consistent mass
Lumped mass
Meek and Wang, 1998

Displacements (mm)
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30
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0

(a) Step load

0

0.05

0.1
Time (s)

0.15

0.2

(b) Time history of the center displacement

Figure 1: Load and response of the cylindrical panel
Taking advantage of the axisymmtric configuration and loading condition, [15] analyzed
this problem with the 8-node axisymmetric element. In this study, we mesh the cap with
896 elements with only one layer of elements through thickness. The cap is fully clamped
at the base.

(a) Spherical cap

(b) Step load for the spherical cap

Figure 2: Spherical cap subjected to a step load
The transient problem is solved using Newmark’s algorithm and time step ∆t = 2µs.
Fig. 3 plots the time history of the ratio between the displacement at the apex (W0 ) and
the cap height (H). The results of the present study agree well with the reference result
reported by [15]. The influence of lumped mass vs. consistent mass on the dynamic
response is also investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, the result given by the lumped mass
is closer to the reference solution than the one obtained using the consistent mass. This
might be due to the fact the reference result was based on the lumped mass idealization
in [15].

6
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Apex displacements ratio W0/H

3

Consistent mass
Lumped mass
Mondkar and Powell, 1977
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Figure 3: Dynamic response of the spherical cap
3.3

Vibration of the pinched hemispherical shell

A recent study [16] reveals more details of dynamic analysis of the classical pinched
hemispherical shell problem and is followed here to examine the performance of the present
solid-shell element. The hemispherical shell has an 18◦ hole at the top, and is subjected
to a pair of inward and a pair of outward forces at the free edge with 90◦ apart. A time
dependent load shown in Fig. 4(a) is the same as in [16]. The geometry parameters are
radius R = 10, thickness h = 0.04. The material is assumed to be linear elastic with
E = 6.825 × 107 , ν = 0.3 and density ρ = 0.001.
100

Load

80
60
40
20
0
0

0.01

0.02
0.03
Time

0.04

0.05

(a) Time dependent load

(b) One quadrant of sperical shell

Figure 4: Hemispherical shell subjected to pinch load
Due to symmetry, only one quarter of the shell is meshed (Fig. 4(b)). The HHT−α time
integrator with α = 0.995 is applied to avoid numerical instability. Every simulation was
run for 5000 steps using the step size ∆t = 0.0002. As shown in Fig. 5, the displacement
histories of point A and B are compared to the reference solutions. The comparisons show
that even the relatively coarse mesh with 12 × 12 × 1 elements gives very close results to
7
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Figure 5: Displacement history of point A and B
the reference solutions obtained with a mesh with 16 × 16 shell elements in [16].
3.4

Thermo-mechanical snap-through of the shallow arch

The transient simulation of the structure undergoing snap-through is very challenging
due to the high non-linearity and potential loss of stability. Thus, the thermo-mechanical
modeling of the snap-through is an ideal test example to evaluate the robustness of the
present solid-shell element in long-duration time history analyses. A shallow arch with
two ends fully clamped is considered in this example (Fig. 6). The arch has radius R=180
in., span a = 12 in., transverse width w = 0.5 in. and thickness t = 0.04 in. The material
is assumed to be elastic isotropic with E = 206483 MPa, ν = 0.28, ρ = 7834 kg/m3 ,
J
thermal expansion coefficient α = 1.5 × 10−5 K −1 , specific capacity cv = 460 kg·K
and
conductivity κ = 45 N/sK. The reference temperature is defined as 300 K.

Figure 6: Shallow arc illustration
We perform two simulations with the same harmonic load F = 2.9 sin(188πt) at the
midpoint but different initial temperatures of 290 K and 315 K respectively. All arch
surfaces are assumed to be insulated. In the isothermal staggered scheme, the HHT-α
8
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Figure 7: Time history of the displacement at the steady state
time integrator with α = 0.99 is applied to solve the mechanical phase and the backward
Euler method is used to solve the thermal phase. The simulation is conducted with the
time step ∆t = 1/(94 × 200). All simulations are run until steady state is reached so that
we can safely exclude the possibility that the snap-through is the result of short-term
transient effects.
Fig. 7 shows the time history of the displacement corresponding to the the steady state
response. For comparison, all simulations are repeated using 27-node solid elements. It is
clearly revealed that the shallow arch undergoes periodic persistent snap-through in both
scenarios. The investigation also suggests that the present element can bring more than
80% reduction in the computational time to achieve the same accuracy as the 27-node
solid element. We can thus remark that the proposed solid-shell element can handle the
thermo-mechanical snap through modeling accurately and efficiently.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an efficient eight-node solid-shell element for the thermo-mechanical
stability modeling of thin-walled structures. The isothermal staggered scheme is adopted
to solve the fully coupled system. To avoid locking, three effective locking-free techniques
are incorporated. We proposed an analytic method to calculate the mass matrix and inertial term for an accurate and efficient transient analysis using implicit time integration.
Assuming fixed configuration, the thermal analysis is conducted by using the conventional
8-node thermal solid element with full integration.
The present element is locking-free in both the mechanical and the thermo-mechanical
analysis of thin-walled structures. Numerical examples confirm that the element is accurate in predicting complex structural responses in transient analyses with implicit time
integration. The most striking feature of the present solid-shell element is the capability to capture steady state response exactly, while also allowing for a 80% reduction of
computational time comparing with the quadratic solid element in the thermo-mechanical

9
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coupled analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Typical Functionally Graded Material (FGM) plate structures are characterized by a
continuous variation of the material properties over the thickness direction by mixing two
different materials, metal and ceramic. Ceramic with the low thermal conductivity can resist
high thermal environment while metal is strong with mechanical load. The metal–ceramic FGM
plates are widely used in aircraft, space vehicles, reactor vessels, and other engineering
applications.
Research works in FGM structures has been done in the recent years. For axisymmetric
plates and shells, we cite among others, the following works: Reddy et al. [1] study the
axisymmetric bending of through the thickness functionally graded circular plates using the
Mindlin plate theory. Ma et al. [2] analyse the axisymmetric nonlinear bending behaviour of
functionally graded circular plates, under mechanical and thermal loading. Gunes and Reddy
[3] present the geometrically nonlinear analysis of functionally graded circular plates. Li et al.
[4] study by the stress function method the problem of transversely isotropic functionally
graded materials plates. Tran et al. [5] present a NURBS-based isogeometric approach for static,
dynamic and buckling analysis of the FGM plates using HSDT model. Zhang and Zhou [6]
presented a model for FGM circular plates based on a physical neutral surface and a higherorder shear deformation theory.
Elastoplasticity analysis has been little investigated in FGM structures. Most of the published
works involves plate/shells structures made of isotropic materials. In this paper is presented the
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static bending analysis of functionally graded of axisymmetric plate-shell type structures
subjected to axisymmetric loading. The formulation includes the global response of the plateshell structures, the through-thickness stress distribution calculations, involving variation of
volume fractions. The solutions are obtained using a finite element model based on the
Zienckiewics et al. [7] conical frustum simple finite element with 2 nodes, and 3 degrees of
freedom per node. The solutions of some illustrative plate examples are performed, and the
results are presented, discussed, and compared with numerical alternative models when
available.
2 FORMULATION OF P-FGM MODEL
An FGM is made by mixing two distinct isotropic material phases, for example a ceramic
and a metal. In this work the material properties of an FGM plate structure is assumed to change
continuously throughout the thickness, according to the volume fraction of the constituent
materials, given by the Power-Law function – Bao and Wang [8]. In addition, the continuous
variation of the materials mixture is approximated by using a certain number of virtual layers k
throughout the thickness direction - layer approach. The volume fraction of the ceramic and
metal phases for each virtual layer is defined according to the power-law, Moita et al. [9]:
Vck

where

z

  0.5  
h


p

;

k
Vm
 1.0  Vck

(1)

z is the thickness coordinate of mid-surface of each layer.
k

Once the volume fraction Vck and Vm have been defined, the material properties, as for
example Young’s modulus E or thermal expansion coefficient α of each layer of an FGM can
be determined by the rule of mixtures:

E k  Vck E c  Vmk E m ;

 k  Vck  c  Vmk  m

(2)

3 STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS.
A typical axisymmetric shell is shown in Figure 1. For this type of shells, subjected to
axisymmetric loading, the displacement of a point on middle surface of meridian plane, is

Figure 1. Axisymmetric shell.
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determined by two components us and w in the tangential (s) and normal (n) directions,
respectively. It because, for these conditions u   0 and d d  0 .
As we are considering a straight finite element, R  , from the Kirchhoff type strain, and

)
dw /
ds  0, introducing the shear strain  defined as
imposing a constraint C(w,
  dw / ds   , the linear strain components in the local curvilinear system are those given in
Zienkiewics et al. [7].
3.1 Local-global transformations.
For axisymmetric shells, Figure 1, the relations between local (s,n) and global (r,z)
coordinates as well as local-global displacements are given by:

 s   cos  sin    r 
 
 
n  - sin  cos  z 

 u   cos  sin    u r 
 
 
w  - sin  cos  u z 

;

(3)

For strain-displacements relations, comes:

 s    u r / s  cos    u z / ds  sin  

 m      
ur / r



 b   





dr / ds
  s  

 s     

(r cos ) / r
    






du
/
ds)
sin
(du
/
ds)
cos
  sn  
r
z



(4)

3.2 Stress-Strain Relations and Constitutive Relations of FGM Structures.
The stress-strain relations for each virtual layer k, can be written as k Qk k
sm 
 
m 
 b

k  
s 
 b
  
 
 sn 

Q1
 k
 0

 0

0
Q1k
0

 s 
 Ek

0   


 

1- ν 2
0   zk s  ; Q1k  
 νE k


Q2k   zk  

1- ν 2
  sn 

νE k 

5 Ek
1- ν 2 
; Q 2k =
Ek 
6 2(1   k )

1- ν 2 

(5)

where Q k is the elasticity matrix. Due to nonsymmetrical grading of the material through the
thickness, the bending-stretching coupling exists.The constitutive equation is then given by:
N
 
ˆ
ˆ 
D  ; 

M
Q 
 

A B 0 
B D 0 


 0 0 As 

 m 
 
 b
 
 s


 


where ̂ are the resultant forces and moments, and D̂ the constitutive matrix.
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4

ELASTO-PLASTIC FORMULATION FOR FGM STRUCTURES

The present work uses an extended Tamura–Tomota–Ozawa (TTO) model to describe the
elastic–plastic behaviour of ceramic/metal FGM. The ceramic constituent is assumed elastic
when deformation takes place. The elastoplastic deformation occurs mainly by the plastic
flowing of the metallic constituent. The TTO model, or also called the modified rule-of-mixture,
uses the stress-strain transfer parameter q, which depends on the constituent material properties
and the microstructural interaction in the FG material, [10]. Using this parameter, the thickness
variation of Young’s modulus and of the yield stress are obtained [10]:



q  Ec
E k   Vm E m
 Vc E c 
q  Em





q  Em
 Vm
 Vc 
q  Ec



 k q  E m Ec k 
kY 
Ym  Vm

Vc 
q  Ec E m



(7)

4.1 Elastoplastic constitutive relation
To carry out elastoplastic analysis, the material is assumed to follows the von-Mises yielding
criterion. The yield condition can be expressed as, Nayak and Zienckiewics [11]:





F , p ,   f     Y     0

(8)

where  p is the accumulated plastic strain, and where the yield level, Y , can be a function of
the strain hardening parameter κ.
For the case of an isotropic material, and for each layer of a FGM structure, the effective
stress  , is given by:

2   2     3  2 
f () 
k 
sk k
sn k 
k
 sk

1/2

(9)

After development, an incremental constitutive elastoplastic relation is given by [11]:
T
ep
d k  Qk d ; Qep Qk  Qk a a Qk
k
A  aT Q k a

(10)

where Qep is the elastoplastic matrix, and

a dF / d is the flow vector.
5 FINITE ELEMENT APROACH.
In the present work is used a conical frustum – straight finite element, Figure 4, with two
nodes and three degrees of freedom per node, the displacements and rotation, u ri , u zi i . The
simplest interpolation is given by Zienkiewics et al. [7]:

Ni  (1  i ) / 2
for an element with nodes at i  1 , with i  2 si / L , si  L / 2
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The nodal displacement vector, is then given by:
ur 
 Ni
  2 
u z     0
   i1  0
 


0
Ni
0

 u ri 
 
u zi  ; u=N a
 
 i 

0
0 
Ni 

(12)

Figure 4. Conical frustum element
2

The linear strains can be represented by:   B a ;    B i d i , where Bi is given by:
i 1

dN i
 dN i

sin 
0
 ds cos 

ds


Ni


0
0
r


dNi dNi d i
dN i 

Bi 
;


0
0

ds
d ds L
ds 

cos  
 Ni
0
0


r 

 dN i sin  dN i cos 
 Ni 
 ds

ds

(13)

Accounting for nonlinear response, nonlinear strains have to be considered. For this type of

NL
structures the nonlinear strain, in local system is   1/ 2dw / ds  , which is expressed as

2

 ΝL 

1 T T
a G Ga
2

(14)

where G i is given by:
 dNi
  ds sin 
G
i 1 
0

2
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5.1 Elastoplastic analysis
The virtual work principle applied to elastoplastic analysis is given by:
kk

N 
N
 kk
ep L
e 
e
L
 aT Fext
    δ  Lk Lk dz dAe
    δ  k Qk  k dz dA  
k 1
k 1 Ae h k 1

Ae h k 1


(16)

Entering with the previous definitions, and integrating through the thickness, Equation (16)
can be written in the following form:
T ˆ ep
e
e
T T ˆ ep
e
e
adAe Fext
 Fint
adAe   aT Fext
  aT Fint
;  B D
 a B D

Ae

Ae

(17)

5.2 Geometrically nonlinear analysis
The virtual work principle in conjugation with an updated Lagrangian formulation is used,
where a reference configuration is associated with a previous time t and the actualized
configuration is associated with the current time t  Δt . The linearized equilibrium equations
for nonlinear static response, written for a finite element, are given by, Bathe [12]
t

T Tˆ
e
e
a t dAe    aTG t ˆ G a t dAe   aT Fext
  aTFint
 a B D

Ae

t

t

Ae

Tˆ
e
e
a t dAe   G t ˆ G a t dAe  Fext
 Fint
 B D

A

e

t

A

(18)

e

where the linear and geometric stiffness matrices, external force vector (including distributed
and concentrated transverse loads f and Fc, as well as in-plane load t), and internal force vector
are given by:

ˆ B t dA e ; K e   G T  t  G t dAe
K eL   B T D

t

e

Fext

0

T
 N f

Ae

t

Ae
0

Ae

e
  BT t ˆ
dAe  Fc ; Fint
t

Ae

t

dAe ;

t

tN
 s
 0

0 

t
Ns 

(19)

2  t r t ds 
 t r t L d .
and where t dAe 
6 APPLICATIONS
6.1 Linear analysis of circular FGM plate under pressure load.
In this section, the behaviour of a FGM clamped circular plate, Figure 5, with thickness h
and radius R made of titanium/zirconium is studied (Em = 110.25 GPa, ν m =0.288, Ec =
278.41GPa, ν c = 0.288). Based on the rule of mixture, the effective modulus is estimated
k
k
p
k
following Reddy et al. [1]: E(z) 
(Em  Ec ) Vm  Ec with Vm  0.5  z / h  ; Vc  1  Vm .
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This equation shows that as p = 0, the plate is fully metal and as p=∞, the plate is fully ceramic.
Under uniform pressure, the normalized maximum deflections (at the centre of the plate) are

3
2
given by w c  w c (64 Dc / q 
R 4 ), Dc Ec h /12(1   ) , and shown in Table 1. An excellent
agreement is observed between the results obtained with the present model and the results
obtained using Mindlin theory [1], elasticity theory [4] and HSDT theory [5]. The deformed
shapes under transverse pressure load ( q 0  1.0 MPa ) for different gradient index and
h/R=0.05, are shown in Figure 6. As expected the full metal and ceramic plates ate the
maximum and minimum deflections according to the respective Young modulus. Also the
through-thickness distribution of nondimensional radial stress is presented in Figure 7. A
comparison with the solution obtained by Li et al. [4] reveals to be very good.

Figure 5. Clamped circular plate, subjected to a uniform load
Table 1. Dimensionless central deflection

h/R
0.05

0.1

Source

0
Li[4]
2.561
Reddy[1] 2.554
Tran[5] 2.548
PM
2.560
Li[4]
2.667
Reddy[1] 2.639
Tran[5] 2.630
PM
2.643

2
1.405
1.402
1.399
1.404
1.456
1.444
1.439
1.446

w c of FGM clamped circular plate.

Power index p
4
10
50
1.284 1.157 1.049
1.282 1.155 1.046
1.279 1.152 1.044
1.283 1.155 1.043
1.329 1.201 1.091
1.320 1.190 1.080
1.314 1.186 1.076
1.321 1.189 1.076

100
1.032
1.029
1.027
1.024
1.074
1.063
1.059
1.058

metal
1.015
1.011
1.009
1.015
1.057
1.045
1.042
1.046

6.2 Nonlinear Analyses of Circular FGM Plate under Uniform Pressure Load.
A clamped P-FGM circular plate with radius-to-thickness ratios R/h=20 is considered. The
constituents of the FGM are the Si3N4 and SUS304 with the following materials properties
Ec=322.27 GPa, Em = 207.79 GPa, νc =0.24, νm = 0.318, and the volume fraction is defined by

Vc  0.5  z / h  p . The radius of circular plate is R=0.5 m, and the thickness is h=0.025 m. A

geometrically nonlinear analysis (GNL) under uniform pressure load at room temperature (300
K) is performed. The plate is modelled by 20 finite elements (66 DOFs). Defining the

4
4
nondimensional loads and displacements respectively by Q = q0 R / E mh and wc/h, the loaddisplacement paths for centre point of the plate obtained using the present model are shown in
Figure 8 for different gradient p-index. A very good agreement with the results obtained by
Zhang and Zhou [6] is observed.
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0
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r coordinate (m)
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uz (mm)

0.2
0.4

metal
p=2
p=4
ceramic

0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4

z/h

Figure 6. Deflection shapes of a clamped circular FGM plate for different p-index
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Figure 7. Through-thickness distribution of nondimensional stress for different p-index

25

ceramic (PM)
p=0.5 (PM)
p=2.0 (PM)
metal (PM)
ceramic [6]
p=0.5 [6]
p=2.0 [6]
metal [6]

20

Q

15
10
5
0

0

0.3

0.6

0.9

wmax / h

1.2

1.5

1.8

Figure 8. Nonlinear load-displacement paths of a clamped FGM pate.
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400 MPa is
Next, considering the same plate, an elastoplastic analysis (EPL) with Ym 
also performed. In Figure 9 are present the results obtained using the present model. From
Figures 8 and 9 we observe a very significant difference between the maximum loads allowed
considering the elastoplastic and the geometrically nonlinear behaviours. Thus, for real
structures, the combination of these two behaviours should be considered to obtain the realistic
response of the structures. This response for the present application is shown in Figure 10.
3
2.5

Q

2
1.5

p=0.5
p=2.0
metal

1
0.5
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

uz / h
Figure 9. Load-displacement paths in elastoplasticity for a clamped FGM plate.

6.3 Nonlinear analysis of a pressure vessel with torispherical end
The static deformation of a FGM cylindrical pressure vessel with torispherical end is
analysed. This structure is represented in Figure 11, where R=Di=135 mm, t=1.27 mm, r1=10.1
mm, and is made of constituents zirconia and aluminum (Em = 68.9476 GPa, ν m =0.3, Y =247
MPa, Ec =151.0 GPa, ν c = 0.3), and is subjected to an inner pressure load p0=1 MPa. The uz
displacement at the apex for different p-index are present in Table 2. The elastoplastic analysis
is also performed. Using the present model the collapse pressures as a function of p-index are
also given in Table 2. The deformed shapes (enlarged 20 times) for metal and gradient index
p=0.5 are shown in Figure 12. The deformed shape in elastoplastic behaviour for metal
(enlarged 10 times), for limit uniform pressure of 2.6 MPa, is also shown in Figure 12, with the
plastic zone in yellow. In Figure 13 are shown the elastoplastic load-displacement paths for
metal and gradient index p=0.5.
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15

GNL

12.5

EPL

10

GNL_EPL

Q 7.5
5
2.5
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

uz / h
Figure 10. Load-displacement paths for different behaviours of a FGM circular plate

Initial Shape
metal, deformed shape
in elasticity
p=.5, deformed shape
in elasticity
metal, deformed shape
in elastoplasticity

Figure 11. Pressure vessel

Figure 12. Deformed shapes of the pressure vessel

Table 2. Displacement (mm) for p=1.0 MPa, and collapse pressure in FGM
pressure vessel with torispherical ends

Deflection uz
Collapse p

0.5
0.189
3.46

p-index
1.0
2.0
0.213 0.241
3.36
3.25

10
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pressure load (MPa)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

1

metal
p=0.5

0.5
0

0

0.5

1

1.5
uz (mm)

2

2.5

Figure 13. . Load-displacement paths in elastoplasticity for the FGM pressure vessel.

p (MPa)

The responses for the present application, considering the metal phase, with different
mechanical behaviours are shown in Figure 14. From this Figure, it is observed that real
behaviour (GNL+EPL) gives a limit pressure greater than the limit pressure obtained using a
pure elastoplastic analysis.
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

GNL
GNL+ELP
ELP
LIN

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

uz (mm)

3

3.5

4

Figure 14. Load-displacement paths for different deformation behaviours of a pressure vessel

7

CONCLUSIONS

- A finite element model for the static bending, buckling and free-vibration analyses of
functionally graded (FGM) circular plates and axisymmetric shells under axisymmetric loading
is presented. The model is based on the classic plate theory that takes into account shear
deformation through a penalty function, associated with a simple and fast conical frusta finite
element with only 2 nodes and 3 degrees of freedom per node.
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- The reduced number of finite elements necessary to model even complex structures
combined with the use of only twenty virtual layers to model the continuous variation of the
mechanical properties through the thickness, results in an extremely lower computational time
for all FGM applications.
- A good to very good accuracy is found when the results obtained by the present model
are compared with solutions available and obtained by alternative models. Some applications
are also proposed, which can be used as benchmark test.
- As final conclusion, the present model is a very simple, accurate, and fast finite element
model for the analysis of axisymmetric shells under axisymmetric loads.
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Abstract. Within the framework of the six-parameter nonlinear resultant shell theory
we consider the axially symmetric deformations of a cylindrical shell linked to a circular
plate. The reinforcement in the junction of the shell and the plate is taken into account.
Within the theory the full kinematics is considered. Here we analyzed the compatibility
conditions along the junction and their influence on the deformations and stressed state.

1

INTRODUCTION

Used in the engineering real shell structures usually consist of more than one regular
shell element, therefore it is important to develop proper description of thin elements
connections. Different theoretical, numerical and experimental approaches to modelling,
analyses and design of the multi-fold shell structures with junctions is presented in [1].
Junctions between regular shell elements can be considered as rigid, simply-supported or
deformable, they can also be treated as a reinforcement. In order to model junctions with
reinforcements here we use the non-linear resultant shell theory presented by Libai and
Simmonds [2], where the general, dynamically and kinematically exact six-field theory
of regular shell was formulated with regard to a non-material surface as the shell base
surface. Within the theory the kinematics of the shell is modelled using six degrees of
freedom, so the motion of each point of the shell is described with three translations
and three rotations. Here we consider multi-fold structures reinforced along junctions.
Following [1,3,4] we present the compatibility conditions for junctions with reinforcements,
which constitute the key-point of the problem. Other approaches are also known in the
literature, see, e.g., [5–13].
As an example we consider static axial deformation of an elastic cylindrical shell connected with circular plate reinforced by an elastic ring along the junction. Restricting
ourselves by small deformations we present the analytical solution of the problem. So it
can be also used as a benchmark solution for more complex cases appeared in engineering.
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2

NONLINEAR SHELL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS

Following [1,3,4] we consider a shell as a three-dimensional (3D) solid thin body which
in a reference (undeformed) placement is identified with a region B of the physical space
E having the 3D vector space E as its translation space. Geometry of B is described in
the normal coordinates (θα , ξ), α = 1, 2, where ξ = 0 defines the regular shell base surface
M ⊂ B, and ξ ∈ [−h− , h+ ] is the distance from M, and h = h− +h+ is the shell thickness.
In an inertial frame (o, ik ), where o ∈ E and ik ∈ E, k = 1, 2, 3, are orthonormal vectors,
the position vector x of an arbitrary point x ∈ B is given by
x(θα , ξ) = x (θα ) + ξη(θα ),

(1)

where x (θα ) = x(θα , 0) is the position vector of M, η = √1a x ,1 × x ,2 is the unit normal
vector of M, a = det(x ,α · x ,β ), and (...),α ≡ ∂θ∂α (...).
In the deformed placement the shell is represented by the position vector y = χ(x ) of
the deformed material base surface χ(M) with attached three directors (d α , d ) such that
y = χ(x ) ≡ x + u,

d α = Qx ,α ,

d = Qη,

(2)

where χ is the deformation function, u ∈ E is the translation vector of M, and Q ∈ SO(3)
is the proper orthogonal tensor, Q T = Q −1 , detQ = +1. Defined on M tensor Q represents the work-averaged gross rotation of the shell cross-sections from their undeformed
shapes.
2
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Figure 1: Deformation of an irregular shell: reference (on the left) and actual (on the right) conﬁgurations.

The exact resultant Lagrangian equilibrium conditions for the shell are derived by
performing direct integration across the shell thickness of the 3D global equilibrium conditions of continuum mechanics, see for example [3]. Let f (θα ), c(θα ) be the resultant
surface force and couple vector fields acting on χ(M), but measured per unit area of M,
and let n ⋆ (s), m ⋆ (s) be the resultant 1D boundary force and couple vector fields acting
2
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along χ(∂Mf ), but measured per unit length of ∂Mf . Then the exact, resultant, local
Lagrangian equilibrium conditions are [3]
Divs M + ax(NF T − FN T ) + c = 0 in M \ Γ,
n ⋆ − N ν = 0, m ⋆ − M ν = 0 along ∂Mf ,

Divs N + f = 0,

(3)

where (N , M ) ∈ E ⊗ Tx M are the surface tangential stress resultant and stress couple
tensors of the first Piola-Kirchhoff type, following from the Cauchy theorem n ν = N ν
and m ν = M ν of the resultant contact force n ν and couple m ν vectors, see Fig. 1,
where M = M1 ∪ M2 , Γ is the junction between two parts of the shell. F = Grads y is the
surface deformation gradient, F ∈ E ⊗ Tx M, ax(...) is the axial vector associated with
the skew tensor (...), ν is the surface unit vector externally normal to ∂M, whereas Grads
and Divs are the surface gradient and divergence operators on M, respectively.
In the general theory of shells the strain and bending tensors E and K in the spatial
representation are defined by the formulae
1
(4)
E = εα ⊗ a α , K = κα ⊗ a α , εα = y ,α − d α , κ = d i × Q ,α Q T d i ,
2
where (a α , η) and (d i ) are the base reciprocal to (x ,α , η) and (d α , d ), respectively.
The referential shell stress and couple stress tensors as well as the referential shell strain
measures are defined by the relations
N = QT N ,

M = QT M ,

E = QT E ,

K = QT K .

(5)

For an isotropic elastic shell we consider the following form of the surface strain energy
density W
W =

α1 tr2 E + α2 trE2 + α3 tr(ET E ) + α4 η · EET η

(6)

+ β1 tr2 K + β2 trK2 + β3 tr(KT K ) + β4 η · KKT η,
where
E = E − ET η,

K = K − KT η,

denote the projections of E and K on the tangent space Tx M ⊗ Tx M to M at x ∈ M,
and αk , βk are stiffness parameters, k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The stiffness parameters are given by
α1 = Cν,
β1 = Dν,

α2 = 0,
β2 = 0,

α3 = C(1 − ν), α4 = αs C(1 − ν),
β3 = D(1 − ν), β4 = αt D(1 − ν),
Eh3
Eh
,
,
D
=
C=
1 − ν2
12(1 − ν 2 )

(7)

where E and ν are the Young modulus and Poisson ratio of the bulk material, respectively,
αs and αt are dimensionless coefficients, which play a role of shear correction factors, and
h is the shell thickness.
W generates the following constitutive equations for N and M
3
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Figure 2: Geometry in the vicinity of the junction

N = α1 AtrE� + α2 ET� + α3 E� + α4 η ⊗ ET η,

(8)

M = β1 AtrK� + β2 KT� + β3 K� + β4 η ⊗ KT η,
where A = 1 − η ⊗ η, η · Aη = 0, while 1 ∈ E ⊗ E and A ∈ Tx M ⊗ Tx M are metric
tensors of the 3D space and of the undeformed base surface, respectively.
Let us consider the compatibility conditions along the junctions, see two folds connected
along curve Γ in Fig. 2. We treat the junction as a elastic reinforcement with additional
linear strain energy and stress measures n and m. We model the reinforcement using the
elastic Cosserat curve, that is 1D elastic continuum with additional constitutive relations,
see, e.g., [4] and the reference therein. The compatibility conditions along Γ are given by
n′ + [ N ν ] = 0 ,

m ′ + y ′Γ × n + [ M ν ] = 0 .

(9)

Here y Γ = χ(x Γ ) is the position of Γ in the actual configuration, n and m are the stress
resultant and stress couple vectors defined on Γ, the double square brackets denote a
discontinuity jump across Γ, the and the prime stands for the derivative with respect to
the arc-length s along Γ. Eqs. (9) can be derived from the virtual work principle, see [4]
for details. Let us note that the Cosserat curve model is kinematically consistent with
the six-parameter shell theory. In particular, one can describe the stretching, bending
and torsion of the reinforcement together with the deformations of the shell. The similar
model of reinforcements was also used in [7].
For small deformations, we simplify expressions of the strain measures (4) into the
forms
εα = u ,α − ϕ × x ,α ,
4
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where ϕ is the infinitesimal rotation vector such that Q ≈ 1 − ϕ × 1 if �ϕ� ≪ 1, and 1 is
the 3D identity tensor. In such a case we approximately have N ∼
= N, M ∼
= M, E ∼
= E,
∼
K = K.
In what follows we consider small axially symmetric deformations of a cylindrical shell
connected to a plate, see Fig.3. The typical junction and the related free body diagram
are shown in Fig. 4.
z
hc
R

y

r
p


hp
x

Figure 3: Connection: cylindrical shell – circular plate

3

AXIALLY SYMMETRIC DEFORMATIONS OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL

Let us consider a thin circular cylindrical elastic shell of length L and of radius R.
An axisymmetric loading acting on shell structure produces an axisymmetric deformation
state of the form
u = u(z)ez + w(z)er ,

ϕ = ϕ(z)eφ ,

(11)

where er = cosφi1 + sinφi2 , eφ = −sinφi1 + cosφi2 , ez = i3 are the unit base vectors of the
cylindrical system of coordinates. By applying (11) the linearized strain measures take
the form
w
E = Grads u − ϕ × A = u′ ez ⊗ ez + (w ′ − ϕ)er ⊗ ez + eφ ⊗ eφ ,
(12)
R
ϕ
K = Grads ϕ = ϕ′ eφ ⊗ ez − er ⊗ eφ ,
R
5
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∂
where (...)′ = ∂z
(...).
The surface stress measures N and M of the axisymmetric stress state are given by

N = Nzz ez ⊗ ez + Nφφ eφ ⊗ eφ + Nrz er ⊗ ez ,
M = Mφz eφ ⊗ ez + Mzφ ez ⊗ eφ + Mrφ er ⊗ eφ .

(13)

The equilibrium conditions (3) transform into the simple form
′
Nzz
= 0,

′
Nrz
−

Nφφ
= 0,
R

′
Mφz
+

Mrφ
+ Nrz = 0,
R

(14)

From (14)1 it immediately follows that Nzz = P ≡ const. The latter equations take the
form of the following five ODEs
u′
′
Nrz
′
Mφz

w
Nrz
Mφz
P
− ν , w′ =
,
+ ϕ, ϕ′ =
C
R
α4
D(1 − ν)
w
Nφφ
, Nφφ = νP + C(1 − ν 2 ) ,
=
R
R
Mrφ
ϕ
− Nrz , Mrφ = −β4 .
= −
R
R

=

(15)

For brevity we omitted here the general form of the solution of (15), let us only underline
that here we have five integration constants, in general.

Figure 4: Junction and its free body diagram

4

CIRCULAR PLATE UNDER AXISYMMETRIC LOAD

Let us consider the axisymmetric deformation of elastic circular plate under the action
of tensile forces p, see Fig. 3. We again assume that strains and deformations are small.
The axisymmetric deformation of the plate is described by
u
E = Grads u − ϕ × 1 = u′ er ⊗ er + (w ′ − ϕ)ez ⊗ er + eφ ⊗ eφ ,
(16)
r
ϕ
K = Grads ϕ = ϕ′ eφ ⊗ er − er ⊗ eφ ,
r
6
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where (...)′ denotes now the derivative with respect to r. The stress measures N and M
take the form
N = Nrr er ⊗ er + Nφφ eφ ⊗ eφ + Nzr ez ⊗ er ,
M = Mφr eφ ⊗ er + Mrφ er ⊗ eφ .
From (8) and (16) it follows that
u
u
u
Nrr = α1 (u′ + ) + α3 u′ , Nφφ = α1 (u′ + ) + α3 , Nzr = α4 (w ′ − ϕ) ,
r
r
r
ϕ
Mφr = β3 ϕ′ , Mrφ = −β3 .
r
Equilibrium equations (3) reduce here to three ordinary differential equations
1
1
′
′
+ Nzr = 0,
+ (Nrr − Nφφ ) = 0, Nzr
Nrr
r
r
1
′
+ (Mφr + Mrφ ) = 0.
Mφr
r
where we assumed that f = c = 0. As a result, Nzr is given by
c1
Nzr = ,
r
where c1 is the integration constant.
Substituting (18) into (19) we obtain three 2nd-order relations for u, w and ϕ
d2
c2
c1 r 2
+ c2 lnr, u = d1 r + , ϕ = c1 r + ,
w = w0 +
2
r
r
where c1 , c2 , d1 , d2 and w0 are integration constant.
The boundary conditions for the plate are given by the relations
Nrr = p,

Mφr = 0

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

at the external boundary of the plate.
In the considered case the reinforcement coincides with an elastic circle which undergoes
stretching and torsion. Combining solutions for the shell and plate one can obtain the
system of linear algebraic equations for the integration constants. Note that the torsion
plays here an important role and leads to the bending of the both plates and shells. The
detailed discussion of the solutions for various boundary conditions preserving axially
symmetric deformations will be presented during the conference.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we discuss the benchmark solution for an elastic cylindrical shell connected to a circular plate considering also an reinforcement along the junction. Using the
six-parameter shell theory and the Cosserat curve model of reinforcement we obtain an
analytical solution for the problem for various boundary conditions. We discuss in brief
the peculiarities of the problem. In particular, within the considered shell theory we have
a bending due to stretching of the plate which was not not present in solution given in [7].
Acknowledgements: The first author was supported by the National Centre of Science of Poland with the grant DEC-2012/05/D/ST8/02298.
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Abstract. Some years ago, a family of solid-shell finite elements based on reduced integration [1],[2],[3],[4] was investigated. Many engineering problems with isotropic material
behaviour were considered and these elements showed accurate results while beeing more
efficient than similar three-dimensional formulations based on full integration. The objective of the present contribution is the extension to layered structures with anisotropic
material behaviour undergoing large deformations. Here, we follow an ansatz which is similar to so called equivalent single layer theories, i.e. we model the inhomogeneous material
as a continuum using solely one solid-shell element over the thickness. Therefore, some
modifications of the element formulation are needed. First, we introduce an additional
mapping procedure which enables both, the usage of a certain quadrature rule within each
layer of the composite and the consideration of layers with different thicknesses. Second,
we investigate an appropriate hourglass-stabilization which is needed to recover so-called
zero energy modes which might arise from the reduced integration scheme. Considering a
benchmark problem from the literature, it will be shown that the new developed ingredients within the solid-shell concept lead to accurate results in terms of the global response
of anisotropic structures at large deformations.

1

INTRODUCTION

For future space transportation systems, investigations encompassing higher payloads
and further performance increases always play an important role. In order to decrease
the dependence of the design process on experimental test campaigns, reliable simulation
tools have to be developed to be able to predict the mechanical behaviour of rocket engine
nozzle structures. In addition to the research on conventional nozzle structures made out
of heavy metal super alloys, e.g. [5], composite materials are very promising in lightweight
constructions due to their very high stiffness and low density at the same time. They are
built up of multiple layers each of which consists of fibres embedded in a matrix material.
In aerospace engineering one can find ceramics which can be used for both fibres and
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Figure 1: Vinci rocket engine with corresponding microstructure of the CMC material [6]
matrices, see e.g. Fig. 1. Due to different damage mechanisms like matrix cracking,
delamination and fibre pullout, the stress-strain behaviour of ceramic matrix composites
(CMC) is non-linear and strongly depends on the fibre direction. Moreover, the material’s
response in tension and compression may differ significantly. In the present contribution
we use a modified version of the micromechanically motivated model proposed in [7, 8].
Therein, an anisotropic model has been presented for the hyperelastic material behaviour
of pneumatic membranes reinforced with woven fibres which is particularly suitable for the
considered CMC material. In order to overcome locking phenomena, the discretization of
thin nozzle structures requires an appropriate finite element technology. For this reason
we use a solid-shell finite element formulation based on reduced integration [3], for which
the implementation of the fibre orientation is crucial.
2
2.1

ANISOTROPIC CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
Continuum mechanical framework

Introducing the deformation gradient F, the deformation of a continuous body is represented by the right Cauchy-Green tensor C = FT F. Using the concept of hyperelasticity,
the strain energy density function (SEDF) ψ = ψ(C) is defined as a scalar potential.
In the anisotropic case considered here, the energy function ψ = ψ(C, Mi ) is a scalar
function of C and the structural tensors Mi , which are defined as Mi = ni ⊗ ni , where
the unit vectors ni are oriented parallel to the fibres. Obviously, for unidirectional layers,
only one vector n and one structural tensor M = n ⊗ n need to be defined, where for
woven composites with two families of fibres, two vectors n1 and n2 are used leading to the
structural tensors M1 = n1 ⊗ n1 and M2 = n2 ⊗ n2 . Then, the SEDF can be represented
in dependence of the three principal invariants of C
I1 = tr C

I2 =

 
1
(tr C)2 − tr C2
2
2
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and the following mixed invariants


I5 = tr C2 M1 = C2 · M1


I7 = tr C2 M2 = C2 · M2

I4 = tr (C M1 ) = C · M1
I6 = tr (C M2 ) = C · M2

(2)

The inner product of C and Mi (i = 1, 2) can be interpreted as a weighted stretch in
the direction of the corresponding structural vector. The anisotropy is taken into account
within the scalar SEDF by adding terms that depend on additional invariants. In this
work, a SEDF is proposed based on the following formulation by [7]
ψ = ψN H (I1 , I3 ) + ψiso (I1 , I2 ) + ψani (I1 , I4 , I5 , I6 , I7 ),

(3)

where ψN H denotes a Neo-Hookean part, ψiso an additional isotropic part which is needed
to model the extreme stiffening in the large strain case, and ψani is the anisotropic part
referring to the fibre direction. This SEDF has been originally proposed for a rubber-like
matrix material reinforced with polyester fibres. To adjust it to the CMC considered
here, some modifications are necessary. First of all, the CMC consists of unidirectional
plies each of which consists of a carbon fibre reinforced carbon matrix surrounded by a
silicon carbide matrix (C/C-SiC), cf. Fig. 1. Therefore, we will restrict our constitutive
model to transversely isotropic material behaviour. Secondly, in the original formulation
the fibres were assumed to carry no load at all under compression. Due to the continuous
support of the fibres, this assumption is not realistic for the CMC considered here. And
third, the Neo-Hookean part ψN H can be neglected, because the isotropic response can
be adequately described by the part ψiso in the moderate strain regime, which is defined
as
ψiso = K1iso (I1 − 3)α1 + K2iso (I2 − 3)α2 .
(4)
The anisotropic part for a transversely isotropic material can be described by
ψani = K1ani (I4 − 1)β1 + K2ani (I5 − 1)β2 + K c (I1 − 3)δ (I4 − 1)δ .

(5)

The resulting SEDF for unidirectional materials reads
ψ = K1iso (I1 − 3)α1 + K2iso (I2 − 3)α2

+ K1ani (I4 − 1)β1 + K2ani (I5 − 1)β2 + K c (I1 − 3)δ (I4 − 1)δ .

(6)

The nonlinear model contains the following ten material parameters K1iso , K2iso , K1ani ,
K2ani , K c , α1 , α2 , β1 , β2 and δ, which have to be fitted to experimental data. The second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is determined from
S=2

∂ψ ∂Iα
∂ψ
=2
,
∂C
∂Iα ∂C

(7)

where α = 1, . . . , 5. The corresponding fourth-order material tensor C is defined as
C=4

∂ 2ψ
∂S
=2
.
∂C ∂C
∂C
3
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2.2

Modified strain energy function and material parameters

In order to further simplify the model of section 2.1 we require S to be linear in C.
To achieve this, the exponents of the nonlinear model (6) are set to
α1 = 2,

α2 = 1,

β1 = 2,

β2 = 1,

δ=1

(9)

In order to obtain a stress-free undeformed state, the terms
∆ψiso = −2K2iso (I1 − 3)

∆ψani = −2K2ani (I4 − 1)

(10)

have to be added to the SEDF. The resulting modified SEDF for unidirectional materials
reads
ψud = K1iso (I1 − 3)2 + K2iso [(I2 − 3) − 2(I1 − 3)]

+ K1ani (I4 − 1)2 + K2ani [(I5 − 1) − 2(I4 − 1)] + K c (I1 − 3)(I4 − 1) .

(11)

This St.Venant-Kirchhoff type model contains the five material parameters K1iso , K2iso ,
K1ani , K2ani and K c . In order to determine those, the constant material tensor in Voigt
notation Ĉ ud of the modified model with fibre direction nT = (1, 0, 0) is compared to the
well known stiffness matrix for transversely isotropic materials, containing the engineering
constants, i.e. Young’s moduli, shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios. As a result of this
comparison, the following relations can be obtained:
E2 ν23 + 2G23 v + E2 ν12 ν21 + 2G23 vν23
8v(ν23 + 1)
1
K2iso = − G23
2
2
E
(1 − 2ν21 − 2ν21 ν23 − ν23
) + E2 (ν23 + ν12 ν21 ) 1
1
+ (G23 − 2G12 )
K1ani =
8v(ν23 + 1)
4
1
K2ani = (G12 − G23 )
2
E
1 ν21 − E2 ν23 − E2 ν12 ν21 + E1 ν21 ν23
Kc =
.
4v(ν23 + 1)
K1iso =

(12)

E2
2
ν and ν23 = 2G
− 1. Therewith, the five material
with v = 1 − ν23 − 2ν12 ν21 , ν21 = E
E1 12
23
parameters of the proposed model can be uniquely determined from the five engineering
constants of the transversely isotropic effective material. Furthermore this model automatically fulfils the principle of material frame-indifference and can be easily extended to
the large strain regime.

3

FE technology

As already mentioned in chapter 1 we use sophisticated solid-shell finite elements based
on the works by [2, 3], for the discretization of the considered composite structures. In
order to overcome different kinds of locking phenomena, a tailored combination of the
4
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Figure 2: (left) C/C-SiC sample geometry with two layers [0◦ /90◦ ]; (right) model generation of C/C-SiC using one solid-shell element with multiple integration points over the
thickness
enhanced assumed strain (EAS) method and the assumed natural strain (ANS) method
is utilized. Furthermore, we use reduced integration with hourglass stabilization in order
to increase numerical efficiency as well as the robustness for distorted element geometries.
Here we avoid the repetition of the element formulation and refer to [3] for further details.
Instead, we focus on the two newly developed ingredients within the solid-shell concept,
which have to be considered in order to investigate layered structures.
3.1

Extension to layered structures - thickness discretization

The solid-shell element presented in [3] is now used to discretize layered structures.
One possibility would be to stack up multiple solid-shell elements over each other, i.e. to
use one or several elements per layer. But since this is a very expensive approach, we
follow a more efficient ansatz by discretizing the entire composite with only one solid-shell
over the whole thickness using multiple integration points in that direction representing
individual material properties of each layer, cf. Fig. 2. This approach can be understood
as a special case of well known equivalent-single-layer theories, e.g. [9, 10], with extension to the geometrical nonlinear regime, as it was already presented in [11]. Since we
want to use the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule within this one-element approach, we
need a consistent distribution of integration points within each layer (i.e. subdomain).
Therefore we apply a general algorithm for composite materials, similar to [12]. After a
first (standard) isoparametric map for the element geometry, see Fig. 3 , we introduce a
second isoparametric map for each layer thickness. The thickness coordinate of the first
isoparametric space is interpolated as
ζ=

nlay

i=1

N̄i ζi ,

1
with N̄i = (1 + z̄i z̄)
2

(13)

where ζi represents the thickness coordinate of the considered layer. In addition the
coordinate −1 ≤ z̄i ≤ 1 is defined within a second isoparametric space, see Fig. 4. In
5
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Figure 3: First isoparametric map for the element geometry
order to evaluate the element matrices given in [3] we have to sum over all layers nlay
and over all integration points ngp. For instance the evaluation of the material part of
the element stiffness matrix corresponding to the integration points reads:
 1
 mat
0
Bc T Ĉ  Bc dζ
(14)
Kuu = 4J
−1

≈ 4J

0

nlay ngp 



L
Bc T (ζm
) Ĉ L

L=1 m=1

L
Bc (ζm
)



L
J L wm
,

(15)

where Bc denotes the discrete gradient operator coming from the compatible strain and
Ĉ L determines the constant stiffness tensor of the considered layer in Voigt-notation.
Furthermore J 0 and J L represent the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the first and
L
second map, respectively and wm
depicts the weighting factor of the considered integration
point.
3.2

Adjustment of the hourglass stabilization

The two-field formulation of the enhanced strain method is transferred into an equivalent reduced integration concept by carrying out a Taylor expansion of the stress measure

Figure 4: Second isoparametric map for each layer

6
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with respect to the shell director ξ  = (0, 0, ζ)T :



∂ Ŝ 
∂ Ŝ 

+
(ξ − 0) +
Ŝ ≈ Ŝ 


∂ξ 
∂η 
ξ=ξ
ξ=ξ

ξ=ξ

(η − 0)

≈ Ŝ  + Ĉ  Ê hg

(16)

(17)

With that we are able to split the element residual vectors and further the element stiffness matrices into two parts. A physical relevant part corresponding to the integration
points located at the shell director and an hourglass part which stabilizes the element
formulation. Therefore, we have to choose an appropriate hourglass stabilization matrix
Ĉ  which prevents additional zero eigenvalues of the element stiffness matrix (so-called
zero energy modes) coming from the reduced integration. Since we deal with structures
consisting of several orthotropic layers, we suggest two different stabilization schemes.
First, we introduce a so-called physical stabilization scheme, which is based on the real
material stiffness:


Ĉ :=

nlay


(Ĉ L ) wL

with Ĉ L :=

L=1

∂ 2 ψ ud
∂ Ê ∂ Ê

(18)

Here we sum over 
all constant layer stiffnesses Ĉ L multiplied with a scalar weighting
L
factor, which fulfils nlay
L=1 w = 1 and which depends on the specific layer thickness. Next,
we consider a simplified stabilization scheme which is based on a pseudo isotropic material:




Ĉ := 2µ I

nlay
L

Seq
wL
with µ :=
L
E
eq
L=1


(19)

Here we introduce an effective shear modulus µ , which is computed from the quotient
of the equivalent stress and strain evaluated at the integration points, multiplied with
the thickness weighting factor, which was already introduced in (18). Furthermore, I
represents the identity matrix. A similar stabilization scheme was first introduced by [13]
and further investigated by [3] for isotropic materials, in order to take into account the
degree of inelasticity within the hourglass stabilization.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

As an example we consider a pinched half-cylindrical shell. Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the
geometry with boundary conditions and loading. The dimensions of the cylinder are given
by the length l = 304.8, inner radius r = 100.1 and thickness t = 3.0. For this structure we
consider three different material configurations. An isotropic one with Young’s modulus
E = 2.0685 · 107 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 as well as two anisotropic configurations
consisting of three layers with equal thicknesses and the stacking sequences [0◦ /90◦ /0◦ ]
and [90◦ /0◦ /90◦ ], respectively. The values of the engineering constants, taken from [14]
and the equivalent model parameters for the anisotropic case are listed in Table 1. The
7
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Figure 5: Sketch of the pinched half cylinder problem
Table 1: Engineering constants and equivalent material parameters for the anisotropic
configurations
E1
E2
G12
G23
ν12

=
=
=
=
=

2068.50
517.13
795.60
198.89
0.30

K1iso
K2iso
K1ani
K2ani
Kc

=
=
=
=
=

74.21
−99.45
−106.48
298.35
10.25

load is applied incrementally up to F = 1400. For the quadrature in thickness direction we
used two Gauss-points per layer. Furthermore we carried out a mesh convergence study
with respect to the hourglass-stabilization schemes presented in section 3.2 by using the
vertical displacement of the load application point. Since we didn’t observe a significant
influence on the stabilization scheme for the considered configurations in this example,
we choose the simplified (isotropic) scheme. Fig. 6 shows the converged undeformed mesh
used for all configurations as well as the deformed isotropic mesh after the last load step.
The resulting load displacement curves for the considered configurations are depicted
in Fig. 7. We can observe an excellent agreement between the present results and the
reference solutions from Sze et al. [14], where they used four-node shell elements with
reduced integration (S4R) within the commercial FEA software ABAQUS.
5

CONCLUSION

In this paper a specific FE-model was presented in order to determine the global response of layered anisotropic structures. Based on former works, a modified strain energy function was derived which is suitable for a wide range of unidirectional materials.
The spatial discretization of layered structures is performed by using one single reduced
integration-based solid-shell element over the thickness with multiple integration points.
To this end a second mapping procedure as well as a suitable hourglass stabilization
scheme were proposed. It should be stated, however, that the suggested stabilization
8
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F

z

z
y

y
x

x

(b) Deformed isotropic configuration
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Figure 6: Converged meshes of the half-cylindrical shell
schemes are still under investigation and therefore, not discussed in detail within this paper. A numerical benchmark problem was considered and the underlying concept showed
promising results by means of the global response of layered anisotropic shell structures.
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Figure 7: Load displacement curves of the half cylinder for three different configurations
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Abstract. In the autonomous driving the main challenge is vehicle stabilization with
electronic control systems - even when vehicle stops - which can enhance riders safety.
A mathematical model which captures its main dynamics is needed for control system
design, but such models has not been thoroughly investigated at low speed.
In the work a validated model of the motorcycle dynamics has been derived with
the speciﬁc goal of a model simple but able to capture all the dynamics relevant to the
capsize motion of two-wheeled vehicles. For these purposes, the work presents a 4 degrees
of freedom model dynamically similar to an inverted pendulum that considers both rear
and front wheel driving torques instead of rear driving torque and steering one. Moreover,
steering axis is initially set on a strictly positive steering angle and is kept constant over
time. Front wheel driving torque actuation with a rotated steering axis helps balancing
when steering torque is not actuated. The analytical equations of motion are given by
the Lagrangian approach: the result is a nonlinear second order ODE system in four
unknowns - roll and yaw angles and rear contact point coordinates.
The analytical model has been then validated by FastBike, a computer simulation
multibody software for dynamic analysis of two wheeled vehicles which includes ﬁve bodies, a nonlinear tyre model and nine degrees of freedom. The software has been suitably
modiﬁed for low speed range. In validation process a controller has been designed using
the analytical model and then applied to the multibody one: the simulations show a
good match in roll and yaw angles comparisons. This indicates that the analytical model
captures the main dynamics and can be used for model-based control design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years technology advances in automotive industry open the way to motorcycle
autonomous driving and rider safety systems which main challenge is the enhancement of
vehicle stability also at low speed or when the rider stops, for example during a red traﬃc
light. As such, it is of growing importance to devise control oriented models of the bike
dynamics to be employed for control design purposes. However, motorcycle dynamics are
more complex than four-wheeled vehicles one because in-plane and out-of-plane dynamics
are coupled, [1]. Therefore, the derivation of control-oriented models and the design of
model based control systems is not trivial.
In scientiﬁc literature the stability and dynamics of bicycles or motorcycles has been
studied by many researchers [2, 3, 4]: in [5] is presented a review on dynamic modelling
of single-track-vehicles. Some simple second-order dynamic models are presented in [6] to
study the balance stability of a bicycle. On the other hand, some researchers have studied
the motorcycle dynamics using multi-body approach [7, 1, 8, 9] which are not suitable for
control system design due to their complexity. On autonomous motorcycle modelling, Yi
et al. [10, 11] proposed a 5th order mathematical model based on constrained Lagrangian:
the model includes also the steering dynamics and for control design the model is then
linearised. Moreover, in these papers a trajectory tracking and stability control for agile
manoeuvres using steering angular velocity and rear thrust as control inputs is presented.
The control works ﬁne at low speed too. The stability is achieved by steering control and
gyroscopic actuators. Similarly, in [12] a set of four second order equations of motion
based on Lagrangian approach has been derived: the steer torque applied by the rider to
the handlebar is the only control input. A control-oriented motorcycle analytical model
is presented in [13]. The model considers both longitudinal and lateral forces exerted
by the tires and has as inputs the steering torque and the front and rear wheel torques.
Recently, electriﬁcation of vehicle propulsion is also applied to motorcycles allowing the
birth of all-wheel driven motorcycles. The research has investigated whether this feature
helps a better management of vehicle stabilization. Yang and Murakami [14] proposed an
electric motorcycle model, where there are two steering actuators and two driving ones.
When the motorcycle moves with normal or high speed, both front and rear steering
motors can be eﬀectively controlled by swaying to keep the balance; when it stops or
moves with slow speed, the front and rear steerings are rotated in the same direction and
the self-balancing is achieved by driving motors similar to Segway stabilization control.
In [15, 16] control strategies that increase the stability of the motorcycle by acting only
on driving and braking torques have been presented. These strategies take into account
the rider intentions and are applied for cornering stability. In mentioned articles the front
wheel torque is only brake one, whereas in this paper authors want to take advantage of
driving front wheel torque. Summarizing, all aforementioned studies involves in some way
either the steering actuation or only the rear driving torque or in other cases a braking
not driving front wheel torque or multibody approaches, not suitable for control design.
Moreover, in most of cases works are carried out at medium and high speed range.
In the paper a validated model of the motorcycle dynamics has been derived with
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the speciﬁc goal of a model simple but able to capture all the dynamics relevant to the
capsize motion. In fact, these are the requirements for designing a model-based selfbalancing control method for the vehicle system, even when it stops or moves slowly (0.1
- 1 m/s). Moreover, it is worth underlining that the work would also ﬁnd out whether
front wheel torque can help in some way bike stabilization when the steering handlebar
cannot be actuated. Going in this direction, the paper presents a 4 degrees of freedom
(DoF) model dynamically similar to an inverted pendulum that considers both rear and
front wheel driving torques instead of rear driving torque and steering one. Steering axis
is initially set on a strictly positive steering angle and is kept constant over time. The idea
is to reproduce a conﬁguration similar to Segway or wheelchair which are stable at low
speed [17, 18]. In fact, when the steering axis is rotated up to its maximum positive angle
and then locked, front wheel driving torque actuation should help motorbike balancing
even if steer torque is not available. In the presented model the analytical equations of
motion are obtained starting from the Lagrangian approach: the result is a nonlinear
second order ODE system. Based on this model a controller has been designed and then
tested on a multibody software.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the mathematical
model of the two wheel drive electric motorcycle. Section 3 presents a stability control design and numerical simulation results for mathematical model validation. Finally,
concluding remarks are described in Section 4.
2

MOTORCYCLE DYNAMICAL MODEL

The riderless motorcycle model has two parts: a rear frame and a front steering assembly. Model assumptions are: 1. the contact of the tread and the ground is point-contact,
thus the thickness of tires is supposed to be ignored; 2. the frame of the motorbike is
regarded as a point mass; 3. the ground is ﬂat and the vertical motion is neglected (no
suspension motion); 4. there is no side sliding when the motorcycle is running; 5. front
contact point and instantaneous rotation axis do not change when the lean angle changes;
6. steering angle is positive and constant over time. Notice that these assumptions are
not so restricted in the viewpoint of motorcycle low speed.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the model. Let P and Q denote rear and front
contact point, respectively. To identify the motorcycle in a generic conﬁguration and
derive the model, two diﬀerent reference frames have been adopted (see Fig.1):
• the inertial reference frame Σ = (Oxyz): a right-handed time-invariant reference
frame ﬁxed in the space;
• the body reference frame S = (P x y  z  ): a reference system ﬁxed in the rear contact
point of the main frame of the motorcycle with the z  -axis parallel to the vehicle
vertical axis and pointing downwards; the x -axis indicates the forward direction
and the y  -axis completes a right-handed frame. The reference frame origin P has
coordinates (x0 , y0 , 0)T with respect to the inertial one.
In a generic conﬁguration the rear frame is no more parallel to x, but forms an angle θ,
3
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Figure 1: Motorcycle model scheme in trivial conﬁguration with reference frames used to derived the
model.

named yaw angle and taken about the vertical z-direction. Moreover, the roll angle α
is the one that motorcycle’s rear plane makes with the vertical one. We take α positive
when the bike leans to the right according to right hand rule (see Fig. 2).
Let (i, j, k) and (iS , jS , kS ) be the unit vector sets for the two coordinate systems
respectively and R(θ) and R(α) the rotation matrices:
⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
1
0
0
cos θ − sin θ 0
(1)
R(α) = ⎣0 cos α − sin α⎦ .
R(θ) = ⎣ sin θ cos θ 0⎦
0 sin α cos α
0
0
1
It is straightforward to obtain that
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤
iS
i
⎣ jS ⎦ = [R(θ)R(α)]T ⎣ j ⎦ .
k
kS

(2)

The model has 4 degrees of freedom: the x and y position of the contact point between
the rear tire and the road expressed in the inertial reference frame; the yaw angle θ and
the roll angle α. Rear and front assembly directions diﬀer by the steering angle δ. In
this paper this angle do not change over time because we assume that the handlebar is
locked over time as speciﬁc model feature. So our model can be considered as a single
body one. The input variables of the model are the rear wheel torque Tr and the front
one Tf : both of them can be positive or negative and used as driving torque as well as
braking one. Once again it is worth highlighting the innovative presence of an electric
motor in the front wheel hub of motorcycle to use for stabilization, in addition to the rear
one. Moreover, lateral tire forces have been also included in the model. In what follows,
the symbols cθ , sθ and tθ stand for cos θ, sin θ and tan θ, respectively.
2.1

Mathematical model derivation

The equations of motion are given by Lagrange’s equations:
d ∂L(q, q̇) ∂L(q, q̇)
−
= Qq ,
dt ∂ q̇
∂q
4
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Figure 2: Two Degrees of Freedom of the proposed model: yaw angle θ on the left and roll angle α on
the right. Figure also shows forces involved in the model.

where L(q, q̇) = T (q, q̇) − V (q) is the Lagrangian function, T = T (q; q̇) is the kinetic
energy, V = V (q) is the potential energy, Qq = [Qx Qy Qα Qθ ]T is the vector of the
generalized external forces and q = [x y α θ]T is the generalized coordinates vector.
2.1.1

Model Lagrangian function

The kinetic quantities needed to compute kinetic and potential energy are the mass
centre velocity and the system angular velocity. Let G be the mass centre of the body (see
Fig. 1). In its local coordinate system we have GS = (xg , 0, hg ). Thus, the mass centre
velocity with respect to the inertial frame Σ is obtained by diﬀerentiating the expression
of its inertial position with respect to time:
vG =(ẋ − hg cα sθ α̇ − (hg sα cθ + xg sθ )θ̇)i + (ẏ + hg cα cθ α̇ + (xg cθ − hg sα sθ )θ̇)j+
+ (hg sα α̇)k.

(4)

On the other hand, the angular velocity of system is
ωS = α̇iS + θ̇kS

(5)

in the local reference frame.
Now, the kinetic energy of a rigid body is the sum of its kinetic energy associated to
the movement of the centre of mass and the kinetic energy associated to the movement
of the particles relative to the centre of mass, that is,
1
1
T = Ttrasl + Trot = mvG 2 + �ωS , IG ωS �
2
2

(6)

where m is the body mass, IG its inertia tensor in the local reference frame and � , �
indicates the scalar product. Substituting the kinematics quantities (4) and (5) in (6),
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the kinetic energy terms become


 2
1  2 2  2 2
2
Ttrasl = m hg α̇ + hg sα + xg θ̇ − 2ẋ hg cα sθ α̇ + (hg sα cθ + xg sθ )θ̇ +
2



+2hg xg cα α̇θ̇ + 2ẏ hg cα cθ α̇ + (xg cθ − hg sα sθ )θ̇ + ẋ2 + ẏ 2 ,
1
Trot = (Ixx α̇2 + 2Ixz α̇θ̇ + Izz θ̇2 ),
2

(7a)
(7b)

and the potential energy is
V = mgGz = mghg cos α.

(8)

Using the expressions (7) and (8), the Lagrangian function L of the motorcycle is
L = Ttrasl + Trot − V.
2.1.2

(9)

Contact point modelling and generalized external forces

The potential term V (q) of Lagrangian function is the potential associated to external
conservative forces such as the gravity force. On the other hand, the non-conservative

h
external forces (e.g. friction forces) contribute to generalized forces term Qq = h Fh ∂P
,
∂q
where Ph is the application point of the force Fh . The external active forces acting on
the body are the conservative gravity force P applied at the centre of mass G and the
rear and front wheel thrusts R and F applied at the rear and front contact points P
and Q, respectively. In the local frame the last two forces can be written as R = Ri
and F = F cos δi + F sin δj where R = Tr rr and F = Tf rf (rr and rf are the rear and
front wheel radius). The model also includes tyre forces. These forces are generated at
the contact patch between tire and road and are the consequence of the sliding of the
tread rubber on the asphalt surface. For this reason, forces can be calculated using wheel
kinematics and in particular the velocity of the contact point (see Fig. 2). In this work
it has been adopted a linear tire model - the simplest available - where all equations are
linearised with respect to a straight running conﬁguration. Let Ni , i = r, f be the tire
static load. In the considered linear tire model the lateral force has the roll and slip
angles contributions: Flat = (kα α + kλ λ)N with λ the slip angle, kα and kλ the roll and
cornering stiﬀness, respectively. However, the slip angle contribution is smaller than the
roll angle one at low speed and for this reason this second term is neglected here [7, 20].
Longitudinal slips are ignored as well. So, tire forces are reduced to
Fy = kα αNf
Fz = −Nf .

(10)
(11)

Similar formulas hold for rear tire forces. Notice that lateral forces are friction ones.
If p denotes the length of contact line, which does
over time because the
 not∂Pchange
h
steering angle is constant, then calculating Qq = h Fh ∂q the generalized force terms
6
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are
Qx
Qy
Qα
Qθ

= Rcθ + F cos(θ + δ) − Fy sin(θ + δ) − Ry sθ ;
= Rsθ + F sin(θ + δ) + Fy cos(θ + δ) + Ry cθ ;
= 0;
= p(F sin δ + Fy cos δ).

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)
(12d)

Finally, applying (3) the Lagrange’s equations of motion of the model are:
m(ẍ − hg cα sθ α̈ − (hg sα cθ + xg sθ )θ̈ + hg sα sθ α̇2 − 2hg cα cθ α̇θ̇+

(13a)

m(ÿ + hg cα cθ α̈ − (hg sα sθ − xg cθ )θ̈ − hg sα cθ α̇2 − 2hg cα sθ α̇θ̇−

(13b)

+(hg sα sθ − xg cθ )θ̇2 ) = Qx ;
−(hg sα cθ + xg sθ )θ̇2 ) = Qy ;



− mhg cα sθ ẍ + mhg cα cθ ÿ + h2g m + Ixx α̈ + (hg mxg cα + Ixz )θ̈−

(13c)

− m(hg sα cθ + xg sθ )ẍ + m(xg cθ − hg sα sθ )ÿ + (mhg xg cα + Ixz )α̈+

(13d)

− mh2g sα cα θ̇2 = mghg sα ;

+ (m(h2g s2α + x2g ) + Izz )θ̈ − mhg xg sα α̇2 + h2g ms2α α̇θ̇ = Qθ ,

that is a non-linear ODE system which depends on the front and rear longitudinal forces.
3

MODEL VALIDATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The mathematical model presented in Section 2.1.2 is an analytical model - dynamically
similar to an inverted pendulum - tuned to capture the coupling between longitudinal
variables (both rear and front driving and braking torques) and capsize mode. The
model should be employed for control design purposes - in case of this work for vehicle
stabilization. For this reason it has been developed a simple model of only four degrees
of freedom that has to be validated by a more complex and complete motorcycle model.
In order to achieve these aims, a control strategy has been designed using the analytical model and then applied to FastBikeRT , a computer simulation software for real-time
dynamic analysis of motorcycles (distribuited by Dynamotion [21]) used for model validation. More detailed on the software are presented in Section 3.2.
3.1

Control design

The control system wants to test whether vehicle can be self-balanced by wheel torques
when its initial velocity is zero, the steering axis is locked at a positive angle and the
steering handlebar can not be actuated. This describes the motorcycle initial conﬁguration
after the rider leaves it.
For control design the non-linear second order ODE system (13) of the equations of
motion with generalized coordinates q = [x y α θ]T has been reshaped into a ﬁrst order
one deﬁning the state vector X = [x y α θ ẋ ẏ α̇ θ̇]T . By recasting, it has been obtained
7
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Table 1: Numerical values of the motorcycle model parameters

Symbol [SI]
p [m]
rf [m]
rr [m]
xG [m]
hG [m]
δ [deg]
m [kg]
g [m/s2 ]
Ixx [kgm2 ]
Ixz [kgm2 ]
Izz [kgm2 ]
Nf [N]
Nr [N]
kα [1/rad]
α0 [deg]

Deﬁnition
wheelbase
front wheel radius
rear wheel radius
CoM G x-axis local coordinate
CoM G height
steering angle
motorcycle mass
gravity acceleration
inertia tensor term
inertia tensor term
inertia tensor term
front tire load
rear tire load
rolling stiﬀness
initial roll angle

Value
1.416
0.347
0.318
0.745
0.601
40
130.5
9.806
8.268
0.19
21.025
678.69
600.69
0.8
4

the following state space representation
X = A(X) + B(X)u

(14)

where u = [Tf Tr ] is the input vector. Notice that the steering torque is not a control
input. Moreover, both matrix A and B depend on the state vector X that means the
system is non linear. As input vector shown, in the paper only wheel torques can be
used as control inputs to achieve stabilization that is possible due to the rotated steering
axis: this model feature can not be removed. Speciﬁcally, for a preliminary study only
front wheel torque has been chosen as system input, whereas the rear one has been set
identically zero during simulations.
Motorcycle is balanced when it has a null roll angle. Thus, roll angle α is the controlled
variable with set-point αs = 0. A PID feedback control scheme has been chosen and
designed as vehicle stability control strategy for its easiness in implementation: the control
gains are KP = 1.5e5, KI = 3e5 and KD = 9e3.
As it will be explained in Section 3.2, the multibody model used for validation process
has three control inputs: rear and front wheel torques and the steering one, but in this
study case the steering axis is locked over time at 40◦ . Thus, to reproduce this model
feature it has been added a further PI controller on the steering torque using the steer
error e = δ − 40◦ (δ is the steering angle) with gains KP = 150 and KI = 1e3.
3.2

Model validation

To validate the presented model and analyse whether it captures roll vehicle dynamics,
a equal set of a real motorcycle parameters has been used in both analytical and multibody
model. They are reported in Table 1.
8
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As stated before, the comparison is made with a computer simulation software for
real-time dynamic analysis of two wheel vehicles, called FastBikeRT and distributed by
Dynamotion [21]. The software has been suitably modiﬁed for low speed range where the
model should be validated. Its multibody model includes ﬁve bodies - the rear assembly,
the rider, which is rigidly attached to the rear assembly, the front steering assembly, the
rear and the front wheels - three control inputs - front and rear wheel torques and steering
one - and has 9 degrees of freedom - longitudinal, lateral and vertical motion, roll, yaw
and pitch angle, steering rotation and rear and front wheel spin. Moreover, the software
accounts the deformability of tyres using a nonlinear tyre model. On the other hand, the
presented mathematical model and controller are implemented in Matlab/Simulink.
For comparison in validation process, the roll angle is set equal to α = 4◦ at the
beginning of simulation and the PID feedback controller of front wheel torque - designed
by the analytical model - has been tested in the multibody software applying the same
design parameters.

(b) Yaw angle
Figure 3: Comparison of roll and yaw angle simulation responses to PID front wheel torque control
input: model (red dashed line) and simulator (blue solid line).

The designed front wheel controller wants to test whether motorcycle can be selfbalanced by only electric wheel motors when vehicle has null initial velocity and locked
steering axis. Remember that steering torque is not actuated. In Figure 3(a) both red
and blue lines go to zeros in less than 2 seconds that it means the controller stabilizes the
vehicle giving a positive preliminary result for motorcycle stabilization without the use
of steering torque. Moreover, roll angle time history of the two models has an impressive
good match: the same controller can stabilize the motorcycle multibody model of the
software - which is a more complex model - behaving in a similar way with respect to the
response of the analytical one. This indicates that the analytical model captures the main
vehicle roll dynamics, predominant with respect to the other out-of-plane modes at low
speed. Also in the yaw angle response both models reproduce the same linear behaviour,
as reported in Figure 3(b), even though in FastBike it is slightly smaller.
9
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Figure 4: Simulation results of longitudinal (above) and lateral (below) centre of mass velocity: model
(red dashed line) and simulator (blu line).

The mathematical model has been developed for simulations at low speed: Figure 4
shows vehicle forward velocity keeps low (less than 0.7 m/s in absolute value) during the
whole control action in both models, remaining in the work assumptions.

(b) Front torque control input: model (red
dashed line) and simulator (blu line)

(a) Motorcycle track of analytical model: rear
contact point (blue), centre of mass (green) and
front contact point (red)

Figure 5: Motorcycle trajectory (left) and control signals (right).

In Figure 5(b) it can be seen the two model control signals have a comparable magnitude
and remain below the physical limit imposed by the problem (Tf = 120 Nm) during the
whole simulation time. In addition, the motorcycle track of PID control system applied
to the analytical model is reported in Figure 5(a): rear contact point track shows that
vehicle moves on a curve.

10
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, a four degrees of freedom control-oriented mathematical model
for an autonomous two wheel drive electric motorcycle has been presented. The study has
been carried out under the hypotheses the steering handlebar cannot be actuated, both
rear and front wheel driving and braking torques are available and vehicle moves slowly
(0.1-1m/s). The model has been derived with the speciﬁc goal of a model as simple
as possible but able to capture all the dynamics relevant to active stability control of
two-wheeled vehicles.
The model validation with a multibody software has highlighted a good match of the
balancing variable (the roll angle) and this indicates that the presented analytical model
captures the main dynamics of capsize motion. The availability of non linear equations
represents an advantage with respect to the classical Jacobian linearization approach
commonly used in the literature. The model can be employed with advanced non linear
model-based control system design and analysis tools and it is also suitable for MIMO
control strategies taking into account both rear and front torques.
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Abstract. In this paper we study mechanical model for a layered thermoelastic composite
and its stability in high-speed axially movement. We consider statical forms of the loss
of stability and apply some approaches, based on averaging of the thermomechanical
characteristics of layered composite materials and find some effective modulus of the
considered composite structures.
1

INTRODUCTION

In our previous studies (see e.g., Banichuk et al. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]), we have considered many aspects of mathematical modelling of axially moving materials. Examples
include the processing of paper or steel, fabric, rubber or some other continous material,
and looping systems such as band saws and timing belts. In this article, we have will
extend our studies focusing now on layered composites and their thermoelastic stabilities
in movement.
Frequently used models for systems of axially moving material have been travelling
flexible strings, membranes, beams, and plates. The dynamic and stability aspects discussed in this paper were first reviewed in the article by Mote [7]. Natural frequencies are
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commonly analyzed together with the stability. It was realized early on that the vibration
problem for an axially moving continuum is not the a conventional one. Because of the
longitudinal continuity of the material, the equation of motion for transverse vibration
will contain additional terms, representing a Coriolis force and a centripetal force acting
on the material. As a consequence, the resonant frequencies will be dependent on the
longitudinal velocity of the axially moving continuum, as was noted by Archibald and
Emslie [8], as well as Swope and Ames [9], Simpson [10], and Mujumber and Douglas [11].
Travelling beams have been further analyzed by e.g. Parker [12] in his study on gyroscopic continua, and by Kong and Parker [13], where an approximate analytical expression
was derived for the eigenfrequencies of a moving beam with small flexural stiffness. Response predictions have been made for particular cases where the excitation assumes
special forms, such as harmonic support motion, see Miranker [14], or a constant transverse point force as presented by Chonan [15]. Arbitrary excitations and initial conditions
were analyzed with the help of a modal analysis and the Green’s function method in the
article by Wickert and Mote [16]. As a result, the critical speeds for travelling strings and
beams were explicitly determined. Travelling strings and beams on an elastic foundation
have been investigated by, e.g., Bhat et al. [17], Perkins [18], Wickert [19] and Parker
[20].
The loss of stability was studied with an application of dynamic and static approaches
in the article by Wickert [21]. It was shown by means of numerical analysis that in all cases
instability occurs when the frequency is zero and the critical velocity coincides with the
corresponding velocity obtained from static analysis. The dynamical properties of moving
plates have been studied by Shen et al. [22] and by Shin et al. [23], and the properties
of a moving paper web have been studied in the two-part article by Kulachenko et al.
[24, 25]. Critical regimes and other problems of stability analysis have been studied e.g.
by Wang [26] and by Sygulski [27].
The results indicating that axially moving beams experience divergence instability at
a sufficiently high beam velocity have been obtained also for beams interacting with
external media; see, e.g., study by Chang and Moretti [28]. In a study by Banichuk et al.
[29], the authors extended these ideas to a two-dimensional model of the web, considered
as a moving plate under homogeneous tension but without external media. The most
straightforward and efficient way to study stability is to use a linear stability analysis.
In an article by Hatami et al. [30], the free vibration of a moving orthotropic rectangular plate was studied at sub- and supercritical speeds, and its flutter and divergence
instabilities at supercritical speeds. The study is limited to simply supported boundary
conditions at all edges. For the solution of equations of orthotropic moving material,
many necessary fundamentals can be found in the work by Marynowski et. al (see e.g.
[31] and [32]).
In the present study, we will limit our focus to moving layered composites. We consider
the statical forms of the loss of stability and apply some approaches, based on averaging
of the thermomechanical characteristics of layered composite materials and find some
effective modulus of the considered composite structures. We will perform the studies
mainly using analytical approaches. The article is structured in the following manner.
2
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First, we will formulate equations for the instability of a homogeneous thermoelastic
continuous panel in the Section 2. In the Section 3, we consider a layered thermoelastic
composites. Finally, in the Section 4 we will draw conclusions.
The summarizing result of this article is that in the case of the considered multilayered
composite, we have realized the technique of averaging of thermomechanical properties of
different layers and found the effective composite characteristics. This has been done using
basic material properties and taking into account that there is no sliding and discrepancies between layers. By using the found averaged effective modulus including combined
effective characteristics, the required values were obtained and used in the final formulas
for critical velocities and temperatures of a moving composite.
2

STABILITY OF THE HOMOGENEOUS THERMOELASTIC CONTINUOUS PANEL IN AXIAL MOVEMENT

The homogeneous panels are mechanically simple supported at the inflow (x = −) and
out-flow (x = ) boundaries of the panels. The panels are travelling at a constant velocity
V0 in the x- direction of the rectangular global coordinate system and are loaded by axial
tension T0 and thermal loads. The length 2 and the total thickness H are supposed to
be given, while − < x <  and −H/2 < z < H/2.
Free transverse vibrations of a homogeneous panel axially moving with constant velocity
and loaded by axial tension and heated by some temperature are described by the following
equation for transverse displacement w and simply supported boundary conditions
 2
 
 2
2
∂ w
∂ w
EH
∂ 4w
∂ 2w
2∂ w
m
+
V
ε
=
T
+
2V
−
−
D
(1)
0
0
θ
0
∂t2
∂x∂t
∂x2
1−ν
∂x2
∂x4
 2 
 2 
∂ w
∂ w
= 0,
(w)x= = 0,
=0
(2)
(w)x=− = 0,
2
∂x x=−
∂x2 x=
where m, E, ν, D are, respectively, the mass per unit area, Young’s modular, Poisson
ratio, bending rigidity (D = EH/12(1 − ν 2 )) and the deformation εθ is defined as
θ = θ a − θ0 .

εθ = αθ θ,

(3)

Here α0 is a linear expansion coefficient, θ is the temperature discrepency, θ0 is the
temperature of zero deformation, θa is the actual temperature.
In a stationary case, when
∂w
∂ 2w
= 2 =0
(4)
∂t
∂t
the transverse displacement w = w(x) satisfies the equation
d4 w
d2 w
+
λ
=0
dx4
dx2
where parameter λ (eigenvalue) is given by the expression




EH
1
2
mV0 +
αθ θ − T0 = f V02 , θ .
λ=
D
(1 − ν)
3
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If we introduce a new unknown variable Ψ(x) as
Ψ(x) =

d2 w
,
dx2

− ≤ x ≤ 

(7)

we obtain the following spectral problem
d2 Ψ
+ λΨ = 0
dx2
Ψ (−) = 0,

(8)

Ψ () = 0.

(9)

Here the value λ plays the role of an eigenvalue. A nontrivial solution to the formulated
eigenvalue problem can be represented as






√
√
x+
x+
Ψ(x) = C1 sin
+ C2 cos
(10)
λ
λ
2
2
with two arbitrary coefficients C1 and C2 and an unknown value λ. Taking into account
(9) and (10) we will have C2 = 0 and
λ=



jπ


2

,

Ψ(x) = C1 sin



j = 1, 2, . . .

(11)



(12)

jπ
(x + )
2

with arbitrary constant C1 .
Thus, for given problem parameters D, E, ν, H, , T0 , m, V0 , αθ we obtain the critical
temperature θdiv of instability (divergence of buckling)
  

(1 − ν)
π 2
2
div
D
(13)
+ T0 − mV0
θ =
EHαθ


and

λmin =

 π 2


corresponding the minimal j = 1 in the equation (11).
div
Analogously we find the critical instability velocity (squared) (V02 ) as:
  

 2 div
π 2
EHθαθ
1
D
+ T0 −
=
V0
m

(1 − ν)

(14)

(15)

where D, E, ν, H, , θ, αθ , m are considered as a given positive parameters. The safety
domain for stability in the values (θ, V02 ) is defined by the inequality
 π 2


f V02 , θ < λmin =

4
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V02
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C0 /Cv

0
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θ

C0 /Cθ
Figure 1: Safety domain OAB.

that is reduced to the condition
F
where

1.
3



V02 , θ



1
≡
D

 2



f V02 , θ = Cv V02 + Cθ θ − C0 < 0
π
 2

π
 2

EHαθ
Cθ =
D(1 − ν) π
 2
T0 
+1
C0 =
D π

(17)

m
Cv =
D

(18)

The safety domain of the values V02 , θ has a triangular shape OAB shown in the Figure
LAYERED THERMOELASTIC COMPOSITE

Consider the layered panel that is symmetrically composed with respect to a middle
plane (see Figure 2) and consist of 2n + 1 (odd number) thermoelastic layers characterized
by mass per unit area mi , Young’s modulus Ei , Poisson ratio νi , coefficient (αθ )i and
distances hi from the symmetry of internal panel structure, i.e.
E(z) = E(−z),

ν(z) = ν(−z),
5
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ef
and derive the expressions for effective moduli Def , ν ef , εef
θ and m . To this end we apply
the formulas for stresses and strains and the expression for bending moment

 
 2 
 H/2
H/2
2
∂ w
z E(z)dz
∂ 2w
ef
.
(20)
σx zdz = 2
=D
2
2
∂x
∂x2
1 − (ν(z))
0
−H/2

Thus we find the expression for effective bending rigidity in the form
ef

D =2



0

H/2

z 2 E(z)
dz.
1 − (ν(z))2

(21)

Using mechanical and geometric characteristics of the panel layers Ei , νi , hi we evaluate
the integral in the equation (21). We will have the following formula
n

2 En+1 3
2  Ei  3
3
D =
.
h
h
+
−
h
n+1
i
i+1
2
3 1 − νn+1
3 i=1 1 − νi2
ef

(22)

In an analogous manner, we derive the formulas for an effective Poisson’s ratio ν ef and for
effective thermal deformation εef
θ of a nonhomogeneous isotropic layered panel. We have
 H/2 2
2
z ν(z)E(z)
dz =
ν = ef
D 0
1 − (ν(z))2


n

νn+1 En+1 h3n+1  Ei νi  3
2
=
hi − h3i+1
+
2
2
3Def
1 − νn+1
1
−
ν
i
i=1
ef

2
εef
θ =
H



H/2
0

2
αθ (z)θdz =
H



(αθ )n+1 θn+1 hn+1 +

n

i=1

(αθ )i θi (hi − hi+1 )

(23)


(24)

Besides that we have the following expression for mef :
ef

m = mn+1 + 2

n


mi .

(25)

i=1

We derive also the corresponding formula for a joint expression
a(z) =

HE(z)
HE(z)
εθ (z) =
αθ (z)θ(z)
1 − ν(z)
1 − ν(z)

(26)


n

(αθ )n+1 En+1 θn+1
(αθ )i Ei θi
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1
−
ν
i
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in the following form
2
aef =
H



H/2

a(z)dz = 2
0
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The last formula contains many particular cases. Thus, if the Poisson’s ratio and the
temperature are the same for all materials, i.e.

then we will have
2θ
a =
1−ν
ef



ν1 = ν2 = ν3 = · · · = νn+1 = ν,

(28)

θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = · · · = θn+1 = θ

(29)

(αθ )n+1 En+1 hn+1 +

n

i=1

(αθ )i Ei (hi − hi+1 )



(30)

If besides (28), (29) the Young’s modulus are equal for all layers, i.e.
(31)

E1 = E2 = E3 = · · · = En+1 = E
then we obtain
2Eθ
aef =
1−ν



(αθ )n+1 hn+1 +

n

i=1



(32)

(αθ )i (hi − hi+1 ) .

To use the obtained results (18)-(32) for a stability analysis we will take (13), (15) and
suppose that
D = Def ,
ν = ν ef ,
a = aef ,
m = mef
(33)
in the equations (13), (15). We will have


 2
 2 div
1
ef π
ef
= ef D
+ T0 − a
V0
m



 2
1
div
ef π
ef
+ T0 − a
θ = ef D
b


where

bef =
4



EHαθ
1−ν

ef

=2



n
(αθ )n+1 En+1 
(αθ )i Ei
+
(hi − hi+1 )
1 − νn+1
1 − νi
i=1

(34)
(35)


(36)

SOME NOTES AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the stability problems have been studied for homogeneous thermoelastic
panels and for nonhomogeneous layered composites that perform axial movement. The
critical velocities of instability and critical temperatures of buckling have been presented
in an analytical form. The safety domains of principal parameters were obtained and
presented in the paper. This result can be used in the engineering practice for tuning the
parameters of mechanical systems to optimize the efficiency of production processes.
In the case of the considered multilayered composite we realized the technique of averaging of thermomechanical properties of different layers and found the effective composite
7
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x

n+1

0

n+1

hn+1
h3

...

h2
h1

3
2
1

H/2
z

Figure 2: Cross-sectional of the panel modelled as a layered continuous composite.

characteristics. This has been done using basic material properties and taking into account that there is no sliding and discrepancies between layers. Using the found averaged
effective modulus including combined effective characteristics the required values were obtained and used in the final formulas for critical velocities and temperatures of a moving
composite.
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Abstract. It is commonly assumed that the transition process from laminar to turbulent flow
occurs because of an incipient instability of the basic flow field. This non-defined instability
depending on subtle and obscure details of the free flow enters the boundary layer from where
a variety of different instabilities can occur and grow up to the breakdown of laminar flow. The
scenario following various linear stability approaches within a framework of the classical
Navier-Stokes theory however failed to explain the origin and the mechanism of the transition
process. The “original sin” lies just in the ignorance of the initial impulse triggering off an
instability state. In the paper, this drawback is removed in the sense that any flow is started at
some moment in time from rest, where the initial impulse/starting impact has occurred, and as
long as the Reynolds number (or a similar stability parameter λ) doesn’t exceed a critical value,
the flow/motion remains laminar/elastic regime. The wall-bounded motion, both for solids and
fluids, is a rotor-translational motion creating permanently an instability state firstly in the
linear/elastic range, and then followed by transition to non-linear instabilities at a critical
threshold and a statistical/hysteretic damping state. By means of the model of rotor-translational
motion, a universal stability parameter depending on the starting impact ( V2 ) is defined where
such as parameter is the boundary Reynolds number Rb  e 1/ / V2 , (with e - the concentrated
boundary vorticity,  1/ - the kinematic viscosity,   2 - a torsion index) for fluids and the wave
number k 
 / 2  n , (n 
1, 2, 3) for solids.
1

INTRODUCTION

When the Reynolds is increased, the flows of real fluids differ from the quiet smooth flows
known as laminar flows, and their opposite, either internal flows or boundary layers adjacent to
solid surfaces undergo a spectacular transition process from the laminar to the turbulent regime.
In the turbulent flows the vorticity, pressure, temperature and other fluid mechanical quantities
fluctuate in an observable disordered-manner with extremely sharp and irregular space and time
variations. The observation that the orderly pattern of flow ceases to exist at higher Reynolds
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numbers, and that the flow through a pipe becomes turbulent was firstly shown by O. Reynolds
[1]. Unlike other complicated phenomena, turbulence is easily observed, but is extremely
difficult to interpret, understand, explain and non in the last place to simulate. Since the
turbulence dynamics is a rapid process originated at the fluid-solid boundary interface ( y  0
) laying in packets of vorticity/shear waves caused by the onset of motion [2], the classical
approaches based on the Navier-Stokes equations (N-S equations for short) with Stokes (𝜆𝜆 =
−2/3𝜇𝜇) and Prandtl (constant viscosity µ) hypotheses could statistically describe (URANS,
LES computations) only large-scale slow phenomena “en mass”. The true problem of
turbulence dynamics generated by high frequency wall-vorticity waves, requests a new
formulation of N-S equations near the wall, for taking into account the effects of twisted flow
during the starting impact: the concentrated/twisted boundary vorticity (CVB) and the nonlinear behavior of fluid (the thixotropic fluid hypothesis,   Rel  ) [2]. However, since such a
formulation is not available at this time, the whole flow field is described by the soliton
solutions derived from similar solutions (localizing boundary singularities) associated with a
mutual induction function, CBV – ν (Rel), acting as a substitute for the Stokes’s hypothesis
which annihilates the turbulent solutions; i.e. valid Stokes’s hypothesis, no solution for
turbulence exists. The soliton solutions exhibit both average flow field and wavy flow pattern
frozen at a given instant (i.e. relativity effects) and transported by the main motion as a whole
[2],[3].
2 THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF VORTICITY AT A SOLID BOUNDARY
The vorticity is a kinematical quantity and the equation governing its evolution, known as
Helmholtz’s vorticity transport equation, is derived from the N-S equation by a purely
mathematical operation, so that this contains the same restriction as the original N-S equation,
based indirectly on the concept of the point material excluding any inertial rotatory effect. The
most primary derived fields that describe the local spatial variation of a velocity field u are its
divergence (∇ ∙ 𝒖𝒖), a scalar field called dilatation and its curl (∇ × 𝒖𝒖), an axial vector called
vorticity. The dilatation measures the expansion or compression of the fluid, while the vorticity
measures the rotation of fluid particles, as sketched in Fig. 1.

a

b

Figure1: The velocity field associated with: a) dilatation – compressing/ expanding process and b) vorticity shearing process at the wall.

Thus, the dilatation represents an isotropic compressing process, while the vorticity is a nonisotropic shearing process. The effort to explain vortical flows as diversely as possible, by
means of coupling of compressing and shearing processes into a unitary approach [4], was not
very successful: vorticity-creation from the wall. The shear turbulence processes remain further
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unknown as long as the fluid is assumed ideal or Newtonian; i.e. no-elasticity shear in fluid, no
turbulence exists.
Historically, the viscosity property of fluid was used by Stokes [5] in the famous NavierStokes equation (NSE) as an intrinsic relation between the first and second viscosities (
3   
0 ), for reducing the number of properties which characterizes the field of stresses in a
flowing compressible fluid. The ignorance of the physical interpretation of the Stokes’s
hypothesis has lead to the much disputed problem concerning the NSE solutions [6]. After half
a century, the practical importance of NSE was proved for solving d’Alembert’s paradox (D –
drag crisis) by means of another famous mathematical development, Prandtl’s boundary layer
theory [7]. But, in spite of these heaviest and the most ambitious armory from theoretical
physics and mathematics, the solution of the full time-dependent 3D NSE for turbulent flows
is far (or impossible) from being found. The big mathematical problem of turbulence remains
unsolved as a new challenge in Fluid Dynamics, T – turbulence paradox. Indeed, the approach
of turbulence via the NSE with the Stokes approximation disregards the detailed wall-bounded
flow structure at the starting moment (
y 0, t  0 ), where the initial and boundary conditions,
u  0, t   0 (no slip condition) and    /   0 (equilibrium value) corresponds exactly to one
flow state called Blasius flow. The Stokes relation associated with the incompressible flow
assumption (ρ = const.) obscure the easiest compressibility effects occurred during the short
starting time ( t  0 ) at the solid boundary, acting like a fluid-solid collision called the starting
impact [2].
After impact, any flowing incompressible flow has a more or less non-constant/elastic shear
viscosity at solid boundaries, and whereby the shearing is also a universal process causing
transverse waves that expands in the boundary-layer flow; when the Reynolds exceeds a critical
value, the shearing process becomes a self-sustaining one, generating vortices.
3 THE DYNAMIC MODEL OF STARTING IMPACT-ROTOR-TRANSLATION
MOTION AT WALL
Among various wall-bounded flows at large Reynolds numbers, the primary observable
structure is thin boundary layers generated by and adjacent to solid surfaces. In these vortical
flows generated by a moving body, the formation and evolution of boundary layer are closely
related to the vorticity-creation process at a solid surface during the onset of motion.
The motion at impact ( t  0 ). Even if a flow is incompressible, its starting produces weak
compressibility effects with important consequences concerning the motion following start up.
The flow of a gas can be considered incompressible when the relative change in density remains
2

V 
2
  1/ 2M  , and in the case of air usually a value of
 c 

very small,  / 0  1/ 2 

M

0.1  1/ 3 or 100 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 can be considered as an incompressibility limit.

However, for 𝑉𝑉∞ = 100 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 and 𝑙𝑙 = 1, the Reynolds number (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 2/3 ∙ 107 ) exceeds its
critical value, that is the flow is fully turbulent where there is the possibility that in starting
condition (t = 0) the easy/early compressibility effects cause the oscillating behavior of
viscosity and associated with an inherent fluctuating velocity field, near solid surfaces, produce
a self-sustaining non-stationary flow termed generic shear turbulence [2]. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of elastic shear viscosity due to the early compressibility effects in wall-bounded
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flows, where the crests of the longitudinal compressing/expanding process propagate with the
group velocity 𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔 = 2/3. The Reynolds number has a more general interpretation of the
classical parameter as a stability standard/control parameter of the flow state (the flow is stable
for 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 and unstable for 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 > 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 ), and the Reynolds number is also a current reduced
frequency for all real fluid motions.
Rel 

Vl V2 01 frequency of wall-bounded flow


.
frequency of outer flow
0
V / l

Figure 2: Elasticity effect in thixotropic fluid (longitudinal compressing/expanding process).

Then, we define the start-up by the impulsive phase change from the natural translational
motion to a pure shear straining rotational motion (i.e. in the limit of vanishing contacting time)
with no-loss of mass, energy and momentum, as sketched in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The impulsive phase change during the start-up with equal-energy partition condition (transverse
shearing process)

During the starting impact, the initial velocity distribution is rapidly changed and the result
of the coupling of some compressing and sheering processes is the creation of concentrated
vorticity balls at solid surfaces as
pw,torsion e
1
dS



2 ,
ω
n
s
V  t  0 V 
V
V2
V
lim

where e is the CBV, ν is the kinematic shear viscosity of the thixotropic fluid adjusting itself
mutually according to the stress state of flow,   2  (2) is the concentration/torsion index
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showing the twisting degree of flow, and 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤,𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the wall-perturbed pressure, generally
greater than the pressure of free flow, termed torsion pressure [8].
The essence of starting impact is: (1) the creation of twisted contact structures, like the CBV,
through a fast compressing-shearing rotation process, accumulating internal/intrinsic energy in
the form of inertial rotation potential; (2) the partition of post-impact motion in the proportion
of 1/3 pure straining rotation and 2/3 natural translation is universal feature for any plane
motion of restricted continuous media; (3) the wall-bounded motion after impact is a rotortranslational motion with two invariants: a kinematic one 𝑉𝑉∞ /𝑟𝑟Ω = 2, and a dynamic other
2𝑉𝑉∞2 / 𝑟𝑟 2 Ω2 = 3 ≈ 𝜋𝜋 (azimuthal wavelength), which is a measure of twisted boundary
vorticity.
The two properties of the thixotropic fluid, CBV ( e ) and shear viscosity (ν), have opposite
tendencies “return force”/shearing process and “rotational inertia”/compressing process, where
the wall torsion/twisted pressure must obey the law of equal action and reaction in the form of
an equal-energy condition
e / V2  1 .

(1)

The outcome of Eq. (1) expresses a gross dynamic balance governing the whole dynamic
process of motion. Physically, the wall torsion pressure is a rotatory energy, where the fluid
strained by the wall has rather a solid body-like behavior with angular velocity e and angular
momentum ν. Since their product must be equal to the kinetic energy  / 2V2 , the wall torsion
pressure excepting of a scale factor l 2 defines a boundary Reynolds number (per m2) which is
a kind of normal angular acceleration,
Rb  e / l 2  s 2  .

(2)

In contrast to the well-known Reynolds number 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 which is a control parameter of
flow state, this new boundary Reynolds number Rb is an order parameter switching the flow
state. Its critical value,
Rbcr  e201 , 01  the natural frequency of thixotropic fluid ,

(3)

is a non-rolling condition for the CBV, which separates the non-periodic creeping
motion/laminar flow from the non-linear torsional vibration motion/turbulent flow.
The parameter Rb is an autonomous parameter depending only on the intrinsic state of fluid
at the wall, where a first approximation of the starting condition of equal-partition of energies,
(Eq.1), is Rb = Rel. Using the end properties of the thixotropic fluid ( e2 ,1;1, 0 ) and the
approximation Rb = Rel, the parameter Rb describing the local state of fluid can be predicted
by means of three power law-like relationships, depending on the intensity of starting impact
[2] as
1
1

 

e 01

, 2,1,0 for the inelastic impact ,
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e01 , 0,1,2 for the linear/elastic impact ,
3

(4b)

1

(4c)

𝑒𝑒 −𝜏𝜏 (𝜈𝜈0−1 )2 , 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 {2, 1, 2} for the nonlinear/ballistic impact.

Equations (4) act as a substitute for the Stokes’s hypothesis which is a condition too
restricted (valid only for an elastic impact). In fact, the CBV eτ and viscosity ν are the first and
second viscosities for a thixotropic fluid.
The post-impact motion (𝒕𝒕 > 𝟎𝟎). The motion following impact is a boundary-layer
structure with 2/3 translational motion and 1/3 rotational motion embedding shear
concentrated vorticity at the wall, in a compact texture of laminar flow, and dispersed vorticity
“en mass”, i.e. the residual vorticity, across a turbulent boundary layer with a less tight texture.
The rapid loading in the contacting area of the solid boundary, during the starting, is a source
where instabilities are produced and then propagated as linear/elastic and nonlinear/dispersion
body waves. The local instabilities at the fluid-solid boundary interface, propagate as three
wave packets/groups containing fast compressing/expanding longitudinal (L) waves and slower
shearing transverse (T) waves that are mutually dependent (see § 4).
The kinematics and the dynamics of shear turbulence can be conceptually synthesized by
means of the rotor-translational motion model as follows:
- The cycloidal/Legendre trajectory of a fluid particle at the wall generates itself a circular
instability (
u(0) 0,
a(0) 0 ) in
u(0) 0, a(0)  0 ) stronger than the static instability (
laminar flows;
- The post-starting motion develops a boundary-layer structure set up into a nonautonomous outer layer/inertial phase with the average group velocity of

Vg

V



2



, and

an active autonomous inner layer/non-inertial phase at the fluid-solid boundary (y = 0)
with the phase velocity of
-

V ph
V



4



(the jump of average transverse velocity) in the

circular/azimuthal plane (0,2 ) ;
The wall wave packets have a phase velocity twice the group/convection velocity;
The wave pattern is differentiated by the intensity of impact as shown in Fig. 4.

a

b
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d

e

Figure 4: The causality of a plane motion (the evolution of an energy perturbation ( V2 ) carrying a change (
I 02 , e ) concomitantly with its damping): a) starting impact (equal-energy partition condition; b) inelastic

3 / 2 ), steady rolling without slip; d)
impact (λ<1) with shearing friction; c) inelastic impact ( 1    1 
5 / 2 ), unsteady rolling/torsional elastic waves without slip; e)
linear/elastic impact ( 1    2 
nonlinear/ballistic impact (   2 ), unsteady rolling/nonlinear torsional waves with slip.

The intensity of a starting impact is measured by a non-dimensional normal rotational
acceleration

an
  and units of
2 r

g   (g is the acceleration of gravity and π is wavelength

of motion), on a scale of 1 to 10. The parameter λ plays the role of a stability parameter for
moving bodies in a plane motion, showing the instability level (π) closely related to the intensity
of its cause g (the starting impact)

i

 2i  1 


, with i 1,2,3 .
2

(5)

as follows:
- 1 4.71 is the Feigenbaum’s criterion (4.669…) indicating the onset of the linear
instability state at the molecular scale; for   1 the impact is an inelastic impact
without microstructure change.
- 2 7.79 indicates the onset of the nonlinear instability state; for 1    2 the impact
is a linear/elastic/random impact preserving the Gaussian behavior of the molecular
microstructure without inertia changes/deformations at the macroscale;
- for    2 the impact is a nonlinear/ballistic impact involving irreversible
microstructure changes with nonlinear material behavior and structural
damping/hysteretic (remanent deformations), [9].
Therefore, any energy perturbation propagates at high frequencies in the localized form of a
three wave packet of inertial nature (a “lifting” effect, Fig. 4).
In the case of following fluids, the local stability parameter is log Rb where

 

-

log Rbin  log Recr  log 01  4.82 is the onset of instability state;

-

log Rbcr log e201 5.7 ≈ 2𝜋𝜋 is the onset of transition process;

-





 1

1  
log Rb st log  e1/ 2  0  2   7.0 is the full/statistic turbulent state.
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The analogy between the stability state of solid and fluid media shows some difference in
the elastic range (shorter for fluids) because of the less elasticity of incompressible flows by
comparison with the solid bodies. However, the surprising similitude between the stability
parameters λ and Rb , in fact both wave numbers, shows the universal character of the starting
process of a moving continuous medium.
4 THE SHEAR VORTICITY WAVES AND SELF-SUSTAINING MECHANISM OF
TURBULENCE
Commonly it is assumed that the transition process from laminar to turbulent flow occurs
because of an incipient instability of the basic flow field. This non-defined instability intimately
depends on subtle and obscure details of the flow [10]. Thus, the some small disturbances in
the freestream enter the boundary layer from where a variety of different instabilities can occur
and grow up to the breakdown of laminar flow. The scenario following various linear stability
approaches within the framework of the classical Navier-Stokes theory [11], however, failed to
explain the origin and the mechanism of the transition process. The “original sin” lies just in
the ignorance of the initial impulse triggering off a primary instability state. This drawback is
removed in the sense that any flow is started at some moment in time from rest, where the initial
impulse/starting impact is occurred, and as long as the Reynolds number or a similar stability
parameter λ doesn’t exceed a critical value ( Rbcr ,  2 ), the flow/motion remains laminar/in
elastic regime. As the Reynolds number/λ increases, some instability sets firstly in the
linear/elastic range, being is followed by the transition to nonlinear instabilities, at the critical
Reynolds number Rbcr  5.69 (or 2 7.79) , and a fully developed turbulent/hysteretic damping
state, Figs. 4, 10.
The transition from linear behavior to nonlinear behavior occurs when a threshold regime is
attained and is closely related to the boundary singularity at y = 0, which in laminar regime is
a static singularity (
u(0) 0,
a(0) 0 ), while in wall-bounded turbulent flow is a weak circular
 0, a(0)  cos  t / 2    ). The circular singularity at the
singularity with high frequency ( u(0)
contact point (y = 0) is analyzed in circular/azimuthal plane for a disc structure, Fig. 5.
Figure 5 shows the main differences between the models of zero-thickness inner layer (y =
0): inertial (fixed) material point for elastic dense structures (laminar flow) and non-inertial
(free) material point for hysteretic less tight structures (turbulent flow).

a

b

Figure 5: Local models of zero-thickness inner layer (𝑦𝑦 = 0): a) inertial material point in the 2D plane (zeroacceleration parallel flow model); b) non-inertial material point in the azimuthal plane (rotor-translation motion
model with (ρ, γ, δ) shear waves).
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As we move on from inertial rectilinear (x, y) to consider curvilinear shear flow we have
defined shearing/torsion (γ), compressing/inertia (ρ) and their rates as


dV  , t 
dy




V
1

,
4a sin  / 2
2sin  / 2

d
cos  / 2
 2 2
,
dt
sin  / 2

3

  I  , t   a 2 cos3 ,
2
2


d
9
  a2 cos  / 2sin  .
dt
8

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
(6d)

From Eqs. (6a) and (6b) we can obtain the torsion degree τ of the wall-bounded flow as


1 d

 ln   2cot .
 dt
2

(7)

where for    / 2 and   2 the torsion is linear while for    / 2 and   2 the torsion is
nonlinear. Apart from some dimensional constants the shearing (γ), compressing (ρ) and the
mutual dispersion function 𝛿𝛿(𝛾𝛾̇ ↔ 𝜌𝜌̇ ) represent dynamic processes with high frequency on
different azimuthal mode shapes in the form of three coupled shear waves: the elastic shear
wave (γ), inertial compressing wave (ρ) and dispersion wave (δ) induced by the
circular/azimuthal boundary singularity. In fact, the shear waves (ρ, γ, δ) are respectively,
transport, relative and Coriolis components of acceleration a(0) of the non-inertial/free point
y = 0 (
u(0) 0, a(0)  0 ), physically describing distinct states of twisted vorticity as pressure (𝜌𝜌)
membrane (𝛾𝛾) and spray (𝛿𝛿).
The shear waves lie in the origin of coherent structures in shear flows and their dynamics is
associated with the phenomenon of bursting [12] (see Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Local coupling of shearing (𝛾𝛾), compressing (𝜌𝜌) and dispersion (δ) (self-sustaining mechanism of wall
turbulence).

A priori transition, wave number k  ktr , the dispersion process can be ignored and the local
dynamic balance between “shearing elastic force (γ)” and “compressing inertial force (ρ)” is
described kinematically by linear torsional vibrations
  k 2 0 ,

(8)

with the wave number 𝑘𝑘 < 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 2𝜋𝜋 and the torsion index 𝜏𝜏 < 2.
At the transition k  ktr , the starting impact is a ballistic one where the twist of contact
structure exceeds 2𝜋𝜋, followed by fluid microstructure changes with a nonlinear/hysteretic
damping behavior (i.e. non Gaussian) of twisted boundary vorticity and an abrupt intensifying
of dispersion process (δ) on account of the intrinsic energy (compressing “latent” heat) of fluid.
All coupled processes (shearing, compressing and dispersion) are running as a whole (the selfsustaining mechanism of turbulence) up to the point where the starting energy perturbation (e2)
is offset/damped by its dispersion and embedding in a new microstructure of fluid
(compressible fluid at 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ≈ 108 ). The dispersion process is a sort of inertial Coriolis
force producing intermittent lifting effects as sketched in Fig. 6.
The local dynamic balance between the fast shearing, hysteretic compressing and dispersion
processes can be kinematically described in phase plane by the nonlinear equation (9) of the
torsion pendulum with hysteretic damping, Fig. 7.

a

b
Figure 7: The fundamental “cat-eyes” coherent structures (CES) at the wall: a) torsion pendulum mechanism:
phase curves and separatrix (τm = π) of motions in the phase plane; b) topology of wall-bounded motion in the
azimuthal plane (y = 0) and the bursting phenomenon ( pw - jump of wall pressure).

  k 2 sin   0 ,
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where the limit of small amplitudes  m  2 renders the linearized solution and constant period


Tl 2 /
 10 k . In the phase plane (  / k   ) a limit cycle exists for  m   , indicating a

rotational motion, while the solution for  m   is no longer closed and is extended to infinity
as a translational motion. A separatrix for  m   in the phase plane, separates the two kinds of
motion (Fig. 7a), [2].
Note that the most primary concentrated vorticity ( e ) structure nearest the wall (y = 0),
moving independently from the streamlines (translation motion), is a “cat-eyes”-like coherent
structure (CES), educed from Eq. 9, Fig. 7b. The CES is the fast inertial/compressing wave (ρ)
of Lagrangian nature, extracting the molecular thermal energy of fluid for the sustenance of the
slower shear (γ) and dispersion (δ) waves. The whole shear wave packet, i.e. the soliton
coherent structure (SCS) penetrates then the outer inertial layer activating the wall-bounded
flow.
The parametric evolution of the transition process, from laminar to turbulent flow in the
Prandtl boundary layer flow, can be visualized by means of the similar soliton solutions [2],
(Fig. 8) and the generalized Stokes’s hypothesis from Eqs. 4. It is worth marking that at
Rel  107 , the separatrix of motions is achieved (a wall effect termed “intrinsic/molecular slip”)
and further the Reynolds number is practically indifferent towards flow and the local isotropy
is restored.

a

b
Figure 8: Similar soliton solutions of mean velocity and shear wave fields with a generalized Stokes’s
hypothesis (Eqs. 4) for the Prandtl boundary-layer flow: a) laminar flows (linear/elastic impact):

Rb e0 01( 105 )  e2 01( 5  105 ) ; b) transitional-turbulent flows (nonlinear/ballistic impact):
2 −(1+1)
3

5

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑒𝑒 −3 𝜐𝜐0

CONCLUSIONS

1 −(1+1)
2

(≈ 106 ), 𝑒𝑒 −2 𝜈𝜈0

1

2
3

−(1+ )

(≈ 107 ), 𝑒𝑒 −3 𝜈𝜈0

(≈ 108 ).

The paper presents an unitary approach of the plane motions strained by boundaries for a
continuous medium, fluid or solid. The key hypothesis for such motions is the fact that the onset
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of motion is a kind of impact (starting impact) which governs the subsequent evolution of
motion. The starting impact is an energy perturbation localized in a wave packet at the fluidsolid boundary interface, which has the important advantage concerning the transport of the
perturbation energy concomitantly with its damping. The ignorance of this initial impulse as a
twisted contact structure triggering off further instabilities (bifurcations), followed by transition
and a hysteretic damping, led to a branching in the phenomenology of turbulence which
sometimes obscured physical and mathematical justification.
The present approach follows a direct reasoning from the origin/causes (twisted contact
structure) to diverse facts/effects where in the case of complicated turbulence phenomenon, the
ignorance of its causes gave birth, in exchange to, a number of beautiful images of turbulent
flows easily observed, but extremely difficult to interpret, understand and explain.
By means of the model of starting impact-rotor translational motion at the wall, the paper
proposes a universal stability criterion/parameter which governs the stability state along the
successive development of motion, from the origin up to when an ultimate (statistical) state is
restored. Thus, the transition process becomes a well-defined state as the jump from linear (twist
< 2𝜋𝜋) to nonlinear (twist ≥ 2𝜋𝜋) behavior for both solid and fluid plane motions.
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Abstract. For the fatigue analysis of structures undergoing non-proportional stress
histories, the critical plane approach has proven a physically meaningful and thus comprehensive method. However, procedures that accurately identify the critical plane are
computationally very costly. In order to reduce computation times and to make full use
of the critical plane approach an adaptive algorithm for the identification of the critical
plane is presented in this work. The algorithm is based on the segmentation of a half
sphere in segments of equal surface areas. Starting with a coarse mesh the algorithm
refines only those segments that probably include the actual critical plane. This simple,
yet very effective approach refers only to the accumulated damages of the segments and
is hence suitable for every critical plane failure criterion. Depending on the discretisation
level and used failure criterion reductions of up to 82 % in computational time can be
expected without loss of accuracy, which is demonstrated by a fatigue analysis of a wind
turbine’s trailing edge adhesive joint.

1

INTRODUCTION

To analyse the fatigue damage of multiaxial, non-proportional stress histories the critical plane approach offers the opportunity to design components in a physically meaningful
way. In contrast to proportional stress histories the failure criteria have to be evaluated
on each material plane due to varying principal stress directions. Therefore the computational effort is very high, which often leads to a damage evaluation on a limited number
of deterministically chosen material planes. The most damaged plane within the analysis
is declared as the critical plane and is used for fatigue verification, see e.g. [1–4].
An intuitive way to find the critical plane is to discretise the surface of a half sphere in
order to calculate the normal vectors on the material planes of interest. In this way a finite
number of theoretically existing planes of a material point can be found and analysed,
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since two diametrically opposite points on the surface of a complete sphere represent the
same plane.
Discretising the half sphere using equal angle increments in altitude and longitude can
serve as a first approach. However, the distribution of segments becomes irregular in this
case, because of smaller segment sizes near the poles. Since the discretisation needs to
be sufficiently fine at the equator, the mesh density becomes excessively fine at the poles,
leading to huge computational costs.
Weber et al. [5] proposed the use of equal segment areas instead of equal angle increments. This yields to homogeneous discretisation densities across the entire half-sphere
and reduces the computational cost effectively, see Tab. 1. Nevertheless, there is still the
problem to define a priori an appropriate mesh density. The discretisation has to be fine
enough to ensure that the critical plane is actually found. A fine segmentation leads to
precise damage results. On the contrary, it results in extensive computational efforts,
because areas with high damages are discretised in the same fashion as those with low
damages.
The goal of this paper is to reduce the number of evaluated planes, and with it the
computational cost, as much as possible without loss of accuracy. Therefore, a damagebased adaptive algorithm is developed. In order to demonstrate the performance of the
proposed model in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency, we carry out a fatigue
analysis of the trailing edge adhesive joint of a wind turbine rotor blade.
Table 1: Overall segment quantity required to discretise a half sphere using equal angle increments for
both altitude and longitude or the equal areas approach according to Weber et al. [5], both depending
on the selected discretisation.

Discretisation
(in deg.)
18.00
9.00
4.50
2.25
2

Total number of segments
equal increments equal areas [5]
100
400
1600
6400

66
256
1018
4080

ADAPTIVE CRITICAL PLANE IDENTIFICATION

In this section the methodology of the adaptive critical plane identification is explained,
followed by a detailed flowchart and setup options to reproduce the algorithm.

2
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2.1

Methodology

The algorithm is based on a coarse Weber half sphere [5] whose segments are divided
into four smaller rectangular segments within each refinement level in case they have the
potential to contain the critical plane. This potential is expressed by means of a threshold
D defined by
D = δ · Dmax ,
(1)

where Dmax is the maximum damage calculated in the previous refinement level and δ is
a fraction that can be specified by the user. For the damage fraction it holds 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1.
Following the analysis of every segment of the initial configuration (L0 ) only segments
with damages exceeding the threshold D are refined. In that process the damage evaluation is always done for the centre of the rectangular segments. Table 2 visualises the
adaptive refinement process using the Findley criterion [2, 6].

Table 2: Exemplary depiction of the adaptive refinement process. Figures and data are based on the
analysis of the trailing edge adhesive joint of the IWT-7.5-164 [7] reference wind turbine
 rotor blade using
the Findley criterion [2, 6]. The cumulative number of analysed segments is labelled
Seg.

Discr.
δ

Seg.

[◦ ]
[−]
[−]

L0

L1

L2

L3

18.00
0.750
66

9.00
0.750
170

4.50
0.875
354

2.25
0.975
746

To limit computational costs in case of converging segment damages the algorithm is
also equipped with a user defined damage tolerance . Only if the damage of a segment
exceeds that of its parent segment1 , which is increased by the damage tolerance , it is
passed to the next refinement level.
Depending on the initial discretisation, the actual critical plane might be located close
to the edges of a previously eliminated segment. This is why segments adjacent to selected
segments of refinement level L0 get partially refined assuring that the global optimum
can be found. The partial refinement is done in a way that only those quarters of an
adjacent segment are refined that share an edge with a previously selected segment.
2.2

Flowchart and setup options

The algorithm starts with the initial segmentation (Sinitial ) of the half sphere, which is
specified by the user. Subsequently the damages (Dinitial ) and the user specified damage
1

A parent segment is a segment that is refined in a refinement step. Hence, four refined segments
share one parent segment.

3
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threshold (D) are calculated for the first iteration (refinement level L ), see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed adaptive critical plane identification algorithm. Exemplary illustrations based on the analysis of a trailing edge adhesive joint of the IWT-7.5-164 [7] reference wind
turbine rotor blade using the Findley criterion [2, 6]. Segments determined to be refined are highlighted
with white edges. Dotted white edges are used in case of adjacent segments, which are partially refined.

Hereafter the refinement level loop is started. Within the first refinement level (L1 )
the number of segments that potentially comprise the critical plane (Spot ) equals the
number of initial segments. Therefore an additional loop over Spot is started looking for
segment damages (DS ) bigger than the current threshold. If such a damage is found the
corresponding segment is refined into four smaller segments. As an example segments
found this way within the analysis of the trailing edge adhesive joint of a wind turbine
4
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rotor blade (section 3) are highlighted with white edges in the lower left corner of Fig. 1
for three refinement levels. In L1 the segments adjacent to the previously refined ones
are partially refined. In the upper right side of Fig. 1 these segments are highlighted
with dotted white edges. To limit the computational effort only those quarters in direct
contact to previously refined segments are refined. Now knowing the amount of refined
segments (Sref ) a third loop is started in which the corresponding damages are calculated.
Subsequently the damage of a refined segment is compared to the damage of its parent
segment taking into account a user specified tolerance . This way only areas with nonconverging damages are passed to the next refinement level by putting them into a queue
(Squeue ). In case the queue is empty, the algorithm stops the analysis. However, if the
queue is not empty, a new damage threshold is calculated and the next refinement level
is analysed. Since the algorithm itself refines segments purely based on damage values, it
is applicable for any critical plane criterion. Moreover, it can be easily modified to fit the
accuracy or execution time demands. Setup options for the algorithm including general
recommendations are given in Tab. 3.
Table 3: Setup options of the adaptive critical plane identification algorithm with general recommendations. The damage fraction δ should be interpreted as a vector with individual values for each L .

Variable
Sinitial
Lmax
δ

3

Recommendation
equatorial width of π/10
3 to 4 depending on Sinitial
[0.750, 0.875, 0.975] for Lmax = 3
1.01

NON-PROPORTIONAL FATIGUE ANALYSIS

This section presents the non-proportional fatigue analysis of the trailing edge adhesive
joint of the IWT-7.5-164 [7] reference wind turbine rotor blade using the proposed adaptive
algorithm.
3.1

Finite element rotor blade model

The fatigue analysis in this work considers the trailing edge adhesive joint of the IWT7.5-164 [7] reference wind turbine rotor blade. The finite element (FE) model of the blade
was generated using the parameterised Model Creator and Analyzer (MoCA) developed
at the Institute for Wind Energy Systems at Leibniz Universität Hannover. Within the
meshing process shell elements are utilised to model the structural members made of fibre
composite or sandwich materials. Solid elements are used in the trailing edge adhesive
joint. In this work the analysis was limited to the radial sections of 34 m ≤ r ≤ 74 m,
where r is the local radius of a cross-section, see Fig. 2.

5
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Figure 2: IWT-7.5-164 [7] reference wind turbine rotor blade FE mesh generated with MoCA.
The trailing edge adhesive joint was implemented within the marked analysis region ranging from
34 m ≤ r ≤ 74 m. A detailed view of the trailing edge mesh is presented on the left.

3.2

Methods within the fatigue analysis

To obtain accurate stress histories σ(t) for each element a reference stress state σ ref
is generated at first. This is done within a FE analysis using unit loads. The reference
stress state is then combined with load histories F(t) in a linear superposition of scaled
unit stress states, see [8]. The load histories are based on IEC guidelines [9] and were
calculated using the coupled aero-servo-elastic code HAWC2 [10]. To generate statistically
meaningful data each element stress history contains six individual sets including wind
speed bins reaching from 3 to 25 m/s and three wind directions (-8◦ , 0◦ , 8◦ ). Each bin
includes 3 · 104 entries, so that a complete element stress history covers 414 sub-histories
(6 sets, 3 directions, 23 wind speeds) and 1.242 · 107 entries in total.
For the fatigue assessment of non-proportional stress histories the critical plane approach is utilised. In general the analysis starts with the projection of σ(t) onto a potential critical plane with normal vector n resulting in a 3D traction vector Tn (t), which
is composed of a 1D normal stress history perpendicular to the plane and an in-plane
2D shear stress history. To increase the computational efficiency the multiaxial Racetrack
Filter (MRF) [2,11] can be applied to filter small amplitudes in Tn (t) leading to a reduced
amount of data without a significant impact on the resulting damages.
The reduced stress history vector is then subjected to a rainflow counting scheme
using the Modified Wang-Brown (MWB) algorithm [2, 12], which is able to account for
multidimensional stress histories. Equivalent stresses of the resulting cycles such as the
shear stress amplitudes of the 2D in-plane stress cycles are subsequently calculated based
on the Polar Moment of Inertia method (PMOI) [2, 13–15]. Thereafter the damage of
the currently analysed plane is calculated for every cycle in consideration of a critical
plane damage criterion. In this paper, we employ the Findley damage criterion [2, 6].
The damage accumulation is assumed to be linear according to Palmgren and Miner [4].
The frequency of the wind speed is typically following a Weibull distribution. Hence, the
annual fatigue damages in the adhesive joint are calculated using a Weibull distributionbased extrapolation of the computed damages for the individual wind speed bins. Fig. 3
6
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summarises the methods used in the fatigue analysis in this work.
Stress history computation
The methods shown below are used to compute the stress histories [8].
1. σ ref

2. F(t)

3. σ(t)

F (t)

σ(t)
t

t

FE analysis with unit
loads to generate a reference stress state σ ref

Load history based on
IEC guidelines [9] using
HAWC2 [10]

Linear superposition of
F(t) and σ ref to generate
the stress history σ(t) [8]

Non-proportional fatigue analysis
The methods shown here are used for the calculation of the fatigue
damage of each analysed plane of the elements within the trailing edge
adhesive joint. The adaptive segmentation is purely based on Dn (t).

1. Tn (t)

2. MRF

x
n

v
u

𝛾
z

𝜑
-y

Projection of
σ(t) onto a
selected
plane
σ(t) → Tn (t)

4. PMOI
v

n, 𝜎n,n(t)

𝜏n(t)

Multiaxial
Racetrack
Filter to
shorten
Tn (t) [2, 11]

√
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𝓟
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Figure 3: Methods used in the non-proportional fatigue analysis of the trailing edge adhesive joint of
the IWT-7.5-164 [7] reference wind turbine rotor blade (illustrations are exemplary).

3.3

Results

To show the capability of the proposed algorithm, 75 element stress histories and 31,050
sub-histories, respectively, were analysed. Therein, the elements were equally spaced
along the radial analysis region, see Fig. 2. Within the analysis we assumed that a static
7
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1◦ -Weber [5] discretisiation (20,630 segments) can serve as a reference configuration and
that a static 5◦ -Weber [5] discretisation (824 segments) can be considered for a state of
the art critical plane analysis.
Figure 4 depicts the relative difference of the analysed segment quantity compared to
the state of the art discretisation. On average (P50 ) the algorithm reduces the amount
of analysed planes by 72 %. Reductions for P85 are still at 35 % while the reduction of
segments reaches ∆Seg = 82 % for P25 .
In very rare occasions (0.06 %) the algorithm requires slightly more segments then the
◦
5 -Weber [5] discretisation. This is the reason why the coordinate origin of Fig. 4 is
slightly shifted to the right. However, we would like to emphasize that the damage results
are more accurate in this particular and most other cases. Hence, the user will not have
a disadvantage.
h [%]

Pexceed [%]

Prob. of exeedance

rel. frequency

100
1.0
75
50

0.5

25
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

0
100

∆Seg [%]
Figure 4: Efficiency of the critical plane identification using the proposed adaptive algorithm: The
relative frequency (h in %, left scale) and the probability of exceedance (Pexceed in %, right scale) are
plotted against the relative difference of the algorithm’s segment quantity compared to the state of the
art static 5◦ -Weber [5] discretisation which is denoted by ∆Seg.

Figure 5 shows the relative damage differences of both the adaptive algorithm and the
state of the art configuration compared to the reference. It can be observed that the
adaptive algorithm shows better accuracy than the state of the art discretisation. On
average (P50 ) the algorithm shows a damage deviation of -0.20 %, the static 5◦ -Weber [5]
discretisation gives 0.87 % less accurate results than the reference. On account of the
static reference discretisation there is also a 17.6 % chance to identify a higher damage
than the one of the reference configuration using the adaptive algorithm. In case of
the 5◦ -configuration this chance is about 2.9 % due to slightly different segment centre
positions and critical plane coordinates, respectively.

8
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the adaptive algorithm and a static 5◦ -Weber [5] discretisation in comparison to
a 1◦ -Weber discretisation, which was set as the reference solution.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript, we presented an adaptive algorithm for the identification of the
critical plane in a fatigue damage calculation. The algorithm can be combined with any
critical plane-based fatigue criterion and is thus very user-friendly. A set of recommended
parameters that control the performance of the algorithm has been given in the paper,
which gives a good compromise between accuracy and computational costs. The analysis
of the trailing edge adhesive joint of the IWT-7.5-164 reference rotor blade revealed that
the algorithm saves 72 % in computational time on average (P50 ) compared to a state of
the art discretisation. Moreover, it has been shown that the adaptive algorithm is more
accurate in calculating the fatigue damage at the same time. It can be concluded that the
proposed algorithm reduces computational costs in critical plane-based fatigue analyses
without major restrictions in accuracy, which was the goal of the developments.
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Abstract. The discontinuous stiffness properties of composite laminates theoretically induce
infinite stresses at free edges. These highly localized interlaminar stresses may lead to a premature failure of the laminate. Due to infinite stresses and the absence of a pre-existing crack,
neither classical strength-based nor purely energy-based failure criteria allow for reliable failure
load predictions. These drawbacks are overcome by the coupled stress and energy criterion
within the framework of finite fracture mechanics (FFM). This approach has already proven
successful for the analysis of interlaminar crack initiation in angle-ply laminates. However, the
analyses based on the finite element method typically go along with a high numerical effort.
In the present study, interlaminar crack initiation at a free edge in symmetric laminates based
on a generalized plane strain model is investigated using FFM. Initially, the problem is again
treated using the finite element method acting as a reference solution. But compared to former
works interface fracture properties are not determined through a parameter fit. Instead, realistic
interface fracture properties are taken into account yielding a good agreement with experiments
from literature. The goal of the present work is to predict interlaminar crack onset in composite
laminates using FFM in combination with the highly efficient semi-analytical scaled boundary
finite element method (SBFEM) which significantly reduces the numerical effort compared to
the FEM. First results show the high potential of the SBFEM in comparison with the FEM.

1

Introduction

Since the late sixties the existence of interlaminar stresses on the interface between two
dissimilar layers along composite laminates’ free edges, with probably negative impact on the
effective strength, is known [1]. In 1970 Pipes and Pagano [2] investigated the interlaminar shear
stress distribution in symmetric four-layer angle-ply laminates subjected to axial loads. Their
results revealed the singular nature of the interlaminar shear and normal stresses at the free
edge caused by the discontinuous stiffness properties of the layers. Subsequently, the pioneering
work of Pipes and Pagano triggered many studies examining the free-edge effect. Thereby, the
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investigations focused on the three-dimensional singular stress field at the free edge. For an
overview, the reader is referred to [3, 4]. Beyond that, the investigation of the local stress field
and its influence upon laminate strength was a crucial issue. In 1974, Whitney and Nuismer [5]
proposed the evaluation of a stress criterion averaged over a certain distance, the so called critical
length, in order to tackle stress concentrations in laminates. The critical length was assumed
to be a material property and independent of laminate layup. Alternatively, several fracture
mechanics approaches were employed [6, 7]. However, due to the lack of a pre-existing crack an
assumption regarding a critical length or inherent flaw size was still needed.
In order to avoid the use of a critical length, which is not a material parameter and depends on
the structural situation and load [8, 9, 10], Leguillon [11] introduced a coupled stress and energy
criterion within the framework of finite fracture mechanics (FFM). This criterion allows for the
prediction of crack initiation in terms of the arising crack length as well as the corresponding
failure load. An overview can be found in Weißgraeber et al. [12]. A FFM approach has been
applied by Martin et al. [13] for the prediction of interlaminar crack onset induced by the freeedge effect in symmetric angle-ply laminates according to the Pipes and Pagano model. The
required field quantities were determined by means of finite element method. A strong mesh
refinement towards the interface is needed due to the singular character of the stress field at the
free edge leading to a high numerical effort.
In the present study, interlaminar crack initiation at a free edge in selected symmetric angleply laminates is investigated in the framework of FFM. First, the problem is treated by the
finite element method according to Martin et al. to get a reference solution. Differing from
Martin et al. no interface fracture properties fit is performed. Instead, the interface fracture
properties are determined based on the matrix resin properties. The results obtained by the
finite element method are in good agreement to experimental findings by Lagunegrand et al. [14]
considering physically reasonable interface fracture properties. Second, the numerical effort is
significantly reduced using the semi-analytical scaled boundary finite element method (SBFEM)
to determine the required singular stress fields. The SBFEM was originally developed by Song
and Wolf [15] for elastodynamics soil-structure interaction problems typically involving large
and boundless domains. Later, the method has been successfully applied to a wide range of
problems governed by linear partial differential equations, for instance, to predict crack initiation
in different structural situations using FFM [16]. The SBFEM reduces the dimension of the
problem by one due to a suitable product ansatz attended by a coordinate transformation. In
the current case only the boundary has to be discretized by one-dimensional finite elements. The
former governing partial differential equations are reduced to ordinary differential equations.
The coefficients of the simplified differential equations are determined by the finite element
method performed on the boundary. Finally, the ordinary differential equations are solved. The
application of the SBFEM to the free-edge effect is still subject of current research.
2

Modeling

The physical model addressing the free-edge effect is conducted according to Pipes and
Pagano [2]. Only symmetric angle-ply laminates, consisting of four unidirectional layers, are
considered. The fiber direction is given by the angle ϑ with respect to the global x, y, z-laminate
coordinate system as depicted in Figure 1. The material coordinate system of each layer i is
denoted by xi1 , xi2 , xi3 . The single layer is supposed to be homogeneous and orthotropic. Linear
elastic material behavior is assumed. The validity of Saint-Venant’s Principle is postulated such

2
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that local effects induced by load introduction are negligible at sufficiently large distances. The
laminate is subjected to a uniform axial extension load ε0 at its ends. Hence, stresses and strains
are independent of x. Under the mentioned conditions the displacement field with respect to
the global laminate coordinate system is assumed to be
u(x, y, z) = ε0 · x + ũ(y, z) ,

v(x, y, z) = ṽ(y, z)

w(x, y, z) = w̃(y, z).

(1)

Figure 1: Left: Part of a four layer symmetric angle-ply laminate subjected to a uniaxial
extension load ε0 . Right: View of the deduced quarter model.
Differentiating the first equation with respect to x shows that the axial strain εxx = ε0 is constant
within the whole laminate. This state is called generalized plane strain state. Combining the
classical equations of elasticity with respect to the assumed displacement field (1) yields a set
of coupled, second-order partial differential equations for the unknown displacement field. The
[±ϑ]S laminate model can be simplified as a quarter model with respect to the x-y-symmetry
plane intersecting the laminate coordinate system origin and a x-z-plane of symmetry at y = b
as depicted right in Figure 1. The corresponding symmetry boundary conditions are given by
w̃(y, z = 0) = 0 ,

ũ(y = b, z) = 0 ,

ṽ(y = b, z) = 0.

(2)

In order to validate the predicted failure loads related to interlaminar crack onset the experiments
of Lagunegrand et al. [14] are taken into account. The thickness of a single ply as well as the
elasticity properties are taken from Lagunegrand et al. and can be found in Table 1. The
laminate width is set to b = 10 mm. The length L is arbitrarily chosen to 0.05 mm. According
to the generalized plane strain state, the chosen length L has no impact to the stresses and
strains.
Table 1: Properties of a single ply with respect to the material coordinate system for the
G947/M18 laminate [14].
E11 [GPa]
97.6

E22 [GPa]
8.0

E33 [GPa]
8.0

G12 [GPa]
3.1

G13 [GPa]
3.1

3
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G23 [GPa]
2.7

ν12
0.37

ν13
0.37

ν23
0.5

t [mm]
0.19
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3

Finite fracture mechanics

Due to the weak singular stress field and the lack of a pre-existing crack neither classical
stress based criteria, nor fracture mechanics approaches allow for a prediction of failure loads
for interface crack onset at laminates’ free edges. The singular stress field leads to an automatic
fulfillment of stress based criteria. Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approaches are
restricted to crack-like singularities. In order to overcome the limitation of LEFM based energy
criteria the incremental energy release rate G was introduced.
 ∆A
1
∆Π
,
(3)
G=
G(Ã)dÃ = −
∆A 0
∆A

where G denotes the differential energy release rate, A the crack area and Π the total energy
potential. Note that Eq. (3) is not restricted to crack singularities. By means of the incremental
energy release rate a Griffith-type criterion can be formulated. As a consequence, the unknown
finite crack size ∆A has to be determined in addition to the unknown failure load Pf . Leguillon
[11] proposed a coupled stress and energy based criterion in order to determine the failure load
as well as the finite crack size. In general, the coupled criterion can be given as
f (σ (x, P )) ≥ σc ∀ x ∈ Ωc (∆A)

∧

G (∆A, P ) ≥ Gc ,

(4)

where Ωc denotes the potential crack surface. Regarding the given symmetric four-layer angleply laminate solely crack initiation in the interface between the +ϑ and the −ϑ layer induced by
free-edge effect is investigated. The simultaneous appearance of four similar cracks, each starting
from the free edge of an intersection between differently orientated layers, is assumed. As shown
subsequently, interlaminar stresses as well as the incremental energy release rate behave strictly
monotonic in the vicinity of the free edge. Hence, the coupled criterion (4) can be formulated
by means of equalities instead of inequalities. In the present work, only angle-ply laminates
up to [±30◦ ]S are investigated such that the interlaminar stresses σxz are predominant in the
interface in the vicinity of the free edge. Thus, according to Martin et al., a simple stress
criterion is chosen accounting for σxz along the interface only. The crack size can be expressed
as ∆A = L · ∆a in which L denotes the length of the model (Figure 1) and ∆a the crack length
in y-direction. The coupled criterion for the investigated structural situation is given by


εf
σxz y = ∆ac , ε0 = εf0 = σxz (∆ac , ε∗0 ) 0∗ = τc ,
(5)
ε0
 f 2


ε
f
∗
G ∆a = ∆ac , ε0 = ε0 = G (∆ac , ε0 ) 0∗
= G3c = Gc ,
(6)
ε0

where ∆ac denotes the unknown crack length and εf0 the unknown failure strain. In this particular case, the interlaminar stress behavior as well as the incremental energy release rate is
determined only once for the arbitrarily chosen load ε∗0 = 1 and scaled to any load for a fixed
laminate layup. Combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) yields
Gc
G (∆ac , ε∗0 )
(7)
2 = τ2 .
∗
(σxz (∆ac , ε0 ))
c
Determination of the roots of Eq. (7) provides the sought critical crack length ∆ac . Furthermore,
it can be seen that the length of an initiated interface crack solely depends on the interface
fracture toughness Gc and strength τc . Substituting the obtained critical crack length either into
Eq. (5) or Eq. (6) gives the corresponding failure strain εf0 .
4
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4

Finite element reference model

The finite element method is used to obtain a reference solution for the introduced problem.
To this end, the quarter model (Figure 1) has been implemented in the commercial FE software
Abaqus. A consistent implementation with respect to Pipes and Pagano’s work is realized using
only one element in x-direction. To satisfy the assumed generalized plane strain state, degrees
of freedom of opposite nodes in the x-direction are coupled by means of multi-point constraints.
In order to capture the laminate free-edge effect properly, the mesh is refined towards the
interface as well as the free edge. A convergence study has been performed to ensure an accurate
evaluation of the interface stresses and incremental energy release rates. The smallest element
size found at the bi-material point of the free edge, is about 0.001 mm. Due to the refinement
the model in total includes about 143000 degrees of freedom. Fully integrated three-dimensional
brick elements with quadratic shape functions have been used (C3D20).
5

Results obtained by the finite element method

In this section results of the finite element analyses are presented and compared to experimental data from literature. Crack initiation is expected in the interface between the +ϑ and
−ϑ layer. Hence, stresses along this interface are investigated. The obtained interface stresses
are depicted in Figure 2a-c. The interlaminar shear stress σxz as well as the normal stress σzz
becomes singular at the free edge. In order to meet the boundary condition at the free edge,
the interlaminar shear stress σyz decays to zero. As mentioned before, the interface shear stress
σxz is predominant in the vicinity of the free edge for the considered laminate layups so that
this stress is accounted for evaluation of the stress criterion solely. Note, that the predominant
σxz shear stress rapidly decays towards the interior laminate so that it vanishes in a distance of
about three times the single ply thickness t. In comparison, the interlaminar stress σzz as well as
the shear stress σyz fade out slower. They subside after about six and eight times the single-ply
thickness. The incremental energy release rate G is evaluated with respect to potential interface
cracks of the length ∆a (Figure 2d) using
G (ε∗0 , ∆a) = −

W (ε∗0 , ∆a) − W (ε∗0 , ∆a = 0)
.
∆a L

(8)

W denotes the elastic strain energy of the arbitrarily loaded laminate quarter model. As depicted, the incremental energy release rate reaches a plateau for longer cracks. In consideration
of Eq. (8) Equation (7) yields the critical crack length ∆ac with respect to the quotient of interface fracture properties as shown in Figure 3a. In order to be able to evaluate failure loads for
the investigated laminates, the actual interface fracture properties must be known a priori. The
determination of interface fracture properties has been widely discussed in literature. However,
it can be summarized that it is difficult to measure them. Due to the lack of reliable interface
fracture properties for the investigated G947/M18 angle-ply laminates the following assumptions
are made. As a first approximation, it is presumed that the interface fracture properties are
dominated by the properties of the epoxy matrix resin (Table 2).

5
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(a) Normalized interface shear stresses σxz

(b) Normalized interface shear stresses σyz

(c) Normalized interface normal stresses σzz

(d) Incremental energy release rate

Figure 2: Normalized interface stresses and incremental energy release rates for selected
G947/M18 angle-ply laminates, obtained by the finite element method. The interface stresses
are normalized with respect to the particular effective laminate
stiffness

 Exx . The effective stiffA212
1
ness is determined based on CLPT such that Exx = 4t A11 − A22 , in which Aij denotes the
extensional stiffness quadrant of the laminate stiffness matrix.
Table 2: Properties of the cured (180◦ C) M18 matrix resin according to the manufacturer [17].
E [GPa]
3.5

ν
0.38

Rσm [MPa]
81.1

m
GIc
[N/mm]
0.193

Consequently, and based on [18], it is assumed that the laminate’s mode 1 interface fracture
m . In literature, mode 1 interface fractoughness G1c is about the matrix fracture toughness GIc
ture toughnesses for composites are within a range of 0.08 - 1.0 N/mm [18, 19]. Furthermore,
the mode 3 interface fracture toughness is set to G3c = 2G1c . As shown in Figure 2a-c the
interlaminar
√ shear stresses σxz are predominant. Hence, the critical interface strength is set to
m
τc = Rσ / 3 according to the von Mises criterion. Based on the solution of Eq. (7) the corresponding failure strains, with respect to the interface fracture properties, are obtained using Eq.
(6), and depicted in Figure 3b-d. The failure strain predictions for the chosen interface fracture
properties can be found in Table 3 in comparison to experimental findings from literature. The
predicted results slightly underestimate the experiments. However, the differences are within an
error range of 8.83 % and 2.63 % only.
6
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(a) Normalized crack lengths

(b) Failure strains for [±10◦ ]S

(c) Failure strains for [±20◦ ]S

(d) Failure strains for [±30◦ ]S

Figure 3: Predicted normalized crack lengths and corresponding failure strains with respect
to the interface fracture properties Gc and τc for selected G947/M18 angle-ply laminates. For
comparison, the failure strains experimentally determined by [14] are also shown.
Table 3: Predicted failure strains εf0 with respect to the chosen interface fracture properties in
comparison to the experimentally determined failure strains εf0,exp by Lagunegrand et al. [14].

6

layup

τc [MPa]

[±10◦ ]S
[±20◦ ]S
[±30◦ ]S

47.2
47.2
47.2

Gc [N/mm]
0.386
0.386
0.386

∆ac /t [−]

εf0 [−]

εf0,exp [−]

0.784
1.086
1.167

0.00816
0.00785
0.01149

0.00895 − 0.00917
−
0.01180 − 0.01230

Scaled Boundary Finite Element Method

In the following, the scaled boundary finite element is introduced. The considered domain
has to fulfill the geometrical scaling requirement. The investigated structural situation has to
be a star domain. The scaling center S lies on the free edge at the interface between the +ϑ and
−ϑ layer (Figure 4). A scaled boundary ξ,η-coordinate system is introduced. The scaled radial
ξ-coordinate starts at the scaling center where it takes the value zero and reaches the value 1
on the boundary. A part of the boundary Γd (red marked) is characterized by the boundary
coordinate η. Any point which is part of the domain is described by scaling the corresponding
point on the boundary Γd with ξ. The transformation from the Cartesian x,y,z-coordinate
7
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system into scaled boundary ξ,η-coordinate system is described by
x = xS + ξxη (η),

(9)

where xS denotes the Cartesian coordinates of the scaling center.

Figure 4: SBFEM quarter model for the four-layer angle-ply laminate.
The corresponding Jacobian matrix J η (η), only depending on the boundary coordinate η, is
given by
   ∂y(ξ,η) ∂z(ξ,η)   
 
∂
∂ξ
∂
ξ∂η

The transformation of

0 0

0 1

0 0
L=
0 0


0 0
1 0

=

∂ξ
∂y(ξ,η)
ξ∂η

∂
∂y
∂
∂z

∂ξ
∂z(ξ,η)
ξ∂η

= J η (η)

∂
∂y
∂
∂z

(10)

the derivatives can be performed using the differential operator L to



0 0 0
0



0
0 0 0



0 0 1 ∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
1 ∂
0


+
= Ly
+ Lz
= Lξ
+ Lη
,
(11)



∂y
∂z
∂y
∂z
∂ξ
ξ ∂η
1
0 1 0



1 0 0
0
0 0 0
0

where Lξ and Lη are given by

Lξ = Ly j11 + Lz j21 ,

Lη = Ly j12 + Lz j22 ,

and jmn (m,n = 1, 2) denotes the components of the inverse Jacobian matrix J −1
η . The transformed differentials are described by


 ∂xη 


ξ dη.
dV = det(J η )ξ dηdξ,
dA = 
∂η 

A finite element method is performed on a part of the boundary Γd (Figure 4) under the
assumption of a separation ansatz in order to determine the unknown displacements ũ,ṽ,w̃ with
respect to the ξ,η-coordinate system. The separation of variables ansatz is given by
u(ξ, η) ≈ ũ(ξ, η) = N (η)û(ξ).

(12)

in which the matrix of piecewise polynominal shape functions only depending of the boundary
coordinate η is denoted with N (η). The unknown free values û(ξ) are scaled with ξ such that
8
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the nodal displacements on the boundary are described for ξ = 1. The corresponding strains
are given by
1
ε̃(ξ, η) = Lũ + S = B ξ û,ξ + B η û + S,
(13)
ξ
in which S describes the extension load ε0 and
B ξ = Lξ N (η),

B η = Lη N,η (η).

Using the principle of virtual displacements, with vanishing stresses tractions on boundary and
vanishing volume loads, yields the SBFEM basic equations


ξ 2 K 0 û,ξξ (ξ) + ξ K 0 + K T
(14)
1 − K 1 û,ξ (ξ) − K 2 û(ξ) + ξ (S ξ − S η ) = 0,
K 0 û,ξ (ξ = 1) + K T
1 û(ξ = 1) + S ξ = 0,
KT
1 û(ξ
where
K0 =
K1 =
K2 =







η

η

η

BT
ξ (η)EB ξ (η) det(J η ) dη,
BT
η (η)EB ξ (η) det(J η ) dη,

Sξ =
Sη =



η



η

= 0) = 0,

(15)

(16)

BT
ξ (η)ES det(J η ) dη,
BT
η (η)ES det(J η ) dη,

BT
η (η)EB η (η) det(J η ) dη.

E denotes the stiffness matrix of the orthotropic Hooke’s Law transformed into the global
laminate coordinate system. Eq. (14) represents a second order, linear, non-homogeneous,
ordinary differential equation system with variable coefficients. The homogeneous part of the
equation has a certain structure (Euler-Cauchy-equation) and can be reduced to equations with
constant coefficients by introducing the substitution t = ln(ξ):


K 0 û,tt (t) + K T
(17)
1 − K 1 û,t (t) − K 2 û(t) = 0.

Furthermore, the second order differential equations (17) are transformed into first order equations using v̂(t) = ∂∂tû
 
  
 T

v̂ ,t
−K −1
K 2 v̂
K 1 − K 1 K −1
0
0
.
(18)
=
û
û,t
I
0



κ

Incorporating the exponential approach

 
 
v̂
λt Ψ
=e
û
Φ

(19)

 
Ψ
= 0,
(κ − λI)
Φ

(20)

into (18) yields the eigenvalue problem

which is solved numerically using the QR-algorithm. It can be shown that the eigenvalue spectrum must be symmetric with respect to zero. Six zero eigenvalues are obtained representing
9
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deformation modes due to rigid body motions as well as single forces. Only three corresponding
linearly independent eigenvectors are obtained. These eigenvectors are related to rigid body
motions. Hence, the missing eigenvectors have to be determined in order to obtain a fundamental solution. Since there do not exist single forces in the present problem, the determination of
the corresponding eigenvectors is not further pursued. Using the back substitution the reduced
homogeneous solution is given by
û(ξ) =

2n−3


ci ξ λi Φi = cD(ξ)Φu ,

(21)

i=1

where the single force modes are not considered and n denotes the length of the vector û. The
particular solution of the non-homogeneous differential equations can be found by the method
of undetermined coefficients. Hence, the approach
ûp = Φp ξ,

(22)

is incorporated into Eq. (14) yielding a system of linear equations with respect to Φp


K0 + KT
1 − K 1 − K 2 Φp = S η − S ξ ,

(23)

The total displacement is finally given by

û(ξ) = cD(ξ)Φu + Φp ξ.

(24)

Subsequently, the unknown constants c are determined by substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (15)
and Eq. (16). It is worth to mention that Eq. (16) can only be fulfilled if the constants
corresponding to eigenvalues λi < 0 become zero. Hence, only deformation modes with λi ≥ 0
are considered. In conclusion, the sought displacements û(ξ, η) are given by Eq. (12).
In the following the results obtained by the SBFEM using linear shape functions are introduced.
Initially, the singular character of the stress field with respect to the laminate layup is discussed.
The SBFEM can be advantageously applied to singular stress fields due to the fact that the
solution of the eigenvalue problem (20) yields the corresponding singularity order. As shown in
Figure 5, the free-edge effect induces weak stress singularities.

layup
[±10◦ ]S
[±20◦ ]S
[±30◦ ]S

λSBFEM
0.999703
0.992273
0.970624

λanalytic
0.999725
0.992521
0.971243

Figure 5: Left: Examination of singular eigenvalues (0 < λ < 1) for selected G947/M18 angleply laminates by means of the SBFEM (195 degrees of freedom). Right: In comparison, singular
eigenvalues predicted numerically, and analytically. Even with a few degrees of freedom, the
singularity order predicted by the SBFEM is reproduced very accurately.

10
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The singularity order Re (1 − λ) strongly depends on the laminate layup. A growing ply
angle ϑ goes along with an increasing singularity order up to ϑ = 45◦ , where the effect becomes
maximum. Based on the results shown in Figure 3, it can be concluded that an increasing
singularity order goes along with a reduction of the effective laminate strength in the sense of
interlaminar crack onset.
Solving the boundary value problem yields the sought displacement field. As depicted in Figure
6 the in-plane deformation of the contour close to the free edge determined by SBFEM is in
good agreement with the FEM reference solution. Hence, a good agreement for the application
of the coupled criterion compared to the FE reference solution can be expected. An assessment
based on the SBFEM stress solution is subject of current research.

Figure 6: Deformed contour of the quarter model determined by FEM (red marked) as well as
SBFEM for an G947/M18 angle-ply laminate (b = 0.57 mm).
7

Conclusion

The finite fracture mechanics approach has been applied to the free-edge effect in composite
laminates in order to predict interface crack onset. First, the required stresses and incremental
energy release rates have been obtained by means of the finite element method. Good results
have been achieved compared to experiments from literature. Subsequently, the scaled boundary
finite element method has been implemented in order to reduce the computational effort. Results
show the high potential of the scaled boundary finite element method compared to the finite
element method regarding the numerical effort and accuracy. The displacements obtained by the
SBFEM are in good agreement with the FEM solution. As a next step, the quantities determined
by the SBFEM will be used for developing an efficient FFM failure model for interface crack
onset in composite laminates.
8
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Abstract. Numerical formulations of the Koiter theory allow the efficient prediction,
through a reduced order model, of the behavior of shell structures when failure is dominated by buckling. In this work, we propose an isogeometric version of the method based
on a solid-shell model. A NURBS-based interpolation is employed on the middle surface
of the shell to accurately describe the geometry and the high continuity typical of the displacement field in buckling problems and to directly link the CAD model to the structural
one. A linear interpolation is then adopted through the thickness together with a modified
generalized constitutive matrix, which allows us to easily eliminate thickness locking and
model multi-layered composites. Reduced integration schemes, which take into account
the continuity of the shape functions, are used to avoid interpolation locking and make
the integration faster. A Mixed Integration Point strategy makes it possible to transform
the displacement model into a mixed (stress-displacement) one, required by the Koiter
method to obtain accurate predictions, without introducing stress interpolation functions.
The result is an efficient numerical tool for buckling and initial post-buckling analysis of
composite shells, characterized by a low number of DOFs and integration points and by
a simple and quick construction of the reduced order model.

1

INTRODUCTION

The failure of composite shells often occurs because of buckling phenomena which make
them sensitive to material, geometrical and load imperfections [1]. Thousands of equilibrium path evaluations can be required in order to detect the worst imperfection case in
terms of failure load. Furthermore, the stacking sequence has proven to strongly affect
the buckling and post-buckling response of the shells and the design of an optimal layup
can significantly increase the load-carrying capability. Consequently, the need for an optimization process leads to a further computational burden and requires more efficient tools
of analysis and design. For these reasons, a great amount of research has focused on developing reduced order models (ROMs) based on the finite element (FE) implementation
[2, 3] of the Koiter theory of elastic stability, capable of furnishing, with an acceptable
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computational cost, an accurate prediction [1] of the limit load value and the initial postcritical behaviour for a very large number of imperfections. A solid-shell FE model [4] is
particularly convenient for the construction of the ROM, since it allows us to avoid the
use of finite rotations. Although a large number of locking free linear solid-shell elements
are available, their behavior is not sufficiently accurate when modeling curved geometry
and, as a consequence, a fine discretization is required. An interesting alternative is given
by the isogeometric analysis (IGA) [5] based on NURBS shape functions. IGA seems
very attractive in particular in buckling problems, where a highly continuous solution is
often expected [6, 7, 1]. It has been shown in [3] that the Koiter method requires a mixed
formulation in order to avoid a locking phenomenon in the evaluation of the fourth-order
coefficients of the reduced system of equations and to increase the range of validity of the
ROM, which gets worse in displacement formulations when the slenderness of the structure increases [3] and the pre-buckling path exhibits even small nonlinearities. This aspect
can also be observed in path-following analyses [3, 4, 8] where displacement formulations
lead to a slow convergence rate of the Newton scheme when slender structures are analyzed. In Koiter analysis this phenomenon is much more evident because the equilibrium
path is directly extrapolated using the ROM, and an equilibrium error is not corrected
by an iterative scheme, so affecting the accuracy of the method. On the contrary mixed
formulations avoid this drawback because the stresses are directly extrapolated. Furthermore, the joint use of a Green-Lagrange strain measure and of a mixed Hellinger-Reissner
variational formulation [2, 3], leads to a 3rd order polynomial dependence of the strain
energy on the discrete DOFs with the consequence of the zeroing of all the fourth order
strain energy variations. In this work, we propose an isogeometric numerical formulation
of the Koiter theory for the analysis of composite shells which exploits the advantages of a
solid-shell model. A linear through-the-thickness interpolation is considered for geometry
and displacements. The nonlinear model is based on a Total-Lagrangian formulation with
the use of the Green-Lagrange strain measure. Inspired by the FE approach proposed by
Sze [4], the Green-Lagrange strains are linearized along the thickness direction, allowing
the definition of a modified generalized constitutive matrix which effectively eliminates
thickness locking and leads to accurate predictions for multi-layered composites, without introducing additional through-the-thickness DOFs. The displacement field and the
geometry are rewritten in terms of semi-sum and semi-difference of the top and bottom
surface quantities. The model so obtained is described by middle surface coordinates only,
allowing us to interpolate geometry and displacements using bivariate NURBS of generic
order and continuity. Each control point is equipped with six DOFs but, in contrast
to traditional shell models, only displacement DOFs are employed. Different patch-wise
reduced integration rules [9, 10], previously proposed for linear analysis, are investigated
in stability problems with the aim of eliminating interpolation lockings and increasing
the computational efficiency when C 1 and C 2 NURBS are adopted. To obtain the mixed
description of the problem, required by the Koiter formulation, the Mixed Integration
Point (MIP) strategy, recently proposed in [8] for finite element path-following analyses,
is here extended to the proposed isogeometric Koiter analysis.
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2
2.1

KOITER IGA USING MIXED INTEGRATION POINTS
The nonlinear model and the numerical integration

We consider a slender hyperelastic structure subject to conservative loads p[λ] proportionally increasing with the amplifier factor λ. The equilibrium is expressed by the virtual
work equation
Φ[u] δu − λp̂ δu = 0 , u ∈ U , δu ∈ T
(1)
where u ∈ U is the field of configuration variables, Φ[u] denotes the strain energy, T is
the tangent space of U at u and a prime is used to express the Frechèt derivative with
respect to u. We assume that U will be a linear manifold so that its tangent space T
will be independent of u. When a mixed format is adopted the configuration variables
u collect both displacement and stress fields. The displacement based IGA formulation
previously presented allows usto express the strain energy of the element as a sum of
element contributions Φ[u] ≡ e Φe [de ]

 
1 T
Φe [de ] ≡
ε C ε dΩe
(2)
2
Ωe
where Ωe is the element domain and a numerical integration is usually adopted. The shell
is modeled using the isogeometric solid-shell model proposed in [11]. The d-dimensional
target space of order p and regularity r, labeled as Srp , is exactly integrated by a number
of ≈ ((p − r)/2)d integration points per element, distributed over the patch, significantly
lower than in standard Gauss quadrature rules. Their positions and weights are not
equal for each element, but are evaluated, once and for all, in a pre-processing phase and
depend on r, p and patch mesh [10, 9]. They also open up new possibilities for patch-wise
reduced integration schemes. In fact p and r can be selected by the user and are not
required to be those for the exact integration of the problem space. If the integration
space presents spurious modes, a certain number of quadrature points are added near
the boundary elements in order to remove them and the approximation space is said to
be over-integrated and labeled as S̄rp [10, 9]. The number of integration points n can be
different element-by-element and the strain energy can be evaluated as
n

1
Φe [de ] ≡
εg [de ]T Cg εg [de ] wg
2 g=1

(3)

where subscript g denotes quantities evaluated at the integration point [ξg , ηg ], wg is
the product of the corresponding weight and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J
evaluated at the integration point and Cg is C at the integration point.
2.2

The Koiter method using mixed integration points

The fundamental idea of the MIP strategy [8] is to relax the constitutive equations
at the level of each integration point. This is made by rewriting the strain energy in a
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pseudo Hellinger-Reissner form on the element

n 

1 T −1
T
σ g εg [de ] − σ g Cg σ g wg
Φe [ue ] ≡
2
g=1

(4)

where the stresses at each integration point σ g are now independent variables being
 
σ1
 .. 
 
(5)
ue =  . 
σ n 
de

The Koiter method is based on a third order Taylor expansion of Eq.(1), in λ and the
modal amplitudes αi [1, 2]. Letting ui ∈ T be a generic variation of the displacement
field and denoting with a bold symbol the discrete FEM counterpart of the continuum
quantities, and referring to the solid-shell finite element model presented in [2], the reduced
model construction for the perfect structure consists of the following steps.
1. The fundamental path is evaluated as
uf [λ] = u0 + λû , K0 û = f , K0 ≡ K[u0 ]

(6a)

where K0 and f are obtained from the following energy equivalence
uT1 K0 u2 := Φ0 u1 u2

uT1 f = p u1 .

and requires the solution of a linear system to evaluate the initial path tangent û. A
subscript will denote, from now on, the point in which the quantities are evaluated,
i.e. Φ0 ≡ Φ [u0 ] and so on.
2. The buckling modes and loads are obtained from the linearized critical condition
consisting of the eigenvalue problem
K[λ]v̇ ≡ (K0 + λK1 [û])v̇ = 0

(6b)

where K1 is obtained from the following energy equivalence
uT1 K1 u2 = Φ
0 ûu1 u2 .
ˆ are obtained by
3. The (m × (m + 1))/2 + 1 quadratic corrective FE vectors wij , ŵ
the solution of the linear systems
m


ˆ + ˆf̂ +
Kb ŵ
ck f̂k = 0

ˆ
with ck = v̇Tk f̂

k=1

Kb wij + f ij +

m


ck f̂ k = 0 with ck =

k=1

4
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in which Kb ≡ K0 + λb K1 , f̂ k = K1 v̇k , λb is a reference value of the bifurcation
cluster, usually the first buckling load and f ij , f 00 are defined as a function of modes
v̇i and û by the energy equivalences
δwT f ij = Φ v̇j v̇j δw

ˆ
δwT f̂ = Φ û2 δw

4. The construction of the reduced system of equations
m
m
1
1 2
rk [λ, αi ] ≡ µk [λ] + (λk − λ)αk − λ
αi Cik +
αi αj Aijk
2 i=1
2 i,j=1
m
1 
αi αj αh Bijhk = 0,
+
6 i,j,h=1

(6d)

k = 1···m

is carried out by evaluating the energy terms for i, j, h, k = 1 · · · m, being Φb u1 u2 =
(Φ0 + λb Φ û)u1 u2 ∀u1 , u2 as sum of element contributions
ˆ ik
Aijk =Φ v̇i v̇j v̇k
Cik = Φb ŵw
Bijhk = − Φb (wij whk + wih wjk + wik wjh )
1

µk [λ] = λ2 Φ û2 v̇k .
2

The evaluation of the equilibrium path, to be repeated for each additional imperfection,
is obtained by solving the modified reduced system
rk [λ, αi ] + µ̃k [λ, αi ] = 0
where µ̃k represents the effect of the imperfection, and can be evaluated as in [1].
2.3

Strain energy variations using mixed integration points

In the following uig = {σ ig , die } will denote the vector representation on the integration
point g of ui . The first variation of (4) is

T  
n 

sgσ ≡ εg [de ] − C−1
σ
s
g σg
1g
gσ
wg with
(7a)
Φe u1 =
T
d1e
sgd
sgd ≡ Bg [de ] σ g .
g=1

and Bg [de ] = Lg + Qg [de ]. The second variation of (4) is
Φe u1 u2

=

n


g=1


σ T1g Bg [de ]d2e + σ T2g Bg [de ]d1e + σ Tg Qg [d1e ]d2e wg .

T
Letting εQ
gk = d1e Ψgk d2e the kth component of vector Qg [d1e ]d2e we have


T
σ Tg Qg [d1e ]d2e ≡
σgk εQ
with G[σ g ] =
σgk Ψgk .
gk = d1e G[σ g ]d2e
k

k

5
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In matrix form the second variation of (4), letting G g ≡ G e [σ g ], becomes
Φe u1 u2

T 
 
n 


−C−1
Bg σ 2g
σ 1g
g
w
=
=
uT1g Kg u2g .
g
d1e
BTg
G g d2e
g=1

(7d)

g

The second variation can also be written in vector form introducing the incremental
force vector so defined



−C−1

T 

g σ 2g + Bg d2e
Φe u1 u2 =
u1g sg [u2g ] with sg [u2g ] ≡
(7e)
BTg σ 2g + G g d2e
g

The third variation of the strain energy is
Φe u1 u2 u3 =

n


g=1


σ T1g Qg [d3e ]d2e + σ T2g Qg [d3e ]d1e + σ T3g Qg [d1e ]d2e wg

(7f)

that can also be written in vector form introducing the secondary force vector as



Qg [d3e ]d2e

T 

Φe δu1 δu2 δu3 =
u1g sg [u2g , u3g ] with sg [u2g , u3g ] ≡
Qg [d3e ]T σ 2g + G g [σ 3g ]d2e
g

(7g)

3
3.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Composite curved panel under compression

The first test regards a curved panel under compression whose geometry, loads, and
boundary conditions are depicted in Fig.1. The material properties can be found in
Table 1. Two different layups are considered: [0]6 and [45, −45, 0]s . The lamination
significantly influences the shape of the buckling modes as illustrated in Fig.2. This is
confirmed by Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 which show the convergence of the first 4 linearized
buckling loads. The high continuity together with the exact representation of the geometry
leads to very good results with all the integration strategies. Again, however, the S̄02 for
C1 and S14 and S̄13 for C2 represent the best choices in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
The study of the initial post-buckling behavior of the panel is carried out considering
the presence of a geometrical imperfection ẽ that is a combination of the first and the
second buckling modes. In particular, it is the difference between them scaled in order to
obtain ẽ∞ = 0.1t. The Koiter solution is evaluated using a ROM based on the first two
buckling modes only, since the higher ones are far from the first two, and it is compared
with reference paths. For both the layups, the initial post-buckling exhibits a limit load
as shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 for [0]6 and in Fig.5 and 6 for [45, −45, 0]s . C1 -S̄02 , C2 -S̄13
and C2 -S14 are the best performing strategies, providing a good estimate of the limit loads
with a 8 × 8 mesh, which became practically exact using a 16 × 16 mesh.
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l/100
C

100.5

v=0

v=0, w=0

B

v=0

l/100
v=0

y, v

A

z, w
x, u

100

uC=0

R 300

Figure 1: Composite curved panel: geometry and boundary conditions.
E11

E22 = E33

ν12 = ν13

ν23

G12 = G13

G23

30.6

8.7

0.29

0.5

3.24

2.9

Table 1: Composite curved panel: material properties.
4 elm.

8 elm.

16 elm.

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

1.053
1.158
1.259
1.408

1.055
1.424
1.609
1.746

1.078
1.694
∗
∗

1.042
1.177
1.299
1.396

1.002
1.005
1.009
1.007

0.998
1.008
1.035
1.061

1.020
1.069
1.124
1.213

1.008
1.018
1.039
1.067

0.995
0.996
1.003
1.003

0.995
0.998
1.004
1.005

0.998
1.003
1.012
1.020

0.996
0.997
1.003
1.004

∗ >2

Table 2: Composite curved panel: first 4 normalized buckling loads for [0]6 with C1
interpolation.
4 elm.

8 elm.

S̄02

S03

S04

1.096
1.082
1.080
1.235

1.144
1.201
1.346
1.456

1.263
1.656
∗
∗

16 elm.

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

1.165
1.106
1.333
1.848

1.016
1.013
1.007
1.035

1.018
1.010
1.010
1.073

1.095
1.078
1.157
1.228

1.054
1.036
1.061
1.119

1.001
0.998
0.998
1.003

1.002
0.999
0.999
1.012

1.015
1.011
1.010
1.049

1.004
1.001
0.999
1.011

∗ >2

Table 3: Composite curved panel: first 4 normalized buckling loads for [45, −45, 0]s with
C1 interpolation.
4 elm.

8 elm.

16 elm.

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

0.995
1.000
1.008
1.014

1.034
1.013
1.063
1.104

1.031
1.073
1.132
1.210

1.001
1.001
1.003
1.004

1.005
1.004
1.008
1.009

1.004
1.003
1.007
1.010

1.001
1.001
1.002
1.002

1.002
1.001
1.003
1.003

1.001
1.001
1.003
1.003

Table 4: Composite curved panel: first 4 normalized buckling loads for [0]s with C2
interpolation.
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4 elm.

8 elm.

16 elm.

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

0.995
1.014
1.002
1.062

1.097
1.044
1.121
1.205

1.110
1.068
1.167
1.280

1.006
1.006
1.003
1.041

1.014
1.012
1.007
1.022

1.018
1.015
1.014
1.061

1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001

1.005
1.003
1.003
1.003

1.004
1.003
1.002
1.003

Table 5: Composite curved panel: first 4 normalized buckling loads [45, −45, 0]s with C2
interpolation.

(a) mode 1 [0]6

(c) mode 2 [0]6

(b) mode 1 [45/ − 45/0]s

(d) mode 2 [45/ − 45/0]s

Figure 2: Composite curved panel: first and second buckling mode for two layups

λ

λ

1

1

2
C1 -S̄0

0.5

3
C1 -S0
4
C1 -S0

C1 -AN S
0
−3

2
C1 -S̄0

0.5

8 × 8 elements

4
C1 -S0

C1 -AN S

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

3
C1 -S0

0

0
−3

0.5

u

16 × 16 elements

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

u

Figure 3: Composite curved panel: equilibrium path for [0]6 and C1 interpolation
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λ

λ

1

1

0.5

3
C2 -S̄1
4
C2 -S1
6
C2 -S1

0
−3

0.5

8 × 8 elements

4
C2 -S1
6
C2 -S1

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

3
C2 -S̄1

0

0
−3

0.5

16 × 16 elements

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

u

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

u

Figure 4: Composite curved panel: equilibrium path for [0]6 and C2 interpolation

λ

λ

1

0.5

1
2
C1 -S̄0
3
C1 -S0
4
C1 -S0

C1 -AN S
0
−3

2
C1 -S̄0

8 × 8 elements

0.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

4
C1 -S0

C1 -AN S

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

3
C1 -S0

0

0
−3

0.5

16 × 16 elements

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

u

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

u

Figure 5: Composite curved panel: equilibrium path for [45/ − 45/0] and C1 interpolation

λ

λ

1

1

3
C2 -S̄1

0.5

0
−3

4
C2 -S1
6
C2 -S1

3
C2 -S̄1

8 × 8 elements

0.5

6
C2 -S1

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

4
C2 -S1

0

0
−3

0.5

u

16 × 16 elements

C2 64 × 64
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

u

Figure 6: Composite curved panel: equilibrium path for [45/ − 45/0] and C2 interpolation
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12 elm.

24 elm.

48 elm.

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

S̄02

S03

S04

ANS

0.957
0.960
0.959
0.962

1.594
1.596
1.618
1.618

∗
∗
∗
∗

1.658
1.664
1.661
1.719

1.003
1.006
1.005
1.007

1.041
1.046
1.044
1.048

1.200
1.200
1.200
1.208

1.056
1.059
1.060
1.060

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.002
1.002
1.002
1.002

1.015
1.015
1.014
1.014

1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001

∗ >2

Table 6: Laminate composite cylinder: first 4 normalized buckling loads for C1 .
12 elm.

24 elm.

48 elm.

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

S̄13

S14

S16

1.156
1.176
1.175
1.183

1.120
1.127
1.150
1.150

1.245
1.245
1.266
1.278

1.003
1.003
1.002
1.002

1.011
1.011
1.012
1.012

1.007
1.007
1.006
1.006

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Table 7: Laminate composite cylinder: first 4 normalized buckling loads for C2 .
3.2

Laminate composite cylinder subjected to axial compression

The cylinder considered in the following and labelled Z33 was manufactured and tested
by DLR (German Aerospace Center). Geometry, material properties and boundary conditions are reported in [12]. The lowest buckling loads of the perfect structure are reported
in Table 6 and Table 7 for the C1 and the C2 interpolation respectively. The corresponding
buckling modes are depicted in Fig.7. Due to problem symmetries they occur in couples.
Also for this test, C1 -S̄02 , C2 -S̄13 and C2 -S14 turn out to be particularly accurate and provide
good results with a relatively coarse mesh in comparison with those usually employed in
the FE literature [12]. In evaluating the initial post-buckling behavior a load imperfection
is introduced by a concentrated force halfway up the cylinder axis. By including just one
mode in the ROM, a good prediction of the limit load is obtained as shown in Fig.8 and
Fig.7.

(a) mode 1 and mode 2

(b) mode 3 and mode 4

Figure 7: Laminate composite cylinder: first 4 buckling modes.
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−2
8

·10

λ

·10−2

6

8

·10−2

6
6

6

2
C1 -S̄0
3
C1 -S0
4
C1 -S0

4

2

0
−0.6

·10−2

2
C1 C1 -S̄0

C1 -AN S

4

C2 48 × 192
−0.5

−0.4

3
C2 -S̄1

4

−0.3

u

3
C1−0.1
-S0

−0.2

4
C2 -S1

4
0
−0.6

0

CC
2

6
C2 -S1

2

C2 48 × 192
−0.5

−0.4

−0.3

u

4
C1 -S0

3
2 -S̄1

4
C2 -S1
−0.2

−0.1

0

6
2
C×2 96
-Smesh
Figure 8: Laminate composite cylinder: equilibrium
path using 24
1
2
C1 -AN S
1 C2 48 × 192
4 CONCLUSIONS C2 48 × 192
0
This work explored the use of IGA for the construction
of a reduced model for composite
0
shells undergoing buckling. The results showed
that the isogeometric
is able to
−0.6
−0.5 model
−0.4
−0.6
−0.5
−0.4
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1
furnish an excellent approximation of the buckling loads, the limit loads and the initial
post-buckling behavior employing a very low number of DOFs and a reduced number of
integration points. In particular the C1 -S̄02 and C2 -S̄13 approaches proves to be convenient
because it requires just one integration point per element without spurious modes.

C

C

u
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Abstract. Wind turbines have been growing in size significantly during the past years.
As a consequence, the mechanical loads acting on the wind turbine components increase
as well. This gives rise to the need to develop new or to enhance existing methodologies
for failure analyses of wind turbine components. This paper deals with the finite element
analysis of adhesive joints in wind turbine rotor blades and addresses both ultimate and
fatigue load analyses.
For ultimate loading, an equivalent stress approach is utilized. In fatigue, wind turbines
experience high amplitudes and very high cycle numbers. Hence, an appropriate fatigue
analysis framework is of utmost importance. In this paper a critical plane approach is
employed. The model captures multiaxial stress states as required by current design
guidelines and takes into account non-proportional stress histories.
The paper focuses on the trailing edge adhesive joints, as they are highly stressed in
longitudinal direction and shear. Representative numerical examples show that a multiaxial strength analysis for ultimate and fatigue loads is extraordinarily important to
design reliable adhesive joints. The necessity to account for non-proportionality in the
stress histories is also demonstrated.

1

INTRODUCTION

There is an ongoing trend in the wind energy industry of turbine upscaling. Today,
the largest rotor blade has a length of 88.4 m, which makes it the largest one-piece
engineering structure in the world. Such structures are prone to massive mechanical loads
that are originated by complex loading states with contributions of the rotating dead
loads in operation, the aerodynamic forces, the inertial forces, wind shear, turbulence,
etc. Wind turbine rotor blades experience extraordinarily high load amplitudes and suffer
from very high cycle fatigue with cycle numbers of up to 108 –109 . It is clear that for such
structures the risk of material damages increases dramatically. Hence, applicable and
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accurate simulation and analysis procedures are required that enable engineers to design
robust and reliable rotor blades for future generation wind turbines.
Design standards and guidelines [1–3] are available that help engineers to choose analysis procedures. In the 2010 edition of Germanischer Lloyd [2] a uniaxial shear stress
proof was required for the certification of adhesive joints in rotor blades. However, e.g.
the trailing edge adhesive joint is significantly stressed by longitudinal strains. Hence, the
current edition of DNV-GL [3] demands a three-dimensional stress proof. However, no
indication is given which method to apply to accomplish this requirement. There is also
only little literature available [4–9] that studies simulation methodologies for the design
of adhesive joints in wind turbine rotor blades.
In this paper, we propose one possible strategy how to perform a stress analysis of
adhesive joints in wind turbine rotor blades fulfilling the needs of current design guidelines.
For the analysis of ultimate stress states, we employ an equivalent stress approach based
on the Drucker-Prager theory [10]. In this way we take into account three-dimensional
stress states and different tensile and compressive strength parameters. However, an
equivalent stress approach cannot be utilised for a fatigue analysis due to a couple of
reasons that will be pointed out in this paper. Several fatigue analysis concepts are
described in literature, most of which included in [11–14]. The critical plane approach
combined with Miner’s rule [15] is a promising methodology, as it is able to capture nonproportional stress histories that are present in wind turbine rotor blades. Since it is also
suggested for metallic parts in wind turbines under non-proportional multiaxial stress
states [2], we adopt this method for adhesive joints. A representative example of a virtual
state-of-the-art wind turbine rotor blade shows the applicability of the proposed concept.
2

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The aim is to analyse a rotor blade by means of 3D finite element (FE) analyses. In
order to derive an FE model of a rotor blade, the inhouse Model Creator and Analysis
Tool MoCA is utilised. MoCA is based on a full parameterisation of a blade and creates
FE models for ANSYS [16]. The geometry of a finite number of cross-sections is normally
defined in the framework of a blade design procedure. In between, the nodal positions of
the 3D geometry is interpolated by piecewise cubic splines.
The structural members consisting of fiber composites or sandwich panels, i.e. the
spar caps, the shear webs, and the shells, are modelled with quadrilateral shell elements
(element type number 181). The trailing edge adhesive joint is discretised by 8-noded
solid elements (element type number 185). Figure 1 shows an example FE mesh of a rotor
blade as a result of MoCA and a detail of the trailing edge adhesive joint.
The translational and rotational degrees of freedom are fixed at the blade root. The
introduction of the loads acting on the blade is realised according to the methodology
described in [8]. Therein, multiple point constraints (MPCs) are used for the application
of forces and moments (element type number 170 for the target node and element number
177 for the contact nodes). Coupled aero-servo-elastic turbine simulations are the basis
for the force-like boundary conditions. We used HAWC2 [17] for such turbine simulations
that capture the turbine dynamics and give us the internal forces and moments in the
2
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Figure 1: Finite element mesh of a wind turbine rotor blade generated with MoCA, an inhouse model
creator. The rotor blade length is 80 m. The trailing edge adhesive joint was implemented in the marked
analysis region (span from 34–74 m). A detailed view of the trailing edge mesh is presented on the left.

blade. The 3D FE model is then utilised for transferring the internal loads into the stress
space. In this way, we give the structure of the blade more flexibility, as the cross-sections
are allowed to deform, a feature not included in beam model-based turbine simulations.
3

STRENGTH ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe a methodology for static strength and fatigue damage analyses of adhesive joints in wind turbine rotor blades.
3.1

Static strength analysis

For the assessment of the static strength of the adhesive joint, we perform a worst case
analysis. Therein we apply all ultimate loads along the blade in one analysis. According to
[1,2] several design load cases (DLC) have to be analysed by means of turbine simulations.
In each DLC, many different wind speeds, inflow inclinations, etc. have to be accounted for.
This means that there are tens to hundreds of time series, each of which 600 seconds long
with time steps of about 0.01 seconds. In these time series, we search for the maximum
internal loads along the blades. The distribution of internal loads is then approximated
by application of corresponding external loads in the 3D FE model.
The 3D FE simulation is carried out including geometric nonlinearities (large deflections). The stress results in the adhesive joints are saved in a results file. Those results are
transferred to a postprocessor that is also implemented in the MoCA package. Therein,
we evaluate the three-dimensional stress states in the adhesive by means of stress-strength
relationships. We apply the well-known Drucker-Prager equivalent stress, see [10], which
is calculated by the expression


m+1 1
m−1
σv =
(1)
(σ1 + σ2 + σ3 ) +
(σ1 − σ2 )2 + (σ2 − σ3 )2 + (σ3 − σ1 )2 .
2
2
2

Herein, m is defined as the ratio between the tensile strength, Rt , and the compressive
strength, Rc , i.e. m := Rt /Rc . In (1), σ1 , σ2 , and σ3 are the principal stresses extracted
from the 3D FE simulation. For the principal stresses the convention σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3
3
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holds. The strength ratio m normalises the principal stresses to the tensile strength. The
equivalent stress approach reduces the three-dimensional stress state to a one-dimensional
magnitude that makes the model easy to handle. Besides, the Drucker-Prager theory
enables us to account for different tensile and compressive normal strengths, as is the case
for adhesives in wind turbine rotor blades. However, the accuracy of the Drucker-Prager
theory for wind turbine adhesives needs to be validated by experimental investigations.
3.2

Fatigue analysis

A fatigue strength analysis is much more complex than an ultimate stress analysis.
Again, the design standards [1, 2] demand several DLCs that are relevant for fatigue
failure. In each DLC, several time series need to be simulated. Each time series has to
be treated completely in order to extract the number of cycles and the corresponding
amplitudes and mean stress levels. This results in thousands of time steps that need to
be transferred to the stress space.
In order not to perform transient analyses with the 3D FE model, we employ the
concept of superposition of scaled unit load cases, see also [8]. Therein, we perform one
unit load analysis on the 3D model for each internal load component and calculate the
stresses in the adhesive joint. Then, we scale the unit load stresses by the actual loads,
and superimpose the influences of the different internal load components. In this way we
calculate the stress histories of the adhesive joint with minimum computational cost.
Once we have the stress time histories, we have to calculate the fatigue damage. There
are several publications that deal with fatigue analyses of structures, and different calculation strategies are available, see e.g. [11–14]. We follow Miner’s rule [15] of linear
damage accumulation given by
n
n


ni
D=
Di =
,
(2)
N
i
i=1
i=1

where D is the fatigue damage, i denotes a specific combination of stress amplitude and
mean stress, n is the total number of stress amplitude/mean stress combinations, Di is
the partial fatigue damage for the specific stress amplitude/mean stress combination i,
ni is the number of cycles for the particular stress amplitude/mean stress combination i,
and Ni is the corresponding maximum allowable of the number of cycles. A fatigue crack
occurs if for the fatigue damage it holds D > 1.
The maximum allowable cycle number for a stress amplitude/mean stress combination
can be taken from S-N-curves, that give the material strength as a function of the cycle
number for a particular stress amplitude/mean stress combination. The S-N-curves are
material-specific and have to be determined experimentally.
For the calculation of the partial damages, we need to apply a rainflow counting scheme
[18] to the stress histories in order to create a stress collective that assigns the number of
cycles to the different stress amplitude/mean stress combinations.
The question remains which stress to include in the rainflow count and in the analysis
of the partial damages. Most equivalent stress aproaches cannot capture non-proportional
stress histories and accumulate damages that appear on different material planes. Rotor
4
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blades are exposed to a combination of deterministic loadings (e.g. due to rotating dead
weights or the wind shear) and stochastic loadings (e.g. due to turbulences in the wind
field). It is thus obvious that due to the combination of these two load types, the stress
history is non-proportional, i.e. the direction of the principal stress is changing with
time. An equivalent stress is a scalar-valued magnitude that does not have a direction.
Hence, a change in stress direction is not taken into account. As a side effect, all damages
are accumulated, no matter on which material plane the stresses are acting on. This is
physically not meaningful. Hence, we propose a critical plane approach, see e.g. [11–14],
which is described in the next paragraph. Besides, the critical plane approach gives
the orientation of an initial fatigue crack, which is a good starting point for fracture
mechanics-based crack propagation analyses.
In a critical plane approach, the stress time history is projected onto the particular
plane of interest, reducing the stress tensors to traction vectors with one normal traction
and two shear tractions. We filter small amplitudes in the traction time history via a
multiaxial racetrack filter [19] in order to improve the computational efficiency of the
modified Wang-Brown (MWB) rainflow counting scheme [20] that is applied afterwards.
The MWB scheme accounts for multiaxial stress histories as present here. The stress
amplitudes are subsequently calculated via a polar moment of inertia method described
in [21–23]. The Findley damage criterion [24] is utilised for the calculation of fatigue
damage in combination with the linear damage accumulation given in (2). The material
plane with the maximum damage is interpreted as the critical plane on which a crack will
actually initiate. A computationally very efficient way to identify the critical plane based
on half sphere discretisations [25] is given in [26].
The fatigue damage is calculated for each wind speed time series of 600 seconds. The
wind speed frequency normally follows a Weibull distribution. Hence, the fatigue damages
are subsequently extrapolated via such Weibull distribution in order to obtain the annual
fatigue damage on each plane.
The model seems to be physically meaningful and thus accurate and applicable. However, we would like to emphasize that the accuracy of the model needs to be validated by
experimental investigations in the near future.
4

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

This section presents a representative numerical example that demonstrates the applicability of the proposed concept. The analyses are carried out for the trailing edge adhesive
joint of the reference rotor blade [27] of the IWT-7.5-164 reference turbine model [28].
The rotor blade has a length of 80 m and a prebend at the tip of 4.5 m. It is composed
of a carbon/epoxy fiber composite spar cap, two shear webs of sandwich material with
foam core and glass/epoxy facesheets, and a shell of sandwich panels with foam core and
glass/epoxy facesheets. At the maximum chord position, a third shear web is introduced.
The adhesive joint consists of an epoxy-based adhesive. The adhesive joint was not dimensioned in [27,28]. Hence, we assume a width of the joint of 10 cm. We further assume
a concave inner face shape of the joint.

5
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4.1

Static strength analysis

We analyse a region along the span between 41 m and 47 m. The load introduction is
realised as described in [9] by cutting the blade at a span of 54 m and applying the internal
forces and moments from the turbine simulation (which were previously interpolated in a
linear fashion) at a span position between 53 m and 54 m. For this purpose rigid multiple
point constraints (element type number 170 for the target node and element type number
177 for the contact nodes; the target node is located at the threading line of the profiles)
were utilised. In the cross-sections, the load is distributed along the blade’s shell. The
loads applied to the 3D FE model are slightly conservative, but generally in quite good
agreement with the turbine simulations, see also [9].
The characteristic tensile, compressive, and shear strength values used for the simulations are given in Tab. 1. These were adopted from [29]. Note that the compressive
strength is considerably larger than the tensile strength, and that the shear strength is
almost half as much as the tensile strength. For the calculation of the material design
values we take into account a partial safety factor of γMd = 2.45, and for the loads we use
a partial safety factor of γF = 1.35, both see [2].
Table 1: Average characteristic strength values of the adhesive adopted from [29].

Tensile strength
41.95 MPa

Compressive strength
75.30 MPa

Shear strength
19.92 MPa

The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 2, where we plot several stresses against
the spanwise position in the stress evaluation area. Therein, the graph marked ’DruckerPrager’ is calculated according to (1). The graph marked ’Tresca’ is the maximum shear
equivalent stress according to Tresca, see e.g. [30]. The graphs τxz,GL and τyz,GL are
calculated according to a simplified method proposed in [31], which is not further discussed
in the following. Details can be found in [9]. The design tensile strength and the design
shear strength are denoted by Rt,d and Rs,d , respectively, while Rs,d,GL denotes the design
shear strength of an adhesive certified by Germanischer Lloyd, see [2]. For the DruckerPrager and the Tresca results, we included the bandwidth of three times the standard
deviation of values in the respective cross-section.
Interestingly, we observe a sudden increase of equivalent stress at a span of approximately 45.5 m, no matter if the Drucker-Prager or the Tresca criterion is used. This
increase is originated from ply drop-offs in the trailing edge spar, which leads to an increase of strain (and consequently of stress) in the trailing edge adhesive joint. From that
it follows that strengthening the trailing edge spar can help in dimensioning a trailing
edge adhesive joint.
We further observe that the Tresca equivalent stress, which is a uniaxial shear criterion,
exceeds the design shear strength at some spanwise positions. This means that when we
only account for shear stresses, as for instance required due to older design guidelines [2],
we do not fulfill the stress proof. If we utilise the Drucker-Prager equivalent stress,
6
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Figure 2: Stresses plotted against the spanwise position of the blade (’Drucker-Prager’ is the equivalent
stress according to (1); ’Tresca’ is the Tresca equivalent stress, see [30]; τxz,GL and τyz,GL are calculated
according to a simplified method proposed in [31]; Rt,d and Rs,d are the design tensile and shear strength
according to [29]; Rs,d,GL is the design shear strength for an adhesive certified by GL according to [2]).

the stress proof is generally fulfilled. Since the Drucker-Prager approach accounts for
complete three-dimensional stress states, it is more general then the Tresca approach (and
potentially more accurate), and fulfills current requirements of the design guidelines [3].
4.2

Fatigue analysis

In this section we present the results of the fatigue analysis. The fatigue damage
is evaluated in five evaluation regions denoted by A1 –A5 . The evaluation regions are
located between load introduction positions. There is sufficient distance between the load
introduction and stress evaluation regions, so that the displacment field in the adhesive
(and consequently the strain and stress fields) do not suffer from displacement constraints
introduced by the load introduction. The specific locations of the evaluation regions in
spanwise direction are given in Tab. 2. In the evaluation regions, the FE mesh is locally
refined. In each refined region, 32 × 16 × 8 elements are used in spanwise direction,
chordwise direction, and thickness direction, respectively.
Table 2: Spanwise positions of the fatigue evaluation regions A1 –A5 .

Evaluation region
Spanwise position (in m)

A1
36.5–37.5

A2
45.5–46.5

A3
54.5–55.5

A4
63.4–64.4

A5
72.4–73.3

Figure 3 shows the results of the fatigue analysis for all evaluation regions. The damage
extrapolation for the calculation of the annual damage is based on a Weibull distribution
of the wind speed frequency with a shape factor of 2. We have included the normal
operation DLC from [2]. This DLC includes different wind speeds, six different seed
7
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Figure 3: Fatigue damage results according to the critical plane approach using the Findley criterion
(amplitude of the racetrack filter: 1000 Pa). The contours show the annual damages in the cross-sections
located in the middle of the evaluation regions A1 –A5 . Statistical numbers are only valid for the plotted
cross-sections. Since the interface between the adhesive and the adherends is not modelled, damages in
the exteriour elements are not shown (Dmin : minimum annual damage; Dmean : average annual damage;
Dstd : standard deviation of the annual damage; Dmax : maximum annual damage).

numbers for the turbulent inflow, and inclined inflow situations with a yaw angle of +8◦ ,
0◦ , and −8◦ .
The contour plots show the annual damages on the critical planes in the cross-sections
located in the middle of the different evaluation regions. We observe that the maximum
damage is always located in the bottom right corner of the adhesive, which is due to the
gouverning loading of unsymmetric bending. Hence, the simulation gives qualitatively a
good picture of the fatigue processes in the adhesive.
Since wind turbines are designed for 20 years of operation, an annual fatigue damage
should not exceed a value of Da = 0.05. Otherwise, the adhesive will fail during the
operation life of the turbine. However, for the evaluation regions A1 –A3 we see annual
damages of Da3 = 0.0743, Da4 = 0.1033, and Da5 = 0.0709, respectively. A re-design of
the trailing edge could solve this problem. The major design parameter in this case is not
the width of the adhesive joint (which is normally the design parameter in adhesive joints
in applications different from wind turbine rotor blades) but the stiffness of the trailing
edge spar cap. We have already verified that increasing the number of UD layers in the
trailing edge spar cap reduces the annual damage of the adhesive joint to Da < 0.05.
The resulting increase in stiffness of the trailing edge structure leads to a lower level of
longitudinal strain and consequently to a lower stress level in the joint.
In Fig. 4 we exemplarily show the annual damages for a typical finite element. We
have plotted the annual damages on the analysed material planes on the corresponding
segments of an adaptively discretised half sphere [26], see Fig. 4 (a). The underlying

8
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Figure 4: Typical damage pattern for a critical plane fatigue analysis of the trailing edge adhesive
joint of wind turbine rotor blades using the Findley criterion. Annual damages plotted on an adaptively
discretised half sphere [26] that characterise the analysed material planes (a) and a sketch of the underlying
coordinate system according to [2] (b).

coordinate system according to [2] is shown by means of the stress tensor components in
Fig. 4 (b). The adaptive algorithm reduces the computational costs considerably, see [26].
Due to the dominant normal stresses in longitudinal direction compared with the shear
stresses, an eye-like ring structure is established due to the Findley criterion, see Fig. 4 (a).
If we only had shear stresses in the adhesive, the ring would be located at an opening angle
of 45◦ , measured from the z axis. The Findley criterion looks for a linear combination of
shear and normal stress. In the framework of a critical plane approach a maximisation of
that linear combination is searched for. As a consequence, the opening angle of the ring
decreases. In the particular example presented here, the opening angle is about 25◦ –30◦ .
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented one possible concept for ultimate strength and fatigue
damage analyses for adhesive joints in wind turbine rotor blades. We described a finite
element-based methodology for transferring internal forces and moments from a turbine
simulation, which is usually based on beam models, into the stress space. This step is
essential for strength analyses, as those are carried out on the basis of stress-strength
relationships. We used 3D finite element simulations with appropriate load introduction
techniques for this purpose. In particular, the concept of superposition of scaled unit load
cases in the context of fatigue analyses has been pointed out.
A global equivalent stress approach incorporating the Drucker-Prager theory for ultimate strength analyses has been introduced. This approach accounts for multiaxial stress
states as demanded by current design guidelines. Moreover, it includes different tensile
and compressive normal strength parameters, which is an important feature capturing
the properties of adhesives used in the wind energy industry.
9
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A critical plane approach has been proposed for the fatigue damage calculation, because global equivalent stress approaches show weaknesses concerning non-proportional
multiaxial stress histories. However, since rotor blades are subjected to a combination
of deterministic and stochastic load influences, it is of high relevance to capture nonproportionality and multiaxiality. The critical plane approach maps the stress amplitude/mean stress/number of cycles combinations in the time histories by means of a
multiaxial rainflow count.
The applicability of the proposed concept has been shown by a representative numerical
example. The trailing edge adhesive joint of a reference rotor blade has been analysed
and the results have been discussed in detail. It has been shown that it is essential to
account for multiaxial stress states in an ultimate strength analysis. The importance to
capture multiaxial non-proportional time histories in a fatigue analysis has further been
elaborated.
The model shows qualitatively promising results. However, further strength criteria
should be analysed in order to determine the impact of the chosen criteria. In the near
future, experimental investigations are required for validation purposes, though these are
difficult to carry out for non-proportional multiaxial stress states.
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Nowadays, modern tall buildings present greater slenderness and have been constructed with
more challenging structures that encompass the experience and knowledge of structural
designers. As a result, these buildings have become more sensitive to dynamic excitations,
related to wind loads, more vulnerable to problems related to excessive vibrations and human
discomfort. In this context, structural systems with few beams have being widely used in the
buildings design practice. However, this design strategy may cause two kinds of problems:
reduction of the bracing system of the building and excessive vibrations. Therefore, it is vital
in such cases, the verification of the global stability, using sensitivity indexes and design
parameters, as well as the development of a dynamic structural analysis, based on a human
comfort evaluation. Thus, this research work aims to investigate the dynamic structural
behaviour of a 30 stories reinforced concrete residential building, with 90m height, when
subjected to the non-deterministic wind dynamic actions, based on a proper consideration of
the soil-structure interaction effect. The present study considered the results of a dynamic
structural analysis for serviceability limit states, when the human comfort was investigated.
The structural model nondeterministic dynamic response, in terms of displacements and peak
accelerations was obtained and compared to the limiting values proposed by several authors
and design standards. The investigated building presented very low natural frequencies, with
the fundamental frequency value around 0.25 Hz. This fact becomes very relevant due to the
slenderness of the structure and the utilised structural system, which may be subjected to
excessive vibrations. Thus, based on the nondeterministic structural dynamic analysis and
having in mind the evaluation of the peak acceleration values, it can be concluded that the
building presents a perception level classified as “perceptible”, when the human comfort of
the investigated building was analysed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Currently, a constructive technique widely used in the design of buildings at Rio de
Janeiro/RJ, Brazil, is based on structural systems composed of slabs with large spans, without
the use beams, and supported directly on the columns. This technique, applied in tall
buildings projects, may cause some problems, such as the reduction of the building global
structural stiffness and also the possibility of excessive vibrations [1].
The modern tall buildings present greater slenderness and their structural systems present
natural frequencies with very low values, and in these situations it is important that the
designer to perform more sophisticated and accurate analysis related to the investigation of
the building structural behaviour [1-2].
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Structural systems designed for tall buildings move due to wind actions, considering that
these structures have become more slender and also more sensitive to dynamic excitations like
wind loadings and thus more vulnerable to problems related to excessive vibrations. The
excessive vibrations not only interfere in human comfort, but it also may cause fatigue of the
structural elements or even a general collapse of the building in a worst case scenario [1-2].
On the other hand, significant research efforts in the past five decades have provided a
better understanding related to the static and dynamic structural behaviour of tall buildings,
when the occupant response (human comfort), associated to wind-induced building vibrations
is evaluated. Despite these efforts, the human comfort remains a major challenge in the design
of new tall and super-tall buildings subjected to wind dynamic loadings [1-2].
Another relevant design situation is associated to the soil-structure interaction; having in
mind that nowadays, in current practice, this effect is usually disregarded and the buildings
structural models are investigated based on the rigid support hypothesis. However, it is very
important to study the results considering the soil-structure interaction effect properly. Such
consideration may influence the global stiffness and also change the natural frequencies of the
buildings, leading to different structural responses results, both in static analysis and also in
the human comfort assessments, when the excessive vibrations are investigated.
This way, this research work aims to investigate the dynamic structural behaviour of a 30
story reinforced concrete building, when subjected to the non-deterministic wind dynamic
actions. The effect of the soil-structure interaction is considered in the analysis, based on the
complete numerical modelling of the piles and foundation system.
Thus, the developed three-dimensional numerical model adopted the usual mesh
refinement techniques present in finite element method simulations implemented in the
ANSYS computational program [3]. The numerical model was developed using threedimensional beam finite elements to simulate the beams and columns and the reinforced
concrete slabs were rep-resented by shell finite elements.
Finally, the present study has considered the results of a structural dynamic analysis for
serviceability limit states, when the human comfort was investigated [1]. The investigated
building nondeterministic dynamic response (displacements and peak accelerations), was
calculated, analysed and compared to the limiting values proposed by design standards [4].
2

INVESTIGATED STRUCTURAL MODEL

The investigated reinforced concrete building presents 30 stories, total height of 90m,
storey height equal to 3.0 m and rectangular dimensions of 21.50m by 17.30m, as presented in
Figs. 1 and 2. The structural system is formed by massive slabs with a thickness equal to
18cm, beams with sections of 30cm x 60cm and columns with sections of 30cm x 80cm. In
addition, it is fair to mention that the building doesn’t have beams splitting the internal spans
of the slabs, but only peripheral beams connect the columns forming the global frame that
composes the structural bracing of the building [1], see Figs. 1 and 2.
The concrete presents a compressive strength (fck) equal to 45MPa, modulus of elasticity
(Ecs) of 34GPa, Poisson’s ratio () equal to 0.2 and density (c) of 25kN/m³. In relation to the
loads, permanent (1.0 kN/m2) and accidental (1.5 kN/m2) loadings were added to the concrete
slabs of all 30 stories and the total weight of the masonry was distributed over the concrete
slabs (2.8kN/m2).
It must be emphasized that along this investigation, three different situations were studied.
The first one, considering the building modelled based on the rigid supports hypothesis; the
second and third cases, considered the numerical modelling of the piles and foundation
system, based on two different soils, with geotechnical profiles previously known (see Fig. 3),
aiming to examining the soil-structure interaction effects on the building structural behaviour.
2
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Figure 1: Investigated building: floor structural plan (units in meters)

b) 3D perspective of a floor

a) 3D model perspective

c) Structural section of the beams
Figure 2: Building structural model
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a: Soil 1 (hard clay)

b: Soil 2 (non-compacted clay + hard clay)

Figure 3: Geotechnical profile of the investigated soils

In reference to the study of the piles, the usual analysis methodology for the formulation of
the soil-structure interaction problem uses the theoretical concept of the reaction coefficient,
originally proposed by Winkler [2]. According to Terzaghi [5] the horizontal reaction
coefficient (kh) for piles in cohesive soils (clays), does not depend of the pile depth. This way,
aiming to determine the dimensions of the piles and foundations a static analysis was
performed, where the support reactions of the concrete columns on the foundation were
calculates. Based on these values, it was possible to determine the geometry of the foundation
system and piles, as shown in Fig. 4.

a: Foundation structural system

b: 3D perspective

Figure 4: Structural model of the investigated foundation system
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3

FINITE ELEMNT MODELLING OF THE BUILDING

The proposed computational model, developed for the reinforced concrete building
dynamic structural analysis, adopted the usual mesh refinement techniques present in finite
element method simulations implemented in the ANSYS computational program [3]. In this
numerical model, the concrete floor girders were represented by three-dimensional beam
elements (BEAM44 [3]), where flexural and torsion effects are considered. The concrete slab
was represented by shell elements (SHELL63 [3]), see Fig. 5.
In this investigation it was considered that the reinforced concrete have presents an elastic
behaviour. In addition, the complete interaction between the concrete slab and beams was also
considered in the analysis, i.e., the numerical model coupled all the nodes between the
concrete beams and slabs, aiming to prevent the occurrence of any slip.
It must be emphasized that the developed numerical model presents an appropriate degree
of refinement, allowing a good representation of the dynamic behaviour of the investigated
building. The support conditions considered in the rigid support hypothesis (without the
modelling of the soil-structure interaction), restrict the columns at the bottom (sections of the
base of the FEM model), so that the displacements (horizontal and vertical) are constrained.

a: FEM: 3D floor perspective

b: FEM: 3D global perspective

Figure 5: Finite element model of the investigated 30 story building [1]

In relation to the modelling of the foundation structural system, solid finite elements
(SOLID45 [3]) were used to represent the concrete blocks, as shown Fig. 6. The foundation
piles, in its turn, were modelled based on the use of three-dimensional beam elements
(BEAM44 [3]), where flexural and torsion effects are considered.
On the other hand, in order to simulate the horizontal resistance of the investigated soil
imposed on the piles, the BEAM44 finite element [3], also included in its formulation the
effect related to the foundation stiffness (spring effect: horizontal stiffness ko), calculated for
the pile and soil used in the structural analysis, when the soil interaction effect is considered
in the investigation.
5
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a: FEM: 3D foundation structural system perspective

b: FEM: 3D global perspective

Figure 6: Views of the foundation's numerical model

In sequence, Table 1 presents the number of nodes, elements and degrees of freedom for
the building FEM, when it is represented based on the rigid supports hypothesis, and when it
was modelled considering the soil-structure interaction effect (modelling of the foundation
structural system). As expected, it can be seen an increase in the degree of refinement of the
building finite element model when the soil-structure interaction effect is considered along the
investigation, as presented in Table 1.
Table 1: FEM: nodes, elements and degrees of freedom

4

FEM (Characteristics)

Rigid supports

Foundation system

FEM (Modifications)

Nodes

232552

240812

8260

+ 3,55 %

Elements

245880

251588

5708

+ 2,32 %

Degrees of freedom (DOF)

1395246

1425042

29796

+ 2,13 %

NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND VIBRATION MODES OF THE BUILDING

First of all, the reinforced concrete building natural frequencies were determined with the
aid of the numerical simulations, see Table 2, while the corresponding vibration modes are
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. It must be emphasized that the investigated structural model can
vibrate in many different ways and these different mode shapes of vibrating present their own
natural frequency, so that each natural frequency can be determined based on the solution of
the classical eigenvalue and eigenvector mathematical problem.
It is important to emphasize that the fundamental frequency of the building, considering
the rigid supports, is equal to 0.25 Hz (f01 = 0.25Hz). This fact is relevant, because according
to NBR 6123 [5], buildings with natural frequencies less than 1Hz, in particular those with
low structural damping, may present important fluctuation responses along the wind direction.
6
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1st Mode (f01= 0.25Hz)
Bending around X-axis

2nd Mode (f02= 0.26Hz)
Bending around Z-axis

3rd Mode (f03= 0.34Hz)
Torsion around Y-axis

4th Mode (f04= 0.49Hz)
Torsion around Y-axis

Figure 7: Building vibration modes with rigid supports

1st Mode (f01= 0.23Hz)
Bending around X-axis

2nd Mode (f02= 0.24Hz)
Bending around Z-axis

3rd Mode (f03= 0.32Hz)
Torsion around Y-axis

4th Mode (f04= 0.49Hz)
Torsion around Y-axis

Figure 8: Building vibration modes with soil-interaction (Soil 1: hard clay)

Table 2: Natural frequencies of the investigated building
Rigid supports (Hz)
f01
f02
f03
f04
f05
f06
f07
f08
f09
f10

0.25
0.26
0.34
0.49
0.76
0.81
1.01
1.42
1.44
1.74

Soil 1: hard clay
Hz
Variance
0.23
-8%
0.24
-8 %
0.32
-6 %
0.49
0%
0.73
-4 %
0.75
-7 %
0.98
-3 %
1.38
-3 %
1.39
-3 %
1.69
-3%
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Soil 2: non-compacted clay + hard clay
Hz
Variance
0.21
-16 %
0.22
-15 %
0.28
-18 %
0.49
0%
0.65
-4 %
0.67
-17 %
0.87
-14 %
1.26
-11 %
1.27
-12 %
1.54
-11 %
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It is fair to mention that in this investigation, the soil-structure interaction effect did not
induced significant modifications on the vibration modes of the investigated building, see
Figs. 7 and 8. However, this effect has produced modifications on the values of the natural
frequencies, see Table 2 and Fig. 9.
It is possible to observe that the modelling of the soil-interaction effect provokes a
decrease in the natural frequencies values, see Table 2 and Fig. 9. It must be emphasized that
only for the fourth vibration mode there was no change in the frequency value, because this
vibration mode is related to the torsion of the building, and is not being affected by the
consideration of the effect of the soil-structure interaction.

Figure 9: Comparison between frequencies - (1st to 3rd modes)

Observing the numerical results obtained in this investigation, it is possible to establish that
the soil type influences the global structural stiffness of the building, see Table 2 and Fig. 9,
and consequently, changes the values of the natural frequencies of the system. This
conclusion is important, because when the resonance effects related to the wind actions on
buildings are considered, these differences are significant and deserve the designer’s attention.
5

NONDETERMINISTIC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Based on the analysis methodology previously developed by Barboza [2], considering the
wind PSD functions related to the Kaimal spectrum, which considers the influence of the
height of the building, and also using the computational program ANSYS [3], forced
vibration analyses were made on the investigated building, in which the wind was simulated
considering nondeterministic loadings, acting at the negative direction of the global axis Z.
In this work, the numerical results were obtained considering the wind acting on the
building during a total interval of 10 minutes (600 seconds [4]). Figure 10 presents a generic
horizontal dynamic force, in the time domain, applied to the column 32 (P32, see Fig. 1), at
height Z = 90m, obtained according the analysis methodology previously developed by
Barboza [2]. It is possible to evidence the random character of the wind actions.

Figure 10: Nondeterministic wind action in time domain [1].

8
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Force (kN)

In sequence, Fig. 11 presents the nondeterministic wind action, in frequency domain, for
the same dynamic loading applied to the column 32 (P32, see Fig. 1), at height Z = 90m. The
main energy transfer peak observed in the dynamic structural response of the building is
associated with the natural frequency value of 0.25 Hz (see Table 2), related to the resonance
existing between the resonant harmonic of the dynamic excitation (5th harmonic)
corresponding to the wind action, acting at the negative direction of the global axis Z, and the
1st vibration mode of the structure (bending with respect to the X-axis, see Figs. 7 and 8).

f = 0.25Hz
1st Vibration Mode

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 11: Nondeterministic wind action in frequency domain

The nondeterministic wind action leads the analysis for an adequate statistical treatment of
the calculated results. Therefore, considering a normal distribution, it is possible to obtain the
mean value (m), standard deviation (σ) and characteristic values of the responses with a
degree of reliability of 95%, through Equation (1). The results related to the use of ten
temporal series are presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Uz

95%

(1)

 1,65 σ  m

Table 3: Investigated building: displacements and accelerations (rigid supports hypothesis)

Loading Series
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
Standard Deviation
Uz95%

Displacements (m)
Transient phase
Permanent Phase
0.1619
0.1046
0.1660
0.1115
0.1648
0.1081
0.1595
0.1059
0.1622
0.1177
0.1640
0.1057
0.1647
0.1097
0.1734
0.1257
0.1711
0.1076
0.1632
0.1146
0.1651
0.1111
0.0042
0.0066
0.1721
0.1220
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Accelerations (m/s²)
Transient phase
Permanent Phase
0.2939
0.0860
0.3076
0.0849
0.2932
0.0855
0.2825
0.0661
0.2864
0.1044
0.2751
0.0727
0.2595
0.0921
0.2948
0.1113
0.3019
0.0930
0.3055
0.1004
0.2900
0.0896
0.0148
0.0138
0.3144
0.1124
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Table 4: Investigated building: displacements and accelerations (Soil 1: hard clay)

Loading Series
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
standard deviation
Uz95%

Displacements (m)
Transient phase Permanent Phase
0.1867
0.1162
0.1925
0.1260
0.1909
0.1219
0.1864
0.1183
0.1889
0.1322
0.1929
0.1193
0.1927
0.1213
0.2027
0.1394
0.1993
0.1216
0.1899
0.1265
0.1923
0.1243
0.0052
0.0070
0.2009
0.1359

Accelerations (m/s²)
Transient phase Permanent Phase
0.2933
0.0731
0.3061
0.0897
0.3145
0.0763
0.3414
0.0736
0.3031
0.1010
0.3313
0.0830
0.3022
0.0936
0.3477
0.1184
0.3081
0.0908
0.3118
0.0995
0.3160
0.0899
0.0181
0.0142
0.3458
0.1134

The maximum horizontal translational displacements calculated at the top of the structural
model, after the statistical treatment of the results, based on the use of ten series of
nondeterministic wind loadings, can be seen in Fig. 12. It must be emphasized that the values
of displacements calculated with the consideration of the soil-structure interaction effect were
higher than those obtained when the rigid supports hypothesis is considered in the dynamic
analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Investigated building nondeterministic structural response: maximum displacements

In sequence, Fig. 13 presents the horizontal translational displacements, obtained in the
time domain (Series 1 of 10), considering the two studied hypothesis: rigid supports and soilstructure interaction effect (Soil 1, see Fig. 3). It is possible to verify that the modelling of the
soil-structure interaction effect produced values of horizontal translational displacements
higher than those related to the rigid supports model.
10
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Figure 13: Horizontal translational displacement at the top of the building in the time domain

After that, the maximum accelerations calculated at the top of the structural model,
considering the statistical treatment of the results, based on the use of ten series of
nondeterministic wind loadings, can be observed in Fig. 14. Again, it can be seen that the
values of accelerations calculated with the consideration of the soil-structure interaction effect
were higher than those obtained when the rigid supports hypothesis is considered in the
dynamic analysis, see Fig. 14. It is important to note that the structural model meets the
normative criterion referring to the horizontal translational displacements, but does not meet
the criterion related to human comfort established by NBR 6123 [4].

Figure 14: Investigated building nondeterministic structural response: maximum accelerations

In sequence of the study, Fig. 15 presents the accelerations at the top of the building in the
frequency domain. It is possible to observe that the participation of the 5th harmonic of the
nondeterministic loading series coinciding with the 1st natural frequency of the analysed
structural model (characterizing the resonance), is responsible for the highest acceleration
energy peak transfer.
11
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Figure 15: Accelerations at the top of the building in the frequency domain

6

CONCLUSIONS

This research work analysed the dynamic structural response of a 30 story reinforced
concrete building, when subjected to the nondeterministic wind dynamic actions. The effect
of the soil-structure interaction was considered in the analysis, based on the complete
numerical modelling of the piles and foundation system. The three-dimensional finite element
model of the investigated building was developed, based on the use of the ANSYS [3]
computational program.
The results found along this study become evident the relevance of the consideration of the
soil-structure interaction effect properly. It was possible to verify that consideration soilstructure interaction caused modifications on the global structural stiffness of the building
and, consequently, the natural frequencies values were modified and there was an increase in
the horizontal translational displacements and accelerations, due to the nondeterministic wind
actions. This way, it is possible to conclude that the soil type also influences the global
dynamic structural behaviour of the investigated building. This conclusion is important,
because when the resonance effects related to the wind actions on buildings are considered,
these differences can be significant and deserve the designer’s attention.
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Abstract. A model of cyclic stress-strain curve and a corresponding damage model are
developed for a simulation of cyclic loading and estimating of the life time of structure
materials with inclusions. Material cyclic model describes the change of Bauschinger's effect,
Young's module and parameters of hardening as functions of accumulative plastic strain. The
damage model is based on reaching the ultimate state of accumulative plastic strain at cyclic
loading. Simulation of the cyclic plasticity of structure materials with inclusions is based on
an original finite elements code. Results of numerical tests of structural materials with
different inclusions are presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
Structural materials with inclusions are found and used in different constructions. On the
one hand, introduction of inclusions of various types into a base material will greatly enhance
mechanical properties of the resultant composite one. However, these properties will depend
on the properties of both the base and the inclusion materials used. It is also important to take
into consideration the ratio of inclusion volumes and their geometrical shapes. Together with
the parameters of the interface between the base material and inclusions, they define fatigue
strength under cyclic loading. The main problem that the material designer faces is creation of
composite materials and structures with superior mechanical properties. To solve this
problem, experimental research is mainly employed. This method is expensive and it does not
allow an easy optimisation of material or component properties. The use of mathematical
simulation methods appears to offer scope for focusing on the more likely material and
inclusion combinations and thus limiting the amount of experimentation necessary to produce
successful materials. Simultaneously, this method will allow more accurate predictions of
mechanical behaviour of any components and structure that may go into production. On the
other hand, the inclusion is a defect of the structural material and a location of potential
cracks due to concentration of stress in the interface between the base material and inclusion.
This stress-concentrated zone occurs around the location of inclusion.
2 THEORY
Successful prediction of low-cycle resource of the structural materials depends on the
solution of several interrelated problems: i) development of an analytical model (loads,
boundary conditions, materials model) that will adequately describe all aspects of the stressstrain history; ii) creation of a plasticity model that is adequate to processes taking place
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during elastoplastic deformation with alternating sign and iii) creation of criteria to define the
life-time fatigue failure rate. The low-fatigue phenomenon is connected directly with the
plastic deformation process in the stress concentration zones of structural materials. During
the sign-alternating non-stationary non-elastic deformation the zone accumulates hidden
damage, leading to appearance and evolution of cracks.
Simulation of low fatigue in structural materials is based on FEM and uses the following
models: the model of cyclic plasticity of a material, the model of damage accumulation [1, 2],
and the model of “dying” elements describing the evolution of cracks caused by LCF [2]. All
of them are included in the original FE code for low-cycle fatigue simulation to analyse the
behaviour and predict the lifetime of plastic materials with small rigid inclusions.
Consider cyclic deformation where a load vector {F} applies to a component in the
following way:
0 → {F1} → {F2} → … → {Fk} → …

If strain and stress vectors in body points {ε}k and {σ}k correspond to an end of the kth
halfcycle of loading and {ε}k+1 and {σ}k+1 and correspond to an end of the (k+1)th halfcycle
then for each halfcycle we can use the following variational relationship
 q d   F q ud   FS q udS  0 .
T

T



S



(1)

where q = k, k + 1 are halfcycle numbers. The nomenclature here and in the rest of the paper
corresponds to the one used in paper [2].
Taking the difference between Eq. (1) at q = k + 1 and at q = k, we obtain that to model the
stress-strain state occurring when a loading halfcycle changes to an unloading one, one needs
to solve the following equation:
T
T
 k 1d   F k 1ud   FS k 1udS  0 .



SF



(2)

Having specified the functional form Δσ(Δε), Eq.(2) can be reduced to the finite element
problem using standard methods

K k 1  U k 1  Fk 1 .

(3)

where [K]k+1 is the stiffness matrix of the (k + 1)th halfcycle, defined by step-by-step
approach; {ΔUk+1} and {ΔFk+1} are vectors of increments of half-cycle displacements and
loads, respectfully.
In this case the displacement vector at the (k + 1)th halfcycle is

U k 1  U k  U k 1 .

(4)

while strain and stress in а calculated point are related thus:

 k 1  k   k 1,
 k 1   k   k 1.

(5)

Now let us introduce the unified stress-strain cyclic curve representation Fig.1. So, at the
(k + 1)th halfcycle, the point representing the deformation process moves along the branch of
the cyclic strain curve shown by the thick line originating from point σk on Fig.1.
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Figure 1: Strain curve definition for (k + 1)th halfcycle: a) strain curve branches subject to loading direction

The branch of the cyclic strain curve at every halfcycle is defined on the basis of a threeparametric model of material behaviour [1, 2], in accordance with the accumulated plastic
nf

strain     p
n0


E  *


 
 *   *s
*   *

 E  s  b  f   s  b
 



*   *s

 *
    *s


.

(6)

Here εsχ = aχε / dχ, dχ = Eχ / E; σs and εs is stress and strain corresponding to start point of
plastic deformation under monotonic loading; aχ, bχ and dχ are material parameters describing
plastic deformation response of the material under cyclic loading; Eχ is elastic unloading
modulus, dependent on the amount of accumulated plastic strain  (E = Eχ(χ = 0)). The
Bauschinger effect aχ may be defined as σsχ / σs (Fig.1). A transformation coefficient bχ
relates the non-linear portion of the stress–strain curve under the monotonic loading. The
alternating–sign plastic deformation tests conducted for different materials [1, 3, 4] showed
that, for the constant–amplitude stress, constant–amplitude strain and random–amplitude
stress, the number of half-cycles nf before failure is related to the limiting value max by the
power law
nf  max/  .


(7)

where  is the constant depending on the residual plastic strain value,  is the parameter that
characterises the ability of material to “cure” the cyclic loading damage.
At the same time, the accumulated plastic strain may be plotted on the co-ordinate plane
(, nf) using log-scale (Fig. 2). Moreover, if p does not change sign from half-cycle to halfcycle, then  increases and nf remains constant. If in the two adjoined half-cycles p changes
sign, then nf increases by one. Setting the measure of damage D = χ(n) / χmax(n) to 1, we can
define the amount of half-cycle loading where the alternating–sign plastic deformation takes
place.
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ln()
1

a

b

2

ln(n)
Figure 2: LCF life-time exhaustion process: 1 – ultimate curve max(nf); 2 – (n) change characteristics;
a, b – change direction of (n) depending on loading program

Once the value of D of a particular finite element reaches unity, the fatigue damage failure
level of the material has been reached and D = Dlim. The elastic modulus E of the element will
be reduced (Fig.3). The effect of this is such that the contribution of the “dying” element on
the stiffness of the overall system will be sharply reduced and a redistribution of stress and
strain to the neighbouring elements will occur. Overall, some elements will experience a
decrease in stress whilst others will become more stressed and, with increasing number of
cycles, more “dying” elements will appear, causing further stress redistribution [2].
When an individual finite element has a value D > Dlim , its stiffness matrix will be formed
on the basis of parameter Ecrack (Fig.4). It is assumed that the “dying” finite element is elastic
and its elastic modulus in the stiffness matrix is found from the relationship
 cur   lim / Elim
 Elim ,
Ecrack  
 lim /  lim ,  lim / Elim   cur

(8)

and element stress is respectively found from relation
  E ,  cur   lim / Elim
 crack   cur lim
 lim / Elim   cur
 lim ,

(9)

where cur is the current element deformation, σlim the elements stress and Elim the elements
elastic modulus.
The models described above are included in original FE code and allow simulation of
stress-strain kinetics and cyclic life exhaust process of the specimens and structures under
different load conditions (rigid, soft, random and others). At that it is possible to estimate a
number of cycles to crack origin from a condition of obtaining of failure rate to critical value
D* and to retrace a crack evolution process that crack path is simulated the “dying” elements.
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E
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lim

10-4

Dlimit

D

Elim

Ecrack
cur

Figure 3: Change of parameter dχ for “died” element



Figure 4: Stress-strain relation for “died” element

3 SIMULATION RESULTS
In general, the stress-strain analysis of structure material with inclusions is a 3D plasticity
problem. However, as a first approach [5, 6] the inclusions can be approximated as a spherical
body surrounded by a cylinder of matrix material, as shown in Fig.5. The cylinder represents
one cell of the inclusion. The dimensions of the cylinder are defined by condition that they are
inscribed in a cuboid with height H and the base side 2R and all calculations were conducted
for the model using H = 2R.

Figure 5: Schematic model of the structure material
with spherical inclusions

Figure 6: Finite element mesh for structure material
with spherical inclusion
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The FE model of axisymmetric simplex finite elements for structural material with
spherical inclusion is shown on Fig.6. The main material is aluminium alloy and the inclusion
is silicon carbide.
The numerical simulation of the structural material with spherical inclusions was carried
out in strain-controlled tests for a number of strain amplitudes of symmetric cycles. At each
calculation point the current values of  and damage measure D were defined. Calculation
results using “dying” elements technique were shown on Fig.7. LCF crack initiates at an
interface zone (Fig.7a), than the crack grows along the interface and another crack appears at
the front zone (Fig.7b); then the interface and front cracks merge (Fig.7c). Then the crack
moves toward the middle zone (Fig.7d), the interface-frontal and middle crack merge
(Fig.7e). At last, the crack exits to the outside of the specimen and a full destruction of
material takes place (Fig.7f).
This FE calculation up to the full destruction, compared with the predicted results using
Theory of Cells (TOC) [5-7] have been plotted as Strain / Cycle Number curve in Fig.8.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 7: LCF crack growth: a) crack initiation at interface zone; b) interface crack growth and crack initiation
at frontal zone; c) interface and frontal crack merging; d) crack initiation at middle zone; e) interface-frontal and
middle cracks merging; f) exit of crack to outside and full fracture of material
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Figure 8: Fatigue diagram up to full fracture

Numerical simulations of the structural material with different inclusions were carried out
in strain-controlled tests for a number of strain amplitudes of symmetric cycles. Calculation
results with using “dying” elements technique were shown on Fig.9.

Figure 9: Crack path in structure materials with different inclusions

Simulation results showed that main crack growth behaviour depends on inclusion form
symmetry. If inclusions are symmetric then the main crack grows symmetrically towards both
sides from the inclusion (Fig.10a). Otherwise local cracks continue to grow to be major
(Fig.10b).
Crack initiation and growth process is influenced by the correlation between the properties
of the main material and the inclusion. If properties of the inclusion are greater than those of
the main material, then a local crack arises at the interface between inclusion and main
material (Fig.11a) and then transforms into a major crack (Fig.11b). Otherwise, local cracks
arise and grow inside of the inclusion (Fig.12a), come out into the main material (Fig.12b)
and transform into a major crack (Fig.12c).
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a)

b)

Figure 10: Main crack grow behaviour: a) symmetric inclusion; b) asymmetric inclusion

a)

b)

Figure 11: Crack growth process at inclusion properties greater main material ones

a)

b)

c)
Figure 12: Crack growth process at inclusion properties less main material ones
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A number of numerical tests of specimens with inclusions was carried out in order to
obtain a relationship of lifetime cycle number by inclusion and main material properties ratio.
Test results are presented on Fig. 13 where cycle number curves of local crack initiation and
the full destruction of specimen are shown. The ratio of properties being equal to one
indicates a specimen without an inclusion. Property ratio being equal to zero indicates that the
inclusion is a void. If a property ratio is less one then inclusion material properties are less
than those of the main material and vice versa (see Fig.11 and 12).
250

N,cycles
cycles
N,
Local crack initiation
Specimen fracture
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Figure 13: Specimen lifetime cycle number (N) in relation of main and inclusion materials properties ratio (R)

CONCLUSION
−
−
−

A procedure for mathematical simulation the elastoplastic deformation processes in a
structural material with inclusions under cyclic loading is presented. The results
obtained show that failures of such materials occur in several stages.
Crack initiation and growth behaviour depends on both the symmetry of the shape of
the inclusion and the correlation between the main material and the material of the
inclusion.
Lifetime fatigue dependence on the ratio of properties of the inclusion and the main
material is derived and plotted diagrammatically.
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Abstract. An approach is presented that allows using lamination parameters for probabilistic analyses of the onset of material failure of composite structures. Lamination
parameters allow for describing the scatter of ply orientations with 12 parameters, independently of the number of plies. The probabilistic analysis is split into two steps. First,
the stochastic distribution of lamination parameters due to scattering ply orientations is
determined analytically. Secondly, the stochastic distribution of the structural response
(buckling load, material failure) is determined using lamination parameters as random input parameters. The drawback of utilizing lamination parameters is that the information
of a discrete stacking gets lost as the lamination parameters vary. A discrete stacking
however is required to evaluate strength criteria like, for instance, the Tsai-Wu criterion.
In the current contribution, for each strength evaluation a discrete stacking, which corresponds to a varied set of lamination parameters, is determined by optimization. Then, for
each stacking the Tsai-Wu criterion is evaluated. The proposed approach requires a couple of steps, which are not required when directly considering ply orientation as random
parameter. Still, the approach offers efficiency gain, which is demonstrated by examples
with analytical and numerical objective functions.

1

INTRODUCTION

The structural response of composite structures show relatively large scatter of structural response. Therefore, probabilistic design approaches are promising to reduce conservatism in the sizing of composites structures [1]. One source of scatter is the scatter of
fibre orientations of each ply. When fibre orientations are considered as random parameters within a probabilistic analysis, the number of parameters obviously increases with
the number of plies. When applying gradient based probabilistic approaches to structural
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response function for which the derivatives are not given analytically, the computational
effort increases with the number of parameters and hence, with number of plies. Lamination parameters allow for describing the stiffness of any laminate with only 12 parameters.
Therefore, lamination parameters have been widely used for optimization of composite
structures (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4]). In a similar manner, lamination parameters also can be
used for gradient-based probabilistic analyses of composite structures [5].
When lamination parameters vary within an optimization or probabilistic analysis, the
information of fiber orientations is lost. This prevents applying typical failure criteria for
composites structures, which are evaluated on ply level. Therefore, lamination parameters
have mostly be used for stiffness problems like buckling or aeroelastic stability. However,
the more layers a laminate consists of, i.e. the thicker the laminate is, the more it is the
material strength, which is decisive for the structural performance. Ijsselmuiden et al. [6]
incorporated the Tsai-Wu failure criterion into the lamination parameter design space.
They show that their approach accurately represents the factor of safety of practical
laminates under in-plane loading; however, for bending dominated problems it may be too
conservative. To the authors knowledge, there is no other failure criterion for composites
defined in the space of lamination parameters.
In the current contribution, buckling and material strength of composite structure are
considered within the probabilistic analysis with lamination parameters. A discrete layup
is determined by an optimization algorithm any time the set of lamination parameters
varies. Then, a failure criterion is evaluated on ply level. The applicability of the new
approach is demonstrated with an analytic example and the efficiency improvement is
demonstrated by application to a use case which involves nonlinear finite element simulations for buckling and strength evaluation.
2

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS WITH LAMINATION PARAMETERS

The objective of the probabilistic analyses in this paper is to determine the stochastic
distribution of the structural response (buckling and/or material failure) due to random
ply orientations, as shown in figure 1. The use of lamination parameters requires to split
the probabilistic analysis into two steps, which is described in the following section.
n ply angles
φ1
φ2

Structural response
Probabilistic
analysis
e.g. buckling load,
material strength

…

φn

Figure 1: Probabilistic analysis with ply angles as random parameters
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2.1

Two step approach using lamination parameters

Tsai and Hahn [7] introduced the concept of lamination parameters (where in [7] the
lamination parameters are referred to as geometric factors.) The basic concept is to
decompose the stiffness matrix (”ABD matrix”) into a set of parameters ξ, which are
only dependent on the ply orientations, and another set of parameters U, which are
only dependent on the material properties. For the definition of these parameters see
the appendix. The number of lamination parameters that describe the ply orientation is
always smaller or equal 12, no matter how many plies a laminate consists of. Therefore,
the use of lamination parameters allows for reducing the number of parameters involved
in an analysis, if the number of plies exceeds 12.
12 lamination
parameters

n ply angles
φ1
φ2

Structural response

1A

Probabilistic
analysis 1

…

φn

…

 2A

Probabilistic
analysis 2

e.g. buckling load,
material strength

 4D

Figure 2: Two-step probabilistic analysis with ply angles as random parameters, using lamination
parameters

Using lamination parameters for a probabilistic analysis requires to split the analysis
into two steps, as shown in figure 2. In the first step, the joint stochastic distribution
of lamination parameters ξjk is determined based on the stochastic distributions of ply
orientations ϕi . This first analysis can be performed analytically as shown in [5], and it
is therefore very fast. As shown in [5], the lamination parameters approximately follow
gaussian distribution as the number of plies increases. Hence, their distribution is fully
described by the mean values, variances and co-variances.
In the second step, the lamination parameters ξjk are the random input parameters and
the stochastic distribution of the structural response is determined. Since this response
may be result form nonlinear finite element analyses, the second step typically required
much more computing time. Depending on the probabilistic approach used, it is beneficial
to have a low number of random parameters in order to keep the computational cost low.
This is what is achieved by using lamination parameters, if the number of plies exceeds
12.
2.2

Probabilistic approach

Consider the objective function g(x), which is a function of realizations x of the random
vector X with the probability density function fX (x). The objective of the probabilistic
approaches is to determine the stochastic distribution Fg (g) of the objective function g
3
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due to the scatter of X. In the current paper, the objective function is given by the failure
load of a composite structure and the random vector contains the ply orientation (when
using the one-step approach) or the lamination parameters (when using the two-step
approach).
One of the simplest and fastest probabilistic approaches is the first-order secondmoment (FOSM) method, which utilizes a first-order Taylor series expansion of the objective function g at the mean vector µ of X. Inserting the Taylor series into the definition
of the mean value µg of g yields the following approximation.
µg ≈ g(µ)

(1)

In a similar manner, the variance σg2 of g is approximated.
σg2

≈

n 
n

∂g(µ) ∂g(µ)
i=1 j=1

∂xi

∂xj

cov(Xi , Xj )

(2)

Using a second-order Taylor series yields a higher order approximation of mean and variance, like the incomplete second order approach (ISOA) suggested in [1]. In any case,
approaches based on Taylor series require the derivatives of the objective function. If
these are not given explicitly (for instance because the objective function results from a
nonlinear finite element analysis), the derivatives must be estimated by finite differences.
When using central differences, 2n + 1 evaluations of the objective function are required,
where n is the number of random parameters.
For validation of the approach, the Monte Carlo method is used. For a Monte Carlo
simulation, a large number of realizations x(i) of the random vector X is generated according to its distribution fX (x). For each realization, the objective function is evaluated
g(x(i) ) = gi and thereby a discrete distribution of g is obtained. The Monte Carlo method
is typically the computationally most expensive method, but it also provides a very robust
and easy to use algorithm. Several techniques exist which improve the efficiency of Monte
Carlo simulations, such as importance sampling or response surface methods (see, e.g.,
[8]).
3

STRENGTH EVALUATION FOR LAMINATION PARAMETERS

Lamination parameters mostly have been used for the optimization of stiffness problems
such as the mass minimization with buckling constraints [4], maximization of buckling load
for constant volume [9], and the aerodynamic design optimization of wings [10], [11]. Considering material strength is difficult since because as lamination parameter vary (within
optimization or probabilistic analysis) the information of an associated stacking sequence
is lost. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the stresses in each unidirectional ply,
which are required for evaluating failure criteria.
Ijsselmuiden et al. [6] found a way to incorporate the Tsai-Wu failure criterion into
the lamination parameter design space, which requires several conservative assumptions.
Especially for laminates subject to bending it is overly conservative. In structure where
material failure occurs after local buckling, bending plays an important role.
4
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When performing optimization with lamination parameters, at the end of the optimization a certain stacking is desired as result. It has been proposed to determine such a
stacking sequence by an subsequent optimization, which seeks the set of ply orientations
which matches the lamination parameters obtain from the structural optimization best
(see, e.g, [4]). In the current paper, a similar approach is followed to obtain a discrete
stacking each time the material strength of a laminate is evaluated.
In the second step of the two-step approach, FOSM or ISOA are used to determine the
stochastic distribution of material failure. For that, finite difference steps are performed
for each lamination parameter. Each time the failure criterion is evaluated for varied
lamination parameters, the following optimization problem is solved.
min ξtarget − ξ(ϕ)
ϕ

(3)

Here, ξtarget is the set of lamination parameters for which material failure needs to be
evaluated, and ξ(ϕ) is the set of lamination parameters that is varied to match the ξtarget
considered, by varying the ply orientations ϕ. For the current paper, the interior point
method is used as optimization algorithm.
The function (5) that transforms a layup of np plies to a set of lamination parameters
is a nonlinear function Rnp → R12 (where typically np > 12, because otherwise there is
no efficiency gain by using lamination parameters). The inverse function is a surjective
function, which means that multiple stackings have the same set of lamination parameters.
In the current paper, the staking sequence that corresponds to the mean stacking is used
as start vector for the optimization, which increases the chance to find the solution which
is closest to the mean. But determining one stacking sequence for one set of lamination
parameters and evaluating material strength only for this one stacking is a simplification,
which needs to be emphasized.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

The approach described in the previous section is applied to two examples, one which
allows a fast, analytic evaluation of the objective function, and one with a more realistic,
time consuming objective function. In all cases the ply angles are assumed to be uniformly
distributed in an interval of ±5◦ .
4.1

Analytical objective function

As a first example, the stacking sequence [45, 90, −45, 0]5s is considered with a ply
thickness of 0.125mm and the material properties given in table 1.
The laminate is subject to the section force Nx = 1430N/mm in load case A and
the section forces Nx = 660N/mm, Ny = 1080N/mm, Nxy = 540N/mm, Mx = 300N in
load case B. The stresses in each ply are determined by classical laminate theory and the
Tsai-Wu criterion [12] is used to evaluate failure, indicated by a reserve factor (RF) below
1.
The two-step approach is used with FOSM and ISOA in the second analysis. For
validation, two Monte Carlo simulation are carried out with 400 samples. In the ”1-step
5
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Table 1: Generic material properties used for the analytic example

stiffness properties
E11
E22
ν12
G12

2

140000N/mm
12000N/mm2
0.26
5800N/mm2

strength properties
XT
2000N/mm2
XC
1500N/mm2
YT
70N/mm2
YC
230N/mm2
SL
90N/mm2

Table 2: Results of the probabilistic analyses of the analytic

1-step Monte Carlo
2-step Monte Carlo
FOSM
ISOA

load case A
mean RF stdv of RF
1.085
0.020
1.086
0.020
1.104
0.013
1.100
0.013

load case B
mean MFL
1.137
1.134
1.137
1.135

stdv MFL
0.025
0.024
0.018
0.018

Monte Carlo” simulation the ply orientations are sampled, and in the ”2-step Monte
Carlo” the lamination parameters are sampled based on the distribution obtained in the
first step of the two-step approach. The results of these analyses are summarized in table 2
and in figure 3. For the cumulative distribution plots of the FOSM and ISOA results, the
RF is assumed to be normally distributed.
1

1-step MC
2-step MC
FOSM
ISOA

0.8
0.6

Cumulative frequency

Cumulative frequency

1

0.4
0.2
0
1

1.05

1.1

1-step MC
2-step MC
FOSM
ISOA

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1.15

1.05

RF Tsai-Wu

1.1

1.15

1.2

RF Tsai-Wu

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution function of the reserve factor for the analytic example with load case
A (left) and load case B (right)

For load case B, all results are in good agreement, which indicate that the proposed
method is valid. For load case A, the results obtained from FOSM and ISOA differ from
the ones given by the Monte Carlos simulations. This deviation does not originate from
6
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the two-step procedure or from the embedded optimization for evaluating material failure,
because the 2-step Monte Carlo uses the same approach as FOSM and ISOA. Hence,
the deviation must originate from the underlying assumptions of FOSM and ISOA, i.e.
linear/quadratic objective function and Gaussian distribution of the objective function.
4.2

Numerical objective function

The example considered is the stiffened composite panel investigated by Nagendra et
al. [13]. The dimensions, the laminate stackings and material properties are summarized
in table 3 and table 4. The panel is subject to axial loading (in direction of the stringers).
The loaded edges are clamped, and the longitudinal edges are simply supported.

Figure 4: Postbuckling pattern of the considered stiffened composite panel

The finite element model shown in figure 4 consists of linear shell elements with reduced
integration. The lowest buckling load, which for this panel corresponds to local skin
buckling, is determined by a linear eigenvalue analysis. The onset of material failure in
the post-buckling regime is determined in a displacement driven, nonlinear analysis with
artificial stabilization, using the Hashin criterion [15].
The panel skin buckles locally (no stringer buckling) before the first material failure
occurs. As the load increases, the panel buckles globally, accompanied by a drop in the
load-displacement curve given in figure 5.
The two-step probabilistic analysis is carried out for both, the skin buckling load and
the onset of material failure using FOSM and ISOA. All stringers are assumed to have
the same random stacking sequence. Hence, the scattering ply orientations are described
by 12 lamination parameters for the skin and 12 lamination parameters for the stringers,
leading to 24 random parameters. For the central difference steps for FOSM and ISOA,
7
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Table 3: Characteristics of the panel considered, from [13]

dimensions
panel length
762mm
panel width
812.8mm
stringer spacing
203.2mm
stringer foot width
60.96mm
stringer flange height
82.55mm
stacking
skin stacking
[±45, 904 , (±45)5 ]s
stringer stacking
[(±45)4 , 02 , (±45)2 , (04 , ±45)3 , 02 ]
ply thickness
0.132mm

Table 4: Material properties used for the panel analyses

stiffness properties
E11
E22
ν12
G12

from [13]
127553.8N/mm2
11307.47N/mm2
0.3
5998.48N/mm2

strength properties
XT
XC
YT
YC
SL

from [14]
2326.2N/mm2
1200.1N/mm2
62.3N/mm2
199.8N/mm2
92.3N/mm2

5000

axial load in N

4000
3000
2000

load-displacement curve
first ply failure

1000
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

end displacement in mm
Figure 5: Axial load over end shortening of the perfect panel
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Table 5: Results of the probabilistic analyses of the Nagendra panel in N

Monte Carlo
FOSM
ISOA

mean BL
1461
1458
1459

stdv of BL
8.7
8.4
8.5

mean MFL
2625
2622
2626

stdv MFL
17.7
9.2
10.2

1

Cumulative frequency

Cumulative frequency

24×2+1 = 49 nonlinear finite element (FE) simulations are performed. Each FE analysis
took approximately 2 hours including the automated post-processing, which is very time
consuming due to the large number of plies for which the failure criterion had to be
evaluated. For validation a Monte Carlo simulation with 200 realizations is carried out
following the one-step approach. The results are summarized in table 5 and figure 6. The
distribution of buckling loads show good agreement where a certain deviation is found for
the distributions of the material failure load. For both structural responses, the scatter
is extremely small.

0.8
0.6

Monte Carlo
FOSM
ISOA

0.4
0.2

1

Monte Carlo
FOSM
ISOA

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0
1440 1450 1460 1470 1480 1490 1500

2560 2580 2600 2620 2640 2660 2680

linear buckling load in N

material failure load in N

Figure 6: Cumulative distribution function of the linear buckling load (left) and material failure (right)
of the stiffened panel for different approaches

5

CONCLUSIONS

A two-step procedure is presented that allows using lamination parameters for probabilistic analysis of buckling load and material failure load of composite structures with
scattering ply orientations. In difference to directly considering ply orientations as random parameters, the two-step procedure require a couple of additional steps that need to
be implemented. It however allows a huge efficiency gain if the following conditions are
fulfilled:
1. the number of plies is considerably larger than 12,
2. the evaluation of the objective function (e.g. buckling load, material failure) is very
expensive,
9
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3. the computational cost of the probabilistic approach depends on the number of
random parameters.
In the example with numerical objective function, the computational time is only
driven by the number of finite element simulations. The two-step approach required 49
FE simulations, where the Monte Carlo simulation required 200 simulations, which is still
a relatively small sample size for Monte Carlo.
In some cases, the two-step approach using FOSM or ISOA showed a certain deviation
from the direct/one-step Monte Carlo simulation. From the analytic example it is seen
that this deviation originates from the assumptions of FOSM and ISOA, but not from
the two-step approach.
In all examples considered, the scatter of the response is very small even though the
scatter of ply orientations was chosen realistically. In probabilistic analyses, which incorporate multiple random parameters, the influence of scattering ply orientations might be
negligible. This is subject of future investigation, because to the authors knowledge all
publishes probabilistic analyses of composite structures considered component with much
fewer layers.
APPENDIX
Lamination parameters are defined as
A
ξ[1,2,3,4]
=

1
h

B
ξ[1,2,3,4]
=

4
h2

D
ξ[1,2,3,4]
=

12
h3

h/2


[cos(2ϕ), cos(4ϕ), sin(2ϕ), sin(4ϕ)]dz

−h/2
h/2


−h/2
h/2


[cos(2ϕ), cos(4ϕ), sin(2ϕ), sin(4ϕ)]z dz
[cos(2ϕ), cos(4ϕ), sin(2ϕ), sin(4ϕ)]z 2 dz

−h/2

For a discrete layup, lamination parameters are determined from
n

A
[cos(2ϕi ), cos(4ϕi ), sin(2ϕi ), sin(4ϕi )]tp,i
= h1
ξ[1,2,3,4]

i=1
n

4
= h2
[cos(2ϕi ), cos(4ϕi ), sin(2ϕi ), sin(4ϕi )]zi tp,i
i=1
n

t3p,i
12
[cos(2ϕi ), cos(4ϕi ), sin(2ϕi ), sin(4ϕi )](zi2 tp,i + 12
)
h3
i=1

B
ξ[1,2,3,4]

D
ξ[1,2,3,4]
=

(4)

The entries the stiffness matrix (ABD matrix)



A11
1 ξ1A
ξ2A
 1 −ξ1A ξ2A
 A22 




 A12 
0
−ξ2A
 = h 0

 0
 A66 
0
−ξ2A



1
 A16 
 0
ξ A ξ4A
2 3
1 A
0 2 ξ3 −ξ4A
A26
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are determined by


0 0 
U1

0 0 

 U2 
1 0 
  U3 


0 1 
  U4 
0 0 
U5
0 0

(5)

(6)
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B13
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=
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ξ2B
0 ξ1B
0 −ξ1B ξ2B
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−ξ2B
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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1 ξ1D
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1 −ξ1
ξ2D
0
0
−ξ2D
0
0
−ξ2D
1 D
0 2 ξ3
ξ4D
0 12 ξ3D −ξ4D
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0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0























U1
U2
U3
U4
U5

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5














(7)

(8)

Here, h is the total laminate thickness and the vector U is determined from the stiffness
matrix of a unidirectional ply.






U1
3 3
2
4
Q
11
 U2 
 4 −4 0
0 





 U3  = 1  1 1 −2 −4   Q22 
(9)
  Q12 

 8

 U4 
 1 1
6 −4
Q66
1 1 −2 4
U5
with

Q11 = 1−νE1211ν21
Q12 = ν12 Q22

Q22 = 1−νE1222ν21
Q66 = G12

22
ν21 = ν12 E
E11

(10)
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Abstract. As it is important to know a structures capacity of carrying further loads after
particular load or time periods, a in-depth investigation on the computation of residual
strength of multi-directional laminates is presented in this paper. The computational
model focuses on ply-wise structural analysis of continuous ﬁbre reinforced plastics at the
mesoscale level and thus it belongs to the group of mechanistic models. The aim of the
paper is to determine the fatigue life and residual strength of multi-directional laminates
with the exclusive use of uni-directional ply data. For this reason, detailed strength
degradation at the ply level is considered and the application of suitable models for the
lifetime and residual strength estimation after certain combined fatigue loads is examined.
Results for laminates under pulsating and alternating stress ratios for the diﬀerent models
are discussed in terms of their beneﬁts and limitations for a practicable application. It
is ﬁnally shown, that the nonlinear models are a great improvement for residual strength
calculation and agree very well with experimental data from well documented composite
fatigue data base OptiDAT.

1

INTRODUCTION

The use of composite materials for various structural parts rises strongly due to their
excellent ratio of high strength and stiﬀness to low weight. Almost all of those parts are
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subjected to cyclic loads in the course of their operating lifetimes. Therefore, there is a
strong demand in covering new and optimized computation capabilities concerning the
fatigue of composite materials. To predict fatigue life of multi-directional ﬁbre reinforced
plastics under cyclic loads with the exclusive use of data from uni-directional tests, a
computational tool for structural analysis is developed. Beside the calculation of fatigue
life itself, it also is essential to know the laminates capacity of carrying further loads after
a deﬁned load history. Therefore, diﬀerent residual strength models are examined in a
subsequent static analysis. Philippidis and Passipoularidis carried out a detailed examination of various residual strength models with focus on probabilistic and deterministic
theories in 2007 [1]. The main ﬁnding was that no model was able to predict the residual strength degradation behavior of varying multi-directional composites. Their results
showed, that the use of more complicated models, which require a lot of parameters and
therefore large experimental data, did not necessarily improve the description of the residual strength behavior of laminates. For the mechanistic approach in this study, some of
the examined deterministic residual strength models are used for the description of known
residual strength characteristics at the uni-directional ply-level. Within the next steps,
the unknown residual strength of multi-directional laminates is calculated via structural
analysis.
2

FLOW CHART

The tool for the lifetime estimation of composites is based on iterative layerwise structural analysis per load cycle and degradation of stiﬀness and strength on the ply-level as
shown in ﬁgure 1. A subsequent residual strength calculation of the laminate is following
n =0

start

current stiffness and strength
of each ply k at step n

cycle ni +1

update laminate properties

static / initial
laminate properties
load case at block load i

fatigue input for block i

end

N=n

design of stress ratio
dependend fracture curve
multiaxial strength reduction
of local strengths of each ply
failure criteria - calculation of
(inter-) fibre failure

plywise multiaxial stress
and stress ratio calculation

stiffness degradation
depending on material effort
residual strength calculation
of laminate

N

overall
failure?
Y

Figure 1: Flow chart for the lifetime and residual strength estimation
the plywise analysis. The ﬁgure shows a simpliﬁed ﬂow chart with the main focus of
the present work highlighted in red. The Puck failure theory [2] is used for prediction of
matrix and ﬁbre failure at the ply-level.

2
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3

THEORY OF RESIDUAL STRENGTH MODELS

As mentioned before, Philippidis and Passipoularidis [1] examined a lot of probabilistic
and deterministic residual strength models. Two of the examined deterministic models,
the linear model by Broutman and Sahu [3] and the nonlinear model used by Reifsnider
et al. [5] and Schaﬀ et al. [4], as well as one recently published model by Stojkovic et al.
[6] are selected for closer examinations in this work. Reasons for the selection of these
models are for example the satisfaction of the fracture condition at the end of fatigue life,
the dependency upon the endured number of cycles and a reasonable amount of required
parameters compared to other models.
3.1

Linear model

In 1972, Broutman and Sahu [3] published a model, which decreases residual strength
linearly with the ratio of endured cycles to maximum number of cycles at the speciﬁc stress
amplitude. Strength degradation starts with the initial strength and should generally
satisfy the fracture condition S(n = N ) = σmax at the last step. The linear model is
described by
 
ni
Sr = Sst − (Sst − σmax,i )
(1)
Ni

where Sr is the residual strength after a speciﬁc number of endured cycles ni , Sst is the
static initial strength, σmax,i is the maximum stress at the actual step and Ni is the
maximum allowed number of cycles for the actual stress σmax,i derived from experimental
S-N curves. The linear residual strength model is one of the most widely used theories,
because it doesn’t need any ﬁtting of parameters and it is well known for giving conservative results on the safe side. Since the maximum number of cycles is needed, the only
necessary input is a extrapolated S-N-curve at the speciﬁc stress ratio.
3.2

Nonlinear model

The nonlinear model was used by Reifsnider et al. in 1986 [5] and Schaﬀ and Davidson
in 1997 [4]. In this case, the linear model is extended with an additional parameter to
account for nonlinear material behavior. Equation (1) is then modiﬁed to
 α
ni
Sr = Sst − (Sst − σmax,i )
(2)
Ni
including the parameter α, which controls the shape of the nonlinear function. The
strength degradation is then described with either a steep loss of strength at the beginning
(α < 1) or at the end (α > 1) of the laminate lifetime.
3.3

Normalized Strength Reserve Model

In 2017, Stojkovic, Folic and Pasternak [6] published a improved model, called the
Normalized Strength Reserve Model (NRSM). Basically the model is the expansion of the
nonlinear model with an additional parameter β. The normalized strength reserve Sres,n
3
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is deﬁned as


 n α β
Sres,n = 1 −
(3)
N
with the additional parameter β, which controls the shape of the function in conjunction
with parameter α. The residual strength is then calculated by
Sr = σmax,i + (Sst − σmax,i ) (Sres,n )

(4)

The parameters α and β can either be obtained by ﬁtting normalized strength reserve
data, wherein strength reserve is the diﬀerence between residual and maximum strength,
to equation (3) or the residual strength data directly to equation (4), which is similar to
the other models. The advantage of the NRSM model is that the typical initial loss of
strength followed by slow degradation as well as the sudden decrease in strength at the
end can be modeled very well.
3.4

Implemented routine

The models described in section 3.1 - 3.3 are brought together to one procedure for
the application within the computational routine. For a iterative computation, the drop
of strength in every step is deﬁned by
Sr,i = Sr,i−1 − ΔSr,i

(5)

where Sr,i and Sr,i−1 are the residual strengths at the actual and last step respectively
and ΔSr,i is the drop of residual strength in the i-th cycle and is calculated from

α β 


ni−1 i i
(Sst − σmax,i ) 1 −
ΔSr,i =
Ni


 αi βi 
ni
− (Sst − σmax,i ) 1 −
(6)
Ni
Herein, for simulations on the ply-level, the strengths Sr,i , Sr,i−1 and Sst represent the ﬁve
local strengths at the ply-level in terms of the parallel tensile and compressive strengths
(Xt , Xc ), the transverse tensile and compressive strengths (Yt , Yc ) or the in-plane shear
strength (S⊥� ). According to that, the maximum stress σmax,i represents the corresponding stresses σ�max , σ⊥max or τ⊥�max respectively.
4

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Fatigue data from experimental tests is taken from the OptiDAT1 database [7]. All
of the evaluated laminates are glass ﬁbre reinforced plastics (GFRP). The uni-directional
1

The OPTIMAT BLADES project is a European research project, supported by the European Union.
Project Coordinators: Wind Turbine Materials and Constructions (WMC, Netherlands) and Energy
Reasearch Centre of Netherlands (ECN - Netherlands). Database Contributors: Center for Renewable
Energy Sources (CRES - Greece), German Aerospace Center (DLR - Germany), Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL - United Kingdoms), National Research Laboratory (RISOE - Denmark), University
of Patras (UP - Greece), Technical Research Center (VTT - Finland), Free University Brussels (VUB Belgium) and Wind Turbine Materials and Constructions (WMC - Netherlands).

4
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material consists of non-woven unidirectional glass rovings with a minor amount of oﬀaxis reinforcement, made of polyester (PES) yarn, and the biaxial material consists of
non-woven glass rovings in 2 layers (±45◦ ). The dry ﬁbers are are infused with the epoxy
system “Prime 20” by vacuum assisted resin transfer molding and the system is post-cured
at 80◦ C for 4 hours [8].
Mat.#1 The ﬁrst examined material conﬁguration is the uni-directional laminate with
stacking sequence [0]5 from OptiDAT database [7], named “UD2”.
Mat.#2 Transverse tested uni-directional laminate with stacking sequence [0]7 from
OptiDAT database [7], named “UD3”.
Mat.#3 Biaxial laminate with stacking sequence [±45]5 from OptiDAT database [7],
named “MD3”.
Mat.#4 Multi-directional laminate with stacking sequence [(±45/0)4 / ± 45] from OptiDAT database [7], named “MD2”.
5

INPUT FROM STATIC AND FATIGUE MATERIAL TESTS

As illustrated in ﬁgure 1, there are mainly three types of input data needed for the
calculations: values from static and fatigue tests, as well as static tests after speciﬁc
fatigue loads. Only input data for static and fatigue tests of uni-directional (Mat.#1 and
Mat.#2) and biaxial (Mat.#3) specimen is used as input data. Table 1 shows the static
input values, which are used to calculate the initial condition of the multi-directional
laminate. The values are derived from static tests of ﬂat specimen made from Mat.#1-3,
which consist of ﬁbre volume content between 51,94 % and 53,73 %.

mean value

E�
GPa
38,43

E⊥
G⊥�
GPa GPa
14,07 4,23

ν⊥�
0,2893

R�+
MPa
810,56

R�−
MPa
469,96

+
R⊥
MPa
55,88

−
R⊥
MPa
164,95

R⊥�
MPa
56,1

Table 1: Calculated static values for experimental data from [7]
S-N curves at pulsating tensile (R=0.1), pulsating compressive (R=10) and alternating
stress (R=-1) ratios of each material Mat.#1-3 were used as input data for fatigue life
and residual strength calculations within the model.
Data for residual strength formulation of all ﬁve local strengths Xt , Xc , Yt , Yc or S⊥� at
the ply-level is used for a deeper investigation on multiaxial fatigue. Figure 2 shows the
ﬁt of equations (1), (2) and (3) to experimental data of Mat.#1 for diﬀerent stress ratios
and stress amplitudes. Figure 2a illustrates the ﬁtted curves for experimental residual
strength data plotted against the fractional life n/N . The strength reserve for the NRSM
is also shown in the upper right corner of Figure 2a. As can be seen Figure 2b and 2c,
5
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there is no degradation of compressive strength modeled in ﬁbre direction under pulsating

(a) Estimation of α�+ , β�+ (R� = 0.1)

(b) α�+ , β�+ and α�− , β�− (R� = 0.1)

(c) α�+ , β�+ and α�− , β�− (R� = -1)

(d) α�+ , β�+ and α�− , β�− (R� = 10)

Figure 2: Estimation of parameters α�+ , β�+ and α�− , β�− for various stress ratios and arbitrary stress amplitudes with the use of experimental data for Mat.#1.
tensile and alternating stress ratios. Furthermore, only linear degradation of tensile and
compressive strength is modeled under pulsating compression stress ratios as shown in
Figure 2d. Figure 3 shows a similar behavior in compressive strengths under pulsating
tensile and alternating stress ratios for transverse loaded Mat.#2. Transverse tensile and
compressive strengths are modeled with linear degradation under pulsating compression
stresses in the same way as for parallel strengths. Shear strength is only ﬁtted with data
from pulsating tensile stress tests and consequently the same parameters are used for any
stress ratio.
In the present paper, three varying combinations of parameters are examined. The ﬁrst
setup “Rconﬁg.#1” is based on linear strength degradation of all ﬁve strengths values.
The second setup “Rconﬁg.#2” is based on the use of equations (1) and (2) and the last
6
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+
−
Figure 3: Estimation of parameters α⊥
, β⊥+ and α⊥
, β⊥− for Mat.#2.

setup “Rconﬁg.#3” makes use of (1) and (3). For a better overview of the investigated
conﬁgurations, the combinations of parameter α and β are compiled in Table 2.

R = 0.1
R = −1
R = 10
R = 0.1
R = −1
R = 10
any ratio

Rconﬁg. #1
α�+ , β�+
1.00 ,
1.00 ,
1.00 ,
+
,
α⊥

1.00
1.00
1.00
β⊥+

1.00 , 1.00
1.00 , 1.00
1.00 , 1.00
α⊥� ,β⊥�
1.00 , 1.00

Rconﬁg. #2
α�+ , β�+
2.09 ,
2.23 ,
1.00 ,
+
α⊥
,

1.00
1.00
1.00
β⊥+

1.49 , 1.00
1.22 , 1.00
1.00 , 1.00
α⊥� ,β⊥�

Rconﬁg. #3
α�+ , β�+
0.29 ,
0.44 ,
1.00 ,
−
α⊥
,

0.22
0.29
1.00
β⊥−

1.02 , 0.66
0.32 , 0.24
1.00 , 1.00
α⊥� ,β⊥�
0.70 , 0.37

1.89 , 1.00

unvaried
α�− , β�−

0.00 , 0.00
0.00 , 0.00
1.00 , 1.00
−
α⊥
, β⊥−

0.00 , 0.00
0.00 , 0.00
1.00 , 1.00

Table 2: Coeﬃcents for residual strength simulation with experimental data from [7]

6

STIFFNESS DEGRADATION

The type and size of stiﬀness degradation at the ply level has an inﬂuence on the fatigue
life and residual strength of multi-directional laminates due to stress redistribution within
the plies. For this reason, a closer examination of the stiﬀness reduction is carried out in
the ﬁrst place. Within the model, the stiﬀness is reduced as follows [9, 10]:


1 − ηr,⊥
0
E⊥ (n) = E⊥
+ ηr,⊥
(7)
1 + c⊥ (fe,IF F (n) − 1)ξ⊥


1 − ηr,⊥�
0
(8)
+ ηr,⊥�
G⊥� (n) = G⊥�
1 + c⊥� (fe,IF F (n) − 1)ξ⊥�
7
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where E⊥0 and G0⊥� are the initial transverse and shear stiﬀness and E⊥ (n) and G⊥� (n)
are the transverse and shear stiﬀness at the current cycle n. The parameter ηr,⊥ and ηr,⊥�
represent the residual stiﬀness value at higher values of inter-ﬁbre-failure and c⊥� , ξ⊥�
and c⊥ , ξ⊥ are mainly controlling the shape of the degradation function. As shown in
Table 3, six varying combinations of stiﬀness degradation parameters are analyzed. The
combination of parameters in conﬁguration “Sconﬁg.#1-#4 focus on transverse stiﬀness
and the conﬁgurations “Sconﬁg.#5-#6” focus on shear stiﬀness degradation.
Sconﬁg.

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

η⊥ (η⊥� )
ξ⊥ (ξ⊥� )
c⊥ (c⊥� )

0.30 (0.25)
1.31 (1.50)
5.34 (0.70)

0.50 (0.25)
1.31 (1.50)
5.34 (0.70)

0.03 (0.25)
1.31 (1.50)
5.34 (0.70)

0.30 (0.25)
1.50 (1.50)
0.70 (0.70)

0.30 (0.10)
1.31 (1.50)
5.34 (0.70)

0.30 (0.50)
1.31 (1.50)
5.34 (0.70)

Table 3: Coeﬃcients for stiﬀness degradation

7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the inﬂuence of stiﬀness degradation on the stress redistribution within multidirectional laminates, the dependency of residual strength calculation on the stiﬀness
parameters is investigated in the ﬁrst step. Figure 4 exemplarily shows the residual
strength calculation under pulsating tensile stress ratio R=0.1 with a constant global
amplitude load σ̂a = 116.4 MPa for multi-directional laminate Mat.#4. The inﬂuence of
the varied parameters is shown for each residual strength setup from Table 2.

Figure 4: Simulated stiﬀness degradation for diﬀerent residual strength conﬁgurations
under stress ratio R=0.1 with constant amplitude σ̂a = 116.4 MPa for Mat.#4

8
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As can be seen in the ﬁgures above, the inﬂuence of varied stiﬀness parameters on
residual strength curves is very similar in all three conﬁgurations. First of all, while there
is no big diﬀerence in the curves for η⊥A = 0.3 (Sconf.#1) and η⊥A = 0.5 (Sconf.#2),
the choice of lower η⊥A (Sconf.#3) leads to the most conservative predictions. Of course,
the result is due to higher stress redistribution into less damaged plies, which will lead to
earlier failure and lower residual strength predictions respectively. The same eﬀect can
be observed for varied shear modulus parameter η⊥�A = 0.1 (Sconf.#5) and η⊥�A = 0.5
(Sconf.#6). Although, η⊥�A does have a higher signiﬁcance in the investigated multidirectional laminate with stacking sequence [(±45/0)4 / ± 45] and higher values (as in
Sconf.#4) will lead to conservative predictions of fatigue life and residual strength. At
the same time, the predictions for faster degradation (ξ = 1.5 and c = 0.7) with relation to
inter-ﬁbre failure (Sconf.#4) has nearly no eﬀect on the calculation of residual strength.
That is because of the rapid growth of inter-ﬁbre failure in the ±45◦ plies during the
ﬁrst cycles at high stress amplitudes. In the following, Sconf.#1 is chosen for stiﬀness
degradation under inter-ﬁbre failure mode A and Sconf.#2 is used for degradation under
inter-ﬁbre failure mode B and C for all further investigations:
• η⊥A = 0.3 and η⊥B,C = 0.5
• ξ⊥A,B,C = 1.31, c⊥A,B,C = 5.34 and η⊥�A,B,C = 0.25, ξ⊥�A,B,C = 1.5, c⊥�A,B,C = 0.7
Figure 5 shows the simulation results for Mat.#4 under pulsating tensile stress for diﬀerent
stress amplitudes. The results of global tensile strength X̂t are captured very accurately

Figure 5: Residual strength estimation for Mat.#4 under pulsating tensile stress and
diﬀerent stress amplitudes
with the use of Rconﬁg.#3. The three main stages in terms of the loss of tensile strength
at the beginning, a widely constant level during a lot of cycles and the drop of strength
9
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during the last number of cycles are depicted precisely. While Rconﬁg.#1 is predicting
residual tensile strength until a life fraction of ∼ 20%, it is extremely conservative for
the rest of the lifetime. Rconﬁg.#2 tends to overestimate residual tensile strength at
lower cycles on the one hand and to underestimate it at higher cycles on the other hand.
The model tends to generally underestimate residual compressive strength with any of
the examined conﬁgurations. While the static compressive strength X̂c is calculated very
accurately, there is a steep drop in strength after the ﬁrst few cycles due to stiﬀness
degradation after inter-ﬁbre failure mode A. From the authors point of view, part of the
reason for this is that the micro-scale eﬀect of contacting crack edges, which will lead
to crack-closure and therefore higher stiﬀness under compressive loads, is not recognized
within the ply-wise model. Figure 6 illustrates the results for Mat.#4 under varying
alternating stresses. The predictions of residual strength are very similar to the previous
cases shown in Figure 5. Both of the nonlinear conﬁgurations tend to overestimate residual

Figure 6: Residual strength estimation for Mat.#4 under alternating stress and diﬀerent
stress amplitudes
tensile strength X̂t at the lower stress amplitudes σ̂a = 103.7 MPa and 136.75 MPa over
a wide range of cycles, as can be seen in the left and middle ﬁgure. The results at
higher stress amplitudes in the right ﬁgure are captured very well by all of the three
conﬁgurations. In this case, the residual compressive strength X̂c is also underestimated
by the model due to the same eﬀect mentioned above. Figure 7 shows the results for
Mat.#4 under pulsating compressive stress with diﬀerent stress amplitudes. Since the
reduction in strength is unvaried for simulation under compressive stress ratios and only
the linear model is used within the analysis, all of the models predict the same residual
strength behavior. As can be seen in the graph, the predictions for residual tensile strength
X̂t are very good compared to the residual strength data for life fractions beneath ∼ 30%.
For higher number of cycles, the predictions are on the safe side. Concerning the residual
10
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Figure 7: Residual strength estimation for Mat.#4 under pulsating compressive stress
and diﬀerent stress amplitudes
compressive strength X̂c , the predictions are subject to the same cause mentioned in the
results for pulsating tension and alternating stress ratios above. This shows very well,
that further analysis and investigations concerning the compression strength is necessary.
8

Conclusion and future work

In conclusion, it can be stated that the use of nonlinear residual strength models
within the multiaxial approach improves the predictions of residual tensile strength X̂t
for pulsating tensile and alternating stress ratios. Residual compressive strength X̂c was
underestimated for each stress ratio and therefore gave too conservative results. Compared
to the linear model, the disadvantage is the higher amount of experimental data needed
to ﬁt parameters α and β. Nevertheless, the signiﬁcantly better prediction of residual
strengths at higher number of cycles is a huge advantage. Still the ﬁndings leave questions
for the future, which will be addressed in forthcoming works:
• a deeper investigation on improvements for the residual compressive strength under
arbitrary stress ratios will be carried out
• the model will be further developed for fatigue life and residual strength predictions
under variable amplitude loads
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Abstract. We present a finite element modelling framework to capture the distribution of inplane compressive failure strengths of unidirectional fibre reinforced composites resulting
from the characteristic spatial distribution of fibre misalignments. Using a homogenized fibrematrix representation of composite, the spread of resulting peak stresses calculated using
Monte Carlo simulation led by fibre orientations given at each material point, are used to
formulate probabilistic failure surface.
1

INTRODUCTION

Owing to their exceptional properties such as high strength and stiffness to weight ratio,
fibre reinforced composites (FRPs) have become an attractive option for use in advanced
structural applications, mainly in the fields of aerospace, wind energy and automotive. This
class of materials offer environmental benefits from different perspectives. Relatively easier
manufacturing processes compared to metals and lightweight construction result in energy
and fuel savings. All these advantages are best exemplified by most recent large civil aircrafts
such as Airbus A380 and Boeing 747, which are using carbon FRPs for more than half of
airframe structure. These structural parts include highly compression loaded components such
as fuselage, fins and rudders among others [1, 2].
Because of high compression loads during service time of a structural component, strength
under compression is a highly relevant mechanical property. Unidirectional fibre reinforced
composites serve the purpose in this regard, but on the other hand compressive failure of these
materials is a design limiting phenomenon. Compressive strengths are generally less than
60% of the tensile strengths in industrial composites having ~60% fibre volume fraction [3].
Compressive failure at micro level is predominantly led by microbuckling of fibres in a
highly localized band and the phenomenon is called kinking [3]. Considering microbuckling
to be caused by elastic loss of stability, Rosen gave the frequently quoted formula (1) [4]:
σc = Gm / (1-vf )

(1)

where σc is the kinking stress which would define compressive strength, Gm is the shear
modulus of the matrix and vf is the fibre volume fraction. Budiansky interpreted Rosen’s
result as σc=G which is effective longitudinal composite shear modulus [6].
Argon [5] argued that Rosen formula of buckling of fibres in an elastic matrix gives an
upper limit on compressive strength. Argon considered initial fibre misalignments along with
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matrix shear strength to play an important role, defining the location and value of kinking
stress. Based on this argument of plastic microbuckling mechanism, the well-known formula
(2) was given:
σc = τy / ϕo

(2)

where τy and ϕo are the shear strength of matrix and the initial fibre misalignment
respectively. Budiansky [6] extended this approach to a more generalized formulation (3)
which asymptotes to Argon’s result when the shear yield strain (γy) is small compared to
initial fibre misalignment:
σc = τy /( γy + ϕo)

(3)

It was also pointed out that a higher reduction in kinking stress occur for inclined kink
bands, which are observed most often experimentally. Two analytical cases of very short and
long wavelengths of fibre misalignments were considered to come up with the range of
resulting kink band inclination, emphasizing that not only misalignment angle but additionally
amplitude affect the resulting strength. All the aforementioned analytical formulations
considered an infinite waviness region, meaning that the waviness region stretches across the
whole transversal to the nominal fibre direction length of the representative volume element
(RVE).
With increasing computational power available in 90s, numerical solution schemes became
common. Kyriakides et. al. [7] predicted the compressive strength using a 2D periodic array
of imperfect fibres and matrix, in which fibres are modelled as nonlinear isotropic and matrix
is considered as an elasto-plastic solid based on J2 plasticity theory. Inspired by their parallel
experimental outcomes, parametric numerical analyses were performed using idealized
sinusoidal form of fibre misalignment and it was concluded that wavelength and amplitude of
waviness have a high impact on predicted strengths. Predicted compressive strength and
corresponding strain values were validated, and subsequently substantiated Argon’s theory
that fibre imperfections indeed play an important role in strength calculations. Prabhakar and
Waas [8] performed a numerical study using a micromechanical model of unidirectional plies
under in-plane loading conditions. The focus was on the competing mechanisms of kinking
and splitting of fibres with virtual variation in material properties to quantify and distinguish
these failure mechanisms. It was suggested that modelling should include cohesive elements
in cases where splitting failure is equivalently likely to occur as kinking for a better prediction
of compressive strength. Recently, Bishara et. al. [9] investigated the mechanisms of kinking
failure using 3D numerical micro modelling. Differences between compressive strength of
composites having small and large wavelength misalignments were shown as well as the
resulting kink band inclination. The following sequence for kinking failure was reported; fibre
imperfections induce yielding of the matrix which then propagates to form a yield band with
increasing width in nominal fibre direction reaching a specific value. At this point the bent
fibres having reduced support in transversal direction through matrix, result in fibre breakage
on tensile loaded side of the localized band. This damage propagates towards final failure
forming the typical kink band.
In addition to analytical and numerical findings to ascertain compressive strength of FRPs,
throughout the past few decades parallel experimental studies have been performed to validate
the theoretical results as well as to quantify the effects of different material properties. One of
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the first extensive testing of carbon, glass and polyamide fibres embedded in polyester resins
with varying combinations was carried out by Piggott and Harris [10]. Although most of the
tests were carried out with relatively low fibre volume fractions, the main outcomes were that
the matrix shear has a dominant role in characterising compressive strength, and
comparatively higher variation in compressive strengths among tests with same
specifications. Kyriakides et. al. [7] performed experimental studies on an AS4 carbon fibre
reinforced PEEK thermoplastic based composite with 60% vf to study the effects of fibre
imperfections. The tests were performed on flat coupons and cylindrical rod specimens. Even
though the testing was performed within carefully controlled conditions, the resulting
compressive strengths showed considerable spread.
Since all analytical, numerical and experimental results pointed towards the importance of
fibre misalignment in FRPs, there was a need to measure them experimentally. The first effort
in this regard was carried out by Yurgartis [11] on a carbon fibre based composite using
micrographs and measuring in-plane and out-of-plane misalignments from the images. The
fibre misalignment angles were shown to be nearly normally distributed in both in-plane and
out-of-plane measurements which were independent of each other. Paluch [12] followed suit
with a different methodology by studying sections cut at different regularly spaced locations
and visualizing them under optical microscope. The hypothesis that there is no correlation in
undulations of neighbouring fibres was challenged and it was shown that fibres undulate with
certain interactions to their immediate neighbours. Clark et. al. [13] performed similar studies
using confocal laser scanning microscopy and showed similar trend in results. Based on these
outcomes, spectral densities of fibre misalignments were calculated.
An important mechanics aspect for small wavelength undulations considered by Fleck et.
al. [14, 15] was that of fibre bending resistance. Using couple stress theory and a RambergOsgood solid description in shear and transverse direction on a homogenized description of
fibre-matrix composite material, kink band width and the factors controlling the initiation and
growth of kink band were explained. The results confirm that compressive strength is affected
most by initial fibre misalignment and to a lesser extent by the longitudinal width of this
initial band of misaligned region. Based on the realization of variation of misalignment from
experimental outcomes, Slaughter and Fleck [16] extended their couple stress theory based
approach to add the effects of random fibre waviness on compressive strength using a
homogenized continuum definition of fibre-matrix composite material and by performing
Monte Carlo simulation. Liu et. al. [17] later extended it to 2D and fitted the resulting
distribution of compressive strength with a Weibull distribution. A weakest link based
engineering approach was subsequently proposed to estimate axial compressive strength from
the aforementioned results. Another notable contribution is from Allix et. al. using a hybrid
micro-model. This was a damage based continuum cell approach in which cells, representing
a homogenized fibre-matrix material and having a random uncorrelated material orientation
depicting fibre misalignments, were engulfed in cohesive zone elements representing potential
fracture surfaces. The length of the cells was directly related to ply thickness and
corresponding experimentally deducted kink band widths. The model was used to
demonstrate kink band formation and its interaction with other failure mechanisms under
compression [18]. An interesting work to incorporate the randomness of fibre misalignment
into material characteristics prediction is from Bednarcyk et. al. [19] Through High-Fidelity
Generalized Method of Cells Micromechanical Model (HFGMC) and probability-weighted
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averaging of the appropriate stress concentration tensor of the subcell based on probability
density function representation of fibre misalignments, effective material moduli and damage
initiation envelopes under varying input properties were predicted.
Even though mechanical properties of FRPs, especially under compression loading, vary a
great deal, the general focus of most analytical and numerical, and consequently, experimental
studies have been on prediction of a deterministic strength value under compression with few
exceptions. This variation in strength causes the engineers to use high factors of safety, thus
affecting costs and efficient use of material. In order to better utilize the exceptional
mechanical properties of FRPs, there is a need to do further research in quantifying this
spread of compressive strength. One of the examples in this regard is that of Curtin [20] who
provided a stochastic model for tensile damage evolution. Basu et. al. [21] used an analytical
formulation with an idealized form of waviness to predict the compressive failure under
multi-axial loading. Failure envelopes for strength under compressive load along with
transverse compression and shear were also predicted.
In this contribution a relatively simple finite element methodology is employed to capture
the variation in strength values under in-plane loading conditions, with fibre misalignment
modelled stochastically following the approach of Liu et. al. [17]. Using this homogenized
fibre-matrix representation technique, the so called idealized form of infinite band fibre
misalignment or waviness has also been simulated to help interpret results. After performing
mesh and effective RVE studies, in-plane probabilistic failure surfaces are generated which
could help in representation of microstructure variation in macro structural response.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Material model
Most of the analytical and numerical approaches [4-9] consider separate material models of
elastic fibres embedded in an elasto-plastic resin. This approach, even though computationally
expensive and difficult to model with realistic fibre misalignments, is the method of choice if
the target is to predict interactions between different failure mechanisms under certain
conditions. However, this study focuses on the probabilistic effects of fibre misalignment on
strength predictions, therefore, it is advantageous because of easier modelling to use a
homogenized material model representing fibre-matrix composite as a single anisotropic
material as shown by Liu et. al. [17].
Fleck et. al. [14] showed that for small wavelengths of fibre misalignments, fibre bending
stiffness plays an important role in determining the compressive strength as it increases the
resulting predicted strength of the composite. However, when the wavelengths are large,
which is often the case in industrial composites, the results of their couple stress theory
modelling and kinking theory of Budiansky [6] converge to the same value. Hence, the role of
fibre bending stiffness is neglected in this work.
Anisotropic elasticity is modelled using homogenized properties based on Voigt
micromechanical theory. Elastic material properties are taken from Kaddour et. al. [22] and
are listed in Table 1. Plasticity is modelled using Hill’s potential function with an associative
plastic flow rule [23]. Even though this plasticity model is aimed for anisotropic metal
plasticity, it can still be employed here effectively to detail the methodology under in-plane
loading conditions provided certain modifications because long fibre CFRPs only show
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plasticity in shear and transverse directions. This is achieved by adjusting appropriate
constants of yield surface definition in the model. The nominal fibre direction coincides with
the 1 direction and as CFRP show no plastification in fibre direction, therefore, yielding is
eliminated in this load direction. The yield criterion is of the form:
2f(σ) = (σ22/2Y)2 - (σ11σ22/Y)2 + (τ12 /S)2

(4)

where Y and S are transverse and shear yield stresses respectively. Non-linear isotropic
hardening is specified and subsequently mapped to anisotropy by Hill’s parameters. The fact
that kinking failure is controlled by shear response of the matrix, the input data of hardening
is chosen for in-plane shear hardening curve, taken from Vogler et. al. [24]. For this purpose
commercial software Abaqus is employed. An extension to 3D modelling using pressuredependent material model and with 3D yield surfaces based on experimental data is planned
in the follow-up work.
Table 1: Mechanical properties of unidirectional IM7/8552

Property

Value

Longitudinal modulus E 1 (GPa)
Transverse modulus E 2 (GPa)
In-plane shear modulus G12 (GPa)
Major Poisson's ratio υ 12

171
8.9
5.6
0.34

2.2 Waviness Distribution
Idealized waviness:

An idealized sinusoidal infinite band form of waviness in a localized region was used
following Bishara et. al. [9] to help better understand the kink band formation for
homogenized fibre-matrix composite material modelling approach.
Random waviness:

Experimental data has shown that fibre misalignment is in fact stochastic in nature in
engineering unidirectional FRPs [11, 12, and 13]. It has been measured and calculated to exist
randomly with certain characteristic parameters over the whole volume with a Gaussian
distribution.
Liu et. al. [17] following Slaughter and Fleck [16] used the concept of signal processing
theory to model the spatial distribution of fibre misalignments from spectral density functions
of fibre slope α = tan(ϕ). Analysing the spectral density plots generated from experimental
data by Clark et. al. [13], Liu. et. al [17] argued that it is reasonable to use the exponential
function for 2D spectral density of fibre slope given in the form:
S(ωx , ωy) = Soe-(( ωx/ ωcx)2 + ( ωy/ ωcy)2)

(4)

where ωcx and ωcy and are cut-off frequencies in x and y spatial directions and So is initial
spectral density. Graph of spectral density using the exponential fitting equation (4) in xy
plane is shown in Figure 1. In order to perform Monte Carlo simulation random waviness
distribution are generated. The algorithm used is the one given by Liu et. al. [17] in which
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spectral density is sampled using eq. 4 and through inverse fourier transform with random
phase angles, random waviness distributions were generated.
The resulting spatial distribution of fibre misalignments on a sample RVE is shown in
Figure 2. A fibre is also tracked on top of it. Black lines represent misaligned fibres whereas
red line is 7x zoomed version of the same fibre. One can easily see the randomness of the
fibre misalignments with regions of positive and negative slopes based on the underlying
wavelengths superimposed in spatial domain.

Figure 1: Spectral density of fibre slopes in xy plane

Figure 2: Fibre misalignment distribution

2.3 Geometrical Modelling
Figure. 3 illustrates the schematics of the model which is in the form of a quadrilateral.
Nominal 0o fibre direction is parallel to x-axis of the model. The nodes on left hand side are
constrained in x-direction and bottom left node is constrained additionally in y-direction to
avoid rigid body motions. The nodes on the right edge are coupled to a reference node. Loads
are applied on the reference node in the form of concentrated forces resulting in compressive
and shear loads in respective models. For all the models, two dimensional plane stress 8 node
reduced integration elements (CPS8R) are used. A structured mesh with square dimensions
was used in all models whether with random or idealised waviness, or with square or
rectangular models. Thorough mesh and RVE convergence studies have been performed and
the model dimensions are discussed later in the respective subsection of the following results
section. The orientations were generated using the algorithm given in Liu et. al. [17] and were
applied on material point of each finite element to represent the local material direction.
Because each element has a single fibre orientation, this allows to represent the realistically
varying local material direction in unidirectional FRPs arising due to fibre misalignments.
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Since under predominant compression, the failure is driven by plastic microbuckling which
is caused by geometrically non-linear deformation. Hence, a geometrically non-linear implicit
solution is carried out. With idealised form of waviness, snap-back after the peak load is
tracked using Riks’ algorithm. In other simulations for RVE and failure surface studies, the
same can be achieved. But since the focus is only on the peak loads for these, the analysis is
terminated after the peak load has been reached.
y
x

Figure 3: Model Schematic

3

RESULTS

3.1 Mesh Sensitivity
Finite element analysis requires a proper discretization of the geometry based on results’
accuracy and computational costs. Another aspect to keep in mind is that since fibre
orientation is assigned to each integration point within each finite element, this would also
drive how refined the fibre misalignment distribution representation is. Additionally, since
this study is based on capturing variation on compressive strength resulting from probabilistic
fibre misalignments, it was deemed necessary to perform a mesh sensitivity analysis in a
probabilistic manner. For this purpose a square RVE with dimensions of 100µm was chosen
and 500 realization have been simulated for each mesh size with successive mesh refinement.
Initial discretization was 4 elements in each dimension of the square model, and for each
refinement mesh size was halved resulting in four times the number of elements in 2D model
in each consecutive refinement.
The results of mesh refinement are plotted in Figure 4. showing axial compressive peak
stress (axial load at reference node per initial model cross-sectional area) against the number
of elements of the respective model. Vertical lines represent the spread of resulting
compressive stress values, and the corresponding mean and first standard deviation from the
mean highlighted with dots on these vertical lines. The convergence of mean values shown by
the red line, as well as overall spread of the data visible by standard deviation points,
asymptotes after 4th refinement. Hence, this mesh density of 3.125µm mesh edge length is
chosen which corresponds to roughly half the diameter of fibre diameter. This size of
discretization is also logical as it represent the fibre misalignment distribution in detail.
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Figure 4: Mesh Sensitivity Study

3.2 Idealised Waviness vs Random Waviness
In order to highlight the need to model the spatial distribution of misalignment over whole
domain, it is considered necessary to plot axial stress strain curves from same model
dimensions (500µmx100µm) using both approaches i.e. idealized sinusoidal and random
waviness, see Figure 5. Up to peak load, both modelling approaches predict a linear response
with the same slope. The value of peak stress from the idealized sinusoidal model of fibre
misalignment is different from the one where misalignment is modelled over the whole spatial
domain as expected. The value of peak stress from random waviness models show a
distribution rather than a deterministic value, which is presented in section 3.4. In other
realizations of random waviness, peak stress could be either higher, lower or same as the
deterministic value of idealized waviness model.

Figure 5: Longitudinal stress against longitudinal strain

The snap back response under axial compression load can be easily predicted using a
homogenized modelling approach as depicted. The differences in snap back path between two
approaches arise from the fact that when waviness is spatially distributed, there are competing
kink bands giving rise to small peaks and troughs in post peak stress part of the curve. Finally,
the most critical of these kink bands, based not only on amplitude and size of the waviness but
also on its location relative to neighbours deciding whether they aid or hinder its propagation,
matures and spread across the width. This phenomenon can be observed though the contour
plots of the in-plane shear stress distribution of the model shown at three location of stressstrain curve: a) at first loading sub-step, b) at peak load, and c) at the point of final failure.
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Budiansky formula (3) gives a compressive strength value of 1650MPa with misalignment
angle of 2.5o, which is very similar to the one calculated of 1657MPa for idealized sinusoidal
model having maximum misalignment 2.5o. Therefore, it is concluded that this approach
gives accurate results. The particular random waviness realization gives a compressive
strength value of 1625MPa. This realization is generated with misalignment angles in the
range -3o to +3o and is not an outlier in terms of peak compressive stress distribution.
3.3 RVE Study
The need to select an appropriate RVE first is a vital step. There are different factors
controlling the selection of an appropriate RVE for the proposed approach which are certain
aspect ratios of RVE length to width to avoid global buckling, feasible computational time
and total size defining the size of misalignment wavelengths inclusion in the distribution.
Hence, a suitable RVE size for prediction of the in-plane strength properties is the one which
would provide an optimum of all the aforementioned aspects. For this purpose a detailed RVE
size study has been performed with sizes ranging from 50µm to 2000µm. The aspect ratio
ranges from 0.2-5 as this range avoids global buckling and the peak stresses result from kink
band initiation. Another aspect to consider is the fibre misalignment distribution for each size.
Since it is impractical to perform Monte Carlo simulations for each size to find the peak stress
distributions, it was assumed that if the realizations are generated randomly for all sizes, the
resulting fitting would result in the mean surface.
The results are plotted in the form of a surface. The base plane represents model
dimensions i.e. length (x) and width (y) respectively and height is given by the respective
peak stress of the model, see Figure 6 a). The resulting data was fitted to a surface using a 2nd
degree polynomial in both x and y with least absolute residuals (LAR) method. LAR gives
equal weight to all data points. On very small models, the deviation in the results is very high
as expected. The reason is that if the model size is too small, it will not represent typical fibre
misalignment distributions and thus, susceptible to outliers. Secondly, edge effects are too
high in such models thus the peak stress in model is attained sooner in most cases. As the
model size is increased, the spread of data becomes shorter which is visible through a residual
plot, Figure 6 b), showing the distance of each data point to the fitted surface. The minimum
point after which the changes in surface are less sudden and the respective residuals are
minimal is chosen and it corresponds to a model length of 1000µm and a width of 500µm.
Hence, this model was used for the next phase of probabilistic failure surface study.

Figure 6: RVE Study a) Polynomial surface fitting, and b) Residuals plot from the fitting
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3.3 Probabilistic In-plane Failure Surface
After selecting the appropriate RVE, simulations have been performed for several loading
combinations to construct a failure surface. Different systematic proportional load
combinations of axial and shear loads applied at the reference node of the model has been
chosen to obtain distributions of peak stresses at each loading scenario. For each load case a
fixed convergence criteria of max 1% and 1.5% change in mean and standard deviation after
15 realizations was used. Convergence was achieved in 90-120 realizations for each load case.
The results of the distribution of each load case using Monte Carlo simulation are plotted
in Figure 7 a). Small black lines in each loading direction represent whole distribution
whereas blue boxes on top are representative of 1 standard deviation (red and green dots)
from mean (yellow dots). As the mean values of peak stress at each load case show a linear
trend, they are fitted with a linear failure surface, eq. 5. It can be seen that the maximum
compressive load carrying capacity is highly sensitive to even small applied shear loads as it
adds to the shear deformation of the matrix by fibre rotation, speeding the kink band
formation. The shape of the failure surface using the current approach corresponds to the one
presented by Basu et. al. [21]. A major aspect to be noted is that with the current approach,
the failure surface is symmetric with respect to shear loads whereas the one from Basu et. al.
is asymmetric. Since they used an idealized form of waviness which pre determines the
direction of fibre rotation, therefore, the shear load either increase fibre rotation or it can
straighten up fibres. In reality there is no single misaligned region which would show the said
behaviour. Fibres are misaligned randomly, therefore, shear loadings tend to support the
rotation of fibres resulting in reduction in compressive strength. Another aspect to be noted is
that with increasing shear and proportionally decreasing axial compression, the distribution of
the peak stress tend to shorten. This can be seen by the standard deviation of each load case in
Figure 7 b). Standard deviation are fitted to a quadratic function, eq. 6 and the fitting
parameters are given in Table 2. Since in pure shear, fibres do not support the load hence, at
this point standard deviation almost vanishes.
Fm =1 + f1σ11 + f2τ12
Fstd = -1.794 + f1(σ11)2 + f2σ11 + τ12

Figure 7: a) Probabilistic failure surface, and b) Corresponding standard deviations
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Table 2: Fitting parameters

Function

f1

f2

Mean of peak stress eq. 5
Standard deviation of peak stresses eq. 6

1640
1.945e-04

70
2.0813e-03

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The effects of random fibre waviness on in-plane failure surface of fibre reinforced
composites has been explored using finite element method using a homogenized
representation of fibre-matrix composite material. The differences between the post peak
behaviour of idealized and random form of waviness have been highlighted and compared to
well-known Budiansky [6] formula. A detailed RVE study over a large range of model sizes
to find the optimum RVE was accomplished. Furthermore, the concept of probabilistic failure
surfaces using the current approach has been demonstrated. The results confirm that
compressive strength is highly sensitive to applied shear loads. The shape of the failure
surface is in accordance with the one shown by Basu et. al. [21]. In the follow-up work, 3D
probabilistic failure surfaces under multi-axial loadings will be presented. Size effect studies
and upscaling from micro to macro results are also to follow.
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Abstract. The present work deals with a mixed approach to the design of energy
and momentum (EM) consistent integration schemes in the field of non-linear electroelastodynamics

1

Introduction

The importance of electro-active polymers (EAPs) in different applications such as
actuators and sensors, soft robotics or artificial muscles require advanced simulation
techniques to prognosticate the behavior of such smart materials. Typically, these
materials are described static from the electrical standpoint and dynamic from the
mechanical standpoint. Thus, a consistent, stable and accurate time integration of
the electro-elasto-dynamical equations is fundamental for modelling purposes. In this
work we present a new approach to the design of energy-momentum (EM) consistent
algorithms inspired by the structure of polyconvex internal energy functions (see
[1]) and tailor-made for the consistent space-time discretization of EAPs. A HuWashizu-type mixed variational framework with a novel cascade form of kinematic
constraints [2] along with the concept of partitioned discrete derivatives [3] leads to
a structure-preserving time integrator, which shows superior numerical stability and
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robustness (see [4], or in case of thermo-elastodynamics [5]) compared to alternative
formulations. This work can be seen as an extension of [4] to mixed formulations in
the sense of [2]. Note that the mixed framework makes possible a wide variety of
finite element formulations.
2

Continuum electro-elastodynamics

The present section provides a summary of non-linear continuum electromechanics
and the governing equations without claim of completeness (for more details consider
e.g. [6] and the references therein).
2.1

Kinematics

An EAP modeled as a deformable body B with boundary ∂B placed in its reference
configuration B0 ∈ R3 and its current configuration R3 ∋ Bt = ϕ(B0 , t) is considered
within time t ∈ I = [0, T ], where T ∈ R+ . The material configuration is given by
X = XA EA with material basis EA and corresponding coordinates XA , A = 1, 2, 3.
The bijective mapping ϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3 maps a material point X to its current
placement x = xa ea which is relative to the basis ea and corresponding coordinates
xa , a = 1, 2, 3. In particular the current position of X is given by the deformation
field
x = ϕ ∶= ϕ(X, t) ,
(1)

where deformations are prescribed by ϕ̄ ∶ ∂ϕ B0 × I → R3 on a portion ∂ϕ B0 ⊂ ∂B0 .
The material velocity field V ∶ B0 × I → R3 at time t is given by V ∶= ϕ̇. The superposed dot denotes the material differentiation with respect to time. The deformation
gradient is a second-order two-point tensor field Fϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3×3 given by
Fϕ = ∇ϕ ,

(2)

where ∇ represents the material gradient operator, defined as ∇(●) = ∂(●) . The
∂X
deformation gradient maps infinitesimal vectors dX placed at X ∈ B0 to the corresponding infinitesimal spatial line element dx placed at x ∈ Bt as dx = Fϕ dX.
An infinitesimal material area element can be computed using the cross product of
two linearly independent line elements dX1 and dX2 placed at X ∈ B0 , such that
dA = dX1 × dX2 . Thus the corresponding spatial area element placed at x ∈ Bt is
given by da = dx1 × dx2 = (Fϕ dX1 ) × (Fϕ dX2 ) = Hϕ dA. Here, Hϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3×3
denotes the cofactor of Fϕ , thus
Hϕ = cof(Fϕ ) =

1
Fϕ Fϕ ;
2

(Hϕ )iI =
2
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2
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where εijk denotes the permutation symbol and the summation convention applies to
pairs of repeated indices. Similarly an infinitesimal material volume element placed
at X ∈ B0 can be computed employing three non-coplanar infinitesimal material line
elements dX1 , dX2 and dX3 which in particular form a positive triad such that
dV = �dX1 × dX2 � ⋅ dX3 > 0 .Accordingly, the corresponding infinitesimal spatial
volume element placed at x ∈ Bt yields dv = (dx1 × dx2 ) ⋅ dx3 = det(Fϕ ) dV = Jϕ dV,
where the Jacobian determinant Jϕ ∶ B0 × I → R+ is defined by
Jϕ = det(Fϕ ) =

1
1
Fϕ Fϕ ∶ Fϕ = Hϕ ∶ Fϕ ;
6
3

Jϕ =

1
(Hϕ )iI (Fϕ )iI .
3

(4)

In the above, the tensor cross product operator as introduced in [7] and reused in
the context of continuum mechanics by [8] has been used. Note that the expressions
of Hϕ and Jϕ lead to a great simplification of the formulation in terms of their
directional derivatives and in the design of EM schemes.
2.2

Finite strain electro-elastodynamics

The local form of balance of linear momentum can be stated as
ρ0 V̇ − DIV (Fϕ S) − B̄ = 0;
(Fϕ S) N = T̄;
ϕ = ϕ̄;

in B0 ;
on ∂P B0 ;
on ∂ϕ B0 ,

(5)

where ρ0 ∶ B0 → R+ represents the reference mass density field, B̄ ∶ B0 × I → R3 are
prescribed body forces and T̄ ∶ ∂P B0 × I → R3 are prescribed stresses on ∂P B0 ⊂ ∂B0 .
As usual, we have the standard relationships ∂B0 = ∂P B0 ∪∂ϕ B0 and ∂P B0 ∩∂ϕ B0 = ∅.
Furthermore, S denotes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and N the unit outward normal vector acting on X ∈ ∂B0 . The partial differential equation and boundary conditions in (5) have to be supplemented with suitable initial configurations
provided by ϕ(X, 0) = ϕ0 and V(X, 0) = V0 .
Based on the assumptions that magnetic and time-dependent effects can be neglected, Maxwell equations reduce to the laws stated by Gauss and Faraday [6]. The
local form of Gauss law in the Lagrangian setting can be stated as
DIVD − ρe0 = 0;
D ⋅ N = −ω0e ;

in B0 ;
on ∂ω B0 ,

(6)

using the Lagrangian electric displacement vector D ∶ B0 × I → R3 , an electric charge
per unit undeformed volume ρe0 ∶ B0 × I → R and an electric surface charge per unit
3
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of undeformed area ω0e ∶ ∂ω B0 × I → R on ∂ω B0 ⊂ ∂B0 . Furthermore, the local form of
Faraday’s law in the Lagrangian setting is given by
E = −∇φ;
φ = φ̄;

in B0 ;
on ∂φ B0 ,

(7)

with the Lagrangian electric field vector E ∶ B0 × I → R3 and the scalar electric
potential φ ∶ B0 × I → R. Here φ̄ ∶ ∂φ B0 → R are prescribed electrical potentials on
∂φ B0 ⊂ ∂B0 . Similar to the mechanical boundaries, we have the standard relationships
∂ω B0 ∪ ∂φ B0 = ∂B0 and ∂ω B0 ∩ ∂φ B0 = ∅. Eventually, suitable initial conditions for
the electrical potential are provided as φ(X, 0) = φ0 .
2.3

Constitutive equations in non-linear electro-elasticity

To describe finite strain electro-elastodynamics an internal energy density per unit
undeformed volume ũ ∶ R3×3 × R3 → R is defined by the deformation gradient and the
electrical displacement field as
ũ(Fϕ , D) = u(Cϕ , D) = U(Cϕ , Gϕ , Cϕ , D) ,

(8)

which is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable with respect to its arguments. The frame-indifferent formulation of the internal energy density (8) has originally been introduced in [1]. Moreover, U(Cϕ , Gϕ , Cϕ , D) ∶ R3×3 ×R3×3 ×]0, + inf[×R3 →
R is inspired by the important notion of polyconvexity where the symmetric kinematic quantities are the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor Cϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3×3 , its
cofactor Gϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3×3 and its determinant Cϕ ∶ B0 × I → R given by
Cϕ = F T
ϕ Fϕ ;

Gϕ = cof(Cϕ ) =

1
Cϕ C ϕ ;
2

Cϕ = det(Cϕ ) =

1
Cϕ ∶ Gϕ .
3

(9)

The directional derivative of the internal energy with respect to its arguments yields
the following relations
1
Du (Cϕ , D) [δϕ] = S ∶ DC[δϕ];
2

Du (Cϕ , D) [δD] = E ⋅ δD .

(10)

The directional derivative of U with respect to the deformation and electrical displacement field, assume the form
DU[δϕ] = ∂C U ∶ DCϕ [δϕ] + ∂G U ∶ DGϕ [δϕ] + ∂C U DCϕ [δϕ];
DU[δD] = ∂D U ⋅ δD ,
4
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where the directional derivatives of the kinematic quantities are given by
DCϕ [δϕ] = (∇δϕ)T ∇ϕ + (∇ϕ)T ∇δϕ;
DGϕ [δϕ] = Cϕ DCϕ [δϕ];
DCϕ [δϕ] = Gϕ ∶ DCϕ [δϕ] ,

(12)

see [2]. Inserting equations (12) in (11) and comparison with (10) an expression of
the second Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor S and the electrical field vector E are given
by
E = ∂D U.
S = 2∂C U + 2∂G U Cϕ + 2∂C UGϕ ;
(13)
Example: In this work we decomposed the internal energy into a pure mechanical
component and a coupled electro-mechanical component as u(Cϕ , D) = um (Cϕ ) +
uem (Cϕ , D), see [9]. For the pure mechanical contribution we consider a material
response of a compressible Mooney-Rivlin model, given by
2
µ2
µ1
1/2 λ
1/2
trCϕ + trGϕ −(µ1 + 2µ2 ) ln Cϕ − �Cϕ − 1� ,
2
2
2
(14)
where µ1 , µ2 , λ ≥ 0 are material constants. Moreover, we focus on ideal dielectric
elastomers, where the coupled part of the internal energy is given by
R
MR
uM
m (Cϕ ) = Um (Cϕ , Gϕ , Cϕ ) =

uem (Cϕ , D) = Uem (Cϕ , Cϕ , D) =

1
D ⋅ Cϕ D ,
2 εr ε0 C 1/2

(15)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0 and the relative material permittivity εr .
3

Mixed variational framwork

In this section we present a new mixed variational formulation that lays the foundation for the energy-momentum consistent discretization approach developed in the
sequel. In our approach, we introduce the fields C(X), G(X) and C(X) as independent quantities. In particular, consider the cascade form of kinematic relationships
as proposed in [2]:
C = ∇ϕT ∇ϕ;

G=

1
C C;
2

C=

1
C ∶ G.
3

(16)

The above relations can be viewed as kinematic constraints that link the strain-type
quantities C ∈ VC , G ∈ VG and C ∈ VC to the deformation ϕ ∈ Cϕ . In this connection,

5
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we introduce the sets
Cϕ = {ϕ ∶ B0 × I → R3 � for ϕi ∈ H 1 (B0 ), det(∇ϕ) > 0 ∀X ∈ B0 , ϕ = ϕ̄ ∀X ∈ ∂ϕ B0 };
VC = {C ∶ B0 × I → S � for Cij ∈ L2 (B0 ) };
VG = {G ∶ B0 × I → S � for Gij ∈ L2 (B0 ) };
VC = {C ∶ B0 × I → R � for C ∈ L2 (B0 ) } .
(17)
1
Here, H denotes the space of functions with square integrable first derivatives, L2
denotes the space of square integrable functions and S is the vector space of symmetric second-order tensors. Note that the symmetry condition implies that dim(S) = 6.
Correspondingly, the constraints (16) comprise 13 independent algebraic equations.
Moreover, the spaces of admissible electrical potential and electrical displacement
field are provided by
Cφ = {φ ∶ B0 × I → R � for φ ∈ H 1 (B0 ), φ = φ̄ ∀X ∈ ∂φ B0 };
VD = {D ∶ B0 × I → R3 � for Di ∈ L2 (B0 ) } .

(18)

Next, we define a mixed variational formulation suitable for electromechanics.
Therefore, we make use of a mixture of both, the electro-mechanical formulation inspired by the framework of polyconvex internal energies given in [1] and the extension
to a cascade mixed formulation as provided by [2]. The newly proposed variational
formulation relies on the following 9-field functional of the Hu-Washizu type:
Π(ϕ, Ξ, Λ, φ, D) = � U(C, G, C, D) dV +� ΛC ∶ (∇ϕT ∇ϕ − C) dV
B0

B0

1
+� ΛG ∶ � C C − G� dV
2
B
0

1
+� ΛC � C ∶ G − C� dV
3

(19)

B0

+� D ⋅ ∇φ dV + Πext (ϕ, φ) ,
B0

where the abbreviations of the independent fields Ξ = (C, G, C) and Λ = (ΛC , ΛG , ΛC )
have been introduced for convenience of notation. As it can be observed from the variational functional (19), the three kinematic constraints (16) are enforced by means
of Lagrange multipliers ΛC ∈ VC , ΛG ∈ VG , and ΛC ∈ VC . The external potential can
e
be split into a mechanical and electrical contribution Πext (ϕ, φ) = Πm
ext (ϕ) + Πext (φ)
defined as
Πm
ext (ϕ) = − � B̄⋅ϕ dV − �
B

∂P B0

Πeext (φ) = � ρe0 φ dV + �

T̄⋅ϕ dA;

B0

6
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Note that ∫B0 D ⋅ ∇φ dV + Πeext (φ) in (19) defines the Gauss law (6) as an additional
constraint, enforced by the electrical potential φ.
Imposing the stationary conditions on the functional (19) we obtain the EulerLagrange equations. Stationarity with respect to the displacements ϕ yields
Dϕ Π[δϕ] = � ΛC ∶ �(∇δϕ)T ∇ϕ + (∇ϕ)T ∇δϕ� dV + Πm
ext (δϕ) = 0 ,
B0

(21)

which represent the weak form of the balance of linear momentum. Stationarity with
respect to the electrical potential φ and the electrical displacement field D yields
Dφ Π[δφ] = � D ⋅ ∇δφ dV + Πeext (δφ) = 0;
B0

DD Π[δD] = � δD ⋅ (∂D U + ∇φ) dV = 0 ,

(22)

B0

which represent the weak form of the Gauss’s law and Faraday’s law, respectively.
For the stationarity conditions with respect to the kinematic fields Ξ we obtain
DC Π[δC] = � δC ∶ �∂C U − ΛC + ΛG C + 13 ΛC G� dV = 0;
B0

DG Π[δG] = � δG ∶ �∂G U − ΛG + 13 ΛC C� dV = 0;
B0

(23)

DC Π[δC] = � δC �∂C U − ΛC � dV = 0 .
B0

Finally, stationary with respect to the Lagrange multipliers Λ yield
DΛC Π[δΛC ]= � δΛC ∶ �(∇ϕ)T ∇ϕ − C� dV = 0;
B0

DΛG Π[δΛG ]= � δΛG ∶ � 21 C C − G� dV = 0;
B0

(24)

DΛC Π[δΛC ]= � δΛC � 13 G ∶ C − C� dV = 0 .
B0

The above equations have to hold for arbitrary δϕ ∈ Vϕ , δφ ∈ Vφ and arbitrary
δC ∈ VC , δG ∈ VG , δC ∈ VC , δΛC ∈ VC , δΛG ∈ VG , δΛC ∈ VC and δD ∈ VD . The
spaces of admissible variations of ϕ and φ are defined as
Vϕ = {δϕ ∶ B0 → R3 � for δϕi ∈ H 1 (B0 ), δϕ = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂ϕ B0 };
Vφ = {δφ ∶ B0 → R � for δφ ∈ H 1 (B0 ), δφ = 0 ∀ X ∈ ∂φ B0 } .

(25)

Note that (24) recover the kinematic constraints given in (16), while (23) yields the
Lagrange multipliers.
7
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3.1

Extension to dynamics

Next we deal with the extension of the mixed formulation introduced above to
the elasto-dynamic regime. A field denoted by (●)t is defined at time t ∈ I (e.g. the
motion of the continuum body is described by ϕt ∈ Cϕ , where x(t) = ϕt (X) characterizes the position of the material point X ∈ B0 ). Based on the local form of balance
of linear momentum given in (5), we extend (21) to elastodynamics. Accordingly,
(21) is replaced by
�B δV ⋅ (ϕ̇t − Vt ) ρ0 dV = 0;
0

C
T
T
ext
�B �δϕ ⋅ ρ0 V̇t + Λt ∶ �(∇δϕ) ∇ϕt + (∇ϕt ) ∇δϕ� dV + Πm (δϕ) = 0 ,

(26)

0

while the variational equations (22)-(24) remain the same. The variational equations
have to hold for arbitrary {δϕ, δV, δC, δG, δC, δΛC , δΛG , δΛC , δφ, δD} ∈ Vϕ × Vϕ ×
VC × VG × VC × VC × VG × VC × Vφ × VD and be supplemented by prescribed initial
values ϕ0 ∈ Vϕ , V0 ∈ Vϕ and φ0 ∈ Vφ at time t = 0. Consistent initial values for the
mixed strain fields, (C0 , G0 , C0 ), and the electrical displacement vector D0 can be
calculated with the use of (22)1 and (23).
4

Discretization in time

Next we deal with the structure-preserving discretization in time of the mixed
variational formulation presented in the previous section. We focus on a representative time interval [tn , tn+1 ] with corresponding time-step size ∆t = tn+1 − tn . The
discrete approximations at times tn and tn+1 of the continuous variable (●)t will be
denoted by (●)n and (●)n+1 , respectively. The average value of (●)t in the time interval [tn , tn+1 ] is denoted by (●)n+ 1 = 12 �(●)n +(●)n+1 �. Assume that the state variables
2
(ϕn , Vn , φn ) ∈ Cϕ × Vϕ × Cφ along with consistent strain variables (Cn , Gn , Cn ) and
the electrical displacement field Dn are given. Now the semi-discrete version of the
dynamical extended variational equations (26) along with (22)-(24), is introduced as
1
� δV ⋅ ∆t �ϕn+1 − ϕn � ρ0 dV = � δV ⋅ Vn+ 21 ρ0 dV ;
B0

�B δϕ ⋅
0

B0

ρ0
�Vn+1
∆t

− Vn � + ΛC
n+1

∶ �(∇δϕ)T ∇ϕn+ 1 + (∇ϕn+ 1 )T ∇δϕ� dV = −Πm
ext (δ ϕ) �;
2

e
� Dn+ 12 ⋅ ∇δφ dV = −Πext (δφ) �n+ 1 ;
B0

2

n+ 21

2

� δD ⋅ �DD U + ∇φn+ 12 � dV = 0 ,
B0

(27)
8
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for arbitrary {δV, δϕ, δφ, δD} ∈ Vϕ × Vϕ × Vφ × VD , together with
C
G
1 C
� δC ∶ �DC U − Λn+1 + Λn+1 Cn+ 12 + 3 Λn+1 Gn+ 12 � dV = 0;
B0

G
1 C
� δG ∶ �DG U − Λn+1 + 3 Λn+1 Cn+ 21 � dV = 0;
B0

C
�B δC �DC U − Λ n+1 � dV = 0;
0

(28)

C
T
�B δΛ ∶ �(∇ϕn+1 ) ∇ϕn+1 − Cn+1 � dV = 0;
0

G
1
� δΛ ∶ � 2 Cn+1 Cn+1 − Gn+1 � dV = 0;
B0

C 1
� δΛ � 3 Gn+1 ∶ Cn+1 − Cn+1 � dV = 0 ,
B0

for arbitrary {δC, δG, δC, δΛC , δΛG , δΛC } ∈ VC × VG × VC × VC × VG × VC . Moreover, in (27)4 and (28)1−3 , the time-discrete versions of the partial derivatives of the
internal energy (∂C U, ∂G U, ∂C U, ∂D U) are replaced by (DC U, DG U, DC U, DD U). In
particular, we assume that (DC U, DG U, DC U, DD U) are partitioned discrete derivatives in the sense of [3] for the internal energy density U(C, G, C, D). For the
specific definition of the partitioned discrete derivative in the context of the underlying electro-elastodynamic problem, see [4]. Accordingly, the following property
is assumed to be satisfied by definition of the discrete derivatives for the internal
energy:
U(Cn+1 , Gn+1 , Cn+1 , Dn+1 ) − U(Cn , Gn , Cn , Dn )
= DC U ∶ (Cn+1 − Cn ) + DG U ∶ (Gn+1 − Gn ) + DC U(Cn+1 − Cn ) + DD U ⋅ (Dn+1 − Dn ) .
(29)
This property yields an energy consistent time integration scheme for the proposed
electro-mechanical system, see [2, 4].
5

Discretization in space

For the discretisation in space we apply standard isoparametric finite elements
based on finite-dimensional approximations {ϕht , Vht , φht , Dht } ∈ Cϕh × Vϕh × Cφh × VhD ⊂
Cϕ × Vϕ × Cφ × VD of the form
Cϕh = {ϕt ∈ Cϕ � ϕht �

nnode

B0e

Cφh

= {φt ∈ Cφ �

φht � e
B0

= � Naϕ ϕat }; VVh = {ϕt ∈ Vϕ � Vht �
a=1

nnode

= �

Naφ φat

};

VhD

= {Dt ∈ VD �

a=1

9
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nnode

B0e

Dht � e
B0

= � NaV Vat }
a=1
nnode

= �
b=1

(30)
MbD

Dbt

}.
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Here, Na● ∶ B0 → R with a = 1, ..., nnode denotes the nodal shape functions and (●)at
are the respective nodal values at time t. Here, nnode denotes the total number of
nodes in the finite element mesh. Moreover, the strain variables Cht , Ght , Cth and the
h
Gh
Ch
Lagrange multipliers ΛC
are based on approximations VC , VG , VC of the
t , Λ t , Λt
form
n
VhA = {At ∈ VA � Aht �

= � MbA Abt , (Abt = Abt ) } .
node

Be
0

T

(31)

b=1

where A stands for the second-order tensors C, G, ΛC , ΛG or scalars C, ΛC . Accordingly, the present sample application relies on uniform element-wise approximations
for the strains, the Lagrange multipliers and the electrical displacement field making
use of the shape functions Mb● ∶ B0 → R, with b = 1, ..., nnode . The standard (Bubnov)
Galerkin approach relies on analogous approximations for the corresponding variations. Since no inter-element continuity is required for the mixed approximations
(related to the shape functions Mb● ), the additional unknowns can be eliminated on
element level, see [1, 2]. Moreover, the proposed discretization in space does not
affect the EM scheme and inherits the fundamental balance laws.
6

Numerical example

The goal of this numerical example, depicted in Fig. 1, is to verify the conservation
properties of the newly proposed EM method.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

0.08m
−ω0e
φ=0
ω0e

0.04m

ω

e1

0.36m

e3
e2

Figure 1: Rotating cross-shaped body
with electrical boundary conditions

−2

×106
2
0

Figure 2: Snapshots with electrical potential distribution at t = {0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 3.2, 3.5, 3.7, 4} s

We use the internal energy given in (14)-(15) where the material parameters are
µ1 = 5 × 104 Pa , µ2 = 1 × 105 Pa, λ = 5 × 105 Pa, ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 A2 s4 kg−1 m−3 ,
εr = 4 with reference density of ρ0 = 1000 kg m−3 . There are no mechanical Dirichlet
10
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400

EM, ∆t=0.01
MP, ∆t=0.01

200
0

��Jn+1 �� [Nm]

Hn+1 [J]

boundary conditions and the initial velocity is assumed to be V0 = ω × X, with
ω = [0, 0, 4]T s−1 . On the blue electrode, a constant value of φ = 0 V is applied. On
the purple electrode a time dependent electrical surface charge ω0e is applied, where
π
the time dependent function of ω0e is given by ω0e = 5 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ sin( 0.5
0.4 s t) for t ≤ 0.4 s,
π
ω0e = 5 ⋅ 10−3 for 0.4 s < t ≤ 3.0 s, ω0e = 5 ⋅ 10−3 ⋅ cos( 3.40.5
s−3.0 s (t − 3 s)) for 3.0 s < t ≤ 3.4 s
e
and ω0 = 0 for t > 3.4 s. Note that the cross-shaped body has the same boundary
conditions and dimensions in each wing. For the spatial discretization, we use a total
of 672 hexahedral finite elements with continuous quadratic (20-nodes Serendepity
type interpolation) Ansatz for ϕht , Vht , φht and a discontinuous linear (8-node) Ansatz
for the other fields. The time-step size is ∆t = 0.01 s and the simulation time T = 10 s.
The total angular momentum is defined by J = ∫B0 ϕ × ρ0 V dV and the total
Hamiltonian is given by H = ∫B0 12 ρ0 V ⋅ V dV + ∫B0 U (C, G, C, D) dV + ∫B0 D ⋅ ∇φ dV +
Πext (ϕ, φ). It can be easily verified in an analytically way, that the proposed scheme
consistently approximates the discrete versions of J and H, respectively (see [2, 4]).
As expected, the EM scheme is capable to correctly approximate these quantities
in the numerical examples as well, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. It is well-known that
standard time-stepping schemes such that the mid-point (MP) rule show a tendency
to numerical instabilities in nonlinear applications. The unstable behavior of the midpoint rule leads to a termination of the simulation after about 5 seconds. In contrast
to that, the present EM scheme is numerically stable. Finally, several snapshots
of the deformed cross-shaped body are plotted in Fig. 2 where the EM consistent
integrator has been used.

0

2

4

6

8

10

t [s]

EM, ∆t=0.01
MP, ∆t=0.01

0

2

4

6

8

10

t [s]

Figure 3: Time evolution of H.

7

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1

Figure 4: Time evolution of ��J��.

Conclusions

A new consistent energy-momentum one-step time integrator scheme is presented
in the context of nonlinear electro-elastodynamics. The proposed schemes shows the
typical advantages for the structure-preserving discretization in time. Furthermore,
the mixed formulation offers several options for the discretization in space.
11
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Abstract. We use the newly proposed GENERIC-based variational formulation for
initial boundary value problems of finite strain thermoelasticity to design structurepreserving numerical methods. Therefore we first perform a discretization in space
introducing a L2 projection equation to keep the necessary test functions in the finite
element space. Temporal discretization is then carried out using discrete derivatives
to finally obtain Energy-Momentum-Entropy (EME) consistent numerical methods
with enhanced numerical stability and robustness.

1

INTRODUCTION

The GENERIC (General Equation for the Non-Equilibrium Reversible-Irreversible
Coupling) framework is a double-generator formalism for the thermodynamically consistent formulation of coupled problems in which the reversible and the irreversible
contribution to the time evolution equation are additively split. For a comprehensive
account on the GENERIC framework we refer to the book of Öttinger [1].
The extension of GENERIC framework to solid mechanics has been performed recently (see [2]-[4]). The great potential of the GENERIC framework has been recognized by Romero [5, 6] for the construction of structure-preserving numerical methods and termed this schemes thermodynamically consistent (TC) schemes (see also
[7]-[11]). If the TC scheme is additionally capable to conserve momentum maps
associated to symmetries of the underlying systems the resulting scheme may be
also termed Energy-Momentum-Entropy (EME) scheme which can be viewed as the
extensions to irreversible systems of earlier Energy-Momentum (EM) schemes for
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reversible systems with symmetry such as large strains elastodynamics and flexible
multibody dynamics. We refer to [12] for a comprehensive overview of previous developments. The limitations of the previously developed GENERIC-based numerical
methods for thermomechanically coupled solids, namely (i) the restriction to the use
of the entropy density as thermodynamical variable, and (ii) the restriction to isolated (or closed) systems, have been resolved in the companion contribution (see
[15]). Full details of the proposed approach can be found in our recent work [13].
We therefore use this newly proposed generalized GENERIC-based variational formulation which (i) allows for the free choice of the thermodynamical variable among
either the absolute temperature, the internal energy density or the entropy density
and which (ii) takes boundary effects into account. This GENERIC-based variational formulation for large strain elastodynamics is then used as the basis for the
construction of EME numerical methods as will be shown subsequently.
2

GENERIC-BASED VARIATIONAL FORMULATION FOR OPEN
THERMO-ELASTO-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

We first consider a continuum body with material points X = Xi ei in the reference
configuration B ⊂ R3 (Fig. 1). Here and in the sequel the summation convention
applies to repeated indices. Moreover, ei denote the canonical base vectors in R3 .
N

∂B

tt

ϕt
ϕt (X)

X

b

B

e3

ϕt (B)

qt

e2
e1
Figure 1: Reference configuration B with boundary ∂B and current configuration
ϕt (B) at time t. External tractions tt = Pt N act on the boundary of the current
configuration. In addition to that, the heat flux across the current boundary is
denoted by q t = Qt ⋅ N.
Within the Lagrangian description of continuum mechanics the deformed config2
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uration of the body at time t is characterized by the deformation map ϕt ∶ B ↦ R3 .
The velocity of the material point X ∈ B located at x = ϕt (X) is given by vt = ∂ϕt �∂t.
Alternatively we will often write vt = ϕ̇t . The conjugate momentum density is defined by pt = ρvt . The deformation gradient corresponds to the Jacobian of the
deformation map, Ft = ∂ϕt �∂X. In what follows the partial derivative with respect
to the material coordinates will be denoted by the nabla operator. Accordingly, the
deformation gradient assumes the form
Ft = ∇ϕt

(1)

A natural choice for the thermodynamic state variable is the absolute temperature
θt ∶ B ↦ R+ . Alternatively, the entropy density ηt ∶ B ↦ R or the internal energy
density ut ∶ B ↦ R could be chosen.
Before we can state the variational problem we need to deal with the initial boundary
value problem (IBVP) pertaining to large strain thermoelastodynamics. For this we
decompose the boundary B of the continuum into a displacement boundary ∂ϕ B, on
which ϕt = ϕt , and a traction boundary ∂σ B, on which Pt N = tt , where ϕt and tt
are prescribed functions for t ≥ 0. Moreover, ∂ϕ B ∪ ∂σ B = ∂B and ∂ϕ B ∩ ∂σ B = ∅. In
this context we introduce the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
Pt = P′t (∇ϕt , τt ) = ∂∇ϕ u′ (∇ϕt , τt ) −

∂τ u′ (∇ϕt , τt )
∂∇ϕ η ′ (∇ϕt , τt )
′
∂τ η (∇ϕt , τt )

(2)

whereas the absolute temperature is given via the important formula (see [1] and [3])
θ′ (∇ϕt , τt ) =

∂τ u′ (∇ϕt , τt )
∂τ η ′ (∇ϕt , τt )

(3)

Similarly, for the thermal part we consider the subsets ∂τ B and ∂q B, with the properties ∂τ B∪∂q B = ∂B and ∂τ B∩∂q B = ∅. Here, the thermodynamic variable is prescribed
on ∂τ B, i.e. τt = τ t , whereas the heat flux is prescribed on ∂q B, i.e. Qt ⋅ N = q t .
Further, we introduce the material heat flux vector Qt ∶ B ↦ R3 through Qt =
Q′ (∇ϕt , τt ), where
∂τ η ′
Q′ = (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �
�
∂τ u′
(4)
′
= −Kt ∇θ
and where Kt = K′t is the positive semi-definite material conductivity tensor. We
seek a formalism to determine the motion ϕt ∶ B ↦ R3 , the linear momentum density
pt ∶ B ↦ R3 and the thermodynamic variable τt ∶ B ↦ R for t ∈ (0, T ] with initial
conditions of the form ϕ0 = X, p0 = ρV0 , and τ0 = τ ini in B. Here V0 is a prescribed
3
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material velocity field and τ ini is a prescribed field of the thermodynamic variable
τ ∈ {θ, η, u}. We state the following GENERIC-based variational formulation for the
present IBVP at hand
1
0 =� wϕ ⋅ �ϕ̇t − pt � dV
ρ
B
0 =� (wp ⋅ (ṗt − b) + P′ ∶ ∇wp ) dV − �
B

∂σ B

wp ⋅ tt dA

(5)

wτ
wτ
wτ
1
′
′
η
0 =� �wτ τ̇t + ∇( pt ) ∶ �
∂
�
−
∇
�
�
⋅
Q
�
dV
+
q t dA
∇
ϕ
�
ρ
∂τ η ′
∂τ u′
∂q B ∂τ u′
B
and refer to [13, 15] for further details on the GENERIC-based variational formulation of large strain thermoelastodynamics where also important balance laws are
directly deduced from it’s variational form. Here, wϕ , wp ∶ B ↦ R3 and wτ ∶ B ↦ R
are test functions which have to satisfy the boundary conditions wϕ = 0 and wp = 0
on ∂ϕ B, and wτ = 0 on ∂τ B. These equations have to hold for all times t ≥ 0 and for
arbitrary test functions subject to the above mentioned boundary conditions.
Frame-indifferent arguments require that the functions of u′ and η ′ can be expressed
as
u′ (∇ϕt , τt ) = u′′ (Ct , τt )
(6)
η ′ (∇ϕt , τt ) = η ′′ (Ct , τt )
where Ct = FT
t Ft is the right Cauchy-Green tensor written in terms of the deformation gradient Ft . Taking (6) into account, we obtain
∂∇ϕ u′ = 2Ft ∂C u′′ (C, τ )
∂∇ϕ η ′ = 2Ft ∂C η ′′ (C, τ )

(7)

∂τ u′ = ∂τ u′′ (C, τ )
∂τ η ′ = ∂τ η ′′ (C, τ )

(8)

together with

3
3.1

STRUCTURE-PRESERVING SCHEMES
Discretization in space

We first perform the discretization in space of the variational formulation. Therefore we apply standard isoparametric finite elements based on finite dimensional
approximations of the state variables at time t, given by
nnode

nnode

ϕht (X) = � N a (X) ϕa (t) ,

pht (X) = � N a (X) pa (t)

a=1

a=1

4
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and

nnode

τth (X) = � N a (X) τa (t)

(10)

a=1

Here, N a ∶ B → R denote the nodal shape functions and ϕa (t), pa (t) ∈ R3 , τa (t) ∈ R
are the respective nodal values at time t. Moreover, nnode denotes the total number
of nodes in the finite element mesh. The standard (Bubnov) Galerkin approach relies
on analogous approximations for the test functions in the variational equations (5),
wϕ , wp and wτ , denoted by whϕ , whp and wτh .
The semi-discrete problem then takes the following form
1
0 =� whϕ ⋅ �ϕ̇ht − pht � dV
ρ
B
′

0 =� �whp ⋅ �ṗht − bh � + Ph ∶ ∇whp � dV − �
B

h

whp ⋅ tt dA

∂σ B
h
′′
w
wh
′
� τh′′ ∂∇ϕ η h � − ∇ � τh′′ � ⋅ Qh �
∂τ η
∂τ u

wτh h
′′ q t dA
∂q B ∂τ uh
(11)
Following the procedure in [13, 15] for the verification of the important balance laws,
namely the balance of the total angular momentum, the balance of energy and the
balance of entropy, specific choices for the test functions in (11) have to be made.
Depending on the specific choice for the thermodynamic variable, these test functions
may not belong to the finite element space. Therefore a simple modification (see [6, 9]
for more details) is introduced to maintain the satisfaction of the balance laws in the
semi-discrete setting. Whenever the semi-discrete approximations wτh = ∂τ ◻h , where
◻ ∈ {u′′ , η ′′ }, are not in the finite element space, a L2 projection of the specific
quantity onto the finite element space need to be performed, where all the previous
approximation ∂τ ◻h need to be replaced with it’s projected counterpart. The L2
projection equation is of the following form
1
0 =� �wτh τ̇th + ∇( pht ) ∶
ρ
B

h
0 = � wpr
(∂τ ◻h − ∂τpr ◻h ) dV ,
B

dV + �

nnode

where ∂τpr ◻h = � N a (X) ∂τ ◻a (t)

(12)

a=1

h ∶ B ↦ R is a discrete test function.
and where wpr

Remark 1. For the formulations in the inner energy and the entropy density only
one projection need to be carried out whereas for the formulation in the absolute temperature two projections are in general necessary for the verification of the important
balance laws in the semi-discrete settings (see Table 1 for more details). If the specific
heat capacity is chosen to be constant (see i.e. (21)) the formulation in the absolute
temperature reduces to one projection equation as well.
5
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The resulting scheme then takes the following form
1
0 =� whϕ ⋅ �ϕ̇ht − pht � dV
ρ
B
′

0 =� �whp ⋅ �ṗht − bh � + Ph ∶ ∇whp � dV − �
B

∂σ B

⎛ wτh
⎞
⎛ wτh ⎞ ⋆h′′ ⎞
h′
η
∂
−
∇
⋅Q
∇ϕ
′′
h′′
⎝ ∂τpr ηalgo
⎠
⎝ ∂τpr uhalgo ⎠
⎠

⎛

1
wτh τ̇th + ∇( pht ) ∶
ρ
B⎝

0 =�

+�

∂q B

h

whp ⋅ tt dA
dV

(13)

wτh
h
pr h′′ q t dA
∂τ ualgo
′′

′′

h
�∂τ ◻h − ∂τpr ◻h � dV
0 =� wpr
B

where

′

Ph = 2Fht �∂C uh − θ⋆h ∂C η h �
′′

′′

′′

∂∇ϕ η h = 2Fht ∂C η h

′′

′

(14)

It can be shown, that (13) preserves all key balance laws in the semi-discrete setting.
′′
The associated evaluation of the absolute temperature θ⋆h , of the material heat flux
′′
′′
vector Q⋆h and of the quantities ∂ pr ◻halgo can be found in Table 1, where for the semidiscrete case all time-discrete quantities have to be replaced with the corresponding
time-continuous quantity.
3.2

Discretization in time

Finally we perform the discretization in time of the semi-discrete variational formulation eq. (13). To this end we focus on a representative time interval [tn , tn+1 ]
with corresponding time-step size ∆t = tn+1 − tn . The discrete approximations at
times tn and tn+1 of the continuous variable (●)t will be denoted by (●)n and (●)n+1 ,
respectively. Moreover, the approximation of any state variable (●)t at mid-point
time tn+ 1 = 21 (tn + tn+1 ) is given by (●)n+ 1 = 12 �(●)n + (●)n+1 �. Assume that the state
2
2
variables ϕn , pn ∶ B ↦ R3 and τn ∶ B ↦ R, τn ∈ {θn , ηn , un } are given.
We aim at the determination of the corresponding state variables (ϕn+1 , pn+1 , τn+1 ).
In this connection we make use of the notion of a discrete derivative in the sense
′
⋆h′′
of [16], where Phalgo is the algorithmic first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and θalgo
is
the algorithmic absolute temperature. The evaluation of the algorithmic absolute
′′
temperature and of the material heat flux vector Q⋆h
algo can be found in Table 1.
⋆h
Phalgo = 2Fhn+ 1 �D̄C uh − θalgo
D̄C η h �
′

′′

2

h′
∂F ηalgo

=

′′
2Fhn+ 1 D̄C η h
2

6
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Accordingly, a discrete version of (5) is given by
0 =� whϕ ⋅ �

ϕhn+1 − ϕhn 1 h
− pn+ 1 � dV
2
∆t
ρ

0 =� �whp ⋅

phn+1 − phn
′
h
− whp ⋅ b + ∇whp ∶ Phalgo � dV − � whp ⋅ tn+ 1 dA
2
∆t
∂σ B

B

B

h
h
⎛ ∂F ηalgo
⎛ τn+1
⎞⎞
− τnh
1
+ ∇( phn+ 1 ) ∶ pr h′′
dV
2
ρ
⎝ ∂τ ηalgo ⎠⎠
⎝ ∆t
′

0 =�

B

wτh

−� ∇
B

(16)

⎛ wτh ⎞ ⋆h′′
wτh
h
dV
+
⋅
Q
�
algo
pr h′′
pr h′′ q n+ 1 dA
2
∂
B
⎝ ∂τ ualgo ⎠
∂τ ualgo
q

h
0 =� wpr
(D̄τ ◻h − ∂τpr ◻h ) dV
′′

′′

B

To specify the specific discrete derivatives, D̄C ◻h and D̄τ ◻h , we first collect the
arguments of the density functions in the following vector
π = (C, τ ) = (π 1 , π 2 )

(17)

Using this notation we introduce partitioned discrete derivatives D̄π1 ◻h = D̄C ◻h and
D̄π2 ◻h = D̄τ ◻h in the sense of [16] by
1
D̄πi ◻h = (D̄πi ◻hn+1,n +D̄πi ◻hn,n+1 ), i ∈ Y = {1, 2}
2
h
i
i
◻ = D̄πi ◻h (πn+1
, πni )�πj ,πnk , ∀j ∈ Y ∶ j < i, k ∈ Y ∶ k > i
D̄πn+1,n

(18)

n+1

i
i
◻h = D̄πi ◻h (πni , πn+1
)�πnj ,πk ,
D̄πn,n+1
n+1

∀j ∈ Y ∶ j < i, k ∈ Y ∶ k > i

i
i
, πni )�πj ,πnk and D̄πi ◻h (πni , πn+1
)�πnj ,πk are
where the discrete operators D̄πi ◻h (πn+1
n+1
n+1
defined as

D̄πi ◻h �πj

k
n+1 ,πn

i
= ∂πi ◻h (πn+
1 )�π j

+
D̄πi ◻h �πnj ,πk

n+1

k
n+1 ,πn

2

i
)�πj
◻h (πn+1

k
n+1 ,πn

− ◻h (πni )�πj

k
n+1 ,πn

��∆π i,h ��2

i
= ∂πi ◻h (πn+
1 )�π j ,π k
n
2

+

i
)�πnj ,πk
◻h (πn+1

n+1

i
− ⟨∂πi ◻h (πn+
1 )�π j

n+1

− ◻h (πni )�πnj ,πk

n+1
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k
n+1 ,πn

, ∆π i,h ⟩

i
, ∆π i,h ⟩
− ⟨∂πi ◻h (πn+
1 )�π j ,π k
n

��∆π i,h ��2
7

2

2

n+1

∆π i,h

∆π i,h
(19)
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Hereby ⟨., .⟩ denotes the inner product and D̄πi ◻h the discrete gradient of ◻h with
respect to π i . It can be shown that eq. (16) preserves all key balance laws in the
discrete setting and therefore represents a structure-preserving numerical method
with enhanced numerical stability and robustness compared to classical methods
(see [13] for GENERIC-based midpoint schemes).
Table 1: Resulting algorithmic absolute temperature and algorithmic material heat
flux vector depending on the specific choices for τ

4

′′

′′

′′

τ

∂τ uhalgo

h
∂τ ηalgo

⋆h
θalgo

η

∂ηpr u
̃h

1

∂ηpr u
̃h

θ

∂θpr ūh

u

1

∂θpr η̄ h
∂upr η̂h

∂θpr ūh [∂θpr η̄ h ]−1
[∂upr η̂h ]−1

′′

Q⋆h
algo
h
̃
−K 1 ∇θ̃⋆h

n+ 2
algo
h
⋆h
−K̄n+ 1 ∇θ̄algo
2
̂ hn+ 1 ∇θ̂⋆h
−K
algo
2

MATERIAL MODEL
The Helmholtz free energy density that will be used in Section 5 is given by
ψ(∇ϕ, θ) = ψ1 (∇ϕ) + ψ2 (θ) − (θ − θ0 )ψ3 (J)

where

2
µ
2
�∇ϕ ∶ ∇ϕ − 3 − 2lnJ − (J − 1) � + Wvol (J)
2
3
ψ2 (θ) = c (θ − θ0 − θ log(θ�θ0 ))
′
ψ3 (J) = 3βWvol
(J)

(20)

ψ1 (∇ϕ) =

(21)

λ + 32 µ
�(lnJ)2 + (J − 1)2 �
4
Here, J = det ∇ϕ is the determinant of the deformation gradient and µ, λ are prescribed parameters, c > 0 is the specific heat capacity at constant deformation, β is
the coefficient of thermal expansion, and θ0 is the reference temperature. Concerning
the constitutive equation (4) for the material heat flux vector, we assume thermally
isotropic material, with material conductivity tensor given by
Wvol (J) =

Kt = kJC−1

8
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5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
θb

t̄a

360

f(t)

2
336.67
313.33

1

e3
290

e2
e1

t̄b

θa

0

0

2

4

6

8 10

t

Figure 2: L-shaped block: Mechanical boundary conditions (left), discretised block
with initial temperature distribution (middle), and load function over time (right)
The numerical example deals with the L-shaped block depicted in Fig. 2. The
spatial discretization of the block relies on 117 tri-linear finite elements leading to 224
nodes. The initial temperature field is varying linearly over the height (x3 direction)
of the block. In particular, at x3 = 0, the initial temperature is prescribed as θa ,
while at x3 = h, the temperature is prescribed as θb . The whole block is assumed to
be thermally insulated (q t = 0 on ∂q B = ∂B). Starting at rest, Piola traction vectors
t̄a and t̄b are acting on two parts of the boundary surface of the block (Fig. 2). The
external loads are applied in the form of a hat function over time. In particular, the
traction vectors are given by
⎛256�9⎞
t̄a = −t̄b = f (t) ⎜512�9⎟ Pa,
⎝768�9⎠

⎧
t
for 0s ≤ t ≤ 2.5s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
f (t) = ⎨5 − t for 2.5s ≤ t ≤ 5s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for t > 5s.
⎩0

(23)

Table 2 provides a summary of the data used in the simulations. No Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied. The Piola traction vectors introduce energy into the
system, whereas after loading phase the total energy must be a conserved quantity.
This simulation was investigated previously with the classical midpoint rule leading
to numerical instabilities for larger time step sizes (see [13]). To emphasize the numerical stability and robustness of the (EME)τ integrators we chose the largest time
step size in [13] which led to early instabilities and finally to a failure of the iterative
(Newton-Raphson) solution procedure.
9
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Table 2: L-shaped block: Data used in the simulations
Material parameters
Specific heat capacity
Coupling coefficient
Thermal conductivity
Ref. temperature
Mass density
Initial temperature
Geometry
Newton tolerance
Simulation duration
Time step

µ
λ
c
β
k
θ0
ρ
θa
θb
h
b
ε
T
∆t

997.5
100
2.233 ⋅ 10−4
10
293.15
100
290
350
10
3
10−8
250
0.4

Pa
Geometry of L-shape
Pa
b
JK−1 m−3
−1
JK
WK−1 m−1
K
kgm−3
h
K
b
K
m
b
m
b
s
s

As expected, all (EME)τ schemes correctly reproduce the first law of thermodynamics with energy conservation up to numerical precision after loading phase (up
to numerical round-off), see Fig. 3 and 4. Further the total entropy ought to be a
non-decreasing function of time since no entropy flux over the boundary is present
during the simulation time which is correctly reproduced by all (EME)τ schemes
which can be observed in Fig 5 and 6.
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⋅105
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Figure 3:
schemes
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Figure 4: Discrete energy difference,
(EME)τ schemes
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Sn+1 − Sn [J/K]
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Figure 6: Discrete entropy difference, (EME)τ schemes
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Abstract. Employing a phase space which includes the (Riemann-Liouville) fractional
derivative of curves evolving on real space [5], we develop a restricted variational principle
for Hamiltonian systems yielding the so-called restricted fractional Hamilton equations.
Moreover, we introduce controlled external forces in the dynamics by means of an extension of the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle. In this scenario, we establish the Fractional
Optimal Control Problem, whose necessary optimality conditions we obtain by using calculus of variations. We observe that these optimality conditions are a system of algebraicdifferential equations with fractional terms and mixed (initial-final) endpoint conditions.
We treat the example of a linearly damped harmonic oscillator and minimum effort with
external forces which are linear in the control variables. The deviation of the expected
behaviour, with respect to the non-fractional case, is explained in terms of the geometry
of a higher order cotangent bundle.

1

INTRODUCTION

Optimal control theory and variational mechanics ([7]) have their common origin in
the calculus of variations. Our objective is to obtain optimality conditions (also known
as Pontryagin’s maximum principle [8] assuming enough regularity) for linearly damped
mechanical systems subject to external controlled forces as the Euler-Lagrange equations
(via Hamilton’s principle [4]) of a particular augmented action functional. In order to
model the dissipative forces we employ the recent approach by the authors [5] based
on previous literature ([1, 2, 3, 9]), i.e. a restricted variational principle defined on a
α−fractional phase space TRd and curves evolving on real space which, in the case of
α = 1/2 and mechanical Lagrangian functions, model linear damping. The obtained
dynamical equations are so-called restricted fractional Euler-Lagrange equations.
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In the present paper, we take the dual approach. Namely, we define the dual of
the above mentioned α−fractional phase space, say T ∗ Rd . This space, involves the momenta and the dual variables of the fractional derivatives, all of them defined through the
fractional Legendre transform. The fractional Legendre transform is established as the
fiber derivative of the Lagrangian, and provides as well a Hamiltonian function on T ∗ Rd .
Through the Hamilton’s principle we obtain the so-called restricted fractional Hamilton
equations, which become the usual Hamilton equations for linearly damped mechanical
systems when α = 1/2. The controlled external forces are easily introduced in the new
fractional Hamiltonian dynamics by means of an extension of the Lagrange-d’Alembert
principle. Then, we extend the usual notion of Optimal Control Problem, considering the
new restricted fractional Hamilton equations (for a general α) with controlled external
forces as constraints. This allows to define the augmented action functional in the usual
way, leading to the optimality conditions via calculus of variations.
Outline. In §2 we provide all the background material. In §3 we display the restricted
fractional Euler-Lagrange equations (13) in [5] and obtain their Hamiltonian version, i.e.
the restricted fractional Hamiltonian equations (Theorem 3.2). In Corollary 3.3 we
show that the restricted fractional Hamiltonian equations (17) become the usual Hamiltonian equations for linearly damped mechanical systems when α = 1/2. Furthermore, we
introduce the controlled external forces in the fractional dynamics through the extension
of the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle described in Theorem 3.5. In §4 we extend the
usual notion of an Optimal Control Problem, allowing the forced fractional dynamics.
Also, we derive the necessary optimality conditions through calculus of variations. Finally, we treat the example of a linearly damped harmonic oscillator and minimum effort
with external forces which are linear in the control variables.
2

PRELIMINARIES

2.1

Optimal Control Problem

We shall define the Optimal Control Problem (OCP henceforth) in the Hamiltonian
fashion [6]. The evolution of a forced mechanical system evolving on a finite dimensional
smooth manifold Q is given by smooth curves q : [a, b] ⊂ R → Q determined through the
usual Hamiltonian dynamics provided by the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle1 , i.e.
q̇ =

∂H
,
∂p

ṗ = −

∂H
+ fH (q, p, u),
∂q

(1)

where H : T ∗ Q → R is the Hamiltonian function defined on T ∗ Q, the cotangent bundle
of Q with local coordinates (q, p). On the other hand, fH : T ∗ Q × U → T ∗ Q represents
the controlled external forces, where U ≡ Rm is the control space, with m ≤dimQ. Given
1

The Lagrange-d’Alembert principle in its Hamiltonian version is established as
δ



b
a

{p, q̇ − H(q, p)} dt +



b
a

2
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a cost functional
J(q, p, u) =



b

C(q(t), p(t), u(t))dt + Φ(q(b), p(b)),
a

where C : T ∗ Q × U → R and Φ : T ∗ Q → R (Mayer term) are continuously differentiable
functions, we define the OCP as follows:
Problem 2.1 (Optimal Control Problem)
 b
C(q(t), p(t), u(t))dt + Φ(q(b), p(b)),
min(q,p,u) J(q, p, u) =

(2a)

a

subject to

q̇(t) = ∂H(q(t), p(t))/∂p,
ṗ(t) = −∂H(q(t), p(t))/∂q + fH (q(t), p(t), u(t)),
(q(a), p(a)) = (q a , pa ).

(2b)
(2c)
(2d)

According to this, since the final time b is fixed, we are establishing a fixed-time, freeendpoint problem. Pontryagin’s maximum principle [8] provides necessary conditions
for optimality of feasible trajectories η(·) = (q(·), p(·), u(·)) for Problem 2.1 (which are
curves satisfying (2b)-(2d); they are optimal if moreover they satisfy (2a)). For regular
systems (i.e. C, Φ, fH , ∂H/∂q and ∂H/∂q are differientiable w.r.t. q, p and u and u(·) ∈ C 0 ,
q̇(·) ∈ C 1 and q(·) ∈ C 2 [7]) and when there are no further constraints on the control
variables and the final state, these conditions can be derived by means of the EulerLagrange equations of the augmented cost functional:
 b
S(η, λ) =
C(q(t), p(t), u(t)) + λq (t), q̇(t) − ∂H(q(t), p(t))/∂p
a
(3)

p
+ λ (t), ṗ(t) + ∂H(q(t), p(t))/∂q − fH (q(t), p(t), u(t)) dt + Φ(q(b), p(b)),

where λ(t) = (λq (t), λp (t)) is called the adjoint variable or costate of the system and we
consider all states and costates at final time b as independent variables. Under these
conditions and considering separable Hamiltonians H(q, p) = K(p) + P (q) for sake of
simplicity, the necessary optimality conditions for feasible curves are
∂K
,
∂p

 2
∂ P
∂C
∂fH
q
p
+
,
−
λ̇ = λ
2
∂q
∂q
∂q
q̇ =

∂P
+ fH ,
∂q
∂ 2K
∂fH ∂C
λ̇p = −λq
+
,
− λp
2
∂p
∂p
∂p
∂fH ∂C
0 = −λp
+
,
∂u
∂u

∂Φ 
∂Φ 
a
a
q
p
q(a) = q , p(a) = p , λ (b) = −  , λ (b) = −  ,
∂q b
∂p b
ṗ = −

(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
(4d)

which is a system of algebraic-differential equations with
(initial-final) endpoint
 mixed

p
2
conditions. From (4c) we observe that, if the matrix − λ (∂ fH /∂u2 ) + ∂ 2 C/∂u2 is
3
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invertible, then according to the implicit function theorem we will be able to determine
u as a function of the rest of variables, i.e. u = u(q, p, λp ). Inserting this into (4a)-(4b)
we end up with a pure system of differential equations with mixed endpoint conditions
where the control variables are absent.
2.2

Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives

Let α ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R and f : [a, b] → R a smooth function. The Riemann-Liouville
fractional derivatives are defined by

1
d t
α
D− f (t) =
(t − τ )−α f (τ )dτ,
(5a)
Γ(1 − α) dt a

1
d b
α
D+ f (t) = −
(τ − t)−α f (τ )dτ,
(5b)
Γ(1 − α) dt t
for t ∈ [a,b], and Γ(z) the gamma function ([10]). As it is well-known, the fractional
derivatives are non-local operators: in the sequel − and + will denote the retarded and
advanced cases, respectively. Let us consider two smooth functions f, g. The fractional
integration by parts rule is given by
 b
 b
 α

α
D−σ f (t) g(t)dt,
f (t)Dσ g(t)dt =
(6)
a

a

where σ stands either for − or +. An important feature of fractional integrals is, when
α = 1/2:
d
d
1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2
D− D− f (t) = f (t), D+ D+ f (t) = − f (t).
(7)
dt
dt
See [10] for more details. According to the above definitions, the fractional derivatives
are R-valued. To see this, it is enough to note that f (t) is R-valued, as well as (t − τ )−α
for t > τ and (τ − t)−α for τ > t.
2.3

Fractional phase space

Henceforth we shall set Q = Rd . Consider smooth curves γx : [a, b] ⊂ R → Rd ,
γy : [a, b] ⊂ R → Rd for d ∈ N, both belonging to C ∞ ([a, b], Rd ). Their local representation
are given by γx (t) = (x1 (t), ..., xd (t)), γy (t) = (y 1 (t), ..., y d (t)), t ∈ [a, b]. On the other
hand, γ̃ : [a, b] → Rd × Rd is formed as γ̃ = (γx , γy ).
With these ingredients, we can form the double tangent bundle and double fractional
α
α
tangent bundle, TRd := ((γx , γy ), (γ̇x , γ̇y )) and Tα Rd := ((γx , γy ), (D−
γx , D+
γy )), respecd
d
tively. Their structure as vector bundles over R × R is explained in detail in [5].
Furthermore, with these two bundles we can construct the fractional tangent phase
space:
TRd := TRd ⊗Rd ×Rd Tα Rd .
(8)

α
α
α
γx , D+
γy ) ∈ TRd is locally described by Vγ̃ = (x, y, ẋ, ẏ, D−
x,
Thus, Vγ̃ := (γx , γy , γ̇x , γ̇y , D−
α
D+
y), where we omit the i = 1, ..., d superindex for simplicity. The bundle projection is
given by T(Vγ̃ ) = (x, y).

4
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The construction of the dual bundle of (8), which we shall name fractional cotangent
phase space
T∗ Rd := T∗ Rd ⊗Rd ×Rd Tα∗ Rd ,

follows straightforwardly from the dual bundles Tα∗ Rd and T∗ Rd . For Aγ̃ ∈ T∗ Rd , we fix
local coordinates
Aγ̃ = (x, y, px , py , pαx , pαy ).
(9)
The bundle projection P : T∗ Rd → Rd × Rd is locally given by P(Aγ̃ ) = (x, y). Furthermore, the fiber P−1 (Rd × Rd ) is a vector space with dimension 4d; and T∗ Rd is locally the
Cartesian product of 6 copies of Rd (equivalently to TRd , see [5] for more details).
3
3.1

RESTRICTED FRACTIONAL DYNAMICS
Restricted fractional Euler-Lagrange equations

Consider C ∞ (xa , xb ; Rd × Rd ) the set of curves γ̃ = (γx , γy ) with fixed endpoints γ̃(a) =
(xa , xb ), γ̃(b) = (xb , xa ). A varied curve of γ̃ is a map Γ : R × [a, b] → Rd × Rd , Γ(, t) :=
γ̃(t) + δγ̃(t), defined such that the variation δγ̃ vanishes at the endpoints, i.e. δγ̃(a) =
δγ̃(b) = 0. Observe that this implies
δx(a) = δy(a) = δx(b) = δy(b) = 0.

(10)

Remark 3.1 Note that we are establishing that γy (a) = xb and γy (b) = xa . This will
make sense afterwards since we shall interpret γy as γx for reversed time.
The set of restricted varied curves is defined by Γη (, t) := γ̃(t) + η(t), where δγ̃ =
η(t) = (δγx (t), δγx (t)). In other words, we impose δx = δy.
Now, define a C 2 Lagrangian function L : TRd → R and the action functional S :
C ∞ (xa , xb ; Rd × Rd ) → R given by
 b
S(γ̃) :=
L(Vγ̃ ) dt.
(11)
a

As proven in [5], Hamilton’s principle with restricted curves as Γη and endpoint conditions
(10), provides the so-called restricted fractional Euler-Lagrange equations: as sufficient
conditions for γ̃ to be extremals of (11). If we particularize in the Lagrangian
α
α
α
α
L(x, y, ẋ, ẏ, D−
x, D+
y) := Lx (x, ẋ) + Ly (y, ẏ) − [[D−
x, D+
y]]R ,

(12)

where Lx (x, ẋ) := 21 ẋT M ẋ − P (x), Ly (y, ẏ) := 12 ẏ T M ẏ − P (y) for M =diag(m1 , ..., md ) ∈
Md×d (R+ ) and P : Rd → R is a smooth function; and [[·, ·]]R is a symmetric bilinear form
α
α
α
α
defined by [[D−
x, D+
y]]R := (D−
x)T R D+
y, where R =diag(ρ1 , ..., ρd ) ∈ Md×d (R+ ); these
equations are (see [5] for their general form):
2α
M ẍ + R D−
x + ∇P (x) = 0, ⇒ M ẍ + R ẋ + ∇P (x) = 0,
2α
M ÿ + R D+ y + ∇P (y) = 0, ⇒ M ÿ − R ẏ + ∇P (y) = 0,

5
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when α = 1/2, according to (7). We observe that equations (13) represent the dynamical
evolution of a linearly damped mechanical system in both directions of time if we interpret
that γy (t) is γx (t) in reversed time. Consequently, the system of second order differential
equations (13) is invariant under time reversal, this is t → a + b − t.
3.2

Fractional Legendre transform and restricted Hamiltonian dynamics

Let us define the fractional Legendre transform FL : TRd → T∗ Rd as the fiber derivative
for a Lagrangian function L : TRd → R, i.e.
FL : Tγ̃ Rd −→ T∗γ̃ Rd

Vγ̃ → Dγ̃ L(Vγ̃ ),

where Dγ̃ denotes the partial derivative in the fiber T −1 (γ̃). Locally we have


∂L
∂L ∂L ∂L
,
,
,
.
FL(Vγ̃ ) =
α
α
∂ ẋ ∂ ẏ ∂D−
x ∂D+
y

(14)

(15)

It is easy to check that FL is fiber preserving. Moreover, we will say that FL is regular
if it is a diffeomorphism, and furthermore we will call L regular if that is the case. Under
the hypothesis of regularity, we define the Hamiltonian function H : T∗ Rd → R by
H(Aγ̃ ) := FL(Vγ̃ ), Vγ̃  − L(Vγ̃ ),

(16)

where the coordinates of Aγ̃ := FL(Vγ̃ ) are given in (9) and ·, · : Tγ̃ Rd × T∗γ̃ Rd → R
denotes the natural pairing.
Employing these elements, we can establish the following result.
Theorem 3.2 A curve γ̃ : [a, b] → Rd × Rd , subject to varied curves Γη , is an extremal
of the action (11) if it satisfies the restricted fractional Hamilton equations:
∂H
,
∂px
∂H
ẏ =
,
∂py
ẋ =

∂H
,
∂pαx
∂H
α
D+
y = α,
∂py

α
D−
x=

∂H
,
∂x
∂H
α α
,
ṗy = D+
px −
∂y

α α
ṗx = D−
py −

(17a)
(17b)

Proof. In the first place, we express the action (11) in terms of the Hamiltonian function,
i.e.
 b


α
α
S(γ̃) =
px ẋ + py ẏ + pαx D−
x + pαy D+
y − H(x, y, px , py , pαx , pαy ) dt,
a

where we have employed (16) and the regularity of FL. To find the extremals of S
for restricted
varied curves Γη (, t) we impose the usual critical condition, i.e. δS :=

d

S(Γη ) =0 = 0. According to this, we have that
d








 b
∂H
∂H
∂H
∂H
α
α
α
α
δS =
+ δpx D− x − α + δpy D+ y − α
+ δpy ẏ −
δpx ẋ −
∂px
∂y
∂px
∂py
a

 


∂H
∂H
b
b
α α
α α
+ −ṗx + D+
− ṗy + D−
δx dt + px δx + py δy  ,
px −
py −
∂x
∂y
a
a
6
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where we have employed the constraints δx = δy, and have used integration by parts with
respect to the total and fractional derivatives (6). From the endpoint conditions (10), all
the boundary terms vanish, leading to




 
 b
∂H
∂H
∂H
α
α
α α
δS =
δx
δpx ẋ −
+ δpx D− x − α + −ṗx + D− py −
∂px
∂px
∂x
a

 

 

∂H
∂H
∂H
α
α
α α
+δpy ẏ −
+ δpy D+ y − α + −ṗy + D+ px −
δx dt.
∂y
∂py
∂y
From this last expression of δS is easy to see that the restricted fractional Hamilton
equations (17) are a sufficient condition for δS = 0; and the claim holds.

As mentioned above, equations (17) are only sufficient conditions for the extremal
curves.
Corollary 3.3 If L is given by (12), with Lx (x, ẋ) := 21 ẋT M ẋ − P (x), Ly (y, ẏ) :=
1 T
ẏ M ẏ − P (y) for M =diag(m1 , ..., md ) ∈ Md×d (R+ ), R =diag(ρ1 , ..., ρd ) ∈ Md×d (R+ )
2
and P : Rd → R is a smooth function; then the Hamiltonian function (16) reads
H(x, y, px , py , pαx , pαy ) = Hx (x, px ) + Hy (y, py ) − [[pαx , pαy ]]∗R ,

(18)

where Hx (x, px ) := 21 px M −1 pTx + P (x), Hy (y, py ) := 12 py M −1 pTy + P (y) and [[·, ·]]R is a
symmetric bilinear form defined by [[pαx , pαy ]]∗R := pαx R−1 (pαy )T .
Moreover, if α = 1/2 and the Hamiltonian function is given by (18), then the restricted
fractional Hamilton equations (17) are
ẋ = M −1 pTx ,
ẏ = M −1 pTy ,

1/2

T
D− x = −R−1 (p1/2
y ) ,
1/2

T
D+ y = −R−1 (p1/2
x ) ,

ṗx = −px M −1 R − ∇P (x)T ,

(19a)

ṗy =

(19b)

py M −1 R − ∇P (y)T .

Proof. From (12) and (15) we have that
α
α
y)T R, pαy = −(D−
x)T R,
px = ẋT M, py = ẏ T M, pαx = −(D+

which is invertible. Then, (16) reads
H(x, y, px , py , pαx , pαy ) =px M −1 pTx + py M −1 pTy − pαx R−1 (pαy )T − pαy R−1 (pαx )T
1
1
− px M −1 pTx + P (x) − py M −1 pTy + P (y) + pαy R−1 (pαx )T .
2
2
From this expression it is straightforward to arrive to (18).
Regarding the second statement, for (18) the restricted fractional Hamilton equations
read
ẋ = M −1 pTx ,
ẏ = M −1 pTy ,

α
D−
x = −R−1 (pαy )T ,

α
D+
y = −R−1 (pαx )T ,

α
α
ṗx = −D−
(D−
x)T R − ∇P (x)T ,
α
α
ṗy = −D+
(D+
y)T R − ∇P (y)T .

(20a)
(20b)

When we particularize in α = 1/2, (7) applies; furthermore, inserting the dynamical
equation ẋ = M −1 pTx (resp. ẏ = M −1 pTy ) into the dynamical equation of ṗx (resp. ṗy ) in
the last expression, we obtain directly (19).

7
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Remark 3.4 For each coordinate, the dynamical equations (19) are
1
ρi
(px )i , (ṗx )i = − (px )i − ∂i P (x),
mi
mi
1
ρi
ẏ i =
(py )i , (ṗy )i =
(py )i − ∂i P (y),
mi
mi
ẋi =

(21a)
(21b)

for i = 1, ..., d. We observe that these are the Hamiltonian dynamics of linearly damped
mechanical systems. Defining the energy as Ei (ξ i , (pξ )i ) = (pξ )2i /2mi + P (ξ i ), we observe
that the x−system is dissipative, whereas the y−system gains energy at the same rate.
This is consistent with the interpretation of the y-system as the x-system in reversed time
as discussed after (13) [5]. Accordingly, in the sequel we shall consider t = b as the final
time for the x-system and initial time for the y-system (conversely for t = a).
3.3

Controlled restricted Hamiltonian dynamics

We are only going to consider external forces coming from actuators steering the system
(since the damping is obtained through the fractional approach). We double our control
space, accordingly with the phase space. Thus, we consider U ≡ Rmu , V ≡ Rmv the
control spaces, with mu , mv ≤ d, and express the external controlled forces by
fx : U → Tx∗ Rd ,
u → fx (u),

fy : V → Tx∗ Rd ,
v → fy (v),

(22)

We pick Tx∗ Rd for both forces because we are going to consider restricted varied curves
Γη . Moreover, we are allowed to consider the sum fx (u) + fy (v) since Tx∗ Rd is a vector
space. The next theorem stands for the obtaining of the controlled restricted fractional
Hamilton equations (the proof is equivalent to Theorem 3.2’s.).
Theorem 3.5 A curve γ̃ : [a, b] → Rd ×Rd , subject to restricted varied curves Γη satisfies
the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle (fractional Hamiltonian version with controlled external
forces)
δ



b



px ẋ + py ẏ +

a

α
pαx D−
x

+

α
pαy D+
y



− H dt +



b

(fx (u) + fy (v)) δx dt = 0,

a

if it satisfies the controlled restricted fractional Hamilton equations:
∂H
,
∂px
∂H
ẏ =
,
∂py

ẋ =

∂H
,
∂pαx
∂H
α
D+
y = α,
∂py

α
D−
x=

∂H
+ fx (u),
∂x
∂H
α α
+ fy (v).
ṗy = D+
px −
∂y

α α
ṗx = D−
py −

8
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4

FRACTIONAL OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In this section, we extend the OCP 2.1, to the fractional scenario. This is, we are going
to consider controlled restricted fractional Hamilton dynamics (23). Furthermore, we will
be mainly interested in Hamiltonian functions with the form (18) and
Hx (x, px ) = K(px ) + P (x),

Hy (y, py ) = K(py ) + P (y).

In such a case, the fractional momenta pαx , pαy are directly related to the coordinates x, y
through the second equations in (20a) and (20b). Thus, they are no longer independent
variables and we can remove them from our phase space (this is, instead of T ∗ Rd we shall
consider Tx∗ Rd × Ty∗ Rd ). According to this, we pick the cost function C : Tx∗ Rd × Ty∗ Rd ×
U × V → R and Mayer term Φ̃ : Tx∗ Rd × Ty∗ Rd → R. We define the Fractional Optimal
Control Problem (FOCP), in its Hamiltonian version, as follows.
Problem 4.1 (Fractional Optimal Control Problem)
 b
min(x,px ,y,py ,u,v) J(x, px , y, py , u, v) =
C(x, px , y, py , u, v)dt

(24a)

a

subject to

+ Φ̃(x(b), px (b), y(a), py (a)),
ẋ = ∂H/∂px ,

(24b)

2α T
ṗx = −(D−
x) R − ∂H/∂x + fx (u),
ẏ = ∂H/∂py ,

(24c)
(24d)

2α T
ṗy = −(D+
y) R − ∂H/∂y + fy (v),

(24e)

(x(a), px (a), y(b), py (b)) = (xa , pax , y b , pby ).

(24f)

We establish necessary optimality conditions for feasible curves η̃(·) = (x(·), px (·), y(·),
py (·), u(·), v(·)) (which are those curves satisfying (24b)-(24f); they will be optimal if
moreover they satisfy (24a)) by means of the Euler-Lagrange equations of the augmented
cost functional
 b

2α T
x) R + ∂H/∂x − fx (u)
C(x, px , y, py , u, v) + λx , ẋ − ∂H/∂px  + λpx , ṗx + (D−
a

2α T
+ λy , ẏ − ∂H/∂py  + λpy , ṗy + (D+
y) R + ∂H/∂y − fy (v) dt + Φ̃(x(b), px (b), y(a), py (a)),

S̃(η̃, λ̃) =

(25)

where now λ̃(·) = (λx (·), λpx (·), λy (·), λpy (·)) These Euler-Lagrange equations are
ẋ =

∂K
,
∂px

ẏ =

∂P
+ fx (u),
∂x
∂C
∂ 2P
2α px
,
λ ) R + λp x 2 +
λ̇x = (D+
∂x
∂x

∂K
,
∂py

∂P
+ fy (v),
∂y
∂C
∂ 2P
2α py
λ̇y = (D−
,
λ ) R + λp y 2 +
∂y
∂y

2α T
x) R −
ṗx = −(D−

2α T
ṗy = −(D+
y) R −

9
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2

∂C
K
+
,
λ̇ = −λ
2
∂px
∂px
∂C
∂fx
− λpx
,
0 =
∂u
∂u
with endpoint conditions
x∂

px

λ̇

py

0=

2

∂C
K
+
,
2
∂py
∂py
∂C
∂fy
− λpy
,
∂v
∂v

= −λ

y∂

(26d)
(26e)

∂ Φ̃ 
∂ Φ̃ 
px
x(a) = x , px (a) =
λ (b) = −
 , λ (b) = −
,
∂x b
∂px b
∂ Φ̃ 
∂ Φ̃ 
y(b) = y b , py (b) = pby , λy (a) = −
 , λpy (a) = −
 .
∂y a
∂py a
a

x

pax ,

(27)

It is important to point out that in the variational process leading to (26), (27) we have
considered δx(a) = δpx (a) = δy(b) = δpy (b) = 0, while δx(b), δpx (b), δy(a), δpy (a) free.
We observe that they conform a system of algebraic-differential equations with fractional
terms and mixed (initial-final) endpoint conditions. From the algebraic equations (26e),
according to the implicit function theorem we observe that if the matrix


∂2C
2
∂u




2

∂2C
∂v∂u

− λpx ∂∂uf2x
∂2C
∂u∂v

∂2C
∂v 2

− λp y

∂2f

y

∂v 2





is regular, then we can determine u, v as a functions of the rest of variables, i.e. u =
u(x, px , y, py , λpx , λpy ), v = v(x, px , y, py , λpx , λpy ). Inserting those into (26b)-(26d) we end
up with a pure system of differential equations with fractional terms and mixed endpoint
conditions where the control variables are absent. However, we observe that still in that
case the x and y sides are coupled through the terms involving fx , fy and C. Obviously,
the decoupling of both sides depends on the particular form of these functions.
4.1

Example

We consider the expample of a linearly damped harmonic oscillator (both in the x and
y sides) and minimum effort with external forces which are linear in the control variables.
Let us consider d = mu = mv = 1. We pick α = 1/2, R = (ρ1 ) = 1 and fx (u) = u,
fy (v) = v, the cost function C(x, px , y, py , u, v) = u2 /2 + v 2 /2, and Hamiltonian functions
Hx (x, px ) = p2x /2 + x2 /2, Hy (y, py ) = p2y /2 + y 2 /2. In this case, the necessary optimality
conditions (26) read
ẋ = px ,
x

x

px

ṗx = −px − x + u;
px

ẏ = py ,

x

y

py

ṗy = py − y + v;

λ̇ = −λ + λ , λ̇py = −λy ;
0 = v − λp y .

λ̇ = λ + λ , λ̇ = −λ ;
0 = u − λ px ;

y

1
1
x = ẋ, D+
y = −ẏ (according to (7)) in eqs. (26b)
We have taken into account that D−
1 px
λ = −λ̇px ,
and ẋ = px , ẏ = py in eqs. (26b). Moreover, in (26c) we have that D+
1 py
λ = λ̇py and λ̇px = −λx , λ̇py = −λy from (26d). Taking into account that u = λpx ,
D−
v = λpy , we end up with a linear system of ordinary differential equations, where the x

10
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and y sides are decoupled, circumstance which is strongly dependent on the particular
choice C = u2 /2 + v 2 /2.
Let us now focus on the x-system. It is interesting to observe that the dynamics of the
costates, say

 x
 x

λ
1 1
λ̇
,
(28)
= Λ1 px , Λ1 =
−1 0
λ
λ̇px
is not the same that one obtains from (4) choosing H(x, px ) = p2x /2 + x2 /2, fH (x, px , u) =
−px + u and C = u2 /2, as one would expect. The costate dynamics following from these
choices is
 x
 x


λ̇
λ
0 1
= Λ2 px , Λ2 =
.
(29)
λ
−1 1
λ̇px
However, (28) is the costate dynamics that one obtains setting the forced dynamics as
ẋ = px ,

ṗx = −ẋ − x + u,

(30)

instead of the natural choice when we work on T ∗ Q, i.e.
ẋ = px ,

ṗx = −px − x + u,

(31)

when we define the augmented Lagrangian (3). However, if we fix u as an external
parameter, it is straightforward to check that (30) and (31) determine the same regular
submanifold of T T ∗ Q, which has coordinates (x, px , ẋ, ṗx ), and therefore one expects to
find certain transformation linking (28) and
 (29),
 or in
 other
 words linking Λ1 and Λ2 ,
x
x
λ
λ̃
which accounts for a linear transformation px = T
. Indeed, one can check that
λ
λ̃px


a b
−1
such that
T Λ1 T = Λ2 for T =
c d
dc − ad − ab = 0, d2 + b2 − c2 − a2 + ac − db = 0, ad − cb = 0.

The conditions above are satisfied if a = b = d = 1 and c = 0. In such a case, one can
check that
λx , ẋ − px  + λpx , ṗx + px + x + u = λ̃x , ẋ − px  + λ̃px , ṗx + ẋ + x + u
in the definition of (3). T can be alternatively understood as a linear transformation in
the space of costates λ or in the submanifold defined by dynamics (30) and (31).
5

CONCLUSIONS

We establish the Fractional Optimal Control Problem for controlled Hamiltonian dynamics and obtain the necessary optimality conditions. These determine the dynamical
evolution of coordinates, momenta, costates and control variables, and we observe that
they are a system of algebraic-differential equations with fractional terms and mixed
11
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(initial-final) endpoint conditions. Under some regularity conditions, the control variables can be solved in terms of the rest, leading to a system of pure fractional differential
equations as optimality conditions. In the treated example (linearly damped harmonic
oscillator and minimum effort with external forces which are linear in the control variables), the deviation from the expected behaviour of the costates, with respect to the
non-fractional case, is explained in terms of the geometry of higher cotangent bundles
(concretely T T ∗ Q).
Acknowledgments: This work has been funded by the EPSRC project: ‘’Fractional
Variational Integration and Optimal Control”; ref: EP/P020402/1.
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Abstract: This paper presents a sequential hybrid approximate optimization (SHAO) algorithm
suitable for structural design optimizations. A hybrid approximate model is introduced and
further employed in predicting structural analyses more accurately while also requiring
significantly fewer training samples. Furthermore, an adaptive sampling strategy is utilized to
create a balance between its ability to locate the global optimum and computational efficiency
within the optimization process. Consequently, the optimal searching efficiency of the SHAO
algorithm is substantially enhanced. Efficiency and reliability of the proposed method are
demonstrated through several benchmark structural design cases. Numerical results herein
obtained reveal the proposed SHAO becomes more efficient when compared to conventional
SAO and most existing meta-heuristic methods in terms of quality of solution, computational
cost and convergence rate.
1

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, optimization has been recognized as an inseparable component of structural
design [1]. Large number of design variables, large domain of search space and greater number
of design constraints needed to be controlled have shown to be the major limiting factors
towards performing optimum design within a reasonable time frame. Despite these
shortcomings, the desire for optimal structures are continually on the increase. Within the past
decades, a number of optimization algorithms were extensively utilized for structural
optimization schedules, amongst these are design optimizations with meta-heuristics algorithms
[2]. Meta-heuristics algorithms, such as genetic algorithms (GA) [3], simulated annealing (SA)
[4], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [5] [6], ant colony algorithm (ACO) [7] and differential
evolution (DE) [8] are typically nature inspired methods, where their working principles tend
to mimic natural phenomena [9]. State-of-the-art reviews of these algorithms as well as their
various applications towards structural optimization problems are clearly outlined in
Refs.[2][10]. Highly different from gradient-based optimization algorithms, the evolutionarybased algorithms do not require gradient based search and they offer great adaptability to a large
range of diverse problems. The stochastic nature of evolutionary-based algorithms enables such
algorithms to be more likely and better at finding good and acceptable solutions for complicated
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optimization problems. Due to their robust and reliable search features, they efficiently proffer
solutions for practical structural design optimization problems.
Engineering optimizations for large-scale systems are generally complex, sophisticated and
highly time-consuming. Despite the advantageous characteristics of meta-heuristics algorithms,
their slow rate of convergence towards the optimum is often conceived as a major downside of
its technique and applicability for realistic structural optimization problems. A large number of
function evaluations are usually required to find the global optimum via the meta-heuristics
algorithms. In general, a good and acceptable structural optimization algorithm is required to
possess reduced computational cost, generality, robustness, and high accuracy [11].
Recently, surrogate models are employed, thereby, further playing key roles towards
efficiently solving design optimization problems [12]. Surrogate-based optimization (SBO) [13]
is an effective approach for design of computationally expensive models such as those found in
aerospace systems involving aerodynamics, structures and propulsion systems, etc. [14]. The
sequential approximate optimization (SAO) [15]-[17] strategy has been recognized as one of
the most attractive approach for engineering optimization. Unlike the classical surrogate -based
optimization procedure summarized in [17], the SAO algorithm initially conducts a small-size
design of experiment, using some surrogate model to further construct a surrogate model. The
surrogate model global optimum is found by meta-heuristics methods, and the surrogate models
are continuously updated through addition of new sampling points by an elaborate sampling
strategy until a specified termination criterion is satisfied. SAO has been applied in numerous
structural design optimization problems [17] and has proven to be an effective method.
The effectiveness of a successful SAO algorithm depends to a large extent on the
construction and continuous updating of the surrogate model. In the implementation of a
standard SAO, the link between design objectives and design variables are treated as a ‘black
box’, where no prior knowledge about the process is assumed and subsequent manipulation is
aimed at developing a surrogate model based only on observations of its input-output behavior.
Hence, the SAO algorithm spends excess function evaluations in order to construct surrogate
models accurate enough to“learn” the frequently complex dynamic behavior of the ‘black-box’
process, which inevitably reduces the optimal searching efficiency.
In this study, a hybrid approximate model is proposed, which focuses on imposing some
prior knowledge of the structural analysis process on construction of the surrogate model in
order to enhance the efficiency.The following sections of this paper are structured as: Section
2 provides the mathematical formulation of the considered structural design optimization
problem and elaborates on the proposed sequential field approximate optimization (SHAO)
specialized for structural design optimization. In Section 3, performance of the proposed
algorithm is investigated by several test cases. Section 4 provides a brief conclusion.
2

SEQUENTIAL HYBRID APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION

2.1

Formulation of the structural design optimization problem

The structural optimization problem considered for this paper is in the following nonlinear
programming form.
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X  {x1 , x ,..., x n }, xmin,i  xi  xmax,i i  1, 2,..., n to minimize:
Find the design variables 2

M (X )

(1)

satisfying

 L  U

(displacement constraints)

 L     U (stress constraints)

(2)
(3)

L and U are superscripts denoting lower and upper bounds, respectively. The lower and upper
bounds are usually pre-assigned parameters.
2.2

Sequential approximate optimization (SAO).

SAO initially conducts a small-size design of experiment (DOE), using various approximate
techniques to construct a surrogate model. The global optimum of the surrogate model is then
found by optimal optimization methods such as meta-heuristics algorithms. The SAO algorithm
terminates when a specified termination criterion is satisfied, e.g., when no further improvement
of the surrogate model is observed or the maximum number of iterations are reached. Otherwise,
the surrogate model is updated by repeating the procedure of adding points to the sample set
adaptively and sequentially. The sampling strategy is structured to decide where to add new
sampling points and how the approximation model is refined. This iterative process converges
to a much higher accurate global optimum after far fewer function evaluations when compared
to the meta-heuristics algorithms.
The SAO algorithm has been recognized as one of the most attractive approach for
engineering optimization, however, it is worthwhile emphasizing once more that in the standard
SAO, a black-box surrogate model of the entire structural analysis process is constructed. The
goal is to develop a process model based only on observations of its input (design variables)output (objective and constraints) behavior and no prior knowledge about the structural
simulation process is utilized.
2.3

Description of proposed SHAO

2.3.1 Hybrid approximate model for structural analysis
In the standard SAO procedures, surrogate models are usually used to develop the black-box
models. Carrying out a surrogate without prior knowledge of the process has often proved
successful and oftentimes is the only possible approach especially when knowledge of the
process is entirely unavailable. However, for the structural analysis model illustrated in section
2.1, its interior process structure is not completely unobservable. It is known that the structural
simulation process consists of an FEA stage and the post processing stage, and both stages
perform different tasks and possess different computational complexities. Therefore, some
well-assessed phenomenon can be described by fundamental theoretical approach, while some
others, being very difficult to interpret, can be modeled by means of rather simple “cause-effect”
models. Based on this principle, we make a difference between the two stages of structural
analysis process.
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As shown in Fig.1, the FEA stage is performed in order to calculate the physical field of
displacements and stresses, which is usually time-consuming and hard to interpret, thus
surrogate models are needed to be imposed within this stage. Unlike the conventional ‘blackbox’ approximate models, a field approximate model is established by constructing a surrogate
model of the displacement for each node and the stress for each element. The field approximate
model is used to surrogate the FEA stage and in predicting the physical field of displacements
and stresses. The post processing stage contains manipulations such as linear superposition and
max, which can be implemented analytically without computational costs. Therefore, a real
model of the post processing stage instead of a surrogate model is implemented to obtain the
values of the objective and constraints from the outcomes of the field approximate model.
Finally, the field approximate model of the FEA and the real model of the post processing stage
constitutes a hybrid approximate model used to minimize the uncertainty in existence by the
use of solely surrogate models.

Figure 1: The hybrid approximate model

The hybrid approximate model combines a partial first principles model, which incorporates
the available prior knowledge about the process being modeled, with the field approximate
models which serve as estimator of unmeasured process parameters that are difficult to model
from first principles. This produces combined models that are more reliable, while also
generalizing and predicting more accurately compared to standard black-box surrogate models.
The proposed field approximate model within the hybrid model are restricted to modeling terms
for which a priori models are difficult to obtain. Of equal importance is the fact that significantly
less data are required for training hybrid neural networks. Thus, the hybrid approximate model
gives far better approximation efficiency for the same number of training data than the standard
‘black-box’ models.
2.3.2 The proposed SHAO algorithm
In this section, hybrid approximate models are introduced to enhance the standard SAO
strategy, and a sequential hybrid approximate optimization (SHAO) strategy is proposed. The
General framework of the SHAO method is shown in Fig.2:
Step 1: Design of Experiments (DOE)
Suppose the dimensionality of X is n , then the Optimal Latin Hypercube Design (OLHD)
method is employed to sample N ( N  2n ) points in the feasible domain of X. The points
sampled are evaluated by invoking the FEA module to obtain the corresponding stress field and
displacement field simultaneously, which are formulated as follows:
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 X 1 ,  ( X1 ),  ( X 1 ) 
 X ,  ( X ),  ( X ) 
2
 2 2 




 X N ,  ( X N ),  ( X N ) 

(4)

Step 2: Hybrid surrogate model
Based on the calculated vectors of delta and sigma in (4), surrogate models ˆi ( X )
(i  1, 2,, I ) for each node and ˆ j ( X )( j  1, 2,  , J ) for each element are constructed using
the RBF method. The field approximate model is presented as follows:

[ˆ1 ( X ), ˆ2
( X ),, ˆI ( X )]
[ˆ1 ( X ), ˆ 2
( X ), , ˆ J ( X )]

(5)

Figure 2: General framework of the SHAO method

After the field approximate model is constructed, the objective and constraints are obtained
through the following theoretical equations:
K

M ( X )   mk ( X )
k 1

  max(ˆi )(i  1, 2,, I )
  max(ˆ j )( j  1, 2, , J )

(6)

Step 3: Optimization
The objective and constraints are calculated through the field approximate model.
Computational costs of the surrogate models in the field approximate model are rather low,
hence, any meta-heuristics algorithm can be employed to solve the optimization problem, and
the deferential evolution (DE) algorithm is chosen in this paper because of its outstanding
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performance. DE is originally credited to Storn and Price. Excellent surveys on the multifaceted research aspects of DE can be found in journal articles. DE optimizes a problem by
maintaining a population of candidate solutions and creating new candidate solutions by
combining existing solutions according to its simple formulae, further keeping whichever
candidate solution possess the best score or fitness on the optimization problem at hand. In this
way the optimization problem is treated as a black box that merely provides a measure of quality
given a candidate solution and the gradient is therefore not needed.
Step 4: Termination criteria
The SHAO is terminated under the following criteria:
(i) If the relative distance between the optimal solutions of two successive iterations is below
1%, then evaluate criterion (ii). Otherwise, advance SHAO to the Sampling stage;
(ii) If the relative error e , formulated as eq.(7), is less than 0.1%, then convergence is reached
and the proposed SAO algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, advance SHAO to the Sampling
stage.





2

2
ˆ
1 I i  i
1 J ˆ j   j 
 
e 2

I i 1  i    2
J j 1  j   

(7)

where ˆi is displacement predicted by the surrogate model for the ith node and ˆ j the stress
predicted by the surrogate model for the jth element;  and  are mean values of the true
responses computed from the deterministic FEA module.
Step 5: Sampling strategy
Sampling strategy is highly critical for a successful SAO. A number of sampling strategies
have been applied to the SAO algorithm. In the adaptive sampling strategy, the simplest way
of exploitation sampling is to find the optimum of the surrogate model s( x ) and the pure
exploration is to maximize the minimum Euler distance d ( x ) between sampling points, which
is given by
d ( x )  min( ( x - xi( n ) )T ( x - x（i n）)) (i  1, 2,  , N ( n ) )

(8)

where N ( n ) is the number of sampling points before the nth sequential sampling. The adaptive
sampling method of solving the multi-objective optimization problem (9) is therefore proposed
to balance the exploitation and exploration.

max : s ( n ) ( x ), d ( x )
(n)
i

s.t. g ( x )  0

xmin  x  xmax
i  1, 2,  , l

(9)

where l is the number of inequality constraints of the original optimization problem, s ( n ) ( x ) is
the meta-model constructed before the nth sequential sampling. The optimal solution of (9)
together with the real response evaluated by the original model will be regarded as a new
sampling point and further used to update the surrogate model.
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To simplify the solving process and obtain a preferable solution, the objective d ( x ) is turned
into a constraint and the multi-objective problem is thus converted to a single-objective
optimization problem as follows:
max : s ( n ) ( x )
s.t. gi( n ) ( x )  0

xmin  x  xmax
i  1, 2,  , l

(10)

d ( x)  d0

In this paper, the determination of d0 is given by:

d 0  min( ( xi - x j )T ( xi - x j )) (i, j  1, 2, , M , i  j )

(11)

where M is the number of sampling points before the nth sequential sampling. It is concluded
from Eq.(11) that when sampling points are sparse, the value of d0 ought to be great.
Knowledge of the response space is relatively inadequate. Hence, the sampling strategy will
emphasize particularly on exploration. As more points are sampled, the value of d0 will
inevitably decrease. Meanwhile, knowledge of global response space accumulates and
promising regions for global optimum will be located easily. Therefore, d0 will need a relatively
small value to bring exploitation over exploration. New sampling points are further added
around such promising regions in order to precisely approximate for global optimum while
details of non-promising regions are ignored. In this way, the number of true function calls are
remarkably reduced, which is of great significance for computational-intensive structural
design optimization tasks.
The adaptive sampling strategy is effective in balancing exploration and exploitation,
allowing high-efficiency searching of the global optimum during the optimization process. The
adaptive sampling strategy substantially reduces the number of evaluations of the true functions
required to find the optimal solutions.
3

Benchmark case studies

In this section, two well-known truss structures are optimized by the proposed SHAO
algorithm. The results obtained are subsequently compared to solutions from equally advanced
and well documented optimization methods so as to demonstrate the efficiency of this proposed
method.
3.1

Case study 1: 72-bar truss system

The second study is carried out using the proposed SHAO algorithm to execute an
optimization problem for a 72-bar spatial truss structure as shown in Fig. 3. The material
properties, as well as node and member numbering system are as shown in Fig.3. There are 72
truss elements, and these are divided into 16 groups as shown in Table I. This grouping reduces
the number of design variables to 16 member groups and their areas vary from 0.1 to 2.5 in2.
The material density is 0.1 lb/in3 and the modulus of elasticity is 104 ksi. Stress limitations of
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the members are ±25,000 psi. All nodal displacements must be smaller than ±0.25 in. The
structure is subjected to two loading conditions, as detailed in Table II.
Table 1: 72-bar truss member area groups.
Truss members

Design
variables

1

1, 2, 3, 4

x1

2

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

x2

3

13, 14, 15, 16

x3

4

17, 18

x4

5

19, 20, 21, 22
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30
31, 32, 33, 34

x5

Area
group

6
7
8

35, 36

x8

9

37, 38, 39, 40
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48
49, 50, 51, 52

x9

10
11

x10
x11

12

53, 54

x12

13

x13

15

55, 56, 57, 58
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66
67, 68, 69, 70

16

71, 72

14
Figure 3: A 72-bar spatial truss structure.

x6
x7

x14
x15
x16

Table 2: 72-bar truss loading cases.

Load case
1

Node
1
1
2
3
4

2

Fx [kips]
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Fy [kips]
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 3: Optimization results for the 72-bar truss.
Design
Variables
x1 [in2]
x2 [in2]
x3 [in2]
x4 [in2]
x5 [in2]
x6 [in2]
x7 [in2]
x8 [in2]
x9 [in2]

SHAO
(The best)
0.156
0.551
0.408
0.560
0.527
0.514
0.10
0.10
1.290

SHAO
(The worst)
0.159
0.512
0.43
0.554
0.478
0.492
0.10
0.10
1.233

Fz [kips]
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0
-5.0

SAO

ALPSO

PSO

HBB-BC

ACO

0.157
0.549
0.406
0.555
0.513
0.529
0.100
0.100
1.252

0.157
0.546
0.405
0.566
0.520
0.518
0.100
0.100
1.258

0.162
0.509
0.497
0.562
0.514
0.546
0.100
0.110
1.308

0.157
0.542
0.413
0.576
0.518
0.521
0.100
0.101
1.258

0.156
0.550
0.390
0.592
0.561
0.492
0.100
0.107
1.303
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Design
Variables
x10 [in2]
x11 [in2]
x12 [in2]
x13 [in2]
x14 [in2]
x15 [in2]
x16 [in2]
Max. stress
[psi]
Max. disp.[in]
Weight [lb]
No. of analyses

SHAO
(The best)
0.515
0.10
0.10
1.881
0.506
0.10
0.10

SHAO
(The worst)
0.507
0.10
0.10
2.399
0.504
0.10
0.100

SAO

ALPSO

PSO

HBB-BC

ACO

0.524
0.100
0.100
1.832
0.512
0.100
0.100

0.513
0.100
0.100
1.898
0.513
0.100
0.100

0.519
0.100
0.100
1.743
0.519
0.100
0.100

0.503
0.100
0.100
1.904
0.516
0.100
0.100

0.511
0.101
0.100
1.948
0.508
0.101
0.102

24958.61

24999.67

24943.87

24999.67

24485.67

24948.16

24939.59

0.24994
379.93
138

0.2500
383.13
153

0.24992
379.90
252

0.2500
379.61
>103

0.2497
381.91
N/A

0.2501
379.66
13200

0.2500
380.24
18500

The optimization problem is solved by the proposed SHAO algorithm with 50 initial
sampling points. The termination criterion is satisfied after 88 iterations, as revealed by
variation of relative error shown in Fig.4. Observing Fig.4, we notice that the approximate
accuracy of the physical fields improves with the optimization iterations. Evolution of the
objective function is displayed in Fig.5. Table III summarizes results for the 72-bar truss
problem, and compares this with different optimization techniques. For proper comparison, the
best and worst results from twenty independent SHAO trials are also listed.
0.8

Relative error

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

20

40

Iterations

60

80

Figure 4: Convergence of SHAO for 72-bar truss optimization

3.2

Figure 5: The objective function history.

Case study 2: 582-bar tower truss system

The final study carried out applies the SHAO algorithm to a 582-bar tower truss system as
shown in Fig.6. The 582 structural members are categorized as 32 independent size variables.
The lower and upper bounds on size variables are taken as 1.55 in2 (10 cm2) and 155.0 in2 (1000
cm2), respectively. A single load case is considered consisting of lateral loads of 5.0 kN (1.12
kips) applied in both x- and y-directions and a vertical load of 30 kN (6.74 kips) applied in the
z-direction at all nodes of the tower. Modulus of elasticity is 29,000 ksi (203.89 GPa), allowable
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tensile and compressive stresses are 100MPa and the limitations of nodal displacements are no
more than 8.0 cm in all directions.
Table 4: Optimization results for the 582-bar truss.
Design
SHAO
SHAO
Variables
(The best) (The worst)
x1 [cm2]
10.01
14.22
x2 [cm2]
164.72
160.18
x3 [cm2]
21.98
21.83
x4 [cm2]
151.91
143.05
2
x5 [cm ]
20.68
22.93
x6 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
x7 [cm2]
116.84
113.86
x8 [cm2]
21.65
32.46
x9 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
x10 [cm2]
103.85
125.32
2
x11 [cm ]
16.07
31.55
x12 [cm2]
113.98
107.58
x13 [cm2]
183.58
173.43
x14 [cm2]
143.46
132.98
x15 [cm2]
186.02
161.16
x16 [cm2]
29.13
44.74
2
x17 [cm ]
152.25
152.83
2
x18 [cm ]
20.70
22.14
x19 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
x20 [cm2]
108.84
90.11
x21 [cm2]
19.30
18.40
x22 [cm2]
10.13
37.79
x23 [cm2]
55.60
62.41
2
x24 [cm ]
17.00
16.96
2
x25 [cm ]
10.00
10.00
x26 [cm2]
28.33
33.35
x27 [cm2]
16.35
18.42
x28 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
x29 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
2
x30 [cm ]
10.00
12.64
2
x31 [cm ]
10.00
10.00
x32 [cm2]
10.00
10.00
Max. stress [Mpa]
76.01
78.5
Max. disp.[cm]
8.00
7.96
V(m3)
15.63
16.37
No. ofanalyses
419
433

Figure 6: A 582-bar spatial truss structure.

Figure 7: Convergence of SHAO for the 582-bar truss
optimization
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SAO

DE

10.13
162.22
23.33
145.86
18.51
10.70
130.25
15.66
10.01
98.53
15.67
128.84
178.87
151.83
193.86
32.63
153.33
20.46
10.13
109.81
19.22
10.24
61.77
15.92
10.07
27.73
10.07
10.01
10.15
10.43
10.65
10.49
76.53
8.00
16.13
586

16.47
171.02
20.40
143.22
23.24
10.00
120.42
30.72
10.00
103.55
20.38
110.83
183.14
134.22
170.82
28.89
153.65
25.61
10.00
98.21
19.72
33.77
59.48
15.34
10.00
30.40
16.34
10.00
10.00
13.35
10.01
10.00
77.7
7.96
15.67
30000

Figure 8: The objective function history.
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This optimization problem is solved using the proposed SHAO algorithm with 64 initial
sampling points. The termination criterion is satisfied after 355 iterations as revealed by the
variation of relative error shown in Fig.7, and evolution of objective function as displayed in
Fig. 8. To verify the effectiveness of this proposed method, SAO [17] and DE [18] are also
utilized to solve the same problem. For SAO, 64 initial sampling points are used to initialize
the optimization, while for the DE, population of 50 individuals are designated. Table IV
presents the optimal results obtained by the proposed SHAO, SAO and DE, respectively.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This research paper presented a SHAO approach suitable for structural design optimization
tasks. This approach significantly reduces the computational costs normally associated with
structural design problems. With the existing trend of utilizing structural analysis processes as
a seemingly ‘black box’ manner within the conventional SAO, this proposed SHAO breaks
down the process and disintegrates it into differentiated stages: a time-consuming and hard-tointerpret FEA stage, and the well-assessed, easy-to-handle post processing stage. The former is
surrogated by field surrogate models and the latter is handled in a fundamental theoretical
manner. This manipulation produces a hybrid model that enables capturing of more complex
dynamic behaviors of the true structural analysis process when compared to the ‘black-box’
prediction models. The hybrid model projects the error signals to a subspace that is easier to
sufficiently explore with small number of training points and can further generalize and predict
more accurately when compared to standard ‘black-box’ surrogate models. Thus, the efficacy
and efficiency of the optimization process is improved substantially.
The proposed method was evaluated using two benchmark test cases; the 72-bar truss system
and the 582-bar tower truss system. Compared with results of previously published studies, the
SHAO algorithm yielded equivalent or much better objective values for the tested structural
design optimization tasks. Furthermore, the number of true function evaluations required to find
the same global optima was significantly reduced by multiple orders of magnitude, which
further highlights the applicability of the proposed SHAO algorithm towards engineering
structural design optimization problems.
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Abstract. We newly propose a GENERIC-based variational formulation for initial boundary value problems of finite strain thermoelasticity. The transformation
properties of the underlying GENERIC formalism make possible the free choice of
the thermodynamic state variable. Moreover, due to the structure properties of
GENERIC the proposed variational formulation provides a solid foundation for the
structure-preserving discretization in space and time.

1

INTRODUCTION

GENERIC (General Equation for the Non-Equilibrium Reversible-Irreversible
Coupling) is a double-generator formalism for the thermodynamically consistent formulation of problems from continuum mechanics. The GENERIC-based formulation
relies on an additive decomposition of the evolution equations into a reversible part
and a dissipative part. While the reversible part is generated by the total energy
of the system, the irreversible part is generated by the total entropy. Originally,
GENERIC has been developed in the context of complex fluids. We refer to the
book by Öttinger [1] for a comprehensive account of the GENERIC formalism up to
the year 2005.
More recently, the GENERIC framework has been extended to solid mechanics
(see [2]-[4]). Romero [5, 6] recognized at an early stage the great potential of the
GENERIC framework for the design of structure-preserving numerical schemes and
coined the notion of a thermodynamically consistent (TC) method (see also [7]-[11]).
If a TC scheme is also capable of conserving momentum maps associated to symmetries of the underlying mechanical system, it may be termed Energy-Momentum-
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Entropy (EME) scheme. EME schemes can be viewed as extension to dissipative systems of earlier developed Energy-Momentum (EM) schemes for conservative systems
with symmetry such as large strain elastodynamics and flexible multibody dynamics
(see [12] for a comprehensive overview of previous developments in this direction).
Previously developed GENERIC-based TC methods for thermomechanically coupled solids are typically subject to serious limitations such as (i) the use of the entropy
density as thermodynamical variable, and (ii) the restriction to isolated (or closed)
systems in which the boundaries are neglected. We newly propose a generalized
GENERIC-based formulation that (i) allows for the free choice of the thermodynamical variable among either the temperature, internal energy density or entropy
density, and (ii) takes into account the boundaries of the system. Full details of the
proposed approach can be found in our recent work [13]. The new formulation lays
the ground for the design of structure-preserving methods for the solution of initial
boundary value problems for thermomechanically coupled solids. In the present work
we focus on the dynamics of thermoelastic solids with heat conduction.
2

GENERIC FOR CLOSED SYSTEMS

The GENERIC formalism was originally developed in the context of closed (or
isolated) systems. That is, boundaries of the domain under consideration are typically disregarded. The GENERIC framework relies on an additive decomposition of
the evolution equations into reversible and irreversible parts. Correspondingly, the
time-evolution of an arbitrary functional A can be written in the form
dA
= �A, E� + �A, S�
dt

(1)

This equation represents a 2-generator formalism in which the reversible part is
generated by the total energy E of the system via the Poisson bracket {⋅, ⋅}, while the
irreversible part is generated by the total entropy S of the system via the dissipative
bracket [⋅, ⋅].
Consider a continuum body with material points X = Xi ei in the reference configuration B ⊂ R3 (Fig. 1). Here and in the sequel the summation convention applies to
repeated indices. Moreover, ei denote the canonical base vectors in R3 . Within the
Lagrangian description of continuum mechanics the deformed configuration of the
body at time t is characterized by the deformation map ϕt ∶ B ↦ R3 . The velocity of
the material point X ∈ B located at x = ϕt (X) is given by vt = ∂ϕt �∂t. Alternatively
we will often write vt = ϕ̇t . The conjugate momentum density is defined by pt = ρvt .
The deformation gradient corresponds to the Jacobian of the deformation map,
Ft = ∂ϕt �∂X. In what follows the partial derivative with respect to the material
2
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ϕt

X

ϕt (X)

B

b

ϕt (B)

e3

e1

e2

Figure 1: Reference configuration B and deformed configuration ϕt (B) at time t.
coordinates will be denoted by the nabla operator. Accordingly, the deformation
gradient assumes the form
(2)
Ft = ∇ϕt
A natural choice for the thermodynamic state variable is the absolute temperature
θt ∶ B ↦ R+ . Alternatively, the entropy density ηt ∶ B ↦ R or the internal energy
density ut ∶ B ↦ R could be chosen.
The generalized GENERIC formulation developed in [13] makes possible the free
choice of the thermodynamic state variable τt ∈ {θt , ηt , ut }. An arbitrary functional
A can now be written in the form
A = A′ (ϕt , pt , τt ) = � a′ (ϕt , ∇ϕt , pt , τt ) dV
B

(3)

with the corresponding density function a′ (ϕt , ∇ϕt , pt , τt ). Now the Poisson bracket
required in the GENERIC evolution equation (1) can be written as
�A′ , B ′ � = � �δϕ a′ ⋅ δp b′ − δp a′ ⋅ δϕ b′ � dV
B

+ � �Div �
B

δτ a′
δτ b′
′
′
′
η
∂
�
⋅
δ
b
−
δ
a
⋅
Div
�
∂∇ϕ η ′ �� dV
∇ϕ
p
p
∂τ η ′
∂τ η ′

(4)

In addition to that, the dissipative bracket featuring in the GENERIC evolution
equation (1) assumes the form
�A′ , B ′ � = � ∇ �
B

δτ a′
δτ b′
′ 2
�
⋅
(θ
)
K
∇
�
� dV
t
∂τ u′
∂τ u′
3
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In the last equation, the absolute temparature can be calculated via the formula
∂τ u′ (∇ϕt , τt )
∂τ η ′ (∇ϕt , τt )

θ′ (∇ϕt , τt ) =

(6)

which is valid for any τt ∈ {θt , ηt , ut } (see [3] and also [1]). Moreover, in (5), the
material conductivity tensor is given by Kt = K′ (∇ϕt , τt ). We further note that the
functional derivatives in the brackets (4) and (5) are given by
δϕ a′ = ∂ϕ a′ − Div(∂∇ϕ a′ )
δp a′ = ∂p a′
δτ a′ = ∂τ a′

(7)

The GENERIC evolution equation (1) can now be considered in more detail by
using the previously derived Poisson bracket (4) along with the dissipative bracket
(5). Accordingly, we obtain
dA′
= �A′ , E ′ � + �A′ , S ′ �
dt

(8)

We note that the evolution equation (8) represents a uniform description of thermoelastodynamics in which the thermodynamic variable τt ∈ {θt , ηt , ut } can be freely
chosen. In (8), the total energy of the system is given by the functional
E ′ (ϕt , pt , τt ) = � e′ (ϕt , ∇ϕt , pt , τt ) dV
B

(9)

with associated density function
1
e′ (ϕt , ∇ϕt , pt , τt ) = ρ−1 pt ⋅ pt + u′ (∇ϕt , τt ) − b ⋅ ϕt
2

(10)

In the last equation b ∶ B ↦ R3 represents prescribed body forces which are assumed
to be dead loads. In addition to the total energy, the total entropy of the system
acts as second generator in the GENERIC evolution equation (8) and is given by the
functional
S ′ (ϕt , τt ) = � η ′ (∇ϕt , τt ) dV
(11)
B

4
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3

GENERIC FOR OPEN SYSTEMS

N

∂B

tt
ϕt

ϕt (X)

X

b

B

e3

e1

ϕt (B)

qt
e2

Figure 2: Reference configuration B with boundary ∂B and current configuration
ϕt (B) at time t. External tractions tt = Pt N act on the boundary of the current
configuration. In addition to that, the heat flux accross the current boundary is
denoted by q t = Qt ⋅ N.
The GENERIC formulation for closed systems outlined in the last section can be
extended to open systems (Fig. 2) by means of a straightforward procedure (see [14]
and [13]). Accordingly, the Poisson bracket (4) and the dissipative bracket (5) are
now viewed as full brackets that can be decomposed according to
�A′ , B ′ � = �A′ , B ′ �bulk + �A′ , B ′ �boun
�A′ , B ′ � = �A′ , B ′ �bulk + �A′ , B ′ �boun

(12)

That is, the full brackets are split additively into bulk and boundary parts, respectively. This split can be accomplished by applying integration by parts to the full
brackets. Following [14], the proper interpretation of the GENERIC evolution equation (8) is now given by
dA′
= �A′ , E ′ �bulk + �A′ , S ′ �bulk
dt
5
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Invoking the symmetry properties of the full brackets, i.e. {A′ , B ′ } = −{B ′ , A′ } and
[A′ , B ′ ] = [B ′ , A′ ], (12) leads to
�A′ , B ′ �bulk = −�B ′ , A′ �bulk − ��A′ , B ′ �boun + �B ′ , A′ �boun �
�A′ , B ′ �bulk = �B ′ , A′ �bulk − ��A′ , B ′ �boun − �B ′ , A′ �boun �

(14)

Substitution from (14) into (13) yields the GENERIC evolution equation for open
systems
dA′
= −�E ′ , A′ �bulk +�S ′ , A′ �bulk −��A′ , E ′ �boun + �E ′ , A′ �boun + �A′ , S ′ �boun − �S ′ , A′ �boun �
dt
(15)
In the sequel, we use the above equation to derive the variational formulation for
large strain thermo-elastodynamics.
3.1

Specific brackets

Next, we provide the specific brackets featering in the GENERIC evolution equation (15) pertaining to thermoelastic solids. Proceeding along the lines of [14], we
start from the full brackets derived above and apply integration by parts. In this
connection, the goal is to get the derivatives (δϕ a′ , δp a′ , δτ a′ ) free of any spatial
derivatives. To this end, we rewrite the full Poisson bracket (4) as
�A′ , B ′ � = � �∂ϕ a′ ⋅ ∂p b′ − ∂p a′ ⋅ �∂ϕ b′ − Div �∂∇ϕ b′ −
B

∂τ b′
∂∇ϕ η ′ ��� dV
∂τ η ′

∂τ a′
∂∇ϕ η ′ � ⋅ ∂p b′ dV
− � Div �∂∇ϕ a −
′
∂τ η
B

(16)

′

Applying integration by parts to the second integral on the right-hand side of (16),
and taking into account the additive decomposition (12)1 , we obtain
�A′ , B ′ �bulk = � �∂ϕ a′ ⋅ ∂p b′ − ∂p a′ ⋅ �∂ϕ b′ − Div �∂∇ϕ b′ −
B

∂τ a′
∂∇ϕ η ′ � ∶ ∇∂p b′ dV
+ � �∂∇ϕ a −
∂τ η ′
B

∂τ b′
∂∇ϕ η ′ ��� dV
∂τ η ′

(17)

′

and

∂τ a′
∂∇ϕ η ′ � N dA
(18)
∂τ η ′
∂B
Here, the vector N denotes the unit outward normal field on the boundary ∂B of the
reference configuration (Fig. 2). Similarly, applying integration by parts to the full
�A′ , B ′ �boun = − �

∂p b′ ⋅ �∂∇ϕ a′ −

6
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dissipative bracket (5), yields the corresponding bulk bracket
�A′ , B ′ �bulk = − �

B

∂τ a′
∂τ b′
′ 2
Div
�(θ
)
K
∇
�
�� dV
t
∂τ u′
∂τ u′

(19)

∂τ b′
∂τ a′
′ 2
N
⋅
(θ
)
K
∇
�
� dA
t
∂τ u′
∂τ u′

(20)

along with the boundary bracket
�A′ , B ′ �boun = �

∂B

Table 1 contains a summary of the specific brackets appearing in the GENERIC
evolution equations (15) for open systems. In Table 1, the material heat flux vector
and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are given by
∂τ η ′
�
∂τ u′
∂τ u′
P′ = ∂∇ϕ u′ −
∂∇ϕ η ′
′
∂τ η

Q′ = (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �

(21)

Table 1: Summary of the brackets featuring in the GENERIC evolution equations
(15) for open systems.
�E ′ , A′ �bulk = − � �b ⋅ ∂p a′ + ρ−1 pt ⋅ �∂ϕ a′ − Div �∂∇ϕ a′ −
B

+ � P′ ∶ ∇∂p a′ dV
B

1
∂τ a′
′ 2
Div
�(θ
)
K
∇
�
�� dV
t
∂τ u′
B θ′
∂τ a′
�A′ , E ′ �boun = − � ρ−1 pt ⋅ �∂∇ϕ a′ −
∂∇ϕ η ′ � N dA
∂τ η ′
∂B
�S ′ , A′ �bulk = − �

�E ′ , A′ �boun = − �

∂B

�A′ , S ′ �boun = �

∂B

�S ′ , A′ �boun = �

∂B

∂p a′ ⋅ P′ N dA

∂τ a′
N ⋅ Q′ dA
′
∂τ u
1
∂τ a′
′ 2
N
⋅
(θ
)
K
∇
�
� dA
t
θ′
∂τ u′

7
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3.2

Initial boundary value problem

We next deal with the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) pertaining to largestrain thermoelastodynamics. To this end we decompose the boundary ∂B of the
continuum body (Fig. 2) into a displacement boundary ∂ϕ B, on which ϕt = ϕt , and
a traction boundary ∂σ B, on which Pt N = tt , where ϕt and tt are prescribed functions
for t ≥ 0 . Moreover, ∂ϕ B ∪ ∂σ B = ∂B and ∂ϕ B ∩ ∂σ B = ∅. Similarly, for the thermal
part we consider the subsets ∂τ B and ∂q B, with the properties ∂τ B ∪ ∂q B = ∂B and
∂τ B ∩ ∂q B = ∅. Here, the thermodynamic variable is prescribed on ∂τ B, i.e. τt = τ t ,
whereas the heat flux is prescribed on ∂q B, i.e. Qt ⋅ N = q t .
The goal is now to determine the motion ϕt ∶ B ↦ R3 , the linear momentum
density pt ∶ B ↦ R3 , and the thermodynamic variable τt ∶ B ↦ R for t ∈ (0, T ]. The
unknown fields are subject to initial conditions of the form ϕ0 = X, p0 = ρV0 , and
τ0 = τ ini in B. Here, V0 is a prescribed material velocity field and τ ini is a prescribed
field of the thermodynamic variable τ ∈ {θ, η, u}. The unknown fields are determined
by the variational problem to be dealt with in the next section.
3.2.1

Variational formulation

To deduce the variational formulation of the present IBVP from the GENERIC
evolution equation (15), we choose the specific density function a′ = w ′ , where
w ′ = wϕ ⋅ ϕt + wp ⋅ pt + wτ τt

(22)

Here, wϕ , wp ∶ B ↦ R3 and wτ ∶ B ↦ R are test functions that have to satisfy the
boundary conditions wϕ = 0 and wp = 0 on ∂ϕ B, and wτ = 0 on ∂τ B. With the choice
(22), the left-hand side of the GENERIC evolution equation (15) yields
d ′
W = � (wϕ ⋅ ϕ̇t + wp ⋅ ṗt + wτ τ̇t ) dV
dt
B

(23)

On the other hand, the specific brackets on the right-hand side of (15) assume the
form (cf. Table 1)
�E ′ , W ′ �bulk = − � �b ⋅ wp + ρ−1 pt ⋅ �wϕ + Div �
B

�S ′ , W ′ �bulk = − �

B

wτ
∂∇ϕ η ′ �� − P′ ∶ ∇wp � dV
∂τ η ′

1
wτ
′ 2
Div
�(θ
)
K
∇
�
�� dV
t
θ′
∂τ u′

8
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and

�W ′ , E ′ �boun = − �
�E , W �boun = − �
′

∂B

′

∂B

ρ−1 pt ⋅ �−

wτ
∂∇ϕ η ′ � N dA
∂τ η ′

wp ⋅ P′ N dA

wτ
N ⋅ Q′ dA
∂B ∂τ u′
wτ
1
�S ′ , W ′ �boun = �
N ⋅ (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �
� dA
′
∂τ u′
∂B θ
Accordingly, the GENERIC evolution equation (15) gives rise to the equations
�W , S �boun = �
′

′

0 =� wϕ ⋅ �ϕ̇t − ρ−1 pt � dV
B

0 =� (wp ⋅ (ṗt − b) + P′ ∶ ∇wp ) dV − �
B

∂B

wp ⋅ P′ N dA

(24)

along with
1
wτ
wτ
∂∇ϕ η ′ � ⋅ ρ−1 pt + ′ Div �(θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �
��� dV
′
∂τ η
θ
∂τ u′
B
wτ
1
wτ
wτ
+ � �ρ−1 pt ⋅ �
∂∇ϕ η ′ � N − ′ N ⋅ (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �
�+
N ⋅ Q′ � dA
′
′
∂τ η
θ
∂τ u
∂τ u′
∂B
Integrating by parts twice, we arrive at an alternative representation of the last
equation given by
1
wτ
wτ
∂∇ϕ η ′ � − ∇ � ′ � ⋅ (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ �
�� dV
0 =� �wτ τ̇t + ∇(ρ−1 pt ) ∶ �
′
∂τ η
θ
∂τ u′
B
wτ
N ⋅ Q′ dA
+�
∂B ∂τ u′
0 =� �wτ τ̇t − Div �

Using expression (21)1 for the material heat flux and the symmetry property Kt =
KT
t , the above equation can be recast in the form
wτ
wτ
wτ
0 = � �wτ τ̇t + ∇(ρ−1 pt ) ∶ �
∂∇ϕ η ′ � − ∇ �
� ⋅ Q′ � dV + �
N⋅Q′ dA (25)
′
′
′
∂τ η
∂τ u
B
∂B ∂τ u
Taking into account the above stated boundary conditions, (24) and (25) give rise
to the following variational formulation of the present IBVP:
0 =� wϕ ⋅ �ϕ̇t − ρ−1 pt � dV
B

0 =� (wp ⋅ (ṗt − b) + P′ ∶ ∇wp ) dV − �
B

0 =� �wτ τ̇t + ∇(ρ−1 pt ) ∶ �
B

∂σ B

wp ⋅ tt dA

wτ
wτ
wτ
∂∇ϕ η ′ � − ∇ �
� ⋅ Q′ � dV + �
qt dA
′
′
∂τ η
∂τ u
∂q B ∂τ u′
9
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These equations have to hold for all times t ≥ 0 and for arbitrary test functions
subject to the above mentioned boundary conditions.
3.2.2

Balance laws

Important balance laws can be directly deduced from the GENERIC-based variational formulation (26). For that purpose we confine our attention in this section
to the pure Neumann problem (i.e. ∂σ B = ∂q B = ∂B).
First, we choose wϕ = ∂ϕ jξ′ and wp = ∂p jξ′ , where jξ′ = ξ ⋅ (ϕt × pt ) is the density
function corresponding to the total angular momentum Jt = ∫B ϕt × pt dV projected
onto the straight line specified by the constant vector ξ ∈ R3 . Inserting wϕ = pt × ξ
and wp = ξ × ϕt into (26)1,2 , and subsequently adding both equations, we obtain the
balance of angular momentum in the form
ξ⋅

dJt
= ξ ⋅ �� ϕt × b dV + � ϕt × P′ N dA�
dt
B
∂B

(27)

To verify the balance of energy we choose for the test functions in (26)
wϕ = ∂ϕ e′
wp = ∂p e′
wτ = ∂τ e′

or

wϕ = −b
wp = ρ−1 pt
wτ = ∂τ u′

Substituting these quantities into (26) and subsequently adding the three resulting
equations, a straightforward calculation taking into account the identity ϕ̇t = ρ−1 pt
and formula (21)2 for the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor yields
d
1
� ρ−1 pt ⋅ pt + u′ � dV = � b ⋅ ϕ̇t dV + � (ϕ̇t ⋅ P′ N − N ⋅ Q′ ) dA
�
dt B 2
B
∂B

(28)

This equation corresponds to the balance law for the energy. Concerning the balance
of entropy, we insert wτ = ∂τ η ′ into (26)3 , to obtain
∂τ η ′ ′
∂τ η ′
′
�
⋅
Q
�
dV
+
� ∂ u′ Q ⋅ N dA
∂τ u′
∂B τ
B
1
1
1
dη ′
=� �
− ∇ � ′ � ⋅ (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ � ′ �� dV + �
Q′ ⋅ N dA
′
dt
θ
θ
∂B θ
B

0 =� �∂τ η ′ τ̇t + ∇(ρ−1 pt ) ∶ �∂∇ϕ η ′ � − ∇ �

Here, use has been made of formula (6) for the temperature along with expression
(21)1 for the material heat flux vector. Moreover, the identity ϕ̇t = ρ−1 pt has again
10
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been taken into account. The above equation can be rewritten as
dS ′
1 ′
1
1
= � ∇ � ′ � ⋅ (θ′ )2 Kt ∇ � ′ � dV − �
Q ⋅ N dA
dt
θ
θ
∂B θ ′
B
��� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

(29)

≥0

which complies with the second law of thermodynamics.
4

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new GENERIC-based variational formulation for large strain
elastodynamics. Two salient features of the newly proposed weak formulation (26)
are (i) the possibility to freely choose from among three options for the thermodynamic state variable (the absolute temperature, the internal energy density, or
the entropy density), and (ii) the nonstandard form provided by the underlying
GENERIC formalism. These features make possible the design of alternative thermodynamically consistent Energy-Momentum-Entropy schemes. This is shown in
the companion contribution [15].
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE PREDICTION OF HIGH
ANGLE OF ATTACK PHENOMENA USING
TRANSITIONAL TURBULENCE MODELS
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Key words: low Reynolds ﬂow, stall cell, transitional turbulence models, laminar separation bubble, high amplitude low frequency oscillation
Abstract. In this paper transitional turbulence modeling is approached from the point
of view relevant to small unmanned aerial vehicles (span ≈ 1m), of which the ﬂow is
characterized by very low values of turbulent intensity and transition is predominantly of
the separation induced kind. Four diﬀerent turbulence models for low Reynolds number
ﬂow will be used to predict the ﬂow over a NACA 0018 proﬁle in 3D for diﬀerent geometric
settings: inﬁnite wing, ﬁnite wing clamped on one side and ﬁnite wing clamped on both
sides. The latter two mimicking wind tunnel experiments. The turbulence models under
consideration are Menter’s k − ω SST model with Wilcox’s low-Re modiﬁcation, Menter
& Langtry’s γ − Reθ model, it’s simpliﬁed γ model and Walters & Cokljat’s k − kl − ω
model. The NACA 0018 proﬁle is placed in a ﬂow with chord-based Reynolds number of
3×105 at an angle of attack (AoA) of 17o , allowing an assessment of the prediction of high
angle of attack related phenomena, such as stall cells and high amplitude low frequency
oscillations by means of URANS simulations.

1

INTRODUCTION

The applicability of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for military, humanitarian, commercial and recreational purposes has led to a large body of research in UAV-related ﬁelds.
A deep understanding and correct modeling of the aerodynamic behavior is fundamental
with the objective of further extending the capabilities of these UAVs. Here we focus on
those that operate at a chord-based Reynolds numbers (Rec ) below 5 × 105 , the condition
which is referred to as low Reynolds number ﬂow [1].
A characteristic of UAVs operating at low Reynolds numbers is the appearance of a
separation bubble on the wing, also attributed to the low turbulence intensity of the
external ﬂow. It is fundamental in the analysis, design and optimization of the ﬂight
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behavior of UAVs to correctly model this phenomenon. This paper focuses on ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations, which have obtained a more prominent role
through their ability to be used in increasingly complex 3D geometries with a relatively
low computational cost. Classic turbulence models, which serve to close the system of
RANS equations, assume a fully turbulent ﬂow. This makes their use in low Reynolds
application somewhat ambiguous. The last couple of decades have however seen the birth
of a number of turbulence models that attempt to model the transition phenomena.
Based on the manner by which transition is predicted, transitional turbulence models
can be categorized as low Reynolds models, which make use of damping functions, correlation based models, which typically relate the production of intermittency to correlations
depending on ﬂow parameters, and physics-based models, which attempt to model the
ﬂow based on a more theoretical framework. Of the three categories, representatives are
selected that are compared with each other to assess their abilities. Menter’s k − ω Shear
Stress Transport (SST) model [2] with Wilcox’s low Reynolds modiﬁcation [3] (henceforth
referred to as the low-Re model) is taken as representative of the low Reynolds models.
Menter and Langtry’s γ − Reθ model [4, 5] and Menter and Langtry’s γ model [6] are
taken as representatives of the correlation models. Walter & Cockljat’s k − kl − ω model
[7] is taken as representative of the physics-based models.
Typically, the characteristics of an airfoil using RANS are assessed in 2D. This simpliﬁcation can be justiﬁed for fully turbulent attached ﬂows where the ﬂow component in
the third dimension is predominantly caused by turbulence and thus modelled. However,
in the case of separation-induced transition, the third dimension becomes much more
signiﬁcant since the separation-induced transition process is characterized by the threedimensional deformation of Kelvin Helmholtz billows and the vortex shedding from the
bubble. The three-dimensionality of the ﬂow is even more dominantly present at high
angles of attack (AoAs), where experimental measurements have shown the appearance
of stall cells (SCs) and/or high-amplitude low-frequency oscillations (HALFOs).
Stall cells (Figure 1) is the term in literature attributed to the experimentally [8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and numerically [10, 15, 16] observed coherent structures characterized
by a strong three dimensional nature of the wake near stall. They appear in the shape
of counter-rotating swirl patterns, sometimes also poetically addressed as owl faces or
mushroom cells, through the use of oil ﬂow and tuft measurements. These structures
appear in pairs and typically extend spanwise twice the length of the chord. When the
span increases beyond AR=2, the cells get stretched before splitting and forming a new
pair. The presence of stall cells results in an increased CL compared to a fully 2D ﬂow
and translates itself in a reduced decrease of CL for an AoA above the one corresponding
to CL,max , limited to a small region of ≈ 3o .
On the other hand, a number of studies [8, 17] observed a more violent ﬂuctuating
behavior of CL in the corresponding AoA-region, attributed to shear-layer ﬂapping [18].
They found that in the presence of a separation bubble, in time-averaged sense, the ﬂow
is two-dimensional and the stall cells are absent altogether. The ﬂow is further more
characterized by high-amplitude low-frequency oscillations and referred to as such.

2
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the skin friction lines on the suction side of a
section of a wing (AR = 4) conﬁned by two symmetry planes (dotted lines) at an angle
of attack just past the stall angle. The two stall cells are visible in the shape of counter
rotating swirl patterns: two foci (blue dots) connected by a global separation line
emerging from the saddle point (red dot).
The four turbulence models under consideration are compared for their ability to predict high AoA related phenomena in a low Reynolds ﬂow in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations:
an inﬁnite wing, a ﬁnite wing clamped on one side and a ﬁnite wing clamped on both
sides through a series of URANS simulations.
2

METHODOLOGY

The URANS simulations are performed in such a way that they mimic the experimental
measurements of a NACA 0018 proﬁle performed by Timmer [19] for Rec = 3 × 105 . The
measurements were executed in the Delft University Wind Tunnel using a 0.25 m chord
model at velocities ranging between 10 m/s and 70 m/s with respectively corresponding
turbulence intensity (T u) values of 0.02% and 0.07%. This results in T u = 0.04% for
Rec = 3 × 105 . The NACA 0018, being a thick proﬁle, would likely be characterized by
the appearance of both SCs as HALFOs in the AoA past stall [8].
From experimental studies and the use of T u-dependent trigger functions in the transition models, it can be noted that T u is a dominant parameter. RANS modeling has
been characterized by a decay of T u especially for external ﬂows, predominantly found in
aeronautical applications. This decay of T u is caused by the fact that only the destruction terms in the k and ω transport equations are active between inlet and leading edge.
Spalart & Rumsey [20] recognized the relevance of turbulent decay and the diﬃculty in
deﬁning a reasonable combination of T uinlet and μt /μ that would yield acceptable results.
They proposed for aeronautical applications the following relation: μt /μ ≈ 2×10−7 ×Rec ,
which yields for Rec = 3 × 105 the following: μt /μ = 0.06. This results in T uinlet ≈ 0.23%
in order to predict the value of T u at the inlet of the computational domain that one may
obtain a T u = 0.04% at the leading edge.
The computational domain surrounding the airfoil is c-shaped: extending 10 chord
lengths in front, above and below the airfoil and 20 chord lengths behind it as presented in
Figure 2a. Chordal grid discretization, spanwize grid discretization, wall normal expansion
ratio, ﬁrst cell size and time step size were subjected to an independence study. The results
correspond to the strict requirements for the mesh as put forward by Langtry and Menter
[4, 5, 6]: a maximum wall normal expansion ratio of 1.1 should be imposed on minimal 100
3
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layers surrounding the airfoil to obtain a y + of maximum 1 near the stagnation point, on
average 0.35, and 100 nodes are placed on the chord. The span is discretized in such a way
that the AR of cells on the surface of the wing is on average equal to 1. All calculations
are performed using second order upwind for convective terms, second order central for
diﬀusive terms, gradient least squares cell based discretization and the SIMPLE pressurevelocity coupling. The time step size corresponds to 10−4 , following a in CFD validated
von N eumann stability analysis, to properly resolve vortex shedding using a transient
second order implicit formulation.

(b) Detail mesh resolution
(a) Dimensions far-ﬁeld

Figure 2: Computational domain
In order to model an inﬁnite wing in such a way that the SCs can be resolved, periodic
boundary conditions at both ends are applied to a ﬁnite span with s/c = 200%, resulting
in 200 nodes along the span. This implies that the computational domain repeats itself an
inﬁnite number of times. For the wing clamped on one side, the computational domain
is extended on one side with 10 chord-lengths to produce a free tip and closed with a
symmetry boundary condition. On the side that the wing is clamped a no-slip boundary
condition is imposed. For the third case, the wing clamped on both sides, the periodic
boundary conditions of the ﬁrst case are replaced by no slip boundaries, together with a
velocity inlet and pressure outlet closing the computational domain.
The choice of AoA=17o is based on the experimental observation of stall cells (SCs)
and/or high-amplitude low-frequency oscillations (HALFOs) past the stall angle and before the burst angle, thus, according to Timmer’s experimental measurements [19], possibly found at AoA=17o .
3

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

To describe the three-dimensional separated ﬂow ﬁeld we make use of critical point
theory [21] which allows us to assess the former based on a topographic description of
the on-wall shear distribution. Contour plots of the suction side of the airfoil colored
by instantaneous wall shear stress along with oil ﬂow lines originating from 90% of the
chord to some extent reproduce the results of the oil ﬂow experiments. Discoloration
4
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indicates the presence of vortex cores and movement of the oil ﬂow towards the leading
edge indicates the presence of ﬂow separation.
3.1

Inﬁnite Wing

The choice to examine an inﬁnite wing comes forth from the statement by Weihs &
Katz [12], who postulated that since a multitude of cells form when the AR is increased,
the presence of tips or end-plates does not inﬂuence the formation of cells and that it is
purely a product of the Crow instability: an interaction between two line vortices, here
one originating from the leading edge and one from the trailing edge.
The low-Re model produces a spanwise uniform ﬂow (Figure 3a), while the γ model
clearly displays spanwise waviness of its separation front, unaﬀected by the vortex shedding from the separation bubble further upstream (note the discoloration spot near the
leading edge of Figure 4a indicating the presence of vortex shedding of the separation
bubble and the fairly continues separation front). The waviness corresponds to the initial
phase of the crow instability, however there is no break up or formation of cells. Sarlak et al. [16] performed a URANS simulation on an inﬁnite wing with S826 airfoil and
observed a similar waviness in the separation front using the k − ω SST model. The
γ − Reθ model on the other hand is a prime example of violent vortex shedding from
the separation bubble, breaking up the separation front, which results in a low frequency
ﬂuctuating ﬂow (Figure 5a) with St = O(10−2 ), roughly equal to experimental observations. As illustrated by Broeren & Bragg [8], the time average of the violent shedding
ﬂow is two-dimensional. This implies that if the spanwise size (s/c) is big enough to fully
resolve the breakdown of the vortices, a further increase of the span should yield to the
same averaged result. The opposite holds for stall cells, which will merge or split if s/c
is changed. This results in a changing CL caused by a jet eﬀect between the cells. The
ﬂuctuations caused by the HALFOs increase with increasing AoA up to the point that
the entire airfoil separates and behaves as a bluﬀ body with St = O(10−1 ). The k − kl − ω
model predicts an attached ﬂow along with a violent vortex shedding from the laminar
separation bubble (Figure 6a).
3.2

One Side Clamped Wing

One of the earliest studies on SCs were performed by Winkelmann [13] and Bippes [9]
on a wing clamped on one side. The appearance of a free tip results in the formation of a
tip vortex. For small ARs this leads to a reduced suction peak and consequently a delayed
stall angle. On the side of the wall a horseshoe vortex appears caused by the interaction
of the wall boundary layer and wing boundary layer.
The low-Re model produces a separation front that disappears near the tip and curls up
near the end-plate (Figure 3b), producing as it were half of a stall cell. As opposed to the
inﬁnite wing, the separation front has progressed far less towards the leading edge, conform
the statement above, yet again steady in time. The discoloration near the tip illustrates
the presence of the tip vortex. The γ model produces a similar trend (Figure 4b), however
the wavefront has extend further. The γ − Reθ model again shows a distorted wavefront
5
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caused by vortices shed from the laminar separation bubble (Figure 5b). Anew we see for
the k − kl − ω model a vortex shedding from the separation bubble, but no separation
originating from the trailing edge (Figure 6b).
3.3

Two Side Clamped Wing

A wing clamped on both sides, as typically encountered in wind tunnel experiments,
is here fully resolved instead of imposing a symmetry condition on half the model as for
example done by Zarutskaya & Arieli [15] and Manolesos et al. [10]. While justiﬁable in
case of steady simulations, as performed by the aforementioned, unsteady measurements
have shown the unsteady tendency of stall cells [14].
The low-Re model produces a clear stall cell, noticeable from the distinctive oil ﬂow
lines on the suction side (Figure 3c). The γ model shows a similar coherent structure, but
asymmetric in nature: with a very low frequency St = O(10−3 ) the eyes of the structure
alternately growing and shrinking in nature (Figure 4c). The latter justiﬁes the choice
to resolve the entire span and not work with a symmetry condition as mentioned above,
even though the time averaged ﬂow ﬁeld corresponds to the symmetric one. This results
in large ﬂuctuations in CL : ΔCL ≈ 0.5. Yon & Katz [14] found the appearance of both
HALFOs as SCs, but found no correlation between them. They did however note that the
SCs move in time, a phenomenon to which they referred as ‘jostling’. The γ − Reθ model
sees the appearance of the former superposed on the appearance of HALFOs discusses in
Section 3.1 (Figure 5c). Ragni & Ferreira [11] experimentally measured the appearance
of SCs in the presence of a separation bubble, but found that the latter had no inﬂuence
on the formation of the former. The k − kl − ω model again predicts a strongly attached
ﬂow subjected to a violent vortex shedding from the separation bubble (Figure 6c).
4

CONCLUSION

Four transitional turbulence models, Menter’s k − ω SST model with Wilcox’s low-Re
modiﬁcation, Menter & Langtry’s (k − ω SST) γ − Reθ model, it’s simpliﬁed (k − ω SST)
γ model and Walters & Cokljat’s k − kl − ω model, were compared for their ability to
predict high AoA related coherent structures for three diﬀerent geometric settings: an
inﬁnite wing, to asses the presence of the Crow instability, a one side clamped wing and a
two side clamped wing to mimic the experimental oil ﬂow measurements in a wind tunnel.
We found a diﬀerent degree of separation for the diﬀerent geometric settings for all
four models, caused by the end-plates and/or free tips. While not a new results [22, 17],
we stress the importance of considering the geometric setting of the experiment when
comparing it 2D or 3D simulations.
Furthermore, it was found that the low-Re model predicts a steady ﬂow in the three
geometric settings, with a clear formation of a SC in case of a two-side clamped wing.
The γ model predicts the waviness which preludes the crow instability as predicted by
Weihs & Katz [12] in case of an inﬁnite wing, but showed no breaking of the separation
front. This might still occur at higher AoAs, but must be assessed in future research. In
case of a two-side clamped wing it shows ‘jostling’ as experimentally observed by Yon &

6
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Katz [14]. The γ − Reθ model shows a similar behavior as the γ model, but with the
appearance of a violent vortex shedding of the separation bubble, leading to HALFOs.
The k − kl − ω, while capable of predicting the vortex shedding of the separation bubble,
fails to predict a separation front originating from the trailing edge.
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Figure 3: Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with
the leading edge at the top (LE) and the trailing edge at the bottom (TE) with oil ﬂow
pathlines originating from 90% of the chord (left) and contour plot of the instantaneous
velocity magnitude of a cross-section at half the span (right) at AoA=17o with
s/c = 200% for the low-Re model.
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Figure 4: Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with
the leading edge at the top (LE) and the trailing edge at the bottom (TE) with oil ﬂow
pathlines originating from 90% of the chord (left) and contour plot of the instantaneous
velocity magnitude of a cross-section at half the span (right) at AoA=17o with
s/c = 200% for the γ model.
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Figure 5: Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with
the leading edge at the top (LE) and the trailing edge at the bottom (TE) with oil ﬂow
pathlines originating from 90% of the chord (left) and contour plot of the instantaneous
velocity magnitude of a cross-section at half the span (right) at AoA=17o with
s/c = 200% for the γ − Reθ model.
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Figure 6: Contour plot of the instantaneous wall shear stress on the suction side with
the leading edge at the top (LE) and the trailing edge at the bottom (TE) with oil ﬂow
pathlines originating from 90% of the chord (left) and contour plot of the instantaneous
velocity magnitude of a cross-section at half the span (right) at AoA=17o with
s/c = 200% for the k − kl − ω model.
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Abstract. The aerodynamics of the flow around Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs) has
become a very important research topic. The combination of the blade rotational motion and
the free stream wind leads to an oscillating Angle of Attack (AOA) around the turbine blade.
The small-scale VAWTs typically operate at low and moderate Reynolds numbers and low Tip
Speed Ratios (TSRs) and this leads to a higher amplitude in the oscillating AOA and complex
aerodynamics that includes boundary layer flow transition, separation, and dynamic stall. This
directly contributes to the pressure distribution around the blade and the flow turbulence plays
an important role. The aim of this paper is to compare two different turbulence models in a 2D
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) prediction of the pressure distribution, and the overall
turbine power generation of a small scale VAWT, and compare against the experimental data
that is available in the literature. The turbine investigated is a small two-bladed VAWT
operating at an average Reynolds number of approximately 2.5*105. A commercial solver is
used for the CFD calculations, while the average non-dimensional wall distance is maintained
at about y+=1 in order to resolve the details of the boundary layer. The SST transition and k-ω
SST turbulence models are implemented and their results are compared to the experimental data
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taken at the mid-span of the turbine at different azimuthal locations. For the turbine
investigated, the CFD results, based on the two turbulence models, in general show a good
agreement with the experimental data and in particular in the upstream section of the turbine.
The k-ω SST model gives reasonable predictions to the pressure distribution over the blade at
almost all blade locations from low to high angles of attack. The agreement with experimental
data is very good for the suction side of the blade. The SST transition model is able to capture
the small laminar separation bubbles that occur near to the leading edge of the aerofoil and
predict well the pressure distribution on the suction side when the boundary layer flow is
attached. However, at high AOAs where stall occurs, the SST transition results appear to
overestimate the flow separation, while the k-ω SST results fit better with the experimental
data. In terms of the instantaneous power coefficients, both models can predict reasonably well
the measurement data although the SST transition model appears to predict results which are
slightly closer to the experimental data than the k-ω SST model when the blade is moving across
the upwind side of the turbine where majority of the power is generated. It is expected that
further investigations are needed on the prediction of flow at stalled flow conditions and the
blade wake interactions in order to accurately predict the performance of a VAWT.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a notable increase in the number of investigations on VAWTs
and this has given the VAWT technology a new rebirth. While the Horizontal Axis Wind
Turbines (HAWTs) have acquired the major share of the wind power market, the VAWT
concept is estimated to play an increasing role in the next 2–3 decades [1]. In addition, the
VAWTs feature potential advantages, especially for the urban environment and the offshore
with floating platforms as it can receive wind from any direction [2]. However, VAWTs suffer
from lower efficiencies in comparison with the HAWT design [3] due to its complex
aerodynamics. The small-scale VAWTs typically operate at low and moderate Reynolds
numbers in the order of 105 and low Tip Speed Ratios (TSRs). Furthermore, the combination
of the blade rotational motion around its vertical axis and the free stream wind velocity leads
to a continuous variation and oscillation of the Angle of Attack (AOA) around the turbine blade.
This leads to a higher amplitude in the oscillating AOA and complex aerodynamics that
includes boundary layer flow transition, separation, and dynamic stall and separation. This has
a direct impact on the performance of the wind turbine.
The 2D CFD analysis, based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS), is widely
used in order to investigate the complex aerodynamics of the VAWTs because of its reasonable
accuracy and moderate computational cost [4]. Previous research has shown that turbulence
modelling is critical to the prediction of the aerodynamics and force generation of the turbine
blade, in particular, with the occurrence of flow transition and separation. k-ω SST and SST
transition are two popular turbulence models that are employed in the literature. The k-ω SST
model has been developed to be more accurate in the prediction of the flow with separation and
high adverse pressure gradients [5]. The correlation-based SST transition model has shown to
give a good agreement with several experimental data from aerodynamic and turbomachinery
tests [6]. Several studies have utilized the k-ω SST model [7]–[10] and SST transition [11]–
2
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[13] in the 2D CFD predictions of the VAWT power curves that rely on the average power
coefficient over the cycle. Since the accurate prediction of the pressure distribution over the
turbine blade is very important which dictates the boundary layer flow and turbine power
generation, the aim of this paper is to test the two models against detailed experimental data.
For this purpose, the experimental data of Li et al. [1] has been selected to validate the current
CFD simulations. Their experimental data includes the instantaneous power coefficient and the
pressure distribution around the blade at several azimuthal angles. These data are considered at
the blade mid-span and they are assumed to be relevant to the 2D simulations that neglect the
3D effect. The test case under consideration is for a two-bladed VAWT with a 1.7 m diameter.
The turbine blades have a chord length of 0.225 m and a span of 1.02 m and with a NACA0015
profile while each blade is pitched out at 6° as shown in
Figure 1. The turbine was tested at a wind velocity of 7 m/s and TSR of 2.29 with an opened
circular type wind tunnel having a jet diameter of 3.6 m and the main test section of 6.2 m. The
average Reynolds Number based on blade chord is approximately 2.5×10^5 and this is
considered to be in the transitional range. Both the k-ω SST and SST transition turbulence
models are selected to investigate the flow characteristics around the blade in the 2D CFD
simulations.
2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The two-dimensional version of ANSYS FLUENT with double precession is utilized for the
simulation of the mid-plane of the VAWT. The coupled pressure-based algorithm is used for
the velocity-pressure coupling. The second-order discretization scheme is used for the
momentum and turbulence model equations while the second-order implicit formulation is used
for the temporal discretization.
The computational domain and the associated boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.
The domain extends to five turbine-diameters in the lateral direction in order to eliminate the
effect of the side boundaries on the turbine performance while it extends to eight turbinediameters downstream of the rotational axis to resolve the turbine wake. The lateral sides of the
domain are set as symmetrical boundary conditions while the downstream edge of the domain
is modelled as a zero-pressure outlet. The domain is divided into several subdomains to account
for the two blades, rotor, and stationary domain zones. The sliding mesh method is utilized to
model the rotational motion of the turbine by means of a circular non-conformal mesh interface.
The upstream edge of the domain is considered as a velocity inlet with a velocity of 7 m/s and
turbulence intensity of 0.5% taken from the experimental data.
Dedicated mesh and time step independency studies are carried out and a mesh with 7×105
elements has been selected for the analysis with a temporal resolution of 540 time steps per
cycle. Although the simulations include at least five complete cycles, only the results of the
fifth cycle are considered for the post-processing in order to ensure that a time-periodic solution
is obtained. Figure 3 shows the mesh topology of the computational domain that features a
structure mesh over the entire domain. The mesh is refined around the blades to have an average
y+≈1.

3
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The straight blade Darrieus VAWTs are mainly lift driven devices that rely on aerofoilshaped blades to generate the driving forces. The aerodynamic force that acts on an immersed
body can be classified into viscous forces and pressure forces. However, for the turbine blades
the pressure forces are predominant. The lift force is mainly developed due to the pressure
differences between the suction and pressure sides of the aerofoil-profiled blade. This makes
the study of the pressure distribution around the VAWT blades very important. The rotational
cycle of the turbine could be divided into upstream and downstream parts. Most of the power
generation occurs when the blade is travelling in the upstream part of the cycle. It is noticed
that the downstream part is associated with the complex incident flow structure due to the strong
blade wake interactions. In the present study, the 2D CFD predictions of the pressure coefficient
distributions around the blades, based on both the k-ω SST and SST transition turbulence
models, are analysed at 12 different azimuthal locations with a 30° increment.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between the experimental data and the 2D CFD predictions of
the pressure coefficients of the blade on the upstream part of the cycle, while Figure 5 shows
the corresponding comparisons on the downstream part of the cycle. In general, the two models
investigated show a good agreement with the experimental data, in particular at the upstream
section of the turbine and when the flow is attached to the blade. The k-ω SST model gives
reasonable predations of the pressure distribution over the blade at almost all blade locations
from low to high angles of attack. It is observed that the agreement with experimental data is
very good for the suction side of the blade. At a few azimuthal locations of the blade, the model
slightly over predicted the magnitude of the pressure at the pressure side of the blade, and this
occurred in the SST transition model as well. However, the SST transition model is able to
capture the formation of the small Laminar Separation Bubbles (LSBs) that occurs near to the
leading edge of the aerofoil at several azimuthal locations, including θ = 0°, 120° , 210° , 240°
, 300° , and 330°, although the predicted locations of the LSBs are slightly shifted towards the
leading edge. The prediction of the LSBs indicates that the solver predicts the laminar
separation and the turbulent reattachment in the near wall layers. Overall, the SST transition
model predicted the pressure distribution well on the suction side when the boundary layer flow
is attached. At certain azimuthal angles, e.g. θ = 150° and 240°, where the blade encounters
high AOAs and stall most probably occurs, the SST transition model appears to overestimate
the flow separation on the suction side of the blade, while the k-ω SST results fit better with the
experimental data. Both the SST transition and k-ω SST predictions show good agreements
with the experimental data on the pressure side of the turbine blade overall. Nevertheless,
discrepancies between the model predictions and experimental data for the suction peak at the
leading edge are observed, as widely reported in the literature.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between experimental data, based on the measured pressure
distribution at the mid-span of the blade, and the 2D CFD prediction of the instantaneous power
coefficient for a single blade. Both models can predict reasonably well the measurement data
although the SST transition model results appear to be closer to the experimental data than the
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k-ω SST model when the blade is moving across the upwind side of the turbine where the
majority of the power is generated. It may be noticed that the k-ω SST and SST transition results
are almost identical in the azimuthal angle range between θ= 0° and 90° and agrees well with
the experimental data. The over prediction of the power around θ= 90° is mostly due to the
discrepancies in the pressure on the pressure side and the leading edge of the blade. Noticeable
differences between the two model predictions between θ= 90° and 150° are observed. This is
the region where the turbine blade encounters high AOAs and the blade stalls and the SST
transition model predicted larger flow separation regions than the k-ω SST model, thus resulting
in a different pressure distribution over the suction side of the blade. In the range between θ=
180° and 360°, the blade travels in the downstream part of the turbine into the wake sheded
from the blade from the upstream cycle and severe blade-wake interactions are expected It is
very difficult to model the flow in this region accurately. It may be noticed that the maximum
deviation of the SST transition results occurs at θ= 270° where the blade passes across the wake
of the turbine shaft.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The 2D CFD predictions of the detailed pressure and power coefficients, based on both the
k-ω SST and SST transition turbulence models, have been investigated. The analysis, based on
the SST transition model, is able to capture the formation of the LSBs and predicts the pressure
distributions well when the flow is attached. The k-ω SST model, on the other hand, predicted
the pressure distribution more closely to the measurement at the stalled condition, as well as for
the attached flow. The predicted pressure coefficients show good agreements overall with the
experimental data for both the SST transition and k-ω SST models on the pressure side of the
turbine blade. However, the predictions of the SST transition model overestimates the
separation on the suction side at certain azimuthal angles. The predicted pressure coefficients,
based on the k-ω SST model, appears to have a consistent trend. The 2D CFD predictions of
the instantaneous power coefficients, based on both the turbulence models, show a fair
agreement with the experimental data. It is expected that further investigations are needed for
the prediction of flow at stalled flow conditions and the blade wake interactions in order to
accurately predict the performance of a VAWT.
5

FUTURE WORK

Turbulence is itself a 3D process. The comparison between the 2D and 3D behaviours of the
different turbulence models on CFD simulations of VAWTs is considered as a potential future
work.
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Figure 1 A schematic diagram of the turbine at arbitrary azimuthal position.
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Figure 2 The mesh topology of the computational domain.

Figure 3 The mesh topology of the computational domain.
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θ=0˚

θ=30˚

θ=60˚

θ=90˚

θ=120˚

θ=150˚

Figure 4 The pressure coefficient around the blade at different azimuthal angles (on the upstream part of the
cycle).
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θ=180˚

θ=210˚

θ=240˚

θ=270˚

θ=300˚

θ=330˚

Figure 5 The pressure coefficient around the blade at different azimuthal angles (on the downstream part of the
cycle).
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Figure 6 A comparison between the experimental and the numerical single blade instantaneous power
coefficient over the fifth cycle.
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Abstract. High-order direct numerical simulations of transitional and turbulent fluid
flows require smooth grids with continuous metric terms across block boundaries. In this
contribution we present an approach to generate and evaluate structured grids around
airfoils with a blunt trailing edge that are continuous up to the second order of derivatives. Dassault Aviation’s V2C airfoil is used as a case study, involving 3D as well as
2D simulations that solve the Navier-Stokes equations directly. The reference grid consists of more than one billion points to resolve the transonic flow at a Mach number and
Reynolds number of M = 0.7 and Re = 500,000, respectively. A spectral error indicator
uses the Fourier spectrum of cube-shaped subdomains to identify critical regions of the
grid, where refinement is needed. If the spectral energy of small-scale fluctuations in the
flowfield does not decay faster than a certain minimum rate, it is assumed to be caused
by the under-resolution of flow features. This methodology leads to a reduction in computational effort when designing and validating large complex grids. The contribution
concludes by describing a best-practice procedure for the full grid generation process,
including the refinement strategy.

1

INTRODUCTION

Direct numerical simulations (DNS), involving the application of high-order central
difference methods for structured curvilinear multi-block grids, require continuous metric
terms even across block boundaries. Otherwise, artificial disturbances are introduced in
the right-hand side of the Navier-Stokes equations. Commercial software packages often
apply methods that solve elliptic partial differential equations to increase the smoothness
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of the grid. Those approaches are problematic for geometries with a blunt trailing edge
within a three-block CH-grid configuration, as sketched in figure 1, and the computational
effort increases significantly with larger grids. Furthermore, in a direct numerical simulation at higher Reynolds numbers, the grid has to cover a wide range of length scales. On
the one hand, sufficient resolution of boundary- and shear-layers is required, whereas on
the other hand a significantly lower resolution of the potential flow is desirable to keep the
computational effort as low as possible. Without manual intervention, grid smoothing algorithms tend to shift points from the highly resolved regions into the freestream region.
With respect to post-processing requirements, such as sound field and global stability
analysis, it is also beneficial to control the spacing in the freestream region, avoiding large
grid-spacing at the front part of the C-block in the tangential direction. As a consequence,
it is necessary to apply s-shaped gridlines, which enable independent spacing at the wall
surface and at the domain boundaries.
In the current contribution, we generate high-fidelity CH-type grids for airfoils with a
blunt trailing edge. Emphasis is placed on the scalability of the grid generation process
with respect to higher orders of continuity as well as larger grids for peta- and exa-scale
simulations. The approach has been successfully tested and applied to DNS at moderate
Reynolds numbers, using grids that consist of more than one billion points in the xy-plane,
corresponding to figure 1.
In order to avoid extensive grid studies involving expensive 3D simulations, a recently
developed error-severity indication tool (Jacobs et al., 2018) is applied to quantify the
quality of grids a posteriori. This approach correlates derivative quantities such as vorticity to grid-to-grid point oscillations. We highlight the potential of this tool even at early
stages in the grid-generation process. In the long term, such error-indicator tools aim to
fully replace 3D grid studies.
2
2.1

Methodology
Grid generation

The computational domain is divided into three blocks consisting of one C-block (B2)
around the airfoil geometry and two H-type blocks (B1 & B3) enclosing the blunt trailing
edge, wake region and outflow. Figure 1 shows (A) the arrangement of all three blocks
and (B) the reference grid (denoted Nc). The coordinates of the Cartesian coordinate
system are denoted by x and y, whereas curvilinear coordinates are denoted by ξ and
η. In order to increase the flexibility regarding the distribution of grid points, the airfoil
surface is divided into four sections, labelled as C1, C2, C3 and C4. The centre of
rotation to adjust the angle of attack (α) is located at the half chord position [0.5c, 0],
where c denotes the axial chord length. For each section, the grid points as a function of
distance along the surface are defined by a 6th -order polynomial that ensures a continuous
transition between neighbouring sections. The coordinates are computed for each grid
point on the surface, using a cubic spline interpolation method. The polynomials are
defined by the number of points, surface distance, first and second derivatives on both sides
(corresponding to neighbouring sections) and the third derivative at one side, which serves
2
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B2
C3

C4

R

B3

C1
C2

B1

ξ
η

y

W
x

Figure 1: (A) Sketch of the three-blocks CH-grid topology, the segmentation of the airfoil surface
(sections C1 − C4) and (B) the reference grid (approximately every 20th point plotted).

as a control parameter for fine tuning. All derivatives are calculated by a fourth-order
central difference scheme and the boundaries are treated with the method by Carpenter
et al. (1999). In order to avoid intersections, gridlines cannot be wall-normal at every
position along the airfoil. Therefore the wall angles of η-gridlines (ξ = const.) need to be
defined by a 5th -order polynomial as well. The same procedure is performed for the outer
domain boundaries.
The shape of the ξ-gridlines (η = const.) containing both corners of the blunt trailing edge in B1 and B3 is also determined by polynomial functions. Those gridlines are
designed as continuous extensions of the upper and lower airfoil surface. Within a distance of 1.5c from the trailing edge, the curvilinear η- and ξ-gridlines in the wake region
transition to vertical and horizontal gridlines, respectively.
The η-gridlines in B2 are generated by looping through each point on the airfoil surface
in the clock-wise direction. The shape of each η-gridline is defined by three steps that
are illustrated in figure 2. The aim is to find a smooth, contained transition from a walloptimised curve (green curve in figure 2(A)) to a boundary-optimised curve (green curve
in figure 2(B)), maintaining a homogeneous distribution of grid points in the farfield. In
order to get the wall-optimised curve in figure 2(A), a blending procedure between the
blue line, corresponding to defined gridline angles at the wall, and a red line, connecting
the point at the wall (I) with the corresponding point at the boundary (II) is applied.
In figure 2(B), the boundary-optimised curve is calculated in the same way considering a
blue line associated to the pre-defined angle at the outer boundary. In order to generate
the final η-gridline (magenta curve) for that specific point on the airfoil surface, both
green curves are blended again according to figure 2(C). The spacings of points along
each gridline is again defined by a 6th -order polynomial.
After finishing B2, gridlines for B1 and B3 are generated. Firstly, the η-gridlines between the ξ-gridlines passing through the corners and the outer boundaries are calculated
in the same way as described for B2. Secondly, a blending is performed between two
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I

II

II

I

Figure 2: Illustration of the three steps to generate the η-gridlines in block 2.

straight lines corresponding to the angles that are defined a-priori for each point along
the ξ-gridlines going through the corners of the blunt trailing edge. For this connection
segment in the wake, constant spacing is applied, corresponding to the first cells of adjacent η-gridlines. Eventually, all three segments are merged and split into two parts
according to B1 and B3. The only discontinuities within the domain are the singular
points at the corners of the trailing edge.
More details on the complete grid-generation process are presented by Zauner and
Sandham (2018).
2.2

Error indicator

The error indicator used in this work is based on a spectral approach, in which the
domain is partitioned into several cube-shaped subdomains, each comprising Ne3 grid
points. A Fourier analysis is conducted within each subdomain to characterise the severity
of any solution error caused by insufficient grid resolution in that region. The fundamental
principle behind the indicator is that, if small-scale turbulent structures are well-resolved
by the numerical grid, then their Fourier spectral energy is expected to decrease at a
certain minimum acceptable rate. If this rate is not attained, then the grid is considered to
not be fine enough and grid-to-grid point oscillations may appear. The general algorithm
can be summarised in three steps as follows. For each error block, each of the Ne2 lines of
points is considered in turn. For each line, step 1 is to apply a Hamming window to the
field of interest in order to prepare the block for Fourier analysis. Step 2 is to compute
1D-Fourier amplitudes for k = Ne /2, Ne /4, Ne /8, with summations to avoid Fourier
transforms; this is faster when considering only these 3 specific wavenumbers. Step 2 is
then repeated for the other directions, which provides a degree of anisotropy. Step 3 is
to take maximum values of each amplitude over all Ne2 lines, and use this to determine
whether amplitudes are decreasing at rate greater than or equal to r. The severity of
solution error is quantified by an integer-based measure (denoted Ii ), which takes into
account the maximum Fourier amplitudes calculated in Step 3. The integer values are
between 0 and 3 inclusive, where 0 indicates little/no error present and 3 indicates the
worst possible error. A more detailed description and evaluation of the error indicator is
4
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described by Jacobs et al. (2018). In the figures that follow, the severity values 0, 1, 2 and
3 are represented by green, blue, orange and red data points respectively. Furthermore,
by applying the Fourier transform in each direction, the error indicator is able to suggest
the direction that is most likely to exhibit grid-to-grid point oscillations and hence guide
the necessary grid refinement.
2.3

Simulation

Three different grids representing Dassault Aviation’s V2C profile are tested by carrying out direct numerical simulations with a Mach number of M = 0.7 and a Reynolds
number of Re = 500,000 at an angle of attack of α = 4◦ . The in-house code SBLI (Yao
et al., 2009) is used to solve the transonic flow around the airfoil. For the spatial discretisation, a fourth-order central-difference scheme is applied, treating the boundaries
according to Carpenter et al. (1999). The temporal discretisation involves a third-order
low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme. Zonal characteristic boundary conditions (Sandberg
and Sandham, 2006) are applied at the outflow, whereas integrated characteristic boundary conditions (Sandhu and Sandham, 1994) are enforced at all other outer boundaries
in order to minimise reflections of acoustic waves. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the spanwise direction. A total variation diminishing method with an additional
switch is applied to increase the numerical stability around shock waves. Finally an implicit 6th -order filter is employed in the farfield and upstream of the leading edge to avoid
numerical fluctuations in the freestream. Table 1 outlines the test cases that are discussed
in the scope of this contribution. The reference simulation (case Nc3D ) was run for 25
Case

R/c

W/c

Lz /c

Nc∗3D
7.5
6.0 0.05
Ncs,3D 7.5
6.0 0.05
Od3D
7.5
6.0 0.05
Nc2D
7.5
6.0
−
∗
reference simulation with

Nξ,2

Nη,2

3045
3045
4570
3045
reference

999
999
1299
999
grid Nc

Nξ,1/3

Nη,1/3

Nz

Ntotal

1999
1999
1999
1999

1023
1023
1323
1023

150
250
150
1

1.07 · 109
1.78 · 109
1.68 · 109
7.13 · 106

Table 1: Numerical grid details considering different levels of resolution. R and W denote the radius
of the C-block and the length of block 1, respectively. Lz indicates the spanwise domain width. Nξ,2
and Nη,2 are the number of grid points of B2 around the aerofoil in the ξ and η direction, respectively,
whereas Nξ,1/3 and Nη,1/3 denote the number of grid points in B1 and B3 to resolve the wake. Nz
denotes the spanwise resolution and Ntotal expresses the total number of grid points.

time units (t = c/U∞ ). Figure 3(A) shows an instantaneous 2D-snapshot of the x-velocity
component U , a supersonic region over the suction-side airfoil surface and a self-sustaining
transition to turbulence on both sides. Upstream-propagating shock waves are indicated
by the unsteady sonic line (black curve). Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) vortex structures in
the shear layers are observed on both sides as well. Zauner et al. (2018) describes the
simulation and the observed flow phenomena in more detail.
5
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Figure 3: Instantaneous snapshots of case Nc3D showing (A) x-component of velocity and (B) z-vorticity
contours at t = 3.7. (C) Snapshot of z-vorticity contours at t = 11.8. Error-severity levels 2 and 3 are
displayed by orange and red circles, respectively. The black curves denote the sonic line (M = 1).

3
3.1

Error indicator analysis
Analysis of reference case

The spectral error-indicator is applied to the instantaneous vorticity flowfield at a
simulation time of t = 3.7 before employing the 6th -order filter and highlights critical
regions with an error-severity level of Ii = 3 by red circles in figure 3(A), whereas less
critical regions (Ii = 2) are marked by orange circles. Severity levels of Ii < 2 are neglected
in this plot. A region outside the shear layer on the pressure side shows critical errorseverity levels in the η-direction, which seem to be caused by a strong vortex propagating
into a slightly coarser grid region. Closer to the shear layers on both sides, error-severity
levels reach a maximum of only Ii ≤ 2 near such strong vortices. Moderate error-severity
levels (Ii = 2) at the blunt trailing edge are triggered by the singular points at both
corners, where weak oscillations are expected. The flowfield around the trailing edge was
examined carefully, but neither the numerical stability of the simulation, nor the main
flow phenomena, seem to be significantly affected by those oscillations. Error-severity
levels of Ii = 2 are also detected near the leading edge stagnation point and above the
supersonic region on the suction side at x ≈ 0.05. The z-vorticity (ωz ) field in figure
3(B) shows spurious structures that are generated in the farfield due to poorly-resolved
upstream-travelling pressure waves. Those weak oscillations (in the order of |ωz | ≈ 0.1)
upstream of the airfoil are captured by the error-severity indicator showing error-severity
levels of Ii = 1. After 11 time units, the 6th -order filter is engaged and clears up the
flowfield significantly. Eventually, the ωz -contour plot in figure 3(C) at t = 11.8 does not
exhibit spurious structures as seen in figure 3(B) at an earlier time.
The spectral error-indicator is also applied to the snapshot at t = 11.8 and errorseverity levels are plotted in figure 4(A). The error-severity around the leading edge drops
below Ii = 2, whereas increased errors are detected within the transition region and in the
vicinity of large vortex structures. The close-ups in figure 4(i/ii) show Q-criterion surfaces
(Q = 104 ) coloured by vorticity magnitude near the critical regions with Ii = 3 on the
suction side (i) and pressure side (ii), where streaky structures break down to turbulence.

6
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|ω|

700
525
350
175
0

Figure 4: (A) Instantaneous snapshot (t = 11.8) and (B) time- and span-averaged contours of xcomponent of velocity for case Nc3D . Error-severity levels 1, 2 and 3 are displayed by blue, orange and
red circles, respectively. Error-indicator results in (B) are averaged over 2000 snapshots after switching on
the filter. The black curves denote the sonic line (M = 1). Regions (i) on the suction side and (ii) on the
pressure side are magnified and Q-criterion iso-surfaces (Q = 104 ) are coloured by vorticity magnitude.
Regions of increased error-severity are outlined by correspondingly coloured curves. Except for plot (B),
blue circles are not included in order to emphasise the regions of higher error severity in instantaneous
snapshots.

The Q-criterion surfaces of small-scale structures seem to be sufficiently resolved and no
significant differences are observed in those, compared to adjacent areas with Ii ≤ 1.
Considering both instantaneous snapshots, high error-severity is mainly detected in the
ξ-direction close to the transition region, whereas further away from the surface, moderate
severity levels (Ii = 2) are found in the wall-normal η-direction.
The analysis of instantaneous snapshots gives a good first impression of regions that
require attention. As the error-indicator is very sensitive to local features in the flowfield, the results between snapshots vary significantly and therefore, the analysis of single
snapshots is not necessarily representative. Therefore, averaged error-severity levels are
also calculated, analysing 2000 snapshots (∆t = 0.004) of case Nc3D with 6th -order filter
and plotted on top of the time- and span-averaged U -velocity field in figure 4(B). Error
severity levels of 0.5 ≤ Ii < 1.5 and 1.5 ≤ Ii < 2.5 are highlighted by blue and orange
circles, respectively. Only the leading edge shows error-severity levels Ii ≥ 1.5, whereas
the average error-severity levels drop significantly in the transition regions (Ii < 1.5).
3.2

Analysis of a 2D simulation

For comparison with the reference 3D case discussed in the previous subsection, results from a 2D simulation were also analysed. Figure 5 shows error-severity levels for
a snapshot (A) and an average over 2000 snapshots (B) of a 2D simulation with the
7
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Figure 5: (A) Instantaneous snapshot and (B) time- and span-averaged contours of u-velocity for case
Nc2D . Error-severity levels 0, 1, 2 and 3 are displayed by green, blue, orange and red circles, respectively.

6th -order filter applied for the reference grid Nc. Low error-severity levels (Ii ≤ 1) are
not shown in figure 5(A). Similar to the error-severity analysis of the 3D simulation, the
leading- as well as trailing-edge regions show increased error-severity levels, whereas the
trailing edge shows critical values (Ii = 3) instead of moderate levels (Ii = 2). Moderate
error-severity levels are also detected in the vicinity of large vortices. Shock waves can
cause instantaneous critical values in the farfield of 2D as well as 3D simulations. The
averaged error-severity levels near shear layers are lower for 2D DNS than for the 3D
DNS. Error-severity levels of Ii ≈ 0.2 (green circles) are observed in figure 5(B) at the
end of the supersonic region on the suction-side surface of the airfoil. Even though the
2D simulation is not capable of indicating grid-to-grid point oscillations in the transition
region of the 3D simulation, it is even more sensitive to oscillations at the leading- and
trailing-edge and can be useful when making initial grid assessments.
3.3

Sensitivity analysis

In order to compare results from the error indicator analysis of different cases, the
error-indicator results are interpolated onto the reference grid Nc. An inverse-distance
TM
interpolation scheme is applied in Tecplot , averaging 8 points with a distance exponent
of 3.5. Before analysing the refined grids, we need to ensure that there are a sufficient
number of points per subdomain (Ne2 ) for the error-indicator analysis. The error indicator
is applied to the instantaneous snapshot in figure 4(A), considering 550 points in the
η-direction (y|η=550 − y|η=1 ≈ 1c). The percentage of area corresponding to banded
error-severity levels is listed in table 2 for three different settings. The subdomain size
of Ne = 24 points results in lower precision and does not capture critical regions with
Ii ≥ 2.5. On the other hand, the set up with Ne = 12 points per subdomain is not
capable of identifying regions of high error severity, as modes are insufficiently resolved.
Therefore, the following grid study will be conducted with the reference setup considering
Ne = 16 points per subdomain, as was also suggested by Jacobs et al. (2018).
Figure 6(A) shows the interpolated error-severity levels, neglecting Ii ≤ 0.1 and considering an average of 2000 snapshots of the reference case Nc3D before employing the
filter. The area-averaged error-severity levels for Ii > 0.1 are calculated for two sections
8
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Case

Ne

Ii < 0.5

Nc∗3D 16
Nc3D 24
Nc3D 12
∗
reference

99.2 %
99.0 %
99.2 %
case

0.5 ≤ Ii < 1.5
0.8 %
1.0 %
0.8 %

1.5 ≤ Ii < 2.5
9.6 · 10−4 %
4.2 · 10−3 %
1.4 · 10−3 %

2.5 ≤ Ii

3 · 10−5 %
0%
0%

Table 2: Fraction of area corresponding to banded error-severity levels for different subdomain sizes.

SU

I

II

SL

III

Figure 6: Contour plots showing averaged error-severity levels (Ii > 0.1) for case Nc3D .

(0.5 < x < 1.1) on the upper surface (I in figure 6(A)) and lower surface (II in figure
6(A)), limited in the y-direction by the solid black curves (η = 300).
The error indicator is also applied to two xz-planes going through the shear layers
on the upper- and lower-side, labelled as SU and SL in figure 6(A), respectively. The
area-averaged error-severity levels are calculated, considering only Ii > 0.1. This tends to
underestimate any error-severity reduction, as the improvement due to cells that change
from Ii > 0.1 to Ii ≤ 0.1 is neglected.
Additionally, the area-averaged error-severity levels are calculated for a rectangle at the
trailing edge (0.99 < x < 1.01 and −0.0725 < y < 0.06), denoted by III in figure 6(A),
and for a circle around the leading edge (LE) with a radius of 0.055 for Ii ≥ 0. The first line
of table 3 lists the resulting averaged values for the reference case Nc3D considering 2000
snapshots before employing the filter, which is the reference for the sensitivity analysis
and grid study. Averaged values are also calculated using 2000 snapshots of case Nc3D
after applying the 6th -order filter and a total of 6000 snapshots of the simulation with 2650
snapshots before and 3350 snapshots after switching on the filter. Table 3 summarises
the results including deviations from the reference values in brackets. The variation of
the average values in the sections I − III mainly relates to the uncertainty that is caused
by the averaging, as the filter should not affect the simulation results in those areas. At
9
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the leading edge, however, the error-severity levels drop dramatically due to the filtering,
as already observed in connection with figure 3(C). It was found that analysing only 150
snapshots gives already a very good impression of the range of error-severity levels. The
Case

F ilter

Nc∗3D
off
Nc3D off/on
Nc3D
on
∗
Nc3D
off
Nc2D
on
∗
reference case

#

I (±%)

2000
0.251
6000 0.244 (-3%)
2000 0.234 (-7%)
150
0.263 (5%)
2000 0.194 (-23%)

II (±%)

III (±%)

LE (±%)

0.307
0.296 (-4%)
0.293 (-5%)
0.312 (2%)
0.172 (-44%)

0.317
0.319 (8%)
0.327 (3%)
0.313 (-1%)
0.536 (69%)

0.091
0.040 (-56%)
0.001 (-98%)
0.102 (12%)
0.002 (-98%)

Table 3: Values of error-severity levels averaged over different numbers of snapshots (#) and areas
(corresponding to figure 6(A)), considering the reference grid Nc. A circular region around the leading
edge with a radius of 0.05c is denoted by LE.

analysis of region III, considering 2D-simulation results, confirms the high sensitivity at
the trailing edge, as the average error-severity levels increase by almost 70% compared to
the corresponding 3D simulation.
3.4

Grid refinement study

For further analysis, only simulation results before employing the filter are considered,
averaging the error estimations over 2000 snapshots for each case. For case Od3D , the
reference grid is significantly refined in the η-direction within the shear layer. Furthermore, the grid is refined in the ξ-direction within the transition region to reduce the
error-severity levels near the wall in the vicinity of large vortex structures. The laminar
section of the airfoil (x < 0.5) is refined as well. An overview of the refined regions is
shown in figure 7 comparing the cell size of the grid Nc and Od. Dark red regions indicate
a significantly increased grid resolution for case Od3D . As a next step, the reference grid
(Nc) is only refined in the spanwise direction. For each case, table 4 shows the locally
averaged error-severity levels corresponding to the six regions in figure 6. Even though the
error-severity of the reference simulation Nc3D is already low, the xy-refined grid shows
between 25 − 45% lower error-severity levels in the xy-plane. The error-severity levels
in xz-planes hardly change. The opposite trend is observed for the refinement in the
spanwise direction.
4

Conclusion and best-practice procedure

A grid generator was developed for smooth multi-block structured grids with blunt
trailing edges. Direct numerical simulations were carried out at transonic flow conditions
and moderate Reynolds numbers up to half a million. Different grids were tested and
analysed with a spectral error-severity indicator. Decreases of averaged error-severity
levels are observed in refined regions.
10
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∆ξN c |x,y ·∆ηN c |x,y
∆ξOd |x,y ·∆ηOd |x,y

· 100 [−] 0 100 200 300 400

y [−]

0.2
0.0

−0.2
0

0.5
x [−]

1

Figure 7: Contour plot of the ratio between local cell area values of the grid before and after the
refinement.

Case

I (±%)

Nc∗3D
0.25
Od3D
0.18 (-30%)
Ncs,3D 0.25 (-1%)
∗
reference case

II (±%)

III (±%)

SU (±%)

SL (±%)

LE (±%)

0.31
0.20 (-34%)
0.29 (-6%)

0.32
0.18 (-45%)
0.31 (-3%)

0.42
0.48 (-4%)
0.27 (-47%)

0.52
0.48 (-9%)
0.74 (-48%)

0.091
0.067 (-26%)
0.093 (-2%)

Table 4: Values of error-severity levels averaged over different numbers of snapshots (#) and areas
(figure 6(A)) for the grid-study cases.

The error indicator analysis of 2D simulation results captures and even overestimates
critical regions at the leading and trailing edge. The leading edge is critical for the
generation of an efficient grid, as the minimum Courant number is expected upstream of
the stagnation point and limits the time step. Therefore, the error indicator is a useful tool
for early stages in the grid-generation process, which can efficiently use 2D simulations.
The trailing edge needs to be sufficiently resolved to avoid numerical instabilities near the
singular points.
A best-practice procedure was set up with a workflow consisting of the following four
steps:
1. Generation and iterative optimisation of the 2D grid. The error-indicator analysis
helps to optimise the leading and trailing edge region.
2. Run 3D simulations and analyse instantaneous representative xy- and xz-planes to
identify critical regions.
3. Calculate averaged error-severity levels for a sufficient number of snapshots to confirm the criticality of identified regions. In the presented case, averages over 150
snapshots were sufficient.
11
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4. Refine the grid in critical regions and repeat the process.
There is also great potential to semi-automate the workflow by including an on-the-fly
analysis of simulation results into the next-generation DNS code OpenSBLI (Jacobs et al.,
2017).
5
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THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF A
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Abstract. This paper explores the extent of validity of Unsteady Lifting Line Theory
(ULLT) for finite rectangular wings undergoing pitch-heave oscillation in the low Reynolds
number regime. Sclavounos’ ULLT is compared to Theodorsen-based strip theory and high
fidelity Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Pitch and heave kinematics of different
frequencies for wings with varying aspect ratio are considered. A pitch-heave equivalence
theory is also tested by seeking equivalent pitching motions for given heave kinematics. It
was found that the ULLT successfully modelled finite-wing effects up to high frequencies.
The pitch-heave equivalence theory was found to be effective.

1

INTRODUCTION

The study of oscillating finite wings is becoming increasingly important in light of
advances in high aspect-ratio, flexible aircraft, novel energy harvesting mechanisms based
on oscillating wings and micro air vehicles with flapping wings.
To analyse the loads resulting from the unsteady flow, engineers have turned to numerically expensive methods such as vortex particle methods and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). Despite advances in computing power, these methods are time consuming and expensive. They are unsuitable for real-time simulation, control or use in
large-scale optimisations.
Lifting-line theory provides an alternative low-order means by which finite wing effects
can be modelled. Originally implemented by Prandtl and later justified by Van Dyke
[1], the lifting line model is one of the simplest asymptotic models in aerodynamics. The
model is valid on the assumption that the span length scale b is significantly larger than
the chord scale c. Naturally, an unsteady extension to the theory was sought.
Research has focused on the frequency domain. The resulting Unsteady Lifting-Line
Theories (ULLT) are 3D analogues of Theodorsen’s theory [2]. A significant challenge
for those devising such theories has been achieving validity over the entire frequency
1∗
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Figure 1: Problem coordinate system

range. Cheng et al. [3] devised a framework to describe the relationship between an
ULLT and the frequency of oscillation. It was stated that for a wing of chord scale c
and span scale b harmonically oscillating with wake wavelength λ, five ranges of λ can be
identified: the very low frequencies (c  b  λ), the low frequencies (c  b = O(λ)), the
intermediate frequencies (c  λ  b), the high frequencies (c = O(λ)  b) and the very
high frequencies (λ  c  b).
The first ULLT was that of James [4]. It was valid only for low frequencies. Ahmadi
and Widnall [5] corrected errors in James’ theory, extending it to spanwise flexible wings.
Cheng and Murillo [6] produced a theory valid for oscillating swept wings, but only
valid for intermediate frequencies. Sclavounos [7] produced a method valid up to high
frequencies. Guermond and Sellier [8] produced a method capable of modelling curved,
swept wings over the entire frequency domain.
Verification appears to have been a problem for ULLTs. While experimental data including forces histories is extensive for 2D cases, only limited investigation of the force
history of 3D cases appears to have been undertaken. This is despite the volume of literature on the flow topology for such unsteady problems. Chiereghin et al. [9] investigate
finite swept wings providing RMS values for force, and values for phase offset. Dong et
al. [10] use CFD to analyse a elliptic oscillating ‘fish fin’, but the lift coefficient was a
secondary concern.
The current study aims to examine the lift history of rectangular finite wings based
on the SD7003 aerofoil for a small variety of chord reduced frequencies, span reduced
frequencies and pitch and heave amplitudes. The results will be compared to strip theory
based on Theodorsen’s theory and the unsteady lifting line theory of Sclavounos .
The problem definition, theory and numerical methods will be introduced in Section 2.
Section 3 will examine and discuss the results, followed by conclusions in Section 4.
2
2.1

THEORY
Kinematics

A rectangular wing, shown in Figure 1, may be defined by its semispan d and semichord
l. The wing undergoes harmonic oscillations in both pitch and heave whilst subject to a
free stream of velocity U .
At a chord section of this wing, the heave displacement may be given as
h = Re(hm eiωt )
2
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(a) Plunge definition

(b) Pitch definition

Figure 2: Kinematics definitions. Positive displacements shown.

where hm is the complex heave amplitude, ω is the circular frequency of oscillation and t
is time. This is graphically depicted in Figure 2(a).
The angle of attack α(t) may be given as
α(t) = αm + Re(θm eiωt )

(2)

where αm is the mean angle of attack and θm is the complex amplitude of pitch oscillation.
The direction of positive α is showing in Figure 2(b).
The heave and pitch displacements are constant across the span of the wing. This
allows two reduced frequencies to be defined. Firstly, the chord reduced frequency
k=

ωl
U

(3)

ωd
U

(4)

and secondly the span reduced frequency
ν=
2.2

Theodorsen’s method

Theodorsen’s method [2] has been widely used to evaluate the loads on a sinusoidally
oscillating aerofoil.
Linearity is assumed. Hence, the 3D lift coefficient CL can be decomposed into steady
and unsteady parts:
CL = CLss + CLu
(5)
where CLss and CLu are the steady state and unsteady 3D lift coefficients respectively.
The 2D unsteady component may be given as


 

 
laθ̈
1
ḣ
θ̇
ḧ
θ̇
Cltu = Re πl
− 2 − 2 + 2πC(k) θ − + b
−a
(6)
U
U
U
U
2
U
where the subscript ltu indicates the unsteady lift coefficient of Theodorsen’s theory, and
(2)

C(k) =
(2)

H1
(2)

(2)

H1 (k) + iH0 (k)
(2)

(7)

is the Theodorsen function. H1 (x) and H0 (x) are Hankel functions of the second kind.
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To obtain a 3D unsteady lift coefficient based on Theodorsen’s theory, we can use strip
theory:

2 d
CLu =
Cltu l(y) dy
(8)
S −d

where S is the planform area of the wing.
2.3

Sclavounos’ Method

Sclavounos models a straight planar wing and planar wake, with sinusoidal oscillation
in heave or pitch about the midchord. A lifting-line theory is developed valid up to
high frequencies (k < O(1)). Errors are of the O(1/A) for an inner solution varying on
length scale d. Though technically limited to wings with cusped tips, the LLT has been
successfully applied when this is not the case.
The inner solution is similar to Theodorsen’s method, resulting in identical result as
the span reduced frequency tends to infinity.
The pitch and heave circulations are computed independently. Their respective lift
coefficient contributions CLsp and CLsh can be summed to obtain the total unsteady lift
coefficient CLu . The unsteady circulation at any point on the span is modelled as a
complex amplitude, allowing the time factor (eiωt ) to be temporarily ignored. Normalised
with the maximum pitch or heave displacement, the equation for circulation Γj (y) is
obtained as


d3 (y),
j=3
d3 (y) d
Γj (y) −
dη Γj (η)K(y − η) =
(9)
U
2πiω −d
d5 (y) − iω d3 (y), j = 5
where the kernel K is defined as
 ω|y|




1
iω
ω
ω|y|
ω|y|
e− U
K(y) = sgn(y)
− E1
+ P
2
|y|
U
U
U
U
where E1 (x) is the exponential integral and


√ 2
√
 ∞
 1
t
−
1
−
t
1 − t2 − 1
−yt
−yt
P (y) =
+i
dt e
dt e
t
t
1
0

(10)

(11)

j = 3 and j = 5 refer to the heave and pitch respectively.
d3 and d5 represent the vortex strength required to satisfy the velocity boundary condition on the wing normalised for the displacement and pitch amplitudes respectively.
iωl

d3 =

4U e− U
(2)

(2)

iH0 (k) + H1 (k)

and
d5 (y) = −

ld3 (y)
.
2

4
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The vorticity distribution gives rise to an interaction function

(y)
,
j=3
1 − Γd33(y)
Fj = d5 (y)−Γ5
U
− iω , j = 5
d3 (y)
which tends to zero for the 2D case.
The lift coefficients for heave oscillation is




4π d
iωhm eiωt
a33 ω
CLsh = Re
−
dy C(k)l(y)(1 − F3 (y)) − i
U
S −d
SU

(14)

(15)

where a33 is the heave added mass of the planform area S. This may be obtained using
a strip theory approach
 d
a33 ω
2πωl2
dy =
(16)
U
SU
−d
The coefficient of lift for pitch may be obtained as
 






iωF5
iωθm eiωt 2π d
2U
+ 2F5 + l 1 +
dy l C(k) l +
CLsp = Re
U
S −d
iω
U

2.4

(17)

Pitch-heave equivalence

McGowan et al. [11] presented pitch-heave matching as a novel way to test the validity
of a 2D theory in different regimes. This can be done in 3D by matching the resultant
forces.
CLsp = CLsh
(18)
The use of a rectangular wing permits a simplification. Equation (9) may be rewritten
in purely terms of d3 (y) using Equation (13):


U
U
l(y)
d5 (y) − d3 (y) = −d3 (y)
−
iω
2
iω
meaning that, for a rectangular wing,
F5 (y) = −



U
l
+
2 iω



F3 (y).

(19)

This allows us to simplify Equation 18 to
θm ILspR = hm ILshR
where, if we already have already computed the plunge interaction function F3 (y)


 d
ik
ILshR = 2d C(k) +
− C(k)
F3 dy
2
−d
5
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and
ILspR =



U
l
+
2 iω


 d




liω
2U
2C(k) +
+l
F3 (y) dy − 2d C(k) l +
U
iω
−d

(22)

In cases where the pitch-interaction function has already been computed, the substitution
given by Equation (19) may be used. It should be noted that the strip theory approximation for added mass given in Equation (16) was used.
The kinematics of the problem may be extended to a pitch axis other than the midchord. For small displacements and a wing pitching a distance a in front of the midchord
θm (CLsp /θm + aCLsh /hm ) = CLsh

(23)

If a wing with no spanwise interaction is considered, F3 (y) = F5 (y) = 0. This yields
an expression for two dimensional pitch-heave matching. The expression
θm = −2hm

2C(k) + ik


1 + C(k) 1 + ik2 − 2a C(k) +


is equivalent to that given by McGowan et al.[11].
2.5

ik
2



(24)

Numerical methods

High-fidelity 3D computations of unsteady fluid dynamics are performed at Reynolds
number of 10, 000 using the open-source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM. A body-fitted computational mesh is moved in accordance with prescribed rate laws, and the time-dependent
incompressible Navier-Stokes are solved using a finite-volume method. A second-order
backward implicit scheme is adopted to discretize the transient terms, while secondorder, limited Gaussian integration schemes are used for the gradient, divergence and
Laplacian terms. The pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) algorithm is
employed to achieve pressure-velocity coupling. The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence
model [12] is used for turbulence closure. The SA model is chosen for this problem because
of extensive previous experience in applying it successfully for unsteady, separated and
vortex-dominated flows at Re = 10, 000 such as those considered in this research [11, 13].
The trip terms in the original SA model are turned off, and for the low Reynolds number
cases considered in this research, the effects of the turbulence model are confined to the
shed vortical structures and wake.
A close-up of a representative computational mesh is shown in Figure 3. The chord
length c = 3 inches. The O-mesh has 120 cells chordwise , with increased resolution near
the leading and trailing edges. The average spanwise spacing on the wing is c/72, with
increased resolution at the wingtip. The spanwise domain extends 4 chord lengths beyond
the wingtip with an average spacing of c/36 in this region. In the wall-normal direction,
cell spacing begins at 4×10−5 m next to the wall (y+ < 1) and is constrained to maximum
spacing of c/100 up to a distance of 1.5c away from the wing. From thereon, a coarser
mesh extends to 14c from the wing with a maximum spacing of c/5. The simulations were
carried out at a free stream velocity U = 0.1312 m/s and kinematic viscosity 10−6 m2 /s.
6
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Figure 3: Close-up of computational mesh.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The extent of validity of ULLT method was tested by violating some of the assumptions
on which the model is based. Aspect ratio (AR), chord reduced frequency and oscillation
amplitude were manipulated.
For each case, a rectangular wing with an SD7003 section is considered. The mean
pitch angle αm is 4 degrees. All heaving motions are purely sinusoidal, with any phase
differences given relative to this.
Initially, a set baseline cases of wings oscillating in pure heave at high frequency and
low aspect ratio are studied. The ULLT is valid for these cases. Next, we examine chord
reduced frequencies where the ULLT is technically invalid. Third we examine a set of
cases where the ULLT is invalid due the effects of large amplitude plunge oscillation.
Here, flow separation and vortex shedding are expected. Finally the method for pitchheave matching, given in Section 2.4 is tested, also allowing evaluation of the ULLT for
pure pitching cases.
A quantitative summary of the results can be found in the appendix. The results of the
CFD are given in Table 1, and the errors due to the use of a Theodorsen based strip theory
(equivalent to an infinite aspect ratio wing) and the ULLT given in Table 2. Where CL
is calculated, the time averaged lift is taken as CLss for both the ULLT and Theodorsen
theories.
3.1

Baseline cases

This case studies wings oscillating in heave at high frequency and low amplitude, such
that k = 0.393 and |hm /c| = 0.05. The ULLT is expected to be valid for this case.
Figure 4(a) shows the CFD results. The loss of both lift amplitude and average lift
coefficient is evident with decreasing aspect ratio.
Figure 4(b) shows the theoretical finite wing results. Whilst Theodorsen theory (infinite
aspect ratio) provides a good approximation for high AR problems, finite wing effects
become important for AR 4 and AR 1. For these cases, the ULLT provides a far more
accurate approximation of lift amplitude. At AR 1, where the error of the ULLT is
theoretically of O(1), Theodorsen theory exhibits an error of over 100% . The error of
the ULLT, whilst large, is comparatively excellent.

7
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(a) CFD

(b) Theory

Figure 4: Coefficient of lift comparison for baseline cases.

(a) CFD

(b) Theory

Figure 5: Coefficient of lift comparison for very high frequency cases.

As aspect ratio decreases, the phase of the CFD results and the ULLT results lags
behind the CFD result for infinite AR. The lag of the ULLT is however greater than that
of the CFD.
3.2

Study: Very high frequency

This section considers a wing heaving at a chord reduced frequency k = 3.93 and an
amplitude |hm /c| = 0.05. The Sclavounos ULLT is theoretically invalid due to the high
frequency.
Figure 5(a) shows the results from CFD. Compared to the baseline case, the relative
lift amplitude loss as aspect ratio is decreased is lessened. This is owing to the dominant
contribution of apparent mass to lift at this frequency.
The lift coefficient predicted by the ULLT is shown in Figure 5(b). The predictions
for all aspect ratios are very close, and contrary to expectation, as the aspect ratio is
decreased the ULLT predicts slightly increased lift. At very high frequencies, the ULLT
results in a circulatory lift in antiphase with the dominant added mass effects. Hence, as
the circulatory lift decreases with aspect ratio, the sum of the lifts increases.
Overall, the ULLT shows no accuracy advantage over the Theodorsen strip theory for
very high frequencies.

8
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(a) CFD

(b) Theory

Figure 6: Coefficient of lift comparison for high amplitude cases.

3.3

Study: Large amplitude

This case is a large amplitude pure plunge modification of the baseline case. A chord
reduced frequency of 0.393 at amplitude |hm /c| = 0.5 was studied. Due to the large amplitude, flow separation and vortex shedding (observed in CFD), the ULLT is technically
invalid.
The results of the CFD are shown in Figure 6(a). The effects of vortex shedding are
prominent in the non-sinusoidal waveform. The lift amplitude losses with decreasing AR
were similar to those in the baseline cases, but different to those in the very high frequency
cases. Similar trends are observed in the ULLT results which are in surprisingly fair
agreement with CFD.
The CFD lift amplitude result for infinite AR was greater than predicted by the
Theodorsen theory. This is due to leading edge vortex shedding, which is not modelled
in either Theodorsen’s theory or the ULLT.
The effectiveness of the ULLT is surprising, with small errors even at low aspect ratio.
This is partially due to the overestimate in the baseline cases being reduced due to an
increase in lift caused by leading edge vortex shedding.
The vortex structures are 3D in nature, affecting some parts of the wing significantly
more than others. This violates the assumption that the flow varies on the lengthscale d.
In conjunction with the large amplitude of oscillation leading to a highly non-planar wake,
the ULLT is theoretically not well suited to this problem. However, it proves remarkably
robust.
3.4

Study: Pitch equivalence

Four pure leading edge pitching cases were constructed using the theory developed in
Section 2.4. The CL (t) curves for these cases are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7(a) is equivalent to the baseline AR4 heaving case. For both this pure pitching
case and its heaving counterpart, the ULLT is valid. The kinematic phase lag was 18
degrees and the pitch amplitude was -5.4 degrees. The agreement of the pitching and
the heaving CFD results was excellent. The ULLT also predicted the lift amplitude with
good accuracy.

9
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(a) Baseline AR4 equivalent

(b) High amplitude AR4 equivalent

(c) Very high frequency AR4 equivalent

(d) Baseline AR1 equivalent

Figure 7: Pure pitch cases equivalent to pure plunge cases.

Results for a pitch case equivalent to the large amplitude AR4 case are shown in
Figure 7(b). A kinematic phase offset of 34.4 degrees and an pitch amplitude of -20.2
degrees was used. Despite the invalidity of the ULLT, the CFD cases were once again in
good agreement.
A case theoretically equivalent to the high frequency AR4 case is shown in Figure 7(c).
The kinematic phase offset was 18.4 degrees and the amplitude was -5.4 degrees. The
error in the CFD is reasonably small and the ULLT predicts the lift amplitude with good
accuracy.
Figure 7(d) show equivalent pitching case for the AR1 baseline case. A kinematic phase
offset of 69.3 degrees and pitch amplitude of -2.4 degrees was used. Again, the difference
between the CFD cases is small and the ULLT accurately predicts the lift amplitude of
the pitch case.
In all cases the ULLT was in good agreement with the CFD in terms of amplitude,
typically with better errors than found in pure heave. The difference in lift amplitudes
for the CFD between equivalent pitching and heaving cases was remarkably good, often
with smaller errors than ULLT in heave.
4

CONCLUSIONS

For a rectangular wing oscillating at high frequency it was found that the Sclavounos
ULLT obtained better results than Theodorsen-based strip theory, successfully accounting
for finite-wing effects. The ULLT was found to be robust beyond its theoretical assump-

10
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tions, producing accurate results in high amplitude oscillation cases. Whilst the accuracy
suffered at very low aspect ratio and at high reduced frequencies, it remained a significant improvement over Theodorsen-based strip theory. The ULLT was also found to be
accurate for pitching problems. The success of the pitch-heave lift matching procedure
also proved effective.
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APPENDIX
Kinematics
H1
H2
H3
P1
P2
P3

CL amplitude (peak to peak) CL average
AR∞ AR12 AR4 AR1 AR∞ AR12
0.298
9.75
3.55

0.277
9.34
3.24

0.243 0.141
8.57 5.99
2.83 1.74
0.254 0.179
9.47
2.67

0.516
0.729
0.569

0.431
0.589
0.475

AR4

AR1

0.321 0.149
0.431 0.213
0.374 0.245
0.321 0.149
0.503
0.334

Table 1: CFD lift amplitudes and averages. H1, H2 and H3 indicate the baseline, very high frequency
and high amplitude pure heave case kinematics respectively. P1, P2 and P3 indicate pure pitch cases
generated to be equivalent to H1, H2 and H3 respectively.

Kinematics

Validity

Theodorsen amplitude error (%)
AR∞ AR12 AR4 AR1

ULLT amplitude error (%)
AR12 AR4 AR1

H1
H2
H3
P1
P2
P3

Valid
Invalid
Invalid
Valid
Invalid
Invalid

4
3
-12

5
6
11

12
6
4

27
15
10
33
8
26

114
65
78
129

6
17
8
2
6
3

38
71
12
9

Table 2: Error in theoretical predictions compared to CFD results. H1, H2 and H3 indicate the baseline,
very high frequency and high amplitude pure heave case kinematics respectively. P1, P2 and P3 indicate
pure pitch cases generated to be equivalent to H1, H2 and H3 respectively.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new higher-order accurate energy-momentum
time integration of fiber-reinforced thermo-viscoelastic continua. The energy-momentum
schemes are derived from a multi-field principle of virtual power (cp. Reference [13]).
We consider thermal volume expansion of a visco-elastic matrix material and thermal
expansion of unidirectional fibers, as well as tranversely-isotropic heat conduction due to
Reference [14]. Therefore, in addition to the linear momentum and the deformation, the
entropy and the temperature are approximated independently in space and time. The
used multi-field principle of virtual power also introduces the strains and stresses of the
matrix as well as the fiber strains and stresses as independent variables. As we consider
an isochoric-volumetric decoupling of the free energy function of the matrix material, the
volumetric strain and stress fields are approximated independently by spatial and temporal finite elements. In this way, the third and fourth tensor invariant of the right-Cauchy
Green tensor and the structural tensor of the considered tranversely-isotropic material are
independent fields and discretized independently in space and time together with their
associated dual variables. We show a numerical example with transient Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions, which compare these space-time approximations regarding looking behaviour in the matrix (volumetric locking) and the fibers (line locking).

1

INTRODUCTION

Locking-free finite elements and energy-momentum schemes are two of the best-known
algorithmic improvements of dynamic finite element methods. Both are developed since
the middle of the eighties of the last century, but usually independently from each other.
Therefore, a smart interface between both methods is rarely a goal of the development. In
this paper, we present such a smart interface, namely the Hu-Washizu procedure applied
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to the principle of virtual power. By applying this variational principle to a dynamical
problem, we show a new alternative to the Simo-Taylor-Pister functional







vol
iso
˜ dV −
˜ p) :=
C̄(ϕ) dV +
p J˜ − detF (ϕ) dV +Π ext (ϕ)
Ψ
Ψ (J)
ΠSTP (ϕ, J,
B0

B0

B0

(1)
which is based on an isochoric free energy function Ψ depending directly on the unimod− 1
ular part C̄ := (detC) ndim C of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C := F T F . The tensor
F := ∂ϕ/∂X, with X ∈ B0 , designates the deformation gradient, and ϕ : B0 → Bt
denotes the deformation mapping between the initial configuration B0 and the current
configuration Bt . Recall that, due to the Hu-Washizu procedure, Ψ vol depends on the
independent dilatation J˜ of the body. The independent pressure p indicates the Lagrange
multiplier, which enforces the condition J˜ = detF . Π ext (ϕ) denotes the potential energy
of external loads (compare References [1, 2, 3]). In the standard way, using the principle
of virtual work, ΠSTP has to fulfill the condition
iso

˜ p)[δϕ] + D2 ΠSTP (ϕ, J,
˜ p)[δ J]
˜ + D3 ΠSTP (ϕ, J,
˜ p)[δp] = 0
δΠSTP ≡ D1 ΠSTP (ϕ, J,

(2)

where Di f (x1 , . . . , xi , . . . xn )[δxi ] denotes the functional derivative of f (x1 , . . . , xi , . . . xn )
in direction of the variation field δxi . Hence, we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations
J˜ = detF (ϕ)

p=

˜
∂Ψ vol (J)
∂ J˜

(3)

which define the dilatation J˜t and the pressure pt at time t of a motion directly and
indirectly, respectively, only via the corresponding deformation mapping ϕt (compare
Reference [4]). Therefore, the mixed variables J˜ and p are not directly related with
˜ B0 ) and t �→ p(t, B0 ), respectively. In contrast, any
continuous time curves t �→ J(t,
configuration ϕt (B0 ) is directly related with its previous configuration ϕt−dt (B0 ), because
the equation of motion includes the partial time derivative of the material velocity v :=
∂ϕ/∂t ≡ ϕ̇. Therefore, we require initial positions and initial velocities for defining an
unique motion t �→ ϕ(t, B0 ) of the body. However, in Reference [5], it is shown that
a continuous time curve t �→ C̃(t, B0 ) of the right Cauchy-Green tensor as mixed field
C̃ follows from a variational principle automatically, if the principle of virtual power is
used. Therefore, in this paper, we combine the Hu-Washizu procedure with the principle
of virtual power.
By using the resulting mixed variational principle, we avoid locking in a spatial finite
element discretization of non-isothermal inelastic fiber-reinforced materials, and obtain
a family of robust higher-order accurate energy-momentum schemes. We consider volumetric locking in the matrix material and line locking in the fibers of an unidirectional
fiber-reinforced continuum. We also show that this reduction of locking in the energymomentum schemes leads to an increase of the maximum time step size. Therefore, the
efficiency of the time integration is improved in the sense that less CPU time is required.
This could be achieved by using an iteration-count dynamic time step size control, wherein
2
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the iteration number of the applied global Newton-Raphson scheme is the target function.
As numerical example, we consider a transient loading of a thin-walled fiber-reinforced
structure, simulated by mechanical and thermal Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries.
2

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

After discretizing the weak forms resulting from the principle of virtual power by finite
elements in space and time, we obtain an energy-momentum scheme with the following
features: Firstly, the discrete kinetic, potential and thermal energy balance is preserved,
leading to the preservation of the discrete total energy balance. Secondly, the discrete total
linear, angular and entropy balance is preserved, which leads to the discrete Lyapunov
function balance. On the other hand, we discretize the mechanical, thermal and viscous
residuals with different time scales, i.e. with different temporal shape functions of degree
k mec , k the and k vis , respectively. Further, we determine the Dirichlet reactions in the
post-processing (compare Reference [6]), and combine the scheme with an iteration-count
dynamic time step size control. This scheme render the following numerical results:
In Reference [7], we show an investigation of variational-based higher-order energymomentum schemes for each permutation (k mec , k the , k vis ) of a temporal approximation,
k = 1, 2, 3, by using the mentioned iteration-count dynamic time step size control.
We found out that the higher-order energy-momentum schemes allow larger time steps
with increasing k mec , k the and k vis , but the most efficient scheme is the combination
(k mec , k the , k vis ) = (1, 2, 1). Here, we obtain the best compromise between a small number
of time steps and a short total CPU time. Therefore, in this paper, we restrict ourselves
to present simulations using this 121-scheme with different strain-stress approximations.
We compare the D1 approximation in Reference [7], where the strain and the stress
are considered locally at spatial quadrature points, with the new strain-stress space approximation presented in this paper. We use the notation D1F0 for the 121-scheme with
the C̃F -SF space approximation in the fibers, and a volumetric part of the free energy approximated by C̃ (no volumetric fields C̃V and SV are introduced). Further, we apply the
notation D1V0F0 for the 121-scheme with a C̃V -SV as well as a C̃F -SF space approximation. In these indicators, D means ‘displacement’, V means ‘volumetric’, F means ‘fiber’,
and the numbers designate the degree of the spatial shape functions, analogous to the
well-known indicator Q1P 0 for the assumed pressure approximation (see Reference [6]).
Therefore, D1V0F0 denotes a 8-node hexahedral element in the displacements and one
node in the space approximation of volumetric and fiber strain and stress, respectively.
We also investigate the D2V1F1 space approximation with a 20-node hexahedral element
in the displacements and the 8-node hexahedral element in the volumetric and fiber strain
and stress, respectively. The resulting systems of linear equations in the Newton-Raphson
schemes and the strain-stress condensation are solved according to Reference [8], and the
spatial meshing of the presented numerical example is provided by Reference [9].
As locking is especially pronounced for thin-walled structures (see Reference [10]), we
simulate a spherical shell with a slit under mechanical und thermal loads. The geometry
of the shell is depicted in Figure 1. The outer radius of the shell is given by router = 50
and the wall thickness reads dwall = 2.5. By considering the initial conditions
3
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Figure 1: Boundary Status Monitor: Boundary conditions of the fiber-reinforced spherical shell with a
slit indicated by colours and markers. Yellow patches designate the thermal Dirichlet boundary ∂Θ̇ B0
(bottom) and blue patches designate the thermal Dirichlet boundary ∂Θ B0 . Red and green patches
designate the thermal Neumann boundary ∂Q B0 . Circular markers designate the mechanical Dirichlet
boundary ∂ϕ B0 , where star markers designate the hydrodynamic pressure boundary ∂T B0 .
A
ϕA
0 = X

vA
0 = 0

Θ0A = Θ∞ + 10

(4)

with the ambient temperature Θ∞ = 298.15, the considered motion only arises from the
applied transient loads subject to further boundary conditions. We consider on the narrow
sides of the shell (the green patches with star markers in Figure 1) a transient pressure
fp (t) := p̂ | sin(ωload,p t)|

(5)

as follower load (mechanical Neumann boundary ∂T B0 ) in the line of Reference [2, 11].
Additionally, we prescribe on the yellow patches nodal temperatures Θ A = Θ̂ f (t) (thermal
Dirichlet boundary ∂Θ̇ B0 ) with the time profile

(1.0 fL(t))2 ∀Tload (0.0 + cload ) < t ≤ Tload (0.2 + cload )




2


 (1.2 fL(t)) ∀Tload (0.2 + cload ) < t ≤ Tload (0.4 + cload )

(6)
(1.4 fL(t))2 ∀Tload (0.4 + cload ) < t ≤ Tload (0.6 + cload )
f (t) =



 (1.2 fL(t))2 ∀Tload (0.6 + cload ) < t ≤ Tload (0.8 + cload )




(1.0 fL(t))2 ∀Tload (0.8 + cload ) < t ≤ Tload (1.0 + cload )

where fL (t) := sin(ωload t) denotes a load function and cload = 0, 1, . . . , ∞ a load cycle
counter. The amplitude p̂ in Eq. (5), the amplitude Θ̂ as well as the angular frequencies
ωload,p , ωload and the load time duration Tload are stated in Table 1. Circular markers on
the yellow and green patches denote the mechanical Dirichlet boundary ∂ϕ B0 of the shell.
Where on the yellow patches the z-dofs are fixed, on the green patches the x- or y-dofs are
prescribed, respectively. The blue patches indicate the thermal Dirichlet boundary ∂Θ B0
with a constant boundary temperature Θ∞ . Green and red patches formally indicate the
thermal Neumann boundary ∂Q B0 , too. We prescribe a vanishing heat flux Q̄ = 0, such
that the shell is here thermally insulated. We also consider standard gravity in eg = −ez
direction. The direction vector field a0 (X) = ez × X/�X� of the fibers in the reference
configuration B0 is depicted in Figure 2.
4
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Table 1: Simulation parameters and boundary conditions of the spherical shell with a slit.

Initial conditions
Initial velocity:
Initial temperature:
Boundary conditions

vA
0 =0
Θ0A = Θ∞ + 10 = 308.15

Green patches in xz-plain:
Green patches in yz-plain:
Yellow patches in xy-plain
(with circular markers):
Yellow patches:
Blue patches:
Green and red patches:
Dirichlet loads

y-dof fixed
x-dof fixed

Temperature profile:
(yellow patches)
Neumann loads

f (t) with Θ̂ = 10
Tload = 2.0, ωload = 10π

Pressure load:
(green patches with star marker)

fp (t) with p̂ = 1 · 105
Tload,p = 2.0, ωload,p = 10π

z-dof fixed
ΘA = Θ̂ f (t)
ΘA = Θ∞
Q̄ = 0 (thermal insulation)

Volume loads
Standard gravity

2.1

g = 9.81 with eg = −ez

The simulated motion - dynamic bending and buckling of a shell

In this section, we present the simulation results generated by the D2V1F1 space
approximation in the time interval [0, 2.0] as reference solution with 552 hexahedral 20node/8-node elements. By means of this reference solution, we introduce the reader in
the simulated motion.
In Figure 3, we show by means of the motion status monitor snapshots of the motion
coloured by different physical fields. The top plot on the left monitors the volumetric
stress field SV over the body at time tn = 0.4. Here, we recognize the stressed narrow
sides of the shell, but also the highly stressed region below the slit. This is the result of
the bending of the shell (compare the lowered upper tip at about xtn ≈ 46 ez ). Where less
bending deformations are generated, we obtain a low volumetric stress (see the light blue
coloured patches of the tips). In the top right plot, we show the current configuration at
time tn = 0.8 coloured by the fiber stress field SF . Here, we realize that also the fibers
are stressed by the bending. Therefore, the fiber strain in the bottom of the shell is also
increased. The bottom left plot shows the shell at time tn = 1.0, where the temperature
profile in Eq. (6) possesses its maximum value. Therefore, the thermal Dirichlet boundary
∂Θ̇ B0 (yellow patches in Figure 1) are dark red coloured, which means that here the
highest nodal temperatures arise. The region below the slit is dark blue coloured (low
5
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Figure 2: Material Status Monitor: Fiber directions of the fiber-reinforced spherical shell with a slit
indicated by black arrows at each spatial quadrature point. The fibers are in the direction ez × X/�X�.

temperature), because the bending deformation leads to a compression of the shell wall.
This is also visible at the top corner of the slit. But, the temperature is high at the left
and right corner of the slit (high stretching), and on these positions of the mechanical
Neumann boundary ∂T B0 (narrow sides of the shell) with the highest curvature. The
same also applies to the bottom. Finally, we show in bottom right plot the end position
at time tn = 2.0. Here, the colours indicate the dilatation detF of the volume elements.
Therefore, the compression zones of the bending deformations are blue coloured and the
stretching zones are red coloured, except the region around the slit. The bottom buckling
arises in the time interval [1, 1.6], leading to suddenly increased nodal velocities.
2.2

Effects of the new strain-stress approximations

In this section, we assess the new strain-stress approximations regarding locking behaviour and computational efficiency. Note that the shell is always discretized by two
elements in the thickness, independent of the chosen number of finite elements and degree
of spatial shape functions.
First, we draw a comparison between the above applied D2V1F1 strain-stress approximation and the D1V0F0 space approximation with different numbers of spatial elements.
In Figure 4, we show the outer boundary of the shell in the top plot, and the inner boundary of the shell in the bottom plot. Here, we indicate each space approximation by its own
colour. We recognize that the blue coloured mesh with 2470 8-node/1-node hexahedral
elements and D1V0F0 strain-stress approximation is comparable ‘soft’ as the D2V1F1
strain-stress approximation with 552 20-node/8-node hexahedral elements (violet mesh).
Recall that the D2V1F1 space approximation introduces more nodes in the thickness of
the shell than the D1V0F0 space approximations. By using less finite elements (552 elements in red and 1206 elements in green), we note a visible difference to the D2V1F1
reference solution. This is true for the bending-buckling mode of the bottom of the shell
as well as the wave-shaped bending of the spherical region of the shell.

6
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Table 2: Comparison of the top tip of the shell and the bottom tip (lowest positioned node) of the
shell, calculated by the 121-scheme with 20-node/8-node (D2V1F1) and 8-node/1-node hexahedral space
approximation (D1V0F0). The number behind the element indicator in the first column denotes the
number nel of elements.

D1V0F0
D1V0F0
D1V0F0
D2V1F1

552
1206
2470
552

xtop

ytop

ztop

xbottom

ybottom

zbottom

Time steps

TCPU

−1.595
−1.643
−1.545
−1.521

−1.595
−1.643
−1.545
−1.521

37.86
37.39
35.83
35.98

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

−16.09
−17.60
−18.79
−19.66

674
661
663
1184

4485
7467
13997
33710

By means of the iteration status monitor1 (ISM), we compare the numerical effort for
calculating the violet mesh, the blue mesh and the green mesh by means of the number of
required time steps and the CPU time per time step as well as the resulting total CPU time
TCPU . We summarize results of the iteration status monitor in Table 2 by numerical values.
In the ISM on the left, we show the macro time step size hn (red dots) and the number
of global Newton-Raphson iterations (black dots) chosen by the iteration-count dynamic
time step size control over time tn . We recognize that the iteration numbers have constant
limits, but the macro time step sizes hn are different during the simulation. As the time
steps automatically chosen with the D1V0F0 space approximations are larger than the
time steps with the D2V1F1 space approximation, independent of the considered numbers
of spatial elements, the total CPU time required by the D2V1F1 space approximation
is clearly higher than the total CPU time of the D1V0F0 space approximations. The
second reason is the higher CPU time per time step, shown in the ISM on the right (red
axes). By comparing the numerical values in Table 2, we realize that the D1V0F0 space
approximation with 2470 8-node/1-node hexahedral elements only requires 42% of the
total CPU time of the D2V1F1 space approximation, but leads to at least 96% of the
numerical results of the D2V1F1 space approximation. Note also the remarkable result
that the numbers of time steps with the D1V0F0 space approximations are practically
identical. Hence, we conclude that the D1V0F0 space approximation is more efficient, at
least in connection with an iteration-count dynamic time step size control.
Now, by means of Figure 5, we compare the D1V0F0 space approximation (red patches)
with the D1F1 space approximation (green patches) and the standard D1 space approximation (blue patches) with the same three meshes. Here, the reader get a feeling for
the effect of the introduced independent strain fields C̃F and C̃V and the dual fields SF
and SV on the deformation. We compare the outer boundaries of the shell in the left
column, and the inner boundaries in the right column. Considering the same number of
spatial elements, we clearly realize that the green meshes are more ‘flexible’ that the blue
meshes, but the red meshes possess the highest flexibility. Therefore, the bending modes
are reflected most accurately with independent strain fields C̃F as well as C̃V . For each
1

Please see each iteration status monitor (ISM) and many further plots in the lecture.
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strain-stress approximation, the locking is decreasing with increasing number of spatial
elements, but by comparing the red meshes in the middle and the bottom plots, we see
a rather small difference. Hence, we conclude that the D1V0F0 space approximation
converges remarkably ‘faster’ to the reference solution.
In the corresponding ISM’s, we also show the effort of the D1, the D1F0 and the
D1V0F0 strain-stress approximation with 552, 1206 and 2470 finite elements in space.
In contrast to the D1 and D1F0 space approximation, the number of time steps of the
D1V0F0 strain-stress approximation is almost independent of the number of spatial elements (see Table 2). The total CPU time of each strain-stress approximation increases
with the number of spatial elements, the D1V0F0 strain-stress approximation, however,
runs faster than the D1 and D1F0 space approximation for each spatial mesh. The reasons
are less time steps, but also a smaller CPU time per time step, because the evaluation of
scalar-valued stress terms is cheaper than tensor-valued stress terms in the residuals as
well as in the tangent operators (cp. Reference [12]). We realize that the D1V0F0 space
approximation requires only about 74% of the standard D1 space approximation. Hence,
we conclude that the D1V0F0 space approximation remarkably improves the locking behaviour with thin-walled structures, but is also more efficient in dynamic simulations.
3

CONCLUSIONS

The combination of energy-momentum schemes with locking-free finite elements emanating from a Hu-Washizu procedure in static problems can be a difficult task. The reason
is that weak forms corresponding to independent mixed fields derived by the principle of
virtual work, as the dilatation J˜ and the pressure p in the Simo-Taylor-Pister functional,
are not associated with a continuous time curve without using the deformation mapping.
Therefore, the deformation mapping is needed to relate the mixed fields at two successive
time points of a motion. As energy-momentum schemes preserve the time evolution of
energy functions, and mixed fields define these energy functions, a reliable link of energy
functions to two successive time points of a motion is a fundamental precondition. But,
such a continuous time curve for each independent field can be easily introduced by applying the Hu-Washizu procedure to the principle of virtual power. Within the framework
of thermo-viscoelastic fiber-reinforced continua, we have presented a new mixed finite element formulation emanating from a mixed principle of virtual power. In this way, the
volumetric locking, but also the line locking of the fibers could be reduced significantly.
On the other hand, artificial stiffening of continua discretized by locking finite elements
leads to a decrease of the maximum time step size. Therefore, the presented lockingfree energy-momentum schemes render larger time steps. For this reason, these energymomentum schemes save total CPU time, and are more efficient as energy-momentum
schemes with a standard (local) stress approximation. But, by applying an iteration-count
dynamic time step size control only, we could show this increased computational efficiency.
Hence, we have exploited their robustness with respect to time step size changes.
Acknowledgements. This research is provided by the ’Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft’ (DFG) under the grant GR 3297/4-1. This support is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 3: Motion Status Monitor: Current configurations at time tn = 0.4 (top left), tn = 0.8 (top right),
tn = 1.0 (bottom left) and tn = 2.0 (bottom right). Fiber-reinforced spherical shell with a slit calculated
by the 121-scheme with 552 hexahedral 20-node/8-node elements and D2V1F1 space approximation. The
colours indicate the volumetric stress SV (top left), the fiber stress SF (top right), the body temperature
Θ (bottom left) and the dilatation detF of the volume elements, respectively. No vector informations are
displayed (VTQPRL=000000).
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Figure 4: Sections of the fiber-reinforced spherical shell with a slit at time tn = 2.0, calculated by the
121-scheme with different space approximations. Colours indicate the different stress approximations and
the number behind the minus sign in the legend denotes the number of elements. View on the outer (top
plot) and inner (bottom plot) boundary of the shell.
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Figure 5: Sections of the fiber-reinforced spherical shell with a slit at time tn = 2.0, calculated by the 121scheme with different strain-stress approximations. Colours indicate the different space approximations.
View on the outer (left plots) and inner (right plots) boundary of the shell.
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Abstract. Our research is motivated by dynamic simulations of fiber-reinforced materials in light-weight structures. For the description of the material behavior we use a
hyperelastic, transversely isotropic and polyconvex formulation. On the one hand side we
want to reduce the volumetric locking effect of the matrix part. Here we use well known
mixed element formulations like the Displacment-Pressure formulation presented in [1],
or the so called CoFEM element shown in [4]. Also we want to reduce the locking effect
of the very stiff fiber as well. In [6] is shown a new efficient mixed element formulation,
called SKA element. On the other hand side, we want to perform long-term simulations
and require accurate high-order time integrators. We use an galerkin integrator with
higer-order finite elements in time [5]. To obtain a solution we combine both, mixed finite
elements and the Galerkin time integrator, to reduce the locking effects and reach a high
accuracy. We compare the new elements with standard methods for hexahedral elements
up to a cubic approximation in space. As numerical example serves the well-known cooks
cantilever beam [4]. The Dirichlet boundary conditions are modeled by using Lagrange
multipliers and as Neumann boundary condition a pressure distribution is used.

1

INTRODUCTION

Looking-free finite elements and energy-momentum schemes are two of the best-known
improvements of finite element methods. Both are strongly marked by Professor Juan
Carlos Simo (1952–1994).
The idea of using a Hu-Washizu functional for avoiding volumetric locking goes back
at least to Reference [1]. In this reference, the determinand detF of the deformation
gradient F is introduced as independent field. In Reference [4], this idea is developed
further by introducing a new mixed finite element based on different approximations of
the minors of the deformation gradient. This method is further improved by the authors
of Reference [6] for anisotropic nonlinear continua based on structural tensors.
1
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ϕ
F
x3
x2

B0

a0
X
Bt
x1

Figure 1: Undeformed configuration B0 with fiber direction a0 and deformed configuration Bt (F Deformation gradient)

The starting point for strongly developing second-order accurate energy-momentum
schemes is set by Reference [2]. Here, the focus is set on hyperelastic materials, especially
on the St. Venant-Kirchhoff material model. In Reference [3], energy-momentum schemes
are extended to algebraic constraints arising from the coupling between rigid and continuous bodies. The treatment of anisotropic nonlinear continua defined by structural tensors
are the basis of Reference [5], wherein also the accuracy order of the energy-momentum
schemes is extendend to 2 k (k = 1, 2, . . .).
The combination of both algorithmic improvements seems to be natural, in order to get
more accurate results in dynamic simulations. Therefore, in Reference [8], finite elements
based on the classical scaling of the deformation gradient with an assumed Jacobian (compare Reference [1]), is realized within a second-order accurate energy-momentum scheme.
The combination of energy-momentum schemes based on Hamilton’s principle and higherorder finite elements in space is currently published in Reference [7] in an efficient way.
Further, the combination of locking-free finite elements based on a polyconvex material
formulation (compare Reference [4]) is shown in Reference [9].
In the present paper, we show first numerical results of the combination of higher-order
Galerkin-based schemes and different mixed finite element based space approximations.
Here, we also treat anisotropic nonlinear continua based on structural tensors. In the
framework of dynamic simulations, we could further improved the finite element formulation presented in Reference [6]. This is shown by many convergence studies with the
well-known cook’s membrane problem, which also considered in References [4, 9].
2

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

As continuum model, we consider a transversely isotropic material with fiber direction
a0 (see Figure 1). With the the structural tensor M = a0 ⊗a0 and the right Cauchy-Green
tensor C = F T F we define the fourth I4 (C) = tr[CM ] and fifth I5 (C) = tr[cof[CM ]]
invariant. We split the strain energy function
into an isotropic function Ψiso and an

transversely isotropic part Ψti (J = det[F ] = det[C]). Therefore, we obtain
Ψ(C, M ) = Ψiso (C, cof[C], J) + Ψti (C, cof[C], J, M )

(1)

= Ψiso (C, cof[C], J) + Ψti (I4 (C), I5 (C), J)

(2)

2
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The considered finite element discretizations in space are based on Hu-Washizu functionals. As point of departure, we consider the functional corresponding to the standard
displacement element, given by

D
ΠHW (q) =
Ψ(C(q))dV
(3)
B0

The second one leads to the well known displacement-pressure element introduced by
Simo et al. in [1], with the independent variable for volumetric dilatation Θ and the
corresponding Lagrange multiplier p wich plays the role of the hydrostatic pressure.

DP
D
ΠHW (q, Θ, p) = ΠHW +
p(J(q) − Θ)dV
(4)
B0

with Ψ(C, Θ, M ) = Ψiso (C, cof[C], Θ) + Ψti (C, cof[C], Θ, M ). By adding further fields
for the cofactor of C we obtain a third functional as shown in [4]:

CoF EM
DP
ΠHW (q, . . . , H cof[C] , B cof[C] ) = ΠHW +
B cof[C] : (cof[C(q)] − H cof[C] )dV
(5)
B0

with Ψ(C, H cof[C] , Θ, M ) = Ψiso (C, H cof[C] , Θ) + Ψti (C, H cof[C] , Θ, M ). An other element, especially for anisotropic material formulations, is shown in [6]. In this element
formulation (called SKA element) an additional field C A is introduced. The corresponding Lagrange multiplier S A represent the part of the stress tensor which is caused by the
anisotropic part of the material formulation Ψti . Here, we arrive at

1
CoSKA
CoF EM
S A (C − C A )dV
(6)
ΠHW (q, . . . , C A , S A ) = ΠHW
+
B0 2

with Ψ(C, H cof[C] , Θ, C A , M ) = Ψiso (C, H cof[C] , Θ) + Ψti (C A , cof[C A ], det[C A ], M ).
On top of that we propose a formulation (CoCoA element) with the additional fields
H cof[C A ] and ΘA and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers B cof[C A ] and pA , given by
ΠCoCoA
(q, . . . , H cof[C A ] , B cof[C A ] , ΘA , pA )
HW


CoSKA
pA (J − ΘA )dV
B cof[C A ] : (cof[C(q)] − H cof[C A ] )dV +
= ΠHW +

(7)

B0

B0

with Ψ(. . . , C A , H cof[C A ] , ΘA , M ) = Ψiso (. . . ) + Ψti (C A , H cof[C A ] , ΘA , M ). This element
can also be reformulated in the two invariants I4 (C) and I5 (C), so that

CoA
CoF EM
+
bI4 (I4 (C) − hI4 )dV
ΠHW (q, . . . , hI4 , bI4 , hI5 , bI5 ) = ΠHW
B0


bI5 (I5 (C) − hI5 )dV +
pA (J − ΘA )dV
(8)
+
B0

B0

with Ψ(C, H cof[C] , Θ, hI4 , hI5 , ΘA ) = Ψiso (C, H cof[C] , Θ) + Ψti (hI4 , hI5 , ΘA ). For dynamic
problems we have to consider kinetic energy and a mixed functional term with linear
3
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momentum p and velocity v to get a Hamiltonian formulation, which leads to a VeubekeHu-Washizu functional.
 
 

1
T
ΠV HW (q, q̇, v, p, . . . ) =
ρ0 v vdV dt +
p(q̇ − v)dV dt − ΠHW (q, . . . )dt
T B0 2
T B0
T

 
t · qdAdt +
λ[q − q ref ]dA
(9)
+
T

∂B0

∂B0

Dirichlet boundary conditions are modelled by Lagrange multipliers λ as shown in [3],
and t denotes the boundary traction vector for the Neumann boundary conditions. By
variation with respect to all unknowns we obtain the weak forms. As an example we show
the weak forms of the CoCoA element, given by
 
 
1
(div[F S] − ṗ)δqdV dt = 0
( p − q̇)δpdV dt = 0
ρ0
 T  B0
 T  B0
1
1
∂Ψ
(C A − C)δS A dV dt = 0
( SA −
)δC A dV dt = 0
∂C A
T B0 2
T B0 2
 
 
(H cof[C] − cof[C])δB cof[C] dV dt = 0
(Θ − J)δpdV dt = 0
T B0
T B0
 
 
∂Ψ
∂Ψ
)δΘdV dt = 0
(B cof[C] −
)δH cof[C] dV dt = 0
(p −
∂Θ
∂H cof[C]
T B0
T B0
 
 
(H cof[C A ] − cof[C])δB cof[C A ] dV dt = 0
(ΘA − J)δpA dV dt = 0
T B0
T B0
 
 
∂Ψ
∂Ψ
)δΘA dV dt = 0
(B cof[C A ] −
)δH cof[C A ] dV dt = 0
(pA −
∂ΘA
∂H cof[C A ]
T B0
T B0
∂Ψ
+ 2B cof[C] : P + pJ −1 cof[C] + S A + 2B cof[C A ] : P + pA J −1 cof[C]) and
where S = (2 ∂C
. All quantities are approximated with Lagrangian shape functions in space
P = ∂cof[C]
∂C
(see Reference [7]) and time (see Reference [5]). All exsisting integrals are solved with
the corresponding Gaussian quadrature rule. Finally we eliminate p and condense out
the obtained formulation at the element level to a pure displacement formulation (see
Reference [4]). Hence, all mixed fields beside q are discontinuous at the boundaries of
spatial elements.

3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

As numerical example serves the well-known Cook’s cantilever beam with a quadratic
distribution of an in-plane load on the Neumann boundary with the prescribed simulation
parameters shown in Figure 2. The strain energy function for isotropic and transversely

4
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T OL = 1e − 5
p̂ = 4.9e8

Figure 2: Geometry of Cook’s cantilever beam (left), and the prescribed simulation parameters (right)

isotropic part is given by
√
ǫ1
ǫ2
ǫ4
(tr[C])2 + (tr[cof[C]])2 − ǫ3 ln( J) + (J ǫ5 + J −ǫ5 − 2)
2
2
2

1
1
1
−ǫ9
ǫ7 +1
ǫ8 +1
ti
Ψ (C) = ǫ6
(tr[CM ])
(tr[cof[C]M ])
+
+ det[C]
ǫ7 + 1
ǫ8 + 1
ǫ9

Ψiso (C) =

which are shown in Reference [4]. The used fiber direction is aT0 = [1 1 1]. We compare
the proposed mixed finite elements (CoA and CoCoA) and the non-standard mixed elements (CoSKA and CoFEM) with the standard displacement element and displacementpressure element for hexahedral elements up to cubic order. Herein, we analyze the spatial
convergence for various combinations of polynomial degrees in space of the independent
quantities. The element title starts with H for a linear hexahedral element or HS for a
quadtratic/cubic serendipity hexahedral element. This is followed by the element type
and the information about the polynomial degrees of all quantities (see Table 1).
digit nr.:
pol. degree of:

1
q

2
H cof[C] ,B cof[C]

3
Θ,p

4
C A ,S A

5
H cof[C A ] ,B cof[C A ]

6
ΘA ,pA

Table 1: Numbering of the polynomial degrees.

Table 2 shows the convergence of the y-coordinate of all calculated elements. Red lines
mean that the calculation is not converged. Figure 3 shows an selection of the elements
and Figure 4 the same selection for the stress σxx . The CoA element and CoCoA element
provide equal solutions. CoCoA elements with a low polynomial degree for the quantities
of Ψti have the highest convergence rate, followed by the CoFEM elements. The worst
solution produce the linear standard elements. Many of the high order CoSKA elements
do not converge. In the case of linear approximation, the HCoCoA100000 element show an
fast convergence and is within the range of the HS2 standard element. The HCoSKA1000
element have an even higher convergence rate, but it shows an hourglass effect. This is
demonstrat in Figure 5. Here, various elements are displayed and we can see hourglass
modes at the HCoSKA1000 and HCoSKA2100 element. This could also be the reason
why many of the CoSKA elements do not converge.
5
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nel =
ndof =
H1
HDP10
HCo100
HCoSKA1000
HCoA100000
HCoSCoA100000

32
225
0.7071
0.7264
0.7752
0.7923
0.7760
0.7760

256
1215
0.7464
0.7642
0.7905
0.7951
0.7907
0.7907

864
3549
0.7659
0.7783
0.7937
0.7961
0.7939
0.7939

2048
7803
0.7760
0.7848
0.7950
0.7966
0.7951
0.7951

6912
24375
0.7853
0.7903
0.7960
0.7970
0.7961
0.7961

35301
105903
0.7915
0.7940
0.7967
0.7973
0.7968
0.7968

nel =
ndof =
HS2
HSDP20
HSCo200
HSCo210
HSCoSKA2100
HSCoSKA2101
HSCoSKA2000
HSCoSKA2001
HSCoA210000
HSCoA210100
HSCoA200000
HSCoA200100
HSCoCoA210000
HSCoCoA210100
HSCoCoA200000
HSCoCoA200100

32
735
0.7896
0.7921
0.7958
0.7928
0.8017
0.7918
0.7835
0.7919
0.7969
0.7956
0.7975
0.7959
0.7969
0.7956
0.7975
0.7959

256
4347
0.7946
0.7957
0.7969
0.7959
0.8008
0.7951
0.7227
0.7951
0.7973
0.7969
0.7974
0.7970
0.7973
0.7969
0.7974
0.7970

864
13143
0.7958
0.7965
0.7972
0.7966
0.8000
0.7961
0.7136
0.7961
0.7975
0.7972
0.7976
0.7973
0.7975
0.7972
0.7976
0.7973

2048
29427
0.7962
0.7968
0.7974
0.7969
0.7996
0.7966
0.7020
0.7966
0.7976
0.7973
0.7976
0.7974
0.7976
0.7973
0.7976
0.7974

4000
55503
0.7965
0.7970
0.7974
0.7971
0.7150
0.7968
0.6986
0.7968
0.7976
0.7974
0.7977
0.7975
0.7976
0.7974
0.7977
0.7975

6912
93675
0.7967
0.7971
0.7975
0.7972
0.7920
0.7970
0.6967
0.7970
0.7977
0.7975
0.7977
0.7975
0.7977
0.7975
0.7977
0.7975

nel =
ndof =
HS3
HSDP30
HSDP31
HSCo300
HSCo310
HSCo321
HSCoSKA3100
HSCoSKA3101
HSCoSKA3210
HSCoSKA3211
HSCoSKA3000
HSCoSKA3001
HSCoA310000
HSCoA310100
HSCoA321000
HSCoA300000
HSCoA300100
HSCoA321100
HSCoCoA310000
HSCoCoA310100
HSCoCoA321000
HSCoCoA300000
HSCoCoA300100
HSCoCoA321100

32
1245
0.7915
0.7931
0.7921
0.7957
0.7937
0.7921
0.8018
0.7947
0.7972
0.7933
0.7403
0.7948
0.7967
0.7957
0.7939
0.7972
0.7958
0.7934
0.7967
0.7957
0.7939
0.7972
0.7958
0.7934

256
7479
0.7951
0.7961
0.7955
0.7972
0.7964
0.7955
0.8008
0.7970
0.7987
0.7959
0.7204
0.7970
0.7976
0.7972
0.7965
0.7977
0.7972
0.7962
0.7976
0.7972
0.7965
0.7977
0.7972
0.7962

864
22737
0.7961
0.7968
0.7964
0.7975
0.7970
0.7964
0.7686
0.7578
0.7986
0.7965
0.7006
0.7974
0.7978
0.7974
0.7970
0.7994
0.7975
0.7968
0.7978
0.7974
0.7970
0.7979
0.7975
0.7968

2048
51051
0.7965
0.7971
0.7967
0.7976
0.7972
0.7967
0.7363
0.7975
0.7984
0.7969
0.7883
0.7976
0.7978
0.7975
0.7972
0.7777
0.7976
0.7970
0.7978
0.7975
0.7972
0.7777
0.7976
0.7970

4000
96453
0.7968
0.7972
0.7969
0.7976
0.7973
0.7969
0.7069
0.7677
0.7168
0.7970
0.6866
0.7678
0.7978
0.7976
0.7973
0.7688
0.7976
0.7971
0.7978
0.7976
0.7973
0.7688
0.7976
0.7971

Table 2: Convergence of the y-coordinate on point A for the parameters shown in Figure 2 and aT0 =
[1 1 1].

Figure 6 demonstrat the deformed configurations of some elements together with the v.
Mises equivalent stress σV M . First you can see the bad convergence of the displacement
of the H1 and HDP10 element. The over elements shows the typical asymmetric bending
caused by the fiber direction much better. Furthermore, all elements show the typical
stress distribution for bending (tensile and compressive stress, neutral fibre). Only on the
Dirichlet boundary the linear elements show a different stress distribution.
In Figure 7 an element selection is displayed over the computational time (tCP U ) for
convergence of y-coordinate and the stress σxx . The high convergence rate of the CoCoA
element reduce the computational time at least one order of magnitude.
At least we check the conversation properties on the example of the HSCoCoA210000
element. As expected for a Galerkin time integrator with Gaussian quadrature, the momentum (P ) and the angular momentum (L) are preserved. But for the energy (E) we
get an hugh error at the end of simulation. This is because we do not use an energymomentum scheme to preserve the energy balance.
4

CONCLUTIONS

Our proposed CoCoA element shows the best convergence rate and can reduce the computational time enormously, because coarse meshes are sufficient for accurate solutions
in space. Thus, the calculation time and memory requirements with higher polynomial
degrees in time is also reduced. We will check these advantages on other example meshes,
boundary conditions and material models. Also we will check if the problems of the
CoSKA element only appear on this combination of boundary conditions and strain en6
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ergy functions. For long-term simulations the hugh energy error is a strong problem.
Therefore, in the next step, we extend this element formulations to an energy conserving
time integration.
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Figure 3: Convergence of the y-coordinate on point A for the parameters shown in Figure 2 and
aT0 = [1 1 1].
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Figure 4: Convergence of σxx stress on point B for the parameters shown in Figure 2 and aT0 = [1 1 1].
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Figure 5: Deformed configuration Bt for the parameters shown in Figure 2 and aT0 = [1 1 1] for
nel = 4000.
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Co210

HSCoCoA210000

Figure 6: Deformed configuration Bt and v. Mises equivalent stress σV M for the parameters shown in
Figure 2 and aT0 = [1 1 1] for nel = 4000 and t = 1.1.
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Figure 7: Convergence of the y-coordinate on point A and σxx stress on point B for the parameters
shown in Figure 2 and aT0 = [1 1 1] over calculation time.
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Abstract. In the following paper a multifield approach towards elasto(visco)plasticity is
derived to enable the application of higher order time integration schemes to the balance
of linear momentum and the material laws simultaneously. The numerical implementation of this scheme is based on distinct types of Newton procedures as well as on the
finite element method. Its functionality is demonstrated by means of a dynamic benchmark example. Therein, two distinct yield limits are assumed to analyze the effect of
elasto(visco)plastic switching points. Furthermore, the material models of elastoplasticity and elastoviscoplasticity are opposed. In this context the time discretization error
and the orders of convergence of distinct field variables of a third order stiffly accurate
diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method are analyzed.

1

MOTIVATION

In industrial mass production the application of simulation techniques gains increasing
importance. On the one hand the evaluation of components concerning their functionality is inevitable, on the other hand the simulation of whole process chains is a crucial
topic. An example where both aspects have to be taken into account is the integrated
thermomechanical forming process depicted in Figure 1. Due to a local inductive heat-

Figure 1: Integrated thermomechanical forming process, cf. [19]

ing, in the first step a non-uniform temperature distribution is achieved. Afterwards the
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workpiece is forged and simultaneously cooled due to the contact with the forming die.
Within both process steps the evolution of distinct steel phases is enabled, leading to
areas with distinct but defined material properties. A further adjustment of the material
characteristics is obtained via a partial cooling with a high pressured air stream in the
third process step, cf. [19]. Because of the variety of interacting fields and their dynamic
behavior high demands on the material modeling as well as on the numerical schemes
exist. The first and the last process step are extensively studied in [3, 4] and references
therein, while exemplary material models for the second step can be found in [12, 13].
In this paper the focus lies on the numerical realization which is necessary to simulate
the second process step. In this context, a variational multifield approach is followed together with a stiffly accurate diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta time integration scheme
to dissolve the dynamic behavior. Thereby, the time discretization error as well as the
order of convergence of the time discretization scheme are analyzed in dependence of the
elasto(visco)plastic switching point and the chosen material formulation. To be able to
concentrate on the corresponding effects, simplifications are performed. On the one hand
thermal effects are neglected, on the other hand the occurring deformations are limited
to the small strain case. Furthermore, the most simple isotropic ideal elastoplastic and
elastoviscoplastic material laws presented in [17] are taken into account and the occurring
contact with the forming die is disregarded.
2

BASIC EQUATIONS FOR ELASTO(VISCO)PLASTICITY

The mathematical description of an arbitrary continuum mechanical body’s deformation is carried out using the balance of linear momentum
ρü = ∇ · σ + ρb

(1)

together with the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions
σ · n − t∗ = 0

u = u∗ .

(2)

Therein, the volume forces ρb, containing the density ρ, and the divergence of the stress
tensor σ are linked to the acceleration field ü. The prescribed stress vector and the
displacement vector are denoted by t∗ as well as u∗ , while the outward normal vector of
the continuum mechanical body B is denoted by n.
The association of elastoplastic or elastoviscoplastic material behavior to the domain B is
achieved within the context of constitutive laws and evolution equations,
 [17]. For
their
1
T
formulation an additive decomposition of the linear strain tensor ε = 2 ∇u + ∇u into
an elastic εe and a (visco)plastic part εp
ε = ε e + εp

(3)

is assumed. To distinguish between elastic and (visco)plastic behavior, the von Mises
yield function

2
f = dev (σ) −
σy
(4)
3
2
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with the yield stress σy is introduced. If the actual stress state yields to values smaller than
zero, elastic properties prevail otherwise (visco)plastic properties are predominant. Within
the isotropic elastic case the link between stresses and strains is established exploiting the
elastic constitutive tensor
C = λ1 ⊗ 1 + 2µI,
(5)
1
containing the unity tensors 1 = δij ei ⊗ ej and I = [δik δjl + δil δjk ] ei ⊗ ej ⊗ ek ⊗ el as
2
well as the Lamé parameters λ, µ. Hence, the constitutive law
σ = C : εe = C : [ε − εp ]

(6)

can be established. The determination of the (visco)plastic strain tensor depends on the
type of formulation. In the plastic case, the evolution equation and the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions with the Lagrange multiplier γ
ε̇p = γ

dev (σ)
dev (σ)

γ ≥ 0, f (σ) ≤ 0, γf (σ) = 0

with

(7)

are elaborated. They state, if purely elastic deformations prevail, that f < 0 and γ = 0
have to hold. For plastic deformations the examined stress state has to lie on the yield
surface with f = 0 and γ ≥ 0 has to be fulfilled. Thereby, the Lagrange multiplier
γ is calculated by solving the consistency condition γ f˙ = 0. The derivation of these
assumptions are depicted amongst others in [11, 18].
In the viscoplastic case equation (7) is reformulated into
ε̇p = γ

dev (σ)
dev (σ)

with

γ=

1
f (σ).
χ

(8)

Hence, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are neglected and the Lagrange multiplier is
prescribed, containing a smoothed version of the yield function

f (σ)
for f (σ) ≥ 0
f (σ) :=
(9)

0
for f (σ) < 0.

Hence, elastic properties exist if f < 0 holds and viscoplastic behavior is predominant for
f ≥ 0. Correspondingly, stress states lying outside the yield surface are permitted.
3

MULTIFIELD ACCESS TOWARDS ELASTO(VISCO)PLASTICITY

To determine the behavior of an arbitrary continuum mechanical body possessing
elasto(visco)plastic material characteristics as described in the preceding section 2, numerical implementation schemes have to be derived. Herein, a multifield approach is
followed which enables the usage of a wide class of higher order accurate time integration
schemes for the balance of linear momentum and the material laws, simultaneously, by
elevating the latter also on element level. To derive this access, a physically motivated
variational principle will be presented and extended to the elasto(visco)plastic regime.
3
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3.1

Principal of Jourdain

Originally, the principal of Jourdain was meant to fill the gap between the principle
of virtual power and Gauss’ principle of least constraints, cf. [10]. In this paper it will
be generalized and extended, assuming that the total power of a system, consisting of the
kinetic energy, the internal energy, the power due to external forces and a dissipational
potential, reaches a stationary point, cf. [2, 14]. For elastoplasticity this leads to the
problem formulation
stat P (u̇, ε̇p , σ, γ).
(10)
u̇,ε̇p ,σ,γ≥0

Evaluating the stationarity condition as demonstrated in [22] results in the weak forms




ρ0 δ u̇ · ü dV + [δ ε̇ : Ce : [ε − εp ]] dV − ρ0 δ u̇ · f dV − δ u̇ · t∗ dA = 0, (11)
Ω

Ω



Ω

Γt∗

[δ ε̇p : Ce : [εp − ε] + δ ε̇p : σ] dV = 0,

Ω

 
Ω


∂f (σ)
dV =.0,
δσ : ε̇p − γδσ :
∂σ

f (σ) [δγ − γ] dV ≤ 0,

(12)
(13)
(14)

Ω

with δγ ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and dev (σ) = 0. If dev (σ) = 0 holds the Lagrange multiplier
γ is simply set to zero. Analyzing equations (11)-(14) demonstrates that within this
variational multifield approach the balance of linear momentum, the material laws and
the yield function are all formulated in a weak sense. Hence, the displacement field,
the stresses, the plastic strains and the Lagrange multiplier are considered as unknown
variables which have to be determined. For elastoviscoplasticity the dissipational potential
is slightly modified compared to the elastoplastic case by introducing a penalization term,
cf. [14]. Thus, problem (10) is recast into
stat P (u̇, ε̇p , σ),

(15)

u̇,ε̇p ,σ

yielding




ρ0 δ u̇ · ü dV + δ ε̇ : Ce : [ε − εp ] dV − ρ0 δ u̇ · f dV − δ u̇ · t∗ dA = 0,
Ω

Ω

Ω



(16)

Γt∗

[δ ε̇p : Ce : [εp − ε] + δ ε̇p : σ] dV = 0,

(17)

Ω

 
∂f (σ)
1
dV = 0.
δσ : ε̇p − δσ : f (σ)
χ
∂σ

(18)

Ω

4
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Therein, the Lagrange multiplier is no primary variable any more and the variational
inequality embodied by the yield function is obsolete. Thus, elastoviscoplasticity and
elastoplasticity are described by distinct weak forms. But nonetheless within both formulations, the material laws are elevated on structural level and all sorts of equations
containing time derivatives can be temporally discretized simultaneously. The price however is, that a large system of equations has to be solved and in the case of elastoplasticity
a variational inequality has to be accounted for.
3.2

Spatial discretization

The next step within the variational solution procedure is, the spatial discretization of
the weak forms. Therefore, the distinct primary variables are approximated by a number
of nodal values and shape functions depending on the natural coordinates. Therefore, two
types of approximations are used. While the displacement field is interpolated continuously using Lagrange shape functions N (ξ), the stress tensor, the plastic strains and
the Lagrange multiplier are approximated discontinuously using shape functions N̄ (ξ).
Hence, the latter quantities can perform jumps across element boundaries, which is not
possible in the continuous case, cf. [16]. Inserting these terms leads to a semidiscrete
form, [9, 23].
3.3

Linearization

Due to the behavior of the yield function, a nonlinear system of equations has to be
taken into account. Furthermore, in the elastoplastic case even variational inequalities
pertain. The solution procedure, therefore, consists of two branches. On all equalities a
classical Newton-Raphson scheme is applied. It is based on a Taylor series expansion,
which is aborted after the linear term. Thus, the semidiscrete weak form is linearized,
exploiting the Gâteaux derivative, cf. [8, 21]. For the inequalities a semi-smooth Newton process is carried out. Therein, the included inequality is first transformed into an
equality by means of a nonlinear complementarity function, afterwards, a special kind of
linearization is performed, introducing an active set strategy. The result is the following
system of equations on structural level
∗

M̄∆ẅ + D̄∆ẇ + K̄∆w = R̄ − R̄,
γ i,k+1 = 0

(19)
∀i ∈ I k ,

(20)

Ak+1 :={i|γ ei,k+1 + c r̄γei,k+1 > 0},

(21)

I k+1 :={i|γ ei,k+1 + c r̄γei,k+1 ≤ 0}.

(22)

∗

with the suitable tangent matrices M̄, D̄, K̄, load vectors R̄, R̄ and active as well as
inactive sets A, I, cf. [15]. The variable w represents the vector of primary variables,
consisting of the displacements, the plastic strains, the stresses and the Lagrange multiplier.
5
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Within the elastoviscoplastic formulation only variational equalities prevail, hence, in
that case the application of a classical Newton-Raphson scheme is sufficient and results
in a similar weak form as depicted in equation (19), but equations (20)-(22) are obsolete.
3.4

Time discretization

Before the systems of equations (19) as well as (20)-(22) can be solved, a temporal
discretization has to be carried out. In this paper this is done considering stiffly accurate
diagonal implicit Runge-Kutta schemes. The idea behind this class of methods is to
divide the time period of interest [t0 , T ] into time intervals [tn , tn+1 ] with the time step
size ∆t. Moreover, each time step contains s stages at tni = tn + ci ∆t for i = 1, ..., s,
whereby the last stage is identical to the end of the time step tns = tn+1 . The parameters
ci are Runge-Kutta coefficients. Besides it is assumed, that at all stages equation (19)
as well as (20)-(22) have to hold. The stage variables are then approximated using special
quadrature rules and weighting factors aij , cf. [5, 6].
ẇni = ẇn + ∆t

i−1


aij ẅnj + ∆taii ẅni = Ẇ + ∆taii ẅni

(23)

aij ẇnj + ∆taii ẇni = W + ∆taii ẇni

(24)

j=1

wni = wn + ∆t

i−1

j=1

For the stage increments equations (23)-(24) are adapted, too. The result is the fully
discretized and linearized form


1
1
∗
D̄ni + K̄ni ∆wni = R̄ni − R̄ni ,
(25)
2 M̄ni +
[a
∆t]
[aii ∆t]
ii
i,k+1
γni
=0

∀i ∈ I k ,

(26)

ei,k+1
ei,k+1
+ c r̄γ,ni
> 0},
Ak+1 :={i|γni

(27)

ei,k+1
ei,k+1
I k+1 :={i|γni
+ c r̄γ,ni
≤ 0},

(28)

so that in each iteration the primary variable vector w and its time derivatives can be
determined. In the elastoplastic case, the active and inactive sets are updated additionally.
For elastoviscoplasticity equations (26)-(28) are neglected.
4

DYNAMIC BENCHMARK EXAMPLE

In order to show the functionality of the multifield approach and to evaluate the behavior of the time discretization scheme a small dynamic example is calculated. It is motivated
by the integrated thermomechanical forming process depicted in Figure 1. Due to the
shaft’s rotational symmetry a polar coordinate system with the basis vector g R in radial,
g Z in axial and g Φ in tangential direction is introduced, see Figure 2. Additionally, a
6
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displacement based load ûZ pointing in the shaft’s longitudinal direction g Z is assumed.
Hence, an arbitrary meridian half plane with Φ = const. can be taken into account to
describe the steel shaft’s properties and the displacement field is solely characterized by
its radial and axial components u(X) = [uR , uZ ]. Further necessary model and simulation parameters are also depicted in Figure 2. The spatial discretization is based on two
finite elements in g Z - and one finite element in g R -direction. For time discretization a
third order accurate diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method (DIRK (3)) is applied,
cf. [6]. In order to characterize the behavior of the time integration scheme, two cases are
studied for the elastoplastic and the elastoviscoplastic material model. On the one hand
a yield stress of σy = 900N/mm2 is chosen to represent steel, on the other hand a yield
stress of σy = 0.01N/mm2 is considered, leading to an instantaneous yielding. Using this
election the influence of the elasto(visco)plastic switching point can be depicted and the
effect of the viscous regularization can be demonstrated, if the time discretization error
and the order of convergence are examined.
5

TIME DISCRETIZATION ERROR ANALYSIS

The quality of a considered time integration scheme is determined by its error behavior
and its order of convergence. Since in general no analytical solutions are available, the
former has to be estimated. Therefore, a variety of methods exists. In this paper the local
and the global h-error
∆t/2

∆t/16

eglob
h,n+1 ≈ wn+1 (w0 ) − wn+1 (w0 )

eh,n+1 ≈ wn+1 (wn ) − wn+1 (wn )

(29)

are evaluated. Their definition is based on the idea, that with decreasing time step size
the error decreases. The estimation is thus founded on numerical comparative solutions
∆t/n
wn+1 computed by using the time step size ∆t reduced by a factor two and a factor 16,
cf. [3]. A further difference between both error definitions in (29) is, that for the global
7
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h-error only the initial condition is passed, while for the local h-error the results of various
intermediate time steps are transferred characterizing the error only within one single time
step. Additionally, error characterizing quantities are established to enable the evaluation
of the time integration error and the order of convergence for a given problem. In order
to be able to make a statement regarding the total time discretization error of distinct
unknowns, the norm of the respective error vector is evaluated for various time step sizes
at common points in time. Correspondingly, the following quantity is established

To estimate the order of convergence numerically, a measure has to be defined to characterize the temporal evolution of the error estimates in (30), so that a relation to a fixed
time step size can be established. For this purpose

is considered. The idea behind the approach is to calculate the respective error estimator
for a variety of time step sizes, install a link between the latter and the error characterizing
value in (30), identify the resulting slope by a linear regression in the logarithmic space and
determine the order of convergence by averaging, cf. [1]. This procedure is applied to the
error estimates obtained by calculating the dynamic examples introduced in section 4.
In Figure 3 the error curves for the displacement field, the stresses and the plastic
strains are depicted for four distinct time step sizes. Thereby, Figure 3 (a)-(c) represent
the results for the elastoviscoplastic material formulation using the multifield approach
(multi visco) assuming a yield stress of σy = 900N/mm2 . Figure 3 (d)-(f) demonstrates
the corresponding results for the elastoplastic approach (multi). The error curves for
the elastoviscoplastic (multi visco) and the elastoplastic model (multi) with yield stress
σy = 0.01N/mm2 are shown in Figure 3 (g)-(i) and Figure 3 (k)-(m), respectively.
All results have in common, that with decreasing time step size the error gets smaller.
Furthermore, the average error of the stress field is higher than the one of the plastic strains
and of the displacement field. Comparing the elastoviscoplastic to the elastoplastic curves,
illustrates only small differences for the displacement field while bigger discrepancies are
perceptible for the other two variables. Additionally, if the corresponding plots with
distinct yield stresses are opposed, it can be seen that the curves for σy = 0.01N/mm2 are
much smoother than those obtained with σy = 900N/mm2 . However, for small time step
sizes the former show oscillations, which may be attributed to the numerically challenging
yield stress close to zero. The orders of convergence associated to the plots in Figure 3 are
summarized in Table 1. While the order of convergence for the elastoplastic model (multi)
determined by the local error estimator lies around the theoretically possible order of
three for all analyzed field variables, in the elastoviscoplastic case (multi visco) the plastic
strains and the stresses suffer from an order reduction. This behavior is also observed
for the orders of convergence if a yield stress of σy = 0.01N/mm2 is taken into account.
However, if the global error estimator is exploited to calculate the order of convergence
distinct results are obtained. For the elastoplastic (multi) and the elastoviscoplastic model
8
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(multi visco) with a yield stress of σy = 900N/mm2 all field variables suffer from an
order reduction, while the models with a yield stress of σy = 0.01N/mm2 pertain their
theoretical order of three. From these observations two conclusions can be drawn. The
viscous regularization seems to have no positive effect on the time discretization error.
Moreover, the existence of an elasto(visco)plastic switching point influences the order of
convergence. The positive impact on the globally determined order of convergence was
already shown in [1]. The deterioration of the locally estimated order of convergence seems
to be linked to the numerical difficulties associated to the yield stress being close to zero,
since the oscillations occur at small time step sizes. Apart from the multifield approach
also the conventional access towards elastoplasticity (con) and elastoviscoplasticity (con
visco) following the implementation in [17] is simulated. Therein, almost identical results
are obtained. The corresponding orders of convergence are depicted in Table 1, too.
Hence, the order reduction is not associated to the multifield approach, although it does
also not cure it.
Table 1: Estimation of the order of convergence of various time integrators for distinct fields and different
error measurements within elasto(visco)plasticity

qh (u) qh (εp ) qh (σ) qhglob (u) qhglob (εp ) qhglob (σ)
DIRK(3) con

2.99

2.94

2.99

2.26

2.21

2.53

DIRK(3) multi

2.99

2.94

2.99

2.26

2.17

2.53

DIRK(3) con σy = 0.01N/mm2

2.99

2.44

2.53

3.06

3.06

3.06

DIRK(3) multi σy = 0.01N/mm2

2.99

2.50

2.58

3.06

3.06

3.06

DIRK(3) con visco

2.99

2.17

2.51

2.28

2.23

2.55

DIRK(3) multi visco

3.00

2.18

2.52

2.38

2.32

2.53

DIRK(3) con visco σy = 0.01N/mm2

2.99

2.54

2.68

3.06

3.06

3.06

DIRK(3) multi visco σy = 0.01N/mm2 2.99

2.55

2.69

3.06

3.06

3.06

6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper a variational multifield approach towards elasto(visco)plasticity and its
numerical implementation involving stiffly accurate diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta
schemes is presented. It is based on extending the principle of virtual power to dissipative
systems and thus arranging that the material laws and the balance of linear momentum
are on the same solution level. The motivation thereby is founded on the necessity to
use higher order time integration schemes in the context of elasto(visco)plasticity, which
is drastically simplified with this multifield approach. To demonstrate its functionality
distinct dynamic examples are simulated. Additionally, the time discretization error of a
specific third order Runge-Kutta scheme is analyzed to compare different estimation
10
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techniques and to show the influence of the elasto(visco)plastic switching point. The order
of convergence obtained by the local error is significantly influenced by the choice of yield
stress and the material properties. For the elastoplastic case a yield stress reduction leads
to a reduction of the order of convergence for the stress and the plastic strain field. In the
elastoviscoplastic case a completely contrary behavior is observed. For the displacement
field identical orders are obtained for all cases. The globally estimated orders of convergence of the elastoplastic case are similar to those of the elastoviscoplastic case. Evaluating
the examples where no elasto(visco)plastic switching point exists, demonstrates that for
the global error theoretical orders of convergence of three are obtained. Hence, the observations of [1] can be testified. Thus, the creation and implementation of an appropriate
switching point detection strategy is necessary to obtain higher orders of convergence in
elasto(visco)plasticity. Therefore, also the usage of adaptive schemes should be investigated. Another open question is, why the viscous regularization did not improve the order
of convergence. A similar behavior was already demonstrated in [7]. Additionally, the
discrepancies between local and global error estimators have to be examined. In general
their behavior should be similar, following [20], which is, within this examples, not the
case.
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Key words: Limit and shakedown analysis, Primal dual programming, Chance constraints.
Abstract. We propose a stochastic programming method to analyse limit and shakedown of
structures under random strength with lognormal distribution. In this investigation a dual
chance constrained programming algorithm is developed to calculate simultaneously both the
upper and lower bounds of the plastic collapse limit or the shakedown limit. The edge-based
smoothed finite element method (ES-FEM) using three-node linear triangular elements is used.
1

INTRODUCTION

In course no. 299 at the Centro Internazionale Scienze Meccaniche (CISM) in Udine in Italy
direct plastic design of structures has been proposed with probabilistic and fuzzy modelling of
uncertainties [1], [2]. Both use the Tresca yield function and limit analysis which determines
the plastic collapse load under monotonic loading by linear programming. The probabilistic
model can be modelled by chance constrained programming. Only a normal distribution has
been assumed so that an equivalent deterministic problem could be formulated. The methods
found little attention because of the numerical difficulties of chance constrained programs for
realistic distributions.
We have generalized the approach to shakedown analysis for plastic design under timevariant loading and could show how it relates to the methods of structural reliability. The more
realistic von Mises yield function is assumed which leads to nonlinear programming. First we
have considered only uncertain material data [3]–[5].The approach has been still restricted to
normal distributions which are not well suited to material strength which is non-negative.
The present contribution investigates the more realistic lognormal distribution for uncertain
strength data [6]. The duality of the primal and dual program is used to derive deterministic
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equivalents. An outlook to open problems, further developments and alternative approaches is
given. Design codes and probabilistic design are compared in [6].
2 RANDOM STRENGTH WITH LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION
The problem of shakedown analysis of structures under random strength with normal
distribution was solved successfully in [5]. However the strength of material is a positive
quantity. Therefore the normal distribution is not so suitable to model the random strength
variable. In this section, a lognormal distribution is chosen as model of the random strength.
We employ a smoothed FEM discretisation as described in more detail in [5], [7], [11].
2.1 Lower bound approach to chance constrained programming
Starting from the discretized form of the deterministic formulation the lower bound load
factor   is the maximum of all safe load factors  :
   max 
 Ne ˆ T
 Bi ρi  0
s.t.:  i 1
 f  σ E + ρ   r  0, 
k 1, m , 
i 1, Ne
i
i
  ik

(1)

in which Bˆ i denotes the smoothed FEM deformation matrix, Ne is the total number of edge in
the problem domain, k is the number of vertices of the load domain, ri is the strength of the
material in sub-domain sharing the edge
i . The first constraint of
Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. describes the self-equilibrium
condition of time independent residual stresses ρi and σ ikE denotes the vector of elastic stress
in an infinitely elastic material. The second constraint describes the von Mises yield condition.
Consider the situation that the strength of the material is not given but must be modelled
through random variables r  r ( ) in a certain probability space. Under uncertainty, the
inequalities of are not always satisfied, the probability that the i th yield condition is satisfied is
required to be greater than some reliability level  i . Problem (1) becomes an individually
chance constrained programming problem:
   max 
 Ne Bˆ Ti ρi  0
 i 1
s.t.: 
E
 Prob  f  σ ik + ρi   ri ( )  0    i

(2)

In this work, random strength is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution. Random variables ri
are said to be lognormally distributed if their logarithm is normally distributed. We write
ln( ri ) ~  ( i ,  i2 ) or ri   ( i ,  i ) . Here  ,  are called parameter of lognormal distribution,
they relate with mean m and variance v as follows
 m2

 ln 
2
 vm



 , 


2
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m
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Let us consider the i th individual chance constraint of (2):
Prob  f  σ ikE + ρi   ri ( ) 
0  Prob  fi  ri ( )  0   i

(4)

After some transformations we can write (4) as follows:
 ln  f i   i 
 i  ln  fi  
1  
  
 i .
i
i





(5)

Introducing a new variable  i   1 ( i ) so that  i  ( i ) , inequality (5) becomes:
   ln  f i  
 i
  ( i )
i



(6)

Because  is monotonic thus
i 

i  ln  fi 
i

(7)

From (8) we have:
f i  e i   i  i .

(8)

Finally we get an equivalent deterministic formulation of the static approach for lognormally
distributed strength:
   max 
 Ne ˆ T
 Bi ρi  0
s.t.:  i 1
 f  σ E + ρ   e i  i  i , 
k 1, m, 
i 1, Ne
i
  ik

(9)

2.2 Upper bound approach to chance constrained programming
The deterministic shakedown problem can be formulated based on Koiter’s theorem. The
ES-FEM formulation is written in the following normalized form with the von Mises plastic
dissipation rate:
m

Ne


  min 
k 1 i 1


2
ri e Tik e ik   02
3


ˆ 
 0 
i 1, Ne
 e ik  Bi u
k 1



i 1, Ne, 
k 1, m
s.t. :  Dv e ik 0
 m Ne
 e Tik t ik  1 0
k 1 i 1
m

(10)

If the strength follows log-normal distribution, ri   ( i ,  i ) , the objective function of
the kinematic problem is a stochastic variable. We can state the problem in such a way that one

3
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looks for a minimum lower bound  of the objective function under the constraint that the
probability  of violation of that bound is prescribed ([8], [9] )
   min 

 m Ne 2

T

Prob   ri e ik e ik    

 k 1 i 1 3

m
 e ik  Bˆ i u 
0
s.t. : 
k 1

0
Dv e ik
 m Ne T
 e ik t ik  1 0
k 1 i 1

(11)

For the case of lognormally distributed random strength ri ( ) there is no existence of closed
form probability distribution for the sum

  

Ne

m



i 1 
k 1

2 T
e ik e ik 
  02  ri  
3

m

D


k 1

p

( )

(12)

Either an approximate probability distribution is derived mathematically or the assumption
that a sum of independent lognormal random variables is also lognormally distributed is used
and the sum is approximated by a single lognormal random variable [10].
The probability distribution of the plastic dissipation D p ( ) in (13) and thus the
transformation of (12) into an equivalent deterministic form can only be obtained as an
approximation. Nevertheless, there is a duality between lower bound and upper bound
formulation. Consequently, one can assume the equivalent deterministic of (12) as (14)
m

Ne

   min  e  
i

k 1 i 1


i i

e Tik e ik

m
ˆ 
 0 
i 1, N e
 e ik  Bi u
k 1



i 1, Ne, 
k 1, m
s.t. : Dv e ik 0
 m Ne
 e Tik t ik  1 0
k 1 i 1

(13)

By duality we can prove that the maximum problem (10) and the minimum problem (14) are
dual to each other. This mean (14) is the equivalent deterministic of (12).The primal and dual
problem can be written in a unified for normally distributed or Primal problem (14) and dual
problem (10) can be solved simultaneously by dual algorithm which was presented in [5], [7],
[11].
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3 NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS
3.1 Two span continuous beam
We first consider the two span continuous beam with rectangular cross-section. The beam is
subjected to two point forces as shown in figure 1. This test is investigated analytically by
Sikorski and Borkowski in [1] for the deterministic problem and for normal distributions. The
numerical solution for the case of random strength with normal distribution was obtained in [5].
Let us determine the limit load factor in situation: Loads are deterministic with P1   3kN ,
P2   2kN . The strength is lognormally distributed with the mean values M 0,1  2.0kNm ,
M 0,2  3.0kNm which correspond to the first and the second span. The given partial reliability

 1 ( r ) 
p 
 1 ( p ) 
 1 (0.9999) 
3.719 .
levels are 

0.9999 so that  r 
s
p
The analytical solution was investigated in [5] for the deterministic plastic moment and
normally distributed plastic moment, limit load factor
3M

0,1

 lim



P1 L

3  2kNm
 2
3kN 1m

(14)

If the plastic moment M 0,1 is lognormally distributed with E  M 0,1   2 kNm and
2
2
Var
0.1m   0.2 kNm  , respectively. Then the parameters of the lognormal
 M 0,1  
distribution are computed using (3):   0.6882;   0.0998 .
For the chosen reliability level (   3.719 ) the limit load factor is:



3e   3e 0.6882  3.7190.0998

 1.373
P1 L
3 1

(15)

In table 1 our results are shown in comparison with the results of Sikorski and Borkowski
[1]. The limit loads in [1] and the analytical limit loads are based on beam theory and are
therefore different from the numerical limit loads which are based on plane stress FEM
discretization.
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Figure 1: Two-span beam and FE mesh with T3 elements
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Figure 2: Convergence of the limit load factor in case of deterministic and random strength.

The figure 1 shows the two-span beam with its FE mesh. The beam is modelled by 1350 T3
elements. In figure 2 the convergence of the limit load factors is shown for some cases of
random strength. The convergent numerical solutions are 2.19, 1.51, 1.38 for deterministic,
lognormal distribution and normal distribution of strength, respectively.
The dependence of load factors on the coefficient of variation  and on failure probability
are presented in figures 3, 4.
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Figure 3: Dependence of load the factor on the coefficient of variation

Figure 4: Dependence of the load factor on the failure probability
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Table 1: Limit load factor of the two-span beam

Lower bound -

Upper bound -

Method, reference

2.19 (deterministic)

2.19 (deterministic)

numerically [5]

2 (deterministic)

2 (deterministic)

analytically [5]

1.15 (normal)

1.36 (normal)

[1]

1.38 (normal)

1.38 (normal)

numerically [5]

1.256 (normal)

1.256 (normal)

analytically [5]

1.509 (lognormal)

1.509 (lognormal)

numerically

1.373 (lognormal)

1.373 (lognormal)

analytically

3.2. Simple frame
In the second example, we investigate a simple frame which is depicted in Figure 7. The left
side of beam component can move only in horizontal direction. The frame carries uniormly
distributed loads which can vary independently in the load domain as shown in figure 4.11b.
The loads are considered as random variables which are considered to be distributed normally.
The geometrical and material data are chosen as in [12], i.e. E 2 105 MPa ,   0.3 , and
 y  10MPa . p1  1.2,3.0  and p2   0.4,1.0  . The frame is discritized by 1600 smoothed T3
elements as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: The geometrical dimensions and FE-mesh
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Figure 8: Limit load factor with random strength, deterministic loads.

Figure 9: Shakedown load factor with random strength, deterministic loads.
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Table 2: Limit analysis: comparison

Garcea et al. [12]

Present

( p1 , p2 )

Deterministic

Deterministic

Normal

Lognormal

(1.2, 1.0)

2.975

2.930

1.793

1.963

(3.0, 0.4)

2.831

2.985

1.856

2.045

(3.0, 1.0)

2.645

2.705

1.697 [5]

1.856

Table 3: Shakedown analysis: comparison

Garcea et al. [12]

Present

Limits

Deterministic

Deterministic

Normal

Lognormal

Elastic

1.203

1.192

0.749

0.819

Alternating

2.940

2.922

1.835

2.006

Ratcheting

2.473

2.521

1.582 [5]

1.730

Figure 8 and 9 show the evolutions of limit and shakedown load factors for case (a) for both
situations: deterministic and random strength. For limit analysis with p1  3.0, p2  1.0 , all the
two bounds converge to the solutions  lim  2.705 in case of deterministic strength and 1.856
in case of lognormally distributed strength. For the shakedown analysis, the results give the
shakedown load factors   2.521 and   1.730 corresponding to deterministic and
lognormally distributed random strength, respectively. Tables 2-3 present results in comparison
with deterministic results of Garcea et al. [12]
4 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE BY FORM
In the stochastic programming approach we have prescribed a reliability level and calculated
the load factor. In structural reliability the failure probability is calculated for a given load
factor. In order to find the relation between both approaches we consider briefly the First Order
Reliability Method (FORM), which has been used in [5], [13] to calculate failure probabilities
in limit and shakedown analysis. For more detail, see the given references.
We discuss the reliability of the two-span beam with log-normal distributions. Let the plastic
moment M 0,1 be lognormally distributed with the above mean value m and variance v and let
the load P1 be deterministic. The parameters   ,   of M 0,1   (  ,  ) can be computed from
the mean value m and the variance v using eq.(3).
The limit state function with the property
 0 for failure,

g  X   0 for limit state,
 0 for safe structure.
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of the beam is g  M 0,1  
M 0,1 

 P1  L
3

0 . Its natural logarithm has also the propterty (16):


P L 
0.
g  M 0,1   ln( M 0,1 )  ln  1  
 3 

(17)

The transformation ln M
u y   yields
0,1
P L 
0.
g  u y   u y    ln  1  
 3 

(18)

With realizations u   u y  of the new standard normal random variable U it may be written
g L  u 




2

u

  P1  L 

 3  αT u    0

  ln 



(19)

2

Using   ,   from eq. (3), we have the reliability index  which is the distance of the plane

g L  u   0 from the origin in the standard normal space:



  P1  L 
 1.373  3kN 1m 
 0.6882kNm  ln 

3
3


 
 3.719


0.0998kNm

  ln 

(20)

4
and the failure probability is Pf       3.719 110 . In this case comparing with

    
0.9999 we have    .
the reliability 1  Pf 
5 CONCLUSIONS
-

-

For engineering design, structural reliability is a post-design problem while stochastic
programming is a pre-design problem. In the simple case of only one uncertain strength
variable or only one random load variable, reliability analysis is “invers” to chance
constrained programming and can be used to check the latter. In the same way
numerical reliability analysis can be used to check any constrained programming
solution for normally or lognormally distributed variables. It is found that the load
factor decreases quickly with increasing coefficient of variation of the strength and
load.
One result is that the load factors for normally distributed strength is always larger than
for lognormally distributed strength. Therefore, working with the simpler normal
distribution will give safe results which is most important for engineering applications.
This makes the method more transparent to many engineers and it is easily extended
to the case that the strengths in different points of the structure are correlated
(stochastic field).
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Abstract. This study has been performed within the research project MuScaBlaDes:
"Multi-scale failure analysis with polymorphic uncertainties for optimal design of rotor
blades", which is part of the DFG Priority Program (SPP 1886) "Polymorphic uncertainty
modelling for the numerical design of structures" started in 2016. One of the typical failure
mechanisms of rotor blades in operation are fatigue cracks in adhesive bonds that are in the
focus of our project. Depending on the manufacturing process, the failure is often caused
by air voids whose properties could be generally quantified by non-destructive testing
(NDT) on a representative sub-component, called the Henkel beam. By using the NDT
data, we simulate structural failure by means of a fuzzy-stochastic finite element approach
and compare numerical simulations with real experiments on representative specimens
R
to validate the uncertainty models. For solving polymorphic problems a MATLAB
framework called PolyUQ has been developed and the current state of this ongoing work
will be presented and discussed at the conference.
1

INTRODUCTION

Rotor blades of wind turbines are thin-walled spatial structures typically consisting of
two composite shells and one or two shear webs. The structural components are assembled
with adhesive bonds whose quality affects the overall integrity and reliability of rotor
blades. Within the research project MuScaBlaDes: "Multi-scale failure analysis with
polymorphic uncertainties for optimal design of rotor blades", see Fig. 1, we focus on the
failure caused by debonding which has been identified as a reason for structural collapse
in a full-scale rotor blade test [1].
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Figure 1: Rotor blade at TU Berlin as focus in research project MuScaBlaDes

In this regard, representative sub-components, e.g. the Henkel beam by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology [2], have been developed in the
past for experimental investigations. It could be seen that the fatigue damage mechanism
is initiated by multiple cracks in the adhesive bonds due to air voids and debonding. For
understanding the reasons of failure, various non-destructive testing (NDT) has been applied by TU Berlin within the BladeTester project [3]. The obvious assumption that the
crack initiation is probably caused by a critical stress concentration around the air void
inclusions is analysed in this study by means of a finite element approach in consideration
of polymorphic uncertainties. Epistemic uncertainties originate here from the NDT data,
limited information and subjectivity, whereas aleatoric uncertainties result from natural
variability of uncertain variables on the other hand. As an extension of a pure stochastic
approach [4] the resulting polymorphic output displays the influences of different uncertainty sources to the relative bearing capacity of adhesive bonds. Defuzzified stochastic
values like mean value or selected fractile values can finally be used for the assessment of
air voids in a structural failure analysis.
To validate the numerical models with polymorphic uncertainties, we investigate the
structural failure in real experiments of representative specimens. Polymorphic uncertainties have been taken into account in a realistic manner, e.g. from standardised testing
and experimental inaccuracies. The simulation results are then compared to the experimentally determined failure mechanisms as well as ultimate loads.
2

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF ADHESIVE BONDS

Within the BladeTester project [3], ten Henkel beams (Fig. 2) have been used for
various studies of adhesive bonds. Both artificial voids of relatively large sizes and natural
voids due to various mixing procedures and material properties have been investigated.
For three Henkel beams (HB) with artificial and natural air voids - namely HB3, HB9
and HB10 - usual computer tomography (CT) devices have been applied, see [5] for more
information. The CT results are at disposal with a resolution of 3mm and partly with a
resolution of 0.8mm in longitudinal direction.
R
Using the Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB
, the analysis of the air void prop2
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Figure 2: Henkel beam geometry and relation to rotor blade according to [2]

erties is done with the following procedure:
1. detection of the region of interest with a length of l = 700mm, see Fig. 2
2. for all relevant two-dimensional CT images
(a) import of the RGB image
(b) converting in a gray image
(c) detection of the two adhesive bonds in the Henkel beam
(d) for all adhesive bonds
i. image binarization
ii. analysis of the air void properties, e.g. amount, position and size
iii. calculation of the air voids content φ
3. visualization in a x-φ-diagram, see Fig. 3.
For the numerical simulations of adhesive bonds, it is useful to simplify the calculated
air voids content φ. The red line in Fig. 3 describes the numerical approximation and
an exemplary adhesive bond structure is shown below the diagram. To mention is that
all air voids with a content less than 5% in the two-dimensional CT image are neglected
in this study. Furthermore, the converting of the RGB values to a scalar gray value, the
gray image analysis and the image binarization require settings which obviously influence
the calculated air void properties. Six adhesive bonds have been taken into account in
total and the corresponding numerical simulations will be described in Section 3.

3
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Figure 3: Air voids content of Henkel beam 10 - adhesive bond 1 with associated numerical model

3
3.1

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF ADHESIVE BONDS
Numerical model for adhesive bonds

For the development of a numerical model, we focus on static loading of the Henkel
beam. Due to elastic behaviour and present geometrical dimensions, the beam theory is
valid which leads to a linear strain and stress distribution over the beam height. Furthermore, the stress distribution over the adhesive bonds can be considered as constant
caused by the relatively small adhesive bond thickness compared to the Henkel beam
height. To avoid time-consuming numerical simulations, the adhesive bond is defined as
a two-dimensional plate with length l = 700mm in x-direction and width b = 32mm in
y-direction with constant thickness t = 10mm under plane stress. The plate is made of
epoxy resin. We assume a linear elastic material behaviour until the first cracking that
means local failure. It corresponds to a brittle behaviour which is typical under fatigue
loading of adhesive bonds. The plate is fixed at one edge (x = 0mm) and uniformly loaded
in x-direction at another edge (x = 700mm). The relative bearing capacity Fmax /Fideal as
ratio of the ultimate tensile load with air voids to the ultimate tensile load without air
voids is defined as quantity of interest and depends on the air void configuration inside
the adhesive bond.

Figure 4: Air void simplified as slotted hole

4
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It could be seen in Section 2 that air voids exhibit various dimensions and shapes.
According to the air void content φLP , each air void is simplified as slotted hole and can
be described with the following five parameters, see also Fig. 4:
- midpoint location xM
- midpoint location yM
- width bLP which is calculated by bLP = φLP b
- length lLP which is calculated by lLP = vLP bLP with an air void size ratio vLP
- rotation in x-y-plane αLP which is set to αLP = 0◦ for simplification
3.2

Consideration of polymorphic uncertainties

Limited information on the amount and size of air voids as well as subjective settings
in the CT image analysis lead to epistemic uncertainties whereas natural variability and
randomness of the air void location lead to aleatoric uncertainties. Both types together
require a structural failure analysis with polymorphic uncertainties, which are listed in
Table 1. The total number of uncertain input variables depends on the number of air
Table 1: Input variables for adhesive bond simulations

name
unit
type
plate length
[mm] deterministic
l=
plate width
[mm] deterministic
b=
plate thickness
[mm] deterministic
t=
Young’s modulus
[MPa] deterministic
E=
Poisson’s ratio
[/]
deterministic
ν=
uniaxial loading
[N]
deterministic
F =
numerical parameter
[mm] deterministic
=
number of air voids
[/]
fuzzy
nLP =
ith air voids content
[/]
interval
φLPi ∈
ith air voids size ratio
[/]
interval
vLPi ∈
midpoint x-location of air void i [mm]
stochastic
xMi ∼
midpoint y-location of air void i [mm]
stochastic
yMi ∼

values
700
32
10
4890
0.22
1
0.5
TFI 0; 2; 4; 6
[0.05; 0.40]
[1.00; 7.00]
U (axi ; bxi )
U (ayi ; byi )

voids nLP itself an uncertain parameter. The air voids content φLP and the air voids size
ratio vLP = lLP /bLP have been defined based on the CT image analysis in Section 2.
The bounds of the uniform distribution for the midpoint location xM are calculated
for each air void i = {1, . . . , nLP } as follows: An effective length leff = l − 2b is divided
in equidistant subdomains with a length of li = leff /nLP and bounds [xmin,i ; xmax,i ] =
[b + (i − 1)li ; b + ili ] in x-direction. To avoid numerical problems, the equation xmin,i +
 ≤ xLi < xRi ≤ xmax,i −  has to be valid for each slotted hole. The relation xMi =
5
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(xLi + xRi ) /2 leads to
l − 2b
vLPi φLPi b
lLPi
= b + (i − 1)
++
2
nLP
2
l − 2b
lLPi
vLPi φLPi b
bxi = xmax,i −  −
=b+i
.
−−
2
nLP
2

axi = xmin,i +  +

(1)

With the condition that each air void is completely located inside the plate one obtains
φLPi b
bLPi
=
2
2
φLPi b
bLPi
byi = b −
=b−
2
2

ayi =

(2)

for the bounds of the uniform distribution for the midpoint location yM .
3.3

Solving and results

R
A MATLAB
framework called PolyUQ has been developed inhouse for solving polymorphic problems also with an integrated interface to black-box solvers, see Fig. 5.

R
Figure 5: MATLAB
framework PolyUQ

The described numerical model and the input variables have already been defined
above. In addition
- the reduced transformation method for the fuzzy variable [6],
- the vertex method for the interval variables [7] and
- the Monte Carlo Sampling as well as the Latin Hypercube Sampling with
n = 103 simulations at maximum in each fuzzy-interval configuration for the stochastic variables [8]
6
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have been selected as solution methods. Fig. 6 displays the fuzzy-interval-stochastic
and defuzzified output for the relative bearing capacity Fmax /Fideal . For defuzzification,
many methods are discussed in the literature (e.g. in [9]) and the centroid method was
chosen for the worst case. For the discrete worst case membership function in blue with
(xi ; µ (xi )) the centroid values c in green are calculated as

xi µ (xi )
c= 
.
(3)
µ (xi )

Figure 6: Fuzzy-interval-stochastic output and corresponding defuzzification

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the convergence of the defuzzified mean to a value of 22% and of
the standard deviation to a value of 8% respectively with increasing number of simulations.

Figure 7: Convergence plot of defuzzified stochastic values

7
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4

REAL EXPERIMENTS ON REPRESENTATIVE SPECIMENS

For the validation of our numerical models with polymorphic uncertainties, we investigate the structural failure of a plate under uniaxial tensile loading and compare the
experimental results with the numerical solutions. As a representative material for epoxy
R
resin described in Section 3.1 we have chosen an acryl glass - Plexiglas
XT transparent
- where we expect a similar failure mechanism. At that, the holes in the plate shall affect
the failure mechanism in a similar way as the air voids in the adhesive bond. Fig. 8 displays the experimental setup and the specimens after testing with the associated ultimate
load Fmax and crack pattern that we call failure mechanism (FM).

Figure 8: Uniaxial testing at TU Berlin

Based on uncertain material properties, determined through standardised testing according to [10], geometrical imperfections and experimental inaccuracies, we have defined
diverse uncertain variables, see Table 2. Compared to Section 3, the number of holes is
deterministic and the holes are circular so that the size will be defined through the diameter as an interval variable. The x- and y-location of each hole are uniformly distributed
variables with a small scatter, respectively.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, the plate exhibits a scatter of ultimate load and various
crack patterns, i.e. quantitative and qualitative differences of failure mechanism. In
the numerical simulations different first crack locations can also be detected through
uncertain input variables which naturally leads to different failure mechanisms. The first
crack location is equivalent to the location of the maximum stress concentration caused
by uniaxial tensile loading, see Fig. 9.
Analogously to the experiments, the lower edge is fixed and the upper edge is loaded.
The structural failure is reached if the maximum first principal stress in the structure
exceeds the tensile strength, so that max (σ1 ) = ft = 64MPa. Fig. 10 shows the numerical
results and illustrates that all ten experimental ultimate loads could be find within a 90%
confidence interval. The lowest experimental value Fmax = 2147N corresponds to an
interval fractile value of [5%; 12%] and the highest experimental value Fmax = 2791N
8
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R
Table 2: Input variables for Plexiglas
simulations

name
unit
type
values
plate length
[mm] deterministic
l = 150
plate width
[mm] deterministic
b = 50
plate thickness
[mm] deterministic
t= 4
Poisson’s ratio
[/]
deterministic ν = 0.38
number of holes
[/]
deterministic n = 3
tensile strength [MPa] deterministic ft = 64
Young’s modulus [MPa]
stochastic
E ∼ N (3230; 469)
◦
load angle
[]
stochastic
α ∼ U (−2; +2)
hole 1 x-location [mm]
stochastic
x1 ∼ U(61; 65)
hole 1 y-location [mm]
stochastic
y1 ∼ U(38; 42)
hole 2 x-location [mm]
stochastic
x2 ∼ U(67; 71)
hole 2 y-location [mm]
stochastic
y2 ∼ U(11; 15)
hole 3 x-location [mm]
stochastic
x3 ∼ U(82; 86)
hole 3 y-location [mm]
stochastic
y3 ∼ U(30; 34)
hole 1 diameter
[mm]
interval
d1 ∈ [9.5; 10.5]
hole 2 diameter
[mm]
interval
d2 ∈ [7.5; 8.5]
hole 3 diameter
[mm]
interval
d3 ∈ [15.5; 16.5]

Figure 9: Different first crack locations caused by uncertainties

corresponds to an interval fractile value of [43%; 71%], respectively.
The vertex method [7] is used for the interval space whereby the methods
- Monte Carlo Sampling with maximal n = 104 simulations,
- Latin Hypercube Sampling with maximal n = 104 /2 simulations and
- Sparse Grid with Clenshaw-Curtis Nodes and a maximal sparse grid level of l = 4

9
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Figure 10: Interval stochastic output

are compared for the stochastic space [8]. Fig. 11 displays a fast convergence of the
interval mean and the interval standard deviation with increasing number of simulations
independently from the chosen method.

Figure 11: Convergence plot of interval stochastic values

5

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the structural failure of adhesive bonds in the presence of polymorphic uncertainties is investigated numerically as well as experimentally on representative
specimens.
The proposed numerical model is based on experimental data obtained by computer
tomography of a representative sub-component. Natural variability, imprecise scanning
and limited information lead to aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties which are taken into
account in a fuzzy-interval-stochastic finite element approach. Adhesive bonds with air
voids have shown a considerably smaller bearing capacity in comparison with an adhesive
10
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bond free of air voids.
R
Furthermore, real experiments of an acryl glass - Plexiglas
XT transparent - have been
executed at TU Berlin for validation of the numerical models. Ten specimens consisting
of three holes have been loaded by uniaxial tension and various experimental failure
mechanisms could also be reproduced in the numerical solutions. The numerical model
has been defined in a polymorphic sense and finally yields a 90% confidence interval of
[1907N; 3031N] at worst in which all experimentally determined ultimate loads could be
covered. Like in the previous analysis of adhesive bonds, different numerical methods
have been compared and have shown similar convergence rates.
6
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Abstract. Uncertain structural analysis is the computation of uncertain structural response for uncertain input quantities, based on a computational model ξ. If only rare data
is available, the usage of the uncertainty model fuzziness is common. The computation of
fuzzy responses with respect to predeﬁned fuzzy inputs is called fuzzy analysis. In terms
of structural analysis, four kinds of dependencies are identiﬁed.
Firstly, the input parameters xf , i.e. material characteristics or loading conditions, may
vary with time τ and/or space θ. This feature is called functional input dependency
x(τ, θ) and could be described by fuzzy processes or fuzzy ﬁelds.
Secondly, the set of input parameters xf can be internally dependent, which means not
all combinations of parameter values are permissible with regard to the computational
model. This pre-condition is the prior dependency, which mainly depends on the deﬁnition
of the multi-dimensional membership function μ(x). For random variables, the term
correlation is established in this context.
Thirdly, the result quantities (e.g. stresses, strains, damages, ...) are time and spatially
dependent as well. This functional output dependency z(τ, θ) is always given, if the ﬁnite
element method is used as fundamental solution and the results are not reduced to a small
amount of Quantities of Interest.
Fourthly, the result parameters z f can be internally dependent, called posterior dependency. This fact is commonly ignored, because fuzzy result quantities are computed for
separated deterministic results. For instance, stresses μ(z1 = σ) and strains μ(z2 = ε)
(at one point in space and same time) are computed independently, which subsequently
yields a signiﬁcant overestimation of uncertainty, since for most of undamaged elastic
solid materials high stresses come alone at high strains. The challenge is to compute the
membership function, which depends on a vector of result quantities μ(z).
The goal of this contribution is to discuss the diﬀerent kinds of dependencies and
present possible solution strategies.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty Numerical analysis enables the simulation of the reality based on physical
models. The simulation model represents the physical behaviour of a structure or a process at speciﬁc boundary conditions and various parameters representing the properties
of the observed phenomena. These parameters can be distinguished in resistance (yield
stresses, friction coeﬃcients, ...) and actions (external forces, support, ...) parameters.
The identiﬁcation of deterministic values for these parameters is challenging or even not
possible, because of uncertainty. Uncertainty has various reasons, the main reason is
the inherent variability of material parameters and natural variability of loadings (e.g.
wind, snow). Due to limitations in observing and evaluating this variability, the uncertainty characteristics imprecision and incompleteness exist [2]. These characteristics
are classiﬁed into aleatoric (variability) and epistemic (imprecision and incompleteness)
uncertainty.
The involvement of uncertainty into structural analysis results in an uncertainty model,
beside the existing deterministic simulation model, whereas the uncertainty model describes the uncertainty of the simulation model parameter based on existing data and
information with validatable assumptions. Therefore, various numerical models are developed. Aleatoric uncertainty is mainly modelled by random variables and epistemic
uncertainty is considered by interval or fuzzy numbers [13]. These models are the basis
for many advanced models within the context of imprecise probability (e.g. p-boxes and
fuzzy randomness) [2]. In this contribution, the uncertainty model fuzziness is addressed.
Fuzzy variable A normalized fuzzy variable Af is the gradual assessment of a crisp set
˜ A membership
within the interval [0, 1] indicated by the superscript f (alternatively ).
function deﬁnes the fuzzy variable as mapping μ : R → [0, 1]. The normalisation condition:
∃ x | μ(x) = 1 needs to be fulﬁlled. Due to numerical aspects, the fuzzy variable is
separated into α-levels. Another representation of a fuzzy variable is the introduction of
α-levels Afα = {x ∈ R | μAf (x) ≥ α}, α ∈ (0, 1]. Each Afα is an interval Afα ⊆ R, Afα =
[xα,l , xα,r ].
Fuzzy analysis The fuzzy analysis is the computation of nz fuzzy result quantities z f
for nx predeﬁned fuzzy input variables xf utilizing a mapping
ξ f : F(R, [0, 1]) → F(R, [0, 1]) : xf �→ z f .

(1)

The result membership function μj (z j ) – deﬁning the fuzzy result quantity – can be found
by an α-level optimisation by computing the minimum (left bound) zαk ,left and maximum
(right bound) zαk ,right value on a discrete number of α-levels nα with α ∈ (0, 1]. The
bounds are computed by solving two optimisation problems for each α-level and for each
result zj
zj,αk ,left = ξ(x) → min | x ∈ Xα and zj,αk ,right = ξ(x) → max | x ∈ Xα .
2
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To solve the nopt = 2 · nα · nz optimisation tasks, various optimisation algorithms can
be applied. The eﬃciency as well as accuracy of the fuzzy analysis depends only on the
eﬃciency of the optimisation algorithms. The input space
Xα = {x | x ∈ Rnx ∧ μK f (x) ≥ α}

(3)

for the optimisation is deﬁned on the basis of the α-level cut of the Cartesian product
K f = xf1 × xf2 × . . . × xfi × . . . × xfnx of the fuzzy input quantities. If independence
between the input variables is assumed [12], the multidimensional membership function
μK f : Rnx → [0, 1] can be deﬁned as


μK f : (x1 , x2 , . . . , xi , . . . , xnx ) �→ min μxf1 (x1 ), μxf2 (x2 ), . . . , μxfi (xi ), . . . , μxfnx (xnx ) . (4)
Dependencies An extension of Eq. (1) indicates four types of dependencies
functional dependency

  
ξ f : F(R, [0, 1]) → F(R, [0, 1]) : xf (τ, θ)

prior dependency

�→

functional dependency

  
z f (τ, θ) .


(5)

posterior dependency

The prior dependency describes the inherent relations of the fuzzy input variables xf
and can be interpreted as counterpart of correlation in terms of random variables. The
extension of the input variables for consideration of time τ ∈ R and spatially θ ∈ R3
dependent characteristics yields the functional input dependency xf (τ, θ). This aspect is
used to model uncertain processes (e.g. time dependent loading), uncertain ﬁelds (e.g.
spatially dependent material characteristics) or combinations (e.g. time dependent wind
ﬁeld).
For the result variables z f , the posterior dependency describes the inherent relations
of the results. This characteristic is usually not considered in fuzzy analysis, because
the fuzzy result quantities are computed on the basis of α-level optimisation, separately
for each result quantity zjf , see Eq. (2). Furthermore, the functional output dependency
z f (τ, θ) is applicable if time and spatially dependent fuzzy result quantities (stress or
damage ﬁelds) are computed by e.g. ﬁnite element analysis.
The functional dependencies are discussed ﬁrstly, followed by the prior dependency. A
detailed explanation of the posterior dependency is given and a new numerical approach on
the basis of multiobjective optimisation is proposed. Two examples show the applicability
and necessity of advanced fuzzy analysis methods.
2

FUNCTIONAL INPUT DEPENDENCY

To consider functional input dependency in context of random variables, various methods for random processes and random ﬁelds exist. For the fuzzy analysis, only few method
are available. A fuzzy ﬁeld deﬁnes a fuzzy quantity at each point in space T f : R3 → F(R),
a one-dimensional example (θ1 ∈ R) is depicted
n inf Fig. 1. The fuzzy ﬁeld can be develf
oped by a ﬁnite series expansion as T (θ) = p=1 cp · φp (θ). The basis functions φp (θ) can
be modelled as radial basis functions [8] or on the basis of a modiﬁed Karhunen-Love
expansion using the eigenvectors of an interaction matrix, see [6], [1].
3
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-level optimisation

deterministic
simulation model

Figure 1: One-dimensional fuzzy ﬁeld

3

Figure 2: Prior dependency of two
fuzzy input quantities

FUNCTIONAL OUTPUT DEPENDENCY

As indicated in Eq. (1), the fuzzy results vector z f can be independent of time and
space. Examples therefore are general parameters such as mass of a system or overall
values as maximum displacement or damage. But in general, the results of ﬁnite element
computations, e.g. stress or displacement ﬁelds, are time and spatially dependent. The
dependency structure can be found on the basis of the spatial ﬁnite element discretization
and the time steps. The aspect of functional output dependency is to compute the fuzzy
result quantities with respect to these relationships z f (τ, θ). This means, for each node
in a ﬁnite element mesh nnode and for each time step ntime , the amount of nz fuzzy result
quantities needs to be computed. It is obvious, that the large amount of fuzzy result
quantities (nfuzzy analysis = nnode · ntime · nz ) cannot be handled by the α-level optimisation
approach, see Eq. (2). To overcome this problem, an enhanced fuzzy structural analysis is
proposed in [7]. The main idea is to separate the point sampling and the fuzzy analysis,
such that the feedback loop within the optimisation algorithm is not existing. The sampling points have to be placed in all α-level cuts Xα separately. Otherwise, the quality of
the resulting membership function would decrease for higher α-levels, due to the curse of
dimensionality. The proposed method allows the computation of a large amount of fuzzy
result quantities in an approximative way.
The resulting fuzzy quantities for each time step and at each point in space are shown
in Fig. 3. It is obvious, that the visualisation possibilities are limited. Therefore, information reduction measures (also called defuzziﬁcation) can be applied, whereas information
reduction is the real valued representation of a fuzzy quantity Rf : F(R, [0, 1]) → R. It
is necessary to distinguish between characteristic measures, such as the centroid value
and uncertainty-quantifying measures such as the area of the membership function. This
classiﬁcation is highly important. Both types are necessary for a holistic evaluation of the
uncertain results.

4
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Figure 3: Discrete fuzzy stress ﬁeld (σ1 ) for two time steps
4

PRIOR DEPENDENCY

The main characteristic of Xα according to Eq. (3) is the independence of all parameters, i.e. each parameter can be selected without the knowledge of the others. Prior
dependencies are inherent constraints/relations in the fuzzy input vector xf . Conceivable
cases are, physically infeasible combinations, e.g. low/high concrete Youngs modulus
comes always along with the pendant of compression strength. The combinations of low
Youngs modulus and high compression strength is infeasible. Another reason becomes
obvious, if the parameter of the simulation model are identiﬁed by uncertain parameter
identiﬁcation methods. These methods result in a set of good ﬁtting parameter combinations and non applicable sub-domains. The independent modelling of each parameter
would yield to wrong results.
The question arises, what is the multidimensional membership function μ(x) if the
assumed independence in Eq. (4) cannot be hold. In [10] the prior dependency structure
is formulated on the basis of a t-norm which is similar to the copula approach in probability
theory. Here, a simpler approach is described, based on a conﬁned α-Level domain Xα ,
see [9]. The interaction of fuzzy quantities can be observed by a constrained input space
X+
α . The unconstrained input space Eq. (3) changes to


nx
X+
μ
=
{x
|
x
∈
R
(x)
≥
α
hi,αh (x) > 0 | αh ≤ α ∀ i ∈ {0, . . . , nh } (6)
f
K
α

considering nh inequalities hi,αh (x). These inequalities deﬁne, whether a deterministic
input vector may be possible or impossible. The subscript αh indicates, that the definition of permissibility can be deﬁned independently for each α-level, which yields to
non-continuous membership functions. This deﬁnition is equal to the extension of Eq. (4)
– assuming the independence of input quantities – using a multidimensional deﬁnition of
μ(x), which is not only based on the one-dimensional membership functions μi (xi ) [12].
In Fig. 2, two linear constraints in a two-dimensional input space are shown. The
deﬁnition can be applied on the basis of the α-level discretization.

5
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5

POSTERIOR DEPENDENCY

The fuzzy analysis described in Section 1 is based on α-level optimisation, such that for
each result quantity zjf the optimisation tasks according to Eq. (2) have to be executed.
The resulting multidimensional membership μ(z) is a posteriori assembled in the same
manner as shown in Eq. (4), based on the one-dimensional results μj (z j ). The assumed
independence of the results can be seen in Fig. 4a) as rectangular result domains.
The direct computation of μ(z) is discussed in [10]. The availability of the dependency
between the results z1f , zjf and znf z is shown in Fig. 4b). The existing computation methods
are based on a convex hull concept for multivariate interval uncertainty [5], [4] and a
sampling approach with adaptive decomposition of the output space [10].

a) Multidimensional membership function
assuming independent results

b) Multidimensional membership function
considering posterior dependency

Figure 4: Examples for two-dimensional fuzzy result quantities
Here, another method for computing the multidimensional membership function is
proposed. The formulation is based on multiobjective optimisation tasks. Thus, the
membership function is indicated by the relation to an α-level domain of result quantities
μ(z) = min α | z ∈ Zα .

(7)

Therefore, a resulting point set, based on the union of the Pareto-Frontiers P i,α
Zα =

nPareto

i=1

P i,α ,

(8)

is the basis for a continuous domain Zα . This domain is deﬁned as polytope (multidimensional polygon) of the point set Zα = polytope(Z α ). If the number of results in
a Pareto-Front is #{P i,α } = 1, the multiobjective optimisation is equal to the single
objective optimisation result (i.e. no conﬂicting objectives). The maximum number of
Pareto-Frontiers is nPareto = 2nz . The Pareto-Frontiers for two-dimensions are the
6
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solutions of the nPareto = 4 multiobjective optimisation tasks
P 1,α = min (+z1 , +z2 ) , P 2,α = min (+z1 , −z2 ) ,
Xα

Xα

P 3,α = min (−z1 , −z2 ) and P 4,α = min (−z1 , +z2 ) ,
Xα

(9)

Xα

as can be seen in Fig. 5. The positive results +z and the negative results −z are related
to a minimum or maximum task, respectively. The multiobjective optimisations can be
solved by e.g. the ‘NSGA-II’ algorithm [3].

Figure 5: Pareto-Frontiers for a two-dimensional result quantity.

6
6.1

EXAMPLES
Uncertain pavement simulation

Model description and uncertainty modelling In this example, the inﬂuence of unknown environmental conditions and varying loading scenarios to an asphalt structure is
observed. The numerical model includes the material modelling of asphalt, the discretization of a truck tyre and the consideration of a interface layer between these systems [11].
The asphalt material parameters are identiﬁed on the basis of 30 cyclic triaxial material
tests with diﬀerent loading conditions. The identiﬁcation of the six material parameters
was performed by the ‘minimum root mean square error’ method, separately for each
sample. In Fig. 6, the identiﬁed material parameters are shown as scatter plot.
Due to the unknown loading conditions – especially frequencies – uncertainty modelling
provides the basis for a generalized material description. Therefore, uncertainty exists due
to the unknown loading conditions. This kind of uncertainty can be modelled by fuzziness
suﬃciently. In the following, two modelling scenarios are compared: without and with
prior dependencies of the fuzzy input quantities.
The modelling of the fuzzy material parameters is shown in Fig. 6. The deﬁnition of the
membership functions (blue colour) is derived from the histogram and expert knowledge
gained on further investigations. The second modelling scenario considers 16 linear constraints hi (see Eq. (6)), containing parameter combinations, which cannot be physically
7
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motivated. The deﬁnition of hi is done on the basis of two input variables each identiﬁed
by the scatter plot. The resulting non-permissible parameter combinations are marked in
Fig. 6 by red colour. The constraints is applied to all α-levels.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of the identiﬁed material parameters (including histograms) and
modelling of fuzzy input quantities (including interaction)

Uncertainty analysis and results The analysis is carried out by the method proposed
in Section 3. The fuzzy sampling scheme was applied for four α-levels α ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
by in total nsim = 1680 simulations. The computation of the relevant fuzzy result stresses
f
σx,y,z
needs the computation of 38250 fuzzy quantities. In the following, the evaluation of
these results is carried out for the region of high signiﬁcance to the pavement subsystem
(below the tyre contact area). The relevant parameter is the stress σxf . The visualization
of spatially dependent fuzzy result quantities requires information reducing measures.
The entire evaluation of the uncertain structural response needs both, representative and
uncertainty characterising measures. In Fig. 7, these results are shown for both modelling
scenarios.
It can be seen, that the centroid values (Fig. 7a) and Fig. 7b)) can be interpreted as
equivalent to a deterministic solution. The highest stresses are observed at the surface
layer and at the bottom of the asphalt base layer, which stands for the characteristic
bending like behaviour.
The area value (Fig. 7c) and Fig. 7d)) indicates areas of high and low uncertainty,
which is the main beneﬁt of an uncertainty analysis. Noticeable is the large gradient
within the top surface in the tyre contact area. This phenomenon is not recognizable
without uncertainty analysis. Furthermore, it can be seen, that the centroidal and the
area value are independent.
The comparison of the two modelling scenarios shows, that there is no inﬂuence of
8
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the consideration of the parameter interaction with respect to the centroidal value, see
(Fig. 7a) and Fig. 7b)). A diﬀerence can be seen for the area value in (Fig. 7c) and
Fig. 7d)). Mainly, the uncertainty of the stress σx decreases, if parameter interaction is
considered. In other words, if a non-physical parameter combination is considered during
the fuzzy analysis (modelling scenario 1), the uncertainty of the results is overestimated.

a) Centroidal value (without interaction)

b) Centroidal value (including interaction)

c) Area value (without interaction)

d) Area value (including interaction)

Figure 7: Comparison on fuzzy results σxf

6.2

Demonstrative example for posterior dependency

In this example, the relevance for considering posterior dependency, see Section 5, is
demonstrated on the basis of a test example proposed in [10]. The observed model is a
complex eigenvalue problem of a synthetic dynamical system: | A(pf ) − λf · I |= 0 with
the system matrix


I
0
f
A(p ) =
(10)
−a1 (pf1 , pf2 ) −a2 (pf1 , pf2 , pf3 )
9
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including the components








1 pf1
3 pf2
2 −1
1 0
1 1
0 1
f
f
f
and a2 =
+ p3 ·
− p 2 · p3 ·
. (11)
a1 =
·
·
−1 2
0 1
1 1
0 0
2 pf2
4 pf1
The uncertain parameters are the three fuzzy triangular variables
pf1 = �0.85, 1.0, 1.15�, pf2 = �0.85, 1.0, 1.15� and pf3 = �−0.1, 0.0, 0.1�.

(12)

The computation of two-dimensional fuzzy result quantities is done with three diﬀerent
methods, whereby the pairs of real and imaginary part of the ﬁrst two eigenvalues are
considered, thus μ(real(λ1 ), imag(λ1 )) and μ(real(λ2 ), imag(λ2 )) are computed.
The results of a sampling-based approach (with 2000 samples per α-level) are depicted
in Figs. 8a) and 9a). Additionally, the results of the convex hull, computed by the ‘Qhull’
algorithm, are shown. The two two-dimensional membership functions are visualized by
coloured membership areas. It can be seen, that with the convex hull approach nonconvex bounds of the membership function cannot be identiﬁed precisely. Furthermore,
the sparsely distributed points indicate regions of high-sensitivity, such that the results
are not fully trustable.
The third results are computed by the proposed multiobjective optimisation approach.
The four membership bounds are computed for each α-level and for both membership
functions. The optimization tasks were solved by the ‘NSGA-II’ algorithm [3] using a
population size of 200 within 25 generations. In Figs. 8b) and 9b) these results are given.
It has to be remarked, that the real Pareto results (point set) are interpolated for the
continuous representation. To compare the results with the sampling approach α = 0 is
selected, see Figs. 8c) and 9c). It can be seen, that the regions of sparse point density
are clearly surrounded by the Pareto frontiers. Another noticeable result is, that the
Pareto frontiers P 1,3 (according to Fig. 5) containing one point only and are not relevant
for this result.
It can be seen, that the computation of multidimensional fuzzy results is highly important to evaluate the inﬂuence of result quantities. By neglecting these posterior dependencies, the strong overestimation of uncertainty leads to unrealistic results.
7

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution dependencies within fuzzy analysis are addresses. The four types
of dependency are described and numerical approaches are given. Functional input dependencies can be handled by time dependent fuzzy processes or spatially dependent fuzzy
ﬁelds. Prior dependency describes the relations within the fuzzy input vector, e.g. due
to non-physical domains and can be considered by conﬁned α-level domains. If independence is assumed, the uncertainty is overestimated. For result quantities, the functional
output dependency allows the computation of time dependent fuzzy result ﬁelds, e.g. in
the context of ﬁnite element analysis. This ability for evaluating the uncertain results in
the same manner as the deterministic pendant (time-dependent 3D visualisation) is highly
beneﬁcial. An additional advantage is, that no a priori identiﬁcation of any quantity of
10
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interest (QoI) is necessary. For the posteriori dependency a new algorithm is proposed,
by multiple solving of multiobjective optimisation tasks. This optimisation based method
enables identifying dependencies within the fuzzy results, such that the overestimation of
uncertainty is limited.
The advanced consideration of dependencies within fuzzy analysis yields more realistic
results, due to a reduced overestimation of uncertainty. Furthermore, the additionally
gathered information can be used to increase the understanding of the simulation and
uncertainty models by a more comprehensive discussion of the uncertain results.

a) Convex-Hull approach

b) Multiobjective optimisation

c) Comparison for α = 0

Figure 8: Two-dimensional fuzzy result for λ1 discretised to ﬁve α-level

a) Convex-Hull approach

b) Multiobjective optimisation

c) Comparison for α = 0

Figure 9: Two-dimensional fuzzy result for λ2 discretised to ﬁve α-level
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Abstract. Fluid viscous dampers are widely employed to control and enhance the seismic
response of structural systems. However, the reliability of these devices may be significantly
affected by the uncertainty inherent to the manufacturing process, which might lead the dampers
to respond in an unexpected way. The main international codes acknowledge the
aforementioned issue and provide some acceptance criteria requiring that the response of
prototype tests, generally expressed in terms of force-velocity relation, does not deviate from
the nominal design condition by more than a tolerance. However, no prescriptions or limits are
imposed on the viscous damper constitutive parameters (viscous coefficient c and velocity
exponent ), whose admissible ranges of variability are unknown. The present paper aims to
investigate how the seismic performance of a structural system, described in terms of mean
annual rates of exceedance of the relevant response parameters, is affected by the uncertainty
of damper properties. The investigation is carried out on a benchmark case study consisting of
a low-rise steel moment-resisting frame building equipped with a set of linear and nonlinear
viscous dampers, designed to achieve the same deterministic target performance for a reference
seismic scenario. The study results show that the damper properties variability affects
differently the various response parameters considered, and that in some cases significant
seismic demand amplifications can be observed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fluid viscous dampers (FVDs) are widely employed to control and enhance the seismic
response of structural systems. Some recent studies [1,2] proved their effectiveness in
mitigating the seismic risk of structural systems when the seismic input uncertainties are
explicitly accounted for. However, the reliability of these devices may be significantly affected
by the uncertainty inherent to the manufacturing process, which might lead the dampers to
respond in an unexpected way.
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The main international codes (ASCE/SEI-7, ASCE/SEI 41-13, EN 15129) [3–5]
acknowledge the aforementioned issue and provide acceptance/tolerance criteria, requiring that
the response of prototype tests, generally expressed in terms of force-velocity relation, does not
deviate from the nominal design condition by more than a tolerance quantity. However, no
prescriptions or limits are imposed on the viscous damper constitutive parameters (viscous
coefficient c and velocity exponent ), whose admissible ranges of variability are unknown.
The studies conducted on this specific aspect are very scarce. Lavan and Avishur 2013 [6]
investigated the sensitivity of the response of linearly damped frames to uncertainty in structural
and damping properties, the latter accounted through a coefficient of variation equal to 5% on
the dampers viscous coefficients only ( deterministically fixed at its design value). Dall'Asta
et al. 2017 [7] analysed, via Subset Simulation, the seismic response sensitivity of S-DoF
systems equipped with linear and nonlinear viscous devices to variable c and , observing a
non-negligible influence of the  exponent variability.
The present paper aims to extend this work [7] by evaluating the influence of codecomplying damper property variations on the performance of a low-rise steel moment-resisting
frame. The frame is equipped with a set of linear (=1.0) and nonlinear (=0.3) viscous
dampers, designed to achieve the same deterministic target performance for a reference seismic
scenario, and the investigation is carried out by considering two different cases of damper
uncertainties: 1) variable c and fixed , equal to the nominal design value; 2) combined
variation of c and . The seismic performance is described by means of demand hazard curves,
reporting the mean annual frequency (MAF) of exceedance for the most relevant engineering
demand parameters (EDPs), and an efficient hybrid probabilistic approach is used to achieve
accurate estimates of these MAFs with a small number of simulations.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Seismic performance assessment
The seismic design and assessment of structures aims at ensuring that the probability of
having an unsatisfactory performance (often referred to as failure) is lower than a reference
acceptable level, whose value is prefixed by seismic codes and can be tailored to the type of
structure at hand, its function, and the consequences of failure (ASCE 7-10; Eurocode-0Errore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.; Probabilistic Model Code 2000) [8,9,3]. With
reference to ordinary civil structures, different limit states and levels of the allowed exceedance
probability are introduced to control the performance. Conventional thresholds are specified for
these limit states and the mean annual frequencies (MAFs) of exceedance approximately vary
from 1·10-2 1/year for serviceability limit states to 1-2·10-3 1/year for ultimate limit states
[8,9,3], while safety checks against collapse should be oriented to ensure a mean annual failure
rate lower than 10-5-10-6 [11,28].
In general, the seismic structural performance is evaluated by monitoring a set of EDPs
relevant to the system at hand, and the seismic check aims to verify that the mean annual
frequency (MAF) 𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 ) of exceeding a prefixed threshold value df is lower than an
acceptable limit 0 (depending on the particular limit state or performance condition, as
discussed above). Design codes [8,9,3] and practical assessment procedures follow an
“intensity-based assessment approach” [10], aiming at satisfying the aforementioned reliability
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condition in an indirect and simplified way, avoiding probabilistic analyses. For this purpose,
a conventional seismic response measure d* is evaluated, via structural analysis, under a seismic
input with assigned intensity, and then it is verified that d*< df. Different threshold values of df,
each associated to a performance objective, are coupled with the various intensity levels.
A more rigorous performance assessment should consider explicitly the seismic demand
hazard function, 𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑), expressing the MAF of exceeding different values d of the global
and local EDP relevant to the performance of the analyzed system [10]. Obviously, in the
evaluation of 𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑), all the sources of uncertainty involved in the problem shall be accounted
for. In this regard, it may be convenient to consider two separate vectors for describing these
uncertainties: X ∈ 𝜴𝜴 is the vector collecting the random variables representing the ground
motion and the structural system uncertainties, which can be described by assigning a
probability density function, and 𝜽𝜽 ∈ 𝛤𝛤 is the vector of all the other parameters affecting the
system performance (i.e., dampers’ properties uncertainties), but for which a probabilistic
model is not available. The corresponding nominal values of 𝜽𝜽 are hereafter denoted as 𝜽𝜽0 .
Denoting with 𝑑𝑑(𝒙𝒙|𝜽𝜽) the generic demand conditional to a given combination of model
parameters 𝜽𝜽, it is possible to evaluate explicitly how 𝜽𝜽 affects the seismic demand hazard
function EDP(d|𝜽𝜽) by solving the reliability integral,
𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑|𝜽𝜽) = 𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∫ 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 (𝒙𝒙|𝜽𝜽) 𝑝𝑝𝑿𝑿 (𝒙𝒙)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

𝜴𝜴

in which 𝑝𝑝𝑋𝑋 (𝒙𝒙) is the joint probability density function (PDF) of X, and 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 (𝒙𝒙|𝜽𝜽) is an
indicator function, such that 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 = 1 if 𝑑𝑑(𝒙𝒙|𝜽𝜽) > 𝑑𝑑∗ , otherwise 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 = 0. The multiplicative term
𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the MAF of occurrence of a seismic event of any significant magnitude [11].
2.2 Hybrid reliability approach for seismic demand estimation

Monte Carlo techniques [12–14] could be employed for solving the integral of Eq. (1), but
this type of approach is generally computationally expensive. An efficient probabilistic
approach, denoted hereinafter as hybrid, is employed here to achieve accurate estimates of the
𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑∗ |𝜽𝜽) while limiting the number of simulations. For this purpose, a conditional
probabilistic technique [10] is used to evaluate the seismic demand at different seismic intensity
levels. More precisely, a stochastic ground motion model is considered, and Subset Simulation
(SS) [14] is employed to derive the IM hazard curve, IM(im), up to very small rates of
exceedances. SS also provides a set of stochastic ground motion samples conditional to
different, non-overlapping IM intervals, which are considered to build the conditional seismic
demand model via multiple-stripe analysis (MSA) [15]. This demand model, represented by
𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷|𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝑑𝑑|𝜽𝜽, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖), expresses the probability of exceeding the demand value d, conditional to the
seismic intensity im, and can be estimated via an empirical method, i.e., by counting the fraction
of samples larger than d for each IM level. The MAF EDP (d*|𝜽𝜽) can then be evaluated as
𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 (𝑑𝑑 ∗ |𝜽𝜽) = ∫ 𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷|𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝑑𝑑 ∗ |𝜽𝜽, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) |𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 |
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼

(2)

where the integral is computed numerically by employing a trapezoidal rule.
It is worth mentioning that this hybrid approach has been recently used in [16] for testing
different ground motion selection methods. However, differently from that work, employing a
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pure Monte Carlo approach for the simulations, in this study the more efficient Subset
Simulation [14] is used, thus reducing further the computational cost of analysis.
3. VISCOUS DAMPERS WITH VARIABLE PROPERTIES
3.1 Overview
The force-velocity constitutive law of FVDs can be described through the following
relationship [17–19]:
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (𝑣𝑣) = 𝑐𝑐|𝑣𝑣|𝛼𝛼 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣)

(3)

where v is the velocity between the device’s ends, Fd is the damper resisting force, |v| is the
absolute value of v, sgn is the sign operator, c and  are two constitutive parameters: the former
is a multiplicative factor, while the latter describes the damper nonlinear behaviour.
The main international seismic codes [3–5] acknowledge that the manufacturing process is
characterized by some uncertainty affecting the viscous constitutive parameters, whose actual
values might differ from the nominal ones used in the design. To cope with such uncertainty,
acceptance criteria are introduced. In particular, the ASCE/SEI 41-13 [4]Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata. and the European code EN 15129 [5] require that the
maximum experimental force shown by the tested damper (subjected to harmonic displacement
time-histories), Fd(v), deviates from the expected (design) value, Fd*(v), by no more than a
tolerance value p within a range of velocities v spanning from zero to the maximum design one
𝑣𝑣 ∗ . This requirement can be formulated in terms of the following inequality,
(4)
(1 − 𝑝𝑝)𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (𝑣𝑣) ≤ 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (𝑣𝑣) ≤ (1 + 𝑝𝑝)𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (𝑣𝑣),
𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑣 ∗

where p = 15% according to the abovementioned seismic standards. The safety check should
be coherently carried out by employing a lower/upper bound approach, considering the worst
conditions compatible with the acceptance criteria.
The application proposed in this paper, which can be viewed as an extension of a previous
work of the same authors [20] to the case of more realistic structural models including multiple
devices, aims at investigating the influence of the variability of the viscous damper properties,
including that of , on the seismic risk. To this aim, by denoting the viscous constitutive
properties of n fluid viscous dampers as c [c1, …, cn] and  [1, …, n], it is possible to
consider two rules of variation complying with the tolerances prescribed by the code, as
described below in detail.
3.2 Code-complying dampers properties variations
The simplest case considered corresponds to variable viscous coefficients c and fixed
velocity exponents , the latter assumed equal to the corresponding nominal values 𝜶𝜶0 . Viscous
coefficients are allowed to deviate from the nominal values 𝒄𝒄0 while satisfying the inequality
constraint of Eq. (4), which can be also expressed as in Eq. (3) because the variations of c
provide a homogeneous effect on the damper response for the whole range of velocities, with
force variations equal to the viscous coefficient variations,
−0.85𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1.15𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛)
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Alternatively, both c and  might be assumed to vary while satisfying Eq. (4). In this case,
the link between the dampers force variations and the perturbed viscous parameters is not
̂
̂, 𝒄𝒄̂) of the constitutive parameters, such that  = 0 + 𝜶𝜶
straightforward, and joint variations (𝜶𝜶
and c = c0 + 𝒄𝒄̂ , must be considered. The constraint of Eq. (4) can be rewritten as follows,
|(𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 + 𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 )𝑣𝑣 (𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖+ 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖) − 𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣 𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 | ≤ 0.15𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣 𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 , ∀ 0 ≤ 𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑣 ∗ (𝑖𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛)

(6)

in which the perturbed parameters have been spelt out.
For sake of clarity, Fig. 1(a) and (b) show, with black solid line, the normalized forcevelocity relations corresponding to respectively a linear and a nonlinear damper (b), obtained
for the design nominal parameters (0, c0). On the same figure, the upper and lower bounds of
the allowed response variability are also shown with red solid lines, corresponding to the case
of viscous coefficient variations 𝑐𝑐̂ = +/−15% and 𝛼𝛼̂ = 0. Moreover, the varied response
curves obtained for two specific pairs of perturbed values (𝛼𝛼̂, 𝑐𝑐̂ ) are superimposed: the dashed
blue curve represents the maximum admissible positive variation of the exponent ,
corresponding to the condition in which the response variation attains the upper bound value
(i.e., Fd/ Fd* = 1.15) at the design velocity (i.e., v/ v*=1); the dotted blue curve represents the
maximum admissible negative variation of the exponent , corresponding to the condition in
which the response variation attain the lower bound value (i.e., Fd/ Fd* = 0.85) at the design
velocity (i.e., v/ v*=1).
The perturbed cases discussed above comply with the tolerances for velocity values lower
than the design one (i.e., v/ v* < 1), as required by the codes. However, for velocity values
beyond the design one (i.e., v/ v* > 1), the perturbed force attains values outside the upper/lower
bounds, and the specific trend depends on the sign of 𝛼𝛼̂, which governs the rate of change of
the nonlinear response with non-homogeneous effects along the range of velocities.
a)

Design (𝑐𝑐 0, 0)
Tolerances (𝑐𝑐̂ = +/-15%𝑐𝑐 0, ̂ = 0)
̂ > 0 (𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 )
̂ < 0 (𝑐𝑐̂ < 0 )

b)

Design (𝑐𝑐 0, 0)
Tolerances (𝑐𝑐̂ = +/-15%𝑐𝑐 0, ̂ = 0)
̂ > 0 (𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 )
̂ < 0 (𝑐𝑐̂ < 0 )

Fig. 1: FVD’s force response for code-complying damper parameters variations: a) =1.0, and b)  =0. 3.

4. BENCHMARK CASE STUDY AND DAMPERS DESIGN
4.1 Case study and dampers design
The case study consists of a 3-storey steel moment-resisting (MR) frame building, designed
within the SAC Phase II Steel Project, and widely used as benchmark structure in [21,22,2,23].
The structural system was designed to conform to local code requirements of California region.
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It consists of perimeter moment-resisting frames and internal gravity frames with shear
connections, while the structural model for analysis purposes is a two-dimensional frame
representing one half of the structure in the north–south direction. The main geometrical details
are shown in Fig. 2, while further details can be found in [22].
The finite element model of the system is developed in OpenSees [24] by following a
distributed plasticity approach. An elastic P-delta column is introduced to account for the
nonlinear geometrical effects induced by gravity loads, corresponding to both the inner frames
and, not explicitly modelled, and the perimeter frame, explicitly modelled. A large displacement
(small strain) analysis is performed. The estimated first three vibration periods T1=0.995 s,
T2=0.325 s, and T3=0.173 s, are in good agreement with the values observed in [21,22,2].
4.2 Seismic scenario and intensity measure
The Atkinson-Silva (2000) [25] source-based ground motion model for California region is
used to characterize the seismic hazard at the site of the building. Ground motion samples can
be generated using this model in combination with the stochastic simulation method of Boore
(2003) [26]. The seismic scenario at the site is described through the following two
seismological parameters, modelled as random variables: the moment magnitude M is
characterized by the Gutenberg-Richter PDF fM(m) bounded within the interval [5, 8] and with
parameter =2.303; the epicentral distance R is modelled according to the PDF fR(r) under the
hypothesis of equal likelihood of seismic occurrence anywhere within a distance from the site
rmax = 50 km, beyond which the seismic effects are assumed to become negligible. The soil
condition is deterministically defined by the scalar value VS30 = 310 m/s [27]. Further details
about the other ground motion model parameters not reported here can be found in [20]Errore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. The ground motion record-to-record variability is
simulated by means of a Gaussian normal vector-valued function, by adding a lognormal
random variable mod as proposed by Jalayer and Beck (2008) [28] to increase the otherwise
low record-to-record casualness.
The spectral acceleration at the fundamental period T1 = 1.0 s, Sa(T1), is assumed as IM, and
the corresponding hazard curve is provided by a single-run of Subset Simulation, performed
with 20 simulation levels, each having a target intermediate exceedance probability p0 = 0.5,
and N=500 samples per level. Among the N=500 ground motion time-series generated at each
simulation level, a subset of 20 samples is considered for performing MSA. It is noteworthy
that number of simulation levels has been defined based on a preliminary study, performed by
considering different choices for the discretization of the IM range and for the numbers of
accelerograms to be considered at each IM interval. Based on this study, it was concluded that
a hybrid reliability analysis with 20 stripes and 20 ground motion samples conditional to the
central values of the partitioned IM hazard curve allows to obtain results comparable in terms
of accuracy to those provided by multiple Subset Simulations, for which an average of 20
independent runs, corresponding to a total of 24000 simulations, is considered.
4.3 Performance criteria and dampers design
The dampers are designed to achieve an enhanced building performance level according to
ASCE/SEI 41-13 [4], consisting of meeting the immediate occupancy requirements
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(performance level 1-B) at the BSE-2E seismic hazard level (i.e., with probability of
exceedance equal to 5% in 50 years, corresponding to the annual rate of exceeding 0 = 0.001).
The dampers are placed into the structural frame (Fig. 2) connected in series to steel
supporting braces, and two different cases are studied: linear viscous dampers (0= 1.0) and
nonlinear (0= 0.3) viscous dampers. The structural performance is described by the interstory
maximum drift, whose limit value at the Immediate Occupancy Limit State is assumed equal to
0.01 according to FEMA-350 [29] for low-rise ordinary moment-resisting steel buildings.
Following a deterministic design approach, commonly employed in practice, the damper
viscous coefficients c0,i (i = 1, 2, 3 floor levels) are calibrated to control the mean value of the
maximum interstory drift demand (drift_max), evaluated for a set of 7 accelerograms whose
intensity, defined in terms of IM= Sa(T1), is consistent with the reference hazard level (i.e., with
0 = 0.001yr-1). The IM value corresponding to the exceedance frequency considered for the
design is equal to IM(0) = Sa(T1) = 0.63g. The subset of 7 simulated ground motion timehistories is selected from the set of samples stored during execution of Subset Simulation, and
the selection criteria is such that it satisfies (without scaling) the spectrum compatibility at the
building’s first period T1 = 1.0s. The target performance, achieved for both the linear and
nonlinear dampers case, is equal to drift_max = 0.0097rad < 0.01rad, corresponding to a 40%
reduction with respect to the bare frame performance.
Assuming a S275 steel grade, the supporting braces are designed to withstand (with no
buckling) an amplified damper force according to the following expression,
𝛼𝛼

𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 = 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 (2𝜇𝜇𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ) = 𝑐𝑐0 |2𝜇𝜇𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 |

(7)

corresponding to the force provided by the damper at a velocity value twice the mean
maximum velocity vel,max observed under the set of 7 ground motions conditional to IM(0).
Among the several methods available [30] for distributing the dampers at the various storeys,
a distribution of c0,i proportional to the normalized shear profile (i.e., from the top below, 0.54,
0.86, 1.00) of the first mode is considered in this study. The nominal properties of the viscous
coefficients and axial stiffness of the steel braces are reported in Table 1.
The performance of the system with added dampers is evaluated by monitoring the following
EDPs: the maximum interstory drift among the storeys, edpDrift; the maximum absolute baseshear brought by the frame only, edpVb_Frame; the maximum absolute acceleration among the
various floors, edpAcc; the maximum absolute force and strokes among the dampers,
respectively, edpFd Di and edpStroke Di (accounting for devices’ cost, size and failure). The
maximum velocities experience by dampers, edpVel_Di, are also monitored.
c0,3

3.96m

kb

c0,2

3.96m

kb

c0,1

3.96m
9.15m

kb

9.15m

9.15m

9.15m

Fig. 2: Structural model and FVDs placement.
Table 1: Damper parameters and brace stiffness with linear and nonlinear dampers.

c0,1 [s/m] c0,2 [s/m] c0,3 [s/m] kb [kN/mm]
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=1.0
=0.3

11000
4000

9460
3440

5940
2160

640.23
409.75

5. HAZARD CURVES FOR DAMPERS WITH NOMINAL PROPERTIES
This section shows and compares the seismic performances of the buildings equipped with
linear and nonlinear dampers with nominal properties (,i, c0,i). In particular, the demand
hazard curves are estimated via MSA for all of the relevant EDPs, but due to space constraints
only some responses (i.e., drift, accelerations, stroke and force of the damper at the first-floor)
are shown in Fig. 3. The curves related to the system equipped with linear dampers (red solid
line) and nonlinear dampers (blue solid line) are plotted together with the corresponding
reference performance points, having the coordinates {d*,0(d*)} and illustrated with red and
blue circles for, respectively, linear and nonlinear dampers. The makers corresponding to the
design response values amplified according to ASCE/SEI 41-13 [4] are also shown, using red
and blue diamonds for, respectively, linear and nonlinear dampers. It is recalled, indeed, that
the amplification rules suggested in ASCE/SEI 41-13 are as expressed in Eq. (7) for what
concerns the forces (i.e., by assuming a damper velocity twice the design value), while the
strokes are required to be amplified by a factor 2.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 3: Demand hazard curves for dampers with nominal properties.

By analysing the results (including those not reported in Fig. 3), it can be observed that the
reference MAF of exceedance is around 10-3 (see red and blue circles in the charts) for all the
EDPs and types of dampers. However, the EDPs’ hazard curves show different trends between
linear and nonlinear dampers by moving above or below the reference MAF value. In particular,
it is found that:
The structural response in terms of drift (Fig. 3a), dampers’ velocity and strokes (Fig.
3c) is higher in the building with linear dampers within the range of MAFs EDP >10-3
(i.e., more frequent events), while the trend is inverted by moving toward the rarer
events region with EDP <10-3. This implies a better performance of linear dampers for
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-

EDP <10-3 (reference design MAF), and a worse performance for EDP >10-3.

The hazard curves of the dampers’ forces (Fig. 3d) and the frame base-shear follow an
inverted trend, in which the response of the building with nonlinear dampers is higher
within the range of MAFs EDP >10-3, and lower for EDP <10-3.
The maximum absolute acceleration (Fig. 3b) is higher in the building with nonlinear
dampers within the range of MAFs EDP >10-5 and lower for EDP <10-5.
Furthermore, it is worth to note that the amplification rules provided by ASCE/SEI 41-13
for both the stroke and force of dampers do not lead to homogenous reliability levels:
The amplified design force (Fig. 3d) is more likely to be exceeded by the nonlinear
dampers (EDP =8.819x10-5 yr-1 in average) than by the linear ones (EDP =3.479x10-5).
The same results are observed for the amplified design stroke (Fig. 3c), which is more
likely exceeded by the nonlinear dampers (with an average EDP = 1.996x10-4 yr-1) than
by the linear ones (with an average EDP =1.136x10-4).
The MAF of the amplified stroke is on average higher than that of the damper force.
The results discussed above are in agreement with the outcomes of previous studies [20,21],
and confirm the need of improving the simplified approach provided by the codes, which does
not ensure the same reliability levels for dampers with different exponent .
6. EFFECT OF VARIABLE VISCOUS PROPERTIES
6.1 Demand hazard curves for dampers with varied viscous properties
This section analyses the influence of dampers with variable viscous properties. The
following two pairs of perturbed conditions are investigated (Fig. 1): 1) dampers with viscous
coefficients equal to the upper and lower limit values allowed by the code, i.e., corresponding
to 𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 = +/−15%𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 and 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖 = 0; 2) dampers with the maximum admissible positive and
negative variations of the exponent  (and related viscous coefficient), corresponding to the
condition in which the damper force variation attains, respectively, the upper and lower bound
values (i.e., Fd/ Fd* = 1.15 and Fd/ Fd* = 0.85) at the design velocity (i.e., v/ v* = 1). To be
more specific, each of the three dampers placed in the building has a specific value of design
velocity v*, hence the pairs of varied constitutive parameters vary from a damper to another.
However, because the values of the design velocities are very similar for the various dampers,
a unique pair of perturbed parameters is assumed, for each damper type (linear or nonlinear).
In particular, the maximum design velocity experienced by the dampers at different floors is
considered, i.e., 0.314 m/s and 0.313 m/s for, respectively, linear and nonlinear dampers. Thus,
in the case of linear dampers the pairs of varied parameters correspond to the variations {𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 =
+31.7%𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖 = +12.1%𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 } and {𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 = −26.2%𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖 = −12.1%𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 }, while in the case
of nonlinear dampers they correspond to the variations {𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 = +32.8%𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖 = +39.3%𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 }
and {𝑐𝑐̂𝑖𝑖 = −25.9%𝑐𝑐0,𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛼𝛼̂𝑖𝑖 = −39.3%𝛼𝛼0,𝑖𝑖 }.
The influence on the seismic performance of these variations of the damper properties is
assessed by monitoring the response at the following three MAF levels: 10-2, 10-3, and 10-6,
which are approximately representative of, respectively, the serviceability limit state (SLS), the
ultimate limit state (ULS), and the failure conditions. At each of these MAF levels, the
percentage variation of the generic seismic demand parameter is computed through Eq. (8), in
which dvar is the EDP value for perturbed parameters, and d0 is the one for nominal conditions.
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∆𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) = 100

𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 (𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ) − 𝑑𝑑0 (𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )
𝑑𝑑0 (𝜈𝜈𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 )

(8)

Table 2: Percentage performance demand variations at the MAF level EDP = 10-2.

Damper type
edpDrift
edpVb_Frame
edpAcc
edpFd_dampers
edpStroke_dampers
edpVel_dampers

𝑐𝑐̂ = +15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝑐𝑐̂ = −15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝛼𝛼̂ > 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 𝛼𝛼̂ < 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ < 0
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-21.73
0.00
21.73
0.00
7.67
11.98
-7.67
-11.98
15.34
23.96 -11.50 -19.97
0.00
6.88
0.00
-6.88
0.00
13.76
0.00
-6.88
14.12
7.10
-14.12
-14.20
14.12
21.31 -14.12 -21.31
-11.36
0.00
11.36
0.00
-11.36
0.00
11.36
14.71
-5.78
0.00
5.78
-4.92
-5.78
4.92
11.56
-9.85

Table 3: Percentage performance demand variations at the MAF level EDP = 10-3.

Damper type
edpDrift
edpVb_Frame
edpAcc
edpFd_dampers
edpStroke_dampers
edpVel_dampers

𝑐𝑐̂ = +15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝑐𝑐̂ = −15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝛼𝛼̂ > 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 𝛼𝛼̂ < 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ < 0
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
-6.02
-6.85
6.02
13.70
-12.05 -13.70 12.05
20.55
5.74
9.08
-6.89
-7.95
12.63
19.30 -12.63 -13.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.17
2.90
0.00
0.00
9.06
14.23
-9.06
-14.23
18.12
28.46 -18.12 -23.72
-6.10
-6.71
9.15
10.07
-12.20 -13.42 15.24
16.78
-3.75
-3.75
5.63
9.38
-7.50
-5.63
11.26
15.01

Table 4: Percentage performance demand variations at the MAF level EDP = 10-6.

Damper type
edpDrift
edpVb_Frame
edpAcc
edpFd_dampers
edpStroke_dampers
edpVel_dampers

𝑐𝑐̂ = +15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝑐𝑐̂ = −15% (𝛼𝛼̂ = 0) 𝛼𝛼̂ > 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 𝛼𝛼̂ < 0 and 𝑐𝑐̂ < 0
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
L
NL
-7.48
-6.36
8.55
7.77
-13.89 -12.71 16.03
14.83
8.33
8.77
-8.65
-8.18
16.98
18.70 -15.70 -14.61
2.49
3.59
-1.66
-3.59
4.98
8.07
-3.32
-5.38
9.99
14.25
-11.10
-14.25
19.98
31.36 -19.98 -25.66
-7.03
-6.41
8.66
7.83
-13.53 -12.82 16.23
14.60
-3.00
-4.76
3.49
5.12
-5.49
-8.78
6.49
9.15

Based on the results computed for both the cases of linear (L) and nonlinear (NL) dampers,
reported in Table 2-Table 4 (with the highest positive variations highlighted by black solid
fonts), the following conclusions can be drawn:
For all of the MAF levels examined, the perturbed cases with (𝑐𝑐̂ = +15% and 𝛼𝛼̂ = 0)
and (𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 and 𝛼𝛼̂ > 0) lead to negative variations of the drift, strokes and damper
velocity demand, while yield positive variations on the frame base-shears, damper
forces and absolute accelerations.
The highest variations are observed for combined perturbations of the parameters (𝑐𝑐̂ ≠
0 and 𝛼𝛼̂ ≠ 0), whereas the EDPs are generally less sensitive to variations of c only.
A clear trend among the MAF levels cannot be identified for most of the EDPs, even
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though the damper force sensitivity to the parameters perturbations increases by
moving towards rarer hazard levels, i.e., passing from SLS to the collapse region.
The maximum increments reached by the damper strokes are higher than 16% in both
linear and nonlinear dampers when 𝑐𝑐̂ < 0 and 𝛼𝛼̂ < 0, while the maximum increments
reached by the damper forces are around 31% and 20% for, respectively, nonlinear and
linear dampers when 𝑐𝑐̂ > 0 and 𝛼𝛼̂ > 0.
Results discussed thus far are consistent with the outcomes obtained in [20] by considering
a linear SDOF system with period T=1.0s.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyses the influence of code-complying tolerances of viscous damper properties
on the probabilistic performance of a low-rise steel moment-resisting frame building equipped
with a set of linear (=1.0) and nonlinear (=0.3) viscous dampers.
The study results show that the damper properties variability affects differently the various
response parameters considered, and in some cases significant seismic demand amplifications
are observed with respect to the case with dampers with nominal properties. In light of this,
should these results be confirmed in future studies, it may be advisable to improve the reliability
factors currently provided by the codes in order to account for dampers uncertainties.
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Abstract. The quantification of inhomogeneous uncertain parameters in Finite Element
models is a challenging task in case no direct measurement of these quantities is possible and when the available data are very scarce. In that case, classical probabilistic
approaches such as Bayes’ method might give unsatisfactory results due to necessary subjective assumptions. The authors recently introduced interval methods to cope with this
situation by introducing an inverse approach to quantify interval field uncertain parameters, based on a limited set of indirect measurement data. These methods are based
on the representation of the uncertainty in the responses of the structure as a convex
set, and minimising the discrepancy between the convex set of the model responses and
the convex set of replicated measurement data. This paper gives a brief overview of the
recent developments and aims at giving a tutorial for the practical application of these
new inverse methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

Interval Field Finite Element method were during the last decades introduced as an
alternative to the well-established framework of probabilistic uncertainty representation.
These methods are complementary to the probabilistic framework and are proven to
provide objective estimates of the uncertainty in these models under scarce data, since
the need for the identification of a full probabilistic data description is eliminated [1].
Interval fields were only recently introduced as an extension to this concept to account for
non-homogeneous non-determinism, and can be regarded as a interval counterpart to the
established framework of Random Fields [2]. The description of an interval field is based
on the superposition of nb ∈ N base functions ψ i (r) : Ω → R, with r a spatial coordinate,
scaled by independent interval scalars αiI ∈ IR, with IR the space of interval valued real
numbers. The base functions ψ i (r) represent a set of uncertainty patterns and describe
the spatial nature of the uncertainty that is modelled by the interval field. The interval
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scalars αiI capture the uncertainty at the input of the model. An interval field is formally
expressed as:
nb

I
ψ i (r)αiI
(1)
θ (r) =
i=1

However, in order to obtain a realistic model, an objective quantification of nb , αiI
and ψ i (r) is needed. In case x is not measurable directly, as is for instance the case
when contact stiffness values or component-level material properties are considered, such
quantification is very challenging. The authors proposed a generic methodology for this
identification. The method starts from a set of measurements of the system’s responses,
and represents the uncertainty in this measurements using set theoretical concepts. Similarly, also the uncertainty in the responses that is predicted by the interval field FE
model is modelled. Then, the quantification of the interval field parameters consists of
minimising the discrepancy between these two uncertain sets of responses. Also multiple
extensions to the method were presented, as well as two reduction schemes. The complete
overview can be found in [3–11]. This paper combines information from these publications
and aims at giving a concise overview and practical tutorial of the complete methodology
following a case-study approach.
2

INTERVAL FIELD FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Let M be a deterministic Finite Element model that is used to solve a (set of) differential equations for z m ∈ Rd through the vector valued function operator g:
M(θ) : z m = g(θ),

g : Rk → Rd

(2)

with θ ∈ F ⊂ Rk the vector of model parameters and F the sub-domain of feasible
parameters (e.g., non-negative contact stiffness).
uncertainty that is attributed to θ is modelled as an interval field θ I (r) =
nThe
k
k
b
I
I
I
i=1 ψ i (r)αi ∈ Ω × F , with F ⊂ IR and IR the space of k-dimensional interval vectors and Ω the model domain. Note that due to the orthogonality of all αiI , i = 1, ..., k,
all
 interval scalars are independent by definition. In general the base functions satisfy
ψ (r)ψj (r) = δij , but also non-orthogonal base functions can be applied [2]. Note that
Ω i
while the realisations of αI are located within a hyper-cubic subspace of Rnb , this is not
the case for θ I (r), since ψ i (r) provide a measure for the dependence [5].
The interval field FE method then searches solution set z̃ m containing the extreme
realizations of z m given the hyper-cubic parameter uncertainty in αI . In general, z m is
not hyper-cubic, but spans a non-convex region in Rd , since M provides coupling between
zim , i = 1, ..., d. Therefore, a direct and general solution to this problem is computationally
intractable. As a result hereof, the solution set z̃ m is commonly approximated by an
uncertain realization set z̃ m , which is obtained by propagating q well selected deterministic
I
realizations z m
i of the hyper-cubic uncertain input parameters θ :


I
m
z̃ m = z m
(3)
i | z i = M(θ i ); θ i ∈ θ ; i = 1, . . . , q
2
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These realisations can either stem from a global optimization approach [1] or dedicated
sampling methods such as the Transformation Method [12,13]. Alternatively, direct computation using affine arithmetical approaches are applied [14, 15].
3
3.1

INVERSE INTERVAL QUANTIFICATION
Interval field quantification procedure

The general overview of the procedure to quantify non-homogeneous uncertainty in FE
models based on a set of scarce measurement data is illustrated in the workflow shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1: General overview of the methodology
The following paragraphs explain each step in detail. Furthermore, some illustrations
are given to further explain some concepts. These illustrations are based on a numerical
model that predicts the modal behaviour of a simple cantilever beam (figure 2), as described in [6]. The 10 first eigenmodes of this model are computed using an FE model
with 10 4-node bilinear shell elements. It is considered that Young’s modulus is subjected
to spatial uncertainty. Measurement data of the 10 first eigenmodes are generated by
sampling from a predefined interval field on Young’s modulus. The presented methods
are applied to quantify this pre-defined interval field using only the measured responses.
Step 1: The first step in the inverse quantification procedure consists of gathering and
preparing the experimental data that is needed for the inverse quantification procedure
3
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Figure 2: Illustration of the cantilever beam.
by performing t replicated experiments on a physical replica of the considered model.
These measurements are then used to construct a measurement set z̃ e . Then, the nondeterminism that is present in these replicated measurements is bounded by its convex
hull C e , which is formally defined as:
e

C =



t

j=1

βj z ej

| (∀j : βj ≥ 0) ∧

t


βj = 1 ;

j=1

z ej

∈ z̃

e



(4)

with β a vector of weighting factors, such that all elements βj are non-negative and sum
to one. Alternatively, it can also be represented as a set containing he d-dimensional
half-spaces representing the linear inequalities that describe boundaries of C e :
C e ≡ Ae (z e )T − be ≥ 0

(5)

with Ae ∈ Rhe ×d , be ∈ Rhee and he the number of half-spaces that are needed to describe
C e [16]. The preprocessing of the data from different experiments in a dynamic FE model
context is rather straightforward, as the analyst only has to keep track of eigenmode
cross-over or -veering to ensure that the correct measured eigenfrequencies are compared.
This can for instance be ensured by using MAC-based mode tracking [18].
The case of quasi-static models requires a bit more elaboration. Since widely applied
techniques such as extensometers and strain gauges give only a very limited amount
of spatial information on the occurring strains in a quasi-statically loaded specimen, it
is rather cumbersome to quantify non-homogeneous uncertainty using these methods.
Therefore, it was proposed to apply full-field strain measurements such as Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) [9, 17] in this case as they provide strain data with very high spatial
resolution containing up to O(1006 ) measurement points throughout Ω. These methods
employ cameras to track the displacement of each location in Ω during loading to infer
displacement and strain fields corresponding to each load step. However, two new specific
challenges arise in this context:
1. The coordinate system (CS), in which the measured strains and displacements that
are obtained using these techniques is in general not the same for all t measured
replicas. This is a direct result from the practical difficulties associated with placing
all tested specimens on the exact relative position with respect to the cameras in
4
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Figure 3: Illustration of the edge detection. Left: original image used in DIC; Middle:
binarised image using Otsu’s method; Right: detected edges in the original image via
Laplacian edge detection
real testing environments. Moreover, these CS are also in general not coincident with
the CS of the corresponding numerical model. This hinders an accurate comparison
of the strain and/or displacement values stemming from the different tests and the
numerical model throughout the model domain Ω. As such, an alignment procedure
is needed to match (1) the CS of all measured replica z ej and (2) match these CS to
the CS of the FE model under consideration.
2. The number of measured responses d is in general not the same for all z ej since
DIC acts as a highly non-linear low pass filter in the spatial domain. Furthermore,
d usually is also several orders of magnitude larger as compared to the number of
responses that are given by the corresponding FE model. As such, each z ej has to be
interpolated to the nodes of the FE model to ensure an accurate comparison.
In order to align the CS of all z ej , j = 1, . . . , t, one specimen with reference image fref is
arbitrarily chosen from the set of measured replicas as a reference, and all other images
fi , i = 1, ..., t − 1 of the tested specimens are aligned to this reference fref . In this way,
also the corresponding displacement- and strain fields are aligned, as they are inherently
connected to the images. The alignment is obtained by algorithmically detecting the
edges of the specimens in the reference images using a combination of Otsu’s method
and Laplacian edge detection [18], and fitting these detected edges in a least-squares way
by quantifying the complete image transformation matrix. The detection of the edges is
illustrated in figure 3. The coordinate system of fref is then also aligned to the coordinate
system of the numerical model.
In order to obtain a measured response that corresponds to the location of a computed
response in the FE model, it is proposed to compute the average of all responses z m (r DIC )
that are measured at a location r DIC in the neighbourhood N (r F E ) ⊂ Ω of a node r F E,i
of the FE model:

1
z m (r i,F E ) =
z m (r DIC )dr
i = 1, ..., d
(6)
N (r i,F E ) N (ri,F E )
As such, a measured response z mj is obtained for each node i in Ω, located at r i,F E . The
5
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notation z m (r i,F E ) is used instead of the vector notation, in order to explicitly denote
the correspondence of all measurement points that are contained in each replica z m with
a location in the model domain Ω. In case element responses (strains) are used for the
comparison, the reduction of the measurement data set is straightforward, as N (r F E ) ⊂ Ω
is considered to be coinciding with the elements of the FE discretization. On the other
hand, when nodal response (displacements) values are used for the identification, N (r F E )
is constructed based on a mesh that connects the midpoints of the elements.
Step 2: The effective dimension of the experimental data set z̃ e is determined, based
on the idea that the combination of d system responses not necessarily represents a ddimensional manifold in Rd , e.g. due to a high degree of dependence between certain
responses. dr is specifically determined using a singular value decomposition over the
covariance matrix Ξe of z̃ e :
Ξe = Φe Λe (Φe )T
(7)
with Λ ∈ Rd×d the diagonal matrix of the ordered eigenvalues λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λd of
Ξ, and Φ ∈ Rd×d a matrix containing the orthogonal eigenvectors φej ∈ Rd , j = 1, ..., d.
Finally, the effective dimensionality dr of the convex hull of the measurement data set C e
is then defined such that:
dr

λei
(8)
e ≥ 1−
tr(Ξ
)
i=1

with tr(Ξe ) the trace of the covariance matrix, and  the approximation error, which
should be a very small number. A thorough explanation is given in [5]. Figure 4 illustrates
the convergence of  with respect to dr , when applied to experimental data sets containing
25 up to 1000 samples [5].

Figure 4: Convergence of  with respect to dr , when applied to experimental data sets
containing 25 up to 1000 samples
Step 3: The correct number of base functions nb corresponds with an uncertain realisation set z̃ m which has at least the same effective dimension as z̃ e . Increasing nb in eq. (1)
increases the dimension of the hyper-cubic input space αI . Furthermore, since more basis
functions are defined, also the complexity of the coupling between local interval scalars
6
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at each Ωe . As such, nb directly impacts dr of z̃ m . In case of a strictly monotonic model
g(), nb can be chosen to be equal to dr . For non-monotonic models nb should be selected
in an iterative approach [5].
Step 4: The initial guess on the parameters is mainly needed when gradient-based optimization algorithms such as Matlab’s fmincon are used. Even in that case, it was shown
in [6] that the obtained results are not sensitive to the initial estimate. When global
optimisers are applied, this initial estimate is not used in the quantification procedure.
In that case, rather the bounds between which the analyst believes that these parameters
lie can be provided to speed up the algorithm.
Step 5: Two possible reduction schemes were presented recently by the authors since the
computation of C m and C e scales exponentially with the number of considered responses.
The first method, called the subset selection scheme [3, 6, 9] selects a subset of responses
from the full uncertain realisation set containing the most informative responses, and as
such retains the physical interpretation of the reduced convex hulls. As a drawback, this
method requires forward solves of the interval field FE model. Alternatively, also the
subspace projection method [5, 10, 11] was introduced. Instead of selecting an optimal
subset of responses, the full uncertain realisation set and measurement data set are projected onto a lower dimensional basis, constructed via a singular value decomposition of
the covariance matrix of the measurement data set. This method is completely objective
with respect to the data and requires no forward FE solves. As a drawback, the method
is rather sensitive to spurious data in the measurement data set, as the complete data set
is considered. Therefore, appropriate data pre-processing is pre-emptive. Both methods
will be explained in detail in the following:
Step 5a: The subset selection reduction scheme is originally presented in [6] and applied
also in [9], and is based on the idea that a limited subset of the total response
vector contains sufficient information to steer the quantification procedure. The
performance of the method is also verified in [6, 9, 18]. Consider the index set L,
where each index l corresponds to a a combination of dr responses out of the result
vector z m
i , then following optimization problem determines the optimal subset:




 r

k
r
  ∂Vm,l rα

1
min(Λc ) 

(9)
· i ·  ∂V r r  ·
l∗ = argmax 
r

α
m,l
l∈L
 ∂rαi Vm
· i  max(Λc )
i=1
l ∂rαi

Vm

r
is the multidimensional
where l∗ denotes the index number of the optimal subset Vm,l
volume of the candidate reduced uncertain realisation set, rαi is the radius of one of
the k locally defined interval scalars and Vm is the volume of the uncertain realisation
set. Λrc ∈ Rdr ×dr represents the diagonal matrix containing the ordered dr eigenvalues, as obtained by performing a singular value decomposition of the covariance
matrix Ξrc ∈ Rdr ×dr of the candidate uncertain realisation set z̃ m,r
l . Technically, the
optimization problem can be solved by brute forcing the solution when the number

7
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of responses is comparably low [6], or by using integer-valued genetic algorithms for
larger FE models [9]. Both approaches were shown to be viable.
Step 5b: The subspace projection reduction scheme is originally presented in [5] and
extended in [10, 11]. Specifically, both z̃ m and z̃ e are projected onto a basis B ∈ Rdr
before computing the convex hulls, which is defined as:


(10)
B = span φed−dr , φed−dr +1 , ...φed

with dr the effective dimension of z̃ e [5] and φm are those eigenvectors in Φm that
correspond to the dr largest eigenvalues in Λm , and stem from the singular value decomposition presented in eq. (7). If dr would be still too large to allow for computing
C e and C m , z̃ m,r and z̃ e,r are further projected onto d+
der -dimensional

 subspaces,
fined by a lower-dimensional orthogonal basis Bi+ ⊂ B, i = 1, . . . , dd+rr , constructed
 dr 
the binomial coefficient [8,11]. Specifically,
<<
d
and
as a subset of B, with d+
r
r
d+
r
+
th
the i orthogonal subspace basis Bi is defined as:
Bi+ = {φm,Ii (1) , φmIi (2) , . . . φm,Ii (d+r ) }

(11)

 dr 
th
subspaces
with Ii an index set containing the d+
r indices for the i , i = 1, ..., d+
r
of the vector space by B. The convex hulls are then computed in each Bi+ . This
projection on sub-bases however comes at the cost of losing higher-order interaction
between model responses. In the case of the AIRMOD test structure [19], a speed-up
of the objective function evaluation with a factor 1005 was obtained [20] following this
approach, while maintaining an accurate quantification of the uncertain parameters.
Note that where 5a is performed using the computed model responses, the reduction in
5b is solely based on the available measurement data.
Step 6a: For computational efficiency, C e and its derivative quantities are computed prior
to steps 7: and 8:, and passed to the optimization solvers where needed. The equations
needed to perform these computations are given in the relevant step. Note that this
computations are performed using the reduced experimental data set.
Step 6b: The computation of the convex hull of the realisation set and its derivative
quantities are needed in each iteration of Step 7 and Step 8.
Step 7: The base functions ψ i (r) that model the spatial nature of θ I (r) that is being
quantified, are determined by minimising a squared L2 norm over the difference between
the gradients of the half spaces that bound C e and C m . Formally, the objective function
is defined as:

2
 I


m
e

δBV = ∇f α , ψ j (r) αI =αI − ∇f 
(12)
0

m

2

where f is defined by considering only the crisp boundary of C m and stems directly from
following set of linear inequalities:


(13)
f m αI , ψ (r) = [f1m , f2m , ..., fhmm ]T = Am z T − bm = 0
8
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with ∀fi , i = 1, ..., hs : Rdr → 0. These functions are analogously defined for the measurement data set. The rationale behind this objective function is presented in [5] and also
applied in [10], where it is shown that these gradients in fact contain information on the
dependence between the intervals that are defined at each element of the FE model. This
dependence stems directly from the base functions, as these interpolate the nb globally
defined interval scalars αiI towards intervals at each of the k elements in Ω. As such, ∇f e
contains information on the local dependence of the uncertainty at the element level of the
FE model, and hence, the correct basis functions. Furthermore, when ψ j (r) is defined
using inverse distance weighting interpolation [6], the optimization problem reduces to
finding the correct control points [5]. Note that for each step in the iterative solution of
this minimisation, subroutine 6b : should be performed to compute C m and ∇f m .
Step 8: As a final step, the interval scalars are also quantified via an optimization approach. The objective δ(αI ) describes the discrepancy in volume between z̃ m and z̃ e , and
is defined as:


δ(αI ) = ∆Ve2 + ∆Vo2 + ∆c2

with:

Vm (αI )
∆Ve = 1 −
Ve
Vo (αI )
∆Vo = 1 −
Ve



∆c = ce − cm (αI )2

(14)

(15a)
(15b)
(15c)

with ce and cm the geometrical centres of mass of respectively z̃ e and z̃ m . Vo is the
multidimensional volume of the overlap z̃ o between z̃ e and z̃ m , which is computed as the
intersection between these two sets:
z̃ o (αIj ) = C m (αIj ) ∩ C e
In practice, z̃ o (αIj ) can be determined as:


z̃ o = z j | Ao z Tj − bTo ≤ 0 ∧ z j ∈ Rd

with Ao ∈ R(hm +hs )×d :
and bo ∈ R

(hm +he )

(16)

(17)

Ao = [Am ; Ae ]T

(18)

bo = [bm ; be ]T

(19)

:

with Am ∈ Rhm ×d , As ∈ Rhs ×d , bs ∈ Rhs and bm ∈ Rhm .

This optimization problem can be solved using gradient-based optimisers when a sufficiently accurate initial estimate is possible [6]. Otherwise, also global algorithms such as
Particle Swarm Optimisation were shown to provide accurate results [11, 20]
9
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Final result: The result of the quantification of the interval field on the case study is
illustrated in figure 5. Based on the numerically generated measurement data, nb , ψ(r)
and αI were quantified according to the algorithms illustrated in figure 1 and the steps
listed above. As can be seen, the method is capable of reconstructing the interval field
that was used for the generation of the measurement data completely (denoted ”θ I (r)
measurement”). For a more thorough study of the performance of the methods using
this case study, as well as more challenging examples, the reader is referred to [5, 6, 11].
In the referred papers, it is shown that for this specific case, both the subset selection
as the subspace projection reduction schemes enable an accurate quantification of the
uncertainty.

Figure 5: Illustration of the interval field quantification procedure
4

CONCLUSIONS

The quantification of spatial uncertainty of parameters that are not directly measurable
is a challenging task, especially when only limited data are available. Recently, the authors
presented an approach to tackle this problem using a combination of interval fields and
set-theoretical approaches. This paper gives an overview of these developments, and is
aimed at aiding the implementation of these new methods. A small scale example is
used to illustrate several steps of the new method, and shows that a highly accurate
quantification of the spatial uncertainty is possible. Future work will be focussed on
expanding the scope of this method towards more generalised models of uncertainty such
as imprecise probabilities, as well as applying these methods in case studies such as
composite structures or additive manufacturing.
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Abstract. Extensive research contributions have been carried out in the field of ReliabilityBased Design Optimisation (RBDO). Traditional RBDO methods deal with a single objective
optimisation problem subject to probabilistic constraints. However, realistic problems in
engineering practice require a multi-criteria perspective where two or more conflicting
objectives need to be optimised. These type of problems are solved with multi-objective
optimization methods, known as Multi-Objective Reliability Based Design Optimization
(MORBDO) methods. Usually, significant computational efforts are required to solve these
types of problems due to the huge number of complex finite element model evaluations. This
paper proposes a practical and efficient approach based for talking this challenge. A
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) is combined with response surface method to
obtain efficiently, accurate and uniformly distributed Pareto front. The proposed approach has
been implemented into the OpenCossan software. Two examples are presented to show the
applicability of the approach: an analytical problem where one of the objectives is the system
reliability and the classic 25 bars transmission tower.
1

INTRODUCTION

Design optimisation represents the set of techniques used to obtain the most economical
engineering design while satisfying specified constraints. Traditionally, this problem has been
formulated as a constrained optimization problem with only one objective: the cost of the
structure, and several constraints, called limit states or performance functions. Usually, these
constraints are written in terms of stresses or displacements in significate points. Design
problems encountered in realistic professional practice involve highly non-linear objective and
constraints. For this reason, advanced gradient-based algorithms such as, e.g. sequential
quadratic programming usually present convergence problems since they might be trapped into
local minima. Therefore, gradient-free algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms and other
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metaheuristics algorithms have been applied for solving non-linear and complex design
problems.
Recently, new design codes are being developed with the goal of providing a more
sustainable world for the future generations. These new design codes propose constraints about
the environmental and social impact in the designs. Consequently, realistic design problems are
formulated as multiobjective optimization problem subject to several constraints. Hence,
designers and decision makers have to face the problems of conflicting objectives functions.
For example, they want to minimise the cost of the structure, and at the same time the
probability of failure of such structural system, as well as reducing the environmental and social
impact. Instead of having a predefined weights or preference for those objectives, they rather
prefer to identify a set of optimum solutions forming the so called Pareto front. Then, the final
design is selected by taking into account the trade-off between objective functions.
In addition, material properties, geometric dimensions and loads are not known exactly and
affected by variability. The variability of such quantities needs to be considered in the structural
design phase in order to avoid failure. Traditionally, the theory of probability is used to model
the parameter uncertainty. Hence, design variables and parameters are random variables and
deterministic constraints are transformed in reliability constraints. Then, each reliability
constraint stablishes an admissible probability of failure for each limit state or performance
function.
The problem where a single objective function is optimized subject to reliability constrains
is named Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) problem. The group of techniques to
solve multiobjective optimization problems subject to reliability constraints is named MultiObjective Reliability Based Design Optimization (MORBDO). Multiobjective Optimization
Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) have been adapted to solve MORBDO problems. Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [1] and Multiobjective Particle Swarm
Optimization (MOPSO) [2] are the most frequent MOEAs considered in the literature for
solving MORBDO problems since these methods can handle constraints efficiently. In this
work these MOEAs techniques have been applied in combination with OpenCossan software
[3],[4], an open source and general purpose tool for uncertainty quantification. This toolbox
contains metamodels capabilities, like Response Surface, Polyharmonic Spline, Kriging, etc.
that replace the original mechanical model when the computational effort of the finite element
calls is very large.
Most of the applications of MORBDO take place in automotive engineering and structural
engineering. Sonha [5] proposed the MORBDO techniques to improve the automotive
crashworthiness and occupant safety. In general, the crashworthiness performance improves if
the energy absorption released in an impact increases. A reliability-based multiobjective
optimization was proposed to reduce the structural weight and front door velocity in a side
impact scenario. The NSGAII algorithm was applied for the multiobjective optimisation step
and for the Reliability Index Approach in the reliability analysis phase. Nonlinear response
surface was used as surrogate model to replace the computational expensive FE model.
Optimal Latin Hypercube Sampling was used for generating the sample design points to fit the
response surface.
Also, Zou and Mahadevan [6] considered an automotive engineering problem studying the
door closing effort and wind noise quality issues. The method for the bi-objective optimization
was chosen according to the specific requirements from the decision maker among three
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methods: weighted sum, �- constraint method and goal programming. Sun and co-workers
applied MORBDO in vehicle crashworthiness design, e.g. in tailor rolled blank structures [7]
and frontal rail structure [8].
2 FORMULATION OF A MORBDO PROBLEM
The mathematical formulation of MORBDO problems is as follows [DEB et al, IEEE, 2009]:
min��� (�, �� , �), … , �� (�, �� , �)�
�,��

�
�. �. ���� (�� (�, �, �) ≤ 0) < ��,�
, � = 1, … , �
(�)
≥ 0, � = 1,2, … , �
ℎ�
�� ≤ � ≤ �� , ��� ≤ �� ≤ ��
�

(1)

�
where �� , … , �� represent the objective functions, �� , � = 1, … , � the performance functions, ��,�
the target probability of failure, ℎ� the deterministic constraints, � the deterministic design
variables, �� the mean values of random design variables and � the probabilistic parameters.
In this formulation, component-level probabilistic constraints have been considered. However,
the problem can include a system-level reliability constraint.
Often, decision makers want to know how the trade-off between costs and reliability is.
They are interested in computing the associated cost for different values of probability of failure
or reliability index. In order to answer this question, the same RBDO problem can be repeated
several times by changing the value of the target probability of failure. Alternatively, they can
formulate a special type of MORBDO where the first objective function represent the cost (as
in the original function of the RBDO problem) and a second objective function that represents
the probability of failure. Constraints about the probability of failure are added to discard
extreme solutions. The mathematical formulation of this problem is:

min �����(�, �� , �), ����� (�, �� , �)�
�,��

�. �. ��� ≤ ����� < ���
ℎ� (�) ≥ 0, � = 1,2, … , �
�
� ≤ � ≤ �� , ��� ≤ �� ≤ ��
�

(2)

where ����� is the system-level probability of failure, ��� and ��� are the lower and upper limit
for the system level probability of failure. This formulation has been considered in this paper
and NSGAII and MOPSO have been applied to solve this bi-objective optimization problem.
In order to illustrate the capability of the implemented algorithms, we show the results
obtained in two examples. The first example consist of analytical example where the second
objective is the probability of system failure. The second example considers a well-known 25
bars truss structure [9]. The computational effort necessary to solve this MORBDO problem is
extremely high and to lighten it, metamodels are calibrated and validate to replace the responses
of the original model, concretely, the nodal displacement of one of the upper nodes and the
volume of steel.
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3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
3.1 Analytical example
The first numerical example considers only two objectives and two design variables that
permits the graphical representation of both: the Pareto front in the objective space and the
Pareto set in the space of design variables. This example used a simple analytical expression:
min �(�� ) = ��� + ���
��

min ��
��

���

(�� , �� )

�. �. 0.001 ≤ �� ��� ≤ 0.1
�. �. 0 ≤ ��� ≤ 10 ; 0 ≤ ��� ≤ 10

(3)

where ����� is the probability of system failure. It is important to note that the relation between

����� and the reliability index ���� is ���� = Φ�� �1 − �� �. Random variables, �� and ��,
���
are normally distributed. Their mean values are the design variables, and their standard
deviation are proportional to the mean values:
�� ~���������� , ��� = 0.05�

�� ~���������� , ��� = 0.05�

(4)

The limit state functions or performance functions included in the series system are:
�� (�) = ��� �� ⁄20 − 1
�� (�) = (�� + �� − 5)� ⁄30 + (�� − �� − 12)� ⁄120 − 1
�� (�) = 80⁄(��� + 8�� + 5) − 1

(5)

NSGAII and MOPSO are applied to solve the multiobjective optimization phase. The
parameters of the MOEA’s are shown in Table 1. Also, two methods are considered to compute
the probability of system failure. The first method, based on Ditlevsen’s bounds [10, 11],
provides an approximate value of probability of system failure. Ditlevsen´s bounds are
computed from probabilities of failure at component-level obtained by FORM. The second
method, based on the System Reliability Toolbox of OpenCossan computes the probability of
the system failure using crude Monte Carlo simulation with 10000 samples for each vector of
design variables.
Therefore, four alternatives methods have been implemented, combining the two MOEAs
and the two reliability analysis methods:
a)
b)
c)
d)

NSGAII – Ditlevsen’s bounds
NSGAII – System Reliability Toolbox
MOPSO – Ditlevsen’s bounds
MOPSO – System Reliability Toolbox

The Pareto fronts obtained in the four cases are shown in the Figure 1. The plots a) and b)
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are computed using NSGAII while the plots c) and d) are obtained using MOPSO. Plots a) and
c) use Ditlevsen’s bounds to compute the probability of failure of the series system. However,
plots b) and d) consider the System Reliability Toolbox from OpenCossan.
Table 1: Parameters of the MOEAs for the analytical example.
NSGA - II
Population size = 100
Maximum number of generations = 50
Distribution index for crossover = 20
Distribution index for mutation = 20
Mutation probability = 0.5
Crossover probability = 0.9

MOPSO
Particles in the swarm = 100
Maximum number of generations = 100
Repository size = 100
Inertia weight = 0.4
Individual confidence factor = 2
Swarm confidence factor = 2
Number of grids in each dimension
Maximum velocity in percentage = 5
Uniform mutation percentage = 0.5

Pareto fronts obtained using Ditlevsen’s bounds in the reliability analysis phase present very
well distribution and no difference exists between the Pareto front computed by NSGAII
algorithm and the Pareto front computed by MOPSO algorithm. However, the distribution of
Pareto fronts computed using the System Reliability Toolbox is not as well as the previous
fronts. We can appreciate that for the same value of probability of system failure the cost is
lower when the Pareto fronts are computed based in the System Reliability Toolbox. This
reliability assessment methods is more accurate than Ditlevsen’s bounds. In addition, the upper
Ditlevsen’s bound was chosen and this produces conservative results.
The Figure 1d) shows the objective values for the swarm and the repository in the last
iteration. This last repository is the Pareto front. The number of individuals in the Pareto front
is an important result. In case b), the front computed by NSGAII algorithm is more populated
than the front in case d) computed by MOPSO, because offspring individuals whose reliability
analysis does not converge were replaced by parents individual. However, particles of the
swarm without convergence in the reliability assessment step were removed from the swarm in
MOPSO.
3.2 Space Truss
The second numerical example studies the design optimization of the 25 bars truss in Figure
2. This structure has been frequently used as a transmission tower and has been proposed in the
literature to evaluate the performance of different optimization methods [9]. The MORBDO
problem consists of optimizing two objectives: The first objective represents the cost of the
structure represented by the volume of steel used in the construction of the tower. The second
objective consists of minimizing the probability of failure of a component-level probabilistic
constraint about the horizontal displacement of node 1. Constraints are imposed to probability
if failure to remove extreme designs, extremely safe or extremely unsafe. The 25 bars are
grouped in 8 groups. Bars belonging to the same group have the same cross sectional area.
Therefore, there are 8 design variables. These design variables are the mean values of the cross
section areas and take values in the range [2, 20] cm2. The complete set of random variables are
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collected in Table 2. The elastic modulus �, has been considered constant (E = 207 GPa). The
mathematical formulation of this MORBDO problem is:
��

min �(�� ) = ∑���� �� � ∑���� ��

�� � .…�� �

�. �.

min �� (�, �)

�� � .…�� �

�. �.

0.0001 ≤ ��

���

(6)

≤ 0.1

2cm� ≤ �� � ≤ 20cm� ; � = 1, . . ,8

where �� = ����� (�, �) ≤ 0� , and ��� (�, �) is a constraint in terms of ��� (�, �), the y-axes
displacement of node 1:
�� (�, �) = 1 −

��� (�,�)

(7)

����

where ���� is the admissible displacement of node 1 and its value is 0.013 cm.
Table 2: Random variables in the tower truss example

Random
Variable
�� , … , ��
��
��
��
��

Description
Cross Section
Area
Lateral Load
Lateral Load
Vertical Load
Lateral Load

Dist.
N
N
N
N
N

Mean
Design
Variables
60 kN
100 kN
200 kN
60 kN

CoV
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

The 25 bars truss has been modelled in the open-source finite element software OpenSees.
The running time spent computing the Pareto front for this MORBDO problem when the finite
element truss model is called directly is extremely high or prohibitive. Here, Quadratic
Response Surface with cross terms, Pure Quadratic Response Surface, Polyharmonic Splines –
a popular class of Radial Basis Functions and Kriging have been calibrated and validated for
the full range of design variables. That is, a global metamodel is considered to approximate the
original model in the full range of design variables. After the calibration process, a new sample
of points is created to validate the metamodels. Table 3, shows the values of R2 metric obtained
for the proposed metamodels. As Quadratic Response Surface with cross terms provides the
best value of performance metric for the displacement response (R2 = 0.9243), it has been
chosen to approximate the original model. Also, volume response is approximated by this
metamodel. OpenCossan allows to communicate with third part finite element software like
ANSYS, ABAQUS, Code Aster, OpenSees, and so on.
Here, only Monte Carlo simulation is applied in the reliability assessment. The mean value
of volume and the probability of failure of the constraints has been computed using a sample of
10000 elements for each vector of design variables. NSGAII and MOPSO are used in the
multiobjective optimization phase.
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MORBDO - NSGA - Ditlevsen's Bounds
0,1
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0,08
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0,02

0,01
0,001
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5.6

5.7

5.8
Cost Function

5.9

6

6.1

Figure 1: Pareto Fronts obtained for the analytical example using: a) NSGAII + Ditlevsen’s bounds, b) NSGAII + System
Reliability Toolbox with MCS, c) MOPSO + Ditlevsen’s bounds and d) MOPSO + System Reliability Toolbox with MCS.

The Pareto fronts obtained are plotted in Figure 3 and 4. In Figure 4, the Pareto front is
composed of black circles. These points represent the values of the objective functions for the
repository points of last iteration. The red circles represent the values of the objective functions
for particles in the swarm for the last iteration.
Both Pareto fronts are well distributed and very similar. In addition, the trade-off fronts
contain a large number of individuals. This large rate of convergence for the reliability analysis
is achieved whit the Quadratic Response Surface metamodel. When structural reliability
analysis is carried out directly on the original model convergence difficulties appear caused by
numerical instability or ill-conditioned stiffness matrix. However, the Quadratic Response
Surface is very easy to compute and produces output values for any input value.
The sample sizes for the calibration and validation of metamodels were 300 and 100,
respectively. Different sample sizes were taken for calibration (500, 1000). However, similar
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values of R2 metric were obtained. Global metamodels could be improve adding new sample
points by an adaptive process [12]. However, this adaptive global metamodel would increase
the computational budget with a very tiny improvement in accuracy.
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Figure 2. 25 bars truss

Table 3: R-square metric obtained for the metamodels studied.
Metamodel

Process

Displac.

Volume

Quadratic Response Surface

Calibration

0.9580

1.0000

Quadratic Response Surface

Validation

0.9243

1.0000

Pure Quadratic Response Surface

Calibration

0.8723

1.0000

Pure Quadratic Response Surface

Validation

0.8883

1.0000

Polyharmonic Splines

Calibration

1.0000

1.0000

Polyharmonic Splines

Validation

0.9219

1.0000

Kriging

Calibration

1.0000

1.0000

Kriging

Validation

0.9184

0.9800
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Probability of Failure

Figure 3: Pareto front obtained with NSGAII (nº generations =100, population size = 100)

Figure 4: Pareto front obtained with MOPSO (nº generations =100, swarm size = 100)
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Table 4: Parameters of the MOEAs for the 25 bars truss example.
NSGA – II
Population size = 100
Maximum number of generations = 100
Distribution index for crossover = 20
Distribution index for mutation = 20
Mutation probability = 0.5
Crossover probability = 0.9

4

MOPSO
Particles in the swarm = 100
Maximum number of generations = 100
Repository size = 100
Inertia weight = 0.4
Individual confidence factor = 2
Swarm confidence factor = 2
Number of grids in each dimension
Maximum velocity in percentage = 5
Uniform mutation percentage = 0.5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, several methods have been adopted to solve a type of Multi-Objective
Reliability Based Design Optimization (MORBDO) problem where the cost and the probability
of failure are the conflicting objectives. Two types of algorithms were combined: MultiObjective Optimization Evolutionary Algorithms (such as NSGAII and MOPSO), in the outer
multi-objective step and Reliability Analysis methods in the inner step.
It has been found that NSGAII and MOPSO worked well in the examples shown here and
able of providing well distributed Pareto fronts. Several global metamodels were calibrated and
validated to replace the original model in order to reduce the computational costs of the analysis.
Quadratic Response Surface provided the best performance measure. An additional advantage
of using metamodels is that most of convergence issues in the reliability analysis stage are
avoided and the Pareto fronts are then more populated compared to those computed with the
original method.
Future works will concentrate on developing MORBDO methods able to handle severe
uncertainty and incomplete information (for instance when only samples of uncertain quantities
are available).
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Abstract. This paper reports some results of an ongoing Research Project called RINTC aimed
at computing the risk of collapse of buildings conforming to the Italian Seismic Design Code.
The project involves different areas of application (reinforced concrete, masonry, steel
buildings, etc.) including reinforced concrete (RC) buildings equipped with isolation systems.
In particular, this paper focuses on seismic isolation systems based on High Damping Natural
Rubber (HDNR) bearings, which are widely employed for buildings and other structures. The
aim of the paper is to evaluate the response dispersion due to the uncertainties in the seismic
input as well as the variability of the isolation system properties. The study proposes a model
to define the production variability of the bearing properties, taking into account the tolerance
allowed in factory production control tests (FPCT) by the European code on anti-seismic
devices (EN15129). To this purpose, in the first part of the paper, experimental results of groups
of HDNR bearings belonging to different batches (classes) has been analysed, focusing on the
values of shear stiffness and damping coefficient at design deformation and their correlation
inside and between device groups. Both the intra-class and inter-class variability affecting the
HDNR isolator properties are evaluated, by using a proper statistical model. Successively, the
effect on the properties variability of the FPCT acceptance criteria provided by the European
code is evaluated. In the second part of the paper, results of multi-stripe analyses carried out on
a base isolated prototype consisting of a 6-storey RC building are presented for increasing
ground motion intensities. In particular, several varied parameters of bearings are sampled
starting from mean properties and by using the statistical model calibrated from test data. The
influence of the bearings parameters variability on the most interesting engineering demand
parameters (EDPs) and on collapse modalities is evaluated and discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
European regulation for anti-seismic devices EN15129 [1] defines criteria to identify the
design properties (DP) of dissipation devices and isolation bearings and the allowed tolerance
limits between these nominal values and the real characteristics of the produced devices
(production variability) as well as the control testing procedures. For the elastomeric isolators,
Type Testing (TT) described in section 8.2.4.1.2, defines nominal values of mechanical
parameters to be used in structural design, while the Factory Production Control Testing (FPCT)
reported in section 8.2.4.1.3 and related Table 11, defines tolerance limits of the production
variability. In particular, the shear behaviour of elastomeric isolators (section 8.2) is described
by the equivalent shear modulus G and the equivalent damping coefficient ξ, measured at the
third cycle of shear tests carried out at different deformation levels (section 8.2.1.2.2). A
production variability of these two parameter equal to ±20% is allowed from the Code. It is also
specified in section 8.2.4.1.4 that FPCT shall be carried out on at least 20% of the produced
isolators, chosen randomly inside the batch.
The EN15129 also provides additional design recommendation, such as the upper and lower
bound analyses approach. According with this recommendation, both the Upper Bound Design
Properties (UBDP) and the Lower Bound Design Properties (LBDP), representing maximum
and minimum values of the mechanical parameters obtained combining the different variability
source, should be considered in the analyses of isolated structures. For example, regarding the
production variability, nominal properties should be modified of ±20%, according to the
acceptance criteria of the FPCT. Upper and lower bounds should be determined also for
temperature and aging variations, combining the three source of variability with specific factors.
The ratio between UBDP and LBDP shall be lower than 1.8 (section 8.2.1.1).
The Upper/Lower bound method is an effective and simple procedure to evaluate the effect
of bearings properties variability on seismic performances of isolated structures; however it is
a conservative approach. For this reason, a statistical model of the uncertainty relating to the
bearing properties due to the production variability has been developed. The calibration of the
model is based on experimental results of groups of specimens of HDR bearings belonging to
different batches (classes). Successively, according with the statistical model, a sample
generation procedure has been implemented taking into account also tolerance limits allowed
by FPCT. Finally, the effect of the properties variability on the most interesting engineering
demand parameters (EDPs) controlling the seismic performance as well as the collapse
modalities has been assessed.
2 UNCERTAINTIES MODELLING OF THE ISOLATORS PROPERTIES
The Upper/Lower Bound method is an effective and simple procedure to evaluate the effect
of bearings properties variability on seismic performances of isolated structures, but these
variations do not represent the real variability of devices arising during the production process.
In order to evaluate the effects of the isolator properties variability, a statistical model has been
developed starting from experimental data. Finally, the effective variability expected in the
seismic isolation system is obtained by combining, the statistical model describing the
production variability with the simulation of the FPCT according to EN15129.

2
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2.1 Statistical model
The statistical model chosen to describe the isolation-related uncertainties is the ANOVA
model II (or random ANOVA model, [2]), where a population is divided in classes and classes
have variable means but constant variances. According to ANOVA model II the jth value from
the i class can be expressed as follow

yij  ..   i .   ij

(1)

where .. is the overall mean (or grand mean),  i . is the deviation of the class mean i from
the grand mean and  ij is the deviation of the jth value from the class mean i . The random
variable  i . has a normal distribution with zero mean and variance  B2 (between-class variance)
while the random variable  ij has a normal distribution with zero mean and variance  (withinclass variance). The three parameters .. ,  B2 and  W2 fully define the statistical model.
In the case of seismic isolators, a variability inside each batch (class) is expected (withinclass variability) as well as a variability between the mean values of each batch (between-class
variability). Hereafter the procedure to estimate the parameters of the statistical model from
data is shown, starting from the mean and the variance of each batch tested according to the
FPCT. The grand mean .. of the sample is calculated as weighted mean of the batch means:
2
W

ni
yi .
i 1 n
k

..  y.. 

(2)

where yi is the mean of the i th batch, ni is the number of tested isolators belonging to the
batch i, n is the total number of the tested seismic isolators and k is the number of batches.
Table 1 summarizes the step to estimate the within-class variance (  W2 ) and between-class
variance (  B2 ), where si2 is the variance of the i batch and n’ takes into account an unequal
number of isolator inside each batch (unbalanced ANOVA) and is estimated as follows:
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1 k
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Table 1: ANOVA model II
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The overall variance is the sum of the within-class variance and the between-class variance

 2   W2   B2

(4)

Finally the intra-class correlation is computed: it is a simple way to understand relative
weight of the between-class variability and the within-class variability. It is define as the ratio
of the between-class variance and the overall variance and can be estimated as follows:

IC 

MSB  MSW
MSB  (n'1)MSW

(5)

High IC indicates a relatively high between-class variability compared to the within-class
one.
2.2 Calibration of the statistical model
A sample of 113 HDR bearings belonging to 30 different batches with different number of
isolators is adopted to calibrate the statistical model described above. All the devices of the
sample have a design property values G = 0.4 N/mm2 and ξ = 15%, both measured at the 3rd
cycle and at the design shear deformation   1.5 .
First, the correlation between the shear modulus and the damping coefficient is calculated
based on mean values of each batch. The low value obtained (-0.24) justifies the assumption of
independent random variables. Thus, two statistical models (for G and has been developed
starting from the relevant set of available experimental data. The parameters of the statistical
models obtained are summarized in Table 2. In particular, the overall mean, the relevant
coefficient of variation (CV), the overall standard deviation (σ), the within-class and betweenclass standard variations (σW and σB) and the correlation index are reported. The obtained results
show that overall mean values μG = 0.41 MPa and μξ = 15.6% are very close to the nominal
ones, moreover the within-class variability is significant lower than the between-class
variability. Consequently, high correlation coefficients are obtained.
Table 2: ANOVA model II values for G and ξ
G
ξ

μ [MPa]
0.417
0.157

CV
9.43%
7.36%

σ [MPa]
0.0394
0.0115

σB [MPa]
0.0362
0.0105

σW [MPa]
0.0155
0.0047

IC
0.845
0.831

Figure 1 shows the experimental distributions of the batches tested and the calculated general
distribution for G and ξ. According to these distributions, a procedure that randomly generate
G and  values of bearings belonging to several batches having different sizes (number of
isolators for each batch) has been developed.

4
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1: batch distributions and general distribution of G (a) and ξ (b)

2.3 Acceptance criteria
According to factory production control tests required by EN15129, the first seismic isolator
and at least 20% of the following produced devices, chosen randomly for each type, shall be
tested (section 8.2.4.1.4). The parameters measured in the tests cannot show variations larger
than 20% with respect to the nominal value. No indications about consequences of a negative
results of the FPCT are given by the code. In this work, it is conservatively assumed that if one
of the tested isolators belonging to a batch is out of the FPCT limits the entire batch is
considered non-conforming.
By generating batches of HDR bearings, according to the statistical model described in the
previous section, not all the batches pass the test. Obviously, the isolators belonging to the
subset of conforming batches have a smaller variability. The rate of non-conforming batches
and the consequent variability reduction depends on the overall variability of the adopted
statistical model and the admitted tolerance limits.
Table 3 reports the coefficient of variation of the two parameters(G and ξ) of the subset of
conforming batches, obtained by considering a large number of sampled batch (10000) and
simulating the production control test. It is interesting to observe that the result of the test is
also influenced by the size of the batch. In fact, by passing from batches with 5 isolators to
batches with 100 isolators, the coefficients of variation show a moderate reduction in both the
cases while the number of non-conforming batches notably increase.
Table 3: FPCT effects on different batch size
Batch size
CVG
CVξ
Non-conforming batches

5
8.7%
7.2%
4%

10
8.6%
7.1%
6%

15
8.4%
7.1%
8%

5
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20
8.2%
7.0%
9%

30
8.1%
7.0%
11%

50
7.9%
6.9%
15%

100
7.6%
6.8%
19%
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3 UNCERTAINTIES INFLUENCE ON THE SEISMIC RESPONSE OF SEISMIC
ISOLATED BUILDINGS
A case study of an isolated building with 24 high damping rubber bearing, designed
according to the Italian code [3], has been analysed to assess the influence of the variability of
the isolators properties on the seismic response. Incremental dynamic nonlinear analysis has
been performed on both the reference model with nominal properties and models with varied
isolators properties, sampled according to the statistical model defined in the previous
paragraphs. For the analyses accounting for isolation-related uncertainty, a one-to-one
association between the 20 earthquakes of each intensity level and the 20 varied models is
chosen.
3.1 Case Study
The selected case study is a seismic isolated building placed in L’Aquila (Italy, Lon. 13.40, Lat.
42.35, PGA 0.26g for A-type soil and Tr = 475yr), consisting of a reinforced concrete structure
of 6 floors, used also in the RINTC’s project. ([4][5][6][7]). The building is intended for
residential use, characterized by a regular plan of 240 square meters per storey. The inter-storey
height is 3.40m at the ground level and 3.05m at the upper levels. The structure is isolated by
24 HDNR bearings. The isolation characteristics are shown in Table 4, where Φ is the isolator
diameter, te is the total rubber thickness, ξ is the rubber damping, dmax,HDRB is the displacement
design capacity, Tis is the isolation period, Tfb is the fixed base period, γmax is the maximum
shear deformation and D/C are the different demand/capacity ratio. Figure 2 (b) shows the plant
distribution of the isolator.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: model floor plan (a) and isolators distribution (b) (blue: ISO 550/154; red: ISO 600/150)
Table 4: isolation parameters and Demand/Capacity ratio
HDRB
Φ/te
550/154
600/150

ξ
(%)

dmax,HDRB
(mm)

Tis
(s)

γmax
(-)

D/C
shear

D/C
compr.

D/C
trac.

Tis/Tfb

D/C
drift

15

300

2.46

1.71

0.86

0.97

0.33

3.46

0.21

A non-linear model has been implemented by using the OpenSees software [8]. The isolator
response has been described by the model developed by Kumar et al [9], called HDR Bearing

6
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Element, which adopts the bidirectional model proposed by Grant [10] for the shear behaviour.
This model is able to describe the degradation of the bearing horizontal stiffness and damping
due to the scragging and Mulllin’s effect, which are essential for a reliable estimation of the
dynamic response [11] [12]. The mechanical parameters for the shear behaviour has been
calibrated on experimental tests. A lumped plasticity model for the bare frame and equivalent
strut acting only in compression for the infill have been chosen for the superstructure. For
further details on the modelling refers to the RINTC’s project ([6][7][8]).
The seismic response is evaluated for 10 intensity levels of the seismic input (return period
from 10 to 100000 years) with 20 ground motion per level, selected according the conditional
spectrum approach (CS, [4]) and consistent to the magnitude-distance disaggregation of the site
hazard. The intensity measure (IM) has been measured by the pseudo-acceleration spectral
value for T = 3s (the nearest value to the isolation period [4]). Table 5 reports the intensity
values for the 10 levels considered together with the mean annual frequency of exceedance per
year in the building site (L'Aquila area).
Table 5: return period, mean annual frequency of exceedance per year and pseudo acceleration
Tr [yrs]
ν
Sa (T=3s) [g]

10
0.0952
0.002

50
0.0198
0.011

100
0.0010
0.031

250
0.0040
0.062

500
0.0020
0.11

1000
0.001
0.177

2500
0.0004
0.271

5000
0.0002
0.384

10000 10000
1E-04 1E-05
0.576 1.053

3.2 Isolation variability sampling
In order to have consistency with analysis results without isolation-related uncertainties, in
the generation procedure of batches mean values are assumed coincident with the design ones.
Moreover, rounded values of the ANOVA models are assumed, as reported in Table 6. Table 7
and Table 8 show the generated values of G and ξ of each isolator (column data) and each batch
(row data). Red values are related to the virtually tested isolators while the orange highlight
values correspond to the non-conforming isolators (variation greater than ±20%). For this case
study, 21 batches of 24 isolators are generated and checked: only one of them, displayed in the
last row, is rejected because 2 out of 5 tested isolators do not respect the tolerance ±20% for
what concern G (0.32÷0.48 MPa).
Table 6: ANOVA model II values for G and ξ
G
ξ

μT [MPa]
0.4
0.15

CVT
9%
7%

σT [MPa]
0.036
0.0105

σB [MPa]
0.0332
0.0097

σW [MPa]
0.0139
0.0041

IC
0.85
0.85

It is possible that some accepted isolators do not respect the tolerance limits (6 for G and 1
for ξ) but they haven’t been tested so their batch pass the virtual check. The G distributions of
each batch sampled is plotted in terms of probability density function to highlight the withinand the between-variability in Figure 3 (a). Because the within-variability is small, the rejected
batches are usually characterized by a high number of non-conforming isolators, as shown in
this example by the blue bell.
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Table 7: G varied values
G

[MPA]

S
T
O
C
K
S

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
0.400
0.431
0.385
0.403
0.409
0.437
0.452
0.391
0.378
0.405
0.430
0.381
0.431
0.385
0.355
0.422
0.413
0.390
0.473
0.407

2
0.384
0.438
0.394
0.403
0.427
0.464
0.437
0.398
0.367
0.421
0.442
0.376
0.425
0.403
0.344
0.404
0.394
0.402
0.454
0.420

3
0.397
0.432
0.403
0.410
0.412
0.450
0.436
0.415
0.376
0.444
0.433
0.360
0.427
0.403
0.355
0.423
0.398
0.416
0.450
0.392

4
0.401
0.417
0.391
0.392
0.418
0.430
0.460
0.408
0.387
0.430
0.450
0.367
0.446
0.412
0.344
0.411
0.402
0.399
0.453
0.428

5
0.408
0.422
0.420
0.381
0.398
0.451
0.443
0.424
0.386
0.439
0.455
0.375
0.421
0.439
0.341
0.429
0.391
0.413
0.446
0.429

6
0.415
0.416
0.370
0.404
0.408
0.405
0.430
0.397
0.378
0.427
0.430
0.370
0.416
0.394
0.345
0.404
0.408
0.400
0.443
0.393

7
0.412
0.428
0.429
0.394
0.422
0.484
0.453
0.403
0.383
0.438
0.471
0.355
0.428
0.429
0.335
0.428
0.400
0.424
0.447
0.417

8
0.398
0.429
0.398
0.396
0.426
0.439
0.443
0.432
0.374
0.436
0.447
0.370
0.422
0.395
0.363
0.436
0.385
0.396
0.465
0.417

9
0.409
0.429
0.423
0.426
0.432
0.416
0.442
0.416
0.390
0.435
0.441
0.368
0.428
0.379
0.319
0.419
0.418
0.396
0.483
0.411

ISOLATION DEVICES

10
0.389
0.427
0.385
0.388
0.414
0.431
0.444
0.423
0.376
0.429
0.445
0.382
0.457
0.415
0.350
0.441
0.421
0.411
0.463
0.416

11
0.403
0.407
0.404
0.401
0.434
0.413
0.446
0.388
0.369
0.418
0.440
0.407
0.427
0.395
0.357
0.403
0.414
0.410
0.512
0.426

12
0.416
0.438
0.387
0.386
0.391
0.438
0.452
0.422
0.350
0.449
0.429
0.363
0.408
0.419
0.345
0.406
0.410
0.408
0.450
0.406

13
0.388
0.419
0.422
0.392
0.434
0.427
0.411
0.419
0.384
0.431
0.451
0.373
0.401
0.392
0.359
0.420
0.394
0.409
0.483
0.418

14
0.400
0.447
0.423
0.405
0.432
0.427
0.435
0.442
0.366
0.447
0.464
0.387
0.448
0.408
0.336
0.419
0.402
0.426
0.450
0.425

15
0.422
0.414
0.420
0.400
0.411
0.444
0.451
0.411
0.385
0.429
0.437
0.392
0.430
0.398
0.330
0.394
0.427
0.412
0.451
0.401

16
0.405
0.445
0.396
0.384
0.407
0.434
0.415
0.413
0.373
0.419
0.457
0.385
0.417
0.412
0.342
0.427
0.425
0.403
0.470
0.393

17
0.415
0.396
0.376
0.417
0.410
0.418
0.449
0.404
0.393
0.441
0.434
0.363
0.441
0.388
0.330
0.439
0.397
0.419
0.475
0.400

18
0.406
0.415
0.384
0.385
0.421
0.421
0.468
0.403
0.377
0.398
0.436
0.385
0.437
0.384
0.347
0.390
0.407
0.392
0.478
0.402

19
0.389
0.432
0.396
0.431
0.416
0.435
0.433
0.421
0.395
0.441
0.479
0.375
0.407
0.379
0.347
0.405
0.397
0.403
0.461
0.412

20
0.389
0.416
0.401
0.411
0.424
0.465
0.443
0.409
0.385
0.420
0.448
0.387
0.415
0.408
0.344
0.421
0.408
0.409
0.476
0.386

21
0.391
0.424
0.409
0.384
0.412
0.412
0.426
0.426
0.368
0.422
0.460
0.367
0.441
0.410
0.364
0.423
0.376
0.420
0.473
0.400

22
0.381
0.422
0.404
0.408
0.418
0.431
0.455
0.399
0.385
0.441
0.435
0.398
0.415
0.414
0.361
0.432
0.391
0.402
0.470
0.406

23
0.398
0.427
0.414
0.421
0.398
0.424
0.431
0.422
0.381
0.434
0.461
0.377
0.443
0.421
0.374
0.395
0.407
0.433
0.506
0.400

24
0.388
0.436
0.405
0.422
0.419
0.419
0.442
0.408
0.374
0.416
0.447
0.371
0.424
0.394
0.341
0.425
0.400
0.410
0.462
0.427

0.307 0.331 0.318 0.309 0.312 0.325 0.318 0.331 0.327 0.331 0.317 0.330 0.345 0.318 0.324 0.318 0.322 0.344 0.342 0.348 0.306 0.332 0.324 0.346

Table 8: ξ varied values
ξ

S
T
O
C
K
S

[-]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
0.150
0.168
0.132
0.138
0.147
0.161
0.162
0.140
0.160
0.160
0.147
0.163
0.153
0.154
0.137
0.153
0.147
0.143
0.135
0.156

2
0.149
0.175
0.143
0.144
0.150
0.154
0.155
0.127
0.164
0.171
0.146
0.173
0.141
0.159
0.136
0.153
0.144
0.141
0.135
0.153

3
0.143
0.180
0.135
0.147
0.148
0.157
0.161
0.131
0.164
0.164
0.142
0.167
0.139
0.151
0.127
0.145
0.143
0.142
0.142
0.153

4
0.145
0.166
0.142
0.148
0.145
0.160
0.163
0.138
0.158
0.150
0.143
0.156
0.146
0.150
0.136
0.144
0.142
0.143
0.132
0.152

5
0.147
0.177
0.138
0.145
0.145
0.163
0.156
0.132
0.155
0.165
0.135
0.168
0.145
0.151
0.135
0.146
0.139
0.141
0.134
0.154

6
0.143
0.173
0.141
0.145
0.149
0.167
0.155
0.128
0.160
0.158
0.145
0.160
0.148
0.151
0.137
0.142
0.139
0.139
0.136
0.157

7
0.142
0.167
0.142
0.148
0.151
0.163
0.163
0.138
0.158
0.161
0.139
0.160
0.143
0.151
0.134
0.149
0.135
0.143
0.130
0.159

8
0.153
0.167
0.143
0.142
0.150
0.165
0.159
0.135
0.163
0.159
0.143
0.169
0.150
0.150
0.139
0.150
0.147
0.138
0.140
0.161

9
0.152
0.170
0.142
0.139
0.149
0.160
0.168
0.132
0.161
0.161
0.136
0.159
0.145
0.150
0.137
0.152
0.142
0.139
0.134
0.152

10
0.144
0.175
0.136
0.148
0.144
0.165
0.166
0.137
0.168
0.167
0.140
0.165
0.145
0.149
0.142
0.156
0.140
0.132
0.143
0.160

ISOLATION DEVICES
11
0.144
0.172
0.135
0.144
0.147
0.163
0.166
0.132
0.160
0.160
0.140
0.162
0.145
0.145
0.130
0.146
0.136
0.142
0.138
0.149

12
0.148
0.170
0.142
0.144
0.154
0.161
0.157
0.135
0.159
0.162
0.143
0.162
0.143
0.149
0.139
0.151
0.141
0.139
0.132
0.157

13
0.143
0.169
0.141
0.150
0.151
0.166
0.157
0.140
0.161
0.168
0.136
0.167
0.147
0.145
0.136
0.148
0.138
0.139
0.139
0.154

14
0.145
0.164
0.138
0.144
0.147
0.165
0.155
0.135
0.158
0.159
0.141
0.164
0.142
0.145
0.129
0.144
0.143
0.131
0.128
0.156

15
0.145
0.176
0.136
0.143
0.149
0.161
0.158
0.136
0.162
0.164
0.143
0.162
0.145
0.145
0.132
0.151
0.134
0.145
0.137
0.158

16
0.147
0.167
0.141
0.144
0.146
0.165
0.155
0.133
0.169
0.161
0.139
0.171
0.145
0.143
0.134
0.146
0.141
0.141
0.137
0.152

17
0.148
0.169
0.144
0.146
0.150
0.163
0.159
0.131
0.159
0.159
0.143
0.159
0.146
0.144
0.134
0.148
0.143
0.144
0.136
0.163

18
0.145
0.164
0.140
0.143
0.157
0.163
0.159
0.127
0.159
0.156
0.142
0.159
0.145
0.148
0.143
0.151
0.135
0.139
0.135
0.159

19
0.153
0.168
0.140
0.148
0.146
0.167
0.155
0.129
0.169
0.166
0.144
0.166
0.140
0.151
0.136
0.149
0.137
0.146
0.129
0.154

20
0.146
0.178
0.137
0.147
0.155
0.166
0.147
0.138
0.154
0.155
0.144
0.162
0.146
0.157
0.134
0.146
0.134
0.143
0.140
0.157

21
0.141
0.176
0.144
0.147
0.142
0.162
0.154
0.133
0.157
0.158
0.145
0.165
0.141
0.148
0.137
0.142
0.145
0.136
0.133
0.162

22
0.143
0.170
0.142
0.149
0.149
0.162
0.154
0.137
0.164
0.157
0.142
0.161
0.142
0.148
0.142
0.142
0.139
0.137
0.138
0.159

23
0.140
0.185
0.139
0.151
0.139
0.159
0.156
0.128
0.157
0.154
0.140
0.159
0.144
0.143
0.140
0.146
0.140
0.137
0.130
0.154

24
0.147
0.172
0.139
0.147
0.153
0.164
0.164
0.126
0.172
0.160
0.142
0.160
0.150
0.152
0.129
0.146
0.136
0.140
0.131
0.162

0.142 0.144 0.142 0.140 0.141 0.142 0.139 0.143 0.143 0.148 0.145 0.143 0.139 0.143 0.141 0.146 0.139 0.146 0.142 0.146 0.138 0.142 0.147 0.144

Once G and ξ values of each isolator of each batch have been generated, an automatic
procedure has been developed to calibrate the Grant model according to the obtained sampled
values of stiffness and damping at the third cycle and at the designed deformation. An example
of the cyclic behaviour for the nominal parameters (blue) and for two varied parameters (red
and yellow) is shown in Figure 3 (b).
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(b)
Figure 3: probability density functions of sampled batches (a) and hysteretic cycle comparison between nominal
and varied parameters (b)

3.3 Influence of uncertainties on the seismic performance
Figure 5 shows the analysis results in terms ofdemand/capacity ratio (D/C) related to the
shear deformation of the isolation system and the superstructure displacement in the two
directions X and Y (relative top floor displacement with respect to the isolated base). In
particular, demand values are evaluated caring out multi-stripe nonlinear analyses by
considering 20 ground motion records for 10 intensity measure (IM) levels . Based on
indications reported in the scientific literature (ref) the capacity of the bearings in terms of shear
deformation is assumed equal to 350%. For the superstructure capacity, push over analyses are
performed on the fixed-base superstructure and displacements corresponding to the 50% of
strength reduction are calculated. Results are 504mm for the X direction and 273 mm for the Y
direction. Blue marks reported in Figure 5 concern the analyses with nominal properties, while
the red ones concern the analyses with the varied parameters of bearings.

Figure 4: comparison between nominal (blue) and varied models (red) for γ
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5: comparison between nominal (blue) and varied models (red) for Delta X (a) and Delta Y (b) D/C

Results shows that the variability of the isolators properties does not influence significantly
the response of the isolated structure, with respect to the influence of the seismic input
variability (record-to-record variability). To better understand how the variability of G and ξ
influences the response, Table 9,
Table 10 display the percentage variations of the considered response parameters for each
non-linear time history analysis (percentage variations in Y direction, which are similar to the
X direction, are not reported for space reason). The last two columns report the mean properties
of the batch. Considering only the analysis where there are no-collapses (boxes not in orange),
the variations are very low (almost all lower than the acceptance limit ±20%). Only one varied
model (n°15), where G and ξ are reduced respectively of 13.3% and of 9.6%, shows greater
increases in terms of shear deformation (up to +41%). The same model, on the other hand, also
shows the highest reduction in terms of maximum drift in X and Y direction.
Table 9: percentage variations of the shear deformation between nominal and varied models
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

IM1
7%
-3%
5%
-5%
-5%
15%
14%
9%
2%
-9%
1%
4%
-7%
2%
-8%
2%
8%
-6%
-1%
1%

IM2
1%
0%
4%
-1%
-2%
-9%
0%
8%
-1%
-16%
-14%
-1%
-1%
-1%
17%
0%
-5%
1%
-12%
-7%

IM3
5%
-5%
2%
1%
-3%
2%
2%
6%
0%
0%
-5%
-2%
6%
0%
41%
0%
4%
2%
0%
-9%

IM4
1%
-16%
2%
1%
-1%
-7%
-16%
7%
1%
-4%
-6%
-1%
-6%
1%
16%
1%
5%
0%
-1%
-8%

IM5
0%
-11%
15%
2%
-4%
-4%
-4%
11%
-4%
-3%
-7%
-2%
-2%
-1%
33%
-2%
5%
3%
-5%
-4%

IM6
7%
-1%
2%
0%
-3%
-3%
-11%
5%
-6%
-8%
1%
-1%
-3%
0%
22%
-5%
4%
0%
-4%
-3%

IM7
4%
-3%
0%
1%
-2%
2%
-2%
1%
2%
-6%
-14%
1%
-8%
-35%
4%
-3%
0%
-2%
-5%
-1%
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IM8
3%
-2%
0%
29%
-2%
40%
-9%
3%
0%
-8%
-3%
1%
-2%
-2%
4%
28%
1%
0%
-21%
-1%

IM9
-2%
-3%
63%
1%
-1%
-3%
-3%
-15%
3%
-1%
-11%
2%
-20%
1%
10%
-26%
-3%
-2%
-5%
1%

IM10
0%
-9%
-1%
-1%
-1%
-8%
-3%
-18%
-32%
0%
-4%
0%
0%
-33%
6%
-12%
0%
-23%
-3%
0%

G
0.0%
6.3%
0.4%
0.5%
4.1%
8.5%
10.4%
3.1%
-5.4%
7.4%
11.7%
-5.9%
6.8%
0.8%
-13.3%
4.3%
0.9%
2.1%
16.6%
2.4%

ξ
-2.7%
14.4%
-6.9%
-3.1%
-1.0%
8.3%
5.7%
-11.1%
7.6%
7.1%
-5.6%
8.9%
-3.5%
-0.6%
-9.6%
-1.5%
-6.6%
-6.7%
-9.9%
4.3%
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Table 10: percentage variations of the superstructure displacement (X dir) between nominal and varied models
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

IM1
-5%
-5%
-11%
-3%
13%
17%
26%
-6%
2%
27%
8%
-7%
19%
1%
-16%
11%
-5%
6%
11%
6%

IM2
-2%
23%
-5%
-2%
2%
11%
23%
3%
-2%
14%
5%
-3%
-4%
1%
-16%
5%
-15%
3%
11%
20%

IM3
2%
8%
-6%
-1%
5%
2%
19%
-4%
-3%
19%
6%
-1%
5%
1%
15%
4%
-2%
-5%
6%
-4%

IM4
0%
10%
-2%
-1%
5%
27%
6%
10%
-3%
5%
11%
-1%
2%
0%
-14%
1%
-3%
-2%
12%
2%

IM5
-2%
7%
-1%
1%
3%
13%
18%
6%
-9%
10%
-3%
-2%
7%
1%
-4%
4%
-1%
3%
24%
4%

IM6
7%
1%
19%
2%
-3%
9%
-5%
7%
-7%
13%
12%
-10%
9%
1%
-19%
7%
4%
13%
40%
0%

IM7
6%
-9%
6%
9%
0%
-23%
5%
68%
4%
-6%
-12%
-12%
3%
0%
28%
7%
8%
16%
78%
1%

IM8
14%
135%
0%
3%
5%
-2%
-55%
128%
-35%
-2%
28%
-6%
8%
17%
-4%
-2%
0%
0%
27%
7%

IM9
2%
0%
-62%
0%
-2%
0%
0%
-33%
0%
0%
0%
-6%
14%
-62%
255%
97%
1%
0%
0%
0%

IM10
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
7%
0%
2%
24%
-11%
15%
0%
12%
105%
0%
1%
-16%
72%
0%
0%

G
0.0%
6.3%
0.4%
0.5%
4.1%
8.5%
10.4%
3.1%
-5.4%
7.4%
11.7%
-5.9%
6.8%
0.8%
-13.3%
4.3%
0.9%
2.1%
16.6%
2.4%

ξ
-2.7%
14.4%
-6.9%
-3.1%
-1.0%
8.3%
5.7%
-11.1%
7.6%
7.1%
-5.6%
8.9%
-3.5%
-0.6%
-9.6%
-1.5%
-6.6%
-6.7%
-9.9%
4.3%

Very high value of percentage variations for the analysis with collapse (boxes in orange) are
not associated to the isolators variability. They are instead caused by the stop of the analysis
when one of the response parameter reach a demand > 2 times the capacity.
The seismic performance is also measured identifying the number of collapses of the
isolation system for the different seismic intensities. In particular, besides the shear failure and
superstructure collapse (X and Y direction) according to capacity previous defined, also the
cavitation (deformation of 50% in traction) and buckling (axial compression load > critical
buckling load for more than 50% of the base isolators simultaneously) collapse mechanisms of
the isolators are considered. Collapse results are presented in Figure 6. The differences of the
number and type of collapses for the model with nominal parameters and the one with varied
parameters are negligible in terms of number collapse, only collapse modalities slightly change.
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Figure 6: number and type of collapse for nominal model (a) and varied models (b)
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4 CONCLUSION
The statistical processing of the experimental data supporting this study provided the
following results: (i) the considered quantities (G and ξ) can be considered not correlated; (ii)
both quantities show experimental mean values very close to the nominal values; (iii) the
variation coefficients are limited for both quantities (9% and 7% respectively for G and ξ).
Therefore, the data confirm that the production of elastomeric seismic isolators is quite reliable
and so characterized by a low probability of non-compliance in the FPCT.
Moreover, results of numerical analyses carried out on isolated building showed that the
influence of this limited variability of the isolator properties on the response of the isolated
structure is very low compared to the influence of the seismic input variability (record-to-record
variability). Consequently also the number collapses does not change significantly, only
collapse modalities slightly change
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Abstract. Assembled structures involve non-linear phenomena, as contact or friction,
localised at each joint interface. In addition, sources of uncertainties are mainly responsible for deviation between the effective behaviour of the structure and results from
deterministic simulations. This work aims to provide a pragmatic approach to robustly
characterise the vibrational behaviour of an assembled structure considering the joints
parameters variability. This approach would be useful for robust design of solutions, such
as solutions for damping vibrations, dedicated to assembled structures and taking into
account the variability of the real behaviour of each joint. It is based on a non-intrusive
approach referred as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) which is used to identify a
simple but sufficient stochastic model of bolted joint.

1

Introduction

In this work, we focuse on so-called ”light” assembled structures. These structures are
usually made of slender sub-structures assembled, for instance using bolts. The number
of joints of these structures is generally significant which make the characteristics of each
joint more likely to differ between joints in comparison with a given nominal model. This
work aims to robustly characterise the vibrational behaviour of a light assembled structure
considering the joints parameters variability.
The proposed approach is made of three steps. First, a just sufficient nominal model of
a bolted joint is defined. This model aims to take into account the influence of the joint
on the dynamical behaviour of the overall structure. This model is then adapted using a
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Laser
Vibrometer

Figure 1: Presentation of the experimental setup used to identified an adapted nominal
model of a bolted joint
probabilistic approach to take into account the variability of the real behaviour of each
joint. The parameters of the joint model are then modelled as Gamma distributed random
variables. Finally, the parameters of this new stochastic model are identified on the basis
of the maximum likelihood principle. A straightforward non-intrusive approach referred
as the Stochastic Model Reduction (SMR) approach [1] is used to simulate the vibrational
behaviour of the structure. The variability of this structure is investigate experimentally
and used as a reference in the identification process.
In this work, we assume that highly elaborate models (taking into account strong nonlinearity) are very sensitive to uncertainties which could implies higher errors between the
observed and simulated behaviour of the studied assembled structure. In this context,
we seek to define a ”just sufficient” nominal model of a bolted joint allowing to take into
account the influence of the joint interfaces on the vibrational behaviour of the global
assembled structure.
The studied structure, inspired by the work of Van Buren et al. [7], is a frame made
of three aluminum beams assembled by four bolted joints as illustrated Figure 1. To pick
up a ”just sufficient” model adapted to the studied frame, a preliminary experimental
differential analysis has been set up. The vibrational behaviour of two frames, a frame
with only one bolted joint and an equivalent monolithic frame, are compared to evaluate
the influence of the bolted joint on the vibrational behaviour of the overall structure. The
vibrational behaviour of each frame is characterised using a laser vibrometer and a sweep
sine excitation applied using a shaker as illustrated Figure 1.
2

Definition of the nominal model of a bolted joint

This first section aims to define an adapted nominal model to describe the influence of
the bolted joints on the overall assembled structure.
2.1

Nominal model of the bolted joint

The preliminary differential analysis allowed us to highlight the influence of the bolted
joint on the behaviour of the assembled structure. As expected, the bolted joint affects
2
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the dynamical characteristics of the assembly for a decrease of its eigenfrequencies. Only
the stiffness of the bolted joint is considered in this paper. The experimental setup allows
us to study the influence of the excitation magnitude and the bolt tightening on the joint
stiffness. Indeed, the bolt is instrumented with deformation gauges to infer the applied
tightening and the excitation magnitude is driven by the input signal applied to the shaker.
The experimental observations highlight a particular dependency of the joint stiffness to
the frame eigenfrequencies and therefore to its eigenshapes. For the considered frame,
the joints are mostly loaded in bending. The joint stiffness model should consequently
depend on the local curvature of the frame eigenshapes.
The studied structure is made of slender parts, a beam finite element model is then
adapted to simulate its vibrational behaviour. Numerous interface models can be found
in the litterature as Zero-thickness, thin layer or node-to-node elements [11, 2]. For
beam like structures, node-to-node elements are well adapted. The influence of joints
on the vibrational behaviour of the assembly can then be modeled using generic stiffness
and damping applied between nodes from each assembled part [10, 7] (Figure 2a), using
elements defined between each node pair in the joint interface bounded by a given radius
of influence [7] (Figure 2b) or using dedicated elements formulated to take into account
the behaviour of the bolted joint [12].
By definition, the bending deformation energy of a beam depends directly on the
curvature and is proportionnal to EI, where E is the Young modulus and I the moment
of inertia. In this work, we choose to model the joint stiffness through an equivalent
Young modulus applied to the frame elements corresponding to the joint as illustrated
Figure 2c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Nominal model of the bolted joint

2.2

Identification of the nominal joint parameter

To identify the Young modulus of the chosen nominal model, we propose to minimize
the least squares error between the experimental and simulated eigenfrequencies of the
frame defined equation (1).

3
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ǫls =

N


(ωkexp − ωkEF )2

(1)

k=1

The Figure 3 illustrates the nominal Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the frame
simulated with the finite element model defined Figure 2c and the identified Young modulus. The nominal model of the bolted joint is then adapted to simulate the behaviour of
a frame with a single bolt on its vertical beam. It might be reminded that the previous
developpement was applied to a bolted joint linked to a vertical beam of the studied
frame. As a bolt positionned on the horizontal beam would not necessarely be loaded in
a similar manner, the identification process and the needed experimental results should
be reiterated for this second bolt configuation.
50
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Figure 3: Experimental and simulated FRF of the frame with a single bolt

3

A straightforward approach to simulate the vibrational behavior of a structure with random parameters: the SMR approach

A nominal model of the bolted joint has been identified, it then remains to pick up
an adapted method to robustly characterize the vibrational response of a structure in a
random manner. We are particularly looking for the eigenspace characterization of linear
systems with dynamic properties considered as random variables. We assume that a finite
element model of the structure is available. Methods based on statistical sampling provide
a good framework to solve the random dynamic problem, nevertheless they need intensive
computation to remain accurate [3, 4]. Two particular approaches are mainly used in the
literature to approximate the statistical properties of the response of a random system:
the perturbation and the spectral methods [6, 5]. The perturbation method is based on
an approximation of the random variable of interest through the truncation of its Taylor
expansion while the Spectral Stochastic Finite Element Method (SSFEM), introduced by
Ghanem and Spanos [6], is based on a discretization of the random variables of interest
among a finite random space.
4
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In the context of this work, a straightforward non intrusive approach is used to characterize random eigenspace with a reduced number of deterministic finite element computations [1]. This approach is referred as the Stochastic Model Reduction approach
(SMR).
3.1

Solving the random eigenvalue problem using the SMR approach

This section briefly overviews the SMR approach. More details about the basic assumptions of this approach, comparisons with other classical methods and practical applications
are available in a dedicated paper [1] and in the PhD thesis manuscript (in french) [?].
The general eigenvalue problem of undamped or proportionally damped systems can
be expressed for a problem with nd degrees of freedom by
λk (θ)M(θ)Φk (θ) = K(θ)Φk (θ)

(2)

λk ∈ R and Φk ∈ Rnd are the k th eigenvalue and the k th associated eigenvector.
The eigenvector Φk is assumed to be mass normalized such that Φ⊤
k MΦk = 1. Matrices
M(θ) ∈ Rnd ×nd and K(θ) ∈ Rnd ×nd represent the mass and stiffness matrices of the structure. Their randomness is due to the physical parameters of the structure such as mass
density, Young’s modulus or geometric properties. (Ω, F, p) is the abstract probability
space associated with the underlying physical experiments. θ ∈ Ω is a basic event from
the complete probability space Ω. The space of square integrable random variables is
denoted by L2 (Ω) and forms a Hilbert space with the norm � · �L2 (Ω) . In this paper, E[·],
Var[·] and σ[·] denote respectively the mathematical expectation, variance and standard
deviation.
The SMR approach is presented here considering the case of an assembled structure
composed of n sub-structures with n different Young’s moduli (Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn ). This case
well fits the equivalent stiffness model of a bolted joint presented in the previous section.
Nevertheless, this formulation could also correspond to other problems, for example, a
metallic structure provided with piezoelectric patches or a multi-materials glued structure.
The Young’s moduli are assumed to be the only random parameters in the considered
problem. Thus the stiffness matrix K(θ) is a random matrix and M remains deterministic.
The global stiffness matrix can be written according to different stiffness matrices relating
to each sub-structure:
n
n


K(θ) =
Ki (θ) =
γi (θ)Ki
(3)
i=1

i=1

where γi (θ) is the random parameter corresponding to the ith Young’s modulus and
defined as:
Yi (θ)
γi (θ) =
; Y0i = E[Yi (θ)] and E[γi (θ)] = 1
Y0i
The first assumption of the SMR approach is: considering a structure with random
parameters, its eigenvalues are random but the corresponding eigenvectors are quite deterministic. First, it is then assumed that Young’s moduli variations around an expected
5
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value do not change the eigenvector shapes of the structure. Therefore, the matrix of random eigenvectors corresponds to the matrix of eigenvectors calculated with the expected
value parameters. This assumption added to the mass normalization of eigenvectors Φk
allows us to rewrite the k th random frequency as :
λk (θ) =

ωk2 (θ)

=

n


⊤

γi (θ)Φk Ki Φk =

i=1

n


λki γi (θ)

(4)

i=1

The λki coefficients of this expansion are deterministic. The randomness of the eigenvalue
is only due to the input random parameters. The main advantage of this first refinement
level is to obtain a closed form of the approximate eigenvalue for which the two first
central moments of the random eigenvalues are obtained with no computational cost.
When the eigenshapes variability increases, it is no longer possible to approximate the
random eigenvectors as deterministic eigenvectors. In order to accurately estimate the
corresponding eigenvalues it is proposed to take into account the eigenshapes variability
with a Taylor expansion about the point γ(θ) = γ0 . This improvement is referred hereafter
as SMR2.
The k th random eigenvalue λk (γ(θ)) estimated using SMR2 can be written as:
λk (θ) =

n


γi (θ)Φ⊤
k (γ(θ))Ki Φk (γ(θ))

(5)

i=1

with


n

∂Φk 
(γi (θ) − 1)
Φk (γ(θ)) = Φk (γ0 ) +

∂γ
i
γ
=1
i
i=1

(6)

For details on the computation of the derivatives of each eigenvector, reader could refer
to [1].
SMR approach has been widely tested in [1] on different test cases. In particular, the
approach has been applied on an industrial structure modeled with a commercial software:
the Ariane 5 payload adapter. This example illustrates the SMR efficiency in comparison
with Monte-Carlo simulation. The first two statistical moments of the payload adapter
first ten random eigenfrequencies are accurately estimated with a computational time
reduction from 16 h to 18 min (i.e. a time reduction of 98 %).
4

Identification of a stochastic model of a bolted joint

A nominal model of a bolted joint has been defined and a non-intrusive approach allows
us to characterise the random eigenspace of a structure with a reduced computation time.
It remains to define and identify a stochastic model of joint. This model can be defined
by randomizing the parameter of the chosen nominal model of joint. This parameter is
therefore defined as a random variable with an unknown distribution. As only limited data
are available from experiments, we choose a straightforward approach which, as a first
step, identify an appropriate probability density function (pdf ) according to the maximum
entropy principle, and as a second step, identify the parameters of this distribution using
the maximum likelihood approach [13, 14].
6
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The joint stiffness (the equivalent Young modulus) is a positive real-valued variable
Supp(KLiaison ) =]0, +∞[. According to the maximum entropy principle, this parameter
is represented in terms of a Gamma random variable. As the Gamma distribution as only
two parameters, the first two statistical moments of the random variable associated to
the joint model are sufficient.
4.1

Identification of the first statistical moment of the random variables associated to the joint parameters

The aim here is to identify the parameters of the Gamma distribution associated to
each bolted joint of the studied frame. The frame has two bolt configurations (bolt linked
to a vertical beam of the frame or linked to the horizontal one). Then two pairs of
statistical moments have to be identified, one for each single bolt frame configuration.
Only the case of the frame with a single bolt on a vertical beam is presented here.
The parameters of the stochastic model of the joint stiffness are here identified based
on the maximum likelihood principle. Proceeding directly in the space of the random
variables, the parameters of the Gamma distribution could be identified using the first two
statistical moments of the random variable associated to this stiffness which minimize the
error between the statistical moment of the observed experimental eigenfrequencies and
the computed one obtained with the stochastic model of the frame. Available experimental
data are eigenfrencies of two configurations of frame with only one bolted joint (bolt
on the vertical or horizontal beam). These eigenfrenquencis are measured for different
tightening values and excitation magnitudes. This allows to characterise the variability
of these eigenfrencies.
In order to determine the statistical moment of the numerical frame model, SMR
approach is used in place of classical Monte Carlo strategy which is no reliable in this
case due to a too large computation cost.
We define the following error for each statistical moment:
ǫE =

N


i=1

E[ω

exp

] − E[ω

SM R

]

2

and

ǫδ =

N


i=1

δ[ω exp ] − δ[ω SM R ]

2

(7)

Where ǫE is the error on the expection of the frame eigenfrequencies and ǫδ the error
on the coefficient of variation. First, the expectation of the joint random stiffness is
obtained minimizing the error ǫE . Then the coefficient of variation of this stiffness is
obtained using this expectation and minimizing ǫδ . Scaling and summation properties of
the Gamma distribution allows to determine the parameters of the Gamma distribution as
a function of the statistical moments of the random variable. Writting Yi (θ) the random
stiffness associated to the ith bolted joint of the frame, we define γi the random variable
with Gamma distribution corresponding to this ith bolt and αi and βi the parameters of
this Gamma distribution. Then, for Yi (θ) = Yi γi and γi  Gamma(αi , βi ) = Γ(αi , βi ),
the parameters αi and βi are defined by the following equations :
2 
2
2


1
σ Yi
E[Yi ]
αi =
=
and
βi =
= δ 2 [Yi ]
(8)
σYi
δ[Yi ]
E[Yi ]
7
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This identification procedure has been applied for both configurations of the frame with
only one bolt. Results are presented Table 1 where index Jvert refers to joints associated
to a vertical beam of the frame and index Jhor to joint on the horizontal beam.
Statistical moment of the joint
stiffness
Gamma distribution parameters

E[YJvert ] (Pa)

δ[YJvert ]

E[YJhor ] (Pa)

δ[YJhor ]

24 109

0.09

73.5 109

0.22

α γ1

βγ1

α γ2

βγ2

123

0.0081

20.7

0.0484

Table 1: Identification of the parameters of the joints stochastic models (Jvert and Jhor
correspond to joints respectively on vertical and horizontal beams of the frame)

4.2

The SMR approach applied to a single bolt frame

The parameters of the random stiffness models have been identified using the SMR approach. The SMR results quality is validated a posteriori to ensure that, for the identified
parameters, the vibrational behaviour of the frame belong to the validity domain of the
SMR approach. Figure 4 presents the relative error of the first two statistical moments
for the first ten random eigenfrequencies of the frame with only one bolt. This relative
error is computed using as reference results from a 10 000 draws Monte Carlo simulation.
The expectation is estimated with an error less than a percent for both refinement level
of the SMR approach. The standard deviation is estimated with a maximal error of 2.1 %
with SMR1 and less than a percent with SMR2. This can be explain by the relatively low
variability of the random stiffness, indeed, its coefficient of variation is less than 0.1.
These results shows that SMR1, the first refinement level of the SMR approach, is
totally sufficient to characterise the first ten random eigenfrequencies of a frame with a
single bolted joint on a vertical beam. The same conclusions are obtained for the case of
a frame with a single bolted joint on the horizontal beam. SMR1 is then used to simulate
the vibrational behaviour of frame with only one bolt taking into account the variability
of the joint stiffness.
In the remainder of this paper, we choose to present the stochastic FRF of the frame
simulated with the SMR approach as follows: (1) the mean FRF is plotted with full line,
it is computed using the expectation of the random eigenvalues and the deterministic
eigenvectors of the frame ; (2) the envelope curve arround the mean FRF is obtained
using 1000 drawn of the independant random stiffnesses.
Using this representation, the experimental and simulated variability of the frame with
only one bolt on its vertical beam are presented Figure 5. It can be noticed that the simulated stochastique behaviour of the frame well fit the variability observed experimentally.
A shift of the mean of some eigenfrequencies is however observed for highest frequencies.
8
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Figure 4: Relative error of the estimation of the statistical moments of the first ten random
eigenfrequencies of the single bolt frame
This drawback is due to the chosen finite element model of the frame as this misfit is also
observed for a monolithic frame. Equivalent results has been obtained for the case of a
frame with only one bolt on its horizontal beam. As the conclusions drawn from these
results are similar, this second case would not be developped here.
Experimental FRF
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Figure 5: Comparison of the experimental and simulated FRF of a single bolt frame

4.3

Application to multi-bolt frame

A stochastic model of each configuration of bolted joint belonging to the studied frame
has been identified and validated. These models allow us to simulate the behaviour of
frames with more than one bolt. Lets first study the capacity of the identified stochastic
9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Multi-bolt frame configurations
model of joint to robustly characterise the vibrational behaviour of a frame with two
bolted joints as define Figure 6a. The variability of the FRF of this frame has been
characterised experimentaly considering three tightening levels for each M8-type joint
of the frame and two excitation magnitudes. The bolt tightening are qualified as very
low preload (a hundred Newtons), medium (≃ 1800 N) and high preload (≃ 6000 N).
The highest preload corresponds to a limit value ensuring no plastification at the joint
interface. Figure 7 presents the experimental variability of the frame and the simulated
stochastic FRF obtained using the SMR approach and the identified stochastic models
of joint. Both refinement levels of the SMR approach have been computed here. The
difference between the simulated stochastic FRF obtained with SMR1 and SMR2 is quite
low which suggests that SMR1 is again sufficient for this case. Once more the stochastic
simulation of the frame allows to forecast the variability of this frame configuration. A
shift between experimental and simulated nominal eigenfrequencies at high frequency is
still observed and can be attributed again to the limitations of the finite element model
of the frame.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the experimental and simulated FRF of a frame with two bolts
Finally, the stochastic vibrational behaviour of a fully bolted frame as presented Figure 6b is studied. The variability of the vibrational behaviour of this frame has been
characterised experimentaly. The bolt tightening and the excitation magnitude are cho10
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Figure 8: Comparison of the experimental and simulated FRF of a fully assembled frame
sen again as parameters of the study. Two tightening levels corresponding to low and
high preload as previously defined and two excitation magnitudes are considered. The
stochastic behaviour of the frame is simulated using the SMR approach and the identified
stochastic models of joint. Experimental and simulated results are presented Figure 8.
As observed in the case of the frame with two bolts, the simulation results show that
averaged eigenfrequencies are slightly over-everstimated. Statics behaviour of the frame
remains indeterminate and initial stress state of the joints could differ from the initial
state of the joint used for the identification procedure.
5

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a straightforward approach to identify a stochastic model of a
bolted joint. This approach first identify a ”just sufficient” nominal model of a bolted joint
based on experimental observations. This model is then extended to take into account
the variability of the joint behavior by defining the parameters of this nominal model as
random variables. Finally, the parameters of the new stochastic model are identified on
the basis of the maximum likelihood principle using the SMR approach.
The identified joint model is then used to characterise the vibrational behaviour of a
multi-bolted structure. Although the just sufficient nominal model (on which the stochastic model is based) seems to be sensitive to the bolt tightening procedure, the proposed
approach allows to tackle the variability of the real structure using a pragmatic and
straightforward procedure.
This approach has been implemented considering the case of an assembled structure
but it can be easily extended to other structures, as exemple to multi-material structures
or glued structures.
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A LOCALLY REFINED CUT-CELL METHOD WITH EXACT
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NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
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Key words: Navier-Stokes, Cut-cell method, Mimetic, Conservative, Cartesian mesh
Abstract. We present a mimetic discretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for general polygonal meshes. The discretization employs staggered velocity variables and results in discrete equations that exactly conserve mass, momentum and kinetic
energy (in the inviscid limit) up to and including the boundaries where Dirichlet conditions apply. Moreover, the discrete equations give rise to a discrete global vorticity that
is consistent with the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
As the method retains all its favorable properties on general meshes, it can be perfectly
applied as a locally refined Cartesian mesh cut-cell method. We numerically verify the
conservation properties for the lid-driven cavity flow and demonstrate the method for the
unsteady flow around a circular cylinder.

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Low-cost mesh generation: Cartesian cut-cell mesh

In CFD a computationally expensive task may be the discretization of the flow domain
into a mesh. In an industrial setting the flow domain is often very complicated and can
seldom be discretized by a simple Cartesian mesh. To discretize the domain the engineer
may then have to resort to unstructured or curvilinear meshes.
The meshing of a complicated flow domain using an unstructured or curvilinear mesh
is computationally expensive and often a bottleneck in the computation. In a lot of
applications the geometry of the flow domain is also time-dependent because the flow
problem contains moving elements, like for example the turbine blades in a wind-farm
simulation. In these problems the mesh may have to be updated after every time step to
account for the change of domain geometry. The mesh generation will then take up an
even larger part of the total computational time.
An alternative is to use an immersed boundary method. These methods employ just a
single Cartesian mesh for the complete flow domain. The complicated boundaries of the
domain are immersed in this Cartesian mesh and near such a boundary, in case of viscous
flow, the Cartesian method is adjusted for the no-slip boundary condition.
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In the class of immersed boundary methods roughly two approaches for modeling the
no-slip boundary condition exist. In the first of these approaches the effect of the no-slip
boundary condition is indirectly modeled by an extra force term in the Navier-Stokes
equations. In the second approach the no-slip boundary condition is directly taken into
account by adjusting the numerical method near the no-slip boundaries. Although the
second approach is often more tedious, it does allow for a boundary discretization that is
still locally conservative with respect to, for example, mass and momentum.
Cartesian cut-cell methods belong to this second approach. In cut-cell methods the
flow domain is simply “cut” out of the covering Cartesian mesh. Immediately adjacent to
the domain boundaries non-Cartesian cut cells will be created. In these cells the numerical
scheme needs to take their non-Cartesian shape and the no-slip condition on one (or more)
of its faces into account. The cut cells are polygons in 2D and polyhedrons in 3D, that can
have quite a general shape. Especially in 3D there is a lot of variation in the resulting cut
cells as they can have a varying number of faces that are again polygons with a varying
number of edges.
1.2

The method of choice: The MAC method

On Cartesian meshes, one of the most popular numerical methods for incompressible
viscous flows is the Marker and Cell method (MAC method) [1]. In the MAC method
a staggered mesh is used. Hence, the velocity variables are the normal components of
the velocity on the faces of the Cartesian cells and pressure variables are located in
the centers of the cells. Using this positioning of the discretized variables and central
difference approximations, a very compact discretization scheme for the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations may be derived. Moreover, the staggering of the variables avoids
spurious pressure oscillations and exactly conserves the primary quantities momentum
and mass, and also secondary quantities like vorticity and energy (in the inviscid limit).
The staggering of the velocity variables makes the treatment of cut-cells difficult.
Therefore, most cut-cell methods use a colocated mesh in which the velocity and pressure variables are both located in the centers of the cells. However, methods that use a
colocated mesh suffer, in contrast to staggered mesh methods, from pressure oscillations
that have to be suppressed. As a consequence, colocated mesh methods also necessarily
have a nonzero numerical dissipation. This prevents the discrete conservation of kinetic
energy (in the inviscid limit).
Extensions of the MAC method to cut-cell meshes exist [2, 3]. In these approaches the
different ways that the Cartesian cells can be cut off are considered and a corresponding
numerical scheme is derived for all cases such that the resulting stencil is still a 5-point
stencil and the resulting discretization conserves mass, momentum, and energy. However,
achieving a fully conservative method using a 5-point stencil is impossible [3]. Moreover, an extension of the method to 3D is problematic due to the many possible cut-cell
configurations.
We will here present an extension of the MAC method to polygonal meshes that retains
all the favorable properties of the Cartesian MAC method. To formulate this extension we
will use recent developments in mimetic discretization methods [4]. This generic approach
2
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has two important advantages. Firstly, the method will be given by general discretization
formulas that apply to general cells. As a result we do not have to consider the large
variety of cut-cell configurations one-by-one. The resulting method is easy to implement
in both 2D and 3D. Secondly, the method can deal with locally refined Cartesian meshes
because these are just a special type of polygonal mesh. This allows us to use local
refinement near the no-slip boundaries where extra resolution is needed to better resolve
boundary layers.
In Section 2 we present the mimetic conservative extension of the MAC method to
general polygonal meshes. We focus on a conservative discretization of Dirichlet boundary
conditions which is crucial for the method to function as a conservative cut-cell method.
In Section 3 we give some numerical evidence to show that the resulting method is indeed
conservative also on more general meshes, like refined Cartesian meshes. Finally, in
Section 4 we successfully apply the method to the benchmark test of flow around a circular
cylinder in a channel [5].
2

THE CONSERVATIVE MIMETIC DISCRETIZATION

The many conservation properties and absence of spurious modes in the MAC scheme
are a result of the symmetry of the discrete equations and the exact way in which the
involved differential operators are discretized. These symmetries are not so apparent
from the original presentation of the MAC scheme in [1]. We will therefore represent the
method in a way that reflects its symmetry. From this representation it also becomes
clear how to extend the method to more general meshes. We focus here on 2D. For 3D
see [6].
2.1

The MAC method as a dual mesh method

In the reformulation of the MAC method the symmetry of the method is emphasized
by its underlying primal-dual mesh structure together with an exact discretization of the
differential operators on both the primal mesh and the dual mesh. Before introducing the
dual mesh we focus on the discretization of the differential operators on the primal mesh.
We consider the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the following form:
∂t u + ∇ · (u ⊗ u) + ν∇ × ω + ∇p = 0,
∇ × u − ω = 0,
∇ · u = 0.

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

For these equations we discretize the separate differential operators involved, i.e., the
gradient, curl and divergence. These discretizations then dictate the position of the
discrete variables and the resulting discrete equations.
Let us explain how these operators can be discretized on a mesh without introducing
a discretization error yet. The computational mesh consists of vertices, edges and cells.
We denote the sets of vertices, edges and cells, respectively, by C(0) , C(1) and C(2) . Here
the subscripts refer to their dimensions. Together these sets constitute our mesh G :=
{C(0) , C(1) , C(2) }, which covers the flow domain Ω.
3
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First consider the incompressibility constraint (1c). To discretize the divergence we
integrate (1c) over a cell σ(2) ∈ C(2) and apply the divergence theorem to obtain


oσ(2) σ(1)
u · n dL,
(2)
0=
σ(1)

σ(1) ∈∂σ(2)

where the sum is over the edges σ(1) that make up the boundary of σ(2) , oσ(2) σ(1) is 1
if the orientations of σ(1) and σ(2) agree and −1 otherwise, and n is the unit normal
vector that points in the direction given by the orientation of σ(1) . If we take the fluxes
through the edges of the mesh as discrete variables, (2) is an exact discretization of
(1)
the divergence of the velocity field in each cell. We introduce a vector u(1) = (uσ(1) ),

(1)
with uσ(1) := σ(1) u · n dL, collecting all these fluxes. Let us denote the finite linear
space corresponding to unknowns on the edges in C(1) by C (1) (thus u(1) ∈ C (1) ), and
let us analogously define C (0) (vertices) and C (2) (cells). When we introduce the discrete
(2,1)
divergence operator D(2,1) : C (1) → C (2) defined by Dσ(2) σ(1) := oσ(2) σ(1) (assuming oσ(2) σ(1) =
0 if σ(1) ∈
/ ∂σ(2) ), we can write (2) at once for all cells in C(2) as 0(2) = D(2,1) u(1) with 0(2)
the zero vector in C (2) .
As a second example we discretize the curl of the vorticity in (1a). Recall that in 2D this
term is given by rot ω := (∂y ω, −∂x ω), where ω is a scalar field. We discretize the vorticity
(0)
at the vertices of the mesh. We collect these values in the vector ω (0) = (ωσ(0) ) ∈ C (0) .
Integrating rot ω over
and applying the fundamental theorem for
 the edges of the mesh

(0)
line integrals gives σ(1) rot ω · n dL = σ(0) ∈∂σ(1) oσ(1) σ(0) ωσ(0) , where oσ(1) σ(0) equals 1 if

the orientations of σ(1) and σ(0) agree and −1 otherwise. Defining D(1,0) : C (0) → C (1)
analogously to D(2,1) we see that

(3)
rot ω · n dL = [D(1,0) ω (0) ]σ(1) .
σ(1)

The discrete differential operators D(1,0) and D(2,1) , also known as incidence matrices,
are not sufficient to discretize (1). To finish the reformulation of the MAC method we
need a dual mesh. The dual mesh also covers the flow domain Ω and is geometrically dual
to the primal mesh in the following sense. For each k-dimensional cell σ(k) ∈ C (k) there
is a (2 − k)-cell σ̃(k) ∈ C˜(k) , with C˜(k) the set of (2 − k)-dimensional dual cells. Note that
σ̃(k) has dimension 2 − k. As an example the dual mesh is shown for a square Cartesian
mesh in Figure 1.
To show how the dual mesh can be used to complete the discretization we focus again
on the diffusive term in the momentum equation (1a). We already saw in (3) how rot ω
can be discretized on the edges of the primal mesh in terms of vorticity variables located
in the vertices of the primal mesh. Moreover, it was shown how the velocity fluxes through
the primal edges can be used to exactly discretize the continuity equation (1c) in every
primal mesh cell. The dual mesh can be used to determine the vorticity variables ω (0)
from the velocity variables u(1) .
4
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Figure 1: On the left the primal mesh is depicted for a square domain, in the middle the corresponding
dual mesh is depicted and on the right they are superimposed.

The first step is to interpolate the velocity variables from the edges of the primal mesh
to the edges of the dual mesh. We introduce an operator H(1) : C (1) → C˜(1) for this. Let
(1)
us denote ũ(1) := H(1) u(1) . The entries of ũ(1) = (ũσ̃(1) ) are an approximation of the line
integral of the velocity field over the dual edges, i.e.,

(1)
(4)
u · dL + O(hl ).
ũσ̃(1) =
σ̃(1)

The order of accuracy l results from the choice of H(1) . In the Cartesian case we can
(1)
take H(1) to be the simple diagonal matrix with Hσ̃(1) σ(1) = |σ̃(1) |/|σ(1) |, where |σ̃(1) | and
|σ(1) | are the lengths of σ̃(1) and σ(1) , respectively. For uniform Cartesian meshes this
interpolation is second order accurate, so l = 2 in (4). We can define similar interpolation
operators H(k) : C (k) → C˜(k) for k = 0 and k = 2. These can also be chosen diagonal and
second order accurate in the Cartesian case. H(0) interpolates the discretized vorticity field
ω (0) to the dual mesh according to ω̃ (0) = H(0) ω (0) . The entries of ω̃ (0) are approximations
of the vorticity field integrated over the 2D dual cells. The interpolation operators H(k)
are known as discrete Hodge operators [7].

Let us consider (1b). By applying the Kelvin-Stokes theorem it follows that σ̃(0) ω dV =



curl u dV = σ̃(1) ∈∂ σ̃(0) oσ̃(0) σ̃(1) σ̃(1) u · dL, where oσ̃(0) σ̃(1) is defined analogously to
σ̃(0)

oσ(1) σ(0) . This shows that when the dual mesh variables ω̃ (0) and ũ(1) would not contain an interpolation error, we would have ω̃ (0) = D̃(0,1) ũ(1) , where D̃(0,1) is the incidence
matrix on the dual mesh containing oσ̃(0) σ̃(1) as entries. Moreover, if we choose the orientation of the dual cells based on the orientation of their corresponding primal cell we
have oσ̃(0) σ̃(1) = oσ(1) σ(0) and it holds that D̃(0,1) = (D(1,0) )T .
From the previous discussion it follows that we can discretize the diffusion term as
νD(1,0) ω (0) , where ω (0) is the solution of H(0) ω (0) = D̃(0,1) H(1) u(1) . On a Cartesian mesh
with diagonal discrete Hodge operators the inverse is known and the diffusive term is
given by νD(1,0) (H(0) )−1 D̃(0,1) H(1) u(1) . It can be verified that this is the discretization of
the diffusion term from the MAC scheme [1].

5
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In terms of incidence matrices and discrete Hodge operators we discretize (1) as
H(1) ∂t u(1) + C[u(1) ]u(1) + νH(1) D(1,0) (H(0) )−1 D̃(0,1) H(1) u(1) + D̃(1,2) p̃(2) = 0,
D(2,1) u(1) = 0,

(5)

where C[u(1) ]u(1) is the discretization of the nonlinear convection term and where we use
pressure variables located in the vertices of the dual mesh. On a Cartesian mesh, if we
use the diagonal Hodge operators and the convection discretization of the MAC scheme,
we find that (5) is just a reformulation of the MAC scheme. This reformulation is the
perfect starting point to generalize the scheme to general polygonal meshes.
2.2

The generalization of the MAC method to polygonal meshes

To generalize the MAC scheme to polygonal meshes the most significant change is in the
definition of the discrete Hodge operators. The incidence matrices naturally extend to any
type of mesh, because they only depend on the topology of the mesh, i.e., the connectivity
between different mesh elements. It is intuitively clear that by assigning orientations to
the different elements of the polygonal mesh just like we did in the Cartesian case, we can
derive the incidence matrices on the polygonal mesh. For the polygonal mesh we use as a
dual mesh the barycentric dual mesh, which is constructed by connecting the barycenters
of the cells with barycenters of the cell edges. The construction of the barycentric dual
mesh for a randomly locally refined Cartesian mesh is exemplified in Figure 2 on the left.

Figure 2: On the left the primal mesh (blue) and the barycentric dual mesh (red) are depicted and in the
middle the primal mesh and boundary dual mesh are shown. On the right one sees the dual cell-complex
which is the union of the interior and boundary dual mesh.

For the polygonal mesh we use as discrete Hodge matrices the mimetic inner product
matrices [4, 8]. The Hodge matrices are built cell-wise and are no longer diagonal. They
are by construction symmetric positive definite, which is crucial for the stability of the
resulting scheme. The Hodge matrices we use have the property that they are diagonal
on a Cartesian mesh. As a result, the generalized MAC scheme reduces to the traditional
MAC scheme on Cartesian parts of the mesh.
For the convection term we use the discretization proposed in [9]. This is strictly
speaking not a generalization of the MAC scheme’s convection discretization. Although
it has many of the desirable conservation properties of the MAC scheme discretization, it
has a wider stencil.
6
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2.3

Discretization at the boundary: Extension of dual mesh to cell-complex

To make the method conservative up to and including the boundary of the domain
special attention is required. We assume that Dirichlet boundary conditions hold on the
boundary. This covers the important cases of inflow and no-slip boundaries.
In the discretization above we used a primal and dual mesh. The primal mesh is a
so-called cell-complex, because every k-dimensional cell σ(k) ∈ C(k) has a boundary ∂σ(k)
that is built-up from lower dimensional cells that are also part of the mesh. Contrastingly,
the dual mesh is not a cell-complex, as can be seen, for example, in Figure 1.
To derive a discretization that is conservative up to and including the boundary we
extend the dual mesh to a cell-complex. This can be done as follows. The primal mesh
is restricted to the boundary of the domain ∂Ω and the dual mesh to this restriction is
calculated within ∂Ω. Subsequently, this boundary dual mesh is joined with the interior
dual mesh. The resulting union is a cell-complex. The construction of the dual cellcomplex is illustrated for the randomly locally refined Cartesian mesh in Figure 2. To
naturally extend the discretization up to the boundary with Dirichlet conditions we extend
the incidence matrices on the dual mesh to the complete dual cell-complex. We denote
these extensions by replacing the tilde by a bar, i.e., D̄(k−1,k) , with k = 0, 1. This extension
also leads to extra pressure variables on the boundary of the mesh as we will show in the
next paragraph.
2.4

The discrete equations

Using the extension of the dual mesh and incidence matrices to the dual cell-complex,
we are able to write down the semi-discrete equations for a flow domain with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. We first state the equations and then comment on them:

 


(1)
(1,2)
u(1)
H(1) ∂t + C[u(1) ] H(1) D(1,0) D̄i
0̃

 

(0) 
(6)
D̃(0,1) H(1)
−ν −1 H(0)
0  ω (0)  =  −Ĩ(0,0)

ṽ b .
b
(1,2) T
(1)
(2)
0
0
(D̄i )
p̄
I(1,1) v b

For each edge of the dual mesh we have a discrete momentum equation in the top line of
(1,2)
(6). The subscript on D̄i
indicates the contribution of D̄(1,2) restricted to the interior
edges of the dual mesh. The pressure variables p̄(2) are located in the vertices of the dual
cell-complex.
The tangential component of the Dirichlet boundary condition for the velocity is incor(0)
(0)
porated in the equation defining the vorticity. The vector ṽ b ∈ C˜b contains the integrals
(0,0) (0)
of the tangential velocity over the boundary dual edges. The boundary term −Ĩb ṽ b
gives the contribution of boundary edges in the dual cell-complex to the vorticity integral
over the dual cells. The entries of ω (0) are actually the vorticity variables multiplied with
the viscosity ν. This definition of the variables increases the symmetry of the system.
The normal-component of the Dirichlet boundary conditions are incorporated in the
(1,2)
(1,2)
(1,2)
last line. The matrix (D̄i )T can be written as (D̄i )T = [(D̃(1,2) )T Ĩb ]T , where the
(1,2)
gives the boundary
first part is the usual incidence matrix on the dual mesh and Ĩb
7
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(1,2)

contribution of the dual cell-complex. The matrix I(1,1) is defined such that (D̄i )T u(1) =
(1)
(1,2)
(1,2)
(1)
I(1,1) v b results in D(2,1) u(1) = 0(2) and (Ĩb )T u(1) = (Ĩb )T v b , i.e., the discrete incompressibility constraint and the definition of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, imposing
(1)
(1)
that the fluxes for the boundary edges are equal to the prescribed values v b ∈ Cb .
More information on these discrete equations and their 3D version can be found in [6].
3

EXACT CONSERVATION

The generalization of the MAC method as presented in Section 2 can be used on
general polygonal meshes and therefore also on locally refined Cartesian meshes. In this
section we will numerically demonstrate that the exact conservation properties of the
MAC method also apply for the generalization. To show this we simulate the standard
lid-driven cavity flow for Reynolds number Re = 1000. We use this flow because Dirichlet
boundary conditions apply on all sides. The viscosity is set equal to ν = 10−3 . We use
the mesh in Figure 2 with the velocity in the cavity everywhere equal to zero at t = 0.
We run the simulation till t = 50, when a steady state has been reached. The final steady
solution is shown in Figure 3 on the left. The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the
exact conservation, not to accurately determine the lid-driven cavity flow because for this
the mesh is much too coarse.

Figure 3: On the left: the converged steady velocity field superimposed on the primal mesh. On the
right: the conservation of mass, momentum, energy and vorticity numerically verified.

The exactly conserved discrete quantities are mass, momentum and energy. The fluid
is incompressible and therefore conservation of mass is expressed by the incompressibility
constraint, which is discretized in (6) as D(2,1) u(1) = 0. This relation is exact. The net
change of the amount of fluid is proportional to ∆M := (e(2) )T D(2,1) u(1) , with e(2) ∈ C (2)
(2)
such that eσ(2) = 1 for all σ(2) ∈ C(2) . Thus ∆M is the sum of all entries in D(2,1) u(1) . In
Figure 3 on the right ∆M is shown to stay zero up to machine precision.
(1)
The global discrete momentum is defined by Pi := (ei )T H(1) u(1) for i = 1, 2, where
(1)
ei is the discretization of the unit vector ei on the primal edges of the mesh, i.e.,
8
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(1)
(ei )σ(1) := σ(1) ei · n dL, where n is the normal to σ(1) . The discrete momentum is
conserved and can only change by fluxes over the domain boundary. In the lid-driven
cavity the global momentum remains zero over time, because the fluid as a whole remains
in the cavity. This also implies that the convective momentum flux over the boundary of
the cavity is zero, which is also what we see numerically. The diffusive and pressure terms
do give a nonzero boundary flux but their total contributions cancel and the resulting
global momentum change ∆P is zero. This is verified in Figure 3.
Similarly, the conserved discrete kinetic energy is defined by K := 21 (u(1) )T H(1) u(1) .
This is an, in general first-order, approximation of the global kinetic energy of the flow.
In the lid-driven cavity the total energy changes by two mechanisms: a diffusive energy
flux over the boundary of the domain and the dissipation in the interior of the cavity.
There are no boundary fluxes due to the convective and pressure terms, because on the
boundary the normal velocity is zero. This is indeed what we observe numerically. To
analyze the energy conservation we use the two-stage energy-conserving Gauss method
for time integration. In Figure 3 we see that the change in total energy in every time step
is exactly accounted for by the diffusive flux and the dissipation. The difference is again
zero up to machine precision.
Finally, we consider the discrete global vorticity, which is given by V := (e(0) )T H(0) ω (0) ,
(0)
where e(0) ∈ C (0) such that eσ(0) = 1 for all σ(0) ∈ C (0) . In the continuous setting it follows
from the definition of the vorticity, the Kelvin-Stokes
theorem
and the Dirichlet boundary


conditions, that the global vorticity equals Ω ω dA = Ω ∇ × u dA = ∂Ω u · dL = 1. This
is also what we find in the discrete setting. In Figure 3 it is shown that the discrete global
vorticity V equals 1 up to machine precision.
In [6] proofs of these discrete conservation properties can be found. Further numerical
verifications on different polytopal meshes in 2D and 3D are given there as well.
4

NUMERICAL TEST: FLOW AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

To apply the method described above as a cut-cell method we first need to calculate
the cut-cell mesh. We illustrate here how this is done in the case of a uniform Cartesian
mesh for a square domain containing a cylinder. Subsequently, we apply the method to
the benchmark test of an unsteady flow around a cylinder in a channel from [5].
4.1

Construction of the cut-cell mesh

We start by discretizing the cylinder. We give the cylinder its own discretization
independent of the Cartesian mesh, because in a future extension of the method to timedependent geometries this is needed for conservation of mass. The boundary of the
cylinder is discretized by taking equidistantly distributed points on it and connecting these
by straight edges. The discretized cylinder is then immersed in the Cartesian mesh and
extra vertices are added where the edges of the cylinder cross the edges of the Cartesian
mesh. Finally, the cylinder is cut out of the Cartesian mesh.
Once the primal mesh has been calculated the cut-cell primal-dual cell complex is
determined just like in Figure 2. However, the boundary of the mesh contains both the
9
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Figure 4: On the left: the Cartesian mesh (blue) with the discretized cylinder (green) and the extra
added vertices on the cylinder (blue). In the middle: the resulting primal cell-complex. On the right:
the resulting dual cell-complex.

boundary of the square and the boundary of the cylinder. In Figure 4 we depict the
construction of the dual cell-complex for the cut-cell mesh.
4.2

Unsteady flow around cylinder

We test the mimetic cut-cell method on the benchmark problem of flow around an
asymmetrically placed circular cylinder in a channel, taken from [5]. At the top and
bottom of the channel no-slip boundary conditions apply. We prescribe a parabolic inflow
profile and use a no-stress boundary condition for the outflow. To concentrate mesh cells
close to the cylinder we use four different refinement levels. An example mesh is given in
Figure 5. For time-integration we use the explicit midpoint method. We take the time
step small enough for the temporal discretization error to be negligible compared to the
spatial discretization error.

Figure 5: This mesh is constructed by starting with a uniform mesh of Nx × Ny cells and successively
refining (by dividing cells in four) in regions increasingly closer to the cylinder. The regions of different
refinement levels are kept fixed. The mesh shown here corresponds to Nx = 50 and Ny = 12.

The inflow velocity corresponds to Re = 100 and after time an unsteady periodic flow
develops. We compute for one period the maximum drag coefficient cDmax , the maximum
lift coefficient cLmax , the Strouhal number St and the pressure difference between front
and back of the cylinder after half a period, where we take the start of the period to
10
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coincide with t such that cL (t) = cLmax .
For the mesh with Nx × Ny = 80 × 20, the lift and drag coefficients and the pressure
difference are shown as a function of time in Figure 6 on the left. We see that from
approximately t = 5 the flow becomes periodic. On the right in Figure 6 the vorticity
field in the first half of the channel is shown. A von Kármán vortex street is formed by
the vortex shedding of the cylinder. In Figure 7 the magnitude of the velocity field is
plotted for the same mesh and time.
Nx × Ny
50 × 12
60 × 15
70 × 18
80 × 20
90 × 23
100 × 25
[5] (lower bound)
[5] (upper bound)

#u(1)
14297
21159
29490
37171
48619
58401
-

#ω (1)
814
981
1127
1252
1418
1534
-

#p̃(2)
7415
10890
15099
18979
24745
29676
-

cDmax
3.504
3.475
3.419
3.393
3.355
3.266
3.22
3.24

cLmax
1.227
1.174
1.171
1.129
1.103
1.074
0.99
1.01

St
0.2950
0.2950
0.2963
0.2967
0.2985
0.2994
0.295
0.305

∆p
2.599
2.578
2.576
2.550
2.540
2.517
2.46
2.50

Table 1: Results for the benchmark test. The last two lines give a lower and upper bound for the exact
values. These bounds come from [5] and are based on the results for many methods collected there.

11
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The values found for cDmax , cLmax , St and ∆p are shown in Table 1. We simulated the
flow for 6 different meshes. It can be seen that all four values seem to converge to the range
where the exact values lie. Even the finest mesh we used here (with Nx × Ny = 100 × 25)
is still quite coarse. However, the results obtained are in good agreement with the most
accurate values found in [5].
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Abstract. A framework for performing uncertainty quantification is presented which is
well-suited for systems with dependent inputs with unknown distributions. The multivariate input is given as a dataset whose variables can have strong, nonlinear dependencies.
For each of the elements in the framework (dependency analysis, sample selection and
sensitivity analysis), we recently developed new methods, which are here combined for
the first time. The framework is tested on an example involving a wind farm simulation
with offshore weather conditions as input.
1

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty in wind and wave conditions during the turbine life is one of the reasons
for the high costs of offshore wind farms. Although these uncertainties cannot be eliminated, it is crucial to know their effects on both the loads of the turbines and the power
output. Since the power output is proportional to the third power of the wind speed,
small differences in wind speed statistics can lead to substantial differences in the mean
and variance of the power output, potentially making the difference between a profitable
or unprofitable wind farm. Numerical simulation of a wind farm under different wind/sea
conditions can be a valuable tool for decision making. However, because of the complexity
of the system consisting of weather conditions and turbines, it is not feasible to perform
simulations for all possible or observed input conditions.
It is therefore important to select in a careful way the input conditions for which the
wind farm simulation model is going to be evaluated (we refer to these selected input
conditions as training samples hereafter). Possible dependencies in the input conditions
need to be taken into account for this selection. Predictions for the output for input
conditions not included in the training samples can be made with the use of an emulator.
An emulator gives an approximation of the simulation model output, but is computation-
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ally cheaper to evaluate than the simulation model itself. These predictions can aid in
performing sensitivity analysis.
The aim of this paper is to present a framework in which the analysis of the input data
and the model output is combined, building on our earlier work in [1, 2]. We test this
framework on a wind farm simulation based on the layout of Horns Rev, with wind/wave
data obtained at the Meteomast IJmuiden serving as input. The simulation model that
we use is not very advanced, however our goal is to demonstrate the proposed framework
rather than to obtain highly realistic results, hence the limitations of the model are less
important for the present study.
Section 2 describes the weather data, the wind farm and the simulation to obtain
the power output and efficiency of the wind farm under the given weather conditions.
Section 3 describe the methods in the framework, while Section 4 shows the results. The
conclusion follows in Section 5.
2

SETUP

We briefly describe the data in Section 2.1, the wind farm that we simulate in Section
2.2 and the simulator (computational model) itself in 2.3.
2.1

Meteomast IJmuiden

Meteomast IJmuiden (MMIJ) is a meteorological mast in the North Sea, located approximately 75km west of the coast of IJmuiden (the Netherlands) [3]. We use data from
a measurement campaign that has run from November 1st, 2011 up to and including
March 9th, 2016. Atmospheric conditions (e.g., wind speed and direction, air pressure,
air temperature) have been measured at several heights in and above the mast. The data
has been post-processed and is publicly available online, see [3]. The list of measurement
variables used in our analysis can be found in Appendix A.
2.2

Horns Rev I

Horns Rev I is an offshore wind farm in the Danish North Sea consisting of 80 Vestas
V80 2MW turbines [4] in a oblique rectangular layout with a spacing of 560 meter [5].
The rotor diameter is 80 meters and the hub height is 70m. It is very well known in the
wind energy community [6, 7, 8, 9], especially for its wind turbine wakes affecting nearby
turbines. We will use the layout of the Horns Rev I wind farm for our computational
model, described in the next section.
2.3

Wind farm simulation

We use the observation data from MMIJ as input for a computational model of Horns
Rev I. The output of this model consists of power output and efficiency of the wind farm,
given the wind speed and direction at various heights as input. The computer model is
described in [10]. It makes use of a wake model from Bastankhah and Porté-Agel [11].
Furthermore, since the incoming wind speed can vary over the rotor-swept area due to
wake effects, an equivalent incoming wind speed is computed as in [12].
2
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Figure 1: The proposed framework. The numbers in brackets indicate the corresponding
section.
We point out that the computational model is not very advanced and has several
limitations. However, it is useful in the present context as our objective is to test the
coupling of several methods for uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis, rather
than to obtain output for operational purposes. We mention two limitations here. First,
the incoming wind speed in the model from [10] is constant over the height of the turbine. We made an adaptation such that the wind speed is interpolated linearly between
measurements at different heights. Second, the turbulence intensity is fixed at 0.075.
3

METHODS

Our objective in this study is to demonstrate how to combine two previously developed methods for uncertainty quantification (UQ) and dependency/sensitivity analysis
(DA/SA) with dependent inputs [1, 2]. These methods are aimed at situations where
the input distribution is unknown and where a dataset of the (multivariate, dependent)
inputs is available instead. The dataset is assumed to be large (i.e., a large number of
data points). Furthermore, the computational model is assumed to be expensive so that
only a small number of model evaluations (or simulations) can be performed. Focal point
is the presence of dependencies in the data. When no dependencies exist, i.e., all input
variables are independent, a range of methods is available for performing UQ. However,
in the presence of input dependencies, most of these methods do not apply. Although
Monte Carlo sampling can still be used in this case, it requires a large number of model
evaluations, making it often too costly in case of expensive computational models.
We combine these methods in the following manner, see also Figure 1. First, the input
data is analyzed for dependencies, as described in Section 3.1. If the data is independent,
then methods such as quasi Monte-Carlo [13] or stochastic collocation [14] can be used
for the training sample selection. If the data is dependent, training samples must be
selected in a different way, as explained in Section 3.2. These training samples serve as
the input conditions for the computational model. Once the training samples are selected,
3
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(a) MST on rank-transformed data from
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Figure 2: An illustration of the idea behind the method for dependency analysis proposed
in [2]. The dependent data in the panel on the right has a shorter MST length, indicating
dependence between the two variables.
the wind farm simulations as described in Section 2.3 can be performed. The results of
these simulations are analyzed in Section 4. The resulting simulation output serves as the
basis for an emulator as described in Section 3.3. The goal of this emulator is to construct
an approximation of the output for the input conditions that were not part of the training
samples (thus, the computational model was not evaluated for these inputs). The output
of this emulator is used to perform sensitivity analysis, as expressed in Section 3.4.
3.1

Dependency analysis

Since we anticipate that several input variables are strongly, but not linearly, dependent, we use the method of [2] for the dependency analysis. This method uses the length
of a minimum spanning tree (MST) on the data to quantify dependencies. An illustration
can be found in Figure 2. The data is rank-transformed, such that each marginal distribution is quasi-uniform. Each combination of two variables can be tested for dependency
in the following way. When the data is dependent, the data points do not cover the complete unit square, resulting in a shorter MST length. The shorter the MST length, the
stronger the dependency. In [2], the distribution of the MST length for independent data
was assessed numerically. With this distribution, a statistical test can be constructed. If
the length is shorter than the 0.01-quantile, the data is considered to be dependent.
The outcome of the dependency analysis is an ordering of all bivariate subsets of the
input data from most strongly dependent to least dependent. This information can be
visualized in a heatmap in the shape of a matrix, in which the item with row i and column
j represents the dependency (quantified by the logarithm of the normalized MST length,
see [2]) between input variables i and j. In this way, groups of dependent variables can
be recognized easily. When all input variables turn out to be independent, more methods
are available for the sample selection.

4
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(a) PCA-based clustering ignoring the nature of the
data.

(b) PCA-based clustering
with the periodicity taken
into account.

(c) Comparison of the clusters from (a) and (b). Colors are copied from the corresponding figures.

Figure 3: The effect of periodic variables. In Figure 3a, the periodicity of the wind
direction is ignored, while it is taken into account in Figure 3b by converting the polar
coordinates in (a) to a Cartesian grid. They are compared in Figure 3c.
3.2

Selecting representative cases

When the input data is dependent, the selection of training samples is more difficult.
Since these training samples are the only input conditions for which the computational
model is evaluated, it is important that the training samples are chosen to best represent
the data. In [1], we proposed a method based on clustering analysis for this selection.
Examples for 2D can be found in Figure 3. We see that the training samples are spread
throughout the data, and no training samples appear in regions without data points.
The training samples are selected according to [1]. Both the k-means and the PCAbased clustering are used, with the adaptation that the data points after the PCA-based
clustering method are reassigned to the nearest cluster center.
One point of interest here is the presence of periodic variables (e.g., wind directions).
We give a small example with wind direction and wind speed at 27 meters height in
Figure 3. Data points at 1◦ and 359◦ are far apart if the periodicity is ignored. However,
when multiple variables are periodic, difficulties arise in the computation of distances if
the periodicities are taken into account (since the topology is no longer equivalent to Rp ,
with p the number of input variables). Therefore, we ignore this aspect of directional
variables. (In Figure 3 the practical consequence is minor, as the clusters represent the
shape of the dataset quite well, both with and without accounting for periodicity. )
3.3

Emulation

The training samples selected as described in the previous section are used as input
for evaluations of the computational model described in Section 2.3. The output of the
model evaluations is essential for performing sensitivity analysis.
However, the number of evaluations of the computational model (i.e., the number of
training samples) is not large enough for detailed sensitivity analysis. Hence, we want to
5
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be able to predict the output for other data points (outside the training sample) as well,
while avoiding additional expensive simulator evaluations. This can be achieved by the
use of an emulator. An emulator based on the obtained simulation results is constructed
as a Gaussian process [15]. The advantage of Gaussian processes with respect to other
types of emulators is the automatic inclusion of uncertainty in terms of variance.
Our implementation of Gaussian processes uses the Wendland kernel [16] optimized
with respect to the Gaussian kernel. We use ordinary kriging with the mean and variance
estimated from generalized least-squares and the compressed log-likelihood, respectively.
The length scales are optimized within bounds from the log-likelihood with several restarts
to avoid local maxima. The constructed Gaussian processes are tested on prediction
suitability in Section 4.4.
3.4

Sensitivity analysis

The emulator constructed according to the previous section is helpful for performing
sensitivity analysis (SA). In its most general form, sensitivity analysis concerns the analysis of output uncertainty by allocating it to the different uncertainties in the inputs.
Seen from a different viewpoint, it concerns the dependence between input and output
variables. Some input variables may have a negligible effect on the output, while others
are more influential.
The sensitivity analysis is performed in a similar way as the dependency analysis described in Section 3.1. Instead of quantifying the dependency between combinations of
input variables, we now quantify the dependency between each combination of an input
and an output variable. The stronger the dependency between an input and output variable, the more this input variable drives the output. The dependencies found do not need
to be causal as confounder effects may be contained in the data. A thorough understanding of the physics involved in the model is necessary to make a distinction between causal
effects and confounder effects.
4

RESULTS

We will first describe the dataset of input conditions in more detail in Section 4.1.
Then the dependency analysis is performed in Section 4.2 before continuing with the
evaluations of the computational model. We present the results from the sample selection
and the model evaluations in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we discuss the construction of
the Gaussian process emulator. The output from the emulator is further used in Section
4.5 for sensitivity analysis.
4.1

Dataset

We constructed three datasets from the given MMIJ data as given in Appendix A. The
first dataset contains only mast measurements (146686 instances in total) and includes
quantities (e.g., air temperature) that are not used as input for the computational model.
The second dataset is a subset of the first, restricted to only the input variables required
for the computational model. The third dataset also contains wave variables, but is
6
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Figure 4: Computed values for the quantifier of dependence for dataset 3. Darker squares
indicate higher dependence. Because of symmetry, only the upper triangle is shown.
smaller due to the reduced recording frequency (19353 instances).
4.2

Dependency analysis

We quantify the dependency strength between observation variables from dataset 3,
as discussed in Section 3.1. The estimated reference levels for the 0.05- and 0.01-quantile
correspond to the logarithm of the normalized MST lengths, being −0.4237 and −0.4258,
respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4, where white indicates independence or
minor dependence.
As expected, strong dependencies exist between similar variables at different heights,
such as wind speed, direction, air density, pressure and temperature. For wind speed and
wind direction, these are the darker triangles in the top-left corner of the figure. The two
included turbulence intensities (TIs) are strongly dependent as well. Furthermore, strong
dependencies can be seen to exist between air density, air pressure and temperature (lowerright near center, above diagonal). Two other groups of strongly dependent variables are
the wave period and height variables (lower-right corner). Dependencies between them
exist too. The last identifiable group of dependencies is between wind speeds and wave
heights. Some dependencies are seen to exist between the air variables and the wave
period, although we have no clear physical explanation for these.
4.3

Simulation of the wind farm

Because of the dependencies in the input data, we select samples using the methods
described in Section 3.2. For each of the three datasets, we construct three sets of training
samples with a varying number (denoted J) of training samples: 360, 720 and 1800. The
wind farm simulation ran for all the constructed training samples.
7
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(a) Computed values for the power output. For J = 720, the circles overlap.

(b) Computed values for the efficiency.

Figure 5: Results of the simulation. Red indicates PCA-based clustering, blue indicates
k-means. Dataset 1 to 3 are indicated by circles, squares and diamonds, respectively.
The two simulations outputs of interest are the wind farm power output and efficiency
(the latter being defined as power output relative to maximum power output in case of
no wakes). For each training sample, the computational model returns one value for the
power output and one for the efficiency. For each set of training samples, the weighted
mean is computed for both output variables. The weights are computed as the fraction
of data points associated to each training sample.
The results are presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that the estimated mean output
varies with the different numbers of J, with the clustering method and with the dataset
used. Note that the datasets were extracted from the same (larger) dataset and that
the number of instances in datasets 1 and 2 are equal (see Section 4.1). This implies
that differences in clusterings of these datasets are solely due to the different number of
dimensions. It can also be seen that the k-means method gives smaller estimates than
the PCA-based clustering.
For the PCA-based clustering, the average fraction of clusters for which the computational model gives nonzero (positive) power output is 0.585, while it is 0.839 for k-means.
The sum of the weights for these clusters is 0.912 and 0.835, respectively. This implies
that more clusters in PCA-based clustering have zero output, but the weight contained
in them is lower, compared to the k-means clustering.
When comparing the results, we see that PCA-based clustering on dataset 2 gives the
most consistent results for different J, has no outliers and is close to other estimates. This
can be seen by the red squares which always overlap with other markers. Furthermore,
these results correspond to average values around 8 · 104 kW power output and around
0.8 for the efficiency.

8
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(a) Computed values for the power output based on the emulator.
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Figure 6: Results of the simulation, indicated as errorbars. Red indicates PCA-based
clustering, blue indicates k-means. Because of the similarity in the results, we do not
indicate the method. For some results, the errorbars appear as rectangles because of the
small standard deviation.
4.4

Emulation of the wind farm simulation

The emulator as described in Section 3.3 is constructed for J = 360 and J = 720, for
both PCA-based clustering and k-means, and for all three datasets. Altogether, there
are 12 different sets of training samples, and hence, 12 different emulators. With each
emulator, we compute predictions (means and variances) of the power output and efficiency for all points (input conditions) in the dataset associated with the emulator. We
note that there are 4 emulators associated with each dataset, constructed with different
combinations of J (360, 720) and of the clustering method (PCA, k-means).
Because of the Gaussian properties of each simulator, it is straightforward to compute

the distribution of the overall mean output M = N1 N
i=1 m(xi ), in which N is the number
of data points, xi the ith data point and m(·) the emulator mean.
The results are shown in Figure 6. Errorbars are given for the estimated mean plus
and minus one estimated standard deviation. They do not need to overlap because they
are means and standard deviations for different emulators (although the emulators model
the same system). The results for the power output are consistent with the results in
Figure 5 and have both a small spread and a small standard deviation. For the efficiency,
the PCA-based clustering has values smaller than the k-means clustering, and the values
are also smaller than the previous value found (which was around 0.8). We do not have
a clear explanation for this at the moment.
We note that because of their Gaussian nature, the emulators may occasionally predict
a negative mean value of the power output. This is the case for 2.3% of the data points,
averaged over the different emulators. As this is only a small fraction, we do not attempt
to fix it here but leave it to future study to resolve this.
Finally, we examine the quality of the Gaussian process. The quality depends on
9
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robustness, accuracy and prediction error. Robustness concerns the stability of hyper
parameters, in our case being the length scales. Accuracy concerns the distance between
predicted and observed values, which can be addressed by cross-validation. We focus here
on prediction error by assessing the average kriging error (AKE). A Gaussian process is
considered to be a good fit if the AKE < 0.05. In our case, for the power output, most
values for the AKE are between 0.10 and 0.21, with two out of twelve around 0.27. For
the efficiency, the AKE varies between 0.23 and 0.64. These values may be improved if
the nonimportant input variables are left out, or if J (the number of training samples) is
increased for the construction of the emulator.
4.5

Sensitivity analysis

For dataset 3, the emulator output is used to compute dependencies between the input
variables and the output variables. We choose to keep all the variables in the sensitivity
analysis, including the nonimportant input variables. We note that the inclusion of these
nonimportant inputs might be the cause of the large value of the AKE.
The results are given in Figure 7. The most influential input variables for both power
output and efficiency are wind speeds around hub height, followed by the other wind
speeds and the wave height variables. This is expected, since the largest part of the rotor
area is around hub height and the wind speeds at different heights are strongly dependent.
Furthermore, the wind speeds act as confounders for the wave height variables. Finally,
we see that the power output and the efficiency are mutually dependent as well.
Altogether, the results from the different emulators are consistent in their assessment
of the dependencies and their strengths.
5

CONCLUSION

A framework for the combination of dependency analysis, sample selection and sensitivity analysis has been described which can be used for systems that have dependent
input variables. It is aimed at situations where the input distribution is unknown and
only a dataset of the input variables is available. The framework takes the dependencies
into account in a natural way.
The framework has been tested on the combination of a dataset containing weather
data and a computational model of power output for the Horns Rev wind farm. The framework correctly identifies dependencies in the data. We demonstrated the construction of
various emulators, and we performed sensitivity analysis (SA) using these emulators. The
SA results were consistent over the different emulators considered.
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(a) J = 360, PCA-based clustering.

(b) J = 360, k-means.

(c) J = 720, PCA-based clustering.

(d) J = 720, k-means.

Figure 7: Results of the sensitivity analysis. The dependencies between combinations of
input and output variables are quantified, as discussed in Section 3. Darker colors indicate
stronger dependence (see also Figure 4).
A

VARIABLES

The variables of the three datasets are given in Table 1. The names contain (if applicable) the height at which the variables are recorded (H), the quantity measured (Wd for
wind direction, Ws for wind speed, etc.), and in some cases additional information (e.g.
signal quality). See [3] for more details.
Table 1: Variables of the MMIJ included in the analysis, see also [3].
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Abstract. This paper presents the design process of a converging-diverging nozzle operating with a siloxane MM ﬂow in a highly Non-Ideal regime. In particular, the value
of the static pressure and of the Mach number are expected to be measured at selected
locations within the nozzle. The goal is to extend the database of experimental results
concerning non-ideal compressible-ﬂuid ﬂows. The Method of Characteristics (MOC) is
used to design a set of possible nozzle layouts which are suitable for the observation of
a non-monotonic Mach number trend throughout a supersonic expansion. To verify that
the design satisﬁes the objectives, a Non-Ideal Computational Fluid Dynamics solver is
used to carry out a sensitivity analysis of the Mach number by considering the aleatory
uncertainties that necessarily aﬀect the nominal operating conditions. The most robust
layout, with respect to the considered uncertainties, is then chosen among a four diﬀerent
conﬁgurations. The selected nozzle will be eventually employed within an experimental
test rig to collect data regarding Non-Ideal ﬂows.

1

INTRODUCTION

Non-ideal compressible ﬂuid dynamics (NICFD) is devoted to the investigation of the
thermo-physical properties of ﬂuid ﬂows whose behavior do not abide by the Polytropic
Ideal Gas gas law P v = RT . Departure from ideal behavior is typically observed in
ﬂuids made of complex molecules, operating in thermodynamic conditions close to the
liquid-vapour saturation curve and critical point. A thorough understanding of NICFD
is relevant to both fundamental research in the ﬁeld of ﬂuid mechanics and to industrial
applications. In this respect, understanding NICFD ﬂow phenomena is essential for the
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design and operation of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) plants, namely Rankine cycles
using molecularly-complex organic compounds instead of water as working ﬂuid (see e.g.
Ref. [1] for a comprehensive review).
Currently, the amount of experimental data related to Non-Ideal Compressible-Fluid
ﬂows is quite limited [10] and so is our understanding of the related physical phenomena.
Unfortunately, the reliability of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solvers remains
highly questionable, since the lack of experimental data ampliﬁes the uncertainty of the
physical models embedded in the numerical tools (i.e. the thermodynamic equations of
state and turbulence models).
The goal of the present work is to perform a robust design of a novel experiment aimed
at the observation a non-monotone Mach number proﬁle along the supersonic expansion
of siloxane MM (Hexamethyldisiloxane, C6 H18 OSi2 ) in a de Laval nozzle. The envisaged
experiment will be run in the TROVA blow-down wind tunnel of Politecnico di Milano
[12] to provide evidence to this peculiar non-ideal behaviour predicted by the NICFD
theory and by computational tools implementing state-of-the-art thermodynamic models.
The acquired experimental data will then extend the existing experimental database for
NICFD ﬂows.
The present paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, test conditions are deﬁned
and a set of diﬀerent nozzles are designed using the Method of Chracteristics (MoC)
and state-of-the-art thermodynamic models [6]. Section 3 introduces the Uncertainty
Quantiﬁcation (UQ) framework and the techniques used to assess the robustness of the
design. Eventually, in Sec. 4, the results of the sensitivity analysis are reported. In Sec. 5,
ﬁnal comments are provided.
2

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

A brief overview of the experimental set-up and measurement techniques implemented
in the TROVA facility is given in Sec. 2.1. The test conditions and the possible geometrical
conﬁgurations of the test section are then presented and discussed in Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3.
2.1

Experimental facility

The TROVA is a supersonic blow-down wind tunnel designed to investigate NICFD
ﬂows of a wide variety of organic ﬂuids. The ﬂuid is supplied by a high-pressure storage
tank, the High Pressure Vessel (HPV), and it is discharged in a converging-diverging nozzle
providing a supersonic ﬂow. Speciﬁcally, the wind-tunnel nozzle is made of contoured
proﬁles, which can be easily replaced whenever a diﬀerent geometry has to be tested. The
test section has a planar conﬁguration, which facilitates the implementation of optical
diagnostic techniques, such as schlieren visualizations and Laser Doppler Velocimetry.
For the experiments designed in the present work, the working ﬂuid is the siloxane
compound MM and the wind-tunnel test section to be designed consists of a planar
converging-diverging nozzle. The reservoir pressure and temperature are measured in the
settling chamber upstream of the test section, while static pressure measurements are
performed at selected locations along the nozzle axis, to acquire the expansion proﬁle.

2
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Pressure transducers have a full scale in the range 3.5-40 bar. Their expanded uncertainty is 0.07% of the full scale (95% conﬁdence interval). The total temperature in
the settling chamber is measured using a thermocouple: the calibration process results in
expanded uncertainties of 1.2 ℃.
Schlieren visualizations are exploited to directly measure the Mach number from the
slope of the observed Mach waves, as described in Ref. [10]. The measurement√is expressed
with an expanded uncertainty (Gaussian, 95% conﬁdence level) UM = M M 2 − 1 Uμ ,
where M is the Mach number and Uμ is the angular expanded uncertainty (95% conﬁdence
level). The uncertainty of the Mach number measurements UM increases with the Mach
number since the well known relation M = sin(1/μ) applies. Further details regarding the
TROVA test rig and the measurement techniques implemented can be found in Ref. [12,
6, 11].
2.2

Supersonic nozzle ﬂows featuring a supersonic Mach trend

The dynamic behaviour of non-ideal compressible-ﬂuid ﬂows in converging-diverging
nozzles qualitatively and quantitatively depends on the so-called fundamental derivative
of gasdynamics Γ, deﬁned in Ref. [13] as:


c ∂c
Γ=1+
(1)
v ∂P s

where c is the speed of sound, v is the speciﬁc volume, P is the pressure, and s is the
speciﬁc entropy per unit mass. For ideal gases, Γ is always > 1, regardless of their
thermodynamic state. Conversely, molecularly complex ﬂuids having suﬃciently large
speciﬁc heats are prone to exhibiting Γ < 1 in the neighborhood of the saturated vapor
line, at pressures and temperatures of the order of the critical values. In the present
work, steady isentropic expansions in supersonic nozzles operating in the 0 < Γ < 1
regime, called non-ideal classical regime, are studied. Under the quasi-one-dimensional
assumption, the model for steady isentropic nozzle ﬂows (see e.g. Ref. [14]), the ﬂow Mach
number M can be expressed as function of the density ρ only, with the speciﬁc entropy per
unit mass s̄ and the speciﬁc total enthalpy per unit mass h̄t acting as constant parameters.
Entropy is indeed constant by assumption, while the condition of constant total enthalpy
is enforced by the energy conservation law. The function M (ρ; s̄, h̄t ) reads:
 

t
2 h̄t − h(s̄, ρ)
)
u(ρ;
s̄,
h̄
=
(2)
M (ρ; s̄, h̄t ) =
c(s̄, ρ)
c(s̄, ρ)

where u is the streamwise component of the ﬂow velocity and h the speciﬁc enthalpy per
unit mass. Derivation of the above relation with respect to density yields:
dM
M (ρ; s̄, h̄t )
(ρ; s̄, h̄t ) =
J(ρ; s̄, h̄t )
dρ
ρ

(3)

where the function J(ρ; s̄, h̄t ) is deﬁned as:
J(ρ; s̄, h̄t ) = 1 − Γ(s̄, ρ) −
3
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Table 1: Processes. Table reports the characterization of the expansion processes considered for the
design of the nozzles.

Figure 1: (a) The three isentropic expansion processes reported on the temperature–entropy thermodynamic plane. Iso-Γ lines (dotted) are reported. (b) M (ρ) locus. Reports the Mach number proﬁles for
the three diﬀerent processes.

In the ideal-gas case (Γ > 1), M is a monotone decreasing function of density (J < 0). For
non-ideal ﬂows (Γ < 1), three diﬀerent cases can be distinguished, according to the sign
of J. If J < 0 (J > 0), the Mach number is a decreasing (increasing) function of density.
The states matching the condition J = 0 are stationary points of the M (ρ) function and
for these states the following relation holds:

1
M (ρ; s̄, h̄t )J=0 =
(5)
1 − Γ(ρ; s̄, h̄t )
For the non-ideal classical regime of interest in the present work (0 < Γ < 1), the Mach
number given by eq. 5 is always greater than 1, thus the Mach number can attain a
non-monotone proﬁle only in the supersonic portion of the nozzle. Remarkably, the M (ρ)
function explicitly depends on the value of the fundamental derivative of gasdynamics
Γ, which in turn embeds the dependence on reservoir conditions. In the nozzle design
phase, the Mach number proﬁle along the expansion can thus be shaped by adjusting the
thermodynamic state of the ﬂuid at the inlet.
The temperature–entropy thermodynamic plane of Fig. 1(a) reports the liquid-vapor
4
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saturation curve of MM and selected isolines of the fundamental derivative of gasdynamics Γ. On the diagram, three isentropic supersonic expansions, characterized by a nonmonotone Mach proﬁle, are indicated. Operating conditions are reported in Tab. 1. Reservoir states are located above the critical point of MM (Tc = 245.55℃, Pc = 19.394 bar),
while the thermodynamic conditions at nozzle exhaust belong to the single-phase vapor
region, below the critical point. The corresponding Mach proﬁles (cf. eq. 2) are reported
in Fig. 1(b). Thermodynamic properties are computed using the Span-Wagner (SW)
multiparameter Equation of State (EoS) [9], a state-of-the-art thermodynamic model accounting for non-ideal ﬂow behaviour.
In order to obtain meaningful measures of pressure, temperature and Mach number, it
is fundamental to realize an expansion in the single-phase vapor region only. Moreover,
in order to avoid signiﬁcant structural decomposition of MM vapor during operation,
the reservoir thermodynamic state must be set below the thermal stability limit of the
ﬂuid. Recently (see Ref. [7]), the thermal stability of MM was studied in a dedicated
experimental facility and the onset of ﬂuid thermal decomposition was observed at a
temperature of 240℃. Nevertheless, according to experimental results reported in Ref. [8],
ORC plants can be safely operated with MM up to a heat source temperature of 300℃.
In state-of-the-art ORC plants, the maximum operating temperature is about 290℃,
while the standard temperature range in which the evaporation process is carried out is
180-250℃, as documented in Ref. [15]. The operating conditions reported in Tab. 1 are
suitable for the observation of nozzle expansions featuring a non-monotone Mach proﬁle in
the single-phase vapor region of MM, while still operating the test rig below the thermal
stability limit of the working ﬂuid.
2.3

Nozzle design

Gasdynamic nozzles operating in the NICFD regime are designed for a particular working ﬂuid, exhaust Mach number and reservoir thermodynamic state, due to the dependence of the expansion process on the fundamental derivative of gasdynamics. The unsteady operation of the TROVA wind tunnel is such that the total thermodynamic state
attained in the settling chamber changes continuously during the test, due to the emptying
of the HPV. As a consequence, the nozzle works mostly in oﬀ-design conditions.
With this in mind, a set of nozzles suitable for the observation of the non-monotone
Mach proﬁle in the TROVA wind tunnel are considered. The supersonic portion of the nozzle is designed using the Method of Characteristics (MOC) implemented in Ref. [6], which
includes state-of-the-art EoS. In the present work, the design process is performed using
the Span-Wagner EoS. Input parameters to the MOC are the reservoir state (P t , T t ) and
the exhaust pressure Pe . The latter is computed with the quasi-one-dimensional approach
and the SW EoS to obtain an exhaust Mach number Me = 1.7. Once the non-dimensional
geometry of the diverging portion of the nozzle is determined from MOC design, an appropriate scaling of the geometry based on the throat half-height H is performed and the
converging portion is designed. Due to the batch operating mode of the TROVA, the
thermodynamic conditions in which the non-monotone Mach proﬁle is observable can be
attained only at test start. An increase in the testing time, which can be obtained by re5
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Design point
Nozzle

P t [bar]

T t [℃]

N1
N2
N3
N4

29
30
31
31

264.53
265.76
266.35
266.35

Uncertainties

Pe [bar] UPT [bar]
4.81
4.93
5.03
5.03

0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028

Geometrical parameters

UTT [℃]

H

Rt

0.189410
0.786506
0.803919
0.793639

8.5 mm
7.2 mm
12.5 mm
7.3 mm

30H
40H
5H
40H

Table 2: Design operating conditions and geometrical parameters for nozzles N 1, N 2, N 3, and N 4 of
Fig. 2 (a), (c), (e), (g)

ducing the mass-ﬂow rate discharged by the nozzle (i.e. by reducing H), is thus desirable,
since it would allow to extend the time interval in which the non-monotone variation of
the Mach number can be observed. In the experiments, the occurrence of a non-monotone
Mach number proﬁle along the nozzle axis can be assessed from schlieren images, which
provide a direct measurement of the ﬂow Mach number (see Sec. 2.1). In case schlieren
images are not available, the Mach number can be computed a-posteriori starting from
the total thermodynamic state, as measured in the settling chamber, and from the static
pressures, measured along the test section. The number of measurement points in the
non-monotone region of the Mach number proﬁle is conditioned by the ﬁnite dimension
of the sensors. Their number can be raised by either enlarging the throat half-height H
or by increasing the radius of curvature of the nozzle proﬁle Rt at the throat.
Figures 2 (a), (c), (e), and (g) report four possible geometrical layouts of the TROVA
test section. For each nozzle, labeled N 1, N 2, N 3, and N 4, Tab. 2 provides the design
operating conditions and the geometrical parameters. The design points for nozzles N 1
and N 2 correspond to Process 1 and Process 2 of Tab. 1, respectively, while Process
3 of Tab. 1 is the design point for both nozzles N 3 and N 4. For each nozzle proﬁle
reported in Fig. 2 (a), (c), (e), (g), three diﬀerent branches are distinguished. The dashed
lines identify the converging portions, which are deﬁned by 5th -order polynomial curves
matched smoothly with a circular arc of radius Rt at the throat. The so-called expansion
region of the nozzle, i.e. the region in which expansion to the desired Mach number is
performed, is represented with a solid line. This branch of the nozzle proﬁle is located
immediately downstream of the throat, and it is deﬁned by a circular arc of radius Rt . The
dotted line identiﬁes the so-called turning region of the nozzle, which is devoted to the
generation of a parallel uniform ﬂow at nozzle exhaust. The plot also reports the optically
accessible region of the test section (gray box) and the position of pressure measurement
points along the nozzle axis (black dots). For each nozzle, Fig. 2 (b), (d), (f), and (h)
report the pressure and Mach number proﬁles along the nozzle axis, as resulting from
nominal conditions. The plots are limited to the diverging portion of the nozzle, where
the solution of the ﬂow-ﬁeld computed with the Method of Characteristics is available.

6
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Figure 2: (a), (c), (e), (g) Geometrical layout of the TROVA test section for four diﬀerent nozzle designs.
(b), (d), (f), (h) Pressure P and Mach number M proﬁles along the symmetry axis of the diverging portion
resulting from the MoC solution of the supersonic ﬂow-ﬁeld, complemented with the SW EoS.

7
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3

UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION FRAMEWORK

The design procedure was enrolled without taking into account the fact that the nominal design conditions are not exactly reproducible in the actual test rig. The not perfect
control over the state of the ﬂuid at the inlet of the test section thus translates into uncertainty on the actual operating conditions. Therefore, the nozzle could work outside
its design regime and the expected non-monotonic Mach trend could not occur. Consequently, it is of utmost importance to assess the behavior of the nozzle under uncertain
over the operating conditions. Since the TROVA is a blow down facility, the initial pressure in the HPV must be set to a value higher than the design one. As the discharge is
continuous, there will necessarily be a given time instance in which the total pressure in
the settling chamber match exactly the desired value. Concerning the total pressure, we
can therefore assume that the uncertainty is related to our the accuracy of our knowledge,
which of course is deﬁned by measurements. On the other hand, it is nearly impossible
that in the very same instance the total temperature will match its design value as well.
For temperature, it follows that we can not just limit the the uncertainty to measurements. On the other hand, all the processes are occurring in the close proximity of the
saturation curve, so it is reasonable to consider that the worst case scenario would be to
enter the two-phase region.
Forward Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation methods allow to propagate the uncertainties over
inputs to a Quantity of Interest (QoI). In our case, the goal of forward propagation is
then to assess the variability of the Mach number. To enroll this analysis, a non-intrusive
Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) approach (see [3]) is exploited.
In a non-intrusive PCE approach, the mathematical model through which the uncertainties have to be propagated is replaced by a spectral expansion. Following the original
theory of Wiener on spectral representation of stochastic processes, the PCE may be
written as:

u(x, t, ξ) =
uα (x, t)Ψα (ξ),
(6)
α

The vector ξ gathers a set of independent random variables ξi , i = 1, 2, · · · , nξ . One
should bear in mind that α are multi-indexes, α = (α1 , α2 , ..., αn ) with each component
αi = (0, 1, ...) while Ψα are multivariate polynomial functions, orthogonal with respect to
the probability distribution function of the vector ξ. The terms uα (x, t) are the so-called
PCE coeﬃcients. In general, the PCE includes an inﬁnite number of polynomials but, in
practice, the PCE is truncated to a certain degree No (|α|1 ≤ No) To compute the PCE
coeﬃcients, a quadrature formulae was employed (see [3] for details). To this extent, one
must ﬁrst gather a certain number of realizations, i.e. a collection deterministic solutions
obtained using diﬀerent input parameters sampled from the stochastic space. This set is
usually referred to as the Design of Experiment (DoE).
In this work, a Non Intrusive Spectral Projection method (NISP) (see Ref. [3]), was
used to build the PCE. Once the surrogate model is built, it is straightforward to compute

8
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the mean (E) and variance (V ) of the original random process u(x, t) as:

E(u(x, t)) = u0 (x, t), V (u(x, t)) =
u2α (x, t).

(7)

α

4

RESULTS

This section presents the assessment of the expected expansion processes under the
considered uncertainties, for N1, N2, N3 and N4.
As pointed out in Sec. 3, we take into account the uncertainties over the values of total
pressure and total temperature of the ﬂuid at the inlet of the test section. Regarding the
total pressure, the uncertainty is given by the measurements chain: a uniform distribution
P0 ∼ U (Pmeas − δ, Pmeas + δ), with Pmeas being the measured value and δ ≈ 0.07% of
the probe end scale value. The maximum admissible total temperature bias is instead
computed using the FluidProp library [2] and, in the following, the value is again assumed
to be uniformly distributed within the computed range. Tab. 2 reports the considered
uncertainty for each nozzle.
The nozzle N1 is immediately discarded as the expansion takes place too close to
the liquid-vapor saturation curve and the margin over the temperature is too limited
(δ = 0.189410 [℃]). The most limiting variation, δ = 0.786506 [℃], is therefore considered
among all the other experiments.
To generate the DoE, a polynomial up to the 3rd order was considered, therefore each
DoE resulted in a set of 16 realizations.
Each realization was enrolled using the Non-Ideal CFD solver included in the SU2
open-source suite [4, 5] and exploiting the Peng-Robinson EoS included in the embedded
thermodynamic library. A grid sensitivity analysis was ﬁrst carried out, to choose a grid
with an appropriate spatial resolution. All the simulation were enrolled using a secondorder scheme and under the assumption of a non-viscous ﬂow. This latter hypothesis is
justiﬁed by the fact that the QoI is measured at the nozzle centerline, a region which is
mostly governed by non viscous dynamics. Moreover, the smoothness of the geometry
helps keeping the boundary layer over walls to a limited thickness.
Once the realization were enrolled, the PCE was built and exploited to extract the
statistics of the QoI. Results shown that the convergence of the stochastic quantities is
reached by considering a 2nd order polynomials
Fig. 3(a) reports the mean pressure trend along the axis of each nozzle. In Fig. 3(b),
the standard deviation depending on the x coordinate is plotted. The three nozzles are
similarly aﬀected by the considered uncertainty: the trend is qualitative equal and just
small diﬀerences are noticeable in terms of maximum deviation. Nevertheless, N 4 shows
the most limited deviation in the supersonic region, i.e. where the Mach number can
possibly attain a non-monotone proﬁle. Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) reports the mean and the
standard deviation related to the Mach number: the non-monotonic non-ideal variation
is conﬁrmed. In particular, N 2 and N 4 show a smooth trend while N 3 is characterized
by steeper gradients. The standard deviation plot reveals that nozzle N 2 is the one
that suﬀers the less, though the diﬀerence is yet not so relevant, from the considered
uncertainties.
9
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Figure 3: Mean trend (static pressure (a) and Mach number (c)) and related standard deviation (static
pressure (b) and Mach number (d)), along the nozzle centerline.

In Fig. 4 the Mach envelope is plotted, i.e. the bounds identiﬁed by the curves μM +σM
and μM − σM (where μM is the mean value and σM the standard deviation).
The picture reveals that the non-monotonic behavior is obtained even for the worst
case μM − σM , for each nozzle. Nevertheless, between the considered set N 2 has the
smallest diﬀerence between the local maximum and the local minimum (Δ ≈ 3.81̇0−2 in
the worst case scenario) while N 3 and N 4 show a similar behavior (Δ ≈ 6.241̇0−2 ).

5

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents the design procedure of a converging-diverging nozzle addressed to
reproduce a supersonic non-ideal expansion of a MM siloxane ﬂow. In particular, the goal
was to obtain a non-ideal non-monotonic Mach number variation through the expansion.
Four diﬀerent experiments were designed. Each experiment includes a speciﬁc nozzle
geometry and operating conditions. The role of uncertainties aﬀecting the operating
condition over the ﬂow conﬁguration within the test section were assessed by exploiting
a Forward Uncertainty propagation technique. The reported analysis shows how the
uncertainties propagates through the model and allow to assess the robustness of each
10
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Figure 4: Mach number σ envelope (μ ± σ)

experiment. The nozzle referred to a N 4 is characterized by the largest diﬀerence between
the local maximum and minimum of the non-monotonic Mach number trend and the most
limited pressure deviation with respect of the considered uncertainties. The smoothness
of the gradients in the Mach number curve results in a desirable increase of the spatial
range in which the non-monotone distribution is attained. Based on this analysis, the
nozzle N 4 is identiﬁed as the most promising candidate to be employed in the actual
experiment.
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Abstract. We review and analyze derivative-based sensitivity measures, and propose
efficient numerical approach to estimate these measures. These measures are then applied
to combustion and plasma problems. Non-important parameters are successfully identified
and neglected for more complex applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

Kucherenko et al. [1], Sobol’ and Kucherenko [2, 3] introduced derivative-based sensitivity indices (DSI) and have shown a link with the variance-based total sensitivity indices
(Var-TSI). Even though Var-TSI are considered superior to DSI for importance ranking
because they contain more model information (e.g. higher-order and mixed derivatives),
their cost is higher [1–3], which can restrict their use. For example, Monte Carlo (MC)
algorithms for DSI and Var-TSI have been developed and compared, and DSI convergence
can be much faster than Var-TSI, particularly in applications with little derivative variation. The approach proposed by Sudret and Mai [4] aims to estimate the DSI [2] based
on a polynomial chaos expansion. However, the extension of this for other DSI [3] seems
difficult because the additional terms in the integrand disrupt orthogonality. In following, we review and analyze derivative-based measures for inputs of arbitrary probability
distribution and show how they can be estimated using an efficient adaptive Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) surrogate [5, 6]. We then use them in combustion and laser-induced
breakdown applications, with 18 and 16 uncertain parameters, respectively.
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2
2.1

DERIVATIVE-BASED SENSITIVITY INDICES (DSI)
Basic definitions of DSI

The original derivative-based sensitivity indices (DSI) proposed by Kucherenko et al.
[1] for a quantity of interest f (x), depending on uncertain parameters x, measure the
average of the gradient sensitivity over the input space,

∂f (x)
(1)
µi =
dFx (x),
RN ∂xi
where Fx (x) is the joint cumulative distribution function of x. A drawback of this Morrislike measure is that the integrand in (1) can be positive and negative, which may lead
to underestimate of the parameter’s relative importance. Campolongo et al. [7] thus
∂f
proposed to use the approximated values of | ∂x
| within the framework of the Morris
i
method [8]. In this spirit, Kucherenko et al. [1] redefined

 
 ∂f (x) 
∗


µi =
(2)
 ∂xi  dFx (x).
N
R

It is established that the Monte Carlo or Quasi Monte Carlo integration method proposed
by Kucherenko et al. [1] for DSI is more efficient and accurate than the original Morris
method. It has also been argued that the cost for numerical evaluation of DSI is many
orders of magnitude lower than that of Sobol’ variance-based total sensitivity indices
(Var-TSI) Si,T [1].
It has been noticed on particular cases that the measure µ∗i gives a similar parameter
ranking as Var-TSI. However, no proof links µ∗i and Var-TSI. To establish a link, Sobol’
and Kucherenko [2] proposed the following DSI
2
 
∂f (x)
νi =
dFx (x),
(3)
∂xi
RN

and show, in the case of uniformly distributed x ∈ [0, 1]N , that
Si,T ≤

1 νi
,
π2 V

(4)


with V = RN (f − E(f ))2 dFx (x) the total output variance. The importance of (4) is that
small νVi implies small Si,T , so unimportant parameters can be neglected based on relative
νi .
Using the first-order approximation of the Taylor expansion of Var-TSI, Sobol’ and
Kucherenko [3] further proposed a new DSI:
2
  
∂f (x)
1
2
τi =
(xi − xi ) dFx (x) dFi (xi ).
(5)
2 R RN
∂xi
It can be impractical to compute (5) for a general random vector x, since x and xi need
to be independently sampled. However, we recognize
(xi − xi )2 = (xi − Ei )2 + (xi − Ei )2 − 2(xi − Ei )(xi − Ei ),
2
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where Ei = R xi dFi (xi ). The last term in (6) does not contribute to the integral (5). If
we further define a sensitivity measure ζi as
2
 
∂f (x)
ζi =
(xi − Ei ) dFx (x),
(7)
∂xi
RN
τi in (5) can be expressed

1
τi = (ζi + Vi νi ),
(8)
2

with Vi = R (xi − Ei )2 dFi (xi ) the variance of input parameter xi . It should be noted that
(8) does not provide any restriction to the distribution for random variables x; particularly,
it does not need to be uniform or normal. For linear problems, we immediately have
τi
ζi
V i νi
=
= .
(9)
V
V
V
Thus, Vi νi , τi and ζi are good approximations of Var-TSI. We will assess these three
derivative-based measures in application examples.
We thus estimate τi by using (8) and a combination of standard Monte Carlo algorithm
with an adaptive ANOVA surrogate constructed with significantly fewer samples [5, 6, 9].
Si,T =

2.2

Uniformly distributed random variables

To further explain the link between Var-TSI and the three DSI measures νi , τi , and ζi ,
we follow Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] and consider uniformly distributed random variables
x ∈ [0, 1]N . Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] proposed and analyzed
2
 
∂f (x) 1 − 3xi + 3x2i
(1)
dx.
(10)
τi =
∂xi
6
RN
Since 1 − 3xi + 3x2i is bounded for xi ∈ [0, 1], we have

1
1
(1)
νi ≤ τi ≤ νi .
24
6
Considering (4) and (11), Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] have concluded

(11)

(1)

Si,T
τ

1 νi
24 τ
≤ 2 ≤ 2 i .
π V
π V

(12)

(1)

Thus, small iV also implies small Var-TSI.
We can similarly express (7) as
2
 
∂f (x) 1 − 4xi + 4x2i
(1)
ζi =
dx.
∂xi
4
RN
It should be clear that

(13)

1
≤ νi ,
(14)
4
(1)
so a small νi implies a small ζi . However, such a a theoretical link does not exist between
(1)
Var-TSI Si,T and ζi .
(1)

0 ≤ ζi

3
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2.3

Comparison of Monte Carlo algorithms

Though the proposed approach does not rely on uniformly distributed random variables, we can make firm estimates of cost and accuracy for this special case. By considering
a model with a linear dependence with respect to xi , Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] compared
(1)
the costs of Monte Carlo algorithms for computing τi (5), τi (10) and νi (3). Let N1 ,
N2 and N3 be respectively the numbers of the sample sizes required to achieve a given
relative error. Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] showed that
2<

N1
≤ 7,
N2

N1
12
<
≤ ∞.
5
N3

Denote by N4 the sample size required to obtain
can similarly assert
N1
4
<
≤
3
N4

(15)
(1)

the same relative error for ζi
7
.
4

(13). We
(16)

(1)

From (15) and (16), the sample size for τi must be larger than for ζi , and several times
(1)
(1)
(1)
larger than for τi and νi . The convergence rate of ζi seems inferior than τi for the
linear case. However, in a nonlinear case, Sobol’ and Kucherenko [3] have shown models
1
for which we have N
< 1. In practice, we have not noticed a significant difference in
N2
(1)

terms of convergence between ζi
3

(1)

and τi .

SURROGATE-BASED ESTIMATION OF DSI

The purpose of this work is to propose an efficient methodology to compute DSI (3) and
(5) for any type of random variables (not restricted to uniform or normal variables). While
it is always possible to estimate these integrals by crude Monte Carlo to obtain realizations
of computer simulations, this approach is however prohibitive in many challenging cases
due to computational cost, such as for the plasma-combustion systems we consider here
[6].
Using a polynomial surrogate to replace the original simulation model is an efficient
method, especially when the output statistics and sensitivity indices can be obtained by
manipulating polynomial coefficients. The analytical derivatives for a given system of
orthogonal polynomials are known to be linear combinations of at most two polynomials
of the same system [10]. Sudret and Mai [4] used the analytical derivatives to compute
νi (3) by taking advantage of the orthogonality of classical polynomials. Computing νi is
very similar to the variance computation using a Polynomial Chaos expansion. However,
this approach can be inconvenient for DSI containing additional terms in the integrand,
particularly because its advantageous properties due to orthogonality are lost.
As an alternative, a simple approach of computing (3), (5), and (7) is by standard
Monte Carlo sampling of an accurate surrogate. The derivative ∂f∂x(xi ) can still be obtained
analytically from the surrogate representation. The challenge becomes the construction
of meta-models from a relatively small number of full model evaluations. For this, we use
a recently proposed adaptive ANOVA method [5, 6].
4
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4

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

There are many and varied uncertainties in the plasma-coupled combustion systems
[6, 11], so we consider dimension reduction based on lower-dimensional (less involved and
less expensive) configurations exposing similar physical phenomena [6]. We consider two
low-dimensional models featuring multiphysics parameters here, both of which can be
used for this purpose.
4.1

Premixed flame speed — A quasi-linear case

We consider the laminar propagation velocity of hydrogen–air planar deflagrations
with initial temperature Tu = 300 K and pressure P = 1 atm. The San Diego mechanism [12] is used, which has 20 reversible elementary reactions among eight species,
H2 , O2 , H2 O, H, O, OH, HO2 , H2 O2 . It is known that the uncertainties of transport coefficients are as important as those of chemical-kinetic rate parameters, especially for
hydrogen combustion due to high diffusivity of light species H2 , H [12–14]. Combustion
reactions are generally strongly nonlinear, and we will study them in a future work [15].
We thus only focus on transport properties as sources of uncertainty in this example.
The transport models we use are standard [16–18]. An intermolecular potential model
is needed to evaluate the collision integrals that provide transport coefficients. Following
Kee et al. [16], we use the widely employed Lennard–Jones 12–6 potential model,
 

σ 12  σ 6
U (r) = 4
,
−
r
r
where  is the depth of the potential well (the maximum attractive energy), and σ the
nominal collision cross-section for low-energy collisions (the distance at which the potential
is zero). The uncertainties of  and σ for the eight reactive species and N2 are reported
in Table 1. We assume a uniform distribution for these parameters, and the min/max are
Species
H2
H
O2
O
OH
HO2
H2 O2
H2 O
N2

min /k (K)
33.300
37.000
106.700
80.000
79.800
107.400
107.400
535.210
71.400

max /k (K)
59.700
145.000
121.100
106.700
809.100
365.560
368.110
809.100
98.400

σmin (×10−10 m)
2.827
2.050
3.407
2.750
2.605
3.433
3.460
2.600
3.620

σmax (×10−10 m)
2.968
2.708
3.467
3.050
3.147
4.196
4.196
2.673
3.798

Table 1: Transport coefficients uncertainties. k is the Boltzmann constant.

5
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taken from previously reported literature [14, 19, 20].
Figure 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of laminar flame velocity of hydrogen-

Figure 1: The variation of flame speed sL with respect to the equivalence ratio φ, and the
uncertainty of sL due to transport properties.
air planar deflagrations due to uncertainties of mixture-averaged transport model (Table 1), compared to the flame speed obtained using nominal coefficients (codes of Kee
et al. [16, 17] incorporated in CHEMKIN1 ) in both mixture-averaged and multi-component
transport models. The output uncertainty of sL seems small. However, when the flame is
stretched or curved in a three-dimensional diffusion flame, uncertainty can be significant
in particular for hydrogen combustion [12]. Thus, the sensitivity analysis of transport
properties is deemed necessary to identify the influential transport parameters. Figure 2
1
shows the sensitivity indices. Figure 2a compares three DSI: Vi νi = 12
νi (3), ζi (7), and τi
(5) or (8). We observe that these three measures consistently indicate the significance of
the H radical. The importance of the H radical can be anticipated because of its central
−−
contribution to H + O2 
−
− OH + O, which is known to be an important elementary reaction for the description of hydrogen combustion. Its reaction rate (depending partly on
H concentration) influences fundamentally any hydrogen-containing combustion [12]. We
further plot the input–output dependence in Figure 3, where a quasi-linear dependence
can be observed between sL and σ. This quasi-linear relationship can also be inferred
based on the three very close index values of σH shown in Figure 2a. In fact, these three
DSI should be equal for a linear problem (9). Figure 2b presents the variance-based total
sensitivity indices (Var-TSI) [6], which provides identical importance information as DSI,
and further increases our overall confidence.
1

A chemical kinetics software tool: http://www.reactiondesign.com/products/chemkin

6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis of laminar flame speed on transport coefficients: (a)
derivative-based sensitivity indices (DSI); (b) variance-based total sensitivity indices (VarTSI).

Figure 3: Flame speed sL vs. the collision diameter σ of H, O.
4.2

Laser-induced breakdown (LIB) — A non-monotone case

Munafò et al. [21] discussed the modeling of laser-induced breakdown (LIB) in gases,
which has been used as an ignition seed for supersonic plasma-coupled combustion [15].
This LIB model couples fluid motion of non-equilibrium material gas with a radiation
field, and contains a large number of uncertain parameters. Uncertainty quantification
of this LIB model in full-scale is challenging, not only because there is a large range of
time-scales (from pico- to nano-seconds for ionization and breakdown, and up to micro7
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seconds for hydrodynamics), but it also must account for the most important collisional
and radiative processes. Because of all above difficulties, it is preferable for us to first
neglect non-influential parameters by realizing a sensitivity study of the LIB model with
a zero-dimensional configuration. We do keep in mind that dimension-related phenomena
cannot be taken into account in this uncertainty analysis, for example transport properties.
The initial pressure and temperature correspond to the conditions at the outlet of the
nozzle of the ACT-II facility at the University of Illinois. Based on the experiments, we
consider a LIB in a gas mixture of H2 , O2 . The underlying kinetics can be modeled as a
reaction scheme (17):
(1) O2 + M
(2) O2 + M
(3) O + e−
(4) O+ + e−
(5) O2 + e−
(6) O + O
(7) O + O2 +
(8) H2 + M
(9) H2 + M
(10) H + e−
(11) H2 + e−

−
−
−
−
−−

−
−
−
−

−−
−−

−
−
−
−

−−
−
−
−
−
−−

−
−
−
−

−−
−−

−
−
−−

−
−
−
−

−−

M = O , O+
M = O 2 , O2 +

O + O + M,
O + O + M,
O+ + e− + e−
O2+ + e− + e−
O2 + + e− + e−
O2 + + e−
O 2 + O+
H + H + M,
H + H + M,
H+ + e− + e−
H2 + + e− + e−

(17)
M= H,
M = H2

H+

Munafò et al. [21] provide estimated rate parameters. The pre-exponential factors {Ak }
in the Arrhenius equation are known to be the main sources of uncertainty in reaction
models. We thus consider a log-uniform distribution for the pre-exponential {Ak }:
log10 Ak ± 1,

k = 1, · · · , 11.

Other uncertain parameters of the LIB considered in this work include the absorption
cross-section Q, the free-electron mole fraction Xe,0 , the focal radius rf , the input laser
energy Elaser , and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the laser pulse. Readers
are referred to Munafò et al. [21] for the role of these parameters in LIB. The values and
uncertain ranges of these parameters correspond to experiments [15, 21], and are reported
in (18).
Q
∼ U (1. × 10−13 , 1. × 10−12 )
[m2 K]
Xe,0

rf
Elaser

∼ U(1. × 10−9 ,

∼ U(50. × 10−6 ,
∼ U(300 −

300
,
100

FWHM ∼ U(8.−9 −

8.−9
,
100

1. × 10−8 )

[-]

150. × 10−6 ) [m]

300 +

300
)
100

8.−9 +

8.−9
)
100

(18)

[m J]

[s]

The model output of interest is the post-breakdown temperature T . The Morris-like
DSI µi and µ∗i are shown in Figure 4. The difference in magnitudes of µi and µ∗i implies
that the model output depends non-monotonically on input parameters. We do have
8
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Figure 4: Morris-like DSI µi and µ∗i for LIB model.
relatively small µi and µ∗i values for several parameters. However, it is unclear whether
it is safe to neglect A1,2,8 . Three other DSI Vi νi , ζi and τi are then reported in Figure 5.
Unlike the simpler flame speed case in Section 4.1, we now have very different values of

Figure 5: DSI Vi νi , ζi and τi for LIB model.
these three DSI for each parameter, because of the non-monotonic input–output relation.
However, the relatively small DSI values of A1,2,7,8,9 , Elaser and FWHM guarantee their
small Sobol’ total sensitivity indices (Var-TSI) per (12). We thus can confidently neglect
9
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these 7 parameters. The remaining 9 parameters would be retained for subsequent stages
of the overall UQ effort.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed existing definitions of derivative-based sensitivity indices (DSI), including the Morris-like measures (1) and (2), and more recently νi (3) by Sobol’ and
Kucherenko [2] and τi (5) by the same authors [3]. These measures are all functionals
∂f
depending on ∂x
which have been suggested as importance estimators of parameter xi .
i
Generally speaking, DSI are less expensive to compute than variance-based total sensitivity indices (Var-TSI) by Monte Carlo approaches [1–3], so they are attractive tools
for dimension reduction when the system of interest has a large number of uncertain
parameters.
We then propose an approach (8) to compute τi (5) using a combination of νi (3),
ζi (7) and the input variance Vi . Uncertain parameters are not restricted to be random
variables in the Polynomial Chaos Askey scheme. The novelty of this approach is to use
an adaptive sparse polynomial surrogate for the sampling procedure. Even though the
cost of computing Var-TSI is significantly lower using the adaptive approach [5, 6] than
Monte Carlo, it still requires, for complex problems, to build highly accurate meta-models
by using high-degree polynomials in order to estimate high-order and mixed derivatives
in the Var-TSI formulation. Such a high precision is not necessary to compute DSI, since
DSI only contain first-order derivatives and are specifically designed as screening methods
to disregard unimportant parameters. In this sense, DSI are still less expensive in practice
than Var-TSI even when using a surrogate approach.
An example of laminar flame speed with uncertain transport properties has been studied, which represents a practical case where the input–output relationship is quasi-linear.
Thus, one expects that the DSI Vi νi , ζi and τi provide identical importance ranking as the
variance-based global sensitivity indices [3]. A second example of laser-induced breakdown
in plasma was also studied. Uncertain parameters include kinetics rate parameters and
other laser or radiation model parameters. The input–output relation is non-monotonic
∂f 2
in this second case, and we have concluded that DSI based on ( ∂x
) can be more helpful
i
∗
than Morris-like indices µi and µi .
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Key words: Integration, nested quadrature rules, Smolyak sparse grids
Abstract. One dimensional interpolatory rules with n to n+2 nesting are first derived
by local and global minimization of the classical bounds of integration and polynomial
interpolation error. The proposed 1D rules are then tested for different classes of functions. The most efficient 1D quadratures are then extended to multi-dimension using
Smolyak’s method and tested on basic multivariate functions. The proposed rules and
their nD extension appear to be as efficient as their counterparts based on the classical
Leja sequences. A more complete presentation of this work is available in [5]

1

INTRODUCTION

A very large number of scientific problems require the calculation of integrals and this
need has led to the development and analysis of various types of quadrature formulae
[3]. In the framework of interpolatory quadrature rules, the so-called nested formulae are
those in which the points of a coarse set are included in larger sets defining more accurate
formulae. This property is highly desirable when the evaluation of the function of interest
is expensive, e.g. when it is an output of a CPU-expensive numerical simulation.
The most often used 1D nested quadratures are two interpolatory rules : Fejér second
rule [8] for which the nesting property is obtained from n-point set to (2n+1)- point set,
and Clenshaw-Curtis rule [1] that has a n to (2n − 1) nesting. The aim of this work
is to propose and study symmetric interpolatory quadratures with a n to n + 2 nesting
property. They are also compared with interpolatory rules based on Leja-sequences that
are the reference for strongly nested rules.
In section 2, basics about interpolatory quadrature and Gauss-Legendre quadrature are
recalled. In section 3, notions about all classical nested quadratures are introduced. In
section 4, the mathematical criteria that have appeared in section 2 and 3 in mathematical
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analysis of interpolatory quadratures are used to derive n to n + 2 nested sets of 33 points
by successive or global minimization. The proposed 1D rules are tested and compared
with classical rules in section 5. Section 6 recalls the main properties of Smolyak sparse
grids illustrating this complex technique with detailed 2D examples. Finally in section
7, the best 1D quadratures are extended in multi-dimension with Smolyak’s method and
tested on basic multivariate functions.
2

Interpolatory quadrature and Gauss-Legendre quadrature

2.1

Interpolatory quadrature rules

By a linear change of variable a finite summation interval can be transformed to [−1, 1]
so that, without restrictions, integrals like
 1
S[f ] =
f (x)dx
−1

can be considered. An interpolatory rule [3, 2] is of the form
S[f ]  In [f ] =

n


wi f (xi )

(1)

i=1

where x1 < x2 < ... < xn are distinct nodes (their set being denoted Sn ) and w1 , w2 ...wn
are the corresponding weights. The weights are defined so that all monomials of the
canonic polynomial basis 1, x, x2 ...xn−1 are exactly integrated. They appear as the solution
of the corresponding linear system and also as the integrals of Lagrange polynomials
Lin (x)

l=n

(x − xl )
=
(xi − xl )
l=1;l=i

wi =



1
−1

Lin (x)dx

It is easily checked that In [f ] is the exact integral of the polynomial that interpolates f
at the nodes which establishes a link between accuracy of polynomial interpolation and
accuracy of interpolatory rules.
2.2

Accuracy of interpolatory rules

The error in the evaluation of the sum S[f ] by In [f ] is now denoted Rn [f ]
Rn [f ] =



1
−1

f (u)du −

n


wi f (xi )

i=1

The classical bounds of Rn [f ] for a C 0 , C r and C r (r < n) function are recalled and
discussed in [5]

2
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2.3

Minimal Lebesgue constant and derived criteria for interpolation and
integration accuracy

It is known that not all sets of points are well suited for interpolation and interpolatory
quadrature: uniformly-distributed points, for example, is known to be a bad choice, for
which large interpolation error may appear at boundaries for regular functions and large
integration errors are observed [3]. The purpose of this section is to present criteria to
derive sets of points that do not suffer from these issues. The Lebesgue constant Λn of a
sequence of n distinct points gives an indication on the quality of polynomial interpolation
based on this set. Let us denote bn−1 the best polynomial approximation of degree n − 1
for a fixed norm of the continuous function f . More, precisely, the Lebesgue constant,
denoted here Λn , is bounding the interpolation error following
f − Πn (f ) ≤ (Λn + 1)f − bn−1 

(2)

The advantage of using a sequence of points exhibiting low Lebesgue constant for interpolation is then obvious. An explicit expression of Λn is most often derived for the infinity
norm, for which last equation yields
n

n

Λn = max Leb (x)

Leb (x) =

x∈[−1,1]

n

j=1

|Lj (x)|

(3)

and
f − Πn (f )∞ ≤ (1 + Λn ) En−1

|Rn [f ]| ≤ (2 + 2Λn ) En−1 .

(4)

where En−1 = ||f − bn−1 ||∞ . In case the Lebesgue function of the set Lebn (x), has a
localy a very high value (see [5] figure 1) the bound of |Rn [f ]| in equation (4) may be very
pessimistic and less satisfactory than another easily derived bound for |Rn [f ]|,


 1
n
|Rn [f ]| ≤ 2 +
Leb (x)dx En−1
(5)
−1

2.4

Gauss-Legendre quadrature

As discussed in previous section, interpolatory rules based on sets of n points exactly
integrate polynomials of degree n − 1. Besides, n-point Gauss-Legendre rule exactly
integrate polynomials of degree up to 2n − 1. The actual superiority of Gauss Legendre
quadrature for non polynomial functions has been discussed by Trefethen [14]. Definition
and extensive properties of Gauss Legendre rule can be found in [3]. Defintion and main
properpies are recalled in [5]
3

Nested quadrature rules

In some cases, a very reliable value of S[f ] is needed so that formulae of increasing
accuracy should be used up to obtaining a sufficiently converged evaluation. If the calculation of f (xi ) is expensive, it is highly desirable that all (or at least some) of the nodes
of the n-point rule are also involved in some of the further (n + p)-point rules. If so, the
3
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rules and sets of nodes are said to be nested.
This property is rather rare. The basic version of Gauss-Legendre quadrature do not have
this property but nested extensions (more nodes) or restrictions (less nodes) exist and are
presented in [5] §3.3.
The two classical nested interpolatory rules are the second rule of Fejér [8] and the rule of
Clenshaw and Curtis [1] that respectively satisfy Sn ⊂ S2n+1 and Sn ⊂ S2n−1 . The nodes
of the n-point second rule of Fejér are the roots of the second-kind Chebychev polynomial
Un (x). The n-point rule of Clenshaw and Curtis has the same abscissae as the (n − 2)-rule
of Fejér plus the two extrema -1 and +1. The precise definition of these two rules can be
found in [3] or [2].
Besides, sequences of points with a stronger nesting property – Sn ⊂ Sn+1 or Sn ⊂ Sn+2
– may be used for polynomial interpolation. The classical option is Leja sequence. Its
definition in an interval T of R reads
n




(6)
xn+1 = arg max (x − xi )
x∈T

i=1

where the first point, x0 , is chosen arbitrarily in T . Even when started by 0 in a symmetric
interval, this recursive process does not successively add opposite points to the set. 1
In order to compare Leja-based interpolatory quadrature to symmetric quatradures, it
may be convenient to define a symmetric Leja-type set of points. In the interval [-1,1],
the straighforward definition of this sequence is






xn+1 = Arg max (xn+2 − xn+1 )
(xn+1 − xj )
(xn+2 − xi )
(7)
xn+1 xn+2 =−xn+1

1≤j≤n

1≤i≤n

Actually many options and variants exist. The symmetric and non-symmetric Leja sequences used for the tests are explicitely defined in §4.3.
4

Definition of n/n+2 nested sets of points for interpolatory quadrature from
global criteria

In an earlier work [4], Dumont built symmetric sequences of points starting from
{−1, 0, 1} by successive minimization of different critera (Lebesgue constant, integral of
Lebesgue function, integral of absolute value of nodal polynomial, infinity norm of sum
of squared Lagrange polynomials...). He then assessed the efficiency of the corresponding
interpolatory rules for the six test function of a classical article by Trefethen [14]. This
first set of results validates the decision to focus for further study on:
– succesive and global minimization of Lebesgue constant ;
– successive and global minimization of integral of Lebesgue function ;
1

As an example, starting with x1 = 0 yields x2 = 1 (or −1 resulting of the maximization of |x|),
then x3 = −1 (resulting of the maximization of |(x − 1)x|), then x4 = √13 = 0.577350.. (resulting of the
√
maximization of |(x − 1)(x + 1)x| ; its opposite −1/ 3 may have been chosen) ; then x5 = −0.658706..
is found by maximization of |(x − 1)(x + 1)(x − √13 )x|. None of the next points, considered two by two,
are opposite one of each other

4
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– Leja sequences where the the argmin of infinity norm of nodal polynomial is successively
add to current set.
4.1

Successive and global minimization of Lebesgue constant

The symmetric sequence starting with S3 = {0, −1, 1} and minimizing successively
the Lebesgue constant has been derived up to n = 257. The first 33 values are printed
hereafter
LebConst−so

S33

={

0, −1, 1,

± 0.620911304689912, ± 0.851116906275467, ± 0.366893560557081, ± 0.949647785059444,
± 0.228417726292775, ± 0.726262806499719, ± 0.982331094378673, ± 0.476576613596911,

± 0.796922940675856, ± 0.131045085133918, ± 0.913065535238725, ± 0.555583265445366,
± 0.994175387122204, ± 0.303955266207398, ± 0.683362049812905}

The Lebesgue constants, integrals of Lebesgue function and infinity norm of nodal polynomials are plotted in figure 4.1 for corresponding nested sequences with cardinal 1 to
257. On all of the figures, the quantity of interest is also plotted for Clenshaw-Curtis
quadrature (although its nesting is (n to 2n − 1) and hence different and lower from
the one studied). On the last plot, the optimal infinity norm obtained with first-kind
Chebyshev polynomial is also plotted.

Figure 1: Lebesgue constant, integral of Lebesgue function and Linf norm of nodal polynomial for
LebConst − so sequence of sets

It is first to be noted that the infinity norm of nodal functions is very weakly discriminant
: it is almost the same for the three considered sequences of points.
As concerning the integral of Lebesgue function Lebn , as a function of cardinal n, it is
much less regular for the proposed (n/n+2) nested sequence than for the Clenshaw-Curtis
sets of points. The values of the sum are roughtly two times higher than those obtained
for Clenshaw-Curtis sets of points.
Finally, the Lebesgue constant is the most discriminant quantity : Clenshaw-Curtis sets
of points have a Lebesgue constant close the optimal one (Λn  2/Π log (n) + .7219 
0.6366 log (n) + 
0.7219) whereas the Lebsegue constant of the LebConst-so sets seems to
be bounded by (n)log(n) curves.
5
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Considering the strong irregularities of the Lebesgue constant on former left-plot it is
decided to carry a global search for a 33-point set satisfying
√
√
(8)
∀ odd n Λn ≤ 3 + K( n log (n) − 2 log 2)
the selected set being the one exhibiting the smallest K value. Please note that Λ3 ({−1, 0, 1}) =
1.25 and Λ2 ({0, 1}) = 3 which explains the form of the selected right-hand-side that aims
at avoiding to be too restrictive on the first values of the set. The lowest K value that
could be achieved is 0.2508. The corresponding sequence of points is given below
LebConst−go

S33

={

0, −1, 1,

± 0.782948160530396, ± 0.442592038865533, ± 0.952401768588314, ± 0.289462405510965,

± 0.631474499429657, ± 0.900375626425636, ± 0.139818101722143, ± 0.984577322855455,

± 0.723776947906398, ± 0.524915574329834, ± 0.860067776493385, ± 0.204617156721863,
± 0.997188614738299, ± 0.376693743737914, ± 0.817795412857899}

This sequence of points is denoted hereafter LebConst-go where go stands for global
optimization.
4.2

Successive and global minimization of Lebesgue function integral

The symmetric sequence starting with S3 = {0, −1, 1} and minimizing successively the
integral of Lebesgue function Lebn has been derived up to n = 257. The first 33 values of
the sequence are written down hereafter
LebInt−so

S33

= {0, −1, 1,

± 0.625636256324887, ± 0.851846657718325, ± 0.339641788238558, ± 0.946850997383622,

± 0.482106487818637, ± 0.757667608694366, ± 0.175376580400003, ± 0.981012153711729,

± 0.693525212879786, ± 0.259992979486419, ± 0.906365106082807, ± 0.547932944191913,
± 0.993631434395368, ± 0.094661345500811, ± 0.813221010757367}

The Lebesgue constants, integrals of Lebesgue function and infinity norm of nodal polynomials are plotted in figure 4.2 for corresponding nested sequences with cardinal 1 to n
for all odd n up to 257. On all of the figures, the quantity of interest is also plotted for
Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature (although its nesting is (n to 2n − 1) and hence different and
lower from the one studied). On the last plot, the (optimal) infinity norm obtained with
first-kind Chebyshev polynomials is also plotted.

As in the previous subsection, it can first be noted that the infinity norm of nodal functions is very weakly discriminant : it is almost the same for the three considered sequences
of points (and from previous subsection, LebInt − so and LebConst − so sequences also
exhibit very close Linf norm values).
As concerning the integral of Lebesgue function Lebn , that has been successively minimized for this sequence of points, the values for LebInt − so are not that different from
those obtained with LebConst − so and are also much less regular than for ClenshawCurtis sets of points. Once again the values of the sum are roughly two times higher than
those obtained for Clenshaw-Curtis sets of points.
Finally, the Lebesgue constant of the LebInt − so sequence are extremely high for n
larger-equal 41 (see left plot, all values are then larger than 1000.) It is understandable
6
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Figure 2: Lebesgue constant, integral of Lebesgue function and Linf norm of nodal polynomial for
LebInt − so sequence of sets

that bounding the sum of Lebesgue function does not imply small maxima (these maxima
being potentialy reached inside a narrow interval of two successive points).
Considering the strong irregularities of Lebesgue function integrals on former middleplot it is decided to carry a global search for a symmetric 33-point set satisfying
 1
√
∀ odd n
(9)
Lebn (u)du ≤ 2.5 + M n
−1

the selected set being the one exhibiting the smallest M value. Please note that integral
of Lebesgue function for S3 = {0, −1, 1} is 7./3. so that the 2.5 factor slightly relesases
the casting of the first values. The lowest M value that could be achieved is 0.6345. The
corresponding sequence of points is given below
LebInt−go

S33

={

0, −1, 1,

± 0.742273664520371, ± 0.444637291229912, ± 0.937057846443702, ± 0.200751204315954,
± 0.826628128579930, ± 0.564901505415219, ± 0.983338034692550, ± 0.303389608312067,
± 0.899144224779301, ± 0.666061882265197, ± 0.108065516925028, ± 0.972940266528069,
± 0.517131356717868, ± 0.856338439158728, ± 0.359707318113626}

This sequence of points is denoted herefater LebInt-go where go stands for global
optimization.
4.3

Successive minimization of Linf norm of nodal polynomial (Leja sequence)

The Lebesgue constants, integrals of Lebesgue function and infinity norm√of nodal
polynomials are plotted for Leja sets – equation (6) starting from {−1, 0, 1, 1/ 3}– and
symmetric-Leja sets – equation (7) starting from {−1, 0, 1}. The considered values of the
cardinal are odd values up to 513 for symmetric-Leja and all odd or even values up to 513
for standard Leja. The first thirty-three abscissae of the two sequences are given hereafter.
In the plots of next section, Leja and symLeja will refer to these two sequences of points.
Leja

S33

= {0, −1, 1,

0.577350263138291, − 0.658706600365785, 0.839254171100097, − 0.870007151554750, − 0.305613333872171,
0.32170760667263, 0.942979180631893, − 0.952673271979931, − 0.479412332060666, 0.712638635138148,

0.155959361490346, − 0.774872345699519, 0.979477618088481, − 0.161165271379463, − 0.983326309910829,
0.461370596797464, 0.891892818173957, − 0.571897089258940, − 0.912559745086007, 0.649253519653005,

− 0.079817976235472, 0.242306534869635, − 0.722294392331989, 0.992668623512365, −0.390789519100806,
0.782130683608553, − 0.994056747611527, 0.397576889604314 − 0.826384680543965, 0.920048378946020}

7
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SymLeja

S33

={

0, −1, 1,

± 0.654653670707977, ± 0.868385015374237, ± 0.352954916526326, ± 0.952309460642927,
± 0.504685635595978, ± 0.185697440421193, ± 0.783711151067209, ± 0.983428009196167,
± 0.582109045188648, ± 0.912754045222895, ± 0.104794660089726, ± 0.727697359687255,
± 0.422552797368751, ± 0.994108615083090, ± 0.270312317852640}

Figure 3: Lebesgue constant, integral of Lebesgue function and Linf norm of nodal polynomial for Leja
sequence of sets

Figure 4: Lebesgue constant, integral of Lebesgue function and Linf norm of nodal polynomial for
symmetric Leja sequence of sets

Considering figures 3 and 4, it can first be noted, once again, that the infinity norm
of nodal polynomials is very weakly discriminant : its values are almost the same for
Leja and symLeja as for LebInt − so LebConst − so and are also very close to those of
Chebyshev first-kind polynomial and Clenshaw-Curtis sets of nodes.
8
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Looking at Lebesgue constant values, it is observed√that symmetric-Leja sequence exhibits
isolated very high values (way larger than the 0.8 n log(n) curve proposed for reference)
that do not appear for non-symmetric Leja. Surprisingly, Lebesgue constants are (in average over some neighbours of each point) smaller for Leja sequence than for LebConst −so
(see position w.r.t. upper reference curves and definition of these curves).
√
As considering integral of Lebesgue function, the two plots have been seconded by 2+K n
reference curves although for the Leja sequence, a lower exponent may have been more
appropriate (see central plot in figure 3). It is observed that the symmetric Leja sequence
exhibits significantly higher values of integral of Lebesgue function than LebInt − so sequence whereas those of the classical non-symmetric sequence have the same order of
magnitude as those of LebInt − so.
5

Test for classical 1D functions

Convergence of integration rules towards the exact sum value (when increasing the number of quadrature points) strongly depends on the regularity of the function. Quadrature
rules should hence be tested for different types of functions : (a) polynomials, which allow
to check the properties of polynomial exactness ; (b) entire functions, in our tests, exponentials, exponential of a polynom, cos and linear combination of these 2 ; (c) analytic
and C ∞ but not analytic functions ; (d) C 0 , C 1 and C 2 functions.
The proposed 1D n/n+2 nested interpolatory quadratures appeared to be as efficient as
those based on Leja sequences for all types of functions. All these strongly nested quadrature are not as efficient as Gauss-Legendre, Clenshaw-Curtis and Fejer second rule for the
integration of very regular functions.
The reader is refered to reference [5] §5 for a comprehensive presentation.
6

Extension to multi-dimension via Smolyak’s method

The sections above discussed the definition and efficiency of four 1D interpolatory
rules with respect to classical rules. Integration of functions of Rd is now considered. The
domain is supposed to be [−1, 1]d and

Sumd [f ] =
f (x1 , ..., xd )dx1 ...dxd
[−1,1]d

is to be numericaly estimated for a continuous f . Only Smolyak’s sparse grid method [13]
based on the studied 1D interpolatory rules is considered. The reader is refered to [5] §5
for a detailed presentation of Smolyak’s sparse grids.
7

Test of nD Smolyak quadratures for Genz functions

The coding of Smolyak sparse grids is quite technical and we rather rely on a package
designed by Dwight et al. [6] which follows the indexing proposed in [11] and proposes
tests for Genz functions [9]. Actually the domain of integration with this tool is [0, 1]d but
2

although the type of these functions refers to complex analysis, these functions are considered here
for real inputs

9
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the simple conversion of 1d rule from [−1, 1] to [0, 1] is easily coded in this framework.
Here, we retain the oscillatory function, F1 , the “product peak” function, F2 , the Gaussian
function, F4 , and the C 0 function F5 ,
F1 = cos (2Πu1 +

i=d


ad x i )

F2 =

i=1

1
i=d

i=1

F4 = exp(−

i=d

i=1

2

ad (xi − ui ) )

(1/a2d + (xi − ui )2

F5 = exp(−

i=d

i=1

ad |xi − 0.5|).

The a parameters are chosen equal for all coordinates but dependant on the dimension:
ad is equal to 4.5 for dimension 2, 1.8 for dimension 5 and 0.9 for dimension 10). The ui
are all taken equal to 0.5.
New Python classes, corresponding to LebConst−so, LebConst−go, LebInt−so, LebInt−
go, Leja and symLeja 1D interpolatory rules are added to the “smobol” package [6] that
then automatically builds sparse grids based on these 1D rules.
Tests are then carried out for the sparse grid rules based on LebConst−so, LebConst−go...
symLeja rules (17 levels, from 1 to 33 points) and also Gauss-Patterson rule (6 levels
respectively involving 1, 3, 7, 15, 31 and 63 points) and Clenshaw-Curtis rule (10 levels
involing 1,3,5,9...513 points). Integral evaluations are requested to last less than a few
minutes which actually limits the number of nodes per calculation to roughly one milion
; this is the reason why the highest level sparse grids are not tested in dimension 10. The
results are gathered in figure 5 and 6.
For the analytic function F1 and F 4 , and the C ∞ function F 2 the convergence is faster for
the sparse grid rules based on strongly nested quadratures (LebConst−so, LebConst−go,
LebInt − so, LebInt − go, Leja symLeja) than for the one based on Clenshaw-Curtis but
the difference is less significant in dimension 10 than in dimension 2 and 5 (see figure 5).
For the C 0 function F 5 , the sparse grid rules based on strongly nested quadratures gives
decreasing but weavy evalution of the integral when increasing the level l. The ClenshawCurtis based sparse grid is in this case more efficient than those derived from the strongly
nested quadrature (see figure 6).
8

Conclusion

One dimensionnal interpolatory quadratures have been proposed based on classical
bounds on integration error and successive or global minimization of these bounds. The
accuracy of these rules and the corresponding sparse grids (in dimension 2, 5 and 10) have
been assessed for classical test functions.
The proposed 1D, (n/n+2) nested, interpolatory quadrature (LebConst−so, LebConst−
go, LebInt − so, LebInt − go) have appeared to be equivalently good to those based on
the classical Leja sequences. The efficiency of these methods with respect to less nested
classical rules (Gauss-Legendre, Fejér second rule and Clenshaw-Curtis) is dependant
10
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Figure 5: Test of sparse grid rules based for C ∞ functions F1 and F5

Figure 6: Test of sparse grid rules based for functions F5 (C 1 )

on the regularity of the function of interest (the lowest the regularity, the smallest the
difference in quality).
When extending this work to nD Smolyak sparse grids using the “Smobol” tool of R.P.
Dwight, once again, equivalent results have been obtained for rules derived from Leja
sequences and from the proposed sequences. These sparse rules appeared to more efficient
than Clenshaw-Curtis based sparse-grid for the integration of regular functions.

11
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Abstract. Uncertainties associated with either the operating conditions and/or manufacturing imperfections frequently affect the results of design/optimization methods in
various engineering fields. This paper deals with optimization under uncertainties related
to the flow conditions and is based on the non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos Expansion
(PCE). In previous work by the same group of authors, the non–intrusive PCE was
combined with evolutionary algorithms [1, 2]; in contrast, in this work, the optimization is performed by a gradient–based algorithm. The role of PCE is to compute the
first and second statistical moments of the quantity of interest. Working, though, with
a gradient–based method, the gradient of these statistical moments with respect to the
design variables must be computed too and this is made possibly by implementing the
continuous adjoint technique. This paper presents optimizations under uncertainties of a)
a heat transfer system, namely a lid–driven cavity with one blowing and one suction jet
for the maximization of the heat extracted through the upper moving wall by computing
the optimal locations of the jets, with uncertainties related to their operating conditions
and b) a car model aiming at minimum drag, in which the design variables are the control points of a volumetric B–Splines lattice and the uncertain variable is the freestream
velocity.
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1

INTRODUCTION

During the last years, research is focused on the development of tools for the analysis
and design–optimization in various engineering fields. Most of these tools solve problems
with fixed operating conditions. However, this is not the case in real–world applications
where the flow conditions may vary and/or the manufactured shape may deviate from the
CAD model. For instance, the drag force of a car is affected by the unforeseen presence
of side–wind. To take this into consideration, the development of algorithms for analysis
under uncertainties related to flow conditions and/or manufacturing imperfections are
necessary.
The term Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) refers to mathematical ways of quantifying
the effect of the uncertainty on the quantity of interest (QoI, denoted by F ). In the
literature, there are several methods for computing/approximating the mean value and
the standard deviation of a function. Each of them has its pros and cons. A well–known
stochastic technique is the Monte–Carlo (MC) one [3] but, for large–scale problems, this
is prohibitively expensive in terms of CPU. To reduce its cost, the Quasi–MC [4] and
Latin–Hypercube Sampling techniques [5] have alternatively been proposed.
Compared to all MC variants, a much more efficient method to deal with the same
problem is the method of statistical moments [6]. In the latter, the second derivatives of
F w.r.t. the uncertain variables are required in order to compute the first two statistical
moments of F with second order–accuracy, [6, 7].
Another way to model uncertainties in engineering applications is the polynomial chaos
expansion (PCE) [8]. This is based on the use of orthogonal polynomials and can be either
intrusive or non–intrusive, depending on whether the governing equations are altered or
not. The intrusive PCE introduces the uncertainty in the mathematical model, leading
to a new system of PDEs that must be solved numerically. On the other hand, in non–
intrusive PCE, the standard evaluation software, without any intervention, is used to
perform the analysis and compute F at some pre–defined data sets. The latter are the
so–called Gaussian nodes, determined by the Gauss Quadrature (GQ) integration rules.
This paper is dealing with the optimization under flow uncertainties by making use
of the non–intrusive PCE method assisted by the continuous adjoint technique [9, 10].
The latter computes the gradient of the QoI w.r.t. the design variables at the Gaussian
nodes and the non–intrusive PCE method is used to compute the objective function and
its gradient for the robust design problem. The first case studied in this paper is a heat
transfer problem representative of configurations used in cooling machine components.
The target is to find the optimal positions of jets so as to increase the heat transfer in
the presence of uncertainties related to their operating conditions. The second case, this
paper is dealing with, is the shape optimization under uncertainties of a car model aiming
at minimum drag.

2
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2

GRADIENT–BASED OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTIES

2.1

UQ using Non–Intrusive PCE and Gradient Computation
 b) be the QoI affected by the stochastic variable vector ξ for which w(ξ)

Let F (ξ,
is the probability density function (a normal distribution is, herein, assumed) and the
design variable vector b. According to the PCE [11], F can be approximated by a linear
 of
combination of C=(M + q)!/(M !q!) orthogonal normalized Hermite polynomials Hi (ξ)
degree i as
C

 b) ≈

F (ξ,
αi (b)Hi (ξ)
(1)
i=0

where αi , i ∈ [0, C] are the unknown PCE coefficients, M stands for the number of stochastic variables and q for the chaos order. The first two statistical moments of F , i.e. its
mean value and variance, can be written as
+∞
 b)w(ξ)d
 ξ = α0 (b),
µF (b) = F (ξ,

σF2 (b) =

−∞

where

+∞

−∞

C
2






αi2 (b) (2)
F (ξ, b) − µF (b) w(ξ)dξ =
i=1

+∞
P







αi (b) = F (ξ, b)Hi (ξ)w(ξ)dξ =
tj Hi (zj )F (zj , b )

(3)

j=1

−∞

The integrations required by eq. (3) can be performed by the GQ formula [12], after
computing F at P=(q + 1)M Gaussian nodes zj , where tj for the weights indicated by the
Gauss integration rules.
 the objective function (F̂ ) to be
Having computed the statistical moments of F (ξ),
maximized/minimized for the problem under uncertainties is defined as
F̂ = µF + κσF2

(4)

where κ is a user–defined weight.
To perform the optimization with a gradient–based method, the derivatives of the
statistical moments of F̂ w.r.t. the design variables b
δ F̂
δµF
δσ 2
=
+κ F
δb
δb
δb
should be computed. From eq. (1),
C
 b) 
δF (ξ,
δαi (b)

≈
Hi (ξ)


δb
δb

(5)

(6)

i=0

and, by differentiating eq. (2),

δµF (b) δα0 (b)
=
,
δb
δb

C

δσF2 (b)
δαi (b)
=2
αi (b)
δb
δb
i=1

3
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where, from eq. (3),

P

 b)
δF (zj , b )
δF (ξ,
δαi (b )



=
Hi (ξ)w(ξ)dξ =
tj Hi (zj )
δb
δb
δb
j=1
+∞

(8)

−∞

According to eq. (8), the required derivatives δαi (b )/δb result as the weighted sum of the
derivatives of F , computed by the adjoint method, at the P points zj within the domain
of integration. Thus, the adjoint method should merely provide δF (b )/δb at the Gaussian
nodes.
2.2

Gradient–based Optimization Under Uncertainties
Starting from an initial value–set b , the basic steps of the optimization under uncertainties are described below:
1. Solve the flow and adjoint equations to compute F and its gradient at the Gaussian nodes zj , at the cost of P flow and P adjoint solutions, or approximately 2P
equivalent flow solutions (EFS), in total.
2. Compute the statistical moments of F from eq. (2) and their gradients from eq. (7).
3. Compute F̂ and its gradient w.r.t. b using eqs. (4) and (5), respectively.
4. Update b by performing a descent step.
5. Unless the stopping criterion is met, go to step 1.

3
3.1

HEAT TRANSFER MAXIMIZATION IN A LID–DRIVEN CAVITY FLOW
Case Description

The first application of this paper is the design under uncertainties of the jet system
of a square cavity, for maximum heat transfer through the lid (moving upper wall), fig.
1. The length of each side is L. In the cavity, fluid of specific properties is enclosed. The
bottom wall is at constant normalized temperature Tth /Tc =1. The moving upper wall
(mw) has a constant temperature Tmw = 0.4285Tc and it is sliding to the right with a
constant normalized velocity vmw = 1, making the fluid recirculate inside the cavity. Two
steady jets are placed at two locations along both vertical adiabatic walls for controlling
the heat transfer. The jet on the left wall (Jet 1) provides fluid with a constant velocity
equal to vjet = 0.6vmw , zero angle and temperature Tjet = 0.5714Tc . The same amount of
mass flux entering the cavity is extracted through the jet on the right side (Jet 2). The
aim of this design problem is to find the optimal position of each jet for the aforementioned
objective. The latter is the QoI in this problem, computed along the moving wall as

∂T
F =
ni dS
(9)
Smw ∂xi
4
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Figure 1: Geometry of the cavity. Fluid is blowing from orifice labelled ’Jet 1’ normal to the left wall.
The same amount of fluid is extracted from the orifice ’Jet 2’ on the right wall.

where ni is the i–th component of the outward unit normal vector at the boundary.
Two design variables b = (b1 , b2 ) ∈ RN =R2 , standing for the positions of the jets on
the left and right walls, are considered. The width of each jet is d = 0.05L. The initial
normalized jet positions are (b1 /L, b2 /L) = (0.3, 0.1), measured from the bottom wall. The
heat transfer inside the cavity is determined from the temperature difference between the
upper and bottom wall. The flow inside the cavity is laminar with Reynolds number equal
to Re=661.8, based on L and vmw .
3.2

Flow Equations

The governing PDEs, including the energy equation for the laminar flow of an incompressible fluid, are
∂vj
Rp = −
=0
∂xj
 

∂vi
∂p
∂
∂vj
∂vi
v
ν
+
−
+
=0
(10)
Ri = vj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj ∂xi
∂xi


∂
∂T
ν ∂T
T
=0
− cp
R = c p vj
∂xj
∂xj P r ∂xj
where vi are the components of the velocity vector, p is the static pressure, cp the heat
capacity and P r the Prandtl number.
The existence of jets asks for special boundary conditions for the velocity field on both
sides of the cavity. A combination of two differentiable, logistic functions is utilized to
model the velocity profile of each jet, centered at bn , as follows


1
1
1−
(11)
φ(y, bn ) =
1 + e−k[y−(bn −d/2)]
1 + e−k[y−(bn +d/2)]
where k is a coefficient controlling the shape of the logistic functions. Table 1 summarizes
the boundary conditions for the left (LW) and right (RW) wall (jet and impermeable
wall).
5
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Wall
LW
RW

vi
v1 n1 (1−φ) + (v1 n1−vjet )φ = 0
v1 n1 (1−φ) + (v1 n1−vjet )φ = 0

∂p
(1
∂n

p
− φ)+pφ = 0
∂p
=0
∂n

∂T
(1−φ)
∂n

T
+ (T−Tjet )φ = 0
∂T
=0
∂n

Table 1: Boundary conditions along the walls and their jets for the primal problem (v2=0 at both walls).

3.3

Development of the Continuous Adjoint Method

To compute the gradient of the QoI F , the development of the adjoint method starts
from



v
p
Faug = F + ui Ri dΩ + qR dΩ + T a RT dΩ
(12)
Ω

Ω

Ω

where ui are the components of the adjoint velocity, q the adjoint pressure and T a the
adjoint temperature. Differentiating eq. (12) w.r.t. the design variables, yields



δFaug
δF
∂Rp
∂Riv
∂RT
=
+ q
dΩ + ui
dΩ + Ta
dΩ
(13)
δbn
δbn
∂bn
∂bn
Ω ∂bn
Ω
Ω

After differentiating eqs. (10), expanding and rearranging terms in eq. (13), the computation of the gradient becomes independent of variations in (v, p, T ) by setting their
multipliers to zero. This gives rise to the field adjoint equations
∂uj
Rq = −
=0
∂xj
 

∂u
∂q
∂
∂u
∂v
∂u
∂T
j
i
j
i
ν
+
− vj
−
+
+ cp T a
=0
(14)
Riu = uj
∂xi
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi


ν ∂T a
∂T a
∂
Ta
R = −cp vj
=0
− cp
∂xj
∂xj P r ∂xj
After satisfying these equations and their boundary conditions (derived in a similar
way though omitted in the interest of space), the remaining terms in eq. (13) form the
gradient of F which takes the form



∂u 
1

+ ∂x1j nj vjet +
− qn1 vjet + ν ∂u

∂xj
SLW



 1  ∂T
 ∂φ

cp ∂T a

a

c
T
v
n
+
ν
n
n
−
T
+
T
dS
j j
jet

P r ∂xj j φ ∂xj j
∂b1
 p

δF
=

δb1 
 ∂u


∂uj 

1

nj vjet −
v
+
ν
+
−
qn
1
jet

∂x
∂x
S
1
j
LW






∂φ
 cp νT a 1 ∂T n − T + T
dS
jet
Pr
1−φ ∂xj j
∂b1


 ∂φ
 ∂u1 ∂uj 
δF
=
+
dS
− qn1 vjet + ν
nj vjet
δb2
∂xj
∂x1
∂b2
SRW

, if φ = 0

, if φ = 0
(15)

In eq. (15), φ = 1 corresponds to the center of the jet whereas φ = 0 is over the impermeable wall. Recall that, eq. (15) gives the gradient of the QoI w.r.t. bn ; in an optimization
problem without uncertainties, this becomes the gradient of the objective function itself.
6
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3.4

Optimization Under Uncertainties

In this section, the optimization with and without uncertainties in the aforementioned
lid–driven cavity case is performed. The goal of the optimization under uncertainties is
to maximize F̂ (given by eq. (4), with κ = −6), where the QoI is given by eq. (9), by
finding the optimal positions of the jets. The velocity magnitude and temperature of Jet
1 and the temperature of the bottom wall are considered as uncertain variables. It is
assumed that all uncertain variables follow normal distributions with known mean values
and standard deviations as in Table 2. Initially, before proceeding with the optimization,
a UQ study is performed for different chaos orders. Results are summarized in Table 3,
showing that q =2 is a good compromise in terms of computational cost and accuracy.
With q=2, for each optimization cycle 27 flow and 27 adjoint runs are required.
Uncertain Variable
vjet /vmw
Tjet /Tc
Tth /Tc

mean value
0.6
0.5714
1

standard deviation
0.07
0.003
0.002

Table 2: The heat transfer cavity problem: Mean values and standard deviations of the three uncertain
variables. All of them follow normal distributions.

Chaos Order
2
3
4

µF /Fref
1
1
1

σF /Fref
0.01656
0.01660
0.01663

#Flow Runs
27
64
125

Table 3: The heat transfer cavity problem: Mean value and standard deviation of the heat flux for
the initial position of the jets. Computations performed using the non–intrusive PCE method. Tabulated values are normalized using the reference value of Fref =2.6622. The last column stands for the
computational cost per UQ.

Once the UQ studies have been completed, the next step is to proceed to the adjoint–
based optimization with and without uncertainties. The optimization under uncertainties
is carried out for chaos orders q =2 and q =3. The convergence histories of these runs
are shown in fig. 2. The increase in the QoI, in the design without uncertainties is about
54.5% and is achieved in less than 10 cycles. An increase in F̂ of approximately 51%,
in 6 optimization cycles, is achieved in the presence of uncertainties. In Table 4, the
initial and the optimal sets of design variables (positions of jets) for each optimization
run (with and without uncertainties) are tabulated. Finally, the temperature distribution
of the optimal set of design variables, generated from the optimization with and without
uncertainties, is presented in fig. 3. The fluid blowing from the Jet 1, if located at the
computed optimal position, increases the mean temperature inside the cavity from 438K
to 482K. This explains the increase in F̂ , since the temperature difference between the
fluid and the moving lid is higher, increasing thus the heat transfer.
7
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Figure 2: The heat transfer cavity problem: Convergence history of the optimization without uncertainties (left) and with uncertainties for chaos order q=2 and q=3 (right).

Figure 3: The heat transfer cavity problem: Temperature distribution for the optimal set of design
variables resulting from the optimization without (left) and with (right) uncertainties. The optimal
positions of the jets are marked with capital letters. The simulation is performed for the mean value of
the uncertain variables just for the purpose of comparison.

Case

b1 /L b2 /L µF /Fref
Baseline
0.300 0.100
1.
Optimized (without uncertainty) 0.025 0.267 1.5451
Optimized (q=2)
0.025 0.201 1.4465
Optimized (q=3)
0.025 0.204 1.4465

σF /Fref
0.01656
0.01713
0.01521
0.01514

Table 4: The heat transfer cavity problem: Normalized set of design variables, mean value and standard
deviation for the initial and the optimal positions of the jets for each optimization run. Tabulated values
are normalized using Fref .
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4

OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTIES OF THE DRIVAER CAR

The second case is dealing with the UQ and the shape optimization under uncertainties of the DrivAer car [13] model (fig. 4). The half car of the fast–back configuration
with a smooth underbody, mirrors and wheels is used. The flow equations of this test
case are similar to those of eq. (10) where instead of the energy equation, the Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model equation should be solved and the turbulent viscosity is added
to the bulk one. The development of the adjoint equations are similar to those for the
heat transfer problem but, since this is a shape optimization problem, grid sensitivities
(δxk /δbn ) are involved in the computation. Moreover, the turbulence model should be
differentiated appropriately and contributes to both the field adjoint equations and the
gradient computation. Further details can be found in [14, 15].
Regarding the UQ study, uncertainties are introduced in the flow conditions and the
QoI is the drag coefficient (CD ). For the flow without uncertainties, with freestream
velocity equal to 38.89 m/s and zero yaw angle, CD =0.31705. The uncertain variable is
the freestream velocity magnitude with µv=38.89 m/s and σv=1m/s. The UQ results are
summarized in Table 5.
Chaos Order
2
3
4

µCD
0.31695
0.31563
0.31650

σ CD
9.78433·10−4
2.26329·10−3
1.43895·10−3

Table 5: DrivAer car case: Mean value and standard deviation of CD on the baseline geometry for
different chaos orders. The freestream velocity is the uncertain variable.

Once the UQ study has been completed, next step is to use the adjoint method to
optimize its shape under uncertainites. The objective function to be minimized during
the design under uncertainties is that of eq. (4), with κ=1.
The convergence histories of the optimization runs are shown in fig. 5. Recall that, for
the optimization without uncertainties, each optimization cycle costs two equivalent flow
solutions (EFS; this accounts for the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations or
their adjoint which have, more or less, the same cost). On the other side, for the design
under uncertainties, each optimization cycle has a cost equal to either 6 EFS (for q=2; 3
flow and 3 adjoint solutions) or 8 EFS (for q=3). It is also important to note that, for
the two examined chaos orders, the resulting optimal/robust solutions are very close each
other. Regarding the overall reduction of the QoI, in the design without uncertainties
a reduction of 5% in CD is achieved after 9 cycles (or 18 EFS). A reduction of 1.5%
is achieved in F̂ after 4 cycles (or 32 EFS). From fig. 6, an area of increased pressure is
present over the rear window of the car on the optimal shapes, which results to a reduction
in the drag force.

9
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Figure 4: DrivAer car case: The rear part of the car is parameterized using volumetric B–Splines. The
control points of the lattice are responsible for the deformation of the enclosed part of the car surface.
During the optimization, the red points are allowed to move while the blue ones remain fixed (in two
layers) in order to ensure C1-continuity of the shape during the optimization.

Figure 5: DrivAer car case: Convergence history of the optimization without (left) and with (right)
uncertainties for chaos order q=2 and q=3.

Figure 6: DrivAer car case: Static pressure distribution on the baseline geometry (left), the optimal car
without considering uncertainties (middle) and the optimized with uncertainties (q=2).

10
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5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A reliable method for dealing with optimization under uncertainties was presented.
The UQ needed for the computation of the statistical moments of the QoI is based on the
non–intrusive PCE. The continuous adjoint technique is used to compute the gradient of
the QoI w.r.t. the design variables at the Gaussian nodes, the weighted combination of
which is the gradient of the objective function to be used in the gradient–based design
under uncertainties. The proposed method was demonstrated into two cases, i.e. the
optimization under uncertainties of a lid–driven cavity for maximum heat transfer and of
a car model for minimum drag. In either case, significant improvement in the objective
function was observed. The integration of the adjoint technique in the robust design
algorithm is straightforward when the non–intrusive PCE is used. This technique can be
used in any engineering application where uncertainties (either in operating conditions or
shape imperfections) are present, since in the non–intrusive PCE technique the analysis
software is used as a black–box.
6
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Abstract. In the last decades Computational Fluid Dynamics has become a widespread
practice in several industrial fields, e.g., aerodynamics, aeroacoustic. The growing need of
high-fidelity flow simulations for the accurate determination of problem-specific quantities
paved the way to higher-order methods such as the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method.
In this context, the industrial interest is strongly promoting the development of more
and more efficient high-order CFD solvers. In this work we exploit some techniques, i.e.
p-adaptation, quadrature reduction and load balancing, to enhance the computational
efficiency of an existing DG code. The accuracy and efficiency of our approach will be
assessed by computing the implicit Large Eddy Simulation of the flow past a circular
cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 3900, and around a NACA0018 airfoil at Reynolds
number Re = 10000 and angle of attack α = 15◦ .

1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become a widespread
practice in several industrial fields, e.g. aerodynamics, aeroacoustic, turbomachinery. The
growing need of high-fidelity flow simulations for the accurate determination of problemspecific quantities paved the way to higher-order methods such as the Discontinuous
Galerkin (DG) methods. DG methods, if compared to standard industrial code, show
some deficiency in terms of computational efficiency. However, the industrial interest is
strongly promoting research efforts to devise more efficient high-order CFD solvers. The
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aim of this paper is to describe an approach to enhance the computational efficiency of an
existing DG code [1], based on p-adaptation, quadrature reduction and load balancing.
A p-adaptation strategy that allows the variation of the polynomial degree of the
solution between the elements is adopted, obtaining a sensible reduction of the simulation
CPU time and memory, while not spoiling at all the high accuracy required by this class of
simulations. In particular, being interested in unsteady flows computations, such as Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES), we will investigate an
adaptation procedure suitable for time-dependent problems. Adaptation is here driven
by two simple indicators, based on interface pressure jumps and on the decay of the
coefficients of the modal expansion. These sensors are coupled to guarantee a reasonable
behaviour both for high- and low-degree polynomial approximations. Moreover, the degree
of exactness of quadrature rules is adapted on the computational domain to avoid over
integration of straight sided elements, and runtime load-balancing is applied, based on the
Metis library capability to generate “weighted” graphs, to handle the degrees of freedom
unbalance on each partition due to the adaptation algorithm.
The robustness and efficiency of the proposed approach is evaluated by computing the
ILES of the flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 3900, and around a
NACA0018 airfoil at Reynolds number Re = 10000 and angle of attack α = 15◦ .
In Section 2 we briefly introduce the DG space and the time discretizations. Section 3
describes the definition of orthonormal hierarchical polynomial basis and the possible
approaches to their evaluation, while Section 4 the error estimators used to drive the
adaptaton. Sections 5 and 6 describe the techniques adopted to adapt the degree of
exactness of the quadrature rules and to balance the load of each processor. Finally, in
Section 7 a strategy for the p-adaptation is proposed and applied to different unsteady
compressible test cases.
2

THE NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK

The Navier-Stokes equations for the m variables in d dimensions can be written in
compact form as
∂w
P(w)
+ ∇ · Fc (w) + ∇ · Fv (w, ∇w) = 0,
(1)
∂t
where w ∈ Rm is the unknown solution vector, Fc , Fv ∈ Rm ⊗ Rd are the convective and
viscous flux functions, and P (w) ∈ Rm ⊗ Rm is a transformation matrix. Employing
the conservative variables wc = [ρ, ρui , ρE]T for compressible flows P reduces to the
identity matrix (P = I). By multiplying Eq. (1) by an arbitrary smooth test function
v = {v1 , . . . , vm }, and integrating by parts, we obtain the weak formulation





∂w
dx − ∇v : F (w, ∇w) dx +
v · P (w)
v ⊗ n : F (w, ∇w) dσ = 0, (2)
∂t
Ω
Ω
∂Ω
where F is the sum of the convective and viscous flux functions and n is the unit vector
normal to the boundary.
To discretize Eq. (2) we replace the solution w and the test function v with a finite
element approximation wh and a discrete test function vh , respectively, where wh and vh
2
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belong to the space Vh = [Pkd (Th )]m . Pkd (T ) denotes the restriction to non overlapping
arbitrary shaped mesh elements T ∈ Th of the polynomial functions of d variables and
total degree ≤ k. For each of the m equations of system (2), and without loss of generality,
we choose the set of test and shape functions in any element T coincident with the set of
orthogonal and hierachical basis functions in that element. The DG discretization of the
viscous fluxes is based on the BR2 scheme, proposed in [2], while the convective numerical
flux is computed from the solution of local Riemann problems in the normal direction at
each quadrature point on elements faces.
By assembling together all the elemental contributions of the DG discretization, the
system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) governing the evolution in time of the
discrete solution can be written as
dW
 (W) ,
=R
dt

with

 (W) = M−1 (W) R (W) ,
R

(3)

(4)

where W is the global vector of unknown degrees of freedom, M is the global block
diagonal mass matrix, and R (W) is the vector of residuals. In this work we integrate in
time by using the linearly implicit (Rosenbrock-type) Runge-Kutta schemes [3].
3

EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF THE BASIS FUNCTIONS

In this section we briefly describe the approach proposed
  in [4] to build a set of ork
thonormal and hierarchical basis functions. Let Φ̂T = φ̂Ti
denote an initial
T
i∈{1,...,Ndof
}
set of monomials defined in a reference frame relocated in the element barycentre and
aligned with the principal
axes of inertia of T . To obtain a new set of orthonormal basis

k
T
functions, ΦT = φi i∈{1,...,N T } , we apply Algorithm 1 (modified Gram-Schmidt procedof


T
T
is the evaluation of the inner product, riiT
dure, MGS) for all T ∈ Th , where φ̂i , φj
T

and rijT the coefficients of the MGS algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm
T
1: for i = 1 to Ndof
do
T
2:
for i = 1 to Ndof do


3:
rijT ← φ̂Ti , φTj
T

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

φ̂Ti ← φ̂Ti − rijT φTj {remove the projection of φ̂Ti onto φTj }
end for


riiT ←

φ̂Ti , φTj

T

φ̂Ti ← φ̂Ti /riiT {normalize}
φTi ← φ̂Ti
end for

3
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The basis functions can be evaluated following three different strategies, characterized
by different computational cost and memory:
• Full storing (PreShape). For each element and face the basis functions and, if
needed, their derivatives are evaluated at each Gauss point, during pre-processing
and stored in memory.
• Orthonormalization coefficients storing (PreCoef). The monomials evaluation, their
orthonormalization and the computation of the orthonormalization coefficients are
performed separately. The coefficients are evaluated and stored during pre-processing
for each element, according to the corresponding polynomial degree. Then, the
monomials are evaluated on-the-fly and orthonormalized, using the pre-computed
coefficients.
• On-the-fly evaluation (OTF). There is no storage related to the basis evaluation,
and both the monomials and the orthonormalization coefficients are re-computed
on-the-fly.
The test cases employed to compare the performance of the three proposed implementation was the transport of a vortex in uniform flow, both with Euler and Navier–Stokes
equations. In the latter case, the Reynolds number was Re = 100. In this section we
focus only on the efficiency of the solver rather than considering the temporal accuracy.
Three different meshes, respectively made of 252 , 502 , and 1002 quadrilateral elements
with linear edges, were considered.
Fig. 1 shows the performance comparison, in terms of CPU time and memory, regarding
the computation of the inviscid test case for the three strategies as a function of the total
number of degrees of freedom. The computational time is given in terms of Work Units
(WU) defined as WU = ts nc /τb , where ts is the measured CPU time of a simulation on
nc cores and τb is the reference TauBench time of the hardware1 . According to this study,
the PreCoef strategy seems to be an a appealing compromise between CPU time and the
memory footprint, and, therefore, it will be used for the development of our p-adaptation
strategy. In particular we pre-compute the orthonormalization coefficients corresponding
to the maximum polynomial degree allowed by the user defined adaptation parameters,
here fixed at k = 6, and use them to orthonormalize monomials according to the local
(elemental) polynomial degree of the solution on-the-fly. Same trends have been obtained
for the viscous vortex.
4

A p-ADAPTATION STRATEGY

The adaptation is driven by error estimators that control the solution accuracy within
the domain, identifying the regions lacking/exceeding the requested resolution. In this
work these regions will be refined/coarsened by increasing/decreasing the degree of the
polynomial approximation of the solution. Among the several alternatives proposed in
literature for DG schemes, we rely on the combination of two indicators. The first one is
1

-n 250000 -s 10 define the reference TauBench workload for the hardware benchmark

4
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Figure 1: Overall performance of the three different implementations as a function of the degree of
freedom for the isoentropic vortex

based on the magnitude of the solution jumps at grid cell interfaces [6], while the second
involves the decay rate of the modal coefficients [7]. It is worth pointing out that the
latter indicator is local to each element and does not require information of the solution
on the neighbouring elements.
The jump indicator is calculated for a solution component w (the pressure for this
work), and its value η is defined as the maximum jump at the element T interfaces:


 w (x , t) − w (x , t)+  
j
j

is 
ηTJM P (w) = max max  
(5)
+  ,
j
if

 w (xj , t) + w (xj , t)
is

where w(xj , t) is the solution at the j-th surface quadrature points xj at time t on the
if -th interface. An alternative indicator is the Spectral Decay Indicator (SDI), which is
here based on the hierarchical modal set of basis functions ΦkT . Being the approximation
of the solution given by
T
Ndof

wT (x) =
Wj φj (x),
(6)
j=1

T
depends on the local (to the element)
where the number of degrees of freedom Ndof
polynomial degree kT . The truncated expansion for a lower polynomial degree can be
written as
LT
dof

T
w̄ (x) =
Wj φj (x),
(7)
j=1

where LTdof is the number of degrees of freedom related to the polynomial degree kT − 1.
Finally the estimator can be written as

(w − w̄)2 dx
SDI
ηT = T  2
,
(8)
w
dx
T
which relates the amplitudes of highest modes to the amplitude of the total modes.
5
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Numerical experiments on the vortex test case show that the former indicator is reliable
for any polynomial degree, whereas the latter gives reasonable indications only for k ≥ 2,
assuming unit valure over the whole computation domain for lower degrees. Moreover
η JM P is more diffusive, identifying a larger region for adaptation. According to these
observations, we implemented a combination of the two indicators


1
kT
T OT
SDI
ηT
+
ηTJM P ∀T ∈ Th ,
= ηT INT
(9)
max(2, kT )
max (1, kT )
where INT represent an integer division (ηTSDI is set to 0 for kT = {0, 1}). Before the
coupling both indicators are normalized over the domain according to their maximum and
minimum values.
Being interested on unsteady flow problems, the error estimators used to drive the
adaptation of the order of accuracy are computed on the time-averaged solution. The
pseudo code of the adaptation procedure is reported in Algorithm 2, where k̂ is the
initial polynomial degree (fixed or variable over the computational domain), Ncyc the total
number of time steps required by the simulation, kmax the maximum allowable polynomial
degree defined by the user (kmax = 6), N the number of time-steps elapsing between two
adaptation cycles or between the simulation beginning and the first adaptation cycle, Gr
the percentage of the total number of elements that will be marked for refinement, Gc the
percentage of the total number of elements that will be marked for coarsening, nadp the
number of adaptation cycles to be performed, P OST the position of the element sorted
in increasing order according to ηTT OT .
Algorithm 2 Adaptation algorithm
1: L = 0
2: kT = k̂∀T ∈ Th
3: for icyc = 1 to Ncyc do
4:
integrate the governing equation in time
5:
evaluate runtime the time-average of the solution, W̄
6:
if mod(icyc , N ) = 0 and L = nadp then
7:
L←L+1
8:
compute and normalize ηTJM P and ηTSDI ∀T ∈ Th
9:
compute and normalize ηTT OT ∀T ∈ Th
10:
for T ∈ Th do
11:
if P OST ≥ (1 − Gr )card(Th ) then
12:
kT ← min(kT + 1, kmax )
13:
else if P OST ≤ (Gc )card(Th ) then
14:
kT ← max(kT − 1, 1)
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
L2 projection of the solution
18:
end if
19: end for
6
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Orthonormal and herarchical modal bases simplify the L2 projection operators. In
practice, the DOFs of the restricted solution are equal to the low-order subset of their
high-order representations, while the DOFs of the prolongated solution are the same as
the low-order solution with null high-order components.
5

REDUCED QUADRATURES

The number of quadrature points rapidly increases when considering high order polynomials and curved elements. However, as demonstrated in [4], not always the exact
quadrature is necessary to maintain the theoretical order of accuracy. To identify only
the regions of the mesh that require full quadrature points, we introduce the following
measure for the integration error on the element T :
i,T = |m∗ii − mex
ii |

∀T ∈ Th ,

(10)

where m∗ii denotes the value of the i-th diagonal entry of the local mass matrix computed
with the reduced quadrature rule, whereas mex
ii is the expected value as a result of exact
integration. Then we use on the elements of Th an integration rule with the minimum
degree of exactness needed to satisfy the condition:
max

T
i∈{1,...,Ndof
}

i,T ≤ tol,

∀T ∈ Th ,

(11)

where tol is a user-defined tolerance in the diagonal entries of the mass matrix.
6

LOAD BALANCING

When the p-adaptation algorithm is applied in parallel, an imbalance of the number of
DOF per partition is a side effect. To avoid a drastic reduction of the parallel efficiency,
a load-balancing procedure is considered. The approach is here based on repartitioning
via the Metis [8] library, exploiting the ability to generate weighted graphs. The weights
on the vertex (elements) have been set to take into account the variable polynomial order
over the mesh. Figure 2 shows the load of the processors without (left) and with (right)
the use of the load balancing approach, after six p-refinements, during the simulation of
the vortex test case (see Sec. 3).
7

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The robustness and efficiency of the proposed approach is evaluated by computing the
ILES of two problems of growing complexity. The first one involves the two-dimensional
flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 3900 (based on the diameter
D), while the second one deals with the turbulent flow around a NACA0018 airfoil at
Reynolds number Re = 10000 (based on the chord c) and angle of attack α = 15◦ .
For both testcases, a two-dimensional mesh was generated with an in-house 2D highorder mesh generation code [9]. For the NACA testcase, the 2D mesh was extruded in the
span-wise direction (8 elements along the span-wise-direction), assuming the flow periodic
with a period 0.2c.
7
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Figure 2: Load of the processors without (top) and with (bottom) the use of the load balancing approach
after six p-refinements, invicid isoentropic vortex

7.1

FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The ILES of the flow past a 2D circular cylinder is computed for a Reynolds number
Re = 3900 based on the cylinder diameter D and free-stream conditions. The hybrid
mesh consists of 4343 elements (quadrilateral and triangles) with quadratic edges, and
the farfield is set at 100D. Starting from a P1 uniform flow solution, different simulations
have been performed in order to investigate the influence of the p-adaptation parameters
on the numerical results, i.e. the number of adaptive cycles nadp = (5, 10, 20), the number
of time-steps between two adaptation cycles N = (200, 100, 50), and the percentage of the
total number of elements that will be marked for refinement Gr = (10%, 20%, 30%). The
solution was adapted only for the first 1000 iterations to obtain the polynomial distribution used to computed the unsteady solution. The results on the adapted mesh are then
compared with those obtained using a fixed polynomial order (P6 ). Figures 3 and 4 show
the effect of the adaptation algorithm parameters on the domain polynomial distribution.
Figure 5 compares the Cp and Cf distributions obtained with different pair (nadp , N )
(keeping fixed Gr = 30%) and with fixed high-order polynomial approximation(P6 ). Distribution are in good agreement only for the following pair: (nadp = 10, N = 100) and
(nadp = 20, N = 50).
7.2

FLOW AROUND A NACA0018

The ILES of the flow around a NACA0018 is computed for a Reynolds number Re =
10000 based on the airfoil chord c and free-stream conditions, with an angle of attack
α = 15◦ . The hybrid 3D mesh consists of 17056 elements (prism and hexahedra) with
8
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(a) nadp = 5 and N = 200

(b) nadp = 10 and N = 100

(c) nadp = 20 and N = 50

Figure 3: Polynomial approximation Pn distribution around the cylinder, nadp = 5 and N = 200 (left),
nadp = 10 and N = 100 (middle), nadp = 20 and N = 50 (right), Gr = 30%

(a) Gr = 10%

(b) Gr = 20%

(c) Gr = 30%

Figure 4: Polynomial approximation Pn distribution around the cylinder, nadp = 10 and N = 100
·10−2
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Figure 5: Pressure (left) and skin friction (right) coefficient with different nadp and N (nadp = 5 and
N = 200, nadp = 10 and N = 100, nadp = 20 and N = 50), Gr = 30%

9
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Figure 6: Detail of the computational mesh, 17056 elements (prism and hexahedra) with quadratic
edges and Mach magnitude contour for the p-adapted (P1→4 ) 3D solution

quadratic edges, and farfield located at 100c. A detail of the computational mesh is
depicted in Fig. 6 (left). Preliminary results show in Fig. 6 (right) the Mach number
contours after three adaptation cycles. The adapted 3D solution contains elements ranging
from P1 to P4 . 2D computations have been also performed to investigate the influence
of the adaptations parameters. Figure 7 shows the polynomial distribution (left) and
the Mach number contours (right) after ten adaptation cycles. The adapted 2D solution
contains elements ranging from P1 to P6 .
8

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we implemented strategy to adapt the order of polynomial approximation
on the domain to increase the computational efficiency of a high-order DG solver, based on
a p-adaptation algorithm, quadrature reduction technique, and load balancing suitable for
unsteady compressible flows simulation in a high-order DG code. We investigated three
different approaches for the evaluation of the orthonormal and hierarchical set of basis
functions, showing that an appealing compromise between CPU time and the memory
footprint is achieved storing only the orthonormalization coefficients. The p-adaptation is
driven by a simple yet reliable algorithm to efficiently perform massively parallel computations of DNS, LES of turbulent flows. In the first test case, i.e. the ILES simulation of
the flow past a 2D circular cylinder, the comparison of Cp and Cf distributions obtained
with the proposed strategy or fixed solution polynomial approximation (P6 ) shows almost
overlying curves. Obviously the results of the former simulation rely on a lower number
of DOFs.
Future work will address the possible implementation of more advanced adaptation
strategies, error estimators, and the matrix-free approach.
9
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Figure 7: Polynomial distribution (left) and the Mach number contours (right) after ten adaption cycles
(2D)
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Abstract. We report high-order implicit Large Eddy Simulations of flows around elongated bluff bodies with massive flow separation and reattachment. The aim is to provide evidence of the influence of relevant flow parameters such as the geometry of the
leading-edge corners and the presence or not of a trailing-edge flow separation, on the
behaviour of the initially laminar recirculating flow. Attention will be devoted also on the
possible repercussions of such a results on the understanding of the nature of the main
unsteadinesses of separating and reattaching flows. We finally prove the computational
efficiency and the reliability of the proposed solution strategy for the time implicit highorder Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) discretization of the three-dimensional incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. The algorithm uses a linearly implicit Runge-Kutta scheme of
the Rosenbrock type, and a p-multigrid preconditioned matrix-free linear solver.

1

INTRODUCTION

One of the main feature of separating and reattaching flows is the combined presence
of small scales due to the occurrence of turbulence and large scales due to phenomena of
shedding of large-scale vortices. These phenomena nonlinearly interact themselves giving
rise to a self-sustained cycle. Two main large-scale unsteadinesses are recognized: the
shedding of vortices from the leading-edge shear layer and the low-frequency flapping
mode of the recirculating region [1]. Despite the fact that these kind of phenomena have
been the subject of several numerical and experimental studies, their nature is still elusive
and deserves further investigations. Indeed, a deeper understanding of the origin of the
main unsteadinesses of separating and reattaching flow may have strong repercussions on
the development of control strategies relevant for a huge number of applications in natural
and engineering sciences. Here, we aim at providing a further develop on the knowledge
of such phenomena.
Numerical experiments have radically changed the approach to fluid dynamics. As
an example, numerical simulations generally allow for broad observational capabilities
that experiments cannot give. Another important feature of numerical experiments is
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the ability to manipulate the flow in order to remove/suppress or add/enhance physical
processes and to measure the effects of those modifications on the dynamics of the flow. In
this work, we make use of this ability in order to identify the main parameters controlling
separating and reattaching flows and to understand the physical origin of the related
mechanisms. In particular, we start by considering the flow around a rectangular cylinder
(run1 ) which is recognized to be a very simple flow configuration for the analysis of
separated and reattaching flow [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In order to appreciate the effects of
shedding phenomena at the trailing edge on the behaviour of the main recirculating region,
we then consider the flow around an infinite plate with right-angled (run2 ). As shown
in [8, 9, 10], also this flow is recognized to be of overwhelming interest for the study
of large scale recirculating flows. Regarding the case of infinite plates with leading edge
separation bubble we also address the effect of the leading-edge geometry on the physics of
the recirculating region, by considering also an infinite flat plate with circular leading-edge
corner (run3 ). Overall, the simulation of the above mentioned three type of separating
and reattaching flows would allows us to identify the role played by the geometry of the
leading-edge corner and of the presence or not of a trailing-edge flow separation, on the
dynamics of the recirculating flow. A sketch of the flow configurations is reported in figure
1.
Finally, by considering a fourth type of simulation, we also aim at understanding the
nature of the so-called large-scale unsteadiness [1]. It consists of a very slow flapping
mode of the recirculating bubble. The unsteadiness at the basis of this enlargement and
shrinkage of the recirculating region, could take origin from coupling phenomena between
the shedding of large-scale vortices from the recirculating flows in the two sides of the
plate. To understand this, the fourth type of simulation (run4 ) reproduces the separating
and reattaching flow over an infinite plate with circular leading edge such as (run3 ) but
removing possible interactions between the two sides of the plate by applying a symmetry
boundary condition in the half horizontal plane of the domain, see again figure 1.
2

THE NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

For the numerical experiments, the set of the incompressible Navier–Stokes (INS) equations is solved using an implicit LES approach. In other words, the approach relies on the
dissipation properties of the numerical scheme without the use of an explicit SGS model.
The numerical method is based on a modal DG framework with orthonormal, hierarchical
basis functions, thus the mass matrix is the identity, defined in the physical space. The
solver relies on a triangulation Th of the domain Ω. The state vector is assumed to be a
polynomial expansion with no continuity constraints imposed on the approximations on
adjacent elements uh ∈ [Vh ]M where Vh = {u ∈ L2 (Ω) : u|K ∈ Pk , ∀K ∈ Th }, M = 4 is
the number of equations of the model and k is the order of polynomial approximation.
The weak-form of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations follows from multiplying
the set of PDEs by test functions in the same approximation space, integrating by parts,
and coupling elements via consistent and stable numerical fluxes. The artificial viscosity
flux approach [15, 14, 17] and the second form of the Bassi–Rebay scheme (BR2) [16] are
employed for the convective and diffusive terms, respectively. By following this procedure
2
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Figure 1: Configuration of the simulated flows. The geometry of the rectangular cylinder (run1 ) is
shown with a black line while its extension without trailing edge (run2 ) is reported with a red line. The
same red lines is used to show the flat plate geometry with circular leading edge (run3 ) also reported
with a red line. The symmetry plane used for the simulation of half the domain of the flat plate with
circular leading edge (run4 ) is highlighted with a green dashed line.

a system of ordinary differential equations can be written in the form
M

dU
+R=0
dt

(1)

being U the vector of degrees of freedom, R the residuals vector and M a modified mass
matrix equal to the identity matrix apart from the entries corresponding to the pressure
DoFs, which are zero. The system of ODE is advanced in time using a Linearly-implicit
Rosenbrock-type Runge–Kutta scheme named ROSI2PW [12]. The scheme can be written
in general as
U


∂R(Un )
M
+
γ∆t
∂U





n

∆Ui = −R U +

i−1

j=1

(n+1)

n

=U +

aij ∆Uj



s


mj ∆Uj ,

(2)

j=1

i−1

M
−
cij ∆Uj ,
∆t j=1

(3)

with i = 1, ..., s, where s is the number of stages and mj , aij , cij are the set of coefficients.
Such strategy requires to solve a number of linear systems equal to the number of the
stages. To this end, a p-multigrid (pMG) algorithm is employed as a preconditioner for a
matrix-free (MF), flexible GMRES solver. Such strategy uses, as lower level smoothers,
preconditioned iterative linear solvers acting on matrices, namely Ai , built by using the
3
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BJ-MB
GMRES
115
CPU Ratio
1
Memory Ratio
1

AS(1)-MB
72
1.11
1.60

BJ-MF
115
0.95
0.60

pMG-MF 3LVL
5 (5)
0.47 (0.34)
0.15 (0.15)

pMG-MF 4LVL
4.2 (4.7)
0.39 (0.36)
0.27 (0.27)

Table 1: Computational efficiency of different solution strategies, run3 test case, using 540 Intel Xeon
CPUs.

entries of A = (γ∆t)−1 M + ∂R/∂U corresponding to a lower order polynomial, i. Similarly, all the multigrid restriction and prolongation operations can be easily performed
by selecting directly the appropriate DoFs. Note that the scaling law for the memory
required by the allocation of A is k 6 [11]. Therefore the size of Ai is reasonably small
for i  k. For instance, when k = 6, A1 is 441 times smaller than A. For this reason
the use of few multigrid levels with low order smoothers does not significantly affect the
memory request. In addition, if an element-wise block-Jacobi (EWBJ) preconditioner,
which employs the factorization of the block-diagonal portion (local to the element) of
the iteration matrix and discards the memory consuming off-diagonal blocks, is adopted
for the smoother of the finest level it is possible to obtain an effective but still memory
saving strategy. Note hat the matrix-free approximation replaces the A matrix not only
in the outer GMRES solver, but also in the finest level smoother. As a consequence, the
explicit evaluation of the off-diagonal blocks of the Jacobian matrix can be performed at
a reduced cost since they are solely needed to build the preconditioner smoothers for the
coarser-space operators.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed approach, Table 1 reports numerical experiments performed at k = 6 on the run3 test case and shows the average number of
GMRES iterations to reach and unpreconditioned relative tolerance of 10−5 , as well the
CPU time and the memory footprint of the solution strategies, both relative to a standard
approach. These results were obtained using 15 nodes, each equipped with two 18-cores
Intel Xeon E5-2697 CPUs, of the MARCONI A1 HPC cluster available at CINECA. Five
solution strategies are here considered and compared. The first one, which is the reference
and it is labelled as block-Jacobi matrix-based (BJ-MB), uses the analytical A matrix
and performs the ILU(0) on the squared, domain-wise portion of the iteration matrix for
preconditioning purposes. Such strategy looses efficiency as the number of domains increase. A second choice, which compensates partially this effect, is the Additive Schwartz
method (AS). The idea is to increase the coupling between the domain partitions by
duplicating a specified number of layers of elements on the partition boundaries. The
ILU(0) is therefore performed in a larger partition-wise portion of the iteration matrix if
compared to the BJ. The last results deal with the matrix-free implementation and with
the use of a pMG preconditioning strategy. Firstly, the table puts in evidence that the use
of the Additive Schwartz method increases both the CPU time and the memory footprint
of the code despite reducing the number of GMRES iterations. This behaviour is not
surprising, since the additional relative amount of memory required for the storage of the
overlapping layer of elements raises decreasing the number of elements per partition (in
this case 71), as well as the relative amount of communications. On the other hand, us4
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ing the BJ preconditioner and a matrix-free strategy, which for such space discretization
provides similar CPU times to that of a matrix-based one, allows to save almost the 40%
of the memory footprint, since the factorization of the iteration matrix can be efficiently
performed in place. As regards the use of pMG-MF preconditioners, two strategies employing three and four levels (LVL) have been assessed. In both the cases, on the coarsest
level k = 1, an Additive Schwartz preconditioner and 30 GMRES iterations are employed,
while the other levels (k = 2, 6 and k = 2, 4, 6 for the three and four levels, respectively)
are smoothed using 8 iterations of EWBJ-preconditioned GMRES smoothers. Note that
the use of an Additive Schwartz on the coarsest level increase the coupling between the
domain partitions at a low computational cost. The values reported in brackets have been
obtained by lagging the Ai matrices and all the preconditioners of the multigrids levels
for three consecutive time steps. Such operation, thanks to the matrix free approach [11],
does not influence the accuracy of the computation. It can be seen the pMG-MF preconditioner allows (i) up to an 85% memory footprint reduction if compared to the reference
strategy, thanks to the use of block-diagonal smoothers on the finest level; (ii) a strong
reduction in the average number of GMRES iterations and (iii) up to a 66% reduction
in the CPU time. It is worth pointing out that the use of a four-level strategy, which
increases only slightly the memory allocation but reduces the CPU time and the number
of iterations, performs comparably to the three-level one when the Jacobian lagging is
employed, which demonstrate that the use of a very high number of multigrid levels does
not seem particularly important from the efficiency point of view in a matrix-free context.
In other words, since the Jacobian evaluation is CPU demanding especially for very high
order of polynomial approximations, it can be convenient to freeze its evaluation for more
than a time step. In this circumstance, it is not guaranteed that the use of an updated
and more effective preconditioner operator in every time step results in a CPU advantage
due to the higher assembly costs.
3

RESULTS

In this section, a preliminary assessment of the main features of recirculating flows under different configurations by means of single-point statistics is reported. The parameters
of the simulations are reported in table 2. For all the flow cases, an unperturbed freestream velocity U∞ is applied at the inlet and a pressure condition is used at the outlet.
On the other hand, in the top and bottom boundaries a far field boundary condition is
used for the flow cases run1 and run2 while a symmetry conditions is applied for run3 and
Table 2: Parameters of the simulations

Case
run1
run2
run3
run4

Re Lx
3000 35
3000 20
3450 12
3450 12

Dx × Dy × Dz
112 × 50 × 5
36 × 50 × 5
28 × 17 × 2
28 × 17 × 2

5
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47670
29538
38320
18820

k
6
6
6
6

∆t
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
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run4. Finally a periodic boundary condition is applied in the spanwise direction. After
reaching a statistical steady state, the simulations have been run for a time of the order
of 300 characteristic time scales D/U∞ in order to obtain a number of sampling sufficient
for statistical convergence. For the symmetry of the problem, statistics are computed by
averaging in time and in the spanwise direction.
3.1

Friction and pressure coefficients

We start the analysis by considering the behaviour of the friction coefficient, cf . As
shown in figure 2(a), the behaviour of the friction coefficient highlights significant differences between the different flows. The general trend of the friction coefficient conforms
with the presence of a large scale recirculating region cf < 0 followed by an attached
forward boundary layer cf > 0. The main differences between the different flow configurations come from the length of the main recirculating region and from the presence or
not of a second smaller recirculating flow within it.
Starting from the last consideration, we observe that for the flow cases with right angle
corners, run1 and run2, the near-wall reverse flow induced by the large scale recirculating
bubble, detaches forming a secondary smaller recirculation that can be recognized by the
presence of positive values of friction for streamwise locations within the main separation
bubble. In both cases, the secondary bubble starts around x = 1.04, however its length sv
is found to be slightly larger for the case of a finite plate run1, see table 3. This secondary
flow is not observed for the cases with circular leading-edge corner, run3 and run4. As
shown in Cimarelli et al. [7], the presence of the secondary vortex is a result of adverse
pressure gradient phenomena which induce the separation of the reverse boundary layer
produced by the main recirculating flow. Accordingly, as shown in figure 2(b), the pressure
coefficient highlights a negative streamwise gradient, dcp /dx < 0, only for the flow cases
with right angle corners run1 and run2. Hence, only for these two flow cases, the reverse
flow induced by the main recirculating bubble experiences an adverse pressure gradient.
As a consequence, the reverse boundary layer detaches, thus leading to a secondary smaller
recirculating region.
As far as it concerns the length of the main recirculating region, we observe that all
the flow cases behave in a different way. In particular, as also shown in table 3, the
reattachment length goes from the smallest value, xR = 3.88, for the flow case run3 to
the largest one, xR = 4.81, for the case run2. The reattachment length strongly depends
on the turbulence levels created in the leading-edge shear layer which in turn are affected
by the geometry of the leading-edge corner and by the presence/absence of trailing edge
vortex shedding mechanisms as unequivocally shown here in quantitative terms.
Table 3: Reattachment lengths

xR
sv

run1
4.02
0.85

run2
4.81
0.94

6
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3.88
-

run4
4.32
-
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(a)

run1
run2
run3
run4

(b)

run1
run2
run3
run4

(c)
run1
run2
run3
run4

Figure 2: Streamnwise behaviour of the friction (a), pressure (b) coefficients in the different flow configurations simulated. The behaviour of the standard deviation of the pressure coefficient is also shown
in (c).

It is worth pointing out that, as expected, in the upstream portion of the flat plates,
the behaviour of the friction coefficient appears to be strongly affected by the geometry of
the leading edge independently of the presence or not of a trailing edge flow separation.
Indeed, similar behaviours are observed for the same geometry. On the other hand, while
7
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moving downstream, the effect of the presence of the trailing-edge separation becomes
relevant and a departure of the behaviour of the friction coefficient for the cases run1
and run2 is observed. Interestingly, when comparing cases run3 and run4, one would
expect that the effect of the presence/absence of a flow separation in the two sides of the
plate is more relevant in the region close to the leading edge where the top and bottom
sides of the plate communicate. However, as shown here in quantitative terms, the effect
of the presence/absence of a flow separation in the two sides of the plate is negligible in
the upstream part of the plate where the friction coefficient shows similar behaviour and
a significant departure is observed only downstream. The same reasoning apply when
comparing the downstream behaviour of the friction coefficient of flow cases run2 and
run3. Indeed, we would expect that the effect of the different leading-edge geometry is
retained only in the upstream part of the plate. On the contrary, the differences are
observed also downstream.
Let us consider now the behaviour of the pressure coefficient cp and of its standard
deviation cp shown in figure 2(b) and (c), respectively. As for the friction coefficient
analysed so far, the leading-edge geometry is the most significant parameter influencing
the upstream behaviour of the recirculating flow. Indeed, we observe that, both in terms
of average and fluctuating intensity, the pressure field behaves similarly for the flow cases
run1 /run2 and run3 /run4. It consists in a flat behaviour of cp associated with small value
of cp for the circular leading-edge geometry. On the other hand, for right-angle corners,
the pressure field cp slightly decreases moving downstream the leading edge, dcp /dx < 0,
and the associated fluctuations, cp are more intense. Let us recall that, as previously
shown when analysing the behaviour of the friction coefficient, the presence or not of a
negative pressure gradient, dcp /dx < 0, is at the basis of the formation or not of the
secondary recirculating flow.
By moving downstream, the pressure recovery show significant differences which are
particularly interesting for the flow cases without trailing edge separation, i.e. run2,
run3 and run4. Indeed, these flow cases differentiate for the geometry of the leading
edge corner and for the presence or not of flow separation in the two sides of the plate.
Such a differences are physically located upstream but their effects are significant also in
the pressure recovery region downstream the reattachment. An homogenization of the
pressure distribution between the different cases is recovered for x > 7 only for cp since
the intensity of the fluctuations cp remain different for longer distances.
3.2

Single-point statistics

The behaviour of the mean velocity field for the different flow configurations is shown
in figure 3 with streamlines. We observe that the main recirculating region is strongly
affected by the shape of the leading-edge corner. Indeed, sharp leading-edge corners, run1
and run2, are found to produce thicker recirculating bubbles with respect to circular
leading-edge corners. The effect of the trailing-edge separation consists in a reduction
of the length of the recirculating zone, compare run1 and run2. On the other hand,
by comparing run3 and run4, we observe that the effect of the presence or not of a
separating flow in the two sides of the plate is less significant as far as it concerns the
8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Mean velocity field streamlines and isocontour of turbulent kinetic energy. (a) run1. (b) run2.
(c) run3. (d) run4.

height of the recirculating flow while a significant streamwise elongation is observed, see
also the reattachment lengths reported in table 3.
Interesting insights can be argued by analysing the behaviour of the turbulent kinetic
energy for the different flow configurations shown with isocontours in figure 3. It is evident
how the presence of a sharp leading-edge corners, beside producing a thicker flow recirculation, leads to a faster transition to turbulence. In other words, the initially laminar
leading-edge shear layer is found to develop instabilities and turbulence fluctuations, for
streamwise locations which, for the case of sharp leading-edge corners, are significantly
upstream with respect to smooth corners, compare the turbulent intensity levels of cases
run1 and run2 to the cases run3 and run4. This upstream shift of the main instabilities
9
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giving rise to turbulent transition is associated also to more intense turbulent fluctuations
. Indeed, for all the flow cases, the most intense fluctuations are reached in the shedding
region of the main recirculating bubble but, as highlighted by the higher levels of isocontours, these maxima are stronger for flow with sharp leading-edge corners with respect
to those with smooth corners. Beside the smaller extension of the induced recirculation,
the effect of the flow separation at the trailing-edge is also to increase the intensity of the
turbulent fluctuations, compare run1 to run2.
In closing this section, let us focus the analysis on the effect of the presence or not
of a flow separation in the two sides of the plate, cases run3 and run4. Indeed, as
already stated, the artificial removal of the possible interactions between the two sides
of the plate leads to significantly longer recirculating regions. As it is well known from
well-established literature results, see e.g. [18], longer recirculating regions are commonly
associated with lower turbulence levels. However, as shown here in quantitative terms,
the longer recirculating region of the flow case run4 is associated with roughly the same
levels of turbulent intensities of the flow case run3. Arguably, we conjecture that such a
difference in the reattachment length is related with the presence or not of a large scale
unsteadiness which takes the form of a flapping of the main recirculating bubble. The
resulting enlargement and shrinkage of the main recirculation, once averaged, leads to
a shorter mean reattachment length. The investigation of such a phenomenon is left to
future works. However, let us point out that, if confirmed, the well-known very large scale
unsteadiness could be explained as a phenomenon of connection between top and bottom
flow instabilities which give rise to a self-sustained feedback mechanisms in the form of a
flapping of the main recirculating bubble locked in phase opposition in the two sides of
the plate.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we exploit the ability of numerical simulations to manipulate the
flow conditions in order to understand how geometrically relevant parameters influence
the behaviour of separating and reattaching flows. To this aim we make use and prove the
reliability of high-order Discontinuous Galerkin methods for the solution of transitional
separating and reattaching phenomena.
The statistical analysis of the results reveals the role played by the leading-edge corner
geometry. It is found that sharp leading-edge corners give rise to a thicker recirculating
bubble and to the appearance of a secondary recirculating flow within it. This secondary
motion is associated with the presence of a negative streamwise pressure gradient peculiar
of sharp leading-edge corners. The picture is the following. The reverse flow induced by
the main recirculating bubble experience an adverse pressure gradient and detaches thus
giving rise to the secondary recirculation. The effects of the geometry of the leading-edge
corner are analysed also in terms of turbulent fluctuations which are found to be more
intense in the case of sharp corners. In particular, sharp corners are associated with an
amplification of the instabilities of the leading-edge shear layer thus giving rise to a faster
transition to turbulence.
The effect of the trailing-edge separation has been also analysed. It is found that
10
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a flow separation at the trailing-edge induces a smaller flow recirculation probably due
to the fact that the flow exploit more intense turbulent fluctuations. We argue that this
behaviour could be the result of a coupling phenomenon between shedding of vortices from
the recirculating bubble and from the trailing-edge which gives rise to a self-sustaining
mechanism. To support this, we refer to a future work where also frequency spectra are
taken into consideration.
Finally a preliminary study of the origin of the very-large scale unsteadiness of separating and reattaching flow is also reported. By analysing data from a simulation of the flow
around half-flat plate with circular leading-edge corner, we are able to avoid the presence
of a possible very large scale phenomenon of coupling of the flow separations occurring in
the two sides of the plate. We observe that the inhibition of such a process leads to longer
recirculating regions but retaining at the same time the same levels of turbulent intensity.
Since, it is well-known that longer recirculating regions are associated with lower turbulence levels, we conjecture that the origin of such a difference comes from the presence of
very long period of enlargement and shrinking of the main flow recirculation which leads
to a shorter reattachment length on average. If confirmed, this phenomenon could take
origin solely from a very large scale unsteadiness coupling the flow separation in the two
sides of the plate. However, also in this case, we refer to a future work where frequency
spectra are taken into consideration in order to provide more supporting evidence of the
phenomenon.
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Abstract. In recent years, a growing interest has been shown for hybrid RANS-LES
approaches and their application to high-fidelity simulations of massively separated flows.
Such modelling approach is intended as a way to go beyond the known limitations of the
RANS in simulating massively separated flows and the computational cost of LES, which
is nowadays still too demanding for a practical use.
The aim of this work is to show recent advancements of the eXtra-Large Eddy Simulation (X-LES) model [1] in the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) solver named MIGALE [2].
The main features of the X-LES formulation are: (i) a clearly defined subgrid-scale (SGS)
model based on the k-equation, (ii) a single turbulent kinetic energy equation switching dynamically between the RANS and LES formulations, (iii) the independence of the
model from the wall distance.
The LES formulation of the X-LES method has been validated and recalibrated using
the decay of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (DHIT). The sensitivity of the energy spectrum to X-LES model constants and mesh size has been evaluated. The X-LES
prediction capabilities have been demonstrated in the computation of external aerodynamic problems with massively separated flows, i.e. the flow around a circular cylinder
at Re = 105 and the shock wave/boundary layer interaction on a swept bump.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years an ever-increasing interest to go beyond the limited predictive capability of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation has been shown. In the
range of moderate Reynolds numbers, availability of large HPC resources now allows to
employ Large Eddy Simulation (LES) also in complex flow applications. In this context,
the practice of an implicit LES (ILES) based on the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method
showed to be very promising due to the good dispersion and dissipation properties of the
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method. However, to date, characteristic Reynolds numbers of many industrial applications are too large for a fully resolved LES. For these applications the use of a hybrid
RANS-LES model or a wall modelled LES approach seems mandatory.
In hybrid RANS-LES models the RANS equations are active close to solid walls, where
LES would be prohibitively costly, while LES is used in regions of separated flow where
larger eddies can be resolved. Among the hybrid approaches available in the literature,
the eXtra-Large Eddy Simulation (X-LES) method [1, 3] has three attractive features: (i)
independence from the wall distance; (ii) use in LES mode of a clearly defined subgridscale (SGS) model [5]; (iii) use of the k-ω turbulence model integrated to the wall.
Chapter 2 describes the implementation in MIGALE code of the X-LES method, while
in Chapter 3 the LES formulation of the hybrid method has been validated and recalibrated using the decay of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (DHIT), and the full
formulation prediction capabilities have been demonstrated in the computation of external aerodynamic problems with massively separated flows: the flow around a circular
cylinder at Re = 105 and the shock wave/boundary layer interaction on a swept bump.
2

THE X-LES HYBRID RANS-LES MODEL

The complete set of equations of the X-LES model implementation proposed by Bassi
et al. in [3, 4] can be written as
∂ρ
∂
+
(ρuj ) = 0,
∂t ∂xj

(1)

∂
∂p
∂
τji
∂
(ρui ) +
(ρuj ui ) = −
+
,
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(2)

∂
∂
∂
(ρE) +
(ρuj H) =
(ui τij − qj ) − Pk + Dk ,
∂t
∂xj
∂xj


∂
∂
∂k
∂
∗
(ρk) +
(µ + σ µ̄t )
+ Pk − Dk ,
(ρuj k) =
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj


∂
∂
∂ω

∂ω
 ∂ω
∂

(ρ
ω) +
(µ + σ µ̄t )
+ (µ + σ µ̄t )
(ρuj ω
) =
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xk ∂xk
+ Pω − Dω + CD ,

(3)
(4)

(5)

where ρ is the fluid density, E and H the stagnation or total energy and enthalpy per unit
mass, respectively, while the pressure p, the mean strain-rate tensor Sij , the turbulent
and total stress tensor, τ̂ij and τij , the heat flux vector q̂j and the limited values of eddy
viscosity µt are given by


1
p = (γ − 1)ρ E − uk uk ,
(6)
2


1 ∂ui ∂uj
,
(7)
+
Sij =
2 ∂xj
∂xi
2
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τij = 2µt



1 ∂uk
2
τij = 2µ Sij −
δij + τij ,
− ρkδij ,
3
3 ∂xk


µt
∂h
µ
+
,
qj = −
Pr Prt ∂xj



1 ∂uk
δij
Sij −
3 ∂xk



(8)
(9)

ρk
,
(10)
ω̂
where k = max (0, k). Here γ is the ratio of gas specific heats, P r and P rt are the molecular and turbulent Prandtl numbers. The production, destruction and cross diffusion terms
are




2
∂ui
1 ∂uk
∂ui
∗ ρ
Pk = τij
, Pω = α α ωr Sij −
δij − ρδij
,
(11)
∂xj
e
3 ∂xk
3
∂xj


∂k ∂ ω
ρ

∗
ω
r
Dk = β ρk̄ ω̂, Dω = βρe , CD = σd ωr max
,0 .
(12)
e
∂xk ∂xk
In this implementation, being k limited to zero, X-LES actually switches between
three different flow models: Implicit-LES (ILES), LES with a well defined explicit SGS
model [5] and RANS closed by the k-ω model. The automatic switching among the models
is obtained through the definition of a “composite” specific dissipation rate

√ 
k̄
ω̂ = max eωr ,
,
(13)
C1 ∆
µt = α ∗

where ∆ is the SGS filter width and C1 a model coefficient. Although in the literature the
filter width parameter is often related to the local mesh spacing, here a constant value
has been used over the whole computational mesh. A constant value has been also used
by Kok [1] for some of the test cases.
The variable ω
r in the source terms of Eqs. 4 and 5 and in the “composite” specific
dissipation rate definition in Eq. 13 indicates that ω
 must fulfill a suitably defined “realizability” condition, which sets a lower bound on ω
 . This constraint ensures that X-LES,
regardless of being in RANS or LES mode, predicts positive normal turbulent stresses
and satisfies the Schwarz inequality for shear stresses
ρu2
i ≥ 0,
2
ρui uj

i = 1, 2, 3,

2
≤ ρu2
i ρuj ,

i, j = 1, 2, 3,

i = j,

(14)

where ui indicates the fluctuating part of the i-th component of the velocity and the
overline symbol the temporal average operator.
Being in X-LES both the Reynolds and the subgrid stress tensor modelled according
to the Boussinesq hypothesis, an overall “realizability” condition can be enforced through
the definition of a suitably modified specific dissipation rate. In fact, after some algebra,
Eqs. 14 can be written in terms of modelled stresses as


eω
1 ∂uk
≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3,
(15)
− 3 Sii −
α∗
3 ∂xk
3
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2


eω
1 ∂uk eω
− 3 Sii + Sjj −
α∗
3 ∂xk α∗




1 ∂uk
1 ∂uk
2
+9 Sii −
Sjj −
− Sij ≥ 0,
3 ∂xk
3 ∂xk

(16)
i, j = 1, 2, 3,

i = j.

Let us denote with a the maximum value of the unknown eω /α∗ that fulfills the inequalities 15 and 16. The lower bound ω
r0 that guarantees realizable stresses is then given
by
eωr0
= a.
(17)
α∗
Since in this work the underlaying turbulence model is the high-Reynolds version of k-ω,
α∗ is constant and the solution of Eq. 17 is trivial. The “realizability” constraint can be
finally enforced as
ω
r = max (
ω, ω
r0 ) .
(18)

3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

X-LES equations are here discretized in space according to the DG method, see [3]
for details. The accurate high-order time integration is here performed by means of the
multi-stage linearly implicit (Rosenbrock-type) Runge-Kutta schemes. In particular, the
three stages, order three (ROS3P) scheme of Lang and Verwer [6] has been used. An
extended review of several Rosenbrock schemes as well as their coefficients are reported
in [7]. The solver relies on PETSc, [9], for the linear solvers and to manage distributed
arrays and the communication among them.
3.1

DECAY OF ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE

The decay of homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (DHIT) has been investigated to
test the X-LES formulation as pure LES. The numerical results have been compared to
the experiment of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [8]. In the experiment, the turbulence was
generated by a grid with mesh size M = 50.8 mm and for an inlet velocity u = 10 m/s.
The Reynolds number, based on these scales, is Re = uM/ν = 34000. The energy spectra
E (λ, t) were measured at three stations along the flow, at positions 42M , 98M and 171M
from the grid.
As suggested by Kok et al. [1], LES describes a filtered velocity field and a proper
comparison with the experimental data requires the filtering of the experimental data
with the same function. The second-order top-hat filter, which consists of averaging over
the filter width in physical space has been adopted and the one dimensional filter function


sin 12 λ∆
f (λ, ∆) =
,
(19)
1
λ∆
2
where λ =| λ | and ∆ = L/32 has been extended to the three dimensional case by
assuming isotropy.
4
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Figure 1: DIT. Isosurface of Q-criterion coloured with vorticity magnitude contours at t+ = 42 (left)
and t+ = 171 (right), P3 solution approximation and 323 mesh

In the simulations, a cubic box 2π × 2π × 2π has been used as domain with periodic
boundary conditions. The turbulent flow inside the domain moves along with the mean
velocity of the flow. The initial solution consists of a random velocity field generated
from the filtered experimental energy spectrum measured at the first station, i.e. at
time t+ = tu/M = 42, during the experiment. In fact, the experimental energy spectra
have been filtered according to this equation to determine an initial velocity field for the
computations, at t+ = 42, and to compare the numerical results at t+ = 98 and t+ = 171.
Figure 1 shows the isosurface of Q-criterion coloured with vorticity magnitude contours
at t+ = 42 (left) and t+ = 171 (right) for a P3 solution approximation.
The simulations have been carried out on 323 cubic elements with linear edges with
3
P solution approximation. The time-step has been set equal to ∆t+ = 1.5. The X-LES
formulation has been used in pure LES mode, with the initial value of k given by
k=

1
(C1 ∆)2 S.
∗
β

(20)

The sensitivity to the model coefficient C1 has been investigated, using three different
values: 0.05, 0.06 and 0.07. As shown in Fig. 2, the numerical energy spectra at t+ = 98
and t+ = 171 obtained for C1 = 0.06 are in good agreement with the filtered experimental
energy spectra.
3.2

FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER AT Re∞ = 105

The first testcase for the full formulation of X-LES is the unsteady flow around a
circular cylinder at a Reynolds number Re = 105 , based on the cylinder diameter d.
5
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Figure 2: DIT. Filtered energy spectra at t+ = 98 (left) and t+ = 171 (right) for different model
L
, 323 mesh, P3 solution approximation
coefficient C1 , ∆ = 32

The boundary layer is laminar until the separation, where the turbulent transition occurs
immediately after the separation.
The flow is assumed to be periodic in the spanwise direction, with a period equal
to twice the cylinder diameter. The mesh has 29630 hybrid elements, hexaedra in the
boundary layer and prism outside, with quadratic edges. The 2D mesh (extruded in
the third direction) has been generated with a high-order version of a fully automated
in-house hybrid mesh generator based on the advancing-Delaunnay strategy [10]. The
far-field boundary is at 20 chords. The elements in circumferential direction are 60 and in
span-wise direction are 10, where the non-dimensional distance of the first mesh line from
the wall is equivalent to y1+ ∼ 1. The mesh shows a refinement in the wake area, where
X-LES should be in the LES formulation. The mesh density near (x/d, y/d) = (0.75, 0.5)
is 6 × 10−2 , two times coarser than the resolution used by Kok et al. in [1] and by Travin
et al. [11] (∼ 3 × 10−2 ).
The filter width has been set to the value ∆ = 10−3 . Fig. 3 shows the isosurfaces
of Q-criterion coloured with vorticity magnitude around the cylinder with X-LES and
URANS equations. Notice that flow-field computed by the hybrid method shows chaotic
three-dimensional turbulent structures, which are not present in the URANS solution.
Fig. 4 shows the pressure coefficient, CP , along the cylinder and the time history of the
lift, CL , and drag, CD coefficients on the average time interval (∼ 20 vortex shedding).
X-LES gives a substantial improvement over URANS results, which strongly underpredict
the pressure, and are in good agreement with the experimental data by Fage and Falkner
[12]. The computed mean value for CD = 1.12 is in agreement with the experimental
value reported by Fage and Falkner [12] (Cd = 1.06) and Achenbach [12] (Cd = 1.18).
The mean streamwise velocity along the centreline of the cylinder and the mean crossflow velocity profile at x/D = 1 are shown in Fig. 5 and compared with experimental
data of Tremblay [13] (corresponding to a Reynolds number Re = 1.4 × 105 ).

6
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Figure 3: Cylinder. Isosurface of Q-criterion coloured with vorticity magnitude with k − ω (left) and
X-LES (right), P3 solution approximation
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Figure 4: Cylinder. Pressure coefficient Cp (left) and lift and drag coefficient (right), P3 solution
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mean crossflow velocity profile at x/D = 1 (right), P3 solution approximation
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Figure 6: Transonic flow on a bump. p/pin on the channel floor at y = 0.15, y = 0.60 and y = 1.05, P2
solution approximation

3.3

TRANSONIC FLOW IN A CHANNEL WITH A BUMP

In this section some preliminary results describing the X-LES model prediction capabilities in presence of shock waves are presented. In this problem the flow moves in a
channel made of a converging diverging section with three flat faces and a swept bump
on the lower wall [15]. The strong interactions between shocks and the boundary layers
lead to the formation of several flow separations that generate complex vortical structures
and secondary flows. The solutions have been computed for the following inlet conditions:
M = 0.75 and ReH = 1.13×106 . Results have been compared with experimental data [14]
and a DG solution based on a “standard” RANS model. Computations have been performed up to P2 polynomial approximation on a 72 960 hexahedral elements mesh with
quadratic edges. X-LES has been accurately integrated in time with the ROS3P scheme
and a fixed filter width value ∆ = 5e − 2. The pressure distribution on the floor at
different sections of the channel are shown and compared with RANS and experiments in
Fig. 6. Although significant differences between the RANS and X-LES Mach contours are
observed in Figure 7, both the models are able to reasonably predict the shocks positions.
In particular X-LES seems to predict slightly better the first shock location although some
spurious oscillation, probably due to the boundary condition imposition, are observed at
the channel outlet.

8
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Figure 7: Transonic flow on a bump. k − ω (left) and X-LES (right) at y = 0.1 and y = 0.9

4

CONCLUSIONS

This work shows recent developments and applications of eXtra-Large Eddy Simulation
(X-LES) model in the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) solver named MIGALE. The LES
formulation of the X-LES method has been validated and recalibrated using the decay of
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence (DHIT). The sensitivity of the energy spectrum
to X-LES model constants and mesh size has been evaluated. The X-LES prediction
capabilities have been demonstrated in the computation of external aerodynamic problems
with massively separated flows, i.e. the flow around a circular cylinder at Re = 105 and
the shock wave/boundary layer interaction on a swept bump.
The performance, in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency, have been compared with RANS model and experimental data. In the framework of the adopted DG
method, X-LES method proved to be robust and able to correctly deal with separated
flows, improving the predicting capabilities over RANS model.
Work is in progress to extend the application of the hybrid method to other unsteady
test cases, possibly considering problems of industrial relevance, and to move towards
very-large scale parallel computations (ten of thousands cores).
5
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Abstract. In wall-modeled large eddy simulations (WM-LES) based on wall-stressmodels, flow scales are resolved in the outer boundary layer and modeled in the inner
layer. In order to avoid the so-called “log-layer mismatch”, we take the thickness hwm of
the wall-modeled layer not to be the typically used frist grid layer thickness, but we take
it independent of the grid as 20% of the boundary layer thickness. Important input to the
wall-shear-stress approach is the near-wall velocity profile for which various approximations exist. In this work, we compare the results of the wall-shear-stress approach with the
near-wall velocity profile given by Reichardt’s law to the results of the wall-shear-stress
approach where the near-wall velocity profile is given by DNS data. The WM-LES approach is implemented in the context of implicit large eddy simulations (ILES) based on
high-order Discontinuous Galerkin methods. Numerical results are shown for the periodic
channel flow. Comparisons are given for wall-modeled ILES to ILES (without wall-model)
as well as to DNS data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, large eddy simulations (LES) are feasible for flows of low and moderate
Reynolds numbers. For high Reynolds number flows they are computationally too expensive due to the grid resolution requirements near the walls. Wall-modeled large eddy
simulations (WM-LES) offer a way to reduce the resolution requirements near the wall
and thus the computational cost.
In this work we consider a WM-LES method based on wall-stress-models. The basic
idea in WM-LES is to resolve the flow scales in the outer boundary layer (y > hwm ) and
to model the inner layer (y < hwm ) where hwm = 0.2δ is the thickness of the wall-modeled
layer and δ is the boundary layer thickness. In a wall-stress-model approach the no-slip
wall boundary condition is replaced by a slip-wall boundary condition and the viscous
boundary flux is modified according to a shear stress at the wall. The wall stress to be
prescribed at a boundary point is obtained from a given near-wall velocity profile with
input data taken from the flow field at a point located in a distance of hwm normal to
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the wall. Particular emphasis in this work is laid on hwm being defined without reference
to the computational mesh. In particular, we do not take hwm to be the first cell layer
thickness, like in e.g. [2], but we take hwm = 0.2δ due to which the input data to the
near-wall velocity profile might originate from several (possibly in the order of 10) nearwall cell layers distance from the wall boundary. As argued in Larsson et al.[6], hwm
being defined grid independent allows to generate grid converged WM-LES results which
requires a first layer thickness h1 < hwm and avoids the so-called “log-layer mismatch”. In
addition, not requiring hwm = h1 increases the flexibility of grids usable in this WM-ILES
approach which significantly simplifies the generation of new grids.
In this work the WM-LES approach is implemented in the context of implicit large
eddy simulations (ILES) based on high-order Discontinuous Galerkin methods.
In the following, we introduce the notations and the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in Section 2. We give details on the wall-modeled ILES approach in Sections 3,
details on the spatial and temporal discretization in Section 4, and we show numerical
results in Section 5 applying the approach to the channel flow test case at a friction
Reynolds number of Reτ = 395.
2

THE COMPRESSIBLE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
We consider the compressible Navier-Stokes equations
∂u
+ ∇ · (F c (u) − F v (u, ∇u)) = 0 in Ω.
∂t

(1)

Here, the vector of conservative variables u, the convective flux F c = (f1c , f2c , f3c ), and the
diffusive flux F v = (f1v , f2c , f3c ) are given by






ρvj
0
ρ
,
τij
(2)
u =  ρvi  , fjc (u) =  ρvi vj + pδij  , fjv (u, ∇u) = 
ρE
ρHvj
τjk vk + KTxj

for i, j = 1, 2, 3, where ρ, v = (v1 , v2 , v3 ) , p and E denote the density, velocity vector,
pressure and specific total energy, respectively. Here, H is the specific total enthalpy given
by H = E + ρp = e + 12 v2 + ρp where e is the specific static internal energy. The pressure
is determined by the equation of state of an ideal gas p = (γ − 1)ρe, where γ = cp /cv is
the ratio of specific heat capacities at constant pressure, cp , and constant volume, cv ; for
dry air, γ = 1.4. Furthermore, the viscous stress tensor is given by τ = µS where µ is
the dynamic viscosity coefficient, and S = ∇v + (∇v) − 23 (∇ · v)I the traceless strain
tensor. Finally, K is the thermal
conductivity
coefficient, and the temperature T is given


by e = cv T where KT = Pµγr E − 12 v2 , and P r = µcKp = 0.72 is the Prandtl number.
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations (1) on the domain Ω ⊂ R3 are subject to
boundary conditions on the boundary Γ = ∂Ω, in particular, periodic boundary conditions
on Γperiodic ⊂ Γ, and no-slip (vanishing velocity) wall boundary conditions and adiabatic
conditions,
v = 0, n · ∇T = 0,
2
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Figure 1: Flow field data at pdonor is used to define the viscous flux in the boundary point pdest .

at adiabatic walls ΓW,adia ⊂ Γ. Here, the viscous flux in normal direction reduces to
n · F v (u, ∇u) = (0, (τ n)i , n · (τ v)) ,

(4)

with (τ n)i = τij nj and n · (τ v) = nj τjk vk .
3

THE WALL-STRESS-MODEL APPROACH

In the wall-stress-model approach considered the no-slip wall boundary condition is
replaced by a slip (vanishing normal velocity, n · v = 0) wall boundary condition, and
instead of prescribing the two tangential velocity components to zero the boundary flux
is modified to prescribe a specific wall shear stress τw at the boundary.
While the shear stress evaluated directly at the wall is subject to an underresolved
turbulent flow close to the wall, the basic idea in the wall-stress-model approach is that
information for the evaluation of an improved value of τw is taken from the flow field in a
region close to the wall but sufficiently far from the wall such that flow scales are resolved.
Typically this information is retrieved from the flow field in a distance of 0.2δ from the
wall, where δ is the boundary layer thickness.
In detail, the wall-stress-model approach considered consists of following steps: For
each integration point pdest on a wall-modeled boundary face:
1. (In a pre-processing step) find a point pdonor normal to the wall in a distance of
(approx.) y = 0.2δ to pdest .
2. From the solution (instantaneous flow field) at point pdonor (cf. Figure 1) take
• the tangential velocity vt = (I − n × n)v,

• the density ρ, the kinematic viscosity ν, and

• the distance y = dist(pdonor , pdest ).

3
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3. Solve u+ (y + ) = |vt |/uτ with y + = yuτ /ν for the friction velocity uτ by solving
F (uτ ) = |vt |/uτ − u+ (yuτ /ν) = 0

(5)

for uτ using Newton’s method.
4. Compute the wall shear stress τw = ρu2τ .
5. In pdest apply a slip-wall boundary condition and a viscous numerical flux n · F v
with prescribed τw .
Here, u+ (y + ) with u+ = u/uτ and y + = yuτ /ν is the near-wall velocity profile for which
various algebraic approximations are available, e.g.
• the logarithmic law-of-wall (log-law): u+ (y + ) = min(y + , ln(y + )/κ + c), and
• the Reichardt’s law-of-wall: u+ (y + ) = ln(1 + κy + )/κ + A(1 − e−y

+ /B

− y + /Be−y

+ /C

).

Note, that in Section 5 we compare our numerical solutions against these algebraic approximations with the Karman constant κ = 0.38 and the constant c = 4.1 [8], and
A = c − ln(κ)/κ, B = 11 and C = 3 [2].
At the wall-modeled boundary the viscous (normal and adiabatic) flux (4) is replaced
by a viscous flux which prescribes the wall shear stress τw (cf. Step 5 above). For this,
we split the vector τ n into a wall normal and a wall tangential part as follows
τ n = (τ n)n + (τ n)t ,

(6)

with (τ n)n = (n ⊗ n)(τ n), and (τ n)t = (I − n ⊗ n)(τ n), such that (τ n)t · n = 0. Note,
that the space of tangential vectors is a two-dimensional space. Given a (normalized)
tangential velocity vector v̂t = vt /|vt |, with vt = (I − n ⊗ n)v one could further split
(τ n)t into a part orthogonal and a part parallel to v̂t ,
τ n = (τ n)n + (τ n)t,v̂t⊥ + (τ n)t,v̂ .
t

(7)

For wall-modelled (I)LES the no-slip adiabatic boundary ΓW,adia with condition (3) is
replaced by a slip-wall boundary ΓW,slip with condition v · n = 0, and a viscous boundary
flux is used including a prescribed tangential
(τ n)wm
= −τw v̂t ,
t

(8)

where the wall shear stress τw value is obtained from a wall model. There are various
possible formulations of the resulting viscous boundary flux (cf. Table 1). Given that
the adiabatic no-slip wall boundary condition (3) prescribes four boundary quantities we
prefer variant A) in Table 1 over the others due to the matching number of prescribed
boundary quantities.

4
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Table 1: Slip wall boundary with wall shear stress prescribing viscous boundary flux.

v · n = 0 and the viscous
(normal) boundary flux given by

# of prescribed
quantities

A)


n · F v = (0, (τ n)n + (τ n)wm
t , n · (τ v))

4 

B)


n · F v = (0, (τ n)n + (τ n)wm
t , n · (τ v) + Kn · ∇T )

3 

C)


n · F v = (0, 0 + (τ n)wm
t , n · (τ v))

5 

D)


n · F v = (0, (τ n)n + (τ n)t,v̂t⊥ + (τ n)wm
t , n · (τ v))

3 

Variant

4

THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION

The compressible Navier-Stokes equations (1) are discretized in space using the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method. To this end, let the domain Ω be subdivided into a
shape-regular mesh Th = {κ} consisting of (possibly curved) elements κ. Furthermore,
let Vhp be the finite element space consisting of discontinuous vector-valued polynomial
functions of degree p ≥ 0 on Th , then the DG discretization of (1) is given by (cf. [4, 5]):
Find uh in Vhp such that


c

Ω

v

(−F (uh ) + F (uh , ∇h uh )) : ∇h vh dx +
+



κ∈Th



κ∈Th

∂κ

∂κ


ĥh − σ̂ h n · vh ds





(ûh − uh ) ⊗ n : G (uh )∇vh ds = 0 (9)

for all vh ∈ Vhp , where n|∂κ denotes the outward unit normal vector to the boundary
∂κ of element κ. Here, the convective and diffusive numerical flux functions, ĥh and
σ̂ h , are approximations to the normal convective flux and the diffusive flux, n · F c (uh )
and F v (uh , ∇h uh ), respectively. On an interior face ∂κ ∩ ∂κ between two neighboring
elements κ, κ ∈ Th , the numerical flux functions
−
ĥh = ĥ(uh , n) = ĥ(u+
h , uh , n),
−
+
−
σ̂ h = σ̂(uh , ∇uh ) = σ̂(u+
h , uh , ∇uh , ∇uh ),

(10)

−
+
connect the interior and the exterior traces, u+
h and uh , and their derivatives, ∇uh and
∇u−
h , of uh . On a boundary face ∂κ ∩ Γ = ∅, the numerical boundary flux functions,

ĥh |Γ = ĥΓ,h = ĥΓ (u+
h , n),
+
σ̂ h |Γ = σ̂ Γ,h = σ̂ Γ (uh , ∇u+
h ).

5
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depend on the interior trace u+
h , directly and/or through the boundary function uΓ (·)
which on the wall boundary is given by
uΓ (uh ) = (uh,1 , 0, uh,5 )


1
0
0
uΓ (uh ) =  0 I − n ⊗ n 0  uh
0
0
1

on ΓW,adia ,

(12)

on ΓW,slip .

(13)

Similarly, the vector-valued numerical flux function ûh in (9) is an approximation to uh
−
+
and is given by ûh = û(uh ) = û(u+
h , uh ) on interior faces and by ûh |Γ = ûΓ,h = ûΓ (uh ) on
v
boundary faces. Finally, G(u) denotes the homogeneity tensors defined by fk (u, ∇u) =
Gkl (u)∂u/∂xl , k, l = 1, 2, 3. Assuming that the numerical fluxes ĥh and σ̂ h are consistent,
then (9) is a consistent discretization (cf. [4]) of the flow equations (1). The total drag
and lift coefficients, CD and CL , are given by


J(u) =
(p n − τ n) · ψ ds =
(p ni − τij nj ) ψi ds,
(14)
ΓW

ΓW

1
(cos(α), 0, sin(α))
C∞

or ψ l = C1∞ (− sin(α), 0, cos(α)) for the
where ψ is given by ψ d =
drag and lift coefficient, respectively, α is the angle of attack, and C∞ = q∞ A, where
q = 21 ρ|v|2 denotes the dynamic pressure, A denotes a reference area and subscripts ∞
indicate freestream quantities. Let the total force coefficients (14) be discretized by
 

Jh (uh ) =
ĥΓ,h − σ̂ Γ,h n · ψ̃ ds,
(15)
ΓW

with ψ̃ = (0, ψ, 0) , then (9) is an adjoint consistent discretization (cf. [4]) of the flow
equations (1) which is required for an optimal order of convergence of the force coefficients.
The discontinuous Galerkin discretization employed is based on an ortho-normalized
basis defined in physical space. This non-parameteric approach is particularly well suited
for agglomeration multigrid [1]. The Roe flux is used for convective terms, and the BR2
scheme with Cbr2 = 2 is employed for viscous terms. On (wall and periodic) boundaries
the same numerical fluxes are taken like on interior faces [4]. According to (15) also the
force coefficients are evaluated based on the same numerical boundary fluxes.
For the discretization in time we employ a 5-stage SDIRK (single coefficient diagonal
implicit Runge-Kutta) method of order 4 (cf. Table 2 or [3]). The nonlinear problem
in each stage of the implicit time iteration scheme is solved fully implicitely using a
Backward-Euler iteration which recovers Newton’s method for high CFL numbers. The
linear problems in each of the implicit solver steps are solved with a block-Jacobi preconditioned GMRes method. The blocks are given by lines and are inverted using the
Thomas’ algorithm.
5
5.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The channel flow test case

The channel flow is considered in a box [0, Lx ] × [0, Ly ] × [0, Lz ] with Lx = 6.4, Ly = 2δ,
Lz = 3.2 and the boundary layer thickness δ = 1 (cf. Figure 2). Top and bottom
6
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Table 2: L-stable 5-stage SDIRK method of order 4 [3].
1
4
3
4
11
20
1
2

1

1
4
1
2
17
50
371
1360
25
24
25
24

1
4
1
- 25
137
- 2720
- 49
48
- 49
48

1
4
15
544
125
16
125
16

1
4
- 85
12
- 85
12

1
4
1
4

Figure 2: Channel flow at Reδ = 6875: Instantaneous flow field after 600 CTU.

boundaries are walls, all remaining boundaries are treated as periodic boundaries. In the
following computational results the bulk Reynolds number Reδ = Ubulk δ/ν and the Mach
number M is prescribed. The flow is forced in x-direction by a non-vanishing pressure
gradient dp/dx. Instead of the bulk velocity
Ubulk = 1/Ainflow



Lz
0



Ly

u dy dz,

(16)

0

with Ainflow = Ly Lz we consider the mass flow rate averaged over the domain
ṁ = 1/Lx



Lz
0



Ly
0



Lx

ρu dx dy dz,

(17)

0

and impose the pressure gradient dp/dx such that the prescribed mass flow rate ṁ is
obtained. In each time step dp/dx is modified such that ṁ is retained.
7
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Figure 3: Channel flow at Reδ = 6875: Flow field averaged over tc ∈ [570, 600] and z ∈ [0, Lz ].

Figure 4: Grid for the channel flow: 61x64x64=249856 elements.

For post-processing the flow field is averaged over (a multiple of) 30 convective time
units (CTU equals Lx /U ), averaged over z ∈ [0, Lz ] (cf. Figure 3) and averaged over
x ∈ [0, Lx ]. From the averaged flow field we compute the viscous drag coefficient Cdf and
the wall
 shear stress τw from the viscous fluxes on the boundary. The friction velocity
uτ = τw /ρ then gives the resulting friction Reynolds number Reτ = uτ δ/ν.
In the following we consider the channel flow test case of at the friction Reynolds
number (of approximately) Reτ = 392 and a Mach number M = 0.1. For this we prescribe
the associated bulk Reynolds number Reδ = 6875 and measure the quality of the flow
solution by considering the deviation of the friction Reynolds number obtained by our
ILES and WM-ILES computations against the friction Reynolds number Reτ,DNS = 392.24
obtained in DNS computations by Moser [7].
5.2

Computational grid for the channel flow

For the channel flow test case at Reτ = 392 we consider a grid with 61×64×64 = 249856
elements (cf. Figure 4). Originally being generated for hybrid RANS/LES computations
[9], this grid has an ∆y + = 0.78, ∆x+ = 41.15 and ∆z + = 19.61 (∆y = 0.002, ∆x = 0.105
and ∆z = 0.05), and a ∆y stretching factor of 1.14.
5.3

ILES reference computations

For the channel flow test case and the grid described in the previous two subsections
we perform a series of ILES computations which will serve as reference solutions when
jugding the quality of the WM-ILES computations in Section 5.4.
The 5-stage SDIRK method described in Section 4 is used with time step size ∆tc = 0.01
8
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Table 3: Channel flow at Reδ = 6875: p-refinement on mesh of 61x64x64=249856 elements.

p
1

2

3

DoFs/eqn
1.0e6

2.5e6

5.0e6

p-ref.
tc
0 - 450

continued
tc

Reτ

450 - 510
510 - 570

293.08
291.23

540 - 600

379.88
379.41

570 - 630
630 - 690

391.86
392.48

450 - 480
480 - 540
540 - 570

(in convective time units). Each stage of this implicit RK method is solved using a (slightly
regularized) Newton method (as given by a Backward-Euler iteration with CFL=1015 ) up
to a nonlinear residual of 10−4 . The (exact) Jacobian matrix is assembled once per
timestep and 3 (line-preconditioned) GMRES iterations are performed on each linear
system.
Using the DG discretization described in Section 4 we start from freestream with
the ortho-normalized basis of polynomial degree 1 for 450 convective time units (CTU),
subsequently performing two global p-refinements, we continue with a polynomial degree
2 for 90 CTU and with a polynomial degree 3 for another 30 CTU. The computations are
then further continued for averaging the solutions and evaluating velocity correlations.
Details of these computations are given in Table 3. For each of the polynomial degrees
p = 1, 2 and 3 (column 1), it includes the number of degrees of freedoms per equation
(DoFs/eqn) in colum 2, the simulation time in convective time units between p-refinement
steps (col. 3) and for continued averaging (col. 4) and the friction Reynolds numbers
obtained in column 5. Here, we see that while there is quite a large deviation of the
resulting friction Reynolds numbers Reτ for p = 1 and p = 2 from the friction Reynolds
number Reτ,DNS = 392.24 by Moser[7], they are quite close for p = 3. Mach number
isosurfaces of the p = 3 (instantaneous) solution at tc = 600 are shown in Figure 2.
The resulting averaged u-velocities are shown in Figure 5 together with the averaging
period and the associated friction Reynolds numbers. Here, we see that while the p = 1
and p = 2 solution are quite far from the DNS solution, the p = 3 solution lies almost
on top of the DNS solution. In Figure 5 each of the p = 1, 2 and 3 velocity profiles is
normalized with the corresponding uτ value which differs in the three computations and
thus leads to different y + values of the opposite wall (between y + = 600 and y + = 800).
The same data normalized with a common value uτ,DNS is shown in Figure 6. Finally,
+
the Reynolds stresses vi vj for p = 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 7. Here, again, we see
quite a difference between the p = 2 results and the DNS results, but recognize that the
p = 3 results are very close to the DNS results.
9
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Figure 5: ILES for the channel flow: Velocity profiles u+ (y + ) of averaged solutions of the p = 1, 2
and 3 computations compared to DNS[7]. Normalization of u+ and y + is based on uτ of the p = 1, 2, 3
computations.

Figure 6: ILES for the channel flow: Velocity profiles u+ (y + ) of averaged solutions of the p = 1, 2 and
3 computations compared to DNS[7]. Normalization of u+ and y + is based on uτ,DNS .

10
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Figure 7: ILES for channel flow: Reynolds stresses vi vj
DNS[7]. Normalization is based on uτ,DNS .

5.4

+

of the p = 2 and 3 computations compared to

WM-ILES computations

In this section we now employ the wall-shear-stress approach described in Section 3
on the channel flow. In particular, we consider the wall-stress-model approach with the
near-wall velocity profile u+ (y + ) given by Reichardt’s law. As Reichardt’s law represents
an approximation only to the “exact” velocity profile as given by DNS (cf. Figure 5), we
consider the wall-shear-stress approach also with Reichardt’s law replaced by DNS data.
This allows us to investigate the difference incurred by considering an approximation
(like Reichardt’s law) only to the near-wall velocity profile, and the maximal theoretical
improvement which could be achieved when considering an improved(optimal) model of
the near-wall velocity profile.
Like for the LES computations in Section 5.3 we start from freestream with the wallshear-stress approach based on Reichardt’s law with p = 1, and subsequently increase the
polynomial degree to p = 2 and p = 3. Then each of the p = 1, 2 and 3 computations are
further continued for averaging. We perform the same steps independently for the wallshear-stress approach with u+ (y + ) given by DNS data. The resulting friction Reynolds
numbers are collected in Table 4. For each polynomial degree it includes the number of
degrees of freedom per equation, the friction Reynolds numbers Reτ obtained by ILES,
and those obtained by the two versions of WM-LES together with the deviation of the Reτ
values from Reτ,DNS given as percentages. Here we see that the Reτ values obtained by
WM-LES are higher while those of ILES are lower than Reτ,DNS . However, the Reτ values
of WM-LES are closer to Reτ,DNS than those of ILES. This is clearly visible for p = 1 but
still significant for p = 2. Furthermore, we see that the results of WM-ILES based on
Reichardt’s law are, as expected, not as good as those of WM-ILES with u+ (y + ) given by
11
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Table 4: Channel flow at Reδ = 6875: Comparison of friction Reynolds numbers for ILES and two
versions of WM-ILES (once u+ (y + ) is given by Reichardt’s law and once given by DNS data) compared
to Reτ,DNS [7]. Reτ values are computed from solutions averaged over 60 CTU (for ILES) and 120 CTU
(for WM-ILES). Deviations of computed Reτ values from Reτ,DNS are given as percentages.

p

DoFs/
eqn

1

1.0e6

2

2.5e6

3

5.0e6

WM-ILES
WM-ILES
DNS
ILES
u+ (y + )=Reichardt u+ (y + )=DNS data [Moser et al.]
Reτ
Reτ
Reτ
Reτ,DNS
293.08 (-25.3%)
415.24 (5.9%)
408.98 (4.3%)
291.23 (-25.8%)
418.81 (6.8%)
409.89 (4.5%)
415.09 (5.8%)
408.47 (4.1%)
379.88 (-3.2%)
403.75 (2.9%)
400.42 (2.1%)
392.24
379.41 (-3.3%)
404.93 (3.2%)
399.78 (1.9%)
391.86 (-0.1%)
392.48 (0.06%)

DNS data. Figure 8 shows the mean velocity profiles of the WM-LES computation based
on Reichardt’s law compared to those of ILES and DNS. Here, we see that in a large
range below and above y = 0.2δ the WM-LES profiles are closer to DNS than the ILES
profiles. This is clearly visible for p = 1, but a significant improvement is visible also for
the p = 2 results. In fact, in a region close to y = 0.2δ the p = 2 results of WM-LES are
almost on top of the p = 3 ILES results.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In the context of high-order Discontinuous Galerkin methods, we developed a wallmodeled ILES method based on wall-stress-models. The thickness hwm of the wallmodeled layer is taken as hwm = 0.2δ independent of the grid. We compared channel
flow computations based on ILES with those based on two versions of WM-ILES. Comparison of our numerical results to DNS data shows that the WM-ILES computations
give a significantly more accurate friction Reynolds number than the ILES computations.
Furthermore, the WM-ILES approach with the near-wall velocity profile given by Reichardt’s law is, as expected, not as accurate as the WM-ILES near-wall velocity profile
given by DNS data. The difference between the two WM-ILES computations shows the
maximal potential improvement in WM-ILES which could be gained by improving the
approximate near-wall velocity profile like Reichardt’s law.
Finally, we note that the computations shown were performed at a rather low Reynolds
number for which the flow is almost resolved. It remains to investigate the applicability
of the proposed approach to underresolved flows at higher Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8: Channel flow: WM-ILES (p = 1 and p = 2 with wall model given by Reichardt’s law)
compared to ILES (p = 1, 2 and 3) and DNS[7].
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Abstract. Adaptive refinement of unstructured hexahedral meshes is used to produce
series of nested grids. Tests show that these series can be used in grid convergence studies,
to estimate numerical uncertainties in computed forces and to study local flow features.

1

INTRODUCTION

Numerical simulation of fluid flow for today’s practical applications often involves the
use of unstructured grids. Modern unstructured grid generators allow the simulation of
complex geometries, while they can perform the mesh generation in an industrial context
largely automatically. Unfortunately, most unstructured mesh generators cannot precisely
control the local cell sizes and orientations throughout the mesh, which makes it difficult
to generate series of coarse to fine meshes where the ratios of the cell sizes are the same
throughout the mesh (so-called conformal or nested meshes). As such series of meshes
are needed for verification studies, this difficulty is one of the main bottlenecks for the
widespread adoption of verification on unstructured meshes.
We have recently shown [1] that adaptive grid refinement can create series of nested
unstructured grids, provided that the refinement is based on a metric criterion. Adaptive
refinement is the technique of locally refining an initial coarse grid by subdivision of
the cells, based on a refinement criterion which indicates where the flow needs a better
resolution. In the metric context, this criterion is a real field computed from the flow; the
mesh is refined such that the product of the local cell size and the criterion everywhere
is equal to a constant threshold value. Thus, if the criterion varies little when the mesh
is refined, all the cell sizes are proportional to this threshold. This implies that series of
meshes can be created by starting adaptive refinement from the same initial mesh and
simply varying the threshold value.
These simulations and grid refinement are performed with the ISIS-CFD unstructured
finite-volume incompressible RANS solver developed by the authors. This code is used
for the realistic simulation of industrial-type flows, it is available as the flow solver of
the FINE /Marine computing suite. Its adaptation method is based on the refinement
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of unstructured hexahedral grids by subdivision of the cells [2]. Anisotropic refinement,
where the cells are adapted to the flow both in size and in aspect ratio, is handled with
the metric tensor approach introduced by George and Borouchaki [3], modified for the
refinement of hexahedrals.
This paper is a summary of [1]. It presents series of grids that are created for two test
cases: a two-dimensional airfoil and a ship, the KVLCC2 tanker. The meshes are studied
to ascertain that they have the characteristics of nested grids. An established uncertainty
estimation method [4] is then applied to the computed series of forces, to see if useful
estimations are produced. Finally, visual inspection of the wakes is used to find out if the
local flow field can be brought close to grid independence.
2

FLOW SOLVER AND ADAPTIVE REFINEMENT

ISIS-CFD is an incompressible unsteady multifluid Navier-Stokes solver [5, 6]. This
section introduces the solver and its adaptive grid refinement method.
2.1

Discretisation and physical models

The solver is based on the finite volume method to build the spatial discretisation
of the transport equations. Pressure-velocity coupling is obtained through a Rhie &
Chow SIMPLE-type method. The discretisation is face-based, so cells with an arbitrary
number of arbitrarily-shaped faces are accepted; most computations are performed on
unstructured hexahedral meshes. The code is fully parallel using the MPI (Message
Passing Interface) protocol.
Turbulence is principally modelled with the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations and advanced turbulence closures, such as the anisotropic EASM model [5].
Furthermore, several Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) models are available. If a free
surface is present, it is captured with a mixture-model approach [6]. For brevity, the
other solver options are not described here.
2.2

Grid refinement method

The adaptive grid refinement technique in ISIS-CFD performs isotropic and anisotropic
refinement of unstructured hexahedral meshes. Adapted meshes are created by dividing
the cells of a coarse original grid into finer cells; this division can be repeated several
times until the desired cell sizes are obtained. Anisotropy is introduced by splitting cells
in one direction only. The mesh is adapted regularly during the computation in order to
follow the convergence of the flow; earlier refinements can be undone to account for the
changes in the flow as it converges.
To obtain anisotropic grid refinement, we use metric tensors as refinement criteria.
This technique was introduced for the generation of anisotropic tetrahedral cells [3], it
also provides a practical and flexible framework for the refinement of hexahedral meshes.
The refinement of the cells is decided as follows. First, the 3 × 3 criterion tensors Ci in
each cell i are computed (in some way) from the flow solution. In a hexahedral cell, let
the cell sizes di,j (j = 1, 2, 3) be the vectors between the opposing face centres in the three
2
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cell directions. The goal of the grid refinement is then to create a grid which is uniform
under the transformation C, which implies that:
Ci di,j  = Tr

∀i, j,

(1)

where Tr is a constant. This is accomplished by refining cells i in the direction j, until
Ci di,j  no longer exceeds the constant Tr . Equation (1) implies that the tensors C are
direct specifications of the desired cell sizes: in a converged refined grid, the cell sizes are
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the C.
The refinement criteria are based on the Hessian matrix of second spatial derivatives.
To adapt the mesh to pressure-based flows but also to boundary layers, wakes, and shear
layers, a criterion is chosen based on the Hessians of both the pressure and the velocity
[1]. To give equal importance to the different Hessian matrices, they are weighted in the
way in which they appear in the flux.
3

USING GRID REFINEMENT FOR CONVERGENCE STUDIES

To allow extrapolation towards the grid-independent solution, grid convergence studies
require a series of computations on different meshes for which the local truncation errors
vary proportionally to a single global mesh size parameter. Since truncation errors in
general depend on the shapes and orientations of the cells as well as on their size, such
meshes need to have cells of similar shape in any given position and the ratio of the cell
sizes between two meshes must be constant throughout the mesh (see for example [4]).
Metric-based anisotropic grid refinement methods such as the one outlined in section
2.2 can create series of geometrically similar unstructured meshes naturally. Thanks to
the use of metric tensors, the threshold Tr globally specifies the fineness of the grid: if the
refinement criterion remains constant as the mesh is refined, the mesh size everywhere
is proportional to Tr (equation 1). Furthermore, the refined grids are created by cell
division, so the refined cells conserve the shape and orientation of the cells in the original
grid. Thus, two meshes refined from the same original grid have similar cell shapes. This
means that series of geometrically similar meshes can be created by starting from the
same original grid and simply varying Tr .
A limitation of this approach is that the refinement procedure cuts cells in half, so
the cell sizes in the original grid can only be reduced by a power of two. Thus, if Tr is
reduced by anything other than a power of two between subsequent meshes, the cell sizes
are divided by the nearest power of two and the zones with cells of the same size become
larger or smaller (see figure 6 for an example). While such meshes still resemble each
other closely, they are not formally geometrically equivalent.
Furthermore, the mesh size is not proportional to Tr in those regions where the original
grid is not refined at all. To obtain grids that are similar in these zones, one could make
a different original grid for each threshold. However, if such grids are unstructured, they
are rarely exactly similar close to the walls, where the grid is deformed to follow the walls.
Thus, to improve the similarity in the unrefined parts of the mesh which are by definition
the least interesting for the flow, one would reduce the similarity in the most critical
3
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parts of the mesh, the near-wall regions. Therefore, we base our convergence studies on
the same original mesh for all grids.
4

NAKAYAMA B TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL

A first test of the proposed method is performed on a two-dimensional case. On two
different series of meshes, the convergence of the global forces and the related uncertainty
estimation is studied, as well as the grid-independence of the local flow.
4.1

Test case, computations and meshes

The test case is the Nakayama B airfoil, for which measurements of the velocity and
the turbulence intensity have been performed both in the boundary layers and in the
wake [7]. The airfoil is a supercritical profile with chord c = 61 cm, placed at α = 4o in
the centre of a 137 cm high test section. The flow is incompressible with Re = 1.2 · 106 .
Simulations are performed with the k − ω SST turbulence model.
The first series of meshes has a low-Reynolds (no-slip) boundary condition on the
airfoil. The original mesh for these computations has 5755 cells and y + ≈ 1 on the walls.
A second series is created with a wall-law boundary condition, for which the original grid
has 2623 cells and y + ≈ 30. √All series consist of ten meshes. For each mesh, the refinement
threshold Tr is divided by 2 with respect to the previous mesh (thus, the cell sizes are
halved every two meshes). The Tr go from 0.5000 to 0.0221.
0
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x/c 1

1.5

2

0.9

0.95

1

1.05 x/c 1.1

1.15

1.2

1.25

Figure 1: Refined mesh for the Nakayama airfoil with Tr = 0.125 and low-Reynolds wall boundary
condition. The right figure shows a close-up around the trailing edge.

Figure 1 shows the adaptively refined mesh with low-Reynolds boundary conditions
and Tr = 0.125. The mesh is refined around the pressure peak at the leading edge, as
well as in the boundary layer and wake. Concentrations of fine cells are found near the
outside of the wake, where the second derivatives of the velocities are high.
A detail of the meshes in figure 2 shows the grid convergence for three thresholds. This
figure confirms that as the threshold is halved, the refined cells become twice smaller.
The zones of fine cells have the same shape in the three figures and even though the
refinement is mostly isotropic, the small zones of anisotropic refinement between the
cells with different sizes are roughly similar. Furthermore, since these meshes come from
the same original grid, the orientations of the cells are identical. If this is enough for
convergence studies, will be seen below.
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Figure 2: A detail of the low-Reynolds meshes, for progressively finer thresholds. Left to right: Tr =
0.125, Tr = 0.0625, and Tr = 0.0313.

4.1.1

Estimated uncertainties

For all computations, the convergence of the force coefficients Cd = Fx /( 12 ρV 2 cb) and
Cl = Fy /( 12 ρV 2 cb) is studied, where the forces are computed on a wing segment of unit
span b = 1. Uncertainty estimations are performed following Eça and Hoekstra [4].
The dependence of Cd and Cl on Tr is shown in figure 3; starting from the third grid,
estimated uncertainties are included. To resemble the usual type of convergence study
where a large number of grids is not available, the uncertainties on each grid are computed
from not more than five grids: the grid itself and the previous four, if these exist.
The low-Reynolds grids provide the most complete simulation of the flow, since the
wake and the boundary layer are fully resolved. Figure 3a shows a convergence for Cd
that appears asymptotic with some superimposed high-frequency noise. The uncertainty
estimation works well here: all the uncertainty intervals contain the actual converged Cd
and those computed with five or four grids (Tr ≤ 0.1768) are not excessively large. For Cl ,
even on the coarsest grids, the computed values are close to the solution on the finest grid.
Unfortunately, this means that the convergence is dominated by noise so the estimated
uncertainties are high; the estimation cannot show how good the coarse-grid solutions
really are. Realistic error bars are obtained for Tr ≤ 0.0625.
Similar results are obtained for the wall law series (figure 3b), so the use of the wall
law does not perturb the grid convergence. However, this boundary condition introduces
a modelling error so the two series do not converge to the same value for Cd . For the
thresholds Tr ≤ 0.0625, the uncertainty intervals for Cd do not overlap between the lowReynolds and the wall law series. Thus, the two series can be used to compute the
modelling error reliably.
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Figure 3: Convergence of drag coefficient Cd and lift coefficient Cl for the Nakayama airfoil, with respect
to the threshold Tr . Low-Reynolds grid (a) and wall-law grid (b). The two vertical axes are scaled such
that error bars of the same length for Cd and for Cl indicate the same relative uncertainty.

4.2

Grid-independence of the local flow

Much of the interest of grid adaptation is in the precise computation of local flow
details. Therefore, this section studies the grid convergence of the near and far wake.
Figure 4 gives the velocity and one component of the turbulent fluctuation for the two
series. Judging visually from the distance between the curves, on the Tr = 0.0442 grid
the solution is converged, the Tr = 0.0884 grid is close, and the Tr = 0.1768 grid already
gives the right tendencies.
The results are not the same for low-Reynolds and wall-law boundary conditions. The
most notable effect of the wall law is the attenuation of the turbulence peak at the
trailing edge in the near wake, which corresponds to the position where the grids differ
most (figures 1b and c). However, even in the far wake a reduction in the velocity defect
and the turbulence intensity can be seen due to the wall law.
Compared with the experiments [7], the shape of the turbulence profiles is well captured
in both cases but the intensity is too low, so the wake and the boundary layer are too thin.
Also, unlike the experiments, the edges of the wake are sharp in the numerical solutions.
This is only observed because of the extra-fine grid around the edge of the wake (figure
1b); on coarser refined grids and therefore on standard boundary layer grids also, the
numerical solution is closer to the experiments. This modelling error is therefore only
visible thanks to the adaptive refinement.
Thus, from the Tr = 0.0884 grids on, the differences between the solutions in one series
are small compared with the difference between low-Reynolds and wall-law solutions.
Both these differences are small with respect to the distance between the simulations and
the experiments. Thus, the Tr = 0.0884 grid and all finer grids indicate modelling errors
in the wake reliably.
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Figure 4: Velocity V (left lines) and fluctuation correlation u u (right lines) in the wake of the Nakayama
airfoil, at 0.01c (a, c) and 2.0c (b, d) behind the trailing edge. Low-Reynolds boundary conditions (a, b)
and wall law (c, d).

5

KVLCC2 TANKER

The flow around the KVLCC2 tanker ship has a complex aftbody flow with boundary
layer separation and different vortical structures; figure 5 gives a global view of the flow
field, with the thickening and separation of the boundary layer.
The flow is computed for a model of the ship with length L = 5.571m, which gives
Re = 4.6 · 106 . Since the flow is symmetric, only half the hull is simulated. Free-surface
effects are ignored: the water surface is treated as a symmetry plane, like the vertical
centreplane. Larsson et al. [8] give a complete description of the test case.
The flow is simulated here with a wall law approach and the anisotropic EASM turbulence model including rotation correction, since this model represents flows dominated by
longitudinal vorticity better than the standard k − ω SST model [5]. Convective terms
are discretised with a blended central / upwind scheme.
5.1

Refined meshes

For the convergence study five different thresholds are used (table 1), with a factor 4
between the cell sizes of the coarsest and finest mesh. The refined meshes in the propeller
plane (the aftmost cut plane on the hull in figure 5) are shown in figure 6 for the four finest
thresholds. These meshes are refined around the principal features of the flow, such as the
main aft-body vortex whose centre is near (0.01, -0.04). This vortex creates an open-type
separation on the hull, with an associated ear-shaped shear layer that is captured with
fine cells. A second shear layer starting at (0.0, -0.065) separates the boundary layer flow
7
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Figure 5: KVLCC2: the (half) hull and the axial velocity field.

around the vortex from the flow outside. Like for the 2D wing, the outer edge of the
boundary layer attracts grid refinement.
Table 1: KVLCC2: thresholds and mesh sizes.
Tr
nb. cells

3.0
247k

2.0
613k

1.5
1.34M

1.0
5.02M

0.75
10.18M

The geometric similarity of the grids is shown by figures 6a and c, as well as b and d.
The thresholds for these images differ by a factor two, so cells should be twice smaller in
each second image. This is mostly the case; the centre of the vortex with its vertically
elongated cells is an example. However, there is a perturbing effect here that was not encountered before: as the mesh is refined, the flow field changes so the refinement criterion
is modified, which leads to non-similar meshes. This effect is stronger than for the 2D
case, because the KVLCC2 flow has more shear layers and discontinuities in the velocity
gradients, which become sharper on fine meshes. Thus, especially on the outer edge of
the boundary the grid size decreases more than linearly with Tr . This is not necessarily
a problem, since the sharp resolution of these features improves the quality of the local
flow on the fine meshes, while globally seen the four grids form a reasonable series.
5.2

Convergence of the flow

The convergence of the resistance force CT = Fx /( 12 ρV 2 S), with S = 0.2682L2 , is
monotone (figure 7a). Numerical uncertainties were again estimated with the method of
Eça & Hoekstra. The error bars computed with 3, 4 and 5 grids overlap, which is an
indication that the procedure works well. On the finest grid, the uncertainty is 1.69%.
8
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Figure 6: Meshes in the propeller plane x/L = 0.9825 of the KVLCC2, Tr = 2.0 (a), Tr = 1.5 (b),
Tr = 1.0 (c), and Tr = 0.75 (d).

However, more noise is present than for the Nakayama case, which may be due to the
irregularities in the mesh noted above. Due to the complexity of the case, it is also possible
that a higher-order error is present.
The convergence of the pressure force coefficient CT p and the viscous force coefficient
CT v are given in figures 7b and 7c respectively. While the viscous force is about four
times larger than the pressure force, their variation across the grids and the computed
uncertainties are of the same magnitude. Both figures show that the forces are not in
the asymptotic range, but the estimated uncertainties are reasonable, especially for the
viscous forces where the uncertainty intervals overlap. The pressure force has some more
irregularity. The estimated uncertainties are 6.47% for CT p and 1.11% for CT v .
The grid convergence of the local flow is good (figure 8). Even though the overlapping
isolines of the Nakayama case are not obtained, the velocity and turbulence isolines for the
9
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Figure 7: Grid convergence for the KVLCC2: resistance coefficient CT (a), pressure and viscous resistance coefficients CT p (b) and CT v (c), with uncertainty computed using all the coarser grids available.
The scale of the axes is the same for the three graphs.

finest grids are very close throughout the aft-body flow and also in the near wake. Even the
0.9 axial velocity isoline which represents the outer boundary layer, often underresolved
in KVLCC2 simulations, is close to convergence thanks to the adaptive refinement. And
finally, the differences between the two finest meshes are small compared to their difference
with the wind-tunnel measurements from KRISO. Thus, the solution on the finest mesh
is sufficiently precise to assess modelling errors accurately.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that adaptive grid refinement can be used to create series of similar
grids for convergence studies. Refining a coarse, unstructured hexahedral grid using a
procedure based on metric tensors ensures that cells in all meshes have the same shapes
and orientations, while the cell sizes in a mesh are proportional to the global refinement
threshold Tr . Despite the limitation that the cells can only be divided in powers of two,
the tests show that acceptable series of meshes are produced.
The computed forces were analysed with a standard uncertainty estimation technique.
While some oscillations appear in the force convergence, the uncertainty estimations produce sensible results, which means that the series of meshes are suitable for this analysis.
The convergence of local flow features, studied by visual inspection of isoline plots, is
good. For the two-dimensional airfoil, the computed wake on the finest grids is identical,
even far behind the trailing edge. In the more complicated flow around the KVLCC2,
the velocity and the turbulence are nearly identical on the finest grids; the differences are
small with respect to the distance between computations and experiments.
An advantage of adaptive meshing for grid convergence studies is the simplicity of
the approach. Once a first computation is set up, simulations on different meshes are
obtained by changing only the refinement threshold. Furthermore, a grid convergence
study is not expensive, since one is interested in the results on the finest grid. Therefore,
with respect to a one-grid computation only coarser grids are added. In three dimensions,
the computations on all coarser grids together need little more than half the time for the
finest grid. Finally, unstructured grids can be used without added difficulty. Thus, grid
adaptation could make convergence studies accessible for everyday CFD simulation.
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Abstract. Ventricular Assist Devices (VADs) are the most promising treatment option of
end-stage heart failure. These usually continuous-flow pumps are used to bridge the gap
between needed and available donor hearts. Unfortunately, most patients with implanted VADs
are suffering from adverse events due to flow induced blood damage. These events can be
attributed to blood components (red blood cells, platelets, proteins) in contact with crucial shear
fields in the pump. Regarding this, it is common to predict blood damage via computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) nowadays. Therefore, we calculated the flow within an axial VAD
prototype with ANSYS CFX and the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) method on a 100M element
mesh with the aim to achieve a more sufficient calculation of transient velocity gradients, i.e.
shear stresses, as with high-dissipative turbulence models. The CFD solution needs to be
verified, but grid convergence studies of arbitrary flow quantities for solution verification are
not useful for LES, due to the direct correlation between turbulence model activity and grid
spacing, i.e. filter width. Therefore, we used four alternative verification methods. The first
examines the influence of the numerical diffusion and based on these results, an LES index of
quality is derived. Secondly, we compare the internal flow losses due to dissipation and
turbulence production against hydraulic losses, determined from the pump characteristics to
examine, whether the LES is able to capture the turbulent flow losses. Third, we compared
resolved vs. modelled turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and finally, we analyzed TKE spectra in
the flow field. Our objective is to present the application of different methods for LES
verification of complex flow fields, in which a sufficiently fine temporal and spatial resolution
of highly mesh-sensitive quantities is very important. We compared methods in means of
consistency among each other and especially regarding the presumable correctness of the
numerical blood damage prediction.
1

INTRODUCTION

Heart insufficiency and especially heart failure are one of the most common diseases and
over five million people are affected by this in the USA alone [1]. Approximately 4,000
*
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thousand of those patients have end-stage heart failure, which means that they need an urgent
heart transplant, but only 3,000 donor organs are available worldwide per year [2,3]. This gap
between needed and available heart transplants resulted in technical solutions. The most
promising treatment option for end-stage heart failure are Left Ventricular Assist Devices
(LVADs) with approximately 12,000 implants between 2006 and 2014 captured by the
Interagency Registry for Mechanically Assisted Circulatory Support (INTERMACS) [4].
Figure 1 shows an exemplary pump with the typical intracorporal arrangement for LVADs.

Figure 1: Axial continuous-flow LVAD INCOR® from Berlin Heart GmbH

The blood flows from the left ventricle in the pump which generates the pressure for the
body’s circulation system and exits through an outflow cannula into the aorta (from right to left
in Figure 1). With the current continuous-flow devices, rates of survival for one and two year
support are 80% and 70%, respectively [4]. Heart pumps are designed to bridge the time until
a heart transplant is available (“bridge to transplant”) or even for long time support (“destination
therapy”). Even though LVADs are a promising option for the treatment of heart failure, only
30 percent of patients were free from complications and major adverse events like infection,
bleeding, device malfunction, stroke or death within the first twelve months [4]. Bleeding and
strokes in addition with hemolysis (damage of red blood cells) can be related to flow-induced
blood damage due to the non-physiological flow environment within the pump [5]. Shear
stresses and the associated exposure times can cause damage to the blood particles, which might
lead to the described events [6].
Regarding that, the flow prediction in pumps with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is
a common-used technique to identify and minimize the blood damage potential by evaluating
the acting shear stresses in a specific device [7–13]. Today, numerical blood damage prediction
is confined under usage of Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes simulations (URANS)
in addition with eddy viscosity-based two-equation models, because of the relatively low
computational effort. When performing grid convergence studies with such URANS
simulation, it can be seen that calculated velocity gradients, i.e. shear stresses, need further grid
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refinement, whereas integral quantities like pressure heads are in the asymptotic range of grid
convergence. With Large Eddy Simulation (LES) methods and less dissipative turbulence
models, discretization schemes and finer grids, a quantitatively more correct calculation of
shear stresses and hence blood damage prediction could be possible. Unfortunately, a solution
verification obtained with LES is more difficult as with URANS. One reason is the direct
dependence of turbulence model activity and grid size, so that it is difficult to segregate
discretization and modelling errors from each other [14].
Aim of this study is to applicate common literature methods for LES solution verification on
a complex flow field ranging from laminar, transitional to turbulent flow. Additionally, we want
to show a procedure, with which it is possible to indicate, whether turbulent flow losses are
accurately resolved and modeled. Because of the dependence between dissipation and velocity
gradients, this also indicates, whether shear stresses are calculated globally correct.
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Geometry and computational setup
The considered heart pump is an axial flow pump designed by our institute with a five-bladed
inlet guide vane, two rotor blades and with three blades in the outlet guide vane. The geometry
is shown in Figure 1a and it was designed with the objective to analyze turbulent flow
phenomena in heart assist devices. The actual inlet of the flow domain was defined four rotor
diameters and the outlet seven diameters away from the pump to prevent that boundary
conditions negatively influence the flow within the pump. A zero total pressure condition was
defined at the inlet and a flow rate of 𝑄𝑄 = 4.5 𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1 was specified at the outlet. The rotor speed
was 7,900 rpm and time-averaging was done for 10 revolutions after RMS residuals were lower
than 10−5 and all monitored values, e.g. pressure head, were statistically converged. The fluid
density was 𝜌𝜌 = 1050 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3 with a dynamic viscosity of 𝜇𝜇 = 0.0035 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠. The assumption of a
Newtonian fluid is valid for most VADs, because the viscosity is almost constant above shear
rates of 100 𝑠𝑠 −1 [15]. The smallest turbulent scales were modeled with the dynamic
Smagorinsky model with a bounded Smagorinsky parameter between 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 0 … 0.3. Because of
the adaption of the Smagorinsky constant to the flow, the model is automatically valid for
laminar regimes, e.g. in the inlet cannula, and no near-wall corrections are needed [16]. The
rotor’s rotation was simulated with multiple reference frames and transient sliding interfaces
between guide vanes and rotor. Previous simulations were performed to determine turbulent
inflow boundary conditions. Turbulent intensity and eddy length scale were estimated from
empirical correlations for turbulent pipe flow ([17]). These results were compared to solutions,
where none or high turbulence was specified at the inlet. The results showed no significant
difference between mean field and integral quantities and let us conclude to neglect any timedependent fluctuations at the inlet for the LES.
2.2 Discretization
The hexahedral and block-structured mesh was created with ICEM CFD 18.0 (ANSYS, Inc.,
Canonsburg, USA) and examples of the mesh can be seen in Figure 1b. It was build using
literature recommendations ([16,18]) for wall-resolving LES. Regarding that, the grid space in
flow direction Δ𝑥𝑥 , spanwise direction Δ𝑧𝑧 and in wall normal direction Δ𝑦𝑦 were adjusted until the
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Figure 2: a.) Computational domain b.) Surface mesh of the rotor plus parts of inlet and outlet guide vane on the
left and volume mesh of a selected plane near rotor leading edge

near-wall mesh fitted the upper limits of the dimensionless wall coordinates 𝑥𝑥 + = (Δ𝑥𝑥 ⋅
(𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤 /𝜌𝜌)0.5 /𝜈𝜈 = 50, 𝑧𝑧 + = 15 and 𝑦𝑦 + = 1, calculated with wall shear stress 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤 and kinematic viscosity
𝜈𝜈 . The mesh growth factor away from the wall is 𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔 = 1.05. Higher values of 𝑦𝑦 + ≈ 1.4 were only
tolerated at small locations at the guide vanes to prevent much higher mesh sizes. Grid angles
of the resulting mesh are greater than 23° with aspect ratios smaller than 41. Aspect ratios are
in a range between one and five in the core region of the flow. The clearance between rotor and
casing is 120 µm and was discretized with 28 and 74 elements in height and width, respectively.
The final mesh for the LES calculations has a size of 105 million elements.
ANSYS CFX 17.1 was used to solve the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by the
finite volume method. The governing equations were spatially discretized by a second order
central differencing scheme (CDS). The CDS was bounded to prevent numerical oscillations
due to high gradients, i.e. “wiggles”. The transient term was discretized by a second order
backward scheme and the timestep equals a rotational increment of 0.36°, which are
approximately 53 µs. This resulted in a RMS Courant number of 0.4.
2.3 Solution verification
Grid convergence studies and uncertainty estimations (as in [19]) are developed for RANS
methods and cannot be easily applied to LES computation, since the modeling and
discretization error are directly related with LES. Hence, other methods are needed to evaluate
the correct calculation of governing equations. Because of the complexity of the flow field, our
aim was to choose verification methods from the literature, which are applicable with relatively
low effort to obtain sufficient statements regarding the solution verification. Therefore, we
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chose pointwise, single-grid and multigrid verification strategies. Sometimes, solutions on
multiple grids cannot be done with LES, because of the immense computing time for
computations of engineering interest [14]. For this reason, single-grid estimators are an
important tool for solution verification. The pointwise method we chose is the analysis of
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) spectra in turbulent flow regimes, e.g. gap vortex region. Aim
of LES is to resolve the turbulent flow field up to the inertial subrange of the energy cascade
[18]. This range is indicated by a slope of 𝑓𝑓 −5/3 in the spectrum. The resolution up to the inertial
subrange is one condition for the use of algebraic turbulence models like the Smagorinsky
model. As opposed to very complex two-equation models, only small scale fluctuations need
to be modeled in the unresolved subrid scale (SGS) stress [18]. Those scales are less energy
containing and meant to be isotropic [20]. Therefore, the use of less complex turbulence models
should be justified, if the condition is fulfilled.
To identify possible regions with a lack of resolution, field-dependent verification methods
are needed. One simple approach is to compare resolved TKE 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 to the total TKE 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 . The
modeled TKE is estimated by following equation [21]:
𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≈ (

𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡

𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 Δ

2

) ,

(1)

with eddy viscosity 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 and filter width Δ = 3√Δ𝑥𝑥Δ𝑦𝑦Δ𝑧𝑧. The resulting ratio between resolved to
total TKE can now be written as:
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
=
.
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

(2)

𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ≈ 𝐶𝐶𝜈𝜈 Δ√𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

(3)

1
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
= 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 ℎ1𝑝𝑝

(4)

If solutions on multiple grids are available, Celik et al. [22] reported several indices of
quality for LES. One index compares the fluid viscosity 𝜈𝜈 to the effective
viscosity 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜈𝜈 + 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 + 𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , which results from the damping of velocity gradients due to the
numerical approximation of the gradients. This approximation in combination with the eddy
viscosity leads to the effective viscosity of the calculated flow field, since the real velocity
gradients are not fully resolved. The numerical viscosity can be obtained by:
with the assumption that 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 is proportional to 𝜈𝜈𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 . The constant 𝐶𝐶𝜈𝜈 is set to be 0.165 [23]. With
the numerical TKE, the total TKE expands to 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 . The modeled and
numerical TKE can be summarized to the effective SGS turbulent kinetic energy
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 . This value can be estimated in means of a Richardson extrapolation [22]:
2
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
= 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 ℎ2𝑝𝑝 

(5)

The indices 1, 2 are representing the solution on the fine (1) and coarse (2) grid, respectively.
The local grid size ℎ equals to the filter width from Eq. (1) and 𝑝𝑝 is the order of grid convergence
and is assumed to be 2, because of the second order spatial and temporal discretization schemes.
The constant 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 is than calculated from:
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1
2
1 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
− 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 = 𝑝𝑝 [
]
𝛼𝛼 𝑝𝑝 − 1
ℎ1

(6)

where 𝛼𝛼 = ℎ2 /ℎ1 > 1 is the grid refinement parameter. The numerical TKE in Eq. (3) can now
be calculated by 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒_𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 . Finally, the LES index of quality based on the effective
viscosity 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 can calculated by:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 =

1
〈𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 〉 𝑛𝑛
1 + 𝛼𝛼𝜈𝜈 ( 𝜈𝜈 )

(7)

Following [22], the parameters are 𝛼𝛼𝜈𝜈 = 0.05 and 𝑛𝑛 = 0.53 to ensure that 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 ranges
between 0 … 1.
A second coarser grid is necessary for this verification method. Therefore, we scaled down
the fine grid in every spatial direction to guarantee geometrical similarity. This coarse mesh has
approximately 33 million grid nodes and the simulation was performed by the same
computational setup as for the fine grid.
2.3.1

Power Loss Analysis (PLA)

The Power Loss Analysis (PLA) is used to verify the LES in a global way. This method
gives information, whether the mesh resolution and CFD setup is capable of resolving the
internal losses within the domain adequately. As a common-used technique, the turbulent flow
field is treated in a statistical framework and is separated into the mean quantities 〈𝜙𝜙〉 and
fluctuations 𝜙𝜙′. In the PLA, the total loss of the time-averaged flow field is compared using two
equations. The first one, Eq. (13), is the total power loss 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,1 calculated by the deviation
between the drive power of the blades 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 and the increase of the hydraulic power ∆𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 .
These terms include the blades moment 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , angular velocity 𝜔𝜔, total pressure increase ∆𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
and the flow rate 𝑄𝑄:
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,1 = 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − Δ𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ⋅ 𝜔𝜔 − Δ𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑄𝑄

(8)

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
〉 (〈 〉 + 〈 〉) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(9)

The total power loss 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 can also be determined by integrating all internal losses within the
pump which contribute to 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 . The flow energy of the mean motion is reduced by two loss
shares [24]. The first one is the loss because of direct dissipation 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 :
𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ 𝜈𝜈 〈
𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

The direct dissipation describes the transfer from kinetic energy of the mean field into heat.
The second energy loss for the mean flow is the production of turbulent kinetic energy 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
[20]. Integrated over the whole domain, the resolved turbulent losses are:
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𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ −〈𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖′ 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ′〉 〈
𝑉𝑉

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
〉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
𝑉𝑉

(10)

Since LES is not resolving the whole spectrum of velocity fluctuations, a modeled quantity
is necessary to complement the energy loss for the mean motion. To include the TKE production
from the small unresolved scales and regarding the equilibrium between production and
dissipation, it is possible to include the modeled turbulent dissipation 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in order to
complete the loss for all turbulent scales:
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌 ∫ 𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 〈
𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
(
+
)〉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(11)

Finally, the total power loss due to the internal losses of the flow 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,2 can be written as:
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,2 = 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(12)

In theory, Eq. (8) and (12) should lead to the same result. If this condition is fulfilled, it can
be concluded the computational setup in combination with the discretization is appropriate to
resolve the internal flow losses by the terms 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . The deviations between
Eq. (8) and (12) for the Large Eddy Simulations within the pump will be compared.
3

RESULTS

3.1 Resolution of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
Figure 3 shows two velocity fluctuation spectra at different points in the pump. One time
series was taken in the gap vortex region in the rotor (left) and the other in the channel of the
outlet guide vane (right). It can be seen, that the turbulent scales in the outlet guide vane contain

Figure 3: TKE spectra at two locations within the pump. On the left: time-series taken from the gap vortex
region in the rotor. On the right: point in the channel of the outlide guide vane. The red dotted lines indicate the
5
characteristical slopes 𝑓𝑓 −3 and 𝑓𝑓 −7 of the inertial subrange and dissipation range, respectively.
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𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 /𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Figure 4: Time-averaged resolved versus total TKE in a cut-plane through the pump.

less energy as in the rotor and that the energy is dissipating earlier. It can be seen for both time
series, that the inertial range of the energy cascade, indicated by a slope of 𝑓𝑓 −5/3 , is resolved
properly. Even the slope of 𝑓𝑓 −7 can be identified in the spectra. In this range, i.e. at higher
frequencies, small vortices transfer their energy into heat by turbulent dissipation [25]. Figure
4 shows the ratio of the time-averaged resolved and computed total turbulent kinetic energy
calculated with Eq. (2) in a cut plane within the pump.It can be seen, that 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 /𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 > 0.9 in the
entire plane observed in Figure 4. Much smaller ratios can only be found in the inflow cannula,
because of the laminar flow in this region. However, aim of an LES is to resolve the turbulent
flow field to (80 … 90)% and this seems to be accomplished in the crucial areas indicated by this
method [20,26].
A more reliable verification method is the use of multiple solutions on different meshes.
Using the open source software ParaView 5.2.0 (Kitware, Inc., New York, USA), we resampled
the time-averaged solution of our coarse grid on the nodes of the fine grid and calculated the
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 using Eq. (3-7). Figure 5 shows this index in a cut plane through the pump. The 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈
is greater than 0.9 in the whole pump. In contrast to the single-grid ratio in Fig. 4, Figure 5
displays irregularities in the resolution of TKE. The 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 shows higher and homogeneous
distributed values in the inflow cannula. A global minimum of the index can be found in the
wake of the hub. In general, the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 decreases with increasing turbulence, which is first
massively introduced by the motion of the rotor. Another difference between both methods is
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈

Figure 5: LES index of quality 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 calculated with modeled and numerical TKE in a cut plane through the
pump in a range of 0.92 … 0.95.
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that the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 includes the influence of numerical diffusion.
Another approach to visualize the influence of modeling and numerical, i.e. discretization,
error is to compare different Reynolds numbers 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, which are calculated with the different
viscosities, similar to the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 approach (Eq. (13))
〈𝑈𝑈〉 ⋅ ℎ
〈𝑈𝑈〉 ⋅ ℎ
〈𝑈𝑈〉 ⋅ ℎ
(13)
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =
𝜈𝜈 + 〈𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 〉 + 〈𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 〉
𝜈𝜈 + 〈𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 〉
𝜈𝜈 + 〈𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 〉

The effective Reynolds number 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 represents the “true” computed 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 of the calculated flow
in opposite to the “real”/exact flow problem, because of velocity gradient damping due to SGS
stress (𝜈𝜈𝑡𝑡 ) and numerical approximations of the partial differential equations on a threedimensional grid (𝜈𝜈𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ). Figure 6 shows the comparison of different ratios between the
Reynolds numbers from Eq. (13) and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 only calculated with the fluid viscosity in the wake of
the hub. This part was chosen of the domain was chosen, because previous analysis indicated a
local maximum of numerical errors at this location. Figure 6 shows that the overall ratio
between normal 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is in a range between 1 and 2.3. Furthermore, the different
behavior between modeling and discretization error can be seen. Whereas the numerical
viscosity reflects the local error maximum in the wake, the eddy viscosity displays other
locations of maximum values. It seems, that the flow in this region is mostly influenced by the
discretization error, since the ratio of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 is not exceeding 1.2.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅/𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

Figure 6: Comparison of ratios between different Reynolds numbers calculated with Eq. (13) in the wake of the
hub.
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3.2 PLA results
The power loss calculated by the drive power and increase of hydraulic power (Eq. (8)) is

𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,1 = 1.493 𝑊𝑊 . The loss calculated by integrating all internal flow losses within the pump over
the pump volume (Eq. (9-12)) is 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,2 = 1.469 𝑊𝑊 . The deviation between the two values is
(𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,2 )/𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,1 = 0.016 or 1.608%. By analyzing the different loss shares of Eq. (12), it

can be seen that the gross of the power loss comes from direct dissipation with a share of 78.83%
(1.158 W). The loss due to turbulence production amounts 19.45% (0.286 W) and the influence
of subgrid scale stress on the total power loss is 1.721% (0.025 W). The comparison of the
resolved and modeled turbulent losses reveals, that approximately 92% of turbulence is directly
resolved by this LES.
4

DISCUSSION

Aim of this paper was to apply relatively easy-to-use verification methods for an LES
computation to analyze, if a reliable solution verification is possible, when no experimental or
direct numerical simulation (DNS) data are available and without increasing the computational
effort by calculating additional error transport equations, since the flow regime and geometry
is already very complex with a computing time of 48 hours per rotor revolution performed on
a HPC cluster.
The turbulence spectra from transient three-dimensional velocity data at two different
turbulent flow locations indicate that the use of an LES turbulence model is reasonable with the
numerical setup. The inertial subrange of the energy cascade is adequately resolved and even
the dissipation range is identifiable for both locations. This led us conclude, that the spectra are
consistent with the theory of turbulence and the spatial and temporal discretization of the
simulation is appropriate.
The comparison of total computed TKE to resolved TKE showed a sufficient resolution of
turbulent kinetic energy by the LES with a maximum of 10 percent of modeled TKE only at
small spots within the pump. However, besides the fact that sometimes single-grid methods are
the only option to verify the solution, the underlying assumptions are not necessarily correct.
The used prediction assumes that the calculated total TKE will not increase with further grid
refinement. Nonetheless, it is an easy way to quickly valuate the capability of the conducted
LES to resolve TKE within the flow. Furthermore, the ratio can give qualitative information
about a possibly needed grid refinement at locations of poor TKE resolution. The used ratio do
not involves the influence of numerical diffusion due to the discretization. This was further
analyzed by the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 .
The LES index of quality 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 showed similar sufficient results with values always
greater than 0.92. But this method has also some simplifications. Celik et al. [22] proposed this
index with the assumption that the behavior of the effectively modeled and numerical TKE
depends only on the grid size, order of convergence and a calculated constant. An implicit
filtering was used in our computation, hence the grid size equals the filter size, so that the
assumption is reasonable in our case. We assumed further that the order of convergence is equal
to two, because of the second order discretization schemes. This is not true in all cases, since
the CDS is bounded, which means that it is blending between second and first order at locations
of high gradients to prevent numerical oscillations. Hence, future will be the calculation of the
order of convergence 𝑝𝑝 using a third solution on a coarser grid. Further discussion on this topic
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can be found in [14]. The direct comparison between the Reynolds numbers which result from
eddy and numerical viscosity showed, that the numerical diffusion has a greater impact on the
computed flow field than the modeling error. This could be shown in a region, where the
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 reveals a maximum error. The “true” 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 of the flow was 2.4 times higher against the
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 only calculated with the fluid viscosity itself. The numerical viscosity contributes the
greatest share to this increase. Nonetheless, the influence of the numerical diffusion is relatively
low compared to values from the literature [22,27].
Our last verification method was the Power Loss Analysis. The PLA compares the power
losses due to drive power and the increase of hydraulic power with the internal flow losses due
to dissipation and turbulence production, whereby both calculations should lead to the same
value. With our LES, the difference between both terms was 1.7%. This verification can be
expanded to a validation, when pressure increase and rotor’s torque are measured via the pump.
With a validated power loss with the first term (Eq. (8)) and a small difference to Eq. (12), a
sufficiently global computation of internal flow losses is guaranteed by the simulation. This
will also be done in the nearest future
5

CONCLUSION

In this study, various methods for solution verification were applied on a Large-Eddy
Simulation of a blood pumps flow. The methods intend to analyze, directly or indirectly, the
resolution of turbulent kinetic energy by the numerical setup in different ways. All obtained
verification results indicate, that approximately at least 90 percent of turbulent length scales are
directly resolved by the performed LES. The PLA showed, that the internal turbulent flow
losses are adequately resolved from a global point of view to reflect the losses determined from
integral quantities like the pumps pressure head.
The field-dependent ratio between total and resolved TKE indicated only a few regions of
relatively poor resolution (𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 /𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ≈ 0.9) in the pump. The influence of the numerical diffusion
was additionally assessed by the 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿_𝐼𝐼𝑄𝑄𝜈𝜈 and it could be shown that the influence of the
discretization prevails the activity of the turbulence model in regions of highest errors, which
were indicated by the computed Reynolds numbers. At this location, the effective viscosity, as
a sum of numerical, eddy and fluid viscosity, is approximately two times higher than the fluid
viscosity itself. Our results show, that the numerical viscosity should not be neglected when
performing an error estimation. Spectra of turbulent kinetic energy in the gap vortex region and
in the channel of the outlet guide vane indicated a sufficiently fine temporal and spatial
resolution to applicate the LES method, since the inertial subrange were resolved in the spectra
at both points. Even the dissipation range was displayed.
Every applied method can be questionable for solution verification if utilized separately and
by itself. But the results from all methods can be assessed easily without much computational
effort and if all results combined together are displaying a sufficient outcome, we conclude a
positive verification of the solution. This is important for simulation setups and flow
environments with high computing time and geometries under engineering interest, were
reliable results are needed in a short period. The source code in most commercial solvers is not
accessible. In such cases and when no validation data are available, the application of the
mentioned verification methods is recommended.
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Abstract. A stable gas-kinetic scheme based on circular function is proposed for simulation of
hypersonic flows in this paper. The main idea of this work is to simplify the integral domain of
Maxwellian distribution function over the phase velocity and phase energy, which integrates
over the phase velocity only. Then the modified Maxwellian function is simplified to a circular
function with the assumption that all particles are distributed on a circle. The influence of
integral over phase energy is regarded as the particle energy. The flux on cell interface consists
of two parts, one represents the contribution of equilibrium function at cell interface and the
other is contribution of equilibrium function around the cell interface. A switch function is
applied to control the numerical dissipation to enhance computational robustness. The distance
from the first layer grid to solid wall also should be controlled. Simulation of a biconics model
is studied to test scheme proposed here. The results show that the present scheme performs well
for simulation of hypersonic flows with high accuracy and stability.
1

INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic flows are attracting more and more research focus because of its complex
properties and application on flight vehicles [1]. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is
widely used in hypersonic flows research due to the development of computational technique
and its lower cost than wind tunnel experiment. Generally speaking, flow field can be computed
by solving N-S equations. The finite volume method (FVM) is widely used to in existing
numerical methods [2], which largely due to its spatial discretization is carried out directly in
the physical space.
Gas-kinetic scheme is another numerical scheme to simulate flows by solving Boltzmann
equation and Maxwellian distribution function. Different from traditional CFD, GKS computes
inviscid and viscous fluxes independently [3, 4]. The represent work in early development of
GKS can be referred to Pullin [5], in which the inviscid flows are solved by the equilibrium
flux method (EFM). Mandal and Deshpande [6] solved collisionless Boltzmann equation based
on gas-kinetic scheme and named Kinetic Flux Vector Splitting (KFVS) scheme. Chou and
Baganoff [7] developed the KFVS and applied it to solving viscous flows. The positivity of the
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first order KFVS scheme can be proven rigorously and this suggests that the pressure, density
and internal energy are keeping positive values in both control volume and time step, which are
easy to get negative values in traditional methods. However, the KFVS performs not well in
numerical dissipation controlling because of mesh size has big influence on it [8], except for
situation of physical viscosity is larger than the numerical viscosity.
To solve the problem of KFVS dissipation controlling, Prendergast and Xu [9], Chae [10],
Xu [11] and their colleagues proposed the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) gas-kinetic scheme.
The particle collisions are considered in BGK and a BGK collision model [12] is applied in
solving flux. Hence, the dissipation is controlled by the collision time rather than by the time
step, which contributes great development for widely application for BGK gas-kinetic scheme.
However, most existing gas-kinetic scheme are based on the Maxwellian function. The
complex expression can cause heavy computation cost. To obtain a simple expression and
enhance calculation efficiency, Yang et al. [3] proposed a simplified gas-kinetic scheme, which
simplify the Maxwellian distribution function over the phase velocity and phase energy to the
integral domain of modified Maxwellian function over the phase velocity only. Then, based on
the assumption which all particles are concentrated on a circle, the simplified Maxwellian
function can be reduced to a circular function, which makes the original infinite integral to be
integrated along the circle.
In this work, the circular function based gas-kinetic scheme is developed by applying a
switch function to control numerical dissipation to make this scheme able to solve hypersonic
problems. Besides, multiblock grids and local grid refinement method are applied to improve
calculation stability. A biconics model is simulate to verify the scheme accuracy under Ma=9.86.
The results show the proposed solver has both high accuracy and good robustness.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Maxwellian distribution function
Maxwellian distribution function is an equilibrium state distribution of Boltzmann function.
The continuous Boltzmann equation based on Bhatnagar Gross Krook (BGK) without external
force collision model is shown as Eq. (1):
1
f
 
ff  ( f eq  f ) ,
t


(1)

where f is the gas distribution function and the superscript eq means the equilibrium state
approached by f through particle collisions within a collision time scale  .
The Maxwellian distribution function is
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in which U i is the macroscopic flow velocity in i-direction and   m / (2kT )  1/ (2RT ) .
K =3  D  N is the number of phase energy variables.
The heat ratio can be expressed as:
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b2 K  D2
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b
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(3)

in which b represents the freedom degree number of molecules.
Based on Maxwellian function (Eq. (2)), the continuous Boltzmann equation (Eq. (1)) can
be recovered to N-S equations by applying Chapman-Enskog expansion analysis [13] with
conservation moments
Due to phase velocity is independent from phase energy space, Eq. (2) can be written as:
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If we define d 1 =d d d and d 2 =d 1d 2  d K , then we can get d =d 1d
definitions, the integral form of g M 2 can be concluded as:
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Substituting Eq. (4)-Eq. (7) to conservation moments, we have
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in which e p is particle potential energy, shown as Eq. (9):
ep 
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where e=p / [(  1) ] is the potential energy of mean flow. It can be seen that e p is independent
from phase velocity i .
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2.2 Simplified circular function
Suppose that all the particles in the phase velocity space are concentrated on a circle which
has center ( u1 , u2 ) and radius c , shown as:
2

2

[1  u1 + [2  u2 =c2 ,

(10)

in which c 2 means the mean particle kinetic energy and we have
D

c
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Then we can get the mass conservation form in the cylindrical coordinate system:
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The simplified circular function is shown as follows:
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Figure 1. Configuration of the phase velocity at a cell interface

All particles are concentrated on the circle and the velocity distribution is shown as Figure
1. Then the phase velocity components in the Cartesian coordinate system can be expressed as:
[1 u1  c cos(T ) ,

(14a)

[2

(14b)

u2  c sin(T ) .

Substituting Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) to Eq. (8), the conservation forms of moments to recover
N-S equations can be expressed as:
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0

2

M1

(   2e p ) d 1   gC (   2e p ) d   [u u  (b  2) RT ]u .
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0

2.3 Governing equations discretized by finite volume method
N-S equation discretized by finite volume method in 2-dimensional can be expressed as:
dWI
1

dt
I

Nf

F

Nj

j 1

Sj ,

(16)

in which I represents the index of a control volume,  I is the volume, N f means the number of
interfaces of control volume I and S j is the area of the interface in this volume. The
conservative variables W and convective flux Fn can be expressed as:
U n










u
U
n
p

 u1
x
1 n




W
, F
.


 u2
 u2U n  n y p




2
2
U n  (u12  u2 2  (b  2) RT ) / 2 
  (u1  u2  bRT ) / 2 

(17)

Suppose that cell interface is located on r  0 , then the distribution function at cell interface
(Eq. (18)) consists two parts, the equilibrium part f eq and the non-equilibrium part f neq :
f (0, t )  gC (0, t )  f neq (0, t )  f eq (0, t )  f neq (0, t ) .

(18)

To recover N-S equations by Boltzmann equation from Chapman-Enskog analysis [4, 1213, 14-16], the non-equilibrium part fi neq (0, t ) applying Taylor series expansion in time and
physics space can be written as:
f neq (0, t )   0  gC (0, t )  gC (  t, t   t )  ( t 2 )  .

Here we define a switch function as
 pL  pR 
,
 tanh  C L
 p  pR 


as 10 here. N fL , N fR
j

0

 max

L

,

R

 . In which

L

 max

j 1, N fL

(19)
j

,

R

 max

j 1, N fR

j

 and

in which C is an amplification factor and ranges from 1 to 100, we take it

and p L , p R are the number of control volume and pressure value on left
and right side of cell interface separately
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) and omit the high order error item, then we have
f (0, t )  gC (0, t ) 

0

 gC ( t, t   t )  gC (0, t ) ,

(20)

in which gC ( t, t   t ) is the distribution function around the cell interface, 0  /  t   / p t
is dimensionless collision time.  is dynamic coefficient of viscosity,  t is the streaming time
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step which represents the physical viscous of N-S equations. Now convective flux at cell
interface can be expressed as:
F  F   0 (F - F ) ,

(21)

in which Fĉ represents contribution of equilibrium distribution function gC (0, t ) at cell interface
and FĊ means equilibrium distribution function gC ( t, t   t ) at surrounding point of the cell
interface. Their functions are shown as:
 u1


 u u  p 
1 1

Fĉ  
  u1u2 


(  E  p )u1 

face

,

(22)

F   1ciracir gCcir d ,

(23)

in which the superscript face represents value at (0, t ) and cir means values at surrounding
( t, t   t ) .
When 1 0 , we have expressions as Eq. (24). The superscript L become R when 1 0 :
1cir  u1L 

u1L 
uL
(u1  c  cos( )) t  1 (u2  c  sin( )) t  c  cos( ) ,
x1
x2

(24a)

2cir  u2L 

u2L 
uL
(u1  c  cos( )) t  2 (u2  c  sin( )) t  c  sin( ) ,
x1
x2

(24b)

L
ecir
p  ep 

gCcir  gCL 

e pL

e pL

(u2  c  sin( )) t ,

(24c)

gCL 
gL
(u1  c  cos( )) t  C (u2  c  sin( )) t .
x1
x2

(24d)

x1

(u1  c  cos( )) t 

x2

Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (23), the final expression of the equilibrium distribution
function at the surrounding points of the cell interface FĊ can be calculated by
FĊ(1)   1cir gCcir d   (a0  a1r  a2 s)( g0  g1r  g2 s )d ,

(25a)

FĊ(2)   1cir1cir gCcir d   (a0  a1r  a2 s)(a0  a1r  a2 s)( g0  g1r  g2 s)d ,

(25b)

FĊ(3)   1cir2cir gCcir d   (a0  a1r  a2 s)(b0  b1r  b2 s)( g0  g1r  g2 s)d ,

(25c)
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2
1
cir
FĊ(4)   1cir (  cir  ecir
p )gC d 
2
1

  (a0  a1r  a2 s )   (a0  a1r  a2 s ) 2  (b0  b1r  b2 s ) 2   (e0  e1r  e2 s ) 
2

( g0  g1r  g 2 s )d .

(25d)

The operators in Eq. (25) can be expressed as:
a0  u1L 

u1L 
u L
u L
u L
u1  t  1 u2 t , a1  c   1 c  t , a2   1 c  t ,
x1
x2
x1
x2

b0  u2L 

u2L 
u L
u L
u L
u1  t  2 u2 t , b1   2 c  t , b2  c   2 c  t ,
x1
x2
x1
x1

L
p

e0  e 
g 0  gCL 

e pL
x1

u t 

1

e pL
x2

u  t , e1  

2

e pL
x1

c  t , e2  


e pL
x2

(26)

c  t,


gCL 
g L
g L
g L
u1  t  C u2 t , g1   C c  t , e2   C c  t ,
x1
x2
x1
x2

in which u1 , u2 and c  are predictional normal velocity, tangential velocity and particle
specific velocity at cell interface. These velocities can be obtained both by Roe average [16]
and the value of the former moment at cell interface.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Biconics model is used to verify the present solver. The size details of biconics model is in
reference [17]. The free stream has a pressure of P  59.92Pa ˈtemperature T  48.88K and
Mach number Ma  9.86 .
Figure 2 shows pressure distribution obtained by present solver in this article. It can be seen
clearly that circular function based gas-kinetic schemes can capture strong shock waves and
describe the whole flows clearly. Figure 3 shows the Mach number contours. Based on the
theory that the hypersonic flow can only be affected by inflow and it has been proved in our
previous work [17], we only give out the results of flow field without back tail.
Different from our previous work [17], which is solved by D1Q4 model based on LBFS,
the solver presented scheme in this work can get positive values of density, pressure and internal
energy without taking the constrain parameters. Also the calculation can keep robustness when
the size of first grid layer to solid wall taking 10-3mm.
Figure 4 is comparison of pressure coefficient Cp on the wall of biconics model, which are
simulated by the presented solver, Roe scheme and Van Leer scheme. Besides, heat flux ratio
is also evaluated in this work. The calculated results are compared with the two traditional
numerical schemes and experimental data [18].
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Figure 2. Pressure contours obtained by presented
solver

Figure 3. Mach number contours obtained by
presented solver

Results in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that circular function based gas-kinetic schemes in
this work can offer both high computational accuracy and numerical stability. Hence, the
circular function based gas-kinetic scheme shows both high accuracy and robustness.

Figure 4. Cp comparison

4

Figure 5. Heat flux ratio comparision

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a stable gas-kinetic scheme based on circular function for simulation of
hypersonic flows. It is a new application which make it possible for simulation of hypersonic
flows. Although negative values are easy existed in hypersonic simulation, the properties of
keeping values of density, pressure and internal energy positive of this scheme promising good
robustness.
Numerical simulation of a biconics model in Ma=9.86 is used to validate the developed
solver. The results comparison between different schemes and experiment data show that the
presented scheme achieve both high computational accuracy and stability. It has potential of
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industrial research and design application of flight vehicle in the future.
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Abstract. Meta-analysis and comparison of the research results in the field of computational mechanics (CM) and fluid dynamics (CFD) has never been straightforward. In a
usual situation, result plots are generated through complicated numerical processes and
only a final image or graph is produced in the journal pages. Depending on the author’s
taste, colormaps, scales etc. could be chosen in various different manners [1]. Because
re-producing the images is a tedious (often impossible) task, the usual way is to compare
results in a qualitative manner. However, this approach creates uncertain aspects and even
false conclusions for the meta-analysis and does not support wide reliable (quantitative)
comparison of multiple methods. Our solution is to use computer vision methodology and
tools to overcome these challenges. In this article, we will present a simple web based tool
for data extraction.
1

INTRODUCTION

As is widely known, computations in the field of mechanics and fluid dynamics are
extremely time consuming, and if one would like to compare the results in a rigorous
manner, computed solutions are often very difficult to attain. Without enormous work
of implementation of complex numerical methods and solving, many times by extremely
heavy computations, comparison and validation of the results are usually done in qualitative manner by checking that the result figures look fine. However, if quantitative data
would be more readily available, reliable meta-analysis and comparison with other previously computed computations would pay attention to possible inconsistencies and flaws
in the solutions. Or, at least, validate in some level that studies really are comparable.
The traditional way of representing 3D data in computational mechanics and computational fluid mechanics is XY-graphs with the color as the third dimension. In this
manner, representing data is very flexible as many variables are left to the discretion of the
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the image extraction process.
researcher. Especially choices regarding the color dimensions can produce visually very
different representations. It is not widely known among researchers that poorly selected
choices in the colormap can lead to some artifacts in the representation, which are not
from the data. Usually this is unintentional selection, but sometimes this might be done
with the aim of emphasizing results that are mediocre or minuscule, and behaviour of this
kind should be easily captured in the review process. The other way of influencing the
attractiveness of the results is the range of the color dimensions. The common way is to
normalize the colormap so that the minimum value of the data is in the other end of the
colormap and the maximum in the other. However, this can create situations even inside
one publication, and figures are not easy to compare if the range of the colormap is not
chosen equally. Generally comparing data with a different colormap or colormap range is
difficult, and often it is not very useful or might lead to false conclusions.
Previous studies related to colormaps have been published e.g. by Ware [2]. In their
study they performed experiments on how colormaps are percieved and they propose rules
for selecting optimal colormap depending on the data. The experiments also reveal that
with achromatic colormaps variations and extrema in the data are easier to detect, but
it is easier to pick certain values from chromatic colormaps. In work by Borland and
Ii [3] and also Rogowitz and Treinish [4] they explain the problems with the rainbow
colormap and propose ways to pick alternatives. In context of machine vision Rohatgi
[5] devoloped a tool that can extract data from two-dimensional graphs, but lacks the
capability to extract three-dimensional surface data. In the article by Jeronen (see, [6]),
there has been a long discussion about reliable scaling and production of the resulting
figures in the case of uncertain data.
In this article, we have presented one publicly available solution, based on computer
vision techniques, to tackle these thematics. A web based tool that uses simple computer
2
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Figure 2: Two graphs that have slightly different data but completely different scales as
well as colormaps converted to the same scale and a colormap with our tool. This makes
the comparison of the data vastly easier.
vision methods to extract data from user-provided graphs and allows the user to save
the extracted data in CVS, Matlab and NumPy formats. The idea is that this tool can
be used for data extraction as well as for more advanced purposes like re-mapping (or
re-painting) and comparison of the data. Using our approach, it is possible to conduct
meta-analysis based on historical results published where original implementations are
not available. In the Section 1 we have clarified the aim and importance of the topic.
In the Section 2 we will discuss about chosen methodology. Various colormap and their
selection criterias are in consideration in the Section 3. We will present our web-based
application in the Section 4 and finally, in the Section 5, we will complete our study in
conclusions and recommendations.

3
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Figure 3: Perceptual deltas of viridis and jet colormaps according to CIEDE2000 metric.
2

Methodology

We often face the situation where the original data of the research result is not available,
or it is produced by complicated numerical processes and reproducing the data might be
hard or even impossible. In that case the easiest method might be to extract data directly
from a graphical representation or even from a figure of a printed article. Multiple tools
exist to extract data from graphs (see e.g. [5, 7]) but many of them work only with twodimensional XY-data or only in limited capability with three-dimensional colormapped
data, which is the most common one in the field of CM and CFD. The need for extensions
in the tools is therefore evident.
In our approach, the program asks the user to upload an image file containing the graph
and then to select the data area and colormap information from the image. After these
defining steps, the program extracts the data based on colouring information, shows a
preview to the user and allows him or her to download the data in multiple formats. This
approach is simple but efficient, since using raw numerical data, the program can re-paint
the uploaded image file, or the researcher can collect raw data from several sources and
combine the information with a software of their choice. In Figure 1, we have presented
a schematical flowchart of the process.

4
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3

Selection of the colormaps

As all numerical researchers know, colormaps are widely used, and often they are the
most practical way to visualize and represent data. Colormaps compress a lot of data in
a convenient rectangular figure, from where from which the analysis can be accomplished
qualitatively and even quantitatively, at least in principle. Because there are naturally
limitations of on the length of the articles, numerical tables that contain the same information have vanished nearly completely, even though their information is more precise
and more easily re-usable (although usually also more coarce).
There are multiple types of colormaps available, but the most common ones are sequential colormaps where in which the colors are arranged on in some order. The most
used order is to have the color vary from dark to light or inverse vice versa. This is useful
when representing numerical data, since the ordering of the data is preserved in some
sense. Another common type of a colormap is a rainbow or jet colormap in which, instead
of the color brightness, the color hue is varied. The rainbow colormap is very prevalent
in the data visualization probably because it is the default colormap in many tools, even
though research has shown that it is rarely the optimal choice [3, 4].
A color can be defined by three properties: hue, chroma and brightness. Changing
any one of these changes the perception of the color. Difficulties with colormaps usually
arise from the fact that the perception of property is not linear and there are relations
between the properties, for example blue with the same brightess as yellow appears darker
(hue affects the perception of brightness) [4]. This means that the linear change in the
data doesn’t necessarily appear linear in the graph. This non-linear behaviour can create
artifacts and contrast in the graph, which do not exist in the actual data [8].
In Figure 2, the left side shows some chosen data plotted using hot and jet colormaps.
It is easy to notice that bands can be seen in the graphs, especially in the yellow region.
On the right side the same data is mapped with a viridis colormap that is perceptually
uniform and it is possible to notice, how smooth the data appears with the viridis colormap
and how features that do not exists in the data appear in the graphs on the left side like
they do in the yellow bands earlier. Additionally, the range of the colormaps is set to be
the same in the graphs on the right side, which makes comparing different data sets much
easier. On the contrary, comparing the graphs on the left side is much more difficult.
One way to measure how the perceptual uniformity of a colormap is to have some
system of measurement between the color values. The obvious initial choice is the euclidian
distance (norm) of color’s RGB or LAB values. This metric does not take into account
the nonlinearity and relationships between color properties. More complicated measures
have been developed that take into account the more complex properties of perception
like the CIEDE2000 formulation [9].

5
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Figure 4: Function f (x, y) = sin(xy) plotted with the jet colormap.

Figure 5: Data from figure 4 extracted and replotted with our tool.

Figure 6: Relative error of the original data and the extracted data. An error differs
from zero only in a few points, where the original data is close to zero and calculating the
relative error is not numerically stable.
6
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4

Web application for data extraction

We have developed and published a computer vision based web application that allows
the user to extract approximation of the original data from a colormapped graph. The
application performs a so-called ’inverse colormapping’ on the graph image. This means
that it compares each of the selected pixels to the values of the colormap to find the
approximation of the original data value. The application is implemented with Python
programming language. For numerical operations Numpy, Scipy and Matplotlib libraries
are used and Flask is used as web framework. The application and it’s source code is
freely available at http://unplot.it.jyu.fi.
In next, we will present some benchmark cases of the capabilities of our tool. In Figure
4, we have generated test data from the following function:
f (x, y) = sin(xy)

(1)

In Figure 5, the same data is extracted from the image file with our tool and then replotted
using the same colormap. Qualitatively it is easy to see that the figures look alike, and
in a more precise analysis, the comparison of the original and extracted data is preseted
in Figure 6. The error appears to be very close to zero except in few points where the
original data is close to zero and calculating the relative error is not numerically stable.
The table of the measured values can be exported in multiple formats like CSV, Matlab
and NumPy.

Figure 7: One randomly chosen result from the article [10].

7
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a)

b)

Figure 8: a) Preview of the data from the application. b) All data is exported to Excel
to wait for further analysis.

Figure 9: Plot from a another reasearch article [11] transformed to a better colormap with
our tool.

8
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In a one case study, we have chosen one (random) historical research from the 1930’s
(see [10]). Our aim could be to compare the results from historical measurements to more
recent studies or, if the old measurements would contradict newer ones, we could use for
example parametric identifation methods and simulations for tracking the conditions of
measurement and other parameters from 1930’s. The aim would be to know or guess
where the discrepency arises. In general, we aim that the data would be easier to analyse
numerically with various methods.
In Figure 7, we have randomly chosen one of the result figure from the article. We
cannot use any color-bar from the article, because there is none, so we have to use a
pre-defined binary color-bar which gives us values in the range [0,1]. In Figure 8, we have
computed some area of the original study an the application asks how to export results.
Later on, we could scale these values easily to correct order, focus areas for consideration
on top of each other, compute e.g. difference values and complement the analysis (see
Figure 8).
In the final case study, we have chosen CFD simulation from the paper industry and
inside of drying cylinder. In Figure 9 a result is replotted with the help of our tool to a
different colormap that has better perceptual uniformity.
5

Conclusion

In this article, we have presented our freely available web-based application, which uses
computer vision methods for extracting results from scientific articles and measurements.
We have demonstrated that this tool can provide easy access to the implementation of
meta-level analysis between historical and present days studies by enabling semi-automatic
numerical information conversion and collection. Moreover, we have considered reliable
color mapping and proposed one conversion technique that produces similar mapping
between the chosen results. The comparison of results would be more easier qualitatively
and quantitatively. The tool will help reviewers and researchers to spot situations such
as possible over-emphasing of research results and confusing by mapping scale.
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Abstract. The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is an alternative simulation tool describing incompressible fluids. In recent years, it has become clear that the lattice BGK
model has limitations for high-accuracy calculations. By contrast, the advanced multiplerelaxation-time (MRT) model is attracting more attention to overcome the defects of the
BGK model. The objectives of this study are to verify and validate the MRT-LBM with
and without free surface flows. We have performed (i) a comparison of the MRT-LBM
and BGK-LBM to clarify the accuracy in two-dimensional cavity flows, (ii) a numerical
simulation with the MRT-LBM’s free surface model in standing waves benchmark problem. We found that the MRT-LBM has superior accuracy over the BGK-LBM in the
cavity flows even in solid wall boundaries. Moreover, the MRT-LBM can controlled the
compressibility drop in the 2nd order value of the Mach number in free surface flow.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has attracted attention as an
alternative fluid solver. LBM can be considered to be an approach for obtaining the
fluid solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. It is guaranteed that the solution is of 2nd
order accuracy by Chapman-Enskog expansion, even though it can be used in low Mach
number flows. The key features of LBM are as follows: (i) Fully explicit method, which
means LBM does not have to solve the Poisson equation. (ii) Implementation in parallel
computing is easy and can utilize high-performance computing using GPUs [1].
The most famous lattice Boltzmann equation is the lattice BGK equation using a single
relaxation time [2]. Due to its simplicity, the BGK-LBM has become the most popular
lattice Boltzmann collision model. However, it has some obvious defects, such as tending
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to encounter stability problems in high Reynolds number ﬂows. The multiple-relaxationtime (MRT) collision model was also developed at the same time as the BGK-LBM [3].
Compared to the BGK-LBM, one of the attractive advantages of the MRT-LBM is the
improvement in the stability in high Reynolds number ﬂows. However, few studies have
focused on the MRT-LBM detailed model validation, especially in three-dimensional free
surface ﬂows.
In this paper, we simulated some benchmark problems to verify and validate the MRTLBM. Firstly, we made a comparison between the BGK-LBM and MRT-LBM to clarify
the accuracy in two-dimensional lid-driven cavity ﬂows [4]. Secondly, we simulated the
three-dimensional standing waves [5] based on the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) approach to
verify a reproducibility of the non-linear wave phenomena. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy outlines the basic theory of the LBM. Section 3
describes the PLIC-VOF approach we used as a free surface model. Section 4 presents the
model veriﬁcation and validation through comparison of the MRT-LBM with BGK-LBM
simulating the with and without free surface ﬂows. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2

THE LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD

2.1

THE LATTICE BGK MODEL

LBM solves ﬂuid dynamics on a mesoscopic scale by the kinematic equation for the
particle distribution functions fi . The governing equation is based on the discretized
lattice Boltzmann equation, which describes the behavior of the microscopic particles.
The lattice BGK equation [2] using a single relaxation time τ is given as:
fi (x + ei ∆t, t + ∆t) = fi (x, t) −

]
1[
fi (x, t) − fieq (ρ, u)
τ

(1)

in which fieq is the equilibrium particle distribution function in the i-th discrete velocity
vector on each grid ei , respectively; τ determines the macroscopic ﬂuid kinematic viscosity;
and ρ and u are the macroscopic ﬂuid density and velocity, respectively.
In the current study, we used D2Q9 or D3Q19 lattice model shown in Fig. 1 for two or
three-dimensional simulation. Accordingly, ei can be determined as;
]
[
0 1 0 −1
0 1 −1 −1
1
(2)
ei = e
0 0 1
0 −1 1
1 −1 −1
for D2Q9 model, and;

0 1 −1 0
0 0
0 1 −1
1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 0
0
0
0
ei = e  0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1 
0 0
0 0
0 1 −1 0
0
0
0 1 −1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1


(3)

for D3Q19 model.
where e = ∆x/∆t is the speed for the square lattice; ∆x and ∆t are the lattice size
and time step interval, respectively, due to the discretization of the ﬂuid calculation ﬁeld.
2
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The macroscopic ﬂuid viscosity ν is deﬁned by τ as;
(
1) 2
c
ν = ∆t τ −
2 s
√
where cs = e/ 3 is the sound speed.
The equilibrium distribution function fieq is deﬁned as [6];
]}
{
[
(ei · u) (ei · u)2 (u · u)
eq
fi (ρ, u) = wi ρ + ρ0
+
−
c2s
2c4s
2c2s
where ρ0 is the constant ﬂuid density, wi is

 4/9
wi = 1/9

1/36

(4)

(5)

the weight coeﬃcient given as;
(i = 1)
(i = 2, · · · , 5)
(i = 6, · · · , 9)

(6)

(i = 1)
(i = 2, · · · , 7)
(i = 8, · · · , 19)

(7)

for D2Q9 model, and;


 1/3
wi = 1/18

1/36

for D3Q19 model.
Eq. 5 is formed under the following conditions;
∥umax ∥
∼ Ma
cs

(8)

where Ma is the Mach number.
The macroscopic density and velocity are given as the 0th and 1st order moments of
the distribution function.
∑
ρ=
fi
(9)
i

u=
2.2

1 ∑
ei fi
ρ0 i

(10)

THE MULTIPLE-RELAXATION-TIME (MRT) MODEL

The simple lattice BGK model easily becomes unstable in high Reynolds number ﬂow.
We used the more advanced MRT-LBM [7] to overcome the defects of the BGK-LBM.
We will describe the MRT-LBM with D3Q19 model as follows. The MRT-LBM deﬁnes
the collision term Ωi [fi (x, t)] as:
Ωi [fi (x, t)] = M−1 S [(Mf ) − meq ]
3
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where M is the transformation matrix composed of 19 orthogonal basic vectors ϕi {i =
0, . . . , 18} as follows:
ϕ0,i = n1, ϕ1,i = e2i − e2
( )2
ϕ2,i = 3 e2i − 6e2i e2 + e4
ϕ3,i = eix , ϕ5,i = eiy , ϕ7,i = eiz
)
)
)
(
(
(
ϕ4,i = 3e2i − 5e2 eix , ϕ6,i = 3e2i − 5e2 eiy , ϕ8,i = 3e2i − 5e2 eiz
ϕ9,i = 3e2ix − e2i , ϕ11,i = e2iy − e2iz

(12)

ϕ13,i = eix eiy , ϕ14,i = eiy eiz , ϕ15,i = eiz eix
)(
)
)(
)
(
(
ϕ10,i = 2e2i − 3e2 3e2ix − e2i , ϕ12,i = 2e2i − 3e2 e2iy − e2iz
)
)
)
(
(
(
ϕ16,i = e2iy − e2iz eix , ϕ17,i = e2iz − e2ix eiy , ϕ18,i = e2ix − e2iy eiz

S is the relaxation rate, and meq is the equilibrium value for each moment space. The
key features of the MRT-LBM are as follows:
1. The velocity function f is transformed into the moment function m = Mf
2. An independent relaxation rate is used in each moment space S
The moments m are determined as:
m = (ρ, e, ϵ, jx , qx , jy , qy , jz , qz , 3pxx , 3πxx , pww , πww , pxy , pyz , pzx , mx , my , mz )

(13)

meq is given in Eq. 15, and S is the diagonal collision matrix. The non-zero values of the
matrix sl,i,i are determined as follows:
sl,1,1 = sl,a
sl,2,2 = sl,b
sl,4,4 = sl,6,6 = sl,8,8 = sl,c
sl,10,10 = sl,12,12 = sl,d

(14)

sl,9,9 = sl,11,11 = sl,13,13 = sl,14,14 = sl,15,15 = −

1
= sl,ω
τ

sl,16,16 = sl,17,17 = sl,18,18 = sl,e
The parameters sl,a , sl,b , sl,c , sl,d and sl,e are freely chosen in the range [−2, 0]. These
values depend on the flow conditions, such as the initial and boundary conditions, and
cannot be determined generically. We chose sl,a = sl,b = sl,c = sl,d = sl,e = −1.0 as the
moments as the relaxation rate approaches its equilibrium state, which is a reasonable
way to determine these parameters [7].
The non-zero equilibrium moments meq are given as:
eq
eq
eq
meq
0 = ρ, m3 = ρ0 ux , m5 = ρ0 uy , m7 = ρ0 uz
( 2
)
eq
2
2
meq
1 = e = ρ 0 u x + u y + uz
( 2
)
eq
2
2
meq
2u
=
3p
=
ρ
−
u
−
u
0
9
xx
x
y
z
( 2
)
eq
eq
2
m11 = pzz = ρ0 uy − uz

eq
eq
eq
eq
eq
meq
13 = pxy = ρ0 ux uy , m14 = pyz = ρ0 uy uz , m15 = pzx = ρ0 uz ux

4
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3

FREE SURFACE MODEL

3.1

Competing cells status

We used the volume-of-ﬂuid (VOF) approach to capture the interface shape. The ﬂuid
fraction value c, analogous to the VOF function, is introduced as a new macroscopic
value [8]. This process is a color function in the range [0, 1] and divides cells into three
types:

(c = 0)
 Gas
Fluid
(c = 1)
(16)
Cell Type =

Interface (otherwise)
Free surface movements are performed by the interface cells’ motions.
3.2

The piecewise linear interface reconstruction

We used the piecewise linear interface reconstruction (PLIC) to capture the interface shapes. Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction method in this VOF approach. In threedimensional PLIC-VOF, the interface shapes are approximated as a trapezoid, and the
line segment function is given in each interface cell as follows:
n · x = n 1 x 1 + n2 x 2 + n3 x 3 = α

(17)

where n is the unit interface normal and α is the segment from the Cartesian origin. The
calculation algorithms of the PLIC are as follows:
1. Calculate the interface normal n
2. Calculate the segment parameter α
3. Calculate the mass ﬂux across the cells and advection interface cells
We will describe each algorithm in the followings.
3.3

Interface normal

Various algorithms can be used to determine the interface normal n. Although this
calculation is the most signiﬁcant components of the PLIC, because the accuracy of the interface normal directly aﬀects the model accuracy, we used Parker and Youngs method [9].
The interface normal n can be calculated by the gradient of the ﬂuid fraction c as
follows:
n=−

∇c
∥∇c∥

(18)

The gradient is discretized by the central diﬀerence scheme from the surrounding values:


c̄x (x + 1, y, z) − c̄x (x − 1, y, z)
1 
c̄y (x, y + 1, z) − c̄y (x, y − 1, z) 
(19)
∇c =
2∆x
c̄z (x, y, z + 1) − c̄z (x, y, z − 1)
5
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where c̄ is the average fraction level of neighboring cells as:
c̄x (x, y, z) =

1
1
∑
∑

c (x, y + i, z + j) · wi,j

(20)

1
1
∑
∑

c (x + i, y, z + j) · wi,j

(21)

1
1
∑
∑

c (x + i, y + j, z) · wi,j

(22)

i=−1 j=−1

c̄y (x, y, z) =

i=−1 j=−1

c̄z (x, y, z) =

i=−1 j=−1

where wi,j is the weighting parameter. The following weights achieve the best accuracy.


4 (i, j) = (0, 0)
(23)
wi,j = 2 (i, j) = (1, 0) , (0, 1)


1 (i, j) = (±1, ±1)
3.4

Interface segment parameter

Various algorithms can be used to determine the segment parameter α, such as iterative
root ﬁnding. All algorithms must produce the same result in this calculation step when
the interface normal n is known. We used analytical algorithms [10].
First, we standardized the calculated interface normal n as n1 > 0, n2 > 0, n3 > 0
and n1 + n2 + n3 = 1. When the interface normals were negative values, we transformed
the coordinates to the normal non-negative. Second, we calculated the inverse problem
α = f ′ (c, n) by utilizing the fact that the ﬂuid fraction c is a function of the interface
normal n and the segment parameter α as follows:
]
[
∑
∑
1
3
c (α, n) =
F3 (α − ni ∆xi ) +
F3 (α − αmax + ni ∆xi )
α −
6n1 n2 n3
i=1
i=1
3

3

(24)

We determined α by solving the cubic equations analytically, where αmax is the summation
of the standardized interface normal as:
αmax = n1 + n2 + n3
and F is the Heaviside function deﬁned as:
{
x3
F3 (x) =
0

(x > 0)
(x ≤ 0)

6
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3.5

Advection of the interface cell

In the VOF method, we have to solve the following equation to advect the ﬂuid fraction
c as:
∂c
+ u · (∇c) = 0
∂t

(27)

We used the Lagrangian-explicit method [11, 12] in the interface cells to discretize Eq. 27.
Fig. 3 shows a schematic illustration of the method. In this method, the surface, which
is approximated by line ab, moves to line cd with the face velocity at the next time step.
The blue area in Fig. 3 is the outgoing mass ﬂux toward the right-hand cell in the next
time step. As a result, the ﬂuid fraction ct+1 can be determined by the incoming and
outgoing mass ﬂux as follows:
ct+1
= V Li+1 + V Ci + V Ri−1
i

(28)

where V L is the mass ﬂux toward the left-hand cell, V R is the mass ﬂux toward the righthand cell, and V C is the remaining mass ﬂux. Finally, we used the operator-splitting
method for multi-dimensional advection to redetermine the interface normal n of every
advection for each axis.
4
4.1

VERIFICATION & VALIDATION
Lid-driven cavity flows

This numerical simulation was conducted to clarify the accuracy between the BGKLBM and MRT-LBM. The critical Reynolds number of the two-dimensional lid-driven
cavity ﬂow is from 8000 to 8050 within less than 1% of error [13]. The numerical simulation has been performed until Re = 7500 to focus on the steady state solutions in
the comparison. The number of computing points is 256 × 256 using D2Q9 model. This
variable is common to both collision models.
Fig. 4 compares the dimensionless velocity components of the ux and uy proﬁles in
the steady state along vertical and horizontal center lines. In the cases of Re = 100 and
Re = 400, both the BGK-LBM and MRT-LBM are in good agreement with the results
of the reference [4]. In the low Reynolds number, the BGK-LBM can be applicable and
satisfy the accuracy requirement with a 256 × 256 grid calculation.
The BGK-LBM , however, disagrees with the results [4] because the Reynolds number
is increasingly high. This tendency is particularly strong near the solid wall boundary.
We conﬁrmed that the 1st order bounce-back boundary condition with the BGK-LBM
is diﬃcult for conducting high-accuracy simulations even when the Reynolds number is
smaller than the critical number in this benchmark.
In contrast, the MRT-LBM results are in good agreement with the results [4] regardless
of the increase of the Reynolds number. The results near the wall boundary do not
decrease in accuracy; therefore, it is shown that the 1st order bounce-back boundary
condition with the MRT-LBM can satisfy the accurate no-slip wall boundary condition
in this simulation. It is assumed that the parameters that aﬀect the accuracy boundary
7
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condition are set correctly in the relaxation rates. Accordingly, the MRT’s relaxation
rates must be determined by each ﬂow ﬁeld. The validation of the relaxation rates except
for lid-driven cavity ﬂow is an issue for future work. Moreover, there is a possibility that
the BGK-LBM can perform a high-accuracy computation if the number of computing
grids is larger. It is not advisable because the calculation time increases.
Through the model comparison, it is concluded that the MRT-LBM is capable of higher
accuracy calculations compared to the BGK-LBM in lid-driven cavity ﬂows, particularly
near the no-slip boundary.
4.2

Standing waves analysis

Standing waves in rectangular tank were simulated to validate our model using D3Q19
model. In this benchmark problem, Wu and Taylor [5] have calculated an analytical solution by non-linear water wave theory in second order accuracy. Fig. 5 shows calculation
domain and initial settings and calculation parameters we set. The simulation was carried
out for 5 seconds. The time step interval ∆t was determined to satisfy √
Ma ∼ 0.01. The
maximum magnitude of the velocity was calculated by the wave speed gH, where g is
the gravity acceleration and H is the still water depth.
Fig. 6 shows the interface shapes of our model. Besides, Fig. 7 shows the Timeseries
of water level at the center of the tank and spacing density proﬁle at t = 0.5 (s). The
key feature of 2nd order solution is that the 1st and 3rd crests are higher that 2nd one.
This is caused by the non-linear eﬀects of waves. Hence, the phenomena can not seen
in ﬁrst order solution because that is based on linear theory. Our model reproduced
non-linear eﬀects well and succeeded in avoiding artiﬁcial oscillations near interface cells.
Moreover, the weak
(
)compressibility decreases at smaller Mach numbers, and the density
decreases in O Ma2 . Our model controlled the compressibility and approximates the
incompressible ﬂows well, determining the time step interval ∆t by Mach numver with
the required accuracy. On the other hand, our model leave room for improvement to
enhance a energy conservation because the water level was damped after t = 3.0 (s).
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we performed veriﬁcation and validation of the MRT-LBM in classical
benchmark problems with and without free surface ﬂows. The following conclusions were
drawn from the discussions above:
- We found that the MRT-LBM can overcome the defects of the BGK-LBM, such as
the accuracy of the no-slip boundary condition and the disturbance of ﬂuid density.
- We substantiated
( 2 ) that the weak compressibility in the MRT-LBM can be controlled
within O Ma by choosing a time step interval based on the maximum velocity
magnitude in the ﬂow ﬁeld.
Through the veriﬁcation and validation, it is clear that the MRT-LBM might require
ﬁner resolution than that of other CFD solves. The adaptive mesh reﬁnement technique
will be needed to execute more eﬃcient simulations.
8
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Figure 1: D2Q9 model (left), D3Q19 model (right)
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Figure 3: A schematic iilustration of the Lagrangian-Explicit method in two-dimension
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Figure 5: The calculation domain and initial settings (left), Calculation parameters (right)

Figure 6: Interface shapes, (a) 0.3s, (b) 0.6s, (c) 0.9s, (d) 1.1s, (e) 1.4s, (f) 1.7s

Figure 7: Timeseries of water level at the center of the tank (left), Density profiles at t = 0.5 (s) (right)
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Abstract. The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method was proposed by Graeme
Bird in 1970’s. It models the gas using simulation particles and samples the flow to obtain its
macroscopic properties. At the beginning of 1980’s several experiments were conducted in
Imperial College, London, in order to provide accurate data for the validation of DSMC
codes. These experimental data have not been used for validation purposes for several years,
although they have been conducted carefully so as to reduce the experimental error at its
minimum. In this work we simulate one of these experiments using SPARTA, a modern
DSMC kernel, with advanced molecular collisions model and we compare our results with
older simulation results, as well as with the corresponding experimental data.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method was first proposed by Graeme Bird in
1970’s [1]. When it was introduced it was not widely accepted by the scientific community
but as the years passed the method evolved and became a suitable alternative to the use of
Navier-Stokes equations mainly in rarefied gas flows. The DSMC method models the fluid
using interacting simulation particles, each one of them representing a large number of real
fluid particles. These simulation particles are placed inside the computational cells of the
simulation domain and are characterized by their position, velocity and internal energy. Then,
the simulation particles move with their assigned speeds and collide, while the computational
cells are subsequently sampled to obtain the macroscopic properties of the flow.
This method can be applied for several types of rarefied gas flows, usually in high Mach
numbers. Due to the complications of the internal energy exchange when a collision occurs,
the early molecular models, used in DSMC, were restricted to monoatomic gases. Despite the
fact that various collision models have been later developed to deal with polyatomic gases,
from empirical to fully quantum-mechanical ones, the problem of selecting one that is mostappropriate for DSMC simulations still remains. The tradeoff between precision and
efficiency should be considered wisely, since the algorithm uses many millions of such
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simulation particles during a single run.
During the 90’s the DSMC method was widely accepted and it was the dominant method
for simulating rarefied gas flows [1]. At that period several researchers developed some of the
current well known and widely-utilized parallel DSMC solvers. DAC (DSMC Analysis Code)
was one of the first parallel codes, which later became the official DSMC code for NASA [2].
SMILE, developed by Ivanov et al. [3], became the official code for the Russian space
agencies. MONACO was one of the first DSMC codes which employed a volume grid
comprised of unstructured cells [4]; a volume grid with structured cells could also be used [4].
The same period two additional codes were developed, ICARUS [5] and MGDS [6]. ICARUS
was developed in Sandia National Laboratories and was used in a wide variety of rarefied gas
problems [5]. The MGDS code was developed at the University of Minnesota. The code uses
a Cartesian grid but it performs fully automated adaptive mesh refinement during a DSMC
simulation. The recent DSMC code SPARTA was developed in the Sandia National
Laboratories [7]. This code makes use of the most recent grid adaption techniques, molecular
models as well as parallelization techniques, which render the code probably the most
computationally-efficient DSMC code currently available [7].
In this work we examine one test case of a hollow cylinder, firstly introduced in 1983 by
Davis et al. [8] and experimentally investigated in the Imperial College Hypersonic Nitrogen
Wind tunnel. The collision models used at that time to simulate the corresponding test case
were the variable-φ Morse potential [8], the hybrid Morse potential [8] and the inverse-power
variable-φ [8].
2 COLLISION MODELING
The collision models in the DSMC method are separated in two categories. Impulsive
models, employing approximations to classical or quantum-mechanical representations of the
collision, and phenomenological models, where local relaxation concepts are used to calculate
the energy exchanges [9]. The first model introduced to the DSMC method was the hard
sphere model [9, 10, 11]. This model treats molecules as hard spheres which collide (as
shown in Figure 1) when their distance decreases to
𝑟𝑟 =

1
(𝑑𝑑 + 𝑑𝑑2 ) = 𝑑𝑑12
2 1

(1)

where 𝑑𝑑1 and 𝑑𝑑2 are the diameters of the colliding molecules. Its main advantage is that it
uses a finite cross-section defined by
2
𝜎𝜎𝛵𝛵 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑12

(2)

and an easy calculation of the collision. The scattering of hard sphere molecules is isotropic in
the center-of-mass frame of reference. In other words, all directions are equally likely for 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟∗ ,
where 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟∗ is the magnitude of particle’s velocity. In the hard sphere model, the viscosity and
diffusion cross-sections are defined respectively as
and

𝜎𝜎𝜇𝜇 =

2
𝜎𝜎
3 𝛵𝛵

𝜎𝜎𝛭𝛭 = 𝜎𝜎𝛵𝛵

2
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Figure 1: Collision geometry of the hard sphere model

3.1 The Variable Hard Sphere model (VHS)
The main characteristics of the hard sphere model are the finite cross‐section and the
isotropic scattering in the center-of-mass frame of reference. Unfortunately, this scattering
law is unrealistic. However, the main drawback of the hard sphere model is the resulting
dynamic viscosity. According to Bird [1], a molecular model for rarefied gas flows should
reproduce the dynamic viscosity of the real gas and its temperature dependence. The viscosity
of the hard sphere model results to be proportional to the temperature to the power of 0.5,
whereas real gases have powers of the order of 0.75. The main reason for this absence of
accuracy is that the cross‐section of the particles is independent of the relative translational
energy
1
𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟2 .
2

(5)

The real cross-section depends on this relative velocity 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 . Because of the inertia, the change
in the trajectories decreases when the relative velocity increases, so the cross-section must
decrease when 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 increases. A variable cross-section is thus required to match the power of
0.75 that is a characteristic of real gases. This led to the variable hard sphere model (VHS) [9,
10, 11]. In this model, the molecule is modeled as a hard sphere with a diameter 𝑑𝑑 that is a
function of 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 , using an inverse power law
𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (

𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝜉𝜉
)
𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟

(6)

where the subscript ref devotes reference values; 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 corresponds to the effective diameter at
relative speed 𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝜉𝜉 is the VHS parameter depending on the particle species. For a
particular gas the reference values are defined by the effective diameter at a particular
temperature. In the VHS model the deflection angle is given by
𝑥𝑥 = 2 cos −1

𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎

(7)

The VHS model leads to a temperature dependence of the coefficient of viscosity such that
𝜇𝜇 ∝ 𝑇𝑇 𝜔𝜔
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where 𝛵𝛵 is the temperature and,

1

(9)

𝜔𝜔 = + 𝜉𝜉

3.2 The Variable Soft Sphere model (VSS)

2

The most recent popular model used in DSMC simulations is the Variable Soft Sphere
model (VSS) [4]. In this model the deflection angle compared to the VHS is modified as
𝑥𝑥 = 2 cos

−1

𝑏𝑏 1/𝑎𝑎
(( ) )
𝑎𝑎

(10)

where a is the VSS scattering parameter. The total collision cross-section of a variable soft
sphere is given by 𝜎𝜎𝛵𝛵 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑 2 . As a result this leads to the following dynamic viscosity
expression for a VSS gas,
4𝑘𝑘 𝜉𝜉 1+𝜉𝜉
5 (𝛼𝛼 + 1)(𝛼𝛼 + 2)√𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 ( 𝑚𝑚 ) 𝑇𝑇 2
𝜇𝜇 =
2𝜉𝜉
16
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼(4 − 𝜉𝜉)𝜎𝜎𝛵𝛵,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑐𝑐
𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(11)
1

Similarly to the VHS model, the viscosity is proportional to 𝑇𝑇 2+𝜉𝜉 and the parameter ξ is
chosen as in the VHS model. The diffusion coefficient in a VSS gas mixture is given [12]
𝐷𝐷12

1

2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 2+𝜉𝜉12
(𝑎𝑎
+
1)
𝜋𝜋
(
)
√
12
3
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟
=
16 𝛤𝛤(3 − 𝜉𝜉12 )𝑛𝑛𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,12 𝑐𝑐 2𝜉𝜉12

(12)

𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

For a simple gas with viscosity 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and self-diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝐷11,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 at the reference
temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 the effective diameters 𝑑𝑑 and 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 based on the viscosity and diffusion are
given [12]
5 (𝑎𝑎 + 1)(𝑎𝑎 + 2)√𝑚𝑚/𝜋𝜋(𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )
𝑑𝑑 = √
𝜉𝜉
16
𝛼𝛼𝛤𝛤(4 − 𝜉𝜉)𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐸𝐸

𝜉𝜉+1/2

(13)

𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑11 = √

𝜉𝜉+1/2

3 (𝑎𝑎 + 1)(𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )

8 𝛤𝛤(3 − 𝜉𝜉)√𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷11,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐸𝐸 𝜉𝜉

(14)

𝑡𝑡

respectively. By requiring equity for the two diameters, α may be determined as
𝑎𝑎 =

10𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷11,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
6(3 − 𝜉𝜉)𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 5𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷11,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(16)

Consequently, the VSS model reflects the diffusion process more precisely than the VHS
one and is thus more favorable for the analysis of diffusion phenomena. A limitation of the
model is that constant values for α are generally only valid in a certain temperature range. It
has to be noted that the VHS and VSS models both approximate the realistic inverse power
law model. Details of the older models used in this work, namely the variable-φ Morse
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potential, the hybrid Morse potential, and the inverse-power variable-φ, can be found in [13,
14]. In brief these older models treat the individual collisions as inelastic with probability 𝜑𝜑
or completely elastic with probability 1 − 𝜑𝜑. The constant 𝜑𝜑 is called the exchange restriction
factor and ranges between 0.1 and 1. During an inelastic collision, the total energy is
redistributed between the translational and rotational modes, according to probabilities
derived from the equilibrium distribution [12].
4

THE HOLLOW CYLINDER EXPERIMENT

In 1983, to access the accuracy of the variable-𝜑𝜑 and hybrid models in practical
applications, comparisons have been carried-out between computational and experimental
results; two body shapes were used, namely a hollow cylinder and a blunt cone; These
particular body shapes have been chosen in order to minimize experimental error [8]. The
method used in order to obtain the experimental results was the electron-beam fluorescence
technique. This method avoids interference caused by physical probes, which, in rarefied
gases, can be excessive [8]. In this work, only the hollow cylinder case will be considered.
In the flow developed on the hollow cylinder we expect viscous effects to dominate.
However, this type of shapes are dogged by undesirable three-dimensional flow effects, which
in the rarefied regime can be troublesome [15]. The experiment was conducted in the Imperial
College Nitrogen Wind Tunnel, which operates between Mach number 20 and 24 [8]. Mean
free paths 𝜆𝜆∞ of 0.5 mm can be achieved within the wind tunnel [8]. The model was water
cooled and constructed using tellurium-copper alloy [8]. The hollow cylinder has 44 mm
diameter at the leading edge, while it is 150 mm long. The leading edge is sharp and
chamfered at 10o at the inner surface, while the outer surface was given a slight taper of 1o
[8]. This was necessary because the conicity of the undisturbed tunnel flow had a 1o outflow
at the model’s leading edge [8]. The model’s geometry is presented in Figure 2.
As far as the electron-beam is concerned, the method used was the one described in [16]. A
beam of electrons was fired into the gas from a 30 kV source outside the tunnel. This caused a
fluorescent glow, the intensity of which at points along the beam gave a measure of gas
density [17]. On the surface of the hollow cylinder a thin layer of graphite was embedded,
making possible to fire the beam directly at the model without the effect of an increased glow
near the surface from the reflected particles. As mentioned in [8], a high-thermal conductivity
adhesive was used to hold the graphite in place and a temperature rise of less than 0.3 K was
estimated due to aerodynamic heating.
The upstream boundary conditions were set in this work so as to match those measured in
[8]. The boundary conditions and the DSMC code parameters can be found in Tables 1 and 2
respectively. The DSMC code used in this work is SPARTA, developed in Sandia National
Laboratories [7]. It is a high-efficiency parallel open-source DSMC code distributed under the
terms of the GPL license. To run a simulation with SPARTA the corresponding parameters
have to be defined first, i.e., the simulation box (computational domain), the grid, the internal
boundaries (inside the simulation box), the particle species (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, ions) and
the initial population of the particles. For a two-dimensional run, the simulation box is defined
by the coordinates of the boundaries; minimum and maximum coordinates in x- and y- axis.
For a three-dimensional simulation the coordinates of two more boundaries have to be defined
(including coordinates in z-axis). As far as the computational discretization is concerned,
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SPARTA employs a hierarchical Cartesian grid strategy. The simulation domain is considered
initially as a single grid cell (level 0). The cell is divided in Nx by Ny by Nz cells at level 1,
while at next each one of these cells can be further divided into smaller ones at different
levels. The properties of the particle species, such as their diameter and molecular weight, are
acquired from an additional appropriately formatted file. Finally, the initial population of the
particles is defined from the Fnum number, denoting the number of real particles represented
by a single simulation particle. As far as initialization of the procedure is concerned, the
corresponding velocities are retrieved from a Maxwellian speed distribution function [7].
The domain used in this simulation spans from -0.02 m to 0.15 m along the x-axis and
from 0 m to 0.1 m along the r-axis. To divide the computational domain, a Cartesian grid was
used, with 350 and 180 cells along the x- and r-axis respectively. Around the hollow cylinder
geometry the grid cells were further refined to 10 by 10 cells. A detail of the aforementioned
grid can be seen in Figure 2. In order for the results to be comparative to the older ones, since
in [2] the number of particles used is not mentioned, in this work the number of particles were
kept to the minimum number required for a successful DSMC simulation. It has to be noted
that better results can be produced if the number of particles is increased. The simulation was
performed on a DELLTM R815 Poweredge TM Server with four AMD OpteronTM 6380 16-core
processors. The initial grid was decomposed and distributed to 60 cores and the simulation
required approximately 5 days to complete.
To speed-up the simulation, the recursive coordinate bisectioning method (RCB) was used,
in which the processors are assigned compact clumps of grid cells [7]. To every cell a weight
coefficient is assigned, hence, dynamic load balancing aims to assign equal total weights to all
processors. This weight coefficient can be defined in various ways, e.g., if it is set equal to
unity, each processor is assigned the same number of cells, while if it is set equal to the
number of the included particles, the same number of particles is assigned to all the
processors.

Figure 2: DSMC grid detail
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Table 1: Flow conditions
2780

𝐕𝐕∞ (𝐦𝐦⁄𝐬𝐬)

𝛒𝛒∞ (𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑⁄𝐦𝐦𝟑𝟑 )

3.192x1021

𝐓𝐓𝐰𝐰 (𝐊𝐊)

290

𝐓𝐓∞ (𝐊𝐊)

95.6

Mean free path (𝝀𝝀∞ ) (mm)

0.33

Table 2: DSMC code parameters

5

2780

𝐕𝐕∞ (𝐦𝐦⁄𝐬𝐬)
𝑭𝑭𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏

1057.48

Timestep (s)

3x10-8

Transient period (steps)

200,000

Sampling period (steps)

50,000

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The SPARTA code simulated the flow in an axisymmetric domain by utilizing the VSS
model. In this simulation the main objective was to calculate the flow density in different
positions on the upper surface of the hollow cylinder. The measuring positions were defined
according to [8] and can be seen in Figure 3. At this point it must be noted that the measuring
took place along the whole length of the lines shown, from the surface of the cylinder up to
the outside shock area. Furthermore, the simulation data, produced by the older models have
been taken from [8]. In this work only the results for the VSS model were produced using the
SPARTA kernel, and thus compared to the older models. The density contours computed by
SPARTA are presented in Figure 4: the flow develops from a kinetic region around the
cylinder’s leading edge to a fully shock and viscous layer downstream. The shock developed
around the cylinder is produced by the displacement effect of the viscous layer. Thus, within
it the density rises quickly and steeply to a peak value. This is because of the interference of
the shock’s structure with the non-equilibrium viscous layer that exists in the space between
the shock and the cylinder’s surface [8].
Furthermore, the measuring positions were defined as the ratio of the 𝑥𝑥 distance divided by
the mean free path (𝑥𝑥⁄𝜆𝜆∞ ). The 𝑦𝑦-axis (𝑟𝑟-axis) of the plots was defined in the same manner
such as 𝑦𝑦⁄𝜆𝜆∞ . The four measurement positions are summarized in Table 3. We can clearly
observe that the model that gives better overall agreement is the newer VSS one, followed by
the hybrid Morse, the variable-φ Morse and, finally, the inverse power variable-φ model. The
results for the VSS model show that the flow develops fast with steep gradients and a strong
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shock being close to the measured one. In contrast, the inverse variable-φ model accounts for
a weaker shock and a slower developing flow. This was expected, because the VSS and the
Morse potential models give a better prediction of viscosity over a wider range of
temperatures.
At position 1, which is close to the leading edge and is within the kinetic region of the
flow, both VSS and variable-φ models are in very good agreement with the experimental
results. As the flow develops further, on the cylinder’s external surface the differences
between the models can be more clearly observed. Since the merged layer is essentially a
matching between the strongly interacting viscous boundary layer generated by the particles
reflected from the body and the developed shock, the conditions downstream of the shock are
a very sensitive indicator [8]. In the second measurement position we can see that the VSS
model provides a better agreement with the experimental data than the hybrid Morse potential
one, especially at the peak density point.
Finally, as we move forward to the third and fourth positions, shown in Figure 6a and 6b
respectively, it can be observed that in the third position VSS and Hybrid Morse models
produced close results. In addition, in the fourth position the VSS model slightly over-predicts
the peak density point and the density after the peak point, whereas has a good agreement at
the points before that. Since the number of particles used during the simulation is not
mentioned in [8], in this work the simulation particles were kept around the minimum number
of particles required for the model to run a successful simulation. As far as the third position
is concerned, the VSS model produces a slightly better result at the density peak point, underpredicts at the area outside the shock region and has a very good agreement with the Hybrid
Morse model before the density peak point.
Table 3: Measurement positions [8]
𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏𝐏 Number

𝒙𝒙⁄
𝝀𝝀∞

2

44.6

3

89.6

4

140.0

14.9

𝟏𝟏
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Figure 3: Measurement positions

Figure 4: Density contours
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Density plot for position 1; (b) Density plot for position 2 (points for variable-φ Morse, Hybrid
Morse, and Inverse power variable-φ models were extracted from [8])

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Density plot for position 3; (b) Density plot for position 4 (points for variable-φ Morse, Hybrid
Morse, and Inverse power variable-φ models were extracted from [8])

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the DSMC code SPARTA was used to simulate a hypersonic rarefied gas flow
test case. Three old DSMC collision models (variable-φ Morse potential, Hybrid Morse
potential, and inverse-power variable-φ) were compared with a more recent one (VSS) against
experimental results. Generally, a good agreement was observed between the Hybrid Morse
potential and the VSS models, although the VSS one is expected to produce better results with
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a higher number of particles than those used in this work. The hollow cylinder geometry is an
axisymmetric equivalent of the flat plate geometry. The fastest model, as mentioned in [8], is
the inverse-power variable-φ one, which provided tolerable results in comparison with the
experimental data.
As there is no evidence of the simulation time required we cannot say how long the
original simulations required to reach a solution; the SPARTA code with the VSS model
required 5 days in 60 cores; the VSS model is able to produce good results, although it is not a
computationally cheap model. Further tests will be performed using more particles, as well as
for lower densities, in order to demonstrate how the computational time varies with gas
density. On-going work includes the comparison of the VHS model simulation results with
the available experimental data, while other cases from the same batch of experiments are also
under investigation.
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Abstract. This contribution revolves around the procedure that Liu and Vinokur proposed to
derive a Roe-like linearization for flows out of thermo-chemical equilibrium. More specifically, we
consider the multidimensional generalization by Degrez and van der Weide and its application to
residual distribution schemes. The multidimensional linearization is described in detail, and the
conditions under which it is well defined are investigated. We show that the multidimensional
generalization can be ill-defined under certain conditions; an alternative to handle shocked
hypersonic flow fields in thermo-chemical non-equilibrium is proposed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Degrez and van der Weide introduced in 8 an strategy to generalize to the multidimensional
case the Roe-like linearization procedure that Liu and Vinokur proposed in 22.
Liu and Vinokur’s technique offered, in the context of approximated Riemann solvers, an effective
 avg for which the so-called property U (see 27) was
method to derive a Roe-like averaged state Z
respected.
The significance of being able to compute an average state respecting property U is precisely the
guarantee that a linearized description of the Riemann problem will provide a solution consistent
with that of the original non-linear problem, namely that the numerical algorithm will be able
to -in the words of Roe- “recognize a shock wave” 27.
 avg under conditions
Liu and Vinokur’s accomplishment was to offer Roe-like averaged states Z
for which the existence of such averages was not guaranteed to exist, namely for complex,
highly non-linear thermodynamic models e.g. those used for two-phase or thermo-chemical
non-equilibrium (TCNEQ) flows. References 32, 33 illustrate the usage of Liu and Vinokur’s
generalized Roe average for combustion applications.
Note that most of the of the applications employing the generalized Roe average apply it on
a dimension-by-dimension basis. Seeking to take advantage of the multidimensional upwind
residual distribution algorithms described in 34, Degrez and van der Weide devised an strategy
to extend the linearization to the multidimensional case.
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This contribution is structured as follows: the system of equations and the thermo-chemical
model describing the flows of our interest are presented immediately after this introductory
section. Section 3 offers then a brief introduction to Residual Distribution techniques, focusing
specially in the computation and distribution of convective residuals. Next, the extension of the
Roe-Liu-Vinokur linearization to the multidimensional case proposed by 8 is described in detail
in section 4: special attention is paid to the conditions under which this extension is well-defined.
In an attempt to unclutter as much as possible the exposition, appendix A contains additional
details about handling source term residuals, and the solution procedure of the discrete nodal
equations.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this work we will consider inviscid NEQ flows including vibrational excitation and chemical
reaction processes, which we will describe by means of a nS species (with nS ≥ 2), two temperatures model 24. These models assume that translational and rotational contributions to the
internal energy are fully excited and in equilibrium at temperature T , while the vibrational and
electronic modes are themselves in equilibrium at a temperature T v possibly different from T . In
particular we will employ the equations presented in 14, particularized for the non-ionized case1 .
The set of equations describing the flow of an inviscid nS species, electrically neutral gas mixture,
possibly reacting and/or under vibrational non-equilibrium conditions reads in compact vector
form as:

∂U

+ ∇ · F̄¯ c = S.
∂t

(1)

 stands for the vector of conserved variables and tensors F̄¯ c collects the convective fluxes
Here U
 contains the chemical and internal energy modes
of the conserved quantities, while vector S
source terms. For a TCNEQ flow the vector of conserved variables is:
 = [ρs ,
U

ρuj ,

ρE,

ρev ]t ,

(2)

and therefore nEqs = nS + nD + 2. System of equations 1 expresses the conservation of mass (at
the species level, and globally), momentum and energy (both total and vibrational) principles.
In system above, ρs stands for the density of the s-th species, while ρu, ρE and ρev are respectively the momentum, the total energy and the electronic-vibrational energy per unit volume.
Additionally, p is the pressure exerted by the mixture and H is the specific total enthalpy.
The convective tensor is defined as (Einstein convention applies) F̄¯ c = Fjc ·ejt for j ∈ {x1 , . . . , xnD }.
 ∈ RnEqs and {ej } is the canonical basis for RnD .
 , F c , S
Note that the vectors employed fulfill U
j
The mass production term for a given species s:


 

ω̇s


νs,r
k
=
− νs,r
 r,f
Ms
reactions




  ρk νk,r
  ρk νk,r 
.
− kr,b

Mk
Mk
species
species

(3)

Here kr,f and kr,b stand for the forward and backward reaction rates for the r − th reaction;

 are the stoichiometric coefficients and M is the molar weight for the k-th species.
and νk,r
νk,r
k
1

Since a consistent treatment of charged species would require to couple the Maxwell equations to the model
described here.
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In this work, the N -N2 gas mixture will be considered. Therefore, for a two-dimensional TCNEQ (or CNEQ) flow computation, the number of conserved variables is 6 (or 5).
Finally, the term Ωv , in the case of gas mixtures involving only neutral species (i.e. in absence of
ionization) accounts for the energy exchange (relaxation) between translational and vibrational
modes and for the energy gained through dissociation or recombination processes:
v

Ω =

nS

s=1

n

S
e∗v,s − ev,s 
ρs
+
D̂s ω̇s .
τs

(4)

s=1

The model is not closed until initial/boundary conditions, properties kr,f , kr,b , τs and an equation
of state is provided. Due to space limitations we will cover here only parts of the thermodynamic
model, and will encourage the reader to consults references 3, 16 for a detailed discussion on
what are physically adequate initial/boundary conditions for the system of non-linear partial
differential equations in Eqs. (1); and to 17, 14, 23 for an account on the calculation of all
chemistry, thermodynamics and energy transfer properties.
At the equation of state level, the ideal gas law for a thermally perfect gas (PG) applies to each
of the components of the gas mixture, which exert a partial pressure given by ps = R/Ms ρs T .
Here, R is the universal gas constant R = 8314.4J/K kmol and Ms the s-th species molecular
weight (in kg/kmol). The total pressure of the mixture is:
p=

nS


ps .

(5)

s=1

Specific enthalpy H relates to pressure
of the mixture can be further related if
translational-rotational modes, from the
ergy, as in ρE = ρetr + ρev + 12 ρut · u.
different species in the mixture:
nS


as H = E + p/ρ. Total energy ρE and pressure p
one realizes that ρE includes contributions from the
vibrational-electronic modes and from the kinetic enEach of these gathers in turn contributions from the
nS


n

S

u2
1 t
ρu · u =
.
ρs
2
2
s=1
s=1
s=1
 T tr
tr
The s-th species translational-rotational energy is es = T 0 Cv,s dτ + h0s ; h0s is the formation
tr is the translational-rotational
enthalpy of the species at the reference temperature T 0 and Cv,s
specific heat at constant volume. Since the components of the mixture behave as calorically
tr = 3 R for monoatomic species and 5 R for diatomic molecules.
perfect gases, Cv,s
2 s
2 s
The expression for the s-th species vibrational energy evs is derived under the assumption that
the internal quantum states are populated according to a Boltzmann distribution, so molecular
θsv
species behave as harmonic oscillators. Therefore evs = 0 for atomic species and evs = MRs eθsv /T
v
−1
for diatomic molecules; θsv is a characteristic vibrational temperature for the s-th species.
Differentiating Eq. (5) and algebraic manipulation, see Ref. 22, leads to:

ρetr =

v
ρs etr
s , ρe =

dp =

nS


ρs evs ,

γs dρs + β dρetr .

(6)

s=1

Terms γs and β in Eq. (6) stand respectively for the partial derivatives of pressure with respect
to the translational-rotational energy and the species densities ; they are given by:
nS
ys R/Ms
∂p
∂p
β=
= s=1
, and γs =
= R/Ms T − βetr
(7)
nS
s ,
tr
tr
∂ρe
y
C
∂ρ
s
s=1 s v,s
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where term ys ≡ ρs /ρ is the mass fraction of s-th species. Pressure derivatives γs and β intervene
as well in the expression for the frozen speed of sound:


nS

p
u2
a2 =
β = (1 + β) .
(8)
ys γ s + h − e v −
2
ρ
s=1

3

RESIDUAL DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we briefly introduce the RD discretization for the system of equations (1) by
reviewing the main concepts from references 34, 25, 29. Assume we intend to solve Equation (1)
on a simplicial tessellation Ωh of the spatial domain Ω. Let us denote by nElem and nDoF the
number of simplices (triangles in 2D , tetrahedra in 3D ) and vertices in Ωh . The numerical
h 2
solution to Eq. (1),
 Uh  can be immediately expanded in terms of the associated nodal basis
1
functions Nl ∈ P Ω , see Fig. 1:
 h (x, t) =
U

N
DOF

 j (t) Nj (x)
U

(9)

j=1

where the nodal basis functions Nj fulfill Nj (xk ) = δjk .

Figure 1: P 1 nodal base function for l-th node.
The steady state residual for element Ω is defined as:

  c
∂ Fj
Ω
 =
 dv = Φ
 c,Ω − Φ
 S,Ω ,
Φ
−S
∂x
j
Ω

(10)

and gathers contributions from the convective and source terms.
An equation for each of the nodal DoF ’s is obtained by distributing fractions of the cell residuals
 Ω to the nodes forming part of the cell:
Φ



 Ω
  
c  c,Ωi
S  S,Ωi
 i=
l =
f
Φ
+
f
Φ
.
(11)
Φ
Φ
l
Ωi ∈Ξl

Ωi ∈Ξl

2

Superscript h marks here the solution obtained as a numerical approximation. Unless we want to insist on
this fact, we will often drop the superscript.
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Different choices for the functionals fc and fS above define the different schemes employed. In this
section we deal with the computation and distribution of the convective residuals, deferring the
treatment of the source term contributions, together with the solution strategy to Appendix A.
3.1

Convective residual

The convective contribution to the nodal equation of the cell residual is expressed generically
as:

 Ω 
−
+
i
 c,Ωi ,
c =
(12)
B
,
K
·Φ
K
Φ
l
j
j
l
Ωi ∈Ξl

in terms of the so called distribution matrices BlΩi ; these matrices depend in turn on the nodal
upwind parameters Kj , described in section 3.1.1.
RD schemes can be classified according to how the convective residual is computed: we distinguish among linearization-based (LRD) and contour-integration-based (CRD) schemes. In
this contribution we focus mainly on LRD schemes; references 4, 20 provide extensive details on
CRD techniques.
3.1.1

Computing the advective residual: LRD vs CRD

 such that both the unknown U
 and the flux vector F c
Assume that one can find a variable set Z
j
 of 2nd degree at most. In that case,
can be expressed as a polynomial on the components of Z
by linearizing Fjc we obtain:
 c,Ωi =
Φ



Ωi

∂ Fjc
dv =
∂xj



Ωi


∂ Fjc ∂ Z
dv.
 ∂xj
∂Z

Since the solution is expressed in P 1 (linear ) elements, we have:




h
c
 h 

∂
F
∂Z
∂
Z

j
 c,Ωi =
dv
 = const and Φ
 .

∂xj 
∂xj 
Ωi ∂ Z
Ω
Ω
i

i

At the same time, the Jacobian


Ωi

c
∂F
j

∂Z

is a linear function and henceforth the following:


∂ Fjc
∂ Fjc  
 Z
 avg ,
dv = Ωi
U


∂Z
∂Z

 c,Ωi is therefore given by the simple relation:
holds exactly. The exact value of Φ

 ∂ Z
 h 
∂ Fjc  
c,Ω
 Z
 avg
 i = Ωi
U
Φ
 .

∂xj 
∂Z
Ω
i

Eq. (13) can be rewritten more conveniently taking an intermediate step:
 c,Ωi =
Φ


∂ Fjc 
 avg
U


∂ U 
Ac,U
j


∂U

∂Z



 avg
U
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k∈Ωi

1 
2 Ω Zk nj,k ,

(13)

c
where we have introduced Ac,U
j , the Jacobian of the advective flux function Fj with respect to
 . The consistent conservative states are defined as:
the conserved variables U


 avg Z
 k , with k ∈ {1, . . . , nD + 1} ,
 Consistent ≡ ∂ U U
U
k

∂Z

 c,Ωi is:
and the final expression for Φ
 c,Ωi =
Φ



1 c,U
 Consistent .
Aj nj,k U
k
n
k∈Ωi  D 


(14)

Kk

This reformulation brings forward the so-called nodal upwind parameters Kk :
1 c,U
Kk =
A nxd ,k , and k ∈ {1, . . . , nD + 1} ,
n D xd

(15)

where Ac,U
xd is the Jacobian of the advective flux along direction xd , nj,xd are the components of
the vectors normal to the element faces and nD is the dimensionality of the problem. Most RD
schemes are formulated in terms of theses Kk , cf. section 3.1.2.
∂F c


A linearization procedure as described above is possible if j and ∂ U are linear functions of Z,
∂Z
∂Z
and this depends ultimately on the equation of state of the thermodynamic model employed. For
the perfect gas model, such a linearization is available: the Roe linearization introduced in 27,
developed originally for dimensionally splitted FV methods. Later on, Deconinck et al. extended
the linearization procedure to the multi-dimensional RD framework, 5.
 variable is not readily available.
Unfortunately, for the NEQ models considered in this work, a Z
However, Degrez and van der Weide, building upon Liu and Vinokur’s ideas 22, proposed a linearization procedure circumventing this limitation in 8. We describe their linearization strategy
in section 4 in detail, and provide evidence that it breaks down under certain circumstances.
 variable cannot be defined: the element
There is yet another alternative approach whenever a Z
c,Ω

i
residual evaluation Φ
and its distribution can be done independently (see 4, 30) as long as
 c,Ωi respects second equality in flux conservation and the distribution coefficients employed
Φ
respect the consistency condition:
 Ω
Bl i = I¯nEqs ,
(16)
l∈Ωi

 avg,∗ can be employed to define the distriwhere no matter which inconsistent average state U
bution matrices BlΩi . Residual Distribution reformulations exploiting this approach are termed
Contour-Integration (CRD, 4, 25) or Flux Quadrature (FQ-RD, 29) schemes.
As for the actual evaluation of the element residual, it is enough that integral:


c,Ωi
c


Φ
=
∇ · Fj dv =
Fjc1ext
j ds,
Ωi

δΩi

is evaluated with an error lower than the distribution error. In this work we follow the approach
in 4 and evaluate the contour integral by numerical (Gauss) integration:
 c,Ωi =
Φ



δΩi

Fjc1ext
j ds =

n
D +1 
f =1

Sf

Fjc1ext
j ds =

n
D +1



f =1 q∈QP



ωq Fjc1ext
lq ,
j
q

(17)

where the sum indexed by q extends over the quadrature points on each of the element faces
(edges in 2D ).
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3.1.2

Distributing the advective residual: matrix RD schemes

The convective contribution to the nodal equation of the cell residual (namely, the distributive
functional fc ) in Eq. (11) is expressed generically as :
 Ω 
 c,Ω
 i,
c =
Bl i K ± · Φ
(18)
Φ
l
Ωi ∈Ξl

in terms of the so called distribution matrices BlΩi , which depend in turn on the upwind parameters introduced in Eq. (15). Notice that these can be factorized as (see appendix A):

Kk =

1 U
1 c,U
A nj,k =
R · Λk · L U
k.
nD j
nD k

(19)

where Λk is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of the projected advective Jacobian,
and Rk /Lk are matrices whose columns/rows are the right/left eigenvectors of Kk . Splitting the
−
positive and negative parts of Λl as Λ+
l /Λl , we finally obtain:
Kl± =

1 U
U
R · Λ±
l · Ll .
nD l

(20)

 U

−
Matrix |Kl | is simply obtained as |Kl | ≡ Kl+ − Kl− = n1D RlU · Λ+
· Ll .
l − Λl
We present now several RD schemes and discuss their properties.
Low diffusion A scheme
Introduced in 31, the distribution matrix for system of equations 34 is:


BlΩi ,LDA = (Kl )+ · 


j

−1

(Kj )+ 

.

(21)

This scheme is linear, preserves linear solutions and is multidimensional upwind. It is probably
the most used RD scheme for the simulation of smooth flow fields.
Narrow scheme
The scalar N was devised by Roe in 26, and reformulated as a matrix RD scheme in 34. The
N scheme contribution to the nodal residual is given by:


c,Ωi ,N
Ωi
+



Φl
= Kl · Ul − Uinlet .
(22)

 Ωi reads:
where the inlet state U
inlet



 Ωi = 
U
inlet



j∈Ωi

−1

Kj− 
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·



j∈Ωi

j.
Kj− · U

(23)

The N scheme is linear, multi-dimensional upwind and positive; hence it is only 1st order accurate. Notice how a distribution matrix cannot be obtained explicitly for the system N scheme.
There is an important relationship between the N and the LDA schemes, namely that N scheme
is precisely the LDA scheme supplemented by an additional dissipative term δlDiss,N of crosswind
nature 4, 25:
 c,Ωi ,N = Φ
 c,Ωi ,LDA + δDiss,N .
Φ
l
l
l

(24)

Concerning the CRD variant, the N c scheme is given by:
 c,Ωi ,N c = Φ
 c,Ωi ,N − B Ωi ,LDA δ Φ
 c,
Φ
l
l,∗
l

(25)

 c,Ωi ,N is the result of the inconsistent evaluation of Eq. (22) and δ Φ
 c is the difference
where Φ
l,∗
between the residual computed with Eq. (14) (also an inconsistent quantity) and the residual
given by Eq. (17):




c = Φ
 cΩ 
 cΩ,∗ 
 cΩ 
j − Φ
δΦ
.
(26)
Kj U
−Φ
=
Inconsistent

Gauss

j∈Ωi

Gauss

Relation (24) holds for the N c-LDAc pair as well. There is, nevertheless, an important difference
between the original N scheme and its CRD variant: the N c scheme is non-positive, meaning
that the capture of certain shock waves may present oscillations. This is not a concern for PG
 (in that
simulations, as long as one uses the Roe-Struijs-Deconinck linearization variable Z,
case N c and N schemes coincide). The lack of monotonicity is, however, specially problematic
for NEQ flows whenever strong, bow shock waves are present in the domain; this is precisely
 variable is less likely to be well-defined, see section 4). The underlying
the case when the Z
reason is the mass production terms -Eq. (3)- highly non-linear dependence on temperature:
the extreme variations in temperature across the numerically captured shock wave result in
unphysical production/destruction of species, and this leads eventually to simulation blow up 12,
13, 10.
Blended schemes
A family of non-linear schemes can be obtained from a weighted averaging of N and LDA
schemes (or its CRD counterparts):


 c,Ωi ,B = ΘΩi Φ
 c,Ωi ,LDA ,
 c,Ωi ,N + I¯nEqs − ΘΩi Φ
Φ
(27)
l
l
l

The resulting scheme is therefore multi-dimensional upwind, positive and linearity preserving.
Many variants can be constructed 6, 9, 29, 13 depending on the choice of ΘΩi . We will use the
shock detector function in Garicano-Mena et al. 13
Relation (24), when substituted into equation (27) leads to:
 c,Ωi ,B = Φ
 c,Ωi ,LDA + θδDiss,N .
Φ
l
l
l

(28)

Recall term δlDiss,N c is non-positive, and hence oscillations across the shock wave may appear for
NEQ flows. A straightforward strategy to attenuate these oscillations is simply to supplement
the cross-wind term δlDiss,N c with additional dissipation, as in:


 c,Ωi ,LDA + θ δDiss,N + δDiss,D .
 c,Ωi ,B = Φ
(29)
Φ
l
l
l
l
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In this work we employ as additional dissipation term that of the simple Lax-Friedrichs scheme 21,which
can be recast in RD form as (see 1):

 
δDiss,LxF = max |λk |
m .
l − U
U
(30)
l
k∈Ωi

m∈Ωi

where λk are the eigenvalues of Kl . Alternatives to design physically based shock-capturing
terms δlDiss,D are provided in 11.
4

THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL ROE-LIU-VINOKUR LINEARIZATION IN 8

Degrez and van der Weide presented in 8 a strategy to derive a multidimensional linearization
 guaranteeing conservation at the discrete level when simulating CNEQ flows. Here
variable Z
we extend the technique for the TCNEQ case, and analyze the implications of its application.
4.1

Description of the linearization procedure


t ,
 ≡ √ρY
Following the path traced by Degrez, we define the variable Z
nS ×1
The convective flux vector for the TCNEQ case can be splitted as:


Fjc = Fjc − [0nS x1 , p1j , 0, 0]t + [0nS x1 , p1j , 0, 0]t .




 

√

ρut ,

√

ρH,

√

t
ρev .

(31)


Π


Q

 can be expressed as quadratic functions of the components of Z,
 and
Observe how all terms in Q
c

∂F
 just contains the pressure.
thus entries in j are just linear functions. On the other hand Π

∂Z

But more than in pressure itself, we are interested in its differential; Eq. (6) provides:
dp =

nS


γs dρs + β dρetr .

(32)

s=1

In order to employ this principle in a multidimensional upwind framework, we rather consider
relation Eq. (32) at the gradient level:
∇p =

nS

s=1

γs ∇ρs + β ∇ρetr ,

(33)

 by using
which can be immediately recast in terms of the components of parameter vector Z
the relation:
ρut · u
− ρev − p,
(34)
ρetr = ρH −
2


n
n
S √
S √


√
√
√ t √
t
ρyr
ρys , ρu · u = ρu · ρu, ρH =
ρyr
ρH, and
and considering ρs =
r=1
r=1

n
S √

√ v
ρyr
ρe .
ρev =
r=1

At this point, if one manages to find values for γs and β for which Eq. (33) holds, then the

 making in turn ∂ Π
gradient of pressure will be defined in terms of Z,
 a linear function of the
∂Z
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 avg , would provide a
parameter vector as well: therefore evaluating Ac,U
at an averaged state Z
j
conservative convective residual.
The problem is, however, that Eq. (33) provides only as many equations as the dimensionality
nD of the problem (namely 1, 2 or 3) while nS + 1 parameters have to be defined for the case
of a non-ionized nS species gas mixture.
In order to determine these nS + 1 parameters, we can interprete Eq. (33) as nD restrictions3 :
n

S

∂ρs
∂p
∂ρetr
β−
γs −
, j = 1 . . . nD ,
rj ≡
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

(35)

s=1

that the solution we seek for should respect in order to guarantee conservation. In that case,
it would be sensible to look for a solution which, while fulfilling the aforementioned restrictions
(guaranteeing thus conservation), is the closest one to a given a priori approximation, like for
example the nodal averages:
γ̂s =

n
D +1
i=1

n
D +1
β|i
γs |i
β̂ =
.
nD + 1
nD + 1

(36)

i=1

Under these hypotheses, we are faced with a constrained minimization problem. According
to 22, in order not to obtain a solution dependent on the arbitrary reference enthalpy entering
in the definition of the parameters γs , it is better to work on the space {ξ1 , . . . , ξN ; ω}, where
ξs = γs/β , s = 1, . . . , nS and ω = 1/β .
We can define then the Lagrangian for the restricted minimum distance problem:
L

≡

(ω − ω̂)2

nS 
2
1 
− λt ·
+ 2
ξs − ξˆs
σ̂
s=1



∇p ω −

nS

s=1

∇ρs ξs − ∇ρetr



. (37)

Factor σ̂ −2 is included for dimensional consistency, and σ̂ taken as the local speed of sound. The
corresponding stationarity conditions are:

∂L
2 
= 2 ξr − ξˆr + λt · ∇ρr = 0, r = 1 . . . nS ,
∂ξr
σ̂
∂L
= 2 (ω − ω̂) − λt · ∇p = 0,
∂ω
nS

∂L
∂ρs
∂p
∂ρetr
=
β−
γs −
, j = 1 . . . nD .
∂λj
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

(38)

s=1

Fig. 2 shows the graphical interpretation of the minimization problem defined by the Lagrangian
in Eq. (37) for a 2D computation and a 2 species mixture: starting from an approximation P̂
in the space {ξr ; ω}, we look for the closest point P̃ which fulfills at the same time the nD = 2
restrictions, that is, lies on the line where the blue and the green planes intersect.
3

Here, the

∂
∂xj

operator applied to pressure is the discrete FE one

∂p
∂xj

h

 =

1
2

nD +1

operator applied to other magnitude m should be understood as a consistent gradient
When the context is clear, superscripts h and c will be omitted.
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k=1
c
∂m 
∂xj 

pk nj,k . The same


 h

∂Z
= ∂m
· ∂x
 .
 
∂Z
j
Zavg

Figure 2: Constrained minimization problem: graphical interpretation.
The stationarity conditions Eq. (38) translate into a linear system of equations:
A · x = b,

(39)

which consists, after application of elemental operations, of the coefficient matrix A:





σ̂ 2 ∂ρYnS ×1
σ̂ 2 ∂ρYnS ×1
σ̂ 2 ∂ρYnS ×1
¯
I
0 2
∂x
2
∂y
2
∂z
 nS

1 ∂p
1 ∂p
1 ∂p
 0

1
−
−
−
1×n


S
2 ∂x
2 ∂y
2 ∂z

,
A =  0
(40)

Cxx
Cxy
Cxz
1×nS 0


 01×nS 0

Cxy
Cyy
Cyz
01×nS 0
Cxz
Cyz
Czz

t
t

of the vector of unknowns x = x = ξ1 , . . . , ξN ; ω; λxj and of the forcing vector b = ξˆ1 , . . . , ξˆN ; ω̂; −ω̂ δpxj .
In Eq. (40), Cxi xj stands for:

C xi xj
while −ω̂δpxj is:

1
=
2



∂p ∂p
∂xi ∂xj




nS 

∂ρs ∂ρs
+ σ̂
,
∂xi ∂xj
2

(41)

s=1

n

δpxj

S

∂ρs ˆ
∂p
∂ρetr
= (1 + ω̂)
−
.
ξs −
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

(42)

s=1

The structure of the linear system in Eq. (39) is such that a nD × nD subsystem:

Bλ = −ω δp,

(43)

can be decoupled. Provided one can invert B, ξs and ω are immediately obtained by back
substitution:
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1
ω̃ = ω̂ +
2



∂p
∂p
∂p
λx
+ λy
+ λz
∂x
∂y
∂z



σ̂ 2
, and ξ˜s = ξˆs −
2



∂ρs
∂ρs
∂ρs
λx
+ λy
+ λz
∂x
∂y
∂z



. (44)

The values that are actually employed in the computation are obtained in a straightforward
manner from β̃ = ω̃1 and γ̃s = β̃ ξ˜s .
It is evident that the success of the whole process revolves around the invertibility of B. A priori
one would expect this task to be relatively straightforward, B being a real symmetric matrix.
However, when using the linearization procedure, we found more often than not values for β̃
and γ̃s that respect conservation at the discrete level (that is, with the restrictions rj equal to
machine zero) but which correspond to unphysical situations ( i.e. β̃ < 0 ).
Since the we have certain freedom to determine the pressure derivatives, the negative β̃ problem
can be dealt with by setting β̃ = β̂ and determining the set of γ̃s by the same minimization
procedure described above. In this manner, we have been able to solve a NEQ two jets problem.
The problem consists in two uniform, supersonic N -N2 streams discharging into a square domain.
The conditions of each of the jets are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Testcase definition: NEQ two jets.
y < 0.5
y > 0.5

M a∞
2.4
4.7

p∞ (kP a)
10.3
5

v (K)
T∞ = T∞
1750
3500

ρ∞ (kg/m3 )
0.019824
0.004809

yN,∞
0
6 × 10−4

yN2 ,∞
1
0.9994

We have computed this testcase both with the LRD N scheme and with the CRD N c scheme.
Fig. 3b shows the pressure field for the LRD solution. In Figure 5 we compare profiles of p, T
and Tv , ρ, M a and mass fractions along a constant X section : both LRD and CRD solutions
are nearly indistinguishable. The main difference lies however in the effort needed to obtain each
of them when starting from an uniform flow field: on the one hand, the CRD solution needed
to be initialized with an explicit pseudo-time stepping procedure; non-monotonicity of the CRD
scheme resulted in temperature undershoots that were addressed by clipping temperature to
Tmin = 200 K. Once the shock was in place, the CRD solution could be restarted in implicit
mode, but maintaining the clipping active almost until convergence was achieved. On the other
hand, the LRD solution converged easily to steady state, starting from the uniform flow field
with the implicit strategy; T -clipping was never needed.
Unfortunately, when addressing more involved testcases, i.e. an inviscid NEQ ramp flow, the
LRD N scheme does not converge, and sometimes even blows up. In the next section we
investigate and propose an explanation for this behavior.
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(a) Unstructured grid.

(b) Pressure (P a).

Figure 3: Two jets NEQ problem.

(a) LRD simulation.

(b) CRD simulation.

Figure 4: Two jets NEQ problem: convergence histories.
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(a) Pressure (P a).

(b) T and T v (K).

(c) Density (kg/m3 ).

(d) Mach number.

(e) Mass fractions.

Figure 5: Two jets NEQ problem: section x = 0.5 m.
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4.2

Well-posedness of the TCNEQ Roe-like linearization

In previous section we pointed out that the success of the linearization procedure hinges on the
invertibility of sub-matrix B in Eq. (43), which is symmetric and with real entries. Such matrices
are possibly the most favourable case one could expect for . . . assuming that the determinant of
the matrix is not zero, of course!
In order to ease the analysis of the invertibility of B we introduce the vector:


σ̂ 
1
√
√
w
=
ρYnS ×1
p ,
(45)
2
2
and the following matrix:


∇w
 =

∂
∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂z





n ×1 √1 p ≡ M ∈ Mn ×N with N = nS + 1.
 · √σ̂ ρY
S
D
2
2

(46)

The whole minimization problem in Eq. (43) can be expressed in terms of matrix M :
M · M t · λ = r,

Recall the rhs r = r = (1 + ω̂) ∇h p −



 nS ˆ c
c ρH − ρe −
∇
ρ
−
∇
ξ
s
s
v
s=1

(47)
ρu2
2



, that can be written:


−ξˆ1


2
 ... 
 − ∇c ρH − ρev − ρu
≡ M · r1 + r2 .
r = M · 
 −ξˆn 
2
S
1 + ω̂

(48)

Consider now a situation where the gradients of all species are aligned, i.e. across a normal
shock wave or a contact discontinuity. In such a case:
∇c ρ2 = α2 ∇c ρ1 ,
...

c

∇ ρnS

∇c

∇h p = αN ∇c ρ1 ,

ρu2
= αN +1 ∇c ρ1 ,
ρH − ρev −
2



and the coefficient matrix B reduces to:


= αN −1 ∇c ρ1 ,

2
B = M · M t = 1 + α22 + . . . + αN






mx,1


 my,1  · [mx,1 my,1 mz,1 ] = 1 + a2 m
 t1
1·m
mz,1

Notice how the determinant of m
1·m
 t1 is zero. The rhs becomes in turn:


nS

 1.
 1 = bm
r = 1 + ω̂ −
ξˆs − αN m
s=1
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(49)

(50)

(51)



 t
The linear system is hence m
 1 1 + a2 m
 1 · λ − b = 0.
Therefore, we have shown that matrix B determinant is zero whenever the gradients of all the
quantities (ρs , p, . . . ) are aligned: that is, whenever there is a normal shock wave or a contact
on the domain, the linearization procedure leads to a situation where there might be either an
∞ number of solutions, or no solution at all.
The matter is further complicated if we take into account round-off errors: determinant |B|
could be not zero but very small: the linearization procedure being extremely ill-conditioned.
In an attempt to alleviate the conditioning problem, we have applied a truncated SVD technique.
Matrix M is expressed as the product:
M → L · S · Rt .

(52)

Matrices L ∈ RnD ×nD and R ∈ RnS ×nS are orthogonal, and S ∈ RnD ×nS is the singular values
matrix, consisting of non-negative entries. Substitution into Eq. (47) yields:
L · S · Rt · R · S t · Lt · λ = L · S · Rt · r1 + r2 .

(53)

Pre-multiplying by Lt leads to:
· St ·Lt · λ = S · Rt · r1 + Lt · r2 ,
S 

(54)

Σ

where Σ is a diagonal matrix with non-negative entries. For the aligned-gradient case we know
that at least one of the diagonal entries is zero (or very close to machine zero). We can obtain
a solution λ∗ to (54):


λ∗ = L · (Σ∗ )−1 · S · Rt · r1 + Lt · r2 ,

(55)

where the diagonal matrix (Σ∗ )−1 contains either the inverse of the eigenvalues/singular values
of Σ (that is σ12 ) or zero (if σi2 <ε), with ε a threshold parameter to decide when to neglect a
i
particular eigenvalue.
Unfortunately, the truncated SVD inversion was not enough to surpass the ill-posedness problems,
since the threshold parameter ε has to be tuned; this impacts in turn to which level the conservation restrictions Eq. (35) are fulfilled. In our experience, small errors on the conservation
restrictions are enough to spoil a numerical solution.
More robust alternatives to the TCNEQ Roe like linearization are therefore desired: this is the
reason behind the application of regularized CRD schemes as the one described in Eq. (29).
Along this line, reference 12 describes the application of the Bcx scheme in (29) regularized with
additional shock dissipation in Eq. (30) and the shock detector from 15, 13 for the simulation of
the inviscid flow around the mid-section of a circular cylinder (25.4m m in radius) placed into a
hypersonic N -N2 stream in TCNEQ conditions, see Table 2.
Flow tangency (inviscid wall BC ) has been imposed at the wall, a supersonic inlet at the exterior
curved boundary and supersonic outlet at the remaining boundaries. The solutions have been
obtained in triangular meshes of resolution nT × nR = 242 × 129 nodes, i.e. with nElem =
6.1 × 104 and nDoF = 3.1 × 104 degrees of freedom. Figure 6a present similar but coarser grids
with nT × nR = 62 × 33 points. No sign of carbuncle was observed in these simulations, 11.
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Table 2:
M a∞
6.2

Hypersonic inviscid TCNEQ flow around cylinder. N − N2 mixture. Testcase definition.

ρ∞ [kg/m3 ]
5.1512 × 10−3

u∞ [m/s]
5590.

T∞ [K]
1833.

Tv,∞ [K]
1833.

yN,∞ [−]
0.9621

yN 2,∞ [−]
0.0379

Figure 6b shows the region where the shock detector is active, i.e. θ ∈ (0, 1]. Note how in both
cases the shock is captured across a very narrow region.
The Bcx solution is restarted from a 1st order solution obtained with the N c scheme. The
residual associated to the roto-translational temperature decreases six orders of magnitude, as
seen in Figures 7f.
The results are gathered in Fig. 7. Note the strong compression in Fig. 7a. The effectivity of the
additional shock dissipation term Eq. (29) is evident from the the Mach number field in Fig. 7b:
no overshoots of the Mach number are apparent.
Roto-translational and vibrational temperatures differ in the shock-layer, as is evident from
figures 7c and 7d: the flow is in thermal non-equilibrium in the post-shock region.
High temperatures in the post-shock region result as well in the dissociation of the molecular
N2 into atomic nitrogen, see Fig. 7e.

(a) Mesh.

(b) Shock detector θ.

Figure 6: Hypersonic inviscid TCNEQ flow around cylinder: in (a), mesh employed (only upper
half and one out every fourth point shown); in (b): shock detector activation region.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we have revisited the multidimensional extension in 8 of the generalized
Roe-averaging procedure that Liu and Vinokur introduced in 22.
Specifically, we have covered the case of the hypersonic flow of gas mixtures in thermal and
chemical non-equilibrium conditions. The linearization procedure has been described in detail,
and an analysis of its limits of applicability has been conducted. We have shown that under
some conditions the linearization procedure is not well-defined.
An alternative strategy to deal with the flows of our interested has been proposed. This strategy resorts to the application of now classical contour-integration-based residual distribution
schemes. The non-positivity of such schemes is addressed with a regularization term applied
across numerically captured shock waves.
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Appendix A

Further details on Residual Distribution Schemes

This appendix presents additional details on the residual distribution solver employed in this
work.
A.1

Source term residual



 S,Ωi in equation (11) is derived through
The source term contribution to the nodal residual fS Φ

a variational principle applied to the source term S:
S =
Φ
l




ωl Sdv.

(56)

Ω

Straightforward manipulations reduce previous equation to:

 
S



ωl Sdv =
ωl Sdv.
Φl =

(57)

If a one-point quadrature rule is employed, Eq. (57) in discrete form is:

S =
 (xg ),
Φ
Ωi ωl (xg ) S
l

(58)

Ξl

Ωi ∈Ξl Ω

i

Ωi ∈Ξl

where xg is the center of mass of the simplicial element Ωi .
In this manner, it is possible to define distribution matrices for the source term:

1
Ωi ,S
Bl
=
ωl dv.
Ωi Ω i

(59)

Typically, BlΩi ,S is chosen to coincide with the distribution matrix for the advective term, if
such a matrix exists. For the particular case of the N c scheme, the LDAc distribution matrix
is employed 25, 18.
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A.2

Boundary conditions

References 7, 2 present detailed considerations on boundary condition enforcement in the context
of residual distribution schemes. Here, we discuss briefly the difference between strongly/weakly
imposed boundary conditions and its relation to the limited subset of BC ’s employed in this
work.
A boundary condition is imposed strongly when the a priori known value of the solution is
substituted into Eq. 9, so that:


 j Nj (x) .
 jBC Nj (x) +
 h (x, t) =
(60)
U
U
U
j∈Ωh −δΩh,D

j∈δΩh,D

 BC to equation (11). This
Alternatively, BC ’s can be enforced weakly, by adding a residual Φ
l
 l at steady state reduces to the requested value U
 BC .
 BC is designed so that the solution U
Φ
l
l
The rationale for this technique departs from the weak formulation of the problem:

∂ Fj
dv = 0.
ωl
∂xj
Ω
Integration by parts, application of Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem, and yet again integration by
parts recast the problem as:



 

 
∂ Fj   h 
 h,BC − Fj U
 h 1ext

ωl
ωl Fj U
U
dv +
j ds = 0.
∂x
j
Ω
δΩ




(61)

 BC
Φ
l

Discretization of interior points is recovered but contributions from boundary conditions is now
explicit. Equation (61) can be integrated numerically, or alternatively it can be cast in linearized
form:


 
δΩi c,U  h,BC
 h 1ext
 BC =
ω
A
−
U
U
Φ
j ds =
l
j
l
Sf ∈δΞl ∩δΩ Sf



 BC − U
h .
Kl · U
l
l

(62)

RD schemes being a vertex-centered numerical technique, strong imposition of boundary conditions is straightforward there where the solution is fully known a priori, namely for the case of
supersonic inlets. Nodes on a supersonic outlet region are treated as interior points, in agreement
with characteristic lines leaving the domain.
Conversely, whenever the state vector cannot be defined unambiguously neither from the interior
solution nor from external information, weak enforcement of the boundary condition is the
natural alternative, specially if the upwind projector Kl+ is used in Eq. (62) instead of Kl . The
upwind projector discriminates information entering the domain while discards contributions
associated to outgoing characteristics: this is the principle supporting weak far-field BC . Inviscid
walls are also enforced weakly, but through Eq. (61). The flow tangency condition is imposed
by specifying:
∆Fjc ≡ Fjc,BC − Fjc,h = − [ρ un , ρ uj un , ρE un ]t .
(63)

 BC , see 34.
Symmetry is achieved simply by setting the vertical velocity component v to 0 in U
l
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A.3

Numerical solution of the discretized set of equations

Since system of equations (1) is of mixed parabolic-hyperbolic type, 16, its steady solution can
be obtained marching in pseudo-time. The distribution procedure described in sections 3.1
and A.1 leads to the definition of a system of ordinary differential equations controlling the time
evolution of the solution at the grid nodes. For the l-th node, it reads:
V Ξl

l
dU
c −Φ
 S = 0,
+Φ
l
l
dt

(64)

where VΞl stands for the volume of the median dual cell around l-th node.
The discretization of Eq. (64) is accomplished by means of the COOLFluiD solver, described in
19. Equation (64) is marched in pseudo-time until a steady state solution is reached, by using
an implicit backward Euler integrator. The linear system of equations obtained at each pseudotime step is then solved by one of the Krylov subspace methods 28 provided by the PETSc solver
library.
All thermophysical properties and non-equilibrium terms are provided by the MUTATION library
(see 23 for more details on the physico-chemical modeling aspects). As far as boundary conditions are concerned, supersonic inlet boundary conditions are enforced strongly, whereas inviscid
wall boundary conditions are imposed weakly, as detailed in 34.
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(a) Pressure field (P a).

(b) M a field.

(c) T field (K).

(d) T v field (K).

(e) ρN field (kg/m3 ).

(f) Convergence history.

Figure 7: Hypersonic inviscid TCNEQ flow around cylinder. N − N2 mixture.
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Abstract. This work studies flow control in a channel flow with a sudden geometry
contraction. Optimization investigations have been carried out aiming at minimizing the
amplification rate of the most unstable mode, to keep the symmetric flow topology in
the contraction channel. In this framework, the DLR-TAU code is employed to obtain
the compressible base flow solution, from which the critical Reynolds numbers for the
bifurcations have been found. A first-discretize-then-linearize approach was used, taking
advantage of the linear Jacobian matrix implementation present in the DLR-TAU code for
stability analysis, from which the eigenmodes responsible for the bifurcations are obtained.
A geometry parametrized representation, an FFD mesh deformation program and a
dynamically updated RBF surrogate model are developed to drive the optimization investigation. In this investigation, geometry configurations with negative amplification
rates have been obtained, making the eigenmodes stable. The potential of the method is
illustrated by the increase of critical Reynolds number of bifurcation.

1

INTRODUCTION

There are many applications in which the flow meets a sudden geometry contraction,
for example, the cooling flow in a turbine blade. Evidence has shown that the contraction
in the cooling flow in a turbine blade may cause some unfavourable pressure perturbations
downstream, affecting the next blades, therefore causing fatigue and loss of efficiency [1].
There have been several investigations aiming at understanding the flow behaviour in
sudden contractions both numerically and experimentally. In numerical simulations carried out by Chiang and Sheu [2], and experimental investigations carried out by Cherdron
and Soby [3], two recirculation bubbles of different sizes were observed on the two tip
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corners downstream the contraction stage. Chiang and Sheu’s numerical investigation
shows that above a certain critical Reynolds number, the flow appears to be no longer
symmetric about the centre line of the channel, in which a pitchfork bifurcation is found
to occur.
This non-symmetrical flow topology can be analysed using global stability analysis,
evaluating the influence of the Reynolds number of the flow as the main parameter that
triggers the unstable phenomenon [4]. A previous work was carried out over a coolant
channel on the trailing edge of a turbine blade [5], identifying the strong correlations
between the plenum and channel areas and the base region. In the current work, the
eigenmode that is responsible for the non-symmetrical flow topology is analysed.
In recent years, aerodynamic optimization has been an active field of research and
is becoming a common practice in aerospace engineering. The advances in computing
power and development of more accurate computational fluid dynamics codes have been
promoting optimal shape design for particular applications specified by constraints on
geometry load [6]. However, design optimization investigations have been scarcely seen
in the field of stability analysis. It may be worthwhile to work on sophisticated methods
based on surrogate models in order to perform design optimization and design space
approximation at an affordable computational cost.
In this paper, optimization investigation on minimizing the amplification rate of the
asymmetric mode is carried out, which, to the authors’ knowledge, has not been done
before.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In section 2, the mathematical models and numerical procedures with which we work is presented. This is
followed by compressible bifurcation study, stability analysis on the contraction channels
of different contraction ratios and of different Reynolds numbers, and an optimization
loop for the optimization investigations. Finally, in section 4, concluding remarks are
provided.
2

Bifurcation study

2.1
2.1.1

Methodology
CFD Model

In this paper we utilize a compressible version of the laminar Navier-Stocks equations.
The set of equations, written in conservative form, can be expressed as:


∂
QdV = −
F · ndS
(1)
∂t
V

S

and the flux density tensor F can be decomposed along the three Cartesian coordinate directions and comprises the inviscid, viscous and turbulent fluxes. The flow is considered as
ideal gas, where the heat capacities at constant pressure and volume are assumed constant.
The NS equations are discretized using a finite volume approach, where hexahedrals were
used to generate an anisotropic three-dimensional mesh, with only one span-wise cell to
2
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be reduced to a two-dimensional mesh during a mesh-preprocessing step. The boundary
conditions imposed on the body surface were
u = v = w = 0,

ν̂ = 0,

∂T
∂ρ
=
= 0,
∂n
∂n

(2)

where n is the normal direction to the body surface. Inflow boundary conditions were
imposed at the inflow region of the domain, whereas pressure-outflow conditions were
used. Viscous wall boundary conditions were used for the upper and lower boundaries.
For the stable (symmetrical) configurations. Base flow solutions were obtained using
the DLR-TAU code solver, employing a second order Van Leer Upwind scheme for the
convective and turbulence terms until convergence was achieved. The convergence criteria,
set up to values lower than 10−5 , was evaluated through the global density residual, being
this defined as:

 NP
 [resnρ (j)]2
n
resρ  = 
,
(3)
N
P
j=1

where NP denotes the number of grid points.
For the unstable (non-symmetrical) configurations, an unsteady approach was used,
restarting from a non-converged steady RANS solution. The timestep and number of
inner iterations were evaluated to ensure convergence on each timestep, keeping the global
residual value always below 10−6 .
2.1.2

Stability Analysis

On the resolution of the linearized stability analysis of the flow solution, a firstdiscretize-then-linearize approach was used, taking advantage of the linear Jacobian matrix implementation present on the DLR-TAU code [7]. From equation (1), the finite
volume formulation can be written in compact form as:
B

∂Q
= R(Q),
∂t

(4)

where B is a diagonal matrix with leading dimension Nb N containing the volumes associated to each finite cell, N being the number of finite volumes contained in the domain,
and R is the residual, equivalent to the flux contributions. BiGlobal stability analysis
considers a two-dimensional flow (two non-homogeneous directions x − z) plus a spanwise
periodic component y, namely treated as:
U (x, y, z) = Ū (x, z) + Û (x, z)ei(βy−σt) ,

(5)

where σ = σR + iσI is the complex eigenvalue, Ū is a particular solution of the steady
RANS problem (i.e. R(Ū ) = 0) and Û describes the complex eigenmode. For this
problem, the spanwise wavenumber β has been considered constant and equal to zero,
assuming a purely 2D configuration. With these assumptions, the purely real generalized
eigenvalue problem for the determination of ω remains as:
3
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Figure 1: Geometry and the lengths chosen to characterize the flow features


∂R
∂U



Û = σB Û ,

(6)

Ū

which can also be expressed as:

where the matrix A =



∂R
∂U



AÛ = σB Û ,

(7)

is the Jacobian of the system, which can be computed once
Ū

the steady base flow has converged.
A full LU factorization is performed for the Jacobian matrix A using the MUMPS package [8], followed by a Arnoldy algorithm with shift-and-invert transformation to finally
obtain the eigenvalues of a reduced Krylov subspace throughout LAPACK [9] routines.
2.2
2.2.1

Numerical results
CFD simulation

In this current investigation, both full and half domains of a 2-D contraction channel
are taken into account for comparison. As shown in figure 1, D and d are the widths
of the channels upstream and downstream the contraction, respectively. (0 − xmin ) and
(xmax − 0) are the lengths of the two channels. L1 is the separation length of the salient
corner bubble, L2 , L3 are the reattachment lengths of the salient corner bubble and the tip
corner bubble respectively, which are defined as the x-axis distance between the separation
point and the reattachment point on the walls shown in figure 1.
The upstream Reynolds number is characterized as Re = ρV D/µ, where V is the
mean velocity of the upstream flow, and ρ, µ are the density and dynamic viscosity.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed at the inlets with a velocity profile V (y) =
6 ∗ (0.5 + y) ∗ (0.5 − y), as a fully developed velocity profile. The outlets are considered as
pressure exits. The walls are considered as viscous walls. Particularly, a symmetric plane
is introduced into the half domain geometry.
4
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Figure 2: Reattachment lengths L3 of downstream tip corner eddy against Reynolds
numbers, C = 4

(a) Re1000

(b) Re2000

Figure 3: Ux for Re1000 and Re2000, C = 4, full domain
In the present investigation, flows through three contraction channels with different
contraction ratios were simulated to study the bifurcations. We took L3 as the judgement
of the bifurcations. For contraction ratio C = 2, 4, 8, we simulate both half and full
domains, and the critical Reynolds numbers for the pitchfork bifurcations are obtained.
We simulated from Reynolds number 500 to 4000, 800 to 2000 and 800 to 2000, and
got the critical Reynolds numbers, which are 3150, 1420 and 1230, respectively. More
detailed data of L3 against Reynolds number are shown in figure 2. We can see that the
differences of reattachment lengths of the two recirculation bubbles get larger with the
Reynolds number increasing.
Specifically, we present the results at Reynolds number 1000 and 2000 for contraction
ratio C = 4, shown in figure 3. As the recirculation bubbles at the tip corners grow in size,
the flow channel with a positive vx becomes smaller, making the two bubbles closer to
each other, and easier for the two to have momentum transfer between one and another.
The mechanism of how a flow develops from symmetric to asymmetric configuration
in a symmetric channel has been an important academic subject for many years. Hawa
and Rusak [10] presented that the instability resulted from interaction between the destabilizing upstream convection effects by the asymmetric perturbation and the combined
stabilizing effects of the viscous dissipation and the downstream convection of perturbations by the base symmetric flow. Chiang and Sheu [2] believed that the observed

5
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(a) Re1000

(b) Re2000

Figure 4: Eigenvalue spectrums for Re1000 and Re2000, C = 4

(a) ux , Re1000

(b) ux , Re2000

Figure 5: Eigenvectors of direct modes for Re1000 and Re2000
asymmetric disturbance originates from imperfections, such as any sort of asymmetry in
the channel geometry and the incoming flow conditions in the experiments, and limited
finite precision in numerical computation known as the machine round-off error. In the
next section, we will try to explain this mechanism in a stability aspect of view.
2.2.2

Stability analysis

We conducted stability analysis for Reynolds number ranges 2500 to 4000, 900 to 2000,
900 to 2000, for contraction ratios 2, 4 and 8, respectively.
As an example, we present the results of Reynolds number 1000 and 2000 for contraction ratio C = 4. figure 4a and figure 4b demonstrate the eigenvalue spectrum for
Reynolds number 1000 and 2000, respectively. We can see in the eigenvalue spectrum for
Reynolds number 2000, that there is one eigenvalue which has a real part that is larger
than 0. And the corresponding eigenvector is shown in figure 5b. This eigenvalue has a
imaginary part which is equal to 0, and a real part which is larger than 0, which indicates
the temporal frequency of it is corresponding eigenmode is 0, and the amplification rate
of this mode is larger than 0, making this mode unstable. Additionally, we observe the
mode is not symmetric. This mode is therefore responsible for the first bifurcation. Using
a mode tracking scheme, which will be explained in section 3.2, we identified this mode
for Reynolds number 1000, which is shown in figure 5a.
When the amplification rate is below zero, the mode does not grow. Meanwhile, with a
6
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Amplification rate of eigenmode
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Figure 6: Amplification rates against Reynolds number, C = 4
positive amplification rate, the mode amplifies over time, and eventually to the magnitude
of the base flow, causing the unstable flow features.
In figure 6, we present the chart of amplification rates against the Reynolds numbers.
By compare them to the bifurcation charts in section 3.1, we can determine that the
bifurcations start at the exact same Reynolds numbers for the 3 different contraction
ratios.
3

Optimization

Bearing in mind that real part of the eigenvalue stands for the amplification rate of
the corresponding eigenmode, the optimization problem can be simplified as minimizing
the real part of the corresponding eigenvalue of a specific eigenmode of interest. Based
on this assumption, the optimization problem is modelled as follows.
mind∈D g(d, θ)
subject to : hi (d, θ) >= 0,

f or

i = 1,

...,

N

(8)

in which, d is the geometry parameters and θ is the model parameters in the flow field.
The objective function g(d, θ) = ωr (d, θ), which is dependent on the geometry parameters d and the model parameters θ are minimized over all possible designs, subjected to
constraints imposed on both geometry and the flow field. The flow chart of the optimization is shown in figure 7.
3.1
3.1.1

Methodology
Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm is a computational model that emulates the process of natural
selection and genetic mechanism in Darwin’s evolutionary, and seeks the optimal solution through a natural genetic process [11]. It is suitable for solving both constrained
and unconstrained optimization problems. The genetic algorithm starts with an initial
population (a set of potential solutions), which is consisted of a number of individuals
with combinations of different genes. A gene is a member in a parameter array of an
individual. Starting with the initial population, by calling cost function, the fitness of
each individual is evaluated, through which the best individuals are selected. After the
process of crossover and mutation, a new generation is obtained. In this process, a new
7
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Figure 7: The optimization loop
generation always has higher fitness than the former. After a certain amount of iterations,
an optimal solution is obtained.
3.1.2

Radial Bases Funciton

RBF (Radial Basis Function) interpolation is a popular method for constructing surrogates suitable for highly non-linear data using irregular distributions of sample points,
which can be adapted to the function being modelled.
A Radial Basis Function (RBF) method is a linear combination of a series of basis
functions, whose argument is the Euclidean distance between the interpolation point x
and all the other points in the known data set. The model has the form
f (x) =

N

i=1

wi φ||x − xi ||,

(9)

where x is the interpolation point, φ is the chosen basis function, wi is the weight coefficient
for each basis function, and || ∗ || represents the Euclidean norm. Any function φ that
satisfies the property of φ(x) = φ(||x||) is a radial function, and can be used as a basis
function in RBFs.

8
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Figure 8: Examples of the parametrization
3.1.3

Parametrization

For this optimization investigation, a special geometry parametrization method based
on super-elliptic curve is developed. The equation has the form:
 x  n  y n
 
 
(10)
  +  =1
a
b
In this context, a = b as it is favourable for the major and minor axis of the superellipse to be equal to each other, for reducing the number of the geometry parameters
for less computational cost. With higher degree, the curvature radius gets smaller. This
parametrization method provides continuous curvature at the intersection point between
the parametrized part and the rest of the geometry, making the transition of the geometry
more smooth.
As shown in figure 5, the mode of interest and the most unstable modes are located
near the salient corner and the tip corner, so the target of this parametrization is to
reshape the parts of the boundary near this region. The salient corner and the top corner
are parametrized as two sections of super-elliptic curves. The degree of the super-elliptic
curve controls the largest curvature of the curve which is located near the tip. Another
parameter is added to control the tangential direction of the contraction stage with respect
to the vertical direction. Some examples of this parametrization method are shown in the
figure 8.
3.1.4

Mode Tracking

The optimization investigation is coupled with stability analysis, and it is necessary to
avoid manual work on eigenvector matching for identifying the eigenmodes and eigenvalues
of interest. A Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) was developed and successfully used by
Nobari et al. [12], which has the form:

 ∗
Φ Φ2 
1
M AC(Φ1 , Φ2 ) = (
)2 ,
(11)
||Φ1 || ||Φ2 ||
3.2

Optimization results

In the current optimization investigation, we aim at Reynolds numbers 3200, 1500 and
1300 for C = 2, 4, 8 respectively. For testing the change of amplification rate by a small
amount of deformation on the boundary.
9
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(a) Original eigenvalue spectrum

(b) Optimized eigenvalue spectrum

(c) Original eigenvector

(d) Opimized eigenvector

(e) Original velocity contour

(f) Optimized velocity contour

Figure 9: Comparison between original and optimized geometry configurations, C = 4
The result of optimization in comparison with the original results are shown in figure 9.
For the three contraction ratios, in comparison with the original geometry configurations,
we can find that the tip and salient corners are rounded and the contraction stages are
also tilted. The optimal configurations reach the edge of the design space, which means if
the design space is enlarged, the optimal configurations may go beyond the current design
space. However, as is discussed before, the design space is narrowly restricted near the
original geometry configuration due to the linearity in stability analysis.
We can see in the eigenvalue spectrum shown in figure 9b in comparison with figure 9a
that the amplification rates of the most unstable asymmetric modes for each contraction
ratio are reduced and below zero after the optimization. The corresponding eigenvectors
are shown in figure 9d in comparison with figure 9c, from which we can find that the
modes have been relocated from behind the tip corners to around the corner. The new
modes lie along the boundaries before and after the tip corners.
We conducted simulations with full domains for the original and optimal geometry

10
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Figure 10: Bifurcation of the optimized and the original geometry configuration, C = 4
configurations. The results of the optimization are shown in figure 9f, in comparison with
the original results shown in figure 9e. After the optimization, the flows are all symmetric
and the sizes of the recirculation bubbles are either reduced greatly.
After the optimal designs are obtained, we carried out the bifurcation study on contraction ratio C = 2, with the new optimal geometry configuration to see how far the
critical Reynolds numbers of bifurcation could be ”pushed forward”. The reattachment
length against Reynolds number of the new shapes are shown in figure 10. The critical
Reynolds numbers of bifurcation are increased to around 10700, proving that the critical
Reynolds number of bifurcation can be increased with the optimal geometry configuration
obtained with a lower Reynolds number.
4

Conclusions and discussion
- Computational investigations have been performed to study flow bifurcation in the
symmetric planar contraction channel, which confirm the presence of the pitchfork
bifurcation. The critical Reynolds numbers of bifurcations are obtained.
- Stability analysis on the contraction flow has been carried out. The eigenmodes
responsible for the flow bifurcations are identified, and their amplification rates are
found.
- An efficient optimization method based on stability analysis is developed for investigations on suppressing the modes responsible for unstable flow, and is successfully
applied to suppress the unfavourable modes in channel flows with sudden geometry contraction. In this investigation, the amplification rates are reduced and kept
stable. We show that the critical Reynolds number of bifurcation can be ”pushed
forward” with the optimal geometry configuration obtained with a lower Reynolds
number.
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Abstract. Structural health monitoring for aircraft structures has gradually turned from
fundamental research to practical implementations. However, numerous uncertainties arise
from practical engineering such as time-varying loads and boundary conditions may have
great effects on sensor signals, which make it difficult for reliable evaluation of structural
damages. To deal with these uncertainties, probabilistic data mining methods are attracting
more and more attention and gradually applied to aircraft structural health monitoring.
Probabilistic data mining methods quantify effects of these uncertainties and the damage with
probabilistic models, and perform reliable damage evaluation with diagnosis method. This
paper aims at discussing probabilistic data mining methods in aircraft structural health
monitoring, as well as their applications to aircraft structures in practical engineering taking
advantages of guided wave based structural health monitoring.
1

INTRODUCTION

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1] is a key technology used to address the safety and
maintenance problems in aircraft engineering. Due to the worldwide attention and advances in
maturing SHM technology for aerospace structures in the past two decades, this technology
has gradually turned from fundamental research to practical implementations. However,
aircraft structures in practical engineering suffer from time-varying conditions such as
environment factors, loading, and boundary conditions. These conditions are usually random,
which introduce numerous uncertainties to signals acquired from SHM sensors and make it
difficult to implement reliable diagnosis of structural damages.
Aiming at reducing influences of these conditions, methods such as environmental
parameter compensation and baseline signal dependency reduction [2] are developed. For
example, the temperature compensation method is proposed to reduce effects of the
temperature on SHM signals with the on-line monitored temperature. However, these
methods have their own limitations, since real aircraft structures are complicated and effects
of time-varying conditions on SHM signals are strong coupling. On the other hand,
probabilistic data mining methods are being paid more and more attention to deal with these
uncertainties. This kind of methods quantify uncertainties with probabilistic models, based on
which reliable damage evaluation is performed. Different kinds of probabilistic data mining
methods are developed for damage diagnosis under time-varying conditions, such as the
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Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [3] and particle filtering (PF) [4].
GMM is a promising data-driven statistical model that can be used to describe complicated
and unknown probability distributions, which is especially suitable to model uncertainties
introduced by complicated time-varying conditions. In the GMM based damage diagnosis, the
GMM is used to model the distribution of SHM signal features sequentially. Then the
migration of the GMM relative to the baseline GMM is used for reliable damage evaluation.
Besides, the PF is a Bayesian filtering method aiming at solving non-linear and non-Gaussian
problems, which introduces the prior knowledge of a damage evolution model in damage
diagnosis. The posterior estimation of the damage state is evaluated through Bayesian
methods. These two probabilistic data mining methods have been studied preliminarily for
damage diagnosis under time-varying conditions. Tschope et al. [5] reported the validation of
using GMM to classify the damage degree in a plate-like structure. Banerjee et al. [6] used
GMM as a classification modeling technique to estimate and quantify the progressive damage
with the guided wave based SHM. Corbetta et al. [7] adopted the PF for diagnosis and
prognosis of the fatigue crack damage under random loading. Rangaraj et al. [8] incorporated a
PF algorithm for crack identification in beams from vibration measurements. However, deep
research needs to be further addressed for more complex structures and real service conditions.
This paper discuss the two probabilistic data mining based methods, the GMM and PF, for
damage diagnosis under time-varying conditions, taking advantages of the guided wave based
SHM. Evaluation of these two methods is carried out on real complicated aircraft structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief discussion about the two
probabilistic data mining methods. Section 3 introduces experimental validations of these
methods. Section 4 gives conclusion and discussion.
2 PROBABILISTIC DATA MINING METHODS FOR SHM
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an emerging technology which combines advanced
sensors and algorithms to interrogate the state of the structure in real-time or whenever
necessary. The basic ideal of SHM is to arrange sensors on the target structure, such as
accelerometers, fibre optics, and piezoelectric transducers. With these sensors that are
permanently attached to the structure, signals can be acquired at any time. By extracting
signal features from SHM signals, the structural damage is identified and evaluated through
advanced diagnosis technologies. Fig. 1 illustrates the typical SHM process.
It should be noted that not only the damage but also environment, loading, and boundary
conditions may cause changes to the SHM signal. Therefore, probabilistic data mining
methods are developed to deal with this problem. The following discuss the basics of two
probabilistic data mining methods, the GMM and PF.
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Figure 1: Typical process of SHM [9]

2.1 Gaussian mixture model
Denoting a signal acquired from SHM sensors as s , signal features extracted from this
signal are expressed as an vector z =[ z1 , z2 ,..., zn ] , where z1 , z2 ,..., zn are n different features.
Initially, a number of baseline signals are collected when the structure is in the healthy state
under service conditions. Features of these signals are extracted as {z1 , z2 ,..., z K } , where K is
the number signals. The uncertainty distribution of these signal features can be considered as
a mixture effect of the time-varying conditions, which is assumed to be statistically
distributed. The GMM is adopted to model this probabilistic distribution of these signal
features.
GMM is a probability distribution that is constructed by a weighted sum of a finite number
of Gaussian components, as expressed in Eq. (1).
C

 (Z | θ )    r r (Z | μr , Σ r )

(1)

r 1

where Z=[z1 , z2 ,..., zM ] is the matrix representation of the signal features set {z1 , z2 ,..., zM } ,  r
is the mixture weight, C is the number of Gaussian components,  r (Z | μr , Σ r ) is the rth Gaussian
component which is expressed as Eq. (2)

=
r ( Z | μr , Σ r )

1
(2 ) D /2 Σ r

e

1
 ( zk  μr )T Σi 1 ( zk  μr )
2

(2)

where μr and Σ r are the mean and the covariance matrix of the rth Gaussian components.
A GMM is parameterized by the probability distribution parameters
θ =( 1 ,...,  C , μ1 ,..., μC , Σ1 ,..., ΣC ) . In the GMM theory, unsupervised learning is adopted to obtain
these parameters. Given the signal feature set Z , the EM algorithm [3] is performed
iteratively to maximum the likelihood function shown in Eq. (3), which gives the optimal
parameter vector θopt .
K
C

L  Z     log    i i  xk i , Σi  

k 1
i 1


(3)

At the initial time, signal features Z=[z1 , z2 ,..., zK ] extracted from baseline signals are used
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to train the GMM model, which is called as the baseline GMM. Then, SHM signals are
acquired on-line successively. Once a new SHM signal is obtained, the set of signal features
Z is updated as Z update . Based on the new dataset Z update , the GMM model is retrained, which is
called the called as the monitoring GMM. Since the influence introduced by time-varying
conditions is random while the influence of damage is inherent and progressive
accompanying with damage propagation, the difference between the monitoring GMM and
the baseline GMM represents the damage evaluation. The probability distribution difference
measurement such as the Kullback–Leibler (KL) distance can be used to quantify the
migration difference, which give rise to the damage evaluation of the structural damage.
2.2 Particle filter
Different from the GMM, the PF introduces the prior knowledge of a damage evolution
model in damage diagnosis. A state space model is adopted to represent damage evolution and
the SHM monitoring process explicitly, in which the uncertainties introduced by time-varying
conditions are modelled as random variables. The state space model composes of a state
equation as shown in Eq. (1) and a measurement equation as shown in Eq. (2).

xk  f k ( xk 1 , θk 1 , ωk 1 )

(4)

z k  g k ( xk , v k )

(5)

where k is the discrete time index, xk is state vector at time k, f k () is a nonlinear function
representing damage evolution from time k  1 to time k, ωk 1 is a random variable modelling
uncertainties of damage evolution. zk is the feature vector extracted from the SHM signal,
g k () is the mapping between zk and the damage state xk , v k is the measurement noise
modelling uncertainties during the SHM process.
The basic idea of the PF is to evaluate the posterior probability density (pdf) of the damage
state p( xk |z1:k ) with the Bayesian filtering framework.
p ( xk z1:k 1 )   p ( xk xk 1 ) p ( xk 1 z1:k 1 )dxk 1
(6)
p ( xk z1:k ) 

p ( zk xk ) p ( xk z1:k 1 )
p ( zk z1:k 1 )

(7)

where p ( xk 1 z1:k 1 ) is the posterior pdf at time k-1. p( zk z1:k 1 ) is a normalization constant,
p( zk xk ) is the likelihood function.
However, these two equation do not have analytic solutions in most cases. The PF
approximates the posterior pdf by means of N s samples called ‘particles’ using the
importance sampling strategy
Ns

p ( xk z1:k )   w k(i ) ( xk  xk(i ) )

(8)

i 1

where  is the Dirac delta function. xk(i ) represents the ith particle, N s is the number of
particles,  is the Dirac delta function expressed as Equation (6). These particles are sampled
from an importance density function q ( xk |z1:k ) . A usually used importance density is the
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transition pdf q ( xk |z1:k )= p ( xk xk 1 ) , which gives the weight updating equation as Eq. (9).
wk(i )  wk(i)1 p( zk xk(i ) )

(9)

The posterior estimation of the state is evaluated as Eq. (6).
Ns

xˆ k   w k(i ) xk(i )

(10)

i 1

One of the main problems of this PF is the degeneracy phenomenon. After a few iterations,
all but one particle will have negligible weight. To deal with this problem, a resampling
procedure is performed, which eliminates particles with small weights, copying which have
large weights, and setting all the weights to 1 / N s .
2.3 Experimental Validation

Experiments using the active guided wave based SHM is are performed to validate these
probabilistic data mining methods. Figure 2 illustrates the principle of the active guided wave
based SHM. The guided wave is a kind of elastic waves that propagate in wave-guide
structures, which can be excited and sensed with the piezoelectric transducers (PZTs).
Changes of the guided wave may be caused by the structural damage, based on which damage
can be evaluated with diagnosis algorithms.
Damage
and wave scattering

PZT

Excitation
Signal

Baseline
Signal

Excitation
Signal

Damage
Signal

Damage scattering signal
or damage feature

Damage diagnosis
and evaluation

Figure 2: Illustration of the active guided wave based SHM

3.1 Evaluation of the GMM based damage diagnosis

Fig. 3 shows the full-scale aircraft fatigue test, which is performed on an aircraft that have
accumulated thousands of flight hours. A fatigue crack is found at the right landing gear spar.
Two PZTs are arranged on the surface of the structure to excite and acquire guided wave
signals with the SHM system developed by the authors [11, 12]. During the fatigue test,
scheduled inspection is carried out with an endoscope.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the signal features that are also called as damage index (DI) are
extracted from the monitored guided wave signal. Two damage indices are involved: the timedomain cross-correlation damage index ( DI1 ) and the Spectrum magnitude difference damage
index ( DI 2 ). It is obvious that the damage indices are strongly affected by the loading and
environmental conditions. It is difficult for damage evaluation by directly using these damage
indices.
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Figure 3: Experimental setup of the full-scale fatigue test
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Figure 4: Signal features extracted from guided wave signal

Fig. 5 shows the GMM constructed with the guided wave damage index z  [ DI1 , DI 2 ] .
Once a new guided wave signal is acquired, the GMM is updated. Fig. 5a illustrates the
migration of the GMMs. To evaluate the damage, the KL distance is calculated as shown in
Fig. 5b. Comparting with the damage indices, the KL distance increases cumulatively and
stably with the crack growth. In addition, the early crack growth can be identified with the KL
distance.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the GMM based damage evaluation

3.2 Validation of the PF based damage diagnosis
Fig. 6 shows the fatigue test of the real aircraft attachment lug, which is a kind of
important joint type of aircraft structures. This lug is made of 5 mm thick aircraft aluminium.
A steel fixture is used to be assembled with this lug for transfering the stretch load. During the
fatigue test, the sinusoid load with maximum load 18kN and load ratio 0.1 is applied. PZTs
are arranged on the surface of the structure to excite and acquire guided wave signals with the
SHM system developed by the authors [11, 12]

Multi-channel PZT
array scanning system

Figure 6: Illustration of the GMM based damage evaluation

As shown in Fig. 7a, experimental crack lengths are recored versus loading cycles. The
fatigue crack propagation trajectories of the identity specimens represent obvious dispersion,
which is caused by uncertainties arising from the intrinsic material property, specimen
machining and the complexity of load transmission. Fig.7b illustrates the normalization
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correlation moment damage index extracted from guided wave signals. It can also be found
that uncertainties introduce difficulties to the evaluation of the crack length with the guided
wave SHM.
25
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(a) Crack growth results

(b) Damage index

Figure 7: Experimental results

In the validation, specimen T7 is deemed as the target structure to be diagnosed. The state
space model of the attchment lug is established based on the Paris model and the data from
T2-T7, which is shown in Eq. (11) and (12)
(11)
xk xk 1  exp( )Ck 1 ( K ) 4.46  50
zk 5.491 10-5 ( xk  x0 )3  1.521 10-3 ( xk  x0 ) 2  5.120  10-2 ( xk  x0 )  vk

(12)

Crack length (mm)

where xk is the crack length, zk is the guided wave damage index. The random variable 
follows the Gaussian distribution N ( 2 / 2,  2 ) , where   =1.2 . and the measurement noise
vk follows zero-mean Gaussian distribution N (0, 0.0282 ) .
Once a new guided wave signal is obtained during on-line monitoring, the PF integrated
the damage index extracted from guided wave signals to evluated the posterior estiamtion of
the crack length. Fig. 8 shows the posterior estimation of the PF based method, which shows
the effectiveness of the PF based damage diagnosis.

Figure 8: Posterior estimation of the crack length with the PF based method

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses applications of the probabilistic data mining based methods, the
GMM and the PF, on damage diagnosis under time-varying conditions. Fatigue tests of real
aircraft structures are carried out to validate these methods, in which the active guided wave
based SHM is employed. The validation result shows the effectiveness of these probabilistic
data mining methods.
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Abstract. The self-sustained oscillations of open cavities with cavity aspect ratios of 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 were studied with and without an active control using moving bottom wall.
The studies were conducted by using 2D incompressible direct numerical simulations. Selfsustained oscillatory regimes of shear layer without control were classified into mode II,
mode III and wake mode as the cavity aspect ratio increases. The results showed that the selfsustained oscillations were completely suppressed by our control method using suitable
moderate moving velocities of the bottom wall for all oscillatory modes.
1

INTRODUCTION

Flows over open cavities occur in a wide variety of aerospace and engineering applications,
for example, the landing gear wheel well of aircrafts, aircraft cargo bays, car sunroofs and
windows, and spaces between 2 train wagons, etc. Cavity flow is of very interest, because the
presence of cavity causes self-sustained oscillations of the separated shear layer by a complex
feedback mechanism, despite its geometrical simplicity. Self-sustained oscillating flow over
the cavity has been a fluid dynamics phenomenon of interest since the 1960s. Rockwell and
Naudascher [1] have described the fluid-dynamic excitation mechanism. The nature of flowinduced oscillations in the open cavity is illustrated in Figure 1 where the length of the cavity
is L and the depth of the cavity is D. The separated shear layer at the leading edge of the
cavity develops from its initial perturbations and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the mean
shear layer profile. The vortical structure of the shear layer travels the length of the cavity and
ultimately reattaches near the trailing edge of the cavity. The periodic pressure disturbances
are produced at the trailing edge of the cavity and are fed back to the origin of the unstable
shear layer near the leading edge of the cavity. The pressure disturbances feedback
periodically forces the separated shear layer and enhances its coherent structure, so that
regular large-scale vortices are produced. The interaction of these vortices with the
reattachment surface induces the pressure disturbances. While the open cavity flow has been
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investigated by the numerical method (Vinha et al. [2]) and the experimental method (Immer
et al. [3], Kumar and Vaidyanathan [4]), the characteristic of the flow is not still cleared. In
this study, the oscillation of the flow is studied and the 2D direct numerical simulation is
carried out to show that the oscillation is suppressed by the active control using a moving wall.
It is well known that the primary frequency of the shear layer oscillations varies with the
cavity length. Many experimental studies have been carried out to reveal the characteristics of
the frequency variation (Sarohia [5], Knisely and Rockwell [6], Gharib [7], Gharib and
Roshko [8]). The general feature of the variation of the dominant frequency represented by
the Strouhal number St with the cavity aspect ratio L/D is shown in Figure 2. A minimum
cavity aspect ratio is required for the initiation of self-sustained oscillation. The onset of the
oscillation is associated with the decrease in St as the cavity aspect ratio increases. This flow
regime is referred as “shear layer mode”. The shear layer mode is characterized by the roll-up
of vorticity in the shear layer. In the shear layer mode, the decrease in St with the increase in
the aspect ratio is interrupted by the sudden jump-up. The flow mode before and after the
jump-up are called the mode II and the mode III, respectively. As the cavity aspect ratio
increases further, there is a substantial change in the pattern of the cavity oscillations. Gharib
and Roshko [8] observed a wake-like flow, so they called this flow regime as “wake mode”.
The wake mode is characterized by a large-scale vortex shedding from the cavity leading edge.
From the computational point of view, some studies about the mode switching phenomena
have been conducted. Rowley et al. [9] investigated the mode switching of the shear layer
mode and the wake mode by using 2D compressible direct numerical simulation. Rubio et al.
[10] investigated the mode switching by using 2D compressible large eddy simulation.
However their simulation have been changed at coarse intervals of cavity aspect ratio.
Yoshida and Watanabe [11] investigated the mode switching by using a series of 2D
incompressible direct numerical simulation at the cavity aspect ratio from 1.0 to 4.0 with an
interval of 0.1. The results showed the mode switching among non-oscillation mode, shear
layer mode (mode II and mode III), and wake mode and the relationship between the cavity
shear layer oscillation modes and recirculating vortices in the cavity.
The control of the cavity flow oscillations is one of the challenging topics in flow control

Figure 1: Schematic illustrating flow-induced
cavity oscillation.

Figure 2: Schematic of Strouhal number variation
and the definition of oscillation modes.
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problems. The suppression of the cavity flow oscillations has received considerable attention
in recent years. The control of cavity oscillations has been reviewed by Rowley and Williams
[12] and Cattafesta et al. [13]. Numerous workers have used various control devices, for
example, microjet injection, pulsed blowing actuators, synthetic jets, oscillating spoilers,
piezoelectric flaps, piezoelectric bimorph actuators, plasma actuators and others. They
reported the suppression of the oscillations in the separated shear layer by the control using
these devices.
Yoshida et al. [14] developed a new active control method for the suppression of the cavity
flow oscillations. We focused on the role of the recirculation vortices in the cavity in the shear
layer oscillations. The interaction between the recirculating flow field and the shear layer
oscillations has been neglected in most previous studies. Our control method is to drive the
bottom wall of the cavity with a constant tangential velocity, which is similar to the method
used in the lid-driven cavity flow problem. The moving bottom wall produces a shear stress in
the fluid and changes the recirculating vortices in the cavity. We presented that the
suppression of the cavity oscillations is achieved by applying our control method using 2D
direct numerical simulations for the cavity aspect ratio L/D = 2. However, the effect of our
control method on the flows at different cavity aspect ratios and different oscillatory modes is
not obvious.
The major aim of this investigation is to reveal the effect of our new control method to
different cavity aspect ratios and different modes. 2D incompressible direct simulations with
our control method are performed for the flows at the cavity aspect ratios L/D = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0,
3.5 and 4.0. The mode II appears at L/D = 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. The mode III emerges at L/D =
3.5. At L/D =4.0, the flow is in the wake mode. We demonstrate that the oscillations of the
mode II, mode III, and wake mode are suppressed using our control method.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD AND CONTROL METHOD
The numerical method of this study is the same as the one used by Yoshida and Watanabe
[11]. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the computational domain and indicates several system

Figure 3: Cavity configuration and computaional domain.
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parameters. The governing equations are the two-dimensional, unsteady, incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations and the equation of continuity in Cartesian coordinates. All variables
are nondimensionalized by using the cavity depth D and the freestream velocity U. These
equations are integrated in time by using the P2 pressure correction method by Armfield and
Street [15]. The momentum equations are discretized by using the second order AdamsBashforth method for the convective terms and the Crank-Nicolson method for the diffusive
terms. These equations are solved by fractional step method to enforce the solenoidal
condition. The pressure correction term is used with Kim and Moin type boundary condition
[16] in order to reduce the projection error and recover the second-order accuracy in time.
Nonuniform staggered grid systems, which cluster node points in the boundary layer, the
shear layer, the cavity bottom, and the cavity edges, are used for the spatial descretization.
The second order fully conservative finite difference scheme by Morinishi et al. [17] is used
for the convective terms and the second order central difference scheme was used for the
other terms in the spatial discretization. The dimension of the computational domain is similar
to that used in the 2D direct numerical simulations of Rowley et al. [9]. The laminar Blasius
boundary layer is specified in the inflow boundary at x  0 . A free-slip condition is applied
to the normal boundary. A no-slip boundary condition is applied to the wall. At the outflow
boundary, we use the Sommerfeld radiation condition, which is also called the convective
outflow condition. The convective velocity in this condition is set equal to the free-stream
velocity U. This boundary condition allows the vortices to smoothly pass across the
computational domain. The Reynolds number based on the freestream velocity U and the
cavity depth D is 6,000. The boundary layer momentum thickness θ at the upstream cavity
edge is 0.0322 for L/D = 2.0. The Reynolds number Reθ based on U and θ is 193.6. This

Figure 4: The Strouhal number variation with cavity length.
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condition is similar to that of the experiment by Knisely and Rockwell [6], where Reθ = 190.
3

RESULTS

3.1 Mode switching in baseline flow
A series of 2D direct numerical simulations of the baseline flows at the cavity aspect ratio
L/D from 1.0 to 4.0 with an interval of 0.1 interval have been conducted in our previous
paper [11]. Figure 4 shows the Strouhal number variation with the cavity length L/D. No
shear layer oscillation occurs below L D  1.6 . The minimum length for the onset of the
self-sustained oscillations is L D  1.7 . The Strouhal number of the oscillations decreases as
L D increases. This variation is interrupted by a sudden jump to a higher value between
L D  3.1 and L D  3.2 . The oscillation regime at L D  3.1 is mode II, while that at
3.2  L D is mode III. The maximum cavity length in mode III is L D  3.6 . The wake

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Time traces of the normal velocity component near the trailing edge for L/D = 2.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Instantaneous streamlines and the color contour plots of the vorticity for L/D= 2.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.
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mode appears at 3.7  L D  4.0 . The present results of shear layer mode closely agree with
the experimental data of Knisely and Rockwell [6] (for details, refer to our previous paper
[11]).
3.2 Control cases in mode II
The active control method using a moving bottom wall is applied for the cases of L/D =
2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 in the mode II. The bottom wall velocity uw varies between 0.0 and -1.5. The
case of uw  0.0 is the baseline flow without any control. Figure 5 shows the time trace of
the normal velocity component v near the downstream edge of the cavity ( x  6.9 and
y  0.0 ) for L D  2.0 . The time t is elapsed the time from the start of the wall movement.
When the full development of the baseline flow is confirmed, the wall movement is applied
and the time t is set to be 0.0. The oscillation of baseline case in Figure 5(a) is periodic. In
contrast, the oscillation for uw  0.3 is reduced and is suppressed completely as shown in

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Time traces of the normal velocity component near the trailing edge for L/D = 2.5 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Instantaneous streamlines and the color contour plots of the vorticity for L/D = 2.5 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.
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Figure 5(b). Instantaneous flow fields at t  1, 000 for L D  2.0 are shown in Figure 6,
where Figure 6(a) corresponds to the baseline case and Figure 6(b) to the controlled case with
uw  0.3 . The black lines show the streamlines and the color contours show the vorticity. In
Figure 6(a), the streamlines of the baseline case show two recirculating vortices in the cavity
and the vorticity contours of blue color show that the separated shear layer oscillates above
the two recirculating vortices. In contrast, Figure 6(b) shows that the clockwise-rotating
vortex on the downstream side becomes larger and the counterclockwise-rotating vortex on
the upstream side disappears due to the negative wall shear stress and the clockwise-rotating
vortex occupies the entire space inside the cavity. The flow on the upper side in the cavity is
parallel to the shear layer over the cavity mouth, so that the shear layer becomes stable and
the oscillations are suppressed completely. For L D  2.0 , the oscillations are suppressed by
the moving bottome wall control in the range of 1.12  uw  0.08 .
Figure 7 shows the time trace of the normal velocity component near the downstream edge
of the cavity ( x  7.4 and y  0.0 ) for L D  2.5 . The oscillation of baseline case in Figure

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Time traces of the normal velocity component near the trailing edge for L/D = 3.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Instantaneous streamlines and the color contour plots of the vorticity for L/D = 3.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.
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7(a) is periodic. In contrast, the oscillation for uw  0.3 is reduced and is suppressed
completely as shown in Figure 7(b). Instantaneous flow fields at t  1, 000 for L D  2.5 are
shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows three recirculating vortices in the cavity and the shear
layer oscillation. Figure 8(b) shows one clockwise-rotating large vortex in the cavity and the
flat shear layer. For L D  2.5 , the oscillations are suppressed by the moving bottom wall
control in the range of 1.11  uw  0.18 .
Figure 9 shows the time trace of the normal velocity component near the downstream edge
of the cavity ( x  7.9 and y  0.0 ) for L D  3.0 . The oscillation of baseline case in Figure
9(a) is periodic. In contrast, the oscillation of uw  0.4 is reduced and is suppressed
completely as shown in Figure 9(b). Instantaneous flow fields at t  1, 000 for L D  3.0 are
shown in Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows three recirculating vortices in the cavity and the shear
layer oscillation. Figure 10(b) shows one clockwise-rotating large vortex in the cavity and the
flat shear layer. For L D  3.0 , the oscillations are suppressed by the moving bottom wall
control in the range of 0.8  uw  0.21 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Time traces of the normal velocity component near the trailing edge for L/D = 3.5 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Instantaneous streamlines and the color contour plots of the vorticity for L/D = 3.5 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.
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3.3 Control case in mode III
The active control method using a moving bottom wall is applied for the case L D  3.5
in the mode III. Figure 11 shows the time trace of the normal velocity component near the
downstream edge of the cavity ( x  8.4 and y  0.0 ) for L D  3.5 . The oscillation of the
baseline case in Figure 11(a) is periodic. In contrast, the oscillation of uw  0.4 is reduced
and is suppressed completely as shown in Figure 11(b). Instantaneous flow fields at t  1, 000
for L D  3.5 are shown in Figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows four recirculating vortices in the
cavity and the shear layer oscillation. Figure 12(b) shows one clockwise-rotating large vortex
in the cavity and the flat shear layer. For L D  3.5 , the oscillations are suppressed by the
moving bottom wall control in the range of 0.8  uw  0.27 .
3.4 Control case in wake mode
The active control method using a moving bottom wall is applied for the cases L D  4.0
in the wake mode. Figure 13 shows the time trace of normal velocity component near the

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Time traces of the normal velocity component near the trailing edge for L/D = 4.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Instantaneous streamlines and the color contour plots of the vorticity for L/D = 4.0 cavity;
(a) baseline case (b) controlled case.
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downstream edge of the cavity ( x  8.9 and y  0.0 ) for L D  4.0 . The oscillation of the
baseline case in Figure 13(a) has a large amplitude and a periodicity. In contrast, the
oscillation of uw  1.0 is reduced and is suppressed completely as shown in Figure 13(b).
Instantaneous flow fields at t  200 for L D  4.0 are shown in Figure 14, where Figure
14(a) corresponds to the baseline case and Figure 14(b) to the controlled case with uw  1.0 .
Figure 14(a) shows a large scale vortex in the cavity and the vortex shed from the upstream
edge of the cavity. Figure 14(b) shows one clockwise-rotating large vortex in the cavity and
the smooth curved shear layer. For L D  4.0 , the oscillations are suppressed by the moving
bottom wall control in the range of 1.3  uw  0.5 .
4 CONCLUSIONS
-

-

This paper studies the mode switching that occurs in flows passing over twodimensional open cavities by using 2D incompressible direct numerical simulations.
The computations have revealed three oscillation regimes: the mode II of the shear
layer mode, the mode III of the shear layer mode and the wake mode in the baseline
flows.
This paper is concerned with the active control method using a moving bottom wall
for the open cavity oscillations. We have applied our control method to the three
oscillation modes of flows over the open cavity. 2D incompressible direct
simulations with and without our control method have been conducted for the flows
at cavity aspect ratios of L D  2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 . The results of controlled
simulations showed the self-sustained oscillations were completely suppressed by our
control method for all L D and all oscillation modes.
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The work presented in this paper attempts to improve the grid (and consequently solution) for compressible-flow simulations performed with a 2D finite-volume Euler solver
for unstructured grids, using mesh adaptation based on gradients of flow parameters,
(pressure and pseudo-entropy, and grid geometry (cell areas, nodal distances etc.). The
procedure requires solution (primitive variables) reconstruction at grid nodes, which are
interpolated using linear polynomials in 2 dimensions or inverse distance based methods,
and cell-averaged gradients, which are computed using the Green-Gauss method. The
adaption is terminated if the global maximum displacement of any node is less than ,
where  is a small user defined length scale. Results indicate that the method is capable
of clustering the grid near an oblique shock and a contact wave, which results in sharper
resolution of the discontinuities.
1

Introduction

With the rapid development of high performance computers, computational simulation
has become an essential tool for analysis of engineering problems. A core element, typical
of most computational analysis, is the design of meshes, structured or unstructured, on
which the governing equations that are to be analyzed are discretized. Use of such discretized meshes results in undesirable discretization errors. These errors can be reduced
by a uniform mesh refinement (using finer meshes), which can result in significant increase
in computational costs. An alternative, and generally adopted approach is targeted refinement, wherein the mesh is selectively refined in regions (of interest) where the solution
is expected to vary rapidly in space. In certain domains (and flow simulations), it is not
possible to know a priori where such regions of interest will be, which makes it difficult
to design a suitably refined grid. Thus there is a requirement for techniques that adapt
the mesh based on an initial solution to produces new meshes that are better at resolving
the solutions.
For structured grids, targeted adaptation is done by clustering grid lines in and around
regions of interest. However, in the case of unstructured grids, the lack of such grid
lines does not allow a simple method of adaptation in the domain. Standard practices
involve grid refinement by repeated subdivision and re-meshing of (part or whole of) the
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domain. This is usually done using largest-edge-length splitting or centroid splitting and
applying the Delauney edge flipping algorithm [5]. These methods, though fast, change
the topology of the grid and prevent fast integration with the solver since the solver needs
to read the mesh again for every cycle of adaptation.
Thus point-movement based methods for adapting unstructured grids are more efficient
since they do not change the topology of the grid.
Such methods are typically based upon equidistribution of certain flow parameters [6], for
instance the gradient of a flow property. This paper uses the gradients of pressure/pseudoentropy to move the points and hence adapt the grid. The primary formulation of pointmovement presented in this work derive from the adaptive techniques discussed in Eiseman
[1], Vilsmeier and Hänel [3], and Jahangirian and Shoraka [7].
While a combination of the two gradients could be used, this paper deals with two different
test cases: supersonic flow past a compression corner, wherein pressure gradients are
used for grid adaptation, and a shock-tube setup with a stationary contact discontinuity,
wherein pseudo-entropy gradients are used for grid adaptation. In principle, the method
should be able to adapt the grid near both types of discontinuities: compression shocks
(which involve changes in both pressure and entropy across the discontinuity) and contact
waves (which involve changes in entropy and not pressure across the discontinuity). As
such, for flows involving both of these discontinuities, a combination of the gradients in
pressure and pseudo-entropy may be required for adapting the grid.
2

Methodology

The design of the grid adapter takes into account multiple factors: formulation for node
movement, use of data structures, data interpolation to nodes from cell-averaged values,
to (new) nodes after node movement and to (new) cell-centers from (interpolated) nodal
data, and certain other design constraints. These are elaborated upon in the following
sub-sections.
2.1

Formulation

In this work, the mesh adaptation is done by the movement of grid nodes due to the
combined of effects of a flow-dependant component, G, a global grid-size based (scalar)
component, S, and a local grid-topology based component (vector) X̂. The formula
thus obtained for the motion of a grid node, denoted by ∆xi , is given in equation 1.
The minimum function ensures that only cell contractions due to gradient differences are
allowed.

∆xi = S ×

ni

j=1

min {Gj , 0} × X̂ij

Where,
S =s×L
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(1)

3

Gj =

Φ − φj
φmax

N

k=1
Φ= 
N

Ak φk

k=1

Ak

N

φmax = max{φk }
k=1

X̂ij =

xi − cj
xi − cj 

φk = ∇Pk  or ∇Ek  (user choice)
and,
i is the index of the node whose movement is in question
j is the index used to iterate the cells surrounding the ith node
ni is the number of elements around the ith node
x is the position vector of a node
s is the numerical scaling value; chosen to be 0.4
L is the length scale; chosen to be the length of the shortest edge in the grid
φ is the parameter (gradient) based on which adaptation is done
Φ is the area weighted average of φ
φmax is the maximum magnitude of φ
N is the total number of elements in the grid
cj is the position vector of the cell centroid of the j th element around node i
2.2

Data Structure

Two data structures were tested to encode the grid for the purpose of adaptation. The
following subsections discuss them.
2.2.1

Vertex-Element-Face Data Structure

The Vertex-Element-Face data structure [11] is easy to encode. However, it is considerably
more difficult to enable the addition and deletion of grid members such as points or cells,
due to high amount of reflexive references between them. Apart from this, the excessive
references to neighbours causes the data structure to be bulked in terms of memory usage.
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2.2.2

Half-Edge Data Structure (Doubly Connected Edge List)

The encoding of the Half-Edge data structure [9] is more involved, compared to the
Vertex-Element data structure. However, it enables much easier routines for the addition
and deletion of grid members. Also, since all the vertices and elements have only one
half-edge to keep track of and all connectivity of nodes and cells are dealt with by only
the half-edges. Thus the memory requirement to store the data is considerably reduced.
While the present work does not involve mesh refinement (addition/deletion of mesh
elements), the half-edge data structure was preferred keeping in mind potential extension
of the present work to include adaptive mesh refinement in the future.
2.3

Limiters

The following sections describes the parameters incorporated in the design of the algorithm
to prevent issues that can arise due to the movement of points. They arise are typically due
to round-off errors in the data, crossover of points due to large magnitude in movement,
which causes flipping of triangle orientations, and endless movement scenarios where the
points keep moving by small magnitudes, either locally stable or not, that can result in
endless cycles of adaptation.
2.3.1

Minimum Length Threshold

A scaled value of the shortest edge length, wherein the scaling factor is defined by the
user, is used as a minimum threshold for the motion of points. A node is moved if and
only if the magnitude of its movement is greater than this threshold. is set to 0.1% of the
minimum edge length for the results presented in this paper. This filter is used to prevent
extremely small motions of points preventing endless motion. This inhibition saves up on
the associated costs due to data interpolation on these nodes and the neighbouring cells.
2.3.2

Maximum Length Threshold

Another scaled value of the shortest edge length is used to prevent infinite loops of the
grid adapter. This scale is defined to be 1% of the minimum edge length for the results
presented in this paper. If the all the magnitudes of node movements in an iteration
are less than this threshold, then the adaptation loop is exited. In other words, only as
long as a point moves by a magnitude greater than 1% of the shortest edge length, then
adaptation continues. This prevents locally stable dynamic movements resulting in an
infinite adaptive loop.
2.3.3

Minimum Angle Threshold

In order to prevent the change in orientation of the triangles, and to enable adaptation
with better grid quality, a minimum angle threshold is used. If in an adaptation step, the
interior angle of any triangle falls below this threshold, the nodes that form that triangle
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are frozen, and prevented from further movement henceforth. That adaptation step is
discarded and a new adaptation step is initiated to maintain the motion of other points.
Various values of this threshold are used in this paper to study the effects it has on the
grid quality.
2.3.4

Scaling Value

The scaling value is a scalar used to limit the motion of the points given by s in the term
S in Equation 1. For the case of one-dimensional adaptation, the maximum value that
can be allotted to the scaling value without having to worry about crossover, is 0.25. But,
for two-dimensional adaptation, making such an estimate is difficult since the number of
cells that surround a point is not fixed.
Since the minimum angle threshold is sufficient to prevent crossover, the scaling value
can thus take any value. Smaller values are preferred because they maintain a smoother
movement of points and also allow for wider motion before the points have to be frozen
in place. And, larger values allow for larger steps in the movement of points. A value of
0.4 was chosen for the scaling value in this paper.
2.4

Initial Nodal Interpolation

The solution data obtained from the solver is given at the cell centers. This has to be
interpolated to the nodes to enable the interpolation of the data in adaptation steps. This
interpolation is called initial nodal interpolation to differentiate it from later interpolation
steps (discussed in Section 2.5).
The interpolation of data to a give node is done using all the cells that surround it
including ghost cells. All the scalars and the individual vector components are separately
interpolated. The following subsections describe the interpolation methods studied.
2.4.1

Area Weighted Interpolation

The reasoning for using area weighted interpolation was that the data obtained from the
solver is cell averaged data, i.e., the net value of any data obtained from a cell would be
the cell data times its area. Thus an interpolation based on this method possibly gives
the best approximation to the interpolated variable.
2.4.2

Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation

Interpolation using inverse distance weighting is a common technique and was used to
compare with the results obtained using the area weighted interpolation. It was found
that the final outcome of both the interpolation methods were similar. However, since
the inverse distance weighted interpolation method is computationally less taxing, it was
chosen as the initial method of data interpolation from cell centers to nodes.
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2.5

Medial Nodal Interpolation

After a step of adaptation, some nodes move into neighbouring cells. The data for these
nodes needs to be interpolated from the old positions of the nodes that surround that
cell. This interpolation of data from old nodes to new nodes is called medial nodal
interpolation. Two interpolation methods were studied to interpolate data from the old
nodes to the new. They are discussed in the following subsections.
2.5.1

Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation

This interpolation was done to keep the same interpolation routine for the nodes before
and after adaptation. The cell containing the new position of the node is found. The data
is interpolated from the old data of the three vertices that define the cell. However, it
was observed that the data post interpolation on the nodes were not having the smooth
distribution which was preferred. Thus an alternate method of data interpolation needed
to be implemented.
2.5.2

Polynomial Interpolation

Each scalar/vector component is assumed to be linear in x and y. Thus they are of the
form ϕ = ax + by + c, where ϕ describes the data being interpolated. First, the cell that
contains the current node is found. Then using the old data of the three vertices of the
cell, we can obtain three equations for the variables a, b and c. These equations are then
solved by matrix inversion and the parameter is reconstructed at the new node location.
It was observed that unlike the inverse distance weighted interpolation method, the polynomial interpolation method provided smoother interpolation of data. Hence the polynomial interpolation method was chosen to interpolate the data from cell centers to moved
nodes in every step of adaptation.
Note that for any point that had not moved in an adaptation step, no interpolation is done
to preserve the data at the position of that node. This also reduces the computational
costs of data interpolation across the grid.
2.6

Cell Interpolation

The interpolation of data from new nodes to new cell centers in each step of the adapter
was tested again using two interpolation methods, viz., interpolation using inverse distance
weighting and polynomial interpolation. The are described in the following subsections.
Note that for any cell that did not have any of its neighbouring points moved in a particular
step of adaptation, data interpolation was not done to the particular cell to preserve the
initial data, and also to reduce computational costs.
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2.6.1

Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation

Each scalar/vector component is individually interpolated from the surrounding nodes.
This method was tested because of its simplicity in implementation, particularly for cells
with more than three neighbouring nodes. It was observed again that the interpolation
of the data was not smooth and as expected.
2.6.2

Polynomial Interpolation

Just as described in the Section 2.5.2, each scalar/vector component is interpolated using
the three vertices of a cell post movement. It was found that polynomial interpolation,
i.e., the linear approximation was more accurate in depicting the parameters as opposed
to the inverse distance weighted interpolation. And, since all the grids studied in this
paper have only triangular cells, polynomial interpolation was chosen as the method of
data interpolation to the cell centers at each step of adaptation.
3

Solver

The solver is an unstructured (triangular) grid solver that uses a cell-centered finite volume
method for solving compressible inviscid flows [11]. The solver uses the AUSM scheme
proposed by Liou and Steffen for computing the inviscid fluxes [2]. The primitive variables
are reconstructed at the interfaces using a second order reconstruction (based on gradients)
which are then limited using the Venkatakrishnan limiter [4]. Temporal discretization is
done using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
4

Flow Cases and Results

A 1D version of the adaptation formula (Formula 1) was tested on the the Heaviside
function, H(x). In 2D the adapter was tested for an oblique shock grid and a stationary
contact wave using various minimum angle thresholds. Some of these results obtained are
described below.
4.1

Heaviside step function

The Heaviside function H(x) is discretized on the domain x ∈ [−1, 1] using 11 points.
The results obtained are shown in Figure 1. All points clustered about x = 0 as expected.
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Figure 1: 1D adaptation of the Heaviside function

4.2

Oblique Shock

The grid and flow details for the oblique shock as taken from Ghia et. al. [8] are given
below in Table 1.

Domain length
Turn angle

:
:

1.965926 m
15o

Domain height
Turn location

:
:

1.000000 m
(0, 0)

Number of nodes

:

7381

Number of cells

:

14460

Total pressure
Specific heat ratio

:
:

101325 P a
1.4

Total density
Mach number

:
:

1.224 kg/m3
3.0

Table 1: Grid and Boundary Conditions for the Oblique Shock

The adapter was run using pressure gradient (Equation 1) for the minimum angle thresholds of 1o , 5o , 10o , 15o , 25o , 30o and 35o . Some of the unadapted and adapted grids are
given in Figure 2.
When a smaller minimum angle threshold is used, there is higher clustering of the cells
about the shock. Also, the grid quality is lost for most of the cases with smaller threshold
angles. The exception to this trend is the grid obtained using A = 1o . This is due to
the fact that the grid points close to the shock region get frozen before they can include
movements in the neighbouring points due to interpolation. The points on the boundaries
are prevented from moving in order to preserve the domain shape. This causes part of
the grid in the shock region to not get adapted for A = 35o .
Figure 3 shows the zoomed-in view contours of pressure for the solutions generated on the
different adapted grids. It is observed that although the A = 1o constraint generates the
thinnest shock layer, the resolution of the shock does not happen across same number of
cells along the shock. The shock layer progressively become thicker as A is increased, but
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it also results in the shock being resolved in a more uniform manner (based on number
of cells across the shock) along the shock length. Based on these observations, it can
be argued that intermediate values of A (15o , 20o ) are more suitable for the adaptation,
as they provide both sharp (thinner shock compared to unadapted grid) and uniform
resolution of the shock (as opposed to A of 1o , 5o ).

(a) Unadapted

(b) A = 01o

(c) A = 20o

(d) A = 35o

Figure 2: Oblique Shock [Grid]

(a) Unadapted

(b) A = 01o

(c) A = 20o

(d) A = 35o

Figure 3: Oblique Shock [Pressure, Zoomed]
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4.3

Shock Tube

A shock-tube setup was used for the adaptation of the grid used for the simulation of a
stationary contact wave. The extents of the domain were from x = 0.0m to x = 1.0m with
the discontinuity located at x = 0.5m Details of the domain and the initial conditions
are provided in Table 2. The grid and the initial conditions were designed to capture
the discontinuity perfectly. Thus the case was run more to see how the points near the
discontinuity would move due to the adaptation rather than to see an improvement in the
solution.

Domain length

:

1.0 m

Domain height

:

0.2 m

Number of nodes

:

8241

Number of cells

:

16000

Pressure (Left)
Density (Left)
Mach Number (Left)

:
:
:

1.0 P a
0.5 kg/m3
0.0

Pressure (Right)
Density (Right)
Mach Number (Right)

:
:
:

1.0 P a
1.0 kg/m3
0.0

Table 2: Grid and Boundary Conditions for the Shock Tube

The adapter was run using the entropy gradients (Equation 1) for the minimum angle
thresholds of 1o , 5o , 10o , 15o , 25o , 30o and 35o . It was seen that for the minimum angle
criteria of 30o and 35o , the grid did not undergo any adaptation. Some of the unadapted
and adapted grids are given in Figure 4.
When a smaller minimum angle threshold is used, there is higher clustering of cells.
However, the cells drift a bit to the left. This is assumed to be due to having only
the contraction switch being used. Also, due to the boundary points being fixed, the
grid quality is lost. These problems are somewhat alleviated when using larger threshold
values (A of 10o or 15o ).
Figure 5 shows the zoomed in view of the contours of density of the solutions generated on
the adapted grids. In the case of the shock tube, due to the leftward drifting of points, the
adapted grids for low threshold angles (A = 1o , 5o ) don’t capture the discontinuity properly. For larger angles (A = 10o , 15o ), while the discontinuity is not captured perfectly as
the unadapted grid, the clustering of points show promising results. Hence, intermediate
values of A (10o , 15o ) are found to be suitable for adaptation again.
Furthermore, this example shows that if the initial, unadapted grid is optimized to represent the discontinuity, the immobilization of grid points on the boundary and the limitation to cell contraction causes the adapted grids to not be as accurate as one would
hope.
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(a) Unadapted

(b) A = 01o

(c) A = 10o

(d) A = 15o

Figure 4: Shock Tube [Grid]

(a) Unadapted

(b) A = 01o

(c) A = 10o

(d) A = 15o

Figure 5: Shock Tube [Density, Zoomed]

5

Conclusion

An algorithm that adapts triangular unstructured grids based on gradients of pressure
and/or entropy was developed and tested using two different flows, viz., an oblique shock
and a stationary contact wave discontinuity, for the use of the two adaptation switches
separately. It was seen that the adaptation algorithm provided considerable adaptation in
the regions of discontinuities when smaller angles were allowed, at the cost of grid quality.
The adaptation at higher minimum angle criteria was sufficient to markedly reduce the
shock thickness. The points were seen to drift upstream in the case of the stationary
contact wave. This was assumed to be caused due to the immobilization of the boundary
points and using only contraction switch. This drifting in turn caused the discontinuity
to not be captured properly in certain cases. It was observed that freezing of boundary
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points to preserve the domain shape also caused issues in adaptation due to interpolation.
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Abstract. Linear elastic analysis of truss structures can be done within the finite element
method formalism as well as without the approximation of the displacement field, by
algebraic equations. The present paper is an extension of the considerations presented in
[1] to the algebraic equations for geometric stiffness matrix. The matrix allow to include
the influence of self-equilibrated systems of forces on the response of truss structure. It
is a crucial aspect for the qualitative and quantitative analyses of tensegrity-like trusses.

1

INTRODUCTION

Trusses are an important class of Structural Mechanics tasks. Static analysis of trusses
in a linearly elastic range can be carried out by means of equations obtained using the
finite element method (FEM) [2], which dominates the computational market. The truss
equations can also be derived by omitting the typical for FEM approximation of displacements by means of algebraic equations (see [3]). The synthesis of the algebraic
formulation, along with the extension to the analysis of frames and grillages, was carried
out in [1].
In trusses there are frequently self-equilibrated systems of axial forces that meet identically homogeneous systems of equilibrium equations. Such a situation occurs in the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of tensegrity lattice structures [4, 5]. This paper
supplements the considerations given in [1] with the algebraic form of expressions on the
geometric stiffness matrix, which allows analyzing the influence of self-balancing longitudinal forces on the work of the structure. This formulation is of significant importance
from the scientific (optimization, tensegrity, convex sets, etc.) as well as didactic point of
view.
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2

GENERAL FORMULATION

Let us to consider a plane pin-joint structure composed of e straight and prismatic
bars of the lengths lk , cross sections Ak and Young modulus Ek . The bars are connected
in nodes in which the number of s nodal displacements qj and nodal forces Qi are defined
[1]. Axial forces Nk can be expressed by the extensions of bars ∆k in the form
Nk =

Ek Ak
∆k ,
lk

k = 1, 2, ..., e.

(1)

The extensions ∆k are a combination of nodal displacements
∆k =

s


Bkj qj ,

j = 1, 2, ..., s.

(2)

j=1

The extension matrix [Bkj ] can be defined by the projection of nodal displacements on
the bar axes. Additionally the self-equilibrated system of axial forces Sk which satisfy the
homogeneous set of equilibrium equations
e


Bjk Sk = 0

(3)

k=1

is considered. The self-equilibrated forces as well as possible mechanisms of the structure
can be found with the use of singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix [Bik ] [6].
If one consider equations of equilibrium in the actual configuration then moment
Mk = Sk lk ψk

(4)

is acting on each bar. Angles of bar rotations ψk can be expressed as a combination of
nodal displacements
s
1
ψk =
Ckj qj .
(5)
lk j=1

The matrix [Ckj ] can be defined by the projection of nodal displacements on the direction perpendicular to bar axes with right-hand positive signs of rotations.
The above formalism leads to the linear system of algebraic equations
s


(kij + kijG )qj = Qi

(6)

j=1

in which the stiffness matrix kij and geometric stiffness matrix kijG can be experssed in
algebraic form
e

Ek Ak
kij =
Bki
Bkj ,
(7)
l
k
k=1
2
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Figure 1: The ”X” truss

kijG =

e


Cki

k=1

Sk
Ckj .
lk

(8)

The above considerations can be relative easily extended for 3D truss structures.
Let us define the p-th row of the matrix Bkj by bp and p-th row of the matrix Ckj by
cp . The stiffness and geometric stiffness matrices can be decomposed in the form
K=

e


K(p) ,

K(p) =

p=1

G

K =

e


KG(p) ,

E p Ap
bp ⊗ bp ,
lp

(9)

Sp
cp ⊗ cp ,
lp

(10)

KG(p) =

p=1

where a ⊗ b = [ai bj ] is a dyadic product of two vectors a and b. The expression for K
was introduced in [1] and the expression for KG is original. The order of matrices K(p)
and KG(p) is one. This kind of decomposition can be successfully used in optimization [7]
or in the uncertainity analysis with the use of convex sets [8].
3

EXAMPLE

The subject under consideration is six element ”X” truss with five nodal displacements
(Fig. 1).
Let us introduce the following matrices


0
 −1

 0
B = [Bik ] = 
 0
 √2
−
2
0

1
0
0
0
√

2
2

0

3
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0
1
0
0
0
√

2
2

0
0
1
0
0
√

2
2

0
0
0
1
√






,


2

2

0
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1
0

0
C = [Cik ] = 
0
 √2


0
1
0
0
√

2

2
2

0

0

0
0
1
0
0
√

2
2


0
0
−1
0 

0
−1 

0
0√  ,

0√ − 22 
− 22
0




E1 A1 E2 A2 E3 A3 E4 A4 E5 A5 E6 A6
Ei Ai
,
,
,
, √ , √
= diag
=
E = diag
Li
a
a
a
a
a 2 a 2

√ √ 
2 2
EA
=
diag 1, 1, 1, 1,
,
.
a
2 2


The self-equilibrated set of forces is obvious but can be also found by the SVD decomposition of the extension matrix Bkj . There are no mechanism in the structure.

 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
Si
S6
, , , , √ , √ =
= diag
S = diag
Li
a a a a a 2 a 2


S S S S −S −S
S
= diag
, , , ,
,
= diag [1, 1, 1, 1, −1, −1] .
a a a a a
a
a
Global stiffness and geometric stiffness matrices, according to the formulae (7) and (8),
are the following
√
√ 
√

−4
0
−√ 2
4 +√ 2 − √2
 − 2 4+ 2
0√
2 

√0
EA 
,
 −4
K = [kik ] =
2
2
0
0
4
+

√
√
4a 

 0
2
4
+
2
0
0
√
√
√
2
0
0
4+ 2
− 2

1 −1 0
0
1
−1 1
0 −2 1 

 G
S 
G
0
0
1
1 −2
K = kik =
.

2a 
0 −2 1
1
0
1
1 −2 0
1


Equivalent matrices can be derived through the Finite Element Method [2, 5]. If the
structure on Fig. 1 is divided into six finite elements with the node numbers 1-2,
√ 2-3,
3-4, 1-4, 2-4, 1-3 and the element lengths L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = a, L5 = L6 = a 2 the
following matrices are to be defined on each finite element level:




1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0


Ee Ae 
0
 + Se 0 1 0 −1 , e = 1, ..., 6,
0 0 0
ke + k G
e =
0  Le  0 0 0 0 
Le −1 0 1
0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 −1
4
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0
0
d1 = 
0
−1

0 0 0
0 0 0
d4 = 
0 0 0
0 0 0

0
0
1
0


0
0
,
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
,
1
0

0
0
0
0



1 0
0 1
d2 = 
0 0
0 0
√
 √
2
2√

 2
−
d5 =  2
 0
0

0
0
1
0

2
√2
2
2

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0


0
0
,
0
0



0 0
0 0
d3 = 
0 −1
1 0


0 0
0

0 0
0 
√ ,
d6 = 
2 
0 0
2√
0 0
− 2


0 −1 0
1 0 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0

2

0
0
√

2
√2
2
2


0
0
0√ 0
.
−√ 22 0
2
0
2

Homogeneous boundary conditions are already
included in the FEM
matrix formula
6
G
T
G
tion. Global matrices can be derived as K+K = e=1 de ke + ke de to obtain exactly
the same matrices like in the algebraic formulation presented above. The matrices can be
also decomposed with the formulae (9) and (10) in the following form






0 0 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


0 1 0 0 0


 E2 A2  0 0 0 0 0 E3 A3 0 0 0 0 0
E 1 A1 






0 0 0 0 0 +
K=
−1 0 1 0 0 + a 0 0 0 0 0 +
a 
a
0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 0
0 0

0 0 0 0 0


0 0
 E5 A5 −1 1 0 0 1  E6 A6 0 0 0

E4 A4 





0 0 0 0 0 +
0
0 0 0 0 +
0 0 1 −1 0
+
,



a 
2a 
2a 


0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
−1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0


4

1
0
S1 
0
KG =
a 
0
0

0
0
S4 
0
+
a 
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

CONCLUSIONS



0
0 0


0
0 1
S2 
0 0
0
+

a 
0 −1
0
0
0 0


0
1 1


0
1 1
S5 
0 0
0
+
 2a 
0 0
0
0
−1 1



0 0 0
0


0 −1 0
0
S3 
0
0 0 0
+

a 
0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0


0 0 −1
0


0 0 −1
0
S6 
0
0 0 0
+
 2a 
0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0


0 0
0 0

0 −1
+
0 0
0 1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 1 −1 0
.
0 −1 1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 −1

The present paper is an extension of [1] for the algebraic form of the geometric stiffness
matrix for the self-equilibrated systems of normal forces in truss structures. Approximation of the unknown displacement field is not required. The results are the same as in the
finite element method. Decomposition of the geometric stiffness matrix is proposed as a
sum of dyadic product of the rows of extension matrix multiplied by the stiffness of bars.
5
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The form is suitable for the optimization as well as in the uncertainity analysis with the
use of convex sets.
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Abstract. In this work 3D CFD analysis of a ﬂuid ﬂow problem within vertical ground
heat exchanger is discussed. Both downward and upward pipes of the heat exchanger are
made of polyethylene (PE100) and they are equipped with internal micro-ﬁns. These ﬁns
form a sort of threads with the pitch varying between 1200 mm and 1600 mm. Both pipes
(almost 250 meter long each) are connected at the lowest point either by standard U-turn
or by specially designed bottom chamber. Two diﬀerent water-ethanol solutions circulate
within the pipes of the heat exchanger.
Because of the heat exchanger length the whole computational domain was divided
into three parts: inlet part, reversal or both pipes connection and remaining pipes for
which pressure drops depend linearly on the pipe length. These three parts were analysed
separately and obtained solutions have ﬁnally been coupled iteratively.

1

INTRODUCTION

Ground is an attractive source of heat and one of the most popular way of extracting
heat from the ground is the application of a vertical ground heat exchangers. Such
heat exchanger consists generally of two vertical pipes, i.e. downward and upward ones,
connected by the reversal as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Typically they are classiﬁed as
either closed loops or open loops depending on how they utilise the ﬂuid ﬂowing through
the system. Overview of the most frequently used models and systems can be found
elsewhere, for instance in [1]. No matter which solution is considered, the operating costs
of the heat exchanger (and in consequence of the whole installation) depends strongly on
the pumping power which is proportional to the total pressure drop of the installation,
the volume ﬂow rate of the working ﬂuid and energy eﬃciency of the pumps. From these
three parameters the ﬁrst on, i.e. the total pressure drop is the most diﬃcult to be
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determined. This task is particularly challenging if pipes of the ground heat exchanger
are equipped with some internal ﬁns or installation contains reverse or bottom chamber
of special design. Example of such application can be found for instance in [2].
The main aim of this work is to propose a numerical procedure to determine the pressure
drop within the ground heat exchanger, including pressure drops caused by classical Uturn but also special bottom chamber. The heat exchanger is built of the internally ﬁnned
pipe, or more precisely riﬄed pipe. The riﬄed pipe (its cross-section is shown in Fig. 2) is
frequently applied in Scandinavia to build vertical-borehole ground-coupled heat pumps.

Figure 1: Sketch of the vertical ground heat exchanger.

Figure 2: Cross-section of the riﬄed pipe.

The next section of this work presents details of the solution methodology including
governing equations, adopted turbulence model and boundary conditions. All geometrical data as well as material and transport properties of working ﬂuid required to perform
all computations are collected in Section 3. In Section 4, selected numerical results obtained using Ansys/Fluent package are presented and discussed together with dimensionless equation allowing one to estimate a total pressure drops in ground heat exchanger.
Concluding remarks are formulated at the end of the paper.
2
2.1

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE SOLUTION FLOW WITHIN RIFFLED PIPE AND BOTTOM CHAMBER
General approach and ﬂow equations

The ground heat exchanger considered in this work is made of polyethylene PE100
riﬄed pipe [3]. The Standard Dimension Ratio (SDR) of this pipe is 17. The pipe has
16 small triangle internal ﬁns (their height is roughly 1 mm) placed symmetrically along
the pipe circuit as it is shown in Fig. 2. The ﬁns form a sort of threads with the pitch
varying between 1200 mm and 1600 mm.
The heat exchanger consists generally of two vertical pipes, i.e. downward and upward
ones, connected by the U-turn either made of two 90o elbows called U-turn A in this work
2
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and shown in Fig. 4, or having a form of the bottom chamber called U-turn B in this
work and shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that pipes being a part of the U-turns do
not have any ﬁns.
In typical working conditions temperature changes of the heat transfer carrier (waterethanol solution) are generally small. Therefore, in the analysis performed here, it is
assumed that the average temperature of the ﬂuid is equal to +1o C and can be treated as
constant. It is also assumed that the concentration of the water-ethanol solution is either
24% or 35%.
The borehole length can be even as long as 250 meters therefore
numerical discretisation of vertical pipes of the ground heat exchanger would result in a huge number of volume cells certainly
exceeding the capacity of modern computer memory and acceptable computing time. Therefore, modelling water-ethanol solution
ﬂow, the whole collector has been divided into following three basic
parts shown schematically in Fig. 3:
• entrance distance of the downward pipe having length bigger than 50 diameters of the pipe. This part is marked by
magenta colour in Fig. 3,
• U-turn with the long enough outﬂow (upward) pipe. Its
length should again be bigger than 50 diameters of the pipe.
This part is marked by green colour in Fig. 3,

Figure 3: Three basic parts of the heat exchanger.

• long downward pipe as well as long upward pipe (marked
by blue colour in Fig. 3) in which pressure drops depend
linearly on the pipe length. The pressure drop along 1 meter
of the pipe was determined modelling solution ﬂow within
repeatable segment of the pipe having the length equal to
the pitch of the thread. The pipe with the thread pitch of
1200 mm is denoted as Pipe A, while the riﬄed pipe with the
thread pitch of 1600 mm is denoted as Pipe B.

Modelling of the ﬂow ﬁeld within repeatable segment of the pipe, one has to determine
both inlet and outlet velocity ﬁelds. This requires iterative calculations in which outﬂow
ﬁeld obtained in the current iteration is prescribed as the inlet ﬂow ﬁeld in the next
iteration. That iterative loop is terminated if diﬀerence between two successive ﬂow ﬁelds
is smaller than acceptable calculation accuracy.
The framework for the development of the above discussed steady-state ﬂow models
is based on standard balances of mass and momentum [4, 5], i.e. continuity and NavierStokes equations which for a Newtonian ﬂuid can be written as:
∇ · ( · v) = 0
3
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� · (v · ∇) v = � · g − ∇p + (μ + μt ) · ∇2 v

(2)

where v denotes the velocity vector that (in general) is a function of time and position (i.e.
geometrical coordinates). The ﬂuid density is represented by �, μ and μt stand for the
ﬂuid dynamic viscosity and turbulent viscosity, respectively. The term ∇p represents the
gradient of the static pressure and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. Equations
(1) and (2) need to be solved using Ansys/Fluent commercial CFD software [6].
2.2

Adopted turbulence model

It is commonly accepted that the working ﬂuid nominal ﬂow that occurs in the riﬄed
pipe should be around beginning of turbulent regime and relevant Reynolds numbers are
generally fairly low. Therefore, the turbulence model eventually adopted in this work was
k − ω model utilising the turbulence kinetic energy, k, and the speciﬁc dissipation rate,
ω. These two quantities can be obtained from the transport equations proposed either by
standard k − ω or share-stress transport (SST) k − ω. The details of both models can be
found for instance in [6] and [7]. It should be emphasised that in fact both k − ω models
produce very similar results. Turbulent viscosity μt is then obtained from the following
relationship:
k
μt = �
(3)
ω
and substituted to Equation (2). It should also be stressed that in this work, the turbulence intensity is additionally used to identify a degree of the ﬂow turbulence. This
problem will be discussed in Section 4.
2.3

Prescribed boundary conditions

In all three basic parts of the collector considered in this work, a standard no slip
boundary condition was prescribed on all physical walls. For the entrance distance of the
downward pipe marked by magenta colour in Fig. 3, uniform inlet velocity was assumed,
while the outlet velocity proﬁle has been obtained as a result of the numerical modelling.
The inlet velocity proﬁle for U-turn A or B (marked by green colour in Fig. 3) was determined analysing the ﬂow of the water-ethanol solution through the repeatable segment
of the pipe marked by blue colour in Fig. 3.
As already mentioned, modelling of ﬂow ﬁeld within repeatable segment of the pipe
requires iterative calculations in which the outﬂow ﬁeld obtained in the current iteration
is prescribed as the inlet ﬂow ﬁeld in the next iteration.
2.4

Determination of pressure drop

Solving system of Equations (1) and (2), one obtains the information about many
physical ﬁelds including the pressure ﬁeld. A result related to the repeatable segment of
the riﬄed pipe needs to be multiplied by the length of the pipe in which pressure drop
is linear to get a total pressure drop within that pipe. Summing up that result with the

4
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local pressure drops for entrance distance and U-turn, one obtains the total pressure drop
for the whole heat exchanger.
3
3.1

MODEL INPUTS
Geometrical data and transport properties of the solutions

The main geometrical data characterising riﬄed pipe and U-turns are given in Figs. 2,
4 and 5 together with Tables 1 and 2.

Figure 4: Cross-section of the U-turn A.

Figure 5: Cross-section of the U-turn B.

Table 1: The main geometrical data of the riﬄed pipe.

Table 2: The main geometrical data of U-turn B.

5
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The main thermal and transport properties of the 24% and 35% water-ethanol solutions
[8] are collected in Tables 3.
Table 3: The main thermal and transport properties of the 24% and 35% water-ethanol solutions.

3.2

Numerical mesh

As already mentioned in Section 1, the generated numerical mesh needs to be ﬁne
enough to guarantee the mesh-independent results of computer simulations. In addition,
dimensions of numerical cells neighbouring to the pipe wall have to be appropriate to
represent well so-called boundary layer.
Taking into account above constrains, the numerical mesh created for ﬂuid ﬂowing
within riﬄed pipe is very dense in the vicinity of ﬁns and is twisted along threads lines.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 presents the details of the mesh cross-section that
is perpendicular to the pipe axis. The mesh for Pipe A (the thread pitch of 1200 mm)
consists of almost 10 mln elements, while similar mesh for Pipe B (the thread pitch of
1600 mm) contains 15 mln of cells.

Figure 6: Numerical mesh for ﬂuid in the riﬄed
pipe.

Figure 7: Cross-section of the numerical mesh
for ﬂuid in the riﬄed pipe.

The numerical mesh for U-turn A made of two 90o elbows was generated in a very
similar way. It consists of 130 thous. of volume cells and is shown in Fig. 8 and 9. The
upward pipe (right one) is longer to determine fully developed outﬂow ﬁeld.
6
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Figure 8: Numerical mesh for ﬂuid in U-turn A
having a form of the standard two elbows.

4

Figure 9: Numerical mesh for ﬂuid in U-turn B
having a form of the bottom chamber.

SELECTED RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

Although as mentioned in Section 2, the computations were performed for two compositions of the working ﬂuid, i.e. the 24% and 35% water-ethanol solution ﬂowing through
the considered vertical ground heat exchanger, mainly results for the the ﬁrst concentration are presented here due to limited space. The results are presented along two
diameters of Pipe A (1200 mm for a full thread revolution) and Pipe B (1600 mm for a
full thread revolution). The location of those diameters is presented in Fig. 10. In this
ﬁgure, the diameters denoted as Diameter 1 and Diameter 2 connect the ﬁn tips (continuous line) and the internal walls between ﬁns (dotted line), respectively. In addition, the
local pressure loss determined for the U-turns is discussed. These parts are referred to as
U-turn A for the two 90o elbows shown in Fig. 4 and U-turn B for the bottom chamber
shown in Fig. 5.
The considered ﬂow cases cover six values
of the Reynolds number of 2750 (on-design
case), 2110, 1700, 1500, 1200 and 1000 for
the concentration of the 24% water-ethanol
solution and the Reynolds number of 2300
(on-design case), 1750, 1400, 1200, 1000
and 800 for the concentration of the 35%
water-ethanol solution.

Figure 10: Diameter position for the results presentation along the pipe diameter in Section 4.

Figs. 11-16 present axial, radial and tangential velocities along Diameter 1 and 2 for
all the considered ﬂow cases in Pipe A and B, respectively. When the velocity proﬁles in
these ﬁgures are compared, it becomes clear that the axial velocity dominates over the two
remaining velocity vector components in the ﬂow core. In particular, the axial velocity is
by two order of magnitute larger than the radial and tangential velocities. The situation
drastically change in the near wall layer. In this region, the axial velocity component is
substantially reduced. This also means that the other velocity components play a more
important role resulting in the swirl ﬂow.
Another observation is related to the shape of the axial velocity proﬁle presented in
Figs. 11 and 12. For higher Re numbers, the steeper axial velocity proﬁle near the walls
7
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Figure 11: Axial velocity in m/s along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe A.

Figure 12: Axial velocity in m/s along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe B.

Figure 13: Radial velocity in m/s along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe A.

Figure 14: Radial velocity in m/s along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe B.

occurred in both pipe types. In contrary, the results obtained for low Re numbers showed
a more ﬂat proﬁle. These proﬁle shapes are consistent with the theory.
In Figs. 17 and 18, the turbulence intensity along both pipe diameters of Pipe A and
B is presented, respectively. For both pipe types, the turbulence intensity proﬁle was of
the saddle shape. This means that the parameter has a noticeable lower value in the pipe
axis than in the region of the pipe ﬁns.
Another observation that can be made is the shape of the turbulence intensity proﬁle
for the low and high Re numbers. It can clearly be seen that the proﬁle saddle shape is
much more ﬂat for low Re ﬂow when compared with the high Re ﬂow.
The computed pressure drop in Pipe A and B per each meter of the pipe length is
presented in Figs. 19 and 20. As shown in both ﬁgures, the pressure drop is almost
identical for both pipes. It should also be noted that the pressure drop is constant within

8
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Figure 15: Tangential velocity in m/s along the
pipe diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe
A.

Figure 16: Tangential velocity in m/s along the
pipe diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe
B.

Figure 17: Turbulence intensity along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe A.

Figure 18: Turbulence intensity along the pipe
diameter for all the considered cases in Pipe B.

both pipes at the given Re number. The linear behaviour of the pressure loss in the
considered pipes is consistent with the theory and the pressure loss in Pa/m can be
approximated by the following formula (with R squared above 0.999):
Δp = 14.677



Re
1000

2

+ 35.309



Re
1000



− 12.812

(4)

The local pressure drop caused by both U-turns occurred in the U-turn itself and the
ﬁrst part of the upward pipe. To distinguish those pressure losses, the pressure loss was
separately presented in Figs. 21 and 22 for the local pressure loss in the U-turn A and B
itself and in Figs. 23 and 24 for the ﬁrst segment of the upward pipe after U-turn A and
B.
These ﬁgures show that the local pressure loss is signiﬁcantly larger in the U-turn itself
9
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Figure 19: Pressure drop along 1 m of the pipe
segment for all the considered cases in Pipe A.

Figure 20: Pressure drop along 1 m of the pipe
segment for all the considered cases in Pipe B.

Figure 21: Local pressure drop in U-turn A for
all the considered cases.

Figure 22: Local pressure drop for in U-turn B
all the considered cases.

when compared to the other local loss. However, the local losses in the upward pipe are

Figure 23: Local pressure drop in the pipe after
U-turn A for all the considered cases.

Figure 24: Local pressure drop in the pipe after
U-turn B for all the considered cases.

10
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noticeably larger for U-turn A and smaller for U-turn B when compared to the losses that
occurred in the developed ﬂow in a straight pipe segment of 1 m.
In Figs. 25 and 26, a sum of the local pressure loss for U-turn A and B, respectively is
presented. These data are just summution of relevant data from Fig. 21 or Fig. 22 and
data from Fig. 23 or 24.

Figure 25: Sum of the local pressure drop for all
the considered cases in U-turn A.

Figure 26: Sum of the local pressure drop for all
the considered cases in U-turn B.

The total pressure drop in the vertical ground heat exchanger can be calculated by
summing up the linear pressure drop presented in Figs. 19 and 20 for a particular length
of Pipe A and Pipe B, respectively and the local pressure drop presented in Figs. 25
and 26 for U-turn A and U-turn B, respectively. For example, the vertical ground heat
exchanger that consists of both downward and upward pipes of type Pipe A with the
length of 200 m each and U-turn A working at the on-design conditions, i.e. the Re
number of 2750, is characterised by the total pressure loss of 80.4 kPa.
Many computer simulations also proved that ovality of the pipe which may occur in
transport, storing of pipes in coils, applying of clamping devise, etc. does not noticably
changing above results.
5

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the performed CFD analysis, it can be said that computer modelling
of the water-ethanol solutions ﬂow within the vertical ground heat exchanger (collector)
is a very challenging task mainly because of length of analysed object. In a consequence,
the object had to be divided into three parts and then the obtained solutions have to be
coupled. Presence of micro-ﬁns within the riﬄed pipe complicate considerably generation
of the numerical mesh which requires a lot of attention.
The velocity ﬁeld showed that the axial ﬂow dominates over the radial and tangential
ﬂow in the ﬂow core in both Pipe A and B. The ﬂow character changes in the near wall
region where the axial velocity is signiﬁcantly reduced, while the radial and tangential
velocities reach their maximum values. This means that near the boundary the ﬂow is
also swirled. As expected, the swirl ﬂow is more intensive in Pipe A. However, these
11
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diﬀerences are not large.
The turbulence intensity showed that for the ﬂow with Re number above 2100, this
parameter is higher by 1% in the near wall region than in the pipe axis. For lower Re
numbers, this diﬀerence is much lower. These observations are the same for Pipe A and
B.
The pressure drop obtained for the straight segments of Pipe A and B showed that
these pressure losses are practically the same. In addition, the pressure loss decreases
almost linearly with the decreasing Re number. The total pressure drop in the whole heat
exchanger is mainly due to the losses that occur in the straight pipes. Even for shorter
pipes, e.g. of 100 m in length, the local pressure loss in the U-turn is not important when
compared to the total pressure loss.
In general, the observations of the results obtained for both water-ethanol concentrations are very similar qualitatively. However, it can be noticed that all type pressure
losses for Concentration 2 are higher than that of Concentration 1 for the corresponding
Re numbers.
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Abstract. Modern design of the structure is based on the known material properties and high
computer capacity. In this paper, constructional steel (42CrMo4 / AISI 4140 / 1.7225) and
stainless steel (X46Cr13 / AISI 420 / 1.4034) have been experimentally tested. By means of
experimental tests, their mechanical properties creep and fatigue behaviour were determined.
All the mechanical properties are presented in the form of the curves representing temperature
dependence. Mechanical tests related to mechanical properties include ultimate tensile strength,
yield strength and modulus of elasticity. From the other hand, by uniaxial creep tests performed
at different temperatures and stress levels material creep resistance has been determined. Shorttime creep modelling is also presented. Fatigue limit (endurance limit) was determined by high
cycle tensile tests at stress ratio ofࡾ ൌ Ǥ . As fatigue life model is used stress-life model
(࣌ െ ࡺ ՜ ࡿ െ ࡺǡ ࢃࢎࢋ࢘ࢉ࢛࢘࢜ࢋሻ, where the ordinate (y-axis) covers maximal uniaxial
stresses while apcisa (x-axis) covers number of cycles to failure. The mentioned stress-life
model consists of two region and that fatigue finite life region and fatigue infinite life region,
or, it can be said that, an inclined line and a horizontal line represent it. The so-called fatigue
limit is defined by modified staircase method. As the results of the performed experimental
investigations may be mentioned as follows. Tested materials have quite high ultimate tensile
strength (ιȀǤ ૠȀૠࡹࡼࢇǢ ιȀǤ Ȁૠૡࡹࡼࢇሻ and yield strength (ιȀ
Ǥ ૠȀૢࡹࡼࢇǢ ιȀǤ Ȁૠࡹࡼࢇ ) while fatigue limit is of amount (Ǥ ૠȀ
ࡹࡼࢇǢ Ǥ Ȁૡࡹࡼࢇ).

1

INTRODUCTION

Well-known material behaviour data in certain environmental conditions and finite element
analysis carried out using high-capacity computers provide a modern and reliable structural
design. The finite element procedure (FEP) is an important and very powerful tool in
engineering analysis of the structure [1-2]. Consequently, the choice of the material should be
made in accordance with the expected material behaviour during its service life. In any case,
the possible failures that can arise during design, manufacture, maintenance or service life need
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to be avoid [3]. However, various failures may occur during structure history. Analysis of
failure is a new established discipline dealing with the determination of the origin and form of
expression of the particular failure. In this sense, an answer why and how a certain engineering
component has failed can be obtained. As a common causes of failures usually are numbered:
improper material, unforeseen operating conditions, design errors, misuse, manufacturing
defects, inadequate control [4]. From the other hand in engineering practice many different
failures can arise such that creep, fracture, fatigue, force induced elastic deformation, yielding,
etc., [5]. In this paper, besides the mechanical properties, creep and fatigue of the mentioned
materials were investigated. Creep is an inelastic strain that increases with time in material
exposed to elevated temperatures at constant stress, or usually, creep can be defined as timedependent behaviour during which deformation is constantly increasing while the stress is kept
constant [6]. Regarding the creep strains, in engineering practice usually is stated that only 12% of creep strains is admissible. In addition, it is stated that creep is appreciable at temperature
above 0.4 Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature [7]. As far as fatigue or fracture is concerned,
these failures are very important for the design of the structure. Namely, so - called fatigue limit
(endurance limit) is always lower than static strength. In the following part, some of recent
published papers dealing with the investigated materials are mentioned. The influence of high
temperatures on the fatigue strength, typical for diesel engine components, was considered in
Ref. [8]. The microstructure banding of the alloyed steels 4340, 42CrMo4 and 20NC11 is
estimated using the approach of the ASTM E 1268 standard and presented in Ref. [9]. Uniaxial
fatigue properties of 42CrMo4 steel, produced by closed die hot forging and then heat treated
by conventional quenching and tempering treatment, are studied in the Ref. [10]. Also, some of
material properties and material behaviour of 42CrMo4 were considered in Ref. [11]. Effect of
surface modification on corrosion resistance of uncoated and DLC coated stainless steel surface
was studded in Ref. [12]. Influence of solution annealing temperature and cooling medium on
microstructure, and some properties of X46Cr13 steel were studded in Ref. [13]. In addition,
mechanical behaviour of X46C13 steel was investigated in Ref. [14]. The main intention of this
paper is to make some comparisons between these materials with very similar contents of
carbon, but different contents of other constituents.
2 DATA RELATED TO CONSIDERED MATERIAL, SPECIMENS AND
EQUIPMENT
Materials under consideration were chromium-molibdenum – manganese low-alloy
42CrMo4 steel and chromium martensitic stainless steel X46Cr13. Both of them were delivered
as annealed and cold drawn 16 mm-round bars. First of them is designated as: EN/DIN
42CrMo4 (1.7225); AISI 4140, and its chemical composition in mass (%) is: C (0.42), Cr (1.07),
Si (0.24), Mn (0.84), Mo (0.22), S (0.003), P (0.007), and Rest (97.2). Applications of this steel
are in statically and dynamically stressed engineering components (gears, crankshafts). The
other mentioned material is commonly recognized as high hardenability material in conjunction
with good corrosion resistance. It is also well suited for the production of roller bearings, cutting
tools, etc. This material may be used in mechanical, civil and industrial engineering, means for
transport, etc. Its chemical composition in mass (%) is: C (0.442), Si (0.375), Mn (0.381), P
(0,0121), S (0.0192), Cr (13.05); Rest (85.7207).
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Specimens used in tensile testing (stress-strain diagrams and creep behaviour) were
manufactured in accordance with ASTM Standard, ASTM: E 8M-15a, [15], Fig 1a, while
specimens used in fatigue testing are manufactured in accordance with ISO 12107:2012 (2012)
standard, Fig 1b, [16].

a)

b)

Figure 1: Geometry of the specimen used in these investigations. a) Uniaxial testing. b) Fatigue testing.

Standard used in tensile testing (stress-strain procedure at room temperature) was ASTM: E
8M-15a, while that used at high temperatures was ASTM: E21-09. Creep tests were carried out
in accordance with ASTM: E 139-11 standard. Fatigue tensile testing were carried out
according to ISO 2017 standard. Also, all mentioned ASTM standards can be found in Annual
Book of ASTM Standards (2015).
Equipment: Material-testing machine (Zwick / Roell) of 400 kN capacity was used in tensile
testing (stress-strain diagrams as well as creep tests). Macro-extensometer was used in tensile
testing at room temperature while high temperature extensometer was used in testing at elevated
temperatures. Dynamic tensile testing machine (Servopulser) was used in fatigue tensile testing.
3

RESEARCH RESULTS

3.1 Engineering stress-strain diagrams
Engineering design is better when the knowledge about the material is bigger, especially
that, that relate to behaviour in similar conditions. Using experimental investigations performed
at different temperatures so-called mechanical properties of the material can be obtained.
Namely, from the stress-strain diagrams temperature dependency of the material properties are
visible. In this sense, in Fig. 2 engineering stress- strain diagrams for both of considered
materials are presented.
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a)

b)

Figure 2: Engineering stress-strain diagrams. a) Steel 42CrMo4. b) Steel X46Cr13.

On the basis of engineering stress-strain diagrams is visible that ultimate tensile strength for
both materials does not differ so much. From the other hand, strains of 42CrMo4 steel are much
larger.
3.2 Creep behaviour
To have an insight into creep behaviour of investigated material, several short-time creep
tests were performed. In Fig. 3 some of creep tests are presented.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: Short-time creep tests. a) Steel 42CrMo4 at temperature of 480°C. b) Steel 42CrMo4 at temperature of
680°C. c) Steel X46Cr13 at temperature of 500°C. d) Steel X46Cr13 at temperature of 600°C
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Based on results shown in Fig.3 it is visible that material 42CrM04 should not be treated as
creep resistant at temperature of 480°C although stress level is 0.4 of yield strength. From the
other hand, steel x46Cr13 may be treated as creep resistant at temperatures of 500°C and stress
level lower than 0.3 of yield strength, and at temperature of 600°C and stress level lower than
0.2 of yield strength. Under yield strength here is considered the yield strength relates to
considered temperature.
3.3 Fatigue tests and fatigue limit
Many of structures are exposed to dynamic loadings. Fatigue as one of possible mechanical
failure due to dynamic loading need to be analysed, and it may result in fracture of considered
element. Repeated loads induce cyclic stresses and as result of them microscopic damage and
macroscopic crack can be accumulated. Usually, fatigue is defined as the process of the
accumulation of damage due to cyclic loading [17]. In this investigation, the specimens were
subjected to tensile stresses at prescribed stress ratio and the cyclic loading processes were
carried out in accordance with the sinusoidal law. Each fatigue test generates one point in S-N
curve, where S is maximum axial stress and N is the number of the cycles to failure. When
regardless of the number of cycles test specimen remains unbroken at the prescribed test
conditions, this stress limit is called fatigue limit (endurance limit), [18, 19].
The fatigue limit (endurance limit, fatigue strength in the infinite fatigue life range), can be,
for example, estimated in accordance with the modified staircase method, Fig. 4, presented by
horizontal line. Specimens were tested under decreasing stresses regime. All of data needed
for this method usually are presented in tables. Using this method, infinite and finite ranges are
visible from Fig.4. In this case the designations related to specimens are as follows: specimens
failed (♦), no - failed (○) for the appropriate stress levels at a certain number of cycles. Finally,
as it is visible in Fig 4, obtained fatigue limits related to considered materials are as follows:
42CrMo4 steel / 532 MPa; X46Cr13 steel / 682 MPa.

a)

b)

Figure 4: Fatigue tests and fatigue limit calculation. a) 42CrMo4 steel. b) X46Cr13 steel.

4

CONCLUSION

Investigations related to mechanical properties, creep behaviour and fatigue testing were
carried out for two different steels, 42CrMo4 and X46Cr13. First of them was constructional
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steel, chromium-molibdenum – manganese low-alloy 42CrMo4 steel, and second one was
chromium - martensitic stainless steel X46Cr13. In accordance with experimental results it can
be said that strength of the materials does not differ so much, but elongations are quite different.
As for creep behaviour, it is visible that steel 42CrMo4 at high temperatures may not be treated
as creep resistant, while steel X46Cr13 may be treated as creep resistant if applied stress level
is quite low, or better to said, lower that 0.3 of yield strength at considered temperature. Finally,
it is visible that fatigue limit of the steel X46Cr13 is significantly higher than that for 42CrMo4
steel.
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Abstract. An algorithm for efficiency improvement of industrial drying processes of
ceramic ware with complicated geometries is developed. It is based on mathematical modelling
and numerical simulation of the transient moisture content fields and subsequent mechanical
processes in three dimensional ceramic bodies. The models allow variations of the drying
conditions and time duration of the process in order to choice the most efficient regime at
existing or design dryers.
The proposed models are applied for finite element analysis of wet bricks behavior in
continuous working drying installation. The shrinkage mode, modulus of elasticity, Poisson
ratio, modulus of rupture, effective mass transfer coefficient and critical moisture content are
determined by experimental tests of the material. They are used to simulate numerically the
moisture, stress and strain fields in the 3D geometry of the ceramic bodies at the existing drying
regime. The mathematical models are validated on the base of in situ measurements of
parameters of the drying installations.
Ways for estimation of the potential for energy savings on the base of the developed
algorithm are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Industrial drying is a key process in the ceramic manufacturing. The right organization of
the drying regime is important for the quality of the production and the embodied energy of the
ceramic ware [1]. The advanced ceramic industry is continuously evolving in а direction of
optimization of geometry and materials of the products in order to increase their functionality.
These processes provoke research activities oriented to improving of the energy and
technological efficiency of the industrial dryers. Solutions of these actual tasks at operating
condition and design stage are possible by in situ experiments or mathematical modelling and
numerical simulations of the coupled thermal, moisture and mechanical processes in the dried
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ceramic bodies. The in situ experiments usually are energy and time consuming. They are
successfully displaced the by modelling investigations in the term of rapid development of the
software for numerical simulations [2]. Many research efforts are focused to understand, model
and predict the complex heat, mass transfer and shrinkage of the ceramic material in order to
prevent the possible failure of the articles [3, 4, 5]. Such couple field analysis also can be applied
for précising of the initial geometry of the articles - a hard task with multiple solutions that
usually is solved experimentally [6].
The aim of the present study is to develop an algorithm for numerical investigation of
transport phenomena and subsequent mechanical behavior of the ceramic ware at industrial
convective drying in order to improve the efficiency of the process. Such complex investigation,
taking into account the real conditions in the dryers has not been reported to now.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODELING – CONCEPTIONS AND APPROACHES
2.1. Convective drying of ceramics
The drying of ceramic materials can be examined in three main periods (Fig. 1): preheating
period (0), constant drying rate period (CDRP or I) and falling drying rate period (FDRP or II).
In the preheating period the material with initial temperature is heated up/down to the wet bulb
temperature of the drying media (K-L) and respectively the drying rate drops/rises (A-B) [7].
The change of the moisture content is insignificant and that period can be examined as part of
the next one.

Figure 1: Drying periods

The CDRP begins at temperature of the material, equal to the wet bulb temperature (point
B and L in Fig. 1). The surface temperature remains constant during the period (line L-M). The
CDRP is governed fully by the rates of external heat and mass transfer since a film of free water
is always available at the evaporating surface. The moisture migrates from the inside of the
porous material to the surface by diffusion [4]. The drying rate remains constant as long as the
moisture transport rate from the interior of the material to the exchange surface is in scale to
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the evaporation rate from the exchange surface (B-C). The water content at the end of the CDRP
is called critical moisture content (point C). The evaporation rate starts to decrease at the end
of the CDRP because of the disconnection of the liquid meniscus from the surface. This
decreasing trend continues until all the liquid meniscuses are disconnected. Detachment of the
last liquid meniscus from the surface marks the onset of FDRP (C and M). The internal moisture
transport rate specifies the drying rate of the FDRP. During the transition period and the FDRP
the temperature of material surpasses the wet bulb temperature and grows up to the drying gas
temperature (M-N). The drying process stops when the equilibrium moisture content is reached.
Several types of strains are expected to exist during the drying of the wet body, formed by
porous plastic material. They are provoked by the mass transfer (shrinkage), temperature
gradients (thermal stresses) and the gravity [4]. Shrinkage is one of the most important factor
effecting on drying behavior of clay-like materials. It occurs during the 0 and I period and stops
at the critical moisture content. If drying is performed sufficiently slowly, the shrinkage would
be uniform and drying induced stresses are smaller than the strength of the wet material. But
for economic reasons the industrial drying processes are usually performed faster and the nonuniform shrinkage usually exists and leads to high tensile stresses. They may lead to cracking
and subsequent deterioration in quality of dried products or even make them useless.
It is important to choose suitable drying conditions and time for each specific product to
prevent failures of the articles. The time durations of the CDRP τ1 and FDRP τ2 are determined
by the potential of drying, excepted as the difference between the dry and wet bulb temperatures
[7, 8]. As smaller is it as longer is τ1. To prevent failure of the production due to non-uniform
shrinkage the CDRP has to be maintain at a relatively small drying potential provided by high
relative humidity and small dry bulb temperature of the drying gas. The models below allow to
take into account the fluid flow parameters on the coupled mass transfer and mechanical
processes in the dried solid domain.
2.2 Modeling of structural-diffusion processes in the wet ceramic ware at drying.
System of equations
The transient fields of the moisture content and subsequent mechanical behavior of the
materials are obtained by coupled numerical solution of mass transfer equation (1) and stressstrain relationship (2) for 3-dimentional finite element mesh, approximating the geometry of
the ceramic body.
C


 Def 2C

(1)

where C = water concentration, kgm-3; Def = effective diffusion coefficient, m2s-1; τ=time, s.

σ  Dε

(2)

where σ  = stress vector; ε = elastic strain vector; D  = elastic stiffness matrix, formed by
module of elasticity E and Poisson ratio ν.
el
In a coupled
structural –diffusion analysis the total strain is formed of elastic ε  and
d
diffusion ε parts, respectively:

       D    C
el

1

d

3
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where  = vector of coefficient of diffusion expansion, m3kg-1; ∆C= concentration change
according reference value Cref:
(4)

С  С  Cref

The modulus of elasticity E, Poisson ratio, coefficient of diffusion expansion β and Def can
be obtained experimentally and used in the models as function of moisture content in the dried
material [10, 11].
Boundary conditions
The mass transfer from the boundaries S of the ceramic body to the drying gas can be
computed by mass flux, depending on the thermodynamically and fluid flow conditions in the
dryer [9]:
Deff

C
n

(5)

 qmI
S

The intensity of drying in CDRP is expressed by:
q mI 

(5)

hmI
 рs  рw 
Rw Т

where: qmI = mass flux of evaporated water by unit surface, kgm-2s-1; hmI= mass transfer
coefficient in CDRP, ms-1; Т = temperature of the drying media, K; Rw = specific gas
constant for water vapor: Rw=462 Jkg-1K-1; рw and ps are respectively partial pressures of
unsaturated and saturated water vapor, Ра.
The coefficient hmI depend on the fluid velocity, relative humidity and temperature field in the
drier and can be determined by Nusselt number at mass transfer:
NumI 

(6)

hmI .l
Dd .m

where l = length of the ceramic body on the drying gas way; Dd.g = diffusion coefficient of the
dry gas-water vapor mixture, m2s-1. At isobaric process it can be computed by the temperature
of the drying media t, °C:
1.81

 t  273 
Dd .m  22 .63 .10 6 

 273 

(7)

The Nusselt number is given in the common form in the literature [7, 8]:
NuдI  2  A1 . Prm0.33 . Re n1 .Gu m1

(8)

where A1, m1 and n1 depend on Reynolds number (Re). They are known for large limits of Re
and can be calibrated on the base of operating conditions in the dryer.
Re, Prandtl number at mass transfer and Guhman number, used as non-dimensional
drying potential, correspondently are:
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Re 

wl



; Prm 

(9)


; Gu  T  Tw
Dd .m
Т

where w = average velocity, ms-1; ν =kinematic viscosity of the drying media, m2s-1; Tw=wet
bulb temperature, K.
The mass flux, evaporated from ceramic ware at the II period of drying (FDRP) can be
obtained according hypothesis for linear decreasing of the drying rate [8]:
q mII 

q m1
C  Ceq   hmII C  Ceq 
Cc  Ceq

(10)

where Cc = water concentration at the critical moisture content, kgm-3; Cc = equilibrium water
concentration, kgm-3; hmII= mass transfer coefficient in FDRP, ms-1.
The boundary conditions for the structural analysis include zero normal displacements at
the contact surface between the transport and the dried body and the symmetry surface (if
there exists any).
The gravity is taken into account.
Analogy between the heat and mass transfer.
The advanced software for numerical simulation [2] allow structural-diffusion analysis at
limited opportunities for definitions of boundary conditions and material properties for solution
of equations (1) and (2). The modeling of the mass flux q mII , mechanical properties and
coefficient of mass diffusion as function of the concentration is not directly possible. An
alternative approach is to implement the structural-diffusion simulation using the analogies
between the mass and heat transfer and between the diffusion and thermal stresses.
The effective diffusion coefficient in eq. (1) can be expressed by:
Def 

(10)

K art
d c

where Kart=artificial thermal conductivity, Wm-1K-1; ρ=density of the dry mass, kdm-3;
c=specific heat capacity, Jkg-1K-1.
The concentration can be referred to the dry mass of the material:
C  u d 

(10)

W
d
100

where u= moisture content of the ceramic mass, kg water/kg dry material; W=moisture
content, %.
Then eq. (1) is transformed to:
d c

W


(11)

 K eart 2W

and the boundary conditions for its solution is:
K art W
100c n

S

 qm or

Kart
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If W is replaced by T in equations (11) and (12), they are transformed to Fourier equation for
heat transfer and the second kind of boundary conditions for its solution, respectively.
The diffusion strain can be expressed as thermal strain in eq. (2):
ε d   C  Cref 

→ ε th  αT  Tref 

(13)

where α= instantaneous coefficient of thermal expansion, K-1. It is accepted equal to β:


(14)

l
l Win  Wc 

where Win is the initial moisture content, %.
3 MASS TRANSFER AND MECHANICAL PROCESSES IN BUILDING BRICKS
IN TUNEL DRYERS
3.1. External mass exchange in the dryer

Gu

The proposed approaches are tested to investigate the structural-diffusion behavior of
building bricks in industrial continuously working dryer (detail information about the operating
conditions in the dryer is not possible due to confidential rules). The drying media is an airflue gases mixture with predominant air fraction. The drying gas and the wet ceramic articles
are moved in counter flow through the drying tunnel. The change of the fluid flow temperature,
relative humidity and velocity are obtained by in situ measurements, material and thermal
balances. The figures below illustrate the change of the non-dimensions numbers according the
dried ceramic ware with the time. The time on the figures is relative (moment time referred to
the common time) in order to demonstrate the duration of the CDRP and FDRP durations.
Guhman number
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Non dimentional time, Figure 2: Variation of Gu number according the dried ceramic ware
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Non dimentional time, Figure 3: Variation of Re number according the dried ceramic ware

It is obvious from figure 2 that the time duration of the CDRP, corresponding to the smaller
Gu number, is a about 60% of the full time process. The coefficients in Nu number are calibrated
to obtain the mass transfer coefficient and mass flux according (5), giving the evaporated
amount of water per article at drying to the critical moisture after the time integration of the
mass flow: A1=0.49; n1=0.45 and m1=0.135. The average value of the mass flux at the CDRP is
used to obtain the mass transfer coefficient for the FDRP. So the common form of the mass
flux, used as boundary condition to model the mass transfer between the ceramic ware and the
dried media is:
q mI  const . (average value) for  1 at W  Wc

q m1
q m  
W  Weq  at W  Wc
q mII 

Wc  Weq


(15)

It is applied on all boundaries, excepting the symmetry ones and the contact surfaces between
the ceramic ware to be dried and the floor of the transport or drier.
3.2. Material properties of the wet mass
The wet ceramic material is a mixture of clay and combustible supplements. Standard
geometry samples made by a wet material after the extruder are tested after consecutive drying
in a laboratory dryer. The critical moisture, shrinkage of the wet mass, modulus of elasticity,
Poisson ratio and effective diffusion coefficient are obtained as function of the water content at
series of experiments (Fig.4). Additionally the compressive and flexure strength (modulus of
rupture) of the material as function of the humidity are obtained. After corrections with safety
coefficients they are used as allowable upper limits to compare the stresses, computed by the
numerical analyses. The graphics on figure 4 are obtained at averaged values of the investigated
parameters for the samples.
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The effective diffusion coefficient is obtained at plates, insolated at the smaller sides (to
imitate infinite plates) and the relations [7]:
CDRP:
D

R Rv .N I uin  u k 
.
,
Г
uin  u

(16)

m2
s

FDRP:
D

where

R.Rv.N I

u  1  1.5.B   u  
u
  1
2.Г .u in .B.1.5.B in  B in 
. ln 
u  1  B   Bu in  
u


B

,

(17)

m2
s

(18)

u k  ue
u1

uin = initial moisture content, kg water/kg dry material, uc =critical moisture content, u =
average moisture content, kg water /kg dry material; N I = average drying rate, referred to the
dry mass, kgkg-1s-1 at CDRP. Г=3 for infinite plate with thickness 2R. Rv is:
Rv 
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Figure 4: Material properties of the wet ceramic mass as function of moisture content
Bigot relation; b) Modulus of elasticity; c) Poisson ratio; d) Compressive strength; e) Effective
coefficient of diffusion; f) Modulus of rupture

The material properties are used as function of the moisture content at the numerical analysis below.

3.3. Numerical simulation of structural – diffusion fields in the dried bodies.
Transient modeling investigations are implemented at a geometrical model of a typical
article (Fig. 5). It is divided by a symmetry plane. The geometrical model is discretized by a
finite element mesh. High order (20 nodes) element Solid 226, available at ANSYS Mechanical
APDL for thermal- structural-diffusion analysis is used (Fig. 6).
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Figure 5: Ceramic brick (on the left) and geometrical model (on the right)

Figure 6: Finite element mesh

The analysis is performed using the analogy between the heat and mass transfer, described
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above. The time-histories of the moisture content, stresses and strains at the drying process are
obtained. Fields of moisture content and first principal stress at a moment from the first part of
the CDRP are shown on the figures bellow. The maximal values of the first principal stress does
not exceed the modulus of rupture of the material, corrected by a safety coefficient during the
process. So fractures of the production due to non-uniform shrinkage are not expected at the
maintained drying regime. That corresponds to the facts and observations at the dryer.

Figure 7: Moisture content W, % with deformed shape and unreformed edges

Figure 6: First principal stress with deformed shape and unreformed edges
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The models are validated comparing the deformations after the simulation to the established
ones after the drying. Additional validation is performed by comparison of final average
moisture content, obtained at the real conditions and the numerical simulation. Differences
below 4 % are established.
4

CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm for numerical investigation of the structural-diffusion processes in ceramic
ware at drying in industrial condition is composed, tested on a real object and validated. It is
open for development in order to investigate the possibility for improving of the energy
efficiency of the dryer installation by reduction of the time duration of the process. That is
possible if the local stresses, obtained at the numerical simulations at different drying regimes
don’t exceed the strength, reduced by safety coefficient of the material.
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Abstract. With growth of population in the cities and lack of suitable land for construction and
development in urban areas, buildings are now reaching heights and depths (basements)
demanding larger and deeper foundations. Open-cut excavations are amongst the main concerns
for projects such as airports in mountainous regions, the Panama Canal, mines, dams,
motorways and railways [2]. These excavations inevitably create unloading conditions in the
ground in various directions which can lead to creep or sudden failures of vertical faces. In this
research, unloading conditions as a result of excavations are observed for rock masses. A
realistic stratified rock mass configuration including layers with various mechanical properties
such as disturbance factor (D), uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), geological strength index
(GSI), Poisson’s ratio (nu’) and the intact rock parameter (mi) is modelled. The Finite Element
package PLAXIS 2D is used to assess the response of the rock mass to the excavation, looking
at displacements (overall and localised) to understand and predict possible failures in rock
masses with the ultimate aim of making the excavation process in rocks safer and more
economically feasible for the industry. Two cases are presented using the same rock mass
arrangement without and with a crack induced on one side of the excavation to target the impact
of the crack and weaker rock layers on the overall stability.
1

INTRODUCTION

Buildings tend to be high-rise in the cities with quite large basements (used as carparks etc.).
Therefore, deep vertical excavations are required to be created at construction stage to allow
for safe battered slopes [10]. There are also demands for larger motorways which means larger
cuts must be done through hills and mountains [5] leading to open-cut excavations which are
also a main concern in projects like Airports, Building sites, Canals, Dams, Motorways/Rails
and Quarries/Pits [2].
The most common techniques for rock excavations are to break down the rock mass into
fragments, then it is heaved and made loose to enable excavators and wheel loaders to transport
off-site [5]. Techniques used include blasting, drilling, tunnel boring machine (TBM) [11].
Various techniques may be more reliable and efficient in different conditions. A TBM is more
efficient with very hard rock [9], blasting is mostly used when a TBM cannot be acquired or if
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the shape/size of the tunnel is not doable by TBM (circular only). Blasting is also used when
very large volumes of rock need to be disintegrated (quarries) [18].
With time, rock masses accumulate energy through self-compaction and the increasing loads
at the surface with the deposition of sediments or man-made structures resting on the earth’s
surface. Undertaking vertical excavations in these rock masses can lead to the release of the
energy which is known as strain energy [15]. Then, displacements through dilation will occur
in which foliated rocks would display a higher dilation compared to crystalline rocks [12].
According to Jaeger [7], one of the main aspects of rocks which affect the stability of a rock
mass is the level at which they are disturbed i.e. existence of many interfaces within the body
of rock masses. To measure how disturbed a rock mass or strata is, the valuable variable of the
Hoek-Brown criterion which is the disturbance factor, D, is used.
Rock can fail mainly in two possible ways. The first is by having a sample reaching its
ultimate strength leading to crushing (crystalline bond broken) and the other, which a lot more
common, is due to the failure (more commonly sliding) in the interfaces between intact rock
blocks creating the rock mass [19].
Natural rock slopes are stratified, and the consequence of stratification is the presence of
many interfaces. Depending on the arrangement of these layers, the three-dimensional geometry
of the interface will vary and induce distinct failure forms [3, 14]: Plane failure, Wedge failure,
Circular failure, Block toppling, Flexural toppling and Rockfalls.
Hoek Brown (HB) is a non-linear criterion to analyse stress conditions and subsequently the
stability conditions in rocks and is formulated as [4]:
𝜎𝜎′# = 𝜎𝜎′% + 𝐶𝐶( (𝑚𝑚+

𝜎𝜎 , %
+ 𝑠𝑠)/
𝐶𝐶(

(1)

Where: 𝜎𝜎′# is the major principal stress; 𝜎𝜎′% the minor principal stress; 𝐶𝐶( (= 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 =
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) the uniaxial compressive strength; 𝑚𝑚+ the Hoek-Brown material constant for rock
masses (a measure of integrity of the rock); 𝑠𝑠 and a material constants respectively showing
blockiness and surface condition of the rock [4]. Some parameters in this equation also depend
on other parameters such as:
𝑚𝑚+ = 𝑚𝑚7 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ;

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 100
E
28 − 14𝐷𝐷

(2)

𝑚𝑚+ is a reduced value for 𝑚𝑚7 (the Hoek-Brown material constant for intact rock, obtained
from regression analysis based on triaxial tests [17] for broken rock which is modified by the
GSI (Geological Strength Index) and D, the Disturbance factor. Equations 3 and 4 also show
the relationship between the GSI and D with other material constants s and a
(e=exp=exponential):
𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ;

𝑎𝑎 =

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 100
E
9 − 3𝐷𝐷

N(
1 1 IJKL
+ ;𝑒𝑒 #M + 𝑒𝑒 I % E
2 6

(3)
(4)

In this research, the Finite Element [13] software PLAXIS 2D is used. PLAXIS 2D is based
on continuum mechanics and uses the deformation theory to analyse the soils/rocks models [1,
8]. Input data for each rock material includes mechanical material properties i.e. unit weight,
the stiffness parameters (Young’s modulus of elasticity (GPa) and Poisson’s ratio) as well as
constitutive model (Hoek-Brown) parameters (uniaxial compressive strength (MPa), Hoek-
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Brown intact material constant (mi), geological strength index (GSI), and disturbance factor
(D)- [16]).
Each element used in the mesh is composed of a set number of nodes and stress points.
PLAXIS 2D has two options for the mesh, 6-noded or 15-noded elements. According to
Vermeer [16], 15-noded elements are made of 12 stress points which increases the accuracy of
the results as opposed to the 6-noded elements with only 3 stress points (6 nodes). In the
research presented, deformations are expected to be very small since the material is rock (stiff
and almost rigid) and therefore, 15-noded elements are used for improved accuracy.
2

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Based on a case study from the literature [6], the PLAXIS 2D model was created using the
latest version of the software (v. 2016.1). A layered rock mass was simulated with all layers
laid mainly horizontally. Orientations and depths of the rock layers as well as variations in
inclinations in interface levels were obtained from the case study to ensure a closest possible
simulation to the reality.
It was assumed that for all excavation stages, the excavation technique will be non-disruptive
and will not cause any damages to the rock mass (no impact, vibrations, etc.) which could
induce failures or any other movements in the rock mass.
Based on the geometry of the case study, a series of rock types were used to create a common
rock mass used in the following two model cases created:
1) Case 1: Rock mass model without cracks near the vertical face
In this case, the rock mass presented in Figure 1 was modelled to inspect the behaviour of
the slope face when unloading (removing lateral support provided by the rock being excavated
to the rock face in the excavation) through excavation.
Using PLAXIS 2D, a ‘very fine’ mesh (0.03 fineness factor) was generated which led to a
model with 4,820 elements and 39,976 nodes.

Figure 1: Case 1 model on PLAXIS 2D - layers numbering linked to Table 2 to present rock material
properties
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2) Case 2: Rock mass with cracks available near excavated face
A crack was simulated on the left side of the excavation slope to observe the change in
behaviour of the rock mass when excavating and to observe the crack presence effect on
deformations, displacements and stress conditions (Figure 2).
Similar to Case 1, a ‘very fine’ mesh (0.03 fineness factor) was generated which led to a
greater number of elements and nodes in the model: 5,293 elements and 43,818 nodes. A local
mesh refinement was created around the crack zone to locally increase the accuracy of the
analysis.

Figure 2: Case 2 model on PLAXIS 2D – crack presence is simulated

In both cases, points were selected to obtain accurate displacement data at different depths
on both sides of the excavation. Points A and F (Table 1) are located at the top of the excavation
edge, B and C at mid-height on the excavation faces of the Sandstone layer respectively on both
sides of the excavation (Table 1 and Figure 1), D and E at mid-height on the excavation faces
of the Diabase layer respectively on both sides of the excavation (Table 1 and Figure 1) and G
is only applicable to Case 2 and is located at the top of the crack (left edge) – Figure 3. In case
2, the horizontal at points A and G is expected to be similar due to their proximity and that they
are located on the rock mass’ surface. All points coordinates are presented in Figure 3 and Table
1.

Figure 3: Location of the points on the model, see Table 1 for coordinates

4
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Table 1: Point coordinates for displacement results - Points A-F and H have the same coordinates in both
cases and point G only exists in Case 2 (Figure 3)
Point
A
B
C
D
E
F
G (Case 2 only, crack)
H (Middle of bottom of the
excavation)

x (m)
110
110
90
110
90
90
120

y (m)
0.00
-27.94
-26.77
-37.48
-36.16
0.00
0.00

100.9

-45.00

Table 2: Rock mass material properties for the Hoek-Brown criterion used in PLAXIS 2D*

* ID corresponds to the numbering on the layers on Figure 1. Unit Weight is in kN/m3, E is the Young’s

Modulus of Elasticity (GPa), “nu” is the Poisson’s ratio, “sigma c” the Uniaxial Compressive Strength (MPa),
“mi” the intact Hoek-Brown material constant, GSI the Geological Strength Index and D the disturbance factor.

The Quartzite layer positioned at the bottom of the rock mass modelled is there to provide a
sufficient rock thickness as a rigid boundary condition. Additionally, the model rock mass is
200 meters long with a 20m wide excavation created in the middle. Large dimensions are used
to provide a sufficiently large model to ensure boundary condition effects do not occur near the
zone of study.
In this research water presence is not considered in the analysis, so the water table was placed
at the depth of 70.0m in both case models (Figure 1 and Figure 2).
The loading type used in PLAXIS 2D in this research was ‘staged construction’ which
enables the user to observe the behaviour of the rock mass faces at different stages of the
excavation and is the closest possible case to how the excavations are created in reality. A 9phase system was created including PLAXIS standard ‘Initial Phase’ as well as phases 1 to 8.
‘Initial Phase’ and ‘Phase 1’ calculate the initial stress conditions before any excavation takes
place. In ‘Phase 2’ followed by other phases till ‘Phase 8’, a layer of rock is taken out as part
of the excavation process (i.e. in Phase 2 taking layer 1 out,…in Phase 5 taking layer 6 out…to
Phase 8 where taking part of layer 7 out - Figure 1).
The model assumes rigid rock bodies and ‘Rigid’ interfaces are defined. The excavation is
20 metres wide (both cases) and the crack, located 10 metres to the right of the right edge
(Figure 2), has a varying width starting from 1m at the top and narrowing down in depth (Case
2 only).

5
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3

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Case 1
After the analysis being completed in Case 1 using the Finite Element PLAXIS 2D model
(as detailed above), the following deformed mesh was obtained (Figure 4):

Figure 4: Case 1, deformed mesh (deformations visible on the output are not to scale)

It can be observed that the Sandstone layer (4) bulges out more compared to other layers
meaning the horizontal displacement at the half-depth of the Sandstone layer is greater than of
the other layers. To check that this behaviour is a result of the non-homogeneity and
stratification of the rock mass, the same excavation was analysed on a homogeneous Sandstone
rock mass. Analysis results presenting displacements pattern are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Sandstone only - deformed mesh showing displacements in the rock face after excavation

In Figure 4, from the top of the rock face to the top of the sandstone layer, the rock face
linearly and progressively moves outwards and suddenly bulges out as the face reaches the
sandstone. A greater bulge occurs in the sandstone layer but then the trend goes back to what it
was above the sandstone layer as the excavation continues afterwards until reaching the bottom
of the excavation. However, in Figure 5, Sandstone rock mass (except for the Quartzite base),
a smooth curved mesh deformation is observed without any localised bulging. In the layered

6
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analysis case the horizontal displacements of the rock mass on both sides of the excavation are
similar and maximum displacement regions are located in the Sandstone layer (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Horizontal displacements - Case 1

3.2 Case 2
In Case 2 the analysis was repeated considering presence of a crack. The deformed mesh
after completion of the analysis is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Case 2, deformed mesh (deformations visible on the output are not to scale)

On the left excavated rock face in Case 2 (Figure 7), the behaviour is similar to Case 1
(Figure 4) with a linear deformation with depth and the Sandstone layer bulging outwards.
However, on the right side, the crack creates major differences in the behaviour of the rock
face. It can be observed that the top part of the block (rock mass section between crack and
excavation wall) moves toward right closing the crack. At the level of the Sandstone, a rightto-left movement is observed with some bulging as opposed to the left-to-right movement of
the top of the rock excavation face. Figure 8 shows the horizontal displacement contour plot for
Case 2 after analysis being completed.

7
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Figure 8: Horizontal displacement - Case 2.

3.3 Common observations in both cases
As expected the behaviour of the rock excavation face in the left side during excavation is
similar in both cases. Also heaving happens at the base of the excavation in both cases due to
unloading induced by the excavation at every stage (Figure 4 and Figure 7 – after final stages
of excavation in both cases). Maximum heaving was observed in phase 5 when the Gneiss (layer
4 in Figure 1 and Figure 2) was removed allowing the Sandstone to dilate and expand in the
only possible direction - upwards (movement restrained in any other direction). The heaving in
both cases after completion of the final stages of analyses were similar magnitudes
(measurements were taken at point H – Table 1). Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of
the deformations occur in the excavation faces with (left face) and without (right face) crack
presence.

Figure 9: Schematic representation of excavation face deformations with and without crack presence
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4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Effect of unloading due to excavation in rock masses on the deformations occurring on the
faces of an excavation with and without presence of a crack has been investigated in the study
using finite element model analysis. Larger lateral deformations occur at greater depth generally
as the excavation progresses and these deformations are particularly larger where the materials
are weaker under large stresses.
As a general observation and based on the horizontal displacement values obtained in Case
1 and Case 2 at several points, the crack has a significant impact on the behaviour of the rock
face on which it is positioned. In Case 1, point A indicates a right-to left movement
(3.9 × 10IQ 𝑚𝑚) whereas in Case 2, the overall movement is left-to-right (horizontal
displacement of 18 × 10IQ 𝑚𝑚 at point A).
At points C and E (Table 1), no significant differences were observed between both cases
(same ground conditions and geometry were considered) however, at point B (Table 1), the
right-to-left deformation is greater in Case 2 compared to Case 1 which can be explained by the
impact that the crack has on the behaviour of the excavated rock face. When deformations occur
i.e. – top of the rock mass moving from left-to-right (Figure 7 and Figure 8), the centre of mass
is shifted to the right creating an eccentricity as shown in Figure 9 which produces a moment
favourable to additional local bulging.
In Case 2, the left-to-right movement of the rock body induced by the crack is affected by
the inclination of the crack which starts 10 metres away from the excavation edge at the top but
gets closer to the excavation (as close as 6.5m to the rock excavation face at the depth of 27.5m).
Due to the crack’s inclination, the centroid of mass of the rock between the excavation and the
crack is shifted to the right which leads to the closure of the crack. This can be easily observed
from the horizontal displacement of points A and G (Figure 3 and Figure 7). It can be concluded
increases inclination will strengthen this effect.
In both model Cases 1 and 2, the maximum amount of bulging observed was in the Sandstone
rock layer which seems to be the least strong rock layer according to Table 2. Since sandstone
layer is also subjected to a high level of vertical stresses (weight from all rock layers above Figure 1 and Figure 2) relative lateral deformation occurring in the layer are greater.
Heaving at the bottom of the excavation also occurred at every stage in both model cases of
excavation with the maximum value relating to the sandstone layer when the layer on top of it
(layer 4, Gneiss, in Figure 1 and Figure 2) was removed. In the rock mass arrangement used in
this study, heaving at point H in both cases (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 7) was of similar
magnitude signifying the fact that crack condition (location, size and shape) does not have a
significant impact of the heaving of the excavation base. In other cases, this may become untrue
and cracks closer to the bottom of the excavation will impact on the behaviour.
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The brash ice loads on ship hulls are studied by coupling Discrete Element Method (DEM)
and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The loads induced by brash ice on ship hulls and
the interactions between ice floes are investigated by DEM. The hydrodynamics of ice floes,
mainly including the drag force and the buoyance, is calculated by CFD. In the simulation, the
ice floes are treated as discrete elements, and the ship hull is treated as rigid body with a
certain speed. The contact forces between ice floes and ship hulls are determined by the
Hertz-Mindlin (no-slip) contact model. The shape of ice floes is an approximate square
composed of a number of spherical faces, which can reduce the computation cost. A
validation of this method by comparison with the experiment data is presented. The numerical
results show qualitative agreement with the experiment result. The reasons of deviations
between numerical results and experiment data are discussed.
1. Introduction
With the acceleration of the global warming, the temperature of the Arctic has increased
sharply. The abundant natural resources in the Arctic and the Arctic Passage that has economic importance and strategic value are taking the attention of the world. The exploration of
the Arctic needs a large amount of ice-sailing ships. When designing ships adapted to the
Arctic region, the investigation of ice loads on ship hulls plays a key role.
Normally, there exist four typical sea ice conditions: level ice, brash ice, ice ridge and
iceberg. And ice-sailing ships usually follow sea path covered with brash ice broken by an
icebreaker. Therefore, many researchers invested the brash ice load on ship hulls by several
different methods, which include the experiments and numerical simulations. Because
experiments are time consuming, expensive, and often limited by the available facility size
and other physical constraints, and with the rapid development of numerical techniques and
computation hardware, numerical simulation is becoming a very powerful tool to study the
brash ice loads on ship hulls.
Because of the discrete characteristics of brash ice, the DEM has intrinsic advantages in
simulations of ice-ship interactions. DEM was first proposed by Cundall in 1971 to simulate
the behaviour of jointed rocks [1]. Since then, DEM has been applied to the problems of brash
ice via independent codes and commercial software. In 1994, Sveinung Løset applied the soft
particle approach to an ensemble of circular discs [2]. In the simulation, a boom was pulled
through the ice floes, which are represented by 2D circular discs. The relationships between
the ice load and boom width, ice concentration and drift speed were analysed [3]. In 1999,
Hansen and Løset use the similar method to simulate the ice load on floating offshore unit
moored in broken ice field on a set of different conditions, such as ice concentration and
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towing velocities [4]. And the deviations between predicted and experiment results are
explained [5]. In 2001, the 3D disk element was proposed by Hopkins to calculate the
interaction between ice and wave, and between ice and offshore structures [6]. Zhan et
al.(2010) and Lau et al. (2011) simulated the ice breaking and maneuvering abilities of an
icebreaker with the DEM software named DECICE[7,8]. In 2013, Ji Shunying used DEM to
simulate the interaction between drifting ice floes and a moving ship [9]. The ice floes are
modelled by 3D dilated disks. In 2014, Li Baohui proposed a modified DEM for sea ice
dynamics is developed based on the granular material rheology [10]. In 2016, Yulmetov
simulated the progress of iceberg towing in broken ice with non-smooth DEM [11], and then
validated the predicted result by comparing with experiment data [12].
With respect to the hydrodynamics on ice floes, there are different approaches to the
problem. One method is to regard the dydrodynamics as the sum of water drag force and
buoyancy. The drag force can be estimated by drag coefficient, which is related to the fluid
properties and the shape of ice floe. This method ignores the influence of ice floes on water.
Therefore, it is too simplistic to represent reality. Another way to invest the hydrodynamics is
based on potential or viscous flow. In 2007, a numerical model based on Navier-Stokes solver
was adopted by Gagnon to account for the fluid component[13]. In 2014, Andrei Tsarau et al.
proposed a numerical model to analyse the hydrodynamic aspects of the interaction between a
floating structure and surrounding ice based on potential flow[14]. However, these methos are
computationally demanding and requires a supercomputer.
In this paper, the interaction between ice floes and a ship hull was simulated by coupling
DEM and CFD. And the global ice resistance on the ship hull was obtained. The HertzMindlin(no slip) contact model was adopted to caculate the contact force due to its accuracy
and efficiency. In this model, the normal force component is based on Hertzian contact
theory[15], and the tangential force component is based on Mindlin-Deresiewicz work[16, 17].
The hydrodrodynamics on ice floes are calculated by freestream equation based on drag
coeffecient. And the influentce of ice floes on fluid is also taken into consideration. Two
commercial software EDEM and Fluent are adopted to couple DEM and CFD. The data
exchange is through a coupling interface. In addition, the results were discussed by comparing
with the experiments results.
2. Numerical models
The simulation of the interaction between ice floes and ship hulls requires calculating
several kinds of forces. These forces are mainly the contact force, gravity, buoyancy, and drag
force.
2.1 Contact dynamics
The conventional DEM allows modelling deformable particles as well as complex shapes
(from the ellipsoid to the polygon). The main assumptions of the contact dynamics (collision)
model are: the particles are spherical and quasi-rigid, collisions are binary and instantaneous
with a contact point, interaction forces are impulsive and all other finite forces are negligible
during collision, motion is two-dimensional with the particle mass center moving in one plane,
and both the restitution and the friction coefficients are constant in a simulation.
The motion of each individual ice floe is governed by the laws of linear momentum
conservation (Newton’s second law of motion) and angular momentum:






d vp
 mg g  FC , p  FD , p  FB , p
mp
dt
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Ip

d p
dt



(2)

 Tp



where m p , v p represent mass, velocity of the ( p th) unit respectively; g is acceleration due


to gravity; FC , p is the vector of contact forces (normal force and tangential force) between the






particles; FD , p is the drag force, FB , p is the buoyancy force; I p and  p are the moment of


inertia and angular velocity; T p is the torque arising from the tangential components of the
contact force.


According to the Hertz-Mindlin (no slip) contact model, the contact force FC , p can be
divided in to two opponents. The normal force Fn is a function of normal overlap  n and is
given by
4 * * 32
Fn  E R  n
(3)
3
Where the equivalent Young’s Modulus E * and the equivalent radius R* are defined as
2
1 1  i2 1   j


(4)
E*
Ei
Ej
1
1 1
 
(5)
*
R
Ri R j
Where Ei , i , Ri and E j ,  j , R j are the Young’s Modulus, Poisson ratio and Radius of
each sphere in contact.
The normal damping force Fnd is given by

Fnd  2


5
 Sn m* vnrel
6

(6)



Where vnrel is the normal component of the relative velocity,  , S n , and m* are defined as
ln e

(7)
2
ln e   2

Sn  2 E * R* n

(8)

1
1
1


*
m
mi m j

(9)

Where e is the coefficient of restitution.
The tangential force Ft depends on the tangential overlap  t and the tangential stiffness
St .
Ft  St t
(10)

St  8G* R* n
Where G* is the equivalent shear modulus. Tangential damping force is given by

5
Fnt  2  St m* vtrel
6
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Where vtrel is the relative tangential velocity. The tangential force is limited by Coulomb
friction  Fn where  is the coefficient of static friction.
The rolling friction is accounted for by applying a torque to the contacting surfaces.
(13)
 i  r Fn Rii
Where  r is the coefficient of rolling friction, Ri is the distance of the contact point from the
center of mass and i is the unit angular velocity vector of the object at the contact point.
2.2 CFD approach
In this work, the commercial software Fluent was adopted to solves the ReynoldsAveraged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations for incompressible flow by employing a finite
volume discretization approach . The turbulence model was chosen to use k   model, which
largely applied for its simplicity.
2.3 Coupling DEM-CFD
For coupling DEM-CFD, The CFD is performed as a single phase, transient calculation
which is iterated to convergence for a time step. A drag force is then calculated on the DEM
particles using the fluid velocity in the mesh cell within which each particle is located. The
DEM then takes control of the simulation and performs one or more iterations. After the DEM
finishes iterating, control is passed back to the CFD. A momentum sink is added to each of
the mesh cells to represent the effect of energy transfer to the DEM particles. The Lagrangian
coupling scheme is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Schematic of Coupling Scheme
The momentum conservation equation can be written as
 u
(14)
    uu      ( u )   g  S
t
In Eq. (14), S is the magnitude of the momentum sink of the fluid mesh cell. The
coupling of DEM and CFD can be implemented by calculating S with Eq. (15):
n

F

(15)
V
Where F is the force on particle from the fluid, V is the volume of the fluid mesh cell.
The fluid drag force on each particle is calculated used a modified spherical, free-stream
drag model. For non-spherical particles, the drag force is calculated based on a bounding

S

i
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sphere. All fluid parameters are taken from the CFD mesh element which contains the centre
of the DEM particle. The drag coefficient CD depends on the Reynolds number Re :

Re 

CD 

 L v


Re
24
24(1.0  0.15Re0.687 ) / Re
0.44

(16)
Re  0.5
0.5  Re  1000
Re  1000

(17)

where  is the fluid density,  is the fluid viscosity, L is the diameter of the particle’s
bounding sphere, and v is the relative velocity between the fluid and the particle.  is the
free volume of the CFD mesh cell.
The drag force is calculated by
Fd  0.5CD  A v v
(18)
Where A is the projected area of the particle.
The buoyancy is calculated by
FB    gV
(19)
3. Numerical simulation setup
In this paper, the numerical simulation setup is according to the experiment conducted by
Løset in Hamburgische Schffbau Versuchsanstalt GmbH (HSVG) ice tank in 1998[18].
To reduce the calculation consumption, the dimensions of calculation domain are 30m
longh10m wideh2.5m deep. The ship model is replaced by a simple polyhedron. Fig 1
shows the fluid domain geometric and mesh.

Fig.2 The fluid domain geometric and mesh
As shown in Fig3, a piece of ice floe is an approximate square made up by 19h19
spheres. The sphere radius is equal to the thickness of ice floes. Therefore, the mass of the ice
floes in simulation is smaller than those in the experiments. Other parameters of ice floes are
shown in Table 1.
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Fig.3 A piece of ice floe made up by spheres
Table 1. Parameters of ice floe
Parameter
Definition
Value
d
Thickness(m)
0.042
L
Length of square ice floe(m)
0.6
3

Density of ice( kg / m )
900
E
Young’s modulus (MPa)
40

Poisson’s Ratio
0.3

Coefficient of static friction
0.4
e
Coefficient of restitution
0.2
By generating different quantities of ice floes in a certain area, the concentration of ice
floes can be controlled. In this study, the concentration of ice floe is 90%. Fig. 4 shows the
initial condition of the simulation in EDEM. In order to validate the predicted result by
comparing with experiment data, three towing velocity, 0.05m/s, 0.75m/s and 0.125m/s are
adopted.

Fig.4 The initial condition of the simulation in EDEM
4. Numerical simulation result
As shown in Fig. 5, in the simulation progress, the motion of ice floes in fluid caused by
hydrodynamics and the interaction of between ice floes and the ship hull can be observed.
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Fig.5 The simulation progress
Fig.6 shows the average velocity of ice floes in the simulation. At the start of simulation,
the ice floes are static. And on the effect of drag force by the fluid, the ice floes began to
move until reached the value of velocity of fluid.
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Fig.6 The average velocity of ice floes in simulation
Fig.7, Fig.8 and Fig.9 shows the total force, total force in X direction and total force in Y
direction on ship hull caused by the ice floes when the velocity equal to 0.05m/s, 0.075m/s
and 0.0125m/s. As shown in the pictures, the the resistance curve is not continuous. Because
during the time ship hull collides with a piece of ice floe, the contact force is much larger than
the time without collision. And the time step of DEM is very small. In order to save storage
space, the interval of data saving is relatively large. Therefore, the loss of data is inevitable.
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Fig.7 Velocity equal to 0.05m/s, the ice resistance on ship hull
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Fig.8 Velocity equal to 0.075m/s, the ice resistance on ship hull
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Fig.9 Velocity equal to 0.125m/s, the ice resistance on ship hull
Fig.10 shows the comparison between simulation and experiment result. As the picture
shows, the resistance of ice increases with the increase of velocity. By adjusting the
simulation parameters, the simulation result could be in good agreement with the experiment
result to a certain extent.
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5. Conclusions

Fig.10 Comparison between simulation and experiment result

A numerical method to simulate the interaction between brash ice and ship hulls is introduced
in this paper. By coupling DEM and CFD, the effect of the ice motion on fluid is taken in to
consideration. The ice floes are approximate squares made up by spheres. This treatment can
meet two requires: making the ice floes close to reality and reducing computation time.
Therefore, the simulation can present the translation and rotation of ice floes. And the result
obtained was validated by comparing experiment data.
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Abstract. We propose a new algorithm on distributed-memory parallel computers for
our simultaneous untangling and smoothing of tetrahedral meshes [9, 10]. A previous
parallel implementation on shared-memory computers is analyzed in [1]. The new parallel procedure takes ideas from Freitag et al. strategy [11]. The method is based on:
partitioning a mesh, optimizing interior vertices, optimizing boundary vertices of interior
partitions, and communicating updated coordinates of boundary vertices. This paper
presents performance evaluation results of our parallel algorithm. We apply the procedure in the mesh generation of several 3-D objects by using the Meccano method [4].
High levels of speed-up are obtained in the mesh optimization step of this method. However, several bottlenecks may limit the parallelism. We provide some hypotheses about
the factors that cause more parallel overhead. The relative number of elements, that are
located at the interfaces of the sub-domains of the object, is one of the more important
aspects for the efficiency of the parallel mesh optimization.

1

INTRODUCTION

When a mesh is inverted, standard finite element simulation algorithms generally cannot obtain an appropriate numerical approach of problems based on partial differential
equations (PDE). Thus, researchers recommend to untangle the mesh prior to analysis
using software packages for finite element analysis (FEA).
Mesh optimization techniques reduce the total time to solve the problem and they
improve the accuracy of results. Processing a mesh can spend up to 25% of the overall
running time of a PDE-based application [5]. So, for large meshes, it is important that the
operations of generation, warping, untangling and smoothing are performed in parallel.
There are several areas of research involving parallel processing of meshes. For example,
many mesh processing techniques have been developed to generate meshes in parallel
[7]. Additionally, parallel mesh warping algorithms have been developed which employ
numerical optimization methods for use in computational simulations with deforming
domains [15].
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Other parallel algorithms have been proposed for mesh optimization. For distributedmemory architectures: Gorman et al. proposed a smoothing algorithm that maximizes
the quality of the worst element by relocating each free vertex [12], and Sastry and Shontz
proposed an algorithm that moves all mesh vertices to untangle the mesh and improve
the quality of the worst quality elements [16]. In these works, maximum speedups range
from 10×@12cores using OpenMP/MPI [12] to 50×@64cores using MPI [16].
For multi-core architectures, we proposed in [1] the first parallel mesh-untangling algorithm that simultaneously improves the quality of all inverted and non-inverted mesh
elements. We achieved a maximum speedup of 67×@128cores for highly tangled tetrahedral meshes. For GPUs, Cheng et al. implemented a local optimization algorithm for
smoothing 3D meshes on a heterogeneous GPU/multicore system [6], and Zhao et al.
implemented a mesh optimization algorithm that improves the quality of 2D meshes by
changing the mesh connectivity [17]. In both cases, maximum speedups on GPUs range
from 21× [6] to 44× [17].
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) A new single-vertex optimization algorithm for simultaneous mesh untangling and smoothing on distributed-memory parallel
computers is proposed in Section 2; (2) Section 3 shows that our parallel algorithm provides high performance for mesh optimization on two fixed tetrahedral meshes that are
highly tangled.
2

MESH UNTANGLING AND SMOOTHING ALGORITHM FOR
DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY PARALLEL COMPUTERS

Our technique [9] for simultaneous untangling and smoothing of tetrahedral meshes
consists of finding the new position (xv ) of a free node (v ) by optimizing only one objective
function (K). This function is based on a measurement of the quality of the local submesh
(Nv ), which is constituted by the set of elements connected to the free node v. After
repeating this process several times for all free nodes of the mesh, quite satisfactory
results can be achieved. In our case, the objective function is constructed as the L1 norm
of the vector (η 1 , . . . , η n ):

K=

n


ηi (xv )

i=1

σi = det(Si )

ηi (xv ) =

||Si ||2F
3 h2/3
i

hi =

1
(σi
2

+


σi2 + 4δ 2 )


δ = max{10−3 σ̄, Re(10 ( − σmin ))}

(1)

n

σ̄ =

1
|σi |
n i=1

 = 1011 DBL EP S

σmin = min{σi }i∈{1,...,n}

where ||Si ||F is the Frobenius norm of matrix S associated to the affine map from
the ideal element (usually an equilateral tetrahedron or triangle) to the physical one.
2
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Specifically, the weighted Jacobian matrix S is defined as S = A W −1 , being A = (x1 −
x0 , x2 − x0 , x3 − x0 ) the Jacobian matrix and xk , k = 0 . . . 3, the spatial coordinates
of the vertices of the tetrahedron. The constant matrix W is derived from the ideal
element. DBL EP S is upper bound on the relative error due to rounding in floating
point arithmetic. The measurement of element distortion given by equation 1 (η) is taken
as unified metric for both inverted and non-inverted elements. For more details, see [9, 10].
In this paper, we propose a new parallel algorithm for this simultaneous mesh untangling and smoothing technique on distributed-memory parallel computers. This algorithm
is based on the idea from Freitag et al. [11]. The mesh is divided into a set of partitions.
Interior and boundary vertices of partitions are treated separately. Additionally, the
vertices that lie on the solid boundary are fixed during all the optimization process.
In each mesh sweep, the interior vertices of all partitions are optimized in parallel.
For partition boundaries, independent sets of non-fixed vertices are created; each of them
is optimized in parallel after all interior vertices have been optimized. Before another
independent set is optimized, a synchronization/communication phase between partitions
is required. These computation-synchronization-communication phases are repeated until
all partition boundary vertices have been optimized. If the exit conditions are not reached,
a new mesh sweep is done.
Algorithm 1 shows our parallel untangling and smoothing algorithm that includes one
serial and three parallel phases. The serial phase involves: (a) reading the vertex coordinates and mesh elements (line 1), (b) dividing the mesh vertices into nC partitions Pi
(line 2) and (c) distributing the partition information to nC cores (line 3).
In each partition, vertices are classified as interior, boundary or fixed. Interior vertices
form elements whose all vertices belong to that partition. Boundary vertices form elements
where at least one vertex belongs to other partition. Interior and boundary vertices that
lie onto the solid boundary are fixed vertices, which are not optimized.
When boundary vertices are updated, the numerical kernel needs the spatial coordinates of all connected vertices. Thus, each partition requires information of adjacent
vertices that resides in other partitions. This information is included in all partitions
as a special type of vertex called ghost. Interior and non-ghost boundary vertices are
optimized by the same processor.
For each partition Pi , the first parallel phase involves (lines 4 to 9): (a) coloring
the non-fixed boundary vertices (line 5) [2]: Ii = {Iij }, Iij ⊂ Pi is an independent set
with color j, (b) finding the network of partitions that share boundary elements (line
5), (c) interchanging color information of boundary vertices with other partitions (line
6), (d) creating a list of boundary vertices that determines the order in which these
vertices are optimized or received from boundary partitions in later parallel phases (line
7), and (e) computing the initial minimum quality Qi of partition elements (line 8). Using
the message passing interface (MPI) function MPI Allreduce() at the end of parallel
phase 1, a synchronization barrier ensures all partitions have completed these steps before
continuing computation (line 9).
Parallel phases 2 and 3 use the same OptimizeNode() procedure that implement our
single-vertex optimization method (equation 1), but the exit conditions for each of them
3
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change (lines 10 to 26). Mesh is simultaneously untangled and smoothed in phase 2 (z =
untangling). It is finished when there is no invalid element (Qm > λuntangling > 0, Qm =
min{Qi }) or the number of iterations is larger than the input parameter NmaxIter,untangling .
Mesh smoothing is implemented in phase 3 (z = smoothing) only if the mesh is completely untangled. The exit condition for mesh smoothing depends on other two input
parameters: maximum number of iterations (NmaxIter,smoothing ) or minimum quality of output mesh (Qm > λsmoothing ). After a variable number of mesh sweeps, the output of our
parallel algorithm provides untangled and smoothed mesh partitions.
Algorithm 1 - Parallel algorithm for simultaneous mesh untangling and smoothing.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

Read the vertex and element information of a mesh (M)
 Serial phase: begin
 N odes(M ) = {Pi }i∈{1,...,nC}
Pi ← Partition(M)
Distribute each partition Pi
 Serial phase: end
for Pi in parallel do
 Parallel phase 1: begin
Ii ← Coloring(Pi )  It colors boundary vertices, Ii = {Iij }, and finds the communication graph
Send-Receive colors of vertices that belong to shared boundary elements to/from other partitions
Store the color-based order of boundary vertices
Qi ← Q(Pi )
 Qm = min{Q(Pi ), i ∈ (1, . . . , nC)}
 Parallel phase 1: end
Synchronization MPI Allreduce()
for z = {untangling, smoothing} do
if z = smoothing & Qm ≤ λuntangling then
break
 Mesh could not be untangled and algorithm finishes
for Pi in parallel do
 Parallel phase 2: z=untangling; Parallel phase 3: z=smoothing
k←0
while Qi ≤ λz & k < NmaxIter,z do
for each interior free vertex v ∈ Pi do
 Interior vertex processing: begin
xˆv ← OptimizeN ode(xv , Nv )
Synchronization MPI Allreduce()
 Interior vertex processing: end
for each boundary independent-set Iij ∈ Pi do
 Boundary vertex processing: begin
for each boundary free vertex v ∈ Iij do
xˆv ← OptimizeN ode(xv , Nv )
MPI Send-MPI Receive updated coordinates of vertices v ∈ Iij
Synchronization MPI Allreduce()
 Boundary vertex processing: end
Qi ← Q(Pi )
 Qm = min{Q(Pi ), i ∈ (1, . . . , nC)}
Synchronization MPI Allreduce()
k ←k+1

3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Our experiments were conducted on a cluster with 27 compute nodes that are organized
in 7 BullxR424E2 servers. They are interconnected with InfiniBand QDR 4× network.
Each node integrates two Intel Xeon E5645 sockets (6 cores each, 2.4 GHz), and 48 GB
of DDR3/1333 MHz RAM. So, up to 324 cores, 12 cores per compute node were used in
parallel experiments. We activated multiples of 12 cores to completely occupy different
numbers of compute nodes. Only one compute node was employed when less than 12
cores were occupied. Multiple runs were conducted on 1, 2, 4, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 216,
312, 324 cores.
4
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To compile our sequential and parallel programs on a Linux system, we used gcc 4.8.4
and Open MPI 1.6.5, respectively. The sequential version involves no locks, no synchronization, no partitioning, and no extra overhead that is inherent in MPI parallel programs.
We also used O2 compilation flag, double-precision floating-point arithmetic and Mesquite
2.99 C++ library [3]. Mesquite was extended to support our sequential and parallel algorithms that simultaneously perform mesh untangling and smoothing.
The sequential and parallel codes were applied on two tangled tetrahedral meshes called
Screwdriver and Egypt (see Figure 1). All meshes were obtained by using an automatic
strategy for adaptive tetrahedral mesh generation based on the Meccano method [4, 14].
Note in Figure 1 that input meshes are heavily tangled. The size of each input mesh was
fixed during all parallel experiments. We used Metis 5.1.0 to partition the meshes [13]
before the parallel optimization. So, the size of each partition generally decreases as the
number of partitions increases for the same fixed-size benchmark mesh.

(a) Screwdriver: input mesh, elements =
1.69 105 , inverted elements: 49%.

(a) Screwdriver: output optimized mesh.

(b) Egypt: input mesh, elements = 1.0 107 ,
inverted elements: 46%.

(b) Egypt: output optimized mesh (left) and
a detail view (right).

Figure 1: Tangled benchmark meshes
for 2-core experiments.

Figure 2: Optimized meshes after
using Algorithm 1 and two partitions.

5
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Figure 3: Partitions 0 (up) and 1
(down) of the tangled Screwdriver
mesh for experiments with two cores.

Figure 4: Interior and ghost tetrahedra
of partitions 0 (up) and 1 (down) after
using Algorithm 1 and two cores.

Figure 1 shows tangled meshes divided into the two partitions that were used in experiments with two cores. Figure 2 shows the output meshes after optimization. Figures 3
and 4 show more details of the two partitions for the Screwdriver mesh before and after
optimization, respectively.
Additionally, we chose the following termination criteria in order to measure parallel
performance: (a) untangling was stopped when all mesh elements were valid (λuntangling =
0), (b) ten mesh sweeps were completed after untangling to improve the average mesh
quality (NmaxIter,smoothing = 10). So, the total number of mesh sweeps in each experiment
was the number of iterations to completely untangle all partitions plus ten. The average
number of mesh sweeps was 20.3 and 13.1 for Screwdriver and Egypt meshes, respectively.
The quality of the mesh elements was obtained by using the mean ratio quality metric.
It takes value 1 for equilateral elements and 0 for tangled elements. The average and
minimum qualities of optimized meshes do not depend on the number of partitions. Final
average quality was 0.73 and 0.72, and final minimum quality was 0.16 and 0.20 for
Screwdriver and Egypt meshes, respectively.
We measured the CPU times taken to execute the sequential and parallel codes. The
execution time included the time to completely met the previously mentioned termination criteria. The sequential CPU time was 8.7 minutes and 6.4 hours for Screwdriver
and Egypt meshes, respectively. Parallel Speedup (S) and Parallel Efficiency (E) were
6
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obtained as follows [8]:
S=

ts
tp

E = 100%

ts
nC tp

(2)

where tp is the time taken for nC cores to complete the execution of Algorithm 1, and
ts is the time taken to complete the execution of the pure sequential algorithm using the
natural vertex ordering of input meshes (see Figure 5).
In a previous study on shared-memory computers [1], we obtained greater parallel
efficiency for the same number of cores and mesh. For example, taking Screwdriver mesh
and 128 cores, parallel efficiency (E ) was 52% and 35% using shared- and distributedmemory architectures, respectively.
In general, we have observed that lower temporal overheads are produced in OpenMP
than MPI for the same mesh and number of cores. However, higher speedup can be
achieved for mesh optimization on distributed-memory architectures due to larger number
of available cores. In this paper, we report a maximum speedup (S ) of 186× using
the Egypt mesh (see Figure 5). This result improves our previous study on parallel
optimization when applied to tangled meshes. Comparing our performance results to
previous studies on parallel mesh optimization using MPI, it can be observed that for
similar meshes of approximately 107 elements and occupying 64 cores, we achieved a
speedup of 51× that is similar to the results reported in [16].
As the number of partitions is increased, the speedup of our algorithm also increases for
all benchmark meshes only up to 312 cores. However, for 324 cores, our algorithm exhibits
lower speedups than using 312 cores for Screwdriver and Egypt meshes (see Figure 5).
Several bottlenecks may limit the parallelism.
Our hypothesis states that one of them is caused by wait times originated from the
ordering of vertex updating of partition boundaries. Two partitions can start processing
their non-fixed boundary vertices in parallel. In any case, the ordered list of boundary
vertices of a partition may indicate that should wait for updated boundary vertices from
other partitions before optimization continues (Algorithm 1, line 22). During this waiting
time, the vertex processing is interrupted at that partition.
Load imbalance is another performance bottleneck that includes the execution time due
to processor overload when the concurrent vertex updating is not well balanced among
partitions. In our parallel algorithm, this bottleneck is influenced by both the number of
partitions and the ratio of function and gradient evaluations (FGE) between boundary
and interior vertex processing. For example, the ratios of FGE for 324 cores are 0.17 for
Egypt and 0.46 for Screwdriver. Consequently, parallel efficiency (E ) drops at 324 cores
from 51% for Egypt to 17% for Screwdriver.
Communications is another performance bottleneck caused by the transmission of updated coordinates of boundary vertices. Our hypothesis states that this bottleneck provides the lowest overhead time. For a given number of partitions, this overhead is caused
by the dependence of communication time on the number of boundary vertices, mesh
sweeps and interconnection bandwidth, in contrast to mesh optimization time that is
7
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Figure 5: Parallel performance for Screwdriver and Egypt input meshes. Up: execution
time. Center, down: speedup and parallel efficiency.

8
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dependent on the number of FGE, number of elements per patch and tetrahedra processing rate. For example, for 324 partitions of Egypt mesh, 14% of vertices were partition
boundary vertices, the total communication time was 0.2 s and the total execution time
was 140.6 s.
The irregular number of FGE evaluations, when a fixed-size mesh is optimized in
parallel, is another cause of performance deterioration. This occurs when the workload
with larger number of partitions requires larger FGE. For example, using Egypt mesh,
FGE is 2.00 109 and 2.12 109 for 312 and 324 partitions, respectively. This effect is
due to the influence of the vertex processing order on the workload needed for the mesh
optimization algorithm to converge. Note that a different number of partitions for parallel
processing implies a different vertex processing order.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a new single-vertex parallel algorithm that simultaneously performs mesh
untangling and smoothing on distributed-memory computers. In this paper, we obtain
greater speedup than previous published works on parallel mesh optimization. In order to
improve parallel performance, it is important to minimize the number of boundary vertices
of partitions. One of our research goals is to study the influence of boundary vertices on
parallel performance and bottlenecks when other domain partitioning methods and the
Meccano parametric mesh [14] are used.
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Abstract. The theoretical and experimental exploration of supersonic flow over flying
configurations (FCs) was performed with the help of eight models of FCs. The lift, pitching
moment and pressure coefficients on the surfaces of these models, were tested in the trisonic
wind tunnel of the DLR Cologne in the frame of some research projects of the author,
sponsored by the DFG. A very good agreements between the experimental- correlated lift and
pitching moment coefficients and the theoretical predicted values of these coefficients by
using the non-classical three-dimensional hyperbolic potential solutions of the author are
obtained for all these models. These three-dimensional hyperbolic solutions are used:for the
proposed hybrid numerical solutions of full Navier-Stokes PDEs and as start solutions for the
determination of the inviscid global optimized (GO) of the shapes of three FC models namely,
of the delta wing alone Adela and of the fully-integrated wing-fuselage models Fadet I and
Fadet II. The deternination of the GO shape of a FC leads to an enlarged variational problem with free boundaries. The here proposed optimum-optimorum strategy can determine
the GO shape of a FC among of a class of elitary FC defined by their chosen common
properties. These GO models are of minimum inviscid drag at cruising Mach numbers 2, 2.2
and, respectively, 3 These inviscid GO shapes are used for the new proposed GO shape of
aerospace models and as surrogate models, the first step of an more recent developed iterative optimum-optimorum theory
1

INTRODUCTION

The theoretical and experimental exploration of supersonic flow over FCs was performed
by using eight FC models, presented in the (Fig.1) and (Fig. 2) namely: five non-optimized
models of the wedged and the double wedged wings, the wedged delta wing fitted with a
conical fuselage, the wedged and the cambered rectangular wings and three models with inviscid GO shapes, it is, the delta wing alone Adela and the integrated wing-fuselage models
Fadet I and Fadet II, which use the own three-dimensional hyperbolic analytical potential
solutions (HASs), as start solutions for the design of their GO shapes. The capabilities of
these rapid, non-classical HASs, written in integrated forms , as in [1]- [4], to predict the real
world, were cheked in the trisonic wind tunnel of the DLR Cologne, in the frame of some
research contracts of the author, sponsored by the DFG. A very good agreement between the
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theoretical predicted and the experimental measured lift and pitching moment coefficients for
the range of angles of attack   20 , 20 , which is greater as in subsonic flow, was found.
A good agreement was also obtained for the pressure coefficients for the range of angles of
attack   10 , 10 . For flattened FC at moderate angle of attack, very important conclusions for this exploration are found, namely, the more economic flight with characteritic
surface (instead of shock surface) is possible, the flow is laminar, as supposed here, the
influence of the friction over the lift, pitching moment and pressure coefficients is neglectable, the developed software for the computation of these coefficients are confirmed and the
solutions for the Navier-Stokes layer (NSL) must have the HASs, as asymptotes for small
perturbation. The high performant surrogate models have inviscid GO shapes and are used in
the first step of her iterative optimum-optimorum (OO) theory .

Figures. 1 The global optimized delta wing model Adela and others five non optimized FC models

Figures 2a,b: The views of GO shapes of fully- integrated wing-fuselage modelsls Fadet I and Fadet II
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A refinement of the start solutions was further made. These three-dimensional HASs were
replaced with hybrid numerical solutions for the NSL PDEs. They use the HASs twice: as
outer flow at the NSL’s edge and to reinforce the NSL’s solutions, which are expressed as
products of HAS with polynomes with free coefficients, which are determined by fulfilling
the NSL’s PDEs in a number of points, as in [1]-[4]. These NSLs solutions have also analytical properties due to HAS as: the correct last behaviors, have correct jumps over the singular
lines, fulfill all the boundary conditions, the derivatives are exact computed, are split and
speed up the computation time and are used up the second step of her iterative OO theory .
2 NON- CLASSICAL, THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYPERBOLICAL POTENERAL
SOLUTIONS
Here is supposed that the downwashes on the surface of FCs are written or can be picewise
approximated in form of superpositions of homogeneous polynomes in two variables.
Dimensionless variables are here introduced as follows:
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Hereby u and u  and w and w are the axial disturbance velocities and the downwashes
on the thin and thick-symmetrical wing-fuselage components  1 , h1 and  are the half-span,
the maximal depth and the dimensionless span on the entire FC,  and  are the similarity
~
~ and w
parameters of the planforms of the entire FC and of its fuselage u~ and u~  and w
are the axial disturbance velocities and the downwashes on the thin and thick-symmetrical FC
components of the transformed FC, C , C m and Cd(i ) are the lift, the pitching moment and
the inviscid drag coefficients of the FC. The downwashes on the thin and thick-symmetrical
components of an integrated thick, lifting delta wing fitted with a central fuselage are : for the
thin FC component, supposed continous
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and for the thick-symmetrical FC, on the wing and on the fuselage
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The non-classical, three-dimensional hyperbolical potential solutions for the computation
of the axial disturbance velocities over the thin and thick-symmetrical components of an integrated flattened FCs are obtained by the author in integrated form, by using the compatibility
conditions of P. Germain, the prtnciple of minimal singularities, (which fulfill the jumps) of
M. van Dyke and the hydrodinamic analogy of E. Carafoli, as in [1]-[4]
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The coefficients of these axial disturbance velocities, namely, for the thin and thicksymmetrical components of the integrated wing-fuselage FC
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are linear and homogeneous functions of the coefficients of downwashes,which depand on the
shape of the surface of FC and are multiplied with coefficients, which depand only on the
similarity parameters of the planform of FC. The axial disturbance velocities on delta wing
and on the delta wing-fuselage FC models are obtained as particular cases of the formulas (7)
and (8), as given in [1] . The axial disturrbance velocities on rectangular wing models are
deduced also in [1]3. THE OPTIMUM- OPTIMORUM THEORY
The determination of a global optimized (GO) shape of a flying configuration (FC)
(namely the simultaneous optimization of its distributions of camber, twist and thickness and
also of the similarity parameters of its planform) leads to an extended variational problem
with free boundaries The discontinous surface of an elitary FC is picewise approximed in
form of two different superpositions of homogeneous polynoms in two variables, one on the
wing and the other on the fuselage. The coefficients of these polynoms, together with the
similarity parameters of their planforms, are the free parameters of optimization. The classical
optimization strategy allows the determination of the shape of the surface of a FC with fixed
shape of its planform and is here called ellitary FC. The optimum-optimorum (OO) theory is
an optimization strategy, which allows the determination of the GO shape of the surface of a
FC and also of the similarity parameters of its planform , inside a class of elitary FCs defined
by their common properties, as in [1]-[4]. A lower-limit hypersurface of the inviscid drag
functional, as function of the similarity parameters of the planforms of elitary FCs of the class
is defined and the elitary FC, which corresponds to the minimum of this hypersurface is, in
the same time, the GO shape of the FC of the class. The free parameters of the optimization
are the coefficients of the downwashes w , w and w' and also the similarity parameters of
the planforms of the wing and of the fuselage. Further, the quotient of these similarity
parameters, which is determined for the purpose of the FC, is considered constant.
This OO strategy was used for the determination of the surfaces of the inviscid GO shapes
of the delta wing alone Adela, presented in the middle of the (Fig. 1) and of the fullyintegrated wing-fuselage models Fadet I and Fadet II, presented in the ( Fig. 2a,b). These
models are of minimum inviscid drag at cruising Mach numbers 2, 2.2 and, respectively, 3.
4 THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THEORETICAL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The theoretical predicted pressure distribution and the aerodynamic characteristics of these
models were checked in the trisonic wind tunnel of DLR Collogne in the frame of research
projects of the author, sponsored by the DFG. The results of this checking are here given for
the fully-integrated wing-fuselage model Fadet II, GO with respect of minimum inviscid drag
at cruising Mach number M   3 presented in the (Fig. 2b) and (Fig. 3), is choosen here for
exemplification. A very good agreement between the theoretical predicted and the experimental- correlated lift and pitching moment coefficients are presented in the (Fig.4a,b).
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A good agreement between the theoretical predicted and the local interpolated values of
the measured pressure coefficients on the upper side of the model in its central longitudinal
section are presented in the (Fig. 5a-c) .

Fig. 3 The view of the fully- integrated and GO model Fadet II

Figures 4a,b The agreement between the seoretrical and experimental-correlated lift and pitching moment
coefficients of the fully- integrated and GO model Fadet II

A very good agreement between the theoretical and the experimental-correlated lift and
pitching moment coefficients are obtained also for the others seven models.
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Figures. 5a-c The agreements between the theretical and the experimental determinated pressure coefficients
along the longitudinal central section of the fully-integrated GO model Fadet II, at the angles of attack

  8  , 0  , 8  .
4

NEW GO SHAPES FOR AEROSPACE MODELS

The high performant inviscid GO shapes of models Fadet I and Fadet II are here used as
source of inspiration of new GO shapes of aerospace catamaran models of GEO and LEO
with twin fuselages, which are only almost integrated in the wing thickness in order to have
windows on their both sides. Two different locations of twin fuselages are here proposed. The
first variant for the GO shape of LEO with more stiffness has two parallel twin fuselages
located in the central zone of the wing and almost embedded in its thickness is presented in
the (Fig. 6) and a new variant with twin fuselages located in  . form, as in (Fig. 7), which
has windows on both sides, for a better view. The both variants have rescue bars, located
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closed to the cabine of pilots. These bars are the meeting point of twin fuselages and have two
doors for entrance and exit from the space vehicle

Figure 6: The catamaran space vehicle model with twin central fuselages

Figure 7 The catamaran space vehicle model with twin fuselages in

5

.

form .

THE PROPOSED HYBRID SOLUTIONS FOR THE NAVIER-STOKES PDS
Let us firstly introduce the coordinate  inside the NSL, it is


x3  Z x1 , x2 

(0    1)

 x1 , x2 

(11)

The hyperbolic potential solutions are here used twice, it is: as outer flow at the NSL’s
edge and to reinforce the numerical NSL’s solutions of the full PDEs of the NSL, as in [1] [4}. The proposed hybrid solutions of the velocity components, the here introduced density
function R  ln  and the absolute temperature T are the following:
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Hereby are:  the thickness of the NSL, ue , ve , we

the velocity components of the

hyperbolic potential flow at the NSL’s edge, Re and

Te the density function and the

absolute temperature of the outer flow at the NSL’s edge and Rw and Tw their values at the
wall of the FC. The free coefficients ri , ti , ui , vi , wi are used to satisfy the NSL’s PDEs
and the boundary conditions at the NSL’s edge in some points. The viscosity  fu
exponential low and the pressure p
it is
T 
     
 T 

n1

lfills an

is obtained from the physical equation of the ideal gas,

,

(14a,b)

p  Rg  T  Rg e R T

All the physical entitis are expressed as functions of the velocity’s coefficients by using the
continuity and the temperature PDEs. The velocity’s coefficients are determined by iterative
solving of a quadratic algebraic system. More details are given in [1]- [4] .
The friction , the friction drag and the total drag coefficients of an integrated wing-fuselage FC
are the following:
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THE ITERATIVE OPTIMUM-OPTIMORUM THEORY

The viscous iterative OO theory uses the inviscid hyperbolic potential solutions as start
solutions and the inviscid GO shape of these FCs as surrogate models, only in its first step of
iteration. An intermediate computational checking of this inviscid GO shape of FC is made
with own hybrid solvers, for the three-dimensional compressible NSL. The friction drag
coefficient C d( f ) of the FC is computed and the inviscid GO shape is checked also for the
structure point of view. A weak interaction aerodynamics-structure is proposed. Additional or
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modified constraints, introduced in order to control the camber, twist and thickness distributions of the GO shape, for structure reasons, are here proposed. In the second step of
optimization, the predicted inviscid GO shape of the FC is corrected by including these
additional constraints in the variational problem and of the friction drag coefficient in the drag
functional.
7

CONCLUSIONS

The agreement between the experimental and the theoretical analytical hyperbolic solutions
for the pressure, lift and pitching moment of flattened FCs flying at moderate angles of
attack, leads to the following important conclusions:
- the flow is laminar, as supposed here, and it remains attached in supersonic flow, for larger
range of angles of attack than by subsonic flow;
- the flight with characteristic surface, which is more economic, instead of the flight with
shock wave surface is confirmed;
- the validity of the three-dimensional hyperbolic analytic potential solutions for the axial
disturbance velocity, with the chosen balanced minimal singularities and the corresponding
software for the computation of the above coefficients are confirmed;
- the influence of friction upon these coefficients is neglectable;
- these analytic solutions are very usefull for the computation of proposed hybrid solutions for
the NSL’s PDEs, which are abble to compute the total drag, including friction ;
- these analytic solutions were used by the author as start solutions for the inviscid global optimization of the shapes of the high performant models Adela , Fadet I and Fadet II ;
- these inviscid global optimized models can also be considered as surrogate models, which
are used in the first step of a proposed iterative optimum-optimorum strategy of the determi-nation of the GO shapes of FCs, in supersonic flow, as in [1]-[4];
- these hybrid solutions do not need interface at the NSL's edge.
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Abstract. Material selection is one of the crucial points of mechanical design process.
Selecting proper material is even more important when designing a component that is going to
be exposed to harsh operating conditions like in the marine environment. This paper presents a
comparison of three different austenitic stainless steels (1.4541, 1.4571, 1.4841) used in a
production of marine exhaust systems. Selecting a suitable material can help in avoiding failure
scenarios of such systems that are exposed to elevated temperatures and marine environment.
Steels are compared based on experimentally and numerically determined properties and
characteristics. Experimentally, ultimate tensile strength and yield strength are determined at
room and elevated (300 °C, 600 °C) temperatures. Also, a short-term creep test is performed in
order to compare material creep responses for selected temperatures. Further, Charpy impact
energy is experimentally measured and value of fracture toughness calculated. As for the
numerical research, finite element (FE) simulation of Charpy test is performed. Also, in order
to predict fracture behaviour of considered steels, single specimen test method used in fracture
mechanics is numerically simulated. Using FE stress analysis results of such test, J-integral is
calculated to quantify crack driving force. This numerical research was performed in order to
establish reliable models that can be used in industry to characterize materials, opposite to
traditional experiments, and has proven to be reasonably accurate and efficient. Comparing the
results obtained by experimental and numerical assessment of the three considered stainless
steels, it can be noted that 1.4841 has the highest yield and ultimate tensile strength along with
Charpy impact energy and fracture toughness. Also, steel 1.4841 has higher values of J-integral,
making it more adequate to structures that need less susceptibility to fracture. Numerically
predicted values comply with those experimentally determined ensuring further use of the FE
models. Results can be useful in a design process when selection of proper material is of a great
importance.
1

INTRODUCTION

Traditional approach to structural design and material selection suggests that anticipated
design stress is to be compared to flow properties of considered material. On the other hand,
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fracture mechanics approach quantifies flaw size, material fracture toughness and applied
stress. In order to have thorough insight into the material behaviour and potential structural
failures, designers need to perform calculations using both approaches [1].
Adequate selection of material is a step of a great importance in the design process, otherwise
product profitability may be affected, service lifetime reduced and flaws resulting in failures
can be expected. Several requirements have to be met during material selection process, such
as adequate strength of material, acceptable rigidity level, resistance to elevated temperatures,
sufficient resistance to crack propagation.
Stainless steels are general choice when designed structures and constructions need to be
corrosion resistant in a specific environment, but also have to withstand high stresses, excessive
temperatures or have to be able to operate in specific conditions retaining their functionality [2]
(food, nuclear or petrochemical industry, marine environment, surgery or implanting, etc.). So,
besides knowing their common mechanical properties like yield strength or maximum tensile
strength, description of fracture behaviour is also welcome.
Several examples of stainless steel construction failures and researches on the topic of
improving understanding of stainless steels mechanical behaviour are brought to attention here.
Recent research proved that integrity of asymmetric double cracked stainless steel pipes
subjected to combined tension and bending can be evaluated using the theoretical plastic
collapse stress of the single notched pipe [3]. In order to account for creep rupture, basic
modelling of phenomena in austenitic stainless steels was performed showing that predicted
rupture times for ductile rupture are longer than those for brittle rupture at high stresses and low
temperatures with a reversed situation at low stresses and high temperatures [4]. Overpressure
in refinery stainless steel pipes was studied to determine material behaviour that led to
microstructural change of material and final plastic collapse of pipes [5]. Finite element
analyses were performed to gain insight into the failure mechanism of high strength stainless
steel bridge roller bearings proving that service loading coupled with wedge imperfection was
sufficient for final failure [6]. Although considered as resistant to corrosion, stainless steels can
still suffer from corrosion induced failures in specific conditions, like the example of failed
handrail [7]. Austenitic stainless steel pipelines used as a conduit for gaseous nitrogen failed
due to stress-corrosion cracking caused by synergistic effect of chloride ions, thermal stresses
from welding and the presence of sensitized grains of the material [8].
Characterization of material is essential to perform adequate material selection and it is
usually done using experimental routines [9] that can be complemented, if not substituted, with
numerical prediction of material properties [10, 11] using modern numerical analysis [12]
routines backed with powerful computer processors.
Research presented in this paper is a comparison of mechanical properties and fracture
behaviour of three austenitic stainless steels, 1.4541, 1.4571 and 1.4841. Ultimate tensile
strength, yield strength and Charpy impact energy are experimentally determined for
considered steels. Fracture behaviour is compared using numerically calculated J-integral
values. Experimentally and numerically obtained results are compared and discussed with a
conclusion given on material properties and characteristics.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three materials are compared: steels 1.4541, 1.4571 and 1.4841. These are austenitic
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chromium-nickel alloys. Austenitic stainless steels are the most common stainless steels and
are used for building and construction, consumer products, industrial applications. They are
generally non-magnetic, easy to form, weld, repair and aesthetically finish.
1.4541 is similar to 1.4301, but with addition of titanium that reduces or prevents carbide
precipitation during welding and in elevated temperature service. It possesses good creep
strength and is typical used in high-temperature tempering equipment, heavy duty exhaust
systems, boilers and welded pressure vessels, oil refinery equipment.
1.4571 contains titanium that stabilizes the structure of material at temperatures over 800°C.
This prevents carbide precipitation at the grain boundaries so 1.4571 can be exposed to higher
temperatures for a longer period without sensitization. It can be used for furnace parts, chemical
equipment, heat exchangers, jet engine parts and structures exposed to marine environment.
1.4841 has excellent high-temperature resistance characteristics when compared with the
rest of the austenitic stainless steels series, however if exposed to elevated temperatures for
prolonged period it can become very brittle. Added silicon improves oxidation and
carburization resistance. It is used in radiant tubes, annealing and carburizing boxes, furnace
equipment and heat treatment components.
Mechanical properties of the steels were determined on a computer directed materials testing
machine Zwick/Roell, 400 kN, using specimens manufactured from rods of considered steels.
Appropriate ASTM standard was used to set specimen geometry and uniaxial tensile test
procedure [14], Fig. 1.

b)
a)
Figure 1: Specimens used in: a) Tensile test. b) Charpy test. All dimensions in mm

If trying to design a structure resistant to fracture, fracture toughness is an important
parameter that designers need to account for. On the basis of Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact
energy, obtained by simple Charpy test using standardized specimen, Fig. 1, correlation with
fracture toughness can be made, e.g. with Roberts-Newton formula independent of CVN energy
range and temperature level [15]:
KIc  8.47(CVN)0.63

.

(1)

Crack propagation resistance is usually described by one or more fracture mechanics
parameters obtained by experimental research, e.g. crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), Jintegral or stress intensity factor (K). J-integral is a suitable parameter when observing ductile
fracture in metals materials. Rice [16] introduced J-integral as an integral encircled around the
crack tip, path-independent as long as the stress is a function of strain alone and provided the
crack tip is the only singularity within the contour. It can be considered equally energy release
rate parameter and stress intensity parameter. In a two-dimensional form, it can be written as:
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u


J    wdy  Ti i ds  .
x 


(2)

Here, Ti = σijnj are components of the traction vector, ui are components of displacement
vector, ds is an incremental length along the integral contour Γ. When contour Γ shrinks to the
crack tip, JIc parameter can be derived, describing fracture resistance of material, i.e. required
energy for crack growth per unit length. Further, strain energy density w is:
w    ij d ij ,

(3)

where εij is the sum of elastic and plastic strains at a specific point. When dealing with a
growing crack, J values can be correlated to extension of a crack (Δa) giving resistance curve
(R). For this, standardized experimental procedures are usually used but in some cases, they can
be accompanied or even substituted by modern numerical methods, e.g. finite element (FE)
method. For instance, accuracy check was performed to compare J-integral values obtained by
experiment, two-dimensional and three-dimensional FE analysis and EPRI method [17]. Mode
I fracture is studied in a compact tensile (CT) specimen using FEM in order reveal multiscale
effects [18]. Also, numerically determined plastic geometry factors are used to calculate Jintegral from the load vs. crack mouth opening displacement or load-line displacement curve
in the J-R curve test.
In this paper, experimental single specimen test method [19] following elastic unloading
compliance technique is numerically simulated in order to predict fracture behavior of
considered steels. Numerical stress analysis is performed on a two-dimensional FE model of
single edge notched bend (SENB) specimen, Fig. 2. Three initial relative crack length a/W (W
= 50 mm) ratios are taken, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. Material behavior is considered to be multilinear
isotropic hardening. Specimen model is discretized with 8-node isoparamateric quadrilateral
elements. FE mesh is refined around the crack tip because high deformation gradients occur in
the yielding region. Quasi-static load was imposed on specimen in order to simulate compliance
procedure of single specimen test method. Only half of the specimen needs to be modelled due
to symmetry. To simulate crack propagation node releasing technique was used.

Figure 2: FE model of SENB specimen

Stress analysis results extracted from integration points of finite elements enclosing crack
tip are used to evaluate J values in integration points by Eq. 4 [20]. Summing them along a path
Γ that encloses crack tip gives total value of J that can be correlated to crack extension values.
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Here, Gp represents Gauss weighting factor, np stands for the number of integration points
and Ip is the integrand evaluated at each Gauss point p:
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In order to account for possible minor variation of J values in numerical analysis, three
different paths around the crack tip are taken in each example and their average value is taken
as final. The procedure is verified on steels 1.4021 and 1.4057 [21], comparing available
experimental results with obtained numerical values.
3

RESULTS

3.1 Experimentally determined material properties
Experimentally determined engineering stress-strain (σ - ε) diagrams for three steels are
given in Fig. 3. Experimentally determined Charpy V-notch energy is presented in Table 1,
along with fracture toughness obtained by Eq. 1. In addition to that, yield strength (σYS), tensile
strength (σTS) and Young's modulus (E) values are given in Table 1, also.

Figure 3: Steels 1.4841, 1.4571, 1.4541: uniaxial engineering stress-strain diagrams
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Table 1: Yield strength (σYS), tensile strength (σTS), Young's modulus (E), Charpy V-notch impact energy
(CVN) energy and fracture toughness (KIc) of considered stainless steels

Material

σYS [MPa]

σTS [MPa]

E [GPa]

CVN [J]

KIc [MPa·m0.5]

AISI 321[13]

390

607

224

170

215.3

AISI 316Ti

458

632

186

158

205.6

AISI 314

498

688

220

312

315.6

3.2 Numerically predicted fracture behaviour
Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show final J values for steels 1.4541, 1.4571, 1.4841 taken as a measure of
crack driving force for different initial crack lengths (a/W) and according to crack propagation
(Δa).

Figure 4: J-integral values obtained numerically for steel
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Figure 5: J-integral values obtained numerically for steel

Figure 6: J-integral values obtained numerically for steel

4

DISCUSSION

Comparing the chemical composition of three considered steels, it can be noted that 1.4541
and 1.4571 have somewhat similar composition, except of the titanium and molybdenum
percentage that are in favour of 1.4571. Steel 1.4841 is quite different in terms of chemical
composition, especially regarding significantly higher values of silicon, chromium and nickel
when comparing to 1.4541 and 1.4571.
Having this composition differences in mind, it was expected that 1.4841 has the highest
yield and ultimate tensile strength of three compared steels. This expectation is proved by
performed tensile tests, Table 1. As for the experimentally measured Charpy impact energy and
derived fracture toughness, it can be noted that 1.4841 has significantly higher both values when
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comparing it to 1.4541 and 1.4571.
Fracture behaviour of steels 1.4541, 1.4571 and 1.4841 can be predicted based on the
numerical analysis results shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6 where J-integral values are used as a measure
of crack driving force. Observing diagrams, it is obvious that steel 1.4841 has higher values of
J-integral than the other two, making it more adequate to structures that need less susceptibility
to fracture. Numerically predicted values comply with experimentally determined CVN and
calculated KIc.
Predicted difference in numerically obtained J values and consequential difference in
resistance to crack extension of steels 1.4541, 1.4571 and 1.4841 can be contributed to different
composition and properties of three steels. Higher percentage of nickel and chromium, as
previously mentioned in this paragraph, in steel 1.4841 can add to noted behaviour. Further,
observing Fig. 4, 5 and 6, it can be noted that lower a/W ratios correspond to higher J values
and opposite. J-integrals for a/W = 0,25 and 0,5 tend to be close in values, while the ones for
a/W = 0,75 differs greatly. As for the crack geometry, a/W ratios were kept equal for all steels
minimizing the influence of geometry on difference in J values.
5

CONCLUSION

This paper provides overview of experimentally and numerically determined properties and
characteristics of three austenitic chromium-nickel alloys, 1.4541, 1.4571 and 1.4841.
Standardized tensile test provided values of ultimate tensile strength and yield strength while
Charpy test provided impact energy values and fracture toughness. Numerically, fracture
behavior of the three mentioned steels is described using J-integral as a prediction of crack
driving force. Results obtained experimentally and numerically are compared and discussed.
1.4841 tends to prove optimal choice when there is a need for a stainless steel with higher values
of ultimate tensile strength and yield strength along with fracture resistance. However, specific
benefits of the other two steels should not be neglected in specific applications when there is a
need for resistance to high temperatures or to creep effect. Results of the investigation presented
in this paper can be used in the design process to avoid failures of constructions and structures.
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